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THli

IMPERIAL

ENCYCLOPEDIA.

HISTORY.

HISTORV may, in general, be defined an account of the
niobt remarkable events which have occurred in the
world, arranged in the true order in wliich they actually

hai'pened, together with the causes from which they ori-

ginated, and the ditlerent elTects they produced, as far as could be
discovered. The word history ('iro;i«,) literally denotes a search

for curious things, or a desire of knowing, or even a rehearsal of
things we have seen f being formed from the verb 'iroaav, which
properly signifies to know a thing by having seen it. But the
idea is now much more extensive, and'is applied to the knowledge
of things taken from the report of otliers. It is derived from the

verb 'in.'ii, I know ; and hence among the ancients, several of

their great men were called polyhistores, i. e. persons of various
and general knowledge. The word history is, ho\\ever, some-
times used to signify a description of things, as well as an account
of facts. Thus Theophrastus calls his work on the nature and
properties of plants, an history of plants ; and we have a treatise

of Aristotle, entitled an History of Animals ; and to this day the
description of plants, animals, and minerals, are called by the ge-
neral name of Natural History. But the term history is chiefly

used to denote an account of the principal transactions of mankind
from the beginning of the world. This sul>ject is generally divid-

ed into two parts, viz. civil and ecclesiastical. The first contains
the history of mankind in their various relations to one another,
and their behaviour, for their own emolument, or that of others,

in common life ; the second considers them as acting, or pretend-
mg to act, in obedience to what they believe to be the will of the
Supreme Being. Civil history, therefore, includes an account of
all the drfferent states that have existed in the world, and like-

wise of tiiose men who in different ages of the world have most
eminently distmguished themselves, cither for their good or evil

actions. This last part of civil history, iiowcver, forms a distinct

branch usually stiled Biography. History is justlv esteemed a
very considerable branch of polite literature. Few accomplish-
ments are more valued than an accurate knowledge of the histo-

ries of different nations ; and scarce any literary production is

more regarded than a well written history of any nation : alihough
the truth of Dr. Goldsmith's remark in his History of England,
must be acknowledged with respect to those of all nations; viz.

that " history is generally little more than the register of human
contention and calamity."

FOUNBATION AND CREDIBILITY OF HlSTORY.

As to the grounds on which the credibility of an history is found-
f d ; they are derived partly from the events related, and partly
irom the evidence and character of such as relate them ; wcenc'e
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arises an internal and external credibility. The interior credibili-

ty consists not only in the possibility of the event reported, but

likewise in its probability ; which last consists in this, that the cir-

cumstances in which an event is reported to have happened be
conformable or suitable thereto, or that there be some foundation

for it in the connection of the circumstances, and that in parallel

cases the same had frequently happened. Hence it is easy to con-

ceive, that many events may appear improbable, nay incredible,

to some, through mere ignorance, or by separating them from

their circumstances. This is the case with the frequent charges of

incredibility brought against those numerous armies we read of ia

ancient history, from confounding the regular armies of the mo-
derns, vrith the tumultuous ones of the ancients; which were a

kind of militia composed of all or the greater part of the fighting

men of a country. Under the external grounds of credibility are

comprehended the genuineness of the original testimony, and the

capacity and integrity of those who relate it: the evidence alled-

ged must not only be ascribed to its true authors, but these must
appear to be pei-sons so circumstanced and inclined as to relate

the truth, so as to add to it nothing false, nor omit any thing of

consequence to the event reported. The first of these, or the

genuineness of the original testimony, affects not only books and

tracts, but public records and monuments of past events, statues,

inscriptions, columns, edifices, &c. And to detect the fraudu-

lent practices of former times in forging evidences of this kind,

requires great knowledge in the history not only of human so-

cieties, but of the opinions, sciences, languages, and customs, of

different times. And hence appears the necessity of great penetra-

tion, and capacity in an historian: but above all, of great integri-

ty and sincerity in relating the truth. In trying the credibility of

an event by the number of evidences brought in support of it, we
ought to weigh: I. How many hi>torians, and other known sour-

ces, are really extant of any jiarticular event. 2. The actual di-

versity of their testimonies. 3. Their agreement and contradic-

tion; and whether they cannot be reconciled. 4. The exterior

and interior credibility of the contradicting narrations. From
what has been said, we may draw the following inferences : 1.

That there is a real and deiiionstrable cerlainly of events, which

ought not lo be doubted or contested : and, indeed, scepticism iu

historical matters most commonly, if not always, proceeds from

ignorance of the real nature of that certainty and its criterion, or

from a consciousness of the indispensable necessity of unwearied

diligence, of farther helps, and deeper retlection in e.samining and
proving, than the conveniency of many will allow. 3. That the

demonstrabihty of a fact, the credibility of an historian who re-

ports, and the evidences of his whple wcrk, ought nc\er to be
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confounded or mistaken lor one snd tiiL' same tiling; : tor an lii to-

ri.in may lie well worth credit, thongh lie lie not inlalliblc, and even
though he has actually committed errors m some of his reports.

3. The demonslrabili'ty of events has dil'l'orent degrees and limits,

as reaching only so fai as the records preserved will permit : and

hence appears the neces-ity of well distinguisliing such events,

the reality ov falsity of which jan be proved, from events that

are at beat uncertain and doubtful. 4. That the credibility of

events may gain new strength is evident; since many facts cannot

be knovsn, till after the death i)f such as were either the actors or

persons concerned in them: bi-sides it frequently liappens, that

records and vouchers of transactions, long since past, are after-

wards discovered, which til! tlien were either unknown, or coidd

not be conhdently published by tlio>e wlio knew them, for want
of suclj witnesses and proofs, j. The credit of liistory can never
decay by age, as some have erroneously asserted ; since facts,

once established upon good evidence, must ever remain so, while

the vouchers of such evidence are preserved : nay an account
vhich formerly was uncertain, or even considered as improbable
and false, may be vindicated and proved by late discoveries of

historical writnigs and records.

Usefulness of History.

That great advantage may be reaped from the study of liistory,

will appear from the following considerations: 1. It proves an
agreeable amusement and relaxation: for though the mind is not

wholly inactive in the study of history
; yet, being a lighter and

more entertaining employment, the faculties of the mind, when
fatigued and almost exhausted with more intense employment,
find actual repose, and are recruited ;uul restored to vigour. 2.

But beside the pleasure of studying history, it lays a founclalion

not only for general prudence, but for that particular kind, which
the circumstances and situation of each man require. To become
acquainted with the characters of men, the marks, sources, and
elfects, of their passions and prejudices, the power and changes of

their customs, and the like, is an essential and necessary step to

prudence : and all this knowledge is considerably improved by
history, which teaches ns to make other men's experience our
own, to profit by it, and to learn wisdom from their misfortunes.

3. History is of eminent use in promoting virtue, partly by a co-

pious au(l pleasant instruction in a right and virtuous conduct in

general, and partly by examples that insensibly lead us to the

practice of several virtues in particular. 4. Every other science

receives great benefit from history. Philosophy, and practical

mathematics, have recourse to history, or to nature, ihrougli the

medium of history, for most of their oijjects ; and in many parts

of these sciences, the whole force of the demonstration is founded
on experiments; which would make but an indifferent figure,

if the assistance of other men's experiments by the means of

history were excluded; and the same holds of divinity, law,

medicine, &c.

Method ok Studying History.

Persons wlio read history merely for amusement, or, having in

view some particular branch of learning, attend only to certain

branches of^history, are not confined to that order and connection,

which is absolutely requisite for obtaining a proper knowledge of

history; the most regular, as well as successful way of studying
which, is, to begin with an epitome of universal history, and
afterwards apply to the history of particular nations and common-
wealihs: for the study of particular histories presupposes, or, to

speak more properly, is only extending the knowledge of particu-

lar parts of universal history. In the study of history, we must
consider, that all the revolutions which have ha])pened in the
world have been owing to two causes. 1. 'I'lie connections be-

tween the dilfcrent states existing together in the world at the same
time, or their diliVrent situations .with regard to one another; and,
2. The (lirterent cliaracters of the people who in all ages constitu-

ted these states, their different geniuses and dispositions, &c. by
which they were either prompted to undertake such and such ac-

tions of themselves, or were easily induced to it by others. The
person who would study history, therefore, ought first to make
himself acquainted w ith the state of the world in general in all

different ages ; what nations iuliabited the different parts of it ;

«?hat their extent of territory was ; at what particular time they

arose, anil when they declined. He should next iiilonn huiiseif

ot the various events which have happened to each particular na-

tion ; and thus he will discover many of the causes of those revolu-

tions, which belore he only knew as facts. Thus, for instance, a
person may know the Uoman liistoty from the time of Komulus,,

without knowing wiiy the city of Koine happened to be built at

that time. 'J his cannot be undei-stooi! without a particular know-
ledge of the former state of Italy, and even of Greece and Asia;
seeing the orisjin of the Uomaiis is ci.'mnionlv traced as I'.igh as

/Eneas, taie ot the heroes of Troy. I'nit when all this is done,

which indeed reciuires no small labour, the historian has yet to

study the genius and dispositions of the different nations, tlie cha^

racters of those who were the principal directors of th.eir afliiirs,

whether kings, ministers, genera's, or priests: and when this is

accomplished, he will discover the causes of those transactions hi

the dllierent nations, which have given rise to the great revolutions

above mentioned: after which, he may assume the ch;iracler of one
who is well versed in history. In order to assist the memory it

may be very useful in the study of history to ilivide the tlmj in

which the events happened into distinct periods to be considered

apart. Thus civil history may be very pn^perly divided into the

following periods, at each of which a great revolution took place,

either with regard to the whole world, or a very considerable part

of it: viz. 1. The creation of man. 2. TIr flood. 3. 'Ihe coni-

mencement of profane liistory, i. e. when, leaving the fabulous

relations of heroes, demi-gods, &c. to the poet-, men began to re-

late facts with some regard to truth and crfd,bdily. 4. The
conquest of Babylon by Cyrus, and the destruction of the Ba-
bylonian empire. 5. The reign of Alexander the Great, and the

overthrow of the Persian empire. 6. The destruction ot Carthage

bythe Uomaiis, when the latter had no longer any rival capable of

opposing their design of universal empire. 7. The reign of Tra-
jan, when the Roman empTe v\a3 brought to its utmost extent. 8.

I'he division of the empire under Constantine. 9. The destruc-

tion of the western empire by Odoacer, and the settlement of the

different nations of Europe. 10. The rise of Mohammed and the

conquests of the Saracens and Turks. 1 1. The crusades, and all

the space intervening between that time and the American War.
12. The commencement of the American war, to the present time.

With regard to the number of years which have elapsed since the

creation of the world, there have been many disputes. The com-
pilers of the Universal History ih.termine it to have taken place in

the year 4305 B. C. so that, according to them, the world is now
in the f)l loth year of its age. (nhers think it was created only
4004 yeai-s B. C. so that it is not yet 5815 years old. Be this as it

will, however, tlie whole account of the creation rests on the truth

of the Mosaic liistory; and which we must of necessity accept,'

because ve can find no other, which does not either abound with

the grossest absurdities, or lead us into absolute darkness. The
Chinese and Egyptian pretensions to antiquity are so absurd and
ridiculous, that the bare reading of them must be a sufficient coif-

futation of them to every reasonable person. Some historians

and philosophers are inclined to discredit the Mosaic accounts,

from the appearances of volcanoes, and other natural pha-nomcna;
but their obiections are by no means sufficient to invalidate the

authority of the sacred writings; not to mention that every one of

their own systems is liable to insuperable objections. It is there-

fore reasonable for every pei-son to accept of the Mosaic account
of the creation as truth : but an historian is under an absolute ne-

cessity of doing it, because, w ithout it, he is quite destitute of
any standard or scale by which he might reduce the chronology
of different nations to any agreement ; and, in short, without re-

ceiving this account as true, it would bein a manner impossible at

this day to write a general history of the world. Ecclesiastical

history may be considered under the same periods, or it may be
arranged in a different order, as 1. From the creation to the flood.

2. From the flood to the call of Abraham. 3. From the call of

Abraham to tha departure of the Hebrews from Egypt. 4. From
this event to the building of the temple. 5. From the first temple
to the second. 6. From the second temple to the birtli of Christ.

7. From the birth of Christ to the erection of the pope's suprema-
cy. 8. From the erection ol the pope's supremacy to his assump-
tion of universal empire. 9. From this perir:d to the reformation.

10. From the reformation to the present time. It cannot be ex-

pected that we should here present the reader with the civil

and
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ami ecilesiaslxal history of those periods; our limits will not

a liiiit of it: we slull therefore coiiswler it sufiicieiit to nieiitioii

tlic principal historians whose worlds may he conHiltetl. Oh-
vii'Ui advuiitages xvill attend the use ot a good compendiiini ot

general history, previous to. the study of any particular portion.

'1 he earliest epitome was the Chionicon CarioUis, printetl at Wit-

tenberg, lj32; but tlie mo-.t celebrated are, 'I'urselin's, Bossuel's,

and ISaron Holberg's; the last of these was translated into English

by Mr. Gregory bharpe. Of chronological tables the best and

jnost compleiely useful are Blair's: and ot the charts of history,

Dr. Priestley's. These shew at once the reference which the his-

tory of one- country bears to that of another. Sacred history as

contained in the books of the old and new Testament, may pro-

perly be said to stand alone : it is not only the rsost certain, but

exhibits the continuation of the true religion uninterrupted from
the creation ol the world, and therefore ought to form the ground-
work oi our study. The oldest history extant, next to the histori-

cal books of the Old Testament is that of Herodotus, who tlourish-

ed about four hundred and fifty years before the Christian era, a

little alter the invasion ot Greece by Xerxes. His history com-
prises probably every thing he had an opportunity of learning

concerning the history of tiie Lydians, lonians, Lycians, Egyp-
tians, Persians, Greeks, and Macedonians: computing from the

earliest of his accounts to the Ltest, his history may be reckonetl

to commence about 71J years betore Christ, ami to reach to about

479 betore Christ ; a period of about '2.34 years. Next to Hero-
dotus, Thucydides is to be read; whose history reaches to the

twenty-hi-st year of the Peloponnesian « ar, the history of which is

completed in ti>e first and second books of Xenophou's History of

Greece. After this, the student niay proceed to the expedition

of Cyrus, and the return of tiie Greeks: and then go back to the

remaining books of Xenophon's history. The hiteenth and six-

teenth books of Diodorus Siculus contain the histories of Greece
and Persia from the battle of Mantinxa to the beginning of the

leign of Alexander the Great, in the year 336 before Christ. For
the liistory of Alexander; Arrian, Quintus Curtius, and the tenth

and eleventh books of Justin, must be relerred to. The eighteenth,

nineteenth, and twentieth, books of Dmdorus Jiiculus, contain the
history of Greece from the year 32J before Christ, to tlie year
301 : the thirteenth, fourteenth, andhftecnth, books of Justin'will

complete the period; and those which follow to the twenty-ninth
inclusive, carry on the history to about the v ear 195 B. C. Lastly,

in the regular order of history read the thirteenth book of Justin,

and all that follow to the two last, which completes the history of

Greece till it mixes with that of the Romans. The lives of illus-

trious men by Plutarch and Cornelius Nepos, form an excellent
supplement to the regulai- historians. Of the above works, which
contain not only the history of Greece, but that of all the nations
of the world known to the 'historians, Justin, Quintus Curtius, and
Cornelius Nepos, only, are in Latin; the rest are in (ireek. The
following course of Roman history comprehends all that is to be
learnt now of the subsequent ancient history of all other nations.

The writer who treats ot the early part of the Roman history, in

the fullest and most satisfactory manner, is Dionysius of Ha'hcar-
nassus, a rhetorician as well as an historian: the remains of his

works which originally brought the history of Rome to the begin-
ning of the first Punic war, end at this time with the year 341 "be-
fore Christ, the time when the consuls resumed the chief authority
in the republic after the dissolution of the decemvirate: so that to
complete the period we must go to the three first books of Livy,
whose history to the tenth book inclusive, brings that of Rome to
the year 431, of the building of the city, or"e92 before Christ.

To supply the chasm between the tenth and twentieth books of
Livy, read Polybius, the seventeenth, eighteenth, twenty-second,
and twenty-thiid, books of Justin, and Appian's Penic and Illy-

rian wars; and afterwards the remainder of Livy from the twenty-
first book to the end, which brings the history to 166 years before
Christ. Sallust's History of the War of Jugurtha, and the Catili-

narian Conspiracy, are the next books to be proceeded to : they
are all which remain to us of his works. The Commentaries «f
Ca:sar, and Cicero's Epistles to Atticus, are the next works to be
consulted, followed by the remains of L)io Cassius, and the Com-
pendium ot Vellerius Paterculus. Suetonius's lives of the Ca:sars,
and the works of Tacitus, close the list of Ri man historians of the
greaiest eminence. Those who are called the writers of the brascn

or iron age deserve a slighter mention. 1 he principal of these

are, Xiphilin, and Uerodian. The H islori<e Augustse Scriptores, Zo-
zinius, Aniniianus Marcellinus, Paulus Ueaconus, and Pioco-
pius; the last four, however, may be omitted; and NicetasAco-
minatus and Nicephorus Gregoras, followed by Joannes Cantacu-
zenus, substituted in their room. LaunicU': l^halcondiles brings

up the conclusion of the Eastern Empire, in the year 1433, when
Constantinople was taken by Mohammed II. To enutnerate all

the modern compilations of ancient history which may be service-

able to tho-e who cannot make their searches in the original au-

thors would be endless. '1 hat of Rollin must not be passed over.

'I he most complete body of history, however, ancient and mo-
dern, is the Universal: which has reference to the original writers

for almost every paragraph of information. Gillies and Mitford
have written Histories of Greece, and Hooke is by far the most
preferable among the compilers of the Roman history. Having
been thus particular on the subject of ancient history, we shall go
on to the enumeration of those sources from which the last mate-
rials are derived for English history; and then proceeding to the
other countries of modern Europe, make a slight mention of the

best historians of each. The earliest accounts of Britain are to be
found among the Romans; and principally in the works of Julius

Csesar, Dio Cassius, and Tacitus. Livy and Fabius Rusticus

were others who wrote expressly on its history; but their works
have perished in the general wreck of ancient literature. The
most ancient of our fiative historians, now extant, says Bishop Ni-
cholson, is Gildas, a monk of Bangor, who livetl about the middle
of the sixth century; a sorrowful spectator of the miseries and
almoit utter ruin of his countrymen, by a people under whose ban-
ners they hoped for peace, 'liie title of his work was, " De Exs
cidio Britannia;." 'i'lic next historian of note was Nennius, who
is often confounded with Gildas: his work, which has gone by dif-

ferent names, was printed by Gale under that of " Historia Brito-

nuni." If we except a supplement to these writei-s, in the laws of

Hoel Dha, we have nothing more of early British history. Geof-
frey of Monmouth's work, which was written at a subsequent pe-
riod, is nothing more than a romance. For the history of the

baxon times we have better materials, the oldest of which, per-

haps, that are nOw preserved, are in the Saxon Chronicle, printed

from several manuscripts by Bishop Gibson. Next to this Bede's
Ecclesiastical History may be placed, and the Life of Alfred by
Asser of St. David's. Only two Danish historians, says Bishoj)

Nicholson, are necessary to the English antiquary's Library;
S;ixo Grammaticus and Sweno Agonis. l"he first English histo-

rian after the Norman Conquest, was Ingulph, Abbot of Crozland,
whose history extends from the year 6-'6 to 10S9. That portion

of Marianus Scotus's history which relates to Britain never has
been printed. Florence of Worcester's who died 1119 is more
full. Eadmer's work, published by Mr. Selden, contains the his-

tory of the two Williams and Henry the First, from 1066 to 112-,
aiicl is a work of very good authority. William of Malmsbury
was the next historian, whose book " De Gestis Rebus Anglo-
rum," is one of the most faithful of our numerous annals: it be-
gins with the first arrival of the Saxons, and is continued to the
death of Stephen. The other historians of the twelfth century
were, Simeon Dunelmensis, Henry of Huntingdon, and William
de Neuberg. Gcrvase of Canterbury's history, of which a frag-

ment only is left, is the earliest of the thirteenth century: his

chief contemporary was Hoveden, w ho seems to have been chap-
lain to King Henry the Second. Ralph de Diceto, Walter of
Coventry, and Matthew Paris, were others. There were likewise

a few meaner historians, whose names it is not necessars' to repeat.

The piinci|)al writers of the fourteenth century were, Wilkes, Tri-
vet, John Brompton, Higdtn, John ot Tiiimouth, Matthew of
Westminster, and Knighton: the last but one of whom is often
called Flerilegus. The first and principal writer of the fifteenth

century was Froissart, whose work has been so carefully translated
by Mr. Johnes. It affords tlie best history of the English nation
dui ing the reigns of Edward the Third and Richard the Second-
Thomas de W'alsinghani is the next writer of credit, succeeded by
John Harding, Caxton, and Rouse. Fabian's Chronicle is the
first work of consequence in the sixteenth centurv, and is said to
have given great offence to Wolsey. Polydore N'irgil's history is

not believed to have been so faithful ; though greater merit is attri-

,
buled to the works of Hall and HoUinshed, The industrious

Stovve,
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Stowe was the lirsl writcv among tlic- historians of the seventeenth

century : the next of eminence was Daniel SpeeJ, Sir Richard

Baker, Sandford, Brady, Echard, and Tyrrel, are others, wliose

names only it is quite siifticient to enumerate. In the last century.

Bishop Burnet, Carte, Kennet, Tindal, Hume, Smollett, Macau-

lay, and Henry, are historians too well known to need eithsr com-

ment or commendation here. In regard to the writers of particu-

lar histories of the kings with whom they were cotemporary, it

may be sufiicient to enumerate the following : William the Con-
queror's life was written by William of Poictiers; King Stephen's

inemoirs, by Richard Prior of Hexham, printed among the decem-

scriptores; 'Richard the First's Expedition into the Holy Land,

was celebrated l)y Joseph of Exeter, or Iscaiuis ; the Life ot Ed-

ward the Second by Sir Thomas dc la More; Henry the Fifth's

by some one under the name of Titus Livius: and that of Edward
the Fifth, with a part of the History of Richard the 1 bird, by Sir

Thomas More; Henry the Eighth's reign, by Lord Herbert of

Cherbury ; and Elizabeth's by Camden. Those of a later period,

perhaps, are hardly entitled to so much credit for impartiality.

The liistorians of other particular countries may be mentioned in a

briefer manner; enumerating such only as a reader may refer to

when iiu|uiring into facts. In regard to France, after mentioning

the Chroiiiques de St. Denis, the Annates Eiancorum, with the

works of Monstrelet, Mezeray, Daniel and Gamier, and Herault's

Abridgement, we need only mention two of the most comprehen-
sive bodies of French history, " Duchesne's Ilistoria; Francorum
Scriptores;" and " Bouquet's Recueil des Historiens des GauUs
et de la France," in thirteen volumes folio. For the general his-

tory of Italy, Guicciardini's work is undoubtedly the best, not

onlv tor its accuracy, but its style; though Brusoni's and Capri-

ata's works are much esteemed tor their veracity. To those who
make a deep search, the " Rerum Italiarum Scriptores," by Mu-
ratori, w ill be tiseful. For the separate states of Italy, Giannoni's

History of Naples, Machiavel's Ilistoria Florcntina, and the
" HistoriaVeneziani." For Switzerland, the " Helvetic CoJife-

deracy" by Mr. Planta, may be referred to: for Holland, Le
Clerc's " I'rovinces Unies," 172S. Among the writers of Ger-
man history, the " Germani Scriptores" ot Pistorius, Urstilius,

Frelier, and Rcubet, may be mentioned; the writers on ancient

Germany by Schard ; the Scriptores Rerum Brunsvicensium ; and
Mascou's history of the Germans. The most valuable history of
Spain is Mariana's, lirst published in 1592; the best edition of
which, continued to a late period, was published at Valencia,

17S3. Beside this, Curita's " Annales de Arragon" may be con-
sulted with the " Annales de Cattaluna." The earliest materials

for Portuguese history are to be found among the Scriptores Re-
rum Hispaniarum. 'Fhe first historian whom Meusel mentions is

Laimund de Ortega: but one of the most valuable and industri-

ous was Bernard de Erito, who published the two first parts of the
" Monarchia Lusitanica," in 1597 and 1609; which was continued
as far as an eighth part, in 1729. Others are, Meneze's Historia

de Portugal, printed at Lisbon in two volumes, folio, 1679 and
1698 ; La Clede's Histoire de Portugal, Par. 1735 ; and the ela-

borate history of Gtbauer, in German, Leipsig, 1759. On Swe-
den, Crusius's " Annales SuevicE," 1596, and Pufiendorf " Dc
Rebus Suevicis," 1686, will be found works of considerable con-
sequence. On Norway, Forfseus's " Historia Rerum Norvegi-
carum." On Denmark, Cragius's "Annales Danicse;" Mallet's
" Histoire dc Daunemarc," and Langebek's " Scriptores Rerum
Danicarum:" and of Russia, " Rerum Muscoviticarum Scrip-

tores," UiOO, folio, and Levesqtie's " Histoire de Russie," 1800.
Those who wouki gain a more particular knowledge of the charac-
ters which tlie principal of these historians bear, may consult the
works of W heare and Rawliiison on History. There are, how-
ever, some particular histories, which are so excellently written,
that no person of a liberal education should neglect becoming ac-
quainted with Ihcm. Under this character we may comprehend
all the works ot Tacitus, which now remain to us: in his writings
every phrase is a maxim ; the narrative goes on with rapidity ; while
all his characters are drawn with a more profound knowledge of
human nature than those of any historian who went before him ;

his very brevity is pregnant. Thuanus's History of his own Times
is a work almost equal to any production of the classic ages.

Guicciardini's History of Italy: Davila's of the Civil Wars of
France; Bentivoglio's of those of the Netherlands ; and Giannoni's
History of Naples, deserve a similar character, as well as Hume's
hjstory of our own country. And Rapin's History of England
will be justly esteemed a treasure by all lovers of truth.

HlTCn, in tlie sea-language, is to catch hold of any thingwifh
a hook or rope, and by this means to hold it fast: thus when a boat
is to be hoisted in, thesailors say, " hitch the tackles into the ring-

bolts of the boat;" and when they are about to weigh anchor,
" Hitch the fish-hook to the fluke of the anchor."
HirCHIN, or HITCHING, a large and populous town of

Hertfordshire, near Hitcbwood, twenty-five miles N. N.W. of
Hertford, and thirty-four N. W. of London.
HIHIE, a town of Kent; seventy miles from London. It is

one of the CiiK|ue Ports. From hence to Boulogne is reckoned
the shortest passage to France. Lon. 1. 17. E. Cat. 51. 6. N.
IHTSACKER, a town of Lunenberg Zell, on an island in

•Tetze; twenty-nine miles E- of Lunenburg, and fiftv-six N. E. of
Zell.

HITTITES, the descendants of Heth, the second son of Ca-
naan. Gen. X. 15.

HIVE. See Apis, and Bee.
IIIVITES, a people descended from CaTiaan, who dwelt at

iirst in the country afterwards possessed by the Caphtorims, or
Philistines. There were also Hivites in the centre of the promis-
ed land, for the Shechemites and the Gibeonites were Hivites.
Gen. xxxiv. 2. Josh. xi. 19. Tlu-re were also some beyond
Jordan, at the foot of mount Hermon. Josh. xi. 3. Bochart
says, that Cadnuis, who carried a colony of Phoenicians into
Greece, was an llivite.

HOAI-KING, a town of China, in the province of Honan, fif-

teen miles S S. W. of Pekin.
HoAiNGAN-Fou, a city of China, in the province of Kiang-nan,

incloM'd 1), a triple wall.

UOANG-HO. See Yellow River.

HoANG-TcHEou, a city of China, of the first rank, in the pro-
vince of Hou-Quang, on the Yang-Tse, 585 miles S. of Pekin
HOARHOUND. See Maruubium.
HOARSENESS, is a diminution or temporary loss of the

voice, sometimes attended with a preternatural asperity or rough-
ness of utterance. The parts affected are the trachea and larynx.
It is occasioned by a slight infiamination of the mucous mem-
brane covering those parts; and is relieved by mucilaginous linc-
tuses; warm diluting drinks, such as bran-tea, linseed-tea, &c. •

assisted by opiates and sudorific medicines taken at bed-time.
HOATCHIT, a country of Chinese Tartary, governed by a

Mogul Prince. It is seated N. of Pekin.
liOBAL, in mythology, an idol of the ancient Arabs, the wor-

sliip of which at Mecca was destroyed by Mohajnined.
HOBBES, Thomas, a famous writer, born at Malnisbiirv, irt

1588, was the son of a clergyman. He completed his studii-s at
Oxford, and was afterwards governor to the earl of Di vonshirc's
eldest son; whom he attended in his travels through France and
Italy. He translated Thucydides into English; and puhlished
his translations in 1623, to shew his countrymen, from Athenian
history, the disorders and confusions of a democraiical govern-
ment. In luL't), his patron, the earl of Devonshire, died ; and in
162S his son also died : whicli loss uHected Mr. Hobbes tu such a
degree, that he willingly accepted an oiler of going abroad with
the son of Sir Gervase Clifton; whom he accordingly accompanied
into France, where he staid some time. While he continued there
he was solicited to return to England, and to resume Ills concern
tor the hopes of that family to whom he had att.iched himself so
'.;ly, and to which he owed so many and so grt ,it obligations.
In 1031 the countess dowager of Devonshire dcsued to put the

young
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yomig earl uiuler Iiis care, who was Uieii about the age of Ihirieeii.

This was very siiitaole to Mr. llobbes's ii!cliiiatio;i, who dis-

charged that tnistwith great fidelity. In 1(534 he republished
his tran--latioii ol Thucydides, and prefixed to it a dedication to
(liat yoiir.i; nobleman, in whicli ha gives a long character ot' his

father, mid represents ii>. the strongest terms the obligations he was
under So lliat illustrious family. The same year hi; accompanied
his nobl'i pupil to Paris, where he applied iiis vacant hours to the
study of natural philosophy; especially to tlie jjertVct understand-
ing of n:echanisni, and (he' causes of animal motion. He had iVe-

{[nent conversations upon these subjects witli father Marin Mer-
senna; a man deservedly famous, and who kept up a correspond-
ence wilh almost all the' learned in Eurojie. I''rcm Paris he at-

tended liis pupil into Italy, wh.ere at Pisa lie became known to
tliat gr/ul aslronouicr Galilei, wlio comnuuiicated to him his no-
tions very freely ; and after havin.^ seen all that was remarkable in

that country, he' returned with tlie earl of Devonshire ]:Uo Eng-
land. Afterwsrds, foreseeing the civil wai-s, he went to seek a
retreat at Paris ; wlicre, by the good offices of F. Merseiuie, he
became known to the famous Des Cartes, and afterward h.eld a cor-
respondence with him upon several m;itliemalieal subjects, as ap-
pears from his letters published in Des Cartes's works. In l64i.',

Mr. Holibes printed a Jew copies of his famous book, De C'ive
W'iich raised liiin many ajlversaries, on account of its dangerous,
jsrinciples. Anioug many illustrious persons who, upon^ ship-
wreck of the royal cause, retired to France for safely, .was Sir
C'h.:rles Gavendish, brolh.er to the duke of Newcastle : and thi.
gcnlieman, being skilled in every branch of the niathematics,
proyed a constant friend and patron to Mr. Hobbes ; who, by en-
gaguig, in l64j, in a controversy about stiuarin;; the circle, be-
came so famous, that, in 1647, he was reconunended to instruct
Charles, prince of Wales, afterwards king Charles II. in nn-.the-

matics; an ofiiee which he discharged much to his satisfaction.
In 16.iO, was published at London, a small treatise of .Mr.
Hobbes's, entitled. Unman Nature; and another, De Corpore
Politico, or, Of the Elements of the Law. All this time he had
been digesting his religious, ])ol!tical, and moral principles, into a
complete system, called the Leviathan, whicli was printed at Lon-
don in I6i0and 16jl. After this he returned to England, and
passed the summer commonly at the earl of Devonshire's "eat,
and some o! his winters in town, where he had for his intimate
friends some of the greatest men of the age. In l(5(iO, upon the
restoration, he came up to London, where he obtained from the
king an annual pension of lOO/. But, in Itjfxi, his Leviathan, ajui
his treatise De Give, were censured by |)arliament, winch alarmed
him very much, as did also the hringiiig in of a bill into the iiouse
of common- to punisii atlieismand i)rofaneness. When this storm
was blown over, he procured a beautiful edition of his pieces in
Latin, to be published in 4to. in IGOS, by John Bleau. lie died
in 1679, aged 92. His character and manners are thus described
by Dr. White Kennet, in his Memoirs of the Cavendish Family.
" The earl of Devonshire (says he; for liis whole life entertained
Mr. Hobbes in his family, as his old tutor, rather than as his friend
or confidant. He let lum live under hts roof in ease and [ileiitv,

and in his own way, without making use of him in any public, or
so much as domesiie, affairs. He would often express an abhor-
rence of some of liis principles in policy and religion; and both
he and his lady would frequently put off the mention of hi,, name,
and say, ' He was a humorist, and nobody could account foriiim.'
His professed rule of health was to dedicate the morning to his
exercise, and the afternoon to his studies. And therefore at his
first rising, he walked out, and climbed any hill within his reacli ; or
if the weather was not dry. he fatigued "himself within doors by
some exercise or other, to be hi a sweat: recommending that
practice upon this opinion, that an old man had more moisture
than heat, and tiierefore by such motion heat was to be acquired
and moisture expelled, lie used to say, that it was lawful to
make use of ill instruments to do ourselves good : ' If I were cast
(sa)S he) into a deep pit, and the devil should put down his clo-
ven foot, 1 would take hold of it to be drawn out by it.' He
could not endure tQ be left in an empty house. Whenever the
earl removed he would go along with him, even to his last stage,
from Ghatsworth to Ilurd"ick. Vfhen he was in a very weak
condition, he dared not to he left behind, but made his wav upon
a feather-bed in a coach, though he survived th.e j(;unic\ but a
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few days. He could not bear any discnurse of death, and seem
ed to cast oir all thoughts of it:' he delighted to reckon upon
longer life. The winter before j'.c died lie made a warm coat, which
he said must last him three years, and then he would have such
another. In his last sickness his freciutiit questions were. Whe-
ther his disease was curable? and when iutinuitions were given
that he might have ease, but no remedv, he used this expression,
'M shall be glad to (ind a hole to creep out of the world at;"
which are rcpovled to liave been his-lat sensible words ; and his
lying some days following in a silent stupefaction, did seem otving
to his mind more tl-.an his body.". The Rev. iMr. Granger ob-
serves, that Hobbes's style is incomparably better than that of any
other writer in the reign of Charles I. .and" \vas tor its uncomnum
strength and purity scarcely equalled in llie succeeding reign.
" He has in traiuhiiion (says he) done Thucydides as much ii>-
tice as lie has done injury to Homer; but he looked uiion hlniself
as born for much greater tliinuj than treading in the steps of iiis

predecessors. He was for striking out new paths in science, go-
vernment, and religion ; and for^renioving tlie land-marks of for-
mer ages. His ethics have a strong tendency to corruj't our mo-
rals, and his politics to destroy that liberty w"hi(4i rs the birthrigiit
of every human creature. He is comniouly represented as a sceptic
in religion, and dogmatist in phi!oso|)hy

'; but he was a dogmatist
in both. The main principles of It.s Le'viath^n arc a. little iound-
ed in moral or evangelical truths, as the rules he has laid down for
S(iuarii]g the circle are in mathemaliial demonstration. His book
on human nature is esteemed the best of his works."
llOiJLEUS, or HOBU.ERS, [liohclurii, Lat.] in ancier.t

English customs, were men who, by their tenure, were obiined to
maintain a light horse or hobby, lor the certilying any inw.sion
towards the sea-side. Tlie nan'ie was also used' for certain friJi
kniphts, wlio used to serve as li^lit-horsemeii upon hobbies.
llOBSHEEGOFFUEES.^a kind of Abvssinian slaves very

Irequent in Hiiidostan. They are highly va'lued for tiieir ecu-
rage, fidelity, and shrewdness; in which tiiey c'k) so far e;;ce1, as
otten to be raised to po4s of great honour, a'nd made governors of
places under tiie title of siddecs.

HOGHSTADT.'orHOCTlSTETT, a town of Germany, in
Suabia, 2-J miles N.E. of Ulm.
HUCKHOCKING, a river of the United States, in the

north-we.-tern territory, which runs into the Ohio, 18 miles S.W.
of Marietta.

HODMAN, a term formerly used for a voimg scholar admit-
ted from Westminster school to be student" in Christ churcli in
Oxford.

_
IlOE, or H0\\ , a well-known imiilemeni of husbandry, de-

signed for eradicating weeds from gardens, lields, &c. Th'is tool
is of^ great utility, and ought to be more fre(|ueiitly employed in
stirring the unoccupied corners and spots of land . dining the more
vacant seasons of the year, by which operation the soil will be
considerably improved. See Hushan dry.
IIOEl-1 CH EOU, the most southern citv of the province of

Kiung-nan, in China, and one of the richest ot the empire.
HOFF, a town of Franconia, 40 miles N.E. of Bamberg.

^

HOFFMAN, Maurice, M.D. was born. of a good family, at
f'urstenwakle, in Brandenbourg, Sept. 20, 1621 ; "and w.a; driven
early from his native country by w ir and pestilence. In 16J7 he
was sent to study in the college of Golun. Famine and the
'plague drove hiin from thence to Kopnik, where he buried his fa-

ther ; and in 163S he went to Ahorf,-to his maternal uncle, who
was a professor of phy.^ic. Here he finished his studies iii ch\s.-i-

cal learning and philosophy, and tlien applied with the utmost ar-
dour to pl-.ysic. In lG4i he went to tlie univiysity of Padu.i,

'

which then abounded willi men very learned in all sciences.
Anatomy and botany were the great olijects of his piirsuit; and he
became very deeply skilled in both. I'n !C;48 he was made pro-
fcisor extraordinary in anatomy and cliirurgery ; in 164D, professor
of physic, and soon after member o: the college of physicians ; in
1()33, professor of botany, and director pf the phvsic-g'arden. ' He
died in 169S. His works are; 1. Altdorli Delit'ia; liloitenses; 2.
Appendix ad Catalogum Plantaruiu hortensium ; 3. Deiicia: sil-

vesties; 4. Florilegiuni Altdorlinum.
IIoFF.MAN, John- Maurice, son of the doctor, by his first wife,

was born at Altorf in 1653, and sent to school at Herszprugk,
whence he returued to Altorf at si.xtecH, aiid studied philosophy-

^ '
-lufl
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a^l ()h\sie. In 1674, ho was admiUi'd M. D. In 1677, lie was

r.);;<lt- pi"(,ressor exli-aurclinary ill physic, and in lOSI, professor in

ordinary- In proct'-.s ot time liis lame was spread so far and

wide tn'at iif was sunglit after bv persons nf the lirst rank. Upon
the dratli ol his father, in 16L)S, lie snceeeiled him in Ins jdaces of

botanic professor and director of tlie physic-garden. _He wa4

elected al.-.o rector of the university o; Altorf, a post which lie had

occupied ill ibsti. He lost his great Iriend and patron, the iiiar-

<|nis of Anspach, in 1703; hnt ionnd the same kindness fmin his

successor, NVilharti Kredei ir, who pn-ssed him so earnestly to re-

side marer, and made him likewise snch advantageous oHers, that,

ill 1713, he removed from Altorf to Anspach, where lie died in

17^7, Mepuhlished a great number of works, which arc highly

esteemed ; among these were a continuation of his faliier's work,

entitleil, Dclicia" lIoiten~is Altdorlina-, Acta Laboralorii Cheniici

Alldorilni ; and De Differcntiis Alinientoruiii, 4to.

HOG, in zoology. See Ovis and Sus.

Hog, on board of a ship, is a sort of flat scrnbbing-broon"i

formed by inclosing a number of short twigs of birch or such wood
between two pieces of plank fastened together, on cutting off the

ends oi the twigs. It is made ue of to scrape the lilth from the

ship's bottom under water, parlicularly in the act of boot-top-

ping.

HOGARTH, William, a celebrated painter, was born at Lon-
don In 1603, and bound apprentice to an engraver of arms on sil-

ver-plate. About 17"U he set up for himself, and his hist employ-
jiieiit was to engrave coats of arms and shop-bills. He ne.vt uiider-

louk to cNrcute plates for booksellers, the cliief of which are the

prints to Iludibras. His lirst performance as a painter was a re-

presentation of Wanstead assemljly, the portraits l)eing taken from
life. In 1730 he married a (laugher of .Sir John 'rTiornliill, and
shortly after embellished the gardens of Vauxliall with some
excellent paintings, for which the proprietor coniplimenleci him
with a perpetual ticket of adniission. In 1733 appeirred his Har-
lot's Progress, prints whicli stamped his reputation, and were tol-

Inwed by other moral histories, admirably executed. Soon after

tlie treaty of .'\ix-li-Chapelle he went to Trance, and while at Ca-
lais began to sketch a drawing of tlie gate of the town, for which
he was taken up, but was soon released. Tliis circumstance he ri-

diculed in an excellent caricature. In 1753 he published his Ana-
lysis of Beauly, in 4to. Hogarth was very vain, and thought him-
ielf die lirst painter of the age. He was also remarkably absent,

of which the following is an inslance : On setting up his carriage

he paid a visit to the lord mayor, and liaving protracted his slay

till a heavy shower came on, he was let out by a dilTerent door
from that by which he entered, and, unmindful of his carriage, he
set off on foot, and got home dripping wet. Wlien Mrs. flogarth

luid asked him where he had U'ft the carriage, he said that he had
forgot it. He died in 176,J, and was buried in the church-yard ol

Chisxyick

—

If'atk ins.

HOGSHliAD, a measure of capacity containing si.xty-tliree

gal'oiis.

HOGUE, a town and cape of France, on the N. VV. point of

the (kparlment of the Channel and late province of Normandy;
near which Admiral Kook burnt the French adivjiial's ship, called

the Rising Sun, widi twelve more large men of war, the day after

the victory obtained by Admiral Rnssel near Cherburg, in May
169J. Lon. 1. 45. \\'. Lat. 4y. 5C. N. .

HOH ENZOLLERN, a principality of Germany, in Siiabia,

divided into two branches, IlohenzoUern Heckingen, and Holien-
zollern Sigmaringen.

HOIlKSTEIN, a county of Germany, in Thuringia, anciently

possessed by the descendants of Charlemagne.
HOIST, in sea-language, denotes the perpendicular height of a

flag or ensign, as opposed to the ily, which signifies its breadth
i'roin the ^laff to the outer edge.

HOISTING, tlie operation of drawing up any body by the as-

sistance of one or more iaekles. Hoisting is never apjilicd to the
act of pulling up any body by the help of a single block, except
in the exercise of extending the sails by drawing them upwards
along the masts or stavs, to which it is invariably applied.

HOKE-DAY, HOCK-DAY, or HOCK-TUESDAY, in

ancient English custom- (dies Wart's, <[ueni (luindcnani pasclv.e

vncant), the second Tuesday after Easter week ; a solemn festival

celebrated for many ages lu England in memory of the great

slaughter of the Danes, in IC'YJ. This is still kejit up in some
counties; and the won.en bear the principal sway in it, stopping
all passengers with ro|)i.-s and chailis, and exacting some small
matter Irom them to make iiierrv with.

HOKIEN, orHOKlENFOU, a city of China, in the pro-
vince of Pe-tcheli, eighty-seven miles S. of Pekin.

HO ECUS, India.s Millet, or Coun: a genus of the mono'-
cia order, and polyganiia class of plants; natural order, Gramina,
Herniaplirodite, calyx glume, oue or two-tlowered ; corolla
glume, awned ; stamina three; styles two; seed one; male, ca-

ly.N glume, two-valved; corolla none; stamina three. There are
hfteen species.

H. Sorghum, or Guinea-Coun, is the most remarkable of the
foreign species. The stalks are large, compaci, and lull eight feet
high. In Senegal the fields are entirely covered with it. The
negroes, who call it guiarnot, cover the ears when ripewilh its

own leaves to shelter it from the sparrows. The grain made into
bread is esteemed very wholesonu'. With this the slaves in Ihe
^Vest Indies are generally h-d, each being allowed from a pint to
a (|uart every day. See Plate LXV.
HOLD, the whole interior cavity, or belly of a ship, or all that

part of her inside, which is coni|)rehended between the (loor and
the lower deck throughout her whole length. This capacious
apartment usually contains tlK> ballast, provisions, and stores, of a
ship of war, and the (irincipal part of tiie cargo in a merchantnian.
The disposition of these articles with regard to each other, natu-
rally fulls mider consideration in the article Stowage ; it suffices in

tills place t ) say, that the places where the ballast, water, provi-
sion"-, and licpiors, are stowed, are known by the general name of
the hold. Ihe several store-rooms are separated irom each other
by bulk-heads, and arc denoniinaled according to the articles

whic'h lliey contain, the sail-room, the bread-room, the lish-room,
tlie spirit-room, &c. ,

HOLDERNESS, a peninsula in the east riding of Yorkshire,
forming a promon'ory between the German ocean on the E. and
the Humber on the S.

HOLDSWOR THY, a town in Devonshire, 43 miles E. N. E.
of Exeter.

HOLINESS, anciently a title given to all bishops. The Greek
emperors also were aildressed under the title of Holiness, as bein-^
anointed with holy oil at their coronation. Du Cange also informs
us that some of the kings of England have had the same attri-

bute ; and that the orientals have frequently refused it to the
poi)e.

I10LLAND,a province of Europe, the principal of the Dutch
Stales, commonly called the Sevi-n United Provinces, and now
stiled Batavia. Holland is a peninsula, bounded on the N. andW . hy the German Ocean, on tlie E. by the Zuyder Zee and the
late slate ol Utrecht, and on the S. by theMtuse and the
late province ot Dutch Brabant. It was divided into North and
South Holland. The length of the whole, including the Texel
and the other islands of the Mouse, is about 90 miles; the breadth
is various, from 15 to 4S. It contains 90 walled towns, besides
many others. The soil is so soft and marshy, that but for the coo-
slant care in forming ditches and canals, it would be hardly capa-
ble of cultivation ; some part of it lies even lower than the sea,

from wdiich it is secured by dykes. The ineadow-gronnds are
rich, and feed great numbers of milch-cows ; Ihe making of butter
and cheese being a principal occup.ction. 'I'liese meadows are
generally under water during the winter, and the water would ve-

maiii there at all times, if the inhabitants had not found means to
dischai-ge them, by mills invented for this purpose, into the tlitches

and canals. The Hollaiulers are affable, industrious, laborious,
absorbed in trade, excellent sailors, moderate jioliticiaus, and
lovers of liberty. A free exercise of religion is allow eo !o all per-
suasions, hut Calvinism is the moi.t prevailing. This country was
anciently inhabitetl by the Bataviaus, who derived their origin
from the Catti, a people of Germany. Having been obliged to
abandon their country on accoinit of civil wars, thev came to estab-

lish themselves in an island, formed by the waters of the Rhine
and Wahal or Leek, and named their country Batavia, or Betuwe,
from Batton, the son ol their king.

Hollanu, a district of England in Lincolnshire, in the S. E.
part of the country. In nature, as well as in name, it resembles
the Batavian state above described. It consists entirely of fens

and
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and marsliei ; some in a state of luitiire, but otiiers cut by mniiber-

less <lruiiis aiul canals, and crossed by raised causeways. The low-

er or S. division is the most watery, and is preserved from con-

stant inundations by nothing but vast banks, raised on tlie Sca-coasl

and rivers. The air is unwholesome, and the water is generally so

brackish as to be unfit f.>r internal purposes; on which account

the inhabitants are obliged to make reservoirs of rain-water. In

summer, vast swarms of insects till the air, and prove a great nui-

sance. Here industry has produced comfort and opulence, by

fonnrng excellent pasture-lands out of tlie swamps and bogs, and

even making tliem capal)Ie of producing lara;e crops of corn. The
fens too, in their native state, are not without tlieir utility ; and

afford various objects of curiosity to llie naturalist.

Holland, in commerce, a fine and close kind of linen, so

called from its being first manufactured in Holland. See Li-

MiM.
Holland, Philemon, M. D. commonly called the Translalor

General cf his age, was educated in the university of Cambridge.

He was long a schoolmaster at Coventry, where he also jMac-

tised physic. He translated I.ivy, Pliny's Natural History, Plu-

tarch's Morals, Suetonius, AmiViianus Maivellinus, Xenophon's
Cvropffdia, and Camden's Britannia, into English ; and the geo-

graphical part of Speed's Tlieatre of Great Britain into Latin. The
Britannia, to which he made many useful editions, was the most
valuable of his works. It is surjirising, th.it a man of tw'o profes-

6ions could find ti;ii..- to translate so much; but it appears from

the date of the Cyrop.rdia, that he continued to translate till he

ivas 80 years of age. He died in Iti3l3, aged 85. He made the

following epigram upon writing a large folio with a single pen:
With one sole pen I wrote (his book,

Maile of a grey goose i|uill ;

A pen it was when it I took.

And a "[jen I leave it still.

Holland, N.kw, the l.rgest island in the world, reaching from
10" to 44" lat. S. and between 110° and 154° Ion. E. of London

;

so named froniTiaving been chiefly explored by Dutch navigators.

Some have disputed vi;hethcrthe title of island can be proper!;)- ap-

plied to a country of such vast extent, or whether it ought not

rather to be denominated a continent ; while others insist, that

though the word island does indeed signify a tract of land surrounded

by sea, yet, in the usual acceptation, it means only a land of

moderate extent tlius surrounded. A\'ere it otherttise, we might
call the whole world an island, as it is every where surrounded by

the sea; and in fact, Dionysius Perigetes applies this term toil,

with the addition of the word immense, to distingui^h it from other

islands. The best rule for determining whether a country ought to

have the name of island or continent, is to consider whether it has

the advantages of an insular situation or not. The firs-t and princi-

pal of these is the being capable of an union under one govern-

ment, and thence deriving a security from all external attacks ex-

cepting those by sea ; but in counlries of gieal extent, this is not

only difficult, but impossible. If we consider, therefore, that New
Holland extends about 1000 miles everyway, we shall find that

its claim to be called a continent is undoubted ; its length from E.
to W. being about 2400 English miles, and 2300 Iroin N. to S.

The climate of this continent appears not to be disagreeable. The
heat is never excessive in summer, nor is the cold intolerable in

winter. Storms of thunder and lightning are frecpient. The
eastern part of this vast tract was totally unknown till Captain
Cook made his voyages; and by fully exploring that part of the

coast, gave his country an undoubted title to it ; which according-

ly has since been taken possession of under the name of New
.South Wales. The inhabitants of New Holland are by all ac-

counts represented as the most miserable and savage race of

mortals, perhaps, existing on the face of the earth. They go en-
tirely naked ; and though pleased at first with some ornaments
which were given them, tliey soon threw them away as useless. It

does not appear, however, that they are insensible of the benefits

of clothing, or of some of the conveniences which their new neigh-
bours are in possession of. Some of them, whom the colonists

partly clothed, seemed to be pleased with the comfortable warmth
they derived from it ; and they all express a great desire for the
iron-tools which they see their neighbours make use of. Their
colour, in the opinion of Captain Cook, is rather a deep chocolate
than a full black; but the filth, with which their skins are covered.

prevents the true colour of them from appearing. At sonie of their

interviews with the coloni>ts, several droll instances happened of

their mistaking the negroes among the colonists for their own
countrymen. Notwithstanding their disregard for European finery,

they are fond of adorning, or rather deforiMing, their bodies uitli

scars; so that some of them cut the most hideous figure that can
be imagined. The scars themselves have an unconimon appear-

ance. Sometimes the flesh is raised several inches Iroin the skin,

and appears as if filled with wind ; and all these seem to be reckon-
ed mark^ of honour among them. Some of them perforate the

cartilage of the nose and thrust a large bone through it, an hideous

kind of ornament humorously called by the sailors their sprit-sail

yard. Among the insects of this country are several sorts of large

spiders and scolopendras, but the most remarkable insects seen by
Captain Cook were the green ants. These little animals form
their habitations, by bending down the leaves of trees, and glueing

the ends of them together so as to form a purse. Though these

leaves are as broad as a man's head, they perforin this feat by main
strength, thousands of them holding down the leaves, while mul-
titudes of others ap|>ly the glutinous matter. Capt. Cook's peo-
ple ascertained that this was the case, by sometimes disturbing

them. The quadrupeds of New Hollaed hitherto discovered are

principally of the Opossuin kind, of which the most remarkable is

the Kanguroo. See Didelphis. There is also a species of dogs
very diiierent from those known in Europe. They are extremely
fierce, and never can be brought to the same degree of familiarity

with those of Europe. Some of them have been brought to Eng-
land, but still retain their usual ferocit\ . There are UKiny beau-
tiful birds of various kinds; among which the principal are the

ostrich, or cassowary, which often grows to the height ot seven feet

or more: and the black swans, which the ancients despaired of

finding ; whence their adage, for any thing very rare; " Kara avis

in terris, nigroque simillima c\ gno." Several kinds of serpents

have also been met with. There arc likewise many curious fishes-,;

though the finny tribe seems not to be so plentiful on the coast as

to give any considerable assistance in the \iay of provisions for the

colony. This country has become an object oi considerable con-
sequence by the establi-hmcnt of a British colony in it ; where the

criminals condemned to be transported are sent to pass their time
of servitude. A variety of iloweringshrubs, almost all entirelv new
to Europeans, and of exquisite fragrance, abound in those places

which are free from trees; and among these, a tall shrti-b, bearing

an elegant tiower, which smells like Englisli may, is peculiarly

deliglnfid, and perfumes the air to a great distance. The trees, as

Capt. Tench and others relate, are of so bad a grain, that they can
scarcely be used for any purpose. But this Mr. Stockdale ascribes

to their being used in an unseasoned state. I'hese trees, however,
yield vast quantities of a peculiar kind of gmn, which is used as a
cure for the dysentery.

"HOLLOA, in the sea-language, an exclamation of answer, to

any person who calls to another to ask some question, or to give
a particular order. Thus, if the master intends to give any order
to the people in the main-top, he previously calls. Main-top, hoav \

to whicli they answer. Holloa! to shew that they hear iiiin, aiid

are ready. It is also the first answer in hailing a ship at a dis-

tance.

HOLLOW, in architecture, a concave moulding, about a cjuar-

ter of a circle, by some called a casement, by others an abacus.

Hollow Tower, in fortification, is a rouiuiing made of the re-

mainder of t.vo brisures, to join the curtain to the crillon, where
the small shot are played, that they may not be so much expo.-ed

to the view of the enemy.
Hollow Roor. See Adoxa.
HOLLY, in botany. See Illx,

HOLLYHOCK. SeeALCEA.
HOLOCAUSTS, [from 'a--.- whole, and :<-;ku, I consume with

fire,] burnt sacrifices of which the whole was consumed by fire.

They are often mentioned by the heathens as well as Jews ; parti-

cularly by Xenoplion, Cyropa?. lib. viii. p, 464, ed. Hutchins,
1738, who speaks of sacrificing holocausts of oxen to Jupiter, and
of horses to the sun : and they appear to have been in use long be-
fore the institution of the other Jewish sacrifices by the law of

Moses: see Job i. 5. xlii. 8. and Gen. viii. 20. xxii. 13, On this

account, the Jews, who would not allow the Gentiles to offer on
their alliir any other sacrifices ^eculi-arly eIljo'.l^ed by tiie law of

Mu>c>«
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Moses, aihnitlfd them by the Jewisli priosts to offer liolocaiists;

bertiusc tiiese were a sort of Sacrifies prior to the law, and coininoii

toaH nations.

HOLOGTIAril, or HOLOGRArHUM, [oro>o,- all, and
y.-mfiu, I wriU-,] in the civil law, is cliieliy used of a testament writ-

ten wholly in liie testator's own hand. "The Romans did not ap-

prove of holographic testaments; and, though Valentinian autlion-

sed them, lliey are not used where the civil law is in fall force.

HOLOMKTICK, [Sx©- aisd /.tsTj™,] a mathematical instrument

that serves universally for taUing all measures, both on the earth

and in tiie heavens.

HOLORACE.Ij, in bo'.any. (Ise name of the twelfth order in

Linnicus's " I'ragments of a Natural Method," consisting of pot-

heri's, or plants used for the table, and entering into tiie economy
of ^lume^tic all'airs.

HOLOSTF.UM, in botany, a genu? of the triandria trigynia

class and order. Natural order, Caryoph)l!ei. Calyx live-leav-

ed; petals five; capsule one-celled, subcylindrical, opening at

toj). There are five species.

HOLOTUURIA, a genus of the vermes mollusca class and or-

der. Body detached, cylindrical, thick, naked, and open at the

extremity ; mouth surrounded by fleshy branched teiilacula or

feelers. These are all inhabitants of the sea, and expand or con-
tract th.emselves at pleasure ; the anterior aperture serves them
both as a mouth and vent, and from the hinder one they reject

waters whicli had been previously drawn in ; the tentacnla are

retractile, ^lliere are twenty-three species.

11. PKNTACTEs,the FivE-iiowED, HoLOTnURiA, has tlic mouth
ewccmpassed with tentacula, the body bearing tentacnla five dif-

ferent ways. The animal is of a red colour, nearly oval, or

somewhat .cylindrical, and is observed to assiune various shapes.
The mouth is set rounil with ten 'rays mostly at the points; the

bedy longitudinally dotted in f.ve places with clav-colourcd hol-
low warts, situated two together. It inhabits the sea ol Norway,
and is aUo found near Penzance. See Plate LX\'1[.

H. PhVSALIS, the BLAllDER-SHArED IloLOTHURIA. TllC l)odY

of this species is oval, approacliing to triangular, of a glossy trans-

parency ; the back sharp-edged, of a dark green colour, whence
run out a number of sinews; anteriorly the body is of a reddish
hue, The trunk spiral, reddisli towards the thicker end. It in-

habits the seas. The word holothuria is used l)y Pliny and Ari-
stotle ; but Mr. Pennant supposes tliey both intended, "under this

name, to describe those marine bodies now denominatedzoophyla.
Aristotle, however, seems to have admitted that they possessed ani-

mal life, a circumstance that has in modern times been completely
ascertained.

H. Trlmula, or Quivering Holothuria, is of a rylindric
form about an inch in diameter ; it can extend to more than a foot
in length, or contract its body into a ball. See Plate LXVI[.
HOLS FEIN, a late duchy ofGennany, boimded by the Ger-

man oce.n o:i the W. ; the Baltic, or thegulph of Luheck on the F,.

;

the duch\ of Mecklenburg on the S. E. ; that of Bremen, witli the
lilbe, on the S \\ . ; and Lauenburg, with the territory of Ham-
])urg, onthe S. Its greatest length is about 80 miles and breadth
Co. A great part of this country consists of rich marshes w here
rattle are bred in vast numbers, and great ([uantities of excellent
butter and cheese made of their milk. 'Fhe arable land is very
fruitful in wheat, barley, pease, beans, and rape seed. In the bar-
ren ami heathy parts of the country, large flocks of sheep are
grazed. 'Fhe w'oods abound with game and wild fowl; and the
sea and rivers with fish. Hcrtstcin is also noted for beautiful horses.
Tlie ponds and lakes are drained once in three or four years, and
the carp, lampreys, pikes, and perclies, foinid in them, are sold;
then sowed for several years alter with oats, or used for p.isturc

;

and after that laid under water again, and fish bred in thejn. 'Fhere
are hardly any hills. The principal rivers are (he Eyder, Stor,
and Trave. 'Fhe duchy contains about .'JO towns.
HOLT, whether at tbe beginning or ending of the name of any

place, signifies that it is or hath been woody, from the Saxon holt,
a wood; or sometimes possibly from the 'Saxon /lo/. z. e. Imllow,
especially when tJie name ends in tun or dun. Gibson.

lloi.T, a town of Germany, in tlje late duchy of Cleves, now in
the (lepavlnient of the Roer. It is '27 miles S. K. of Cleves.
HOLYIJ HAD, a town, cape, and parish, of Wales, on the isle

«f Anglesea, in the Irish channel, where people usually embark for

Dublin, there being regular packet-boats which sail for tliat city

every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. It has a very conve-
nient harbour for the northern trade, whenstopt by contrary winds.

It is situated near (he extremity of the isle, and is joined to the

N. W. part of it by a stone-bridge of one arch. It has a market
on Saturday. Under the mountains that overhang the town is a

large cavern in the rock, supported by natural pillars, called the

Parliament-house, accessible only by boats, and the tide runs into

it. The chief commodities are butter, cheese, bacon, wild fowl,

lobsters, crabs, oysters, razor-fish, shrim[)S, herrings, cod-lish,
.

vvliitings, pollacks, cole-fish, tenches, turbots, soles, flounders, rays,

and other fisli. It lies 24 miles and a half N. W. of Caernarvon,
60 E. of Dublin, and 276 N. W. of London. Lon. 4. 23. W.
Lat. ;,3. If). N.
FIOLY ISLAND, a small island on the coast of England 10

miles S. E. of Berwick, in Northunilierland.

lioLY-HooD Day,, a festival observed by the Roman catholics,

in memory of the exaltation of our Saviour's cross.

Holy-Thursday. The day on which the ascension of our
Saviour is commemorated, ten days before Whitsuntide.

Holy-Week. 'Fhe week before Easter, in which the passioa
of our Redeemer is commemorated.
HOLYWOOD, JoH.x, or Joannes De SACROuosca. See

SACRonosco.
HOLZAPSEL, a county of Germany, on the banks of the

Lahn, between the late electorate of 'Freves and Nassau Dietz.

Holzatsel, the capital of the above county, 4 miles N. E. of

Nassau.

HOMALIUM, m botany, a genus of the polyandria-trigynia

class and order. Calyx six or seven-parted , corolla six or seveii-

])e(ated ; stamens twenty-one, in tln'ee bodies : pericarpium one-
celled, many-seedi'd. 'I'liere are two species.

HOMBERG, William, a celebrated physician, chemist, and
philosopher, born in Datavia, in the East Indies, in l6b'2. His
father was a Saxon gentleman, who-, afterwards settling at Amster-
dam, \Villiam there prosecuted his studies; and thence removed
to Jena, and to Lefpsic, where he studied the law. In lt)-i2 he
was made advocate at ?ilagdeburg, where he studied experi-

mental philosophy. Some time after he travelleil into Italy ; and
studied medicine, anatomy, and botany, at Padua. He after-

wards studied at 15ologna ;"and at Rcme learned optics, painting,

sculpture, and music. He at length travelled into France, Eng-
land, anil Holland; obtained the degree of M.D. at Wittein-

berg ; travelled into Germany and the North ; visited the mines
of Saxony, Bohemia, Hungary, and Sweden ; and returned to

I'Vance, where he acquired the esteem' of the learned. ^L Col-
bert being informed of his merit, made him such advantageous
olTers, as induced him to fix his residence at Paris. M. Hombcrg,
who was already well known for his phosphorus, for a pneumatic
machine of his own invention more perfect than that of Guericke,

for his microscopes, for his discoveries in cliemistry, and for the

great number and variety of his curious observations, was received

into tlie academy of science? in lt)91, and hail the laboratory of

that academy, of which lie was one of its principal ornaments.

'Fhe duke of Orlealis, afterwards regent, made him liis chemist

gave him a pension, and the most superb laboratory that was ever

in the possession of a chemist, and in 1704 made him his first pliy-

sician. lie had abjured the Protestant religion in 1682, and died

in 171J. 'Fhere are many learned and curious pieces of his writ-

ing, in the Memoirs of the Acadeni) of Sciences, and in several

iournals. He had begun to give the elements of cliemistry

"in them, and the rest were found among his papers fit for

printing.

HOMBURG, a town of Germany, in the late duchy of Deux
Fonts, now annexed to France, and included in the depart-

ment of Sarre and Moselle. It is 4 miles N. N. W. of Deux
Fonts, and 36 W. N. W. of Landau. Lon. 7. 32. E. Lat. 49.

16. N.
HOME, Henry, Lord Karnes, an eminent Scottish lawyer,

and author of many useful and ingenious works on various sub-

jects, was descended of an ancient family, ant! born in I696, in

Berwickshire. In early youth, he was lively, and ea'fcr in the

acquisition of kiiowledge. He never attendc'l a public school

;

but was instructed in the ancient and modern languages, as well

as in several branches of malhematics, and the ails necessarily

connected
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comiwted with thai siifiice, l)y Mr. Wiiigate, a man of consider-

able parts ami learning;, who spent many years as private tntor to

Mr. Home. He applied with great diligence to the stndy of tlie

civil and municipal law of his conntry, and early accjiiainted him-

self with the fijrms and practical business of tlie courts. Wlioever
peruses the law-papers composed by Mr. Home when a young
man, will perceive an uncommon elegance of style, besides great

ingenuity of reasoning, and a thorough knowledge ot the law an<l

constiluiion of Ills country. These ((ualifiralions, together with
the streiigth and vivacity i.f M^ ir.,tural abihlios, soon raised him
to be an ornament to llie .Scottish bar ; and, on iho ad of I'ebni-

ary i7J'J, he was advanced to the bench as one of llie judges of

the court of session, under the title of Lord Kanu's. His princi-

pal works are. Essays u[)on several Subjects concerning r>riti>li An-
tiquities, 1764; Essays on the Principles of Morality and NaUiral
Religion, 8vo. ; Historical Law, 8vo. ; The Principles of Ecpiitv,

folio ; Elements of Criticism, 3 vols. 8vo. ; The Gentleman I'ar-

iiier, Svo. ; Loose Hints upon Education; 8vo. ; The History of

Man, 4 vols. Svo. He died in 17S2.

HOMER, the father of Greek poetry, was born on tlie

banks of the river Meles, whence his mother called him Melc-
sigcnes. He was a natural child, but his mother afterwards mar-
ried one Phenius, a citizen of Smyrna, who adopted the child as

his son. His birth, however, is involved in so much obscurity
that all this may be fable, for the ancients are not agreed as to the
period in which he tlouri^hed; and seven cities di.-puled ihe honour
of having given him birth, which are enumerateii in the following

distich

:

Smyrna, Rhodes, Colophoii, Salamis, Chios, Argos, Athen^e;
Orbis de patria certat, Honiere, tua.

He is said to have kept a school at Smyrna, and th.at he after-

wards accompanied Mentes, a master of a ship, in several voyages,

and by him was left at Ithaca, w here he gathered many particulars

respecting Ulysses, which laid the foundation ot the Odyssey. At
length Mentes returned and took him on board again, but at Co-
lophon he had tlie misfortune of losing his sight. He then be-

came a strolling bard, and obtained the name of Homer, which
signilies a blind man. It is further added, that being at Phoeiea,

a school-master, named Thestoridys, olfered to maintain him,
provided he would sulfer him to transcribe his verses, which he

agreed to from necessity. The school-master then went to ( hios,

where he acquired great we.iltli bv Homer's poems, while tlie

poet himself could scarci ly get bread bv reciting them. Homer
on this proceeded to Chios, and Theslorides, hearing of his arrival,

fled before him. Here the poet I'pened a school of poetry, mar-
ried, and had two daughters. He died about 907 years U. C.
The only genuine w.)rks of his extant, are the Iliad and Odyssey.
The Batrachomyoniacliia, or Rattle of the Frogs and .Mice, has

been disputed, but many good critics deem it to be his. 'I'he

Hymns ivhicli go under his name are ([uesiionable. Many other

pieces are ascril)ed to him ; viz. epigrams, the Earliges, the Ce-
cropes, and the Deslructtnn of Oechalia, of which onlv the names
are remaining. Nothing can excel the clearness an<[ majesty of

Homer's style ; the sublimity of his thoughts; Ihe strenglh and
S'.veetness of his verses. All his images are striking ; his descrip-

tions just and exact ; the passions so well e\presse<l, and nature so

justly and finely painted, that he gives to every thing motion, life,

and actii []. Hut he more particularly excels in invention, and in

the different characters of his heroes, which are so varied, that

they affect us in an inexpres-ible manner. In a word, the more
lie is read by a person of good taste, the more he is admiied.
Is or are his vi'orks to he esteemed merely as enteriainiiig poems,
or as the m-inumenls of a suylime and varied genius. He was in

general so accurate with le-pect to costume, thai he seldom men-
tioned pi'rsoiis or things that we may n.>i conclude to have been
known during the time of which he writes ; and it was .Mr. l'o|7e's

opinion, that his account of people, prince-, ami countries, was
purely historical, founded on the real transactions of those times,

and by far the most valuable piece of history and geographv left

us concerning the state of Greece in that early period." His geo-

graphlcrd divisions of that country were tlio*iglit so ex.ict, that we
ari' told of many cnntroversies concerning the boiiiularies of Gre-
cian cities, which have been decided upon the authority of his

poems. The best editions of Homer ;uc, that of Bainej, Cam-
»OL, li.—NO. I'JJ.

bridge, '_' vols. 4to. 1711; Clarke's, 4 vols. ; that of Gl.i-gow, 'J

vols, folio, I 7.'iS ; tiiat of Oxford, ;> vols. 8vo. 1780; and wnat is

called the Greiiville edition, recently publislied from the same
l)ress. It is needless to enter inio his charai ter as a jjoet, as he
was beyond a doubt the most exalted and universal gi-nius the

world has seen.

HoMEU, (^.MER, Cho.mkr, or Cottus. See Me.^suke and
Omkr.
HO.MICII) E, inlaw, signilies in general th.e taking av.ay of

any person's life by another person. It ii ol three kinds
;
justifia-

ble, excusable, and felonious.

I. HoMiciDR, Excusable, is of two sorts; either per infortu-

nium, by misadventure ; or se defeiidendo, ujion a principle of
self-preservation.

i. Homicide per I.vFOnTUNiuM, or by .Misadventure, i%

where a man, doing a law. id act, without anv iiuenlion of hurt,

unfoiiunately kills another: as where a man is at work with a hat-

chet, and ihe head thereof tlies oil" and kills a stantler-by ; or,

where a. person, (|ualilied to keep a gun, is shooting at a mark, and
imdesignediv kills a man: for the act is lawful, and the ellVct is

merely accidental. So where a parent U moderately coriecting
his child, a master his apprentice or scholar, or an oliuer punish-

ing a criniinal, and bappens to occasion his death, it is only misad-
venture ; for the act of correction was lawful : but if he exceeds
the bounds of nioderation, either in the manner, the inttrumen',
or the ((uanlity of punishment, and death ensues, it is iRaiislaugKler

at least, and in some cases (according to the ciicumslances) mur-
der ; for the act of immoderate correction is unlawful. To whip
another's horse, whereby he runs over a child and kiKs him, n
hekl to be accidental in the rider, for he has done nothing unlaw-
ful; but manslaughter in the person whowhip])ed him, for the

act was a tiespass, and at best a piece of idleness, of inevitably

dangerous conset|uence. And in general, if ileath ensues in rcn-
setpience of an idle, dangerous, and unlawful sport, as shooting or

casting stones in a town, orthe barbarous diversion of cockthri^w;-

ing ; in these and similar cases, the slayer is guilty of mart-

slaughter, and not misadventure only ; for these are unlawful act<i.

ii. Homicide se Defen'dhndo, or iv Self-defe.xce, upon
a sudden aliray, is also excusable r.ither than ju-.tiliable, by ihr

English law. 1 his species of si'lf-defence must be distill uished

^Irrim that just now mentioned, as calculated to hinder liie perpe-

tration of a capital crime; which is not only a matter of e.\( use^

but of justilicatioB. Init the self-defeiiGe vs h:eh we are now speak-
ing <if, is that whereby a man mav jjrotect liinr-eli fioiii an assault,

or tlie like, in the course of a sudtlen brawl or' tju:,rsel, by killing

him v> ho assaults him. .And this is what Ihe law expresses by the

word chance-medley, or (as some rather choose to w rite it) cliaiub

nunlley ; Ihe former of which in its etymology sicn.ties a casual

allVay, tlie latter an ailray in the heat of bh.od or passion.: boih of

them of pretty much Ihe same import ; but the tormer is in com-
mon speech too often erroneously a[)plied to any manner of homi-
cide by misadveiilure ; whereas it appears by slat, -'-l- Hen. \ HI.

c. .i, and our ancient books, that it is properly applied to sucU

killing as happens in self-dereni.o upon a sudden rencontre. The
riglit of natural detence does not impiv a riuhl of attacking: lor,

instead of atUek ng one another lor injuries past or impending,

men neeil oiil\ liave recourse to the proier tribunals of justice.

'I'liey cannot Uieretore legally exercise this right of prevei.lative

defeii'e, but ill sudden and violent eases ; wlu'ii certain and im-

metiiate fiufl'eriug v. oiild be the coll^e<plelu eof waiting for fte :i^-

sislance ,of the Liw. \'> lierefore* to exc_u-e homicide by the plea

of sv l:-defence, it mu^l appeiu' that the slayer had no other possi-

ble means of escaping from his assailant. In some cases this spe-

cies of homicide (upon ciiance-nu'dley in self-defence) dirleis t.>nt

little from man-laughter, which also happens fre(|ui-nlly uijoii

chance-medlev in the pr,-/per legal sense of the word, lint thc

Irue criterion between them screms to be this : when both parlies

are actually combating at tlie time when thi: morlat stroke is

given, the shiver is then giiiltv of nian-laiiehler ; but if the slayer

hath not begun to light, or (luiving begun) endeavours to decline

|l any farther stru'.'gle, and alterwards being clo-ely pre-sed by lii-

j!
aiiiagonist, kills iiim to avoid lii^ own deilruction, tliis is homic'de

L e\cu,-al)le by self-defence. I'or which reason the law i'e<|uin-s^

1 that the person, who kills another in his own defencci should have

ij
retreated as far as he couvenieiuly or safelv csn, to avoid the vio-

|<i
D

'
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leiK-e of the a:-saiilt before he turns upon his a?!=;iiUiiit ; and that

not tictitioiisly, or in order to watch his oppoitiiiiitv, but from

a real and atfettionate regard for preserving the life of liis

brothiT. And tlioiigh it may be cowardice, in time of war
bi-twt-en tuo indcpi ndent natioji^, to Hie from an enemy; yel,

between two fellow-subjects, the law counler.ances no such point

of lioiiour: because the kiiii; ai;d liis court', are the vindices inju-

riarum, and will give to the party wronged all the ralisfaction he

deserves. In this the civil law aNo agicrs, or perhapj goes rather

farther; " qui cum aliter tueri he non possunt, damni rulpam de-

derint, innoxii sunt." ^I'he p.nty assaulted mu>t therefore llee as

l.n' as he conveniently can, either by reason of some wall, ditcli,

or other impediment ; or as far as llie herceness of the assault will

permit him ; for it may be so fierce as not to allow him to yield

a step, with manifest danger of his life, or enormous bodily harm ;

and then in his defence lie may kdl his assailant msiantly. And,
a> the manner of the defence, so is also the tune to be considered :

frir if the person assaulted does not fall upon the aggressor till the

affray is over, or when he is running away, this is revenge and not

defence. Neither, under the colour of self-defence, will the law

permit a man to screen himself from the guilt of deliberate murder ;

for if two persons, A and B, agree to fight a duel, and A gives the

. first onset, and B retreats as far as he satelv can, and then hills A,
thia is murder ; because of the previous malice and concerted de-

sign. But if A upon a sudden tpiarrel assaults B first, and, U|)on

B's returning the assault, A really and buna Ude flies; and, being

jiriven to the wall, turns again upon B and kills him ; this may be
sp defcndendo, according to some ; thouifh others have thought
this opinion too favourable : inasmuch as the necessity, to which
he is at last reduced, originally arose from his own fault. Under
this excuse of self-defence, the principal civil and natural relations

are compiehended : therefore, master and servant, parent and
clidd, husband and wife, killing an assailant in the necessary
defence of each other respectively, are excused ; the act of

the relation assisting being construed the same as the act of

the party himself. Tiere is one species of homicide se defendendo,
wliere tlie party tlain is equally innocent as he who occasions his

death ; and yet this hjiaicide is also excusable from the great uni-

versal principle of sell-preservation, which prompts every man to

save his own life preferably to that of another, where one of them
must inevitably perish. As, among others, in that case mentioned
by Lord Bacon, where two persons, being shipwrecked, and get-

ting on the same plank, but linding it not able to save them both,

one of them thrusts the other from it, whereby he is drown-jd.
He who tlius preserves his own life, at the evpence of another
man's, is excusable through unavoidable necessity, and the prin-

ciple of self-defence ; since their l)oth remaining on the same weak
plank is a mutual, though innocent, attempt upon, and endanger-
ing of, each otlier's life. Let us next take a view of the circum-
stances wherein those two species of homicide, by misadventure
and self-defence, agree; anil those are in their blame and punish-
ment. For the law sets so high a value upon the life of a man,
that it always intends some misbehaviour in the person who takes
it away, unless by the commiind or express permission of the law.
In the case of nnsadventure, it presumes negligence, or at least a

want of sufficient caution in him who was so unfortunate as to com-
mit it ; who therefore is not altogether faultless. And as to the ne-
cessity which excuses a man who kills another se defendendo. Lord
Bacon entitles it necessiias culpabilis, and thereby distinguishes it

from the former necessity of killing a thief or a malefactor. For
the law intends that the quarrel or assault arose from some un-
known wrong, or some provocation, either in word or deed: and
since in quarrels both parties may be, and usually are, in some
fault, and it scarce can be tried who was originally in the wrong;
the law will not hold the survivor entirely guiltless. But it is

<lear, in the other case, that where I kill a thief who breaks into
my house, the original' default can never be upon ray side. The
law besides may have a farther view, to make the crime of homi-
cide more odious, and to caution men how they venture to kill

another upon their own |)rivate judgement ; by o'rdainint?, that he
who slays his neighbour, without aiTexpress warrant from the law
so to do, shall in no case be absolutely free from guilt. Nor is

the law of England singular in this respect. Even the slaughter
f.f enemies I equiivd a solemn purgation among tlie Jews ; which
implies, that the death of a njau, however it "happens, will leave

'
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some stain behind it. And the Mosaical law appointed certain

citic: of refuge for him " who killed his neighbour unawares; as

if a man goeth into the wood with his neighbour to hew wood, and
his hand fetcheth a stroke with the ax to cut down a tree, and
the head slippeth from the helve, and lighteth upon his neighbour
that he die, he shall Hee into one of those cities and live." But it

seems he was not held wholly blameless, any more than in the

English law ; since the avenger of blood might slay him before )'c

reached his asvlum, or if he afleruards stirred oi.t or it till the

death of tlie high priest In the imijcrial law likewise casual ho-

niiiido wafi excused by the indulgence of the emperor signed with

h.s own sign-manual adnotatione principis ; otherwise, the death

of a man, however committed, was in some degree punishable.

Among the Greeks, homicide by misfortune was expiated by vo-

luntarv banishment for a year. In Saxony a fine is paid to the

kindred of the slain ; which also, among the western Goths, was
little inferior to that of volunti.ry homicide ; and in France,

(uiiiler the old government,) no person was absolved in cases of

tlusiialure, without a largess to the poor, and the charge of cer-

tain masses for the soul of the party killed. The penalty in-

flicted by the English law is said by Sir Edward Coke to have

been anciently no less than deatli ; which, however, is with reason

denied by later and more accurate writers. It seems rather to

have consisted in a forfeiture, some say of all the goods and chat-

tels, others of only a part of them, by way of fine or weregild

:

which was probably disposed of, as in France, in pious uses, ac-

cording to the humane superstition of the times for the benefit of

his soul who was thus suddenly sent to his account with all his im-

pcrfecti<ins on his head. But that reason having long ceased, and
the penalty (especially if a total forfeiture) growmg more severe

than was intended, in proportion as personal property has become
more considerable, the ileliiupient has now, and has had, as early

as the English records will reach, a pardon and writ of restitution

of his goods as a matter of course and right, oidy paying for su-

ing out the same. And, indeed, to prevent this expence, in cases

where the death has notoriously happened by misadventure or in

self-defence, the judges usually permit (if not direct) a general

verdict of acquittal.

II. Homicide, Felonious, is an act of a very different nature

from the former, being the killing of a human creature, of any age

or sex, without justification or excuse. This is either manslaughter

or murder. Mauslaughter is homicide against the life of another,

either with or without malice; that which is without malice is

called manslaughter, or sometimes chance-medley, by which is

understood such killing as happens either on a sudden cpiarrel, or

in the commission of an unlawful act, without any deliberate in-

tention of doing any mischief at all. 3 Inst. 56. Hence it fol-

lows, that there can be no accessaries to this olTence before the

fact, because i must be done witiiout preniedilation ; but there

may be accessaries after the fact. Id. The only difference be-

tween murder and manslaughter, is, lli.it murder is upon malice
aforethought, and manslaughter upon a sudden occasion, as if two
meet together, and striving for the wall the one kills the other,

this is manslaughter and' felony. And so it is if they had, on that

sudden occasion, gone into the field and fought, and the one had
killed the other, this had been but manslaughter and no murder,
because all that followed was but a continuance of the first sud-

den occasion, and the blood was never cooled till the blow was
given. 3 Inst. 55. Murder is the highest crime against the law of

nature that a man is capable of committing. Murder is wdien a
man of sound memory, and at the age of discretion, unlawfully

kills another peisson under the king's pe.ace with nialipe afore-

thought, either expressed by the party, or implied by the law, so

as the party wounded or hurt die of the wound or hurt within a
^ear and a di'y. 3 Inst. 47. And the whole day on which the

hurt was done, shall be reckoned the first. 1 Haw. 79. By ma-
lice expressed, is meant a deliberate intention of doing any bodily
harm to another, whereiinto by law a person is not authorizeil.

And the evidences of such malice must arise from external circiim-^

stances discovering that inward intention ; as lying in wait, me-
nacings antecedeni, former grudges, deliberate compassings, and
the like, which are v;vrious, according to tlie variety of circum-
stances. 1 II. H. 451. Malice implied, is where a person volun-

tarily kills another, without any provocation ; for in this case the

law presumes it to be malicious, and that he is a public enemy of

mankind.
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jiiankintl. 1 H. H. 4j5.. In general any formed design of doing

jnischxf may be called malice; and therefore net siuli killing

only as [Koceeds from premeditated hatred or revenge against the

person killed, but also in many other cases, such as is accompanied

with circumstances which shew the heart to be perversely wicked,

is judged to be of malice prepense, or aforethought, and conse-

queiilly nnirdtr. 2 Haw. SO. If a man W\\U another, it shall be

intended prima facie that he did it maliciously, unless he makes
the contrary appear, by shewing that he did it on a sudden provo-

cation or the like. 1 Maw. 82. When the law'makes use 'of the

4erm malice aforethought, as descriptive of the crime of murder, it

must not bo undeivtood in tli.at narrow restrained sense, to which

the modern use ot the word malice is apt to lead one, a principle

of malevolence to particulars ; for the law Ijy the term malice, in

this instance, means, that the fact has been attended with sucji

circimistanccs, as are the ordinary symptoms of a wicked heart,

regardless of social dutv, and fatally bent upon mischief. Fost.

2315. The law so far abhoi-s all duelling in cold blood, tliat not

only the |)vincipal who actually kills the other, but also his seconds

are guilty of murder, w lielher they fought or not ; and it is holden

that the seconds of the person killed are also equally guilty, in

respect to that countenance which they give to theii principals in

the execution of their purpose, by accompanying tiiem therein,

and being ready to bear a part with them. 1 Haw. S2. Also it

seems agreed, that no breach of a man's word or promise, no tres-

p;!»s either to land or goods, no affront by bare words or gestures,

however tiaisc or malicious it may be, and aggravated with the

most provoking circumstances, will excuse him from being guilty

of murder who is so far transported thereby, as immediately to

attack the person who offends, in such a manner as mani-

festly endangers his life, without giving him time to put him-

self upon his guard, if he kills him in pursuance of such as-

sault, whether the person slain did at all tight in his defence or

not. Id.

HI. Homicide, Justifiable, is of ditTerent kinds, i. Such as

is owing to some unavoidable necessity, without any will, inten-

tion, or desire, and Witllout any inadvertence or negligence, in the

party killing, and therefore without any shadow ot blame ; as, for

instanc*, by virtue of such an oflice as obliges one, in the e.xecu-

tion of public justice, to put a malefactor to death, who hath fo;--

feited his life by the laws and verdict of his country. This is an

act of necessity, and even of civil dutv ; and therefore not only

justitiable, but commendable, where the law requires it. But the

law must require it, otherwise it is not justifiable : therefore wan-
tonly to kill the greatest of malefactors, a felon, or a traitor, at-

tainted or outlawed, deliberatelv, uncompelled, and extrajudi-

tially, is murder. And farther, ifjudgement of death be given by
a judge not authoiized by lawful comr\ii-sion, and execution is

done accordingly, the judge is guilty of murder. Also such

i jdgement, when legal, must be executed by the proper oflicer, or

his appointed deputy ; for no one else is required bv law to do it,

which requisition it is that justilies the homicide. If mother per-

son doth It of his own head, it is held to be murder : even though

it be the judge himself. It must farther be executed, servato juris

ordine ; it must pursue the sentence of the court. If an officer

beheads one who is adjudged to be hanged, or vice versa, it is mur-
der : for he is merely ministerial, and therefore only justified when
he acts under the authority and compulsion of the law. Rut, if a

sheritV changes one kind ot punishment for another, he then acts

by his own authority, which extends not to the coinm'.ssion of ho-

micide : and besides, this licence might occasion a very gro-s

abuse of his power. The king indeed may remit part ci a sen-

tence, as in the case of treason, all but the beheading: but this

is no change, no introduction of a new punishment ; and in the

c.ise of felony, where the judgement is to be hanged, the kics (it

has l>een saiti) cannot legally order even a peer to be beheaded.
Again : in some cases liomicide is justifiable, ratner by the per-

niii";ion, than by the absolute command, of the law : either for the

advancement of public justice, which without such indemnifica-

tion would never be carried on with proper vigour ;'or, in such
instances where it is committed for tlie prevention of some atro-

cious crime, which cannot otherwise be avoi.'led. ii. Homicides,
committed for the advancement of public justice, are, 1. Where
an officer, in the execution of his olfice, either in a civil or cri-

minal case, kills a person that assaults and resists him. 2. If an
oflicer, or any priv.ate person, attempts to take a man chiirged with

felony, and i^ resisted ; and, in the endeavour to t;.ke liim, K.iiis

him.' 3. In case of a riot or rebellious assembly, the officers en-

deavouring to disperse the mob are JMstifiable in killng them, both

at common law and by the riot-oct, 1 Geo. I. c. 5. 4. Where the

prisoners in a gaol, or going to a gaol, assault the gaoler or officer,

and he in his defence kills any ot them, it is justifiable, for the sake

of preventing an escape. 5. I', trespassers in forests, parks, chases,

or warrens, will not surrender themselves to the keepers, they

may be slain ; by virtue ofthe statute 21 Edward I. stat 2, rie ma-
klactoribus in pacis, and 3 & 4 W. & M. c. 10. But, in all

these cases, there must be an apparent necessity on the officer's

side ; viz. that the party could not be arrestc-d or apprehend-

ed, the riot could not be suppressed, the prisoners could not be
kept in hold, the deer-stealcrs could not but escape, unless such

homicide were committed: otherwise without such absolute ne-

cessity, it is not ju.stihable. iii. In the next place. Hid) homi-

cide as is committed for the prevention of any tore ibie and atio-

cious crime, is justifiable by -the law of nature ; and also by the

law of Englai.d, as it stood so earlv as the time of Bracton, and
as it is since declared by stat. 24 H. VIII. c. 5. If any person

attempts a robbery or murder of another, or attempts to break

open a house in tiie night-time (which extends also to an attempt

to burn it), and shall be killed in such attempt, the sla\er shall be

acquitted and discharged. This reaches not to any crime unac-

companied with force, a. picking of pockets ; or to the breaking

open of any house in the day-time, unless it carries witli an attempt

of robbery also. So the Jewish law, which punished no theit with

death, makes homicide only justifiable in case of nocturnal house-

breaking: " If a thief be found breaking up, and he be smitten

that he die, no blood shall be siied for him ; but if the sui«

be risen upon him, there shall /be blood shed for him, for 'w'

should have made full restitution." At Athens, if any theft

was committed during tlie night, it was lav.ful to kill the cri-

minal, if taken in the fact: and, by the Roman law of the XII ta-

bles, a thief might be slain by night with im])unity ; or even by
day, if he armed himself with any dangerous weapon : which

amounts very nearly to the same as is permitted by our constitu-

tion. The Roman law alsojustifies homicide, when committed in

defence of the chastity either of one's self or relation ; and so also

according to Selden, stood the law in the Jewish republic. T!ie

English law likewise justifies a woman killing one who attempts to

ravish her : and so too the husband or father may be justifietl in

killing a man, who attempts a rape upon his wife or daughter ; but

not if he takes them in adultery by consent ; for the one is for-

cible and felonious, but not the other. And there is no doubt but

the forcibly attempting a crime, of a still more detestable nature,

may be equally resisted by the death of the unnatural aggressor.

For the one uniform principle that rnns through our own, and all

other laws, seems to be this : that where a crime, in itself capital,

is endeavoured to be committed by force, it is lawful to repel

that force bv the death of the party attempting. But we must not'

carry Ibis doctrine to the same length that Mr. Locke does ; who
hoUls, " that all manner of force without riglit upon a man's per-

son, puts him ill a state of war with the aggressor; and, of con-

sequence, that being in such a state of war, he may lawfully kill

him that put* him under this uiinatural restraint." However juit

this conclusion may be in a state of uncivilized nature, yet the

law ot England, like that of every other well regulated commu-
nitv, is too tender of the public peace, too caretui of the life of

the subject, to adopt so contentious a system ; nor will it sutler

with impunity anv crime to be prevented by death, unless the

same, if committed, would also be punished i)y death. In these

instances of justifiable homicide, it inay be ob.served, that the

slayer is in no kind of fault whatsoever, not even in the minutest

degree: aii^ is therclore to be totally acquitted and discharged,

with commendation rather than blame. But that is not quite the

case in excusable homicide, tiie very name whereof imports some
fault, some error, or omission ; so trivial, however, that the law-

excuses it from the guilt of felony, though in strictness it judges it

deserving of some lltle degree of punishment.

HO.MILY, [from 3,'xiXot, an assembly,] a sermon upon some
point of religion, dcliverecl in a plain manner, so as to be easily

understood by the people. The Greek homily, says M. Fleury,

signifies a familiar discourse, like the Latin SL-rmo ; and discourses

delivered in the chuitb were so named, to intimate, that tliey were

not harangues or mutters ostentation and flourish, like, those ol

t profaii*-
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prolaiie oratoi'S, biit familiar aiul useful tliscoiirses, as of a master

10 his disciplos, or a f;aliL'r to his (.hildreii.

HOMIN'E RKI'LEGIANDO, a writ for the bailing of a maii

out of prison, win.ni he is cojihiicj without commandment of the

kirii; or liisjntlijes, or for any cause that is rcpU-viable. But this

writ is now seldom used ; a writ of habeas corpus benig sueil out

on the ni'cessary occasions.

HOMMOCi a name giv.Mi by mariners to a I'iUock or small

eminence of land, resembling the fige.re of a cone, and appearing

on the sea-coast of any country.

IIO.MO, Max, is ranked b) Linnanis undci the class mamma-
lia nnd order primates, or Chiefs; and citaracterised by having

four parallel fure-li-e'di both in the upper and lower jaw, and two

niami\ia' on the breast. 'I'lic only species is the

-Homo Sai-ikns, or Sapient .Man', so named as being endow-

ed «ltli wisdom lar superior to, or rather exclusive of, :'.II othei

annuals. See Man. In the early editions of Linna-us, Ihe'lro-

glodytes was added as a si-cnnd species, but is now with much
more proprielv arranged under the genus Simla. See Simia.

Mankind, though ong nally sprung from one pair, vary much
from dilference of climate, education and habits. Hence the fol-

lowing varieties are enumerated by Liimaus; vi/. wild men,
Americans, Kuropeans, Asiatics, Africans, and Monsters.

1. lioMiXES Afri, i\ii(iCANs. " Of black complexion,

piilegmatic temperament, and relaxed libre." The liair is black

and fri/ly ; tlie skin soft and silky; the nose Hat; the lips are

thick; and the female has long lax breasts. Tiny are of cralty,

indolent, and carcle^s dispo-itions, and governed in their actions

b\ caprice. Anoint the skin with grease.

''.'. IloMiMKs Amkuicani, AMiiiticAXS. " O f coppcr-colour-

ed complexion, choleric constitution, and remarkably erect."

T heir (lair is black, lank, and coarse ; their nostrils are wide ; their

features harsh, and the chin is scantily supplied with beard. Arc
obstinate in their ti nipers, free and satislierl v,'ith their condition ;

and are regulated in alTthcir |)roceed;ngs by traditional customs.

Paint their skins with red streaks.

3. lloMiNKSs Asiatici, ASIATICS. " Of sooty complexion,

melancholy temperamen', and rigid libie." Their hair is strong,

black, and lank ; the eyes are dark brown. They are of grave,

haughtv, and covetous manners ; and are governed by opinions.

Dress ill loose garments.

4. Homines 1'luRoe.ti, F.uropeavs. " Of fair complexion,

san!;uiiie tempnaiiH'iit, aiicl brawny form." The hair is llowing,

and of various >iiades ol brown ; the eves are mostly blue. They
are of gentle. ma tners, acute in judgement, of quick invention, and

governed by fixed laws. Dress in closi' ve>lments.

j. Homines Feri, \Vii,d Men. " Walk on all fours, are

dumb, and covered with hair." 1. A youth found in Lithuania,

in I'lil, resembling a bear. i,'. A youth found in Hesse, in lj44,

r -enibhng a ^^oU'. .!. .\ youth iu Ireland resembling a sheep.

'I'ulp. Obi iv. 9. 4. .\ youth in Bamberg resend)ling an ox.

Canieiv.rius. j. .\ wild youth found in 17»4, in Hanover. 6.

Wild buys found in 171;* 'in the Pyrenees. 7. A wild girl lound

ill 17 17,'m Ovcrvssel. S. .\ wild girl fouiul in 17.31 in Clum-
])agne. V. A wild lad found near i.cyden. Boerhaave. These

instances olwild men and their siniibtudes, (Mr. Kerr justly (ob-

serves,) are partly to be ;itlributed to iiiipo^ture, and m part to

exaaiieration: most probably ide.ils wliohad strayed Irom their

friends, and who reiembled the above animals only imit^itiiig their

voices."

b Homines MoNSTROSi, Monsteks. Of lhe=e there are se-

veral varieties : the lirst and second ot' which, in the following list,

are occasioned by peculiarity of climate, wdiilc the rest ar • pro-

duced by artificial management. l.Alpini: the inhabitants of

the northern mountain^ ; they are small in statuiv, active, and
timid in their dispositions. 'J. Patagonici ; the Patagoni.ms of

South .America ; of vast size, and indolent in their iiiamiers. 3.

Monorc hides: the IlottcMilots ; having one testicle eMir|.'aled. 4.

Imberbes; most ol the American nations; who eradicate their

beards and the hail from every part ol the body except the sealp.

J. Macrocepliali : the Chinese ; wdio have their lieadsariificiallv

forced into a conic al form. (i. Planiorephali : the Canadian In-

dians ; w ho have the forepart of their heads llatteneil « lien young
bj comiire— ion. See Man.
HUMODROMUS VKCllS, or Ll.VP.U. in mechanics, is

a lever in which the weight and power are both on the same side

of the fulcrum, as in the lever of the second aiul third kind ;

being so called, because here the weight ai.'d power move both in

the same direction, whereas in the heterodromus they move in op-

posite directions.

HOMOCiKNEAL, or HOMOGENEOUS, [from Vf like,

and ym; kind,] a term applied to various subjects, to denote that

they consist of parts of the same nature and kind; in coHtradis-

tinction to Heterogeneous, which see.

HoMOGENEotis LiGHT, that wliosc rays are all of one colour
and degree of refrangibility, withont any mixture of others. See
the article Colour.
Homogeneous Suuds, those which have the same. radical

character, or signs, as 2^/«, and 2^/i.

HOMt)l,OGA riON, [from S,uoXo-/.«, consent,] in the civil

law, the act of eoiilirmiiig or renilering a thing more valid ami
solemn, by publication, repetition, or lecognilion thereof

IIOM()LOC;OL'S, [-(isxr/©-,] in geometry, is applied to the

correspoiuling sides and angles ot similar ligures, as being propor-

tioned to each other. Thus, in two similar triangles ABC, UEH',
(Plate XCV. lig. 12,) the sides AB and DE, BC and EF, and
AC and DF, are homologous. And these triangles are to each
other as the stjuares of their homologous sides. See Geo-
metry.
Homologous Things, in logic, those which agree in name,

but are of diilerent natures.

HOMONYMOUS, \_',fj.a:rjix.c;,'] an appellation given to words
w hith have two dilferent significations, being the same with equi-

vocal terms.

HOMOTONOUS, [J.^jt^.©-,] equable: said of such distem-

pers as keep a constant tenour of rise, state, and decleiisioH.

HONAN, a province of China, boundeil on the N. by that

of Petcheli and Chansi, on the \V. by Chansi, on the S. by Hou-
(piang, and on the E. by Chaiitong. Every thing that can con-

tribute to render a country delightful is found united in this pro-

vince ; the Chinese therefore call it Tong lioa, or the middle
llower : it i> situated almost in the centre ot China.

HoNAN , a citv of the above province, situated amidst moun-
tains, anil between three rivers, atiO miles S. S. W. of Pekin.

HON DA BAY, I. A liay on the N. coast of Cuba. 2. A bay
on the E coast of Honduras, N. of Cape Gracios a Dios.

I

HON DIP AS, a large province ot North Ameriia, bounded
I on the N. bv the Bav, on the K. by the .Mosquito Shore, on the

: S. by Nicaragua, and on the W. by Cliiapa and Guatimala. It is

comprehended in the government of New Spain, although this

province, aiul the peninsula of Yucatan, on the <jther side of the

Bay of Honduras, can hardly be said to have formed a jiart of the

ancient Mexican empire. Honduras and Yucatan do not, like

the other territories ot Spain in the New World, derive their value

either from the leililily of their soil, or the richness of their mines

;

but they produce, in greater abundance than anv part of America,
the logwoud-lree, which is become an article in commerce of

great value.

HcNUURAS B,-\v, a liav on thecoa>t of Honduras, Iving W. of

the Carbbean Sea, between Cape Catoche, and Cape Uondui'as.

HONK^', Jiunia:, Sax. Itonii',, Dutch; koiicc, lioiuig. Germ,]
a sweet, Iragraut, vegetable, juice, collected bv the bees from lie

llowers of various plants, and deposited in the cells of the comb.
It has a white or yellowish colour, a soil and grained consistence,

a sacchariiK" and aromatic smell. By distil;alioii it al'IVrds an acid

phlegm and an oil, and its coal is light and spongy like that ot the

mucilage of plants. Nitric acid extracts from it o.xalic acid pre-

cisely as it does from suuar; it is very soluble in water, with which
it forms a syrup, and like sugar passes to the vinous fermentation,

and yields a pleasant liquor calleil mea<l. .Mr. Cavezzali has

proved kUely that honey is composed of sugar, mucilage, and an
i;cid. 'I'he siig,.r may be separated l.iy melting the honey, ;uiding

carbonate of lime in powder as Ions as any ellervesceiiee appears,

and scumming the solution while hot. The licpiid thus treated

gradually deposits crystals of sng.ir when allowed to remain in u
glass-vessel. The honey produced by young bees, and which
ll(3ws spontaneon-lv, is purer than that expi'esr.ed trom the comb ;

wlience it is called' virgui-lioney : tlie best sort is of a thic k con-

j

sistence, aiui of a whitish colour, ineliiilng to yellow ; it [lossesses

I an agreeable smell, and a pleasant lii^te. As an article ol lood,

when
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when iiiiniodcrately used, honey is pcrnicions to weak stomaclis;

it oiiglit, therefore, to be avoided by persons liable to eruptions ot

the skill, or in wliom there is a redundancy of bile. Tliis vegeta-

ble essence contains an acid, similar to that ot sugar, liut is more
spirituous: hence it readily ferments, occasions llatuleney, and in

some habits produces gripes and looseness. As a medicine, how-

ever, it is a very useful aperient and ex[)eclorant, especially wlien

it has been previously boiled; in which state it may be used with

safely and atlvaiitage by asthmatic patients; for it tends to <lis5olve

viscid luimours, antl to promote'the exi>ectorationof tough phlegm.

Notwithstanding these salubrious properties of honey, it is apt to

produce eflecls very detrimental to those plethoric, bilious, fe-

brile, or cachectic, patients, who trust to it as a remedy in coughs,

arising from, or connected with, pulmonary com])laiiits. If a

pound of honey be dissolved in three or four quarts of v.aler, and
exposed to u temperature between the seventieth and eightieth de-

grees of Fahrenheit's thermometer, it will in a short time become
a very agreeable acid liciuor, which possesses an aromatic llavour

and strength superior to that of the best vinegar made of white

wine. As the latter is frequently adulterated, and incomparabi)

more expensive than the substitute we have proposed, this appears

to deserve every attention in domestic occonomv. See Aris, and

IloNEY-CoMB, a waxen structure, full of cells, framed by the

bees, to deposit their honey and eggs in. See Bee and VVax.
The construction ot the honey-comb seems one of the most sur-

prising parts of the works of insects, and the materials of which it

is composed, which, though evidently collected froyi the flowers

of plants, yet do not, that we know of, exist in them in that form,
lias given great cause of speculation to the curious. The regular
structure ot the comb is also equally wondeiful. NVheii the seve-

ral cells in it are examined, it should seem that the nicest rules of

geometry had been consulted for its composition, and all the ad-
vantages that could be wished, or desired, in a thing of that kind,

are evidently founcP in it. Each cell consists of six plane sides,

%Uiich are all trapeziums, but equal to each other: the bottom of

the cell is contrived with three rhombuses HKDI, DEFl, and
FGHI, Plate LXXXV. Jig. 6, so disposed as to constitute a solid

angle at 1, under the three equal angles DIH, ])1F, and IllF,
each of which is double the maximum angl« of 54° 44'= 1)1 K =
DKI. Hence it comes to pass, that a less quantity of surface is

suflicientto contain a given quantity of honey, than" if the bottom
had been fiat, in the proportion of 46.)S to 5550, as has been found
by calculation; th.it is, nearly a fifth of the whole, so far as the

figure in the end of the cells extends, in each ; which fifth part of

wax and labour saved, amounts to a vast deal in the whole comb.
And if these admirable insects knew their advantage, they could
not more nicely observe the rules of modern geometry. Fli'iice

we may observe, that though the rules of discovering the maxima
and minima of quantities by fluxions, is a part of knowledge which
the mathematicians have but lately acquired, and which they
esteem tlie sublimity of human science, vet this very thing was
imparted to these insects at the creation. The method of making
two sorts of cells in each comb, is also admirably contrived to save
the expence of wax, since, had they been inadc single, every
comb must have had its peculiar b:ise, and every set of cells their

bottom of wax, whereas one bottom now serves for two cells; and
there is but one plate of wax in the centre of a double comb. This
structure occasions a very great sparing of the wax, or matter of
the comb : but besides this there is another great advantage ^e^ult-

ing from this structure, which is, that the angles arising from the
fore-mentioned combination of the bases, greativ strengthen the
whole work. The sides of the cells are all muchthinner than the

line^t paper, and yet they are so strengthened by their disposition,

that they are able to resist all the motions of the bee within tlieni,

as they are frequently obliged to be. The effect of their thrust-

ing their bodies into the cells, would be the bursting of those cells

at the top, were not this well guarded against. 15ut to prevent
this, the creatures extend a cord, or roll of wax, round the verge
of every cell, in such a manner tliat it is scarce possible they should
split in that particular part. This cord or roll is at least three
times as thick as the sides of the cell, and is even much thicker

and stronger at the angles of the cells, than elsewhere, so that the
nperture of e.ich cell is not regularly hexagon;il, though its inner
'cavity be perfectly so. See iig. 7. The several combs are all
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placed parallel to one another, fig. 8, and there is such a space

left between them, that the bees can easily p.iss: and often they

place a part of the comb in a contraryHiiit-clioii to the rest, so that

while the othei-s are placed horizontally, these stand perpendicu-

larly. The cells which have served, or are to serve, tor the habi-

tation of the worms of the common, and of the male bees, are of-

ten made also at other times the receptacles of honey ; but though
these are indiflerently made to serve either use, there are others

destined only to receive honey. The celerity vviith which a svtarni

of bees received into a hive, where they find themselves lodge-d to

their minds, bring their works of the combs to perfection, is amaz-

ing. There are vast numbers at work all at once; and that they

may not incommode one another, they do not work upon the first

comb till it is finished, but when the foundation of that is laid,

they go to work upon another, so that there are often the begin-

nings of three or four stories made at once, and so many swarms al-

lotted to the carrying on the work of each. Jt v.ouht be a desiu-

ble thing to see the bees at work, in making these elegant and re-

gular fabrics; but it is scarce possible to sei- any thing of this kind
ciistiiictiy, even with the advantage of glass-hives; for, as Mr.
Reaumur observes, no bee ever works singly upon this occasion,

but wherever the fabric is erecting, there are numbers together

trving to assist each other, and their motions are so sv\ift, and so

hid by their standing before one another, that very little is to be
seen of them. New bees are every moment going to the place,

and old ones going away ; and very frequently those which arrive

late are dispatched away immediately after they arrive: there arc

only some very short moments in w^iich the glass of the hives en
give a view of the creatures regularly employed at their work ; for

the moment one sees a bee at work in Iniildiug, that moment we
see one either fly off, or eKe another get before her, so as to hinder

the view : however, it is plain that the bee uses her teeth, in mo-
i delling and fashioning the wax.

Honey-Comb, in gunnery, is a flaw in the metal of a piece of

ordnance, w hen it is ill cast and spongious.

Honev-Dew, Suf fumo Mkluta, a sweet substance found

on the leaves of oak, hazle-nut, hops, and other plants; and which
has been erroneously supposed to fall from the sky. .Vecording

to Dr. Darwin, the honey-dew is a saccharine juice that exudes

from trees, in consequence of the retrograde motions of the cutane-

ous lymphatic ves^els connected with the umbilical, or with the

common sap-vesseU of plants ; instead of being carried forward to

increase the growth of the present leaf-buds, or to accumulate nu-

triment for the buds, which are in an embryon state. This exu-

dation is consequently verv injurions to the trees which are sub-

ject to it; especially from its great sweetness, which attracts im-

mense numbers of bees and ants: no method of preventing it has

hitherto been discovered.

Honey-Floweu. See Melianthus.
HoNRvSrcKLE. See Loniclra.
HONFLEIT?, a considerable sea-port of France, in the de-

partment of Calvados and late province of Normandy, 110 miles

N. W. of Paris. Ton. 0. 14. E. Lat. 49. -'5. N.
HONTION, a borough of Devonshire, on the Otter, sixteen

mi*.i's and a half E. of Exeter, and 156 Vi . S. \V. ot London.
HONORARY, \_honorarius, Lat.] a term often applied to

persons who bear some title, or oflice,- merely for the name's sake,

without performing any of its functions, or receiving any advan-

tage from it; such as honorary counsellors, honorary fellows, &c.
Honorary is also used for a lawyer's fee, or a salary given to pub-

lic professors in any art or science.

HONORIACl, in anti()uily, an order of soldiery in the eastern

empire, who introduced the "Goths, ^'andals, Alani, Suevi, &c.
into Spain.

HONOUR, [lionor, Lat.] a mark nf esteem or submission, ex-

pre-scd by words, actions, and cxierior behaviour, by which vfe

make known the respect we entertain for a person on account of

his dignity or merit. The word is used in general for the esteem

due io virtue, glory, and reputation. It is also used for virtue

and probity themselves, and for an exactness in performing what-

ever we have promised; and in this last sense v.e use the term a

man of honour. But honour is more pari icuU:rly applied to two
kinds of virtue; bravery in men, and chastity in women. Virtue

and Hontiur were deificil among the ancient Greeks and Romans,
and had a joint tem^ile cojisecrated t» ibctn at Rome: but after-

E witrds
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wards each of them had sepurate temples, which were so placed,

that no one could eater the teinph' of Honour without passing

tlu'ougli tliat of \'irtiie; l.iv which the Romans were continually

juit in mind, tliat virtue is the only direct path to true i;lory.

lloKouR, in the beau iiioiule, has a meaning materially different

from the above, and which it is easier to illustrate than ilefine. It

is, fiowever, subject to a system of rules, called the laws ot honour,

constructed by people of fashion, calculaterl to facilitate their in-

tercourse with one anotlier, and for no other purpose. Conse-

<]uejitly nothing, however vicious, is consiilered as inconsistent

with honour, but what lends to iiicoinniode its intercourse.

Hence, as Mr. Pah-y states the matter, profaneness, )ieu.lect of

jiublic worsiiip or private devotion, cruelty to servants, rigorous

treatment nl tenants or otIu;r dependants, want of charity to the

poor, injuries done to tradesmen by insolvency or delay of pay-

ment, with numberless examples of the same kind, are accounted
no breaches of honour; because a man is not a less agreeable

companion for these vices, nor the worse to deal with in those

concerns which are usually transacted between one gentleman and
aiiothcr. Again, the law of honour being constituted by men oc-

cupied in the pursuit of pleasure, and for the mutual convenience
of such men, will be found, as might be expected from the cha-

racter and design of the law-makers, to be, in most instances, fa-

vourable to the licentious indulgence of the natural passions.

Thus it allows of fornication, adultery, drunkenness, prodigality,

-luelli"ng, and revenge, in the extreme; and lays no stress upon
the opposite virtues.

Honour, or Kank. The degrees of honour observed in Bri-

tain may be comprehended under nobiles majorcs and nobilcs mi-

nores. Those included under the first rank are, archbish.ops,

dukes, marquise;, earls, viscounts, barons, and bishops; wliicharc

all distinguished by the respective ornaments of their escutcheons;

and those of the la^t are baronets, knights, esquires, and gentle-

men. Some authors will have baronets to be last under the first

rank, because their honour is hereditary, and by patent, like that

of the nobility.

Honour is p.u-ticularly applied in the English customs to the

more noble kinil of seignories or lordships, whereof other iid'erior

lordships or manors hold or (h.'pend. As a manor consists of se-

veral tenements, services, customs, &c. so an honor contains di-

vers manors, knights fees, &-c. It was also formerly called beneii-

oium, or royal fee, being always held of the king in capite.

HoNOUK, ExTKAORDiNARV INSTANCES OF. I'lie Spanish his-

torians relate a memorable instance of honour and regard to truth.

A Spanish cavalier in a sudden quarrel slew a Moorish gentleman,
audited. His |)ursuers soon lost sight of him, i'or he had un per-

ceived leaped over a garden-wall. The owner, a Moor, happen-
ing to be in his garden, was addressed by the Spaniard on his

knees, who acquainled him with his case, and implored conceal-

ment. " Eat this," said tlie Moor (giving him half a peach),
"you now know that you may confide in my protection. " He
then locked him U|) in his garden telling him as soon as it was night

lie would provide for his escape to a place of greater safety. The
Moor then went into his house, where he had but just seated him-
self,.whcn a great crowd, widi loud lamentations, came to his g.:te,

bringing the corpse o: his son, who had just been killed by a Spa-
niard. When the first shock of surprise was a little over, he learn-

ed from the de,cri|)tion given, thai the fatal deed was done by the
very p.erson then in his power. He mentioned this to no one;
but, as soon as it was dark, retired to his garden, as if to grieve
alone, giving orders that none should follow him. Then accost-

ing the Spaniard, he said, " Christian, the person you liave killed

is my son, his body is now in my house. Yon. ought to suffer;

but you have eaten with nie, and I have given you my faith,

which must not be broken. He then led the astoiifshed Spaniard
to his stables, mounted him on one of his fleetest horses, and said,
" tly far while the night can cover you ; you will be safe in the
morning. Yovi are indeed guilty of my son's blood: but God is

just and good: and 1 thank him I. am innocent of yours, and that

my faith given is pre3erve<l." TIvs point of hono'ur is most reli-

giously observed by the Aiabs and Saracens, from whom it was
adopted by the Moors of Africa, and by them was brought into
Spain. '1 he following instance of Spajiish honour nia\ still be in

the memory of many living, and deserves to be handed down to
the latest posterity, in 1746, wheu Britain was iit war with Spain,

I

the Elizabc-<h of London, Captain William Edwards, coming

I

through the Culph from Jamaiia, richl_\ laden, met with a most

I

violent storm, in which the ship sprung a leak, that obliged them
to run into the Havannah, a Sjranish port, to save their live^. Tlie-

captain went on shore, and directly waited on the governor, told

the occasion of his putting in, and that he surrendered the ship as

a prize, and himself and his men as prisoners of war, only request-

ing good (piarter. " No, Sir," replied the Spanish governor, " if

we had taken you in fair war at sea, or approaching our coa^-t with
hostile intentions, your ship Vvould then liave been a prize, and
your ppojjle prisoners; but when, distressed by a tempest, you
come into our ports for the safety of your lives, we, the enemies,
being men, are bound as such by the laws of humanity to alTord

relief to distressed men w ho ask it of us. \Ve cannot, even against

our enemies, take adwinlage of an act of God. You have leave,

therefore, to unload your ship, if that be necessary, and to slop the
leak

; you may refit her here, and traffic so far as shall be neces-
sary to pay the charge.;; you may then depart, and 1 \. ill give

you a p;iss to be in force till you are beyond llermuda : if after

that you are taken, you will then be a lawful prize: but now \ou
are only a stranger, and have a stranger's right to safety and pro-
tection." The ship accordingly departed, and arrived safe in

T^ondon.

Ht'NOUR, Maids of, are young ladies in the queen's house-
hold, whose office is to attend the queen when she goes abroa<l, &c.
Honour-Point, in heraldry, is that ne.\t above the centre of

the escutcheon, dividing the upjjer part into two fcpial portions.

Honouk, Courts of. There is a court of honour of Earl

Marshal of England, &c. which determines disputes concerning
precedency and points of honour.
Honours, Military. All armies salute crowned heads in the

most respectful manner, coloui'S and standards dropping, and ol^l-

cers saluting. Dil'ferent ranks of officers are saluted in a different

mode.
Honours of War, in a siege, is, when a governor, having

made a long and vigorous defence, is at last obliged to surrender
the place to llie enemy for want of men and provisions, and makes
it one of his principal articles to march out with the honours of
war; that is, with shouldered arms, drums beating, colours flying,

and all their baggage, &:c.

JIOOD, Robert, or Robin, a famous outlaw and deer-stealer,

who chieliy harboured in Sherwood Forest in Noltinghamshire.
He was a man of family, which by his pedigree appears to have
iiad some title to the earklom of Huntingdon; aiul played his

pranks about the end of the twelfth century. He was famous for
archery, and for his treatment of all travellers who came in his

way; levying contribiilions on the rich, and relieving the poor.
Falling sick at last, and rei|uiring to be lilooded, Iv^ is said to have
been betrayed, and bled to death. He die d in 1247 ; and was bu-
ried at Kirklees in Yorkshire, then a Benedictine monastery,
where his gravestone is still shewn.
HOOD, in falconry, a piece of leather to cover the bead of the

hawk.
Hood's Island, one of the Marquesas Islands, in the South

Sea, discovered in April 1774, by Captain Cook. Lon. 138. 52.
W. Lat. 9. 26. S.

HOOF, Ungula, the horn)' substance that covers the feet of
divers animals, as oxen, horses, sheep, Sic. See Horn.
HOOGLY, the western arm of the Ganges, formed by the

iniion of its two westernmost branches, the Cossimbuzar and Yel-
liiighy. It is the port of Calcuita, and the only branch of the

Ganges that is commonly navigated by ships.

IloocLY, an ancient city of Hiiuloostan in Bengal. It is seated

on tlie Iloogly, twentv-six miles N. of Calcutta. Lon. .S8. "8.

E. Lat. 32. i30". N.
HOGSTRAT'I'EN, a town of Batavia, in the department of

Dommel and Scheldt, and late province of Dutch Brabant, 10

miles S. of Breda.

HOOKS OF A SHIP, all those forked timbers wliich are
placed directly upon the keel, as well in her run as in her rake.

Can-hooks are those which being made fast to the end of a rope
with a noose (like that which brewers used to sling or carry their

barrels on), are ma<le use of for slings., Foot-hooKs are the same
with futtocks. Loof-hooks are a tackle for two hooks ; one to

hitch into a cringle of the maiu or fore-sail, in the boU-rope at the

leech.
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leech of the sail by llie clew; and llie other is to h'.tch into a

strap, which is sijIicL'<l into tiic chess-tree. Their use is to pull

down the sail, and succour the tackl<^ in a large fail and stilTgale,

that all the stress ni.iy not hear upon the tack. It is also used

when the tack is to be' seized more secure, and to take ofi or put

on a lionnet or diTibler.

IIOUKAII, among the Arabs and other naiions of the East, is

a pipe of a singular an. 1 complicated conslrucllon, through which

tobacco is smoked. Out of a small vessel of a bell or globular

form, and nearly full of water, issue two lubes, one ])erpeiKlicu-

larly, on which 1:- placed the tobacco; the other obliquely fioin

the'side of the vessel, and to that the person w!io smokes applies

his mouth ; the smoke by this means being drawn ll-.rough water,

is cooled in its pass.ige, and render;'d more grateful; one takes

a whilT, draws up a large (piantity of smoke, pull's it out ot his nose

and mouth in an immense cloud, and passes the hookah to his

neighbour ; and thus it goes round the whole circle. The hookah

is Cnown and used throughout the Enst ; but in those parts of it

where the relinenients of life prevail greatly, every oue has his

own hookah ; an<l it is frequently an implement of a very costly

nature, being of silver, and sot with precious stincs: in the belter

Jiind, that part which is applied to llie mouth is very long and

pliant; and for .that reason is termed the snake : jieople who use it

in a luxurious manner fill the vessel through which the smoke is

drawn w itli rose-water, and it thereby receives some of the iragrant

qiiahty of that lluld. See Plate LX"XXV. fig. 10.

HOOKK, RouKRT, a very eminent Enalish mathenialician and
philosopher, was the son of .Mr. John Ilooke, minister of Freshwa-

ter, in the Isle of \\ iglil, where he was born in 1633. He very

early discovered a genius for nieclianics, by making curious toys

with great art and dexteritv. He was educated under Dr. Busby
in Westminster school, where he acquired Greek and Latin, with

Hebrew, and some other oriental languages, and made himself

master of a great part of Euclid's Elements. About lt)j3 he w ent

to Christ-church in O.vford, and in I0j5 was intiuduced to the

Philosophical Society there; who lirst emplo)cd him to assist Dr.

Willis in his operations in chemistry, and afterwards recommended
to the honourable Robert Boyle, whom he served several years in

the same capacity. lie was also instructed in astronomy about

this time by Dr. Setli Ward, and henceforward distinguislicd him-
self by manv meclianicil inventions and improvements. He
invented several astronomical instruments for making observations

both at sea and land ; and was particularly serviceable to Mr.
Boyle in completing the invention of the air-pump. Sir John
Ctitler having founder! a mechanic-school in 1664, he settled an

annual stipend on Mr. Hooke for life, intrusting the president,

council, and fellows, of the Royal Society, to direct him with re-

spect to the number and subject of his lectures; and on the 1 1th

Jan. 1664-5, he was elected by that society curator of e.vperiments

for life, with an additional salary. In 1666 he produced to the

Royal Society a model for rebuilding the citv of London, after

the dreadful lire, with which the society w as well pleased ; and
the lord mayor and aldermen preferred it to that ot the city-sur-

veyor, though it happened not to be carried into execution. The
rebuilding ot the city, according to the act of parliament, requiring

an able peison to set out the ground to tiie proprietors, Mr.
Hooke was appointed one of the surveyors ; in which employment
he got most part of his estate, as appeared from a large iron chest

of money found after his death, locked down with a key in it, and
a date of the time, which sSiewed it to have been shut up above
thirty years. Mr. Oldenburgh, secretary to the Royal Society,

dying in 1667, Mr. Hooke was appointed to supj)ly his place,

and began to fake minutes at the meeting in October, but did not

publish the transactions. In the beginning of 1687, his brother's

daughter. Mis. Grace Hocke, who had lived with him several

years, died, and he was so affected with grief at her death, thtt he
hardly ever recovered it, but from that time became less active,

more melancholy, and more cynical thai) ever. At the same
time, a chancery-suit in which he was concerned with Sir John
Cutler, on account of h.is salary for reading the C'utleian lectures,

made him very uneasy, and increased his disorder. In 1691 he

was created M. D. by archbishop Tillotson. In July, 1666, the

chancery-suit with Sir John Cutler was delemiined in his favour,

to his inexpressible satisfaction. His joy on that occasion was
found La his diary thus expressed: p. o,"m. s, h. l, g. i. s. s. a.

liiat is, Deo 0|)timo Maximo sit honor, laus, gloria, in sa-cula

ssfculorum. Amen. " I was born on this day of July, 1635, and
God hath given me a new breath : may I never forget his mercies

tome! while he gives me birth may 1 prai-e him'" As to his

person, he was short of stature, very crooked, pale, lean, and of a
meagre aspect, with, dark brow n hair, very long, and hanging over

his face uncut and lank. His ti-mperwas penurious, melancholy,,

and mistruitiul, but in his religious character he was exemplary,.

I Je always expressed a great veneration for the Deity ; and sel-

dom received anv remarkable benefit in life, or made any coini-.

derable discovery hi nature, without setting down his ac'ajowledg-

ment to God, as many places in his diary »liew. lie fre(|uently

studied the sacred writings in the original languages. He wrote,

I. Lectiones Cutlerianse. 2. Micrographia, or Descriptions of

minute Bodies made by Magnifying Glasses. 3. A De5crij)tion

of llehO'Copcs. 4. A Description of some Meciianical Improve-
ments of Lamps and ^\'alcr-I'oise^, 4to. 5. Philosophical Collec-
tions. After his death were published, 6. Posthumous work col-

lected from his papers by Rii hard W.dl.-r, secretary to the Royal
Society. He also madi! a great number of discoveries and im-
provements in mathematics, the merits of which have been since

claimed by others, particularly respecting the barometer ; the

double-barrelled air-pump ; the engine for cutting clock and wa:-

ter-w heels ; the chief pha'noinena of capillary attraction ; the me-
thod of supplying the air to a diving-bell: the measurement of a
degree of the meridian by a zenith-set tor; the steam-engine;
the quadrant by reflection ; the marine barometer; the guage for

sounding unfathomable depth ; the air being the sole source of

heat in burning ; the wheel-barometer; the univ^ei^al joint ; the

manometer ; the screw-divUed quadrant ; telescopic sights for as-

tronomical instruments, &<. &c. And in 16S4 he read a paper be-
fore the society, in which he aflirnis that some years before he had
pro])osed a method of discoursing at distance, not by a sound but
l)y sight. He tlirn proceeds to describe a very complete tele-

graph, equal to those now in u>e : w hence it appears that he had
tliscovered this inHrumenl before M. Anionlons.
liOOKEU, John, alias Vowell, was born Exeter, about

l."i'i4, the second son of Robert Hookefcwho, in l.")sy, was mayor
ot that city. He travelled to Germany, where he kept exercises

in law, and probably graduated. Thence he went to Strashuvg,

where he studied divinity under the famous Peter Martyr, lie
now returned to England, and soon after visited France, intend-

ing to proceed to Spain and Italy ; but was prevented by a decla-

ration of war. Returning, therefore, again to England, he hxcd
his residence in his native city, where, having married, he was
in 1 J54 elected chamberlain, being the lirst person who held that

oliice, and in 1571 represented his fellow-citizens in jjarliament.

He died in 1601, and was buried in the cathedral at Exeter. He
wrote, among other works, 1. Order and Usage of keeping Parlia-

ments in Irelaiul. 2. The Events of Comets or Blazing Stars,,

made U|)on the Sight of the Comet Pagonia, which appeared in

November and December IJ77. 3. An Addition to the Chroni-
cles of Ireland, from I J46 to i:.6S, in the second volume of Ho-
linshed's Chronicle. 4. A Description of the City of Exeter, and
of the Sondrie Assaults given to the same ; Holinslied's Chro-
nicle, vol. iii. 5. A Book of Ensigns. 6. Translation of the His-
tory of the Concjuest of Ireland, from the Latin of Giraidus Cein-
brensis; in Hollinshed's Chronicle, vol. 7. Synop.sis Choro-
graphica, or an Historical Record of the Province of Devon ; ne-
ver printed.

Hooker, Rich.\rd, a learned divine, nephew to the preceding,
born at Ileavvtree, near Exeter, in 1553. By his uncle he WM
lirst supported at the University of Oxford, with the advlitioii of a
small pension from Dr. Jewel, bishop of Salisbury, wiio in l;6i
got him admitted one of the clerks of Corpus Christi college. In
1573 he was elected scholar. In 1757 he took the degn e of M.A.
and was admitted fellow. In July, 1759, he was aj.'pointed de-
puty-professor of the Hebrew language. In 1581 he took orders

;

and, being appointed to preach at St. Paul's Cross, he came to

London, where he was unfortunately drawn into a marriage with
Joan Churchman, the termagant daughter of his hostess, llaving
thus lost his fellowship, he continued in'the utmost distress till

1584, when he was presented by John Cheny, Esq. to the rectory
(f Drayton-Beauchamp, in Buckinghamshire. In this rctTemeiit
he was'visited by Mr. Edwin Sandvs, and Mr George Cr. nmer,
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l-.is foi"mei"'|>iipiIs. They found hi'ii, with a Horace in liis liaiid,

bnding bOi'.ic sheep ill llie coinii^nii, his servant having been or-

liercd home iiy hi-; s\>(-fl Xsiitippe. Tliey attended him to liis

house ; but weie soon deprived ol iii^ company by an order from
liii wife Joan, for liini to conie and rock the cradle. Mr. Sandy's
vepresenlation to his father, of his trior's sitnalion, procured him
the niaslcrsiiip or the 'lemple, !n l.'>:!l he obtained tlis rectory ot

P.oscomb, in Wilt-hire, togellier witii a prebend in the church of

Siilii-biiry, of wliich he was aiso made snb-dean. In 159-i lie was
presented to the rectory of Bishops Bourne, in Kent, wliere lie

died iii 1(300. lie wiis buried in his parisliTchurch, and a monu-
inenl erec led to his memory by N\ illiaai Cooper, Esq. He was a

^iieek, pious, and learn. d divine. He wrote, 1. Ecclesiaslic Po-
litie, in eight hooks, folio. .'.'. A Discourse of Jiiitilication,

&e. with two Sermons, Oxford, R)1'2, 4io. 3. Several other ser-

mons printed with the Ecclrsiaslical Politic.

UooKiiH, in naval architecture, a vessel much used by the

Dutch, built like a pink, but rigged and masted like a hoy.
liookers will lie nearer a wind tliaii vessels with cross-sails can do.
'1 hey are from tifly to two hundred tons burthen, and with a few
h;iTjds will sail to the East Indies.

lIooK-PiNS, in architecture, are t.iper iron-pins, only witli hook
Leads, to pin ihe frame of a root or lloor together.

HOOEY ON'ORE, atown of Iliiulostan, in Mysore, at tlie

contiii.K of the Turn and the Boodra, 50 miles N. W. of Seringa
patani.

HOOPING COUGH, a cunvulive cough, so called from its

noise; the chinrough, See MhDlciKK.
HOOUINCJO TA, a river of Hindo4an, one of the mouths of

the (ianges. It runs into the Bay of Bengal.

HOOKN', a sea-port town of Balavia, in tiie department of the

Texel, and lale province of West iTiesland, 1 1 miles Ironi Alc-

jiiaer, and 13 N. E. of Amsterdam. Lon. 4. .'ij. E. Lat. JL'.

38. N.
IIOORX, a lute county of Liege, now in the department of the

J.owrr Meuse.
MOORNBECK, Joh.m, professor of divinity in the universities

of Leyden and Utrechl, wis born at Haeiiem in lf>17. lie un-
dei-stoodthe Latin, Hebrew, Chaldaic, Syriac, Rabbinical, Dutch,
<Jernian, English, French, and Italian languages, and published

many works ; among which are, 1. A Retiiiation of Socinianism,
.'! vols. 4to. U. A Treatise for the Conviction of the Jews. 3. Of
the Conversion of the Heathens. 4. lnstitutioiies'1'litologicx, &c.
Mr. Bayle represents him as a coiii])lete model of a good pastor

and divinity professor.

HOP, in botany. See Humulus. This is an indigenous
plant, growing in hedges, and flowering in June. Hops delight

in a good rich loam, with a deep sub->oil or stratum ot a loaniv

brick-earth, in a southern or western exposure ; though they grow
fn almost any ground that is not wet. They arechielly cultivat-

ed in the southern counties of England, and are propagated ei-

ther by nursery-plants or by cuttings. These are set in hills,

formed by digging holes in the spring, which are tilled with line

mould, and the number of which varies from SOO to 1000, or
1200 per acre. One, two, or three plants are put in each hill

;

tut, if hops are de...igned to be raised from cuttings, four or live of

these, from three to four inches in length, are planted and covered
one inch deep with fine mould. At the end of the lirst year, it

becomes necessary to put poles into the hills, round which the
bines reared from plants are wound: at tlieexpiration of the second
year, full-si/.ed poles from 1 5 to -0 feet are set (though tlie liop-

bincs will run to the height of iO feet), in the proportion of two
poles to each hill, and a similar number of hop-plants are fastened
loosely round each pole, by means of withered rushes. Hops
begin to blow towards the middle of June, and about the end of
August they are generally lit to be gathered. The most jiroper

time ol collecting them is, when the liaf rubs easily olf the bine,

when the hops have a strong scent, and the seed assumes a brown-
i.ih colour. The culture of hops, though profitable when it suc-
ceeds, is very precarious: as soon as the plant ajipears above
ground, it is attacked by an insect somewhat similar to the turnip-

ily, which devours the young heads. Hop-gardens, situated on
chalky soils, are peculiarly subject to its depredations; and the
best remedy is to niamire the soil highly with malt-culm, which
adheres so strongly to the insects, as to 'prevent them from creep-

ing over the plant. In the months of June and Julv, the hops arc
liable to be blown by a species, of aphis, or lly, that poisons ths
leaf, by voiding its excrement; which is particularly injurious

during hot, cloudy, and moist weather. 1 his insect, however,
does not endanger the growth of the plant, unless it be in a weak
state, in consequence of the dejiredations committed on its root by
the larvx of the ottermoth, or Phalxna Humuli, of Linineus.

For tlie expulsion of these vermin. Dr. Withering recommends to

cover hop-gardens with stones or flags ; because, when liojJs grow-

wild in stony places, where the moth cannot penetrate to deposit

its eggs, they are never ari'ected with the honey-dew. There are

two other distempers incident to hops, immely, the Fen and the

SmitI, for which no efli?ctual remedy has hitherto been discovered.
Hops may, however, when gathered, be perfectly secured from
(he future depredations of insects, bypulting a small quantity of
brimstone ill the fire, while they are drying in the kiln, by which
means the vermin is not only destroyed, but the superfluous mois-
ture is more speedily evaporated, and the hops acquire a brighter

colour. The hop is a most valuable plant: in its wild state it is

relished by cows, horses, go.ats, shee]), and swine. When cyltivat--

ed, its young tops are eaten, early in the spring, as substitutes

for asparagus, being wholesome and aperient; they are sold un-
til r the name of Hop-lops. The principal use of hops, however,
is in brewing, for the pieser\:ition of malt-li(|Uors, which are thus
rendered more salubrious, and less liable to become sour. Hence
vast quantities are consumed in Brit.iin. See Brewi.^g. A de-
coction of hops diluted with water, and given to cattle in vei y
severe weather, is saiil to be of great service, and remarkably t*

improve their strength. In Sweden, the stalks of hops are suc-

cessfully converted iii'o strong cloth ; for whiih purpose they are

gathered in autumn, soaked in w'ater during the winter ; and in

tlie succeeding s|)ring, after being dried in stoves, they are dres-

sed like ila\. This object has been attempted in Britain, and
from an experiment made, in consequence of the iiremium oUbred
by the patriotic Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Sec. it

appears that hop-bines afford a material for spinning yarn, which
may be woven into fine sacking, as well as coarse bags for hops.

The bines are also employed for binding the sheaves of corn ; and
they have lately been converted into strong paper. From the
leaves and flowery stalks of this plant, when dried, Dambourney
dyed wool of a fine cinnamon brown, having previously dipped it

in a diluted solution of bismuth. Berthollet remarks, that the ex-
pressed juice of hop-bines affords a very permanent red-browii

colour. In medicine, decoctions and syrups of hop-flowers are

said to be attended with much benefit in pestilential fevers : a
])illow filled with them, and laid beneath Ihe head, has been
iound to procure sleep to jiatients afllicted with delirious fevers.

The heads and tendrils are likewise of considerable service in the
scurvy, and other cutaneous affections. Hops are first mentioned
in the English statute-book in the year ljj2, viz. in the 5th and
(•illi Edw. \'\. cap. 5, and by an act of parliament of the first year
of King James 1. anno l603, cap. lis, it appears that hops were
then produced in abundance in i'^ngland. By several statutes,

regulations are made for the curing &c. of hops, these regulations

are under the inspection of the officers of the excise.

HOPE, in ethics, is the desire of some good, attended with a
belief of the possibility, at least, of obtaining it, and enlivened

with joy, greater or less, acciirding to the greater or less probabili-

ty of our possessing the object of our hope. Alexander, preparing

for his Asiatic expedition, distributed his hereditary dominions
among his friends; allutling to some villages, to others boroughs,

to others cities ; and being asked what he had reserved for him-
self, replied, Hope.
Hope, (j'ood. Cape of. See Good Hope.
HopK Islands, two small islands on Ihe N. E. coast of New

Ilollaiul. Lat. J 5. 4l. S.

HOPEA, in botany, so named in honour of Dr. Hope, pro-

fessor of botany at P'.dinburgh, a genus ot Ihe poljadelphia poly-

andria class and order. Calyx five-cleft, superior; corolla five-

pelaled; stamens many, connected in five bodies; style one;
drupi with a three-celled nut. 'J he only species, isH. tinctoria, »

native of Carolina.

HOPLrryE, or HOPLITES, [from JuXov armour,] in antiqui-

ty, were such of the candidates at the Olympic and other sacred

games as ran races in armour.
HOFLITODROMOS,
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liOPl.n'ODHOMOS, [from sr:>.ov, armour, ami i;--:^., 1 run,]

in the ancient eviiinastic sports, a tt-rni applied to such per-ons as

ueiit through tliose toiUon'.c and lobust exercises in coiiiplf te ar-

mour ; h\ which the exercise became nuicli more violent, and the

vearinf; of armour in (lie time of battle niucli more easy.

HOPLOMACIIF, ['o->».iix,o;, ofo;:X5v, and ^-tx'-i'-", I fipht,]

in antiqiiily, a species ot gladiators who foui^ht in ^imour; either

completely armed from head to foot, cr only with a caMjue and
cuirass.

HOPPER, [so called because it is always in agitation,] the

box or open trame of wood into which the corn is ])Ut to

be ground. It also signifies a basket for carrying seed. Ains-
Korth.

HOU, a mountain, or mountainous tract of Arabia Pelrsa, situ-

ated in that circuit which the Israelites took to the S. and S. E. of

Edom in their wav to the borders of Moab.
KORADNIC,' a town of Red Russia.

HOR.E, The Hours, ['il;™i,^ in ancient mytbology, were
esteemed goddesses, the daughters of Jupiter and Themis. The
poets represent them as dressed in fine coloured or embroidered
robes, L;iid gliding on with a (|uick and easy motion.

liOR.EA, in antiquity, solemn sacrifices, consisting of fruits,

&:c. offered in spring, summer, autumn, and winter; that heaven
might grant mild and temperate weather. These, according to

Meursius, were olfered to the goddesses called Horse.

HORARY CIRCLES, or^LlXES. See Dialing.
Horary Motion of the Earth, the arch it describes in the

space of ai: hour, which is 2' 27" 50'", 7 at a medium ; though not al-

ways so, as the earth moves with ditilerent velocities, according to

its greater or less distance from the sun. See Astho.s'OMY.
HCtRATll, three Roman brothers, who, in tlif reign ofTul-

lus Hostilius, fought against the three Curialii, who belonged to

the army of the Albans. The two armies being equal, three bro-

thers on each side were chosen to decide the contest of suiieriorilv.

Two of the Horatii were first killed; but the third, by his

address, successively slew the three Curialii, and by this victory

rendered the city ct Allxa subject to the Romans. See Ro.mk.
HORAIIUS FLACCUS, Qvintus, themost excellent of the

Latin poets of the lyric and satirical kind, and the most judicious

critic in the reign of Augustus, was the grandson of a freed man,
and was born at ^'enusium 64 B. C. He rmbrace<l the party of

Brutus and Cassius, but lett his shield at llie battle of Philipiii.

borne time alter, he gave himself up entirely to the study of

poetry. His talents soon made him known to .Augustus and
Afecsnas, who had a particular esteem for him, and loaded him
with favours. Horace also contracted a strict friendship with
Agrippa, PoUio, Virgil, and all the otiier great men of his time.

He lived without ambition, and led a tranquil and agreeable life

with his friends ; but was subject to a deiluxion in his eyes. He
died at the age of J7. 'Jlieie are still extant his Odes,' Epistles,

Satires, and .\rt of Poetry ; of which there have been a gre.il num-
ber of editions. The best are those of the Louvre, in 1(542, folio;

of Paris, 1691, quarto; of Cambridge, Itiyy ; that with Bentley's
emendations, printed at Cambridge in 171 1 : Fowlis' immaculate
edit. Glasgow, 1744: and the edition printed at St. Andrews, in

179*5, under the care of the learned Dr. Hunter, who, in correct-

ing it, compared the text with those of above 40 other copies ; and
in which no errors have yet been discovered.
HORDE, or HORD, is used for a wandering people, wlio

have no settled habitation, but stroll about, dwelling in waggons
or under tents, to be ready to shift as soon as the herbage, fruit,

&c. of the province they are in, is eaten bare: such are several
tribes of the Tartars, particularly those who inhabit beyond the
Wolga, in .Aslracan and Bulaaria.

HORDEl'M, Barley; in botany, agenusofthe digynia or-

der, and triandria class of plants ; natural order, CJiamina. Calvx
l;itcral, two-yalved, one-llowered, by threes, at each, toothletof
tlie rach's. There are nine species.

HORDICALIA, or HOUDICIDIA, in antiquity, a religi-

ous feast held among tile Romans, wherein Ihey sacrificed cattle

big with young.
HOREB, or OREB, a mountain of Arabia Petraa, oontisrii-

ous to and on the S. side of mount Sinai ; the scene of many liii-

raculous appearances. '
.

HOUEHOUND. S»^e Marrvbhim.
VOL. IIJ.^XO. iOl).

HOHESTI, an aiirii-i.t iiLition of Koilh Britain, beyond .Sol-

wav I ril.'i, iiienlioiied bv Tacitus.

HOKl'I'ES, an ancient people, who at first dwelt in the moim-
tSins of Scir be\ond Jordan, ((jen. \iv. (5.) They h;id princes,

and \»ere powerful, oven before Ksau made a conquest of their

country. (Iil. xxxvi. lO—30.) '1 he Horites, the de.sceiidai^ts of
Seir, and the Edomites, seem afterwards to have beeri curfounded,
and to have composed but cue |;eop!e. (I)eiit. ii. _. xxxiii. ?.

and Judg. V. 4.) They dwelt in Arabia Peii»;a, and Ambia De-
svrta, to (he S. E. of the promised land. We find Ib.e Hebie^t
wod c'l^n Chorim, which in the book ofCenesjs is trunsla'ed
Horiies, used in an appellative sense m several oil cr paosages of
sciiplure, and to signify nobles, or great and powerful' nieu
(I kings xxi. !5, 1 1. and Neh. ii. 1(5. iv. 14. v. 7. vi. t7. vii. 5. xii.

l7. Eccl.x. 17. Isa. xxxiv. 12. Jer. xxvii. 2'J. xxxix. 0.) ; and it

is very probable, th.at the C^ recks derived from hence their Heroi-s
in like manner as they derived Anax, a king, from the sons of
Aii.ik, the fa'nous giant.

HORIZON, [h-?^*. Gr.] in geography and astronomy, is a
great circle cf the sphere, dividing the vrorld into two parts or
hemispheres ; the one upjier and visible, the other low cr and hid.

The word literally sigiiines bounding the sight ; b"ing formed ot
ojij.u, ! bound. See Ast!;ono,-my and GEOuRAni v.

"

HoRizo.s, R.-iTioNAL, Trve, Or Astrokomicai., also called
simply and absolutely the horizon, is a great circle, whose plans
passes tin ough the centre of the earth, and whose poles are tiie

zenith and nadir. It is riiviJed into 32 equal parts called points of
the compass.
Horizon, Sensible, Vkiblk, or .\rPARrNT, is a less circle of

the si)liere, which divides the visible part of th.e sphere from th.e

invisible. Its poles, too, are the zeiiilh and nadir: and conse-
qucully tlic sensible horizon is parallel to (lie naiona! ; and it is

cut at right angles, and into two equal parts, by tiie verticals. The
sensible horizon is divided into eastern and western.

i. HoRiioN, Eastkrn, or Oktive, is tlkit pint of tlie horizon
wherein the heavenly bodies rise.

ii. Horizon, Western, or Occidual, isihat wherein the stars
set. The altitude, or elevation, of any point of the sphere, is an
arch of a vertical circle intercepted bctw een it and the sensible
horizon.

Horizon, Sensible, or Physical, is also frequently used for a
circle, which determines the segment of the surface of the earth,
over which the eye can reach. In this sense we say, a spacious
hor'zon, a nariew scant\ horizon.

HORIZON'IWL, is"applied to any thing that relates to the
horiaon, oris taken in the horizon.

Horizontal Dial, is that drawn on a plane ])arallel to the
horizon: having its gnomon, or style, elevated according to the al-

titude of the pole of the place it is designed for. HorfzoiUal
dials are, of all others, the most sini))Ie and easy. Sec Dialing.
Horizontal LiNt, in perspective, is a" right line drawn

through the centre of the picture, parallel to the horizon. See
Perspective.
Horizontal Plane, is that which is jiarallel to fiie Iiorizon of

the place, or nothing inclined thereto. The business of levelling
is to find whether two points be in the horizontal plaue; or how
much the deviation is. See Le\ ei.i.ing.

Horizontal Plane, in perspective, isa plane parallel to the
horizon, passing through the eye, and cutting the picture at right
angles.

Horizontal Range, or Level Range, of a piece of ordnance,
is the line it describes, when directed parallel to the horizon or
horizontal line. See Projectiles.
HORN', \Jwurn, G-Hhic ; horn, Saxon; horn, Dutch,]

a hard substance growing on the heads of various animals,
particularly on cloven-footed (juadrupcds. The oil extract-
ted from horn by repeated distillations, becomes cxtremelv
subtile and volatile ; in which state it is called oil of Dippel, beiii!;

the name of its inventor. The horns of stags yield the giealest
proportion of rectified animal oil, as they contain a larger uuanlilv
ol tliat speeies of earth w hieli is found in bones, than those of any
other animals. Horns form a considerable article in the arts an3
nianufaclures. Those of bullocks, wlien softened by heat, are con-
verted into lainhorns, combs, knives, inkhonis, &c.'.After the horii
is roasted over a.ire made o! the staUiS of fuxw, so as to render it

1* sufJit ieiii^T
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f iiflicieiitly soft, it is slit on one side, and spread out bt-lween a pair

of iiat toiif;^, large enough lo keep it expiindeila second time over

tlie iire, and reduce it to a flat slate ; it is then put into a pvess be-

tween iron-plates vlixh are heated anrl f»reased. Here tiie liorns

are j^uffered to remain till they arc gradually cooled ; next they

are soaked in water, tUl soft enough to be pared down to a proper

thinness, with a large knite worked horizontally on a block. Thus,

thev accpiire their transparency ; and, after being immersed in

ifniie, they are polished, liy rubbing them with whiting and the

coal of burnt willow.

HoR.v is also a musical instFunient of the wind kind, cliietly u^ed

in hunting to animate tiie liunters and the dogs, and tn call the lat-

ter together. The French horn is bent into a circle, and goes two

or three times round, growing gradually bigger and wider towards

the end, which iji some horns is nine or ten niches over.

Horns of Insects, the slender oblong bodies projected from

llie heads of those animals, and otherwise called antenna', or

feelers. The hoi ns of insects are extremely various; son\e bi-ing

forked, others plumose or feathered, cylindrical, tapering, articu-

lated, Ike.

Horn Ore, in mineralogy, one of the species of silver ore; its

most iVequenl colour is pearl-grey, of all degrees of intensity,

from niilk-v.hite to lavender and xiolet-bluo. It is sometimes of

a green colour. It is touiid massive, disseminated in thick mem-
branes, in roundish hollow bulls, crystallized: specific gravity 4.S.

It melts before tlie blow-pipe, and leaves a globule of sdver. Ac-
cording to Klaproth, its i onstiluents are

Silver 67.73

Muriatic aciil 21.

bulphuiic acid ,'j

Oxide of iron 6.0

Alumina 1.75

Lime O.'Jj

97.00

Lu6s 3.00

loi.oa

It occurs in considerable abundance in the mines of South

America, in some parts of France, and in Hungary. It takes a

poli>h, and is soft, flexible, and ductile, and may be cut like liorn;

whence its name.
Hgun-Stone, or Horn-Steen, in mineralogy, a species of

•the flint genus, diviiled by Werner into three sub-species; the

splintery, the conchoidal, an<l the wood-stone. The splintery horn-

stone is generally grey, it is found in veins, in lime-stone, in several

jjarts of Germany, and also in the Shetland islands. It appears to

differ from cpiartz in containing a greater proportion of alumina ;

when it contains a very large quantity, it passes into jasper. It

sometimes borders on chalcedony and (lint. The best mill-stone,

called French burr, is cellular-splinter hornstone. The woodstone
<:oinmonlv exhibits together several colours. Its shape is exactly

conlormablo to its former woody shape, so that it occurs in the

form of trunk, branches, and roots. It is found in sandy loam in

Ireland and fJermanv, and takes a good polish.

HORN BACH, atown of Germany, in the late duchy of Deux
Fonts, now included in the department of Savre and Moselle,

it is five miles S. E. of Deux Fonts. Ton. 7.36. E. Lai. 49.

jO. N.
HORN-BEAM, in botany. See Carpinus.
HORNBEKG, an ancient town of Germany, in the late ducliy

ot VViitembcrg. It is 21 miles N. E. of Friburg.

Horn-Bill. See Buceros.
H01{N-l!LENDE,aspeciesoflhc clay genus; it has four varie-

ties or sub-species, viz. 1. Common. L'. Labrador. 3. Basaltic. 4.

Hornblende slate.

HouNELENDE, CoMMON, texture very conspicuously foli-

£ted ; fracture coiiclioidal ; fragments often rliomboidal ; opaque;
tough; specific gravity o,922 to 3,4! ; colour black, blacki^h-

greeii, olive-^reen, or leek-green. Before the blow-pipe it melts

into a black glas-.

basaltic rocks hence tUc name basaltic, which was impose
ly in

..I liv

Mr. Kiruan. It iicrystallized either in rliomboidal prisms, or six

or eiglit-sided prisms, terminated by three-sided pyramids. Its

texture is foliated ; fracture uneven ; specific gravity 3,333 ; colour'

black, dark-green, or yeilowisli-green ; streak white; transmits a
redtlish-vellow light. Before the blow-pipe it melts into a greyish-

coloured enamel, with a tint of yellow. A specimen, seemingly
of this stone, analysed by Bergman, contained

58 silica ,
27 alumina
9 iron

4 lime

1 magnesia
1 loss

100

HORNBY, a town of Lancashire. Lon. ?. 20. W. Lat. 54.
6 N.
HORN, CAPE, the most southern part of Tierra del Fuego,

in South America, round which all ships now pass that sail into the
South Sea. Lon. 07. 26. W. Lat. 55. 5S. S.

HORNCASTLE, a town of Lincolnsliire. It is 20 miles E
of Lincoln.

IloRN-DlSTEMPER, a disorder incident to horned cattle; it

gradually wastes the internal substance of the horn, commonly
called the pith, which is the spongy part of the bone, and the
cells of which are tilled with an oily matter. Tl us, at length, the

horn becomes hollow. From an account published by Dr. Tofts,

in the first vol. of the Memoirs of the American Academy, it ap-
|)ears that this spongy bone is sometimes |)artially, and sometimes
entirely, consumed. The horn is deprived of its natural heat,

and on touching it, feels unusually cold. When this malady is

suspected, other symptoms should be particularly attended to

;

such as dullness in the countenance ; a sluggish motion; want of

appetite; a desire to lie down; and, if attended with an inflam-

mation of the brain, a giddiness, and frequent tossing of ihe head.

Stilliiess, as in the rheumatism, alfects, the limbs ; the milk often

fails in cows ; the udder is hard, and there is in most cases a sudden
wasting of the llesh. As soon as the distemper is discovered, an
opening into the diseased horn should be immediately made ;

which may be done with a gimlet of a moderate size, in such a part

of the horn as is most favourable for the discharge. It is recom-
niended as most prudent to bore at hrst two or three inches above
the head. If it is found hollow, and the gimlet passes through to

the opposite side, and no blood discharges from the aperture, it

may be best to bore still lower, and as near the head as it shall be
iudged that the holkiwness extends. This opening is affirmed to

be a necessary measure, and often gives immediate relief. Care
must be taken to keep it clear, as it is apt to be clogged by a thin

duid that gradually oozes out and fills up the passage. Some saw
olf the horn ; but, according to the best information, it does not

succeed belter than boring. From the cases Dr. Tults has seen,

he is led to conclude that injections are in general unnecessary ;

thai, when the distemper is early discovered, no more is required

than a proper oprniiig into the horn, keeping it sufliciently clear

for the adinision of fresh air, the removal of the compres^sion, and
the discharse of floating matter. But Tihen the disleni])er has

communicated its effects to the l.irain, so as to produce a high de-

gree of inflammation, it is doubted whether any method of cure

will succeed.

HORN DON, a town of Essex, 19 miles E. of London.

IIORNE, George, D. D. bishop of Norwich, was born at

Olham in Kent, in 1730. He was educated at Maidstone, and
took his degrees of B. A. and D. D. at Oxford. In 1753, he
entered into orders, and was soon distinguished as an excellent

preacher. In 1776; he was elected vice-chancellor, and in 17S1,

bishop of Norwich. Having caily adopted the principles of

Hutchinson, he di>playcd his abilities in defending them. He
wrote, 1. An Impartial "State of the Case between Sir Isaac New-
ton and Mr. Hutchinson: 2, The I'heology and Philosophy in

Cicero's Somnium Scipionis explained, 8vo. ; 3. S|)icilesium

Shuckfordianum, or a Nosegay for the Critics- 8vo. ; 4. A Vifw
of Mr. Kennicoll's Method ot Correcting the Hebrew Text : Svo.

5. Considerations on the Life and Death of John the Baptist ; Svo.

1769. G. A Commentary on the Psalins; 2 vols. 4to. 7. A Let-

-ter
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ter to Adam Siiiilli, LL. D. on the Life, Deatli, and Philosophy,

of David Hume: 12mo. 8. Letters on Inlidchty : 12mo. 9. A
Letter to Dr. Priestley : 8vo. 10. Sermons, 5 vols: and severnl

other works. He died at !5ath in 1792; and was much esteemed

for his learning and piety.
^HORN ESS, a very ancient and considerable fraternity in Lon- '

don several centuries af;o. In the reign of Edward 11. they_com-
'

plained to parliament, that by foreigners buying up the horns in

England, they were in danger of being ruined, and this business

lost to the nation. For this reason was made the statute 6 Edw,
IV. bv which the sale of horns to foreigners (except such as the

said humeri refu5s-d) was prohibited ; and the wardens were im-

])Owered to seaicli all ihe markets iu London and 24 miles round ;

to inspect Sturbridge and Ely fairs to prevent such practices, and
to purchase horns at stated prices. Rut this law was repealed in

the reign of James I. and thereupon the old evil revived. The
homers again applied to parliament, and king Edward's statute was

renewed (excepting as to the inspection of the fairs,) and still re-

mains in force.

HORNET, in zoology. See Vispa.
HORN-FISH, or GAR-FISH. See Esox.
HORNHEAD, a cape on the N. coast of Ireland, in Done-

gal. Lon. 7. 51. W. Lat. 55. 13. N.
HORNING, in Scots law, a writing issuing from the signet, in

his majesty's name, at the instance of a creditor against his debtor,

comraandieg him to pay or perform within a certain lime, on pain

of being declarcfl rebel, and by a caption put in prison.

HORN-OWL. SeeSTRix.
HORNPIPE, a common instrument of music iu Wales, con-

sisting of a wooden pipe, with holes at stated distances, and a horn

at each end ; the one to collect the wind blown into it by the

mouth, and the other to carry off the sounds as modulated by the
performer.

Hornpipe is also the name of an English air, probably de-

rived from the above instrument. The measure is triple time,

with six crotchets in a bar.

HORNSE.A, a town of Yorkshire, 188 miles from London.
HORNSEY, a town of Middlesex. It is live miles N. of

London.
HORN WORK, in fortification, an outwork composed of two

demi-bastions joined by a curtain. See Fortification.
HOROGRAPHY, jVysand vp'?*,] an account of the hours.

HOROLOGE, or HOROLOGY, ['iijoAoy.o,, of 'uy'., an hour,

and Xoyo;, discourse,] a common name among the ancient writers

for any instrument or machine for measuring the lioiirs; (See
C'hronometfr).—Such are our clocks, watches, sun-dials, &c.
See Clock, Clepsydra, Dial, and Watch.
Horology, also denotes that part of science which explains the

instruments for measuring time.

HOROMETRY, ['lu^a and /^st.;™,] the art of measuring hours.

HOROPTER, in optics, a right line drawn through the points

where the two optic axes meet, parallel to that joining the centres

of the eyes.

HOROSCOPE, [from 'uijm, an hour, and a-tnTTTa^j.ai, 1 consider,]

in astrology, is the degree or point of the heavens risinc above the

eastern point of the horizon at any given time wiien a prediction is

to be ji^ade.

Horoscope is also used for a scheme or figure of the 12 houses
or 12 sign.s of the z6diac, wherein is marked the disposition uf the

heavens lor anv given lime. See House.
HOKOSCOPY. See Divination.
HOKREA, in Roman antiquity, public magazines of corn and

salt meat, out of which the soldiers were furnished on tlieir march
in the md'.tary roads of the empire.
HORROR, such an excess of fear as makes a pcrsoi) tremble.

See Fear, Fright, and I'error. In medicine, it denotes a

shivering and shaking of the \\ hole body, coming by fits. It is

common at the beginning of all fevers, but is particularly remark-
able III those of the intermittent kind.

HoRKOR OF A Vacuum, was an imaginary principle among
the ancient philosophers, to which they ascribed the ascent of
water in pumps, and other similar pii.-enomena, which are now
known to be occasioned by the weight of the air.

nORROX, Jeremiah, an eminent Engli-li astronomer, bcrn
at Toxtetii near Liverpool, in 1619, and educatedat Emanuel col-

lege, Cambridge. He was the first who ever observed the transit

of Venus over the sun's disk. He died, in 1642, to the great loss

of (hat science and of the world, in the 23d year of his age, after
he liad just finished his " Venus in Sole visa;" which, with some
other works, were i)ublished by Dr.Wallis, in 4to. in 1G73.
HORNS DE SON Fee, an exception to avoid an action brought

for rent issuing out of certain lands, by him that pretends to be the
lord, or for some customs and services; for if the defendant can
prove the land to be without the compass of his fee, the action
fails.

HORSE, [linrs, Saxon,] In zoology. See Eauus and Far-
riery. The horse being an animal of extensive utility, the most,
proper and least extravagant manner of feeding and keeping him
becomes an object of considerable importance. Hence, potatoes,
carrots, furze, cabbages, &c. have been successfully tried as sub-
stitutes for oats, and the more expensive method of corn-feeding :

where, however, grain is ii«ed, the most o^conomical way will be
to boil, and give it in a cool state to the animals, together with the
liquor ; by which simple means one-half may be saved. Carrots
aie particularly serviceable, as broken-winded horses, when fed on
ihese roots, speedily recover. A considerable reduction niav also
l)e made, by cutting the hay into a kind of chaff, and mixing with
it straw, or th.e broken ears of corn, which arise in dressing grain :

and also by soiling horses with lucerne, tares, or clover, instead of
turning them out to grass in the summer; for, if they be well lit-

tered, the ihnuliill will nearly rcjiay the exjience of their main-
tenance. See also the articles Furze and Linseeu'. The ma-
nagement of horses, alter having performed the labour of the tlay,

is a matter ot equal moment with their feeding ; and, as consider-
able expence has injudiciously been incurred, by erecting elegant
stables, we propose the following prai tice to the consideration of
the rural a'conomist. It consists, simply, in forming a small \ard
provided with a shed tint is open in the front, and turnishe-J with
racks, as well as a pump and cistern placed in one of the corners.
A superstructure of this kind, if well littered, is in every respect
preferable to a stable, and will preserve horses in better health,
without requiring any other currying or dressing, Ihan is usually
given by farmers' servants. The utility and convenience of suth
a yard have been fully evinced by a |);itiiolic nobleman, the carl
ot Darlington, who has followed this practice with great success
for several years, and observed, that horses thus mai-.aged, not onlv
are more healthy than in stables, but at the same time able t'n

work well, even after the age of twenty years. We >hall here
subjoin a few characteristic marks, by which their general qualities
may be ascertained, and some of the numerous frauds committed
by grooms, jockies, I'^c. opportur.ely prevented. In old horses,
the eye-)iits are generally dee)): this mark, however, is very nn-
certain, as it is also found on young anim.als descended from aged
stallions. But the mo>t certain criterion is that derived from the
teelh, the number of which amounts to 40; namely, 24 grinders, ov
double teeth, four tushes, and twelve fore-teeth : these last are tiie

surest guides for discovwingtiie age of a horse. They appear about
twelve days after the colt is foa'ed ; are round, short, not very
solid, and successively cast and replaced by others. When two
years and a half old, the two middle fore-teeth in the upper jaw,
and tliose in the lower jaw, are cast ; in the course of another
year, four others drop out, one on each side of the former. At
the age of alioiit four years and a half, the iiorse loses four others,
and always next to those wtuch have already fallen out and been
replaced. These four foal-teeth are succeeded by four others,
but do not grow so quicWy as ll-.e eight first, and which are called
corner-teeth. Th.ey replace the four last foal-teeth, and are the
cliief marks by which the age of a horse may be ascertained : thev
arc the third, both above and below, counting from the middle of
the jaw, being hollow, and having a black mark in their cavity.
When the horse is four years and a half old, they are scarcely visi-

ble above the gum ; and the cavity is very sensible ; in the course
uf a year and a half, they begin to fill ; and the mark conliiuially
diminishes and contracts, till the animal attaiiii the ai',e of .seven or
eight years, when the cavity is 'completely filled, and the black
spots disappear. These teeth cease to afford any kiiowdedgc of a
horse's age, after eight years, when it is ascertained by the tnshes,

which are tlie fore-teeth next to those last meniioned, and which,
like the grindei-s, are not preceded by any other teeth.' The two-
in the lower jaw usually begin to jhoot at three ye.ir^, and a half;

those
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those ill the iipper jaw at four ; and both continue veiy sharp-

pointed till the animal is six years of age. At ten years, tlie teetli

ill the upper jaw appear blunted, worn out, and long; the gum
rontraeting ir. proportion to t!ie increasing years ; and the more
exposed ll^e l.;eth are, llie greater is the age of the hor>e. From
ten to thirtee-ii, or fourteen, little can be perceived to deternnne

tlie age; but at that lime of life, the upper teeth seem blunted,

the gum contracts, and these useful bones are left bare. In pro-

piittion, therefore, to the greater or less degree of th<-se marks, the

age of a horse niav be determined; and liUewise, though not per-

haps Willi equal accuracy, by the bars in the animal's mouth,

which decreases as he advances in years. On tliis occasion, it will

not be usele^3 to jjuint out an odious practice, of which many ost-

lers and stable-heeiiers are guilty, especially towards the horses of

strangers. When provisions are at ,ni e.\orl)itant price, those in-

human monsters have sometiines the ciueity to mix a few leaves

of the bird-cherry (vol. i. p. 5o9), among the hay, or to rub the

fatigued animal's tectli with tailow, or soap : in either case, it will

obsiinalely refuse lood, and not eat, till the hay is changed, or the

teeth have been properly scoured with common salt. In a horse

tli.it is free from hieiiiisli, the legs and thighs are well shaped ; the

knees straight ; the skin and shanks thin ; the back-sinews strong

ami lirni. 'I'he pastern-joints should be small and taper, anrl the

hock lean, dry, and not pulled up with wind. With- respect to

tlie hoof itself, the curonet ought to lie thick, without any tumor

or swelling ; the horn bright, and of a greyish colour. 'I'he hbres

of a strong foot appear very distinctly, running in a direct line

from the coronet to the toe, like the grain of wood. Such a foot,

Jiowever, ought to be kejit moist and pliable ; as it is subject to

iusures and cracks, by which the hoot is sometimes cleft through
j

I 111- whole length of the coronet. A narrow heel is likewise a great

del'ect ; and, if it do not exceed two lingers in breadth, it forms

an imperfect foot. A high heel often cau'^isa hoive to trip and

stumble; while a low one, witli long yielding pasterns, is apt to

be worn away on a long journey. On the other hand, a foot dis-

proportionntelv large, renders tlie animal weak, and clumsy in its

gait-. I'he head of a horse ought to be small, and rather lean than

fieshv ; his ears sliould be erect, thin, sprighily, and pointed; tlie

neck arched towards the middle, taperin" gradually towards the

head; th.e shoulders rather long ; the withers thin, and enlarged

tiy decrees as they extend downwards, yet so as to render his

breast neither too gross nor too narrow. .Such are the principal

characters, by which the best form and proportion of that useful

animal ma^ be determined. Those of our readers who wish to

obtain more extensive information relative to this interesting sub-

ject, may with advantage peruse " Ten Minute's Advice to every

Gcntlenian going to purchase a Horse, &:c." a small work, but

which is replete with practical inf>:irmation.

Horse-Deai.krs. Eve'ry person exercising the trade or bu-

siness of an horse-dealer, must 'take out a licence from the Stamp

Oftice, for which he shall pay annually, if within London, West-

minster, the bills t)f mortality, the parish of St. Pancras, or the

borough of Southwark, twenty pounds; elsewhere ten pounds.

Horse-dealers who shall, aifer January 1, 1796, carry on the said

business without having obtained a licence under the act of

36 George III. c. 17, shall be liable to be assessed the duties on

ridiiiT-horses, and shall deliver lists thereof as other persons.

Horses. It shall be lawful for any person, native or foreigner,

at any time to ship, lade, and transport, by way of merchandize,

liorscs into any parts beyond the seas, in amity with his majcty,

paying for each horse, mare, or g(^lding, is. and no more. No
person convicted for feloniously stealing a horse, gelding, or

mtire, shall have the privilege of clergy. 1 Ed. \'l. c. 12. And
not only all accessaries before, such felony done, but also all ac-

cessaries after such felony, shall be deprived and put from all be-

nefit of their clergy, as the principal, by statute heretofore made,

is or ought to be. If an horse be stolen out of tlie stable, or

oihi'r curtilage of a dwelling-house, in the night-time, it falls un-

<ler the denomination of burglary ; if in the day-time, it falls un-

der the denomination of larceny from the house : and in either

case there is a reward of 401. for convicting an offendi'r, and the

piosi-ciitor is entitled to a certificate, which will exempt him from

all i?arish and ward olTiccs, in the parish and ward where the

binglarv, or- larceny, is committed, and which maybe once as-

signed over, and will give the same exemption to the assignee as

1

to tlie original proprietor. Great abuses having arisen, and many
horses having been stolen, from tlie facility and safety ot disposiiii^

of them to those who kejrt slaughter-houses for horses, some regu-
lations and restrictions seemed aljsoluteiy necessary. It was no
uncommon tiling for horses of great value to be sold for the pur-
pose of making food for dogs; the thief rather choosing to receive
twenty shillings for a stolen horse, without fear or danger of de-
tection, than venture to dispose ol him publicly, though he might
possibly have found a purchaser who would have given as iiiaiij;

potuids for him. These consi<lerations induced the legislature to
pass the act of 26 Gee. III. c. 71, for regulating these shugliter-

iiouses.

lloiisEs, Killing or MaimiNg. Where any pei-son shall,

in the niglit-time, maliciously, unlawfully, and willhtgly, kill or

destroy any horses, sheep, or other cattle, of any pcl^on, every
such offence shall be adjudged felony, and the oiltnder shall suf-

fer as in the case of felony, 22 and 2.3 Car. II. c. 7. Oti'enders

may be trainported for seven years, either at the assizes, or at the
session?, by three justices of the peace ; one to be of the (juorun).

By the act of 9 Geo. I. c. 22, coniiwonly denominated the black

act, it is enacted, that if any person shall unlawfully and lua-

liciously kill, maim, or wound, any cattle ; every person sa
ofl'ending being thereof lawfully convicted, in any county
of England, shall be adjudged guilty of felony, and shall sufler

death, as in cases of felony, without benefit of clergy. Ijut not

to work corruption of blood, loss of dower, nor forfeiture of lands

or goods. Prosecution upon this statute shall, or may, be ccm-
menced within three years from the time of the olfence committed,
but not after. If a horse, or other goods, be delivered to an inn-

keeper, or his servants, he is bound to keep them safely, and re-

store them when his guest leaves the house. If a horse be deli-

vered to an agisting farmer, for Ike purjiose of depasturing in his

meadows, he is answerable for the loss of the horse, if it be occa-

sioned by the ordinary neglect of himself or his servants. If a

man ride to an inn, where his horse has eat, the host may detain

the horse till he be salislied for the eating, and w ithout making any
demand. But a horse commilted to an inn-keeper, can only be
detained for his own meat, and not for '.hat of his guest, or any
other horse; for the chattels in such case, are only in the custody
of the law for the debt which arises from the thing itself, and not
for anv other debt due from the same party. By the custom of

London and Exeter, if a man commit a horse to an inn-kee|)cr, if

lie eat out his price, the inn-keeper may take him as his own, upon
the reasonable appraisement ol lour of his neighbours ; which was
it seems a custom, arising from the abundance of trafiic with

strangers, that could not be known so as to he charged with an
action. But it hath been hoUleii, though an inn-keeper in Lon-
don, may, after long keeping, have the horse appraised and sell him.

yet, wlien lie has in such case had him ajipraised, he cannot justify

tlie taking him to himsell, at the price he was ap|)raisetl at. And
this caiiiiot be done at any other place by the common law, unless

there is some special custom.

Horse is also used in carpentry, for a piece of wood jointed

across two other perpendicular ones, to sustain the boards, planks,

S:c. which make bridges over small rivers; and on divers other

occasions.

Horse, in sea-language, is tlie name of a rope reaching from
the middle of a yard to its extremity, or what is called the yard-

arm, and depending about two or three feet under the yard, for

the sailors to treail upon whilst they are loosing, reefing, or furling

the sails, rigging out the studding-sail booms, &c.
Horse is also a thick rope, extended in a perpendicular direc-

tion near the fore or aft side of a mast, for the purpose of hoisting

or extending some sail upon it.

Horse is also a cant name introduced into the management of

lotteries, for the chance or benetit of a ticket or number lor

one or more days, upon condition, if it be drawn a prize with-

in the time covenanted for, of returning to the seller an undrawn
ticket.

Horse is also used in the military language to express the ca-

valry ; or the body of soldiers who serve on horseback. See C.*-

Vyil.ky.

Horse-bean. See Vicia.

Horse-chesnvt. See .Esculus, and Hippocasiaxum.
HoRsK-HAiR Worms. See AMrHisB-./iiNA.
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Horse-shoe, in fortification, is a small work sometimes of a

roiiiicl and ^omt'tillles of an oval liyure, inclospd with a parapet,

somctinvs raised in the moat or ditch, or in low groiindb, and

sometiihes to cover a gate, or to serve as a lodgement for sol-

diers.

HoRSE-=HOE-nEAD, a disea=:e in infants, in which the snturns of

the skidl lie too open. This is commonly a sign of a weak consti-

tution, and a short life. Tlie nurses usually embrocate the parts

affected with brandy or rum, to wliich some add the white of an

eg4, or paUu-oil.

IIORSE-LEECH. See IIlRUDO.

llOKSliAM, a town ot Sus^c^, 38 miles from London.
HOK riCULTURl':. See Gardening.
lIOR'rUS SICCUS, a Dry (.Garden ; an appellation given

to a collection of specimens of plants, carefully dried and preserv-

ed. The vaUie of such a collection is evidentj as 1000 minuti.T

iiviy be preserved in the well dried specimens of plants, which the

most accurate eii.'jraver would overlook. We shall therefore give

two methods of pre|)ariiig and preserving a liorlus siccus. 1. 1' lat-

ten the plant, by passing a common smoothing iron over the pa-

pers between wliich it is placed ; and dry it slowly in a san<l-heat.

t'oT this purpose, the cold sand ought to be spread evenly, the

smoolhened plant laul gently oh it, and sand sifted over so as to

forma thick bed; the lire'is then to be kindled, and the whole

process carefully watched, till the plant is gradually and perfectly

ilried. 'I'luis the colour of the tcnderc;! herb may be preserved,

and the most delicate flowers retain all their pristine beauty. 2.

Another, and far more complete method, was suggested by the

ingenious Mr. Wliately ; and bears a slight resemblance to that

last specilied. He directs those w!io intend to follow his plan,

previously to procure— 1. A strong oak box of the same si/.e and

shape as those employed for packing up tin-plates : 2. A <piantity

of tine sifted sand, sutlicient to fill the box : 3. A considerable

Dumber of pieces of pliant paper, from one to four inches scpuue
;

and, 4. Some small tlat leaden weights, and a few small bound
books. He then directs the specimen of the plant intended for

the herbal to be gathered, when dry and in full bloom, with all its

parts as perfect as possible, and conveyed home in a tin-box, well

secluded from the air. The plant is first to be cleared from the

soil as well as the decayed leaves, and then laid on the inside ot

ene of the leaves ot a sheet of common cap-paper. 'D'e upper
leaves and flowers are next to be covered, when expanded, by
pieces of the prepared paper, and one or two of the leaden wiiglits

placed on them. The remainder of the plant is now to be treated

in a similar manner. The weights ought next to be gently re-

moved, and the other leaf of the sheet'of paper folded over the

•opposite one, so as to contain the loose pieces of paper anf! plants

between them. A book or two is now to be applied to the out-

side of the paper, till the intended number of plants is thus pre-

pared ; when a box is to be filled with sand to the dejjth of an
inch, one of the plants put in, apd covered with sand sufficient to

prevent the form of the plant from varying. The other plants

may then be placed in succession, and likewise covered with a

layer of sand, one inch thick between each ; after which the whole
is to be gently pressed down in a greater or less degree, according

to the tenderness or firmness of the plants. The box is next to be
carefully placed before a fire, one side being occasionally a little

raised, as may be most convenient ; the sides being alternately

presented to the fire two or three times in the day : or, the whole
may be put into an oven gently heated. In the course of two or

three days, the plants will be perfectly dry, when the sand ought
to be taken out, and put into another box : the plants should like-

wise be removed to a sheet of writing paper. This method of

preserving plants, Mr. Whately states to be preferable to every
other, as both the flowers and leaves, if kept loosely within the

paper, in a dry room, without being exposed to the air, will retain

their beauty for several years. It will, however, be necessary to

inspect them once in the course of a yar, for the purpose of de-

stroying any small insects, that may accidentally breed among the

plants.

HORUS, a renowned deity of ancient Egypt. lie was an
emblem of the sun. Plutarch, in his treatise " De Iside et Osi-

ride," says, " that virtue which presides over the sun, whilst he

is moving through space, the Ei^yptians called Horus, and the

Greeks Apollo." Job also calls Ur or Orus the sun—" Jf I gazed
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upon the sun (Ur, Orus,) when he was shining, or on the moon
(Jarecha) walking in brightness," &c. Ch. x\\i. ver. 26, 27, 28.

The interpretation left by Hermapion of the hieroglyphics engrav-

ed on the obelisk of Heliopolis, (according to Ammianus Marcel-

linus), is in these remarkable words: " Horus is the supreme

lord and author of time." These qualities were chiefly attributed

to Osiris : that they may apply, therefore, to Horus, he must ne-

cessarily denote the star of the day in certain circumstances ; and

that is what is explained by the oracle of Apollo of Claros;

" Learn that the first of the gods is Jao. He is called invisible in

winter, Jupiter in the spring, the Sun in summer, and towards the

end of autumn the tender Jao.

HOSANNA, in the Hebrew ceremonies, was a prayer reliears-

ed on the several days of the feast of tabernacles ; thus called, be-

cause there was frequent repetition therein of the word Njy»in, i- e,

save us, we pray. There are many of these hosannahs. The
Jews call them h'oschannoth ; i. e. the hosannahs : and style them

hosaunah of the first day, hosaima of the second day, &c. accord-

ing as they are rehearsed.

HosANNA Kabba, or Grand Hosanna, is a name given to

the feast of the tabernacles, which lasts eight days ; because, dur-

ing the course thereof, they are frequently calling for the assist-

ance of GotI, the forgiveness of their sins, and his blessing on the

new year ; and to that purpose they make great use of the hos-

chaniioth above mentioned. The Jews also apply the term ho-

sanna rabba more peculiarly to the seventh day of this feast,,

because tliey more immediately on tliat day invoke the divine

blessing, &c.
HOSPINIAN, RoDOLPHUS, one of the greatest writers that

Switzerland has given birth to. He was born in lj47, at Altorf,

near Zurich; obtained the freedom of Zurich; was ordained in

1:.6S, made provisor of the abbey-school in 1571, and soon after

minister. He undertook a noble work of vast extent, viz. " A
History of the Errors of Poprrv ;" of which he published a con-

siderable part. What he published on the Eucharist, and another

work called " Concordia Discors," exceedingly exasperated the

Lutherans. He did not replv to them ; but wrote a work against

the Jesuits, entitled " Histofia Jesuitica," &c. These writings

gained him fame and preferment. He died in 1626. An edition

of his works was published at Geneva, 16S1, in seven volumes

folio.

HOSPITAL, William Francis Antony, Maruuis of, a

celebrated mathematician, born in 1661. He v.as a geometncirin

almost from his infancy ; for one day being at the duke of Rohan's,_

where some able mathematicians were speaking of a problem ot"

P.schal's, which appeared to them extremely diflficult, he ven-

tured to say, that he believed he could solve it. They were

aii-.azed at such presumption in a boy, for he was then only fif-

teen ; but ill a few davs he sent them' the solution. He entered

eariy into the armv, and was a captain of horse; but being short-

sighted, he soon quitted it. He contracted a friendship with Mal-

bianche. In 1693, he was made an honorary member ot the Aca-

demy of Sciences at Paris ; and he published a w'ork upon Sir

l'?.ac Newton's calculations, entitled " L'Analyse des Inlinunens

Petits." Being the first in France who wrote upon this subject,,

he was regarded almost as a prodigy. He engaged afterwards in

another work, in which he included " Les SectionesConiques, les

Lieux Geometriques, la Construction des Equations, et Une

Theorie des Courbes Mechaniques :" but a little before he finish-

ed It, he was seized with a fever, of which he died, Feb. 2, 1704,

aged 43. It was published after his death.

'Hospital, [from'the Latin, hospea, a host or stranger.] See

Host. In the first ages of the church, the bishop had the imme-

diate charge of all the poor, both sound and diseased ; also of the

widows, orphans, strangers. Sec. When the churches came to

have fixed revenues, it was decreed, that at least one-fourth part

thereof should go to the relief of the poor ; and to provide for

them the more commodiously, divers houses of chanty were built,

since denominated hospitals. They were governed whoHy by the

priests and deacons, under the inspection ot the bishop. ,ii course

uf time separate revenues were assigned tor the hospitals ; and'

many, from motives of piety and charity, gave lands and money

for erecting hospitals. In Britain, hospitals are buildings properly

endowed, or otherwise supported by charitable contributions, tor

the reception and support of the poor, aged, infirm, sick, or help-

Q >CSS^
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lesj. A charitable foiuulatloii laid tluis foi' the siibtciiaiite ot the

poor, is to contimic for ever. Any person seised of an estate in

fee, may, by deed inrolled in chancen , erect and found an hos-

pital, and nominate such heads a.-,d governors therein as he shall

think lit, and this shall be incorporated, and subject to the inspec-

tion and guidance of the iieads and visitors which are nominated
by tlie founder. There are few countries which abound with
a greater number of these humane institutions than Britain

;

yet they are often calculated to generate disease rather than to
cure it, on account of their crowded wards, or from their confined
situation in populous cities, where the most pestilential vapours are
in a manner condensed ; and thus, in too many instances, the vic-

tims of poverty, age, iniirmity, or sickness, eventually perish by
mutual contagion. Mucli, we are convinced, lias already been
done towards remedying an evil of so serious a nature; but still

more remains to be accomplished, before salutary changes pro-
duce the desired eflect in this neglected department of medical
police. We mention these few circumstances, in order to excite
a greater degree of attention to this important object, in which tlie

salubrity of the metropolis is particularly concerned. Those of
our benevolent reader.s who wish to acquire further information,
ought to read the Extracts from an Account of the Institution for

the Cure and Prevention of Contagious Fevers in London, latclv

published ; as well as Mr. Aikin's Thoughts on Hospitals : both
pamphlets ecpially abound wil;h interesting facts and observations.
HOSPITALLCWS, an order of religious knights, wlio built

an hospital at Jerusalem, wherein pilgrims were received. To
these pope Clement V. transferred the eflfects and revenues of the
Templars ; whom, by a council held at Vienne, be suppressed for
their many and great misdemeanours. These hospitallers were
called Knights of St. John of Jerusalem; and are now called
Knights of Malta.
HOSPITIUM, a term used by old writers either for an ipn or

monastery, built for the reception of strangers and travellers. See
3nv and Monastery.
IIOSPODAR, a title borne by the princes of >Valaehia and

Moldavia, who receive the investiture of their principalities from
file grand signior.

HOST, is a term of mutual relation, applied both to a person
nlio entertains another, and to the person thus lodged. It is form-
ed of the Latin Itospts, thus called, ipiasi hostium o"r ostium petens;
for ostium was anciently written with an h. It was a custom
among the ancients, when any stranger asked for lodging, for tlie

master of the house, and the stranger, each of them to set a foot on
their own side of the threshold, and swear they would neitlier of
them do any harm to the other. It was this ceremony that raised
so much horror against those who violated the law of hospitality
on either side ; as they were considered as peijured. Instead of
7(iwp«, the ancient Latins called it linatis : as Cicero informs us:
tiiongh,, in course of lime, hnstis came to signify an enemy ; so
much vi'as the notion of hospitality altered.

Host is also used by way of abbreviation for hostia, a victim or
(acrifice offered to the "Deity.

Host, in the church of Home, a name given to the elements
used in the encharist, or rather to the consecrated wafer ; which
they offer up every day a new host or sacrifice for the sins of man-
kind. They pay adoration to the host, upon die presumption
that the elements an; no longer bread and wine. Taut transiibstan-
fi-ated into the real body and blood of Christ. See Transub-
STANTIATION.
HOSTIA, or HOST, in antiquity, a victim ofTered in sacri-

fice to tlie Deity. The word is formed from liostis, an enemy ;

it being the custom to ofTer up a sacrifice before they joined bat-
tle, to render the gods propitious ; or, after the battle was over, to
give Uiein thanks. Some derive the word from hostio, t\. d./trip,
I strike. Isidore remarks, that the name hostia was given to those
sacrifices which they oll'ered before they marched' to attack an
enemy, (antequaiii ad hostem pergerent) ; in contradistinction
from victima, which were properly those olVered after the victory.
Hostia also signified the lesser sorts of sacrifice, and vict'ima the
larger. However, we find these two words promiscuously used
by ancient writers.

HOT-15EDS, in gardening, are made either with fresh horse-
dung or tanner's bark, and covered with glasses, to protect them

. ioBi the severity of Hie wind and wcathtT. \^'hcre hojsc-diing is

g

employed, a trench should be dug, of a width an>l depth propor-
tioned to the size of the frames intended to be used ; and which,
ill dry ground, ought to be a foot, or a foot and a half, deep ; but,
if the soil be wet, it should not exceed six inches. The dung is

then to be spread even and smooth on every part of the bed, lay-
ing the finer manure on the surface : if the bed be intended for
planting out cucumbers, a hole should 'be made, about ten inches
broad, and six inches deep, in the middle of the place destined for

each light, and then filled up with good fresh earth. The bed is

next to be covered, to the clepth of four inches, with the earth
taken out of the trench, and liie frame fixed over it, to remain till

the earth become warm, wliich commonly takes place in the
course of three or four days after the bed is made; when the cu-
cumbers may be planted. In case the hot-bed be designed for
other plants, it will not be necessary to make holes in the dung ;

but after levelling the surface, ^ood earth ought to be spread
over it, to the depth of three or four inches; the frames and
glasses being put on as before. In m.iking such beds, the dung
should be settled close with a fork ; and if it be full of long litter,

it must be trod down equally in every part. In the first week, or
ten days, after the hot-betl is made, the glasses should be slightly

covered during the nigh.t, and cautiousl) opened in the day-time,
to give vent to the steam ; but as soon as tlie heat abates, the co-
vering should be increased by mats or straw ; and, when the bed
becomes cold, fixsh dunf( should be applied to its sides. Ilot-
betls made with tanner's bark arc preferable to those above de-
scribed, especially for tender exotic plants and fruits ; as they
require a more equal wariiith than can be produced by horse-
dung. The method of making them is as follows ; a trench is

dug about three feet deep, if the ground be dry ; but, if the soil

be wet, it ought not to exceeil the depth of a foot, and should be
raised two feet above the ground, 'i'luir size must be in propor-
tirn to the frames intended to cover them ; though they ought to

extend at lea^t ten or twelve feet in length, and six feel in width.
The trench should be lined with bricks on each side, to the height

of three feet, and filled in the spring with fresh tanners' bark,

which should be iireviously tliro\\n up into a round heap, in order
to drain for three or lour days. When the tan is laid on, it ought
to be gently beaten down with a dung-fork ; for if it be trodden in,

it will be prevented from heating, as it settles too close. The
frame and glasses are now to be fixed ; and, in the course of ten
days or a fortnight, the bed w ill grow hot, when pots or plants of
seed may be plunged in it ; care being taken liiat the bark be not
compre^sed, These beds w ill preserve a proper temperature of
heat for three or four months, which may be continued two or
three months longer, by adding a load or two of fresh bark, as

often as the warmth begins to liecrease. Frames vary in size, ac-

cording to the plants they are destined to cover. If designed for

ananas or pine-apples, the back should be three feet high, the
lower part fifteen inches : when the bed is intended for taller

plants, the frame must be made proportionably higher ; if for

seeds only, it will not be necessary to employ frames more than
fourteen inches in height at the back, and seven in the front.

Thus the heat will be increased, and the growth of the plants con-
siderably promoted,
HOTHOUSE, a building erected for the purpose of raising

such exotic plants, as from their extreme tenderness are unable to

withstand the effects of a cold or variable climate. The con-
struction of hothouses, in general, dilVers little from that of
Greenhouses; because the design of both is to receive as much
benefit as possible from the genial warmth of the sun, assisted by
the heat artificially procured from subterraneous stoves and flues.

Sec Stove. We shall here present the reader with an analysis

(from the 1st vol. of the second Series of Uecreations Ih Agricul-

ture, &c.) of the principle on which Dr. Anderson's inqiroved

hothouses are constructed, and for which he has lately obtained a
patent. He first points out the defects in the present method of

erecting hothouses ; in consequence of wliich the heat of tlie sun

is not employed with that ailvantage of which it is susceptible.

In the prevailing mode of building these houses, the roof-glasses

are, with very few exceptions, laid into the frames, by folding one
frame over the other, and thus leaving an open space between

each pane ; throu^i which the air has a free passage, while the

front-panes are closely covered round with putty. This com-
munication with the open air at the upper part ol the bouse, is

their
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tlji'ir clii( f iinpprfcction; for the power of the morning-sun is thus

•li)-.t for several hours ; and, in the evening when the warm air

rvithin linc;ins to cool ami to contract in bulk, the (^>I<1 air from

without nislies in tlirough the top or roof-gla^iscs, cools the v. hole

house ill tlie mo^t expeditious manner, and thus counteracts the in-

fluence of the solar rays. To remedy the-;e inconveniencies, the

patentee proposes the following plan of construction, tor houses

designed to Ibrce vines, or sucli plants as require a similar tempe-

rature. Tiie house is to be built of the usual dimensions, but

with a glass-roof perfectly Hat; and, as it never reipiires to be

•opened, all the seam? or junctures between eace pane are to be

carefully closed with lead and putty. Over this fiai ceiling, ano-

(her sloping roof is to be erected, and covered cither with

slate, or likewise with glass, which will better answer the purpose.

The upper chamber, which will thus serve as a reservoir for the

heated air, communicates with the common atmosphere only at

its lower part, that is, immediately over the roof of the lover

house ; and there is a contrivance for another occasional com-
munication with the latter, by means of a pipe or tube, that

extends from the top of the upper chamber, almost to the ground
below, liy this construction, it is perceived, as soon as the

sun expands the air in the lower house or chamber, a part of that

air rises through the tube into the upper chamber ; where it as-

cends to the top or roof, forcing out the cooler air contained in

the upper chamber, which passes otT through the openings left

above the floor of this chamber, or in the roof of the lower room.

•During the whole of this heating process, the vines, w hich are

trained ^long, Veneatli the glass-roof of the lower chamber, are

surrounded with heated air. In the evening, when the inhuence

of the sun is withdrawn, the warm air begins to cool, and conse-

quently to contract its bullc ; thus the external air rushes in,

through tlie aperture inimediately over the lower glass-roof, into

the upper chamber. This cold air being heavier than lliat within

the house, it cannot only enter as the latter recedes ; the current

through both chaml>ers is now exactly reversed : and the lower

room receives all the warm air from the reservoir or upper one,

before the cold can reach it. Dr. Anderson is of opinion, that a

few hours sun-shin.e will at any time be sulVicient completelv to

heat the house in which vines are planted ; and thus, w ithout' any
artificial heat from fuel, a permanent warmth may be maintaine(f,

which is sufficient to ripen grapes, in favourable weather, as early

as in the months of June, July, and August. He farther suggests

that the upper chamber may be converted into an hothouse ot in-

ferior rank ; and that it would be eminently calculated to serve

B's a substitute for a greenhouse or conservatory. Such is the out-

lioe of this very ingenious plan, and the inquisitive reader, who
wishes to acquire more minute information on tliis subject, will

probably resort to the volume already quoted, \\here it is amply
treated, and illustrated with plates. ' Hothouses are liable to be
infested with a variety of insects known under the different appel-

lations of Cocci, Aphides, (lice,) Sec. that harbour in the walls,

and among the trellises, which fasten up vines, and oilier wall-

fruit-trees, especially during the winter. In order to destroy

these vermin, Mr. Speechley recommends the walls to be washed
with common soap-suds, early in the spring, while they are in a

torpid state. This liciuor is to be poured out of a watering-pot from
the top of the wall ctownwards ; and ought, when used, to be con-
siderabl) warmer than new milk : thus, if the suds be properly and
plentifully applied, the wall will assume a pale red colour, and the
insects be eliectually destroyed.

HOTEL, a French term, anciently signifying a house or dwell-
'mg-prlace ; afterward used for the palaces ot the king, princes,

and great -lords. Since the abolition of monarchy and nobility, it

has been chieflv applied to public buildings and hospitals.

Hotel, in Britain, is used for a large inn, or elegant lodging-
heuse read'V furnished.

IIOTTEN TO 1 S, a people in the southern part of Africa,

whose country surrounds the empire of Monomotapa, in the form
of a horse-shoe, extending according to Magin, from the Negroest
of Cabo as far as the Cape of Good Hope ; and from thence north-
ward to the river Magnica, or Rio de Sancto Spicito, including
Mattatan a distinct kingdom. Many accounts have been published
concerning the extreme nastwiess and filthy customs of the Hot-
tentots; but from the observations of later travellers it appears,
tliat these liave either been exaggerated, or that the Hottentots

have in some measure laid aside their former mnnnei's. Dr. Spar-

man describes them in mucli less disgustful terms, and M. \'aillant

seems to have been charmed with their innowiice and simphcity.

According to tlie Doctor, these people are as tall as the generality

of Europeans, though more slender in their persons, which heat-

tributes to llieir scanty supply offood, and uoi accustoming them-

selves to hard labour. The ch.aracteristic of the nation, however,

and which he thinks has not been observed by any one before, is,

that they have small hands and feet in proportion to tlie other parts

of their'i)odv. The distance between the eyes appears greater

tlian in F'uropeans, by reason of the root of the nose being very

low. The tip is pretty flat, and the iris of the eye has geiierally

a dark-brown cast, sometimes approaching to black. Tlieir skin is

of a yellowish brown, something like that of an European who has

the j'aundice in a higli degree ; though this colour does not in the

least appear in the whites of the eyes. The Hottentots besmear

all their bodies copiously with tat mixed up with a little soot.

"This (says Dr. Sparman) is never v^iped ofl"; on the contrary,

I never saw' them use any thing to clean their skins, excepting

(hat when in greasing the wheels of their waggons, their hands were
besmeared with tar and pitch, they used to get it oft' very easily

with cow-dung, at the same time rubbing their arms into the bar-

gain up to the shoulders with this cosmetic." The Hottentots

perfume their bodies, by daubing them all over with the powder
of an herb, the smell of which is at once rank and aromatic, ap-

proaching to that of the poppy mixed with spices.

IIOTTONIA, Water-Violet: a genus of the monogynia
order, and pentandria class of plants ; natural order. Precis. Co-
rolla salver-shaped ; stamina placed in the tube of the corolla;

capsule unilocular. There are four species.

HOUAC, a French island, in the English channel, near the

coast of Morbilian, eight mdes in circumference, defended by a
fort: seven miles N. E. of Belleisle.

IIOVEN CATTLE, in husbandry, black cattle or sheeji

swollen by eating too voraciously of clover, or any other succulent

food. The animal, when not quickly relieved, dies in half an
hour. An extraordinary (piantity of air being taken down witli

the clover, in its passage from the intestines upwards, forces the

broad leaves of the clover before it, till they close up the pas-

sage at the entrance, and thus prevent the win<l from returning.

The common method of relief is to stab the beast into the paunch ;

but this is always dangerous, and often fatal. Mr. Richard Eager,

of Graffham, near Guildford, received iO guineas from the So
cietv for the Encouragement of Arts, &c. for publishing the fol-

lowing method practised by him for curing Iioven cattle ;
—" Let

the farmer have always ready smooth knobs of wood, of different

sizes, flxed to the end of a flexible cane, which for oxen should

be at least six feet long, and for sheep three. When a beast is

hoven, let one person take hold of him by the nostril and one
horn, let another hold his tongue fast in one hand, putting the

cane down his throat with the other. He careful not to let the

animal get the knob of the cane bet-wcen his grinders ; observe
also to put the cane far enough down ; the wdiole letigth will not
injure. You will find the obstacle .it the entrance of the paunch ;

push the cane liard, and when you perceive a smell to come from
the paunch, and the animal's body to sink, the cure is performed."

liOVENIA, a genus of the clajs and order pentandria mono-
gynia. The petals are five, convoluted; stigma trihd ; capsule

three-celled, three-valved, Ttiere is one species, a shrub of Japan,

HOUGH, in the manege, is the joint of the hind-leg of a beast

which connects the thigh to the leg.

HOVEHING. Ships of 50 tons laden with customable or
prohibited goods, hovering en the coasts of this kingdom, v.itlnti

tilt limits ot any port (and not proceeding from foreign parts,)

may be entereii by otlicers of the customs, who are to take an
account of the lading, and to demand and take a security fron«

the master, by his bond to his majesty, in such sum of money as

shall be treble the value ofsuch foreign goods then on board ; that

such ship shall proceed, as soon as wind and weather and the con-
dition of the ship will permit, on her voyage to foreign parts,

and shall land the goods in some foreign port ; the master re-

fusing to enter into such bond or demand, or having given bond,
shall not proceed on such voyage (unless otherwise suffered to

make a longer stay by the collector, or other principal officer of

such port whore (ke vesid shall be, oolevc^diag twenty daysO
in
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'ii either ofthesaiil cases, all the foreign goods on bourcl, may lie

taken out by the ciistonihoiisc-(jllicer«, by (.liiection of the collec-

tor, and properly secured; andil thi-y are customable, the diitie>

shall be paid, and if prohibited, tiiey shall l)e forfeited. T lie of-

ficers of the customs may prosecute the same, as also the ship, if

liable to condemnation, 3 Geo. HI. c. 21. Commnndei's of men
of war, and customhouse-officers, may compel ships of lilly tons,

er under, hovering within two leagues of shore, to coBie into port.

C Ceo: T. c. £1. If any ship or vessel shall he found at anchor,

,or hovering within eight leagues of the coast (except between the

TS'orth Foreland and Beachy Head) unless by distress of weather,

having on board foreign spirits, in any vessel or cask which shall

not contain sixty gallons at least, or any wine in casks (provided

such vessel have wmeon board) shall not exceed sixty-tons bur
then, or six pounds weight of tea, or twenty pounds weight ol

coffee, or any goods whatever liable to forfeiture upon importa-

tion, that such goods with the shij) and furniture, shall be for-

feited ; spirits for the use of seamen, not exceeding two gallons

pertnan, excepted, 4C Geo. III. c. S".

HOULSWORTHY, a town of Devonshire, seated between
two branches of the 'I'amar.

HOUNA, a cape of Scotland, on the coast of Caithness, two
Hiiles W. of Dunransbay Head.
HOUND. See Casts, and RLooD-HofND.
1Iound's-Tonc;ui:. Sec Cynoglossum.
TIovxD-TRrF,. See C'orntjs

MOL'NSLOW, a town of Middlesex, ten miles from London.
lK)U-QUAN(j, a province of China, in the centre of the em-

pire; divided into two parts by the Yang-tse-kiang. The greater

part of it is level, and watered by lakes, canals, and rivers; which
Tender it so fertile that the Chinese call it tlie storehouse of the em-
pire; and it is a saying among tliem, that " the abundance of Ki-

ang-si could furnish all ('hina with a breakfa>^t; but the province

of Hou-quang could maintain all its inhabitants."

HOUR, in chronology, is sometimes the twelfth part of a natu-

ral day. See Day. The word Anrn, or '^;a, comes, according lo

some, from Horus, the Egyptian name of the sun, tlic father of

the Hours. Others derive it from the Greek 5;i^a», to terminate,

or distinguish. An hour, with us, is a measure of time, equal to a

twenty-fourth part of the natural day, or the duration of the

twenty-fourth part of the earth's diurnal rotiition. It answers to
15'^ of the ecpiator, not precisely, but near enough for common
«se. It is divided into sixty minutes ; tlie minute into sixty se-

conds, &c. Tlie division of the day is very ancient: as it is

shewn by Kircher, Oedip. iEgy|)t. Tom. II. P. II. Class. VII. c.

I. The most ancient hour was the twelfth part of the day. He-
rodotus, lib. ii. says tliat the Greeks learnt from the Egyptians the

method of dividing the day into twelve p;u't?. The astronomers

of Cathaya, &c. Bishop Beverldge observes, still retain this divi-

sion. They call the hour chag; and to each cliag give a peculiar

name, taken from some animal: the first is called zeth, mouse;
the second, chlu, bullock; the third, zem, leopard; the fourth,

iriau, hare; the fifth, chin, crocodile, &c. The division ot the

day into twenty -four hours, was not known to the Romans before

the first Punic war. Till that time they only regulated their days
by the rising and setting of the sun. They divided the twelve

hours of the day and night into four watches, containing three

hours each. See Chronology.
Hours,- in mythology. See Hor.s.
Hours, Hgr*, in the Romish church, are certain prayers per-

formed at stated times of the day; as matin?, vespers, lauds, &c.
Hour-Glass, a kind of chronometer, which measures the time

by the running of sand out of one glass into another. Hour-glasses
are much used at sea for reckonings, &c. The best are those of

which, instead of sand, have egg-shells dried in an oven, then
beaten fine and sifted.

HOURIS, In Mohammedan theology, females promised to the

faithful in paradise ; formed for this purpose, with eternal beauty
and undecaying charms.

HOUSE. See Architecture. Among the Jews, Greeks,
and Romans, houses were flat on the top for walking on, and had
usually stairs on the outside, by which they might ascend and de-

tcend without coming into the house. Each house was so laid

out, that it inclosed a quadrangular area or court ; which being
©pen to the sky, gave light to it. This was the jjlace where com-

pany was received, and tor that purjio-e it v.as strewed with mats
or carpets for tl-.eir belter accovnmodation. It was paved with
marble or other materials, according to the owner's ability, and
provided with an umbrella of vellum to shelter them from the in-
clemency of tlie weather. This part of their houses, called by the
Romans im|)luvlum, or cava adium, was provided with channels to
carry olf the water into the common sewers. The level roof was
covered with a strong plaster by way of terrace. Hither, especi-
ally amongst the Jews, it was customary to retire for meditation,
private eonvei-se, devotion, (See Acts .\. 9,) or the enjoyment of
the evening-breezes. It is surprising that so few modern houses
are built with this convenience.
House, in astrology, is the twelfth part of the heavens. The

division of the heavens into house, is founded upon the [jretcnded
influence of the stars, ivlien meeting in thein, on all sublunary bo-
dies. These iniltiences are supposed to be good or bad ; aiid to
each of these houses particular virtues are assigned, on which
astrologers prepare and form a judgement of their Iioroscopes.
The horizon and meridian are two circles of thfi celestial houses,
whicli divide the heavens into four equal parts, each containing
three houses; six of which are above the horizon, and six below
it; and six of these are called eastern, and six western, houses. A
scheme or figure of the heavens is compoied of twelve triangles,
all ( ailed houses, in which is marked the stars, signs, and planets,
so included in each of these circles. Every i)!;iaet has likewise
two particular houses, in which it is pretended that ihcy exert their
influence in the strongest manner; but the sun and moon have
(inly one, the house of the former being Leo, aiul that of the latter

Cancer. The houses in astrology have also iiaujes according to
their qualities. The first is the house of lite ; this is the ascendant,
which extends five degrees above Ihc horizon, and the rest below
it. The second is the house of riches: the third the house of
brothi'rs: the fourth, in the lowest part of the heavens, is the
house of relations, and the angle of the earth: the fifth the house
oi children: the sixth the house of health: the seventh the house
of marriage, and the angle of the west: the eighth the house of
death : the nlnlli the house of piety : the tenth the house of oftlces:

the eleventh the house of friends: and the twelllh the houie of
enemies. Such are the foolish schemes of astrolngv.

House. See Commons, Lords, and Parliament.
Housebreaking is the breaking into, and robbing a house, in

the day-time ; the same crime being termed burglary when done
by night: both are felony without benefit of clergy.

House-leek. See Sedum, and Sempervivum.
HOUSED, in sea-language, the situation of the guns, upon tlie

middle and lower gun-decks, when they are run in, and the breach
being let down, the muzzle gets against the side above port.

They are there secured.

HOUSING, orllOUSEE, is a cover laid over a saddle to
save it from the weather, &c. The cavaliers anciently apjieared
with embroidered housings.

Housing, or House- Line, in the sea-langunge, a small line,

formed of three fine strands or twists of hemp, smaller than rope-
yarn. It is chiefly used to seize blocks into their strops, to bind
the corners of the sails, or to fasten the bottom of a siiil to its bolt-

rope, &c. See BoLT-RoPE.
Housing, among bricklayers, a brick which is warped, or cast

crooked or hollow in burning.
HOUSSA, the capital of a flourishing and wealthy empire in

the interior part of Africa, seated on the banks of the Niger. Its

inhabitants are in such a high state of refinement and civilization,

that the committee of the African Association can only account
for it by supposing them to be the descendants of those ancient
Carthaginians, who escaped from the massacre of their countrvmen
by the Romans. Their women are admitted freely into society.

Their government is a limited monarchy, in which the negroes
have a share; the rights of landed property are preserved by he-

reditary officers; their laws are severe, but kept in writing; their

alphabetical characters are quite distinct from both the Hebrew
and Arabic, and writing is in common use among them; their

merchants are remarkable for probity; and their artists more skill-

ed in some branches of manufactures, particularly in tempering of

iron, than even the Europeans. Their files, lor instance, are much
superior to those of Brrtain and France. Their wheels used In the

manufacture of pottery rescnxble those of the ancient Germans.
Hous?a
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Hoiissa, accordiug to Major Reniiel, in his last map of North

Africa, lies in Lon. 4. 30. E. and Lat. 16. 20. N.
HOUSTONIA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order,

and tetraiidria class of plants; natural order, Stellat*'. Corolla

one-petaled, funuel-form; capsule superior, two-celled, two-

seeded. There are two species, viz. H. coerulea, with blue

tiowers ; and H. purpurea, with purple flowers, natives of Virgi-

nia and Maryland.
HOUT BAY, a bay on the S. coast of Africa, N. N. W. of the

Cape of Good Hope. Lon. 18. 19. E. Lat. 34. 5. S.

HO-J-TCHEOU, a city of China, in the province of Tclie-

kiang.

HOUTTUYNIA, in botany, a genus of the monacia monan-
dria class and order. Natural order, Piperita. Caly.x four-leav-

ed ; corolla none ; stamens mixed with the pistils. There is only

one species, viz. H. cordata, a native of Japan.

HOUZOUANAS, a wandering nation of Africa, who inhabit

the country between that of the Greater Nuniquas on the W. and

CalTraria on the E. ; situated, according to the map in Vaillant's

Travels, between 16" and 29° Lon. E. It extends a great way
N. from Lat. 23°; but how far is not known. When M. Vaillant

was at the Cape, he was informed, that they formerly inhabited

the country of Camdebo, the Snowy Mountains, and the district

between them and Caflraria; and that they lived on peaceable and
friendly terms with the European planters, till a set of lawless ban-

ditti, sent from Holland, subjected them to bondage, repaid their

most laborious services with harsh treatment, and, wlien the Hou-
zouanas fled to the mountains for refuge, pursued and massacred

them like wild beasts: that on this they removed to the land which

they now possess, but, enraged at their tyranny, swor*; in their

own name, and that of their posterity, to be revenged of these

European monsters. " And thus, (adds he,) if tradition says true,

was a peaceful and industrious nation rendered warlike, vindictive,

and ferocious:" and their hatred to the planters is perpetuated.

Their courage and predatory habits render them the dread of all

the surrounding tribes. Yet a Hottentot, who had lived many
years among them, assured NL Vaillant, "that there are by no
means murderers by profession; that they take up arms only to

make just reprisals; that they live entirely by hunting ; and that

though they sometimes rob, when provisions fail, they never kill,

except in self-defence, or in retaliation." On the whole, they ap-

pear, in many respects, to resemble the Arabs, being like them
brave and addicted to rapine, but so unalterably faithful to their

engagements, that they will defend to the last drop of their blood
the traveller who purchases their service, and puts his confidence
in them for protection. In M. Vaillant's opinion, " if it beat all

practicable to travel from S. to N. through Africa, it can only be
under the conduct of the Houzouanas ;" and he thinks " that fifty

men, of their brave temperate and indefatigable nation, would be
sufficient to protect an enterprising European through that long
and hazardous journey."
HOWARD, John, Esq. a man of singular and transcendent

humanity, was the son ot a reputable upholsterer in St. Paul's

Church-yard. He was born at Hackney, in 1726; and was put
apprentice to M. N. Newnham, grocer, in Watling-street. His
father died in 1742, leaving only this son and a daughter, to both
of whom he be(|ueathed handsome fortunes; but by his will di-

rected that his son should not be considered of age till he was
twenty-live. His constitution being very weak, the remaining
time of his apprenticeship was bought up, and he applied himself
to the study of medicine and natural philosophy. Falling into a
nervous fever, while he lodged with a widow lady, named Sarah
Lardeau (a worthy woman, but an invalid), he was nursed wilh so
much care and attention, that he resolved to marrv her out of gra-
titude. In vain she p.\postulated with him upon the extravagance
ot such a proceeding, he beuig about tw^-nly-eight, and she about
Ijtty-one, years of age ; but nothing could alter his resolution, and
they were privately married about 1732. She- was possessed of a

small fortune, which he presented to her sister. During his resi-

dence at Newinglon, Mr. Howard, who was bred a dissenter, and
Btedfa>lly adhered all his lile to that profession, gave 50/. to pvir-

chase the lease of a house near the meeting-house, and to ai)|iro-

priate it as a par*oiiage-h»use for the minister. His wife died
Nov, 10, 1755, aged 54 ; and he was ajiincerc mourner for her
tleath, About this thne, he was elected F.I? S. In 1756 he cx-
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perienced some of those evils which he afterwards made it h;s bu-

siness to redress. He embarked that year in a Lisbon packet,

to make the tour of Portugal; when' the vessel was taken by a

French privateer. " Before we reached Brest (says he, in his

Treatise on Prisms, p. 11), I snlleredthe extremity of thirst, not

having for above forty hours one drop of water, nor hardly a mor-
sel of food. In the castle at Brest 1 lay six nights upon straw;

and observing how cruelly my countrymen were used there and

at Morlaix, vCliither I was canied next, during the two months I

wasat C;!rhaix upon parole, I corresponded with the English pri-

soners at Brest, Morlaix, andDinan: at the last of tho^e towns

were several of our ship's crew, and my servant. I had sufficient

evidence of their being treated with such barbarity, that many
hundreds had perished, and that thirty-six were buried in a hole

at Dinan in one day. When I came to' England, still on parole,

I uiade known to the commissioners of the sick and wounded sea-

men the sundry particulars, which gained their attention and thanks.

Remonstrance was made to the French court : our sailors had re-'

dress ; and those that were in the three prisons mentioned above,

were brought home in the first cartel ships. Perhaps (adds Mr.
Howard) what I suffered on this occasion increased my sympathy

with the unhappv people, whose case is the subject of this book."

He afterwards m'ade the tour of Italy ; and at his return settled at

Brokenhurst, a pleasant villa in the New Forest, near Lymington
in Hampshire, having, April 25, 1758, married a daughter of Ed-
ward Leeds, Esq. of Croxton, Cambridgeshire, king's Serjeant.

This lady died in 1765, in child-bed, of her only child, a son, who
unfortunately became lunatic. After her death Mr. Howard left

Lymington, and purchased an estate at Cardington, near Bedford.

" While he lived here in retirement (says Mr. Palmer, in his fu-

neral sermon), his neat, but humble, mansion was ever hospitable

to a few select friends ; but was never the scene of luxurious ban-

queting. Though polite to all, he neither sought nor admitted

the company of the profligate, however distinguished by rank or

fortune. His chaiity had no bounds, except those of prudence ;

and was not more commendable for the extent of it, than for the

manner in which it was exercised. He gave not his bounty to

countenance vice and idleness, but to encourage virtue and in-

dustry. He was singularly useful in furnishing employment for

the labouring poor of both sexes, when a scarcity of work ren-

dered their situation most compassionable. Also, at other times,

though never inattentive to the tale of woe, he was not easily im-

posed upon by it.but made himself acquainted with the case. He had

indeed a general acquaintance with the cases and characters of the

poor around him, and made it his business to visit the abodes of

affliction. In circumstances of bodily disorder he often acted the

part of a physician as well as a friend. But his kindness was not

confined to "the bodies of his fellow-creatures; it extended to their

spiritual and immortal part. He used his advice, his admonitions,

and influence, to discountenance immorality of all kinds, and to

promote the knowledge and practice of religion. He provided

for the instruction of poor children, by erecting and supporting

schools. In short, he was a universal blessing to the village where

he resided, in every part of which are to be seen the pleasing mo-
numents of his munificence antl taste. His liberality extended

also to adjacent places ; nor was it confined to persoris ot his own
religious persuasion, but comprehended the necessitous and de-

serving of all parties; wh.ile he was particularly useful in serving

the interest of the Christian society to which he belonged. What
wonder if such a man were universally beloved ? Was it possible

he should have an enemy ? One, however, he had (and I never

iieard of more), an idle and dissolute wretch, who, having beeu

often reproved by him for his vices, formed the desperate resolu-

tion to murder him as he was going to public wonhip, which he

almost always did on foot. But Providence remarkably inter-

posed to preserve so valuable a life, by inclining him that morning

to go on horseback a different road." But the sphere in which he

hitherto moved was too narrow for his enlarged mind. Being ap-

pointed, in 1773, sheriff of Bedtordshbre, this office brouclit the

distress of prisoners more immediately under his notice. He per-

sonally visited tlie county-jail, where he observed such abuses,

and .-uch scenes of calamity, as he h.ad before no conceptiori of.

He inspected the prisons in some neighbouring counties, and fin dr

iiig in them equal rnoni for complaint, he determined to visit the

prnuipul prison^ ir, England-. 'Plic farth'er he. proceeded, the

jl H moTt
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iiiori- shocking were the scenes he discovered, wliich induced him to

exert hinij-ell to the utn.ost,t'or a general relorui in tliose horrid places
of conlinenient ; considering it of the higlie>t importance, not only
to the tvretched objects themselves, but to the commnnity at

large. l'|)oa this subject he was examined in the house of com-
mons, in March, 1774, when he had the honour of their tiianks.

This encouraged him to proceed. He visited all the prisons in

the kingdom, together with the principal houses of correction.
In 177.'i, he enlarged his circuit by going into Wales, Scotland,
and Ireland, wliere he found the same need of reformation. One
oi his grand objects was, to put a stop to that shocking distemper,
called the jail-fever, which raged so dreadfully in many of the jiri-

sons, as to render them to the last degree dangerous : a distemper
by which more had been takeji off than by the hands of the exe-
cutioner

; and which, in several instances, had been conuiiunicated
Jroni the prisoners into the courts of justice, and had proved fatal

to (he magistrates and judges, and to multitudes of persons who at-

tejuled the trials, as well as to the families of discharged felons and
deI)tor>. Another end he proposed was, to procure the immediate
release of prisoners, who, upon trial, were acijuitted, but who often
continued long to be unjustly detained for not being able to pav
the accustomed fees : also to abolish many other absurd and cruel
usages which had long prevailed. But the greatest object was to in-

troJuce a thorough reform of morals into our jirisons: where he had
found the most ilagrant vices to prevail in such a degree, that they
were become seminaries of wickedness and villany, and the most
formidable nuisances to the community; in consequence of the
promiscuous intercourse of prisoners of both sexes, and of all ages
and descriptions; whereby the young and less experienced were
initiatetl, by old and hardened sinners, into all the arts of villainy,
and the mysteries of mio_uity ; so that, instead of being reformed
by their confinement (which should be the chief end of punish-
ment), those that were discharged became more injurious to so-
ciety than before. For the attainment of these great objects, Mr.
Howard spared neither pains nor expence, and cheerfully exposed
himselt to much inconvenience and hazard ; particularly from that

malignant distemper, of which he saw many dying iii the most
loathsome dungeons, into which none, who were not obliged, be-
sides himselt", would venture. " I have been frequently (savs
Mr. Howard) asked what precautions I use to preserve myself
from infection in the prisons and hospitals which J visit. I here
answer, next to the free goodness and mercy of the Author of my
being, temperance and cleanliness are my preservatives. Trust-
ing in divine Providence, and believing myself in the way of my
duty, I visit the most noxious cells ; and while thus employed, I fear
no evil. I never enter an hospital or prison before breakfast ; and in
an offenshe room, I seldom draw my breath deeply." His laud-
able endeavours he had the pleasure to see, in some instances,
crowned with success

;
particularly in regard to the healthiness of

prisons, some of which were rebuilt under his inspection. Better
provision was also made for the instruction of prisoners, by the in-

troduction of bibles and other pious books into their cells, and a

^ more constant attendance of clergymen. The gaolers likewise
have, by act of parliament, been rendered incapable of selling

strong liquors, which had beeji the source of much drunkenness
and disorder. But for a minute detail of particulars the reader is

referred to Mr. Howard's publications, which shew that nmch is

yet wanting. With a view to a more general and happy regula-
tion, ajul the reformation of criminals, he resolved to visit other
countries; in hopes of collecting some information which might
be useful in his own. For this i)urpose he travelled into France,
Flanders, Holland, Germany, Switzerland, Prussia, and Austria, and
visited Copenhagen, Stockhohu, Pett rslmrgh, Warsaw, and some
citiesinPortugal and Spain. I nail these expeiisiveand hazardousjour-
Jieys, he denied himself the usual gratifications of travellers, and de-
clined the honours ofl'ered him by persons of the first distinction, ap-
plying himselfsolely tohis grand object. To him the inspection of a
jail, or hospital, was more grateful than all the enterlaiiimcnts of a
])alace. With what astonishment and gratitude he was received by
their miserable inhabitants may easily be imagined, since while
be made observations on their situation, he meditated their relief;

and many distressed prisoners abroad, as well as at home, jjartook

of his bounty, and some were liberated bvit: for he considtred
all of every nation, and people, and tongue, as brethren. Nor
W.16 he sparuig of his advice, or reproof, to persons of rank and

nee, whereby the miseries of their countrymen might be
'ed. He courted the favour of none, nor feared the frowns of

inllucnc

relieved

any; but, with a manly freedom, and a Christian fortitude, spoke hi';

mind to crowned heads, particularly to the en-peror Joseph H. iii

a manner to whicli they were not accustomed; which, however,
in a person of such <lisinteresled views procured him esteem, and
in some instances proved elTectual in relieving the miserable and
oppressed. Oji his return, he published in 1777, " The State ot
the Prisons in England and Wales, with Preliminary Observalioiis,
and an Account of some l"'oreign Prisons," 4to. And, in 1778, he
took a third journey through the Prussian and Austrian dominion^,
and the free cities of Germany and Italy. The observations
made in this tour were published in 17R0; with remarks respect-
ing the management of prisoners of war, and the hulks on the
Thames. In 1781 he again re-visited Holland, some cities ia
Germany, and the capitals of Denmark, Sweden, liussia, and Po-
land ; and in I7S3 some cities in Portiigal and Spain, and return-
ed through France, Flanders, and Holland. The substance of all

these travels was afterwards thrown into one narrative, published
in 1784. He also published a curious account of the Bastile, in

8vo. ; that infamous French prison happily now no more. He
next visited the lazarettos in France and Italy, to obtain informa-
tion concerning the best methods to prevent the si)reading of the
plague. He then proceeded to Smyrna and Constantinople, where
that most dreadful of human distempers prevailed, " pleasing him-
self with the idea of not only learning, but being able to commu-
nicate somewhat to the inhabitants of those distant regions." In
the execution of this design, though he was so much exposed to
danger, and actually caught the plague, "that merciful Provi-
dence (as he remarks) which liad hitherto preserved him, was
pleased to extend his protection to him in this journey also, and to
bring him home once more in safety." In his return he re- visited the
chief prisons and hospitals in the countries through w hich he passed,
and afterwards went again to Scotland; and thence to Ireland,
where he inspected the Protestant Charter Schools, in some of
which he had observed shameful abuses, which he had reported to

a committee of the Irish House ol Commons. In this tour, he
took a particular account of what he observed amiss in the conduct
of this noble charity, with a view to a reform, and not without suc-
cess. In the course of these journies, various cities and communi-
ties paid him proper respect. At Dublin, he was created LL. D.
by the university. At Glasgow and Liverpool he was enrolled
among their honorary members. Upon his return, having again
inspected the prisons in England, and the hulks on the Thames, to
see what alterations had been made, he published the result of his

last laborious investigations, in " An Account of the principal

Lazarettos in Europe, with various Papers relative to the Plague,
together with further Observations on some Foreign Prison:: and
Hospitals, and additional Remarks on the present State of those in

Great Britain and Ireland,"withagreatnumberofcurious plates. The
work likewise contained Observations on Penitentiary Houses,
for the Correction and Reformation of Criminals; of which he and
Dr. Folhergil! had been nominated by the king to be superin-

tendants. He also published the Grand Duke of Tuscany's
" New Code of Criminal Law, with an English Translation:" and
of all his publications he gave a v.ist number of copies among his

acquaintance. His laying open the horrors of despotism in France
had nearly exposed him to suffer them; and had it not been for

timely notice of our ambassador, he had ended his days in the
Bastile. He concluded his Account of Lazarettos, with announc-
ing his " intention ag;iin to quit his country, re-visit Russia, Tur-
key, &c. and extend his tour in the East. " lam not insensible (says

he) of the dangers that must attend such a journey. Trusting,

however, in the protection of thatkindProvidencewhichhashitherto
preservetl me, 1 calmly and cheerfully commit myself to the dis-

posal of unerring wisdom. Should it please God to cut offmy life

ill the prosecution of this design, let not my conduct be uncandidly
ini|Aited lo rashness or enthusiasm, but to a serious deliberate con-

viction, that I am pursuing the path of duty ; and to a sincere de-

sire of being made an instrument of .uore extensive usefulness to

my fellow-creatures than could be expected in the narrower circle

of a retired life." Accordingly, he set out in summer 1789 on
this hazardous cnterprize ; the principal object of w hich was to ad-

minister James's powder, a medicine in high repute in malignant

fevers, under a strong persuasion that it woidd be equally efficaci-

4 ens
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oui in the p'a^uc. In tliis second tour, in tlie Eist, liaving spent

«ome lir.ie at CiicHons, a Russian settlement on the Dnieper, he

c.uight, in visiting the Russian hospital, or as some say a yoiuig

lad V who was ill of it, a malignant tever, which carried him olf on

the' twentieth of January, I'yO, after an illness of about twelve days.

He was buried, as he de-ired, in the garden of a villa, belonging

to a French gentleman from whom he h,i-.d received great civilities,

l)v his faithful servant who had attc.jt'ed him in his former jour

neyings. Whii.- absent on his first tour to 'J'urkey, &:c. hi- cha-

racter for active benevolence had So much attracted the public at-

tention, that a subscription was set on foot to erect a statue to his

honour, and in no long space above 1 jOO/. was subscribed for that

pur|)03c. But in couseciucnce of two letters from Mr. Howard
liim^elf to the subscribers, (inserted in the Gent. Mag. vol. Ivii. p.

I Ol.Mhe design was laid aside. It has, howeier, been resumed

since his death: and surely of all the monuments ever erected by

public gratitude to illustrious characters, none was ever erected in

honour of worth so admirable as his—wlio devoted his time, his

strength, his fortune, and finally sacrificed his life, in the pui-suils

of humanitv : w ho (to adopt the expressive words of IJurke) visit-

ed all Europe and the East, not to survey the suinptuousness of

palaces, or the stateliness of temples; not to make accurate mea-
surements of the remains of ancient grandeur, nor to form a scale

of the curiosity of modern art ; not to collect medals, or to collate

MSS. ; but to dive into the depth of dungeons; to plunge into

the infection of hospitals; to survey the mansions of sorrow, and

of pain; to take the orange and dimensions of misery, depression,

and contempt; to remember the forgotten; to attend to the ne-

glected ; to visit the forsaken ; and lo compare and collate the dis-

tresses of all men in all countries. His plan is original; and it is

as full of genius as it is of humanity. It is a voyage of discover)-,

a circumnavigation of charity; and already the benelit of his la-

bour is felt more or less in every country."

HOWDEN, a town in the East Riding of Yorkshire, sixteen

miles S. E. of York, and twenty-three W. of Hull.

HO\VDENSHIRE~ a small district of Yorkshire, so named
from the above town whicli it surrounds, and watered by a conflux

of several large rivers that fall into the Humber.
HOWE, Richard, Earl, a gallant admiral, was bom in 1725,

aiid entered the naval service at so early an age that at twenty he

was appointed to the command of a sloop of war, in which he beat

off two large French frigates, after a gallant action, for which he

was made a post-captain. After a variety of active services he ol)-

tained the command of the Dunkirk of sixtv guns, with which he
captured a French sixty-four off Isewfoundland. In 1757 he
served under Admiral Hawke, and the year following was appoint-

ed commodore of a sciuadroii, with which he destroyed a number
of ships and magazines at St. Malo. In 1759 Prince Edward, af-

terwards Diike of York, was put under his care, and the commo-
dore on the sixth of August took Cherbourg, and deslroved the

bason. This was followed by the unfortunate atTair of St. Cas,
where he displayed his courage and humanity in saving the retreat-

ing soldiers at the hazard of his own life. The same year, at the

death of his brother, he became Lord Howe, and soon afterwards

had a great share in the victory over Confians. When Admiral
Hawke presented him, on this occasion, to the king, his majesty
said, " your li'e, my lord, has been one continued series of services

to your country." In- 1763 he was appointed to the adniiraltv-

board, where he remained till 1765, when he was made treasurer

oi lire navy. In 1770 he was appointed commander-in-chief in

the Meditc-rranean. lu the American war he commar.ded the
fleet on that coast. In 1782 he was sent to the relief of Gibraltar,

which service he performed in sight of the French and Spanish
fleets, hut w ho shunned an action, tliouwli far superior in numbers.
The yi-ar following he was made first lord of the admiralty, which
otlVe he soon afterwards resigned, but at the end of the year he
was re-appointed, and continued in tl.;i'. station till 17S8, when he
was created an English earl. In 1703 he took the command of
the chaiuiei-fleet, and June 1, 1794, he obtained a decisive victory
over the Fn-nch fleet. The same month he was visited on board
his ship at !>pilhead by their m;.;esties, when the king presented
him with a magnilicent sword, a gold chain, and mrtlal. He also

received the thanks of both house<. the freedom of London, and
the ;ipplause of the natien. In 1795 he became seii'-ral of the
marines, and in 1797 was honoured with the garter. His lordship
»1 e<i m 17yy, andwa'^ succeeded hv his brother.

Howe, Cape, a promontory on the E. coast of New IIol-

la-d. Lat. 37° 31' 15' S. hon. from Greeuwich, 145° 31'

0' W.
Howe's Foreland, a cape on the coast of Kerguclen's Land.

Lon. 69. 27. E. Lat. 48. 50. S.

Howe's Island, or Lord Howt's Island, a small island in

the neighbourhood of New South Wales, discovered F'eb. 17,

1788. Lon. 159. 4. E. Lat. 31. 36. S. Also, another island in

the Sauth Pacific Ocean. Lat. lt)° 46' 30' S. Lon. 154° 6' 40'

Vi', from Groenwich,
HO VVITZ, or HOWITZER, a kind of mortar, mounted upon

i a field-carriage like a gun. The ditlVniice between a mortar and

a howitz is, that the trunnions of the first are at the end, and at the

middle in the last.

HOWTH, a promontory cf Ireland, which forms the north en-

trance cf the bay of Dublin. Lon. H. 22. Vv. Lat. 53.

21. N.
HOY, a small vessel, chiefly used in coasting or carrying goods

to or from a ship, in a road or bay, where the ordinary lighters

cannot be managed with safety or convenience. It is difficult to

describe, precisely, the marks of distinction between this vessel

and some others of the same size, which are rigged in the same
manner; because what is called a hoy in one place, is named a

sloop or smack in another. It may be defined a small vessel,

usually rigged as a sloop, and emplojed for carrying passengers

and luggage from one place to another, on the sea-coast.

Hovran island of Scotland, one of tlie larger Orkney isles.

IIOYE, a town in Westphalia. LonT 9. 0. E. Lat. 53.

5. N.
HRADISCH, a town of Moravia, thirty miles S. E. of Olmutz.
HL'AHEINE, one of the Society Islands, which see.

HUDDERSFIELD, a town of Yorkshire, in the West Riding,

famous for its cloth-manufacture; Ivventy-five miles N. E. of

Manchester, forty-two S. W. of York, and 189 N. W. of London.
HL'DICKS\A ALL, a sea-port town of Sweden, in Helsingia.

Lon. 18. 36. E. Lat. 61. 48. N.
HUDSON, a town of the L'nited States, in Columbia county,

in New York. Lon. 73. 40. W. Lat. 42. 20. N.
Hudson's Bay, a large bay of North America, lying between

51° and 09° of lat. N. discovered in 1610 by Henry Hudson, in

his attempt to find a N. W. passage to the South seas.

Hudson's Bay Company. See Company.
Hudson's Point, a cape of Antigua, on the S. W. coast. Lon.

61.23. W. Lat. 17. 10. N. ^
^

Hudson's River, a large river of the United States, whicli

risfs E. of Lake Ontario, and falls into the Atlantic Ocean, 10

I miles S. of New York.
Hudson's Straits, the narrow Sea, between the Atlantic

Ocean and Hudson's Bay, N. ot Labrador.

HLDSONIA, in botany, a genus of the monogjnia order,

and dodecandria class of plants. No corolla ; caly.x iive-leaved,

tubular: stamina 15; capsule unilocular, trivalvular, trispermous.

It has one species, a native of \ irginia.

HUE AND CRY, in law, the pursuit of a person who has

committed felony on the highway.—Of this custom, which is of

British origin, the following deduction is given by Mr. Whitaker.
"When it was requisite for the Britons to call out their warriors

into the field, they used a method that was particularly marked by
its expeditiousness and deciviveness, and remains partially among
us to this moment. Thev raised a cry, which was immediately
caught up by others, and in an instant transmitted from mouth to

mouth through all the region. And, as the notice passed along,

the warriors snatched their arms, and hurried away to the ren-

dezvous. We have a remarkable description of the fact in Cisar,
and there see the alarm propagated in 16 or 17 hours through 160
miles in a line. In cases of felony, the party grieved, or any
other, may resort to the constable ofthevill; and, 1st, give him
such reasonable assurance of the fact as the nature of the case will

bear; 2. If he know tlie name of him that did it, he must tell the

constable; 3. If he know it not, but can describe him, he must
describe him, his person or h's habit, or his hou>e, or such circum-
^tiinccs as he knows, which may conduce to the discovery ; 4. I^

the thing be done in the niglit, so that he knows iicHie of these cir-

cumstances, he must mention the number of persons, or the way
tlieytook; 5. If none of all these can be discovered, as where a

I
robbery, or burglary, or other felony, i; committed in the night,

yet-
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vet Ihey are to acquaint the constable witli the fact, and desire
nim to seaich his town for suspected persons, and to make hue and
try after such as may probably be suspected, as being persons va-
grant in (he same iiiglit ; for many circumstances niav happen to
be useful for discovering a malefactor, which cannot at first be
found out. For the levying of hue and cry, although it is a good
course to have a justice's warrant, where time will permit, in or-

der to prevent causeless hue and cry; yet it is not necessary, nor
always convenient; for the felon may escape before the warrant
be obtained. And upon hue and cry levied against any person,
or where any hue and cry comes to a constable, whethe"r the per-
son be certain or uncertain, the constable may search suspected
places within his vill, for the apprehending of tlie felon. And if

the person, against whom the hue and cry"is raised, be. not found
in the constablewick, then the constable, and also everv officer to
whom the hue and cry shall afterwards come, ought to give notice
to every town round about him, and not to one neNt town only ;

and so from one constable to another until the offender be found,
or till they come to the sea-side: and this was the law before the
conquest. Hue and cry also is good, an<l must be pursued, though
no person certain can be named or described.
HUEN, or liUENA, an island in the Baltic, 14 miles N. by

E. of Copenhagen; famous for Tycho Brahe's observatory. Lon.
12. 43. E. Lat. 55. 55. N.
HUEI{, a name given to certain fountains in Iceland, of a most

extraordinary nature; forming at times jets d'eanx of scalding
water 94 feet high and 30 in diameter, creating the most magnifi-
cent gerbes that can be imagined, especially when locked by the
etling sun. They arise out of cylindrical tubes of unknown
depths: near the surface they expand into apertures of a funnel-
shape, and the mouths spread into a large extent of stalactitical

matter, formed of successive scaly concentric undulations. The
playing of these stupendous spouts is foretold by noises roaring like
the cataract of Niagara. The cylinder begins to fill: it rises

gradually to the surface, and gradually increases its height, smoking
amazingly, and flinging up-great stones. After attaining its great-
est height it gradually sinks tdl it totally disappears. Boiling jets
dVatix and boiling springs are frequent'in most parts of the island.

The luost capital is that which is called Geyer or Geyser, in a
plain rising into small hills, and in the midst of an amphitheatre,
bounded by the most magnificent and various shaped icy moun-
tains; among which the three-headed Hecla soars pre-eminent.
See Plate LXXXV, fig. 9. These huers rise in the very sea, and
form scalding fountains amidst the waves. Their distance from
land is unknown ; but the new volcanic isle, 12 miles off Reick-
enes, emitting fire and smoke, proves that the subterraneous fires

and waters extenci to that space; for those awful effects arise from
the united fury of these two elements.
HuER, [/«(£»•, French, to cry,] one whose boisiness is to call out

to others,

HUESCA.an ancient town ofSpain, in Arraaon. Lon. 0. 13.W.
Lat. 42. 7. N.
HUESCAR, or GUESCAR, a town of Spain, 00 miles N. E.

of Granada.
HUET, Peter Daniel, a very learned French writer, born

at Caen in Normandy, iii 163U. Des Carles's principles, and Bo-
chart's sa<;red geography, led him to change his studies fronj the
law to those of philosophy, mathematics, the languages, and anti-

quities. He contracted a very strict friendship with Bochart, and
accompanied him to Sweden. Q.Christina wouhl have engaged
him in her service ; but he, sensible of her inconstant temper,
returned to France. All he brought with him was a- copy of a
IVL S. of Origen, which he transcribed at Stockholm. He formed
the plan of tiie commentaries in usura Delpliini, and directed the
execution. From motives of piety he entered into holv orders at
the age of 40. Soo.a after this, he was presented to llie abbey of
Aunay;and in 1685 to the bishopric of Soissons, which he ex-
changed for that of Avranches. After ten years, he resigned, and
was made abbot of Fontenay near Caen. A severe distemper
weakened his body extremely, but not the vivacity of his genius :

he wrote his own life in a very elegant style; anil died in 1721,
yged 91. He was a man of agreeable conversation, great probity,
andinmiense erudition. His principal works are, 1. De claris
Jnterpretibus, et de optimo Genere interpretandi: 2. Origenis
C.ommentaria; Gr. et Lat. ci^ni Notis: 3. A Treatise on the Origin

of the Romans: 4. DcTiionstralio evangelica, fol. 5. Questiones
Alnetans de Concordia Rationis et Fidei : O.Of the Situation ot the
terrestrial Paradise ; in French : 7. A History of the Commerce and
Navigation of the Ancients, which has been translated into English.

S. Commentarius de Rebus ad eum pertincntibus ; 9. Huetiana:
10. Latin and Greek verses, &c.
HUGONTA, in botany, a genus of the decandria order, and

monadelphia class of plants. Five-styled; corolla five-petaled;

drupe with a striated nut. There is but one species; viz. H. niys-

tax, a native of the East Indies.

HUGONOTS, or HUGUENOTS, an appellation given by
way of contempt to the reformed or Protestant Calvinists ofFrance.
The name had its first rise in 1560; but authors are not agreed as

to the origin and occasion thereof. One of the two following
seems to be the least forced derivations. One of the gates of the
city of Tours is called the gate I'onrgon, by corruption from feu

Hugon, i.e. the late Hngon. This Hugon was once count of
Tours according to Eginhardus, and was a very wicked man, so
that after his death he was supposed to walk about in tlic night-

lime, beating all he met with : this tradition Thuanus mentions in

his history. Davila and others pretend, that the nickname of Hu-
guenots was first given to the French Protestants, because they
used to meet in the night-time in subterraneous vaults near this

gate of Hugon; and what seems to countenance this opinion is,

tiiat they were first called Huguenots at Tours. Others s.ay tliat

the leaguers gave this name to the reformed, because they were
for keeping the crown upon the head of the royalline of Hugh
Capot ; where.as the leaguers were for giving it to the house of

Guise, as descended from Charlemagne. Others derive it from
a faulty French pronunciation of the German woixi eidgnossen,
signifying confederates, originally applied to that valiant part of

the citizens of Geneva, who entered into an alliance with the
Swiss cantons, to maintain their liberties against the tyrannical at-

tempts of Charles HE duke of Savoy. These confederates wrere

called Eignots, whence Huguenots. The pefiecution which the

Huguenots underwent has scarce its parallel in civil or ecclesiasti-

cal history : though they obtained a peace from Henry HL in

1570, it was of short continuance ; and their sufferings, mitigated

bv the flinious edict of Nantes, granted to them in 1598 by Henry
IV. were again renewed, after the revocation of this edict, by
Lewis XIV. in 1685.

HULK, in sea-language, an old ship of w;ir, fitted with an ap-

paratus, to fix or lake out the masts of the king's ships, as occa-

sion requires. The mast is extremely high, and properly strength-

ened by shrouds and stays, to secure the sheers, which serve,

as the arm ot a crane, to hoist out or in the masts ofany ship lying

along-side.

Hulk signifies also any old vessel laid aside as unfit for further

service. It is probably derived from the Sxxait;, or vessels of

burthen, of the ancient Grecians.

HULL, in sea-language, is a ship, without masts, yards, sails,

or rigging. To strike a hull in a storm, is to take in the sails, and
to lash the helm on the lee-side of the ship ; and a ship is said to

lie a hull, whose sails are thus taken in, and helm lashed a lee.

Hull, a river of Yorkshire, which falls into the H umber at

Kingston upon Hull.

Hull, Kingston upon. See Kingston.
HULPEN,atown of France in the dcpardnent ofDyle, and

late province of Austrian Brabant, 9 miles S. E. of Brussels.

HULST, an ancient and strung town of Batavia, in the depart-

ment of the Meuse, and late province of Dutch Flanders; 16 miles

W. of Antwerp.
HUMANITY, or HUMANITIES, in philology, gramm.ar.

rhetoric, and poetrv, for the teaching of which, there are profes-

sors in the universities of Scotland, called Humanists.

HUMBER, a river formed by the Trent, Ouse, Derweiit, and
several other streams. It rlivides Yorkshire from JJncolnshire,

and falls into the German Ocean near Holdcrness.

HU.VIBIRD. See Trociulus.
HUMBLE-BEE. See Bombylius.
HUME, David, was born at Edinburgh, in 1771. He w'.i«i

designed for the law, but not liking that profession, he applied to

mercantile jjursuits, and became in 1734 clerk in an eminent house

at Bristol. But having a strong propensity to literature, he soon

after went to France, wiiere he wrote his treatise of Human Na-
ture,
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tiire, which lie pubhshed at Lnndoii in 173K. Tliis mttapliysicul

« ork, however, met with an indiHerent reception ; nor were liis

Moral Essny";, which appeared in 174J, more successful. About
tliis time lie resided with the marquis of Annandale as a com-
panion, but soon after he became secretary to general Sinclaii,

whom he attended to N'ienna and Turin : and while he was abroad

liii Enquiry concerning the Human Understanding was published

at London. In 1732 appeared his Political Discourses, and his

]''iiquiry concerning the Principles of Morals. In 1754 he pub-
lished the first volume of the History of Englan I, from the Ac-
cession of James I. to the Kevolution. This work had little suc-

cess; but the second, which came out in 17Jf), met with a better

fate, and " helped (as the autliorsaid) to buoy up its unfortunate

brother." About the same period he published his Natural His-

tory of Religion, which was smartly answered by Dr. Warburton
in a pamphlet, which Mr. Hume attributed to Dr. afterwards

bi>hop Hurd. In 1759 appeared his History of the House ot

Tudor, and in 17<il the more ancient part of the English History.

The woik had now acquired considerable celebrity, and the wri-

ter gained largely by its popularity, for besides the profits it

brouglil him he obtained a pension through lord Bute. In 17(33 he
accompanied the earl of Hertford on his embassy to Paris, where
in 1765 he remained as charge d'affaires. The year following he
returned home, and became under-secretary of state to Mr. Con-
way. Ill 176<J he retirerl to his native coiintrv on an independent
income. He died in 1776. After his death appeared a work by
liim, entitled, Dialogues concerning Natural Religion. One chief

end of his metaphysical and relieious writings is to extinguish every
sentiment of religion. Mr. Hume was master of a good style of

composition, and had the art of stating common objeclions in a

new manner. His positions on religious points, however, are fal-

lacious and frivolous. As a metaphysician he is soi)histical and
obscure, as a moralist lax and deceitful, and as an historian spe-

t'ioui and partial.

HUM li^CTATION, in pharmacy, is the preparing a medicine
by steeping it in water, to soften it when too dry, or to cleanse it,

or prevent its subtile parts from being dissipated in grinding, or

the like.

HuMECTATioN IS also used for the application of moistening
remedies, such as fomentations, &c.
HUMKRUS, ill anatomy, the uppermost bone of the arm,

popularly called the shoulder-bone; extending from the scapula,

or shoulder-blade, to the upper end of the cubituSfor elbow. See
An'ATOMY.
HUiXHLITY, in ethics, is a virtue consisting in the moderate

vakie which a person puts upon himself, and every thing relating

to him. It is distinguished from affectation, bashfulness, and
meanness.
HUMMING-RIRD. See Trochilus.
HUMOUR, in physiology, is used to express the fluids of the

body; and, when, in a vitiated state, we say, that the llnids are
full of humours. The only (luids of the body, which in their na-

tural and healthful state, are called humours, are those in the eye
;

ve say the aqueous humour, the crystalline humour, without mean-
ing any thing morbid or diseased ; yet, \i hen we say that a person
has gola humour in his eye, we understand it in the usual sense of

a vitiated tUiid.

HuMOLR. As the temper of the mind is supposed to depend
upon the state of the fluids in the body, humour has come to be
synonymous with temper and disposition. A person's humour,
however, is different Irom his disposition, in this, that luimour
seems to be the disease of a disposition ; it would be proper to say

that persons of a serious temper or dispo^ilion of mind, were sub-

ject to melancholy humours ; that those of a delicate disposition,

were subject to i)eevish humours. Hniuour may be agreeable or

(lisigveeabie : but it is still humour; something whimsical, capri-

cious, and not to be depended upon. An ill-natured man mav
have his of good humour, which seem to come upon him acciden-
tally, without any of the common moral causes-of happiness or
niisery. A fit of cheerfulness constitutes good humour ; and a man
who has many such fits is a good-humoured man : yet he may not
be good-natured; \>hich is a character that supposes something
niore constant, equable, and uniform, than what was requisite to
constitute good humour.
Humour is also often used to express that quality of the ima-
VOL. 111.—NO. 107.

gination, which beai'S a considerable resemblance to wit. Wit ex-

presses sometimes what is more designerl, concerted, regular, and
artificia' ; humour, something that is more wild, loose, extrava-

gant, and fantastical ; something which comes upon a man by fits,

svhich he cr.n neither command nor restrain, and which is not per-

fectly consivU-nt with true politeness.

HUMULUS,lhcIIop; a genus of the pentandria order, and dioscia

class of plants ; natural order, Scabridx'. Male, caly.x five-leaved ;

corolla none: female, calyx one-leafed, spreading obliquely, en-

lire; corolla none; styles two; seed one, within a leafed calyx.

There is only one species, viz. II. lupulus. See Hop.
HUNDRED, a division of a county: it was anciently so called

either from its containing 100 families, or frcm its furnishing lOrt

able men for the king's wars. After king Alfred divided

England info counties, and gave the government of each county to

a slierilT, these counties were di\ided into hundreds, of which the

constable was the chief ofiicer.

HuNDRRi) CofRr is only a larger Court Baron, being held for

all the inhabitants of a particular hundred instead of a manor ; and
resembling the former in all points, except that it is ot a greater

jurisdiction.

HUNDSRUCK, in (he late Germ?n constitution, a district of

Germany, in the circle of the l/^pper Rhine.

HUNfJ.\RY, a kingdom of Europe, the greatest part of which
was anciently called Pannonia. It had the name of Hungary, from
the Hunns who subdued it in the ninth century. It lies between
island 22° Lon. E. and between 45° and A'f Lat. N. being

bounded on the N. by the Carpathian mountains ; on the S. by
Servia, and the Drave:"on the W. by Moravia, Austria, and Stiria ;

and on the E. by Wallachia and Tiansylvania. It is about 140

miles long, and 240 broad; and is divided into the Upper and
Lower. The northern parts of the kingdom are mountainous and
barren, but healthy ; the southern parts are level, and extremely

fruitful, but not very healthy. The country along the Danube,
from Presburgh to Belgrade, for upwards of 200 miles, is one con-

tinued plain, and no soil can be more fertile ; but the air, by the

many swamps and morasses, is not so wholesome as on the higher

and drier grounds. Here are mines of gold, silver, copper, iron,

lead, quicksilver, cinnabar, antimony, yellow orpiment, sulphur,

vitriol, marcasite, salt native and factitious, saltpetre, magnets,'

asbestos or stone flax, marble of several colours, alabaster, with

diamonds, and all sorts of precious stones. Corn is in such plenty,

that it is sold for one-sixth of its price in England. The grapes

are large and luscious ; and the wines preferred to any in Europe.

There are vast numbers of cattle and horses, the latter mostly

mouse-coloured, with liull'aloes, <leer, wild-fowl, game, and fish,

and many species of wild beasts, particularly chamois-goats, bears,

and lynxes. Besides vines, and the common sorts of vegetables,

here are tobacco, saflron, buck-wheat, millet, melons, and ches-

nuts. Here also are excellent warm baths, and mineral springs

of various qualities. The chief mountains are the Crapack
or Carpathian, which is the general name for all those that

separate this kingdom from Poland, Moravia, Silesia, and part of

Austria. The sides of most ot tliem are covered with wood, and
their tops with snow. The chief rivers are the Danube, Drave,
Save, Waag, Gran, Temes, Raab, and Theiss, all well stocked

with fish. There are several lakes among the Carpathian moun-
tains, and some in the lowlands. The inhabitants are a mixture

of the descendants of -the ancient Hunns, Sclavonians, Camani,
Germans, Wallachians, Greeks, Jews, Turks, and a wanderi4ig

people called Zigduns, said to be of uncertain origin, but probably

the same as those we call Gypsies. The Hungarians are said to

be of a sanguine choleric temper, and somewhat lierce, cruel,

proud, and vindictive. They have been always reputed good sol-

diers, being nuich more inclined to arms, martial exercises, and
hunting, than to arts, learning, trade, or agriculture. The nobi-

lity aflect great pomp and magnificence, and are much addicted ta

feasting and carousing. The men in general are strong and well

proportioned. Their horse are called hussars, and their fo"t bey-

dukes, 'i'he former wear a broad sword, or scymtler, and cauy
a hatcUet or battle-ax. Five languages are spoken in this country,

viz. the Hungarian, wliiih is of Scylliian origin, and hai little

or no allinity with aiiv l^luropean tongue ; the German, Sclavo-

nian, Walhichian, and f^atin. The last is spoken, not only by the

, superior ranks, but also by llie iirferior, though very corruptly.

1^
I i'iia'
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The disposal of the crown \v;is disputed between the Turlvisli and

German em perois tor near 200 years : but after 1527, when Fer-

dinand archduke of Austria was advanced to the throne, tlie Aus-

trians found means to influence the elections in such a manner, as

to keep the crown in tlieir family till 113S7, when it was settled here-

ditarily on their heirs male ; and now, in conseo,uence of an act

inade'by the diet at Presbmij in 1723, in case of the failure of

heirs-male, it is to descend to females. The slates of the kingtiom

consist of tlie prelates, tlie barons, tlie gentry, and llie royal towns.

Hungary can easily brins^ into the hold 100,000 men, regular*: and

militia ; for tliere are 50,000 in actual pay, and the provinces fur-

nish the other 50,000 when thev are wanted. Preshurg is the capi-

tal.

Hungary Waters, are distilled water prepared fiom tlie tops

or flowers of rosemary ; so denominated from a queen of Hungary,
for whose use it was first made.
HUNGER, an uneasy sensation, occasioned by long abstinence

from food, when the body is in a state of perfect heallli. Without
attempting to specify the different preparations used by the ancients,

for the prevention of hunger, we shall merely communicate sucli

substitutes as have been judiciously recommended on sudden
emergencies; together with the most proper means ot administer-

ing food to persons who have for a considerable time been deprived

of aliment. In times of distress, life may be prolracled witii less

pai[i and misery by a moderate allowance of water; because that

fluid counteracts the acrimony and putrid tendency of the hu-

mours, wliile it furnishes the lungs with the <legree of moisture

essentially re([uioite te the performance of tiieir functions. It is,

however, a matter of serious consequence to such as are exposed

to this dreadful calamity, to be provided witli the means of alle-

viating its horrors, wlien about to undertake a long journey, in

which thev are appreliensive of a scarcity of provisions. The
American Indians arc supposed to use a preparation consisting of

tlie juice of tobacco, and the shells of ojsters, snails, or cockles,

burnt so as to be r^'duced to the finest powder. These ingredi-

ents are dried, and formed into lozenges (f a proper ^ize to be held

between the gum and the lip, so that, being gradually dissolved,

they obtund or mitigate the sensations both of hunger and thir^t.

A more palatable and efficacious substitute for food, however, in a

famishing situation at sea, is the powder of salep, which has been
judiciously suggested by Dr. Lind, in order that it may form part

of tlie provisions of every ship's company. This powder, togetlier

with portable soup, when dissolved in boiling water, forms a rich

thick jelly, and one ounce of each article will furnish a whole day's

subsistence for an adult. Indeed, from the experiments made on
salep, by Dr. Percival, it appears to contain a larger quantity of

nutritious aliment, in proportion to its bulk, than any other vege-

table matter hitherto known as fooil. It also possesses the valu-

able property of suppressing the nauseous taste of salt water; and
may thus be of great utility at sea, when fresh water is eitlier

wholly, so far consumed, that the mariners are '' put upon,

short allowance." From the same mucilaginous projjcrty, it

greatly tends to counteract the acrimony of botli salted and tainted

meat. When provisions are nearly exhausted, the most beneficial

method of using salep in distressing circumstances will be, to mix
it with an equal quantity of beef-suet, and form the whole into lit-

tle balls. By swallowing this composition, at proper intervals,

tlie coats of the stomach will be defended from irritation : and,

these balls, like other oily and mucilaginous matters, being highly

nutritive, and slowly digested, small portions are well calculated to

support life, and thus to form an el'liracious preservative against

the most dreadful calamity that can possibly happen to mankind.
Gum arable is likewise a good substitute for, or addition to, salep,

in the preparation above-mentioned; and, as it renders the whole
mass more solid, it will require a degree of mastication, by which the

saliva is separated and conveyed into the stomach ; while if con-

tributes to assuage the pains, both of hunger and of thirst. In at-

tempting the restoration of those unfortunate persons who have
endured the horrors of famine, we recommend the utmost

precaution. Warmth, cordials, and the most nourishing broths,

or jellies, are to be administered gradually, and uilh great circum-

spection; for otherwise, even these might prove fatal. The most
judicious mode of tommunicating warmth to Use exhausted patient,

will be to place a healthy person on each side in contact with him.

iJatliiug the feet in warm water, aiid fomentations, may be advan-

tageously employed ; but their temperature ought to be lower
than that of the human body, and impercejitibly increased. New
milk, weak broth, or water-gruel, may be used for bolh purposes,
as well as in repeateil clysters ; because nourishment may, in this

manner, be effectually conveyed into the body by different pas-
sages, whicli are most pervious during a state of long abstinence ;

provided the means of relief have not been too long delayed.
Cordials should at iirst be given in very small doses, and much di-

luted: one cf the best preparations is while-wine whey, which af-

fords both a gentle stimulus and easy nutriment. When a patient's

stomach acquires a little strength, a new-laid egg may be mixed
with the whey, or given in some other form that may be more
agreeable to his palate. Thus, he may progressively return to a
more substantial diet ; so that, by proper care and cheerful society,

he will in a short time be restored to health.

HUNNINGUE, or HUNNIMJUFN, a town of France, in

the department of the Upper Rhine and late province of Alsace,
strongly fortified by Vauban. Lon. 11. 40. E. Lat. 47. 42. N.
HUNNS, a fierce anil savage nation, who formerly inliabited

that part of Sarmatia bordering on the Talus Mjcotis and the

'lanais, the ancient boundary between Europe and Asia. Hun-
gary oljtained its name from this people who conquered it, and
spread themselves over Transylvania, \Vallachia, Servia, Cariiiola,

Carinthia, and the greater part of Austria, together with Bosnia,

Sclavonia, and Hungary.
HUNTER, Dr. William, a celebrated anatomist and physi-

cian, was born 23d May 1718, at Kilbride in Lanarkshire. His
father had designed him for the church ; but the idea of subscrib-

mg to articles of faith was repugnant to the liberal mode of think-

ing he had already adopted. In this stale of mind he happened to

become acquainted with the late celebrated Dr. C'ldlen, then just

established at Hamilton. Dr. Cullen's conversation soon deter-

mined him to devote himself to the profession of physic. His
father having consented, he, in 1737, went to reside with Dr. Cul-
1 -n. In the family of tliis excellent preceptor he passed nearly

three years; ami thi-se, as he often acknowledged, were the hap-
piest of his life. It was then agreed, that he should prosecute his

medical studies at Edinl)urgh and London. He accordingly set

out for Edinburgh in Nov. 174U; where he attended the lectures

of the medical professors, and in particular those of the late cele-

brated Dr. Munro. Mr. Hunter arrived in London in summer
1741, and took up his residence with Dr. Smellie, then an apothe-

cary in Pall iSIall. He brought with him a letter of recommen-
dation to his countryman Dr. James Douglas, from Mr. Foulis,

printer at Glasgo.w. Dr. Douglas was then intent on a great ana-

tomical work on the bones, which he did not live to complete, and
was looking out for a young man of abilities and industry whom he
might employ as a dissector. This induced him to pay particular

attention to Nlr. Hunter; and finding him acute and sensible, he
invited him into his family to assist in his dissections, and to super-

intend the education of his son, which Mr. Hunter accepted. In

1743 he communicated to the Royal Society an Essay on the

Structure and Diseases of articulating Cartilages. As this subject

till then had not been sufficiently investigateil, it afforded a striking

testimony of the rapid progress he had made in his anatomical in-

quiries. As he had it in contemplation to teach anatomy, his at-

tention was directed principally to this object. He did not how-
ever precipitately engage in this attempt, but passed several years

in acquiring such a degree of knowledge, and such a collection of

preparations, as might insure him success. Dr. Nichols, to whom
he communicated Ids scheme, and who declined giving lectures

about that time in favour of the late Dr. Lawrence, did not give

him much encouragement. But at length an opportunity occur*

red for the display of his abilities as a teacher. A society of navy-
surgeons had an aparlmei.t in Covent Garden, where they en*
gaged the late Mr. Samuel Sharpe to deliver a course of lectures

on the operations of surgery. Mr. Sharpe continued to repeat

this course, till, finding that it interfered too much with his other

e'ng.igements, he declined the task in favotu- of Mr. Hunter; who
gave the society so much satisfaction, that, in winter 1746, they

requested him to extend his plan to anatomy, and gave him the use

oftlieir room for his lectures. He experienced much solicitude wIm-h

he began to speak in public: but the applause he met with soon in-

spired him with -lourage; and by degrees he became so fond of

teaching, that for many years before his death he was never hap-

pier
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piei- llun when deliver::^^ a ii-c(.i e. In 1747, he- was adiniUcd a

member ol the corporation ot surgeons; and in spring 174R, soon

alter the close of his lecturer, lie set out in company with his pupil,

Mr. James DougUis, on a tour ihrougli Ho!l;ui(l to Paris, lie re-

tiiriietl to London early cnoui;h to begin his winter-cour>e ot lec-

tures about tlie usual time. "In 1750, he obtained the degree of

M. D. from the university of Glasgow, and began to practise as a

physician; and went to reside in Jermyn-street. In l/jj, ontile

res'ignation of Dr. Layard, one of the physicians of tlic British lying-

in hospital, the goveinoi-s voted their ''thanks to Dr. Hunter for

the services he hail done the hospital, and for his continuing in it

as one of the physicians ;" so that he seems to have been established

in lliis ollice without the u>ual form of an election. In 1756, he

was admitted a licentiate of the Royal College of Pliysiciaus.

Soon afterwards he was elected a member of the Medical Society ;

and to the Observations and iiKpiiries publi>hed by that society, he

at difierent periods contributed several valuable papers. In 17t)2,

we tind him warm!y engaged in controversy, supporting his claim

to difl'ereut anatomical discoveries, in a work entille<l Medical
Commentaries, the style of which is correct and spirited. In this

publication he confined himself chieflv to a dispute with the pre-

sent learned professor of anatomy at Edinburgh, conceruiug in-

jections of the testicle, the ducts of the lachrymal gland, the origin

and use of the lymphatic vessels, and absorption by veins, lie

likewise defended himself against a reproach thrown upon him by
Dr. Monro senior, by giving a concise account of a controversy

lie was involved in with Mr. Pott concerning tiie discovery of the

Hernia Congenita. In 1767, Dr Hunter was elected F. R. .S.

:

and in !7t'8 con;nnmicated to that learned body observations on

the bones, commonly supposed to be elephants' bones, which have

been found near the Ohio in America. In a subsequent volume
of the Philosophical Transactions we find him (jtf'eriiig his remarks
on some bones found in the rocks of Gibraltar, and which he
proves to have belonged to some quadruped. In the same work,
likewise, he published an account of the nyl-ghau, an Indian ani-

mal not described before. In 1/68 he became a fellow of the So-
ciety of Antiquaries ; anti at the institution of a Royal Academy of

Arts, he was appointed by his majesty to the office of professor of

anatomy. This opened a new field for his abilities ; and he en-

gaged in it, with his usual unabating zeal. He now adapted his

anatomical knowledge to painting and sculpture, and the novelty

and justness of his observations proved the readiness and extent ot

his genius. In Jan. 1781, he was unanimously elected president

of the Medical Society. His name and talents were now known
and respected in every part of Europe. In 1780, tbeRoval Medi-
cal Society at Paris elected him one of their foreign associates ;

and in 1782, he received a similar mark of distinction from the

Royal Academy of Sciences in that city. The inost splendid of

his medical publications was the Anatomy of the Human Gravid
Uterus. This great work, which hail been begun so early as 1751,

was delayed till 1775, only by the author's desire of sending it into

the world as perfect as possible. It is dedicated to the king. In

1755, he communicated to the Royal Society an Essay on the

Origin of the Venereal Disease. In 1777, he joined with Mr.
WaUon ill presenting to it a short account of the late Dr. .Matv's

illness, and of tiie appearances on dissections; and in I77fi he pub-
lished his Redections on the Section of tiie Symphysis Pubis.

He died in 17'83.

Hunter, John, a late celebrated anatomKt, brother of the Dr.
was born at Long Calderwood on the l4tli July, 1728. His father

dying when he was about ten years of age, he was, perhaps, too

much indulged by nis mother; in consequence of which h;; made
so little progress in learning, that he is said to have been put ap-

prentice to a carpenter. He soon however tired of this employ-
ment, and hearing of his brother's success, who was then the most
celebrated teacher of anatomy in London, John expressed a de-

sire to assist him in his researches. The doctor, willing to serve

him, invited him to Loi.don, where he arrived in Sept. )74S ; and
aji\:ous to'onn some opinion of his talents for anatomy, gave him
an arm to dissect for the muscles, with the necessary directions:

and Jolin's performance greatly exceeded his expectation. Having
thus gained some credit with the Dr. by his first essay, Mr. Hun-
ter was next employed in dissecting an arm, in which all the ar-

teries were injected, and these, as well as the muscles, were to be
exposed and preserved. The manner ia which this was performed

gave Dr. Hunter so much satisfaction, that he progno-ticated that
iiis brother would soon become a good anatomist. From this

period Mr. Hunter seriously engaged in anatomy, and under the
instructions of his brother, and his assistant Mr. "Symonds, he had
every opportunity of improvement. In summer 1749, he attended
Mr. Clieselden, at Chelsea Hospital ; where he learned the first

rudiments of surgery. In winter 1749, he was so far advanced in
anatomical knowledge, that tlie Dt: entrusteil to him the instruc-
tion of his pupils in dissection, which was now his constant em-
ployment during winter. In summer 1750, he altfiided the hos-
pital at Chelsea; in 1751, he became a pupil at St. Barthulomew's,.
and in winter was present at all operations, when any thing extra-
ordinary occurred. In 175'.', he went to Scotland: and in-

1753 entered, as a gentleman-commoner at St. Mary hall, Oxford.
In 1754 he became a surgeon's pupil at St. George's hospital,
where he continued during summer: and in 1756 was appointed
house-surgeon. In winter 1755, his brother admittetl him to a
partnership in his lectures, and a certain portion of the course was
allotted to him : besides giving lectures when the Doctor was call-
ed away to |)alients. Making anatomical preparations was at this

time a new art, and little known; every preparation, therefore,
that was skilfully made, became an object'of admiration, and many-
were wanting for the use of the lectures. Anatomy seems indeed
to have been a pursuit for which Mr. Hunter's mi;id was peculiarly
fitted, and he applied to it witli an ardour and perseverance of
which there are few or no examples. His labours were so useful
to his brother's collection, and so gratifying to his disposition, that
although in many other respects they did not agree, this simple
tie kept them together for many yeai-s. Mr. Hunter worked for
ten years on human anatomy, tluring which period he traced the
ramifications of the olfactory nerves upon the membranes of tiie

nose, and discovered the course of some of the branches of the fifth

pair of nerves. In the gravid uterus, he traced t!ie arteries to
their termination in the placenta. He was also the first who dis-
covered the existence of the lymphatic vessels in birds. Many
parts of the human body being so complex, that their structure-
could not he understood, nor their uses ascertained, Mr. Hunter
examined similar parts in other animals, in which the structure was
more simple, and more within the reach of investigation ; this
carried him into a wide field, and laid the foundation of his collec-
tion in comparative anatomy. In tliese new pursuits, this .-.ctive

inquirer began with the more common animals, and preserved
such parts as appeared, by analogy, to elucidate the human (Eco-
nomy. It was not his intention to make dissections of particular
animals, but to institute an inquiry into the various organizations
by which the functions of lile are performed, that he might there-
by acquire some knowledge of general principles. So eagerly did
he attach himself to comparative anatomy, that he embraced every
means of prosecuting it to advantage. He applied to the keeper
of wild beasts in the Tower for the bodies of those which dicil
there; and he niade similar applications to the men who shewed
wildbea'.ti. Repurchased all rare animals which he heard of,

and entrusted them to the showmen to keep till they died, to
encourage them to assist him in his investigations. His health was
so much impaired by excessive attention to his pursuits, that he
was advised to go abroad. In Oct. 1760, therefore, Mr, Adair,
inspector-general of hospitals, a|)poinled him a surgeon on the stafi";

and in spring 1761 he went with the army to Belleisle. Mr.
Hunter served as senior surgeon on the start, both in Belleisle and
Portugal, till 1763 ; and in that period acquired his knowledge of
gun-shot wounds. On his return he settled in London ; where he
taught anatomy and surgery for several winters, and resumed his

researches in comparative anatomy ; and as his experiments could
not be carried on in a large town, he purchased for that purpose,
about two miles from London, a piece of ground near Brompton,
at a place called Earl's Court, on which he built a house. In the
course of his inquiries, he ascertained the changes which animal
and vegetable substances undergo in the stomach by the action of
the gastric juice ; he discovered, by feedcig young animals with-
maduer (which tinges growing bones red,) the mode in which a
bone retains its shape during its growth ; and explained the process-
of exfoliation, by which a dead _>iece of bone is separated from the
living. On the'ith Feb. 1767, 'he was chosen F. R. S. and about
this time he had frec)uent meetings, after the business of the soci-

ety was over cu scientific subjects, wiib Dr. G. Fordyce, Mr.
6 Cumniiug,
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f"i\tniiiiii(;, Sir Joseph Ranks, Dr. Solander, Dr. Muskelyne, Sir

G. Sluickbiirgh, Sir U. Eiigleliokl, Sir C. Blagdeii, Dr. Nootlie,

Mr. Uams'leii, Mr. Watt of Biniiingliani, cS:c. At these met'tiiigs

discoveries ami improvements in philosophy were discussed, and

M^e works of the members were read over and criticised before ihey

were given to tlie public. This year, by an exertion in dancing,

he broke his tendo achillis, which led hiin to pay attention to the

subject of broken tendons, and to make experiments to ascertain

the mode of their union. In I'tJS, he became a member of the

corporation of surgeons ; and in 1709, was elected one ot the sur-

geons of St. Gi-'orge's hospital. In May 1771, liis Treatise on tlie

Natural History of tlie Teeth was published ; and in July he mar-

ried Miss Home, daughter of Mr. IIon;e, surgeon to Bnrgoyr.e's

regiment. After his marriage, his [irivate jiractice and prolessional

characlvr advanced rapidly. He omitted no opportunity ot ex-

finnning morbid bodies ; from which he made u collection of facts

vhichare invaluable, as they tend to explain the causes of symp-

toms, which during life could not be ascertained ; the judgement

of the practitioner being too frequently misled by theoretical opi-

nions, and delusive sensations of the patients. In the practice of

surgery, when the operations ])roved inadequate to their intention,

he atwavs investigated the causes of that want of success ; and thus

detected many fallacies, as well as maile some useful e\pe-

riments in the healing art. He likewise detected the cause of lai-

lure, common to all the operations which were in use for the radical

oureofthe hydrocele; and was enabled to propose a mode of

operating, in which that event can with certainty be avoided. The
•collection of comparative anatomy which Mr. Hunter has left, and

which may be considered as the great object of his life, nuist be

Hllowed tobea proofof talents, assiduity, and labour, which can-

not be contemplated without admiration. It remains an unequi-

vocal test of his perseverance and abilities, and an honour to the

country. I« this collection we find an attempt to unveil the ^ra-

diations of nature, from the most simple state in which lH'e exists,

up to the most perfect and most complex of the animal creation

—

nan himself. By the powers of his art, liis collector has been en-

abled so to expose and preserve m spirits, or in a dried stale, the

tlifferent parts of animal bodies intended for similar uses, that the

various links of the chain of perfection are readily tolloweil, and

may be clearly understood. 'I'his collection of anatomical facts is

arranged accorduig to the subjects they are intended to illustrate,

'A'hich are placed in the following order : 1. Parts constructed for

niotion. 2. Parts essential to animals respecting their own inter-

nal oeconomy. 3. Parts superadded for purposes connected with

•external objects. 4. Parts for the propagation of the species, and

maintenance or support of the young. Mr. Hunter died suddenly,

October 1<5, 179.1.

HUN'J'INGDON, the countv-town of Huntingdonshire, seat-

ed on the N. side of the Onse. ' Lon. 0. 15. W. Lat. 51?. Q3. N.
Huntingdon, a town and county of Pennsylvania.

iHi'NTiKCDONSHiRE, a couuty of England, bounded on the S.

fey Bedfordshire ; on the W. anil N. by Northamptonshire; and
on the E. by Cambridgeshire. It is 36 miles long from N. to S.

24 broad from E to VV. and nearly 67 in circumference. The E.

side is fenny. The vest is diversified by rising hills and shady

groves, and is watered by the Ouse and the Nen. The air is in

>noJt parts {jleasant and wholesome, except among the fens and
meres. The soil is fertile, and produces great crops of corn ; and
the hilly parts and fenny parts afford good pasture for sheep.

HUJ^JTLY, a town and parish of Scotland in Aberdeenshire.

HUNTING, the exercise, or diversion, of pursuing wild quad-
rupeds, whether those of game or prey. Hiintiiie has at all times

been a favourite am'.isement, as well among the rudest, as the most
polished nations. Much, however, has been said both for and
iigainst the toutinuaiice of this practice. I'he late Frederic the

•Oreaf, of Prussia, never joined in the chace. Where wild or

noxious animals abound, or where the object of hunting is to pro-

cure the necessary supply of food, the chace is dotibtless justifia-

ble. But, when it is attended with such mischief as is often the

case in highly cultivated districts, we conceive, it ought to be
gradually abolished. Nor should it be urged by professional

sportsmen, th;it, without being chased, wild animals would mulii-

plv in such numbers as to become dangerous to men and cattle.

{ nij plea, however specious, Is not conclusive ; because we are in

possession of varioui melliods by v.hitli animals of prey might be

entrapped, taken, or otherwise exterminated, without any danger
or inconvenience to the huntK'n;-n.

lil'NTSPIL, a town of Somersetshire, 5 miles N. of Bridge-
water.

HURA, in botany, a gemis of the monadelphia order, and mo-
noecia class of. plants ; natural order, Tricoccir. Anient of the
male imbricated; perianth truncate',!; no con Ha: filaments cy-
lindrical, pellaled on top, surrounded with mimerous or double
antlier.e. The female has neither calyx nor corolla: style fun-

nel-shaped; stigma cleft in twelve parts; capsule twelve celled,

willi a single seed in each cell. There is but one species, viz.

II. C'RtpiTANs, S.i.vD-Box-TREE, a native of the West Indies.

It rises with a soft ligneous stem to the height of twenty-four feet,

dividing into many branches, which abound with a milky juice,

and have scars on their bark where the leaves have fallen oif. The
kernels are said to be purgative, and sometimes emetic.

HURDLE, a slec'ge used to draw traitors to the place of exe-
cution.

Hl'Hdles, in forttlication, twips of willows or osiers interwoven
close together, sustained by long stakes, in theligmeof a Ion"
square, the length being live or six feet, and the breadth three ami
a half. The closer they are wattled together, the belter. They
serve (o render the batteries firm, or to 'consolidate the passage
over muddy ditches; or to cover traversei and lodgements for

the defence of the workmen against fireworks or stones. Tlie Ro-
mans had a kind of military execution for mutineers, called put-

ting to death under the hurdle. The crimin;d was laid at his

lenglh in a shallow water, under an hurdle, upon which was heaped
stones, and so pressed down till he was drowned.

HuRDi.ts, in husbandry, certain frames made cither of split

timber, or of hazel-rods wattled together, to serve for gates in in-

closures, or to make sheep-folds. Sec.

HURDvt AR, a town of Hindoostan, in Delhi. Lon. 78. 1j.

E. Lat. 2M. 35. N.
HURL-BONE, in a hone, a bone near the middle of the

buttock, which is very apt to go out of its sockets with a hurt or
strain.

HURON, an immense lake of North America, one of the five

principal ones which lie partly in the British territories, and partly

in those of the L^nited States. Its form is nearly triangular, and
its circumference above 1000 miles, being upwards of '_'40 miles

long from E to VV. and ISO broad from N. to S. Mr. Hutchins
computes, that it covers 5,009,9i;0 acres. It lies between 80°

10' and 84° 30' Lcn. W. and between 43° 30' and 46° 10

Lat. N.
HuBON, a river of the United States, in the North Western

Territory, which rises near the Sciota, and running N. E. falls into

Lake Erie.

HuuoNS, a nation of North American Indians, who reside on
the banks of the above lake, and who'e language is spoken over a
great extent in the southern parts of America.
HURRICANE, a furious storm of wind, owing to a contra-

riety of winds. Hurricanes are frequent in the West Indies, where
they make terrible ravages, by rooting up trees, destroying houses

and shipping, and the like. The natives, it is said, can foretel

hurricanes by the following prognostics: 1. All hurricanes happen
either on the day of the full, change, or quarter, of the moon. 2.

From the unusual redness of the sun, the great stillness, and at the

same time turbulence, of the skies, swelling of the sea, and the like,

happening at the change of the moon, they conclude there will be
a hurricane next full moon ; and if the same signs be observed on
the full moon, they may expect one next new moon. " The ruin

and desolation accompanying a hurricane, (••ays Dr. Mosely in his

Treatise on Tropical Diseases,) cannot be described. Like fire,

its resistless force consumes every thing in its track, in the most
terrible and rapid manner. It is generally preceded by an awful

stillness ot the elements, and a closeness and mistiness in the atino-

spli^re, which makes the sun appear red, and the stars larger. But
a dreadful reverse succeeding—the sky is suddenly overcast and
wild—the sea rises at once from a profound calm into mountains

—the wind rages and roars like the noise of cannon—the rain

descends in deluges—a dismal obscurity envelo|)es the earth with

darkness—the superior regions appear rent w ith lightning and thun-

der—the earth often does and always seems to tn mble—terror

and consternation distract all nature—birds arc carried from the

woods
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woods into the ocean ; and tliose whose element is the sea, seeli

for refuge on land—the frightened animals in the field assemble

together, and are almost sutfocated by the impetuosity of the wind

in searching for shelter ; which, when found, serves only for de-

struction—the roofs of houses are carried to vast distances from

their walls, which are beat to the ground, burying their inhabitants

under them—large trees are torn up by the roots, and huge
branches shivered off, and driven through the air in every direc-

tion, with immense velocity—every tree aud shrub that withstands

the shock, is stripped of its boughs and foliage—plants and grass

are laid flat on the earth—luxuriant spring is changed in a moment
tO'tlreary winter. This dreadful tragedy ended, when it happens

in a town, the devastation is surveyed with accumulated horror :

the harbour is covered with wrecks of boats or vessels ; and the

shore has not a vestige of its former state remaining. Mounds of

rubbish and rafters in one place, heaps of earth and trunks of trees

in another, deep gullies from torrents of water, and the dead and
dying bodies of men, women, and children, half-buried, and scat-

tered about, where streets but a few hours before were, present

the miserable survivors with a shocking conclusioivof a spectacle

to be followed by famine, and when accompanied bv an earth-

quake, by mortal diseases." These destructive phaenomsna are

now thought to arise from elertricity, though the manner ui

which it acts in such cases is unknown. See Wind, Whirl-
wind, &c.
HURTERS, in fortification, pieces of timber about six inches

square, placed at the lower end of the platform, next the parapet,

to prevent the wheels of the gun-carriage from hurting the parapet,

whence the name.
HUS, or HUSSU, a town of European Turkey, in Moldavia,

70 miles S.W. of Bender.

HUSBAND AKD AVIFE, usually called baron and femme,
are one pei-son in law : that is, the very being or legal existence

of the woman is suspended during the marriage, or at least is in-

corporated and consolidated into tliat of the husband, under whose
wing, protection, and cover, she performs erery thing. She is

therefore called a femme couverte, that is, under the protection and
influence of her husband, her baron, or lord ; and her condition

during her marriage is called her coverture. A man cannot grant

lands to his wife during her coverture, nor any estate or interest

to her, nor enter into covenant with her. But he may by his

deed covenant with others for her use, as for her jointure, or the

like; and he may give to her by devise or will, because the de-

vise or will does not take effect till after his death. 1 Inst. 112.

All deeds executed by the wife, and acts done by her during her

coverture, are void, except a fine, or the like matter of record, in

which case she must be solely and secretly examined, that it may
be known whether or no her act is voluntary. 1 Black. ^i44. A
wife is so much favoured in respect of that power and authority

which her husband has over her, that she shall not suffer any ,

punishment for committing a bare theft in company with, or bv
coercion of her husband. But if she commits a theft of her owii

voluntary act, or by the base command of her husband, or is

guilty of tre.Tson, murder, or robbery, in company with, or by co-

ercion of, her husband, she is punishable as much as if she was

sole ; because of the odiousness and dangerous consequences of

these crimes. 1 Haw. 2. By marriage the husband has power
ever liis wife's person ; and the courts of law still permit an hus-

band to restrain a wife of her libert}-, in case of any gross misbeha-
viour. But if he threaten to kill her, &cc. she may make him find

surety of the peace, by suing a writ of supplicavit out of chancery,
or by preferring articles of the peace against him in the court of
king's bench, or she may apply to the spiritual court for a divorce

propter sa:vitatem. The husband by marriage obtains a freehold

in right of his wife, if he takes a woman to wife that is seised of a
freehold ; and he may make a lease thereof for twenty-one years,

I

or three lives, if it is made according to the statute, 32 Hen.V HI.
1 c. 2S. The Imsband also gains a chattel real, as a term for years,

to dispose of if he please by grant or lease in her life-time, or by
surviving her : otherwise it remains with the wife. And upon
execution for the husband's debt, the sheriff may sell the term
during the life of the wife. 1 Inst. 351. The husband also by
the marriage has an absolute gift of all chattels personal in posses-

sion of the wife in her own right, whether he survives her or not.

But if these chattels personal are chosen in action, that is, things to

be sued for by action, as debts by obligation, contract, or the like,

the husband shall not have them, unless he and his wife recover

them. 1 Inst. 351. By custom in London, a wife may cany on
a separate trade ; and as such, is liable to the statutes of bank-

ruptcy with respect to the goods in such separate trade, with which
the husband cannot intermeddle. Burr. 1776. If the wife is in-

debted before marriage, the husband is bound afterwards to pay
the debt, living with the wife ; for he has adopted her and her cir-

cumstances together. 1 Black. 143. But if the wife dies, the

husband shall not be charged for the debt of his wife after her

death, if the creditor of the wife does not get judgement during

the coverture. 9 Co. "2. The husband is bound to provide his

wife necessaries ; and if she contract for them, he is obliged to pay
for the same ; but for any thing besides necessaries, he is not

chargeable. And also if a wife elope, and live with another nf.an,

the husband is not chargeable even for necessaries ; at least if the

person who furnishes them be sufficiently apprized of her elope-

ment. 1 Black. 442. A man having issue by his wife born alive,

shall be tenant by the courtesy of all the lands in fee simple, or

fee tail general, of which she shall die seised. Litt. 52. And
after her death he shall have all chattels real : as the term of the

wife, or a lease for years of the wife, and all other chattels in pos-

session ; and also, all such as are of mixed nature (partly in pos-

session and partly in action,) as rents in arrear, incurred before

the marriage or after: but things merely in action, as of a bond or
obligation to the wife, he can only claim them as administrator to
his wife, if he survive her. Wood, b. I.e. 6. If the wife sur-

vive the husband, she shall have for her dower the third part of all

his freehold lands : so she shall have her term for years again, if

he have not altered the property during his life : so al>o she shall

have again all other chattels real and mixed : and so things in ac-

tion, as debts, shall remain to her, if they were not received dur-

ing the marriage. Id. But if she elope from her husband, and
go awav with her adulterer, she shall lose her dower, unless her
husband had willinglv, without coercion ecclesiastical, been re-

conciled to her, and permitted her to cohabit with him. 1

Inst. 32.

Hvsbavd-lavd, a term used in Scotland for a portion of land
containing six acres of sock and scythe land; that is, of laud that

may be tilled with a plough, and mown with a scythe.

HUSBANDRY.

HUSBANDRY. This term comprehends the whole business of

a fanner, or one who maintains himself and family by cultivating

the earth. It includes the whole practice of agriculture ; in which
we have to consider the nature of the soils to be cultivated. Its

practice demands a considerable knowledge of the relations sub-
sisting between the most important objects of nature. It is emi-
nently conducive to the advantage of those actively engaged in it,

by its tendency to promote their health, and to cherish in them a

manly and ingenuous character; and every improvement made in

the art must be considered as «f high utility, as it facilitates the
VOL in.—NO. 107.

subsistence of a greater proportion of rational and moral agents |
or if we suppose the number to be unincreased, furnishes them
with greater opportunities than could be possessed before, of ob-

taining that intellectual and moral enjoyment which is the most
honourable characteristic of their nature. The strength of nations

is in proportion to their skilful cultivation of the soil ; and tleir

independence is secured, and tlieir patriotism animated, by obtain-

I

ing from their native soil all the necessaries for a cumforiable and
happy existence. The meUiodi of correcting those which are un-

1
favourable to the production of useful vegetables; the improve-

K ment
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mriit of such as are fittest for facilitating the operations of agricul-

ture, the means and powers best adapted for such purposes; the

tattle and live stock innst proiitahle to man, whether for labour or

more immediate use as food ; lire grass, grain, roots, and pulse,

mo^t beneiicial to liini ; and ihc minor subjects connected with

th.s important science. Tiie culture of the earlh is coeval with

man ; his beneiicent Creator placed liim in a well-stored garden,

enjoining him " to dre»s and to keep it;" and when after the fa-

tal lapse of obedience, he was driven from his jjaradisiacal situa-

tion', ;unew injunction was laid on him to till the ground. How-
ever, we are not to suppose that he was acquainted willi all the

methods of ploughhij:, harrowing, fallowing, &c. which are now
made use of ; and it would be tqiially absurd to imagine, that he
used such clumsy and unartful instruments as wooden liooks, horns

of oxen, &c. to dig tiie ground, which were afterwards employed
tor this purpose by certain savages. The prodigious length of

life wliicii the antediluvians enjoyed, must have been very favour-

able to the advancement of arts ami sciences, especially agricul-

ture, to which it behoved them to apply themselves early and
assiduously, to procure (heir subsistence. It is probable, theie-

fore, that, even in the ajitediluvian world, arts and sciences had
made great progress, nay, migiit be farther advanced in some re-

spects than they are at present. The discovery of metallurgy, up-

holstery, and instrumental music, by the descendants of Cain, as re-

corded by Moses, aflbrd a strong probability of this having been the

case. But by the terrible catastroplie of the flood,which overwitelmed
the whole world, many sciences would be entirely lost, and agri-

culture would suffer ; as it was impossible that Noah or his children

could put in practice, or perhaps know, all the different methods
of culiivating the ground that had been formerly used. The
common methods, however, we cannot but suppose to have been
known to him and his children, and by them transmitted to their

posterity: so that as long as mankind continued in one body
without being dispersed into different nations, the arts, agriculture

especially, would necessarily advance ; and that they did so, is

evident from the undertaking of the tower of Babel. It is from
the dispersion of mankind consequent upon the confusion of ton-

gues, that wc must date the origin of savage nations. In all so-

cieties where different arts are cultivated, there are some persons

who have.a kind of general knowledge of most of those practised

through the whole society, while others are in a manner ignorant

of every one of .thrm. If we suppose a few people of understand-

ing to separate from the rest, and become the founders of a nation,

it will probably be a civilized one, and the arts will begin to

flourish from its very origin; but, if a nation is founded by others

whose intellects are in a manner callous to every human science

(and of this kind there many in the most learned countries), tlie

little knowledge or memory of arts that were among the original

founders will be lost, and sucli a people vviU continue in a state ot

barbarism for many ages, unless the arts be brought to them from
other nations. Diflerent nations have always been in a different

stale ofcivilization ; and agriculture, like other arts, has always
been in different degrees ot improvement among diderent nations

at the same time. As soon as the descendants of Abraham were
fettled in Palestine, they generally became husbandmen, from
Ihe chiefs of the tribe of Juilah to the lowest branch of the family
of Benjamin, High birth or rank did not then make any distinc-

tion, for agriculture was considered as the most honouraijle of all

employments: witness the illustrious examples of Gideon, Saul,

and David. The Chaldeans, who inhabited the country where
agriculture liad its birth, carried that valuable art to a degree of

excellence unknown in former times. They cultivated then' lands

with great assiduity, and seem lo have found out means of re-

sldring fertility to an exhausted soil, by having plentiful harvests

in succession ; on which account they were not obliged, as tlieir

^jredecessors had been, to change their situations, to procure a

sufficiency for themselves and their numerous flocks and herds.

The Egyptians, Phoonicians, Indians,Grecians, Carthaginians, and
Romans, paid great attention lo husbandry, ami were remarkable
for Iheir skill in tiiis advantageous employment. In our own
country, we (ind that the art of husbandry was at a low ebb until

the fourteenth century ; at which time it began to be practised in

the midland and south-western parts of England; yet it seemi not to

lia ve been cultivated as a science, until the latter end of the sixteenth

cerilury; wiien Fitzherbert, a judge of the common pleas, studied

the nature of soils and the laws of vegetation with philosophical at-

tention ; and in 1534 published his first work entitled, -'The Book
of Husbandry." Beyond which, small advances only were made
in the theory until tfic time of the commonweaUii ; when Sir

Hugh Piatt, one of the completest husbandmen of the age,

discovered and brought into use a multitude of manures, little

thought of by others, for meliorating and fertilizing exhausted
soils. At the time of the Restoration, aariculture appears to

have sulTered considerable neglect, until Evelyn and Tull, by
their literary labours, very much promoteil the study. Since their

days, many valuable improvements have been niade in tiie prac-

tice, and many are (he writers who have rendered essential ser-

vices, by eidiglilening the minds of their countrymen, and excit-

ing them to emulation. Of late 3 ears the exertions of individuals

of societies and of government have been in this country so well

directed thai this art has attained a degree of perfection hitherto

unknown. The nu.ny respectable agricultural societies esta-

blished in different parts of the kingdom, have greatly contributed

to the advancement of tiie practice as well as theory of agricul-

ture ; among which we must particularly notice that of high na-

tional concernment, instituted a few years since, under the title

of the •' Board of AgricuKure." About the year 1790, Sir John
Sinclair, a gentleman of genuine patriotic philanthropy, conceived
an idea that such aboard, properly constituted, would be of vast

importance to the agricultural interests of the kingdom. Having,
w ith much attention to the subject, matured his plan, and com-
municated the same to some ot his parliamentary Iriends, in May
1793, "An address from the lionourable house of commons wa»
presented to his majesty, intrealing that his majesty w^oukl be
graciouslv pleased lo take into his royal consideration the advanta-

ges which might be derived by the public from the establishment

ofa board of agriculture and internal improvement." After sur-

mounting the difficulties naturally attending the formation of such
an instilul'on, the charter for the same was drawn up, and sanc-

tioned by the authority of the great seal, in August of the same
year, and the founder elected presiflent. To this society ,ve are

indebted for 80 volumes of the most useful agricultural knowledge,
which could be procured from literary men, resident in, or inti-

mately acquainted with, the respective counties, under the title of
a "General View of the Agriculture thereof, with Observations on
the Means of Internal Improvement." The graml outlines of the

plan of these views are, the geographical state of each county, the

state of property, farm-buildings, mode of occupation, implements,
fencses, arable land, grass, orchards, plantations, draining, and
other improvement, live stock, rural ceconomy, means of nuprove-
nient, &c. A work comprising so many important objects in the

science of agriculture, cannot fail of producing national bene-
hts, greater perhaps than have been derived from any other

political institution of modern times. Besides the county-re-

ports of agricultural views, the board have published sundry vo-

lumes of coinmunicalions on various topics of husbandry, which
have been transmitted to them by writers fully conversant with

the subjects of their respective communications. By pursuing

such a plan for a few years, and publishing to the world such com-
munications, under some systematic arrangement, we may ex-

pect that agriculture will become the best untlerstood, and the

most accessible of any art in the whole circle of human acquirement.

Of the Nature of Soils.

Land, considered as the basis of vegetation, is called soil. The
panicles of the various solid, as well as less compact bodies, which
are found in nature, and which have been rubbed down and re-

duced by the successive operations of tlie atmosphere, and the

agency of other natural causes, being mixed and blended togetlier

in dilferent ways and proportions, constitute the earthy compounds,
w hich, from their being capable of absorbing, and in some measure
retaining, moisture, as well as giving stability, alford the means
of support to various products of the vegetable kind, and form the

bases of soils in general ; while the materials proceeding from the

decomposition and decay of numerous organized animal and vege-

table substances, uniting with such compounds, compose the su-

pcrhcial layers of rich mould, from which plants chiefly draw or
derive their nourishment and support. Soils being formed in this

manner, it is evident they must vary much, both in the tpialities

and proportions of the Ingredients of which they are composed.
iu
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In one siUiation or tlistrict one sort of material is abundant, and

consfciiicntlv enters largtlv into the soil; in others it i:; deficient,

while Ihoso- "of oilier kinds are plentiful, and constiUile tlie prm-

cipal (xiils of the soil? where they are found. Some situations too

abound much more with animal and vegetable matters than others,

which produce great diversity in regard to the soils. The harder

and more iirni substances of nature, being, on i'.ccount of their

structure, reduced more slowly, a;id with greater difliculty, into

the state of eailh, generally enter in much smaller proportions

into the composition of sods, llian tliosc which are of ft solt and

pliable disposition, and which approach nearer to the quality of

earlli. Thus argdlacous, loamy, and vegetable matters are found

to predominate very much in "soils in their priniitive state, and,

according to their particul.ir qualities and proportions, to constitute

very material differences in theii pro[)erlies. Calcareous and si-

liceous earthy matters are distributed over some districts in great

abundance, while in others they enter into the composition of

tlie soils in much smaller proportions, and thus contribute to vary

their textures and qualities. One of the means of deciding m
respect to soils, (which, in many cases, when properly limited and

exercised, by a person of sound judiiement and duly experienced,

is certainly not a bad one, though in some respects also defective,)

is that ot (letennining from tlie nature of the plants that are natural-

ly produced, and the degrefs of tiieir growth and luxuriance. Thus,

where plants that are only accuUomed to grow in good or pecu-

liar sorts of soil, are met with in their natural and (louri^hing state^

in other places, tlie soils may be concluded to be of this or that

kind, according to the circumstances in which they are found.

The growth of certain sorts of timber-trees and hedges, may also

in various instances serve to direct the judgement, and likewise the

appearances or colours of the mould in particular instances ; the

smell and the touch will also help to iwform us of the quality of a

«oil. The best emits afresh pleasant scent, when fre^h dug up;
and if due proportions of clay and sand are intimately blended, it

will not much stick to the lingers in handling. But, however,

that our readers may be informed of some of the leading princi-

j)les which chemistry employs, in analysing soils, we give him
the following, which may be depended on : 1. To ascertain the

quantity of water in any soil, take a pound of the soil, spread it

very thin before the fire, or in the sun-shine in a warm day ; let it

lie till it is thoroughly dry; the evaporation of the water will be
known by the weight lost. 2. '^fo know if there are any metallic

or earthy salts, take a pound of soil, pour upon it a pound of boil-

ing distilled water, stir them thoroughly together, and let them
stand for ten minutes, lilter off the water through filtering paper,

pour into it what comes through a solution of the tixt vegetable

alkali ; if there is any earthy or metallic salt, a precipitation will

take place. 3. To know if the salt contained has calcareous

earths for one of its elements, take the hltrated solution, pour in-

to it half an ounce of caustic volatile alkali, or continue to drop in

this alkali till no further precipitation takes place: afterwards fil-

trate It, and pour to what filtrates tlirough a little solution of fixt

vegetable alkali ; if there is any furtlier precipitation, it shews that

there is an earthy salt consisting of calcareous earth for one of its

elements; if a precipitation took place upon the ap[)Hcation of

the caustic volatile alkali, it shews that there certainly are earlhy

or metallic salts. 4. To know if the salt contained is metallic or

alumincus, add to the filtrated solution an infusion of galls; if

there is any metallic or aluminous salt, a precipitation will take
place ; if iron, a purplish bir.ck ; if copper, or alum, a grey : cop-
per may also be di-tinguished from iron by falling in a blue pre-

cipitate upon the application of an alkali, while iron forms a green-

ish, and alum a white one. 5. ^lo know if magnesia is an element of

the salts found, take the filtrated solution, apply to it a solution of

galls; if no ])recipitation takes place, apply caustic volatile alkali,

which will precipitate the magnesia if it is an element of thesalt con-

tained. 6. 'i'o know if a neutral salt is contained, evaporate the fil-

trated solution w ith a boiling heat, till the whole water is nearly gone
o.'}',and let it stand to cool : if there is any neutral salt, it will crystalli.^ce.

7. To know ifthere is any mucilage, and what qunntity, take 30

or 401bs. of tlie soil, bod it in ten gallons of water for an hour, let

the earth subside, pour off the clean solution, afterwards add four

or five gallons of water to the earth, stir them thoroughly, let

tbemstand to subside, pour off the water clear, mix it wiih the

foimer, and evaporate the whole to dryness, putting it into a wa-

ter bath towards the end of the evaporation ; what reir.ains is the mu-

cilage, making allowance for that part of the decoction which was

not washed out from liie I'arth, and deducting tlie saline sub-

stances, which will crystallize if tliere is a considerable quantity,

but will be flestroved'in the oper..tion, if in small proportion, as

tliey generally are. 8. To know if there is any calcareous earth

in t"!ie soil, and what quantity, take 2| ounces of the dry soil, ap-

ply to it ^ an ounce ot muriatic acid, and 4 ounces of water in a

glass-vessel sufficiently large ; let ther.i stand together till no more

elfervescence takes p"lace ; and if it was very considerable, pour

in i an ounce more of the acid, let this stand also till the elier-

vescence ceases, if any arises upon pouring it in, continue to add

more acid in the same"manner, until what was jjoured in last pro-

duces little effervescence, which is often at the first, and generallT

at the second or third half-ounce. After the effervescence ha^

ceased, put the whole in a filter, let the solution filtrate through ;

pour hall a pint of water upon what remains in the fiUer, let that,

filtrate alse in the same vcssi 1 ; add to tivi solution thus filtrated

14 ounce ot caustic volatile alkali for every ouiue of acid used ; if

any precipitation takes place there is magnesia, earth of alum, or

the calx of a metal (generally iron or copper) contained in the

soil; after adding the volatife alkali, the whole is to be thrown

into a lilter again ; after tlie filtration has taken place, pour inti>

the liquor a solution of mild fixed vegetable alkali in water ; if

there is any calcareous earth in the soil, a precipitation will take

place; continue to add the solution of the alkali till no fresh pre-

cipitation ensues, throw the whole into a filter, let the liquor fil-

trate oil, pour on by degrees a pint of water, let that filtrate off

also, dry what remains in the filter ; it is the calcareous earth. 9.

To know the proportion of sand and clay, take what remains in

the filter alter the fii^t solution in the foregoing operation, and by

the elutriation separate the sand from the clay, dry and weigh

them ; if there is any pyrites it will appear in the sand. In the

above processes the principal things to be attended to are, whe-

ther there are any metallic or aluminous salts, as these are abso-

lute poisons, and therefore are to be decomposed by quick lime;

whether there is such a proportion of neutral or earthy as to be

hurtful, in which case the solution in process L', will taste salt. A
soil containing them in so large a proportion will hardly ever ad-

mit of culture for grain ; whether there is calcareous earth, and

m w hat proportion, as tliat ascertains the propriety of applying

any manure containing it, and the quantity of that manure : what

the proponion of sand and clay is which ascertains the propriety of

adding clay or sand : whether there are pyrites, as that shews why,

and when a soil will be long in being brought into cultivation ; py-

rites are best destroyed by fallowing, and alterwards applying lime.

According as different substances predominate, soils may be dis-

tijiguished into

Clayey, Gravelly,

Loamy, Peaty or Mossy, and

Calcareous, ^'egetable Earthy soils.

Sandy,
Each of these divisions must of course comprehend several varie-

ties, according to the nature and preponderancy of the diflerent

sorts of materials of which they are constituted or composed. By
different combinations of these substances all the intermediate kinds

of soils are formed ; and upon a proper mixture of them, in cer-

tain proportions, depends the success of the farmer's industry.

Sand, day, and water, are the grand component parts, whatever

colour or "texture the sod may happen to have.

CLAyEY OR Argillaceous Soils, difier very materially, ac-

cordinc to the nature and quantity of the clay that enters into their

compositions, and the adulteration which has been produced in

it by the intermixture of different earthy matters, as well as vari-

ous mineral, vegetable, and animal substances. Soils of this k'md

generally produce good crops of wheat ; but the expencesin cul-

tivating" them, are'greatly enhanced on account of their heavy

and adhesive stiff qualities.

Loamy Soils, are moderately cohesive, being less so tlian

clay, and more so than loose chalk. They admit of considerable

variety. The substances that are most commonly found to con-

tribute to the formation of loamy soils, are clay, sand, gravel,

and chalk: and according to the "ingredient which predominates,

the soil is denominated clayey loam, sandy loam, Sec. From the

soils of the loamy class being more triable and brittle, as well as

niyre
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more dry, tliaa most of the clayey ones, they are capable of beins^

tilled with much greater ease and facility, as well as much less

strength of team, and at almost every season of the year. And,
oil account of their property of receiving and transmitting moisture

iiiori; freely, they are less apt to be indurated by too much dry,

or chilled by too much wet weather. Besides, tliey are more in-

fluenced on exposure to the agency of the atmosphere and other

external causes, ;wd thereby more adapted for the promotion and
support of vegetation. And as they are found in most cases to be
less disposed totlie production of weeds, particularly those of the

more injurious kinds, they can of course be kept clean with less

labour, and without the expensive system of management which
is requisite on many other kinds of soil.

Chalky or Calcareous Soils, are composed of clay, sand,

and chalk, and occupy very extensive tracts of land in different

parts of the kingdom. They are marked with considerable diver-

sity, as proceeding from the nature, properties, and proportions,

of the calcareous matter as it exists in them ; the substances that

are mixed and combined with it; the depth and cpiahties of the

earthy stratum which is placed upon it, and the disposition of the

sub-soil or basis on which this is formed and deposited. The
proportions of clayey, loamy, and gravelly ingredients, which are

conjoined with the calcareous matters of these soils, are various in

ditierent districts; where the argillaceous and loamy materials

are comparatively in large quantities, soils of the heavier chalky
kinds are formed, and where the sandy or gravelly are predomi-
nant, we have the lighter ones. There are also material differences

proceeding from the earthy matter with which the calcareous ingre-

dients is mixed in the state of soil. Where the quantity of tliis is

small, and not reduced into any very perfect state of mould, the

soil, as it is evident, must be poor and thin ; but where the depth
of this superficial stratum is considerable, and the animal, vegeta-

ble, and otlier substances, of which it is composed, is advanced to

a more complete stage of decomposition and decay, the soils are

more rich and heavy. Some variety is likewise caused bv the

state of the under-stratum or sub-soil. If it be compact, and much
intermixed with siliceous or flinty matter, or have a mortary hard-
ness, it is less favourable than where it is of a more open, brit-

tle, or powdery texture. Whatever appearances of lightness there

may be in chalky soils, they require considerable strength in the
team, where the staple oi* earthy stratum of the lands will admit
of their being wrought to a tolerable depth ; but where there is a
thinner surface of earthy materials, less force of draught will be
requisite. In the latler cases, the soil is, however, far more pre-

carious and uncertain, as well as much less productive in respect
to the crops that are cultivated upon it, than in the former. As
chalky soils are not so liable to be injured by water as others, the
business of tillage is much less impeded from (hat cause: but a
dry season sometimes renders them so hard as to be totally inca-

pable of being broken up, until they have been moistened by tiie

falling of a considerable quantity of rain.

Sandv or Siliceous Soils, seem to have been gradually
•formed by the attrition and rubbing down of the various solid sub-
stances that are found in nature, especially such as are of the sili-

ceous, calcareous, and stony kinds, and are of dilf'erent degrees of

fineness as they approach the size of gravel. Tliey are also met
with of various colours and appearances in dilferent regions or

tracts of country, such as white, duskyj brown, yellow, and red.

These differences, as well as those which respect their weight, te-

nacity, and other properties, depend on the nature and propor-
tions in which many other materials enter into combination with
them. Where the proportions of clayey, loamy, or other earthy
substances with which they are mixed, approach nearly to that of

the sand, the heavier soits of sandy soils are formed ; but where
these enter only in very small quantities, we have the light sandy
soils ; and where they are hardly met with at all, the soil is a loose
blowing sand, most commonly of a white or brownish appearance.
The portions of vegetable matters that are intermixed with dif-

ferent soils of the sandy kind are not less various than those of the
clayey and loamy, from which considerable dilierences of qua-
lity are produced. These differences in their textures aixl com-
positions also introduce others which respect their powers of admit-
ting and retaining heat and moisture, I'he openness and want of
.idherence in sucli soils, while they allow of the admission of heat
i-.)d w.uer more readily, permit them to be carried off with greater

4

ease and expedition ; they are, therefore, less permanently benefit-
ed by their influence than the closer and more adhesive soils.

The light, open, and porous texture of sandy soils renders them '

much more easily cultivated and kept in order than those of the,
strong and close kinds ; consequently the farms where they pre-
vail are generally large ; and when properly prepared, they are
better adapted for the growth of many sorts of crops, such as
those of the bulbous and tap-rooted sorts. They have also ano-
ther advantage, which is that of pushing forward the crops with
more expedition. Whatever inconveniences attend them are
mostly such as proceed from the want of a suiiicieut degree of co-
hesion among their constituent particles and solidity of texture.
On these accounts they often counteract the best and most judi-
cious management. The roots of the crops are liable to become
naked and exposed from storms and various other causes ; and if

grain, to fall down and be lodged so early in the season as to ren-
der them of little value.

Gravelly Soils, admit of a variation of ?ize in the pieces or
particles of which they are composed, from that of a very small
pea to the largest cockle. Where they become of still larger di-

mensions they are termed stones or rocks, according as they are
in small portions or large masses ; and the soils are then said to be
stony or rocky, as the circumstances of the different cases- may
happen to be. The beds of gravel are mostly either of the sili-

ceous or flinty kind, or of the calcareous or chalky ; with other
substances, in different stites of reduction and pulverization blend-
ed and united in various proportions, so as to constitute gravelly
soils that differ considerably in their textures and other properties.

The chief of these are loams, and the mould or earthy matter
formed by the destruction and d>>c3v of nimerous animal and ve-
getable substances. The gravelly mixture is sometimes also found
to approach nearly to the surface, while at others it recedes con-
siderably from it. In some instances springs rise immediately un-
derneath ; in others they are at a great depth. The bottom, or
sub-soil, is likewise various; in some cases it is stony and rocky,
in others it is clayey, or a rocky gravel, and sometimts sand, &c.
The open porous nature of gravelly soils disposes them to admit
moisture very readily, as well as to part with it with equal faci-

lity ; from the latter of which circumstances they are subject to

burn, as it is termed, in dry seasons, which is not the case in the
heavier or more retentive sort of soils. Gravelly soils, from the
lightness of their texture, and their not atfording great resistance,

except where the stones are large, or tliere are rocks, are not ex-
pensive or difficult in the means of cultivation. All the necessary

business of this sort is capable of being carried forward with much
ease and expedition, and the lands are in general soon brought
into the proper states for the reception of crops.

Peatv or Mossy Soils, consist chiefly of the roots of decay-
ed vegetables, mixed with earth, mostly argillaceous, and sand,

and a coaly substance derived also from tjecayed vegeta-

bles. They differ, like all the other kinds of soils, according to

the nature of the ingredients of which they are composed, and the

proportions in which the different ingredients are found to prevail

in them. All peaty soils seem to be gradually formed by the de-

position of vegetable matter, supplied by the dissolution and de-

cay of act u at ic and other plants that grow in low moist situations,

as wi'll as substances of other kintis brought down by water, from
the high grounds in their neighbourhood, in the states of solution

.'ind dilfusion, and grailually deposited from it on its becoming in

a state of stagnatiun, by means of obstruction and stoppages pro-

ceeding from different causes. From the nature of the composition

of the.>e soils, it is obvious that they must be very retentive of wa-
ter, especially where they are of any great depth. Hence they

seldom or ever become free from the excessive Cjuantities of mois-

ture, with which tliev are loaded in the rainy seasons.

Vegetable Earth or Soil, constitutes the superficial bed or

stratum, in which plants for the most part vegetate in every sort

otsoil, and differs very much in different places, from the varia-

tions that take place in its depth, and the greater or less progress

tliat has been made in (he several substances of which it is compos-
ed, to the stage of perfect decomposition or decay. Some variety

nuiv likewise be caused by its being more intimately or more
loosely mixed and blended with the other bodies that are found
in soils. It soems probable too, that the earthy matter which is

foimod from the dcstriictioa of some sorts of vegetable substances

lay
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may be better >uited for the purposes of ve6;etation than that which
|

proceeiU from others. In general, we may observe re-pecling

soils, that those are the best which contain the greatest store of

tliDSe principles which constitut'? thepabulaof vegetation. Such
«re calcareous soils, in which carbon niusl exist in large quantities,

from the natural attraction of lime for carbon, and where there

will be a constant supply by means of this attraction. Soils form-

ed from the decomposition of animal and vegetable matters, are in

their natures-eminenlly lavourable to vegetation; tor they contain

liydrogen and carbon con.bined, together Avith the remains of ani-

mals and vegetables, as yet oidy tending to decomposition, with

various salts resulting from the decomposition of animal bodies,

water, earth, and gaseous principles.

Improve.me.vt of Sori.s. From various causes, vre perceive

that some sorts ot soil are less adapted to a vigorous production o'

vegetables than others. 'l"o improve the less fertile is a main
branch of husbandry. According to circumstances, various me-
thods must be enijjloyed ; sucli as commixing one kind with ano-

ther ; draining such as are too retentive of moisture; irrigating

such as are bv nature too dry ; and refreshing those with niaiiures

whose lertililv has been exhausted.

Of commixin'g various Soils. " Chemical analysis has shewn
that substances of the calcareous kinds are the nio>t benelicial in

bettering the condition of clayey soils. Whire the deliciency i-$

in the waul ofcalcareou> matter, lime-stone, gravel, and calcareous

marls,are the most proper. If, however, these substances cannot

be convenientlv procured, a mixture ot the coarser sands with

lime and dung may be employed ; or even coal-ashes, sea-sand,

or chalk in the state ot coarse powder may beadvaiitageou>ly usetl.

Loamy soils stand not in need of so much commixture witli other

substances as clayey soils ; tlie soil of ponds, dilches, or even a

small proportion of clayey soil, may however be appl;edto advan-

tage, and especially dung. Chalky or calcareous soils of the hea-

vier sorts may be benerited by the application of sandy lo;;nis ; the

lighter sort, by clay, dung, and argillaceous marl. Sandy soils

may be improved by applfmg calcarecus marl, argillaceous and
loamy ingredients, and by the use of the fold. Gravelly soils of

the calcareous kind may be improved by clay, clayey loam, or

chalk. Peaty soils, after being properly drained ot their super-

fluous moisture, niav be improved bv the application of gravel,

common taud, coar.-c earlli, clialk, calcareous mail, dung, or sea-

sand.

Of Dr.mnikg Land.

The farmer having ascertained the nature of the soil, and hav-

ing well secured his lands by suitable fences, (see Fekces,) he is

next to apply himself to the proper management of it, so as to

render it ao productive as possible, in consequence of which it

may become most advantageous to hiiilself, and to tlie commu-
l)ity at large. If the land be ovtrchaiged with water, whxh has

not a proper way of e>cape, it will be nearly usele^s. The drain-

ing of such land is of the utmost consequence to the farmer ; and
also contributes very much to the health of the place. Laud be-

comes charged with moisture from two causes: 1. from water

coUecTed in the higher grounds, and filuating among the dilferent

beds of gru'el awd other porous mati rials, forming springs below,

and tiowiiig over the surface, or stagnating underneath it. 2.

From rain or water lodging and becoming stagnant on the surface,

from the clayey or impervious nature of the sod or superior stra-

tum. The lirst of tliese is the occasion ot bogs, swam|)s, and niu-

laises, and is the most dilficult to be remedied. It may be laiil

down as a maxim, that springs are formed in tee bowels of the

earth, by water percolating tiirough the strata, where they are of

a pofous le.xiurc, and it continues to descend till it meets w ith a

stratum of clay that intercepts it in its course ; where, being col-

lected ill large (juantilies, it is forced to seek a passage through the

porous strata o! sand, gravel, or rock, that may be abo\e the
clay, following the course of these strata till they approach the
surface of die earth, or are interrupted by any obstacle which oc-
casions the water to rise, liius forming springs, bogs, and the otiier

j)h3)nomena of this nature; which being variously divei-s.tied in

different circumstances, produce that variety of appearances in this

respect that we often meet wiiii. This being the case, we may
naturally conclude, dial an abundant spring need never be ex-
pected \a any country that is covered to a great depth wiUi sand
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without ail)' stratum of clay to force it upwards, as is the case in

the sandy deserts of Arabia, and the immeasurable plains of Ly-
bia : neither are we to expect abundant Sjjrings in any soil that

consists of an uniform bed of clay Irom the surface to a great

tiepth ; for it must always be in some porous stratum that the water
Hows in abundance : and it can be made to llow horizontally in

that, only when it is supported by a stratum of clay, or other sub-

stance that is equally impermeable by water. Hence the ra-

tionale ot that rule so universally established in digging for wells,

that if you begin with sand or gravel, &c. you need seldom hope
to lind wate;' till you come to clay ; and if yon begin with clay,

you can hope for none in abundance till you reach to sand, gra-

vel, or rock. It is nece>sary that the tanner should attend to

this process of nature w ith care, as his success in draining bogs, and
every species ot damp and spouting ground, will in a great mea-
sure depend upon his thorough knowledge of this, his acuteness in

perceiving in every case the variations that may be occasioned by
particular circumstances, and his skill in varying the plan of his

operations accortling to these. As the variety of ca-es that may*
occur in this respect is very great, it'would be a tedious task la

enumerate the wliole, and tiescrihe the particular method of treat-

ing each ; we shall therefore ccnteiil ourselves with eminu-rating a
few particular cases to shew in what manner the principles above-
establi>hed mav be applied to practice. Let fig. 1, Plate XC.
represent a perpendicular section of a part of the earth, in wh.ch
Ali is the surface of the ground, beneath which are several strata

< f porous substances that allow the water to sink through them
till it reaches the line CD, that is supposed to represent the upper
surface of a solid bed of clay ; above which lies a stratum of rock,

s.nd, or gravel. In this case it is plain that when the water reaches

the bed of clay, and can sink no farther, it must be there accu-
mulated into a body ; and seeking for itself a passage, it ilows

along the surface of the clay, among the sand or gravel, from D
towards C ; till at last it issues forth, at the opening A, a spring

of pure water. If the quantity of water that is accumulated be-

tween D and C be not very considerable, sndtlie stratum of clay
approaches near the surface ; in that case the whole of it w ill Issue

by the opening at A, and the ground will remain dry both above
and below it. But if the quantity of water be so great as to raise

it to a considerable height in the bed of saml or gravel, and if that

stratum of sand is not discontinued before it reaches the surface

of the ground, the water, in this case, would not only issue at A,
iuit would likewise ooze out in small streams tiirough every part

of the ground between A and n, forming a barren patch of wet,

sar.dv, or gravelly ground upon the side of a declivity, which
everv attentive observer mu^t have frequently met with. 'I'o

drain a piece of ground in this situation is perhaps the most un-
prohtable task that a farmer can engage in, not only because it is

difiicult to execute, but also because the soil that is gained is but
of very little value. However, patches of this kind are seldom of
great breadth, although they sometimes run along the side of a de-

clivity in a horizont.u direction for a great lengtji. The only ef-

fectual metiiod of draining this kind of ground, is to open a ditch

as liigh up as the hisjhest of the springs at u, which should be of
such a depth as not only to penetrate through the whole bed of

sand or gravel, but also to sink so far into the bed of clay below,

as to make a <anal in it sufliciently large to contain and carry oti'

the water. .Such a ditch is representetl by tlie dotted lines ac:
but as the expeiice of making a ditch of ^ucll a depth as this would
supjjosc, and of keeping it afterwards in repair, is very great, it

is but ill very .few cases that this mode of draining would be ad»
vi~eable; and never, unless where the declivity happens to be s*

small as that a great surface is lost for a little dejjth, as would have
been the case here if the surface had extended in the direction of

the dotted line a d. But supposing that the stratum of clay, alter

approaching towards the surface at A, continued to keep at a
little depth below ground ; and that the soil w hich lay above it

was of a santly or spongy nature, so as to allow the water to pe-

netrate it easily ; even supposing the quantity of water had flowed

from D to C, was but very incoiL=iderable, instead of rising auLdt
the spring A, it would llow foiward along the surface of the clay

among the porous earth that forms the soil, so as to keep it con-

stantlv drenclifd w itii water, and of consequence render it of veri

little value. \\ etness arising from this cause is usually of muca
greater extent Khafi the formei- ; and as it adiuils uf an easy cure,

L *
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t ought not to be delayed ; as a ditch of a very moderate depth

opened at A, and carried thronsh a part of the stratum ot clay

(as represented by the dotted hues A A-/,) vvoidd intercept and

carry off tlie wiiole of the water, and n-nder the field as dry as

could be desired. It is, therefore, of very great consequence to

the farmer accurately to distinguish between these two cases, so

nearly allied to each other in appearance; and as this can be

easiest done by boring, every one who has much i^round of this

kind ouglit to provide himself with a set of boring-irons, which he

will likewise find use for on other occasions. We might here

enumerate a gi'eat variety of cases which might be reduced to the

same head witli the foregoing ; but as any attentive- reader may,
af'.er what has been said, be able easily to distinguish these, we
shall onlv in general observe, that every soil of a soft and porous

texture that lies upon a bed of liard clay, whatever its situation in

other respects may be, will in some measure be subjected to this

disease. And if it is upon a declivity of any consideral)le length,

the undermost parts of the held will be much damaged by it,

imleis ditches are thrown up acro« the declivity at proper di^-

tancos from one another, to intercept the water in its descent. It

may likewise i)e not improper here to observe, that in ca^es of

this nature, unlcis where the soil is of a very great depth, the

malady will always be increased by raising the ridges to a con-

5i<leril)le height ; as will appear evident bv examining fig. 2, in

which the line AB represent:, the surface of a field of this nature,

and CD the surface of the bed of clay. Now if this field was

raised into high ridges, as at FFF, so that the furroM's REE de-

scended below the surface of the clay, it is plain that all the water

that should sink through the middle of tlie ridge, would run

aloufj tie surface of the clay till it came to the sides of the ridge

LLLLLL, which would thus be. kept continually soaked with

water. Whereas, if the ground had been kept level, as in the

part of the field from G to H, with open furrows H, at moderate
distances from each other, the water would immediately sink to the

clay, and be carried off by the furrcKvs, so as to damage the soil

far less than when the ridges are high. If the soil be so thin as

that the plough can always touch the clay, the ridges ought to

be made narrow and quite flat, as from G to II : but if there be
a little greater depth of soil, then it ought to be raised into ridges

of a moderate height, as from H to B, so as to allow the bottom
of the furrow to reach the clay : but neither is this necessary

where the soil is of any considerable depth. Some industrious

farmers'having ground in this situation, have been at the very-

great expence of making a covered drain in each furrow. But,

had they rightly understood the nature of the disease, they never

would have thought of applying such a remedy, to those who
examine the figure. V'e now proceed to take notice of such soils

as are of a stitf clayey nature, which are often very diflfercnt

in appearance, and require a different freatnieut, from these al-

ready noticed. Suppose that the stratum of sand or gravel DC,
fig. 3, should be tliscontinued, as at E, and that tlie stratum
above it should be of a coherent clayey nature ; in this case, the
water that flowed towards E, being there pent in on every side,

and being accumulated there iu" gre.it quantities, it must at

length force a passage for itself in some way ; and pressing
strongly upon the upper surface, if any one p.art is weaker than
the rest, it there would burst forth and form a spring (as suppose
at A). But if the texture of every part of tliis stratum were
ec|ually strong, the water would squeeze through many small cran-
nies, and would ooze out in numberless places, as between A
and V, so as to occasion that kind of wetness, that is known to
husbandmen in general, by the name of a spouting clayey soil.

The cure, in this case, is much more easily effected than in any of
the former ; for if a ditch of a considerablesize be opened, as at A,
towards the lowermost side of the spouling-ground, so deep as to
penetrate through theiipper stratum of clay, and reacii to the gra-
vel, the water will rise up through it at first with very great vio-
lence, hut will gradually decrease as the pressure from the water
behind is diminished ; and when the whole of the water accumulated
in this subt<'rraneous reservoir is run oil', there being no longer
any pressure upon tlie clay above it, the whole soon becomes as
dry as cou'ld be desired, and continues so ever alterwards, if the
ditch be always kept open. It will hardly be necessary in this
place to put the farmer upon his guard to be particularly carehil
m his observatious, that lie may distinguish between the wetness

I

wiiich is produced from this cause, and tliat uhich iiroceeds from
the cartse before-mentioned; because the treatment that would
cure the one would be of no use at all to tlie other. The atten-

tive observer likewise will readily jjcrceive, tliat if any field that is

wet from this cause admit of being ploughed, it will be of equal
danger of being hurt by being raised into high ndges with the

other kind of damp ground before-mentioned. For as the depth
of earth above the reservoir woidd be smaller in the deep (nrrows

than any where else, there would be le^s re-istance to the water in

that place, so that it would rise there in greater abundance. And
if, in this case, a farmer should dig a drain in each furrow, as 4

considerable quantity of water would rise into them, in some casesi

the ground might be improved, or even quite drained Viy it, espe-

cially if they should have accidentally reached the gravel in any
one place, although at an expence much griater than was neces-

sary. Bogs are only a variety of this last-mentioned kind of wet
ground, and therefore ought m general to be drained after the

same manner with them. Clay is a sulistar.ce that strongly re-

sists the entrance of water into it; but when it is long drenched
with it, it is, in process of time, in some measure dissolved by it,

loses Us firmness of texture and consistence, and becomes a sort of

semifiuid mass, which is called a bog; and as these are sometimes
covered with a strong scurf of a particular kind of grass, with very
matted roots, which is strong enough to bear a small weight vvitli-

out breaking, although it yields very much, it is in these circum-
stances called a sliake-bog. But whatever is the nature of the bog,
it is invariably occasioned by water being forced up through a bed
of clay, as just now described, and dissolving or softening a part of

it ; we say only a part, because whatever may be the depth of the

bog or swaggle, it generally has a partition of solid clay between
it and the reservoir of water under it, whence it originally pro-

ceeds: for if this were not the case, and the quantity ot water wer«
considerable, it would meet with no sufficient resistance from the
bog, and would issue liirou^gh it with violence, and carry the

whole semilluid ma«s along with it. But this would more inevit-

ably be the case if there were acrust at the bottom of tlie bog, and
if tiiat crust should ever be broken, especially if the quantity ot"

water under it were very considerable : and as it is probable that,

in many cases of this sort, the water slowly dissolves more and
more of this nndercrust, we make no doubt that, in the revolution

of many ages, a great man v eruptions of this kind may have hap-

pened, although Ihey may not have been deemed of importance
enough to have the history of them transmitted to posterity. Of
this kind, although formed of a different substance, we consider

the tlow of the Solway-nioss in Northumberland to have been ;

which ii])on the 16th of November, 1771, burst its former bound-
aries, and poured forth a prodigious stream of semifluid matter,

which in a short time covered several hundred acres of very fine

arable ground. Nor will any one who is acquainted with the na-

ture of moss, who knows its resemblance to clav in its quaUty of

absorbing and retaining water, and its very easy difl'ubibility ni it

be surprised at this; as, from all these properties, it is much better

adapted for forming an extensive bog, and therefore in greater

danger of producing an extensive devastation by an eruption of

the water into it, than those that are formed of any kind of clay

whatever. If the bog or swampy ground be upon a declivity,

the ditch ought to be carried across the field about the place

where the lowest springs arise. But if the surface of the ground be
level, or nearly so, as between A and B, fig. 4, and the springs

break out in several places, q(/qqqq, so as to form soft quagmires
interspersed through the whole of the field, it will be of little con-
sequence in what part the drain is opened; for if it is dug up so deep
as to allow the water to rise in it v, ith freedom, it will issue through

that opening, and the field will be h-ft perfectly dry. But as it

may frequently happen that the stratum of gravel is at a considera-

ble depth beneath the surface of the earth, and as it may be some-
times even below the level of the place into which the drain must
be emptied, it might sometimes be extremely difficult to make a

ditch so deep as to reach the bed of sand or gravel. But it is

lucky for us that this is not absolutely necessary in the present

case ; as a drain of two or three feet deep, as at D, will be equally

effectual with one that should go to the gravel. All that is neces-

sary in this case is, to sink pits (P) in tke course of the drain, at a

moderate distance from one another, which go so deep as to reach
tlic gravel ; for as the water there meets with no resistance, it rea-

Alj
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clily tiows out at these opi'iiings, and is carried olV by llie driiiii

without b'v'iiig forced up througli the eartli, so that (lie ground is

left entiri'lv (h-y ever after. Let it be carefully noted, tlial if you
attem|it to make your pit i:i one of these soft (jujg^y places where
the water is found in great abundance, you will meet with very

great difliculty in formmg it ; for as the substance of which it is

composed is soft, it will always flow into the hole as fast as you
dig It ; on which accmint we should advise not to attempt to make
tiie pit in the 5\vag,u;le or shake-bog, but as near it in the solid

rarth as you convmiienlly can. However, if it be pretty lirm, and
of no great estiiit, it is sometimes practicable to make a pit in the

(•oii bog at the driest time of the year. This soft quaggy ground
has seldom been found above three or four feet dee|i, below which

there is alwa\s fountl a stratum of hard tougli clay, usually mixed
with stones, aiid" so lirm that nothing but a mattock or pick-axe

coulil penetrate it; and as this is comparatively so much drier

than the ground, above it, an inexperienced operator is very apt to

imagine that this is the bottom that he is in search of. In digging

through this stratum, you will frequently meet with small springs

cozing out in all directions; some of them that might lill the tube

of a small quill, and others so small as to be scarcely perceptible:

but without regarding these, you must continue to dig on without

intermission till you come to the main body of the reservoir, if we
may so call it, that is contained in the rock, gravel, or sand, which
you will generally fmd fioni two to four feel below the bottom oi

the swaggle, and which you will be in no danger of mistaking when
you come to it; for if there have been no opening made before

that in the lield, as soon as you break the cru^t immediafcly above
the gravel or rock, the water bursts forth like a torrent, and on
some occasions rises like a jct-d'eaii to a considerable height above
the bottom of the ditch, and continues to tiow off with great im-

petuosity for some time, till the pent-up water being drained off,

the violent boiling up begins to subside, and the strength of the

current to abate ; and in a short time it flows gently out like an

ordinary spring: allowing it to remain in this state, the quaggy
earth begins to subside, a"hd gradually becomes firmer every day

;

so that, in the space of a few months, those bogs wliich were for-

merly so soft as hardly to support the weight of a small dog, become
so firm, tliat oxen and horses may tread upon them without any
danger of sinking, at the very wettest season of the year. As it is

possible that the stratum in which the water runs may be in some
places interrupted, it will be in general expedient to make several

of these pits, if the lield be of great extent, always carrying the

drain forward through the lowermost part of the field, or as near

the quae as you conveniently can, and sinking a pit wherever you
may judge it will be most necessary. But if the stratum of gravel

be not interrupted, there will be no violent hurst of water »t open-
ing any of these after the first. To keep these wells from clos-

ing up after they are inade, it is always expedient to fill them up
with small stones immediately after they are made, which ought
to rise to the height of the bottom of tlie drain. If the whole field

that is to be drained consist of one extensive bog, it will require a

long time before the whole work can be entirely finished, as it will

be impossible to open a drain through it till one part of it is first

tlrained, and becomes solid ground. In a situation of this kind,

the undertaker, after having opened a drain to convey the water

from the lowest part of the bog, must approach as near to the

swampy ground as he can, and there make his first pit, which will

drain off the water from the nearest parts of the bog. When this

lias continued open for some time, and that part of the bog is be-

come so solid as to admit of being worked, let him continue the

ditch as far forward through it as the situation it is in will admit of,

and there sink another pit, and proceed gradually forwanl in the

same manner, making cross-cuts where necessary, till the whole i-,

finished. In this manner may any bog or track of spouting ground
of this nature be rendered dry at a veiy inconsiderable e.xpence;

and as there can be no other method of draining ground of this

sort etlectually, we recommend the study of it to the attention of

every diligent farmer who may have occasion for it. Let him first

be extremely cautious in examining all the circumstances of his

particular fields, that he may be certain which of the classes above
enumerated it may be ranked with; and when he is perfectly sure

of that, he may proceed without fear, being morally certain of

success. There is, however, one kind of damp ground not yet

particularly specified. The soil webave bow particularly ui view

consists of a deep, strong, clay, that does not vary its nature even
on the surface, but in as far as manures may have rendered it more
friable and tender; the colour usually inclines to a reddish cast,

and for the most part it is situated upon the side of some declivitv.

This bed of clay reaches to a great depth, without any variation,

and is intermixed with a considerable quantity of small, round,
stones. Many soils of the sort now described are apt to be conti-
nually moist and full of water during the winter-sea on ; but when
the dry weather of summer sets in, the moisture is diminished, and
the surface becomes hard, and it is rent into many large g.ips

which allow free admission to the sun and air, so as to scored u^
almost every plant that is sown upon it: and as th<'se soils are usu-
ally in themselves naturally fertile when drained, it is to bewished
that some mcthoil could be discovered that would be less expensive.
In this case hollow-covered drains are generally of little use on
account of the impermeable nature of the soil to the water. Tl>e
following simple method, published by Mr. John Middleton, in

the Conunercial and Agricultural Magazine, deserves particular

attention. It consists merely in adding a piece of wood to the
telly of a common six-inch cart-wheel, to which is |)rcli\ed a nm
of iron, of a triangular I'orm. The whole expence of this addition
does not exceed one guinea. A wheel of this description, when
put on the axle of a cart in the usual way, will of -course rest on
the edge of ti\e triangular rim of iron above alluded to; and, oil

driving the horses forward, w ill make a small indent in the ground,
merely by its own revolution. But, in oroer to press it (iovvii to

the depth of six or eight inches, that side of the cart should be
laden with stones, iron, or any other heavy material, until the
whole of the rim, as well as the additional piece of wood, and the
felly itself, if necessary, sink intothesoil. The cart should then
be tlrawn in such a direction that the cutting-wheel may revolve
where the drains are intended to be formed. Sometiines it will be
necessary to apply the indenting machine to every furrow; but,

where the land is level, it should be drawn over it in parallel lines,

live or ten yards apart. The wheel on the opposite end of

the axle is a common six-inch wheel, which supports only thK
empty side of the cart, and consequently will not cut the ground.
The advantage of this contrivance, as stated by Mr. Middleton,
is, that it makes an indent in the soil sufficient to -carry off th«

water during the ensuing winter, by pressing down the herbage,
without destroying it. In the succeeding spring, these drains w ill

be nearly grown up, so that there is no injury done to the grass.

He observes, however, that this wheel should be drawn over the
ground every year, on the approach of winter; but so easy is its

application, that by means of it, and two old horses, one stout

boy, or man, m;Ay drain from ten to twenty acres in eight hours.

In niany c;isessoil is of that porous substance which easily admit*
the passage of the water through it. Hollow-covered drains

are particularly serviceable. Opinions ditfer with regard to tl-.e

season for carrying these works into execution, some with plausi-

ble reason preferring thcsummer, and others having nearly as much
to st.ite in recommendation of winter for the jjurpose. Tlie
depth of the drain from the surface of the land siiould generally

be from twenty-six inches to thirty-two ; and the principal rule for

their depth is, that they should be secured from receiving injury

from the feet of hois«s or cattle ploughing on the spot under which
they are made. It is desirable to constitute the drain in such a

manner that the stones may lean towards each other, so as to form
a triangk', of which the bottom of the drain forms the base ; iu

which case the width of a foot may be regarded as sufficient for

them. The ditches constructed for these drains must be executed
with great neatness and care ; and with respect to tilling them up,
which if the}' shouUl be about ten inches deep, if stones are plenti-

fully at hand they should be applied for this purpose. 15ut in

many places faggot-wood, horns, bones, straw, fern, and even
turf, laid in like a wedge, are all used in different situations, and
drains constructed of such materials, thirty ye.-irs ago, are found
in several places effectually to answer their purpose still. By
many persons, straw twisted into a very large rope, has been suc-

cessfully laid in the bottom of the ditch; -and by .jthers, after

twenty years experience, the white thorn has been recommended
as answering better than all other materials.

Irrigation, or Watering Land. The systematic manner
of watering meadow-land, as now practised, is of modern ijiven-

tioii, but of material importance to that iacni(iM: who possea^es land
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of piopiT quality, aiic! coninumds a stream of water su'!tal)!e to

tlie purpose; as he will be enabled to procure an earlier and fuller

crop of grass than he could by other means. Water, independent
of any substances it may hold in suspension, is of universal utility

in vegetation; being couiposed of two chemical elements (hydro-

gen and oxygen) which are highly favourable to vegetation, and
directly and powerfully nutritive to plants. It enles-s, even unde-
composed, as an aliment into the organization of vegetables. It is

the only vehicle by w liich nourishment can be conveyed from solid

bodies "to plants. And whatever gaseous food tlie roots of vege-
tables receive, it is presented to ihem by the intermedialionof
water. Although thus beneficial when administered in season

aud due proportion, yet an excessive affusion of water tends to the

destruction of many of the better grasses, and to the nourishment
of rushes, mosses, sedge, and other aquatic weeds ; hence the ne-

cessily of draining as above stated. A gemle ali'usion otMhis Ihiid,

tlispersing itself in all directions, never stagnant, never running
»'ilh great impeluoiily of current, more copiously applied in tlie

light and uivler the heat of the sun than in (he darii, opciates M'ith

the best eiiicacy, as u promoter of vegetation. 'I'lie idea ol water-
ing meadous, so tar as it relates to bringing the water upon the
Kuul, was undoubteilly taken from nature. It must have been
•Iways obseived that winter-lloods produced fertilitv, provided
the water did not remain too long on tiie land, 'i'lie idea of tak-

hig the water off the land at will, and brii'ging it on again at will,

is the effect of art ; and the knowledge of ilie proper seasons to do
this, is the effect of observation. Suitable soils for wafer-meadows
are such as are of a sandy or gravelly nature, especially in the
nearest sub-soil. A bed of flints, or loose gravel, is the liio.t de-
sirable. It is also observable, that whatever may be iiie most
abundant grasses in a meadow before irrigation, tliose kinds will

always predominate which best agree wif/i the soil and the water,
provided the supply of water be regular and constant everv winter.
There are two distiiut methods of watering land, accord iii" as a
less or greater quantify of water can be commanded. If the water
be taken from a streamlet, near to the spring-hea<l, and fiie tuian-
tity small, only a small portion of land can be irrig:;ted at a time
the water-carriages and floating sluices arc laid out, and cut in a
form which (provincially) is by some called catcji-work, bv others
frame-work. But wiieiv a river or large stream can be command-
ed, the work assumes another appearance, and being of greater
power than the foregoing, is calh d flowing-work. It is necessary,
before entering upon uoiks of this kind, lo consider whether the
stream of wafer to be employed will admit of a (e.nporarv weir or
dam to be made across it, so as lo keep tlie wafer up to'a proper
level lor covering the land, without Hooding or injuring other ad-
joining grounds; or if the water is in its natural ,s"fate sufficiently
liigh without a weir or dam, or to be made so by taking)- it froiii
the stream higher up more towards its source, and bv the conduc-
tor keeping it up nearly fo its level till it comes upoii fhe meadow
or other ground. Kui'tiier, if the water can be drawn off the mea-
rlow or other ground as rapidly as it is brought on. This is to be
done by the use of a sjiirit-level, beginning from the highest pai'f

of the land that the stream can be commanded from, where the
grounds on fhe diirerent sides are the property of the same person,
and weirs or oilier works, as has been just cl)served, can be car-
ried across the streams for the purpose of forcing the water, either
wholly, or in a partial manner, into a dinferent course. After it

has been raised as high as possible in this way, the level is to be
formed from the surface of the wafer, carrying it on what is term-
ed the dead-level, allowing some small degree of depression for the
flow of the current. After this Inii been done, the land'on the dif-
ferent sides of the stream, below the lines set out bv fhe level
shouUl be. minutely examined and inspected, as the whole may be
irrigated if the command of water be sullicient. The exlent'that
can be properly performed, must, however, depend much on the
degree of fall oi- des<ent from the enlrunce of the water anjl its out-
fall, as H-cIl as on the declination of the more elevated parts of the
ground. The next circunislance of importance is that of deiiding
where lo commence the business. This must depend on various
points, which can only be sellk-d by thi; judgement of tlie operator
If there be a hill supply of water, the whole should becovu'ed;
but in the contrary case, the exprnce of culling the mains or c; r-
riers on such levels in a sullicient manner should le conddcred

;

»iid*wlierc one side of the stream is better adapted lo the purpo e

than the other, that on such side should be the first executed.
And if the land most adapted to the purpose of watering be at

much distance from the place w hence the water is hist taken, and
there be not a supply for the whole of the land below the line of
level on one of the sides, the expence of forming the carrier should
be put in comparison with the greater advantage of irrigating fhe
most suitable grounds, in preference to others that are nearer, with-
out possessing equal advantages. It mostly happens that the be-
neficial con>equences of irrigating at command are such as lo
overbalance that of forming the mains or carriers. Besides,

fliough the supply of water may be insufficient in such seasons as

are very dry, as it may be abundant in the winter-time, the sim-

ply covering the land at that period may be more than adequate
lo llie expence of the business, which is a circumsUnce that may
render it more beneficial lo lengthen the carriers, than by having
tliem shorter lo be conhned to Ih.e w atering of such lands as are less

|)rop<er for the purpose. It is ])robable also, that in particular cases

the winter-irrigalion may extend through the whole of the level

that has been set out. V\'liere it can be done, it is best to begin

with such parts as are contiguous to, or approach the nearest, the

mains or carriers; and after having passed the water over iheiti, to

mark the lowe-t places, where it can be carried off to the best ad-

vantage; and from such parts it should then be seen to which
other lands the water can be ci!iulucted with the greatest facility

and benefit. Where the natural shelving of the ground is consi-

derable, less care is necessary ; but where this is not much, it may
often be requisite to convey the wafer in a slanting direction for a

considerable wav, before lauds sufficiently low for being covered
by it are met wiih ; as in this sort of business it is invariably neces-

sary, in order to prevent the waste of water, to proceed with that

which is hrst made use of to its (iiial outlet into the river befoie

the works on other divisions arc commenced, ^\hen the piece of

pround to he floated is so much upon the level that the descent

cannot easily be delermined by the eye, it will be necessary to

lake an accurate level, and compare the highest part with the

stream intended to be u^ed, by which the degree of fall from the

surface of fhe water to the highest point of the land will be ascer-

tained; and in order lo convey the wafer to Ihis point, should it

b'" divtant from the stream, the sides of the ditch or canal should be
sufnciently raised for the purpose not to keep the wafer in a dead
level, but with snrh degree of descent as the two points will admit
of. In the operation of cutting this canal or mahi fee( e', it will

be e:isy to preserve the proper degree of fall, having previously

ascertained the length, for instance, in -culling fifty yards with a
fall of live inches, it will be obvious that in every ten yards a de-

scent of one inch should fake place, this is necessary to keep the

water in a con-fant lively motion. In some cases it may be ne-

cessary to have two main feeder-, in order to effect a more equal

distribution of the water; fhe depth and width of which feeders

must be regulated by the supply requisite for the smaller gulters.

Near lo the moulh of fhe canal or feeder it will be proper to liave

a flood-hatch or clow, by which the water may be adnnlted or ex-

cluded at pli-asiire. In forniing the floating gutters, it is perhaps

the best metiiod to cut tiiem at right angles, or nearly so, to the

feeders; however, where ihe surface is uneven, in order fo pre-*

serve a regular descent, a different direction must be given to

them, the distance from each other being about ten yards^ and the

euftei-s becoming, as has been observed, gradually narrower as

Ihey recede from the main canal or feeder. The object in view
being lo throw the water as evenly over the surface as possible,

these gutters should be so coiiitrucled that the water which has
been introduced may overflow fheir liflle banks rather than run ra-

pidly along the bed. Obstructions may sometimes occur, such as

low parfs, or deep ditches, over which a pipe or spout may easily

be made lo continue the progress of the water; and such as pru-

ceed from ridges, roads, or small eminences, by trunks or other

contrivances made to convey the water underneath tliem. It has

been observed, Ihat there are two dislinci methods of watering

lands, catchwork and llowing. The methods of making such
works may be thus described. From the spring at A, Plate XC.
tig. 5, take die level towards C, to include as much of thenitadow
BCOr. as possible. Cut the trench or mam drain AC of a widtli

an<l di'pth sufiicient to take all the water isniing from the spring,

and convey, it to the proposed meadow. Cut nlso the carnage-

gutter of a sufiicient depth to lake oil all w aste water which ma
lail
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fall into it; and also float sluices, &c. laid out by a level, placing

sods taken from the sluices oji the lower side. Was the meadow
small, of a smooth surface, and regular declivity, the water might

be let out of the main drain at dill'iTent places, and so water tiie

' vhole at once; but as these favourable circumstances seldom oc-

cur, recourse must be had to the iioaling sluices above-)nentione<l,

which must be cut at proper distances, sucli as ten or twelve yards,

according to the declivity of the land; the catches or frames may
be about thirty yards apart. If the meadow be large, it must be

divided into catches or frames, by several carriage-gutters, as in

fig. (i, and a frame or twowatered at a time, according to the body
ot water whicli can be conmianded; and when the water is with-

drawn thence, it may be conveyed to other frames. In meadows
thus watered from sprinas or small streams, it is of material conse-

quence that tlie works sliould be kept as dry as possible between
tlie intervals of waterijig; and as such situations are not allected

bv Hoods, and generally have Ijut little water, tliey nuist be re-

watered the more freijuently ; and as the tc:p-works of each frame
will be in the wav of getting more of tiie water than those lowei

down, care must be taken to give the latter a longer time, so as to

make them as equal as possible.

Flowing Meadows Described. The other kind of water-

meado>vs, viz. those usually called " flowing meadows," require

much more labour, ami system, in their formation than the fore-

going. The land applicable to tliis purpose being frequently a

flat morass, the (irst object to be considered is, how the water is" to

be got olV when once brought on ; and in such situations this can
seldom be done without throwing up the land in high ridges, with

deep drains between them, as a, b, c, d, fig. 7. A main carriage

AB being then taken out of the river at a liigher level, so as to

command the tops of these ridges, the water is carried by small

trenches or carriages along the top of each ridae, and by means of
moveable stops of earth is thrown over on each side, and received

in the drains below, from whence it is collected into a main drain

CD, and carried on ti> water otiier meadows, or other ])arts of the

same meadow below. One tier of these ridges being usuallv watered
at once, is generally called " a |)itch of work," and it is usual to

make the ridges thirty or forty feet wide ; or, if water is abundant,
j)erhaps sixty feet, and nine or ten poles in length, or longer, ac-

cording to the strength and plenty of the water. It is obvious,

from tliis dejcripfion, that as the water in this kind of meadow is

not used again and again, in one pitch, as in the catch-meadows,
that this metliod is only a])plicable to large streams or to vallies

sui)ject to Hoods; and as tlie^e ; idges must be formed by manual
labour, the expence of this kind of meadow must necessarilv ex-
ceed the more simple method lirst described; and tlie hatches
that are necessary to manage and temper the water or rivers, must
be much more expensive than those in small brooks.

Management of Water-Meadows. As soon as the after-

grass is eaten oil' as bare as can be, tlie manager of the mead, (pro-

viucially " the drowner") begins cleaning out llie main drain,

ihen the main carriage, and then proceeds to " right up the works,"
that IS, to make good all the water-carriages that the tattle have
trodden down, and <i|)en all the drains they may have trodden in,

so as to have one tier or pitch of work ready for " drowning," and
which is then put under water (if water be plenty enough) during
the time the drow ner is rigliting up the next pitch. In tlie flowing
meadows this work is, or ought to be, done early enough in the

autumn, to have the whole mead readv to catch, if possible, "the
first floods after Michaelmas," the water being then " thick and
good," being the lirst washin'^ of the arable land on the sides of

the chalk-hills, as well as dirt from the roads, &c. The length of
this autumn-watering cannot always be determined, as it depends
on situations and circumstances; l)ut if water can be commanded
in plenty, the rule is to give it a good soaking at first; perhaps a
fortnight or more, with a dry interval of a day or two, always tak-

ing the water otl at the firsf appearance of white scum; alter

which, the works are made as dry as possible, to encourage the
growth of grass, and to allow the land to pitch or sink close to-

gether. Whilst tlie grass grows freely, a fresh watering is not
wanted, but as soon as it flags, watering for a few days is necessary.
In the months of October, November, or December, some mea-
dows will bear the water for three weeks, wliich in p'ebruary or
March will not bear it one week, and in April or May not three
VOL Jll.—NO. 107.

days. In all cases where the watering-system is undertaken, ex-
cept in tlie time of floods, it may be highlv useful to disturb th.r

mud and dirt in the bottom of the main carriers, or drains, before
wateiing; a practice fre(|uently adopted on the continent. Lim*.
has also been thrown into tliesc cuts bv some irrigating farmer-:,

and raked with a heavy liarrow, or other implement at the bottom,
which is a process that will be found to add considerably to Ihi*

manuring i|uality of the water. It is probable that many other
substances might be employed in the same way, and be thus spread
over the suiface of grass-lands in a minute stale of division, willi

vast advantage in promoting vegetation. Tlie great degree of ver-

dure and luxuriance which almost immediately succeeds the occa-
sional covering of grass-lands with water, sufficiently demonstrate^
tlie power which it possesses in promoting vegetation. It is a
means of fertility that has been employed lor ages in more warm

I

climates, with the most beneficial consequences in increasing the

I

quantity of vegetable produce. Winter and spring are tlie two
seasons when meadows are usually watered, as from the month of

November till the beginning ot March; the experience of the
operator can alone regulate this proceedina: as to the length ol"

time they should remain under water. In some districts the water
ii allowed to How over the lields for several weeks together, willt

only the interval of a day or two occasionallv; in others, tlie prac-
tice is to flood them the alternate weeks. When frosts set in,

floating is usually suspended ; but it has been remarked, that in

such cases the succeeding crop of grass has been abundant. As
the spring advances, much less lloating is found to be necessary.

However, in all cases, when floating is performed to advantage,
tlie meadows should be laid dry between every watering.

Of Manures.

Besides the methods we have already spoken of for the improv-
ing of lands, mankind have discovered various substances, which,
when judiciously applied, possess the power of increasing the ferti-

lity of soil in a wonderful degree. Tnese substances are numer-
ous, and always near at hand. They arise from the decomposition
of aiiimal and vegetable matter, and from the agency of fossil and
saline substances. From the changes that are constantly taking
place among bodies in nature, and the new combinations which arc
formed in consetiuence of those clianges, a great variety of matters
are unfulded, elaborati-d, and prepared, for the nourishment and
support of vegetable lite, ^iome of the substances which coiitri-

j

bute in tliis way possess con^iderable fluidity and volatilitv, sucli

as water, and various ga^eous materials, as oxygen, hydrogen,
azote, and carbonic acid, in different states of combination. While
others are more gross and heavv, and require to be applied and
incorporated with soils, or spread out upon their surfaces, in order
that they may produce their etfects in promoting vegetation. It

is principally to these, as being the means of sustaining dilfcrent

sorts of plants as crops^ that the term manure has been given by
practical writers on agriculture; though it is extremely obvious
that they must undergo difl'crent changes, and be resolved into
their more elementary principles, betcre they can be taken up,
and contribute to the increase and support of vegetables. In the
various materials w hich the art and industry of mankind have ren-
dered capable of being beneficially employed in this manner,
there is great diversity; some arc touiid to )iel<l the matters which
are necessary for the support of plants much more readily and
more abundantly than others, as animal, vegetable, and all such
substances as are rich in mucilage, saccharine matters, and
calcareous earth, and readily afford carbon, phosphorus, and some
aerial liuids; while others that are greatly deficient in all or many
of these principle-, or do not readily part with them, are found to
be of much less utility, when employed in the wa\' of manures.
This is probably a principal reason why some sorts of manures, or
substances, when put upon grounds, are so greatly superior to
others, used at the same time, and in the same manner and propor-
tion. There are, however, man)' other ways in which substances,

when applied to soils, may render them more fertile and produc-
tive, and contribute to the aid of vegetation. Some, besides fur-

nishing such matters as are suitable for the purpose of promoting
the growth of plants, are know n to add considerably to the quan-
tity of vegetable and other matters contained in the soils on which
they are placed, and thereby provide a mofe suitable aiul ccuvc-

M niwit
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jiient bed for tlie reception of the roots of plants; others contri-

bute little in this way, but operate chiefly upon such materials as

are contiiiiied in them, breaking dowu their organization or tex-

ture, and tluis setting at liberty different volatile, and oilier ingre-

dients, by which new compounds are formed, and brought to such
states as are the most adapted to the support of vegetable life;

othersagain act principally by producing certain changes and al-

terations in the constitution or texture of soils, such as rendering

Ihem more open and porous, or more stiff and compact, and hy
such means bringing them into the most proper conditions for the

bearing of ditierent vegetable productions; and there are still

others that contribute in all, or several, of these ways, at the same
time. Substances of tlie animal kind, wlien reduced by the pro-

cess of putrefaction, or other means, into a soft, pulpy, or mucila-

ginous state, are found by experience to afford those matters which
are suited to the nutrition and support of plants with greater readi-

ness, and in more abundance, than ir ist other bodies that can be
employed. By chemical analysis it has been seen that the compo-
' .naterials of these substances, so far as agriculture is concern-

are principally water, jelly, or mucilage, and saccharine olea-

ginous matters, with small portions of saline and calcareous earthy

substances. Hence animal mattei's, though they agree iu some
circumstances with vegetable productions, each having, in common,
water, saccharine, and calcareous, matters, are far more com-
pounded; and in animal substances, some of these materials are in

large prop.irtion, while in vegetables they only exist in a very

small degree; and the jelly which, in some measure, resembles

the gum and mucilage of plnnts, dilfers likewise from them, in its

having much less tendency to become dry, as well as in its pro-

perly of attracting humidity from the atmosphere, and of running
with great rapidity into a slate of putrefaction and decay. All

these principles of animal substances are re>olved by their ultimate

<lecom|)osition into otiier matters, such as the different gaseous

fluids that have been mi'ntioned above, ciu'lmn, phosphorus, lime,

&c. Animal substanoe^ of every kind, on being deprived of tln-ir

vital principle, have a quick tendency to take on or run into tlie

state of putrefaction; a process which is considerably affected and
inliuenced by the circumstances under which it is produced. But
in the horny and more compact animal matters, this tendency- to

putrefaction and decomposition is, under similar circumstances,

much less rapid tlian in such as are of a less firm and dense texture.

Hard Anmmal Substances. In the matters of this sort that

are employed as manures, there is considerable dittWences in re-

spect to their texture and firmness, some being quite firm and so-

lid, such as bones, horns, hoofs, shavings of horn, and some other

similar substances, while others are more soft and pliable. The
bones of all animals are capable of affording much nutritious mat-
ter to plants, but those which are procured from cattle that have
been killed when fat, are the best for the purposes of manure.
Those which have been boiled are far inferior, in this view, to (hose

which have not undergone that process, as by such means they are

principally robbed of their oily and mucilaginous properties, and
consequently must yield much less nourishment to the immediate
crop, whether it be grain or grass. All these sorts of substances

require to be ground down in mills constructed for the purpose, or

other -vise reduced into small pieces, before they are laid on and
mixed with the soil. They are excellent for potatoes. These
substances .ire constituted of a considerable proportion of mucila-
ginous or geUatinous matter, a slight portion of fat, and an eaithy

bait composed of, the phosphoric acid and calcareous earth. If

great heat be applied, they afford a large quantity of hydrogen
gas, carbonic acid gas, and a volatile alkaline litiuor. From the
nature of these different principles, it is evident that some sorts of

substances may be biended and united witli the reduced particles

of bony matters, so as to promote their effects, as manures, in a

considerable degree, such as lime, chalk, peat, earth, and good
vegetable mould, in suitable proportions, as by such means new
eombinalioiis may be formed highly favourable to the pjocess of

iregetation.

SoKT Animm. Substances. There arevarioiis matters, of this

nature that may be of use for the purpose of improving land as

manures, some of whicli have yet been but little attended to by
the farmer. Of this sort are greaves, or the residuum which is left

after the making of candles, and the scum which is collected in

ll'.e boiling or renniug of sugar. Different trial* with, the former

have fully convinced us that it is a substance that possesses great
powers when employed as a manure. And although it is a sub.
stance which is eenerally procured at a high price, from its going
a great way, and being a lasting manure, it may ]>robably be more
frequently had recourse to than has hitherto been the case. It Is

mostly procured in the state of hard compressed square cakes,
though sometimes in a soft condition, without having undergone
any pressure. When in the former slate the cakes must be broken
down aqd reduced into as great a state of division as possible,

which maybe rather a troublesome and expensive process, except
a mill, or some proper machine for the purpose, be employed.
But when it has been even reduced to the finest stale possible, it

will still be improper for application as a manure, mitil it has been
mixed and incorporated with a pretty large proportion of some
rich earthy substance with wdiich it may combine. This is an ex-
cellent manure for turnips. A combination of lime and greaves,
mixed with mould from the headlands, in the proportion of about
fifty bushels ot lime to a ton of greaves. This composition resem-
bles sugar-scum, which consists of lime and bullocks' blood.

Lime might thus be combined with bones or woollen rags, or with
a compost of earth and night-soil ; and would certainly greatly fa-

cilitate their conversion into manure, as will render them more
active in producing their effects in the support of vegetable crops.

And by some of tlieir properties being absorbed by lime, during
the time of their deconlpo^ilion, and afterwards parted with more
slowly in the soil, they may also by such means be probably ren-

dered more durable and lasting as manures. Other substances of

the animal class, such as the blood, serum, wool, hair of animals,

refue of glue-makers, the cuttings of felt-mongers, the clippings

of furrier--, the scrapings of oiled leather, and tlie chips or waste

of shoe-makers, which may be made use of as manures, when they
can be collected in sufficient quantities. These animal materials,

from their abounding in mucilage and oil, their great attraction

for llH)i^lule, and tlii-.r being readily soluble in water, contribute

quickly to the support of vegetation, but are not probably so durar

ble in their effects upon land as many other substances. Hence
they should only be made use of witli a view to the immediate
crop, which, we believe, is pretty much the case in those places

where they can be obtained in such quintities as to be employed
for the purposes of agriculture. Various animal substances of the

fish kind, as the blubber remaining alter the preparation of oil

from the whale, and other large fishes, and ditferent sorts of small

fish, both of the shell and other kinds, may be employed as ma-
nures ; and al: o the olials of such animals, where they can be pro-

cured in a large quantity, as in large towns, sea-districts, and where
they are cuicd or prepared in great mnnbers for the market.

These substances may be readily reduced to that state which is

proper for manure, by mixing with them a small portion of tlie

carbonate of lime, and afterwards according to circumstances, a

quantity, two or three times more than the wl^ole, of good vege-
table mould.
Animal Dungs. The animalized substances that are., however,

most generally made use of as manures, are the excrements of va.-

r:ous kinds of animals, which are fonnd in very different condi-

tions, or states of preparation and richness, proceeding in some
measure from the kind of food on which the animal has been fed,

the matters with w hich they .nie incorporated, and the texture of

the substances themselves. The dung of fat animals is unques-

tionably more rich, and consequently possesses greater powers of

fertilizaiion, than the dung oMean ones; and that the quality of

the dung of every sort of animal will in a great measure be pro-

portioned to the goodness or poverty of its food. The urine of

animals appears to be a moie^perfect extract from the animal sys-

tem than the other; it is therefore surprising that this valuable

substance is not more attended to by agricultors. Let it be mixed
with the dunghill, or else carted to the field after it lias passed

through the putrefactive fermentation. Its effects on laud is im-

mediate. It is, however, from the larger animals that the far-

mer derives the principal part of the dung that is made use of as

manure, in the cultivation and improvement of land. The dung
of such horses as are highly fed being found to be much more
valuable for the general purposes of agriculture, and some uses

in horticulture, than that which is made by horses when fed with

hay or grass oulj . Where the animals are kept in the latter way,

it is probably nut so good as that of well-fed cows and peat cattle

in
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jii gL-uer.il, a5 in these it may, pirluip^, become more animalizerl

from the circumstance of their food being more inlimatel)- bleiukd

with the saliva, or other juices, diiriii!; the niminant state of i'eed-

ing in such animals. The dung of liorses is, liowever, in com-

Iiion much more disposed to the process of putrefaction, and causes

more Iieat, than that of cows and other neat cattle ; and indeed

these are the chief distinguishing circumstances between them as

manures. The dung of neat cattle may also, on account ot its

less disposition to run into the state of putrefaction, contribute

more of the earthy material to the land on which it is applied.

Ilcnce, probably, its superior utility on the leaner and poorer or

thinner sorts of soil. The dung and urine of animals when newly

\oided are not, except when the animals are morbid, in a putres-

cent condition, the length of time in which they remain in their

bodies lieing too short for its fully taking place ; bvit some degree

of, or tendency to, putridity is constantly necessary to their dis-

charge. From the experiments that have been made with the

dung of sheep, it is evident that it is equally valuable with that of

many other animals that feed in the same way, but agriculturists

have not yet turned their attention sufficiently to the means of

collecting and preserving it, so that it may he used alone as a

manure. The method by which it is at present applied to land is

by foldmg tlie animals upon it, under which method of manage-
ment, on many soils, a great part of the advantage must be derived

from the operation or action of the ammonia of their urine upon
the vegetaljle matters contained in them, as w ell as from the con-

solidation produced by their treading. It is well known diat tlie

urine and dung of sheep want no fermentation previous to its being

applied to the land; the sooner therefore tlie seed is sown after

folding, the greater is the effect, ^'egetable, as well as animal

substances, when deprived of their vftal principle or life, are

soon rendered ht, by the separation, reduction, and ultimate de-

composition, of Iheir constituent principles, for die nourishment
and support of new plants. This process is greatly promoted, in

all kinds of substances, by tire materials being cNposed to the free

influence or agency of atmospheric air, moi ture, and a middling

degree of heat ; various matters are set at liberty, by which du-

ferent new combinations tajve place, that are cap.iGle of promoting
vegetation in different degrees, and upon winch their utility as

manures, perhaps, chielly depends. The stages of this decompo-
sition have generally been supposed to regularly succeed one
another, from that which is productive of sweetness, through the

vinous and acetous, to tliat which is the ultiniute result of putre-

faction. Different sorts and parts of orginizecl matters, when dead,

undergo many dili'erent surts of chemical changes, which are differ-

ent according to tlie decrees of heat, the cjuantity of water and of

air, lo which they are exposed. In the vinous fermentation or

process which commences after the sarcliar.ne, carbon becomes
united with pure air in a large proportion; and it is probable
that, at the moment of their combination, wliile they are in the

form of a liquid, and belorethey assume the gaseous state, they
may be taken up by the roots of vegetables. The substances of

the vegetable kind that iiiay be advanlagejusly converted into

manure are so extremely numerous, that it is impossible within

our limits lo describe them. All kintis of green vegetable pro-

duction:, may be employed in this way; svch as the luxuriant
weeds of rivers, Ijkes, ponds, and ditches; fern, and the refuse

of dirierent kinds of garden-vegetables. Where green materials

of this nature are made use of, they should aiv.ays be cut down
while in their juicy stale, j.ist before their flo'.', crs begin to appear,
in order that th.ey may be in the most suitable condition for be-

coming quickly putrid, anil to prevent the injury that might
otherwise be sustained from the vegetation of their seeds. 'J'hey

are afterwards to be colle,cted into heaps of a moderate size, and
their |)iilrefaction jiroiiioted by their being thrown together as

Tightly as possible, and the occasional sprinkling of them with
water, Vf the season be hot and dry; and as lime is found, when
applied to vegetables ia their green moist state, to disengage from
them both hyirogen and azote, by the combination of which
volatile alk:i!i is produced, it may be advantageous to blend a

portion of lime at first with the heaps, and afterwards add a suit-

able quantity of peat eaith, or good vegetable mould, for the al-

kali thus formed lo act upon. By this method, the quantity of

manure from such substances may be greatlv augmented, and
renderedmere valuable. But when dry materials, such as hay,

straw of diiTerent kinds, fern, and rushes, sucli additions cannot
be liad recourse to with equal success, unless ^vhere much of the
dung and urine of animals have been incorporated with Ihein ; but
their resolution and decay may be greatly promoted by their

being kept in a state of moisture, withoirt the water being suffered
lo stagnate upon them, and by their not being permitted to be
trodden down too much by cattle, or other means, in the farm-
yards. Another beneticial means of vegetable manure, which is

yet far from being sufficiently practised, is that of providing full

crops of succulent green vegetables, such as clover, buck-wheat,
tares, vetches, spurry, pease, beans, turnips, and many other
similar plants, to be turned down by the plough, in order tliat

they may undergo the putrefactive process under the ground, and
by that means be converted into manure, and supply the nutrition

ofplants. Sea-weed is another vegetable production which is.

capable of being employed as a manure with great advantage, asd
should never be neglected where it is within the reach of the fai'-

nier. In some places it is the practice to spread it upon the land>

as soon as possible after being cut from the verges of tlic rocks on
the difi'erent sea-coasts, or collected after being left by the tides,

and to plough it in : where this method is adopted, as little time as

po>sible should be sulfered to elapse after the cutting or collecting

of tlie weed, before it is ploughed down ; for as the plant in its

green or succulent state readily decays and becomes putrid, if

there be any considerable delay in the performance of the busi-

ness, especially when the weather is hut, much of its valuable pro-

perties xjs a manure is dissipated, and carried away by means of
evaporation. Bark, which has been made use of for the purpose
of tanning leather, may likewise be employed as a manure : when
used in this way it should be collected into ii.oderateiy sized heaps,

before it has become dry by too much expo ure to the heat of the

sun and wind ; and then by having a (|uantity of lime mingled with
it, and being kept slightly jiioistened with water, its putrefaction

and decay may be greatly promoted. The mud taken from the

bottom of rivers, ponds, and other places where water has stagna.-

ted for some length of time, fresh or maiden earth, and thescour-
ingsofold ditches, are substances that may frequently be em-
ployed with advantage as manures, being principally composed of
the recrements of decayed vegetable matters. They should not,

however, be put upon grounds, especially those under grass, until

they have been reduced into a considerable degree of fineness, by
means of frequent turning over, and the mixing of a portion of
lime, rotten dung, or otfier materials of the same kind, w ith them,
in order to promote and render the decay of the more solid parts

niorefidl and complete. Substances of the calcareous kind, which
are to be considered under this head, produce etfects more or
less powerful in promoting the growth of vegetable crops, in some
measure, according lo the state and quantity in wdiich they are

applied, the nature of the soils ou which they are employed, and
the properties of the matters with which they are combined. Sub-
stances that contain much saline matter in combination with their

earthy and other ingredients, are found, in many instances, -when

properly emjiloyed as manures, to contribute greatly to the sup-

port of vegetation. The materials principally made use of in

this way are the refuse of different manufacturts, suih as bleaching
and soap-boiling, where they tan be procured in sutHciert (pianti-

ties, as in the vicinity of large towns, and where such manufactures
are carried on in an extensive manner; the ashes remaining after

the combustion or burning of various green vegetable matters,

wood, pit-coal, peat, &c. and some other substances, such as soot

and sea-salt. It is most probably to thii diU'erent alkaline princi^

pies contained in these substances,, from the great facility and
power which they possess of acting upon and dissolving thi; parts

of animal and vegetable matters, especially such of ihe latter kind
as have been rendered insoluble by the absorption of the oxygen,
or pure air of the atmosphere, trom long or frequent exposure to

it, that their benelici.il effects as manures are chietJy to be ascrib-

ed. But these substances, besides their forming in the soils, or

the earthy ma'erials with which ihey are mixed, such compounds
as are beneficial in promoting the growth of vegetables may be
useful in iiianv cases when properly a|)plied, and used in sufficient

quantity, in correcting acidity, in altering the state or condition of

the lands, as by tlie taking away of moisture Iron", the suriace

xfliere ii prevails in an over-proportion in meadows and pastures,

and thereby supports crops of coar«e vegetables, aud by reinler-

iiig
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\ng tlie texture of such grounds as are under the plough more
open and friuble, couspqueiilly inore suitable for the reception of

the roots of corn-crops. It is evident, from wliat has been al-

ready observed on the nature of the dilVerent substances that are

capable of being made use of as manures, that tliey- may freijutnt-

ly be mixed and blended with each other, or with substances of

other kinds, and by such means be not only considerably in-

creased in quantity, but in many cases rendered more effectual and
more suitable forap|)licalion than in their simple states ; but at tlie

same time, that some of them may be mixed and incorporated

in this way with nuich more advantage than others ; for though
the general experience of farmers has fully shewn the great impor-

tance and utility of employing compound manures, or composts,

little altention has till lately been paid to the compounding or

mixing together of such substances as are, from the principles

svliicli they originally cont;iin, or which are formed from them in

the changes which they undergo in the different stages of their

decomposition, adapted to act in the most suitable manner for

producing such combinatious or alterations in the materials as

are capable of being benelicial in the promotion of vegetation

when they are employed as maiuu'cs. l''arm-yard manure, which
is the most general application of any, from its being formed by
the decay of various kinds of vegetable matters, such as hay, straw,

fern, and many otl-.er materials of a similar nature, with which the

dung and urine of animals is incorporated and combined, must be
considered as a compound suiistance. And from the large pro-

])Ortion in which such vegetable productions enter into its compo-
sition, and the quantity of earthy materials that is in most cases,

especially where the management is upon a judicious plan, added
by the laying of suitable bottoms, it is not so frequently necessary

to be blended with other substances that are usually employed in

forming composts. But from most of the vegetable materials that

• onstitute the chief part of this sort of manure, being made use

of in a dry and hard slate, they do not so quickly ferment or run

intothe slate of decay, notwithstanding the proportion of animal-

izcd matters that may be mixed with them ; it therefore becomes
an useful practice to turn them over, by which their complete
putrefaction may not only be promoted, but the different materials

be more minutely blended together, on both which accounts they

may become more useful when applied as manure upon land.

In the forming of this manure, care should also be constantly taken

that the heajjs be so situated as that they may not become too

drv, or too much soaked in water, as in cither case they must be

greatly in'iured. Whenever it may be requisite to incorporate any
earthy' material with this sort of manure, the agricuUor should al-

ways carefully attend to the state or richness in udiicli it may exist

in ihe yard, and proportion >uch additions accordingly. It will,

I'-owever, never demand nearly so large a proportion, as such
manures as consist almost wholly of animal matters. Where
animal matters are collected and thrown together in any ((uantitv,

there can be little doubt but that a great increase of good manure
may be provided by mixing with them, as has been already ob-

served, rich suiKice-mould, peat-earth, or the scrapings of old

ditches and roads; as by such a practice the ammonia formed
during the decomposition of the animal substances is prevented

from escaping, as would otherwise be the case, wdiich, by com-
bining with and acting upon the earthy materials, quickly renders

them "proper for the purposes of manure. As substances of the

animal kind have been shewn to run very rapidly into the state of

putrefaction, they may fre(|uently be incorporated with such
vegetable materials as are little disposed, or with ditticulty made,
to rot or become putrid, and by such means useful composts be
more expeditiously formed. In making use of such earthy sub-

stances as have been mentioned, it may be of much advantage to

have them exposed to the influence of the atmosphere for a con-

siderable length of time, frequently turning them over, before

they are mi\ed with the manures, as by such means tliey become
in a more puUerized state, and are capable of being more inti-

mately blended wiih siicli materials, and aflerwar<l5 spread over

the laixl with much greater equality, a circumstance upon which
their effects very much depend. If, in performing this business,

the earthy substances be formed into a sort of ridge, about five

or six feet in height, and nearly the same breadtii in the l>olton»,

they will be in the most proper situation for being uniteil with

dung, or other matters that may be employed. In the application

|( of manure to land, several circumstances are necessary to be con-
' sidcred, such as the state or condition of the substances which are

to be made use of, the nature of the soili on which they are to be
laid, the kind of crop that is to be promoted by them, and the
season in which they are put into or upon the ground. As we
have already seen that changes are conlumally t.iking place from
the moment the materials of the dung-heap 'are thrown togeUier,
to the period in which they are reduced into a black carbonic
earthy matter; and that iii most of the different stages through
which they pass in this process of decomposition, such substances
are formed as are capable of contributing to the nutrition and
support of vegetable crops ; it seems ]n-obablc, that in cases where
manures are to be turned into the ground,and such, crops eullivat-
ed as require a supply of nourishmeni for a considerable length of
time, they should be employed in their long or more imperfectly
reduced states, as by ihe heat which is evolved in the commence-
ment of their dissolution, the process of early yegetation may be
greatly [demoted, arid their gradual decom'position and decay
afterwards, under the ground, afibrd a more durable and regular
supply of nutrient materials, and thereby contribute more effect-

ually to the growth of the crops; but that where they are to be
buried in, or applied to, the surface of the soil, and intended
merely for the benefit and support of such crops as are of short
duiation, or quickly arrive at their full growth, they may-
be more advantageously made use of after they have beeii
more fully and completely reduced, as in this state the ma-
nure is, in the cairt.' of grass-lands, not only capable of being spread
out in a more regular and uniform manner, by which it becomes
more evenly as well as more generally carried down to the roots
of tl-,e plants by rains, but it is in the most suitable condition for
allow ing the young plants the means of springing up with facility,

and at the same time, whether used under or upon the soil, of af-

fording the crops that abundant supjily of nourishment which is

necessary to their speedy growth and great luxuriance, and by
these means to contribute the most perfectly to the promotion of
their increase. And as in the slow and gradual decomposition of
Ihe materials which are made use of for manures, when slightly

deposited beneath the soil, there is much less waste of heat anH
those elastic matters which contribute so greatly to the support of
yegetation, than where they are made to undergo the various pro-
cesses of dissolution in large masses, as in dung-heaps, they
may probably sometimes on that account be most advanlageouslv
employed in this state. On this principle too the ploughing down
of fresh vegetable crops, in many cases, in their most succulent
states, may be a more a;conomical as well as more beneficial prac-
tice ; especially in such light and dry kinds of soil as will more
readily admit of their gradual putrefaction and decay, than to cut
and take them off for the purpose of being by other means con-
verted into manure. It seems likewise probable, on the same
grounds, that for thi- production of crops of bulbous-rooted vege-
tables on the more slil'f and tenacious soils, the matters made use
of as manures may be employed with the greatest advantage, when
put into the earth before they have undergone any great degree of
decay by means of putrefaction, as in this way there is no waste,

the whole being ultimately converted and applied, though more
slowly, to the support of the crops. As to the season in which
manures may be put into the soil, or spread out upon its surface,

with the greatest benefit and advantage, though in practice it must,
in some measure, depend on the state of the land and the conve-

nience of the farmer, it should, in cases where thev are buried in

the ground, be as nearly as possible to the periods in which tlie

seeds or roots which they are designed to su])port, are sown or

placed in the earth ; and in the latter case, or where they are to

be laid upon the surface of the land, it ought to be just

before the crops of grass, or any other vegetables, begin natu-

rally to spring or shoot forth. And by the application of such
mamires as are employed in the way of top-dressings in the begin-

ning of the spring, they are laid on in the most favourable period
for alfording their nutritious principles, and for their being drank
u|) by the roots of plants, consequently become useful at the time
they are most wanted for the promotion of the crops, and the great

waste wdiich must otherwise be caused, either by the excessive

falls of rams and floods in Ihe winter-season, washing down"" muciv
of the valuable properties into the adjoining rivers and ditches, or

the evaporation of their more volatile or cdiistic matters liy means
1 ei
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of tlie summer-heats, is moit etiectually guarded against and pre-

vented. On all these accounts, therefore, farmers should contrive

as much as possible to apply the manures, intended as top)-dres5-

ings to grasslands, as early in the spring as it can be conveni-

ently done, which may be easily managed on those that are dry ;

and on such a> are inclined to be wet and poachy, it may proba-

bly be greatly facilitated b\ having small light carts constructed

for the purpo'se, and placed on hroad cylinders as wheels. In the

applicaiion of manures to lands under tillage, as well as those in

tlie slute of grass, there are a few other circumstances that require

the attention of cultivators ; such as the depth they may be depo-

iited in the soil, the modes of putting them upon the ground, and
the most aconomical methods of employing lliem. In respect to

the advantage of using one sort of manure in preference to another,

it may be observed, that as animal matters are found in general to

undergo more speedily the process of putrefaction or decomposi-

tion, than those of the vegetable kind, and as in most instances

thev atTord those mucilaginous and elastic principles that contri-

bute so Ir.rgelv to the support of vegetable life in greater propor-

tions ; such manures as are either wholly or in a great measure
composed of them, niu?t be the most beneficially employed,
where quick and abundant supplies of nourishment are required,

as in the growth of all the more gross and lu.vuriant crops, whe-
tlier of grain, plant', or grasses ; and that as tliose vegetable sub-

stances which contain saccharine, farinaceous, oily, saline, or mu-
cRaginous principles in the largest quantities are ascertained from
experience to proceed the most readily into the state of dissolu-

tion or decay, and consequently to afford more fully and more
expeditiously the nutrient food of new plants : where manures are

principally formed from them, they should be preferred to such
as have been made from the harder and more ligneous vegetable

substances.

Of the Cultuke and Management of Grasses.

Having thus stated the nature and principles of the various soils

which are met with on the surface of the earth, and shewn the dif-

ferent modes of improving The same, it becomes us, in the ne.\t

place, to speak of the best natural productions ; that from thence
the agricultor may make his selection of such lands as may be
most profitable, and first of grasses. In our meadow and pasture

lands we find a great variety of grasses, of wliich some are far

more valuable than others ; to know the good from those which
are indiiierent becomes the interest of the farmer ; we therefore

give him the characters of the most valuable, classed as they stand

in precedence of quality one to another. See Plate XCII.
Great or smooth-stalked Meadow-Grass. This grass

is considered as the best of all we have ; it is early in it' foliage,

makes the best hay, alTords the richest pasture ; all sorts of cattle

are fond of it ; it is in all our meadows, and w ill continue in tlie

same land much lonaer than any other grass.

Hard Fescue. This is an early and productive grass, with
fine foliage, which grows well on dow ns and rich meadows. It is

well adapted for being combined with other grasses -n form-
ing sheep-pastures, and stands high in esteem as a very good hay-
grass.

Meadow Fescue-Grass. This is a grass that comes near in

its appearance to rye-grass, bu* to which it seems greatly superior,

as being larger, and more prodactive of foliage. It is strictly pe-
rennial and hardy, thriving well in most soils, growing in all si-

tuations ; and it abounds in the best meadows, in the best hay -dis-

tricts ; is sweet, luxuriant, and quick of growth, affording rich

pasture, and making good hay.
Rye-Grass. This is a sort of grass that has been much in culti-

Yation, but is deficient in some of the properties necessary for

meadow or pasture lands. In rich moist meadows its foliage is

abundant ; and it seems probable that it is highly acceptable and
nutritious in feeding cattle ; its foliage is of rapid growth, and
flowering stems continually shoot forth. It is best" adapted to
the loamy and sandy descriptions of soils ; but it will succeed on
any except stiff clay, where it is generally thin. It should be cut
for hay previous to its being so ripe as to have perfected its seed,
and changed to a yellow colour.

Meadow Fox-tail-Gr,\ss. This is in some measure distin-
guished by the largeness of its foliage, which is rather coarse, and
by its producing a soft spike on a long stplk, early in May. If it

\0L. HI.— so, lw8.

be mown early, just as it conies into bloom, the hay will not be
coarse. It shoots very rapidly after mow ing, and produces a plen-

tiful aftermath.

Sheeps' Fescue. This grass is praise-worthy both for the
purposes of pasture and hay ; sheep and other soits of stock are

fond of it, and are soon renclered fat in pastures where it prevails,

giving to mutton a sweet delicious flavour.

Rovgh-stalked Meadow-Grass. It delights in moisture,
and situations that are sheltered ; on which account, though there
are few more productive, or better adapted for the purpose of hay
or pjstnrage, it is tender, and liable to be injured by severe coiti

or drought.

Marsh-.meadow Grass. This is a fine exuberant grass, and
one of the best dairy grasses we have. It grows in all our rich

marshes, which are subject to be flooded in the winter ; generally
four feet liigh.

Compressed Meadow-Grass. This is an excellent grass for

parks and sheep-walks, deer and sheep being fond of it ; and as it

is a dwarf-grass, the blades seldom exceeding two inches, it makes
a fine turf, and renders the Hesh of the animals short, and sweet-
flavoured.

Crested Dog's-tail-Grass. This is a grass that is a favour-
ite and wholesome food for sheep. It grows best in dry pastural
lands, and will not thrive in meadows that are very moist.

Knotty Cat's-tail Grass. It is a fine exuberant grass, very
fit for dairy pastures and for cow-hay. It produces much rich
milk, and kine are fond of it.

Sweet-scented Vernal Grass. This is a sort of grass that
comes early into blossom ; and is also valuable for its readiness to
grow in most kinds of soil and situation, but in point of crop it is

not so productive as some others ; and it is well known to be the
only grass of this climate which is odoriferous; the agreeable
scent of new made hay being produced almost entirely by it.

Red Clover is a very valuable grass to be cut for fodder, and
is an excellent preparation for a crop of wheat.

Sainfoin, Lucerne, and Bi rnet, are also grasses much
extolled by many agriculturists, and well worthy of the farmer's
attention.

The same grasses are not alike good for all soils. One of our
best writers on the subject has given the following arrange^
ment

:

Clay.

Cow-grass.
Cock s-foot

Dog's-tail

Fescue
Fox-tail

Oat-grass

Trefoil

York white

Timothy

Loam.
White clover
Rye
York white
Fescue
Fox-tail

Dog's-tail

Poo
Timothy
Yarrow
Lucerne

Sand.
White clover
Rye
York white
YarroT
Burnet
Trefoil

Rib

Chalk. Peat.

Yarrow White clover

Burnet Dog's-tail

Trefoil Cock's-foot
White clover Rib
SaintQin York white

Rye
Fox-tail

Fescue
Timothy

Grass-lands, designed to be cut for hay. are to be distinguished

fi-om those on which the herbage is intended to be consumed by
cattle upon the spot. In fields of the latter kind, properly calleti

pastures, manure is supplied by the cattle ; in the others it must
be applied artificially, as large crops of hay exhaust the land, and
always in proportion to the maturity which the herbage is suffered

to attain before cropping, while nothing is returned to the soil for

all that is thus detached from it. In consequence, moreover, of

depasturing lands, the plants, being unable to propagate them-
selves by seed, do it by root, forming a compact ana matted turf,

incapable of seBding Vutlh stron* and poseiful stems to form a

N gooi
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good crop of hay, but abounding in slender and delicate shoots,

such as the closeness of the tuif will alone permit to pass, and
which constitute a most nourishing and pleasing food for cattle.

These two modes of employing land therefore should not be in-

termixed. What has for some time been applied to either pur-

pose, should by all means be permitted to remain so ; and to at-

tempt to alternate the application of grass-lands between pasture

and cropping, is an effectual method of completely defeating both

objects. The stocking of poor pastures with sheep, rather than

black cattle, is of particular consequence to their improvement,

and the perseverance in this practice for years, the slicep being

folded upon the spot, has been more recruiting to poor soils than

any other practice. A habit of malting its roots is given to the

grass by the close bite of these animals, and a growth of delicate

herbage is promoted. Weeds are likewise cleared by sheep, as

every thing young and tender (even heath and broom) is readily

eaten by them. By means also of the dung necessarily arising,

an amelioration of the soil as well as produce takes place, of e.K-

treme and surprising importance. Quicklime, spread in powder
over the surface of pasture-lands, will scarcely fail to improve, not

«nly the poor, but tlie more valuable ones. The moss-planis,

whicli are so particularly pernicious, are thus destroyed, and con-

verted into valuable manure. Upon impovcrishco.and worn-out
lands, about iwO bushels per acre on the svard, in summer, will

be found of great and durable efficacy in cleaning and improving
them. Mixing lime with earth taken from ditches or ponds is su-

perior to using it alone, and, as a general rule, double the ciuan-

tity of earth should be mixed with that of lime. The retjuisite

proportions vary, however, with the nature of the soils ; but are

easily ascertained by attentive workmen. Taring and burning
may be applied to pasture with great s\iccess in a partial manner,
by grubbing up rushes and bushes with which it may be encum-
bered, burning them after they are dried, and before the autumnal
rains come on spreading their ashes on the surface. In some in-

stances this husliandry may be successfully exercised on pasture

over the whole surface, as particularly on a poor worn-out ley,

which, by such a process, attended with the harrowing m of white
clover and several other grass-seeds, at the time of spreading the

ashes, has been improved into very ii'ie meadow. Where suit-

able, such a practice may be regaided as one of the clu^apest of

all improvements. From whatever cause land may be over-run
with moss-plants, or covered with fern, rushes, and ant-hills, it

should be subjected for some tmie to the plough, as no other me-
thod isj equally useful to prepare for permanently meliorating its

pasture. To prepare arable land for grass, it must be cleared

from weeds, and well manured, just in the same manner as that

which is required for a crop of grain. Excepting upon stiff clays,

the most eligible preparation for grass is a crop of turnips, con-
sumed by cattle in the field : the ground being thus at once ma-
nured and cleaned. Where lands are broken up expressly for the

purpose of improving the pasture, the turnips scarcely fail to suc-

ceed, through the manure afforded so abundantly by the fresh

turf; and the cattle deriving from the abundant crop consequent
on this circumstance a plentiful food, are thus enabled the more
extensively to improve the soil by dung. On clay-land the soil

should be very liberally manured in spring or autumn ; it ought
to be ploughed once in autumn, and three or four times more in

summer, previously to the period of sowiug the seeds, which
should take place in August. As to the much agitated question

of sowing grass-seeds with or without a crop of corn, it may be ob-
served, that it is impossible for lands intended for grass-crops, or

meadow, to possess too high a state of richness ; and that after the

soil is improved with a view to its permanent fertility in grass, to

weaken it by a crop of corn appears little better than blind or in-

fatuated counter.iction. If, however, the practice be persevered
in which has so generally been followed in this respect, barley

should be the grain preferred, as springing up with a slight stalk,

and not overshadowing and smothering the grass-plants, and also

as being the incumbrance to those plants more speedily removed
than any other. Whether grass-seeds be sown in August after a

fallow, or with corn in spring, all trampling by horses or cattle

should be eli[(?ctually prevented. Every thing therefore should
be kept out from it both during autumn and winter. Not only is

the tender soil, which is extremely susceptible of injury tluis se-

cured from it, but the pasturage in tlie spring is of proportionably

more value for not having been eaten off in autumn, and affords a
most valu..ble early bite for the ewes and lambs. The proper
treatment of leys duri'ig the first year is to feed them with sheep,
unless, after a crop of hay be taken from them, vast quantities of
manure be spread over their surtVce. In the cutting of grass-
crops for the purpose of being converted into hay, it is necessary
that they be in the most suitable slates of growth and maturity for
aliforduig the best and most nutritious fodder. With this view, it

would seem that thoy should neither be cut at too early a period,
nor suffered t.i stand too long ; as in the former case there will be
considerable loss in the drying, Irom the produce being in so soft
and green a condition, ruid in the latter from a large proportion
of the nourishing properties being expended. It is probable,
therefore, that grass, when mown before it becomes in full flower,
while the rich saccharine juice is in part retained at the joints of
the flower-stems, is in the most proper condition for being cut
down, as at that period it must contain the largest proportion of
nutritious material, but which then begins to be absorbed and
taken up in proportion as the llowers expand, and the seeds ripen.
But there are other circumstances besides those of ripeness to be
attended to in determining the period of cutting crops of grass ;

as in some cases, where they are thick upon the ground, the hot-

tom-parts become of a yellow colour before the flowering fully a
takes place: under such circumstances, it will always be the most

"

adv!sal)le practice to mow as soon as the weather will possibly ad-
mit ; for if this be neglected there will be great danger of its rot-

ting, or at any rate of its acquiring a disagreeable flavour, and of
becoining of but little value. Wiiere grass is very tall, as is often
the case in moist meadows, it is liable to fall down and lodge, by
which the same effects are produced. In this case also the mow-
ing should be performed as soon as possible. The great art in

converting grass into hay consists in rendering it sufficiently dry
to prevent its fermentation taking on too great a degree of heat in

the stack or mow, and at the same time preserving a large pro-
portion of the natural juice of the plants. Where this medium
can be attained with the most exactness, the best and most nutri-

tious hay will be produced. In the making of hay, some atten-

tion should be paid to the quality of the soil, and the kind of herb-
age growing upon it. The hard benty hay of a poor soil is in lit-

tle or no danger of heating too nmch in the stack : it should,
tiierefore, be put very early together, in order to promote a con-
siderable sweating, as the only means of imparting a flavour to it,

which will make it agreeable to horses and lean cattle, as it will

be neaily unlit for every other sort of stock. It is the succulent
herbage of rich land, or land highly manured, that is most likely

to generate too great a degree of heal ; of course grass from sucli

land should have more time allowed in making it into hay. In
moderatel}' hot seasons the proper point of drying may be easily

judged of; but when they are very hot and scorching it is easy to

be mistaken ; as in such weather the grass becomes crisp, rustles,

and handles like hay, before the moisture or sap is sufficiently

dissipated for it to be in a state fit to be laid up in large stacks. If

that, however, be done when it is thus insufficiently made, it

mostly heats too much, becoming mow-burnt in some cases. The
art of hay-making much depends in the due observance of the fol-

lowing rules, as nearly as circumstances will admit. In the first

day's process all the grass mown before nine o'clock in the morn-
ing must be tedded or spread out, great )care being taken to shake

it so as to leave it free from lumps, and to strew it evenly over the

whole surface of the ground. It is soon afterwards turned, with

an equal degree of care and attention ; and if the number of hands
be sufficient, they turn the whole again, or at least as much of it

as tliey can before one o'clock. It is then raked into what are

termed single windrows, or so as that each jjerson may form a row
at about three feet distance ; and the last 0|>eralion of the day is

to put it up into grass-cocks. The business of the succeeding day
commences with the process of tedding all the grass that was .

mown the first day after nine o'clock, and all that was mown the

second day before the same hour. The grass-cocks are then well

shaken out into separate plats of five or six yards in breadth. The
plats are next turned, and after that, the grass that was tedded in

the first part of the morning once or twice, in the same manner as

described in the first day. This business should all be performed
before one o'clock, that the vhole may lie to dry while the peo-

ple are at dinner. After this the lirst thing is to rake the plats into

double
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fioiible windrows, which is (tone by every two persons raking the

liav in onpoVite directions or towards each other, forming a row

between thein of double the size of tlie single windrows, each

bein-' about six or eiglit feet distant from tlie other. They after-

ward's rake the grass tediled thus into single windrou-s ; then put

the double windrows into bastard-cocks ; and conclude by pnt-

tiii°- the single windrows into grass-cocks. The labour of the tliird

day is begun by first tedding and spreading out the grass mown
and not spread the' preceding day, as well as tiiat mown in the

early part of the day, and then the grass-cocks are thrown out into

plats as before, and the bastard-cocks into plats of less extent.

These narrow plats, though last spread out, are first turned, then

those which were in grass-cocks; and lastly the grass is turned

once or twice before one o'clock. When the weather has been

sunny and fine, the hay which was last night in bastard-cocks will

this afternoon be in a proper state to be ci:rried, as in fine seasons

it may mostly be performed on the third day ; but when the

weather has been cool and cloudy, no part of it probably will be

fit to carry. In that case, the first business after dinner is to rake

that which was in grass-cocks last night into double windrows ;

then the grass which was this morning spread from the swaths into

single windrows. After this the hay which was last night in bas-

tard-cocks is made up into full-sized cocks, and care taken to rake

th hay up clean, and also to put the rakings upon the top of each

cock. And lastly, the double windrows are put up into bastard-

cocks and the single ones into grass-cocks, as in the preceding

days. On the fourth day the great cocks just described are

mostly carried before dinner. The other operations are similar to

those of the former days, and proceed in the same order, continu-

ing them daily until the whole is fini.hed. During the whole

course of hay-making the grass sliould, as much as por.siblc, be

protected both in the day and night against rain and dew, by

cocking. The preserving hay of a proper green colour is a cir-

cumstance of some importance. In order to efi'ect it, the bastard-

cocks, previous to their being carried, should be put up in the

heat of the day, and remain in that condition till the following

mqrning, when they musfbe turned and opened so as to dispel

any damp that might induce it to heat in the stack, and in that

way spoil the colour. The acquisition of a lightish brown colour

in the stack is not found injurious to hay, but where it becomes of

a dark brown from too much heat, it is said to weaken and relax

hoi-ses that are fed upon it by its powerful diuretic quality. It is

of course of inferior value for that purpose, but not the worse for

fattening cattle with. For the purpose of facilitating the business

of getting the hay together in bad showery seasons, hay-sv\'eeps

liave been constructed. A contrivance of the first sort has been
invented, and described in vol. xiv. of the Transactions of the

Society for tiie Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, &c. It is

so constructed as to be drawn by four horses in pairs, but smaller

ones might be made to be drawn by two, and is managed by two
boys, one of whom drives each pair of horses, being mounted on
one of them. Where the ground is level, little more will be ne-

cessary in order to assist the machine, than merely to break and
turn up the rows of hay in different places. In catching or

showery weather, such a machine may be particularly useful, in

getting a field of hay, neaidy dry, into large heaps in dift'erent

parts of the field, whence it may be made into large cocks of half

a ton or more each, with the utmost facility. See Plate XC I.

tig. 6. Where after-grass is fed off by stock, there is much dif-

ference of opinion in regard to the most proper periods of turning
in the animals. Some have contended that it is the best practice
to let them into the field before the young grass has attained any
very great head ; while others maintain the opposite doctrine, and
think it the best method to allow the grass to get up to a U:\\ bite
before the stock is turned upon the land. Both endeavour to sup-
port their opinions by experience. But as they cannot be both
of them true, it is probable that the extremes of each are to be
avoided ; and that, as in many other matters, the truth mav lie in

the middle. This is indeed equally supported by fact, aiid the
observation of tlie most intelligent managers ; as when the cattle

are turned in too early there is not a sufficient bite to keep up
the condition of the animals ; while in the contrary extreme, the
stock so soon fill themselves, that much of it is trodilen down and
wasted afterwards in their roaming about the fields to pick the
sw eetest morsels.

Of the Implements used in IIusbanuiiy.

These areexceediugly various, the principal are ploughs, brakes,

harrows, carts, waggons, rollers, with a great number of macliines

invented for the difl'erent purposes of husbandry, most of these

having many varieties, according to the judgement of the farmer,

or the different purposes it is to answer. As these instruments are

generally known it would be superfluous to enter into a detailed

description of them. Figures of some varieties of ploughs, and of

the Rev. Jas. Cooke's improved drill machinery are given in

Plates XC. and XCI. With respect to implements, the skill of

the farmer, is exhibited in adopting such as are most easily .applied

in practice to the intended purpose, .most efl'ettually perform it,

and are best calculated for saving time. In cases of draught it is

of great consequence to h.ive the instruments formed and attached

in the best manner for that |)urpose, otherwise, much labour and

time is lost. Before the farmer proceeds to the operation of

ploughing, &c. he ought to take care that every impediment be

removed as much as can be done : thus, in many cases, stones are to

be removed, wood eradicated, dilTerent sorts of plants destroyed,

and wet lands properly drained. Without attention to these and si-

milar circumstances, the agriculturist will labour under many in-

conveniences.

Of the Ploughing of Land. This is one of the most essen-

tial operations in the culture of the earth, and requires to be per-

formed with the greatest care. Whatever, therefore, may be the

design of the farmer, or the destination of the ground, thus moved,

it ought never to be plowed, in a wet state; because the

soil cannot be improved by such labour. Farther, the plough

ought to be carried to a considerable depth into the soil

and, if one turning be not sufficient, it will be adviseable to

pass another plough over the same furrow, so that the land

may be effectually stirred ; when, being thus exposed to the

air, its fertilizing properties will not only be considerably aug-

mented, but all perennial weeds will be completely eradicated.

Deep ploughing, however, is unnecessary for land that has been
recently manured with lime or marie ; but, on exhausted soils, it is

uncommonly beneficial, and has, therefore, been generally recom-
mended by the most skilful husbandmen. But it must be here ob-

served, that soil should be plowed deeper than the sole or stratum

between the fertile and unfertile mould which is found in most
land, and is the preservative of the top-layer. Ploughing in-

creases the food of plants ; as it opens the soil for the reception of

vegetable aliment from the air ; and, the surface being constiiuentiy

enlarged, a greater portion of land is thus exposed to its inliuence.

Farther, by breaking up the ground, if it be too solid, and render-

ing it firm, in case it be too light, this operation greatly tends to

improve the earth ; and, as weeds and other vegetable substances

are thus reduced to a state of putrefaction it promotes the nourish-

ment of the new roots. Lastly, ploughing removes too great hu-

midity, by forming the land into ridges, and contributes to the

eradication of weeds ; as it first causes tlieir seeds to vegetate ; and,

afterwards tearing up the young plants, exposes their roots to the

drought ; in consequence of whicii, they are deprived of their vege-

tative power. There are certain circumstances that constantly

demand notice'in the practice of ploughing land. In all the slitt,

heavy, and more adhesive kinds of soils, that are much disposed

to the retention of moisture, whether they be perfectly clayey, or

have more of a loamy quality, it should be a common rule never
to plough or turn them up when wet in any great degree, except
where the nature of the crop requires it. And further, great in-

jury is produced by the treading or the team, as well as a nuicli

greater power necessary in performing the operation. But at the

same time tfiey should not l)e permitted to become so dry and hard
as to afford too great resistance in that way, before the operation is

proceeded upon. But in the dry, sandy, and probably in some of
the more mellow and friable kinds of loamy soils, the business of
ploughing, especially for the putting in ofthe seed, may be performed
when they are in a state of considerable moisture, not only without

their suffering any inconvenience, or the seed being injured, but
often with advantage, as they are liable to part with the watery
pastures that they contain too readily. On this last account the
very (\<-y sorts of sandy land should, whenever the weather is hot
and dry, merely be stirred in such way as may be necessary to pre-
vent the growth of weeds, otherwise the great exhalation of mois-
ture in such seasops may rtcder them too dry for the healthy ve-*

getatioB.
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fetation of the seeds or plants that may be sown or set upontliem.
n regard to the frequency of ploughing or turning over ground, in

order to prepare and render it suitable for the production of good
crops, it IS oljvious tliere must be much diflereiice according to the

nature and condit'on of the soil, as well as the kind of crop that is

to be grown. The stiff', clayey, loamy, and even chalky soils

will, in general, stand in need of more frequent stirring, either by
means of the plough, drag, or harrow, in -order to separate and
break down their tenacious particles, than those of tlie sandy or

gravelly, and more light kinds, in which there is mucii less adhe-
sion. Besides, where lands have been in a course of tillage for

some length of time, whether they are of a clayey, loamy, or even
sandy quality, they may require less tVeijuent stirrinjj than where
the contrary is the case. And where the method of putting the
seed into tiie ground by means of drill -machines is to be had re-

course to, a fine state of tilth will in general, be indispensably ne-

cessary. The nature of the crop that is to be cultivated must, how-
ever, in most cases direct the number of ploughings that may be
necessary, as some demand a much fuier state of tillage than
others ; though in most cases a well-reduced earth is favourable.
The following contrivance will be found useful for ascertaining
the force necessary in the draught of various ploughs. It was
presented to the public by Mr. More the late iingenious Secretary
to the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, &c. ; it consists of
a spring coiled within a cylindrical Cuse, which is furnished with a
dial-plate numbered in a manner similar to that of a clock ; and
which is so constructed, that the hand moves in consequence of
the motion of the spring, and points to the numbers according to

the force e.\erted : thus, if the draught be equal to one cwt. over
a pulley, the hand will be directed towards figure 1 ; wlien the
draught equals two cwt. it points to figure 2 ; and continues to in-

crease, or diminish, its progress in proportion to the exertions
made. Various experiments were conducted under the inspec-
tion of the Society, when the accuracy of this machine was
fully evinced ; a detailed account of w hich is inserted in tlie first

vohune of "Annals of Agriculture;" where tlie different results

are minutely recorded.

Of Drill Husbandry.
This is a method of sowing grain or seed of any kind, so that it

maybe deposited in the ground at an uniform depth; a circum-
stance of the utmost importance to the production of healthy and
1-igorous plants. This method differs frofii the old, or broad-cast
husbandry, which is performed by sowing the grain, or seed, with
the hand ; whereas tiie new practice is efi'ected'by one of the most
useful machines ever invented, and called a drill-plough. It was
originally introduced into this country about sixty years since,
and at first violently opposed as an useless innovation, till it was
proved, by repeated experiments, to be indisputably the best
mode of sowing hitherto contrived. By the broad-cast-system
of culture, the land is often sown in bad 'tilth, the seed is always
Bcallered at random, and sometimes by very unskilful hands. In
drilling, the ground must be in good' order; and the seed set in
trenches regularly drawn, all being nearly of an equal depth, which
is adapted to the nature of each particular kind of seed. These
seeds are also distributed at proper distances : and, by being equally
and speedily covered, are most effectually protected from vermin,
and other accidental injury. Farther,' in consequence of the
broad-cast-practice, the seed falls in many places too thick, in

others too thin ; and, being imperfectly covered, part of it is

devoured by vermin which follow tiie s'ower ; the remainder is

exposed to rain or frost, or to heats, either of which are very hurt-
ful. When harrowed in, a considerable portion of the seed is so
deeply buried in the soil, that if the latter be wet, it putrefies be-
fore it can vegetate. Besides, wlien corn is thus sown, the crop
will not admit of being touched afterwards, because its growth ^
irregular. The soil cannot be broken in order to afford it more
nourishment; nor can even the weeds be destroyed vvithout much
datnage and inconvenience. On the contrary, in the drill-husban-
dry, the intervals between the rows, whether double or single,
may be horec-hoed ; and nourishment may thus be repeatedly
given to the plants, and (he weeds almost totally extirpated. Drill-
Jiig, however, is not calculated for every soil ; yet as there are
but few situations, in which the broad-cast-method is preferable to
it, they ought not by any means to impede the more general in-

Srodiictioii of the former. Tlie drill-husbandry is said to be at-

tended with many disadvantages:" namely, 1. That it is very dif-

ficult to procure persons who are acquainted with the use o'f the
ilrill-plough, or its proper management, wlien on the soil. 2.
That the earth requires to be well prepared to admit of it. 3.
That the crop is too thinly sown by it. 4. That drilled-cropsare
harvested later than broad-cast ones. 5. That clover does not suc-
ceed, when cultivated according to the drill-husbandry. 6. That
oats produce rank and coarse straw, which does not afford whole-
some food for cattle. These objections appear formidable, and it

must be allowed, that no person can acquire a thorough knowledge
of the drill-husbandry in one season. It is nevertheless untrue,
that the seed is too thinly sown ; for, though the quantity required
is nearly one-half less (which is consequently saved,) yet the crops
of drilled wheat are, in general, so much more valuable than those
of broad-cast, w hether we consider the quantity, ([uality, or weight,
of the grain, that the inferiority of the latter is evident to every
impartial observer. This reason is likewise a suflicient answer to
the objection alledged against the expence of horse-hoeing, which
eradicates almost every weed, even where hand-hoeing is imprac-
ticable ; and consequently in a very considerable degree promotes
vegetation. To this we may add, that by drilling, the seed grows
more regularly and vigorously ; and that though the crops are har-
vested later than broad-cast ones, yet they are gotten in with les-

expence, and with greater safety, while the soil is left in a better
state for future crops. Such are the advantages and disadvantages
attending the driU-liusbandry, which we have endeavoured fairly

testate: after these decisive proofs, no rational agriculturist will

hesitate to pronouiice in favour of the new system. That useful

instrument the drdl-plongh, was first hitroduced in this country
by the ingenious Jetliro Tull, in the beginning of the last century.
Since i'lat period, various other machines, or drill-ploughs, have
been invented by dill'erent persons, of which we shall mention the
principal. One of tlie earliest implements of this description is the
hand-drill, which is chiefly employed in the low laiids of Scotland,

where it was also invented. It is pushed along by two handles,

in a manner similar to wheel-barrows, and sows one row at a time.
Tiie principal part of this machine is a wheel, about twenty-two
inches in diameter, and made of solid deal, upon the axle of which
is fixed a notched roller

2;J
inches iiuliameter, and two inches long,

that turns in the fore-part of the drill-box. Tlie quantity of seed
intended to be sown, is regulated by a sUder, which moves up and
down in tlie fore-part of the box, by an adjusting screw fixedat the

top ; and has a strung brush, that projects from its lower end, and
sweeps upon tlie notched roller. There is also a sluice, or slider

which lies flat on th.e bottom, on the inside of the drill-box, and
juts out between the two handles of the drill, so as to be within

the reach of the person guiding it; who, by pushing the slide for-

wards, completely covers the notched roller, and prevents any of

the seed from being scattered, while the drill is turning at the end
of the ridges. With this implement, a woman, or boy, is able to

drill from two to two and a half acres in a day ; the rows being at

the distance of twenty inches. The next contrivance is that of

the ingenious Mr. Arthur Young, whose indefatigable labours in

promoting agriculture, are too well known to require our encomi-
um. In the common drill-ploughs, there are generally two or

three barrels, with conesponding hoppers, or receptacles for seed,

through which it is committed to tiie ground. Such an arrange-

ment renders them necessarily complex; and to obviate the de-

fect i-esulting from it, Mr. Young has two divisions in the barrel,

and two corresponding ones in the hopper, which are more simple,

and doubtless jjreferable to moveable boards. In his drill-plough

the whole machinery is fixed, yet he sows with it single rows at any
distance, double ones at two feet, or three rows at one foot ; re-

linquishing the other powers of mechanism, to render the plough
in all its parts stronger, and more steady. It is likewise calculated

for the stiffest soil ; and Mr. Young adds, that it will even deposit

set din drills cut through a clay-tield, without any previous plougii.

ing. For a more detailed account of this excellent machine, we
refer our readers to the 3d vol. of " Annals of Agriculture," p.

240, where it is fully described, and illustrated with \m engraving,

ill Plate XCI. we have given a view of the celebrated drill-plough

invented by the Rev. James Cooke, late of Heaton Norris, near
Manchester.

Fig. I. A, A, are the shafts of the machine, applied to the axis of

the wheels, so I hat the horse may walk in the furrow, without tread-

ing on the land, either for the purpose of drilfiiig or horse-hoeine.

4 B. fl
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B, B, tlie wheels. C, C, coulter-beam, with holes or mortices for

the coulters, at (lift'erent distances. D, D, liaiulles oftlie machine,

•pplied to the coulter-heam, and also to the axis of the wheels, by

hooks and eves, or staples. E, E, the iip|ier seed-box, in parti-

tion, covered by a lid, to protect the grain from wind or rain.

F, F, lower seed-box, in partitions. G, G, slides between the

upper and lower seed-boxes, for regulating the quaiUity of seed

sown. H, n,a cylinder with cups or ladles of ditferent sizes, fur

rarious sorts of grain or sejd, by which the latter are taken up and

dropped into the funnels I, I, 'and conducted through these into

tiie incisions or drills, made in the lantl by the coulters K, K. L,

a hook affixed to the axis of the wheels ; /, a chain applied to the

coulter-beam, the k^t link of which, when put upon the lowest

book, prevent the tubes of the funnels from being displaced ; while

the machiiK' is crossing deep furrows or gutters. M, an iron-pin,

projecting from the coulter-beam, which being lifted on the hook

L, at the end of the land, will bear the coulters out of the ground,

while the machine is turning round, or on any oilier occasion,

without additional labour to the person who attends the plough.

N, acog-wheel. O, another cog-wheel, turned by the wheel N.
P, a lever and string, passing over a pulley to the axis of tiie cy-

linder H :—bv moving the lever P, to the notch in the staple Q,
the wheel 0,'will be prevented from acting with the wheel N ; so

that the distribution of grain or seed may be stopped at pleasure.

R, an iron-bar. perforated with holes, by means of which, and of

a pin passing through the holes, the seed-box may be raiseil or

lowered, so as to keep the lid of the box horizontal, whether the

machine be ascending or (h-scending steep hills, or moving on

level ground. S, S, two staples in the ends of the seed-box, for

tl»e reception of two slips of wood, wilhcanvas to prevent the wind

from dispersing tlie grain or seed: and also to prevent dirt or >o\\

from falling otf the wheels into the funnels I, I. This machine

may be easily converte<l into a liorse-hoe, see fig. <?, which repre-

sents the shafts, the axis, and wheels: the coulter- l)eam with

handles, &c. as in fig. 1 ; being part of tiie same machinery, and

convertible into an hoise-hoe, with six shares, by taking away the

seed-box E, E, the cylinder II, H,the funnels I, 1, the coulters

K, K, as in tig. I, and subitituting the hoes A, A, A, A, A, A,

fig. 2, for the coulters.

Hamd-Hoe. Fig. 3, A, is the hoe-plate or share of different

sizes, for drills at diiierent distances. B, the wings for earthing up
the soil to the rows of corn ; and which may be occasionally

taken off. C, the handle. D, a wedge, applied to the upper or
|

under side of the handle C, so as to raise, or reduce it, according

to the height of the person using it. Fig. 4, a rake that may be
applied to the handles of the machine instead of the coulter-beam,

and may be used for making hay, clearing land from dog's-grass,

or couch-grass, and for other purposes.

Directions FOR USING THE Machine: the practice of drill-

ing, says Mr. Cooke, should not be attempted, unless the soil be

to dry, as not to adliere to the feet, except it be to regain a late

or lost seed-time. If the soil abound with large dry clods, these

ghould be reduced by a heavy roller. Previously to being drill-

ed, the land oeglit to be ploJighed deep, and lightly harrowed, to

render the surface level. V\ hen the hoi'se is put in the shafts,

tare should be taken that the chains, bv which he draws, be ot

equal lengths ; otherwise the machine will deviate from the direc-

tion in which the animal advances. In going to, or returning

from, the lield, the pin or guide M, must be lifted on the hook
J>, which will bear the coulter's olf tiie ground. And, when pass-

ing tlirough rough roads, if the coulter-beam C, C, and the axis

ot the wheels, tie laslied toijcther by a rope or chain, it will pre-

vent the coulter from receiving any injury, by reaching the

ground suddenly. The cylinder H, ll, is furnished with cups or

ladles of four different 'i'ua, for various kinds of grain or seeds,

whitli are dislingviished by the numbeiB 1, 2, 3, 4. No. 1, (the

Biuaiiest size painted white) is calculated for rape, lucerne, cole-

»et(l, clover. \c. and will sow ^Ibs. per acre. It will also sow
lurnip, after the rate of one pound per acre; every other cup
being closed with a small quantity of soft clay, No. L\ (painted

rfd) for wheat, and will sow one bushel per acre. No. 3, (painted

preen) for barley ; and will sow from 1 to 1^ bushel per acre,

^o. 4-, (painted yellow) for peas, beans, oats, vetches, &c. and
rill sow two bushels per acre. Although the above quantities of

jj.-.iiii or seed are tprciliedj (iiey uiav be iuaeaseU <»• Jiniiuiilied

by raising or lowering the sliiles (G, G, fig. 1) at pleasure. ^I"be

funnels are apj)lied to their respective places by numbers 1, 2, 3,

4, 3, 6 ; and lor drilling at nine inches, they ought to correspond,

with the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, J, 6, of the seed-box; six coulters

being fixed in the beam, at the tli^tance of nine inches from each

other. For drilling 12 inches apart, five coulters should be fixed

in the beam, 1 1^ inches from each other, when the order of the

funnels will stand 1, 4, 5, 2, 3, 6, and no seed will be put in the

box opposite the funnel No. 3, when |)laced as above : the ur.em-

ployed funnel may be stopped with paper to receive any seed

itroi)ping into it accidentally. In a similar maimer, Mr. Cooke's

machine may be so regulated as to deposit grain or seed in drilU

at 1 S or 22 inches apart, or at any other distance. If the coulters

should not make the incisions or 'drills deeper than two inches ia

light sands or loams, or less than two in strong clays or wet soils,

they may be forced into the ground by the hand, or by weights,

or a beam of woorl four feet long, and' three or four inches thick,

being suspended by chains or cords at the hooks T, T, in the

handles of the machine, for that purpose. In attempting to ren-

der the drills straight, if the horse should deviate from hi^ proper

course, the coulter-beam and coulters may be easily removed m
any direction, in order to remedy that irregularity. Indifferent

parts of the kingdom, the lands or ridges are of various sizes

:

where the macliine is too wide for them, one or more funnels may
be stopped with loose paper, and the seed received into such fun.

nel, returned into the upper sei-d-box. In drilling narrow high-

ridged lands, the outside coulters may be lowered, and the mid.
die ones raised, so that the points of the coulters niay form a

curve similar to that formed by the ridge. When nhiit, the top of

the seed-box should always be kept horizontally level ; thus, the

di--tribution of the seed will be unifcrm. The higher the front'

edge of the box is raised upon the bar R, the more copiously will

the seed descend into the lower boxes ; and consequently a great-r

er quantity be distributed. No wheat should be depiwited more
than 1^ or 2 inches deep in strong clays, or wet soils, nor less

than two inch.es deep in all dry lands.

Directions pok. using the IIorse-IIoe. Having already

explained the construction, wc shall briefly state a lew circunV^

stances relative to the management of this instrument. In order

to hoe a crop of anv kind that is drifU-d at the distance of nine

inches, the horse ought to be conducted along the third row, or

drill, computing the row9 from the lelt side of tlie six rows,

drilled at cne operation of the machine. The person who attends

the hoe should carefully keep the pin (B, fig. 2,)- immediately
over the third row of corn, by which means tlie impleuu iit cannot
receive any injury. For hoeing corn at 12 inches apart, the hciric

ihouUl be conducted along the second space, between the row,^

or drills, computing the spaces from the lelt side of th.- five row s,

drilled at one oper.'.tion of the machine. The man attending liie

hoes ought carefully to keep the pin (B, fig. 2,) directly over the

middle of the second space, described as above i this rule wii!

apply to the hoeing of ground at various distances. Ditferent

soils require to be hoed with shares of a proportionate size, v hich

experience alone can ascertain. In light samly loams, or any otlieC

soils siiflicienlU pulverized, shares from live to six inches broad,

lor nine incli drills, and tight inches broad for 12 inch drill-, may
be safelv and effectuylly worked: for strong clays intermixed willj

pebbles, the hoe-share-- should be somewhat less in h.reatith. But,

if the soil, in the spaces oftherows of corn, be pulvrrized wiih

long narrow plates of iron, similar (o chiseN, being intro-

duced into the shanks of the hoe-share, .-V, A, A, A, A, A, (,lig. 2,)

instead of hoe-plates, the advantages resulting iruni such aproces>.

will be very considerable. Beside the hoeing of diilltd corn, thi?

horse-hoe mav be ajjplied to many usehil piupo-es, particula.'"!/

for cutting up the rows of stubble, as soon as the crop i-. harvtstei.,

together with such weeds ;is may have esciiped the hoe : it may
also be employed for the stirring of Inllows, &c. after the rate oi'

10 acres per dav, with one man, a boy, and two horses, especiall]f

in the busy time of harvest, when it would be impossible to spare

so many men and hor^es as are required to break up the land ef-

fectually with the common ploughs. The price of Mr. Cooke'e
Improved Drill-plough, together with Hor.-e-hoe, .'i^c. was in ihi?

year 1790, twelve guineas. This very excellent machine has since

been greatly improved and simpliiied by the celebrated Dr. D;\i-<

win, Mr, M'Dou^al iavcwlcU a. ho<; rcfvescHteU in Phite XCl.
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fig. 7, wliich is extremely simple in ils constriictiou, and answers

all the purposes of a hand-hoe in a very superior manner, parti-

cularly the clearing from weeds and loosening the soil in the in-

termediate spaces of pulse or grain which has been sown in equi-

distant rows, and at the same time for earthing up the plants. It

consi-ts of two principal parts ; the first a beam of wood, having
at its fore-end a semicircle forming two handles, between which
one man walks, and draws the instrument forwards : this beain at

the other end is divided, and moves on two small gudgeons, by
which it is accommodated to the height of the hands of the

person drawing, and room allowed for a wheel to move in. The
other be.im is held at its further end by another man, who guides
the iii^trimient and regulates its depth in the ground, at the same
time that he assists its actioii by thrusting it forwards. This beam
is also divided at its fore-end, so as to admit a wheel to run be-
tween the siiles, w hich wheel serves to adjust the depth and ease
tlie draught in working. 'Jhe hoes are made of ca^t iron, and
tixod in a mortise, in tiie hinder beam, by a proper wedge, and
may be made of dillerent forms or dimensions, as the work to be
perlurmed may require. Anoliier implement upon a new princi-

ple was mvented by Mr. .lolm Horn, of Dover, and by hJm de-
nomin;',te<l an " Universal Sowing Macliine, for Drilling or Broad-
casting ;" for which he obtained a patent, al)out the year 178j. U
is so constructed that, whether worked by the hand, drawn by a

horse, or lixed to atid used with a plough, it is not liable to be put
out of order ; there being but one movement to direct the whole.
It sows every kind of grain witii equal ease and regularity, so that

the quantity sown may be Vuried at pleasure, and in any degree.
A corresp indent In the I'ith vol. of " Aiuials of Agriculture," p.

48 1, states, that Mr. Horn's inviMition possesses tlic peculiar ad'-an-

tage of cultivating turnips, so as to ensure the crop against the ra-

vages of the tly. I5y sowing the usual quantity of turnip-seed

broad-cast by the machine, and at the same time striking furrows
at proper distances in the land, part is deposited in the drills, and
the rest sown broad-cast between them ; so that, if the season be
dry, it will be favourable to the drills, and, if wet, to that which is

broad-cast. And, if it happen that the latter be injured by the de-

predations of the fly, the tormer, by coming at a later period, is

saved ; or, if the former be destroyed, Ithe latter is preserved. If

the whole thrive, the fanner has the choice of selecting the most
vigorous plants from both. This machijie is represented in Plate

XC. fig. 10. The machine fixed to a plough. A, the machine.
B, the apron upon which the seed falls and rebounds upon the land,

in broad-casting. C, lid to cover the hopper. D, wheel at the

heel of tlie plough. E, strap. i'F, hooks, upon which the apruji

turns by a pivot on each side. G, stay, to keep the machine
stead v. H, lever, to prevent it from sowing.

Fig. 11. The same machine, with the front laid open to shew
the inside. A, the catch-wheel fixed upon the axle. BB, the

axle upon which the machine hangs between the handles of the

plough. C, the pulley, by which the strap from the wheel at the

heel of-the plough turns the catcii-wheel. D, the bar, upon which
the upper spout rests, suspended by the diagonal-supporters EE,
bearing against the catch-wheel by the trigger F, and thereby kept
ii» motion while the plough is going. G, the apron in a sloping

position, upon which the corn or seed falls from the upper spout,

and is scattered by rebounding upon the land. It turns upon ])i-

vots, and thus throws Ihe seed either towards the right hand or

left at pleasure.

Fig. \'2. The long spout to be applied when the machine is

\ised for drilling.

Fig. 13. Is the same machine with that in fig. 10, A, B, G, II,

C, &c. The dotted lines express the situation of the long spout,

when the apron is removed, and the machine adapted for (Irilling.

For a more particular account, we refer the reader to a treatise on
the subject, published by the inventor (8vo. 6d. Johnson, 1786,)
entitled, " Description and Use of the Universal Sowing Ma-
chine for Drilling and Broad-canting,"

The Rev. T. C. Muunings's drill for turnips, which is repre-

sented in Plate X€ I. fig. 8. A, the wheel with an iron rim. B,

the tin-barrel, or seed-box, which is fixed to the axis of such
wheel. C, the opening, through which the seed is introduced inlo

the box ; and which is afterwards closed by a cover. D, a semi-
circular plate of tin, the design of which is to exclude all impuri-

ties from the seed- box. E, E, the two handles of the machine.

Mr. Munnings considers his drill for turnips, as much superior to
any other, from the single circumstance ot its depositing Ihe seed
so instantly after the plough, as entirely to preserve the good el»-

fects of the first evaporation : and he conceives, that such evapo-
ration contributes to the uniform vegetation of miuute seeds.
Thus, ill the six acres of his drilled plants, there was not a defi-

ciency of six square yards ; though, on three acres of broad-cast,
before rain fell, not one-half, perhaps not one-thud, of the seeds
vegetated. He is fully persuaded, thai the drill-method, in the
cultivation of turnips, will, in all seasons, be superior to the broad-
cast ; but, that the very great and striking dilicrence between the
two methods, will most eliectually be perceived m a season of un*
common drought.

Of the Cultivation of p.^kticular Plants.

The grand object of a farm is

nourishment of man and other ;

that of .aising plants for tht

imals. Of these, wheat is of

the first importaiue. Any time from the middle of April to the
middle of May, the following for wheat may commence. The
moment should be chosen, when the ground, beginning to dry, ha»
yet some remaining softness: in that condition, the soil divides

easily by the plough, and falls into small parts. This merits the

strictest attention of the larmer. Ground plowed too wet, rises,

as is said, whole fur, as when pasture-ground is plowed : whera
plowed too dry, it rises in great lumps, which are not reduced by
subsequent plowings; it also requires double force to plow ground
too dry, and the plough is often broken to pieces. When the
ground is in proper order, the farmer ousjlit not to lose a monient,
A sandy soil is too loose for wheat. The best chance for a crop
is after red clover, the roots of which bind the soil. Rye is a crop
much fitter lor sandy soil than wheat ; and like wheat, it is gene-
rally sown after a summer-fallow. Sow wheat as soon in October
as the ground is ready. When sown a month more early, it is too
forward in spring, and apt to be hurt by frost ; when sown a month
later, it has not t.me to root before the frost comes on, and frost

spews it out of the ground.

Setting or Wheat is a method which is reckoned one of

the greatest improvements in husbandry that was made last cen-

tury. It seems to have been first suggested by planting grains in

a garden from mere curiosity, by persons who had no opportunity
of extending it to a lucrative purpose. This was first attempted
on a larger scale, by a little farmer near Norwich. And a fevr

years after by one of the largest occupiers of lands in Norfolk, who
set 57 acres in one year. His success, from the visible superiority

of his crop, both in quantity and quality, was so great, that the fol-

lowing autumn he set 300 acres, and has continued the practice

ever since. This noble experiment established the practice, and
was the means of introducing it generally among the intelligent

farmers in a very large district of land ; there being few who now
sow any wheat, if they can procure hands to set it. It has been
generally ohaerved, that although the set crops appear very thm
during the autumn and winter, the plants tiller and spread prodi-

giously in the spring. The ears are indisputably larger, without
dwarfish or small corn ; the grain is of a larger bulk, and specifi-

cally heavier per bushel than when so%vn. The lands on which
tills method is particularly prosperous, are either after a clover

stubble, or on which trefoil and grass-seed v-'eri sown the spring

before the last. Thee grounds, after the usual manuring, are once
turned over by the plough in an extended flag or turf, at ten

inches wide ; along which a man, who is called a dibbler, with two
setting irons somewhat bigger than ram-rods, but considerably big-

ger at the lower end, and pointed at the extremity, steps backward*
along the turf, and makes the holes about four inches asunder every
way, and one deep. Into these holes the droppers (women, hoys,
and girls,) drop two grains, which is quite sulficient. After this,

a gate bushed with thorns is drawn by one horse over the land, ami
closes up Ihe holes. By this mode, three pecks of grain is suf-

ficient for an acre ; and being immediately buried, it is equally
removed from vermin or the power of frost. The regularity of
its rising gives the best opportunity of keeping it clear from weeds,
by weeding or hand-hoeing. Setting of wheat is a method pecu-
liarly beneficial when corn is dear ; and, if the season be favour-

able, may be practised with great benefit to the farmer. Sir

Thomas Beevor of Hethel-Hall in Norfolk, found the produce to

be two bushels per acre mote than fcoiu the wheat which is
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sown; Init having philIi Ic.->.> small corn iiUrnnivLHl with it, tlie

sample is better, anil always fetches a higher price, to the

amonnt generally of 2s. per quarter. This methoti, too, saves to the

fainier and the public six peeks of seed wheat in every acre ;

which, if nationally adop'.cd, would of it>elf afl'ord biead forjiiore

than half a million oi people. Add to these considerations, the

great support given to tr.e poor by tliis second harvest, as it may
be cal',c(i, which enables them to discharge their rents ami
maintain their families witliout having recourse to tlie parish.

The expence of setting by hand is now reduced to about six

shillings per ace ; which, in good weather, may be done by
one dibbler, attended by three droppers, in two days. This is

live siiillings, per day ; of which, it the dibbler gives to tlie

children sixpence each, he will have himself 3s. 6d. for his day's
woik, which is more than he can earn by any other labour so

^asY to himself. But if lie has a wife who dibbles with him, and
tw o or three of his ov. n children to drop to him, his gains will then
be prodigious, and enough to ensure a plenty of candidates for

that work, even in the least populous parts of the country, ^ul
this method, in seasons when seed-corn is very cheap, or the
uutunin particularly unlavourable to the practice, must certainly

be lessened. In liglit lauds, for instance, a very dry time pre-

vents dibbling; as the holes made with the instruments will be
filled up again by the mould as fast as the instrument is withdrawn.
So, again, ,n a very wet season, on strong and stiff clays, the seeds
in the holes cannot be properly covered by the bushes drawn
over them. But these extremes' of dry and wet do not often hap-
pen, nor do they allect lands of a moderately consistent texture,

or both light and heavy soils at the same time, so that the general
practice is in fact never greatly impeded by them.
Propagating of Wheat By dividing an'd transplant-

ing ITS Roots. In the Philos. Trans, for 17(58, we meet with a

very extraordinary experiment, of which the following is an ab-
stract. On the i'd of June 17ii6, Mr. C. Miller sowed some grains

of the common red wheat ; and on the 8th of Augitst a single

plant was taken up and separated into 18 parts, and each part
planted separately. These plants having pushed out several side-

shoots, about the middle of September some of them were taken
up and divided, and the rest between that time and the middle of
October. This second division produced t5T plants. These plants

remained through tlie winter, and another divL--ion of them, made
between the middle of March aad the 12th of April, produced 500
plants. They were then divided no further, but permitted to re-

main. 1 he plants were in general stronger fhan any of the wheat
in the fields. Some of them produced upwards of 100 cars from
a single root. Many of the ears measured seven in; hes in length,
and contained between 60 and 70 grains. The whole number of
ears which, by the process above mentioned, were produced from
one grain of wheat, was 21,119, which yielded three pecks and
three quarters of clear corn, the weight of wliich was forty-seven
pounds seven ounces ; and from a calculation made by counting
the number of grains in an ounce, the whole number of grains was
about 376,840. By this account we tind, thai there was'only one
general division of the plants made in the spring. Had a second
been made, Mr. Miller thinks the number of plants would have
amounted to 2000. The ground was a light blackish soil, upon
a gravelly bottom ; and, consequently, a bad soil for wheat. One-
half of the ground was well dunged, the other hall had no manure.
There was, however, no difference discoverable in the vigour, or
growth of the plants. It is evident, that the expence and labour
of setting in the above manner by the hand, will render it imprac-
ticable upon a large scale. However, in particular cases, it may
be practised to great advantage. Instances liave been known of
wheat transplanted in September, October, November, February,
March, April, and to the middle of May, which have all answered
very well.

2. Oats. As winter-plowing enters into the culture of oats,

we must remind the reatler of the effect of frost vipon tilled land.
Providence has neglected no region intended for the hr.bitation of
men. If in warm climates the soil be meliorated by the sun, it is

no le-s meliorated by frost in cold climates. Frost acts upon wa-
ter, by expanding it into a larger space. Frost has no effect upon
dry earth or sanci. But upon wet earth it acts most vigorously ; it

expands the moisture, which requiring more space puts every parti-

cle of the eaith out of its place, and separates thejn fjoro each other.

In that view, frost may be considered as a plough su|->criur to';ir.y

that can be made, by the hanti of man : its action reaches the mi-
nutest particles : and, by dividing and separating them, it rcndert

the soil ioose and friable. This operation is the mos' reiuarkablf

ill tilled land, which gives free access to frost. With respect to

clay-soil, there is no rule in liusbandry more essential than to open
it before w inter in hopes of frost. It is even adviseable in a clay^

soil to leave the stubble rank ; which, when plowed in befora

winter, keeps the clav loose, and admits the frost into every
crannv. It is, therefore, dangerous to plow clay-soil «hen wet j

because water is a cement for clay, an<l binds it so ;:s to render it

unlit for vegetation. It is, however, less dangerous to plow wet
clay before winter than after. A succeeding frost corrects the

bad effects of such plowing; a succeeding drought increases them.
The common method is, to sow oats on new-plowed land in

March, as soon as the ground is tolerably dry. If it Continue wet
all March, it is too late to venture them after. It is much better

to siimmer-f.illow, and to sow wheat in the autumn. Hut the pre-

ferable method, especially in clay-soil, is to turn over the lield af-

ter harvest, and to lav it open to the influ.-'nces of frost and air,

which lessens the tenacity of clay, and reduces it to a free mould.
The surfaci -soil by this means is finely mellowed for reception ©f

the seed ; and it would be a pity to bury it by a second plow-
ing before sowing. In general, the bulk of clay-soils ore rich :

and skilful plowing witfout dung, will probably give a better

crop, than unskilful plowing with dung. I'lic culture of oats is

simple. That gram is i/robably a native of Britain : it grows on
the worst soil with verv little preparation. Before turnips were
introduced, it was always the fii'st crop upon land broken up froiu

the state of nature. Upon such land, it may be a good method,
to build upon the crown of every ridge, in the form of a wall, all

the surface-earth, one sod above another, as in a fold for sheep.

After standing in tliis form all summer and winter, let the walls be
thrown down, and the ground prepared tor oats. This will secure

one or two good crops ; after which the land may be dunged for a
crop of barley and grass-seeds. This method may answer in a

farm where manure is scarce.

3. Barley is a culmiferous plant that requires a m.ellow soil.

Upon that account, extraordinary care is requisite where it is to

be sown in clay. The land ought to be stirred immediately after

the crop is removed, which lays it open to be mellowed with tlie

frost and air. Barley is less valuable when it does not ripen
equally. Barley, which comes up speedily in a dusky soil, gain;

a great advantage over seed-weeds. Therefore, first take out
about one-third of the contents of the sacks of sced-barlev, to al-

low for the swelling of the grain. Lay the sa^ks «ith the grain ti«

steep in clean water ; let it lie covered with it for at least 24 hours.
When the ground is dry, and no likelihood of rain for ten days, it

is better to lie 36 hours. Sow the grain wet from steeping, with-

out any powdered quicklime, which would suck up part of its

useful moisture. 'Jlie seed will scatter well, but the sower must
put in one-fourth or one-third more seed in bulk than usual ot drr
grain, as the grain is swelled in that proportion : harrow it in ak

quickly as possible after it is sown: and give it the benefit of a
fresh furrow. It will rise in a fortnight at farthest. The foUovr-

ing experiment by a correspondent of the Batli Society is consi-

dered as very interesting: " Tiie last spring (1783) being remark-
ably dry, I soaked my seed-barlet in the black water taken from
a reservoir which constantly receives the draining of my dung-
heap and stables. As the light corn floated on the top, I skim-
med it on, and let the rest stand 24 hours. On taking it from me
water, I mixed the seed-grain with a sufficient quantity of sifted

wood-ashes, to make it spread regularly, and sowed three lield$

with it. I began sowing the l6th, and finished the 2.;d of Apri;.

The produce was 60 bushels per acre, of good clean barley, with-

out any small or green com, or weeds at harvest. No person in

thiscountry had better grain. I sowed also several other fields with
the same seed dry, and without any preparation ; but the crop,

like those of my neighbours, was very poor ; not more than 20
bushels per acre, and much mixed with green corn and weeds.
I also sowed some of the seed dry on one ridge in each of my for-

mer fields, but the produce was very i>oor in comparison of the

other parts of the field." Where the land is in good order, and
firee of weeds, April is the month for sowing barley. Every day
is proper. The dressing loaiuy soil and light soil tor barley,'is the

same
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ftinc with that described ; ojily that to plow dry is not so essen-

tial as ill dressing clay-soil. Loam or sand may be stirred a little

Bioi t ; better, however, delay a week nr two, than to stir a loam
«1ieii moist. Clay mii.t never be plowejl moist, even though
the season should escape altogetlier. 15ut this will seldom be ne-

cessary ; lor not in one year ot twenty will it happen, but that clay

is dry enough for plowing some time in May. Frost may cor-

rect clay plowed wet a'ter harvest ; but plov/ed wet ii. the

si)ring, it unites into a hard mass, not to be dissolved but by very
h.ird labmir. When the barley is sowed and harrowed in, the

loud should be rolled al'd-r the first showT of rain, to break the

clods. 'This will close the earth about the roots, which will be
a. great advantage to it in dry weather. When the barley has

been U|) three or four weeks, roll it again with a heavy roller,

which will prevent the »un and air from penetrating the ground to

the injury of the roots. This rolling, before it branches out, will

al->o cau-.e it to tiller into a greater number of stalks; so that if

the plant-, be thin, the ground will be thereby tilled, and the stalks

sfrengtiieiied. It the blade grows too rank, as it sometimes will

in a warm wet spring, mowing is a much better method than feid-

ilig it down with sheep ; becaiKe the scythe takes off only the rank
tops, but the sheep being fond of the sweet end of the stalk next
ttii.' root, will olten bite so close as to injure its future growth.

4. liucK-\\ HtAT. This is applied with success to the feeding

of horses, hogs, poultry, &cr.. It delights in a mellow sandy soil •

but succeeds well in any dry loose healthy land, and moderately
stj in a free loamy sloue-brahli. A stilfclay is its aversion, and it

is entirely lal)nur lost to sow it in wet poachy groiiml. The pro-
per season tor sowing is about the end of May or the beginning of

June. Alter s]iring-feediiigs, a crop of turnip rooted cabbage, or

vetches, there will be sullicient time to sow the land with buck-
wheat. In hot dry summers, a crop of vetches might even be
mown for hay early enough to introduce a crop of this grain after

it. ISuck-wheat is reckoned a better preparative for a succeeding
crop than a summer foilowing.

b. Bkans. The most jjroper soil for beans is a deep and moist

elay. They reepiire to be sown eaily ; hence the ground should
be plowed before winter, to give access to the frost and air;

beiieticial in all soils, and necessary in a clay-soil. As beans de-

light ill a moist soil, and have no end of growing in a moist season,

they cover the ground totally when sown broadcast, keep in the

dew, and exclude the sun and air : the plants grow to a great

height; but cany little seed, and that little not well ripened.

Hence the aiKaniage ot drilling ; which gives free access to the

sun and air, dries the ground, and aii'ords plenty of ripe seed.

Beans, where the land is |)roper for them, deserve irom the farmer
everv attention, constifutina; one of the surest funds of prolit. He
is enabled by them to leisen, if not absolutely explode, the prac-

tice of fallowing. \V lien cultivated, however, with a view of sub-

stituting them in the room of fallow, drilling or dibbling must be
uniformly employed, so as to admit the plough between their

rows, as no hand-work will sutiiciently pulverize the lands for the
purpose, without extreme expence. Dibbling, when well per-

iormed, with respect to beans, is an admirable method. The dif-

liculty, however, of procuring it to bt; well done niu^t be consi-

dere(i as no inlling objection to it. Beans are too often imjx'r-

feclly delivered by the various drill-niLK hines employed. On the
othei- hand, however, the practice is less expensive than dibbling,

jiid the seed is more surely ptit in to the desired depth, so tiiat,

on the whole, the drilling method seems preferable to that by dib-

bling. It is a point oil ^^ Inch diliereut circumstances will 'safely

oIkI judiciously lead to dilfeient conclusions, and soil, season, de-
pendence upon servants, together with other considerations, will

be resorted to, previou.Nly to the decision upon either ol these me-
thods. The comnioii little horse-bean has the advantage of being
more marketaljle than any other. Beans thrive upon light loams
better than has been generally imagined. The soils, however,
generally app ied to their culture, are all the strong and heavy
onei. VVh.erever they can be cultivated, the fanner ought to have
them, They <lo not exhaust tlie soil. Wheat is i)repared for by
them, jierhups, belter than by any other mode. They preserve

^beir upright atlitiule to the latest period, admitting of 'hor.^ehoe-

iiig to the very last. The ground is well shaded by them from
tlie sun ; I'ud tle-ir straw is useful as foddel- and manure.

PtiAt. All the varieties of peas Uolight in dry wanii soils.

though the blue pea will also succeed on poor laud. They may
he sown Irom the middle of February to the middle of April, iii

the proportion of from three to live bushels per acre, broad-cast ;

but, if drilled, two bushels will be fully suffitient. When they

are sown broad-cast, the ground must be well harrowed, to pro-

tect the seed from the depredations of birds ; but the drill-peas are

to be earthed up, and weeded twice; the first time, when they
are about an inch above the ground ; and secondly, when they at-

tain the height of about four inches. The method of drilling is

much superior to that of the broad-cast sowing. No sooner do
peas arrive at maturity, than they are attacked awd devoured by
rooks, wood-pigeons, and other birds: hence, it will be necessary

to v\atch them with care : and, after cutting, or hacking them, as

it is provincialfy termed, they should be formed into small wads,

or bundles, and exposed for some days, so that the straw may
wither, and the fruit become dry. Besides their utility for culi-

nary purposes, peas, win ii harvested dry, and ground into meal,

are uncommonly serviceable for kittening hogs; as no other grain

agrees better with those animals. If the straw be forward in

autumn, and has been houseil without injury, it \^'ill be little infe-

rior to ordinary hay, and atford a very useful article of fodder ; oa
which every liind of cattle will thrive: and, though it be apt to

occasion gripes in horses, if given to them before the month of

January, yet such eli'ects may be corrected, by allowing a few
tMrnips, cabbagip, or potatoes, either with, or alter they
have eaten the pea-straw. A crop of peas is so far from exhaust-

ing the land, that it may be considered as an excellent and me-
liorating manure. '1 bus, ,e,rey peas, in particular, if sown towards

the end of March, and plowed in shortly before they flower,

will prove a valuable dressing (or wheat. The following method
is practised in Norfolk, for sowing peas upon a dry light soil, im-
mediately open from pasture. The ground is pared w itli a plough
extremely thin, and every sod is laid exactly on its back. lu

every sod a double row of holes is made. A pea drojjped ii<

every hole lodges in the clayed ground immediately below the

sod, thrusts its roots horizontally, and has sufticient moisture.

This method enabled Norfolk farmers, in the barren year 1740, to

furnish white pc:is at I2s. per boll.

Turnips. These plants can be raised to great perfection,

and with the least hazard of miscarrying. At the same time, there

is no soil but will bear-turnipi when well prepared. No person
ever deserved better of a country, than he who first cultivated tur-

nips in the field. No plant is better lilted for the climate of Bri-

tain, no plant prospers better in the colcle.-.t part of it, and no
plant contributes more to fertility. In a word, there has not for

two centuries been introduced a more valuable improvement. Of
all roots, turnips leijuire the finest mouhl ; and to that end, of all

harrows frost is the best, "^lurnips, in general, succeed better iii

light soils, consisting of a mixture of sand and loam, than in very

rich or heavy lands: the crops of the latter will be rank, and run
to flower at too eaily a period of the spring; though their weight

may not be perceptibly diminished. 'I'hese roots are raised from
seed, which ought to be changed annually, or every second year,

without exception ; as it is apt to <iegeiierate, and the quality of

the roots will conseipiently be impaired. The seascui for sowing

varies according to the time of feeding ; thus, if the turnips be in-

tended for feeding cattle from December to February, the seed

must be committed to the ground Irom the mickile of May to tin:

end of June; but, in case they be designed to supply food tiil

May, it should not bo sown before Ihe latter end of July, or early

in August. Tlio cpiantity of seed depends upon the method of
culture; for, if it be broad-cast, two pounds per acre will be ne-

cessary: but a more advantageous mode is that of drilling, in rows

three feet asunder, which requires only one pound of seed. Ai-
thougli we have given an account in the preceding pages, of the most
valuable drill-machines, yet as two implements ot this descriptioi)

have lately been contrived, for the express purpose of drilling tur-

nips, we have been induced, from their remarkable simplicity, ami
practical utility, to furnish our readers with a complete account

and delineation uf such improvements. Tlie eminent advantage
of turnips is, that beside a profitable crop, they make a most com-
plete fallow; and the latter cannot bi- obtained but by horse-hoe-

ing. Upon that account, the sowing turnijis in rows .at three lee{

distance is rocoiiiiiiuideil. Wider rows answer no protitablo end,

alraightta rows aiibrd not room tor * horse to w\ilk la. ^V'hc« the

tUfldp'i
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turiii|)< are aI)outf our iiiclios liiuli, aiimial wi-od"; will appear. Co
round every interval witii the slightest furrow po>^ible, two inclies

from cath row, nioving thi. earth trom the rows toward the middle

of the interval. A thin plate of iron iiuist be tlxed on the left side

of the plough, to prevent the earth from falling back aii<l burying

the lurnips. Let women weed the rows with their lingers; which
is better, and cheaper, than with the hand-lioe, which is aNo xpt to

disturb the roots of the turnips that are to stand, and to leave them
open to drought by removing the earth from them. l"hestandnig

turnips are to be twelve inches froni each other , a greater dis-

tance makes them sw ell loo much ; less allords them not suflicient

room. A woman soon comes to be expert in weeding. The
following hint may be necessary to a learner. To secure the tur-

nip thai is to stand, let her cover it with the left hand; and with

the right pull up the turnip on both sides. After thus freeing the

Standing turni|), she may safely use botii hands. Let the field re-

main in this state till the appearance of new annuals make a se-

cond plowing necessary; which must be in the same furrow with

the former, but deeper. As in this plowing the iron-])late is re-

moved, part of the loose earth will fall back on the roots of the

plants: the rest will till the middle of the interval, and bury everv
weed. When weeds begin again to appear, then is the lime for a

third plowing in an 0]>po-,ite direction, which lays the eartli to the

roots of the plants. Tiiis plowing may be about the middle of

August: after which, weeds rise very faintly. If they do rise, an-

other plowing will clear the ground of 'them. Extraordinary
crops of barley frequently succeed turnips, especially when fed off

the laud. In feeding them olf", the cattle should not be sulfered to

run over too much of the ground at once, for hi that case they will

tread down and spoil twice as many as they eat. In Norfolk,
they are conlined by herdles to as much as is sufficient for them
for one day. By this mode the crop is eaten clean, the soil is

equally trodden, which if light is of much service, and ecpially

manured by the cattle. A notion prevails in many places, that

mutton fattened w ith turnips is thereby rendered rank and ill tast-

ed; but this is a vulgar error. The best mutton in Norfolk is all

fed with turnips. Rank, pastures, and marshy lands, produce rank
mutton.

Potatoes. The coinmon mode of planting potatoes is, by set-

ting the small roots entire; or, by cutting the larger ones to pieces,

and reserving one eye or bud to each : it appears, however, that

the rind may be employed with equal advantage; as crops have
thus been produced, which fully equalled those obtained from
seeds, sets, shoots, or by any oilier method. These plants w ill

flourish in any tolerable soil;' but they thrive most luxuriantly in

light sandy loams, that are neither too moist nor too dry. Such
lands ought to be deeply plow ed, tw o or three times ; anil, shortly

before the ground is stirred for the last time in the spring, it will

\ be necessary to spread a considerable quantitv of rotten dung on
the surface, which should be plowed early in March, provided the
weather be open ; but, if it be frosty, this operation must be de-
layed till the end of that month, or the beginning of April. After
the last plowing, the ground ought to be levelled ; the furrows
drawn at the distance of two or three feet apart; and at the depth
of about seven or eight inches. In the centre of this furrow are
to be set the rind, eyes, cuttings, &;c. ; and then covered in with
the earth. A short time before the young plants appear, it will be
adviseable to pass a harrow over the whole, in order to eradicate
weeds, to break the clods, and to remove every obstacle to their

vegetation. Farther, as the potatoes increase, it w ill be proper to
mould, or earth them up twice; a process, by which their growth
will be greatly promoted. Beside the depredations of worms,
grubs, and various other insects, to which potatoes are subject in

common with other vegetables, there is a disease termed the curl,

that peculiarly atVect^ these roots; and for which ingenious agricul-

turists have endeavoured to account hv vaiious conjectures. By
some it is considered as a species of bligiit, but it is more generally
attributed to one or more of the following causes; I. Frost, either

before, or after, tbe sets, &;c. have been planted. 2. Tlie plant-
ing of such sets, from large or unripe potatoes. 3. From not plac-
ing them at a sutikient depth, or from putting them in exhausted
lands. 4. By the lirsl shoots of the sets having been broken off

previously to planting; in consequence of which, the seminal
plant is incapacitated from sending forth other shoots sufficiently

YJgorous to expand. 5. To a white gnub, that preys upou the
vvi. HI.—NO. IDS.

roots. 0. To tiie propagation of shoots, sols, eyes, ic. constantU-
from the same variety, and on the same land; so that the potatoes
degmerate, and at length yield very iuditlerent crops. In the
eighth volume of the Transactions of ihe Society for the Encou-
ragement of Arts, &:c. we meet with an inteie--ting conimunicatioi^
on the curl, by Mr. W. Ilollins, who divides the dibcase into
three dillerent stages, viz. 1. The half-curl, in which the leaves
of the plants are somewhat long, and >lightly curled: thev pro-
duce, however, tolerable crops, if the summer be not loo dry,
otherwise the potatoes will be small and watery. 2. The lull

curl: in this stage the plants seldom exceed the height of si.\ or
seven inches; speedily attain to maturity, and decay. Ihe pota-
toes are, in general, less than a nutmeg; of a dii~ky-red colour;
and are extremely unwholesome as an article of food. 3. Corrupt-
ed potatoes, the vegetative power of which is almost destroved,
never ajipear above the surface of the ground. The seed will be
found at Michaelmas in a state ajjparently as fre^h as when it was
first set; a few small potatoes, perhaps, growing from the parent
root. This accurate observer attributes the curl first, to late set-
ting in rich soil, succeeded by a hot, dry, s-ummer; in conse-
quence of which, the Houer of the plant falls olf; Ineseed is ex-
hausted in feeding the plant; and few potatoes appear. Should
moist weather occur in autumn, the plants, after neing earthed,
will blow a second time, and a plentiful crop of potatoes will be
produced. These arc, in his opinion, perfectly wholesome as
tbod; but, being generated from tlie stalk of the plant after thf.

seed had been exhausted, their vegetative power is (lefective, and
the plants that proceed from them, will nccessarilv be curled.
The second cause of this disease, Mr. Hollins attributes to the
forcing of potatoes, by setting them in too ricli a soil. His pre-
ventive method consists in planting them early, in ridges about
one yard apart, having previously spread a little manure in the
trench. They are to be set in a triangular form, five or six inches
distant, and covered witli soil to an equal depth; thus they will be
protected from the heat of the sun, in case the weather be too drr,
w hile they remain sufticiently apart for receiving the full benefit ot'

the air. When the plants have •itlained the height of six or sevea
inches, he directs them not to be earthed up, but to be occasion-
ally weeded. By this simple method, roots will be formed in due
season, and grow gradually ; and, as the stalk will decay at the
proper time, the sap w ill he left in the potatoe, and become a seed,
possessing a perfect power of vegetation ; so that the plants raised
from it will be wholly exempt from the curl. As these roots ma-
terially contribute to the comfort of mankind, we have discussed
the subject at some length ; and shall now concisely state those re-

me. lies which have been successfully adopted. These are, sleep*

ing the sets for two hours, in a brine made of Whitsters' ashes

;

changing the seed, raising new kinds from the seed, or apple of the
plant ; or renewing the same sorts again from the same seed : and,
lastly, salt is said to be an excellent preventive against the depre*
dations of the grub. Beside the curl, potatoes are liable to tw«
other disorders, viz. the scab, which consists of excrescences that

arise in very dry seasons; and the canker, which is occasioned b«
small cavities, that appear in wet weather. These defects hav*
been conjectured to be in some measure the cause of the curl

;

and thev increase, according to the length of lime the potatoes re-

main in the earth, after the roots have attained to maturity. The
proper time for digging up potatoes, is in the dry weather of ai>-

tumn, when the leaves and stems begin to decay. If they are culf

tivated on a small scale, this work is performed by means of a
three-pronged fork, furnished with fiat tines: but, when raised iS

fields, the roots are turned up by a plough, the coulter of which
is taken out, to prevent them from being cut. After those, whick
appear on the surface, are collected, a pair of drags is passed over
ih^ whole; in order to separate and expose such as may adhere to

the clods. The potatoe is one of the most valuable roots for culi-

nary uses : when boiled, it forms a principal article of food, and
serves partly as a substitute for bread. Mixed with wheiiten flour,

fermented with yeast, and propf rK Imked, it makes a wholesome
and nutritious loaf. The best method of taking up potatoes is, t*

plow once round every row at tl e distance of four inches, remov-
ing tlie earth from the plants, and j^atiiering up with the hand all

the potatoes that appeaf. This distance is proper to prevent cut-

ting the roots. When the ground is thus cleaned by the plough,

raise the potatogi vitk a fork kariii^ tltree broad tots. The |>ota-

P t»6S
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toes iiuist tlieii be gatlitrerl with llie liaiid. A*" potalnes are a

tumfortable fuod, il is of iiiiportaiice to liavc iheiii all llie year

roiui'l. For a loxg time, potatoes in Scotland were oonlmed to

the kitchen-t;.irden ; and alter tiiey were planted in the held, it

uas not supposed at (irst that they couUl be used after December.

Of late years, they have been kept "good even till April ; which

lias proved a great'support to many a poor family, liut it is easy

to [ireserve them till the ne.xt crop : when taken out of the ground,

'lay in the cor.ner of a barn a quantity that may serve till April,

covered from frost with dry straw pressed down : bury the remain-

der in a hole dun; ill dry ground, mixed with the liusk-< of dried

oats, sand, or Ih.e dry leaves of trees, over which build a stack ot

hay or corn. When the pit is opened for taking out llie potatoes,

the eyes of what have tendency to pusli must be cut out ; and this

cargo will serve to the end of June. To be certain of making the

luld crop meet the new, the setting of a small tpiantity may be de-

layed till June, to be taken up at the ordinary tune belore frost.

This cargo, having not arrived to full growth, will iiot be so ready

lo push as what are set in April. If the old crop be exhausted be-

jore the new crop is ready, the interval may be supplied by the

l)otaloes of the new crop that lie next the surface, to be picked up

^vlth the hand ; whicli, far from hurting the crop, will rather im-

prove it.

Carrots AND Parsneps. Of all roots, a carrot requires the

<leepest soil. It ought at least to be a foot deep, all ecjually good

from top to bottom. If such a soil be not in the farm, il may be

jiiade artificially by trench-plowing, which brings to the surface

%vliat never had any communication with the sun or air. When
this new soil is sufhcieiitly improved by a crop or two with dung,

it is lit for bearing carrots. Beware of dunging the year w lien the

carrots are sown; for with fresh dung they seldom escape rotten

scabs. The only soils proper for carrots are loam and sand. '1 he

ground must be prepared by the deepest furrow that can be taken,

the sooner after harvest the" belter. At the end of March, or be-

ginning of April, which is the time of sowing the seed, the ground

must be smoothed with a brake. Sow the seed in drills, with in-

tervals of a foot for hand-hoeing, where the crop is an acre or two

:

but if the quantity of ground be greater, the intervals ought to be

three feet for horsc-lioeing. In flat ground without i-idges, it is

proper to make parallel furrows with the plough, ten feet asuntler to

carry off redundant moisture. The farmer will tind carrots a very

advantageous crop ; they all'ord CNcellent food for horses, cattle,

and hogs. The culture of parsneps is the same with that of carrots.

Cabbage. This is an interesting article in husbandry. It is

easily raised, is subject lo few diseases, resists frost more than tur-

jiips, is palatable to cattle, and sooner fills tliem than turnips, car-

rots, or potatoes. The season for setting cabbage de|)cnds on the

use it is intended for. If intended for feeding in November, De-
cember, and January, plants procured from seed sown the end ot

July the preceding year must be set in March or April. If in-

tended for feeding in March, April, and May, the plants must be

»ct the first week of the preceiling July, from seed sown in the

c;nd of February or beginning of March the same year. The late

selling of plants retards their growth ; by which means they have

a vigorous growth the following spring. And this crop makes an

important link in the chain that connects winter and snmmtr green-

food. Where cabbage for spring-food is neglected, a few acres

of rye, sown at Miihaelmas, will supplv the want. After the rye

is consumed there is time suflicient to prepare the ground for tur-

nips. Where the cabbage-plants are to be set in March, the lield

lnu^t be made up after harvest in ridges three feet wide. In that

iorm let it lie all winter, to be mellowed with air and frost. In March

take the first opportunity, between wet and dry, to l.iy dung in

lhefurrov/5. Cover the dung with a plough, which will convert

tlie furrow into a crown, and the crown into a furrow. Set the

plants upon the dung, three feet from each other. Plant them so

as to make astr.iighl line cross the ridges, and along the furrows,

for which a gardener's line stretched perpendicularly cross the fur-

rows will be requisite. This will set each plant at the distance

precisely of thrie feet from the plants that surround it. The pur-

pose of this is to give opportunity for plowing, not only along

the ridges, hut across them. This mode saves hauvl-hoeing, i^ a

more complete dressing lo the soil, and lays earth neatly round

everv plant. It the soil be deep, and composed of good earth,

a li.euch-plowiug aftct the preceding crop will be proper ; in

which case, the time for dividing the field into three-feet ridges

ought immediately to precede the dunging for the plants. If

weeds rise so close to the jflants as not to be reached by the

plough, destroy ilieni with d hand-hoe. Unless the soil be much
inlesled with annual weeds, twice plowing after the plants are

set will lie a sufficient dressing. The lir^t removes the earth from
the plants; the next at the distance of a month or so, lays it back.

Rape, or Coleseed. This plant is cultivated ])rincipally for

the purpose of expressing the oil froin its seed, by which it is also

propagated : the best kind of the kilter should be large and black
;

it ought lo be sown in the month of June (in the proportion of two
pounds to an acre, broad-cast), witli the two fore-lingers and
thumb, to prevent it Irom shooting up in patches: it may likewise

be drilled, at the ilistance of twelve or fourteen hiclies ; part.

Sometimes rape and turnips are sown togrth"r; but such practice

is not reconomical ; as the two crops mutually injure eacli other.

Uape yields most abundantly after beans, turnips, or cabbages;
the soil being previously ploweil twice, north and south, for the

better receplicn of the solar heat ; and if transplanted, such plants

will vegetate with niicommon luNuriance, so as amply to repay
the adthtional expcnce. For this purpose, Mr. Hazard (J^etters

and Papers of the I5ath and West of England Society, &c. vol.

iv.) recommends one rood to be sown in the middle ot June, and
lo remove the young plants towards the middle of August, into

ridges two feet ajiart, and at the distance of sixteen incites trom each
other. As soon as they have taken root, and begin to shout up,

it will be necessary lo manage them by the horse or hand-hoe;
and lo draw the earth around their stems. A rood of land, thus

sown, will, according to his experience, produce a suflicient num-
ber of plants for the stocking of ten acres: and in the following

spring the leaves may be led olfwith sheep; because new ones
will immediately succeed. But, as these tender plants are much
infested by slugs, which devour them with avidity, it will be ad-
vi^eablc to scatter over them a mixture of slacked lime and wood-
ashes in the proportion of ten bushels of the former to fifteen of '

the latter per acre. Rape-seed attains to maturity from July to

September; and, as it is easily shed, the plants are generally cut
with sickles ; laid on the ground lo dry; and the seetl is rubbed
out on a large cloth spread in the middle of the held, whence it is

conveyed to the mill. '1 he oil' which these seeds yield by expres-
sion is employed for various useful purposes in domestic life, and
particularly for burning in lamps. The whole plant is of great ser-

vice in feeding cattle ; and, after the seed is threshed, the straw and
chaff, on being burnt, afford ashes equally valuable as the best

pot- ashes.

Hemp and Fi.ax. The profit of cultivating hemp seed is by
no means small. It requires, however, the best land that can be
found on a farm, or which is madesuch by manuring. A rich, deep,
putrid, and friable loam, is w hat it particularly delights in ; and in

addition to natural richness, forty cubical yards of clung per ac»e
should be applied. Besides this original cost of land in natural-

richness and preparation, it is lo be considered that hemp returns

nothing to the farm-yard, while corn will give straw, and the

dunghill is improved by green crops. The question concerning
ihe pro|)rietv of its cultivation by any individual is not to be de-
termined, therefore, only from the circumstance of any price in

the market, but is lo be inferred from a view of all its bearings and
connections. For many crops, tillage should be given with cau-

tion. With hemp such caution is unnecessary, as its rank and
luxuriant growth proves fatal to all those weeds by wdiich corn
would not only be injured but destroyed. From Ihe autumn prtv

ceding to the lime of sowing hemp, the land should be three or

four times plowed, and be well harrowed to a fine surface. The
quantity of dung should be proportioned lo the deficiency of the

soil ; and when the culture is conliniied from year to year, a plen-

tiful dressing must be every lime applied. About twelve pecks
should be sown per acre : and as the destruction of weeds in the

tillage is here no object, the broad-cast method is universally pre-

ferable to the drill. It will be ready for pulling in August, or

about thirteen weeks after it is sown. Flax is cultivated not only

with a view to the common inirposes of making linen, but for the

sake of its seed also, from which the oil used by painters is ex-

tracted. Though this plant is in universal culture over the whole
kiugdoin, yet il appears by the vast quantity imported, that by
far too Jittle ground is employed iu that way. As Mr. Marsliail

tttkss
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lakes iiutio; of its tulturo only in Yorkshire, it probably does not

make any great part of tin,- husbandry of tiie other counties of

»vliich lie treats ; and even in Yorkshire he tells us thai its cnltiva-

fioii If conlined to a few districts. Tlie kind cultivated tliOTe is

that called " blea line,"' or the blue or lead-coloured Hax, and this

requires a rich dry soil for its cultivation. A deep, fat, sandy loam

f- perlia|;s the only sod on wh'ch it can be cultivated with advan-

tage. If sown upon an old corn-land, it ought to be well cleaned

from weeds, and rendered perfectly friable by a sinnr.ier-fallow.

Manure is seldom or ever set on tor a line-crop ; and the soil-

process consists generally of a single plowing. The seed-time

)s May, but much depends on the state of the soil at the time of

sowing. " It should neither be wet nor dry ; and the surface

ought to be made as tine as that of a garden-bed. Xot a clod of

the size of an egg should remain unbroken." Two bushels of

seed are usually sown upon an acre ; the surface after being har-

rowed, is sometimes raked with garden or hay-rakes; and the ope-

ration would be still more complete if the clods and other o!)struc-

tions, which cannot be easily removed, were drawn into the inter-

ftuTOWs. A light hand-roller, nscd between the linal raking and
liarrowing would much assist this operation. The chief rctpiisite

during the time of vegetation is weeding, which ought to be per-

formed with the utmost care; and for this reason it is particularly

requisite that the ground should be previously cleansed as well as

possible, otherwise the expence of weeding becomes too great to

be borne, or the crop must be considerably injured. It is an ir-

reparable injury, if through a dry season, the plants come up in two
crops; or if by accident or mismanagement they be too thin.

The goodness of the crop depends on its running up with a single

stalk without branches ; for wherever it ramifies, there the length

of the line terminates ; and this ramification is the consequence of

its having too much looin at the Toot, or getting above the plants

which surround it. The branches are never of any Uic, being un-

avoidably worked olY in dressing ; and the stem itself, unless it

bear a due proportion to the length of the crop, is likewise worked
elT among the refuse.

WoAD. The use of~vvoad in dyeing is well known, and the

consumption is so great, that the raising of tlie plant might un-
doubtedly bean object to an husbandman, provided he could get

it properly manufactured for the dyers, and could overcome their

prejudices. Woad grows to the greatest advantage on a light-

black rich soil, which has a southern situation. Land intended for

woad should be dunged a year before it is sown with this plant,

and made first to bear a crop of w heat, &c. This being taken ol'f,

three deep stirrings should be given with the plough, the iirst in

Koveniber, and the other two in spring. It is often sown so early

as in the beginning of April; but when it is too cold at that period,

the sowing must be deferred till May. In this climate, however,
it IS often not sown until some time later. In some parts of Kent
this plant is much cultivated. It is frequently sown on poor, stiff,

and some chalky lands, in the proportion of ten or twelve pounds
of seed to the acre, and among beans before the last hoeing in the
beginning of July. It requires no culture while growing, unless
the land be full of weeds ; in which case the weeds must be drawn
out by the hand, or cut up with a narrow hoe. When the plants

have produced their bloom up to the top of the stem, they are
pulled up, then tied by a single stalk in small handfuls, and set up
m a conical form to ripen. When thoroughly dry, the seed is

shaken out on a cloth, or into a tub, the plants' being then bound
with rope-yarn into bundles, each weighing thirty pounds: sixty

©f these bundles make a load of woad, the price of which is gene-
rally from 4/. to 10/.

tlol'S. 'i'hr cultivation of this plant ought not to be attempted
without due consideration ; since perhaps no crop is more uncer-
tain and precarious, and a large capital must be employed ; for the
first year's cost of preparing and planting an acre amounts to about
eighty pounds, and the following year to not less than half that sum.
'1 he dry stalks of hops should be burnt on the ground in winter, co-
vering them with a little fresh earth as they burn. 'I'his makes toge-
ther an excellent compost, to nuike the hills of. The land must'be
dug or plowed well, and laid very even, and then the places for the
hills marked out by a line, and a stick put in every place where one
is to be. Mr. "\ oung is of opinion that some improvement in the cul-

ture '.s necessary, and recommends the planting of them in espaliers.

He also remarks, that hops « liich are late picked carry more next
year flan such as are picked early ; for which reason he lecom-

mcnds the late picking. The only reason fur picking early is, I'.at

the hops appear much more beautiful than the others,

Of the Rotation ok Crops.

No branch of husbandry requires more skill and sagacity than a
proper rotation of crojjs, so as to keep the ground always in lieart,-

and yet to draw out of it the greatest profit possible. Some plants

rob the soil, oihers are gentle to it: some bind, others loosen.

The nice point is, to intermix crops, so as to make the greatest

profit consistently with keeping the ground in trim. In that view,

the nature of the plants employed in husbandry must be accurately

examined. There is a great difference between culmiferous and
leguminous plants, which ought to be duly considered. Culmi-
ferous plants, having small leaves and few in number, depend
mostly on the soil for nourishment, and little on the air. During
the ripening of tlie seed, they draw their nourishment from the

soil; as the leaves by this time, being dry and withered, must
have lost their power of drawing nourishment from the air. Cul-

miferous plants are chiefly cultivated for their seed, and are not

cut down till the seed be fully ripe. But such plants, while young,
are all leaves; and in that state draw most of their nourishment
from the air. And the foggage, excluding the frost by covering

the ground, keeps tlie roots warm. A leguminous plant, by its

broad leaves, draws much of its nourishment from the air. A cab-

bage, which has very broad leaves, and a multitude of them, owes
its growth more to tlie air than to the soil. A cabbage cut, and
hung up in a damp place, preserves its verdure longer tlian other

plants. A seed is that part of a plant which requires the most nou-
rishment; and for that nourishment a culmiferous plant must be
indebted entirely to the soil. A leguminous crop, on the con-

trary, when cut green for food, must be very gentle to the gi'ound.

Pease and beans are leguminous plants; hut being cultivated for

seed, they seem to occu|n' a middle station: their seed makes
them more severe than other leguminous crops cut green; their

leaves, which grow till reaping, make them less severe than a cul-

miferous plant left to ripen. These plants are distinguished no
less remarkably by the following circumstance. All the seeds of
a culmiferous plant ripen at the same time. When they begin to

form, the plant becomes stationary, the leaves wither, the roots

cease to push, and the plant when cut down is blanched and sap-

less. The seeds of a leguminous plant are formed successively:

flowers and fruit appear at the same time in different parts of the

plant. This plant accordingly is continually growing, and push-

ing its roots. Hence the value of bean or peas straw above that

of wheat or oats : the latter is withered and dry w hen the crop is

cut; the former, green and succulent. The difference, therefore,

with respect to the soil, between a culmiferous and leguminous
crop, is great. The latter, growing till cut down, keeps the ground
in constant motion, and leaves it to the plough loose and mellow.
I he tormcr gives over growinsj long before rea|)ing; and the

ground, by want of motion, turns compact and hard. Nor is this

all. Dew falling on a culmiferous crop after the ground begins to

harden, rests on the surface, and is sucked up by the next sun.

Dew that falls on a leguminous crop, is shaded from the sun by
the broad leaves, and sinks at leisure into the ground. The
ground accordingly, after a culmiferous crop, is not only hard,

but dry : after a leguminous crop, it is not only loose, but soft and
unctuous. Till the middle of last century, the best common
courses of farming in Britain, consisted of a fallow, which, by se-

veral plowings,. broke up and cleaned the ground, but left the soil

exposed to the scorching rays of the sun, during the hottest season,

without any shading crop; and on this the fanner sowedwiieat,
which was succeeded by peas or beans; then followed barley, or

oats, (or both) on one part of the farm, for the space of ten or
twenty years : the other moiety, during that time, being laid out
in common pasture-grasses. When any change was to be made,
the part in grass was plowed and prepared, and then thrown inta
the same course or rotation cf crops as above: that v.hich had
been in crops, was sown with mixed grass-seeds (but not clover),

to lie for ten or twenty years, as before. The whole arable part

of the farm, thus parcelled, included neither the homesteaduor the

standing meadow ; so that an arable farm o.' 300 acres admitted of

1 jO being in grass-lay, or old tield, and 150 in crops. The f.elds-

which bore crops were seldom equal in quantity, but in the fol-

lowing plan we have ventured to consider them so, for the better

comparing of the old and nev.' systems:
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Old System.

Acres.

,374 fallow, naked, yields nothing.
Bushels

37-1 wheat

37i peas, or beans.

37l barley .740

150 in crops, four fields.

150 in glass, or lay.

, ISJO

300 acres.

Acres.
fiO barley

60 clover

60 wheat
60 clover

60 peas or beans .

New System.

Bushels.

...1200

.. 900

'.. 900

3000
300 acres in five fields

According to this new course, the wheat and barley exhaust the

«oil, while the clover and peas, or beans, meliorate and improve

it. When we compare lliese two systems of rotations of crops, the

l_atter is evidently the most profitable, as the hundred and twenty

acres in clover are far superior to the hundred and fifty acres of

common grasses on tiie hide-bound soil of the lay, or old field ;

and the grain and straw are more advantageous in tlie proportion

of three hundred to one hundred and eighty-five. Clover, peas,

and beans, (if sown in drdls, and kept clean from weeds by hoeing,)

are ino(fensive, and even meliorating. They all shade the ground

during the hottest season of the year. Every kind of corn impo-

verishes the soil, and, if small, lets in weeds, which, togetlier with

rest, bind and foul the land. The superiority of the new course

of crops is still farther evinced by a series of conclusive experi-

ments made by Mr. A. Young. He divided three acres of old

upland pasture into thirty-six squares, of nine roods each, which
he planted with beans, peas, wheat, barley, oats, cabbages, clover,

potatoes, &c. in different rotations, with various success. From
these comparative trials he drew the following practical inferences,

which we recommend to the serious attention of our agricultural

readers: 1. That potatoes exhaust the land more than any other

fallow-crop hitherto tried ; and, in some courses, to a greater de-

gree than barley, or even wheat. 2. That potatoes will not yield

a tolerable crop, even on old lay newly broken up, without the aid

of dung, and not a profitable one, even with it. 3. That barley,

beans, and oats, succeed much better than wheat after potatoes.

4. That beans are the most valuable fallow-crop on new land of

this quality. 5. That the preservation of the fertility of old turf

depends much on the number of bean-crop* introduced ; as, the

more frccjuently they are planted, the better the succeeding crops

of white corn will bo : and three successive years of beans are at-

tended with an extraordinary produce of wheat. 6. That beans

and barley, and beans and wheat, alternately, are both courses of

4»reat produce and advantage. 7. That the introduction of beans
in bad rotations, tends to remedy the evil of such courses. 8.

That successive crops of white corn destroy that fertility which
different rotations will preserve in new ground ; and that three

such crops will render the land extremely foul and unprofitable.

9. That the two most productive courses are beans and barley,

alternately ; the former being the most abundant, but the latter

the most profitable, from the saving of tillage. 10. That four

crops of beans, and one of wheat, even with the drawback of one
year's cabbages, is the third course in profit; and the land will be
left in such order, as to make it perhaps the first. 11. That the

n;ost unproductive, and in a still greater degree, the more unpro-
fitable courses, are those in which turnips, cabbages, and potatoes,

most frequently occur. 12. That, on such new land, oats are the

1jest white grain that can be sown, as they yield very extraordinary

Hud valuable crops. The same intelligent cultivator, consequent-
ly, recommends the following coureej which is calculated to prove
the most profitable

:

1. Beans. 4. Oats. 7. Clover.
2. Oats. 5. Beans. 8. Heans.

3. Beans. 6. Oats. g. Wheat.
The profit of beans in every rotation, by which the soil is not

exhausted, is decisive: and oat, are far more productive than ei-

ther barley or wheat, while the old Uin' is dccajini,'; because c!i>-

ver will revive the fertility, whicli beans m tlie eighth year will

not lessen ; and wheat cannot fail, after those two successive me-
liorating crops, to yield a ph ntifu! harvest. In justice to Mr.
Young, we shall observe, that he propn; es such a rotation only fof

new land, as there are circumstances thai wouUl rea<!er it inappli-

cable to other fields. There is so great a variety in soils, and so
much difference in the opportunities of obtaining maniu'e, that

rules cannot be given precisely to answer all cases ; it may, however,
be observed in general, that two crops of white corn ouuht never t»
be produced from a field in immediate succession. In reference

to several varieties of soil, it may be useful (o give a succession of
crops which has been recommended bv a geniieman of consider-

able judgement and experience. It should be observed that on
this plan the crops must be all particularly well hoed, and kept
properly clean ; anil that the turnips, peas, and beans, must be put
in double rows, on three-feet I'idges ; the cabbages in single rows
of Ihrec-feet ridges.

Clll!/.

Turnips or cabbages

Oats
Beans and clover

Wheat
Turnips or cabbages
Oats
Beans and vetches

ANheat

Rich Loams find Sandy Loams
Turnips & po- Beans

tatoes

Clat/ey Loams.
Turnips or cabbages
Oats
Clover
Wheat
Turifips or cabbage*
Barley
Beans
Wheat

Barley
Peas
AVheat

Ad injin.

Barley
Clover
Wheat
Beans
Barley
Peas
Wheat

Chalky Substratum. Graveh.

Turnips
Barley
Clover
Mheat
Potatoes

Barley
Peas
Wheat

Peat Earth.
Turnips
Barley
Clover
AVheat
Potatoes
Barley
Peas
AN heat

Turnips
Barley
Clover
Wheat
Potatoes

Barley

Peas
AVheat

Turnips
Barley

Clover
AVheat
Potatoes

Barley
Peas
AVheat

Lig)'. Lands.
Turnii)s

Barley
Clover and rye-grass

Clover an<l rye-grass

Clover and rye-grass

Peas
AVheat or rye

For many interesting particulars relative to this great subject,

we must refer our reader to the twenty-third volume of Annals of
Agriculture, in which he will find it minutely and perspicuously

treated.

Of the CuLTIVATIOhf AND MANAGEMENT OF TrEES.

As far as this subject relates to fruit-ti-t es we refer the reader to
the Articles Gardening, and Orchard. llespecting trees in

general we may observe that there are four distinct species of wood-
lands, viz. wo'ock, timber groves, cc.iic s. and woodv wastes.

The woods area collection of timbe.'ree and underwood ; and
the coppices are collections of underwcid .done. All these turn
out to advant.age sooner or later, accordin'.^ to the quick or slow
growth of the trees, and the situation of the place with respect to
certain local advantages. Thus in sonic places underwood is of
great consequence, for rails, hoops, stakes, fuel, &c. and by
reason of its growth it may be accounted the most profitable of
all plantations. An osier-bed will yield a return of profit the se-

cond or third year, and a coppice in 1 5 or i.'0 years ; while a planta •

tion of oaks will not arrive at perfection in less than a century.

This last period is so long, that it niay be supposed likely to din'er

6 people
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pfople I'roni makiiis; such plantations of t'lis kiiul, as few are

willing to take any trouble fur '.vliat iIk-y are never to bi-c in per-

fection. It must j)e reinembereil, however, that though the tree--

themselves do not tome to perfection in a shorter time, the value

of the ground will always increase in proportion to tiieir a^e. Mr.
Pavier in the Bath Papers, vol. iv. computes the value of jO acres

of oak-timber in 100 years to be 12,1001. which is nearly jOs. an-

nually per acre ; and as thi^ is continually accumulating without

any ot that cxpence or risk to which annual crops are subject,

planting of timber may be accounted one of tlie most i)rotilable

articles in husbandry. Evelyn calculates the prolit of lllOO acres

of Ouk-land iu 130 "years, at 'no less than (570,0001. But it would
be improper to occupy with timber of such slow growth, the

grounds which either in grass or corii tan repay the trouble of

cultivation with a good annual crop. In the Annals of Agriculture,

vol. 6, we tind the culture of trees recommended by Mr. Harries:

aiul he informs us, that the larch is liie tpiickesl grower and the

most valuable of all the resinous timber-trees: but unless tliere be

pretty good room allowed for the branches to stretch out on the

lower part of the trunk, it will not arrive at any considerable si/e ;

and this observation, he says, holds good of all pyramidal trees.

Scotch lirs may be planted between them, and pulled out alter they

begin to obstruct the growth of the larch. Some of these larches

he had seen planted about 30 years before, which at j feet distance

from the grouml measured from lour feet to five feet six niches in

circumference. Tlie most barren grounds, he says, would answer

for these trees, but better soil is required for the oaks. In this

paper he takes notice of the leaves of one of his plantations of

oaks having been almost entirely destroyed bv insects; in conse-

quence of which they did not increase in bulk as usual ; but

anotlier which had neaily escaped these ravages, increased at an
average one inch in circumference. "A tree four feet round
(says he), that has timber ','U feet in length, ga'ns by this growth
a solid loot of timber annually, worth one shillip.g at least, and
pays 5 per cent, for standing. It increases more as the tree gets

Irom five to six feet round, 1 have in my groves 3000 oaks that

pay me one shilling each per annum, or l,')Ol. a year. My poplars

have gained in circumference near two inches, and a \Vorcester

and witch-elm as much. I have lately been informed that the

smooth cut of a holly-tree, that measures 'JO inches and upv\'ards

round, is worth to the cabinet-makers 'Js. and (id. per foot. AVith

respect to the growth of imder-wood, w hich in some cases is very
valuable, it is to be remarked, that to have an annual fall of it,

the «hole (luantity of grouml, whatever its e;;tent mav be, ought
to be divided into annual sowings. The exact number of sowings
n)ust he regulated by the uses to which it is intended to he put.

Thus if, as in .Surrey, st;ikes, eddeis, and hoops, are saleable,

there ought be to S or 10 annual sowings ; or if, as in Kent, lio])-

poles are deniandi d, 14 or 15 will be rei|uired ; and if, as in

Vorksiiire, rails be wanted, or, as in Gloucestershire, cordwood
be most marketable, IS or "0 sowings will be necessary to pro-

tluce a succession of annual falls. 'J'hus the business, by being
divided, will be rendered less burdensome: a certain proportioji

b<-ing every year to be done, a regular set of hands will, in

proper seaso;', he employed ; and by beginning upon a small

scale, the errors of the lirst year will be corrected in the practice

ot the second, and those of the second in that of the third. The
produce of the intervals will fall into ri'gular course; and when
the whole is cnnipleted, the falls wiU follow each other in regular
succession. The greatest objection to this method of sowing
woodlands is the extraordinary trouble in fencing: hut this oi)-

jcction does not hold if the sowings lie at a distance from one
another; on the contrary, if they lie together, or in plots, the en-
tire plot may be inclosed at once: and if it contain a number of
sowings, some subdivisions will be necessary, and the aiuiual

sowing of these subdivisions may be hueed off with hurdles, or

some other temporary contrivance; but if the adjoining land be
kept under the plough, little temporary fencnig will be necessary.
iSut in raising a woodland from seeds, it is not only necessary to
delenjl the young plants against cattle and sheep, but against
lures and rabbits : so that a close fence of some kind is absolulely
ecessary.

Or Horses and Black Cattle.

As great part of the stock of an husbandman must always con-
VoL, HI.—NO. 109.

si^t of catjtle, and one of his principal expences is in the maintain-

anceofthem, tl»S p.irt of his business is certainly to be looked

upon as very important. 'I'he cattle bclonguig to a tarni may be
divided in two classes, viz. such as arc iutendud for work, and
such as are designed for sale. The former are now principally

horses, the oxen formerly employed being fallen into disuse,

though it does not yet certainly appear that the reasons for the ex-

change are satisfactory. In the second vol. of Bath Papers, we
have an account of a comparative experiment of the utility of

hoi-ses and oxen in husbandry, by Mr. Kedington near Bury, in

.Sullolk, in which the preference is decisively given to oxeri.

The following reasons are assigned. 1. They are kept at much
less expellee, never eating meal or corn of any kind. In wiiiier

they are fed with straw, turnips, carrots, or cabbages; or instead

of tlie three last, they have each a peck of bran per day while

ke))l constantly at work. In spring they eat hay ; and if working

harder than usual in seed-time, they have also bran, ^\'hen (he

vetches are tit for mowing, they get them only in the stable.

After the day's work in summer they have a small bundle of hay,

and stand in the stable till they cool ; after which they are turned

into the pasture. Our author is of opinion, that an ox; may be
maintained in condition, for thf same constant work as an horse,

for at least 41. less annually. 2. After a horse is seven years old,

his Vidue dccliiies every year; and when lame, blind, or very old,

he is scarce worth any thing ; but an ox, in any of these situations^

may be f.itted, and s"old for even more than ttle lirst purchase;

and will always be fat sooner after work than before. 3. Oxea
are less liable to diseases than horses. 4. Horses are often liable to

be spoiled by servants riding them without their master's know-
ledge, which is not the case with oxen. ;>. A general use of oxen
would make beef plentiful, ami consequently all other meat ; which
would be a national benefit. To invalidate this statement, it

has been objected, that though oxen may be maintained at a less

expence than liorrcs, vet the latter are far preferable, as they per-

form their work w ith much greater alacrity ; and that tiie extra

ploughing which a pair of horses will accomplish in one week,
will fullv pay the balance of keeping. Such is the dilTerence of

opinions. However it ought in justice to be added, that an ox
improves in value Ml. per annum, upon an average, from the time
he is used and fed as an ox ; and, when fattened, alfonls good and
wholesome meat; while a horse progressively declines, till he,

literally, is of no value. It may also he observed, that oxen are

not only able to stand working every day, but to bear long houi-s

better than horses going in the same pasture. An ox in a good
pasture soon tills his belly, and lies down to rest ; but a horse can
scarce satisfy his hunger in a sliort summer's night. Oxen are

also much superior at a diflicult pull to horses. Also it is evident,

that were only a small share o: the attention paid to the breeding

of draught-oxen which is now bestowed on the breeding of cart-

horses, animals equally powerful, more active, less costly, equally

adapted to the purposes of husbandry if liarnessed with equal

judgement, less expensive in keep and attendance, much more
durable, and infinitely more valuable after they have finished tlieir

labours, might be produced. A steer, like a colt, ought to be
familiarized to harlle^s at two or three year- old, but should never

be subjected to hard labour until he be five years old ; from

which age, until hebelJorCi'), he may be considered as in his

prime as a beast of tlraught. There are great varieties found

among horses, see Kquus. Yorkshire has long been distinguished

for its superior breed of this noble animal, especially for those de-

nominated saddle-horses. The midland counties of Enghmd have

for some time been celebrated on account of their breed of the

black cart-horse ; though Mr. Marshall is of opinion tliat this kind

are unprofitable as beasts of draught in husbandry. A nioi'C u'^eful

horse is described as having a thick carcase, his back short and
straight, and his legs shsrt and clean : as strong as an ox, yet active

as a poney ; equally suitable for a cart or a lighter carriage."

VV'ith regard to the general maintenance of hci-ses^ Mr. Marshall

recominends the Norfolk management of horses as the clieapest

method of feeding them practised any where. In vjjntcr, when
little work is to be done, their only rack-meat is barley-s'.raw ; a

reserve of clover-hav being usually made agairtst ilie hurry ;if

seed-time. A bushel of corn in the most busy season is compnted
to be an ample allowance for each horse, and in wore leisure

times a much less quantity siilVices. Oats, and sometimes barley,

Q,
"

when
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•when the hitter is che;!)) aiul iin-.Lilcable, aiv given; liut in this

case the hailey is generally malted, I. c. steeped and afterwards
spread abroad for a few days, until it begin to vegetate, when it i^

given to the Imrses, and is supposed to be less healing than in its

natural state. Chaff is universally mixed with horse-eorn: and
the chaff -of oats is uiuch betteT than that of barley. In order to
have black cattle proper for the purpose of workijig, Mr. Mar-
<:hall remarks, that it is necessary to procure a breed without
liorjis, and i- of opinion (hat it would be (juile practicable to pro-
duce a hornless breed of black cattle as well as of sheep, which
last has been done by allention and perseverance. The hr.st step
is to select females; and bavins; ob-erved their imperfections,
to endeavour to correct them by a well chosen male. The other
properties of a perfect braed of 'black cattle for the purposes of
the dairy as well as others, accordijig to Mr. iMar>haU, are as
follows

: l.'rhe head small and clean, to lessen the quantity of
elVal. 'J. Tlrt! neck thin and clean^ to lighten the fore-end", as
well as to lessen the collar, and make it fit clo>e and casv to tlie

animal in work. 3. The carcase large, the chest dei'p, ajid the bo-
som broad, with the ribs standing out full from the spine; to give
slreugtli of frame and constitution, and to admit of the intestines
being lodged within the ribs. 4. The shoulders should be light of
bone, and rounded off at the lower point, that the collar may be
easy, but broad to give strength ; and well covered wi'th llesli for
the greater ease of ciraughl, as well as to furnish a dcired point in

fattening cattle. 5, The back ought to be wide and level through-
out ; the quarters long ; the thighs thin, and standing narrow at the
round bone; the udder large wl)en full, but thin and loose when
empty, to hold the greater quantity of milk ; with large dug-veins
to (ill it, and long elastic teals for draw ing it off with greater ease.
6. 'J"he legs (below the knee and hock) straight, and of a middle
length; their bone, in general, light and clean from fleshiness, but
with the Joints and sinews of a moderate size, for the jjurposes of
bfreugth and activity. 7. The flesh ought to be mellow in the state
of fleshiness, and firm in the state of fatness. 8. The hide mellow,
and of a iMiddle thickness. With regard to the method of fat-

tening cattle, turnips are coming into general use throughout
Britain. In Norfolk no other method is tllought of. The ge^'neral

rule is, to allow them to eat their turnips in the field while the
weather remains moderately warm, but to give them under cover
vdieii it becomes wet or very cold. In this respecti how ever, there
is a considerable dillerence with regard to the manwer in which the
tattle have been brought up ; for sucli as have been accustomed
to a severe climate will stand the winter in the field much better
than those whicii have been brought up under shelter. The fk'sh
of cattJe fatted under cover is also less agreeable than that of such
as feed in the open air.

Of Cattle Peoper roR the M.\nageme.n-t of the Dairy.
Cows which are to serve the purposes of the dairy should be

chosen with care. We are to attend more to the quantity of cream
which llie milk of a cow yields, than to the absolute quantity of
Jtiilk^; and this may commonly be judged of from the thickness of
it. The small Aldemey cows (he says) afford the richest milk
liitherto known ; though there are many individuals of different
kinds which afford much richer milk than 'others; and these ought

,
carefully to be sought after, that a good breed mav be CstabUshed.
Foi- this purpose of making them yield milk plentifully they must
have plenty of food; and" of all other kinds Dr. Anderson deter-
mines grass to be the best; and that grass which springs up spon-
taneously on rich dry soils to be the be'st of all. lie is 'of opinion,
that there is no virtue in old pastures, as many suppose, more than
in new ones; and he has seen much richer butter made from (he
milk of cows fed upon hay from clover and rve-srass in the house,
than such as liad liberty to range in old pastures. But the cows
should be permitted to pasture at pleasure during the mornings and
evenings, and at noon should be taken into a house, and supplied
with fresh food. It abundantly fed, tl-.ej should be milked three
times a day

; and as great care should be taken that the operation
be pro|)erlv pertormed, only confidential persons should be em-
ployed, lie supposes that a cow well fed, will give as much milk
each time when milked thrice, as when milked'oiilv twice. The
cjualities of tlie milk he reduites to the following-. 1. Of the milk
jlrawn from a cow at any time, that which comes first is always
tfiinnest, and continues to increase in thickness to the last drop.
I bis, as weJl as all the succeeding ones, are proved by experiment

;

and so great is the importance of attending to it, that " the person
who by bad milking of his tows, loses but half a pint of his milk,
loses, in fact, as much cream as would be afforded bv six or eight
pints at the beginning, and loses besides that part of the cream
whicii alone can give richness and high flavour to his butler." 2.

When milk throws up cream to the surface, that portion which
rises first will be thicker, and of better quality, as well as in greater

quantity, that wliich rises in a second equal portion of time. -3,

ihick milk throws up a smaller quantity of cream to the surface
than such as is thinner; but that cream is of a richer quality. If

water be added to that thick milk, it will al'ford a considerably

greater quantity of cream than before, but its quality is at the same
time greatly debased. 4. Milk when carried in vessels to any dis-

tance, so as to suiter considerable agitation, nevers throws up cream
so rich, nor in such quantity, as if the same had been put into the
milk-pans without any agitation. From these aphorisms, the fol-

lowing corollaries are deducible. 1. The cows ought always to be
milked as near the dairy as possible. S.-The milk of different

cows should be kept by themselves, that the good cows may be
distinguished from the bad. 3. For butter of a very fine qualitv,

(lie first drawn milk ought always to be kept separate from the last.

Cur author commends the method used by the Highlanders of
Scotland, where every cow is allowed to suckle her own calf. The
calves are kept in an inclosure till the lime o( milking, when they
are allowed to come to the door. Kach calf there is allowed to

suck its dame as long as the milk-maid pleases ; when it is driven
away, and the woman milks the remainder, 'i'hus thev obtain
only a small ([uantity of milk, but of exceeding good <iualitv ; and
to this practice Dr. Anderson ascribes the richness of the Highland
butter, which is usually attributed to the old grass in the remote
glens of the Highlands. For the management of the dairy, see
Daikv, Milk, Hutter, and Cheese.

Or THE Management of Sheep.

Sheep arc important both as supplying food and clothing, and as

a mean of improving the farm. See Ovis. '^Ihe sheep of (lil'ferent

counties excel in these dih'erent projjerties, and in some parts thev
have been lately much iiiqjroved by crossing the breeds. 'I'he

best sheep for fine wool are those bred in Herefordshire and Wor-
cestershire; but they are small and black-faced, and consequentlv
bear but a small quantity. Warwick, Leicester, ISuckingham, and
Northamptonshire, breed a large-boned sheep, of the best shape,
and deepest wool. I'he marshes of Lincolnshire also breed a vei-y

large kind of sheep, but their wool is not so good. The northern
counties in general breed sheep with long, but hairy wool : and
Wales breeds a small har<ly kind of sheep, which has the best tasted

llesh, but the worst wool of all. The farmer should always buy
his sheep from a worse land than his own, and they should be big-

boned, and have long greasy wool curling close and well. These
sheep always breed the finest wool, and are also the most approved
of by the butcher. Ewes generally breed at the age of eighteen
months ; though the most e>;perieiiced breeders never suffer them
to increase their species, till they arc at least two years old ; and,
as these aninials are of coiisiderabk' value, great attention is be-

stowed on their management at this period, llie first object

therefore is, whether the breeder has sutTicient grass to maintain
the ewes and their lambs in the spring: or, whether he lias a slock

of turnips adequate to their support, till the pasture affords them
food. Another circumstance of great importance, is that of attend-

ing to the breed ; because no certain degree of excellency can be
altaiiied in any species of cattle, unless the female possess an equal
degree of blood with the male. F.wes bring forth one, two, and
sometimes three lambs, altera gestation of twenty weeks; so that

the most advantageous period may, in general, be easily ascertained.

The best time of yeaning is the nn nth of April ; unless the owner
have very forward turnips or grass, or the animals be field-shei,-p.

Lambs are subject to few disorders:—when they are sick, the

drinking of mare's or goat's milk, dihited with warm water, will

greatly tend to preserve them from taking cphi ; and as many,
when yeaned, are apparently de;:d, it is adviseaiile to blow into the

mouth and nostrils ; by which simple method numbers have been
immediatelv restored. The most fatal distemper, however, with
which lambs are affected, is the blood or red-water. The dis-

ordered animals are, in general, seized with lameness, and a slight

swelling of the joints, but which is aUended with a violent inllam-

malion, thai spreads over the whole body, and, if neglected, proves

fatal
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fiital ill the course of twenly-four liours. The red water is ncea-

gioiieit by too great a qiunitilv of tindigested food remaining on llie

stomach. As soon, therelore, as the lamhs are attacketl, the best

method hitlierto known is, to take tliem from grass, bleed them,
and administer an emulbent clvster, which is to be repealed, in case

no evacuation take place in a short time. Two or tliree grains of

tartar emeti'', or as many onnces of sweet oil, are now to be given,

and tlie bleeding re|)eate<l, if Jie animals do notajipear to recover.

This treatment is to be continued tor the s[)ace of four or live davs.

during which tiie diseased creatures should be fed witli milk. If,

the -males be designed for wethers, the necessary operation siiould

be performed early, except when tliey are umitually weak ; in

vhich case it will be adviseable to defer it, till thev acquire sulij-

rient strength ; on weaning the lambs, their dams may be milked
two or three times, in order to relieve tlieir udders. 'J'lie most
proper time for shearing sheep, is towards the middle of May, or
at the farthest, about Midsummer ; though some breeders defer
it till tile nnddle ol July ; because they suppose that an additional
half-pound weight in every Hcece may be obtained, bv the increased
perspiration of the animal. An early shearing, however, i-, pre-
ferable; for the new wool will thus not only gain time to get a- head,
but the .uiimals are also secured from tlie attacks of thellv;
wliereas, by delaying the operation, they become a more easy prev
to the maagot ; in consecjuence of which, they pine away, and
lose all their tlesh. But, previously to shearing, the sheep ought
to be washed, and kept for a few days in a clean rick-yar.l, or in a

dry pasture, whence they sliould be taken out separately ; after

tliey are shorn, it has been recommended to wash them with sea-

water ; or, where this cannot be procured, with a lirine made of
common salt and soft water; as such practice is calculated to pre-
vent the various diseases incidf-nt to these useful creatures. The
practice of fattening sheep on turnips, assisted bv oil-cake, corn,
Lay, sainfoin, &c. is greatly in use among farmers ; not so mucli
for the prolit by feeding Willi those articles, as for the great im-
provement of the soil where the turnips are fed ot'(. The manure
from shee|) fed on oil-cake and turnips is reckoned very enrich-
ing to the land.

Of the Managemcxt of Swine.

The liog k proverbially the most rude and brutal of quadrupeds

;

Its habits are gross, and such is its gluttony, that it devours every
thing indiscriminately. Tnit, though it be the most impure and
filthy of animals, its sordidness is useful, inasmuch as it swallows
v>ith avidity refuse and olFal of every kind, so that matters whicli
would become a nuisance, are converted into the richest nutri-
ment. Hence this quadruped becomes an object of .attention in
husbandry. Sows generally breed at the age of eighteen months,
or two years, and bring forth from live to ten or more pigs, twice in

the year, after a gestation of four months. As hogs, from their
voracious nature, will eat almost every thing, they are verv
generally reared in all situations, being quickly and cheaply fat-

tened. In miry and marshy grounds, where they delight to wal-
low, they devour frogs, fern, the roots of rushes, sedge, &c. In
the drier countries, they feed on hips, haws, sloes, crabs, baech-
mast, cliesnuts, acorns, &c. on the last of which they thrive ex-
ceedingly. Of late years, however, the management of these
animals has become an object of attention. Clover, potatoes, tur-
nips, cabbage, and carrots, are, it is well known, articles with
which tlieyi may be fed, and even fattened, at a small expence.
Parsneps arc of considerable utility for this purpose, and probably
the roots of the white-beet, if it were fully tried, would be found
still more useful; for experiments have shewn, that it contains a
considerable proportion of saccharine matter, and may be culti-
•vated with very little difficulty. Cos-lettuces are likewise emi-
nently serviceable, csiiecially four young pigs, which, when fed on
them, may be weaned a fortnight earlier "than is usual. Pease
also allbrd an excellent food for fattening, and if duly mixed with
salt, will render the ajvimals lit for sale at the end of live weeks.
In the vicinity of London, vast numbers of hogs are annually fat-

tened with grains from the dibtilleries: such pork, how ever, 'does
not take the salt so readily as the tlesh of those pigs which have been
fed with more substantial food, and are driven to the market from a
considerable distance. Hogs may with great advantage be folded
on wdie.d, where the soil is loose, light, and friable ; lor they will

drop a consi<lerable quantity of dung, and tread the looser parts of

the land so closely together, that it will not hove during summer
;

nor w ill the wheat be root-fallen. Particular care, however, ought
to be taken, that these animals be veil ringed; an operation that
ought to be perfonned as early as possible. Hags are very valu-
able <iuadrupcds, and their liesh furnishes at all times an agreeable
meat. See Haccm, and Ham. In a fresh state, it is called pork,
and affords a whole-.ome and nourishing food to a sound stomach,
when eaten in moderation, with sub-acid vegetabh's or sauces.
Their lard, or fal, is applicable to various purposes, both culinarr
and medicinal. The blood, intestines, feet, and tongue, are ail

used in the kitclien ; though the blood is in<ligestible. The fat of the
bowels and web, which differs frou\ common lard, is preferablr
employed for greasing the axles of wheels. The bristles are made
into brushes, pencils, &;c. ; the skins into sieves

;
yet the latter

might be more advantageously tanned, and convertc'd into sliocts,

as is the practice in China, wliere all the bluses sold to the Euro-
peans at Canton, are made of liog's-lcather, the hair being previ-
ously burnt off u itli a red-hot iron. 'I'he dung of swine is reputed
to be next in value to that of sheep, and is particularly Useful in

destroying that pernicious weed, the Common Coltsfoot! In pur-
chasing lean hogs, the most certain method is to judge by weight..
It, therefore, a farmer were to weigh a few lean pigs which are
about the size of these he intends to purchase, he would obtain
some standard on which to proceed, and will consequently be able
to bid a fair price in the market. With respect to fat Jio'gs, it ha-;

been proved from repeated experiments, that every 20lbs. live
weight will yield, when killed, from twelve to fojirteeii nett weight.
In those which do not exceed twelve stone (Ulbs. to the stone,)
the weight will be l-'Ib. ; but, in larger animals, it will in general
amount to about 141b. If, therefore, a farnur weigh them alive,
he will not only know the clear prohtable weight when killed, and
consequently its value, but he will also, by weighing the animal
every week, be able to ascertain the proper time to slaughter, or
dispose of it to the best advantage; for, when the hog ceases to
acquire that daily increase which renders it profitable, the best
course that can be followed is, to kill him immediately. Thus we :

have considered the leading branches which demand the husband-
man's attention ; and so complicated indeed are they, as to call
forth every exertion and ingenuity, for the purpose of facilitating
the dil'fereut operations, and to promote their more or less impor-
tant objects. Hence various societies, both imblic and jjrivate,

have been instituted; which by judicious premiums, and oilier
modes of encouragement, have advanced this interesting science
to a high degree of perfection. We shall here subjoin a list of
such works as will amply repay the lime and atlention which may
be spent in perusing them, and which reflect lustre and credit on
the country in which they have been published. The Communi-
cations to the Board of Agriculture, and the Transactions of the
Society for the Encouragement of Arts, &c. possess the first place
in the scale of merit. With these may also be classed the Letters
and Papers of the Bath and West of England Society, and Mr. A.
Young's Annals of Agricullun-; works which have been carried
on for a series of years, and which progressively become more in-

teresting and useful. Beside these collective and national works,
the perusal of the following cannot fail to be attended with consi-
derable advantage. 1. Lord Somerville's System followed duriii"
the two last Years, by the Board of Agriculture, &c. 8vo. pp. 300°
-d^ edit. 2. Dr. Anderson's Essays on Agriculture, Svo. 3 vols.
3. The same writer's RecrealionsinAgriculture. 4. Mr. Ellis's Hus-
bandry .'Vbridged and Methodized, Svo. 'J vols. 5. Mr. Hartes's
Essay on Husbandry, Svo. 6. Mr. Parkinson's Experienced Far-
mer, 2 vols. Svo. Much valuable information may also be col-
lected from the New Farmer's Calendar, Svo. p. Gli), and like-
wise from Mr. Banister's' Synopsis of Husbandry, Svo. p. 471,
vhich last-mentioned work is obviously written by a man of ex-
perience, liesides these there are many other works of merit
publidied by English writers on Agriculture, « hich our limit, w iU
not permit us to specify. We cannot, perhaps, coiiLlude this ar-
tide better than in the" words of the excellent Lord Somerviile

;

" O'conomy (says this enlightened nobleman) is the life and soul of
husbandry: when we lost sight of it, plenty deserted us; and un-
less it be speedily recurred to, sire will not return. May that pe-
riod, when of necessity we must put in execution some plan for
the relief of our poor, be far from us! May vigorous and lecono-
mical husbandry prevail throughout the kingdwm, without the ;kid
of Ic gislative interference '."



HUS CO HUT
HUSK, in botany, the same with the tal_\ x or cup of a llower.

-See Calyx under Hotaxy.
Husk, or Couch, a disease to wliich young bullocks are sub-

ject. In this disorilor the winil-pipe and its liranclies are loaded
with small taiier worms. Farmeis count the disease incurable

;

but lumigations with morrurials, as cinnabar, or witli fixtids, as

tobacco, might prove serviceable.

Hl'SS. See Acipekser.
Huss, John", an eminent rcfonner and martyr, born at IIuss, in

Bohemia. He lived at Prague in the highest reputation, both on
account of the sanctity of his manners and the purity of his doctrine.
He was clislinguished by his uncommon erudition and eloquence,
and performed the fimctions of professor of divinity in the univer-
sity, and pnstor in the church of that city. He adopted the senti-

ments of U'icklilt', and the Waldenscs; and in 1407 began openlv
to oppose and preach against divers errors in doctrine, as well as

corruption in point of discipline, then reignijigin tlie church. He
also endeavoured to withifraw tlie nniversity of Prague from the
jurisdiction of Gregory XII. vviiom the kingdom of Bohemia had
hitherto acknowledged as the lawful liead of the churcli. This oc-
casioned a violent quarrel between tlic archbishop of Prague and
eur reformer, which the latter daily augmented by his pathetic e.\-

clamation? against the court of Rome, and the corruptions that pre-

Tailed among the sacerdotal order. Several other circumstances
contributed lo inflame the resentment of the clergy against him.
He adopted the philosophical opinions of llic Hcalibts, and vehe-
mently opposed, and even persecuted, theTS'ominalists, whose num-
ber and influence were considerable in the university of Prague.
Ilealso multiplied the number of his enemies in 140S, by procur-
ing, through his great credit, a sentence in favour of the 15ohe-

miaus, wlio disputed with the Germans concerning the number of

suffrages w Inch their respective nations were intitled to, in all mat-
ters decided by election in this university. In consequence of a
decree obtained in favour of the former, which restored them to

their constiinlional tight of three suliVages, u«,urpcd by the latter,

tlie Germans withdrew from Prague, and, in 14015, founded a new
academy at Leipsic. I'his event no sooner happened, than Huss
began to inveigh with greater freedom than he liad before done
against the vices and corruptions of tlie clergy, and to recommend,
in a public manner, the writings and opinions of WicklilT, as far as

they related to the papal hierarchy, the despotism of the court of

Home, and the corruption of the clergy. Hence an accusation
was brought against liim, in 1410, before the tribunal of John
XXIII. by whom hewas solemnly expelled from theconimuniou of

the church. Not\vith';tandiug this sentence of exconnnunication,
he proceeded to expose the Romish ctiurch witli a fortitude and
zeal that were almost universally applauded. This eminent man,
whose piety was equally sincere and fervent, though his zeal was
perhaps too violent, and his prud 'nee not always circumspect, was
summoned to appear before the council of Constance. Secured,
as he apprehended, from the rage of his enemies, by the safe con-

duct granted him by the emperor Sigismund, for his journey lo

Constance, his resilience in that place, and liis return to his own
country, he obeyed the order of the council, and appe.ired before

it to demonstrate his innocence. But, by the most scandalous
breach of public faith, hewas cast into prison, declared a heretic,

b<'cause he refused to plead guilty against the dictates of his con-
science, and burnt alive in 141."> ; a punishment which he endured
with unparalleled magnanimity and resolution. The same un-
happy fate was sulVered by Jerome of Prague, his intimate com-
panion, who attended the council, to support his persecuted friend.

John Huss's writings, which were numerous and learned, were
burnt along with him ; but copies of most, if not all, of thcni, were
preserved and published after the invention of printing. '

HUSSARS, the n.ational cavalry of Hum;ary and Croatia.

, Tiieir regimentals consist in a rough furred cap, adorned with a

cock's feather, (the oflicers have either an eagle's or a heron's), a

doublet, with a pair of breeches to which the stockings are fastened,

and yellow or red boots: they also occasionally wear a short upper
jvaistcoat edged with furs, and five rows of round metal-buttons ;

211(1 in bad weather, a cloak. Their arms are a sabre, carbine, and
pi.tois. They are irregular troops: hence, before bi ginning an

iHlack, tliey lay themselves so flat on the necks of their horses,

that it is hardiv' possible to discern their force ; but being come
sviihiji pistol-sfiot of the enemy, they raise themselves with such

surprising quickness, and begin the light with such vivacity on
every side, that unless the enemy is accustomed to their method of
engaging, it is very difiicull for troops to preserve their order,
Wlien a retreat is necessary, their horses have so much lire, and are
so indefatigable, their equipage so light, and themselves such e,v-

cellent horsemen, that ne other cavalry can follow them. They
leap over ditches, and swim over rivers, with surprising facility.

They never encamp, and consei|uently are not burdened with any
camp-equipage, except a kettle and a hatchet to every six men.
They always lie in the woods, out-houses, or villages, in the front
of the army. The emperor, and the king of Prussia, have the
greatest number of hussars in their service.

HUSSINGABAD, a town of Hindoslan, in Candcish.
HUSSITES, in ecclesiastical history, a party of reformers, the

followers of John IIuss. See IIuss. They adhered to their mas-
ter's doctrine after his death with a zeal which broke out into an
open war, that was carried on with the most savage and unparal-
leled barbarity.

HUSTINGS, a court held in Guildhall before the lord mayor
and aldermen of London, reckoned the supreme couit of the city.

Here deeds may be inrolled, outlawries sued out, and replevins

and writs of error determined. In this court also is the election of
the lord mayor and sheriffs, of the four members of parliament for

the city. Sec. This court is very ancient, as appears from the laws
of Edward the Confessor. .Some other cities have likewise had a
court bearing the same name, as Winchester, York, &c.
IIUSUM, a town of Denmark, in Sleswick. Lon. 9. 8. E.

Lai. 54. 32. N.
HUTCHINSON, John, an English philosopher, was born at

Spennythorn, in Yorksliire, in 1674. He received a liberal edu-
cation, after which he became steward first to a country-gentle-

man, and next to the duke of Somerset. Having a turn for na-

tural history he made a large collection of fossils, which lie put
into the hands of Dr. Wootlward, lor him to digest and |?ublish.

The doctor deceived Hutchinson with fair promises, but never
began ihe work, which induced him to rely on his o«n pen. He
therefore quitted the duke's service, who being master of the

horse to the king, made him liis riding purveyor. He also gave
him the presentation to the living of Sutton, in Sussex, which
Hutchinson bestowed on his friend .\lr. Julius Bate, a zealous de-

fender of his doctrines. In 1724 he published th.; fir^t part of his

" Moses's Principia," in which he ridiculed Dr. \\ oodward's
" Natural History of the Earth," and exploited the doctrine of

gravitation established in Newton's "Principia;" in 1727, he
])ublished the second part of his " Moses's Principia," containing

the principles of the Scripture Philosophy. From this time lo his

death, he published a volume every year or two ; which, with the

MSS. he left behind him, were published in 1748, in 12 volumes
Svo. All abstract of the whole has been published in one volume
12mo. However fanciful or extravagant many niay consider Ids

views of scripture, they deserve very great attention. He disco-

vers great knowledge of the Hebrew language, of the eastern hie-

roglyphics, and prophetical allusions ; and his writings are the re-

sult of intense study and application. He died August 28,

17.57.

HUTCHINSONIANS, a name given to those who adapt the

religious and philosophical principles of J. Hutchinson, Esq.

The reader may lintl a distinct and comprehensive summary of

the Hutchinsouian system in a book entitled "Thoughts concern-

ing Religion," &c. printed at Edinburgh in 1743 ; and in a letter

lo a bisliop, annexed to it, iirst printed in 1732, and written by
president Forbes.

HUTTON, Charlotte, a most extraordinary genius of the

present age, youngest daughter of Dr. Charles Hutton, of Wool-
wich. She was born in 1778, and was only sixteen years of age,

when she died, by the rupture of a vessel in her lungs, on the

24th December, 17!J4. Yet in the short period she had acquired

more learning and knowledge, than many persons do w ho live to

fourscore. She knew several languages, and almost all sciences

in a considerable degree ; and had acquired a knowledge of arith-

metic, algebra, geography, astronomy, music, drawing, poetry,

history, botany, and gardening, besides all the usual female ac-

compiishmenls in a superior degree and style. Most of these

were actpiisitions chiefly made by her own talents and energy of

mind, with little or no assistance from others. It was suflicient

for
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for ht-r, once to see or hear any thing done. She soon made it

lier own. She was her father's amanuensis and assistant upon all

occasions ; slie wrote for him, and read to him, in all languages

and sciences ; she made drawings for him of all kind^. astronomi-

cal, mathematical, mechanical, Ji:c. Slie arranged and managed

his lihrarv, and knew where every book stood, so th.jt she covild

find them even in the dark. She was author of several ingenious

compositions and calculations. She eNtracted the square roots of

most of the second 1000 numbers, to 13 places of decimals, and

proved the truth of them, by means of ditferences ; arranging the

whole in a table ht for publication. She drew elegant geographi-

cal maps, and only the second day before she died, began and

completed the w hole hemisphere of the earth. In composition,

whether epistolary or scientific, her style was excellent. In the

midst of all these "literary acquisitions, she was so active in family-

a;fairs, that she was no less useful to her mother, in her domestic

concerns, than to her father in his scientific business. To all these

C|ualihcations, she added uncommon goodness, affability, cheer-

fulness, and sweetness of disposition, which made her as much be-

loved, as her extraordinary talents and acquirements .made her ad-

mired.
HUXING, among fishermen, a particular method of catch-

ing pikes For this purpose, they take tliirty or forty as large

bladdei-s as can be got ; blow them up, and tie them close and
sUong ; and at the mouth of each tie a line, longer or shorter ac-

cording to the depth of the water. At the end of the line is fas-

tened an armed hook, artfully baited ; and thus they are put into

the water whh the advantage of the wind, that they may gently

move no and down the pond, till the bait is seized by the fish.

HU\ , a town of France, 12 miles S. S. W. of Liege.

HUYGENS, Christian, one of the greatest mathematicians

and astronomers of the 17lh century, was the son ot Constantine

Huygens, lord of Zuylichem, who had served three successive

princes of Orange in the (juality of secretary. He was born at

the Hague, in 16'J9, and discovered from his infancy an extraor-

dinary fondness for the mathematics; in which he soon made

freat progress, and perfected himself under the famous professor

chooten, at Leyden. In 1649, he went to Holstein and Den-
mark, in the retinue of Henry count ot Nassau; and intended
going to Sweden, to see Des Cartes, but the count's short stay in

Denmark would not permit him. He travelled into Fra"ce and
England ; was, in 1663, made a F. R. S. and, upon his return

into France, M. Colbert, being informed of his merit, settled a
considerable pension upon him to engage him to fix at Paris; to

which Mr. Huygens con>ente<l, and staid there from 1666 to

1681, where he was admitted a member of the Academy of

Sciences. He loved a quiet and studious life, and often retired

into the country to avoid interruption, but did not contract that

moroseness w hich is so frequently the effect of solitude. He was
the first who discovered Saturn's ring, and a third satellite be-

longing to that planet, which had escaped the eves of former
astronomers. He discovered the means of rendering clocks ex-

act, by applying the pendulum, and rendering all its vibrations

equal by the cycloid. He brought telescopes to perfection, made
many other useful discoveries, and died at the Hague in 1695.

He was the author of several excellent works. The principal of

these are contained in two collections ; the first printed at Ley-
den in 1682, in 4to. entitled " Opera Varia;" and the second at

Amsterdam in 1728, in two volumes, 4to. entitled " Opera Re-
liqua."

HUZZOOR, a Hindostan word signifying the presence ; ap-
plied, by wav of eminence, to the Mogul's court.

HuzzooB Keves, the secretary who resides at court, and keeps
copies of all firniauns, records, or letters.

HYACINTH, ['uoxtv^©',] in mineralogy, a species of the zir-

con genus : of a red colour, which passes through various shades
into orange yellow, greenish grey, and greenish white. It occurs
in grains, and likewise crystallized: specific gravity from 4 to 4 6.

As these gems are of very different beauty and value in their se-

veral degrees and mixture of colours, jewellers divide them into

four kinds : 1 . \V hen the stone is in its most perfect state, and of a
pure and bright flame-colour, they call it hyacintha la belle. 2.

When it has an over proportion ot the red, and that of a duskier
- colour, they call it the saffron hyacinth. 3. Such stones as are of

a dead whitish yellow, they call amberliyacinths. And, 4. When

yellow, they call it a rubacelle. A specimen from Ceylon con-

tained :

Zircon 70

Silica ..ii-QS

Oxide of iron 0.50

95.50

Loss 4.50

100

the Etone is of a fine deep fed, blended with a dusky and verv deep .j future events by w ater

vol.. III.—NO. 109.
' "

K

Whei) exposed to the blow-pipe it loses its colour, but not it:*

transparency : it is infusible, excepting with bor;;x, which con-

verts it into a white transparent glass. If exposed to heat made

by oxvgen gas, it melts into a greyish white glass-bead. It is

found'chieliy in the sand at Ceylon, 'though some specimens have

been obtained in various parts of the continent of Europe. It

will take a fine polish, and w hen very pure is highly esteemed.

HYACINTHUS, Hyacinth,' or Harebells; in botany,

a geiius of the hexandria monogynia class and order. Na-

tural order, Lilia Rov, or Liliace;e. Corolla bell-shaped, with

three honied pores bv'the germ. There are seventeen species.

IIYACINTHIA; in anti(|uity, feasts held at Sparta, in ho-

nour of Apollo, and ia commemoration of his favourite Hya-

cinthus. .11
Hyacinthus, the son of Amyclas king of Sparta, was beloved

both by Apollo and Zephyrus. 'Tlie youth shewing most inclina-

tion to'the former, his rival grew jealous ; and to be revenged, one

dav as Apollo was playing at the discus, with Hyacintlms, Ze-

ph'yrus turned tlie direction of a quoit which Apollo had pitched

full upon the head of Hvacinthus, who fell down dead. Apollo

then transformed him into a flower of the same name ; and as a

farther token of respect instituted the feasts of H>acinthia.

H YADES, in aslronomv, are seven stars in the bull's head, fa-

mous among the poets for the brhiging of rain. Whence their

name 'r-cS,;, from the Greek •;./ " to rain." The principal of

them is in the left eye, bv the Arabs called Aldebaian.

HvADEs, in the mythology, the daughters of Atlas and

Pleione.

HYAENA. See Canis.
HYALINE, [Caxiv©',] glassy; crystalline; made glass; re-

semblins slass.

HYALITE, in mineralogy, a species of the flint genus. Co-

lour yellow and greyish white : it occurs in thin crusts on other

minerals, it much resembles gum, and is nearly allied to opal.

HYALOID ES, [*«;..»©- and f.J©-,] iu anatomy, the vitreous

humour of the eve, between the tunica retina and the uvea,

HYBERNACULUM, in botany, that part of the plant which

defends the embrvo herb from injuries during the severities of

winter; hence the'name, hybernaculum or winter-quarters. See

BOTASV.
HYBLA, in ancient geography, a town on the E. coast of Si-

cilv, called al^o Hvbla Parva,'Galeotis, and Megara; which

last name it took from" the Megareans, who led thidier a colony.

Hybla Major, in ancient geography, a town of Italy, m the

tract Iving between mount yEtna and the river Symethus.

Hy'bla Minor, or Her;e, an inland town of Sicily, now

Ragusa.
.

flYBL.EI COLLES, small eminences at the springs of the

Albus, near Hvbla, famous for thvnie and honey.

HYBRID.E PLANT.E, or" HYBRID PLANTS. See

Botany. The seeds of hybrid plants will not propagate.

HY BRISTICA, [of i?;..-, injurv,] iu antiquity, a solemn feast

held among the Greeks, with sacrifices and other ceremonies : at

which the men attended in the apparel of women, and the women

hi that of men, to do honour to ^ enus in quality either of a god or

goddess, or both.

HYDATIDES, [from ^Jwj,] in medicine, little transparent

bladders of water in any part: most common in dropsical persons,

from a distention or rupture of the lympie ducts. They are

sometimes found solitary, and sometimes in clusters, upon the li-

ver an I various other ])arts.

HYDATOIDES, [ifi; and "i®-,] the watery humour at the

eve, between the cornea and the uvea.
" HYDATOSCOPIA, [ilu> and Cxottlu,] a method of foretelling

HYDE,
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HYDE, Thomas, D. D. professor of Arabic at Oxford, and

sne of the most learned writers of tlie 17tli century, was born in

1636; and studied first at Cambridge, and afterwards at Oxford.

Before he was eighteen years of age,' he was sent from Cambridge

to London to assist Mr. Brian Walton in the great work of the Po-

lyglot Bible ; and about tliat period undertoolc to transcribe tlie

Peisian Pentateuch out of tlie Hebrew characters, which archbi-

shop Usher, who well knew the difficulty of the undertaking, pro-

nounced to be an impossible task to a Aative Persian. After he

had happily succeeded in Ihis, he assisted in correcting several

parts of Air. Walton's work, for whicli he was perfectly qualified.

lie was made archdeacon of tJloucester, canon of Christ-church,

head-keeper of the Bodh-iaii library, and professor of Hebrew and

Arabic, in the university of 0.\ford. He was interpreter and se-

cretary of the Oriental languages, during the reigns of Charles II.

James" II. and William 111.; and was well qualified to fill this

post, as he could converse in all these languages. There never

was an Englishman in his situation of life who made so great a pro-

gress ; but his mind was so engrossed by his beloved studies, that

he did not appear to advantage in conunon conversation. Of all

his learned works (the very catalogue of w hich, as observed by

Anth. Wood, is a curiosity,) his " Religio Veterum Persarum" is

the most celebrated. Dr. Gregory Sharpe, the late learned and

ingenious master of the Temple, has collected several of his pieces

formerly printed, and republished thein, with some additional dis-

•ertations, and his life prefixed, in two elegant volumes, 4to. He
die«l on the 18th February, l/O^J. Among his other works are, 1.

A Latin Translation of Uhig Beig's Observations on the Longi-

tude and Latitude of the Fixed Stars ; and, 2. A Catalogue of the

printed Books in the Bodleian Library.

Hyde, a maritime county of North Carolina, in Newbern dis-

trict.

HYDER ALY, or ALI, a famous Indian usurper, and for

some time a formidable opi)onent of tlie British interest in the East

Indies. He was the son of a killadar, or governor of a fort, to

the king of Mysore, ajid acquired his skill in military tactics in

the French army. In 17J3, he distinguished himself as their

auxiliary at Trichinopoiy. In 1763, being cominander of the

Mysore army, he dethroned his sovereign, and governed the king-

dom under the title of regent. In the wars with the British be

twecn 1767 and 1770, he displayed great spirit and abilities ; but

in 1771 he was totally defeated "by llie Mahrattahs. During the

peace that followed he greatly improved his army and revenues.

In 1780, he made an irruption into the Carnatic, and cut to

pieces a British detachment under Col. Baillie ; but his victorious

career was soon stopped by Sir Eyre Coote, who, with a force

scarcely exceeding 7000 men, gained a complete victory over Hyder
AH at the head of 150,000, and defeated him six times successively

afterwards, the last of which victories was obtained en the 7th

June, 1782. Hyder died in December 1782, five months before

Gen. Coote.
HYDNUM, in botany, a genus of the natural order of fungi,

and crvptogamia class of plants. The fungus is echinated or

prickly" on the under side, with awl-shaped fibres. There are six

species, five with stems, and one without.

HYDRA, in fabulous history, was a serpent in the marsh of

Lerna, in Peloponnesus, with many heads, one of which being cut

off, another, or two others, immediately succeedetl in its place,

unless the wound was instantly cauterized. Hercules attacked

this monster; and having caused lolaus to hew down wooil for

tlaming brands, as he cut ort" the heads he applied the brands to

the wounds, by which means he destroyed the Hydra. This hy-

dra is supposed to have been a multitude of serpents, which infest-

ed the marshes of Lerna near Mycenir, and seem.ed to multiply as

they were destroyed. Hercules, with the assistance of his com-

panions, cleared the country of them, by burning the reeds in

mbich they lodged.

Hydra, in astronomy, a southern constellation, consisting of a

number of stars, imagined to represent a water-serpent. See As-

tronomy.
Hydka, in geography, an island in the Grecian Archipe-

lago.

Hydra, a genus of the vermes zoophyta. The generic cha-

racter is, animal fixing itself by the base, linear, gelatinous, naked,

soulractile, and furnished with setaceous tentacula, inhabiting

fresh waters, and producing its deciduous offspring, or eggs, from

the sides. There are five species. They are also called polypes.

The name of hydra was given them by Linnxus on account of

the property they have of reproducing themselves when cut in

pieces, every part soon becoming a perfect animal. Dr. Hill call-

ed them biota, on account of the strong principle of lite with

which every part of them is endowed. These animals were first

discovered by Leeuwenhoek, who gave some account of them in

the Philos. Trans, for 1703 : but their wonderful properties were
not known till 1740, when Mr. Trenibley began to investigate

them, or rather till March 1741, when he had satisfied himself that

they were real animals. The surprise of Mr. Trenibley and others,

on discovering the true nature of these animals, was very great.

When Mr. Reaumur saw, for the first time, two polypes formed
from one which he had divided into two parts, he could hardly be-

lieve his own eyes ; and even after having repeated the operation

100 times, he said that the sight was by no means familiar to liim.

The hydra, viridis, fusca, and grisca, inhabit stagnant watei-s and
slowly running streams, generally on the surface of plants, and ap-

pear like a little transparent jelly, when contracted and transpa-

rent : when expanded the body is linear, fixed at one end, and
surrounded at the other by tentacula, or arms placed in a circle

round the moutli, and gradually producing its young from the

sides, which at first seem small papillx, increasing in length, till

they assume the form of the parent, and then droppi»g off. These
creatures are slender, pellucid, and capable of contracting them-
selves into a very small compass, or of extending to a considerable

lengtli. The arms are capable of the same contraction and expan-
sion as the body, and with these they lay hold of minute worms
and insects, bringing them to the mouth, and swallowing them.
The indigestible parts are again thrown out by the mouth. Thij

bodies ot the viridis and grisca diminish almost insensibly from the

anterior to the posterior extremity ; but the fusca is for the most
part of an equal size, for two-thirds of its length, from the anterior

to the jiosterior extremities, from which it becomes abruptly

smaller, and then continues of a regular size to the end. These
three kinds have at least six, and at most twelve or thirteen arms.

They can contract themselves till their bodies do not exceed one-

fourth of an inch in length, and they can stop at any intermediate

degree of expansion or contraction. They are of various sizes,

from an inch to an inch and a half long. They can contract or

expand one arm, or any number of arms, independently of tlit ,
rest ; and they can likewise bend their bodies or arms in all possi- m
ble directions. They can also dilate or contract their bodies in

various places, and sometimes appear thick set with folds, which,

when carelessly viewed, appear like rings. Their progressive mo-
tion is pcrfoniied by that power which they have of contrai ting

and ddating their boilies. When about to move, they beml
down their heads and arms, lay hold by means of them on some
other substance to which they design to fasten themselves ; then

they loosen their tail, and draw it towards their head ; then either

fix it in that place, or stretching forward their head as before, re-

peat thesaine operation. They ascend or descend at pleasure

in this manner upon aquatic plants, or upon the sides of the vessel

in which they are kept ; they sometimes hang by the tail from the

surface of the water, or sometimes by one ot the arms ; and they

can walk with ease upon the surface of the water. On examining

the tail with a microscope, a small part of it will be found to be

dry above the surface of the water ; and, as it were in a little con-

ca"ve space, of which the tail forms the bottom ; so that it seems to

be suspended on the surface of the water, on the same principle

that a small p'li or needle is made to swim. The fusca has the

longest arms, and makes use of the most curious manoeuvres to

seize its prey. Thev are best viewed in a glass seven or eight

inches deep", when their arms commonly hang down to the bot-

tom. When this or any other kind is hungry, it spreads its arms

in a kind of circle to a considerable extent, inclosing in this, as in

a net, every insect which has the misfortune to come within the

circumference. While the animal is contracted by seizing its

prey, the arms are observed to swell like the muscles of the hu-

man body when in action. Though no appearance of eyes can

be observed in the polype, they certainly have some knowledge

of the approach of their prey, and shew the greatest attention to

it as soon as it comes near them. It seizes a worm the moment
it is touched by one of the arras ; and in conveying it to the

mouth.
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moutli, it frequently twists the arm into a spiral like a cork-screw,

by which means the insect is brought to the mouth in a much
shorter lime than otherwise it would be; and so soon are the in-

sects on which the polypes feed killed by them, that M. Fontana

thinks they must contain the most powerful kind ot poison ; for

the lips scarcely touch the animal when it ex))ires, tiiough there

cannot be any woimd perceived on it when dead. The worm,
when swallowed, appears sometimes single, sometimes double, ac-

cording to circumstances. When full, the polype contracts itself,

hangs down as in a kind of stupor, but extends again in proportion

as the food is digested, and the excrenientitious part is discharged.

The polypes produce young ones indiscriminately from all parts

of their bodies, and five or six young ones have frequently been

produced at once; nay, M. Trembley has observed nine or ten

produced at the same time. Nothing like copulation among these

creatures was ever observed by M. Trembley, though for two
years he had thousands of them undfr his inspection. When a
polype is cut transversely, or longitudinally, into two or three

parts, each part in a short time becomes a perfect animal ; and so

great is this prolific power, that a new animal will be produced
even from a small portion of the skin of the old one. If the young
ones be mutilated while they grow upon the parent, the parts so

cut olf will be reproduced ; and the same property belongs to the

parent. A truncated portion will send forth young ones before it

has acquired a new head and tail of its own, and sometimes the

head of the young ones supplies the place of that which should

have grown out of the old one. If we slit a polype longitudinally

through the head to the midflle of the bodv, we shall have one
formed with two heads; and by again slitting these in the same
manner, we may form one with as many heads as we please. A
still more surprising property of these animals is, that they may be
grafted together. If the truncated portions of a polvpe be placed
end to end, and gently pushed toge.ther, tliev w ill unite into a sin-

gle one. The two portions are first joined together by a slender

neck, which gradually fills up and disappears, the food passing

from the one part into the other ; and thus we may form polypes
not only from portions of flie same, but of different animals ; we
may fix the head of one to the body of another, and tlie com-
pound animal will grow, e;it, and multiply, as if it had never been
divided. By pushing the body of one into the mouth of another,

so far that their heads may be brougiit into contact, and kept
there for some time, they will at last unite into one animal, only
having double the number of arms which it would otherwise have
had. The fusca may be turned inside ort like a glove, at the

same time that it continues to live and act as before. The lining

of the stomach now forms the outer skin, and the former epider-

mis constitutes the lining of the stomach. If previous to this ope-
ration the polype have young ones attached to it, such as are but
newly beginning to vegetate turn themselves inside out, while the

larger ones continue to i'lcrease in size till they reach beyond the

mouth of the parent, and are then separated in the usual' manner
from the body. See Adams on the Slicroscope.

HYDRABAD, a province of Hindoostan, now called Gol-
conda.
Hydrabad,' the capital of Golconda, and of the Deccan, 690

mile.-. S. of Delhi.

• Hydeabad, a fort of Hindoostan Proper, in the province of

Sindy, seated on the Indus, near Nusserpour.
HVDRAGOGUES, [from i'^-^'i, water, and =yf'V, to draw,]

medicines used in dropsies ; but the original use of the term pro-

ceeded upon a mistaken supposition, that every purgative had
some particular humour which it wonld-evacuate, and which could
not be evacuated by any ether. It is now, however, discovered,

that all strong purgatives will prove hydragogues, if given in large

quantity, or in weak constitutions. The principal medicines, re-

commended as hydragogues, are the juice of elder, the roots of

iris, soldauella, mechoacan, jalap, &c.
HYDRANGEA, in botany, a genus of the digynia order, and

decandria class of plants ; natural order. Succulent!. Capsule
two-celled, two-beaked ; corolla (ive-petaled ; calyx five-cleft,

superior ; seeds many.
HY'DRACHNA, a genus of insects of the order aptera.

Head, thorax, and abdomen, united or connate; feelers two,
jointed ; eyes two, four, or six ; legs eight, formed for swimming.
The genus bydracbna are allied in the closest manner to that of

acarus. THere are about fifty species. Of all the hydrachn*

yet discovered, by far the most elegant is the hydrachna geogra-

phica, so named from the fancied map-like distribution of its va-

riegations. It is one of the largest of the genus, and is occasion-

ally seen in clear ponds and other stagnant waters, but is one of

the' rarer kinds : its shape is globular, and its colour a polished

black, decorated with carmine-coloured spots and patches, which,

in a certain light, are accompanied by a kind of gilded lustre.

HY'DRARGY'RUM, mercury, or qviicksilver ; so called from

icw^, water, and »v-/v=o;, silver; q. d. water of silver, on account of

its resembling liquid or melted silver.

HYDRASTIS, in botany, a genus of the polygamia order,

and polyandria class of plants. No calyx nor nectarium ; petal*

throe; berry composed of monospermous acini. It has but one
species.

HY'DRATE, in chemistry, a term lately introduced to denote

the chemical compound of water with any substance, especially a

metallic oxide.

HYDRAULICS, [ieVj, water, and b-.-x^, a pipe,] the science

of the motion of fluids, "end the construction of all kinds of

instruments and machines relating thereto. See Hydrosta-
tics.

HY'DRAULICO-PNEUMATICAL, a term applied to en-

gines, which raise water by means of air. See Hydrosta-
tics.

HY'DRENTEROCELE, \y&ii, nn^oy, and x,x,,] in surgery,

a species of hernia, wherein the intestines descend into the scro-

tum, together with a quantity of water.

HY'DROCELE, [l{.-«iX>i,] in surgery, a term denoting

any heniia arising from water ; hut is particularly used for

such a one of the scrotum, which sometimes grows to the size of

one's head, without pain, but exceedingly houljlesome. See
Surgery.
HYDROCEPHALUS, ['-uiw; and Kift\^,'] a preternatural dis-

tension of the head to an uncommon size, by a stagnation and

extravasation of the lymph ; which, when collected in the inside

of the cranium, is then termed internal ; as that collected on the

outside is termed external. St.-e Medici>je.

HYDROCHARIS, the Little Water-Lily ; a genus of

the enneandria order, and dioecia class of plants ; natural order.

Palms. Male, spatha two-leaved ; calyx three-cleft ; corolla

tlirpe-petaled ; filaments bearing stiles : female, calyx three-cleft

;

corolla three-petaled ; styles six ; capsules six-celled ; seeds many.

It has but one species.

HYDROCOTY'LE, Water Navelwort; a genus of the

di^vnia order, and pentandria class of plants ; natural order, Um-
betfats. Umbel simple; involucruni tetraphyllous ; petals en-

tire ; seeds half round and compressed. There are fifteen

species.

HYDRODYNAMICS, [from uJ«,;,water, and Suta^u;, power,]

a science which treats of the powers, force, and velocities, of fluids

in motion. See Hydrostatics.
HVDRAULICON, Water Organ; in music, an instrument

acted upon by water, the invention of which is said to be of higher

antiquity than that of the wind-organ.

HY'DROGEN, [from viw,, water, and yi/o.^ai, to become,]

one of the simple combustibles, and one of the constituents of

water ; it is the base of hydrogen gas, formerly called inflamma-

ble air.
, , , f . ,

Hydrogen Gas, an inflammable gas, remarkable for its le-

vity. Its base is hydrogen. It has been long known under the

name of fire-damp. Mr. Cavendish, first completely exammed

the properties of this gas, and shewed that it is permanently elas-

tic not absorbed by water ; and that it is much lighter tlian at-

mospheric air. (Philos. Trans, vol. Ivi. p. 141). T his substance

formino- water when combined with oxygen, and being therefore

the radTcal of that compound, the name hydrogen was given to it,

at the formation of the new nomenclature. It is always obtained

from the decomposition of water, as it cannot, from other sub-

stances in which it exists, be easily disengaged in perfect purity.

Some substance is made to act on water, which exerts an attrac-

tion to the oxvgen, without combination with the hydrogen, when,

of course, the' hydrogen is disengaged, and passes into the elastic

form If a coil of iron-wire, or a quantity of iron-filings be put

into an iron, coated glass, or eartheii tube, which is placed across

a small
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a small furnace, and surroiiiided with burning iuel, so as to be

brought to a red heat, on distilHng water from a retort connected
witli it, the vapour, in passing over the surface of the ignited iron,

is decomposed, the iron attracts its oxygen, and hydrogen gas is-

sues from the extremity of the tube. This process is a trouble-

some one, ;'.nd by the agency of an acid, water is decomposed as

rapidly by i^on or zuic, at a natural temperature. Zinc aftbrds

(!)e hydrogen in the greatest purity. One part of it, in small

|)iece-, is put into a retort, or a bottle with a bent tube adapted

to it; two parts of sulphuric acid, previously diluted with live tunes

its weight of water, are poured upon it, an effervescence is imme-
diately excited, hydrogen gas escr-pes, and is to be collected in

jars filled with water, and placed on the shelf of the pneumatic
trough. Its disengagement continues until the z.incjs dissolved.

Iron may be employed in place of zinc, but containing g'^ncrally

a little carbon, vviiich is dissolved by the hydrogen, it affords a gas

less pure. Muriatic acid serves the same purpose as sulphuric

scid, but must l)e diluted with only twice or three times its weight
of water. In the experiment, the hydrogen gas is derived entirely

from the dccomp jsition of the water, the oxygen of which is at-

tracted by the metal. I'hat the acid suffers no decomposition, is

proved by the liquor at the end of th.e experiment, being capable
«f saturating as much of an alkali as the quantity of acid employed
vvould have done in a pure state. Hydrogen gas, when collected

over water, is observed to have a peculiar smell, slightly fetid,

which is not so perceptible when it is collected over quicksilver,

and whicli is lo>t when the gas is exposed to substances which pow-
erfully attract humidity- I'his is the lightest ol the gases, and in-

deed the lightest substance who^e gravity can be ascertained by
weighing. Its speciilc gravity varies considerably, according to

its slate with regard to humidity. When it has been transmitted

through water, or has remained for some time exposed to it, it is

about ten times lighter than atmospheric air ; when it has been
received over quicksilver, and exposed to any substance which
attracts water strongly, as quicklime, it is nearly 13 times lighter,

or atmospheric air bemg 1,000, hydrogen is S4. Its specilic gra-

vity in this state, water being 1,000, is stated by Lavoisier at

0.0946. 100 cubic inches weigh 'J.bl3 grains. From its levity, it

is applied with success lo the construction of balloons.; a var-

nished silk or linen bag, filled with it, having a specific gravity so

much less than atmospheric air, as not only to rise in ihi' atmo-
sphere, but also to elevate an additional weight. The cliemical

property by which hydrogen gas is most eminently distuiguished,

IS if. great inflammability. When an ignited body is ajiproached
to it, in contact with llie atmosphere, it is immediately kindled,

and continues to burn while the air is admitted ; if previously

mixed with at.nospheric air, and a burning body approached to

t!ie mixture, or an electric spark sent through it, it instantly in-

flames with delon.Uion ; and when it has been mixed with oxygen
gas, the detonadon is mure violent. When burning at the extre-

mity of a capillary tube, on bringing a wide tube over tlie Hanie,

a singular plix-nomenon, accidentally observed by Dr. Higgins,
is produced, that ofsoun<l<of various tones, which vary in acute-
ness and strength, according to the width, the length of the tube,
and the kind of substance of which it is formed, o"wing, apparently,
as Picket and De la Rive have explained it, to the vibrations ex-
cited in the matter of the tube by the rapid expansion and con-
densation of the watery vapour near and around the flame, and
which, regulated a;«d ecpuilized by regular reflections from the
sides of the tube, constitute a musical sound. (Nicholson's Jour-
nal, Svo. vol. i. p. 129; ibid, vol. iv. p. 23). '['bough hydrogen
gas be inflammable, it is incapable of supporting the combustion
of other inflammables. If a burning body be quickly immersed
in it, it is immediately ex-tinguished. This gas is incapable of sup-
porting animal life by resi/iration. Small animals, when Ihey are
obliged to breathe it soon die; but large animals resist its action
longer. Scheele found that he cuuld breathe it for some time
without much inconvenience; but Fontana, who repeated the ex-
periment, affirmed that this was owing to the quantity ofcommon
air contained in the lungs when he began to breathe ; for on ex-
piring as strongly as possible before drawing in the hydrogen gas,

he could only make three respirations, and even these three i-.ro-

diiced extreme feebleness and oppression about the breast. The
ingenious Mr. Davy, professor "of chemistry in the Royal Institu-

iiion, after a complete exhaustion of liis lungs, found great diffi-

culty in breathing this gas tor so long as half a minute. It pro-
duced uneasy feelings m the-chest, momentary loss of muscular
power, and sometimes a transient gitkliness. Pilatre de Rozier
breathed hydrogen gas six or seven times from a bladder without
inconvenience. If pure ox} gen and hydrogen gas be mixed to-
gether, they remain unaltered; but it a lighted taper be brought
into contact with them, or an electric spark be made to pass
through them, they burn with astonishing rapidity, and produce a
violent explosion, If th.ese 'wo gases be mixed in tiie proportion
of 8j parts by weight of oxygen gas, and 15 of hydrogen gas, they
explode over water without leaving any visible residuum ; the
vessel in which they were continued (provided the gases were pure)
being completely filled with water. But if the explosion be made
in a close vessel, there is always found instead of them a quantity
of water exactly equal to them in weight. This water must be
composed of these two gases ; for it did not previously e.xist in

the vessel, and no other substances besides the gases were intro-

duced. Water then is composed of oxygen and hydrogen
;

and the combustion of hydrogen is nothing else but the act
of its combination with oxygen. When two parts (in bulk)
of hydrogen gas are mixed with six parts of common air, the mix-
ture explodes with ecpial violence ; and after the explosion, the
bulk of the mixture is reduced to five parts. The wliole of the
hydrogen gas is consumed, and likewise all that part of the com-
mon air which consists of oxygen gas, and there is formed a quan-
tity of w-ater c(juai in weight to these two bodies. This experi-
ment is of en employed to ascertain the purity of hydrogen gas.

Hydrogen gas is not sensibly absorbed by water, though left for

some time in contact with it. But by artificial pressure water may
be made to absorb about the third part of its bulk of that gas. The
taste of the water is not sensibly altered. Mr. Paul, who first

formed this compound, infornT^ us, that it is useful in inflammatory
fevers and in nervous complaints-, but it is injurious in dropsy.
The affinities of hydrogen are chiefly towards inflammable sub-
stances ; it unites with sulphur, phosphorus, and carbon, forming
sulphureted, pho5])horeted, and carbureted hydrogen gas. Unit-
ed with nitrogen, it forms ammonia, and with oxygen, 'water. It

also enters into the composition of most vegetable and animal sub-
stances. See CiiEMisTKY and Gas.
HYDROGRAPHY, ['-?"<» and ye*?".] a description of the wa-

tery part of the terraqueous globe ; or the science which describes
the sea, rivers, canals, lakes, &c. See Geography.
HYDROLEA, in bof:;ny, a genus of the digynia order, and

pentandria ckiss of plants. Calyx pentaphyllous ; corolla rota-

ecous; filaments at the base cordate ; capsule bilocular, bivalved.
It has four species.

HYDROLOGY, [from 'uSw^, water, and >o7o,-, a discourse,] «
science which investigates and explains the nature and pro))erties

of- water ; comprehending Hydrostatics and Hydraulics. See
Hyduostatics.
HYDROMANCY, [iSJiuj and imithci.,'] prediction by water ;a

method of divination by water, practised by the ancients. See
Divination.
HYDROMEL, [liJwj and |U.i>,i,] honey diluted in nearly an

equal weight of water. Wheii this Tuinor has not fermented,
it is called simple hydroniel ; and when it has undergone
the spirituous fermentation, it is <alled the vinous hydroniel, or

mead. Mead is an agreeable kind of wine: nevertheless it retains

long a taste of honev. which is unpleasing to some persons ; but
this taste it is said to lose entirely by being kept a very long time.

See Mkad.
HYDROMETER, [iJwj and fxtTjov,] an instrument used to

measure the gravity; density, velocity, force, &c. of water and
other fluids. See H ydrost-atics. Though it is incapable of
determining thespecific gravity of liquors with perfect acci».'acy,

yet in the way of pul)lic business it has undoubtedly the advan-
tage of every other, on account of the ease and expedition with

winch it can be used ; and for this reason it has been adopted by
government, in order to determine the strength of spirituous li-

quors. It consists of a hollow ball, either of metal or glass, capa-

ble of floating in any known liquid ; from the one side of the ball

proceeds a stem, which terminates in a weight, and from the side

diametrically opposite proceeds another stem, most commonly of
an ecpial thickness throughout. The weight is so proportioned

that the instrument may float with the stem upright. In the less

4 accurate
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accurate Intlronieter this stem is graduated, and serves to shew the

densitj- of the fluid, by the depth to which itsinks ; as the heavier

fluids will buov up llie instrument more than such as are lighter.

In this wav, however, it is clear, that ti-.L- stem mu^t be compara-

tively thick, in order to possess any extensive range; for the

weight of vitriolic ether is not equal to three-fourths of the same
bulk of water, and therefore such an hydrometer, intended to ex-

hibit the cemparative densities of tlle^e fluids, must have its stem

e<|ual in bulk to more than one-fourth of the whole instrument.

If this bulk be given chiefly in thickness, the smaller differi nces

of density will not be perceptible, and it cannot, v.iih any conve-

nience, be given in length. To remedy this imperfection, various

contrivances have been proposed, for the most part grounded on
the consi<leration, that a change in the batlast, or weight employed
to sink the bElI, would so far change the instrument, that the

same short range of gradations, on a slender stem, which were
emploved to exhibit the densities of ardent spirit, might be em-
ployed in experiments upon water. Some liuve adjusted weights

to l>e screwed upon the lower stem, and others, with more neatness

and accuracy, have adjusted them to be slipped upon the extre-

mity of the upper stem. Kut the method of Fahrenlieit appears

to be on all accounts the simplest and most accurate. The hy-

drometer of Fahrenheit consists of a hollow ball, with a counter-

poise below, and a very slender stem above, terminating in a small

dish. Tlif middle, or half-length of the stem, is distinguished

by a fine line across. In this instrument every division of the

stem is rejected, and it is immersed in all experiments to the mid-
dle of the stem, by placing proper weights in the little dish above.

'Jhen as the part immersed is constantlv of the same magnitude,
and the whole weight of the hydrometer is known ; this last

weight, added to the weights in the dish, will be equal to the

weight of Uuid di<.placed by the instrument, as all writers on hy-
drostatics prove. And accord;iiffly the specific gravities for tlie

common form of the tables wilf be had by (his ])roportion. As
the whole weight of the hvdromeler and its load, w hen adjusted in

distilled water, is to the number 1 ,000, &c. so is the whole weight,

when adjusted in any other fluid, to the number expres-ing i'sspe-

cific gravity. lu this construction the stem is frequently marked in

the middle on one side, snd the other is graduated to shew the smal-

ler differences without changing the weights. This instrument is

represented in fig. 1, Plate XCV. It is chiefly employed in as-

certaining tiie specific gravity of spirits. See Specific Gra-
vity. In using tiie hydrometer, its stem should always be pressed

down lower than the point at which it will ultimately rest, tliat bv
being wetted it may occasion no resistance to the fluid. The in-

strument itself should be of as regular a shape and with as few in-

equalities as possible, that all impediments to its motions may be
avoided.

HYDROMETRY, [cIm and f*£T;or,] the art of measuring the
extent of water.

HYDRO.\IPHALUS, Vvh:,, water, and af^fa\o;, the navel,] a

tumour in the navel, containing water.

HY'DROPHILUS, agenus of insects, order, coleoptera. An-
tenna; clavate, club perfoliate ; feelers, four, filiform; hind-legs

' formed for swimming, fringed on the inner side. They inhabit
! ponds and stagnant waters, and swim witli great dexteritv. Thers
' are about thirty species. The most remarkable European species
I is the H. piceus, water-clock, frequently seen in our ponds. The
I

larvx- of the hydruph'.Uis are supposed to remain about two vcars

j

before they change into pup^e or chrysalides. AVIien the larva is

arrived at its full growth, it secretes itself in tlicbank of the water
it inhabits, and having formed a convenient cavity or cell, lies

j

dormant for some time, ater which it divests itself of its skin, and
j

appears in the form of a chrysali--, in which state having continued
! tor seme time longer, it agam delivers its< If fi-om its exuviae, and
!
ajipears in its complete or beetle form. When li;-st disengaged

i from the skin of the chrysalis, it is of a pale colour, and very ten-
der : but Ml the space of a few flours the elvtra, or wing-custs, ac-

j

quire a degree of strength and colour, v.hich grsdusliy grows
more and more intense, till the animal, finding itself sullicienlly

j

strong, conies forth from its retreat, and commits itself in its new
;
form to the waters. The male is tlistinguisb.ed from the female by

i the structure of the fore-legs, which are furnished, near the setting

j

on the feet, svith a sort of horny concave ti.ip or shield ; the legs of
the females being destitute of this part. The female of the hy-
dropliilus piceus alVords an example of a tacultv which seems to be
exercised by no other coleopter; us insect, viz, that of spinning a
kind of web or flattish circular case of silk, which it leaves floating

on the water, and in which it deposits its eggs This case is ter-

minated on its upper surface by a lengthened conical process re-

sembling a horn, of a brown colour, and of a much stronger or
denser nature than the case itself, which is white. The young
larvs, as soon as hatched, make their escape from the envelope-
ment of the case, and commit themselves to the water.

HYDROPHOBIA, [--..Jjoio.S,-,] dread of water. A symptom
of madness caused by the bile of a mad animal.
Hydrophobia has likewise been sometimes found to take place

in violent inflammations of tlie stomach, and in hysteric fits. See
Medicin'f.
HYDROPHYLAX, in botany, a genus of the monogynia

order, and tetrandria class of plants. Calyx tetrapartite ; corolla
funnel-shaped; fruit two-edged, one-seeded. It 'has one species,

a native of the East-Indies.

UYDROPHYLLUM, Water-Leaf ; a genus of the mono-
gynia order, and pentandria class of plants. Corolla caropanulat-
ed, with five melliferous longituduial stria on the inside ; stigma
bifid ; capsule globose, bivalved. It has two species.

H^ DROSCOPE, ['uiiuj and !rx3T!ic,] an instrument anciently
used for the measuring of time. It was a kind of water-clock,
consisting of a cylindrical tube, conical at bottom : the cylinder
was graduated, or marked out with divisions, to which the top of
ths water becoming successively contiguous, as it trickled out, the
vertex of the cone pointed out the hour.

HYDROSTATIC BALANXE, an instrument for finding the
specific gravities of bodies, both liquid and solid. It is also an
engine for extinguishing fires. See Balance and Hydrosta-
tics.

HYDROSTATICS.

HYDROSTATICS, [from --jI..'!, water, and tut,x<,, the art of

weighing,] the science which treats of the gravity and equilibrium
of non-elastic fluids. The term is also frequently applied to the

science which explains the nature and properties of fluids in ge- i

nerrfl, particularly their pressure, gravity, equilibrium, and mo- i

tions: and hence it includes Hydraulics and Pneumatics. How-
;

ever, since this last treats on a distinct kind of fluids, viz. elastic i

fluids, it is more properly considered apart. Non-elastic fluids,

which make the object of Hydrostatics, are generally denominat-
ed liquids.

Of the EauiuBRiuM a\d Pressure of Fli'ids.

By Hydrostatics, properly so called, in contradistinction from
TOL. HI.—HO. 109.

Ilvdraulics, we are taughl how to determine the gravity or pres-

sure of fluids upon soli(ls, or upon each other, in vessels where
water is not allowed to escape or run oil', but remains at rest. Sir

Isa;ic Newlon defines a fluid to be a body whose parts are so

looselv connected together, that they easily yield to any force im-
pressed upon them, and move freely amongst each other. It is

to be understood, that the force is applied to one |)art of the fluid,

and not equally on every part. In this sense, fire, air, &:c. are

considered as fluids. In almost every pliysical speculation, where
experiment can reach, the subject admits of some ilkislration

;

w here that is denied, the reasonings are in general vain and con-
jectural. We ilo not know the form of ilie parts of which fluids

are composed, aud can make no experimenls to reduce them iaio

S their
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their [jrimary particles. 'I'lirrc is nolliing more dilVereiit in ac-

curacy and triilii, than that apprehension vviiicli is iulei|uate to the

purpose; of human life, and liiat \\ hich niighl to, satisfy ilie inve:.ti-

gation of a philosopher. Tliiis there is nothing more oiivious to

common observers, tlian fluidity, yet tlie phdosopher hnds it a pro-

perty diflicult to be conceived^ and \\hich lie couhl not give cre-

dit to, if it were not rendeied familiar to liiwi by custom and ex-

perience. It is a physical pluvnumenon which has not yet bei-n

«\plained, and of which it is very diflicult to ;';ive a clear account.

It is, indeed, impossible to comprehend, how a material and in-

compressible substance can be composed of |)arts so elementary,

so moveable among themselves, and yet with so little adherence,

as to assume immediately the form of any vessel into wliu h it is

poured; that its surface "is always parallel to the horizon, or per-

lectly ievel ; that, in yphons, 'or when agitated by the wintl, it

niakcb isoclifoae vibrations, or undulations like a pemhilum ; that

it runs off wliere favoured by the smallest descent ; &c. &c. ^ et

all these facts, being common and familiar, occasion no surprise

to mankind in general. Hovrever, the cause of liuidity appears to

be heat, or caloric, acting in some way or otlieroii the component

parts of liuids, probably by a repulsive force, by means ot vihich

the coliesion is destroyed.' See Physics. Alllrough no one linds

any difficulty in allowing that water and other liuids are really

ponderous, and do actually gravitate when consiilered as a whole

bodv, being convinced by Uieir own senses, that a vessel weighs

less when empty, than when it is hlled with any fluid, and wei^jhs

heavier the more It contains
;
yet, in the early times of [ihiloso-

phy, there were |>ei'sons who believeil liuids did not gravitate in

proprio loco, as they termed it ; that is when immersed in the

same, or a dil'ferent fluid. A simple experiment will slu w that they

were mistaken, and that fluids lose noihing in their weight in pro-

prio loco. Take a glass-vessel or bottle furnished with a brass-

stop-cocli;, and made so heavy as to sink in water. Exhaust it ol

its air, and, then sliut the cock. Suspend it now from the end of

a balance, so lliat the bottle and the slop-cock may l.ie under the

surface of the water, and then counterpoise it by a \\ eight in the

opposite scale. If we now open the cock, the water will run into

the bottle, which then will preponderate, and bear down the beam
on which it hangs ; clearly proving, that the parts of water retain

tlieir gravity in water, sous to press and l)ear down upon the part-^

beneath them, otherwise the phial would not become heavier upon

the admission of the water ; and it will appear th.at the vessel over-

balances the counterpoise, as much as the weight of the quantity

of water in the vessel. To facilitate the explanation of hydr^ta-

t ;c phacnomena, it has been usual for the writers on this subject to

consider the lluid in a vessel as cut into several horizontal planes,

or imaginary surfaces, and to consi-,t of a vast number of small,

equal, lubricous, splierical giolniles. See fig. 1, I'lateXCIII.

And though we are ignorant of the true flgure of the constituent

psrticles, yet, because we know that they easily glide one among
another, tins supposition will not affect the argument, being only

made by way of illustration. A li C D may represent a vessel

consisting of such ghdjules. Besides this imaginary horizontal di-

vision of a lluid, they often consider it as divided into perpendicu-

lar columns, from the top to the bottom of the fluid, as at tigs. 1,12.

Though fluids are subject to the laws of gravity as well as solids,

yet their fluidity occasions some |)eculiaritics necessary to be no-

ticed. The parts of a solid are so connected together as to form

I)ut one whole ; their effort is as it were concentrated in a simple

point, called the centre of gravity. This is not the case with

fluids ; the particles here are all independent of each otiier, are

extremely moveable, yielding to the least effort that tends to se-

parate the one from the other. The parts of a fluid gravitate in-

dependenily of each other, and this is a natural consiquence of

their fluidity, or their not adhering together; whereas the particles

of a solid cohere together, and gravitate as om- mass.

Prop. I. Any particle of a fluid, at rest in any ve-^sel, presses

equally in every direction. P'or if an aperture be made in the

vessel on any side, the fluid v\ill run out, and that in whatever di-

rection Uie aperture be made, whether horizontally, as at G, fig.

5, or perpendicularly, as at [5, and the same would take place, it

the aperture proceeded by means of a tube from any point within

the vessel ; hence there is a pressure on every particle of the fluid,

and on every side of it ; and since the fluid is at rest, the pressure

i(i. equal on every side ; otherwise moiioii would ensue, (def. of a

fluid) hence thcu each particle by its re-action presses equally in

every direction, licnce, if tubes oj;en at b.itii ei.ds, and bent in

any direction,, be immersed in water, it will rise to the same iieight

in eacli, which is an ocular dcn)on^tratlon of the proposition.

Prop. 2. 'I'he surface of a fluid at rest, which is contained in

an open vessel, and free from all external iuipedinieiits, will be
level, or parallel to the horizon. For let the surface EiJ, iig. .1.

not be horizontal, then the particle a is pres,std perpendicularly-

downward by its own weigiil, as is every other "particif ; it is als'u

prcsed by means of the pa^-ticles above it, on the side towards
lif, and has not a counterbalancing pressure on the other side,

since the particle // fs lower than it, and is pressed ('ownward by
gr.i\ity; therefore, when the surface is not horizontal, the fluid

will be in motion, and therefore when it is at rest, the surlace

will be horizontal.

Prop. 3. The pressure -on any part of an uniform fluid will be
as the perpendicular distance from its surface. For, let AliCl.),

fig. I, be a vessel filled with such a fluid. Then, since llie pres-

sure is occasioni;d by the gravity of the incumbent particles, the

pressure on any particles, as .s and r, will be as the number of

paiticles lying upon them, that is, since the fluid is uniform, as the

))erpendicular <lisiaiices from the surface, ,3 j and 3 r. 'J'he same
will hold good it the sides of the vessel, be not perpendicular to

the horizon ; for the pressure on s, flg.4, is as AS, or its equal mn ;

^i:id -^ince the pressure is entirely caused by gravity, the particles

will not be ailected by it in the direction b;;, and the pres-ure on
a particle at n will be the same as that o.i s ; hence the pre^sure

on r will be as m n -\- n r; thaLis, m r, the perpendicular dibtance

from the surface.

Cm: Hi-nceall the parts of a fluid, at equal diitancesfrom thp

surface, produce every where an equal pressure. This also ap-

pears from experiment ; for if the fluid be made to spout perpen-
dicularly, as through B m, flg. 5, it will rise nearly to the level of

the surlace of the fluid in the vessel, the small dtlfeience bein^

occasioned by the resistance of the air.

Prop. 4. If a column of a fluid extend from the bottom of tho

vessel containing it to the surface of the fluid, its pressure on the

base of the column will hi; equal to the weight of the column.
Fur let a 3, fig. I, be a column extending to the surface AH, anil

having an indelinitely small base; then the pressure of the highest'

particle is that of its own weight; also the pressure of the next par-

ticle is that of its own weight added to the w eight of the flrst ; and
in like manner it may be shewn that the pressure ot any |)arlicle in

the column is that ot its own weight together with the weight of all

the incumbent particles, and therefore the pressure of the column
un a is equal to the weight of the whole column. And .since any
column may be conceived to be made up of such small columns
the proposition is maniiest.

Cor. 1. The whole pressure of a fluid downwards, against the-

bottom and sides of a vessel is equal to the whole weight of the

fluid, if over every part of the bottom and sides a perpendicular '

column extends to the surface. For the fluiil in such a ve>(sel

may be conceived to be made of an indehnite number of small Co- '

lunins inr, its, oh, tig. 1j, and the pressure of each downward is

equal to its weight ; hence the whole pressure downwards is equal i

to the whole weight.

Cor. '2. Hence the whole pressure has the same elTect as the

whole gravity, if it had been solid, and therefore tlie same as if the

w hole had been concentrated in the centre of gravity.

Cor. 3. Since the effect of a b c, any part G, hg. 16, of a fluid

is the same as if it took place at its centre of gravity ; and since it is

kept in eiiuilibrium by the remaining part of the fluid il, the re-

i'ction of the part 11 must be the same as if it took plate at the

same point.

Cor. 4. The pressure on any surface downward is equal to a
column of the fluid having that surface for its base, and its top

coinciding with the plane of the surlace of the fluid. This wa-i-

shewn above when the column extends to the surface of the fluid ;

thus (he pressure downwarti on Gil, fig. 21, is equal to the weight

of the column Gllr.v, EliCI) being the vessel; but the prcssun- •

on GH is the same if AC be the side of the vessel, since its depth '

is the same ; hence the corollary is manifest.

Cor. 5. The sank' is true of the pressure on any surface up-

-

ward. For since the pressure of the fluid on the surface Gil
downward is exactly sustained by the pressure upward, these pres-

sur-is are equal.

Prop. j. Tiie pressure of a fluid against any surface, in a direc-

tion
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tioii pLTpfiHliciibr to it,,, is proportional to t!ie area of that siirtace

nuiltiplied into tliK clit.l;NK'e ot iu cejitrc- of gravity from tlie siivface

of the lliiitl. Conceive lines (hawn from every part of the given

snrfaee perpenUicuhir to the surface of the fluid, as ?ii r, jis, oh,

&c. ti^. 15, tlien tlie pressure at m, n, o, &c. is as the depth ni r,

n s, n b, Sec. and since the pressure is equal Inevery direction, the

perpendicular pressure is as m x »ir, n x «•«, &c. Now each of

the surfaces m, n, o, /5cc. may be considereil as weights propor-

tional to then- niasiiiludes, and the whole surface to make a

weii^iit e<|ual to tlial of their sum. Hence, if Gli be the di^tance

of thf centre of gravity, by mechanics, ?)) x mr-{- n x ns-{-o x ob

-)- &c. =: ACB X GH; hence the whole presjure perpendicular

to the surface varies as tlie area ABC x Gil.

Cor. 1. The pressure arainst the sides of a cubical vessel filled

with a tluid is enual to half the pressure against the bottom ; for

the areas pressed are equal, and the distance of the centre oT gra-

vity of the side from the surface is half that of the bottom.

Cor. 2. ^I'he pressure on the bottom of a cylinder hlled with a

fluid, is to the pressure on the side, as the diameter of the base to

lA'ice the altitude. Let d be the diaineter, a the altitude, and /;

e-iual to J 141 J9, &:c. then the area of the base =: ^ p d', and llie

area of the side = pda, and multiplying each by the di^tanci- of

the centres of graviiy, a and ^ii, the pre-sure on tlie bottom is to

the pressure on the side : : ^ pd -a : -^ p dd- : : d : 2 a.

(.'or. 3. The pressures of different (luids against different siirfaces

^re proportional to llic areas multiplied into the depth of the cen-

tre of gravilv, and multiplied again into the S|)ecihc gravity. For
if only the surface vary, llie pressure is as the area x the depth of

the centre of gravity ; if only the fluid vary tlie pressure is as the

s^jecihc gravity ; hence, when both vary, the pressure will be as

btaled in this corollary.

Prop. 0. If two liuids meet in a bent tube, their altitudes above
the common suihicc are inverseK as iheir specilic gravities. Let
ACB, fig. 17. be the tube; in.vyn the plane of the common surface

of the fluids ; m r and h (the altitudes above it; and S,s, the specilic

gravities: then since the surface or area .r y is common, the pres-

iure ol each Ihiid at the surface xi/ will be as the altflude x the

»[n;cihc gravity (Prop. 5,-Cor. 3,) but since the fluids are at rest

their pressures are equal ; hence S x inr = .v x nt, therefore \ : .?

t : nt : mr. We shall here further exemplify the foregoing pro-

po-itions. Ills eviilent, that the bottom and sides of a vessel con-

taining a fluid (and the top also, when the fluid is raised above it

in a tube) are pres-ed by tlie parts of the liuids which immediately
touch them, and since action and re-action are equal, the bottoms
and sides of the vessels are pressed as much as the neigiibouring

parts of the fluid ; but it has been slievvn that this action increases

in proportion to the height of the fluid, and is every way equal at

the same depth : therefore the pressure on the bottom and sides of

vessels is as the depth of the fluid. This pressure depends on the

height, not the quantity, of the tluid ; consequently, when the

height of the fluid, anu the area or surface pressed, remain the

•same, the action upon this surface will always be e(iual, however
the figure of tlio vessel be changed. In other words, the pressure

which the bottom of the vessel sustains from the fluid contained in

it, whatever be the shape of the vessel, is e(iual to the weight of a

pillar of the fluid, whose base is equal to the area of the bottom,
and whose height is the same with the perpendicular height of the

fluid. That tins is the case, in vessels that are equally wide from
top to bottom, is obvious, l)ecausc the bottom of such a vessel

does actually sustain such a column of fluid, a column in this case

equal to the whole weight of the fluid. Here the whole v^eight of

the tluid contained in the vessel, ami no other force besides,

pre>ses upon the bottom, and is coiisequently proportional to the
quantity of matter contained in the vessel, which quantity is as the
surface ot the bottom, ami the perpendicular height above it. But
that the case should l)e the same in irregular vessels; is not so easy

to conceive; tor instance, that in a ves-el w hich, from a large bot-

tom, grows narrower as it rises, the bottom should bear the same
pressure when the vessel is hlled, as it would were the vessel

i-qually wide throughout Iroui bottom to top, seems strange, ^ et

is what necessarily follows from the nature of fluidity, 'f hus", in

the vessel ABC, fig. t), the bottont BC sustains no more of the
tiuid, than a column wlic-e base is RC aud altitude C F, the same
with that of the fluid ; but GH, tig. 7, sustains as great a pressure
as if the vessel were as wide at. the top as bottom, which is evident

from the foregoing proijosition. Hence also, if FO and AB, fig.

S, communicate, tlie liquid will stand at the same lev.,! iti the wide
part -VB, as in the >inall tube l'"0. On these piincip'ps also de-

pend the hydrostatical paradox which is that any quan'.ity of fluid

may be made to Ciuuiterbalance any othi.r quantity however gfat.
It may be thus illustrated. Let .\"BCD, fig. 9, 'be a cylncirical

vessel, having a sliding cover or piston C', carrying a tube C'K
open throughout. The cyliiiiier being filled wilh water, and the

cover jiiit on ; then if a weight be put on the cover it will be (je-

pres^ed, and the water will rise in the tube to E, and the weKjlit

will t)e sustained. If anoflier weigiit be added, the water w ill rise

to !', and the weight sustained, and so on, according to the weight
added, and thb length of the lube. Now the weight of the water
in the lube is but a few grains, yet its lateral pressure serves to ..ais-'

tain as much as the weight of a column of water whose base is

equal to that in the tube. Thus the column CE produces a pres-

sure in the water contained in the cylinder, equal to what would
have been produced by the column A it d D ; and as this pressure

is exerted equally every way, the cover will be pre>sed upwards
uitli a force eqial to the weight of A «(/'); consetpicitly if

A (I d D weigh a i,oun<l, L C will sustain a pound : and the like of

any other heights and weights. 'I'his paradox is easily proved by
the following experiment. The apparatiH, fig. 10, consists of two
large thick boards, C D, E F, connected tot;ellier Uv Icatln-r, like

a pair ot bellows ; hence it is usually called the hMlrostatic bellows.

Along jiipe is fixed to the bottom-board; so that water being
poured in at the top, will pass between tlie two boards. We uill

Suppose the boards of the apparatus oval ; and that the longc>t dia-

meter is eighteen inches, the shorter one sixteen. Having poured
water enough into the bellows to keep the boards asunder, and put
six h.ilf-hnndred weights on th'.' top of the boards, we next pour
water into tlie tube, to the height of three feel, and find it will puih
up all the weights. Thus the water in the pipe, which weighs but
a ipiarter of a pound, sustains jUO'pound weight. If we take olf

tiie weights, and try, by pressing upon the U]iper board, to forces

the watei out at the upper tube; our strength will be scarcely suffi-

cient tor the purpose. Thus we dearly s^e how great a p^e^sure

upwards is exerted by the water. Another instrument has been
invented, for proving that the pressure of fluids is in proportion to

their perpendicular heights, without any regard to their quantity.

ABCD, lig. 11, is a bo.x, at one end of which, as at a, is a groove
from top to bottom, for receiving the upright tube I, which is bent
to a right angle at the lower end, as at fig. 12; and to that end is

tied the end of a large bladder K, fig. 12, which lies in the bottom
of the box. Overtliis bladder is laid the moveable boar(' M, fig.

13, in which is fixed an up-riglit wire. Learieii weights NN, fig.

1 1, to the amount of sixteen pounds, with holes in the middle, are
put upon the wire, over the board, and press upon it with all their

force, 'i'he bar P is then put on, to seeure the lube from falling,

and keep it upright ; and then the piece EFG is to be [lut on, to

keep the weights in a horizontal position, there being a round hole
ate. Within the box are four upright pins, to prevent the board
at first from pressing on the bladder. 1 our water into the tube at

toj) ; this will run into the bladder: and after the bladder has been
filled up to the board, continue pouring water into the tube, and
the upward pressure of the fluid will raise the board with all the
weight upon it, even though the bore of the tube should be so

small that less than an ounce of water would fill it. L'pon this

principle mathematicians assert, that the same (piantity o.^ water,

however small, may firoducc a force equal to any assignable one,

by increasing the height and base upon which it presses. Dr.
Goid>mith mentions having seen a strong hogsliead split by this

method. A strong, tliough small, tube of tin, twenty feet high,

was inserted in the bung-hole; water was pouied in this to fill the

hogshead, and continued till it rose within about a foot of the top
of the tube; the hogshead then burst, and the water was scattered

about with incredible violence. As the bottom of a vessel bears a
pressure proportional to the height of the liquor, so likewise do
those parts of the sides which are contiguous to the bottom, be-
cau-e the pressure of fluids is equal every way; and as the pres-
sure, which the lower parts of a fluid sustain from the weight of
those above them, exerts itself etpially every way, and is likewise

"aproportional to the height of the incumbent
vessel must e<ery w here sustain a pressure

distance from the upper suiiace of the liquur.

fluid, the sides of

>roportional to their

\Vlseiicc it follows,

that
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that ill a ves^t.•l UiU oi iKiuor, tlie siili-s Ix'ar the greatest stress in

tiiose parts next the boltoin ; ami that the stress upon the sides de-

creases with the increase ot t'.ie distance from the bottom in the

same proportion ; so that in vessels of considerable height, the

louer parts ought to be much stronger than the upper, to be able

to u-itli>tand the greater degree of pressure to which they are ex-

posed. Upon the principle of the upward pressure of fluids, a

piece of lead niav be made to swim in water, by immersing it to a

pro|)er deptii, and keeping the water from getting above it. Let

CD, lig. 14, be a glass-tube open throughout, and G a Hat piece

of lead half an inch thick, fitted exactly to ibe lower end of the

tnlie, but not to go within it. By means of the packthread ]^, the

lead is held close to the bottom of the tube, and in.this situation it

is immersed in the water of the vessel K to somewhat more than

eleven times its own thickness, because lead is more than eleven

times heavier than water ; then the thread L may be let go, but

the lead will not fall, but be sustained by the upward pressure ot

the water below it. If some water be poured upon the le^.d, or if

the tube bo raised a little, the lead will fall by its own weight,

w hicli will then be too heavy for the pressure of the water round

tlie tube, upon the column of water below it. The curious efi'ects

of tlie syphon depend on the pressure of the air upon the surface

of a liquid. It the short end of a syphon, ABDC, lig. !S, be im-

mei'sed in a licjuid, and the other end without be lower, and tlie

air drawn out, the lii|Uid will begin and continue to run till its sur-

face descend to tiie extremity A of the syphon. For the air being

drawn out, the liquid will rise to the top B, by the pressure of the

air, and descend to C by its gravity. Now the pressure of the air on

the liquid to force it up tlie syphon is very nearly equal to the

pressure at C to force it back, but the latter pressure is opposed

by a greater column of the liquid than the former, hence the li-

quid will flow in the direction ABC. And thus lli^ water in the

svplion continues to flow without intermission ; because the resist-

ance of the air in C is as much exceeded, as the length of the

branch BC of the syphon exceeds that of the branch AB. In or-

der to prove this by experiment, siqiimse there is added at C a

tube to lengthen that branch, then it will plainly appear that in a

given time more water will ilow than would have been discharged

vithout that augmentation to the braiuli BC. Since it is the pres-

sure of the air which elevates thetluid In the short branch BA, it

follows, that the height of this branch is limited to thirty-two feet

when the fluid is water, because the pressure of the atmosphere

cannot elevate water higher ; but w hen tlie liquor is mercury, the

height of the short branch should not exceed thirty inches, be-

cause the atmosphere cannot sustain mercury at a greater height.

A syphon may be disguised in a cup, fig. 19, from which no li-

quor will flow, until it be raised above the bend of the syphon

;

but when the efflux once begins, it will contiiuie to flow till the

vessel be emptied. This has been called Tantalus's cup, because

it is usual to place a hollow figure over the inner tube of such a

length, that when the fluid is got nearly up to the lips of the figure,

the syphon may begin to act, and empty the cup. Intermitting

springs, which puzzled philosophers formerly, are found to be na-

tural syphons, which maybe thus explained: let A, fig. 20, be

part of a hill, within which tlierio is a cavity BB, and from this ca-

vity a vein, or channel, running in the direction BCD. The rain

that falls upon the side of the hill will sink and strain through the

small pores and crevices in the hill, and hll the cavity BB with

water. When the water rises to the level of C, the vein 8CD
will be full, and the water will run through it as a syphon, and

will empty the cavity BB. It must then slop, and when the ca-

vity is agam filled, it will begin to run again. 'l"he principles de-

livered in the foregoing propositions, will be found exceedingly

useful in explaining such hydrostatical pha-nomena as relate to

tlie pressure of fluids, and several of them extend to elastic fluids.

See Pneumatics, where these subjects are further exemplihcd.

Oi-THE Pressure of Fluids on Bodies immersed in them.

It follows, from what has been already demonstrated, that when

a solid is immersed in a fluid, it is pressed by that lluid on all

sides ; and that pressure increases in proportion to the height ot

the fluid above the solid. We may also prove this directly by

experiment. Thus, tie a leathern bag to the end of a glass-tube,

and till it with mercury ; immerge the bag in water, but so that

the upper or open end of the lube may be always above the sur-

face of the water ; the pressure of the water against the bag will

raise the mercury in the lube, and the ascent ot the mercury will

be in proportion to the height of the water above the bag. When
a solid is immersed in a^luid to a great depth, the pressure against
the upper part differs very .little from the pressure against the under
port, whence bodies very deeply immersed are, as it were, equally
pressed on all sides ; but a pressure which is equal on all sides
may be sustained by soft bodies without any change of figure, and
by vejy brittle bodies w ithout their breaking. Take a piece of soft

wax of an irregular figure, and an egg, and inclose them in a blad-
der full of water ; place it in a s(]uare box, and put on a moveable
cover, which will bear on the bladder; there may be placed on
this cover a weight of a hundred, or even a hundred and fifty

pounds without breaking the egg, or any way altering the figure

of the wax. It lias been shewn that fluids press upon bodies to

which they .ire contiguous every way, and on all sides, but the

pressure upon each pail is not the same; the altitude of the fluid

IS every wiicre the measure of its force, and the several parts of

the same bodv, being at different depths, uiusl thus be differently

affected, as we shall proceed to state in the following proposi-

tions.

Prop. 7. If a body float on a fluid, the weight of the body is

equal to the weight ol the fluid which it displaces. For the body
.S -)- B, fig. 'J2, IS sustained by llie verv same pressure which ex-

actly counlerpoised the fluid which is displaced by the part S im-
mersed ; hence the proposition is manitest.

Prop. 8. If a floating body be at rest on a fluid, the centres of

gravity of the body and of the fl jid displaced are in the san.e ver-

tical line. For the effect of the pressure upward is the same as if

it look place at the centre of gravity of the fluid displaced (Prop,

4, cor. 3) ; hence, if the centre of gravity of the body be not in

the same vertical line, it will not be supported, and a rotatory

inotioii will be produced , hence the propo-ition is manifest.

Prop. 9. It a body be immersed in a litjuid, the pressure on it

U[)ward is greater than the pressure downward, by the weight of

the quantity ot water displaced. Let U be the body, fig. L'3, then

the pressure upward is equal to the weight of a column, whose
top is the surface ol the fluid, and base the lower surface of the

body; but the pressure downward is equal to the weight of the

column having the same top, the base being the upper surface of .

the body; thus the pressure upward is equal to the weight of the

column GPIw«, and that ciownward to the column GIllmH,
(Prop. 4, cor. 4 and 5) ; but the difference of these two cokinins

is the quantity of fluid displaced, hence the former is greater IhaB

the latter pressure by the weight of that fluid.

Cor. From this it appears that it depends on the specific gra-

vity of a body, whether it ascend or descend, in a fluid.

Prop. 9. If a body in aiersed in a fluid have a greater specific

gravity than the fluid, it will descend ; if a less specific gravity, it

will ascend ; if the same specific gravity, it will remain stationary.

A body immersed in a fluid will sink if it be specifically heavier

than that fluid ; for it endeavours to descend by its own weight,

and is supported by a force equal to tlie weight of an equal bulk

of fluid, or of as much fluid as will fill the space taken up by the

body. (Prop. S.) If, therefore, the body be specifically heavier

than the fluid, z. f. bulk for bulk heavier than the fluid, its weight

will be greater than the pressure upwards of the fluid which is to

support it ; and, consequently, this pressure will not so support as

to keep it from sinking. If we throw a stone into the water, it

sinks ; for it is specifically heavier than the water ; that is, where

the bulks are equal, the weight of the stone is greater than the

weitht of water ; therefore the force with which if endeavours to

descend is «reater than the excess of pressure upwards, which is all

there istosupport it; which being too weak to suppoit it, the stone

sinks to the bottom. A body that is immersed in a fluid w ill rise to

the surface, and swim upon it, if it be specifically lighter than tlie

fluid. A piece of cork, when it is immeised in water, is pressed

by the water both npwar^ls and downwards; but the pressure up-

wards exceeds the pressure downwards, and this excess is equal to

the weight of as much water as is of the same bulk with the piece

of cork ; therefore, as far as the action of the water is concerned,

the cork ought to rise to the top; and the cork itself being also

specificallv "lighter than wsler, the force with which it endeavours

to sink is less than the force which buoys it up ; it must, therefore,

on this account rise till it comes to the sufface. Fleace the reason

9 is
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is plain, why lir, oak, and elm, tliat are specilically lighter than

water, will swim in it ; while el)ony and guaiacum, that are specl-

ijcally lieavier, uill sink. A body that has the same specific gra-

vity with the fluid into which it is immersed, will ;C3t in any part of

the fluid wherever it happens to be placed. For the body en-

deavour? to descend by its own weight, and is prevented from de-

scending by a force equal to the weight of an ecpial bulk of fluid ;

but when iJie bodv and the fluid are of the same specific gravity,

equal nvasses of each are of the same weight, and consequently the

force with which the body endeavours to descend, and the force

which opposes die descent, are equal to each other; and as they

act in contrary directions, the body will rest between them, so as

neither to sink by its own weiglit, nor to ascend by the prc-ssure

of the fluid upwards.
Scholium. From these propositions the following useful conclu-

sions are easily deduced. Balloons are properly hydrostatic ma-
chines, and derive their property of ascendin^j from the earth into the

upper part of our atmosphere entirely to the dilTercnce between the

specific gravity of the air, or gas, with which they are filled, and
tlieexterior, or atmosphciic,airinv,liich they float. The weight of

the materials must be taken into consideration ; for unless the spe-

cific gravity of the inti^rior be so much less than that of the ex-

terior air, as to allow lor the weigiit of the materials as a couiiter-

jjoise, the balloon cannot be made to float in the air. See^'EROs-
TATfON. If by any contrivance the specific gravity of cny solid

can be varied so as to be one while greater, another less, and than
equal to the specific gravity of t!ie fluid wherein it is immersed,
file body will sink, or rise, or remain suspended, according to the

variations of its specific gravity. And this is the case in the ex-

periment of the little glass-images that some philosophers exhibit,

which are made to ascend or descend, or remain suspended, at

pleasure. The image being set to float on the water, the top of

the vessels must be covered with a bladder closely bound about
the neck of the vessel, that the air which lies on the surface of the

Water may not force its way out when it is condensed by the hand.

The images themselves are nearly of the same specific gravity

•with the water, but rather a little lighter, and consequently float

near the surface : the images being hollow are full of air, which, by
means of small holes in their keads, communicates with the air wiili-

out. When the air which lies beneath the bladder is pressed by the

hand, it presses on the surface of the water ; and as the pressure is

propagated through all the water, those portions which are conti-

guous to the heels of the images are thereby forced into the holes;

by which means the air within is condensed, and at tlie same time
the weight of the images is increased by the weight of the influent

water ; and when so much water is forced in as to render the spe-

cific gravity of the images greater than that of the water, the

images descend to the bottom, where they remain as long as the

pressure above continues ; Ijut when that is taken off by the removal
of the hand, the condensed air in the images dilates and expands
itself, and in so doing drives out the water, upon which account
the images become specifically lighter than water, and of course
ascend. As the pressure on the bladder is gi-eater or less, so must the

quantity of water be v.hich is forced into the images ; and, therefore,

whenever it happens, that during the ascent or descent of an image,

such a pressure is made as suflices to force in just as much water
as is requisite to reduce the image to the same specific gravity
with the water, the ima»e stops, and remains suspended ; upoii

increasing ihe pressure it descend*, and ascends if it be lessened.

Some of the images begin to descend sooner or rise later than
others, either because they are specifically heavier, or because
the cavities in their legs are greater in some images in proportion
to their magnitudes, than they are in ethers. This is but an expe-
riment of mere amusement; many and important uses are the re-

sult of our being able to determine the specific gravities of bo-
dies; which depends on these principles. All bodies, when im-
niei-sed in a fluid, lose the weight of an e<jual bulk of that fluid

;

in other words, every body immersed in a fluid loses a part of its

gravity equal to the weight of the fluid, which would fill the space
taken up by the body. A piece of lead, or of any other sabstance,
when it is immened in water, is not so heavy as when it is out of
water ; for the water presses it more upwards than downwards, and
the excess of the pressure upwards will support part of the weight.
Rut this excess was shewn to be equivalent to the weight of as

much water as has the same bulk with the lead ; and consequently
•VOL. in.— NO. 110.

since the body immersed must lose, a^ much of its weight as the

fluid can support, the lead uill lose the weight of an equal bulk

of water. Thus a cubic foot of lead, r, s, m, ri, hanging by a

string w ill in a vessel of water be found to weigh less in the water

than it does out of it ; because the water by its pressure upward
against the lead will support a cubic foot of water, or 1 000 ounces

avoirdupois ; for so much a cubic foot of water weigiis, and con-

sequently so much of its weight the lead must lose. Again, a
body endeavours to descend by its whole weight ; when it is im-

mersed in a fluid, it is liupported by a force equal to the same
bulk of that fluid ; and since these two forces act in contrary di-

rections, the weight which tlie body retains in the fluid will b^ the

diflerence between them, or it loses the weight of an equal bulk,

of the fluid. The following experiment will render the positioa

self-evident : the apparatus for it consists of a beam, a small hol-

low cylindric bucket AR, and another cylinder CD, which pre-

cisely fits the capacity of the bucket AB, Plate XCIV. fig. 1.

Only a portion of one arm EF of the beam is represented in tliis

figure. First, suspend the bucket by one end of the beam. At
the bottom of the bucket Ls fixed a strong thread of silk with a

loop on the lower end ; to this loop the close cylinder is suspend-

ed. It is necessary to counterpoise these by a wciglit at the other

end of the be:'.m. 'Thc.i set aiar of water under the cylinder,

and gently lower the beam, ancT it will become ligiiter and ligliter

upon the' beam as the cylinder descends. When it is quite

immei^ed, the equipoise is destroyed by the descent of the

weight of the other arm. To shew- how much weight is lost by the

cylinder, add the weight of a quantity of as much water as is equal

in bulk to the cylinder ; that is, fill the bucket, which is exactly of

the same size; and by doing it gradually, the equipoise will be
restored by degrees till' the bucket is full, and then tlie beam be-

comes truly horizontal as at first, the loss of weight being restored

by the equal cylinder of water in the bucket. It is evident from
what has been said, whence the loss of weight proceeds. It is n»
otherwise lost than as it is sustained by the action of a contrary

force; and it becomes, tlierefore, obvious why the weight of a.

bucket of water is not perceived while it is in the water, not becausa

that weight is destroyed, but because it is supported ; not because

fluids do not gravitate when tliey are in fluids of the same sort,

but because there is a pressure in a contrary direction which is

exactly equal to their gravity. As the weight which a body loses,

when it is immersed in a fluid, is always the weight of as much of

that fluid as is equal in bulk to itself, it follows, that the weight

lost by its body cannot at all depend either on the depth of the

fluid itself, or the depth to wliich it is immened therein. An
anchor loses no more of its weight when it is at the bottom than

when it is just below the surface; for in either case it loses the

weight of as much water as is e(iual in Imlk to itself. It is not

more easy to swim in deep than iu shaUow water, provided the

water is not so shallow as to prevent one from striking freely ; for

whatever is the depth of the water, a man loses the weight of as

much water as is equal iu bulk to his own body ; tor which
reason shallow water will buoy him up willi as great force as deep
water. Indeed, it is easier to sv.im in the sea than in a river,

because salt-water is specifically hea'. ier than fresh ; and as a man
loses the weight of as much salt-water as is equal in bulk to hit

body, and in the river loses only the weight of an equal-bulk of.

fresh water, the weight lost here being greater, salt-water will

buoy him up with the greatest force. There are very few, if any,
.

animals that are specifically heavier than common water. The
substances, indeed, of both 'animals and vegetables are specifically

heavier ; the floating of either, is, tlierefore, to be attributed to the

cells or receptacles interspersed within them, which are filled witli

air, oil, &c. substances lighter than water ; so tliat, taken toge-

ther, they form a mass specifically lighter than a comparative bulk

of common water. The bulk of the body is also increased by dis-

tending the chest in inspiration. This has been proved by an ex-

periment on a fat man of an ordinary size, by finding what weight

he could support so as to have the top of the headjust above water.

When his chest was full of air, he was found to rise with fourteen

pounds of lead williout striking out in the least, and two ounces

more would have kept him under ; but when his breast was not

thus distended, he covdd only bring up eleven pounds. All equal

solids, though of different specific gravity, when immersed into

the same Jfluid, lc5S j«ua t'^^'iil weight. The weisjUt which gold,

T 6ilve%
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silver, lead, stones, or uiiy ollipr body, loses in water, does not at

all depend upon the sort or figure of a body, but upon its bulk or

size. The stone loses the weiglit of an equal bulk of water, so does
the lead ; when, tlicrefore, they are of tlie same size, tliey each of
them lose the weight of tlie same quantity of water, that is, they
lose an ecjual weight ; but if two bodies of the same sort dilTor in

size, they will lose dit'l'ei-ent weights in proportion to their size.

To ])rove that the loss of weight is not affected by the absolute

weight of the body, but depends on its size, it is only necessary to

alter the weight of the cylinder, by adding to or diminishing the

number of shot contained in it, and then repeat the experiment
with it and the bucket as before, and the event will be the same.
In the same mamicr, too, it may be shewn, thac all bodies, how-
ever different their specific gravity may be, If their magnitudes be
equal, do suffer an equal loss of weight in the same lluid. Thus a

cylinder of block tin, equal in dimensions to the brass-cylinder,

bnt specifically lighter, being immersed in water, will lose flie

same weight. Bodies of the same weight, but of different specific

gravities, lose unequal parts of their weights when immersed in the
same fluid. Thus suppose a piece of gold in one scale to weigh
just as much in air as a piece of copper in tlie other scale. Now
hang each by a horse-hair on the hooks of the balance, and let

them down into the glass-vessels; and as soon as they are immers-
ed in the water the ef|uilibrium will be destroyed, and (he gold
will outweigh the copper ; for, as they are of equal w eight, their

bulks are as their specific gravities; that is, the gold will be as

touch less than the copper as the specific gravity of the gold is

greater than that of copper: the geld, therefore, because it is the
analler of the two bodies, will lose les> of its weight in water than
the copper does, and will consequently outweigh the copper. On
tile other hand, if the gold and copper are made of the same
weight, when they are under water, tlien by drawing them out of
the water the copper will become the heavier; for w hen they were
under the water, each of them lost as much of their weiglit as the
water could sustain, that is, each of them lost a weight in propor-
tion to its bulk: but the copper being the bigger of the two, lost

the greater weight ; and as the weight which they lost in water is

recovered upon their being drawn up in the air, tlie copper reco-
Ters more weight than gold, and will therefore outweigh the
gold. The weight lost by a solid immersed in a fluid is com-
municated to the fiuid. 'riiough a solid loses part of its weight
when immersed in a fluid, we are not to suppose that the weight
so lost by tl;e solid is actually destroyed, but that it is im-
parted to the fluid, the fluid conjtantly gaining what the solid

loses ; for if we put the vessel with the water wherein the cy-
linders were immersed into the scale, and counterpoise it, it

li'iil appear upon the immersion of the cylinder that it will pre-
ponderate with exactly the same weight that the cylinder loses.

From the principles above-mentioned, it is easy to shew in what
manner the specific gravities of difl'erent bodies, whether solid or

fluid, may be estimated. The specific gravity of a nodv is the

weight of that body, under a known an<l deterininaie magnitude;
as a cubic inch, a loot, &c. To acijuire this knowledge, the body
is to be weighed hydrostatically ; that is, first in air; second in

water. We know that a body immersed in water displaces a vo-
lume of water exactly ecjual to its own, and that it loses a portion
of its weight exactly equal to the volume displaced ; we therefore

obtain by this mode, I . the w eight of the Ijody ; ','. the weight of a

volume of water perfectly equal in bulk to that of the body.
These two weights, compared together, give the relation between
the specific gravity of water, which we suppose to be known, and
that of the given body, by making the following proportion, in

which lUOO represents the specific gravity of water. (In hydro-
Static calculation, water, as the standard from which all the respec-
tive gravities are taken, is reckoned as unity, or 1, 10, 100, 1000,
Sic. as the case requires.) The weight of the volume of water
displaced by the body, is to the weight of this body, as 1000 is to

a fourth term representing the specific gravity of this body: for

the specific gravities are as the weights of eciual bulks; therefore

the specific gravity of the fluid is to that of the body, as the weight
lost in the fluid is to the whole weight. Let us suppose a piece of
gold to weigh tliirty-right grain's in air, and only thirty-six

grains when weighed in water; it has therefore lost two grains.

Reasoning therefore from what has been already proved, wc say

the £old has lost the weight of. as nwgb water at is equal ia bitlk

to itself. But the gold itself weighs tliirty-eight grains; conse.
qutntly, bulk for bulk, the weight of water is to that of gold, or
the specific gravity of the fluid to that ot tlie solid, as two to thirty-

eight; that is, as the weight of the fluid is to the wliole weiglit.

Thus ihe whole art of comparing the specilic gravity of bodies,
consists in finding out what the body weighs in air, and how much
of that weight is lost in water; and then diiiding the first weight
by the difference between the first and second weight, and the
quotient shews how many times the body is heavier tlian water,
'rhe specific gravity of a given bulk of distilled water is nearly at

all times the same ; and by comparing lliis with other substances,
tlie ratio of their specific gravities may be discovered ; and denot-
ing the specific giavity of water, by any number taken at pleasure,

the numbers expressing the specilic gravities of other bodies are
hence given. As the weight of one cubical foot of pure distilled

water is equal to 1000 ounces avoirdupois, if its specific gravitv be
denoted by I, or 1000, the weight of one cubic foot, or other
measure, of other substances, is hence found, and tables of the spe-

cific gravilies of bodies are formed. One ounce avoirdupois is

equal to 437'5 grains, and an ounce troy to 480 grains; conse-
quently, one avoirdupois pound is to one troy pound, as 437-5 x
10 to 4S0 X 12, or as 1750 to 1440. A cubic foot of water is

equal to 1000 ounces avoirdupois, or 0'2'5 poimds avoirdupois ;

whence we find it to be etpial to 7j'95 pounds troy. A cubic
inch of water is equal to 25'318 grains, or 57"869 parts of an
avoirdupois ounce; and 253'IS grains, or j27i parts of one troy
ounce. The balance fur determining the weight of the bodies in

air an<l water is called the hydrostatic balance. A particular de-
scription of this instrument is already given under the article Ba-
lance. The beam of the hydrostatic balance is, in general, made
from eight to ten inches long, and with the perfections necessary
to a good balance-beam. It either rests upon a stand or fulcrum, as

.at fig. 2, or is pendent, as at fig. 3, Plate XCIV. To this beam are
adjusted a pair of scale-pans, which may be taken off at pleasure.

There is also another smaller pan, of equal weight with one of the

others, furnished with shorter strings, so as to admit a vessel of wa-
ter to be placed under it. When the balance is used for hydro-
static purposes, this pan is to be suspended at one end of the beam,
and one of the common scale-pans at the other end. The glass-

bucket is to hold any solid body to be weighed in water, and is to.

be suspended by the horse-hair to the hook at the bottom of the

small scale. There is a weight to be placed in the opposite scale,

to balance the bucket exactly in water. The brass-tongs are for

the same purpose, and. to hold such substances as cannot conveni-

ently be put into the bucket. The small brass-nipper is intended

for weighing gold-coin; which may be more accurately weighed
by this than in the backet, which is principally designed for sucli

things as cannot well be placed in the nipper or tongs: the beam
will turn much easier with either of these than with the other. A
scale-beam, loaded at each end with a considerable weight, is in-,

seir.ible of the addition of a small one : besides, the resisting me-
dium of water, through which the whole surface of the bucket and
its contents must pass, lessens tlie vibration of the beam, and ren-

ders the operation both tedious and uncertain. The glass-solid is

made use of to determhie the specific gravity of fluids. Each of

these appendages has a respective weight, for a balance in water,

which are distinguished by different marks. These weights are

intended to balance them exactly ; but their cor-'ectness maybe
injured by different circumstances, for water varies consiiicrably in

its density, according to the temperature of the air; in hot wea-
ther it is lighter, in cold it is heavier; in the former case the ba-

lance may appear rather too light, and in very cold weather rather

too heavy. AVhenever this happens, we restore the equilibriuiu

by a small weight, dropped into the scale that requires it, before

any hydrostatic experiments can be performed with accuracy.

Hence it is natural to conclude, that the specific gravity of the

same substances will be different at different times: this variation

is, however, so small, particularly in the weight of gold, as not to

be regarded in common experiments. For easier computation, it

is best to use tenths of grains for the subdivisions in these experi-

ments. Being able to determine the specific gravities of bodies,

we are thence enabled, by weighing metals in water, to discover

their adulterations or mixtures, with greater exactness tlian by any
other method whatsoever. Counterfeit coin, offered as gold, may
thus be easily Uistinguished, and kuown to be a baser metal. The

principal
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principal and distinguisbing qualities of pure gold are, the simpli-

city, minuteness, and close cohesion, of its parts; wherebj- a

greater numl)er of those parts is conuiined in a le>5 space. To
determine the precise quantity of alloy compounded uith gold,

gold must be weighed with some other mass as a standard, and

their relative gravities be computed. It has been already shewn,

thdt water is the most convenient standard. Weigh a ])iece of

gold first in air, weigh it then in water, subtract its weight in wa-

ter from the weight in air, and the difference shews the loss it has

sustained by being weighed in a denser medium. Divide the

weight in air by the loss in water; the quotient shews the speciiic

gravity, or how many times gold is heavier than water. On the

contrary, the specihc gravity of sterling gold being known, if the

weight in air ol any piece of" gold-coin be divided by the specific

gravity of sterl.ing gold, the quotient shews what ought to be its

loss ill water; and if it be found to lose more, the gold is bad, or

has too great a quantity of alloy. Gold is about eighteen times as

heavy as common water; the specihc gravity of sterling gold be-

ing to the weight of water as 17'793 to 1. If therefore a guinea

weighs in air 129 grains, «hen weighed in water it must lose 7'25,

or 7-J
grains of its weight; because as 7''-'50 is to 129, so is 1 to

17'7y3 ; so that a quantity of water equal in bulk to a sterling gui-

nea weighs 7i grains. T he following general rules for finding the

specific gravity of bodies will be found very convenient. 1.

" When the body is heavier than water." Weigh i! both in wa-

ter, and in the atmosphere, and the difference between the results

will shew the quantity lost in water; then, as the weight lost in

water, is to the weight in air; so is the gravity of water to the gra-

vity of the body. 2. " When the body being specifically lighter,

will not sink in water." Render the body heavy enough ts sink

by means of some appendage, as a sinail piece of lead, &c.

;

weigh the denser body, and the compound mass, both in the air,

and in the water: find out how much each loses in the wate;-, and
subtract those losses from the whole weight of each in air. Then,
as the last remainder is to the weight of the light body in air; so is

the specific gravity of water to t!ie specific gravity of the body.
3. " When a fluid is to be weighed." Weigh the fluid in a cup,

which is to be deemed an appendage, and treated according to the

foregoing rule, observing, that as the w hole weight is to the loss ot

weight; so is the gravity of the solid to the gravity of the fluid.

We may ascertain the respective weights of two tnowu ingredi-

ents in a given compound, thus: take the difl'erences of every pair

of the three specific gravities; (viz. the specific gravities of the

compound, and of each ingredient) : multiply each cpiantitv by
the diflerence of the other two; then, as the greatest product is to

the whole weight of the compound; so is each of the other two
products to each respective weight of the two ingredients. If a

piece of glass, or of metal, be immersed by suspension in different

fluids, it will lo^e in weight; that is, it will require an equipoise,

according to the weight of the fluids respectively : observing, that

in the hghtest fluid it will lose least v\'eight. On thii- principle

the hydrometer acts, and by means of this instrument the specific

gravity of liquids are more 'readily determined than by the hydro-
Static balance, with an accuracy sufficient for all practical pur-

poses, though not tor philosophical precision. For further parti-

culars respecting this subject, and for tables of the specific gra-

yitiesof bodies, see Specific Gravity. From what has been
said we may discover the rationale of sinking and swimming. Tlui*,
when a body is heavier than the fluid, by being immersed it loses

only the weight of an equal bulk of the fluid, and consequently
the remaining gravity must make it sink. But when the solid ha's

less weight in the same bulk than the fluid, then it can only raise

so much of the fluid as is equal to its own weight; and therefore
will be only partly immersed, and will therefore swim upon the
upper part of the fluid. Of all animals, man, when thrown into
the water is the most helpless. Brutes swim naturally, while man
can only acquire the art by practice ; the one escapes without
danger, the other sinks to the bottom. Some think that this arises

from the dilferent sensibilities each have of the dangei ; the brute,
unterriried at his situation, swims, while his very fears sink the lord
of the creation. But much belter reasons may be assigned for this

impotence of man in water, when compared to other animals

;

and one is, that he has actually more specific gravity, or con-
tains more matter within tlie' same suiface, than any other
anini;il.

Of IIydraulics, or the Motion of Flvids i.v General.
The second branch of Hydrostatics, called Hydraulics, has for

its object the motion of "fluids ; and teaches to estimate tlie

force or velocity of fluids in motion. L'pon the principles of this

science many machines are constructed ; several engines used in

the mechanic aits ;- and various kinds of mills, pumps, and toun-

tains, are the result of hydraulics judiciou-ly applietl. The most
essential principles relating to tliis subject may be deiived front

the following propositions:

Prop. !0. It a fluid run tlirough a pipe or cana), varying in

widtli, always filling it, the velocity in the difl'erent parts will be

as the transverse section in those parts. For the columns of fluid

which pass through CD and AB, (fig. 24, Plate XCIII.) in the

same time, are equal ; hence the section CD X into the length of

its column, is equal to AB x the length of its column : hence the

section CD : AB: : length of the column CD : length of the co-

lumn AB. But these lengths passed over in a given time are as

the velocities, therefore CD : AB : : velocity at CD : velocity at

AB. If the channel be not a close pipe kept full, but some
river, &c. the velocities towards the bottom and sides will be di-

minished by means of the friction of the fluid against those parts.

Prop. 11. The velocity with which any fluid runs out of an

orifice in the bottom or side of the vessel, is as the square root of

the depth of the orifice. For since the momentum of the snout-

ing fluid is as the pressure, it being the moving force, and thi;

pressure as the depth, the momentum is as the depth ; hence the

quantity of matter and velocity is as the depth ; but the quantity of

matter, or the fluid discharged from a given orifice, is as the velo-

city ; hence the square of the velocity is as the depth, or the velo-

city is as the square root of the depth.

Prop. 12. The velocity by which a fluid runs through an
orifice in the bottom or side of a vessel, is equal to that acquir-

ed by a body in falling freely by the force of gravity througli a

^pace ecjual to the depth of the orifice. Let AB, (fig. 10,

Plate XCIV.) be a column of the fluid, and let the bottom be re-

moved at B, then the whole will begin to descend by tlie force of

gravity ; and because the particles below the upper one A are not

pressed more upward than downward, and are each acted on by
gravity as much as A, the effect of gravity in moving A will not

be impeded by them : hence its velocity in any part of its de-

scent will be the same as that generated by gravity in the same
time: now, if, when the particle A commences its motion, ils

place be supplied by another particle C, the particle C cannot fall

with a greater velocity than that generated by gravity, and there-

fore it cannot accelerate the motion of A ; the same may be said

of the next particle D which succeeds C, &c. ; hence the parli-

cles A, C, D, &:c. when they arrive at B, will move with the velo-

city generated by gravity in a bt)dy moving freely from A to B ;

that is, if the fluid be kept to the level AE, its velocity through

an orifice at the bottom B, and consequently through an orifice at

the same depth in the side of the vessel, will be as stated in th«

proposition. It must be here observed that the fluid is supposed

to be tree from tenacity, and to move without friction ; but as this

is not the case' with any fluids we are acquainted with, the velocity

will be lessened on that account; also the oblitiue motion of the

fluid through the aperture from the sides of it, will, by striking

against each other, impede the velocity. Hence the velocity de-

termined by experiment will be less tlian that deduced from the

theory.

Prop. 13. A stream of any fluid which spouts in any direc-

tion, not perpendicular to the horizon, forms a parabola. For
each drop in the stream is a body projected from the aperture,

its path is therefore a parabola. See Projectiles.

Prop. 14. When a fluid spouts horizontally from an aperture

in the side of a vessel kept always full, if a line equal to the height

of the fluid, passing through the aperture, and perpendicular to

the horizon, be made the diameter of a circle, and a line perpen-

dicular to it be drawn from the aperture to the circumference ;

the fluid will spout to a distance double of this perpendicular.

Let FH, (fig. 5, Plate XCIII.) be the perpendicular ; then since

the fluid is projected horizontally from F with a velocity equal to

that produced by gravity in a body falling through CF, (Prop. 12,)

it will by the laws of projectiles, meet the horizon at K, so that

NK shall be double FH. See Projectiles.

Cor. If the fluid spout from the middle of the vessel as at D»"
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It will How to the greatest rlistaiice. For DE is the greatest per-
peiuiiciilar. Also, since the perpendiculars are equal at equal
distances above ar.d below D, the Ikiid flowing from those points,
as from F and G, will reach to the same horizontal distance
NK.
Prop. 15. The quantities of a fluid proceeding in the same

time through difftrent apertures, at equal depths, (supposing that
the vessels are kept equally full,) are to each other as the proiluct
of the areas of the apertures ty the square root of the heights.
For the quantities discharged are as the areas and velocity, and
the velocity is as the s<iuare root of the depth, (Prop. 1 1,) there-
fore the quantities are as the areas and stpiare root of the depth.
1 hus it has been proved by experiment, that a circular aperture
of one inch diameter, in a thin vessel, gives in one minute of time,
the water being four feet high, 54J6 cubic inches of water. 'I'o

know what will be furnished in the same time by an aperture two
inches in diameter, (he altiUule of the water nine feet (French
measure,) use the following proportion (observing that the aper-
ture ot two inches is four times as large as that of one, because the
areas of circles are as the scpiaies of the diameters) : as 1 x ^74 is

to 4 X ^/9, so is 5436 to .r ; or, as 2 is to 12, so is 5436 to 32,616
cubic inches of water, the ipianlity that will be furnished by an
aperture ot two inclics diameter from a reservoir \vh' se surface is

always kept at nine feet froju the aperture. If you fill with water
a prismatic vessel, and let the water run out by an aperture in the
bottom, observing the time employed by the water in running
out ; and then fill the vessel again, keeping the surface of the wa-
ter at the same height ; you will find in this last case, that in the
sailie interval of time tliut the water was running out of the vessel

in the first iiijtance, nearly double the quantity of water is ex-
pended in the second. In practice the water often issues from
lateral openings, which, allbough but small in comparison with the
size of the reservoirs, cannot bo considered as having all their
points at an equal distance from the surface of the fluid. In these
cases, the usual method of determining the quantity of water flow-

ing through the aperture depends on the following principles:

Imagine th? whole to be stopped by a plate, and this plate to i)e

pierced with a great number of holes through wliich the water
escapes; now, considering each of these holes as a single insulated

aperture, the velocity for each will be according to the correspon-
dent height of the fluid, lithe number of these holes be infinite-

ly augmented, or, what conies to the same thing, if the plate be
taken away, the velocity of each point of the given aperture will

be as the height corresponding thereto ; and in determining the
quantity of effluent water, regard must be had to this inequality
•f velocity. This mode of reasoning, however, is not conclusive';
for though it may be just as far as relates to the number of insu-

lated holes, it does not appear that the water will flow exactly in

the same manner when the threads thereof are united, as when
they proceed from small separate apertures. As the results of
theory, however, upon this plan differ little from experiments, it

may be useful to adiiere to it till some better method is discover-
ed. The quantity of water flowing through holes in a given time
is not so great as might be expected, because the water does not
flow in a compact parallel stream, but contracts in diameter on
coming out of the aperture, and this contraction extends to a dis-

tance nearly equal to half the diameter of the aperture. The dia-

meter of the contracted stream is to tKe diameter of the aperture
as 3 to 4, or as 3-^ to 4, or as 19 to 24, so that its area to that of
the aperture is as 10 to 16: it is nearly the same thing when the
•water (lows from lateral apertures. This contracted stream is a
proof that within-side the vessel the lateral particles are directed

towards the hole, with different degrees of obliquity, which ob-
liquity ni.iy be decomposed into two forces, one parallel to the
plane of the hole, which contracts the fluid; the other perpendi-
cular to the same plane, which occasions the efflux. 1 his con-
traction takes place also when water passes througii tubes, and the
contraction is at the entrance of the water into the tube, not at ils

going out, where it preserves its cvlindric form, 'i'his contraction
sensibly diminishes the quantity o'f water that should be furni-lied

by the tubes. To ascertain these facts, M. Bossut niade a gnat
number of experiments, the results of which are as follows, 'i'he

apertures for the efflux of the water were all pierced perpendicu
larly in plates about half a line thick, and tlie time of each esperi
Dieiit was reduced to one minute.

Constant Height of the IVater, Eleven Feet
Eight Inches Ten Lines from the Centre r/
each yJperture.

Exp.
1. With a circular horizontal aperture, six lines

diameter
2. With ditto, one inch diameter
3. With ditto, two inches diameter
4. With a rectangular horizontal aperture, one

inch by three lines

5. With a square horizontal aperture, the side

one inch

6. With two ditto, the sides two inches

Constant Height Nine Feet.

7. Lateral circular aperture, six lines diame-
ter

8. Ditto, one inch diameter

Constant Height Four Feet.

9. Lateral circular aperture, si.x lines diame-
ter ,..

10. Ditto, one inch diameter

Constant Height Seven Lines.
11. Lateral circular aperture, one inch diame-

ter

i7}ch. disc,

in 1 min.

9311
92S1
37203

?933

11817
47361

301S
8133

1353
5436

C2S

From the above experiments M. Bossut draws the following de-
ductions :

1. ' The quantities of fluid discharged in equal times from dif-

ferent sized apertures, the altitude of the fluids being the same,
are nearly to each other as the areas of the apertures.' Thus in

the second and third experiments the areas of the apertures are as

1 to 4, and the water discharged 9,281 cubic inches; 37,203 is

nearly in the same ratio.

2. ' The quantities of water discharged, in equal times, by the
same aper'.iu'e, with dilferent altitudes of the reservoir, are nearly
as the square roots of the corresponding altitude'of (he water in the
reservoir above the centre of the aperture.' C'ompare the eighth
and tenth experiments, in which the respective altitudes of the re-

servoir were 9 and 4 feet, of which the square roofs are 3 and 2 ;

and we find the water discharged by the first was 8135 cubic
inches, the second 5436 cubic inches ; nearly in the proportion of
3 to 2.

3. ' That in general, the quantities of water discharged in the
same time, by different apertures, and under unequal altitudes of
the reservoirs, are to each other in a compound ratio of the areas

of the apertures and the square roots of the altitudes.'

4. ' That on account of the friction, the smallest apertures dii»-

charge less water than those that are larger and of a similar figure, ,

the water in the respective reservoirs being at the same height.'

5. ' That of several apertures whose areas are equal, that which
has the smallest circumference will discharge more water than the

others, the water in the reservoirs being at the same altitude,' and
this because there is less friction. Hence circular apertures are

most advantageous, as they have less rubbing surface under the

same area.

The quantities of water, we find, expended in the foregoing ex-

periments are not nearly so much as they ought to be, considering

the size of the apertures and the altitude of the reservoirs. The
quantity discharged is diminished considerably by the friction, and
by the contraction of the stream ; and probably on account also of

the circular motion of the fluid: for the velocity which depends
on the altitude of the reservoir is not sensibly altered. The dif-

ference in the discharge of water, supposing, 1. That the area of

the stream is the same with that of (he aperture; 2. That this

stream is contraited ; is as iO to fO : in other words, by suppos-

ing the area of the orifice to be diminished in the jiroiiortion of 16

to 10, we may determine with sufficient exactness (he efilux of

fluids from vessels where the surfaces an- maintained at (he same
height. If th.e water, instead of flowing through an aperture

pierced in a thin substance, passes through the end of a vertical

tube of the same diameter as the apertiu'e, there is a much greater

discharge of water, because the contracfed stream is greater in the

first instance than in the second. In the following experiments,
' th«
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the coii^l^iit lieial't of the waier in tiic rc-t rvoir, . buvo thf iipptT

ajieiUire of l!ie Uilie, was eleven feet eight 1111:1165 ten lines, the dia-

meter of the tube one inch.

N" of cubic

inch. disc.

ill 1 wii'/i.

12274
ISISS

3 18>
'

C 121fiS

4 18 Ditto not filling it 92S2

;,Np.

J.ciii^lh of the Tube, in Lines.

4S)
24

J-
Stream filling the tube.

18^
18 Ditto not filling It

On comparing the three first experiments, it appears, that the

longer the 'vertical tube is, liie greater is the discharge of the wa-

ter, because the contraction of tlie stream is less ; it is, however,

always somev.hat contiacled, even when it appears to fill the tube.

By cor.iparing the qii.uitities of water discharged in the third and

fourth experiments, we find the two discharges 12168, and 9282, are

to each other nearly in the proportion of 13 to 10 ; but we have

seen, that the water discharged through a thin aperture without

any contraction in the streim, would be to the same aperture with

a contracted stream as Hi to 10. Hence we may conclude, that

the altitude in tlie reservoir and the apertures being the same, the

tliscliarge through a thin aperture without any contraction in the

stream, tiie discharge through an additional tube, and the dis-

charge through a similar aperture v.'it'.i a contracted stream, are to

each other nearly as the number It), !3, and 10 ; these propoitlons

are sufricientlv exact for practice, iience it is plain that an addi-

tional lube onlv destroys in part the contraction of the stream,

which contraction is grei'test when the water passes through a thin

aperture from a large reservoir. If the additional tube, instead of

being vertical, or placed at the bcttoni of the roscrvoir, were hori-

zontal or placed in the side, it would furnish the same quantity of

water, provided it was of the same length, and that the exterior

aperture was at the same distance from tlie surtV.ce of the water in

the reservoir. If the additional tube, instead of being cylindrical,

were conical, having its largest base nearest the reservoir, it would
discharge a greater quantity of water. 1 he most advantageous
i'oj-m that can be given, to obtain the greatc-t o^uantity of v.iler in

a given time by a given aperture, is that which the stream assumes
in coming out of the aperture; i. c. the tube must be of the form
of a truncated cone, whose smallest base should be of the same
<lianieter as the aperture ; the area of the small base should be to

that of the larger base as 10 to Hi ; and the distance from one base

to the other should be the semidiameter of the largest base. The
efilux of water will then be as abundant as it would be through a

thin aperture equal to the smallest base, and where the stream was
not contracted. This form may be applied where it is neces'.arv

to obtain a certain quantity of water from a river, an aqueduct,
&.C. by a canal or lateral lube. On comparing the efflux of water
through additional tubes of different diameters, and with dil't'erent

altitudes of the water in the reservoirs, the following results were
obtained ; the additional tubes were two inches long, and were
•vertical and placed at the bottom oi the reservoir.

Constant Altitude of the IVa-

ter above tlie Tubes.

£x. I

2

3

{ 3 feet 10 inches.,

Diameter of the Tvbcs
in Lines-

Cubic
inc. in

1 min.
lbS9

.1
5
6

l\

3 feet 10 inches.

j 2 feet

5 *5)Do. not filling the ( 1293

( 105 tube "( 3598

Water tilling the (
tube \ 4703

,|,Q I
Do. filling the tube

I ]

2 feet

.

1

6)
105

Do. not filling »•{,?

1222
402

935
603

From these experiments it results, 1. " That the discharge by
dilferent additional tubes, with the same altitude of the reservoir
are nearly in pn^poriion to the area of the apertures, or to the
fquares of the diameters. 2. That the ilibcharge of water by ad-
ditional tubes of the same diameter, w ;t!i different altitudes of wa-
ter in the reservoir, are nearly propcrtiunal to the square root of
the altitude of the reservoir. 3. That in general the discharge !)f

water in the same time, through diii'erejit additional tubes, with
TOL. TU.—NO, 110.

diil( ivnt altitud'S ef water n the same riM-i vo.r, are to eai h oliier
nearly as the product of tiie sipiare of the diameters ot the tubes
by tiie scpiarr root of the all tude of tlie reservoir." So that, i:d-

dilional tubes, traiiMii:lting water, mllow (amongst themselves) the
same laws as thnuigh the thin orilire. The lollowing table was
formed from the foregoing exijeriments

:

Constant Alti-

tude in the

Reservoir a-

bove llie A-
perture.

Water discharged in One Minute throujrh
* iL_

a hole one nicii

diameter, the

stream not

contracted

Cubic Inches.
43J>1

6169
7589
8703 •

9797
1 0732

113P2
12392
13144
13S55
1 4330
15180
15797
16393
16963

.\ii additional
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above, but there would be a coiisiflerahh^ one in giving it sm; :llei-.

Conduit-pipes sliould never be fixed at right-angles, to each other.

The appbcation of tliese pvincipb's has alforded a great variety of

aninsir.g contrivances. \\'e shall give an instance in what is csll-

e.i the Circulating Fountain. Sec Plate XC IV. fig. 4. In this

fountain, the air being compressed by llie concealed fall of water,

makes a jet, which, after some continuance appears to be a perpe-

tual motion ; because the same water which fell from the jet seems

to rise again. The boxes CE and DYX being close, we see

onl}' the bason ABW, with a hole at W, into which the water

spouting at B falls ; but that water does not come U|» again ; for

it runs down through the pipe WX into the box DYX, from

whence it drives out the air through the ascending pipe YZ, into

the cavity of the box CE, where, pressing upon the water that is

in it, it forces it out through the si)outing pipe OB, as lon.^ as

there is any water inCE; so that this whole play is only whilst

the water contained in CE, having spouted out, falls down through

the pipe WX into the cavity DYX. The force of the jet is pro-

portioiiable to the height of the pipe WX, or of the bo.xes CE
and DY above one another: the height of the water, measured

from the bason ABW to the surface of the water in the lower box
DYX, is always equal to the height measured from the top of the

jet to the surface of the water in the middle cavity at CE. Now
as the surface CE is ahvays falling, and the water in DY always

rising, the height of tlie jet must continually decrease, till it is

shorter by the height of the depth of tlie cavity CE, which is

emptying, added to the depth of the cavity DY, which is always

filling; and when the jet is fallen so low, it immediately ceases.

The air is represented by the points in this figure. To prepare

tills fountain for playing, which should be done unobserved, pour

in water at W, till the cavity DXY is tilled; then invert the

fountain, and the water will run from the cavity DXY into the

cavity CE, which may be known to be full when the water runs

out at B held down. Set tlie fountain up ag.ain, and, to make it

jjlay, pour in about a pint of water into tlie bason ABW ; and as

soon as it has hlled the pipe WX, it will begin to play, and con-

tinue as long as tliere is any water in CE. Then pour back the

water into the bason ABW, into any vessel, and invert the loun-

tain, which, being set upright again, will be made to play by put-

ting back the water poured out into ABW ; and so on as often as

you please. When water is to be conveyed from one place to

another in long pijies or tubes, it must be observed, that the fric-

tion of these lessens considerably tlie velocity of the water. On
this part of our subject, we need only to relate the result ef the

Tarious experiments that have been made. In those of M. Bos-

sut, the tubes were straight ; one of tlu in was sixteen Hues inside

diameter, the other two inches ; and the lubes were successively

lengthened from 30 to 1 80 feet. The constant altitude of the

water in the reservoir, above the axis of each tube, was in some

cases one foot, in others two feet. This is a branch of hydrosta-

ics, in which theory is necessarily imperfect, and the only means

,f arriving at truth must be from experiment.

Constant Alti-

tude of the

Water in the

BeseTToir a-

boTetheAxis
of the Tube,
expressed ia

it.
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niedes' screw, (fig. fi, Plate XCIV.) deserves consideration, not

only for its antiquity, but its usefulness in raisin;; water. It con-

sists of a long cylinder, with a hollow pipe-tube, or groove, coil-

ed about it, as represented in the ligure. It is placed in a posi-

tion oblitiue to the horizon, with the lower end in the water, the

other being supported on the lower part of the winch I, by which

the screw ar.d cylinder are turned round. As soon as the screw

is ininiersed in water, it immediately rises in the machine by the

orifice C, to the level of the surface of the water E ; and ii' the

point of the helix, or spiral, which in the begirniing of the motion

is coincident with the surface of the water, happens not to be on

the lower side of the cylinder, the water will, upon the motion

of the screw, move on in the helix, tmtil it comes to the point

which is on the under side, and coincident with the watery sur-

face : when it is arrived at that point, it cannot afterwards |)ossess

any other part of t!ie spiral than that which is upon the lowest

part of the cylinder, for it cannot move towards H, because H is

situated higher ; and since this will ever be the case, after the

surfac? of the water in the hejix has attained the point E, it is

phi'n that it must always be on the under side of the cylinder.

]3ut since the cylinder is in motion, every part of the spiral screw

from EF, will by degrees succeed to the under part of the cylin-

der ; the water therefore in the helix must succeed to every part

from E t J V, as it comes to the lower side ; that is, it must ascend

on the lower part of the cylinder through all the length of the

pipe, until it comes to the orilice at top, wliere it will run out.

The horn-drum, so called from a number of segments passing from
the circumference of a large !lat cylinder to its centre, is an easy

mode of raising water. The scoops, or mouths, by turns dip into

the walrr, and as they rise cauae it to pass up the horn, or segment,

until it is discharged into a trough placed under the end of the

axis, which is hollow, and has its pintle fastened to across, as seen

in fig. 7. Such wheels usually work with water (or float) boards

;

and some of them have projecting fins, from which rectangular

buckets are suspended : these dip into the water as the wheel turns,

and successively discharge^ into a trough, by means of a pin at A,
w-hich causes every bucket as it passes to turn to a horizontal in-

tlead of an erect position. The latter invention is ascribed to the

Persians. The reader will, no doubt, readily perceive that a strong

current, or other force, is needful to move machines so laden as

the Persian wheel, it sometimes raiding near a ton of water in each
revolution ; and that nothing but the necessity for raising water
could induce to so great a loss of power. Mr. H. Serjeant, of

Whitehaven, contrive<l a very cheap engine for raising water, for

which the Society for the Encouragement of Arts awarded -lim a

silver-medal in tlie year ISOl. Asketch ofthissimple invention is

given in fig. 8. This engine was erected at Irton-hall, which is

situated on an ascent of 60 or 61 feet perpendicular height: at the
foot of this elevation, about 140 yards distant from the offices,

there runs a small stream of water, and in order to procure a con-
stant 'upply of that necessary fluid, the object was to raise such
stream to the houst for culinary and dometic uses. With this

view, a dam was formed at a short distance above the current, so as

to cause a fall of about four feet: the water was then conducted
through a wooden trough, into which a piece of leaden pipe, two
inches in diameter, was inserted, and part of w hich is delineated at

A. The stream of this pipe is directed in such a manner as to run
into the bucket B, when the latter is elevated ; but, as soon as it be-
gins to descend, the stream passes over it, and flows progressively

to supply the wooden trough or well, at the foot of which stands

the forcing-pump C, being three inches in diameter. D, is an
iron-cylinder, attached to the pump-rod, which passes through it

:

such cylinder is filled with lead, and weighs about 2401bs. This
power works the pump, and forces the water to ascend to the house,
through a pipe, one inch in diameter, and which is 4-0 feet in

length. At E, is fixed a cord, which, when the bucket ajiproaches

to v.ithin four or five inches of its lowest projecti.m, extends, and
opens a valve in the bottom of the vessel, through which the water
is discharged. The machine, here described, had at the time of
Mr. Serjeant's communication to the Society above mentioned,
been sfx months in use, and fully answered the purpose for which
it was designed. The aitisans employed were a plumber, black-
smith, and canpenter: the whole expence, exclusive of the pump
and pipes, (lid not exceed J/. The machine, represented in fig. 0,

Plate XCIV. was executed at OuUon, inCiieshire, bv Mr. White-

hursl, for the service of a brewhouse, and other ofilces, belonging

to Philip Egerton, Esq. Its design is, to raise water by the nio-

nientum, or force which fluids actiuire when confined. A repre-

sents the original reservoir, or spring; the upper surface of which
corresponds with the horizontal line B C, and also witli the botto:?!

of the reservoir, K. D, the main-pipe, which is 14 inch in d.-

anieter, and nearly 200 yards in length. E, is a branch-pipe of si-

milar dimensions, for the use of the kitchen-offices. Mr. White-
huKt observes, that these offices are situated eiglitee[i cr twenty
feet, at the least, beneath the surface of the reservoir. A, and tl.at

the cock, F, is about sixteen feet below it. G, represents a valve-

box ; in which is fixed a valve. H, is an air-vessel, o, o, repre-

sent the ends of the main-pipe, which are inserted in the air-vessel,

and are bent downwards, to prevent the air from being driven out,

when the water is forced into it. W, denotes the surface of the

water. Mr. Whitehurst remarks that, as water discharged from
an aperture, beneath a pressure of sixteen feet perpendicular heigiit,

moves at the rate of 32 feet in one second of time, its velocity fron\

the cock, F, will be in a similar ratio. And, though the aperture

of such cock be not nearly equal to the diameter of the pipe, D,
yet the pressure of the fluid contained in the pipe will be very con-
>iderable: so that if a column of water, 200 yards high, be thus set

in motion, and then suddenly stopped by the cock, F, its great

force will open the valve, at G; and condense the air in the box,

II, as often as the water is drawn fromthe cock. This condensation

was sufficient to force the water into the reservoir, K, and even to

burst the vessel, H, uithin a few month:, after its fir^t construction ;

thoiigh it was made of sheet-lead, in the proportion of nine or ten

pounds to one square foot ; and was apparently very firm. Heine
it may be rationally concluded, that the impetus of the water is far

superior to thesiniple pressure of the column, I, K; and is tliere-

fore equal to a greater resistance (if it were required) than a pres-

sure of four or five feet perpendicular height. This ingenious

contrivance is now applied to a variety of machinery, b)' the

patriotic Mr. Boultor, who obtained a patent in December 1797,

for an improved machine of this kind. Pumps are very general

instruments for raising w'ater : there are various constructions of

these useful instruments. They are made to act by removing the

pressure of the air from the surface of the water within an open
pipe, by means of a piston and valves. The principles on which,

the action takes place are partly derived from hydrostatics, and
partly from pneumatics. See Pneumatics, and Pump.

Of the Beststan'ce of Fluids.

One of the important problems in hydrostatics, is to determine

the resistance that a body in motion meets from a fluid at rest; and
to»know the effort necessary to keep a body at rest in a fluid in

motion. Water and air are two of the great inanimate agents in

nature, and they are those -Khich man renders most easily subser-

vient to his purposes. ISecessily first pointed ont the u^e of tlsosc

agents, and philosophy engaged him to investigate their properties.

Tlie resistance of fluiils In bodies moving in thehi, or against which

bodies move, arises from the inertia, the tenacity, and the friction,

of the fluid. A body cannot move forward in water or any oliier

(luiil, without removing the parts of the fluid wliich lie before It

ont of the way ; but as these particles possess that general property

of matter which is called its inertia, this resistance will be made br
the most perfect as well as the most imperfect fluid. For if a

body move in a fluid, it must give motion to a certain quantity of

that fluid, and the reaction of that quantity will destroy part of the

motion of that body. But by displacing the fluid, and comnumi-
cating motion, it loses an equal quantitj of its own motion, from

whence we obtain some idea of the resistance of tlie fluid ; niuch

here will, however, depend on the ferm, magnitude, &:c. of the

moving body, and the velocity of its motion ; for a greater body
will displace a greater quantity of the fluid than a smaller one,

every tiling else being the same ; and the greater the velocity

wherewith a body moves in a fluid, the more motion will be commu-
nicated thereto, and consecjueutly lost to the body. Auothec

cause of resistance arises from the tenacity of the parts of a fluid ;

for, as a body cannot move forward in a fluid till tlie parts that lie

before it are removed ont of the way, the adhesion or tenacit)"

must necessarily resist its motion. A third cause of resistance is,

the friction of tlie bodv against the particles of a fluid; but this,

from the Br.lure of lluicls, is deemed to be very inconsiderable. T(.,.

resistance
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resi^,tance als,r> depends on the density of the fluid,'every thiiin; else

bring the s-ame ; for it is manifeit, that it will require more force
to displace n given cpiantity of mercury than the same quantity of
water, and a quantity of water tlian an equal quantity of air. But
the jirincipal resistance, which fluids give to liodies in motion, is

supposed to arise from the inertia of the particles, which will be
according to the number of them, tliat is, as tlie tjuantitvof matter,
?nd it is this only which is considered in the following propositions.
Two suppositions are generally taken for granted, in proving the
propositions on the resistance of fluids: 1. That the fluid in which
tile body moves is so compressed, that its pressure on every part

of the moving bodies shall be the same as when they are at rest

:

2. Tiiat the hinder part of the solids contribute nothing to the re-

sistance, which will be the same as if the anterior part only were
exposed to Ihe fluid. This last supposition, however, is not exactly
true, for the hinder part of most solids contributes to lessen the
rt?sistance by the power it receives from the returning curves of the
fluid: hence in many cases the following propositions will not ex-
actly correspond with experiments.
Prop. 16. If a body move through different fluids, the resis-

tance will be as the density of the fluid and square of the velocity.
For the resistance is as the quantity of matter and velocity, (by
Mec.) and the quantity of matter or fhe particles struck in a given
time, is as the velocity and density of the fluid; therefore, the re-

sistance is as the density and square of the velocity.

Prop. 17. If different planes move in directions perpendicular
to their surfaces in fluids, tlie resistance will be as the areas mul-
tiplied continually into the density and square of the velocity.
I''or the resistance is as the density and square of the velocity when
the area is given, and as the area when the density and velocity
;ire given ; therefore it is as t!ie area X the density x the square
of the velocity, when they all vary.

Cor. Ifths; motion be oblique to the plane, or face of the body,
the resistance when moving in ihe direction perpendicular to

its face is to the resistance when moving in the obli(;ue posi-

tion, as the cube of radius to the cube of tlie sine of the angle of
inclination of the plane. Let AC, fig. 11, Plate XCIV. be the
plane, AB the direction of tlie n-.otion, and I5C peroendicular to
AIS. Draw DE at right angles to AC, DF to I5C', and EF to

DE, and let DF represent the force of a p£.rticle on BC, this is

equivalent to DE and EF, of which V.F has no effect on the ob-
lique plane, bei.ig parallel to it, and the forco DE is equivalent to
the two EG, Gl), of which only DG acts in the direction of the
motion; therefore the force acting on BC is to the force on CA,

a^FD: GD,orasFD»: DE-; becausebys.m. tiiaugl -sFD : DE: :DE : GD. Y\gain by similar triangles FD^ : DE= : : AC- : BC-,
hence the force on BC is to the force on CA as AC- : BC"^. But
there is tlie same number of particles acting on BC and BA, there-
tore the number of particles acting on CA in a perpendicular
position, is to the number acting in its present position, as
AC is to BC ; and their effect has been shewn to be as AC= :

BC-, therefore the resistance ofAC in a perpendicular position, is

to its resistance in the position AC, as AC^ : BC\ that is, as the
cube of radius to the cube of the sine of the angle of inclination
BAC.
Pkop. 18. Tli2 resistance to a plane, by a fluid acting per-

pendicular to its face, is equal to tlie weight of a column of the
fluid, whose base is the plane and altitude equal to the space
through which a iicavy body must fall to acquire the velocity of
the motion, p'or the force of the fluid in motion, which is equal
to the resistance of the plane, is equal to the weight of a column of
the fluid whose base is the plane and altitude, equal to the space
which a body moves through by the force of gravity to acquire that
velocity; (Prop. 1 3;) hence the proposition is manifest.
Prop. 19. The resistance to a sphere is only half the resistance to

its great circle, or to the end of a cylinder of equal diameter, and

[

movingwith an e(|ual velocity. Let AFEB, fig. 12, behalf the sphere,
moving in the direction CEG, ALMB a cylinder, and AIEKIia
paraboloid on the same basi^ Let any particle of the fluid meet

I

the sphere in F, and draw^ the tangent i'G, the radius FC,and or-
UlinateFIH, which produce to D. Then, as shewn in Cor. to
Prop. 13, the force of any particle on the surface at F is to the
force at D or II as the square of the sine of the angle FGE to the
square of radius, that is, as HF^ : CF^. But, by the nature of the
parabola, HF- : CF^ : : III : CE, or its equal 'H D : therefore the
force on F is to the force on D, or H, as HI to HD, and since this

is true lor every point of the spherical surface, the force on the
whole spherical surface is to the force on the great circle or end of
the cylinder as the content oft he paraboloid to the content ofthe cir-

cumscribing cylinder, that is as 1 to 2, We having here noticed
the general principles and pha^nomena which relate to non-elastic
fluids, and described a few hydrostatic and hydraulic inventions,

for further information we refer Ihe reader to the articles Pneuma-
t:cs,|Spccific Gravity, Water-Works, &c. Also,several other
instruments which belong to this subject will be found described
in their order. See Balance, Hvdrometer, IiyGROM»-
TER, &c.

IIYDRO-SULPIII'RET, in chemistry.sulphuretted hydrogen
combined with an alkali oran earth.These s'.ibstances are i.olublcin

-water, and crystallizable; the solution is colourless, while the ac-

tion of the air is excluded, but when that is admitted, a yellow co-

lour is soon acquired, owing to the oxygen of the atmosphere com-
bining with a portion of hydrogen, while the remaining portion of
it is retained by the sulphur forming a super-sulphuretted hydro-
gen, in union with the base. Mr.' Murray observes, that "the
knowledge wliicli we have acquired of sulphuretted hydrogen, and
of its combinations, has thrown light on the composition of the
minend sulphureous waters, and of the chang.-js which they suffer.

As sulphur is by itself insoluble in water, and, as frequently no
traces of an alkali, by w hich it inight be rendered soluble, could
be discovered in them, cliemists found it difhcult to conjecture by
what means its solution was etTected. The discovery of sulphu-
retted hydrogen, and of its solubility in water, solved the difliculty ;

and the mutual action exerted between it and the oxygen eluci-
date the changes these waters suffer from exposure "to the air."

The affinities of the alkalies and earth for sulphuretted hydrogen
appear from the experiments of Berthollet to be as follows;

I'arytes, Ammonia,
Potass, Magnesia,
Soda, Zirconia.
Lime,

HYDROTHORAX, [from 'vJcc^, water, and ^.^=<t^, tbe ebest,]
a collection of water in the breast, See Medicine.

HYDRUNTUM, in ancient geograph)-, a noble and cotnmt-
dious port of Calabria, now called Otranto.

H\ DRUS, in astronomy, the Water-Snake, a new constel-
lation. See Astronomy.
HYEMAL, [from hyems, winter, Lat.] of or belonging to win-

ter. It is chiefly used of the winter-solstice. See SoLSTfCE.
H\EMAN1ES, in the primitive church, offenders guilty of

such enormities that they were not allowed to enter the porch of
tlie clmrches with other penitents, but were obliged to stand
without, exposed to tlae inclemency of the weather, even in win-
ter.

HYENA. See Cants.
IIYGEIA, orHYGIyEA, ['"fyina,] in the mythology, the

daughter of jFsculapius, and the goddess of Health, among th«'

ancient Greeks, called by the Romans Salus.

H Y'GIEINE, ['rym».i, of 'uyi'it healthy,] that branch ofmedicine
which :-espects health, and d'scovers proper means for its preser-
vation. Its objects are the non-naturals.

HyoIeine, in a more extensive sense, is divided into three parts;

proph^ lactice, which foresees and prevents diseases; synteritice,

whicU]Heserves health; and analeptice, which cures diseases, and
restores health.

HYGROMETER, HYGROSCOPE, or NOTIOMETER,
['i/yfor, moisture, aw\ jj.i1^:-«, to measure;] an instrument used for
measuring the degrees of dryness and moisture of the atmosphere,
as the barometer and thermometer measure its different degrees of

ft gravitj
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gravity aiul u-rinth, although this in>tiiimeiit is fj.r from being yet i

so ps-necl as tliose. There are tliru-f general^ priiic-ipU'S on which

hygrometers have been constructed: 1. The leiii^liiening and

shortening, or twisting and untwisting, of strings by dryness and

moisture: 2. The swelling and shrinking of solid substances by
moisture or dryness; and, 3. By tlie increa-s or decrease of the

weight of particular bodies, whicli absorb the luniiidity of the at-

liiosphtre. There are various kinds of Hygrometers; for«liat-

ever body either sweils by moisture, or shrinks by dryness, is ca-

pable of being formed into a Hy;;rometer. Such are woods ot

mo.-t kinds, particularlv deal, asli, poplar, S:c. Such also is cat-

gut, the beard of a wild goat, and twisted cord, &c. The best and

most usual contrivances for this pinpose are as toUow : I. Stretch

a common cord, or a lirtdle-strinir, ABD, Pl.ile XC\'. fig. 2, a-

long a M-all, passing it over a pulley B ; tixing it at one end A, and

to the other end lunging a weight E, carrying a style or index F.

Against the same wait tit a pkite of metal HI, graduated, or di-

vided into any number of equal parts; and tiie Hygrom-iter is

complete. For it is constantly oijserved, that moisture sensibly

shortens cords and strings ; and that, as the moisture evaporates,

they return to their former length again. Th; same is observed

of a liddle-string: and hence such strings are apt to break in damp
weather, when not slackened by the screws of tiie violin. Hence
it follows, that the weight E'will ascend wh.en the air is more
moist, and descend agam when it becmus drier; by which
means the index F will be carried up and down, and, by point-

ing to the several divisions on the scale, will shew the degrees of

moisture or dryness. 2. For a more sensible and accurate Hy-
grometsT, strain a whipcord, or catgut, over several pulleys 15,

C, D, E, F, tig. 3, and proceed as before for tiie rest of the

construction. Nor does it matter whether the several parts of

the cord be parallel to the horizon, as expressed in the an-

nexed ligure, or perpendicul.:r to it, or in any other position ;

the advantage of this over the former method being merely the

having a greater length of cord ; for the longer the coril, the

greater is the contraction and dilatation, and consecjuently the de-

grees of variation of the Judex over the scale, for any given

change of moisture in the air. 3. Fasten u twisted cord, or riddle-

string, AB, fig. 4, by one end at A, sustaining a weight at B, car-

rying an index C round a circular scale DE described on a hori-

zontal board or table. Hence, upon an increase or decrease of

the humidity of the air, the index wdl shew the ^[uantity of twist-

ing, and consequently the increase or decrease of inoi-ture or dry-

ness. 4. Those Dutch toys called weather-houses, where a small

image of a man, aiul one of a woman, are fixed upon the ends of

an index, are constructed upon this principal. For the index,

being sustained by a cord or twisted catgut, turns backwards and
forwards, bringing out the man in wet weather, and the woman in

dry. 5. A Hygrometer may be made of the thin boards of ash

or tir, by their swelling or contracting. But this, and all l!.e

other kinds of this instrument, above described, become in time
sensibly less and less accurate ; till at last they lose their effect

entirely, and suffer no alteration from the weather. But the fol-

lowing sort is much more durable, serving for many years with
tolerable accuracy. To the extremity of a nice balance, lig. 5,

fi.x at B a sponge, or other body, that easily imbibes moisture.

To prepare the sponge, it may be proper first to wash it in water
very clean ; and, when dry again in water, or vinegar, in which
there has been dissolved sal-ammoniac, or salt of tartar; after

which let it dry again. Now. if the air become moist, the sponge
will imbibe it and grow heavier, and consequently will preponde-
rate, and turn the index, and when the air becomes drier, the
sponge becomes lighter, and the index turns the contrary way ;

thus shewing the state of the air. This b.ilance may be contrived

in two ways; by either having the pin in the middle of the beam,
witli a slender tongue a foot and a half long, pointing to the divi-

sions on an arched plate ; or the scale may be hung to the point of

the beam near the pin, and the other extremity made so long,

as to describe a laige arch on a board placed for the purpose ; as

in fig. 5. Mr. Arderon directs the sponge to be so cut, as to

contain as large a superficies as possible, and to hang by a fine

thread of silk upon the beam of a balance B, and exactly balaiiceil

on the otlier side by another thread of silk at D, strung with the
smallest lead-shot, at equal distances, so adjusted as to cause an
index E to point at G, the middle of a graduated arch FGH,
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when the air is in a niiddle-sfate between the preatesi moisture and

the greatest tlryness. Under this silk so strung with sh>,t, is placed

a little table or shelf 1, hv that part of tlie silk or shot to rest upon
which is not suspended. V\h''n the moisture imbibed by the

sponge increnses its weight, it will r.use the index, w,th part of lli?

shot, from the table, and vice versa, when the air is dry. I'hilos.

Trans, vol. 4-k p. 9t). y. From a series of Hygroscopical obser-

vations, made with an apparatus of deal-\> ood, described in the

Philos. Trans. No. 480, Mr iConiers concludes, 1st, that tiie wood
shrinks most in summer, and swells most in winter, but is most

liable to change in the spring and fall. 2d, That this molicn-

happens chieiiy in the day-lime, there being scarcely any variation

in the nigiit. 3d, That there is a motion even in dry weather,

the wooci swelling in the morning, and shrinking in the afternoon.

4th, That the wood, by nic;lit as well as by day, usually shrinks

ivhen the wind is in the north, nortli-east, and east, both in sum-
mer and winter. 5tb, Th.it by constant observation of the motioti

and rest of the wood, with the help of a thermometer, the direc-

tion of the wind may be told nearly without a weather-cock. Hrt

adds, that even the time of the year may be known by it ; lor in

spring it moves more and quicker than in winter ; in summer it

is more shrunk than in spring; and lias less motion in autumn thin-

in summer. See an account of a method of construcluig these

and other hygrometeiN, in Phil. Trans. Abr. vol. 2. p. 30, <Sjc. and

plate 1 annexed. (See also Philos. Trans, vol. 11, p. 04r, and
715 ; vol. 15, p. 1032 ; vol. 43, p. ; vol. 44, p. 95, 16D, and
1S4; vol. 54, p. 2J9 ; vol. 61, p. 198; vol. 63, p. 404, &c.)

10. Di-s. Hales and Desaguliers contrived another form of Sponge
Hygrometer, on this principle. They made an horizontal axis,

having a small part ot its length cylindrical, and the remainder ta-

pering conicallv witli a spiral thread cut in it, after the manner of

the fuzee of a watch. See fig. 6. The sponge is suspended by a

fine silk-thread lo the cylindrical part of the axis, upon which it

winds. This is balanced by a small weight W, suspended idso by
a thread, which winds upon the spiral fuzee. When the sponge
grows heavier, in moist weather, it descends and turns the axis,^

and so draws up the weight ; which coming to a thicker part of

the axis it becomes a balance to the sponge, and its niotion is^

shewn by an attached scale ; ami vice versa, when the air becomes-

drier. Salt of tartar, or any other salt, or pot-ashes, may be put

uito the scale of a balance, and used instead of the sponge. (De-
sag. IL\per. Philos. vol. 3, p, 230.) 11. Mr. Ferguson made an-

hygrometer of a thin deal paiinel ; and to enlarge the scale, and
to "render its variations more sensible, he employed a wheel and
axle, inakiiii; one cord pass over the axle, wiiich turned a wheel

ten times as large, over which passed a line with a weight at the

end of it, whose motion was therefore ten times as much as that of

the pannel. Tbe board should be changed in three or four years.

S;e Philos. Trans, vol. 54, art. 47. 12. iN.'r. Smeaton gar e aL-o

an ingenious and elaborate construction of an hygrometer ; whicli-

is described in Philos. Trans, vol. 61, art Hi. The best hygro-

meter upon the principle, of the alteration of the Weight of sub-

stances, by utlracting the moisture of the air ; and for ascertaining

the quantity as well as the degree of moisture in the variation of

the hygrometer, is that of Mr" Coventry of Soulfiwark, London..

The account he gives of it is as follows : " Take two sheets of fine

tissue paper, such as is used by hatters ; dry them carefully at

about two feet distance from a' tolerably good fire, till after re-

peatedly weighing them in a good pair of scales no moisture re-

mains. When the sheets are in this perfectly dry state, reduce

them to exactly 50 grains ; the hygrometer is then fit for use.

The sheets miist be" kept free from dust, and exposed a few nu-

nutes in th.e open nir ; after whicli may be always known by
weighing thein the exact quantity of moisture they have imbibed.

For many years (adds he) the hygrometer has engrosse<l a con-

side.-able'sliare of my attention ; and every advantage proposed by
others, either as itre'spected the substances of which thein-trumerit

was composed, or the manner in which its operations were to be

discerned, has been impartially examined. But I have never

seen an hygrometer so simple in itself, or that would act with

^uch certainty or so e<|ual!y alike, as the one I have now described,

Tlie malerials ot which it is composv'd being thin, are easily de-

prived wholly of their mo.sture ; which is a circnnistance essen-

tially necessary in fixing a datum from which to reckon, siui

which. I think, cannot be said of any substance hitherto em.-
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[ilovcd ill the consiruction of livgromi'tiMS ; with t>(|iuil taciUfy

thf) imbibe or impart the himiidity of the atnio^pherf, aui-l --hew

with the greatest exactness when the least alteratioii tiikes place."

For easier weighing the paper, fake a piece of roiiiul tin or brass

the size of a crown-piece, through tlie centre of which drill a hole,

anil also three others round it at equal distances: then cut about
100 papers; and alter putting them under the tin or brass, drive

througii each hole a strong pin into a board, in order to round
tliein to tlie shape of the plate: the papers must then be separated

and exposed to the air a few hours witli that already weighed, and

so many of them taken as are equal to the \>eight already speci-

fied. This done, thread them together through tl.ese holes made
by the pins, putting between every paper on each thread a small

bead, to prevent the papers from touching each other, and also

that the air may be more readily admitted. The top of the hy-

srometer is covered with a card cut to tlie same size ; and which,
by its stiffness, supports all the papers, and keeps them in proper
shape. Before the papers are threaded, the beads, silk, card,

;ind a thin j.'iece of brass about the size of a sixpence, which must
be placed at the bottom, and through which the centre-string

passes, must be weighed with the greatest exactness, to bring

them to a certain weight, suppose 50 grains; now the paper in

its driest stale being of equal weight, they will vveigli together

100 grains ; consequently x^liat they weigh more at any time is

moisture. To obviate tlie difficulty of trying experiments with

weights and scales, Mr. Coventry contrived a machine or scale

by which to determine at one view the humidity or dryness of the

atmosphere. This, w ith its case, is represented by fig. 7, Plate

XCV. The front and b;ick of the case are glass; the sides tine

gauze, which excludes the dust, and admits the air; the case is

about 10 inches high, eight inches broad, and four inches deep.

A, a brass-bracket in front, behind which, at about 3t inches dis

tance, is another; these support the axis of the index E, also of

the beam D, and another which supports the stem B, to which
the ivory-scale of divisions C is fixed. G, a brass-scale suspended
in the usual manner to the end of a beam D, and weighing ex-

actly 100 grains. ^J'his scale is an exact counterpoise to the pa-

per l and the different apparatus. The manner of suspension is as

tollows -. the axis of the beam g, w hicli is made of brass, instead

of hanging on pivots as in common scales, turns with two steel-

edges k k, lixed in the extremities of the brass-axis: these edges

are shaped like the edge of a knife, and act on two steel concave
pdges / /, in order to render the friction as small as possible. D
is a fine scale-beam fixed at right angles with the axis g-, E, the

steel-index lixed to the under side of the same axis. F, a brass

sliding weight: /( is the axis that holds the stem B to which the

^cale of divisions C is fixed. AA, the brass-brackets which sup-

port the whole by four screws, two of which are seen at ii, that

screw the brackets to the top of the case. The axis of the scale

of divisions is hung on pivots, one of which is seen at ?/!, that,

should the case not stand level, the stem B may always be in a

perpendicula,- situation. The hygrometer, before use, should be
thus adjusted : to the end of the beam where the hygrometer is

suspended, hang a weight of 100 grains, which is equal to the

weight of the scale ; then move the sliding weight F up or down
the index E, till one grain will cause the index to traverse neither

more nor less than the whole scale of divisions; then add half a

grain to the scale, in order to bring the index to ; and the in-

strument, after taking olf the 100 grain-weight, and hanging on the

papers, is fit for use ; then put grain-weights in the scale till the

index is brought within compa^s of the scale of divisions. Ex-
ample: H is three grains on the brass-scale, and the index points

at 10 : consequently there is three grains and 10 hundredths oi a

grain of moisture in the papers. If four grain-weights are kept,

viz. I, 3, 4, and S, they will make any number from 1 to 9, which
are as many as will be wanted. Sometimes the index will con-
tinue traversing within the scale ot divisions for many <lavs with-

out shifting the w'eights ; but if otherwise, they must be clKinged

as occasion may require. "One great advantage, (savs Mr. Co-
ventry,) of this hygrometer, above all others that have attracted

my notice, is that it ;icts from a certain datum, namely, the dry
extreme ; from which all the variations towards moist are calcu-

lated with certainty : and if constructed with that precision re-

presented b\ the drawing.^ it w ill aflord jileasure to the curious in

preserving the almost perpetual alteration of the atmosphere, even

in the most settled weather. I4i w'nter ii will be tonslantlv tra-

versing Irom about 8 A. M. till 4 or 3 V. M. towai:ds dry ;' and
in summer, from abofit 4 A. M. till 6 or 7 P. M. when the wea-
ther is hot and gloomy, the hygrometer discovers a very great
ihange towards moisture ; and when clear an<l frosty, that'll con-
tains a much greater quantity of moisture than is generally ima-
gined."

HYGROMETRY, [ yyf®- and ,^rr.;Rc,] the art or science of
measuring the moisture of the almosphere. See Hygrometer,
HYGROSCOPE, [ijyj^'and r-Mir^; ki/gioscope, Fr.] an in-

strument to shew the moisture and dryness ot the air, and to mea-
sure and estimate the quantity of either extreme. It is common! v
used in the same sense with hygrometer, but Wolfius properly
makes a difference from the etymology of the words. The hy-
groscope (he says) only shews the changes of humidity or dryness
in the air, but the hygrometer measures them.
HYLAS, ill fabulous history, son ofTheodamus, and favourite

of Hercules.

IIYLOPATHIANS, ancient Greek philosophers, who derived
all thing' frr.m dead and stupid matter, in the way of qualities and
forms, general and corruptible.

II YLOZO[S'i'*s, ['i/x>i, matter, and ^w>i, life,] a sect of atheists

among the ancient Cn'eek philosophers, who maintained that mat-
ter had some natural perception, without animal sensation, or re-

flection in itself considered ; but that this imperfect life occasioned
that organization, whence sensation and reflection afterwards
arose.

HYMEN, or IIYMEN.EUS, in ancient mythology, the son
of Bacchus and Venus, and the god of marriage. He was invoked
in epiihalamiums, and other matrimonial ceremonies.
Hymen, ['t^^v,] in anatomy, is a thin membrane or skin,

sometimes circular, of different breadths, more or less snioclJi, and
sometimes semilunar, formed by the union of the internal mem-
brane of the great canal with that on the inside of the ala?, resem-
bling a piece of fine parchment.
HYMENjKA, the Bastard Loccst Tree; a genus of the

r.ogynia order, and decandria class of plants ; natural order Lomen-
tacea?. Calyx five-parted

;
petals five, almost equal ; style twist-

ed inwards; legume filled with farinaceous pulp. There is only
one species, H. courbaril, locust-tree. The wild bees are fond of
building their nests in this tree, w Inch grows to a considerable size

in the We^t-Indies.

HYMENOPTERA, [from u^xuv, membrane, and raTstov, a
wing,] in the Linna-an syst-m ot zoology, an order of insects, hav-
ing four membranaceous wings ; the tails of the females are furnish-

ed witji stings, which in some are used for instilling poison, and
in others for merely piercing the bark and leaves of trees, and the
bodies of other animals, in which they deposit their eggs. The
wasp and the bee are insects of this order. It consists of the fol-

lowing genera

:

Ammophila Mutilla

Apis Solia

Ciialcis Sirex

Chrysis Sphex
Cuiips Tewthredo
Formica Thynnus
Ichneumon Tiphia
l.eucopsis A'espa.

HYMETHrS, or HYMETTUS, in ancient geography, a
mountain of Attica near .Athens, famous for its marble-quarries,
and far its excellent honey.
HYMN, ['nfj.-.'®',] a song of joy, full of the praises of God, dis-

tinguislied from Threna, which is mourning-song, full of lamenta-
tion. St. Hilary, bishop of Poictiers, is said to have been the
tlrst that composed hymi.s to be sung in churches, and was follow-

ed by St. Ambrose. In the Greek Li'urgy there are four kinds
of hymns ; but the word is not t;iken ,in the sense of a praise of-

fered in verse, but simply of a land or praise.The angelic hymn, or
Gloria in excelsis, makes the first kind ; the trisagion, the second ;

the Cherubic hymn, the third ; and the hymn of victory and
triumph, called cni-ji^i©', the last. 'J he hymns of the ancients ge-
nerally consi-ted of three sorts of stanzas ; one of which, called

strophe, was sung by the band as they walked from E. to VV. ano-
thci, called antistrophe, was performed as they returned from \V.

to E. tile third part, or epode, was snng before the altar. The
Jew ish
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Jewish hymns were accompanied with trumpets, drums, and

cymbals, to assist the voices of the Levites and people.

HYOBANCHE, iji hotany, a genus of the angiospermia order,

and didynamia class of plants.' Calyx seven-leaved; corolla rin-

cent, •.vilhoiit any lower lip; capsule two-celled, many-seeded.

There is but one species, viz. H. sanguiiiea, a native of the Cape

of Good Hope, and is parasitical at the roots of shrubs.

HYOIDES, [1/ and siiof, likeness,] In anatomy, a bone at the

root of the tongue. See Anatomy.
UVOSCYAMUS, HENB.-iNE: a genus of the mono'ynia or-

der, and pentandria class of plants ; natural order, Luridie. Co-

rolla fuimel-shaped, obtuse ; stamina inclining to one side ; capsule

covered, bilocular. It has eight species.

, HYOSERIS, in botany, a genus ofthe polygamia squalis 'order,

and syngenesia class of plants ; natural order Composiis. Recep-

tacle naked ; calyx nearly equal
;
pappus hairy, or scarcely percep-

tible. Ithas ten species.

HYO-TIIYROIDEUS, [vo.-.Ji.-, the hyoid bone, and 9v;!.J,;,

the thyroi<l cartilage,] in anatomy, one of the muscles belonging

to the OS hyoides. See Anatomy.
HYPALLAGE, ['uTTtXXay.i,] a figure by which words change

their cases with each otlier. It is a species of Hyperbaton. \ ir-

gil alfords several examples: e. g. Dare classibus austros, for

Dare classes austris.

HYPANTE, or HYPERTANTE, a name given by the

Greeks to the feast ofthe presentation of Jesus in the temple.

HYPATIA, a learned and beautiful lady of antiquity, the

daughter of Theon, a celebrated philosoper and matliematician,

and president of the famous Alexandrian school, was born at .-Vlex-

andria about the en.l of the fourlh century. Her father, encou-

raged by her extraordinary genius, had her not only educated in

all the ordinary i[ualihcations of her sex, but instructed in the most
abstruse sciences. She made such great progress in philosophy,

geometry, astronomy, and the mathematics, that she was esteemed

the most learned person of her time. At length she was thouuht

worthy to succeed her father in that distingui>hed and important

employment, the government of the school of Alexandria ; and
to teach out of that chair «-here Ammonius, Hieroclcs, and many
other great men, had taught before; and this at a time too, wlien

men of great learning abounded at Alexandria, and in many other

parts of the Roman empire. Her frfuie was so extensive, and
her worth so universally acknowledged, that she had a very crowd-
ed auditory. But although the ilower of Europe, Asia, and
Africa, sat at the feet of this very beautiful instructress, greedily

swallowing learning and philosophy from her mouth, and many- of

them, doubtless, love from her eyes ; yet we are not sure that she

ever listened to any solicitation, as Suidas, who talks of her mar-
riage with Isiodorus, relates that she died a maiil. Her scholars

were as eminent as they were numerous ; one of them was the ce-

lebrated Svnesius, afterwards Bishop of Ptolemais. This ancient

Christian Platonist every where bearsthe strongest and most grate-

ful testimony to the virtue of his tutoress. He never mentions her
without the most profound respect, and sometimes in terms of af-

fection little short of adoration. But it was not Svnesius only,

and the disciples of the Alexandrian school, who admired Hypa-
tia for her virtue and learning ; never was woman more caressed

by the public, and yet never woman had a more unspotted cha-

racter, or more tragical end. She was held as an oracle for her
wisdom, which made her consulted by the magistrates in all im-
•porlanl cases ; and this often drew her among the greatest con-
course of men, without the least censure of her manners. In a
word, when Niccphorus intended to pass the highest compliment
on the princess Eudocia, he thought he could not do it bettor than
by calling her another Hypatia. But wl;ile Ilypatia reigned the
brightest ornament of Alexandria, a kind of civil war which broke
out between Orestes the governor, ' and C)rill the Patriarch,
proved fatal to the lady. In 415, about 500 monks attacked the
governor, and would have killed him, had he not been rescued
by the townsmen ; but the respect ^hich Orestes bad for Hypatia
causing her to be traduced among the mob, they dragged her from
her chair, tore her to pieces, and burned her limbs. Cyrill has
been suspected of fomenting this tragedy. Cave endeavours to
remove the imputation of such a horrid action from the patriarch ;

and lays it upon Jhe Alexandrian mob, whom he calls levissimum
hominum genus, " a very trifling inconstant people :" but t.'sough

CvriU should neither have been the perpetrator, nor the contriver,

ot it, vet he did not discountenance it as he ought ;for lie was so far

from censuring the outiage, that he received tliedead body of Ajii-;

inonius, one ofthe most forward in that riot (who was justly pu-
nished with death,) and even made a panegyric upon the ruffian,

as if he had died a martyr for truth. Hypatia published Com-
mentaries on ApoUonius's Conies, Diophantus's Arithmetic, and
other works.

HYPEC'OUM,WiLD CuMEN ; in botany, a genus ofthe tetran-

dria digynia class and order. Natural order, Corydaies. ('ahx
two-leaved ; petals four, the tw(^ outer broader, aiid trilid ; fruit a

silique. It has three species.

HYPELATE, in botany, a genus of the polygamia mona'fia
class and order. Calyx hve-leaved; corolla hve-f^etaled ; stigma

bent down, three-cornered ; drupe one-seeded. It has only one
species, viz. H. trifoliata, a native of Jamaica.

HYPER, [-5"!=,] a Greek preposition frequently used in com-
position, where it denotes excess; its literal signification being

above or beyond.
IIYPERB.VnON, in grammar, a figurative construction in-

verting the n-tural and proper order of words and sentences. 7"he
several species ofllie hyperbaton are, the anastropiie, thehysteron-

proteron, the hypalUige, synchysis, tmesis, parenthesis, and the

hyperbaton strictly so called. See Anastrophe, &c.
H YPERB.\TON, strictly so called, is a long retention ofthe verb,

which completes the sentence, as in the following e.xample from
Virgil.

Intereareges: ingenti mole Latinos

Quadrijugo vehitur curru, cui tempera circum
Aurati bis sex radii fulgentia cingunt.

Soils avi specimen : bigis it Turnus in albis,

IVina nianu lato crispans hastilia ferro

:

Hinc pater jEneas Ronianve stirpis origo,

Sidereo fl;igrans clypeo& ca-lcslibus armis;

Et juxta Ascanius niagnx spes altera Romx:
Procedunt caatris.

HYPERBOLA, [liypcrliolc, Fr. 'vn^ and ^«>.xw,] in geometry,

a section of a cone made by a plane, which if continued would
pass through the oppo-ite cone. See Conic Sections.
HYPERBOL.'KON, in ancient music, the upper or last te-

traihord or fourth. It was thus called from its being high or
shrill, when compared witli the other fourths.

HYPERBOLE. [i;irif,33>.>i, superltitw ; formed of the verb
vT.!f^ri\-hH-i, exsiiperare, to surpass by far,] in rhetoric, a figure,

wheruby the truth and reality of things are excessively cither en-
larged, or diminished, The character of an hyberbole is to ex-
aggerate or extenuate the idea of the things spoken of, beyond th<r

bounds of truth, or even probability. As, he ran swifter than the

wind: he went slower than a tortoise, &c. Hyperboles, says

Seneca, lie without deceiving; they lead the )iiind to truth by
fictions; they convey tlic sentiment intended, though by express-

ing it in terms which render it incredible. The hyperbole
promises loo much, in order to make you conceive enough. Lord
Kames, in his " Elements of Criticism," observes, that " An ob-

ject uncommon with respect to size, either very great of its kind

or very little, strikes us with surprise; and this emotion forces

upon the mind a momentary conviction that the object is greater

or less than it is in reality : the same elTect, precisely, attends

figurative grandeur or littleness, and hence the hyperbole, which
expresses this momentary conviction. A writer, taking advantage

of this natural delusion, enriches his description greatly by the

hyperbole: and the reath'r, even in his coolest moments, relishes

this figure, being sensible that it is the operation of nature upon a

warm fancy. A writer is generally more successful iu magnifying

by a hyperbole than in diminishing. '^I'lie reason is, that a minute
object contracts the mind, and fetters its power of imagination;

but that the mind, dilated and indamed with a grand object,

moulds objects for its gratification with great facility. LonginUs
cites the following ludicrous instance of a diminishing hypeibole
from a comic poet: " He was owner of a bit of ground not larger

than a Lacedemonian letter." But, for the reason now given, the'

hyperbole has by far the greater lo.ce in ma(.'nifying objects. It

is unnecessary to quote examples. lIonKT, Virgil, Shakespeare,

U and
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and all our best pceta abound with them. (See Iliad, iv. 508.

J£.n. Ui. 421, 571, Dl9. vii. SOS. Hen. V. act. 1. sc. 1. &c.) Some

are found in the sacred writings. See Gen. .\iii. 15, 16; and John

•xxi. '23. Quintilian ii sensitile that the hyperbole is natural :
" For

(says he), not contented with truth, sve naturally incline to

augment or diminish beyond it ; and lor that reason the hyperbole

is tamiliar even among the vulgar and illiterate:" and he adds,

very justly, " That (he hyperbofe is then proper, when the ob-

ject of itself exceeds the cor.; mon measure." But it is a capital

fault to introduce a hyperbole in the description of an ordinary

object or event; for in such a case, it is -altogeUier unnatural, being

(k'atitute of surprise, its only hiundation. Nor can a hyperbole

e^r suit the tone of any dispiritinr; passion : sorrow in particular

will never prompt such a figure. Shakespeare himself sometimes

trrsinlhis respect. See Richard il. act. 1. sc. 1. And Jul. Css.

act 1. sc. 1. A writer who uses hyperboles ought always to have

the reader in his eye : he ought never to venture a bold thouglit

or expression, till the reader be v.armed and prepared, for this

reason, a hyperbole in tiie beginning- of a work is not in its place.

See Hor. Carm, lib. 2. ode 15. The nicest point of ail, is to as-

Certain the natural lunits of a hyperbole, beyond which being

overstrained, it has a bad effect. A hyjitrbole, after it is intro-

(iiici'd with all advantai^es, ought to be compr-nended within the

fewest wordi possible: as it cannot be relished but in tiie hurry

and swelling ot the mind ; a leisurely view dissolves the cliarni,

and iliscovers the prescription to be c'vlravagaiit at least, if notriili-

culous. Instances ot tins in modern poety are numerous. See

Oratory.
HYPEUBOLIC, or UYPERBOLICAL, something relating

either to an\ iiypeibol.-, or an hyperbola.

Hyperuulic Cylindroid, is a s'olid figure, whose generation

is given by Sir Clirirtopher Wren, in the Philosophical Transac-

tioiis. Tims, two oppooite hyperbolas being joine<l by t!ie trans-

verse axis, and through the centre a rigiit line being drawn at

right angles to that axis; and about that, as an axis, the hynerbo-

las biing supposed to revolve; by such revolution, a body will

be generated, which is called the" hyperbolic cylindroid, whose

bases, and all sections parallel to them, will be circles. In a sub-

sequent volume of the Transactions the same author applies it to

the grinding of hyperbol'.cal glasses; allirming, that they must be

formed this way or not at all.

Hyperbolic Leg of a Curve, is that which approaches

infinitely near to some asymptote. Sir Isaac Newton reduces all

curves, "both of the lirst and ingher kinds, into those with hyperbo-

lic legs, and those with parabolic ones.

Hyperholic Line, is used by some authors for what we call

the hyperbola itself. In this sense, the plane surface, terminated

by tlie curve-line, is called the' hyperbola, or hyperbolic space

;

and the curve luie that terminates it the hvperbolic line.

KYPERiiOLIFORM, [hyperbola mA forma,'] having the

form, or nearly the form, of the hyperbola.

HYPERBOLOID, a hyperbola of the higher kind, whose na-

m -\- n in n

ture is expressed by tills equation, ay = hx (a -{- r) if n

er 711 be greater ihan one.

HYPERBOREAN, in ancient geography, was applied to

those people and places which were situated to the N. of the Scy-

thians.

HYPERCATALECTIC, in Greek and Latin poetry, is ap-

plied to a ver.se that has one or two syllables too much, or beyond

the regular and just measure ; as.

Muss sorores sunt Minervx:
HYPERDULIA, in the Romish theology, [from ^-sf, above,

and iai.ia, worship,] the worship rendered to the holy virgin. The
worship offered to saints is called dulia; and that to the virgin,

typerdulia, as being superior.

IIYPERIA, in ancient geography, the seat of the Phsacians

near the Cyclops. Some take it to be Camarina in Sicily; ac-

cording to others, it is supposed to be Melita, an adjoining

island.

HYPERICUM, St. John's Wort; a genus of the polyan-

dria order, and polyadelphia class of plants ; natural order, Rota-

cea. Caly.x live-parJ.ed; petals live; lilaments many, connected
at the base in live bundles. It has filty-seven species, chiefly

shrubs, or undcr-sUrubs, with cylindrical, ancipital, or quadrangu-

lar stems; leaves fioi|uently with pellucid doli ; Uowers sometimes
in cymes, t'requenllv in corymbs.
HYPERION, a'name of Apollo.
li YfERioN, the son of Coelus and Terra, and the father of Sol,

Lum, and Aurora, by Tliea.

HYPEKMETER, [i^io and (/.f^riv,] anything greater than
the standard requires.

IIYPERMNESTRA, in fabulous history, one of the fifty

daughters of Uanaus, King of Argos, the only one who retused to
obey her f.ither's bloody order. See D.iNAii>Es, and Danaus.
IlY'PEUSARCOSlS, [tJOTjTmjxiuo-i;, from i^t^jj, and tra3v.(gv,] ihe

growth ot funsous or proud Hcsh.

HYPERTHYRON, ['I'Tnjand S;«i,] in architecture, a sort of
table, usually placeil over gates or doors ot the Doric order,
above the chambrunle, in form of a frize.

II YPETHRE, in ancient architecture, two rows of pillars sur-

rouuiling, and ten at each face of a temple, S:c. with a peristyle

w Ithin, of six columns.
HYPHEN, [i5}>ev,] a character in grammar, implying that two

words are to be joined, or connected, into one compound word,
and marked thus - ; as tive-leaved, &c. It also serves to connect
tlie syllables of such words as are divided bv the end of the line.

This character is often misapplied. Thus frequently substantives

and adjectives are joined together by a hvphcn, ai.d consequently
made into one compound word, in opposition to one of tiie first

and plainest rules of Synta.x. Also tuo nouns are not uncom-
monly met with, even in elegant works, improperly connected
b_\ the hyphen 1. No adjective and substantive, retaining their

original 01 ordinary signiticaiion, ought ever to be joined by the

hyplien, because it is an iutringement ui;i>u the first and plainest

rule of syntax. 2. All adjc tives and subsiuniives, which, in compo-
sition, lose eitlier a part, or the whole, oi their original or usual

signification, ought to be joined by the r.v phen, unless their use as

compounds has been so universally established, that the hyphen is

thrown out. Thus, though in " grandfather, grandson," &c. the

hyphen is usually dropt, yet "great-grandfather, great-grandson,

great-graiidmother, great-great-grandfather," and all tiie other

ascending and descending degrees of consanguinity above and be-

low these, require iiyphens ; because neither greatness nor gran-

deur is intended to be expressed by them, but menly the degree
of relationship. In like manner " father-in-law, mother-in-law,

son-in-law," and the other degrees of affinity, require hyphens,
although the original meaning of the primitives is in a consider-

able degree retained. 3. To adjectives or an adjective and parti-

ciple, expressing one complex idea, though the usual meaning of

both is preserved, ought always to be joined by a hyphen, unless

established usage has dirown it out: thus " high-llying, high-

minded, high-seasoned, middle-aged," and all similar compounds,
ought to retain the hyphen. 4. W'hen a participle, or participial

adjective, or any word with a participial termination, is preceded
by a noun, and compounded to express a complex idea, they
ought to i)e joined by hyphens: thus, " ash-colourtd, long-faced,

wry-necked, right-angled, rongh-kaved," &c. ought to be with
hyphens, without which indeed there can be no proper grammati-
cal construction, the latter part of most of these compounds not

being used as distinct words. 5. For the same reason all coni-

pound words, the first part of which are derived from the Latin or

Creek, but retain their original terminations, ought uniformly to

have hyphens; such as " Anglo-Americans, Anglo-Saxons,
Crypto-Calvinists, Pseudo-Christians, Demi-Arians, contra-indi-

cation, plano-convex, &c. as their first parts are not words. 6.

Many cases occur in literary composition, in which an adjective

and substantive are used adjectively, as a kind of temporary com-
pound, expressing one complex idea, and are followed by a sub-

stantive : in all such cases, they ought to be conjoined by a hy-
plien. Tluis, though fresh and water are distinct words, and ought '

not to be conjoined, when speaking of a river or S])ring affording

hue fresh water, yet wdien used adjectively, of a ' fresh-water

lake," a " fresh-water fish," or a " fresh-water sailor," tbey form
a temporary adjective, and ought to be conjoined by a hyphen.

Autlioi-s and printers, by not attending to this distinction, have in-

troduced much confusion in the use of this character. 7. I'he nu-

meral adjectives are often used in this manner, in conjunction with

nouns and participles, to express particular complex ideas, and to

save circumlocution; thus a " une-horse chaise," a " two-jear-
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old lamb," the " tliree-colourefl flag," a "four-wheeled" toach, a

" tive-fold treatise," a "six-pounder, twelve-pounder," &c. ought

never to be written without hyphens. 8. All English name's ot

plants and minerals fancifully composed of several words taken out

of their obtious meaning, such as " Jack-by-the-hedge," &c.

ought to be joined by hyphens, and not printed separately, as is

often absurdly done. 9. Another very proper use of the hyphen
is much neglected, though if uniformly attended to, it would be

of considerable use. When a gentleman or lady, either b\ bap-

tism or acquisition of fortune, or both, has actpiired more than

one name and surname, they ought to be dibtinguished by hy-

phens. Thus when one, unacquainted with the persons or cha-

racters, reads such names as, " Charles-James Fox," " Lady Wi-
nifred Maxwell-lIalkerston-Constable," Sec. without hyphens, he

is at a loss to know which is the Christian name, and which the sur-

name; but if all such name~, were uniforndv distinguished by tlie

hyphen, connecting the Christian names together, and the sur-

names together, as above, no person could mistake the one for the

other. 10. Anodier important use of the hyphen is also niucb
neglected in modern printing, viz. to separate the two primitives

ill all compound words where the junction of certain letters either

makes an awkward appearance, or leads to a false pronunciation.

Thus the triple e does not look well without a hyphen, such as

" beeeater," &c. in Dr. Ash's Dictionary.
HYI'NOTICS, [iirjo;,] any medicines that induce sleep. See

Narcotics, Opiates, Soporifics. &c.
HYPNYDRA, in botany, a genus of the moncecia gynandria

class and order. Male, calyx one-leaved, three-parled ; corolla

none; stamens six, inserted above the germ ; female, calyx and
corolla none; style triangular, wit!) three stigmas; capsule one-
celled, three-valved; seed single. There is but one species, viz.

H. fluviatilis, a little plant of Guiana, which grows under water.

H\ PNl-M, in botany, a genus of the cryptogamia musci class

and order. Natural order, Musci or Mosses. Capsule oblong;
peristonium double, ouler with sixteen broadisli teeth, inner

inembranaceoiis, equally lacinialed ; segments bioadlsh, with ca-

pillary ones inteipoietl. "Males gerniaceous on dill'erent plants,

it has about fifty species.

HYPO, a Greek particle, retained in the composition of divers
words, literally denoting under; inwhitli sense it stands opposed
to Hyper.
HYPOBOLE, or SUBJECTION, [from i-o, and ,S«7.xa., I

cast,] ill rhetoric, a figure, w hen several things are meiitioned, that

seem to make for the contrary side, and each of them are refuted

in order. When complete, it consists of three parts ; a proposi-
tion, an enumeration of particulars with their answer, and a con-

_
elusion, 'i bus Cicero, upon his return from banishment, vindi-

cates his conduct in withdr.iwing so quietly, and not opposing the
faction that ejected him. See Oratorv."
HYPOCATHARSIS, [of i-=, under, and x«9„i,-a., I purge,] a

too feeble purgation.

HYPOCAUSTUM, [from i-i, and x-'i^, to burn,] among the
ancient Greeks and Romans, a subterraneo-.is place, where was a

furnace to heat the baths. Hypocaustum was also a kind of kiln

to heat their winter-parlours.

HYPOCH.ERiS, Hawk's-eye: in botany, a genus of the
polygamia a?qualis order, and syiigenesia class of pksnts ; natural

order, Composite. Receptacle chaffy ; calyx a little imbricated ;

pappus glumv. There are live species.

HYPOCHONDRIA, [i^o, under, and x°v^£=>-, a cartilage,] in

anatomy, that part of the body on both sides, which lies under the
cartilages of the spurious ribs, and is extended to the ilia. See
Anatomy.
HYPOCHONDRIAC PASSION, a disease in men, similar

to the hysieiie affection in women. See Medicine.
HYPOG.EUM. See Hypogeum.
HYPOGASTRIC, \_i^c, and yar')=,] an appellation given to

the internal branch of the iliac aitery. See Axatomy.
HYPOGEUM, [iaro and y.i, the earth,] a name which the .in-

cit-nt architects gave to all the parts of a building that were under
ground, as cellai-s and vaults.

'

Hypogeum, in astrology, a name given to the celestial houses
below the horizon: especially the iiiium ceeli, or bottom of
heaven.

HYPOGLOSSI, EXTERNI, or MAJORES, in anatomy,
VOL III.—NO. 110.

the ninth pair of nerves, called also linguales and gustatorii. See
Anatomy.
HYPOGLOSSIS, or HYPOGLOTTIS, [of i:^,, under, and

yy-jiTla, tongue,] in anatomy, a name given to two glands of the
tongue, situated under it, near the vena; ranulares. There are
other two, one on each side of it. They serve to liltrate a kind of
serous matter of the nature of saliva, which they discharge into tlic

mouth by little duels near the gums.
Hypogloitis, or Hvfoglossis, in medicine, an inllammation

or ulceration under the tongue; called also ranula.

HYPOLITE, St. a town of France, in the department of

Doubs, twelve miles S. W. of Porentrui.

HvpoLiTE, St. a town of France, in the department of Gard,
and L.te province of Languedoc. A canal crosses it, turns several

mills, and supplies many fountains with water. Lon. 0. 4. E.
Lat. 43. 5S. N.
HYPOMOCHLION, [from i^to, under, and fj-^yXm, a lever,]

in mechanics, the fulcrum or prop of a lever, or the point which
sustains its pressure, in raising or lowering bodies. It is also used
for a roller set under a lever, or under stones, timber, &:c. to assist

in removing them.
HYPOPOON, in medicine, a collection of purulent matter

under the corner of the eye.

HYPOSCENIUM, in antiquity, a partition under the logeum,
or pulpit, of the Greek theatre, appointed for the music.
HYPOSTASIS, literally signilies substance, or subsistence,

but is used in theology for person. Thus there is but one nature
or essence in God, but three hypostases or persons. This term is

of a very ancient standing in the church. St. Cyril repeats it se-

veral times, as well as the phrase union according to hypostasis.

The first time it occurs is in a letter from that father to Nestorius,
where he uses it instead of •irjoj-iuTriv, the word we commonly render
person, which did not seem expressive enough. This term occa-
sioned grr-at dissensions in the ancient church ; both among the
Greeks and the Latins. In the council of Nice, hypostasis was
delined to denote the same essence or substance; so that it was
heresy to say that Jesus Christ was of a different hypostasis from
the Father; but custom altered its meaning. In the necessity
they were under of expressing themselves strongly against the Sa-
bi'llians, the Greeks used the word hypostasis, and the Latins per-
sona ; which proved the occasion ot endless disagreement. The
plirase tjsi; v-h-j^kcs';, used by the Greeks, olfcncled the Latins,
wiio translated uirog-uTi; by substantia. The barrenness of the Latin
tongue in theological phrases allowed them but one word for the
two Greek ones, unre and •jTorwi.-; and thus disabled them from
distinguishing essence from hypostasis. They therefore chose ra-

ther to use the term trcs personx, and tres hypostases. An end
was put to these logomachies, in a synod held at Alexandria about
A. D. 36-!, at which St. Athanasius' assisted ; after which the La-
tins made no scruple of saying tres hypostases, nor the Greeks of
three persons.

HYPOTENUSE, [iOT?™^,.,] the line that subtends the right

angl.^ of a right-angled triangle; the subtense. See Trigono-
MEIRY.
HYPOTHEC, or HYPOTIIECA, [.S^.ffw,, Gr. a thing sub-

ject to obligation,] in the civil law, an obligation, whereby the
effects of a debtor are made over to his creditor, to secure his

debt. As the hypothcca is an engagement for the security of the
creditor, various means have been made use of to secure to him
tlie benefit of the convention. The use of the pawn or pledge is

the most ancient, which is almost the same with the livpotheca ;

all the diftt^rence consisting in this, that the pledge is put into

liie creditor's hands in a simple hypotheca, the thing remain-
ed in the possession of the debtor. To hypothecate a ship, is

to pawn the same for necessaries; and a master may hypothecate
either ship or goods for relief, when in distress at sea; for he re-

presents the traders as well as owners; and in whose hands soever

a ship or goods hypothecated come, they are liable. But it has

been recently held m the Court of King's Bench, tiiat if the mas-

ter pay for the repairs himself, and do not hypothecate the ship,

he has no lien upon the ship for his debt.

HYPOTHENUSE. See Hypotenuse.
HYPOTHESIS, [from 'u-o, under, and S-'t^ir, position, of

•7i9>i|Ui, I place,] in astronomy, is more particularly applied to the

several systems in the heavens ; or the difl'ever.t ways in which
Y. astronomers
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astronomers have supposed Ihe heavenly bodies to be arranged,

moved, &c. The principal liypolheses are the Ptolemaic, Coper-

iiican, and Tychonic. The Copcrnican is now so well warranted

by observation, that it should no longer be called a hypothesis.

See Astronomy.
HvpoTHESis, in logic, tliat wliirh is snpposed to be trne.

False hypotlieses are oiten made in order to draw the antagonist

int3 absurdities ; and even in geometry truths are often deducible

from false hypotheses. Every hypotlietical proposition may be

distinguished into hypothesis and thesis : the firnt rehearses the

conditions under wliich any thing is affirmed or denied ; and the

latter is the thing itself afhrnied or denied. Thus, in the propo-

sition, a triangle is half a parallelogram, if the bases and altitudes

of the two be equal ; the latter part is the hypothesis, " if the

basis," &:c. and the former the thesis, "a triangle is half a piiral-

klogram." In strict logic, we are never to pass from the hypo-

thesis to the thesis ; that is, the principle sup|)osed must be proved

before we require the consequence to be allowed.

Hypothesis, in physics, &c. denotes a system formed to ac-

count for some phajnomenon or appearance of nature ; sucli as

gravity, ma^netisin, the deluge, the tides, &c. I'lie real causes

of natural things generally lie very deep ; observation and experi-

ment are in most places cxtremely'slow, and the human mind is very

impatient: hence we often invent something tliat may seem like

the cause, and which appears calculated to answer the several phx-

noniena, so that it may possibly be the true cause. Philosophers

are divided as to Ihe use of such hypotheses, which are much less

current now than formerly. The latest and best writers are for

Vxcludiug hypotheses, and depending wholly on observation and

experiment.' Whatever is not deduced from pluenomena, says

Sir Isaac Newton, is an hypothesis ; and hypotheses, whether me-

taphysical, or physical, or mechanical, or of occult (lualities, have

110 place in expermiental philosophy. ""I'liose who, like the Carte-

sians, found theirspeculations on hypotheses,even though they argue

-Ironi tnem regularly, according to the strictest laws (if mechanics,

.may be said to compose an elegant fable ; but it is still only a fable.

However, hypotheses, if not considered as established facts, have

their use ; for by means of them we often discover the truth sooner

than by random experiments ; they also alford a regular arrange-

ment and classification of the facts already known. The chief

danger of hypotheses is, that of placing too much dependence on

Ihem.
HVPOTKACHELION, [from iiro, under, and r.^x.nA®", the

neck,] in architecture, denotes a little freize in the Tuscan and

Doric caijital", behveen the astragal and annulets.

II\ POXKS, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and

liexandria class of plants ; natural order, Coronaria;. Corolla di-

"vided into six parts, persisting, superior; capsule narrowing at the

base ; calyx a bivalved glume. It has fourteen species.

HYPSICLES, an ancient mathematician of Alexandria, who
flourished under Marcus Aureliiis. He wrote a work entitled,

" Anaphoricus, or the Book of Ascensions," printed in Greek and

Latin, at Paris, in 1680.

HYPSIC RATES, an ancient Phoenician historian, who wrote

a History of Plueniciu, in his native tongue, which was saved from

the llames of Carthage, when that city was destroyed ; it was trans-

Jated into tireek.

HYPSIPYLE, in f.'.bulous history, the daugiiter of Thoas, and

queen of Lemnos.
HYI'SISTARII, [from 'I.'^^lr•f, highest,] a sect of iieretics in

thefouiteenth century ; so called from the profession they made of

worshipping the most high God. Their doctrine was a compound
of Paganism, Judaism, and Christianity.

HVPTIS, in botany, a genus of the didynamia gymnospermia
class and order; natural order, Verticillata;. Calyx turbinate;

corolla with a very spreading border ; lower lip semibihd ; an-

thers hanging down. There are two species.

HYRAX, tlie Sap-mav, or Ashkoko, in zoology, a genus of

the mammalia class of animals, and order glires. Generic cliarac-

ter, two broad and distant fore-teeth above ; four contiguous,

broad, flat, notched, fore-teeth below ; and four large grinders on

each side in both jaws. The fore-feet have four toes, the hind-

feet only three. '1 ail, none; clavicles wanting. There are two

species.

H. Capensis, or the Cape Hyrax, is about as large as a rab-

bit, and abounds in the mountainous districts near the Cape of
Good Hope, leaping from rock to rock with extreme agility,

feeding by day, and retreating at night to the clefts and holes of

the mountains. Its sound is a reiterated squeak. It subsists en-
tirely on vegetable food, ami prepares a bed for its repose and
comfort in its favourite recess. See Plate LXIX.
H. Syriacus, or the Bristly Hyrax, is found m Ethiopia

and Abyssinia. It is about seventeen inches long. These ani-

mals are called by the natives of these countries Ashkokos. They
are gregarious, and occasionally seen in companies of several

scores basking before the clefts of the rocks in the open sunshine.

They are gentle, weak, and fearful ; but if handled with rough-

ness will bite with great severity. They are supposed to live"on

grain, fruits, and roots, and when kept in conhnement, they will

live upon bread and milk.

HYRCANI.'^, in ancient geography, a country of the farther

Asia, lying south-east of the Mare Hyrcanum ; w ith Media on the

east, Parthia on the south, and Margiana on the west, famous for

its tigers, vines, figs, and olives, (yirg. Strabo.J It is now
called Cliilan, or Kilan.

H VRCANIA, the metropolis of the above country, thought to be
the Tape of Strabo, the Syrinx of Polybius, the Zeudracarta of

Arrian, and the Asaac of Isidorus Characenus.
IlvRCAN'iA, an ancient town of Lydia, in the campus Hyr-

canus, near Thy.atira ; destroyed by an earthquake in the rtign of

Tiberius.

HvKCANiA, a strong town of Judea, built by Hyrcanus.
HYRCANIAN SEA, or HYRCANUM MARE, called also

the Cas))!an Sea. See Caspian Sea.
HYRC(\N US I. prince and high-priest of the Jews, succeed-

ed his father Simon Maccaba^us, about A. M. 3815, and after

reigning thirty-one years, died B. C. 106.

Hyrcanc's II. king and high-priest of the Jews, was murdered
by his son-in-law, Herod the Great, B. C. 30, after reigning near
twenty-three years.

llYRlA, a country of Borotia, near Aulis ; with a lake, river,

and town, of the same name.
HYSSOPUS, Hyssop ; a genus of the gnnnospermia order,

and dydynamia class of plants ; the corolla has the lower lip witli a

small eremite segment ; stamina straight, distant. There are three

species ; but only one of them, viz. the ofticimlis, or common
hyssop, is cultiviited for use. Besides by possessing the general

virtues of aromatics, they have been supposed useful in humoral
asthmas, coughs, and otlier disorders of the lungs ; and are said

to promote expectoration.

HYSTERIA, or the Hysteric Affection or Passion,
[from 'ur.';«, the womb^] a disease in women, called also suffoca-

tion of the womb, and vulgarly, fits of the mother. It is a spas-

modico-convulsive alfeclion of the nervous system, proceeding
from the womb. See Medicine.
HYSTERON PROTERON, in grammar and rhetoric, a spe-

cies of hyperbaton, uhercin the proper order of construction is

so invertei.1, that the part of any sentence whicli should naturally

come first is jdaced last ; as in this of Terence, /'ufc* (< rir/f, for

vivit et valet : and in the tollowing of Virgil, jl/ori»»i«7-, &,- in

media itrmu rwnmis, for In media anna i uamus, ly mnriamur.
PIYSTRIX, Porcupine, in zoology, a genus of quadrupeds

of the order glires. They have two fore-teeth, obliquely divided

both in the upper and under jaw, besides eight grinders ; body co-

vered with quills or prickles; toes, four or five on the fore-feet.

There are five species. See Plate EXIX
H. Cristata, the Crested Porcupine, has four toes on the

fore-feet, five on the h;nd-ieet, a crested head, a short tail, and th'!

upper lip is divided like that ot a hare. The length of the bods

is about two feet, and the height about two and a half. 'I'he

body is covered with prickles, some of them nine or ten inches

long, and about one-fourth of an inch thick. Like the hedge-hog,

he rolls himself up in a glolnilar form, in which position he is

proof against the attacks of the most rapacious animals. 'l"he

prickles are exceedinglv sharp, and each of them has five large,

black, and as many whiti', rings, which succeed one another alter-

nately from the root to the point. These quills the animal rai)

erect or letdown at pleasure; when irritated, he beats the ground
with his hind-feet, erects his quills, shakes his tail, and makes a
considerable rattling noise with his quills. Most authors have as-

serted.
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serted, that the porcupine, when irritated, darts his quills to a con-

siderable distance against the enemv, and that he will thus kill

very large animals. 15ut Count Bui'ton, and some other late na-

turalists, after repeatedly irritating him without effect, assure us,

that he possesses no such power. He says, indeed, that when the

creature was much agitated with passion, some of the quills which

adhered but sliglitly to the skin, would fall oft, particularly

from the tail ; and this circimstance, he imagines, has given rise to

the mistake. The porcupine, thoiigii originally a native of Africa

and the Indies, can live and multiply in the more temperate cli-

mates of Spain and Italy. / t> n-

H DoRSATA, or Canada Porcupine, the urson of Button,

has four toes on the fore-feet, live on the hind-feet: and has quills

only on the back, wliich are short, and almost hid among the long

hair. He is about two feet long. This species inhabits North

America, as high as Hudson's Ba'y ; and makes its nest under the

roots of great trees. They are very plentiful near Hudson's Bay,

and many of the tradina; Indians depend on them for food. They

feed ou wild fruits and bark of trees, especially on juniper ; eat

snow in winter, and drink water in summer ; but avoid going into

it. When they cannot avoid their pursuer, they will fiddle to-

wards him, in order to touch him witii the ((uills, which seem but

weak weapons of olfeiice ; for on stroking tlie hair they will come

out of the skin, sticking to the hand. 'Jhe Indians stick them in

llieir noses and eai^, to make holes for placing their ear-rings and

«ther finery : they also trim the edges of their deer-skin habits

with fringes made of the quills, or cover them with their bark-

boxes.

H. Macroura, has five toes both on the hind and fore-feel ;

his tail is very long, and the prickles arc elevated. He inhabiu

the isles of the Indian Archipelago, and lives in the forests.

H. Mexicana, the Mlxican Porcupine, the lioitzlaouatzin,

I

or the Coendou of Billion, is of a dusky colour, with very long

1
bristles intermixed with tlie down : the spines three inches long,

slender, and varied with white and yellow ; scarcely apparent ex-

cept on the tail, which Hernzande says is thicker and sliorter than

that ot the Preliensilis. He adds, that the tail, from the middle ta

the end, is free from spines; and that he grows to the bulk of a

middle-sized dog. His length is eighteen inches from the nose to

the tail ; the tail nine, French measure, but taken from a mu-
tilated skin. He inhabits the mountains of Mexico, lives on fruits,

and may be easily tamed. The Indians pulverise the quills, and

say they are very efficacious in gravelly cases ; and applied whole

to the forehead, will relieve the most violent headach.

H. Prf.hknsilis, or the Brasilian Porcupine, has four toes

on the fore-feet, five on the hind, and a long tail. It is consi-

derably less than the cristata. The legs and feet are covered,

with long brownish hair ; the rest of the body covered with quills

interspersed with long hair; the quills are about five inches long,

and about one-twelfth of an inch diameter. He feeds upon bird?

and small animals. He sleeps in the day like lire hedgehog, and

searches for his food in the night.

I, J.

I
Is in English considered both as a vowel and consonant ;

j

9 though, since the vowel and consonant differ in their form as i

well as sound, they may be more properly accounted two letters.
,

As a letter I is the ninth of the alphabet, and the third vowel. It 1

is pronounced by throwing the breath suddenly against tlie palate,

as it comes out of the larynx, with a small hollowingof tlie tongue,

and nearly the same opening of the lips in talk as in pronouncing

a or e. Its sound varies: 1 vowel has along sound, asy/HC, tlthir,

which is usually marked with an c final ; and a short sound, as sin,

thin. Prefixed to e it makes a diphthong of the same sound w ith

the soft 2, or double c, re : thus Jield, yield, are spoken as field,

yeeld ; except/mn(i, which is spoken J) end. Subjoined to a or e

jt makes them long, as Jail, neigh ; and to n makes a mingled
sound which approaches more nearly to the true notion of a dipli-

thong, or sound composed of the sounds of two vowels, than any

other combination ot vowels in the English language, as oil, coin.

In some words, it is pronounced like ?/, as in collii r, onion, &c. No
English word ends in i, c being either added to it, or else the i

turned into y. The ancients sometimes clianged i into u ; as,

deciiriius for deciinus ; maxumus for maxiinus, &;c. According
to Plato, the vowel i is proper to express delicate but humble things,

as in this verse in Virgil, which abounds in i's and is generally ad-

mired :

yfccipiunt inimicum imbrem remisqtiefdtisciint.

J consonant has invariably the same sound with tliat of g- in giant,
as, jade, jt:t,jilt,jnlt, Just. As a numeral, I signifies one, and
stands for so many units as it is times repeated: thus I, one ; II,

two: III, three, &c. ; and when put before a higher numeral, it

subtracts its value, as, I\'. four ; IX. nine, &c. P>ut when set after

it so many are addeil to the higher numeral as there are I's added :

thus, VI. is 5+1, or six; VII. j+L', or seven ; AIII. J+3, or
eight. The ancient Romans likewise used I^ for 500, CI3 for
1000, 133 for 5000, CCI33 for 10,000, I333 for 50,000,' and
CCCI333 for 100,000. farther than this, as Pliny observes,
they did not go in their notation ; but, when necessary, repeated

the last number, twice for S00,000, Ihrice for 300,000, and s*

on.

JABLOXSKI, Theodore, counsellor of the courl of Prussia,

and secretary of tlie royal academy of sciences at Berlin, was a
man of distinguished merit. He loved the sciences, and did them
honour, without that ambition which is generally seen in men of

learning : it was owing to this modesty that tlie greatest part of his

works were published without his name. He published, in 17 1 1,

a French and German Dictionai-y; aCourse of Morality, in 1712;
a Dictionary of Aits and Sciences, in 1721 ; and translated Ta-
citus de Moribus Germanorum into High Dutch, in 1724.

JABLUNKAU, a town of Silesia, in the territory of Teschen,
30 miles S.E. of Troppaw. Lon 18. 10. E. Lat. 49. 41. N.
JA15NE, orJABNFEL, in ancient geography, a town of Pa-

lestine, near Jo))pa (Josh. xv. 2 Chron. xxvi.) called Jamnia, or
Jamnial, by the Greeks and Romans.
JACtiA, an ancient town of Spain, in Arragon, 50 miles N. by

E. ot Saragossa. Lon. 0. 9. W. Lat. 42. Jfi. N.
lACCIlUS, [from I ax"v, to shout,] a name of Bacchus, fron»

the shouting at his festivals.

JACEA, Beu.-w'eed. See Centaubea.
J ACT JJE AGUILA, a sea-port of Sicily, on the eastern

coast, between Catania and Tavormina. Lon. 15. 26. E. Lat.

37. 27. N.
JACK, in mechanics, an instrument in common use for raising

heavy timber, or very great weights of any kind, being a power-
ful combination of teeth and pinions, and the whole inclosed in a.

strong wooden stock or frame, BC, and moved by a winch or
handle IIP. See fig. 8, 9, Plate XCV. In fig. 9, the wheel or

rack-work is shewn, being the view of the inside when the stock is

removed. Though it is not drawn in the just proportions and di-

mensions, for the rack AB must be supposed at least four times as

long in proportion to the wheel Q, as the figure represents it ; and
the teeth, w hich will be then four times more in number, to have
about three in the inch. Now, if the handle IIP is seven inches

long, the circumference of tliis vaditis will be forty-four inches,
1 whiok
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wliicli is the distance or space llie power moves through in one re- ,

volution of the haiulh' ; but as the pinion of the handle has but
tour leaves, and tlie wheel Q suppose twenty teeth, or live times
the number; therefore to make one revolution of the wheel Q, it

requires five turns of the handle, in which case it |)asses through
rtve times forty-four, or two hundred and twenty inches ; but the
ivheel having a pinion R of three leaves, these will raise the rack
three teeth, or one inch, in the same space. Hence, then, the
handle or power moving two hundred and twenty times as fast as

Hie weight, will raise or balance a weight of two hundred and
twenty tune's ils own energy. And if this is the hand of a man
who can suttain fifty pounds weight, he will, by the help of this

jack, be able to raise or sustain a weight or force of eleven thou-
sand pounds, or about five tons weight. ''J'his machine is some-
times open behinil, from the bottom almost up to the wheel *i, to
let the lower claw, which in that case is turned up as at B, draw up
any weight. W hen the weight is drawn or pushed sufficiently high,
it IS kept from going back by hanging the end of the hook S, fixed to a
staple, over the curved part of the handle at h. Mr. Mocock, ot

Soutluvark, obtained a premium of twenty guineas from the Society
of Arts, for his tonlrivance to prevent a jack from taking a retro-
grade course whenever the weiglit by any accidtntal circumstance
over-balanced the power. The improved jack onlv differs from
those in common use in this respect, that it has a pall or clock, and
ratchet, applied in such manner as to stop the motion of the ma-
chine as soon as it begins to run back again. As the difference in
the mechanism is very trifling, the improvement may be easily
applied to any common jack already made, and indeed ought not
to be omitted.

Jack is also the name of a well-known engine, in the kitchen,
used for turning a spit. Here the weight is" the ])Ower applied,
acting by a set of pulleys ; the friction of the parts, and the weight
with which the spit is charged, are the forces to be overcome ; and
a steady uniform motion is maintained by means of a fly. ABC,
fig. 11, represents the barrel round which the cord QR is wound;
KL the main wheel, commonly containing sixty teeth ; N the
worm-wheel of about thirty teeth, cut obliquely ; 'LM the pinion,
of about tilteen ; O the worm or endless screw, consisting of two
spiral threads, makin|ran angle of sixty or seventy degrees with its

axis ; X the stud, anil Z the loop of tile worm-spindle ; P a heavy
wheel or lly, connected with the sphidle of the endless screw to
make the motion uniform ; DG the struck-wheel fixed to the axis
FD ; S, S, S, are holes in the frame, by which it may be nailed to
a board, and thence to any wall, the end D being |)ermitted to pass
through It; HI the handie going upon the axis ET, to wind up
the weight when it has run down. R is a box of fixed pulleys,
and V a corresponding one of moveable pulleys carrving the
weight. '1 he axis K'l" is fixed in the barrel AC, which axis being
hollow, both it and the barrel turn round upon the axis FD, which
is fixed to the wheel KL, when it turns in the order BTA ; but
cannot turn tfie contrary way, by rea>on of a catch nailed to the
end AB, which lays hold of the cross-bars in the wheel LK. The
weight, by means of the cord QR, in consequence of its ilescent
carries about the barrel AB, which bv tliea. linu of the catch car-
ries the wheel K [., and this moves the |)inion LM and wheel N
the latter moving the worm O and the fly P. Also the wheel LM
carries the axis FD with tlie wheel DCi, which carries the cord or
chain that goes about the wheel or pulley at the head of the spit
But when the handle H gives -inotiork to 'the axis in a contrary or-
der to that given by the weight, the catch is depressed ; so' that
although the barrel BC moves and winds the cord upon it the
wheel DG continues at rest. The time which the iaik continuesm motion depends upon the number of pulleys at K and V : and
as these inorease or decrease, so must the weight which communi-
«ates the motion, in order to perform ihe same work in the same
tune.

Jack, Smoke, is an engine used for tlie same purpose as thecommon jack ; and is so called from ils being moved by means of
the smoke, or rarihod air, ascending the chimnev, and striking
against the sails of the horizontal wheel AB, tig. 10, whi< h beinS
inclined to the horizon is moved about the axis of the wheel to""
gether with the pinion C, which carries the wheels D and E • 'andL carries the chain F, which turn.s the spit. The wheel AB >hould
be placed in the narrow part of the chimney, wliere the motion of
thesmokeisswiftest, and where also the greatest part of it must
strike upon the sails. The force of this machine depends upon

the draught of the chimney, and the strength of the fire. Smoke,
jacks are sometimes moved by means of spiral flyers coding aboui
a vertical axle ; and at other times by a vertical wheel with saih
like the float-boards of a mill ; bat the above is the more custom-
ary construction.

Jack, in sea-language, a flag, displayed from a mast erected on
the outer end of a ship's bowsprit. In the British navy the jack is

a small union flag ; but in merchant ships this union is bordered
with a red field. See Union.
Jack is used also for a great leathern pitcher to carry drink in.

Jack, Smoke. See SiMoke-Jack.
Jack-by-the-Hedge. See Erysimum.
Jack Flag, in a ship, a flag hoisted up at the sprit-sail top-mast

head.

Jack-in-a-box. See Hernandta.
Jack-with-a-lantern, an ignis fatuus.

JACKAL, in zoology. See Canis.
JACKDAW. See Corvus. These birds are very mischiev-

ous to the farmer and gardener. The following useful method of
destroying them by a kind of spring is much used. A stake about
live feet long is driven into the ground, and made so fast that it

cannot move, and so sharp in the point that the bu'd cannot settle

upon it. Within a foot ot the lop a hole is bored through it, of
three quarters of an inch diameter; through this hole is put a stick
eight inches long; dieii a horse-hair noose is made fast to a thin
hazel wand, and this brought up to the place where the short stick

is placed, and carried with it through the hole, the remainder be-
ing left open under that stick. The other end of the hazel-rod is

put througii a hole in the slake near the ground, and fastened
there. T he stake being planted among the jackdaw's food, he is

naturally led to s<^tle on it : but finding the point too sharp, he
descends to the little cross-stick, which sinks with his weight, and
the noose holds him fast by the leg.

JACKSON, Port, a port and bay of New South Wales, oa
the E. coast of New Holland, 9 miles N. of Botany Bay.

J ACMEL, a sea-port of Hispanioia, on the neck ot the S. pe-
ninsula.

JACOB, [3ipy, Heb. i. e. a supplanter,] the son of Isaac and
Rebckah, was born A. M. 216S, and B, C. 1836. The history of
tins patriarch is recorded in Genesis, xxv.— 1. He died in Egypt
in the 147th year of his age, and was honourably interred in AlJra-

ham's burying-place, near Hebron.
Jacob, Giles, an eminent lawyer, born at Romsey in South-

ampt'jnshire, in 1686. He is principally known for his Law Dic-
tionary in one vol. folio, which has been often printed. He also

wrote two dramatic pieces ; and a Poetical Register, containing
the lives and characters of English dramatic poets. He died iu

1744.

Jacob Ben Hajim, a rabbi famous for the collection of the
Masora in 1515; together with the text of the bible, the Chaldaic
paraphrase, and Rabbinical commentaries.

Jacob Bejj Naphthali, a famous rabbi of the fifth century:
he was one of tlie principal Masorets, and bred at the school of ^li-

berias in Palestine with Ben Aser. The invention ot the vowel-
points, and of accents to facilitate the reading of the Hebrew, are
ascribetl to these two rubhi^: and said to have been done in an as-

sembly of the Jews held at Tiberias, A. D. 476.

JACOBINS, or the JACOBINE CLUB, in modern history

and politics, a political party in France, who cut a very conspicii-

ous figure in the commencement of the French revolution; and
were so called from their meeting in the hall of the Jacobin Friars

at Paris. Many of them were members of the Constituent Na-
tional Assembly of France, and many more were deputies to the
different conventions which succeeded it. They are represented
as having been determined enemies to monarchy, aristocracy, and
the Christian religion ; as " outrageously deniocratical, and 'fanati-

cally impious." The origin of this sect or party has been ascribed to

M. Voltaire, "who, daring (says Dr. Gleig,) to be jealous of his

God, and being weary, as he said himself, of hearing people re-

peat, that twelve men were sufficient to eslablish Christianity, re-

solved to prove that one might be suflicient to overthrow it. Full
of this project, .he swore, before 1 730, to dedicate his life to its ac-
ceni|)lishnieiit ; and for some time he flattered himself, that he
should enjoy alone the glory of destroying the Christian religion.

He found, however, that associates would be necessary ; and from
the numerous tribe of his admirers and disciples, he chose

D'Akmbert
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D'Alembeit ami Diderot as the most proper persons to co-operate

wiih liini in his designs. He contrived to embark in tlie same

cause l''redencl< II. ot Prussia, who wished to be tlionglit a pliilo-

sopher, and wlio of course deemed it expedient to talk and write

against a religion he had never studied, and into the evidence of

jviiich he had probably never deigned to enquire. This royal

tdept was one nf the most zealous of Voltaire's coadjutors, till he

discovered that the Pliilosophists were waging war witii the throne

as well as witii the altar." (Siippl. to Encyc. Brit. II. 7(53.) The
Abb6 Barruel savs, that " at its very first appearance this sect

counted 300,000' adepts; and it was supported by y,000,000 of

nien, armed with torches aacl pikes, and all the firebrands of the

revolution;" and he adtL., that it was "the coalition of a triple

sect, of a triple conspiracy, in which, long before the revolution,

the overthrow of the altar, the ruin of the throne, and the dissolu-

tion of all civil society, had been debated and determined."
JACOBITES, a term of reproach bestowed on the persons who,

vindicating the doctrines of passive obedience and non-resistance

to princes, disavow the revolution in 1688, and assert the supposed
rights, and adhere to the interests, of king James II. anil his family.

Jacobites, in church-history, a sect of Christians in Syria and
Mesopotamia; so called either trom Jacob a Syrian who lived in

the reign of the emperor Mauritius, or from one Jacob a monk
who flourished in 330. They are of two sects, some following the

rites of the Latin church, and others continuing separated from it.

• JACOB'S STAFF, a mathematical instrument, also called a

cross-stat'f ; a kind of astrolabe.

JACOBUS, a gold-coin, worth twenty-five shillings, so called

from King James VI.
JACQUINIA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and

pentandria class of plants; corolla ten-cleft ; stamma inserted into

tlie receptacle ; berry one-seeded. It has four species, natives of

S. America.
JACULATOR, or SHOOTING FISH. See Ch.btodon.
JADDESSES, an interior order of priests in Cejlon, who have

the care of the chapels appropriated to the genii, a third order of

gods among these idolaters-.

Jape. Sec Nfphiute.
JAEN, a province of Spain, bounded on the E. and S. by Gra-

nada ; nearly sixty miles square.

J.sEN, the capita! of the above province, forty-five miles E. of

Cordova.
Jaex, or Br\camoros, a district of South America, in Quito. ,

Jaes, the cap.tal of Jacn, 330 miles N. N. E. of Lima.
JAFA, an independent country of Arabia, N. \V. of Aden and

Hadramaul. It is governed by three chiefs; and is fertile, jjarti-

cularly in colTee.

Jaka, a lake of Persia, in .Segestan.

JAFFA, an ancient town of A^ia, in Palestine, formerlv called
Joppa, fifty miles N.AV. of Jerusalem.

JAFFIEUABAD, a town of Hindoo-tan, in Berar. Lon. 71).

23. E. Lat. 20. 22. N.
^

JAFFNAPATAM,' or JAFFXAPATAN, a sea-port town,
seated at the N. E. end cf the island of C'evlon.

JAGARNAUT, a famous pagoda of iJindoostan, in the pro-
vince of Orissa, on the bav oi Bengal, close to the shore, a lew
miles E. of lake Chilka. ft is a shapeless mass of building, and
only remarkable as one of the first objects of Hindoo veneration,
and an excellent sea-mark. It is 311 miles S. W. of Calcutta.
Lon. 85. 40. E. Lat. 19. 33. N.
JAGERNDORF, a town and castle of Silesia, sixty-five miles

S. by E. of Creslaw.

JAGGERNAUT, a black pyramidal stone worshipped by the
Gentoos, .vho pretend that it fell from heaven, or was miraculously
presented on the place where their temple stands.

JAGHIRE, in the Indian polity, a grant of land from a sove-
reign to a subject, revokable at pleasure^ but generally a life-rent.

Jaghire o> the Carvatic, a tract of laud, in the peninsula of
Hindoostan, subject to the English East India Company. It ex-
tends along the bay of Bengal, from Madras to the Lake Pullicate
on the N. to Alnieparve on the S. and to Conjeveram on the W.
being 108 miles along the shore, and 47 inland in the widest part.

'I'his Jaghire, Major Rennel thinks, is understood to be held in
perpetuity. It contains 2440 square miles, and its revenue is

about 130,000/. a year.
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JAGO, atownof Africa, in Guinea, on the Formosa, seventy
miles from the sea.

^

Jago, St. an island on tiie coast of Africa, the l.ugest, most po-
pulous, and fertile, of the Cape Verd islands, and the residence of
the Portuguese viceroy.

Jago, St. a large navigable river of S. America, which rises ia

the audience of Quito, in Peru.

Jago, St. a handsome and considerable town of South America,
the capital of Chili, with a good harbour, a bishop's see, an.l a
royal audience. Lon. 69. 33. W. Lat. 33. 40. S.

Jago, St. a river of Mexico, which fiills into the N. Pacific

Ocean.
Jago, St. de Cuba, a town of the isle of Cuba, situated on the

southern coast. Lon. 76. 44. W. Lat. 20. 0. N.
Jago, St. de la Vega, or Spanishtown, the capital of Ja-

maica, is seated on the S. E. part of the island,' on the bay of Port
Royal. Lon. 76. 49. W. Lat. 18. 6. N.
Jago, St. del Entero, a town of South America, one of the

inojt considerable of Tucuman, and the usual residence of the in-

quisitor.

Jago, St. de Leon, a town of South America, in Terra Firma.
JAGR.A, a country of Africa, on the Gambia, abounding in

rice, com, cotton, &c. fifty miles from the coast.

JAGL'EER, in East India all'aii-s, a pension from the grand
Mogul, or King of Delhi

; generally such as are assigned for mili-

tary services.

JAGL^EERDAR, the holder of a jagueer. It comes from
three Persian words, Ja, a place; yucr/ftiiii, to take; and daslitun,

to hold \ q. d. 3. place-holder or pensioner. In the times of the
Mogul empire, all the great officers of the court, called omrahs,
were allowed jaaueers, eitlier in lands of which they collected the

revenues, or assignments upon the revenues for specified sums,
payable by the lord lieutenant of a province: which sums were
tor the maintenance and the support of such troops as they were
bound to bring into the field when demanded by the emperor, as

the condition of their jagueers, which were aUvays revokable at

pleasure.

J.\H. Sec Jehovah.
JALAP. See Convolvulus.
JALEMUS, in antiquity, a kind of mournful song, used upon

occasion of death, o; any other affecting accident, i'ence the
Greek proverbs, ia)E^xK six;i)r!;i;, or ^.-.-.iforijs,-, i. e. more sad than
a jalemus, "; tk; i^jA;>.n; tylsnirio;, worthy to be ranked anion?
jalemuses.

JALOFFS, or YALOFFS, a jiowcrful and w;.r!ike nation in

Africa, who inhabit the country between the Senegal and the

Mandiiigoes.

JA.M.\DAR, an officer of horse or foot, in Hindoostan. Also,
the head or superintendant of tlie Peous in the Sewaury or train ci

any great man.
JAMAGOROD, a strong town of Ingria, twelve miles N. E.

of Narva.
JANL\ICA, an inland of the West Indies, the largest of the An-

tilles, lying between 17' and ly" Lat. N. and between 76° and 79'

Lon. W. ; near 170 miles long, about 00 broad, and coutaininsj

about 3,000,000 of acres. It approaches in its figure to an oval.

The prospect of this island from the sea, by its constant verdure,

and numerous bays, is wonderfully ple.isant. The coast, and for

some miles within, the land is low, but farther within land, it ii

hill)'. The whole i:.le is divided by a ridge of mountains running
E. and W. some rising to a great height: and composed of rocks

and a very hard clav ; through which the rains have worn long and
deep cavities, called gullies. These mountains,houe\ er,are adorned
to their summits by a variety of fine trees. 'Ihere are also about
100 rivers that issue from them on both sides ; and, thougli none of

tlieni are navigable but by canoes, are both pleasing and profit-

able. The climate, like that of all countries between the tro])ics,

is very warm towards the sea, and in marshy places unhealthy;

but in more elevated situations, cooler; and, where people live

temperately, fully as healthful as in any part of the West Indies.

The rains fall heavy for about a fortnight in May .Tud October.

Thunder is pretty frequent, and sometimes liail; but ice and snow,

e.xcept on the tops of the mountains, are never seen; though at no
very great height, the air is exceedingly cold. Their streams,

thougn small, supply the inhabitants wijli gopd water, which is a

Z great
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jireat bk-,-.siiig, as tlieir wells are generally braekisli. They have

bfveral hot ijiiiigs, which have performed great cures. Jamaica
abouiKls in maize, piil>e, vegetables of all kiiiUs, meadows ol hue
grass, creat varietv ot beautil'ul Huwers, oranges, lemons, citrons,

and otiu-r rich fruits; wilh hurses, asses, mules, hogs, goats, black

cattle of a large size, and sheep, the flesh of whiclvis well tasted,

though their wool is hairy and bad: also sea and river fish, wild,

tame, and water fowls. 'Amongst its other valuable comnioditie>

are sugar-canes, cacao, indigo, pimento, cotton, ginger, and cof-

tec; trees for timber and other uses, such as mahogany, manchi-
iiecl, white wood, which riO worm will touch, cedar, olives, fustic,

redwood, and various other materials ford;, eing: with many va-

luable drugs, such as gnaiacuiu, sarsa|)arilla, cassia, tamarinds, va-

iiellas, and the prickly pear, or opuntia, wiiich produces the co-

chineal ; with a number of odoriferous gimis. Near the coast

they have salt-pond-, with which they supply their own consump-
tion, and niigiit make any quantity they i)leased. This i>land

abounds with a number of excellent ports. Jamaica lies yo miles

K. of St. Domingo, 9u N. of Cuba, and 4000 S. W. of Great Bri-

tain, Its centre lies in Lon. 76. 43. W. and 18. 11,'. I^at. N.
JAMANLABAD, a strong and almost impregnable fortress in

the Mysore country, the last that resisted the British arms in 1798
—9. It is seated on a rock, 1700 feet perpendicular in heiglit,

twenty miles N. E. of Mangalore. It surrendered on the 10th

Oct. 1799.

lAMBE, in fabulous history, a servant-girl of Metanira, after-

wards wife of Celeus, King ot Eleusis, who endeavoured to e\W\-

larate Ceres, when she travelled in search of Proserpine. From
the humour she displayed on that occasion, free and satirical

verses are said to have been called Iambics.

Jambi, a mercantile town on the E. coast of Sumatra. The
-Dutch h.ive a fort in it, and export pepper trum it, with the best

fort of canes. Lon. 103. 55. E. Lat, 0. 30. S.

lA.\lDit'.S, in ancient poetry. See Iamb,us, Rud<liman
makes two kinds of iam!)ics, viz. dimeter and trimeter; the former
contain four leet, and the latter si.x. Their feet are various. In

many verses of Horace, they cousisf entirely of iambuses: as,12 3 4 5 (3

Dim. fnar|sit ;c|stuolsius

Trim. Suis|et i|psa l?o!ma vi \ ribus ( rnit,

A dactviMs, spoudeus, anapestus, and sometimes tribrachys, obtain

in the odd pl.ices; and the tribrachys also in the eveji places, e.v-

tepting the last, E.\amples of all of which may e seen in Ho-
race ; as. Dimeter.12 3 4 5 6

Canidi
|
a trac

|
tavit

|
dapes

|

Vide
I
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|
rantes domum
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Quo quo

I
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|
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I
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|
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bus homi cid' ilectoreni.
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gruem.
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JAMBLICUS, a celebrated Phtonic philosopher, of Colchis,
whom Julian equals to Plato. Hew.islhe disci[)le of Anatolins
and Porphyry, and died in the reign of Constantine the Great.
Jamblicus, another celebrated Platonic philosopher, born at

Apamca, in Syria, and nearly conlenjporary with the former. Ju-
lian wrote several letters to him, and it is said he was poisoned
under the reign of \'alens. It is not known to which ot the two
we ought to attribute the works in Greek inukr the name of Jam-
Vilicus, viz. l.Tlie History of the Life of Pythagoras, and the
Sect of the Pythagoreans. 2. An Exhortation to the Study of
Philosophy. 3. A Piece against Porphyry's Letter on the Mys-
teries of the Ei^yptians.

IAMBUS, in the Greek and Latin prosody, a poetical foot,

cor.sisting of a short syllable followed by a long one; as in

V- V- Vi V-

0! ysyw, Dei mens.
Horace calls the iambus pes cilus, a swift, rapid, foot. The name,
according to some, took its rise from Iambus, the son of Pan and
Echo, who invented this foot. Others derive it from lambe.
Queen of Eleusis. (See Iambe.) Others from the Greek •IB',

poison; or mjjiSi^w, I rail ; because Iambics were at first only used
in satire.

JAMDRO, orPALTA, an extensive lake of Asia in Thibet,

IJO miles in circumference, with many inlands and hills in the
middle (it it.

JAM ES VT. King of Scotland, and 1. of England, was the son
of Mary, Queen ot Scots; whi^ui he succeeded in Scotland, in

1567, as he did Elizab.th in England, in 1603. Strongly attach-

ed to the Protestant religion, he signalized lumselt in its support;
which gave rise to the horrid conspiracy of the Papists to<lestroy
hiu] and all the English nobility b) the Gunpowder Plot, disco-

vered Nov. 5, 1005. lu 1606, a political test of loyalty was re-

quired, which cleared tne kingdom of those disaffected Roman
Catholic subjects who would not submit to it. The chief glory
of this king's reign ccnsistetl in the establishment of new colonies,

and the introd.iction of some manufactures. The nation enjoyed
peace, and commerce tlouridied during his reign. Yet his admi-
nistiMtion was despised both at home and abroad: for, being the
head of the Protestant caii^e in Europe, he did not support it in

that great crisis, the war of Bohemia; abandoning his son-in-law

the elector Palatine; negociating when he should have fought, de-
ceived at the same time bv the courts of Vienna and Madrid; and
continually sending illustrious ambassadors to foreign powers, but
never making a single ally. He valued himself much upon his

polemical writings; and was so fond of theological disputations,

that he founded, for this express purpose, Chelsea College ; which
was converted to a much better use by Charles II. His Basilicou

Doron, Commentary on the Revelation, writings against Bellar-

mine, and his D;rmonologia, or Doctrine of VVitchcraff, are suffi-

ciently known. There is a collection of his writings and speeches
in one folio volume. Several other pieces of his are extant ; some
of them in the Caballa, others in MS. in the British Museum, and
others in Howard's collection. He died in 1625, in the hlty-nintli

year of his age, and twenty-third of his reign.

James, Dr. Thomas, a learned English critic and divine, born
about 1571. He was educated at \\ inchester, and stuilied at

Oxford, where he took his degree of D. D. and was appointed
keeper of the public librai-y. He distinguished himsell by tlie

arduous undertaking of publishing a catalogue of manuscripts in

each college-library at both universities. Pie was elected to this

oflice in 1602, and held it eighteen years, when he resigned it.

In the convocation held with the parliament, Oxford, in 1625, of
which he was a member, he moved (o have proper commis-
sioners appointed to collate the manuscripts of the fathers in all the
libraries in England, with the popish editions, in order to detect
the forgeries in the latter ; but this proposal not meeting with the

desired encouragement, he engaged in the laborious task himself,

which he continued until his death in 1629. lie left behind him
a great number of learned works.

Ja.mes, RoiiERT, M. D. an English physician of great emi-
nence, an;I particularly distinguished by his fever-powder, was
born at Kinverston, in StaHbrdshire, A.D. 1703. His father was
a major in the army, and his mother a sister of Sir Robert Clarke.
He was of St. John's College in Oxford, where he took the de-

gree of A. B. and afterwards practised physic at Shefiield, Litch-
lield, and Birmingham. Thence he removed to London, became
a licentiate in the college of physicians, practised physic, and in

1743, published a Medicinal Dictionary, in three volumes folio.

Soon after he published an English translation, with a Supplement
by himself, of Ramazzini de Klorbis Artilicum ; to which he pre-

fixed a piece of Frederic Hoffman, upon Endemial Distempers,
Svo. ; in 1746, the Practice of Physic, 2 vol?. 8vo. ; in 1760, on
Canine Madness, Svo. ; in 1764, a Dispensatory, 8vo. June 25,

1755, when, the king being at Cambridge, he v as admitted ^i.D.
by mandamus. In 1778, were published, A Dissertation upon
F'evers, and A Vindication of the Fever-Powder, Svo. with a ihort

Treatise on the Disorders of Children. This was the eighth edi-

tion of the Dissertation, of which the first was printed in 1751 ;

and the purpose of it was, to set forth the success of this powder,
as well as to describe more particularly the manner of administer-

ing it. The Vindication was posthumous and unfinished ; for he
died March 23, 1'76, while he was employed upon it. Dr. James
was married, and left several sons and daughters.

James, St. sirnamed Major, or The Greaier, the sou of Ze-
bedee, and the brother of John the evangelist, was born at Beth-
saida in Galilee. The only authentic accounts we have of him
are recorded by the evangelists. It is believed that St. James
first preached the gospel to the dispersed Jews ; and afterwards re-

turned
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iurncvl to.'iK'.e.!, \vin.'re he ])reache(l at Jerusalem, u hen Ihe Jtws

excited iifiod Atrippa agaiml him, who put hmi to a cruel ilcalli

about A.U. 44. Thus he was the lirst of the a[>osllei who fuller-

ed martyrdom. St. Clement of ..^lexandria relates, that his ac-

cuser was so struck with his constancy, that he became converted

and sullered with him. The Spaniards pretend that they had St.

James for their apostle, and boast of pu^se5^ing his body ; but Ba-

ronius, in his Annals, refutes their pretensions.

J.^MEs, St. sirnamed Minor, or the Less, an apostle, the

brother of J ude, and the son of Cleophas and Mary the sister of

the mother of our Lord, is called in Scripture the Just, and the

brother of Jesus, wl-.o appeared to him in particular alter his resur-

rection, lie was the lirst bishop of Jerusalem, when Ananias IL
high priest of the Jews, caused him to be condemned, and deli-

vered him into the hands of the people and the Pharisees, who
threw him down from the steps of the temple, when a fuller dashed

out his brains with a club, about the year sixty-two. flis life was

so holy, that Josephus considers the ruin of Jerusalem as a punish-

ment iiiilicted on that city for his murder. He was author of the

epistle which beai'S his name.
James, St. of the Sword, (San Jagg del Spada), a mili-

tary order in Spain, instituted in 1170, by Ferdinand 11. King of

I.eon anil Gallicia, to stop the incui'sions of the Moors; three

knights obliging themselves by a vow to secure the roads.

JAMES !SL.-\ND, an inland of Alrica, thirty miles up the

Gan\bia.

James Island, an island of the United Stales, opposite Charle-

ston in South Carolina, L. of John's-Island, containing about lifty

families.

James River, or the Ja.mes, or the Fluvanna, a large navi-

fible river of Virginia, which rises en the VV. side of Jackson's

lountain, and falls into Chesapeak Bay near James-Town.
James's Powder, a medicine prepared by Dr. K. James, of

which the basis has been long known to chemists, though the par-

ticular receipt for making it lav concealed in Chancery till made
public by Dr. Monro in his Medical and Pharmaceutical Chymis-
try, (\'oi. L p. 366,) wherejn he gives the following copy of it:

" lake antimony, calcine it with a continued pntracled heat, in a

flat, unglazed, earthen vessel, adding to it from time to time a suf-

ficient quantity of any animal oil and salt, well dephlegmated ; then
boil it in melted nitre for a considerable time, and separate the

powder from tliC nitre, by di~s'i|ving it in water." Dr. Monro
adds, that " when the doctor hrst administered liis powder, he
used to join one grain of a mercurial preparation to 3S grains of
his antimonial powder; but in the latter part of his life he often

declared that he had long laid aside the addition of the mercurial."
Dr. James, at the end of the receipt given into chancery, says, 'the

dose of these medicines is uncertain ; but in general thirty grains

of the antimonial and one grain of the mercurial is a moderate
dose.' Of this medicine Dr. Monro says, " Like otlier active

preparations of antifiiony, it sometimes operates with great vio-

lence, even when given in small doses; at other times a large dose
produces very little visible elf'ects.

James-To-.vn, a borough of Ireland, in the county of Leitrim,
five miles N. \X. of Carrick on Shannon, and 73 N. W. of Dub-
Jin.

James-Town, a town of the United States, in Virginia.

JAM'ILAND, a mountainous province of Sweden, near Nor-
way, of an oval form ; tiiis province is seventy miles long, and sixty
broad.
- J.-\NE OF FLANDERS, a remarkable lad v, who seems to

have possessed all the best qualities of both sexes," was the wife of
John de Mcuntfort, a competitor for the dukedom of Brittany
upon the death of John III. This duke, dying without issue, left

his dominions to his niece Jane, wife of Charles de Pjlois nephew
to the king of France; but John Mcuntfort, brother to the late
duke, though by a second marriage, claimed the duchy, and was
received as successor by tlie people of Nantes. The greatest part of
the nobility swore fealty to Charles de Blois, thinking him best sup-
ported. 'Jhis dispute occasioned a civil war; in the course- of
which John was taken prisoner, and sent to Paris. This misfortune
would have ruined his party, had not his interest been su])ported
by the extraoidiiiary abilities of his wife, Jane. Bold, daring, and
intrepid, she fought like a warrior in the field ; shrewd, sensible,
and sagacious, she spoke like a politiciaB in the council ; and en-

dowed with the most amiable manners, and w iiinii.g acUlress, she

was able to move the minds of her subjects by tlu- (orce of her

elocjuence, and mould them to her pleasure. Sl:e was at Kennes

when she received the news of her hu-b:.nd's captivity ; but that

disa'-ter served only to rouse her native courage and fortitude.

She forthwith assembled the citizens ; and, holding in her arms her

infant son, recommended him to their care ancl protection in the

. most pathetic terms, as the male heir of their ancient dukes, who
had always governed them with lenity and imlulgence, and to whom
they had ever jnofessed the most zealous allachnient. She de-

clared herself wiliing to run all haz.inls with them in so just a

cause; pointed out their resources in the alliance of England;

earnestly beseeching them to make one vigorous elTort against an

usurper,' w lio being forced upon tiiem by the intrigues of France,

would, as a mark ot his gratitude, s.icrllice the libeities of Brittany

to ids protector. The people, moved by the affecting appearance,

and animated by the noble conduct, of the princess, vowed to live

and die witii her in defending the rights oi her family ; and their ex-

ample was foliowt d by almpst all the Bretons. The countess \ycnt

from place to place, encouraging the garri^ons oftheseveral fortresses,

and providing them with 'every thing necessary for their subsis-

tence ; after Vhich she shut Iier=elf up with her son in Hennebon,
where she resolved to wait for the succours which Edward III.

had promised to send to her assistance. Charles de Blois, accom-
panied by the dukes of Burgundy and Bourbon, and many other

noblemen, look the lield with, a numerous army, and having re-

duced Renncs, laid siege to Hennebon, which was defended by
the countess in person. This heroine repulseil the assailants in all

their attacks with the most undaunted courage, and observing one
day that their wiiole army had left the camp to join in a general

storm, she rushed forth at a poste.'n gate, with 300 horse, set fire

to their tents and baggage, killed their sutlers and servants, and
raised such a terror and consternation through all tl'.eir quarters,

that the enemy g.ive over their pssault, and getting betwixt her and
the walls, (fiuleavoured to cut oil' her retreat to the city. Thus
intercepted, she put the spurs to her horse, and, without halting,

galloped directly to Brest, which lay at the distance of two and
twenty miles from the scene of action. There being supplied with

a body of jstl horse, she immediately returned, and fighting hei

way through part of the French camp, was received into Henne-
bon, amidjt 'tlie acclamations of the people. Soon after this the

English succours appeared, and obliged the enemy to raise the

siege.

JANEIRO, a province of Brazil in S America, seated be-
tween the tropic of Capricorn and Lat. C2° S. It is bounded on
the N. by ihe province of Spirito Sancto, on the E. and S. by the

Atlantic Ocean, and on the \\". by the mountains which separate it

from Guiana.
Janeiro, Rio de, i. e. the river ofJanciro, or Januarius, a river

of Si.uth America, which rises in the mountains W. ol Brazil, and,

running E. through Brazil, falls into the Atlantic at St. Sebas-
tian.

JANISSARIES, or JANIZARIES, an order of infantry in the

Turkish armies ; reputed the grand seignior's fool-guards. Vossius

derives the word from geiiizers, which in the Turkish language
signifies r.ovi homines or new troops. D'Herbe'.ot tells us, that

jenitcheri si'-nifies a new banc; and that the name was first given
by Amurath I. who choosing out one-fiith of Ids Greek Christian

])risoncrs, and instructing them in the discipline of war, and the
doctrines of their religion, sent them to Hagi Bcktasche (a person
w hose pretended piety rendered him exirenicly revered among
the Turks,) that he might confer his blessing on them, and at the

same time give them some mark to distinguish Ihem from the rest

of the troops. Beklasche, alter blessing them, cut off one of the
sleeves of his fur-gown, and put it on the head of the leader of this

new militia; from which time, (viz. A. D. 1361,) they have still

retained the name jenitcheri, and thefurcap. The number of
janizaries is generally above 40,i)00 ; divided into 162 com])anies or
chambers called odas, where they live together at Constantinople
as in a convent. They are of a superior rank to all other soldiers,

and are also more arrogant and factious; and it is by them that the
puldic tranquillity is oftenest disturbed. The government may
therefore be said to be in the hands of the Janizaries. Thev have,
however, some good qualities ; they are employed to' escort
travellers, and especially ambassadors and persons" of high rank, ou

I
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the road; in which cases, tlicj* behave with the utmost Zealand

fidelity.

Janizaries, at Home, are officersof the pope, called also par-

tioipantcs, on account of certain duties w hich tiiey enjoy in the

annates, bulls, or expeditions, being officers of the third bench or

college ofthe Roman chancery-

JANNA, a teritory of European Turkey, in Macedonia, the

Thessalia ofthe ancients. Larissa is the capital.

Janna, or Jannina, a town in the above province, inhabited

by rich Greek merchants, 62 miles W. of Larissa.

JANOWITZ, a town of Bohemia, iu the circle of Kaushim.
It is 4S miles S. E. of Prague.

JANSEN, or JANSENIUS, Cornelius, D. D. bishop ot

Ypres, and professor of Divinity, in the universities ofLouvain
and Douay, was one of the most learned divines of the 17th cen-

tury, and tounderof thestct of the Jansenists. HewasI)oin in Hol-
land, of Catliolic parents, and studied at Louvain. Being sent to

transact some business of consequence relating to the university,

into Spain, tlie Catholic king, viesving with a jealous eye the in-

tiiguing policy of France, engaged him to write a book to expose
the French to the pope as not good Catholics, as they formed alli-

ances with Protcslint states. Janscji |>erfonned this task in his

Mars Gallicus ; and was rewarded wilb the see of Ypres in ltj35.

He had, among other writings, before thi.;, niaintaiiied a contro-

versy against the Protestants upon the points of grace and pre-

destination ; but his Augustinus was the principal labour of his life,

on which he spent above 20 years.

JANSENISTS, in ciuirch history, a sect of Roman Catholics

iu France, who followed the opinions of Dr. Jansenius, in relation

to grace and predestin.ation. In 1640, the universities of Louvain
and Douay, and particularly F. Molina and F. Leonard Celsus,

condemned the opinions of tl.e Jesuits on grace and free will.

This having set the controversy on foot, Jansenius opposed to the

doctrine of the Jesuits the sentiments of St. Augustine ; and wrote
a treatise on grace, entitled Aunistinus. This treatise was attacked
by the Je3uits, who accused Jansenius of maintaining heretical

opinions; and afterwards, in I64'2, obtained of pope UrbanVlII.
a formal condemnation of Jansenius's treatise ; wlieu llie partisans

of Jansenius gave out that the bull was spurious, and composed by
a person devoted to the Jesuits. After the death of L'rban, Jan-
senism began to be more warmly controverted, and gave birth to

an infinite number of polemical writings concerning grace. And
"what occasioned some mirth, was the titles each party gave to their

writings: one publislied " The Torch of St. Augustine," another
found '•' Sniiifers for St. Augustine's Torch," and father Veron
found " A Gag for the Jansenists," &c. In 1650, 68 bishops of
France subscribed a letter to pope Innocent X. requesting an en-
quiry into, and condemr,ation of, tlie live following propositions,

extracted from Jansenius's Augustinus: 1. Some of God's com-
iiiandnients are impossible to be observed by the righteous, even
though they endeavoup witli all their power to accomplish them.
2. In the state of corrupted nature, we are incapable of resisting

inward grace. 3. Merit and demerit, in a state of corrupted na-

ture, does not depend on a liberty which excludes necessity, but
on a liberty which excludes constraint. 4. The Semipelagians ad-
mitted the necessity of an inward preventing grace for the per-
formance of each particular act, even fur the beginning of faith;

but they were heretics in maintaining that this grace was of such a

nature, that tlie will of man was able either to resist or obey it. H.

It is Semi|)eUigianisni to say, that Jesus Christ died, or shed his

blood for all mankind in general. In 1652, the pope appointed a

congregation for examining into the dispute, Jansenius was con-
demned; and the bull of condemnation, published in 1653, filled

all the pulpits in Paris with violent outcries against the heresy of

the Jansenists.

JANUARIUS, St. the patron-saint of Naples, where his head
is occasionally carried in procession, in order to stop the eruptions

of Vesuvius. The liquefaction of his blood is a famous miracle at

Naples. The saint suffered martyrdom about the end ofthe third

century. When he was beheaded, a pious lady of Naples cauglit

about an ounce of his blood, which, tradition says, has been care-

fully preserved in a bottle ever since, without having lost a single

grain of its vveij:ht. This of itself, were it demonstrable, might he
cousidered as a greater miracle than the circumstance cnwhitli the

"Neapolitans lay the whole stress, viz. that the blood which has con-

gealed, and acquired a solid form by age, is no sooner brought neat
the head ofthe saint, than, as a mark of veneration, it immediately
liquefies. This experiment is made thrice a-ycar, and is considered
by the Neapolitans as a miracle ofthe first nic'gniUide. The sub-

stance in the bottle, which is exhibited for the blood of the saint,

is supjiosed to be something naturally solid, but which melts with

a small degree of heat. When first brought out of the cold chapel,

it is in its solid slate ; but when brought before the saint by the
priest, and rubbed between his warm hands, and breathed upon for

some time, it melts; and this is the whole mystery. The head and
blood ofthe saint are kept in a kind of press, with folding doors of

silver, in the chajiel ol St. JaiuLirius belonging to the cathedral

church. The real head is probably not so fresh, and well pre-

served, as the blood. On that account it is notexposedto tlie eyes
of the public ; but is inclosed in a large silver bust, gilt and en-

riched with jewels of high value. This being what appears to the
people, their idea ofthe saint's features and complexion are taken
entirely from the bust. The blood is kept iu a small repository

by itself.

JANUARY, [from Janus, to wdiom it was consecrated, or from
janua, Lat. a gate, this month being as it were, the gate of the
year.] January and February were introduced into the year by
Numa Pompilius; Romulus's year beginning in March. The
calendar, or first of this month, was under the protection of Juno,
and consecrated to Janus by an offering of a cake made of new meal
and new salt, with new frankincense and new wine. On this day abe-
ginning was made of every intended work ; the consuls elect took
possession of their oflicc, and, with the flamines, offered sacrifices

and prayeis for the prosperity of the empire : all animosities were '

suspended, and friends gave and received Strena-, or new-year's
gilts. On this day too the Romans were jovial and nieiry ; and
oftentimes such scenes of drunkenness were exhibited, that they
might have distinguished it with the name of All-fools day. The
ancient Christians fasted on this day, by way of opposition to the
superstitions and debaucheries ofthe heathens.

J.\NUS, in fabulous history and mythology, the first king of

Italy, who, received Saturn hospitably, when he was driven from
Arcadia by Jupiter. He tempered the manners of his subjects,

and taught them civility : and from him they learned to improve the
vine, to sow corn, and to make bread. After his death, he was
adored as a god. He was thought to preside overall new under-
takings. Hence, in all sacrifices, the first libations of wine and
wheat were offered to Janus, all prayers prefaced with a short ad-
dress to him ; and the first month ofthe year was dedicated to and
named from him. See January. Janus was represented with two
faces, cither to denote his prudence, or that he views at once the
past and approaching years ; he had a sceptre in his right hand,
and a key in his left, to signify bis extensive authority, and his

invention of locks.

JAO-PIN, a town of China, of the third rank, in the provjnce
of Quang-toug, 22 miles N. E. of Tchao.
JAPAN, orJAPON, a large and powerful empire of Asia,

consisting of a great number of islands, between the E. coast of

Asia, and tlie W. coast of America ; extending from 130° to 147*

Lon. E. and from 30° to 41° Lat. N. Were South and North
Britain divided by an arm of the sea, Japan might be compared to

England, Scotland, and Ireland, with their islands, peninsulas,

bays, channels, &c. all under the same monarch. Japan is the

European name : but the inhabitants called the empire Niphon,
from the largest island belonging to it ; and the Chinese Chiphon,
probably on account of its eastern siluation ; names signifying, in

these languages, the Basis or Foundation of the Sun. It was first

discovered by the Portuguese about A. D. 1542. Most of the

islands which com|)Ose it art surrounded with such high craggy

mountains, and such shallow and boisterous seas, that sailing about

them is extremely dangerous ; and the creeks and bays are choak-

ed up with such rocks, shelves, and sands, that it looks as if Provi-

dence had designed it to be a kind of little world by itself. The
Chinese pretend to have fii-st peopled these islands, but it is pro-

bable that the original inhabitants were a mixture of difierent na-

tions, driven thither by those tempestuous seas, at different times.

.\s these islan'"s lie in 'the fifth and sixth climates, they would be

much hotU- in summer than England, were not the heats refreshed

by the winds which continually' blow from the sea around them,

and to which they are much exposed by the height of their situa-

tion,
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tion ; which renders their winters extremely cold, and their sea-

ions inconstant. They have great falls of snow in winter, com-
monly followed by hard hosts. The rains in summer are very vio-

lent, especially in June and July, which on that acecunt are called

sat-suki, or water-months. 1 iie country is also much subject to

dreadful thunders and lightnings, as well as storms and hurricanes,

which frequently do a great deal of damage. Tlie soil, though

naturally barren and mountainous, by the industry of tiie inhabi-

tants, not only supplies them with every necessary of life, but also

furnishes other countries with them ;
producing, besides corn, the

finest and whitest rice and other grains, with great vaiiety of fruits,

and vast Bumbei-s of cattle. Besides rice, and a sort of wheat and

barley, with two sorts of beans, they have Indian wheat, millet,

and several other kinds in abundance. Their seas, lakes, and ri-

sers, abound with fish ; and their mountauis, woods, and forests,

are well stocked with horses, elephants, deer, oxen, buffaloes,

sheep, hogs, and other useful animals. Some of their mountains

also are enriched with mines of gold, silver, and copper, exqui-

sitely fine, besides tin, lead, iron, and various other minerals and
fossils; whilst others abound with several sorts of marble ajul pre-

cious stones. Mr. Bryant says, " The history of Japan is divided

into three eras ; which consist of gods, demigods, and mortals.

The person whom the natives look upon to be the real founder of

their monarchy is Synnui, in whose reign the Sintoo religion, the

most ancient of the country was introduced." This Synmu, or

Sln-Xoo, he considers to be the same with Noah. According to

Dr. Tluinberg's researches, the Japanese have never been subdued

by any foreign jiower, not even in the most remote periods ; their

chronicles contain such accounts of their valour, as one would ra-

ther consider as fabulous inventions than actual occurrences, if later

ages had not furnished equally striking proofs of it. When the

Tartars, for the lirst time in 799, liad over-run part of Japan, and
when, after a considerable time had elapsed, their fleet was de-

stroyed by a violent storm in the course of a night, the Japanese

general attacked, and so totally defeated, his numerous and brave
enemies, tliat not a single person survived to carry the tidings of

fcucii an unparalleled defeat^ When the Japanese were again, in

ISSl, invaded by the warlike Tartars, to the number of '240,000

fighting men, they gained a victory equally complete. The go-
venmieut of these islands, has been long monarchical ; though
formerly it was split into a great luimber of petty kingdoins, which
vere at length all united into one. The imperial dignity had
been enjoyed, for a considerable time before 1500 by a regular

succession of princes, under the title of dairos, a name supposed to

have been derived from Dairo the head of that family. The
principal furniture of the Japanese consists in straw-mats, which
serve for seats and beds ; a small table for eating, is the only
moveable. The Japanese sit always upon their hams. Before
dinner begins, tliey make a profound bow, and drink to the health

of the guests. The women eat by themselves. During tlie

courses, they drink a glass of Sakki, a kind of beer made of rice

kepi constantly warm ; and they drink at each new morsel. Tea
and sakki are the most favourite drink of this people ; wine and
spirits are never used, nor even accepted when offered by the
Dutch. Sakki is clear as wine, and of agreeable taste : taken in

great quantity, it intoxicates and causes hoadach. Tobacco is in

univeiSial vogue, and smoked continuallv, by both sexes. The
gardens about their houses are adorned with a variety of flowers,
trees, verdure, baths, terraces, and other embellishments. The
furniture aud decorations of the houses of persons of distinction

• coniist in japan-work of various colours, curious paintings, beds,
couches, skreens, cabinets, t.ibles, a variety of porcelain jars,

vases, tea-equipage, &c. together with swords, guns, scymitiirs, and
other arms. The Japanese are very ingenious in most handicmft
trades, and excel the Chinese in several manufactures, particularly
in tlie beauty, goodness, and variety, of their silks, cottons, and
other stulfs, and in their japan and porcelain wares. No eastern
nation comes up to them in the tempering and fabricating of
scymitars, svtords, muskets, and other such weapons. The Ja-
panese architecture is much in the same taste and style as that of
the Chinese, especially as to their temples, palaces, and other pub-
lic buildings ; but in jjrivate ones they alfect more plainness and
neatness th;in show. These last are of wood and cement, consist-
ing of tw'o stories : they dwell only in the lower ; the upper cham-
ber serving for wardrobes, '^riie dress of the Japanese deserves,
r»h.m.—iiO. JU.

more than that of any other people, the name of national ; as they

are not only different from that of all other men, but are also of tlie

same fbnu in all ranks, from the monarch to his mcane>t subject,

as well as in both sexes; and what exceeds all credibility, they

have not been altered for at least '2460 years. They universally

consist of night-gowns, made long an<l wide, of which several are

worn at once by all ranks and all ages. The more distinguished

and the rich l-.ave them of the finest silk ; the poorer sort of cot-

ton. Those of the women reach down to the ground, and some-

times have a train ; in the men, they reach down to the heels:

travellers, soldiers, and labourers, either tuck them up, or wear

them only down to the knees. The habit of the men is generally

of one colour ; the women have theirs variegated, and frequently

interwoven with flowers of gold. The men seldom -wear a great

number ; but the women 30, jO, or more, all so thin, that they

scarcely together amount to 5lb. The undermost serves for a shirt,

and is therefore either white or blue, and for the most part thin

and transparent. All these gowns are fastened round the waist

with a belt, which in the men are about a hand-breadth, in the

women about a foot; of such a length that they go twice round

tl-.e waist, and afterwards are tied in a knot with many ends and

bows. The knot, particularly among the fair sex, is very conspi-

cuous, and immediately infi'rms the spectator whether they are

manied or not. The unmarried have it behind, on their back;

the married before. In this belt the men fix their sabres, lans,

pipe, tobacco, and medicine-boxes. In the neck the gowns are

always cut round, without a collar ; they therefore leave the neck

bare"; nor is it covered with cravat, clotli, or any thing else. The
sleeves are always very wide : at the opening before, they are half

sewed up, so that theyform a sack, in which the hands can be put

in cold weather ; they also serve for pockets.Girls have their sleeves

so long that they reach down to the ground. Such is the simpli-

city of their habit, that they aresoon dressed : and to undress, Iney

need only open their girdle, and draw in their amis. As the gowns,

from their length, keep the thighs and legs warm, there is no oc-

casion for stockings ; nor do they use them in all the empire.

Among poorer persons on a journey, and among soldiers, who

have not such long gowns, buskins of cotton are used. Shoes, or

more properly slippers, are, of all that is worn by the Japanese,

the simplest and meanest, though in general use among high and

low, rich and poor. They are made of interwoven rice-straw ;

and sometimes, for persons" of distinction, of reeds split very thin.

They consist only of a sole, without upper leathers or quarters.

The religion throughout Japan is Paganism split into several sects

;

every sect having its own temples and priests. The spiritual em-

peror, the Dairi, is the chief of their religion. They acknow-

ledge and honour a Supreme Being. Dr. Thunbei^ saw two tem-

ples of the God of gods of a majestic height. The temples are

opentoeverv body, even to tlie Dutch; and if they are in want

of a lodging." when thev go to the court of Jedo, they are enter-

tained with hospitality "in these temples. Christianity, or rather

Popery, had once made a considerable progress in this country, m
consequence of a mission conducted A. D. J:'49. by the Portu-

guese and Spanish Jesuits, amongst whom the famous St. Francis

Xavier was employed, but soon relinquished the service. There

were also some Fr'anciscan friars of Spain engaged. The Jesuits

and friars were supplied from Goa, Macao, and the Mamlhas.

At hrst the undertaking proceeded with the most rapid success,

but ended at last in the most tragical manner, all owing to the

pride and haughtiness, the miscoutluct, rapacity, and seiweless ex-

travagant conspiracy of the fathers against the state. This folly

and madness produced a persecution of 40 years duration, termi-

nated by a nio.t horrid and bloody massacre, not to be paralleled

in history. In 1640, the Portuguese, as likewise the Christian

religion, were totally expelled the country ; and the most etfec-

tual means taken for preventing their return. The natives are for

this purpose prohibited from going out of the country ; and all fo-

reigners are excluded from an open and free trade ; for as to tha

Dutch and Chinese, und.>r which last name some other eastern na-

tions oo thither, they are shut up whilst they remain there, and

a mos? strict watch is set upon them, insomuch that they are little

better than prisoners ; and the Dutch, it-is said, to obtain a privi-

lege even so far, declared themselves to be no Christians, but

Dutchmen. This calumny, however. Dr. Kemp.ter has endea-

voured to wipe ofi; A few days aflor tke besmning of the year

2 A
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IS performed tlie liorrid ceremony of trainpling on images repre-

senting the cross and the Virgin Mary with her child. The images

are of copper, scarce a foot in lieight. This ceremony is intended

to impress every individual with hatred of the Christian religion,

:ind to discoverwhetlier there is any remnant of it leit. It is per-

formed iii the places where the Christians chiefly resided. In Na-
gasaki it lasts four da\s; the images are then conveyed to the

circumjacent places, and after«;'rils laid aside till next year.

Every person except the governor and his altendant.s, even the

yoimge-t child, must be present ; but it is not true, as sonic have

pretended, that the Dutch are obliged to trample on the cross.

'I'he sciences are very far from having arrived at the same height

in Japan as in Europe. The history of the country is, however,
very authentic, and is studied, without distiiiction, by all. Agri-

culture, which is considered as the art most necessary, and most

conducive to the support and prosperity of the kingdom, is no

where brouglit to greater perfection than here; where neilhercivil

nor foreign wars, nor emigration, diminishes population ; and

wliere no idea is entertained, either of getting possession of other

eoiintries, or of importing the productions of foreign lands ; but

where the utmost care is taken that no spot lies uncidtivated, anil

no produce of the earth unemployed. Astronomy is studied and

respected ; but the natives are unable, witliout the aid of Chinese,

and sometimes of Dutch almanack-, to form a true calendar, or

calculate an eclipse within minutes and seconds. Me<licine is not

likely to arrive at anv degree of perfection. Anatomy is totally

unknown ; the knowledge of diseases is extremely imperfect, and
botanical medicines constitute the whole of their remedies. They
use only simples; and these generally in diuretic and diaphoretic

decoctions. Jurisprudence is not an extensive study in Japan. No
country has thinner law-books, or fewer judges. Explanation of

the law, and ,advocates, are altogether unknown: but no wdiere

are the laws more strictly or impartially executed ; and law-suits so

very short. The Japanese know little more of physics or chemistry

than what they have learned of the Europeans. I'lieir computa-
tion of tin'e takes its rise from Min-o, or 660 years before Christ.

The year is divided according to the changes of tl.e moon; so

tiiat some years consist of 12 and others of 13 months, and the

year begins in February or March. They pretend, like the Chi-

nese, to have been the inventors of printmg from time immemo-
rial, and tlieir melhoil, like theirs, is on wooden blocks ; but they

excel them in the neatness of cutting thcni, as well as in the good-

ness of their ink and paper. They also claim the invention of

gunpowder: and are vastly superior to the Chinese in tlie use of

all sorts of fire-arms, as well as- in the curiousness of their lire-

works. Their maimer of writing is, like that if the Chinese, in

columns from top to bottom, beginning at the right, and ending at

the left hand. Their characters were originally the same, but now
differ considerably. 'I'beir language has some aftinity with the

Chinese, though it appears from its various dialects to have been a

kind of compound of that and other languages, derived from the

various nations that first peopled those islands. Their weapons

consist of a bow and arrow, sabre, halbert, and musket. The
bows are very large, and the arrows lon.g, as in China. When the

bows are to be bent and discharged, tl;e troop always rests on one

knee, which hinders them makiiia a spee<ly discharge. In the

spring, the troops assemble to practise shooting at a mark. Mus-
kets are not general ; the barrel is of the common length : but the

stock is very short, and there is a match in the lock. I'he sabre is

their principal weapon, and is universally worn except by the

peasants.

JAPANNINCi, the art of varnishing and drawing figures on

wood, in the manner done by the natives of Japan. 'I'he sub-

stances which admit of being japanned are almost every kind that

are dry and rigid, or not too flexible; as wood, meials, leather,

and prepared paper. Wood and metals do not roc.|uire any other

preparation, but to have their surface perfectly even and clean ;

but leather should be securely strained either on frames or on

boards ; as its bending or forming folds would otherwise crack and

force olf the coats of varnish ; and paper should Ik? treated in the

same manner, and have a previous strong coat of some kind of

size ; but it is rarely made the subject of japanning till it is con-

verted into papier mache, or wrought by other means into such

form, that its original state, particularly with respect to flexibility,

is lost. One principal variation froin the method formerly used

in japanning is, the using or omitting any priming or undercoat
on the work to be japanned. In the fermer practice, such prim-
ing was always used ; and is at present retaineil in the French
manner of japanning coaches and snuff-boxes of the papier mache ;

but in the Birmingham manufactiu'', it has been always rejected.

The advantage of using such priming or undercoat is, that it

makes a saving in the quantity of varniah used ; because the mat-
ter of which the priming is composed tills up the inetpialities of
the body to be varnished ; and makes it easy, by means of rubbing
and water-polishing, to gain an even surf.ice for th.e varnish : and
this was therefore such a convenience in the case of wood, as the
giving a hardness and firmness to the gronnd was also in the
case of leather, that it became an established method; and is

therefore retained even in the instance of the paper mache by the
French, who applied the received method of japanning to that kind
of work on its introduction. There is nevertheless this inconve-
nience always attending the use of an undercoat of size, that the
jauan coals of varnish and colour will be constantly liable to be
cracked and peeled off by any violence, and will not last near so
long as the bodies japanned in the same manner, but without such
priming ; as msy be easily observed by comparing the wear o€
the Paris and ftirmingham snuff-boxes; which last when good
of their kind, never peel, crack, or suffer any damage, unless by-

great violence, and such a continued rubbing as wastes away the

substance of the varni-h; while the japan coats of the Parisian

crack and fly into flakes, whenever any knock or fall, par-

ticularly near the edges, exposes them to be injured. But the

Birmingham manufacturers, who originally practised the japan-
ning only on metals, to which the reason above given for thK
use of priming did not extend, and who look up this art of them-
selves as an invention, of course omitted at first the use of anv
such undercoat ; and not finding it more necessary in the instance

of papie^r mach^, than on inetals, continue still to reject it.

On which account, the boxes of their manufacture are, with
regard to the wear, much better than the French. 'J he laying on
the colours in gum-water, instead of varnish, is also another varia-

tion from the method of japanning formerly practiced; but the

much greater slrenglh of the work, where tliey are laid on in varnish

or oil, caused this way to be justly exploded in all regular manu-
factures: however, they who may practise japanning on cabinets, or
other such pieces as are not ex])osed to much wear and violence, for

tlicir aimisement only, and consequently may not find it worth
while to encumber themselves with the preparations necessary for

the other methods, may paint with water-colours on an undercoat
laid on the wood or other sub.stance of which the piece to he ja-

panned is formed ; and then finish with the proper coats of var-

nish, according to the methods below taught : and if the colours

are icmpered with the strongest isinglass-size and honey, instead

of gum-water, and laid on very flat and even, the work will not

be much inferior in appearance to that done by the other method,
and will last as long as the old japan. The common size has been
generally used for the purpose of priming: but where the work is

of a nicer kind, it is better to employ the glover's or the parch-

ment-size; and if one-third of isinglass be added, it will be still

better, and, if not laid on loo thick, much less liable to peel and
crack. The work should be prepared for this priming, by being

well smoothed with the fish-skin or glass-shaver; and being made
thoroughlv clean, should be brushed over once or twice with hot

size, diluted with two thirds of water, if it be of the common
strength. The priming should then be laid on with a brush as

even as possible ; and should be formed of size, whose consistence

is betwixt the common kind and glue, mi.ted with as much whit-

ing as w ill give it a suliicient body of colour to hide the -urface of

whatever it is laid upon, but no more. If the surface be very

clean on which the priming is useil, two coats of it laid on in this

manner will be sufficient ; but if, on trial with a fine wet rag, it

will not receive a proper water-polish, on account of any inequali-

ties not sufilciently filled up and covered, two or more coats must
be given it ; and whether a greater or less number be used, the

work should be smoothed, after the last coat but one is dry, by rub-

bing it with Dutch rushes. When the last coat is dry, the water-

polish should be given, by passing over every part of it with a fine

rag gently moistened, till the whole appear perfectly plain and
even. The priming will then be completed, and the work ready

to receive the painting or coloured varnish ; the rest of the pro-

ceedings
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eeedings being the same in tiiis case as whf re no priming is used.

When wood or leather is to be japanned, and no priming is used,

the be'st preparation is to lay two or three coals of coarse varnish

composed as follows :—" Take of rectified spirit of wine one pint,

and of coarse seed-lac and resin, each tv eBty ounces. Dis>olve

the seed-lac and resin in the spirit; and then strain ofT the var-

nish." This varnish, as well as all others formed of spirit of wir.e,

must be laid on in a WLirm place ; and, if it can bo conveniently

managed, the piece of work to be varnished should be m.ide warm
likewise ; and for the same reason all dampness shonld be avoid-

ed ; for either cold or moisture chills this kind of varnish, and pre-

Tents its taking proper hold of the substance on which it is laid

When the work is thus prepared by the iiriminw with the compo-
sition of size and whitng above described, the proper japan

ground must be laid on, which is best formed of shell-lac varnish,

and the colour desired, if white be not in question, which de-

mands a peculiar treatment, or great brightness be not required,

when aUo other means mu->t be pursued. '1 he colours used willi

the shell-lac varnish maybe any pigments whatever which give

the teint of the ground desired; and tliev may be mixed together
to iorm browns or any compound colours. As metals never re-

quire to be undercoated with whiting, tliey mav in general be
treated in the same manner as wood or leather, when the nndei-
coat is omitted. Tlie forming a ground pertecilv white, and of

the first degree of liardne,-.s, reniain> liuherto a desideratum, in the

art of japanning, as there are no subsi'inces which form a very
bard varni^h but w hat have too much colour not to deprave the

whiteness, when laid on of a due thickness over the work. The
n€are^t approach, however, yet known, to a perfect white varnish,

is made as loUows: Take Hake white, or white lead, washed over
and ground up with one-sixth of its weight of starch, and then
drieil ; and temper it properly for spreading with the mastich var-

nish prepared as directed under the articleVARNlsH. Lay these

on the body to be japanned, as abo\e directed ; :iiid then varnish

it over with live or six coat? ot the follo\iing varnish : provide any
quantity of the best seed-lac ; and pick oiit of it all the clearest

and whitest giains, reserving the more coU.ured and fouler parts

for the coarse varnishe-i, such as that used for priming or preparing
wood or leather. Take of this picked seed-lac two ounces, and
ef gum aiiinii three ounces, reduce them to a gross powder, and
dissolve them in about a quart ot spirit of wine ; then strain oti'

the clear varnish. Thi- seed-lac will veLgivea slight tiwge to this

composition; but cannot be omitted where the varnish is wanted
to be hard ; though, when a fofter will answer the end, the pro-
portion may be diminished, and a little crude turpentme added to

the gum-aniini to take oil" th(> brittleness. A very good varnish,

free entirely from all brittleness, may be formed by dissolving as

much gum-animi as the oil will take, in old nut or poppy-oil ;

which must be made to boil gentlv when the gum is put iiito it.

The ground of w liite colour itself may be laid on in this varnish,

and then a coat or two of it may be put over the ground ; but it

must be well diluted with oil ot'turpentine when it is used. This,
though free from brittleness, is liable to sufter by any slight strokes

;

and ft will not well bear any polish, but may be brought to a very
smooth surface without, if it be judiciously managed in the laying
if on. It is likewise somewhat tedious in drying, and will require
some time where several coats are laid on ; as'the last ought not
to contain much oil of turpentine.

Japan-Work, Method of painti.vg. Japan-work ought
properly to be painted with colours in varnish: though, for "the

greater dispatch, and, in some very nice works Ti small, for the

freer use of the pencil, the colours are sometimes tempered in oil ;

which should previously have a fourth part of its weight of gum-
animi dissolved in it; or of the gnm-sandarac, or of gum-mastich.
When the oil is liius used, it should be well diluted with spirit of
turpentine, that tiie colours may be laid more evenly and thin ;

by which means, fewer of the upper coats of varnish are necessary.
In some instances, water-colours are laid on grounds of gold, in

the manner of other pamtinas; and are best,^ wiien. so used, in

their proper appearance, without any varnish over them. They
are also sometimes so managed as to have the ctl'ecl of embossed
work. The colours employed in this way, for paintings are be-^t

prepared by isinglass-size, corrected with honey or sugar-candy.
The body of which the embossed work is raised, need not, how-
ever, be tinged with the exterior colour ; but may be best formed

of very strong gum-water, thickened to a proper consistence by
bole armcnian and whiting in eipial parts; which, being laid on

the figure, and repaired when dry, may be then painted with the

proper colours tempered in the isinglas-sizc, or with shell-lac

varnish.

Japan-Work, Method of Varnishing. The finishing part

of japanning lies in the laying on and polishing the outer coats of

varnish : which are necessary, as well in tlie pieces that have only

one simple ground of colour, as with those that are painted. Thi*

is the best done with common seed-lac varnish, except in some
few instances : and the same reasons which decide as to the fitne;^

or impropriety of the varnishes, with respect to the colours of the

ground, hold equally with regard to those of the paint.ng: for

where brightness is the most material point, and a tinge of yellow

will injure it, seed-lac must give way to the whiter gums; but

where hardness, and a greater tenacity, are most essential, it must

be adhered to ; and where both are so necessary, that it is proper

one should give wav to the other in a certain degree leriprocally, a

mixed variiisb must be adopted. This mixed varnish should be

made ol the picked scecl-lac. The common seed-lac varnish,

which is the most useful preparation of the kind hitherto invented,

may be tlius made : Take of seed lac three ounces, and put it

into water to free it from the sticks and filth intermixed with it

;

which must be done by stirring it about, pouring off the water,

and ad'Img fresh quantities to repeat the operation, till it be free

from all impurities. Then dry it, powder it gro^.-ly, and put it,

Willi a pint of rectified spirit of wine, into a bottle, capable of

holding one-third more. Shake the mixture well together ; and

place the bottle in a gentle heat, till the seed appear to be dis-

solved ; the shaking being in the mean time repeated as olten as

convenient ; and then pour olY all that can be obtained clear by
this melliod, and strain the remainder through a to::.rse cloth.

The varnish thus prnpaied must be kept for use in a bottle well

-topped. When tiie spirit of wine is very strong, it will dissolve

a greater proportion of the seed-lac: but this will saturate the

coini-iion, whicii is seldom sufiiciently strong for making varnishes

in perfection ; as the chilling, wliich is the most inconf enient

acculent attending those of this kind, is prevented, or produced

more frequently, according to the suvniilh of the spirit. The
manner ot using the seiil-lac or white varnish is the same, except

with regard to llie substance used in polishing; whidi, where a

pure white or great clearness ot other colours is required, should

be itself white : whereas the browner sorts of polishing dust, being

cheaper, and doing the business more quickly, may be used in

other cases. The pieces of work to be varnisiied should be placed

near a fire, or in a room where there is a stove, and made perfect-

ly dry ; then the varnish may be rubbed over them by die proper

brushes, beginning in the nii'itUe, and passing the brush to one

end ; and then w ilh anuther stroke from the middle, passing it to

the other. Rut no part should be crossed, or twice passed oyer,

in forming one coal, where it can pos-sibly be avoided. When
one coat is dry, another must be laid over it ; and this must be

c^.ntinned at least t\\e or six times, or more, if on trial there be

not sufficient thickness of varnish to bear the polish, without lay-

ing bare the painting or the ground-colouV underneath. W'Uen a

sufUcient number of coats is thus laid on, the work is fit to be po-

lished ; which must be done, in common cases, by rubbing it with

a rag dipped in Tripoli or pumice-stone, finely powdered ; but

towards the end of the rubbing, a little oil of any kind should be

used along with rotten stone; and when the work appears sufii-

cientlv bright and glossy, it should be well rubbed with the oil

alone,' to clean it froni the powder, and give it a still brightet

lustre. In the case of white grounds, instead of the Tripoli or

pumice-stone, fine puttv or whiting must be used ; both which

should be washed over'to prevent the danger of damaging the

work from any sand or other giitty matter that may be mixed

with them. It is a great improvement of all kind^ of japan-work,

to harden the varnish by heat ; which, in every degree in whicli

it can be applied, short of what would burn or calcine the matter,

tends to give it a more firm and strong texture.

JAPARA, a river and sea-port of the isle of Java, on the N.
coast. , ^ , r,..

JAPETUS, in fabulous history, the son of Coelus, or 1 itan,

and Terra. The Greeks considered him as the father of all maiii-

kind. See next art^l.
JAPHETH.
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JAPIIETH, the son of Noah. His descenclants possessed ah

Europe and (lie isles in the Mediterranean, including tho^e which
depend on Asia. They had all Asia Miner, and the northern

parts of Asia above the sources of the Tigris and Euphrates.

Noah, when he blessed J apheth, said, "God shall enlarge Ja-

phetli, and he 'hall dwell in the tents of Slum ; :ind Canaan shall

be his servant." This blessing or rather prophecy of Noah was
accomiilished wlieu the Greeks, and after them the liomans, car-

ried their conquests into Asia and Africa, where were the domi-
nions of the posterity of Shem and Canaan. The sons of Japheth

were Gonier, Magog, Madai, Javan, Tubal, Meshech, and Tiras.

The scripture says, " that they peopled the isles of the Gentiles,

«nd settled in different countries, each according to his language,

family, and people." It is supposed that Gomer was the fatlier

of tlie Cimbri, or Cimmerians ; Magog of the Scythians ; Madai
of the Macedonians or Medes; Javan of the lonians and Greeks

;

I'ubal of the Tibarenian- ; Meshech of the Muscovites or Rus-
sians, and Tiras of the Thracians. By the isles of the Gentiles,

tile HeLirevvs understand the isles of the Mediterranean, and all

the countries separated by the sea from the continent of Pales-

tine ; whither also the Hebrews could go by sea only, as Spain,
Gaul, Italy, Greece, and Asia Minor. The name of Japheth
was very little altered by profane authors, who call him Japetus.

The poets make him the father of heaven and earth. The Greeks
believe that he was the father of their race, and acknowledge no-

thing more imcient than him. Besides the seven sons above men-
tioned, the Septuagint, Euscbius, the Alexandrian Chronicle, and
St. Austin, give him an eighth called Eliza, who is not mentioned
ei'her in the Hebrew or C'haldee ; and the eastern people aflirm

lliaL he had eleven children.

JAPODES, or JAPYDES, an ancient tribe of Scythians,

who, settling in Italy, gave tlie country they possessed the name
of Japvdia.

JAl'YDIA, in ancient geography, a western district of Illyri-

cum anciently threefold; the first'japydia extending from 'the

•prings of Tiniavus to Istria ; the second, from the river Arsia to

tiie river Tedanius ; and the third, called Inrlpina, situated in

mount Albius and the other Alps, which run out above Istria.

Now constituting the S. part of Carniola, and the W. of Austrian
Croatia.

JAPYGIUM, in ancient geography, q promontory of Cala-
bria ; called also Salentinuni ; now Capo di S. Maria di Leuca.
JARDES, hard callous tumours in horses, a little below the

beading of the ham on the outside. Tiiis distemper in time will

make the horse halt, and grow so painful as to cause him to pine
away, and become light-bellied. It is most common to manage
Lorses, that have been kept too much upon their haunches.
JARGON. See Zircon.
Jargon, in lithology, a kind of precious stone, of the nature

of the diamond, but softer ; found in Brasil, according to M. de
Bomare ; but in Ceylon, according to M. Rome de LTsle. Its

specific gravity is nearly equal to that of the ponderous spar, be-
ing 4416. Its crystals consist of two tetrahedral pyramids of
equal sides, separated by a short prism ; so that the jargon is pro-
perly of a dodecahedral form. According to some lapidaries, the
jargon comes nearest to the sapphire in hardness ; and as it has,
when cut and polished, a great resemblance to the diamond, jar-
gons are called liy some soft diamonds ; and one may be easily
imposed upon in purchasing these for the true kind, when they are
made up in any sort of jewellery work. On exposing this stone
to a violent lire, M. D'Arcot fomid the surface a little vitrilied

where it stuck to the porcelain test in which it was set ; whence it

appears, that the jargon has not the least resemblance to the dia-
mond, which is destructible by fire.

JARNAC, a town of France, in the department of Charente,
and late province of Angoumois. Lon. 0. 4. VV. Lat. 45
43. N. ^
JAROMITZ, a town of Bohemia, on the river Elbe, 52 miles

N. E. of Prague,

JAROSLAW, or JAROSLOW, a handsome town of Aus-
trian Poland, in the palatinate of Red Russia, with a strong citadel,
100 miles E. of Cracow.
JASHER, a book which Joshua mentions, and refers to in

rhap. X. 13. " Is not tliis written in the book of J;cdicr ?" Jt is

•Itfficult to determine what tiiis book of Jasher, or the ujiright, is.

St. Jerom and the Jews believed it to be Genesis, or some other
book of the Pentateuch, wherein God foretold he would do won-
derful things in favour of his people. Huetius supposes it was a
book of moralit)-, in which it was said, that God woukl subvert
the course of nature in favour of those who put their trust in him.
Others think it was public annals, or recoids, which were styled

justice or upright, because they contained a faithful account of the
history of the Israelites. Ciro'tius believes, that this book was a
song, made to celebrate this miracle and this victoi'y. This seems
the most probable opinion, because the words cited by Joshua as

taken from this work, " Sun, stand thou still upon Ciibeon, and thou
moon in the valley of Ajalon," are such poetical expressions as do
not suit with historical memoirs ; besides that in the second book
of Samuel (i. 18,) mention is made of ^a book under the same
tit^e, on account of a song made on the death of Saul and Jona-
than.

JASIONE, in botany, a genus of the monogamia order, and
syngenesia class of plants ; natural order, Campanacex. Common
calyx ten-leaved; petals five, regular : capsule beneath, two-cell-

ed. Four species, natives of the West Indies.

JASION, or JASIUS, in fabulous histoi-y, the son of Jupiter

and Elcctra, and king of Arcadia. Having improved agriculture,

he was fabled to have married the goddess Ceres.
JASMINUM, Jasmine, or Jassamini; Tree, in botany, a

genus of the monogynia order, and diandria class of plants; natu-

ral order, Sepiavies. Corolla salver-sh.iped ; berry dicoccous ;

seeds ariUated ; anthera; within the tube. There are seventeen
species.

JASON, the Greek hero, who undertook the Argonautic ex-
pedition, the liistory of which is obscured by fabulous traditions,

flourished about P). C. 937. See Argonauts. He was the son
of .Eson and Alcimede, and was educated by Chiron the Cen-
taur. His uncle Pelias having usurped his father's kingdom, Ja-

son boldly demanded it of him, but was advised by him first to

go to Colchis, and recover the golden fleece previous to the
restoration of it. iEetes king of Colchis subjected him to several

arduous enterprises, all which Jason, by the aid of Juno and Medea,
accomplished.

JASPER, in mineralogy, a species of the clay genus. Werner
divides it into six sub-species, viz. the Egyptian, the striped, the

porcelain, the common, the agate, and the opal jasper. The
Egyptian jasper exhibits two or more colours in concentric zones
or bands, with intei"spersed spots or dendritic figures. It is brit-

tle, and tlie specilic gravity is about 2.6. It occurs in rolled

pieces, chiefly spherical, in Egypt and the adjoining deserts, and
on account of its beautiful colour and great hardness, it is used for

similar ornamental and useful purposes as the agate. Striped jas-

per is grey, green, yellow, or red ; these are often found toge-
ther, and arranged in striped and tlamed delineations. There are

large beds of it in Saxony, and also in Siberia, where it is of a very
beautiful kind. It admits of a high polish, and is used for pur-

poses of ornament chiefly. Porcelain jasper generally exhibits

but a single colour, and is sonietiir.es marked with cloudy deli-

neations. It melts before the blow-pipe. Its component parts are,

according to Mr. Rose,

Silica 60.75
Alumina 27.25
Magnesia 3.00
Oxide of iron 2.50

Potass 3,66

[»7.1S

Loss 2.84

100.

It is found in great plenty in Bohemia. The common j.isper is

found generally in the veins of primitive rocks in many parts of
Juirope. It is susceptible of a iiigh polish, and nuich used for

ornamental purposes. Opal jasper is fvund in nests, in porphyry,
near Tokay, in Hungary, in the neiglibourhood of Constantino-

ple, and in some Siberian mountains. It is supposed to be the

connecting link between jasper and opal ; its superior lu>;re, and
coubtautcoHchoidal fracture, distinguish it.

JASQUE,
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JASQUE, a sea-port of Persia, on tlie gulf of Oi'mus, and in

the province of Tuli-ran. Lon. ji> 13. E. Lat. 26. 10. N.
JASSELMERE, a town of Hindoostan Proper, in a small ter-

ritory of the same name, in the province of Agimere, 630 miles N.
of Bombay.
JASSY, a considerable city of Europe, the capital of Molda-

via, and residence of the lio.podar, uho is a vassal of the grand

signior. Lon. 27. 35. E. Lat. 47. 9. N.
JATROPHA, the Cassada Plant: a genus of the nionadel-

phia order, and monacia class of plants ; natural order, Tricoccae.

Wale, calyx none ; corolla onc-petaled, funnel-form ; stamina

ten, alternately longer and shorter : female, calyx none; corolla

five-petaled, spreadmg ; styles three, bilid ; capsule three-celled
;

seed one. There are fourteen species.

J. Elastica, witli lernate leaves, elliptic, very entire, hoary

underneath, and longly petiolcd. See Plate LXV. This is the

Hevea Guianensi^of Aublet, (Hist, des Plantes de la Guiane, Fr.

fi.
87,) or tree which yields the elastic resin, called caoutchouc or

ndia rubber. The Indians, by an incision in the bark, extract a

viscid white substance, like that which issues from the tig-tree ;

they receive it into earthen moulds, to make rings, braceleUs, gir-

dles, syringes, hats, boots, llambeaux, figures of animals, &:c. The
Abbe Rothon says that the inhabitants of Madagascar also made
flambeaux of it, which burn without wicks, and afford them a very

good light when they go out Jo hsh in the night-time; that sur-

gery has derived some benefit from it, as it serves to make excel-

lent bandages, and that in a state ot solution it is very proper for

coating over silk, to render it impervious to air or water. It has

the extensibility of leather, with a very considerable elasticity.

J. Janipha, the Sweet Cassada, has palmated leaves, vvith

lobes very entire ; the intermediate leaves lobed with a sinus on
both sides. See Plate LXV. It is difficult. Dr. Wright says, to

distinguish the sweet from the bitter cassada by the roots ; but it

will be best to avoid those of the cassada that bear tiowers, as it is

the bitter which is poisonous when raw.

J. Manihot, the Bitter Cassada, Tias palmated leaves: the

lobes lanceolate, very entire,^ and polished. Both the Janipha and
Manihot are natives of the West Indies, whirre they are used as

food. The root of bitter cassada has no fibrous or woody fila-

ments in the heart, and neither boils nor roasts soft. 'Jhe sweet

cassada has all the opposite qualities. The bitter, however, may
be deprived of its Hoxious qnaUties, which reside in the juice, by
heat. Cassada bread, therefore, is made of both the bitter and
sweet.

JATS, a tribe of Hindoos, in Hindoostan Proper, formerly
very powerful.

JA\A, a large island of the East Indies, lying between 103°

and 1 16° Lon. E. ^nd between 6' and 8° Lat. S. 700 miles long,

and about 100 broad. It is situated S. of Borneo, and S. E. of

Malacca, having Sumatra lying before i(^ from which it is separat-

ed by the Straits of Sunda. The comitry is mountainous and
woody in the middle ; but the coast is flat, full of bogs and
marshes ; and the air is nnhealthful. It produces pepper, indigo,

sugar, tobacco, rice, coflee, cocoa-nuts, plantains, cardamoms,
and other tropicul fruits. Gold in small quantities has been found
in it. Many of the mountains are so high hs to be seen at the dis-

tance often or twelve miles. The Blue Mountain is seen farthest

off at sea. They have frequent and terrible earthquakes in this

island, which shake the city of Batavia and places adjacent, in the

most dreadful manner. There are many forests, which abound
with bull'aloes, tigers, rhinoceroses, and wild horses, with an infi-

nite variety of serpents, some of them of an enormous size. Cro-
codiles prodigiously large are found near the mouths of the rivers.

There is great variety of peacocks, partridges, pheasants, wood-
pigeons, and other fowls. They have also fish and tortoises in

great plenty. There are above forty cities in the island, and
more than 4500 villages, besides hamlets ; which are supposed to

contain in all above thirty m llions of inhabitants. Tlie Dutch
are masters of the greatest part of the island, particularly of the
N. coast, though some of the princes beyond the mountains, on
the S. coast, still maintain their independency.
JAVELIN, in antiquity, aspear: it was five feet and a half

long ; the shaft was of wood, and the point of steel. Every sol-

dier in the Roman armies had seven of these, which were very
light and slender.
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JAUER, a city of Silesia, capital of a province so named, 30

miles S. W. of Brcslau. Lon. 16. eg. E. Lat. 50. 56. N.
JAUFTIONI, a river of Louisiana, which runs S. E. and

falls into the Mississippi, 16 miles S. of the Fabiani, in Lat. 39.

15. N.
JAUNDICE, [jaunisie,j(iiine, yellow, Fr ] a distemper from

obst.uctions of the' glands of the liver, whiih prevents the gall

being duly separated bv them from the blood ; and sometimes,

especially in hard drinkers, they are so indurated as never after to

be opened, and straiten the motion of the blood so much through

that viscus, as to make it divert with a force great enough into the

gastric arteries, which go off from the hepatic,
_
to break through

them, and drain into the stomach ; so that vomiting of blood, in

this distemper, is a fatal symptom. See Medicine.
JAW, Locked, is a spasmodic contraction of the lower jaw,

commonly produced by some external injury affecting the ten-

dons or ligaments. See Medicine.
Jaws. See Maxill«.
JAV, Guy Michael le, a French gentleman, who distin-

guished himself by causing a polyglot bible to be printed at his

ownexpence in ten voluuus folio : but he ruined himself by that

impression, first because he would not suffer it to appear under
the name of cardinal Richelieu, who, after the example of cardi-

nal Ximenes, was ambitious of thus eternizing his name ; and
next, because he made it too dear for the English market ; on
which Dr. Walton undertook his polyglot bible, which, being

more commodious, reduced the price of M. le Jay's. After the

death of his wife, ^L le Jay took orders, was made dean of Veze-
lay in the Nivernois, and Louis XIV. gave him the post of coun-
sellor of state. He died in 1675.

Jav, in ornithology. See Corvus.
JAYNA, a canton, parish, and river, of Hispaniola, m tlie S.

part of the island, formerly belonging to Spain.

JAYPOUR, a town of Hindoostan, in Orissa, 400 miles S. W.
of Patna,

JAZEL, a precious stone of an azure or blue colour.

JAZER, or JASER, in ancient geography, a Levitical city

in the territory of the Amorites, beyond Jordan, 10 miles W. or

rather S. W. of Philadelphia, and 15 miles from Heshbon ; and
therefore situated between Philadelphia and Heshbon, on the E.

border of the tribe of Gad, supposed to be the Jazorem of Jose-

phus. In Jeremiah, xlviii. mention is made of the sea of Jazer,

that is a lake ; taken either for an elfusion or overflowing of the

Arnon, or a lake through which it passes, or from which it takes

its rise.

JAZIGES, or JAZY'GES, an ancient nation of Sarmatia,

who inhabited the country, on the banks of the Palus Maeotis.

Tacitus xii. 29.

IBACH, a river of Germany, in Brisgau.

IBAICABAL, a river of Spain, which runs into the Bay of

Biscay, below Bilboa.

IBRERVILLE, an island of West Florida, in the Mississippi.

Lon. 91.24. W. Lat. 30.42. N.
IBERIA, the ancient name of Spain, so called from the river

Iberus.

Iberia was also the name of an inland country in Asia, having

Colchis and a part of Pontus on the W. mount Caucasus on the N.
Albania on the E. and Armenia Major on the S. It is now the

western part of Georgia.

IBERIS, Sci.\tica Cresses, or Candy-Tuft; a genus of

the siliquosa order, and tetradynamia class of plants ; natural or-

der, Siliquoss. Corolla irregular ; two exterior petals larger than

the interior ones; silicula polyspermous, emarginated. It has

fourteen species.

IBERUS, a river of Spain, now the Ebro.

IBEX, in zoology. See Capra.
IBIS, in ornithology. See Tantalus.
ICARUS. See Djedalus.
ICE, [«.s. Sax.] in physiology, a solid, transparent, and brittle

body, formed of some fluid, particularly water, by means of cold.

See Caloric, and Freezing. When water is exposed to a dimi-

nished temperature. It assumes the solid state, by shooting into

crystals which cross each other in angles of 60 degrees. During

thfs process of solidification, the temperature remains constant,

being 32 degrees of the scale of Fahrenheit. M. Lemery, the

2 B younge.V
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younger, observes, that ice is only a re-establisliment of tlie parts

of watiT in tlieir natural state ; that the mere absence of fire is suf-

ficient to account for this re-establishmejit ; and that the fluidity

of water is a real fusion, like that of nielals exposed to the lire ;

iliffering only in this, that a greater quantity of fire is necessary to

the onei than the otiier. Galileo was the hrst that ob-icrved ice to

be^specifically ligiUer than the water which composed it: and
hence it happens, that ice floats upon water, its specitic gravity

being to tliat of water as eiglit to nine. This rarefaction of ice

seems to be owing to the air-biibblcs produced in water by freez-

ing ; and which, being considerably large in proportion to the wa-

ter frozen, vender tlie body so much specifically lighter : these air-

bubbles, during their ])roduclion, acquire a great expansive

power, so as to burst the containing vessels, tliongh ever so strong.

M. Marian, in. a dissertation on ice, attributes the increase of its

bulk cliiefiy to a diiferent arrangement of the parts of tlie water ;

the icy skin on the water being composed of filaments which arc

constantly and regnlaiiv joined at an angle of 60°
; and w hich, by

this angular disposition, occhpy a greater volume t:,an if they

^ere parallel. He found the augmentation of the volume of wa-

ter by freezing, in different trials, a fourteenth, an eigliteenlh, a

nineteenth, and when the water was previously purged of air, only

a twenty-second part: that ice, even after its formation, continues

to expand by cold ; for, after water had been frozen to some
thickness, the fluid part being let out by a hole in llie bottom of

the vessel, a continuance of the cold made the ice convex ; and a

piece of ice, which was at first only a fourteenth part specifically

lighter than water, on being exposed some days to the frost, be-

came a twelfth part lighter. To this cause he attributes the burst-

ing of ice on ponds. Wax, renins, and animal fats, made fluid by
fire, instead of expanding like watery liquors, shrink in their re-

turn to solidity : for solid pieces of the same bodies sink to the

bottom of the respective fluids ; a proof that these bodies are

more dense in their solid than in their fluid state. The oils which
congeal by cold, as oil olive, and the essential oil of aniseeds, ap-

pear also to shrink in their congelation. Hence, the difi'erent

dispositions of different kinds of trees to be burst by, or to resist,

strong iTOSts, are by some attributed to the juices with which the

tree abounds ; being in the one case watery, and in the other re-

sinous or oily. Ice concretes generally on the surface of the wa-
ter ; but this effect frequently varies under different circum-

stances. In the northern parts of Europe, there are three species

of ice: 1. That which is formed on the surface. 2. Another
kind, which congeals in the middle of the water, and bears some
resemblance to small hail ; and, 3. Ground-ice, that is produced
at the bottom ; especially where it meets with any fibrous sub-

stance to which it may adhere. The last species is full of irregu-

lar cells ; and, on account of its inferior specific gravity, it pro
duces many singular effects, by bringing up heavy bodies from

The ice that con-the bottom of the water in which it is formec
cretes in the middle of the water, rises to the top, where it unites

into large masses : the formation, however, both of this, and of the

grouml-ice, takes place only during intense and sudden fronts, in

snallow waters, the surface of which is disturbed either by the
wind or the current of the stream, so that it cannot be easilj con-
solidated. In many countries, the warmth of the climate renders

ice not only a desirable, but even a necessary article : hence it

becomes an object of some importance to procure it in a cheap
and easy manner. For this purpose, in the East Indies, three or

four pits are dug on a large open pl„in, each of which is about
thirty feet square, and two feet deep ; the bottoms are covered to

the depth of eight or ten inches with dried straw, or the stems of
sugar-canes. On this bed are arranged, in rows, a number of un-

glazed pans made of porous earth, about a (jiwrter »t an inch
thick, and an inch and a quarter deep, which are filled about
sun-set, with water that has been boiled and become conl. ICarly

in the morning, a coat of ice- is found on the pans, which is bro-

ken by striking an iron-hook into its centre, and then conveyed
in baskets to the place of preservation. Tlie most expe<litious

method, however, of producing ice, consists in a combination of
sal ammoniac with nitre. See Fkei!zing.

IcE-BERGS, large boilies of ice filling the valleys between the
high mountains in northern latitudes. Among the most remark-
able are those of the -E. coast of Sintzbergen. They are seven lU

Bamber, 'but at considerable distances from each oilier: each fills

the valleys for tracts unknown, in a region totally inaccessible in

the internal parts, The glciciers of Switzerland seem contempti-
ble to these ; but present often a similar front into some lower
valley. See Glaciers. The last exhibits over the sea a front

3;j0 feet high, emulating the emerald in colour: cataracts of melt-'

ed snow precipitate down variovis parts, and black- spiring jiioun-

tains, streaked with white, bound the sides, and rise crag above
crag, as far as the eye can reach iii the back ground.

IcE-BoAT. See Boat.
Ice-Cream, cream cooled by ice. It is prepared by mixing

three parts cream with one of the juice or jam of raspberries, or
currant, <vc. : after beating and straining the mixture, put it with
a little juice of lemon into a pewter-mould ; cover the mould, and
place it in a pail about two-thirds full of ice, into which two
handfuls of salt have been thrown ; turn the mould by the hand-
hold with a ([uick motion to and fro, in tlie manner used for mill-

ing chocolate, for eight or ten minutes ; then let it rest as long,

and turn it again for the same time ; and having left it to stancl

half an hour, it is fit to be turned out of the mould, and to be sent

to table.

IcE-HousE, a repository for preserving ice during summer.
The aspect of ice-houses should be towards the E or S. E.
for the advantage of the morning sun to expel the damp air, which
is far more pernicious than warmth. "^I'he best soil tor the ice-

house to be made in is chalk, as it conveys awaj the waste water
withoiit any artificial drain ; next to that, loose stony earth or
gravelly soil. Its situation should be on the side of a hill, for the
advantage of entering the cell upon a level. To construct an ice-

house, first choose a proper place at a convenient distance from
the house or houses it is to serve : dig a cavity of the figure of an
inverted cone, sinking the bottom, concave, to form a re-

servoir for the waste water till it can drain off ; if the soil require

it, cut a drain to a considerable distance, or so far as will come
out at the side of the hill, or into a well, to make it communicate
with the springs, and in that drain form a stink or air-trap, mark-
ed /, (Plate LXXXV.
lower in that place as

fin 11,) by sinking the drain so much
it is high, and bring a partition from

the top an inch or more into the water, which will consequently
be in the trap ; and will keep the well air-tight. Work up
a sufficient nimiber of brick-piers to receive a cart-wheel, to be
laid with its convex side upwards to receive the ice ; lay hur-

dles and straw upon the wheel, which will let the melted ice

drain through, and serve as a floor. The sides and dome of the

cone are to be nine inches thick, the sides to be done in steened

brickwork, 2. e. witiu)ut mortar, and wrought at right angles to

the face of the work; the filling in behind should be with gravel,

loose stones, or brick-bats, that the water which drains through
the sides may the more easily escape into the well. The doors of

the ice-house should be maile as close as possible, and bundles of
straw placed always before the inner door to keep out the air. In

fig. 1 1, a shews the line first dug out: b the brick-circumference

of the cell : c the diminution of the cell downwards: rf the less

diameter of the cell : e the cart-wheel, or joists and hurdles : J' the

piers to receive the wheel or floor: g the principal receptacle for

straw : It the inner passage : i the first entrance : k the outer door,

passages having a separate door each: /an air-trap: 7« the well :

71 the profile of the piers: o the ice filled in: /) the height of the

cone: f/ the doine worked in two half-brick arches: r the arched
passage: i the door-ways inserted inthcwal^: < the floor of the

passage: u an aperture through which the ice may be put into the

cell ; this must be covered next the crown of the dome, and then
tilled in with earth: .r the sloping door, against which the straw

should be laid. The ice when to be put in should be collected

during the frost, broken into small pieces, and rammed down hard
in strata of not above a foot, to ni;ike it one comph te body ; the
care in putting it in, and well ramming it, tends much to its pre-
'oervation. In a season when ice is not to be ha<l in sufficient

quantities snow may be substituted. Ice may be preservetl in a
dry place under ground, by covering it wtll with chaff, straw, or
reeds. Chaff is much used for this purpose in Italy.

Icfi-l&LAND, a name given by sailors to a great quantity of ice

collected into one huge, solid, mass, and floating about upon the
seas near, or within, the Polar circles.

ICELAND, a large island in the northern part of the Atlantic

Ocean, between 63°' and 68° Lat. N. and between 10° and 26'

Lon.
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Lon. W. Its greatest length is about 700 miles, and its breadth

about 300. As Iceland lies partly within the frigid zone, and is

liable to be surrounded with vast quantities of ice, which come
from the polar seas, it is very inhospitable. It is exceedingly sub-

ject to earthquakes ; and so full of volcanoes, that the liule part

of it which appears (it for the habitation of man seems almost to-

tally laid waste by them. The best account that has yet appeared

of the island is in a late publication entitled. Letters on Iceland,

&c. written by I'no \'on Troil, D. D. (irst chaplain to his Swed-

ish majesty. Dr. Troil sailed from London on the 12th of July,

1772, along with Mr. Banks, Dr. Solandcr, and Dr. James Lind,

of Edinbuigh. After visiting the Hebrides, they arrived on the

28th of August at Iceland, where they ca>t anchor at Bessestedr,

in about (34° 6' N. Lut. in the western part of the island. The
country had to them the most dismal appearance that can be con-

ceived. The climate, however, is not unwholesome, or naturally

subject to excessive colds, notwithstanding its northwardly situa-

tion. Tliere have been instances indeed of I'ahrenheit's thermo-

jnetcr sinking to 24" below the freezing-point in w inter, and rising

to 104° in summer. Since-174y, observations have been made on
the weather; and the coldness of the climate is thought to be so

much on the increase, tliat the rouritry is in danger of becoming
unfit for the habitation of tlie human race. Wood, which for-

merly grew in great quantities all over the island, cannot now be
raised. Even the hardy tirs of Norway cannot be reared in this

island. They seemed indeed to thrive till they were about two
feet high; but then their tops withered, and they ceased to grow.

This is owing chietiy to the storms and hurricanes which happen
in May and June. In 1772, Governor Thodal sowed a little bar-

lev, which grew very briskly ; but a short time before it was to be
reaped, a violent storm so effectually destroyed it, that only a few

grains were found scattered about. This island lies under another

olsadvantage, owing to the floating ice with which the co:ists are

often beset. This ice comes on by degrees, always with an E.
wind, and frequently in such quantities as to fill up all the gulphs

on the N. W. side of the island, and even to cover the se.i as far

as the eve can reach. It generally comes in January, and goes
away in March. Sometimes it only reaches tlie land in April

;

and, remaining there for a long time, does an incredible deal of

mischief. It consists partly of mountains of ice, said to be some-
times sixty fathoms in height; and partly of field-ice, which is nei-

ther so thick, nor so much dreaded. Sometimes these enormous
masses are grounded in shoal-water; anfl in these cases thev re-

main for many months, nay years, undissolved, chilling the atmo-
sphere for a great way round. Wl.en many such bulky ' and
lofty masses are tloating together, the woodwliieh is often found
drifting between thein, is so much chafed and pressed with such
violence together, that it sometimes takes lire: which has occa-
sioned fabulo^is accounts of the ice being in flames. In 1753, and
the four following years, the frosts were extremely intense, and
destroyed both animals and vegetables. 'I'hese frosts are often

followed by a famine, many examples of which are to be found in

the Icelandic chronicles. A great number of bears annually ar-

rive with the ice, and commit great ravages among the sheep.

The Icelanders attempt to destroy these intruders as soon as they
get sight of them. Sometimes they assi nible together, and dri--e

them back to the ice, with which they often iloat oti! again. For
want of fire-arms, they are obliged to use spears on these occa-
sions. The government also encourage the dcstructicn of these

animals, by paying a premium of ten dollars for every bear that

is killed, and purciiasing the skin of him who killed it. Notwith--
standing this dismal picture, however, taken from Von Troll's let-

ters, some tracts of ground, in his,h cultivation, are mentioned as

being covered by the great eruption of lava in 1783. Thunder
and lightning are seldom heard in Iceland, except in the neiah-
bourhood of volcanoes. Aurora; Boreales are very frequent and
strong. They generally appear in dry weather ; though tliere are

not wanting instances before or after rain, or even during the time
of it. The lunar halo, which prognosticates bad w eather, is like-

|

wise very frequent here; as are also parhelion?, which anpcar from
j

one to nine in number at a time. Thee parhenons are observed
|

chiefly at the approach of the Greenland ice, when an intense de-

gree of frost is produced, and the frozen vapours fill the air. '

Fire-balls, sometimes lounil, and sometimes oral, are observed, I

and a kind of i^nis fatuus wliich attadies itself to mau and beasts;
]

' and comets are also frequently mentioned in their chronicles.

This last circumstance deserves the attention of astronomers.

Iceland, besides all the inconvenience already mentioned, has two
very terrible ones, called by the natives skrida and snioflodi : tlie

name of the first imports large pieces of a mountain tumbling down
' and destroying the lands and houses w hich lie at the foot of it

;

this happened in 1554, when a whole farm was ruined, and thirteen

people buried alive. The other word signifies the effects of a pro-
digious quantity of snow, which covers the tops of the mountains,
rolling down in immense masses, and doing a great deal of da-
mage : of this there was an instance in 1699, during the night,
when two farms were buried, with all their inhabitants and cattle.

This last accident Iceland has in common with all very mountain-
ous countries, particularly Switzerland. Dr. Von Troil informs
us, that, " Iceland abounds with hot and boiling springs, some of
which spout up into the air a surprising height. All the jets d'eau,
which have been contrived with so much art, and at such an
enormous expence, cannot by any means be compared with these
wonders of nature in Iceland. The water- works at Herenliauscii
throw up a single column of water of half a quarter of a vard iu

circumference to a height of about seventy feet ; those at Winter-
kasten at Cassel throw it up, but in a much thinner column, 130
feet; and the jet d'eau at St. Cloud, which is thought the greatest
of all the Frei.ch water-works, casts up a thin column eightv feet
into the air: but some springs in Iceland pour forth columns of
water several feet in thickness to the height of many fathoms ; and
many affirm of several hundred feet. These springs are unequal
in their degrees of heat; but we have ob-erved none under 1S8
degrees of Fahrenheit's thermometer; in some it is 192, 193, 212
and in one small vein of water 213 degrees. From some the water
flows gently, and the spring is then called laug, a bath ; from
others it spouts with a great noise, and is then called huer, or kit-
tel." See Huer, and Plate LXXXV. fig. 9- It is very com-
mon for some of these spouting springs to close up, and others to
appear in their stead. All these hot waters have an incrusting
quality ; so that we very commonly lind the exterior surface from
whence it bursts forth covered with a kind of rind, which almost
resembles chased work, and which we at first look for lime, but
which was afterwards found by Mr. Kergman to be of a siliceous
or flinty nature. In some places the water tastes of sulphur, in
others not ; but when drank as soon as it is cold, tastes like com-
mon boiled water. The inhabitants use it at particular times for
dyeing; and were they to adopt proper regulations it might be of
still greater use. Victuals may also be boiled in it, and milk held
over its steam becomes sweet : owing, most probably, to the ex-
cessive heat of the water, as the same effect is produced bv boiling
it a long time over the fire. What time Iceland was fir=t peopled
is uncertain. An English colony indeed is said to have been set-

tled there in the beginning of the fifth century. There is reason,
however, to suppose that the English and Irish were acquainted
with this country under another name, long before the arrival of
the Norwegians; for the celebrated Bede gives a pretty accurate
description of the island. But of these original inhabitants we can
say nothing, as the Iceland chronicles go no farther back than the
arrival of the Norwegians. It appears to have been first visited

by different adventurers, and at length peopled by colonies from
ditTerent nations, the first and most numerous being from Norway.
They supported an independence for a considerable time, but at

length being reduced by their intestine quarrels, they put them-
selves under the protection of Norway, and \yere together with
Norway soon after subjected,to Denmark. TTie Icelanders breed
numbers of cattle, but on the coasts the men employ themselves
in fishing, both summer and winter. On their return home, when
they have cleaned their fish, they give them to their wives, whose
care it is to dry them. In winter, when tlie inclemency of the
weather prevents them from fishing, they ar<; obliged to take care
of their cattle, and spin wool. In summer, they mow the grass,

provide fuel, go in search of strayed sheep and goats, and kill cat-

tle. They prepare leather with the spiraea ulmaria, instead of
bark. Some few work in gold and silver; and others in mecha-
nics, in which they are tohrable proficients. The women pre-

pare the fish, take care of the cattle, manage the milk and wool,
sew, spin, and gather eggs and down. AVhen they work in the
evening, they use, instead of an hour-glass, a lamp with a wick
made of epilobiiim dipt in train-oil, wiiich is contrived to burn,

icvs/
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four, SIX, or eight, hours. Among the conuiiou people, time is

nut reckoned by the course of (lie sun, but by the work they have

(lone, vvhicli is prescribed by law. A man is to mow as much
liay ill one day as grows on thirty fathoms of manured soil, or

forty fathoms cf land wliich has not been manured ; or he is to dig

700 pieces of turf, eiglil feet long and three broad. If as much
snow falls as reaches to tlie horses' bellies, a man is required daily

to clear a piece of j^round sufficient for 100 sheep. A woman is to

rake togetlier s, much hay as three men can mow, or to weave
three yards of wadmal a day. A man's wages are four dollars and
twelve yards of wadmal; those of a woman two dollars and five

yards ot wadmal. When men are sent a li-hinj out of the coun-

try, there is allowed to each man, by law, from the Sith Sept. to

the l4th May, six p^nmds ot butter, and eighteen pounds of dried

fish, every week. When they are at home, and can get milk, &c.
every man receives only tive pounds of dried lish, ami three quar-

ters of a pound oi butler a-week. As Iceland produces no kind

of grail), the inhabitants have no bread but what is imported ; and
which being too dear tor common use, is reserved for weddings

and other entertainments. The following list of their viands is

taken from 'Iroll's Lutlers. " 1. Flour of linlgras, (lichen islan-

dicus,) or rock-grass. The plant is fust washed, and then cut into

small pieces by some; though the greater number dry it by lire

or in the sun, then put it into a bag in which it is well ueaten, and
lastly work it into a llonr by stamping. 2. Flour of komsyrg, (po-

lygonum bistorta), is prepared in the same manner, as well as the

two other sorts ot wild corn melur, (Arundo arenaria, and Arnndo
foliorum lateribus convoUitis), by separating it from the chaff,

pounding, and lastly grinding it. 3. Suit smoer, sour butter.

The Icelanders seldom use fre^h or salt butter, but let it grow sour

before they eat it. In this manner it may be kept for twenty years,

or even longer ; and the Icelanders look upon it as more whole-

some and palatable than the butter used among other nations. It

is reckoned belter the older it grows ; and one pound of it then is

valued as niucli as two of fresh butter. 3. String, or whey boiled

to thr consistence of sour milk, and preserved foi the winter. 4.

Fish of all kinds, dried in the sun and in the air, and either salted

or frozen. Those prepared in the last mann( r are preferred by
many. 5. The flesh of bears, sheep, and birds, which is partly

salted, partly hung or smoked, and some preserved in casks with

sour or fermented whey poured over it. 6. Misost, or whey boile<l

to cheese, which is very good. But the art of making other kinds

of good cheese is lost, though some tolerably palatable is sold in

the E. quarter of Iceland. 7. Beina striug, bones and cartilages of

beef and mutton, and likewise bones of cod, boiled in whey till

Ihey are (piite dissolved: they are then left to ferment, aud are

cat with milk. 8. Skyr. 1 he curds from v\'hich the whey is

squeezed are preserved in casks or other vessels ; they are some-
times mixed with black crow-berries, or juniper-berries, and are

likewise eat with new milk. 9. Syra, is sour whey kept in casks,

and left to ferment; which, however, is not reckoned fit for use
till a year old. 10. Blanda, is a liquor made of water, to which a

twelfth part of the syra is added. In winter, it is mixed with the

juice of thyme and of the black crow-berries. 1 1. They likewise

eat many vegetables, some of which grow wild, and some are cul-

tivated ; also shell-tish and mushrooms." The Icelanders, in ge-
neral, eat three times a-day, at 7 A. M. 2 and 9 P. M. 'Fheir
common beverage is milk, either warm from the cow, or cold,
and sometimes boiled: they likewise use butter-milk wi:li, or
without, water. On the coasts they generally drink blanda and
sour milk ; which is sold after it is skimmed at two-tifths of a rix-

dollar per cask : some likewise send for beer from Copenhagin,
and some brew their own. A few of the principal inhabitants also
have claret and coflee. The common people sometimes drink a

kind of tea, which they make from the leaves of the dryas octope-
tala, and die veronica officinalis. The exports of Iceland consist
of dried (ish, salted mutton and lamb, beef, butter, tallow, train-

oil, coaise woollen cloth, stockings, gloves, raw wool, shcep->kins,
lamb-skins, fox-furs of various colours, eiderdown, feathers, and
formerly sulphur; but there is no longer a deminci for this mine-
ral. On the other hand, the Icelanders import tinib r, fishing-

lines and hoi'ks, tobacco, bread, horst-shoes, brandy, wine, salt,

linen, a little silk, a id a few other necessaries, as well as superilui-
ties for those of superior rank. The whole trade of Iceland is en-
grossed by a Danish Company, who have an exclusive charter.

I C H
Iceland is noted for its volcanoes, which seem to be more furious

than any others yet discovered. Indeed, from the latest accounts,

it would seem that this miserable country were one continued vol-

cano. Mount Ilecla has been commonly supposed to be the

only burning mountain, or at least the principal one, in the island.

See Hecla. It has indeed been more taken notice of than many
others of as great extent, partly from its having had more frequent

eruptions than any other, and partly from its situation, which ex-

poses it to the sight of ships sailing to Greenland and Noith Ame-
rica. But in a li>t of eruptions published in the appendix to Pen-
nant's Arctic Zoology, it appears that out of fifty-one remarkable
ones, only one-third have proceeded from Hecla, the other moun-
tains being no less active in the work of destruction than this.

I'hese eruptions take place in the mountains covered .with ice,

which the inhabitants call jokuls. Some of these, as appears from
a large map of Iceland, made by order of Frederick V. in 1734,

have been swallowed up. The great lakes in this country have
probably been occasioned by the sinking of such mountains, as si-

milar instances are met with in other places. The great Icelandic

lake called Myvatu seems to have been one. Its bottom is en-

tirely formed of lava, divided by deep cracks, which shelter dur-

ing winter a great quantity of trouts. It is now only thirty feet

deep; but originally was much deeper, having been nearly filled

up in 17i8 by an eruption of the great mountain Krafle. The
fiery stream took its course towards IVly vatu, and ran into it with a

horrid noise, which continued till 1730. " The mountains of

Iceland (says Mr. Pennant) are of two kinds, primitive jiid pos-

terior. The former consist of strata usually regular, but some-
limes confused. They are formed of different sorts of stone with-

out the least appearance of fire. Some are composed of sand and
free stone, petrosilex or chirt, slaty or fissile stone, and various

kinds of earth or bole, and steatita- ; ditlerent sorts of breccia or

conglutinated stones; jaspers of different kinds, Iceland crystal;

the common rhomboid spalhum, chalcedonies stratified, and bo-

tryoid; zeolites of the most elegant kinds; crystals, and various

other substances that have no relation to volcanoes.

ICENI, an ancient nation of South Britain, who inhabited the

countries now called Suffolk, Norfolk, Cambridgeshire, Hunting-
donshire, and the isle of Ely.

ICH DIEN, the motto of the Prince of Wales's arms, signify-

ing, in the High Dutch, I serve. It was first used by Edward
the Black Prince, to shew his subjection to his father. King Ed-
ward HI.
ICHNEUMON, [ixviy/«v,] a small animal that breaks the eggs

of the crocodile. See \'iverra.

Ichneumon, tlie Ichnei'mon Fly, in entomology, a genus of

flies of the hymenoptera order. Mouth armed with a bifid jaw,

without any' tongue ; aiitenuE setaceous, having above thirty

joints ; abdomen generally petiolated, joined to the body by a

pedicle or stalk ; tail armed with a sting, inclosed in a double-

valved cylindrical sheath ; wings lanceolated and plain. This ge-

nus is very numerous, containing more than live hundred species.

See Plate' LXXVI. They are divided into families, from the co-

lour of their scutellum and antennae, as follows: I. U'hose which

have a whitish scutel, and .aitenna; annulate, with a whitish band.

2. Those which have a white escutel and antenna entirely black.

3. With a scutel of the same colour as the thorax ; the antenna; en-

compassed with a fillet. 4. With a scutel of the same colour as

the thorax; the antennae black and setaceous. 5. With setaceous

clay-coloured antenna;. 6. With small filiform antennae, and the

abdomen oval and slender. One striking character of these spe-

cies of flies is the almost continual agitation of their antcnni. The
name ichneumon has been applied to them, from the service they

do by destroying caterpillars, plant-lice, and other insects; as the

ichneumon or mangouste destroys the crocodiles. j

IC'UNOGRAPIIY, [from ix^®". the vestige or traces of any

thing, and yg'Sfi", I describe,] in perspective, is the view of any

thing cul off by a plane parallel to the horizon, just at the base or

bottom of it.

IcHNOGRAPHV, in architecture, is taken for the geometrical

plane, platform of an edifice, or the ground-plot of a house or

building delineated upon paper.

IcHNOoKAPHY, iu foitilication, the plan of the length and

breadth of a fortress, Ihe distinct parts of which are marked either

upon the ground or upon paper.

4 ICHNOGRAPHY,
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IcHNOGRAi'HY, aiiioiis; pa'.iiiers, signiliis a ilr^ciiplioii of

images or of ancient staluos o/^ nuiiblr and cop])!'!, ot busts ami
i

semi l)iist>, ot paintings in fresco, mosaic works, and ancient pieces

of iniiiialure. i

ICHOGLANS, the grand signior's ))agcs serving in the so- I

raglio. Tliese are the children of Christian parents, either taken I

in war, pnrcliased, or sent as presents from the viceroys and go-

vendors of distaiit provinces.

ICHOR, ["xiuj, R'/ior, Lat.] in snr.^ery, is sometimes tised for

a thicker kitid o; humour flowing from' ulcers, called also sanies.

ICH'l IIYOC^OLLA, [from 'xSv:, uA\, and xoxvs, gUie,] Isin-

glass, or Fish-glue, a preparation from tlie lis!) named huso.

See AcciPENSEB.
IcHTiiYOCOLLA, Method OF MAKING. The method of mak-

ing isinglass was long a secret in tiie hands of the Russians; but':

vvas discovered a few jeare ago, and a full account of it published
j

bv Humphrey Jackson, Esq. in the si.\ty-lhird volume -of tlie

l^hilosophical i ransactions. " All authors (lie says) who have hi-

thcrlo delivered processes for making ichtiivocoiki, iUh-glue, or

isingl.i^s, have greatly mistaken botli its constituent niatler and
preparation." In proof of this he (juotes the process of I'omet,

vli", he thinks, is the principal author whom tlie rest have copied.

After describing '.he lish, I'omet directs, ' As to the niamier of

making the ivinglas^, the sinewy parts of the tlsh are boiled in wa-

ter till all of tiieni be dissolved that will dissolve ; tlien the gluey

liquor is strained, and set to cool. Being cold, the fat is carefully

taken oil', and the liquor itself boiled to a just consistency, then cut

to pieces, and made into a twist, bent in form of a crescent, as

coinmonly sold ; then hung U]ion a string and carefully dried.'

"from tills account (says Mr. Jackson) it might be rationally

concluded, that every species of lish which contained gelatinous

principles wouKI yield isinglass;" but, adds he, " relying too

much upon such authority, 1 lound myself constantly disappoint-

ed. Glue, not isinglass, was the result of every process ; ami al-

though, in the same view, a journey to Russia proved fruitless,

yet a steady perseverance in the research proved not only success-

ful as to this object, but. in the pursuit, to discover a resinous

matter plentifully procurable in tlie British lisheries, which has

been found by anijile experience to answer similar purposes. It

is now no longer a secret, that our lakes and rivers in North Ame-
rica are stocked with immense quantities of fish, said to be the

same species with those in Moscovy, and yielding the finest isin-

glass. No artificial heat is necoary to the production of isin-

glass, neither is the matter dissolved for this |Hirpose ; for, as the

continuity of its fibres would be destroyed by solution, the

mass would become brittle in drying, and snap short asunder,

which is always the case with glue, but never with isinglass.

The latter, indeed, may be resolved into glue with boiling

water; but its fibrous recomposition would be found impracticable
afterwards, and a filirous te.\tiire is one of the most distinguishing

characteristics of genuine isinglass. A due consideration that an
fmperfect solution of isinglass, called fining by the brewers, pos-

sessed a peculiar jiroperty of clarifying malt liciuors, induced me
to attempt its analysis in cold subacid menstruums. One ounce
and a half of good isinglass, steeped a few days in a gallon cf stale

beer, was converted into good fining, ot a remarkably thick coii-

sistejice : the same (ji'.antity of glue, under similar treatment, yield-

ed only a mucilaginous li(]uor resembling diluted gum-walcr,
which, instead of clarifying beer, increased both its tenacity and
turbidness, and communicated other properties in no respect cor-

responding with tliose of genuine fining. On commixing three
spoonfuls of the solution of isinglass with a gallon of malt-ii([',ior,

in a tall cylindrical glass a vast number of curdiv masses became
presently formed, by the reciprocal attraction of the particles of
isinglass and tlie feculencies of the beer, which, increasing in niag-

nitud.e and specific gravity, arranged themselves accordinglv, and
fell in a combined state to the bottom, through the well-known
laws of gravitation ; for, in this case, there is elective attraction.

as some have imagined, which bears not the least affinity with wh.it

frequently occurs in chemical decompositions. If what is com-
mercially tei iiied long or short-staph.-d isinglass be stee|)ed a few
lionrs in fair cold water, the entwisted membranes will expand, and
reassume their original beautiful hue, and, by a de.\terous address,
maybe perfectly unfolded." (lie adds, in a note, that " if the
transparent isinglass be held in certain positions to the liglit, it
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often exhibits beautiful prismatic colours.") " By this sim'ple

operalion (conlimies Mr. Jackson , we find that isinglass is nothing

nmre than cerl.iin menibr;nous parts of fislies, tlivestecof their

native mucosily, rolled and twisted into the forms above-mention-

ed, an J drie<l in (;))en air. Tie sounds, or air-bladders, of fresh-

water fish in general, are preferred for this purpose, as being the

most transpar> ni, thxible, delicate substances. T iiese constitute

the fine-t sorts of isinglass; those called book and ordinary staple,

are made of the intestines, and probably of the peritonxum of the

fish. The belluga yielJs the greatest quantity, as being the largest

and most plentiful fidi in the jNjuscovy rivers ; but the s<;unds of

all fresh-water fi-h yield, more or less, fine isinglass, ))arlicu!arly

the smaller sorts, found in prudigious quantities in the Caspian

Sea, and several hundred miles beyond Astracan, in the V. (.Iga,

Yaik, Don, and even as far as Siberia, where it is called /w'e or

kla by the natives, which implies a glutinous matter; it is the

b.isis of the Russian glue, which is preferred to all other kinds for

its strength. The sounds, which yield the finer Isinglass, consist

of parallel fibres, and are easily rent longitudinally; but the or-

dinary sorts are found composed of double mciibranes, whose
fibres cross each other obliquely, resembling the coats of a
bladder: hence the former are more readily pervaded and divi.ied

with subacid liquors ; but the Litter, through a peculiar kiiul of in-

woven texture, are with great difficulty torn asunder, and long

resist the power of the same menstruum : yet, when duly resolved,

are found to act with equal enerLjy in clarifying liijuors. Isinglass

receives its, difierent shapes in the following manner: The parts of

wdiich it is comjiosed, particul.irly the sounds, are taken from

the fish while swett and fresh, slit open, washed from their

slimy sordes, divested of every thin membrane which envelopes

the sound, and then to still'en a little in the air. In this stau;

they are formed into rolls about the thickness of a finger, and in

length according to the intended size of the staple: a tiiin mem-
brane is generally selected for tlie centre of the roll, round w hich

the rest are folded alternately, and about half an inch ot each ex-

tremity of the roll is turned inwards. The due dimensions being

thus obtained, the two ends of what is called short staple are pin-

ned together with a small wooden peg; the middle ot the roll is

then pressed a little downwards, which gives it the resemblance of

a heart shape ; and thus it is laid on boards, or hung up to dry.

The sounds, whtrh compose the long staple, are longer than the

former ; but the operator lengthens this sort at pleasure, by inter-

folding the ends of one or more pieces of the sound with each

other. The extremities are fastened with a peg, like the former;

but the middle part of the roll is bent more considerably down-
wards; and, to preserve the shape of the three obtuse angles tliuai

formed, a piece of round stick, about a quarter of an inch diame-

ter, is fastened in each angle with small wooden pegs, in the same
manner at the ends ; in this state it is permitted to dry l.mg

enough to retain its form, when the pegs and sticks are taken out,

and the drying completed ; lastly the pieces of isinglass are colli-

gated in rows, liy running packthread through the peg-holes, for

convenience of package and exportation. 'I'he membranes ol the

book-sort, being thick' and refractory, will not admit a similar for-

mation with the iirecedingi the pieces, therefore, after their sides

are folded inwardly, are bent in the centre, in such manner that

the opposite sides resemble the cover of a book, whence the

name; a jieg being thus run across the middle, fastens the sides

together, and thus it is dried like the former. 'J'liis sort is inter-

leaved, and the pegs run across the ends, the better to prevent its

unfolding. Cake isinglass is formed of the fragments ot the staple

sorts, put into a tlal metalline pan, with a very little water, and

heated just enough to. make the parts cohere like a pancake \iheii

it is dried ; but Irequeiilly it is overheated, and such pieces are

useless in fining. Experience has taught the consumers to reject

them. Isinglass is best made in summer, as frost gives it a disa-

greeable colour, de|..rives it of weight, and impairs its gelatinous

j

principles; Us fashionable forms are uniifcessarVi and (requently

injurious to its native qualities. It is common to find oily putrid

matter, and exuvia; of insects, between the implicated membranes,

which, through the inattention of the cellarnien, often contaminate

wines and mait-liquors in the act of clarifii atifin. It may be ma-

nufactured as follows : the sounds of cod and ling bear rtreat

analogy to those of the arcipenser geiiys. The Newfoundland
and Icelai-.d fishermen jplit open the lish as soon as taken, and

2 C throw
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tlirow the bjcU-bones, with the sounils annexed, in a heap ; but
previous to incipient piUrefaction, the sounds are cut out, v*ashed

Irom thetr >liine3, and sailed lor use. In cutting out tlie sounds,

tlie intercostal parts are left behnii!, wliicli are much the best ; tlie

Iceland lishernien are so seii'iilile of this, that they beat the bone
tipoii a block witli a th'tk ;tick, till the pockets, as they lerm
them, come out easily, and tlius preserve the sound entire. If

the sounds liave been cured with ijit, that must be dissolved by
sio -p ng tliem in water belore tiiey are prepared for isinglass ; tlie

fresh sound must then be laid upon a block of wood, whose sur-

face is a little ellipiical, lb the end of which a small hair-brush is

niled, and with a s.iw-knife the membranes on each side ot the
sound iinist be scraped olf. The ktdle is rubbed upon the bru^^l

occasionally to clear its teeth ; the pockets are cut open with, scib-

sars, and perfectly cleansed of the mucous mutter with a coarse.

c!o;h ; the sounds are afterwards wa'ihed a few minutes in lime-
water to absorb their oily principle, aud lastly in clear water.

ICIITIIYOLOGV.

ttEFINITIOVS,
TCm IIVOLOOY, [:v^L,,x»5.,r., fiom .'x^t;, and >.-:v.'.] lint

paitof zoolopy which treats ot lislies. Writers who have consi-
dered this suincct have proceeded on very diflereNt systems of
classification. I.inirvus and Pennant are most followed, and thev
do not dilf'er much in their method of di\ ision. According to the
general system of Liiuiwus, lishes form the fourth class of animals.
'J'his class he arranges into six orders, under three great <livi^ions ;

none of which, however, include the cetaceous tribes, or the
whale, dolphin, ic. the^c forming an order of the cUis^ n;aniinalia

in the Liun.ran systen). See Zoologv. Mr. Pennant, in his

British Zoology, makes a very judicious arranseiueiit, bywliiih
tin; celx are restored to their proper rank, lie distribiiles lish

into three divisions, cOmprehenduit'. six orders. ITb divisions are,

into cetaceous, cartilaginous, and bony.
Division I. Cetaceous Fish, i'he characters arethc follow-

iM|i: No gills; an ordice, on the top of the head, through which
they breathe and eject water ; a llal or horizontal tad. 'Ih.is disi-

smn comprehends three genera ; theW'hale, Cachalot, and Dolphin.
IJiv. II. t,'.^RriL,\oiNOUs l-'isH. 'Ihe characters are ; P.reath-

\U)i ihrongh certain apertures, generally placed on each side the
neck ; but in some iu--lances beneath, in ^ome above, ami Irom
One to seven in number on each part, c.\cept in the pipe-iish,

vhich has only one ; the muscles supported by cartilages instead

of bones. The gener.i are, the Lamprey, Ska e, bhark, Fishing-
froi;, Sturgeon, Snn-tish, Luiiip-fish, Pipc-lish.

Div. IK. PiON'v I'isH, incluiles those whose mu-cles arc sup-
ported by bones or spines, which breathe through gills covered or
guarded by thin bony plates, open on the side, and dihitable bv
means of a row of bones on their lower part, each separated by "a

thin web ; which bones are called the radii i)ranchio?tegi, or the
gill-covering rays. The tails of all the fish that form this division

are placed in a situation per|)eudicnlar to the body ; and this is an
invariable character. This division is by far the most numerous,
and is subdivided into four sertions, apoclal, thoracic, jugular, and
abdominal, wdiich he copies from I.iimaus, who forms tiiis svsteiii

on a comparison of tlie ventral tins to the feet of land-aiuiiidK or
reptiles ; and either hom the want of them, or their particular situ-

ation, in respect to the other fins, establLdiei his section^.

Sect. 1. Apodal: the most imperfect, wanting the ventral fins.

This also expresses the union of the dorsal and anal fins with the
fail, as is found in some few fish. Genera : The Eel, Wolf-fish,

Luimce, Morris, Sword-fish.

Sect. 2. Jur.ui.,\R: the ventral fins placed before the pectoral
fins as in the Haddock. Genera; the Dragonet, Weever, Cod-
fish, Blenny.

Sect. 3. Thoracic: the ventral fins placed beneath the pec-
toral fins as in the ^'ather-la^her. Genera : the Goljv, Bull-head,

Doree, Flounder, Gilt-head, V ralie. Perch, Stickleoack, Macka-
rel. Surmullet, Gurnard.

Sect. 4. Abdominal ; the ventral fins placed behind the pec-
teral tins; as in the Minnow. Geneni: the Loche Salmon, Pike,
Argentine, Alherine, Mullet, Flying-iish, Herring, Carp.

I'ishes are deseril)ed by several lectinital term'-, according to

the conliguratioiis and other peculiarities of their ditierent parts.

Body compressed, is when it extends more verticallv, or fnim
|

back to belly than horizontally, or from side to side ; depressed,
i

* hen the horizontal extent is the greater. It is said tobec^Iin-!
Crioal, uheii nearly circular ; en-iform, or swo:d-sJi..ped, when the

(

.9

back and belly terminate in a sharp edge, or when the liody gii
dually tapitrs from the head to the tail ; cuUraled, or knile-

shaped, when the. back is somewhat fij, and the angle below acute;
carinated, or keel-shaped, when the back is rounded, and the
under part of the belly acute through its lenath ; oblong, when
the longitudinal diameter is much longer than the transvei-se; oval,

when the longitudinal diameter exceeds the transverse, the base
being circular, and the apex more acute; orbicular, when the
longitudinal and transverse <liameters are nearlv equal ; laiiielhit-

ed, or spear-shaped, when oblong and attenuated at both extre-

mities ; cuneiform, or wedge-shaped, when the body gradually
llaiicns tow.irds the tail ; conical, when it is cylindrical, and grow*
gradually more slender towards the tail ; veutricose, wlien llie

belly is very prominent ; gibbous, when the back presents one
or more protuberances; annulated, w hen the body is surronndcil
by rings, or elevated lines ; articulated, when it is covered ami
connected with br,ny plates ; trigon, tetragon, peistagon, hexagon,
and polygon, when the sides are plain, with three, four, six, or

more, longitudinal angles. The surface is saiil to be naked wlieii

it is de>titute of scales ; scaly, w hen provided v. ith. them ; smooth,
when the scales are so; lubricous, or slippervt when invesler]

with a slimy humour; tubercnlated, or rough, when coven

d

with prominent warts or tubercles : jjapillous, when covered with
lleshy points ; spinous, when the asperities are elongated, and
pointed at their extremities; loricated. or mailed, when the budv
IS inclosed in a hard, callous, or bony integument, or in scales so

closely united as to seem but one; fasciated_, or banded, when
marked with transverse zones, from tlie back to the belly ; striped,

when marked with very narrow, scattered, and coloured streaks;

viltated, when marked throughout with longitudinal zones along
the side, reticulated, or chequered, when marked vf ith lines lorin-

ing the appearance of net-work : pointed, or dotted, when marked
with points ; and variegated, when the colours are dili'erent. The
head extends from the extiemitv of the nose to the giUs, and con-
tains the mouth, noje, jaws, lips, teeth, tongue, palate, no^trils,

eyes, branchial opercules, the branchiostegous membrane, the
aperture of the gills, and the nape, 'i he branchial opercuh-s are
scalv, or bony processes, situated on bjth sides of the head, be-
hinj the eyes ; tiiey serve to close the aperture of the gills, and
sustain the branchial membrane. The branchial, or branchioste-

gous membrane, is a tin, formed of cartilaginous crooked bones,

joined by a thin niembrane, lying under the opercula, to which
it adheres, and is capable of being folded, or expanded, as reces-
silv retpiiies. The trunk extends from the nape and branchial

aperture to the extremity of the tail. It comprehends the gill ,

throat, thorax, back, sides, abdomen, lateral Hue, anus, tail, and
scales. 'I'he gills, or branchia', consist, fur the most part, of four

crooked, parallel, unequal bones, furnished on the outside, with
small soft appendages, like the beards ot a leather, and generally

of a red colour. 'I he fins, according to their position, are deno-
minated dorsal, pectoral, ventral, anal, or caudal. They consist

of rays unitetl by a fine niembram-; the rays are small bones either

flexible or jointed. The chief iiistnmn-nts of motion in fishes

have been supposed to be the fins ; which, in -ome are nuicli more
numerous than in others. A fi^h comi)leti-ly fitted for swimming
with rapi<Iitv, is g-'iierally furnished with two Jjair of fins ou the

sides, and three single ones, two above, ai.d one below. But the
fish which has the greatest number of fins is not always the swittest

swimmer. The shark is thought to be one of the swiftest, and yet
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• has no tnis on its bellv; the haddock seems to be more coin-

leifly lillcd for motion, and vet it does not move so swiitlv.

N'av, some fohes which have no tini at ail, such as lobsters, dart

forilard with prodigioiu rapidity, by means of their tail. Mente

Uk; insuimient of progressive motion, in all ijshes, is now conclud-

ed to be the tail. The great use of the fms is to keep the body n:

<-quiUbrio: if the fins are cut off, the fish con still swim, but will

turn upon its sides or its back, without being able to keep itself

in an erect posture as before. If the fish desire to tuin, an exe/-

tionofthe tail turns it about in an instant; but if the tail strike

both wa\s, then the motion is progressive. All I'lshes are turnisl.ed

with a sl'imv glutinous matter, which defends their bodies from the

immediate contact of the surrounding fitiid, and which likewise,

in all probabilitv, assists their motion 'through the water. Beneath

this, in many kinds, is found a strong covering of scales, which,

like a coat ot mail, defends it still mnre powerfully; and un.K-r

that, above the muscular parts, lies an oily sul)stance, which aUo

tends to preserve the requisite warmtli and vigour. Fishes are

considered by many naturalists as of a nature much inferior to land-

animals, whether beasts or birds. Tlieir sense of feeling, it is

thought, must be very obscure on account of the scaly coat of mail

in which they are wrapped up. Their sense of smelling also, it is

said, they can have only in a very small degree. All fishes, in-

deed, have one or more nostrils ; and even those that have not the

holes perceptible without, yet have the bones within, proierly

formed for smelling. Hut as"the air is the only medium we know

proper for (he distribution of odours, it cannot be supposed that

these aiiimali which reside constantly in the water can be affected

by them. As to tasting, they seem to make very little distinc-

tion. The palate of most tishes is hard and bony, and consequently

incapable of 'he power of relishing difl'erer.t substances; an I ac-

t:ordiiiL;ly these voracious animals have often been ol!';erved to

swallow tlie fisherman's plummet instead of the bait. Ileaiing is

aenercilly thought to be totally deficient in tisjies, notwithstanding

the discoveries of some anatomists who pretend to have found out

1hp,boiie5 designed for the organ of hearing in their heads. They
have no voice, it is said, to communicate with each oilier, ami

consequently have no need of an organ for hearing. Seeing seems

to be the sense of which they are possessed in the greatest de-

gree; and vet even this seems obscure, if we compare it wilh-lhat

of other animals. The eye, in almost all tishes, is covered with

the same transparent skin which covers the rest of the head, and
\Uiich probabU serves to defend it in the water, as they have no
evelid-i. The glol)e is more depressed anteriorly, and is furnished

behind with a muscle which serves to lengthen or ll alien it as there

is occasion. The crvstalline humour, which in qiuulrepeds is

flat and of the shape of a button-mould, or like a very convex lens,

IH fishes is quite round, or sometimes oblong Hence it is

tJtought that fishes are extremeh* near-sighted ; and that, even in

the water, they can perceive objects only at a ?ery small distance.

Hence, (say tiiev,) it is evi<lent how far fishes are below terrestrial

animals in their sensations, and consequently in their enjoyments.

Even their brain, which in all animals is by some supposed to be

of a size proportionate to the understanding, siiews that lishes are

very much inferior to birds in this respect. Others argue diffe-

rently with regard to the nature of fishes. With respect to the

•sense of feeling, say they, it cannot be justly argued that fi.shesare

deficient, merely because they are covered with scales, as it is

possible these scales may be endued with as great a power of sen-

sation as we can imagine. The sense of feeling is not properly

connected with softness in rnv orsan, more than with hardness. A
similar argument is urged with regard to smelling ; for though we
do not know how sm<dls can be propa<j;Ated in water, that is no
jiioof that they are not so. On the contrary, as water is fuund ca-

pible of absorbing putrid effluvia from the air, nothing is more
probable than that these putrid ellluvia, when mixed with the wa-
ter, would affect the olfactory organs of fishes, as well as they af-

fect ours when mixed with the air. With regard to ta'^te, it i?

certain, that fishes are able to distinguisli their proper food from
what is improper, as well as other animals. But no voracious ani-

mal seems to be endued with much sensibility in thir- respect ; nor
would it probably be coiiMstent with that way of promiscuously de-

vouring every creature that comes within its reach, without which
these kinds of animals could not subsi-t. W ith respect to the

bearing of ffslies, it is urged, that, when kept in a pond, they may

be made to answer at the call of a whistle or the ringing of a bell i

and they will be terrified at any sudden and violent noise, such as

thunder, the firing of guns, &:c.' and shrink to the bottom of the

water. Among the aiicienis, many were of opinion tl.at fishes had

the sense of liearing, though ihey were by no means satisfied

about liie wa\-3 or passages by which they heard. Placentim _?.)-

lerwards discovered some bones in the h.ead of the pike, whu h

had very much the appearance of being organs of hearing, Ihougli

he could never discover any external passages to them. Kim af-

firmed, from his experiments and observations, that all fishes have

the organs of hearing; and have al»o passages from without t..

these organs, though in many species they are not easily seen;

and that even the mo^t minute and obscure ot these are capably

of comr.iunicaling a tremulousmution to ihove organs, from sounds

is,-uing from without. This is likewi>e asserted by M. Geoffrey,

«ho gives a particular description of the organs of hearing belong-

ing to several species. Di.->sert. sur I'organe de I'ouie, p. 97, et

seq. These organs are a set of little bones txlremcly hp.rd, and

while, like fine porcelain, which are to be found in the heads ct all

fillies : the external auditory passages arc very small
;

being

scarcely sufiicient to admit a hog's bristle ; though with care they

may be distingui-hed in almost all fislies. Water canm^t be tiiought

an improper medium of sound, seeing daily experience shews us

that sounds may be conveyed not only through water but througH

the mobt solid bodies. (See Acoustics.) It seems indeed very

difficult to determine tl;e matter by experiment. Mr. Gouan,

who kept some gold-fishes in a vase, informs us, that whatever

noise he made, he could neither terrify nor disturb them ; he hal-

loe'd as loud as he could, putting a piece of paper between lis

mouth and the water, to prevent the vibrations trom aflecung ih?

surface, and the fishes still seeme(i insen-ible ; but when the paper

was removed, and the sound had its full effect on the water, Use

case was then altered, ..nd the fi>lies instantly sunk to the bottom.

This experiment, however, cannot pro»e that the lishes did nut

hear the sounds before the paper was removoi ; it only shews that

they were not alarmed, till a sensible vibration was inlroduced

into the water. The call of a whistle may also be supposed to af-

fect the water in a fish-pond with a vibratory motion; but Ihiv

certainly must be verv obscure ; and if fishes can be assembled in

thi- .
^

,'
. ,.

irguraents

Manv in-

nianner when no person is in sight, it amounts to a demonstra

lion that they actually do hear. See Zootomy. The aj-guraent:

ll^ed againa 'the si-ht 'of fishes are the weakest of a"
"

stances which dalK occur, shew that fishi^s have a very acute sidit,

not only of obiects in the water, but of those in the air. 'I heir

jumping ontof Ihe water to catch tlies is a decisive proof of this ;

and this thev will continue to do in a fine summer evening,cven al-

ter it is so dark that we cannot distinguish the insects they attempt

to catch.Though fishes are formed for living entirely in the water,

vet thev cannot subsist without air. On this subject Mr. Hawki-

i)ee made several experiments, which are recorded in the Philos.

'I'rans. The fishes he employed were gudgeons; a species that

are very lively in the water, and can live a considerable time out

of it. Three of them were put in a glass with about three pints of

fresli water, which was designed as a stamlard to compare the

others by. Into another glass, to a like quantity of water, were

put three more gudgeons, and thus the w ater filled the glass to the

verv brim. I'poii this he screwed down a brass-plate wilh a lea-

ther below, to prevent any communication between the waterand

the external air; ami that it might the better resemble a pcnd

frozen over, he suffered as little air as possible to remain on the

Mirtace of the water. A third glass had the same (juantity of water

put into it ; which, fiwt bv boiling, and then by continuing it a

whole night in vacuo, was'purged of its air as well as possible ;

•md into this also were put three gudgeons. In about halt an hour

the fishes in the water, from whence air had been exhausted, began

to discover some signs of uneasiness by a mere than ordinary mo-

tion in their mouths ami gill'. Those who had no communicstjon

wilh the external air would at this time also frequently ajcen, to

the top and suddenly swim down again : and in this state tr.ey.

continued for a considerable time, without any sensible aiteratioD.

\bout five hours after this observation, the fidies in the exhaust-.

ed water were not so active as before, upon shaiving t.he glass

which contained them. In three hours more the included fished

1 ly all at the bottom of the glass with their bellies upw-H-.'s ; nor

could tliev Ve matlc to shake their fe or tail by any motion given

to
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to the glass. 'I'liey liad a motion with tlifir inoiUhs, however,
which shewed that they were not perfectlv dead. On uncover-
ing the vessel, they revived in two or three hours, and were per-

fectly well next morning; at which time those in the exhausted
water were also recovered. The vessel containing these hist being
put under the receiver of an air-pump, and the air exhausted,
they all instantly died. They continued, at top whilethe air re-

mame<l exhausted, but sunk to the bottom on the admission of the

atmosphere. The use of air to fishes is very dil'ficnlt to be ex-

plained ; and indeed their method of obtaining the supjily of which
they stand c;^onstantly in need, is not easily accounted for. The
motion of the gills in lishes is certainly analosjous to our breathing,

and seems to be the operation liy which they separate the air from
the water. ^Iheir manner of breathing is as follows : the fish first

takes a quantity of water by the mouth, which is ilriven to the
gills; these close, and keep the water which is swallowed from
returning by the mouth, while the bony covering of the gills pre-

vents it from going through tiiem till the animal has diawn the

proper c|uantity of air from it : tlien the bony covers open, and
give it a free passage ; by which means also the gills arc again

opened, and admit a fresh quantity of water. If the fish be pre-

vented from the free play of its gills, it soon falls into convulsions,

and dies. But though this is a pretty plausible explanation of the
respiration of fishes, it remains a difhculty not easily solved what
is done with this air. Tliere seems to be no receptacle for con-
taining it, except the air-bladder or swim ; which, by the gene-
rality of modern philosophers, is supposed not to answer any vital

purpose, but only to enable the fish to rise or sink at pleasure.

The Am-Bi,AnBKR or Sound, is a bag filled wiih air, composed
sometijiies of one, sonu limes of two, and sometimes of three divi-

sions, situated towards the back of the fish, and opening into the

back of tlie fish, and opening into the maw or the gullet. The
use of this in raising or depressing the fish, is proved by the fol-

lowing experiment. A carp being put into the air-pump, and the

air exhausted, the bladder bursts by the expansion of the air con-
tained ni it ; after which the (Tsh can no more rise to the top, but
ever afterwards crawls at the bottom. The same thing also hap-
pens when the air-bladder is pricked or wounded in such a man-
ner as to let the air out ; in these cases also the fish continues at

the bottom, without a possibility of rising to the top. From this

it is inferred, that the use of the air-bladder is, by swelling at the

will of the animal, to increase the surface of the fish's body, and
thence diminisl-.ing its specific gravit}, to enable it to rise to the

top of the water, and to keep there at pleasure. On the contrary,
when the fish wants to descend, it is thought to contract the air-

bladder ; and being thus rendered specifically heavier, it descends
to the bottom. Ancient zoologists were of opinion, that the air-

bladder in fishes served for some purposes essentially fiecessary to

life ;_ and Dr. Priestley also conjectures, that the 'raising orde-
pressijig the fish is not the only use of these air-bladders, but that

they also may serve some other purposes in the o?conomy of fishes.

There are many arguments indeed to be used on this side of the

question : the most conclusive of which is, that all the cartilagi-

nous kind of fishes want air-bladders, and yet they rise to the top,

or sink to the bottom, of the water without difficulty ; and though
most of the eel-kind have air-bladders, yet they cannot raise them-
selves in the water without great dilliculty. Fishes are, in genera!,

the most veracious animals in nature. In most of them, the maw-
is placed next the mouth ; and though possessed of no sensible

heat, is endowed with a very surprising faculty of digestion. Its

dige>tive power seems, in some measure to increase in proportion

to the quantity of food with which the fish is supplied. A single

pike has been known to devour 100 roaches in three days. Wi-.at-

ever is possessed of life, seems to be the most desiraliie prey for

lishes. Some that have very small mouths, feerl upon worms, and
the spawn of other fish ; others whose mouths are larger, seek
larger prey ; it matters not of what kind, whether of their own
species, or any other. Those with the largest mouths pursue almost
every thing that lias life ; and often meeting each other in fierce op-
position, the ftsh with the widest tliroat devours its antagonist, and-

comes olf victor. As a counterbalance to this great voracity,

fishes arc incredibly prolific. Lewenhoeck as'-nres us, that the

cod spawns above nine millions in a season. 'J'he flounder com-
monly produces above one million, and the niackatel above
500,000. Scarcely one in 100 of these eggs, however, brings forth

an animal : tliey are devouretl by all the less fry that frequent the
shores, by waterfow-ls in shallow waters, and by the larger fi-hes

in deep waters. Such a prodigious increase, if permitted to come
to maturity, would overstock nature ; even the ocean itself would
not be able to contain, much less provide for, one-half of its inha-

bitants. But two wise purposes are answered by this amazing in-

crease ; it |)reserves the species in the midst of numberless ene
mies, and serves to furnish the rest with a sustenance adapted to

their nature. And thus the purposes of-the Creator and I'p-

holdcr of all things are, in this part of his ivorks, fully accom-
plished.

ICHTHYOMANCY, [from .'xS'^f, a fish, and fx«vTi.a, divi-

nation,] in antiqmty, the art of divining by inspecting the entrails

of fishes.

ICHTHYOPHAGI, [from Ix^-j;, fish, and (fay^v, to eat,] Fish-
Eaters, a name given to several nations who lived vi'holly on
fishes.

ICHTIIYOPIITTTALMITE, in mineralogy, a stone found
-in Sudermania, colour yellowish ; specific gravity 2.5 nearly ;

froths and melts into an opaque heatl, before the blow-pipc. It

occurs crystallized and massive, and it is thought to consist of
Silica 52.0
l.ime 24.5
Potass. S.I

Water 15.0

Other matter 4
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ICTITHYPERIA, in natural history, a name given
Hill to the bony palates and mouths of fishes, usually n.

either fossile, in single pieces or fragments.

ICKVVORTtl, a town of Sufibllc, near Bury, 23 miles

by N. of Ipswich, and 74 N. N. E. of Lonilon. Lon.
Lat. 52. 22. N.
ICOLMKILL, orl-COLUMB-KTLL, a celebrated i>

Scotland, and one of the Hebrides: called alsQ I, Ilv, H

by Dr.
ct wilh

N. W.
I. 0. E.

1.- nd of
II, and

anciently lona t famous for the monastery, founded in it, by St.

Columba.
ICONIUM, in ancient geography, the capital city of Lycaonia

in Asia Minor, now called C'ogni.

ICONOCLAST/E, ICONOCLASTES, or the ICONO-
CLASTS, are titles whicb the church of Rome gives to all who
reject the use of matters. Not only the reformed, but some f)f

the eastern churches, are called Iconcclastes, and esteemed by
them heretics, as opposing the worship of the images of God and
the saints, and breaking their representations in churches. The
opposition to images began in Greece under the emperor Bar-

danes, soon after the commencement of the eighth century, when
the worship of them became common. See Image. But the tii-

muJls occasioned by it were quelled by a revolution, which in

713, deprived Bardaues of the imperial throne. The dispute,

however, broke out with redoubled lury under Leo the Isaur'sn,

who issued out an edict in 726, abrogating the worship of images.

This edict occasioned a civil war, which broke cut in the islands

of the Archipelago, and by the sug.',estions of the priests and
monks, ravaged a part of Asia, and alierwards reailied Italy.

The civil commotions in Italy were chiefly j-rc-nioted !iy the Ro-
man pontiffs, Gregory I. and 11. Leo was excon-imuuicatcd, and
his subjects in the Italian provinces, rising in arms, cither massa*

cred or banished all the emperor's officers. Lec> assembled a

i

council at Constantinople in 730, which <legraded Germanus, the

bishop of that city, who was a patron of images : he ordered all the

jniaacs
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iinaces to be pubiiclv biinil, aial intliited piinislimeiits upon all

iinage-worsliippeis. Heuce srose two factions; one ot which

-adopted the adoration of images, and were called Iconoduli or

jconolatix' ; the other maintained that such worship was unlaw-

ful, and that nothing was more worthy tlie zeal of Christians than

to destroy the objects of this gross idolatry ; and hence ihey were

distinguished by the titles of Iconomachi.and Iconoclastae. But

the zeal of Gregory II. in favour of image-worship was surpassed

hy his successor Gregory III. in consequence of which the Italian

provinces were torn from the Grecian em])ire. Conslaiitine Co-
pronymus, in 754, convened a council at CoristantuiO[)le, regard-

ed by the Greeks as the seventh ecumenical council, which so-,

leninly condemned the worship and use ofimages ; and he enacted

new laws to set bounds to the violence of monastic rage. His

.successor Leo I\'. pursued the same measures, and enacted penal

statutes to e.\tirpale idolatry. Irene, who poisoned her husband

;Leo in 780, and usurped the throne during the minority of her son

Constautine, summoned a council at Nice in Bitiiynia, in 7S6,

called the second Nicene council, which restored the vvorship of

images, and denounced severe punishments against those who
maintained, that God was the onlv object of religious adoration.

In this contest, the Britons, Germans, and Gauls, were of opinion,

that images might be lawfully continued in churches, but that the

worship of them is highly ofl'ensive to God. Charlemagne dis-

tinguished himself as a mediator in this controversy ; he ordered

four bookj to be composed, refuting the reasons urged by the

Nicene bishops to justify the worship of images ; which he sent to

.pope Adrian in 700, to engage him to withdraw his approbation

of the decrees of the last council of Nice. Adrian wrote an an-

swer ; and in 794, a council of 3ii0 bishops, assembled by Char-
lemagne at Frankfort on the Maine, conlirmed the opinion con-

•tained in the four books, and solemnly condemned the worship of

.images. In the Greek church, after the banishment of Irene, the

-controversy concerning images broke out anew, and was carried

on by the contending parties, during the half of the ninth cen-

tury, with various success. ^ The emperor Nicephorus appears to

have been an enemy to this idolatrous worship. His successor,

Michael Curopalates, patronized and encouraged it. But the

scene changed on the accession of Leo the Armenian, who
assembled a council at Constantinople in SI 4, that abolished

the decrees of the Nicene council. His successor Michael Bal-

. bus, disapproved the worship ol images, and his son Theophilus
treated the idolaters with great severity. However, the empres^

•Theodora, after his death, and during the minority of her son, as-

sembled a council at Constantinople in 842, which approved the

decrees of the second Nicene council, and restored imagr-wor-
ship. The council held under Phoiius, in 879, reckoned by t'le

Greeks the eighth geirwal council, also conlirmed the Nicene de-

crees ; upon which a festival was instituted by the superstitious

-Greeks, called the feast of orthodoxy. The Latins were generally

-of ophiion, that linages might be suflered as the means of aiding the

:memories of the faithful, but thev detested paying them the least

marks of adoration.The council ot Paris, assembled in 8 ..'4 by Lew is

the Meek, allowed images in churches, but prohibited rendering

them religious worship. But, towards the ccnclusion of this cen-

-tury, the Galilean clergy began to pav a kind of religious homage
to ihe images of saints, and their example was followed by the

Germans, and other nations. However, the Iconoclasts still had
their adherents among the I ,atins ; the mo^t eminent of whom was
Claudius bishop of Turin, who, in 8?3, ordered all images, and
even the cros<, to be cast out of the churches, and burnt ; and he
wrote a treatise against the use and worship of them. He also

condemned relics and pilgrimage, to the holy land, and the tombs
of saints; and to his writings it was owing, that the city of Turin,
(and tiie adjacent country, was long after his death much less in-

fected with superstition than the otiur parts of Europe. The con-
troversy was again revived by Leo bishop of Chalcedon, in the

Ittli century, on the emperor Alexius's converting the silver-

linages that adorned the churches into money, to supply tl;e exi-

'gencies ol the state. The bishop maintained that he had been
guilty of sacrilege, and published a treatise to shew that in these

images there resided an inherent sanctity, and that the adoration

of Christians ought to be extended to them. Alexius a^sembled
a council at Constantinople, which determined, that the images of

Christ and the saints were to be hoiioured only with a relative
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wor-hii); and that invocation and worship were to be addressed

to tl.c saints only as the servants of Christ. Leo, dissatislied even

with these superstitious decisions, was banished. In the western

church, the worship of images was opposed by several consideia-

ble parties, as the I'etiobrussians, Albigenses, Waldenscs, ic. till

at length this idolaiiour. j)ractice was entirely abolished in many
part< of the Cliri^tian world by the Reformation.

ICONOOTLl, [from uy.iii, and i^-\--<^, I serve,] worshippers of

imaj;es. See lcofJ0L.-\TB;E.

ICONOGHAI'HIA, or ICONOGBAPHY, [from .-:«, and

7gai",i', I describe,] the description of images or ancient statutes

of maible and copper; also of busts and semi-busts, penates,

paintings in fresco, ujosaic works, and ancient pieces ot minia-

"'iCONOLATRiE, ICONOLATRES, or ICONODULI,
[from !(>!»••/, and xar^^w, I worship,] those who worship images

:

a name wiiich the Iconoclasts give to those of the Romish com-

Ujunion on account of their adoring images, and of rendering to

them the wor.^liip only due to God. See Iconoclast.

ICONOLOGY, [eiimv and x.-/o.,] the doctrine of picture or re^

presentation.
*

ICOSAHEDRON, [from «xof7<, twenty, and /Jja, a base,] in

geometrv, a regular solid, consisting of twenty triangular pyra-

mids, wliose vertexes meet in the centre of a sphere su|)posed to

circumscribe it ; and therefore have their height and ba'^es equal

:

wheiefore the solidity of one of these pyramids multiplied by
'20, the number of bases, gives the solid contents of the icosahe-

dron.

ICOSANDRIA, [from <iv.=t., twenty, and «vi», a husband,]

the name of the twelfth class of Linnaius's sexual method, consist-

ing of plants with hermaphrodite tlowers, which are furnished v.i(h

twenty or more stamina, inserted into the inner side of the calyx

or petals. By this last circumstance tliis class is distinguished

from the polvandria class. See Botany.
ICTERUS. See J.WNDirE.
IDA, in ancient geography, a moantain in the heart of

Crete, the highest in the island ; rouml, and in compass si.xty

stadia.

Ida, a mountain of Mysia, or rather a chain of mountains, ex-

tending from Zeleia, on the S. of the territory of Cyzicus, to Lec-

tum, the utmost promontory of Troas.

ID.EA, an epithet of CyJiele.

ID.V.US, a surname of Jupiter.

IDALIA, an epithet of ^enus; according to Bochart, it de-

notes the place or spot of Idalium, sacred to the goddess.

IDAHUM, in ancient geo.^iai)hy, a promontory on the E.

side of Cyprus, now called Capo di'Griego; with a' high rugged

eminence rising over it, in the form of a table : sacred to Venus.

IDEA, [«<-.,] the reflect perception of objects after tJie^origi-

nal perception or impression has been fell by the mind. Ideas

are variously divided by metaphysical writers, but the most natu-

ral and usetul division o'f ideas is 'into simple and complex. Ideas,

in reference to the things which they are supposed to represent,

are (hstributed into adequate and in:'.de<piate ; clear and obscure ;

real and fantastical. See Logic, and Mkt.^phvsics.

IliEAOLOGY, ['iw, and Xo/®',] that branch of science v Inch

treats on ideas, their origin, nature, division--, use, &c. See Me-
taphysics.
IDENTITY, or S.A.MENESS, denotes that by which a

thing is itself, and not any thing else ; iji which sense, identity dif-

fers trom similitude as well as diversity. T he idea of identity we

owe to that power v. hich the n'.ind has of comparing the vi-iy be-

ing and existence of things, whc-reby considering any thing as ex-

isting at any certain time und place, and comparing it with itself as

existing at any oiher time and"place, we accordingly pioiiounce it

the saine, or different. Thus, wlien we see a man at any time and

placf, and compare him with himselt when wc see him again at

any other time or place, we pronounce Uim to be the same v,e

saw before. See Metaphysics.
ID EOT. See Idiot.

IDES, in the Roman calendar, were eight days in each month.

The origin of the word is contested. Some will have it formed

from iSti^, to see ; because the full moon was commonl) seen on

the days of the i<les; others from '»£©», figure, from the image of

the lull moon tlien visible: others from iduliim or ov is idulis, a

2D name
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niiiiie givin by ihc Iletruri.iiis to a victim oHVa-d on tluit tlay to

Jujjiter; others iVoin the Hetiiiriaii word iduo, i. e. I divir'e, be-

ciiiise the idos divided the moon into two nearly equal parts. The
ides caine between the Kalends and tiie Nones ; and, like them,
were reckoned backwards. Tluis lliey called tlie l4th day of

March, May, July, and October, arid the I2Ui of the other

months, pndie idns, or the day before the ides ; the next precetL
ing day they called the tertiaidus; the next qnarta, and soon,
reckonin.u; always backwards till tlii-y came to tlie Nones. I'his-

method of reckoning time is still retained in the chancery of

Rome, and in llie calendar ol the Ureviary, The ides of May
vere consecrated to Mercury : the ides ol March were esteemed
unhappy, after the murder ot Cysar on that day : the time after

the iiles of June was reckoned fortunate for tho--e who niarried ;

the ides of August were consecrated to Diana, and were observed

as a feast-day by the slaves. Oji the ides of Sicpteniber, auguries

were taken for appointing the magistrates who formerly entered

into their offices on tiie ides of May, aflcrwaids on those of

March.
IDJOCY, [i^.o7ift,] want of understanding.

Idiocv, and Lunacy, in law, excuse from the guilt of crimes.
** For the rule of law (says Blackstone) as to lunatics, which also

may be easily adapted to idiot-s, is, thiit furiosus furore solum pn-

nitur. In criminal cases, therefore, idiots and lunatics are not

chargeable for their own acts, if committed when under these in-

capacities : no, not even for tre;ison itself." ]iy a late act how-
ever, (jy Geo. HI.) lunacy is not to be held an e.xcuse for an at-

tempt upon Ills majesty's life. See LiiMAcr.
lUIO.M, [iJi^fi^,] a mode of speaking peculiar to a language

OT dialect; tiie p.ulicukir cast ot a tongue; a phrase; phrase-

ology.

lUlOPATIIIC, peculiar to a certain part of the body; not

srising from any preceding disease.

IDiOPATIiY, [ic«i^ and CTa9®',] a primary disease tlrat nei-

ther depi-nds on nor proceeds from another.

Idiop.^thy, in medicine, is opposed to sympathy. Thus, an

epilepsy is idiopathic when it happens merely through some fault

in the brain ; and sympathetic when it is the consequence of some
other ilisorder.

IDIOSYNCUACY, [iJi^, o-i/v, and x.^ut:;,'] a peculiar tem-
per or disposition oi' body not common to another.

IDIOT, or IDEOr, in law, denotes a fool from his birth. A
person who has understanding enough to measure a yard of cloth,

number twenty rightly, and tell the days of the wee'k, &c. is not

an idiot in the eye of the law. Unt a man who is born deaf, dumb,
and blind, is considered by thi; law in the same state as an idiot.

Indeed it is doubted, if ever such an unfortunate human being has
existed.

Idiot is also used, by ancient writers, for a person ignorant or
unlearned ; answering to illiteratus or imperitus.
IDLENESS, aversion Irom labour : this, in any person whom-

soever, is a high offence agamst the public a-conomy. In Cliina
it is a maxim, that it there be a man who docs not work, or a wo-
man that is idle, in the empire, somebody must suffer cold or hun-
ger : the produce of the lands not being more than sufficient, with
culture, to maintain the inhabitants ; and therefore, thougli the
idle person may shift off _the want from himself, yet it must fall

somewhere. Tlie court of Areopagus at Athens punished idleness,

and examined every citizen how he spent his time. The inten-

tion was, thiit the Athenians, knowing they v^ere to give an ac-

count ol their occupations, should follow only such as were laud-
able, and that tliere might be no room left for such as lived by un-
lawful arts. The civil law expelled all sturdy vagrants from the
city : and, in the English law, all iille persons o'r vagabonds, whom
our ancient statutes describe to be " such as wake on the night,
and sleep on the day, and haunt customable taverns and ale-

liouses, and routs about ; and no man wot from whence they
come, or wiiether they go ;" or such as are more particularly de-
scribed by stat. 17 Geo. H. c. 5, and divided into three classes,

idle and disorderly pei-sons, rogues and vagabonds, and incorrigi-

ble rogues ;—all these are offenders against good order, and blem-
ishes in the government, of any kingdom. They are therefore all

punished, by the statute last mentioned ; idle and disorderly per-
sons with one month's imprisonment in the house of correction

;

rogues and vagabonds with whipping, and imi)risonment not ex-
ceeding si.v months ; and incorrigible rogues with the like disci-

l)line, and confinement not exceeding two years : the breach and
escape from which confinement, in one of an inferior class, ranks
hiiH among incorrigible rogues ; and in a rogue (before incorrigi.

ble) makes him a felon, and liable to be transported for seven
years. Persons harbouring vagrants are liable to a fine of forty
shillings, and to pay all expeuces brought upon the parish there-
by : in the same maiuKr as, by the ancient laws, whoever har-
boured any stranger tur more than two nights, was answer-
able to the public for any oilence that such his inmate might
commit.
IDOL, in pagan worship, a fancied representation of any of the

heathen gods. This image, of whatever materials it consisted,
was, by certain ceremonies, called consecration, converted into a
god. While under the artificer's hands, it was only a mere statue.

Three things were necessary to turn it into a god
; proper orna-

ments, consecration, and oration. The ornaments were various,

and wholly designed to blind the eyes of the ignorant and stupid
multitude, who were chiefly taken with shew and pageantry.
Then followed the consecration and oration, which were perform-
ed with great solemnity among the Romans.
IDOLATRY, the worship of anything as God which is not

God ; it may be distinguished into two sorts. By the first, men
adore the works of God, the sun, the moon, the stars, angels, de-
mons, men, and animals : by the second, men worship the work
of their own hands, as statues, pictures, and the like. l"he celes-

tial hollies were the first objects of idolatrous worship. After-
wards, as their sentiments became more corrupte<l, they began to
lorin images, and to entertain the opinion, that by virtue of con-
secralion, the gods were called down to inhabit their statues;

though it is certain, that the wiser heathens considered them only
as figures designed to recal to their minds the memory of their

gods. But the people in general were stupid enough to believe

the statues themselves to be gods, and to pay divine worship to
stocks and stones. Soon after the flood, idolatry seems to have
prevailed over all the world : for so early as the time of Abraham,
we scarcely find any other worship. And it appears from Scrip-

ture, that Abraham's forefathers, and even Abraham himself, were
for a time idolaters. 'The Hebrews were expressly forbidden to

make any representation of God ; they were not so much as to

look upon an idol: and from the time of the Maccabees to the
destruction of Jerusalem, the Jews extended this precept to the
making the figure of any man : by the law of Moses, they were
obliged to destroy all the images they found, and were forbidden
to apply any of the gold or silver to their own use, that no one
might receive the least profit from any thing belonging to an idol.

Of this the Jews, after they had smarted for their idolatry, were
so sensible, that they thought it unlawful to use any vessel that had
been employed in sacrificing to a false god, to warm themselves
with the wood of a grove after it was cut down, or to shelter

themselves under its shade. But the Christian religion, wherever
it prevailed, entirely rooted out idolatry ; as did also the Moham-
medan, which is built upon the worship of one God. Protestant

Christians, however, still charge those of the church of Rome with
paying an idolatrous worship to pictures or images of saints and
martyrs : before these they burn lamps, wax-candles, and incense;

and, kneeling, offer up their vows and petitions: they, like the
Pagans, believe that the saint, to whom the image is dedicated,
presides in a particular manner about its shrine, and works mira-

cles by the intervention of its image ; and that if the image was
destroyed or taken away, the saint would no longer perform any
miracle in that place. See Image.
IDOM EN EUS, in fabulous history, succeeded his father Deu-

calion on the throne of Crete. He accompanied the Greeks to

the Trojan war with a fleet of ninety ships, behaved with great

valour, and slaughtered many of the enemy. At his return from
the Trojan war, he made a vow to Neptune in a dangerous tem-
pest, that if he escaped from the fury of the seas and storms, he
would offer to the god whatever living creature first presented it-

self to his eye on the Cretan shore. Unfortunately his son came
to congratulate him upon his safe return. Idomeneus performed
his vow, but the inhumanity of this sacrifice rendered him so odi-

ous in the eyes of his subjects, that he left Crete, and migrated in

quest of a settlement. He came to Italy and founded a city on
the coast of Calabria, which he called Salentum. He died in aa
extreme old age, after he had had the satisfaction of seeing his new
kingdom flourish, and his subjects haiipy.

± IDUMiEA*
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IDUM.EA. See tooM.
IDYLLION, in ancient poetry, a diminutive of the diminu-

tive word Edios, properly signifying any poem of moderate ex-

tent, witliout considering tlie subject. But as tlie collection of

Tlieociitus's poems were called idyllia, and tlie pastoral (Meces

being by far the best in that collection, the term idjllion seems to

be now appropriated to pa.-toial pieces.

1. E. tor id est, or, tluit is.

JEALOUSY, in ethics, is that peculiar uneasiness which arises

from the tear that some rival may rob us of the affection of one
whom we greatly love, or suspicion that he has already done it.

The first sort ot jealousy is inseparable from love, before it is in

posses-ion of its object : the latter is often unjust, generally mis-

chievous, always troublesome.

JEAN, ST.' or ST. JOHN, an island of the Helvetic repub-

lic, in the canton of Basle, in lake B.enne.

Jean, St. de Losne, a town of France, in the department of

Cole d'Or, and late province of Burgundy, 1 15 miles is. E. of Pa-

ris. Lon. j. ly E. Lat.,47. S. N.
Jean, St. de Lu<5, a town of France, in the department of

the Lower Pyrenees, and late province of Basques, 12 miles S.W.
of Bayonne, and 31 j S. by \V. of Paris. Lon. 1.40. E. Lat. 43.

S3. N.
Jean, St. Pied de Port, a town of France, in the Lower

Pyrenees, at the foot of the detilts called Ports, whence the name.
It is 'JO miles S. E. of Bayonne.
JEARS, or JEERS. See Jeers.
JEBB, Dr. Samuel, a learned physician, born at Notting-

ham, and educated at Cambridge. He settled at Stratford le Bow,
where he practised with great credit, till his death. He published,

1. S. Justini Martyris cum Tryphone Dialogus, 1729, 8vo. 2.

Bibliotheca Literaria, a learned compilation, of which only ten

numbers were published, in 1722. 3. De Vita et Rebus gestis

Marix Scotorum Regiiia>, 8vo. 4. The same work in English,

8vo. 172j. 5. An edition of Aristides with notes, 2 vols. 4to.

1728. t). Au elegant edition of Caii de Canibus Britannicis, &c.
8vo. 17-9. 7. .Vnother of Baconi Opus Majus, fol. 1733. 8.

Another of Hodii de 'jijetis lUustribus, Lingux Gra?c3e Instaura-

toribus, Svo. 1742. He died March 9, 1772, leaving several

children, one of whom. Sir Richard Jebb, was physician to his

Majesty.
JED, a river of Scotland, in Roxburghshire.
JEDBURGH, a town of Scotland, capital of Roxburghshire,

situated nearly in the middle of the county, on the banks of the
river Jed, whence its name.
JEDDO, JEDO, or YEDDO, the capital of the empire of

Japan. It is open on all sides, having neither wells nor ramparts

;

and the houses are built with earth, and boarded on the outside to

prevent the rain from destroying the walls. The houses of the
citizens are only a ground-tloor, ami t!ie rooms are parted bv
folding Screens: so that they can make the rooms larger or

smaller at pleasure. It is seated in an agreeable plain, at the bot-

tom of a line bay ; and the river which crosses it, is dMdcd into

several canals. Lon. 130. 0. E. Lat. 3j. 32. N.
JEER, or JEER-ROPE, in a ship, is a large rope reeved

through double or treble blocks, lashed at the mast-head, and on
the yard, in order to hoist or lower the yards.

Jeers, or, being brought to the jeers," in the sea-language, sig-

nifies, a person's being punished at the jeer-c;ipstan, bv having his

arms extended crosswise, and tied to the ca[)Stan-bar'whLn thrust
through the barrel, and standing thus, with a heavy weight about
his neck. In this posture he is obliged to continue until he is

either brought to confess some crime of which he is accused, or
has suffered the punishment which the captain has sentenced him
to undergo.
JEFFERSON, a county of Kentucky, named after the late

President ol the L'nited States.

Jefferson, a town of Virginia, on the N. side of the Roa-
noke ; 19 miles below the Oeconachy Isles. Lat. 36. 32. N.
JEFFREYS, Sir George, baron Wcm, commonly called

Judge Jeffreys, was the sixth son of John JeMreys, Es<i. of Acton
in Denbighshire ; and was educaleil ;it Westminster ; whence he
removed to the Inner Temple, where ke applied himself to the
study of the law. Alderman Jeffreys introduced him among the
eitizens of London ; and he, being a merry bottle-companion, soon

came into great business, and was clios<n their recorder.' He wa.s

afterwards chosen solicitor to the duke ol York ; and in \6i-0, was

knighted, and made chief justice of Chester. At li-ngth resigning

tlie recordership, he obtained the post of chief justice of the

King's Bench, and, soon after the accession of James II. the great

seal. During the reign of king Charles II. he shewed him-elf a

bitter enemy to those dissenting ministers, who, in that time ot

persecution, w<'re tried by him: he was one of the greatest ad-

visers and promoters of all the oppressions and arbitrary measure?

carried on in the reign of James II. ; and his sanguinary and in-

human proceedings against Monmouth's adherents in the west

Will ever render his iicime infamous. Wlienever the prisoner was

of a dirferent party, or he could please the court by condemning
him, instead of appearing, according to the duly of his olfice, as

his counsel, he would scarcely allow liim to speak for himself ; but

would load him witli the grossest and nio-t vulgar abuse, brow-

beating, insulting, and ridiculing the witnesses that spoke in his

behall ; and even threatening the jury with lines and imprison-

ment, if they made the lea-t hesitation about bringing in the pri-

soner guilty. Yet it is said, that when he was under no state-in-

tluenc'e, he" was inclined to protect the natural and civil rights of

mankind ; of wliich tiie following instance has been given :—Tlie

major and aldermen of Bristol had been used to transport con-

victed criminals to the American plantations, and sell them tor

their own private emolument, privately threatening to hang the

petty thieves-, if they did not petition for transportation. This in-

famous trade, whicli had been carried on many years, coming to

the knowledge of the lord chief justice, he made the major stand

at the bar in his scarlet and fur, with his "uilty brethren the alder-

men, and plead as common ciiminals. He then obliged them to

give securities to answer informations ; but the proceedings were

stopped by the Revolution. On the arrival of the prince of

Orange, the lord chancellor, dreading the public resentment, dis-

guised himself in a seaman's dress, in order to leave the kingdom;
and was drinking in a cellar, when he was recognized by a scrive-

ner, who gave notice that he was there; and the mob rushing iu

seized him, and carried him before the lord mayor ; who sent him
with a strong guard to the lords of the council, by whom he was

committed to the Tower, where he died April 18, 1689.

JEHOVAH, [ mn«,] the proper name of God in the Hebrew
language.

Jehovah, or Jah, signifies the Being who is self-existent, and

gives existence to others. The Jews had so great a veneration for

this name, that they left olf the custom of pronouncing it, where-

by its true pronunciation was forgotten. 'I hey call it tetragram-

maton, or the name with four letters ; and believe, that whoever
knows the true pronunciation of it cannot fail to be heard by-

God.
JEJUNUM, the second of the small guts, so called from

jejunus, hungry ; because generally found empty. See Ana-
TOMV.
JEKYL, a small island of North America, at the mouth of

Alatainaha, in Georgia. Lon. 81. 40. W. Lit.31. 7. N.
Jt;LLAL.EAN EPOCHA, or the EPOCH OF TIIE

SULTANS, began in the year of the Julian period 5792, on the

14lh March, at the ecpiinox, and was established by Jellaleddan,

for finding the vernal equinox, at which time the Persians cele-

brate their great feast of Neurur.
JELLY, a form of food, prepared either from the juice of ripe

fruits, boiled to a proper consistence with sugar ; or without it,

from the flesh, intestines, or bones, of animals, which are stewed so

as to become perfectly stiff" and firm when cold. The jellies of

fruits are cooling, and'acesceiit ; in all disorders of the first pas-

sages, they are of eminent service, especially when diluted with

water. On the other hand, those prepared from ;Jiimal substances

are very nourishing, and useful to invalids. They ought, how-

ever, to be uniformly made of young meat ; as the flesh of old

quadrupeds and birds is hard, tough, and productive of a tliicll

glutinous jelly, which is extremely difficult of digestion. See

Gelatine. A wliolesome jelly may be obtained by boiling a

large portion of blanched oats, with some hartshorn-shavings and
currants, together with a leg of veal cut to piece.s, the boiief

of which are broken. These ingredients are to be boiled or stew-

ed over the fire, in a sufficient quantity of water, till the whole be

reduced to a kind of jelly, which, when strained, and suffered t«

eru«
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grow colli, will bfcoiue linn and elastic. Siicii a prepaiatioii is

much used on the Continent, in all hectic disorders, and eaten

with broth of snails, or cray-fish. A few spoonfuls of the jelly are

taken every morning, diluted with a bason of cither of those

broths, or anv other warm liquor; a dish whicli furnishes grateful

and invigorating aliment to pluhisical patients, or those who are

atWcted with lingering complaints. Although we are no advo-

cates for liquid food in genen.l, which is apt to disttnd the sto-

mach, and impair the powers of digestion, by not affording them

proper exercise ; yet such preparations may occasionally be very

uspfid, if conjoined with a due proportion of either well baked

bread, or other substantial nutriment.

JEM ME, a town of Tunis, anciently called Tisdra, which has

several Koman antiquities, particularly an amphitheatre. The
emperor Gordiaii was crowned in it. It is 90 miles S. of

JEMPTERLAND, HIEMTLAND, or JAMTLAND. a

mountainous province of Sweden, bounded on the N. bv Anger-

inania, E. by Medalpadia, .S. by Helsingia, and W. by Norway.
The principal towi\s are Kessnndt, Lich, and Docra.

JENA, a strong town of Oermany, in Upper Saxony, and in

Thuringia, with an university. This place has been rendered fa-

mous by a late decisive battle fought here between the French

and Prussians on the l4th of October, 1806, in which the army of

the latter, consisting of iriO,000 men, were completely defeated

with the loss of little less than 40,000 killed, wounded, and taken,

including about twenty generals, among whom were generals Ru-
chel and the duke of Brunswick, both wounded, the latter of

whom died a few days after the battle. Lon. 2. 59- £ Lat. 51.

0. N.
JENAUB, or CHUNAUB, a river of Hindoostan Proper,

one of the five Eastern head-waters of the Indus. It runs through

Cashmere and Lahore.

JENCOPING, or JONKIOPING, a town of Sweden, in the

province of Smaland. Lon. 14. 20. E. Lat. 17. 22. N.
JENGIIIZ, or JENGIKZ KUAN, khan or emperor of the

Moguls, the most bloody conqueror that ever disgraced the world,

was born in 1193, and began to reign when he was only thirteen

vears of age. He conquered Cathay, Corea, the greatest part of

•China, and almost all Asia. He was the most bloody monster that

-evvt existed. He murdered above fovuteen nuUions of the hu-

man race, under pretence of extirpating superstition and establish-

ing the worship of one God. He died A. D. 1227.

JENTSA, a river of the Russian empire, that runs from N. to

•S. through Siberia, and falls into the p'rozcn Ocean.
' JENISROI, a town on (he Russian empire, in Siberia, seated

on the Jenisa. Corn, butcher's meat, and wild fowls, are very

cheap. !.on. 86. 25. K. Lat. 5«. 40. N.
JBNKINS, HENitv, a native of Yorkshire, remarkable for

having lived to the extraordinary age of I69. He died in 1670.

See Lo^'c;E^ iTY.

TeNNERIAN INOCULATION, a name given to the ino-

rnlaliori with, the Cow-pov, to prevent infection with the Small

Pov, from its ciiscoverer. Dr. Jenners. See Vaccine I.vocula-

TIOS.
JennekiaN iNSTiTUTtON, an hospital instituted in ISOO, in

Malta, for inoculating the poor with the cow-pox.

J ENTACULU.M, among the ancient Romans, a morning re-

freshment like onr breakfast. It was eyceedingly simple, consist-

ing, '^or the most ]iart, of bread alone ; labouring i)eople indeed

had something more substantial, to enable them to support the fa-

tigues of their employment. The same may be said of the Jews

. and Greeks. The latter distinguished this nieal by the names of

MsiT"^, a>»T,r.r4Ti(7(xo; or r<xj<iT>T<y.r4, tliougli reoi^-o-/ IS generally applied

'to dinner.

JEOFAILE, {Jcom J'ai/ faille, Fr. I have failed,] a term in

law, used for an oversight in pleading or other jiroceedlngs at law.

The shewing of these delects or oversights was formerlv often

practised by the counsel ; and when the jury came into court to

try the issue, they said, 'I'his inquest yon ought not to take; and
after verdict they would say to the court, To jndi^ement yon
ought not to go. But several st-atntes have" been made to avoid

the delays occasioned by such suggestions, and a judgement is not

to be stayed afler verdict for mistaking the Chri^tian or surname
of either of the parlies, or in a sum of money, or in the day,

month, year, &;c. where the same are rightly named in any pre-
cedinc; record.

JEPHTHAH, a judge of Israel, and successor to Jair, in the

government of the Hebrew republic, was a native of Mizpeh, and
the son of one Gilead by a harlot. The unkindness of his bre-

thren, his piomotion to the command of the army, his message
to the king of the Ammonites, his rash vow, and its melancholy
consequences, with his important victories over the Ammonites
and Ephraimites, are recorded in Judges xi. and xii. These
events happened about A. M. 2817. Jephthah, after judging
Israel six years, died, and was buried in the city of Gilead. St.

Paul (Hcb. xi. 32,) places Jephthah among the saints of the Old
Testament, whose faith distinguished them. But there is some-
thing so extraordinary in Jephthah's vow, and such difficulties

arise concerning it, that comnientators, have been not a little puz-
zled to solve them. Some nraintain, that this daughter of Jeph-
thah was not sacrificed, as that would have been a violation of tlie

law of Moses; and especially, when by the same law he might
have redeemed his daughter for ten shekels of silver: therefore

they contend, that it was something else Jephthah did to his

daughter, such as devoting her to a state of celibacy, or dedicat-

ing her to the service of God. On the other hand, those who
maintained the afiirmative, or that Jephthah's daughter was ac-

tually sacrificed, urge, that the times wherein Jephthah lived were
sadly addicted to idolatry ; also the manner wherein he lived be-
fore he was called to the assistance ot his country ; but above all,

the clear, evidcHt, and express meaning of the text. They ob-
serve, that vows of perpetual virginity are institutions of a modern
date ; and had there been no more in it, there would have been
little occasion for rending liis clothes, and bemoaning himself as he
did ; besides the bitter lamentations made by herself, and by the
daughters of Israel in succeeding times. But in answer to this, it

is observed, 1. That these lamentations are expressly recorded to

have been made (Judges xi. 37, 38,) not for her untimely death,

but on account other virginity, which, though no nunneries were
instituted by the law of Moses, might (and in all probability was)
the alternative of Jephthah's vow. 2. That Jephthah's vow must
have had some such alternative is highly probable from the con-
sideration, that a dog, a sow, or any other unclean beast, might
have met him, and in such a case he could not, without impiety,

have offered such afiimals in sacrifice. 3. That as such sacrifices

were expressly prohibited, so were also human sacrifices. But,

4. As a decisive evidence, that there was an alternative, the Hebrew
word "iiu, rendered an in our translation, likewise signifies or ; and
therefore the vow ran in these terms—" Whatsoever cometh forth

of the doors of my house to meet me, shall surely be the Lord's,

or I will offer it up for a burnt-offering," i. e. provided it be pro-

per for being sacrificed. 6. That the reason of the grief of Jeph-
thah, his daughter, and all concerned, arose from the considera-

tion, that " she was his only child," and devoting her to perpe-

tual virginity was killing the hope of his family, because all the

Israelites reckoned children the greatest of blessings, from the

hopes they entertained of being progenitors of the Messiah. 6.

The last and perhaps the strongest argument is drawn from the

radical meaning of the Hebrew word in the 40lh verse ; which in

eur version is translated lament, but which, Ilebraists say, ought
to be traiiklated give gifts of love ; and therefore the verse should

be read thus :
" The daughters of Israel went yearly to give gifts

of love to the daughter of Jeiihthah four days in a year." 'The

Hebrew word transiatetl bewail in the 37th verse is right, but it is a
very different word from tliat translated lament, in the 40th. This
last word occurs and is more properly translated in Psal. Ixriii. 18 ;

and Hosea, viii. 9, 10: though the former of these texis is still

better expressed in Ephes. iv. 8. where it is quoted by St. Paul.

These arguments seem decisive, that Jephthah's daughter was not
sacrificed.

J EREML^VH, an inspired writer, of the race of the priests, the

son of Hilkia of Anathoth, of the tribe of Benjamin. He was
called to the prophetic office when very young, about the 13th

year of Josiah, and continued in the discharge of it about 40 years.

He was not carried captive to Babylon with the other Jews, but

remained in Judea to lament the desolation of his country. He
was afterwards a prisoner in Egypt with his disciple Baruch, where
it is supposed he died in a very advanced age. Some of the

Christian fathers say, Ue was stoned to death by the Jews, for

preaching
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preaching aga.iist liicir idolatry ; others, tliat lie was [nit to tlealli

by Pbaraoii IIo])hrah, because of his prophecy again-it liini.

Jeremiah, The Pkoi-hkcy of, a canonical book of tlie Old
Testameal. Part of tliis prophcry ri'lati-'s to tlie time after the

captivity of Israel, and before that of Jiulali, from the 1st chapter

to the 44th ; part of it to that of the latter captivity, from the

44th chapter to the end. Jeremiah predicts the grievous calami-

ties that were approaciiino-, particularly the 70 years captivity

in Challca. He al?o fureteUs their deliverance and happy return,

and the reconipence which Babylon, Moab, and other enemies of

the Jews, shonid meet with in dne time. There are likewise se-

veral intiniation.s in this prophecy concerning the kingdom of the

Messiah ; as also several remarkable virions, and types, and his-

tori'cal [lassagcs relatini:; to those times, 'llie 5'id chapter does

not belong to the propliecy of Jeremiah, but ]irobablv was added

by Ezra, and contains a narrative of the taking of Jeriis.dem, and
of what happened dnring the captivity, to the.iie;ith of Jeclioiiias,

and also looks forwartls to the great captivity of the Jewisli nation

in the time of the Papal apostacy, stvled in Ihe llevehrtion Baby-
lon the Great. St. Jeroni has observed, that Jereniiali's style is

more easy than that of Fsaiah and llosea ; that he retains some-
thing of the rnsticily of the village \"liere he was born : bnt that

he is very learned and majestic, and eipial to those two prophets
ill the sense of his prophecy.
JliRiCUC), or lIUvlUCHUS, in ancient geogrjphy, a city of

Judea, between Jordan and JeriHalem, I JO stadia trom the latter,

and tiO from the former. Josepluis says, " the whole space from
Jfevusalem is <lesart and rocky, and equally barren and nncnltiva-

teU from Jericho to the lake Asplialtites ; yet the palaces near tlic

town and above it are extremely fertile and delicions, so that it

may be justly called a divine plain, surpassing the rest of the land

of Canaan, no unfruitful country, anrl surrounded by hills in the

manner of an amphitlieatre." It produces opobalsamiini niyro-

balans, and dates ; from the last ot which it is called the city of

palm-trees, by Moses. It is now called Kalia; and is situated,

M. V'olney informs us, " in a jjlain six or seven leagues long, by
three wide, around which are a number of barren mountains, tliat

render it extremely hot.

JERIM, a town of Arabia, in Yemen, SO mites N. E. of

Mocha.
JEROME, or HIERONYMUS, ST. a famous doctor of the

church, and the most learned of all the I^atin fathers, was the son
of Eusebius ; and was born at Stridon, a city of ancient Panuoiiia,

about A. D. 340. He studied at Rome under Donatus, the

learned grammarian. After being baptized, he went into Gaul,
and transcribed St. Hilary's book de Synodis. He then went in-

to Aqnileia, where he contracted a friendship with Hcliodorns,
' who prevailed on him to travel with him into Thrace, Pontus,
liithynia, Galatia, and Cappadocia. In 372, he retired into a de-
sert in Syria, wlieie he was persecuted by the orthodox of Me-
litins's party, for being a Sabelliau, because he made use of the

hypostasis, as used by the council of Home in 269. This obliged
iiim to go to Jerusalem ; uhere he studied, with great assiduity and
considerable successs, the Hebrew language, to acquiiea more pei-

fect knowledge of the Holy Scriptures ; and consented to be ordain-
ed, provided he should not be conhned to any particular church. In

331, he went to Constantinople to hear St. Gregory of Nazian-
zcn ; and in 3S2, returned to Rome, where he was made se-

cretary to pope Damasus. He then instructed many Ro-
man ladies in piety and the sciences, which exposed him to the
calumnies of those whom he zealously reproved for tlieir ir-

regularities ; and Pope Siricns, not having all the esteem
for him which his learning and virtue justly entitled him to,

lie returned to the monastery of Bethlehem, where he wrote
against heretics. He had a quarrel with John of Jerusalem
an<l Rutinus about the Origenists ; and was the first who
wrote agjin.it Pel.igius. He died on the 30lh .Sept. 420, about
80 years of age. The last edition of his works is that of

Verona, in 1 1 vols, folio. His principal works are, 1. A Latin
Version of the Scriptures, commonly called the Vulgate. 2. Com-
mentaries on the Prophets. Ecclesiastes, St. Matthew, and the

Epistles to the Galatians, Ephesians, Titus, and Philemon. 3.

Polemical Treatises against Montanus, Helvidius, Jovinian, Vigi-

lantius, and Pekii^ius. 4. Several Letters, o. A Treatise on the

VOL. 111.—NO. 112.

Lives and Writings of the ecclesiastical Authors who had flourished

before his lime. His style is lively an<l animated, and somctinies

JERONYMITES, or HIERONYMITES, a name given to
several orders of religious; otherwise called Hermits of Sr.

Jerom.
JI'JRSEY, an inland in the English chr.nnel, believed to be the

island called in the Itinerary Ca;sarea, in after-times .'Vngia, by iis

Gersey, or Jersey. It is situated in the English channel, eiglUeeu
miles \V. of Normandy, and eighty-four S.'of Portland in Dorse:-
-hire. It is about twelve miles long, and six bro.,d, w here broadest,

wdiich is at the two extremities. "It is deicnded by rocks and dan-
gerous quicksands. On the N. side the cliffs rise forty or tdty f,i-

thoins high, wliich render it inaccessible on that side; but on the
S. the shore is almost level with the water. In thcW. part of the
island is a large tract of land, once cultivated aiid very fertiley but
now a barren desart, caused by the westerly winds throwing rip
sands from the bottom to the top of the highest cliffs. The higher
lands are diversiiied by gritty, gravelly, stony, and fine mould;,
the lower by a deep, rich, a'nu heavy, soil. 'The middle part of
the island is somewhat mountainous,' and so thick planted with
trees, tli;it at a distance it resembles one entire forest, thoiigh in

walking through it there is hardly a thicket or any other thing to
be seen but hetlge-rows and orcha'rds of apple-trees. The valleys
under the hills are finely watered by brooks, and have plenty of
cattle and small sheep, with very hue wool ; which atford excel-
lent mutton. The horses are good for draught; but few tit for
the saddle. The island produces variety of trees, roots, and
herbs; but not corn enough for the inhabitants, who therefore im-
port it from England, France, and Danlzic. The fields are in-
closed by great mounds of earth, raised from six to ten feet high,
proportionably thick and solid, planted with quicksets and trees.-

As the air is very salubrious, many of the inhabitants live to ;i

great age: but the coast is very subject to storms by westerly
winds, from which they have no iaiul to shelter them n'earer than
North America; and t!iere is a ya,it chain ot rocks about the
island, among which the tides and currents are so strong and rapid,
that the navigation is d.Migerous to those who are not pertectly ac-
quainted with the coast. The buildings are generally of rag-
stone; but some of ihe wealthy inhabitants have their houses frort-
ed with a reddish white stone," capable of being polished hke mar-
ble, and of which there is a rich quarry on a hill called Mont-
inado. The ordinary dwellings are thatched. The churches are
very plain, most of them with square steeples; and the communion
table is not at the E. end, but placed just under the pulpit. 'i"he

staple manufacture is knit stockings and caps, many thousand pairs
of which arc sold weekly at St. Ilelier; also cyder, of wh-cli
2J,000 hogsheads have been made here in one year. Their prin-
cipal foreign traile is to Neutoundland. During the Amtncau
war this ishind was invaded by the French. The first attempt was
made it\ 1779. About 6000 men were embarked in tlat-bottonied
boats, and endeavoured to laud in the bay of St. Ouen, on the first

of May, supported by five frigates and other armed vessels; bnt
they met with such a vigorous resistance, that they were compelled
to retire wilhout having landed a single m;in. Another attempt was
resolved on. The troops and seamen were equally desirous 'ol re-
trieving tlieir honour; but they were for some time prevented
from making any attempt by bad weather; and, before another
opportunity offered, tlie squadron designed to cover their descent
was attacked by Sir James Wallace, who drove them ashore on
the coast of Normandy, silenced a battery under whose guns they
had taken shelter, captured a frigate of thiity-four guns, with tw'o
rich prizes, burnt two o'.her large frigates, and a considerable num-
ber of smaller vessels. 1 he scheme, though thus totally discon-
certed, was resumed in 1781. The con<!uct"of this expetlition was
given to Baron Rullecourt, a man of courage, but violent in his

disposition, and deficient in the prudence requ^ite for bringing
such an enterprise to a successful issue. His force consisted of
L'OOO men; with whom he embarked in very tempestuous wea-
ther, hoping that he might thus be able to surprise the garr'son.
Many of his tran-.poits, however, were dispersed, and he himself,
with the remainder, obliged to fake shelter m some islands in the
neighbourhood of Jersey. As soon as the weather grew calm, he
landed, ^in a dark night, at Grouville, where he ma<le prisoners of

a party2 E
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a partv of militij. Hence he [irociMsli'd willi the utmost expedi-

tion to St. Heller's. Ills Lirnvifl was so i:ne.\pe(le(l, tliat lie sei/eil

oil a p;iit_v of iDPii who guarded it, tugeiher with the coiiiiiiaiiding

officer, ;iiid the magistrates. Uidlc-ourt then drew up a capitula-

tion, tlie terms of \\ hich were, that tlie island should be iiist:;iilly

surrendered to the r'reiirh, and the garrison he sent toKnglund;

threatening the town with iinnu-liate destruction in case of iiuii-

compliance. This point being gamed, he summoned Elizabeth

Casile to surrender in virtue of the ca|)ituUition just concluded.

To this a peremptory refusal was given, and followed by such a vi-

j!;orous discharge of artillery, tiial he was obligeil to retire into the

town. In the ineaii time the British troops stationed in the island

bPiiaii to assemble from every quarter under tlie command ot Ma-
jorPierson ; wdio, on being reuuiied by the French commander to

submit, replied, that if tlie I'renth themselves did not, within

twenty minutes, lay down their arms, he would attat k them. This

being refused, an attack was instantly made with such impetuosity,

(/)at tlie French were totally routed "in less than half an hour, and

driven into the market-place, where they endeavoured to make a

stand. Their commander, exasperated at this unexpected change

of affairs, endeavoured to wreak his vengeance on the captive go-

vernor, whom he obliged to stand by his side during the \vhole

time of (lie conllitt, This, however, was quickly over; the

French were broken on all sides, the baron himself mortally

Wounded, and the next in comniaiid obliged to surrender himseif

and the whole party prisoners of war; wdiile the captive governor

escaped without a wound. This last disaster put an end to all

hopes of the French ministry^ being able to reduce the island, and

v\as indeed no small mortification to them; 800 troojjs having

been landed at tliat lime, of which not one escaped. A nionu-

lucnt was erected at the public e.xpence in the church of St. Ile-

lier, to the memory of Major Pierson, to whom the deliverance of

the island was owing; but who unhappily fell in the moment of

viclon-, when only twenty-four years of age. All the landing-

places'and creeks about the island are now fortified with batteries,

ami seventeen or eighteen watch-houses are erected on the head-

lands. These are round towers with embrasures for small cannon,

and loop-holes for small musketry ; the entrance by a door in the

wall out of the reach of man, and to be ascended by a ladder af-

terwards drawn up. Tliis island, wi;h thosC of Guernsey, Sark,

Alderney, and their appendages, were part of the duchy of Nor-

mandy, 'and were united to tlip crown of F.ngland by the fiist

princes of the Norman line. The language of the pulpit and the

bar is the French, which is also generally spoken by the people.

Thev are governed by their own laws, wh'ch are for the most part

thed'ucal customs of Normandy, being collected in an[ancient book

of customs, entitled Lc graiid custumier. The king's writ, or

process from the courts of Westminster, is here of no force; but

bis commission is. They are not bound by any acts of the impe-

rial parliament, unless particularly named. All causes are origi-

nally determined by the bailiff and jurats. But an appeal lies

froiii them to the king and council in the last resort.

Jersev, New, or, as it is commonly called, the Jersevs, (be-

ing two provinces united into one government), one of the I'nited

States of North America, lying from 39° to 41° Lat. N. and from

74" to 75° 30' Lon. W. from London. It is 160 miles long, from

N. to S. and 60 broad, or, according to Mr. Scott, 78,' where

broadest. It is bounded on the E. by Hudson's river and the sea;

on the S. by the sea; on the W. by Delaware bay and rivfr,

which divi<le it from the states of Delaware and Pennsylvania;

and on the N. by a line drawn from the mouth of the Mahakka-

mak, in Lat. 4l° 24', to a point on Hudson's river, in Lat. 41°;

containing about 8,320 square miles, equal to 5,324,800 acres. It

is divided into thirteen counties, which are subdivided into ninety-

four townships. The counties of Sussex, Morris, and the northern

part of Bergen, are mountainous. l'"ive-eighlhs of most of the

southern counties, or one-fourth of the whole state, is sandy and

barren. The soil is generally a light sand ; but on digging, at an

average, about fifty feet below the surface (which can be done,

even at the distance of twenty or thirty miles from the sea, without

any impediment from rocks or stones), we come to a salt marsh.

This state has all the varieties of soil from the worst to the best

kind. The barren grounds produce little else but shrub-oaks, and

white and yellow pines. The hilly and mountainous parts, which

are n6t loo rocky for cultivation, have a stronger soil; naturally co-

vered with stately oaks, hickories, chesnuts, &c. &c. and, when
cultivaleil, produce wheat, rye, Indian corn, buck wheal, oats,

bailey, liiix, and fruits of ail kinds. The lands in this hilly coun-
try is good for grazing, and tlie farmers feed great miinbers of cat-

tle for New York and PiiiUulelpliia markets,' and many of tlieirt

kee|) large dairies. The great nmuber ot navigable rivers ami
creeks renders it very easy to export the produce, which, besides

cattle, fruit, and vegetables, consists of cyder in large quantities,

and of the best quality, butter, cheeso, beef, pork, ir.utlon, wheal,
fiour, hams, (which are celebrated as the best in the world,) lum-
ber, flax, seed, leather, and iron, in great (juantities.

JEKUSALliM, [Ueb. from ^V, they shall see, and D^tt', Sa-
lem, Peace,] a famous and ancient city, cajiital of .ludea, now a

province of Turkey in Asia. According to Manetho, an lu»vp-
tian historian, it was founded by the shepherds who invaded Kgvjit
in an unknown period of anticjuity. According to Josepliu>, it

was the capital of Me'chisedek's kingdom, called Salem in the

book of Genesis; and the Arabians assert, that it was built in ho-

nour of Melchisedek by twelve neighbouring kings. We know
nothing of it with certainty, however, till the lime of King David,
who took it from the Jebusites, and made it the capital of his

kingdom, which it ever after continued to be. It was first taken
in tiie days of Joash, by HazacI, King of Syria, who slew all the
nobilit' , but did not destroy the city. It was afterwards taken by '

Nebuchadne/?ar, King of Babylon, who destroyed it, ami carried

away the inhabitants. Seventy years after, it was rebuill, by per-

mission of Cyrus, King of Persia, and it continued to b«; the capi-

tal of Judea, (though frequently suflering much from the (Irecian

nionarchs of Syria and Egypt), till llie time of Vespasian, Empe-
ror of Rome, by w hose son Titus it was totally destroyed. It was,
however, rebuilt by Adrian ; and seemed likely to have recovered
its former grandeur, being surrounded with walls, and adorned
with several noble buildings; the Christiiins also being permitted
to settle in it. But this was a short-lived change; tor when the

empress Helena, mother of Constantine the Great, visited this

city, she found it in the most ruinous situation. Having formed a
des'.gn of restoring it to its ancient lustre, she caused, with a great

deal of cost and labour, all the rubbish that had been thrown upon
those places where our Saviour had suffered, been buried, Sec. to

be removed. In doing this, they found the cross on which he
died, as well as those of the two malefactors who sutl'cred with
him; ami, (as the writers of those times relate,) discovered by a

miracle llwt which had borne the Saviour of mankind. She then

caused a magnificent church to be built, which inclosed as many
of the scenes of our Saviour's sufferings as could conveniently be
done, and adorned the city with several other buildings. The
emperor Julian is said to have formed a design of rebuilding the

temple of Jerusalem, and of restoring the Jewish worship, on pur-

pose to give the lie to our Saviour's prophecy concerning the tem-
|;le and city of Jerusalem ; namely, that the temple should be to-

tally destroyed, without one slone being left uiioii another; and
that the city should be trodden ilown ot the Gentiles till the times

of the Gentiles were fulfilled. In this attempt, however, accord-

ing to the accounts of the Christian writers of that age, the empe-
ror was frustrated by an earthquake and fiery eruption from the

earth, which totally destroyed the work, consumed the materials

wdiich had been collected, and killed a great numlier of the work-
men. This event has been the suliject of much dispute. Bishop
Warburton published a treatise expressly on the truth of ihis fact,

and collected te-timonies in favour of it, from Amniianus Marcel-
liiur-, and Gregory of Nazianzum; for which we shall refer our
readers to the bishop and the original authors. But it is a mailer

of very little consequence, whether this event ha|)pened with Ihe

circumstances related by these authors, and quoted by the bishop,

or not. If Julian did make any attempt to rebuild the temple, it

is certain that something obstructed his attempt, because the tem-

ple was never rebuilt. If he made no such attempt, the prophecy
of our Saviour still holds good; and it surely cannot detract from
the merit of a prophecy, that nobody ever attempted to elude it,

or prove it to be a falsehood. Jerusalem continued in the hands

of the eastern emperors till the reign of the Caliph Omar, who re-

duced it under his subjection. Tlie Saracens t oiilinued in posses-

sion of it till 1099, when it was taken by the Crusaders. They
founded a new kingdom, of which Jerusalem was the capital, and
Godfrey the first king. The Christian kingdom of Jerusalem last-

ed
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f (1 c-iglity-ciglit years iincler nine king^, when it was taken by Sala-

t}in, siiltiiu ot Kijypt in 11S7. In rjl7, tlic S;ir;icen3 Wfve evpel-

l«d bv tlie 'lurks, vviio liavc t-ver since conlintu'i.1 in positssion of

it. Jerusalem, in its most ilourisliin;? slate, was divided intn four

parts, eacii inclosed with its own walls; \\7.. 1. The old cily ot

Jebus, which stood on niotint Zion, where the prophets dwelt, a:Kl

where David built a niagnilicent castle and (lalace, which became
tiie residence both of h:in-.flt' and successors; on which ;<ccoiint it

was emphatically called, the cily of Daviil. 2. The lowci- city,

called also the daughter of Zion, being biilU after it; cnwiiich

stood the l«o nia^i:Uicent palaces which Solomon built for hiir.-

self and his qecen ; that of il:e Maccabean ]>rinces; and the stately

amphitheatre built bv Herod, capable of contaiu'ng 80,000 spcc-

tatoi's; the stron:; citadel, built by Anliochus, to command and

"overtop the temple, but afterwards razed by Simon the MaLCahec,
who recovered the city from the Syrir.ns; and lastly, a second ci-

tadel, built by Ilerod, upon a high and crai^gv rock, and called

by him Antonia. 3. The new cilv, mostly inhabited by trades-

men, artiriccrs, and merchants; and 4. Mount Moriah, on which

was built the famed temple of Solomon, described in 2 Kings,

chap. vi. and vii. and, since then, tliat nbuilt by the Jews on their

return from Babylon, aiid aflerw.'rds built almost anew, and greatly

adorjied and enriched by Herod. Some idea of the magnif-eni e

of this temple^ may be had Irom the following consideratior.s : 1.

That there were no less than 1133,300 men employed in the work:
"2. That notwithstanding that prodigious number of hands, it took

up seven yeaK in building: 3. That the height of this building

was 120 cubits, or 82 yards; and the courts round it about half as

high: 4. That the front, on the E. side, was sustained by ramjiarts

of square stone, of vast bulk, and built up from the valley below ;

which last was 300 cubits high; and being added to that of the edi-

fice amounted to 420 cubits; to which, if we add, 5. The height

of the principal tower above all the rest, viz. (30, will bring it to

480 cidiits, which, reckoning at two feet to a cubit, will amount
to 960 feet; but, according to the length of that measure, as others

reckon it, viz. at tw o feet and an half, it will amount 1o 1200 feet

;

a prodigious height trom ihe ground, and such as niigh.t well make
Josephus say, that the veryL design of it was sufficient to have turn-

ed the brain of any but Solomon. 6. These ramparts, which were
raised in this manner, to lill up the prodigious chasm made by the

deep valley below, and to make the area of a sufTicient breadtli

and length for the edilice, were 1000 cubits in length at the bot-

tom, and 800 at the top, and the breadth of them 100 more. 7.

The huge buttresses w hich supported the ramparts were of the

same height, square at the to]),' and 50 cubits broad, and jutted

out 150 cubits at the bottom. ?. The stones, of wdiich they were
built, were, according to Josepluis, 40 cubits lone:, 12 thick, and
S iiigh, all of marble, and so exquisitely joined, tliat they seemed
one continued piece, or rather polished rock. 9. According to

the same Jewish historian, there were 1453 columns of Parian
marble, and 2yi)6 pilasters; of such tliickness, that three men
could hardly encircle them; with height and capitals proportion-
able, of the Corinthian order. I'ut it is probable, that Josephus
has given us these two last articles from the temple of Herod,
there being nothing like them mentioned by the sacred hisiorians,

hut a great deal about the prodigious cedars of Lebanon used in

that noble edilice, the excellent w-orkmansiiip of them adapted to

their several ends; together with their gildmgs and other orna-
ments. At present Jerusalem is called by the Turks C'udsemba-
ric, Coudshcriff, and Heleods, or the Holy City. It is reduced
to a poor thinly inhabited town, about three miles in circum-
ference, situated on a rocky mountain, surrounded on all sides,

except the N. with steep ascents and (lecp valleys; and these en-
vironed with other hills, at some distance. In the neighbourhood
grow corn, vines, olives, &c. The stately church erected by the
empress Helena on mount Calvaiy, is called the Church of the
Sepulchre; and is kept m good repair by the offerings of pilgrmts,

who annually resort to it, as well as by the contributions of Chris-
tian princes. Jerusalem is 1 12 miles S. W. of Damascus, and 45
from the Mediterranean. I>on. 35. 25. E. Lat. 31. 55. N.

J ESI, an ancient town of Italy, in the late territory of the
churcli,and march of Ancona. lion 12. 20. E. Lat. 43. 50. N.
JESO, a group of the Kurile islands. The name is applied bv

the Japonese to the whole chain of islands between Kamtschatka
^nd Japan.

JESSAMINE. See Jasminu.m.
5

JESS.O, JEDSO, or YADSO, a hrge island of Asia, north ct

Niphon, governed by a prince tributary to tlie enijeror of Japan.

JESriJS'G, or CONCISE UTT, as .distinguished from con-
tinued wit or humour, lies either in the thought, or the language,

or both. In the lirst case it docs not depend up'jti any particular

words or Itu'n of the e.xpression. Hut the greatest lund of jests lies

in the language, /. c. m tropes or verbal ligures; those ai'iorded

by tropes consist in the metaphorical sense of I lie words, and tliost"

of verbal figures prii;cii)al'y turn upon a double sense of the sam-,:

word, or a similitude of Sound in diflerent words. This is coni-

mon'y called punning. Tl'.e third kind of jokes, which lie hoVi\

iy the sense and language, arise from figures of sentences, where
the figure it->elf consists in th.c sense, but tiie u it turns upon the
choic of the words.

JESUnS, or THE SOCIETY OF JESUS, a famous reli-

gious order of the Romish church, founded by Ignotius Loyola.
Sei? Loyola. The jjl.in w hich this fanatic formed of its constitu-

tion and laws was sugg<:sted, as he gave out, by the iiiimediato

inspiration of heaven. But notwithstanding this high pretension
his design met at lirst with violent opposition. Pope Paul III. to

whom Loyola had applied for his authority to confirm the institu-

tion, referred his petition to a committee of the cardinals. They
represented the establishmc'nt to be unneccssarv, as well as dange-
rous, and Paul refused to grant his sanction to it. At last, Loyola
removed all his scruples by an ot'fer which it was impossible for

any pope to resist. lie proposed, that besides the three vows of
poverty, of chastity, and of monastic obedience, common to all the
orders of regulai-s, the members of this soi ietr should take a fourth

vow of obedience to the pope, binding themselves to go whither-

soever he should command lor the service of religion, and without
reipiiring any thing from the holy see for their support. At a
time when the papal authority had received such a shock by the

revolt of so many nations from the Romish church; at a timo
when the popish system was attacked with so much violence and
success, the acquisition of a body of men, thus peculiarly devoted
to the see of Rome, and wliom it might set in opposition to all its

enemies, was an object of the highest consequence. Paul in-

stai.tlv perceiving this, confirmed the institution of the Jesuits by
his bull, granted the most ample privileges to the members of the

society, znd appointed Loyola to be the first general of the order.

The event fully justified Paul's discernment. In less than half a

century the society obtained establishments in every country that

adhered to th.e Roman catholic church ; its power and wealth in-

creased amazingly; the number of its members became great;

their character as well as accomplishments were still greater; and
theJcsnits weii; celebrated by the iriends, anddreaded by the ene-
mies, of the Romish f.iith, as ti.e most ;ilile and entertaining

order in the church. The constitution and laws of the so-

ciety were perfected by Lavncz and Aquaviva, the two generals

who succeeded Loyola, men far superior to their master in abili-

ties, and the science of government. They framed th:it system of

profound and aituil policy which distinguished the order. The
large infusion of fanaticism mingled with its regulation should be
imputed to Loyola: its founder. Many circumstances concurred
in giving a peculiarity of character to Ihe order of Jesuits, and in

forming the members of it not only to take greater part in the affairs

of the world than any other body ofmonks, but to acquire superior

inHuence in the conduct of them. The primary object of almost all

the monastic orders is to separate men from the world, and from
any concern in its alTairs. In the solitude and silence of the clois-

ter, the monk is called to work out his own salvation by extraor-

dinary acts of mortification and piety. He is dead to the world,

and ought not to mingle in its transactions. He can be of no benefit

to mankind but by his example and by his prayers. On the con-

trary, the Jesuits were taught to consider themselves as formed for

action. They were chosen soldiers, bound to exert themselves

continually in the service of God, and of the pope, his vicar, on
earth. Whatever tends to instruct the ignorant, or can be of use

to reclaim or oppose the enemies of the holy see, was their ob-

ject. That they might have leisure for this actual service, they

were totally exempted from those functions, the performance of

which is the chief business of other monks. They appeared in

no processions ; they practised no rigorous austerities ; they did

not consume their time in the repetitions of tedious offices; bnt

attended to all the transactions of the world, with a view to their

infiuence upon relijion ; they were directed to study the disposi-

tions
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tions of persons in high rank, and tu cultiv:Je their frii-iKV;hi|i

;

and by the very constitution, as well as genius, of the order, a

spirit of aLtion and intrigue was infused into ;ill its members. As

the oGject of the society of Jesuits dilfered from that of llie other

monastic orders, the diversity was no le^s in the form of its sjo-

vermncnt. 'I'lie other orders are voluntary associations, in which

vh.itever affects the whole bfidy, is regulated l>y the common
sulfrages of all its members. "I'iie executive power is vested in

the head of each society ; the legislative authority resides in the

community. Alf'airs ot moment, relating to particular convents,

are detern'iined in conventual chapters ; such as respect the whole

are considered in general congregations. But Loyola, full of tlie

idea of implicit obedience, wliicli lie had derived from his mili-

tary profession, appointed that the government of his order should

be purely monarchical. A general, chosen for life by depu-

ties from the several provinces, possessed power supreme and

independent, extending to every person and case. Jle nomi-

nated provincials, rectors, and every otlier officer enip.loyed in

the government of the society, and could remove them at plea-

sure. In liini was vested tlie sovereign administration oi tlie re-

venues and funds of the order. Every member belonging to it

was at his ilispusal, and by his uncontrollable mandate he could

impose yn them any task, or employ 'them as he pleased. '1 o

his comuKinds they were recpiired to yield not only outward obe-

tlience, but to resign to him their invlir.ations and sentiments.

I'hey were to listen to his injunctions us if they had been uttered

l)y Christ himself. Under his direction they were to be mere pas-

sive instruments, like clay in the hands of the potter. Such a

singular form of policy could not fail to impress its character on

all the members of the order, and to give a peculiar force to all

its operations. There is not, in the annals of mankind, any ex-

ample of such a periecf despotism exerci-.ed, not over monks shut

up in a convent, but over men disper.-ed among all the nations ot

tlie earth. As the constitution of the order vested in the general

such absolute dominion, it careiully provided for his being per-

fectly intormed witli respect to the character and abilities ot his

subjects. Every novice who offere<l himself a candidate was

obliged to lay open his conscience to the superior, or a person

appointeil by him ; and not only to con'ess his sins, but to disco-

ver the inclinations, the passions, and the bent, of his soul. This
was to be renewed every six months. The society, not satisfied

with thus penetrating into the innermost recesses of the heart, di-

rected each menber to observe the words and actions of tlic no-

vices : they were constituted spies upon their conduct, and were
bound to disclose every thing of importance concerning them to

the superior. That this scrutiny into their character uaght be as

complete as possible, the noviciate was long, during which they
passed through the several gradations of ranks in the soeietv ; and
they must have attained tin; full age of thirty-th.ree years belore

they could be adnuttetl to take tiie (iiuil vows, by wIikIi they be-

came members, liy these methods the superiors, unrler whose
immediate inspection the novices were placed, acijuired a thorougli

knowledge of their disposition and talents. '1 he general, who was
t!ie soul that animated and moved the whole society, might have
under his eye every thing necessary to direct him; the provincials

and heads of iiouses were obliged to transmit to him regular and
frequent reports of the members under their hispection. In these

they descended into minute details with respect to the character,

abilities, temper, and experience, of each person, and tiie jvarticu-

lar department for which he was best htted. 'I'hese reports wen;
entered into registers kept on purpose, that the general might, at

one view, survey the stale of the society all over the globe ; ob-

serve the talents of the members ; and tl.us choose the instruments

which his absolute power could employ in any service for which
he thought proper to destine them. As it was the professed in-

tention of the Jesuits to promote the salvation of men, this en-

gaged them in many active functions. They considered the edu-
cation of youth as their peculiar province; they aimed at being
spiritual guides and confessors; they preached frequeully in order

to instruct the people; they set out as missionaries to convert un-
believing nations. The novelty of the institution, as well as the
singularity of its objects, procured the order many admirers and
patrons. The governors of the society availed themselves of every
tavourable circumstance; and the number and influence of its

roeuibers increased rapidly. Before tlie e-xpiralioii of the six-

tuenth century, they had obtained the chief direction of the edu-
cation of youth in every catholic country in liurope. 'I'hey had
become the confessors of all its catholic monanhs; a function of
importance in any reign ; but, under a weak prince, superior
even to that of iiiinisler. They were the spiritual guides of al-

most every person eminent for rank or power. They possessed

the highest interest with the papal court, as the most zealous and
able champions for its authority. The advantages which they de-
rived irom all these circumstances are obvious. They formed the
minds of nicn in their youth, and retained an ascendant over
Ihein in their advanced years. I'hey possessed the direction of
the most considerable courts of Europe. They mingled in all af-

fairs. TIfey took part in evej^y intrigue and revolution. Tl'.e ge-

neral, by the extensive intelligence he received, regulated tlie

operations of tlie order w'itli ])ertect cliscernment ; and, by means
of his absolute power, carried them on with vigour and effect.

.\long \vith the power of the order, its wealth increased. Vari-
ous expedients were devised for eluding the obligation of the vow
of poverty, 'i'he order accpiired ample ))ossessions in every ca-

tholic country; and by the nvmiber and niagnilicence of its pub-
lic buildings, with the value ot its property, it vied with the most
opulent ot the monastic fraternities. I'esides the sources of

W( ahh conmion to the regular clergy, the Jesuits possessed one
peculiar to themselves. Under the pretext of promoting the suc-

cess of their missions, and of facililating the sujiport of jheir mis-
sionaries, they obtained a special licence from the court of Home
to trade with the nations which they laboured to convert. In
consequence of this, they engaged in extensive and lucrative com-
merce both in the East and West Indies, and opened warehouses
in Europe for vending their commodities. '1 hey imitated the ex^
ample of other commercial societies; obtained seitlenicnts : anrf

acquired possession 6f a large and fertile province in South,Ame-
rica, and reigned as sovei'eigns over some hundred thousand sub-
jects. Unhappily the vast inliuence which the Jesuits acquired by-

all these ditl'erent means, was often exerted with tlie most perni-

cious effect. Such w as the tendency of that discipline observed
by the society in forming its members, and such the fundamenta!
maxims in its constitution, that every Jesuit was taught to regard

the interest of the order as a capital object to which every con-
sideration was to be sacrificed. This attachment to their order,

the most artlent [lerbaps that ever influenced any body of men,
was the characteristic principle of the Jesuits, and serves as a key to

the genius of their j)olicy, as well as the peculiarities of their con-

duct. As it was for -the advantage of the society that its mem-
bers should possess an ascendant over persons in high rank of great

power ; the desire of acquiring and preserving such an ascendant

led the Jesuits to propagate a system of relaxed and pliant mo-
rality which accommodates itselt to the passions of men, justifies

their vices, tolerates their imperfections, and authorises almost

every action that the most aud.;cious or crafty ])oUticiau would
w isli to perpetrate. As the prosperity of the order was intimately

cimnecled with the preservation of the papal authority, the Jesuits

mlluenced by the same principal of attachment to the interests of

their society, have been the most zealous patrons of those doc-,

trines which tend to exalt ecclesiastical power on the ruin of civil

government. They attributed to the court of Rome a jurisdiction

as extensive and absolute as was claimed by the most presumptu-
ous pontiffs in the dark ages. They contended for the intire inde-

peiufence of ecclesiastics on civil magistrates. They published

such tenets concerning the duty of opposing princes, who were
enemies of the Catholic faith, as countenanced the most atrocious

crimes, and tended to dissolve all the ties which connect subjects

with their iuIits. As the order derived botii reputation and au-

thority from the zci.l with which it stooti iorlh in defence of the

Komish church, its members consiilered it as their peculiar duty
to combat the opinions, and cieck the progress, of the Protestantf.

Ti(ey used every art, and employed every weapon, against them.
They opposed every gentle and tolerating measure in their fuvouF.

They incessantly stirred up against them all the rage ot ecclesiasti-

cal and civil persecution, ivloiiks of other denominations indeed

ventured to teach the same pernicious doctrines, and held opinions

equally inconsistent with the order and happiness of civil society.

But they eillier dehvered such opinions witti greater reserve, or

propagated them with less success. \\ huever considers the events

which happened in Europe during the sixteenth and seventeenth

ctntuncs,
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centuries, will liiid die Jesuits responsible for most of the perni-

cious effects arising from that corrupt casuistry, those exlraviigant

tenets, and that intolerant spirit, which disgraced the cluirch of

Rome throughout that period, and whi-.h brought so many cala-

mities upon'civil society. Amidst the many bad consequences

flowing from tiie institution of this order, mankind derived (roiii

it considerable advantages. As the Jesuits, in their lir>t attempts

to cstablisu colleges, were violently opposed by the universities

in different countries, it became neces.sary for them, in order

to acquire the public favour, to surpass their rivals in science

and industry. This prompted them to cultivate the study of

ancient literature with extraordinary ardour, and put them upon
various methods for facilitating the instruction of youth, l^y the

improvements they made in it, they contributed so much towaras

the progress of polite learning, that on this account they have

merited well of society. Nor has tlie order been successful

only in teaching literature; it has produced likewise eminent

masters in many branches of science, and can boast of a greater

number of ingenious authors than all the other religious fraternities

taken together. But it was in the iievv- world, that the Jesuits ex-

hibited the most wonderful display of their abilities, and contributed

most effectually to the benefit of the human species. Tlie con-

querors of that unfortunate quarter of the globe had nothing in

view, but to plunder, enslave, and exterminate, its inhabitants.

The Jesuits alone made humanity the object of their settling there.

About the beginning of the 17th century, they obtained admission

into the fertile province of Paraguay. They found the inhaiji-

tants strangers to tlie arts, subsisting precariously by- hunting or

fisiiing, and hardly acquainted with the first principles of govern-

ment. The Jesuits instructed and civilized these savages. They
taught them to cultivate the ground, to rear tame animals, and to

build houses. They were the first persons, who brought them to

live together in villages ; trained them to arts and'manufactures;

made them taste the sweets of society, and accustomed them to

the blessings of security and order. These people became tlie

subjects of their benefactors, who governed them with a tender

and paternal attention. Respected and beloved almost to adora-

tion, a few Jesuits presided^over several hundred thousand In-

dians. They maintained a perfect equality among all the mem-
bers of the community. F>ach of tliem was obliged to labour,

not for himself aloc.e, but for the public. The produce of their

fields, with the fruits of their industry, were deposited in store-

houses, from which each individual received every necessary sup-

ply. By this institution almost all the passions which disturb the

peace of society, and render the members of it unhappy, were re-

strained. A few magistrates, clio-en by the Indians themselves,

watched over the publictranquiUity, and secured obedience to the

laws. The sanguin.iry punishments frequent under other govern-
ments were unknown. An admonition from a Jesuit, a slight

mark of infamy, or on some particular occasion, a few lashes with

a whip, were quite sufficient to maintain good order among these

innocent and happy people. But even in this meritorious effort

of the Jesuits, for the good of mankind, the genius and spirit of

their order appeared. They aimed at establishing in Paraguay an
independen empire, subject to the society alone, and which, by-

the superior excellence of its constitution and police, could
scarcely have failed to extend its dominions over all the southern
continent of America. With this view, to prevent the' Spaniards

or Portuguese in the adjacent settlements from acquiring any dan-
gerous influence over the people within the limits of the province
subject to the society, the Jesuits endeavoured to inspire the In-

dians with hatred and contempt of these nations. They cu'. off all

intercourse between their subjects and the Spanish or Portuguese
settlements. They prohibited any private trader of either nation

from entering the.r terntcries. When they were obliged to admit
any person in a public character from the neighbouring govern-
ments, they did not permit him to have any conversation with
their subjects : and no Indian was allowed even to enter the house
where these strangers resided, unless in the presence of a Jesuit.

To render any conimunicatiou between them as difhcult as possi-

ble, they industriously avoided giving the Indians any know-
ledge of the Spanish or any oth<'r European language ; but en-
couraged the dilierent tribes which the had civilized to acquire a

certain dialect of the Indian tongue, and laboured to make that

the universal language throughout their dominions. To reader
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their empire secure and permanent, they instructed their subjecli

in the European arts of war. They formed them into bodies of

cavalry and infantry, completely armed, and regularly disciplined.

They provided a great train of artillery, as well as magazines stored

with all the implements of war. Thus they established an army so

numerous and well appointed, as to be formidable in a country
where a few sickly and ill-disciplined battalions composed all the

military force kept up by the Spaniards or Portuguese. Such
were the laws, policy, and genius, of this formidable order. The
courts of Europe had observed, for two centuries, the ambition
and power of the order. P.iit wiiile they felt many fatal effects of

these, they could not fully discern the causes to which they were
to be imputed. They w'ere unacquainted with many of the sin-

gular regulations in the political constitution of the Jesuits, which
formed trie enterprising spirit or" intrigue that distinguished its iiieni-

bei's, and elevated the society t') such a height of power. It was
a fundamental maxim with the Jesuits, from their institution, not
to publish the rules of their order. These they kept concealed
as an impenetrable mystery. They never communicated them fty

strangers, nor even lO the greater part of their own membeiv.
They refused to produce them when required by couits of justice ;

and, by a strange solecism in policy, the civil power in different

countries authorised or connived at the establishment of an order
of men, whose constitution and laws were concealed with a solici-

tude which alone was a good reason for having excluiled iheiii.

During the prosecutions carried on against them in Portugal and
France, the Jesuits imprudently produced the mysterious volume;^

of their institute. By these authentic records, the principles of

their government were discovered, and the sources of their power
investigated with a degree of certainty, which, previous to that
event, it was impossible to attain. ^Phe pernicious eftiects of the
constitution of this order, had rendered it ea!"ly obnoxious to
some of the principal powers in Europe, and gradually brought on
its downfal. The emperor Charles V. saw it expedient to check
its progress in his dominions ; it was expelled England, by pro-

clamation 3 Jam. I. in I6u4; Venice, in 1(50{); Portugal,
in 1759; France, in 1764; Spain and Sicily, in 1767; and
totally suppressed and abolis!;ed by pope Clement XIV. in

1773.

Jesuit's Bark. See Cinchona, and Peruvfan Bark.
JESUS CHRIST, [iHSOTS xpktos, Gr. 2. e. the Saviour

Anointed,] the Son of God, and Saviour of mankind. He de-
scended from heaven, and took upon him the human nature ac-

cording to the prophecies, which had been recorded concerning
him. He was miraculously conceived by the Holy Gliost, and
born of theVirgin Mary in a stable at Bethlehem, A.W 4000. His
birth was announced to shepherds by angels ; and a star appeared
in the east which guided the magi to Jerusalem, who inquired of

Herod where the Messi lii was born, as they were come to worship
him. This threw the king anil his court into consternalion. The
magi, following the direction of the star, went to Bethlehem, wliere

they found the child, to whom they made their ofl'erings, and
being divinely warned, did not go b^'ck to Herod, but returned
home a contrary way. Herod, full of wrath, determined on the

death of the infant ; but Joseph, the husband of M_ry, being di-

vinely warned in a dream, hed with the child and his mother into

Egypt. While they were on their journey, plerod made a horrid

slaughter of all the children in Bethlehem. On the death ot the

tyrant, Joseph returned towards home, but finding that Archelaus
reigned in the room of his father, he went to Nazareth, by which
that prophecy was fulfilled which called Jesus a Nazarene. At
the age of 12 years, he disputed in the temple with the most
learned of the Jewish doctors; whom he surprised with his know-
ledge, and the answers he gave to their questions. After this, he
continued with his parents, and was subject to them, probably
working at his father's trade, which was that of a carpenter, till

he entered upon his ministry. In the 30lh year of his age, he be-
gan his public ministi-y ; to which the attention of the people was
drawn by the preaching of John, a prophet miraculously inspired

of God to proclaim the existence of the Saviour, as now descend-
ed upon earth, and visible to the eyes of all ; and by this prophet
Christ himself was baptized in the waters of Jordan, that he might
not, in any point, neglect to answer the demands of the Jewish
law. It is not necessary here to enter into a particular detail of
the life and actions ot Jesus Christ. Every one knows, that his

2 F life
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life was one continued sceae of the tiiost perfect sanctity, and the

purest :;nd most active virtue, so that he did not offend in one
single point, but fuUilled all rigltcon^ness. By miracles of the

most sttipendons kind, and not more stupendous than beneficent,

he displayed to the universe the truth of liiat relii^ion which he

declared to mankind, and demonstrated the reality of (lis divine

mission in the most illustrious manner. For the propagation of,

his religion through the country of Judea, our Saviour chose
twelve apostles: whom, however, he sent out only once, and
after their return, kept them constantly about his person. Rut,

besides the;e, lie chose other 70, whom lie dispersed throughout
the country. The Jews were tilled with astonishment at his doc-

trine and works, but they hardened their hearts against the truth,

and instead of receiving him as the promised Messiah, they perse-

cuted him with the utmost malignity, and attributed his miracles

to diabolical agency. To this tlicy were instigated by malice,

partly because, through the wickedness of their hearts, they had
shut the eves of their understandings against the clearest evidence,

and partly because he plainly and forcibly reproved their wicked
deeds. Hence the Sanhedrim, or council, and the body of the

Jewish nation, formed a conspiracy against him. For a consider-

able time their designs had proved abortive ; but. at last Jesus,

linowing that he had fulfilled every purpose for which he came
into the world, suti'ered himself to be taken through the treachery

of Judas Iscariot, and was brought before the Sanhedrim, who
accused him of bl.isphemy ; and being afterwards brought before

I'ilate the Roman governor, where he was accused of sedition.

Pilate was no sooner sat dow u to judge in this cause, than he re-

reived a message from his wife, desiring him to have nothing to do
with the affair, having that very day had a frightful dream on ac-

count of our Saviour, whom she called tluit just man. The go-

vernor, intimidated by this message, and still more by tlje majesty

of our Saviour himself, and the evident falsehood of the accusa-

tions brought against him, was determined, if possible, to save

him. But the clamours of an enraged' populace, who at last

threatened to accuse Pilate himself as a traitor to the Koman em-
peror, got the better of his love of justice, which indeed on other

occasions was not verj' fervent. Our Saviour being condemned
by his judge, though contrary to the plainest dictates of reason

and justice, was crucified between two malefactors on Mount Cal-

vary, Friday, April 3, being about .33 yeai-s of age. His body was

entombed by Joseph of Arimathea in a new sepulchre ; and as

Jesus had declared that he would rise again the third day, the

Jews obtained a guard from Pilate to watch the tomb. But on

the third day he arose, antl the soldiers went and gave information

to their emplojers, who bribed them to say that the body was

stolen bv his disciples. In confutation of this calumny Jesus re-

mained forty days among his followers, and then conducting them
to Mount Olivet, ascended into heaven. The Christian religion

has subsisted to the present day, uninjured by all the attacks

which have been made against it. Tlie evidences upon which it

stands are irrefragable, audits doctrines are of the most exalted

nature. They teach that man is a miserable creature in conse-

quence of the fall, but that he may be restored to the divine fa-

vour by the obedience, death, and mediation of Christ, who came
from heaven to meike an atonement for the sins of the world, and
to bring that life and immortality to light by the gospel which had
l>een lost by the fall of Adam. It is required on the part of him
who would participate in this salvation, that he believe in Jesm
Christ, with his heart unto righteousness, or in other words that he
cordially receive Jesus Christ, and consequently his doctrine, his

atonement, and his authority- The, precepts of Christianity are

agreeable to its doctrinal sysiehi ; tending to make men humble,
virtuous, patient, contented, and holy, in this world, and to qua-

lifv them for a state of endless felicity.

"Jesus, the Son of Sihach, a native of Jerusalem, cpniposod

about 200 B. C.the book of Ecclesiasticus, calhed by the Greeks
riBvaisi©', "replenished with virtue ;" who also quote it under
the title of the Wisdom of Solomon the Son of Sirach." His grand-

son, who was also of flip same name, and a native of Jerusalem,

translated it from the Hel)rew into (jreek about 121 B.C. This'

Greek version is extant, but the Hebrew original is lost.

'JKT, a black.inflammable substance of the bituminous kind,

harder than a^phaltuin, and susceptible of a good polish. It be-

comes electrical bj' rubb'M-;, Si\ ims on water, and re^emble3 can-

nel-coal extremely, so that it has also been confounded with this

substance. The distinction, however, is easily made, for cannel-

coal wants the electrical properties of jet, and is likewise,so heavy
as tosink in water. M. Magellan is of opinion that jet is a true am-
ber, dilieriiig from tiie yellow kind only in the mere circumstaticp

of colour, and being lighteron account of the greater quantity of
bituminous matter w liich enters into its composition. When burn-
ing, it, emits a bituminous smell. It is never found in strata or
continued masses like fossil stones: but aK?ays in separate and un-
connected heaps like the true amber. Great quantities of it have
been dug up in the Pyrenean mountains; also near BataWia, a
small town of Portugal ; and in Gallicia in Spam. It is found also

in Ireland, Sweden, Prussia, Germany, and Italy. It is used in

making small boxes, buttons, bracelets, mourning jewels, &c.
,Jet D'f.au, a. French term, adopted into the English language,

for a fountain that casts up water to a considerable height in the

air. See Hydrostatics.
JETTE, the border made round the stilts under a pier in old

bridges ; tlie same with starling. It consists of a strong framing
of timber, filled witli stones, ciialk, &c. to defend the foundations '

of the pier from injury.

Jettv Head, a name usually given in the royal dock-^ards to

that part of a wharf which projects beyond the rest; but more
particularly the front of a wiiart, whose side forms one of the

cheeks of a dry or wet dock.
JKVEK, a town in Westphalia, 2S miles N. E. of Embdcn.

Lon. 7. 52. E. Eat. 53. 33. N.
JEVERl.AND, a t.rritorv in Westphalia.

JEW BIEL, in law, is the' famous statute of the 26 Geo. U.
cap. 26, which enabled all Jews to preler bills of naturalization in

parliament, without receiving the sacrament, as ordained by stat,

7. Jac. 1. This act was repealed by 27 Geo. II. c. 1-.

JEWEL, any precious stone, or ornament, beset witli them.
See Diamond, Ruby, &c. Jewels made a part of the ornaments
with wdiich the Jews, Greeks, and Romans, especially their ladies

of distinction, adorned themselves. So prodigious was the c.xtra-^

vagance of the Roman ladies, that Pimy the elder says he saw^
Eollia Paulina with an equipage of this kind, amounting according

to Dr. Arbuthnot's calculation, to3i;2,9lt;/. 13.s. 411, of our money.
Precious stones, amongst the Romans and all the ancients, were.

much scarcer, and consequently in higher esteem, than they are

amongst us, since a commerce has been opened wjth the Indies,

The ancients did not know how to cut an(l polidi them to much-
))erlection ; but coloured stones were not scarce, and they cut
them very well either hollow or in relief.. When luxury had
gained g'round amongst them, the Romans hung pendants and
pearls in their ears ; and fortius purpose the ears of both sexes

were frequently bored,

Jewel, John, a learned English writer and l)i hop, born in

1522, and educated at Oxford. He w^s first entered of Merton,
and afterwards of Corpus Christi college. In the reign of Edward
VI. he avowed the Protestant religion, and became an admired

preacher, which in the succeeding reign brought him into immi-

nent danger. Finding tliat bishop Bonner was devising means to

apprehend him, he wtntV.broad, and resided with Peter Martyr at

Htrasburgh, and attcrwards at Zurich. On the death of Mary he
returne<l-hoine, and was appointed one of the sixteen Protestant

divines to dispute with as many Romanists belore queen Elizabeth.

In 1559 he was (jreferred to" the bisliopric of Salisbury, and in

I5f)5 he received tiie degree of D. D. from the university of Ox-
ford. His conduct as a l)ishop was exemplary, and he paid great

attention to the work of refonnation in his diocese; His applica-

tion to study was so intense as to lay the foundation of an illness

of w hich he"died in 1571. His remains were interred in Salisbury

cathedral. His learning and abilities were celebrated over Eu-

rope, by his admirable 'works. He wrote, I. A \ iew of a Sedi-

tious Btill sent into England by Pope Pius V, in 156y. 2. A
Treatise on the Holy Scriptures. 3. An Exposition bt St. Paul's

'I'wo Epistles to the"Thessalonians. 4. A '1 reatise on the Sacra-

ment. 5. An Apology for the National Church. 6. Several

Sermons, Coiitroversia'l I'reatises, and other works. " This ex-

cel'ent prelate (savs the Rev. Mr. Granger) was one ofthe greatest

champions of the" reformed religion. He was to the church of;

hingland what Bellarmine was to that of Rome. His admirable

'Aiiolo'Tv was tian iDted from the Latin by Anne, the second of'

4 tlie
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t>ie four IcdiiK'd daughters of Sm- Aiitliony Coke, and niol'upr oi

bir Irriaitis Bacon. 1 1 was publislied, as it cann- from Iter pei>, in

1564, wi^li ihe ai)|)robation of Ihe cjueen and the prelates. It was

printed in Greek at Constantinople, under tlie direction of St.

Cyril the/ patriarch. His Defence of it, against Harding and otiicr

Pop;sh divines, was in such esteem, that Queen EH^abeth, King
James I. King Charles I. and four successive archbishops, ordered

it to be ke()t chained in all parish-churches for public use.

Jewel-Blocks, in sea-hinsjuage, two small blocks suspended

at the extreuiity of ihc main and fore top-sail i.ards, by ;,n eye-

bolt driven from without into the middle oi the yard-arm, parallel

to its axis. 'I'heir ^ise is, to retain the upper part of the top-mast

studding Sails beyond the skirts of the t'>p-sail=i, so that each of

those sails may have its full force of action, which would be di-

minished by the encroachment of the o:herover its surface.

JEWS, a name derived irom the patriarch Judah, and given to

the descendants of Abraham by his eldest son Isaac, who for a

long lime possessed the land of I'alestine iu Asia, and are now dis-

persed through all nations in tlie world. The history of this peo-

ple, as it is the most singular, so it is also the most ancient in the

world ; and the greatest part, being before the beginning of pro-

fane history, depends entirely on the authenticity of the Old 'J'es-

tanient, wlnrie' it is only to be founl ; except in the writings of

Josephus, which 5eem to be chiefly copud from it. To repeat

here whit is sai<l in the sacred writings woOld be superliuous, as

these are in every person's hands. During the Babylonish cap-

tivity, th' Jews enjoyed their own laws, and appointed judges of

life and demh, and were at the same time under Aichmalotarchs,

or heads of the captivity : in thiss.tuaiion tliey even forgot their

native langu.ge, and the lorm of (heir htters. Th.eir vulgar

tongue was llie Svriac or Chaldee, and n -ne but the learned un-

derstood t'.ie Uebiew : however, they can fully kept their genea-

logies. Alter a period of 70 years, Cyrus gave them their liberty ;

but many of them stayed at Babylon, and other places where they
had-settl(-d ; an.i of the small number that returned to their na-

tive comitry, some few were of the ten tribes; lor in ordei to

people Jeru-alem, they received all that would coine and settle

there ; but careiuUy distinguished the true Israelites from the

stningeis, whom they admitted into their society, and whom in

their own language, thej called Gitires, and, in tlie Greek, prose-

lytes. One ot the first concerns after their return wa- to separate

themselves Irom strangers, and to make the prohibitions of the

law, relating to marriages with infidels, observed. Tliey rebuilt

their temple, and the walls of Jerusalem, and during the reign of

the Persians lived in the torm of a coninionwealth, governed by
the high priest, and the council of 71 elders; plenty was seen

again, and they enjoyed a profound peace and Irancpiillity for

near 300 years. Upon Alexander's conquering Persia, they con-
tinued to live acconlmg to tl.eir own laws, under the prote<iion ot

the Macetlonir.n kings, as they had before done under the Per-

sian; but their country King between Syria and Eg^pt, they
sometimes obeyed tlie king of one of those nations, and sometimes
the otiier. Ptolemy I. however took Jerusalem by surprize, and
carried many Jews capljve into Egypt ; but ob-erving their re-

gard for their religion, and faitlifuliiess to their oaths, he put some
of them into his garrisons, and treated them with great indul-

gence. Ptolemy Phil.idelphus, his son, set at liberty all the Jews
who were slaves m his dominions, and sent great presents t»') Jeru-

salem, in order to procure a Greek translation of the Old Testa-
ment; which, it is said, was performed by 72 Jewisii ehiers, whence
it obtained the name of the Septuagint. 'Jhe Jews also received
considerable favours from several kings of Syria. Seleurus Ni-
canor gave them the right of citizens in the cities which he built

in Asia Minor, and Cosle-Syria, and even in Antioch, his capi-

tal. Antiochusthe Great, also established colonies of Jews in

Ljdia and Phrygia ; in all which places they were allowed the

free exercise of their religion, and the "ob^ervance of their-laws.

But as the Jews made morality, and the- worship of th"? Deitv, the
principal objects of their attention, without engagina' themselves

in the study of oratory, poetry, and music ; or the polite arts, as

painting, sculpture, and architecture. The Greeks soon consider-

ed them as an ignorant people, who would learn nothing but their

own law ; and as they thought all other nations but thenli;elves

barbarians, they despised them inorc tlian any other strangers,

o«i account of Uieir relij^ion, whicli appeared absurd, and too aus-

tere ; they saw them refrain from debauchery, not out of frugalil.v

anifgood policy, but from a piincipleof conscience; and their

lasts and distinction of meats made ti'.em con-idered as churlish,

unfriendly, and unsociable. " They live, 'J says a Greek i)hilo-

sopher, "separate from every body else; having nothing in

common with us, neither !.ltars, olleriiigs, prayers, r.or sacrifices;

they aic at a greater distance from us than the inhabitants ol Susa,

Bactiia, and India." The Jews had indeed far greater reason to

dislike the Greeks : it was impossible for them sometimes to avoid

shewing signs of abhorrence at the abominable ceremonies of

AVnus, Bacchus, and Ceres ; or to listen with patience to the ge-

nealogies, amours, and Climes, of their gods ; and tins nuitnal dis-

like induced the Greeks to proceed to violence and persecution.
'1 hus Ptolcmv Phiiop.">tcr, after he had lost the battle of Kaphia,

discharged his wrath upon the Jews, and several of the succeeding

kings ol Syria followed his example; and particularly Antiochus

Epiphanes, who (!e(iled the temple, by offering a sow upon the

altar of buml-ofTerings, and can led on the greatest persecution

against them they, had ever known ; then many of the Jews apos-

tatized from the law ol God : multitudes of them however suflered

martyrdom, and gave up their lives rather than violate their con-

sciences. The Jews, however, at last, took up arms to defend

themselves against the Syrian princes, and having recovered their

liberties, flourished under their Asmi-nean kings tor about four-

score years; but' at the er.d ot that siiort period being conquered by
Pompev, they became tributar\ to theKomans ; but after the defeat

of Brutus and Cassias, the Paiihians taking advantage of the weak-
ness of Mark Antony, who was governor of the east, became
masters of S\ria and Palcstir.e. Tlie Jews had for above 20 years

been plundered by the Romans, and they were still exposed to

cruel ravages by many armies of different nations passing through

llieir country, and by the incursions of the Arabians, and others

of their neighbours. They were'' soon however brought again

under the Roman government, when they recovered themselves a

little under Herod ; but he destroyed the succession of their higli

priests. At his deatli, his sons kept only a part of his kingdom,
and that only for a short time. About the year 70, Titus besieged

and took Jerusalem the Jewish capital. 1 he temple and city were
given up to plunder, and were burnt, and so completely erased,

that scarcely a mark was left to Indicate where this magnificent city

had s ood. Thus ended the Jew ish iralion and worship; nor have
the Jews ever since been able to regain the smallest footing in

Judea, nor indeed in any country on earth, though there is scarcely

any part of the globe where they are not to be found. They
continue their vain expectation of a Messiah to deliver them from

the low estate into which they are fallen; and, notwithstanding

their repeated disappouitmeiits, there are few who can ever be
persuaded to embrace Christianity. 1 heir ceremonies and reli-

gious worship outfhl to be taken from the law of Moses ; but they
have added a multitude of absurdities to it. In maijy countries,

and in diflerent ages, the\ have been terribly massacred, and in

general have been better treated by theMohainir.edans and Pagans
tiian by Christians. Saice the revival of arts and learning, how-
ever, they have felt the benefit of that increase of humanity which
has takeii ])lace almo-t all c\er Ihe globe. It is said, that in this

country the life of a Jew was formerly at the disposal oi the chief

lord wiiere he lived, and likewise all his goods. So strong also

were popular prejudices against them, that in 1348, when a fatal

endemic distemper raged in a great part of Europe, it was said

that they had poisoned the springs and wells ; in consequence of

which a million and a half ot them were cruelly massacred. In

1492, half a m.lliou of them were driven out ol Spain, and 150,000

from Portugal. Edward I. did the same. In short, they were
every whore persecuted, oppressed, and most rigorously treated.

In this enlightened period a more generous system is taking place.

In France, and some other countries, they are allowed the

rights of citizens, which induces uumbers of the most wealthy

Jews to fix their residence in these countries. England and Prus-

sia tolerate and protect them ; and the emperor of Austria has re-

voked some restrictions against them.

Jews-Harp, a kind of musical instrument held between the

teeth, which gives the sound by lire motion of a broad spring of

iron, which bi^ns; struck by the hand, plays again-t the breath.

Jews M.^llow. S^ e Corchorls.
JEZIDES, among the Mohammedans, a terra of similar hnport

I
with
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with heretics among Ciiristians. The Jezides are a numerous sett

inhabiting Turkey and Persia, so called from tlieir liead Jezid, an
Arabian prince, who -.lew the sons of Ali, MiAanaieU's father-in-

law ; for which reason iie is reckoned a parricide, and his followers

heretics. There are about 20,1)00 Jezides in Turkey and Persia ;

who are of two sorts, black and white. The white are clad like

Turki : and distinguislied only bv their shirts, which are not slit

at the neck like those of others, but have a round hole to thrust

their heads through. Tliis is in memory of a golden rinsf, or circle

of light, which descended from heaven upon the neck of their

cheq, tlie head of their religion, after his undergoing a fast of 40
days. Tlie black Jezides, thougli married, arc the monks or re-

ligions of the order ; and tliese are called Fakirs. The Turks
exact excessive taxes from the Jezides, who hate the Turks as

their mortal enemies ; and when, in their wrath, they curse any
creature, they call itmussulman: but they are great lovers of the

Christians, being more fond of Jesus Christ than of Mohammed,
and are never circumcised but when they are forced to it. They
are extremely ignorant, and believe both the bible and the knran
without reading either of them : they make vows and pilgrimages,

but have no places of religious worsliip. All the adoration they
pay to God consists of some songs in honour of Jesus Christ, the

Virgin, Moses, and sometimes Mohammed ; and it is a principal

point of their religion never to speak ill of tlie devil, lest he should
resent the injury, if evi-r he should come to be in favour with God
again,which they think possible; whenever they speak of him,
they call him the angel Peacock.
JEZKAEL, or JEZREEL, a town in the N. of Samaria, w'here

stood a palace of the kings of Israel
;

(I Kings x,\i. IS,) on the

borders of Galilee.

IGLAU, orlGLAW, a circle of Moravia, containing about 21
towns, 294 villages, and 6433 houses.

IGLAVV, a populous town, capital of the above circle. It is

62 miles S. E. of Prague. Lon. 13. 5. E. W-i- ^^- 16. N.
IGNATIA, in bota'ny, a genus of the monogynia order, and

pentandria class ofj^nts. Calyx five-toothed; corolla long ; fruit

an unilocular plum ; seeds many. There are two species.

IGNATIUS, St. surnamed Theophuastls, one of the apos-

tolical fatliers of the church, was born in Syria, and edu^-ated under
the apostleJohn andPeler. Being fully instructed in the doctrines of

Christianity, he was, for his eminent parts and piety, ordained by
St. John, and confirmed about A. D. 67, bishop of Autioch, by
those two apostles, who first planterl Christianity in thit city.

In this important seat he continued above forty years, building up
the churcli in its most holy faith, till A. D. 107, when Trajan the

emperor, flushed with a victory which he had obtained over the

Scythians and Daci, about the ninth year of his reign, came to An-
tioch, whii h he entered with the,pomp of a triumph. This prince
had already commenced a persecution against llie Christians. Ig-

natius was now brought before the emperor; and, in a long dis-

coui-sc, asserted his innocence, and vmdicnted his faith with free-

dom. The issue was, that he was cast into prison, and this sentence
passed upon him ; That being incurably superstitious he should
be carried bound to Rome, and there thrown to wild beasts. Ac-
cordingly, on the 13, kal. Jan. i. e. Dec. 20, he was brotight out
into tiie amphitheatre, and the lions being let loose qu clcly dis-

patched him, leaving nothing but a few of his bones. These were
gathered up by two deacons, who had been the companions of his

journey ; and being transported to Autioch, were interred in the ce-

metery ; whence, by order of the emperor Theodotius, they wire
removed with great solemnity to the Tycheon, a pagan temple
within the city, now consecrated to the memory of the marlyr
St. Ignatius, stands at the head of those Antiniceue fathers, who de-
fended die true divinity ol Christ, whom hecallsthe Son of God lmki

his eternal Word. A very important use of his writings respi cis

the authenticity of the holy Scriptures, which he frequei.tlv alludes
to, in the very expressions as they stand at this day. Ai'chbishop
Ussher's edition of his works, printed in 1647, is thought the best:

yet there is a later edition extant at Amsterdam, where, besides the
best notes, thr-re are the dissertations ofUssher and Pearson.
IGNIS FA rUUS, a common meteor, chiefly seen in darknighls

about meadows, marshes, and other moist places, as also in bury-
ing-gounds, and near dunghills. It is known among the people
by the appellations. Will with a wisp, and Jack with alanthern.
See Meteorology.

IGNITION, in chemistry, that kind of burning which does not
produce a chemical change in the body which is ignited, as in the:

case of metals, charcoal, Jtc.

IGNOMINIA, a species of punishment among the ancient
Romans, whereby the otTender sulfered public shame, either by
the pra tor's edict, or by order of the censor,
" IGNORAMUS, in law, a term which signifies we are ignorant.
This is used when the grand jury impanelled on the inquisition of
criminal causes, reject llie evidence as t : weak to make good the 'I

presentment or indictment brought against a person, so as to bring
him upon Ins trial by a petty jury ; .n which case, they indorse
this word on the back of the bill of ii.tl ciment. Inconsequence
of which, all further proceedings against the party accused are
stopped, and the supposed offender is delivered without further
answer.

IGNORANCE, according to Locke, is owing chiefly to these
three causes: 1. \\ ant of ideas. 2. Want of a discoverable con-
nection between the ideas we have; and, 3. Want of tracing and
examining our ideas. See Metaphysics.
Ignorance, is also used to denote iUiterateness. Previous to

the taking of P.ome by the Gauls, such gross ignorance prevailed
among the Romans, that few of the citizens could read or write
and the alphabet was Almost unknown. During three'ages there
were no pnbli., schools, but the little learning their cliildren had,
was taught them by their parents; and how little that was, may be
partly concluded Irom this circumstance, that a nail was usually
driven into the wall of the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus, on the
1 jth cf September, to assist the ignorance of the people in reckon-
ing the years, because they were unacquainted with letters or
figures. The driving of the nail was afterwards converted into a
religious ceremony, and performed by the Dictator, to avert pub-
lic calamities.

Ignorance, or Mistaice, in law, a defect of w ill, whereby a
person is excused from the guilt of a crime, when, intending to do
a lawful act, he does that wliich is unlawful. For here the deed
and the will acting separately, there w noc that conjunction be-
tween them which is necessary to form a crii.dnal act. But this
must be an ignorance or mistake of fact, anu r;ot an error in point
of law. As if a man intending to kill a th.el or house-breaker in
his own house, by mistake kills one of his own family, this is no
criminal action : but if a man thinks he ha'^ a right to kill a person
excommnnicated or outlawed wherever he meets him, and does
so; this is wiUul murder. For a mistake in point of law, which
every pereon of discretion not only may, but is bound and pre-
sumed to know, is, in criminal cases, no sort of defence. Igno-
rantia juris, quod quisque teiietur scire, neminem excusat, is as
well the maxim ot English law as it was of the Roman.
IHOR, JOIIOR, orJOR, a town of Asia, in Malacca. Lon.

93. 5 J. E. Lat. 1. 15. N.
JIB, the foremost sail of a ship, being a large stay-sail extended

from the outer end ot the bowsprit prolonged by the jib-boom, to-
wards the fore-top mast-head. See Sail. The jib is a sail of
great command with any side-wind, but especially when the ship
is close-hauled, or has the wind upon her beam; and its effort in
casting the ship, or turning her liead to leeward, is very powerful,
and of great utility, particularly when the ship is working through
a narrow channel.

Jib- Boom, a boom run out from the extremity of the bowsprit,
paralh-1 to its length, and serving to extend the bottom of the jib,

and the stay of tiie fore-top-galiant mast.

JUDDA, DJIDDA, or DSJDIDA, a town of Arabia. It is

170 miles S. of Medina. Mr. Bruce places it in Lon. 39° 16' 4i'
E. Lat. 2S°0' 1"N.
JIGGER, in naval affairs, a machine consisting of a piece of

rope five feet long, with a block at one end, and a sheave at the
other, used to hold on the cable when it is heaved into the ship by
the revolution of the windlass.

JILLIFREE, a to«n of Africa, in the kingdom of Barra.

Lon. 16. 10. E. Lat. 13. 16. N.
JINN ET BAY, a bay 2,i mile. E. of Algiers.

JINZO, a town of Spain, inGallicia.

JINZOOWARAli, a town of Hiudoostan, in Guzerat, forty-

miles S. cl JanJ.gur.

IJO, or JOSSU, a province of Japan.

JIONPOUR, a city of Hiudoostan Proper, capital of a circar

so
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to named, in the district of Benares. It is seated on tlie Goomty,
and near its conllnente with tlie (Jant^es stands the fort of J ion-

pour, a building of considerable extent, on a high bink command-
ing the bridije over the (Joomt)'. It is now mostly in rnins; al-

though formerly it commanded (he country (rom the Ganges to

Lucknow, and was once the seat of an empire. Chaja Jehan,

vizier to snitan Mahummed Shah, during the minority of his son

Mamood Shah, assumed the title of snitan Shrki or king of the

the East, took possession of Bahar, and fixed his residence at

Jionpour, where he bnilt the great musjud, or mausoleum, which
is still remaining. The bridge over the Goomty is bnilt of stone,

and consists of si.vtcen pointed arches. On the top of the bridge arc

many little sho|)S on both sides, built of stone. Il was built in

1567, upon such sound principles, as to have withstood, for such

a length of time, thi- force of the stream, which, in the time of the

rains, is very great. The inundations have been known to rise

frequently over the bridge, insonmch that in 1774, a \\hole British
|

brigade of 10,000 men passeil over it in boats. Jionpour is 49
miles N. W. of Benares. Lon. 84. 7. E. Lat. 25. 45. N.
ILA, IL.\Y, or ISLAY, one of the Western Isles of Scotland,

lying S. W. of Jura. Il is '2^ miles long from N. to S. and IS

broad from E. to W. On the E. side, it is full of mountains
covered with heath ; on the S. it is tolerably well cultivated.

ILAK, or JALAK, a town of Nubia, on the Nile, supposed to

be the ancient Mrioe. Lon. 34. 30. E. Lat is. 4S. N.
II.CIIESTER, a town of Somersetshire, on the Yeovil. It

is 10 miles S. of WWU, and 123 W. by S. of London. Lon. 3.

,37. W. Lat. 50. 56. N.
ILDEFONSO, St. a celebrated royal residence of Spain,

about two miles from Segovia.
ILDEFONSO, Sr. DE los ZAPOTACOS, a town of New

Spain, 50 miles N. E. of Antiquiera. Lon. 27. 30. W. Lat. 17.

5. N.
Ildefonso's fsLAKPS, St. a cluster of islands near Terra del

Fuego.
ILERAY, an islandof Scotland, on the W. coast of N. Uist.

ILEKD.A, in ancient geography, the capital of the Ilergetes,

now called Lerida, in C'atalsnia, on the Segra.

ILEX, the Holm or HoLi.Y Tree : a genus of the tetragvnia
order, and tetrandria class of plants; natural order Dumos.T.
Calyx four-ioothed ; corolla wlieel-sliaped ; style none ; berry
four-seeded. There are si.\teen species, consisting of small trees

and shrubs.

1. AftViFOLiUM, or Common Holly, affords many varieties with
variegated leaves, which are propagated by the gardeners for sale,

an'- some years ago were in great esteem, but at present are little

regarded ; the old taste of filling gardens with shorn evergreens
.
being abolished. In the disposition of clumps, however, or rather
plantations, of evergreen trees and shrubs, a few, of the most
lively colours, have a good effect in winter, if properly disposed.
The best of these varieties are the painted-lady holly, British holly,

Bradley's best holly, phyllis or cream holly, milkmaid holly,

Prichet's best holly, gold-edged hedgehog holly, Chyney's holly,

glory-of-the-west holly, Broadderick's holly. Partridge's holly,

Herefordshire white holly, Blinds cream holfy, Longstaff's holly,

Eales's holly, silver-edged hedgehog holly. All these are propa-
gated by budding or grafting them upon stocks of the common
green holly. There is also a variety of the common hollv with
smooth leaves : but it is often found intermixed with the prickly-
leaved on the same tree, and often on the same branch there are
both sorts of leaves. The common holly grows naturally in woods
and forests in many parts of England, wdiere it rises from twenty
to thirty teet, and sometimes more. The leaves are placed alter-

nate on every side of the branches ; and from the base of their foot-
stalks come out the flowers in clusters, standing on very short foot-

stalks ; each of these sustain five, six, or more flowers. The com-
mon holly is a very beautiful tree in winter; therefore deserves a
place in all plantations of evergreen trees and shrubs, where its

shining leaves and red berries make a line variety. Sheep m win-
ter are fed with croppings of holly. Birds eat the berries. 'I'he

bark fermented, and washed from the woody fibres, make the
common bird-lime. The plant makes an impenetrable fence, and
bears cropping, though it <loes not in all respects answer equally
well with the hawthorn. The wood is used in fineering, and is

sometimes stained black to imitate ebony. Handles for knives
vol.. m.— NO. i!3.

and cogs for niill-vi-heels are made of it. It is also made into

hones for razors. Miller says, he has seen the floor of a room laid

with compartments of holly and mahogany, which had an excel-

lent elTect.

ILFRACO.VIBE, a sea-port of Devonshire, with a spacious

basin, formed by a good pier projecting into the Bristol channel.

The high tides here allow lar^e vessels to enter the harbour. This
port employs a number of brigs and sloops, chiefly in carrying ore

(rom Cornwall, coal from W'iiies, and corn tw Bristol. It is seated

almost opposite Swansea, in Glamorganshire, and is 49 miles N. N.
VV". of Exeter, and 181 W. by S. of London. Lon. 4. 5. W.
Lat. 51. 14. N.
ILHEOS, a fertile province of Brazil, in the middle-division.

Ilheos, the capital of ihe above province, 90 miles N. E. of

Porto Segaro. Lon. 41. 125. W. Lat. 15. 5. S.

ILIA, the daughter of Numitor, and mother of Romulus, the
founder of Rome.

ILI.VC PASSION, a kind of nervous colic, whose seat is

the ilium, whereby that gut is twisted, or one part enters the cavity

of the part immediately below or above; whence it is also called

the volvulus, from rolro, to roll. The Iliac Passion is called also

miserere niei, and chordapsus. The name is derived by some
from the Greek verb <:>iiy, to wind or twist. See Anato.my, and
Medictne.

li.iAC Kegiov. See Anatomy.
ILIAD, [i>.ifi;, from Ilium,] an ancient epic poem, the first and

Il nest of those composed by Homer. The i)Oel's design wast.)

shew the Greeks, who were divided into several little states, how
much it was their interest to preserve harmony among themselves ;

for which end he sets before them the calamities that betel their

ancestors from the wrath of Achilles, and his misunderstanding with
Agamemnon, and the advantages that afterwards accrued to tiicni

from their union. The Iliad is divided into 24 books or rhap-
sodies.

ILIUM, in anatomy, the third and last of the small intestines.

See Anatomy.
Iliu.m, Ilion, or Ilios, in ancient geography, a name of Troy,

but mo-.t commonly used by the poets, distinguished by the epi-

thet Vetus ; at a greater distance from the sea than that afterwards
called Ilium Novum.
ILLE, a river of France, which rises in the department of llle

and Vilaine, near Dinge, and joins the Vilaine near Renncs.
Ille, a town of France, in the department of the Eastern Py-

renees, ten miles from Perpignan. Lon. 3. 5. E. Lat. 42. 35. N.
Ille and Vilaine, a department of France, comprehending

part of the late province of Bretagne.
ILLECEBRUM, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order

and pentandria class of plants; natural order, Holoraccs. Calyx
five-leaved, and cartilaginous ; no corolla; stigma simple; cap-
sule live-valved, five-seeded. There are twenty-one species, natives
of North and South America.
ILLICIL^M, in botany, a genus of the pentagvnia order,

and dodecandria class of plants. Calyx six-leaved ; petals twenty-
seven ; capsule several, disposed in a circle, bivalve, one-seeded.
There are tfio species, viz. I. anisatum, yellow-flowered ani-
seed tree, and I. fioridanum, red-flowered aniseed-tree. They
greatly resemble each other. Thurnberg thinks thev are
not distinct species. The whole of the first mentioned 'plant,

especially the fruit, has a pleasant aromatic smell, and a sweetish
subacrid taste. They are natives of China and Japan.
ILLINOIA, one of the ten New States of North America, into

which the North Western Territory is proposed to be divided.

ILLINOIS, a jieople of North America, inhabiting a country
lying near a large lake of the same name. The country is fertile :

and the people plant Indian corn, on which thev cliieflv subsist.

They are civil, active, lively, r.nd robust; and are much less cruel
in their dispositions than the other Indian nations.

Illinois, a large navigable river of the United States, in the
Nortli Western 'Uerritory, formed by the conflux of the Plein and
Theakiki, in Lon. 88° 42' \V. and Lat. il^ 47' N.

Illinois, a lake of the L'nited States, formed by a dilatation of

the above river, about 240 miles below the source of the 'I'heakiki.

ILLUMINATI, [Lat. i. e. Enlightened,'] a name assumed by
a secret society, founded on the 1st of .May, 177<i, by Dr. Adam
Weishanpt, professor of canon law, in the University of Incoldstadt..

2G
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The avowed object of this order was, " to diffuse from secret

socirties, as from so many centres, llie light of science over the

world ; to propagate the purest principles of virtue ; and to re-

instate mankind in tlie happiness which they enjoyed during the

golden age faliled by the poets." Such a phiianlliropic object

was doubtless well adapted to make a deep impression on the

minds of ingenious young men; and to such alone did l^r. W'ei-

shaupt at tirst address hnnself. But "the real object," (we are

assured by professor Robinson and Abb6 15arruel,) " was, by clan-

destine arts to overturn every government and every religion ; to

bring the sciences of civil life into contempt ; and to reduce man-
kind to that imaginary state of nature, when Ihcy lived indepen-
dent of each other on the spontaneous produclions of the

earth.".

ILLUMINATING, a kind of miniature-painting, anciently

much practised for illuslrating and adorning books. Besides the

writers of books there were artists called Illuminators, whose pro-

fession was to ornament and paint manuscripts. The writers of

books first finished their part, and the illuminators embellished them
with ornamented letters and paintings. We often find blanks

left in MSS. for the illuminators which were never filled up.

Some of the ancient MSS. are gilt and burnished in a style superior

to later times. Their colours were excellent, and their skill in

preparing them must have been very great. The practice of in-

troducing ornaments, drawing, emblematical figures, and even
portraits, into MSS. is of great antiquity. Varro wrote the lives

of 700 illustrious Romans, which lie enriched with their portraits,

as Pliny attests in his Natural History (lib. xxxv. c. 2.) Pom-
ponius Atticus, was the author of a work on the actions of the

great men amongst the Romans, which he ornamented with their

portraits. See Corn. Nepos; chap. IS. But these works have
not been transmitted to posterity. There are, however, many
precious documents remaining, which exhibit the advancement
and <lecline of the arts in dili'ercnt ages and countries. These in-

estimable paintings and illuminations display the manners, cus-

toms, habits, ecclesiastical, civil, and military, weapons and in-

struments of war, utensils and architectine of the ancients; they

are of the greatest use in illustrating many important facts i-elative

to the history of the times in which they were executed. In these

treasures of antiiiuity are preserved a great number of specimens of

Grecian and Roman art, which were executed before the arts and

sciences fell into neglect. The MSS. containing these specimens
forina valuable part of the riches preserved in'the principal libraries

of Europe:—the Royal, Cottonian, and Ilarleian libraries, those in

the two universities in England, the ^ atican at Rome, the imperial

at' Vienna, the National, at Paris, St. Mark's at Venice, and many
others. A very ancient MSS. of Genesis, which was in the Cot-
tonian library, and almost destroyed by a fire in 1731, contained

250 curious paintings in water-colours: 21 fragments, which es-

caped the fire engraved by the society of antiquaries of London.
Several specimens of curious paintings also appear in Lambecius's
catalogue of the imperial library at Viemia, particularly in ^'ol.

111. where 48 drawings of nearly equal antiquity with those in the

Cottonian library are engraven ; and several others may be found
in various catalogues of the Italian libraries.

ILLUMINED, or ILLUMINATI, in church history, a

term, anciently applied to such persons as had received baptism.

This name was occasioned by a ceremony in the baptism of adults
;

vhich consisted in putting a lighted taper in the hand of the per-

son baptized, as a symbol of the faith and grace he had received in

the sacrament.

Illumined, or Illuminati, is also the name of a sect of here-

tics, who sprang up in Spain about A. D. l.)75, and were called

by the Spaniards Almabrados. Their principal doctrines were,

that by means of a sublime manner of prayer, which they had at-

tained to, they entered into so perfect a state, that they had no
occasion for ordinances, sacraments, or good works ; and that they

could aive wav, even to the vilest actions, without sin.

ILLUSTRIOUS, or ILLUSTRIS, was heretofore, in the

Roman empire, a title of honour peculiar to people of a certain

rank. It was first given to the most distinguished among the

knights, who had a right to bear the latus clavus : afterwards,

those were enlUled illustrious who held the first rank antong these

called honorati ; viz. the prxfecti prxtorii, pnefecti urbis, trea-

S?ir<?rs, comitvs, &c. There were, however, different degrees

among the illustrious: as in Spain they have grandees of the first

and second class, so in Rome they 'had their illustres, whom
ihey called majores, great; and others, called illustres miiiores,
less.

ILMEN, a lake of Russia, in Novogorod, which communi-
cates with lake Ladoga, by the river Volkhof. Lon. 34. 0. E.
Lat. 5S. 0. N.
ILMINSTER, a market-town of Somersetshire, 26 miles S.

\V. of Wells.

ILSLEY, a town of Berks, 14 miles N. W. of Reading.
ILST, a town of Batavia, in the department of Eenis, and

late province of East Friesland, 12 miles S. by W. of Lee-
warden.

ILSTADT, a town of Bavaria, opposite Passau.

IMAGE, \imago, Lat.] in a religious sense, an artificial rejire-

sentation of soine person or thing, used as an object of adoration ;

in which sense, it is used synonymously v.dth idol. The use and
adoration of images have been long controverted. It is plain, i

from the practice of the primitive church, recorded by the earlier

fathers, that Christians, during the first three centuries, and the
greater part of the fourth, neither worshipped images nor used
them in their worship. However, the greater part of the Popish
divines maintain, that the use and worship of images are as ancient
as the Christian religion itself : to prove this, they alledge a de-
cree, said to have been made in a council held by the Apostles at

Antioch, commanding the faithful, that thev may not err about
tlie object of their worship, to make images of Christ and worship
them. Baron, ad ann. 102. But no notice is taken of this decree,
till 700 years after the Apostolic times, after the dispute about
images had commenced. The first instance, that occurs in any
credible author, of images among Christians, is that recorded by
Tertullian de Pudicit. c. 10, of certain cups, or chalices, as Bellar-

mjne pretends, on which was represented the parable of the good
shepherd carrying the lost sheep on his shoulders : but this in-

stance only proves, that the church,' at that time, did not think

emblematical figures unlawful ornaments of chalices. Another in-

stance is taken from Eusebius, (Hist. Eccl. lib. vii. cap. 18,) who
says, that in his time there were to be seen tw o brass-statues in the

city of Paneas or Caisarea Philippi; the one of a woman on her
knees, with her arms stretched out, the other of a man over agaimt
her, with his hand extended to receive her : these statues were
said to be the images of our Saviour and the woman whom he cur-

ed of an issue of blood. From the foot of the statue representing

our Saviour, says the historian, sprung up an exotic plant, which,
as soon as it grew to touch the border of his garment, was said to

cure all sorts of distempers. Eusebius, however, vouches none of

these things ; nay, he supposes that the woman who erected tliis

statue of our Saviour was a pagan, and ascribes it to a pagan cus-

tom. Philostorgius, (Eccl. Hist. lib. vii. c. 3,) expressly says,

that this statue was carefully preserved by the Cliristians, but that

they paid no kind of worship to it, because it is not lawful for

Christians to worship brass or any other matter. The primitive

Christians abstained from the worship of images, not, as the Papists

pretend, from tenderness to heathen idolaters, but because they
thought it unlawful in itself to make any images of the Deity.
Justin Mart. Apol. ii. p. 44. Clem. Alex. Strom. 5. Strom. 1. and:

Protr. p. 4d. Aug. de Civit. Dei. lib. vii. c. 5, and lib. iv. c. 32-

Id. de Fide et Symb. c. 7. Lactant. lib. ii. c. 3. TertuU. Apol.
c. 12. Arnob. lib. vi. p. 202. Tertullian, Clemens Alexandrinus,

and Origen, w ere of opinion, that, by the second commandment,
painting and engraving were unlawful to a Christian, styling them
evil and wicked arts. Tert. de Idol. cap. 3. Clem. Alex. Admon.
adGent. p. 41. Origen contra Celsum, lib. vi. p. 182. The use.

of images in churches as ornaments, was first introduced by some
Christians in Spain, in the beginning of the fourth century ; but

the practice was condemned as a dangerous innovation, in a couh-

cil heUl at Kliberis in 305. Epiphanius, in a letter preserved by
Jerom, tom. ii. ep. 6, bears a strong testimony against images:

and he may be considered as one of the first Iconoclasts. The
custom of admitting pictures of saints and martyrs into churches

(for this was the first source of image-worship) was rare in the end

of the fourth century ; but became common in tlie fifth. But

thev were still considered only as ornaments, and even in this

view, they met with very considerable opposition. In the follow-

ing century the custom of thus adorning churches became almost

universal,

to J
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imiversa), lioth in the E. andW. Petevius expressly says, (de Iiicar:

lib. XV. cap. 14,) that no statues were yet allo'.ved in the churches ;

because they bore too near a rescmbhince to the idols of the Gen-
tiles. Towards the close of the fourtli, or begiiiiiiiip; of the tifth

century, images, which were introduced by way of ornament, and

then Ubed as an aid to devotion, began to be actually worshipped.

However, it continued to be the "doctrine of the church in the

sixth, and in the beginning of tlie seventh centin-y, that images

reere to be used onlv as helps to devotion, and not as objects of

worship. The worship of them was condemned in the strongest

terms by Gregory the Great ; as appears by two of his lettei-s,

written in tiOl. From this time to the beginning of the eighth

century, there occurs no instance of any worship given, or allowed

to be given, to images by any council or assembly ot bishops wliat-

ever. But they were commonly worshipped by the monks and
populace in the beginning of the eighth ceuturj ; insomuch, that

in 726, when Leo published his famous edict, it had already spread

into all the provinces subject to the empire.
Image, in optics, a figure in the form of any object, made by

rays of lighfc issuing from the several points of it, and meeting in

so many other points, either at the bottom of the eye, or on any
other ground, or on any transparent medium, where there is no
surface to reflect them. Tluis we are said to see all objects by
means of their images formed in the eye.

Image, in rhetoric, signifies a lively description of any thing in

a discourse. Images in discourse are defined by Longinus, to be,

in general, any thoughts proper to produce expressions, and which
present a kind of picture to the mind. But, in the more limited

sense, he says, images are such discourses as come from us, when,
by a kind of entliusiasm, or an extraordinary emotion of the soul,

we seem to see the things whereof we speak, and present them be-

fore the eyes of those who hear us.

IMAGINATION, a power or faculty of the mind, whereby it

conceives and forms ideas of things communicated to it by the

outward organs of sense. See Metaphysics.
IMAGO, in entomology, a name given by Linnxus to the

third and last state of insects, when they appear in their proper
shape and colours.

IMAM, or IMAN, a minister in the Mohammedan church,
answering to a parish-priest among iis.

Imam is also applied, by way of excellence, to the four chiefs

or founders of the four principal sects among the Mohammedans.
Thus Ali is the imam of the Persian sect, or sect of the Schiaites ;

Abubeker the imam of the Sunnites, which is the sect followed
by the Turks ; Saphii, or Safiy, the imam of another sect, &c.
IMAUS, in ancient geography, the largest mountain of Asia,

and a part of Taurus ; from which the whole of India extends into

a vast plain, resembling Egypt. It extends through Scythia, as

far as to the Mare Glaciale, dividing it into Scythia intra Imaum,
and Scythia extra Imaum, or Hither and Farther Scythia, and
stretcliing out along the N. of India to the eastern ocean, separates

it from Scythia.

IMBRICATED, among botanists, an appellation given to such
leaves of plants, as are placed over one another like the tiles of a

house. See Botany.
IMBROS, in ancient geography, an island of the .^gean Sea,

near Thrace, 32 miles from Samothrace.
IMENSTADT, a town of Suabia, 20 miles E. of Lindau.
IMERETIA, IMERITIA, or IMMERETTA, a principa-

lity of Georgia, consisting of four provinces, between the Black
Sea and the Caspian ; bounded on the S. by the Turkisli domi-
nions, W. by Mingrelia, N. by Ossetia, and E. by the rest of

Georgi.i.

IM1T.\TI0N, in mnsic, a particular way of composition
wherein each part is made to imitate the other, cither throughout
the whole piece, which is one of the kinds of canon ; or only dur-
ing some measures, which is a simple imitation. Sometimes the

motion or figure of the notes is only imitated, and that often by
a contrary motion, which makes what they call a retrograde imi-

tation.

Imitation, in oratory, history, or poctrv, is an endeavour to

resemble a sjieaker or a writer in those qualities, in which we pro-

pose them as patterns. The first historians among the Romans,
says Cicero, were very dry and jejune, till they began to imitate

the Greeks, and then they became their rivals. It is well known

how closely Virgil has imitated Homer in his J:^neid, Heiiod in

his Georgics, and Theocritus in his Eclogues. Terence copied

after Menander ; and Plautus after Epicarmus, as we iearn from

Horace, (lib. ii. ep. ad August.) who himself owes many of his

beauties to the Greek lyric poets.

IMMANENT, in logic. The schoolmen distinguish two
kinds of actions, the one transient, which pass from the agent t»

the patient, thg other inmianent, which continue in the agent.

IMMANUEL. See Emmanuel, and Isaiah, vii. 14. This

prophecy was fulfilled by the birth of our Lord. Matt. i. i'3.

IMMATERIAL, something devoid of matter, or that is pure

spirit: thus God, angels, and the human soul, are immaterial

beings.

IMMATERIALITY. See Metaphysics.
IMMEDIATE, whatever is capable of producing an effect

without the intervention of external means ; thus we say, an im-

mediate cause, in opposition to a mcdiaie or remote one.

IMMEMORIAL, in law, an epithet given to the time or du-
ration of any thing, whose beginning v.'e know-nothing of. In a

legal sense, a thing is said to be of time immemorial, or time out

of mind, that was before the reign of king Edward II.

IMMENIIAIISEN, a town of Hesse Cassel, 8 miles N.N.W

.

of Cassel.

IMMENSITY, an unlimited extension, or which no finite and

determinate space, repeated ever so often, can equal.

Immensity, in physics, is properly defined unlimited ex-

tension.

IMMERSION, in astronomy, is when a star or planet is so

near the sun with regard to our observation, that we cannot sec

it; being, as it were, inveloped and hid in tlie rays of that lumi-

nary. It als9 denotes the beginning of an eclipse of the moon, or

that moment when the moon begins to be darkened, and to enter

into the shadow of the earth. The term is applied in like manner
to tlie moons of Jupiter. The immei-sions are observed from tiic

time of the conjunction of Jupiter with the sun, to the time of

his opposition ; and the emersions from the time of his opposition

to his conjunction. The peculiar advantage of these ol)servations

is, that during eleven months of the year, they may be made at

least every other day. We are much indebted to Mr. Cassini for

the theory of finding the longitude by the immersions and emer-

sions of Jupiter's satellites.

Lmmersion, in chemistry, is a species of calcination, when any
body is immersed in a fluid to be corroded: or it is a species of

lotion ; as wlien a substance is plunged into any fluid, to deprive

it of a bad qualitv, or communicate to it a good one.

IMMOLATION, the art of sacrificing. It was a ceremony
in the Roman sacrifices consisting of throwing upon the head of

the victim some corn and frankincense, with the mola, or salt-

cake, and a little wine.

LMMORTAL, that will last to all eternity; having in it no

principle of alteration or corruption: thus Go'd and the human
soul are immortal.

IMMUNITY, [immunitas, Lat.] a privilege or exemption

from some office, duty, or imposition, an exemption from tolls,

&c. Immunity is more particularly understood of the liberties

granted to cities and communities.

l.MMUTABILITY, one of the divine attributes, founded on

the absolute perfection of ihe Deity. The immutability of God
is two-fold, ])hysical and moral. The first consists in this, that the

divine essence'does not, nor possibly can, receive any alteration ;

and the moral immutability is founded on the perlection of his

nature, whereby he alwa\s wills the same things, or such as -are

best.
"

'

I MOLA, a populous district of the late Cisalpine republic.

Imola, a city of the late Cisalpine republic, in the late pro-

vince of Romagna, capital of the above district, anciently called

Forum Cornelii.

IMOSCHl, a district of Maritime Austria, in the late Vene-

tian Dalmatia.

IM PACT, the simple action of one body upon another, to put

it in motion. The point of impact is the point where the body

acts.

I.MPALE, in heraldry, is to conjoin two coats of arms

pale-wise. Women impale their coats of arms with tliose of their

huabands. See Heraldry. „ , 1- „...

,

IMPALEMENT.
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IMPALEMiCNT. See Empalkment.
IMPALPABLE, lh.it viliose parts are so extremely minute

that tiiey cannot be distinguished by the senses, particularly by
that of feeling.

IMPANELLIiSG, inlaw, signifies the writing down or en-

tering into a parchment, li^r, or schedule, the names of a jiuy sum-
moned by tlif sheriff to appear for such public services as juries

are employed in.

IMPAUL-ANCE, in law, a petition in court for a day to con-
sider or advise what answer the defendant shall make to the plain-

tiff's action ; and is the continuance of the cause till another day,
or a longer time given by tlie court.

IMPAbSIHl^E, that which is exempt from suflcring, or can-

net undergo pain or alteration. The stoics place the soul of their

vise men in an impassible, or imperturbable state.

IMPATIEN.S, 'i'oucH-ME-NOT, and Balsamin'E : a genus of

the monogamia order, and syngeiiesia class of plants; natural or-

der, C.'orydales. Calyx two-leaved ; corolla five-petaled, irregu-

lar, with a cowled nectary ; capsule superior, live-valved. It has
twelve species.

IMPEACH.MENT, in law, is a prosecution for treason and
other crimes and misdemeanours. Any member of the lower
house of parliament may im|)each any one belonging either to

that body or to the house of lords. The method of proceeding is

to exhibit articles on the behalf of the commons, by whom ma-
Bagers are appointed to make good their charge. These articles

are carried to the Lords, by whom every person impeached by the
.commons is always tried ; and if they find him guilty, no pardon
under the great seal can be pleaded to such an inipeachpient.
le Will. in. c. ii.

IMPECCABILES, in church history, a name given to those
•heretics wlio boasted that- they were impeccable, and that there
was no need of repentance : such were tiie Gnostics, Priscillian-

ibtS, &c.
IMPECCABILITY, the state of a person who cannot sin ; or

a grace, privilege, or (jrinciple, which puts him out of a possibi-

lity of sinning. Divines distinguish several kinds and degrees of

impeccability: that of God belongs to him essentially: that of
Jesus Christ, considered as man, belongs to him by the hypostati-

cal union ; that of the blessed is a consequence of their condition :

that of men is the ell'ect of a confirmation in grace, and is rather
called inipeccance than impeccability, a stale in wdiich we are
empowered to live without sin, but not delivered from the possi-

bility of committing sin.

IMPEDIMEN'rS, inlaw, are such hindrances as put a stop
to a person's seeking his right by a due course of law. Persons
under impediments are those under age or coverture, non compos
mentis, in prison, beyond sea, &c. wiio, by a saving in our laws,

have time to claim and prosecute tiieir rights, after the impedi-
jnents are removed, in case of fines levied, ivc.

IMPENETRABILITY, in physics, that property of body,
wherebj it cannot be pierced bv another : thus, a body, wliich so
nils a space as to exclude all others, is said to be impenetrable,
ijee Phvsics.
IMPERATIVE MOOD, one of the moods of a verb, used

when we would command, intreat, or advise : thus, go, reaci, take
pity, be advised, are imperatives in our language. But in the
jearned languages, this mood has a peculiar termination to distin-

guish il, docc or doci.to, teach ; iegc or U-gito, read, &c. and not
only so, but the termination varies, according as we addre-^s one
or more persons, as audi and audite ; axuilw, axuiim, n^^ilu-

.irfcy, &c.
IMPERATOR, [Latin, i.e. commander,] in Roman anti-

<]uity, a title of honour conferred on victorious generals by their

armies, and afterwards confirmed by the senate. Though origi-

nally no more than a military title in the republican armies, yet
upon the degener.icy of the Roman republic, and assumption of
the supreme power of Ciesar and Augustus, it was used to express
the most unlimited despotism, and a rank superior to that of King.
Hence th.e ori;Vm of Emperor.
IMPERATORIA, Mastervvopt ; a genus of the digynia or-

ikr, and pent;.ndriH class of plants; natural order, Umbellata:.
Fruit roundish, compressed in the middle, gibbous, and surround-
ed with a border

; petals ijitlcx, cTiarginate. There is only one
^cfccies, via.

'

6

I. OsTRUTHiUM, a native of the Austrian, Styrian Alps, and
otiier mountainous places of Italy. The root is as thick as a
man's thumb, running in the ground ; it is th-sliy, aromatic, and
has a strong acriil taste, luting the tongue like pellitory of Spain

;

the leaves ari^l* immediately from the root; they have long foot-

stalks, dividing into three very short ones at the top, each sustain-

ing a trilobate leal, indented on the border. The foot-stalks are

deeply channelled, and when broken, emit a rank odour. The
root has a (lower similar to th.-.t of angelica, and is esteemed a
good sudorific. There are instances of its having turned the ague
when the bark had failed. It should be dug up in winter, and a
strong infusion made in wine.

1 M PICKFEC T, something that is defective, or that wants some
of the properties found in other beings of the same kind: thus,

mosses are called imperfect plants, because almost all the parts of "
fructification are wanting in them ; and for the like reason is the
appellation imperfect given to the fungi and submarine plants.

Imperfect Numbers, such whose alicpiot parts taken togc-

tlier, do either exceed or tall short of that whole number of which
they are parts : they are either abundant or deficient. Thus 12 is

an abundant imperfect number, because the sum of its parts 1 -|- 2

+ 3-1-4 + 6:::::: 16, which is greater than 12. But 10 is a defici-

ent imperfect number, because 1+2 + 5 = 8 only, which is less

than 10.

IMPERIAL. See Emperor, and Empire.
Imperial Chamber, a sovereign court, established for tiie

affairs of the immediate states of the empire.

Imperial Cities, in the late Germanic constitution, were those
which owned no other head but the emperor. These were a kind
of little commonwealths; the chief magistrate whereof did ho-
mage to the emperor, but in other respects, and in the adniini-

stralion ofjustice, was sovereign. They had a right to coin money,
and to keep forces and fortified places.

Imperial Diet, an assembly or convention of all the states of
the late Germanic empire.
Imperial Parliament, a title given the United Parliament

of Great Britain and Ireland, since Jan. 1, 1801, when the Uiuou
of the three kingdoms was completed.
IMPERIALE, a city of South America, in Chili, 18 miles

from the South Sea, seated on a steep neck of land, N. of the

Cauten.
IMPERSONAL VERBS, in Latin grammar, are verbs to

which the nominative of any certain person cannot be prefi.\ed ;

or, verbs destitute of the two first and primary persons, as decet,

oportet, &:c. The impersonal verbs of the active voice end in t,

and those of the passive in tur ; they are conjugated through the

third person singular of almost all the tenses and iiioods.

IMPETIGO, in medicine, an extreme roughness and foulness

of the skin, attended with an itching and plentiful scurf. It is a

species of dry puriginous itch, wherein scales or scurf succeed
apace ; arising from saline corrosive humours thrown out upon the

exterior pans of the body, by which means the internal parts are

usually relieved.

I.VIPETR.'TION, [impetratio, from 27ii/)c(rci, Lat.] the act

of obtaining any thing by prayer or intreaty. The term was par-

ticularly used ill the English statutes for tlie pre-obtaiuing of bene-
fices and church-offices in England from tlie court of Rome,
which belonged to the disposal of the king and other lay patrons

of the realm ; the penalty w hereof is the same with that of provi-

sors, 2j Edw. III.

IMPETUS, in mechanics, is the force with which one body
strikes or impels another. See Mechanics, and Projectiles.
IMPLICATION, in law, is where something is implied, that

is not expreis.jd by the parties themselves in their deeds, contracts,

and agreements.
IMPLICITE, something tacitly comprised or understood;

that is, contained in a (fiscourse, clause, or proposition, not hi ex-
press terms, but only by induction and consecjuence.

IMi'ORTATION, the act of bringing goods into a country
from foreign parts. It has generally been considered, that for any
country to carry on a profitable trade, it is necessary that the va-

lue of the goods sent out of it should be greater than that of the

articles imported: this, however, is a very erroneous axiom, un-
less it is understood with great limitations. All articles of mer-
chandize, imported merely for re-exportation, and also sucii as are

iiseil
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u^i- I or worked up in our own niaiuif.'.cture-:, a"e far troiii being

iful to our commerce; anil may even, in many respects, be

med of equal profit witli our own native commodities. It is

I fore an excess of siicli importations alone as are either for

1' luxury or mere necessity, or for both togetlicr, wliicli is dis-

jiitageoiis to the country, and not such importations as, like

1-, of ours, consist of raw silk, Spanish wool, cotton wool and

!, moiiair, llax and hemp, oils, potasses, dyeing stufis, naval

•s, &:c. either used 111 our ship-building, or worked up in our

ufactnres, a principal part of which are for exportation : nei-

: can our iinpcrtalions of Ea*t India goods and colonial pro-

, whicli are chietly designed to be afterwards exported, be

!;ed unprolitable, but are, on the contrary, some of the nrost

•_ r.itive branches of our foreign trade. The following statement

of tlie total value of the imports of England, in the year 1334, fur-

nishes a curious comparison with their present magnitutle.

1*3 1 line cloths, at t3/. per clotii, which with the cus- /. «. d.

toms, come to 11,083 12

397| hundred weight of wax, at -iOs. per hundred
weiglit, which, with the CHStoms, come to 81j 7 5

IS-'iJV tons of wine, at 40^. per ton, which, with the

customs, come to 3,841 19

Linen-clolh, mercry, grocery, and all other wares. 02,943 6 10

On which the customs were 28j 18 3

Total 38,970 3 C
At this period, and for a long lime after, foreigners were the

principal importers of goods in this country ; and as it was thought

that ma;iy of tliem, after disposing of their merchandise here, re-

turned with the value in money to tiTeir own country^ which was

deemed a serious injury, many laws w ere made against earning
out of the realm any gold or silver, either in coin, plate, or bul-

lion; and meichaiU-'-trangers wete compelled to give security that

thcv would lav out all the money lliey received for the wares they
im|iorted, in English niercliandize to bo exported. These injudi-

cious restrictions have beiMi long since done away; and excepting

the prohibition of .some foreign manufactuies, the import trade of

this country is probably as free as the regulations necessary to se-

cure the pavnientof heavy duties on almost every article of trade

will admit.

'i'otal official va'iue of the imports of Great Britain, in the year
1800.

Pert of London I. IS, 843,172 2 10

The outporu 9,il4,()42 11 10

England 28,357,814 14 8

Scotland 2,i'I2,790 11 8

30,570,605 6 4

IMPOSITION OF HAXDS, an ecclesiastical action, by
which a bishop lays his hands on the head of a person, in ordina-

tion, contirmation, or in uttering a blessing. This practice is also

frequently observed by the dissenters at the ordination of their mi-
nisters, when all the ministers present place their hands on the

head of him whom they are ordaining, while one of them prays

for a blessing on him and his future labours. This some cf tliem

retain as an ancient practice, justilied by the example of the apos-

tles, when no extraordinary gifts are conveyed. However, they
are not agreed as to the propriety of this ceremony ; nor do they
consider it as an essential ])art of ordination. Imposition of hands
was a Jewish ceremony, introduced not by any divine autiiority,

but by custom ; it being the practice among those people when-
ever they prayed to God for any person to lay their hands on his

head. Our Saviour observed the same custom, both when he con-
ferred his blessing on children, and when he cured the sick; add-
ing prayer to tlie ceremony. The apostles likewise laid hands on
those upon w horn tliey received into fellowship. The priests ob-
served (he same cu>tom when any one was received into their

body. And the apostles themselves underwent the imposition of
hands afresh every time they entered upon any new design.

IMPOSSIBIL'ITY, that which cannot be elVected ; it is either
physical, or moral.

1. Impossibility, Moral, is when any thing, in its own na-
ture, is possible, but yet is attended with such diiriciilties, as that,

all things considered, "it appears impossible,
VOL. III.—NO. 113.

2. Impossibility, Physical, isthuttthich is contrary to the

law of nature.

I.MPOS.-^IBLE, not to be done, or effected. A proposition in

said to be impossible, w hen it contains two ideas which mutnalfy

destroy each other, and whicli can neither be conceived nor united

together. Thus it is impossible that a circle should be a square ;

because we conceive clearly that sijuareness and roundness destroy

each other by the contrariety of their figure. A thing which is

impossible in law, is the same witli a thing iinpossr.5k- in nature

;

and if any thing in a bond or deed be impossible to bedone, such

deed, &.'c. is void. 21 Car. I.

IMPOST, in law-, is particularly applied to tlie tax which the

crown receives for merchandises imported into any port or liaven.

Imposts, [impostc, Fr.] in architecture, tliat part of a pillar, ia

vaults and arches, on which tlie weight of the whole building 1-eth.

An impost, sometimes called chaplrel, is a sort of plinth, or little

cornice, which crowns a pier, and supports the iirsl stone whence
an arch or vault commences. The imposts are conformable to

their proper orders. See Architecture.
IMPOSTHUME, [a7:ar>i;'t5e, au abscess,] a collection of puru-

lent matter in a bag or cyst. An imposthumc, or abscess, in any
part of the bodv, is either owing to an obstruction of the fluids in

tliat part which makes them change into such matter, or to a trans-

lation of it from some other part where it was generated. See
SlRnERY.
IMPOTENCE, in moral agency. Divines and philosophers

distinguish two sorts of im potency ; natural and moral. The iirst

is a w ant of seme physical principle, necessary to an action ; or

wl-.ere a being is absolutely defective, or not free and at liberty to'

act: the second only imports a great difticuUy ; as a strong habit

to the contrary, a violent passion, or the like.

IMPREGIn.V TION, in pharmacy, is used for comniun'cating

the virtues of one medicine to another, whether by mixture, coc-

tion, digestion, kc.
I.MPRESSING OF SEAMEN. The power of impressing

seamen for the sea-service by the king's commission, has been a

matter of great dispute, and submitted to with great reluctance.

Sir Michael Foster attempts to prove, that tlie practice of impress-

ing, and granting powers to the admiralty for thai purpose, is of

very ancient date, and has been uniformly continued by a regular

series of precedents to the present time: whence he concludes it

to be part of the common law . The difticully arises lu-nce, that

no statute has expressly declared this power to be in the crown,

though many of them strongly imply it. The statute 2 Rich. II.

c. 4, speaks of mariners being arrested and retained for the king'j

service, as of a thing well known, and practised without dispute;

and provides a remedy against their running away. P-y a later

statute, if any watermen, who n.es the river Thames, siiall hide

himself during the execution of any commission of jiressing for

the king's service, he is liable to heavy penalties. I-y another

(5 Eliz. c. 6,) no fisherman shall be taken by the ijiieen's com-
mission to serve as a mariner; but the commission shall be first

broughc to two justices of the pe;;ce, inhabiting neartiie sea-coast

wiiere tlie manners are to be taken, to the intent that the justices

may choose out and return such a number of able-bodied men, as

in the commission are contained, io serve her majc«ty. And by
others, especial protections are allowed to seamen in particular cir-

cumstances, to prevent them from being impressed. Ferrymen
are also said to be privileged from being impressed, at common
law. All which do most evidently imply a power of impressing

to reside somewhere; ;md if anv where, it must, from the spirit of

our constitution, as well as from the frequent mention of the king's

conmiission, reside in the crown alone. This method of manning

the navy can be considered as only defensible Ironi public neces-

sity, to which all private condderations must give way. All ap-

prentices; the master, mate, and carpenter, and one man for

every lUO tons, of vessels employed in tiie coal-trade, are exempt
from the press.

IMPRESSION, a term applied to the species of objects which

are supposed to make some mark on the senses, the mind, and the

memory. The Peripi.tetics assert, that bodies emit species resem-

bling them, which are conveyed to the common scnsoriura, and
they are rendered intelligible by the active intellect ; and, wbca
thus spiritualized, are called expressions, or express species, as be-,

iiig expressed from others.

2 H Impression
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Impression dtiiotes also the edition ot :i book, regarding the me-

chanical part only ; whereas edition takes in aUo the care of the

«ditor, who corrected or augmented llie copy, adding notes, iiic.

to render the work more luefnl.

IMPRIMATUR, a Latin verb, slgDifvinff, let it be printed,

much used on books printed in the sl.\teeulh and scveiileentli cen-

turies, introducing copies of warrants for their publication, signed

bv the lord chancellor or other public otticer, betore the liberty

ot the press, that invaluable privilege of Uritons, was thorougiily

undei-stood, and acknowledged.

IMl'RISONMEN'l", tlie state of a person restrained of liis li-

1>ertv, and detained under the custody of another. No person is

to be imprisoned but as the law du'ects, either by the command or

order of 'a court of record, or by lawful warrant; or the king's

process, on which one may be lawfully detained. At common
law, a person could not l>e imprisoned" unless he were guilty of

some force and violence, for which his body was subject to impri-

sonment, as one of the highest executions. Where the law gives

power to imprison, in such case it is justifiable, provided he that

does it in pursuance of a statute, exactly pursues the statute in the

manner of doing it; for otherwise it will be deemed false inipri-

somnent, and of couseipience it is unjustifiable. Every warrant

for commitment for imprisoning a person, ought to run, " till de-

livered by due course of law," and not "until farther order;"

uhich lias been held ill: and thus it also Is, where one is imprison-

ed on a warrant not mentioning any cause for wliicli he is com-
mitted. Sec Arrest, and Commitment.
Imprisonment, False. Every confinement of the person is

an imprisonment, wliellier it be in a common prison, or in a private

house, or in the stocks, or even by forcibly detaining one in tlie

public streets. Unlawful or false imprisonment, consists in such

confinement or detention without sulTicient autliority : which avi-

thority may arise eidier from some process from the courts ef jus-

tice ; or from some warrant from a legal power to commit, under

bis hand and seal, and expressing the cause of such commitment;

or from some other special cause warranted, for the necessity ot

the thmg, either by conniion law or act of parliament; such as the

arresting of a felon by a private person without warrant, the im-

pressing of mariners for the public service, or the apprehending cl

M'aggoners for misbehaviour in the public highways. False im-

prisonment also may arise by executing a lawful warrant or pro-

cess at an unlawful tune, as on a Sunday; or in a place privileged

frsm arrests, as in the verge of the king's court. The remedy is

of two sorts; the one removing tlie injury, the other making satis-

faction for it. The meaas of removing the actual injury of false

imprisonment are fourfold. 1. By writ of Main-prize. 2. By
writ De Otio et Atia. 3. By writ De Ho,min£ Eeple-
GiANDO. 4. By writ of Habeas" Corpus. See those articles.

The sati^factory remedy for this injury of fiilse imprisonraenf, is

by an action of trespass vi et arinis, usually calle<i an action ot

false imprisonment ; whicl) is generally, and almost unavoidably,

accompanied with a charge of assault and battery also; and there-

in the party shall recover damages for the injuries he lias received;

and also the detendant is, as for all other injuries. connnitted with

force, or vi et armis, liable to pay a fine to the k'mgfor the viola-

tion of (he public peace.

IMPROBA'l ION, in Scots law, an action brought for setting

any deed or writing aside upon the head of forgery.

IMPROPRLVriON, IS pioperiy so called, when a benefice

ecclesiastical is in the hands of a layman, and appropriation when
in the hands of a bishop, ollege, or I'-ligious house, though some-

times these terms are coniounded. It is said there are 3S-5 j im-

propriations in England. See AppRoruiATiON.
IMPULSE, in mechanics, tiie single and instantaneous action

or force by which a body is impelled, in conti-distinction to the

app!i'-atiOH of continued forces.

IMPURl ry, in the law of Moses is any legal defilenirnt. Ol

thfc.se llieve were several sorts. Some were volunl.^ry, as the

touching; dead body, or any animal that died of itself, or any
creatur- t;,ac was esteemed unclerji; or the ton; hing IhiKgs holy,

byor.ewnowas not cle;;n, or was not a priest; the touching one

who had a leprosy, one who had a gonorihcca, or who was pollut-

ed by a dead carcase, &-c. Sometimes the^e impurities were m-
-/.:'..!il: rv . ?.-,.':.<: i\ any oiie inadvertently tou( l.ed bones, or a

Jiiiig polluted ; or fell into such diseases as pol-

lute, as the leprosy, &c. The beds, clotlies, and moveables,,
which liad touched anything unclean, contracted also a kind of
impurity, and in some cases communicated it to others. These
legal pollutions were gene.'ally removed by bathing, and lasted no
longer than the evening. The person polluted plunged over head
in tlie water, and either had his clothes on v lien he did so, or

washed himself and his clothes separately. Other pollutions con-
tinued seven days, as that which was contracted by touching a ,

dead body. That of women in their monthly courses lasted till

this was over with them; that of women after child-birth, lasted
,

forty days after the birth of a boy, and fifty after that of a girl,
,

Others lasletl till the person was cured. Many of tliese pollulions

were expiated bv sacrifices; and others by a water, maiic with tlic

asiics of a red heifer, sacrificed on the great day of expiation.

When the leper was cured, he went to the temple, and otferi.d

two birds, one of which was killed, and the other set at liberty.

He who had touched a dead body, or had been present at a fune-

ral, was to be purified with the w'ater of expiation, upon pain of

death. A woman after child-birth, offered a turtle and a lamb
for her expiation ; or, if poor, two turtles or two young pigeons.

Those impurities, which are accurately described in the law of

Moses, were only figures of those more important impurities, the

sins and iniquities committed against God, or our neighbour. The
saints and prophets of the Old Testament were sensible of this;

and our Saviour has strongly inculcated, that, not outward and
corporeal pollutions, but such inward pollutions as the violations of

justice, truth, and charity, defile the soul, ynd render it polluted

m the sight of Cod.
IMPUTATION, in theology, the charging to tlie account of

one what was done by another: thus, it is maintained, that Adam's
sin is imputed to all his posterity. In the same sense, the righte-

ousness and merits of Christ are imputed to true believers.

INACCESSIBLE, not to be come at, or approached, by rea-

son of intervening obstacles, as a river, rock, &c. It is chiefly

used in speaking of heights and distances. See Mensuration.
INAGUA, Great, and INAGUA, Little, two islands in the

Windward Passage, north-west of St. Domingo, and north-east of

Cuba.
INALIENABLE. The dominions of the king, the revenues

of the church, the estates of a minor, &c. are inalienable, other-

wise than with a reserve of the right of redemption.

INANIMATE, that has either lost its soul, or that is not of

a natui'e capable of having any.

INANl'I'lON, among physicians, denotes the state of the sto-

mach w hen empty, in opposition to repletion.

IN.ARC 111 KG, in gardeinng, is a method of grafting, com-
monly called grafting by approach, and is used when the slock in-

tended to gralt on, and the tree from which th.e graft is to be taken,

stand so near, or can be brought so near, that ihey can be joined
together. See Grafting.
INAUGURATION, the coronation of an emperor or king,

or the consecration of a prelate ; so called Irom the ceremonies

used by tlie Koraans, when they were received into the college of

augurs.

iNCA, rrYNCA. SeeYNCA.
INCAMERA'l ION. a term used m the chancery of Roms,

for the tinilmg of lands, revenues,or other rights, to the pope'.v do-

main.

INCANTATION, denotes certain ceremonies, accompauied
with a formula of woids, and supposed to be capable of raising de-

vils, spirits, &c. See Charm.
INCAPACITY, in the canon law, is of two kinds: l.Tlie

wiait of a dispensation for age in a minor, for legitimation in a
bastard, and the like : this renders the provision of a benefice void

in its origiusl. 2. Crimes and heinous otleuces, which annul pro-

visions at first valid.

INCARNA^riON, in theology, signifies the act wlierel^- the

Son of God a:isnmed the human nature ; or the mystery by which
Jesus Ciirist, the eternal Word, was made man, to accomplish the

work of our salvation. The era first used among Christians,

uhencr tliey numliered liieir years, is the time ot the incarnation,

thai is, of Christ's conception. This is the greatest event wnieh
ever look place in the world, and though there is a mystery in it

which no man can explain ; yet the fact is so clear and evident

tfuil no reasonable man who reads the sacred scriptures can iloubt

5 the
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^he fact. B'lt the seal of lWi< truth by the S|>irit of Clirist upon

^e heart of tlie believer is tiie most glorious and ellectual evi-

dence.
IvcARNATios', ill sufgerv, tl'p healing and filling up of ulcers

and woiiiuli with now flesh. See Surgery.
INCAUXAllVES, medicines wiiich assist in filling up wounds

or ulcei-s with ile^h ; or rather remove obrtructions thereto.

IXCEND1.\KY, in law, a bare attempt to set lire to another's

dwelling-house, or outhouse.-, barn, or stable, unless it ab.-olutely

burns, Joes not tall within the description of incendit et coni-

bussit. But the burning and .consuming of any part is sufFi-

cieul ; though llie tire be aftenvards extinguished. It must also

be a malicious burning; oih.eiwise it is only a trespass. This

crime is called arson. Among the ancients, incendiaries were
burnt. The punislunent of arson was death by the ancient Saxon
laws and Gothic constitutions: and in the reign of Edward 1. in-

cendiaries were burnt to death. The btat. S Henry VI. c. 6,

made the wilful burning of houses, under special circumstance',

high treason ; but it was reduced to felony by the general acts of

Edward VI. and Mary I. Tliis olTeiice was denied the benelit

of clergy by 21 Henry \'IH. c. 1, v\liich statute was repealed by
1 Edward VI. c. 12 ; and arson was held to be ousted of clergy,

with respect to the principal, bv inference from the stat. 4 and 5

P. and .\I. c. 4, which expressly denied it to be accessory; though
now it is expressly denied to the principal also, by 9 Geo. I. c.

22. See Arsok.
INCENSE, or FRANKINCENSE, in the materia medica.

See. a dry resinous substance, called also thus and olibanum. In-

cense is a rich perfume, with which the Pagans and Roman Catho-

lics perfume their temples, altars, &;c. The word comes from the

Latin iacenium, q. d. burnt ; as taking the cllect from the thing

itself. The burni.ig of incense made part of the daily service of

the ancient Jewish church. The priests drew lots to kiiow who
should olfer it : the destined person took a laige silver-dish, in

which was a censer full of incense ; and being accompanied by an-

other priest carrying some live coals from the altar, went into the

temple. There, in order to give notice to the people, they struck

^ipon an instrument of brass placed between the temple and the

altar; and being returned totlie altar, he who brought the tire lelt

it there, and went away. Then the otTerer of the incense having
said a prayer or two, waited the signal, whicli was the burning of
the holocaust ; immediately upon which he set fire to the incense,
the whole multitude continuing all the time in praver. Th.e quan-
tity of incense oti'ered each day was half a pound in the morning,
and as much at night. One reason of this continual burning of in-

cense might be, that the multitude of victims that were continually
offered up, would have made the temple smell like a slaughter-
house, and consequently have inspired the comers rather with <J';s-

gust and aversion than awe and reverence, had it not been over-
powered by the agreeable fragrance of those perfumes,
INCEPTIVE, a word used by Dr. Wallis to express such mo-

ments, or tirst principles, which, though of no magnitude them-
selves, are yet capable of producing such as are. Thus a point has
no magnitude itself, but is inceptive of a line which it produces
by Its notion. So a line, though it have no breadth, is yet incep-
tive of breadth ; that is, it is capable, by its motion, of producing
a surface which has breadth, &c.
INCEST, [incextum, Lat.] unnatural and criminal conjunction

of persons within degrees prohibited. Incest, by the rules of the
church, was formerly very absurdly extended even to the seventh
degree ; but it is now restricted to the third or fourtli. Most na-
tions look on incest with horror, Persia and Egypt excepted.
INCH, {inc. Sax. uncia, Lat.] a measure of length supposed

to te equal lo three grains of barley laid end to end ; the twelfth
part of a foot,

INCHANTMENT, or ENCHANTMENT. See Conju-
ration-, Fascix.^tion, and Witchcs^aft.
INCH-COLM, or COLUMBA, the isle of Colmr.ba ;- an

island in the Fritli of Forth, famous for its monastery.
INCH-MARNOCH, [Gael. i. e Marnoch's Isle.] a beauti-

tiful little \Aam'\ ot Scotland, south-west of the Isle of Bute.
INCHQAl'lVE VERBS, denote, according: lo Pnscian, and

other grammarians, verbs that are characterrsed by the termination
SO), or SCOT, added to their primitives : as, auge'sco, from augen,
calesco, from cako; dukcsco, from dulcis; irascor, from ira.

INCIDENCE, or INCIDENCY, l^'wido, to fall. Lit. Uici-

dence, Fr.] the direction with which one body strikes upon an-

other ; and the angle made by that line, and a perpendicular to

the plane struck upon, is called the angle of incidence. See
Mechanics, and Optics.
INCIDENT, in a poem, is an episode, or particular actio:!,

joined to the principal action, or depending on_it. A comedy
should be full of agreeable incidents, to divert the spectators, and
form the intrigue.

I^'CIDEN•T^, in law, a thing appertaining to, or following an-

other, that is more worthy or principal. A court-baron is in

separably incident to a manor ; and a court of pie-powders to a

fair.

IscrDExr Diligence, in Scotch law, a warrant granted by a
lord ordinary in the court of session, for citing witnesses for prov-
ing any point, or for the production of any thing necessary for pre-

paring the cause for a final determination, or before it goes to a
general proof.

INCINERATION, in chemistry, a term applied to the burn-
ing of vegetables for the sake of their a«hes : it is usually refer-

red to the burning of kelp on the coasts for the making of mineral
alkali.

INCISIVE, an appellation given to whatever cuts or divides:

the lore-teeth are called denies incisivi, or cutters; and medi-
cines of an attenuating nature, incidents, or incisive medicines.

INCLINATION, is a word frequently used by mathemati-
cians, and signifies the mutual approach, tendency, or leaning, of

two lines, or two pl.uies towards each other, so as to make an an-

gle. Inclination of a right-line to a plane, is the ac ute angle,

which that line makes willi another right-line drawn in the plane
through the point where the inclined line intersects it, and th.roogh

the point where it is also cut by a perpendicular drawn Irora any
point of the inclined line. Inclination of the axis of the earth, is

the angle which it makes w it!i the plane oi" the ecliptic ; or the
angle, contained hetwetii tlie planes of the equator and ecliptic.

Inclination cf a planet, is an arch of the circle of inclination, com-
prehended between the ecliptic and a plane of a planet in its orbit.

See Astronomy.
LvcLiN-ATiON-, in a moral sense. See Appetite.
INCLINATUKY NEEDLE. See Dipping-Needle.
INCLINED PLANE, in mechanics, a plane inclined to the

horizon. See Mechanics.
INCOG, or INCOGNITO, is applied to a person who is in

any place where he would not be known: particularly to princes,

or great men, when they travel witiiout their ordinary train, or the

usual marks of their distinction and quality.

INCLOSL'RES. Any person who shall wilfully or malici-

ously demolish, pull down, or otherwise destroy or damage, any
fence raised or made for dividing or inclosing any common, waste,

or other lands, in pursuance ot any act of parliament, or shall

cause or procure the same to be done, shall be guilty cf fclonv,

and transported for seven years. Prosecution to be commenced
in eighteen months after the otlence committed.
iNCOMP.L'STIBLE, that cannot be burnt, or consumed

by lire.- Authors talk much of an incombustible cloth, made
ot the asbestus. See Asbestus.
IxcoMBusTiBLEs, SiMPi.E. See Chemistry.
INCOME-TAX, a di.'ect contribution of a certain proportion

of the annual gains of individuals for the public service, which
has recently become an important branch of the revenue of Gie...t

Britain. An income-tax, if it could be so regulated as to bear a
just proportion to the dili'erent modes in which the incomes of in-

dividuals arise, and did not extend to such amounts of income as

are absolutely necessary for subsistence, would become the most
equitable, as well as the most produttive mode of taxation.

INCOMMENSLR.\BLE, [from in, con, zinA mensurabilis,

Latin,] not to be reduced to any measure common to both ; not
to be measured together, such as that the proportion of one to

the othsr can be told.

Lsco-MMENSUR.ABLE, a term in geometry, used where two
lines, when compared to eacli other, have no common measure,

how small soever, that will exactly measure them both. And in

aeneral two quantities are said lo be incommensurable, when no
third quantity can be found that is an aliquot part of both. Such
are the diagonal and side of a square ; for theugh each of those

lines
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lines liave iiiliiiite aliquot parts, as llie half, Ihe thirti, &c. jet not

any i^arl of the one, he it ever so little, can pos-iijly measure the

other, as is tlemor.st rated in prop. 1 17, lib. x. of Euclid.

Incommensurable NuMBtRs, are.such as have no common
divisor tlr.U will divide them both eiiually.

INC'OMPA'l'IBLIi, that cannot subsist with another, with-

out destroying it : thus cold and heat are incompatible in the

same subject, the stronger overcoming and expelling the weaker.

INCOiNfl'LE TE, in botany, a term used to denote the six-

teenth class of the Linnaan " methodus calytina," Konsisting of

plants who-e llowers want either the calyx or petals.

INCOKPORATION, Power ok. To the erection of any
corporation tlie kinL;'s consent is necessary, either implicitly or

expressly given : the kiuifs implied consent is to be found in cor-

porations \\liich exist by force of the common law, to which 'our

former kini;s are supposed to have given their concurrence ; of

this sort are all bishops, parsons, vicars churcluvardens, and some
others, who by conunon law have ever been held to have been
corporations by virtue of their office. Another metliod of implied

consent is with rcgiu'd to all corporations by prescription ; such as

the city of London, and nianv others, which have existed as cor-

porations from time iiiiniemorial ; forthough the members theieof

can shew no legal charter of incorporation, yet in cases of such high

aHtiquity the law presumes there once was one, and that by va-

riety of accidents, which a length, of time may produce, the charter

is lost or destroyed. The methods by which the king's consent is

expressly given are either by act of parliament or charter ; but

the immediate creative act is usually performed by the king alone,

in virtue of his royal prerogative. Sec Joint Stock.
INCREMENT, is the small increase of a variable quantify.

Sir Isaac Newton calls these increases " moments," and ob^erves

that th.ey are proportional to the velocity or rate of increase of the

llowing or variable quantities, in an indtfinitelv small tiuie. Tlie

notation of increment is different by different authors. The m.etiiod

(if increments is a branch of analytics, in which a calculus is

founded on the ))ropeities of successive values of variable quanti-

ties, and their dilferences, or increments. It is nearly allied to, and
arises out of,the doctrine of fluxions. Mr. Emerson has the folUwving

observations on the distinction between the method of increments

and fluxions. '• From the method of increments," he says, " the

principal foundation of the method of fluxi.ins may be easily de-

rived; for, as in the method of increments, the increment iDay be of

any magnitude, so in the method of fluxions, it must be supposed
inhnitely small ; whence all preceding and successive values of the

variable quantity will be equal, from which equality the rules tor

performing the principal operations of fluxions are immetliately

deduced. That I may give tlie reader a more perfect idea of the

natrire of this method: suppose the abscissa of a curve be divided

into any LHimber of equal parts, each part of which is called the

increment of the abscissa, ami imagine so many parallelograms to

be erected thereon, either circimiscribing the cnrvilineal ligure,

or inscribing it ; then the linding of the sum of all these parallelo-

grams is the business of the method of increments. But if the

parts of the abscissa be taken infinitely small, then these parallelo-

grams degenerate into the curve ; and then it is the business of

the method of Huxions to find the sum of all, or the area of

the curve. So tliat the method of increments is em|)Ioyed to de-

termine the sum of an) number of finite quantities; and the method
effluxions is used to hnd the sum of any infinite number of inrt-

nitel)' small ones: and this is the essential difference between these

two methods." Again, he says: " There is such a near relation be-

tween the method ot fluxions and that of increments, that many
cf the rules for the one, with little variation, serve also for the

other. And here, as in the method of Huxions, some questions may
be solved, and the integrals found, in finite terms ; w hilst in others

we are forced to have recourse to infinite series for a solution.

And the like difficulties will occur in the method of increments,
as usually happen in fluxions. For whilst some fluxionary quan-
tities have no fluents, but what are expressed by series, so some
increments have no integrals but what infinite series afford; which
will often, as in fluxions, diverge and become useless." By
means of the mcthoa of increments, many curious and useful pro-
blems arc easily resolved, which scarcely admit of a solution in

any other way. As, suppose several series of quantities be given
whose teriMS are all formed according t6 some certain law which is

given ; the method of increments will find out a general series,

which comprelieiids all particular cases, and from which all of that

kind may be found. The method of increments is also of great
use in finding any term of a seri.-s proposed: for the law being
given bv winch the terms are formed, by means ot this genenl*-
law the method of increments will help us to this term, either ex-
pressed in finite quantities, or by an infinite series. See Emvi-
son's Increments.

INCORPORATION, in |iiiarmary, is a reduction ofdry siib-

stances to the -conaistcnce of a paste, by the admixture otsonif
fluid; thus pills, boles, troches, and plasters are made by i;;.

corporation. Another incorporation is, when things of diflen-nt

consistences, are by digestion reduced to one common consistenci-.

INCORPOREAL, a thing, or substance, which is not matter;-

as God, angels, and the soul of man.
INCORKUPTIBLE, that cannot be corrupted. See C'or-

rUI'TION.

INCORRUPTIRILES,orINCORRlTTICOL.f;.incl!urciu;
history, heretics which had their original at Alexandria, in the;

time of the emperor Justinian. Their distinguishing tenet was,

that the body of Jesus Christ uas incorruptible from his conception,

by which they meant that after and from the time he was formed
in the womb of his holy mother, he was not susceptible of any

'

change or alteration, not even of any natural and innocent i>Bssions,

;w hunger, thirJl, &c. so that he eat without any occasion before
his death, as well as after his resurrection.

INCURA'ilON. See Hatching.
INCURl'S, [Lat. inrubc, Fr.] 'the Nicht-mari. Toe In-

cubus is a disease consisting in oppression of the breast, so very
violent, that the patient cannot speak or even breathe. Tlie
(jreekscall it tfi'ixlt-,;, (/. d. ieaper, or one th;it rushes on a person.
In this disease the senses are not quite lost, but drowned and as-

tonished, as is the understanding and imagination ; so that the

patient seems to think some huge weight thrown on him, ready to
strangle him. Children are very liable to this distemper ; so are
fat people, and men of much study and application of mind

;

by reason the ftomach in all these finds some dilliculty in di-

gestion.

INCUMBENT, [^/ncnmhcn.^, Lat.] lie wh.o is in present

possession of a benefice. An incumbent, or minister, resilient o«
ills benefice, is so called, because he does, or at least ought to,

bend his whole study to discharge the cure of his church.

INCURVATION' of the Ravs ok Light, js their bend-
ing out of a rectilinear straight course, by retfaction, Sea
Optics.
INCUS, in anatomy, a bone of the internal ear, somewhat

resembling one of the anterior denies molares. See Axato.mv.
INDAPOUK, a sea-port on the S.W. coast of Sumatra. Lon.

100.30. E. Lat. 1. 30. S.

INDEFEISIBLE, or INDEFEAZABLE, a term in law, for

what cannot be tieleated or made void ; as an indel'ei^ible estate of
inheritance, &c.
INDEFINITE, or INDETERMINATE, that has no

certain bounds ; or to wdiich the human mind cannot aflix any.

Descartes makes use of this word in his philosophy instead of in-

finite, both in numbers and quantities, to signily an inconceivable

number, or a number so great tliat an unit cannot be added to it;

and a quantity so great as not to be capable of any addition. Thus,
he savs, the stars visible and invisible are in number indefinite

;

and not as the ancients held infinite ; and that <|uantity m;iy be
divided into an indefinite number of parts, not an infinite number.

Indeki.mitk is also used in the scliools to signify a thing tlKit ha>

but one extreme; for instance, a line drawn from aiiy-point and
extended infinitely. Thus what they call eternity a par/e «7i/c,

or eternity, ii pur'te post, are indefinite durations.

In'Dekinmte, in grammar, is understood of nouns, pronouns,
verbs, participles, articles, &c. which are left in an uncertain in-

determinate sense, ^and not fixed to any particular time, thing, or

other circumstance.

INDELIBLE, that cannot be cancelled, or effiiccd. Thus
baptism and ordination, according to the church of Rome,
are sacraments which convey indelible characters to the personi

baptized and ordained.

INDEMNITY, in law, is a writing to secure one from all

damage and danger that mav ensue from anv at t.

JNDEN-IIOTUN,
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INDEN-HOTUX, a town of Chinese Tartaiy, capital of the

Mantcheou Tartars, 420 miles E. N. E. of Peking.

INDENTED, in lieraKlry, is when the outline of an ordinary

l8notche«.l like the ti'cth of a saw.

INDENIT'RE, a covenant, so named because the counter-

parts are indented or cut one by the other; a contract of which

there is a counterpart.

Indrvtlre, in law. See Deed.
INDEPEN DENTS, a sect of Protestants so called from their

maintaining that each congregation of C'h"i>li.'.n5, which meets in

one house for puijlic worship, is a coiBplete churci), has full

power to regulate every Ining relating to religious government
witltin itselt, and is in no respect dependent upon, or accouiitabie

to, other churches. The Independents arose in England during

EUzal)eth's reign. The hierarchy established by her, the vest-

ments worn by the clergy, the book of common pmyer, and,

above all, the >ign of the cross used in administering ot baptism,

wtre very offensive to inany of her subjects, who, during tl-.e

persecutions of Q. Mary- I. had taken r-=f«ge among the Protes-

tants of Germiuiy and Geneva. They tlioughf that the church of

England resenibhd, in these partictdars, theantichristian church of

Rome; and they called for a more thorough reformation, -.ind a

purer wor>hip. From this ciicumstance they were stigmatized by
their adversaries with the general name of Puritans. Elizabeth

vas not disposed to comply with their demands; and the Puritans

were not united among themselves. L/ian.mous in nothing but

in their ant.pathy to tlie forms ot doctrine and fliscipline estabhshed

by law, they were soon divided into a variety of sects. Of these

the most famous was that which was formed about I5S1 by Robert
Brown, a man insinuating in his manners, but neither steadv nor
consistent in his principles and conduct. He did not much dill'er

in point of doctrine either from the cliurch of England or from the

rest of the Puntiiris; but he had formed notions thi 11 new and
singular, concerning the nu'ure of the church and the ndes ot

ecclesiastical government. He was for dividing the whole body
of the faithful into separate societies or congregations; and maia-
tained, that such a number of persons as coud be contained in an
ordinary place of worsjiip ought to be considered as a church,

and enjoy all the rights and privileges of an ecclesiastioal com-
munity. These small societies iie pronounced independent, jure
divino, and entirely exempt iioni the jurisdiction of the bishops,

in whose hands the court ha.i placed tiie reins of spnitual govern-
ment ; as well as from that of presbyteries and synods, w hich the

Puritans regarded a> the supreme visible souixes of ecclesiastical

authority. He al>o maintaiii'-d, that the power of governing each
congregation resided in the people ; and that each member had an
equal share in this goveriime:!t, and ati etjual right to order mat-
ters for the good of the whole society. Hence all points both of
doctrine and discipline were submitted to the discussion of the
whole congregation; and whatever was supported bv a majority of
voices passed into a law. Tlie coiigreg.'ition also elected certain
brethren to the oflice of pastoi-?, to perform the duties of public
instruction, and divine worship ; reserving, however, to themselves
the power of dismissing the^e ministers, and reducintr tiiem to the
condition of priva e members, whenever tiiev should think such a
step conducive to the spiritual advantage of the community. The
right of the pastors to pre.xh was not exclusive, or pectiliar to them
alone. Any member who thought proper to exhort or instruct

the brethren, was mdtdiiedin the iibertv of prophesying or Dreath-
>ng. The zeal with which Brown and his associates propjagated
these opinions was in a hiah degree intemperate. He affirmed,,

that all commuuion was to be broken off with those religious so-

t:ietips that were founded upon a different plan from his; and
treated the church of England, as a spurious church, whose minis-
ters were unlawfully ordained, whose dis'ipline was popish and
anlichristian, and wliose sacraments and insiiiutions were destitute
ot all cflicacy and virtue. The sect of this hot-headed innovator,
unable to endure the severe treatment which their own violence
broiiaiit upon them from r..i nrbitrarv administration, retired into
the Nelhi-rlands, and touiuU-d churches at Middelboiirg, Amster-
dam, and Leydeii ; but their founder reiurned to England; ami
having renounced his principles of separation, took orders in the
established cnurch, and obtained a benefice. The Puritan exiles,

whom he thus abandoned, soon split into parties, and their afl'airs

(le'-lined. I'his engaged tbe wiacr pai t of them, to mitigate the
rai^ lU.—Ko 113.

severity of their founder's plan, and to sofien the rigour of hi'

unciiantabie decision^. The person who had the chief merit of

bringing about this reformation was John Robinson, one of heir

pastors, a man wiio had mucR piety, and no inconsiderable por-

tion of learning. This well meaning reformer, perceiving the

defects that reigned in the discipline of Erown, and in the spirit

and temper of h.s followers, employed his zeal and diligence in

correcting them, and in new-niodeliing the society, so as to render

it less odious to its advers2ries, and less liable to the just censure

oftiiosetrue Christians, who look upon charity as the chief end of

the commandments. Hitherto the sect had been called Browni^ts

:

But Robinson having, in his .'ipology, affirmed, "Coetum quera-
libet parlicnlarem esse totim, integram, et perfectam ecde-iam,
ex fuis parlibns con>tantem, immediate et Indcpei>d~:nfer (quoid
alias ecciesias) sub ipso Christo," the sect was henceforth caiied

Independents, of which the apologist wascoi.sidered as the founder.

The Independents were much more commendable than the Bronn-
ists. They surpassed the.ni both in the moderation of theirseniiments,

and the order of their discipline. They did not, like Brow n, pour
forth bitter and uncharitable invectives against the churches w hich
were governed by rules entirely different from theirs, nor pro-

nounce them on that account unworthy of tlie Christian name. Oa
the contrary, though they considered tlieir own form of ecclesiasti-

cal Eoveinment as of divine institution, and as originally introdu-

ced by theauthority of the apostles, nay by the apostles themselves,

they had yet candour and ciiarity enough to acknowledge, that

true religion and solid piety might flourish in communities under
the jurisdiction of bishops, or the government of synods and pres-

byteries. Thev were also much more attentive than the Brown-
ists, in keeping on foot a regular ministry in their commur.ities:
for while the latter allowed promiscuously all ranks and order.- of
men to teach in public, the Independents had, and still have, a
certain niunber of ministers, chosen respectively by the congrega-
tions where they are fixed ; nor is any person among them jjermit-

ted to speak in public, before he has submitted to a proper ex-
amination of Ills capacity and talents, and been approveti of by
the heads of the congregation. This society has produced diyine*

eminent for learning, piety, and yirtue. From 164-', the Inde^
pendents are very frequently mentioned in the English annais.'

The Engiisli Independents assumed this title publicly in a piec<
which thev pnblislied at London, in 1644, entitled " Apologetical
Narration of the Indepeiuk'uts." But afterward--, to avoid th^
odium of sedition anil anarchy chargrd on the sect, the true aud
genuine Inde[)endents renounced this title, and called them?fclves!

Congregational Brethren, and their rehgious assemblies congrega-
tional churches. The first Independent or concreSalionai chnrcli

in England was set up in l6lf), by Mr. Jacob, who had adopted
the religious sentiments of Robinson. The charge alledged
against them by Rapin, (in his Hist, of England, vol. ii. p. 514,
fol. ed.) that thev could not so much as endure ordinary ininistei'S

in the church, ic. is groundless. He was led into tliis mistake
by coirfounding the Independents and Brownisfs. Other charges,

no less unjustiliable, have been urged i}gain.-t the Independents,
by this celebrated historian, and others. Rapin says, tliat they
abliorred monarchy, and approved of a,,repiibri<an government.
This might have been true with regard to many persons among
them, in common with other sects; but it does not appear from
any of their public writings, that iTpublican principles formed
their distinguishing ciiaracteristic. On the contrary, in a publi«i

memorial drawn up bv them in 1647, ihey declare, that they do'

nrA rlisappvove 01 any form of civil government, but do freely ac-

knowledge, that a kingly government, bounded byjiistaiid whole-;

some laws, is both allowed by God, and also a good accommodar
tinn unto men. The Independents, however, have been gene?
jr.dly ranked among the regicides, and charged with the death of
I Charles I. Whether this fact be admitted or denied, no conciu-
: sion can be fairly drawn from the greater prevalence of repubficaB

principles, or from violent proceedings at that period, thai can
affect the distinguishing tenets and conduct of the Independents ia'

onr times. It is certain, that the present Independents are steailv

friends to a limited monarchy. Rapin is larther mistaken, wiieH

he represents the religious principles of the English Iiidependenti

as contrary to those of all the rest of the world. It appeai-s from
to.o confessions of faitli, oiie composed by Robinson, on behalf of

the English Independents in HoUiUid, anil published at Leyden in

2 I H»l«»,
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iGiy, eiiti!li-cl, "Apoloj;ia pro Exiililiiis Ana^lis qui Brownisl^E

viilijo appelluiiUir; ami iiiioliier drawn up in Loiulon in loiS, bv

tlie"princip;il niemljprs of this commimily in England, enlitleJ,

" A l:)cciaration of tin- Faith and Order, owned and practised by

the Congregational Ciinrches in England, agreed npon, and con-

sented unto, by their Elders and Messengers, in their Meeting at

tlie Savoy, Oct. 12, l68j;" as well as from other writings of the

Independents, that tliey diifered fioni tl.e rest of the reformed in

no single point of any conse<|nen.ce, except that of ecclesiastical

government; and their religious doctrines were almost entirely the

same with those adopted by tlie cliurch of Geneva. During the

administration of Cromwell, the Ind; pendents accjuired very con-

sideiable reputation and influence; and he made use of them as a

clieck lo the ambition of the Presbyterians, who aimed at a very

high degife of ecclesiastical power, and who had succeeded, soon

after the elevation of Cromwell, in obtaining a parliamentary

establishment of their own churcli-gcSvernment. But after the

restoration their cau>e declined, and in i()91, they entereil into an

association with the Presh.yterians residing in am! about London,

comprised in nine articles, that tended to the mainlainance of

tlieir respective institutions. Tliese may be found in the second

volume of Winston's Memoirs, and the substance of them in

Mosheim. At this timetlie Independents and Presbyterians, call-

ed from this association the United Brethren, were agreed with

regard to doctrines, being generally Calvinis'.s, and differed only

wilh respect to ecclesiastical discipline. But at present, though

tlie English Independents and Presbyterians form two distinct

parties of Protestant Dissenters, they are distinguislied by very

tiiliing differences with regard to cliurch-government ; and the

denominations are more arbUrarily used to comprehend lliose who
tlifferin theological opinions, Tlie Independents are distinguished

from other Protestant communities chiefly by the two following

circumstances: 1. Tliey reject the use of all creeds and conl'es-

sions drawn up by fallible men, requiring ot their teachers no

other test of orthodoxy than a declaration of their belief in the

gospel Oi'Jesus, and their adherence to the Scriptures as the sole

standard of faitli and practice. 2. They attribute no virtue what-

ever lo the rite of ordination : for they declare, tliat the tjualifl-

cations which constitute a regular minister of the New Testament,

are, a tirm belief in the gospel, a principle of sincere and un-

affected piety, a competent stock ot knowledge, a capacity for

leading devoiion and communicating instruction, a serious inclina-

tion to engage in the important eniplo>ment of promoting the

everlasting salvation of mankind, ami ordinarily an invitation to

the pastoral office from some particular society of Christians.

Wlieie these things concur, thev consider a person as fitted and

authorised for the discharge of every duty which belongs to the

ministerial function; and they believe that the imposition a\ the

hands of bishops or presbyters would convey to him no powers or

prerogatives, of which he was not before possessed.

INDEIERMINATE PROBLEM, or UNLIMITED
PROBLEM, in algebra, that which admits of a great number of

tlitTerent answers, or of innnmeralile different solutions. In such

problems, the number of unknown cprantities concerned is greater

than the number of conditions, or ecpiations, by which they are to

be found; from wliich it happens, that generally some other con-

dilions or quantities are assumed to supply the defect, which,

being taken at pleasure, give the same number of answers as va-

rieties In those assumptions. Diophaiitus was the first writer on

Indeterminate Problems, in his Algebra, first published in 157j by

Xvlander. His book being wholly on this suliject, suchc|ucstiuns

have been called Diophantine Problems. Des Cartes, Fermat,

Frenicle, Wallis, Euler. Grange, &c. have cultivated this branch

of Algebra. And Mr. John Leslie, in the second \'ol. of tlie

Edin. Pinlos. Tians. has given an ingenious paper on the solution

of Indeterminate Problems, by means of a principle, which,

tliouiih e.\ti-i inely simple, admiis of a very extensive application.

Lei A X i'- be anv compound (lUanlity equal to another, C x D,

and let m beany rational number assu'med at pleasure; it is mani-

fest that, taking eqr.inuiltipl.'s, A X w B — C X m D. If, therefore,

we suppose that A = m D, it must follow that m B= C, or B =:

C ...— . Thus two equations of a lower dimension are obtained. li

m
these be capable of further decomposition, we may assume the

multiples n and p, and form four equations still more sinijfle. By
the repeated application of this principle, an higiier equation ad-

mitting of divisors, w ill be resolved into those ot the hr>t order, the
number of which will be one greater than that ol the multiples

assumed. For example, let the following prol>ieni be taken, viz.

to find two rational numbers, the dillerence ol the squares of w Inch

shall be a given number. Let the given number i)e the product
of a audi; then by hypothesis, x^ — y"^ z=z u b : Init these com-

pound quantities admit of an easy resolution, for i -|- // x x — yz=
ax. h. If, therefore, we suppose x-\-y=:mu, we shall obtaia

b

r — )/ =— , where m is arbitrary, and if rational, x and y must also

m
be rational. Hence the resolution of these two equations gives

the values of r and//, the numbers sought, in terms of m, viz. x =
m^ a-\-b nt' a — b

— . See Algebra.
n^ a-\-b nt' a

, and y = -

'J m '2 in

INDEX, in anatomy, the Fore-Finger, so called front

indico, 1 point ; because that finger is generally so used ; whence
also thcextensor iuilicis iscalled ln<ricator. See Anatomy.

Index, in arithmetic and algebra, shews to what power any
quantity is involved, and is otherwise called its Exponent.

Index, Expurgatory, a catalogue of prohibited book? in the

church of Rome. The first catalogue of this kind was made by
tlie inquisitors; and afterwards approved of by the council of
Trent, witli some retrenchments and additions. Thus an index of
heretical books being formed, it was confirmed by a bull of Cle-
ment VIII. in 1.^93, and printed with several introductory rules

j

bv the fourth of which, the use of the scriptures in llie vulgar ton-

I
gue is forbidden to all persons without a particular licence; and
by the 10th rule it is ordained, that no book shall be printed at

Rome without (he approbation of the Pope's vicar, or some per-

son delegated by the Pope ; nor in any other places, unless al-

lowed bv the bishop of the diocese, or some person deputed by
liim, or by the inquisitor of heretical pravity. The Trent index
being thus published, Philip II. of Spain ordered another to be
printed at Antwerp, in 1471, with considerable enlargements.

Another was published in Spain in 1384; a copy of which was
snatched out of the fire when the English plundered Cadiz.

Afterwards there were several expurgatory indexes printed at

Rome and Naples, and particularly m Spain.

Index of a Book is that part annexed to a book, referring to

the particular matters therein contained. This term is notsyno*

11} mous with a table of contents. The contents of a book are only
intended to give a general and summary view of what is contained

in it, in the order of its division into Parts, Chapters, or Sections^

and as readers generally wish to know the subject or contents of £1

book before they peruse it, ought always to be prefixed to the

work. 'I'he index, on the other hand, is intended to point out
every important particular in a book, in its alphabetical order,

that the reader may at once, and without difliculty, find out any
article he wishes to be infovmeil of, that is discussed or mentioned
in the work: and as ihese are hardly completely known even to

the author, till the work is finished, the index always appears with

most propriety subjoined to the work. Every book ot any extent

ought to have both contents and index.

Index of a Logarithm, that which shews of how many
places the absolute number, belonging to a logarithm, doth consist,

and of what nature it is, whether an integer or traction. Set
Logarithms.
Index of a Globe, is a little style fitted to the pole, and

turning round with it, pointing to certain divisions in the hour-cir-

cle, h is sometimes fixed, the hour circle turning.

INDIA, an extensive region in A^ia, which lies between 66° and
93° E. Ion. and 7° and 33°" N. lat. Under this name, the Euro-

peans have erroneously under>tnod all the countries which He S.

of Tartarv, and extend from the eastern frontiers of Persia to the

e.istern coasts of China, and they have incUnled likewise under the

denomination of the E. indies the islands ot .lapan, with all the

islands in the Eastern and Indian Oceans, as far S. as New Holland.

But the name of India can be applied, with propriety, to that

country only which is distinguished in Asia as well as in Europe
by the name ol Illndooslan. The countries to the E. of the river

Bunampooler, viz. Aracan, Assam, Burmah, Cambodia, Cochin-

, Cbiita,.
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China, Laos, Malacca, Pegu, Siam, aiul ToiK[uin, wliicli geogra-

phers have hitherto (.h^til)guishecl by the name ol the Peninsula

beyond the Ganges, are no more to be consiclen-il as belonging

to Incl'a, than the bortlering countries of China, 'i liibet, Tartar),

or Persia. See Hindoostan.
INDIAN, belonginu to the Indies, East tr West.
Indian Arkow-koot. See Maranta.
Indian Head, a cape on the E. coabt ol New Holland. Loii.

153. --'6. E. Lat. 25. S. S.

Indian Ink, or China Ink, a valuable black for water-co-

lours, brought trom China and the East I'ndies, sometimes in large

rolls, but most commonly in small oblong quadrangular cakes,

m.irked with Chinese characters. Dr. Lewis aiK.lyzed this sub-

stance, and found that it is composed of line lam|j-blaik and ani-

mal glue. To prepare it he advises to mix the lamp-black with

as much melted glue as is sullicient to give it a tenacity proper for

being made into cakes. These, he sa\s, when dry, answer as well

as those imported from Ch na. Ivory black, linely levigated, an-

swers as well as lamp-black. Ttie Chinese have a peculiar me-
thod of writing with it. Indian ink is also made of all other co
lours. ,

INDIANA, an extensive territory of Virginia, between the

Ohio and L.iurel .Mountain, containing 3,500,000 acres; and ex-

tending in length irom the Pennsylvania line to the Little Kanha-
way.
INDICATION, in physic, whatever serves to direct the ph\-

iician how to act.

INDlCA'llVE, in grammar, the first mood, or manner, ol

conjugating a verb, by which we simply affirm, deny, or ask,

something; as, aniant, they love ; non amant, they do not love;

amantne, do they love.'

IN DICTION, a cycle of fifteen years. See Chkonology.
INDICTMENr, in English law, is a written accusation of

cue or more persons of a cnme or misdemeanor, preferred to, and
presented upon oath by, a grand jury. To this end, (says black-

stone), " The shenll ol every county is bound to I'eturii to every
session of the peace, and every commission of oyer and terminer,

and of general gaol-deliA'ery, twenty-four good and lawlul men of

the county, some out of every hundred, to inquire, present, do,

and execine, all those thing-, which, on the part nf our lord the

king, shall then and there be commanded them. They ought to

be freeholders ; but to what amount is uncertain : which seems to

be casu.-- omissus, and as proper to be supplied by the legislature

as the qualifications of the petit jury ; which were lormerly equally

vague and uncertain, but are now settled by several acts of p.ir-

liament. However, they a^e usually gentlemen of the best figure

in the county. As many as appear upon this pannel, are sworn
upon the grand jury, to the amount of twelve at the least, and not
more than twenty-three; that twelve may be a majoritv. Which
number, as well as the constituiion itself, ive find exactly describ-

ed so early as the Uiws of King Ethelred : Exeant seniores duode-
cira thani, et prsfectus cum eis, ut jurent super sanctuar'.um ([uod

eis in manus datur, quod nolint uUuni innocentem accusare, ncc
aliquem noxium celare. In the time of King llichard I. (accord-
ing to Iloveiien), the process of electing the grand jury, ordained
by that prince, was as follows: four knights were to be taken
from the county at large, wlio choose two more out of every hun-
dred ; which two associated to themselves ten other principal hee-
nien, and those twelve were to answer concerning all particulars

relative to their own district. This number was probably found
too large and inconvenient; but the traces of this institution still

remain, in that some of the jury must be summoned out ot every
hundred. This grand jury are previously instructed in the arti-

cles ot their inquiry, by a charge from the judge who presides

upon the bench. They then withdraw to sit and receive indict-

ments, which are preferred to them in tlie name of the king, but
at the suit of any private prosecutor; and they are only to hear
evidence on behalf of the prosecution: for the finding of an in-

dictment is only ill the nature of an inquiry or accusation, which
is afterwards to be tried and determined ; and (he grand jury are

only to enquire upon their oaths, whether there be suflicient cause
to call upon the party to an--w'er it. A grand jury, however,
cught to be thoroughly persuaded of the truth of an indictment,

so tar as their evidence goes ; and not to rest satisfied merely with

leinote probabilities ; a UQctrine that raight be applied to very op-

pressive puriioses. 1 he grand jury are sworn to inquire only lor

the body of the county, pro corpore comitaius; and therefore
they cannot regularly incjuire of a fact done out ol that county for

which they are sworn, unless particularly enabled by act ot parlia-

ment. And to so high a nicely was this matter anciently carried,

that where a man was woundetl in one county, and died in ano-
iher, the offender was at coinnKm law indictable in neither, be-

cause no complete act of leloiiy was done in any one of them:
but by Stat. '2 and 3 Ed. \'l. c. 24, he is now indictable in the

county where tiie parly died. And, by slat. 2 Geo. II. c. 21, if

the stroke or poisoning be in England, and tr.e death upon the sea

or out of England, or vice versa, the oileniieis, and tlieir acces-
sories, may be Indicted in the county si'here either the death, poi-

soning, or stroke, shall happen. And so in some other cases; as

particularly, where treason is cominitied out of the realm, it may
be incjuired of in ;uiy county w ilhin the realm, as the king shall di-

rect, in pursuance of statutes 2(5 Hen. \\l\. c. 13, 33 ; c. 23, 35;.
and c. 2, 5, 6 ; Euw. VI. c. 11. And counlerieiters, washer-, or
miiiishei-s, of the current coin, together with all manner ot lelons

and their accessories, may, by slat. 26 Hen. VIII. c. 6, (confirm-
ed and explained by 34'aiid' 35 Hen VI II. c. 26. § 75, 76,) be
iu'licted and tried for those ollences, if committed in any part of
W ales, before tiie justices ol gaol-delivery and ol the peace, in the
next adjoining county of England, where the king's writ runneth:
that is, at present in the county of Hereford or Salo|) ; and not,
as it should seem, in the county of Chester or Monmouth: the
one being a county-palatine wherf the king's writ did not run;
and the other a part of Wales, in 26 Hen. \lll. Murders also,

w hetln-r Committed in England or in foreign paits, ma\, by virtue

ol the Stat. 33 Hen. \ 111. c. 23, be inquired of and "trieii by the-

king's special commission in any shire or place in the kingdom^
liy Slat. 10 and 11 W. III. c. 25, all robberies and other capital-

crimes committed in Newfoundland, may be inquired of and tried

in any county of England. Offences against the black act, 9 Gro.
I. c. 22, may be inquired of and tried in any county of England,,
at the option of the prosecutor. So felonies, in dotroying turn-
pikes, or works upon navigable rivers, erected by authoritv of
parliament, may, by statutes 8 Geo. II. c. 20, and 13 Geo. lll.«c.

<'s4, be in<|uireciof and tried in any adjacent county. By stat. 26
Geo. II. c 19, plundering or stealing from any vessel in distress

or wrec^ked, or breaking any ship contrary to 12 Ann. stat. 2. c.

18, may be prosecuted either in the county where the fact is com-
mitted, or in any county next adjoining; and if committed in

Wales, then in the next adjoining English county: by which is

iinder.itood to be meant, such English county as by the stat. 2(i

ilfn. \ III. above-menlioned, hacF before a concurrent jurisdic-

tion ot telomes committed in Wales. Felonies committed nu( of
the realm, in burning or destroying the king's ships, magazines, or
stores, may by stat. 12 Geo. ill. c. 24, be inquired ot and tried

in any county of England, or in the place where the oiience is

committed. By stat. 13 Geo. III. c. 63, misdemeanors committed"
in India may be tried upon information or indictment in the court
of king's bench in England ; and a mode is marked out lor exa-
niuiing witnesses by commission, and transmitting their depositions-

to the court. But, in general, all offences must be iiKiuiied into

as well as tried, in the county where the fact is committed. Yet
if larceny be committed in one county, and tlie goods carried int»
another, the ofhuiler may be indicted in either; for the otience is

complete in both. Or he mav be indicted in EngUmd for larceny
in Scotland, ami carrying the goods with them into England, or
vice versa; or for receiving in one part of tlie unit<'d kingdom
goods that have been stolen in another. But for robbery, bur-
glary, and the like, he can only be indicted where the fact was
actually committed: for though "the carrying away and keeping of
the goods is a continuation ol the original taking, and is therefore

larceny in the second county, yet it is not a robbery or burglary
in that jurisdiction. Audit a pei-son be indicted in one county-
tor larceny of goods originally taken in another, -and be tliereof

convicted, or stands mute, he shall not be admitted to his clergy ;

provided the original taking be attendt-d w ilh mch circumstances

as would have ousted him of his clergy by virtue of any statute

made previous to the year l69l. \\ hen the grand jury have
heard the evidence, if they think it a giouiMiKss accusation, they
used formerly to endorse on the back of the bill. Ignoramus; or,

we know nothiug of it: intimating, that though the facts ,nighi.

pessiblj
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possibly h^ truf, ih.it tiiith did not appear to tiicm. But now
tliev assert in Eni^lisli more absolutely, jiot a true bill; or (whicb

is tlie better vay) not found: and then the party is discharged

without farther ansuer. But a fresh bill may aiferwards be ])re-

"fcrred to a subsequent grand jury. If tliey are satislied of the

trutli of the acciisytion, they tf.en endorse upon it, *' a true bill;"

anciently, billa vera; The'milictnient is then saiil to be found,

, and the party stands indicted. But to lind a bill, there must at

least twelve of tliejurv aa:rec: for so tender is the law of Enijland

of the lives of the subjects, that no nian can be convicted at the

suit of the king of any capital offence, unless by the unanimous

voice of twenty-four of ins equals and neighbuurs; that is, by

twelve at least of Ihe grand jury, in the first place, asseiiling to the

accusation; and aftecwards by Uie whole petit jury of twelve

more, finding him guilty upon his trial. But it tuelve of the

grand jury assent, it is a good presentment, though some of the

rest disagree. And the indictment, when so found, is 'publicly

'delivered into court. Indictments must have a precise and suffi-

cient certainty. By stat. 1 Hen. V. c. 5, all indictments must

set forth the Christian name, surname, addition of the state and

degree, mystery, town, or place, and the county of the oUemlcr;

and all this to identify his person. The time and place are also to

be ascertained, by naming the day and township in which the fact

vas committed : "though a mistake in these points is, in geueial,

not held to be material, provided the time be laid previous to the

finding of the indictment, and the place to be within the jurisdic-

tion of the court ; unless wdiere the place is laid, not merely as a

venue, but as part of the description of the fact. But sometimes

the time may be very material, where there is any limitation in

point of time assigned for the prosecution of olfendeis; as by the

statute 7 Will. III. c. 3, which enacts, that no prosecution shall be

had for any of the treasons or misprison., therein mentioned (ex-

cept an assassination designed or attempted on the pi rson of the

kiiitr), unless the bill of indictment be found within three years

after the olfcnc'e committed: and, in case of murder, tlie time ol

the death must be laid whhin a year and a day after the mortal

stroke was given. The olTence itself nuiit also be set forth with

cl^rness and certainty ; and in some crimes particular words of

^rt must be used, which are so appropriated by the law to express

the precise idea wdiich it entertains of the olfence, that no other

word^, however synonymous they may seem, are capable of doing

it. Thus, in treason, the facts must be laid to be done " trea^on-

ablv, and against his allegiance; anciently, propitorie et contra

lige'.intise suse debitum ;" el:c the indictment is void. In indict-

ijients for murde.'-, it is necessary to say that the party indicted

" nuirdereil," not " killed" or " slew," the other; which, till the

late statute, was expressed in Latin by the word murdravit. In ail

indictments for felo-iies, the adverb •' feloniously," felonies, must
be used; and for burglaries also, burglariter, or, in English,
" burglariouslv:" and all these to ascertain the intent. In rapes,

the word rapuit, " or ravished," is iiecessary, and must not be ex-

pressed" by any periphrasis, in order to render the crime certain.

So in larceitie^ also, the words felonic^ cepit et asportavit, " felo-

niously took or carried away," are necessary to every indictment;

tVjr the^e only Ciui ej;prcss the very offence. Also, in indictments

for murder, the length and depth of the wound should, in geiural,

V.e expressed, iii order that it may appear to the court to have been

of a mortal nature: but if it goes through the body, then its di-

Uiensions are immaterial ; for tliat is apparently sutb'cient to liave

bee!' llie cause of the death. Also, where a limb, or the like, is

absolutely cut off, such .leicriptioii is needless. Lastly, in indict-

uicuts, the value of the thing which is tlie subject or instrument of

tke olifencc must sometime? be expressed. In indictments for

larcenies lliis is nc'cesssary, tliat it may appear whether it be grauil

or petit larceny; and whether intitled or not to the benelit of

clergy. In liomicides of all sorts, it is necessary ; as the weapoji

\\;ith which it is committed is forfeited tp tiic king as a, deodaiuL
INDIES, West, a name given not only to a great number of

jsland.s ill the Atlantic Ocean, l;i ing between j9° and S6° Lon, W.
and between 1 1° 30' and 27° 4y Lat N. but to th.c whole coni-

neiit of America: owing to an erroneous idea of the great Colum-
bus, that the new world was connected with the East Indies.

.INDIGEI ES, a naint; which the ancients uave to some of their

eods. There ; re various opinions about the origin, and:signiticu-

HOH of tlys vifprd, SviuQ, preteijU. iS.wits gjveu to all the gods,

oiiuMS, only to the dcmi-gods, or great men deilied. Others say,

it was given to the g' ds ol the country, or such gods as were ori-

ginally of the country ; and others restrict it to such gods as were
patrons and protectors of particular cities. Others derive it from
indc gcnitus, or in loco dtgcn.s, or from iade and ago, for dcgo, I

live, I inhabit; which seems most probable. Tliese Dii indigetes

were also called dii locales, local gods.

INDIGO, a drug for dyeing blue, prepared from the irfdigo

plant, or indigofera tinctoria, a native of the warmer parts of Asia,

Africa, and America. 1 his drug has frequently undergone vari^

Ous processes of adulteration with earth, ashes, and pounded slate.

The genuine drug ought to be of a rich dark blue colour, ap. -

proaching to black, and, when broken, to display the lustre of

copper: nor should it sink in water, or leave beiiind any sedi-

ment, alter being dissolved. The purest Indigo is brought from
Giuitimala, in South America. Although large quantities of this

d\eing material are annually produced in the British colonies, and
li.eiice imported, vet v\e might easily dispense with this costly

ihug, which, to the detriment of native productions, and especially

that ot woad, was first brought !o Europe by the tr.ifficking Dutch,
about the middle of the sixteenth century. Indeed, there is every
ri ason to believe, that manv plants of English growth would yield

excellent substitutes for uidigo- Indigo is much used in washing,
to impart a bluish cast to linen; pointers also employ it as a wa-
ter-colour ; and dyers consume large quantities in the various tints

ot blue cloths. In March 1797, a patent was gianted to Mr. Jo-
seph Barton, chemist, for an iinproveil method of preparing indigo

for dyeing wool, &c. in a more perfect manner than has hitherto

been di.^covered. As, however, this patent is not expired, and
the process is too expensive to be attenqjted for the gratification

of the experimenter, we refer the inquisitive reader to the ninth

volume ol the Repertory of Arts and Manufactures, where it is

minutely described. By the 36th Geo. 3. c. 40, indigo and co-

chineal may be imported froivi any place, in British ships, or such
as belong to fiieiully nations, free from duty, except that of con-
voy, until the syth of September 18 :j2, and to the end of the then
next session of parliament.

INDIGOFEHA; the Indigo Plant: a genus of the decan-
dria order, and diadelphia ch.ss ot plants; natural order, Pupilio-

iiacea;. Calyx spreading; keel of the corolla, with an awl-shaped
spreading spur on each side; leminie linear. There arethlity-

live species. Ihe indigos are shrubs, ur.der-shrubs, or liPrbs]

the leaves are in some lew cases simple, in more lernat^, iij most
unequally pinnate. .

I. T'l NCToRiA, is a native of the warm parts of Ask, Africa, and
America, and from it the Indigo dye is made, ^A-.c. root is three

or toui lines thick, and more than a foot long, . of a faint smell,

something like |)arsley. From this root issues a single stem nearly

of the san;e thickness, about two leet high, sfndght, hard, f.hnost

woody, covered with a bark shgiilly split, of a grey ash-colour to-

wards the bottom, green in the middle, reddish at tlua extremity/

and without appearance of pitii in the inside.

INDIVIDUAL, [indtvUiuum, Lat.] in logir, a partictOar be-

ing ot any species, or that vdiicii cannot be, divided into two or

more behigs eqtial or alike. Tiie usual division in logic is made
into genera, those genera into species, and those species mto indi-

viduals.

IN D! VISIBLE, among metaphysicians, is applied to a simple
being, that consists of no parts into which it may be divided'.

Thus, God is indivisible in all respects; as is also tlie human miiHl;

nut having extension, or other properties of body.
Indivjsijsles, in geometry, the elements or principles into

ttluch any body or figure may be ultimately resolved ; which i:\-i-

ments are supposed infinitely small : thus, a line may be said to

consist of points, a surface of |)arallel lines, and h solid of parallel

and similar surfaces ; and then, because each ol these elements is

siippo.sed indivisible, if in any figure a line be drawn through the

eUni'-nts perpendicularly, the number of points in that line will-

be the same as th.e number of the elements; whence we may see

th.iit a parallelogram, prism, or cylinder, is resolvable into ele-

ments or indivisibles, all equal tu each oiner, [larallel, and like to

the b.ise; a triangle into lines pai'i:!lel to the base, but decreasing iu

arithmetical proportion, antl so are the circles which constKut*! the
parabylic conoid, and those which constitute the plane of a circle,

or surface of-£ii ijQsceltis-cpne. A cylinder may be resolved into

cjUudricAl
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Cyliudrical ciirvi' iiulivisimes, having all tlie same height, and con-

I

tiimally decreasing inwards, as the circles of tiie base do on which

, they insist. The method of indivisibles is only the ancient me-
iho'd of exhaustions, a little disguised and contracted. It

15 found of great use in shortening matheriatical demonstrations,

of which take the following instance in the famous proposition of

Archimedes, viz. that a sphere is Iwo-lhirds of a cylinder circuni-

Jcribing it. Suppose a cylinder, an hemisphere, and an inverted

cone, Plate XC\ II. lig. 1, to have the same base and altitude,

diid to be cut by intinite planes all parallel to the base, of which
<l g is one. It is plain the square of d h will be every where
fqual to the square of kc (tiic radius of the sphere) =: the

Stpiare Ac -f- e/» square; and consequently, since circles are to

one another as the squares of the radii, all the circles of the he-

misphere will be e<iual to all those of the cylinder, deducting

thence all those of the cone: wherefore the cylinder, deductina;

the cone, is equal to the hemisphere: but it is known that the cone
i« one-third of the cylinder, and consequently the sphere must be
two-thiids of it.

INDOKK, a city of Hindostan, in Malwa, 230 mile^ S.S.W.
<)/ Agra, and 332 ol Delhi. Lon. 76. 11. E. I.at. 22. 56. N.
INDORSE, or INDORSED. See E.ndokse.
INDORSEMENT, in law, any thing written on the back of a

deed; as a receipt for money received. There is likewise an in-

dorsement, by way of assignment, on bills of exchange and notes

ol hand ; which is done by writing a person's name on the back
thereof.

INDOSTAN, or IllNDOSTAN, Pkoper India, or The
Kmpipe of the Great Mogul. See Hindoostan, and In-

lUA.

INDOVVMENT. See Endowmekt.
INDK.AMIA, a river in the isle of Java,

INDRAPORE, or INDUAPOUR, a town on the W. coast of

Sumatra, 100 miles N.W. of Bencoolen.
INDRE, a river of France, which rises four miles N.N.W. of

Boussac, in the department of the Creuse, andjoins the Loire at

Kigne.
Indre, a department of France, so named from the river which

runs through it from S.E. to N.W. comprehending part of the

jjrovince of Berry.

Indre and Loire, a department of France, so named from the

junction of the two rivei^s, comprehending the late province of

VouRAisE, which see.

INDUCEMENT, inlaw, signifies what may be alledged as a

•lotive ; and, in our law, it is used specially in sevend cases ; as

there is an inducement to actions, to a traverse in pleading, and to

an offence coni;iiitted, &c.
INDUCTION, [iudtictio, Lat.] in logic, is when, from several

particular propositions, we infer one general : as, the doctrine of

the Socinians cannot be proved from the Crospels, it cannot be
proved from the Acts of the Apostles, it cannot be proved from
the Epistles, nor the book of Revelation; therefore it cannot be
proved from the New Testament. See Logic, and Oratory.

Induction, in law, is the putting of a clergyman in possession

of a benefice to which he is collated or presented. Induction is

performed by a mandate from the bishop to the archdeacon, who
usually issues out a precept to other clergymen to perform it for

Wm. It is done by giving the clerk corporal possession of the
church, as by holding the ring of the door, tolling a bell, or the
like ; and is a form required by law, with intent to give all the pa-
rishioners due notice and sufficient certainty of their new minister,

to whom their tythcs are to be paid. Thisj therefore, is the inves-
titure of the temporal part of the benefice, as institution is of the
spiritual. And when a clerk is thus presented, instituted, and in-

"ducttd, into a rectory, he is then, and not before, in lull and com-
plete possession ; and is called in law persona impersonata, or par-
son imparsonee.

INDULGENCES, in the Romish church, are a remission of
the punishment due to sins, granted by the church, and supposed
to save the siimer from purgatory. According to the Komish doc-
trine, all the good works of the "saints, over and above those which
were necessary towards their own justification, are deposited, to-
gether with the infinite merits of Jesus Christ, in one inexhaustible
treasury. The keys of this were committed to St. Peter, and to
liis successors the popes, who may 0])en it at pleasure, and b)-
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transferring a portion of this superabundant merit to any particular

person, for a sum oi money, may convey to him cither the jjurdon

of his own sins, or a release for any one in whom he is interested,

from the pains of purgatory. Indulgences were first invented in

the eleventh century, by Urban 11. as a rccompence for those

who went in person upon the glorious entcrprize of conquering'
the Holy Land. They were afterwards granted to those who hir-

ed a soldier for that purpose ; and in process of time were bestow-

ed on such as gave money for accomplialiitig any pious work en-
joined by the pope. 'I his power of gr.inting indulgences has been
greatly abused. Pope Leo X. in order to carry on the magnifi-

cent structure of St. Peter's at Rome, publislied indulgences, and
plenary remission, to all \vho sho\ild contribute inonf y tovvards it.

Fimling the project take, he granted to Albert, elector of Mentz,
and archbishf.p of Mag<ieburg, the benefit of the indulgences of

Saxony and the i.eighbouving parts, and larmed out those of other
countries to tlie highest bidders; who, to make tf.e best of their

bargain, procured the ablest preachers to cry up the value of thft

ware. The form of these indulgences was as follows: " May our
Lord Jesus C^hri>t have mercy upon thee, and absolve thee by the

merits of his most holy passion. And I, by liis authority, that of
his blessed apostles, Peter and Paul, and of the mo^t holy Pope,
granted and committed to me in these )>arts, do absolve thee, first

from all ecclesiastical censures, in whatever manner tliey have
been incurred ; then from all thy sins, transgressions, and excesses,

how enormous soever th.ev may be, even from such as are reserr-

ed for the cognizance ot the holy see, and as far as the keys of the

holy church extend: 1 remit to yuu all punishment w Inch you
deserve in purgatory on their account; and 1 restore you to the
holy sacraments of the cluirch, to the unity of the faithful, and to

that innocence and purity which you possessed at baptism ; s»

that when you die, the gates of punishment shall be shut, aixl the
gates of the paradise of delight sliall be opened : and if you shall

not die at present, this grace shall remain in full force VN'hen you
are at the point of death. In the name of the Father, ,tnd of the

Son, and of the Holy Ghost." The terms in winch the retailers

of indulgences described their benefits, and the iiecessitv of pur-

chasing them, are so extravagant, that they appor almost incredi-

ble. If any nun (said they) purchases letters of indulgence, his

soul may rest secure with respect to its salvation. The souls con-
fined in purgatory, for whose redemption indulgences are purch;is-

ed, as soon as the money tinkles in the chest, instantly escape from
that place of torment, and ascend into heaven. That the efficacy

of indulgences was so great, that the most heinous siii~, even if one
should violate (which was impossible) tlie mother of God, would
be renfittcd and expiated by them, and the person be freed both
from punishment and guilt. That this was the unspeakable gift of

Ciod, in order to reconcile men to himself. That the cross erect-

ed by the preachers of indulgences was equally efl'icacious with,

tlie cross of Christ. " Lo! the heavens are open; if you enter
not now, when will you enter? For twelve-pence you may ro-

deem the soul of your father out of purgatory ; and are vou so un-
grateful, that you will not rescue your parent trom torment? If

you had but one coat, you ought to strip yourself instantly, and
sell it, in order to purchase sucii benefits," &c. This monstrous
abuse of indulgences contributed greatly to the reformation of re-
ligion in Germany, where Martin Luther began first to declaim
against the jjieaihers of indulgences, and alterwards against indul-

gences themselves. Since that period the popes have been more
sparing in the exercise of this power: however, they still carry on
a great trade with them to the Indies, where they are purchased at

two rials a-piece, and sometimes more. The pope likewise grants

indulgences to persons at the point of death ; tliat is, he grants

them, by a briet, power to choose what confessor they please, » ho
is authorized thereby to absolve them from all their sins in ge-
neral.

INDULT, andlNDULTO, [Ital. and Fr.] privilege or e.x-

emption.
Indvlt, in the church of Rome, is the power of presenting t»

benefices granted to certain persons by the pope. Of this kind i«

the indult of kings and sovereign princes in the Romish commu-
nion. By the concordat for the abolition of the pragmatic sanc-

tion, made between Francis I. and Leo X. in 1 jlfi, the French
king had the power of nomin.iting to bishoprics, and other consii-

ton.i! benefices, within his realm. At the sinie realm, bv u particu-
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lar bviU, the pope grantod him Uic privilege of noininatiii;^ to the ;

churches of Brillany and Provence. In IfJiS Pope AU-Nander
;

VIII. and in 166S C'ienient IX. grante<l tlie king an indull for the
|

bishoprics of Metz, 'I'oul, and ^Vrdiin, which liad been welded to
|

him by the treaty of Minister.
j

Ind'jlt, or Ikdulto, in tlie Spanish revenvie, is a duly, tax,'

or custom, paid for all such commodities as are imported from the

West Iiulies in t!ip galleon?.

INDUS, a f^reat river of India, or liifldoostan Proper, called

by llie natives Send, Sinde, or Sindeh ; formed of about ten rivers,

wliich rise amons the mountain'! of Pcr.ia, Tarlary, and Little

Thibet, N. and N. E. of llindoostan, far remote from their sides.

From the city of Attock, in Lat. 32. 27. downward to Mc-ultan,

totheconllux of the Chunaub, it is named the Attock. Below
Moultan it runs in a S. W. direction through the provinces of

Mbultan and Sindy ; and falls into the Arabian or Persian Sea, by
several mouths, N. W . of the Gulf of Cutch. The Nilah, Jamal,

Beliat, and I.akkah, fall into it.

INEBRIANT, any thin;; that afTccts the nerves in a particular

and agreeable manner, and through them alters and disturbs the

ftiHclions of the mind. Inel.riants are divided into natural and
avtiticial; the former chietly in use among the oriental and other

nations, tlie latter principally througb.out Europe.
1. Inebriasis, Artificiat., arc fermented licpiors from farina-

ceous seeds ; wines, and spirits, drawn by di,4iUation.

2. iNEBKrANTS, Natl'r\i., are, 1. Opium; in use all over the

east, and of which the TurUs, through custom, swallow a drachm.
£. Peganvmi harmala, Syrian rue. The seeds ave sold in Turkey
for this purpose; and with these, as Bellonius relates, the Turkish
emperor Solyman kept himself intoxicated. 3. Maslac of the

Turks, ur bangue of the Persians; prepared from the dust of the

male liower of hemp, or from the leaves. 4. Bangue of tlie In-

dians, from the leaves of the hibiscus sabdariffa. 5. Seeds of vari-

ous species of the datura, or thorny apple. 6. Pinang, or betel

of the Indians. 7. Roots of black henbane. 8. The hyoscyamus
jiliysaloides. 9. Berries of tlie deadly nightshade. 10. Leaves of

milfoil, are used by the Dalecarlians to render their beer intoxi-

cating. 11. Tobacco, and several others less material, are men-
tioned ; such as clary, safl'ron, and darnel.

INERTIA, [Lat"in,"| literally implies sluggishness, inactivity,

er want of motion. Hence
Inerti.4 of Matter, in philosophy, is defined l>y Sir Isaac

Newton to be a passive principle, by wdiich bodies persist in their

Jiiotion or rest, receive motion in proportion to the force impress-

ing it, and resist as much as they arc resisted. He also defines it

to be a power implanted in all matter, whereby it resists any
change endeavoured to be made in its state. See Mecha-
nics.

IN ESSE is applied to things -^.-hlch are actually existing.

Authors make a difference betsvecn a thing in esse, and a thing in

posse : a tiling (hat is not, but may be, they say is in posse, or
potentia ; but a thing apparent and visible is in esse, that is, has a

Teal being eo instanti ; v.diere.is the other is casualj and at best but
u possibility.

INEALISTATIO, an ancient punishmeiit of felons, by throw-
ing them among the rocks and sands, used in sea-port towns.

Some think, that infalistatus implied some capital punishment, by
exposing the malefactor upon the sands till the next tide carried

liim away ; of which custom, it is said, there is an old tradition.

However the penalty seems to take 'ts name from the Norman
Jiilcsr, or falesia, which signified not \he sands, but the rocks and
cliffs impending on ihe sea-shore. Commijit feloniam ob quam
fuit su;pensus, ut legatus, vel alio mode morti damnatnp, &c. vel

apud Dover infa'istalns, apud Southampton submersus. Sic.

INFALLIBLE, that cannot en-, or be deceived. One
of the great controversies beiwcen the Protestants and Pa-
pists, is the infallibility wliich the latter atlribiUe to the pojie ;

though, in fact, they themselves are not agreed on that head,

some placing this pretended infallibility in the pope and a general
soimeil.

INFAMY, in law, a term which extends to forgery, perjury,

gross cheacs, &c. by which a person is rendered incapable of be-

ing a witness or juror, even though he is pardoned for hi;;

crimes.

JkNFANCY, {infaniia, Lat.] the first period of human life, pre-

vious lo the age of seven years. Anatomy di.eovev. to us, that
during infancy there is much iiiipei fectiou in the human frame

;

e. g. its parti are disproportioned, and its organs incapable of those
functions which in iuture life they are designed to perform. The
head is larger in proportion to ilie bulk of the body, thbin that of
an adult. The liver and pancreas are much larger in proportion
than in advanced life ; their secretions are more in quanlily also.

The bile is very inert ; the heart is stronger and larger than' in fu-
ture life ; the quantity of blood sent through the iieart of an in-
fant, in a given time, is also more in proportion than in adults.',

Tnough these circumstances have their iuiporlant usefulness, yet
the imperfection attending them subjects this age to many ijijurics

and dangers from which a more perfect state is exempted. Dr.'
Percival observes, m his Essays Med. and Exp. that of all tlie

children who are born alive, two-thirds <lo not live to be two years
old. Infants have a larger proportion of brain than adults, lieiicc

are most subject to nervous disorders ; and lience the diagnostics
of diseases- arc in many respects obscure and uncertain, particular-

ly those taken from tlie pulse, which, from the irritability of the
tender bodies of infants, is suddenly affected by a varietyof acci-

dents- too numerous, and seemingly too trivial, to gain our atten-

tion. However, no very great embarrassment arises to the prac-
titioner Irom henCe ; for the disor<iers in this state are generally-

acute, less complic-ated than those in adults, 'and are more easily

discovered than is generally supposed. The great niorlality

among infants is in part occasioned by the eiToneous practice of
confining their tender bodies as soon as they behold the light, by
means of tight bandages, preventing the free and natural use of
their bowels and limbs. Another cause is the pernicious custom
of feeding them with butter and sugar, oil of almonds, or siniiUir

unwholesome preparations. In order to obviate the abuses before
mentioned, the infant's dress should be so contrived, that it be
neither tQO warm nor too tight, and that not only the influence of
the air may have its full effect, but also the motion of the body be
duly facilitated. Hence a roller, about six or seven inches broad,
should be made, either of linen or woollen cloth, as the season
may require, though a knitted bandage would be far preferable

;

as, from its more elastic nature, it may with less pressure or con-
straint be turned round its body. It would be superfluous to enu-
merate the other parts of the upper dress, as every judicious pa-
rent will readily aecomniodate it to age -and circumstances. The
head should be lightly covered ; and, while (ravelling, in cold or
hot w eather, a cap or hat may be safely used, but again laid -aside,

as soon as the infant returns to the house, or to a mild tempera-
ture, where every compression of the head is useless, and fre-

quently hurtful. Indeed, the whole dress ought to be as loose as

possible, because ruptures, and other fatal consequences, ofteii

originate from a contrary treatment. Stockings are by many con-
sidered as unnecessary articles of the dress of infants; yet, as our
ollspring IS not intended to go bare legged, when adults, we con-
ceive no reason for depriving them of proper hose, especially if

they can be kept dry, and be adapted to the length of the foot,

bodi in winter and summer; though such covering will be mor«
useful in the former season : their shoes also ought to be suffici-

ently wide. From the first moment of their existence, infants are
liable to the attacks of disease. It deserves, however, to be re-

marked, that the descendants of sedentary, idle, nervous, or weak
persons, are chiefly exposed ; while those of the peasant and hus-

bandman, being early inured to fatigue and hardships, are not only-

more healthy, but also less reiluced by occasional indisposition,

and better able to bear external injuries.

INFANT, in law, is a person under twenty-one years of age ;

whose capacities, incapacities, and privileges, are various.

). Infant, in Civil Matters. The ages of male and f*.

male are different for different purposes. A male at twelve years
old may talie the oath of allegiance ; at fourteen is at the years of
discretion, and therefore may consent or disagree to marriage,

may choose his guardian, and, if his discretion be actually proved,
may make his testament of his personal estate ; at seventeen may
be an executor; and at twenty-one is at his own disposal, and
may aliene his lands, goods, and chattels. A female also at seven
years of age may be betrothed or given in marriage ; at nine is en-
titled to (lower; at twelve is at years of maturity, and therefore

may consent or disagree to marriage, and, if jiroved to have suffi-

cient discretion, may bequeath lier personal estate ; at fourteen is
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at years of legal discrciion, ami may choose a guardian ; at scTen-

teeii may be executrix ; and at twenty-o;ie may dispose of

herself and her lands. So that full age in male or female

is at twenty-one years, which age is completed on the day

preceding the ann'iverary of a person's birth ; who till that

time is an infant, and so styled in law. Among the an-

cient Greeks and Romans, women were never of a^e, but

subject to perpetual guardian'^hip, unless when married nis;

convenissent iu manum viri : and, when that perpetual tute-

lage wore away in process of time, we find that, in females as well

as males, full age was not till twenty-five years. Thus by the

constitution of difh-rent kingdoms, this period, which is merely

arbitrary, and juris positivi, is lixed at dilfen nt times. Scotland

agrees with England in tliis point ; (both probably copying from

the old Saxon constitutions on the continent, which extended the

age of minority ad annum vigesinuim primuin, et eo usque ju-

Tenes sub tutelam reponunt ;) but in Naples persons are of full

age at eighteen ; in France, before the revolution, with regard to

marriage, not till thirty ; and in Holland at twenty-five. T he

very disabilities of infants are privileges; in order to secufe them
from hurting themselves bv their own improvident acts. An in-

fant cannot be sued but under tjie protection, and joining the

name, of his guardi;Ti ; for he is to defend him against all att.ncks

as well by law rs otiierwise ; but he may sue either by his guar-

dian, or |)rochein amy, his next friend who is not h.is guardian.

'I'his prochein amy may be any person who --viU undertake the

infant's cause ; and it frequently happens, that an infant, by his

prochein amy, institutes a suit in ecuity against a fraudalcnt guar-

dian. With regard to estates and civil property, an infant hath

many privileges. In general, an infant shall lose nothing by non-
claim, or neglect of demanding his right; nor shall any other

laehes or negligence be imputed to an infant, except in some
very particular cases. It is generally true, that an infant can nei-

ther aliene his lands, nor do any legal act, nor make a deed, nor

any manner of contract, that will bind him. But still to all these

rules there are some exceptions: part of which were just now
mentioned in reckoning up the different capacities which tiiey as-

gume at different ages : and- there are others, a few of which it

may not be improper to recite, as a general specimen of the whole.
And, first, it is true, thai infants cannot aliene their estates; but
infant-trustees, or mortgagees, are enabled to convey, under the

direction of the court of chancery or exche<iuer, or other courts

of equity, the estates they hold in trust or mortgage, to such per-

son as tne court sljall apj.'oint. Also it is generally true, tl-.at an
infant can do no legal act : yet an infant, who has an advowson,
may present to the benefice when it becomes void. For the law
in this case dispenses with one rule, in order to maintain oti-e.-s of
far greater consequence : it perm.its an infant to present a clerk

(wl;o, if unfit, may be rejected by the bishop,) rather thin either

suffer the church to be unserved till he comes of a*^, or pirmit
the infant to be debarred of his right by lapse to the bishop. An
infant may also purchase lands, l)ut his purchase is incomplete

;

for when he comes to age, he may either agree or disagree to it,

as he thinks prudent or proper, without alleging ar.y reason ; and
so may his heirs after liim, if he d^e without having completed his

agreement. It is, farther, generally true, that an infant, under
twenty-one, can make no deed but what is afterwards voidable:

1]

>et in some cases l;e may bind himself apprenlice by (]ecd indent- !

ed or indentures, for seven years ; and lie may by deed cr will

appoint a guardian to his childrcB, ii he has any. Lastly, il is ge-
nerally true, that an infant can make no other co:;*.ract that will
bind him : yet he may bind himself to pay for his necessary meat,
drink, apparel, physic, and such other necessaries ; and likewise
for his good teaching and instruction, whereby ha may profit him-
self afterwards.

2. Infant, in Crun-tkal Matters. The Uis* of England
does in some cases privilege an infant under the age of twenty-
one, as to common misdenieanours; so as to escape hue, impri-
sonment, and the like : and particularly in the cases of omission,
as not repairing a bridge, or a highway, and other similar of-
fences ; for, not having the command of his fortune till the a.ge of
twenty-one, he wants the capacity to do those things whic'.r the
Jaw requires. But wiiere there is any notorious breach of the
peace, a riot, battery, or the like, (which infants when full-grown
are at least as liable as others to commit;) for those, an infant
above the age of fourteen is equally liable to suffer, as a person of

[

the full age of twenty-one. With regard to capital crimes, the

law is still more minute and circumspect; distinguishing witli

greater nicety the several degrees of age and discretion. By th*

ancient S.ixoii law, the age of tr. elve years was established for the

age of po'^sible discretion, when first the understanding might

open; and fron thence till the olfender was fourteen, it was a'ta»

pubertati proxima, in which he might, or might not, be guilty of

a crime, according to his natiiral capacity or incapacity. This was

the dubious stageof discretion : but, under twelve, it was held,

that he could not be guilty in will, neither after fourteen could be

supposed innocent, o? any capital crime wdiich he in fact com-
miUcd. But by the law, "as it now stands, and has stood at least

ever since the time of Edward HI. the capacity of doing ill, or

contracting guilt, is not so much measured by years and days, as

bv the strength of the delinquent's understanding and judgement.

For one lad of eleven years old may have as much cunning as an-

other of fourteen; and in these cases the maxim is, that malitit

supplet Ktatem. Under seven years of age, indeed, an infant

cannot be guilty of felony ; for then a felonious discretion is al-

most an imoossi'bility in nature : but at eight years old, he may
be guilty <ji felony. Also, under fourleen'i though an infant si-.ail

be prima facie adjudged to be doli incapax, yet if it appear to tiie

court and jury that he was doli capax, and could discern betweea

good and evii, he maybe convicted and sii Iter death. Thus a

girl of thirteen has been burnt for killing her mistress: and one

boy often, and another of nine years old, wiio had killed their

companions, have bi-en sentenced to death, and he of ten yeara

actuailv hanged ; because it appeared upon their trials, that the

one hid himself, and the other liid the body he had killed ; whick

hiding manifested a consciousness of guilt, and a discretion to dis-

cern between good and evil. And there was an instance in the 17tb

century, where a boy of eight years old was tried at Abington for

firing two barns ; and, it appearing that he had malice, revenge, and

cunning, he was fotmd guilty, condemned, and hanged accord-

ingly. Thus also, in verv modern times, a boy of ten years old

was convicted on his own confession of murdering his bedfellow ;

tliere appearing in his wdiole behaviour plain tokens of a mis-

cliievous disposition ; and, as the sparing this boy merely on ac-

count of his tender years might be of dangerous consequence t»

the public, by propagating a notion that children might commit
such atrocious crimes with impunity, it was unanimoubly agreej

by all the judges, that he was a proper subject of capital punish'

ment. But, in all such cases, the evidence of that malice, which

is to supply age, ought to be strong and clear beyond all doubt

and contradiction.

INFANTA, and INFANTE, are titles given to all the sons

and daughters of the- kings of Spain and Portugal, except th«

eldest ; the princes being called infa'.;tes, and the princesses in-

fantas.
' INFANTRY, foot-soldiei-s. Vm term takes its origin from on«
of the infantas of Spain, who, lin.ding that the- army commandt^d
by the king her father had been defeated by the Mooi-s, assem-

bled a body of foot-soidiers, and with them engaged and totallf

routed the enemy. Ip memory of this event, and to honrnr tiia

foo'-i,oldiers, who were r.ot before hskl in much consideration,

they received the name of infantry.

iNFANTi'.Y, Heavy-..S.MEU, among the ancients, were such

as v.ore a coiT^plete sit-t of ar.-no'.ir, and engaged \vith broad

shields and loiig spcarj. They v/ete the' iiower and strength

of the Grecian arniicr, and hsd the highest rank of military honour.

Isr\:.TRY, LiCKT, amorg the moderns-, have only been in

use since l(ij5. Tney have no camp-equipage to carry, their

arms and accoutrements are much lighter than those of the in-

fantry. Light infa;itry ar-- the eyes of a general, and the givers

of sleep and safety- to an army. Wherever there is found light

cavalrv, tiiere should be light i^'fantiy. They should be accus.

lo.nedto the pace of four miles ?n hour, as their usual marching-

pace, and to be able to march nt fwe miles an hour upon particu-

lar occ?iioiis. N'ost of the powers on tl-.e continent have light in-

fantry. It is only of htc that lighv infantry came to l>e used in

the British army : but nov.- every regiment has a company cf.light

infantry, whose station is on the left of the regiment, the right be-

ing occupied by the grenadiers.

l>-!-ANTRy, Light-armed, among the ancients, were designed

for skirmislies, and for fightrng at a distance. Their weapons were

arrows, darts, or slings. „
INFATUATE,
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INFATUATE signifies to prepossess any one in favour of

some person or thing that does not deserve it, so far as tliat he

cannot easily be disabused. The word eonies from the Latin

Jiitiiiis, foo\ ; of fari, to speak onl, which is borrowed from the

Greeli ftti<j, whence Tt^T-ir, wliich signifies the same with viites in

Latin, or prophet in EngHsh ; and the reason is, because their

prophets or priests used to be seized with a kind of madness or

folly, when they began to make their predictions, or deliver

oracles.

INFATUATI, among the ancient Romans, persons who fan-

cTed they had seen visions, or imagined the god Faunvis, whom
they called Fatuus, had appeared to tliem.

INFECTION. See Contagion.
INFERL'E, sacrifices ofl'eied by the Greeks and Romans to

the Dii Manes, or the souls of deceased heroes, (see Manes,) or

even any relation or person whose memory was held in venera-

tion. These sacrifices consisted of honey, water, wine, milk, tli.-

blood of victims, variety of balsamic unguents, chaplets, and loose

flowers.

INFERNAL REGIONS. See Elysium, Hell, and Tar-
J

TAra's.

INFIDEL. See Atheist, Deist, and Infiiielitv.

Infidelitv, [tnlidtlitas, Lat.] want of faith; disbelief of

Cliristianity. " Of all the methods (says Mr. Vicesimus Knox, in

his Essays, No. 16,) which the vanity of man has devised v.'ilh a

view to acquire distinction, there is none easier than that of pro-

fessing a disbelief of the established religion. That which shocks

the feelings of those with wlioni vfe converse, cannot fail of attract-

ing notice ; and as the vain are usually confident, they utter their

doulits with anair so oracular and decisive, as induces the simple

to think them profoundly wise. Audacity, with little ingenuity,

will attract the eyes of sp'ectatoi-s, and this will sufficiently answer

the purpose of many among the profe^3ed unbelievers. One might

be diverted, if one' were not hurt, at seeing a circle of silly ad-

mirers, gaping and hxing their eyes on some half-learned and im-

piident prater, who throws out oblique insinuations against the

iJible, the clergy, or the sacrament. These are fertile topics of

wit and ingenuity ; but it might mortify the vanity of some very

Tain writers and talkei-s, if they were to recollect, what is undoubt-

edly true, tliat it is a species of wit and ingenuity which not only

the vilest, but the most stupid and illiterate of mankind, have fre-

quently displayed in all its possible perfection. There is indeed

uo doubt, but that vanity i> one of the principal causes of infi-

delitv. It must be the soie cause of communicating it to others,

by writing or conversation- For let us suppose the case of a very

humane, judicious, and learned man, entertaining doubts of the

truth of Christianity : if he cannot clear his doubts by examination,

be will yet recollect that doubts are no certainties ; and, before he

endeavoui-s to propagate his scepticism, he will ask himself these

<jue.stions: ' Am I quite convinced that what 1 doubt of cannot

possibly be true? If I am convinced of it, am I sure that the pub-

lication of my opinions will not do more harm than good ? &c. I

will venture to repeat (continues our author,) that all writers against

Christianity, however they may affect even the extremes of be-

nevolence, honour, philosophy, and enlargement of mind, are ac-

tuated by vanity and wickedness of heart. Their motives areas

mean, selfish, narrow, and in every respect unjustifiable, as the ten-

dency of their writings is mischievous. Their malice is often im-

potent, through the foolish sophistry of their arguments ; but, if

ever it be successful, it is highly injurious: and indeed, consider-

ing their motives and the probable consequences of their endea-

vours, the infidel vVriter is a greater enemy to society, and conse-

quently guiltier, according to all the principles of social union,

than th'e thief or the traitor. Persecution would, however, only

promote his cause, and his proper punishment is contempt. It is

probable that a great number of sceptical writers never gave them-

selves the trouble to read those scriptures which they warmlyop-
pose. Tliey hear objections, they read objections, and they find,

that from men of reputed v;it and ingenuity the objections often

originHle. They also wish to be reputed men of wit and ingenuity,

and therefore eag.»rly adopt the language and sentiments of the

order. Perhaps the v.mity and pnde of this class of men will

render all attempts to convince them abortive; but to modest

«lnul>ters, and to those whose good SLUse and good dispositions lead

Jkem to wish to he right it may not be useless to suggest advice,

i

with a view to facilitate their conviction. " The chief thing re-

quired is to free themselves from tlie pride of human reason. lUi-
niility (and surely our bhndness and imperfections are sufficient t»
render us humble, if we would be reasonable,) humility will open
our hearts, and belief will lind admission. Sincere endeavours,
seconded by prayers, will never fail to help our unbelief. Rut,
alas! a fine, gay, sprited, liberal, and enlarged modern philoso-
]>her, would be ashamed to be found upon his knees, or with a-

Testament in his possession. There is scarcely any vicious act,

or any vicious book, which would put him so much to the blush.

A modest well-meaning man might however, one should think,
divest himself of those j^rejudices which prevent the possibility of
belief, by the following soliloi|uy: ' 1 find myself placed in a
world abounding with evil and misery. Under the immediate
pres.une of it, I feel my heart inclining like the needle to the north,

by its natural tendency, to the Deity for support. Man, of all

animals, is the only one who has the sense oi religion. Feelingt

the distinctive propensity of my nature, I look around to discover
to what object, and in v.hat manner, that part of my fellow-crea-

tures, who live in the same society with m>self, pay their adoration.

I find a system of religir)u already established, and which has beei»i

established in the most enlightened countries of the earth neac
2000 years. I resolve to examine it. It claims that respect from*
its antiquity and universality. Many difficulties appear on the
first inspection. My reason is often startled, and my belief wavers.
But I will not yet give (ip a point of so much importance, without
further and closer allention to it. 1 refiect, that 2000 years is a
vast space in the age of the world. How many myriads of meu
like myself have lived and died in the faith during that lime! And
were all ofthem fools or hypocrites > ft could not have been. Cau
the understanding of a poor individual, just come into the world,
and hardly knowing where he is, comprehend on intuition an ob-
ject of such magnitude, and make the mighty discovery which has
escaped millions of the wisest and most learned of mortals? Or,-

supposing that they all perceived the deception, am I then at last

the only honest man who will confess it? I am ashamed to avovr
such an idea to myself. But yet, if I reject what they received,
surely I avow it in tlie more expressive language of my conduct.
Pride, I fear, is the foundation of my scepticism; and humility
must form the basis of my belief. 1 will check mv' ow n presump-
tion, and reject the cavils of vain and foolish philosophy. Shall
a poor weak creature, who Cometh up like a flower, and is cut
down, who fleeth as a shadow, and never continueth, in one stay,

presume to pronounce decisively in tliat little period, in which he
has scarcely time to look about him before he dies, against a system
which has strong internal and external evidence of divine original,

which is most useful and comfortable, and which has been admit-
ted among a great portion of mankind duiing almost eighteen cen-
turies? No, it is the first wisdom to be humble. Humility will

be followed by grace, and grace by faith, and faith by salvation.

It plainly appears, that I can lose nothing by belief, but some of
those excessive and irregular enjoyments, which would destroy my
health and life ; but I may possibly secure a glory and a happines*
which shall continue for ever."

INFINITE, that has neither beginning nor end; in which
sense God alone is infinite. Infinite is likewise applied to that

which has had a beginning, but will have no end, as angels and
human souls. This makes what the schoolmen call mnnitum a
parte post; as, on the contrary, by infinitum a parte ante,

they mean that which has an end, but had no beginning ; whick
can be said of nothing except eternity before the creation.

Infinite Quantities. The very idea of magnitudes infinitely

great, or such as exceed any assignable quantities, does include a
negation of limits ; yet if we nearly examine this notion, we shall

find that such magnitudes are not equal among themselves, but that

there are really, besides infinite length and infinite area, three

several sorts ol^ infinite solidity; all of which are quantitates sui

generis, and that those of each species are in given proportions.

Infinite length, or a line infinitely long, is to be considered either

as beginning at a point, and so infinitely extended oneway, or

else both ways from the same point; in which case the one, which
is a beginning infinity, is the one-half of the whole, which is the

sum of the beginning and ceasing infinity; or, as may be said, of
infinity a parti' .ante and a parte post, which is analogous to eter-

nity in time ami duration, in which there is always as much to fol-

i
'

Ivw
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low :is is past, from any poiiit or inoincnt of tinu- ; nor doth tlie

additioii orsubiluction of finite length, or space of time, alter the

case either in infinity or eternity, since both the one and the other

Cannot be any part of Ihe whole.

INFINITESIMALS, among mathematicians are defined to be

infinitely small quantities. In the method of infinitesimals, the

element by which any quantity increases or decreases, is supposed

to be infinitely small ; and is generally expressed by two or more
terms, some of which are infinitely less than the rest; which beilig

neglected as of no importance, the remainmg terms form what is

Called the ditlerence of the proposed quantity. The terms that are

neglected in this manner, as infinitely less than the other terms of

tlie element, are the very same which arise in consequence of t!ie

acceleration, or retardation, of the generating motion, during the

infinitely small time in which the element is generated ; so that the

remaining terms express the elements that would have been pro-

duced in that time, if the generating motion had continued i:ni-

form : therefore those differences are accurately in the same ra^io

to each other as the generating motions of fluxions. And hence,
though in this method infinitesimal parts of the elements are neg-
lected, the conclusions are accurately true, without even an infi-

nitely small error, and agree precisely with those that are deduced
by the method of fiuxions. For example, when DG, Plate

XCVIl. fig. 2, the increnaent of the base AD, of the triangle

ADE, is supposed to become infinitely little, the trapezium
DGHE (the simultaneous increment of the triangle) consists of

two parts, the parallelogram EG, and the triangle EIH ; the latter

uf which is infinitely less than the former, their ratio being that of

Dne-balf DG to AD : therefore, according to this method in

fiuxions, the part EIH is neglected, and the remaining part, viz.

the parallelogram EG, is the ditlerence of the triangle ADE.
Now EG is precisely that part of the increment of the triangle

ADE which is generated by the motion with which this triangle

flows, see Fluxions, and EIH is the part of the same increment
which is generated in consequence of the acceleration of this mo-
tion, while the base, by flowing unifomily, acquires the augment
©G, whether DG be supposed finite, or infinitely little.

Examp. 2. The increment DELM lIG,-fig. 3, of the rectangle
AE, consists of the parallelograms EG, EM, and I b ; the last of
which, I b, becomes infinitely less than EG or EM, when DG and
LM, the increments of the sides, are supposed infinitely small ;

because ib is supposed to EG as LM to AL, and to EM as DG
to AD ; therefore, lb being neglected, the sum of the parallelo-

grams EG and EM is the difference of the rectangle AE : and the
sura of EG and EM is the space that would have been generated
by tile motion with which the rectangle AE flows continued uni-
formly, but that 16 is the part of the increment of the rectangle
which is generated in consequence of the acceleration of this mo-
tion, in the time that AD and AL, by flowing uniformly, acquire
the augments DG and LM. The same may be observed in pro-
positions wherein the fluxions of quanlities are determined ; and
thus the manner of investigating the differences, or fluxions of
quantities, in the method of infinitesimals, may be deduced from
the principles of the method of fluxions. For instead of neglect-
ing EIH because it is infinitely less than EG, n°l. (according to
the usual manner of reasoning in that method) we may reject it

;

because we may thence conclude, that it is not produced in con-
«e(|uence of the generating motion DG, but of tiie subsequent va-
riations of tliis motion. And it appears why the conclusions in the
method of infinitesimals are not to be represented as if they were
only near the truth, but are to be held as accurately true. In order
to render tiie application of this method easy, some analogous iirin-

ciples are admitted, as that the infinitely small elements of a curve
are right lines, or that a curve is a polygon of an ii, finite number
of sides, which being produced, givethe tangents of the ciuve

;

and by tlieir inclination to each other measure the curvature. This
is as ii we should suppose, when the b?se flows uniformly, tlie oi-
ilinate tluws with a motion which is uniform for every" ififinitelv

tmall-part of time, and increases or decreases by infinitely small
tlilTereuces at the end of every such time. But however conveni-
ent tills principle may be, it must be applied with caution and art
on various occasions. It is usual tlierefor?, in many cases, to re-
iolve the element of the curve into two or more infinitely jmall
right lines ; and sometimes it is necessary, if we would avoid error,
to resolve it into an infinite number of such right lines, wiiich are

VOL ill.—NO. 114.

infinitesimals oi the second order. In genera!, it i-s a p-- Uiiatatii ui

this method, that w«e may descend to the infini esima's of any ordi-r

wlialever, as we find it necessary ; by whicli means, any error that

miglil ari~e in the application of it may be discovered and coriectcd-

by a proper use of this method itself. For an example of this, ser

Maclaurin's Fluxions, article 49S. It is likewise to be observed,-

wlien the value of a quantify that is required in a pliilosophical

problem becomes, in certain particular cases, infinitely great or
infinitely little, the solution would not be always just th.ough suek
magnitudes were admitted. As when it is required to rind by
what centripelid force a curve <:ould be described about a fixed

point that is either in the curve, or is so situated, that a tangent
may be drawn from it to the curve, the value of the force is found,

infinite at the centre of the forces in the former case, and at the

point of contact in the latter ; yet it is obvious, that an infinite

force could not inflect the line described by a body that should
proceed from either of these points, into a curve; beca.U3e the di-

rection of its motion in either case passes through the centre of tlie

-

forces, and no force, how great soever, that tends towards the cen-

tre, could cause it to change that direction. But it is to be ob-

served, that the geometrical magnilude by which the force is

measured, is no more imaginary in this than in other cases, where
it becomes infinite ; and philosophical problems have limitations

that eater not always into the general solution given by geometry.
But to obviate these scruples, which the brief manner of proceed-

ing in the method of infinitesimals is apt to suggest to such as enter

on the higher parts of the geometry, after having been accustomed
to a more strict and rigid kind of demonstration in tlie elementary
parts. To such it may seem not to be consistent with the perfect

accuracy that is required in geometrical demonstration, that, in de-

termining the first differences, any part of the element of the va-

riable quantity should be rejected, merely because jt is infinitely

less than the rest, and that the same part should be afterwards em-
ployed for determining the second and higher difierences, and re-

solving some of the most imi)ortant problems. Nor can We sup-
pose that their scruples will be removed, but rather confirmed,
when they come to consider w liat his h.een advanced by some of
the most celebrated writers on this method, who have expressed
their sentiments concerning infinitely small quantities in the pre-

cisest terms ; while some of them deny their reality, and consider

them only as incomparably less than finite quantities, in the same
manner as a grain of sand is incomparably less than the whole earth;

and others represent them, in all their orders, as no less real than
finite quantities. From what has been said, it will appear that a
satisfactory account may be given for the more brief way of rea-

soning used in the method of infinitesimals ; and that when we in-

vestigate the first differences, we may reject the infinitesimal part

of the element, not merely because they are infinitely less than
the other parts ; but because the ipiantities gcneraied, and their

mutual relation*!, dei>end upon the generating motions, and are

discovered by them. The same infinitesimal parts of the element,
however, may serve *'or measuring the acceleration or relardatioa

of those motions from that term, or the powers which may he con-
ceived to accelerate or retard them at that term: and here the in-

finitely small parts of the element that are of the third order, tro;

neglected for a similar reason, being generated only in consequence
of the variation of those powers from that term of the time, la
this manner we presume some satisfaction may be given to the

scrupulous (who may be ai)t to demur at the usual way of reason-

ing in this method) while nothing is neglected without accountiiisj

for it ; and tlius the h.irnicnv niav appear to be more peifect be-

twixt the methcul of fluxions and lliat of infinitesimals. But, how-
ever safe and convenient tins mttliod may be, some will always
sciu|)le to admit infinitely little quantities, and inrinile orilers of
infinitesimals, into a science that boasts of the most evident and
accurate principles, as well as of the most rigid demonstiations ;

and therefore in this article, more unexceptionable p.ostulata have
been used. In order to avoid such suppositions. Sir Isaac Neuton
considers the simultaneous increments of the flowing quantities as

finite, and then iiiVi stigales the ratio, with the limit of ih.e vari-

ous proportions, whivh those increments bear to each olhi-r, while

he supposes them to decrease together, till they vanish; which
ratio is the same v\-ith the ratio of fiuxions. See Fluxions.
INFIRM ARY, a kind of hospital, w here the weak aad sickly

are propeilv taken care of. See Hospiial.
iL ' INTLAMMABILITY,
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INl'LA.MMARUJ'lY, lliat property in bodirs v.hich dis-

poses them to kindle, or catch tire, tieo Caloric, and CoM-
EfSTION.
iXI'LAMMABLE AIK. See Hydrogen' Gas.
INl''LA.\i.MA'lI()N, ill medicine and siirj;ery, ;i redne* and

swelling of anv part ol: the body, attended w illi heal, pain, and
symptoms of tever. See Medicine.

I INFLAMMATION, in clieniistrv, coiiibiistion allended willi flame.

"See CoMBUSTrox, and Caloiuc.
INFLATION, lintlallo, Latin,] the stale of being s-.velled

xiitli wind ; llulnlence.

Ivfl.vtion signilies also the act of stretching or fillingany flaccid

cr distensible body with a llatulenl orwindv substance.

INFLliCTlON, DEFKACTION, or DEFLECTION, in

optics is a property of light, by which, when it comes within a

certain distance of any body, it will either be bent from it, or

towards it ; which is a kind of imperfect reflection or relraction.

See Optics.
[XFLECTIOM, or PoiNT OK INFLECTION', in the higher geome-

try, is a point where a curve begins to bend a contrary way. For
thefindina of this point, See I'l.u.xioxs.

Inflection, in grammar, tiie variation of nonus and verbs, by
declension and conjiigalion. See Declension.
INFLORESCENCE, in botany, a term used to denote the

mode of flowering ; the manner in which llowers are snjjported on
tlieir footstalks. T he various models in which flowers are joined
to the plant by the peduncles or foot-sl.ilks are expressed by dif-

ferent terms. SeeRoTANY. The various modes of flowering
are applicable to those llowers w liich proceeil from the angle form-
ed by the leaves and blanches, as is tlie case in most instances,

and tosncli also as terminate the stem and branches. lu the first

tase, flowers are termed "axiUares," that is proceeding from the
arm-pit of the leaf: in the latter" termiiiales," that is, the termina-
ting the branches. Inflorescence alfords a characteristic mark, by
which to distinguish tlie species of plants, but is not used as a generic
(UlTerence.

INFLUENCE, a quality supposed to flow from tlie heavenly
bodies, either with their light or heat ; to which astrologers iilly

ascribe all sublunary events. Alcliemists also, who to this ascribe
the philosopher's stone, tell us, that every thing in nature is pro-

duced by the influence of tlie stars, wliich, in tlieir passage through
the atmospliere, ini!)ibe many of its moist parts, the grossest where-
of tliey deposit in the sands a"nd earths where they fall ; that these,

filtrating through the jiores of the earth, descend even to the cen-
tre, whence tliey are driven by the central lire back again to the
surface; and in their ascent, b'y a natural kind of sublimation, as

they lind earths duly disposed, they form natural bodie;, as metals,
miiierais, and vegetables, &c. Thus, it is pretended, that chemis-
try, consisting of an artiflcial imitation of these natural operations,
aiifl in applying active principles to p.issive principles, can form
natural bodies, make gold, &c.
INtLUENZA, ill medicine, a species of contagious cilarrh,

so named because it was supposed to lie produced by a peculiar
influence of the stars. The phx-noinena of contagious catarrhs
have been mucli the same wftli those of llic simple kind, but the
disease has always been particularly remarkable for this, that it has
broii llie most widely and generally spn-ading epidemic known. It

bas seldom appeared in anyone country of Europe, without ap-
jjtsring successively in most of the others.

IN FOR.MA PAUPERIS. When any man who has a just

cause of suit, either in Chancery or any of the courts of common
law, will come before the Lord Keeper, Master of the Rolls eitlier

of the Chief Justices, or Chief Baron, i;iid make oath, that he is

not worth rive pounds, his debts paid; either of the said juilges
will, ill his own proper court admit him to sue in forma pauperis,
M as a poor man, and he shall have counsel, clerk, or attorney,
assigned him, to do his business, without paying any fees.

INFORMATION, in law, is nearly the same in the crown
cilice, as what in other courts is called a declaration. Sec Pro-
secution. Informations are of two sorts; first, those which are
partly at the suit of the kjug, and partly at that of a subject ; and
i'nd.y, such as are only in the name of the king. The former
ate usually brought upon penal statutes, which inflict a penalty
uponconvictionoftiie offender, one part to the use of the king,
aud aiKthet to the use of the iiiJbrmer. By the statute 31 Elii.

c. :>, no prosecution upon any p^ nal statute, tlie suit and benefit
whereof are limited in part to the king, and in part to the prose-
cutor, can be brought by any common informer, after one year M
expired since the con.mission of the olllnce ; nor on bchall of the
crown, alter the lapse of two years longer; nor, where the lorfei-

tnre is originally given only to the king, can such prosecution ht
had after the expiration of two years Iroin the commission of the
olience. The informations tliat are exhibittd in tlie name of the
king alone, are also of two kinds: Isl, those which are truly and
properly his own suits, and filed ex otficio by his own immediate
oflieer, the attorney-general, "d, those in which, though the king
is the nominal prosecutor, yet it is at the relation of some private
person or common informer ; anil th.ey are filed by the king's co-
roner and attorney in the court of king's bcncli, usually called the
master of (he crow n-ofiice, who is tor this purpose the standing
oflieer of the public. The objects of the king's own prosecu-
tions, filed ex officio by his own attnniey-general, are properly-

such enormous misdemeanors as peculicrly tend to disturb or en-
d.'.nger iiis govenunent, or to molest or :!ffront him in the regulat
discharge of his royal lunctions. For oU'ences (says Bkickstone)
so high and dangerous, in the punishing cr preventing of which a
moment's delay would be fatal, the law has given to the crown
the power of an immediate prosecution, without waiting for any
previous application lo any oiher triliunal: which poner, thus ne-
cessary, not only to the case and safety, but even lo the very ex-
istencv;, of the executive magistrate, was originally reserved .in the
great plan of the English constitution, wherein provision is wisely
made for the due preservation of all its parts. The objects of the
other species of informations, filed by the master of the crown-
ofllce upon the complaint or relation of a private subject, are any
gross and notorious misdemeanoi's, riots, batteries, libels, and other
immoralities of an atrocious kind, not peculiarly tending to dis-

turb the government (for those are left to the care of the altoruey-

general), but which, on account of their magnitude or pernicious
example, deserve the most public animadversion. And wh»n an:

infornidtion is filed, eitlier thus, or by the attorney-general ex oi*

ficio, it must be tried by a petit-jury of the county where the of-

fence arises : after which if the defendant be found guilty, he must
resort to the court for his punishment. See a history and vindica^

tion of this mode of prosecution in Blackstone's Commentary,^
vol. iv. p. 309—312.
INFORMER, [_informator,'\ in law, is a person who informii

against, or prosecutes in any of the king's courts, those that oHenc
against any law or penal statute. See Information. Informer!
were very numerous both in Greece and Borne. Every corner o
the streets was pestered with swarms of turbulent rascals, whc
made it their constant business to pick up stories and catcliat even
occasion to accuse persons of credit and reputation : these by th<

Greeks were called lytofavlm : see Sycophant. Among the Ro-
mans, informers were of two sorts, Mandatorcs and Delatores
These played into each other's lii-nds ; the former marked dowi
such persons as they pretended to have found guilty "of any mis
demeanor, and the other prosecuting them. \V hat tended to in

crease the number of these pestilent fellows was, that the informei

were entitled to a fourth part of the elTects of the persons con
victed. Wicked princes rewarded and countenanced this mis
chievous tribe ; but Titus set on foot a most diligent search afte

them, and punished such as he found with death or banishmen'
Trajan also is praised by Pliny for a similar conduct.
INFRALAPSARIANS, or INFKALAPSARII, a sect (

predestinarians, who maintain, that God has created a certai

number of men only to be damned, without allowing them th

iiicans necessary to save themselves, if they would. They ar

thus called, because they hold that God's decrees were forme
infra lapsum, after his knowledge of the fall, and in consequenc
thereof ; in contradistinction to the Supralapsariaus.

INFRASCAPULARIS, in anatomy, one of the dcpressc

muscles of the arm. See Anatomy.
INFR/VSPINATUS, in anatomy, one of the abductor-muscl<

of the arm. SeeAxATOMy.
INFULA, iu antiquity, was a mitre worn by the Roman an

Grecian priests, upou the head, from which on each hung a ril

band.

INFUNDIBULIFORM, in botany, is applied to such mi
nopetalous or one-leayed flowvrs as resemble a tunnel in shape, <
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tiliicli have a narrow tube at one er.cl, antl f^racliially wiclcii lo-

iMircIs tlic limb or iiunUli.

INFUSION, in pharmacy, is an operation whereby the virtues

of plants, roots, and the hke, are drawn ont, by li'ttin;^ them
steep in some convenient llu.d menstruum, without boiling Iheni

therein ; as boilin:^ dis-ipates the liner parts ot many hitler and

aioni.itie substances, without carefully extracting their medicinal

principles.

INFUSORIA, in natural history, tlie fifth order of the class

vermes, in the Linna'an system. They arc simple microscopic

animalcules. Tluie are three divisions :

A, with external organs, of which there are five genera, viz.

Ijranchionus, Trichoda,

Cercaria, Vorticella.

Leucopera.

B, without ext'rnal organs, flattened ; four genera :

Colpoda, Gonium,
Cyclidiuni, Paramecium.

C, without external organs, round ; six genera:

BaciUaria, Monas,
Bursaria, Vibria,

Euchelis, VoK'ox.
Tiie order, Infusoria, cannot easily be distinguished froin the

Inlcstma and MoUusca, except by the minuteness of the indivi-

duals belonging to it, and their spontaneous appearance in animal

and vegetable infusions, witliout turnishing any traces of the nian-

jier in which Ihev are proiluced.

INGAl ESr()NE, a town of Essex, 23 miles E. N. E. of

London. Lon. 0. 28. E. Eat. 51. 39. N.
INGliLHElM, OBEU, or UPPER, a town of Germany,

5 miles VV. of Bingen, 12 miles S.W. of iVIentz, and 28 N.W. of

Worms.
INGENUOUS, in Roman antiquity, was an appellation given

to persons born of free parents, who had never been slaves: for

the children of liberti, or persons who had obtained tlieir liberty,

were called Libertini, not Ingeiuii ; this last appellation being re-

served for their children, or the third generation.

INGLUVIES, the c\o\> or craw of granivcrous birds, serving

for tiie immediate reception of the food, vvhere it is macerated
for some time before it is transmitted to the true stomach.
INGOLDSTADT, or INGOLSTADT, a city of Ger-

many, and the strongest in Bavaria, with a famous university and
a handsome cliurch, b miles N. E. of Newberg and 45 N. by \V.

of Munich. Lon. U. 25. E. Lat. 48. 46. N.
INGOT, a mass of gold or silver melted down, and cast in a

longitudinal hollow iron mould, which is also called an Ingot, and
by corruption a Lignct.

INGRAUAM ISLES, ten islands in the South Pacific Ocean
;

lying between 35 and 50 leagues N. N. \V. of the Marquesas
islands. They were discovered by Captain Joseph Ingraham of

Boston iu Massachusetts, on the li)th Ajjri! 1791, the anniversary

of the commencement of the American ^Var. He gave names to

seven of tliein, viz. Washington, or Oohooua, Adams or Wooa-
poo, Federal Island, or Nooheeva, Franklin, or Tat too-e-tee,

Hancock, Knox, and Lincoln. Lon. between 140° 19' and 141'

18' VV. Lat. between 8° 3' and 9° 24' S.

Ingraham, Port, a fine harbour of tlie United States, on the

N. side of Washington. Lon. 133. IS. W. Lat. 33. 37. N.
INGRATITUDE, a crime so shameful, that there seldom was

a man found who would own himself guilty of it; and, though too
free,uently practised, it is so abhorred by tlie general voice, that to

an ungrateful person is imputed the guilt or the capability of all

other crimes. The ungiateful are neither l.t to serve tlieir Creator,

their country, nor their friends. Ingratitude perverts all the mea-
sures of religion and society, by making it dangerous to be chari-

table and good-natured. (See GRAriTUDE ) However, it is

better to expose ourselves to ingratitude, than to be wanting in

rharity and benevolence.
INGRESS, in astronomy, signifies the sun's entering the first

scruple of one of tlie four cardinal signs, especially Aries. It aKo
signifies the commencement of a transit of Venus or Mercury over
the sun's'di-^k.

INGRIA, a province of Russia, in the gulf of Finland, about
130 miles long, and 50 broad. It abounds in game and h>^li : and
here are a great number of elks, whitU come u> troops from Fm-
iuid m llic i-^jring aivi autumn.

ING ROSSER, ;my pei-son who buys up great quantities of any
commodity, before it comes to market, in order to raise the

price.

Ingkosseii, also a clerk who writes records or instruments of
law on parchment.
INHALER, in medicine, a machine for lircathing in warm

steams uito the lungs, recommended by Mr. Mudge 1n the cure
of the calarrhous cough. The body of the instrument holds about
a pint ; and the handle, which is fixed to the side of it^ is hollow.

Ill the lower part of tlie vessel, where it is soldered to tlie liandlc,

is a hole, by means of which, and three others on the Uj.per part of

the handle, the water wiien it is poured into the iiiha'.er, will ri^e to

the same level in both. To the middle of the cover a llexibic

tube about five or six inclies long is fixed, with a month-piece of

wood or ivory. Underneath the cover there is a valve fixed,

w hicli opens and shuts the communication between the upper and
internal part of the inhaler and the external air. W hen the

mouth is applied to the end of the tube in the act of inspiration,

the air rusl-.es into the handle, and up through the body of warm
water, and the lungs become, consequently, filled with hot va-

pours. In expiration, the mouth being still fixed to the tube,

the breath, together with the steam on the surface of the water in

the inhider, is forced up through the valve in the covsr. In this

manner, therefore, tlie whole act of respiration is performed

tliroughthe inhaler, without the neces-ity, in the act of expiration,

of either breathing through the nose, or removing the pipe from
the mouth.
INHERITANCE, inlaw, is a perpetual right or interest in

lands invested in a person and his heirs.

Inheritances, Law of. 'The doctrine of descents, or law of

inheritances, in fee simple, is a point of the highest importance.

See Fee. All the rules relating to purchases, whereby the legal

course of descents is broken and altered, perpetually rcler to this

settled law of inheritance, as a first principle universally known,
antl upon which their subsequent limitations are to work. Thus
a gilt in tail, or to a man and the heirs of his body, is a limitatiou

that cannot be perfectly understood, withoi-'t a previous know-
ledge of the law of descents in fee simple. One may perceive,

that this is an estate confined in its descent to such heirs only of

the donee as have sprung, or shall spring, from his body : but who
those heirs are, whether'all his children both male and female, or

the male only, and (among the males) whether the eldest, young-

est, or other son alone, or all the sons together, shall be his heir ;

this is a point that we must resort back to the standing law of de-

scents in fee simple to be informed of. And as this depends on

the nature of kindred, and the several degrees of consanguinity,

we refer the reader to the article Consanguinity, where the

true notion of this kindred or alliance in blood is particularly stat-

ed. We shall here exhibit a series of rules of inheritance, with il-

lustrations, according to which, by the law of England, estates are

transmitted from the ancestor to the heir. 1. ' inheritances shall

lineally descend to the issue of the person last actually seised in

inliiiitum, but shall never lineally ascend." To understand both

this and the subsequent rules, it must be observed, that by law no

inheritance can vest, nor can any person be the actual complete

heir of another, till the ancestor is previously dead. Nemo est

hxres viventis. Before that time, the person who is next in the

line of succession is called heir apparent or heir presumptive.

Heirs apparent are such whose right of inheritance is indefeasible,

|>rovide<l they outlive the ancestor ; as the eldest son of his issue,

who must, bv the course of the common law, be heirs to the la-

ther whenever he happens to -die. Heirs presumptive are such,

who, if the ancestor should die immediately, would in the present

circumstances of things be his heirs ; but whose right of inhent-

aiire may be defeated by the contingency of some nearer heir

being born; as a brother or nephew, whose presumptive succes-

sion may be destroyed by the birth of a child ; or a daughter,

whose p'reseiat hopes may be hereafter cut off by the birth ol a -f.n.

Nay, even if the estate liath descended, by the death of the owner,

to such a brother, or nephew, or daughter ; in the former cases,

the estate shad be divested and taken away by the birth of a post-

humous child : and in the latter, it shall also be totally divested by

tiie birth of a posthumous son. We must also reinemhir that no

person can be properly such an ancestor as that an inheritance in

lands or tenements can be derived iVom him, unless he liatli liad an

actual seisin of such lauds, cither by his own entry, or by the pa-
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<<essioii of his oun or liii ancc^lor's Itssee for years, or by receiving

rent from a lessee of the freehold : or unless' he hath what is equi-

valent to cor|)oral seisin in hereditaments that are incorpora! ; such

as the receipt of rent, a presentation to file church in case of an

advowson, and tlie like. But he shall not be accounted an ances-

tor who hath had only a bare right or title to enter or be otherwise

seised. And therefore all the cases which will be mentioned, are

upon the supposition that the deceased (whose inheritance is now
claimed) was the last person actually seised thereof. For the law

requires this notoriety of possession, as evidence that the ancestor

had that properly in himself, which is now to be transmitted to his

heir. Which notoriety hath succeeded in the place of the ancient

fcodal investiture, whereby, while feuds \\;'re [precarious, the vassal

on the descent of lands w as formerly admhted to the lord's court

(as is still the practice in Scotland); and therefore recei\ed his

Seisin, in the nature of a renewal of his ancestor's grant, in the

presence of the feodal peers ; till at length, when the right of suc-

cession became indcfeasibh;, an entry on any part of the lands

witiiin the county (which if disputed was afterwards to be tried

bv tliose peers,) or other notorious possession, was admitted as

equivalent to thi: formal grant of seisin, and made (lie tenant capa-

ble of transmitting his estate by descent. The seisin of any person

thus undei'stood,makes him the root or stock from which all futme
inheritance by right of bloodmust be derived ; which is very briefly

expressed in this maxim, Seisina facit stipilcm. V, hen therefore a

person dies so seised, the inheritance firat goes to his issue : as il

there be Geoffrey, John, and Matthew, grandfather, father, and

son; snd John purchases lands, and dies ; his son Matthew shall

succeed him as heir, and not the grandfather Geol'frev ; to whom
the land shall never ascend, but shall rather escheat to the lord.

2. " The male issue shall be ailniitted before the female." Thus
sons sl'.all be admitted before daughters: or, as our male lawgiveis

have somewhat uncom[)laisantly expressed it, the worthiest of

blood shall be preferred. As if John Stiles had two sons, Matthew
snd Gilbert ; and two daughters, Margaret anil Charlotte, and
dies; first Matthew, and (in case of his death without issue) then
Gilbert shall be admitted to the succession in preference to both
the daugliters. 3. " Where there are two or more males in equal

degree, tlie eldest only shall inherit ; but the females all together."

As, if a man hsth two sons, Matthew and Gilbert, and two daugh-
ters, Margaret and Charlotte, and dies ; Matthew his eldest son

shall alone succeed to his estate, in exclusion of Gilbert the Sfcond
son and both the daughters ; but if both the sons die without issue

before the father, the daughters Margaret and Charlotte shall both
inherit the estate as coparceners. 4. " The lineal descendants, in

inUnitum, of any person deceased, shall represent their ancestor;
that is, shall stand in the same place as the person himself would
jiave done had he been living." Thus the child, grandchild, or

great-grandchild (either male or female), of the eldest son suc-

ceeds befoie the younger son, and so in inlinitum. And these repre-

sentatives shall take neither ipore nor less, but just so much as

their principals would have done. Asif there be two sisters, Marga-
ret and Charlotte ; and Margaret dies, leaving six daughters ; and
then John Stiles the fatlierof the two sisters dies withontdher issue

;

these six daughters shall take among them exactly the same as their

mother Margaret would have done, had she been living; that is, a

moiety otthelandsof JohnStiles in coparcenary: soth;lt,upon par-

tition made, if the land be divided in 12 parts, thereof Charlotte the
surviving sister sliall have six, and her six nieces, the daughters of
Margaret, one a- piece. 5. " On failure of lineal descendants, or
issue, of the person last seised, the inheritance shall descend to
tlie blood of the first purchaser ; subject to the three preceding
rnles." Thus, if GeolTrey Sides purchases land, and it descends
to John Stiles his son, and John dies seised thereof without issue ;

whoever succeeds to tiiis iuheritaiice' must be of the blood of
Geoffrey, the first purchaser of this family. The first purchaser,
per(|uisitor, is he who first acquired the estate to his family,
vliether the same was transferred to him by sale, or bv gift, or liv

any oihi'rnielhod, except only that of descent. 6. "'Che collater-

al heir of the person last seised must be his next collateral kinsman
«if the whole blood." First, he must be his next collateral kins-

man isither i>ersonally or jure repiesentationis; which proximitv
is reckoiH'd according to the canonical degrees of coasan^uinitv":
See CoNSANG¥iMiTY. Therefore the brother being in the fiist

«leg-ce, he and bis descendants shall exclude tlie uncle and his

issue, who is only in the second. Thus, if John Stiles dies with-

out issue, his estate shall descend to Francis his brother, who is

lineally descended from Geotfrey Stiles, his next immediate an

cestor or father. On failure <:f brethren or sistei-s and their issue

it shall descend to the uncle of John Stiles, the lineal descendant
of his grandfather George; and so on in inhnitum. But secondly,

the heir need not be the nearest kinsman absolutely, but only sub
modo ; tliat is, he must be the nearest kinsman of the whole blood :

fir if there be a much nearer kinsman of tlie half-hlood, a distant

kinsman of the whole blood shall be admitted, and the other en-

tirely excluded. A kinsman of the whole blood is he that is de-

nvetl, not only from the same ancestor, but from the same couple
of ancestors. For as every man's own blood is compounded of
the bloods of his respective ancestors, he only is properly of the

whole or entire blood with another who hath (so far as the distance

of degrees will permit) all the same ingredients in the conipcsitioa

of ills blood that the other hath. Thus the blood of John Stiles

bring composed of tliose of Geoffrey Stiles his father and Lucy
Baker his mother, therefore his brother Francis, being descendetl

from both the same parents, hath entirely the same blood with

Jolm Sides; or he is his brother of the whole blood. But if,

after the death of Geoffrey, Lucy Baker the mother marries a

second husband, Lewis Gay, ancl hath issue by him: the blood
of this issue, being compounded of the blood of Lucy Baker oa
the oj'.e part, but that of Lewis Gay on the other part, it hath
therefore only half the same ingrcd.ents with that of John Stiles;

so that he is oiily his brother of the half-blood, and for that reason
Ihey shall never inherit to each other. So also, if the father has

two sons, A and B, by different wives; these two brethren are not
brethren of the whole blood, and therefore shall never inherit to

each other, but the estate shall rather escheat to the lord. Nay,
even ii the fatlier dies," and his lands descend to his eldest son A,
who enters thereon, and dies seised without issue ; still B shall not
be heir to this estate, because he is only of the half-blood to A, the

person last seised ; but had A died without entry, then B might
have inherited; not as heir to A his half-brother, but as heir to

their common father, who was the person last actually seised.

The rule, tlu-n, amounts to this : That to keep the estate of John
Stiles as nearly as possible in the line of his purchasing ancestor*

it must descend to the issue of the nearest couple of ancestors

that have lelt descendants behind them ; because the descendant*
of one ancestor only are not so likely to be in the line of that pur-
clrjsin<; ancestoi as those who are descended from two. But her*
ad.liiculty arises. In the second, third, fourth, and every supe-
rior degree, every man has many couoles of ancestors, increasing

according to the distances in a geometrical progression upwards,
(See Co.s'SAKGt'iNiry,) the descendants of all which respectiv©

couples are (representatively) related to him in the same degree.

Thus, in the second degree, the issue of George and Cecilia Stiles,

ancl of Andrew and Esther Baker, two gi;uidsires and grand-

motliers of John Stiles, are each in the same degree of propin-

quity; in the third degree, the respective issues of Walter and
Christian Stiles, of Luke and Francis Kempe, of Herbert and
Hannah Baker, and of James and Emma Thorpe, are (upon the

extinction of the tvs'o inferior degrees) all equally entitled lo call

themselves the next kindred of the whole blood to John Stiles.

To whicli therefore of thi,se ancestors must we first resort, to find

out descendants to be preferably called to the inheritance? In

answer to this, and to avoid the confi.;sion and uncertaiuty that

might arise between tlie several flocks wherein the purchasing an-

cestor may be sought for, 7. The 7th and last rule is, "That in

collateral inheritances the male stocks shall be preferred to the

female (that is kindred derived from the blood of the male an-

cestors shall be rdmilted before those from the blood of the fe-

male) ;—unless where the lands have in fact descended from a
female."— rims the relations on the lather's side are admitted in

Infinitum, before those of the mothei-'s side are admitted at ail J

and tiie relations of the father's father, before those of the fatlier's

mother : and so on. For the original and progress of the above
canons, the reasons upon which they are founded, and their agree-

ment with the laws of other nations, see Blackstone's Commehta-
ries, vol. ii. ^^'e shall conclude with exemplifying the rules them-
selves by a short sketch of the manner in which we must search

for the heir of a person, as John Stiles, who dies seised of land

M hich he acquired^ and which therefore he Ifeld ;;s a feud of

ilidciiuits

t
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iidefinito antiquity. Si-i? Pl.;tc LXXXIX. In tl.e first pl;.ce siir-

ecfU llie eUlfst son, Matthew Stiles, or lii-- isiuo, (No. 1) :—if his

iiie be extinct, tlicii Gilbert Stiles and the other sons re^pectivel.v,

,11 orJer of birth, or tlicir issue, (N° 2) -.—in default of these,

ill the (laiiglUers together, Margaret and Ciiarlotte Stiles, or their

issue, (N'o):—On the failure of the desecndants of John Stiles

tiimsclt, the issue of GeotlVey and Lucy Stiles, his parents, is

called in : viz. fust, Francis Stiles, tl:e eldes'; brother of the whole

blood, or his issue, (N". 4"i ;—then Oliver Stiles, and the other

whole brotiiers respectively, in order ofl)iill], or their issue, (N°
'jy.—tlien the sisters of the whole blood altugother, Bridget and

Alice Stiles, or their issue, together, (N" 6}— In defect of these,

the issue of George and Cecilia Stiles, his father's parents ; re-

spect being still had"to their age and sex, (N° 7):—tlien the issue

of Walter and Christian Stiles, the parents of his paternal grand-

father, (X^ 8, .;—then the issue of Richard and Anne Stile^, the

parents ol his paternal grandfather's father, (N° 9) ;—and so on in

tiie paternal grandfather's paternal line, or blood of Walter Stiles,

ia infinilun!. In defect of these, the issue of William and Jane

Smith, the parents of ills |)aternal grandfather's mother, (N° 10):

—and so on in the paternal grandfather's maternal line, or blood of

Christian Smith, in inlinilum ; till both the immediate bloods of

George Stiles, Uie jjaternal grandfather, arc spent. Then we
must resort lo the issue of Luke and Frances Kempe, the parents

of John-Stiles' paternal grandmother, (N" 11):—then to the issue

ofThomas and Sarah ivempe, the parents of his paternal grand-

mother's father, (N° 1 2) :—and so on in Uie paternal grandmother's

paternal line, or blood ot Luke Kempe, in inhnitunr. In default

of w liich, we must call in the issue of Chailes and Mary Holland,
the parents of his paternal grandmother's mother, (N° !3): andso
OB in the paternal grandmotiier's maternal line, or blood of Frances
Holland, in inlimtum; till both the immediate bloods of Cecilia

Kempe, the paternal gr.'.ndmother, are also spent. Wherebv the

paternal bluOtl of John Stiles entirely failing, recourse must then,

a. id not before, be had to his maternal relations ; or the blood of
the Bakers (N" l4,_lj, 16), Willises (N° 17), Thorpes (N° 18,

19), and Whites (N° 20) ; in the same regular successive order
as in the paternal line. It is to be remenibered, that during tliis

vhole process, Joiin Stiles istlie person supposed to have been last

actually seised in the estate. For if ever it comes to be vested in

any other person, as heir to John Stiles, a new order of succession
must be observed upon the death of such heir; since he, by liis

own seisin, now becomes himself an ancestor, or stipes, and inust

be put in the place of John Stiles. The figures therefore denote
the order in w hich the several classes would succeed to John
Stiles, and not to each other; and before we search for an heir in

any of the higher ligures, (as N' 8,) we must first be assured that

all the lower classes (from X° 1 to 7,) were e.Ntinct at John Stiles's

decease.

INHIBITION, in Scots law, a diligence obtained at the suit

of a creditor against his debtor, prohibiting him from selling or
contracting debts upon ins estate to the creditor's prejudice.

INJECFION, in medicine, sign lies the forcibly throwing of
certain liquid medicines into the body by a syringe, tube, clyster-

pipe, or the like.

Injection, in suigery, the throwing in of some liquor or medi-
cine into a vein opened by incision. This practice, and that of
Transfusion, or the conveying the arterial blood of one man, or
other animal, into another, were once greatly practised, but are
now very properly laid aside.

Injection, An-.^tomical, the filling the vessels of a human,
or other animal body, with some coloured substance, in order to

make their figures and ramilicatioiis vi'iible.

INIS, an Irir>h word signifying an island, wliich makes part of the
names of many islauds on the coast of Ireland, and of some in Scot-
land: as,

INISBERG, two islands of Ireland, 1. oh tU- N. W. coast, of
Donegal : 2. on the W. coast of Kerry.

INISHAE and INISHARX, two islands on the W. coast of

Gal way.
INISH-CHONNEL, an island of Scotland, in Loeh- Aw.
INISHERKAN, an island of Cork, on the W. sice of Bal-

timore harbour, six miles in circumference. Lon. 9. ly. W, Lut,
51.24. N.
INISMURRY, an island between Sligo and Donegal Bays.

Lon. §. 33. W. Lat. 54. 26. N.
-^

.
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INISriOGHi"., a borough of Iielaiul in Kilkenny, Lelnsler (

13 miles S. W. of Kilkenny, and 6.i from Dtiblin.

INiSTUISCAH, an island on the W. coast of Kcriv. Lon. IP.

2o. W. Lat. 52. 8, N.
IXJUNCriON, in law, a writ generally grounded upon an

interlocutory order or decree out of the court of chancery or ex-

checpier, sometimes to give possession to the plamtilf, lor want of

the delendanl's appearance; sometimes to the kins's oidinary

court, and sometimes to the court Cliristian, to stop proreeilmgs in

a cause, upon suggestion made, that the rigour oftiielaw, if it

take place, is against equity and conscience iii that case, that the

complainant is not able to make his defence iii tliese courts, for

want of witnesses, &c. or that they act erroneously, denying hiili

somejujt advantage.

INJURY, in law, any wrong done to a man's person, reputa-

tion, or goods. See Assault.
INK, a black fluid employed in writing, and usually prepared

with an iniusion of galls, copperas, and gum-arabic. The chief

requisites for the making of good ink, are, 1. Limpidity, so that it

mav flow freely from the pen. 2. A deep, uniform, and black

colour. 3. Durability, so that the letters be not liable to be elia-

ced by age ; and 4. It .should be divested of any corrosive qua-

lity, by which the substances of the paper may be destroyed, or

the writing rendered in any degree illegible. No ink, however,
hitherto used, possesses all these properties; hence several inge-

nious chemists have been induced to make experiment*, in order

to render it more perfect. J\L Ribaucotirt, in the "Annalesde
C'himie," directs eight ounces of Aleppo galls, and four ounces of

logwood, to be boiled in twelVe pounds of water, till the quantity

is reduced lo one-half; when the liquor should be strained throttg'h

a linen or hair-sieve into a proper vessel. Four ounces of sulphate

of iron (green vitriol) ; three ounces of gum-arabic ; one ounce of
sulphate of copper (blue vitriol) ; and a similar quantity of sugar-

candy, are now to be added : the liquid sliould be frequently

shaken, to facilitate the solution of the salts. As soon as these in-

giedients are perfectly dissolved, the composition is suflered to

subside for twenty-four hours; when the ink may be decanted
from the gross sediment, and preserved tor use in glass or stone

bottles, well stopped. 'Ibis ink exhibits a purplish-black colour
in the bottles ; but the writing performed with it, is said to be of a
beautiful black cast, which it retains, unaltered, for a considera-

ble length of time. Each quart of the preparation contains :

oz. drs. gn.
Of galls 2 5 20

Cireen vitriol 1 ? 40
Logwood 1 2 40
Gum 1

Blue vitriol 2 40
Sugar-candy /) 2 40

Jil. Ribaucourt is of opinion, that ink thus prepared, may be pre-

served several years in a state of perfection, without depositing

either galls or iron. Tiie ink commonly used, is manufactured bv
stationers, according to Dr. Lewis's recipe ; but it is ill calctilated

for keeping, as it deposits a black sediment, while the fluid itself is

of a pale colour. Each quart of this ink contains:

02. drs. grs.

Ofgalls 3

Cireen vitriol'... ...' I

Logwood .....' 5 24
Gum 1

Neither blue vitriol nor sugar are employed in this preparation.

As, however, both the ink made after the latter method, and that

compounded according to other recipes, are not adapted to resist

the effects of acids, and are consequently by no means lit for re-

cords, deeds, and other documents, AL Westrunib recommends
the following ingredients, as being well calculated to remedy this

inconvenience. He directs one ounce of Brazil-wood, and a simi-

lar quantity of gall-nuts, lo be boiled in forty-six ounces ("some-

what less than three pints) of water, till the whole be reduced i«

thirty-two ounces, or about t%vo quarts. This decoction is to be
poured, while hot, upon half an ounce of copperas, or green vitriol;

a quarter of an ounce of gum-arabic, and a similar quantiivot;
white sugar. As soon as a perfect solution of these substancesha?

taken place, one ounce and a quarter of indiso, finelv pulverized,
•»«. 2 M '

is
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is lo l)e atldefi ; together witli tlirce quarters of an ounce of tli^^^ll ties. If, however, tliis preparation be designed for dveing silk.

purest lamp-black, previously diluted in one ounce of the best

brandy. The whole is to be well incornoraled ; and, after it has
subsided, M. Westrum asserts tliat it will form an inU absolutely
indestructible 'ly acids. A more simple conipiijiliou, is llut pro-
]>osed by M, l5osse, who directs one ounce of Brazil-wood to be
boiled in twelve ounces of w iter wit li half an ounce of alun^, till the
liquid be reduced to eight ounces; when one ounce of calcine*!

manganese is to be mixed with half an ounce of ;jum-arabic, and
added to tlie liciuor, whicii should be previously decantetl, in

order to render it perfectly limpid. This prep.iralion is said to

pos.sess the property of being indelible by the use of any kind of

acid, and to be superior to that proposed by M. Westrnnib. A
durable ink may also be prepared by washing paper, parchment,
&c. with the Prussic acid, which will not in the least injure either

ot these substances. The materials, thus prepared, may be writ-

ten on with common ink, and a gr'jund of Prussian blue will be
formeil beneath every stroke, wliieh will remain long after tlie

black lias decayed by the inlluence of the air, or been destroyed
by acids. The latest, and perhaps most simple, preparation of

Wack ink, is that contrived by Van Mons, who observed that

sulphate of iron, or green vitriol, wdien calcined till it became
white, uniformly afforded a very beautiful black precipitate. Ac-
cording lo his experiments, the toUowing ingredients produced an

excellent writing ink : four ounces of galls, two ounces and a half

of calcined vitriol of iron perfectly white, and two pints of water.
The whole was infused in a cold place for twenty-four hours: add-
ing ten drachms of pulverized gum-ai;abic, and preserving it in

9 gl.iss-botlle, or glazed earthen vessel, slightly covered with
jjaper.

In'k, Indian. See Indian Ink.
Ink-I'owdkr is prepared chiefly from the acid salt of galls,

which may be obtained by the following process: Take two
ounces of pulverized galls, and infuse them in twelve ounces of

rain or river-water ; expose the whole for a few days to a warm
temperature, and stir it occasionally : after having extracted the

colouring matter, filter the solution, and suffer it to stand in the

open air for several weeks, in a vessel slightly covered. A sedi-

ment will then be gradually formed ; which, after removing the

mouldy skin from the top of the liquor, should be carefully col-

lected. Hot water is next poured on this sediment, when it is

again filtred and evaporated to dryness : thus, a grey crystalline

salt will be produced, that is, the essential basis of black ink ; and
which may be still more purified by repeated iolution, filtration,

and evaporation. If one drachm of this salt of galls be triturated

with an equal (piantity of the purest vitriol of iron, and about
twenty grains of perfectly dry gum-arabic, a composition will be
obtained, which,- on adding a proportionate quantity of warm wa-
ter, instantly affords an excellent black ink.

Ink, Bluk. One ounce of tlie finef.t indigo is first levigated

in a glass-mortar ; then four ounces of the most concentrated vi-

triolic acid are vfery gradiiliUy poured on the powder; and, on
eyery ad.lition, it is stirred with a glass-pestle, so that the whole
mixture will require several hours. Such precaution is indispen-

sable, as otherwise the heat generated on adding the vitriolic acid,

would impair the brightness of the colour. After standing from
twelve to eighteen hours, in a moderately warm place, this dense
mixture must l>e diluted with water ; not by adding this fluid to

the composition, but by introducing small portions of the latter

into a vessel containing such a (piantily of water as may be requi-

site to produce a lighter or darker shade. In general from thirty

to forty parts of water will be necessary to reduce it to a fine blue
liquid. This diluted solution of indigo is, however, in too causlic

a state lo be emp!oye<l either as a blue dye, or as writing-ink.

Hence the vitriolic acid ought to be divested of its corrosive qua-
lity, by means of such a substance as may form a chemical com-
bination with the acid, and not precipitate the indigo. If the so-

lution be intended merely for colouring orwrii:ng on paper, it

will be Huffuient to adu pulverized chalk in snijll portions, till it

cease to etfcrvesce ; bt-rause a large quantity of this powder, at a

time, would cause the hquid to rise above the brim of the vessel.

It is easy to ascertain tbi- point of saturation ; for, when the povv-
' der of chalk scattered on the surface no longer produces any bub-

bles, the solution should be snilVrtd to stand for twenty-four

hours, then (iltrcd through blotting ;)aper, and preserved in hot-

such as stockings, !kc. it will be preferable to neutralize the vitrio-

lic acid by the addition of aluminous earth, instead of chalk, as

the lormer renders the colour more durable. And, if the solution
is to be used for painting on silk, it ought to be previously mixed
with gum-tragaCanth.

Ink, GattN. Take a glass-retort containing about one quart

;

pour into it one pint of disUlled vinegar ; place it over a sand-heat,
and when it begins to boil, introduce into the liquid small por-
tions of powdered verdigrease, till a saturated solution is obtained,
or till no more colouring matter can be dissolved. In order to

kee|) (he latter suspended, and prevent the formation of crystals,

it will be requisite to add about the sixth part of gum-arabic, in

proportion to the verdigrease. For preparing the red and yellow
ink, see the articles Red, and YtLLow.

Ink, Printing, or Printers', difFeri greatly from every
other s])ecies. It is an oily matter of the consistence of an oint-

ment, the composition of which is, at present, very iniperfecily

known, excepting to the few who are employed in its manufac-
ture. The foliowing recipe, however, has been found to make
printing ink of a tolerably good quality: Let two quarts of lin-

seed-oil be boiled in a vessel capable ot holding a triple quantity,
over a strong fire, till it emit a thick smoke. It is then to be
kindled with a piece of paper, and sufTered to burn for the space
of a minute, wiien the iiaines must be extinguished, by closing
tiu^ vessel. As soon as the oil becomes cool, two pounds of black-

resin, and one pound of hard soap, cut into thin slices, are to be
added ; the mixture again placed over the fire ; and, when the in-

gredients are perfeclly dissolved, a pound of lamp-black, prc\ i-

ously sitted, must be incorporated with the mixture ; after which
tiie whole is to be finely ground on a marble-stone. This inethott

of making priiiters'-ink is acknowledged to be prefei'able to the
dilftrent recipes hitherto published. It is, however, much infe-

rior in beauty of colour to the ink generally used, and is apt to

adhere to the tjpcs, so as to make an indistinct impression. (Jood
printers'-ink, wliich is easily worked, without daubing or tearing
llie paper, w hile it imparts a fine colour, is a desideratum that will

amply repay the attention aiid time bestowed upon its preparation.

See Pris J INC.
Ink, Sympathetic, a liquid employed for writing on paper,

so that it may retain ib natural whiteness after the letters are form-
ed, till it is held near the fire, rubbed with another licpior, or som»
other expedient is used to render the characters legitile. Sympa-
thetic inks are prepared from various substances, such as bismuth,
lead, &c. Thus, a solution of common sugar of lead in water, if

employed w ith a clean pen, will remain concealed till it is wetted
with a solution of the liver of sulphur, or is exjiosed to the va-

pours of such liquid ; in wdiich case it will assume a deeper or
lighter brown shade, in proportion to the strength of the sulphure-

ous gas. By the same process, words written with a solution of

bismuth in spirit ot nitre, will appear of a deep black colour.

Another sympathetic ink may be easily prepared, by diluting oil

of vitriol with a sufficient quantity of water, to prevent the paper
from being corroded. Letters drawn with this fluid are invisible

when dry, but, on being held near the fire, they assume a perfect-

ly black colour. The juices of lemons, or onions ; a solution of

sal ammonfac, &c. will answer a similar purpose, though their ap-

plication is more difficult, and they afterwards require a greater

degree of heat. On the subject of removing or discharging spots,

occasioned bv different inks on linen, silk, or woollen cloth, we
shall treat uijfler the article Spots.

Ink-Stones, a kind of small round stones of a black, white,

red, grev, or yellow, colour, containing a quantity of native mar-
tial vitriol, whence they derive the |)roperty of making ink, and
thence their name. Thev are almost entirely soluble in water, antl

besides their other ingredients, contain also a portion of copper
aii<l zinc.

INLAND NAVIGATION. See Canal.
Inland Trade, that kind of trade carried on betwepn the dif-

ferent parts of the same kingdom, whether over land, or by means
of inland navigation.

INMA'lES, those that be admitted to dwell for their money
jointly svith another man, though in several rooms ot his mansion-

lu'Use", passing in and out by one door. Inmales, being usually

supposed to be ^oor, anil not able to maintain a whole house

themselves,
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tliemseh'cs, are iiiquirable in a co',irt-lect. No owner or occupk-r

of a cottage sliall suiTer any iHinates therein, or more familie-. ll.a;i

one to inhabit there, on pain of forfeiting 10s. per niontli to llie

loril of the Icet.

INN, a river of Germany in Austria, wliicl: runs into tlie Da-
nube, near Eirerriins-

Inn, a river of Germany, wliich rises in the country of tlie

Orisons, at the foot of Mount Septimerberg. It runs X. E.

through Tirol, by Inspruc, anil, continuing its course N. E.

through Bavaria, passes by Kufstein, \'asseburg, Hrannav.-, an;!

other towns, and falls into the Danube between Passau and In-

itadt.

Inns, houses of entertaiinnentfor travellers. They are licensed

and regulated by justices of the peace, who ol>lige the landlord to

enter into recognizances for keeping good order. If a person who
keeps a common inn, refuses to receive a traveller into hi-, house

as a guest, or to lind liim victuals and lodging on his tendering a

reasonable price for them, he is liable to au action of damages,
and may be indicted and lined at the king's suit. The rates of

ail commodities sold by inn-keepers, (says Blackstone,) ac-

cording to our ancient laws, may be assessed : and inn-kecpLTs

not selling their hay, oats bean=, &c. and all inanner of victuals

at reasonable prices, without taking any thing for litter, may be
tined and imprisoned, &i-. by 21 jac. I. c. 21. Where an inn-

keeper harbours thieves, persons of infamous character, or suffers

any disorders in his house, or sets up a new inn where there is no
need of one, to the hindrance of ancient and well-governed inns,

he is indictable aiid hncable : and by statute, such inn may be
suppressed. Action upon the case lies against an inn-keeper, if a

theft be committed on his guest by a servant of the inn, or any
other person not belonging to the guest ; though it be otherwise
where the guest is not a traveller, but one of the same town or

village, for there the inn-keeper is not chargeable ; nor is Ihe

master of a private tavern answerable for the robbery committed
on his guest: it is said that even though the travelling guest does
not deliver his goods, &c. into the inn-keeper's possession, y/H if

they are stolen, he is chargeable. An inn-keeper is not answer-
able for any thing out of hisjnn, but only for such as are within
it ; yet, v.iiere he of his own accord puts the guest's horse to

grass, and the horse is stolen, he is answerable, he not having his

guest's orders for putting such horse to grass. The inn-keeper
may justify the stopping of the horse, or other thing of his guest,

for his reckoning, and may retain the same till it be paid. Where
a person brings his horse "to an inn, and leaves him in the stable,

the inn-keeper may detain him till such time as the owner pays
for his keeping; and if the horse eats out as much as he is worth,
after a reasonable a|)praisement made, he may sell the horse and
pay himself ; but when a guest brings several horses to an inn,
and afterwards takes them all away except one, this horse so left

may not be sold for payment of the debt (or the others ; for every
horse is to be sold, only to make satisfaction for what is due for his

own meat.
Ikns, also signify colleges of municipal or common law : the

oil] English word for houses of noblemen, bishops, and others of
extraordinary note, being of the same signification with the French
word hotel.

Inks ok Ckanceky were probably so called, because an-
ciently inhabited by such clerks as chiefly sludied the forming of
writs, which regnlaily belonged to tlie cursitors, who are oliicei-s

ot chancery. 'I'he lirst of these is Thavies Inn, begun in the reign
of Edward III. and since purchased by the society of Lincoln's
Itni. Besides this, there are New Inn, Svmond's lim, Clement's
Inn, Clidbrd's Inn, anciently the house of Lord Cldibrd ; Staple
Inn, belonging to the merchants of the staple ; Lion's Inn, an-
ciently a common inn with the sign of the lion ; Furnival's Inn,
and Bernard's Inn, These were formerly preparatorv colleges for
younger students ; and many were entered here, before tliev were
*imitted into the inns of court. Now they are mostly taken up
by attorneys, solicitors, &c. They all belong to someof the inns
of court, who formerly used to seiid yearly some of their barristers
to read to tht-iii.

In'ns or Court are so called, because the students there are
to seive and attend the courts of judicature ; or else, because an-
ciently these colleges received none but the sons of noblemen,
and belter sort of gentlemen, who were to be qualified to serve

the king in his court; as F'ortescue aflirms. In hij time, he ^^ays,

there were about 'JOOO ^t(HUnls in the inns of comt and chaiueiy,

all of wdioin were filii nobilium, or gentlemen boiii. But this

custom has gradually fallen into disuse; so that iu the reign ul"

Queen Eli/abc^th, Sir Edward Coke does not reikou above 10(50

students, and the number at present is considerably less; for

whicfi judge Blackstone assigns the following reasons: 1. Because

the Inns of Chancery, being now almost totally lilled \ry the infe-

rior branches of the profession, are neither commodious nor pro-

per for the resort of gentlemen of any rank or ligtirc ; so that lliete

are very rarely any young students entered at the inns ot chan-

cery, i. Because in the inns of court all Sorta of regimen and-

academical superinlendtncc, either with regard to moials or stu-

dies, are found impracticable, anti therefore entirely neglected.

3. Because persons of birth and fortune, after having finished their

u>ual courses at the universities, have seldom lt;i^u^e or rcsolutio»

sufficient to enter upon a new scheme of study at a new place of

instruction ; wherefore few gentlemen now resort to the inns of

court, but such for whom the knowledge of practice is absolutely

necessary in such as are intended for the profession. 1 hesc inns

of court, justly famed for the production of men of learning in the

law, are governed by masters, principals, benchers, stewards, and

oth.er officers ; and have public halls for exercises, readings, &c.
which the students are obliged to attend and perform for a certain

number of years, before they can be admitted to plead at the bar.

These societies have not, however, any judicial authority over

their members ; but instead of this they have certain orders among
themselves, which have by consent tlie force of laws. For lighter

offences persons are only excominoned, or put out of commons;
for greater, they lose their chambers, and are expelled tlie col-

lege ; and when once expelled out of one society, they are never

received bv any of th.e others. The gentlemen in the-e societies

may be divided into benchei-s, outer barristers, inner barristers,

and" students. The four principal inns of court, are the Inner

Temple and Middle Temple, heretofore the dwelling of th«

Knights Templars, purchased by some professors of llie common
law about 300 years ago ; Lincoln's Inn, and Gray's Inn, ancient-

ly belonging to' the earls of Lincoln and Gray. Tiie other inn*

are the two Serjeants Inns.

INN.'VTE Ideas, those supposed to be stamped on the

mind, from the tirst moment of its existence, and which it con-

stantly brings into the world with it ; a doctrine which Mr. Lpckfl

has completely refuted.

INNISFALLEN, an island of Ireland, in the lake of Killar-

ney, county of Kerry, and province of Munsler: in which are

the ruins of a very ancient religious house, founded by St. Finian,

the patron-saint of these parts, to whom the cathedral of Aghadoe
is also fledicated.

INNISKILLING, a town of Ireland, in the county of Ferma-
nagh, Ulster, lying between three lakes, 24 miles E. of Ballyshan-

non, and 79 N. W. of Dublin. »

INNOCENT, a name assumed by thirteen popes of Borne,

none of w lioni merited it.

Inxocents'-Day, a festival of the Christian church, observed

on December 28, in memory of the massacre of the innocent chil-

dren by the command of Ilerod.

INNOMINATA OSS.\, in anatomy, three bones, wliicli

compose the extreme part of the trunk of a human body. See
Ax'AToMY.
INNCENDO, [inniundn, from innao, Lat.] an oblitiue hint.

The term is used in writs, iltclaration-, and pleatlings to ascertain

a person or thing which was named, but left doubtful, before ; is,

he (innuendo the plaintiff) did so aad so ; mention being lufore

made of another person.

INO, in fabulous history, a daughter of Cadmus and Ilanno-

nia, who nur^ed Bacchus.

INOA, testivals iu memory of Tno, celebrated yearly with

sports and sacrifices at Corintli, at Megara, (where she was hr»t

worshipped,) ami in Laconia.

INOCARPl'S, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order,

and decandria class of plants. Corolla funnel-shaped; calyx bi-

tid ; stamina jilaced in a double series ; fruit a monospermous

plum. It has but one species.

INOCILATION, or BUDDING, in horticulture, an ope-

ration performed on apricots, nectarines, plums, cherries, or other

6 StOlM
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stciK- fruit-trees, and ;ilso upon ouinges ;iik1 jasminos. It is repnl-

f (I to lie superior to every other species ol gralting, and is ei'l'eeled

in tlif following manner : A bliarp knife, with a Hat liandle, must
be lir^t procured, in order to raise tlie barlv of the stock for the

insertion of the bud. Next, some strong bass should be soaked in

water, in order to increase its strength, and to render it more pka-

ble. 'I he cuttings being tiien separated Ironi tlif trees that are to

be propagated, a smoolli part of the stock must be selected, about

five or six inclies ahove the surface of the soil, if intended tor

•Kvarfs ; but if designed for standards, they should be budded at

least five feet above the ground. An horizontal incision is now
to be made across the bark of the stock, from tlie middle of whicli

a perpendicular slit should be drawn, about two inches in length.

Tlie leaf is next cut off" the bud, the foot-stalk rcniainin^ entiie ;

and a cross-cut is made about an inch beneath the eye, after

which the bud is to Ije cut off, with part of the wood adhering to

Jt. The bark of the stock is then to be gently raised with the

handle of the knife, and the bud inserted exactly between the rind

and the wood of the stock ; after wliich they are bound closely

with the bass, care being taken to leave the eye of the bud open.
In the course of three weeks, or a month, alter the inocul, tion is

performed, those buds whicji have a fresh and flourishing appear-

ance will be joined, wlien the bandage ought to be removed. In

the succeeding month of March, the stock must be cut olil' in a

sloping dijx'Ction, about three inches above the bud: the shoot

proceeding from it should now be fastened to the remainder of the

stock for one year, after which the latter ought to be removed by
the knife, immediately above the bud. The proper season for

this operation, is from tlie middle of June to that of August. The
truit-lree first inoculated, is generally the apricot, and at length

the orange-tree, which, however, ought not to be budded till the

end of August. For this purpose, cloudy and moist weather is the

most propitious; for, if tlie inoculation be attempted in the mid-
dle of the day, the shoots w ill perspire so rapidly as to leave the

buds destitute of moisture.

Inoculation, in medicine, is the transfening of distempers

from one subject to anotlier, particularly of tlie small, and cow-
pox. The practice of inoculation is of great antiquity in the East,

whence' it was introduced into Britain, early in the 18th century;
though not without many struggles, and violent opposition, under
the frivolous pretext, that it was contrary to the principles of

Christianity, anil usurping the sacred prerogatives of the Creator.

On account of its superior utility, however, it has at length

triumphed, and is now almost generally adopted. The curious

reader, who is desirous to become actpiainted with these objec-

tions, will find them stated, together with a defence of inocula-

tion, in Dr. Lettsom's Medical .Memoirs. Various methods have
been adopted, for the artiiicial coinmuiiication of the small-pox ;

the most effectual of which ajipears to be that of making a punc-
ture in the skin, or removing the epidermis of the upper arm with

the point of a lancet, dipped with variolous matter. See Mf.di-
ciNK, Small-Pox, and Xaccination'.
INORi:)INATE rUOrORTION, is where there are three

magnitudes in one rank, and three others proportional to them in

another, and you compare them in a dit'ferent order. Thus sup-
pose the numbers in one rank to be 2, 3, 9 ; and those of the
other rank S, 2-i, 36 ; which are compared in a dilferent order,

viz, i.' : 3 : : 24 : 3fi ; and 3 : 9 : : S : 2-1. Then rejecting the mean
terms of each rank, you conclude 2 : 9 : : 8 : 36.

INOSCULATION, in anatomy, the same with anastomasis.

See .'\nastomasis.

INOWSLADISLOW, a strong town of Poland, capital of
Cujavia, 39 miles N. E. of Guesiia, and 90 W. of Warsaw.

INQUES'i', in law, signifies an inquiry madcby a jury, in a

civil or criminal cause, by examining witnesses. See Coroner,
and Jury.
INQUIU l'2ND0, inlaw, an authority given to one or more

pfisons, to inquire into something lor the advantage of the
king.

INQUISITION, [i«7H2sJ«20, Lat.] in the church of Rome,
a tribunal in several Roman Catholic countries, erected by the
po])e3 for the examination and (lunishment of heretics. This court
was founded in the loth century by father Dominic and his fol-

lowers, wbo were sent by Pope Innocent III. with orders to ex-
cite the Calliolic priuciss and people to extirpate lieretics, to

search liiti) tlieir iuiml)er an<l (piality, and to tr.^l•.;mit a f;ilh:ul ac-

count thereof to Rome, Hence tliey were called inqu;;itois ; and
this gate birth to the lormidable iribuiial of tlie inquisition, which
was received in all Italy and tlie dominions of Spain, except Na-
ples and the Lo.v Countries. This diaboliial liibuiuil lal.ea cog-'

nizance of heresy, Judaism, Moliammedani-m, sodomy, and poly-,

gamy ; and the people stand in so much fear of it, that i)areiits

deliver up their children, husbands their wives,- and masters their \

servants, to ils otTicers, without daring to murmur. The prisoners,;

are kept for along time, till they themselves turn their own ac-

.

cusers, and declare the cause of their imprisonment; for they are.
neither told their t rime, nor confronteil with witnesses. As so&n.,(

as they are imprisoned, their friends go into mourning, and speak
of them as rlead, not daring to solicit their pardon, lest they should
be brought in as acotomplices. ^^'hell there is no shadow of proof

,

against the jjietciided ciimiiial,he is discharged after suffering the
,

most cruel tortures, a tedious and dreadful imprisonment, and the
loss ot the greatest part of his effects. The sentence against the .

prisoners is |)ronouiiced jjublicly, and with extraordinary so- •

iemnity. In Portugal, they erect a theatre capable of holding
3000 jH-rsoiis ; in which they place a rich allar, iind raise seats in

each side in the form of an amphitheatre. There the prisoners

areidaced; and over against them is a high chair, whither tliev

are called, one by one, to hear their doom, iVoin one of the inqui-

sitors. These unhappy people know what they are to suffer by
the clothes they wear that day. Those who appear in I heir own
clothes are discharged ujjon payment of a line : those w ho have a
sauto benito, or straight yellow coat without sleeves, charged with

St. Andrew's cross, have their lives, but forfeit all their effects

;

those w ho have the resemblance of llames, made of red serge,
:

sewed upon their santo benito, without any cross, are pardoned,
,

but threatened to be burnt if ever they relapse: but tliose who,
besides these llames, have on their santo benito their own pictures, -

surrounded with figures of devils, arc condemned to expire in the
flames. The iiujuisitois, who are ecclesiastics, do not ])ronounce

the sentence of death ; but form and read an act, in which they
say, that the criminal being convicted of such a crime, by his ow ii

confession, is with much reluctance delivered to the secular power
to be punished according to Ins demerits: and this writing 'they

give to the seven jutlges who attend at the right -side of the altar,

who immediately pass sentence.

Inqlisitio.v, in law, a manner of proceeding by way of search
'

or examination used on the king's bidialf, in cases of out-lawry,

treason, felony, self murder, &c. to discover lands, goods, and the

like, forfeited to the crown. Inquisition is also had upon extents

of lands, tenements, &c. writi of elegit, and where judgement be- •

ing had by default, elamages a;id costs are recovered. .

INQUISITORS, in law, persons who have power by their .

office to make inquiry in certain cases ; as sherifls, and coroners
on view ol the bo'iy, &c. '

INROLLMENT, in Taw, the registering, recording, or enter-

ing iiKlhe roils of the Cii'ancery, King's Bencli, Common Pleas,

or Exclie((uer, or^ by the clerk of the peace in the records of the

cpiartt r-sessions, of any lawful act ; a statute or recognizance ac-

knowledged, a deed of bafjiain and sale of lands, and the like.

But the inrolling of a deed docs not niike it a record, though it ,

thereby becomes a deed recorded ; for there is a dilference be-

tween a matter of record and a thing recorded to be kept in me-
,

inory ; a record being the entry in parchment of judicial matters

controverted in a court of record, and whereof the court takes no-

tice, whereas an inrollmcnt of a deed is a private act of the parties

concerned, of which tlie court takes no cognizance at the time of •

doing it, although the court |)erinits it.

IIvISCRIBED, in geometry. A figure is said to be inscribed

in another, when all ils angles touch the side or planes ot the othei;,

figure.

INSCRIPTION, [inscriptio, Lat.] in law, an obligation

made in writing, wdiereby the accuser binds himself to undergo,'

the same punishment, if he shall not prove the crime which
;

he objects to the party accused, in his accusatory libel, a^ the de-
,

fendant himself ought to suffer if the same be proved.

Inscription is also a title or .writing affixed- to anything to

give some farther knowledge of it, or to transmit some important
truth to posterity. Antiquaries arc very curious in examining

,

ancient iustriptions found on stones and other monumjyits of an-

tiquity.
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(iciuity. Saiithonialhoii, coiitL-niporary, as it is said, with Gideon,

drew most of tlie memoiis whereof his history is composed, Irom

inscriptioas whicli he found in the temples and on columns, both

anions the Heathens and the Hebrews. Jt appears that the an-

cients engraved upon pillars the principles of sciejiccs, as well as

tlie history of the w'orld. Those mentioned by Herodotus shew,

that this was the first way of instructing people, and of transmit-

ting histories and sciences to posterity, 'iliis is confirmed by
Plato ni his Hippias ; wherein he says, that Pisistratus engraveil

oil stone-pillars precepts useful for husbandmen. Pliny assures

us, that the first public monuments were made of plates of lead;

and that the treaties of confederacy concluded between the llo-

mans and the Jews were written upon plates of brass; that (says

lie) the Jews might have something to put them in mind of the

peace and confederacy concluded w ith the Romans. The Greeks
and Ivomans were great dealers in inscriptions, and were extreme-

ly fond of being mentioned in them : and hence we lind so many
in those countries of ancient learning, that large volumes liavc

been composed on them ; as the collection of Gruter, &c. Since

Gruter's collection, Th. Reinesius has compiled another huge vo-

lume of inscriptions. M. Fabrelty publislud another volume at

Konie in 1699, wherein he has corrected abundance of errors

which had escaped Gruter, Reinesius, and other anti(|Uarie5, &c.
and added a great number of iincriptTous omitted by them. Since

all these, Gra'vius has published a complete collection of inscrip-

tions, in throe volumes, folio.

INSECTA, or INSECTS, in natural historv, are small ani-

mals, commonly supposed to be exsanguinous ; and distinguished

by certain incisures, or indentings in their bodies, whence the

name. See Entomologv, and iiooLOGY. A kind of bellows

has been invented by Mr. Green, of her Majesty's fiower-garden,

Kew, for the purpose of destroying the red spider, and other

noxious insects in hot-houses and pineries, with the fumes of burn-
ing tobacco. The same noxious vermin may likewise be exter-

minated by burning (when the hot-house is shut,) matches mois-
tened with a spirituous tincture of assaicetida, antl rolled in a pow-
der consisting of equal parts-of sulphur and Scolcli snulT. It will

also be of service to wash ihe frames of hot-houses, &c. with four
ounces of sublimate, dissolved in two gallons of water; but this

operation should be perlornied with the utmost caution, on ac-

count of the corrosive properties of the mercury. In the Annales
de Chimie, M. Tatin gives an account of a compound which he
has successfully used for exterminating insects. He directs one
pound and three quarters of the best black soap; a similar quan-
tity of flowers of sulphur ; two pounds of any kind of mush-
rooms ; and fifteen gallons of rain or river-water, to be employed.
The fluid is to be divided into two equal parts, one of w liich is

put iiito a barrel, together with the soap and mushrooms, after <he
latter have been somewhat bruised. The other half is to be boil-

ed in a kettle with the sulphur inclosed in a bag, and fixed to the
bottom of the vessel, by means of a stone or other weight. These
ingredients are to be boiled twenty minutes, during which the sul-

phur should be well agitated with'a stick, that the water may be
the belter impregnated. When the liquid is taken from the 'fire,

it is to be poured into the barrel, and stirred daily, till the mix-
ture become in a high degree fetid : for, the older and stronger
the composition is, the more speedv and powerful will be its ef-

fects. The liquor is to be sprinkled on the plants infested with
insects : great numbers of which it destroys on the first applica-
tion ; it will, however, be necessary to repeat the aspersion, m or-
der to exterminate ants, or other vermin that breed beneath the
soil: and, for this purpose, f,om two to eight piwts are reipiiied,
according to the depth and extent of their ne-ls. Although in-
sects are very injurious to vegetation, vet Dr. Darwin is of opi-
nion that they may be rendered extensively useful as a manure.
Hence, in the summer-months, he recommends heaps of dung to
be supplied with water, for promoting the propagation, and nou-
rishment of myriads of vermin ; which, w hen suffered to decay on
the soil, would greatly contribute to its fertility. The catching
antl preservation of insects, for tiie collections of naturalists, is in-
deed a necessary practice, though it has at all times been branded
with cruelty. Hence, iu stating the most proper methods of ef-
fecting this purpose, we shall likewise point out the easiest expe-
dients to deprive them of life. Beetles, and other insects of the
same class, may be caught either with a gauze-net, or with a pair
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of pincers covered w ith gauze. As soon as they are secured, if

will be adviseable to immerse them cither in hot water,, or in spi-

rits of wine, w here they will be instiintaneously killed ; next, they

may be fixed lo a piece ot cork, in a creeping direction, and ex-

posed to the air ti their moisture be evaporated. I'uiu

crickets, and other insects of the liemipterous class, may be put 1«

death in the manner just mentiuncd, or by pouring a drop of

ethere.il oil of turpentine on their heads. Klolhs, biitterliics, and
all other files which are furnished with iirembiaiious wings, maj hf

taken with gauze-nets ; then pierced through the shoulders be-

tween the fore-wings, with a pin ; and, after gently squeezing the

breast of the insect, it will iinmeiliatily perish. Lohsiers, scor-

pions, or such vermin a^ have no wings, may be preserved in spi-

rits ; and the various other kinds of insects may either be killed

\vitli oil of turpentine, or the fumes of sulphur. After the insects

are deprived of all moisture, they should be placed in the boxes,

or cabinets wlier« they are to remain ; these should be kept very

dry, and closely shut, to prevent the depredations ot ^.niall ver-

min. The bottoms ought likewise to be covered with pilch and
paper on the surface ; or, they may be preferably lined with cork,

which should previously be impregnated with corrosive sublimate,

in a strong solution of sal ammoniac.
INSECTOLOGY, [rrom iiisectiun, Lat. and >-3yo;, a dis-

course,] the science of entomology : a treatise on insects. See
Entomology.
INSERTION, iu anatomy, the close conjunction of the ves-

sels, tendons, fibres, and membranes, of the body i, ith some other
parts.

INSINUATION OF a Will, among civilians, is the first

production of it, or the leaving it with the register, in order to its

probate. See Will.
INSOLATION, in chemistry, a term sometimes made use of

to denote that exposure to the sun, which is made in order to ))ro-

mote the chemical action of one substance upon anotlier : one of

the most striking experiments of this kind is that of the exposure
of vegetables, as fresli-gathered cabbage-leaves, in a glass-jar of
water, to the rays of the sun, by the action of which a large quan-
tity of pure oxygen g.as is obtained.

INSOLUBILITY, in chemistry, the property of not dissolv-

ing in a fluid. If substances in their li<iuid state be made to act

on each other, their action will meet with little foreign resistance,

and will be, in a great measure, proportioned to their affinity and
([uantity ; but if one of them be solid, and be fartiier insoluble in

the lluid, which is tlie medium of action, it will present but few
points of contact, and its energy w ill be very small.

INSPECTION, Trial bv, or by Examixation, is when,
for the greater expedition of a cause, in some point or issue, being
either tlie principal question, or arising collaterally out of it, but
being evidently the object of sense, the judges of the court, 'ipou

the testimony of their own senses, shall decide the point in dis-

pute. For, where the affirmative or negative of a question is mat-
ter of such obvious determination, it is not thought neces^ry to

summon a jury to decide it ; who are |)ropcrly called iu to inform
the conscience of the court of lUibious facts: and therefore, when
the fact, from its nature, must be evident to the court, either from
ocular demonstration or other irrefragable proof, there the law de-
parts from its usual resort, the verdict of t^vclve men, and relies ou
the judgement of the court alone. As iu case of a suit to reverse a
fine for non-age of the cogiiizor, or to set aside a statute or recog-
nizance entered into by an infant ; here, and in other cases of the
like sort, a writ shall issue to the sheriff, commanding him that he
constrain the said party to appear, that it may be ascertaineil by
the view of his body by the king's justices, whether he be of fuil

age or not: Vt per aspectum corporis sui constare poterit justici-

ariis nostiis, si pra-dictus an sit plente a'tatis necne. If, however,
the court has, upon inspection, any doubt of the age of the parlv
(as may frequently be the case,) it may proceed to take ])roofs o'f

the part; and particularly may examine the infant himself upou
an oath of voir dire, veritatem dicere ; that is, to ;nake true an-
swers to such questions as the court shall demand of him

:

or the court may examine his mother, his god-father, or the
like.

INSPECTOR, [Heb. ^in, hhuzen,'] in the Jewish synagogue,
an officer whose business consists particularly in in;p;-cting thg
prayers and lessons, in preparing antl ihcwing Ihem to the reader,

2 N and
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anil stiuuiing by liim to see lie ii-a<ls right ; and if he mistakes, to

coiTPCl iiini.

!mspectoks, in tho Roin;in law, were such persons as exa-
r.iim.'d the (uialily and value of lands and effects, in order to the
adjusting or proportioning taxes and impositions to every man's
r<:!;:te.

iNSPIlvATUIN, anions divines, implies the conveving of

certain extraordmary and snpcrnalnral notices or motions into the
soul, or any snpernaUnal inlinence of Cod upon the mind of a

rational creature, whereby he i^ directed and incited to act ac-

cording to tiie mind of God. '1 hus the prophets spoke by divine
iiispiraiion. Sonie authors reduce the inspiration of the sacred
wriiers to a particular care of Providence, which prevented any
thing they had said from failing or coming to nought; maintain-
ing, lliat "they never were really inspired either with knowledge or
expression. According to M. Simon, inspiration is no more than
a direction of the Holy Spirit, which never permitted the sacred
wiitirs to be mistaken. 'I'heological writers have enumerated se-

veral kinds of inspiration : such as, 1. Inspiration of superinten-
<leiKy, in which God so inlhiences and directs the mind of any
person, as to keep him more secure from error in some various
Jind complex discourse, than he would have been merely by the
use of his natural faculties; 2. Plenary superintendent inspiration,

which excludes any mixture of error at all from the performance
so superintended ; 3. Inspiration of elevation, where the faculties

art in a regular, and, as it seems, in a common manner, jet are
raised to an extraordinary degree, so that the composure shall,

upon the whole, have more of the true sublime or pathetic, than
natural genius could have given ; and, 4. Inspiration of sugges-
tion^ when the use of the faculties is superseded, and God speaks
(In-ectly to the mind, making such discoveries to it as it could not
otherwise have obtained, and dictating the very words in

which such discoveries are to be communicated, if they are de-
signed as a message to others. It is generally allowed" that the
New Testament was written by a superintendent inspiration ; for

without this the discourses and"doctrines of Christ could not have
been faiihfully recorded by the evangelists and apostles; nor
could they have assumed the authority of speaking the words of

t^hrist, and evinced this authority by the actual exercise of mira-
culous jiouers. Besides, the sacred writings bear many ob-
vious internal marks of their divine original, in the excellence
of their doctrines, the spirituality and elevation of tlieir de-
sign, the majesty and simplicity of their style, the agreement
of their various parts, and their cflicacy on mankind. In
discoursing upon tlie argument concerning the inspiration of the
scripture, the learned Du Pin alledges the testimony of the Jews,
the authority of our Saviour and hisaposlle's, and the imivefsal con-
.sent of the Christian church. 1. It cannot be in the least doubted,
but that tlie ancient Jews were thoroughly persuaded that the
books in their canon were written by prophets divinely inspired

:

Ihey looked upon the law of Moses a's the law of God himself, and
on the pentateuch as the foundation of their religion : they had
even the evidence of their senses, that Moses was sent by God,
that he conversed familiarly with him, and was assisted by him in

an extraordint'.ry manner; witness the many miracles which God
wrought by him, and his divine piovidcnc;e and protection being
vouchsafed to him in an unusual manner ; so that, upon the w hole,

they had all imaginable evidence that the laws and historical narra-

tions of Moses were all of them penned by inspiration from heaven.
As to the other canonical hooks collected by Ezra, it cannot be
(jucstioned, with any colour of reason, but that Ezra, in drawing
up his canon and sacred books, made choice of those which ha<l

the character of divinely inspired writings, and had been always ac-

knowledged as such by the universal consent of the Jew ish nation
;

and the synagogue looked upon this canonical system as propheti-

cal ai.d divinely inspired. See Canon, and Bible. 2. From the

unexceptionable testimony of the Jews, M. Du Pin proceeds to

alledge the authority of our Sa>'iour and his apostles. It is upon
the evidence of these books that our Saviour proves himself to be
th.e Messias, and by them that he confutes the Jews. The apostles

followed their master's doctrine in this as well as in all other things:

these books they made use of to authorise the gospel they preach-

ed, and to prove that the prophecies concerning the Messias

were full! lied in the person of Jesus Christ. 3. From these au-

thorities he proceeds to the testimony of the primitive church:

those who were instructed by our Saviour and his apostles had
not only the same regard foi" the books of the Old Testament as
the Jews themselves had, but likewise by universal consent re-
ceived the gospels and ej)istles of the apostles as writings penned
by the inspiration of the Holy Gliost. The primitive Christians
being fully persuaded of this truth, received the apostles' doc-
trine with iiitire submission, and looked upon it as no other than
the instruction of Jesus Christ and of God himself. See Chris-
tian Religion.

Inspiration, among the Heathen. The priests and priest-
es-es Were said to be divinely inspired when thej' gave oracles.
The poets also laid claim to it ; and therefore always invoked
Apollo and the Muses, at the beginning of any great work.

IxsriRATioN, in physic, is that action of the breast, by which
the air is ad.nitted within the lungs ; in which sense inspiraticHi is

a branch of respiration, and stands opposed to expiration. This
adniis-^ion of the air depends immediately on its spring or elasticity,

at the lime when the cavity of th.e breast is enlarged by the eleva-
tion of the thorax and abdomen, particularly by the motion of the
diaphnigm downwards ; so that the air does not enter the lungs,
becai;se they are dilated ; but these dilate, because the air enters
within them. Nor is it the <lilatation of the breast which draws
in the air, as is commonly thought, though this is a coiulition ab-
solutely necessary to inspiration ; but an actual intrusion of the air

inio tlie lungs. See Respiration.
INSPRUCK, or YNNSBRUGG, a city of Germany, in the

circle of Austria, and capital of the county of Tirol, so named
from the Inn which runs by it. Inspriick is 27 miles N.W. of
Brixen. Lon. 11. 27. E. Lat. 17. 13. N.
INSTALMENT, derived from the Latin in, and staUiim,z

term used for a seat in the church, in the choir, or a seat or bench
in a court of justice, &c. Vossius is of opinion the word is of
German origin. It is chiefly used for the induction of a dean,
prebendary, or other ecclesiastical dignitary, into the possession of
his stall, or proper seat, in the cathedral church to which he be-
longs: sometimes also called installation. It is likewise used for

the ceremony, whereby the knights of the garter are placed iai

their rank, in the chapel of St. George at Windsor.
INSTAURATION is by some derived from the old Latin, in--

stcainim, which signified the stock of things necessary for the till-

ing and managing of grounds ; as cattle, tools, harness, &c. Buti

the word instmirnni is only of the middle age: iimlauratio is of I

much greater antiipiity, and by some derived from ?«4'/n)-, like ;;

as importing a thing being brought to its former likeness, or ap--

pearance. See Restal'ration.
INS TEP, in the manege, is that part of a horse's hind-legs,,

which reaches from the ham to the pastern-joint.

IN.STINCT, a certain power or disposition of mind, by which,
independent of all instruction or experience, without deliberation,

and w ithout having any end in view, animals are unerringly directed

to do spontaneously whatever is necessary for the preservation of'

the individual, or the continuation of the kind. " Instinct," says

the late Lord Monbo.ldo, in his Ancient Metaphysics, " is a de-

termination given by Almighty Wisdom to the mind of the brute,

to act in such or such a way, upon such or such an occasion, with

out intelligence, without knowledge of good or ill, and without

knowing for wdiat end or purpose he acts." Such in the human
species is the instinct of sucking cxeited immediately after birth

;

and such in the inferior creation is the instinct by which insects

invariably deposit their eggs in situations most favourable top

hatching and al/brding nourishment to their future progeny. These
operations are necessary for the preservation of the individual, andi

the continuation of the kind ; but neither the infant nor the insect

knows that they are necessary : they both act without having any
end in view, and act uniformly without instruction, and without

experience. " Instinct," saj's ^Ir. Smellie, in his Philosophy of

Natural History, " should be limited to such actions as every in-i

dividual of a species exerts without the aid either of experience or

imitation." This is a very just distinction, though it would be noi

easy task to reconcile it with the theory and principles advancedi

bv the same author in that work. The Rev. Dr. Gleig's remarki

on this subject (Encyclopedia Britannica, article instinct), is

equally just, " that no faculty, which is capable of improvement,!

by observation and experience, can in propriety of speech bei

termed instinct. Instinct being a positive determination, given toi

I the
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the miiuls of imimals by the autlmi- uf nature for certain purposes,

tnust nectssarily be perfect, wlieti viewed in connection witli

those purposes ; anil, therefore, to talk as Mr. Sme! He does, of

the improvement of instinct, is to jjerplex tlie iinderstanding by

a perversion of language." The doctor observes elsewliere with

equal ju.ilicc, " that no action, wliethcr of nuni or brute, which is

deliberately performed with a view to concecpiciices, can with any

propriety be said to proceed from instinct ; for such actions are the

effect of reason inlluenced by motives. Deliberation and instinct

are obviously incompatible. To say (witli Mr. Smellie), " that

when we are stimulated by a particvdar instinct, instead of instantly

obeying the impulse, another instinct arises in opposition, creates

hesitation, and often totally extinguishes the original motive to ac-

tion," is either to allirm what is apparently not true, or it is a gross

perversion of language. Motives opposed to each other raa)-

create liesitation, and a powerful motive may counterbalance a

feeble instinct ; but of two or more instincts operating at the same
time, and opposing each other, we have no conception. In-

stinct, if we choose to speak a language that is intellii^ible, means
a certain impulse under the direction of Supreme \\isdom ; and

it is very little probable that such wisdom should give opposite

impulses at the same instant. In the natural works oi animals,

which are confessedly under the influence of instinct, we perceive

no symptoms of deliberation ; but every one, when not interrupted

by e.\tenial violence, proceeds without hesitation in t!ie direct road,

to the end of which the animal itself knov.s nothing. The same
would be the case with niaji, were he under the guidance of in-

stinct: and it is vain to say that the instinct of fear is daily coun-

teracted by ambition and resentment, till it be proved ih.at fear,

ambition, and resentment, are really instincts." Many systems

have been adopted to e.\plain the pruicipL'S which produce and
direct the suontaneous actions cf brui.es. Some of the ancient

philosophers ascribed to brutes an understanding differing only in

degree from that of man, and atlriijuted their inferiority to the

want of proper bodily organs. This system has been strenuously

supported by M. lleWeiiu:, De I'Espriv, torn. i. p. 2, &c. Cud-
worth endeavoured to explain the iii...tinct of animals by a certain

plastic nature. Des Cartes thought that all the actions of brutes

might be explained by the simple laws of mechanism, and cor.si-

dered them as machines totally devoid of life and sentiment, but
so curiously constructed by the Creator, that the mere impressions

of light, sound, and other external agents on their orgai.s, pro-

duced a series of motions in them, and caused them to execute
those various operations, which had before been ascribed to an in-

ternal principle of life and spontaneity. But the actions and man-
ners ot brutes, which are totally incompatible with the mere priii-

ci()'es of mechanism, evince the absurdity of this opinion. M.
Buffon adopts the opinion of Des Cartes in part, but allows them
life, and the faculty of distinguishing between ple^.sure and pain,

together with a ^^trong inclination to the former, and aversion from
the latter. By these inclinations and aversions he undertakes to

account for all, even the most striking operations of animals. The
pre-established liarmony of Leibnitz has also been applied to ex-

plain the actions of brutes. Others have considered the actions of
animals as produced by the constant and immediate influence of

the divine energy, directing all their inclinations and motions :

such appears to have been the opinion of Mr. Addison, in the se-

cond volume of the Spectator. The late ingenious Hermann
Samuel Reimar, professor of philosophy at Hamburgh, has enu-
merated and exposed these and other opinions, with regard to the
instinct of animals, in his Observations Physiques, &c."[)ubrished
in two volumes, 12mo. at Amsterdam and Paris, 1770; an<l, defin-

ing instinct, in the most comprehensive sense of the word, to be
every natural inclination, accompanied willi a power, in animals,

to perform certain actions, divides instincts into three heads. The
first, which he calls mechanical instincts, belong to the body, con-
sidered as an organized substance, and are exercised blindly and
independently of the will of the animal. Such are those which
produce the motion of the heart and lungs, the contraction and ili-

latation of tlie pupil, digestion, fee. The second class comprehends
those which he terms representative instincts, which consist oartlv

in the power of perceiving external objects by their impression on
the senses, and parUy on the faculty of rendering the ideas of these
objects present to the mind by the powers of imagination, or of
memory, in a lax sense of the word. The third and principal class

conipreheiuls all (hose which M. Keiinar called spontaneous.

This species is not attended with any power of reflection, deter-

mining the animal to decide freely between two different modes
of action present to his imagination ; nor is it merely corporeal or
mechanical. It is put into action by the natuial principle of self-

love, or by a love of jjleasure and aversion to pain, producing a
voluntary inclination in animals, to perform certain actions which
tend to their well-bemg and preservation. To the performance of

these actions, they are particularly prompted by theii sensations,

&c. For a farther account of M. Ueimar's System, we refer to

his work, or the abstract of it, in the Monthly Keview, vol. xiv.

p. 533. Concerning human instincts, philosophers dilfer widely
111 opinion ; some maintaining that man is endowed witli a greater

number of instincts than any species of brutes ; whilst others deny ,

that in human nature there is any power or propensity at all which
can properly be calleil instinctive. " This diversity of opinion," ^

says the llev. Dr. Gleig, " may easily be traced to its source.

There are not many original thinkers. The greater part of even
those who are called philosophers, implicitly adopt the opinions of p
certain masters whose authoritv they deem sufliclent to supply the
place of argument ; and having chosen their respective guides,
each maintains with zeal what Ids master taught, or is supposed to

have taught. When Locke so successfully attacked the doctrina
of innate ideas and innate principles of speculative truth, he was
thought by many to have overturned at the same time all innate
principles whatever; to have divested the human mind of every
passion, alTection, and instinct; and to have lell in it nothing but
the powers of sensation, memory, and Intellect. Such, we are

persuaded, was not his intention ; nor is there any thing in his im-
mortal w^ork, which, when interpreted with candour, appears to
have such a tendency. Great part of his Essay on Human Under-
standing h.as been very generally misunderstood. Much of its

merit, however, was soon discovered ; and mankind, linding phi-

losophy disencumbered of the barbarous jargon of the schools,
and built upon a few self-evident principles, implicitly embraced
every opinion advanced, or which they supposed to be advanced,
by that illustrious author ; especially if that opinion was contrary
to any part of the scholastic system, which hrul so long been em-
ployed to perplex the understanding and to veil absurdity. Hence
arose many philosophers of eminence, both at home and abroad,
who maintained, as they imagined, upon the principles of Locke,
that in the human mind there are no instincts, but that every
thing which had been usually called by that name is resolved into

association and habit. This doctrine was attacked by Lord
Shaftesbury, who introduced into the theory of mind, as faculties

derived from nature, a sense of beauty, a sense of honour, and a
sense of ritlicule ; and these he considered as the tests. of specula-
tive truth and moral rectitude. His lords'.iip's principles were in

part adopted by Mr. Hutchinson of Glasgow, who published a
system Of moral philosophy, founded upon a sense of mstinct, to
which he gave the name of the moral sense: and the undoubted
merit of his work procured him many followers. It being now
discovered, or at least supposed, that the human mind is endowed
witl>. instinctive principles of action, a sect of philosophers sooij

arose, who maintained with much vehemence that it is likewise en-
dowed with instinctive principles of belief; and who built a sys-
tem of melaphysics,ifsuch it may be called, upon a number of
innate, distinct, and independent seijses. The rise of this sect is

well known. Berkeley and Hume had adopted Locke's doctrine
respecting fhe origin of our ideas ; and had thence deduced conse-
quences supposed to be dangerous in themselves, but which, it was
tbought, could not be denied without refusing tlie principles from
which they were inferred. The foundation of the instinctive sys-

tem being thus laid, the system itself w.as rapidly carried to a
height far beyond what seems to have been the intention of
its excellent author ; and reason was well nigh banislied from
the regions of philosophy. For such a proceeding it is r.ot diffi-

cult to assign the cause. The instinctive scheme requires much
less labour of investigation than the system of Locke and the an-
cients: for upon the principles of it, when carried to its utmost ex-
tent, every phenomenon in human nature is though to besuflicicnt-

ly accounted for, by supposing it the effect of a particular instinct

implanted in the mind for that very purpose. Hence in some
popular works of philosophy we have a detail of so many distinct

internal senses, that it requires no small strength of memory to re-

tain
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tain their very names ; besides the moral sense, we have the sense

oi beauty, the sense ol deformity, the sense of lionour, the lioard-

ing si-nse, and many otliers whieh it is needless liere to mention.

Dr. Gleig proceeds to inquire, " Whether or not there 1)e instinc-

tive prhrciples in man?" "But (adds he) in order to proceed

upon sure grounds, it will be proper to consider, first, sucli actions

ol the inferior animals as are generally allowed to be instinctive:

for an attempt has been lately made lo prove, that even these ac-

tions are the offspring of reason intiuenced by motives; and that

instinct, as above delined, is a mere imaginary principle, which

has no existence cither in man or brme. Caterpillars, it is said,

when shaken off a tree in every direction, instantly turn round to-

wards the trunk and climb up, thouidi they had never formerly

been on the surface of the ground. This is a striking instance of

instinct. On the tree, and not upon the ground, the caterpillar

finds its food. If, therefore, it did not turn and cPnnb up the

trunk, it would inevitably perish; but surely the caterpillar knows
not thai such an exertion is necessary to its preservation ; and,

therefore, it acts not from motives, but from blind impulse. The
bee and the beaver are endowed with an instinct which lias the ap-

pearance of foresight. They build iStigazines, and fill th.em with

provisions; but the foresight is not th.eirs. Neitlier bees nor bea-

vers know any thing of futurity. Tlv' solitary wasp digs holes in

the sand, in each of which she deposits an egg. Though she cer-

tainly knows not that an animal is lo proceed from that egg, and
still "less if possible that this animal must be nourished wilh other

animals, she collects a few small green worms, which she rolls up
in a circular form, and fixes in the hole in such a maimer that they

cannot move. When the wasp-worm is hatcled, it is amply stored

with the food destined for its support. The green worms are de-

voured in succession ; and the number deposited is exactly pro-

portioned to the time necessary for the growth and transfurmation

of the wasp-worm into a fly; when it issues from the hole, and is

capable of procuring its own nourishment. Tliis instinct ot the

parent wasp is the more remarkable, that she feeds not upon ilesli

lierself. Birds of the same species, unless restrained, uniformly

build their nests of the same materials, and in the same form and

situation, though they inhabit very dilVerent climates; and the

form and situation are always suited to their nature, and calculated

to aiibrd them shelter and protection. When danger, or any other

circumstance peculiar to certain countries, renders a deviation

from the common form or situation of nests necessary, that devia-

tion is niade in an equal degree, and in the very same manner, by

all the birds of one species; and it is never found to extend be-

yond the limits of the country where alone it can serve any good

purpose. \Mien removed by necessity from their eggs, birds re-

turn to them with haste and anxiety, and shift them so as to heat

them equally ; and it is worthy of "observation, tliat their haste to

return is always in ])roportion to the cold of the climate. But do

birds reason, and all of the same species reason equally well, upon

the natiire and extent of danger, and upon the nuan§ by wdiich it

can be best avoided? Have birds any notion of equality, or do

they know that heat is necessary for incubation? Ko in all these

operations men recognize the intentions of nature; but Iheyare

hid from the animals themselves, and therefore cannot operate

upon them as motives. Of the instin-t of animals we shall give

one instance more in the elegant and pL-rspicuous language of Dr.

Reid. " Every manufacturing art among men (says that able

writer) was invented by some man, improved by others, and

brought to perfection by time and experience. ^Ien learn to

work in it li^' long practice, which produces a habit. The arts of

men vary in every age, and in every natiini, and are found only in

those men who have been taught them. The manufactures of ani-

mals differ from those of men ill many striking particulai's. Is'o

animal of the species can claim the invention ; no animal ever in-

troduced any new improvement, or any variation from the former

practice; every one of the species has ecjual skill from the begin-

ning, without teaching, without experience, and without habit;

every one has its art by a kind of inspiration. 1 do not mean that

it is inspired with the principles or rules of the art, but with the

ability of working in it to perfection, without any knowledge of its

principles, rules, or end. The v/ork of every animal is indeed

like the works of nature, perfect in its kind, and can bear the

most critical examination of the mechanic or the mathematician.

of which a honey-comb is a striking in5tance. Bees, it is well
known, construct their combs with small cells on both sides, fit

both for holding their store of honey, and for rearing their young.
'I'liere are only three possible hgures of the cells, which can make
them all equal and similar, without any useless interstices. These
are the e(|uilatcral triangle, the square, and the regular hexagon.
Oi the three, the hexagon is the most proper, both lor conveni-
ence and strength. Bees, as if they knew this, make their cells

regular hexagons. As the combs have cells on both sides, the

cells may either be exactly opposite, having partition against par-

tition, or the bottom of a cell may rest upon the partitions be
tueen the cells on the other side, which will serve as a buttress to

strengthen if. The last way is the best for strength; accordmglT
the bottom of each cell rests against the point where three parti-

lions meet on tlie other side, which gives it all the strength possible.

The bottom of a cell may either be one plane, perpendicular to

the side-partitions; or it may be composed of several planes,

meeting in a solid angle in the middle-iioint. It is only in one of

these two ways that all the cells can be similar without losing

room. And for the same intention, the planes, of which the bot-

tom is composed, if there be more than one, must be three in

number, and neither more nor fewer. It has been demonstrated,

that bv making the bottoms of the cells to consist of three planes

meeting in a point, there is a saving of material and labour no way
inconsiderable. The bees, as if acquainted with these princi[)les

of solid geometry, follow them mo>t accurately; the bottom of

each cell being composed of three planes, whiih make obtuse an-

gles with the side-partitions, and with one another, and meet jnH

point in the middle of the bottom ; the three angles of this bottom

being supported by three partitions on the other side of the comb,
and the point of it by the common intersection of these three par-

titions. One instance more of the mathematical skill displayed iii

the structure of a honey-comb deserves to be mentioned. It is a

curious niathematical problem, at what precise angle the three

planes which compose the bottom of a cell ought to meet, in order

to make the greatest possible saving of material and labour. Thi.s

is one of lho>e problems belonging to the higher parts of mathe-

matics, which are called problems of maxima and minima. The
celeiirated M'Laurin resolved it by a fluxionary calculation,

which is to be found in the Transactions of the Royal Society of

London, and determined precisely the angle re(|uired. Upon the

mo'^t exact mensuration w hich the subject could admit, he after-

wards found, that it is the very angle in which the three planes in

the bottom of the cell of a honey-comb do actually meet. Shall

we .ask here, who taught the bees the properties of solids, and to

resolve problems of maxima and minima? If a honeycomb were

a work of human art, every man of common sense would con-

clude, without hesitation, that he who invented the construction .

must iiave understood the principles on which it was constructed.

We need not say that bees know none of these things. They
work most geometrically without any knowledge of geometry ;

somewhat like a child, who, by turning the handle of an organ,

makes good music without any knowledge of music. The art is

not in the child, but in him who made the organ. In like man-

ner, when a bee makes its comb so geometrically, the geometry is

not in the bee, but in that Great Geometrician who made the bee,

and made all things in number, weiglit, and measure." On the

whole, it is evident, (liat the structure of a honeycomb, is an ef-

fect of instinct which cannot be confounded with the operations of

reason.

INSTITUTE, in Scots law, when by disposition or deed of

entail a number of p-isons are calhd to the succession of an estate

one alter another, the person first named is called the institute,

the others substitutes.

LvsTiTtJTES, in literary history, a book containing the elemcnt/i

of the Roman law. The institutes are divided into books; and

contain an abridgement of the whole body of the civil law, being

designed for the use of students. See L.iw.

INSTITUTION, in the canon and common law, signifies the

investing of a clerk witli the spiritualities of a rectory, &c. which is

done by the bishop, who uses the following formula: " I institute

you rector of such a churcli w itli the cure of souls, and receive

your care and mine."

Institutions, in literary matters, denote a system of the ele-

jiients
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flents or rules of any art or science. Thus pliysical, or medicinal

nstiliitions, are such as tcacli the necessary prxcogiiita to the prac-

icr of medicine, or the cure of diseases.

INSTRU.M ENT, in general, signifies whatever is subservient

o a cause in producing any effect.

In'stkUiMENT, inlaw, is used to signify some public act, or an-

hentic deed, by means whereof any "truth is niade apparent, or

uiv right or title established, in a court of justice.

)\STuuMENT, NoTOKiAL, in Scots law, any fact certified in

•vriting, under tiie hand of a notary public.

Instkumen'ts, Philosophical, Mathematical, &:c. Sec

CaM1;11a, MiCROSCOl'E, 'lELESCOPn, OUKEKY, QuADKiVT,
jCOiMPASSES, IjALANCE, PuMPS, liYDUOMf.TER, ElECTRICIT V,

\';n-suration, Hvdrostatics, Pneumatics, Mechanics,
rics, &:c.

vSUl-ATED, in arcliitecture, an appellation given to such

)ians as stand alone.

INSULATED, in electrical experiments. When anybody is pre-

r' r.ted from communicating with the earth by the interposition of

ill electric body, it is s.4id to be insulated. See Electricity.
INSURANCE, orENSURANCE, in law and commerce, a

oiur.ict, whereby one party engages to pay the losses which the

ijther may sustain, for a itipulaled premium or consideration. The
•nio^t common sorts are, insurance against fire, insurance against

'j^s at sea, insurance for live.>, and insurance of debts.

I. Jf^uintt Jire : for wliich purposes various offices are esta-

hed m Britain: the principal of them is, probably, the Sun
-odice. Tills ilass is divided into three species, namely :

I. Onnmon Insurances : buildings, the whole external walls of

>»hich are of brick or stone, with coverings of slate, tiles, or me-
als, and in which no hazardous trades are carried on, or liaiiard-

ious "oods deposited. In this division are also conipri-ied ^oods
vliicli are not liazardous, and which mxv be kept in such build-

;. Hazardous Insurances : which include buildin»s covered
with slite, tile, or metal, whether built of timber, plaisler, timber
and p'.aistet, brick and liniiier^ and also buildings, the external

walls of wliich are not wholly of brick or stone, and in which no
hazardous trades are carried on, or hazardous goods are deposited:

and brick or stone buildings with the coverings above-mentioned,
Ir.ontainlng hazardous trades or wares. Also goods, deposile<l in

'iniber, plaister, timber and (jlaister; and brick and timber-
lings; hemp, Hax, pitch, tar, cotton, turpentine, resin, oil,

rMfiis, and the like, are classed among hazardous insurances, a<

ikowise are the trades or manufactories using the last-mentioned
Lirticles.

3. Doubly Haziirdnus Insurances: namely, all the buildings
mentioned in the precediig section, however covered, if th.ey be
9ccupied by hazardous trades or ijoods; and all thatrlied biiild-

ngs. Ships, vessels, barges, and oth.er craft, together with their

cargoes; glass, china, earthen-ware, pottery, bottles, bottled li-

•|aors in trade, ornaments, shells, fossils, ores, medals, curiosities,

)ilof vitriol, cork, statuary, and figures in wax, plaister, and mar-
:ile; are all included in this subdivision, to w hich maybe added
Jie trade.; of boat-builders, cart-grease-makers, cork-cutters, var-
lish, flambeau, and lamp-black-makers, hartshorn, and vitriol-

.vorks, oil, silk, and linen, manufacturers, and japanners. Such
ire the species into which insurances against iire are divided : and
hat our readers may form some estimate of the expence of insur-
ng goods, &c. against loss or damage bv fire, we have subjoineil
he following brief table, in which the dllfercnt aniuial rate-<, pay-
tble at the British Fire ollice in the Strand, may be seen at one
fiew. Beside these rates, however, lliere is a duty of three shil-
ings to be paid to goveriinient, tor every policy of insurance
.vhere the sum insured tloes not amount to 1000/.; and of six
.hillings, if it amount to 1000/. or upwards.

Any sum not exc r 5^ceding < ,

/.

1 000
2000

J 3000
( JOOO

Com.
s. d.

Haz.
.1. d.

Doub. Haz.
d.

2
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ed f«r A. Framliilcntly to ca^t away or destroy a sliip insured

above its value, is tciony. 2. If tlie ship does not proceed on the

voriige, or if, being warranted to depart willi convoy, it departs

vitliout convoy, tlie in>iirance must be vacated. If the extent of

a trading voyage lie uncertain, Uie longest one in contemplation is

described in the policy, and it is as^rced that part of the premium
shall be relumed if the voyage be shortened. In like manner, in

time of war, when insurance is made without condition of convoy,
it is agreed that part of the premium be relunud in case it sail

with convoy. When a ship is \varranted to depart with convoy,
it is understood from the UEual pUu e of convoy (c. g. the Downs),
and it is in^uled till it arrive there. The comnion proof of sailing

T\ith convoy is the production of sailing orders; but, if a ship be
pi evented by the weather from receiving the sailing orders,

oilier proof may ije ailniilted. A ship was insured from the
'1 lumies to Halifax, warranted to sail from Portsmouth with

tonvoy. The convoy had sailed before the ship arrivc<l

there, and the underwriters declined to insure it, without con-
voy, for the rest of the voyage. They were found liable to

return jiart of the premium, retaining only in proportion to the

accustomed rate from London to Portsmouth. This decision seems
to establish the following principle, that, when the voyage ])er-

foriiied is only part of lliat described in the policy, and when the

risk can be proportiotied, the under-writers are bound to return

part of the piinMum, though there be no agreement for that |)Ur-

pose. But, if a ship, insured only aaainst the hazards of the sea,

he taken by the enemy, the insured have no right to claim a return

of premium, though the capture happen soon, under pretence that

litlle sea-ha/ard was incurretl. If a ship deviates from the voyage
described in the policy without necessity, it sets aside the insurance.

An intention to deviate is not sullicienl to set it aside; there must
be an actual deviation ; and, even in that case, the insurers are li-

able for damages sustained before deviation. It is no deviation

to go out of the way to the accustomed place of convoy, nor to

the nearest place where necessary repairs may be had. Deviation,
for the purpose of smuggling, if without the knowledge of the

owners, does not set aside the insurance, nor when the master is

forced by the crew to return. In insurances to the East Indies,

and home, the insurers are undci-stood to take the risk of detention

in tlie country, and of country-voyages. 3. Insurance of pro-

hibited goods, against the risk of seizure by the government, is

unlawful, and invalid. The insurers, insured, brokers, and all

accessories, arc liable to the fine of 5001. 4. If the insured have
any information of more than common tiangcr, they must reveal

fvcry such circumstance to the insurers, otherwise the policy is

set aside. This rule is established for the preservation of good
faith ; and there are several strong decisions in support of it. If a

ship be spyke to leaky at sea, or if there be a report of its being

lost, these circunislances must be communicated to the insurers.

^ven the concealment of a false report of loss vitiates the insur-

ance ; and if the ship be afterwards lost, though in a different man-
ner, the insured will recover nothing. In a voyage from Carolina
to London, another ship had sailed ten days alter that which was
insured, and arrived seven days before the insurance was made ;

and the concealment of this ciicumslance, though the fact was
not proved to the satisfaction of the jury, was considered as suffi-

cient to set it aside. Also, tluring the continuance of the Ameri-
can war, a ship being insured from Portugal by the month, without

condescending on the vovage, sailed for North America, and was
taken by a provincial private er. The insurers refused to pay, be-

cause the luizardous destination was concealed; audit vias only

upon proof of the insured being equally ignorant of it that they
were found liable. But the insured are not obliged to take notice
of general perils, which the insurers may be understood to have
had in contemplation; dangerous navigation. West Indian hurri-

canes, cnteriJrizes of the enemy, and the like. Insurance is not set

aside b? a mistake ill the name of the shi|i, of the master, or the

like. Insurance may be made on an uncertain ship; on any ship

that the goods may be loaded on ; on any ship that A shall ^ lil in

from Virginia. In this last case, the policy is not transferr-cd to a
ship which A goes on board iluring the voyage.

2, It ;» ship be insured at and from a port, the insurance com-
mences imur.diately if the ship be there, or at its arrival there. If

it bo damaged when prep-aring for a voyage, the insurers are liable
;

hut not if tl'.e vojage be laid aside tor several ye^rs, with consent

I

of the owners. Lisurance from a port comiT.ences when the ship
breaks ground ; and, il it set sail, and be <lriven back and lost ia
the jMirt. the insurers are liable. Insurance on goods generally coii«

tinues till they be landed; but, if they be sold after the slilp's ar-

rival, and freight contracted to another port, liie insurance is con-
cluded. Goods sent on board anotlicr ship or lighter are not at

the risk of the insurer ; but goods sent ashore in the long boat arc.

Insurance on freight commences wh'n the goods are put on board.
Goods from the East Indies, insured to Gibraltar, and to be re-

shipped from tin nee to Britain, were put on board a store-ship at

Gibraltar, to wait an opportunity of re-shipping, and, were lost:

the custom of putting goods aboard a store-ship being proved, the
insurers were found liable. Loss of sails ashore, when the ship is

repairing, is comprehended within the insurance. What is neces-

sarily uiulerstood, is insured, as well as what is expressed; the es-

sential means and intermediate steps, as well as the end. Ships
performing quarantine are at the risk of the insurer.

3. The insurers are liable for a total loss when the subject

perishes through any of the perils insured against. Baratry, though
it properly signilies running away with the ship, extends to any
kind of fraud in the master or mariners. Insurance against deten-

tion of princes docs not extend to ships that are seized for trans-

gressing the laws of foreign countries. The insurers are also liable

tor a total loss, when damage is sustainetl, and the remaining pro-

perty abandoned or vested in the insurers. If a shi|) be stranded,

or taken, and kept by the enemy, or detained by any Ibreign

pow er, or seized for the service ol the government, the proprietors

have a right to abandon. But, if a ship be taken by the enemy,
and be retaken, or makes its escajie, before action against the in-

surers; have the insured a right to abandon, or must they only
claim for the damages sustained as an average loss? There are op-

posite decisions, according as the circumstance of the case were
strong. When the ship was long detained, the goods perishable,

the voyage entirely lost, or so disturbed, that the pursuit of it was
not w orth the freight, or when the damage exceeds half the value

of the thing, they have been found intitled to abandon
; (Goss

against Withers, two Burrow, 6S3.) But, if the voyage be com-
lileted with little trouble or delay, they are not intitled ; (Hamil-
ton against Mendez, two Burrow, 1193.) The insured cannot
claim, as for a total loss, on an offer (o abandon, when the case is,

in its nature, only partial ; for, if this were permitted, they might de-

volve the loss occasioned by bad markets on the insurers. And, in

all cases the insured have their option to abandi n, or not, 'I'tiey

may retain their property if they ple.ase, and <:laim for an average

lo>s; and they must make their option before they claim. It thf

goods be so much d.'.niaged, that their value is less than the

lieight, the insurers are accountable as for a total loss. The
insurers are liable for general average, when the property is

charge<l with contribution : and for particular average, wiieii

the property is damaged, or part of it destroyed. If the damagi
be sustained through the fault of the ship, the owners of the goouf

may have ncourse, either against tlie master or insurers ; and, i

the insurers be charged, they stand in the place of the owners, am
I'.ave recourse against the master. In order to prevent the insurer:

from being troui>led with frivolous demands for average, it is gene-

rally stipulated, that none shall be charged under five per cent oi

some other determined rate; and corn, llax, fruit, lish, and likt

perishable i-oods, are warranted free from average, unless general

or the ship be stranded. !n order to encourage every effort t<

save the shi]), the insurers are liable for charges laid out with tha

design, r.lthough the subject perish. Thus, they may be chargei

with niore than the sum insured. In case of goods being damaged
the proportion of the sum insured, for which the underwriters an

liable, is regulated by the proportion of the ))rices which thesoum
and damaged goo<ls fetch at the port of destination. The prim

cost of the goods is not considered, nor the necessity of immediat

sale, in conseciuence of oainage. Although the damaged gooJ

sell above prime cost, the insurers arc liable.

4. If a ship be lost, and the crew saved, the loss is proved b

the evidence of the crew. If damage be sustained, the extent

prov(;d by an examinati )n of the subject damaged, at the ship'

aarival ; and the cause by the evidence of the crew. If the slii

be stranded, evidence must be tai.en at the place where strande

documents of loss must be laid before the under-writers, with a

convcuicnt speed ; and, if these be sufficiently clear, tlie loss shoul
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be iiiimeJiaU'ly settled. The iinder-wriiers generally giant llieir

notes at a iiioiitli or six weeks date for their proportions. If a ship

be not heard of for a tertaia lime, it is presumed lost ; and the un-

der-writers are liable to pay the sums insured, the property being

vloned to them in the event of tiie sliip's return. Six months

.;llo\ved ibr a vov.ige to any part ol Europe, a year to Aiiu-riea,

aiul two years to the East Indies. By the ordinance of Ham-
burgh, if a ship l)e three months beyond the usual lime of perform-

.1 vo) age, the imder-writei-s may be desired to pay 9- per cent

,n abandon. If tliey decline it, they are allowed fourteen

iiioiiths more, and then they must pay the full value. A sliip in-

sured again>t the hazards of tlie sea, but not against the enemy,
if never heard of, is presumed lost at sea.

5. That the manner of settling loasus may be understood, we
must explain what is meant by covering property. \\'e mentioned
already, that insurances for greater sums than the insured had

rc.illy at stake, were contrary to law : but some latitude is allowed

in tluit respect ; for if the owner were to insure no more than the

exact value of his property he would lose the premium of insur-

ance, and the abatement, if any was agreed on. For example, if

he has goods on board to the value of 1001. insured at live per cent

to alnUe two per cent in case of loss ; then, if a total loss happen,

he recovers 9Sl. from the insurers, of which five pounds being ap-

plied to replace the premium, the nett sum saved is only 931. ;

but, if the value on board be only 931. and the sum insured 1001.

he would be fully indenmined for the loss; and his property in

that ca^e is said to be covered. To find how much should be in-

sured to cover any sum, subtract the amount of the premiiun and
abatement (ilany,) from lOOl. As the ren\ainder is to 1001. so is

the value, to the sum which covers it. In case of a total loss, if the

sum insured be not greater than that which covers the property,

the insurers most pay it all. If greater, they pay what covers the

jiroperly, and return the premium on the overplus. Partial losses

are regulated by this principle, that whereas the owner is not iidlv

indemnifieil, in case of a total loss, unless he covers his ijroperty,

therefore he should only be indemnitied for a partial loss in the

same proportion ; and, if it be not fully insured, he is considered

as insurer himself for the p;irt not covered, and must bear a suit-

able proportion of the loss. Therefore the value of the property

is proved, and the sum r-cquired to cover it computed. If that

sum be all insured, the under-writers pay the while damage ; if onl v

part be insured, they pay their share, which is computed by the

following rule ; as the sum which covers th property is to the sum
insured, so is the whole ilamage to the part for wliich the insurers

are lia))le. For example, if the value of the projierty bejtiOl. the

sum insured oOOl. tlie preinium eight per cent, and abatement two
percent; then the sum which should be insured to cover the
property is 4001. ; and, if damage be sustained to the extent of 2001.

the owners will recover I JOl. If a voyage be insuretl out and home,
the premium outward must be considered as part of the value on
the homeward property, and tiie sum necessary to cover it com-
puted accordingly. For example, to lOOl. out and home, at five

percent each voyage, abatement two per cent, we compute thus:

93 : 100 : : L. 100 : L. 107 : 10 : 6, to be insured outward, pre-
mium on L. 107 : 10 : 6 outwards, at five per cent, L. 5 : 7 : 6 :

93 : 100 : : L. 105 : 7 : 6 : L. 1 13 : 6s. to be insured home; the
premium on which isL. 5 : 13 : d; and, if the ship be lost on the
homeward voyage,

P'rom the sum insured home L. 113 6
Subtract the discount, 2 per cent 2 5 3

Sum for which the insurci-s are liable

Insurance out L. 5 7

Insurance home 5 13

L. Ill

Covered property.

11—9

L. 100 —
III. For Ui-ts. Insurance upon life is a contract by which tlie

insurer, for a certain sum proportioned to the age, liealth, and
profession of the peron whose life is to be insured, engages thit
the person shall not die within a certain period, or if he ilo, the
underwriter will pay a sum of money to the person to whom the
policy is granted. The value of insurances upon lives, depends

-A

upon tlie probability of the continuance of any proposed life or
lives, during any piuposed term. See Annuities. On many oc-
casions, the premium* paid to insurers have been higher than any
compulation founded on the probabilities of human life, will war-
rant. I5y virtue of insurance for life, on the demise of th»

parly insured, a sum of money becomes due to the person
for whose benefit the insurance was made. In this respect also,

sev.eral societies grant policies of insurance fur certain premiums:
of this kind is the society which meets at IMack-Friars bridge, and
which has juslly styled itself the F.<|ultable Society for Assurances
on Lives and Survivorships. The business transacted by this so-

ciety is so extensive, and it is governed so entirely by calculations,

founded on the best rules and observations, that it cannot but prove
one ot the greatest public benefits. It was established in ITtiu', in

consequence of proposals which had been made, and lectures re-

commending such a design, which had been read b\ Mr. Dodson,
the author of the Mathematical Repository. It assures any sums,
or reversionary annuities, on any life or lives for any number of
years, as well as for the whole continuance of the lives; and in any
manner that may be best adapted to the views of the persons as-

sured: that is, either by making the assured sums payable cer-

tainly at the failure of any given lives; or on condition of sur-

vivorship ; and also, either by taking the price of the assurance in

one perfect payment, or in annual payment, during anv single

or joint lives or any terms, less than the whole possible duration of
the lives. Any pei-sons, for instance, who depend on iiiconu>s

w hieh must be lost when they die, or who are only tenants for life

in estates, may, if they want to borrow money, be enabled to give
sullicient security, by assuring such sums as tliey want to borrow
ill this s<>ciety, and assigning the policy ; in conseijuence of which
the lender will, during the term of the assurance, he guarded against

all danger of losing his principal by the death of the borrower.
In the same way, clergymen, counsellors, persons holding anv
places of profit, traders, and others, who have families, whose sub-
sistence depends on the continuance of their lives, may here be
enabled to make some provision for their families alter their de-
cease. All persons, who enjoy annuities for the lives of others,

may here secure themselves against the loss they would sustain,

should they survive the persons on whose lives the annuities depend,
by making assurances w hich should intitle them to any sums pay-
able on condition their survivorship should take place. Any per-
son entitled to an estate, annuity, legacy, or office, after another
person, provided he survives, may here secure some equivalent
tor his family at his decease, provided he does not survive. Hus-
bands may, in this society, secure annuities for tlieir wives, pro-
vided they should leave them w idows. Parents, by .assuring the
lives of their children when infants, till they attain a given age,
may secure for them, sliould they live to that aiie, such sums as

may be necessary to put them out to apprenliceships, or to make
capitals, or fortunes, for them, with which to set out in business or to
marry. Any persons, apprehensive of being left without support
in old age, when incapable of labour, may, in this societv, pur-
chase an annuity, to commeni e at any future year of his life ; and
to continue during tiie remainder of his life; and he may do this

at a very small expence, if he is young, and willing to wait for the
commencement of his annuity t.li he is 55 ortiO years of age. And
indeetl there are no kinds of assurances on lives and survivorships,

but what are made by this society. The same is done by other
societies, of which (here are several conducted on.asimilar plan, as,

1. The Royal Exchange Assurance, incorporated originally

for Sea Insurances, but by its second charter, dated 29lh April
1721, empowered to assure lives. Ry repeated reductions in 1790
and 1797, its terms are brought very near to those above stated. 2.

The Westminster Society, established in 1792. Its terms are
nearly the same with bo'h the preceding. Since this time the
number of such offices has been considerably increased, and iliough

each has some peculiarity, they all require nearly the same annil^al

premium. As a specimen, we have, in the followl-ig table, stated

the rates of insurance on lives, fixed by the ^\ e-tnimster Societv
(No. 429, Strand), which was established in 1792 : it is calculateH

to shew the premiums lor insuring one hundred pounds, upon the

life of a healthv person, from the age of eight to sixty-seven years,

within the limits of Europe, but not upcn the seas, viz.

Ag*.
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li, iii:r;r _M:.t; Viiculity ol' a see, ailniiiiistt-re! th^- i.'Uliopric, till

Jj

a siirreis<jr lo tlie (lecpa^i-d bisliop li.ul been eleiU^d. The tliiril

council of C';iitha£;e callslliose Intervcntors.

IN'l ERCOLUMNlATlON, in arcliitec(ure, denotes the

space between two column^, which is always lo be proportioned

to the height an'l bulk ot tlie coliimin.

INTERCOMMONING, in law, is when the commons of

two manors lie logellier, and the inhabitants of bothliave, tinie

dlit of mind, caused their cattle to feed pronii-cuou-.ly on them.
INTERCOSTAL, in anatomy, an appellation givi'ii to such

iftuscles, nerves, arteries, and veins, as lie between tlie ribs. See
ASATOMY.
INTERDICT, an ecclesiastical censure, by which the church

of Rome forbids the performance of divine service in a kingdom,
province, town, &c. Interdicts were often executed in France,

Italy, and G'rniaiiy ; and in 1170, pope Alexander [H. put all

F.ngland under an interdict, forbidding the clertty to perforin anv
pari of divine service, except l)aplii;;ng of iniaiits, taking confes-

•ions, and giving ab-olulion to dying penitents. 13ut this censure
oeing liable to promote libertinism and a neglect of religion, the

tiicceeding popes very seldom made use of it. 1 here was also an
interdict of persons, who were di-prived of the benefit of attend-

ing on divine service. Particular persons were also anciently in-

I

terdicted of fire and water, which signified a banishment for some
I

particular olfence: by their censure no person was allowed to re-

ceive them, or allow them fire or water ; and being thus wholly
deprived of the two necess.-iry elements of life, they were doiibt-

J Jets under a kind of civil death.

I
INTEREST, is the premium or money paid for the loan or

i| use of money ; and is distin;iuished into two kin<l«, simple and coiu-

I pound. Simple interest is that which is paid for the principal, or
sum lent, at a certain rate or allowance made by law, oragreomeiu
of parties, so much for 100/. lent out lor one year ; and more or

. less proportionally lor greater or less sums, and for more or less

i time. For example, if it is it. to 100/. for one year, it is 21. lOs.

• for half a year, and 10/. for two years: also I07. for one year of
.200/. and 3/. tor halt a year ; and so on, for other sums and times.

See Arithmetic. .Many "good and learned men have in former
times very much perplexed themselves and other people by
raising doubts about the legality of interest in foro conscientis.
The eiiemies 10 interest in general make no distinction between
tliat and u-ury, holding an increase of money to be iiulefensibly

usurious. And this they ground as well on the prohibition of it

by the law of Mo-es among the Jews, as upon what is laid

down by Aristotle, that money is naturaliy barren; and to
inake it breed hk ney is preposterous, and a perversion of
tlie cud of It; in-.tiluli<)n, which was only to serve the purposes
ol exchange, and not of increase. Hence cIivine^ have branded the
practice ot taking inten.-st, as contrary lo the divine law both na-
tural and revealed

; (Sec .'Vnat.,ci>.m,') and the canon law has pre-
scribed the taking oi any the least increase for the loan of money as
a mortal sin. Rut, in answer to this, it may be observed, that the
Mosaical precept was clearly apolitical, and not a moral, precept.
It only proiiibited the Jews from lakin ; usury from their brethren
the Jews, but in express words pcrniittcil thenv to t.ike it of a
fctraiiger: which proves thct the taking of moderate Usurj-, ora
reward for the use, for so the w ora signifies, is not maiuin in se,
since It was allowed « here any but an Israelite w;is < oncerned. As
to Aristotle's reason, de<!iKed from the natural l>antnness of
iiioney, the same may willi etnial f. ro- be alleged ot houses,
rhich never breed houses; and maiiv titner things, wiiich nobody
doubts it is lawful to make proiit 'of, by letting them to hire,
'i hough money wa-origiiully used only for the purposes of ex-
change, yet the laws oi any slate mav l.eiustihed in permitting it

to be tinned lo the purposes of profit, it the convenience of so-
ciety (ihe gre-nt end for which money was invented) require it.

And that ihn allowance of moderite m'eict tends greatly to the
benefit of the public, especially in a tr:Hiiii<T counlry, will' appear
from that generally acknowledged |)riiicipie, that commerce can-
not subsist without mutual and eMensive credit. Unless money
therefore can be borrowed, tiade cannot be carried on : and if no
preniiiini were allowed for liie hire of money, few persons would
rare to lend it : o,- at least Ihe ease ol borrowing at a short warnim;
(which is the life of commerce) w.iuld be entirely at an eml.
1 bus, in the dark ages oiiiit/iikish supci-tilion and civil tyranny,
veL. III.—NO. 115.

J .'

wlien interest was lai'l under a lota! inier<i!ct, coinmetc- v\;o also

at its low est ebli, aiKi reil entirely into the hantls of the Jews and
Lombards: but when men's minds began lo be more enlarged,

when true rel gion and real liberty revived, comnierce grew agaiif

into credit ; and again introduced wiiii itself its inseparable com-"

panioii, the doctrine <}{ loans upon interest. And. iiidee<l, con-
sidered absli Jclcdiy from this its use, since all other conveniences

(5f life may be citlier bought, or hired, but money can only he
hired, there seems no gn-ater impropriety in taking a reccoipence
for the hire of this, than of any oilier convenience. If one borrow
100/. to employ in a beneficial trade, it is but e(|uitable that tht»

lender should have a proportion of the gains. To demand an ex-

orbitant price is equally contrary to conscience, for the loan of a

liorsv, or the loan of a sum ol inonev ; but a reasonable e(juivaient

tor the temporary inconvenience which the owner may feel by I'.-.e

want of it, and tor the l.azard ot Ids losing it entirely, is not more
iinmo.al in the one case liian in the other. Indeed the absolute

prohibition o; lending upon any, even moderate interest, introdu-

ces the very inconvenience which it seems meant to remedy.
The necessity of individuals will make borrowing unavoidable^

Without some proiit by law, there will be but few lenders: and
those principally bad men, who will break through the law, and
take a profit; and then will endeavour lo indemnify themse'ves

from the danger of the penaity, by making that profit exoibitaul.

Thus, wliile all degrees of profit were discountenanced, we tind

more complaints ot usury, anri more flagrant instances of oppres-

sion, than in modern times whin money may be easily had at a
low interest. A capital distinction must therefore be made be-

tween a moderate and exorbitant profit ; to the former of w Inch we
Usually give the name of interest, lo the latter the truly odious ap-

pelialioii of u-.ury ; tlie former is necessary in every <ivil state; if

it w re but to exclude the latter, which ought never to be tolerat-

ed in any well-regulated society. For, as the whole of this mut-
ter is well summed up by C'lotius, " if tlie coinpensalion allowed
by law does not excee<l the

|
ii;poi1ic>i) of the hazard run, or the

want felt, by the loan, its aiiowance is neither repugnant lo the re-

vealed nor to the natural law ; but if it exceeds those bounds, it is

then oppressive usury ; and though the municipal laws may give

it impunity, they never can make it just." The exorbitance

or moderation of interest, for the money lent, depends upon two
circumstances ; the inconyenicnce of pariing with it for the present,

and the hazard of losing it entirely. The inconvenience to indi-

vidual lenders can never be estimated by laws ; the rate therefore

of general intere>t must depend upon tiie usual or general incon-

venience. This results entirely Irom the quantity of specie or
current money in the kingdom : for, the more specie there is cir-

culating in any nation, the greater superfluity thrre will be, be-

yond what is necessary to carry on the business of exchange, and
the common concerns of life. In every nation, or piibUc com-
munity, there is a certain (piantitv of money thus necessary

:

which a person well skilled in political arithmetic might perhaps
calculate as exactly, as a private banker can the demand ior run-

ning cash in hijS own shop : all above this necessary quantity may
Ik- spared, orient, wiliiout much inconvenience to the respective

lenders; and Ihe greater this national superfltiity is itie more nu-
merous will be tiie lenders, and the lower ought the rate of the

national interest to be: but where there is not,enough, or barely

enough, circulating cash, to answer the ordinary uses of the

public, interest will be proporlionably high; for lenders will be
but lew, as few can submit to the inconvenience of lending. So
also the hazard ol an entire loss has its w eight in the reuulation of

iiiteivst: hence, the better the security, the lower will the interest

be; the rate of interest bi-ing generally, in a compound ratio,

formed out of tlie inconvenience and the hazard. And as, if there

were no inconvenience, there should be no interest but what is

equivalent lo the hazard; so, if there were no hnzar-l, there ouglit

to be no iuterc-st, save only what arises from the mere inconven-

ience ot lending. Thus, if the quantily of specie in a nation be
such, that the general inconvenience of lending for a year s

ccmputed to amount to three per cent, a man that has money by
him will perhaps lend it upon good personal security at five |)er

cent, allowing two for tiie hazard run ; he will lend it'upi-n l.iided

security, or mortgage, at four per cent, the hazard being pio-

porliuuably less; but he will lend it to the stale, on tl.e

inaintainance of which all bis projjerly depends, at t!n\e per

2 P -€»tlt.
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ceni, llic liuzard bting none at I'.ll. Biitsomttimi's the hazard may
be greater than the rate oi interest allowed by law will compensate.

This gives rise to th.e practice, 1. Oi bottomry, or respondentia.

2. Of policies of insiM'ance. See Bottomry, and Insurance.
Upon the two principles of inconvenience and hazard, compared
together, <hffereiit nations liave at d:tTerent times established ailTer-

ent rates of interest. '1 he Romans at one time allowed centissima?,

one percent monthly, or twelve per cent per annum, to be taken

for common loans; bnt Justinian reduced it to trientes, or one-

third of the as or centissima-, that is, four per cent; but allowed

higher interest to be taken of merchants, because tliere the hazard

was greater. Grotius informs us, that in Holland the rate of in-

terest was, then 8 per cent in common loans, but 12 to merchants.

Our law establishes one standard for all alike, where the pledge or

security itself is not put in jeopardy ; lest, under the general pre-

tence of vague and indeterminate hazards, adoor should be opened
to fraud and usury : leaving specific hazards to be provided against

by specific insurances, or by loans upon respondentia or bottomry.

But as lo the rate of legal interest, it has varied and decreased (or

200 years past, according as the (|uantity of specie in the kingdom
has increased by accessions of trade, the introduction of paper

credit, and other circumstances. The statute 37 Hen. A'lll. c.

S, confined interest to ten per cent, and so did the statute 13

Eliz. c. 8. But as, through the encouragements given in her

reign te commerce, the nation grew more wealthy ; so, under h-r

successor, the statute 21 Jac. I.e. 17, reduced it to eight per

cent; as did the statute 12 Car. 11. c. 13, to six: and lastly, by
the statute 12 Ann. st. 2. c. 16, it was brought down to five per
cent yearly, which is now the extremity of legal interest that can
be taken. But yet, if a contract which carries interest be made in

a foreign country, our courts w ill direct the payment of interest ac-

cording to the law of that country in which tiie contract was made.
Tluis Irish, American, Turkish, and Indian interest, have been al-

lowed in our courts to the amount of even 12 per cent. For the

moderation or exorbitance of interest depends upon local circum-
stances ; and the refusal to enforce such contracts would put a

stop to all foreign trade. And, by stat. 14 Geo. III. c. 79, all

mortgages and other securities upon estates or other property in

Ireland or the plantations, bearing interest not exceeding six per
cent, shall be legal ; though executed in the kingdom of Great
Britain; unless the money lent shall be known at (he time to ex-
ceed the value of the thing in pledge ; in which case also, to pre-

vent usurious contracts at home under colour of such foreign se-

curities, the borrower shall forfeit treble the sum so borrowed.
Interest, Compound, is that which is paid for any principal

sum, and the simple interest due upon it for any time, accumula-'
ted into one principal sum. Example: if 100/. is lent out for one
year ut 6/. and if at the end of that vear the 61. due of interest l)e

added to the principal, and the sum 106/. be considered as a new
principal bearing intere^t for the next year (or whatever less time if

remains unpaid) this is called compound interest, because tliere is

interest upon interest, which m :iy go on by adding this second
year's mterest of 106/. to the princp-al 106/. and making the whole
a principal for the next year. See Arithmetic, and Usury.
Tlie only case, in which Compound Interest is allowed by the
laws of Great Britain, is that of Annuities. See Annuities, and
Survivorship.
INTERLACKEN, a town of the Helvetic Republic, in the

Ciinton of Bern, 28 miles S. S. W. of Lucern.

_
INTERLOCU'l OR. In Scots law, the sentence or judgement

of a court of law, is commonly called an interlocutor before decree
is exiracted.

INTERLOCUTORY DECREE. In English law, in a suit

ill etpiity, ifany matter of fact be strongly controverted, the fact is

usually directed to be tried at the bar of the court of king's bench,
or at the assizes, upon a feigned issue. If a question of mere law
arises in the course of a cause, it is the practice of the court of
chancery lo refer it to the opinion of the jurlges of the court of
king's bench, upon a case stated for the purpose. In such cases,
interlocutory decrees orovders are made.
iNTERLoGUToRyJuBGEMFNTS are such as are given in the mid-

dle of a cause, upon some plea, proceeding on clefault, which is

on y intermediate, and does not finally determine or complete the
suit. But the inteilo<utory judgements most usually spoken of,

aie those incomplete judge'inents, wbereby the right of the plaiiitift'

15 established but the qnantuiv of damages sustained by him
is not ascertained, which is the province of a jury. In such a
case a writ of enquiry issues to the sherilt, who summons a jury,

enquires of the damages, and returns to the court the inquisition so
taken, whereupon the plantilf's attorney taxes costs, and signs final

judgement.
Interloci'torv Order, that which decides not the cause,

but only settles some intervening matter relating to the cause. As,
where an order is made in chancery, for the plamiilf to have an in-

junction, to quit possession till the hearing oi the cause ; this order,
not being final, is called interlocutory.

INI ERLOPERS, those who without due authority hinder the
trade of a company or corporation lawfully established, by dealing
in the same articles.

INTERLUDE, an entertainment exhibited on the theatre be-
tween the acts of a play.

INTERMEDIATES, in chemistry, substances put into com-
bination to cause an affinity which would not take place without
it. Thui an alkali united with oil will cause the oil to unite with
water; in this case the alkali is the intermediate.

INTERMHTENT, [intermittens, Lat.] in medicine, a term
applied to such fevers as go oft and soon return again, in opposition
to those which are continual. See Medicine.
INTERNAL ANGLE, an angle made within any figure, by

the sides of it : also the two angles formed between two parallels,

by a line intersecting them, on each side of the intersectuig

line.

INTEROSSEL^S, in anatomy, an appellation given to the
muscles w liich move the fingers and toes, from their being situated

between the bones of those parts. See Anatomy.
INTERPOLATION, among critics, denotes aspurious passage

inserted into the writings of some ancient author.

Interpolation, in the modern algebra, is used for finding an
intermediate term of a serie«, its place in the series being given.

SeeAi-GEBRA, and Series. The method of interpolation was first

invented by Mr. Briggs, and applied by him to the calculation of

logarithms, &c. in his Arithmetica Logarithmica, and his Trigo-
nometria Britannica; where he explains, and fully applies, the me-
thod of interpolation by differences. His principles were follow-

ed by Reginal and Mouton in France, and by Cotes and othei's in

England. \\'allis made use of the method of interpolation in va-

rious parts of his works; as his arithmetic of infinites, and his alge-

bra, for quadratures, &c. The same was also happily applied by
Newton in various ways: by it he investigated his binomial the-

orem, and quadratures of the circle, ellipse, hyperbola: see Wal-
lis's Algelira, ciiap. 85, &c. Nevvton also, in lemma 5, lib. 3,

Princip. gave a most elegant solution of the problem for drawing a
curve line through the extremities of any number of given ordi-

nales; and in the subsequent proposition, applied the solution of

this problem to that of finding from certain observed places of a
comet, its place at any given intermediate time. And Dr. War-
ing, who adds, that a solution still more elegant, on some accounts,

has been since discovered by Messrs. Nichol and Stirling has also

resolved the same problem, and rendered it more general, without

having recourse to finding the successive differences. Philoso-

phical Transactions, vol. 69, part 1, art. 7. Mr. Stirling pursued

this branch as a distinct science, in a separate treatise, entitled

Tractatus de Summatione et Interpolatione Serierum Infinitarum,

in 1730. When the fii-st, second, or other suciessive differences'

of the terms of a series become at last equal, the interpolation of

any term of such a series may be found by Newton's differential

m.ethod. AVhen the algebraic equation of a series is given, the

term required, whether it be a primary or intermediate one, may
be found by the resolution of affected equations; bwt when that

equation is not given, as it often happens, the value of the term

sought must be exhibited by a converging series, or by the qua-

drature of curves. See Stirling's Tractatus, p. 86. Meyer, in

Act. Petr. tom. 2, p. 180.

INTERPOSITION, in astronomy. The eclipse of the sun in
occasioned by an interposition of the moon between the sun and I

us; and that of the moon by the interposition of the earth be--

tween the sun and moon. See Eclipse.
INTERPRETER, a person who explains the thoughts, words,,

or writings, of some other, which before were unintelligible. The*
word, a«cording to Isidore, is derived from inter ana purtes, as >

signifyiBgi
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f,:£;iiifying a person in the niuklle betwixt two parties, to iniike

tlieni'mutually uiKler^itainl each other; others derive it from inttr

and pnts, i. e. Jidtjussiir ; cj. d. a person vvlio serves as security

between two others who do not iimlerstand one another.

IN I'KRREGNUM, the lime diiri"g which tiie throne is va-

cant, in eh'Ctive l^ingdoins ; for in sucli as are hereditary, hke
ours, there is no such thing as an interregnum.

IN'i'EUKliX, the magistrate wlio governs during an interreg-

num. ^Ihis ni:Lgntrate was established in old Rome, ami v\as

almost as ancient as the city itself: after the death of Romulus
there was an interregnuni of a year, during which the senators

were each interre x in then turn, five davs a piece.

IN TERROGATION, [Ej.ut«^i;, Or.] in rhetoric, is a figure

in which the speaker inlroOuces a thing by way of question, to

make its truth more conspicuous. This figure is suited to express

most passions and emotions of the mind ; it serves also to pres^

and bear down an adversary, and generally adds an uncommon
briskness, action, force, and variety, totliscourse. See Oratory.
IN TERROGAriVE, a pronoun used in asking questions: as,

who? what? wliich? whether?
INIERROGATORY, inlaw, a particular question demand-

ed of a witness examined in a cause, especially in the Court of

Chancery. These interrogatories mnst be exhibited by the par-

ties in suit on each side ; w hich are either direct for the parly that

produces them, or counter, on belialf of the adverse party ; and
generally both plauititf and defendant may exhibit, direct, and
ceunler, or cross, interrogatories. They must be pertinent, and
only to the points necessary ; and either drawn or perusecT by
counsel, and signed by ihcni.

INTERSCLNUENT, in algebra, is applied to quantities,

-when the exponents of their powers are radical quantities. Thus

X , v &c. are interscendent quantities.

INTERSECTION, in malhemalics, the cutting of one line,

or plane, by another ; or the point or line wherein two lines, or

two planes, cut each other. The mutual intersection of two planes

is a right line. The centre of a circle is in the intersection of two
diameters. The central pomt of a regular or irregular figure ot

four sides, is the point of intersection ol the two diagonals. Tlie
equinoxes happen when the sun is in the intersections of the equa-
tor and ecliptic.

INTERSTELLAR, [inter and Stella, Lat.] a term used to

express those parts of the universe that are beyond the limits of

our solar system. In the Interstellar regions, it is supposed there

are many other systems of planets moving round t)ie fixed stars,

as the centres of their respective motions. And, as it is prob .ble

that each fixed star is thus a sun to a number of habitable orbs, or
earths, that move round it, the Interstellar wmld must be infinitely

the greatest part of the universe. See Astkonomy.
INTERVAL, space between places; vacuity, or space unoc-

cupied. It is derived from intervullum, which, according to Isi-

dore, signifies the space inter fossum et murum, 2. e. between
the ditch and the wall. Others say that the stakes or piles, driven

into the ground in the ancient Roman bulwarks, were called valla;

and the interstices, or vacancy between them, intervalla.

Interval, in music, the distance between any given sound
and another. Strictlj speaking, it is neither measured by any com-
mon standard of extension nor duration ; but either by immediate
sensation, or by computing the dilference between the numbers of
Tibrations produced by two or more sonorous bodies, in the act of
sounding, during the same given time. As the vibrations are
slower and fewer during the same instant, for example, the sound
i5 proportionally lower or grayer; on the contrary, as during the
saine period the vibrations increase in number and velocity, the
sounds are pioportionably higher or more acute. An interval in

music, therefore, is properly the difference between the number
of vibrations produced by one sonorous body of a certain magni-
tude and texture, and of those produced by another of a diflerent
magnitude and texture in the same time.

Intervals are divided into consonant and dissonant. A con-
sonant interval is that whose extremes, or whose highest and lowest
sounds, when simultaneously heard, coalesce in the ear, and pro-
duce an agreeable sensation called by Lord Karnes a tertium
quid. A dissonant interval, on the contrary, is that whose ex-
tremes, simultaneously heard, far from coalescing iu the ear, and

producing one agreeable sensation, are each of them plainly dis-
tinguished from the other, produce a grating efi^-ct upon the
sense, and repel each other with an irreconciieable li(...tility. In
proponion as the vibrations of <lifferent sonorous bodies, are of the
same given time, the chortis are more or less perfect, and conse-
quently liie intervals more or less consonant. When these vibra-
tions never coincide at all in the same given time, the discord is

consummate, and consequently the interval absolutely dissonant.
Intervals are not onl) divided according to their natures, but

also with respect to their degrees. In this view, tliev are either
enharmonic, chromatic, or diatonic. Of thfse, therefore, in their
ordi-r, from the least to the greatest. An enharmonic interval is

what they call the eighth part of a tone, or the <litlerence between
a major and minor semitone, generally distingui-heci bv the name
of a comma. See Music. A chromatic inteiTal couMsts properly
of a minor semitone, but may also admit the major. A diatonic
interval consists of a semitone-major at least, but niay consist ofany
number of tones within the octave. When an octave higher or
lower is assumed, it is obvious that we enter into another scale
w hich is either higher or lower, but still a repetition of the former
degrees of sound.

Intervals again are either simple or compound. All the in-

tervals within any one octave are simple; such as the second ma-
jor or minor, the third, the fourth, the filth, the sixth, tlie seventh,
&c. of these afterwards. All intervals whose extremes are con-
tained in different octaves, such as the ninth, the tniuh, the ele-
venth, the twelfth, the thirteenth, the fourteenth, the fifteentli,

&c. may be termed compound intervals. The semitone either
exactly or nearly divides the tone into two eciual pait^. In the
theory of harmouical computation three kinds ol semitones are re-
cognized, viz. the greatest, the intermediate, and the smallest, se-
mitone. But in practice, to which these explications are chiefly
adapted, the semitone is only distinguished into major and minor.
The semitone-major is the difference between the tiiird major and
the fourth, as EF. Its ratio is as fifteen to sixteen, and it forms
tlie least of all diatonic intervals. The semitone-minor consists of
the cUtference between the third m.-yor and minor: it may be
marked in the same degree by a sharp or a flat, and it only forms a
chromatic interval; its ratio is as twenty-four to twenty-five.
Though some distinction is made between 'these semitones by the
manner of marking them, yet on the organ and harpsichord no
distinction can be made; nor is there anything more common
for us than to say, that D sharp in rising is E flat in descending,
and so through the whole diapason above or below ; besides, the
semitone is sometimes major and sometimes minor, sometimes
diatonic and sometimes chromatic, according to the different
morles in vvhich we compose or practise ; yet in practice these are
called s' mitones minor, which are marked by sharps or flats,

without changing the degree; and semitones major are those
which form the interval of a second. With respect to the three
semitones recognize'j in theory, the greatest semitone is the dif-

ference between a tone major and a semitone minor; and its ratio
is as twenty-five to twenty-seven. The intermediate semitone is

the dilfeicnce between a semiton" major and a tone major; and its

ratio is as 128 to 135. In a word, the small semiinne Consists of
the ditTerence between the greatest and the intermediate semitone;
and its ratio is as 12j to 128. Of all these intervals, there is only
the semitone major, which is sometimes admitted as a second in

harmony. The interval of a tone which characterises the diatonic
species of composition, is either major or minor. The former
consists of the difference between the fourth and fifth; and its ra-

tio is as eight to nine: and the latter, whose ratio is as nine to ten,
results from the difference between ',ie third minor and the fourth.
Seconds are distinguished into four kinds: two of which are not
in practice sufficiently momentous to be mentioned. The second
major is synonymous with the internals of a tone; but as that tone
may be either major or minor, its ratio may be either as eight to
nine, or as nine to ten. The second minor consists of the distance
from B to C, or front EF ; ind its ratio is as fifteen to sixteen"
The third is so called, because it consists of two gradations, or
three diatonic sounds, as from G to B ascending, or from A to C
inclusive of the extremes ; of which the first is a third major, com-
posed of two full tones, and its ratio as four to five ; the second, a
third minor consisting of a toue and a semitone major, and its ratio

as five to six. The fourth has by some been reckoned au imper-
fect.
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feet, but more justly by others, a perfect, chord. It consists ot

three diatonic degrees, but lakes its name from the four different

souikIs of vvhicli it is fonne<l ; or, in other words, the nuiTil)er by
which it is denominated includes the extn^mes. It is composed
of u lone major, a tune minor, and a senii'one major, js from C to

F ascending; its ratio as three to lour. The fifth ne,\t to the oc-
tave is, perhaps, the most perfect interval, as least susceptible o;

alteration. The number from wlienee it assumes its name like-

wise includes its extremes. It consists of two tones major, one
minor, and a semitone major, a-; from A to E ascending ; its ratio

is a^ two to three. 'I'he sixth is not found among the natural order
of consonances, but only admitted by combmalion. It is not

here necessary to mention its \';.rious distinctions and uses, as we
only give an account of intervals in general. The sixth major
consists of four tone^ and a semitone major, as from G to E
ascending; its ratio is as three to five. The sixth minor contains

lluee tones and two semitones major, as from E to C ascending;
its ratio is as five, to eight. The seventh, as a reduplication of the

spcond, is a dissonance. When major, it consists diatonically of

five tones, three inajor, and t*o minor; and a major semitone, as

from C to !} ascending; its ratio is as eiglit to fifteen. VVlien mi-
Bor, it consists of four tones, three major and one minor, and two
major semitones, as from E to U ascending; its ratio is as five to

u ne. The octave is the most perfect of all chords, and in many
eases hanlly to be di^inguishod by the ear from an unison ; that is

to say, from that coincidence of sound produced bv two musical
strings, wliose matter, lengths, diameters, and tensions, are the

same. As tiie vibrations of two strings in unison during any given
time, are preci'-ely coincident; so wliilst the lowest extreme of

the octave vibrates once, the higlntst vibrates twice; and conse-
quently its ratio is a-; one to two, as from c to C ascendina. It

consists of six full tones, and two semitones major. Its name is

derived Irom the Latin octn, eight; because that number likewise

includes its extremes. It may likewise be divided into twelve se-

mitones. It eont.iins tlie whole diatonic scale; and every series

above or below consists only of the same returning sound. From
whence the natures, distances, and powers, of every interval

greater than the t'Ctave, as the ninth, the tenth, the eleventh, the

twelfth, the thirtt-dth, the fourteenth, the lifteenth, the triple oc-

tave, &c. may easily be computed. See Music.
INTES rA IE, in law, a person tliat dies without making a

will ; in which case, a distribution of his personal estate, after his

tiebts and funeral charges are paid, is to be made among the wife
and children of tlie deceased., or from want ot such, among the

next of kin. Here the statute, immetiiately upon the intestate's

death, vests an interest in the persons entitled, so that if one dies'

before 'he distribuiion, his share is to go to his executors and ad-

ministrators, and not to the survivors oi the next akin to tiie intes-

tate. See Administrator.
INTESTINA, in the Linn:ran System, the first of the five or-

<Ier> of vermes or worms. See Zoology.
INTES riNAL CANAL. See Axatomy.
INTESTINES, \_iiilcstiiia, Lat.] those hollow, membranous,

cylindrical parts, extended from the right onrice of the stomach to

tlie amis; by wliich tlie chyle is conveyed to the lacteals, and the
excrements are voided. See Avatomv.
IN rONAIK'N, in music, the action of sounding the notes in

the scale witli the voice, or any other given order of musical
tones. Intonation may be either true or false, either too hi^h or

'too low, either too sharp or loo flat ; and then intonation, allend-

«d with an epithet, must be undei-stooil concerning the manner of

performing Ihe notes.

INTORSION, in botani, a term used to denote the bending of

anv of the parts of a plant towards one side.

iNTOXlCATU)N, or DRUNKENNESS, is that state in

which, from the intemperate drinking ot liquors, reason haslo-tils

powers, and the person intoxicated is unable to govern himseif.

I'his odious vice is but too prevalent among the lower order of

people, who, under die erroneous idea ol dtmvning, cares indulge
themselves in strong liquors; and by graduuUv acquiringhahils of

intemperance, not only undermine their coiijlitution, but also be-

c line a disgr.ice to society. And we are soriy to iiave to say Ihat

this wicked practice is not only indulged by the vulgar, but al-o

bv these vvhose profe-isions lead ui to expect a very diflerenl i-oii

tlijct. UtJiikeiKiess kii dirierenl eiTects o*i different coiistitu-

tions; some it makes gay, some sullen, and some furious. 1. l\
betrays many persons either into extravagancies of anger, or sin*

of lewdness. 2. It disqualifies men for the duties of their stationJ

both by the temporary disorder of th'-ir facullies, and at lengtW
by a constant incapacity and stupefaction. 3. It is attended >> itlJ

expences, which can cften be ill spared. 4. It occasions uneasi^
ness to the family of the drunkard. 5. It sliortens life. To these'
consequences of drunkenness must be added the peculiar danger
and mischief of the example. The ancient LacedeiTionit:ns used
to make their slaves drunk, to give their children an aversion and
horror for llie vice. The Indians hold drunkenness a species of
madness; and in their language, the same term (ramgiimJ, that

signifies drunkard, signifies also a phrenetic. It is a direct viola-

tion of the law of God, and is repeatedly forbidden in Ihe sacred
scriptures. Sec Eph. v. 18. Rom. xiii. 13. 1 Cor. vi. 9, 10.

1 Thes. V. 7, 8. The state of intoxication greatly resemble*
that of an incipient palsy or apoplexy. Inebriated persons stag-

ger in all directions ; they stammer; every thing appears doude ;

their tongue is in a manner paralytic, and they are often tle-

prived of the faculty of speech. '1 nis imbecillity extends to the
mind, which is thus rendered totally incapable of retiection. As
the brain is overcharged with blood, the vessels pressing on that

part aie very liable to burst, from the least accidental concussion

;

and the unloitunate victim of such folly may expire, while he re-

mains insensible of his danger. Drunkenness maybe consideie.l

as a breach of tne law of Nature, which directs us to preserve tlie

use of our reason, and by the English law it is consioered as aa
aggravation ratlier than an excuse for any criminal behaviour. A
drunkard, says Sir Edward Coke, who is voliintarius daemon, has
no privilege thereby ; but what ill soever he dotli, his drunkenness,
dotli aggravate it : nam I nine crimen ebrielas, et incemut, et de.-

lergit. The real use of strong liquors, and the abuse of them by
drinking to excess, de|>end much upon tiie temperature of the
climate. The same iiululgence which may be necessary to make
the blood circulate freely m Norway would make an Italian ma(L
I5y the law of this couniry, any person who is found intoxicated
incurs a penalty of five shillings, or, in ca.se of iioii-paymeiil, is to
be set in the stocks. Those who are guilty of il a second time
may be bound in a certain sum for their good behaviour; and, ifl

any alehouse-keeper be con< icted ot the oiience, he is liable tobe-
deprived ol his licence for the term ot three yeaiss. 1 liese ar»i

wliolesome regulation*, and it is sincerely to be wished that they
were more frequently eiifoned, as well for the benefit of indi--

viduals, as on account of the national character. ,
>

INTRADOS, in architecture, tlie interior und lower side ojfr

curve, of the arch of a bridge in contradistinction from the ex-
trados, or exierior curve, or line, on the upper side of the arch.

INrivENCHMENT, in tne military art, is any work that fop--

tifies a post against an enemy. It is generally used for a ditch or

trench with a parapet. Intrenchments are sometums made of

fascines with earth thrown over them, of gabions, hogsheads, Qr^

bags filled with earth, to cover the men from the enemy's fire.

TNTRIGUE, is used lo signify the nodus, or plot, of a play or

romance; or that point wherein the principal characters are most
embarrassed .through the artifice and opposition of certain persons,

or the unfortunate falling out of certain accidents and circum-
stances. In a tragedy, comedy, or an epic poem, there are al-

ways two designs. 'I'he fust and principal is tiiat ot tlie hero of

tlie piece: the second contains the designs of all those who oppose
him. These opposite causes produce opposite effects, viz. the:

efforts of ihe l-.ero, for the execution of liis design, and the efforts

of those who thwart it. As those causes and tlesigns are the be-

ginning of tiie action, so these elVorts are the middle, and there*

form a knot or difficulty which is called the intrigue, that makes
Ihe grealest pan of tlie poem.
INTRtJDrcriON. See Okatorv.
INTKINSIC, a term ap|)lied to tlie inner, real, and genuine

values, jiroperties, &c. ot any limig, in opposition lo their extriu-

si;' or apparent values, &c.
IN'i RLSIDN, in law, obtains where an ancestor dies seised ol

an estate, or inheritance whicii is expeilanl upon an estate for life,

and Ihe tenant for life dies; after which a stranger enters tefori"

the heir, in which case he is said to intrude. Ijiacton says, that

intrusion signifies any unlawful entry upon lands, &c. by a person

who has Du right to liic same, in prejudice of the peraou to whom
they
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' V are log:ill\ cleSLfiided. The (iilfei-cnce between an intruder

an abator, according to Fitzlierbert, is tiiis, viz. tluit an abator

, , crs into hinds, &c. void by the death of a tenant in fee, whilst

an in'ruder enters on lands void by the death of a tenant for life or

\ears.

INTUrriON, [inluenr, Lat.] among the logicians, is (he act

w hereby the mind perceives the agreenicnt or disagreement of two

s, immediately by themselves, without tlie intervention of any

r; in which case' llie mind perceives t!ie trutli as the eye does

thelisht, only bv hein^ directed towards it. See Logic.

IN'rUrnVE B\ IDKNCE, is that which results from intui-

tion. Dr. Campbell distinguishes dilferent sorts of intuitive evi-

dence: one resulting purely from intellection, or that faculty

vhich others have called intuition; iuother kind arising from con-

sciousness ; and a tiiird sort from that new-named faculty common
sense, wiiich this in.;cnious v.ritei'i as well as several olhers, contend

to be a distinct original source of knowledge, whilst others refer

its supposed office to the intuitive power of the understanding.

INVECTED, in heraldry, denotes a thing fluted or furrowed.

Invected is just tiie revei'se of ingrailed, in which the points are

turned outward to tin' field, whereas when invected they are turned

inward to the ordinary, and the small semicircles outward to the

field.

INVECTlVls, in rhetrric, dilTers from reproof, as the latter

proceeds from a friend, and is intended for the good of the per-

son reproved ; whereas the invective is the work of an enemy, and

entirely designed to vex and give uneasiness to the person against

»hom it is directed.

INVENTION, denotes the act of finding any thing new, or

even the thing thus found. Invention is, according to lord i!a-

con, of two verv different kinds, the one of arts and sciences, the

other of arguments and tliscourse: the former he sets down as ab-

solutely deficient. That the other part of knowledge is wanting,

says he, j.eems clear ; for logic professes net, nor pretends, to in-

vent either mechanical or liberal arts ; nor to deduce the operations

of the one, or the axioms of tlie other: but only leaves us this in-

struction, " To believe every artist in his own art." His lordship

further maintains, that men are hitherto more obliged to brutes

than reason for inventions. -As to the invention of arts, continues

our author, we are rather beholden to the wild goat for chirurgery,

to the niglitingale for music, to the stork for clysters, to the acci-

dental flying oil of a pot's cover for artillery, and, in a word, to

cliance, or any thing else, rather than logic. Invention is there-

fore used for a subtilty of mind, or somewhat peculiar in a man's
genius, which leads him to the discovery )f things new ; whence
we say a man of invention. Invention, according to Du Bos, is

that part w hich constitutes the principal merit of works, and dis-

tinguishes the great genius from the simple artist.

iNveNTiON, subtilty of mind, orsomewhat peculiarto a man's
genius, which leads him to a discovery of things new, in which
sense we say, a man of invention.

Invention-, in painting, is the choice which the painter makes
of the objects that are to enter the composition of his piece. See
Pai.vting.

iNvENxroN, in poetry, is applied to whatever the poet adds to

the history ot the snbjectr he has clio-en ; as well as to the new
turn he gives it. See Toetry.

Invention, in rhetoric, signifies the finding out and choosing
•f certain arguments, which tlie orator is to use for the proving or

illustrating his point, moving their passions, or conciliating the
minds of his hearers. Invention, according to Cicero, is the prin-

cipal part of oratory ; he wrote four books De Inventione, vvliere-

ot we iiave but two remaining. See Okatory.
Inventions of Arts. See Art, CHRONOLOcy, and the his-

tory of the sciiMices in their order.

IN ^ ENTKE SA MERE, is where a woman is with child at

the time of her husband's deatn ; which child, if he had been born,
would be heir to the land of the husband. A devise to an infant
in ventre sa mere, is good, by way of future executory devise.
And wliere a daughter comes iiito kind by descent, the son, born
after, shall put her out, and have the land.

INVEN rOllY, inlaw, a catalogue made, of all a deceased
person's goods and chattels, at the time of his death, witli their va-
lue aj-praiseil by indiflVrent persons, which every executor or ad-
ir.imsirator is obliaed to exhibit to tlie ordinary at such tim<; as he

VOL. .'II.—NO. 115.

shall appoint, llv 2\ Hen. \'\\l. c. 5, executors and administra-

tors are to deliver in upon oath to the ordinary, indented inven-

tories, one part of which is to remain with the ordinary, and the

other part with the executor or administrator; this is required for

the benefit of the creditors and legatees, that the executor or ad-

ininiitrator may not conceal any part of the personal estate from
tliem. The statute ordains, that tiie inventory shall be exhibited

within three months alter the person's decease ; yet it may be

done afterwards, for the ordinary may dispeine with the time, and

even with its being ever exhibited, as in cases where the creditors

ore paid, and the will is executed.

INVEU, or INNEU, a Gaelic word signifying entrance, or

niQutli, which makes |iart of tl-.c names of a great nuir.ber of towns,

villages, and parishes, in ScotUiiul, situated either at the mouth of

a river, or at the entn.nce of a small river into a larger one.

INVEKAKAY, or INVEUARY, a royal bor^ough of Scot-

land, capital of xVrgyleshire, ple.-antly s-.tuated on a small bay
formed by the junction of the Ary or Aoreidh with Loch-Fyne.
It is forty-five miles N. W. of Glasgow, and seventy-five of Edin
burgh. "I.on. 5. 0. \\. Lat. 56. 16. N.
INVERKEITHING, a royal borough of Scotland, in Fife-

shire, on the N. coast of the Frith of Forth, eighteerf miles N. \V.

of Edinburgh. Lon. 3. 25. \V. Lat. 57. 0. N.
INVEUNESS, or IN VERN ESSHIRE, a county of Scot-

land, bounded on the N. by Rosshire, on the E. by the shires of

Nairne, Murray, and Aberdeen ; on the S. by those of Perth and

Argyll; and on the VV. by the Atlantic Ocean. Its extent from

N.t'oS. is above fifty miles; from E. toW. about eighty. The
northern part of this county is very mountainous and barren. In

the district of Glenelg are seen the ruins of several ancient circu-

lar towers, similar to those in tlie Western Isles, Sutherland, and
Ross, shires; concerning the uses of which antiquaries are not

agreed. In their outward appearance, th.ey are round and taper-

ing like glass-houses. In the heart of the wall, which is perpendi-

cular within, there are horizontal galleries going quite round, and

connected bv stairs. These ascend t<.ward the top, which is open.

They are all built of stone, without lime or mortar of any kind.

They have no opening outward, except the doors and the top

;

but there are several in the inside, as windows to the galleries.

From Bernera Barracks, in this district, proceeds the military road

to Inverness.

Inverness, a royal borough, capital of the county, finely seated

on the S. bank ot the Ness, fillv miles N. E. of Fort William, and
106 N. of Edinburgh. Lon. 4. 5. W. Lat. 57. 30. N.
Inverness, New, a town of Georgia, twenty miles from Fre-

derica.

INVERSE, \in-cersus, Lat.] inverted, reciprocal: applied to a

manner of working the rule ef three, which seems to go back-

ward, i. e. contrary to the order of the common and direct rule:

so that, whereas, iii the direct rule, more requires more, and less

requires less, in the inverse rule, more requires less, and less re-

quires more. E. G. in the direct rule it is said, if three yards of

cloth cost 20.S. how 'much will six yards cost? The answer is 40.f.

where mure yards recpiire more money, and less yards require less

money. But in the inverse rule it is said, if twentj men perform

a piece of work in four da\s, in how many days will forty men
perform as much ? The answer is two days; and here the more
men require the less time, and the fewer men the more time. See
Arithmetic, where a general rule is given, including questions

ill the rule of three, direct and im-erse.

Lvvepse Method of Fllxions, is the method of finding

fluents, from the fluxions being given; and is similar to the Calcu-

lus Integralis. See Calculls.
Inverse Method of Tangents, is the method of finding the

curve belonaing to a given tangent; as opposed to the direct me-
thod, or thefinding the tangent to a given curve. A?, to find a

curve whose subtangent isa'third proportional tor— _;/ and y, or

whose subtangent is equal to the semi-ordiiiate, or whose subnor-

mal is a constant quantity. The solution of this problem depends

chieHy on tlie inverse method ot l!_.xions.

lNVEs.sEPROPORTioN,orlNVERSERATlo,is that in which n:ore

requires less, or less requires more ; e. g. in the case of light or

heat from a luminrus object, the light received is l--ss at a greater

distance, and greater at a less di.stance; so that here more as to

distance, gives less, as to light, and le33 distaitce gives more light.

2 Q 1 liis
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This is usually expressed by the term inversely, or reciprocally;

as in the case above, where the light is inversely, or reciprocally,

as the square of tlie distance ; or in the inverse or reciprocal dn-

plicate latio of the distance.

INVERSION, {invcrsio, I,at.] the act whereby any tiling is

turned backwards. Problems ni geometry and arithmetic are

often proved by inversion; that is, by contrary rule or opera-

tion.

Inversion, [^inrtrtaido, Lat.] or by Inversion, according to

Euclid's fourteenth definition, lib. 5, is inverting the terms of a

proportion, by changing the antecedents into consecpients, and the

consequents into antecedents. As in these, a: b : c : d, then

by inversion b : a : : d : c.

Inversion, in grammar, is where the words of a phrase are

Tanged in a manner not so natural as they might be, e. g. " Of all

vices the most abominable, and that which least beconu-s a man, is

impurity." Here is an inversion; the natural order being this

;

Impurity is the most abominable of all vices, and that which least

becomes a man. An inversion sometimes has a good effect, and

is niucli used in Latin.

INVERTED, in music, signifies a change in the order of the

otes which* form a chord, or in the parts which compose har-

mony : which happens by substiiuting in the bass, those sounds

which ought to have been in the upper part : an operation not only

rendered practicable, but greatly facilitated, !>y !l'.!= re«''iiil)lance

which one note has to another in dilferent octaves ; whence \\i- de-

rive the power of exchanging one octave tor another with so much
propriety and success, or by substituting ia the extn nies those

which ought to !'."v' occi.;>led tlie middle station; and vice

versa.

INVERURY, a royal borough of Scotland in Aberdeenshire,

14 miles N. W. of Aberdeen.
INX'EST A Town, or. Fort, is when a general intending to

besiege it, detaches a body of horse to possess all the aveinies ;

blocking up the garrison, and preventing relief from getting

into the place, till the army and artillery are got up to form the

siege.

INVESTIGATION properly denotes the searching or finding

cut any thing by the tracts of the feet ; whence mathematicians,

schoolmen, and grammarians, use it in their respective researches,

to denote the tracing or searching out of any thing to its

source.

INVESTITURE, inlaw, the giving livery of seisin, or pos-

session ; it was anciently attended with a great variety of cer.'-

monies. At first tliey were made by a certain form of words, and
afterwards by such things as had the greatest resemblance to the

thing to be transferred : thus, wliere lands were intended to pass,

a turf, &c. was delivered by the granter to the grantee. In the

church, it was customary for princes to make investiture of eccle-

siastical benefices, by delivering to the person they had chosen a

pastoral staff and a ring.

INULA, Elecampane ; a genus of the polygamia superflua

order, and syngenesia class of plants ; natural order, CompositLP.

Receptacle naked ; pappus simple ; anthers, at the base, ending
in two bristles. It lias thirty-lour species, chiefly herbaceous
plants.

I. Helenium, or COiMMON EtECAMrANE, is a native of Bri-

tain, and cultivated in gardens for the sake of the root, which is

used in medicine. The root is perennial, thick, branching, and of

a strong odour. The lower leaves are eight or nine inches long,

and four broad in the middle, rough on the upper side, but downy
on the under. The stalks rise about four feet high, and divide to-

ward the top into several snvdler branches, garnished with oblong
oval leaves indented on their edges, ending in acute points. It

may be propagated in autumn by seeds or offsets. The root,

especially when dry, has an agreeable aromatic smell ; its taste, on
chewing, is glutinous, and somewhat rancid ; in a little time it

discovers an aromatic bitterness, which by degrees becomes con-
siderably acrid and pungent. It possesses the general virtues of

alexipharmacs ; and is principally recommended for promoting
expectoration in humoral asthmas and coughs. Liberally taken,

it is said to excite tuine, and to loosen the belly. In some parts

of Germany large quantities of this root are c uidied, and used as

a stomachic for strengthening the tone of the viscera in general,

and for attenuating tenacious juices. Spirituous liquors extract its

YJltues in greater perfection than water.

INUNDATiE, in botany, the fifteenth order iii Linnsus's
Fragments of a Natural Meiliod ; it includes those plants which
grow in the water. See Botany.
INVOCATION, in theology, the act of adoring God, and

especially of addressing him in prayer for his assistance and pro-

tection. See Adoration, and Prayer. The difference be-
,,

tween the invocation of God and of the saints, as practised by the
;

Papists, is thus explained in tlie catechism of the council of Trent

:

" We beg of God, to give us good things, and to deliver us from
evil ; but we pray to the saints, to intercede with Goil, and obtain

those things which we stand in need of. Hence we use dillisrent

lorms in ))raying to God and to the saints : to the former we say,

-

hear us, have mcrcv on us ; to the latter we only say, pray for

us." The council of Trent expressly teaches, that the saints who
reigned with Jesus Christ offer up their prayers to God (or men;
anil condemn tho»e who maintain the contrary doctrine. The
Protestants reject this practice as contrary to scripture, deny the

truth of the fact, and think it absurd to suppose, that a limited

finite being should be in u manner omnipresent, and at one and
the same time hear and attend to prayers oflered to him in Eng-
land, China, and Peru. Hence they infer, that if the saints can-

not hear us, it is folly to pray to them. 3.E. D. i

Invocation, in poetry, an address at the beginning of a poem,
wherein the poet calls for the assistance of some divinity, particu-

larly of his Muse, or the deity of his poetry.

INVOICE, [perhaps corrupted from the French word enroi/ez,

send,] a catalogue of the freight of a ship, or of the articles and
price of goods sent bv a factor ; or an account in writing of the

particulars of merchandise, with their value, custom, charges, &c.
Iransnaitted by one merchant to aiiotlier in a distant country. See
BoOK-KK.EriNG.
INVOLnCRUM, in bctanv, that sort of cup wiiloh surrounds

a number of fiowers together, every one of which has also its par-

ticular periaiithium. It consists of a mullllude of little leaves dis-

puted in a radiated manner. See lioTANY.

INVOLUTE FiouRE, or Curve, in the higlier geometry,
is that which is traced out by the outer extremity of a string, as It

'.s folded or wrajiped upon another figure, or as it i:- unwound from
otTit. The involute of a cycloid is also a cycl;ri(i equal lo the

former. Iluygens, by means of this, fell upon the plan of making
a pendulum vibrate in the curve of a cycloid, and in equal times,

whatever be the length of the curve or arc in which it vibrates.

See EvoLUTE.
INVOLUTION, in algebra and arithmetic, the raising any

quanlh) irom its root to any height or power assigned. See Al-
gebra, and Arithmetic.

lO, in labulous history, the daughter of Inachus, or according

lo others of Jasus and Pirene, was priestess of Juno at Argos.

Jupiter became enamoured of her, but Juno liaving surprised him
in her companv, Jupiter changed lo into a beautiful heifer; and
Ihe goddess, knowing the fraud, obtained from her husband the'

animal whose b^.ity she pretended lo coumiend. Juno com-
manded the hundred-eved Argus to watch tlie heifer ; but Jupiter

sent Mercury to destroy Argus, and restore lo to her liberty.

Jimo then sent one of the Furies to torment her. Slie wandered
over the greatest part of the earth, and crossed over the sea, till at

last she stopped on the hanks of tre Nile, siiU exposed to the tor-

ments of the Fury. Here Jupiter restored her to her natural

form, after which' she brouglit forth Epaphus. Afterwards she

married Osiris, king of Egypt, and treateci her subjects with such

mildness, that after death she was worshippeil under the name of

Lis. According to Herodotus, lo was carried away by Phoeni-

cian merchants, who wished to make reprisals for Europa, who had

been stolen by the Greeks.

JOAB, [3XV, Heb. ;'. e. Fatherhood,] a brave .general of the

Israelites uniier King David, the son of Zeruiah, David's sister,

and brother of Abishai and Asahel. His ilefeat of the army under

Abner, his capture of the fort of Zion fr mi the Jebusitcs, and hi*

viclories over the Moabites, Pliilistiues, Fdumilts, Syiians, Am-
monites, and the rebels under Absalom and Sheba ; as well_as his

intercession for Absalom, and his judicious advices to Uavid
against mourning for his death, and against numbering the people,

are recorded in 2 Sam. ii—xxiv. He was a faithful adherent to

his royal uncle, in his adversity as well as in his prosperity, and

seems to have merited a more grateful return, than he met with

on several occasions. In one iuslaiice, indeed, he served David
rather
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Tatliertoo faithfully, by procuring tlicmurdcr of the brave Uriah.

But his disobedience to David's orders respecting Absalom, by

putting to death that ungrateful monster, was certainly an act of

public justice, as well as of mercy to bis deluded followers. See

Absalom. Joab's greatest crimes appear to have been his trea-

cherously murdering Abncr a[id Amasa ; for there seems to have

been nothing criminal or treasonable in his joining the party of

Adonijah, the heir apparent, and for these murders he was justly

put to death by Solomon's order, B. C. 1014.

JOACHIM, a celebrated monk, born at Cclico, near Cosenza.

He went on a pilgrimage to the Holy L.ind, and on his return

joined the Cistercians ; became abbot of Flora in Calabria, r.nd

tbunded several other monasteries, which he governed with great

discretion. He was regarded by his followers as a prophet, and

his predictions were printed in a work entitled, "The Everlasting

Gospel." He wrote several other books, and died in 120_'.

JOACHINHTES, in church h-story, the disciples of Joachim.

They were particularly fond of certa.n' ternaries; tlie Father, they

said,' operated from the beginning till the coming of the Soii ; the

Son, from that time to theirs ; (A. D. 1260 ;) and from that time

the Holy Spirit was to operate. They also divided every thing

relating to men, to doctrine, and the manner of living, into three

classes, according to the three persons in the Trinitv.

JOACHIMSTHAL, a town of Brandenburg, " 17 miles S. of

Prenzlow.
JO.VG, the frontier town of the kingdom of Kajaaga, in Africa.

Loji. 9. 46. W. Lat. 14. i.'5. N.
JOAN, Pope, called by Platina John VHI. is said to have

held the holy see between Leo IV. who died m Sj5, and Bene-

dict HI. who died in 838. Marianus Scotus says, she sat two
years, five month', and four di •,* Numberless have been the con-

troversies, fables, and conjectures .-elating to this pope. It is said

that a German girl, pretending to be a man, went to Athens,

where s!ie made great progress in the sciences ; ami afterward

came to Rome in the same habit. As she had a quick genius,

and spoke \vith a good grace in the public disputations, her great

learnuig was so mn<h admired, tiiat aficr the death of Leo, she

was chosen pope, and performed all ofrii s as such.

Joan of .\.rc, or the NlA;r> op Orleans, the greatest fe-

male p.ntnot, that anv age or country has produced. She was
bom m the village of Domremi, near Vaucouleurs. She had
been a servant .it a small inn ; and had s;.biritt ,-d to '.iioS'' hardy em
ployments viuch tit the body fur the latlguesof war. Siie was oi

an irreproachable life, and haii hitherto discovered none of tliose

enterprising (.ualities which appeared sijon after. She contentedly

fultilled the dunes oi her situat'on, and was remarkable only for

her modesty and religion. But the miseries of her country, then

involved in war, was one of the greatest objects of her compassion.

Her miiKJ, intiamed by these objects, be in to feel several im-
pulses, wiiich s!ie consid'red as the inspirations of heaven. At
the age of aooui iwenty-seven she had recourse to one Bandr

-

court, governor of \';>.ucouleui~, and informed him of her destina-

tion by heaven to free he, n Uive country. Baudricouit treated

her at lirst with neglect: but her importunities prevailed; anVI

willing to make a trial of her pretensions, he gave her some atten-

dants, who conducted her to the court, which at that time resided

at Chinon. The French court were probably .sensible of the

weakness of her pretensions; but thev were willing to make use

of every artifice to support their declining fortunes. It was there-

fore given out, that Joan was inspired ; that she had discovered

the king among tlie number of his courtiers, although without an\
distinction of his authority ; that she had told hini alone some se-

crets ; and that she had demanded, .md r.iinuteh described, a

sword in the church of St. Cathi-eine de Fierbois, which she had
never seen. In this manner, the minds of the vulgar being pre-

pared for her appearance, she was armed cap a pee, and shewn to

the people. She was then brought before the university; and
ther, willing to second the imposture, declared that she had ac-

tually receive' h -r commission from above. When her mission
was completely blazoned, the next aim was to send her against

the enemy, '('he Ens<lish were then besieging Orleans, the last

resource of Charles VlL and every thing promise! a speedv sur-

render. Joan undertook to raise the siege; and guued herself

with the miraculous sword. Thus equipped, she ordei-ed all the
«oldiers to confess themselves before they set out ; she displayed

a consecrated brinner, and assuied the troops of cerl.ain success.

Such confidence soon raided tiie spirits of the French army; and

even the English, who pretended to despise her, felt secretly the

terrors of her mission. A supply of provisions was to be convey-

ed into the town ; Joan, heading some French troops, covered

the embarkation, and entered Orleans at the head of the convoy.

While leading her troops along, a dead silence and astonishment

reigned among the English ; and they regarded with religious awe
that temerity, which they thouglit nothing but supernatural assist-

ance could inspire. But they were soon roused from their amaze-

ment by a sally from the town ; Joan led on the besieged, bearing

the sacred standard in her hand, encouraging them with her words

and actions, bringing them to the trenches, and overpowering the

besiegers in their own redoubts. In attacking one of the forts,

she was wounded in the neck with an arrow ; but instantly pulling

out the weapon with her own hands, and getting the wound quick-

ly dressed, she hastened back to head the troops, and to plant her

victorious banner on the ramparts of the enemy. These successes

conlinuii.g, the English found it impossible to resist troops ani-

mated by siuh superior energy ; and Sul'tblk, who conducted the

attack, thinking that it might prove extremely dangerous to re-

iTiain any longer in the presence of such a victorious enemy, rais-

ed the siege, and retreated with all imaginable precaution. F'rpm

being attacked, the French in turn became the aggressors. Chai'les

formed a body of 6000 men, and sent them to besiege Jergeau,

whither the earl of Suffolk had retired, with a detachment of his

army. The city was taken ; Suffolk yielded a prisoner ; and Joan

marched in:o the place in triumph. A battle was soon after

fought near Patay, where the English were worsted, as before
;

and the generals Scales and Talbot were taken prisoners. The
raising of the siege of Orleans was one part of the maid's promise

toChailes; the crowning him at Kheims was the other. She
now declared that it was time to complete that ceremony ; and
Charles, by her advice, set out for Rlieims at the liead of 12,000

men. The towns through which he passed opened their gates to

receive him ; and Rheinis sent him a deputation, with its keys,

upon his approach. The ceremony was there pertormed with the

utmost solemnity ; and the Maid of Orleans (for so she was now
called) seeing the completion of her mission, desired leave to re-

tire. But th. king could not think of parting with her ; he press-

ed her to stay so earnestly, that she at length complied. A tide of

success followed this solemnity; Laon, Soissons, Chateau Thlerri,

Provins, a"d many other fortresses, submitted on the first sum-
mons. The English, discomfited and dispirited, fled on every
quarter ; not knowing whether to ascribe their misfortunes to the

pover of sorcery or to a celestial influence ; but et|Ually terrified

at both. They now found tliemseh es deprived of tiie conquests

thev had gained, as rapidly as the French had formerly submitted

to t:.eir power. The duke ot Burgundy, at the head of a power-
ful army, had laid siege to Compiegne ; and the Maid of Orleans

had throun herself into the place, contrary to tlie wishes of the

iovernor, who did not ilesire the company of one whose authority

would be greater than his own. The garrison, however, rejoiced

at her ap])earance, and believed themselves invincible. But their

joy was of short duration ; for Joan having the day after her arri-

v-d headed a snlly, and twice driven the enemy from their en-

trenchments, she was at last obliged to retire, placing herself in

die rear, to protect the retreat of lier forces. But in the end at-

tempting to follow her troops into the city, the gates were shut,

ard the bridge dn.wn up by order of the governor, who is said to

liave long wished lor an opportunity of delivering her up to the

enemy. As Joan before, from her successes, was regarded as a
saint, she was now, upon her captivity, considered as a sorceress,

forsaken by the demon who had granted her a tcmi>brary and fal-

lacious as>istance. Accordingly it was resolved to send her to_

Rouen to be tried for witchciait : and the bishop of Beauvais, a

man devoted to the English interest, presented a petition against

her for that purpose. The university of Paris were so mean as to

join in the request. She was tried, and at first sentenced to per-

petual imprisonment, and afterwards to be burnt. But a judi-

cious writer in the Monthly Mag. has lately proved that she did

not suffer the horrid death to which she was condemned. " The
bishop of Beauvais (says he) is accused by all parties of treachery

and trick in the conduct of the trial. It was his know n propensity

to gain his ends by stratagem, craft, manoeuvre, fraud, and dex-

terity.
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terity. He seeks out and brings forward siicli testimony only as

relatei to ecclesiasticdl offences, and then hands over the deeision

to the secular Juds^es, whose clemency he invokes. Joan says to

hin> publicly, "You promised to restore me to the church, and
you deliver me to my enemies." (Villaret. Histoire de France,

liv. XV. page 72.) " The intention of the bishop, then, nuisl have

been, that the secular judges, for want of evidence, should see no
offence against the state ; as the clerical judges, notwithstanding

the evidence, had declined to see any against the church. A fa-

tal sentence was, however, pronounced ; and the fulfilment of it

entrusted to the ecclesiastical authorities. Immediately after the

auto da fc, one of the executioners, van to two friars, and said,

that lie had never been so shocked at any execution, an<l that tlie

English had built up a scaffolding of plaster (an erhafaud de
platre) so lofty, that he could not approach the culprit, which
must have caused her suffering's to be long and hocnd." (Pas-

quier Hist. d'Orloaus, liv. vi.) " Slie was therefore, by some un-

usual contrivance, kp]it out of the reacli and observation even of

the executioners. Some time after, when public commiseration
had succeeded to vindictive bigotry, a woman appeared at Metz,
who declared herself to be Joan of Arc. She was every where
welcomed with zeal. At Orleans, especially, where Joan was well

known, she was receivi;d with tj<l honours due to the liberatress

of tlieir town. Slie was acknowledged by both her brothers, Jean

and Pierre d'Arc. On their testimony slie was married by a gen-
tleman of the house of Amboise, in 1436. At their solicitation

her sentence was atmulled iji 1456. (Hist, de la Pucclle, par
I'Abbe Lenglet. Melanges Curieux Monstrelet, &:c.) The Pari-

sians, indeed, long remained incredvdous ; they must else have
punished tiiose ecclesiastics, whose humanity, perhaps, conspired

vrfith the bishop of Bi-auvais, to withdraw her from real exjcution
down a central chimney of brick and mortar ; or, as the execu-
tioner called it, a scaffohling of plaster. The king is stated to

have received her with these words :
" Fucelle, m' amie, soyez

la tres b:en revenue, an nom de Dieu." She is then said to have
coniniunicaled to him, kneeling, the artifice practised. Our
BnthiTr cannot think this woman an iinpo^tor, and he appeals to

A'oitaire, who, in his prr,se works, allows, that she was not one of

tliose half insane enthiisia;ts,' employed as tools to work on the

vulgar, whom the one ])arty cry up as a prophetess, and the other

cry down as a Vvitch; but that she was a real heroine, superior to

vulgar prejudice, and no less remarkable by force of mind, than

for a courage and strength unusual in her sex. This opinion is

snppoited by her behaviour in adversity, which was firm without
insolence, and exalted without alfectation-

JOANNA, or HINZUAN, one of the Coniora Islands, be-
tween the N. end of Madagascar, and the continent of Africa.

This island has been described by Major Rooke ; who says, that

Joanna is a proper place of refreshment (or the India ships,

whose crews, when ill of the scurvy, soon recover by the cise of

limes, lemons, and oranges, and by the air of the lands. The
horned cattle are a kind of buffaloes, having a large hump on their

shoulders, which is very delicious eating ; but tliere is not one
horse, mule, or ass, in all the island. The original natives, in

number about 7000, occupy the hills, and are generally at war
with the Arabian interlopers, who established themselves on the

sea-coast by conipiest, and are about 3000 in number. Though
Joanna is not the largest, it may be reckr.ned the principal of the

Comora islands ; it claims sovereignty over, and exacts tribute

from, all the others. They have a regular form of government,
and exercise the Mohammedan religion ; both being introduced

by the Arabians.

JoANN.\, a town on the E. side of the above island, close to

the sea, at the foot of a very high hill, about a mile and a half in

circuit, and three-fourths of a mile long. Lon. 44. 1 j. E. Lat.

12. 30. S.

JOAO, St. de Pesuuiera, a town of Portugal, in Beira, on
the Duero, li miles N. E. of Viseu.

JOASIi, [rsv, Ileb. i.e. the fire of the Lord,] the son of

Aha/iah, King of Judah, tlie only one of the blood royal, who
was preserveil from his grandmother's bloody massacre. His
preservation, coronation, relapse into idolatry, and ungrateful

muider of his cousin /efhuriah, the son of his benefactors, with

his conse(|uent misfortunt's, aid merited death, A. M. 3165, i-.nd

B. C. SjIj, are recorded in J iviujjs xi. xii. aud 2 Ciiron. xxiii.

xxiv.

JOB, [3Vn\ Heb. i. e. patient,] an ancient inhabitant of the land
ofUz, E. of Gilead, remarkable for his patience in the midst of
the most accumulated and extreme adversity. Many authore
have supposed, with the Jewish rabbins, that the character ot Job
is entirely parabolical, or fictitious ; but this is higldy improbable,
as not only the apostle James (ch. v. -1 1,) mentions him as a real

character, butlhf language applied to him by the Almighty him-
seU in Ezekiel xiy. 14, 20, puts the matter be\ond all possibility

of doubt. In that passage he is ranked with Noah and Daniel,
(who, we are sure, were no fictitious character-;,) asone-ofthe
three most righteous persons that had ever existed. The period

'

in which Job lived has also been much disputed ; but many passages ,

in th-- book of Job plainly siiew, that he flourished in the patriar-
chal age. The allusions to the deluge and the destruction "of

Sodom, and the total silence of Job and his friends with respect to
the law, (which is never once quoted,) and to the departure of the
Israelites out of Egypl, shew that he must liave lived between the
former ami llie latter of these events. But what fixes the chrono-
logy of Job, almost to a certainty, is that his aged friend, Eliphaz
the Temanite, is expressly recorded to have been the son of Esau,
andthcfather of Teman ; (Gen. xxxvi. 10, 1 1,) who is said to have
built a city named aftt-r himself, in which his father resided, ,and
was hence called a Temanite. Alstedius, in liis Thesaurus Chro-
nologic, proceeding upon that probability, fixes the ara of Job's
sul'ferings in tiie years of the world 2330, and 2331 ; and gives
two genealogies of Job, by one of which he makes him the son of
Uz, or Uuz, (mentioned. Gen. xxii. 21,) the ekle^t son of Nahor,
Abraham's brother ; and by the other, for which he (pioles the
authority of the LXX, in tlicir appendix to the book ot. Job, he
makes liim the same with Jobab, king of Edom, (mentioned. Gen.
xxxvi. 33,) the son of Zerali, or Seruh, the son of Reuel, and
grandson of Esau, by Bushemath, the daughter of Uhmael. Ac-
cording to this genealogy, Eliph::z vias Job's grand-uncle, whicji is

not improbable. Alsledius also tells us, that Dinah, Jacob's
daughter, was Job's wife. Dr. W'atkins, in iiis Biogr. and Hist.
Diet, fixes the birth of Job to about B. C. 1700. The descent of
Elilui, also, (mentioned in chap, xxxii. ver. 2,) from Buz, the
second son of Nahor, (Gen. xxii. 21,) is an additional confirmation,
that Job lived about this period.

Job, the Book of, a canonical book of the Old Testament,
containing a narrative of Job's misfortunes, the uncharitable sur-
mises of his friends, and his final restoration to prosperity. Those,
who have suppo-ed"*ub to be a fictitious character, have fancied

the book of Job to ne dramatic. But this book will be read with
most instruction, by those who consider it as a simple narrative of
facts, left on record to remind us, that though " Man is born to
trouble," and although many trials and difficulties frequently em-
bitter the cup of mortals, yet the design of the Almighty in per-

mitting these afflictions, is for our ultimate profit and welfare. In
the account we iiave of the ' Sons of God presenting themselves,"
&c. and the agency by which Job was tried and afilicted, the at-

tentive student of Scripture, will find interesting information as to
the nature and operation of that Evil Spirit, distinguished by the

name Satan. The style of this book is highly poetical, and
abounds with the most sublime imagery. It is uncerta.in who was
the writer of this book. Some think Job himself, others Moses,
in which opinion many Christian writers agree with the rabbins ;

but from clnp. xxxii. 15 and 16, it appears most probable, that

EUhu was the author.

JOCASTA, in fabulous history, the daughter of Menoeceus, and
wife of Laius king ofThebes, by whom she had ffidipus.

JOtJHlS, a sect of heathen religious in the East Indies, who
never marry, nor hold any thing in private property ; but live on
alms, and practise strange severities on themselves.

JOGUES, or YOOGS, four ages, a:ras, or periods, of extra-.

ordinary length, in the chronology of tlie Hindoos. Dr. Robert-
son in his observations on these periods, from the Notes to his His-
torical Disquisition concerning India, says, " if we suppose ihe

computation of the time in the Indian chronology, to be made by
solar or even by lunar years, nothing can be more extravagant in .

itself, or more repugnant to our mode of calculating the duration

of the world, founded on sacred and infallible authority. From one
circumstance, however, which merits attention, we may conclude,

that tlie infbrmation which we have liitherto received concerning
the chronology of the Hindoos is very incorrect. We have, as

far as I know, only five original accounts of the different Jogues
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or a'ras of tlie Hindoos. The fust is given by M. Koger, wlio re-

ceived it tiom the Braliiiiins on the Coroniaiulcl co;ist. Act ord-

ingtoit, tlie Suttee Jogue is a period of 1,72S,0U0 years; tin-

Tirtah Jogiie is 1 ,^90,000 years ; flie Dwapaar Jogne i» 864,000.

The duration of the CoUee Jogiie he does not specify. (I'orte

Oiivrrte, p. 179.) The next is that of M. liernier, wlio receivin!

it from tiip Brahmins of Benares. According to him tlie duraiion

of the Suttee Jogue was 2,500,000 years; that of the Tirlaii Jo^ue

1,200,000 years; that of the Dvvapaar Jogue 804,000 years. Con-
cerning the period of the (lollee Jogi;e, he hkevvise i» silent

;

(Voyages, loui. ii. p. 160. The tliird is that of colonel Dow ; ac-

cording to which the Suttee Jogue is a period of 14,000,000 of

years, tlic Tirtah Jogue 1 ,080,000, the Dwapaar Jogue 7li,0«0, and
the Collec Jogue 36,000 years: (Hist, of Hindost. vol. i. p. 2.)

From this discrepancy, not only of the total numbers, but of many
of the articles in the dilVerent accounts, it is manifest, that our in-

formation concerning Indian chronology is hitherto as uncertain,

as the whole system of it is wild and fabulous. To me it appears

highly probable, that when we understand more thoroughly the

principles upon which the ficlitious a?ras or jogues of the Hindoos
have been formed, we may be more able to reconcile their chro-

nology to the true mode of computing time, founded on the au-

thority of the Old Tesiament; and may likewise iiiid reason to

conclude, that the account given by their astronomers, of the situ-

ation of the heavenly bodies at the beginning of the CoUee Jogue,

is not established by actual observation, but the result of a retro-

spective calculation."

JOHANNESBURG, a town of Prussia, 84 miles S. S. E. of

Konigsberg.
JOHERS, orJOWERS, a numerous and powerful tribe of

Africans, in the kingdom of Kaarta, who, though converts to the

Mohammedan faith, at least to the ceremonial part of it, retain all

their ancient superstitions.

JOHN O'GKOAT'S HOUSE, an ancient house, in Caithness-

shire, seated on Dungis-bay, or Duncan's Bay Head, and remark-

able for being the most northerly point in Great Britain ; on which
account it has been often visited iiy travellers. .

John's Day, St. the name of two Christian festivals; one ob-

served on June 24th, kept in commemoration of the wonderful

circumstances attending the birth of John the Baptist ; and tlie

other on December 27th, in honour of St. John the evangelist.

JOHNS-HAVEN, a town oi Scotland, on the coast of Kincar-

dineshire, about eight miles N. of Montrose and four S. of Ber-

Tie.

John's Island, an island of South Carolina, S. W. of Charlo
town harbour, separated from James's Island by the Stono.

John's Lake, St. a large lake of Canada, which receives rivers

in every direction, and sends its waters into tiie St. Lawrence: its

nearest part is 36 leagues N. N. W. of Quebec. Lon. 72. 25. W.
Lat. 48. 25. N. •

JOHNSON, Samuei, an English divine, born in 1640; and,

entering into orders, obtained, in 1670, the rectory ot Corring-

liam in Essex, worth 801. a year; which was the only church-pre-

ferment he ever had. The times were turbulent; the duke of

York declared himself a Papist : his succession to the crown began

to be warmly opposed; and Mr. Johnson, being made chaplain to

Lord William Kussel, engaged Dr. Hicks, the ecclesi.istical cham-
pion for passive obedience, in a treatise entitled Julian the Apos-
tate, &c. published in 1682, for which he was condemned to

pay a fine of 500 marks, and to lie in prison till it was paid. By
the assistance of Mr. Hampden, who was his fellow-prisomr, he

Was enabled, on the encampment of the army on Hounslow heath,

in 1686, to print and disperse. An humble and liearty address to

all the Protestants in the present Army ; for this he was sentenced

to pay a second line of 500 marks, to be degraded from the priest-

hood, to stand twice in the pillory, and to be whipped from New-
gate to Tyburn. This was executed witli rigour, and he bore it

with firmness and even alacrity. On the Revolution, the jiarlia-

ment resolved the proceedings against him to be null and illegal ;

and recommended him to the king, who offered him the rich

deanery of Durham : but this he refused, as inadequate to his

services and sull'erings. Through Dr. Tillotson he oljtaincd a

pension of 3001. a year with some other gratifications; notwith-

standing which he wrote against a standing army, and the great

favour shewn to the Dutch. He died in 1703, and his works
were afterwards collected in one yol. lolio.
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Johnson, Samuei,, a leariud critic, lexicographer, au'd miscel-

laneous writer, "a; born in I70t) at Lilchlicld, MJiere his father was
a bookricner. He was cducalerl p;;^ll^ at tlie free si'Tiool (-i Lilch-

lield, and in 1728 was admitted of Vtmbrokc college, Oxforti,

which he left in 17.51 withont a degree. lie soim after lust I'.is

father, who letl him in such poor circumstances that he became
usher of the school at Boswortli, where, h.owcvcr, hi; did not con-

tinue long. \Vc next find him re>idi[ig with a iirinterat Birnii;.gliani,

wlicrehe traiisl.itcd Lobo''; account of Aby^^iMia. In l'.)5iie

married a viidow iady of th:l town, and liie- some year 0)-ened a

school at Edial near Lilchfichl. but lie obtained only three scholars,

one of whom was David timrick. About this tune he began his

tragedy of Irene. In 17.57 he set out for the nielropulis accom-
panied by Garrick. On fixing his residence in I^i udon he formed
a connection with Cave, tiie publisher of the Genileman's Maga-
zine, for which work he continuei! to write several ) ears, his prin-

cipal denarlmcnt 'oeing an accoiint of th.e parliamentary debates.

At this period lie cojitracted an intimacy with Richard Savage,
whose name he has immortalized by one of the most instructive

pieces cf biography ever written. In 1738 appeared his imitation

of Juvenal's third Satire, under the title of London, a [Xiem. In
1747 he printed proposals for an etlitioii of Shakespeare, and the
plan of hi-; ]:!nglish Dictionary, addressed to Lord Chesterfield.

The price agreed upon between him and the booksellers for the
last work was 1575/. In 1749 G.irrick brouj^lit his friend's tra-

gedy on llie stage of Driiry-lanr, but it was unsuccessful. In
1750 he commenced his Rambh-r ; a periodical paper of uncom-
mon merit, and wliich was continued till 1752. hi this work only
five papers were the procUutions of otiu r writers. Soon after the

close of this paper he lost his wife, a circiimstanti' which greatly

affected him, as appears fr('m his .Meditations, and the sermon
whicli he wrote on her death. In 1755 appeared his Dictionary,
and tlie same year the university of Oxford conferred on him the
degree of M. A. Lord Chesterfield also eivieavoured to assist it

by writing two pa]jers in its favour in the World, but as he had
hitherto neglected the author, Johnson treated him w ith contempt.
'Ihe publication of this great work did not relieve him from his

embarrassments, for the price of his labour had been consumed in

the progress of its coni|)ilatioii, and the year following we find him
under an arrest for five guineas, from which he was released by Ri-
chardson the printer. In 1758 he began the Idler, a periodical

paper, which was published in a weekly newspajnT. On the deatJi

of his mother iii 1759 he wrote the ronuince of Rasselas to defray
the expences of her funeral, and to pay her debts. In 1762 the
king granted him a pension of 300/. per annum, wifliout any stipu-

lation with respect to his literary exertions. Johii-on liad the
honour of a conversation with the king in the royal library, in

1765, when his majesty asked if he intended to publish any more
works? To this he answered, that he thought he had written

enough ; on which the king said, " so should I too, if you ha<l not
written so well." About tliis time he instituted the Literary Club,
consisting of some of the most celebrated men of the age. In
1773 he went on a tour with Mr. Boswell to the western islands of
Scotland, of which journey he shortly after published an account,
which occasioned a dilierence between him and .Macpherson re-

lative to the poems of Ossian. In 1775 the university of Oxford
sent him the degree of LL. D. by diploma, w hich before had been
confeiTed on him by the university of Dublin. In 1779 he be-

gan his Lives of the English Piiets, which work is a treasure of
sound criticism, and a model of literary biography. Alter a long

illness, during part of which he had fearful aiiprehensions of death,

but at last his mind became calm, composed, and resigned, he
died full of that faith which he had so vigorously defended and
inculcated by his wiilings, December 13, 1784. His remauis
were interred in AV'estminster-abbey, and a statue with an appro-
priate inscription has been erected to his memory in St. Paul's ca-

thedral. His works have been published in 12 volumes, 8vo. As
a writer few have done such essential service to his country, by
fixing its language, and regulating its morality. In his person he
was large, robust, and unwieldy. In his dress he was singular

and slovenly; in conversation positive, and impatient of contra-

diction. But with his singularities he had an excellent heart, full

of tenderness and compas -ion, and all his actions were Ihe result of

principle. He was a stout advocate for truth, and a zealous cham-
pion for the Christian religion as professed in the church of Eng-
land. In politics he was a tory, and at one period of his life a

2 R friend
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kioml to llv; hou e uf iitviait. He had a iiuDle iiii!L|j(ii(U'i.i.e ol

uiiiul, ami would iievpr ttoop to ar,_v lusn however e.Si:lted, or dis-

guise li!s seiitiuu-.'ils 1.0 A-Mi^t auothei'. H:s judgement was uiuom-
luonly acute, liis iiiugiiiiition ciuick and ready, \m mr-niorv te-

liacioin, and liisco;ivei-.alioii hrdliant and instructive. Wati<"in->.

JOtlNSONIA, or CALLICARPA, af;enus of the monoaYi)ia
order and telrandria chiss of |,lai!ts. Natural order Dumosx'. Calyx
four-elelt; corolla l'uur-tli;l'. ; berry iour-soeded. I'liere are seven
fpecies, ot'wiiicli C. Aniericana, American callicarpa, is a shrub
from four to si\ feet in height.

JOHN'S POIN'i'', St', a cape of Ireland, on the S. coast of
the county of Down. Lon. 6. ,54. W. Lat. :)4. 9. N.

John's KivER, St. a river of North America, which lises near
a large swamp, in the h.-art of lO^st Flo;i<!a. -The liar at the
mnudi, which is th:rty-one and a lialf milcj N. of St. Augustine,
is liable to shift.

Johm's r.ivER, Sr. a river of North America, which forms the
buundary between Ctniada and Labrador, and rur;s into'the St.
Lawrence, in Lon. (J;i. 10. \V. Lat. 50. M N.
John's St. an island o; the E;is! indies, and one of the Phi!li|)-

pines E. of MinJja.'.o, from which it is scpaiatedby a narrow strait.

Lor,. 12j. 2 5. E. Lai. y. 30. N.
John's, St. an jsland of Nortli America, in the bay of St. Law-

rence, having Nova Scotia on the S. and \V. and Ca|)e Breton on
the !•;. Charlottcs-tovv'ii is the capital. Lon. 63. 0. \V. Lat. 46.
20. N.

John's, St. a town of Nova Scotia in New Drunswick. Lon.
65. 15. W. Lat. 4:.. IJ, N.

John's, St. the ca]/:tal of Antigua.
John's, St. an island in the West Indies, belonging to Den

mark, N.ofSt. Croix, and S. of 'i'ortola, to wliichit is verv
near.

John's, St. a town and bav of Newfonndlan<!, en the E. coast,
with an excellent harbour. Lon. b\>. 21). VV. Lat. 47. 32, N.

JoiiN, St. an island and bav on the W. coast of Newfoundland
;

S. \V. of the straits of Belleisle.

JOHNSTON, Dr. Arthur, was born at Caskiebcn, near
Aberdeen, the scat of bis ancestors, and in-ob.ibly was educated at

Abertleen, as he was afterwards advanced to the hiuhest dignity in
that universi'.y. lie studied physic, and travelled to improve
hims.df in that science. He was twice at Kerne ; but he chiefly
resided at Padua, in which university the degree of M. D. vva's

toiifeired on him in IfilO. Li 1633, Charles I. went into Scotland,
antl made bishop Laud a member of council; when an ac(|uainl-
ancc began between the doctor and that prel.ite, which produced
his PsalmoruniDavidisParaphr.isum Poetic a; a specimen of which,
printed at London, was dedicated to his lordship, "i'o perfect the
whole, took him up four years; and the two lirst editions complete
were published at Aberdeen, and London, iji 1637. In 1641, Dr.
Johnston being at Oxford, on a visit to one of his daugh.ters who
was married to a divi.ie of the church of England in that place,
yas seized with a violent diarrhoea, of which he died in a few days
in lire 54tli year of his age. He was buried in the place where 'he
died; which gave occasion to the folhwijig lines of his learned
friend Wedderburn in his Suspiria on the Doctors death:

Scotia ma;sta, dole, lanti viduata sepulcbio
A'atis; is Angligenis contigit alius honos.

Johnston, a township of Khode Island, in Provitlence county.
JOHNS i'OVVN, a town and an extensive township of New

York, with several districts and settlements.
Johnstown, St. a town of Ireland, in the county of Longford,

six miles N. E., of Longford.
JOHORE, JOR, or HiOR, a town of Malacca. Lon. 93. 55.

E. Lat. 1. 15. N.
JOIGNI, or JOIGNY, a town of France, in the department

of Yonne, and late province of Champagne, thirty-fotir miles
S. W. of Troves.
JOINERY, the art of working in wood, or of fitting various

pieces of timber together. It is called by the French menuiserie,
q. d. small \v(jvk, to distinguish it from 'carpentry, which is em-
ploye<l about large and le.ss curious works.
JOINT, in general, denotes the juncture of two or more things.

The joints of the hiunan body are" called by- anatomists articula-
tions. See An.ATOMY. The term joint is also applied to the se-
jparation between tlic stones or bricks of a building, usually filled

with mortar, plaster, or cement: also by carpenter-, l ^ the se-
veral manners of assembling, or fitting pieces of wood together ;

a; a dove-tidl joint, &c.
Joint. Universal, an invention adapted to all kinds of mo-.

tions and llexurcs. This was probably the origin ot the ginibol*
used in suspending the mariner's compass. B> means ottheuni-"
versal joint, the pull of a bell may be carried to any part of a
room, and made to act as well in one place as in anolher.

JOINTURE. Ajointure strictly speaking, signifies a joint es-

tate, limited to boUi husband and wile ; but in common accepta-
tion, it extends also to a sole estate, limited to the wife only, and
may be thus ilefined, viz. a competent livelihood of freehold I'of-

the wife of lands and tenements, to take eflecl, in profit or posses-

sion, presently after the death of the hu.-band ; for tbe h;'e of the
wife at least. 2 Black. 137. By statute of the 27ih H. VUI. c.

10, ajointure made to a wife is a bar ol her dower, sothatshe shall

not have both jointure and dower, audio make a perfect jointure,

anil several things are to be observed : 1. That it be made to take
elfect for the wife's life, either in possession or profit, presently af-

ter the decease of her husbaud. 2. That it be for the term of her
ownlil'e, 01 for a greater esl ate : it may, however, be lim'.ted to con-
tinue no longer than she remains a widow, &c. 3. That it he ex-
pressed to be in satisfaction of her whole dower, and not a part
thereof. 4. That, though it may be made either before or alter

marriage, yet, if before, the wife cannot wave it, and claim her J
dower at common law : but if made alterwaids, she may, at iheBi
death of her husband. It is here saui, thai all other settlements in

lien ofjointures, that are not pursuant to this statute, arc jcintuies
at common law, and no bars to claim oi douer. See Div/kr.
Upon the husband's death, the wife may ei.ter on her jointure, and
IS not driven to a real action, as she is to recover dower at com-
mon law. Wherefore, on a lawful eviction of her jolntme, she
sii.ill be endowed according to the rale ot her husliand's lands, of
V. hich she was entitled to dower by the common law ; and should
she he evicled of part ol her jointure, she shall have dower for so
much thereof. A husband commuting treason shall not occasion a
firfriture of the wife's jointure : yet fenmu-couvertes committing
the same, or felony, are liable to torfeit their jointures ; anil upon 3
conviction of recusancy, they incur th.e forfeiture of two parts ireS

three of their jointures, as well as dowers.

JOIN'NILLE, an ancient town of France, in the department
of Upper Marne, and late province of Champagne, 25 miles S.
W. ot Bar le Due.
JOIsrs, or JOYSTS, in architecture, are pieces of timber

framed into the girders and summers, on which the boards of the

tloor are laid.

KJLAIA, a festival of Thebes, called also Ileracleia. It was
instituted in honor of Hercules and his friend tolas, who assisted

him in CQjicjuering the Hydra.
lOLAS, or lOLAUS, in fabulous history, a son of Iphiclus

king of Thessaly, who assisted Hercules in con(|ueriug the Ilydra,

and burnt with a hot iron the place where the heads had been cut
off, to prevent the growth of others. He was restored to his

youth and vigour by Hebe, at the request of his friend' Her-
cules.

lOLCHOS, an ancient town of Magnesia, founded by Cre-
theus ; the birth-place of Jason.

lOLE, the daughter of Eurylus, and wife of Hyllus. See Eu-
RYTus, Hrraclid/B, and Hercules.
ION, in fabulous history, a son of Xuthus and Creusa a daugh-

ter of Erechlhcus, who married llelice, the daughter of Selinus
king of ^Egiale. He succeeded to the throne of his father-in law.

See loNi.4.

lONA.JONA, or ICOLMKILL, one of the Hebrides; a
celebrated island, " once the luminary of the Caledonian regions,

whence savage clans and roving barbarians derived the benefits of
knowledge, and the blessings ot religion." The name lona is

deriveil by some from njV, Heb. i e. a dove, in allusion to its

patron Columba, who landed here in 565. See Columba. But-

the Rev.Dugal Campbell says "lona signifies the Island ofWaves."
It is said to have been a seat of the Druids before Columbus's ar-i

rival, when its name was Inis-Drunish, or the Druid Island.

Jt)NAII, [riJV, Heb. i. e. a dove,] the son of Amittai, one of
the 12 minor prophets, and author of the canonical hook of the

Old Testament, bearing his name ; in which are recorded, his

9 mission
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mission to the Nhu'vUks, his t'uolisii attciupt to llv lioiii tin: pre-

jf iitx' of the Alniia^y, liis piinishnieiit, ami iniraculoiis dclivei'-

aiM c Iroiii tlie bi-lly of the lish, (wherelji he was a rcmarkabli:

tvot- of our Savioui") witli his prophecy, discontent, ami /iiial le-

p'l'iot afterwai-ils. As it is agreed by Zoologists, thai the thi'oat of

a u liali" is loo narrow to swallow a man, the opinion tliat the great

lish mentiomd in tlie original text, was a shark is liighly proliable.

Siiine of the Rabbins suppose Jonah to have been llie son of (he

\uJ.iw of Sarepta, restored to life by Elijali ; olliers the son of the

SlRUUiMiite, restored by Klisha: but tlie chronology renders at

least the lirst of these opinions improbable ; as he prophesied

under Joa^h king of Israel, about B. C. 771; and pc;rhaps

lived to see his propiiecy of relief to the Israelites, (_' Kings xiv.

23,) fulfilled by Jerobo.iin II. Alstedius says, he prophesiecl about

A. M. 3124: about the lime of Sardaiuipalus, the last king of

Assyria; wiio perished «ith his capital Nineveh, about 40 ye^rs,

or 40 prophetic days, after Jonah had foretold its destruction, and

which the prophet himself supposed to iMean 40 natural days.

JOKA'l IIAN, [from .1\T, the Lord, ami \p:, he gave, Heb.
i.e. the Gilt of God,] the Son of Saul, king ui Israel, one of the

greatest and most disinterested heroes recorded in history, sacred

or profane. His courage and patriotism in venturing into the

host of the Fbilisiiiies, accompanied by nobody but his ar-

mour-bearer, bv which he began and accomplished a most impor-

tant victory over the enemies of his country, (2 Sam. xiv.) have

hardlv been equalled, much less excelled, by any of the boasleil

heroes of ancient or modern times: but his astonishing af-

fection for David, the man whom human pride and ambition might

have been expected to have led him to detest and persecute, as

his rival in the kingdom, is so entirely without a parallel, that it

can be accounted for only fiom those povvertiil i)riiiciples, of lirm

faith in the Almighty and implicit submission to liis uill, which

appear to have been the ruling mcrlives of all this prince's actions.

He was at last killed in battle, fighting bravely against the Philis-

tines ; B. C. 1055.

JONCQUETIA, in botany, a genus of the decandria tetraay-

nia class and order. Calyx live-leaved; petals live, spreading;

filaments growing to a glandule; styles none; capsule sub-elobu-

lar, one-celled, five-valved, five-seeded. It has but one species,

viz. J. Gnianensis, of Guiaira, a lolty tree^ with a russet bark,

and a white uncoinpact wood.
JONES, Inigo, a celebrated English architect, the son of a

cloth-worker of London, born in 1572. He early displayed a

taste for drawing, particularly landscape-painting. This recom-
mended him to the favour of William earl of Pembroke, who sent

him abroad with a handsome allowance to perfect himself in that

branch. In Venice he saw the works of Palladio, w hich gave a

turn to his pm-suits. He soon ac(|uired fame, as an arcliitect, and
from his reputation at Venice, Christian IV. invited him to Den-
mark. James I. found him at Copenhagen, and queen Anne took
him in the t|uality of her architect to Scotland. In 1620, he w.as

appointed one of the commissioners for repairing St. Paul's; but

this was not commenced till 16.33, when Laud, then bisliop of

Londion, laid the lirst stone, and Inigo the fourth. Mr. Walpole
observes, that in the restoration of that cathedral, he made two ca-

pital faults. He first renewed the sides vt'i'h very bad Gothic; and
then added a Roman portico, magniliceiit and be.iutiful in-

deed, but which, having no affinity with the ancient parts ihat re-

mained, made his own Gothic appear ten times heavier. The
erecting of the Banqueling-lioiise, according to Nicholas Stone,

was begun in 1619, and finished in two years—a small part of the

noble pile designed for the palace of our kings; but so complete
in itself, that it stands a model of the most pure and beautiful taste.

Sereral plates of the intended |)alace at Whitehall have been
given ; but Mr. Walpole thinks them no finished de.ign. The
whole fabric, however, was so glorious an idea that one forgets for

a moment (says Mr. Walpole) in tlie regret for its not being exe-

cuted, theconfirmatiou of our liberties, obtained by a melancholy
scene that passed before the windows of that very Ban(iuPting-

house. In lS23 he was employed at Somerset House, where a

chapel was fiftej^iip for the Infanta, the intended bride of the

prince. The chapel is still in being. On tlie accession of Charles

1, Jones was continued in his post. His fee as surveyor was 8.s. Ad.

a dav, with an allowance of 46/. a year for house-rent, besides a

clerk, and iucidciital expences. During the prosperous state of

the king's affairs, the pleasures of the court were carried on vmIIi

mucli t.iste and magnificence. Lord Burlinglun had a folio olllie

designs of these solemnities, by Inigo's own hand, C(j4)sislJng ot

habits, masks, &c. He had much employment both from the
court and among the nobility, and real. /?ed a handsome foi tune.

\^hllh was diminished by sufferings during the tioubles v. Incii

succeeded. He was obnoxious, both as a favourite ol liis lo;. al

master, and as a Roman Catholic. The king's death gre;itlv nf-

tecled him ; and he died, worn down by giief and misloitmie, in

July Itijl. He is said to have been a skilful geometrician, and
to have been well acquainted with various branciiesol knovvleCge.
He was certainly the greatest English architect previous to Sir

Christopher Wren. His designs with the pen were lugiily valued
by Vandyke. A c<.illeclioii of them was engraved and piililisluHl

by Mr. Kent, in two volumes folio, 1727, and some less designs

in 1744. Otiiers were published in 1743, 4to. by Mr. Ware.
In 1655 appeared his Discnurse on Stonehenge, in «hicli he at-

tempts to jirove that it has been a Roman temple. Ssveral of his

designs have been publisheil. He left in MS. some curious ixites

on Palladio's architecture, w hich are inserted in an edition pub-
lislied in 1714.

Jo\F.5, William, F. R. S. a mathematician, was born in the
isle of Anglesea in 1675. He settled in London as a sclioolmas-

ter, and having instructed Lord Macclesfield's son in the iiuilhe-

matics, that nobleman made him his secretary, and appointed- him
deputy-teller of the exchequer. He was very intimate with Sir

Isaac Newton, and w;is cliosen a fellow of the Koyal Society. He
died in 1749. His works are : A Compendium of the Art of Na-
vigation, 8vo. 1702. Synopsis Palmariorum Matheseos, or a
New Introduction to the Mathematics, 8vo. 1706 ; several Papers
in the Philosopliical Transactions ; an analysis of several of Sir
Isaac Newton's Papers, entitled Analysis (ie Quantitatum Serie,

Eluxione, ac Dit'ferentia ; cmii Etuimeratione Linearum Tertii
Ordinis. The private character of Mr. Jones was respectable, his

manners were agreeable and inviting; and those qualities not only
conliihu'ed to enlarge the circle of his friends, whom his establish-

ed reputation for science had attracted, but also to secure their

.ittachment to him.
JoNF.3, Sir William, justly stiled, by the late celebrated

Dr. Johnson, " tlie most enlightened of men," was born Se[)t.

2Sth, 1746, and educated at Harrow, under the celebrated Dr.
Sumner, who early observed his stiperior abilities. He was thence
removed to University College, Oxford, where the rapidity of his

literary acquisitions excited general admiration ; while his gene-
rous disposition and irreproachable morals procured him univer-
sal esteem. In 1769, he made a tour through France, and re-

sided sometime at Nice, where he employed himself in investigat-

ing the Hirli'.ence of the various forms of government on mankind.
His first publication was a translation into French of a Persian
MS. entitled " The History of Nadir Shah, known bv the name
of Thamas Kuli Khan, emperor of Persia." This work he ex-
ecuted in 1770, at his own expence, though at the re])eated and
pressing request of the king of Denmark ; but received no other
return than a letter of acknowledgement from the king, and the
honour of being enrolled as a member of the Royal Society of
Copenhagen. In 1771, he met with an additional disappointment
by the death of his friend and preceptor. Dr. Sumner, upon whom
he wrote an elegy in the most classical Latin. This year he pub-
lished Dissertation sur la Literature Orientale, Svo. ; A Gram-
mar of the Persian Language, in 4to. and Lettre a M. A** Dti
P*'''-*, (!ans l.aquelle est compris I'Examen de sa Traduction des
Livres attribues a Zoroastre, Svo. containing a spirited vindica-

tion of the University of Oxford, from the scurrilous reproaches

of the translator of Zoroaster's supposed works. The grammar
has been reprinted several limes, having been found very useful.

In 1772, he published Poems, chiefiy translated from the Asiatic

languages ; with T«o Essays subjoined on the Eaalem Poetry, and
on the imitative Arts. In 1773, he took the degree of M. .A. and
published an English translation of his first work. The Historv of
Nadir Shah ; with an Introduction containing, 1. A Description o£
Asia, accor<ling to the Oriental Geographers. 2. A Short His-

rory of Persia, from the earliest Times to the present : and An Ap-
pendix containing an Essay on Asiatic Poetry, and the History of

the Persian Language, Svo. In 1774, he published Poescos Asia-

tico; Comnientariorura Libri Se.Xj cum Appendice, Svo. From
1773,

"
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1773, lie pur^uetl tlif :.linly of the law, and beiiifj; called to tlie

bar, iibout 1779, was ;ii)|)oinli;(l commissioner ot bankrupts by
Lord Ihtljiirst. In 1779. be piiblisiicd tbe Speecbos of Isa-'us in

Causeo concerning Uio law of Succession to property at Alliens;

with a prrpavatory (liscourse, notes, and a commentary ; dedicat-

es! to Lord Balluirst, ito. Tlie disgracclbl riots in Loi.don, in

17S0, led liiin to pul)Ush An Intiuiry concerniii!!; tlie le!;.d Mode
of suppressing Kiols, with a Coustilntional Plan Ot Future Defence;
%\i>. ani:l in 17H1, An Essay on the Law of Bailments; a mas-
terly treati^e. Aiiout this time Mr. Jones became a zealous niem-

ber of the Constitutional Society, as he did not approve of the

jiieasures then carrying on by the ministry. In I7S2, he publish-

ed The Mohammedan Law of Succession tothe Properly of Intes-

tates, in Arabic; with a verbal Translation, and explanatory
Notes, 4io. On the 4th March 1783, he was appointed Judge of

the Supreme Court of Bengal ; and was knii^lited on the -0th.

On the Sth of April he married Miss Shipley, eldest daughter of

the Bishop of St. Asaph, and soon after embarked for Indij. Lur-
ing his voyage, he formed the plan of the Asiatic SocUly, after-

wards established at Calcutta ; of which lie became the at live pre-

sident, and of whose transactions several volumes have s.nce been
pul.lislied, replete with much useful information. li's conduct as

a judge was most exemplary, and while his literary researches

continued indefatigable, his integrity remained iiinm|)e.!chable.

There were few sciences in which he had not made great profi-

ciency; inmost of them his knowledge was deep. Liotan\ was
his favourite study, and the theories of music, chemistry, and even
atiatomy, v,t?re familiar to him. But the unremitted ardour of his

iiterary exertions, joined to the conscientious discharge of the du-
ties of his office, and the fatal effects of a torrid climate, com-
bined to impair his health, and shorten his useful life. After re-

siding 15 years in India, he was jireparing to return to his native

country, when he died April 27th, 179'3, in the ISlIi year of his

age. This great man was a sincere believer in the doctrines of

Christianity, and was often in his closet, in the attitude of address-

ing his prayer to God. Sir John Shore, Baronet, now Lord
Teignniouth,) delivered an elegant funeral oration on this orna-

ment of science and virtue, at a meeting of the Asiatic Society, on
the 'j:Jd May, 1794, from which as room permits not to insert the
whole, we shall only quote a few sentences :

—" His capacity for

the aciiuisition of languages has never been excelled. In Greek
and Ivonian literature his early proficiency was the sul)ject of ad-
miration. The French, the Spanish and Italian, bespoke and
wrote with fluency and precision ; and the German and Portu-
guese wer« familiar to him. At an early period of life his appli-

cation to Oriental literature couinicnceil. He studied the He-
brew with ease and success ; and many of the most learned Asiatics

avow, that his knowledge of Arabic and Persian was as accurate

and extensive as their own. He was also cwiversant in the Turk-
ish idiom, and the Chinese had even attracted his notice so far as

to' learn the radical characters of that language. It was to be ex-
pected after his arrival in India, that he would make himself mas-
ter of the Sanscrit; and the most enlightened profe^sors of tlie

doctrines of lirahma confess with pride, delight, and surprize, that

his knowdedge of their sacred dialect was most critically correct
and profounil. Tlie Pandits, who were in the habit of attending
him, could not, after his death, suppress their tear-i for his loss,

nor find terms to express their admiration at ilie wonderful pro-
gress he had made in their sciences. But Sir William was too
iliscerning to consider langiuige in any other light tlian as the key
of science. Knowledge and truth were the objects of all his stu-

dies, and his ambition was to be useful to mankind. Such were
the motives, that induced him to propose to the government of
India, wdiat he justly denominated a work of national utility and
importance, the compilation of a copious digest of Hindu and
Mohammedan Ijw, from Sanscrit and Arabic Originals ; with an
oiler of his services to superintend the Cijiiipilation, and with a
promise to translate it. Ills experience, after a short residence
in India, confirmed what his sagacity had anticipated, that without
principles to refer to, in a language familiar tothe judges of the
courts, adjudications among the natives must too often be subject
to an uncertain and erroneous exposition, or wilful misrepresenta-
tion of their laws. During the course of this compilation, and as

auxiliary to it, he was led to study the works of Menu, reputed
bv the iliudus, the oldcit and holiest of legislators, and rinding

llu-in to comprise a system of lawi, so comprehensive and mi-
nutely exact, that it miglit be considrred^s the Institutes o(
Hindu Law, he presented a translation ofthcilPto ;he government
of Bengal. During the same period he gave the pubhc an Eng-
lisli version of the Sirajiyah, or Mohammedan Lav, of Irdieritance,

with a Coinmrntary. Th.e latter was published at his own cx-
pence, and sold foi the benefit of insolvent debtors;" as well as
a former work on the same suliject in London. S:: William had
many otln r important works in contemplatio:i. of which Lord
Teignmouth has preserved a list. Sir AVilliani, iihe those great
matlieiiiaticians. Sir Isaac Newton and Dr. Bairow, not oniy
openl) profe^sed h;s t'aitli in the Chrittian reiicion, but esteemed it

no smnll " advantage, that his researches had corroborated the
multiplied evidence of revelation, by confirming the Mrtsaic ac-
count of the primitive world." In his eiglith anniversary <\\s-

conrsc to tiie Asiatic Society he said ;
—" Theological inquiries

1 are no part of my piesent subject ; but ! cannot refrain from add-
ing, that the collection of tracts, which we call, from their excel-
lence, the .Scriptures, contain, independently of a cUvine orini:i

more true; sublimity, more exquisite beauty, purer morality, more
imporunt history, and liner strains both of poetry and eloquence,
than could be collected within the same compass from all otlier

books that ever were comfiosed in any age or any idiom. The
two parts of which the Scriptures consist, are co.inected by a
chain of compositions, which bear no resemblance, in form'oru
style, to any that can be produced from the stores of Grecian, In- 1;
dian, Persian, or even Arabian learning ; the antiquity of tliese

*

compositions no man doubts, and the unrestrained application of
Ihcm, to events long subsequent to their publication, is a solid
ground of belief, that they were genuine predictions, and conse-
quently inspired." After such sentiments expressed by a man of
such extensive erudition, how contemptible must the' silly ((nib-
bles of the illiterate 'J'homas Paine appear ! Nor was Sir Wil-
liam's failii in the Christian system unproductive of a suitabh;
moral conduct. In jjoint of strict integrity, humanity, probilv,
benevolence, affability, and the other social and Christian vir-

tues, he has left few equals, no sujierior.

Jones, in geography, a county of North Carolina, in New-
hern. It is watered by the Trent , and the chief town is Tren-
ton.

JONESBOROUGH, atown of NorthCaralina, in Edentown
district, capital of Camden county.

JONGOMA, a kingdom of Asia, N. of Siam.
U)NIA. a country of Asia Minor, bounded on the N. by

jEolia, on the W. by the /Egean and Icarian seas, on the S. by
Caria, ind on the E. by Lydiaand part of Caria. it was founded
by colonies from Greece, and particularly Attica, by subjects of
Ion. Ionia was divided into \'2 small states, which formed a cele-
brated confederacy often mentioned by tile ancients. These 12
stales were Prienc, Miletus, Colo])hon, Clazomena-, Ephesus, Le-
bedos, Teos, Phoca;a, Erythrse, Smyrna, and tlie capitals of Sa-
mos and Chios.

IONIC DIALECT, in grammar, a manner of speaking pe-
culiar to the people of Ionia. At first it was the same with the
ancient Attic ; but passing into Asia, it did not arrive at that de-
licacy and perfection to which the Athenians attained. The lo-
iiians generally changed the a into >i, as aofio. into <7ofi,, ; they put
the 11 and i for t,and«"i for n, as ayfw'ovforreyfiioy: avayxam for iva^in

;

they also change u. and " into >»', au into ai;, u into la, and u, la

into lu and ,iJ,aiid f into ii^, as p'^tJiS^ into p'Ji©', nXyiSau iojo a\<i9t'i,

Jnvfjia into ^n'.//.ti, «i/1©' into lui^T©-, fcrouicrflcti into wo,K4o-Srei, 1/ifi{

into i/^i.'f, &c. they alto insert the i and v, as rnv©' for r'v©', and
z?..Xu; lor x^ihv;,

lo.Nic Ordkr. See Architecture.
Ionic Sect, was the first of the ancient sects of philosophers;

the others were the Italic and Eleatic. The founder of this sect
was Thalcs, w ho being a native of Miletus in Ionia, occasioned his

tollowers to assume the appellation of Ionic : Thales was succeed-
ed byAnaximander, and he byAnaximenes, both ofMiletus. Anax-
agoras Clazomcnius succeeded them, and removed his school from
Asia to Athens, where Socrates was his scholar. It was the dij-

tinguishing tenet of this sect, that water was the principle of all na-
tural things.

lONlC.M MARE, apart of the Mediterranean sea, at the
bottom of the Adriatic. It lies between Sicily and Greece.

JONKIOPING,
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JONKIOPIXG, e town of Sweden, capital of the province of

Sin.ilaml; JO miles N. W. ol Calin.ir.

JONK, or JONQUE, in naval affairs, a kiml of small ship,

very cummon in tlie East Indie^, about tlie bigness of our il_v-

boats.

JOOnPOUR, a town of Hindostan, capital of a circar in Agi-

nn-if, 75 miles W. S. VV. of Aginierc.

JOOS'ILAXD, Sr. an islanfl of IJatavia, in the department of

llie Meiise, and late province of Zealand, nvar Walclieren.

.lOOTSI SIMA, a small flat island, separated from Cape Nota
in Japan, bv a cliannel 15 miles broad.

JUPPA," a sea-port town of Palestine, lying South of Cesarea.

It is now called Jatl'a, somewliat nearer to its nrst appellation.

Ser Jaffa.
JORDAN, [niv,Hebi- i.e. the river ofjudgement, or as othei-s

tr.ihslate it, the river of Dan,] a river ofju.lea, so named from

the people where it has its source, whiiii is a lake called Pliiala,

from its round liijure, to the N. of its apparent risin^ fromthe
mountain Panium or Paneum, as was discovered by Philip, Te-
trareli of Trachouilis ; for on throwing light bodies into tl;e

Phiala, he found them emerge again at Paneum. (Josephus.)

From Paneum it runs southwards, till it falls into the Asphal-

tites.

JOSEPHUS, the celebrated historian of the Jews, was descend-

• 1 ironi the sacerdotal order.and born A.D. 37. At 16 he received

eral education among the Pharisees, after which he went to

lie, where he cultivated his talents to grer.t ail vantage. On
iiis ritm'n to his own country, he commanded the troops eii:plo) ed

In d fend Jotajiata against Vespasian aiid Titus, which he main-

t.iiiieii bravely seven week^;. \'espasian took hnu into lavour, and

he was held in great esteem bv Titus, whom he accompanied to

the siege of Jerusalem. He every where so flattered '1 ilus, that

it is no wonder he obtained his favour. What he advances concern-

ing that prince should be read with caution. His flattery of

\'espasian also was so great that he pretended to predict his good
'' -liine as a prophecy from God, and applied to that emperor

.'• of the prophecies whi.-Ji belonged tn the ^Jessiah ! When
\ . -.pasian became emperor he gave Josephus a palace, with a

pension, the freedom of the city, and a graiit of lands in Judea.

TitHS added to these favours, and Josephus out of gratitude as-

sumed the name of Flavins. During his residence at Rome he

translated into Greek his History of the Wars of the Jews, which

was liret written In Syriac. Its stvle approaches nearest to that of

Livy. He aUo wi jte the Antiquities of the Jews, and likewise

two books in defence of the Jews against Apion, and his own Lite.

The best editions of his works are Hudson's at Oxford, 2 vols. lol.

1720, and Havcrcamp's at Amsterdam, 1727, 2 vols. fol. Josephus
died A.D. 93.

JOTAPATA, in ancient geography, a town of the Lower Gali-

lee, distant 40 stadia from Gahara. It was with great diflicnlty

taken by Vespasian, being defended by Josephus, who command-
ed in it.

JOURNAL, a register, day-book, or a daily account ofoc-
cunences.
Journal, in Merchants Accompts. See Book-keepikg.
Journal, in navigation, a sort of diarv, or daily register of the

ship's course, winds, and weather; together with a general ac-

count of vihatever is niiterial to be remarked in the period of a sea-

voyage. In all sea-journals, the day, or what is called the 24
hours, terminates at noon, because the errors of the dead reckon-
ing are at that period generally corrected by a solar observation.

The dady compact usually contains the state of the weather ; the

variation, increase, or diminution, of the wind; and the suitable

shifting, reducing, or enlarging, the c(uantity of sail extended ; as

also the most material incidents of the voyage, and the condition of

the ship and her crew ; together with the discovery of other ships

or ileets, land, shoals, breakers, soundings, SiC. See Navig.^-
TION.

Journal, is also a conmion name for weekly essays, news-
papers, &c. as the Gray's Inn journal, the VVeslmiuster jour-

nal), &c.
Journal is also used for the titles of several books which come

out at stated times, and give abstracts, accounts, &c. of the new
books that are published, and the new improvements daily made
in arts and sciences; as the Journal de Seavans, Journal de Phy-

voL. in.—Ko. 116.

I

sique, &c. A Journal, under the title of, "The History of Ihp

Works of the l-earned," was begun at London in \(>V); anothtv

entitled " C'eusura Temporum," in 170S: other two soon after

eniilled " Memoirs of Lil<'r.ituic," by M. La Roche, af.d " P.ii)-

liotiieca Curi;isa," a miscellany, somewhat like wl^at are now siyhd

Magazines. These were succeeded by the Annual Register^ and

Monthly Reviews. The most vahiabfe work at pie.cnt existing

under the title of Journal, is Mr. Nichol.-on's "Journal of Natural

Philosophy, Chemistry, and the Arts," begun in 1797.

JOL'RNEY.MAN,' one who works by the day only ; but the

word is now used for any one who works under a master, eith»-r bv

the (lav, the year, or the piece.

JOS', in ethics, that passion which is produced by love, regard-

ing its objects as present, either immediately or in prospect, in

reality or imagination. It is one of the most powerful mentL.l

emotions, accompanied with an extraordinary degree of pleasure.

The etfect of th,s sensation, if not too violent, invigorates tiie

whole animal frame, and facilitates the cure of diseases. Sutldea

iov, however, is often as injurious as the operation of either gitef

or' terror; and many instances are recorded, in which the precipi-

tate communication' of unexpected news has proved unnieiliately

fatal. In order to prevent so dreadful a misfortune, such infor-

mation ought to be cautiously and not suddenly imparled.

We should fortify the mind equally for encountering tlin uujst

agreeable as well as the most disastrous tidings.

'JOYST, or JEYST, in Indian chronology, the second month
of the Ilenaal year.

IPEC.VCUANH.A.in the materia medica, a West-Indian root,

of which thrre are principally two kinds, di-Lingui>hed by their

colour, and brought from dillerent jjlaces ; but both possessinj;

the same virtues, though in a different degree. The one is ash-

coloured or grevk amrbrouglit I'rom Peru ; the other is brown,

and is brought t'lom the Brazils: and these ure iudifierenlly sent

into Europe under the general name of ipecacuanha. These two
sorts have been by some supposed to be the roots of twocliflerent

plants: but according to others, this is a mistake ; theonly difler-

ence being that one grows in a different place, and in a richer and
moister soil, and is'bctter supplied with juices than the other.

The plant they belong to is a species of Psycholria. Tlie ash-

coloured ipei'acuanha is a small wrinkled root, bent and contorted

into a great variety of figures, brought over in short pieces full of

wrinkles, and deep circular fissures, quite down to a small white

woody fibre that runs in ihe middle of each piece : the cortical

part is coin|)act, brittle, looks smooth and resinous upon breaking;

it has y>.ry little smell; the taste is bitterish and subacrid, covering

the tongue as it were w ith a kind of mucilage. The brown sort is

small, and sonitfwhat more wrinkled than Ihe foregoing, of a brown
or bhickish colour without, and white within. The first sort, the

a>h-coloured or grey ipecacuanha, is that usually preferred for me-
dicinal use. The brown has been sometimes observed, even in a
small dose, to produce violent effects. This root is one of the

mildest and safest emetics with which we are acquainted ; and has

this peculiar advantage, that if it should not operate by vomit, it

passes oil' by the other emunctories. It was first intro'iuced, with

the character of an almost infallible remedy, in dysenteries, and
other inveterate fluxes,, as menorrhagia and leucorrha'a, and also

in disorders proceeding from obstructious of long standing: nor

has it lost much of its reputation by time. In dysenteries, it al-

most always produces happy effects, and often performs a cure in

a very short space of time. In other fluxes of the l.elly, in he-

gi!fnin<T dysenteries, and such as are of a malignant kind, or where
the pati<'ii't breathes a tainted air, it has been found equally suc-

cesslul: in these cases it is necessary to continue the use of this

medicine for several days, and to join with it opiates, diaphoretics,

and the like. This root, given in substance, is as eit'eclual, if not

more so, than any of the preparations of it; the pure resin acts

astronn irritating emetic, but it is of little service in dysenteries

v

while an extract prepared with water is almost of e<|ual service in

these cases with the root itself, though it has little efleci as an
emetic. Ipecacuanha, in the state of powder, is now advantage-

ously employed in almost every disease in wliich full vomitina is

indicated ; and when combined widi opium under the form of the

pulvis sudorihcus, it furnishes the most useful and active sweating
medicine wh.ich we possess. It is also given with advantage

in very small doses, so as neither to operate by vomiting, pinging.

I
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norsvvealing. Tlif fii!J do.e of tlic jjowik-r is a "^criiple or h;>lt'ii

ilraclini, jiid tloiible llidt in form of watery iufusioii. Tlie full

(lose is rfcoiiiiuciuled in the paroxysm of spasmodic asthma, and a

dose of thrt-e or four strains every morning in hahitnal asthnratic in-

disposition. A dose of
-J-

or i grain rubbed with sugar, and given
e.very four hours or oflcner, isrecominended inulcrine heniorrlia<>y,

cough, pleurisy, ha^moptoe, &c. and-has often been fou.id highly
servieeablo.

IPHIC tlj\TF,S, f;pneral of the Athenians, had that command
conferred upon him at u'O years of ajje, and became famous for the
exactness ot his military discipliup. lie made war on the Thra-
cians; restored Svnthes, who was an ally iif the Athenians ; at-

tacked the Lacedemonians; and, on many other occasions, gave
signal proofs of his conduct and courage. Many ingenious repar-
tees have been mentioned of this general : a man of good family,
with no other merit than his nobility, reproaching liim one day for

llic meanness of his birth, he re|)lied, 1 shall be the /!>«< of my
S-ace, and thou the lust ot thine." lie died B. C. 3S0.'

IPIIIGICNIA, daughter of Agamemnon and Clyteinnestra.
^Vhen the Greeks going to the Trojan war were detained by con-
trary winds at Aulis, they were informed bv one of the soothsayers,
that to appease the gods they must sacrifice I])higeiiia, Agamem-
non's daughter, to Diana. Her father at first rel used, but after-

ward consented. She implori'd the forgiveness and protection of
her father: but ti-ars and intreaties were unavailipig. Calchas took
the knife in his hand ; and as he was going to strike the fatal blow,
Diana relented, caught away Ipliigenia, who suddenly disap-

peared, and a goat of unconnnon size and beauty was found in her
place for the sacrifice. Calchas, the Grecian priest, in this affair

seems to have acted with the same humane policy, that the
Bishop of Beauvois did in the case of Joan of Arc. Sec Joan
OF Arc.

IPOMO'.A, QUAMOCLIT, or SCAKLET CONVOL-
A'l'I.US; a genus of the monogynia order, and pentandria
(lass of plants; natural order, Canipanacea'. Corolla funnel-
shaped ; stigma round-lieaded : capsule three-celled. It has 27
species.

IPSWICH, the capital of the county of Suffolk, in England.
The name comes from the Saxon Gypeswick, i. e. a town situated
upon the CJyppen, now called Orwell.
IRASC'115LE, in the old philosophy, was applied to an appe-

tite or a part of the soul, where anger and the other passions,

which animate us against things difficult or odious, were supposed
to reside. Of the II kinds of passions attributed to the soul,

philosophers ascribe five to the iiMscible appetite, viz. wrath, bold-

ness, fear, hope, and despair: the other six are charged on the
concupiscible appetite, viz. pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, love,

and hatred. Plato divided the soul into three parts; the reason-

able, irascible, and concupiscible, parts.

IREE.AND, one of the Britannic islands, situated between
Lon. o^uud 10''AV.and between Lat. 5 1" and 56° N. extending
in length about 300 miles, and about 150 in breadth. The an-

cient history of this island is involved in so much obscurity, that it

has been a subject of contention among antiquarians for near two
centuries. According to the Irish historians, the island was lirst

inhabited about 32'.' years after the flood, when Partholanus the

son of Scara landed in Munster on the 14lli of May wit li lOUU
soldiers, and some women from Greece ; but that about 300 years

after the arrival of this colony, all of them perished by a plague.

After this, Ireland remained a perfect wilderness for 30 years

;

when another colony arrived from the E. under one NemV(hi,».
During his reign, the most material occurrence w.is a war, in which
he engaged with some Alrican pirates, who intheend enslaved ih.^

people. The victors proved such tyrants, that the Irish left the
island altogether. They embarked on board a lleet of 1 130 ships,

under the command ot three grandsons of Nemedius, viz. Simon
Breac, To Chath, and Briatan Maol. The tii-jt returned to

(jreece, the second sailed to the northern parts of Europe, and
the third landed in the north of Scotland, and from him the island

of Britain is said to have taken its name, and the Welsh their ori-

gin. About 'Mti years after the death of Nenieilius, the descend-
ants of Simon Breac returned from Greece into Ireland. The
country is said to have continued in a stale of barbarity. The king-

dom oi Ireland continued, till the introduction of Christianity by
•Si, Patrick, about the middle of the jth century. This account is.

however, reckoned fabulous by most writers', and it is generally
thought that Ireland was first peopled from Britain. A dispute ha»
arisen concerning the place from whence the lirst emigrants from
Britain set sail for Ireland The honour of being the mother coun-
try of the Irish has been disputed between the North and South
Britons. Mr. .Macpherson lias argued strenuously for the former,
and Mr. Whitaker lor the latter, "l-'or an account of their dispute,
however, we must leler to the works of tliese gentlemen. Mr.-
Whiti'.ker claims tiic victory, and challenges to iiimself the honour
• )f being the lir^t who clearly and truly demonstrated the origin of.
the Irish. About B. C. 350, according to Mr. Whitaker the Bel-
gE crossed the channel, invaded Britain, and seized the whole ex-
tended line of the southern coast, from Kent to Devonshire.
Xumbers of the former inhabitants, who gi-adually retired before
the enemy, were obliged at la>t to take shipping on the western
coast of England, and passed over into tlie uninhabited island of
Ireland. These were afterwards joined by another body ot Bri-
tons driven out by the Belga- under Divitiacus, about B.'C. 100.
For two centuries and a hulf afterwards, these colonies were con-
tinually reintorcc<l with fresh swarms from Britain; as the popu-
lousness of tliis island, and the vicinity of that, invited them to
settle in the one, or the bloody and successive wars in Britain
during this period naturally induced them to relin(|iiish the other:
and the whole island appears to have been completely peopled
about A. D. 1 JO ; and as the inhabitants had all fled equally from
the dominion of the Belga-, or for some other cause left their na-
tive country, they were distinguished among the Britons by one
general and very apposite name, viz. that of Scuites or Scots, i. e.
wanderers, or relugees. The name of Ireland, according to Mr,
Whitaker, is obviously derived from the word Jar or Eir, which in
the Celtic language signifies west. This word was sometimes pro-
nounced Iver, and River; whence the names of Iris, lerna, Juver-
na, Iverna, Hihernia, and Ireland; by all of which it hath at
sometime or other been known. Before 1800 this kingdom was
subordinate to Great Britain, but at that periofi it was deemed ex •

pedient for the welfare ot Ireland that it should be united to this
country ; and the two parliaments passed ivts for that purpose, bv
which the two kingdoms at the commencement of 1801, was to be
stiled the United Kingdom ofGreat Britain and Ireland, anil that
'28 peers, 4 bishops, and 100 commoners, of Ireland were to he
elected to rei)iesent that country in the Imperial Parliament, to be
assembled in England. The lord lieutenant of Ireland, as well as
the council, are apiniinted, from time to time, by the king. The
inhabitants in general, of this kingdom, are veVy far from bein",
what they have too often unjustly been represented by those wlm
neversaw them, anation of wild Irish. Miserable an'd oppressed,
as by far too many of them are, an Englishman will find as much
civility ill general, as amongst the same class in his own country,
and more hospitality. Poverty and oppression naturally make
mankind sour and unsociable, and eradicate, or at least suppress,
all the amiable principles and passions of humanity. But it is un-
fair and ungenerous to judge of the natural dispo,ilion of people
reduced by indigence and oppression almost to desperation. 'Let
commerce, agriculture, and arts, but call forth the doimani ac-
tivity of their genius, and rouse the native spirit of enterprize,
which lies torpid within them; let liberal laws unfetter their minds,
and plenty cheer their tables ; they will soon shew themselves de-
serving to rank with the most respectable societies in Europe.
Personal beauty seems to be more diffused in England among" the
lower ranks of life, than in Ireland ; which may be attributed to
the different modes of living. In England, the meanest cottager
is better fed, lodged, and dressed, than the most opulent Irish
farmers, who, unaccustomed to the comforts of life, know no
luxury but in deep i)Otations of acpiavit;r. For this circumstance,
we may account for a fact reported by some officers of the army,
who themsi'lves were Irishmen. They say, that the young fellows

ow the

. „ , - - promote
orjjrevent the growth ot other animals, have doubtless similar ef-
fects upon the human species. In England, where there is no
stint of pro', isions, the growth is not checkeil; but, on the con-
trary, it is extended to the utmost bound of nature's limits: whereas
in Ireland, where food is neither in the same quantify, nor of the
same quality, the body cannot expand. The gentlemen of Ire-
land are full as tall as those of England ; the difference, then, be-

tween

of Ireland, who otfer to enlist, are more generally belc
given height than in England. The same causes, which pi
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twceii lliem and the coiiiiiioiialty, can only proceed fioni (he dif-

ference of living. In 1731, wliile tlie lUike of Dorset was lord

lieutenant, tlie inhabitants were niindjered, and it was found that

the four provinces contained as follows

:

Connaught 21604 Connaught C21710

Leinster 203087 Leinster 447916

Munsler 115130 Minister 4S2044

Ulster 360632 Ulster 158020

Protestants 700453 Papists 1,309,760

The return of houses in Ireland, in 1754, was 395,430, in 17G6,

it was 424,046, and in 1786 it was 474,284. Suppo^in^, tkerefore,

the numbers to have increased at llie same rate, tlio number of

houses now cannot be less than 502,891 ; wliicli, allowing eifrjit

persons to a family, which is the average ascertained by Dr. Ha-
milton, will make the number of inhabitants 4,023,128: but as

the return of houses by hearth-collectors is rather under than

above the trutli, and as there are many families in every parish

who are by law exct\sed from that tax, and tlierefnre nut return-

ed, the number on a moderate e.^timate may be about 4,200,000.

A considerablt; deduction, however, must be made for thenum-
l>er of houses destroyed during the late rebellion. Mr. Moljneux
says, " Ireland has certainly been better inhabited formerly ; for

on' the wild mountains between Araiach and Dundalk, are observ-

able the marks of the plough, as they are also on the mountain^

of Altniore. The same has been observed in the counties of

Londonderry and Donegal. Mountains that are now covered
witli bogs have been formerly plowed; for when you dig five

or six feet deep, you discover a proper soil for vegetation, and,

find it plowed into ridges and furrows: a plough was found

in a very deep bog near Donegal; and a hedge, with some
wattles, under a bog 5 or 6 feet in depth. Ireland is divided

into 4 large provinces, and those again into 32 counties, as

ioilowi:

I. UTLSTER.
1. Antrim 4. Down 7. Londonderry
2. Armagh 5. Donegal 8. Monagliau
3. Cavau 6. Fermanagh 9. Tyrone

II. LEINSTER.
1. Carlow
t>. Dublin
3. Kildare

4. Kilkenny

1. Clare

U. Cork

5. King's County 9. Queen's Co,
6. Longford 10. Westmeath
7. Low'th 11. Wexford
8. E. Meath 12. Wieklow

III. MUNSTER.
S. Kerry
4. Limerick

5. Tipperary
6. Waierford

1. Galway
2. Leitrim

IV. CONNAUGHT.
3. Mayo 5. SHro
4. Roscommon

The principal rivers of Ireland arj the Shannon, Fovle, Bann,
Lifi'ey, Boyne, Slaney, Suir, Barrow, Erne, Moy, Noir, Suck,
and Gyll. The chief lakes are Lough Neagh, Lean, Erne, and
Corib. The principal mountains are Knock- Patrick, Sliew-Bloc-

my, and the Curliuw Hills. The chief sea-port towns are Belfast,

Dublin, Drogheda, and Dundalk, on the E. coast: C^ork, W'uter-
ford, Kinsale, Dungarvon, and Youghal, on the S. of Galway;
Sligo, Limeric, kc. on the W. and Londonderry on the 5l.

The soil of Ireland varies from th^ stiifest clay to the lightest sand;
but of the l.^ter there is not much; nor is any chalk found in it.

It is in general more stony than th»> soil of England, but is abun-
dantly fruitful both in corn and grass, especially the latter, in con-
setiuencc of which, a vast number of black cattle and sheep are
bred, particularly in Connaught. Few countries produce tiner
grain, tlian that which grows in the improved parts of this king-
dom. The uorthtrn and eastern counties are best cultivated and
inclosed, and most populous. The climate is more variable, and
both htat and cold more moderate, than in England. The air is

more damp; but this, Dr. Beaufort observes, is not to be attribu-
t'ed to the bogs, but chiefly to its insular situation. And the
bogs, wherewith Ireland is in soipe places overgrown, are not

injurious to health, as is commonly imagined ; the watery exlia

lations from these are neither so abundant nor so noxious as thos.e

from marshes, whicli become prejudicial from the various animal
and vegetable substances, which are lelt to putrefy as soon as the

waters are exhaled by the sun. Bogs are not, as might be sup-

posed from their blackness, masses of putrefaction ; but, on the

contr.iry, they are of such a texture, as to resist i)utrefaction above
any other substance we know of. A shoe, all of one piece of

leather, very neatly stitched, was taken out of a bog some years

ago, entirely Iresh ; from the fc-iuon of which, it is ;^up])Osed to

I'.ave lain tli.Te suuic centuries. Butter, called roushin, hath been
found inlujUowed trunks of trees, where it had been hid so long,

that it was become hard and almost friable, yet not devoid of unc-
tuosity ; that the length of time it had been buried was very great,

we learn from the depth of the bog, which was ten ffet, that had
grown over it. But the common pluenomeuon of timber-trees dug
out of these bogs, not only found, but also so embalmed as after-

wards to defy tlie injuries of time, demonslrate the antiseptic quali-

ty of them. The iicv. Clement Cruttuell, in his Universal Ga-
zetteer, states the superlicial contents of Ireland at 19,000 square

miles. The commodities which Ireland exports, are hides,

tallow, beef, butter, cheese, honey, wax, hemp, metals, fish,

wool, and glass ; and her linen trade is of great consequenc;;.

No country in the world seems better situated for a maritime

power th:ui Ireland, where the ports ar^- convenient to every
nation in Europe, and the havens safe and commodious. The
great plenty of timber, the superior excellence of the oak, and
the acknowledged skill of her aitizans in wood-works, are

circumstances clearly in her favour. That the Irish formerly
exported large quantities of timber, is nianilest from the churches
of Gloucester, Westminster monastery aiid palace, S.:c. beinj
covered with Iriih oak.

It(.ELAN'D, Nkw, an island in the Ea^t Indian Ocean. Lou.
152. 17. E. Lat. 4. 59. S.

Ireland, New, a long narrow island, in the S. Pacific Ocean ;

extending 270 miles from N. W. to S. E. Lon. between 14S*

and IS.j"' E. Lat. between 3" and 10. S.

IREN.EUS, St. Bishop of Lyons, was born in Greece, about
A. D. 120. He was the disciple of Pappias and St. Polycarp, by
whom, it is said, he was sent into Gaul in 157. He stopped at

Lyons, where he performed the office of a priest; and in 178 was
sent to Rome, where he disputed with Vaientinus, and his two
disciples Florinus and Blastus. At his return to Lyons, he sue-,

ceedcd Photinus, bishop of that city; and sulTeri d mtirtyrdoin in

202, under Severus. He wrote many works in Greek, of which
there remains only a barbarous Latin version of his five books
against heretics, some Greek fragments in different authors, and
Pope Victor's letter mentioned by Eusebius. The b«t editions

of his works are those of l'>asmus, in 152(i; of Grabe, in 1702;
and of F. Massuet, in 1710. St. Irenajus's stile is close, clear,

and strong, but plain and simple. Dodwell wrote six curious dis-

sertations on the works of St. lren;cus.

IRESINE, in botany, a genus of the pcntandria (<rder, aiirl

dioecia class of pliuits ; natural order, Mi^cellaneie. Male calyx
two-leaved ; corolla five-)ietaled ; nectaria five. Female stigii'ata,

two sessile ; capsule with flocky seeds. It has only one species.

IRIDESCENT, [from Iris, Lat.] in mineralogy, optics, Ike.

exhibiting the colours of the rainbow.

IRIDIUM, a new metal fiiscovered by Mr. Tennant, whni
examining the black powder left after dissolving platina, which,
from its appearance had been supposed to consist cliiefiy of plum-
bago, when he found in it two distinct metals never before no-
ticed, which he had named iridium and osmium. Iridium is of a
white colour, and perfectly infusible. It does not combine with

sulphur and arsenic. Lead unites with it, but may be separated

by cupellation. Coppc, silver, and gold, are found to combine
with it. Mr. Tennant gave it the name of iridium, from tlie strik-

ing variety of colours it affords while dissolving in muriatic acid.

Dr. Wallaston has observed, that amnn."; the grains of crude pla-

tina there are some scarcely distinguishable from the rest but by
their insolubility in nitro-muriatic acid. '1' hey are harder, liow-

ever, when tried by the file ; not in the least malleable ; and of tiie

specilic gravity of 19.5. These appeared to him to be an ore, con-
sisting entirely of the two new metals.

IRIS, [,'ris, Lat, the rainbow,] in anatomy, the aiiteiror'co-

lovTreti
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Joured part of the uvea of tlie e\e, so called because of 'its variety

of colours. The ills is a circular variously coloured part, whicli

surrounds the pupil ; it is in some persons blue, in others black,

brown, grev, &c. each of which has its peculiar beauty, and is

suited to the comple.\ion of the person who has it. See Anatomy,
and Optics.

Iris, in botany, a i;enus of the triandria nionogynia class and

order. Natural order, Ensata. Corolla six-pelaled, unequal;

|)etals alternate, joiuU'd, and spreading ; slii^uias petal-form, cowl-

ed, two-lipped. There are illty species, some ot which are found

in every (juarter <jf the world.

Iris is also applied to those chanijeable colours which soiiie-

tinies a)'pear in the j^lasses of telescopes, microscopes, &:c. so

called from their sin.ilitude to a rainbow. The same appellation

is also gi\en to that colcured spectrum, which a triangular pris-

matic glass will project on a wall, wiien placed at a due angle in

the sun-beanjs.

Iris, in mylhology, the dan;^hler of Thanmas and Eledra, one
of the Oceanidfs, the gochless of the rainbow, and nie^seuger of

Juno, whom she attended. Slie was supposed to supply the clouds

with water, colours, iS>:c.

Ibis, in phiiosophy. See Katnuow. 'I'he word is Greek,
iji,-, supposed by some to be derived from "jw, I tell, being a

meteor that is supposed to foretel, or rather declare, rain.

lUKUlZK, a town of Russia, the capit..l of Irkutzkoi, near

lake Ijaikal ; the see of ;i bi-.liop, and a place of great trade. Loii.

li."J. 44. E. of Eerro, l.at. 52. 4. N.
Irkutzk, or IrkutzkoI, the largest and least populous govern-

ment of Russia, comprehending all that part of Siberia, which lies

beyond 12J° Eon. E. of I'erro ; boumled on the E. by the N. Pa-

ciiic Ocean; S. b_\ Chinese Tarlary, W. by Kohran and Tobolsk,
and N. bv the Frozen Sea. It is divided into four provinces, viz.

Irkutzk, Nertchin>k, Skortzk, and Yakutzk.
IRON, \_buirn, Welsh ; iserii, iicii, Saxon; torn, Erse,] a me-

tal common to all parts of the world. Iron is one of the perfect

metals, and the most useful, as well as the most plentiful, of them
ail. It is of a bluish-white colour, of considerable hardness and
elasticity; very malleable, exceedingly tenacious and ductile, and
specilic gravity about 7.7. When expo-ed to the air, its surface

is soon tarnished, and it is gradually changed into a brown
or yellow powder, well known under the name of rust.

Tins change takes jilace more rapidly if the atmosphere is moist.

It is occasioned by the graAial combination of the iron with the

oxygen of the atmosphere, forwhich it has avery strong aflinity. For
preserving iron from rusl various compositions have been contrived;

but none appeal's to be more serviceable than common oil, though
its use is on many occasions both troublesome and disagreeable.

To obviate these inconvenii-ncies it has been recommended to

heat the iron to such a degree that it cannot be touched without

burning the hand; then to varnish it with new white wax, and ex-

pose it to the fire, till the wax is completely imbibed by the me-
tal, which should next be rubbed over with a piece of serge. Ac-
cording to others,, this metal maybe perfectly oecurcd from the

effects of rust, by plunging it, while red-hot, into lintseed-oil,

which is suffered to drop oil' till it becomes dry, and then wiping
the iron with a clean cloth. A piece of iron-wire, immersed in a

jar of oxygen gas, being ignited at one end, will be entirely con-

sumed by the successive combustion of its parts. It requires a

very intense heat to fuse it ; on which account it can only be
brought info Ihe sliape of tools and utensils by hammering. This
high degree of infu'ibilily would deprive it of the most valuable

property of metals, naniclv, the uniting of smaller masses into one, if

it tlid not possess another singular and advanlageous property,

which is found in no other metal except plalinn, namely, that of

welding:. In a white heat, iron appears as if covered with a kind

of varnish ; and in this slate, if two pieces be apphed together,

they will adhere, and may be perfectly united by torging. Iron

is lliought to be the only substance in nature, which has the pro-

perty of becoming magnelical ; however, there have not yet been
aiiade asull'icient number of experiments to determine this point.

A p'ece of irou is rendered considerably warm by hammering, so

as even to become red-hot. Rut after the iron has been com-
pletely hammered once, it cannot be rendered again red-h<it by
the same operaMon. Of all the metals in Ihe earth, hard steel is

the only one, that, being struck slantwise with the sharp edge
rtf a tlint, or of another hard stone, produces sparks of lire

When iron is exposed to the action ef pure water, it ac(|uire^

weigiil by gradual oxydation, and hydrogen gas escapes: tins is a
very slow operation. Fnit it the steam of wat^r be made to pass
through a red hot gun-banel, or through an ignited copper or
glass-tube, containing iron-wire, the iron becomes converted into

an oxi<.le, while hydrogen gas passes out at the other end of the
barrel. The action of air, assisted by heat, converts iron into a
black oxide, containing twenty-five of oxygen. By the action of
stronger heat this becomes a rec'dish brown oxide, containing
forty-eight of oxygen. The yellow rust, formed when iron is

long exposed to damp air, is ikjI a simple oxiile, as it contains a
portion of carbonic acid. M. Chenevix reckons four stages of
oxydation of iron: the first, or minimum, white; the second,
green ; the third, black ; the fourth, or maximum, red. Thenard
admits only three, the wdiite, green, and red. Concentrated sul-

phuric acid scarcely acts on iron, unless it be boiling. If the i-ul-

phuric acid be diluted with two or three parts of water, it dissolves

iron readdy, and hydrogen gas escapes in large quantities. Sulphate
of iron exists in two states, one containing oxide of iron, with .'27

of oxygen, which is of a pale green, not altered by gallic acid,

and giving a white precipitate with orussiate of potass. The other,

in whirl) the iron is combined with .48 of oxygen, is red, not
crystallizable, and gives a black preci[iitate with gallic acid, and
a blue with jnussiate of potass. In the common sulphate these

two are mixed in various proportions. DisliD^tion separates the
acid from sulphate of iro-i, and leaves the brown oxide of iron,

called colcfctthar. Vegetable astringent inatters, such as nut-galls,

the husks of nuts, logwood, tea, &;c. which contain the gallic acid,

pi'jcipitate a fine black fecula from sulphate ot iron, which, by
means of gum arable, is suspended in tiie fiuid, and thus ink is

made. See Ink. Prussian blue is likewise a precipitate alibrded
by sulphate of iron. Iron is eminently adajited to the purpose of
dyeing cotton. From the various experiments made by Chaptal,
it appears that the oxide of iron has so gieatan affinity for cotton-

thread, that if the latter be immersed in a saturated solution of this

metal in any acid, it assumes instantaneously a chamoy-yellow co-
lour, which becomes more or less deep, accordihg to the strength
of the liquors, and the length of time it has been exposed to the
air. The colour thus communicated is fixed; resists both air and
water, and also alkaline leys; nor is its durability in the least

affected by washing it with soap; which, on the contrary, imparts
to it additional brightness. The oxide of iron, if precipitated on
any stuff, easily unites with the fawn colour obtained from vegeta-

ble astringents; and, by varying the strength of the soda, soap, or
other iTiordants employed in dyeing, an infinity of sliades m:iy be
produced. Thus, by means of a boiling heat, the oxide ot iron

may be more intimately combined with the astringent principle.

Hiese colours may likewise be rendered brown, as they are sus-

ceptible of a variety of shades, from a bright grey to a deep black
tint; by simply passing the cotton impregnated with astringent ve-
getable matter, through a solution of iron. Concentrated nitric

acid acts powerfully on iron-filings, and much nitrous gas •is disen-

gaged. The solution is of a reddish brown, and deposits the
oxide of iron after a certain time; more especially if the vessel be
left exposed to the air. A diluted nitric acid affords a more per-
manent solution of iron, of a greenish colour, or sometimes of a
yellow colour. Diluted muriatic acid rapidly dissolves iron, a
large quantity of hydrogen is disengaged, and the mixture be-
comes hot. In this, as well as in the solution by sulphuric acid,

the same quantity of alkali is said to be required to saturate the
acid as before the solution ; whence it is inferred, that the acid is

not decomposed, but that the oxidation is etf'ected by the oxygen
of the water; whence also it appears to follow, that the hydrogen
must be all'orded from the decomposed water, and not from the
melal. Carbonate of iron is easily obtained cy diluted carbonic
acid, which coniliines with a considerable quantity of iron, in pro-
portion to its mass. Vinegar scarcely dissolves ;t, unless by the

assistance of the air. Phosphoric acid unites with iron, bu' very
'lowly, The union is best eti'ectetl by adding an alkaline phos-

phate to a solution of one of the salts of iron. A saturated phos-

phate of iron has been found native in France, semi-transparent,

of a re<l brown colour, and foliated texture. Borate of iron may
be obtained by precipitating a solution of the sulphatewilh neutral

borate of soda. Arsenic acid likewise unites with iron. This ar-

seniate is found native in Cornwidl, in pretty large cubic crystals,

tolerably transparent, of a dark green colour witli a brownish

9 tinge

;
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tin'Tc; sometimes yellowish, or of ;i brown yellow, like resin.

Ciu ornate of iron is said to have been found aljiindanlly in the

drparlmcnt of \'ar in France, and to form a beautiful green for

<-iuunelling or colouring pastes. According to Vautiuelin and

! ussaert it contains chromic acid 43, oxide of iron, 34.7, alumina

.1.3, silex 2, in !0(l parts. By fusion with iron, sulphur produces

a compound of the same nature as the pj rhes, and exhibiting the

tame radiated structure when broken. If a bar of iron be lieated

to whitem-ss, and then toiiiched with a roll of sulplun-, tiie two sub-

itances conxbiiie, and dropdown together in a tluid state. It is

11' cessary lluit this experiment should be made in a place where

tiiere is a current of an' to carry off the fumes; and the melted

matter, which may be received in a vessel ot water, is of the

same nature as that produced by fusiusi in the conuiion way.

i. Iron is employed in thiee dlllerent states, each liaving its pecu-

liar properties, by which they are each parliculaily applicable to

various purposes. The hrst is cast iron ; the second wrought or

iiijUeable iron, and the tlsird steel. Ca>t iron is also called un-

ripe or raw iron. Steel is called also pig-iron, and yetlin m Eng-
land. 'I'lie richest ores of iron are the compact and ponderous, of

a brownish, reddish brown, or red colour. Some of these ores, in

colour and appearance, resemble iron itself ; as the grey ores of

Derb_\sliire, antl the bluish of the Foicst of Dean in CJioucester-

sliire.' Most of the Swedish ores art- 'ikewise of this kind.

*>lliers are blackish, brown, red, yellowish, or rusty coloured

:

tiuse are the most common in England and Germany. There is

one very singular species of a striated texture, and of a pale yel-

lowish or greyish colour, oftentimes white, and in some degree

pellucid ; which, althougli, in its crude state, it promises nothini

metallic ; nevertheless, on being moderately calcined, discovers,

by the deep colour it assumes, liiat it abounds in iron. Cramer
informs us, that it gives out by fusion from thirty to sixty per

cent. But some richer ores yield no less than seventy and eighty

on a hundred. Dilferent kinds of iron ore are found adhering in

some mines to the tops of caverns, in form of icicles or stria",

sometimes irregularly clustered together, sometimes hanging down
like the bristles of a brush; from whence the name of brush iron

ore. Other particular forms of the iron-stone have occasioned a

variety of fancilul names, that are met with in some of the metal-

lurgic writers. The iron of Great Britain is made from dift'erent

kinds of ores. The iron ore called Lancashire ore, from the

county where it is found in greatest abundance, is very heavy, of

a fibrous or lamellated texture ; of a dark purple, approaching to

a shining black; and when reduced to powder, it becomes of a

deep red : it lies in veins like other ores. The bog ore, which
resembles a deep yellnvv ochry clay, and seems to be the deposi-

tion of some ferruginaceous rivulets, wf.ose currents had formerly
been over the surface of those ilat marshy plains. It lies in beds
of irregular thickness, commonly from twelve to twenty inches,

and very various in their breadtlis from side to side, never being
of great dimen^'ons. The iron-stones, however, have no regular
appearance, and do not in the least resemble a metal in their ex-
teinal surface. They lie often in beds of great extent, and are

sometimes stratified with seams of p,i-coal, forming alternate

layers. The ores ot iron are commonly calc'ned previous to the
fusion, even the harder ones, though t':ey should contain nothing
sulphureous or arsenical, ia order to calcine the hard adhering ma-
tricfs, and render the masses soft enouah to be easily broken into

fragments of a convenient size for melting. After the mineral is

duly prepared, it must be melted in large furnaces. Near the
bottom is an aperture, for the insertion of the pipe of a large bel-

lows, worked by water, or by other machines, that may proikice

a strong current of air. Some very powertul ones, as those in the
iron-works at Colebrook Dale and Carron, consist of two or more
ircn-cylinders, upwards of two ftet wide, whose pistons are alter-

nately'moved by a small fire-engine, or bv a water-wheel : but
Mr. Wilkinson very ingeniously adapted to his own a large vault-

ed receiver surrounded by water, which produces a very regular
and unilorm bla>l. T^vo or more holes are also left ready to be
occasion.illy 0(Jened at the bottom of the furnace, to permit at a
proper time the si oria and the metal to flow out, as the process
may require. Cii.ircoal, or coke with lighted brushwood, is (ir<t

thrown in : and when the inside of the furnace has acquired a

strong ignition, the ore is thrown in by small quantities at a time,
with more of the fuel ; and ctjnjiiioiily a pcrtioii of lime-stoce is
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thrown in as a llux. The ore gradually subsides into the hottest

part of the furnace, where it becomes fused ; and the metallic

parts being revived by the coal, pass^hrough the scoria, ?nd, fall

to the loiver part or' bottom of the furnace, where, a passage is

open for taking off the scum or dross. 'I'he metal now in stronsj

fusion is let out bv a tap-hole into fuwows made in a bed of sand :

the large mass. Which sets in the main furrow, is called by the

workmen a sow, and the less ones pigs of iron. Chimney-
backs, stoves, garden-rollers, &c. are formed of this rough metal,

t.iken out of the receiver with ladles, and cast into moulds nia-.'.e

of line sand. The excessive and long continued ignition kept

up in these furnaces gradually wastes the materials of which they

are composed, rendering their sides thinner, until at last they be-

come unable to sustain the weight of the melted metal ; so that it

sometimes bursts out suddenly, in a violent and most destructive

stream. At certain intervals, thertfore, the tire ought to be al-

lowed to go out, whatever may be the exj)ence of rekindling it,

and the furnace examined and repaired. The best cast iron ob

raw iron, as much freed from het.;rogeneou3 matters as the usual

process of melting can effect it, is not at all malleable, and so

hard as to withstand the file. In general the impure cast iron, as

run from the ore, is melted down a second time in another furnace,

intermixed with charcoal. A strong blast of air being impelled on

the surface of the metal, its fusion is remarkably promoted ; the

iron thickens into a mass called a loop, wliich is conveyed under

a large hammer raised by the motion of a waler-wheel. The iroiv

is there beaten into a thick square form, then heated again until

almost ready to melt, and feiged ; bv a few repetitions of this-

process, it becomes completely malleable, and is at length formed
into bars for sale. Iron in this state of malleability is much sofler

than before, and of a fibrous texture. But if it be slill crude and
brittle after the above process, it shews that there have remained
iieterogeneous matters, being hidden in its interstices, whicli must
be expelled ; for this purpose the iron must be str9tihL-d'with char-

coal-dust within a proper furnace, heaped up in great quantity in

strata ; then the fire must be blown pretty strongly, so as to bring

it to a fusion, which is to be helped by the addition of fusible

scorire or sand. The fire must not be much greater than is neces-

sary to make all these melt as equally as possible. To obtain this

end, the melted mass must be agitated here and there with pokaig
rods of wrought iron, in order to make every part feel alike the

action of the fire and air ; and the increasing scorias taken out

once or twice. In the mean time, many sparkles will be thrown
out from the iron, which diminish the more as the iron comes
nearer to the desired degree of purity, but they never cease en-

tirely. The burning coals being then removed, and the scoria

conveyed out of the fire through a channel made for that purpose,

ll!<" iron, by lessening the violence of the fire, grows solid, and
must be taken out red-hot, and tried by striking it with a lianimer.

If it prove crude still, let the melting be repeated ; and when it is

at last sufficiently purified, it is to be hammered, and extended
various ways, bv making it repeatedly red-hot ; this done, it will

no loi.ger be brittle, even when cold. Cast iron has of late been
brought into the malleable state, by passing it through rollers in-

stead of forging it. This seems to be a real improvement in the

process, as well m point of dispatch, as in its not re<]uiring that

skill and dexterity which forgemen only acquire by long prac-

tice. If the purposes of comnurce should require more iron to be
made, it will be easy to fabricate and erect rolling machines,

though it might be inipracticable to procure expert forgemen in a
short time. Steel is iron in an intermediate slate between cast

iron and malleable iron, which is sr^tt and tough. The iron run
from some German ores is found to be a L'ood steel wiien torged

only to a certain point. But the best steel is usually made by ce-

mentation from the best forged iron, with matters chiefly of the

inllammable kind. Two parts of pounded charcoal and one of
v.ood-ashes is esteemed a good cement. The charcoal-dust may
be made of bones, horns, leather, and hairs, of animals, or of any
of these ingredients after they are burned in a close vessel till they

are black: these being pulverized, must be well mixed with
wood-ashes. The iron should be of pure metal, not over thick,

nnd (piite free from heterogeneous matters. A deep crucj'ile, two
or three inches higher than the bars, is to receive part of the ce-

ment, well pressed at the bottom, i!ie height of one inch and a
hall ; and the bars are to be placed perpendicularly, about one

T jjicli
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tnch distant from the sides of the vessel and from each other.

AM the interstices are to be filled with the same cement, and the

whole covered to (he lo)) witli it ; then a tde is applied to cover

the vessel, stopping the joints with thin lute. The crucible is then

to be put in the furnace, and a strong hre is to be made, thai it

niay be kept moderalely red-hot for eiglit or ten hours together ;

at tiie end of which time they will be found converted into stcei. If

the cementation be continued too long, tlie steel will become exces-

sively brittle, inCapal>le of being welded, and apt to crack and

fly in forging. On the contrary, steel cemented with absorbent

earths is reduced to the slate ot forged iron. Steel is further pun-

lied for making the nicest kinds of inslruments, such a.i lancets,

pen knives, razors, and various pieces, lor the best kind ofw.itches,

tiine-keepers, or chronometers, and astronomical regulators. This

purilication of steel consists in melting it again w ith a strong but

regular tire in a crucible, the better to free it from the heteroge-

neous part-, and little flaws that maybe contained in it It is

then called cast steel when fused into bars ; which name, however,

does not imply tliat the pieces, for instance the cast steel razors,

have been really cast in their present shape ; for they must be

forged from the bar after it is cast. The fusion must have been

perfect, so that the metallic parts be rendered uniform. 1 he

metal diminishes a little by this process, for a bar o' common slei;i

thirty-six inches long, will afterwards produce another only thirty-

five, if properly fused and purified. The cast steel will not bear

more than a red heat ; otherwise it runs away, like sand under the

hammer, if the heat be pushed to the welding degree. Bec.iuse

iteel is iron coml)ined with a small portion ot carbon, it lias bfen

called carluirete<l iron. The pr.jportion of carbon has not been

ascertained with much precision. From the analysis of Vauque-
lin, it amounts, at an average, to -[\-s part. Mr. Clouet seems to

affirm that it amounts lo J,- part. That steel is composed of iron

combined with pure carbon, and not with charcoal, has been de-

monslrated by Morveau, who formed steel by combining toge-

ther directly iron and diamond. At the suggestion ot Clouet, he

inclosed a diamond in a small crucible of pure iron, and exposed

U, completely covered up in a common crucible, to a sufhcient

heat. Tlie diamond disappeared, and the iron was converted into

steel. Rinnian, long agoj pointed out a method by which steel

may be distinguished from iron. When a little diluted nitric acid is

dropped upon a plate of steel, allowed to remain a i?w minutes, and

then washed off, it leaves behind it a black spot; whereas tiie spot

formed by nitric acid on iron is whitish green. Cast iron, is iron com-
bined with a still greater proportion of carbon than is necessary for

forming steel. The (piantity has not yet been ascertained w ith preci-

sion : iVIr.Cloiiet makes it amount "to one-eighth of the iron. The
blackness of the colour, and tlie fusibility of cast iron, are propor-

tional to the ipiantity of carbon which it contains. Cast iron isalim st

always contaminated with foreign ingredients : these are chielly

oxide of iron, phosphuret of iron, and silica. The conversion of

cast iron into wrought iron is effected by burning away the char-

coal, and depriving the iron wholly of oxygen : this is accom-

plished by heating it violently while exposed to the air. Mr.
Clouet has found, that when cast iron is mixed with one-fourth of

its we'ght of black oxide of iron, and heated violently, it is

equally converted into pure iron. The oxygen of the oxide, and

the jjrbon of the cast iron, combine, and leave the iron in a state

of purity. The conversion of iron into steel is effected by com-
bining it with carbon. This combination is performetl in the

large way by three different processes, and the products are distin-

guished by the names of natural steel, steel of cementation, and

cast steel." Natural sleel is obtained from the ore by converting

it first into cast iion, and then exposing the cast iron to a violent

heat in a furnace while its surface is covered with a mass of melt-

ed scori:e five or six inches deep. Part of the carbon combines

v\'ith the oxygen which cast iron always contains, and llies off in

tht.- state of carbonic acid gas. The remainder combines with tl;

pure iron, and ronstitir.es it steel. This steel is inferior to the

other species ; its quality is not the same throughout ; it is softer,

and not so apt to break ; and as the processes by which it is ob-

tained are less expensive, it is sold at a lower price than the other

sijecies. It is obvious thai iron and carbon are capable of coiU"

billing together in a variety of different jjroportions. When the

carbon exceeds, the compound is carburet of iron, or plumbago.

When the iron exceeds, the compound is sleel or cast iron in va-

rious states, according to the proportion. AU these compounds
may be considered as subcarliurels of iron. The hardness of iron

increases with the proportion of cliarcoal with which it conibiiies,

till the carbon amounts to about one-sixtieth of the whole mass.

The hardness is then a maximum ; the metal acquires the coloui'

of silver, loses its granulated appearance, and assumes a crystaU

lized form. In medicine, iron is chieily employed as a tonic antl

corroborant: when [uopcrlv prepared, it fs given with ;:dvantage

in diseases proceeding from" laxity and inactivity of the digestive

organs, such as indige,-tion, llatulency, colic, Sec. It is ;dso of

consideiable service in hypochondriacal affections, intermittent,

tertian, quartan, and o'liei" fevers ; but it seldom agrees with either

bilious or jjlelhoric constitutions, and is, like all active drugs, much
abused by cpiacks and other pretenders, who should not be suffer-

ed to trifle witli the health and lives of the multitude.

Iron-moulds, are spots on linen, occ.isioned by its exposure

to damp situations, and also by ink accidentally dropped on the

cloth. They may be removed by moistening the stained part,

sprinkling it'with'a small quantity of the essential salt of lemons ;

alter which the linen is to be rubbed over a pewter-plate, and Ihe

blot washed out with warm water. But a le« expensive method
consists in wetting the spot, applying to it a few drops of spirit of

salt, or lemon-juice ; then rubbing it for a minute or longer be-

tween the lingers, while it is carefully held over a hot smoothing

iron, or a bason filled with boiling water, the steam of wdiicli

greatly facilitates the removal of the stains.

Iro'n-Uanks, a tract of iand on the E. side of the Mississippi,

below the mouth of the Ohio abounding with iron;

InoN-LouGH, a lake of Ireland.

Iron-Moun'taix, a mountain of Angola, in the province of

C.abezzo, abounding with iron.

Iron-Mountain, a mountain of France, in the department of

Dyle, and late province of Austrian Brabant, near Louvain.

Iron-Mountains, Gre^t, mountains of Tennessee, whiclt

extend N. E. from the river Tennessee to the FrenciT Broad, and

constitute the boundary between Tennessee and North Caro-

lina. They abound with iron, and have niany cascades and

caverns.

IRONY, [lifiKViiK,] in thetoric, is when a person speaks con-

trary to his thoughts, in order to add force to his discourse;

whence Quintilian calls it diversiloquium. Thus, when a notoH-

ous villain is scornfully complimented widi tlie titles of a very

honest and e,xcellent person; the character of the person com-
mended, the air of contempt that appears in the speaker, and the

exorbitancy of the commeiulations, sufficiently discover the irony.

Ironical exhortation is a very agreeable kind of trope; whicli,

after having set the inconvenience^ of a thing in the clearest light,

concludes with a feigned cncouragc-ment to pursue it. Such is

that of Horace, when, having beautifully described the noise and
tumults of Rome, he adds ironically,

" (?o now, and study tuneful verse at Rome!"
IROQUOIS, the name "of six nations in North America, in

alliance with the British colonies. Tlieir country is bounded by

Canada on the N. by New York and Pennsylvania on the E. aiuJ

S. and by lake Ontario on the W.
IRRADIATION, the act of emilting beams of li^ht, of any

subtle effluvia, like the rays of the sun, every way. &ee Efflu-

vium.
IRREGULAR NOUNS, in Latin grammar, are divided, ac-

cording to Mr. Ruddiman, into three kinds, viz. variable, defec-

tive, and abundant : and
Irregular Verbs into anomalous, defective, and abun-

dant.

IRRIGATION. See Husbandry.
IRRITABILITY, in physiolog), a term first invented by Glis-

son, and adopted by Dr. Haller to denote an essential property

of all animal bodies ; which, are said to exist independently of,

and in contradistinction lo, sensibility. Dr. Haller calls thai part

of the human body irritable, which becomes shorter upon bein"

touched; very irritable, if it coiilracl upon a slight touch; and

the contrary, If by a violent touch it contract but little. He calls

tiiat astnsil"de par't of the human body, which upon being touched

traiiiiiiits the impression of it to the "soul ; and in brutes, he calls

those parts sensible, the irritation of which occasions evident signs

of pain and disquiet in the animal. On the contrary, he calls that

insensible.

I
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insensible, which being burnt, tore, pricked, or cut, till it U quite

(lestroypil, occasions no sign of pain nor convulsion, nor any sort

of change in the situation of the body. From the result of many
cruel experiments he lonclu'lcs that the epidermis is insensibh' ;

tViat the skin is sensible in a greater degree than any other part of

the body ; that the fat and ceUular membrane are insensible ; and

the nniscnlar tlesh sensible, the sensibility of which he ascribes

Jather to the nerves than to the flesh itself.' The tendons, he says,

having no nerTCs distributed to tlicm, are insensible. 'I'lie liga-

ments and capsula: of the articulations are also conchuled to be in-

sensible ; whence Dr. Haller infers, that the sharp pains of the

eout are not seated in the capsula; of the joint, but in the skin, and

in the nerves which creep upon its external surface. The bones

are all insensible, says Dr. Haller, except the teeth ; and likewise

the marrow, thulcr his experiments the periosteum and peri-

cranium, the dura and pia mater, appeared insensible ; and he in-

fers, that the sensibility of the nerves is owing to the medulla, ar.d

liot to the membranes. The arteries and veins are held susceptible

of little or no sensation, except the carotid, the lingual, temporal,

pharyngal, labial, thyroidal, and the aorta near the heart ; the

sensibility of which i3'ascribe<l to the nerves that accompany them.

Sensibility is allowed to the internal membranes of the stomach,

intestines, bladder, ureters, vagina, and womb, on account of

their being of the same nature witli the skin : the heart is also ad-

mitted to be sensible : but the lungs, liver, spleen, aiid kidneys,are

possessed of a very imperfect, if any, sensation. The glands, hav-

ing few nerves, are endowed with only an obtuse sensation. Some
sensibility is allowed to tlie tunica choroidis and the iris, though

in a less degree than th.e retina: but none to the cornea. Dr.

Haller concludes, in general, that the nerves alone are sensible of

themselves; and that in proi>ortion to the number of nerves appa-

rently distributed to particular parts, such parts possess a greater

or less degree of sen^ibilitv. Irritability, he says, is so dilJercnt

from sensibility, that the most irritable parts are not all sensible,

and vice versa. He alleges facts to prove this position, and also

to demonstrate, that irritability does not depend upon the nerves,

which are not irritable, but upon the original formation of the

parts which are suscL-ptible of it. Irritability, he says, is not pro-

portioned to sensibility ; in proof of whicli, he observes, that the

intestines, though rather less sensible than the stomach, are more
irritable ; and that the heart is very iriitable, though it has but a

s-mall degree of fen^ation. Irritability, according to Dr. Haller,

is the distinguishing characteristic between the muscular and cel-

lular hbres ; whence he determines the ligaments, periosteum, me-
ninges of the brain, and all the membranes composed of the cel-

lular substance, to be void of irritability. The tendons are unirri-

lable ; and though he does not absolutely deny irritability to the

arteries, yet his evi'criineuts on the aorta produced no contrac-

tion. The Veins and excretory ducts are in a small degree irri-

table, and the gall-bladder, tlie ductus chole dochus, the ureters

and urethra, are only affected by a very acrid corrosive ; but the

lacteal vessels are considerably irritable. The glands and mucous
sinuses, the uterus in quadrupeds, the humatrix, and the genitals,

are all irritable ; as are al-so the muscles, particularly tlie dia-

j>lnagm. Tiie cesophagus, stomach, and inte5tines, are irritable :

but of all the animal organs the heart is endued with the greatest

irritability. In general, tliei-e is nothing irritable in the animal
body bui. the muscular libres; and the vital parts are the most ir-

fitable. This power of motion, arising frfuii irritations, is supposed
|o be different from all other properties of bodies, and probably
resides m the glutinous mucus of the muscular fibres, altogether

independent of t'.e influence of the soul. The irritability of the

muscles is said to be destroyed by drying of the fibres, congealing
of the fat, and more especially by the Use of opium in living ani-

mals. The reader will lind much information on this subject in

Dr. Crichton, on Mental Derangement. Irritability, is also

found to be an essential property of plants, as well as of animal bo-
dies. Chemists have lately endeavoured to shew, that all animal
and vegetable irritability originates from the oxygen, which is in-

haled by the lungs, or respired by the leaves, or absorbed by the
roots. And as respiration is every minute requisite to the suppurt
of animal life. Dr. Darwin conjectures that something immediately
necessary to their existence is acquired by the lungs of animals
from the atmosphere, rather than the food they digest ; and that

tiiis nameless something, perhaps o.xygen, is mixed w ith the blood,

j
and again separated from it by the s|)iiial marrow, alter having un-

dergone certain changes in the course of its circulation, or secre-

tion. In a similar manner, he considers it as probable tlint the

spirit of vegetation may be derived from tiiat source, namely, tiie

uncombincd oxygen of the air, which is respired by the upper sur-

faces of the leaves, and not from that which is absorbed by rool,>, in

a more combined state ; farther, that this oxygen is again separat-

ed from the juices by the scnsorium, or braiiij of each imiividiuil

bud, after having undergone some cliange in its passage tlirough

the secretory vessels. A long-continued, mnistial, or unnatural

stimulation of vegetable libres, by an increase of heat, exlKUMj
the spirit of vegetation ; hence a sligliter degree of cold will de-

stroy such fibres ; because, after having been excited for a consi-

derable time b\ a more powerful stimulus, they will cease to act

on the application of one that is weaker, so that in con^eiiuence of •

hot days tender plants are more liable to |>erish from tlie coldness

of the night. For this reason, gardeners in the more northern cli-

mates, shelter both the flowers of apricots and the tender veget-

ables, during the spring-fro.-ts, from tlie meridian-sun, as well as

from the destructive cold of the night, which is generally the most
intense about one hour before sun-rise. In the hot days of the

month of June, 179S, Dr. Darwin twice observed sevcial rows of

garden-beans to become quite sickly ; and some of them even
died, in consequence of being irrigated for one or two hours with

water from an adjoining canal. 1 his circumstance he attributes to

the sudden application of cold, after the plants had been greatly

enfeebled, and deprived of their irritabihty by the excessive heat
of the season, rather than to the too copious watering of the ury
soil. Some veuetablcs, however, such as strawberries, onions, &c.
whieh were etpially exhausted, are less liable to be thus inj'red,

and even receive benelit from occasional irrigation in dry and sul-

try weall'.er. On ti.e contrary, the spirit of vegetation acijuires

additional vigour, if plants have been exposed for a consii'.crable

time to a less than usual degree of beat : but, if they be suddenly
removed from a cold to a warm jilace, they will experience a si-

milar late w itli those hapless persons, to whose frozen limbs sudden
heat was imprudently applied; thus, too great increase of action

occasions inilammation, which is generally siiccee<l( d by niortiti-

cation and death. This fact has been ascertained and conlirmed
by the experiments of M. ^'an Uslar, who kept two species of the
spurge, or wartwort, namely, the Euphorbia Peplus, and E^ula,
secluded from the light and heat, with a view to render them more
irritable ; on exposing these plants afterwards to a meridian-sun,
they became gangrenous, and in a short time decayed. 'J'he in-

creased, or diminished, degree of irritability in plants, is by Dr.
Darwin attributed to their previous habits, with respect to the sti-

mulus of greater or less heat. Thus, the periods at which veget-
ables thrive in the spring, appear to be greatly inlUienced by their

acquired habits, as well as by their present sensibility to heat:
hence (jotatoeswill germinate in a much cooler temperature during
tlie spring than in autumn ; hence also, tlie vernal months arc the
most'favourable to the process of making good malt; because the
barley w ill then sprout with a less degree of he;it than at any oilier

sca'on. The irritability of plants has been discovered to be
greater in the morning than at noon, and less in the evening than
at inld-day ; though it is 'onsidcrably augmented during cool and
raiiiy weather. In a similar manner, the limbs of animals acquire
a greater seuiibihty of heat, after having be<;n exposed to the
cold: thus, the hands, after imniersing tliem for a short time in

snow, glow with warmth on entering the house ; and the late cele-

brated Spallanzani observed several animals and insects, that conceal
themselves under ground in a torpid stale during the winter, and
enjoy the genial warmth of the spring, again to disappear at a sea-

son wlien the heat of the atmosphere was much higher llian oa
their fist emerging froni their subterraneous abode. I'rom these
considerations. Dr. Danvin infers, that such plants a> are sheltered

in a warm room, during the winter ought to be occasionally e.K-

posed to a couler atmosphere, in order to increase their irritability ;

otherwise their growth in the succeeding spring will be much re-

tarded. For the same reason, the continual vicissitudes of the
air and weather are essentially necessary to mankind; as tiic fre-

! qnent change* of heat and cold have an obvious tendency to pre-
serve or restore their irritabihty, and consequently the activity, of

the system. Hence not only the health and energy of men are

more conspicuous in our variable climate, but their longevity is

• comparatively
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CLiiii|)nral'ively i^rer.tei' than on those tropical coiUim'iil>;, which

esptiieiice both a more coiisiilerable iloj-rce ol lieat, and a more
sleaily atmosphere.

IR'ROGATIO, ahw-term amongst the Roman?, signifyintrthe

instrument, m which were put down the pnnishnientb which the

h\.v provided, again-t such otf'i noes as any person was accused of

by a magistrate before llie people. These punishments were first

proclaimed viva voce by the accuser, and tliis was called incpiisilio:

the same, being immedia'^-ly after expressed in writing, took the

name of Rogatio, in resp ct of the people, who were to !)e con-

sulted or asked about it ; and was called [rrogatio in respect of

the criminal, as it imported the mulct or punishment assigned him
l>v the accuser.

'IKUOMANGO, or ERRAMAKGO, one of the New Ile-

biides, is about 24 or i?,i leagues in circuit.

IR'l'lS, or IRl'ISiCH, a large river of Asia, in Siberia, which
rises among the hills ot the country of the Kalmucks, and, running
K. K. falls nito the Oby near Tobolsk.

IRVINIC, or IRWINE, a sea-port and royal burgh, of Scotland

in Ayrshire, !j miles E. of the isle of Arran, and 00 \V'. by S. of

Edinburgh.
ILSATIS, in botany, VVoad, a genus of the siliquosa order, and

tetradynamia class of plants ; natural order, Silujuosa. Siliqna

lanceolaled, unilocul.ir, monospermous, bival\|.ed, and deciduous;
valves navicular or canoe-shaped. It has live species, of wliich

I. TiNCTORiA, or Co.MMON VVoAD,which is cultivated in several

parts of Britain for dyeing, is biennial ; the lower leaves are of an
oblong oval figure, and pretty thick consistence, ending in obtuse
roundish points ; they are entire on their edges, and of a lucid

green. The stalks rise four feet high, divitling into several

branches, garjiished with arrow-shaped leaves sitting close to the
stalks; the branches are terminated by small yellow (lowers, in

very close clusters, composed of four small petals, in form of a cross,

which are succeeded by pods shaped like a bird's tongue, which,
\vhen ripe, turn black, and open with two valves, having one cell,

in which is situated a single seed. 'J'his plant is of excellent use
in dyeing, as it forms the basis of black and other dark co-
lours.

ISAURA, or ISAURUS, in ancient geography, a strong city
at mount Taurus, in Isauria.

ISAURIA, a county bordering on Pampliylia and Cilicia, and
according to some, extending to the Mediterranean by a nanow
slip.

ISCA DUMNIORUM, an ancient town of Britain, now
Exeter.

IscA SiLURUM, the station of the Legio II. Augusta, in Britain,
now called Caerleon, a town of Monmouthshire.
ISCHjEMUM, in botany, a genus of the moncecia order, and

polygamia class of plants ; natural order, Gramina. Hermaphro-
dite calyx ; glume two-flowered ; corolla two-valved ; stamens
three; styles three; seed one: male, calyx and corolla as in the
other ; stamens three. I'here are eight species.

ISCHIADIC ["^x"'*' i^x'°'^'''"'t,] in anatomy, an epithet of the
crural vem; in pathology, the ischiadic passion is cut in the hip,
or the sciatica.

ISCHIUM, in anatomy, one of the bones of the pelvis. See
Anatomy.
ISCHORA, a river of Ingria, which runs into the Nieva.
ISCHURIA, [iir^Kfia, from "^x^, I stop, ands-jov, urine,] in phy-

sic, a disease consisting in an entire suppression of urine. See Me-
dicine. It is occasioned by anything which may obstruct the
passages of the reins, ureters, or the neck of the bladder, as sand,
stone, mucus, &c. It may also arise from an obstruction of the
nerves which pass to the reins or bladder, as it does in a palsy of
the parts below the dia|)|iragm. The loo great distension of "the
b'adder may also produce The same elfcct ; for die fibres being
much lengthened, and consequently condensed, the spirits neces-
sary for their contraction cannot get admittance; whence it is that
persojis who have retained their urine for a long time, find great
difficulty in discharging it.

ISELASl ICS, a kmd of games, or combats, celebrated in
Greece and Asia, in the lime of the Roman emperors.
ISENBURG, a large town of Germany, now included in the

department of the Sarre. Lon. 7. 14. E. Lat. 50. 28. M.
ISENGliJiiN, a :owii of France, iii the depattment of Escaiit,

land late province of the Austrian Netherlands. Lon. 3. IS. E.
' L-jl. oO. 44. N.

ISEO, a lake oflhe late Cisalpine or Italian republic in the de-
partment of the Mclla, and late province of Bresciano, anciently
called Sebinus.

ISERE, a river of France, which rises in Mount Iseran, runs
through the department of Mont Blanc, and passing by Grenoble,
St. Quintin, Romans, &;c. falls into the Rhine, three miles above
Valciice.

IsEKK, a department of France, out of the late province of
Dauphinv. Grenoble is the capital.

ISKRLOIIN, or LOHN, a town in Westphalia, 32 miles N.
E. of Cologn.
ISERTIA, in botany, a genus of the hexandria monogynia clas^

and order. Calyx coloured, four or six-toothed ; corolla six-clel't,

iunnel-form; pome sub-globular, six-celled, many-seeded. It has

but one species, vi:. I. c'occinea, a tree of Guinea, with a trunk

ten or twelve feet in height, and about eight inches In diame-
ter.

ISHMAEI., [from S«, and yr.V, i. e. God hath heard,] the son
of Abraham by Hagar, the progenitor of the Arabs, Hagareiies,

Ishmaclites, &c.
1 Sll MAELITES, the descendants of Ishmael, who dwelt from

Ilavila to the wilderness of Sur, towards Egypt, and thus over-

spread Arabia I'etraca. All ancient authors, as well as Josephus,

agree that Ishmael was the father of the Arabs. The Ishmaelites,

as well as the Jews, afford a living and striking evidence of the

truth of divine revelation. The prophecies of the innumerable
multitudes, the wild and roving manner of living, and the free,

independent, unconquered state of the Ishmaelites, (Gen. xvi. 10
— 12: xvii. 20; xxi. IS.) have been, and still are, literally ful-

filled in their posterity, the Arabs.

ISIA, [io-!i«,] feasts and sacrifices anciently solemnized in ho-
nour of tlie goddess Isis. They were full of the most abominable
impurities, and therefore th<se who were initiated into them were
obliged to (ake an oath of secrecy.

ISIACI, priests of the goddess Isis. Dioscorides tells us,

that they bore a branch of sea wormwood in their hands instead

of olive.

ISERINE, in mineralogy, a species of the menachine genus,

colour an iron-black, inclining a little to the brownish-black; con-
sists of small, obtuse, angular grains, in rolled pieces, with a rough
glimmering surface; lustre glistering internally, semi-metallic.

Specific gravity 4.5. It melts before the blow-pipe into a black-

ish-brown coloured glass, which is slightly attracted by the nr.ig-

net. Its constituent parts arc

Oxide of menachine 59,1

iron 30,1
-J uran 10,2

Loss

.

99,4
.. ,6

100,0

It is a native of Germany.
ISIAC TABLE, one of the most considerable monuments of

antiquity, discovered at Rome in 1525, and supposed by the vari-

ous figures in bas relief upon it, to represent the feasts of Isis, and
other Egyptian deities.

ISIDORUS, St. named Damiatensis, or Pelusiota, from
his living in a solitude near Pelusium, the most famous of all St.

Chrysosfom's disciples, flourished in the time of the general coun-
cil he-Id in 421. There are extant 2012 of h s epistles in live books.

I hev are short, but well written, in Greek. The best edition is

that of Paris, in Greek and Latin, printed in 1638, in folio.

ISIGNI, or ISIGNY, a town of France, in the department of

Calvados, :uid late province of Lower Normandy, 28 miles
\V. by N. of Caen.
ISINGLASS. See Ichthyocolla.
ISIS, Coral, in natural history, a genus of the Vermes Zoo-

phyta class and order. Animal growing in the form of a plant

;

stem stony, jointed, the joints longitudinally striate, united by
spongy or horny junctures, and covered by a soft porous cellul»»

Jie«ki
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1- bark ; luoutli beset with oviparous polypes. 'I'liere are

i species. „ .

Isis, in inylliology, a celebrated deity of the Egyptians, daugh-

r of Satiir:i and Uhea, according to Diodorus of Sicily. Some
__j her to be tlie same with lo. Pliiarcli says Isis married

'rljrother Osiris, and mentions some olhtT al)siird traditions re-

ng her. These two ancient deities, as some ouserve, com-

',ended all nature, and all the gods of the heathens, his was

> onus of Cyprus, the Minerva of Atlwiis, the C^bele of the

.;ians the 'Ceres of Eleusis, the Proserpine ol Sicily, the

1 of Crete, the Bellona of tlie Romans, &c. Osiris and isis

.. si,ed jointly in Egypt, but TypliOJi, the brother of Osiris, rc-

leiled and murdered' him. The ox and the cow were the sym-

Dols of Osiris and Isis ; because while on earth, they had diligently

ipplied themselves to agriculture. Isis was supjiosed to be the

';ioon, and Osiris the sun ; she was represented as lioid ng a globe
•! hand, with a vessel full of ears of corn. The Egyptians be-

,1, that the inundations of the Nile proceeded ft-om tiie tears

..:ch Isis shed for the murder of Osiris. The word Isis, according

-ome, signifies ancient. The inscriptions on the statues of the

less were often in these words: " 1 am all that has been, that

. be, and none among mortals lias hitherto taken off my veil.'

tier worship was universal in Egypt.
Isis, a ri\er lliat rises in Gloucestei-shire, and flows tlirough a par

- f ^\'illshire, and falls into the Thames.
I SLA, a river of Forfarshire, and another of Banffshire.

laLA.M, the true faith according to the Muhanmiedans.
ISLAND, lin.iula, h^t.i isoUi, Italian; cataud, Erse. It is

pronoimced iland,] a tract of land surrounded by water. It stands

I oiilradislinguished from Cenlinent, or Terra Firma. Islands

frum their situation enjoy many great advantages, the jirincipal of

which are these: 1st. Many benefits are derived to the inhabi-

lanls of an island from its unity. The very largest country on a

CL/iUinent is still but a part, which implies dependence, and is neres-
s.iiily attended with a train of imperfections; from all of whicb, the

people w ho live in an island (at least in a large one) are, or nvay be,

entirely free. All countries on the continent are exposed lo con-
tinual dangers, against wiiich their inhabitants must be petpelually

upon their guard. This renders a large military force requisite.

It involves them in continual negotiations, league?-, and alli-

ances; all of which, however, cannot exempt theni from frequait
wars, or the miseries that attend them, and which have commoolv
bad effects on their internal policy. 2d. The climate is generf.Uy
i;iild and salubrious from the vapours of tiie surrountling sea, w hich

"rding to the latitude abates the violence of heat, and uiodc-
. s the rigour of cold, both of which are sensibly and constantly

il^^s than on continents under the same elevation of the pole. W'k
have a remarkable instance of this in the islands called aixienlly
Stoehades, in the modern Latin insulaa Arearuni, by us the Hieres.
They are three in number, lying in 43° Lat. N. befere Toulon.
In them, the fruits of France and Italy arrive at the higlitst per-
fection, and all the medical herbs of Italy, Greece, and Egypt,
grow w ild. Yet tlie climate is w onderfully tempecale and pleasant
in all seasons. 3.There is commonly a greater variety, an,tl always
a greater fertility, in the s/jil, occasioned chieily by the warmth of
the circumambient air, fietpient showers, and, Lu consequence of
both, being continually impregnated with yegetable salts. 4. A
considerable advantage arises from accessibility on every side, by
which islands are o\yin to receive supplies froni other countries,
and have the conveaiency of exporting tlieir commodities and
manufactures to all markets, and, in comparison of the continent,
at all seasons. The opposite sides of an island may iu regard to
commerce be considered as two countries; each has its ports,

its proper commodities, its proper correspondences; in conse-
<)uence of which, it promotes tire cultivation, and procures vent
for the manufactures, of a large <listrict behind it; while the inter-
mediate midland space linds a protit in that inland trade, which
these two districts supply. The winds contj-arv on one side are
favourable on the other; and the sea, the common road to both
coasts, is continually plowed ty vessels outward and homeward
bound, which keeps up that active and enterprising spirit which
characterizes islanders. 5. An island has the most extensive and
the most elfectual frontier, on all sides, sub'oisting for ever, without
repairs, and without expence: and, which is still more, derives
from this very frontier a gre^t part of the subsistence of its inhabi-
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tants, and a valuable article in i'lS commerce, iVoin its fish.'ries. It

is commonly said the sea is a mine, but its treasures are 'more last-

ing and more certain, procuifd by labour solely, and fv'. for use or

for sale as soon as procured, quickly consumed, and tiieiieby the

source of continual einploy.nent to astout, hardy, laborious race of

men, who likewise find employment, for numbers, a'.id ani in vari-

ous respects othpr\use Ix^ttelicial members Ol the community. The
defence by thisnatura*. barrier, is not only pernu-uent, biA in every

respect more to be rf'lied on, than any that cotjid be raised by the

skill and industry cf men at the greatest expence. All these be-

nefits are insured to the inhabitants of every island, if they place

their hopes in the assidvious cultivation of thsir own country, bend
all their endeavours to raising and extending tlieir commerce, and
put their trust, (under Providence,) in the natural safeguard of a

liardy race of men accustomed to robust exercises, and in what
necessarily arises from their way of life, a naval force. The first

inhabitants of islands come in vessels, are i'or a time dependent oi\

the country from, whence they came, arrive at independence by
enlarging their correspondence; and thus commerce is natural

and essential to islanders ; which is the reason that they thrive so

long as they ci'Jtivate it, and dfcline in proportion as it decays.

Several nalun'.^ists are of opinion, that the islaiuls were formed at

the dehige : others think, that tiiere have been new islands formed
by the ca-ti/ig up of vast lieaps of clay, mud, =and, &c. others

think they liave been separated from the continent by violent

storms, ixlundations, and earthquakes. These last have observed,
that the X'.ast lndie«, which abound in islands more than any other

part of the world, are likewise more annoyed with earliiqiiakes,

tempi.-fts, ligiitnings, volcanoes, &c. than any other part. Others
again, conclude, that islands are as ancient as the world, and tiiat

there were some at tlie beginning: and, among otiier arguments,
suuport their opinion from Gen. x. 5, and other passages of Scrip-

tui-e. Varcnius thinks that there have been islands (iroduced each
oif these ways. St. Helena, Ascension, and other steep rocky
islands, he supposes to liave become so by the sea overflowing
their neighbouring champaigns; but by the heaping up huge
quantities of sanil, and other terrestrial matter, he thinks the island

of Zealand, Japan, &c. were formed. Sumatra and Ceylon, and
most of the East India islands, he thinks, were rent off from tlie

mainland; and coiicliules, that the islands of tiie Archipelago
uere formed in the same way, imagining it probable tiiat Deuca-
lion's flood might contribute towards it. The ancients had a no-
tion that Delos, and a few other islands rose from die bottom of
the sea; which, how fabulous soever it may appear, agrees with
later observations. Seneea takes notice, thai the islands Therasiii

rose thus out of the Aegean sea in his time, of which the mariner*
were eye-witnesses. It is indeed very probable, that many islands,

have existetl not only from the deluge, but from the creation of
the world; and we have undoubted proofs of the formation of
islands in all the different ways abovemeiitioned. Another way,
however, in which islands are frequently formed in the South Sea,
is by the coralline insects. On this subject the following curious
dissertation by Alexander Dalrymple, Esq. hath appeared in the
Philos. Trans, for 17d7. " These islands are generally long
and narrow: they are termed by a narrow bar of land, inclosing

the sea within it ; generally, perhaps always, with some ingress at

least on the tide ; commonly with an opening capable of receivini;

a canoe, and frequently sutiicient to admit even larger vessels.

The origin of these islands will explain tlieir nature. What led
me first to tiiis deduction wasan observation of Abdul Koobin, a
Sooloo ))ilot, that all the islands lying ofi" the N. E. coast of Bo-
reno had shoals the eastward of them. These islands being cover-
ed to the \V. by Borneo, the winds from that quarter do not attack
them with yiolcnce. But t!ie N. E. winds, tumbling in the bil-

lows from a wide ocean, heap up the coral with which those seas
are filled. This, obvious after storms, is perhaps at all other times
imperceptibly eflected. The coral-banks, raised in the same man-
ner, become dry. These banks are found of all depths, ai all dis-

tances from the shore, entirely unconnected with the lajul, and de-
tached from each other : allhoi!(:h it often happens that th.ey are
divided by a narrow gut without bottom. Coral-banks aKo "row,
by a quick progression, jj^vards tlie surface ;. but the winds, heap-
ing u)> the coral from deeper water, chieily accelerate the forma-
tion of these into islands. They become gradually shallower; and.
when once the sea meets w ith resistance, the coral is quickly thrown

2U v,p
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up by the force of the WLwes breaking agaiiistlhe bank-, and lience,

ill t!ie opeu sej,lliere 'n bcarceW an instance of a coral-bank luivins^

so little wal-r tiial a br|jp ship cannot pass over, but it is also so

sliallow that a boat would ^rounil on it. I liave seen these coral-

hunks in all fbe stages; some in clp»p waier, others witij few rocks

appearing above the surface; some jn-,t formed into islands, with-

out the least apf^eurance of vegetation ; and others troiu such as

have a few weeds on the hi<;hest part, to thtve which are corered

with large timber, with a boltcmless sea at a pistol-shot di--.taiiee.

The loose coral, rolled inward by the b'dlows iti large pieces, will

grouiid; and the reflux being unable to carry them away, they

become a bar to coagulate the sand, always found intermixed with

coral ; which sand, being easIe^t raided, will be lodged at top.

AVJ^en the sand-bank is raised by violent stoniis beyond the reach

of crtiimon waves, it becomes a resting-place to vagrant birds,

whom the search of prey draws thither. 'J'he dung, feathers, &c.

increa.-e the soil, and prepare' it lor (he recepticn ot accidental

roots, branches, and seed, cast U]) by the waves, or brought thitlicr

by birds. 1 hus islands are fornied : the leaves and rotten branches

intermixing; with tiie sand, form in time a black mould, of which

in general these islands consist ; more sandy and less woody ; and,

when full of large trees, with a greater ]iroi)ortion of mould. Co-
coa-nuts, coiitii'.uiiig long in the sea without losing their vegetative

powers, are commonly to be found in such islands: particularly as

tliev are adapted to ali soils, whetliej' sandy, rich, or rocky. The
viofence of the waves witliiii the tropics, must generally be direct-

ed to two points, according to the monsoons. Hence the islands

formed from coral-banks must be long and narrow, and lie nearly

in a meridional direction.

I.SLli ADAM, a town of France, 3 miles from Beaumont, and

eo from Pans.

Isle Aumost, a town of France in the department of Anbe,
niiies S. of Troyes.

Isi.E JoL'BDAiN, a town of France, in the department of Gers,

and late province of Armagnac, 8 miles N. ol l.ombcz.

Isle Jouruaik, a town o! France, in the department of Vienne,

2-i miles S. f . v.. of Poitiers.

Isle of Beeves, a fertile island, in the Gulf of Mexico, and

bay of Campeachy, 17 miles long, S broad, and abounding in cat-

tle and fruits.

Isle of France, one of the late governments of France. It

was bounded on tSe N. by Picardy, W. by Normandy, S. by the

Orleannois, and E. by Champagne.
Isle of Fkakck. See Mauritius.
ISLEBIANS, in ecclesia->tical hiitory, a name given fo those

who adopted the antiscriptural sent ments of a Lutheran divine of

Saxony, called John Agricola, a disciple ;ind companion of Luther,

a native of Isleb, whence the name; who interpreting literally

some of the precepts of St. Paul with regard to Ihe.tewish law, de-

claimed auuin t the law and the necessity of good works.

ISLINGTON, a village of Middlesex, on the N. side of Lon-
don, to which it is almost contiguous. It appears to be of Saxon
origin ; and in the conqueror's lime was writted Isledon, or Isen-

don. There is a spring of chalybeate water, in a very pleasant

garden, which fcr some years w as conttantly attended by the

princess Amelia, and many persons of quality, who drank the wa-

ters. To this place, wdiich is called New Tunbridge Wells,

manv people resort, during summer, the price of drinking the

waters being lO.v. 6d. for the season. Near this, is a house of

entertainment called Sadler's Wells, where,'during the summer-
season, people are amused with romances, pantomimes, .See.

ISLiP, ato^n of Oxfordshire, 5G miles \V. from London, noted

for the birth and baptism of Edward the Confessor.

ISMAEL. See'lsHMAEL.
Is.MALi., or Ismail, a strong town of Tuikey in Europe, in

Bessarabia, 140 mites S. by AV. of Bender.

ISNARDIA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and

tetrandria class of plants ; calyx four-cleft; corolla none ; capsule

Jour-celled, covered by the calyx. There is but one species, viz.

I. paluslris, a creeping and floating plant ; the flowers are axillary,

opposite, sessile, and green. It is a native of Europe, Jamaica,

and VirLTinia, in rivers. ^
ISNIC, or ISNIK, a town of Asiatic Turkey in Natolia. Lon.

30. f). E. Lat.47. 15. N.
ISNY, an impcriid town of Suabia, in Algow ; seated on the

Isny. Lon. 9. 10. E. Lat. 47. 33. N.
9

ISOCHRONAL, is applied to such vibrations of a pendulinn as

are I'.erlormed in the same space of time; as all the vibrations or
swings of the same pendulum are, whether the arches it describes

arc shorter or longer. See Mechanics.
IsocHROMAL LiN'E, that in w'liicli a licavy body issupposedto

descend wilhoutany acceleration.

ISOCR.A TES, one of tlie greatest orators of Greece, was born
at Athens, about B.C. 400. He was the son of Theodofis, wjio had
enriched himself by making musical instruments, and cave his son
a liberal education. He was the disciple of Prodicus, Gorgias, and
other great orators. He endeavoured at hist l<> declaim in pub-
lic, but without success; he, therefore, contented himself w itii in-

structing his scholars, and making private orations. He always
shewed great love for his country ; and being inlormed of the loss

of the battle of Cheronea, he abstained four days from eating, and
died, aged 98. There are still extant 21 ot his orations, vihicli

are admired, and have been translated from thetrreek into Latin

by Wolfius. Isocrates excelled in the justness of his thoughts,

and the elegance of his expressions. There are also nine letters at-

tributed to him.

ISOETES, in botany, a genus of the natural order of filices,

and cryptogamia class ot plants. Antherje of the male llower with-

in the base of the frons or leaves: capsule of the female flower

bilocular, and within the base of the leaf. It has two species.

ISOLA, a sea-port town of Naples, in Calabria Ultra, 15 miles

S. E. of St. Severina. Lon. 7. 33. E. Lat. 39. 1. N.
IsoiA Deixa Scala, a town of the late Italian republic, in the

department of the Mincio, and district of Verona, late province of

the \'eronese, 13 miles S. of Verona.

ISOPEKIMETRICAL, [1,70;, equal, Treji, about, and ^^FT:o^,

measure,] in geometry, a term applied to such as have equal peri-

meters, or circumferences. I. Of isoperimetrical figures, that is

the greatest that contains the greatest number of sides, or the

most angles, and consequently a circle is the greatest of all lignres

thai have the same ambit as it has. 2. Of two isoperimetrical

triangles, having the same base, whereof two sides of one are

equal, and of the other unequal, that is, the greater whose two
sides are equal. 3. Of isoperimetrical figures, whose sides are

equal in number, that is, the greatest which is equilateral and

equiangular. From hence follows that common problem of mak-
ing the hedging or walling that will wall in one acre, or even

any determinate number ol acres, or a fence or wall in any greater

number of acres whatever. In order to the solution of this pre'

lem, let the greater number be supposed a square equal to b.

a

jc he one side of an oblong, whose area is a; then will — be the

a X

other side ; and C \-2x will be the anibit of the oblong, which

.T 1

must be equal to four times the square root of b ; that is, 2—
X

-^•2x= iy/ b. Whence the value of x may be easily had, and

you may make infinite numbers of squares and oblongs that

have the same ambit, and yet shall have different given areas,

thus.

Let v^ i-= d,

'2a+ 2x^
Then, = 4 rf

X
a + Ji^=2dx
x^—2rf .1 =

—

a

x^- 2 rf X+ d-— d "- - a

1=: ^ rfi 1^/ d-—a

Thus, if one side of the square be 10 ; and one side of an oblong
be 10, and the other 1 : then will the ambits of that square and
oblong be equal, viz. each 40, and yet the area of the square will

be InO, and of ihe oblong but 19.

ISOPYHUM, in botany, a genus of the polygynia order, and
polyandria class of plants ; natural order, Multisihqua?. Caly.x

none, petals live ; nectaria trifid and tubular; capsules recinved,

polyspermous. It has three species, of no note.

ISOSCELES TRIANGLE, in geometry, one that has two
equal sides. See Geometry.
ISPAHAN, or, (as the Persians pronounce it,)SPAUHAWN,

the capital of Persia, situated in the province of Irac Agemi, or

Persia

10b-
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J'crsiii I'ropiT, upon tlienuii', as is generally supposed, of the aii-

tiiin IlfCLUonipylos, or, as others tliink, of the A^p;i of Ptolemy.

Lai. 3'i'. .'.'>. N. Loii. 52. 50. E. It sfands on a vi-ry extensive

jihiiii, '^urroundeil by mountains; anil lias eight districts belonging

10 It, th.U contain abocit -iOO towns and villages. 'I'he fertility of

lie soil, the mildness of the climate, and the fine temperature of

tlie air, all conspire to render Ispahan one of the most delightful

citi'"S in the world.

ISl'lDA, in ornithology. See Alcedo.
1 S K A E L, [from mu", and Sn, 11 eb. i. c. prevailing in the Lord,]

t',-.i- name which t';-.e angel gave Jacob, after having wrestled with

him all night at ^L^hanalnl or Peiuiel. Gen. .\x.\ii. 1,2, and 2S,

'.';). 30. and Hosea \ii. 3.

IsRAEi, is also used for the people of Israel, or the whole de-

scendants of .lacob, as well as for the kingdom of Israel, or of the

Ten 'i'ribes di-tinct from the kingdom of Judah.

ISR.'iCLrrLS, the descendants of Israel; who were at first

called Hebrews, fiom Heber, one of their ancestors, afterwards

I-raelites, from Lrael the patriarch; and lastly Jews, after their re-

turn from the captivity of Babylon, because the tribe of Judah was

tlien much stronger and more numerous than the other tribes.

ISSACII AK,"[froni n;'i', lleb. i.e. he hired, or wages,] the

(iuh son of Jacob by Leah, and the progenitor of the tribe so na-

ni'-d from him. Also, one of the divisions of Palestine by tribes;

1\ iiig S. of Z^bulon, so as by a narrow slip to reach the Jordan, be-

tween Zabulon ^nd Manasseh, Josh. xix.

ISSOUDUN, a considerable town of F'rance, in the department

of liulre, and late province of Cervy.

ISSL'E, in law, has many signilications, sometimes being used

f,:r the children begotten between a man and his wife; sometimes
i ir profit growing from amercements or fines; and sometimes for

jnoiits of lands or tenements; sometimes for that point of matter

depending in a suit, w lien, in the com-se of pleading, the parties in

the case atiirni a thing on one side, and deny it on the other, they

are then said to beat issue; all their debutes being at last con-

tracted into a single point, which may be determined either in fa-

vour of the plaintiff or de.'endant.

1S.SUES, in surgery, are small artificial apertures or ulcers in

the muscular parts of the bo<ly, for the purpose of draining super-

iiuous moisture, or of giving vent to some noxious humoiirs.

Issues are usually made in the arms, legs, or ba' k, either by caus-

tics, or by incision. They are chiefly applied in disorders of the

head, eyes, ears, teeth, &c. which are thus relieved, and frequent-

ly cured. Inveterate complaints generally require two or more
Issues, to produce any considerable effect, namely one in each arm,
or on the arm and leg of one side of the body.

ISSUS, a town of Cilicia in Natolia, now called Ajazio ; vvitii a

harbour on the Levant Sea, a little N. of Scanderoon.
ISTHMIA, or the ISTHMIAN GAMES, one of the four

solemn games which were celebrated every fifth year in Greece.
They had the name from the Isthmus of Coririth, where they were
celebrated. In their first institution, according to Pausanias, they
consisted only of funeral-rites and ceremonies in honour of Meh-
certes: but Theseus afterwards, as Plutarch informs us, in emula-
tion of Hercules, who had appointed games at Olympia in honour
of Jupiter, dedicated those to Neptune, his reputed father, who
was regarded as the particular protector of the Isthmus and com-
merce of Corinth. The same trials of skill were exhibited here
as at the other three sacred games; and particularly those of mu-
sic and poetry. These games, in which the victors were onlv re-

warded with garlands of pine-leaves, were celebrated 'with great

magnificence and splendor, as long as paganism continuid to be
the established religion of Greece ; nor were they omitted even
when Corinth was sacked and burnt by Mumniius the Koman
general ; at which time the care of them was transferred to the Si-

cyonians, but was restored again to the Corinthians when their

city was rebuilt.

ISTHMUS, \_isthmHS, Lat.] a narrow neck of land whicli joins

two continents, or separates two seas. The most celeljratedi'.th-

inuses are, that of Panama or Darien, which joins North and
South America; that of Suez, which connects Asia and Africa;
that of Corinth, or Peloponnesus, in the Morea; that of Crini
Tartarv, otherwise called Taurica Chcrsonesus; that of the pen-
insula Komania, and Erisso, or the isthmus of the Thracian Chcr-
sonesus, 12 furlongs broad, being that which Xerxes undertook to
cut through.

ISTRIA, a |)eninsula of Italy, in Maritime Austria, and late

territory of ^enice, lying in the N. jiart of the Adriatic. Ills
bounded by Carniola'onllie N ; and on the S. E. and VV. by the
sea. TlH>air is unwholesome, especially near the coa^t ; but the
soil produces plenty ol wine, oil, and grass : there are iilao quar-
ries of fine marble.' Cabo d'istria is the capital.

ITALIAN BAILIEWICS, four districts of Italy, formerly
bi'longing to the Swiss, afterviards incorporated with the Cisalpine
Republic in 179", and now included in. the kingdom of Italy.

1tali.\n Language, the language spoken in" Italy. Thi> tongue
is derived principally from the Latin; and of all the languages
formed from tiie Laiin, there is none which canics with it more vi-

sib'e marks of its original than the Italian. It is accounteil one of

the most perfect among the modern tongues. It is complained,
indeed, that it has too niany diminutives and superlatives, or rather
augmenlatives; but wiilioiit any great reason; for if those words
convey nothing farther to the 'mind than the just ideas of things,

they are no more faulty than our pleonasms and hyperboles.
The language corresponds to the genius of the people', who are
slow and thoughtful: accordingly, their language runs heavily,
though smoothly; andmany of their words are lengthened out to'a

great degree. _They have a great taste for music ; and to grarr'y

their passion this way, have altered many of their primitive words;
leaving out consonants, taking in vovvel>, softening and lengthening
out their terminations, for the sake of the cad.ence. Hence the
language is rendered extremely musical, and succeeds better than
any othei- in operas and some parts of poetry : but it fails in strength
ami nervousness ; and a great part of its words, borrowed from the
Latin, become so far di'^guiied, that th.ev are not easilv known.
The Italian is generally pretty well 'understood througluut
Europe ; and is frequently spoken in Germany, Poland, and
Hungary.

Italian Rei-ubmc, a name given by Bonaparte and the depu-
ties from the Cisalpine Consulta, who met with him at Lyons,
in ISOl, to that part of Italy, which, in October, 1797, was
erected into a democratic state, under the title of the Cisalpine
Uepublic. 'i he following division of the Cisalpine or Italian Re-
public into 12 deiiartments, and 40 districts was published by the
Cisalpine Con-ulta, on the 13th May ISOl.

No.
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VJII.I.

IX. I.

X.

Distr.

Reggio.
Massaaml
Carrara.

Mndena.
2- Caetelnuovi

1. Ferrara.

0. Coiraccliio,

3. Rovigo.

PopuL

137,187
ll.

M" /)/.i7r. PopuL

42,60S

100,944
J.

49,331:

109,947

45,fi0j

7l,9iO

XI.

XII.

1.
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.1).- bri,tle It is t'omid in thi; siiuiU peiUicia vcsiclus with v.bich

,/1uik1s wul iointi of persons infected will, the itcii arc covered.

,,|,eurs to be not only the ciuiso ol tlie disorder, l)iit the rr.ison

\ it is so liii^lily infections. Tlicre is another specie?, cidlcd

,"drv, or niahaiiunt itch, wliicli gener.illy arises from tlie scurvy,

>a isVerv difticnlt to eradicate. In lliis case, tlie liberal use oi

ntiscorbutics, and a vegetable diet, are of ei|iial unporlance. A

nong decoction of tobacco lias often been tound an ellicacious

slemd application. Mercurial ointments have hliewisc been

,nplov.-a with adva^la^e, but their use requires great circum-

j)eclion, as it is absolutely necessary to keep the bowels regular.

ITEA, in bolaiiv, a genus of the monogynia order, and pcntan-

Iria class of phin'ts. "Capsule two-celled, two-valved, inanv-

eeded; stigma eniarginate. There are two species, viz. [. ^
i!'g'-

lica, Virginian itea ; and I. cyrilla, entire-leaved itea. lliese

u I- both shruijs, natives of America.

rrilACA, in ancient geography, an island in the Ionian sea,

Ml the coast of Epirus; the country and kingdom of Ulysses, near

Uulichiuin, with a town and port situated at the foot of mount

Neius. Pliny savs it is about tuenty-livc miles in compass; Ar-

finidorus ma'kes'it only ten ; and it is now found to lie only eight

.iiiles round. It is now uninhabited, and called Jathaco.

ITHOMAIA, a festival held at Ithome, in honour of Jupiter,

hence called Ithomales, in whicli musicians contended.

ITINERARY, ITINERARIUM, a journal, or an account

of the .lislances of places. Tlie most remarkable is that whicli

tvoes under the names of Antoninus and iKthicus ; or, as Barthins

piiind in his copy, Antoninus .Ethiciis; a Christian writer, poste-

rior to the lime "of Constantine. Another, called Mierosolymita-

hi-.in, from l)onrdeaii\ to Jeru.-aleiii. and from Ileraclea through

Aulona and Rome to iMilaii, under Constantine. Iliiierarium also

denotes a day's march.

ITKARIN'SKOI, a town of Eussia, in the province of Ko-

livan.

ITTER, a river of Germany, which runs into the Eder.

ITTIUA, one of the earths discovered by Gadolin, a Swedish

chenxist, in a fossil, found at \ttcrby, in Sweden, which has since

received the name of gadolinite, and in which it is combined with

silex and lime. The same t-artli has been discovered in some

other fossils particularly combined with laiitalium. In several of

its properties itlria resembles glucine, particularly in forming salts

of a sweet taste, and in bidng soluble in carbonate of ammonia;

but il differs entirely in others. ^auqueIin, to obtahi this earth

from the gadolinite,' dissolved it, with the assistance of heat, in di-

luted nitric acid, pouring off the solution fiom the undissolved

silex. He then evaporated to dryness, and by re-dissolving the

residuum in water, obtained the compound of nitric acid and ittria.

If any traces of iron be observed, the liquor is eitlier again evapo-

ratetf to dryness, or a little ammonia is added ; and after the sepa-

ration of the oxide of iron by yellow flakes, the solution is deco.n-

posed by ammonia, which precipitates the new earth. This earth

is obtained in f lie form of a white powder; its specific gravity is

about 4,8, being heavier than any other earth. It is not soluble in

viater, but it retains that fluid with considerable force. Ittria

combines with the acids ; its salts have generally a sweetish taste,

and several of them are coloured, a property in which it differs

from all the otlier earths.

ITZEHOA, an ancient and handsome town of Germany, in the

late duchy of tlolsteiu. Lon. 9. 25. E. Lat. 54. 'S. N.
IVA, in botany, a geiui-i ot the pentandria order, and moncecia

class of plants; natural order, Composita". Male calyx common,
three-leaved; corolla of the disk, one-petaled, five-cleft; recep-

tacle with hairs or linear chaffs: lemale, in tlie ray, five, or fewer;

corolla none; styles two, long; seeds naked, blunt. It has two

species, I. annua, annual iva ; and I. frutescens, shrubby iva, or

bastard Jesuit's bark-tree.

IVAHAH, the naiue of one of the canoes or boats used by the

islanders of the South Sea for short excursions to sea: it is wall-

sided and ilat-bottomed.

JUAN FERNANDEZ, an island in the great South Sea, for-

merly a place of resort for the buccaneers who annoyed the west-

ern coast of the Spanish continent. They were led to resort hither

from the niullitude ol goats which it nourished; to deprive tlieir

enemies of which advantage, the Spaniards transported a consider-

able number of dogs, which increasing greatly, have silraost extir^

Vol. III.—NO, 117.

paled the goals, wlio now only funl security amongst tlie steep

mountains in the northern parts, which are inacce5sd)le to their

pursuers. There are instances of two men living, ut <hth:renl

times, alone on this islan.i, for many years ; the one a Mu-qnilo

Indian; the other Alexander Selkirk, a Scotsman, who was altef

hve years, taken on board an English ship, which touched here in

about 1710, and brought batk to Europ.e. From tlie history of

this recluse, Daniel de Foe wrote his Adventures ol Robinson

Crusoe, and robbed Selkirk of both the honour and prolitv of Ins .

MS. Lon.78. 30. W. Lat. 3.3. 40. S.

Juan, St. the capital of California, m North America, l.on.

114.9. W. Lat..2tj. 2J. N.
, , •

Juan, St. de i.a Fron'trIia, a town of South America, m
Chili, in the province of Chiqilito, near the lake Guanaclio.

Juan, St. pe Porto, or Puerto Rico, an island of America,

one of the Caribbees, being 100 miles long, and 30 broad.

Juan, St. dk Pokto Kico, the capital town of tlie l^hlld of

Porto Kico, on the N. coast of the island. _
Lon. Oi. 33. ^^ . Lat.

18.30. N.
IVANGOROD, a town of Eussia, in the government of I e-

tersbiirg, fiftv-two miles S. W. of Petersburg.

JURAL, [Vais Ileb. i. e. fading-, or a trumpet,] the son of La-

mech, and sixtii from Cain: the inventor of musical instruments.

JUBILEE, among thejews, denotes every liltieth year; being

that following the revolution of seven weeks ot years; at wliicli

time all the slaves were made free, and all lands reverted to their

ancient owners. The jubilees were not observed alter the Baby-

lonish captivity. The political design of tlie law of the jubilee

was to |)revent the too great oppressions of the poor, as well as

their being liable to perpetual slaviTy. A kind of equality yyas

thus preserved through all the families of Israel, and the distinction

of tribes w.as also preserved, that they might be able, when there

was occasion, on the jubilee-year, to' prove their right to the in-

heritance of their ancestors. "It served also, like the Olympiads of

tlie Greeks, and the Lustra of the Remans, for the readier compu-

tation of time. The Jubilee has also been supposed to be ly|)ical

of the gospel state and dispensation described by Isaiah, Ixi. I, 2,

in reference to this period, as the " acceptable year of the Lord."

Jubilee, in a moilern sense, denotes a grand church-festivity,

celebrated at Rome, wherein the pope grants a plenary indulgence

to all sinners ; at least to as many as visit the churches ot St. Pe-

ter, and St. Paul, at Eome. The jubilee was hist established by

Boniface VH. in 1300, in favour of those who should go ad limina

apostolorum ; and it was nnjy to return every 100 years. But the

first celebration brought in such store of wealth to Rome, that the

Germans called this the golden year; which occasioned Clement

VI. in 1343,- to reduce the period of the jubilee to fifty years.

Urban VI. in 13S'J, appointed it to be held every thirty-five

years, that being the age of our Saviour ; and Paul II. aud Sixtus

"n'. in 1475, brought "it down to every twenty-five, that ever_y

person might have the benefit of it once in his lite. Boniface IX.

.ranted the privilege of holding jubilees to several princes and

monasteries : for instance, to the monks of Canterbury, who had a

jubilee every fiflv years; when people fiocked from all parts to

visit the tom'b of 'St'. Thomas a Becket. Jubilees are now become

more frequent, and the pope grants them as often as the church

has occasion for them. There is usurdly one at the inauguration

of a new poi)e. To be entitled to the privileges of the jubilee, the

bull enjoins fastings, alms, and prayers. It gives the priests a full

power to absolve in all cases even those otherwise reserved to the

nope: to make commutations of vows, &c. in which it diflers

iVom a plenary indulgence. During the time of jubilee, all other

indulgences are suspended.
, r ,

Jubilee is also used for any musical solemnity or festival, ap-

pointed or repeated at a distant period. Thus Edward III. caus-

ed his birth-day to be observed in manner of a jubilee, when he

became fifty years of age, in 136'3, but never before or alter. This

he did by releasing prisoners, pardoning all offences except trea-

son, making good laws, aud granting many privileges to the

people. .

J UBO, a kingdom of Africa, on the coast of Ajan.

JUDAIi, [mi,"i', Heb. i. e. Praise, or Confession,] the fourth

son of Jacob, and father of (he chief tribe of the Jews, distinguish-

ed by his name, and honoured by giving birth to the Messiah,

died" B C. I63y. This patrarch, though he seems, from the

2X ^'^
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brief accomit we have of him, not to liave been a very rigid mo-

ralist, sliev.ed himself, nevertheless, a man of fine feelings, and

jirjssessed of a strong iilial affection ior his aged father. In his pa-

llietic intercession vvlth Josepl:, for tlie liberation of Benjamin, a*

well as in his previous suretisliip to Jacol), he nu'.y he considered as

a tvpe of our SaViour. Sec (Jen. xliii. nTiv.

JuDAH is also used for the people of Judah, includins; not niily

the wliole people of that tribe, but those of the tribe of Benjamin,

the majuritv of the Levites, and many individuals from all the

other tribes^ who adhered to tlie houae of David, to avoid the

idolatrous worship establislied by Jeroboam I. Wany other indivi-

duals fron\ the dispersed tribes are also suppose(^to liave joined

them after the Bal)ylonish captivity, when they were called Jews.

See J Evvs.

Judah, The Kinguom of, was of small extent compared with

that of the kingdom of Israel; coirdsting only of two tribes, Ben-

jamin and Judah: being bounded on the E. by tlie Jordan;

bn the \V. by tlie Mediterranean, in common with the Danites,

except some places recovered b\ tlie Philistines, and otliers taken

by the kings of Israel; on 'the" S. its limits seem to have been

contracted by Hadad. 1 Kings xi. 14.

Judah LUkkadosh, orTnE Saint, a rabbi celebrated for his

learning and riches, lived in the time of the emperor .Antoninus,

and was tlie friend ami preceptor of tl-.at prince. Leo of Modena,

a rabbi of \'enice, tells us, that rabbi Judah, who was very rich,

collected about twenty-six years after the destruction of the tem-

ple, in a book which he called the Misnia, the constitutions and

traditions of the Jewish magistrates who preceded him. But as

this book was short and obscure, two Bab) hmish rabbis, Rabbina

and Ase, collected all the interpretations, disputes, and additions,

that had been made until their time, upon the Misnia, and formed

the book called the Babylonish Talmud orGemara; whichis pre-

ferable to the Jerusalem 'ralmud, compo-^ed some years before by

rabbi Jochanan of Jerusalem. The Misnia is the text of the Tal-

mud; of which we have a good edition in Hebrew and Latin by
Surenhusius, with notes, in three vols, folio. It were to be wish-

eil the same had been done to the Gemara.
JUDAISM, the religious doctrines and rites of the Jews. Ju-

daism was but a temporary dispensation, and was to give way, at

least the ceremonial part of it, at the coming of the Messias. For

a complete system of Judaism, see the books of Moses. Judaism

was anciently divided into several sects; the principal whereof

were the Pharisees, Sadducees, and Essenians. At present there

are two sects among the Jews, viz. the Karaites, who admit of no

rule of religion but the law written by Moses; and the Rabbinists,

who add to the law the traditions of the Talmud.
JuDE, St. or Judas, called also LeBB.tus,' and Thaddjeus,

the son of Joseph, and brother of St. James the younger. Mattli.

xiii. 55. lie preached in Mesopotamia, Arabia, Syria, and Idumea;
and died in Berytus fur the confession of Christ. He wrote that

epistle which goes under liis name, and after the death of most of

the apostles. He was cruelly put to death for reproving the su-

perstition of the Magi.

JuDE, THE General Epistle of, a eanonical book of tlie

New Testament, written ag.iinst the heretics, who, by their disor-

derly lives, and impious doctrines, corrupted the faith and good
morals of tlie Christians. St. Jude draws them in lively colours,

as men given up to their passions, full of vanity, conducting them-

selves bv worldly wisdom, and not by the Spirit of God.
JUDEA, in ancient geography, taken largely, either denotes

all Palestine, or the greater part of it; and thus it is generally

taken in the Romm history. See Pali stine.

J U DEN BURG, a town of Germany, in Austria, eighty-four

miles S. W. of Vienna.

JUDCiE, [judex, Lat.] one who is invested with authority to

deterniine any cause or question, real or personal. The judges

are the chief magistrates in the law, to try civil and criminal causes.

Of these there are twelve in England, viz. the Lords Chief Jus-

tices of the Courts of King's Bench and Common Pleas ; the Lord
Chief Baron of the Exciiequcr; (he three puisne or inferior judges

of the two former courts, and the three puisne barons oT the latter.

By statute 1 Geo. 111. c. '23, the judges are to continue in their

offices during their good behaviour, iiotwilhslanding anj' demise

ef the crown (which was formerlv held immediately to vacate their

seats) and their full salaries are absolutely secured" to than during

the continuance of their commissions, by which means the judges
are rendered completely independent of the king, his minister!,'

or his successors. A judge at his creation takes an oatli, that he
will serve the king, and indifferently atlminister justice to all men,
without respect of persons, lake no bribe, give no counsel where'

he is a party, nor deny right to any, though llie king or any other,

by letters, or by expressed words, command the contrary, &c.
and in default of duty, to be answerable to the king in body, land,

and goods. Where a judge has an interest, neither he nor his de-
puty can deterniine a cause, or sit in court; and if he does, a pro-'

hibition lies. liardw. 503. Judges are punishable for wilful of-'

fences, against the duty of their situations; instances of which hap-

pily live only in remembrance. There are ancient precedents of

judges who were fined when they transgressed the laws, though
commanded by warrants from the king. Judge is not answerable

to the king, or the party, for mistakes or errors of his judgement,
in a matter of w hich he has jurisdiction.

Judges, in Jewish antitpiity, supreme magistrates who governed'

the Israelite; from the time of Joshua till the reign of Saul. They
continued during the w hole time of the republic of Israel, being a
space of about 339 years.

Judges, Book of, a canonical book of the Old Testament, so

called Irom its relating the state of the Israelites under the admi-

nistration of many iihi>lrious persons who were called judges, from

being both the civil and military governors of the peo|)Ie, and
who were raised up by God upon special occasions, after the death

of Joshua, till the time of their choosing a king.

Judges, Select, \_judices selecti, Lat.] in antiquity, were
persons summoned by the prTtor to give their verdict in criminal

matters in the Roman courts, as juries do iu ours. No person

could be regularly admitted into this number till he was twenty-

live years of age.

JUDGEMENT, among logicians, a faculty, or rather act, of

the human soul, whereby it compares its ideas, and perceives

their agreement or disagreement. See Logic, and Metaphy-
sics.

Judgement, in law, is the sentence pronounced by the court

upon the matter contained in the record. Judgements are of four

sorts. First, where the facts are confessed by the parties, and the

law determined by tlie court ; as in the case of judgement upon
demurrer. Secondly, where the law is admitted by the parties,

and the facts disputed ; as in the case of judgement on verdict.

Thirdly, where both the fact and the law arising thereon are ad-

mitted by the defendant ; which is the case of judgements by con-

fession or default : or, lastly, where the plaintiff is convinced that

either fact, or law, or both, are insuflicitnt to support his action,

and therefore abandons or withdraws his prosecution ; which is the

case in judgements upon a nonsuit or retraxit. The judgement,

though pronounced or awarded by the judges, is jiot their deter-

mination or sentence, but the determination and sentence of the

law ; it is the remedy prescribed by law for the redress of injuries;

and the suit or action is tlie vehicle or means of administering it.

What that remedy may be, it is indeed the result of deliberation

and study to point out ; and therefore llie style of the judgement
is not that it is decreed or resolved by the court ; for then the

judgement might appear to be their own ; but, " it is considered,"

consideratum est per curiam, that the plaintitT do recover his da-

mages, his debt, his possession, and the like; which imiilies that

the judioment is none of their own, but the act of law pronounced
and declared by the court, after due deliberation and inquiry. See
Blackstone's Comment, iii. 396.

Judgement, in criminal cases, is the next stage of prosecution,

after trial and conviction are past, in such crimes and misdemean-
ors as are either too high or too low to l)e included witliin the be-

nefit of clergy. For when, upon a lapital charge, the jury have

brought ill their verdict guilty, in the presence of the prisoner;

he is either immediately, or at a convenient time soon after, asked

by the court, it he has any thing to otfer why judgement should

not be awarded ag:unst him. And in case the defendant be found

guilty of amisdemeai.or (the trial of which mas, and-does usu-

allv, happen in his absence, after he has once appeared), a capias

is awarded and issued, to bring him to receive his judgement

;

and if he absconds, he may t;e prosecuted even to outlawry.

But whenever he appears in person, upon eitlier a capital or infe-

rior convittioD, he may at this period, as well as at his arraign-

I
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r.Mt, olVcr any cxreplion^ to the indictment, in ariesl or stay of

dement: as lor want of sufficient cirlainly \i\ setting forth ci-

1 (he person, the time, the place, or the offence. And if the

lions be vahd, the whole procr-fclings shall be set asitle ; but

i>ar V mav be indicted again. A pardon also may be pleaded

1) airest'ot jiidgeniont : and it is the same when ple.idcd here as

vhen npon arraigr.nicnt, viz. the saving the attainder, and, of

:oiirse, the corruption of blood: which nothing can restore but

iarliamont, when a pardon is not pleaded till after sentence. And
•„inlv, upon all accoiir.ts, when a man hath obtained a pardon,

;, in the risjht to plead it as soon as possible. See Pardon.
I , iving for benelit of clergy may also be ranked among the mo-
ioii> in arrest of jiulgemeiU. See Clekgv. If all these re-

:
ces fail, the couit must pr^mounce that judgement whicluthe

hath annexed to the crime. Of these some are capital, which

lid to the life of the oftender, aiid consist generally in being

;ed bv the neck till clead ; though in very atrocious crimes

r circumstances of terror, pain, or disgrace, are superadded :

;i treasons of all kinds, beuig drawn or dragged to the place of

ution; in high treason, alfecting the king's person or govern-
, embo'.velling alive, beheading, and quartering; and in

ier, a public dissection. And in case of any treason commit-
ted bv a lemale, the Judgement is, to be burned alive. But the

humanity of the English nation has authorised, by tacit con-

sent, an almost general mitigation of such parts of these judge-

ments as savour of torture or cruelty : a sledge or hurdle be-

usually allowed to such traitors as are condemned to be
;i ; and there being very few instances (and those accidcn-

lai, or by negligence) of any persons being embowelled or

burned, till previously deprived of sensation by strangling. Some
punishments' consist in exile or banishment, by abjuration of the

realm, or transportation to New South \\ales; others in loss of

liberty, by perpetual or temporary imprisonment. Some extend

to conliscation, by forfeiture of lands, or moveables, or both, or

of the profits uf lands for life: others induce a disability of hold-

ing offices or employments, of being heirs, executors, and the

like'. Some, though rarely, occasion a mutilation or dismember-
ing, by cutting olfthe hand or ears; others lix a lasting stigma on
the oftender, by slitting he nostrils, or branding in the hand or

face. Some are merely pecuniary, by stated or discretionary

fines: and, lastly, there are others that consist principally in their

ignominy, though most of them are mixed whh some degree of

corporeal pain ; and these are indicted chiefly for such crimes as

either arise from indigence, or render even opulence disgraceful ;

such as w'iiipping, hard labour in the house of correction, the pil-

lory, the stocks, and the ducking-^tool. Disgusting a^ this cata-

logue may seem, it uiU aflford pleasure to a British reader, and do
honour to the British laws, to compare it with that shucking appa-
ratus of death and torment to be met with in the crimiml code of

almost every other nation in Europe. And it is moreover one of

the glories of onr law, that the nature, though not always the quan-
tity or degree, of punishment is ascertained for every olfence ; and
that it is not left in the breast of any judge, nor even of a iury, to

alter that Judgement which the law has beforehand ordained for

every subject alike, without respect of persons.

JVDGEMFN'T OF GoD. See JC'DICIV.M.

JUDICATURE, [^'i(Afo, Latin,] power of distributing jus-

tice.

JuDic.^TVRE is also used for the quality or profession of those
who admnistcr justice, as well as the extent of the jurisdiction of

the judge, and the court wiierein he sits to render justice.

JUDICTACENTU.MVIR.VLIA, in Roman anticiuity, were
trials belbre the centumviri, to whom the prator committed tne

decision of ceilain matters of inferior nature, like our justices of
peace at the quart er-se-^sions.

JUDICIUM CALUMNI.E, was an action brought against the
plaintiff for false accusation. The punishment, upon conviction,
was inu>tio frontis, or branding in the forehead.

JvDK.iCM Dei, Judgement of God, was a term anciently
applied to all extraordinary trials of secret crimes ; as tho e by
arms, and single combat, and tlie ordeals ; or those by tire, or red-
hot ploui^h-shares ; by plunging the arm in boiling water, or the
whole body in colli water ; in hopes God would work a miracle,
rather than sutler truth and in'.oceuce to perish. These customs
were Jong kept up even amor.g Christians ; and they are still used
in some nations. See Battel, Ordeal, &c.

Judicium 1-'.>lsi, was an action whicii lay among the judges lor

corruption or unjust proceedingi!.

JuDicicM Pariv.m, denotes a trialby a man's equals, i. e. of
peers by peers, and of commonei-s by commoners. In magna
charta it is more than once insisted on as the principal bulwark of

our liberties.

Judicium PB.EVAitiCATioNis, was an action brought against the

prosecutor, after the criminal was acquitted, for siijjpressing the

evidence of, or extenuating his guilt, rather than urging it home.
and bringing it to light.

JUDOIGNE, a town of France, in the department of the

D\le, 13 miles S.E. of Louvain.
IVES, St. a sea- port town of Cornwall, chiefly frequented by

lishermen tor pilchards.

Ives, St. a town in Huntingdonshire, sixty-four miles from
London.
JUGERUM, in Roman antiquity, a square of a hundred and

twenty Roman feet ; its proportion to the English acre being as

10-000 to 16-097.

JUGLANS, in botany, a genns of the monoccia order, and po-
lyandria class of plants ; natural order, Amentacea:- Male caly,x

monophyllous, squamiform ; coi-oUa divided into six parts ; lila-

ments eighteen : female calyx quadrifid, superior ; corolla quadri-

partite ; styles two ; fruit, a plum w ilh a furrowed kernel. There
are eight species.

J. Regia, the Common Walsut, rises fifty feet high or morey
with a large upright trunk, branching into a very large spreading

head. The fruit is used at two different stages of growtii ; when
green to pickle, and when ripe to eat raw. The wood of the wal-
nut-tree is very valuable; cabinet-makers esteem it highly for se-

veral sorts of furniture and light works; for being beautifully-

veined, it takes a fine polish, and the more knotty it is, the more
it is valued for particular purposes. Walnut-trees are also well
adapted for planting round the borders of orchards, where, by
their large spreading heads, they guard the less fruit-trees fronv

boisterous w iiids. T he kernels are similar in quality to almonds ;.

but are not, like them, used in medicine.

JUGORA, a considerable province of Muscovy, in the govern-
ment of Archangel.
JUGULAR, among anatomists, is applied to certain veins and

glands in the neck. See Anato.my.
JUGULARES, in the Linna;an system, an order or divisiou-

of fish; the general character of which is, that they have ven-
tral fins before the pectoral fins. See Ichthvology, and Zoo-
logy.
JUGUM, the Yoke, a disgrace inflicted by the Romans ii))on

their vanquished enemies, by making them pass singly between-
two spears, with a third laid across.

IVICA, or YVTCA, an island in the Mediterranean. See
YviCA.
JUICE, denotes the sap of vegetables, or the fluids of animals.

See Blood, Plants, Sap, &c. The juices of several plants and
fruits are expressed with a view to obtain their essential salts, and
for various medicinal purposes: they are used either without fur-

ther preparation, or converted into sxrups and extracts. Such-
juices are generally obtained by simply bruising the plant in a

marble-mortar, and tlien submitting the pulp to a piess: some ve-

getables, however, require the additi'Hi of water in the mortar, to

express then- juice with greater facility. The sap of most anti^

scorbutic plants, abounding with saline volatile principles, may-

be disposed to filtration, merely by pouring it in close bottles,

and immersing them in boiling water : thus, the saline and vola-

tile partic'v-s, in which their medicinal virtues chiefly consist, may
be easily preserved. See Filtration. Fermentalion is another

method of clarifying juices that are susceptible of it; for all li-
'

quors which have undergone that process, spontaneously become
pellucid. See Fermentation. Most vegetable juices coagu-

late, when exposed to the air, whether they are extracted from,

the plant by woui.ds, or dow from it without any external injury :

in the latter case, however, it is generally the effect of a dis-

ease in the p'ant, either from a species of canker, or some other

internal cause. Different parts of the same plant often yield

juices of opposite qualities. Thus, the s;ip in tiie root of the

cow-parsnip is ot a yellow colour ; while that obtained from its

stidk is white. The wild or strong-scented lettuce aifords the

greatest
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greatest abiiiidance of milky juice of any known )5iitisl) plant.

On wounding the stalk with a knife, there exudes a white ropy
liijiior ; but, il incision be made at tlie lop of tlie stalks, a pnrple-

tinged 'ap appears, as if cream had been sprinkled over 't with a

ICA' drops of red-wine. In a sliort lime it accjuircs a deeper pur-

ple, and thickens so, that linally a separation lakes place, when the

watery part flo.its on the surface,

JL'LEP, a convenient I'onn of medicines which require no de-

coction, and are mixed np witli syrup or sugar, in order to dilute

them properly, or to cover their pungency. Sec Pharmacy.
JULIAN, a famous Roman Emperor, styled the Apostate, be-

cause lie professed the CInistian. religion before be ascended the

throne, but afterwardb openly embraced Paganism, and endea-

voured to abolish Cliristianily. lie made no use of violence,

however, at his first ons<-t, for this purpose ; but behaved with a

polite mildness to the Christians; recalled all wlio had been ba-

nished on account of religion under Constantius ; and endeavour-

ed lo pervert them by his caresses, and by temporal advantages

coveretl over by artful pretences: but he prohibited Christians to

plead before courts of justice, or to enjoy any public eniploy-

iiients. He even prohibited their teaching polite literature; well

knowing the great advantages Ihey drew from prolane authors in

their attacks upon Paganism and irrcligion. Though he on all

occasions shewed a sovereign contemjit for the Cliristians, whom
he Called Galileans, yet he was sensible of the advantage they ob-

tained t)y their virtue and purity of their manners ; and tlierefore

incessantly proposed their example to the Pagan priests. At last,

however, when he found that all other methods failed, he ^ave

public employments to the most ciuel enemies of tlie Christians,

when the cities In most of the provinces were tilled with tuniulls

and seditions, and many of them were put to death. Historians

inention, that Julian attempted lo i)rove the falsehood of our
Lord's prediction with respect to the temple of Jerusalem, by re-

building it ; but that all his endeavours served only tlie more per-

fectly to verity it. Julian being mortally wounded in a battle

witli the Persians, it is said, that he caught in his hand some of the

blood which tibwed from his wound, and, throwing it towards heaven,

cried, " Thou Galilean hast concpiered." fiut Theodoret relate^,

that Julian discovered a different disposition; and employed his

last moments in conversing with Maximus the philosopher, on
the dignity of the soul. He died the following night, aged thirty-

two.

JuLtAN Epoch, the .Tra of the inslitntion of the Julian reforma-

tion of the calendar, which began B. C. 46.

Julian Period, in chronology, a period so called, as being

adapted to the Julian year. See Chronology. It is made lo

commence before the creation. Its principal advantage lies here,

that tlie same years of the cycles of the sun, moon, and indiction,

of wdiith three cycles it was made to consist by Joseph Scaliger in

1380, belonging to any vear of this period, will never fall together

again till after tlie expiration of 79S0 years; for 28, tlie number
of years in the solar cycle, X 19, do. in the lunar cycle, x
16, do. in the indiction-cycle, = 7980. There is taken for

the first year of this period that which hath the first of the cycle of

thesnii, the firstof the cycle of the moon, and the first of the indiction

cycle, and so reckoning on. The first \ear of the Christian a'ra is

always, in our systems of chronology, the 47l4lh of the Julian pe
riod. To find what year of the Julian period answers to any given

year of Christ: to the given year of Christ add 4713, because so

many years of the Julian period were ex|)ired A.D. 1 ; and the

sum gives the year of the period sought. On the contrary, having

the year of the Julian period given, to find what year of Christ

answers thereto; from the year of the Julian period given subtract

4713, and the remainder will be the year sought.

Julian Year, the old account of the year, established by Ju-

lius Caesar, consisting of SHi^ days.

JULIERS, a late duchy of Germany in Westphalia, now an-

nexed to France, in the department of the Koer.

JuLiERS, capital of the above, 23 miles \V. of Cologne.
JULIUS VICUS, in ancient geography, a town of the Ne-

inetes in Gallia lielgica, now called Germetslieim.

lULUS, in entomology, a genus of insects of the order ajitera.

Lip crenate, emarginate ; feet very numerous ; antenna' nionili-

form ;
palpi two, ariculate ; body of a semicyiiudrical form.

There are fourleeu species. See Plate LXX\T.

JULY, the month during which the sun enters the sign Leo.
Mark Antony first gave this month the name of July, after Julius
Ca'sar, who was born in it.

JUMIEGE, a town of France, in tlie department of the Lower
Seine, and late province of Normandy, 77 miles N. W . of Paris,

JUMMOO, a town of Ilindoostan, in Lahore, 70 miles N. E.
of Lahore.

JUMNAH, a large river of Ilindoostan Proper, which rises Id

the N. W. of Delhi, and joins liit Ganges about 10 miles below
Benares.

JUNAGUK, a town and fort of Ilindoostan, in Guzerat,
170 miles S. \V. of Amedaba<l. Lon. ti9. j4. E. Lat. ,'1

50. N.
JUNCTURE. See Joint.
Juncture, in oratory, is a part of composition, particularly re-

commended by Quintilu'ii, and denotes such an attention to tlie

nature of the vov.els, consonants, and syllables, in the connection
of words, with regard to their sound, as will render the pronuncia-
tion most easy and pleasant, and best promote the harmony of the
sentence.

JUNCUS, the Rush ; in botany, a genus of the monogynia
order, and hexandria class of plants ; natural order, Tripelaloidea;.

Calyx six-leaved ; corolla none ; capsule one-celled. There are

29 species which are universally known, being very troublesome
weeds, and dillicult to be eradicated.

JUNE, [/!(H/((.i', Lat.] derived by some from ./h;!0. Ovid, in

the sixth book of his Fasti, makes the goddess say,

Junius a nostro nomine nomen habet.

Others rath.er derive it a junioribus, this being for young people aS'.

the month of May was for old ones :

Junius est juvenum ; cpii fnit ante senum.
In this month is the cnmnier-solstice, and the sun enters'

Cancer on the 21st day of il.

JUNGERMANNlA, in botany, a genus of the natural order
alga-, in the cryptoganiia class of plants. Male flower peduncu-
lated, and naked; antliera quadrivalved : female flower sessile,

naked, with roundish seeds. There are thirty species, natives of
Britain, growing in woods, and shatly places, by the sides of
ditches, sic. Many of them are beautiful objects for the micro-
scope, ij'

JL'NCJIA, in botany, a genus of the polygamia segregatae oi*
der, and syngenesia class of plants. Common receptacle chaffy

;

perianlhiiim three-flowered ; florets tubular, two-lipped ; exterior

lip ligulate ; interior two-parted. It has but one species, a native

of South America.

JUNTA LEX SACRATA, a law made by L. Junius Brutus,

the first tribune of the people, A. U. C. 2t)0, that the persons of
the tribunes should be inviolable ; that an appeal might be made •

from the Consuls to the tribunes ; and that no Senator should e.'i-

ercise the ollice of a tribune.

JUNIPER-THEE, or JUNIPERUS, a genus of the mona-
delphia order, and mono'cia class of plants ; natural order, Coni-
fera'. Male, calyx of the anient a scale ; corolla none ; stamina
three: female, caly.x three-])arted

;
petals three; styles three;

berry,three-seeded, irregular, svith the three tubercles of the ca-

lyx. There are twelve species ; some of these are lofty handsome
trees ; but the J. communis, common juniper, is a low shrub,, sel-

dom more than three feet in height, sending out many spreading

lough branches, inclining en every side, covered with a brown or
reddish bark, with a tinge of purple. The male flowers are some-
times on the same plant with the females, but at a distance from
them ; they are commonly on distinct plants.

JUNIUS, Francis, professor of divinity at Loyden, was bflrn

at Bourges in 1.")4j, of a noble family, and studied at Lyons, un-
der Bartholomew Aiieau, principal of the college. He was re-

markable for being proof against all temptations lo lewdness ; but
a libertine so far overpowered him by his sophistry, thai he made
him an atheist; however, he soon rciuriied to \m first faith; and,

though averse to unlawful love, he was married four times. He
was employed in public affairs by Henry IV. and at last was in-

vited lo Leyden to be professor of divinity, which employment
he discharged with honour, till he died of the plague, in l(i02.,

Du Pin says, he was a learned and judicious critic. He wrote,

in conjunction with Emmanuel Tremellius, a Latin version of the

Hebrew te,\t of the Bible. He also published Commentaries on
a great
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great part of the Holy Scriptures ; and niaHy oilier works, all

l^utin.

Juxius, Francis, or Francis nu Jon, the son of the pio-

>^or, was l)oni at Heidelberg in IJSSJ. Hi- tame lo Kiiijlaiid in

..'0, and lived thirty years in the earl ol Arundel's family. He
as greatly esteemed for his profound erudition, and [lurits of

launers.
'
In 11370, he went to Windsor, to visit Vo^mus, at whose

juse he died in Ui'T. The university of Oxford, lo which he

egneathed liis MSS. erected a handsome mnnunient to his me-

lory. He wrote, 1. De I'ictura Veteruni, which h admired;

le Uest edition is thai of Rotterdam in 1094. He publijied ihe

'.me work at London in English. 2. An Explication of the old

iolbic MS. called the Silver MS. because the four Gospels are

iiere wrilten in silver Gothic Letters. This was published with

lotes bv Thomas Mareschal. 3. A large Commentary on the

iarmony of the four Gospels by Tatian, still in MS. 4. A Glos-

ary in live languages, in wliich he explains the origin ot the

sorthern languages
;
published at Oxford in 1745, in folio, by

Vlr. Edsvard Lee.

Junius, the assumed name of an unknown but highly esteemed

•sriter on political topics in England. His celebrated letters,

vbich appeared in 1709, form an Svo. volume, and have been

mlversaily reail and admireii. They are not less distinguished

or striking remarks, keen invective, and polished satire, than for

heir extraordinary beauties of composition. He was opposed by

•iir W. Draper, and Dr. Samuel JohnsOn, who, however, (juotes

Junius repeatedly in his Dictionary, and considered him a^ a

nriclly classical writer. The letters have been ascribed to .Nfr.

liurke, who solemnly disclaimed the imputation ; Wilhani Gerard
Hamilton, conniionlv called Single-speech Hamilton, was also

suspected, but he likewise denied the charge. Other persons lo

whom they have been inipute<l are, John AN'ilkcs, Mr. Dunning
(»fterward's lord Ashburton.) Mr. Serjeant Adair, the Rev. J. Ro-

senhagen, John Roberts, Emj. Mr. Charles Lloyd, Mr. Samuel
D)er, General Lee, and Hugh Boyd, Esq. The matter, how-
ever, is still hidden in obscurity.

JUNK, in sea-language, pieces'of old cable, cut into small por-

tions, lor making points, malts, gaskets, sennit, &c.
JUNK.SEFLON, a fertile i>land in the East Indian Ocean,

near the S. coast of Siam, 63 iTiiles long, and from 9 to L'l broad.

Lon. <)>i. 5. to 98. 30. E. Lai. 7. 37. to 8. 40. N.
JuNKSEiLOS, the capital of the above island.

JUNO, in pagan m\lhology, the daughter of Saturn and Rhea,

the sister and >vife of Jupiter, and the goddess of kingdoms and

riches. She was styled the ipieen of heaven, and presided over

marriage and child-birth. She married Jupiter ; but was not a

very complaisant wife : for, according to Homer, that god wa-
sBmelimes obliged lo use ali his authoritv to keep her in due sub-

jection ; and on her entering into a conspiracy against him, he
punished her by suspending her in the air with two anviK lastened

to her feel, and golden manacles on her hands, while all tire other

deities looked on without being able to help her. Being jealous,

she ot'ten interrupted her husband in his amours ; and punislied

with unrelenting tury Europa, Semele, lo, Latona, and the rest

of his mistresses. Jupiter himself having conceived Minerva,
without any commerce with a female, Juno, in revenge, conceiv-

ed \'ulcan by the wind. Mars bv touching a (lower pointed out to

I.er br Mora, and Hebe by eating lettuces. Juno, as the queen
of heaven, preserved great state ; her usual attendants were Ter-

ror and Rokiness, Castor, Pollux, and fourteen nvmphs ; but her

mo5t faithful attendant was the beautiful Iris. Homer describes

her in a chariot adorned with precious stones, the wheels of w hich

were of ebony, and which was drawn bv horses with reins of gold.

But she is more commonly painted drawn by peacocks. Some
suppose that Juno signifies Uie air ; others, that she was the Egyp-
tian Isis.

JuKo, in astronomy, a planet discovered by Mr. Harding be-

tween Pallas and Jupiter. See Astronomy.
JUNONALL^, a festival observed bv the Romans in honour

of Juno. It was instituted on account of certain prodigies that

happened in Italy, and was celebrated bv matrons.

Jl'NTO, in mallei's of government, denotes a select council

for taking cognizance of affairs of great consequence, which re-

tjuire secrecy. In Spam and Portugal, it signifies innch the

siu«.e with convention, assembly, or board, araoHg us ; liius
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they have the jujilo of the three estates, of coinineice, of to-

bacco, iScc.

IVORV, [ffcur,] the tooth or tusk of an elephant, growing ofi

each aide of his trunk, and somewhat resembling the shape of a

horn. Ivory is much esteemed for its remarkable whiteness, its

polish, and beautiful grain. liy steeping small pieces of ivory in

vinegar, or any other acid, tliey become ductile, and may be jire-

served in that state for a considerable time, by keeping them in

common water. Thi; hard substance may also be softened and

whitened, by immersing it in a hot decoction made of red sage-

lea\cs, in double-distilled white wine vinegar, with the addition of

a little quick-lime. Lor removing spots, th« ivory should be laid

in unslacked lime, and a small portion of water poured on it, lest

the heat be too intense, and the ivory scale, become brittle.

Others discharge the stains by merely steeping it for some lime in

strong lime-water. Ivory may be dyed green, either in a solution

of copper or vcrdigrease in aquafortis; or by grinding together

two parts of verdigrease and one of sal ammoniac, and dissolving

them in strong wrdte wine vinegar. Farther, by enq;loying four

ounces of aqua regia, and one ounce of sal ammoniac, a tine pur-

ple colour will be the result. Ivory, bone, horn, and other solid

p.irls of animals, may be stained yellow, by previously boiling

them in a solution of one ponnd of 'alum in two quarts of water ;

then immersing them for half an hour in a liquor prepared by

boiling half a pound of turmeric in ', gallon of water, till it be re-

duced to three quarts, and afterwards plunging ihe coloured sub-

stance into alum-water. .-Ml bcjuy matters may also be stained

blue : thev are first to be tinged with green, then dipped in a

strong and hot solution of pearl-ashes. Ivory may be |)repared as

a ground for miniature-painting, by cleansing the leaves or plates,

aiiil rubbing them over with IIk.' juice of garlic. This meliiod is

preferably recojiimended for removing its greasy <|ualily,_ which

prevents "the colours from fixing on the ground, and is said to be

more useful than either soap or ox gall. With respect to llie me-
dicinal properties of ivory, its shavings, like those of hartshorn,

may, by boiling, be converted into a jelly, and possess similar re-

storative virtues.

Ivoky-Black, is prepared from ivory, or bones burnt in a

close vessel. This, when finely ground, forms a more beautiful

and deeper colour than lamp-black; but, in the common methods

of manufacturing, it is apt lo be adulterated with charcoal-dust, sa

as to be almost, or altogether, unfit for use. ,

JL'PITER, the >upreme god of the ancient pagan'. The the-

ologisls, according lo Cicero, reckoned up three Jupiters ; the

lir->t and second of whom were born in Arcadia ; of these two, the

one sprung from .Ether, the other from Coslus. The third Ju|)i-

ter was the son of Saturn, and born in Crete, where they iJretend-

cd to shew his sepulchre; C^icero in other places sjieaks oi several

Jupiters who reigned in dilfcrent countries. The Jupiter, by
whom the poets and divines understand the supreme god, was the

son of Saturn king of Crete. He would have been devoured by
his father as soon as born, had not his mother Rhea substituted a

stone instead of the child, which Saturn immediately swallowed.

Saturn took this method to destroy all his male-children, because

it had been foretold bv Cuius and Terra, that one of his sons

should deprive him of his kingdom. Jupiter, being thus saved

from his fatlier's jaws, was brought up by the Curetes in a den on

mount Ida. \'irgil tells us, that he was fed by the bees ; out of

gratitude for which he changed their colour from that of iron to

gold. Some sav, that his nurses were Amalthica and Melissa,

who gave him goals-milk and lioney ; and others, that Amalthsa

was Ihe name of the goat which nourished him, and which, as a

reward for her great services, was changed into a constellation.

According lo others, he was fed by wild pigeons, who brought

him ambrosia from Oceanus ; and by an eagle, who carried nec-

tar in his beak from a steep rock ; for which he rewarded the for-

mer, by making them the foretellers of winter and summer; and

the latter by giving him immortality, and making him his ihun-

derbearer. When grown up, he drove his father out of heaven,

and divided the empire of the world with his brothers. For him-

self, he had heaven and earth. Neptune had the sea and waters ;

and Pluto hell. The Titans attempted to dethrone Jupiter, as he

had done his father. These Titans were giants, the son of Titan

and Terra. Thev declared war against Jupiter, and heaped

mountains upon liiountains, in order t« scale heaven : but their

2 Y efforts
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<"rforts were unsiicces'fiil. Jupiter overthrew them with his thun-

der, and shut them up under the waters and mountains, from

whicli they were not able to get out. Jujiitcr had several wives :

the fir^t of wliom, named Metis, he is said-to have devoured when
big witli child, by wliich lie himself became pregnant ; and Mi-
j)erva issued out of his head, completely armed and fully grown.
His second was Themis ; the name of his third is not known ; his

fourth was the celebrated Juno, whom he deceived under the form
of a cuckoo, which to shun the violence of a storm fled for shelter

to her lap. He was the father of the Muses and Graces ; anrl had
a prodigious number of children by his mistresses. He metamor-
pho.ed himself ijito a satyr to enjoy Antiope ; into a bull, !o carry

otT Europa ; into a swan, to abuse Leda ; a shower of gold, to cor-

rupt Danae ; and into several otlier forms to gratify his passions.

He had Bacchus by Seniele, Diana and Apollo by Latona, Mer-
cury by Maia, and Hercules by Alcniena, &c. The -wiser part

ot tile heathens believed that there was but one supreme God ;

but it is certain, that the great body of the people believed ii! a

pUirality of gods, endued with dirt'erent powers and attributes,

Bnd all of them influenced by human passions and vices. It is ni

Vain to attempt to exculpate them from this folly. The whole
history of ancient Greece, Rome, Egypt, &c, with their routine
of superstitious ceremonies, prove, that they believed all the ridi-

culous fables of the mythology. They even used dilierent repre-
sentations of the same deity, and if they did not consider them as

so many different persons, at least regarded each of them in dif-

ferent views: e.g. The Jupiter that showered down blessings,

vas called the Kind Jupiter; and when punishing, the Terrible
Jupiter. There was also one Jupiter for Europe, and another for

Africa; and in Europe, there was one great Jupiter who was the
Ijarticular friend of the Athenians, and another who was the spe-
cial protector of the Romans : nay, there was scarcely atovniin
Italy, that had not a Jupiter of its own ; and the Jupiter of Terra-
cina, or Jupiter Anxur, represented in medals as young and
beardless, with rays round his head, more resembled Apollo than
the great Jupiter at the Capitol. In this way Jupiter at length
had temples and different cliaracters almost every where : in Car-
thage he was called Amnion; in Egypt, Serapis ; at Alliens, the
great Jupiter was the Olympian Jupiter : and at Rome the greatest
Jupiter was the Capitoline Jupiter, who was the guardian and be-
nefactor of the Romans, and whom they called Jupiter oi)timus
nuiximus, i.e. the best and greatest Jupiter. This Jupiter was
represented in his chief temple on the Capitoline hill, as sitting on
a curule chair, with the fulmen, i. e. thunder, or rather lightning,

in one hand, and a sceptre in the other. This fulmen in the
figures of the old artists was always adapted to the character under
which they were to represent Jupiter. If his appearance was to
be mild and calm, they gave him the conic fulmen, or bundle of
llaines wreathed close together, held down in his hand : when pu-
nishing, he held up the s;mie figure, with two transverse darts of
lightning, sometimes with wings added to each side of it, to de-
note its swiftness; this was called by the poets the three-forked
bolt of Jove : and when he was going to do some exemplary exe-
cution, they put in his hand a handful of flames, all let loose in

their utmost fury ; and sometimes filled both his hands with
flames. Some consider a part of the fable of Jupiter to include
the history of Noah and his three sons ; and that Saturn is Noah,
who saw all mankind perish in the waters of the deluge ; and
who, in some sort, swallowed them up, by not receiving them
into the ark: Jupiter is Ham; Neptune, Japheth ; and Shem,
Tluto. The Titans, it is thought, represent the old giant", or first

tyrants, who built the tower of Babel, and-whose pride and pre-
sumption God had confounded, by changing their language, and
pouring out the spirit of discord and division among them. Tlie
name of Jupiter, or Jovis Pater, is thought to be <lerived from Je
Jiovah, pronounced with the L-itin termination Jovis instead of
Jova ; and in medals we meet with Jovis in the nominative, as well
as oblique cases : for example Jovis custos, Jovis propugnator,
Jovis stator. To the name Jovis was added pater ; and after-

wards instead of Jovis pater, Jupiter was used by abbreviation.
The name Jupiter was not known to the Hebrews till the reign of
Alexander the Great.

JufiTER, If., in astronomy, one of the superior planets, of the
fJolar System, remaj-kable for its brightness ; and which by its

propef motion sesms to revolve rouudthe earth in about twelve

years. Astronomers make use of this symbol (@) to repie-t,!

that one of the s.ileUites of this planet is eclipsed by his boi^N ,

shadow ; and ol this symbol (O) when the satellite is invisible o
the face of Jupiter. See Astkonomy.
Jupiter, Moons, or Satellites of. See Astronom-.

and Satellite.
JURA, one of the western islands of Scotland, lying opposil

to Knapiiale in Aigyleshire, it is supposed to be about 30 mik
long and 7 broad.

Jura, a chain of mountains in the Helvetic republic, begii

ning in the canton of Zurich, extendin.g from thence alon^ i:

Rhine into the canton of Basle, stretching into that of Soleure an,

the territory of Neufchatel, and branching out towards the Pav
de Vaud ; separating that county from the late Franche Comi
arid Burgundy, and continued beyond the late Genevan territoric

as far as the Rhone.
Jura, a department of France, formed of part of tlie late pre

vince of l''ranche Comte, Lons le Saunier is the capital.

JURATS, or JURATi, aie magistrates similar to Aldermer
Jersey has a bailiff and twelve jurats, or sworn assistants, to goven
the island.

IVREA, an ancient and strong town of Italy, in Piedmont, am
capital of Canavez.
JURIEU, Peter, a French Protestant divine, was the son e

Daniel Jurieu, pastor of the reformed church at Mer in the dio

cese of Blois, and born there in IG37. His mother was sister ti

the famous Peter du Moulin. He received his education parth

in Holland, and partly in England, and while here received epis

copal ordination. On his return home he became assistant to hi

father, and professor of divinity and Hebrew at Sedan, where hi

gained "leat reputation by his lectuies and preaching. He wroti

against Bossuet's Exposition of the Doctrine of the Catholii

Church, and defended the moral character of his sect against tbi

accusations of Arnauld. On the revocation of the edict of Nante
he retired to Holland, and was chosen pastor of the Wallooi
church at Rotterdam. He there applied so assiduously to th(

study of the Revelation, as to fancy he had discovered most o
the mysteries therein ; and particularly with regard to Antichrist;

he addressed William III. king of England, as the instrument ap

pointed to destroy the kingdom of the beast. He embroiled him
self into controversy with Bayle and Beauval, who had objectei

to the extravagance of his opinions. He also offended his besi

friends by the irascibility of his temper in charging M. Saurin am
other eminent persons with heterod jxy. He died at Rotterdam
in 1713. The principal of his works are, the History of Calvinisn

and Popery, with a Parallel between them ; Pastoral Letters;

On the Unity of the Church ; Treatise of Nature and Grace:
Critical H islorv of the Doctrines and Worship of the Church, am
those of the Pagans ; this is a curious book, and has been trans-

lated info English in 2 vols. Svo. ; On the Revelation, and th(

Accomplishment of the Prophecies.—Watkins.

JURIN, Dr. James, a distinguished person, who cultivatec

medicine and mathematics with equal success. He was secretary

to the Royal Society in London, as well as president of the CoL
lege of Physicians there. He died in 1750, at a very advancec

age. He wrote papers on philosophical and medical subjects Ir

the Philosophical Transactions, and a tract of his on Vision is ap'

pended to Smith's Optics. He had a dispute with Michelloti on

the motion of currents ; with Keill and Senac on the motion of tlu

heart ; with Robins upon distinct vision ; and with the partisans ot

Leibnitz on the active forces.

JURISCONSULT, {juris consultus, Lat..] commonly con-

tracted into ICtus, among the Romans, denoted a person learned

in the law ; a master of the Roman jurisprudence ; who wa.s con-

sulted on the interpretation of the laws and customs, and on ths

difficult points in law-suits. The fifteen books of t,lie Digests were
compiled wholW from the reports of the ancient jurisconsult!.

The jurisconsulti seem to have been a kind of chamber-counsellers,

who arrived at the honour of being consulted through age and e.x-

perience, but never pleaded at the bar.

^JURISDICTION, a power which a man has to do justice in

cases of complaiwt made before him. There are two kinds of ju-

risdiction, the one ecclesiastical, the other secular.

1. Jurisdiction, Ecclesiastical, belongs to bishops and

their deputiee. Bishops, &c. have two kinds of jurisdictien ; ttui
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one inti-rnali wiiicli is exercised over llie coiistience in things

purely spiritual ; and this they are supposed to hold immediately

of God. The other is contentious, which is a privilege some
princes have given them in terminating disputes between ecclesias-

tics and laymen.

3. Jurisdiction, Secular, belongs to the king and his jus-

tices or delegates. The courts and judges at \Ve>tmmster have

jurisdiction ail over England, and are not restrained to any coun-

ty or place ; but all other courts are confined to their particular

jurisdictions, which if they exceed, whatever they do is errone-

ous. There are three sorts of inferior jurisdictions ; the first is

tenere placila, to hold pleas, and the plamtifrmay sue either there

or in the king's courts.' The second is the conusance of pleas,

where a right is invested in the lord of the franchise to hold pleas :

and he is the only person th;it can take advantage of it, by claim-

ing his franchise. The third sort is an exempt jurisdiclion, as

where the kmg grants to some city, that the inhabitants shall be

sued within their city, and not elsewhere; though there is no
jurisdiction that can withstand a certiorari to the superior

courts.

Jurisdiction, HEREDiT.\Ry, a hereditary right or power,

enjoyed for ages, by many of the nobility and gentry of Scotland,

more especially by those in the Highlands, of exercising the rights

of judges in criminal cases, over all the people who resided on
their estates.

JURISPRUDENCE, the science of what is just or unjuU ; or

the knowledge of laws, rights, customs, statutes, &c. t;ecessary for

the administration of justice. See Law.
JURIS UTRUM, inlaw, is a writ in behalf of a clergyman

whose predecessor has alienated the lands belonging to his

church.

JUROR, [./Hi'o, Lat.] in law, signifies any person sworn on a

jury. See Jury.
IVRY, a town of France, in the department of Eure, ajid late

province of Normandy, 10 miles N. by W. of Dreux.
JURY, [Juratd, Lat.] a certain number of persons sworn to

enquire of, and try some fact, and declare the truth upon the evi-

dence brought before them. In criminal cases juries are divided
into grand and petty. The grand jui-y must be all freeholders, but
it docs not appear that any specific estate has been determined to

be necessary ; before tlicm the charge is laid, and unless twelve or

more of them are of opinion that it is well founded, the accusation

is dismissed ; which they call not finding a true bill. If they find

a true bill, it must afterwards be conlirmed by the unanimous suf-

frage of a petty jury of IJ men upon whom no suspicion of partiali-

ty can possibly rest. In civil cases juries are divided into com-
mon and special. The latter are generally employed in cases

where any difliculties with respect to commercial transactions arise,

and are best decided by a special jury of merchants. To obtain a
special jury, a motion is made in court, and rule granted, for the
sheriff to attend tlie master, prothcnotary, or other proper officer,

with his freeholders' book, in the presence of the attormes on both
sides, and to take indilterently fortv-eight free-holders, when
each party strikes olT twelvs, and the remaining twenty-four are
returned upon the pannel. A common jury is one returned Ijy

the sheritT according to the directions of 3 Geo. l].c.'2j, whicji
appoints that the sheriiF shall not return a separate pannel for every
cause, but the same for every cause to be tried at the same assizes,

containing not less than forty-eight, nor more than seventy-two
;

and that their names lieing written on tickets, shall be put into a
box, and when the cause is called, twelve whose names shall be
first drawn shall be sworn, unless absent, challenged, or excused.
When a sufficient number of persons are impannelled, they are
then separately sworn well and truly to trv the issue between the
parties, and a true verdict give according to the evidence. Jurors
are punishable for sending for, or receiving, instructions from either
of tile parties concerning the matter in question. In causes of nisi
prius, every person whose name shallbe drawn, and who shall
not appear after being openly called three times, shall, on oath
made of his having been lav. uiUy summoned, forfeit a sum not ex-
ceeding 5/. nur less than 40*. unless some reasonable cau~e of
absence be proved, by oalh or affidavit, to the satisfaction of the
judge. If any juror shall take of either party to give his verdict,
he shall, on conviction, by bill or plaint, before the court where
the verdict shall pasS; Jorfe^t ten times as much as he has taken;

half to the Kiiig, and lialf to him who shall sue. A man whosliall
assault or threaten a juror for giving a verdict against him, is high-
ly punishable by line and imprisonment ; and if he strike him in

the court, in the presence of tlie judge of assize, he shall lose his

hand iuid his goods, and the profits of his lands during life, and
suffer perpetual imprisonment. Juries are, in these kingdoms,
the supreme judges mall courts and in all causes, in which either
the life, or reputation, of any man is concerned. This is the dis-

tinguishing privilege of e\»ery Briton, and one of the most glorious
advantages of the British Constitution ; for as everyone is tried
by his peers, the meanest subject is as safe and as free as the
greatest.

Jusy-Mast, whatever is set up in room of a mast that has been
lost in a storm or in an engagement, and to which a lesser yard,
ropes, and sails, are fixed.

J US, [Lat.] law, or right, a term or title used respecting various
rights in law. Tluis,

Jus Civile, among the Romans, signified no more than the in-

terpretation given by the le.'rned, of the laws of the XI 1 tables,

though the phrase now extends to the whole system of the Roman
laws.

Jus CiviTATis, signifies freedom of the city of Rome, which en-
titled those persons who had obtained it, to most of the privileges

of the Roman citizens ; yet it differs from Jus Quiritum, which
extended to all the advantages which a free native of Rome was
entitled to.

Jus Deliberandi, in Scots law, that right which an heir has by-

law of deliberating for a certain time whether he will represent his

predecessor.

Jus Devolutum, in Scots law, the right of the church, of pre-
senting a minister to a vacant parish, in case the patron shall neglect
to use that right within the time limited by law.

Jus Honorarium, was a name given to those Roman laws
which were made up of edicts of the supreme magistrates, particu-
larly the pra;tors.

JUSSiA, in botany, a genus of the mcnogynia order, andde-
candria class of plants; natural order, Calycanthema;. Caly.K
four or five-pailed, superior; petals four or five; capsules four'or
five-celled, oblong, gapingat the corners; seeds numerous, minute.
There are eleven species, mostly herbaceous plants, of America,
and the Indies.

J USTS, a sportive kind of combat on horseback, man against

man, armed with lances. The word is by some derived from
jousti, French, oijitxta, Latin, because the combatants fought near
each other; others from the modern Greek T^arja. Others from
justa, which, in the corrupt age of the Latin tongue, was used for

this exercise, as it was supposed a more just and equal combat than
the Tournament.
JUSTICE, ijtistilia, Lat.] in a moral sense, one of the four

cardinal virtues. Civilians distinguish justiceinto two kinds ; com-
municative and distributive.

i. Justice, Communicative, establishes fair dealing in the mu-
tual commerce between man and man ; and includes sincerity in

our discourse, and integrity in our dealings. The effect of siji-

cerity is mutual confidence, so necessary among the members of
the same community ; and this mutual confidence is sustained and
preserved by integrity of conduct. But there seems to be an es-

sential ingredient in conmiunicative or private justice, which is

seldom taken notice of by writers on ethics ; we mean mercy. In
the present state of human nature, strict justice, such as the utmost
rigour of law allows, frequently becomes injustice. This truth we
often find exemplified in private life, by rigorous creditors against

unfortunate debtors. A striking instance of this kind of justice is

recorded of Josejjh,- the husband of the blessed Virgin, in Matt. i.

19, where he is expressly stiled a just man, because he would not
go to the utmost rigour even of the Divine Law.

ii. Justice, Distributive, is that by which the differences of
mankind are decided, according to the rules of equity. This is,
the justice of princes and magistrates.

Justice, L/^(si^c;ari^^T,] in a legal sense, a person deputed by
the king to adminster justice to his subjects, whose authority arises

from his deputation, and not by right of magistracy. In the courts
of king's bench and common pleas there are two judges stiled jus-

tices, each of wliom retains the title of lord during the lime of his

continuing in office. The first of these, who is stiled lord chief

justice
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justice ot Englaiui, has a very extensive power -aiid jurisclictioii in

pleas of the crown, and is particularly intruNted not only with tlie

Prerogative of the king, but likewise tlie liljerty of the subject,

le hears all pleas in civil causes brought before him in the court
of king's bench, and also the pleas of the crown ; while, on the

other hand, the lord chiefjustice of the common pleas has Ihehear-
hig of all civil causes betueen common persons. Hesides the lords

chief justices there are several other justices appointed by the king
for the execution of the laws; such as the lords justices in evre ot

the forests, who are two justices appointed to determine all ol'i'en-

ces committed in the king's forests; justices of assize, who, by a

special connnission, were formerly sent to hear causes in this or

that county, for the ease of the subject ; and these judges continue
twice a year to pass the circuits by two and two throughout all

England, dispatching the diilerent business they meet with by dif-

ferent connnissions ; for they have one commission to take assizes,

another of oyer and terminer, tliat is, to hear and determine
causes, and another of gaol-delivery : from whence thev are called

justices of oyer and terminer, of gaol-delivery, &c. They are also

calledjustices of nisi prius, and so denominated from the words
used in a ci:mmon form of adjournment of a cause in tiie court of

common pleas. See Xisi Prius.
Justices or the PE.^cii, are persons appointed bv the king's

commission to keep the peace of the county in which thev reside ;

and some of lliese, who are of superior rank or quality, are called

justices of the quorum, and without the presence or assent of the^e,

or at least one of them, no business of importance can be dispatch-

ed. Every justice of [jeace hath a separate power, and his oflice

is to call before hint, examine, issue warrants for apprehending,
and counnit to prison, all thieves, murderers, wandering rogues

;

those that hold con^piracies, riots, and almost all delinquents which
may occasion the breach of the peace and quiet of the subject ; to

commit to prison such as cannot find bail, antl to see Iheni brought
forth in due time to trial ; and bind over the prosecutors to the

assizes. And if they neglect to certify examinations and informa-
tions to the next gaol-delivery, or do not bind over prosecutors,

they shall be lined. A justice may commit a person that doth a

felony in his own view, without warrant : but if en the information

of another, he must make a warrant under hand and seal (or that

purpose. If coni])laiut and oath be made before a justice of goods
stolen, and the inlornier, suspecting that they are in a particular

house, shews the cause of his suspicion, the justice may grant a

warrant to the constable, &c. to search in the place suspected, to

seize the goods and person in whose custody tiiey are found, and
bring them before him or some oilier justice. The search on these

warrants ought to be in the' day-time, and doors may be broke
open by constables to take tlie goods. Justices of peace may make
and persuade an agreement in petty quarrels and breaches of the
peace, w here the king is not entitled to a line, though they may
not compound offences or take money for making agreements. A
justice hath a discretionary power of binding to good behaviour; and
may require a recognizance, with a great penalty of one, for his

keeping of the peace, where the parly found is a dangerous person,
and likely to break the peace, and do mudi mischief; and for de-
fault of sureties he may be committed to gaol. But a man giving
security for keeping the peace in the king's bench or chancery,
may have a supersedeas to the justices i[i the county not to take
security : and also by giving surety of the peace to any other jus-

tice. If one make an assault upon a justice of peace, he may ap-

prehend the olVender, and commit him to gaol till he finds "sure-

ties for the peace : and a justice may record a forcible entry on
)iis possession ; in other cases he cannot judge in his own cause,

t'ontempts against justices are punishable by indictment and fine

at the sessions. Justices shall not be regularly punished for any
thing done bvthem in sessions as judges, and if a justice be trieii

for any thing done in his olilce, he may plead the general is-

sue, and give the special matter in evidence; and if a verdict is

given for him, or the plaintiff be nonsuit, he shall have double
costs; and such action ^hall only be laid in the county where the

ofi'ence was committed. 7. Jac. cap. 5.21. Jac. ca]). 12. But if

they are guilty of any misdemeanour in olilice, information lies

against them in the king's bench, where they shall be punished by
a line and imprisonment; and all persons who recover a verdict

against a justice for any wilful or malicious injury, are entitled to

double costs. Bj- 24 Oeo. II. cap. 44, no writ shall be sued out

against any justice of peace, tor any thing done by hiin in the exe-
cution of his office, until notice in writing shall be delivered to
him one month before the suing out ol the same, containing the
cause of action, &c. within which month he may tender amends;
and if the tender be found sufficient, he sIkiU have a verdict, &c.
Nor shall any action be lirought against a justice for any thing done
in the execution of his otfice, unless commenced within six months
after the act coniinilted. A justice is to exercise his authority only
within the county where he is appointed by his commi.ssion, not in

any city which is a county of itself or town corporate, having their

proper ju-^tices, fte. but in other towns and liberties he may. The
power and oliice ofjustices lerniinale in six months alter the demise,
of the crown, by an express writ of discharge under the great seal,

by writ of supersedeas, by a new commission, and by accession of

the oliice of sherilf or coroner. The origin of justices of the peace
is referred to the 4th year of Edward HI. They were first called

conservators, or wardens of the peace, elected by the county,

upon a writ directed to the sheriff; but the power of appointing

them was transl'erred by statute from the people to the king; and
under this appellation appointed by 1 Edw. 111. cap. 16. After-

wards the statute 34 Edw. III. cap. !, gave them the power of

trying felonies, and then they acquired the appellation of justice.s.

They are appointed by the king's special commission underthe
great seal, the form of which was settled by all the judges, A. D.
1 jyo; and the king may appoint as many as he shall think fit in

every county in England and Wales, though they are generally

made at the discretion of the lord chancellor, by the king's leave.

At first the number of justices was not above two or three in a

county. IS I'^dw. III. cap. 2. Then it was provided by 34 Edw.
111. cap. 1, that one lord, and 3 or 4 of the nio^t worthy men in

the county, with some learned in the law, should be made justices

in every county. The number was afterwards restraineil first to

0, and then to 8, in every county, by 12 Rich, fl, cap. 10, and 14

Kicli. 11. cap. n. Rut their number has greatly increased since

their first iu^titution. As to their (lualilicalions, the statutes just

cited direct them to he of the best reputation and most worthy .

men in the county; and the statutes 13 Rich. II. cap. 7, orders

them to be of the most sufficient knights, esquires, and gentlemen
of the law ; and by 2 lien. V. stat. 1, cap. 4, and 2 cap. l,they

must be resident in their several counties. And by IS Hen. ^ I.

ca]). II, nojustice was to be put in connnission, if he hail not lands

to the value of 20/. per annum. It is now enacted by 5 Geo. 11.

cap. 1 1, that every justice shall have 100/. per annum, clear of all

deductions; of which he must make oath by IS Geo. II. cap. 20.

And if heads without such qualification, he shall forfeit 100/. It

is also provided by j Geo. 11. that no practising attorney,

solicitor, or proctor, shall be capable of acting as a justice of the

peace.

JusTicKS OF THE Peace WITHIN LIBERTIES are jiisticcs who
havethe same authority in cities or other corporate towns as the

others have in counties; and their power is the same; only that

these have the assize of ale and beer, and wood and victuals, &c.

Justices of cities and corporations are not within the qualification

act, b (Jeo. H. cap. 18.

JUSTICLV, Malabar Nvt; a genus of the monogynia order,

and diandria class of plants; natural order, Personata'. Corolla

ringent; capsule two-celled, opening with an elastic claw; stamina

with a single anther. There are eighty species, mostly natives oi

the C'ape of (jood Hope and the East Indies.

JUSTICIAR, in our old laws, an officer instituted by William

the Conqueror, as the chief officer of state, w ho principally deter-

mined in all cases civil ami criminal. He was called in Latin ca-

pitalis jusliciarius totius Anglic.

JUSTICIARY, orCOUR r OEJUSTICIARY, in Scotland,

a court of supreme jurisdiction in all criminal cases.

JUSTICIES, is a writ directed to the sherilf to do justice in ;

plea of trespass vi et armis, or of any sum above 40.s. in the county

court, of which he hatlr no cognizance by ordinary power. It i:

in the nature of a commission to the sheriff, and is not return

able.

JUSTIFICATION, inlaw, signifies a maintaining or shewini

a sufficient reason in court why the defendant did what he is cal

ed to answer.
i

Justification, in theology, that act of grace in which God at

cepls of the believer in Christ Jesus, and accounts him just t

righteou
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ighlcoii5, not imputing his sins to him: none can part.ike ot tliis

avoiirbutthf believer, that is the person whoconlially iinhraces

ho doctrines of the gospel, relies on the merits of the Kedeemer,

nid yields his powers and pas-ions tn the government of C'lirist.

JL'STIN MAllTYR, or JUSTIN, "St. one of the earliest

ind most learned »ritei-3 of the eastern church, \va^ born at Nca-
(lolis, the ancient Sliechem of Palestine. His father Priscus, a

Gentile Greek, brought him np in his own relif;ion, and had him
rducatfJ in all the Grecian learning. To complete his studies he

travelled to Egypt, and followed the sect of Plato, with whose in-

tellectual notions he was much pleased. He was converted to

Christianity by beholding tlie steufastness and conlidence of some
Christian martyrs. Though, according to others, one day walk-

ing by the sea-side, wrapt in contemplation, he was met by a

grave old man, of a venerable aspect ; who, falling into di^coul"«e

»ith him, turned the conversation by degrees from the excellence

af Platonism to the superior perfection uf Christianity; and rea-

soned so well, as to rai-e in him an ardent curiosity to inquire into

the merits of that religion ; in consetpience of which inquirv, he
was converted about A. D. 132. On his embracing Christianity

lie quitted neither the profession nor the habit of a philosopher:

but a persecution breaking out under Autciiinus, he composed
" An Apology for the Christians;" and afterwards presented ano-
ther to Marcus Aurelius, in which he vindicated the innocence
and holiness of the Christian religion ag;iinst Crescens a Cvnic
philosoph-T, and other calumniators. He did honour to Chrisiia-

nity by his learning, and the purity of his manners; and sutlcred

martyrdom in 167. Besides his two Apologies, there are still ex-
tant his Dialogue with Trypho, a Jew ; two treatises addressed to
the Gentiles, and another on the unity of God. Other works are
also ascribed to him. 'I'he best editions of St. Justin are those of
Robert Stephens, in 1351 and 1671, in Greek and Latin: that of
Morel, in Greek and Latin, in 1656; and that of Don Prudentius
Marandus, a learned Benedictine, in 1742, in folio. The works
of Justin are written in a pure plain stile, and abound witli very-

valuable quotations, l)oth from sacred and profane writers. His
iiccount of the practices of the primitive Christians is pecuiiarlv
valuable.

JUSTNESS, the exactness or regularity of anything. It is chiefly
used iu speaking of thought, language, and sentiments. The just-

ness of a thoiiglit consists in a certain precision or accuracy, bv
« hich every part of it is perfectly true, and pertinent to the sub'-

ject. Justness of language consists in using proper and well cho-
ten terms: in not saY:ng either too much or too little.

JUTERBOCK, a town of Upper Savonv, in the province of
Querfiirt, on the Angerbach, eighteen miles N. E. of Wittenberg.
JUTLAND, a large peninsula, forming the principal part of

the kingdom of Demi ark. It is bounded on the S. E. by the
duchy of Holstein, and is surrounded on the other sides by the
German Ocean and the Baltic Sea. It is ;,bout 180 miles in length
from N. to S. and 50 in brtadth from E. to W. The air is very
cold, but whobsome ; and the ^oil is fertile in corn and pastures,
which feed a great number of beeves, that are sent to Germany,
flollaiid, and elsewhere. This was anciently called the Cimhrian
Chersonesus. It is divided into two parts, called North and
Soutli Jutland: the latter i> thj duchy of Sleswick, an<l lies be-
tween Nortli Jutland and the duchy of Holstein. See Den-
mark.
JUVENAL, Decius Juvius, the celebrated Roman satirist,

was born about the beginning of the emperor Claudian's reign, at

Aquinuni in Campania. He was bred an orator, studied under
Cjuiittilian, and made a distinguished tignre at the bar at Rome,
wU-re he acquired a considerable fortune belore he commenced

poet. Il i-. said lie was above forty vears of age wl.cu he rcc.t'-d

Ids first essav to a sm:!ll audience of \i\% friends; but being encou-

raged by their applause, he ventured a gre;:ter pu! licatiou: wl.icli

reaching the ears of Paris, Domitian's favourite at that tune,

though but a pantomime ph.ver, wliom our satirist had severely

insulted; that minion complained to the cmjieror, vhobani^hid
him bv giving him the command of a cohort in ihe arniy, at Pei.l i-

polis. After Domitian's death Juyenal returned to Home, sulii-

ciently cautioned against attacking living cliaractei'S and people ia

power, under arbitr.irv princes; and therefore he tliiis coiicludts

the debate with a friend on this head, in his fust satire;

E.vperiar quid concedator in illos

Quorum Elaminiategitur cinisal<iue Latina.
" I will try what liberties I may be allowed with those wjiose aslics

lie under the Flaminian and Latin ways," along each side of which
the Romans of the first quality used to be buried. It is believed

that he lived till the reign of Adrian in 128. There are still e.x-

tant sixteen of his satires, in whicli he discovers great w it, enerjjv,

and ktemiess. He lashed the vices of tlie court—of tin- people

—

of all men with uncommon vehemence, and often with a sufti-

ciencv of ill nature, and an unpardonable obscenity of language.

However, most poetical misauthropes hold hira in high estimation,

as by translating, paraphrasing, and accommodating, his satires to

their own limes, they got enough to sanction and enable tliem to

vent their spleen against mankind at large; who unhappily, at all

times, deserve the severest scourge of the keenest satirist.

JUVENTAS, in Roman mythology, the goddesswho presided

over youth.

JUXTAPOSITION, {juxla mdpositio, Lat.] is used by phi-

losophers to denote that species of growth which is peiformed br
tlie apposition of new matter to the surface or outside of old. In

which sense it stands opposed to introsusception, where the growth
of a body is performed by the reception of a juice within it dif-

fused through its canals.

IVY, in botany. See Heder.4.
IXI.i, in botany, a genus of tlie monogynia order, and triandria

class of plants; natural order, Eiisat;v. Corolla hexapetalous, pa-

tent, and equal; stigmata three, a little upright and petalous.

There are litty-tbur species, consisting of herbaceous, tuberouv,

an<i bulbous-rooted, flowery perennials, natives of warm climatet,

chiefly of the Cape of Good Hope.
IXlON, in fabulous history, king of the Lapitha-, married Dia

the daughter of Deionius, to whom iie refused to give the custo-

mary nuptial presents. Deionius in revenge took from him his

horses: when Ixion, dissembling his rejcnlment, invited his father-

in-law to a feast, and made hiin fall through a trap-door into n

burning furnace, in which he was immediately consumed. Ixion

being afterwards stung with remorse for h s cruelty, ran mad ; on
which Jupiter, in compassion, not only forgave him, but took him
up into heaven, w here he had the impiety to endeavour to cor-

rupt Juno. Jupiter to be the better assured of his guilt, formed a

cloud in the resemblance of the goddess, Uj.'on which Ixion brgat

the ceii'-aurs: but boasting of his happiness, Jove hurled him
down to Tartarus, where he lays tixed on a wheel eucoinpassed

with serpents, which turns without ceasing.

IXOUA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and te-

trandria class of plants; natural order, Stellata;. Corolla one-pe-

taled, funnel-sha|)ed, long, superior; stamina above the throat;

berrv four-seeded. It li.as nine species.

JVENAGUR, JYEPOUR, J.VYPOUR, JAYNAGUR.or
JOINAGUR, a city of II imloostan Proper, <apita of ;! territory^

so named, in tiie E. quailcr of Aginiere, 13'j miles W . by S. ef

Agar.
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Ki« thetciitli k'Ker of our alphabet, and the serentli consonant.
It II ;:riiciiliiirfl l)y a guttural expression of the breath

llirui;^li tiie iiioulh, together with a ilepressioii of the lower jaw
aiul o;;ciiuig of tlie teeth. Us sound is uuich the ^aiue witli that

ot the hard c or (ju ; and it is used, for the most part, only before e,

z> and ?!, in the beginning of weirds; as, ken, /'HI, Liunin, &c.
li 1^ at present very properly omitted at liie end of Knglish \vor(K,

at li-ast of those derived from the Latin; thus, ior puhlick, public,
^i-c. However, in monosyllables it is still retain^'d, asjVu'A:, block,
mock, &c. K is borrowed from the Greek, kappa, and was but
little used among the Latins: Priseian says, it was never iijcd ex-
cept in words borrowed from the Greek. As an abbreviation, K
has various sii>inhcations in old charters and dijilonias; e. g. K R
stood for chorus, K R. C. for cara civitas, K R i\L for carmen,
K H. AJSi. N. cams amicus noster, K S. chaos, K'l". capita ton-

SU.S, &c. Sometnnes K alone stood I'or Carthage. M. l^erger ob-
serves, that a capital K, on the reverse of the medals ot the eastern

emperors, signihed Konstantinus; and on the Greek medals he
will have it to signify koi.ih ltpia, Civlnsi/ria. K as a muneral
sip,nined 2j0, accorciuig to the verse; " C quoque ducentos et

quinquagirita tenebit."' When it had a stroke at top, ( k,) it stood
Jor i!jO,000.

KAAR 1"A, a kingdom of Africa, between the Gambia and the
Nigir, consisting pitrlly of rocky hills, but chiefly of sandy plains.

Keiniiuio IS tlie capital.

KABOf>Ujl'AS, a nation of South Africa, who had never seen a
while man till 17B5, when \l. Vaillant visited them. Having re-

ceived previous mtimation of his approach from some of the a<lja-

ccnt tribes, tlieir curiosity was wound up to the highest pitch;

and, upon the rirst appearance of his company, the whole horde
quitted then' kraal, and ran out to meet him. HanlU able to be-

lieve their eyes, tlieyfelt his hair, his hands, feet, and almost every
part of his body. His beard astonished them, and believing him
to be all over hairy, they half unbuttoned his clothes before they
could be satislied of the contrary. The children were dreadfully
frightened, but were soon reconciled to him by presents of sugar-

candy. Their chief shewed liim everv mark of respect. He was
a majestic I'lgure, advanced in life, aiid wore a long mantle made
of four jackal-skins. The Kabobiquas have neither the flat nose
nor plump cheeks of the Hottentots. They are as tall and as

black as the Caffres. Their hair is very short, much curled, and
ornamented with small copper-buttons. They go almost entirely

!i.,ked, during the hot weather, yet their manners are uncommonly
ciiaste, and no females can be more reserved than their women.
They wear a long mantle made of skins. Their onlv ornaments
are glass-beads, which they wear as bracelets. M. Vaillant gave
them a number of glass-bottles, which they greatly admired, and
called solid water, having seen ice, and having no idea that any
other solid substance could be formed transparent. 'I'hey suppos-
ed M. Vaillant prevented them from melting before their fires, by
magic. They believe in " a Supreme Being, who exists far be-
vond the Slavs, and who made and governs all things

"

KADESH, KADESH-BAKNEA, or EN-NllSHPAT, in

jincieiit geography, a cily in the wilderness of Zin, where Miriam
, the si^er of Mosts died, (Num. xx. 1,) and where Moses and
Aaron, shewing a distrust in God's power when they smote the

lock at lh2 waters of strife, were condemned to die without the
consolation of entering the (n'omised land, (xxvii. 14.)

KA.OMON.Kl, or CAOMON.-El, an ancient people of Pales-

tine, 'iaid to dwell at the foot of Mount llermon.
K.ENH'FERI.\, ZtDOARV. in botany, a genus of the mono-

gyuia order, and monandria class of plants; natural order, Scita-

niinea;. Corolla six parted, three of the parts larger, spreading,

one two-parted ; stigma two-plated. There are two species, viz.

K. galanga, galangale; and K. rotunda, natives of the East In-
dies.

KAJAAGA, a kingdom of Africa, called aUoGallam, bounded
on llie S. and S. E. by Bambouk, N. by (he Senegal, and \V. by
Bondou and Foota 'I'orra. Mr. Park says, the air is more pure
and salubrious than at any settlement on the coast, and the surface

is beautiful and picturesipie.

KALENDAR, or CALENDAR. See Calendar.
K.ALI, Sea-weed, ['Sp, Heb. kali, Arab.] the ashes of which

are used in the glass-niaiiufaclure. Sec Salicornia, and Sai^
SOLA.

KALISCH, a province of Lower Poland, !)Ounded on the S.

by Silesia. It was seized by the King of Prussia in 1793.

Kalisch, the capital ot the above province. Lon. 18.0. E.
Lat. b>. I'O. N.
KALMIA, in botany, a genus of the decandriamonogynia class

and order. Natural order, Bicornes. Calyx five-parted ; corolla

salver-form, with the border five-horned beneath ; capsule five-

celled. U here are four species.

K. Latifolia is a most beautiful shrub, which rises usually to

five or six feet, and sometimes twice that height. This plant is a
native of Carolina, Virginia, and other parts of the northern conti-

nent of America. Its noxious qtialities lessen that esteem which
its beauty claims : for although deer feed on its green leaves with

impunity, yet when cattle and sheep, by severe winters deprived
of better food, feed on the leaves of these plants, many of thera

die annuallv.

KALMCCS. SeeCALMUcs.
KALNICK, a strong town of Poland, in the palatinate of

Bracklaw. Lon. 29. 18. E. Lat. 48. 59. N.
KALO, or KALOO, a town of Upper Hungary, twenty-two

miles S. E. of Tockay.
KALUGA, a government of the Russian empire, formerly a

province of Mojeov.-, containing twelve districts.

Kaluga, the capital of the above government, is seated on the

Occa.
K.'VNL'VKUR.A, an island of Japan, on the S. coast of Niphon,

in which they confine their great men when they have committed
any fault.

KAMBALA, a ridge of mountains in Thibet, between the lake

Palte, and the Burranipooter.

KA.VHNIECK, a town of Russian Poland, capital of Podolla,

eighty -five miles ^V. of Brackla^v.

"kA.VJIS, or CAM IS, in the Japanese theology, denote deified

souls of ancient heroes, who are supposed still to interest them-

selves in the welfare of the peoide over whom they anciently com-
manded.
KAMP-FIGHT, in old law-writers, denotes the trial of a cause

by duel, or a legal combat, of two champions in the lield, lor de-

cision of some controversy. In this mode of trial the person chal-

lenged must either accept, or acknowledge, himself guilty of the

crime whereof he was accused. If it was a crime deserving death,

the camp-fight was for life and death: if the olfence deserved only

im|)risoninent, the camp-fight was accomplished when one com-
b..taiit had subdued the other, so as either to make him yield or

take him prisoner. 'I'he accused had liberty to choosC another to

fight ill his stead, but the accuser was obliged to perform it in his

own i)erson, and with equality of weapons. No w-omeu were

permitted to be spectators, nor men under the age of thirteen.

I'he priest and the people who looked on, were engaged silently

in ))rayer, that the victory might fall to him w ho had right. None
might'cry, shriek, or give the least sign; which in some places

was executed with so much strictness, tliat the executioner stood

ready with an axe to cut off the right hand or foot of the party th.it

flioul*.
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should ollend herein. He that, beiii^ wounded, yielded himself,

was at the other's mercy to be killecl or suffered to live. Rut if

life were granted, he was declared inlanious by the judge, and dis-

abled from ever bearing arms, or riding on horseback.

KAMSIN, a destructive hot wind that returns periodically in

Egypt.
KaMTSCHATKA, KAMSCIL\TKA, or KAMCHATKA;

a large peninsula on the IS. E. part of Asia, lying between 51°

and 62° Lat. N. and between 1 jj° and 164" Lon. E. It is bound-

ed on the E. and S. by the sea of Kanitschatka, on the W. by the

seas of Ochotsk and I'enshinsk, and on the N. by the country of

the Koriacs. The face of the country throughout the peninsula is

chiefly mountainous. It produces, in some parts, birch, poplars,

eldei^s, willows, underwood, and berries, of (lill'erent sorts. Greens

and otlier vegetaljles are raised with great facility; such as white

cabbage, turnips, radishes, beets, carrots, and some cucumbers.

Agriculture is in a very low state, owing chiefly to the nature of

the soil, and the severe hoar-lro^ts; for though some trials have

been made to cultivate graiii/^and oats, barley, and rye, have been

sown, yet no crop has ever been procured, sufficient in (pianlity

or quality to answer the trouble of raising it. Hemp, however,

has ot late years been cullivatrd with succes3» This peninsula

was discovere<l by the Russians about the end of the seventeenth

century ; and in 1711 the whole peninsula «as reduced under the

dominion of the Russians. Kanitschatka is divided by the Rus-

sians into four districts; and the government of the whole is de-

pendent upon, and subject to, the inspection of the chancery of

Ochotsk. The whole Russian force stationed in this peninsula

amounts to no more than 300 men. The population of Kanits-

chatka amounts to scarcely 4000 souls. Formerly the inhabitants

were more numerous; but in 1768, the small-po.\ carried oil' 5368

persons. '1 here are now only about 700 males in the whole pe-

ninsula who are tributary, and lew more than IQO in the neigh-

bouring islands, called the Kurilc Isles, who are subject to Russia.

The fixed annual tribute consists in 1279 sables, 464 red foxes, jO

sea-otters with a dam, and 38 cub-otters. All furs exported from

Kanitschatka and the neighbouring islands pay a duty of ten per

cent to the crown. Ihe KanUschalkans commonly travel in

sledi;es drawn by dogs. The animals used for this purpose differ

very" little from the common house-dogs; they are of a middling

size, of various colours, though there seem to be more white,

black, and grey, tlian of any other. In travelling, they make use

of those t'lat are castrated, and generally yoke four to a sledge.

They drive and direct their dogs with a crooked stick about four

feet long, wh.ch they sometimes adorn willi different coloured

thongs; this is looked upon as a great piece of finery. Tliey

drive their sledge sitting upon their right side, with their feet Iiang-

ing dow n ; for it would be looked upon as a disgr.ice for a man to

sitdovinat the bottom of the sledge, or to allow any person to

drive him. It is very difticult to travel in these sledges ; for un-

less a man keeps the exactest balance, he is liable every moment
from the height and narrowness of them to be overturned: in a

rugged road this would be very dangerous, as the dogs never stop

till thev come to some house, or are entangled by something upon
the road; especially in going down steep hills, when tliey uin

with all their force, and are scarcely to be kept in ; for which rea-

son, in descending any great declivHy, they unyoke all the dogs

except one, and lead them softly down, 'rhey likewise walk u\>

hills ; for it is as much as the dogs can do to drag up the sledge

emiity. The trade of Kanitschatka is almost entirely confined to

procuring the immediate necessaries and conveniences of life.

They sell the Koreki sables, fox and white dog-skins, dried mush-
rooms, and the like, in e.xchange for clotlies made of deer-skins

and other hides. Their domestic trade consists in dogs, boats,

dishes, troughs, nets, hemp, yarn, and provisions: and this kind
of barter is carried on under a great show of friendship ; for when
one wants any thing that another has, he goes freely to visit him,
and without any ceremony makes known his wants, although, per-

haps, he never had any acquaintance with him before: the host is

obliged to behave according to the custom of the country, and
give his guest what he has occasion for; but he may afterwards re-

turn the visit, and must be received in the same manner. Their
foreign trade is solely with Russia. Every year a vessel belonging

to the crown sails from Ochotsk to Kanitschatka laden with sail,

provisions, corn, and Russian manufliclures ; and returns iu June
or July of the following year with skins and furs.

t

K.VN, or KHAN', an officer in Persia, answering to that of go-
vernor in Europe.
KANDEGHERE, a town of Hindoosfan, in the Carnatic, fifty-

miles S. W. of Nellore, and seventy N. VV. of .Madras.

K.^NHAWAY, Great, a large river formed by the union of
the Green Brivr River and New River. Its navigation is inter-

rupted bv the Great Falls, ninety miles above its mouth, where it

is 'JSO yards broad.

Ka.nhaway, Little, is navigable for ten miles above itsmoulh,
where it is 1 jO yards broad.

KANISCA, a town of Lower Hungary. Lon. 17. 37. E. Lat.
46. 23. N.
K.\N-TCHEOU, a flourishing town of China, in tiie province

of Kiang-si. Its rivers, port, riches, and population, ail contri-

bute to attract strangers.

KAOLIN, an earth which is used as one of the two ingredients

in oriental porcelain. Some of this earth was brought from China,
and examined by Mr. Reaumur. He found that it was perlectly

infusible by fire, and believed that it is a talky earth ; but Mr.
Macqucr observes, that it is more probably of an argillaceous na-
ture, from its forming a tenacious paste with the other ingredient,

called petuntse, which has no tenacity. Mr. Bomare says, that

by analysing some Chinese kaolin, he found it was a compound
earth consisting of clay, to which it owed its tenacity ; of calcare-

ous eartli, which gave it a meally appearance ; of sparkling crys-

tals of mica ; and of small gravel, or particles of cpiartz-crystals.

Kaolin, a town of China, in the province of Chen-si, 25 miles
S. of ^'ao.

K.VPObJWAR, a fort of Lower Hungary, 55 miles W. of
Tolna.
K.APPAS, an Indian town of North America, in Louisiana, on

the west side of the Mississippi. Lon. p6. 57. W . Lat. 34. 35. N.
K.\RA1TF.S, or C^ARAITES, an ancient religious sect among

the Jews, whereof there are some subsisting in PolamI, Russia,'

Constantinople, Cairo, and other places of the Levant; whose
distinguishing tenet is, to adhere closely to the letter of the scrip-

ture, exclusive of allegories, traditions, and the like. Aben Ezra,
and some other rabbins, treat the Karaites as Sadducces; but Leo
deJiida calls them, more accurately, Sadducees reformed ; be-
cause they believe the inimertalily of the soul, paradise, hell, re-

surrection, &:c. which the ancient Sadducces denied. But he
adds, however, that they were doubtless originally real Sad-
ducces.

KARAVAN. See Caravan-.
KARAVANSERA. See Caravaxsera.
KARF.CK, or KAllEK, an island in the Persian giilph, ninety

miles from the mouth of Bassora river, where all ships bound to

that port must cail for pilots.

Karek, a town of Persia, in Segestan.

K.VRGAPOL, the capital of a territory of the same name, in

the province of Dwir.a, in Muscovy.
KARIKAL, orCARICAL, atownof Hindoostan, on the coast

of Tanjore, on a br.anch of the Cauvery, 6 miles S. of Tranque-
bar, and 12 N. of Negapatam.
KARS, or CARS, a town of Armenia. Lon. 43. 50. E. Lat.

41. 30. N.
KASAN, a large country of the Russian emjjire, Iviig on both

sides of the Volga, formerly an independent kingdom. It now
forms the three Russian governments, of Kasan, Simbirsk, and
Penza.

Kasan, tlie capital of the above government, is seated on the

Kazanka, at its junction with the \ olga, 414 miles E. by N. of
Moscow.
KASIIGAR, KASCHGAR, or CASHGUR, a city of Asia,

which formerly gave name to Little Bukharia, of which it was the

capital, 350 miles N.E. of Cashemire.
K.ASTANOVITZ, a town of Croatia, on the I'nna, which di-

vides Christendom from Turkey. Lon. 17. 20. R. Lat. 43.
40. N.
KATTEGATTE, or CATEGATE, a noted sea lying be-

tween part of Jutland and the coast of Sweden, towards the latter

interspersed with a great number of isles.

K.'^V'I.*\, orC.AVEAR, the hard roes of sturgeons made into

cakes an inch thick, and about four inches broad : they are salted

and dried in the sun. The Russians are very fond of this food ; it

is also in great repute among the Italians,

KAYE'S
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KAYK'S, or KaV'S, island. ;'ii inland ill lliL' north Paci-

fic Ocean. W atcr-1'ovils, liuiiimiiig-birds, ami beautitui king-

lisliei-N ;ilioiiiid in it. I.un. 14-'|. -tS. \V. Lat. 39. 56. N.
KAVSI:lIvSl!KRCi, a tnun ot Franco, in tlie deparlnienl of the

Upper Kliine, and lale province of Als.icc, 5 miles N.W. of Col-

mar.
KAYSERSF.SCH, ,i town of France in the de|)artment of the

Rhine and Moselle, and Lite electorate of 'l'reve>, 12 miles W. of

^Johlenfz.

KAYSERSLAUTERN, or LAUI'ERN, a toun and late

duchy of (Jeniianv, now annexed to France, included in the de-

partment of Mont I'onnere.

KAYSERSlllUr>, or KEISERSTOUE, atowu of Swisser-

lainl, in liaden, 8 mile-; S.F.. of Zwi/UMch.
KAY.SERSVEUn, orKEYSEKSWERT, a town in West-

phalia, S miles N. ol l^ii-^(Tdorj).

KAZANSKOE, or KASON, a govermnont of Russia, 100

njilc-. lonq, and about I no broad. See Kas.\.v.

KAZY, in the East Indies, a Mohammedan jndpe or magi-
strate, appointed originally by llie court of Delhi to administer

justice according to tlieir written law.

KEI5LA, an appellation given by theMoliammedans (o that

part of the world where the temple of Mecca is situated, to-

wards vihich they are obliged to turn their faces when they

])ray.

KECKLE, or KECKLING, in the sea-langnage, is the wind-
ing o( old ropes about cables, to prev<-iit them trom galling.

KED.VR, in ancient geography, a district in the dcert of tiic

Saracens, on the north ol Arabia Felix ; so called from Kedar, tlie

son of Ishmael.

KEDES, in ancient geography, a city of refuge and Leviti-

cal city in the tribe of Naphlhali, on the coniines of Tyre and
Galilee.

Kedes, a city in the tribe of Issachar (1 Chron. vi. 72), which
seems to be called KishioH in Joshua xix.

KEDGE, a small anchor, used to keep a ship steady svhilst she

rides in a harbour or river.

KEDGING, in the sea-language, is when a ship is brought up
or down a narrow river by means of the tide, the wind being con-

trary. To do this they use to set their forecour-e, or fore-top-sail

and mizen, that so they may flat her about ; and if she happen to

come too near the shore, they let tall a kedge-anchor, with a hawser

fastened to it from the ship, in order to turn her head about;

which work is called kedging.

KEDRON, or CEDRON, in ancient geography, a town
which, from the deteat and pursuit of the Syrians (1 Klac. \vi.),

appears to have stood on the road which led trom the liigher In-

dia to Ar.otus: in this war it was burnt by the Jews.

Kedkon, or Cedbon, in ancient geography, a brook or rivu-

let of Judea, between Jerusalem and Mount Olivet, on the east.

KEEL, [c«-/e, Saxon ; Ai'c/, Dutch ;
quitlc, 'Ff.'\ the principal

piece of timber in a ship, which is usually tirst laid on the blocks

in building. If we compare the carcase of a ship to the skeleton

of a human body, the keel may be considi-red as the back-bone,

and the timl)ei-s ,is the ribs. It therefore supports and unites the

whole fabric, since the stem and stern-post, which are elevated on
its ends, are in some measure a continuation of the keel, and

serve to connect and inclose the extremities of the sides by tran-

soms ; as the keel forms and unites the bottom by timbers. The
keel is generally composed of several thick pieces placed length-

ways, which after being scarfed together, are bolted and clenclieil

upon the upper side. When these pieces cannot be procured

Urge enough to afford a sufticient depth to the keel, there is a

-.trong thick piece of timber bolted to the bottom thereof, called

the fal-e keel, which is also very useful in preserving the lower

side of the main keel. In our largest ships of war, the false keel is

generally composed of two pieces, which are called the upper and

the lower false keel.

Keel is also a name given to a low flat-bottomed vessel, used

in some rivers.

Keei.-havlivg, a punishment inflicted for various oflences in

the Dutch navy. It is performed by plunging the culprit repeat-

edly under the ship's bottom on one side, and hoisting him up on

the other, after having pa-ssed under the keel. The blocks or pul-

lies by which lie is suspended are fastened to the opposite e.xtre-

N mities of the main-yard, and a weight of lead or iron is hung upon
his legs, to sink him to a competent depth. By this apparatus he
is drawn close up to the yard-arm, and thence let fall suddenly
into the sea, where passing under the ship's bottom, he is hoisted
up on the opposite side of the vessel.

KEELSON, the interior or counter-part of the keel ; as it it

laiil upon tlie middle of the tloor-limbers, immediately over the
keel, and, like it, composed of several pieces scarfed tocjether.

To sit with more security upon the lloor-timbers and crotches, it

is notched about an inch and a half deep, opposite to each of those
pieces, and thereby (irmly scored down upon them to that depth,
where it is secured by spike-nails.

KEENE, a nourishing town of New Hampshire, in Cheshire
county, S6 miles W. of Boston.

KEEP, in ancient military history, a kind of strongtowcr which
was built in the centre of a castle or fort, to which the besieged
retreated, and made their last efforts of defence. Of this descrip-

tion is (he keep of Windsor-castle.

KEEPER OF THE FOREST, an olTicer that has the chief

management of every thing belonging to a royal forest, as well at

the government of all the other otiicers.

Kf.EpKR OF THE Great Se.vl, [^ctistos magni sigii/i, Lat.] is

a lord by his office, anil called lord keeper of the great seal of

England, and isof the king's privy-council, under whose hand pass

all charters, commissions, and grants, of the king. This lord

keeper, by the statute of 5 Eliz. c. IS, hath the like jurisdiction,

and all other advantages, as hath the lord chancellor of England,
The keeper ot the great seal is constituted by the delivery of the
great seal, &c.
Keeper ok the Privv Seal, is also a lord by office, through

whose hands all grants, pardons, &c. pass before they come to the

great seal ; and even some things pass his hands which do not pass

the great seal at all. He is also one of the privy council, and was
anciently called clerk of the privy seal. His duty is to put tiic

the seal to no grant, &c. without a proper warrant ; nor with war-

rant where it is against law, or inconvenient, but shall lirsl acquaint

the king therewith

KEEPING, in painting, denotes the representation of objects

in the same manner that they a|)pear to the e\e at different dis-

tances from it ; for which the painter should have recoui-se to the

rules of perspective The famous Raphael L'rbin twice trans-

gressed these rules; in one of liis ci.r(ons, representing miraculous

draught ot tishe-, the men in each of the boats appear to be in full

size, while the boats are represented so small, and the men so big,

that any one of the (i.-hernien appears sufficient to sink either of

the boats by his weight. The other instance occurs in his picture

of our Saviour's transtiguration on the mount.
KEILL, James, M.D. an eminent physician, was born in Scot-

land about 1073; and having travelled abroad, read lectures ot

anatomy with great applause, in the universities of Oxford and
Cambridge, froin the latter of which he received the degree of

M.D In I7U0 he settled at Northampton, where he had consi-

derable practice as a physician ; and died there of a cancer in the

moulh, in 1719. Hepublished, 1 . An English translation of !.«.

merv's Chemistry. 2. An Account of Animal Secretion, the

(Juaiititv of Blood in the Human Body, and Muscular Motion.
3. A Treatise on Anatomy. And, 4. Several pieces in the Philo-

sophical TransactioiH.

KtiLL, John, M.D. elder brother to Dr. James, a celebrated

astronomer and mathematician, born at Edinburgh in 1671. He
studied in the university of that city, and in lfi94 went to Oxford,
where, being admitted of Baliol college, he read lectures accord-

ing to the Newtonian system, in his private chamber in that, col-

lege, lie is said to have been the first who taught Sir Isaac New-
ton's principles by the experiment on which they are foiin«*pd. This

he did liy an apparatus of instruments of his own providing, by
which he' acquired great reputation in the university. The lirst

specimen he gave the public of his skill in mathematical and ]>lu-

losophical knowledge was, his " Examination of Dr. Burnet's

Theory of the Earth, with Remarks on Mr. Whistoii's Theory :"

and these theories being defended by their respective inventors,

drew from Mr. Keill, " An Examination of the Retiections on

the Theory of the Earth, together with A Defence of the Re-

marks on Mr. Whistnn's New Theory." In 1701, he publislied

his celebrated treatise, intitled, " lntrodu.ctio ad verain Physi-

cara,"
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':am," which contains fourteen lectures; 1)ut in the following edi-

ions he added two more. This work has been translated into

English, under the title of An Introduction to Natural Philosophy.

Afterwards, being made F. R. S. he published, in the Philosophi-

al Transactions, a paper on the laws of attraction ; and being of-

ended at a passage in the Acta Eruditorum of Leipsic, warmly

v^indicated against Mr. Leibnitz Sir Isaac Newton's right to the

honour of the first invention of his method of fluxions. In 1709

he went to New England as treasurer of the Palatines. About
•711, objections being urged against Newton's philosophy, in

pport of Des Cartes's notions of a plenum, Mr. Keill published

_ paper in the Philosophical Transactions on the rarity of matter,

and the tenuity of its composition. While he was engaged in this

dispute. Queen Anne appointed him her decypherer; and he

continued in that place tdl 1716. He had also the degree of

M. D. conferred on him bv the university of O.vford in 1713.

He died in 1721. He published also Inlroductio ad veram Astro-

nomiam, which he translated into English; and an edition of

Conimandinus's Euclid, with additions of his own.

KELLINGTON, or CALLINGTON, a borough in Corn-
wall, twelve miles S. of Launceston. Lon. 4. 35. W. Lat. 50.

30. N.
KELLS, a borough of Ireland, in the county of Mealh, Lein-

ster, thirty-one miles from Dublin.
Kells, an ancient town of Ireland, in Kilkenny, sixty-four miles

from Dublin, seated on King's River.

KELP, in the glass-trade, a t^m used for a sort of impure al-

kali, made use of in many of the glass-works. It is the calcined

:; hes o( a plant called by the same name; and iti some places, of

i-thongs, a sort of tliick-leaved fucus, or sca-\vrack. The (iro-

^s of making it is this: the rocks, which are dry at low water,

are the beds of great quantities of sea-weed; which is cut, carried

to tlie beach, and dried ; antl a hollow is dug in the ground tliree

or four feet wide; round its margin is laid a row of stones, on
which the sea-weed is placed, and set on fire within, and cjuantities

of this fuel being continually heaped upon the circle, there is in

the centre a perpetual flame, from which a liquid like melted me-
tal drops into the hollow beneath: when it is full, as it commonly
is ere the close of day, all heterogeneous matter being removed,
the kelp is wrought with iron rakes, and brought to an unii'orm

consistence in a state of fusion. When cool, it consolidates into a

heavy, dark-coloured, alkaline, substance, which undergoes, in

the glass-houses, a second vitrification, and assumes a perfect trans-

parence. See Glassmaking.
KELSO, a town of Scotland, in Roxburgshire, pleasantly situ-

ated on the Tweed. Lon. I. 20. V.". Lat. 55. 38. N.
KELVIN, a river of Scotland, in Lanarkshire.
KEM MOO, a city of Africa, the capital of Kaarta. Mr. Park

was graciously received by the king, who gave him a guard to

Jarra, a frontier-town of Ludamar. Lon. 7. 20. W. Lat. 14.

15. N.
KEMP, or KEMPEN, a town of Germany, in the late elec-

torate of Cologne; now included in the department of the Roer;
fifteen miles N. E. of Ruremond. Lon. 6. 30. E. Lat. 51.

18. N.
KEMPIS, Thomas a, a pious and learned regular canon, born

at the village of Kemp, in the diocese of Cologne, in 1380; from
which he took his name. He studied at Deventer, in the com-
munity of poor scliolars, established by Gerard Groot ; where he
made great progress in the sciences. In 1399, he entered the mo-
nastery of the regular canons of Mount St. Agnes, near Zwoll, of
which hi:i brother was prior. Thomas k Kempis there distinguish-

ed himself by his eminent piety, his respect for his superiors, his

charity to his brother canons, &c. He died in 1450, aged 70.

The best editionsof his works, which consist of sermons, spiritual

treatises, and lives of holy men, are those of Paris in 1649, and of
Antwerp in 16j7. The famous book, " De Imitatione Christi,"

which has been translated into almost all languages, having been
found i)rinted under the name of Gersou, has Been on this account,
as well as on the credit of some MSS. since ascribed to the abbot
Gerson. 'Ibis occasioned a violent dispute between the canons
of St. Augu-^tine and the Benedictines.

KE.MPIEN, a territory in Suabia, between the bishopric of
Aug>burg, and the barony of Walburg.
KEMPTtN, a town in the above territorv. Lon. 10. 35. E.

Lat. 47. 47. N.
»0L. III.—NO. US.

KEN, a river of England, which runs into the Ex, below

Exeter.

Ken, or Kan, a river of Westmoreland, which flows by Kendal.

Ken, a river of Scotland, in Kircudbrightshire, and New Gal-

loway.

KENA, a town of Egypt, anciently called Canopolis; four

miles N. E. of Dendera.
KENDAL, a town of Westmoreland, forty-six miles S. of

Carlisle. Lon. 2. 52. W. Lat. 54. 15. N.
KENDRICK'S ISLAND, an island of America, which form?

the W. side of Noolka Sound.
KENMARE, a river of Ireland, in the S. ^^. part of Ken

y

county.

KENNEDY, John, M.D. a learned Scotch physician, of the

eighteenth century, who resided several years at Smyrna. He
made a valuable collection of coins and pictures : and published a

Dissertation on the Coins of Carausius, which produced a contro-

versy between him and Dr. Stukely. He died in 17C0.

KENNET, Dr. White, bishop of Peterborough, a learned

English writer, was born at Dover, Aug. 10th, 1660 ; and bred

at St. Edmund's Hall, Oxford; where he soon distinguished him-

self by his translations of several books into English, and otliiT

publications. In 1695, he published his " Parochial Anticiuilie:,."'

A sermon preached by him on the 30th of .lanuary 1703, at Aid-

gate, exposed him to great clamour. It wa^ printed under the

title of" A Compasbioaate Inquiry into the Causes of the Civil

War. In 1706, he publislied his " Case of Impropriations," and
two other tracts on the same subject. In 1709, he published the

third volume of" The Complete History of England ;" the two
former being compiled by Mr. Hughes. In 1709, he published
" A Vindication of the Church and Clergy of England from some
late reproaches rudely and unjustly cast upon them; and, A true

Answer to Dr. Sachevert-rs Sermon." Dr. Kennet was exposed
to great odium as a low-clniri h man. In 1713, he presented the

Society for propagating the Gospel w ilh a great number of books,

suitable to their design
;
published his " Bibliotheci Aniericany

Primordia," and founded an antiquarian and historical library at

Peterborough. Upon the death of Dr. Cumberland, bishop of

Peterborough, he was promoted to that see, in 1718; which he
held till his death, in 172S. He wai an excellent philologist, a
good preacher, whether in English or Latin, and well versed in

the history and antiquities of England.

KENNICOTT, Benjamin, a learned divine, was born in

1718, at Totness, in Devonshire, of which place his father was
parish-clerk. By the liberality of some gentlemen, he was sent to

Exeter college, Oxford, where he applied to his studies with such
diligence, that while an under-graduate he published two disser-

tations on the T-ee of Life, and Cain and Abel, for which the
university presented him his bachelor's degree, without fees, and
before he had completed his terms. He next undertook to pub-
lish acorrect edition of the text of the Hebrew Scriptures, collat-

ed from ancient manuscripts. In this great work, for which he
was admirably fitted by patience, industry, and learning, he met
with extensive encouragement, and many sovereigns and other il-

lustrious personages appeared in his list of subscribers. To enable
him to perfect his design, he was made keeper of the Radcliffe li-

brary, and canon of Christ church. The first volume he publish-

ed iii 1776, and the last, which is the 8th, in 17S0. He died at

Oxford, in 1783. After his death appeared his Remarks on cer-

tain Passages of the Old Testament. Ifatkins.

KENSINGTON, a populous village of Middlesex, on the
W. road from London, near two miles from Hyde-Park corner.

Besides the palace, now- neglected, it contains many genteel

houses, and several boarding-schools. The palace, which was the

seat of Lord Chancellor Finch, afterwards Earl of Nottingham,
was purchased by King William III. who greatly improved it,

and caused a royal road to be made to it, through St. James's and
Hyde-Parks, with lamp-posts erected at equal distances on each
side. Queen Mary II. enlarged the gardens. Queen Anne im-
proved what Mary had begun ; and was so pleased with the place,

that she frequently supped during the summer in the green-
house, which is very bc-autiful : but Queen Caroline completed
the design by extending the gardens frop the great road in Ken-
sington to Acton ; by bringing the Serpentine river into them ;

and by taking in some acres from Hyde-Park, on which she
caused a mount to be erected, with a chair ou it that could be

3 A ea»i]j
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easily turned round for shelter from the wind, since decayed, i

At this palace King William, Prince George of Denmark, Queen
Anne, and King George II. died. The old church was pulled

down in lfi96, and a much better one built in its room.
KENT, a county of England, situated at the S. E. corner of

the island, and thence enjoying many advantages. The capacious

estuary of the Tl;ames washes it on the N. as the sea doi-s on the

S. E. whence some have styled it a peninsula. In point of ex-

tent, this is the hfth county in .South Britain. Kent is supposed to

be so named from the ancient British word kiint, signifying a cor-

ner, or,when applied to a county, a head-land. 1 he Romans called

the province Caiitium, and the people Cantii. Climate, various.

In the low- flat lands, and marshes, the air is heavy and unhealthy ;

though not to sucii a degree as it has been sometimes represented.

But, m the rest oi'the county, the air is as pure and wholesome, as

in any i>art of Britain. No region is more happily or beautifully

diversilied in regard to soil ; and in no county are the various

soils more fertile thaii in this. The flat country is renowned for

its meadows ; and Uumney Marsh has hardly its equal. The na-

tural products ot Kent are numerous, and of great value. In the

bowels of the earth they find a rough hard stone for paving : e.\-

quisite fullers earth, rich marl, fme chalk, and iron ore. Prodi-

gious heaps of copperas stones are tlir(jwn on the coast. The i.^le

of Shcppey, and all the adjacent shores as far as Reculver, are

justly famous for wheat. Thanet has no less credit for both barley

and wheat. Horses, black cattle, and sheep, are numerous and

reniarkal>le in size ; and the hop-grounds, in all parts of the

county, turn to very considerable account. Weld, or dyers weed,
is also a very prolitable commodity, of which great quantities

grow near Canterbury ; madder also, is occasionally cultivated.

The rivers and sea-coasts abound with fish. The excellency of

its oysters on the eastern shore is celebrated by the Roman poets.

Kent, a populous and fertile county of Delaware, bounded on

the E. by the Delaware. Dover is the capital.

Kent, a county of Maryland, on the eastern shore, bounded
on the W. by Chesapeak Bay. Cheiter is the capital.

KENTUCKY, one of the 17 United States of N. America.

It is situated between 83° and 89° Lon. W. of London ; and be-

tween 36° 30' and 39" 30' Lat. N. It i» bounded on the N. W.
and N. by the Ohio ; E. by Great Sandy river, and a line drawn
due S. till it reaches the N. boundary of N. Carolina; S. E. by
Cumberland Mountain; S. by the State of Tennessee; and W.
by Cumberland river, in length 250 miles, and breadth 200 ; it

lies nearly in the form of a triangle. It is divided into 19 coun-

ties ; Jefferson, Fayette, Lincoln, Mason, Woodford, Bourbon,

Maddison, Mercer,' Nelson, Washington, Franklin, Scott, Logan,

Shelby, Hardin, Greene, Clarke, Harrison, and Campbell. The
prnicipal rivers are the Ohio, Kentucky, Licking River, Red
River, Elkhorn, Dicks River, Green River, Cumberland River,

and Great Kanhaway or New River. These are all navigable

for boats almost to their sources, without rapids, for the greatest

part of the year. Thi' country is generally level, and abounds

with limestone, which usually lies about six feet deep, except in

hollows, where streams run, where the rock is in the bottom of

the channel. The springs and streams lessen in June, and con-

tinue low, hindering navigation, until November, when the au-

tumnal rains soon replenish the whole country with water. The
soil is amazingly fertile. The inhabitants distinguish its quality by

1st, 2d, and 3d rate lands; and scarcely a marsh or swamp is to

be found. This country is more temperate and healthy than the

other settled parfe of America. The winter begins about Christ-

mas, and ends about the first, or at farthest, the 13th of March
;

and is so mild, that cattle can subsist without fodder. Snow sel-

dom falls deep, or lies long. The country, in general, may be

considered as well timbered, producing large trees of many kinds,

and exceeded by no country in variety. Those w hich are pecu-

liar to Kentucky are, the sugar-tree, which grows in all parts in

great plenty, ancl furnishes every family with plenty of excellent

sugar ; and the honey-locust, which is curiously surrounded by

large thorny spikes, bearing broad and long pods in form of peas ;

it has a sweet taste, and makes excellent beer. The coffee-tree,

which resembles tlie bljck oak, grows large ; the papaw-trce,

which does not grow to a great size, is a soft wood, iiears a fine

fruit, like a cucumber in shape and size, but tastes sweet ; the cu-

cumber-tree, which is sinall and soft, with remarkable leaves, and

bears a fruit much resembling that from which it is named ; black
mulberry-trees in abundance ; the wild cherry-tree, which is of a
large size, and supplies the inhabitants with boards for all their

buildings ; the buck eye, 'a very soft wood, bearing a remarkable
black fruit ; and some other kinds of trees not common elsewhere.
The fields are covered with wild herbage not common to other
countries ; as the Shawanese sallad, with lettuce, pepper-grass,

kc. '^I'hroughout the year, excepting the winter-months, the

plains and valleys are adorned with numberless flowers of admira-
ble beauty. The tulip-bearing laurel-tree, or magnolia, which has

an exquisite smell, continues to blossom and seed for several

months together. Iron ore and lead are found in abundance.
The western waters produce plenty of fish. The land-fowls are,

turkeys ; a species of grouse, w hich the inhabitants call pheasants

;

(|uails, which they call partridges ; the parroquet, a bird resem-

bling a parrot, hut much smaller; and the ivory bill woodcock,
of a whitibh colour, with a white plume. Serpents are not nu-

merous, except the bull, the horned, and the niockason snakes.

Among the native animals is the buffalo, or American Bison. See
Bos. There are many deer, elks, bears, panthers, wild cats,

wolves, beavers, otters, minks, musk-rats, foxes, rabbits, squir-

rels, racoons, ground-hogs, pole-cats, and opossums. Most of the

domestic quadrupeds introduced since the settlement, as horses,

cows, sheep, and hogs are prodigiously multiplied, suffered to run

in the wooils without a keeper, and brought home only when
wanted. Many caves are found in this country amazingly large;

ill some of which one may travel several miles under a fine lime-

stone rock, supported by curious arches and pillars : in most of

them runs a stream of water. Lexington and Frankfort arc the

chief towns.

Kentucky, a river of N. America, in the above state.

KEPLER, John, one of the greatest astronomers of his age,

was born at Wiel, in the county of Wirtemberg, in 1571. His fa-

ther had been an officer in the imperial service, but was so much
reduced, as to be obliged to keep a public house. Youug Kep-
ler, liowever,studjed astronomy and mathematics under Ma;^llinus,

and made such rapifl progress, that in 1593, he was appointed pro-

fessor of mathematics at Gratz. In 1595, he wrote an excellent

book, wliich was printed at Tubingen, in 1596, entitled " Prodro-

mus Dissertationum de Proportione Orbium ccelestium, deque
CausisCadorum Numeri, Magnitudinis,Motuumque periodicorum

genuinis et propriis, &c." Tycho Brahe having settled at Bohe-
mia, under the patronage of the emperor Rodolphus, he prevailed

upon Kepler to leave the university of Gratz, and remove into

Bohemia with his family and library in 1600. Kepler in his jour-

ney was seized so violently with the quartan ague, that he could

not doT\cho Brahe the services of which he «as before capable.

He was also dissatisfied with the reservedness which Tjcho Brai'.e

shewed, for he did not communicate to him all that he knew ; and
as he died in ICOI, Kepler had not time to be very useful to him.

I'pon Brah^'s death, the emperor appointed him his mathemati-

cian for life, and he daily acquired additional reputation by his

works. The emperor orciered him to finish tlie tables of Tycho
Brab^, which were called the Rodolphine Tables. Kepler ap-

plied himself to it vigorously ; but the imperial treasurers were so

ill-alfectecl toward our author, that he could not publish these ta-

bles till 1627. He died at Ratisbon, where he was soliciting pay-

ment of the arrears of his pension, in 1630. The principal works

of this astronomer are, 1. Prodronius Disscrtationum abovemen-
tioned, which he also entitled Mysterium Cosmographicum, and

esteemed more than any other of his works, 2. Harmoiiia Mundi,
with a defence of that treatise. 3. De Cometis, libri tres. 4. Epi-

tome Astroiiomi.-e Copernicans. 5. Astronomia nova. 6. Chilias

Logarithmorum, &c. 7. Nova Stereometria Doliorum vinarioruin,

&c. 8. Dioplric;e. 9. De vero natali anno Christ!. 10. Ad
Vitellionem Paralipomena, quibus Astronomic Pars optica tradi-

tur, &c. ll.Somnium, Lunarisve Astronomia ; in which he be-

gan to draw up that system of comparative astronomy which was

afterwards pursued by Kircher, Huygens, and Gregory. His

death happened while the work was printing; upon which James

Bartschius his son-in-law undertook the care of it, but was also in-

terrupted by death ; and Lewis Kepler his son, who was then a

physician at Konigsberg in Prussia, was so much startled at these

disasters, that it was with difficulty he could be prevailed upon to

attempt to finish it, lest it should prove fatal to him : he completed

4 the
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the task, however, witlioiit injury. For Kepler's discoveries in

astronomy. See Astronomy.
Kepler's Problem is the determining the true from the mean

anomaly of a planet, or the determining its place, in its orbit, an-

swering to any given time. The general state of the problem is

this: to find the position of a right line, which, passing through

one of the foci of an ellipsis, shall cut off an area which shall be in

any given proportion to the area of the ellipsis ; wh.ich results from

this property, that such a line sweeps areas that are proportional to

the times. Many solutions have been giyen of this problem, some
direct and geometrical, others not: viz. by Kepler, who first pro-

posed it ; BuUiald, \\'ard, Newton, Keill, Machin, &:c. See
is'ewton's Princip. lib. 1, prop. 31, Keill's Astron. Lect. 23,

Philos. Trans, abr. vol. S. p. 73, &c.
KERCOLANG, an island of Asia, in the Indian Ocean, be-

tween 80 and lOOrailcs in circunifereijce. Lon. 126. 31. E.
Lat. 4. 28. N.
KERGUELEN's LAND, in the S. Pacific Ocean, was visited

by Captain Cook, in 1779. From its sterility, it might pro|ierly

have been called the Island of Desolation. Lon. 6g. 37. E. Lai.

49. 3. S.

KERl CETIB are various readings in the Hebrew Bible: keri

signifies that which is read ; and cctib, that which is written. For
where any such various readings occur, the wrong reading is

written in the text, and that is called thecetib ; and the true read-

ing is written in the margin, with [5 under it, and called the keri.

It is generally said by the Jewish writers, that these corrections

were introduced by Ezra ; but it is most probable, that they had
their original from the mistakes of the transcribers after the time
of Ezra, and the observations and corrections of the Masorites.
Those Keri-cetibs, which are in the sacred books written by Ezra
himself, or which were taken into the canon after his time, could
not have been noticed by Ezra himself; and this affords a pre-
sumption, that the others are of a late date. These words amount
to about 1000 ; and Dr. Kennicott, in his Dissertatio Generalis,
remarks, that all of them, excepting 14, have been found in the
text of MSB.
KERNL\N, a province in the S. of Persia on the Persian Gulf.

See Carmania.
Kerman, the capital of the above province, is seated in Lon

50. 30, E. Lat. 30. 0. N.
KERMES, [nonn, Arab.] in zoology, an insect produced in

the excrescences of a species of the oak.' See Coccus.
Kermes MiKERAL, in chemistry, an antimonia! compound

much used as ^a medicine about the begiiming of the seventeenth
century ; in the new chemical nomenclature, it is denominated
hyilro-sulphuret of antimony. It is made thus, sixteen parts of
sulphurct of antimony, eight parts of potash, and one of sulphur,
are triturated together in a mortar, melted in a crucible, and the
mass pouretl into :iii iron-vessel. When cold it isp>>unded, and
boiled in a sufficient quantity of water, and the solution is filtered
while hot. On cooling, it deposits the kermes abundantly in the
state of a yellow powder, which is edulcorated with water, and
dried.

KERPEN, a town of Germany, now annexed to France, and
included in the department of the Roer. It is 14 miles S. E of
Juliers. Lon. 6. 5S. E. Lat. 50. 5. N.
KERRY, a county of Ireland, in the province of Munster, an-

ciently called Corrigia, cr the rock v couiitrv, from Cern'g or Car-
rie, a rock. It is bounded on the'N. bv the Shannon, which di-
vides it from Clare. The S. parts are plain and fertile, but the N.
full of high mountains, which, though remarkably wild, produce a
great number of natural curiosities. The principal rivers are the
Blackwater, Feal, Gale and Brick, Cashin, Mang. Lea, Flesk,
Laiine, Carrin, Fartin, Inry, and Roughly, and the principal lake
15 KiUarney. There are some good medicinal waters; particular!

v

those of Killarney, Ivetag, Spa, FcUoswcIl, Dingle, Castlemain,
anil Tarlec ; a saline spring at Maherybeg. Some rare and use-
ful plants grow in Kerry, of which Dr. Smith gives a particular
account in his history of that country.
KESSEL, a town of France, in the department of the Roer,

and late province of Upper Guelderland. Lon. 6. 13 E Lat
41. '22. N.
KESTEVEN, one of the diviMons of Lincolnshire, contain-

ing theW. part of the countj, from the middle to theS. extremitv.

KESWICK, a town of Cumberland, Cj miles N. W . by N. of
Kendal, and 287 N.N. W. of London.
Keswick, Vale ov, a delightful spot in the S. part of Cumber-

land, much visited by the admirers of nature. Here is the lake
of Keswick, or, more properly, the lake of Derwent-water. To
the N. of this romantic piece of water soars the lolty mountain
Skiddaw, one of the most distinguished in England, and the haunt
of eagles and other birds of prey. To the S" is the dreary region
of Borrodale.

KETCH, [from raicchio, Italian, a baael,] a vessel equipped
with two masts, viz. the main-mast and mizen-mast, and usually
from 100 to 2j0 tons burden. Ketches are principally used a's

yatchts, or as boudj-vessels ; the former of which are emploved to
convey princes of the blood, ambassadors, or other great person-
ages, from one (jart to anotlier ; and the latter to bombard cita-
dels, towns, or fortresses. The bomb-ketches are therefore fur-
nished with all the apparatus necessary for a vigorous bombard-
nient ; they are built remarkably strong, as being fitted with a
greater number of riders than any other vessel of war ; and indeed
this reinforcement is absolutely necessary to sustain tlie violent
shock produced by the discharge of their mortars, which would
otherwise soon shatter them to pieces.

KETTERING, a town of Northamptonshire, 12 miles N. E.
of Northampton, and 75 N. W. of London.
KETTLE, in the art of war, is a term the Dutch give to a

battery of mortars, because it is sunk under ground.
KETTLE-DRUMS, drums formed of two large basins of

jopper or brass, rounded at the bottom, and covered over with
vellum or goat-skin, which is kept fast by a circle of iron, with se-
veral holes in it, fastened to the body of the drum, and a like nura-
ber of screws to screw up and down, and a key for that purpose.
The two basins are kept fast together by two straps of leather,
which go through two rings, and are fastened the one before and
the other behind tlie pommel of the kettle-drum's saddle. They
have each a banner of silk or damask, richly embroidered witfi
the savereign's arms, or with those of the colonel, and are fringed
with silver or gold ; and, to preserve them in bad weather, they
have each a cover of leather.

KEW, a Tillage of Surrey, on the banks of the Thames, about
seven miles W. by S. of London. It was formerly a hamlet to
Kingston ; but in 1769, an act of parliament was passed, formin"-
Kew and Petersham into one vicarage. Kevv House, a royal pa-
lace, is celebrated for its fine gardens, and his majesty's exotic
garden. This last has been brought to great perfection by the in-
troduction of many new plants from Africa and New South Wales;
and is known throughout all Europe bv the late Mr. Alton's Hor-
tus Kevvensis. From Kew to Brentford is a handsome stone-bridge
of seven arches over the Thames, built, in 1789, from a design of
llie late Mr. Paine. Kew garden; are open to the public, every
Mond.iy from midsummer to the end of autuinn.

KEXHOLM, a province of Finland, in Sweden, which bor-
ders upon Russia. The lake Ladoga crosses it, and divides it into
two parts. By the treaty between Russia and Sweden in 172J,
the Swedes were obliged to abandon the East, whicli is the best
part of it, to the Russians. The country in general is full of lakes
and marshes, thinly inhabited, and badly cultivated.

Kexholm, or Carelgorod, a town of Russia in the above pro-
vince, not very large, but well fortified, with a strong castle. Lon
30.25. E. Lat. 61. 12. N.
KEY, a well known instrument for opening and shutting the

locks of doors, chests, &c. See Lock.
Key, or Key Note, in music, a certain fundamental note or

tone, to which the whole of a movement has a certain relation or
bearing, to which all its modulations are referred and accommo-
dated, and in which it both begins and ends. There are but two
species of keys : one of the major, and one of the minor mode:
all the keys in which we employ sharps or fiats being deduced from
the natural keys of C major and A minor ; of which they are mere
transpositions.

Key is also used for ecclesiastical jurisdiction
; particularly

for the power of excommunicating and absolving. The Roman-
ists say, the pope has the power of the keys, and can open and
shut Paradise as he pleases ; grounding their opinion on that e.\-

pression of our Lord to Peter, " I will give thee the keys of the
kingdom of heaven.''

Key
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Key, or Quay. See Quay.
Keys are also cerUiin sunken rocks lying near the surface of Ike

water, particularly in the West Imlies.

Keys of an Ougas, Haki'sichord, &c. those little pieces ni

the fore-part of those instrnments, by means whereol the jacks

play, so as to strike the strings. These are in number i'S or 29-

ill large organs there are several sets of the keys, some to play

the secondary organ, some for the main body, sbmc for the trum-

pet, and some for the echoing trumpet, &c. in some there are

but a part that play, and the rest are only for ornament. Tiiere

are twenty slits in the large keys, which make half-notes. See

Organ, &c.
KEYNSHAM, a town of Somersetshire, 1 16 miles from Lon-

don, in the lower road between Bath and Bristol.

KRYSLER, John George, F. U.S. a learned German anti-

quarian, born at 'rhoiinieau in 1689. After studying at the uni-

versity of Halle, he was appointed preceptor to Charles Maximilian
and ChristiLui Charles, the Counts of Giech ; with whom he tra-

velled through Germany, France, and the Netherlands, and gained

great reputation among the learned, by illustrating several monu-
ments of antiquity, particularly some Iragmcn.ts of Celtic idols tiis-

covered in the cathedral of Paris. In 1710 he was employed to

superintend the education of two grandsons of Baron Bernstorff,

first minister to king George I. as elector of Bnmswlck Lunen-
berg. However, obtaining leave, in 171S, to visit England, he

was elected F. R. S. for a learned essay De Dea Nahelenia Nu-
mine veterum Walachornm topico. " lie gave also an explanation

of the ancient monument on Salisbury plain, called Stonehenge,
with A Dissertation on tl.e Consecrated Misletoe oi the Druids.

These detached essays, with other', he published on his return to

Hanover, under the title of Antiquitates selects Seplentrionales et

Celtics, &c. He afterwards made the grand tour with the young
barons, to which we owe the ])ublication of his (ravels ; wliich

were translated into English, and published in IT.'iD, in four vols.

4to. Mr. Keysler on his return spent the remaiuiler of his life un-

der the patronage of his noble pupils, who committed their fme
library and museum to his care, with a hand^ome income. He
died m 1743.

KEY-STONE, of an ARCH or VAULT, is the last stone

placed at the top; which being wider and fuller at the top than

bottom, wedges and binds all the rest. The key is different in

the different orders ; in the Tuscan and Doric it is a plain stone only

projecting; in the Ionic it is cut, and waved somewhat after tlie

manner of consoles: in the Corinthian and Composite it is a con-

sole enriched with sculpture, foliages, &c.
KHALIF, KALIPH, or CALIPH, [A'/w/zJa/f, Arab, ?. c. a

Successor, or heir,] a successor of Mohanmied in the spiritual as

well as temporal empire erected by that legislator. After the

death of Mohammed, Abubekcr, having been elected by the Mus-
sulmans to supply this place, he would take no other title but that

of khalifah ressoul allali, !. c. vicar of the prophet, or Messenger
of God. Omar, who succeeiled Abubeker, declined the title, pre-

ferring that of emir nioumenin, (. e. Prince of the believers; but

his successors resumed that of khalif, which thus came to signify,

the supreme ecclesiastical dignity among the Saracens ; or, sove-

reign dignity among the Mohammedans, vested with absolute au-

thority in all matters relating both to religion and policy. In the

- Arabic it signihes also vicar ; the khalifs bearing the same relation

to Mohammed that the popes pretenti they do to Jesus Christ or

St. Peter. It is still one of the Grand Signior's titles, as successor

of Mohanmied: and of the Sophi of Persia, as successor of Ali.

One of the chiet functions of the khalif, in iiuality of imam or

chief priest of Mussulinanisni, was to begin the public prayers

every Friday in the chief mosque, and to deliver the khoth!)ak or

sermon. In after-times, they had assistants for this latter office ;

but the former the kiialifs always |)erformed in ])er5on. The
khaliph was also obliged to lead the pilgrims to Mecca in person,

and to inarch at the head of the armies cf his empire. He granted

investiture to princes; anil sent swords, standards, gowns, and the

like, as presents to princos of the Mohammedan religion ; who,
though tiit-y had thrown oft' the \oke of the calipluite, neverthe-

less held of it as vassals. The kiialifs u-ually went to the mosque
mounted on mules ; and tiie sultans selgiucides, though masters of

Bagdad, held their stirrup--', and led their mule by the bridle some
distance on foot, till such lime as the khalifs gave them the sign to

mount on horseback. At one of tlie windows of the khalifs palace,

there always hung a piece of black velvet twenty cubits long,

v.h.ith reached to the ground, and was called the khalil's sleeve :

'

wiiich the grandees of his court never failed to kis^ every day, with
greut respect. After the destruction of the caliphate by Hulaku,
the iVlohammedan princes appointed a particular officer, in their re-

spective dominions, who sustains the sacred authority of khalif.

In I'urkey he goes under the denomination of mufti, and in Per-

sia under that of sadne. After the death of Mohammed, the suc-

cession of khalifs continued in Arabia and Bagdad, till the 65jlh
year of the Hegira, when Bagdad was taken by the Tartars. Alter

this, however, there were persons, who'claimed the khaliphate, as

pretending to be of the family of the Abassides, and to whom the

sultans of Egy|)t rendered great honours at Cairo, as the true suc-

cessors of Mohammed ; but this honour was merely titular, anti the

rights allowed them only in matters relating to religion ; and thoui^h

they bore the sovereign title of khalifs, they were nevertheless sub-

jects and dependents of the sultans. In the yeai-jOf the Hegira 30 1, a

kind of kaliphate was erected by the Fatemites in Africa, and lasted

till it was suppressed by Saladin. Historians also speak of a thud
khaliphate in Gemen or Arabia Felix, erected by some princes of

the family of the Jobites. The emperors of Morocco assume the

title of grand cherifs; and pretend to be the true khalifs, or suc-

cessors of Mohammed, though underanother title. See Moham-
med.
KHAN, or CHAM, the title given to the sovereign princes of

Tartary. The word inPersian, signihes mighty lord, in the Scla-

vonic, emperor. Sperlingius, in his Dissertation on the Danish
term of Majesty, koiiing, king, thinks the I'avtarian chain may be
derived from it ; adding that in the north they say kan, konnen,
konge, konning, &:c. 'Ihe term is also applied, among the Per-

sians, to the great lords of the couit, and the governors of pro-

vinces.

KHARKOF, a government of the Rassian empire, formerly in

that of Ukrania. Kharkof, its capital, is seated on the Uda.
KHAl'LAN, a district of Arabia, in Yemen.
KIAM, a great river of China, which rises near the west fron-

tier, crosses the whole kingdom eastward, and falls into the bay of

Nanking, below that city.

KIANG-N AN, a province of China, and one of the most fer-

tile, commercial, and richest, in the empire. It is bounded on
the \V. by Ho-nan and Hou-quang; S. by Tche-kiang and
Kiang-si; E. by the gnlph of Nanking ; and N. by Chan-
long.

Kiang-si, a province of China, bounded on the N. by that of

Kiang-nan, VV. by Hou-quang, S. by Quang-tong, and E. by Fo-
kien and Tche-kiang. The country is extremely fertile, but so

populous, that it can scarcely supply the wants of its inhabitants,

who are therefore very economical.

KIAYAS, in Turkish polity, cpnimanding officers of the Jani-

zaries, Arabs, &c. who after the first year, lay down their employ-
ments, become veterans, and have a voice in the Divan.
KIBES. See Chilblain.
KiCKAPOUS, a nation of North American Indians, who inhabit

the country near the entrance of Lake Superior.

Kl D, in zoology. See Capra.
KIDDEUS, in" law, are those that badge or carry corn, dead

victuals, or other merchandise, up and down to sell : every person

being a common badger, kidder, Inder, or carrier, &c. says the

Stat. 5 Eliz. cap. V2. They are called kiddiers, 13 Eliz.

cap. 25.

KIDDERMINSTER, or KEDDERMINSTER, a town of

Worcestershire, scaled under a hill on the Stour, near the Severn,

128 miles from London. Lon. 2. 15. W. Lat. 52. 2S. N.
KIDDINGTON, a town of Oxfordshire, four miles from

Woodstock, and 12 from Oxford. I
KIDNAPPER, one who steals human beings ; a manstealer. |
KIDNAPPING, the forcible abtluction or stealing away of

man, woman, or child, from their own country, and sending them

into another. This crime was capital by the divine law : See Ex-

odusxxi. 16. So likewise in the civil law, the offence of stealing

men and children, which was called plagium, and the offenders

plagiarii, was punished with death. "^Phis is unquestionably a very

heinous crime, as it robs the king of his subjects, banishes a man

from his country, and may in its consequences be productive oi

ihe
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the mo5t cruel and disagrei-able hardships; and therefore the

cummoii law of England has punished it with fine, imprisoiiment,

and pillory. And also the statute 1 1 and 12 W. HI. c. 7, thou;/h

priiiciirallv intended against pirates, has a clause tliat extends to pre-

vent the leaving such persons abroad as are thus kidnapped or

spirited away; by enacting, that it any captain ot a merchant-ves-

sel shall (during his being ;-.broad) force any person on shore, or

villully leave him beliind, or refuse to bring home all such men
as he canied out, if able and desirous to return, he shall suffer

tlirec months iniprisoimient.

KIDNEYS. See Anatomy.
KirMF.Y-BEAN". See Phaseolus.
KIDWELLY, a town of S. AVales, in Carmarthenshire, eight

miles S. of Carmarthen, and 224 W. by N. of London. Lon. i.

20. W. Lat. 56. 44. N.
KIEL, a strong, rich, and considerable town of Germany, capi-

tal of the duchy ot Holstein, with a castle, and a university,

founded in !665.- It stands ujjon ;t small peninsala in a bay of the

lialtic, and has a very commodious harbour for ships of the largest

size. Kiel is 37 mile-, N. W. of Lubec, and 46 N. of Hamburg.
Lon. 10. 0. E. Lat. 54. 20. N.
KIGGELAKIA, Bastard Euos'vmus, in botany, a genus

of the decandria order, and dia'cia class of plants; natural

order Columnifer.T. Mide calyx: the corolla five-parted, (ive-

petaled ; anthers perforated at top : female, cah x and corolla as

in the male ;
glands !ivc; styles live; capsule three-lobed, one-

celled, fivt-valvod, containing many seeds. It has but one
species, a native of the Cape of Good Hope.
KILAN, or GHILAN, a very fertile province of Persia,

bounded on the N. by tliose of Adnbeitzan, and Schirvan; N. E.

jmd E. by the Caspian, and the province of Mezanderin; S. by
the Persian Irak, and W. by Curdistan, and Adirbei'izaii. !t is

200 miles long from E. to W. and 150 broad. It produces olives,

silk, rice, and fruit of all kinds, in great plesty.

KILBEGGAN, a borough-town of Ireland, in the county of

V. Meath, 44 miles from Dublin.

KILDA, St. one of tlie Western Islands of Scotland. It lies

in the Atlantic, and is about three miles long from E. to W. and
two broad from N. to S. The soil is belter calculated for pasture

than tillage. The natives prefer rearing sheep, and killing wild

fowl, to the more toilsome business of husbandrv.
KILDARE, a county of Ireland, in the province of Leinster,

37 miles long and 20 broad ; bounded on the E. by Dublin and
Wicklow.
KiLDARE, the capital of the above county, is situated 28 miles

S. W. cf Dablin.
KILDERKIX, aliquid measure which contains two fnkins.

KILKENNY, a county of Ireland, in the province of Leinster,

bounded on the S. by that of Waterford, and N. by Queen's
county.

KiLKENsy, the capital of the above county, lies 57 miles S. W.
cf DuL.lih.

KILL.ILA, a sea-port of Ireland, in the county of Mayo, w iih

a bishop's see, 21 miles north of Castlebar. Lon'. 9. 1 1. AV. Lat.
54.15. N.
KILL.^LOE, a town and bishop's see in the county of Clare

and pro\n.ceof Mun^ter, in Ireland. 80 miles from Dul)li[i, other-

wise called Lounia. It was anciently written Ki!l-da-Lua, i. c. the
church of Lua, from Lna, or Moluu, who about the beginning of
the sixth century founded an abbey near this place.

KILLABKEY, a town of Ireland in Kerrv, near Lough Lean,
or the Lake of Killarney.

KiLLARNEY, a beautiful lake of Ireland, in the county of Kerry,
otherwise called Lough Lean, from its being surrounded by high
mountains. It is A'w ided into three parts, called the Lower, >Iid-
dle, and I'ppcr Lake. Ti-.e northerji, <x. lower lake, is six miles
ill len^^h, and from three to four in breadth. On the side of one
of the Mountains is O'Sullivaii's C'axade, whic-h falls into the lake
with a roar diat strikes the timid w ith awe. The view of this sheet
of water is uncomnionly fini-, appearing as if it were descending
firom an arch of wood which overhangs it above 70 feet in height
from the point of view. The islands are not so numerous in this

as in the upper lake ; but tiii r" is one of unconimon beauty, called
Inisfalhn, nearly opposite O'SuUivan's Caicade. The coast is

formed into a variety of bays and promontories.
VOL. iM..^wo. 1 13.

KILLEHIE'S HARidOLR, a bay ou the W\ coast of Inisntl,

between ,Mayo and Galway. Lon. y. 46. W. Lat. bo. Jh. N.
KII.LKNAN, a town of Ireland, in Monaglian, eight niilesS.

W. ot .Monaghan. Lon. 7. 26. W. Lat. 54. 10.' N.
KILLICRANKIE, a noted pass of Perthshire, formed by the

lofty mountains impending over the Garrie, which rushc-.. through
in a deep, dark'onie, and horrid chv.nnel, beneath. In the last:

century this was a pass of much dangei and difficulty ; a path liang-

ingover a trenn ndous pn-cipice threatened the travi-ller with de-
struction upon the least fal-e step. At present a Inie road formed
by the soldiery gives an easy access to the Highl.inds ; antl tcie

two sides are joined by a hue arch. Near the N. end ol this puss,

in its open and unimproved state, was fought in lOSy the battle of
Killicrankie, between the adherents of James II. under \'icount

Dundee, and of William III. under Gener.il Mackay, in uhicli Vis-

count Dundee was slain,and willi jiini fell all the hopes of king James.
KILEONY, a town of Irolatid in Sligo, eight miles S. of Sli.JOi

KILLILE.\GH, or KILLY-LEAGH, « town ol Ireland, m
the count) of Down, MO miles from Dublin.

KILLOUGH, or PORT St. AKNE, a port of Ireland, ia the

county of Down. Lon. 5. 30. W. Lat. 54. 14. N.
KlLl.YBEGS, a borough of Ireland in the county of Donegal.

Lon. S. 0. W. Lat. 5 4. 40. N.
KIL.MAC-THOMAS, a town of Ireland in Waterford, 12

miles S. E. ofWaterford. Lon. 7. IP. W. Lat. 52. 14. N.
KILMALLOCK, a towji of Ireland, in the county of Liniericll,

Hi miles from Limerick, and 107 from Di:blin.

KILMARNOCK, a populous and flourishing town ofScoUaijd
in Ayrshire, fifteen miles S. \\ . of C-lasgow.

KILMORE, a bishop's see of Ireland, in the county of Cavaa^
three miles S. W. of Cavan.
KIMROLTON, a town of Huntingdonshire. Lon. 0. 15. W.

Lat. 52. 18. N.
KIN BURN, a fort, of the Russian empii-e, at the mouth of the

Dnieper, opposite Oczakow.
KINCWRDINE, a town of Scotland in Perthshire, nine miles

W. of Dunfermline, and 20 S. of Perth.

KINDRED, in la\y, persons related to one another, whereuf
the law reckons three degrees or lines, viz^ the descending, ascend-
ing, and collateral line. See CoNSANOuiNiTY, Descent, and
Inhekitance.
KINE'lON, or KYNETON, a town in Warwickshire, tea

miles S. S. E. of W'arwick, and 88 N. W. of London.
KING, 'ihonning or konnen, ''"eut.] a potentate who rules

singly and sovereisidy over a people.—The Latin word rex, the
Scythian reix, the runic re.ich, the Spanish re//, and French roy,
come all, according to Postel, from the Hebrew rui roscli, chief,

or head. King? were not known amongst the Israelites till the
reign of Saul, though Abimelech usurped a partial royalty over
the Shechemites. Most ofthe Grecian states were governed at first

by kings, w ho were chosen by tlie people to decide dii'ierences and
execute a power which was limited bylaws. 'J'hey cf^mmanded
armies, i)resided over the worship of the gods, &c. The rovalty
was generally hereditary: but it the vices of the heir to the crown
were odious to the people, or if the oracle had so commanded, he
was cut off from the rii;ht of succession ; yet khigs were supposed
to hold their sovereignty by the appointment of Jupiter. Th,^
ensign of majesty was the sceptre, which was made of wood
adorned with studs of gold, and ornamented at the top with some
figure; commonly that of an eagle, the bird of Jove. Rome also was
governed at first by kiugs, who were elected by the people, with
the approbation of the sepate and concurrence of the augurs.
Their power extended to religion, the revenues, the army, and the
administration of justice. T he monarchy subsisted 244 years in

Rome, under seven kings. Among the Greeks the king of Persia
had anciently the appellation of the great king; the king of France
had that of the most Christian king ; and the king of Spain has
that of Catholic king. . The king of the R.omans is a prince
chosen by the emperor, as a coadjutor in the government of the
einpire. The kings of England, by the Lateran council, under
PopeJulius II. had thetitle ofChristianissimus conferred on tiieiu ;

and that of defender of the faith was added by pope Leo X. though
it had been used by thein some time before. The title of grace
was iii-st given to our kings about the time of Henry IV. and that
of mai'esiy first to Henry VIIl. before which time our kings were

3 B called
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i-,il\t<l I'ractf, liigliiuss, &c..— In all piiljlic instnniuMits and letttrs,
>'

tlio king stylci hiiiiseir nos "we;" though till the time ot king

John he spoke in tl\i' singular number. In Great Britain, the

power of the king is subject to great limitations; but they are the

limitations of wisdom, "and the sources of dignity; beuig so far

from diminishing his honour, that they add a peculiar glory to his

crovMK for while oUht kings are absolute monarciis over innumer-

able nndtitudes of slaves, tlie king ol Britain has the distinguished

glory of governing a free people, the least of whom is protected by

the laws: he has great prerogatives, and a boundless power in doing

good ; and is at the same time only restrained from acting incon-

sistenllv wiih his own happiness, and that of his people. To un-

derstand the roval rights and authority in Britain, we must con-

sider the king 'under six distinct views. 1. With regard to his

title. 2. His royal family. 3. His councils. 4. His duties. 5.

His prerogative." 6. His revenue. I. his title. See Hereditary
Right, and Succession. H. His royal family. See Rcyai,

Family. H[. His councils. See Council. IV. His duties.

By the Britiih constitution, there are certain duties incumbent on

the king; in consideration of which, his dignity and prerogative

are established by the laws of the land : it being a maxim in the

law, that protection and subjection are reciprocal. And these

reciprocal duties arc wliat Sir William Blackstone apprehends were

nieaiit bv the convention in ItJSS, when they declared that king

James had broken the original contract between king and people.

But, however, as the terms of that original contract were in some

measure disputed, being alleged to exist principally in theory, and

to be only deducible by reason and the rules of natural law, in

'which deduction different miderstanclings might very considerably

difi'er; it was, after the revolution, judged proper to declare these

duties expressly, and to reduce that contract to a plain certainty.

So tliat, whatever doubts might be formerly raised by weak and

scrupulous minds about the existence of such an original contract,

they must now entirely cea=e; especially with regard to every

prince who hath reigned since the year 16"88. The princijjal duty

of the king is, To govern his people according to law. Nee regi-

bus inhnita aut libera potestas. And this is not only consonant to the

principles of nature,of liberty, of reason.and of society; but has always

Deen esteemed an express part of the common law of England,

even when prerogative was at the highest. " The king (saith

Bracton, who wrote under Henry HI.) ought not to be subject to

man: but to God, and to the law: for the law niaketh the king ;

for he is not truly king, where will and pleasure rules, and not the

law." And Fortescue lays it down as a principle, that " the king of

England must rule his people according to the decrees of the laws

thereof; insomuch that he is bound by an oath at his coronation

to the observance and keeping of his own laws." But to obvi ite

all doubts, it is expressly declared by statute 1-! and 13 \V. III.

c. 1, •' that the laws of 'Englanil are "the birthright of the prople

thereof; and all the kings and (|ueen8 who shall ascend the throne

ofthis realm ought to administer the government of the same ac-

cording to the said laws, and all their ofticers and -ministers ought to

serve them respectively acconling to the same ; and therefore all

the other laws and statutes of this realm, lor securing the established

religion, and the rights and liberties of the people thereof, and all

other laws and statutes of the same now in force, are by his majesty,

by and with the advice and consent of the lords spiritual and tem-

poral, and commons, and by authority of the same, ratified and

confirmed accordingly. V. His prerogative. See Prerogative.

VI. His revenue. See Revenue.
King, Coronation Oath of the British. The terms of

the original contract between king and people are now couched in

the coron,\tion-oath, which by the sljt. 1 VV. and M. st. 1, c. 6, is

to be administered to every king and queen who shall sucteed to

the imperial crown of these realms, by one of the archbishops or

fcishops of the realm, in the presence of all the people; who on

their parts do reciprocally take the oath of allegiance to the crown.

This coronation-oath is conceived in the following terms :
" The

Abp. or Bp. skill say, Will you solemlily promise and swear to

govern the people of' this kingdom of Britain, and the dominions

thereto belonging, according to the statutes in parliament agreed,

and the laws and customs of the same ?

—

The A/Hg nr queen shall

say, 1 solemnly promise so to do. .dhp. or Bp. Will von to your

power cause law and justice, in mercy, to he executed in all your

judgements ?—A', or &. I will. Abp.oxBp. Will you to the

utmost of your power maintain the laws of God, the true profession

of the gospel, and the Protestant reformed religion established by
the law? And will you preserve unto the bishops and cleigv of
this realm, and to the churches committed to their charge) alt

such rights and privileges as by the law do or shall appertain unto
them, or any of them ?—A", or 3. All this I promise to do. After this

the king or queen, laying his or her hand upon the holy gospel, shull

i«^,T he things w hich I have here before promised,'! will perform and
keep ; so help me God.~ .'Ind then shall kiss the book." This is the

form of the coronation-oath, as it is now prescribed by our laws. In

the king's part of this contract are expressed all the duties which a

monarch can owe to his people, viz. to govern according to law ; to

execute judgement in mercy; and to maintain the established reli-

gion. And with respect to the latter of these three branches, by
the act of Union, 5 Ann. c. 8, tw o preceding statutes are recited

and coniirmed; tlie one of the parliament of Scotland, the other

of the parliament of England : w hich enact ; the former that every
king at his accession shall take and subscribe an oath, to preserve
the Protestant religion, and presbytcrian church government in

Scotland ; the latter, that at his coronation he shall take and sub-

scribe a similar oath, to preserve the settlement of the church of

England withm England, Ireland, Wales, and Berwick, and the

territories thereun'o belonging.

King, Influence of the British. Having in the preced-
ing sections chalked out all the principal outlines of this vast title

of the law, the supreme executive magistrate, or the king's ma-
jesty, considered in his several capacities and points of view ; it

may not be improper to take a short comparative review of the

power of the executive magistrate, or prerogative of the crown,
as it stood in former days, and as it stands at present. And we
cannot but observe, that most of the laws for ascertaining, limiting,

and restraining, this prerogative, have been made within little more
than a century past; from the petition of right in 3 Car. I. to

the present time. So that the powers of the crowi; are now to all

appearance greatly curtailed and diminished since the reign of

king James 1. particularly by the abolition of the star-chamber and
high-commission courts in the reign of Charles I. and by tlie uis-

claiming of martial law, and the power of levying taxes on the

subject, by the same prince: by the disuse of forest-laws tor a cen-

tury past: and by the many excellent provisions enacted under
Charles II. especially the abolition of military tenures, purvey-
ance, and pre-emption ; the habeas corpus act ; and the act to pre-

vent the discontinuance of parliaments lor above three years ; and
since the revolution, by the strong and emphatical words in which
our liberties are asserted in the bill of rights, and act of settlement

;

by the act for triennial, since turned into septennial, elections; by
the exclusion of certain olficers from the house ot commons ; by
rendering the seats of the judges permanent, and their salaries in-

dependent ; and by restraining the king's pardon from obstructing

parliamentarv impeachments. Besides all this, if we consider how
the crown is impoverished and stripped of all its ancient revenucb,

so that it greatly depends on the liberality of parliament for Us

necessary support and maintenance, we may perhaps be led to

think that the balance is inclined pretty strongly to the popular

scale, and that the executive magistrate has neither independence
nor power enough left, to form tlvat check upon the lords and com-
mons which the founders of onr constitution intended. Biit^ on
the other hand, it is to be considered, that every prince, in the first

parliament ;\fler his accession, has by long usage a truly royal ad-

ilition to his herc<rilary revenue settled upon him for his life; and
has never any occasion to apply to parliament for supplies, but

upon some public necessity ot the whole realm. This j-estores to

him that constitutional independence, which at his first acce:sion

seems to be wanting. And then with regard to power we may find

perhaps that the hands of government are sufficiently strengthened
;

and that a British monarch is now in no danger of being overborn

by either the nobility or the people. The instruments of power
are not perhaps so open and avowed as they formerly were, and
therefore are the less liable to jealous and invidious reflections;

but they are not the weaker upon that account. In short, our

national debt and taxes (besides the iuconveniencies before men-
tioned,) have also in their natural consequences thrown such a

weight of power into the executive scale of government, as we
cannot think was intended by our patriotic ancestors ; who glori-

ously struggled for the abolition of the then formidable pai ts of the

1 pre-
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irerogative, and by an unaccountable want of fon'sight eslab-

ished tills syslfin in their steatl. The entire collection and

iianagemont of so vast a revenue, beini; placed in the

lands of the crown, have given rise to such a miniber of

lew oflicers, created bv, and renioveable at, the royal pleasure,

hat they have extended the influence of government toevtiy cor-

ler of lliL' nation. Witness the coniinissoners, and the multitude

if dependents on the customs, in every port of the kingdom ; the

ommissioncrs of excise, and their luinierous subalterns, in every

iiland district; the postmasters and their servants, planted in every

own, and upon every public road; the commissioners ol the

tamps, and their distributors, which are fully as scattered, and fully

IS numerous ; the olllcers of the salt duty, which, though a species

)f excise, and conducted in the same manner, are yet made a dis-

inct corps from the ordinary managers of that revenue ; the sur-

.-eyors of houses and windows ; the receivers of the land-tax ; the

man:igers of lotteries ; and the commissioners of hackney-coaches
;

ill which are either mediatelv or immediately appointed by the

Liown, and removeable at pleasure without any reason assigned ;

;hese must give that power, on which they depend for subsistence,

in influence most amazingly extensive. To this may be added
the frequent opportunities of conferring particular obligations, by
preference in loans, subscriptions, tickets, remittances, and other

money-transactions, which will greatly increase this influence ; and
that over those persons whose attachment, on account of their

Ns^alth, is frequently the most desirable. All this is the natural,

though perhapsthe unforeseen consequence of erecting our funds ol

credit, and, to support them, establishing our perpetual taxes ; the

whole of which is entirely new since the restoration in iGOt); and
by far the greatest part since the revolution in iCSfci. And the

iame may be said with regard to the ollicors in our numerous army,
and the plac.s w iiich the army has created. All which put to-

gether give the executive power so persuasive an energy with re-

spect to the persons themselves, and so prevailing an interest with
their friends and lamilies, as will amply make amends for the loss

of external prerogative.

Kixc, Power of the British. Though this profusion of

oftices should have no effect cii individuals, there is still another
newly acquired branch of pouer; and that is, not the influence

only, but the force of a disciplined army ;
paid indeed ultimately

by the people, but immediately by the crow n ; raised by the crown,
officered by the crown, commanded by the crown. They are

kept on foot, it is true, only from year to year, and that by the
power of parliament : but during tliat year, they must by the na-

ture of our constitution, if raised at all, be at the absolute disuosal

of the crown. And there need but few words to demonstrate how
great a trust is thereby reposed in the prince by the people : a
trust that is more than equivalent to a thousand I'ittle troublesome
prerogatives. Add to all this,- that besides the civjllist, the im-
mense revenue of almost seven millions sterling, which is annually
paid to the creditors of the public, or carried to the sinking fund,
is first deposited in the royal excheiiuer, and thence issued out to
the respective offices of payment. This revenue the people can
never refuse to raise, because it is made perpetual by act of par-
liament ; which also, when will considered, will appear to be a trust,

therefore, of great delicacy and high import.mce. Upon the whole,
it seems clear, that whatever may have become of the nominal, the
real power of the crown has not been too far weakened by any
transactions of the 17th century. Much is indeed given up'; but
much is also acquired. The stern commands of prerogative have
yielded to the milder voice of influence : the slavish and explod-
ed doctrine of non-resistancje has given way to military establish-
ment by law ; and to the disuse of parliament has succeeded a
parliamentary trust of an immense perpetual re.venue. When,
indeed, by the free operation of the sinking fund, our national
debts shall be lessened ; when the posture oi foreign affairs, and
the universal introduction of a well-planned and national militia,
will suifer our formidable army to be thinned and regulated ; and
when (in consequence of all) our taxes shall be gradually reduc-
ed ; this adventitious power of the crown will slowly and imper-
ceptibly diminish, as it slowly and imperceptibly rose. But till

that shall happen, it will be our duty, as good sulijects, to reve-
rence the crown, and yet guard against corrupt and servile influ-
ences from those who are entrusted with its authority ; to be lo\al,
jet free ; obedient; and yet independent,

King at Ak.ms, or or Arms, an oflicer of great antiquity,

and anciently of great authority, whose business it is io direct the

heralds, preside at their chapters, and have the jurisdiction of ar-

moury. In Knglaiul there are three kings of arms, viz. Garter,
Clarf.xcieux, and Nouitov. See these articles. 'I'hese two
last are aUo called provincial heralds, as they divide the kingdom
between them into provinces. They have power to vi>it noble-
men's families, to set down their pedigrees, distinguish their arms,

appoint persons their anus, and with garter direct the other he-

rald*. Ancienlly the kings at arms were created and crowned
by the kings of Rutland themselves ; but of late, the earl-mar-

shal has a special commission at every creation to personate the

king.

KiKG, Sir Peter, lord high chancellor of England, and ne-
phew of the great John Locke, was born at Exeter, in 1669. His
father was a grocer in that city, and intended to breed him up to

the same business ; but his passion for learning soon appearing, he
was allowed to follow his inclination. In tins he was also encou-
raged by liis uncle, who left liim half of his valuable library. By
his advice, he went to Leyden, and on his return, studied the law
at the Inner Temple. But he did not neglect other studies ; for

in 1091, he published anonymously, "An Incpiiry into the Con-
stitution, Disciiiline, Unity, and Worship, of the Primitive

Church within the first 300 Years after Christ." Loud. Itigi,

Svo. He afterwards ))ublished a second part of this work; which
gave rise to a conlroveiNy with Mr. Elys. In lt>l)9, he was elect-

ed member of parliament for Beer-Alston ; \Tliich he represented
in seven successive pajilaments. In 1702, he published his
" History of the Apostles' Creed," a work of great merit and
learning. In 1708, he was chosen recorder of London, and
knighted. In 17U9, he was appointed one of the managers of Dr.
Sacheverel's trial. In 1714, on the accession of king Cieorge I.

he was made lord chief justice of the common pleas; in 1725,
created a peer, by the title of Lord King, baron Ockham, &c.
and on the 1st of June, appointed lord chancellor. He resigned
the seals in 1733, and died in 1734, leaving four sons and two
daughters.

King, William, D. D. Archbishop of Dublin in the ISth

century, was descended from an ancient family in the north of
Scotland, but born in the county of Antrim in Ireland. In 1674,
he went into orders. In 1679, he was promoted by Dr. Parker,

archbishop of Dublin, to the chancellorship of St. Patrick, in
1GS7, Peter Mauby, dean of Londonderry, having published at

London, in 4to. a pampiilet entitled " Considerations which
obliged Peter .Manby to embrace the Catholic Religion," Dr.
King immediately wrote an answer. Mr. Manbv published a re-

ply, entitled " A reformed Catichism, &c. in reply to Mr. King's
Answer, &c." Dr. King rejoined in " A Vindication of the An-
swer." In 1689, he was twice conhiied in tl;e tower by order of

king James II.' and the same year coiiimi need I). D. In l6c)0,

upon king James's retieat after the battle oi the Boy lie, he was ad-
vanced to the see of Derrv. In I692, he published at London in

4to. " The Stale of the' Protestants of Ireland under the late

King James's Gctverninent, &c." In 1702, he published at Dub-
lin, 111 4to. his celebrated treatise " De Ongine Mali." Edmund
Law, M. A. fellow of Christ's College, Cambridge, published an
enlarged edition of this work in English, with notes. He died in

1720.

King, in geography, three cities of China; viz. \. of the first

rank, in the province of Quangsi, 1037 miles S. S. W. of Peking:
2. of the second rank, in Pe-lche-li, 130 miles S of Peking:
and, 3. of the third rank, in Kuing-uan, 20 miles S. VV. of Niiig-

koue.

KINGAN, a city of China, of the lirst rank, in the province
of Kiai»g-si, on the Kan: 795 miles S-. of Peking.

KINGDO.MS, in'natural history. Most n.;turalists and che-
mists divide all natural bodies into three great classes, which they
call kingdoms. These are the mineral, the vegetable, and the
animal kingdoms. This great and liist division is founded on this

consideration, that any plant or vegetable which is producecT,

which grows, which is organized, which contains a seed, and
which produces its like, seems to be a being very distinct and
different from a stone or a metal, in which we at most observe
only a regular arrangement of parts, but not a true organization)

and which contains no seed by which it is capable of leproduc-

tioa<
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tion ; anil anoth;,'r toiind:\uon ot this division is, t|i:it an animal clit- i

fers no less from a simplo! plaiif, by sensation, by the u^c of its

senses, anJ by the power of voluntary niolioii which it possu'sses,

while these qualities do not belong to any thing which is merely

Tegelabic.

King George, a fort in East Florida.

King Georgk, a populous county of \'irginia, '21 mil.-? Ion;;

and 14 broad, bounded on the E. and N. by the Patowmar, which

divides it from the slate of Maryland.
King George's Islands, two islands in the South Pacific

Ocean, discovered by Com. Byron in 176j. Lon. 149. 15. W.
Lat. 14. 41. N.
King George the IUd's Island, the name given by Capt.

Cooli to Otaheite.

KINGHOKN, a royal borough of Scwtland in Fifeshire, on
the Frith of Foith, directly opposite to Leilh.

Ki.mgs, Books or the, two canonical book- oftheOUFrestament,
containing the history of the kings of Israel and Jiidah from the

beginning of the reign of Solomon down to the Baiiylonish capli-

rily, for the space of mar (iOO years. It is generally supposed,

and seems very prob.ible, that these books were composed by
Ezra, who extracted them out ol the public records.

King's Countv, a county of Ireland, in the province of

Leiiister, so named from King Philip of Spain, husband to Queen
Mary F It is bounded on the N. by West Meath, and on the E.

by Kildara. ^Fhe chief tow'ii is Philipslown.

King's CouNTr, a fertile and v\ell cultivated county of New
York, on the VV. end of Long Island.

King's County, a county of Nova Scotia, coinpreliending
the laiKJs on (he S. W. and S. sides of the Basin of Miiias.

King's Kvtl. See Medicine.
King's Ferky, in Kent, the common way from the main land

into tlie isle of Sheppey ; where a cable of about 140 fallnjms in

length, fastened at each end across the water, serves to get the boat

over by hand.

KINGSTON, a town of Jamaica, seated on the N. side of the

bay of Port Royal. It was founded in 1093, whentlie repeated

desolations by eartlicpiakes and tires had driven the inhabitants

from Port Royal. 'Fon. 76. 32.'W. Lat. 17.40. N.
Kingston, or EsoPus, a town of New York, hi Ulster

county, on the \V. bank of Hudson's river, 6 miles \V. of Rhine-
beck.

KiNGSTON-upoN-HuLL, a towii ill the East Riding of Yovk-
sliire, 173 miles b-om London, more commonly called Hull. It

IS situated at the conflux of the Hull and the Humber, near the

place where the latter opens into the German Ocean. This towji

has not only the most considerable inland trafiic of anv port in the

North, of England, but a foreign trade superior to anv in the king-

dom, excepting the ports Of London, Bristol, Liverpool, and Yar-
.inoi.tl'.. By means of the many large rivers that fall into the

dumber, it trades to almost every part of Yorksliire, as well as to

JLincolnshire, Nottinghamshire, Stallbrdsliire, Derbyshire, and
Cheshire.

Kingston-upon-Thames, a corporate town of Surrey, 12

miles S. W. of London. Lon. 0. 12. W. Lat. 51. 27. N.
KING TE 'FCHING, a famous village belonging to the dis-

trict of Jao-tclieou, a city of China in the province of Kiang-si.

'I'his village, in which are colWcted the best workmen in porce-

lain, is as populous as the largest cities of China. It is reckoned
to contain a million of inhabitants, who consume every day more
than ten thousand loads of rice.

KINO, in the materia niedica, a gnm resin. This drug was
first recommended to the attention of medical practilionei's by Dr.
Fothergill, as being a very useful vegetable astringent; and in the

hands of other practitioners it has been so lar found to answer the

cliaratter he gave of it, that it is now in very common use.

KINROSS, a populous town of Scotland, capital of the county
of Kinross, 24 miles N. of Edinburgh, and 15 S. ol Pertii.

Kinross-shirk, a small county of Scotland, bounded on the

N.E. E. and S. by that of F-ife ; and on the W. and N. by
Perthshire. It is almost circular, and about 30 miles in circum-

ference.

KINSALE, a town of Ireland, in the county of Cork, situated

iit tl-.e mouth of the Randon, 130 miles from Dublin.
KIN POKE, a royal borough in Aberdeenshire, seated on the

Don. Lon. 2. 5. M'. Lat. 57. 3S. N.

KINTYRE, or CANTYRE, [from Cantierre, 1. e. a head-

land,] the S. division of Argyllshire. It is a peninsula, stretch-

ing 37 miles from N. to S. and 7 in breadth. It is mostly plain,

arable, and populous.
,

KIN-YANG, a city of China of the first rank, in the province

of Chen-si, strongly fortilied, as a barrier agaical the Tartars : 450
miles S. \V. of Peking.

KIOF, or KlOW, a government of the Russian empire, being

part of the Ukraine, or Little Russia. It lies on the E. side of

the Dnieper, although Kiof, the capital, is on the W. side.

This goveriniisnt contains eleven (hstricts ; and its principal

rivers are the Dnieper, DesTia, Ostcr, Udai, Sula, Psol, and Tm-
besh.

KioF, or Kiow, a considerable town of Russia. Lon. 31.51.

E. Lat. .'jO. 12. N.
KIPPIS, Andrew, D. D. F.R.S. and F. S. A. an English

biographer and divine, born at Nottingham, and educated under

Dr. Doddridge at Northampton. He .first settled as a minister^
Bolton, Lincolnshire, in 1746 ; thence removed to Dorking,
Surrey, in 1750; and in 1753, to a cojigregation in Prince's

Street, Westminster. He afterwards wiote in the Monthly Re*
view, and in another periodical work called The Library, in 17Gl,

In 1763 he was chosen philological tutor to the Academy for edu«
eating dissenting ministers. In 1773, he published " A \ indica-

tion of tiie Protestant Dissenting Ministers with regard to their

late application to Parliament, wliicli occasioned an amicable con-

troversy with dean Tucker. In 1777 he became editor of a new
edition ot the" Biographia Britannica." Five volumes were puU-
lislifd during his life, and the greater part ot the sixth prepared
betore he died. In 1788 he published the " Life of Capt. Cook,''

in one volume quarto, and a " Life of Dr. Lardner," prefixed to

his works. He also wrote the " History of Knowledge, Learn-
ing, and 'Paste, in Great Britain," contained in the New Annual
Register; with various other tracts, sermons, &c. The university

ot Edinburgh presented him with the degree of D. D. His style

is pure, lie died at Westminster in 1795.

KIRCHBERG, a town of Fiance, in the department of the

Rhine and Moselle, and late county of Sponheim, 41 miles W. of

Mentz.
KIRCHEIM,orKIRCHEIM POLAND, a town of France,

in the department of Mont 'Ponnere, and late principality of Weil-

biirt;ii, 16 miles W. of Worms.
KIUCHER, Athanasius, a famous philosopher and mathe-

matician, bom at Fukle in 1601. In 1618 he entered into the so-

ciety ot the Jesuits, and taught philosophy, mathematics, tlie He-
brew and Syriae languages, in the univel•^ily of Wirtsburg, with

great applause, till 1631. He went to France on account of the

ravages committed by the Swedes in Fvanconia, and lived some
lime at Avignon. He was afterwards called to Rome, where he
taught mathematics in the Roman college, collected a rich cabi-

net of machines and antii|uilies, and died in 1680. The quantity of

his works is immense, amounting to twenty-two volumes folio, ele-

ven in quarto, and three in octavo; enough to employ a man for

a great part of his life even to transcribe them. Mo^t of them are

rather curious than useful ; but they display uncommon genius

and deep erudition. The principal are, 1. Prielusiones Magne-
tica>. 2. Primitix Gnomonici' Catcptrica-. 3. Ars Maenx Lu-
cis et Umbr.^-. 4. Musurgia Universalis. 5. Obeliscus Pamphi-
lius. 6. Oedipus I'Egyptiaeus, four volumes folio. 7. Itinera-

riuin Extaticum. S. Obeliscus ^F.gyptianus, in four volumes, fo-

lio. 9- Mundus Sublerraneus. If). China lllustnita.

KIRKALDY, a royal burgh of Scotland, in Fifeshire. Lon.
3. 0. W. Lat. 56. 8. N.
'KIKlxBY LONSDALE, a town of Westmoreland, 253 inil«

from London.
'KIKKCUDBRIGIFP, a county of Scotland, which makes a

con-iderable part of (Jalloway, ot which the earls of Nithisdale

were hereditary stewaids.

Kirkcudbright, a royal burgh in the above county, 101

miles S.W. from Edinburgh.
KIRKINTILLOCH, a town of Scotland, in Dumbartonshire»

7 miles N. N. E. of Glasgow.

KIRKOSWALD, a town of England, in Cumberland, seated

on a hill near the Eden ; 292 miles N. W. of London.

KIRKWALL, a borough capital of Pamona, 30 miles N. E.

of Tliurso.
KISSING,
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KISSING, by way of salutation, or as a token of r('S])cct, lias

ir,Mi pr.ictiscJ in all nations. Tlie Roniiui unii)crors saluted their

hii-f ollicers bv a kiss. Kissina; tlie nioiitli or the eyes was the

i-nal coniplinieiil upon any proniolinn or lia])py event. Soldiers

,i--od the general's hand when lie quitted his ollice. Among the

A 'inans, near relations were allowed to kiss their female kindre<l

111 the niotith : but this was done to discover if they smelt of

vine; because the Roman ladies sonietinies made too free Vith

ho juice of the i^rape. Slaves kissed their master's hand, who
wed" to hold it out to them for that purpose. Kissing was a cus-

.oniary mode of salutation amongst the Jews, as we may collect

from Judas approaching his Master with a kiss. Kelations used to

kiss their kindred when dying, and when dead ; when dying, out

of a strange opinion that tliey should imbibe the departing soul
,

and when dead, by way of valedictory ceremony. They even

kissed the corpse after it was conveyed to the pile, when it

ha<l been seven or eight days dead.

KISSINGEN, a town of Franconia, in the bishopric of Wurz-
hurgh, near some medicinal springs, 9 miles N. \\ . of Schvvein-

furt.

KISTI, an Asiatic nation, whose territories extend from the

highest ridge of Caucasus, along the Sundsha rivulets. Accord-
ing to Major Rennel, they are bounded on the \V. by the little

Cabarda, on the \L by the Tartars and Lesguis, and on the S. by
the Lesguis and Georgians.

KISI NA, or KiSTNAGII, a river of Hindostan, which rises

in the mountain of V'isiapour, on the E. side of the f/auts, 20

miles from Sattara ; and crossing almost the whole of Hindostan,

from W. to E. forms the boundary of the Deccan, and falls into

the Bav of Bengal.

KlS'rNAGIIERF, a town and fort of Hindostan, in the My-
sore, 5-1 miles S. E. of [bangalore.

KIT, in music, a small violin of such form and dimension as to

be ca))able of being carried in a case or sheath in the pocket.

KITCHEN, [Aegi«, Welsh; keg, Flemish; ki/slieii, Erse,]

the room in a house where the provisions are cooketl.

Kitchen, Army, is a space of about sixteen or eighteen feet

diameter, with a ditcli surrounding it three feet wide ; the oppo-
site bank of which serves as a^seat for the men who ilress the vic-

tuals. The kitchens of the llank-companies are contiguous to

the outline of the camp ; and the intermediate space is generally

distributed equally for the remaining kitchens. As each tent

forms a mess, each kitchen must liave as many nre-places as there

are tents in the company.
Kitchen-Garden. SeeGARDENiNC.
Kn E^, in ornithology. See Ealco.
Kits, St. or St. Christopher's, one of the Caribbee islands,

in America, lying N. W. of Nevis, and about 60 miles VV. of

Antigua. The produce is chiefly sugar, cotton, ginger, indigo,

and the tropical fruits. Lon. 62. 32. \V. Lat. 17. 30. :^J.

KI.EINHOVIA, in botany, a genus of the decandria order,

and gynandria class of plants ; natural order, Columnifera?. Ca-
lyx pentaphyllous ; petals five; ncctarium campanulate, pedun-
culate, containing the stamina; capsule inflated, live-seeded. It

has but one species, a native of Java.

KLUSSBORECK, or CKEU I'ZBERG, a fortified town of

Silesia, in Brieg, with a castle, 26 miles N. E. of Grottgaw, and
28 of Brieg.

KNAPSACK, [from Iciiappen, to eat,] the bag which a soldier

carries on his back; a bag of provisions. Knapsacks are most
convenient square, and should be made with a division to hold the
shoes, black-ball, and brushes, separate from the linen. Wliite
goat-skins are the best.

KNAinVEED. See Centaurea.
KNARESBOROUGH, a town of Yorkshire, in the West

Riding, IR miles W. by N. of York. Lon. 1. 26. W. Lat. 54. 5. N.
KNAUTIA, in botany, a genus of the monogvnia order, and

tetrandria class of plants ; natural order, Aggregatie. Common
caly.x oblong, simple, quiiiquefiorous

; proper one, simple, supe-
rior; the florets irregular ; receptacle naked. It has four species,
chiefly natives of the Levant.

KN EE, in anatomy, the articulation of the thigh and leg-bones.
See Anatomy.
KxEE, in ship-building, is a crooked piece of timber, having

two branches or arms used to connect the beam> of a ship with
her sides. The branches of the kneea form an angle of greater or
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smaller extent, according to the mutual situation of the pieces

which they are designed to unite. One branch is securely bolted

to one of the deckdjeams, whiUt tlie other is in the same manner
attached to a corresponding tmiber in the ship's side. Besides tlie

great utility of knees in connecting the beams into one compact
frame, they contribute greatly to the strength and solidity of tho

ship, in the dilierent parts of her frame to which they are bolted ;

and thereby enable her with greater firmness to resist the ell'octsof

a turbulent sea.

Knees, Carling, in a ship, those timbers which extend from

the sliip to the hatch-way, and bear up the deck on both sides.

Knee-pan. See Anatomy.
KNIGHT, [cijiiei, Lat.] among the ancientRomans,\vasa person,

of the second degree of nobility, iollowing immediately that of the

senators. See Equestrian Order, ami EauiTES.
KxiGHT, in f.nidal history, was originally a title given by the

ancient Germans to their youth after being admitted to the privi-

lege of bearing arms. The passion for arms among the Germanic
states, says Dr. Stuart, (in his View of Society in Europe,) was

carried to' extremity. It was amidst scenes of death and peril that

the youth were educated : it was by feats of prowess that the am-
bitious signalized their manhood. But, among these nations, when
the individual felt the call of valour, and wished to try his strength

against an enemy, he could not of his ov\n authority take the lance

and the javelin. A form was invented by which they were ad-

vanced to that honour. If the candidate \ras deemed worthy of

being admitted to the privileges of a soldier, by the council of the

district to which he belonged, a chieftain, his father, or one of his

kindred, adorned him with a shield and lance. To this ceremony,
so simple and so interesting, the institution of knighthood is in-

debted for its rise. See Knighthood.
Knight-Marshal, an otVicer in the king's household, whn

has jurisdiction and cognizance of any transgression within the

king's household and verge ; as also the contracts made there,

whereof one of the house is party.

Knights of the Shire, or Knights of Parliament, are-

two gentlemen of worth, chosen on the king's writ in pleno comi-

tatu, by such of the freeholders of every county as can expend
40s, per annum, to represent such county in parliament. These,
when every man who held a knights fee in capite of the crown
was customarilv constrained to be a knight, were of necessity to

be milites glad'io cincti, for so the writ runs to tliis day ; but

now custom admits esquires to be chosen to this office. They
must have at least 5001. per annum ; and their expenccs are

to be defrayed by the county, though this be seldom now required.

Knights of Windsor, or Knights of the Chapel, were
instituted by Henry VIII. in his testament. Their number w.as

at fir^t thirteen, but has been since augmented to^ twenlv-eighf.

They assist in the funeral-services of the kings of England; they

are subject to the office of the canons of Windsor, and live on pen-

sions assigned them by the order of the garter. 1 hey bear a

blue or red cloak, with tho arms of St. George on the left

shoulder.

Knights, in a ship, two short thick pieces of wood, commonly
carved like a man's head, having four sliivers in each, three for the

halvar<ls, and one for the top to run in ; one of them stands fast

bolted on the beams abaft the foremast, and is therefore called the

fore-kniglits : and the other, standing abaft the maia-mast, is call-

ed the main-knight.

Knight-Errantry. During the prevalence oi chivalry, the

ardour of redressing wrongs seized many knights so powerfully,

that, attended by esquires, they wandered about in >earch of ob-

jects, whose misfortunes and misery required their assistance and

succour. And as ladies engaged more particularly their attention,

the relief of unfortunate damsels was the achievement they most

courted. This was the rise of knights-errant, whose adventures

produced romance. These were originally told as they happen-

ed. But the love of the marvellous interfered ; fancy was indulged

in her wilde-t exaggerations ; and poetry gave her charms to the

most monstrous fictions.

KNIGHI HOOD, a military order of honour; a mark or de-

gree or ancient nobility, or the reward of personal virtue and me-

rit. There are four kinds of knighthood ; military, reguUir, hono-

rary, and social.

1. KNiGHrHooD, Honorary, is that which princes confer on

other princes, and even on their own great ministers and favour-

3 C itcs".
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iles ; such are kiiights of the Garter, Bath, St. Patrick, Nova Sco-

tia, 'I'hi^lle, &c. See llicse articles.

2. Knighthood, Military, is that of the ancient knights,

\vlio acquireii it by liigh teats of arms. 'I'hev are called milites,

ii! ancient cliarters and titles, b_v which they were distinguished

from mere bachelors, &c. These knights were i«irt with a sword,

and a pair of pilt spins ; whence they were called ei|uile3 aurati.

Kiiightliood is not hereditary, but aci]uired. It does not come
into the world with a man like nobility ; nor can it be revoked.

The sons of kings, and kings themselves, with all other sove-

reigns, heretofore had knighthood conferred on them as a

mark of honour. They were usually knighted at their bap-
tisiii or marriage, at their coronation, before or after a bat-

tle, &c.
3. Knighthood, Kegular, is applied to all military orders

vhich profess to wear some particular habit, to bear arms against

the inlidels, to succour and assist pilgrims in their passage to the

Holy Land, and to serve in hospitals where they should be re-

ceived ; such were the knights templars, and such still are the

knights of Malta, &c.
4. Knigi.thgod, Social, is that which is not fixed nor con-

firmed by any formal institution, nor regulated by any lasting sta-

tutes; ot v^'hieh kir.d there have been many orders erected on oc-

casion of factions, ot tilts and tournaments, masipierades, and the

like. Knigiithood as a system, known under the denomination of

Chivalry, is to be dated only from the lUii century. All Kurcpe
being reduced to a state of anarchy oji the declnie of the C'harle-

iiiagne, every proprietor of a manor beiame a petty sovereign

;

the mansion-house was fortihed by a moat, defended liy a guaid,
and called a castle. The professor had a parly of 700 or 800 men
at his command ; and with these he used frecfuently to make ex-
cursions, which conmionly ended m a battle with the lord of some
petly slate of the same knul, whose castle was then pillaged, and
the women and treasures carried off by the compieror. During
this state of universal hostility, there was no friendly communica-
tion between tl,e provinces, nor any high roads from one |)art of

the kingdom to another: the wealthy traders, who then travelled

from |)lace to place with their merchandise and their families, were
in perpetual danger ; the lord of almost every castle extorted
sometlung iVoui ihem on the road ; and at last, some one, more
•rapacious th.an the rest, seized upon the whole cargo, and carried

ol'f the women tor his own nse. Tluis castles became the ware-
houses of all kinds of rich merchandise, and the prisons of (he

distressed lemales « hose fathers or lover-> had been plundered or
slain, and who being therefore seldom disposed to take the rob-

ber or munlerer into favour, were in continual danger of a rape.

At length many lords associated to repress these sallies of violence

and rapine, to secure property, and protect the ladies. Among
these were many propcetors o'f great fiefs ; and the association was
at length strengthened by a solenm vow, and received the sanc-
tion of a religious ceremony. As the iirst kni"hts were men of
the highest rank, and the largest possessions, admission into the
order was deemed the highest honour; many extraordinary qua-
lilicatlons were reciuired ma candidate, and many new ceremcnier
were added at his creation. Alter having fasted from sun-rise,

-c^onfessed him~ell, and received the sai rament, h.e was dressed in

a white tunic, and placed by him-ell at a side-table, where he was
neither to speak, to smile, 'nor to eat ; while the knights and la-

dies, who were to perform the principal parts of the ceremony,
were eatina,, drinking, and making merry at the great table. At
night his armour was conveyed to the church where the ceremony
was performed ; and here having watched it till the morning, he
advanced w ilh his sword hanging abc.ut his neck, and received the
benediction o. the priest. He then kneeled down before the lady
who was to put on his armour, who being assisted by persons of
the first rank, buckled on his spurs, put an helmet on his head,
and accoutred him with a coat of mail, a cuirass, bracelets, cuisses,

and gauu'.hHs. Being thus armed cap-a-pec, the knight who dub-
berl him struck him thiee times over the shoulder with the flat

side of his sword, in the name of God, St. Michael, and St.
George. He was theii obliged to watch all night in all his ar-
mour, with his sword girded, and his lance in his hand. From
this time the knight devoted himself to the redress of those wrongs
which '' patient merit of the unworthy takes ;" to secure mer-
•cliiuts from the rapacious ctuclty of banditti, and women from

ravishers, to whose power they were, by the particular confusion
ol the times, coiuinually exposed, 'i'he principal lords who en-*

tered into tlie confraternity ot knights, used to send their sons to ,

each oth.er at seven years of age, to be educated, far from their

|)areuts, in the mystery of chivalry. These youths, at fourteen
weie made squires, and at twenty-one were qualilied to receive
the order of Knighthood. Thus highly honourable was the ori*

gin of an institution, commonly considered as the result of caprice,

and the source of extravagance; but which, on the contrary, rose

naturally from the state of society in those times, and had 'a very-

serious ei'fect in rehning the manners of the European nations.

Valour, humanity, courtesy, justice, honour, were its characteris-

tics : and to these were added religion; which, by infusing a large

portion of entiiusiastic zeal, carried them all to a romaolic excess,

wonderfully suited to the genius of the age, and productive of the

greatest and most permaneiit effects both upon policy and man-
ners. It gave variety, elegance, and pleasure, to the intercourse

of life, by making woman a n-.ore essential part of aociety ; and is

therefore entitled to our gratitude,' thc'Ugh the point of honour,
and the rehnenients in gallantry, its more doubtful efl'ects, should
be excluded from the hnprovemenl of modern manners. Chi-
valry flourished most during the time of the croisades. These
gave rise to new orders of knighthood ; hence the knights of the

Holy Sepulchre, tlie Hospitallers, Templars, and an extravagant

number of religious orders. Various otlier orders were at length in-

stituted by sovereign princes: the Garter, by Edward 111. of

England ; tlie Golden Fleece, by Philip the Good, duke of Bur-
gundy ; and .St. Michael, by Lewis XL of France. From this

time ancient chivalry declined to an empty name; v\'hen sove-

reign jirinces established regular companies in their armies knightl
bannerets were no more, though it was still thought an honour to

be dubbed by a great prince or viclurioiis hero ; and all who pro-
fessed arms without knighthood assumed the title of esquire.

There is scarcely a prince in Eurojie viho has not instituted an order
of knigiithood : and the simple title of knight, which the kings of
Britain confer on private subjects, is a derivation from ancient chi-

valry, although very remote from its source. Justiniani, at the

beginning of Ids " History of Knighthood," gives a complete ca-

talogue of the several orders ; according to his computation, they

are in number 92. Favin, Menenius, ^lenclo, Beloi, (ieliot, Me-
nestrier, Michieli, and also Mira-us, have wrote on the subject.

But Justinian's " Historic Chionologiche dell' Origine degl Or-
(line Militari," is esteemed the most complete work. The best

edition is that of Venice, 1(392, in two vols, folio.

KN IGH ION, a town of South Wales, in Radnoi-shire. Lon.
2. 4G. W. Lat. j2. 13. N.
KNIGHT-SEKVTCE, \_scrvilium 7iiititure,-ati(\ in old French

law, chivulr;/,'] a species of lenurc, for the origin and nature of

which see Feodal System.
KNOT, a part of a tree from which shoot out the branches,

roots, &c. The use of the knots, is to strengthen the stein ; they
serve also as searces, to filtrate, purify, and refine, the juices raised

up for the nourishment of the plant.

Knot, in ornithology. SeeTRiNCA.
Knots of a Boi'E, among seamen, are distinguished- into

tliree kinds, viz. whole knot, that made so with the lays of a rope

that it cannot slip, serving for sheets, tacks, and stoppers : bow-
line knot, that so firmly made and fastened 1o the cringles of the

sails, that they must break or the sad split befoie it sli))s : and the

shetp-shank knot, that made by shortening a rope without cutting

it, which may be presently loosened, and the rope not the worse

for it.

Knots of the Log-Line, at sea, are the divisions of it. See
Log.
Knot-Grass. See Polygonlim.
KNOT'lESFORD, a town of Cheshire, near the Mersey, 184

miles from London.
KNO TTINGLEY, a town in the West Riding of Yorkshire,

near Ferrybridge, noted for lime.

KNOIjT, a punishment inflicted in Russia, with a kind of

w hip called knout, and made of a long strap of leather prepared

for this purfiose. With this whip the executioners dexterously

carry off a slip of skin from the neck or the bottom of the back
laid bare to the waist, and rqiealing their !)lows, in a little while

rend away all Ihc skin off the back in parallel strips. In the common
knout
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^ iioiit the crimiiial receives the laslies sii^peiuled on Uie bmU of

i-ne of the execiilioiiers ; but in the great knout, which is geiie-

r-ally used on the same occasions as racl^ing on the wheel was in

France, tlie criminal is raised into tlie air by means of a [lulley

fixed to tlie galious, and a cord fastened to the two wrists

tied together ; a piece of wood is placed between his two
legs also tied together ; and another of a crucial form under his

breast.

KNOWLEDGE, k defined by Mr. I.ocke to be " the per-

ception of the connection and agreement or disagreement and re-

pugnancy of our ideas." See iNIetaphvsics, and I.ocic.

KNOX, John, the hero of the refoiniation in Scotland, was
born in I j'lj, at Gilford, near Haddington. He was educated at

the university of St. Andrew's, where he took the degree of A.

M. and commenced teacher very early in life. At tliis time the

new religion of Martin Luther was but little known in Scotland;

Mr. Knox therefore at first was a zealous Roman Catholic ; but

attending the sermons of a black friar, named (jui.illiam, he be-

gan to waver in his opinions; and afterwards conversing with the

famous Wishart, who in lj44caine (o Scotland with (he commis-
sioners sent by Henry VHI. he renounced the Uomish religion,

and became a zealous reformer. In-ing afipoinlcd tutor to the

sons of the lairds of Ormistown and Lang Niddery, he began to

instruct them in tiie principles of the Protestant religion ; and on
thai account was so violently persecuted by the bishop of St. An-
drew's, tliat with his two pupils he was obliged, in 1547, to take

shelter in the castle of that place. But the castle' was besieged

and taken by twenty-one French galleys. He continued a pri-

soner on iioard a galley two years, till the end of 1549 ; when be-

inii set at liberty, he landed in England, and having obtaine<l a

'.ice, was appointed pr<'aclier, tirst at Berwick, and ulteruards

Newcastle. Slrype conjectures that in 1552 he vi'as appointed
chaplain to Edward V'[. He certainly obtained an aiHJuai pen-
sion of 401. and was olfcred the living »f AU-liallows in London;
•which he refused, not choosing to conform to tlie liturgy. Soon
^after the accession of Queen Mary L lie retired to Geneva;
whence he removed to Erankfort, where he preached to the ex-
iles ; but a difference arising, on account of his refusing to read
the English littirgy, he went li^ick to Geneva ; and thence in 1555
returned to Scotland, where the reformation had made cojisidcr-

able progress during his absence. He Jiow travelled from place
io place, [ireaching and exhorting the people with unremilling zeal

aud resolution. About this time he wrote a letter to the (pieen
regent, earnestly intreating h«r to hear the Protestant doctrine,
which she treated with contempt. In 1556, he was invited by the
English Calvinists at Geneva to reside among them. He accept-
ed their invitation. Lnmediately after his departure from Scot-
land, the bishop summoned him, and he not appearing, condemn-
ed him to dealii for heresy, and burnt his efligv at the cross of
Edinburgh. He continued abroad till 1559, during which time
iie pubiisiied his " h'irst Blast against the monstrous Regiment ol

WometJ." Being now returned to Scotland, he resumed the
-great work of reformation with his usual ardour, and was appoint-
ed minister at Edinburgh. In IMil (Jueen Mary arriveil from
France, and being bigotlcd to the religion in which she had been
educated, was exposed to continual insults from her reformed siib-

.jects. Mr. Knox himself freipiently insulted her from the pulpit

;

and when admitted to her presence, regardless of her sex, and her
high rank, behaved to her with the most unjustifiable freedom. In
157 !, he was obliged to leave Edinburgh, on'account of the confusion
and daivger from the opposition to the earl of Lenox, then regent

;

but he returned in 157J, and resumed his pa-toral functions. He
died at Edinbm-gh in November 157S, and was buried in the
church-yard of St. Gi'es'sin that city. His " History oftheRefor-
mation" was printed with his other works at Edhiburgh in 1584,
1586, IC44, 1733. He published many other pieces ; and several
more are preserved in C'alderwood's ""History of the Church of
Scotland." He letl also a considerable number of MSS. which
in 173J, were in tlf-; possession of Mr. Woodrow, miivister of East-
wood.
KNOXIA, in botany, a geiws of the monogynia order, and

tetrandria class of plants ; natural order, Stellat;e. Corolla moiio-
petulous, funnel-shaped ; seeds two, furrowed ; calyx has one leaf
larger than the rest. It has but one species, a native of
Ceylon. 3

KNOX.\ ILLE, a city of 'lennessee, in Knc« coimly, th'!

metropolis of the state, 200 miles S. E. by S. of Erankfoit in

Kentucky, and 728 S. \V. of Philadelphia. "Lon. S,3. 44. \V. Lat.

.i5. 48. N.
KNU'l'SFORD, a town of Cheshire, 15 miles S. W. of Man-

chi'ster.

KOEI-TCHEOU, n province of China, and one of (he smnllest

in the kingdom, boun<led on the S. by Qiiang-si, E. by Hou-
quaug, N. b}- Selchuen, and W. by Yun-nan. The whole coun-
try is almost a defcrt, a[ul covered with inaccessible mountains !

it may justly be c.illcd the Siberia of China.
KOEBREU TERIA, a genus of the monoecia order, and poly-

gainia class of plants ; natural oriler, Trihilat.-e. Calyx five-leav-

ed ; petals four; nectary double, four scalelet*, three glands ; cap-
sule three-celled. It has but one species, a tree of China.
KOENIGIA, in botany, a genus of the trigynia order, and

triandria class of plants. Calyx triphyllous ; corolla none; seed

one, OTate, naked. It has but one species.

KOENIGSHOFEN, a town of Franconia, 38 miles N. E. of

Wurzburg.
KOKHONOR, or KOKONOR, a kingdom of Asia, W. of

China, and N. E. of Thibet, inhabited by Tartars, descended
from the Eluths, anrl governed by princes descended from a Chi-
nese nionnrch. Lon. between lt>' and 17° \V. ot Peking. Lat.

from .36.40. to 37. 10. N.
KOLUING, or COLDINGUEN, a town of Denmark, in

North Jutland. Lon. 9. 25. E. Lat. 55. 35. N.
KOIjY \'AN, a town of Russia, the capital of Kolyvanskoi, on

the Oby.
_KOLYVANSKOI, a government of the Russian empiic, in

AVust Siberia, famous for its silver-mines. It is '20 miles long,

and from 240 to 360 broad.

KOM, a town of Persia, in Irak, 156 miles N. of Isjialiaii.

KOMMANl, CO.\lNL\M, or CONf.MENDO, ii populous
kingdom of Africa, oil the Gold Coast, about 20 miles square, for-

merly part of the kingdom of Zabu. The natives are warlike, and
the king can raise an army of 20,(K)0 men.

KoM,M.\S'!, Gkand, the capital of the above kingdom. Lon.
0. 34. E. Lat. 4. 54. N.
KONGSBEHG, a town of Norway, celebrated for its silver-

mines, 45 miles S. \V'. of Christiana.

KONIGSBEKG, or KONIGSBURG, six towns of Ger-
many: viz. 1. ill Brandenburg, 47 miles E. ofStetin; 2. in Fran-
conia: 3. in L'pper Hesse, 5 miles N. of Wel/lar: 4. in Upper
Siixony, 20 miles S. S. W. of Coburg: 5. in Silesia, 13 miles S.
E. of 'Vroppau : 6. in Stiria, G miles N. E. of Rein.
KONIGSTEIN, a late county of Germany, which belonged

partly to the elector of Mentz, and partly to the' house of Stolherg.
KoNiGSTEi.v, the capital of the above county, with a fort,

11 miles N.W. of Frankfort, on the Maine, and 30 N. E. of
.Meiitz.

KONINGSBERG, a town of Poland, and capital of Regal
Prussia, with a magnificent palace, in which is a hall 274 feet long
and 59 broad, without any pillars to support it. It has a hand-
some library. Lon. 21.35. E. Lat. 54. 43. N.

KOR.'VN. See Alcoran.
KGRIACS, a pPo|ile inhabiting tlie northern part of Kamf-

schatka, and all the coast of the Eastern Ocean from thenre to the
Anadir. They are divided into the Rein-deer or AVandering Ko-
riacs, and the i'lxed Koriacs. The former lead an erratic lile, in
the tract bounded by the Penschinka sea to the S. E. tlie liver

Kowyina to theW. and the Anadir to the N. , 1'hey wander from
pl.ace to place with their rein-deer, in search of the inoss, the food
of those animals, which are their only wealth. They are squalid,
cruel, and warlike ; the terror of the Fixed Koriacs as much as

the Tschutski are of them. They never frequent the sea nor live
on fish. Their habitations are jourts, or places iialf sunk in the
earth. They are in their persons lean, and very short ; have
small heads and black hair, which they shave frequently; their
faces are oval; their nose is short; their eyes are small; their
mouth is large ; and tfieir boards black and pointed, but often
eradicated. The Fixed Koriacs are likewise short ; but rather
taller than the others, and strongly made: the Anadir is their boun-
dary to the N. the ocean to the E. aud the Kamtschatkans to
the S.

KOS,
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KOS, ill Jewish antiqLUly, a nieasure of c:'.pacity, containing

about four cubic inches : this was tlic cup of bles>iug out of wliich

tliey di'ank when they gave thanks after solemn meals, liky that of

tlie pa^sover.

KOUANIN, in the Chinese theology, the tutelary deity of

women. The Chinese make great numbers of the figures of this

deity in white porcelain, and send them to all parts of the world,

as well as keep them in their own houses. The figure represents

a woman with a child in her arms.

KOU-CIIU, a Chinese shrub, which bears a great resemblance
to the lig-tree both in form of its branches and leaves. This tree

yields a k nd of milky juice, which the Chinese use for laying on
gold-leaf in gildiug.

KOULl-ivHAN, Thamas, or Nadir Schah, was born in

the province of Khorasan, and his father was chief of a branch of

the Afghans, which rank descended to Nadir when he was a mi-
nor, but his uncle usurped the government. On this Nadir en-

tered into the service of the Beglerbeg, governor of Muschada, in

Khorasan, who appointed him to command an army sent against

the Tartars. Nadir gained a complete victory wilh an inferior

force, and took the Tartar general prisoner. The Beglerbeg at

first treated Nadir wilh great distinction, but being jealous of his

aspiring spirit, he refused him the rank of lieutenant-general which
he had promised him ; and when Nadir complained of his breach
of faith, he caused him to be bastinadoed. Exasperated at this

unarateful and dishonourable treatment, he joined a banditti of

robbers. With this troop, consisting of live hundred well-mount-
ed men, he committed great ravages. The Afghans having made
themselves masters of Ispahan, and the Turks and Muscovites ra-

vaging other parts of Persia, Schah Thamas applied to Nadir for

his assistance. He accordingly entered into the service of the

Schah, but one of his first a.;tions was to murder his uncle who had
usurped his title. He distinguished himself against the Turks,
whom he defeated in several actions, for which" he was made a

general, and the Schah conferred upon him the title of I'liamas

Kouli, or the slave of Thamas ; he was also ennobled wilh the

title of Khan. Notwithstanding these distinctions, he deposed
Thamas, and placed a son of that prince on the throne, to whom
he became regent. In 1735 he gained the battle of Erivan, in

which the Turks lost above 50,000 men. Al'ler this he assumed
the royal title, and was acknowledged by the grandees of the em-
pire. The year following he took Candahar, and in 1739 con-
quered the Mogul empire, making himself master of Delhi, w here

he acquired immense riches. He then assumed the title of empe-
ror of the Indies ; but disgraced himself by ordering a massacre
of the inhabitants of Delhi, in revenge for an insult offered to

some of his troops. The cruelties and tyranny of Kouli-Khan at

length excited general hatred, and a conspiracy being formed
by some Persian ofticers, he was assassinated in 1747.—Wat-
kins.

KRAMERIA, in botany, a genus of the telrandria monogvnia
class and order. Calyx none ; corolla four-petaled ; nectary'up-
per three-parted, lower two-leaved ; berry dry, echinated, one-
seeded. There is but one species, viz. K. ixina, a shrub with
lanceolate leaves, found in South America.
KREMS, or CREMS, a town of Austria, 32 miles W. N.W.

of Vienna.

KROUTE, CROUTE, or SOUR CROUTE, [Saiur Ayaiit,

Germ. i.e. sour herb,] a preparation of cabbage which has been
found of sovereign elficacy as a preservative in long voyages from
the sea-scurvy. See Croutk.
KUARA, a province of Abyssinia, S. of Dembea, bordering

on that of the Shangalla, the M.icrobii of the ancients.

KUIINIA, ill botany, a genus of the syngenesia polygamia
asqualis class and order ; natural order, Composlta Discoidea'.

Flowers floscular ; calyx imbricate, oblong, cylindrical
; down

plumose; receptacle naked; style deeply hiti'd ; stigmas club-
shaped ; anthers distinct. It has but one species, viz. K. cupato-
roides, a native of Pennsylvania.

KUNCKEL, John, a celebrated Saxon chemist, born in Sles-
wick, in 1630. He became chemist to the elector of Saxor>v,
the elector of Brandenburgh, and Charles XI. king of Sweden,
who gave him the title of counsellor of metals, and letters of nobi-
lity', with the surname of Louwensteing. lie employed fifty years
in chemistry ; in which, by the help of the furnace of a glass-house

which he had under his care, he made several excellent disco-

veries, particularly of the phosphorus of urine. He died in Swe-
den in 170'J ; and left several works, some in German, and others
in Latin: among whicli, that entitled " Observationes Cliemic.r,"
and the " Art of making Glass," printed at Paris in 1752, are the
most esteemed.

KLMIIL, KURILE, or KURISKIT, Isles, a series of islands,

extending from N. Lat. 45° to 51* and which possibly once
lengthened the peninsula of Kamtschatka before they were con-
vulsed from it. They run S. from the low promontory Lopalka,
between which and Soomska the most northerly is only the dis-

tance of one league.

KURTUS, in natural history, a genus of fishes, order jngulares.

Body carinatcd above and below, and broad ; back highly ele-

vated ; gdl membrane, willi two rays. Ihere is only one species,

which inhatiits the seas of India. Its length is about ten inches,

and its breadth four. Its colour, on the whole body, is that of
I silver-foil, and its back is tinged with gold, and marked on iti

ridge with several black spots.

KUS'l RIN, or CUSTRIN, a strong town of Brandenburg,,
48 miles E. of Berlin.

KUYNDER, a town, fort, and river of Batavia, in the depart-
ment of the Eems, and late province of Friesland, 23 miles S. ofi

Leewarden.
KYANT'I'E, or CYANITE, in mineralogy, a species of the

talc genus : colour blue, sometimes white and grey : lustre ex-
ternally and internally shining, splendent, and completely pearly.

It occurs in wedge-shaped concretions, which are often very pro-

miscuous, and then pass into large and coarse-grained distinct con-
cretions. It feels greasy ; is easily frangible, and the specific gra-

vity is from 3.5 to 3.6. It is found in many parts of Europe.
It is reckoned the link which connects talc with actynolite and
treiiolite.

KYLI.INGIA, in botany, a genus of the triandria monogynia
class and order; natural order, Gramina. Ament ovate or ob-

long, imbricate ; tlowerswilh a bivalve calyx and corolla. There
are seven specie, natives of the East and West Indies.

KYPHOKISM, KYPHONISMUS, orCYPHONISMUS,
an ancient punishment frequently umlergone by the primitive

martyrs ; wherein the body of the person was anointed with ho-

ney, and so exposed to the sun, that the flies and wasps might be

tempted to torment him. This was performed in three ways

;

sometimes they tied the patient to a stake ; sometimes they hoist-

ed him up in the air, and suspended him in a basket ; and some-

times they stretched him out on the ground wilh his hands tiet

behind him. The word comes from ivfwi, which signifies eithei

the stake to which the patient was tied, the collar fitted to hi:

neck, or an instrument wherewith they tormented him. Phi

scholiast on Aristopliaiies says, it was a wooden lock cr cage

and that it was so called from x-jnlm, to crook or bend, becaiisi

it kept the tortured in a crooked, bending posture ; others take i

for a log of wood laid over the criminars head, to prevent hi

standing upright. Ilesychius describes the xufiuv as a piece o

wood whereon criminals were stretched and tormented.

L, th.
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L.

tlie eleveiilh letter of the alphabet, anil the eighth coiiso-

^> iiant. It was derived from the old Hebrew Lamed, S, or

i\-ek Lambda, ?>. It is sounded by intercepting the breatli be-

\ i-en the top of the tongue and fore-part of the palate, with the

i.mth open ; and inaUes a sweet soinid, with something of an

;i:ration; and tlierefore the Britons and Spaniards usually dou-
1 it, or added h to it, in the beginning of words, as in liaii,

ihfiii, a temple, sounding nearly liUe ,//, &c. It is placed after

,t of the consonants in the beginning of words and syllables,

()lack, glare, addle, eagle, izc. but before none. Its sound is

,iar m Abel, but obscure in able, &:c. As a numeral, L denotes

1 ; and with a dash over it, thus, X, 5000. As an abbreviation,

. stands for Lucius; LL. D. for doctor of laws ; L. S. at co|)ies

I deeds, charters. Sec. for locus sigilli, the place of the seal ; and
,. L. S. for a sesterce. See Sestbrce.
LA, in music, the syllable by which Guido denotes the last

•Hind of each hexachord ; it it begins in C, it answers to our A ;

; 111 G, to E, &c.
LAAB, a town of Austria, on the Taya, 2G miles N. of

. lonna.

LAALAND, or LALAND, a fertile island of Denmark, at

Ihe entrance into the Baltic I'rom the Greater Belt ; 30 miles long,

jind 12 broad. All kinds of grain are cultivated v^iith great suc-

bess ; and a peculiar species of red fruit, called manna, resembling

^weet almonds in taste, grows naturally in it. Naskow is the

capital. Lon. from 11. 2. to U. 48. E. Lat. 54. 43. to 55.

S. N.
LABADIA, orBADIA, a district of Italy, in the late Venetian

province of Rovigo.
Lauadia, or the Badia, a town in the above district, 20 miles

N. W. of Ferrara.

LABAUUM, the banner or standard carried before the Roman
emperors in the wars. It consisted of a long lance, with a staff at

top ; crossing it at right angles ; from which hung a rich streamer,

of a purple colour, adorned with precious stones. Till the time
of Constantine it had an eagle painted on it ; but that emperor, in

lieu thereof, added a cross with a cypher expressing the name of

Jesus. Tills standard the Romans took from the Germans, Daca?,
Sarmata;, Pannonians, &;c. whom they had overcome. The name
labarum was not known before the time of Constantine; but tlic

standard itself, in tlie form we have described it, abating the sym-
bols of Christianity, was used by all the preceding emperors.
Some derive tlie word from labor, as if this finished their labours

;

some from iuVw.-ik, reverence, piety ; others from \a.fj.?tt.-jui, to

take ; and others from 'ka.f-jm, spoils.

LABATIA, in botany, a genus of the tetrandria tiionogynia

class and order. Calyx four-leaved, inferior; corolla subcanipa-
nulate, four-cleft, with two niiiuite segments in the division of

the corolla; capsule four-celled ; seeds solitary. There are two
species.

LABDANUM, a resin, of a strong not unpleasant smell, and
an aromatic, but nut agreeable taste. This substance exudes
from cistus cretins, a slirub found in Syria and the. Grecian
islands. It is said to have been formerly coUecteil from the
beards of goats who browsed the leaves of the cistus: at present,

a kind of rake, with severil straps or thongs of skins fixed to it, is

drawn liglilly over the shrub, so as to take up the unctuous juice,

which is afterwards scraped off with knives. Jt is rarely met with
pure, even in tlie places wiiicli produce it ; the best (which is very
rare) is in dark coloured masses, almost black, of the consbtence
of a soft plaster, which grows still softer upon being handled ; of

a very agreeable smell, and of a light pungent bittrri»h taste.

Rectilied spirit of wine almost intirely dissolves pure labdanum, leav-

ing only a small portion of gummy matter which has no taste or
smell: and hence this resin may be thus excellently puriticU for
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internal purposes. It is an useful ingredient in the stomachic plas-

ter, now styled em|)lastruni labdani.

LABEL, in law, a narrow slip </f parchment hanging from a

deed, writ, or other writing, in order to hold the appending
seal.

Label is also used for a long, thin, brass rule, with a small sight

at one end, and a centre-hole at the other; commonly used with

a tangent line on the edge of a circumferentor to take alti-

tudes, &c.
Labei, in heraldry, is a fillet usually placed in the middle

aloni^ the chief of the coat, without touching ils extremities. Its

breaclth ought to be a 9th part of the chief. It is adorned witi)

pendants ; and wlien there are above three of these, the number
must be specified in l)h'Zoniiig. It is used on the arins of eldest

sons while the father is alive, to distinguish them from the

younger; and is esteemed the most honourable of all diflereiices,-

See Heraldry.
LABIAL LETTERS, tliose pronounced chiefly by means of

the lip? ; viz. B, M, and V.

LAi'dAl EU FLOWERS, monopelalous flowers, consisting

of a narrow tube with a wide mouth, divided ir.lo two or more
segments.

LABIAU, a town of Ducal Prussia. Lon. 19 56. K. Lat. 55.

17. N.
LABORATORY, or ELABOPATORY, the place where

chemists perform their operations, wliere the furnaces are built,

vessels kept, &c. In general it is applied to any place where phy-
sical experiments in pliarmacy, chemistry, pyrotechny, &c. arc

performed. As laboratories must be of very different kinds, ac-

cording to tlie nature of the operations to be performed in tliem,

it is impossible to give any directions which will answer for every
one. Where the purposes are merely experimental, a single fur-

nace or two of the portable kind will be sufficient. Shelves are
necessary for holding vessels with the products of the different

operations ; and it is absolutely necessary to avoid confusion and
disorder, lest the products of tlie operations should be lost or mis-
taken for one another. Mortars, iilters, levigating stones, &c.
must also be procured: but from a knowledge of the methods of
performing the different chemical operations will easily be deriv-
ed the knowledge of a proper place to perform them in ; for which
see Chemistry.
Laboratory, in military affairs, signifies the place where fire-

works are prepared, both for actual service and for pleasure, viz.

quick matches, fuzes, port- tires, grape-shot, case-shot, car-
casses, hand-grenades, cartridges, shells lilled, and fuzes fixed,
wads, &c. &c.
LABOUR. See Midwifery.
Labour, in sea-Lmguage. A ship is said to be in labour

when she rolls and tumbles very much, either a hull, under sail, or
at anchor.

LABRADOR, the same with New Britain, or the country
round Hudson's Bay. The climate, though only in Lat. 57° N.
is excessively cold during winter. Wine freezes in a solid mass

;

brandy coagulates ; and the very breatii falls on the blankets of a
bed, in the form of a hoar-frost. Tlie ice begins to disappear i;>

May; and about the middle of June commences liot weather,
which, at times, is so violent, as to scorch the faces of the hunters.
Mock "^uns and halos are frequent, very bright, and richly tinged
with all the colours of the lainliow. The sun rises and sets with a
large cone of yellowish light ; and tlic night is enlivened bv tlie

aurora borealis, which spreads many different liglits and colours
over the whole sky. The animals are moosedecr.s, slags, reindeers,
bears, tigers, bulfaloes, wolves, foxes, beavers, oilers, martens,
squirrels, ermins, wild cats, and hares. The feathered kinds arc.
geese, bustards, ducks, partridges, and all kinds of wild fowls. Q'he

3 1^
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fish are wliales, morses, seals, codfish, and a white fish preferable
to herrings

; and in their rivers and fresh \^•ater^ are pike, perch,
carp, and trouts. In summer, there is the usual variety in the
colour of the several anmials ; but when that season is over, which
lasts only for three months, they all assume the livery of winter;
and every sort of beasts, and most of the fowls, are of the colour of
the snow, every thing animate and inanimate is white. But one
ol the rnost striking things, that draws the most inattentive to an
ailmiration of the wisdom and goodness of Providence, is, that

the dogs and cats from Great Britain, that have been carried to

Hudson's Bay, on the approach of winter have changed their ap-
pearanco, and acquired a much longer, softer, and thicker coat of
hair than they originally had.
Labuador, a large lake of Cape Breton, which, by its immer-

ous branches, forms a communication with the greater part of the
i-l.md. Some geographers call it St. Peter's lake.

Labraoor Stone, a curious species of felt-spar, or Rhombic
<}uartz, which exhibits all the colours of a peacock's tail. It was
discovered some years ago by the Moravians, in Labrador. It is

toiind of a light or deep grey" colour, but for the most part of a
blackish grey. When held in the light in various positions, it dis-

< overs a variety of colours, such as the blue of lapis lazuli, grass-

green, apple-green, pea-green, and sometimes, but more seWoni,
a cilron-yellow. Sometimes it has a colour between that of red
copper and tombuck-grey ; at other times the colours are between
grey and violet. For the most part these colours are in spots, but
sometimes in stripes on the same piece. The stones occur in

pretty large angular pieces, appear foliated when broken, and the
fragments are of a rhomboidal figure. Their specific gravity is

about 2.755, and in other respects they agree with the felt-spar'.

LABRUM, in antiquity, a great tub which stood at the en-
trance of the temples, containing water for the priests to wash them-
selves in, previous to their sacrifices. It was also the name of a
bathing tub used in the baths of the ancients.

L,-\BRUS, in ichthyology, a genus of fishes of the order thor.v
<ici. (Jencric character: teeth strong and sharp; tlie grinders
sometimes convex and crowded; lips thick and doubled ; rays of
the dorsal fin in several species prolonged into soft processes; iiill-

rovers unarmed and scaly. Tiiere are ninety-eight species. The
I., formosus is represented in Plate LV.
LABURNUM, in botany. See Cytisus.
LABYRINTH, [lobyrinlhus, Latin,] among the ancients,

was a large intricate edifice cut out into various aisles and meanders
running into each other, so as to render it diftlcult to get out of it.

Mention is made of several of those edifices among the ancients ;

but tlie most celebrated are the Egyptian and the Cretan labyrintlis.

T'he word literally signifies a circumscribed space, intersected by
a number of passages, some of whicli cross each other in every di-

rection like those In quarries and mines, and others muke larger or
smaller circuits round the place from w hich tliey depart like the
spiral lines on certain shells. In a figurative sense, it was applied
to obscure and captious questions, to iiuiirect and ambiguous an-
swers, and to those discussions which, after long digressions, bring
us back to tlie point from which we set out.

Labyrinth of Crete is the most famed in history or fable;
having been rendered particularly remarkable by the storv of the
Minotaur, and of Theseus who found his way through all its wind-
ings by Ariadne's clue. Diodorus Siculus relates as a conjecture,
and Pliny as a certain fact, that Dxdalus constructed this laby-
rinth on the model of that of Egypt, though on a smaller scale.

Tliey adil, tliat it was formed by the command of Minos, who
kept the Minotaur shut up in it; and that in their time it no longer
existed. Diodorus and Pliny, therefore, considered this labyrinth
as a large edifice ; while other writers represent it simply as a
cavern hollowed in the rock, and full of winding passages. But if

this labyrinth had been constructed by D.edahis uniler Minos, it

is surprising that we find no mention of it, neither in Homer, who
more than once speaks of Minos and Crete ; nor in Herodotus,
who describes that of Egypt, after having said that the monunients
nl the Egyptians are much superior to those of the Clreeks ; iit)r in

the more ancient geographers; nor in any of the writers of the
ages when Greece flourished. Diodorus and Pliny suppose, that
ill their time no traces of the labyrinth existed in Crete, and that
tven the date of its destruction had been forgotten. Yet it is said
to have bee* visited by the disciples of Apollonius of Tyana, \v!io

was contemporary with those two authors. The Cretans, therefore,
then believed that they possessed the labyrinth. "I would re*

([uestthe reader (says Abbe Barthelemi,) to attend to the follo«<

ing passage in Strabo. AtNapulia, near the ancient Argos (con-
tinues that judicious writer), are still to be seen \asl caverns, in

which are constructed labyrinths that are believed to be the work
of the Cyclops: the meaning of which is, that the labours of men
had opened in the rock passages which crossed and returned upon
themselves, as is done in quarries. Such is the idea we ought t»

Ibrm of the labyrinth of Crete.

Labyrinth of Egypt, according to Pliny, was the oldest

of all the known labyrinths, and was subsisting in his time after

having stood 3600 years. He says it was built by king Petesucus,

or Tithoes, but Herodotus makes it the work of several kings. It

stood on the banks of the lake Ma?ris, and consisted of 12 large

contiguous palaces, containing 3000 chambers, 1500 of whitli

were under ground. Strabo, Diodorus Siculus, Pliny, and Melii,

speak of this monument with the same admiration as Herodotus:
but not one of them says it was constructed to bewilder those wlio

went into it ; though it is manifest that, without a guide, thej

would be in danger of losing their way. It was this danger

no doubt, which introduced a new term into the Greek language.

Labyrinth, in anatomy, the internal cavity of the car, so called

from sinuosities and windings. See Anatomy.
Labyrinth, in gardening, a winding mazy walk between

hedges, through a wood or wilderness. The chief aim is to makp
the walks so perplexed and intricate, that a person may lose himselfi

in them, and meet with as great a number of disappointments aii

possible. They are rarely to be met with, except in great and
noble gardens, as Versailles, Hampton-court, &c.
LACCA, lac, or GUM LAC, is a kind of wax, of which

a species of insects form cells upon trees, like honeycombs. See
Coccus. Fn these cells remain some of the dead insects, which
give a red colour to the whole substance of the lac. That called
stick lac is the w ax adhering to some of the small branches of the)

tree, and which is unprepared. This lac, when separated from tliel

adhering sticks, grossly powdered, and deprived of its colour by
digestion with menstruums, for the sake of the dyes and other pur-
poses, is called seed-lac; wlien the stick-lac is freed from impuri-
ties by melting it over a gentle fire, and formed into cakes, it is

called lump lac ; and lastly, that called shell hu- is the cells liquified,

strained, and formed into thin transparent lamin.T. The value ot

shell lac is according to its transparency. The lac insect is one ol

the most useful of that tribe jet discovered, |)arlicularlv to the-

natives of the countries wliere it is found. They consume a great

quantity of shell lac in making ornamental rings, painted' and
guilded in various tastes, to decorate the arms of the ladies : and il

is formed into beads, spiral and linked chains lor necklaces, and
other female ornaments.

LACCADU E ISLANDS, a group of small islands in th(

Indian Ocean. The nearest is aliout 120 miles from the coast

of Malabar. Loii. from 71" 15' to 73" 30' E. Lat. from 10° to II'

40' N.
LACCIC ACID, in chemistry, a white or yellowish produc-

tion of insects, called white-lac. Dr. Pearson found that this !ul>

stance boie a considerable analogy to bees-wax. A full accouni
of Dr. Pearson's experiments may be seen in the eighty-fourtf

volume of Philos. Trans. Carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, arc

thought to be its component parts.

Lac E,in commerce, is composed of many threads of gold,silver

silk, interwoven tlie one with the other, and worked upon a pillow

with spindles according to the pattern designed. The open work ii

formed with pins, which are placed and displaced as the spin-

dles are moved. The importation of gold and silver lace is pro
hibited.

Lace, Bonf., a lace made of fine linen thread or silk, much is

the same manner as that of gold and silver. The pattern of th(

lace is fi.xed upon a large round pillow, and pins being stuck int(

the holes or openings in the patterns, the threads are interwovet

by means of a number of bobbins made of bone or ivory, each o

which contain- a imall quantity of fine thread, in such a niannei

as to m:ike the lace exactly resemble the pattern. Severaltowns ii

England, particularly in Buckinghamshire, carry on this manufao
tiire; but vast quantities of the finest lace have been imported from

Flanders.

LAGED.EMONl
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LACED.EMON, in fabulous history, a son of Jupiter and

Taygete. the daughter of Atlas. He married Sparta the daughter

of Europa, by wliom he had Amyclas and Eurydice the wile of

Acrisius.

Lacedsmon-, in ancient geography, a noble city of Peloponne-

sus, called also Sparta ; these names differing in this, that the latter

is the proper and ancient name uf the city, the former of the coiui-

trT, whicli afterwards came to be api)lied to the city. (Strabo,

St'ephainis.) Homer also makes this distinction ; who calls the

country holv, because encompassed with mountuuis. It has also

been severally known by the name of Lelegia, from the Leleges,

the tirst inhabitants of the country, or from Lelex one of tlieir

king^; and Oebalia, firom Oebalus the sixth king from Eiirotas. It

was also called Hecatonipolis, from 100 cities which tlie whole

province once contained. This city was the capital of Lacoiiia,

and is now called Misitra. Lon. 23. 0. E. Lat. 36. 55. N.
LACERNA, a course thick garment worn by the Romans over

their gowns like a cloak. It was lir^t used in the camp, but after-

wards admitted into the city.

LACERTA, the Liz.^rd, in astronomy, a constellation of

the Northern Hemisphere. Soe Astronomy.
L.iCERTA, the Lizard, in zoology, a genus of amphibia of the

«rder reptilia, the characters of which are these : body naked,

with four feet, and a tail ; legs equal. There are about SO species

;

of which
L. Agius has a pretty long verticillated tail, with sharp scales,

and a scaly collar. This is the common green lizard, and is a na-

tive both of Europe and India. This species is extremely nimble:

in hot weather it basks on the sides of dry banks or old trees : but,

on being observed, immediately retreats to its hole. The food of

this species, as well as of all the other British lizards, is insects ; and
they themselves are devoured by birds of prey. They are all per-

fectly harmless; yet their form strikes one with disgust, and has

occasioned great obscurity in their history.

L. Alligator, the Alligator, or AiMerican Crocodile,
has a vast mouth, furnished with sliarp teeth ; from the back to the

end of the tail, serrated; skin tough and brown, and covered on the

sides with tubercles. This dreadful species, which grows to the
iengthof !7 or IS feet, is^fouiid in the warmer parts of North
America; and most numerous, fierce, and ravenous, towards the

South. Yet in Carolina it iiever devoui's the human species, but
on the contrary shuns mankind; it however kills dogs as they
swim the rivers, and hogs which feed in the swamps. It is often

seen flo.iting like a log of wood on the surface of the water, and is

mistaken for such by dogs and other animals, which it seizes,

draw? under water, and devours. Like the wolf, when pressed by
long huiiger, it will swallow mud, and even stones and pieces of

wood. Tbey often get into the wears in pursuit of fish, and do
much mischief by breaking them to pieces. They are torpid du-
ring winter in Carolina; and retire into their dens, which they form
by burrowing far under ground. They make tire entrance under
water, and work upward-*. In spring they quit their I'etreats, and
resort to the rivei-s; and chicHy seek their prey near the mouth,
where the water is brackish. They roar and make a dreadful
noise at first leaving their dens, and against bad vvealher. The fe-

male lays a vast number of eggs in the sand, near the banks of lakes
and riYer^, and leave^ them to be hatched by liie sun : multitudes
are destroyed as soon as hatched either by tlieii o.vn species or by
tishofprev. In South America the carrion vulture is the instru-

ment of Providence to destroy multitudes; and thus prevent the
country from being rendered uninhabitable. See Plate LXVII.

L. Basiliscvs, or, the Uasilfsk, is particularly distinguished by
a broad wiag-liUe process, elevated along the whole k'ngthofits
back, somewhat simikir to the fins of fishes, and which is capr.ble,

at the pleasure of the animal, oi being extended or contracted. It
lives almost solely in trees, tVeiiiiig upon insects, and though some-
what terrific in appeanuice, is as harmless as any of the lizard tribe.

It is found most frequently in South America', ger.er.dlv about a
foot and a hi!f long, su ini^ with great ease, and moving among the
branches of the tre^s with extreme agility. 1 he basilisk of anti-
quity, whose bite was supposed to produce instant death, and
whose look carried destruction with it, is to be ranked with the
fabulous monsters, which through the ignorance of those times.
Were amply supplied bv a poetic imagiiration. See Plate
LXVII, 4 -

L. Chameleon, the Chameliom, lias a crooked cylindrica

tail. Tile head of a large chameleon is almost two inches lone

and from thence to t'.ie beginning of the tail, it is four and an half.

The tail is lire inches long, and the feet two and an half. The
thickness of the body is difl'erent at different seasons; for some-

times from the back to the belly it is two inches, and sometimes

but one; for he can blow up and contract himself at pleasure.

This swelling and contraction is not only of Uie back and belly,

but also the leg-, and tail. These different motions do not, like

those of other animals, proceed from a dilatation of the breast ill

breathing, which riaes and falls successively ; but they are very

irregular, as in tortoises and frogs. The chameleon will continue

blo.vn up for two hours together, and then grow less and less ii>-

sensibly ; for the dilatation is always more quick and visible than

the contraction. In this last state lie appears extremely lean; the

spine of the back is sharp, and all his ribs might be told ; the ten-

dons of the arms and legs might also be seen distinctly. The skin

is very cold to the touch ; and notwithstanding he seems so lean,

there is no feeling the beating of the heart, ^fhe surface of the

skin is unequal, and has a grai;i not unlike shagreen, but very soft,

beciiuse each eminence is as smooth as if it were polished. The
head is like tliut of a lish, being joined to the breast by a very

siiort neck, covered on each side with cartilaginous membranes
resembling gills. There is a crest directly on the top of the h«ad,

•and two others on et.ch side above the eyes, and between these

there are two cavities near the top of the head. The muzzle is

blm.t, like that of a frog: at the end there is a hole on each side

for the nostrils; but there are no ears, nor any sign of any. The
jaws are furniihed with teeth, or rather with a bone in the form of

teeth, which he makes little or no use of, because he liies by
swallowing flies and other insects without chewing them; and hence

arose the vulgar notion of his living upon air, because he was ne-

ver seen to eat. The tongue, which Linnaus says resembles an

earthworm, is of considerable length, and is enlarged and some-

what flattened at the end. From this member there continually

oozes out a very glutinous liquor, by means of which it catches

such insects as come within its leach, and it is surprising to see

witli what quickness it retracts its tongue the instant it has arrest-

ed anv prey. The form, structiNre, and motion, of the eyes, have

something very pai'ticular; for they are very large, being almost

half an inch ill diameter. They are of a globous figure; which

may be easily seen, because they stand out of the head. They
have a single eye-lid like a cap, with a small hole in the middle,

through w liich the sight of the eye appears, no bigger than a pin's

head, and a shining brown, encircled by a little ring of a gokl-co-

lour. This eye-lid has a gra'n like shagreen, as well as the other

parts of the skin ; and when the rest of the body changes colour,

and assumes spots of different shape, those on the lid always keep
the same form, though they are tinctured with the same colour as

the ikin. But the most e.\.tranrdiiiary thing relating to the eyes is,

that this animal often moves one when the other is entirely at rest;

nay, sometimes one eye will seem to look directly forward, and

the other backward, and one w^ill look up to the sky, when the

other regards the earth. The four feet are all of equal length ; but

those before are turned backwards, and tliose behind forwards.

There are five toes on each paw, w liicli have a greater resemblance

to hands than feet. They are all divided into two, which gives

the appearance of two hands to each arm, and two feet to each

leg; and though one of these parts have three toes, and the other

but two, yet they seem to be all of the same size. His walk is

slower than that of a tortoise, and he seeme to move along with an
affectation of gravity. He seems to seek for a proper place to set

his feet upon; and when he climbs up trees, he does not trust to

"his feet like a squirrel, but endeavours to find out clefts inthe
bark, that he may get a surer hold. His tail is like that of a viptr

when it is puffed up and round; at other times the bones may bt
seen in the same manner as on the back. He always wraps his tail

round the branches of trees, and it serves him instead of a fifth

hand. He is a native of Africa and Asia. See Plate LXVII.
L. Crocodilus, or Crocodile. The crocodile, so remark-

able for its size aad powers of destruction, has in all ages been re-

garded as one of the most formidable animals of the warmer re-

gions. It is a native of Asia and Africa, but seems to be most
common in the latter; inhabiting large rivers, as the Nile, the

Niger, &c, and preying principally on fish, but occasionally seiz-

ing
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ing onalinost every animal which happens to be exposed to its ra-

pacity. The size to wliich tlie crocodile sometimes arrives is pro-

digious ; specimens being frequently seen of twenty feet in length,

and instances are commemorated of some whicli have exceeded
the length of thirty feet. The armour with which the upper part

of the body is covered may be numbered among the most elabo-

rate pieces of Nature's mechanism. In the full-grown animal it is

so strong and thick as easily to repel a nniskct-ball ; on the lower
parts it is much thinner, and of a more pliable nature: the whole
animal appears as if covered with the most regular and curious

carved work ; the colour of a full-grown crocodile is blackish-

brown above, and yellowish-white beneath ; the upper parts of the

legs and the sides varied with deep yeilow, and in some parts tinged

with green. In the younger animals the colour on the upper
parts is a mixture of brown and pale yellow, the under parts being

nearly white : the eyes are provuled with a nictitating membrane,
or transparent moveable pellicle, as in birds: the mouth is of vast

width, the rictus or gape having a somewhat flexuous outline, and
both jaws being furinshed with very numerous sharp-pointed teeth,

of which those about the middle pjrt of each jaw considerably ex-

ceed the rest in size, and seem analogous to the canine teeth in the

\iviparou3 quadrupeds or mammalia: the number of teeth in each

jaw is thirty, or more; and they are so disposed a"; to alternate

with each other when the moutli is closed : on taking out the teeth

and examining the alveoli, it has been found that small teeth were
forming beneath, in order to supply the loss of the others when
shed: the legs are short, but strong and muscular: the fore-feet

have five toes, and are unwebbed: the hind-feet have only four

toes, which are united towards their base by a strong web : the

two interior toes on each of the fore-feet, and the interiorone of

the hind-feet, are destitute of claws : on the other toes are strong,

short, and curved, claws : the tail is very long, of a laterally com-
]>resscd form, and furnished .ibove with an upright process, formed
by the gradual approximation of two elevated crests proceeding
from the lower part of the back. The crocodile in a young state

is by no means to be dreaded, its small size and weakness prevent-

ing it from being able to injure any of the larger animals: it there-

fore contents itself with fish and other small prey; and such as

have occasionally been brought to F.urope are so far from being
formidable or ferocious, that they may be generally handled with

impunitv, and cither from weakness, or tlie effect of a cold cli-

inale, seem much inclined to torpidity; but in the glowing regions

of Afric.i, where it arrives at its full strength and pow r, it is justly

regarded as the most formidable inhabilant of tlie rivers. It lies

in wait near the bank'^, and snatches dogs and other animals, swal-

lowing them in-tantir, and then plunging into the flood, and seek-

ing some retired part, where it may lie concealed, till hiuiger again

invites it to its prey. In its manner of attaik it is exactly imilated

by the common lacerta palustris, or water-newt, which, Ihough not

more than four or five inches long, will with the greatest ease

swallow an insect of more than an inch in length ; and that at one
Single effort, and with a motion so quick, that the eye can scarcely

follow it. It poises itself in the water, and having gained a conve-
nient distance, springs with the utmost celerity on the insect, and
swallows it. If, therefore, a small lizard of four or five inches only

in length, can thus instantaneously swallow an animal of a fourth

part of its own length, we need not wonder that a crocodile of

eighteen, twenty, or twenty five, feet long, should suddenly in-

gorge a dog or other quadruped. Crocodiles, like the rest of the

lacerta;, are oviparous: they tiejjosit their eggs in the sand or nuid

near or on the banks of the rivers they frequent,'and the young,
when hatched, mmu-diately proceed to the water; but the major

part are said to be commonly devoured by other animals, as ich-,

neumons, birds, &c. The egg of the common nilotic crocodile

is not much larger than that of a goose, and in external appear-

ance bears a most jierfect resemblance to that of a bird ; being co-

vered with a calcareous shell, under which is a membrane. \\ hen
the young are first excluded, the head bears a nmch larger pro-

portion to the body than when full grow^i. The eggs, as well as

the flesh, of the crocodile itself, are numbered among the delica-

cies of some of the African nations, and are said to form one of

their favourite repasts See Plate LXVII.
L. Gangetica, the Open-bei.lied Crocodile of the

Ganc.es, is furnished with a false belly like the opossum, where
the young creep out and ui, as their dangers or necessities require.

This species thus furnished, cannot be said to bp an enemy to her
own young; since she thus gives them more than parental protec-
tion. It is prubable also that this open bellied crocodile is vivi-

parous, and fo^ters her young that are prenratuiely excluded in

this second woml) until they come to projjcr malin'ity. This spe-
cies was not described by LinnKus ; but ll^^ been inserted in ihe
Systema Natura; since his death. Mr. Edwards tells us, that tliree

of them were sent from Bengal about 1747, to the celebrated Dr.
Mead. Two of them he preserved in his collection, and present-

ed the third to the late ingenious Mi". Kennon. Since the de-
cease of these worthy persons, thicy became llic property of Mr.
James Lemon of London, who gave Mr. Edwards one of them lo

present to the Royal Society. The narrowness of the beak is the
most extraordinary circumstance in this crocodile, which appears
like the bill of the gooseander. It has small sharp teeth. In
other lespects it has all the marks common to alligators or croco-
diles. The beak was finely creased transversely. The animal
appeared in the spirits all over of a yellowisli olive colour, the un-
der side lighter than the upper, the latter having some dusky marks
and spots. See Plate LX\Il.

L. Gecko, has a cylimlrical tail, concave ears, and a warty
body. It is the Indian Salamander of Bontins. " This ani-

mal is very frequent in Cairo (says Hasselqnist) botli in the houses
and without them. Its poison is very singular, as it exhales from
the lobuli of tiie toes. The animal seeks all places and things hn-
pregnated with sea-salt, and, passing over them several tinie.^,

leaves this very noxious poison behind. In July 17iy, I saw two
women and a girl in Cairo at the point of death, from eating

clieese new sailed, bought in the market, and on which this animal
had dropt its poison. Once at Cairo, I had an opportunity of ob-
serving how acrid the exhalations of the toes of this animal are, as

it ran over the hand of a inan who entleavoured to catch it; there
immediately rose little pustules over all t.'iose parts the animal had
touched ; these were red, inflamed, and smarted a little, greatly

resembling those occasioned by the stinging of nettles. It emits
an odd sound, especially in the night, from its throat, not unlike

that of a frog."

L. Iguana, or Guana, has the top of the back and tail, and
the gullet, strongly serrated, and is sometimes found five feet long.

It has small teeth, and bites hard. It inhabits the rocks of the
Bahama iskinds, and lurks in cliffs or hollow trees. It feeds en-

tirely on vegetables; and the fat of the abdomen assumes tlie cO'
lour of that which it has last eaten. It is slow of motion, and has

a most disgusting look ; yet it is esteemed a most delicate and
wholesome food, noxious only to venereal patients, according to

Linnseus. It is not amphibious, yet on necessity will continue
long under water; it swims by means of the tail, keeping its legs

close to the body. Guanas are the support of the natives of the
Bahama islands, who go in their sloops from rock to rock in search

of them. They are taken with dogs trained for the purpose; and,

as soon as caught, their mouths are sewed up, to prevent them
from biting. Some are carried alive for sale to Carolina; others

salted and fjarrelled lor home consumption. See Plate LXVII.
L. Palustris, has a lanceolated tail, and four toes on the fore-

feet ; and inhabits the stagnant waters of Europe. It has a slow
and crawling pace. Mr. Pennant more than once found, under
stones and old logs, some very minute lizards that had much the

appearance of this kind : they were perfectly formed, and had not
the le;ist ve-tiges of fins; which circumstance, joined to their be-

ing found in a dry place remote from water, seems to indicate that

they had never been inhabitants of that element, as many of our
liz'.rds are in their first state. At that period they have a fin above
and below their tail ; that on the upper part extends along the

back as far as the head ; but both drop off as soon as the animal

takes to the bud, being then no longer of any use. Mr. Ellis has

remarked certain jiennatcd fins at the gills of one very common in

most of our stagnating waters, and which is frequently observed to

take a bait like a fish.

L. Salamandra, or the Salamander, is of a deep brilliant

black colour, varied with irregukir patches of bright yellow. It is

found in various parts of France, Germany, and Italy, abounding
jiarticularly in moist and woody situations, and making its appear-

ance chiefly during rain. In winter it secludes itself in clefts, ot

hollow trees. It is about seven inches long, lives principally upon
insects and snails, can subsist by water as well as land, is slow in

its
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'ovciiipnt'!, and lethargic in its habits. The idea of it^ being

...i^jlile of enduring lire without injury, can be accounted for,

merely from its po«es->ing a power of exuding in any state of irri-

!a(ion a wliite and glutinous substance, which must of course li-nd

niler the application of fire less immediately destructive lo it

. to some other animals, and considering what trilling causes

li.ivo led, in inniimerablo cases to imporlajit inferences, this fad

may probably have given rise to the notion of the salamander be-

Inginsusceptible of "destruction, and even of injuiv, in the midst

of flames. The idea of its poisoning any large animal by it-, bite

is e<inallv exploded. The common lizard, however, is slated to

have been poisoned in consequence of the bite of the salamander,

ffoin some particular fluid contained in the skin of tlie latter. The
salamander produces its young living, hatched from internal eggs,

and frequently upwards of thirty in number.
LAC HEN.ALIA, in botany, a genus of the hexandria mono-

gvnia class and order: natural order, Coronariau Corolla six-

parted; the three outer petals diffoiin; capsule three-winged;

cells many-seeded; seeds globular, afiixed to the receptacle.

There are twelve species, all bulbous-rooted plants, of the Cape of

Good Hope.
L.ACIIF.S, [from lasclicr, Fr. i. e. to slacken ; or Insche, idle,]

in the Kngli^h law, signifies slackness or negligence, as it appears, in

Littleton, where laches of enlry is a neglect of the heir to enter.

LACUESIS, [from >.avt'», to me.isure out by lot,] in niytho-

logv, cne of the Fates. Siie presided over futurity, and was re-

prVsented as spinning the thread of life ; or, according to others,

holding the spindle.

L.'\CIiNlvA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and
octandria class of plants : natural order, VeprecuUe. Calyx none;
corolla four-cleft ; with the limb une(|ual ; seed one ; resembling

a berrv. It has two species, natives of the Cape of Good Hope.
LACHIJYMAL, or LACHKYMALIS, in anatomy, an ap-

j)ellalion given to several parts of the eye. See A.x,\to.mv.

LACHRY.\L\'l'ORY, in antiquity, a vessel wherein die tears

of a deceased person's friends were preserved along with the ashes

and urn. They were small glass or earthen bottle^, chielly in the

form of phials. At the Koman funerals, the friends of the deceas-

•<!, or ihe prwiica;, women hired for lliat puipo-e, used to fill

tliem with their tears, and deposit them very c.irefully with the

ashes in testimony of their sorrow, imagining the manes of the de-

ceased were thereby greatly comforted. Many specimens ot

them are preserved in the cabinets of the curious, particularly in

the British .Museum.
LACIISA, or H.VDS.IAK, a province of Arabia I'elix, bound-

C<1 on the N. bv Arabia Deserta, E. by the Persian Gulf, S. by
Oman, and W. by Nedsjcd. Its camels and asses are much va-

lued, and some thousands annually sold into Syria. It has aKo a

P'.-arl- fishery and some foreign trade. It is chieHy inhabited by
ihe Bedouins.

I-ACINIl'.\I, in ancient geography, a promontory of tli€ Rru-
,tii in Italy, the b. boundary of the Sinuj Tarentinus and the
Adriatic.

LACiS, a genus of tlie class and order pohandria digvnia.
Calyx and corolla none; filaments winged on both sides below ;

receptacle girt with twelve spines; capsules ovale. There i^ one
species, an ai|uatic of Guiana.
LACISTIMA, a genus of the monandria digvnia class and or-

der. Calyx is the scale of the anient; corolla tour-])arted ; fila-

ments bifid ; berry pedicelled, one-seeded. It has one species, a
;hrub of .Jamaica.

l.,ACIZE, or LAZISE, a town and fort of Maritime Austria,
on the E. side of Lake Garda. Also a hilly district extending W.
frotu NVroiia lo Lake Garda.
LACK OF KUTEES, is 100,000 rupees; which, supposing

ihem siccas, or standard, at "is. 6d. each, amount to 12,500/.
Sterling.

_LACQUERS, are virnishes applied upon tin, brass, and other
metals, to^ preserve them from tarnishing, and to improve their
eolour. The basis of laccpiers is a solution of the resinous sub-
stance called seed-lac in spirit of wine. The spirit ought to be
very much concentrated, in order to dissolve much of the lac.

For this purpose, somi; authors direct dry potass to be thrown into
the spirit. 'I'his alkali aUracts the water, with which it tonus a
liquid that subsides diitiiictly from the spirit at the bottom of the

voi. HI.— .vo. 119.

essel. From this liquid t!ie spirit may be separated by decanta-

tion. By this method the spirit is mucii concentrated; but, at the

same time, it becomes iminvgnated with par-t of the alkal , w hicii

depraves its colour, and communicates a property to the lacquer

of imbibing moisture from the air. 'I'hese imconvenicijces may
be prevented by distilling the spirit; or, if the artist has not •

an opportunity of performing that process, he may cleanse the

spirit, in a great measure, from the alkali by ad<ling to it some
calcined alum ; the acid of which uniting wiln the alkali remain-

ing in the spirit, forms with it a vitriolaled tartar, which, niit bcinj

i.oluble in spirit of wine, falls to the bottom together with the

earth of the tieconiposed alum. To a pint of the purified spirit,

about three ounces of powdered shell-lac are to be added ; and
the mixture to be digested during the same day witii a moderate
heat. The liquor ought to be poured olT, sirained, and cleared, by
settling, 'i'liis clear liquor is now fit to receive the required co-

lour trom certain lesmous colouring substances, the principal of

which are gamboge and anotto ; the former of which gives a yel-

low, and the latter an orange, colour. In oriler to give a golden

colour, two parts of gamboge are added to one of anotto ; but
these colouring substances may be separately dissolved in the

tincture of lac, and the colour recpiired may be adjusted by mix-
ing the two solutions in different proportions. When silver-leaf or

tin is to be lacquered, a large ipiantity of thc^ colouring materials

is requisite thay when the lacquer is intended to be laid on brass.

L.-\CONI.V, or LACONIC.V, a country in the south of Pelo-

ponnesus. The capital was called Sparta, or Lacechemon. See
Lacepamov. The brevity with which the Laconians always ex-
pressed themselves became |)roveibial. See Laconic.
LACOKICIS.M. See Laconism. Laconicism is certainly-

preferable, both in respect of sound and sense, as well as regularity

of dt'rivation.

L.VCONIC, \_lacouicus, Lat.] short; brief; from /.aconcs, the

Spartans, w lio used few words.

J^ACONICHM, a short pilhy senlentious speech, such as the
Lacediuioiiians were remarkable lor. See Lacoma.
LACONISM, \_ltwonismus, l^-dt.l a concise style, called by

Pope laconicism.

]^-\CTA TF.S, the compounds of lactic acid and alkalies. See
Lactic .Acid.

LAC TAI'IO, or LACTATION, among medical writers, de-
notes nursing, or i^ivincrsuck. The mother's breast, if possible,

should be allowed the child, at least during llie first month; for

thus the child is more peculiarly benefited by what it sucks, and
the mother is preserved from more real inconveiiicnoies than the
falsely delicate imagine they would suiTer bv conqiliance there-

with; but if by infirm constitution, or other causes, the mother
cannot suckle her child, let dry-nursing under the mother's eve
be i)ur3ued. Wiien women lose their appetite by giving suck,
both the children and themselves are thereby injured ; wet nurses

are to be preferred, who, during the time thev give the breast,

have rather an increased appetite, and digest more quicklv ; the
former are apt lo waste away, and sometimes die consumptive.
Those nurses with whom lactation may for a lime agree, siiould

wean the child as soon ms their appetite lessens, their strengtii

seems to fail, or a tendency to hysteric symptoms are manifest.

When the new-born child is to be b"rought up by the mother's
breast, apply it thereto in ten or twelve hours after delivery ; thus
the milk is sooner and more easily supplied, and there is less ha-

zard of a fever than when the child is put to it before the milk be-
gins to llow of itself. If the mother does not suckle her child, her
bre.asts shouUl be kept so warm wilh ll.uinels, or a hare-skin, that a
constant perspiration may be supporteil, which will prevent much
inconvenience from the milk. 'I'he child, nolwitlistanding all care
in dry-nursing, sometimes pines if r. breast is not allowe<l. In this

case a wet-nurse should be provided, if possible, one that has not
been long delivered of a child. She should be young, of a healthy
habit, an active disposition, a mild temper, and whose breasts are
well fiUeil with milk. If the milk be good, it is sweetish to the
tasle, anil totally free from saltness ; to the eye it appears thin, and
of a bliii--h cast,

LACTEALS. See Av.^tomy.
LACTIC ACID, an acid contained in milk. It was first ex-

amined by Scheele, and found by him to have peculiar properties. ,

In the v.hey of milk this acid is mixed with a little curd, some
3 E phosphate
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Phosphate of hme, «iigar of milk, aiul mucilage. All these must
be separated belni': the acid can be examined. Scheole accom-
plished this by the following process : Evaporate sour whey to

one-eighth of its bulk, and tlien filter it to separate the coagulat'id

cheesy matter; then add lime-water to precipitate the phosphate

with which she is laden be extremely heavy, her burden is deter-
mined by the weight of the goods; and 'if light, she carries as
much as she can stow, to be tit for the purposes of navigation.
As a ton in measure is generally estimated at 2000 pounds iii,

weight, a vessel of 200 tons ought accordingly to carry a weiglit equal
cf lime, and dilute the liquid with ])ure water. Next pi-ecipitate j

to 400,000 pounds, when tlie matter of wliich the cargo is composed
the excess of lime by means of the oxalic acid, and evaporate the

solution lo the consistence of honey, and pour on a quantitv
ot alcohol which separates the portion of sugar, of milk, and other
extraneous matter, and dissolves the lactic acid ; tlien distil the

clear filtered li(]uor till the whole of the alcohol employed be
driven off; what remains is the lactic acid.

LACTOMETER, a kind of hydrometer. See Milk-gavge,
and Plate ClI. fig. 10.

LACT'UCA, in botany, a genus of the polygamia sequalis or-

der .and syngenesia class of plants ; natural order Composita'.
calyx imbricate, cylindrical, w'ith a membranaceous margin ; re-

ceptacle naked ; seeds even, with a simple stipitate down. It has

eleven species, of which L. sativa, the common lettuce, has many
".'arieties which are well known.
L,\CUNA, [Latin,] in old records, a ditch; a furrow for a

•strain ; a blank in writing.

LACUNAR, in architecture, an arched roof or ceiling, more
especially the planking or flooring above porticos or piazzas.

L.4CYDA^;, or LACYDES, a Greek philosopher, born at

Cyrcne, who was the disciple of Arcesilaus, and his successor in

the academy. He taught in a garden given him by Attains, king
of Perganius ; but that prince sending for him to court, he replieil,
" That the pictures of kings should be view-ed at a distance."
He imitated his master in doing good without caring to have it

known. He had a goose which followed him every where by
night as well as by day ; and when she died he made a magniti-
cent funeral for her ! He taught the same <loctrine as Arcesilaus

;

and, like some moderns, said, that we ought to determine nothing,
but always to suspend our opinion. He died B. C. 212.

LADDERS, ScALi.NG, in the military art, are used in scaling,

when a place is to be taken by surprise. They are made several
lays : here we make them of llat staves, so that they may move
about their pins, and shut like a parallel ruler, for conveniently
carrying them : the French make them of several pieces, so as to

be joined together, and to be made of any necessary length:
sometimes they are made with single ropes, knotted at proper dis-

tances, with iron-hooks at e^ch end ; one to fasten them upon the
wall above, and the other in the ground ; and sometimes they are
made with two ropes, and staves between them, to keep the ropes
at a proper distance to tread upon. When they are used in scal-

ing walls, they ought to be rather too long than too short, and to

be given in charge only to the stoutest in the detachment. The sol-

diers should carry them with the left arm passed through the se-

cond step, taking care to hold them upright close to their sides,

and very short below, to prevent any accident in leaping into the
ilitch. The first rank of each division, provided with ladtlers,

should set out with the rest at the signal, marching resolutely with
their firelocks slung, to jump into the ditch ; when they arrive they
should apply their ladders against the parapet, observing to place
them towards the saliant angles rather than the middle of the cur-

tain, becau«e-the enemy ha>-e less force there. The ladders must
!)e placed within a foot of each oflier, without too much or too
little slope, that they may not be overturned or broke by the
weight of the soldiers mounting upon them. The ladders being
;ipphed, those who have carried them, and those who follow,

jhould mount up, and rudi upon the enemy sword in hand : if he
wlio goes first happens lo be overturned, the next should take care

not to be thrown down by his comra<le ; but immediately mount
himself, so as not to give tlie enemy time lo load his piece. As
the soldiers who mount first may be easily tumbled over, and
their fall may cause the attack to fail, their breasts should be pro-
tected by the fcre-parts of cuirasses; for if they can penetrate,
the vest may easily follow. Tiie success of an escalade is infalli-

ble, if they mount the four sides at once, and shower a number of
grenades amongst the enemy, e5pecial!y when supported by some
grenadiers and picquets, who share the enemy's fire.

LADEN, in the sea-language, the stati of a ship when she is

charged with a weight or quantity of any sort of merchandises, or

ether materials, equal to her tonnage or burden. Jf the cargo

is specifically heavier than the water in which she' iioats ; or, \i\

other Words, when the cargo is so lieavy that she cannot li oat
high enough with so great a quantity of it as the hold will con-
tain.

Laden ik Bulk, the state of being freighted with a cargo whiclv
is neither in casks, boxes, bales, or cases, but lies loose in the
hold ; being <lefended from the moisture or wet of the hold by a
number of mats and a quantity of duiiage. Such are usually the
cargoes of corn, sail, or such materials.

I>ADENBURG, a town in the late Palatinate of the Rhine, 4«
miles S. E. of Menlz.
LADOGA, a great lake of the Russian empire, in Finland,

which lias a communication with the gulf of Finland, by the
Nieva, and abounds in fish, particularly salmon. It is a )iun-
dred and twenty miles long, and from fitly to sixty broad.
Ladoga, a town of Russia, seated on the above lake.

LA DON, in ancient geography, a river of Arcadia falling into
the Alpheus.
Ladon, in modern geography, a town of France, iu the depart-

ment of Loiret, 9 miles E.N.E.' of Orleans.
LADRONE, or MARIAN ISLANDS, a cluster of twelve,

islands in the Pacific Ocean, in about 143° Lon. E. and between,
1 1° and 21°Lat. N. They were first discovered by Magellan,
who sailed round the world through the straits which bear his
name. He gave them the name of Ladrone Islands, or the Islands,
of Thieves, from the thievish disposition of the inhabitants. When,
these islands were di;covered, the natives were totally unacquaint-
ed with any other country besides their own; and having no ac-.

counts of theirown origin, supposedthat the author of their race v.'as

formed of a piece of the rock of Funa, one of their smallest islands.

Many things, looked upon by us as absolutely necessary to our ex-
istence, were utterly unknown to them. 'Fhey had no animals,
but one species of birds, resembling turtle-doves, which they ne-
ver killed, but only tamed them, and taught them to speak. They.
were much astonished on seeing a horse which a Spanish captain
left among them in 1673. But what is most incredible is, that

they were utterly unacquainted with fire till Magellan, provoked
by their repeated thelts, burned one of their villages. When they
saw their wooden houses blazing, they thought that the fire was a

beast which fed upon the wood ; and some of them who came too.

near, being burnt, the rest stood at a distance, lest they should be.

devoured or poisoned by the breathings of that terrible animal.
I'he inhabitants are olive-coloured, but not of such a deep dye as'

those of the Philippines : their stature is good, and their limbs weJl
proportioned. ^I'hough their food chiefiy consists entirely of fish,

fruits, and roots, yet they are so fat, that to strangers they appear
swelled, but this does not render them less nimble and active..

I'hey often live to a hundred years or more, yet retain the healtlv

and vigour of men of fifty. The men go stark naked, but the we-
men are covered. They are not ill-looking, and take great care of

their beauty, though their ide.as on that subject are very different

from ours. They admire black teeth and w hitc hair. Hence one
of their principal occupations is to keep their teeth black by the

help of certain herbs, and to whiten their hair by sprinkling upon
it a certain water. Their language much resembles that of the

Tagales in the Philippine islands. It is agreeable to the ear, hav-

ing a soft and easy pronunciation. One of its chief graces con-

sists in the f.icility ot transposiug words, and even all the syllables

of one word ; and thus furnishing a variety of double meanings,
with which these people are greatly delighted.

L.-IDY, \_lila-j'dif, loaf-day. Sax.] The original application of
this expression was to the mistress of the manor, who once a-vveek,

oroftener, distributed to her poor neighbours, with her own hands,

a certain quantity of liread ; and perhaps it is from that hospitable

custom, that to this day the ladies of this kingdom alone serve tlic

meat at their own tables.

Lady-day, in law, the 25th of March, being the annonciatioa
of the holy virgin. See Ann'j.n'Ciation.

Lady-m^ntle, See Alchemiixa.
Lad-v'4
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Lady's Bowbh. See Ci.ewatis.

Lady's Comb. SccScandix.
Laoy's Cvshion. See Saxifraga.
Lady's F'inger. See Anthvllis.
Lady's Smock. Sec Cardamine.
Lady's '1'resses. See Ofhrvs.
L3^NA, in antkiuity, a gown worn by the Roman augurs, and

peculiar to tlieir oflice. lii tliis gown they covered tlieir lieads

when they made llieir observations on birds, &c. See Augvr.
LAERTES, in fabulous history, king of Ilhica, the son of Ar-

ccsius and Clialcomedusa, and fatlier ol Ulysses.

LjESTRYGONES, in fat-.ulous history, the most ancient inha-

bitants of Sicily. Some suppose iheui to be the same as the peo-

ple of Lconlium, and to have been neighbours to the Cyclops,

They fed on human lU-^h : and when Ulysses came on their coasts

they sunk his ships ajul devoured his companions.
LAE ri A, in botany, a 'pecies of tlie monogynia order, and po-

lyandria class of plants. Calyx five-leaved ; corolla five-petalcd,

or none; fruit one-celled, three-cornered ; seeds with a pulpy aril.

It has four species, natives of America.
LAGAN, orLAGON, [from Icgtiii, Sax. to lie,] in se.vlaws,

shipwrecked goods left on tlie sand, or ashore; or goods cast over-

board by seamen in danger of sliiinvreck.

LAGEMAN, [Jiiguiumaniius, Lat] homn liahcns le gem, or

hiivw leu^iilis scu Icgitiinus, such as we call now " good men of

tlie jury." The word is often used in Domesday Book, and in

the laws of ICdward the Confessor, cap. 38.

LAGEN, or LAG1'"^NA, in antiquity, a measure of wine, con-

taining si.x; sextarii; whence some derive the word Hagon. The
lieutenant of the tower has tlie privilea;e to take unam lageiiam vini

ante malum &: retro, of all wine-ships that come upon the Tliames;

and Sir Peter Leicester, in his Antiquities of Cheshire interprets

lagena vini, " a bottle of wine."
LAGERSTKOEMIA, in botany, a genus of tlie monogynia

order, and polyandria class of plants. Calyx six-cleft, bell-

shaped; petals six, curled; stamina very manyj the six outer

thicker than the rest, and longer than the petals. There are four

species, natives of the East Indies.

LAGNY, a town of France, in the department of Seine,

Marne, and late province of the isle of France, 13 miles E. of Paris.

LAGOECAI, Bastaud cr NViLd Cumin ; in botany, a genus
of the monogynia order, and pentandria class of plants. Involii-

crum universal and partial ; petals bifid ; seeds solitary, inferior.

It has but one species, found in the Levant.
LA(;J0ON ISLAND, an island of the South Sea, of an oval

form, with a lake in the middle, which occupies the greatest part

of it. It abounds with trees. Lon. 138.54. VV. Lat. 18.47. S.

Also, another island in theSouth Sea. Lat. 21. 38. S. Lon. 147. 37.W.
LAGOS, a sea-port town of Portugal, in the province of Algara.

liOn. 8. ."i. W. Lat 34. 45. N.
LAGULLAS, Cape, the most southerly point of Africa, east

of the Cape of Good Hope.
LAGUNA, or SAN CHRISTOVAL DE LAGUNA, a con-

siderable town in the island of Tenerilie. Lon. It). 27, W. Lat.
2S. 29. N.
LAGUNQ'.A, in botan)', a genus of the monadelphia polyan-

dria class and order. Natural order, Columnifer.e. Calyx sim-
ple, five-cusped ; style simple; stigma pellated ; capsule five-

celled, (ive-valved. There are three species, of which L. acu-
leata, prickly laguncea, has a round tomentose stem, armed with
small upright prickles, a little branched, and is about a foot and a
half in lieight.

LAGURUS, in botany, a genns of the digynia order, and tri-

andria class of plants : natural oriler, Grainiiia. Calyx bivalved,
with a villous awn ; exterior petal of the corolla terminated by
two awns, with a third on its back retorted. It has but one spe-
cies.

LAHOLM, a sea-port town of Sweden, in the province of
Gothland, near the Baltic. Lon. 13. 13. E. Lat 5(5. 35. N.

. LAHORE, a large town of Hindoostan, and capital of a pro-
vince of the same name, one of tlie most considerable in the Mo-
gul's dominions. Lon. 75. 55. E. LvU. 32. 40. N.
LAITY, r^.T©',] the people, as distinguished from the clergy.

See Clergy. The lay-part of his majesty's subjects is divided
into three distinct states ; the civil, the military, and the maritime.
See Civjt, MuiTAKy, and Maritime,

LAIZI',, a river of France, in the department of Calvados*
which falls into the Orne, 2 miles S.VV. of St Martin.

LAKE, [^laciin, La(.] a collection of waters contained in some
cavity in an inland place, of a large extent, surrounded with land, and
having no communication with the ocean. Lakes may be <livided

into fuur kinds. 1. Such as neither receive nor send forth rivers.

2. ^iuchas emit rivers without receiving any. 3. Such as receive
rivers without emitting any. And, 4. Such as both receive and
send forth rivers. Of the first kind, some are temporary and
others perennial. Most of those that are tenqjorary owe their ori-

gin to th" rain, and the cavity or depression of the place in whicii

tliey are lodged : thus in India there are several such lakes ma<le
by the induslry of the natives, of which some are a mile, and some
two, in circuit ; these are surrounde<l with a stone-wall, and being
filled in llic rainy months, supply the inhabitants in dry seasors, .

who live at a great distance from springs or rivers. Tliere are also

several of this kind formed by the inundations of the Nile and Ni-
ger ; and in Moscovy, Finland, and Lapland, many lakes are
formed, partly by the rains, and partly by the melting of the ice

and snow: but the perennial lakes, which neither receive nor emit'
rivers, are supposed to arise from subterraneous springs, by whicli

they are constantly supplied. The second kind of lakes, which
emit without receiving rivers, is very numerous. Many river.-i

iiow from these as out of cisterns ; where their springs being situated

low within a hollow place, first fill the cavity and make it a lake,

w Inch not being capacious enough to hold all the water, it overflows
and forms a river. Of this kind are tlie lake Vv'olga, at the head
of the river Wolga ; lake Odium, at the head of the Tanais ; lake

Adac, wlience a liead-w aler of the Tigris tiuws ; and lake Ozero,
or white lake, in Muscovy, the source of the Shaksna ; and the

great lake Chaamay, whence flow four very large rivers, which
water the countries of Siam, Pegu, &;c. viz. the Nlenan, the Asa,
tlie Ciapoiimo, and the Laquia, ic. The third species of lakes,

which receive rivers but emit none, apparently owe their origin to

tliose rivers, which, in their progress from their source, falling

into some extensive cavity, are collected tugether, and form a lake
of such dimensions as may lose as much by exhalation as it con-
tinually receives from these sources: of this kind is that great

lake improperly called the Caspian Sea ; the lake Asphaltites, also

called the Dead Sea ; the lake of Geneva, and several others. Of
the fourth species, which both receive and emit rivers, are reck-
oned three kinds, as tlie quantity they emit is greater, equal, or
less, than tlicy receive. If it be greater, they must be supplied
by springs, at the bottom ; if less, the surplus of the water is proba-
bly spent in exhalations ; and if e(|ual, their springs just supply a»
much water as runs off, and is evaporated by the sun. Lakes are

also divided into fresh-water and salt-water lakes. Dr. Halley is.

of opinion that all great perennial lakes are saline, either in a

greater or less degree ; and that this saltness increases with time.

Large lakes answer the most valuable purposes in the northern re-

gions, the vi:\rm vapours that arise from them moderating the ex-
treme cold, and in warmer climales, at a great distance from the
sea, the exhalations raiseil from them by the sun cause the coun- -

tries that border upon them to be refresiied with frequent showers,

and consequently prevent their becoming barren dcberts.

Lake, or Laque, a preparation of diU'erent substances into a
kind of nla;Ji^tery lor the use of painters: one of the finest and
first invented of which was that of gum-lacca, or kuiuc, from which
all the rest, as made by the same process, are called by the com-
mon name lacqiict. See Lacca. The method of preparing these

is much the same with that of the curcuuia-root, or turmeric

root; the process is this : take a pound of turmeric-root in fine

powder, three pints of water, and an ounce of salt of tartar ; put
all into a glazed earthen vessel, and let them boil together over
a clear gentile lire, till the water appears highly impregnated with

t|ie root, and will stain a paper to a beautihil yellow. Filter this

liquor, and gradually add to it a strong solution of roch-alum iu •

water, till the yellow matter is curdled together and precipitated ;

after this pour the whole into a filtre of paper, and the water will

run off and leave the yellow matter behind. It is to be washed .

many times with fresh water, till the water comes off insipid, and.,

then" is obtained the beautiful yellow called lacque'of turmeric,

used in painting. In this manner may a lake be made- of any of

the tinging substances that are of a strong texture, as madder, log-

wood, &c. but it will not succeed in tender species, as the flowers

of roses, violets, &c, as it dcstrovs tlie nice aiTangement of parts

in
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111 those siibjecls on whicli ihc coloui' depeiids. A fine lake is

thus |)ropare(l : first, lot a poniul of ix^arl-ash, be clir-solved in two
quiM-tsot water, andtlie soUuimi lie filtied llironpji i;;iper. A pound
of I lean scarlet shreils, and two ijuarls of water, are next to be

added to the liquor, and the wliole boiled liil ihe rags are per-

fectly divested of their tinge ; when thev arc to be taken out and

pressed, 'riiree additional pounds of slireds are now to be boiled

in the same solution ; an<l, during this process, a poiH)d and a half

of the bone of cuttle-fisli are to be dissolved in one pound of aqua-

fortis. This liquid is next to be combined with the fornicr solu-

tion; and the whole, on being sulTered to subside, will deposit a

sediment, which forms what is called lake. • The liquor is tlien to

be strainetl, and the sediment mixed four or five times, succes-

sively, in two gallons of spring-water, till all saline particles are

extracted; lastly, it is to be drained, and dropped through a fun-

nel on clean boards, when the lake will assume the form of cones

or pyramids, m which it niu-t be suffered to dry, and the prepara-

tion will be iit for use.

LALAND. Si-e Laaland.
TAMA, the sovereign pontiff, or rather god, of the Asiatic

Tartars, inhabiting the country of Barantola. The lama is not

only adored by the inhabitants of the country, but also by the

kings of Tartary, who send him rich presents, and go in pilgrimage

to pay him adoration, calling liim lama congiu, t. e. " gud, the

everlasting father of heaven." He Is never to be seen but in a

'secret place of his palace, amidst a great number of lamps, sitting

cross-legged upon a cushion, and adorned all over with gold and

precious stones; where, at a distance, they prostrate themsrlves

before him, it not being lawful for any to kiss even his feet. He
is called the great lama, or lama of lamas; that is, " prifst of

priests." The orthodox opinion is, that when the grand lama

seems to die either of old age or inlirmity, his soul, in tact, only

quits ;i crazy habitation to look for another younger or bttter; and

it is discovered again in the body of some cliiKI, by certain tokens

known only to the lamas or priests, in which order he always ap-

pears. A particular account of the pompous ceremonies attending

the inauguration of the infant Lama in Thibet, is given in tlie first

volume of the Asiatic Researches. The Emperor of China ap-

pears, on siicli occasions, to act a very conspicuous part, in giving

testimony of his respect and zeal for the great religious father of his

faith, 'riie twenty-eighth day of the seventh moon, corrcspoml-

ing nearly, as their year commences with the vernal equinox, to

the iiiidd'le of October, is reckoned the most auspicious tor the ce-

lemonv of inauguration. 1'lie procession, on these occasions,

from 'i'erpaling to Teeshoo Loomboo, is conducted with such

slow and niaje'stic solemnity, that though the distance is only

twenty miles, it takes U|) three days. '1 he crow d of spectators i"s

immense. The three next days are spent in tiie ceremonies of in-

auguration, ill delivering the presents sent by the emperor to the

lama, and in the public festivals on the occasion; (.luring which all

who are at t\ie capital are entertained at the public expence, and

alms are distributed liberally to the poor. Universal rejoicings

prevail throughout Thibet; 'banners are unfurled on all their for-

tresses; the peasantry fill up llie day with music and festivity, and

the night is cheered" by general illuminatisns. A long period is

afterwards employt-'d, in" making presents and public entertainments

to the newly inducted lama, wdio, at the time of his accession to

the niusnud," or pontificate of Teeshoo Loomboo, is often not Ihiee

years of age. 'i'hc whole ceremony, from its coininencement to

its consummation, lasts forty days.

LAMB, in zoology. See Ovis. A male lamb of the first year

is called a wedder hog, and the female a ewe hog; in the second

\-ear if is called a wedder, and the female a sheave.

LAMBALLK, a town of France, in the department of the

North Coasts; thirty-seven miles N. W. of Uennes. Lon. 2. 21.

\V. Lat. 4S. 527. >'.

LAM-45AY, an island on the \V. coast of Ireland, twelve miles

from Dublin.
LAMIWVYEQI'E, a town of Peru, 12 miles from Moroppe.

LAM Bi''.SC, atown of Franc, in the department of Ihe Months
of the Rhone ; twelve miles N. \V. of Aix. Lor.. 5. 31. E. Lat.

43. 40. N.
LAMBETH, a flomishing village of Surry, on the Thames,

opposite Westminster; now joined to the metropolis by the vast

increase of buildings: famous for the ancient palace of tiie Arcli-

kishops of Canterbury.

LAMBORN, a town of Berk-hire, seven miles N. by W. of

Hungerford, and sixtv-eight W. of London, l-iia. 1. 20. W,
Lat. '51. 30. N.
LAMECIL [ncV, Heb. i. c. poor or humbled,] the fifth in di-

rect descent trom Cain, the son of Melhusael, and father of Jabal,

Jiibal, and Tubal-cain, the earliest inventors of the arts on record.

He is the first polygamist we have any authentic account of,

((ien. iv 18, 24.) , 'I'hcre is a tradition among the Hebrews,
that Laniech growing bhnd, ignorantly killed Cain, believing

him to be some wild beast; and that afterwards lie slew his own
son Tubal-cain, wlio had been the cause of this murder, because
he had directed bini to shoot at a place in the thickets, where
he had seen something stir. See Cain. Commentators wiilelj

differ respecting the meaning and intention of Laniech's sj)ecch t'u

his two wives.

\..\ M l-GO, a city of Portugal, in Beira, on the Dnero ; thirty-

six miles l",. of Porto, and seventy^two N. N. E. of Coiuibra.

LAMELL.'E, in natural history, very thin plates, such as the

scales of iishcs are composed of.

LAM l-LN'l'A'llONS, a canonical book of the Old Testament,
wiitten by the prophet Jeremiah, according to Archbishop Ussher,

and some other learned men, who follow the opinion of Josepluis-

and St. Jerom, on occasion of Josiah's death. But as this opinion
does not agree with the subject of the book, the Lamentation com-
posed by Jeremiah on that occasion is probably lost. The fifty,

second chapter of the book of Jeremiah was probably added by
ICzia, as a preface or introduction to (he Lamentations: thetwoi
first chapters are employed in describing the calamities of the siego

of Jerusalem : in the third the author deplores the persecutions he '

himself had sulVeietl ; the fourth treats ol tlie desolation of the city i

and tcnqile, aiul the misfortune of Zedi-kiali: the fitlh is a prayer
for the Jews in their dispersion and captivity : and at the close of

all bespeaks of the cruelty of the Edomiles, who had insulted Je-I

rusalem in her misery. All the chaptcis in this book, except the

last, are in verse, and digested in the order of the alphabet ; witli-

this difference, that in the first, second, and fourth, chapters, the
iirst letter of every verse follows the order of the alphabet ; but in

the third the same initial letter is continued for three verses toge-

ther. This order was probably adopted, that the book might be
more easily learned and rctainetl. 'riie subject is extremely mov-
ing: and the style lively, |)allietic, and affecting. In this kind of

writing the prophet Jeremiah was a great master, according to the

character which Grotius gives of him, i\Iirus in afleclibus conci-

taiidis.

LAMER MOOR, or LAMMER-MOOR HILLS, [from Lu
Mer, Fr. the sea, and iiioor,~\ a ridge of moorish hills, in the Si of

Scotland, which begin at Coldinghamein the Merse, ami Dunglass

in li. Lothian, (both of which places stand close upon the sea,)

and extend \V. with a broad surface from thirty to forty miles, till

they terminate at Soutra hill, which is the highest of them. They
are'inler»ected by various openings, in difi'erent directions, and by
rivulets running down on each side.

LAMI.E, in pagan mythology, a sort of diifmons, who were
supposed to devour children. '1 heir form was human, resembling

beautiful women. Horace mentions them in his Art of Poetry,

riiey are also called Larva: and Lemurcs.
LAMIN/E, in physiology, thin plates of which several sub-

stances coiisi.-t.

LAMINATF'D, [from lumina, Lat.] plated; used of such

bodies whose contexture discovers such a disposition as that of

plates lying over one another.

LAMIUM, Dkad-Nettle: in botany, a genus of the gyni-

nosperniia order, and didynaniia class of plants ; natural order,

\'erticillata\ Corolla upper liij, entire, arciicd, the under lip bi-

lobous; throat with a dent or tooth on each side. There are thir-

teen species.

L. Album, Mhitk AnciiANCEL, or Dead-nettle, grows fre-

quently under hedges and in waste places. The tlowers, which

appear in April and May, have been particularly celebrated in ute-

rine fluors, and other female weaknesses; aKo in disorders of the

lungs; but they appear to be of very weak virtue; and liave now
no place in o\ir pharniacopteia.

LAMLASH, a town ol Scotland, on the E. coast of the Tele of

Arran.
LAMMAS-DAY, a festival celebrated on the first of Angust

V by the Romish church, iu memory of St. Peter's imprisonment.
Lammas
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;immas is by some derived froni aSaxon wor

i:c;iuse on tliiit ilay ll

.signifying loaf-mas?,

de au ofl'eriiig of bread
le Anglo-Saxons in:

. '< with nc-v wheat.

I.AMO, an island and kingdom of Africa, on the coast ot Me-

uU, in Zanguebar. It lies between the Isle of Pate, and Cape

jrmosa. •
, r i

LAMP, [x«(iir»:,] a vessel containing oil, with a wick tor llie

jrposo of affording light. Lamps were in general use amongst

le Jews, Greeks, and Homans. The candlestick with seven

ranches, placed in llie sanctnary by Moses, and those winch So-

imon afterwards prepared for tlie temple, were crystal lamps lill-

i with oil, and hxed upon llic brinches. 'I'he lamps or caiidle-

icks used by the Jews in thejf houses were generally put into a

ery high stand on the ground. The lamps used at niarriage-fes-

vals, alUided to in the parable of the ten virgins, (Matth. xxv. 1,

,) were of a dilTercnt kind. According to antiiiuarjt s, they were

sort of torches, made of iron or putter's earth, wrapped about

/ith old linen, and moistened from time to time with oil. The

imps of Gideon's soUliers were of ihe same kind. The use of

.ax was not known to the Romans, but they generally used

imps; hence the proverb Tempus et ok-um iierdidi, 1 have lo^t

iiy labinir. Lamps were sometimes burnt in honour of the dead,

>Jth by Greeks and Uomans. The utility of lamps in domestic

ife is univei-sallv acknowledged; we shall, therefore, iiotirc such

nventions or improvements relative to this branch of nianutacture,

13 are most approved. The first we shall notice is, that of AL
\rgand, who obtained a patent in 1784: the superiority of his

amp iiepends on the admission of a larger volume of air to tlie

jl.»me, thin is practicable on the common plan. This object is

effected by employing a circular wick, so that a strong current of

lir rushes into ihe'cyliiider round which the wick is placed, and

hus, together with the atmosphere, excites the tlame to such a de-

;ree, tlia": the smoke is entirely consumed. The light and heat

ire by this method remarkablv increased, while the expence of

rfie oil is considerably reduced ; because those particles, which,

in the usual lamps, are dissip.ited in smoke, will, by M. Argand's

invention, be converted into a brilliant flame. A patent was ob-

tained in 1787, by Mr. Peter Keir, for a contrivance of raising the

lupply of oil ill lamps. The whole effect is produced by the ap-

plication of another fluid, the specitic gravity of which is greater

than that of oil ; and which communicates with the latter, by
means of certain receivers, tubes, or conductors. These are so

arranged, (hat the heavier liiiuid may press a column of oil up-

wards to any requisite height, for the purpose of supplying the

lamp. Farther, by prolonging the conductor of the heavier fluid

beneath the lower surface of the column of oil, the weight of the

former will hydrostatically act upon such surface, and raise the

column. Thus, the lamp will not only be furnished with the

purest particles of oil from the upper part, but the tlame will alio

be considerably eh'vated above the body of the vessel ; and, be-

ing supplied from a contracted surface of oil, it will consequently

afford a more dill'used light, with a considerable diminution of

shade. For a more minute account of this ingenious contrivance,

we refer the inquisitive reader to the eighth volume of the Reper-
tory of Arts and Manufactures. Messrs. While and Smethurst

greatly improvetl Argand's lamp, for which they obtained a pa-

tent in 1800. Tire whole is modestly called au improvement on
the burner of the common x\rgaiul lamp; the object of which
is, to afford a more free and plentiful supply of oil to the igniteil

part of the wick; so that it will burn better, reipjire less fretpient

snufiing, and answer well, even with oil of an inferior quality.

These advimtages are obtained simply, by leaving a larger than
the usual space between the two tubes, within which the »ick is

placed. Yet it is necessary to contract such space towards the

top, in order that the burnt cru^t or cinder may be more conveni-
ently removed ; an object which maybe ellected by applying a

ring or piece of metal, conically or otherwise formed, so as to re-

duce the space in the upper part of the lamp to the usual dimen-
sions. The advantages of Messrs. White and Smethurst's im-
provement, are: l.'lhatthe inconvenience hitherto complained
of, respecting the mode of cleaning and dressing the lamps, is thus
removed ; as, upon their plan, the capillary tubes of the cotton-
wick are prevented from being »t any time obstructed by the vis

cid nature of the oil, while its ascent is promoted by such capillary

altrattion. 2. The quantity of oil coDsumed by these improved
XOL. m.—NO. 1 19.

lamps is, by the patentees, stated to be less, in the proportion of at

least four to five. 3 One cf the most important advantages thence

derived is, that of the wick being rendered lit to burn common
whale, or seal-oils, which are sold at about half the price of the

best spf-rmaceti oil, llie only iullammable lluid hitherto used in

Argand's lamps; vUiile the former produce an equal degree of

light. Lamps, in many respeits, are far preferable to candles,

especially for sedentary and studious persons; but as the light

emitted bv them is frequently too vivid for weak, or irnlahleeyes,

we would'recommend the use of a small screen, which sliould be

proportionate to the disk of the tlame, and be placed at one side

of the light, in order to shade it from the read.-.r's eye, without

excluding its ctl'ect from oilier?, or d;;rkening the rooin. Such a

contrivance is equally simple and useful: it nuiy consist cither of

paper, or tafletv, slightly gummed ; r.nd, being easily folded and

carried in llie 'pocket, is far superior to the common screens.

From experiments made some years since, with the express view

of ascertaining the expence of burning chamber-oil, it appears that

a common taper-lamp, with eight cotton-threads in the wick, con-

sumed in one hour -jV^g parts, or about one-third of an ounce of

.permaceti oil, which at that time cost 'is. 6rf. per gallon; so ttet

the expence of burning tor twelve houi-s, amounted to 4'.57 far-

things, or about 1-^ of a penny. The light emitted by such lamp,

was as clear and bright as that yielded by candles, whicii run fioin

eight to ten in the pound. Subsequent' trials were made with M.
Argand's lamp ; the result of which was, that the latter will conti-

nue to burn three hours for the value of one penny. And though

a candle, when neuly snulVed, may appear to be preferable, yet

the lamp is ultimately superior, both for steadiness and durability

of lioht. Nay, one'good lamp proved equal in its efj'ct to half a

dozeii fallow-candles, consisting of six in the pound, the exiH-nr-e

of which was eijdit-pence, while that of the lamp amounted oiily

to two-pence haUpenny, in the space of seven hours.

Lamp, Perpetual. The testimonies of Pliny, St. Austin, and

others, have led many to believe that the ancients had invented

perpetual lamps; and'iome moderns have attempted to find oiit

the secret, but in vain. Indeed it seems no easy matter to i.'.id

out citlier a perpetual wick, or a perpetual oil. The curious may
read Dr. Plot's conjectures on the subject in the Philosophical

Transactions, No. 166; or in Lowthorp's Abridgement, vol. iii.

p. 636. But few, we believe, will give themselves the trouble of

searching tor the secret, when they consider the credulity of Pliuy

and St. Austin. Their testimony is nut a sufficient inducement to

us to believe, that a lamp was ever formed to burn 1000 or 1500

years; much less is it credible that the ancients had the secret of

making one burn for ever.

Lamp, Rolling. See Plate XCVII. fig. 4. A machine AR.

with two moveable circles, DE, FG, within it; whose common
centre of motion and gravity is at K, where their axes of raotion

cross one another. If the lamp KC, made pretty heavy and.

moveable about its axis III, and whose centre of gravity be-

low K, be fitted within the inner circle, the common centre of

gravity of the whole machine will fall below K ; and by reason of

the pivots A, B, D, E, H, I, will be always at liberty to descend:

hence, though the whole machine be rolled along the ground, or

moved in anv manner, the flame will always be uppermost, and

the oil cannot spill. In this manner they hang the compass at

sea; and thus should all the moon-lanterns be made, that are car-

ried before coaches, chaises, and the like.

Lamp-black, one of the black colouring matters. See

Colour. When lamp-black is combined with oil, so as to form

a black varnish, it appears from various experiiiients, that bodies

painted with this compound resist the eft«-cts of electricity in a

most surprizing degree ; and that they have, in a variety of cases,

even repelled lightning.

Lamp-Furnace. See Chemistrv.
LAMPAS, in farriery, dmotes an excrescence in the roof of a

horse's mouth, which is sometimes so luxuriant that it grows above

the teeth, and thus prevents his tn-ding. See Farrilry.

LAMPEDOSA, a pleasant and lertile island, though not inha-

bited, in the Mediterranean, near the coast of Tunis, about tv elvc

miles in circumference, 63 iiules W. of Malta. Lon. U. 0. E.

Lat. 35- 40. N.
L.\MPRE"^'. See Petromyzos.
L.VMPSAC1US> aji eiiithet fof any thing belonging to Lamp-

I,
3F
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sacus. It was also used for lascivious, on account of the character

of the people.

LAMPSACUM, orLAMPSACUS, in ancient geography, a

considerable city of Mysia; called Pilyea, by Homer, because

abounding in pine-trees. It is now called Lampsaki. Lon. 28.

0. E. Lat. 40. 12. N.
LAMPYRIS, the Fire-fly ; a genus of iue^^ects of the coleop-

loi'a order ; the characters are > antenna; filiform ; elytra tiexible ;

thorax flat, of a semi-orbicular form, surrounding and concealing

the head. The segments of the abdomen terminate in papilla",

which are turned up towards the elytra, and partly fold one over

the other. The females, in general, are aiiterous. There are

about sixty species; of which the most remarkable' is (he

L. NocTicuLA, or Common' Glow-worm, which is a highly

eurious and interesting animal. It is seen during the summer-
months as late as the close of August, if the season be mild, on rlry

l)anks, about woods, pastures, and bedgeways, exhibiting, as. soon
as the dusk of the evening commences, tlie most vivid and beauti-

ful phosphoric splendor, in form of a round spot of considerable

size. The animal itself, which is the female insect, measures
about three quarters of an inch in length, and is of a dull, earthy,

brown, colour, on the upper parts, and beneath, more or less tin5,ed

with rose-colour, with the two or three last joints of the body of a

pale or whitish sulphur-colour. It is from these parts that the

phosplioric light above-mentioned proceeds, whiih is of a yellow

colour, with a very slight cast of green: the body, exclusive of

the thorax, consists of ten joints or divisions. The larva, pupa,
and complete female insect, scarcely differ perceptibly from each
other in general appearance, but the phosphoric light is strongest

in the complete animal. Theglow-woriTi is a slow-moving in^ecl.,

and in its manner of walking frequently seems to drag itself on by
starts, or slight efforts. The male is smaller than the female, and
is provided both with wings and wing-sheaths; an<l it is but rarely

?een. It is certain, that in some species of this genus, the male, as

well as the female, is luminous; as in the lamp^ris halica, whjch
teems to be a native of our own island also, though less common
here than in the warmer parts of Europe. Aldrovandus describes

the winged glowworm as having its wing-shells of a tlusky colour,

and at the end of the body two brilliant fiery spots like the llame

of sulphur. Sec Plate L.\XVI.
LAN A, Wool; in botany, a species of pubescence, down, or

velvet, wdiich serves to screen the leaves, covered with it, from the

heat: this appearance is very conspicuous in the horehound,
woolly lhi!,tle, &c. See BoTANV.
LANARI A, a geinis of the hexandria monogynia class and or-

der. Corolla superior, woolly; capsules three-celled. There is

but one species, a herb of the Cape.
LANARK, or LAN'ERKSIIIRE, a county of Scotland, call-

rd also Clydesdale, from the Chde, by which it is watered;
though this name belongs properly only to the southern district of

Lanerkfhire. It is bounded on the N. by Dumbartonshire; E.
by Stirliiig, Edinburgh, and Peehlcs-sbires; on the S. by Uum-
Iries; and on the \V. l.n- Ayr and Renfrew shires. Its extent

from N. to S. is about forty miles, and from E. to \V. thirty-six.

Lanark, the capital of the above county, twenty-four miles E.

of Glasgow, and thirty \V. of Edinburgh.
LANCASHIRE, a county of England, bounded on the W.

h\ the Irish sea, on tlie N. by Cumberland, Westmoreland, and
Yorkshire, on the E. by Yorkshire, and on the S. by Cheshire;
extending 74 miles in length, and from 15 to 44 in breadth. The
air of Lancashire is pure, and agreeable, except among the fens

and on tlie sea-shore, where the atmosphere is loaded with putrid

I'xhalat ons, producing malignant and intermitting fevers, scurvy,

rheumatism, dropsy, and consumption. The soil is various

;

poor and rocky on the hills, fat and fertile in the valleys, and
ehampaisii country. The colour of the peat also varies; wdiite,

(jrey, an<l bl.ick. There is a bituminous earth about Ormskirk,
that smells like the oil of amber, and indeed yields an oil oi the

same nature, botli in its scent and inedicinal ellVcls ; as it reduces

raw flesh to the consi--tence of mummy. It also burns like a

torch, and i» used as such by the country people. This county
abounds with Itatl, iron, copper, antimony, black lead, lapis ca-

laminari-., spar, green vitriol, abun, suiphiu', pyrites, freestone, and
pit and canal coal. 1 he level coimtrv produces plenty of wheat
aud barley, and the skirts of the lulls \ie.d jjood harvests of excel-

lent oats: very good hemp is also raised, and the pasture in the

valley is so peculi.rly rich, that the cattle fed upon it are much
larger and fatter than those in any other part of England.
LANCASTER, the capital of Lancashire, 235 miles N.N,

W. of Loudon. Lon. 2. 56. W. Lat. 54. 4. N.
Lancaster, a county ot S. Carolina, in Camden district.

Lancaster, a town in the above county, 3tj miles from Cam-
den, and 47 from Charlotte.

Lancaster, a town of Massachusetts, 35 miles W. N. W. ol

Boston.

Lancaster, a populous and wealthy county of Penusyiyania.
Lancasif.k, the capital of the above county, 58 miles W. bt

N. of Philadelphia.

LANCI'-, [/u.7C(«, Lat.] a weapon used by the ancient cava-

liers, in form of a half-pike. It consisted of three i>arts, the shaft

or handle, the wings, and the dart. Pliny attributes the inven-

tion of lances to the ^tolians. ButVarroand Aulus Gelliussaj
it is Spanish ; whence others conclude the use of this weapon was

borrowed y the people of It.ily from the Spaniards. Diodorus
Siculus dfcbrives it from the Gaulish, and Festus from the Gretk
^oyX.", w hicli signifies the same.
Lance, in ichthyology. See Ammodytes.
LANCEOLA'IED Leaf, one resend)ling a spear's point.

See Botany.
LANCEROTA, one of the Canary islands, 32 miles long and

•:Q broad.

Lancerota, a city in the above island. Lon. 13. 5. \V. Lat
2S. 40. N.
Lancet, a sharp-pointed and two-edged instrument chieflj

used lor opening veins in tlie operation ot blee<!ing ; also for lay.

lug open abscesses, tumours, &c. The late L)r. Joh)i Brown
oUcn said in his Kctures, when declaiming against phleb>itomy,

that " this little mischievous instrument has murdered more of tin

human race, than all tlie s«ords, spears, javelins, battering-rams,

guns, camions, and other iu>trunients of war, that ever were in-

vented." Without giving full credit to this h>perbolical asser-

tion, it must be allowed, that ci^pious bleeding has been bv fel

too tre(]uenllv prescribed in many liiseases.

LANCII, a peculiar sort of longboat, used by the French]

Spaniards, and Italians, and in general by other European nations,

when voyaging in the Mediterraneiui sea. It is proportionably

longer, lower, and more Mai-bottonied than the long-boat ; ol

consequence less lit for sailing, but better calculated for rowinf

along a flat shore.

La.njch, or Launch, is also the movement by which ashipoi

boat descends from the shore, either when she is at first built, oi

at any time a'terwards. '^Po facilitate the operation of lanching,

and prevent any interru-ption ihert- in, the ship is supported by

two strong platforms, laid with a aradual inclination to the water,

on the opposite Sides of her keel, to which they are panill-

'

L'pon the smface of this declivity are placed two correspoo'

ranges of planks, which com|)o>e the base ot a frame called in.

cradle, whose upper part envelopes the ship's bottom, whereto il

is securely attached. Thus the lower surface of the cradle, con-

forming exactly to that of the frame below, lie~ flat n|;cn it length

wise, under the opposite sides of the ship's bottom ; and as the h

mens intended to slide downwards upon the latter, carrying

ship along with it, the planes or faces of both are well daubed m i

soap and tallow. The necessary preparations being made for llit

lanch, all 'the blocks and wedges, by which the ship was formerlj

supported, are driven out from under her keel, till her whole

weight gradually subsides upon the platforms above described,

which are accordingly called the ways. The shores and stanch-

ions, by which she is retained upon the stocks (ill the period ap-

proaches for lanching, are at length cut away, and the screws ap-

plied to move her if necessary. The motio'i usually begins on

the instant when the shores are cut, and the ship slides downward
along the ways, which are gcner.dly prolonged under the surface

ot the water, to a sullicient depth to float I'.er as soon as she arrivo

at the farthest end thereof. Wlii-n a ship is to be lanched, the

ensign, jai.k, and pendant, are always hoisted, the last being dis-

plaveii from a staff erected in the middle of the ship. Ships ol

thefirst rate are connnonly constructe<l in dry docks, and after-

wards floated out, by throwing open the flood-gates, and suffering

the tide to enter as soon as llicy are linished.

4 LANCIANO,
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1 .ANC'IANO, a considerable town of Naples, in Abiuzzio

.'ii!... Lon. 15. A. E. rat. 42. 12. N.
I. VN'l), ill a general sense, denotes terra firma, as distinguishcil

Hi III sea.

l,\vr>, in a liinitcd sense,- denotes arable ground. See Hi's

-

KAN'DRY.
Lavd, Shut is, in sea-langn;ip;e, is used to signify that ano-

ther point of land hinders the Sight of that from which the shijj

ranie.

Land, to lay the, or Lan;:) laid, in sea-language, is just to

lose sight of it.

Land, to set th", is, to see by the compass how it bears

.

LAN DA, a kingdom in the isle of Boriifo.

LANDAKF, a town of S. Wales, ni Glamorsanshire. Lon.
3 20. W. Lat. 51. 33. N.
LANDAU, a town of France, in Ihedi-par'ment of the Lower

Rhine, 270 miles E. of Paris. Loli. 8. 12. E. Lat. 49. 13. N.
La.ndau, a town ot IJavaria, on the Iser; 32 miles W. of

Passan.

La.vdau, a town of fierinanv in the late circle of the Lower
Khine, 12 miles N. of WaUletk.'
LANIDEN, John, K. R. S. an eminent mathemalician, born

»t Peakirk, near Peterborough in Nortlianiptnnshire, inJaii. 1719.

He became very earlv a proficient in the mathematics, f( r we find

him a very re»pei:table cintribnlor to tlie Ladies Diary in 1744.

In tlie Philos. 'J'rans. for 1754, vol. 48, he gave " An investiga-

tion of some theorems which suggest several very remarkable pro-

perties of the circle, and are at the same time of considerable use

Hi resolving fractions, the denominators of which are certain mul-
tinomials, into more simple ones, and by that means facilitate the

computation of tluents." In 1755, he published a volume of

about 1(3(» pages, entitled Mathematical Lurnbrations." This ti-

tle was adopted, to inform the world, that the study of the mathe-
matics was rafherthe pursuit of Ins leisure-hours tiian his principal

employment ; and indeed it contiiiued to be so the greatest part

of his life, for about 17t)2 he was appointed agent to Earl Eitz-

william, an emplovment which lie retained till u idiin t\\ o vear,-. of

his death. About" the end oj' 1759, he published jjioposals for

printing by subscription " 'Ph^e Residual Analysis, a new [branch

of the Algebraic art :" and in 1758 he published a small tract in

4to. entitled " A Discourse on the Residual Analysis," in which
he resolved a variety of problems by a mode of reasoning entirely

new. In the 51sl vol. of the Philos. Trans, for 1760, he gave '' A
New Methoilof compnling the Sums of a great number of infi-

nite Series." In 1764, he pnblishea the tirst book of " 'I'he Re-
sidual Analysis," in a 4to. vol. of 218 pagt-s, with several copper-
plates. In this treaiisf, besides explaining the principles on
which this new analysis was founde<l, he a|)plied it to drawing
tangents and finding tlie properties of curve lines, &c. On the
U)ih Jan. 1766, he was elected F. R. S. In the 5Slh volume of
the Philos. 'Prans. for 1768, he gave a " Specimen of a n-w nie-
tiipJ of comparing cnrvilineal areas; by means of which mony
are.isdid not appear to be comparable by any other inetho<l ;" a
circumstance ol no small importance in that part of natural philo-
sophy which relates to the tloclrine of motion. In the 60th vo-
lume for 1770, he gave " Some new theorems for computing the
whole areas of curvilinear figures where the ordinates are. expressed
by Iractions of a certain form," in a more concise and elegant man-
ner than had been done by Cotes, De Moivre, and others, who
had considered tiie subject'before him. In the 6lst volume for
1771, be has investigated several new and useful theorems for
compiitiiia; ceitain liuents, which arc assignable by arcs of the
conic sections. In 1771, he aNo published, " Animadversions on
Dr. Stewart's Computation of the Sun's Distance from the Earth."
In the 65tli volume of the Philos. 'Prans. for 1775, he gave the
investigation of a general theorem, for finding llie length of any
arc of a conic hyperbola by im-ans of two elliptic arcs ; and ob-
serves, that by the theorems there investigated, both the elastic
curve, and the curve of eijuable recess from a given point, may
be constructed in those cases where Mr. Maclanrin's elegant me'-
thod fails. In the 67th volume for 1777, he gave "A new
theory of the motion of bodies revolving ai)Out an axis in' free
space, when that motion is disturbed by some extraneous force,
either percussive or acceleralive." Eindinii afterwards that Uie
subject liad been previously hiiiidled by M.D'Alembcit, and ano-

ther mathematician, Mr. Landen took up the subject again ; and
though he did not then give a solution to the general problem,
viz. " To determine the motions of a body of any form whatever,
revolving without restraint about an axis passing through its cen-

tre of gravity," he fully removed every doubt of the kind which
had been started by the person alluded to by M. D'Alemberl, and
pointed out several bodies, which, under certain dimensions, have
that remarkable property. 'Phis paper is given, among many
others eipially curious, in a Tolume of Memoirs, which he pub-
lished in 1780; with a valuable and ixtcii>ive apjjeiidix, contain-

ing " Theorems for the calculation of liuents." 'i lie tables which
contain these theorems are more complete than any to be found in

any other author, and are chiefly of liis own investigating; being
such as had occurred to him in the course of a long and close ap-

plication to mathematical studies in almost every brancli of those

sciences. In 1781, 17i;2, and 1783, he published three tracts on
the sunimatioii of converging series, in which he explained and
shewed the extent of some theorems given for that purpose by M.
de Moivrej Mr. Sterling, and his old friend Simpson, in answer
tothoie things which he thought had been written to the dis|.>a-

ragement of those excellent mathematicians. In 1782, he had
made such improvements in his theory of rotaton' motion, as ena-
bled him, to give a solution of the general problem specified above;
but, finding the result of it to differ very materially from those

which had been given by M. D'Alembert, and M. Euler, the

agreement of two writers of such established reputation made him
long dubious of the truth of his own solution, and induced him to

revise the process again and again with the utmost circumspection.
But being every time more convinced that his own solution was
riglu and theirs wrong, he at Length gave it to the public in the
75th vol. of the Philos. 'Prans. for 1785. He had for several years

been severely afllicted with the stone, to such a degree as to be
confined to his bed for a month at a time ; yet even this dreadful

ihsorder did not abate his ardour for mathematical studies ; for the

second volume of his Memoirs, was written and revised during tlie

intervals of his disorder. This volume, besides a solution of the

g: neral problem concerning rotatory motion, contains the resolu-

tion of the problem concerning the motion of a (op; an investiga-

tion of the niution of the equinoxes, in which Mr. Landen was
the first who pointed out the cause of Sir Isaac Newton's mistake
in his solution of this celebrated problem ; and some otlier papers

of considi'iable importance. He just lived to see this work finish-

ed, and received a copy of it the day before his death, which hap-
pened on the 15tb of January, 1790, at Milton, near Peterborough,
m the 71st year of his age.

Landen, a town of France in the department of the Dyle, and
late province of Austrian brabant, 17 miles W. S. W. of Leige,
and 18 N. E. of Namur.
LANDERNAU, a town of France, in the department of Fi-

nisterre, and late province of Bretagne, 20 miles N. E. of Brest.

LANDES, a department of France, comprehending the late

territory oi Marsan, bounded on the N. by the department of Gi-
ronde ; E. by those of Lot and Garonne, and Gers : S. by that of

Lower Pyrenees ; and W. by the Sea. It is in general sandy and
barren, but fertile on the S. E. Mont de Marsan is the ca-

pital.

LANDGRAVE, [from land, German, earth, and grqf or
grave, a judge or count,] was a title given to those who executed
justice in behalf of the emperors, with regard to the internal po-

licy of tlie country. It does not seem to have been used before

the lull century. Those judges were first appointed within a
certain district of Germany : in tifte the title became hereditary,

and the judges assumed the sovereignty of the several districts

over which they presided. Landgrave was applied, by way of emi-
nence, to tho.se sovereign princes of the late Germanic empire,
wlio possessed by inheritance certain estates called landgravates, and
of which they received the investiture from the emperor. There
were four princes who had this title, viz. those of Thuringia, Hesse,
Alsace, and Leuchtenberg. There were also other landgraves,

who were not princes but counts of the empire. See Count.
Land-Locked is when land lies all round the ship, so that na

point of the compass is open to the sea. If she be at anchor ia

sucli a place, she is said to ride land-locked, and is therefore

concluded lo ride safe from the violence of the winds and tides.

Land-Mark, iny Ihinj; set up to preserve the boundaries of

lands.
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lands. Also any mountain, rock, steeple, tree, &'c. lliat may
serve to make llie land known at sea.

LANDKECY, a town of Fiance, in the department of the

North, and late province of Hainault, 100 miloj N. by E. of

Paris.

LANDSBERG, a town of Bavaria, 18 miles S. of Ai:g-

gburg.

LANDSCAPE, in painting, tlie view or prospect of a coun-

try, extended as far as the eye will reach. See Painting.
"LANDSCRON, a lort of l''r.ince, iu the tlepartmcnt of the

Upper Uliine; 5 miles S. \V. of I3asle.

LANDSCRON. LANDSCRONA, or LANDSCROON,
a 5ca-port town of Sweden, in the province of S. Gothland, and
territory of Schonen, 22 miles N. of Copenhagen. Lon. 14. 20.

E. Lat. 55. 42. N.
Land's End, a remarkable promontory of Cornwall, the most

westerly point of Great Britain. Lon. 5. 45. W . Lat. 50.

7. N.
LANDSHUT, atown of Bavara, 32 miles N. E. of Munich.
Land-Tax, an ancient branch ot the public revenue, the origin

of which may be traced to the fines or communications for mdi-
tary service, levied, during the feudal system, under the name of

scutages. These are supposed to have been at first mere arbitrary

compositions, as the king and the perxMis liable could agree ; but

the practice having been much abused, it was declared by Magna
Charta, and afterwards repeatedly conlirmed by acts of parlia-

ment, that no scu'.a^e should be imposed without the consent o^'

the great men and commons, in parliament assrndiled. This tax

was sometimes exacted under the name of hydage, or carrucagc ;

but taxes on land came afterwards to he generally denominated
subsidies, or assessments. During the Commonweallh, taxes on
land were levied by montiily assessments ; and commissioners

were appointed iu each cuuuty for rating the individuids. These
assessiments varied according to the exigencies of the times, from
35,000/. to 120,000/. a month; the assessment-; in Scotland were
conmionly 5000/. but sometimes 1000/. a month, lu Ireland 9000/.

a month. This mode of raising money was so productive, that,u itii

little variations, under the denomination of land-tax it has ever since

formed an important branch of the revenue. The land-lax, till

lately, ditiered from all the other branches of the public revenue
^except part of the duties on malt), in being imposed annually,

whereas other taxes have been granted cither for a term of year's,

or, more commonly of late years, for ever ; but though granted

for only one year at a time, it has been regularly continued from
year to year since the Revolution, having never been wholly
taken off; but it has varied with respect to the rate at which it has

been imposed, having been usually reduced during peace, and
increased again in time of war, to answer in |)art, the increased

expenditure. In 1(393 it was first raised to four shillings in the

pound, upon a valuation given in in the preceding year, and ac-

cording to which it has continued to be raised to the present time,

at the foUowvng rates

:

In 1693 and 1699, at 3s.

1700, at 2s.

1701, at 3.«.

1702 to 1712, at is.

1713 to 1715, at 2s.

1716, at 4*.

1717 to 1721, at 3s. ^
\T22 to 1726, at 2s.

1727, at As.

1728 an" 1729, at 3s.

1730 and 1731, at 2s.

1732 and 1733, at It.

1734 to 1739, at 2s.

1740 to 1749, at 4j.

1750 to 1752, at 3s.

1753 to 1755, at 2s.

1756 to 1766, at is,

1767 to 1770, at 3s.

1771, at 4s.

1772 to 1775, at 3s.

1776 to 179S, at As.

TUe sums to be raised at As. In the pound were stated, in the an-

nual act, at 1,9S9,(573/. 7.?. lO^rf. for England, and 47.954/. u.
2d. for Scotland, making together 2,037/t)27/. 9?. 0-W. ; an<l upou
credit of this assessment 2,000,000/. was annually borrowed ot the'

Bank in anticipation of the tax, for whicii siuu exchtiiucr-bills

were given them, which were to be discharged out of ihe produce
of tlie tax as it came in : but the full amount of the assessment was
seldom, if ever, coIlccted,so that the nclt payments into the exche-

quer always fell sliort of the sum borrowed on the credit thereof,

exclusive of interest on the bills ; and the deliciency was made
good out of the supplies for the next year. In 17^8 the current

value of the pul>lic funds having been unusually depressed for some
time past, and apprehensions being entertained that the furtlar in-

crease of the funded debt would be attended with peculiar incoii.

venience, unless some mode was discovered of counteracting its

effects, a project was adopted of offering the land-lax for redemp-
tion or sale. With this view an act was passed, making the land-

tax a perpetual ta.'j, from 25th March, 1799 ; ami being thi;s con-
'erted into a permanent annuity, it was offered for sale to the pro-

prietors of the lands upon which it was charged ; or if they de-

clined it, to any other person who chose tob.ccrtic a ] uicl.aser.

In the first case it was considered as a redemption of the fax, the

estate becoming in future wholly ireed from it ; in the latter <ase

the purchaser became entitled to receive the land-tax regularly

from the receiver general, half-yearly, on the Itilh of i'darch and
20th of September in every year, riie consideration to be siveu
in either case was not to be in money, but stock, either in the

three per cent, consols., or three percent, reduced, to be trans-

ferred to the commissioners for the reduction of the uational debt.

The quantity of stock to be transferred for redemption of the tax

by persons interealed in the land ori whicli it was ch^uged, was so

much capital as yielded an aimuity or dividend exccefling the

amount of the tax to be redeemed by one-tenth part thereof ; and
t;ie stock to be transferred for purchase of the tax by ])er.>ons not
interested in the land, was so much ca])ital as yiehk-d an annuity
or dividend exceeding the tax to be purchased by onc-fii'th part

thereof. Thus the amount of three per cent, stock to be trans-

ferred for 10/. per annum lax was 366/. I3s. Ad. for redemption,
or 400/. for purchase. This scheme was adopted with the view of

facilitating the raising of money on loan, by absorbing a large

quantity of floating stock, and thus raising the current price

;

while at the same Lime it would be attended with an increase of re-

venue. This at least was the avowed object of the measure,

which it was estimated would be the means of redeeming or taking

out of the market about 80,000,000/. of stock; the advantages of-

fered bv it were however, by no means such as to induce a general

approval of it, many persons subject to the tax declined redeeming
It, and but few were inclined to become purchasers. The period
first limited was several times extended, but the plan succeeded
very imperfectly, and on the 1st February, 1803, the total amount
of 3 per cent stock, which had been transferred for the redemption
of land-tax, was only 21,794,307/. 17s. 3d.

Land-to, or the ship lies land-to, means she is so far from
shore, that it can only just be discerned.

Land-Turn, is a'wind that in almost all hot countries blows at

certain times from the shore in the night.

Land-Waiter, an otVicer of the customs, who is to watch what

goods are landed. Ills duty is, upon landing any merchandise,

to examine, taste, weigh, measure them, &c. ancl to take an ac-

count thereof. In some ports they also execute the oflice of a

coast-waiter. They are likewise occasionally styled searchers,

and are to attend ami join with the patent searcher in the execu-

tion of all cockets for the shipping of goods to be exported to fo-

reign parts ; and in cases where drawbacks on bounties are to be

paid to the merchant on the exportation of any goods, they, as

well as the patent searchers, are to certify the shipping thereof

on the debentures.

LANESBOROUGII, a borough of Ireland, in the county of

Longford, on the Shannon, 62 miles from DubliQ.

LANGANICO, or SUNRI, a town of European Turkey, in

the Morea, anciently called Olympi;!, seated on the Carbon, the

ancient Afpheus ; famous for its temple and image of Jupiter

Olympius, and still moVe for giving name to the celebrated Olym-
pic Games performed near it. It is 60 miles S. W. of Co-
rintli.

LANGEAC, a town of France, iu tlic department of Cantal,

and
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and late province of Aiivcrgne ; 17 miles E. of St. Flour, and

J8'W. of Piiv.

LANGEAIS, an ancient town of France, in the department

of Indie and Loire, and late province ofToinaine, 12 miles W.
of Tours.
LANGELAND, an island of Denmark inthe Baltic sea, in the

strait called the GreLit Belt, and between Zealand, Salaiid, and

Fyonia. It produce^ plenty of corn, and the principal town is

Rutcoping. I-on. 11. 10. E. Lat.55. 0. N.
LANGENTHAL, a town oi the Helvetic republic, iu Berne,

10 miles E. of Soleure, and 18 N. E. of Berne.

LANGIONA, a town of Asia, capital of the kingdom of Laos,

With a niagnilicent palace. Lon. Qi). 45. E. Lat. 22. 38. N.

LANGON, a town of France, in thedepartment of Girondip,

famous for its wine, 15 miles N. of Bazas. Lon. 0. 10. W. L.al.

44. 33. N.
LANGPORT, a well frequented town of Somersetshire, 138

miles from London, on the Parrot, between Bridgewater aud
Cicwkern.
LANCJREL SHOT, used at sea, consists of two oars of irou

joined by a chain or shackle, and having !;.a,r a l)all of iron tixed
on each end ; by means of which appri^^.uj it does great execution
among the eiu-niy's rigging. S'.^ (_'hai.v-Shot.
LANGKES, a town o. France, inthe department ofUppei

Maine, a late provir,^-e of Champagne, 35 miles N. E. of Dijor.

Lon. 5. 20. E. Lp.,. 47. 52. N.

LANGUAGE.

L.\KG UA<jE, [//ng«a, Lat.] the expression of our ideas and

their various reiat'.cr.? '•}• certain articulate sounds, which are used

•s the signs of those ideas and relations, fiy articulate sounds are

meant those modulations of simple voice, or of sound emitted from

the thorax, which are formed by means of the moulh and its several

organs,—the teeth, tlie tongue, the lips, and the pabte. Lan-

guage also frequently signilies any signs made use of for the ex-

pressing of our ideas, and their relations. In a more general sense,

the word language is sometimes used to denote all sounds, by
which an.mals of any kind express their particular feelings and im-

pulses, in a manner that is intelligible to their own species. The
divine author of nature has endowed every animal with powers

sufficient to make known all those of its sensations and desires, with

which it is necessary, for the preservation of the individual or the

continuance of the kind, that others of the same species should be
acquainted. For this purpose, the organs of all vocal animals are

so formed, as, upon any particular impulse, to utter sounds, of

which those of the same spgcies instinctively know the meaning.

The summons of the hen is iustantly obeyed liy the whole brood
of chickens; and in many others of the irrational tribes a similar

mode of communication may be observed between the parents and
the otTspring, and between one animal and its customary associate.

But it is not among animals of the same species only that these in-

stinctive sounds are mutually under^tood. It is as necessary for

animals to know the voices of their enemies as the voices of their

friends ; and the roaring of the lion is a sound, of w hich, previous

to all experience, every beast of the forest is naturally afraid. Be-
tween these animal voices and the language of men there is, how-
ever, very little analogy. Human lanijuage is capable of express-

ing ideas and notions, wliich there is every reason to believe that

the brutal mind cannot conceive. "!>|>eech," says Aristotle, " is

made to indicate what is expedient and what inexpedient, and in

consequence of this what is just and unjust. It is therefore given
to men ; because it is pecidiar to them, that of good and evil, just

and unjust, they only (w ith respect to other animals) possess a

sense of feeling." The voices of brutes seem intended by nature
to express, not distinct ideas or moral modes, but only such feel-

ings as it IS for the good of the species that they should have the
power of making known ; and in this, as in all other respects, these
voices are analogous; not to our speaking, but to our weeping,
laughing, singing, groaning, screaming, and other natural and audi-
ble expressions of appetite and passion. Another dilf'erence be-
tween the language of men and the voices of brutes consists in ar-
ticulation, by w hich the for.nier may be resolved into distinct ele- I

mcntary sounds or syllables; whereas the latter, being for the most
|

mrt unarticulated, is not capable of such a resolution. Ileiice
Homer anil Hesiod characterize man bv the epithet (x.'j«4., or
yoke dividing, as denoting a power peculiar to the human species:
for though there are a few birds which utler sounds that may be
divided into syllables, yet each of those birds utten but one such
sound, w hich seems to be employed rather as notes of natural mu-
sic than for the purpose of giving information to others; forwlien
the bird is agitated, it utters cries which are very dilTerent, and
Jave no articulation. A third difference between the laneuaee of

j

vox. m Ko. 119.

men and the significant cries of lirute animals, is, that the former
is hom art and the latter from nature. Every human language ii

learned by imitation, and is intelligible only to those who eidicr
inhabit the country where it is vernacular, or liave been taught it

by a ma'tcr or by books: but the voices in question are not learn-

ed by imitation ; and being wholly instinctive, they are intelligible

' to all the aniuKils of that species by which thev are uttered, though

j

brought together from the most distant countries on earth. That
I a dog, w hich had never heard another bark, w ould notwithstanding
bark himself, and that the barkings or yelps of a Laplanrl dog
would be instinctively understood by the dogs of Spain, Calabria,
or any other country, are facts which admit not of doubt: but there
is no reason to imagine, that a man, who had never heard any lan-
guage spoken, would himself speak; and it is well known, that the
language spoken in one country is unintelligible to the natives of
another country where a dilTerent language is spoken. In the
woods of diirerent countries solitary savages have at dilTerent times
been found, who, though they apparently possessed all the sagacity
natural to man, and though their organs both of hearing and of
speech were perfect, never used articulate sounds assigns of sensa-
tions or ideas. They uttered indeed the inr.rticulate cries which
are instinctively expressive of pleasure and pain, ofjov and soitow,
more distinctly and forcibly than men civilized; but with respect

I

to the very rudiments of language, they were what Horace repre-
' sent* all mankind to have been originally,—mutum etturpe pecus.
Indeed it is obvious, that were there any instinctive language, the
fii'st words uttered by all children would be the same ; and that
every child, whether born in the desert or in society, would un-
derstand the language of every other child, however "educated, or
however neglected. Nay we may even venture to affirm, tliat

such a language, though its general use might, in society, be su-
pci-seded by the prevailing dialect of art, could never be wholly
lost

; and that no man of one country would hnd it difHcult, far less
impossible, to communicate the knowledge of hi; natural and most

I

pressing wants to the men of any other country, whether barbarous
or civilized. The exercise of cultivated reason, and the arts of

I

civil life, have indeed eradicated many of our original instincts,
but they have not eradicated them all. There are external indi-
cations of the internal feelings and tiesires, which appear in the
most polished society, and which are confessedly in-tiiictive. The
passions, emotions, sensations, and appetites, are" naturally express-,
ed in the countenance, by characters w hich the savage and the
courtier can read with equal readiness. The look serene, tJie
smoothed brow, the dimpled smile, and the glistening eye, ilenow
equanimity and good will in terms which no man mistakes.
The contracted brow, the glaring eye, the sullen gloom, and the
threatening air, denote rage, intlignation, and defiance, as plr.inlr
and forcibly as revilings or imprecations. To teach men to dis-
guise these instinctive indications of their temper, and

"To cari-y smiles and sunshine in their face,
" When discontent sits heavy at their heart,"

constitutes a great part of modern and reiined education. Yet in
spiteof every eiiort of the utmost skill, aud ever)- motive resulting

from3 G
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from interest, the most coiisuiiimate liypocrile, or the most liack-

n^yeil politician, is not always able to prevent his real (iiS)po^lliun

from bf coming apparent in his countenance. He may iniloed,

l>y long practice, have acquired a very great commantl both over
his temper and over the inilmclive signs of it: but at times nature

iv;ll predominate over art, and a siulden and violent passion will

flash in his face, so as to be visible to the eye of every beholder.

If these obber\at:0:;« be just, and we think nobody will call tlsem

in question, it follows, ih^U if mankind were prompted by instinct

to use articulate sounds as ini!:'jations of their passions, altections,

sensations, and ideas, llie language o'.'iature could never be wholly

forijolten, and that it would sometimes prsilominate over the lan-

guage of art. Groans, sighs, and some inarticilate lively sounds,

are naturally c\prcssive of pain and pleasure, anu {"Ciually intelligi-

ble to all niankind. ']'he occasional use of these ii" art can wliolly

banish ; and if there were articulate sounds naturally expressive of

the same feelings, it is not conceivable, that art or eilucation could

banijh the use o* them, merely because by the organs of the mouth
they are broken into parts, and resolvable into syllables. As it is

thus evident, that there is no instinctive articulated language, it

has become an enquiry of some importance, how mankind were
first induced to fabricate arlitulate sounds, and to employ them
for the purpose of communicating their thoughts. ChiUlren learn

to speak by insensible imitation; and when advanced some years

in life, they study foreign languages under proper instructors: but

the hrst men had no speakers to imitate, and no formed language

to study ; by wliat means then did they learn to speak? On this

question only two opinions can be formed. Language must ei-

ther have been originally revealed from heaven, or the fruit of

human invention. 'The greater part of Jews and Christians, and

even some of the wisest pagans, have embraced the former opini-

on; which seems to be supported by the authority of Moses, who
represents the Supreme Being as teaching our first parents the

names of animals. The latter opinion is held by Diodorus Siculus,

Lucretius, Horace, and many other Greek and Roman writers,

who consider language as one of the arts invented by man. This

opinion sprunir from^llie atomic cosmogony framed byMochusthe
Vha^nician, and afterwards improved by Democritus and Epicu-

rus; and though it is part of a system, in which the hrst men are

represented as having grown out of the earth, like trees and other

vegetables, it has been adopted by several modern writers of note;

particularly Father Simon, Voltaire, the abb(5 Condilliac, Dr.

Adam Smith, and the late Lord Monboddo. These Authors ac-

knowledge that language is of very difficult invention, and far be-

\ond the reach of the grossest savages, and their account of its ori-

gin appears very imperfect. P-rs. VVarburton, Delaney, Johnson,

Seattle, Blair, and Stanhope Smith of New Jersey, who think that

language was originally revealed from heaven, consider the ac-

count of its human invention as a series of mere suppositions, hang-

ing loosely together, and the whole suspended from no fixed

principle. The opinions of IJiodorus, Vilruvius, Horace, Lucre-

tius, and Cicero, which are frequently quoted in its support, are

in their estimation of no greater authoi'ity than the opinions of other

men ; for as language was formed and brought to a great degree of

perfection longbefore the era of any historian with whom we are

acquainted, the antiquity of the Greek and Roman writers, who
are comparatively of yesterday, gives them no advantage in tliis

inquiry over the philosophers of France and F.ngland. Aristotle

has defined man to be ifiuoy ,«i^^>i7i!tov : and the delinition is certainly

,so far just, that man is much more remarkable for imitation than

invention ; and therefore, say the reasoners on this side of the

question, had'the human race been originally mutum et lurpe pe-

cus, they would have continued so to the end of time, unless they

liad been taught to speak by some superior intelligence. That the

first men sprung from the earth like vegetables, no modern philoso-

pher has ventured to assert ; nor does there any where appear

sufficient evidence, that inen were originally in the state of savages.

The oldest book extant contains the only rational cosmogony

known to the ancient nations; and that book represents the first

human inhabitants of this earth, not only as reasoning and speaking

animals, but also as in a state of high perfection and happiness, of

which they were deprived for disobedience to their Creator.

Moses, setting aside his claim to inspiration, deserves, from the

consistence of his narrative, at least as much credit as Moches, or

l^emocritus, or Kpicutus ; and from his prior antiquity, if anti-

(|uity could on this subject have any weight, he would deserve
more, as having lived nearer to the pe'riod o*f which thev all write.
But the question respecting the origin of language may be decided
without resting on authority of any kind, merely by consideiing *
the nature ofsjieech, and tlie mental and corporeal powers of
man, 'J'hose who maintain it to be of human invention, suppose
men at first to have been solitary aiiim^jls ; afterwards to have
herded together without government or subordination : then to
have formed political societies, and by their own exertions to
have advanced from the grossest ignorance to the refinements of
science. But this is a supposition contrary to all hi^torv and all

experience. There is not upon record a single instance well
authenticated of a people emerging by their own efforts horn bar-
barism to civilizaiton. There have indeed bceh many nations
raised from the state of savages; but it is known that they were
polished, not by their own refieated exertions, but by the inijuencc
of individuals or colonies from nations more enliglitenedthan them-
selves. The original savages of Greece were trained by tf.e Pelas-
gi, a foreign tribe ; and were afterwards further polished by Or-
pheus, Cecrops, Cadmus, &c. who '.ierived their knowledge' from
Eg\ pt and the East. The ancient Romans, a ferocious and mot-
ley crew, received the blessings of law and religion Ironi a succes-
sion of foreign kings ; and the conquests of Rome at a later period
contributed to civilize the rest cf lunope. In America the only
two nations which, at the invasion of the Spaniards, could be said

to have advanced a single step from barbarism, were indebted for

their superiority over the other tribes, not to the gradual and unas-
sisted progress of the human mind, but to the wise institutions of
foreign legislators. It is not necessary here to trace the progress
of man from the savage state to that of pol'rtical society ; but expe-
rience leaches us, that in every art it is much easier to improve
than to invent. The human mind, when put into the proper track,

is indeed capable of making great advances in arts and sciences

;

hut it has not, in a people sunk in ignorance and barb.arity, suflicient

vigour to discover that track, or to conceive a state different from
the present. If the rudest inhabitants of America and other coun-
tries have continued, (as there is every reason to believe they
iiave,) for ages in tne same unvaried state of barbarisin, how is it

imaginable that people so much ruder than they, as to be ignorant

of all lantjiiage, should think of inventing an art so difficult as that

oi speech, or even to form a conception of it? In building, fish-

ing, hunting, navigating, &c. they might imitate the instinctive

arts of other animals; but there is no other animal that expresses its

sensations and alTections by arbitrary articulate sounds. It is said,

that before language could' be invented, mankind must have ex-
isted for ages in large political societies, and have carried on in

j

concert some common work: but if inarticulate cries, and the

natural visible signs of the passions and affections, were modes of
communication sufficiently accurate to keep a large society to-

gether for ages, and to direet its members in the execution of

some common work, what could be their inducement to the in-

vention of an art so useless and difficult as that of language. Let
us however suppose, that different nations of savages set about in-

venting an art of communicating their thoughts, which experience
had taught them was not absolutely necessary ; how came they
all, without exception, to think of "the one art of articulating the

voice for this purpose ? Inarticulate cries, out of which language

is fabricated, have indeed an instinctive connexion \\ith our pas-

sions and affections: but tf.ere are gestures and expressions of

countenance with which our passions and affections are in the same
manner connected. If the natural cries of passion could be so

modified and enlarged as to be capable of communicating to the

hearer every idea in the mind of the speaker, it is certain that the

natural gestures could be so modified as to answer the very same
purpose (see Pantomime,) and it is strange that among the several

nations who invented languages, not one should have stumbled

upon fabricating visible signs of their ideas, but that all should

have agreed to denote them by articulated sounds. Every nation

whose language is narrow and rude supplies its defects by violent

gesticulations ; and therefore, as much less genius is exerted in the

improvement of any art, than was requisite for its first invention, it

is natural to suppose, that, had men been left to devise lor them-

selves a method of communicating their thoughts, they would not

have attempted any other, than that by which they now improve

the language Iransiiiitted by their fathers. It is vain to urge that

articulate i
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articiil:ite ioiiiuls are lilttr for the purpose ofcoiiuminicating thoughl

than visible gesticulation: forl!)oug,li llii.^ may be true, it is a Irutli

wtiich coiikl liarilly occur to savages, who had never experienced

the fitnebS of till)er; and if, to counttrbalance the superior litness

of articulation, its extreme difficulty l)e taken into view, it niiist

appear little less than miraculous tliat every savage tribe should

tiiink of it, rather than the easier method of artificial gesti-

culation. Savages, it is well known, are remarkable for tlu-ir

indolence, and for always preferring ea^e to utility ; but tlieir

modes of l.fe give such a pliancy to their bodies, th.it they could

with very little trouble bend their limbs and members into any po-

sition agreed upon as the signs of ideas, 'ihis is so far from being

the case « ith respect to the organs of articulation, that it is with e\-

Irenie difficulty, if at all, that'll man advanced in life can be taught

to articulate any sound which he has not been accustomed

to. No foreigner, who comes to England after the age of 30, ever

pronounces the language tolerably well; an Englishman of that

age can hardly .l)e taught to utter the guttural sound which a

Scotchman gives to the Greek x, or oven the French sound of the

vowel u ; and of the solitary savages who have been caught in dif-

ferent forests, we know not an instance of one who, after the age of

manhood, learned to articulate any language so as to make him-

self readily understood. The present age has indeed furnislied

many instances of deaf persons being tatiglit to speak intelligibly,

by skilful masters moulding the organs of the moutU into the posi-

tions proper for articulating the voice; but who was to perform

this task among the inventors of language, when all mankind were
equally ignorant of the means by which articukition is elfected In

a word, daily exp.erience inlorms us, that men who have not

learned to articul.ite in their childhood, never ^ftt'rwards acquire

the taculty of speech but by such helps as savages cannot obtain ;

nnd therefore, ifs|)e:ch was invented at all, it must have been
either by children who were incapable of invention, or by men
who were incapable of speech. A thousand, riay a million, of

children could not think of invciiting a language. \\ hile the

organs are pliable, there is cot understanding enough to frame the

conception of a language ; an<l by tlie time that tliere is under-
standing, the organs arc become too stilT for the task. And there-

fore, say the advocates for the divine origin of language, reason as

well as history intimates, ihat mankind in all ages must have been
speaking animals ; the young having constantly ac<iuired this art

by imitating those who were elder; and we may warrantably con-
clude, that our tirst parents received it by immediate inspiration.

To this account of the origin of language an objection readily oc-
curs: If the first language was communicated by inspiration, it

mu^t have been perfect, indheld in reverence by those who spake
it, i. e. by all mankind. But a vast variety of languages have pre-
vailed in the world ; and some of those which remain are known
to be very imperfect, whilst there is reason to believe that many
others are lost. If dillerent languages were originallv invented bv
din'erent nations, all this would naturally follow from the mixture
of these nations; but what could induce men possessed of one
perfect language of divine original, to forsake it for barbarous jar-

gons of their own invention, and in every respect inferior to that
with which dnir forefathers or themselves had been inspired.' To
this objection, it is replied, that nothing was given by inspiration

but the faculty of speech and the elements of- language; for when
once men had language, it is easy to conceive how they might have
modified it by their natural powers, as thousands can improve
what they could not invent. The first language, if ojven by inspi-
ration, muslin its principles have had all the perfection of which
language is susceptible; but from the nature of things it could not
be very copious. The words of language are either proper names,
or the signs of ideas and relations; but it cannot be supposed that
the AU-wise Instructor would load the memories ot men with
words to denote tliini>s then unknown, or with the signs of ideas
which they had not then acquired. U was sufficient that a foun-
dation was laid, of such a nature as would support the largest super-
structure which they might ever after have occasion to raise upon
it, and that they were taught the method of building by composi-
tion and derivation. This would long preserve the language radi-
cally the same, though it could not prevent the introduction of
different dialects in the diiTerent countries over which men spread
themselves. In whatever region we suppose the human race to
bave been originally placed, the iiicrease of their nunibcis would

in process ot lime cisher dispel %e liiem into (lUKi'eut iiLiliuiis, or

e.\tend the one nation to a vast distance on all sides from what we
may call the scat of government. In either case they would every

where meet with new objects, which woidd occasion the invention

of new names; and as the d'tfereiice of climate and other natural

causes would compel those who removed eastward or northward,

to adopt modes of life in many respects diii'ercnt from the modes
of those who travelled towards the west or the south, a vast num-
ber of words would in one country be fabricated to denote com-
plex conceptions, which must necessarily be unintelligible to the

body of the people inhabiting countries where those conceptions

had never been tormed. Thus would various dialects be una-

voidably introduced iulo the original language, even whilst all

mankind remained in one society and under one government. But
after separate -and independent societies were formtd, these vari-

ations would become more numerous, and the several dialects

would de\iate farther and farther from each othei-, as well as from
tlie idiom and genius of tl:e parent tongue, in proportion to the

distance of t!ie tribes by whom they were spoken. If we suppose
a few people eiherlo have been banished together from the so-

ciety of their brethren, or to have voluntarily wandered to a dis-

tance, from which through trackless forests they could not return,

(and such emigrations have often taken place.) it is easy to sec ho-.v

the most copious language n.ust in their mouths have soon become
narrow, and how- tlie ollsprins: Of inspiration must in time have
become so deformed, as hardly to retain a fe.ilure of the ancestor

whence it originally sprung. Men do not long retain a practical

skill in those arts which they never exercise; and there are abun-
dance of facts to prove, that a single man cast upon a desert island,

and having to provide the necessaries of life bv his own irigeiuiity,

would soon lose the art of spe;Jving with fluency his mother-
tongue. A small number of men cast away together, would
indeed retain that art somewhat longer ; but in a space of time
not very long, it would in a great measure be lost by them
or their posierity. In this state of banishment, as their time
would be almost wholly occupied in hunting, lishirtg, and
other means within their reach to support a wretched existence,
they would have very little leisure, -and perhaps less desire, to pre-
serve by conversation the remembrance of that case, and thoe
comforts, of which they now fcund themselves for ever deprived ;

and they would of coursesoon forget all the words, which in their

native language had been used to denote the accommodations and
elegancies of polislied life. This at least is certain, that they would
not attempt to teach their children a part of language, which in

their circumstances could be of no use to them, and of which it

would be impossible to make them comprehend the meaning; for

where there are no ideas, the signs of ideas cannot be made intel-

ligible. From such colonies as tliis dispersed over the earth, it is

probable that all those nations of savages have arisen, which have
induced so many philosophers to imagine, that the state c-f the
savage was i\w. original stale of man ; and if so, we see, that from
the language of ins|)iration must have unavoidably sprung a num-
ber of different dialects, all extremely rude and narrow-, and retain-

ing nothing of the parent tongue, except perhaps the names of the
most conspicuous objects of nature, and of those w ants and enjoy-
ments w hich are inseparal)lc from humanity. The savage state

has no artilicial wants, and furnishes few ideas that require terms
to express them. The habits of solitude and silence incline a
savage larely to speak; and when bespeaks, he uses the same
terms to denote dilferent ideas. Speech therefore, in this rude
condition of men, must be extremely narrow, and extremely vari-

ous. Every new region, and ever\ new climate, suggests dif-

ferent ideas, and creates ditlijrent wants which must be expressed
either by terms entirely new, or by old terms used with a new sig-

nification. Hence must originate great diversity, even in the fii-st

elements of speech, among all savage nations, the words retained
of the original language being used in various senses, and pro-
nounced, as we may believe, with various accents. When anv of
those savage tribes emerged from their barbarism, whether' by
their own efforts or by the aid of people more enlightened than
themselves, it is obvious, that the improvement and copiousness
of their language would keep pace with their own progress in know-
ledge, and in tlie arts of civil lite ; but in the infinite multitude of
words which civilization and refinement added to langua^^e, it

1 would be little less than miraculous, were any two nations tsagree

J
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»ipon the same sounds to represent the same ideas. Superior re-

fuii-menl, indeed, niayindiicc iniilation ; conquests may impose
a language, and extension of empires mav melt down dili'erent

Jitilions and dilfereMit dialects into one mass; but independent

tribes naturally aive ri<e to diversity ottongnes, nor does it seem
possible, that they ?ho!;!d retain more of the original l.mguai^e,

tlian the words expressive of those objects widi which all men are

at all times equally concerned. The variety of languages, there-

fore, the copiousness of some, and the narrowness of others, furnish

no good objection to the divine origin of language in general ; for

whether language was at first rerealinl from heaven, or in a course

of ages invented by men, a multitude of ciiaiects would inevitably

aris?, as soon as the human race was separated into a number ot

distinct and independent nations. But whether we consider lan-

guage as immediately inspired by the Creator, or invente<l by
lunian ingenuity, it is certain, that this admirable and valuable

endowment is derived from him whose offspringwe are; for since

he has given all the a|>p;uatus for this purpose in perfection, we
are assured that he designed us the favour, and therefore bestowed
eitiier by direct conuuunicatiou, or by leading, in some other way,
our fust parents to the acquisition of language. As the knowledge
of languages constitutes a great part of erudition, as their beauty
and deformities furnish employment to taste, and as these deiiend
much upon the idioms of the different tongues, we shall oiler a few
remarks upoji this subject. Since the wortis idiom and genius of

a language are often confounded, it is necessary to delinc them.
By idiom we mean that general mode of arranging wonls into sen-

tences which prevails in any partictdar language; and by genius

we mean to express the particular set, of ideas which the words of

any _language, eitiier from their formation or multiplicity, are

most naturally apt to excite in the mind of any one who hears it

properly uttered. Thu~, although the English, French, Italian,

and Spanish languages nearly agree in the same general idloiu, yet

the particular genius of each is remarkably dil'ferent: the English

is naturally bold, nervous, and strongly articulated; the French is

weaker, and more flowing; the Italian more soothing and har-

monious; and the Sp.mish more grave, sonorous, and stately.

When we examine the several languages which have been most
esteemed in Europe, we lind that there are only two idioms among
them which are essentially distinguished from one another : and all

those languages are divided between these two idioms, following

sometimes the ojie and sometimes the other, either wholly or in

part. The languages which may be said to atlhere to the first

idioin, are those which in their construction follow the onler of

nature; that is, express their ideas in the natural order in which
they occur to the mind; the subject which occasions the action ap-

pearing first ; then the action, accompanied with its several molli-

fications ; and, last of all, the object to wliich it has refeience.

These may properly be called analogous languages; and of this

kind are the English, French, and most of the modern languages

in Europe. The languages which may be referred to the other

idiom, are those which follow no other order in their construction,

than what the taste or fancy of the composer may suggest ; some-
times m iking the object, sometimes the action, and sometimes the

modification of the action, to precede or follow the other parts.

The confusion which this might occasion, is avoided by the par-

ticular manner of inllecting their w ords, by which they are made
to refer to the others with which they ought to be connected, in

whatever part of the sentence they occur, the mind beiuu- left at

liberty to connect the several parts with one anotlier after the

whole sentence is concluded. And as the words may be here

transposed at pleasure, those languages may be called trans-

positive languages. To this cUiss we must, in an especial manner,
refer the Latin and Greek languages. Each of these idioms has

several advantages and defects peculiar to itself, and hence be-

comes one source of sfveral excellencies or imperfections in the

language where it is used. The partiality which our forefathers,

at the revival of letters in Europe, naturally entertained for the

Greek and Roman languages, made them look upon every distin-

guishing peculiarity belonging to them as one of the many causes

of the amazing superiority, which those languages evidently en-

joyed above every other then spoken in Europe. This blind de-

ference still continues to be paid to them, as our minds are early

prepossessed with these ideas, and as we are taught in our earliest

years, to believe, that to cntcrtaiu the least idea of our own lan-

guage being equal to the Greek or Latin, in any particular what-
ever, would be a certain mark of ignorance or want of taste. But
if we look around us, and oliserve the many excellent productions
in almost every language of Europe, we must be sati^hed, that

even these arc now possessed of some powers which might afford at

least a presaui])tioii, that, if they were cultivated with a proper de-

gree of attention, they might in some respects, be made to rival, if

not to excel, those !:f:^uti[ul and justly admired remains of anti-

quity. The learned reader i;.'iows, that the several changes,
which lake place in the arrangement of iJ;? words in every trans-

positive language, could not be admitted witiio;:'. occasioning

great confusion, unless certain classes of words were endoweci v";f.'»

particular variations, by means of which they are made to refer
to the other words, with which they oua-ht naturally to be con-
nected, p'roni this cause proceeds (he necessity of several vari-
ations of veibs, nouns, and adjectives ; which are not in the least
essential or necessary in the analogous languages. From this it is

evident that the terminations of a great multitude of words will be
the same, in a tran-positive language, ami will therefore frequently
render tlie sound disagreeable; thus the numerous tenses of tlie

Latin verbs ending in am, ham, ran:, sound peculiarly barbarous,
when conjoined iu the same sentence w ilh other words ending also
in am : thus what can be more uncouth than this ?

—" Causain
quam nescicbam diligentissime investigabam ;—Or even than
Cicero's famous poetical line, though none of these verbs occur in

it, O foitunatam, natam, me consule, Runiam! AVere it neces-
sary to pursue this subject farther, we might observe, that the per-
fect tense in all the conjugations ends universally in I, the pluper-
fect iu erani, and the future in am or bo ; in the subjunctive mood,
the imperfect uuiversallY in rem, the perfect in erem, the pluper-
fect in issem, and the future in ero; and as a still greater sameness
is observable in the different variations for the persons in these
tenses, seeing the first person plural in all tenses ends in nuis, and
the second person in tis, with little variation in the other persons

;

it is evident that, in rtspect of diversity of sounds, this method of
conjugating verbs by inflection, is greatly inferior to the more
natural method, of expressing the various connections and relations

of the verbal attribute by different words, usually called aux-
iliaries, for in this case the tenses of the different verbs employed
do not follow this uniformity of sound in their terminations. The
analogous language also admits of a nmch greater variety in utter-

ing the same sentiment. Thus the present of the indicative mood
in Latin can at most be expressed only in two ways, viz. scribo,

and ego scribo ; whereas, in English, we can vary it in four dif-

ferent ways, viz. 1st, I write; 'Jdly, I do write ; 3dly, \Vrite I do ;

4thly, Write do I. And if we consider the further variation which
these receive in power as well as in sound, by having the emphasis
placed on the different words; instead of four we have eleven -dif-

ferent variations ; thus, 1st, I write, with emphasis upon the I;

—

'Jdly, I write, w ith the emphasis upon the word write. Let any
one pronounce these with the different emphasis necessary, ancl

lie will be immediately satisfied, that they are not only distinct

from each other with respect to meaning but also with regard to

sound ; and the same must be understood of all the other parts of
this example : thus,

3. /do write, S. Write I Do,
4. I DO w rite, 9. \\ rite do I,

5. I do WRITE, 10. Write do I,

6. Write I do, 11. Write do /.

7. W'rite / do.

None of the Latin tenses admit of more variations than the two
above mentioned: nor do almost any of the English admit of
fewer than in the above example ; and several of these phrases,

which must be considered as exact translations of some of tlie

ten'es of the Latin verb, admit of many more. Besides this, a
little consideration will shew that a language which varies its verbs
by means of auxiliaries is much superior to that w hicli varies them
by inflection with respect to precision, distinctness, and accuracy,

in expressing any idea. Thus the Latin verb Amo, may be Eng-
lished either by the words, I love, or 1 do love, and the emphasis
placed upon aiiy of the words that the circumstances may require ;

by means of which, the meaning is pointed out with a force and
energy which it is altogether impossible to produce by the use of

any single word. And in like manner we might shew that the

same superiority is to be found in each respectiTe tense. Thus,
1 in
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• perfocl lense of the I-aliiis, instead nf the simple amavi, we
, I have loved ; and by tiie liberty we l.ave of putting the

iin'ijiis upon ;\nv ot tUe '.vorrW wUieli compose this phaise, we
w the moit aci-unile mautier lix the precise idea which we
to excite : for it we say, 1 have loved, with the pmpliasi>

;; the word f, it at Oi;ce point-; out the per-o:i as the principal

ibject ill that phrase, and makes us naturally look for a contiast

11 some person, and tiie other parts of die phrase bi comes subor-

jliiiate to it ;

—

lie lias loved thee much, but / have loved liu'c in-

initelv more." Tiie l.atuis too, as they were not prohibited

, joiiiiii!; the pronoun with their verb, were also acfinaint-

ih this exceileuce, whicli \'irgil has beautifully used iu this

IS'os patriam fugimus ;

Tu, Tityre, le.iiliis in umbra, &:c.

I'lUt we are not only enabled thus to distinguish the person \a as

'owerful a manner a-- the Latins, but can also willi the same faci-

ity ))oiiil out any of the otiier circum>lances as principals ; for it

*e say, with th'e emphasis upon the word have, '• I have loved,"

It as naturally points out tlie lime as the jirincipal object, and
makes us look for ;: contrast in that peculiarity, 1 have ;

" 1 liavc

loveil indeed ;—my imaginaliou litis been led astray—niy rea^oll

has been perverted : but, nov.' that time has opened my eyes, 1

• smile at those imaginary di^lresse5 which once perplexed
In the same manner we can put the emp'.ia-is upon the

.1 nor word of the phrase, loved,—" [ have loved." Here the

passion is exhibited as the priiiciji.il circumstance; and as this can
^lever be evcileil without some ol)ii'ct, we naturallv wish to know
Ihe object ol that passion—" W horn ? what have vow loved "
Lire the natural questions we would put in this ca'^e. " 1 have
loved—El;za." In this manner we are, on all occasions, enabled
to express, witli tlie ulnio.st precision, that particular idea which
we would wish to excite, so as to give an energy and perspicuilv

to the language, which can never be attained by those languages
whose verbs are conjug,ated by inflection : and besides, all inllict-

ed languages are subject to much inconvenience by having too
small a number of tenses, so that they are coinpelledto make' one
word on many occasions supply the place of two, three, or even
four. Thus, in Latin, the same word Amabo stands for shall or

will love, so that tlie reader is left to guess from the context which
of Ihe two meanings it was most likely tlie writer had in view.
In the same mamur, may or can love are expressed by the same
word amem ; as are uLo might, could, would, or should love, by
the single word aniarem ; so that the reader is left to guess which
of these four meanings the writer intended to express : w hich oc-

casions a perplexity very dilVerent from that clear precision whicli
our language allows ol, by not only pointing out the dillerent

words, but also by allowing us to put' the emphasis upon any one
of them we please, which superadds energy and force to the i«-e-
cision it would have had without that assistance. It therefore ap-
pears that tlie method of conjugating verbs bv iiitlection is infcrioi-

to that which is performed by the help of auNillaries;—because it

does not afford such a divei-Mty of sounds,—nor allow such va-
riety'in the arrangement of expression for the same thought,—nor
give so great distinction and precision in the meaning. It is, how-
ever, attended wUh one cunsidcrable advantage above the other
method ; for as the wonis of w Inch it is formed are necessarily of
greater length, and more sonorous, than in the analogous lan-
guages, it admits of a more Uowing harmony of expre>sion; for

the numb>-r of monosyllables in Ihis h>t grea'tlv checks that pom-
pous dignity which naturally results from' longer words. .\nd tlie

multiplicity of short words,' wiiich occur in ihe English language,
is perhaps one of its greatest defects, of which it is said to lu^ve
more than that of any other nation in l-",uro|)c, while it decidedly
possesses a suiierior de^ri'e of excellence. ISold and energetic,' it

13 admirably. calculated alike for history and the drama: at the
same time, from its smoothness and copiousness, it is peculiarly
ailapted lor the dillerent branches of poetry. Ikit, with all tnes'e
advantages, it labours under an inlinity of monosyllables, which
will ever prevent it Ironi attaining that 'swelling fuhiess of sound,
which so e^sentially contributes to produce both harmonious dig-
nity and graceful cadences in literary composition. To this iin-

jierfectioii must be added the letter .?,' which, by ih verv frecpient
ami inevitable recurrence, comiiumicates to the whole such a ge-
neral hi>s, as cannot fail to be unpleasant to every impartial per-

VuL. III.—NO. UO.

son, who lia> the le.ast conception of musical harmony. InsleaJ of

improving our language in this respect, tiie puiilic taste has ren-

dered it more conspicuous by greatly multiplying the use of tiii'

letter. The plurals of almost all our iiouiis were originally formed
by adding the harmonioiH sylhiblc f« to the singular, which lias

given place to the letti.M- s ; and instead onn'turii, as formerly, we
now say liDusts; insteail cf kiiic, fo:;".?, &c. Oxcii is almost the

only plural with this harmonious termination now retained In

like manner, many of the variations of our verbs were fonucd by
the syllable ttit, for which we have likewise adoptetl the same dis-

agreeable letter; so that, instead of hix'tlh, vioi'tth, v.'i'ilflh,.

ijulkftli, Sec. we have changed them into the more modish form
of tores, moves, "rites, -j.Yitks, &c. Our very auxiliary verbs

have sulfered the same change ; and instead of Imlli and ilulli, v-e.

now make use of Adiand docs. Lroni these causes, notwith>taiid-

ing the great improvement:! which have been made in our lan-

guage, within these few centuries, in other resjiects ; yet, with re-

gard to the pleasingness ot sound alone, it was perhaps miu li more
perfect in the days of Chaucer than at present. If the syllable

cit, which was formerly appended to tlie plural number, were re-

stored to its ancient place, we presume that many of the dilliculties

would be removed ; a«d that, trilling as this alteration may ap-

pear, the language would thus be greatly imiiroved. We shall

lurlher add tliat the beauties of language, with respect to signiti-

catioii, may not inipropcrly be distinguished into two kinds: 1.

Those that arise from a right choice ot words or materials for con-

structing tiie period; audi,'. Those that ari^e from a due arrange-

ment ol these words or materials. 1. Communication of thouglit

beingllie chief eiiil of language, perspicuity ought never to be sa-

crifued to any other beauty whatever. Nothing therefore in lan-

guage ought more to be studieil, than to jireveiit all obscurity rn

the ex))ression ; for to have no meaning, is but one degree worse
than to have a meaiiiiig that is not understood. -'. The language^

ought to cori-espoiul to the subject, in the same manner as dress

the person, profession, or station in life: heroic actions or senti-

ments require elevated language ; triider sentiments ought to be
expressed in words soft and flowing; and plain language void of

ornament, is adapted to subjects grave and didactic. I'or furtheriii-

foiniation on thissubjeclsee English Language,Grammar,Oka-
TORy, and 1'of.try. \\'e shall here only observe, that the most easy

and correct method of a.cciuiring languages, is a subject of very
great consequence, and a just model, or plan of teaching, so use-

lul an art as that of speech, to cliildren or adults, has long been,
and still remains, a great desideratum. And though we are not in

possession of a p.erlect system of grammar, yet many e.\cellei;t

treatises have been writtni on that subject by ingenious men, who
have, individually, contributed to render the art of speaking and
writing more familiar to persons ot ordinary conception. Unfor-
tunately, however, less attention has, in general, been paid to the
accpiisition of modern languages, than to those of the ancients.

Hence we may confidently- recommend the method pursued l)r

Dr. Eg:in of Greenwich, on wliom the Society for the Encourage-,
nient of .Vrts, I'^c. in ITS", conferred a goid-medal, forte;cliing
youlli to write and speak Latin in common convel^ation, botl«

iiuently and correctly. His plan is, to divest instruction of that
haralmess, whicii intimidates juvenile minds, and n-tards their pro-
gress in learning. x\iid he has succeech-d in reiuh ring the hours
of amusement subnervient to the promotion of the classi(al part of
education, by inilucing his pujiils'to spe.ik Latin with equal ease
and pi'ecision. To eflVct this purpose, he prohibits boys ol a cer-
tain standing, from practising any language except the L-,itin and
I'rench ; and a mark is ciiculaled, for the prevention of solecism^
and barbarou-^ expressions. If u ])upil, who has this mark, hear
another sju-aking ungrammatically, it is passed to the kUler, and
he v.-ho receives such mark most frequently iu the course of the
(lay, incurs a small line. To avoid tins penally. Dr. E.'s scho-
lars pay the sii-iclesl attention to the choice arrd arrangeuienl of

i liieir words, the coiibtruction of their sentences, -as well as the
style, purity, and harmony, ot their diction. Thus a considerable
portion of time an<l expence is saved, independently of the nu-
merous other benelicial conseijuences that result from this plan, as
it may bi easily applied to the diff rent living languages. Hence
it well deserves to be more gcuerallv known, and adopted in those
schools where years are wasted by tiie old luelhod, Mliich is tout*
paiatively absurd.

3 If
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LANGUKD, ill hiTiililry, <'\i're.v;e^ an :ii;';iiiiil uliose tongur,

ajjpcarini; out ot the inoiuli, ib borne oi ;i dilleioiil colour from tin-

-Teat of tlie body.
J.ANGUEDC'C, a late provinre of France, bonniled on Ibr

N. by Quercy, Uouergnc, Auvi-rgnc, ami IJoniiois; on llie E.

by Duuph'mv and Provence ; on tlie S. by the Muditerrauean ;

iuul on the \\'. by Gascony. It is now divided into seven depart-

ment!;, viz. the Ardeche, "Lozere, Gard, Herault, Tarne, Upper
Garonne, and Aude.
LANGUOR, [languor, Lat,^ a lassitude or faintness, which

juav arise from want or decay of spirits, through indigestion, or

too uuich exercise; or from an additional weiglit of fluids, from a

diminution of secretion by the common discharges. Languor is

olten attended with such debility of liorly, as well as dejection of

mind, that thi patient can scarcely walk or even stand upright,

without being apt to f^aint away.
LAN.IAN, or LANJANG, a city of Asia, capital of the king-

ajin of Laos. Lon. 10! . 49. E. Lat."lS. 30. N.
LANj.'iN, or Lanj.^ng, the S. district of Laos.

LANIARD, [trom /(mff?-, Fr.] a short piece of cord or line

fastened to several machines in a ship, and scrying to secure them
in a particular place, or to manage them more convenieijlly.

fiuch are the laniards of the gun-ports, the laniard of the buoy, the

laniard of the cat-hook, &c. 'Ihe principal laniards used in a

ship, however, are those employed to e,<ten<l the shrouds and
stays of the masts by their comiininii ation with the deail eyes,

so as to form a sort of mechanical jiower resembling that of a

tackle.

L.ANI.STA, in antiquity, is sonii.tliing used to signify an cnc-

cutioner; but more lre(|ue!;lly for a niK-ler gladiator, who taught

the use of arms, and educated slave.*, or children that had been
exposed in tjie art. See GlaDhtor.
LANIUS, the Shuike, or IUtcher-Biru, in ornithology,

a genus of birds of the order actipitres. The characters are: bill

somewliatstraight, withatooth on each side near the apex ; tongue

lacerated. There tire above lilty species, besides many va-

rieties.

L. Antiguanus, the Anticuan Shrike, or Pied Criesciie
d'Antigue of Sonnerat, is about the size of a lark. Its bill is

large and black ; the upper niandible very long, and the curva-

ture so excessive, that one would rather take it for a monstrosity,

than a characlpnstic of a species ; the ivides are dusky ; the head

is black; the. back of a yellowitii rufous colour: the throat

and breast are white; the quills, and b.istard wing-coverts, black.

1( inhabits the Philippines, but piincipally Antigue, one of the pro-

vinces of Panax. See Plate LV 111.

L. Exci'F.iTOR, the Great Cinerous Shrike, or Greater
Butcher-Bird, is ten inches long, 'i'hc plumage on the upper
parts is of a pale ash colour ; the under, white : tlirough the eyes

there is a black slrlpe : the scapulars are white : the base of the

greater tpiills white, the rest black : the tail is somewhut cunei-

form ; the two middle-feathers are black; the outermost on e.ich

side, white ; tho^e between are black, with the ends more or less

white: the legs are black. Its bill is black, one inch long, and

hooked at the end ; theupper mandible furnished with asharp pro-

cess. It feeds upon small birds which it seizes by the throat. It

also feeds on rats, mice, beetles, caterpillars, and other vermin.

When it has killed the prey, it lixes them on some thorn, and

when thus spitted pulls them to j/ieces with its bill: on this ac-

vount the Germans call it tliorntraer and thornfreker. When con-

fined ill a cage, it often treats its food in tlie same manner, stick-

ing it against tlie wires before devouring it. Tliis species inhabits

many parts of Europe and North America. In countries where
Ihey'are numerous, the husbandmen value them, on account of

their destioving such animals as are noxious to the produce of the

JieUI.

L.\NKEN, a lake of Thibet, 4j miles in circuit.

L.^NNER, or LANNAR, a species of hawk. SeeFALco.
L.ANN I ON, a town of France, in tije dei)artinent of the North

Coast, 15 miles W. of Treguier.

LANNOY, a town of France, in the department of the North,

7! mslci E. N. E. of Ldle, and Ti N. W. of Tournav.
"LANSIN13URGH, a town of New York, capita'l of Renssel-

b.ei- county, 175 miles N. ot New York, and 270 N. N. £. of

?hU.^,<.lcIphia. JUcii, 73. 3 i. W'. Lat. 42, "56. N.

LANl'ANA, or INDIAN SAGE, in botany, ;; gfnus of th»
anciusperinia order, and didynaniia clas. oj phmts ; natural order,
l'ei>onjt;p. Calyx distinctly fuur-toothed ; stigma liooked, refract-
ed ; drupe with a tno-celled nucleus. There are nineteen sp*
cies, moslly siuub--, very few being herbace.ni-. 'I'liey are natives
of Africa and .Vinerica. For the L. aculeala, see Plate XCIX.
L.'\N1II0KN, or LANTERN, a well-known contrivance,

which serves to carry a candle, with'->ut exposing it to the air, or
otherwise incurring clanger. Lanthuins are usually madt; of glass,

horn, or other transparent matter, for the transmission of light;

but, if they were covered externally with thin wire-work, many
accidents might be prevented in stables and barns, as the lanlhorns
might thus be rendeivd less liable to injury from external acci-

dents, while the communication of liglil would not be niateriallT

impeded.
Lantern', in areliitccture, is a little dome raised over tlie

r)of of a building to give light, and serve as a crowning to tlie

fabric.

La.ntern is also used for a sipiare cage of carpentry, placed
over the ridj;e of a corridor or gallery, between two rows of
shops, to illuiuine them, like that ot the Royal E.vchange at Lon-
don.
L.wterv, on sliip-boaril, a well-known machine, of wliich

there are many in a ship, to direct the course of other ships in a
lleet or convoy ; such are the poop and top lanterns, &c.
Laxterx, Dark, has only one opening, which may be clos-

ed up w hen the light is to be entirely hid, or opened when there
is occasion for the li;r,ht to discover some object.

L.iX'TERK, Flv, in zoology. See FuLcoaA.
Lantern, Magic. See Optics.
Lanterns, Feast of, in China, is a celebrated festival held

from the 1.3th to the iCth day of the first month ; so called from
the immen.^e number of lanterns hung out of the houses and
streets; which, it is said, is no less than 200,000,000. On this

day are exposed lanterns of all prices, whereof some are said to

cost JOOO crowns. Some of their grandees retrench somewhat
every day out of their table, out of their dress, equipage, &c. to

appear the more magnihcent in their lanterns. They are adorned
with gilding, sculpture, painting, japanning, &c. and their size is

extravagant ; some being from 125 to 30 feet diameter, represent-

ing halls and chambers.
LAN-TSAN, a river of Asia, which rises in, and runs across,

the province ot Yun-nan, in China, from N. to S. changes its

name to Kou-long ; enters Laos, where it is called Mecon, and
falls into the East Indian Ocean.
LANUGO, the soft down of plants, like that growing on the

fruit of the peach-tree. See Hatr.
LAO, or LAOS. See Laos.
^AOCOON, in fabulous history, a son of Priam and Hecuba,

or, according to others, of Antenor, or Capys. Being priest of

Apollo and Neptune, he was commissioned by the Trojans to offer

a bullock to Neptune to render him jjiopitious. During the sa-

crilice two enormous serpents issued from the sea, and attacked

Laocoon's two sons who stood next the altar. The father imme-
diately attempted to defend his sons; but tlie serpents faliingupon

him squeezed him in their complicated wreaths, and he died in

the greatest agonies. This punishment was said to haye been in-

flicted upon him for dissuading the 1 rojans from bringing into the

city the fatal wooden horse which the Greeks had consecrated to

Minerva; as also for his ini|)iety in hurling a javelin against the

sides of the horse as it entcreil within Uie walls.

Laocoon, in the history of the arts, is a celebrated monument
of Greek sculpture, executed in marble by Polydorus, Athenodo-
rus, and Agcsander, the three famous artists of Rhodes. This re-

lict of antiipiity was found at Rome in the ruins of the palace of

Titus, in tlie beginning of the Itith century, under the pontificate

of Julius II. and since deposited in the Farnese palace. Laocoon
is represented w ith his two sons, with two hideous serpents.

.

clinging round his body, gnawing it, and injecting their poison.

Virgil has given us a beautiful description of the fact. JEn. lib. ii,

V. 201—2J2. This statute exhibits the most astonishing dignity

and tianquillity of iiiiiiJ in the midst of the most excruciating tor-

ments; Pliny says of it, that it is, opus omnibus, picturea et sta-

tuaria" artis, pra.'ferendum. (Lib. xxxvi. jc. 5.) " The Laocoon,
Dr. Gillies observes, may be regarded us the triumph of Grecian

sculpture ;
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-»c-iilpture ; since bodily [lain, the grossest and most uiigovLTiijlili.'

cf all our passions, and lliat pain united witli anguish and torturL-

of mind, are yet expressed witli such propriety and dignity, as

afford lessons of fortitiule superior to any tauglit in the stiiools

.of philosophy. This relict of anticjuity was sent to Paris by Bona-

parte in 1797.

LA0D1C.EA, or LAODICEA, in ancient geography, a town

of Plirygia, on the Lycus, first callinl Diospolis, tln-n Klioas. 'J"he

memory of tliis place is consecrated in scripture, being commend-
ed by yt. Paul, and being one of the si'veu churches to which St.

John in the Apocalypse addresses Inmself.

LAODiCyEA, or Laodicea, in ancient geography, a town of

Syria, on the sea-coast, now called Ladikieh.

LAODICENE, a province of Syria, so named from Laodicea,

its capital.

LAO-KIUN, or LAO TSE, a Chinese philosopher, who
founded the sect of Tao-sse. He was born I). C. (i03, and died

in an advanced age, leaving to his disciples a book called Tao-te,

being a collection of jOOU sentences, llis morality resembles that

of Epicurus.

LAf)MEDON, in fabulous history, king of Troy, was son of

king Ikis, and married Struno, called by some Placia, or Leu-

Cippe, by whom he had Podarccs, better known by the name of

Priam, and Hesione. He bui't the walls of Troy, and was assist-

ed b}' Apollo and Neptune, whym Jupiter had banished from hea-

ven, autl condemned to be subservieut to the will of Laomedon
for one year. When the walls were finished, Laomedo'.i refused

to leward the gods for tlieir l.ibours ; and soon after his territories

were laid waste by Neptune, and his subjects were visited by a

pestilence from Apollo.

LAON, a town of France, in the department of Aisne, 77 miles

K. E. of Paris.

LAOS, or LAO, a kingdom of Asia beyond the Ganges;
bounded on the N. by China ; on the E. by Tonquin and Co-
chin-China ; on the S. bv C'ambodia; and on the W. by Siani,

and Ava. It is surrounded by mountains and forests, and abounds
in rice, fruits, and fish. The inhabitants are w ell made, robust, ol

an olive complexion, and mild in their dispositions ; but very sn

perstitious. J^ngiona is the capital. Iron, lead, tin, silver, and
gold, are found in Laos.

LAPATA, a chain of mountains, in Africa, called the Back-
bone of the World, extending about (iOO miles from N. to S.

Lon. from 'J'" to 33^ V.. Lat. from 12° 3a' to 20' u' N.
LAP.yiHUS, LAPiiTUUS, or LEIUTIIUS, in ancient

geograpiiy, a town of Cyprus, on the N. side, with a port or sla-

lion for sliips, and a cognominal river. It is now called La-
pitha.

LAPIDARY, an artificer, who cuts precious stones. Dealers
in precious stones are rather styled jewellers. The art of cutflng

these is of great antiquity. N'arious uiaciiines are employed in

cutting precious stones according lo their tpiahty. Tl;e diamond,
which is extremely hard, is cut on a wheel of soft steel, turned by
a mill, with diamond-dust, tempered with olive-oil, which also

serves to polish it. The oriental ruby, sapphire, and topaz, arc

cut on a copper-wheel, with diamond-du^t tempered with olive-

oil, and are polislitd on another copper-wheel with tripoli and
water. liyacintlis, emeralds, amethysts, garnets, acates, a:!<l

other stones not of inferior liardness, are cut on a leaden

wheel with smalt and water, and polished on a tin-wheel with
tripoli.

Lapidary is also used for a virtuoso skilled in 'he nature,

kinds, &c. of precious stones.

Lapidary Style, denotes the style proper for mcaumental or

other inscriptions. This is a kind of medium between prose and
\erse ; the jejune and the brilliant are here c:|u:dly to be uvoid-
e<l. Cicero has prescribed tlie rules of tiiis stile: " Accedat
oportet oratio varia, veh.emens, plena spintu-. Omnium Sfnlen-

tiarum gravitate, omnium verborum pondcnbus, est utemUiin."
T he lapidary style, whidi was lost with 1'.- rncient monummis,
was revived at the beginning of the 18th c-iitury by Count Ema-
nuel Tesoro ; it is now used various w..vs at the beginning of
books : and even epistles didicaiory are composed in it, of wiiich
we have no cxampie among the ancient-

.

LAPlDEbCliXT, a term applied to any thing which has the
faculty of petrif} ing, or turning bodies lo a stony nature.

T>.'\PIS,[L:it.] ii'.Koman aiit!(|uity, ageographical nic?asuredcno-

tings, niiie ; brcause miles were distinguished by erect in,:i a stone at

tilt' end of each ; from the Muml)er iinrked on which, the length

of tiie w.'.y from Roaie might be known. The device is by Plutarch

ascril'.cd to Caius Gracchus. This was more accurately executed

by Augustus, who erected a gilt pillar in the forum, at which all

the public ways of Italy, distinguished by stones, were terminated.

The same thing wiis done in the Uoman provinces. Hence the

phrases terlius lapis, ceiitcsinuis lapis, &c. for 3, 100, &c. miles ;

and sometimes the ordinal luimbEr without lapis, as ad duodeci-

mum, &c. at the 12th-niile distant.

Lapis, in general, is Used to denote a stone of any kind. See
MlVEKALOGY.
Lapis Calaminaris. See Calamine.
Lapis Infern.\lis, Lu.var Caustic, the old name fornitiate

of silver.

Lapis Lazi.li. See Lazursteix.
Lapis Calcedonius, a genus of stones consisting of silica, a

small cpiantity of alumina, with about one-tenth of lime, and a

slight trace of oxide of iron : hard, liglitish, shining within, break-

ing into fragments with sharp edges; compact, not mouldering in

the air ; of a more or less pcructly conchoidal texture; never

opacpie, tough, admitting of a high polsh, and generally of a com-
mon form ; not melting before the blowpipe. See Plate

XCVliL
L.U^ITILE, in fabulous iiistory, an ancient people of Tbessaly,

the descend.ii.ts of Lapithus, or rather the inliabitants of the coun-

try of which bis sons Phorbas and Periphas obtained the sove-

reignty.

L.V'PITIIIA, a territory of Cyprus, surrounding Lapathus.

LAPiTHlI, the people of l.apithia, who were tainted with a
degr.:e offatuity ; hence Lapathius denotes fatutis.

LAPITHUS, in fabulous history, a son of Apollo, by Sti!l)e,

and brotl'.er to CrntaurUS: He married Orsinome, daughter of

Euronymus, by whom he liad Phorbas and Periphas, the proge-

nitors of the Lapiths.

LAPLAND, the most northern country of Europe, extending

from the north cape in 71' 30' N. Lat. to the White Sea under

tl'.e arctic circle; and inhabited by the same people, though sub-

ject to different powers; viz. Denmark, Russia, and Sweden. It

is divided as follows:

1. LArLAND, KorwegiaK, under the dominion of Denmark,
lies between the northern sea, the river P.-is, and tlie h.ke Enarak

H. Lapla.xd, Russian', compreliends the eastern part, situatecl

beiween the Lake Enar;.k and the White Sea, and is divided into-

three (listinci prefectures; namely, that of the sea-coast towards

tie nordi, called Maurmaiikoi Leporie ; the Terskoi Leporie,

lil'on the coast of the White Sea; and the tliird, or inland, named
Lii-llamore.-koi Leporie.

III. Lapland, SwEorsH, is the most extensive of the three, and

compu heiuls all the northern part of Sweden. It is divided into

six di-lricts, called marcks or territories; and these are distin-

guished bv the names of rivers, such as Angermanlaiid, Elma,

Petn, Lula, Torno, and Kiemi. These marcks are subdivided

into smaller districts calk d biars, consisting each of a certain num-
ber cf families; among which flie land is j)arcer.ed out by govern-

ment, or the prefect oT the district appointed by the Ki;;g of Swe-

den. The cold of Lapland is very intense during tiie winter,

freezing even brandy and the watery part of spirit of wine, if the

latli-r be not highly rectihed : all the lakes and rivers are frozen

to :i prodigious thickness ; and the v.i.ole face of tlie country is

cohered wllli snow to the depth of four or five feet. ^^ liilc thi-s

ccnlinue's loose, it is impossible to travel; but if a partial than

lakes phice for a few hours, the surface is soon frozen into a hard-

imi)eiietrable crust, over wiiivh the Laplander travels in his sledge

with great celerity. While the tbaw prevails, the air is surcharged

with vapours, an'd the climate is rainy; but while the north wind,

blows, the sky is beautifully serene, and (he air very clear. The-

hc.-it of summer is almost as intolerable in Laplaiid as the cold of

winter. At the northern extremity, the sun never sets for threc

monllis in summer, and in w inter there is an u:iintcrrupted night ol

Ihe same duration; but this is iiuahfied in such a manner by a

I Oiistaiit revolution of dawn and twilight, by a serene sky, moon-

light, and aurora: boreales, reflertea from the snowy surlace, that

tlie inhabitants are enabled to hunt, lisb, and proceed with their

ordiuaif-
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utinary occupations. Tlie I.jplandcrs, though for Hit- most part

vigorous auil healthy, art? suhji-ct lo hon; eves, and even to hhiul-

iH-ss, frum the smote ot their huts, ami the lu'i.- to which they are

almost contimrally esposed. Somewa.sle away in conHuiipiious;

other< are alHicted wilh rl-.eumatic pains -.uul Uie scurvy; and a

few are sul)ject lo vertigo and apoplexy. For the cure ut all their

internal disorder-;, they use no other medicine than the decoction

ot a certain species of mo>s; and when this cannot beprocured,
they boil the stalks of angelica in the milk of the rein-deer, lii

order to rer.iove a fixed pain, they apply a large mushroom, burn-

iiig liot, lo the part atl'ecled; anil tliis produces a blister, which is

suppo^ed lo draw olf tile peccant iuimour. /lo their wounrls tliev

apply Ukilliing but the turpentine that drops fiom the lir-lrce.

A\ lien IriiNl-bitlen, (though this seldom happens), they thrust a

red-hot iron into a cheese made of rein-deeris luiik, ; nd witli the

fat that drops from it anoint the frozen member, which generally

recovers. Lapland is a huge congerie; of frightful rocks and stu-

]>endous niounlains, but interspersed with many pleasant \ allies,

watered by a vast number of rivulets tliat run into the rivers and
lakes, which discharge their waters into the Gulf of Bothnia, 'i'he

natives, however, believe il lo be the terrestrial paradise; and in-

deed nothing could be more enchaiiti'ig than its vast prospects of

moui'.tains, hills, forests, lakes, rivers, &c. if the climate -.vere but
moderate ; though even here, in summer, the roses are seen blow-
ing wild on the banks of the lakes and rivers, wilh all the beauli-

iul glow of colour whicli appears in those cultivated in cur g-rU'-

dens. 1)111 all the intervals between the mountains are not in-

grussed h\ these agreeable ])^o.^pect^; great part of the iiat country
IS covered with brown duskv forests of fir and pine trees; and
these arc often skirted bv wide extended morasses, the stagnating

waters of which iirsimiiner pro'luce mxriadsof mischievous in-

sects, that are more intolerable tha.n even the cold of winter. Tiie

counlrv, iiuwever, abounds with excellent springs ; aud is remark-
able lor some sur|)rijing cataracts, in which the water tumbles
over frightful precipices, aud dashes among rocks with aLiiazing

)m])etuositv anil noise. I'he principal Likes in Lapland are the

(ireat Uma, the Great ^\'indel, the Oreavan, the Stor-avan, the

Great Lula ; the lakes of Kartom, Kali, I'orno, Esiara, and Kimi.

Some of these extend sixty leagues in length, and contain a great

number of i^lau(h: Stor-avan is saiil to contain 3t>j ; and Eiiara

contains an archipelago of islands so large, that iin Laplamler has

lived long enough to visit each particular island. The Laplanders

tu'e very low in stature, but have reniarkahly large heads. They
are ill-shaped, and their features har^h. They are, however,

stronc, h.udv, and robust ; can bear incredible fatigue ; and it is

said that the stoutest Norwegian is not able to bend the bow of a

Laplander. The women are much less homely than the men,
and many of them liave a delicat? -and llorid complesion. These
people are simple, hone^t, hospitable,- and timorous ; theirtimidily,

however, respfects war alone; for to many other s|)ecies of d.mgers

they expose tliennelves with surprising intrepidity, whetijer in

ascending and descending mountains and prcci))ices with their

snow-shoes and in sledges, or in venturing amitlst whirlpools and

cataracts in little slender hoats made of thin lir-boards, lastcned

together with thongs of leather, sinews of wild beasts, or tough

and flexible Iw igs of w illow and osier. It is not uncommon to see

a Laplander in old age hunting, fowling, skaiting, and perlorming

all the severest exercises of vnith with agility. The Laplanders

are naturally very ingenious. They make all their own fin'niture,

their boats, sledges, bows, and arrows. Tliey form neat boxes u(

thin birch-boards, and inlay them wilh the horn of the rein-deer.

The Swedes are very fond of the Lapland ba>kets made of the

root-- of trees, slit in long thin pieces, ar.d twisted together so

nicely, that they will liold water. Among the inanui'actnres of this

country are curious horn-spoons, and moulds in which they citst

'
the trinkets of tin whicli adorn their girdles. The men within

doors dress victuals for the family, 'i'he women act as ta\ lors

and enibroiclereis; they make clotlies, shoes, an4 boats, and har-

H ess for the vi-in-deer-' they spui thread of fur, and knit it into

raos and gloves th^^t are very soft and w.arm. They draw tin into

vi're through a horn ; and with this Ihev cover the thread which

(hev use in eiiitiroidering tlie figures of beasts, flowers, trees, and

stars, upon their caps and girdles. Lapland, as well as Norway,

is infested with a great nmnber of grey wolves and bears, wilh

whom tbe inhabitants wage perpetual war. The inwst honourable

ti

cxjiloit among the Laplanders is to kill a bear; and the heroes
adorn their caps w iiii a small plate of lead or iiewter for every
hear they have slain. The country abounds also with elks, bea-i

vers, and otters, which live here umnole^led, a.id fnid |)lenly of
fish for their subsistence. The forests furnish haunts to a g'leat

number of beautiful martens and scjHinels ; as well as lo the libel-

ing or fuble, vvhose skin is extremely vr'.hiable; together wilh
ermines, weazels, hares, &c. Large black cats alleiid the Lrp-
landers in hunting, and little curs are also trained lo tlie game.
But the most remarkable animal of Lapland is the rein-deer. See
Ci-RVL's. 'I'hese an;;iials, so uselul in various res])ects to the na-
tives, are kept Al no ex|)ence. In summer they feed upon gras-.es

and alpine plants; in winter upon the the lichen rangilerus, or rein-

deer Ik hen, and its v.irieties, which are so abundant as in manv
parts alnlo^t totally to cover the ground for several miles, and
w hich the sagacious animal discovers under ihe snow bv the ]<ecu-

liar acuteness ot its smell, 'ihe woods, mountains, aiul rivers, are
well stocked with w ild fowls, sucli as bustards, partridges, growse,
healhcocks, pheasants, lapwings, swans, wild geese, wild ducks,
and all sorts of aquatic birds that brceil in northern climates. In

tlie beginning of spring the swans go thither in mmierous flights

Ireni the German ocean; the lapwings follow iu-such swarms that

they darken the sky, and scream so loud that they ir,a\ be iieard

at a great distance. The rooks and mountains are likewise fire-

(|Uenled by eagles, hawks, falcons, kites, and other birds of pi-ev.

The rivers abound with ilelicious salmon from the Gulf of Bothnia,
trouts, breams, and perches, of cxcpiisile flavour, anil amazing
magnitude; and the inhabitants of Wardhuus, or i)anisli Laplaiul,

are well supplied wilh h-,h from tlic northern ocean. 'I'he soil of
]^aplan<l is generally so chilled and barren, that it proiluces little

or no grain, or fruit-trees of any kind. '1 his sterility, however, is

not so much owing to the soil, which is in many pkices of a rich

mould, as to want of industry; for in some districts the Swedes
h;r%-e tlUeil and manured pieces of ground that bear plentiful crojis

ot rye. There is also great plenty of berries; such as black cur-
rants, the Norwegian mulberry, growing upon a creeping plant,

and much esteemed as an antiscorbutic; raspberries, cranberries,

junijier-berries, and bilberries. 'I'he tops of the mountains are so

much exposed to intense cold, and tempests of snow and hail, that

no tree will grow near the summit; but in parts more sheltered.,

line woods of birch, pine, and fir, grow naturally as if they had
been planted by art in rows at regular distaiic»s, without any uil-

dergrowlh. Some parts of Lapland produce the service-tree, the
willow, llic poplar, the elder, and the cornel. But the chief plant

ia Ihe angelica; which is gj'eatly esteemed bv the natives, w ho use
it in their food. 'J'hcre are also v.irious kinds of grass, heath, fern,

and moss.

L.^PLYSL'V, the Sf,.\-h.\kf. : a genus of the class and order
vermes moUusca. Body covered with membranes reflected, with

a shield-like membrane on the back, a lateral ])ore on the right

side ; anus on the extremity of the back ; feelers four, resembhng
ears. There are two species, L. depilems, and L. fasciata, com-
mon about ihe shores of ihe F.mopeaii seas.

LAl'.MAKK, LAlT'.MAKk, or LAPPMARKEN, the name
given by the Swciles to Lapland.

Lai'Makk, is also used as an appellative for a province of Lap-
land.

L.\PSANA, Nirpi.EwoKT; a genus of the polygamia a-qnalis

order, and syngenesia class of plants; natural order, Composita\
Calyx calycled ; each of the inner scales channelled ; receptacle
naked. It has live species. L. commimis, ciiiiimon nipple-wort,

is very abundant in all parts of Europe, llowering in the summer-
months.

LAPSE, in ecclesiastical law, an omission of a patron to present

a clerk to a benelice wiiiiin six months of its being void; in which
case, the benefice is .^aiil to be in lapse, or lapsed, and the right of

presentation devolved to the ordinary. If the ordinary neglect to

present during the same time, the right of pre-^enlalion accrues to

ihe metropolilaii, and to the kiii'.; by neglect of the metropolitan.

Tliis right of lap^e was first established in the reign ot Henry 11.

when the bishops first began to exercise universally the right of iii-

slilulion lo ciiurches: aud therefore when there is no right of insti-

lution, there is no right of lapse ; so that no donative can la]ise to

(lie ordinary, miless il liath been augmented by the king's bounty ;

but no right of lap->e can -accrue, when the original piestntatiou is
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III tliL- crown, hi ciut' the benefice bi-conR's void l)y ilt.;;!. or
j

cession tlirougii pliir.ililv of benefices, the patron i.-> bound to take

notice ot tiie vacancy at his own peril ; but in case ol a vacancy

by resignation or canoiiict.! deprivation, or it a clerk prcscnfed be

refuscil lor msulliciency, tliese being niatteri ot which llie bi^liop

alone is presumed to be cognizant, here ihe law requires him to

give notice thereof to the patron, otiierwise he can l.:ke no advan-

tage l)y way 'if lapse; neiliier shall any lapse accrue thereby to

the metropolitan or the king. If the bi>liop ^el^l^c or neglect to

examine and admit the patron's clerk without good reason assigned

or nolici' given, lie shall have no title to present by lapse: and if

the right ot presentation be litigious or contested, and an action be
brougni again-t the bisliop to try the title, no lapse shall occur till

the qiieition of right be decided. If the bishop be b.'.lh patron

and ordinary, he shall not have a double time allowed him to col-

late in: and if tlie bishop dolU not collate hi? own clerk immedi-
ately to the living, and the pairoii presents, though after Ihe six

months are lapsed, vet the presentation is good, ami the bisnop is

bound to instilu'e the patron's clerk. If tlie bishop suMer the prc-

«ent;it;on to lapse to tiie nieiropolitan, the patron also nas liie same
advantage if he present before tlie archbisliop has filled up Ihe l^e-

nerice: yet the or'.hnaiy cannot, after lap>e to the nietropolit.m,

collate hii own clerk to the prejudice of the archbishop. But if

the presentution lapses to the king, the patron shall never recover

hiing.it, till tiie king has satisfied his turn by presentation; for

nullunt lemptis occurrit regi.

Lapsed legacy, is where the legatee dies before the tes-

tator, or wiiere a legacv is given upon a future contingency, and
the legatee dies before the contingency happens. As ii a legacy

be given to a person when he attains tne age of twenty-o;:e years,

anil me legatee de before tiiatage; in this case, the legacy is a

lost or iap-ed legacy, and shall sink into the reaiduum of the per-

sonal estate.

LaFUIKG, in ornithology. SccTrinc*.
LAQUEAlllUS, a kind of athleta among the ancients, who

in one hand lield a laquens, i. e. a sort of snare, wherewith to em-
barrass and entangle his antagonist, and in the otlier a poignard to

stab tiini.

LAQUEUS, in surgery, a ligature so contrived, that, when
stretciied by any weiglit, it draws up close. Us use is to extend
broken or disjointed bones, to ki ep them in their places while
tiiey are set, and to bind the parts close logetlier.

LAQI'IA, a large river of Asia, one of the four which rise out

of Like Ch.iamay, ..nd water the countries of Siani, Pegu, &c.
LAK, or LAAR, a town of Persia, the capital of the province

of Laristan, I'JO in Ics \V, of Ormuz.
LARA, or LAUANDA, in fabuiivis history, one of the 'Naia-

des, daughter of the Riv.r Alinon in L-tium, famed for her beau-
ty and loquacity.

LAUACHA, an ancient town of Fez. Lon. 5. 59. W. Lat.

3i. 40. X. ^
L.AllliOARD, the left hand side of a ship, when you stand with

your face to tiio head: oppojrii to ihe starboard.

LARCENY. Uatrnciiuum, Lat.] by conlraction for la'rocinv,

is disiiiigiiished Ijj tne law int.) two sorts; the one called simple
larceny, or plain theit, uiiaccompauieu wiln any other atrocious

circuln^tance ; and mixed or comjjound larceny, which also in-

cludes in it (i«e aggravation of a takin^ from one's house or person.

I. Larceny, or SiMPLt Larceny, wlieu it is the stealing of

goods above the value of 12ii. is caiieii gr.ind larceny; when of

goods to that value, or uii'ler, pitil larceny : offences, which are

considerably distinguished ui ih -.r puuisli.neut, but not otherwise.
See Theft.

H. Lakcesv, Mixkd, or Compound Larceny, is such as

lias all tlie propertiiS of the former; luit is accomp;.iiied with ei-

ther one or both of the aggravations of taking from one's house or
person. Fir<t, therefore, of larceny I'rom the house, and then of

larceny from tlie person.

i. Labcf.n Y FROM THE Hot'SE tlioueh it might seem to have a

higher degree of guilt than sinij.ie larceny, yet is not at all disim-
.guished troin the other at common law : unless w lirre it is accom-
panied willithe circumstance of breaking the house by night; aiul

then it falls under another description, viz. that of burglary. (See
Burglary.) But now by several acts of parliament the benefit

ef cit-igy 1, taken from tarceuies conimilted in a house in almost
VOL. I'jl.—NO. 12U.

cv ay ill lance: exiept that larceny of the slock or utensils of the

pLte-glass company trom any of thi ir houses, \c. is made only
Single felony, and liable to tnaispoilation tor seven years. 'I he
miiltiplicity of the general acts is apt to create some cdifiisii.n;

bill upon comparing them diligently, we may coiled, that tlie l;e-

iieiiiof clergy is denied upon the following domestic aa;;ravalioiis

oi larceny ; viz. first, in larcenies above the value of Iwiivepcnce,
comiiiitted, I. In a churcli, or chapel, with or without violence,

or breaking the same: 2. In a booth or tent in a market or fair, in

the davtime or in the iii;;h!, by violence or brtaking the same,
the owner or some of his family being therein: 3. By robiiiui; a

dwelliiig-liouse in tiie day-lime (whicli robbing implies a hre.ik-

ing), any person b>-ing therein : 4. [n a dwelling-houtc by day or

by night, without breaking the same, any person being therein and
put ill fear; which amonnls, in law, to a robbery ; and in bom
these last cases the acce>sory before the fact is also excluded from
his clergy, ^dly. In larcenies to the value of five shillings, com-
mitted, i._ By breaking any dwelling-house, or any outhouse,
shop, or warehouse, thereunto belonging, in the <lay-tinie, al-

though no person be therein ; which also now extends to aid: ri',

abettors, and acce>sories, before the fact : 2. By privately stealing

goods, wares, or merchandise, in any shop, waie.'iouse, coacli-

liou«e, or stable, by day or by night ; tlioiigh the same be not

broken open, and tliough no person be therein; which likewise

extends to such as assist, hire, or command, the oft'im:e to be
committed. Lastly, in larcenies to the value of forty shillings in

a dwelling-house, or ilj out-houses, although the same be not
broken, and whether any person be tl.erein or not; unless coni-

milted against llieir masters liy ajipreiitices under tin- age of fif.

teen. This also ex'ends to those v\ ho aid or assiat in tl.e commis-
sion of any such oli'ence.

ii. Larceny from the Persov, is either by privately stealing,

or by open and violent assault, which is usually called robbery.
1 he olience of privately stealing from a man's person, as by pick-
ing his pocket or the like, privilv, without his knovi ledge, was de-
barred of the benefit of clergy so early as by the statute S Eiiz. c.

4. But then it must be such a larceny as stands in reed ot the be-
nefit of clergy, viz. of above the value of \2d. else the ollender
siiail not have juilgement of de.lh. For the statute creates no
new oi/ijiice; but only takes away the benefit of clergy, wliich
was a inatler of grace, and leaves the thief to the regular juiige-

ment of the ancient law. This seventy seems to be owing to ihe
ease with wh'ch such offences are committed, the diflicully of
guariiing against them, and the boldness with which they were
practised (even in the queen's ccurt and presence) at the time
when this statute was made: besides that this is an inlVingement of
property in the m-mual occupation or corporal posscssicn of the
owner, which was an oli'ence even in a state of nature. And
iherc.'ore ihe saccularii, cr cutpurses, were more severely punished
than com i.:ion thieves by the Roman and Athenian laws. As to

open and violent larceny from the person, Sec Kobbery.
Receuing Stolen Goods. Any person who shall buy or

receive any stolen goods, knowing them to be stolen ; or shall re-

ceive, harbour, or conce.il, any lelons or thieves, knowing lliein

to be so, siiall be deemed accessary to the felony ; and beng o.ii-

victed on tiie tesiiniony of one witness, shall sutfer death as a te-

lon convict ; but he shall be entitled to his clergy. 5 Ann. c. 31.

Any person onvicted of receiving or buying stolen goods, know-
ing liieiii to be stolen, maybe transp.'rted for fourteen years. 4
George I. c. II. Where the principal felon is found guilty tu

the value of lOi/. that is, of petit larceny only, the receiver, know-
ing the goods U) have been stolen, cannot be tiansporled for toiT-

teen yeais:, and ought not to be put u|;on his trial. For the acts

which niake receivei's of stolen gooils, knowingly, accessaries to

ihe felony, mu^t be understood to make them accessaries in such
case^ only, where, by law, an accessary may be ; and (here cin be
no accessary to pilit larceny. Every perMin who shall apprehend
any one guilty of breaking open houses in a felonious ni: nner, or

of privately anil feloniously stealing goods, wares, or mcrchaudises,

of the value of i-s. in any shop, warehouse, coai h-house, or stable,

though it be not broken open, and though no peisoii be tlitrein to

be put in fear, and sliall prosecute Uini lo conviction, shall have a
cerlificale withe ut fee, under the hand ot tl.e judge, certify ing such
conviction, and witiiiu what parish and place tl.e felony was coni-

milted, and also thai such fclou was discovered and tiikec, by liis

3 1 pcriui^
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]K'i-uii SO (liscovcriiig or a|)|)rtlR'iKliiig liim; ;uk1 it any (liipute

anst- between several persons so ilifcoveriiig or apprelH-iuling, the

jiulge >liall appoiiil the certilicale into so many shares, to be divid-

ed among the ptr-'ons conL(Miied, as to him shall seem just and
reasonable. 'I'liis tcrlilicate is commonly called a Ty burn ticket,

and exempts tlie person trom all parish and ward oflices in the pa-

risii where the robbery was committed.
[..XiiCil, in botany. See I'iNi's.

LAKDNEU, Nathaniei., an eminent Eh"^!i^b dissentino; di-

vine, born at Ilawkiuirst in Kent, June (), Hjs4. After a gram-

matical tdut;.tion, to which gerat attention must have been given,

and in which a no less rapid progre^s niie-t have been made, he was

sent lirst to a dis^pnt'ng academy in London, which was imder the

care oi tiie Uev. Dr. Joshua Ohllield; and thence, in his sixteenth

year, to pro i-cuie his studies at Utrecht, under the celebrated

pro;e^sor , D'L'ries, Gra'viu,;, and linrman. Here he remained

above three years, and th"n removed for a short <pace to Leyden.
In 1703 he returned to linglaiul, conti:iuing at his father's house

to en)ploy hiniseli by close and diligent preparaiion for the sacretl

prole>sion .vliicli he had in view. Quahlied a^ he was, it was not

tdl 1709 that he preached his lli^t sermon, from Kcmans i- Hi.—
*' a text (his biographer remarks) than vihich there could not have
been a more proper one, for a man who was destined in the order

of Divine Providence, to be one of the ablest advocates for the

authen'iicity and truth of the Christian revelation that ever exist-

ed." A few years after this, he was received into Lady Treby's

family, as domestic chaplain and tutor to her son, and continued

in tins comfortable situation till her ladyship's death in 17'2I. This

tvent threw him into circumstances of some perplexity, having

lireached to several congregations during his residence with Lady
I'rcbv, witiuHit thea))|)robalion or choice of any one congregation.

Tliough Mr. Lardnt r had no church at which he officiated as mi-

nister, he was engaged with some of his dissenting brethren in

preaching a Tuesday evening lecture at the Old Jewry. .'\c-

(puiinted probably with the direction of his studies, they appointed

.l:iin to preach on the proof of the Credibility of the Gospel llis-

lerv. Tliis he discussed in two sermons; and prosecuting the

Tiubiect which I'.e had taken up in these discourses, in February

IT27, he publishetlin two volumes 8vo. the lirst part of "'l"he

Credibility of the Gospel History, or the Facts occasionally men-

tioned in the New Testament, confirmed by Passages of ancient

Authors, who were contemporary with our Saviour or his Apos-

tles, or lived near tlieir time." An appendix was subjoined, re-

lating to the time of Herod's diath. Thus Mr. Lardner com-
inenced author, and began his literary career w'ith singular reputa-

tion. " It is scarcely necessary to say (observes Dr. Kippis), how
well this work was received by the learned world. Not only was

it highly appi'oved by the Protestant Dissenters, with whom liie

autiiorwas more immediately c(innccted, but by the clergy, in ge-

neral, of the eslabUshed church; audits reputation gradually ex-

tended into foreign countries. U is indeed an invaluable pertorni-

ance, and h.ith rendered the ino-t essential service to the cause of

Christianity. Whoever peruses this work will find it replete with

admirable mstruction, sound learning, and just and candid criti-

cism." These two, with the subsecpient lifteen, volumes octavo,

i-nd the four thin ipuutos entitled Jewish and Heathen Testimo-

nies, occupied hnn, with the interruption arising from some smaller

productions, during the s|)ace of forty-three years. Dr. Kippis,

•peaking of the " Supijlenient to the Credibility," says, "lean-
not avoid strongly recommending this work to the attention of all

•>-oun"' divines. Indeed, 1 think that it ought to be read by every

theological stiu'.ent before he i|u,ts the un.versity or academv in

which he is erUicafed. There are three other works which will be

found of eminent advantage to those who are inten»!ed for, or be-

ginning to engage in, the Christian ministry. These are, Butler's

Analoiv, Bishop Law's Considerations on the Theory of Keligion,

and Dr' Taylor's Key to Ajjostolical Writings, prefixed to his Pa-

raphrase on the Lpistle to the Romans. Without agreeing with

every circumstance advanced in these works, it may be said of

(heni with the greatest truth, that they tend to open and enhirae

»hc mind; that they give important views of the evidence, nature,

and desi:.;n, of revelation ; and that they display a vein of reason-

ing and iiuiuiry, which may be extended to other objects besidss

those immediately considen-d in tlie liooks themselves.

i,AK LDO, a sea-port of Spain in theBay of Biscay, 30 miles W.
of Bdboa. Lou. .3. j3. W. Lai. 43. a3. N.

LAKLN'i INALIA, in antiipiity, a least held among the K©.
mans on the '-'3d day of December, but or<lered to be observed
twice a-year by Augustus ; by some supposed to have been in ho-
nour ot the lares ; but by others with more prob..bditv, in honour
of Acea Laurenlia ; and to have been the same with' the Lauren-
talia.

l^ARES, among the ancients, derived by Apuleius, in his tract

De Deo Socratis, Iroin lar iamiliaris; a kind ot domestic genii,

or 4. vinities worshipped in houses, and esteemed the guardiani
and protectors of laniilies ; su|)posed to reside more immediately
in the chimney-corner. The lares were distinguished from the'

penales; as the former were supposed to preside over liouse^

keeping, the servants in families, and dome-tic affairs ; and the
latter weie the protectors of the masters of families, their wives
and children. Tlie term lares, according to Mr. Bryant, was
lormed from larcn, an ancient word by which the ark was repre-

sented : and he supposes th.it the lares and manes were tlie same
domestic deities umler dili'erent names; and that by these terms
the Hetrurians and Latins denoted the dii arkita', who were no
other than their aikite ancestors, or the persons preserved in the
laren, or ark ; the genius of which was Isis, the reputed parent of
the v> orld.

L.'^KGE, in the manege, a horse is said to go large and wide,
when he takes in a great <leal of ground, by going w ide of the cen-
tre of the volt, and describing a great circumlercnce.

Largk, in sea-language, a term applied to the wind when it

crosses the line of a ship's course in a favourable direction, parti-

cularly on the beam or quarter. Thus, if a ship steer west, tlisn

the wind in any point ot the compass to the eastward of the south'

or north may be < ailed large, unless when it is directly east, and
then it is said to be right att. Sailing large is, therefore, advanc-
ing \\ith a large wind, so as that tlie sheets arc slackened and llow-

ing, and the bow-lines entirely disused. 'J his phrase is generally

ojjposed to sailing close-hauled.

L.VUGrriO, in Roman antiquity, was a distribution of corn,

provision, clothes, money, &;c. to the people.

LARGO, in the Italian music, a slow movement, one degree
quicker than tiie grave, and two than the adagio.

LARICAXIS, a province of South America, in Buenos Ayres
about two hundred and forty miles long from east to w'est, an4
seventy-live broad. 'Ihewliole of it abounds in mines of gold,

so |)ure that it is often found of twenty-three cafacts three graini

'

lineiiess.

LARINO, a town of Italy, in Naples, 25 miles N. E. of

.Molise.

L.^RINUM, in ancient geography, a town of Italy, near Apu*
lia, now called Larino.

LARl(),adep.atmentof the late Italian republic. Come was the

cajiilal of the tiepartment.

LARISSA, an ancient, rich, and celebrated town of Greece, in

the province of Janna Thessaly, with an archbishop's see of

the Greek church, a palace, and several handsome mosques. Ac-
cording to Virgil, it was the country of Achilles. Lon. 23. 36. E.
Lat. 38. ii. N.

Larissa, the name of four other ancient cities, viz. 1. in ^o-
lia, seventy stadia from Cyme: 2. in Asia Minor, near the south

borders of Troas : 3. near Lpl.esus : 4. a large city on the banks of

the Tigris, w hich had a pyramid, but much inferior to those of

Eg) pt in height.

'LARISsAUS, a sirname of Achilles, from 1 is birth-place, La«-

rissa ; as well-as of Jupiter, troni his temple there.

LARISTAN, a province of Persia, formerly an iudependent

kingdom, under the descendants of Cosroes, king of Persia;

bouiidetl on the noilli and east by Kernian ; south by the Persian

Gulf, and west by Farsistan. 1 he air is unwholesome, and the

water bad. Its chief trade is in camels. Lar is the capital.

L.'\R1US, in ancient geography, an extensive lake of Gallia

Ci-alpina, now called Coino. See CoMo,
LAIHX, the Lauch Tree. See Pinus.

LARK, in ornithology. See Alauda, and Bird-catching.
LAKKSlH'R.in botany. S< e Delfhi.nmum.
L.\RM1EU, [from /"»w(f, French, a tear,] in architecture, a

flat square member of the cornice, below the cimasium, and jet-

ting out farthest; so called from its use, which is to disperse the-

water, and cause it to fall at a distance from the wall, drop by

drop, as it were by tears.
^ LARNAGE,

.
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LARNACJl'^, atoMii "jl France, in the (lejwrtnu-iit ol Drome,
.10 miles N. ot Valence.

LARN K. a river of Ireland, in Antrim.

Larn'K, a town of Ireland, sealed at the niontii of the river, 16

miles N.Ii. ot Antrim. Lon. 3. 43. W. Lai. .i4. 51. N.
LARN IC, a sea-port of C'vprns, oit the S.li. coast, 3t) miles

S.W. of l•'imago^ta.

LARKIBUNDAU, a sea-port town of Asia, in Ilindoo>tan,

sealed at the mouth of the Sinda, or Indus. Lon. 67. 0. t. Lat.

95. 0. N.
LARV'iE, in antiquity, 'cierived from the Iletruscan word /nr,

or Itirs, signifying " prince or lord," denoted the ghosts ot the

deceast-d, considered as wicked and mischievous. Hence is form-

ed the term larvatus, ('. e. larva indutns or demoniac. The inge-

nious Mr. Farmer urges the etymology and use of this term to

prove tiiat ; he heathen di'mous were human ghosts. The larva;

w ere also called lemures.

L.\rv;e, in entomology, a name given by Linnanis to insects m
that state called by other writers cruca or caterpillar. !3ee En-
tomology.
L.VRVIGEN, a county of Norway; also the capital of the

county, 55 miles S. b. VV. of C^hristlana. Lon. 10. 15. E. Lat.

59. 3. "N.
LAKUS, the Gull ; in ornithology, a genus of the order an-

seres. Rill straight, cultr.Hed, point a little bended, witliout

teeth ; inferior maiKlible gibbous below tiie apex ; nostrils linear, a

little broader before, and situated in the middle of the beak. There
are about twenty species, principally distinguished by tlieir co-

lours.

L. Canus, the Common- Gull, is in length sixteen or seven-

teen inches. The bill is yellow ; the irides arc hazel, and the eye-
lids brown ; the head, neck, under parts of the bedy, and tail, are

white ; the back and wings pale grey. This is found in vast num-
bers on our shores and rivers wliich are contiguous to the sea. It

is .seen also very far north, as far as Iceland and llie Kussian lakes :

it is met with in the neighbourhood of the Caspian Sea, in various

shores of tht Mediterranean, and as far south as Greece : and it is

found also in America, on the coast of Newfoundland. It breeds
on the rocks and clu'l's, likcothcvs of the genus. It is a tame spe-

cies, and may be seen by hundreds on the shores of the Thames
and other rivers, in Uie winter and spring, at low tides, picking up
the various worms and small fish left by the tides, and will often

follow the plough in the fields contiguous, for the sake of worms
and insects which are turned up, particularly the cock-chafer or

florbeelie in its larvx state, which it joins with the rooks iu devour-
ing most greedily.

, L. Cataractes, the Skua Gull, weighs about tluee pounds:
the bill is two inches one-fourlli long, much hooked ;;l the end,

and very sharp ; the upper mandible covered more than half-way

with a black cere or skin, as in the hawk kind ; the nostrils are

placed near the bend, and are pervious. The feathers on the

head, neck, back, scajjulars, and coverts of the wings, are of a

deep brown, marked with rusty colour, brightest in the male.
The breast, belly, and vent, are ferruginous, tinged witli ash-co-

lour. Tlie tail, when spread, is circular, of a deep brown,
while at the root, and with shafts of the same colour.

The legs are covered with great black scalons : the talons

black, strong, and crooked ; the interior remarkably so. This spe-

cies inhabits Norway, the Ferroe isles, Shetland, and also tlie

South Sea. Il is the mast formidable of the gulls ; its prey being
not only fish, but, what is wonderful in a v.eb-footed bird, all the

less sort of water-fowl, such as teal, &c. Mr. Schroter, a sur-

geon in Uie Ferroe isles, relates that it likewise preys on ducks,
poullrv, and even young lambs. It has all the lierceness of the

eagle in defending young; when the inhabitants of those islands

>isit the nest, it attacks them with great force, so th^it they hold a

knife erect over their heads, on wliich the skua will translix itself

in its fall on the hivaders. The Rev. Mr. Low, minister of Bii'se,

,in Orkney, coiilirmed part of the above account: on approaching

the quarters of these birds, they attacked him and his company
with very violent blows; and intimidated a bold dog of Mr. Low's
in such a manner, as to drive him for protection to his master.

The natives are often very roughly treated by them while they
are attending their sheep on the hills ; and are obliged to guaril

their head by holding up their sticks, on which the birds often kill

lliemselves. In Foula it is a privileged bird, because it defends

the (locks (rom the eagle, which it beats and pursue^ wiih gnat
lury; so that even that rapacious bird seldom venluix-s mariM
quarters. The natives of Foula, on this account, lav a line on ;.i.t

person who destroys one: they deny that it ever injures their
tlocks or pnultiy.

L. FuscLs, the Herring Gull, weighs upwards of thirty

ounces; the length, twenty-three inches. This species is a great
devouret of lish, especially "of herrings; jt is a con-«;inl attendant
on the nets, and s6 bold as to seize its prey in presence ef the
fishermen. It is comanoii in this kingdom, and frequents the same
places as the black-backed gull. Il is also louiid in niosl o1 the
northern parts ot Europe, as well as about the Caspian an 1 Black
Seas; the rivei-s which fall into iheni, and Ihe great lakes of Sibe-
ria.

L. Marinus, the Rlack-backed Gull, is in length twenty-
nine inches. The bill is very strong and thick, and almost foiir

inches long : the colour a pale yellow ; but the lower mandible is

marked with a red spot, with a iilack one in the middle. It inhabits
several pans of England, and breeds on tlie highest clitTs. It is

also common on most of the norlhern coasts of Europe. It fre-

(pients Greenland ; but chiefly inhahils the distant rocks. Its lays

three eggs in May, placing them on the heaps of dung which tlie

birds have there from time to time. It is said to aiiack other
birds, and to be particularly an enemy to the eider duck. It very
greedily devours carrion, though the most general food is fish.

See in Plate LVill. a delineation ot L. parasiticus, which is found
in the north of England and the northern countries of Europe and
Asia, and i? common in (ireenland.

LARYNGO rOMY, l>.r..-.,yi, and Tj.wa- ; lari/nsolomie, Fr.]
an operation where the fore-p.Hi't of the larynx is dividi-d to assist

respiration, during large tumours upon the upper-parts, as in a
quinsev.

LARYNX, [>.Eci/-/f,] the upper pnrt of tire trachea, which lies

below the root of the tongue, before the pharynx. See An 4-

TOMY.
LASCAKIS, Ccnstantine, one of the Greeks who were

principally concerned in the revival of learning in the \\'est. He
retired into Italy in 1454, and taught nolite literature at Milan,
whither be vvas called liv Francis .Sforza; he afterwards went to

Rome, where he was well received by Cardinal Bessarion. He
afterwards taught rhetoric and the Greek tongue at Naples ; and
ended his days at Messina, leaving the senate of that city many
excellent manuscripts, which he hail brought from Constantinople.
He was interred at the public expeiicc, and the senate of Messina
er.xted a marble tomb to his memory. He v rote some gram-
matical works.

LASERPITIl'M, Lazar-wort, a genus of th.edisryiiia order,

and pentandria class of plants ; natural order, Umbellata?. Petals

bent in, emarginate, spreading; fruit obloim, \\ith eight membra-
naceous angles. It has lifteen species, natives of the south of
Europe.
Lash, or lace, in the sea-language, signifies to bind and

make fast ; as, to lash the bonnet to the course, or the drabbler to

the bonnets.

LASHERS, in sea-language, are those ropes which bind fast

the tackles, and the breethings of the ordnance, when hauled or
made fast within board.

LASIOSTO.MA, in botany, a genus of the tetrandria mono-
gynia class and order. Calvx very short, five-petaled, with two
acute scales ; corolla funnel-lorm, four-clclt ; capsule crhiculate,

one-celled, two-seeded. There is only one species, viz. L. rou-
hamon, a shrub of Guiana, seven or eight feet in height, with a
greyish irregular bark, and a whitish wood.
LASNEBOURG, a town of France in the department of Mont

Blanc, late duchy ol Savoy, 20 miles N.N.W. of Susa, and 2o E,
of St. Jean.

LASKING, at sea, is much the same with going large, or veer-
ing, that is, going with a quarterly wind.

"LASSA, or LAHASSA, a city of Asia, the capital of Great
Thibet, called also Tonker, and Putala ; and by the n;;iives B:'.-

ronlhala. It is 1?','0 miles N.li. of Patna, and K50 N. bv E. ol Cal-
cutta. Lon. 91. SO. E. Lat. 30. 35. N.
LASSAY, a town of FVance, in the department of Maine, 9

miles N.N.E. ot Maine.
LASSITUDE, or VVEARINFLSS, [lirssitudo, Lat.] in medi-

cine, a morbid sensation, that tomes oij spoutaneouoly, without

t
'
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ni.y pievious niotioii, exercise, or labour. It is a Ireqiient s^inp-
toms ill aiiitc (lislciiipers.

LAS'I", the burden or io:\d of a ship ; also a certain measure of

fisli, com, wool, leather. Sec. A last of ccdiisii, wliite herrings,

meal, ami aslies for soap, is twelve barrels ; of corn or rapeseed, ten

quarters; of p;iinpow(ler, twenty-fonr barrels; of red lierriiig^.

twenty cades; of bides, twelve dozen ; of leather, twenty dickers ;

of pitch andlar, fourteen barrels; of wool twelve sacks; ot stock-
fish, 101)0; of lla\ or feathers, 1700 pounds.
LASTA, a mountainous district of Abyssinia, in the province

of Regemder,
LASTAGE, \_hlirst, Saxon, a load,] custom paid for freight-

a^e ; the ballast of a ship ; laslage, or lestage, is also a duty eNacted
in some fairs and markets, for carrying things bought whithei
one will. It is somellmes iijed for garbage, rubbish, or such like

filth.

LASTRES, a sea-port town am' cape of Spain, on the north
coast of Asturias, 30 miles N.E. of Ovi'edo.

L.'VTAC, a town of Asia, ia Thibet, on the north side of the
Ganges.

LATACUNGA, a town of South America, the capital of a ju-
risdiction so named. It lies 30 miles S. of Quito.
LATAKIA, a sea-port of Asia, in Syria, anciently called Lao-

dicea. See Laodicea. It is 50 miles S. of Aiitioch, and SO
S. VV. of Aleppo.
LATCHES, Laskets, in a ship, are small lines like loops, fast-

ened by sewing into the bonnets or drabli-rs of a ship, in or-
der to lace the bonnets to the courses, or the drablers, to the bon-
nets.

LATEEN SAIL, a long triangular sail extended by a lateen
yard, and fre((ucntly used by xebecs, poleacres, selees, and other
vessels navigated in the Mediterranean sea.

LATERAL EQVAriON, in algel)ra, the same with simple
equation. It has but one root, and may be constructed by right
lines only. SeeAtciiBnA.

L,i 1 ERAN was originally the proper name of a man; whence
if descended to an ancient palace in Rome, and to the buildings
since erected in its place

;
particularly a church called St. John of

Lateral], which is the principal see of the popedom.
Lateran, C'an'ons Regular of thr Congregation of

THE, is a congregation of regular canons, whereof that church u
the principal place or seat. It is pretended there has been an un-
inlervupted succession of clerks, living in community Irom (he
time ot the apostles; and that a number of these were established
in the Lateral! in the time of C:onstantine. But the canons were
not introduced till the time of Leo I. and these held the chinch
800 years, till the reign of Honiface, who took it from them, and
placed secular canons in their room : 150 years after, the regulars
were reinstated.

Lateral, Councils of the, are those held in the basilica of
the Lateral! : ofthe-e there have been live, held in 1 11.'3, 1139
JI79, iei5, and 1513.

A LATERE, a term used to denote the qualifications of the car-
dinals whom the pope sends as legates into foreign countries. They
are called legates a latere, as being his holiness's assistants and couii-
lellors in ordinary.

De Latere, legates who are not cardinals, but yet are entrusted
with an apo-tolical legation. See Legate.
LATH, in building, a long thin and narrow slip of wood, nailed

to tberafteisi of a roof or ceiling, in order to sustain the covering.
These are distinguislied into three kinds, according to the different

kinds ot wood ofuhich they are made, viz. heart of oak, =ap-laihs,

and deal-laths"; of which the two last are used for ceilings and par-
litions, and the lirsi for tiling only. Laths are also distinguished
according to their length, into live-feet, four-feet, and three-feet,

laths, ihougli the statute allows but of two lengths, those of five,

aiiil those of three-feet, each of which ought to be an inch and a

half in breadth, and half an inch in thickness, but they are com-
monly less.

Laths, Cleaving of. The lath-cleavei-s having cut their tim-
bers into lengths, they cleave each piece with wedges, into eight,

twelve, or sivteen, according to the size of their timber; these
pieces are called bolls: this is done by the felt-grain, which is that

grain which is seen to run nund in rings at the end of a jiiece of a

tree. Thus Ihey are cut out for the breadth of the laths, and this

work is called felting. Afterwards they cleave the laths into ineir
proper thicknesses with their cliit, by the quarter-grain, which is

that wf ich runs in straight lines towards the pith.

Lath Bricks, a particular sort of bricks made in some parts of
England, ol '2'J inches in length and six in breadth, which are used
in the p!ace of laths or spars, supported by pillars in casts, (or
the drying of malt. 'I his is an excellent contrivance; for
besides tiiat they are not liable to tire, as the wooden laths are
they retain the heat vastly better; so that being once healed a
very small ([uaiiiity ofhre will serve to keep them so.

Lathe, a very useful engine for turning wooil, ivorv, metals
and other materials. (See Eurnivc.) I'he invention of the
lathe is very ancient: Diodorus Siculus says, the lirst v\l!oused
it was a grandson of D;edalus, named Talus. Pliny ascribes it to
Theodore oi Siimos : and mentions one Thericles, who rendereU
liimself very fainoiis by his dexterity in managing the lathe. With
this instruuient theancients turned all kinds ol vases, many where-
of they enriched with figures and ornaments in basso relievo. '1 hus
Virgil

:

Lenta quibus torno facili superaddita vitis.

The Greek and Latin authors make frequent mention of the lathe*
and Cicero calls the woikinen who used it vascularii. It was a
proverb among the ancients, to say a thing was formed in the-

lathe, to express its delicacy and justness. I'he lathe is composed
of two wooden clievks or sides, parallel to the horizon, bavin" a
groove or opening between ; peipenilicular to these are two other
pieces called puppets, made to slide between the cheeks, and to be
fixed down ai any point at pleasure. 'I'hese have two points, be-
tween which the piece to be turned is sustained ; liie piece is turn-
ed round, backwards and forwards, by means of a striii" put
round it, and fastened above to the end of a pliable pole, and un-
ilerneath to a terille or board moved with the foot. 1 hero is also a
rest which bears up the tool, and keeps it steady. For the de-
scription, use, and application, of this instrument. See Tukk-
ING.
LATHRjEA, in botany, a genus of the didynamia angiospermia

class and order; natural order, Personata-. CaKx four-deil-
gland depressed at the base of the suture of the germ ; capsule oue-
celled. There are fourspecies, of which,

L. Squamaria, Great Tooth-Wort, growing in most parts
of Eiiiope, hiis a headed root, branched and surioiiiuieo with
white succulent scales; it is parasitical, and generally attached to
the roots of elms, hasels, or some other trees, iii a shady situ-

ation.

LATHREVE, LEIDGREVE, or TRITHENGREVE, was
an ofiicer under the Saxon goverimient, v\ho had authority over a
third part of the counly : and whose territory was therefore called
trithing, Otiierwise a leid lath or leiinin.

LATHYRl'S, Chickling; in botany, a genus of the decanriria

order, and diailelphia class ot plants; natural order, Papilionaces.
Stylus plain, villous above, towards Ihe end broader; upper two
segments of the calyx shorter than the rest. There are nine
species

L. Latifolius, the Everlasting Pea, hath thick, fibrous,

perennial roots; climbing, thick, branching annual staiks, liavin»

membranaceous wings between Ihejfints, rising upon support by
their cirri six or eight leet high ; diiiiiyllous leaves, of two spear-
shaped lobes, terminated by claspers; and numerous larye red or
purple flowers on long foot-stalks, appearing plentihillv from June
till October, succeeded by abundance of seed. This plant grows
naturally in some places, is easily cultivated, annually yiekis plenty
ofe.^cellent provender, and may be cultivated to advantage a^
green food for cattle, on almost anystront; soil.

L. OjOOKatus, the Sweet-Scknted Pea, hath a fibrous annual*
root; a climbing stalk, rising up^n support by it^chispci-s three or
four feet high.

L. Tangitanus, the Tangier Pea, hath a fibrous annual root,

a climbing stalk rising upon support for four or five fei t hii>h f
diphyllous leaves, of two speai-shaiJed alternate lobes, terniinateU

by tendrils; and from the joints of the stalk huge reddish (lowers
by two's on long footstalks. All these species are ot hardy growth;
and may be propagated byseed in the romnioi! ground, in pa'ches
where it is designed the plants should tiower, lor tliev do not suc-

ceed so well by Iraiisplaiitatiou. They may be sowed in spring;

though.
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Ihouah, if sowed in autumn, the plants will Uower earlier the follow-

ing vear.

J^ATlATv, [Lati iris, Lat.] in Roman anti(|uit_v, a feast or

ceremony i^!^titutell by Tarquiaius Supei-l)us, in honour ot Jupiter

Latiaris or Latialis.

I

LAl'lARiS, a sirnanie of Jupiter.

J LAl'lCLAVE, or LA'PICLAVIUM, in Roman antiquity,

liwas an honourable (Vhtinction, peculiar in the limes of the

Tepuhlic, lolhe senators; but whether it was a particular kind

of garment, or only an ornameBt upon it, the critics are not

agrefd.

LATIMER, Hugh, bishop ofWorcester, an illustrious Pro-

,
teslant martyr, born about the year 1480, at Thurcaston in Lei-

I cestershire, "was the only son of a yeoman i.f that %iliage. At the

age of 14 he was sent to Christ's college, Cambridge; where he

applied himself to the study of divinity, and in proper time took

the decree of B. D. At thfs tune he was a zealous Papist, and was

honoured with the oQ'ice of keeper of the cross to tlje university :

but when he was about 30 years of age, he became a convert to the

Protestant religion; and bemg now one of the 12 licensed preach-

ers from Cambridge, he promulgated his opinions with great free-

dom. It was not long before he was accused of heresy ; and being

summoned before cardir.al Wolsey, was obliged to subscribe cer-

tain articles of fai'h, wiiich he certainly did not believe. ,'Vbout

the year i J29, he was presented by Henry \TII. to tiie rectory of

Westkinton in Wiltshire; to which place, after residmg some time

at court will] histriend and patron Dr. Butts, he retired ; but, re-

suming his iormer invectives against the Popish doctrines, he was

again summ^med to answer certain interrogatories, and again

obliged to subscribe. In 1333 he was promoted to the bishopric

of \\'orce.',ter; in the possession of which dignity he continued till

the year 1539, when, rather than assent to the act of tiie six aili-

cles, he resigned hU mitre, and retired into the country ; but was

in a short time accused of speaking against the six articles, and

committed to the Tower, where lie continued prisoner till the

death o; Henry V HI. in January 1547. On the acce.^sion of Ed-
ward \T. Latimer was released, but not restored to his bishopric,

though he preached several times before the king, and continued

to exercise iiis mi:iisterial function witli unremitting zeal and re-

solution. Young Edward, alixj! iinished his sliorl reign in 1553;

aiui Mary I. of infamous memory, ascending the throne, Latimer
was immediately doomed to destruction, and, together with Crar.-

nier and Ridley, confined in the Tower. In April 1534, they

were removed to Oxford, that they might dispute with the learned

doctors of both universities. Latimer declining the disputation on
account of his great age and inlirmities, delivered his opinion in

writing ; and refusing to subscribe to the Popish creed, was con-
demned for heresy ; and in October following was, together with
bishop Ridley, burnt alive. He behaved with unconnnon forti-

tude on ihe occasion, and died a real martyr to the Relormation.
His general character is that of a learned, virtuous, and brave man.
His works are, I. .Sermons, 1635, fol. 2. Letters; in Fox's Acts
and Monum. v)!. ji. fol. 15?0. 3. An iiijuiiction to the prior and
convent of St. Mary's in Worcestershire. See record at the end
of Burnet's History of the Uefomiation, part ii. p. 293.
LATIN, a dead language, lirst spoken in Latium, and after-

wards at Rome; and still used in the Romish church, and among
many of the learned. This language is |)rh)cipally derived from
the tJ reek, ar.d p.'iticularly from the ^Eolic dialect of that tongue,
though il has a great number of words which it burrowed from the

languages of tlie Etrusci, Osci, and other ancient people of Italy;
and 11 reign commerce and wars, in course of time, added * great
number more. The Latin is a strong nervous language, perfectly

suitable to the character of the people who spoke it: we have
still works of every Icind admirably well w ritten in the Latin, bee
Language.
LA riNI, Ihe inhabitants of Latiuin.

L.'V'ITNTSM, Uatiiiisnie, French; lutinismus, low Latin,] a
Latin idioin ; a mode of speech peculiar to the Latin.

L.VriTAT, a writ which issues out of the king's bench, so de-
nominated from a supposition that the defendant lies lurking and
concealed, after having lied out of Middlesex, into some ether
county; to the sheriff whereof this writ is directed, commandmg
him to apprehend the defendatit there.

LATlSSlMUS, in anatomy, the name of several muscles. See
Anaiomy.
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LAITTUDE, in astronomy, is an arch of a great circle perpen-

dicular to the ecliptic, contained between the ecliptic and any point

in the heavens. See Astronomy.
IjAtii VDE, in geograpliy, an arch of the meridian, contained be-

tween any place ot the earth, and the ecpiator. See Geo
CRAPHV.
LATITUDINARIAX, {latitiidinarius low Latin,] a person

who believes there is a latitude in the road to heaven, which may
arlinit people of dilferent persuasions. Tlius the Protestants admit

that |)apisis may be saved. But when latiludinarianism allows sal-

vation to tliose w ho receive not the doctrines ot the gospel, it is e.v-

Geediiigly dangerous, and directly contrary to the assertions ol

Christ, w ho expressly declares J.he way to heaven to be a narrow

way

.

LATH'.M, in annicnt geography, the country of the Latins, at

first contained within very narrow bounds, but afterwards increased

by the accession of various people. The appellation, according

to Virgil, is derived from iattndn, concealing, from Saturn's lying

hid therefrom the hostile |)ursi'.its of his son Jupiter ; and from

Latium coniesthenanieLatini, the people; though Dionysius Ilali-

carnassen>is derives il from kingLatinus(A''T.'»©',)who reigned aboiat

the time of the Trojan war. But whatever be in this, it is certain,

that Latium, whenunder J.neas.and his descendants, or the Albaii

kings, contained only the Litins, exclusive of the iEqui, Volsci,

Hernici, and other people; only that iEneas reckoned the Rutuli,

after their conquest, among the Litins. And this constituted llie.

ancient Latium confined to the Latins: but afterwards, under the

kings, and after their time, it reached from the Tiber to Circeii.

Under the consuls, the country of tiie E<|ui, Volsci, Hernici, &c.

alter long bloody wars, was added to Latium, under the appellu-

tion adjectiiious or supeniddedLatium, as far as the ri»er Liris, the

eastern boundary, and to the noith as far as the Marsi and Sabiocs.^

The various peiple, which in succession occupied Liit;um, were

lire Aborigines, the Pelasgi, the Arcades, the Sicwli, the Arunci,

ti\e Rutuli; and beyond C;rceii, the Volsci, the Osci, the Aiisones:

but the time and order in which they occupied the country, are

dirticuli to determine.

LA 11 IS, a sirname of Jupiter at Rome.
LAI OMIA properly signifies a stone-quarry: but the places-

whence stones had been dug having been made use of sometimes
as dungeons, jails, or places for criminals, it is often applied as a
na : e lor a prison.

LATONA, in mythology, a pagan goddess, whose history is

very obscure. Hesiod makes her the daughter of the Titan,

Coeus, and Phccbe his sister.

LAl'OPOLIS, an ancient town of Egypt, now called Esne, or
Asna.

LATRIA, \i.a.TW'j,, Gv.l tlie highest kind of worship: distin-

gui^ied by the papists from dulia.or interior worship.

Latria, in theology, that religious worship due only to God.
See Ador aTIO.>j. Tiie Romanists say, " They honour God with,

the worship of latria, and the saints with the worship of dulia; but
the terms, however distinct, are Usually confounded.

LATRINiE, in Roman antiquity, pubhc houses of office, or

nece-sarii-s.

LA'I'RUNCULT.a game amongst the Romans, of much the

same nature with our chess.

LATTEN, iron-plates tinned over, of which tea cannislers are

made. Plates of iron being prepared of a proper thinness, are

smoothed by rusting tl-om in an acid liquor, as common water

inade eager with rye. With this liquor they (ill certain troughs,,

and theirpiit in the plates, which they turn once or twice a-day;

that they may be equally rusted over. After this tliey are taken

out, and well scoured 'w;th sand ; and, to prevent their rusting

again, are immediately plunged into pure water, in w liich they are

to be left till the instant the"y are to be tinned or blanched ; ihq

manner of doing which is this: they flux the tin in a large iron

crucible, which has the figure of aii oblong pyramid with four

t'aces, of which two opposite ones ar<^ less than the two others.

The crucible is heated only from below, its upper part being

luted with the furnace all round. It is always deeper than t!ie

plates which are to be tinned are long ; they always put tlum in

downright, and the tin ought to swim over them ; for this purpose

artificers of dilferent trades prepare plates of diliferent shapes,

though Mr. Reaumur thinks them ail exceptionable. But the

Germans use no sort of preparation of the iron to make it receive

3 K the
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(he li[i nioie than the keeping of it always sieepetl in waler liU tlie

time; only when the tin is melted in the crucible, they cover it

^vith a layer of a sort of suet, which is usually two inches thick,

and the plate must pass through this brclore it can come to the

melted tin. The iirst use of this covcrinf; is to keep the tin from
burning; for if any part should take (iie, the suel would soon

moisten it, and reduce it to its primitive state agaui, 'J'he suei

must be prep.u-cd by fir?t frying and burning it ; which not only

gives it tlie colour, but puis it in a condition to give the u'on a

disposition to be tiinied. The milted tin must al.^o have a certain

degree of heat: for if it be not hot enough, it will not slick to

the iron ; and if it be too hot, it will cover it with too thin a

coat, and the plates will have several colours, as red, blue, and
pur|)le, and upon the whole will have a cast of yellow. 'I'o pre-

vent this, by know ing when the lire has a proper degree of heat,

they might try with small pieces of iron ; but in genera!, use

teaches them to know the degree, and they put in the iron when
the tin is at a dlUcrenl standard of heat,- according as they would
give it a thicker or thinner coat. Sometimes also they give the

plates a double layer, as they would have them very thickly co-

vered. This they do by dipping tliem into the tin when very hot

the tirst time, and when le^s hot the second. The tin which is to

give the second coat must be fresh covered with suet; and that

with the common suet, not the prepared.

Latten Brass, sigiiilies plates of milled brass, of different

thicknes's, according to the uses they are intended for.

LATTIMO, in the glass-trade, a name for a line milk-white

glass.
_

L.\TUS, in anatomv, a name given by some to the Levator

Ani, and by others to the hitissimus colli.

Laius 1'n.iMARiuM, in conic sections, a right line drawn
through the vertex of the section of a cone, within the same ano

parallel to the ba.e.

Latus Kectum, the same with Parameter. See Cos'ic Sec-
tions.
Latus Travsversum of the H vperbola, is aright line inter-

cepted between the vertices of the two opposite sections ; or th.it

part of tiieir connnon axis which lies between tlie vertices ol the

two opposite cones.

LAVA, a stream of inelte<l minerals which runs out ot the

mouths, or bursts out through the sides, of Volcanoes, or burning

mountains during the time of an eruption. Sir VVilliam Ilamilloii

iinorms us, that the lavas of Etna and Vesuvius are much the

same, but Ihose of Etn.i rather black>-r and more porous than those

of Vesuvius. Some kinds of lava t.ike a fine polish, and are fre-

quently manufactured into boxes, tables, &c. In Naples, the

inhabitants commonly make use of it for paving the streets, and

even the subterraneous cities of Pompeii and llerculaneum have

been paved with the same substance. A fine large cubic piece ot

lava is preserved in tlie hall of the British Museum. See Etna,
Hecla, Vesuvius, Volcan'O, S:c.

LAVAL, a cily of I'rancc-, capital of tlie department of Maine,
15 miles S. of the town of Maine, and 40 \V. of .Mans.

LAVAMUjS'D, a town of Germanv, in Carinthia, 24 miles E.
of Clagenfurt. Lon. 15. IH. E. Lat. 46.44. N.
LAVANDULA, Lavender: a genus of the angiospermia

order, and didynaniia class of plants : natural order, Verticillal;t.

Calyx ovate, a little denlated, supported by a bracten or

floral leaf ; corolla resupinated ; stamina within the tube. Thtie
are seven species.

L. SpicA, the Lavender Spikf, hath a short shrubby stalk,

rising two or three feet high ; small spear-sliaped entire leaves ;

and from the ends of the branches, numerous, long, erect, naked
spike; of small ringent flowers, of diderent colours in the varieties.

'I'he varieties of this are common narrow-leaved lavender, with

blue flowers, and with wliite llowers ; broad-leaved lavender;
dwarf lavender : all of them (lowering in July. This species is

the common lavender ; but the narrow-leaved variety, with blue
flowers, is the sort commmdy cultivated for its flowers for medi-
cine, &c. The flowers are gathered for use in July, which being
the time of their pi-rfection, cut olif the spikes close in a dry day,
and tie theiia in small hunches for use. These and the summits
are in a very emin<iit degree cephalic and nervine. They are

given in palsies, vertigoes, lethargies, tremors, ami suppression of

the menstrual evacuation. 'I'he compound spirit distilled from

them is famous in these and many similar cases. 'I'he distilled oi(

IS peculiarly celebrated for destroying the pediculi inguinales, and
other cutaneous insects. If soft spongy paper, dipt in this oil,

either alone or mixed with oil of almonds,"be a|)plied at night to
the parts iiilected, the insects will certainly, says GeolTroy, be all

tuuiid dead in the morning. The spikes of llowers arc much es-

teemed, !iot only for their grateful odour, wlien deposited in

chests, or boxes, among linen ; but chiefly for preventing the de-
predations oi moths and other insects.

LAVA TEH, John Caspar, the celebrated physiognomist, was
born at Zuricli, in 1740. lie studied theology, but without mak-
ing himself master ot the learned languages, which he often re- .

grettcd alterwards. lie was hi-st appointed preacher to the Or-
phan-house, and afterv/ards, in 1778, deacon and pastor of the
principal church of St. Peter at Zurich ; in which oflice he con-
tinued till his death, labouring zealously by his example, as well
as by preaching, writing, and exhortation, to recommend to
others tiiose Christian principles and moral virtuesy which he him-
self enlertauH d and practised. In his peculiar religious tenets,

though he might appear whimsical ami even heretical to many,
yet he was followed and idolized by thousands; and was the cen-
tre of what some stile " an invisible cliur<'h, whose members, ex-
tending trom Naples to Copenluigen, never failed to entertain the
highest respect for their founder and prophet." I'liese peculiar
opinions are found in his various works : particularly in his " Vie«r
.of Immortality ;" his " Pocket Bible;" lii>" Messiah," his" Pen-"

tins Pilate ;" his " Treatise on Miracles ;" his " Sermons on the
Exisleiicc of tlie Devil ;" his " Visions-;" and his " Observations
on Important Passages in the Evangelists;" along widi many other
curious and inleresting remarks, which evince a deej> pem-tration
into the human heart, and a prodigious knowledge ol mankiiul.
In politics as well as in religion, he mainlamed a constant struggle

again-t every kind of tyranny and intolerance : and his integrity

was so undaunted, and his philanthropy so unbounded, that he
thought no sacniice loo great to accomplish any object that tend-
ed to promote the good of his fellow-crealures. He is said to

have v\ritten 3000 letters aial notes annually, besides those he dic-

tated to his secretary. For a long time, too, he kept a Journal, .

ol wiiitli above 50 copies were made out, ami sent to his princi-

pal partizans abroad, who dispersed copies of them among their

friends. The evangelical doctrine and dnty of Brotherly Love
were always the chief subjects of those apostolical epistles. In the

midst of these various and incessant labours, lie found time to com-"

pose his treatise on Physiognomy, a work which has rendered his

name universally known throughout Europe and America. He
was accidentally led to turn his attention to the expression of
human fenlimeiit and character, in the varied conformation of the
countenance, head, and other parts, of the human frame ; in the
complexion, tcniperanirnt, habitual motions and attitudes, &c.
He perceived that in all these, not only transient passions, but
even the more permanent tpiahties of character, are olten veiy dis-

tiiu lly ex))ressed. He carried his ob-ervations on this subject much
farther, than any other physiognomist on record had ew r b' fore

attempted to advance. Success inllamed his imagination, and he
became an enthusiast in this his favourite study. The opinions

and theory which he published upon it were a medley of judicious

observations, ingenious conjectures, and fancihil reveries. The
novelty as well as mystery of the subject attracted the public at-

tention. Every per>oii was eager to learn to read his neighbour's

heart in his face. In Switzerland, Germany, France, Britain, and
North America, vast numbers became |)assioiiate admirers of La-
vater's theory. His books, published originally in the German
language, were multiplied by many editions, and repeated transla-

tions into French, English, &c. I'hey were every where read,

admired, and studied, with a considerable degree of that enthu-
siasm, with which they were composed. Physiognomy w.is spoken
of as a science almost susceptible of mathematical certainty, and
as capable of enilov ing man with a degree of omniscience sufH-

cient to enable him to pry into the hearts and intentions of his fel-

low-mortals. Vet so variable is public opinion, that, notwith-

standing the labours of Dr. Hunter and Mr. Holcroft, the phv-
siognomical writings of Lavater, have been since treated with'a
degree of iieglect," that falls short of doing justice to their real

merits. Still, however Lavater retained great numbers of dis-

ciples ; and was visited and admired by travellers from ail parts

of
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Dl Kurope. His private life was siniple, regular, and pious. His

wife hecanie as zealous a physiogiiouiist as hinisirlL He rose

earlv, ami seldom look breakfast till lie had earned it by perform-

ing some literary task. He died in ISOl, in the OOlh year of his

age.
LAVATERA, in botany, a genus of the polyandria order, and

bolvadelphia class of plants ; natural order, Columuifera;. Caly.^;

tloiible, outer trilid ; arils very many, one-seedeil. There are

nine species, of which I-. arborea, lavatcra or niallow-treCj tre-

qnentlv rises in gardens, ei-^ht or ten feet, with a thick stem.

LAVATORY, or LAVADEUO, a name given to certain

places in Chili and Peru, where gold is got out of earth by wash-

ing.

lAVAUR, a town of France, in the department of the Tarn,

and late province of Lauguedoc, 18 miles N. E. of Toidouse.

LAUBACH, a river of Germany; also, a town in Carniola,

on the above river. Lon. 14. .VJ. E. Lat. 46. 20. N.
Laubach, a town of Germany, in the late circle of the Upper

Khine, 4U miles N. E. of Mentz. Also, a strong town in Austria.

LAUBAN, or LUBAN, a town ot Lusalia, 62 miles E. of

Dresden.
LAUD, William, Archbishop of Canterbury in the I7th cen-

tury, was born at Reading, in lj7 J, and educated in St. John's col-

lege, Oxford, ofwiiich lie was afterwards afellow. In I6l0, he

went into orders. In 161 1, he was elected president of St. John's

College ; but his election being; disputed. King James confirmed it.

The same year he was sworn tin- king's chaplain. In lO'Jl, lie was

nominated bishop of St. David'^ ; and in ItJJo, bishop ol London.

In 1630, he was elected chancellor of the university of Oxford.

lit 16J3, lie attended the king into Scotland, and was sworn a

rivy counsellor for that kingdom. During his stay in Scotkuul,

iie iormed the resolution ot bringing that church to an exact con-

foimitv with the church of England. In the same year, he suc-

ceeded Archbishop Abbot in the see of Canterbury ; and soon after

came out the king's declaration about lawlul sports on Sundays,

which the archbishop was charged with having revived and en-

larged, and that with the vexations prosecutions of such clergy-

men as refused to read it in their cluirches. In 1634-J, he was

put into the great committee of trade and tlie king's revenue; on

the 4th of March following, he was appointed ope of the commis-
sioners of the treasury ; and on the filh of March iGjj-G, he re-

reived the staff of the lord lilgh treasurer of Englaiut. To pre-

vent the printing and publishing what he thought improper books,

he procured a decree to be passed in tlie star-chamber, on the 1 Itli

of July 1637, whereby it was enjoined that the master-printers

should be reduced to a certain number, and that none of them
should print any books till they were licensed, either by the arch-

bishop or the bishop of JjOndon, or some of their chaplains, or by
the chancellors or vice-chancellors of the two universities. Anew
jiarliament being summoned met on the 13ih April 1640; and the

convocation the day following : but the commons launching out
into complaints against the archbishop, and insisting upon a redress

of grievances before tliey granted any supply, the iiarliainent was
dissolved on the 7th of .May. The convocation, however, con-
tinued sitting: and made 17 canons, which were supposed to be
formed under the immediate direction of the arclibisliop. In the

teginning of the long parliament, he was attacked on account of

those canons : and they being condemned by the house of com-
mons on the l6th of December 1640, " as containing many things

contrary to the king's prerogative, to the fundamental laws and sta-

tutes ot this realm, to the rights of parliament, to the properly
ajid liberty of the subject, and tending to sedition, and of dsn-
gerous consequence ;" he was, on the ISth of December, accused
by the commons of high treason, and sent to the Tower. Being
tried before tlie house of lords, for endeavouring to subvert the
laws, and to overthrow the Protectant religion, he was found
guilty, and beheaded on Tower-hill on January 10th foUov^ing, in

the 72(1 year of his age. This learned prelate, notwithstanding
his bein^ charged with a design to bring in Popery, wrote an an-
«wer to Dr. Fisher, which is esteemed one of the best pieces that

has been printed against that religion ; and when he was jirivatcly

cft'ered a cardinal's hat by he Pope, he refused it, saying that
" some thing dwelt within him, whicli would not suffer his com-
liance, till Rome was other than it is." He was temperate in

lis diet, ami regular in his private life ; but his fondness for intro-fi

ducing new ceremonies, in which he shewed an indiscreet zeal, his

encouraging of sports on Sundays, his illegal and cruel severity
in the star-chamber and high-commission courts, and the fury
wit!) which he persecuted the dissenters, and all who presumed to
contradict his sentiments, exposed him to popular hatred. Be-
sides his Answer to Fishor, he published several Sermons, and
other works.

LAUDAXUJJ. Sec Opium.
LAU DATIO, in a legal sense, was anciently the testimony de-

livered in court of llie accused person's good behaviour and iii-

tegiity of life. It resembled tlie custom, which prevails in out'

Iri.ls, of calling pcr=ons to speak to the character of the prisonen
'I'he least number ol the laudatores amongst the Romans was
ten.

^

LAUDER, a town of Scotland, in Berwickshire, 2J miles S.
ot Eilinburgh.

LAl'DES, LAUDS, the second part of the ordinan' office of
the breviary, said after matins ; though, lieretofcre, it "ended the
olilce of the night. The laudes consist principally of psalms, .

hymns, &:c. whence the name, from laus, laadis, praise.

LAUDICU'^NI, amongst the Romans, applanders who for re-
ward entered the rehearsal rooms, attended the repetition of plavsi
and were in waiting wlien orations were pronounced, in order' to
raise or increase the acclamation and ap|)Iause.

LAN ELLO, a town of Naples, in the province of Basilicata,

30 miles _N. by E. of Naples. Lon. 15. j5. E. Lat. 41.3. N,
LAVENDER, ill botany. See Lavandula.
Lavendkr Cotton, in botanv. See Santolina.
LAVENHAM, or LANHA.M, a town of Suffolk.
LA\ ENIA, ill botany, a genus of the syngcnesia polvgamia

arqualis class and order; natural order, C'omiiusito; Discoidea.-.
Calyx nearly regular, style bifid ; down three-awned, glandular
at the tip. There are two species, viz. L. decumbeiis, and L,
erecta, the former is a native of Jamaica, and the latter of the East
Indies and the Society Isles.

LAl'ENSTEIN, a town of Upper Saxony, in Meissen, IS
miles S. ot Dresden. Lon. 31. 31. E. Lat. of. 42. N.
LAN'ER, in scripture-history, was a sacred- utensil placed in

the court ol the Jewish tabernacle, consisting of a bason, whence
they (hew water by cocks, for washing the hands and feet of the
officiating priests, and also the entrails and legs of the victims.

LAV'ERNA, in aiiti(iuity, the goddess of thieves and cheats
among the Romans, who honoured her with public worship, be-
cause slie was supposed to favour those, who wished that their de-
signs might not be discovered.

LAUFI'EN, a town of Bavaria, in Salzburg on the Salza ;

26 miles N. E. of Kulfstein.

Laukfe.v, a town of Germany, in the late circle of the Upper
Rhine, 6 miles S. of Basle, and 16. N. of Soleure.
Lauffen, a town of Suabia, in Wurtemberg, on the Neckar

;

4 miles S. of Heibron, and 16 N. ofStutgard.
LAUFFEN BURG, a fortified town of Suabia, IS miles E. of

Basle, and 36 VV. of Scal'f hausen.

LAUGERL-V, ill botany, a genus of the pcntandria monogynia
dass and order; corolla five-cleft; drupe with a five-celled iuit.

There are three species, natives of America, the West Indies,
and Santa Cruz.
LAUGHIER, a sudden and convulsive expression of mirth,

peculiar to the countenance of man ; and which is occasioned by
some object that surprizes the fancy. This emotion, however,
more frciiuently arises from an unexpected disappointment of the
mind, while its attention is arrested by an object apparently of
great importance; but suddenly terminating in ridicule, or uisig-

nificance. VS' ith respect to its influence on the bodv, moderate
laughter is very beneficial; for it contributes to ])rnmJie tlie circu-
lation of the blood through the lungs, and has frequently removed
colics, pains in the stomach, and similar complaints. \'arious
instances have likewise occurred, in which deep-seated ulcers of
the lungs and liver, that could not be relieved by any remedies,
bursted, and were perfectly cured by a fit of laughter, artificially

excited. Beside the pleasing sensations with wliich it is atconi-
paiiied, this affection powerlully operates on the organs of digestion,
and greatly contributes to the assimilation of foodr
LAUIKGEN, a town of Bavaria, in Neuburg, 22 miles N. E.

of Ulin.

I-AVINGTON»
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LAVINGTON, EAST, a town of Wilts, four mik-s S. of De-

yizes, and 89 miles from London.
LAVINIA, iii fabiilons liistory, tlie daughter of Latinus and

Amata, ami llie second wiie of /t'ncai.

LAV'INIUM, or LAVINl'M, in ancient geography, a town
of Liitiuni, six miles li. of Laurentum, according to an ancient

map ; so named from Lavinia, and built by the Trojans.

LAVIT, orVlT L>E LOMAGNE, a town of France, in the

department ofGer-, 13 miles E. ot Lectoure.

LAl'NCE. See Ammodvtes.
LAUNCESTON, the capital ofC'ornwall called alsoDunhivid,

from its situation on a down. It is seated on the Tamar, 2.-!

miles N. of Plymouth, and 214 W. by S. of London. Lon. 4. 35.

\V. Lat. 50. 40. N.
LAUNCH, in the sea-language, signifies to put oat: as, Launch

the ship, that is, Put her out of dock; launch aft, or forward,

speaking ot things; that are stowed in the hold, is, pui them more
forward : launch h.o i is a term used when a yard is hoisted high

enough, and signifies hoist no more. See Lanch.
LAUNDER, in mineralogy, a name given in Devonshire, and

ether places, to a long and shallow trough, which receives the

powdered ore after it comes out of the box or coffer, which is a

sort of mortar, in which it i-i powdered with iron-pestles.

LAVOISIEU, Anthony Lauues-ce, th.e great reformer of

Chemistry, was born at Paris, Aug. iSth, 1743. Being of a noble

family liereceive.l a very liberal education, which he improved by
the mo>t unremitted industry. In his 23d year, on the 9th April,

17dG, the Academy of Sciences presented him with a gohl medal,
for his Dissertation on the best mode of enlightening the sircets

of a great city during the night. In 17(iS, he was admitted a

jiiember of that learned society, to whose service he chiefly de-

voted his scientilic labour's, and thus became one of its most ac-

tive and useful associates. In these exertions, his attention was
successively occupied with every branch of physical and mathe-
uratical science. The analysis of gypsum, the crystallization of

salts, the siipjiosed conversion of w.iter into earth, the effects pro-

duced bv the grande deloirpe of the garxlen of the infanta, the con-

gelation of water, the project of bringing water from the Yvette
to Pari;, the pha-noinena of thunder and ligbtnii-g, of the aui'ora

borcalis, of electricity, mineralogy, and every other important ob-

ject of experimental science, gave constant employment to the

genius and talents of this great chemist. Journeys, in concert with

M. Guettard, through every province of J''rance, enabled him to

procui'e numei-oirs materials for a proper description and arrange-

ment of the various genera and species in the mineral kingdom.
These he ari'anged into a kind of Chart, which serveil as a ground-
work for a more laborious work on the i-evolutions of the Globe,
and the formation of Couches de la Terre ; a work of which two
beautiful sketches are to be seen in the Memoirs of the French
Academy, for 1772 and 1787. All his time aird fortune were de-
voted to the cultirre of the sciences in general, nor did he seem to

have an attachment to one science more than to another, till one
of those gi'eat events, which do not frei|uently occur in the pi'ogress

of science, dir-ected his atteirtiiui exclusively to chemistry, in the

cultivation of which h- h.ts since acipiired immortal fame. About
1770, the important discovery of cl,.stic fluids was Just announced
to tlie public, aird Mf>srs. [Slack, I'riesiley, {^'avendish, and
M'Biide, had opened a new mine, for the exertions of genius, and
the investigations of physiologists, when Lavoisier, struck with t!ie

importance of this discovery, and the intluence it n)ust have upon
the wliolc train of physical investigations, perceived by a kind of

iiituitive instinct ti^e gloriou.< prospect which opened to his vie«-.

IMo sooner had the discoveries of Dr. Black and Mr-. Cavendish
aiTived in France, than Lavoisier repeated and varied their exj5e-

rimeiits, in every possible manner ; vrfiereTiy he established and
enlarged the results di'awn by the fii'itish chemists. Procee<liiig

thus Irom one process to another, putting no' confidence in any
former tlieorie;, but trusting solely to experiments supported by
clear facts, error and prejudice fleil before him, and he became
the founder of an entire new system of cliemistry, the incontro-

vei'tilile truth of which, as well as its success, will be sullicientto

eternize l»is fame and his memory, as long as the science shall be
cultivated. Lavoisier's great objects being to ill usti'ate facts al-

reaily published, and to investigate and annomrce new discoveries.

Ire compared and collated Iris observations, and reduced tliem into

a regular sv'.tem. In the end of 1775 he presented to the Aca- '

demy his Inst chemical work, entitled. New Experiments relative
to the Existence of a fixed elastic lluiil in certain substances, anil
to the phenomena w hich result Irom its fixation or disengagement,
Th.is work came out at Paris just about the same time that Dr.
Priestley's treatise, on the difi'erent species of air-, appeared at
London ; and though it may beconsidered rather as a syllabus, or
outline, than a complete treatise, yet it was executed with so much
peispicuily, and his processes were described in it with so much
exactness and jiccuracy, that it surpassed every former publica-
tion ot the kind. The new principles contained, and the new-
methods of operation proposed, in it, at last changed the verv ap.
peai-ance and language of clrenristry, and operated an entire revo-
lution in the science. Lavoisier iiirickly' became in chemistry,
wh.it Newton, Kepler, and Euler, wei'e in mathematics, the centre
otall discoveries and researches made on the subject of elastic fluids,

from 1774 to 179-'. lie appropriated his fortune to the improve-,
ment of his favourite science, and spared no expence in the pur-'
suit of this important object. Ilis house became a gi-and labora-
tory, in which nothing was wanting that could tend to throw light
on his experiments. He kept in constant employment sevei-al of
the most ingenious artisans, for the invention and construction of
mathematical instrimients, and other new and expensive apparatus;
of every kind, superior in accur-acy to any for-mei-ly used. To these
advantages, derived from the proper a|)plication of his lai'ge for-

tune, Lavoisier added the instructive conver-sation of liis learned
friends, which he r-endered subsei vient to his enlar-ged plan of the
improvement of chemistry. Twice a-week he held in his house
philosophical assemblies, to which he invited every litei-ary charac-
ter, that was celebrated in geometrical, chemical, and physical in-

vestigations. In these instructive conversations, discussions were
regularly held, similar to those that pi-eceded the first establish-

ment of Academies; the opinions of the most eminent litei-ati in

Europe wer-e canvassed, the most new and striking passages inthe'--

works of for-eign authors were tjuoted and discussed, and modern
theories were investigated and tried by the touch-stone of experi-
ment. To these assemblies the literati of all nations found a
ready admission ; and Priestley, Watt, Bolton, Blagden, Fontana,
Jacciuin, Ingenhousz, Landriam, and other illustrious Physiologists

ot Great Britain, Germany, and Italy, mingled in the same com-
pany with Rerthollet, Monge, Borda, Cousin, Laplace, Lagr'ange,
Guyton, Meunier-, and \'andermonde. At these learned inter-

views no subject was left uninvestigated, that could contribute to

the improvement of science, or the amelioration of the slate of
human society. One great advantage, resulting from these meet-
ings, the intluence of which soon reached the academy itself, was
the agr-eeiiient established between the nalural philosophers and
the geometricians : the philosophical method ami pi-ecision of style

of the latter being inscirsibly tr-ansfused into the former, and the
|)h.ilosophei-s becoming thus gradually disciplinetl in the tactics of
the geometricians. In the asseinl>lage of such a constellation of
scientific lights, Lavoisier improved and embellished his own
great talents. To the critical examination of these philosopliers

he submitted the results of his most impoi-tanf experiments, and
invited his critical friends to state the most weighty objections that

occun-ed to them ; nor did he venture to announce any of his

discoveries to tiie public, till they had urrdergone this literary or-

deal. Thus Lavoisier became the founder of the French Chemi- '

cal School, the distinctiv,e character of which is, a close and ma-.
thematical mode of reasoning in theoi-y, combined with a rigid'

attention to fads in conducting expei-imcnts. This school, in •

which every individual was both lutor and pupil, lasted from 1776..

t,o 1792, but the period, when it liourished in its greatest vigour,

,

was between 17S0 and 17S8. This period was mar-ked by the

nrost important discoveries, and the most striking alterations were
'

made both in the foundation and super-structm-e, the doctrine and'
language, of chemistry. See Chejiistry, In 1789, he pirblished i

his " Elements of Chemistry," which presented the science .

in a form entirely new, and completely distinguished the dis-

'

coveries and improvements of Lavoisier from those of Dr Priestley i

and all fornier cf.euiists. Numerous were the services rendered <'

l)y Lavoisier, both in his public and private character, to trade '

and manufactures, to arts and sciences ; as well as to the cause^f
liberty, before it degenei-ated iirto licentiousness and anar'chy.

Nor should his private and domestic virtues be omitted: as a.>

1 friend,
"
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Heiid, lelalive, liusl)aiKl, ami pareiil, his comUicl was exemplary.

1/1 his iiKiiuu-rs be was iinairecleclly plain and sinipk- ; in acts ot

jeneliceiice autl generosity, unbonndccl. Many young men, ex-

ated by i^enins and inclination to conrt llie scit'nces, but deli-

ient in llu- means, were liberally supplied by him, with pecuni-

u-y aid : and many unfortunate individuals were relieved m pri-

vate without the ostentation of benevolence. In the communes

ai'the de|)artmeMl of Loir and Cher, where he was possessed of

ieveral considerable e>tales, he often visited the colt^sges of the

iiidigent, and relieved their distres,es. At last this virtuous and

.luly great man, after having been repeatedly elected by his tel-

low-citi/.en<, a member of the National Assembly and National

Convention, and a commissioner of the National treasury, &c.

was falsely accused of beinjj an accomplice in a plot to favour the

iuccess of the enemies of the re])ublic. And being brought be-

fore that bloody revolulioiiary tribunal, which, under Kobespierre,

murdered many of the greatest and best men in France, lie was

goiidemned lobe guillotined. The bloody sentence was exe-

cuted on the 9th May, 1 794, to the inlinite regret of erery friend

to virtue, science, and humanity. The sanguinary monsters, with

barbarity worse than Gothic, refused to allow this great nran the

short respite of fourteen days, to linish an important experiment

in chemistry.

LAVORA, LAVORO, or TERRA DI LAVORA, a pro-

vince of Naples, bounded on the N. by the two Abruzzos; E. by

Molise ; E. and S. by Principato Ultra": S. by the Gulf of Naples;

and W. by the Mediterranean and Campagna di Roma. Naples

u ibe capital. It abounds with sulphur and mineral waters.

LAURA, in church history, a collection of little cells at some

distance from each otiier, in which the hermits in ancient times

lived together in a wilderness.

.LAUREATE, or POET LAUREATE, \_poeta laureattut,

tat.] an oflicer of the household of the kings of Britain, whose

business consists only in composing :ui ode annually on his ma-

jesty's birth-day, anil on the new year; sometimes also, though

rarely, on occasion of any remarkable victory.

LAUREATION, in the Scottish univers'ities, the act or state

of having degrees conferred, as they have in some of them a flowery

crown, in imitation of laurel amonc; the ancients.

LAUREL MOUNTAINS, a ritlge of mountains in the United

States, extending from N. Carolina to Pennsylvania, and form-

ing part of the great range called the Allegany Slountains.

LAURELS, pieces of gold coined in the year 1619, with the

king's head lanrealed, which gave them the name of laurels; the

SOs. pieces were marked with XX. the 10s. X. and is. pieces

with V.
LAURENCE, St. a river of North America, which issues

from lake Ontario, 30 miles from the Mississippi, and, taking its

course N. E. washes Montreal, where it reci-ives the Ouattawais,

and forms mauy fertile islands. It continues the same course,

and meets the tide upwards of 400 miles from the sea, where it is

navigable for large vessels ; and below Quebec, 320 miles from

the sea, it becomes so broad and so deep, that ships of the line

contributed in the French war to reduce that city. After receiving

iti its progress innumerable streams, it falls into the Ciulf of St.

Laurence, at cape Rosiers, where it is 90 miles broad, and where

lltfcokl is intense, and the sea boisterous.

Laurence, St. C^ulf of, a part of the Atlantic Ocean, be-

tween Newfoundland, Labrador, Canada, Nova Scotia, and Cape
Krcton. Lon.from 57. to 65. \V. Lat. 47. to 51. N.
LAURENCEKIRK, a town of Scotland, in Kincardineshire,

eight miles N. of Montrose, and 'even W. of Bervie.

LAURENTALES, LAURENTALIA, or LARENTALIA,
called also Larentinalia, and Larentales, feasts celebrated

among the Romans on the tenth of the kalends of January, or 23d.

of December, in memory of Acca Laurentia, wife of the shepherd
Faustulus, and nurse of Romulus and Remus.
LAURENTINI, a name anciently given to the inhabitants of

Latium, from the great number of laurels which grew in that

countrv.

LAURENTUM, or LAURENS CASTRA, in ancient geo-

graphy, a town of Latium, supposed to be the royal residence of
those most ancient kings, J,atinus, Picus, and Faunus.

LAl'RltlN, in ancient geography, a town of Attica, famous
for its gold-mines.
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LAURO, or LAl'RON, in ancient googVapliy, a town of

Hispaiiia Citra, now called Lorigne, and lies 15 mile^ N.of Lliria,

in Valencia.

LAURIS, thelUv-TKEE; a genus of the monogynia order,

and enneandria class ot plants ; natural order, IloK.racex. C'al}.t

none ; corolla calycine, six-partid ; nectary of three two-bristled

glaiuls, surrounding the germ; lilaments inner, glanduhferous

;

drupe one-seeded. It has thirty-two species, consisting of trees or

shrubs; leaves mostly entire, in' a few nearly opposite, commonly
perennial, as in most trees of the torrid /one.

L. Camfhora, the Camphou-Tkee, grows naturally in the

woods of the western parLs of Japan, and in the adjacent islands.

The root smells stronger of camphor than any of the other parts,

and yields it in greater plenty. The bark of the stalk is out-

wardly somewhat rough ; but in the inner surface smooth anil mu-
cous, 'and therefore easily separated from the wood, which is dry,

and of a white colour. The flowers are produced on the tops of

footstalks, which |)roceed from the arm-pits of the leaves ; but not

till the tree has attained consiilerable age and size. The llower-

stalks are slender, branched at the top, and divided into very short

pedicles, each supporting a single flower. These flowers are

white, and consist of six petals, which are succeeded by a purpl*

and shining berry of the size of a pea. The medicine called cam-

phor, though solid, is the essential oil of the laurus camphora

;

and is obtained from it by distillation in the East Indies. Tho
Abb6 Cxrosier niforms ns, that in China some of these trees ar«

above 100 cubits in height, and so thick that twenty persons can-

not inclose them. The tree is there called tchang ; and it is said

that the trunk, when old, emits sparks of fire, but of so subtle a

nature as not even to injure the hair of those who are near it. The
camphor does not drop to the earth, I'ke the gums of certain re-

sinous trees, which are preserved by discharging that part of their

substance which is too oily ; neither does it distil from the top to

the bottom of the tree through an incision made in it. The Chi-

nese would practise this method could it be employed with suc-

cess ; for it is very common in China to make such kind of inci-

sions in resinous trees ; but the camphor is obtained by boiling fl»e

branches of the tree, and then purifying the juice so exlractea.

See Plate XCIX.
L. CiMKAMOMU.M, the Cinhamon-Treb, is a native of Cey-

lon. It hath a large root, and divides into several branches, c«-

verc-d with a bark, which on the outer side is of a greyish brown,

and on the insida has a reddish cast. The wood of the root is

hard, white, and has no smell. The body of the tree, which

grows to the height of twenty or thirty feet, is covered, as well as

its numerous branches, with 'a bark which at first is green, and af-

terwards red. The leaf is longer and narrower than the common
bay-tree ; and it is three-nerved, the nerves vanishing towards the

top. The flowers are small and white, and grow in larae buncho*

at the extremity of the branches: they have an agreeable smell,

something like that of the lily of the valley. Cinnamon is the

under bark of the cinnamonium. The best season for separating

it from the outer bark, which is grey and rugged, is the spring,

when the sap flows in the greatest abundance. It is cut into thin

slices, and exposed to the sun, and curls up in drying. The old

frees produce a coarse kind of cinnamon ; the spice is iu perfec-

tion in the island of Ceylon, when the trees are not older thau

three or four years. VVhen the trunk has l)een stripped of its

bark, it receives uo further nourishment ; but the root is jtill

alive, and continues to throw out fresh shoots. The fruit of the

tree is shaped like an acorn, but is not so large. It^ s«^ed, when
boiled in water, yields an oil which swiins at top, and takes fire.

If left to cool, it hardens into a white substance, of which candle*

are made, which have an agreeable smell, and are reserved for the

use of the king of Ceylon.

L. NoBiLis', the E's EKOP.REN Bay-Tuee, is a native of Italy,

and hath an upright trunk branching on each side from the botto'm

upward ; with spear-shaped, nervous, stilV, evergreen leaves, three

inches long and two broad ; and small, yellowish, nuadrilid, dioB-

cious flowers, succeeded by red berries in autunm and winter.

Of this species there are varieties, with broad, narrow, striped, or

waved leaves. They are propagated by layers, or by the berriei.

Evelyn says, lie has seen bay-trees near thirty feet high, and al-

most two feel in diameter; and enumerates tlie bay amongst use-

ful trees. The bay, a beautiful evergreeu, said to b« the true

3 L WurvK
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laiirus ot tliL' ancients, with v. liith they adorned the brows of their

successful generals. Like the holly, box, aiul laurel, the bay will

bear the sliade and drip of taller trees. The leaves and berries

have a moderately strong aromatic smell, and a warm, bitterish,

pungent taste : tlie berries are stronger in both respects than tlie

leaves, ajid atibrd in distillation a larger (|uanlity of essential aro-

matic oil.

LAUS, or LAOS, in ancient geography, a river of Italy, se-

parating Lucania from tlie Brnttii, and rui nia^ from E. to W. into

the 'J'uscan sea.

Laus Pomfeia, in ancient geography, a town of Insnbria, si-

tuated to the east of M ilan, between the rivers Addua and Lamber.
The modcr.T Lodi is built from its ruins, at some distance. Lon.

10. L5. £. Lat. 45. 22. N.
LAUSANNE, a large, ancient, and handsome town of Swit-

zerland, capital of the country of ^'aud, in the canton of Berne.

Lon. 6. JO. E. Lat. 46. 31. N".

LAW, Edmvnd, D. D. bisliop of Carlisle, was born in tlie

parish of Cartmel in Lancashire, A. D. 1703. His father, who
was a clergyman, held a chapel in Carlmol. lie was educated

first at Cartmel, afterwards at Kendal, and completed his studies

at St. John's college, Cambridge. Soon alter taking liis first de-

gree, he was elected fellow of Christ's college. During his resi-

dence there, he published a translation of archbi'^hop King's " Es-

say upon the Origin of Evil," with copious notes ; in which many
metaphysical subjects are treated of with great ingenuity and learn-

ing. To this work was prefixed, as a I'reliminary Dissertation, a

valuable piece, by the "Rev. Mr. Gay of Suhiey college, of whom
Dr. Law had a high 0|)inion. At this time he also prepared for

the press an edition of Stephens's Thesaurus. In.the year 1737,

he was presented to the rectory of Graystock in Cumberland,
worth 3001. a year. Soon after this he married Mary, the daugh-

ter of John Christian, Esq. of Unerigg, in Cumberland ; a lady

esteemed by all who knew her. In 1743, he was promoted by the

bishop of Carlisle, to the archdeaconry of that diocese ; and in

1746, went to reside at Salkeld, on the Eden, where he published
" Considerations on the Theory of Religion ;" to which were

subjoined, " Eeflections on the Life and Character of Christ;"

and an Appendix concerning the use of the words Soul and Spirit

in Holy Scriptures, and the State of the Dead there described.

In 1754, he took his degree of D. D. In 1768, the duke of Graf-

ton recommended him to his majesty for the bishopric of Carlisle,

not only without solicitation, but without knowledge. About

J 777, our bishop gave to the public a handsome edition, in three

Tols. 4to. of fvlr. Locke's Works, with the Author's Life, and a

Preface. Mr. Locke's writings and character he held in the

highest esteem, and drew from them many of his own prui-

ciples. He died in'l7S7, aged 84.

Law, William, a pious English divine, was born at King's-

clifl'c, in Northamptonshire, in' 1 686, and educated at Oxford,

where he took his degrees, and entered into orders, but entertain-

ing scruples re-pectnig the oaths, he remained a nonjuror, and

thus missed preferment which was repeatedly offered to him. He
lived for the most part a retired life at th.e house of Mrs. Hester

Gibbon, aunt of the celebrated historian, in Northamptonshire,

where he died in 1761. He wrote against bishop Hoadley, and

some valuable practical books, as, a Serious Call to a Devout and

Holy Life; a 'I'reatise on Christian Perfection, lie.

Law, Johx, the famous projector, was the eldest son of a gold-
smith in Edinburgh, by Elizabeth Campbell, heiress of Laurieston
near that city ; and was born about !6S 1 . He was bred to no bu-
siness; but possessed great abilities, and a very fertile invention.

He had the address, when but a very young man, to recomnieiul
himself to the king's ministers in Scotland to arrange and fit the
revenue accounts, which were in great disorder at the time of set-

tling the equivalent before the union. He also laid a proposal be-

fore the Scots parliament, for supplying the kingdom with money,
by establishing a bank, which should issue paper to the value of

the whole landed property in the kingdom : but his plan, being
thought too wild, was rejected. His father dying about 1704,
Law succeeded to the small estate of Laurieston ; but the rents

being insufficient for his expences, he had recourse to gaming.
He was forced to fly his country, however, in the midst of Ins

career, in consequence of having fought a duel, and killed his an-
tagonist. He escaped to Holland ; thence proceeded to Venice,
and wandered over Italy, studying the nature of banks, and mak-
ing himself an adept in the mysteries of exchanges and re-cx-
changes. At the close of the reign of Lewis XIV. when the
French finances were in great disorder. Law having obtained an
audience, the bankrupt king was delighted by his projects ; but
the minister Desmarest, menacing him with the Bastile, obliged
him to Hy from Paris. He next applied to Victor Amadeus, D.
of Savoy, who told him he was not rich enough to ruin himself.

At the death of Lewis XIV. the Regent Duke of Orleans in de-
spair called in our numerical quack. By an arret of the 2d March,
1716, a bank was established by authoritj', in favour of Law and
liis associates ; 200,000 shares were instituted, of 1,000 livres each ;

and Law deposited in it to the value of 2 or 3,000 crowns, which
he had accumulated in Italy, by gaming. Many people had at

first little confidence in this bank ; but when it was found that the
payments were made with quickness and punctuality, they began
to prefer its notes to ready money. In consequence of this shares

rose to more than twenty times their original value; and in 1719
their valuation was more than eighty times the amount of all the
current specie in the kingdom. Law was created Count Tanker-
ville, and his native city humbly presented him with her freedom,
in which appears these remarkable expressions :

" The city of
Edinburgh presents its freedom to John Law, Count of Tanker-
ville. Sec. &c. a most accomplished gentleman, the first of all

bankers in Europe, the fortunate inventor of sources of Com-
merce, in all jjarts of the remote world, and who has so well de-
served of his nation." Law was in fact adored ; the proudest
courtiers were reptiles before this mighty man, and dukes and
duchesses patiently waited in his antichamber. But in 1720, this

mighty commercial meteor burst, and his immense fabric of false

credit fell to the ground, and almost overthrew the French go-
vernment, ruining some thousands of families ; audit is remark-
able, that the same desperate game was played by the South Sea
directors in England, in the same fatal year, 1720. Law being
exiled as soon as the credit of his projects began to fail, retired to

Venice, where he died in 1729. Montesquieu, who saw him
there, says, " He is still the same man : his mind ever busied in

financial schemes ; his head is full of figures, of agios, and 0^
banks. Of all his more than princely revenues, ho has only
saved a large white diamond, which, when he has no money, li«

pawns."

LAW.

LAW, ]_hg, Sax. hx, Lat. from Icgn, or Icgendo, choosing, or

rather a lii^ando, from binding,] the rule and bond of men's ac-

tions : or it is a rule for the well governing of civil society, to

eive to every man that which doth belong to him. Law, ni its

niost general and comprehensive sense, signifies a rule of action ;

and is applied indiscriminately to all kinds of action, whether ani-

mate or inanimate, rational or irrational. Thus we say, the laws

of motion, of gravitation, of optics, of mechanics, as well as the

laws of nature and of nations. And it is that rule of action which

IS prescribed by some superior, and which the inferior is bound to

obey. Rut law, in its mere confined sense, and in which it is our
present business to consider it, denotes the rules, not of action in

general, but of human action or conduct : that is, the precepts,

by which man, the noblest of all sublunary beings, a creature en-

dowed with both reason and free will, is commanded to make use

of those faculties in the general regulation of his behaviour. Man,
considered as a creature, must necessarily be suliject to the laws

of his Creator, for he is entirely a dependent being. A being, in-

dependent of any other, has no rule to pursue but such as he pre-

scribes,to himself; but a stale of dependence inevitably obliges the

inferior
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inferioi- to take the will of liiin on whom lie depun'ls as tlie nile of

his con.luct ; not intleeil in every parliciilar, but in all those points

wheivin his dependence consists. This principle theiel'ore has

more or less extent and effect, in proportion as the snpcriority of

the one, and the dependence of tin- o. her, is greater orle-^s, ahso-

lute or Innited. And i onseqiienlly, as man depends ab-oluteiv

upon his Maker for every thini;, it is necessary that he should ni

ull points, conform to his Maker's will. This will of his Maker is

called the law of naline. For as God, when he created matter,

and endned it with a principle of mobility, established certain

rules for the perpetual direction of that motion ; so, when he

created man, and endued him with free will to conduct himself in

all parts ot hie, he laid down certain immutable laws of human na-

ture, whereby that free will is in some degree regulated and re-

strauied, an<l gave him aNo the faculty of reason to discover the

purport of those laws. As God is a Being of infinite wisdom, lie

has laid down only such laws as were founded in those relations of

justice that existed in the nature of things antecedent to any posi-

tive [jrecept. These are the eternal immutable laws of good and

evil, to which the Creator himself in all his dispensations con-

forms ; and which he has enabled human reason to discover, so

far as they are necessary for the conduct of huir.an actions. Such,
among others, are these principles: that we should live honestly,

should hurt nobody, and should render to every one his due.

But if the di>covery of these lir^t principles of the law of nature

depended only upon the due exertion of right reason, and could

not otherwise be obtained, than bv a chain of metaphysical di^-

tjuisitions, mankind would have wanted some iniUicement to have
quickened their inquiries, and the greater part of the world would
have rested content in mtntal indolence, and ignorance, its inse-

parable companion. As therefore the Creator is a being, not only

of infinite power and wisdom, but also of infinite goodness, he has

been pleased in the constitution of lumian nature, so intimately to

connect the laws of eternal justice with the true happiness of each
individnal, that the latter cannot be attained but by observing the

former; and if the former be punctually obeyed.it cannot but in-

duce the latter. In consequence of which mutual connection of

justice and human felicity, he has not perplexed the law of nature
with a multitude of abstracf rules and precepts, referring merely
to the fitness or unfitness of things, as some have vainly surmised

;

but has graciously reduced the rule of obedience to this one pater-

nal precept, " that man should pursue his own real happiness."
This is the foundation of what we call ethics, or natural law. Sec
Morality. For the several articles into which it is branched in

our systems, amount to no more than demonstrating, that this or

that action tends to man's real happiness; and therefore very jusrly

concluding, that the performance of it is a part of the l.nv o'' nature ;

or, on the other hand, that this or that action is destructive of

man's real liappiness, and therefore that tlie law of natiire forbiils

it. This law of nature, being coeval with mankind, and dictated

by God himself, is of course superior in obligation to any other.

It is binding over all the globe, in all countries, and at ail times:
no human laws are of any validity, if contrary to this; and sucli of
them as are valid derive all their' force, and all their authority, me-
diately or immediately, from this original. But to apply this to

the particular exigencies of each individual, we must still have re-

course to reason, to discover what the law of n.^ure directs in every
circumstance of lile; by considering, what method will tend the
most eflectually to our own substantial hapijiness. And if our
reason were always, as in our first ancestor before his transgression,

clear and perfect, unrutileil by passion-, unclouded by prejudice,
unimpaired by disease or iiitemperaiice, the t..sk would be pleasant
and easy ; we should need no other guide but this. But every
man now tinds the contrary in his own experience ; that his reason
is corrupt, and his understanding full of ignoi-ance and error, and
therefore he cannot distinguish between right and wrong, or what
wouldbring happiness and what misery. This has given manifold
occasion for the benign interposition of Divine Providence; who,
in compassion to the frailty, imperfection, and blindness, of human
reason, hath been pleased, at sundry times and in divers manners,
to discover and enforce his laws by an immediate and direct reve-
lation. The doctrines, thus delivered, are called the revealed or
djvinelaw, and are to be found only in the Holy Scriptures.
These precepts are found upon comparison to be really a part of
the original law of nature, as they tend in all their consequences

. t

to man's felicity. But we must not Ihcuce conclude, that the

knowledge of these truths was attainable by reason in its present

corrupted slate; as we find, that, until they were revealed, tliey

were hid from the wisdom of ages. Besides on account of the

dri-aillul h:p>e already mentioned the original law of nature w,:s

insullicient lor the happiness of man, therelore tin- grand design of
the all benifieeiu Creator was to point out the gra<,'ious remedy,
and the wa> of obtaining this blc-sing, so essential to our happiness,

flince it is evident that wiihout this revelation which nowhere
'lashes w;th the law oi nature, our understandings must have re-

mained in absolute ilarkni'ss in the most necessary article relat ng
to ourwehaie. As then the moral precepts of this law are indeed
ot the same original with those of the law of nature, so tlieir in-

trinsic obligation is of ecjual strenglh and perpetuity. Yet un^
(liiubtedly the revealed law is of infinitely more authinlicity than
that moral system which is framed by ethical writers, itiid deno-
minated the natural laws ; because the one is the law of nature, e.v-

pressly declared so to be by God himself; the other is only what,
by the assistance of lumian reason, we imagine to be that law. If

we could be as certain o! the latter as we are of the former, both
would have an e(]ual authority : but till then, ihey can never be
put in any competition together. Upon these two foundations,

the law of nature and the law of revelation, depend all human
laws; that is to say, no human laws should be suffered to con-
traclict these. There is, indeed, a great number of indifferent

points, in which both the divine law and the natural leave a man
at his liberty; but which are found necessary, for the benefit of
society, to be restiain.-d within certain limits. And herein it is,

that human laws have their greatest force and ethcacy ; for, with
reg.ird to such points as are not indifferent, human laws are only
declaratory of, and act in subordination to, the former. To in-

stance in the case of murder: this is expressly lorbidden by the
divine, and demonstrably by the natural, law ; and from these
prohibitions arises the true unlawfulness of this crime. Those
human laws that annex a punishment to it, do not at all increase its

moral guilt, or superadd any fresh obligation in foro conscienli* to
abstain from its perpetration. Nay, it any human law should al-

low or enjoin us to commit it, we are bound to transgress that
human law, or else we must offend both the natural and the divine.

But with regard to matters that are in themselves Indifferent, and
are not commanded or forbidden by those superior laws ; such,
for instance, as exporting of wool into foreign countries; the in-

ferior legislature has scope and opportunity to interpose, and to
make that action unlawful which before w.is not so. If man were
to live in a state of nature, unconnected with other individuals,

there would be no occasion for any other laws than the law of na-
ture and the law of God. Neither could any other law possibly
exist: for a law always supposes some superior who is to make it;

and in a state of naiure we are all equal, without any other superior
but him who is the Author of our being. But man was formed for

.society, and is neither capable of living alone, nor indeed has he the
courage to do it. However, as it is impossible for the whole race
of mankind to be united in one great sociclv, they must necessarily

divide into many ; and iorm separate states, commonwealths,
and nations, entirely iiiHependent of each other, and yet liable to

a mutual intercourse. Hence arises a third kind of law to regulate
this mutual intercourse, called the Law of Nations: which., as

none of these states will acknowledge a superiority in the otiier,

cannnt lie diclaled by either; but depends entirely upon the rules

of natural law, or upon mutual compacts, treaties, leagies, and
agreements, belween these several communities : in the construc-
tion also of which conijiacts, we have no other rule to resoit to,

but the law of nature; being the only one to which both com-
munities are equally su:)ject: and therefore the civil law justly ob-
serves, that quijd naturalis ratio inter oinne:> homines constituit,

vocatur jus gentium.

To the consideration, then, of the law of nature, the revealed
law, and the law of nations, succeeds tliat of the Municipal
or Civil Law; that is, the rule by which particukir districts,

communities, or nations, are governed ; being thus defined
by Justinian, " jus civile est, quod quisque siiii populus con-
stituit." AVe call it municipal law, in compliance- with com-
mon speech : for though, strictly, that expression denotes the par-
ticular customs of one single municipium or free towi., yet it may
with sufficient propriety be applied to any one state or nation^

« hick
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which i? gineriii-d by the same laws and customs. Municipal law,

thus urulcistood, is properly delinefi to be " a rule of civil conduct
prescribed by the supreme power in a state, conirnanding what
is nt^ht, and prohibiting what is wrong." Aecordingto the diti'er-

ence in tlie disposing of the supreme power, dilierent forms of

government are constituted. 'I'he political writers of antiquity do
not allow more than three regular tonus of government: the hrst,

when the sovereign power is lodged in an aggregate assembly con-
sisting of all the members of a community which is called a De-
mocracy ; the second, when it is lodged in a council composed ot

select members, and then it is styled an Aristocracy; the last,

when it is entrusted in the liands of a single person, and then it

takes the name of a Monarchy. AH other species of government,
they say, are either corruptions of, or reducible to, these three.

i?y the sovereign power, is meant the making of laws ; for u here-

evcr that power resides, all others must conform to, and be directed

by, it, whatever appearance the outward form and adminislration

of the government may put on. For it is at any time in the option
of the legislature to alter that form and administration by a new
edict or rule, and to put the execution of the laws into whatever
hands it pleases: and all the other powers of the state must nbey
(he legislative power in the execution of their several functions, or

else the constitution is at an vw]. In a democracy, where the

right of making laws resides in the people at large, public virtue

or goodness of intention is inore likely to be found than either of

the other qualities of government. Popular assemblies are fre-

quently foolish In their contrivance, and weak In llieir execution

;

but generally mean to do the thing that is right and just, and have
always a degree of patrioti^n or public spirit. In aristocracies

there Is more wisdom to l)e found than in the other forms of go-

vernment; being composed, or Intended to be composed, of tlie

ino?t experienced citizens: but there is less honesty than in a re-

public, and less strength than in a monarchy. A monarchy Is In-

deed the most powertu'i of any, ail the sinews of government being

kuitaixl united together In the hand of the prince ; but then there

is imminent danger of his employing that strength to improvident

or oppressive purposes. Thus tliese three species of government
1iave all of them their several perfections and Imperfections. iJe-

inocracics are usually (he best calculated to direct the end of a law
;

aristocracies, to invent the means by which that end shall be ob-

tained ; and motiarcliies, to carry those means into execution.

And the ancients had in general no idea of an\ other permanent form
of government but these three: for thougfi Ciceio declares him-
relf of opinion, "esse optima constltutain rempublicam, qua; ex
tnbus geiieribus illis, regali, optinm, et popularl, sit modic^ con-

(usa; yet Tacitus treats this notion of a mixed government, form-

ed out of them all, and partaking of the advantages of each, as a

visionary whim, and one that. If etfected, could never be lasting

or secure. But, liappily for the people of this Island, the British

Constitution has long remained, and we trust will long continue,

a standing exception to the truth of this observation. For, as with

us the executive power of the law is lodged In a single person, they

have all the advantages of strength and dispatch that are to be

found in the nio>t absolute tnonarchy ; and, at. the legislative power
of the kingdom Is entrusted to three dl-tinct estates, entirely in-

dependent of each otiier: 1st, the king; 'Jd, the lords spiritual and

(einporal, which Is an arlstocratlcal assembly of persons selected

for their i)icly, birth, wisdom, valour, or property ; and, 3d, the

house of commons, freely chosen b^ the people from among tiie:;i-

sclves, which makes It 'a kind of ' democracy ; as this aggregate

f)ody, actuated by different springs, and attentive to dilierent

interests, composes the British parliament, and has the supreme

disposal of every thing, there can no inconvenience be attempted

by cither of tjiethree' liranches, but will be withstood by one of

tlie other two, each branch being armed with a negative power

sufliclent to repel any Innovation which It shall think inexpedient

or dangerous. Here, then, is lodged the sovereignty of the Bri-

tish constitution ; and lodged as beneficially as is possible for so-

ciety. For in no other shape could we be so certain of finding the

tlire'e great qualities of government so hapi)ily united. If the su-

jireme power were lodged in any one of the three branches sep;i-

ratelv, we must be exposed to the inconveniences of elthi'r absolute

nionarchy, aristocracy, or democracy; and so want two of the

(hree princiiial Ingretlients of good polity, either virtue, wisdom,

»rpjwer. If It were lodged in any two of the branches ; for m-

)
stance, 111 the king and house of lords; our laws might lie pro-
vnientiy made and well executed, but they might not always have
the good of the people In view : if lodged In the king and com-
mons, we should want that circumspecfion and mediatory caution
which the wisdom of the peers Is to afford: if the supreme rights of
legislature were lodged In the two houses only, and the king had
no negative upon their proceedings, they might be templed to en-
croach upon the royal prerogative, or perhaps to abolish the king-
ly ol'tice, and thereby weaken (if not totally destroy) the strength
of the executive power. But the constitutional government of
this island is so admirably tempered and compounded, that nothing
can endanger or hurt it, but destroying the equilibrium of power
between one branch of the legislature and the rest. For if ever It

should happen, that the indepenilence of any one of the three
should be lost, or that It should become subservient to the views of
eitlierof (he other two, there wouldsoon be an end of our constitu-
tion. The legislature would be changed from that which was
originally set up by the general consent and fundamental act of
(he society: and such a change, however effected, Is, aecordingto
Mr. Locke (who perhaps carries his theory too far), at once an en-
tire dissolution of the bands of government; and the people are
thereby reduced to a state of anarchy, with liberty to constitute

to themselves anew legislative power. As the power ol making
laws constitutes the supieme authority, so wherever the supreme
authority in any state resides. It Is the right of that authority to

make laws : that Is, in the words of our detinilion, to prescribe

(he rule of civil action. And (his may be discovered from
the very end and institution of civil states. For a stale is a col-

lective body, composed of a multitude of individuals, united for

their safety and convenience, and Intending to act together as one
man. It ought, therelore, to act by one uinforni will. But, inas-

much as political communities are made up of manj iiii'ural per-

sons, each of whom has his particular will and inclination, these

several wills cannot by any natural union be joined together, or

tempered Into a lasting harmony, so as to constitute that one uni-

form will of the whole. It can, tlierefore, be only produced by a

political union ; by the consent of all persons to submit their own
private wills to the will of one man, or of one or more assemblies

of men, to whom the supreme auihority is entrusted ; and tins wWi
of that one man, or assemblage oi men. Is In dif/'erent states, ac-

cording to their difi'erent coiiitilutions, understood to be law.

Thus tar as to the right of the supreme power to make laws: but

farther, it Is its duty likewise. For since the respective members
are bound to conform themselves to the w ill of that state, it is ex-

pedient that they receive directions from the state declaratory of

that will. But as it Is Impossible in so great a multitude, to give

injunctions to every particular man, relative to each particular ac-

tion, therefore the stale establishis general rules, for the perpetual

information and direition of all persons in all points, whetlier of

positive or negative duty ; that every man tnay know what to look

upon as his own, what another's ; what absolute and what relative

duties are required at his hands; what Is to be esteemed honest,

dishonest, or indifferent; what degree every man retains of his na-

tural liberty, and what he has given up as the price of the benedts

of society; and after what manner each person Is to moderate the

use and exercise of those rights which the state assigns him, in or-

der to promote and secure tin public tranquilhty. From what !us

been advanced, the truth of the former brandi of our delinition is

sufliciently evident; that "municipal law is a rule of civil con-

duct, prescribed by the supreme power In a state." We proceed

now to the latter branch of it; that It is a rule so prescribed,
" commanding what is right, and prohibiting what is wrong."
Now, to do (his completely, It is lirst of all necessary that the

boundaries of right and wrong be ascertained by law. And whe.i

this is done, it follows of course, that It is likewise the business of

the law, consldeied as a rule of civil con<Uic(, to enforce these

rights, and (o restrain or redress these wrongs. It remains, there-

fore, only to consider, in what manner the law Is said lo ascertali)

the bouixlarles of right and wrong ; and the methods which It takes

to command the one, and prohibit the other. For this purpose,

every law may be said to consist of several parts; one, declara-

tory; whereby the rights to be observed, and the « rongs to b<}

eschewed, are" clearly defined and laid down; another, directory;

whereby the suliject Is instructed and enjoined to observe those

rights, and to abstain from the commission of tligsc wrongs ; «
tliird,
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tliirtl, rtnii dud; wlierehy a metlioil is poiiiled out to rociu-c-r a

roan's |>rivate riglits or rudress his private wrongs : to uliich may
be ailjeil a I'oiirtb, usually termed the sanction or Tindiciitvry

br:inch of the law; whereby it is signified «ii«t evil or penalty

shall be incurred by such as couiniit any public wrongs, and ^rJn^-

grets or neglect their duty. With regard to the first of the^e, the

dtctaratori/ part of the luunicipal law ; this depends not so much
upon the law of revelation or of nature, as upon the wisdom and
will of the legislator. Those rights which God has established,

led natural ri;j:/ils, because every man has niiturally a right to

in, such as lite and liberty, need not the aid of human laws to

he more elfeclually invested in every man than they are; neither

do they receive any additional strength, when declared by the

municipal laws to be inviolable. On the contrary, no human le-

gislature has power to abridge or destroy them, unless the owner
shall himself commit some act that amounts to a forfeitme. jS'ei-

ther do diviue or natural duties (such as, for instance, the worsliip

of God, the maintenance of children, and the like,) receive any
stronger sanction from being also declared to be duties by the law

of the land. The case is the same as to crimes and misdenifanors,
that are forbidden liy the laws, and therefoil' iX\\ed tnalu in se,

such as murder, theft, andi)erjurv; which contract no additional

turpitude from being declared unlawful by the legislature. For
tli.it legislature in all these cases acts onlv in subordination to the

(Jreat Lawgiver, transcribing and publishing his precepts. So
thai, upon the whole, the -declaratory part of the municipal law has

no f rce, with regard to actions that are naturally and intrinsically

right or wrong. But with regard to things in themselves indilTer-

ent, the case is entirely altered. These become either right or

wrong, just or unjust, tluties or misdemeanors, according as the
municipal legislator sees proper, for promoting the welfare of the
socieiy, and more effectually carrying on the purposes of civil life.

Thus the common law has cfeclared, that the goods of the wife do
instantly upon marriage become the property and right of the hus-

band; and the statute law has declared all mononolies a public

oli'ence ;
yet that right, and this offence, have no foundation in

nature; but are merely created by the law, for the purposes of ci-

vil society. And sometimes, where the thing itself has its rise

from the law of nature, the particular circumstances and mode of
doing it become right or \vrong, as the laws of the land shall direct.

Thus, for instance, in civil duties; obedience to superiors is the
doctrine of revealed as \\ell as natural religion: but who those su-

periors shall be, and in what circumstances, or to what degrees
they shall be obeyed, is the province of human laws to determine.
And so, as to injuries or crimes, it mu>l he left to our own legisla-

ture to decide, in what cases the seizing another's cattle shall

amount to th.e crime of robbery; and where it shall be a justifiable

action, as when a landlord takes them by way of distress for rent.

The diirclorij part of the municipal law stands much upon the
same footing; for this virtually includes the former, the declara-

tion being usually collect(;d from the direction. The law that

Mys, "Thou shalt not steal," implies a declaration that stealing is

a crime. And we have seen, that, in things naliirally indifferent,

tlie very essence of right and wrong depends upon the direction of

the laws to do or to omit them. The remedied part of a law is so
necessary a consequence of the forrner two, that laws must be
very vasiue and imperfect w ithout it. For in vain would rights be
declareil, in vain directed to be observed, if there were no me-
thod of recovering and asserting those rights when wrongfully
withheld or invaded. This is what we mean properly, when »e
speak of the protection of the law. \\'hen, for instance, the de-
claratory p;ut of the law has said, "thai the held or inheritance
which belonged to Titius's father is vested by his death in Tilius,"
and the directory part has " forbidden any one to enter on ano-
ther's property without the leave of the owner;" if Gaajs after

this will presume to take possession of the land, the icmedial
part of the law will then interpose its office ; w ill make Gaius re-

store the possession to Titius, and also pay him dainages for the in-

vasion. With regard to the sanction of laws, or the evil that may
attend the breach of public duties; human legislators have for the
most part chosen to make the sanction of their laws rather vindica-
tory than remuneratory, or to consist rather in punishments than in

actual particular rewards: because, in the first place, the quiet en-
joyment and protection of all our civil rights and liberties, which

' are the sure an 1 general consequence of obedience to the munici-
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pal law, are in themselves the best and most valuable of all re"

wards : because also w ere the i-xercise of every virtue to be en"
forced by the jiroposal of particular rewards, it weri- impossible for

any state to fuiiiish stock enough for so profuse a houuly. Of all

the parts of a law the nust rlfectual is the v/ndindnri/. For it is

hut lost laoour to say, " ]>o this, or avoid that," unless we also

declare, " This shall lie the consc(]iience of your non-compliance."
I'lie main strength of a law, therefore, consists in the penalty an>

nexed to it. In this lies the jirincipal obligation of human laws.

Legisl.itors and their laws are said to compel and oblige; because,
by declaring a penalty against offenders, they bring it to pass that

no man can ea-ily choose to transgress the law ; since, by reason
of the impending correction, compliance is in a high degree pre-

ferable to disobedience. It ha'h been justly holden, by elhcal

writers, that human laws are binding upon men's conscience.?.

Hut if that were the only or mo^t forcible obligation, the good
only would regard the laws, and the bad would set them at defi-

ance. And, true as this principle is, it must still be understood
with some restriction. It holds, we apprehend, as to rights; and
that, when t!ie law has determined the held to belong to Titius, it

is a matter of conscierre no longer to withhold or to invade it. So
also in regard to natural duties, an<l surh olfeiices as are mala in

se: here we are bound in conscience, because we are bound by
superior laws before those human laus w.ere in being, to perform
the one and abstain from the other. I?ut in relation to those laws

which enjoin only positive duties, and forbid only such things as

are not mala in se, but mala proiiibila merely, without any inter-

mixture of moral guilt, annexing a penalty to non-com|)liance;

here conscience seems to be no farther concerned, than by direct-

ing a submission to the penally, in case of our breach of those

laws: for otherwise the multitude of [lenal laws in a slate would
not only be looked upon as an impolitic, but would also be a
very wicked, thing; if every such law were a snare for the con-

science of the subject. But in these cases the alternative is offer-

ed to every man; " either abstain from this, or submit to such pe-

nalty :" and his conscience will be clear, whichever side of the al-

ternative he thinks proper to embrace. Thus, by the statutes for

preserving the game, a penalty is denounced against every unqua-
lified person that kills a hare, and against every person who pos-

sesses a partridge in August. And so too, by other statutes, pecu-
niary penalties are inflicted for exercising trades without serving an
apprenticeship thereto, for erecting cottages without annexing four

acres of land to each, for not burying the dead in woollen, for not

performing statute-work on the public roads, and for numerable
other positive misdemeanors. Now these prohibitory l.iws do Jiot

make th.e transgression a moral otlence, or sin: the only obliga-

tion ill conscience is to submit to the penalty, if levied. It mus',

however, be observed, that we are here speaking of laws that are

simply and purely penal, where the thing forbidden or enjoined is

wholly a matter of indifference, and where the penalty inflicted is

a\i adequate compensation for'the civil inconvenience supposed to

arise from the oli'ence. But where disobedience to the law in-

volves in it also any degree of rpublic mischief or private injury,

there it falls within' our former distinction, and is also an ofi'encc

against conscience. In many cases doubts may arise respecting

the meaning of the, law, and a little consideration will shew that

the fairest and most ratioUL-.l method to interpret the will of the le- .

gislator, is by exploring his intentions at the time when the law-

was made, by signs the most natural and ])robable. And these

signs are cither the words, the context, th.e subject-matter, the

ett'ects and consequence, or the spirit and reason, of the law . Let
us take a short view of them all.

!. Words are generally to be understood in their usual and most

known >ignihc.Uion ; according to their general and popular use.

Thus the law mentioned by Pulfendorf, which forbad a layman to

lay hands on a priest, was adjudged to extend to him who had
hurt a priest with a weapon. Again, terms of art, or technical

terms, must be taken according "to the acceptation of the learned

in each art, tiade, and science. So in the act of settlement, where

the crown of England is limited " to the Princess Sophia, and the

heirs of her body' being Protestants, it becomes necessary to call in

the assistance of lawyers, to ascertain the precise idea of the words
" heirs of her bodv ;" which in a legal sense comprise only certain

of her lineal descendants. LaUly, where words are clearly repug-

nant in two laws, the latter law takes place of the elder; posic-

3 U Tiorcs-
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»Iores priores contrarias abrogant, is a maxim of univcisai law, as

veM as oi our own constilutioiis.

3. If words liappen to be t.till dubious, we may establish their

Wieaning from the Context; with which it maybe of singular

4ise to compare a word or a sentence, w henever they are ambigu-

ous, e(niivocal, or intricate. Thus the preamble is often called in

to help the coiistructioti of an act of pailiameiit. Of the same na-

ture is the comparison of a law with other laws made by the same

legislator, that have some affinity with the subject, or that ex-

pressly relate to the same point.

3. As to the Subject-Matter, words are always to be under-

stood as having a regard thereto; for that is always supposed to be

in the eye of the legislator, and all his expressions directed to that

end. 1 hus, when a law of Edward III. forbids all ecclesiastical

persons to purchase provisions at Rome, it might seem to prohibit

the bu\ing of grain and other victuals; but when we consider that

the statute was made to repress the usurpations of the papal see,

and that the nominations to benefices by the pope were called pro-

visions, we shall see that the restraint is intended to be laid upon

such provisions only.

4. As to the Effects and CoKSEauENCE, the rule is, that

where words bear either none, or a very absurd signification, if li-

terally understood, we must deviate from the received sense of

them. Therefore tlie Bolognian law, mentioned by Puflendorf,

which enacted " that whoever drew bloofl in the streets should be

))unished with the utmost severity," was held not to extend to tlie

surgeon who opened tin- vein of a person that fell down iu the

.street in a iit.

5. Hut, lastly, the most »mivers.il and effectual way of discover-

ing tlie true meaning of a law, when the words are dubiovis, is by
tonsideriiig the Keason" and Spirit of it, or the cause which

moved the legislator to enact it. Eoi when this reason ceases, the

law itself ought likewise to cease with it. An instance of this is

given in a case put by Cicero, or whoever else was the author of

the rhetorical treatise" inscribed to Merennius. There was a law,

that those who in a storm forsook the ship should forfeit all propi'r-

ty therein, and the ship and lading should belong entirely to tliose

who staid in it. In a dangerous tempest, all the mariners forsook

the ship, except only o.ie sick passenger, who was unable to get

out and escape. B> chance the ship came safe to port. The sick

man kept jjossession, and claimed the benefit ot the law. Now
here all the learned agree, that the sick man is not within the rea-

son of the law; for the reason of making it was, to give encou-

ragement to such as should venture their lives to save the vessel

:

fut this is a merit which he could never pretend to, who neither

"laid in the ship upon that account, nor contributed any thing to

its preservation.

l-'rom this method of interpreting laws by the reason of them,

arises what we call Equitv: which is thus defined by Grotiua,

" the correction of that, wherein the law (by reason of its univer-

sality) is deficient." For since in laws all cases cannot be fore-

seen or expressed, it is necessary, that, when the general decrees of

the law come to be applied to particular cases, there should be

somewhere a power vcjtcd of defining those circumslanres, which

(iiad thev been foreseen) the legislator himself would have ex-

pressed. "And these are the cases which, according to Grotius,
" lex uon exacte definit, sed arbitrio boni virfpermitlit." Equity
Sluis depending, essentially, upon the particular circumstances of

^•ach indiviiiual case, there can be no established rules and fixed

precepts oi e(iuity laid down, without destroying its very essence,

and reducing it to a positive law. And, on the other hand, the li-

bcTty of considering all cases in an equitable light must not be ir.-

dulged too far ; lest thereby we destroy all law, and leave the de-

cision of every (piestion entirely in the l.neast of the judge. And
law, without equity, though hard and ilisagrc-eable, is much more
«les!rable for the "public good, than eipiity without law; which

would make every ju<lge a legislator, and introduce infinite confu-

sion: as there would then be almost as many dilferent rules of ac-

iion laid down in our courts, as there arc dili'erences of capacity

ii)d sentiment in the human mintl. We shall now present a short

»ip-.v of tlie English law. The pruicipal parts of the law here onl)

i.oticed, are explained more fully in the order of their names in

the alphabet.

THE LAW OF ENGLAND.
The mumcipal law of England, or the rule of civil conduct pre-

scribed to the inhabitants o. our own kingdom, may, with suffir

cient propriety, be divided into two kiiufs: the lex noii .icripta,

the unwritten, or common law ; and the Ux sa'ipta, the written,

or statute law.

The Ux non scripta, or unwritten law, includes not only general.

Gustiims, or the common law, properly so called ; but also the par-

ticular customs ot certain parts ot the kingdom, and likewise these
particular laws that are by custom obseived only in certain courts

and jurisdictions. It is properly distinguishable info three kinds:

1. General customs; which are the universal rule of the whole
kingdom, and form the common law in its stricter and more usual

signification. II. Particular customs; which, for the most part,

affect only the inhabitants of particular districts. 111. Certaia
particular laws; which, by custom, arc adopted and used bv some
particular courts, of pretty general and extensive jurisdiction.

I. As to General Customs, or the Common Law, properly
so called ; this is that law, by which proceedings and determina-

tions in the king's ordinary courts of justice are guided and dir

reeled. This, for the most part, settles the course in which lands

descend by inheritance; the manner and form of acquiring and
transferring properly ; the solemnities and obligation of contracts;

the rules of expounding wills, deeds, and ads of parliameiit; the

respective remedies ot civil injuries; the several sp(;eies of tem-
poral offences, with tlie manner and degree of punishment, and an
infinite number of mimiter particulars, which ilitfuse themselves as

extensively as the ordinary distribution of common justice re-

quire^.

II. The second branch of tJie unwritten laws of England are

particular customs, or laws which aft'ect only the inhabitants of

particular districts. When a custom is actually proved to exist,

the next inquiry is into the legality of it; tor if it is not a good
custom, it ought to be no longer used. Mains usus aboiendus

est, is an established maxim ot the law. To make a particular

custom good, the following are necessary requisites

:

1 . That it have been vsed so long, that the memory of man run-

neth not to the contrar).

-. It must have been continued without interruption of the

right: an i:iterruptioii of the possession only, for ten or twenty
years, will not destroy the custom : but if the right be discontinued

even for a day, the custom is quite at an end.

3. It must have been pfflcaii/c, and acquiesced in ; not subject

to contention and dispute.

4. Customs must be reasonable; or rather, they must not be-

unrtiisnnable.

.5. Customs ought to be certain. A custom that lands shall de-

scend to the most worthy of the owner's blood, is void ; for how
shall this superior worth be determined? but a custom to descend
to the next male of the blood, exclusive of females, is certain, and
therefore good.

0. Cu^toms, though established by consent, must (when esta-

blished) be compulsory : and not lelt to the option of every man,
whether he will use them or no.

7. Lastlv, customs must be consistent with each other. One
custom cannot be set up in opposition to another. For if both

are reallv customs, then both are of e(|ual antiquity, and both esta-

blished by mutu:il consent: which to s:iy of contradictory customs

is absurd.

Next, as to the aUotvancc of special ctistoms. Customs, in de-

rogation of the common law, must be construed strictly : and all

special customs must submit to the king's prerogative.

III. The third branch of the leges non scripts;, or customary
laws,^are those peculiar laws which by custom are adopted and
used only in certain peculiar courts and jurisdictions. And by
these are understood the civil and canon laws. It may seem im-
proper, at first view, to rank these laws under the head of wn?

written laws, seeing they are set forth in p:indects, codes, institu-

tions, &c. and enforced by an immense luunber of expositions, de-

cisions, and treatises, of the learned in both branches of the law.

But it is ])lain, that it is not on account of their being written laws,

that either the canon law, or the civil law, have any obligation

within this kingdom. They bind not the subjects of England,
because their materials were collected from popes or emperors;
digested by Justinian, or declared authentic by Gregory : for the

legislature of England doth not, nor ever did, recognise any fo-

reign |)ower, as superior or equal to it in this kingdom ; or as hav-

ing the right to give law to any the meanest of its subjects. But
all
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all tlie streugtli that either the papal or iniper'ul laws have ob-

tainei.1 from lUis realm b because they have been admiltctl and re-

ceived by immemorial usage and custom in some particular cases

and courts: or because they are in some other cases introduced by

consent of parliamesit. 1 his is expressly declared in stat. i'j

Henry VIII. cap. i;i.

]. liy the civil law, absolutely taken, is generally understood

the civil or municipal law of the Roman empire, as comprised in

the institutes, the code, and the digest, of the emperor Justinian,

and the novel constitutions of himself and some of his successors.

It was under Justinian s auspices that the present body of civil law

was compiled and hnlshed by Tribonian and other lawyers, aiiout

the year 533. It consisted of, 1, The institutes; which contain

the elements or lirst principles of the Roman law, in four books.

2. The digests or pandects, in tifty books ; containing the opinions

and writings of eminent lawyers, digested in a systematical me-
thod. 3. A new code, or collection ot imperial constitutions ; the

lapse of a whole century having rendered llie former code of

Theodonus inperfecl. 4. 'I he novels, or new constitutions, posterior

in time to the other books, and amounting to a supplement to the

code ; containing new decrees of successive emperors, as new-

questions happened to arise. These form the body of Roman law,

or corpus juris civilis of Justinian : which, however, fell soon into

neglect, till about A. D. 1 130, whm a copy of the digests was

found at AmaUi, in Italy; which accident, concurring with the

policy of the Roman ecclesiastics, suddenly gave new authority to

the civil law, and introduced it into vai lous nations.

C. The canon law is a body of Roman ecclesiastical law, relative

to such matters as that church either has, or pretends to have, the

proper jurisdiction over. I'his is compiled from the opinions of

the ancient Latin fathers, the decrees of the general councils, the

decretal epistle^ and bulls of the holy see ; and conlaUis also the

Decretuni Gratiani, compiled by one Gracian, an Italian monk,
about A. D. 1151 ; and entitled by him Concordia discordantium

Canonum: the Decretalia of Gregory IX. published about
1230: the Sextus Decretalia of Boniface VIII. in 1298: the

Constitutions of Clement N'. authenticated, in 1317: and the Ex-
travagantes of John XXll. and his successors.

The leges scripti, or thcAvritten laws of the kingdom, are sta-

tutes, acts, or edicts, made by the king's majesty, by and with the

advice of the lords spiritual and temporal, and conimons, in parlia-

ment assembled. The oldest of these now extant, and printed in

our statute-l)ooks, is the famous magna chartaj as conrirmed in

parliament 9 Hen. III.

I. As to their several kinds, statutes are either gcner/il or special,

public or private. 1. A general or public act is an universal rule

that regards the whole community : and of this the courts of law-

are bound to take notice judicially, and ex officio, without the sta-

tute being particularly pleaded, or formally set forth, by the party

who claims an advantage under it. 2. Special or private acts are

rather exceptions than rules, being those which only operate upon
|

particular persons and private concerns; such as the Romans en-

'

titled senatus decreta, in contiddistinclion to the senatus con^ulta,

which regarded the whole community; antl of these the judges
are not bound to take notice, unless they be formally shew n and
pleaded.

Statutes also are either declaratory of the common law, or re-

medial oi some defects therein. I. Declurutorij, where the old

custom of the kingdom is almo'-t fallen into disuse, or become dis-

putable ; in which case tlie parlir.ment ha; thought proper, in per-

petuum rei testimonium, and for avoiding all doubts and diflicul-

ties, to declare what the common law is and ever hath beep. 2.

Hemedial statutes are those made to supply defects, and abridge

snch superlluities, in the common law, as arise either from the ge-

neral imperfection of all human laws, from change of lime and
circumstances, iron) the mistakes and unadvised determinations

of unlearned judges, or from any other cause whatsoever. And
t<iis being done, either by enlarging the common law where it was
too circumscribed, or by restraining it where it was too lax, hath

occasioned another subordinate division of remedial acts: of parlia-

ment into enlarging and restraining statutes.

II. The rules to be observed with regard to the construction of

statutes are principally the following ;

1, There are tliree points to be considered in the construction

cf all remedial statutes ; the old law, the mischief, and the re-

medy ; that is, how the conniion law stood at the making of the
act; what the mischief was, for which tlie common law did not
provide ; and what remedy the parliament hath provided to cure
this mischief

2. A statute, which treats of things or persons of an inferior rank
cannot by any general zuords be extended to those of a superior.

3. Penal statutes must be construed strictly.

4. Statutes against frauds are to be liberally and beneficially
expounded. This may seem a contradiction to the last rule;
moit statutes against frauds being in their consequence penal.
But this dilference is here to be taken : where the statute acts
upon the offender, and inllicts a penalty, as the pillory or a fine,

it is then to be taken strictly ; but when the statute acts upon the
offence, by setting aside the fraudulent transaction, here it is to be
construed liberally.

5. One part of the statute must be so construed by another,
that the whole may (if possible) stand : ut res magis valeat qiiam
pereat. ;,

0. A saving, totally repugnant to the body of the act, is void.
7. \\ here the common law and a statute ditifer, the common

law gives place to the statute ; and an old statute gives place to a
new one, upon the general principle laid down in the last section,
that leges posteriores contrarias abrogant. But this is to be under-
stood only when the latter statute is couched innegati\e terms,
or by its matter necessarily implying a negative.

8. If a statute, that repeals another, is itself repealed afterwards,-
the first statute is hereby revived, without any formal words foK-

that purpose.

ih Acts of parliament derogatory from the power of subsequent-
parliaments bind not.

10. Lastly, acts of parliament that are impossible to be per-
formed are of no validity : and if there arise out of them collate-
rally any absurd consequences, manifestly contradictory to com-
mon reason, they are with regard to these consequences void.
These are the chief grounds of the laws of England : over and

above which, ('(luity is also frequently called in to assist, to moderate,
and to explain, them. There are courts of equity established for
the benefit of the subject, to detect latent frauds and concealments,-
which the process ot the courts of law is not adapted to reach ; to-
enforce the execution of such matters of trust and confidence, as
are binding in conscience, though not cognizable in a court of law;,
to deliver Irom such dangers as are owing to misfortune or over-
sight ; and to give a more specific relief, and more adapted to the
circumstances of the case, than can always be had by most of the
rules of the positive or common law. This is the business of the
courts of equity, which, liou ever, are only conversant in matters
of property. For the freedom of our constitution will not per--

mit, that in criminal cases a power should be lodged in any judge
to construe the law otherwise than according to the letter'. This
caution, while it admirably protecls the puljlic liberty, can never
bear hard upon individuals. A man cannot suffer rnore punish-
ment than the law assigns, but he may sutiij- less. The laws can--
not be strained by partiality to inflict a penalty beyond what
the letter will warrant; but in cases where the' letter induces
any apparent hardship, the crown has tlie power to pardon. The-
objects of the lav^ of England are, 1. Rights. 2. Wrongs.
Rights are the rights of pei-sons, or the rights of things. \Vi-oii;ts

are the privation of right, and are, 1. Private wrongs. 2. Public
wrongs.

I. Of the Rights of Persons.

1. The rights of persons are such as concern, and are annexed
to, the persons of men : and, w-hen the pei-son to whom ihev are due
is regarded, they are called simply rights : but w hen we consider-
the person from wiiom they are due, they are then denomin; ted-
<luties.

2. Persons are either natural, ;. e. such as they are formed b-y
nature ; or artificial, i. e. created by luiman policy, as bodies po-
litic or corporate.

3. The rights of natural persons are, 1. Absolute, or such as

-

belong to individuals. 2. Relative, or such as regard members of
society.

4. 1 he absolute rights of individuals, regarded by the munici-
pal laws (which pay no attention to duties of the absolute kind),

.

compose what is called political or civil liberty.
"

.5, Politica^^
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5 I'olUical or civil liberty is the i,atur;il liberty of mankiiul,

so far restraineU by luiraau laws as is necessary for the good of so-

""e^Theab-nlute rights or civil liberties of Enslishmeii, as fre-

cuentlv declared in parliament, are principally three; the rights ot

nersonil seciivitv, of personal liberty, anil ol private properly.

7. The ri'^ht if personal security consists in the legal enjoyment

of life, linil)? body, health, and reputation.

8 The ri-ht of personal liberty consists in the free power ot

loco-motioir, without illegal restraint or banishment.
^

9 I'iie ri"ht of private property consists in every man s tree use

and'disposafof his own lav<ful acquisitions, without injury or ille-

gal diminution.
,

, .
,

10 Besides these three primary rights, there are otliers which

are secondary and subordinate, viz. (to preserve the former from

unlawful attacks), 1. The constitution and power of parliaments.

2 The limitation of the king's prerogative. And (to vindicate

ti'iem when actually violated), 3.The regular administration ot pub-

lic justice. 4. The right of petitioning for redress of grievances,

i. The right of having and using arms for self-defence.

Of the Parliament.

1 The relations of persons are, 1. Public. 2. Private. The

iHib'lic relations are those of magistrates and people. Magistrates

are sui)crior or subordinate. Mid of supreme magistrates, in Eng-

the parliament is the supreme legislative, the king the su-
land.

nreme executive.
r , , .• •, ,u^

2 Parliaments, in some shape, are of as high antiquity as the

Saxon government in this island ; and have subsisted, m their pre-

sent fonn, at least 50o years.
, ,. , .,

,
., „•

3. The parliament is assembled by the king's writs and its sitting

must not be intermitted above three years.
, , . . ., ,

4 Its constituent parts are the king's majesty, the lords spiritual

and temporal, and commons represented by their members: each

of which parts has a negative, or necessary, voice in making

5 With reivard to the general law of parliament; its power is

absolute : each hou?e is the judge of its own privileges ; and all

the members of either house are entitled to the privilege of

of person, of their domestics, and of their
speech

^°d'The peculiar privileges of the lords (besides their judicial ca-

iricitv) are to hunt in the king's forests; to be attended by the

sa"-es'of the law ; to make proxi^es ; to enter protects ; and to regu-

lafe the election of the peers of the realm.

7 The peculiar privileges of the commons are to frame taxes for

the subject, and to determine the merits of their own elections, with

regard to the qualilicatinns ot the electors and elected, and the

proceedings at elections themselves.

8 BiUs'are usuallv twice read in each house, committed, en-

grossed, and then rea'd a third time ; and when they have obtained

the coucui-rence of both houses, and received the royal assent,

they become acts of parliament.

g. The houses may adjourn their meetings ; but the king only

can prorogue the parliament.

10. Parliaments arc dissolved, 1. At the king's will. 2. By the

demise of the crown, that is, within six months after. 3. By length

of lime, or having sat for the space of seven years.

Of the King and his Title.

1. The supreme and executive power of this kingdom is lodged

in Rsingle person ; the king or queen.

2 This rojal person maybe considered with

title- 2. His royal family. 3. His councils,

His prerogative. 6. His revenue.
rr- , i i .i

3 With regard to his title ; the crown of England, by the posi-

tive coustitulmn of the kingdom, hatU ever been descendible, and

so continues.
,., , . • ,• , . ir

4 The crown is descendible in a course peculiar to itselt.

5. This course of descent is subject to limitation by parlia-

6 Notwithstanding such limitations, the crown retains its de-

scendible quality, and becomes hereditary in the prince to whom

it is limited.

7. King Egbert, km;; Canute, and king William I. have been

successively constituted the common stock, or ancestors, of this

descent.

8. At the revolution, the convention of estates or representative

body of the nation, declared, that the misconduct of king Janua

II. amounteil to an abdication of the government, and that the

throne was thereby vacant.

9. In consequence of this vacancy, and from a regard to the an.

cicnt line, the convention appointed the next Protestant heirs of

the b'iood-royal of king Charles I. to till the vacant throne, in the

old order of succession ; with a temporary e.xception, or prefer-

ence, to the person of king William 111.

10. On the impentling failure of the Protestant line of king

Charles 1. (whereby the throne might again have become vacant),

the king and parliament extended the settlement of the crown to

the Protestant line of king James I. viz. to the princess Sophia of

Hanover, and the heirs of lier body, being Protestants : an<i she is

now the common stock, from whom the heirs of the crown must

descend.

Of the King's Royal Family.

1. The king's royal family consists, first, of the queen : wkois

regent, consort, or dowager.

^i. The (lueen-consort is a public person, and hath many personal

prerogatives and di.-^tinct revenues.

3. The Prince and Princess of Whales, and the Princess-royal,

are peculiarly regarded by the law.

4 Tlie other princes ot the blood royal are only entitled to pre-

cedence.

Of the Councils b!?i.onging to the King.

l.The king's councils are, l.The parliament. 2. The great

council of peers. 3. The judges, for matters of law. 4. Tlie

privy council.

2. In privy counsellors may be considered, 1. Their creation.

2. Their qualitications. 3. T heir duties. 4. Their powers. 5.

Their privileges. 6. Their dissolution.

Of the King's Duties.

The king's duties are to govern his people according to law, to

execute iudge.nent in mercy, and to maintain the established re-

ligion. 'I'hese are his part of the original 'contract between him-

self and the people; founded in tlie nature of society, and express-

ed in his oath at the coronation.

regard to, 1

4. His duties,

His
5.

Of the King's Prerogatives.

1. Prerogative is that special power and pre-eminence which the

king hath above other persons, and out of the onliiiary course of

law, in right ot his regal dignity.

2. Such prerogatives are either direct or incidental. The in-

cidental, arising out of other matters, are considered as they arise:

we now treat only of the direct.

3. The direct prerogatives regard, l.The king's dignity, or

royal character. 2. His uuthority or regal power. 3. His revenue,

or royal income.

4. rhe king's dignity consists in the legal attributes of, 1. Per-

sonal sovereignty. 2. Absolute perfection. 3. Political perpe-

tuity.

5. In the king's authority, or legal power, consists the executive

part of government.
tj. In foreign concerns; the king, as the representative of the

nation, has the right or prerogative, 1. Of sending and receiving

ambassadors. 2. Of making treaties. 3. Of proclaiming war or

peace. 4. Of issuing reprisals. 5. Of granting safe conducts.

7. In domestic aftairs ; the king is, first, a constituent part of the

supreme legislative power; hath a negative upon all new laws

;

and is bound by no statute, unless specially named therein.

8. He is also considered as the general of the kingdom, and may
raise lleels and armies, build forts, appoint havens, erect beacons,

prohibit the exportation of arms and ammuniliou, and ccjnline his

subjects within the realm, or recal thi-m from foreign parts.

9. The king is also the fountain of justice, and general conser-

vator of the peace ; and, therefore, may erect courts (w herein he

hath a legal ubiquity), prosecute oflenden, pardon crimes, and
issue proclamations.

10. He is likewise Ihefountain of honour, of office, and of pri-

vilege.

U.IIe
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1 1. He is also Un: aib'.lei' of clomvbtic coinmcrce ; not of fo-

reiqii, whicli i» rcnulalecl by llie law of mercli.ii.ls) ; and is, tlu re-

forl-, tfiUilUd to llie erection of public marts, tUe n-gulaliuii of

weights anil measuifs, and the coinage or legitimation ot money.

12. The king is, lastly, the supreme head of the church ; and

as3uch, convenes, icgul;'.t:'s, and dissolves, synods, nominates bi-

shops, and receives appeals, in all ecclesiastical causes.

Of THE Kikg's Revenue.

1. The king's revenue is eidier ordinary, or extraordinary. And

the ordinary is, 1. Ecclesiastical. ^'. Tempoiai.

•J. The king's ecclesiastical revenue consists in, 1. The custody

«f the temporalities of vacant bishoprics. 2. Corodies and pen-

sioriS. 3. Extra-parochial tithes. 4. The iirit-fruits and tenths of

benefices.

3. The king's ordinary temporal revenue consists in, 1 . The de

mesne lands of the crown. ::.'. The hereditary excise ; being part

01 the consideration lor the purchase of his fcodal prolits, and the

prero'^atives of purveyance and pre-emption. 3. An annual sum

issuing from the duty" on wine-licences; being the ^l5^idue of l!ie

same consideration. '4. His forests. J. His courts of justice. 0.

Royal fish. 7. Wrecks, and things jetsam, flotsam, and ligan. 8.

Royal mines. O. Treasure trove, lu. Waifs. ll.Estrays. 12.

Forfeitures for oll'ences, and deodands. 13. Escheats of lands.

14. Custody of ideots and lunatics.

4. The king's extraordinarv revenue consi-,ts in aids, subsidies,

and supplies, granted him by the commons in parliament.

5. Heretofore these were usually raised by grants of the (nomi-

nal) tenth or fifteenth part of the moveables in every towiishi|) ; or

by scutagcs, hydages, and talhages; whicli were succeeded by
subsidies assessed upon individuals, with respect to tlieir lands and

6. A new system of taxation took place about the lime of the re-

i volution: our modern taxes are therefore, 1. Annual. 2. I'er-

I

jJelual.

7. The annual taxes are, 1 . The land-tax, or the ancient iubsidv

raised upon a new assessment. 2. The malt-tax, being an ajmual

excise on malt, rum, cyder, and perry. 3. The income-tax, be-

ing an annual tax on property.

8. Th.e perpetual taxes are, 1. The customs, or tonnage, and
poundage, of all merchandise exported, or imported. 2. The ex-

cise duty, or inland imposition on a great variety of commodities.

3. The salt-duty, or excise on salt. 4. The posl-olTicc, or dutv
for the carriage of letters. 5. 'I'he slainp-duly on paper, parch-
ment, &^c. 6. The duty on houses and windows. 7. The duty
on licences for hackney-coaches and chairs. 3. The duty on of-

fices and pensions.

9. Part of this revenue is applied to pay the interest of the na-

tional debt, till the principal is discharged by parliament.

10. The produce of these several taxes were originailv separate

and specific funds, to answer specific loans upon their respective

credits ; but are now consolidated by parliament into three princi-

pal funds, the aggregate, general, a'ncl South Sea funds, to answer
all the debls of the nation ; the public faith being also superadded,
to supply deficiencies, and strengthen the sqcuri'.y of the w hole.

11. The surplusses of these funds, after paying the interest of

flie national debt, are carried together, and denominated the sink-

ing fund: which, unless otherwise appropriated by parliament, is

annually to be applied towards paying olF some part of the prin-

cipal.

12. But, previous to this, the aggregate fund is now charged with
an annual sum for the civil list; which is the immediate proper
revenue of the crown, settled by parliament on the king at his

accession, for defraying the charges of the civil govermiient.

Of SVEORDIKATE MAGISTRATES.

1. Subordinate magistrates, of the most general use and autho-
rity, are, 1 . Slieritls. 2. Coroners. 3. Justices of the peace. 4.

Constables. 5. Surveyors of the highways. 6. Overseers of the

poor.

2. The sheriff is the keeper of each county, annually nominated
in due form by the king; and is (within his county) a judge, a
. ouservator of the peace, a ministerial officer, and the king's

L-.liiifl'.

3. Coroners are permanent officers of the crown in each county,
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elected liv the freeholders; whose oflice it is to make intjuiry con-

cerning tiie death of tlie king'* subjects, and certain revenues of

the crown ; and also in palticular cases, to supply tlie office of

sheriff.

4. Ju'tices of the peace are magistrates in each county, statuta-

blv ^ualiiied, and commissioned by the king's maje.^ty: with au-

thoritv to conserve the peace ; to hear and determine felonies, and
oilier nii^dcmeanors; and to do many other acts cominitled to

their charge bv particular statutes.

5. Constables are ofi'icers of hundreds and townships, appointed

at the leei, and empowered to preserve the peace, to keep watch
and ward, and to apprehend offenders.

6. Surveyors of the highways are ofKcers appointed annually in

every parish to remove aimoyance in, and to direct the reparation

of, the public roads.

7. Over-eers of the poor are ofTicers appointed annually in every

parish ; to relieve such impotent, and employ sucii sturdy poor, .is

are settled in each parish, by birth, by parentage, by marriage, or

by forty days residence ; accompanied with, 1. Notice. 2. Rent-
ing a tenement of ten pounds annual v;due. 3. Pa } ing their as-

essed taxations. 4. Serving an annual office. 5. Hiring and

service for a year. 6. Apprenticeship for seven years. 7. Havuig
a sufficient estate in the parish.

Of the People, whether Aliens, Denize.s's, or Natives.

1. The people are either aliens, that is, born out of the domi-

nions, or allegiance of the crown of Great Britain; or natives, that

is, born within it.

2. Allegiance is tlie duty of all subjects; being the reciprocal

tie of the people to the prince, in retmn for the protection he af-

fords them ; and, in natives, this duty of allegiance is natural and
perpetual; in aliens local and temporary only.

3. I'lie right wf natives are '.Iso natural and perpetual : those of

aliens, locafand temporary only; unless they be made denizens

by the king, or naturalized by parliament.

Of the Clergy.

1. The people, whether aliens, denizens, or natives, are alsu

either clergy, that is, all persons in holy orders, or in ecclesiasti-

cal otTices ; or laitv; which comprehends the rest of the nation.

2. The clerical part of the nation tluis deiined, are, !. Archbi-

shops and bishops ; who are elected by their several chapters, at

the nomination of the crown, and afterwards confirmed and conse-

crated by each other. 2. Deans and chapters. 3. Archdeacons.

4. Rural deans. 5. Parsons (under wliich are included appropri-

ators) and vicars; to whom there are generally requisite, 4ioly or-

ders, presentation, institution, and induction. 6. Curates. T»
which may be adtled, 7. Church-wardens. 8. Parish-clerks, and
sextons.

Of the Civil St.ue.

1. The laity' are divisible into three stales; civil, military, and

I

maritime.

j
2. The civil state (which includes all tlie nation, except the

clergy, the army, and the navy, and many individuals among thein.

also), ma\ be divided 'into the nobility and the commonalty.-

3. The'nobility are dukes, marquises, earls, viscounts, and ba-

rons. These had anciently duties annexed to their respective

honours; thev are created either by writ, that is, by summons to

parliament; or by the kind's letters' patent, that is, by royal grant-

and they enjoy many privileges exclusive of their senatorial capa

city.

4. The commonalty consist of knights of the garter, kniglits

bannerets, baronets, knights of the bath, knights bachelors,

esquires, gentlemen yeomen, tradesmen, artiiicers, and labourers.

Of the Military and Maritime States.

1. The military state, by the standing constitutional law, con-

sists of the militia of each county, raised liora among the people

bv lot, olUcered by the principal landholders, and commanded
by the lord-heutenant.

2. The more disciplined occasional troops of the kingdom are

kept on foot only from year to year by parliament; and, durin"

that period, are governed by martial law, cr arbitrary articles ot

war, formed A the pleaiure ol the crown.

3N 3. The

I
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3. The maritime state consists of the officers and mariners of

the British iiavj' ; who are governed by express and permanent
laws, or tlie articles of the navy, established by act of parliament.

Of Master and Servant.

1. The private, oeconomical, relations of persons, are those of,

1. Master and servant. 2. Husband and wife. 3. Parent and
child. 4. Guardian and ward.

2. The first relation may subsist between a master and four spe-
cies of servants; (for slavery is unknown to our laws): viz. 1.

Menial servants; who are hired. 2. Apprentices wlio are- bound
by indentures. 3. Labourers; who are casually employed. 4.

Stewards, bailiffs, and factors, who are rathi-r in a'minlsterial state.

3. From this relation result divers powers to the master, and
emoluments to the servant.

4. The master hath a property in the service of his servant ; and
must be answerable for such acts as the servant does by his ex-
press, or implied, command.

Or Husband and Wife.
1. The second private relation is that of marriage; which in-

cludes the reciprocal rights and duties of husband and wife.

2. Marriage is duly contracted between persons, I. Consenting:
2. Free from canonical inipediment-i, which make it voidalile : 3.
Free also from the civil impediments of prior marriage, of want of
age, ot non-consent of parents or guardians, where requisite, and
of want of reason; either of which' make it totally void. And it

must be celebrated by a clergyman in due form and place.
3. Marriage is dissolved, 1. By death. 2. By divorce in the

spiritual court; not a mensa et thoro only, but a vinculo matri-
monii, for canonical cause existing previous to the contract. 3.
By act of parliament, as for adultery.

4. By marriage the husband and wife become one person in
la\y; vvhich unity is the principal foundation of their respectire
rights, duties, and disabilities.

Of Parent and Child.

1. The third and most universal private relation, is that of parent
-and child.

2. Children are, 1. Legitimate; being those who are born in
lawful wedlock, or within a competent time alter. 2. Bastards,
fceing those who are not so.

3. The duties of parents to legitimate children are, 1. Main-
tenance. 2. Protection. 3. Education.

4. The power of parents consists principally in correction, and
consent to marriage. Both may after death be delegated by will
to a guardian ; and the former also, the parent living, to a tutor or
master.

5. The duties of legitimate children to parents are obedience,
protection, and maintenance.

(). The duty of parents to bastards is only that of maintenance.
7. The rights of a bastard are such only as he can acquire; for

fceis incapable of inheriting any thing.

Of Guardian and Ward.
1. The fourth private relation is that of guardian and ward,

^liich is plainly derived from tlie last ; these being, during the
continuance of their relation, reciprocally subject to the same
lights and dirties.

2. Guardians are of divere sorts: 1. Guardians by nature, or
the parents. 2. Guardians for nurture, assigned by the ecclesi-
astical courts. 3. Guardians in socage, assigned by the common
iaw. 4. Guardians by statute, assigned by the father's will. All
acbject to the superintendence of tiie court of chancery.

3. Full age in male or female for all purpi^es is the age of 21
years (different ages being allowed for different purposes ;) till

which age the person is an infant.

4. An infant, in lesjiect of his tender years, hath various privi-
Jeges, and various disabilities, in law ; chiefly with regard to suits,
primes, estates, and contracts.

Of CoRFOR.^TroNS.

1. Bodies politic, or corporations, which are artificial persons,
are established for preserving in perpetual succession certain rights

;

which, being conferred on natural persons only, would fail.

2. Corporations are, 1. Aggregate, consisting of many mem.
bers. 2. Sole, consisting of one person only.

3. Corporations are also either spiritual, erected to perpetuate
the rights of the church; or lay. And the lay are, 1. Civil-
erected for mtuiy temporal purjjoses. 2. Eleemosynary; erected
to perpetuate the charity of the founder.

4. Corporations are usually erected and named, bj virtue of
the king's royal cliarter ; but m;iy be created by act of parlia-
ment.

5. The powers incident to all corporations are, 1. To maintain
perpetu.il succession. 2. To act in tlieir corporate capacitv like
an individual. 3. To hold land; subject to the statutes of mort-
main. 4. To have a common seal. 5. To make by-laws. W'liicli
last])ower, in spiritual or eleemosyuary corporations, may be exe-
cuted by the king or tiie iounder.

(). The duty of corporations is to answer the ends of their insti-
tution.

7. To enforce this duty, all corporations may be visited : spiri-
tual corporations by the ordinary : lay corporations by the founder
or his representatives ; viz. the civil by the king (who is (he funda-
tor ir.cipiens of all) represented in his court of king's bench ; the
eleemosynary by the endower (who is the fundator perficieus of
such,) or by his heirs or assigns.

• 8. Corporations may be dissolved, 1. By act of parliament. 2.
By the natur.il death of all their members. 3. 15y sunv-nder of
their franchises. 4. By forfeiture of their charter.

H. Of THE Rights OF Things.

1. The rights of things consist in the right of possessing property,
or dominion, and all dominion over external objects has its ori-

ginal from the gift of the Creator to man in general.

2. The substance of things was, at hrst, coninion to all mankind •

yet a temporary property , in the use of them, might even then
be acquired, and continued, by occupancy.

3. In process of time, a permanent property was established in

the substance, as well as the use, of things ; which was also ori"!-

nally acquired by occupancy only.

4. Lest this property should ditermine by the owner's derelic-

tion or death, whereby the thing would again become common,
societies have established conveyances, wills, and heirships, in or-
der to continue the property of the first occupant ; and, whereby
accident such property becomes discontinued or unknown, the
thing usually results to the sovereign of the state, by virtue of the
municipal law.

5. But of some things, which are incapable of permanent sub-
stantial dominion, there still subsists only the same transient usu-
frucluary property, which originally subsisted in all things.

Of Real Property; and. First, of Corporeal Here-
ditaments.

1. In this property, or exclusive dominion, consist the rights of
things; which are, 1. Things real. 2. Things personal.

2." In things real may be considered, 1. Their several kinds. 2.-

The tenures by which they may be holden. 3. The estates which
m.ay be accjuired therein. 4. Their title, or tlie means of acquir-

ing and losing them.

3. AU the several kinds of tilings real are reducible to one of

these three, viz. lands, tenements, or hereditaments; whereof the

second includes the first, and the third includes the first and
second.

4. Hereditaments, therefore, or whatever may come to be in-

herited i^being the most compreliensive denominations of things

'

real,) are either corporeal or incorporeal.

5. Corporeal hereditaments consist wholly of lands, in theii

largest legal sense; wherein they include not only the face of the

earth, but every other object of sense adjoining thereto, and sub-

sisting either above or beneath it.

Of Incorporeal Hereditaments.

1. Incorporeal hereditaments are rights issuing out of thing'

corporeal, or concerning, or annexed to, or exercisable within, ('

same.
2. Incorporeal hereditaments are, i. Advowsons. 2. Tithes

-J

3. Commons. 4. Ways. 5. Ofiices. 6. Dignitiis. 7. Fr^ij

chises, H, Corodies w pensions. 9. Annuities. 10. Rents.

3.
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3. An atl^owson is right of pie';entation to an ecclesiastical be-'

nelice; either apiieiidaiit, or in gross. This may be, 1. Presen-

tative. 2. Collative. 3. Donative.

4. Tithes are the tenth part of the increase yearly arising from

the profits and stock of lands, and tlie personal industry of man-

kind. These, by tlie ancient and po>iuve law of the land, are due

of common right to tlie parson, or (by endowment) to the vicar

;

unless specially discharged, 1. By real composition. 2. By pre-

scription, either de niodo decimandi, or de non decimando.

j. Common is a profit which a man hath in the lands of ano-

ther : being, I. Common of pasture ; which is eitlier appendant,

appurtenant, because of vicinage, or in gross. 2. Common of

piscary. 3. Common of turbary. 4, Common of estovers, or

botes.

6. Ways are a right of passing over another man's ground.

7. OlKces are the right to e.vercise a public or private em-
ployment.

8. Dignities are titles of honour.

9. Franchises are a royal privilege, or branch of the king's pre-

rogative, subsisting in the hands of a subject.

10. Corodies are alloiments for one's sustenance; which may
be converted into pensions.

11. An annuity is a yearly sum of money, charged upon the

person, and not upon the lands of the granter.

12. Rents are a certain profit issuing yearly out of lands and
tenements: and are reducible to, I. Kent-service. 2. Rent-charge.

3. Rent-seek.

Of the Feodal System.

1. The doctrine of tenures is derived from the feodal law ;

which was planted in Europe by its nurlhern conquerors at the dis-

solution of the Roman empire.

2. Piue and proper feuds were parcels of land allotted by a chief

to his followers, to be held on the condition of personally render-

ing due military service to their lord.

3. These were granted by investiture; were held under the

bond of fealty ; were inheritable only by descendants ; and coulcj

not be transferred without the mutual consent of the lord and
vassal.

4. Improper feuds were derfved from the other; but differed

from them in their oiiginal, their services and renders, their de-

scent, and other circumstances.

5. The lands of England were converted into feuds, of the im-
'proper kind, soon after the Norman conquest ; which gave rise to

tlie grand maxim of tenure, viz. That all lands in the kingdom
are holden, mediately or immediately, of the king.

Of the Ancient English Tenures.

1. The distinction of tenures consisted in the nature of their

services: as, I. Chivalry, or knight-service; where the service

was free, but uncertain. 2. Free socage; where the service was
free, and certain. 3. Pure villenage, or villein socage; where
the service was base, but certain.

2. The most universal ancient tenure was that in chival'-y, or

by knight-service ; in which the tenant of every knight's fee was
bound, if called upon, to attend his lord to the wai-s. This was
granted by livery, and perfected by homage and fealty ; which
usually drew after them suit of court.

3. The other fruits and consequences of the tenure by knight-
service were, 1. Aid. 2. Relief. 3. Primerseisin. 4. M'ardship.
b. Marriage. 6. Fines upon alienation. 7. Escheat.

4. Grand serjeantry differed from chivalry principally in its

fender, or service ; and not in its fruits and consequences.
5. The personal service in chivalry was at lengtli gradually

changed into pecuniary assessments, which were called scutage or
escuage,

6. These military tenures (except the services of grand ser-

jeanty) were, at the restoration of king Charles, totally abolished,
and 1 educed to free socage by act of parliament.

Of the Modern English Tenures.

1

.

Free socage is a tenure by any free, certain, and determinate,
service.

2. This tenure, the relic of Sa.\on liberty, includes petit ser-
jeanty, tenure in burgage, and gavelkind.

3. Free socage-lands partake strongly of the feodal nature, as

well as those in chivalry : being holden; subject to some service,'

at the least to fealtv and suit of court ; >ubjcct to relief, to ward-

ship, and to escheat, but not to m.irriage ; subject also formerly to

aids, primer-seisin, and fines for alienation.

4. Pure villenage was a [jrecarious and a slavish tenure, at the

absolute will of the lord upon uncertain services of the basest

nature.

5. F'rom hence, by tacit consent or encroachment, have arisen

the modern copyholds, or tenure by copy of court-roll ; in which
lands may be still held at tlie (nomiiial) w ill of the lord, (but regu-

lated) according to the custom of die manor.
6. These are subject, like >ocage-lands, to services relief, and

eicheat ; and also to heriots, wardship, and fines upon descent

and alienation.

7. Privileged villenage, or villein socage, is an exalted species

of copyhold tenure, upon base, but certain, services; subsisting

only in the ancient demesnes of the crown; whence the tenure is

denominated the tenure in ancient demesne.
0. These copyholds of ancient demesne have divers iminunities

annexed to their tenure; but are still held by copy of court-roll,,

according to the custom of the manor, though not at the v^•ill of

the lord.

9. Frankalmoign is a tenure by spiritual services at large,,

whereby many ecclesiastical and eleemosynary corporations now
hold their lands and tenements; being of a nature dist;nct from. .

tenure by divine services in certain.

Of Freehold Estates of Inheritance.

1. Estates in lands, tenements, and hereditaments, are such in-

terest as the tenant hath therein ; to ascertain which, may be con-
sidered, 1. The quar.tity of interest. 2. Tl>c time of enjoyment.
3. The number and connections of the tenants.

2. Estates, with respect to their quantity of interest, orduration,.

are either freehold, or less than freehold.

3. A freehold estate, in lands, is such as is created by livery of
seisin at common law; or, in tenements of an incorporeal nature,

by what is equivaleiit thereto.

4. Freehold estates are either estates of inheritance, or for lifi;

only: and inheritance are, 1. Absolute, or fee simple. 2. Limited
fees.

5. Tenant in fee simple is, he that hath lands, tenements, or
hereditaments, to hold to him and his heirs for ever.

6. Limited fees are, 1. Qualified, or base, fees. 2. Fees con-
ditional at the common law.

7. Qualified or base fees are those which, having a qualification

subjoined thereto, are liable to be defeated when tliat qualification

is at an end.

8. Conditional fees, at the common law, were such as were
granted to the donee, and the heirs of his body, in exclusion of
collateral heirs.

9. These were held to be fees, granted on condition that the
donee had issue of his body ; which couclition being once perform-
ed by the birth of issue, the donee might immediately aliene the

land : but the statute de donis being made to prevent such altera-

tion, thereupon from the division of the fee (by construction of
this statute) into a particular estate and a reversion, the conditional

fees began to be called fees tail.

10. All tenements real, or savouring of the realty, are subject
to entails.

11. Estates tail may be, 1. general, ofspecial: 2. male, or fe-

male; 3. given in frank marriage.

12. Incident to estates tail are, 1. Waste. 2. Dower. 3.

Curtesy. 4. Bar ;^by fine, recovery, ov lineal warranty witii.

assets.

13. Estates fail are now, by many statutes ;ind resolutions of the

courts, almost brought back to the state of conditional fees at the

common law.

Op Freeholds for Life.

1. Freeholds, not of inheritance,, or for life only, are, 1. Con-
ventional, or created by the act of the parties. 2. Legal, or created

by operation of law.

2. Conventional estates for life are created by an express grant
for term of one's own life, or purautcr vie ; or by a general grant,,

without expressing any term at all.

6 3. Incident
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3. Iiitideiit to tins, and all olht-r eslHtes for life, are estovers,

.awl fmblemeiits ; and to estates per autor vie general occupancy

was also incident ; as special occupancy still is, if cestuy que vie

survives the tenant.

4. Legal estates for life are, 1. Tenancy in tail, after possibility

of issue extinct. 2. Tenancy by llic curtesy of England. 3.

'I'enancy in douer.
5. Tenancy in tail, after possibility of issue extinct, is where an

estate is giveii in special tail ; and, Ijcfore issue liad, a person dies

from whose body the issue was to >prii.g; wliereupon tlie tenant (if

surviving) becomes tenant in tail, after possibility of issue ex-

tinct.

6. This estate partakes both of the incidents to an estate tail,

and those of an estate for life.

7. Tenancy by the cinlesy of England is wl-.ere a man's wife is

seised of an estate of inheritance; and he by lier has issue, l)orn

alive, which was capable of inheriting her estate ; in which case

he shall upon her death, hold the tenements for his own life, as

tenant by the curtesy.

8. Tenancy in dower is where a woman's husband is seised of

an estate of uiheritance, of whicli her issue might by any po^^sibilily

have been heir ; and the huOiand dies: the woman is thereupon

intitled to dower, or oiie-lhird part of the lands and tenements, to

iiold for her natin'al life.

9. Dower i^ e.lher by the common law ; by special custom ; ad

ostium ecclesia.'; or, ex assensu patris.

10. Dower may be forfeited or barred, particularly by an estate

in jointure.

Of Estates less than Freehold.

1. Estates less than freehold are, 1. Estates for years. 2. Estates

at will. 3. Estates at suiVerarjce.

2. An estate for years is where a man, seised of lands and tene-

ments, letteth them' to another for a certain period of time, which

transfers the interest of the term ; and the lessee enters thereon,

whicli gives him possession of the term, but nut legal seisin of the

land.

3. Incident to this estate are estovers; and also emblements, if

it determines before the full end of the tern\

4. An estate at will is where lands are let by one man to an^^ther,

to hold at the will of both parties; and the lessee entersthereon.

5. Copyholds arc estates held at the will of the lord, (regulated)

according to the custom of the manor.

(j. An estate at suli'erance is where one comes into posses^ion

of land by lawful title, but keeps it afterwards without any title

at all.

Of Estates upos Condition.

1. Estates (whether freehold or otherwise) may also be held

upon condition ; in which case their existence depends on the hap-

pening, or not happening of some uncertain event.

2. These estates are, 1. On condition implied. 2. On condition

expressed. 3. E--lates in gage. 4. Estates by statute, merchant

or staple. 5. Estates by elegit.

3. Estates on condition implied are where a grant of an estate

has, from its essence and constitution, a condition inseparably an-

nexeiLto it; though none be expressed in words,

4. , Estates on condition expre-sed are where an express qualifi-

cation or provision is annexed to the grant of an estate.

5. On the performance of these conditions either expressed or

implied (if precedent) the estate may be vested or enlarged; or,

on the breach of them (if subsequent) an estate already vested

may be defeated.

6. Estates in gage, in vadio, or in pledge, are estates granted as

a security for money lent; being, 1. In vivo vadio, or living

gage : tliere the pruhts of land are granted till a debt be paid,

upon whicli payment the grantei's estate will revive. 2. In mor-

tno vadio, in dead or mortgage; where an estate is granted, on
-condition to be void at a day certain, if the granter then repays

the money borrowed; on failure of which, the estate becomes ab-

solutely 'dead to the gnuiter.

7. Estates by statute-merchant, or statute-staple, are also estates

conveyed to c.cditors, in pursuance of certain statutes, till their

profits shall discharge the debt.

.8. Estates by elegit are where, in consequence of a judicial

writ so called, lauds are delivered by the sheriif to a pL'.inljff, till

ttieir profits shall satisfy a debt adjudged to be due by law.

Of Estates in Possession, RtMAiNDEK, and Reversicis.

1. Estates, with respect to their time of enjoyment, arc either
in immediate possession, or in exiiectancy ; which estates iii ex-
pec'.ancy are created at the same time, and are parcel of the samu
estates, as those upon which they are expectant. These are, i,

Kemainders. 2. Reversions.

2. A remainder is an estate limited to take effect, and be en-
joyed, after another particular estate is determined.

3. Therefore, 1. 'Ihtre must be a precedent particular eslale,

in order to support a remainder. 2. I'lie remainder must pass

out of the granler, at the creation of the particular estate. 3. The
remainder must vest in the grantee, during tiie continuance, or at

the determination, of the particular estate.

4. Remainders are, 1. V'ested ; where the estate is fixed to re-

main to a certain person, after the particular estate is spent. 2.

Contingent ; where the estate is liniit'.-d to take elfcct, either to an
uncertain person, or upon an uncertain event.

5. An executory devise is sach a disposition of lands, by will,,

that an estate shall not v. st thereby at the death of ihe devisor,

but only upon some future contingency, and without any prece-
dent particular ettate to support it.

tj. A revei-sion is the residue of an estate left in the granter, to

commence in possession after the determination of some particular

estate granted : to which are incident fealty , and rent.

7. \\'here two estates, the one less, the other greater, the one
in possession, the other in expectancy, meet together in one and
the same person, and in one and the same right, the less "is merged
in the "reater.

1. Estates, with

their tenants, may
3. In copaicenary.

Of Estates, in Severality, Joint Tenancy, Coparce-
nary, AND Common.
pect,to the number and connections of

)e held, 1. In severalty. 2. In joint-tenancy.

4. In common.
2. An Citate in severalty is where one tenant holds it in his own

sole right, without any odier person being joined with him.

3. An estate in joint tenancy is where an estate is granted to

two or more persons ; in which case the law construes them to be
ioint-tenants, unless the words of the grant expressly exclude
such construction.

4. JoHit-tenants have an unity of interest, of title, of time, and
of possession ; they are seized per my & per tout ; and therefore

upon the decease of one joint-tenant, the whole interest remains
to the survivor.

,'j. Joint-tenancy may be dissolved, by destroying one of its

four constituent unities.

6. An estate in coparcenary is where an estate of inheritance

descends from the ancestor to two or more persons ; who are
'

called parceners, and altogeth.er make but one heir.

7. Parceners have an unity of interest, title, and possession;

but are only seised per my, and not per tout ; wherefore there

is no survivorship among parceners.

5. Incident to this estate is the law of hotchpot.

9. Coparcenary may also be dissolved, .by destroying any of its

three constituent unities.

10. An estate in common is where two or more persons hold

lands, possibly by distinct titles, and for distinct interest ; but by
unity of possession, because none knoweth his own, severalty.

11. Tenants in common have therei'ore an unity of possession,

(without survivorship ; being seised per my and not per lout ;)

but no necessary unity of title, time, or interest.

12. This estate may be created, 1. By dissolving the consti-

tuent unities of tlie two former ; 2. By express limitation in a

grant: and may be destroyed, 1. By uniting the several titles in

one tenant; 2. By partition of the land.

Of the Title TO things Real, in General.

1. A title to things real is the means whereby a man cometh
to the just possession of his property.

2. Herein may be considered, I. A mere or naked possession. 2.

The right of possession ; v\diich is, 1st, an apparent, 2dly, an ac-

tual right. 3. The mere right of property. 4. The conjunction

of
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Of Title bv Descent.

1. The title to thing-! real may be reciprocally acquired or lost.

1. Uv <iesceiit. 3. Bv pill chase.

2. Descent is the means whereby a man, on the death of his

ancestor, scqiiiies a tille to his estate, in right ol' representation, as

his heir at l.iw.

3. To understand the doctrine of descents, we mu'^t form a

clear notion of consanguinity ; which is the connection, or rela-

tion, of persons descended from the same stock or common an-

cestor ; and it is, 1. Line.il, where one of the kinsmen is lineally

descended from the otlier. 2. Collateral, where they are lineally

descended, not one from the other, but both from the same com-

jiion ancestor.

4. The rules of descent, or canons of inheritance, observed by

the laws of England, are these: 1. Inheritances shall lineally de-

scend to the issue of the person last actually seised, in infinitum ;

l)ut shall never lineally ascend. 2. The male issue shall be ad-

jiiitted before the female. 3. Where there are two or more males

in e(|ual desjiee, the eldest only shall inherit ; but the females all

together. 4. The lineal descendants, in inlinitimi, of any person

deceased shall represent their ancestor ; that is, shall stand in the

same place as the pei-son himself w ould have done, had he been

living. J. Oh failure of lineal descendanis, or issue, of the per-

son la-t sei.sed, the inheritance sliall descend to the blood of the

first purchaser ; subject to the three preceding rules. To evidence

which blood, the two following rules are e>tab!ished. 6. The
collateral heir of the person last seised must be his ne.\t collateral

Kinsman, of the whole blood. 7. In collateral inheritances, tlie

male stocks shall be preferred to tin- female : that is, kindred de-

rived from the blood of the male aiicestoi-s shall be admitted be-

fore those from the blood of the female : unless where the lauds

have, in fact, descended from a female.

Of Title by Purch.'^se, a.'cd first by Escheat.

1. Purchase, or perquisition, is the possession of an estate

which a man hath by his oin act or agreement; and not by the

mere act of law, or descent from any of his ancestors. This in-

cludes, 1. Escheat. 2. Occupancy. 3. Prescription. 4. For-

feiture. 5. Alienation.

2. Escheat is where, upon deficiency of the tenant's inheritable

blood, the estate falls to the lord of th.e fee.

3. Inheritable blood is wanting to, 1. Such as are not related to

the person last seised. 8. His maternal relations in paternal in-

heritances, and vice versa. 3. His kindred of the half-blood. 4.

Monsters. 5. Bastards. 6. Aliens, and their issue. T. Persons

attainted of treason or felony. 8. Papists, in respect of themselves

»nly, by the statute law.

Of Title by Occupancy.

1. Occupancy is the taking of possession of those things which

before had no owner.
2. Thus, at the common law, where tenant -pur auter vie died

during the life of cestuy que vie, he, who could first enter, might
lawfully retain the possession; unless by tlie original grant the

heir was made a special occnpant.

3. The law of derelictions and alluvions has narrowed the tille

by occupancy.

Of Title by Prescription.

Prescription (as distinguished from custom) is a personal im-

memorial usage of enjoying a right in some incorporeal heredila-

inent, by a man, and either his ancestors or those whose estate of

inheritance he hath : of which the first is called prescribing in his

ancestors, the latter in a que estate.

Of Title by Forfeiture.

1. Forfeiture is a punishment annexed by law to some illegal

act, or negligence, in the owner of things real ; wherebv the es-

tate is transferred to another, who is usually the party in-

jured.

2. Forfeitures are occasioned,

contrary to lav. 3. By lapse.
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forfeited to the

see above.

heredita-

1. By crimes. 2. By alienation,

4. By simony. 5. By nonper-

lorniauce of cnndilions. (;. Tiy waste. 7. By breach of copyhold

customs. «. B)- bankruptcy.

3. Forfeitures for crimes, or misdemeanors, are for, 1. Treason.

2. Felony. 3. Misprisici, of treason. 4. Praemunire. 5. Assaults

on a judge, and batteries, lilting the courts. C. Popish recusau'

cy, ic.
4. Alienations, or conveyances, which induce a forfeiture, are,

1. Those in mortmain, made to corporations contrary to the sta-

tute law. 2. Tho-e made to aliens. 3. Those made by particu-

l-rr tenants, wlien larger than their estates will warrant.

5. Lap<e is a forfeiture of the right of preseiitation to a vacant

church, by neglect of the patron to present within six calendar

months.

6. Simony is the corrupt presentation of any

siastical benefice, whereby that turn becomes
crown.

7. Forfeiture by nonperformance of conditions

8. Waste is a spoil, or destruction, in any corporeal

meiits, to the prejudice of him that hath the inheritance.

9. Copyhold estates may have aUo other peculiar causes of for-

feiture, according to the custom of tiie manor.

10. Bankruptcy is the act of becoming a bankrupt ; that is, a

trader who secretes himself, or does certain other acts tending to

defraud his creditors.

11. By bankruptcy all the estates of the bankrupt are transferred

to th.e assignees of his commissioners, to be sold lor the benefit of

his creditors.

Of Title by Alienatio.v.

1. Alienation, conveyance, or purcha-e in its more limited

sense, is a means of iranslerring real estates, wherein they arc vo-

luntarilv resigned by one man, and accepted by another.

2. Tills formerly could not be done by a tenant, without li-

cence from his lord ; nor by a lord, without attornment of his

tenant.

3. All persons are caixible of purchasing ; and all that are in

possession of any ei-tates, are capable of com eying them : unless

under peculiar clisabilities by law ; as being attainted, non com-
potes, infants, under duress, femme-couvertes, aliens, or papists.

4. Alienations are made bv common assurances ; which are, 1.

Bv deed, or matter in pais. 2. By matter of record. 3. By spe-

cial custom. 4. By devise.

Of Alienation by Deed.

1. In assurances by deed may be considered, 1. Its general na-

ture. 2. Its several species.

2. A deed, in general, is the soleimi act of the parties : being

usually a writing sealed aiid delivered : and it may be, 1, A deed

indented, or indenture. 2. A deed-poll.

3. The requisites of a deed are, 1. Suflicient parties, and pro-

per subiect-matter. 2. A good and sufficient consideration. 3.

Writing on paper, or parchment duly stamped. 4. Legal

orderly parts : which are usually, 1 . the premises ; 2. '

dum ; 3. the tenendum ; 4. the reddendum ; 5. the

6. the warranty, which is either lineal or collateral

;

nants: 8. the conclusion, which includes the date),

it, if desired, fi, Sealing, aiid, in many cgses, signing it also.

Delivery. S. Attestation.

4. A deed may be avoided, 1 . By the want of any of the requi-

sites before-mentioned. 2, Dy subsequent matter ; as, 1. Rasure,

or alteration. 2. Defacing its seal. 3. Cancelling it. 4. Dis-

agreeinent of those whose consent is necessary. 5. Judgement of

acourt of justice.

5. Of the several species of deeds, some serve to convey real

property, some only to charge and discharge it.

6. Deeds which serve to convey real properly, or conveyances,

are either bv common law, or by 'statute. And, of conveyances

by common law, some are original or primary, others derivative

or secondary.

7. Original conveyances are, 1. FeofTments. 2. Gifts. 3.

Grants. 4. Leases.
'

5. Exchanges. 6. Partitions. Derivatives

are, 7. Releases. 8. Confirmations. 9- Surrenders. 10. Assign*

ments. 1 1 Defeazances.

S. A feoffment is the transfer of any corporeal hereditament to

another, perfected by livery of seisin, or delivery of bodily pos-

3 o session

and
the haben-
conditions

;

the cove-

5. Reading
7"^
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session from the feoller to tlit- ti.'ultte ; vitiioiit wliich no trttliolil

estate thoiciii tan be created at romnion law.

9- A gift is properly tlieconvevante of lands in t.;it.

10. A grant is tlie regular inetliod, by toiuniou law, of convey-
ing incorpore;.! liereilitanient>.

11. A lease is tlie demise, (granting, or letting to farm of any
tfuemenl, usually for a less term tlian the lessor hath therein; vit

sometimes possibly for a greater ; according to the regulations of

the restraining and enabling statutes.

12. An exchange is the mutual con\x\ance of ecjual interests,

the one in consideration of the other.

13. A partition is the division of an estate held in joint tenancy,

in coparcenary, or in common, belween the re-pective truants ;

SO that each may hold his di>tinct part in severallv.

14. A release is the discharge or conveyance of a man's richt,

in lan<ls and tenements, to another that hath some former estate

in [)o^^es^ion therein.

1 J. A contirmation is the conveyance of an estate or right in

esse, wher^ by a voidable estate is made sure, or a particular estate

is increased.

Hi. A surrender is the yielding up of an estate or life, or rear-:,

to him that hath the immediate remainder or reversion ; wherein
the particular estate may merge.

17. An a<3ignment is the transfer, or making over to another,
of the whole right one has in any estate; but usually in a lease,

for life or year-.

18. A defeazance is a collateral deed, made at the same time
with the original conveyance ; containing sonic condiiion, upon
which the estate may be dcleated.

19. Conveyances by statute depend much on the dociriru- of
uses and tru-ts : which are a coiilidence reposed in the terrc te-

nant, or tenant of the land, that he shall permit the ])rolits to be
enjoyed, according to the directions of cestuy que use, or cestuy
<)ue trust.

CO. The statute of u^es, having transferred all uses into actual
possession, (or, rather, having drawn the possession to the use),

has given birtli to divers other s|jecies of conveyance : 1. A co-
venant to stand seised to use. 2. A bargaiji and sale, enrolled.

3. A lease and release. 4. A deed to lead or cleclare the u>e of
other more direct conveyances. 5. A revocation of uses ; being
the execution of a power, reserved at the creation of the use, of
recalling at a future time the use or estate so creating. All which
owe their present operation principally to the statute of uses.

2\. Deeds which do not convey, but onlv charge, real property,
and discharge il, are, 1. Obligatioun. ;.'. Recognizances. 3. Dc-
feazances upon both.

Of Alienation by M.^tter of Record.

1 . Assurances by matter of record are wh.ere the sanction of
some court of record is called to substantiate and w idiess the Irans-

ler of real property. These are, 1. Private acts of parliament. 2.

The king's grants. 3. Fines. 4. Common recoveries.

U. Private acts of parliament are u species of assurances, cal-

culated to give (by the transcendent authority of parliament) such
reasonable powers or relief as are beyond tiie reach of the ordi-
nary course of law.

3. The king's grants, contained in charters or letters patent, are
all entered on record, for the dignity of the royal person, and se-

curity of the royal revenue.

4. A tine (sometimes said to be a feolTment of record) is an
amicable composition and agreement of an actual, or Mctitious,
suit: whereby the estate in cjuestion i s acknowledged to be the
right of one of the parties.

j. 'I'he parts of a fine are, !. The writ of covenant. 2. The li-

cence to agree. 3. The concord. 4. The note. 5. The foot.

To which (he statute hath adtled, ti. Proclamations.
6. Fines are of lour kinds: 1. Sur cognizance de droit, come

ceo que il ad <le sou done. L'. Sur cognizance de droit tantum.
3. Sur concessit. 4. Sur done, grant, et render ; which is a dou-
ble tine.

7. The force and etfect of fines (when levied by such as have
themselves any interest in the estate) are to assure the lands in

question to the ccgnizee, by barring the respective rights ot par-
ties, privies, and strangers.

i. A coranioa recovery is by an actual, or fictitious, suit or ac-

tion tor lanu, lirouglit against me tenant of tlie freeliuiu ; u'i,a

thereupon vouches another, w lin undertakes to warrant the tenant's

title : but, upon siitli vouciiee's making default, the land is re-

covered by judgement at law against tlie tenant ; who, in return
obtains judgement against the vouchee to recover lands of equal
value in rccompeiice.

9. 'I'he force and effect of a recovery are to assure lands to the
recoverer, by barring estates (ail, anJ all remainders an<l rever-

sions expectant thereon ; provided the tenant in tail either sutlers,

or is vouched m such recovery.

10. 'i'he use of a line or recovery may be directed by, 1. Deeds
to lead such uses ; which are made previous to the levying or
sulfering them. L'. Deeds to diclaie the Uses ; which are made
subsequent.

Of ALiEN.\rioN' r,v Sit-ciai Cl'sto.h.

1. Assurances by special custom are confined to the transfer

of copy hold estates.

2. i his is elfected by, 1. Surrender by the tenant into the hands
of the lord to the use oi anoiher, according to the custom of the
manor. 2. Presentmenl, by the tenants or homage, of such sur-

render. 3. .\dmitlaiKeof the surrenderee by the lord, according
to the uses expressc'l in such surrender.

3. Adniiilance may also be had upon original grants to the te-

nant from the lord, and upon descents to the heir from the ances-
tor.

Of Alie«jation by Devise.

1. Devise, is a disposition of lands and tenements, contained
in the last will and Ustauuiit of the owner.

2. 1 his is not permuted iiy t!ie common law, as it stood since
lire coiicpiest; but was in'ioduced by the slalule l.iw, under Henry
\ 111. since made more universal by the statute of tenures unde'r

Chailes II. with the inlroduclion of additional solemnities by llie

statute of frauds and perjuries in the same reign.

3. The ccnslruclion of all common assurances should be, U
Agreeable to the intention. 2. To the words of the parties. 3.

.Made upon the entire ilecd. 4. Bearing strongest against the con-

I

tractor. J. Conformable to law. ti. Rejecting the latter of two
tot.il'.v repugnant clauses in a deed, and the toriner in a will. 7.

Most favourable in case of a devise.

Of Things Fersok^l.

1. Things personal are comprehended under the general name
of chattels ; which includes w hatever wants either the duration, or

the immobility, attending things real.

2. In these .KC to be considered, 1. Their distribution. 2. The
property of llieni. 3. I'he title to that property.

3. As to the ilistributioii of chattels, they are, 1. Chattels real..

2. Chattels personal.

4. Chattels real are such quantities of interest in things immove-
able, as are short of the duration of freeholds ; being limited to a
time certain, beyond which they cannot subsist.

5. Chattels personal are things moveable ; which may be trans-

ferred from place to place, together with the person of ihe owner.

Or Property in Thi.ngs Personal.

1

.

Property, in chattels personal, is either in possession, or in

action.

2. Property in possession, where a man has the actual enjoy-

ment of a lliiiig, is, 1. Absolutt-. 2. tjualihetl.

3. Absolute property is v\ here a man has such an exclusive right

in the thing, that it cannot cease to be his, without his own act or

default.

4. Qualified property is such as is not, in its nature, permanent;
but may sometimes subsist, and at other times not subsist.

3. '1 his may arise, 1. Where the subject is incapable of abso-

lute owne-^ship. 2, From tlie peculiar circumstances of the
owners.

6. Property in action, is where a man hath not the actual oc-
cupation of tlie thing; but only a right to it, arising upon some
contract, and recoverable by an ;iction at law.

7. The property of chattels personal is liable to remainders,

e.\pectant on estates for lite ; to joint-tenaDcy ; and to tenuccy in

commoa.
6 "i. Op
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Of Title to Things Personal by OccvFANgv.

I The title to lliinis personal mav be ..ciiuirt-d or tost liy, 1.

Occimancv. 2. Prerogative. 3. F.)r'teitur<-. 4. Custom. 5. Slic-

c«iion. 6. Mairiase. T. JiKlge.i.-'nt. S. Gilt, or gnnt. 9.

Contract. 10. Bankruptcy. 11. Testament. 12. Atliinnislra-

2.' Occiipancv still !;ives llie lirst occupant a rig'.it to those few

thiu'^s which have no i.-j;-,.l owner, or wlixh are uKupabU- ot p.-r-

mancnt o^ner>hip. Such as, 1. Goodi of alien enenue^. 'J.

Things found. 3. The benefit of the elements 4. Annuals ter*

natinx. 5. Emblements. 6. Things gained by accession
;

or, 7.

By confusion. 8. Literary property.

Of Title BY Pkerogativi-, and Forfeiture.

I. Rv prerogative is vested in the crown, or il> nr.uitees, the

propert'v of llie roval revenue ; and also the property of all game

ill the kingiloni, with the right of piuMiing an<l taking it.

'2. Rv fort'eiture, for cvinies and mi>dem:'anors, the right ot

goods and chatleK may be trauskiicd from one man to another;

either in part or totally.

3. Total forfeitures of goods arise from conviction ot, 1. Trea-

son, and misprision thereof. •,'. Felony. 3 F-xcusable homi-

cide. 4. Oiil'lawry for treason or leKny. 5. Flight. 0. Standing

rv.ite. 7. .-Yssault's on a judge ; and batteries, silling the courts.

9. Pra-munire. 'J. Pretended pro|)hecies. 10. Owling. 11. Re-

siding abroad of artiiicers. 1'-'. Challenges to tiglit tor debu at

play.

Of Title by Cl-stom.

1. Rv custom, obtaining -in particular places, a right may be

acquired in chatlL-ls : the most usual of which customs are those

relating to, 1. lleriols. 2. .Mortuaries. 3. Heir looms.

i;. lleriots are either heriot-serv ice, which dilfers little from a

rent; or heriot-custom, which is a cuitonuiry tribute, of goods

and chattels, payable to the lord of the fee on the decease of the

owner of lands.

3. Mortuaries are a customary gift due to the minister in many
parishes, on the death of his" parishioners.

4. Heir looms are ^uch personal chattels, as descend by special

custom to the heir, along with tlie inheritance of his ancestor.

I -Of Title by Succession, Marriage, and Judgement.

1. By succession the right of chattels is vested in corporations

a(»gregate : ami likewise in such corp»rdtions sole as are the heads

ami representatives of bodie; aggregate.

2. By marriage llie chattels real and personal of the wife are

vested in llie husband, in the same degree of properly, and \vi;ii

tlie same powers, as the wife when sole had over them ;
provided

l>e reduces them to possession.

3. Tiie wife also acquires, by marriage, a property in her own
paraphernalia.

4. By judgement, consequent on a suit at Uw, a man may in

some cases, not only recover, but originally acquire, a right to

personal properly. As, L To penalties recoverable by action

popular. 2. To damages. 3. 1 o costs of suit.

Or Title, by Gift, Grant, and Contract.

1. A gift, or grant, is a voluntary conveyance of a chattel per-

sonal in possession, without any consideration or equivalent.

2. A contract is an agreement, upon sufiicient consideration, to

do or not to do a particular thing: and, by such contract, any

j>»-r.onal pro[)erty (either in possession or in action) may be trans-

ferred.

3. Contracts may either be express or implied; either executed

or executory,

4. The consideration of contracts is, 1. A good consideration.

•**. A valuable consideration ; which is, 1. Do, ut des. 2. Facio,

«jt facias. 3. Facio, nt des. 4. Do, ut facias.

.">. The most usual species of personal contracts are, 1 Sale or

•schange. 2. Bailment. 3. Hiring or borrowing. 4. Debt.

6. Sale or exchange is a transmutation of property from one

man to another, in consideration of some recompense in value.

7, Bailment i? tbe delWery of goods in trust ; upon a con-

tract, express or inij.lied, ihal the (rust sliall be failhluUy per-

formed by tiie bailee.

8. Hir'mg <'rbono«ii'.g is a contract, whereby the possession

of chattels is transferred !or a particular lime, on condition that

the idiiitical goods (or si luetimts their value) be restored at the

time appoiuled: togvtlier with (m case of hiring) a stipend of

pr.ce tor the use.

9. This price, b^ing tabulated to answer tne hazard as well

as inconvenience of len<h:-g, gives birth to the doctrine of iij-

lerejt, or usury, upon loans ; and, ronsecpienlly, to tlie doctrine

of botloiiiry or respondentia, and insurance.

JO. Debt is any contract, whereby a certain sum of money be-

comes due to the creditor. This is,' 1. A debt of record, 2. A
debt upon special contract. 3. A debt upon simple contract:

which last includes paper credit, or bills of exchange, and promis-

sory notes.

Of Title by Bankrvptcv.

1. Bankruptcy (as already observed) is the act of becoming a

bankrupt.

2. Herein may be considered, l.\Vho may become a bank-

rupt. 2. The acts whenby he may become a bankrupt. 3. The
prooedings on a commission ol bankruptcy. 4. How liLs property

IS transferred thereby.

3. Persons of full age, using the trade of merchandize, by buy-

in", and selling, aiid'seeking their livelihood thereby, are liable

loljecoine bankrupts for debts of a suflicient amount.

4. A trader, who endeavours to avoid his creditors, or evade

their just demands, bv any of the ways specified in the several sta-

lutes of bankruptcy,' doth thereby commit an act of bank-

ruplcv.
5. 'riie proceedings on a commission of bankrupt, so far as

they affect the bankrupt himself, are principally by, 1. Petilioni.

J. Commission. 3. Declaration < t banknmtcv. 4. Choice of aS'

signees. 5. The bankiupt's surrender. 6. His examination. 7.

H^is discovery. 8. His certiticate. 9. His allowance. 10, His

iiuleinnitv.

0. I'he property of a bankrupt's personal estate is, immediately

upon the act of bankruptcv, vested by construction of law in the

assignees : and they, when they have collected, distribute lli«

whole by equal dividends among all the creditors.

Of Title by Testament, and Administk.\tio>'.

1. Concerning testaments and administrations, considered

joinilv, are to be observed, 1. Their original and antiquity. 2.

Who' make a testament. 3. Its nature and incidents. 4. W hat

are executors and administrators, b. Their oflice and duty.

2. Testainenls have subsisted in England immcmorially ;
where-

bylhe deceased was at liberty to dispose of his personal estate, re-

serving anciently to his wife and childn-n their reasonable part of

his etiecls.
. , •

3. The "oods of intestates belonged anciently to the king; who

granted lh?m to the prelates to be disposed in pious uses: but, on

their abuse of this trust in the times of popery, the legislature

compelled them to delegate their power to adsninisli-alors ex-

pressly provided by law.
,• , . 1 >

4. All persons mav make a testanieut unless disabled by, 1

.

Want of discretion. 2. Want ot freewill. 3. Criminal conduct.

5. Testaments are the legal declaration of a man's intentions,

which he wills to be perfornacd after his death. These are, 1>.

Written. 2. Nuncupative.
, ,

. •„ • ,u
fj. An executor is he to whom a man by his will eommils the

execution thereof. .

7 Administrators arc, 1. Durante niuiore aHateof an intani ex.

erutor or admmistralor ; or durante abrxntia; or pendeme lite.

-> Cum testumento annexo ; when no executor is named, or the

executor refuses to act. 3. Gen.'ral administrators ; m pursuance

of the statutes of Edward lU. and He.^ry Mil. i. A.lmimstra-

lors de bonis non ; when a former executor or admmi.-tratAjr dies

wilhoul completing his trust.
, , . . , r

3 The office and duty of executors (and, in many points, ot

administrators also,) are, 1 . To bury the deceased. 2. To prove

the will, or lake out administration. 3. 1 o niaKe an in\ci;tory.

4 To collect the goods and chattels. 5. To pay debts ; observ-

in? the rules of priority, 0. To pay kgacies, either (general or
^ '

speciiic;



specific; if tliey be, vested, and not hip'ied. 7. To dislri-

buie thu ujulevised siirpUis, according to tiie statute of distribu-

tions.

OF PRIVATE WRONGS.

Of the P.edeess of Pkivate Wkongs, by the mfue
Act of thk Parties.

1. Wrongs are the privation of rij^ht ; and arc, 1. Private.

2. Public.

2. Private wrontis. or civil injuries, are an infringement, or

privation, of tlie civil riglits of individuals, considered as indivi-

duals.

3. The redress of civil injuries is one principal object of the

laws of Ensland.

4. This "redress is etTected, I. By the mere act of the parties.

2. By the mere operation of law. 3'. By both together, or suit in

courts.
, . , .

5. Redress, by the mere act ot the parties, is that winch arises,

1. From the sole act of the party injured. 2. From the joint act

of all the parties.

t). Of the first sort are, 1. Defence of one's self, or relations.

2. Recaption of goods. 3. Entry on lands and tenements. 4.

Abatement of nuisances. 5. Distress, for rent, for suit or service,

for amercements, fur damage, or for divers statutable penalties;

—

made of such things only as are legally distrainable ;—and taken

and disposed of according to the due course of law. 6. Seising

t)f heriots, &c.

7. Of the second sort are, 1. Accord. 3. Arbitration.

Of Redress by the mere OrER.\Tiov of Law.

Redress, efTected by the mere operation of law, is, 1. In the

case of retainer ; where a cre<litor is executor or adininistrator,

and is thereupon allowed to retain liis own debt. 'J. In the case

of remitter ; wlifre one, who has a bad one, and is thereupon re-

mitted to his ancient good title, which protects his ill-acquired

possession.

Of Covrts in General.

1. Redress, that is ctrected by the act both of the law and of

the parties, is by suit or action in the courts of justice.

2. Herein maybe considered, l.The courts themselves. 2.

The cognizance of wrongs or injuries therein. And of courts, 1.

Their nature and incidents. 2. Their several species.

3. A court is a place wherein justice is judicially administered,

by officers delegated by the crown ; being a court either of record

or not of record.

4. Incident to all courts arc a plaintiff, defendant, and judge:

and there are also usually attornies ; and advocates or counsel,

viz. either barristers or Serjeants at law.

Of THE Public Courts of Common Law and Equity.

1. Courts of justice, with regard to their several species, are,

I. Of a public, or general jurisdiction throughout the realm. 2.

Of a private, or special, jurisdiction.

2. Public courts of justice arc, 1. The courts of common law

and piiuity. 2. Tlie ecclesiastical courts. 3. The military courts.

4. The maritime courts.

, 3. The general and public courts of comman law and equity

are, i. The court of piepoudre. 2. The court-baron. 3. The
hundred court. 4. The county court. 5. The court of common
pleas. 6. The court of king's bench. 7. The court of exche-

•pier. 8. The court of chancery. (Which two last are courts of

equity as well as law.) 9- The courts of exchequer chamber.
10. The house of peers. To which may be added, as auxiliaries,

I I. The courts of assize and nisi prius.

Of Courts Ecclesiastical, Military, and Maritime.

1. Ecclesiastical courts (which were separated from the tem-
pDral by XS'illiam the Conqueror,) or courts Christian, are, 1.

The court of the archdeacon. 2. The court of the bishop's con-
sistory. 3. The court of arches. 4. The court of peculiars. 5.

The prerogative court. 6. The court of delegates. 7. The court
of review.

2. The only permanent military court is that of chivalry ; the

courts martial, annually establi:.lied by act of parliarjient, being

only temporary.
3. Marilmie courts are, 1. The court of admiralty and vice-.

admiralty. 2. Tlie court of delegates. 3. The lords of the privy

council, and others, authorised by the king's commission for ap'-

peals in prize-causes.

Of Courts of a Special Jurisdiction.

Courts of a special or private jurisdiction are, 1. The fnroit

courts; including the courts of attachments, regard, swienmotc,
and justice seat. 2. The court of commissioners of sewers. 3,

The court of policies of assurance. 4. The court of the marshal-

sea and the palace-court. 5. The courts of the principality of

Wales. 6. The court of the duchy chamber of Lancaster. 7.

The courts of the counties palatine, and other royal franchises.

8. The stannery courts. 9. 'i'hc courts of London, and other

corporations:—to which may be referred tlie courts ot requess,
' or courts of conscience ; ancl the modern regulations of certain .

courts baron and county courts. 10. The courts of the two uni-

versities.

Of the Cognisa.vce of Private W^rongs.

1. All private wrongs or civil injuries are cognisable either in

the courts ecclesiastical, military, maritime, or those of common
law.

2. Injuries cognisable in the ecclesiastical courts are, 1. Pecu-
niary. 2. Matrimonial. 3. Testamentary.

3. Pecuniary injuries, heie cognisable, are, 1. Subtraction of

tithes. For which the remedy is by suit to compel their payment,

or an equivalent ; and also their double value. 2. Nonpayment
of eccleshistical dues. Remedy: by^suit for payment. 3. Spolia-

tion. Remedy : by suit for restitution. 4. Dilapidations. Re-

medy : by suit for (lamages. 5. Nonrepair of the church, &c,

and nonpayment of church-rates. Remedy : by suit to compel

them.
4. Matrimonial injuries are, 1. Jactitation of marriage. Re-

medy : bv suit for perpetual silence. 2. Subtraction of conjugal

right's. Remedy: by suit for restitution. 3. Inabilitv for the

marriage-slate. "Remedy: by suit for divorce. 4. Refusal of

decent maintenance to
' the wife. Remedy: by suit for ali-

monv.
5. 'Testamentary injuries are, 1. Disputing the validity ef wills.

Remedy: by suit' to establish them. 2. Obstructing of adminisi

trations. Remedy : by suit for the granting them. 3. Subtrac-

tion of legacies. 'Remedy : by suit for the payment.

6. The course of proceedings herein is much conformed to the

civil and canon law : but their only compulsive process is tluit of

excommunication ; which is enforced by the temporal writ of sig-

nilicavit, or de excommunicato capiendo.

7. Civil injuries, cognisable in the court military, or court of

chivalry, are, 1. Injuries in {loint of honour. Remedy: by suit

for honourable amends. 2. Encr Mchments in coat armour, &c.

Remedy : by suit to remove them. The proceedings are in a

summary method.
8. Civil injuries cognisable in the courts maritime, are injuries,

in their nature of common law cognisance, but arising wholly upon

the sea, and not within the precincts of any county. The pro-

ceedings are herein also much conformed to the civil law.

9. All other injuries are cognisable only in the couits of com-

mon law : of which in what follows.

10. Two of them are, however, commissible by these and other

inferior courts; viz. 1. Refusal, or neglect of justice. Remedies:

by writ of procedendo, or mandamus. 2. Encroachment of juris-

diction. Remedy : by writ of proliibition.

Of Wrongs, and their Remedies, respecting the
Rights of Persons.

1. In treating of the cognisance of injuries by the courts of

common law, may be considered, 1. The injuries themselves, and

their respective remedies. 2. The pursuit of those remedies in the

several courts.

2. Injuries between subject and subject, cognisable by the

courts of common law, are in general remedied by putting the

party injured into possession of that right whereof he is unjustly

deprived. ^,

.

'^

3. This
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3. 'Tills i~ i-i'lectcd, I. V>y delivery of (lie tiling iletaiiieil (o the

rightful owner. 2. Where that remedy is either impossible or

inadequate, by giving the party injured a satisfacliou in da-

mages.
4. Tlie instruments, by which these remedies may be "nhlained,

«re suits or actions ; « hich are defined to be legal demand oi one's

right: and tiiese are, 1. Personal. '.'. Heal. 3. Mixed.
J. Injuries (whereof si me are with, others without, foice,) S'-e,

1. Injuries to the riaiits of persons. 2 Injuriisto the ri^lits of

jjioperty. And the ibrmer are, 1. Injuries to the absolute. 2.

Injuries' to the relative, rights of persons.

0. The absolute rights of inclividuals arc, 1. Personal security.

f. Personal liberty. 3. Private property. To which the injuries

must be correspondent.

7. Injuries to personal security are, 1. Against a mon's life. 2.

Against his limbs. 3. Against his body. 4. Against liis health,

.vgainst his reputation.—^^1 he lirst will be considered iiithefol-

. uig sections.

5. Injuries to the limbs and body are, 1. Threats. 2. Assault.

i. Battery. 4. Wounding. 5. Mayhem. Remedy : by action

of trespas.s, vi et armis ; for damages.

9. Injuries to health, by any unwholesome practices, are re-

medied a special action of trespass, on the case ; for damages.
10. Injuries to reputation are, 1. Slanderous and malicious

words. Remedy : by a:tioii on the case ; for (.lamages. 2. Li-

bels. Remedy: the same. 3. Malicious prosecutions. Re-
medy: by action of conspiracy, or on the case ; for (lamages.

11. The sole injury to personal liberty is false imprisonment.
Remedies: 1. By writ of, 1st. Mainpri.ce; 2dly. Odio etatia;

3dlv. liomine replegiajido ; 4thly. Habeas corpus ; to lemove the

wrong. 2. By act ion.of trespass ; to recover damages.
• J2. For injuries to private property, see the next section.

.., 13. Injuries to relative rights affect, 1. Husbands. 2. Parents.
'5. Guardians. 4. M.lsters.

,• 14. Injuries to an husband are, 1. Abduction, or taking away
liis wife. Remedy : by action of trespass, de uxore rapta et ab-

ductu ; to recover possession of his wife and damages. 2. Crimi-
nal conversation with htr. Remedy : by action on the case ; for

tlamages. 3. Beating her. Remedy: by action on the case, per
.quod consortium ainasit ; for damages.

13. The only injury to a (Tarent or guardian is the abdnclion of

their children or wards. Remedy : by action of trespass, de liliis,

ve) custodiis, raptis vel abductis ; to recover possession of them,
and damages. .

16. Injuries to a master are, 1. Retaining his servants. Re-
medy ; by action on the case ; for damages. 2. Beating them.
Kennedy; by .Kliou oii the case, per quod servllium amisit; for

tlaniages.

Of Injuries to Personal -Property.

1. Injuries to the rights of property are either those of per-

sonal or real projierty.

2. Personal property is either in possession or in action.

3. Injuries to personal property in possession are, 1. By dis-

possession. 2. By damage, while the 'owner remains in pos.,es-

'sion.

4. Dispossession maybe clil'pcted, !. By an unlawful taking.

iiy an unlawful detiiining.

For the unlawful taking of goods and cliattels personal, the

ri: iiedy is, 1. Actual restitution, wiach (in case ot a wrongful

jlislress,) is'uiitained by action of replevin. 2. Satisfaction in da-

liiages : 1st, in case ot rescoim, by action of rescous, poundlireach,

or oil the case ; 2dly, in ca.^e oi other unlawful takings, by action

of liespass or trover.

1 C. tor the unlawful detaining of goods lawfully taken, the re-
• inedy is also, 1. Actual resliiution ; by action of re|)levin or de-

tinue.. 2 Satisfaction in damages: by action on the case, for

trover and conversion.

7. For damage to personal property, while in the owner's pos-

session, the remedy is in damages ; by action of trespass vi et ar-

mis, in case the act be immediately injurious ; or by action of

trespass on the case, to redress coiisei|ueniial damage.
Injuries to personal properly, in action, arise by breach of

raets, 1. Fxpress. 2. Inipiied.

Breaciies of express loiitracts are, 1. B}' nonpayment of

^'L. Jii.—-NO. r^-.

debts. Remedy: l^t, S|)ecilie j)..\nnnt ; reioveial)!-- b) uciioii

of debt. 2(lly, Damage^ lor nonpayment ; recoverable by ai lion

on the case. 2. By nonperiuimaiKe of covenants. >> Remedy :

by' action of covenant, 11, To recover damages, in covenants

personal ; 2dly, To compel performance, in cCvenants real. 3.

By nonperformance of promises, or assumpsits. Remedy : by ac-

tion on the case ; for damages.
10. Implied coiiliacts are such as arise, 1. From the nature

and constitution of government. 2. From reason anil the con-

striRtion ot law.

1 I. Breaclies of contracts, implied in the nature of government,
are by the nonpayment of money which the laws have directed to

be paid. Remedy : by action of debt (which, in such cases, is

frequently a popular, Ireciuently a qui tarn, action ;) to compel
the specihc payment ;—or, sometimes, by action on the case ; for

damages.
12. Breaches of contracts, implied in reason and constrnction of-

law, are by the nonperformance of legal presumptive assumpsits:

for which the remedy is in damages ; by an action on the case oif

the implied assumpsits. 1. Of a quantum meruit. 2. Ofaqua'n-
tum valebat. 3. ()f money expended for another. 4. Of receiv-

ing money to another's use. J. Of an insimnl coinputassent, on
an account stated (the remedy on an account unstated being by
action of account). 6. Of pertorming one's <luty, in anv em-
ployment, with integrity, diligence, and skill. In some of vviiich

cases an action of deceit (or on the case, in nature of deceit,)

will lie.

Of iNjuiyEs to real Propfrty; and, first, of Dispos-
session-, OR Ouster, of the Freehold.

1. Injuries affecting real property are, 1. Ouster. 2. Tres-
pass. 3. Nusance. 4. Waste. 3. Subtraction. 6. Disturb-
ance.

2. Ouster is the amotion of possession; and is, 1. From free-

holds. 2. From chattels real.

3. Ouster from freeholds is cffecfed by, 1, Abatement. 2. In-

trusion. 3. Disseisin. 4. Discontinuance, j. Deforcement.
4. Abatement is the enti-y of a stranger, after tlie death of the

ancestor, before the heir.

3. iHtrusion is the entry of a stranger, after a particular

estate of freehold is determined, before him in remainder or re-

version.

6. Disseisin is a wrongful putting out of him that is seised of the
freehold.

7. Discontinuance is where the tenant in tail, or the husband of
a tenant in fee, makes a larger estate of the land than the law
ailoweth.

8. Deforcement is any other detainer of the freehold from iiini

who hath the property, but who never had the possession.

9. The univer-al remedy for all these i^ restitution or,delivery
of possession : and, sometimes, damages for the detention. Ti;is

is effected, I . By mere entry. 2. By action possessory. 3. By
writ of right.

10. Mere entry, on lands, by him who hath (he apparent right
of possession, will (if peaceable) divest the mere possession of a
wrong doer. But forcible entries are remedied by immediate re-

stitution, to be given by a justice of the peace.

1 1. Where the wrong doer hath not only mere possession, but
also an apparent right of possession, this may be devested by liiiii

who hath the aifual right of possession, by means of the possessory
actions of writ of entry or assise.

12. A writ of entry is a real action, which disproves the title of
the tenant, by shewing the unlawful means under which lie gain-
ed or continues possession. And it may be brought either against

the wrong doer liimself, or in the degrees called the per, tlie per
and cui, and the post.

13. An assise is a real action, which proves the title of the de-
mandant, by shewing his own or his ancestor's possession. .'\nd it

may be brought either to remedy abaUMiicnts ; viz. the assise of
mort d'ancestor, &c. or to remedy recent disseisins ; viz. the assise

of novel disseisin.

14. Where the wrong doer luitli gained the actual right ef pos-
session, he who hatii the right of property can only be remedied
by a writ of right, or some writ ot a similar nature. As, 1. Where
such right of possession is gained by ike discontinuance of tenant
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in tail. Remedy, for the rii^ht of property : by writ of formeclon.

2. Where gained by recovery in a possessory action, had against

tenants of particular estates by their own default. Remedy : by

writ of quod ei deforceat. 3. Where gained by recovery in a

possessory action, had upon the merits. 4. Where gained by the

statute of limitations. Remedy, in both cases : by a mere writ ot

right, the highest writ in the law.

. Of Dispossession, or Ouster, of Chattels Real.

1. Ouster from chattels real is, 1. From estates by statute and

elegit. 2. From an estate for years.

2. Ouster ironi estates by statute or elegit, is effected by a kind

pf disseisin. Remedy : restitution, and damages ; by assise of

novel disseisin.

3. Ouster from an estate for years, is efiected by a like disseisin,

-or ejectment. Remedy: restitution, and damages; I. _ By writ

e ejectione firnia-. ". By writ of quare ijecit infra terminum.

4. A writ of ejectione firmre, or action of trespass in ejectment,

lieth where lands, &c. are let for a term of years, and the lessee is

ousted or ejected from Ids term ; in which case he shall recover

possession of his term, and damages.
5. This is now the usual method of trying titles to land, instead

of aH action real : viz. By, 1. The claimant's making an actual

(or supposed) lease upon the land to the plaintiff. 2. The plain-

tiff's actual (or supposed) entry thereupon. 3. His actual (or

supposed) ouster and ejcctment'by the defendGint. For which in-

jury this action is brought either against the tenant, or (more usually)

against some casual or fictitious ejector ; in wliose stead the tenant

may be admitted defendant, on" condition that the lease, entry,

and ouster, be confessed, and that nothing else be disputed but

the merits of the title claimed by the lessor of the plaintiff.

6. A writ of cpiare ejecit infra terminum is an action of a simi-

lar nature ; only not brought against the wrong doer or ejector

himself, b\it such as are in possession under his title.

Of Trespass.

Trespass is an entry npon, and damage done to, another's

lands, by one's self, or by one's cattle ; without any lawful autho-

rity, or -cause of justification : which is called a breach of his closs.

Remedy : damages ; by action of trespass, quare clausum fregit

:

besides 'that of distress, damage feasant. But, unless the title to

the land came chietlv in question, or the trespass was wilful or mali-

cious, the plaintiff (if the damages be under forty shillings,) shall

recover no more costs than damages.

Of Nusakce.

1. Nusance, or annoyance, is any thing that worketh damage

or inconvenience : and it is either a public and common nusance,

of which we treat b\ and bye ; or, a private nusance, wliich is any

thing done to the 'hurt or annoyance of, 1. The corporeal. 2.

The'^incorporeal, hereditaments of another.

2. The remedies for a private nusance (besides that of abate-

ment,) are, 1. Damages ; by action on the case; (which also lies

for special prejudice by a public nusance). 2. Removal thereof,

and damages ; by assise of nusance. 3. Like removal, and da-

mages ; by writ of quod permittat proslernere.

Of Waste.

1. Waste is a spoil and destruction in lands and tenements, to

the injury of him who hath, 1. An immediate interest, (as, by

right of common) in the lands. 2. The remainder or reversion of

the inheritance.

2. The remedies, for a commoner, are restitution, and da-

mages ; by assise of common : or, damages only ; by action on

the case.

3. The remedy, for him in remainder, or reversion, is, 1. Pre-

ventive : by writ of estrepcment at law, or injunction out of chan-

cery ; to stay waste. 2. Corrective: by action of waste; to re-

cover the place wasted, and damages.

Or Subtraction.

1. Subtraction is when one, who owes services to another,

ffilhdraws or neglecti to perform them. This may be, 1. Of

rents, and other services, due by tenure. 2- Of those due by
custom.

2. For subtraction of rents and services, due by tenure, the re-

medy i -By distress ; to compel the payment or performance.
2. By . tion of debt. 3. By assise. 4. By writ de consuetudi-

nibus et serritiis ;—to compel the payment. 5. By writ of cessa-

vit ;—and, 6. By writ of right sur disclaimer ;—to recover the
land itself.

3. To remedy the oppression of the lord, the law has alsa

given, I. The writ of Ne injuste vexes. 2. The writ of mesne.
4. For subtraction of services, due by custom, the remedy is,

1. By writ of Secta ad molendinum, furnum, lorrale, &c. to com-
pel the performance, and recover damages. 2. By action on the

case ; for damages only.

Of Disturbance.

1. Disturbance is the hindering, or disquieting, the owners
of an incorporeal hereditament, in their regular and lawful enjoy-

ment of it.

•2. Disturbances are, 1. Of franchises. 2. Of commons. 3.

Of ways. 4. Of tenure. 5. Of patronage.

3. Disturbance of franchises, is remedied by a special actioa

on the ca^e ; for damages.
4. Disturbance of common is, 1. Intercommoning without

right. Remedy: damages; by an action on the case, or of tres-

pass : besides distress, damage feasant : to compel satisfaction. 2.

Surcharging tli'e common. Remedies : distress, damage feasant ;

to compel satisfaction. Action on the case; for damages: or,

writ of admeasurement of pasture ; to apportion the common ; and
writ de secunda superoneratione ; for the supernumerary cattle,

and damages. 3. Inclosure, or obstruction. Remedies: restitu-

tion of common, and damages ; by assise of novel disseisin, and
by writ of quod permittat : or, damages only ; by action on the

ease.

5. Disturbance of ways, is the obstruction, I. Of a way in

gross, by the owner of the land. 2. Of a way appendant, by a
stranger. Remedy, for both: damages ; by action on the case.

6. Disturbance of tenure, by driving away tenants, is remedied
by a special action on the case ; for damages.

7. Disturbance of patronage, is the hindrance of a patron to

present his clerk to a benefice ; whereof usurpation, within six

months, is now become a species.

8. Disturbers may be, 1. The pseudo-patron, by his wrongful

presentation. 2. His clerk, by demanding institution. 3. The
ordinary, by refusing the clerk of the true patron.

9. The remedies are, 1 . By assise of darrein presentment. S.

By writ of quare impedit ;—to compel institution and recover da-

mages : consequent to which are the writs of quare incumbravit,

and quare non admisit ; for subsequent damages. 3. By writ of

right of advowson : to compel institution, or establish the perma-
nent right.

Of Injuries proceeding from, or affecting, the
Crown.

1. Injuries to which the crown is a party are, 1. Where the

crowni is the aggressor. 2. Where the crown is the sufferer.

2. The crown is the aggressor, whenever it is in possession of

any property to v»hich the subject hath a right.

3. This is remedied, 1. By petition of right; where the right

is grounded on facts disclosed in the petition itself. 2. By mon-
strans de droit ; where the claim is grounded on facts, already ap-

pearing on record. The effect of both which is to remove the

hands (or possession) of the king.

4. Where the crown is the sufferer, the king's remedies are, 1,

By such common law actions as are consistent with the royal dig-

nity. 2. By inquest of office, to recover possession : which, when
found, gives the king his right by solemn matter of record ; but

may afterwards be traversed by the subject. 3. By writ of scire

facias, to repel the king's patent or grant. 4. By information trf

intrusion, to give damages for any trespass on the lands of the

crown ; or of debt, to recover monies due upon contract, or for-

feited by the breach of any penal statute ; or sometimes (in the

latter case) by information in rem: all filed in the exchequer ex
officio by the king's attouiey-general. 5. By writ of quo war-

ranto,
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rjiito, or information in the nature of sucli writ ; to seise into llie

lying's hands any franchise usurped by the subject, or to oust an
iiNurper from any public office. (5, By writ et niandanius, unless

cause; to admit or restore anj pei-son entitled to a fraiuliise or

office : to which if a false cause be returned, the remedy is by
traverse, or by action on the case for damages ; and, in conse-

quence, a peremptory mandamus, or writ of restitution.

Of the PuRstjT OF Remedies by Actios; and, first
OK THE Original Writ;

1. The pursuit of the several remedies furnished by the laws of

England, is, 1. By action in the courts of common law. 2. By
proceedings in the courts of equitv.

2. Of an action in the court of common pleas, (originally the
proper court for prosecuting civil suits,) the orderly parts are, 1.

The original vvrit. 2. The process. 3. The pleadings. 4. The
issue, or demurrer. 5. The trial. 6. The judgement. 7. The
proceedings in nature of appeal. 8. The execution.
- 3. The original writ is tlie beginning or foundation of a suit,

and is cither optional (called a piiEcipe,) commanding the defen-
idant to do something in certain, or otherwise shew cause to the
contrary ; or peremptory (called a si fecerit te secunmi,) com-
manding, upon security given bv the plaintifi", the defendant to
.appear in court, to shew wheretore he hath injured the plaintiff:

-both issuing out of chancery under the king's great seal, and re-

turnabJe in bank during term time.

Of Process.

1. Process is the means of compelling the defendant to appear
in court.

2. This includes, 1. Summons. 2. The writ of attachment,
-or pone ; which is sometimes the first or original process. 3. The
writ of distringas, or distress infinite. 4. Tiie writs of capias ad
respondendam, and testatum capias ; or, instead of these, in the
king's bench, the bill of Middlesex, and writ of latitat:—and, in
•the exchequer, the writ of quo minus. 5. The alias and pluries
.writs. 6. The exigent, or writ of exigis facias, proclamations, and
outlawry. 7. Appearance, and common bail. 8. The arrest. 9.
'Special bail, first to the sherift, and then to the action.

Of Pleabings.

Pleadings are the mutual altercations of the plaintifT and de-
fendant in writing ; under which are comprised, 1. The declara-
tion or count ; (wherein, incidentally, of^ the visne, nonsuit, re-
traxit, and discontinuance). 2. The defence, claim of cognis-
ance, imparlance, view, oyer, aid-prayer, voucher, or age. 3.
The plea: which is either a dilatory plea, (1st, to the jurisdiction

;

2dly, in disability of the plaintiff; 3dly, in abatement ;) or it is a
plea to the action ; sometimes confe"ssin<; the action either in
whole or in part; (wherein of a tender, paying money into court,
and set oflF) : but usually denying the complaint, by pleading,
either, 1st, the general issue ; or, "2dly, a special bar, (wherein of
justifications, the statutes of limitation, &c.) 4. Replication, re-
joinder, surrejoinder, rebutter, surrebutter, &c. Therein of estop-
pels, colour, duplicity, departure, new assignment, protestation,
averment, and other incidents of pleading.

Of Issue and Demurrer.
1. Issue is where the parties, in a course of pleading, come to

a point affirmed on one side and denied on the other ; which, if it

be a matter of law, is called a demurrer ; if it be a matter of fact,
tlill retains the name of an issue, of fact.

2. Continuance is the detaining of the parties in court from
tome to time, by giving them a dav certain to appear upon.
And, if any new matter arises since the last continuance or ad-
journment, the defendant may take advantage of it, even after
demurrer or issue, by alleging it in a plea puis darrien conti-
nuance. /

3. The determination of an issue in law, or demurrer, is by the
«pmi6n of the judges of the court ; which is afterwards entered on
xecord.

Of THE SEVERAL SPECIES OF TrIAL.

^ 1. Trial is the examination of the matter of fact
Htue,

put in

-. 1 he species of trials are, 1. By the record. 2. By inspec-
tion. 3. By certificate. 4. By witnesses, j. By wager of batr

tcl. 6. By wager of law. 7. By jury.

3. Trial by the record is had, 'when the existence of such re-

cord is the point in issue. •

4. Trial by inspection or examination is had by the court,
principally wiien tlie matter in issue is the evident object of the
senses.

j. Trial by certificate is had in those cases, where such certifi-

cate must have been conclusive to a jurv.

C. Trial by witnesses (the regular method in the civil law) is

only used in writ of dower, when the death of the husband is ia

issue.

7. Trial by wager of battel, in civil cases, is only had on writ
of right ; but, in lieu thereof, the tenant may have, at his option,
the trial by llie grand assise.

R. Trial by wager of law is only had, where the matter in issue

may be supposed to have been privily transacted between the
parties themselves, without the intervention of other witnesses.

Of the Trial by Jury.

1. Trial by jury is, 1. Extraordinary; as, by the grand assise,

in writs of right ; and by the grand jury, m writs of attaint. 3.

Ordinary.

2. The method and process of the ordinary trial by jury is, 1

.

The writ of venire facias to the sherifT, coroners,, or elisors ; w itii

the subsequent compulsive process of habeas corpora, or distrin-

gas. 2. 'rhe carrying down of the record to the court of nisi

prius. 3. The sherilf's return ; or panel of, 1st, special ; 2dly,
common jurors. 4. The challenges ; 1st, to the arrav ; 2dly, to
the polls of the jurors ; either, propter honoris respectus, propter
detectum, propter affectum, (which is sometimes a principal chal-
lenge, sometimes to the favour,) or propter delictum. 5. Tfie
tales de circiimstantibus. 6. The oath of Iht; jury. 7. The evi-
dence ; which is either by proofs, 1st, written; 2dly, parole :

—

or by the private knowledge of the jurors. 6. The verdict; which
may be, 1st, privy ; 2dly, public ; 3dly, special.

Of Judgement, and-ifs Incidents.

1. Whatever is transacted at the trial, in the court of nisi prius,
is added to the record under llie name of aposiea: consequent
upon which is the judgement.

2. Judgement may be arrested or stayed for causes, 1. Extrin-
sic or dehors the record ; as in the case of new trials. 2. Intrin-
sic, or within it ; as where the declaration varies from the writ,

or the verdict from the pleadings, and issue ; or where the case,
laid in the declaration, is not sufJicient to support the action in
point of law.

3. Where the issue is immaterial, or iiisuSicieut, tnV court may
award a repleader.

4. Judgement is the sentence of the law, pronounced by the
court, upon tlie matter contained in the recorcL

3. Judgements are, 1. Interlocutory; which are incomplete till

perfected by a writ of inquiry. 2. Final.

6. Costs, or expences of suit, are now the necessary conse-
quences of obtaining judgement.

Of Proceedings, in the Nature of Appeals.

1. Proceedings, in the nature of appeals from judgement,
are, 1. A wTit of attaint ; to impeach the verdict of a jury ; which
of late has been supei'seded by new trials. 2. A writ of audita

querela ; to discharge a judgement by matter that has since hap-
pened. 3. A writ of error from one court of record to another

;

to correct judgements, erroneous in point of law, and not helped
by the statutes of amendment and jeo-fails.

2. Writs of error lie, 1. To the court of king's bench, from all

inferior courts of record ; from the court of common pleas at West-
minster; and from the court of king's bench in Ireland. 3. To
the courts of exchequer chamber, from the law side of the couit
of exchequer ; and from proceedings in the court of king's bencii

by bill. 3. To the house of peers, from proceedings in tlie court
of king's bench by original, and on writs of oror; and fiom the
several courts of exchequer chamber.

t Op
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Of Execution'.

Execution is the putting in force of the sentence or judge-

ment of the law. Which is eiil-cted, l^ Where possession of any

liercclitamt-nt is recovered: by writ of habere facias spisinam, pos-

sessionem, &c. 2. Where any thing is awarded to be done or

rendered, by a special writ fer"that purpose : as, by writ of abate-

ment, in case of niisance ; retorna hahendo, and capias in wither-

nam, in replevin ; distri:.gas an<l scne facias, in detinue. 3.

AVhere nionev only is recovered ; by writ of, 1st, capias ad satis-

iacieiiduii), a'gaiust tlie body, of the defendant; or in default

thereof, scire facias against his bail. 2dly, Fieri facias, against his

goods and chattels. 3dly, Lev.iri facias, against his goods and the

jirofits of his lands. 4thly, Elegit, against his goods, and the

possi'ssioii of liis lands. 5thly, Extendi facias, and other pro-

cess, on statutes, recognizances, &c. against his body, lauds, and

jjoods.

Of Proceedings in the Covrts of Equitv.

1. Matters of equity which belong to the peculiar jurisdiction

of the court of chan'cery, are, 1. 'I'he guardianUiip of infants. 2.

The cuslot|y of idiots and lunatics. 3. 'Ihe supeiintendiince of

charities. 4". Commissions of bankrupt.

2. The court of exchequer, and the duchy court of Lancaster,

have also some peculiar causes, in which the interest of the king is

more immediately concernetl.

3. Equity is the true scjise and sound interpretation of the rules

of laws and, as such, is equally attended to by the judges of the

courts both of common law and equity.

4. The essential dilierences, whereby the English courts of

equity are distinguislied from lire courts of law are, 1. 1 he mod';

'of proof, by a discovery on the oath of the party ; which gives a

jurisdiction' in matters of account, and fraud. 2. The mode ol

trial; by depositions taken in any part of the world. 3. Tiie

mode of relief; by giving a more specific and extensive remedy

than can be had in"the courts of law ; as, by carrying agreements

into execution, staying waste or other injuries by injunction, di-

recting the sale of incumbered lands, &c. 4. The true construc-

tion of securities for money, by considering them inerely as a

pledae. 5. The execul ion of trusts, or second uses, in a manner

analogous to the law of legal estates.

5. The proceedings in the court of chancery (to which those in

the exchequer, &c. very nearly conform) are, 1. Bill. 2. Writ

ofsubpa'iia; and perhaps, injunction. 3. Proces> of contempt

;

viz. (ordinarily) atlachmenl, attachment with pruclaiftations, com-

missions of reijellion, serjeant at arms, and sequestrations. 4. Ap-

pearance. 5. Demurrer. 6. Plea. 7. Answer. 8. Exceptions;

amendments; cross, or supplemental, bills;' bills of levivor, in-

terpleader, &c. 9. Replication. 10. Issue. 11. Depositions,

taken upon interrogatories ; and subsequent publication thercot.

12. Hearing. 13. Interlocutory decree; fi-igned issue, and

trial ; reference to the master, and report, isiC. 14. Final de-

cree. 15. Rehearing, or bill of review. It). Appeal to parlia-

ment.

OF PUBLIC W'RONGS. - •

Of the Natuke of Crimes, and their Punishment.

1. In treating of public wrongs may be considered, 1. The
genera! nature of crimes and punishments. 2. The persons capa-

ble of committing crimes. 3. The several degrees of guilt. 4.

The sever.d species of crimes, and their respective punish-

ments. 5. The means, of prevention. %. The method of pu-

nishment.
2. A crime, or misdemeanor, is an act committed, or omitted,

in violation of a public law either forbidding or commanding it.

3. Crimes are distinguished from civil injuries, that they are a

breach and violation of tlie jjublic rights, due to the whole Cum-
niunitv, considered as a community.

4. Punishiv.ents may be considered with regard to, \. The
power. 2. The end. 3. The measure ;—of their infliction.

.'>. The power, or right, of inflicting human punishments for

iiaUiral crinies, or such as are mala in se, was by the law of nature

vested in every individual ; but, by the fundi-.mental contract of

society, is now translerred to the sovereign power; in which aNo
is vested, by the same contract, the right of punishing positive of-

fences, or such as are mala prohibila.

6. The end of human punishments is to prevent future •ffences,

1. By amending the oflender himself. 2. By deterring others

through his example. 3. By depriving him of the power to do
future mischief.

7. The measure of human punishments must be determined by
the wisdom of the .sovereign power, and not by any uniform uni-

versal rule: though that wi--dommaybe regulated, and assisted,

by certain general, equitable, principles.

Of the Persons capable of committing Crimes.

1. All persons are capable of comniilting crimes, unless there

be in them a defect of will : for, to constitute a legal crime, there

must be both a villous will, and a vitious act.

2. The will does not concur with the act, 1. Where there is a

defect of understanding. 2. Where no will is exerted. 3. \V here

the act is constrained by force and violence.

3. A vitious will may therefore l)e wanting, in the cases of, 1.

Infancy. 2. Idiocy, or lunacy. 3. Drunkenness ; whith doth
not, however, excuse. 4. Misfortune. 5. Ignorance, or mis-

take of fact. 6. Compulsion, or necessity ; which is, 1st, that of

civil subjection ; 2dly, that of duress per minas ; 3dly, that of

choosing the le.ist pernicious of two evils, where one is unavoid-

able ; 4thly, that of want, or hunger ; which is no legitimate ex-

cuse.

4. The king, from his excellence and dignity, is also incapable-

of doing wrong.

Op Principals and Accessories.

1. The different degrees of guilt in criminals are, 1. As prin-

cipals. 2. As accessories.

2. The principal iu a crirai^is, 1. He who commits the fact.

2. He who is present at, aiding, and abetting, the commission.

3. An accessory is he who dotli not commit the lact nor is pre-

sent at the commission ; but is in some sort concerned therein,

either before or after.

4. Accessories can only be in petit treason, and felony : in high

treason, and misdemeanors, all are principals.

5. An accessory, before the fact, is one who being absent when
the crime is committed, liath procured, counselled, or coniniaiid-

cd, another to commit it.

G. An accessory after the fact, is where a person, knoiving a fe-

lony to have been committed, receives, relieves, comlorls, or a.s-

ilsts, the felon. Such accessory is usually entitled to the benelil of

clergy ; wliere the principal, and accessor) before the fact, are

excluded frum it.

Of Offences against God and Religion.

1. Crimes and misdemeanors cognizable by the laws of England
are such as more immediately ott'end, I.God, and his holy reli-

gion. 2. The law of nations. 3. The king, an.d his government.

4. The public, or commonwealth. 5. Individuals.

2. Crimes more immediately olfending God and religion are,

1. Apostacy. For which the ptnalty is incapacity, and imprison-

ment. 2. Heresy. Penalty, !or one species thereof : the same.

3. Offences against the established church :—Either, by reviling its

ordinances: Penalties; fine; deprivation; imprisonment; tor-

feiture.—Or, by nonconformity to its worship; 1st, Through to-

tal irreligion. Penalty; hue. 2dly, Through Protestant dissent-

ing. Penalty abcli^lled by the toleration act. 3dly, Through
popery, either in professors of the popish' religion, popish recu-

jinis convict, or popish priests. The penalties were, incapacity
|

double taxes; imprisonment; fines; forfeitures; ahjiiiationof the

1. -aim ; judgement of felony, without clergy; and judgement ol

liigh treason. But the greater p-rt of these barbarous and intoler-

ant statutes were repealed in 1779, by the famous popish bull. 4.

Blasphemy. Penalty ; fine, imprisonment, and coipoial punish-

ment. 5. Profane swearing an<l cursing, Penalty : <ine, pi

liouse of correction, fi. AVitchcraft; or at least, the preteuct

thereto. Penally : imprisonment, and pillory. 7. Religious im

postures. Penalty ; line, imprisonment, and corporal punish

inent, 8. Simony". Penalties: forleimre of double value; inca

pacity. 9. SabliatU-breakiug. Penalty : fine. 10. Diunktn
iicss
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«(>;. PfiialU : liiu', or stut'ks. 1 1. LL•wdln.^3. IVniaUies : fine ;

jiiiprisoimicnl ; lioibe ot corn-cUoii.

Of Offencf.s against the Law of Nations.

1. The law of nations is a system of rules, decliicible by nafviral

reason, and establislied by nnivfrsal consent, to regulate theinler-

coiirse bcMween independent stales.

J. In Eni;land, tin; l.iw of nations is adopted in its full extent,

as))art of the law of the land.

.5. Olfences against this law are principally incident to whole
slates or nations ; but, when committed by private subjects, are

then the objects of thl> nuniicipal law.

4. Crimes against the law of nations, animadverted on by tlic

laws of England, are, 1. Violation of satc-coiuUK'ts. '_'. Infringe-

ment of the rights of embassadors. Penally, in both; arbitrary. 3.

Tiracv. Penalty : judgement of felony, without clergy.

Of High Treason.

I. Crimes and misdemeanors more peculiarly offending the

king and his government are, I. 11 igli treason. 2. Felonies in-

jurious to the prerogative, o. Prienumire. 4. Other misprisions

and contemiits.
•.'. High treason may, according to the statute of Edward IH.

be committed, 1. I'y compasving or imagining the death ot the

king, or queen-consort, or their eldest son and heir ; demonstra-
ted by some overt act. 2. By violating the king's companion, his

eldest daughter, or tlie wife of his eldest son. 3. I5v some overt

act ol levying war against the king in his realm. 4. I5v adherence
to the king's enemies. 5. Coimterreiting the king's great or privy
- • il. 6. By counterfeiting the king's money, or importing coun-

I. licit money. 7. By killing the chancellor, treasurer, or king's

ju>tices, in the execution of Ihei? ollices.

3. High treasons, created by subsec|uent statutes, are such as

relate, 1. To papist-;: as, tlie repeated defence of the pope's
jurisdiction: the coming from be ond sea of a natural-born po-

pish priii^t ; the renouncing of allegiance, and reconciliation to

the pope or other foreign power. 2. To the coinage, or other

signatures of the king: as, ccftinterleiting (or, importeig and utter-

ing counterfeit) toreign coin, here current; forging the sign ma-
nual, privy signet, or privy seal; falsifying, &:c, the current coin.

-,. To the Protestant succession : as, corresponding with, or re-

mitting to, the late I'retender's sons; endeavouring to impede
tlie succession : writing or printing, in defence of anv pretender's
title, or derogation ot the act ot settlement, or of the power of

parliament to limit the descent of the crown.
4. The punishment of high treason, in males, is (general Iv) to

be, 1. Drawn. 2. Hanged. 3. Embowelled alive. 4. Belicad-

rd. 5. (Quartered. 6. The head and ([uarters to be at the king's

dl^posal. But, in treasons relating to the coin, only to be drawn,
aad hanged (ill <lead. Females, in both cases, were formerly

' Lwn and burned alive ; but this last barbarous punishment was
lishcdby act of parliament, about 1790.

Of Felonies Injurious to the King's Prerogative.

1. Felo'iy is that offence which occasions the total forfeiture of

tends or goods at common law; now usually also punishable with
death, by hanging; unless through the benefit of clergy.

2. Felonies injurious to the king's prerogative (of which s'nme

are within, others without, clergy) are, 1 . Such as relaleto the coin :

as, the wilful uttering of counterfeit money, &c. ; (to which head
S(»me inferior misdemeanors alVecting the coinage may be also re-

ferred). 2. (.'onspiring or attempting to k, II a privy counsellor.
3. Serving foreign states, or enlisting soldiers for foreign ser-

vice. 4. F^mbezzling the king's armour or stores. 5. Desertion
from the king's armies, by land or sea.

Of Pr.iemunire.

1. Pra-munire, in its original sense, is the offence of adhering
to the temiioral |)ower of tlie Pope, in derogation of the regal au-
tiiority. Penalty: outlawry, forfeiture, and impri-oument: which
hath since been extended to some olfences of a different na-
ture.

2. Among these are, 1. Importing Popish trinkets. ~
2. Con-

tributing to the maintenance of Popish seminaries abroad, or po-
pish priests in England. 3. Moltftini; the professors of abbey-
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lands. 4. Acting as broker in an usurious contract, for more than
ten per cent. 5. Obtaining any stay of proceedings in suits for

monopolies. 6. Obtaining an exclusive patent for gimpowder or
arms. 7. Exertion of purveyam e or pre-emption, ft. Assertinj;

a legislative authoiily in both or either liuu>e of parliau'enl. 9.
Sending any snbje<:t a prisoner beyond sea. 10. Ketiising the
oath^ot allegiance aud supremacy. II. Preaching, teaching, or
atlvi^ed speaking, in defence of tlie right of any i)reteiider to the
crown, or in tierogation ot the power of parliament to limit the suc-
cession. 12. Treating of our matters by the assembly of Scotland,

-

convened for electingtlieir representatives in parliament- 1.". I'n-

warrantable undertakings by unlawful subscriptions to public
funds.

Of Mistkisions and Contempts affecting the King and
Government.

1. Misprisions and contempts are all such higli.offencca a.s arc

under the degree of capital.

2. These are, 1. Negative, in concealing what ought to be-

revealed. 2. Positive, in committing what ought not to be
done.

3. Negative misprisions are, 1. Misprision of treason. Penal-
ty; forfeiture and imprisonment. 2. Nlisprision of felony. Pe-
nalty: tine and imprisonment. 3. Concealment of treasure trove.

Penalty: tine and imprisonment.

4. Positive misprisions or high misdemeanors and contempts,,

are, 1. Mal-administration of public trusts, which includes the

crime of peculation. I'sual penalties: banishment; fines; im-
prisonment; disability. 2. Contempts against the king's preroga-

tive. Penalty: fine and imprisonment. 3. Conteni[)t against his

person and government. Penalty ; fine, imiirisonment, and in-

famous corporal punisliment. 4. Contempts against his title. Pe-
nalties: fine and imprisonment ; or fine, and disability. 5. Con-
tempts against his palaces, or courts of justice. Penalties: fine;

imprisonment; corporal punishment; loss of right hand; for-

feiture.

Of Offences against Public Justice.

1. Crimes especially afl'eeting the commonwealth are otfencc5,.

1. Against the public justice. 2. Against the public peace. 3.

Against the public trade. 4. Against the public health. 5.

Again-.t the public police or aeonomy.
2. OlJ'ences against the public justice, are, 1. Embezzling or

vacurnig records, and personating others in courts of justice. Pe-

nalty : judgement of felony, usually without clergy. 2. Com-
pelling prisoners to become approvers. Penally : judgement of
lelony. 3. Obstructing the execution of process. 4. Escapes..
;"). Breach of prison, li. Rescue. Which four may (according to

the circumstance-) be either felonies, or misdemeanors punishable

by fine and imprisonment. 7. Keturning from transportation.

This is felony, without clergy. 8. Taking rewards to help one
to his stolen goods. Penalty, the same as for the thelt. 9. Re-
ceiving stolen goods. Penalties: transportation; fine; and im-

prisonment.— to. Theftbote. 11. Conmion barretry and suing

in a feigned name. 12. Maintenance. 13. Chami)ei'ty. Penal-

ly, ill tliese four: line, and imprisonment. 14. Compounding
prosecutions on penal statutes. Penalty : line, pillory, and disa-

bility. 15. Conspiracy; and threats of accusation in order to ex-

tort mone)-, &c. Penalties: the villenons judgement; fine; im-

prisonment; pillory; whipping; transportation. Itj. Perjury,

and suboinatioB thereof. Penalties: hifamy ; imprisonment;
fine, or pillory : and, sometimes, transportation or house of cor-

rection. 17. Bribery. Penalty: fine, and imprisonment. IS.

Embracery. Penalty: infamy,' fine, and imprisonment. ly..

l-'alse \erd'ict. Penalty : the judgement in attaint. 20. Negli-
gence of public olficers, &c. Penalty; fine, and forfeiture of the

office. 21. Oppression by magistrates. 22. Extortion of odicers..

Penalty in both : imprisonineiU, line, and sometimes forfeiture of.

the office.

Of Offences against the Plblic Peace.

Offences against the public peace are, 1. Riotous as5embli«
to the number of twelve. 2. .Aijpoaring armed, or hunting in

disguise. 3. Threatening, or demanding ,Tny valuable thing, by
letter.

—

Ml tlie:e arc felonies, without clergy. 4. Destroying of,

3 -Q turnpikes,.
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turnpikes, &c. IVruilties : v.-hippint; ; iniprisoiimeiit ; jiiclf^eniPiil

of felony, with and wilhoill clergy.—J. Alfiays, t). Itiots, routs,

a<ul uiihiNvfulaaicmbrns, 7. Tiiiiiulliious petitioning. 6. l''oici-

ble entry, anil detainer, rcnally, in all lour : line, and iinpiison-

lucnt. "S. Going unusually armed. Penalty: lorfeiUire oi arnii,

and imprisonment. 10. Spreading false news, renalty. liiie,and

iinpri;.onmeKt. 11. Preteutled prophecies. Penalties: line; iiii-

prisoninent; an<l forfeiture, r.'. Challenges to light. Peiially

;

ttiie, iinprisoiintent, and sometiiues forleilurc. 1j. Libels. Pe-

lialty : line, imprisonnient, and corporal puniilniielit.

Or Offences a«ainst Pvblic Tit.^DB.

Offences against the public trade, are, I. OwUng Penal-

ties: fines; forfeiture; iniprisonnienl ; loss of left hand, Irans-

jrortatinn ;
jurigement of telony. 2. Smuggling. Penalties: lines;

loss of^ootls; judgement of felony, without clergy. 3. fraudu-

lent bankrupUy. Penalty: judgement of felony, without clergy.

4. I'^iirv. Penalty ; line, and imprisonment. 5. Che;:ting. Pe-

nalties: tine; imprisonment ; pillory; tumbrel; whii))>ing, or

«ther corporal punishment, tranaportation.—ti. Forestalling. 7.

Jlegrating. 8. tngrossing. Penalties, for all three : lo-s ot goods;

Une; imprisonment; pillory. 9. Monopolies, and cumbinations

to raise tlie price of commodities. Penalties: lines; inijirison-

ment ; pillory; loss ofear; infamy; and, sometimes, the pains of

prvmnnire. 10. Exercising a trade, not having served as :in ap-

prentice. Penalty ; line. 1 I. Transporting, or residing abroad,

<,'f artificers. Penalties : line; imprisonment; forleilurc ; incapa-

city ; becoming aliens.

Of Okfences v^caisst the Pubiic Hf.^ltii, akd Public
Police ou GicosoMY.

1. Offences against the public he;illh are, 1. Irregularity, in

tlie time of the plague, or of ipiaraiiline. Penalties; whippuig;
judgement of felony, v\ idi and without clergy. '-'. Selling unwhole-

some provisions. Penalties : amercement ;
pillory ; line ; im-

prisonment; abjuration ot the town.
J. Oflences against the public police and ocononiy or domestic

order of the kingdom, are, 1. Those relatincr to clandestine iin\ ir-

regular marriages. Penalties: judgenitnl of felony, with and

without clergy. 2. Bigamy, or (more properly) polygamy. Pe-

nalty : judge-ment of fehmy.— 3. Wandering, by soldiers or mari-

ners. 4. Uemaining in Knglainl, by Egy|)tians; or being in their

fellowship one montii. Both these are felonies, w ithout clergy.

r'. Common luisanoes, 1st, by annoyances or purprestures in high-

ways, bridges, and rivers; 'Jdly, by ollenaive trades and manutac-

tures; 3dlv, by disorderly houses ; 4thly, by lotteries; jLhIv, by
cottages; (5thly, by lireworks ; Tthly, by evesdropping. 1 enal-

tv, in all; fme.—Sthly, liy common scolding'. Penalty: the

cucking-stool. 6. Idleness, disorders, vagrancy, and incorrigible

roguery. Penalties: imprisonment; whipping; judgement of

ftloiiv. 7. Luxury, in diet. Penalty, discretionary. 8. Gaming.
Penalties: to gentlemen, fines; toothers, line and imprisonment;

tocheatine gamesters, fine, intamy, and the corporal pains of per-

jury. 9. Destroying tlie game. Penalties: lines, and corj)oial

{tunibhment.

Of IIomicidf..

1. Crimes especially aiTecting individuals, arp, 1. .Against

tiieir persons. -. Against their habitations. 3. Against their

property.

2. Crimes against the persons of individuals, are, 1. liy homi-

cide, or destroying life. 'J. By other corporal injuries.

3. Homicide is, I. Justifiable. 2. Excusable. 3. I'elonious.

4. Homicide is justifiable, 1. By necessity, and command of

fcw. 2. By permission of law; 1st, for the lurliierance of public

justice; 2dly, for prevention of some forcible felony.

5. Homicide is excusable. 1. Per infortunium, or misadven-

ture. 2. Se defendendo, or in self-defence, by chance medlev.
Penalty, in both: forieiture of goods; which however is pardoned
of course.

6. Felonious homicide is the killing of a human creature with-

out justification or excuse. This is, 1. Killing one's self. 2. Kill-

ing another.

7. Killing one's self, or self-murder, is where one deliberately,

or by any unlawful malicious act, puts an end to his own life.

This is felony ; punished b) ignominious burial, and f&rfeilure of

goods and chattels.

8. Killing another is, ). Manslaughter. C. "Murder.
<>. Maiislanghler is the unlaw lul killing of another, witliout

malice, expreis or implied. This is either, 1. N'oluntary, uj.'on

a sudden heat. 2. Involuntary, in the commiision of some un-
lawlul act. Both are felony, but within clergy ; CKcept in tlie cas?

of stabbing.

10. Murder is when a person, of sounS memory and discretion,

unlawfully killeth any reasonable creature, in being, and under the

king's peace; with malice aforethought, eilh.er express or implied.

This is felony, without clergv ; punished with speedy death and
hanging in chains, or dissection.

11. I'l-tit treason (bring an aggravated defrree of murder) is

where the servant kills his master, the wife her husband, or the ec-

clesiastic his superior. Penalty: in men, to be drawn and hanged;
in women, to be drawn and burned.

Of Offences ag.msst the Persons of Indiv;duals.

Crimes affecting the persons of individuals, by other corpora)

injuries, not amounting to homicide, are, {.Mayhem; and also

shooting at another. Penalties: fi.ie ; imprisonment ; judgement
of felony, w ithout clergy. 2. Forcible abduction, and marriage

or delilement, of an heiress; which is felony : also, stealing, and
dellowering or marrying, any woman-child under the age of six-

teen years ; for which the penalty is imprisonment, line, and tem-
porary forfeiture of her lands. 3. Ivape, and also carnal knowledge
of a woman-child under the age often years. 4. Buggery, with

man or beiist. Both these are felonies, without clergy.— 5. As-
sault, fj. l$atterv ; especiallv of clergymen. 7. \\ounding. Pe-

nalties, in all three: line; imprisonment; and other cor])oral pu-

nishment. 8. I'alse imprisonmenf. Penalties : fme ; imprisonment;

and (ill some atrocious cases) the pains of prxmrnire, and in-

< apacily of ofiice or pardon. 9. Kidnaj>ping, or forcibly steal-

ing away the king's subjects. Penalty ; line ; imprisonment ; and
pillory.

Of Offf.n'ces against the Habitations or Individuals^

1

.

Crimes, affecting the habitations of individuals arc, 1. Arson.

2. Biarglary.

2. Arson is the malicious and wilful burning of the house, or out-

house, of another man. This is telony ; in some cases within, in

others without, clergy.

3. Burglary is ihe breaking and enterinc, by night, into a niaii-

sion-house, w ith intent to commit a telony. This is felony, with-

out clergy.

Of Offences against Private Property.

1 Crimes alTecting the private property of individuals are, I..

Larceny. 2. Malicious mischief. 3. Forgery.
2. Larceny is, I, Simple. 2 Mixed, or compound.
3. Simple larceny is the felonious taking, and carrying awar, of

the personal goods of another. And it is, 1. Grand larceny ; be-

ing above the value of tvielve-pence. \V hich is felony ; in some
case's within, others without, in clergy. 2. Petit larceny ; to the

value of twelve-pence, or under. Which is also felony, but not

capital; being punished with whipping, or transportation.

4. "Mixed, or compound, larceny is that wherein the taking is

accompanied with the aggravation of being, I. From the house.

2. From the person.

j. Larcenies from the house, by day or night, are felonies witl»-

oiit clergy, when they are, 1. Larcenies, above twelve-pence,

from a church ; or by breaking a tent or booth in a market or fair

by dav or night, the owner or his family being therein; or by
breaking a dwelling-house by day, any person being therein ; or

from a dwelling-house by day, without breaking, any person

therein being put in fear; or from a dwelling-house by night,

without breaking, the owner, or his family being therein, and put

ill fear. 2. J^arcenies, of (\\e shillings, by breaking the dwelling-

house, shop, or warehouse, by day, though no person be therein

;

or, by privately stealing in any shop, warehouse, coach-house, or

stable, by day or night, without breaking, and though no person

be llieri'in. 3. Larcenies, of forty shillings, from a dwelling-

house, .<n- its oul-houces, without breaking, and though no person

be therein.

6. Larceny
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(j. Larceny from the person is, 1. liy pr'nalcly slealiug, from

Jlxf person of aiiutljer, above the value of twt Ive-peiice. S. By
robliery ; or tlie felojiious and forcible taking, from tlie person of

anOtlier, in or near tlie liiffliway goods or money of any value, by

pulling him in fear. 'riie:.e are both feloiues without elertjy. An
attempt to roll is also felony.

7. Malicious inischiel, by destroying dikes, goods, cattle, sl\ip<,

garments, (isli-ponds, trees, woods, churches, chapels inceUng-
;

houses, houses, out-houses, corn, hay, straw, sea or river banks,
j

hop-binds, coal-mmes (or engines thereunto belonging), or any
fences lor inclosures by act of parliament, is felony ; and, in most

i

caSes, without benefit of clergy.

8. Forgery is the fraudulent making or alteration of a writing,

in prejudice of another's right. Penalties; hue; imprisonment;

pillory; loss of nose and ears; forfeiture; juilgemeni of fehjny,

without clergy.

Of the MbANS ok PREVESfTINO Offfnces.

1. Crimes and misdemeanors may be prevented, by compelling
suspected persons to give security: which is eliected by binding

th in in a conditional recognizance to the king, taken in court, or

by a magi-trale.

-'.These recognizances may be conditioned, l.To keep the

peace. 2. 'I'o be ot good behaviour.

3. They may be taken by any justice or conservator of the

peace, at Ills own discretion; or, at the request of such as are en-

titled to demand the same.

-i. All persons, who have given sufficient cause to apprehend an
intended breach of the peace, may be bound over to keep the

)j -ace; and all those, that be not of good fame, maybe bound to

g. vd behaviourp and may, upon refusal in either ca-e, be com-
i:!ilLed to gaol.

Of Courts op Cruiinal Jurisdiction.

1 . In tlie method of punishment may be considered, 1 . The se-

veral courts of criminal jurisdiction. S. The several procee<iings

tlierein.

?. The criminal courts arej I. Those of a public and general
jiiiisdiction throughout the realm. 2. Those of a private and spe-

cial jurisdiction.

.!. Public criminal courts are, 1. The high court of parliament

;

which proceeds by impeachment. 2 The court of the lord high
fteward ; and the court of the king in full parliament : for the trial

of ca|)itall) inilicted peers. 3. The court of king's bench. 4.

The c.iurt of chivalry. 5. The court of admiralty, under the
king's commission. 0. The courts of oyer and terminer, and ge-

; tral gaol-derivery. 7.1 he court of quarter-sessions of the peace,
». I'he court of the coroner. 0. The couit of the clerk of the
:.ia;ket.

4. Private criminal courts r.re, I. The court of the lord steward,
ic. by statute of Henry \If. '2. The court of the lord steward,
fcv. by statute of Henry VIII. 3. The university courts.

Of Summary Convictions.

I. Proceedings in criminal courts are, 1. Summary. 2. Re-
gnlar.

5. Summary proceedings are such, whereby a man may be con-
victed of divers otTences, without any formal process or jury, at

the discretion of the judge or judges appointed by act of parlia-

ment, or common law.

3. Such are, 1. The trials of otTenres and frauds against tlie laws
of e.xcise and other branches of the king's revenue. ','. Convic-
t.ons before justices of the peace upon a variety of minute olVences,

'

cniefly against the public police. 3. Attachments for contempts
to superior courts of justice.

Of Arrests.

t. Regular proceedings in the courts of common law are, 1. Ar-
fest. 2. Commitment and bail. 3. Prosecution. 4. Process.
J. Arraignment, and its incidents. 6. Plea and issue. 7. Trial
ami conviction. S. Clergy. 9. Judgement, and its couseciuence.
10. Reversal of judgement. II. Reprieve, or pardon. 12. E.xe-
ciition.

v. .\i\ arrest is the apprehending, or restraining, of one's person;
ill order to be forthcoming to answer a crime whereof oue ac-
cused or suspected.

3. This niav lie done, 1. By warrant. V. By an otli'ic, witla.ct

warrant. 3. IJy a privalc person, wiiliout wan..:.t. 4. H\ hue
and cry.

Of Commitment anp P,.'.il.

1. Commitment is the conhnement of one's person in prison,

for safe custody, by warrant from proper antlionty; unle».^, in

bailable olfences, he puts in sufficient bad, or security foi his fu-

ture appearance.

2. '1 he magistrate is bound to take reasonable bail, if oflered ;

unless the ollender be not ba lable.

3. Such arc, 1. Persons accused of treason; or, 2. Of murder;
or, 3. Of manslaughter, by indictment; or if the prisoner was

clearly the slaver. 4. Prison-breakers, when committed for telony.

j. Out-laws. 6. Those who have abjured the realm. 7. Ap-
provers, and appellees. 8. Persons taken with the mainour. 9.

Persons accused of arson. 10. Excommunicated persons.

4. The magistrate may, at his discretion, admit to bail, oc

otherwise, persons not of good fame, charged with other felonies,

whether as principals or as accessories.

5. If they be ot good fame, he is bound to admit them to bail,

t). The court of King's bench, or its judges in time of vacation,

may bail in any case whatsoever.

Of the Several Modes of Prosecution.

1. Prosecution, or the manner of accusing offenders, is either by
a previous finding of a grand jury ; as, 1. By presentment. 2. By
indictment. Or, without such linding. 3. By information. 4,

By appeal.

2. A presentment is the notice taken bv a grand jury of any of-

fence, from their own knowledge or observation.

3. An indictment is a written accusation of one or more persona

of a crime or misdemeanor, preferred to, and presented on oatli

by, a grand jury; expressing, with sufficient certahity, thejiei'son,

time, place, and offence.

4. An information is, I. At the suit of the king and a subject,

upon penal statutes. 2. -\t the suit of the king only. Either, I.

I'lled by the altornev-general ex otVicio, for such misdemeanors a^

atVectthc king's pei^on or government: or, 2. I'lled by the master
of the crown-ofnce (with leave of the court of king's bench) at the

relation of some private subject, for other gross and notorious mis-
demeanors. All difiering fioiii indictments in this; lliat tJiey are

exhibited by the intormei, or the king's oilicer ; and not on the

oath of a grand jury.

j. An ajipeal is an accusation or suit, brought by one private

subject against another, tcr larceny, rape, mayhem, arson, or ho-
micide ; which the king cannot discharge or [>ardon, but the paity

alone can release.

Op Process upon an Indictment.

1. Process to bring in an ofl'ender, svlien indicted in liis absence,
is, in misdemeanors, by venire facias, distress intinite, and capias:

in capital crimes, by capias only : and, in both, by outlawry.

2. During tin-, stage of proceedings, the indictment may be re-

moved into tiie court of king's bench from any inferior jurisdic-

tion, by wTit of certiorari facias : and cogni^atjce must be claimed
in places of exclusive jurisdiction.

Of Arraignmf..n"t and its Incidents.

1

.

Arraignment is the calling of the prisoner to the bar of the
court, to answer the matter of the indictment.

2. Incident hereunto are, 1 . T lie standiiij! mute of the prisoner

;

for which, in petit treason, and felonies of death, lie shall undergo
the peine fort and dure. 2. His confession; which is either siui-

ple, or by way of approvement.

Of Plea, and Issue.

1. The plea, or defensive matter alleged by the prisoner, may
be, 1. A plea to the jurisdiction. 2. A demurrer in point of law.

3. A plea in abatement. 4. .\ special plea in bar ; which is, 1st,

Auterfoits acquit; Jdly, Autertoits convict; 3dly, .^uterfoits at-

taint ; 4tlily, A pardon, j. The general issue, not guilty.

2. Hereupon issue is joined by the clerk of the arraigns, on be^
half of the king. 9

Of
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Of Trial, and C^onviction.

1. Trials of offences, by the lavs of Enslancl, were and arc, I.

By orcleal, of eilluT fire or water. 2. By the corsncd. Both
these liave been long abohshe<l. 3. By battel, in appeals and im-
prr)\einents. 4. By the peers of Great' Britain. 5. By jury.

2. The method and process of trial by jury is, 1. The impaniicl-

ling of the jury. iJ. Challenges ; 1st, for cause; 2d!y, peremp-
tory. 3. Tales dc circunistantibus. 4. 1'he oath of the jury. 5.

1 he evidence. 6. The verdict, either general or special.

3. Conviction is when tlie prisoner pleads, or is found guilty:

whereupon, in felonies, tlie prosecutor is entitled to, 1. His e.x-

pences. 2. Restitution of his goods.

Of the Beneiit of Clergy.

1. Clergy, or the benelit thereof, was originally derived fiom
the usurped jurisdiction of the popish ecclesiastics; but hath since
been new-modelled by several statutes.

i.'. It is an exemption of the clergy from any otiicr secular pu-
nishment for felony, than imprisonment for a year, at the court's
discretion; and it is extended likewise, absolutelv, to lay-peers,

for tlie first offence ; and to all lay-commoners, "for the first of-

fence also, upon condition of branding, imprisonment, or trans-

j)ortation.

3. .All felonies are entitled to the benefit of clergy, except such
as are now ousted bv particular statutes.

4. Felons, on rereiving llie berjelitof clergy, (though they for-

feit tlieir goods to the cro\fn), are discharged of all clergyable fe-

lonies before committed, and restored in all capacities and credits.

Of Judgement, and its Consequences.

1. Judgement (unless any matter bi' oflercd in arreft thereof)

follows upon conviction ; being tlie pronouncing of that punisli-

iiient which is expresslv ordaiiu-il by law.

2. Attainder of a criminal is the immediate consequence, 1. Of
having judgement of death pronounced upon him. 2. Of out-

lawry for a capital ollence.

3. The consequences of attainder are, 1. Forfeiture to the king.
2. Corruption ol blood.

4. Forfeiture to the king is, ». Of real estates, upon .itiainder:

in high treason, absolutely, till the de.ith of the late Pretender's
ons ; in felonies, for the king's year, day, and waste ; in niispri-

ion of treason, assaults on a judge, or b.ittery sitting the courts

;

during the life of the ollender. 2. Of personal estates, upon con-

viction ; in all treason, misprision of treason, felony, excusable
homicide, petit larceny, standing mute upon arraignment, the
above-named contempts of the king's courts, and flight.

5. Corruption of blood is an utter extinction of all inheritable'

quality therein: so that, after the king's forfeiture is first satisfied,

the criminal's lands escheat to the lord of the fee; and he can ne-
ver afterwards inherit, be inherited, or have any inheritance, deriv-

ed through him.

Of Beversal of Judgement.

1. Judgements, and tlieir conse()uences, may be avoided, 1. By
falsifying, or reversing, the attainder. 2. liy reprieve, or pardon..

2. Attainders may be falsified, or reversed 1. Without a writ

of error; for matter dehors the record. 2. Bv writ of error; for

mistakes in the judgement, or record. 3. By act of parliament;
for favour.

3. When an outlawry is reversed, the party is restored to the

same plight as if he had appeared upon the capias. When a

judgement, on conviction, is reversed, the party stands as if never
accused.

Of Reprieve, and Pardon.

1. A reprieve is a temporary suspension of the judgement, 1.

Ex arbitrio judicis. 2. E\ necessitate legis ; for pregnancy, insa-

nity, or the trial of identity of person, which must always be tried

instanter.

2. A pardon is a permanent avoider of the judgement by the

king's majesty, in oiVences against his crown and dignity ; drawn
in due form of law, allowed in open court, and thereby making
the oli'ender a new man.

3. The king cannot pardon, 1. Imprisonment of the subject be-

yond the seas. 2. Of/ences prosecuted by appeal. 3. Common
nuisances. 4. Offences against popular or penal statutes, after in-

formation brought by a suljject. Nor is his pardon pleadable to

an impeachment by the commons in parliament.

Of Execution.

1. Execution is the completion of human punishment, and must
be strictlv performed in-die manner which the law directs.

2. The warrant for execution is sometimes under the hand and
seal of the judge; sometimes by writ from the king; somelinies

bv rule of court ; but commonly by the judge's signing the calen-

dar oi prisoners, with their separate judgements in the margin.

Law is also used in many places of Scotland, for a hill or moun-
tain ; the courts of law having been anciently held on these emi-

nences.

IjAw, Canon. See Canon, and Law.
Law, Civil. See Civil, and Law.
Laws RESPECTING Game, or Game-Laws. See Game. Sir

Wtlliam Blackstone, treating of the alterations in these laws, and
mentioning franchises granted of chase and free warren, as well to

preserve the breed of animals, as to indulge the subject, adds,
" from a similar princi|)le to which,, though the forest-laws are now'

mitigated, and by degrees grown entirely obsolete; yet from this

root has sprung a bastard slip, known by the name ol the game-law,

now arrived to ami wantoning in its, highest vigour, both founded
upon the same unreasonable notion of permanent property in wild

creatures; and both productive of the same tyranny to the com-
mons; but with this difference, that die fore-t-laws established

only one mighty hunter tliroughout the land; the game laws have
raised a little Ninirod in every manor. And, in one respect, tlie

ancient kiw was much le.ss unreasonable than the modern; for the

king's grantee of a chase or free warren, might kill game in every
part of his fraiichise; but now, though a freeholder of less than

ion/, a-yearis forbidden to kill partridge upon his own estate, yet

nobody else (not even the lorrl of the manor, unless he hatli a

grant of free warren) can do it without committing a trespass, and
iiibjecting himself to an action. Under the article Game, the

destroying such beasts aiul fowls as are ranked under that denomi-

nation, was observed (upon the old principles of the forest-law) to

be a tresjiass and otfence in all persons alike, who have not autho-

rity Iruiu the crown to kill game (which is royal property) by the

grant 6t either a tree warren, or at least a manor of their own.
But the laws called the game-laws have also inflicted additional

])unislinients (chiefly pecuniary) on pei-sons guilty of this general

offence, unless they be people of such rank or fortune as is therein

particularly specified. All persons, therefore, of what property

or distinction soever, that kill game out of their own territories, or

even upon their own estates, witliout the king's licence e.\pres^ed

by the grant of a franchise, are guilty of the lirst original olfencey

or encroaching on the royal prerogative. And those indigent

persons who do so, without having such rank or fortune as is gene-

rally called a qualification, are guilty, not only of the original of-

fence, but of the aggravations also created by tiie statutes for pre-

serving the game: which aggravations are so severely punished,

and tliose punishments so implacably inflicted, t'uit the olfehce

against the king is seldom thought ot, [irovided the miserable de-

liniiuent can make his peace with the lord of the manor. The
only rational footing upon which this offence, thus aggravated,

can be considered as a crime, is, that in low and indigent persons

it promotes idleness, and takes Iheni away from their proper em-
ployments and callings: which is an offence against the' public

police, and oeconomy of the commonwealth. The statutes for pre-

serving the game are many and various, and not a little obscure

and intricate ; it being remarked, that in one statute only, 5 Ann.

« t. 14,
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c. 1 4, there is false grammar in no fewer than six phices, bpiides

other mistakes : the occasion of wliich, or what denoniination ot

persons, were probably the penned of tlle^e statute?, it is unneces-

sary here to innuire. It may be, in general, suliicient to observe,

that the (iiialifuations for khling game, as they are usually calletl,

or more properly the exemptions from the penalties inflicted by
the statute-law, are, I. 'Ihe having a t"reehold estate of 100/. per

annum ; there being lifty times the property required to enable

the man to kill a partridge, as to vote for a kniglit of the shire.

2. A leasehold for ninety-nine years of \JOt. per annum. 3. Be-

ing the son and heir apparent of an esipiire, (a very loose and

vague description) or person of superior degree. 4. !5eing the

owner or keeper of a forest, park, chase, or warren. I"or unqua-
lified persons transgressing these laws, by killins game, keeping

eiioiii.^s for that purpose, or even having game in their custody,

or for persons (however qualified) that kill game, or have il ni pos-

session, at unseasonable times of the year, or imseasonable hours of

the day or night, on Sundays, or on Christmas-day, there are vari-

ous penalties assigned, corporal and pecuniary, by different sta-

tutes (after mentioned), on any of which, but only on one at a

time, the justices may convict in a summary way, or (in roost of

them) prosecutions may be carried on at the assizes. And, lastly,

by 28 Geo. II. c. 12, no person, however qualified to kill, may
make merchandise of this valuable privilege, by selling, or expos-

ing to sale, any game, on pain of like tovfeiture as if he had no
qualification. The statutes above referred to are as follow. No
person shall take pheasants or partridges with engines in another

man's ground, wittioiit licence, on pain ot 10/. stat. 1 1 Men. VII.

c. 13. If ;;iiy person shall take or kill any pheasants or partridges

with any net in the niglit-linie, thev shall forfeit 20s. for every
pheasant, and 10*. for every partridge taken; and hunting with

spaniels in standing corn, incurs a forfeiture of 40i. 23 Eliz. c. 10.

Those who kill any pheasant, partridge, duck, heron, hare, or
other game, are liable to a forfeiture of '2Us. for every fowl and
hare; and stUing, or buying to sell again, any hare, pheasant, &c.
the forfeiture is lOi. for each hare, &c. iJac. 1. c. 17. Also
pheasants or partridges are not to be taken between the fir-.t of

July and the last of AugnsJ, on pain of imprisonment for a month,
unless the oll'enders pay 20*. for every pheasant, &c. killed: and
constables having a justice of peace's warrant, may search for

game and net-, in the possession of persons not qualified by law to

kill game or to keep such nets, 7 Jac. I. c. 11. Constables, by a
warrant of a justice of peace, are to search houses of suspected
persons for game : and il any game be found upon them, and they
do not give a goo<i account how they came by the same, thev
shall forfeit lor every hare, pheasant, or partridge, not under 5s'.

nor exceeding 20jf. Aiid iui'erior tradesmen hunting, &c. are
subject to the penaitifs of the act, and may likewise be sued for
trespass. If officers of the army or soldiers kill game without
leave, they forfeit si. an oiTicer, and \0s. a soldier; 4 & 5 VV. and
M. C.23. Higglers, cliapmen, carriers, inn-keepers, victuallers,

&c. having in llteir cu tody hare, phe.isant, partridge, heath-
yganie, &.c. (excej^ sent by some person (ju; litreri to kill game),
shall forl^eit for every hare' and fowl bl. to be levied by distress

and sale of their gooiis, being proved bv one witness, before a jus-
lice; and for wai.t of distress shall be committed to the house of
correction for three months : one moiety ot the forfeiture to t!ie

informer, and the other to the poor. And selling game, or ofier-

ing the same to sale, incurs the like jienaltv; wherein hare and
other game tound in a shop, &i.. is adjudged an exposing to sale :

iLJHing liarij in the night is liable to the same penalties: and if any
persons shall drive wildfowls with nets, between the first day of
July and Uie 1st of Sept. they sball forfeit 5«. for everv fowl; 5
Ann. c. 14, 9 Ann. c. 2J. If any luupialified per-on shall keep a
gun, he shall forfeit iO/. ; a<(d peV>oiis being qualified inav lake
guns iTom tliof.e that are not, and break them; 21 8i2,'Car. II.

<,. 23, and 33 H. \ III. c. 6. One justice of peace, upon examin-
ation and proof of the offence, may commit theoifender till he
hath paid t!ie forfeiture ol' 10/. And pei-soRs, ivot cpialiried by
law, keeping dogs, nets, or other engines, to kill game, beiiigcon-
-ricted thereof before a jus', ice of peace, shall forfeit j/. or be sent
*o the house of correction for three months ; and tiie dogs, v^ame
icc^shall be taken from them, by the sUiliite 5 Ann. If a person
.hunt upon the groHud of another, such other person cannot justify
•killing of bis dogs, as appears by 2 Roll. Abr. 567. But it was
i *0L. lit.— so. 123.

otherwise adjudged Midi. 33 Car. II. in C. B. 2 Cro. 44, and see

3. Lev. xxvi:i. In actions of debt, qci lam, &c. by a common
informer on the statute 5 .\nn. for 15/. wherein the plaintif1"de-

chred on two several accounts, one for 10/. for killing two par-
tridges, the othrr for 5/. for keeping an engine to destroy the
game, not being qualified, &c. tiie iilaintiff had a verdict lor 5/.

only: this action was brought by virtue of the slat. 8. Geo. I.

See Stat. 9. CJeo. I. c. 22. See likewise 24 (ieo. II. c. 34, for the
better preservation of the gan.e in Scotland. By the stat. 26 Geo.
II. c. 2, all suits and actions brought by virtue of stat. SGeo. I. c.

—for the recovery of any i)ecuiii;iry penalty, or sum of money,
for ofiences committed against any law for the better preservation

of the game, shall be brouglit before tiie end of the second ternl

after the ort'ence committed. Bj' 2S Geo. II. c. 12, persons sell-

ing, or exposing to sale, any game, are liable to the pen:diies in-

flicted by 5 Ann. r. 14, on higglers, &c. offering gaxietosalc:
and same found in the house or possession of a poulteri r, salesman,
fishmonger, cook, or pastry-cook, is deemed exposing thereof to
sale. By 2 Geo. III. c. 19, after the first of June 1762, no per-
son may take, kill, buy or sell, or have in his custody, any par-
tridge, between the 12th Feb. and 1st September, or pheasant be-
tween 1st Feb. and 1st Oct. or heath-fowl between 1st Jan. and
20th Aug. or grouse between l~t Dec. and 25th July, in any year;
pheasants taken in their proper season, and kejjt in mews, or
breeding-places, excepted; and persons offending in any of the
cases aforesaid, forfeit 3/. per bird, to the prosecutor, to be re-
covered, with full co-ts, in any of the courts at Westminster. Bv
this act, likewise, the wliolo of tlie pecuniary penalties under the
8 Geo. I. c. 19, may be sued for, and recovered to the sole use of
the prosecutor, wiiii double costs ; and no part thereof to go to
the poorof the parisii. By 5 Geo. III. c. 14, pei-sons convicted of
entering warrens in the night-lime, and taking or killing ofconeys
there, or aiding or assisting therein, may be punished by trans-

portation, or by whipping, fine, or imprisonment. Persons con-
victed on this act, not liable to be convicted under any former act.

(
This act does not extend to the destroying coneys in the day-time,
on the sea and riverbanks in the county of Lincoln, &c. N'o satis-

faction to be made for damages occasioned by entrv, unless they
exceed Is. By 10 Geo. III. c. 19, it is enacted, 'i'hat if any per-
son kill any hare, &c. between sun-setting and sun-rising, or use
any gun, &c. for destroying game, he shall for the first offence be
imprisoned for any time not txceeding six nor less than three
months: if guilty of a second offence, after conviction of a first,

to be imprisoned for any time not exceeding 12 months nor less

than six ; and shall also, within three days after the time of his

commitment, either for the first or fof any other ot^'enc*, be once
publicly whipped. By 25 Geo. III. c.'50, and 31 Geo. III. c^

21, every person in Great Britain (the royal family excepted), wh»
shall, after July 1, 1785, use any dog, gun, net, or other engine,
forthe taking or destruction of game (not acting as gamekeeper",
shall deliver in a paper or account in writing, containing his name
and place of abode, to the clerk of the peace or his deputy, and
annually take out a certificate thereof ; and every such ceriificate

shall be charged with a stamp-duty of 2/. 2s. (and an additional 1/.

1-1. by 31 Geo. III. c. 21,) making in the whole 3/. 3s.—Evtrr
deputation of a gamekeeper shall be registered w ith the clerk of
the peace, and such gamekeeper shall annually takeout a certifi-

cate thereof; which certificate shall be charged with a stamp-duty
of 10i\ Gd. (and an additional 10s. fid. by 31 t^eo. III. c. 21,) mak-
ing inthewhole 1/. Is.—The duties to be under tlie manaccment
of the commissioners of the stamp-ofiice. From ami after Ist

July, 1785, the clerk ofthe peace shall annually deliver to persons
requiring tht same, duly stamped, a certificate or licence accord-
ing to the form therein mentioned, for which he shall Vie entitled

to demand Is. for his trouble; and on refusal or neglect to deliver

the same, forfeit 20/.— F,vei-y certificate to bear date the day when
issued, and to continue in force until the 1st of July following, oa
penalty of 20/. After the 1st of July, 17S5, any person that shall

use any greyhound, hound, pointer, netting dog, sp niel, or other
dog, or any gun, net, or engine, for taking or killing of game,
without a certificate, is liable to the penalty of 20/. Andifanr
gamekeeper shall, for the space of 20 days after the said l>t of

July, or if any gamekeeper thereafter to be appointed shall, for

the space of 20 days next after such appointment, neglect or refu.->c

l[ to register bis deputation, and take out a ceriificate thereof, he is

I
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liable to the penalty of 20/. The clerks of tlie peace are to trans-

mit to the slaiiip-oilice ill London alphabetical lists of the cerlili-

tales granted in every year before the 1st of Angust, under penal-

ty of JO/. These lists are to be kept at the stanip-ofiice in London,

andtliereto l)e inspected on payment of \s. And the commis-

sioners of the stamp-duties are, once or oftener in every year, as
'

soon as such lists are transmitted to them, to cause the same to be

pnl)hshed in the newspapers circulating in each county, or such

public paper as they shall think most proper. If any gamekeeper,

who shall have registered his deputation, and taken out a certiti-

cate thereof, shall be changed, and a new gamekeeper appointed

in his stead, the first certificate is declared null and void, and the

person actmg under the same, alter notice, is liable to the penalty

of CO/. And any person in pursuit of game, who shall refuse to

produce his certificate, or to te'l his naiue and place of abode, or

shall give any false or fictitious name or place of abode to any per-

son requiring the same, wlio shall have obtained a certificate, is li-

able to the penalty of 50/. The certificates are not to authorise

persons to kill game at any time prohibited by law, nor to give any

person any right to kill game, unless such person sliall be qualified

so to do by the laws now in being, but shall be liable to the same

penalties as if this act had not parsed. Sn that though by this act

tiualiiied and unqualified persons are equally included, yet having

a certificate does not give an unqualilied person a right to kill

game: the point of riglit still stands upon the former acts of par-

liament; and any uiu|iialified person killing game without a cer-

tificate, is not only liable to the penalty inllicled by this act, but

also to all the former penalties relating to the killing of game, &c.

Witnesses refusing to appear on justices' summons, or appearing

and refusing to give evidence, forfeit )0/. The certificates ob-

tained under deputations, not to be given in evidence for the kill-

ing of game by a gamekeeper out of the manor, in respect of

winch such deputationor appointment was given and made. Per-

sons counterfeiting stamps to suffer death as felons. Penalties ex-

ceeding 2D/. are to be recovered in any of his majesty's courts of

record at Westminster; and penalties not exceeding 20/. are re-

coverable before two justices, and may be levied by distress. The
whole of the penalties go to the informer.

Law, Trial by Wagek. of, [yudiatio Icgis;"] a species of

trial in the Englisli law, so called, as another species is styled

^Vager of Battel, vudiuiio duelU, (see Battel) : because as in

the wager of battel, the defendant gave r<(<//»m, /.e. pledge, or

gage, to try the cause by battle ; so here he was put in vadios, or

sureties., that at such a day lie would make his law, /. e. take the

benefit which the law allowed him. P'or our ancestors considered,

that there were many cases where an innocent man, of good cre-

dit, might be overborn by a multitude of false witncs-rs; and

therefore established this species of trial, by the oath of the defen-

dant himself : for if he will absolutely swear him'.elf not chargeable,

and appears to be a person of reputation, he shall go free, and for

ever accjuitted of the debt, or other cause of action. The manner
of waging law is this. He that has waged or given security, to

make his law, brings with him into court 1 1 of his neighbours: a

custom which we find described so early as in the league between

Alfred and Guthran the Dane ; for by the old Saxon constitution

every man's credit in courts of law depended upon the opinion

which his neighbours had of his veracity. The defendant then,

standing at the end of the bar, is admonished by the judges of

the nature and danger of a false o.ith. And if he still persists, he

is to repeat this oath: "Hear this, ye justices, that I do not owe
unto Richard Jones the sum of ten pounds nor any penny thereof,

in manner and form as the said Richard hath declared against me.

So help me God." And theieupon his 11 neighbours or com-
purgators shall avow upon their oaths, that they believe in their

consciences that he saith the truth ; so that himself must be sworn

de fidelilate, and they de credulitate. In the old Swedish or

Gothic constitution, wager of law was not only permitted, as in

criminal cases, unless the fact be extremely clear againstthe piison-

cr ; but was absolutely required, in many civil cases: which

Stiernhook, a Swedish author, justly reckons a source of fre(|uenl

perjury. This, he tells us, was owing to the Popish ecclesiastics,

who introduced this method of purgation from tlieir canon law
;

an I, having sown a plentiful crop of oaths in all judicial proceed-

ma<. re:!pi.-rl allerwards an ample harvest of perjuries: for per-

juries were puiiiahed in part by pecuniary fine?, payable to the

church. But in England wager of law is never required ; and
only admitted, where an action is brought upon matters privately
transacted between the parties, and wherein the defendant may b«
presumed to have made satisfaction, without being able to prove
it. Therefore it is only in action of debt upon simple contract, or
for amercement, in actions of detinue, and of account, where the
debt may have been paid, the goods restored, or tiie account ba-
lanced, witliout any evidence of either, And by such wager of
law the plaintiff" is perpetually barred ; for in the simplicity of an-
cient times it was presumed, that no one would perjure himself
for any worldly thing. Wager ot law, however, lieth in a real ac-

tion, where the tenant alleges he was not legally summoned to ap-

pear, as well as in mere personal contracts. But it was never per-

mitted, unless the defendant bore a fair character; and it was con-
fined to cases where a <lebt might be suppt)sed to be discharged,

or satisfaction made in private, without witnesses. At length it

was con-idered, that (even under all its restrictions,) wager of law
threw too great a temptation in the way of indigent or profligate

men: and therefore new remedies were devised, and new forms
of action were introduced, wlierein no defendant is at liberty to

wage his law. So that wager of law is now quite out of use, being
avoided by the mode of bringing the action ; but still it is not out
of force. And therefore, when a new statute inflicts a penalty,

and gives an action of debts for recovering it, it is usual to add,
"in which no wager ot law shall be allowed:" otherwise an hardy
delinquent might escape any penalty of the law, by swearing he
had never incurred it, or else had discharged it.

LAWA, a town in the island of Borneo, seated on tlie

river.

Lawa, a river of Borneo, which runs into the sea, in Lon. 109.

.30. E. Lat. 0. 30. N.
LAWENBURG, aduchy of Lower Saxony, South of Holstein,

about 85 miles long, and 20 broad. The chief towns are Lawen-
burg, Mollen, \\'ittemburg, and Ratzeburg.

L/vWENBURG, the capital of the above duchy. Lon. 10. 51. E.
Lat. 53. 313. N.
LAWINGEN, a town of Germany, in Suabia. Lon. 10. 29. E.

Lat. 38.32. N.
LAWN, a spacious plain in a park, oradjoiiiing to a noble seat.

The dimensions of a lawn, in a large park, should be as extensive

as the ground will permit ; and never less than fifty acres : but in

gardens of a moderate extent, a lawn often acres is sufficient ; and
in those of the largest size, fifteen acres. The best situation for a

lawn is in the front of the house: and here, if the house front the

east, it will be extremely convenient ; but the most desirable as-

pect for a lawn is that of the south-east. As to the figure of the

lawn, some recommend an exact square, others an oblong square,

some an oval, and others a circular figure : but none of these are

to be regarded. It ought to be so contrived as to suit the ground ;

and there should be threes planted for shade on the boundaries of

the lawn, so tliat the sides may be broken by irregular plantations

of trees, which, if there are not some good prospects beyond the

lawn, should bound it on every side, and be brought round pretty

near to each end of the house.

LAWSONIA, Egyptian Privet; a genus of themonogynia
order, and octandria class of plants. Calyx four-cleft

; petals four ;

stamina four in pairs; capsule four-celled; seeds many. There
are four species natives of warm countries.

LAW^'ER. See Advocate, Barrister, Counsel, Coun-
sellor, and Sergeant.
LAXATIVE, a medicine slightly purgative ; a medicine that

relaxes the bowels without stimulation.

LAXEMBERG, or LAXEMBURG, a town of Austria, 10

miles S. of Vienna.

LAXFORD, a river of Scotland, in Sutherland.

LAX IAN A, a river of Spain, which runs into tlie Xalon.

LAX,\L\NNIA, in botany, a genus of the hexandria mono-
gynia class and order. Calyx one-leafed, four-toothed, inferior;

corolla four-petaled ; berry four-celled ; seeds solitary.

LAY, a kind of ancient poem among the French, consisting of

very short verses. There are two sorts of lays ; the great and the

little. The former consisted of twelve couplets of verses, of dif-

ferent measures ; the latter of sixteen or twenty verses, divided into

four couplets. These lays were the lyric poetry of the old French

poets, who were imitated by some among the English. They are

-f-
said
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said to liave been formed on the model of tlie tiocliaic verses of

the Greek and Latin tragedies.

Lay Brothers, among the Romanists, pious b'.it illiterate per-

sons who devote themselves in some convent to the service ot the

religions. They wear a different habit from that of the religion^

;

but never enter into the choir, nor are present at the chapters : nor

do they make any other vow except of constancy and obedience.

In the nunneries there are also lay-sisters.

LAYAU, a town, river, and bay, of St. Vincents, on tlie west

coast. Lon. til. 18. W. Lat. 13.8. N.
LAYBACH, a navigable river of Germany, in Carniola.

LAYERS, in gardening, tender shoots or twigs of trees, laid in

the ground, till, having struck rout, they an- separated from the

parent-tree, and become distinct plants. The method of propa-

gating trees by layert is the luUouing: The branches of the trees

are to be slit a little way, laid under the mould about half a loot,

and gentlv watered. If they will not remain easily in tlie position

they are put in, they must be pegged down with wooden hooks:

the best season for doing this is, for evergeens, towartis the end ol

August; and, for other trees, in the beginning of February. If

they have taken root, they a.e to be cut off from the main plant

the succeeding winter, and planted out. If the branch is too higli

from the ground, a tub of earth is to be raised to a proper height

for it. Some pare otf the rind, and others twist the biaiich belore

they lay it, but this is not necessary. The end of the layer should

be about a foot out of the ground ; and the branch may be either

tied tight round with a wire, or cut upwards from a joint, or cut

round for an incli or two at the pl.ice, and it is a good method to

pierce several holes through it viith an awl above the part lied with

the wire.

LAYING THE LAND, in navigation, the state of motion
which increases the distance from the coast, so as to make it appear

lower and smaller, a circumstance which evidently arises from the

intervening convexity of the surface of the sea. It is used in con-

tradiction to raising the land, which is produced by the opposite

motion of approach towards it.

LAZARETTO, or LAZAR-HOUSE, [from Lazarus, in the

fospel,] a house for the-reception of the diseased ; an hospital,

.azarettocs, or Lazar-houses, are chiefly intended for those atilict-

ed with contagious distempers; and are particularly appointed for

the performance of quarantine, by those who are suspected to have
come from places infected with the plague.

LAZARUS, [nxjlS, Heb. i. c. the Lord's help,] a Jew of

Bethany, whom our Saviour raised from the dead, after having
been four days in the grave. This miracle, with many peculiarly

affecting circumstances attending it, is recorded in John \i. La-
zarus, from the uncommon attention paid to his sisters by the Jews,

upon his death, is supposed to have been a man of considerable

property. He and his sisters, Martha and Mary, are record-
ed to have been among the peculiarly beloved friends of our
Lord.
LAZAR-WORT. See L.^serpitium.
LAZULITE, in mineralogy, asubstance of a deep smalt bine:

it occurs dis;eminated in hne grains, or liiasses of the size of a

hazel-nut. Its fracture is uneven, with a glimmering lustre. It

is brittle, easily frangible: infusible before the blow-pipe, but
with bor.ix runs into a clear yellow glass. Its component parts are
silex, alumina, and oxide of iron.

LAZURSTEIN, in mineralogy, called also Azure-stone, a
species of the flint genus ; colour, a perfect aznre-blue, which in

some varieties passes into sky blue: it is found massive, dissemi-
nated, and in rolled pieces: hard, brittle, and not heavy : specific
gravity about 2..S. It melts into a white enamel before" the blow-
pipe ; it is composed of

Silica 46.0
Alumina 14.5

Carbonate of lime 28.0
Sulphate of lime 6.5

Oxide of iron 3.0
Water 2.0

100.0

This stone is found in many parts of the world; but that of

Asia and Africa is much superior both in beauty aud real value to

the Bohemian and German kinds, which are frequt ntly sold in it?

place. It is used in various articles of ornamental dress, anil in

^lo^aic and Florentine work.
LEA, a river of England, which rises ne.ir Luton in Bedford-

shire, and falls into the Thames below Blackwall.

LEACI1L.\DE, a town of Gloucester^hire, 12 miles E. of

Cirencester, 29 trom Gloucester, and 70 t.om London.
LEAD, a w hite metal, with a blue tinge, very soil, flexible, nojt

very tenacious, somewhat heavier than silver, and having very
little elasticity. Long before ignitien, namely, at about the 540ih
degree of Fafirenheit's thermometer, it melts: and then begin> to

beoxydattd if respirablc air be present. In a strong heal it boils,

and emits fumes ; during which time, if exposed to the air, its

oxidation proceeds with considerable rapidity. Four dilferent

combinations of lead with oxygen are at present known, though
some of them have not been examined with muc h attention. 1.

The protoxide, or hrst oxide of lead, may be obtainctl by dissolv-

ing lead in nitric acid, and boiling the crystals v iiich that solution

yields i)v concentration along with pieces ol metallic lead. The
consequence is the formation of scaly crystals of a yellow colour,

brilliant, and very soluble in water. These crystals are i ompo>ed
of the protoxide of lead combined with nitric acid. I'he protox-
ide may be precipitated by means of potass. 2. The deutoxide
of lead may be formed by dissolving the metal in nitric acid, and
pouring potass into the solution. A yellow-coloured powder is

obtained, which is the deutoxide of lead. This o.xide is composed
of 91 parts of lead, and 9 of oxygen. When lead is kept melteil

in an open vessel, its surface is soon covered with a grey-colour-

ed pellicle. When this pellicle is removed, another sufceetis

it ; and by continuing the heat, the whole of the lead may
soon be converted into this substance. If these pellicles are

heated and agitated for a short time in an open vessel, they

assume the form of a greenish-grey powder. Mr. Proust has

shewn that this powder is a mixture of deutoxide, and a portion of
lead in the metallic state. It owes its green colour to the blue and
yellow powders which are mixed in it. If we continue to expose
this powder to heat for some time longer in an open vessel, it

absorbs more oxygen, assumes a yellow colour, and is then known
in commerce by the name of massicot. The reason of this change
is obvious. The metallic portion of the powder gradually absorbs

oxygen, and the whole of course is converted into deutoxide.

When thin plates of lead are exposed to the vapour of warm
vinegar, they are gradually corroded, and converted into a heavy
w hite powder, usetl as a paint, and called w hite-lead or ceruje.

This powder used formerly to be considered as a peculiar oxide of
lead: but it is now known that it is a compound of the deutoxide
and carbonic acid. 3. If massicot ground to a fine powder is put
into a furnace, and constantly stirretl while tlie flame of the burn-
i.ig coals plays against its surface, it is in about 48 hours converted
into a beautiful red powder, known by tlie name of minium, or
red lead. This powder, which is likewise used as a paint, and inp

various other purposes, is the tritoxide or red oxide of lead. 4.

If nitric acid, of the specific gravity I.2(i0, be poured upon iherei'-

coloured oxide of lead, ISb parts of the oxide are dissolved ; but
15 parts remain in the state ol a black, nr rather deep-brown, pow-
!er. This is the peroxide, or brown oxide of lead, first discover-

ed by Scheele. The best method of preparing it is the followins',

which was pointed out by Proust, and afterwards still farther im-

proved by Vantiuelin. T?ut a quantity of red oxide of lead info a

vessel partly filled with water, and make oxymnriatic acid gas pa?*

into it. The oxide becomes deeper coloured, and i:. at last dis-

solved. Pour potass into the solution, and the brown oxide of

lead precipitates. By this process 6? parts of brown oxide may
be obtained for every 100 of red oxide employid. This oxide is

composed of about 79 parts of lead and 21 of oxygen. It is of

a brilliant flea-brown colour. When heated it emits oxygen gas,.

becomes yellow, and melts into a kind of glas';. ^^ hen rubbed
along with sulphur in a mortar, it sets the sulphur on fire, ap.d

cau=es it to bum with a brilliant fla:iie. When hea'ed on burn-

ing coals the lead is reduced. The oxide of lead is a principal in-

gredient in most of the modern fine white glasses. Jt is mere par-

ticularly calculated to form the den^e glass used- to correct ti:e

aberration arising from colour in those telescopes which are knoMi
bv the name of achromatic, because it communicates the |:roperty

of separating the coloured rays from each other in greater angles

than is obtained in alkaline glasses at equal angles of mean refrac-
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tioii. Lead is not subji-ct to much variation from exposure to

air or water. All tlie oxiiles of lead are very easily reduced.

Minium, when exposed toastrong heal, give? out part of tlie oxy-
gen it ab>iorl)ed during its oxidation ; but, like tlie otlier oxides of

this metal, it requires the addition of some combustible substance
for its complete revival: a familiar instance of this revival is seen

by exposing the common wafers to the llame of a candle. The
wafers are coloured with minium, which is revived by the beat

•nd intkunmable substance of the wafer, so that it falls down in

^inetallic i>lubuh's. Lead is sometimes found native. It also fre-

quently occurs in the form of ah oxide, called native ceruse, or

leatl ochre, or lead spar of various colours, red, brown, yellow,

green, l)luish, and black. Sulphates and phosphates of lead are

also found in great plentv. The combinations of this metal and
sulphur are very common. From this combination, called ga-

lena almost all the lead of commerce is extracted. There are

also h-ad pvrites, which contain a considerable proportion of iroji

and sulphur; and red leaa spar, which consists ot lead mineralized

by sulphur and arsenic: this occurs but seldom. If sulphuretted

lead be boiled in nitric or muriatic acjil of a moderate strength,

the sulphur maybe obtained pure, and collected on a filter.

When iron or stony particles are contained among the undissolved

part, the sulphur may be separated by digestion in a solution of

pure fixed alkali, which converts it into sulphuret, and leaves

the other insoluble matters behind. If the first solution be made
with nitric aiid, it may contain silver and lead, which after pre-

cipitation by c-arbonale of soda, may be separated by ammonia, as

is seen in the humid analysis of the calciform ores; when the

muriatic acid is used for the solution of the ore, a lar^c quantity

of muriate of lead separates, for w ant of a sufiicient c)uantity of

water to dissolve it. 'I'his requisite quantity of water must be

added to dissolve the salt, bt fore the precipitate is made by the

fixed alkali. All the ores of lead, except the phosphoric, are re-

ducible to the metallic state by dissipating their volatile contents

bv the blow-pipe on a piece ofcliarcoal. In the large way, they

are reduced by fusion with charcoal. The uses of lead are very-

extensive and generally known. Most of the acids act upon leacl.

The sulphuric acid, verv feebly, unless it be conc< ntrated and

boiling. Sulphurous acul escapes during the process, the acid

bfing decomposed. Nitric aeid acts strongly on lead, and con-

verts it into a white oxide if the aeid be concentrated ; but if it be

more diluted, the oxide is dissolved, and forms nitrate ot lead

which is crystallizable, and does not afford a precipitate by cool-

ing. It detonates on ignited coals. Lime and alkalies ilecompose

the nitrous solution of lead. The sulphuric acid added to this

solution combines with the metallic oxide, and falls down. The
muriatic acid iu the same manner carries down the lead, and forms

a combination which is more soluble in water than the muriate of

silver. Muriatic acid acts directly, but sparingly, on lead by

heat, which it oxides, and dissolves in part. The muriate of

lead is crystallizable. Thcacetic acid dissolves lead and its oxides;

though the access of air or oxygen seems neces-ary for the solution

ottlie metal itself in this acid. Lead will combine with most of

the metals so as to form alloys, some of which are of considerable

use in the arts. For the affinities ot lead, see Chf.mistry. Lead,

when taken or inhaled into the human body, is productive of va-

rious fatal disorders, to which miners, potters, and all other per-

sons concerned in its manulacture, are peculiarly subject. Hence
culinary vessels, or other domestic utensils made of this metal,

are highly objectionable, especially if they be intended to contain

cyder or other acid liquor. To this cause the Devonshire colic is

iiistly attributed ; for great quantities of cyder are, in that county,

kept in vessels, consisting either wholly ot lead, or such as are

soldered with this pernicious metal. The dry belly-ach of the

West Indies is of the same origin, and is occasioned by distilling

rum through leaden worms. In these dreadful complaints, the

p.itient is seizL'd with an acute spasmodic pain in the stomach,

which extends gradually to die whole intestinal canal : the bowels

are frequently inverted and drawn towards the spine, so as to ren-

der the application of clysters impracticable. At the same time,

a most obitinate costiveness prevails; and the alTection at length

-terminates in palsy, or in fixed contractions of the limbs. For

.the cure of this painful malady, gentle clysters and laxatives may
it tir.st be administered; but, if these are not attended with be-

jpeiicial consequences, Dr. i'ercival decidedly recommends the

I

iiilernal use of alum; which, in slight cases of the Devonshire
colic, has generally effected a cure, when used to the extent of
1 J or 20 grains every fourlli, filth, or sixth hour. Halsam of Peru,
in doses of 40 drops, to be taken two or threu times in the course
of the day, has also been advantageously prescribed ; at the same
time, castor oil, or other mild laxatives, conjoined with gentle
opiates, have greatly contributed to altbrd relief.—The patient's

diet ought to consist of nourishing broths, panada, and gruel, or
similar light dishes. In whatever form lead may be introduced
into the human body, it is equally deleterious and fatal, whether
its vapours be inhaled through the lungs, absorbed through the
pores ol the skin, or particles ol the metal be taken into the sto-

mach. The only clfeclual antidotes to this insidious poison are, an-
timonial emetics; and, after them, the internal use of liver of
sulphur, together with vegetable oils, both externally ani.1 inter-

nally, shuulil he liberally continued.

LEAD-1UIA6H, a disease incident to brutes, inhabiting Lead-
hills, occasioneil by the poisonous qualities ot lead and other mi-
nerals.

LI' AIDER, or LEADER WATER, a river of Scotland iu

Berwickshire.

LEADIIILI.S, mountains of Scotland, in the county of Lan-
ark, and dir.trict ot Clidesdale, remarkable for their ancient lead-
mines.

LEAF, [leaf. Sax.] in botany, a very essential and ornamental
part of plants, serving many important purposes in vegetation. Sec
Botany.
Leaf-Gold, or Gold-Leaf, fine gold beaten into plates of

extreme tlunness, for the purpose of gilding, &c. The prepara-

tion of gold-leaf, according to Dr. Lewis, is as follows: "The
gold is melted in a black lead crucible, with some borax, in a
wind-furnace, called by the workmen a wind-hole: as soon as it

appears in perfect fusion, it is poured out into an iron ingot mould,
six or eiglit inclies long, and three quarters of an inch wide, pre-

viously greased, and heated, so as to make the tallow run and
smoke, but not to take flame. The bar of gold is made red hot,

to burn olf the unctuous matter, and forged on an anvil into a long
plate, which is further extended, by being passed repeatedly be-
tween polished steel-rollers, till it becomes a ribbon as thin as pa-

per. Formerly the whole of this extension was procured by means
<.f the hammer, and some of the French workmen are still said to

follow the same practice: but the flatl.ng-mill both abridges the

operation, and renders the plate of more uiiilonn thickness. The
ribbon is divided by compasies, and cut with sheers into equal
pieces, which consequently are of equal weights: these are forged

on an anvil till they are an inch square; and afterwards wellnealed,
to remove the rigidity which the metal has contracted in the ham-
mering ami flatting. Two ounces of gold, or 960 grains, the

quantity which the workmen usually melt at a time, make loO of
these squares, when each of them weighs six grains and two-fifths ;

and as d02 grains of gold make a cubic inch, the thickness of the

square plates is about the 7ti0th part of an invli. In order to the

further extension of these pieces into fine leaves, it is necessary to

interpose some smooth body between them and the hammer, for

softening its blow, and defending them from the rudeness of its im-

mediate action: as also to place between every two of the pieces

some proper interinedium, which, while it prevents their uniting

together, or injuring one another, may sufi'er them freely toexti'nd.

Both these ends are answered by certain animal membranes. The
gold-beaters use three kinds ol membranes: for the outside cover,

common piuchment made of sheep-skin; for interlaying with the

gold, first the siuoolhest and closest vellum, made of calf-skin ;

and afterwards the much finer skins of ox-gut, stript otf from the

large stniiglit gut slit open, curiously prepared on purpose for this

use, and hence called gold-healer's skin. The beating of the gold

is performed on a smooth block of black marble, weighing from
201) t(.'tiOO pounds, the heavier the better; about nine inches square

on the upper surface, and sometimes less, fitted into the middle of

a wooden frame, about two feet square, so as that the surface of the

marble and the frame form one continuous plane. Three of the

sides are furnished with a high ledge ; and the front, which is open,

has a leather-slap fastened to it, which the gold-beater takes bel'oi e

him as an apron, for preserving the fiagineiits of gold that fall i -if'.

Three hammers are employed, all of them with two round .iiul

somewhat couvox faces, thoiigh commonly the workman uses gnly
one
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iL' of tlie faces: the first, called the cutch-hammer, 1= about four

iches ill diameter, and weighs 15 or 16 lb. and sometimes 20,

lou^h few workmen can manage those of this last size : the ?econd

illed the shodcring hammtr, weighs about 12 lb. and is abmil the

me diameter: the third called the gold-hammer, or linishing

inimer, weigh-; 10 or 1 1 lb. and is nearly of the same width. The
rench use four hammers, differing both in size and shape from

lose of our workmen. A hundred and fifty of the pieces of gold

e interlaid with leaves of vellum, three or four inches square,

lie vellum leaf being placed between every two of the pieces, and

jout 20 more of the vellum leaves on the outsides; over these is

rawn a parchment case, open at both ends, and over this another

^1 a contrary direction, so that tlie assemblage of gold and vellum

•aves is kept tight and close on all sides. The whole is beaten

>h the heaviest hammer, and every now and then turned upside

n, till the gold is stretched to the extent of the vellum ; the

j^e lieing from time to tinic opened for discovering how the ex-

.nisinn goes on, and the packet, at times, bent and rolled as it

ere between ;he hands, for procuring sufticient freedom to the

old, or, as the workmen say, to make the gold work. The
ieccs, taken out from between the vellum leaves, are cut in four

.'ith a steel knife; and the 600 divisions, hence resulting, are in-

jflaid, in the same manner, with pieces of the ox.gut-skins five

iches square. The beating being repeated with a lighter hammer
ill the golden plates have again acquired the extent of the skin;,

hey are a second time divided in four: the instrument used for

his division is apiece of cane cut to an edge, the leaves being
low so light, that the moisture of the air or breath condensing on
metalline knife would occasion them to stick to it. These last

livisions being so numerous, that the skins necessary for interpos-

ng between theiji would make the packet too thick to be beaten

t once, they are parted into three parcels, which are beaten se-

la.'-ately, with the smallest hammer, till they are stretched for

he third time to the size of the skins : they are now found to be
educed to the greatest thinness they will acmit of. In the beating,

lowever simple the process appears to be, a good deal of address

srequisite, for applying the hammers so as to e.\tend the metal

iniformly from the middle to the sides: one improper blow is apt

lot only to break the gold-leaves, but to cut the skins. After the

ast beating, the leaves are takCn up by tlie end of a cane-instru-

jicnt, and, being blown flat on a leather-cushion, are cut to a

ize, one by one, with a square frame of cane made of a proper
harpness, or with a frame of wood edged with cane; they are then
.itted into books of 25 leaves each, the paper of whicii is well

itnoolhed, and rubbed with red bole to prevent their slicking

;o it.

Leaf, in architecture, the representation of the leaf of the acan-
hus on the capital of the Corinthian and Composite orders. See
Architecture.
Leaf, in clocks and watches, an appellation given to the notches

af their pinions.

LEAGUE, a measure which contains more or fewer geometri-
cal paces, according to the different usages and customs of coun-
tries. A league at sea, where it is chiefly used by us, being a

land-measure mostly peculiar to the French and Germans, con-
tains 3000 geometrical paces, or three English miles. The
F'rench league sometimes contains the same measure, and in some
fiarts of France it consists of 3300 paces ; the mean or common
eague consists of 2400 paces, and the little league of SOOO. The
Spanish leagues are longer than the French, 17 Spanish leagues

making a degree, or 20 French leagues, or 694 English statute

miles. The Dutch and German leagues contain each four geogra-
phical miles. The Persian leagues are pi etty near of the same ex-
tent with the Spanish ; that is, they are equal to four Italian

miles; which is pretty near to what Herodotus calls the length of
the Persian parasang, which contained 30 stadia, 8 whereof, ac-

cording to Strabo, make a mile. The word comes from leuca, or

leuga, an ancient Gaulish word for an itinerary measure, and re-

tained in that sense by the Bomans, Some derive the word leuca

from Xifsof, white ; as the Gauls, in imitation of the Romans,
marked the distances in their roads with white stones.

League, denotes also an alliance between princes and states for

their mutual aid, either in attacking some common enemy, or in

defending themselves.

LEAK, [kke, Dutch,] at sea, a hole in the ship, through
voi, Jii.—NO, 123'

will, h ,l:e water comes in. A ship issaiii to spring a leak i,!, en she
bejiiiis to leak, or to let in tiie water. The manner of stopping; a
leak is to put into it a plug wrapped in oakum and well iarrtd, or
iii a tawrpawling cloul, wliich keeps out the water, or nailing a
piece ofsheet lead on the place. A vmW way o find a leak in *
ship is to apply the narrower end of a speaking truuippt to tl.e ear,
and the oilier to the side of a ship where the leak is supposed to
be; then tlie noise of the water issuing in at the le.^k will be heard
distinctly, whereby it may be discovered.
LEAKAGE, in commerce, an allowance of 12 per cent in the

customs, granted to importers of wines for the waste or damage it

is supposed to have received in th passage ; an allowance of two
barrels hi 22 is also made to the brewers ot ale and beer by the ex-
cise-office.

Lfakage signifies also the state of a vessel that leaks.

LEAP, in nnisic, is when the song does not proceed by con-
joint degrees, as when between each note there is an interval of a
third, a fourth, a hftli, &c.
LEAPING, or VAULTING, an exercise much used botii

among the Greeks and Romans. '1 he Grecians called it A>.,cc«.

and performed it with weights upon their heads and shoulders.
Sometimes they carried the weights in their liands, which were of
different figures, but generally oval, and made with holes, orccver-
eil with thongs, through which the contenders put their fingers.
These weights were called a).:,;,-,-. The contest was who could
leap the highest and farthest. The place from uhencei thev
jumped was called B-j".ij, anil that to which thov leaped, ia-A.nij.jAim,

because the ground was there dug up. This exercise was'per-
tormed in the same manner by the Romans.
LEAP-YEAR, the same with bissextile. See Bissextile.

Every centesimal, or hundredth year, is a leap-year, according to
the Julian account, but according to the Gregorian, it is always a
common year, except when the number of centuries can be di-
vided by four without a remainder, for then it is a leap-year; but
the intennediate centesimal years are common ones : hence, to
know if it be leap-year, the rule is. If the year consists of com-
plete centuries, andean be divided by 4, it is leap-year; as it is

also, when the intermediate years can'be divided bv'4: thus the
year 1812, will be a leap-year; for 12 maybe dividecl by 4, with-
out a remainder. If the intermediate years cannot be divided by
4, the remainder shews the number of years over leap-year. See
Chronology, and Year.
LEASE, [laisser, Fr.] a conveyance of lands, or tenements,

for a term of years, or during the continuance of a life or lives, iu
consideration of a stipulated rent or other recompence. The pur-
chaser of a lease may be considered as the purchaser of an annuity
equal to the rack-rent, for whether he possesses the estate himself,
or lets it out to another, he has an interest in the same equal to the
annual rent thereof ; therefore, from the principles on which the
present value of annuities is ascertained, the value of leases is like-
wise found. See Annuitils.
Lease, in law, otherwise called a Demise, is a conveyance or

letting of lands or tenements, in consideration of rent, ©r -otlier an-
nual recompence made for life, for years, or at svill ; but always
for a less time than the interest of the lessor in the premises ; for
if it were of the whole interest, it would be more properly an as-
signment. He that demises or lets, is the lessor; and he to whom
it is demised or let, is the lessee, A lease may either be made
by writing or word of mouth, called in law, a lease by parol. The
former is most usual ; but by the statute of lands, 29 Charles IL
c. 3, all leases of land, excepting leases not exceedingthree years

;

must be made in writing, and signed by the parties themselves, or
their agents duly authorized, otherwise they will operate only as
leases at will. If a lease is but for halfa year, or a quarter, or less time,
the lessee is respected as a tenant for years ; a yeai- being the short-
est term of which the law, in this case, takes notice: that is, he is en-
titled to the general privileges of a tenant for years, and is classed, as
such, though his term lasts only for the time specified. To constitute
a good lease, thtre must be a lessor not restrained from making the
lease to the extent for which it is granted ; a lessee capable of re-
ceiving it ; and the interest demised must be a demisable interest,

and be sufiScienlly and properly described. If it is for years, iv

must have a certain commencement and determination ; it is to
have all the usual ceremonies, as sealing, delivery, &c. ; and there
must be an acceptance of the thing demised. Leases for life roust

3 S not
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not be made to coinmeiice at a futiiit.' (l;iy, and there must be a

livi-ry ofsei--in. They must now be stamped as a lease, to be

valid"; and anv form of writing will constitute a lease, provided it

contains words of present demise, or actual letting ; but if it be

only an agreement to let, it conveys no immediate title in law, but

only an equitable right to have a lease, or to sue at law (or not

ni.iking one. If a lease l)e made to one for years, and at the s.iiiie

time to another for a longer time, the last lease is not void, but shall

take effect after the first expires. A tenant for life can, in general,

onlv grant a leaseto continue during his life; but sometimes a power

is annexed to such an estate, to grant leases for a specified lime,

and under particular limitations, all which must be strictly com-

plied with, or the lease is void; and instances have hap|>ened,

where budding-leases have been set aside, and persons ruined by
having granted under-leases. An infant may make a lease ; but

may set it aside when he comes of age; and the Court of

Chaiicerv is empowered to grant leases for ideols, lunatics, infants,

and married women.
Lease and Release, a species of conveyance used in the Eng-

lish law, first invented by Serjeant Moore, soon after the statute of

uses, and now the must common of any, and therefore not to be

shaken ; though very great lawyers (particularly Mr. Nov) have

formerly doubted its validity. It is thus contrived : A lease, or

rather iiargain and sale, upon some pecuniary coiisuler.ition, for

ooe vear, is made by the tenant of the freehold to the lessee or

bargainee. Now this, without any inrolment, niak^s the bargainor

stand seised to the use of the then bargainee, and vesis in the bar-

gainee the use of the term for a year; and the then statute immedi-
ately annexes the possession. He therefore, being thus in possession,

is capable of receiving a release ot the freehold and reversion,

which must be made to a tenant in possession: and accordingly

the next day, a release is granted to him. This is held to supply

the pl.ice of livery of seisin : and so a conveyance by lease and

release is said to amount to a feotTment.

LE.\SH, among sportsmen, denotes three creatures of any kind;

butchietiv greyhounds, foxes, bucks, and hares.

LEATHEK, [tetJicr, Sax.] the skins of various quadrupeds
dressed in a particular manner, for the use of manufactures. See
Tanning.
Leather, Dyeing of. Different colours may be imparted to

leather, according to the uses for which it is designed. Thus, a

blue is given by immersing the piece for the space of twenty-four

hours in urine and indigo, after which it is boiled in alum; or

this colour may be communicated by tempering the indigo with

red wine, and steeping the skins in tlie mixture. A red colour is

obtained, by first washing the skin«, which are then soaked for the

space of two hours in galls, wrung out, and immcred in a rujuor

prepared by a solution of Ligustruin vulgare, or privet, alum, and

vtidigrease, in water ; when they are steeped in a dye made of

Brazii-wood boiled with ley. In order to communicate a purple,

the skins are wetted with a solution of Roman alum in warm water;

and when dry, they arc rubbed by the hand with a decoction of

logvood in cfcld water. Leather acquires a ligiit green tinge, by

applying to it sap-green diluted witli Ijoiled alum-water:—a dark

green ca-t is communicated by means of steel-filings and sal am-
moniac, steeped in urine for a considerable time, and well nibbed
into the tkin, which is then to be dried in the shade. A yellow-

colour is given, by anohiting the skin with a decoction of aloes

£nd linseed-oil, previously strained ; or, by immersing it in a solu-

tion of dycr's-green veed. Lastly, if fustic-berries be boiled in

alum-witer, and the skins dipped in the liquor, they will acquire

a liglit orange shade; hut, if a deeper hue be required, it will be

necessary to substitute turmeric for the berries. In the tanning of

leather it is so much impregnated with the astringent parts of ouk-

bark, or with th:!t matter which strikes a black with green vitriol,

that rubbing it over three or four times with a solution of the vitriol,

or with a solution of iron m vegetable acids, is sufficient for stain-

ing it black. This operation is performed by the cuir'er, who,

after the colouring, gives a gloss to the leather with a solution of

gum-arabic and size made in vir.egar. Where tlie previous astrin-

gent iiiipregiialion is not sufficient to give due colour, and for

thosi' sorts of leather which have not been tanned, some galls or

other astringents are addeil to the solution of iron. In many cases,

patt;eularIy'for the finer sorts of leather, and for renewing the

blackness," lamp or ivory-black arc used. A mixture of either of

these with linseed-oil makes the common oil-blacking. For .1

shining blacking, small beer or water are taken instead of oil, in

tlie quantity of about a pint (o an ounce of the ivory-black, with
the addition of half an ounce of brown sugar and as much gum-
arable.

Leather, Gilding of. Take glair of the whites of eggs, or
gum-water, and with a brush nib over the leather with either of
them : then lay on the gold or silver, and, letting them dry, burn-
ish them. See Gilding.
LEAVEN, [from Itviire, to make a thing light, Lat.] strictly

signifies sour dough, which acquires its acidity, from being preserved
after kneading Hour with yeast, in order to ferment a larger quan-
tity of paste. It is a very imperfect substitute for yeast ; and, as

it communicates to the bread an astringent taste which few per-
sons relish, it ought to be used only where barm cannot be pro-
cured. Leaven was strictly forbidden by the law of Mo^es during
the seven days of the passover ; and the Jews in obedience to this

law, very carefully purified their houses from all leaven as soon as

the vigil of the feast began. Nothing of honey or leaven was to

ha>'e place in any thing presented upon the altar, during tliii

solemnity. If, during the feast, the least particle of leaven was
found in tlieir houses, the whole was polluted. Leaven, in its figu-

rative sense, signifies the bad passions of envy, malice, and ran-

cour, which sour the tempi-r, and extend their ferment over tlie

social atreetions: whereas unleavened bread imiilies sincerity,

truth, and meekness. It is frequently used for any kind of moral.
ciintagion.

LEAW'AVA, a sea-port on the E. coast of Ceylon, famous for

salt. Lon. 8.?. 15. E. Lat. 6. 40. N.
LEBA Dl A, or LEBADEA, an ancient town of Breotia, on the

borders of Phocis, situated between Helicon and Chanonea, near
Corona'a.

LEBANON, a celebrated mountain in the S. of Syria and N.
of Canaan. See Libani's.

LEBEDA, or LEBIDA, an ancient sea-port town of Tripoli,

with a good harbour, on the Mediterranean. Lon. 14. 50. E. Lat.

33. 50. N.
LEBEDOS, one of the twelve ancient cities of Ionia, situated

S. of Smyrna.
LEBKIJA, or LEBRIXA, atownof Spain, in Andalusia. Lon.

5. 32. W. Lat. 36. 52. N.
LEBUS, a town of Brandenburg. Lon. 14. 55. E. Lat. 52.

28. N.
LECCE, a rich, populous, and beautiful town of Naples, in

the province of Otranto, anciently called Aletium. Lon. 18.20.
E. Lat. 4(1. 38. N.
LECCO, a district of the late Italian republic, in the depart-

ment of the Lario, and late duchy ot Milan. It is now included
in the kingdom of Italy.

Lecco, the capital of the above district, is seated on the S. E.
arm of lake Coni'i. Lon. 9. 40. E. Lat. 45. 45. N.
LECH, or LECK, a river of Batavia, which runs into the

Maese at Krimpe.
Lech, or Leche, a river of France which rises in the departr

ment of Fonts, late duchy of Luxemburg, and falls into the-

Meuse near Dinant.

LEC'HIEA, a genus of the triandria trigynia class and order.

Calyx three-leaved: petals three, linear: capsules, three-celled,

three-valved, seeds solitary. There are three species, herbaceous
plants of America and China.
LECHNICH, a town of France in the department of theRoer,

and lat- electorate of Cologne. Lon. 6. 35. E. Lat. 50. 40. N.
LECK, atownof Denmark, in Sleswick.

LECTI, beds or couches, were of two kinds, amongst the
Romans, being destined to two different uses, to lie upon at en-
tertainments, and to repose on for sleep. The former were
calleti lecticliiiares, the latter lecti cubicularii.

LECriC.A, was a litter or vehicle, in which the Romans were
carried. It was of two kiiiils, covered and uncovered. The
covered lectica is called by Pliny cubiculum viatorum, a travel-

ler's bed-chamber.
LECTICARII, among the Romans, servants who carried the

Lectica.

LECTICARIUS was also an officer in the Greek church,

whose business it was to bear oft' the bocties of those who died,

and
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aiul to bury thcin. Tlicst wt-re otlierwise deiioniinatci.1 decani

i

and copiata'.

LECriiS'rERNIl'Nf, a solemn ceremony oh-erved by (lie

Roniuiis ill time* of public danger, wliercin an erilcrtaininent was

prepared with great uiagiiiticciicp, and served up in Ibe temples.

The go<ls were invited to partatie of the good cbeer, and their

statues placed upon couches ruiuid the table, in the same manner
as men used to sit at meat. The first lectistevnium held at Rome
was in honour of Apollo, Latona, Diana, Hercules, Mf rcurv, and
Neptune, to put a stop to a contagious distemper which i aged
amongst the cattle, A. U. C. 334. At these feasts the Epulones
presided, and the sacred banquet was called epulum. See Epulo,
Epulum, &c. Something like the lectisternium was occasionally

observed among tlie Greeks, according to Casanbon.
LEC TORES, among tlie ancient Romans, servants in great

men's houses, who read whiletheir masters were at supper. Ihey
were called by tlie Greeks AnagnostJE.

LECTOURE, a town of Fr.ince, in the department of Gers,

and late province of Gascony. Lon.'O. 43. E. Lat. 43. 36. N.
LECTURERS, in the church of England, an ord<"r of

preachers, distinct from the rector, vicar, and curate. They are

chosen bv the vestry, or chief inhabitants, supported by voluntary

subscriptions and legacies, and usually preach on the Sunday after-

noon. But the term is most generally applied to those who preach
on any stated day. By 1.? and 14 Car. II. cap. 4, lecturers in

churches, unlicen-ed, and not contorniing to the liturgy, shall be
disabled, and shall suffer three months imprisonment in the com-
mon gaol : and two justices, or the mayor in a town corporate,

shall, upon certificate from the ordinary, commit them. Where
there arc lectures founded by the donations of pious persons, (such

as that of lady Mayer's at St. Paul's) the lecturers are appoinicd
by the founders, without any interposition of rectors, ice. onlv
with the leave of the bishop. But the lecturer is not entitled to the

pulpit, without the consent of the rector or vicar, who is possessed

of the freehold of the church.

LECYTHIS, a genus of the polvandria monogynia class and
onler. Calyx six-leaved ; corolla, six-pilaled ; nectarine.

Ungulate, slaminiferous ; pericarpiuni, circumcised, many-seeded.
There are six species, trees or "shrubs of Guiana.
LED.\, in fabulous history, a ikuighter of king Thesplus and

Enrjthemis, who married Txmlanis king of Sparta. Jupiter saw
her bathing in the Eurotas, when she was some few days advanced
in pregnancy, and struck with her beauty, resolved to deceive her.

He persuaded Venus to change herself into an eagle, while he
assumed the form of a swan, and after tiiis metamorphosis Jupiter,

as if fearful of the bird of prey, lied through the air into the arras

of Leda, who willingly sheltered the trembling swan from the
u^^.iults of his superior enemy.
LEDUM, Marsh CisTus, or WiLU KosEMARv; a genus of

the monogynia order, and decandria class of plants ; natural

or<ier, Bicornes. Calyx five-cleit: corolla fiat, five- parted ; cap-
sule five-celled, gaping at the base. There are three species,

shrubs growing on mosses or bogs, in the North of Europe.
LEE, [//e, Fr.] a term used by seamen to distinguish that part

of the hemisphere to wiiich the wind is directed, from the other
part whence it arises : which last is called to windward. This ex-
pression is chiefly used w hen tlie wind crosses the line of a ship's

course, so that all on that side of her is called to windward, and all

on the opposite side to leeward. Hence, Under tlie Lee, im-
pfies farther to the leeward, or farther from that part of the hori-

zon whence the w'uid blows. Under the Lee of the shore ; i. e. at

a short distance from the shore which lies to windward. This
phrase is commonly understood to e.xpress the situation of a vessel

anchored, sailing under the weather-^hore, where there is always
smoother water, and less danger of heavy seas, than at a great
distance from it.

Lee-side, all that part of a ship or boat which lies between the
mast and the side faithest from the direction of the w ind ; or other-
wise, the half a ship, which is pressed down towards the water by
the eflort of the sails, as separated from the other half by a line

drawn through the middle of her length. That part of the "^hip

which lies to windward of this line is accordinglv called the
weather-side. Thus admit a ship to be sailing southward, with the
wind at east, then is her starboard or right side the lee-side ; and
the larboard, or left, the weatherside.

Lee-Larch, the sudden and violent roll wjiich a ship often

I

takes to (he leeward in a high sea, particularly when a i<.igc wave
strikes her on the weatherside.

Lee-vvay, or Leewakd-Wav, is the lateral movement of a ship
to the leeward of her course, or the angle which the line of her
way makes with her keel when she is close-liauled. This move-
ment is |)ioduced by the iiuitual ell'ort of the wind and sea upon
her side, forcing her to leeward of the line upon which she appears
to sail, and in this situation her course is necessarily a compound
of the two motions by wljich she is impelled. All ships are apt
to make some lee-way ; so that in casting up the log-book some-
thing mu^t be allowed for lee-«ay. But the lee-way"madc by dif-

terent ships, under the same circumstances, will be dillerent : and
even the same ship, with dillerent lading, and having more or less
sail on board, will make more or less lee-wav. However, the
common allo.vances made for lee-way, are these: 1. If the ship be
clo^e-hauled, has all her sails set, the'water smooth, and a moderate
gale of wind, she i^ supposed to make little or no lee-way. 2. If
it blow so fresh, as to cause the small sails to be handed, it is usual
to allow one point. 3. If it blow so hard, that the tops mun be
close-reefed, the ship then makes about two points lee-way. 4.
It one topsail must be l:anded, it is common to allow two and
tiiree quarters, or three points lee-way. 5. When both topsails
must be handed, they allow about four'points lee-wav. 6. When
it blows so hard, as to occasion the fore-cour>e to be handed, the
allowance is between five and a half and six points. 7. \Vhcn
both main and fore-courses nuist be handed, then six, or six and a
half points must be allowed for her Ite-way. 8. When the mizen
is handed, and the ship is trying a hull, she then makes her wav
good about one point before "the beam, that is, about seven points
lee-way. Though these rules are such as are generally used, vet
as the lee-way depends much upon the mould a'nd trim" of the ship,
we shall here give the method of a-eertaining it by observation.
Tluis, let the ship's wake beset by a compass in the poop,, and the
opposite rhumb is the true course made good bv the ship ; then
tlie didorence between this and (he cour-e given" by the compass
in the bittacle, is the lee-way required. If the ship be within sight
of land, the lee-way may be exactly found bv observing a point
on the land which continues to bear the same way; for the distance
between the point of the compass it lies on, and' the point the ship
capes at, will be the lee-way.

LEEA, in botany, a genus of the pentandria monogynia clas-,

and order; natural order, i'rihiiata-. Corolla one-pelal'ed ; nee--
tai7 on the tube of the corolla, upright, five-cleft ; berrv five-
seeded. It has three species.

LEECH. See Hirui^o.
LEECHES, in a ship, the borders or edges of a sail which are

eilh-r sloping or perpendicular. T!ie leeches of all sails whose
tops and bottoms are parallel to the deck, or at right angles to the
mast, are <lcnominated from the ship's side, and\lie -aU to which
tiiey belong; as the starboard leech of the main-sail, the Ice-leech
of the lore-topsail, &c. But the sails wliich are fixed obliquely on
the masts have their leeches nnmed from their situation wish re-
spect to theship's length ; as the fore-leechof the mizen, the after-
leech of the jib or fore-stay-sail, &c.
Leech-Limes, certain ropes fastened to the middle of the

leeches of the main-sail and fore-sail, and communicating with
blocks on the opposite side of the top, whence they pass down-
wards to the deck, -serving, to truss up those sails to the yard as oc-
casion requires. See Brails.
Leech-Ropk, a name given to that pari of the bolt-rope to

which ihe border or skirt of a sail is -eued. In all sails whose op-
po^ite leeches are of the same length, it is terminated above the
earing and below the clue.

LEEDS, a town of Yorkshire, in the W. Riding. It was in-
corpiirated by Charles I. with a chief alderman, nine burgesses,
and 20 assistants ; and by Charles 11. with a mayor, 12 aldermen,
and 24 assistants. It has been long famous for its woollen manu-
facture, and is '.me of the largest and most fiourishing towns in the
county. It is 2^2 miles W. S. W. of York, and 192 \. bv W of
London. Lon. 1. 29. W. Lat. 53. 48. N.
Leucs, a town of Virginia, in Richmond count v, fourteen miles

S. by E. of Port Royal. Lon. 77. 3. \V . Lat. 38. io.-N.
LEEK, in botany. See Allium.
Leek, in geography, a townoi Staflfordshire, eighteen miles "N

of Stafford, and 144 N. N. W. of London.
LEFRDAM, a town of Batavia mi the dep.^rtjnent of Delft, .

and .
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and late province of Soittli MoUand; 1 1 miles S, of Uti'tcht, and

tiO N. K. of Dort.

LEKRS, oi- LIERS a town of France in the department of the

Ourte. and lale bishopric of Liege, four miles N. ol Liege.

LlvERSL\, a genus of the class and order triandria digynia.

Calyx none ; gUnne, two-valve.l, closed. There are three species,

grasses of America.

LEIiS, the grossest and most ponderous parts of liiiuors, which,

being separated by fernientaliou, fall to the bottom. The vinegar-

makers make a great trade ol the lees of wine dried and ma<le

into cakes, after having squeezed out the remains of the liquor m
presses.

LEESBURG, a town of ^'irgillia, capital of London county,

46 miles N. W. ot Alexandria. "Lon. 77. 33. W. Lat. 39. 10. N.
LEET, or COURT LEET, [leta visas francii, Lat.] is a

court of record, ordained for punishing offences against tlie crown ;

and is said to be the ancient court of the land. It iiuiuires of all

offences undtr high treason ; but those whoare to be punished with

loss of life or member, are only inciuirable and presentable here,

and to be certilied over to the justices of assise. Stat. l.Edw. III.

And this court is called the view of frank pledge, because the

king is to be there certified by the view of the steward, how many
])Cople are within every leet, and have an account of their good
manners and government : and every person of the age ot twelve

years, who hath remained there for a year and a <lay, niay be sworn

to be faithful to the king, and the peopl-e to be kept in peace, &c.

xi leet is incident to a Imndred, as a court baron to a manor : for

by grant of a hundred, a leet passeth: and a humlred cannot be

without a leel. The usual method of punishment in the coiu't-leet,

is by lineand amercemei.t ; the former assessed by the steward,

and the latter by the jury.

Leets, in the Scotlishborough-politics, are those lists of names

made out previous to the day of election, out of which, the magis-

trates, counsellors, corporations, &c. annually elect the lord pro-

vost, bailies, deacons, and other office-bearers, for the subsequent

year.

LEEUVVE, or LEEUWEN, a town of France, in the depart-

ment of the Dyle, and late province of Austrian Brabant, 20
miles N. W. of Liege.

LEEWARD, denotes towards that part of the horizon which

lies under the lee wliither the wind bloweth. Thus, "We saw

a fleet under the lee," and, " We saw a fleet to leeward," are sy-

nonymous.
Leewaru Islands, that part of the Caribbee Islands, which ex-

tend from Dominica to Porto Rico. See Caribbee Islands.

Leeward Ship, is a vessel that falls much to leeward of her

course, when sailing close-hauled, and consequently loses much
ground.

LEEWARDEN. See Lewarden.
LEE-WAY. See Navigation.
LEFOOGA, one of the Friendly Islands, in the Cluster called

Hapaees; about seven miles long, and three broad. Lon. 149. 40.

E. Lat. 19. 49. S.

LEG, in anatomy, the whole lower extremity from the acetabula

of the ossa innominata, is commonly divided into three parts, viz.

the thigh, the leg properly so called, and the foot. See Ana-
tomy.
LEGACY, [legotum, Lat.] a bequest of a sum ofmoney, or any

perpetnal ellects of a testator : and these are to be paid by his re-

presentative, after all the debts of the deceased are discharged, as

far as the assets will extend. AH the goods and chattels of the de-

ceased, are by law vested in the representative, who is bound to

see whether there be left a sufficient fund to pay the debts of the

testator, and if it should prove inadecpiate, the pecuniary legacies

must proportionately abate ; a specific legacy-, however, is not to

abate unless there be insufficient without it. If the legatee die

before the testator, such will in general be termed a lapsed legacy,

and fill into the general fund; where however, from the general

import of the will, it can be collected that the testator intended

such a vested legacy, it will in such case go to the representative

of the deceased legatee. If a bequest be made to a person,

when he attains a certain age, the legacy will be lapsed, if he die

before he attain that age : but if such legacy may be made pay-

al.li- at that age, and the legatee die before that age, such legacy

vill 6e vested in his representative. If in the latter case, the testa-

tor device interest to be paid in tiir me. in lime, it will nevertheless
be a vested legacy. Where a legacy is bequeathed over to
another, in ca-e the first legatee die under a certain age, or the
like, tiie legacy will be payable immediately on the death of the
firat legatee ; and though sucli legacy be not bequeathed over, yet
if It carry interest, the representative will become immediately en-
titled to it. In case of a vested legacy due immediately," and
charged on land, or money in the funds which yields an immediate
profit, iuteri'st shrdi be payalile from the death of the testator ; but
if it be charged on the personal estate only of the testator, which
cannot be collected in, it will- carry interest only from the end of
the year after the death of the testator. If a bequest be for ne-
cessaries, and of small amount, the executor will be justified in

advancing a part of the jjrincipal ; but this should be done under
very particular circumspection, as the executor may be compelled
to pay the full legacy on the infant's attaining his majority, without
deiluctmg the sum previously advanced. When all thedebts and
particular legacies are discharged, the residue or surplus must be
paid to the residuary legatee, if any be so appointed in the will;

hut if there be none appointed or intended, it will go to the exe-
cutor ornext of kin. When this residue does not go to the exe-
cutor, il is to be distributed among the intestate's next of kin, ao'
cording to the statute of distributions ; except the same is other-
wise clisposable by particular customs, as those of London, York,
&c. See Executor. '

LEtiA'l'E, \_leg(itHS, Lat.] a deputy, an ambassador. A kind.'

of spiritual ambassador from the pope, generally a cardinal or'
l)ishop, whom the pope sends to sovereign princes. There are'
thn.-e kinds of legates, r\z. legates a latere, legates de latere, and'
legates by office, or legati nati : of these the most considerable are'
the legates a latere, the next are the legates de latere. '

LEGATIO LIBERA, was a privilege frequently obtained of

:

the state, by senators ol Rome, for going into any province or""

country, upon their own private business, in the quality of legati,'

or envoys from the senate, tliat the dignity of this nominal office'

might secure them a good reception, and have an influence on the'
management of their concerns. The cities and towns through
which they passed were obliged to defray their expences. It'
was called libera legatio, because they might lay aside the office'
as soon as they pleased, and were not encumbered with any actual^
trust. .

J
LEGATUS, a military oflicer among the ancient Romans,

V

who commanded as deputy of the commander-in-chief. The'
legati, at their first institution, were not so much to command as to'
advise. They were generally chosen by the consuls, with the au-'
probation of the senate.

LEGEND, originally a book used in the old Romish churches,'

containing the lessons to be read at divine service ; hence the lives'''

ofthe saints and martyrs came to be called legends, because chap-

'

ters were read out of them at matins, and at the refectories of re-,,

ligious houses. Among these the golden legend, which is a col-

'

lection of the lives of the saints, was received in the church with
great applause, which it maintained lor 200 years; though it ia

full of ri<liculous and romantic stories, that the Romanists thein'.'*

selves are now ashamed of it.

Legend, is also used to signify the words engraven about the*
margins, &c. of coins. Thus the legend of a French crown, be-''

fore the revolution was sit nomen domini benedictvm ; that'*

ofamoidore, in hoc signo vinces: on those of the last emi"*
perors of Constantinople, we find iesvs christvs basilevs bas»'^

ileon, ihs xps nika, j, e. iisvs christvs vincit. It is also

applied to the inscription of medals, which serves to explain the
figures or devices represented on them. In strictness, the legend
dilCers from the inscription; this last properly signifying words
placed on the reverse of a medal, in lieu of figures. It seems the
ancients had intended their medals to serve both as images and

'

as emblems ; the former for the common people, and the other*'

for persons of taste; the images to represent the faces of princes;

emblems their virtues and great actions. Every n\edal has pro-'

perly two legends ; that on the front, and that on the reverse,

'The'first generally serves only to distinguish the person by hia

name, titles, offices, &c. the latter is intended to express bit

noble sentiments, his good deeds, and tlie advantages the public'',
i

has reaped by him.

LEGER. See Book-keeping.
Lecea
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Legeb-Line, in music, one added (o the sUilV of live !ine^

H'heii llie ascending or descending notes run vrry higli or l..\v :

there arc sometimes many of these lines both above and below llie

stafl'to tiie nnmber of fonr or five.

LCGERDEM A IN, [contracted perhaps fVoun /fi^f'f'^rff """'«,

French,] a denomination given to certain dei-cpiivc performnncL-.s,

which either depend altogether on dexterity and address,^ or de-

rive a small degree of aid from pliilosopliiral principles. The for-

mer class, tiiough tiiey may be si vied arts in one sense of the

word, yet depend so entirely upon trick and deception, and have-

so little' connection with real'scieiice, th.at wc ;'re persuaded none

of our readers will regret our omitting them. Of ti.e latter class,

sufficient specimens of enteitaiiiing e\perimci;'s, illusions, ic.

of a philosopliical nature, will be found in the philosophical pa-t of

tljis work.
LEGHORN', a handsome town of Etruria, anciently called

Liburnus Portus, but by llie modern Italians I.ivon.o, about 3U

miles S. W. of riorencej in the territory of Pi>a. Lon. 1 1. 0, E.

Lat. 43. 50. N.
LEGION, in Roman antiquity, consisted of different numbers

at different periods. The word comes from kgere, (Lat.) to

choose; because, when the legions were raisi-d, they chose such

of their youth as were most proper to beai" arms. In the time of

Eomuhis the legion consisted of 3000 foot and 300 horse ; though,

after the reception of tlie Sabin -s, it was augmented to 4000. In

the war with Hannibal, it was raised to 3000, alter this it smik to

4000 or 4500 ; this was the number in the time of Polybius. The
number of legions kept in pay, differed according to circumi-

stancis.

LEGISLATOR, \_legishtor , Latin;] a lawgiver; one who
makes laws for any cunmiunitv. The most celebrated ancient

legislators were Moses among the Jews; Theseus, Draco, and
Solon, among the Atlienians; Lycurgus among the Lacedemo-
nians; Nunia among the Romans, &c. See these articles. The
iirstlaws amongst the Athenians seem to have been those of The-
seus. After him came Draco, whose laws were said, for their se-

verity, to have been written with blood: by them every oflence

was puni^hed with death ; so that stealing an apple, and betraying

one's country, were treated as~equal crimes. These were repealeil

bySolon, except such as related to murder. By way of distinction,

Draco's laws were called S,= r'/.o), and Solon's /ojnoi. At Rome the

people were in a great measure their own legislators ; though So-
lon may be said, in some sense, to have been their legislator, as

the decemviri, who wore created for the making of laws, borrowed
a great number from those of Solon. AV'ith us the legislative power
is lodged in the king, lords, and commons, assembled in parliament.

See Law, and Parliamekt.
LEGlTIMAriONL. See Bastard, and Law.
LEGITI>1E, in Sfots law, that siiare of the moveable effects

belonging to a husband and wife, which upon the husband's death
falls lo the ch Idren.

LEGNAGO, or LEGNAN'O, formerly a district of the pro-

vince of Veronese, anciently called Liniacus, afterwards included
in the Italian republic, and department of tlie Mincio, but now
forming a part of the kingdom of Italy. The soil is fertile, and it

abounds in rice, maize, fruits, flax, liemp, silk, honey, &c.
Legnano, a town of the above territory, 28 miles N.N.W. of

Ferrara.

Legn'ano, Porto, a town of Italy, on the N. E. side -of the
Adige, opposite to Legnano.
LEGNOTIS, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and

polyandria class of plants. Calyx tive-cleft ; petals rive, jaiiged,

inserted into the receptacle ; capsule three-celleil. It has two
species.

LEGUME, [legumcn, Lat.] among botanists, a pericarpium
of an oblong, compres cd ligyre, formed of two valves, joined by
a visible suture both on the upper and under parts, and having
the seeds affixed to the upper limbs of the two valves, in an altei"-

nale order. See Botany.
LEGUMINOUS, an appellation given to all plants w hose fruit

is a legume. See Botany.
LEIBNITZ, Godfrey William de, an eminent mathemati-

iian and philo-opher, born at Leipsic in Saxony, in 1(546. In I6ii3,

he maintained a thesis de Principiis Individuationis. In 1664, he
was admitted M. A. He endeavoured to reconcile Plato with

voC. ju.—Ko. 123.

1 Aristotle, as he afterwards did Aristotle with Des Cartes, Butllig

s(utiv of (he law was his principal oi)j"ct, anti he was afhnitted

L. CB. inl663. In 1660 he would have taken the degree of

doctor; but was refused it, on pretence that he was too young,

though in reality because he had rejected the principles of Aristotle

anrl tiie schooln'ien. Upon this he went to Altorf, where he main-

tained a thesis de Casibus Perplexis, with such applause, that he

had the degree of LL. D. conferred on him. He might have

i

settled to great advantage at Paris; but his aversion to the Roman

I
Catholic religion, made Ijiin refuse all offers. In 16T3, he wenE

to England ; where he became acquainted with John Collins,

F. R. S. anil Mr- Oldenburg, (he Secretary. Jn l()r6, he return-

ed to England, and thence went into Holland, in order to proceed

to Hanover, where lie pro|)osed (n setlie. Upon his arrival iherej

1 he applied himself to enrich tiie duke's library with the bc-^t books

of all kinds. The duke dying in 1679, his successor Ernest Au-
gustus continued to patronize him, and employed him to writo

the hi^torv of the boiHc ofPruiHwick. He travelled over Ger-

many and'Italv to collect materials. Frederic I. king of Prussiu,

then' elector of Brandenburgh, founded an academy at Berlin by

his advice; and appointed "him perpetual president, though he

could not reside constantly at Berlin, He projected an academy

of the same kind at Dresden, but the execution of this design was

preventeil by the confusions in Poland. He likewise proposed a

scheme of an universal language. His writings had long before

made him famous over all Europe. Besides the oflice of privy-

counsellor of justice, which king George I. then elector of Han-

over had given him, the emperor appointed him in 1711 aulic

counsellor ; and Peter the Great made him privy counsellor of

justice, with a pension of 1000 ducats. He undertook the estab-

lishment of an academy of sciences at Vienna; but the plague pre-

vented the execution of it. However the emperor, as a mark

of his favour, settled a pension on him of 2000 Horins, and promis-

ed him another of 4000 if he would come and reside at Mejir.a,

but he was prevented bv death in 1716. His memory was so

sliung, that tofix anv thi'ng in it, he had only to write it once ;

and he coidd even iii his old age repeat \~rgil exactly. lie pro.

fcssed the Lutheran religion, but never went to churcii ; and upoa

his death-bed, liis favourite servant, desiring him to send for a

minister, he replied, he had no need of one. Foreigners for

some time ascribed to him the inventionof Fluxions, which had

been previoudy discovered by Sir Isaac Newton.

LEIBNITZIAN PHILO'SOPHY, or the PHILOSOPHY
of LEIBNITZ, is a system formed and published by its author

in the 1 7th century, p"ai tly in emendatiou of the Cartesian, and

partly in opposition to the Newtonian. The basis of Mr. Leib-

nitz's' philosophy was that of Des Cartes, tliough in some tilings he

differed fromhun; for ht retained the Cartesian subtile matter,

with the universal plenitude and vortices; and represented th«

universe as a machine, that should proceed for ever by the laws,

of mechanism, in the most perfect state, by an absolute inviolable

necessity. After Sir Isaac Newton's philosophy was published iii

16S7, he printed an essay on the celestial mutions, Act. Erud.

1089, where he admits of'the circulation of ether with Des Cartes,

and of gravity with Sir Isaac Newton; though he has not recon-

ciled these principles, nor shewn how gravity arose Irom the im-

pulse of this ether, nor how to account for the planetary revola-

tions, and the laws of the planetary motions in their respects »

orbits. That which he calls the harmonical circulation, is the an-

gular velocity of any one planet whicli decreases from the peii-

helium to the'aphelium in the same proportion as its distance troiH

the sun increases ; but this law does not app'y to the motions of

the different planets compared together; bscau.e the vcluciiies o/

the planets, at their mean distances, decroa-e in the same propor-

tion as the square roots of the numbers expressing those distai.cci.

Besides, his system is defective, as it does not reconcile the circu.-

lation of the ether with the free motions of the comets m all direi>

tions, or with the obliquity of the planes of the planetary oibus:

nor resolveother objections to vhich the hypi thesis of the plei.LUi

and vortices is liable. Soon aficr this period, the dibpute comi>

mcnced concerning the invention of the mtthod of iluxions, wi.xcXi

led Mr. Leibnitz to take a very decided part in opposition to the

philosophy of Sir Isaac Newton. From the wisdom and goodness

of the Dei'ty, and his principle of a suliicient reason, he concluded

th.it the universe was a peilect wori;, or the best that could pos i-

3 T '''7
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l)l_v huvL' bt-en madi; ; and tiuit otlici- Uinij^'^, which wert- iiifomiiin-

tlioiis and evil, were |)er.nitted us iK.'cessary coiHCv^ueiices of

what wLis bes-l: llie material systi m, considered as a perfect ma-
chine, can never full into disorder, or require to be set right; ai.d

to suppose thai God interposes iji it, is to lessen tlie sl-.ill of the

author, and the perfection of his work. He expressly charges an

impious tenilencN on the philoNophy of Sir Isaac Newion, because

he asserts, that the fabric of the universe and course of niUure could

liol continue for ever in its present stale, but would ri-quire, in

process of t'.me, to be re- esta!)lished or renewed b_v the hand of its

former. 'I'he perfect on of the universe, by reason of which it is

capable of continuing for ever by uu'i hanical laws in its present

state, led Mr. Leibnitz to distinguish betwetu the quantity of mo-
tion and the for'.e of bodies; and, wiiilst he owns, in oppr^sition to

I)es (^"arles, that Ihe former varies,-to maintain that the ipiantity of

force is for ever the same in the universe, and to measuie the for-

ces of bodies by tiie squares of their velocities. This system also

requires tlie utter exclusion of atoms, or of any periectly hard'

and indexible bodies. 'J'he advocates of it allege, that according

to tlie law of continuity, (as they call a law ofni.ture invented for

the sake of the theory,) all changes in nature are jirouuced by in-

sensible and iiifuiitely small degrees ; so that no body can, in any

case, pass from mot.on to rest, or from rest to motion, without

passing through all possilile intermediate degrees of motion

;

whence they conclude, that atoms or perfectly hard bodies are im-

jiussible : because if two of diem should m< et uith equal motions,

!n contrary diieciions, they would necessarily step at once, in vio-

lation of tile lavv of continuity. 5ir. Leibnitz proposes two prin-

ciples as the foundation of all our knowledge ; the lirst, that it is

impossible for a thing to be and not to be at the same tinie, which,

he says, is the foundation of speculative trulh : the other is, that

notliing is without a sulticient rea5on why it sliculd be so rather

than otherwise ; and by this principle, according to hin:, we make
a transition from abstracted truths to natural philusophy. Hence
he concludes, that the mind is naturally determined, in its voli-

tions and ilections, by the greatest apparent good, and that it is

impossible to make a'choice betweui things perfectly like, which

he calis huliscernibles ; whence he infers, that tuo things perfect-

Jy like could not have been produced even by the Ueity : and he

rejects a vacuum, partly because the parts of it must be supposeil

jurfectly like to each ether. For the same reason he also rejects

i.tonis, and all similar particles of matter, to each of which, though

divisible in infinitum, he ascribes a monad, (Act. Lipsii, ItjyS,

p. 43j,) or active kind of piinciple, endued, as he says, with per-

ception and appetite, 'i'he essence of substance he places in ac-

tion or activity, or, as he expresses it, in something that is lietween

acting and the faciiUy of acting. He affirms absolute rest to In-

impossible, and liolds motion, or a sort of iiisus, to be essential to

all material substances. Each monad he describes as representa-

tives of th.e whole universe from its point of sight ; and after all,

in one of his letters he tells us, that matter is not a substance, but

a subs'antiatum or phenomena bicn fonde. He frequently urges

ide Comparison between the effects of appovite motives on the

mind, and of weights placed in ttie scales of a balance, or of

powers acting upon the same body with contrary directions. His

le.uned antagonist, Dr. Clarke, 'denies that there is a similitude

between a balance moved by weights, and a mind acting upon the

view of certain motives ; because tlie one is entirely passive, and

the other not onl) is aited upon, but acts also. The mind, he

owns, is purely passive in receiving the impression of the motive,

which is only a perception, and is not to be confounded with the

power of acting alter, or in consequence of, th..t perception. The
(liffereni e between a man and a machine does not consist only in

sensation and iulelligence, but in this power of acting also. 'I'he

balance, for want of this power, cannot mo-, e at all when (he

weights are eipial ; but a free agent, he says, wlien there appear

two perfectly alike reasonable ways of acting, has still within itself

a power of choosing ; and it may 'have strong and very good rea-

sons not to forbear.

LElCliSTER, or LEICESTERSHIRE, an inland county

of Eiiglan I, about 170 miles in ciicumference, and in form almost

circular. It has Noltinghamdiire and Derbyshire on Ihe N. Kul-

landshire and Lincolnshire on the E. Warwickshire on the \V.

fro:n which it is parted by the Roman military way called Wat-

ling-street ; and by Nortiiamplonshire on the S. It is a cliam-

uaign country, and fertile in corn and grass, being watered by se-

veral river-, as the Soar, which pases through it, and abuunds in

excellent s.lmon, &c. the Wreke, Trent, Eye, Sense, Auker, and
Avon. Tiiese rivers, being mostly navigable, greatly facilitate

trade.

],BICESTER, tjie capital of the above county, 27 miles N.N.E,
of Coventrv, and ys N. N. W. of London. 'Lon. 1.3. W. Lat.
j'J. 3S. N.
Leicester, a town of Mass..cluisetts, 55 miles W, by S. of

CostMii.

i^ElGH, a sea-port of Essex, on a creek in the mouth of the
'I'hames, Ij miles S. S. E. of Cnelmsford, and 24 E. of Lon-
don.

J^t.iCH, a town of Lancashire, 7 miles N. of Warrington.
LEIGH LIN, a borough of Ireland, in the county of Car»

low, Leinsler ; about 43 miles from Dublin, near the river

Barrow.
LEIGini^N, Robert, D. D. archbishop of Glasgow, was

born at Edinburgh. During Cromwell's usurjiation, he was mi-
nister of a church near Edinliurgh, and distinguished him-elf bv
Ills charily, and his aversion to religious and political disputes'.

The ministers were then called over yeaily in the synod ; and
were commonly asked. Whether they had preached to the limes?
" For God's sake (answered Leighton,) when all my brethren
preatli to the limes, suffer me to jireach about eternity." His
moderation, however, giving offence, he retired to a life of pri-

vacy. But soon after, he vvas called by the unanimous voice of

the magisfrates, to preside over the college of Edinburgh ; where,
during ten years, he displayed all the talents of a prudent, wise,

and learned governor. In 1(36'J, when the ill-judged affair of in-

troducing episcopacy into Scotland was resolved on, Leighton was
consecrated bishop of Dunbljne, and immediately gave an in-

stance of his nioderarton : for when Sharpe and the other bishops

proposed to enter Edinburgh in a pompous manner, Leighton re-

monstrated against it ; but finding that what he said had no
weight, he left them, and went to Edinburgh alone. Leighton, in

his own diocese, set such a remarkable example of moderation,
Ihat he was revered even by the most rigid Presbyterians. He
went about preaching without any pomp ; gave liberally to the

poor; and removed none of the ministers, however exceptionable
he might think their political principles.' Finding it was not in

his power to stem the violence of the times, he resigned his arch-

bishopric, in 1675, antl retired into Sussex, where he devoted
himself to acts of piety. He died at London, in 16S4. He was
of a most amiable dis))osition ; strict in his life, polite, cheerful,

engaging in his manners, and profoundly learned. He wrote a
" Commentary on Si. I'eter ;" besides many sermons and useful

tiacls, which are greatly esteemed. He bequeathed his library to

the church and clergy of Dunblane ; and sunk about 840/. for

bursaries and oilier charitable purposes in the colleges of Ediii-

burgh and Gl."isgow, and par'uih of Dunblane.
Leighton, or I^eighton'-Buxzard, a large town of Bedford-

shire, 7^ miles W. N. W. of Dunstable, and 41 N.W. of Lon-
don.

LEININGEN, or LINANGE, a late county of Germany,
in the palatinate of the Rhine, now included in the department of

Mont Tonnere. It is fertile in corn, wine, and fruits.

Leikingen, New, the capital of the above county, 11 miles

S. \V. of Worms, and 30 S. of Mentz.
LEINSI'ER, the eastern province of Ireland, bounded by Ul-

ster on the N. ; St. George's, or the Irish Channel, on the E. and
S ; and by the provinces of Connaughl and M mister on the W.
Tlie capital of this province and of the kingdom is Dublin. It

contains twelve lounties, viz. Carlow, Dublin, Kildare, Kilkenny,

King's-county, Longford, Louth, Meath, Queen's-county, West
.\Ieath, Wexford, and Wicklow. It is the most level, fertile,

and best cultivated province in the kingdom. It is about 124 miles

long, and 74 broad, and extends from 51° 45' to 53° 45' Lat. N.
LEIPHEIM, a town of Suabia, 11 miles N. E. of Ulm.
LEirSIC, or LEIPZIG, a large, strong, and populous town

of Misnia, with a castle, and a famous university. Lon- 12. "1. E.

Lat. 51. 2.'. N.
LErni, anciently called Inverleith, the port of Edinburgh, is

seated on the banks of the Forth, about two miles from the ca-

pita!.

LEITMEIHTZ,
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LEITMERITZ, a town of Boh<'mia, 2S milei N.N. W. of

Pr.igue, ami 34 S. S. E. of Dresden.

LEITRIM, a county of iRlaiul in the province of Connaiiglit,

bounded on the N. by tlie bay of Donnegal and part ot Fernia-

nagli, on llie S. and \V. by Siigo and Roscommon, and on llie E.

by h'enuanagb and Cavan.
Leitrim, the capital of tlie above county, SO miles N. W. of

Dublin. Lpu. 8. 9. W. Lat. 33. 46. N.
LEIXLIP, or LEIXSLIP, a town of Ireland in Kildart-,

Lvin-ter, about 8 miles \V. uf Dulilin.

LEL.^ND, JoHV, the great English antiquary, was born in

London about tlie year 1507. Having lost his parents when a

child, lie funnd a friend and patron in Mr. Thomas Miles, who
placed him in St. Paul's school, of which the grammarian Lilye

was mailer. From that school, ne was sent to Cambridge, and
after some years, to O.xtord. F"roiii Oxford Ive went to Paris,

chleily w itli a design to study the Greek languagf. which was tlien

but little understood in this kingdom. On his return to England
he took orders, anil was appointed ch.iplain to Henry VIII. who
also gave him the rectory of Poppeling, in the marshes of Calais,

appointed him his librarian, and in 1533 made liim king's anti-

ipiary ; an ofiice never borne by any otner person belore or since.

By this commission he was empow ered to search for ancient writ-

ings in all the libraries of colleges, abbevs, priories, &c. in his ma-
jesty's dominions. It is said, that he renounced popery soon alter

his return to England. In 1536, he obtained a dispensation to

keep a curate at Poppeling, and set out on hi? journey in search

of antiquities. In this employment he spent six years, during
which time he visited every part of England, wheie monuments
of antiquity were to be expected. After his return, in 1542, the

king gave him the rich rectory of Haseley in Oxfordshire ; and in

1545, a prebend of King's College, now Christ's church, in Ox-
ford, besides that of East and West Knowie, in Salisbury. Being
thus amply provided for, he retired to a house of his own in the

parish ot St. Michael le Querne in London, svhere he spent six

years in digesting the materials he had collected. Henry \III.
died in 1547 ; and not long after, Leland lost his senses. In this

dreadful state he continued till 1552, when he died. He was a
man of great learning, an universal linguist, an excellent Latin
poet, and a most indefatigable and skilful antiquary. On his

death, Edward VI. gave all his papers to Sir John Checke, his tu-

tor and Latin secretary of state. The king dying, and Sir John
being obliged to leave the kingdom, he gave four folio volumes of
Leland's collections to Humphrey Purefoy, Esq. which, in 1612,
were by his son given to William Burton, author of the History
of Leicestershire. This gentleman also became possessed of the
Itinerary in eight volumes folio, which, in 1632, he deposited in

the Bod'leian library. Many other of Leland's MSS. after the
death of Sir John Checke, fell into tlie hands of Lord Paget, Sir

WiUiani Cecil, and others, and at last fortunately came into the
possession of Sir John Cotton. These MSS. were of great use to

all our subsequent antiquarians, particularly Cambden, Sir William
Dugdale, Stowe, Lambard, Dr. Datteley, Ant. Wood, ice. His
" Itinerary throughout most Parts of England and Wales," was
published by Mr. Hearne, in nine volumes, octavo, in 1710-11

;

as was also his " Collectanea de rebus Britannicis," in six vols.

Svo. in 1715.

Leland, Johv, an eminent writer in defence of Christianity,

born at Wigan in Lancashire in 1691, of pious and virtuous pa-
rents. They took the earliest care to season his mind with pro-
per instructions; but, in his sixth year, the smallpox deprived
him ot his understanding and memory, and expunged all his for-

mer ideas. He continued in this deplorable state near a year,
when his faculties seemed to spring up anew ; and though he did
not retain the least trace of any impressions made on him before
the distemper, he now discovered a quick apprehension and strong
memory. In a few years after, his parents settled in Dublin,
which gave him an easy introduction to learning and the sciences.

When properly qualified, he was called to be pastor to a congre-
gation of Protestant dissenters in that city. He was an able
preacher, but his labours were not contincd to the pulpit. The
many attacks made on Christianity, and by some writers of no
comtemptible abilities, led him to examine the subject with the
strictest care. Upon the most dtlibcrate inquiry, the truth and
divine original, as well as the cxcellenci^ and imporlsnce of Chris-

tianity, cpijearing to him Willi great lustre, he published answers
to several authors who successively appeared in that cau~e. H«
was indeed a masttr in this controversy ; and his history of it, ei.-

titled, * A View of the Deisl.cal Writers, that, have appeared in

England, in the last and pre^ellt Century, &c." is highly and
justly' esteemed. In tlie decline of life he published ano'iier'labo-

rious work, entitled, " The Advantage and Necessity of the
Christian Revelation, shewn Irom the Stale of Religion in the an-
cient Heathen VVorld, especially with respect to the Knowle'dge
and Worship of tlie One true God ; a Rule of moral Duty, and a

State of future Rewards and Punishments; to which is |;relixed,

a long preliminary Discourse on Natural ami Revealeil Religion :"

two vuls. 4to. This noble and extensive subject, the several parts

of which have been slightly and occasionally h:iiidled bv other
writers, Leland has treated at large with the greale>t care, accu-
racy, and candor. And, in his " \'iew of ih' Deistical Wri-
ters,''' his cool and dispassionate manner of treating their argu-
ments, and his soIkI confutation of them, have coi.triinited more to

depress the cause of athei-m and infidelitv, than the angry zeal of
warm disputants. But not only his learning and iibililies, but diso

his amiable temper, great modesty, and exempl.iry life, recom-
mended him to general esteem and allection. He died in 1760,
or in 1761, according to Dr. Watkins.
LELEGEIS, the ancient name of Miletus, from the Lelege«,

the lirit inhabitants of it.

LELEGES, an ancient people of Asia, of Greek original ; the
name denoting a collection of people. Tliey tirat occupied the

islands; then pas-ing over to the continent, they settled partly iu

.Mysia on the Sinus Adramyttenus, and partly in that part of Ionia

next to Caria.

Leleges, a people of Laconia, who went to the Trojan war
with Altes their king. Achilles plundered their country, and
obliged them to retire to the neighbourhood of Halicarnassus,

where they fixed their habitation.

Leleges, a name given to the inhabitants of Megara for some
time, from Leiex, one of their kings.

LELEX, an Eayptian, who came with a colony to Megara,
where he reigned about two hundred years before the Trojan
war.

Lelex, the first king of Laconia, in Peloponnesus. His sub-

jects were called Leleges, and the country where he reigned

Lelegia.

LEMAN, or LAC LEMAN, a department of France, com-
prehending the late republic of Geneva ; so named from Lenia-
nus, the ancient name of the lake of Geneva.
LEMBERG, or LEMBURG, a late palatinate of Poland, in

Red Russia, which now forms part of the modern kingdom of

Gallicia.

Lemberg, a town of Poland, late capital of Red Russia, and
of the late p.ilatinate of Lemburgh, on the Pelteu ; and now the

capital of the modern Austrian kingdom of Ciallicia. It is 15C

miles E. of Cracow, and 212 S. of Warsaw. Lon. 2i. 46. E.

Lat. 49. 51. N.
LEMBRO, or EMBRO, an island of the Archipelago, on the

coast of Romania, 22 miles in circumference ; with a town, river,

and harbour, of the s,ime name, aucieativ called Imbros. Lon. -'6.

0. E. Lat. 40. 25. N.
LEMERY, Nicholas, a celebrated chemist, born at Routfn

in Normandy in 1645. After having made the tour of Francf,

he, in 1672, commenced an ac<iuaintance with M. Martyn apo-

thecary to the prince; and performed several courses of chemis-

try in his laboratory at the Hotel de Conde; which brought him

to the knowledge and esteem of the prince. Having procured a

laboratory of his own, he gave lec'.ures on chemistry, which were

attended by such numbers of scholars as scarcely to allow him.

room to perform his operations. He was the tir.st modern chemist,

who abolished the senseless jargon of barbarous terms, reduced

the science to clear and simple ideas, and promised nothing tliat

he did not perform. In 1681, he was disturbed on account of his

religion; and came to England, where he was well received by

Charles II. but atifairs not promising tranquillity, he returned 1o

France, where the revocation of the edict of Nantz made him turn

Catholic, to avoid persecution. He then became associate che-

mist and pensionary in the Royal Academy of Sciences, and died in

1715. He wrote,' 1. A Course of Cbemistry. 2. An Universa.1

•} Phanracopo-U
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LEMMA, [of >rc',j^srf/u,, I assunip,] in niatlieiiialir?, denotes a

propoiition, l.iid down to clear tiie way for some following de-

inonstration; and pn-rtxed either to tlicoreiiis, to render their de-

niunstralions less mtriiMte ; or to problems to make their resolu-

tion more oasv.

LEMNA," Duck's Meat; in bolany, a gcnns of the diandria

OTder, and monoseia class of plants; naliiral order, Miscellanea;,

ikiale, calvx one-leafed ; corolla none : female, calyx one-leafed ;

corolla noiie; style one ; capsule one-celled. There are six spe-

cies, growing in'ditclns and stagnant waters in most parts of Eu-
rope ; all acceptable food for ducks and geese.

LEMNIAN EARTH, or LEMNIA 'TERRA, a medicinal,

astringent sort of earth, oi chalk, of a fatty cojisistence and reddish

colour ; u=ed in the same cases as bole. It has its name from the

island of Lemnos, whence it is chiefly brought.

LE.MNISCIA, a genus of the class and order polyandria mo-
iiogynia. Calyx five-toothed ; corolla six-petaled, recurved

;

nectary cap-shaped, girding ; the germ; pericarpmm five-celled
;

seeds solitary. There is one species, a tree of Guiana.

LEMNOS, in ancient geogra|)hy, an island in the jEgean sea,

near Thrace, called also Dipolis, from its consisting of two towns.

i{ is now called Stalimene.

LEMON, \_limoiiium, low Lat.] in botany, the fruit of the le-

(Don-tree. See Citrus.
Lemons, Salt of, used to remove ink stains from linen, is

the native salt of sorrel, the super-oxalate of potass. The effect is

produced by the oxalic acid dissolving with facility the oxide of iron

in the ink, on the combination of which with the tannin and gallic

acid the colour depends ; while, at the same time, it can be used
without any risk of injury to the cloth, on which it has no effect.

See Oxalate.
LEMONADE, a liquor prepared of water, sugar, and lemon

, or citron juice. It is very cooling and grateful. Lemon-juice is

one of the most cooling and antiseptic vegetable productions : it

ought to form an article of the side-board, as well as the medicine-

chest ; for it improves the taste, and corrects the putrid tendency
of animal food in the summer. Hence lemonade affords a grate-

ful and cooling beverage for febrile patients ; but it should be re-

marked, that the acid of lemons must never be freely given to per-

sons, whose breast or respiration is alfected,

LEMOVICES, a people of Aiiuiiania, situated between the

Bituriges Cubi on the N. the Arverni on the E. the Cadurci on
the S. and the Pictones on the W. Before the revolution, this

connlry was called Liniosin and La Marche.
LEMPTA, a desert country of Africa, inhabited by a fierce

people who rob the caravans, between Constantina and Nubia.
Lon.9. 0. E. Lat. 26. 30. N.
LEMUR, the Maugauco, in zoology, a genus of the mam-

malia class of cjuadrupeds, and of the order primates. Generic
character: in the upper jaw four front-teeth, the intermediate

ones remote; in the lower jaw six, longer, extended forwards,

compressed, parallel, and approximated ; tusks solitary and ap-

proximated
;
grinders several, and sometimes many, sublobaled,

the foremost somewhat longer and sharper. This genus of animals

is very similar to that of monkeys in the structure of the feet.

Some species have no tails, and others have tails of an extraordi-

nary length. There are thirteen species, all of which differ much
frim the monkeys in their manners.

L. Catta, the Ring-tailed Maucauco, inhabits Madagas-
car, Mauritius, Joanna, and the neighbouring African continent.

It is of . the size of a cat ; has the hair on the top and hind part of

the head of a deep ash-colour, the back and sides reddish, the belly

and insides of the limbs white; all its hair is very soft, close, and
line, and erect like the pile of velvet ; the tail is twice the length

of the body. It is very good-natured, and has all the life of a

monkey, without its mischievous disposition ; it is very cleanly,

and has a weak cry. In a wild state tiiey go in troops of thirty or

forty, but are easily tamed when taken young.

t. Ecaudatus, the Tail-less Maucauco, a small animal

found in Bengal and the island of Ceylon. It is of a very singular

construction, and [)erhaps longer in proportion to its thickness

than any other quadiuped. The head is roundish, with a sharp-

fig'taied nuse, and small ears : tke body is covered with short;

soft, and silky ash-coloured and reddish fur: the toes are naked,
and the nails llat ; excepting those of the inner toe on e.xh hind..
foot, which are long, crooked, and sharp. Its length from -the

nose to the rump is sixteen inches. It lives in the woods, and
feeds on fruits. In a tame state, it appears to be fond of eggs,
and devours small birds. This animal has the inactivity of tlje

sloth, and creeps slowly along the ground ; it is very tenacious of
its hold, and makes a plaintive noise.

L. Macaco, or Cauhatus, the Ruffed Maucauco, or the
Vari of Buffon, is an inhabitant of Madagascar. It is somewhat
larger than the Catta, and has long hair standing out round the.

sides of the head like a ruft : a long tail ; the colour of the whole
animal generally black, but sonietimes white spotted with black,

'

In a wild state, it is a furious animal ; and (ills the woods with its

cries. Mr. Ker distinguishes four varieties of this species : viz.

Black, Brown, White, and Pied Vari. See Plate C.
L. PoDji, theTARsiERof Button, has a pointed visage; slen-

der nose, bilobated at the end : eyes large anil prominent : ears

erect, broad, naked, semitransparent, an inch and a half long
with a tuft of hair between them on the top of the head, and
long hairs on each side of the nose, and on the upper eye-
brow.

L. VoLAMs ; the Flying Maucauco", the Colugo of Pallas,

or Flying Cat OF Ternate, resembles a bat; being furnished
with a strong membrane like that animal, by which it is enabled to

fly. It inhabits the country about Guzarat, the Molucca isles,

and the Philippines ; feeds on fruits, and is very distinct both from
the bat and flying squirrel. Mr. Pennant says it is three feet long;
nearly as broad when expanded ; the tail one foot ; the head long,

mouth, teeth, and ears, small ; the hair ash-coloured ; the legs co-

vered with yellow down ; the paws five-toed ; the claws crooke(4

and very sharp. See Plate C.
LEMURES, in antiquity, sprites or hobgoblins ; restless ghosts

of departed persons, who were supposed to return to terrify and
tonnent the living. These are the same with the larva-, whom the

ancients imagined to .vander round the world, to frighten good
people, and plague the bad. For which reason at Rome they had
lemuria, or feasts instituted to appease the manes of the defunct.

.

See Lares.
LEMURIA, or LEMURALIA, a feast solemnized at Rome

on the 9th of May, to pacify the manes of the dead, or in honour
of the lemures. It was instituted by Romulus, to appease the

ghost of his murdered brother Remus, which he thought was con-
tinually pursuing him to revenge the horrid crime.

LEN.^, a great river of Asia, in Siberia, which rises in Lat. 52,

30. N. and Lon. 106. 44. E. of Ferro, After traversing a large

tract of land, it divides into five branches, about Lat. 73°. Three
of these run W. and two E. by which it runs into the Icy Sea,

In its course to the northern ocean, sixteen large rivei-s fall

into it.

LEN.EA, [from xivof, a wine-press,] a festival kept by the

Greeks in honour of Bacchus, at which there was much feasting and
Bacchanalian joUitv.

LENCICIA, or LENCZICZ, a strong town of the late Poi
lish Prussia, and present duphy of Warsaw, 60 miles S. W. of
Warsaw,
LENGLET, Nicholas, du Fresnoy, abbii, a celebrated

French author, born at Beauvois, in 1674. ,He wrote on various

subjects, historical, geographical, political, and philosophical,.

The following merit notice: 1. A Method of Studying History,'

with a Catalogue of the Principal Historian': of every Age and
Country ; 1713. This work was translated into most modern
languages, particularlv our own, with improvements, by Richard
Rawlinson, LL. D. iind F. R. S. and published at London in

1730, in two vols. 8vo. 2. A copious Abridgment of Llniversal

History and Biography, in Chronological Order, under the title

of " Tablcttcs Chronologicjues ;" which lirst appeareil at Paris in

1744, in two vols. 8vo. and was universally admired. In the sub-

sequent editions he made several corrections and improvements;
anrl from one of these, an English translation was published at

London in 1762, in two vols, large 8vo. Another edition appear-

ed in 1763, in which the general history was brought down to

1762. Du Fresnov, however, loaded his work with catalogues of

saints, martyrs, councils, synods, heresies, schisms, and other ec--

clesiastical matters, fit only for the libraries of Popish convents.

lie
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He was secretary to the Frencli aiiibjsiador at C'oloune in 17'J J,

when lie discovered a plot of di-liveriiif; up Moiis lu tlie ]'"ugli»li.

In I7'il, he became librarian to Prime Eugene. He lived S2

years, but his end was tragical; for, falling asleep by the hre, lie

fell into it, and his lieail was nearly burnt oil', belbre the accident

was discovered. This happened in 17iU.

LENHAM, a town of Kent, near the source of the Len, 9
miles E. of Maidstone, and 4S E. S. E. of London.
LENITIVE, [from lenis, gentle,] in medicine, gentle pur-

gatives.

Lenitive ELtcxuARv, a preparation kept in the apothecaries'

shops, and consisting generally of two parts of pulverized senna ;

onepart of coriander-seedi in powder, incorporated with four parts

of the pulp of tamarinds ; a similar portion of prunes ; and a suf-

ficient quantity of simple syrup, so as to reduce the whole into an

electuary. It is chiefly employed as a centle aporieat in doses ot

t>ne tea-spoonful, taken frequently in the course of the day ; but,

as it is apt to become mouldy, and to lose its eflicacy, if kept too

long, it ought to be newly prepared, and may bo more advan-

tageously employed as a vehicle for admini:-tering the more ac-

tive inenicines. Nor should this compound be indiscriminately

swallowed by the lower clasi.es of people, who thus cloy their sto-

machs on every occasion, without knowing whether it be a pro-

per medicine tor their complaint.

LENNOX, or DUN15AR TON-SHIRE, a county of Scot-

land, 24 miles Ion", and JO broad, bounded on tjie S. by the

river and frith of Clyde ; on the W. by Lochlong and Argyle-

shire ; on the N. by the Grampians, and on the E. bv Monteitli

and Stirlingshire, trreat part of it is lit for nothing but pasturage

and sport ; even in the lower lands, the soil is not very fertile :

yet the face of the country is agreeably diversified with hills,

dales, mountains, heath, rivuleti;, rivers, lakes, woods, lields of

corn, and gentlemen's seats and plantations.

LENS, [/tv:.j, a lentil, called from its resemblance to a lentil-

Med,] a piece of glass, or any other transparent substance,, the sur-

faces of which are so formed, that the rays of light, by passing

through it, are made to change their direction, cither tending to

meet in a point beyond the-lens, or made to become parallel

after converging or diverging; or proceeding as if tliev had
issued from a point before they fell upon the lens. See Op-
tics.

Lens, in gcogr.'-phy, a town of France, in the department of

the Straits of Calais, and late province of Artois, 7^ miles N. \V.

of Douay, and 9j N. E. of Paris.

LENT, ymiteii. Sax. the spring,] a solemn time of fasting in

the Christian church. Those of the Latin church, and some of

the Trotestant communion, maintain, that it was always a fast of

forty days, and, as such, of apostolical institution. Others think

it was only of ecclesiastical institution, and that it was variously

observed in different churches, and grew by degrees from a fast

of forty hours to a fast of forty days. This is tht; opinion of Mor-
ton, bishop Taylor, Du Moulir, Daille, and others. The an-

cient manner of observing lent, among th.ose who were piously

disposed, was to abstain from food till evening: their only refresh-

ment was a suppar ; and it was indiiferent whether it was flesh or

any other food, provided it was used with sobriety and modera-
tion. Lent was thought the proper time for exercising, more
abundantly, every species of charity. Thus what they spared from
their own bodies by abridging themselves of a meal, was usually

given to the poor ; they employed their vacant hours in visiting

the sick, and those that were in prison ; in entertaining strangers,

and reconciling dilTerences. The imperial laws forbad all prose-

cution of men in criminal actions, that might bring them to cor-

poral punishment and torture, during the whole season. This
was a time of more than ordinary strictness and devotion, and
therefore in many of tiie great churches they had religious assem-
blies for prayer and preaching every day. All public games and
stage-plays were prohibited ; as well as the celebration of all fes-

tivals, birth-days, and marriages, as unsuitable to the occasion.

The Cliristians of the Greek church observe four lents : the first

commences on the 1 5th of November, the second is the same with
that of the ciiurch of England ; the tliird begins the week after

Whitsuntide, and continues till the festival of St. Peter and St.

Paul ; and the fourth commences on tiie 1st of August, and lasts

till the 15th. All these lents are observed with great strictness ;
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but on S.iiurdays and Sund.ly^ tiiey ilrink wine and use od, which

are jiiohibited on other da_\s.

Ll'.NTlL, in botany. 'See Ervu.m,
LEN'TINI, a river of Sicily, in the valley of Nolo, an-

ciently called Terias. It runs into the Adriatic, live miles be-

low.

i-E^•Tr^fI, a town of Sicily, seated on the above river, ar»-

ciently called Leonlium, 10 miles N. W. of Augusta, and 19 N.
\V of Svracuse.
LEO,' [a(u,», from K^aV, Hcb.] in zology. See Feus.
Leo, ill astronomy, the fifth sign of the ecliptic ; also the fifth

con-tellation in the zodiac. See Astiu)\omy.
Leo, a native of Bjzantiuin, who tlourislied about B. C. 350,

and wrote some treatises on physic and history, which are lost.

His philosophy, patriotism, and political abilities, while they en-

deared him to his countrymen, who employed him as ambassador
to Athens, Macedonia, Lc. on their most important business. c.\-

cited the jealousy of Philip HI. of Macedon ; who saw his ambi-
tious designs would be frustrated wliile such a vigilant patriot

lived. lie therefore got a letter forged in Leo's name, olf'crinK

to betray Cyzantium to tlie king of Persia, which produced
the desired villainous i-tTect. The mob ran enraged to the

house of the philosopher, w ho to avoid their furv killed hnn-i

self.

Leo, the name of six emiierors of the East.

Leo hi. the Is.\uRi.^y, wa- the son of a poor merlianic, hut

entering the army, became one of the body-guard to Justinian H.
and was made a general by Anaslasius H. 'who, in 717, made him
his colleague in the empire. 1 he Saracens liaving ravaged

Thrace, besieged Constantinople, but Leo bravely defended rt,

and repulsed them. After this he- proved a tyrant, and burnt

the library of Constanlincple, cont^ruiiug above 30,000 vo«

Uimes, besides a vast quamny of medals and other antiquities.

He died in 741, and was succeeded by his son Constan-
tine V.
Leo is also the name, real or assumed, of eleven popes of

Rome.
Leo X. whose proper name was John de Medicis, is ever t<s

be remembered by Protestants, as having proved the cause of th*

reformation, begun by Martin Luther. He was made a cardinal

at 14 years of age, and some years after a legate, bv Julius II. lit

was in that quality in the array, which was defeated by the French
near Ravenna, in 1512, where he was take.n prisoner. The sol-

dien;, who took him, humbly asked his pardon for gaining the

victory, besought hiin to give thein absolution for it, and promised

never to bear arms against the pope. Yv'hen Julius died, Msdicis

was very ill of the venereal disease at Fiorence, and was carried to

Rome in a litter. Hurrying about every night to the cardinals of

his faction, his ulcer broke, and the matter which ran from it ex-

haled such a stench, that all the air in the conclave was poisoned

by it. Upon this the cardinals consulted the physicians, to know
w'hat the matter was. They, being bribed, sai'd the cardinal de
Medicis could not live a month ; which occasioned his being

chosen pope. Thus cardinal de Medicis, then not 30 years of

age, was elected pope, in consequence of his debaucheries, upon
a'false information ; and as joy is a sovereign remedy, he soon re-

covered hU healtli. He was better calculated for a temporal, than

a spiritual prince, being ambitiou-:, politic, luxurious, a connois-

seur in the fine arts, and an accomplished fine gentleman : thus

qualified, it is no wojuler that, neglecting the true interest of hi>

church, he should avail himself of the folly of religious dupes, and
publicly sell indulgences to support his prodigality : especially a.-

he was known to disbelieve Christ aiiity rLselt, which he called, a
very profitable fable for him and his predecessors. In 1517, he
published general indulgences Ihr'nighout Europe (and ordered

the priests to recommend them) in I'avour of those who would con-

tribute anv sum towards completing the church of St. Peter; and
thus paved the way for tlie relormation. Leo died ii) ISCl, aged
45. It is but ius'tice to add, that to this pope was principally

owing the revival of literature in jialy. lie S])ared r.eitiicr pains

nor expence to recover ancient MSS. and procured good editions

of them; he favoured the arts an<l sciences: and gloried in heir.g

the patron of learned and ingenious men.

Leo, Sr. a small but strong town of liulv, in the duchy ,of Ur-
bino. Lon. 12. 25. E, Lat. 43. 57. N.

'
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LEOBEN, a town of Stii-ia, on the Miiehr, 08 r.ules S. W. of

Vienna.

LEOBSCHUZ, a town of Silesia, '27 miles W. N. W. of Ra-
tisbon.

LEOMINSTER, a large and populous borougti of Hereford-
shire, seated on the Luj, 26 miles VV. by N. of Worcester, and
137 W. N. W. of Lon-lon. •

LEON, an ancient town of France, in the department of Fi-

Bisterre, and late province of Lower Bretagne, late capital of the

Leonnois.

Leon, a province of Spain, anciently a kingdom ; bounded on
the N. by A5turia<; ; on tiie W. by Galicia and Portugal ; and on
the S. and E. by Estremadura and Castile. It is about 125 miles

long, 100 broad, and is divided into two almost equal parts by the

Duero. It produces all the necessaries of life, and was the first

Christian kingdom in Spain.

LtON, an ancient and large episcopal town, capital of the above
kingdom, 150 miles N. \V. of Madrid. Lon. 5. 31. W. Lat.

42. 35. N.
Leon de Nicaragua, a town of New Spain, capital of the

province of Nicaragua ; the residence of the governor, and a

bishop's see. Lon. H6. 10. W. Lat. 12. 'J3. N.
LfoNARD, St. Le Noblet, an ancient town of France, in the

department of Upper Vienne, and late province of Guienneand
territory of Lunosin, 12 miles N. E. of Limoges, and 195 S. of

Paris.

LEONCLAVIUS, John, one of the most learned men
of the I6tl) century, was a native of VVestph:ilia. He tra-

velled into Turkey, and collected excellent materials for com-
posing The Ottoman History ; and it is to hinj the public is in-

•lebted for the best account we have of that empire. To his

knowledge in the leame^ languages, he had addeclthat of civil

law ; whereby he was very well qualified to translate the Basilica.

His other versions were esteemed. He died in 1593, aged 60.

LEON HARD, or LLONHART, St. a town of Carinthia,

on the Levant, 104 miles W. S. W. of Vienna, and 42 E. of Cla-
genfurt. Lon. -15. 23. E. Lat. 46. 57. N.
LEONIDAS I. king of Sparta, a renowned warrior, slain in

defending the straits of Thermopyls against Xerxes, 460. B. C.
There were other two Spartan kings of this name.
Leonine Verses, those verses of which the end rhimes to the

middle ; ;is,

Gloria factorum temcre conceditur horuni.

Leonine Verses were much used in ancient hymns, epigrams,
prophecies, &c. The origin of the word is micertain: rasquier
derives it from Leoninus or I.eniiius, who excelled in fliis way;
and dedicated several pieces to Pope Alexander IK. ; others de-
rive it from Pope Leo ; and otliere from Ico, the lion, esteeming
it the loftiest of all vcrws, as the lion is stiled the king of beasts.

LEONTEUKA, a town of Russia, in Novgrod.
LEONTICA, feasts or sacrifices celebrated among the ancients

in honour of the sun. They were called Leontica, and tlie priests

uho olUciated at them Leones, because tliey represented the sun
under the figure of a lion radiant, bearing a tiara, and griping in his

two fore-paws the horns of a bull, who struggled with him in vain

to disengage himself.

LEONTICE, Lion's Leaf ; a gentis of tlie monosynia order,

and hexandria class of plants, natural order, Corytlales. Calyx
six-leaved, deciduous ; corolla six-petalcd : nectary, six-leaved,

placed on the claws of the corolla, spreading. There are three
species.

LEONTINI, or LEONTIUM, a town of Sicily on tlic S.

side of the river Terias, 20 miles N. VV. of Syracuse." The terri-

tory, called Caiupi Leonti.Ti, wa> extremely fertile; anciently
called Canipi La-strigonii, lise seat of the La'strigons, according
to the commentators on tlie.poets : the name Ixjontini from Ltn,
the impression on their coin being a lion. It is now called Len-
tini.

LEONTODON, Dandelion ; a genus of the polysamia
ssqualis order, andsyngenesia class of plants; natural order,' Coni-
posils. Receptacle naked ; calyx imbricate, with the scales some-
what loose ; pappus feathery. There are four species.

Leontodon Taraxacum, the Common Dandelion, is found
«n the road-sides, in pastures, and on the banks of dittlies, in

4n»st parts of Europe. Early in spring, the leaves, whilst yet

while, and hardly unfolded, are an excellent ingredient in salads'

The French eat the roots and lender leaves with bread and
butler.

LEONURUS, Lion's Tail ; a genus of the eymncspermia
order, and didynaniia class of plants ; natural order, N'ertlcillala-.

Antliene pov.dered with shining points, or small elevated globular
parliiles. There are five species.

LI-IOP.VRD, [acuv, a lion, and -c?!- Jo;, a panther,] in zoology.
See 1''elis.

LEOI'ARDALIS, in zoology. See Fems.
LEOPARD'S BANE, in botany. See Doronici'M.
LEOTONG, an extensive country of Asia, bounded on the 9,-

by the sea and a part of China; on the \V. by part of Tartary ; on
the N. by Chinese Tartary, and on the E. by Korea. From this

country the Tartars entered China, when they conijuered il. 'i'lie

inhabitants are neither so polite nor so industrious as the Chinese,
LEPANTO, a very considerable town of Eurojiean Turkey, in

Livadia. Near this town Don John of Austria obtained the fa»-

mous victory, over the Turkish fleet in 1571. Lon. 22. 13. E,;

Lat. 3S. 34.' N. '

LEPAS, the Acorn-smell; in zoology, a genus belonging
to the order of vermes lestacea. Animal, a triton ; shell multi-
valve, unequal, fixeil by a stem, or sessile. There are above 30
species, of w hieh the moit remarkable is, the

L. Anatibera, consisting of live shells depressed, aflixed to a
pedicle, and in clusters. It adheres to the bollom of ships by its

pe<!icles. Tlie tentacula are feathered. See Plate XCVIH.
"

LEPERS, Fle of, one of the new Ilelirides. The natives

are partly blacks, partly inulattoes. They arc much afllicled with
the leprosy, which led M. Bougainville to give the island this

name. Lon. 167. 58. E. Lat. 15. 23. S.

LEPIDIUM, DiTTANDER, nr Pepperwort ; a genus of the
siliculosK order, and tetradyiiamia class of plants ; natural order;

Siliciuosa'. Silicula' emarginale, cord.Ue, many-seeded ; valves

carinated, contrary or broader tlian the partition. There are 23
species.

LEPIDOPTERA, in zoology, an order of insects, with four
wings, covered willi imbricated squainula?. The genera are pa-
pilio, phalttna, and sphinx. See Entomology.
LEPISMA, in zoology, a genus of apterous insects, the cha-

racters of which are these: feet six, formed for running ; mouth
furnished w itli four palpi, two cetaceous, two cTpitated ; the tail

is terminated by extended bristles, and the body imbricated with
scales. There, are seven s])ecies.

L. Saccharina, is an American species, so called ,because
mostly found among sugar : but is now common in Europe. It

is of a leaden colour, rather inclining to that of silver, by the small

silvery scales with which it is covered; in wliich circumstance it

resembles the silver fish, especially in its under jiart. It is found
in gardens, under boxes, and in the crevices of window-sashes in

houses, where it is very common. It runs with great swiftness, and
is dilllcult to catch. See Plate LXX\I.
LEPROSY, [_lcprii, Latin,] a foul ciit;uieous disease, appear-

ing in dry, w liile, lliin, scurfy scabs, either on tlie whole body, or

part of it, and usually attended witli a violent itching and other

pains. See Medicine. Tlie leprosy is of various kinds, but the

Jews were iiarticularly subject to that railed Elephantiasis.
'I'he Jewish law excluded all lepers from communion with man-
kind, without excepting even kings. And various ceremonies
were ordained to be performed by them after they were cleansed,

previous to their re-admission into Society. See Lev. xiii. 42

—

59. xiv. 1—57.
LEPTOCEPHALUS, the Morris, in zoology, a genus of

fishes of the order apodes. Head small, narrow ; body exceed-
inglvtliin, compressed ;

pectoral iins, none. Mr. Morris lirst dis-

coversd this fish near the isle of Anglesea. It is four inches long,

with an exceedingly small head, and a body so thin as to be
nearly transparent.

L£PT0SPERML'M, in botany, a ^enus of the icosandria mo-
nogynia class and order. Natural order, Myrti. ("alyx five-

clett, half sujierior ;
petals five, with claws, longer than tlie sta-

mens; stigma capitate; capsule four or five-celled ; seeds angu-

lar. It has eleven species.

I>. ScoPARiL'M is a small tree or shrub, growing to a moderate
height, generally bare on the lower part, with a number oi small

branches
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liraiiclies growing close togclhor louai'tU tlui to|); the xouiigri-

ones are sitky: it grows coiuiii'.nily in dry |jlaci's near llii^slion.'S in

Kew Zualiind ; the umlcrwood in AdvcnUire bay, Van Dieniaii's

land, cliicdv consibts ofsliub.

LlCl'l UKA, iii zoology, a genus.of insects of tlie order Co-
leoplera. Antenna- setaceous ; feelers fonr, lilit'orm ; biiells taper-

ing towards till' tip ; thorax slender, rounded. 1 lim- an- about one

hnndred and (iftv species, in two divisions, viz. A. lip entire ; B.

lip bind. 'The species are chiefly distinguished by their colour,

and some of them are very beautitnl.

LEPUS, the Hare, in aslrononiv, a constellation of the south-

ern hemisphere. See AsTuonomv.
Lti'vs, ilie Hare, in zoology, a genus of the mamnialia class

of quadrupeds, and order glires. The characters are these: they

have tuo fore-teeth in eacli jaw ; the upper double, the interior

ones being smallest ; fore-feet liave five toes each, hind-feet four.

There are 1 o species.

L. At.pivus, the Mountain Hake, or Alpine Rabbit, has

short, broad, rounded ears; no tail ; a long head, and very long

wliiskeis, with two verv long hairs above each eye: the colour ot

the fur at the bottom is dusky, towards the ends of a brigiit ferru-

ginous colovu", the tips while, and intermixed are several long dusky
hairs, though on tl-.e first inspection the whole seems of a bright

bav. 'Jiie length of the animal i~ nine inches. '^I'his species is

common in Siberia and the Fox islands. They inhabit always the

niiildle region of the snowv mountains, in the rudest places, wood-
ed, and abounding with herbs and moisture. They sometimes
fi'rni burrows between the rocks, and often lodge in the crevices.

Ihev are generally found in pairs ; but in cloudy weather they

collect together, nnd lie on the rocks, and give a keen w-hislle,

\ erv like that of a sparrow. On the report of a gun, they run
into their boles, but sooji come out again. By wonderful instinct

they provide against the rigorous season. A company of them,
toward autumn, collect together vast heaps of herbs and grasse>,

nicely dried, which thev place either beneath the over-hanging

rock, or between the chasms, oi round the trunks of trees. In

many places the herbs appear scattered, as if to be dried in the

sun. Tlic heaps are fovniecl of round or conoid ricks ; and are

of various sizes, according to the number of the society employed
in forming them. They are sometimes of a man's height, and
nianv feet in diameter, but irsually about three feet. A\ ithout

this provision of winter's stock they would perish during the

storms of snow. Thev select t'le best of vegetables, and crop
tlicm when in the fullest vigour, which they make into excellent

hay, by (Irving it. These ricks occasion fertility amidst the rocks ;

for the reliqucs, mixed with the dung of the animal, rot in the

barren chasms, and form a soil productive of vegetables. Tliese

ricks are also of great service to those people who hunt sables ; for

their horses would often perish, if they had not the |irovision of

tiiese little industrious animals to support them ; which is easily to

be discovered by their heiaht and form, even when covered with

snow. The people of Jakutz feed both their horses and catde,

with the reliques of the winter-stock of these hares. See Plate C
L. Capensis, the Cape Hare, has long ears dilated in the

middle; the outsides naked, and of a rose-colour, the inside and
edges covered with short grey^ hairs: the crown and back are of a

ilusky colour, mixed with tawny ; the cheeks and sides cinereous ;

the breast, belly, and legs, rust-coloured : the tail bushy, car-

:ied ujnv.irds ; and of a pale ferruginous colour. This species is

about tiie side of a rabbit. It inhabits the country three days
journey N. of the Cape of Good Hope : where it is called the
mountain-hare, lor it lives only in the rocky mountains, and does
not burrow. It is diflicult to shoot it, as, on the sight of any one,
it instanily runs into the fissures of tiie rocks.

L. Ci'Nici'Lus, the Common lvABBrT,has a very short tail, and
naked ears. 'l"he colour of the fur, in a wild statej is brown ; the

t.iil black above, white beneath ; in^ tame state the general co-
lour varies r and the eyes are of a fine red. I'he original native
i"ountry of this species is Sp.-.in, wdiere thev were formerly taken
with ferrets, as is now practised here. T hey love a temperate or
warm climate, and are incapable of bearing great cold. In Swe-
den they are kept in houses. They abound in Britain. Their
furs make a considerable article in the hat-manufactories ; and of

iate such part of the fur as is unfit for that purpose, has been found
as good as feathers for stuffing beds and bolsters. Numbers of the

I
skins are annually exported to China. The English counties'

most noted for rabbits are I.incoleshire, Norfolk, and Cambridge-
shire. Methwold is famou-, for the best kind for the table ; the
soil there IS sandy, and full of mosses an<l the ca rex grass. Rab-
bits swarm in the Orkneys, where their skins form a considerable
article of commerce. Tliey are in general gre\ ; those wlii'-H in-

habit the hill grow hoary in winter. Mr. Kerr enumerates five

varieties; viz. the wild iabbit ; the black, the white, the pied,
and the silvery tame rabbit. The fecundity of the rabbit is

greater than that of the hare. They breed seven times in the
year, and the female sometimes briiigseight young ones at a time.

Supposing this to happen regularly for four years, the number of
rabbits from a single pair will mount to l,"274,s40. From this,

we nnght apprehend being over-stocked with these animals, but a
great number of enemies prevents theirincrease ; not only men,
but birds and beasts of prey, making dreadful havoc amonglhem.
They devour herbs of all kinds, roots, grain, fruits, &c.

L. Minimus, the Chilese Hare," is remarkably small, not
exceeding the size of a small rat ; the form of the body is conical ;.

the ears are sharp-pointed ; the snout is long ; the tail very short ;.

the fur short, but very fine ; the colour various, like thai of the
rabbit. 'I he lemale produces six or seven young monthly. They
are domesticated ill Chili.

L. StKicEvs, or Angorensis, the Angora Rabbit, with-

hair long, waved, and of a silky lineness, like that of the goat of
Angora. This silky fur is highly valued -in commerce.

L. TiMiDus, the Common Hahe, is an aiumal so fami-
liarly known as to supersede the necessity ot description. It is a
native not only of everv part of Euroiie, but alnioil of every part
ot the old continent. 'It may perha|)s be doubted whetlier it is an
aboriginal native of any part of America. 'I'he favourite residence-
of the hare is in rich and somewhat dry and fiat grounds, and it is

rarely discovered in very hilly or mountainous situations. It
feeds principally by night,' and "remains concealed during the dav
in its lorm, beneath some bu>h, or slight shelter. The swiftnesV
of this animal is proverbial, and on account of the conformation of
its legs, the hinder of w hicli are longer than the fore, it is observed
to run to most advantage on slightly ascending ground. The hare-
is a very prolific animal, generally producing three or four young
at a time, and breeding several times in a year. Thevoung re-
quu-e the assistance of tne parent but for a short time, aiid in about
tliree weeks are able to provide fiir themselves; ihey do not re-
move to any great di^tanc^- from each other, but continue in the
same neighbourhood for a considerable time. The hare feeds on
various vegetables, but it is observed to pref<-r those of a iniiky
and succulent quality. It also occasionally feeds on the bark of
trees, as well as on the young shoots of various shrubs, &c. The
nature of the soil in which the hare resides and feeds, is observed
to inlluence in a considerable degree the colour and constitution
of the animal. Those which feed in elevated situations are larger
and darker than those which reside ifl the plains. 'i"he hare is an
animal proverbially timid, and files, if disturbed when feeding by
the slightest alarm ; but when seated in its form, will allow itseif
to be approached so near as to be reached by a stick ;" seeming to
be tascinated by fear, and instead of endeavouring to fly, con-
tinuing to squat immoveable, with itseyes fixed on its enemy. It
is necessary, however, in order to conduct this manoeuvre, to ap-
proach in a gradual and circling manner. 'I'he hare, though so
nearly allied to the rabbit as to make the general Jescriptive dis-
tinction not very easy, is yet of dilVerent habits and propensities,
and never associates with the latter animal It taken very young,the
hare may be successfully tamed, and in that state shews a conside-
rable degree of attachment to its benefactors, though it continues
shy to those whose presence it has not been accustumed to. Mr.
White, in his History of Selbourne, relates an instance which hap-
pened in that village, of a yourig leveret suckled aixl nursed by a
cat, which received it very early under her protection, and con-
tinued to guard it with maternal solicitude till it was grown to a
considerable size. A most singular variety of this animal is some-
times found, which is furnished with rough and slightly branched
horns, bearing a considerable resemblance to those of a roe-bu< k.

This particularity, as strange as it is uncommon, seems to imply
a kind of indistinct approach in this animal to the order peioia.
The hare is a short-lived animal, and is supposed rarely to exceed
the term of seven or eight years. It may bt; proper to add, that
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in verv severe winters, ami especially in those of the more jiorth-

ern regions, the hare beeoiiiei ciilirely white, in wliicii state it

.is liable to be niistal<en for the I'ollouini; species.

'L. Variabtlis, the Vauving Hake of Pallas, has soft hair,

which in summer is grey, with a slight mixture of black and

itawnv : tlie ears are shorter, and the le^s more slender, than those

of the common hare; the (ail is entirely white, even in summer ;

and the feet are most closely and warmly furred. In winter the

whole hair changes to a snowy whiteness, except the tips and

edges of the ears, which remain black, as well as the soles ot the

feet, on which, in Siberia, the fur is doubly thick, and of a yellow

colour. It is less than the conuiion species. 'I'hese animals in-

habit the hichest Scottish Alps, Norway, Lapland, Kussia. Siberia,

Kamplschat'ka, the banks of the Wolga, and Hudson's Bay. In

Scotland, they keep on the tops of the highest hills, and never de-

scend into the vales ; nor do they ever mix with the common
liare, though these abound in the neigiibourhood. See Plate C.

LEKC'HRA, in botany, a genus of the pejitandria order, and

inonadelphia class of plan"ts. C'alyx live-toothed ; corolla funnel-

vhaped, five-cleft; anthera- five, on the tube of the germ ; style

one; capsule three-celled; seeds many. There is but one spe-

cies, a native of the East Indie.-i.

LEUIA, or LI'IRIA, a strong town of Portugal, in Estrema-

,dura. Lon. 7. iti. W. Lat. 39. 40. N.
LER1D.\, an ancient, strong, and large town of Spain in Cata-

lonia, with a bishop'^ see, an university, and a strong castle, 68

miles W. of Barcelona. Lon. 0. 3.). E'. Lat 41. 31. N.
LERINS, two islands in the Mediterranean, lying on the coast

of the department of Var, and late province of Provence, in

•France. That nearest the coast, called St. Margaret, is guarded

by invalids, state-prisoners being sent to it. The other is called

St. Honorat, and is less than the former, but has a Benedictine ab-

bev. It is hardly six miles south of Antilles.

LERNLV, a town of Spain, in Old Castile, 23 miles S. of

Burgos.
LERNEA, in zoology, a genus of insects, of the order vermes

niollusca. Body oblong, somewhat cylindrical, naked ; two or

tliree teiilacula each side, and round, by which it aliixes itself:

two ovaries, projecting like rails from the lower extremity. These

insects are without eyes, and are said to be very troublesome to

tish, adhering very firmly principally to the gills and fins. There
' are litteen species.

LERO, or LEROS, an island of the Archipelago, antl one of

the Sporades ; anciently called Leria ; the birth-place of Patroclus.

Lon. 26. 15. E. Lat. 37.0. N.
LERWICK., a town of Scotland, in the island called Main-

land.

LESBOS, a large island in the yEgean sea, on the coast of iEo-

!ia, about lOS miles in circumference. It was originally called

J'elasgia, from the Pelasgi by whom it was first peopled; Macaria,

from Slacareus, who settled in it ; and Lesbos, from Lesbus, his

son-in-law and successor. The chief towns of Lesbos were Me-
thymna and Mitylene. Lesbos has given birth to many illus-

trious persons, such as Arion, Terpander, Sappho, &:c. See Mi-
'lyLENE.
LESCAR, atown of France, in the department of the Lower

Pyrennecs, and late province of Gascony, 3 miles N. \V. of

Pau.
LESGUlS,a people of Asia.whose country is indifferently call-

ed by the Georgians Lesguistan and Daghestan. It is bounded
on the south and east by Persia and the Caspian, on the south-

west and west by Georgia, the Ossi, and Kisti, and on the north

bv the Kisti anJ 'I'artar tribes.

'LESKIA, in botany, a genus of the cryplogamia niusci class

and order. Natural order. Mosses. Capsule oblong ; peristome

double ; the exterior with sixteen teeth, which are acute ; the in-

terior membranaceous, divided into equal segments. Males
gemmaceous in dui'erent indiviiluals.

LESINA, an isUnd of Msritime Austria, in the Adriatic, on

the coast of Dalmatia, anciently called Pharos, forty-four miles

long and eight broad, and abounding in corn, wine, fruits, wool,

and llesh-coloured striped marble.

Lesina, the cajiital of the above island, seated at its west end,

20 miles S. of Spolatro. Lon. 16. 19. E. Lat. 43. 33. N.
XeSKARD, atown of Cornwall.

LESLIE, John, bishop of Ross, in Scotland, the son of Gavin
Leslie, an eminent lawyer, was born in 1 J26, and educated at the
university of Aberdeen, in the cathedral of which he was oinon in

lj47. When the reformation began to spread in Scotland, and
disputes about religion ran high. Dr. Leslie, in 1560, distinguish-

ed himself at Edinburgh as a jiriiicipal advocate for the Latin
church and was afti-rw ards deputed by the chief nobility of tliat

religion, to condole with queen Mary on the death of her hus-

band, the king of France, ami to invite her to return to her native

dominions. Accordingly they embarked together at Calais, in

1561, and landed at Leith. She immediately made him one of
her privy council, and a senator of the college of justice. In 1564
he was made abbot of Lindores; and on the death ol Sinclair was
promoted to the bishopric of Ross. Tlie influence derived froni

these accumulated honours he exerted for the good of his country.

To him Scotland is indebted for the publication of its laws, com-
monly called The Black Acts of Parliament, from the Sa.\on cha-
racter in which they were printed. At his desire the revision and
collection of them were committed to the great officers of the
crotvn. When queen Elizabeth appointed comni'ssioners to

meet at York to consider the complaints made against Mary by
her subjects, Leslie appeared in behalf of liis mistress, wliose

cause he pleaded with great ability, lie also tried many expe-
dients to procure her liberty, for which he was committed to the

Tower ; but in 1573 he recovered his liberty on condition of quit-

ting the kingdom. While abroad he endeavoured to engage
many foreign princes in the interest of Mary, and wrote several

pieces in her defence. Being ajjpointed vicar-general by the bi-

shop of Rouen, while he was visiting that diocese he was seized

by the Huguenots, who would have sent him to England; but he
recovered his liberty by jiaying a ransom. He afterwards ob-
taineil the bishopric of Constance, and died in 1596. His princi-

pal work is a history of Scotland, entitled, De Origiiie, Moribus,
et Rebus gestis, Scotorum, 1578, 4to.

LESSINES, a town of France, in the department of Ge-
mappes, and late province of Austrian Hainault, 23 miles W. S.

W . of Brussels.

LESSONS, [lectio, Lat.] among ecclesiastical writers, portioiu

of scripture read in divine service. In the ancient church,
reading the scriptures was part of the service of the catechumens ;

at which all peivons were allowed to be present, to obtain instruc-

tion. The church of England, in the choice of lessons, proceeds
as folk)ws : the lirst lesson on ordinary days, she directs to begin
at the beginning of the year with Genesis, and so continue on, till

the books of the Old Testament are read over ; only omitting the
Chronicles, which are for the most part the same with the books
of Samuel and Kings, and other particular chapters in other books,

either because they contain names of persons, places, or other

matters less prolitable to ordinary readers. The course of the first

lessons for Sundays is regulated after a different manner. From
Adrent to Septuagesima Sunday, some particular chapters of
Isaiah are appointed to be reiid, because that book contains the

clearest prophecies concerning Christ. L'pon Septuagesima Sun-
day Genesis is begun, because that book which treats of tlie fall of

man, and .the severe judgement of God inllirted on the world for

sin, best suits with a time of repentance and inurtificatlon. After

Genesis, follow chapters out ot the books of the Old Testament,
as they lie in order; only on festival Sundays, such as Easter,.

Whitsunday, &c. the particular history relating to those days is

appointetl to be read ; and on the saints' days, the church appoints

lessons out of the moral bouks, such as Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Ec-
clesiasticus, &c. as containing excellent instructions for the con-
duct of life. As to the second lessons, the church observes the

same course both on Sundays and week-days : readhig the gospels

and Acts of the Apostles in the morning, and the epistles in the

evening, in the order they stand in the New Testament: except-

ing on saints' day and holy liays, when such les^olls are appointed

as either explain the mystery, relate the liistory, or enforce the

example.
L' ESTRANGE, Sir Roger,a noted writer in the seveiateenfh

century, descended from an ancient family at Ilunstantoii-Ilall, in

Norfolk, where he was born in I6l6, bting the youngest son of
Sir Hammond L'Estrange, bart. a zealous royalist. Having in

1644, obtained a commission from king Charles 1. for reducing

Lynn in Norfolk, then mpossession of the parliament, his design
6 was
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•v.isdi'icoviTid, luu! his pcroii sei/.cil. He wdi trieil liy a court mur-

ilial aKiiiiklluill it: Loinlon.aiul con<Jeimi'<j a^aspjibutwasreijrii'v-

cd, and contimied in Nev.galt.- for sumo time. lie alti-rward

went bevoiid sea; and in Aiij^iist, 1634, returned lo En;ilanil,

ttliere lie apiilied to Oliver Cromwell, and having once played

before him on the basi-viol, lie was by some iiiLknamed Oliver's

fiddler. Being a man ot parts, but narrow ii; c;r<unl^tance^^ lie

set up a newspajjer, entitled The Public intelli^jcnter, in Ki()3 ;

but gave it up upon the llrst publication of the lirst London Cia-

zette, in lotij, liaving been allowed, hov\pver, a tonsidoratioji by
government. Some time atlertlie Popish |-.lot,w hen the tories began

to gain the ascendant, he, in a paper called !he Observer, became
a zealous champion for them. Jle was afieraar<is knighted, and
icrved in the parliament called by Janies II. in l(iS"i. Cul things

soon taking a dilierent turn, his Observators were discuuliiuied.

However, he continued licenser of the press till king William's

accession, in who^e reign he met with some trouble as a disalVected

person. He died, however, in peace, after he had survived his

intellectuals, lie published many political tracts, and translated

several works from the Greek, Latin, and Spanish, viz. Joseplius's

Vorks, Cicero's Offices, Seneca's Morals, Erasmus's Coiloc|uies,

Alsop's Fables, and Bonas's Guide to Eternitv. His style has

been variously represented ; his language being esteemed by some
easy and humorous, while others reckon it low and grovelling.

f-ES TWrrHlEL, a well-liudt town of Cornwall, :^3 miles

S.W. of Launceston.

LETHARGY, [from X'j9>i, oblivion, and a-;'Vi, numbness, or

I

laziness,] a disease in which the patient, if awaked, remains stupid,

I without sense or memory, and presently sinks again into bis for-

nsersleep. See Meuici.vk,
LETHE, [>-'j^'i, oblivion,] in the ancient mythology, one of

the rivers of hell, signifying oblivion, or forgetfuiness; its waters

Iiaving, according to the poetic liction, the peculiar quality of

Diakiug those wh j drank them forget every thing tJiat was past.

LEi TER, lUttra, Latin,] a character used to express one of

the simple sounds of the voice ; and as the difl'erent simple sounds
isre e.xpressed by ditferent letters, these, by~being dilferently com-
pounded, become the visible signs or characters of all the niodu-
lations and mixtures of smmds used to express our iileas in a regu-

lar language. See Lan'gc,)GE. Thus, as by tlip help of speech
\ve render our ideas audible ; by the assistance of letters we ren-
'!-r them visible, and by their help we ean wrap up our thouchts,

1 send them to the most distant parts of the earth, and read the
: uisactions of dilierent ages. As to the lirst letters, what they
were w ho first invented them, and among what peo|)le they were
fiPit in use, there is still room lo doubt: Philo attributes this great

and noble invention to Abraham; Josephus, St, Irena-us, and
others, to Enoch; Bibliander, to Adam; Eusebius, Clemens,
Clemens Alexandrinus, Corn<>lius Agrippa, and others, to Mo-
ses

; Pomponius Mela, Herodian, liufus Festus, Pliny, Lucan,
&c. to the Phoenicians; St. Cyprian, to Saturn ; Tacitus, to the
Egyptians; some, to the Ethi"oj>ians. There have been also va-

rious conjectures about th.e ditTereiit kinds of letters used in dif-

ferent languages: thus, according to Crmitus, Moses invented the
Hebrew letters ; Abraham, the Syriac and C'haldi'e ; the Phoeni-
cians, those of Altica, brought into Greece by Cadmus, thence
into Italy by the Pelasgians ; Nicostrata, the Roman; Isis, the
Egyptian; and Vuisilas, those of the CTOtlis. It is probable, that

the Egyptian hieroglyphics were the lir^t manner of writing: but
whether Cadmus and the Phtenicians learned the use of letters

tVoin the Egyptians, or from their neighbours of Judea and Sa-
maria, need hardly be a question ; for as some of the books of the
Old Testament were then written, they were more likely to have
given ttiem the iiint of letters than the hieroglyphics of Egypt.
But wlieresover the Plin;nicians learned this art, it is gciier'ally

agreed, that Cadmus, the son of Agenor, first brought letters into
Greei:e ; whence, in following age~, they spread over the rest of
Europe. See Alpimbet, and WaiTrKo. Letters make the first

part or elements of grammar ; an asseniblage of these compose
syllables and words, and th.ese compose sentences. The alphabet
of every language consists of a number of Utters, which ought
each to have a diljerent sound, figure, and use. As the dili'er-

^nce of articulate sounds was intended to express the different
ideas of the mind, so one letter was originally intended to signify

only one sound, and notj as at present, to express sometimes one
vol. m.—so. U'J,

in prill

Lei

smunl, and ^ometiir.es aiioiher ; which practice has brought a gnat
ileal of confusion into the languages, and rendereil the learning of

the modern tongues nuicli more dinicult than it would otherwise

have been. Tins consideration, together with the deficiency of

all the known alphabet'-, from their wanting some letters to ex-

press certain sounds, has occasioned se\eiv.l attempts towards an
iiiiiver>al alphabet, to contain an enumeration of all such single

vninds or letters as are used in any language. Grammarians dis-

tinguisli Icttere into vowels, consonants, mutes,liquiils, dijih.thong^,

and charact'Tistics. 'Iliey are likewise divided into capitals and
sfuall letters. They are also denominated from the sha]je and
turn ot the letters ; and in writing are distinguished into different

hniids, as round-text, German-text, round-hand, Italian, &c. and
jrinting, Kuman, Italic, and black- letter,

TTEK is also a writing addressed and sent to a person. Epistle

(
I-. seldom used but in i:oetry. Lctier-writing was esteemed a

liberal art by the Romans, and Cicero mentions with pleasure, in

his Epi^tles to Atticus, the elegant specimens he had received

from his son of his genius in thisway. Mr. Lockethinks it ought to

form a ))articular branch of education. But no man who has got a
liberal education can be at any loss to write a good letter. It ha*
been said, that " a fine letter does not consist in saying tine

things, but in expressing ordinan' ones in an uncommon manner.
It is the proprie communia dicere, the art of giving grace and ele-

gance te familiar occurrences, that constitutes the merit of this

kind of writing." This is very just, but if laid down as a general
rule, will lead a young person, whose taste is not properly form-
ed, to write his letters in a style of the most ridiculous and af-

fected bombast. Purity in the choice of words, and justness of
coiistruction, joined with pers]>icuity, are the chief properties of
the Epistolary style. Seneca lays down a good general rule

:

" I would have my letters (says he) to be like niv discour>es»

when we either sit or walk together, unstudied and easy." And
what wis« man, in common discourse, aims at bright figures, beau-
tiful turns of language, or laboured periods? It is not even al-

ways requisite to attend to exact order and method. He that is

master of what he writes, will naturally express his thoughts, with-

out perplexity and confusion ; and more than this is seldom ne-
cessary, especially in familiar letters. Rut as the subjects of let-

ters are exceedingly various, the style ought to be accommodated
to the particular subject about which the letter is written. All sucU
words and expressions as are unbecoming in conversation should
be avoided in letter^ ; and a manly simplicity, free of all affect-

ation, plain, but decent and agreeable, should run through the

whole.

Letter of Attouvey, in law is a writing by which one per-
son authori-es another to do some lawful act in his stead ; as to

give seisin of lands, to receive debts, sue a third person, &c. The
nature of this instrument is to transfer to the person to whom it is

given, the power of the maker, to enable him to accomplish tht*

act intended to be performed. It is either general or special

:

and sometimes it is made recoverable, which is when a bare au-
thority is only given ; and sometimes it is irrevocable, as where
debts, &c. are assigned from one person to another. It is gene-
rally held, that the power granted to the attorney must be strictly

pursued; and that where it is made to three persons, two cannot
execute it. Inmost ciises the power given by a letter of attor-

ney determines upon the death of a person who gave it. No let*

ter of attorney, made by any seaman, &c. in any sliip of war, or
having letters of marque, or by their executors, &c. in order t<t

for

the use of such seamen, and be signed and executed before, and
attested by the captain and one other of the signing officers of

the ship, or the mayor or chief magistrate of some corpora-

tion.

Letter of MARauE, or Mart. See Marque.
i-ETTERS, Patent, or Overt, are writings sealed with the

great seal of England, whereby a man is authorised to do or eij-

joy any thing, which, of himself, he could not do. SeePATE.vr.
They are so called by reason of their form; as being open with

their seal affixed, ready to be shewn for the contirmation of the au-

thority given by them,
LE'TTRES, Belles, See Belles Lettres,
LETTUCE, Uactuca, Latin,] in botany. See Lactuca,

3 X LEVADA,

empower any person to receive any share of prizes of bounty-

money, shall be valid, unless the same be made revocably and for
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LEVADA, a town of Italy, in tlie dcpaiinient of the Miucio,

ill tile district ami late ducliy of Maiitiiu, scaled on the Po.

LEVANT, ill coiunierce and !];eugra|jhy, i-^ generaUy used in

Turkey and Asia, comprehendnig Natnfa, Syria, Palestine,

Egypt, Barca, Candi-.i, &c. 'I'he word lUerally 3i;;niMes rising,

and iieiice is used for the east, from the rising of the sun.

Levan't, or Titan, one of the hieres.

Levant Sea, the eastern jwrt of the Mediterranean, bounded
by Lesser Asia on the north, by Syria and Palestine on the east,

by Egypt and Barca on the south, and by Caiulia and the other

[Hills ot the Mediterranean on the west.

LEV'ATOK, [Latin,] a chirurgical instrument, by wliich de-

pressed parts of the skull are liftetl up.

Levator, in anatomy, a name given to several muscles. See
Anatomy.
LEUCA, in antiquity, a geograiiliical measure of lengdi in use

among the later Gauls; which, according to .lornandes who calls

it leiiga, contained 1500 paces, or one mile and a half. Hence
the word league, now reckoned at three miles ; in the lower age,

called leuva.

LEl'CADIA, formerly called neritis, a ]ieninsula of Acar-
iiania; but atterwards, by culling through the peninsula, made
an island, as it is at this day, called St. Slaura. It is 48 miles in

circumference, and lies Ij miles N.E. of C'eplialonia. Lon. 20.

46. E. Lat. 39. 4. N.
LEUCAS, in ancient geogitiphy, a city of Leucadia, formerly

called Ntritos and Neritum, suu.ited near a narn.-w nxk of land,

VI isthmus, on a hill facing the east and Acaniania.
Leucas, in Zoology. See Delphinvs.
LEUCATA, or LEUCA'i'E, in ancient geography, a pro-

montory of Leucadia, according to Strabo, a white r> vk project-

ing into the sea towards C'eplialonia, on which stood a temple of

Apollo, surnamed Leucadius.
LEUCATK, a lake and town of France, on the noith side of

the lake, 17 miles S. of Narbonne, and 20 N.E of Perpignan.
LEUCHSTENBERG, or LEUCHTENBERG, a town of

Bavaria, capital of a landgraviate so named, 36 miles E. of Nu-
remberg, and 39 N. of Ratisbon. Lon. 1\.'. 26. E. Lat. 49.
40. N.
LEUC1PPUS, a celebrated Greek philosopher and mathema-

tician ; fi- I author of the famous system of atoms and vacuums,
and of the h) pothesis of storms ; since attributed to the moderns.
He flourished about B. C. 428.

LEUCOG/EUS, in ancient geography, a bill of Il;:ly, between
Pnteoli ami Neopolis, in Campania, abounding in- iulphur, now
I'Aluniera.

LEUCOIUM, Great Snow-Drop; a genus of tliemonogvnia
order, and hexandria class of plants; natural order Spathace;e.

Corolla campanulated, se.vpartite, the segments increased at the

. points; stigma simple. There are lour species, very hardy, dura-
ble in the roots, anti increase exceedingly by offsets, which may be
separated every two or three years.

LEUCOMA, in antiquity, a public register amongst the Athe-
nians, in which were inserted the names of all the citizens, as soon
as they were of age to enter upon their paternal inlieritance.

Leucoma, in surgery, a distemper of the eye, otherwise called
albugo. See Albugo, and Sukgery.
LEUCOPETRIANS, in ecclesiastical history, a fanatical sect,

which sprang up in the Greek and Eastern churches towards the
close of the twelfth century : the fancrtics of this denomination
professed to believe in a double trinity, rejected wedlock, abstain-

ed from flesh, treated with the utmost contempt the sacraments of
Baptism and the Lord's Supper, and all the various branches of
external worship ; placed the essence of religion in internal prayer
alone, and maintained, as it is said, that an evil being, or "ge-

nius, dwelt in the breast of every mortal, and could be'expelled
from thence by no other method than by perpetual supplication to

the Supreme Being.

LEUCOPETKUS, the founder of the above enthusiastical

sect. His chief disciple, Tychicus, corrupted, by fanatical inter-

pretations, several books of scripture, and particularly St. Mat-
thew's Go>pel.

LEUCOPHLEGMATIA, [from xiuxo,-, and fXiyiAa,"] in me-
dicine, a kind of dropsy, olhei'wise called anasarca. See Medi-
flMfc, f

LEUCOIIIEA, orLElTCOTIlOE, in the mythology, the
wile of Allianias, changed into a sea-deity. She \^as called Ma.
tuta by the Romans. She had a temple at Rome, where all

the people, particularly women, olfered vows for their brother*!

children.

LEUCTRA, in ancient geography, a town of Bocotia, west of
Thebes, or between Platese and Tl-.es|>i;p, w here the Lacedemo»
ni.ins were completely defeated by Epaminondas and Pelopidas,
the Thelian generals.

LEVEI^, [from lihella, Lat ] an instrument by means of which
a line may be drawn |)arallel to tbe horizon, in order to determine
the height of one place with respect to another ; for lading grounds
even, conducting water, regulating descents, draining fens, &c.
There are various kinds of levels, adapted to diO'erent purposes;
all of which, for the practice, may be reduced to the following:

J,EVEL, Air.—The air-level is that which shews the line ot le-

vel, by means of a bubble of air inclosed w ith some liquor in a
glass-tube of an indeterminate length and thickness, whose two
ends are hermetically sealed. When the bubble hxes itself at a
certain mark, made exactly in the middle of the tube, the plane
or ruler wherein it is fixed is level. When it is not level, the
bubble will rise to one end. This glass-tube may be set in ano.

ther of bra'is, having an aperture in the middle, whence the bubble
of air may be observed. The tube should be filled with a liquid

not liable to Ireeze. This application of a bubble of air was the
invention ot Dr. Hooke. There is one of these instruments made
with sights, being an improvement upon the above, which, by the
addition of other apparatus, becomes more commodious and exact.

It consists of an air-level, Plate XCVH. fig. 5, about eight inches

long, and seven or eight lines in diameter, set in a brass-tube, 2,

having an aperture in the middle, C. The tubes are carried in a
straigiit ruler, a foot long ; at whose ends are fixed two sights, 3, 3,
exactly perpendicular to the tubes, and of an equal height, having
a s<iuare hole, formed by two fillets of brass crossing each other at

right angles ; in the middle is drilled a very little hole, through
which a point on a level with the instrument is to be observed.
The brass-tube is fastened on the ruler by means of two screws;
one whereof, marked 4, serves to raise or depress the tube at plea-
sure, for bringing it toward a level. The top of the ball and
socket is riveted to a little ruler that springs, one end of which is

fastened with screws to the great ruler, and at the other end has a
screw, 5, serving to raise and depress the instrument when nearly

level. The following instrument is, however, preferable, because
though the holes be ever so small, yet they, will still take in too.

great a space to determine the point of level precisely. It con-
sists of an air-level, with telescope-sights. This level, fig. 6, in-

stead of plain sights, carries a telescope to determine exactly a
point of level. The screw 3, is for raising or lowering the little

tork, for carrying the air, and making it agree with the bubble
of air when the instrument is level ; and the screw 4, is for making
the bubble of air, D or E, agree with the telescope: the whole is

fitted to a ball and socket. NL PLiygens is said to be the first in-

ventor of this level ; which has this advantage, that it may be in-

verted by turning the ruler and telescope half round ; ana if then
the hair cut the same point that it did before, the operation isjust.

A telescope may be added to any kind of level, by applying it

upon, or parallel to, the base or ruler, on w hich the level is fixed.

Level, Spirit. This, which is the most complete level, was
invented by the late Mr. Ramsden. See Plate XCVH. ABD, fig.

8, are the three legs upon wdiich it is placed ; when shut up, they
form one round rod, and are kept together by three rings. At a,

is a hemispherical cavity to contain a spherical ball, which has a
male screw on its top, to screw in the plate G, and is so ordered
that the upper plate G can move in any direction within certain

limits by the play of the ball in its socket; to confine the upper
plate G when it is set in any direction, four screws, HHflH, are

employed ; they work in tubes firmly fixed to the plate F, and
are turned by their milled heads ; the upper ends of these screws
act against the under side of the plate G; so that when it is re-

quired to be moved in any direction, it is done by screwing up
one screw, and screwing down the opposite, till it is brought to the
proper inclination ; then by screwing up both together, the plate

is firmly fixed. The compass-box I, cannot be lifted out of its

place, but at the same time is at liberty to turn round independ-
ent of the ball. On each side of the conipass-bo.\ I, is a bar KK,
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;i the end oi' which are fixed two forked pitct-. 10, cailed the

\''s (from their resemblance to that letter), carryini^ tiie tele-

C(ipe M. One of these (O) is capable of being raised or lowered

v means of a milled head-screw N, which works through a collar

:i the lower end of the tube^; the rest of the tube ha? a triangii-

ar hole throi:gh it, in which slides a bar k, which is part of the Y.
The level-t'.ibe Z is fastened to the iin<ier-side of t!ie telescope by

1 screw q at one end and a bur r at the otiier: the use of these are

.0 adjust It so that it shall be eNactly parallel to the axis of the te-

lescope-tube. The otiier parts of this excellent instrument will be

jiideMlood by observing the figure.

Level, Artillery foot, is in form of a square, having its

.\c) legs or branches of an equal length, at a juncture whereof is a

little hole, wdiencc hangs a thread and plummet, playnig on a per-

pendicular line in the middle of a quadrant. It is divided into

twice forty-live degrees from the middle. See (ig. 9. This in-

strument m ly be used on other occasions, by placuig the ends of

its tvfo branches on a plane; for when the thread plays perpendi-

cularly over the niidille-division of tlie quadrant, that plane is as-

suredly level. To use it in gunnery, place the two ends on the

piece of artillery, which you may rai^e to any proposed height,

by means of the plunmiet, whose thread will give the degree

above the level.

Level, Gusn'eb's, for levelling cannons and mortars, consists

of a triangular brass-plate, about four inches htgh, fig. 11, at the

bottom of which is a portion of a circle, divi<led into forty-five

degrees; which number is sufficient for the highest elevation of

c.:nnons and mortars, and for giving shot the greatest lange : on
the centre of this segment of a circle is screwed a piece of brass,

bv means of which it maybe fixed or screwed otl'at pleasure: the

end of this piece of brass is made so as to serve for a plummet and
index, in order to shew the difl'erent degrees of elevation of pieeas

of artillery. This instrument has also a brass-foot to set upon can-

nons or mortars, so as, when those pieces are horizontal, the in-

strument will be perpendicular. The foot of this instrument is to

be placed on the piece to be elevated, in such a manner, as that

the point of the plummet may fall on the proper degree: this is

what they call levelling the piece.

Le\"el, M.^son's, is composed of three rules, sojoinedasto
form an isosceles rectangle, somewhat like a Roman A ; at the

Tertex whereof is fastened a thread, from which hangs a plummet,
that passes over a fiducial line, marked in the middle of the base,

w hen the thing to which the level is applied is horizontal ; but de-
clines from the mark, when the thing is lower on the one side than
on the other.

Level, Carpenter's and Paviol'r's, consists of a long ruler

in the middle whereof is fitted, at rigiit angles, another somewhat
bigger, at the top of which is fastened a line, which, when it hangs
over a fiducial line at right angles with the base, shews that the
said base is horizontal. Sometimes this level is all of one board.
See fig. 10.

Level, Plumb, or Pendulum, invented by M. Picard, shews
the horizontal lines by another line perpendicular to that described
by a plummet or pendulum. This instrument, fig. 7, consists of
two legs or branches, joined together at right angles, whereof that

which carries the thread and plummet is about a foot and a hilf

long; the thread is hung towards the top of the branch, at the

point 2. The middle of the branch where the thread passes is

hollow, so that it may hang free everywhere: but towards the
bottom, where there is a little blade of silver, whereon is drawn a
line perpendicular to the telescope, the s;.id cavity is covered by
two pieces of brass, making as it w ere a kind of case, lest the wind
should agitate the thread ; for which reason the silver blade is co-
vered with a glass G, to the end that it may be seen when the
tliread and plummet play upon the perpendicular: the telescope
is fastened to tlie other branch of the instrument, and is about two
feet long ; having an hair placed horizontally across the focus of

the object-glass, which determines the point" of the level. The
telescope must be fitted at right angles to the perpendicular. It

has a ball and socket, by w hich it is fastened to the foot.

Level, Reflecting, that made by means of a pretty long
surface of water representing the same object inverted which we
see erected by the eye, so that the point where these two objects
appear to meet is level with the place where the surface of the wa-
ter is found. This is the invention of M. Marriotte. There is

another rellccliiig level consisting of a mirror of steel, or ihe like,

well polished, and placed a litlle before the object-glass (.1 a tele-

scope, suspended perpendicularly, 'lliis mirror iiiiist t;:kc an ai.-

gle of 43" w ith the telescope, in which case the per[>endic>i!,:r line

ot the telescope is converted into a horizontal hue, which is t!-.e

same Willi tiie line ot level. This is the invention oi M. Cassini.

Level, Water, that which shews the horizontal line l>v means
of a surface of water or other lic|Uor; toiinded on this pimciple,
that water always places itself level. '1 lie mostsiiiiple is made of
a long wooden trough or canal, whose sides are |)jraliel to Ir.e

base; so that being equally filleil with water, its surface shews the
liiieoi level. This is the cliorobates ot the ancients. It is also

made w ith two cups fitted to the two cuds of a pi|)e, three or four
tcet long, about an inch in diameter, by which means the water
coinnninicates from the one to the other cup; and tliis pip-e being
movealile on its stand by means of a ball and socket, when the.

two cups become equally full of w ater, their two surfaces mark the
line of level. This instrument, in'tead of cups, mav also be made
w ith two short cylinders of glass three or four inches long, fastened
to each extremity of the pipe with wax or mastic. Into the pipe
is poured some common or coloured water, which shews ilielf

throiigli the cylinders, and hence the line of level is determined ;

the height of the water with respect to the centre of the earth, be-
ing always the same in both cylinders; this level, though very
simple, is yet very commodious tor levelling small distances.

LEVELLING, the art which instructs us in finding how mucli
higher or lower any given point on the surface of the earth is than
another; or, in other words, the difference in their distance from
the centre of the earth. 1 he practice of levelling therefore con-
sists, 1. In finding and marking two or more poims that shall be in

the circumference of a circle whose centre is that of the earth.

2. In comparing the points thus found w ith other |)oints, to ascer-

tain the ditTerence in their distances from the earth's centre. Willi
regard to the theory of levelling, we must observe, that a plumb-
line, hanging freely in the air, points directly tosvards the centre
of the earth; and a line drawn at right angles, crossing llie direc-
tion of the plumb-line, and touching the earth's surface, is a true
level only in that particular spot ; but if this line which crosses the
plumb be continued for any considerable length, if will rise above
the earth's surface, and tlie apparent level will be abo\.* (he true
one, because the earth is globular ; and, because the distance to
be levelled is small compared with the earth's semi-diamettr, this

rising will be very nearly as the square of the distance to which
the said right line is produced ; that is to say, however much it is

raised above the earth's s'.irface at one mile's distance, it will ri=e

four times as much at the distance of two miles, nine times at tl;e

distance of three, &c. This is owing to the globular figure of the

earth ; and this rising is the difference betwixt the true and appa-
rent levels; the real curve of the earth being the true level, and
the tangent to it the apparent level. Hence it appears, tliattlu-'

less distance we take betwi.vt any two stations, the truer will Le
our operations in levelluig; and so soon does the difilerence be-
twixt the true and apparent levels become perceptible, that it is.

necessary to make an allowance for it, if the distance betwixt.tl.e

two stations exceeds two chains in lensrth. All this will appear
from wliat follows; let C, Plate XCVlI. fig. 12, represent tl;e

centre of the earth, AH, a part of the circumference, and AE, :i

tangent at A, then BF, DG, EH, &c. shew the difference be-

tween the true le\el and tiie line of sight, or apparent level, at ti.e

points B, D, E. This difference BF is easily found, for by prop.

36, sixth bock of the elements, AB« =: BF x CFC-f BF, or BF
AR^ AV'

=
, or very nearly equal to , because in all the

2FC-fBF 2FC
operations of levelling BF is indefinitely small in respect of 2FC,
and AB is not sensibly greater than AF Hence BF, the differ-

ence between the (rue and apparent level, is equal to the square of
the distance between the places, divided by tlie diameter of the

earth ; and consequently it is always proportional to the square of
the ditance. Now if we tak-- AF= 1000 yards the diameter of
the earth, or 2FC', being nearly 795S miles, we shall have the dif-

ference BF = 2.57 inches, from which we obtain this Tule for find-

ing the difference to be allowed at any distance, viz. Multiply
the square of the distance in yards by 2.57, and divide by
1,000,000, or, which is the same, multiply by ','j7, and cut otf

ei^ht

k A
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ti'.lit iiliices on the '.1,^111 lor decimals, the veil are inclies. Ami
lluis we easily con-'truL'! tlie follosviiig table, slievvingthe height ol

the apparent above tiie tn-.e level for dvery 100 yaiils of distance

en the one hand, and for every mile on (he other.

Dist.
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one part of wliicli hfing supported by a prop, all other parts turn

upon lliat prop a* their tL'iitre of motion. Sfc Mechanics.
J.EVKU. Sir AsutoN, a lali? cclcfbratcd collti tor of lurlositirs

ill Natural lliitorv, was the son of Sir D'Arry l.ever, Kt. of Al-

I ame, pentlemaii-coniiiioner of Corpus Chii>li ColU-gc. On
leaving it, he soon renilrreii liis family-seat iainous by the best

aviary in the kinjfdom. )le afterwards extended his plan to all

feranilies of natural history, and thus rendered hi- nuisa'um one ot

the most complete in the world, lie died in 1788. 'I'he Leve-

rian Musxuin was sold by lolter\ , and was iransftrred to the Sur-

rey side of Ulacklriars 15ridge. It was afterwards sold by auction

by Messrs. King and Lochee, and tlie budding which cuntuined it

is now appropriated to an eminent literary establi-.liment, known
by tlie name of the " Surrey Institution."

' LEV VAX ET, among sportsmen, is a hare in lUe first year of her

«ge. See Lf.vus.

Leveret, a township of Massachusetts, in Hampshire county,

near llie Connecticut, ninety-five miles W. ot Boston.

LENEHIAN MUS.Kl^M. See Lkver.
LEVI, [<>S, Heb. i. e. Joined,] the third son of Jacob by Leah,

snd the progenitor of the priests and Levites, was born about

A. M. 2254. His treacherous and bloody combination with Si-

meon, to murder the Schechemiles, is recorded in Gen. xxxiv:

as well as Jacob's detestation of it, and his curse denounced
against them tor it, on his ih-'ath-bed, at the very time that he pro-

nounced blessings on Judah, Joseph, and the rest of his sons.

(See C:hap. xlix. :>— 7.") Levi died A. M. 2391, aged 137.

LEVIATHAN, [p'l''.] Zoologists and connuentators have
been much puzzled to determine v^hat genius of animals the levia-

than belongs to. Some suppose it to be the whale; others a spe-

cies of laiul-dragon, said to frequent the banks of the Red Sea

;

others the crocodile ; while a fourth class do not reckon it an ani-

mal at all, but a whirlpool. 'I'liis last opinion is too absurd to re-

O'.iirc refutation, as the whole di'scription in Job xli. of his parts,

passions, motions, strength, inMilnerabilily, &c. evidently refer to

an animated being, and not to a collection of dead matter, such as

a whirlpool. Of the dragon nothing yet certainly known suits the

descriptien of the lev:athan: (See Duaco.) As to the

»vhale, many parts of the description, particularly verses sixth and
seventh, cannot, by any construction of language, be made to ap-

ply to it; for it is well known that the v^hale's "skin" is often
" tilled with barbed irons," and " his head with fish-spears;" and
that those engaged in the whale-fishery " part him" (liis blubber,

bones, spermaceti, &c.) " among the merchants." In a word, no
animal, that we have any certain knowledge of, .comes any thing

near the grand and majestic description given of the leviathan, bv
his Creator, except the crocodile; who, it is well ascertained,

cannot be "drawn out" or taken " with an hook," or his "jaw
bored through With a thorn :" whose "teeth are hideed terrible

round about," whose scales may be said to be " liis pride, thut up
together as with a close seal ; one so near to another, that no air

can come between them ; so joined one to another, and sticking

together, that thev cannot be sundered," &ic. See Lacerta.
LE\'IC0, a lake of Austria, in 1 irol.

LEX'JE, a town of I'raiice, in the department and island of

C orsica ; thirteen miles N. \V. of I'orto N'ecchio
'LEN'IEK, a town of France, in tiie department of the Doubs;

nine miles S. of Ornan-s.

LEN'IGATE, yatigo, Lat.] I. To rub or grind to an impal-
pable powder. 2. To mix till the liquor becomes smootii and
uniform. 'I'hus the chyle is said to be white, as consisting of salt,

oil, and water, much levigated or smooth.
LENTGAITON, [from U-cigate.'] Levigation is the reducing

of hard bodies, as coral, tutty, and precious'stones, into a subtile
powder, by grinding upon marble with a nuiHer ; but unless the
instruments are extremely hard, tlicy will so wear as to double
the weight of the medicine.

Levioatjom, Ihcvigo, Lai.] in pharmacy and chemistry, is the
grinding of liard and ponderous bodies to aU impalpable powder,
on a porphyry, or in a mill.

LEVISANUS, a genus of tire class and order pentandria mo-
nogynia. Elo\sers aggregate; corolla <me-leated, supciior, five-

clett; filaments inserted into the base of the prrianthium; styles

two, conjoined ; seeds i\ve or s-ix. There are five sjjccies, shrubs
ef the Cape of Good Hope.

Ll-.Vri'ES, Ittvita, Lat. from Levi,'] in a general sense, include
VOL.111.— NO. 124.

all the descendanls of Levi, among whom were the Jewish |irit»lj'

In a nioie particular sense, tin? L'.-viles wen- an order of officer^

in the Je\^ish church, who were employed in perfoiming the ma"
luial service of the lcni|)le. They were obedient to the pricsLs'

tlie descendants of Aaron, in their ministration, and brought them
wood, water, and otiier necessaries, for the sacrifice. Tl)ey:-ung

and played upon instruments in the temple and other places.

They applied themselves to the study of the law, and were the or-

dinary judges of the country, but always subordinate to the

priests. Their subsistence was the tythes of corn, fruit, and cattle,

throughout Israel : but the priests were entitled to a (cnth of their

tythes, bv way of fir-t-fruits to the Lord: forty-eight cities were
assigned for the residence of the Levites, of which the priests

claimed thirteen, six whereof were appointed cities of refuge.

They were consecrated, before they entered upon Iheir ministry,

by shaving their llesh, washing their clothes, and sprinkling uiih

the water of expiation. Imposition of bauds was Used in conse-

cration, and two bullocks were ofi'ered at the door of the taberna-

cle. They waiteil weekly, and by turns, in the temple, begin-

ning their attendance on one sabb.ith and ending the next: dur-

ing this time they were maintained out of the olVerings, &c. In

the lime of Solomon, the number of Levites, from the age of

twenlv, capable of serving, was 38,001).

LEVIZAXO, a town of Italy, in the department of Panaro,

six miles S. E. of Modena.
LEl'K, a town of Switzerland, almost in the middle of the Va-

lais. Lnii. 7. 39. E. Lat. 4ii. 12. N.
LE\UOUX, a town of Fiance, in the department of Indre;

seventeen miles E. of Chatillon, and 35 S. W. of l5ourges. Lon,
I. 40. E. Lat. 46. 5y. N.
LEl'SDEN, John, a celebrated philologer, born in 1624. He

studied the learned languages and mathenwtics at Utrecht ; and
then went to Amslerdam, to converse with tiie rabbis, and perfect

himself in the Hebrew tongue. Alter which he was professor of

Hebrew at Utrecht, where he accpiircd a great reputation, and
<lied in IliQi). He wrote many valuable works; the principal of

which are, 1. Onoma^ticum Sacrum, Svo. 2. Clavis Hebraica et

Philolugica Vcteris Testamenti, 4to. 3. Novi Testamenti Clavis

Gra-ca, cum Annotationibus Philologicis, Svo. 4. Conijicndium
Biblicum Veteris Testamenti, 8vo. 5. Compendium Grxcum
N'ovi Testamenti; the best edition of which is that of London, in

lt)CiS, 12mo. 6. Philologus Hebra:us, 4to. 7. Philologus Hc-
bra'o-mi,\tus, 4to. 8. Philologus Hebra-o-Gra-cus, 4to. <). Notes
on Jonas, Joel, Hosea, &:c. He gave also correct editions of several

learned works.

LEL'SE, a town of France, in the department of Oemappes,
and laic province of Austrian Hainaull,fourteen miles N.AV.of .Mons.

LEUTKIRCH, or LEUT KIRK, an imperial lov.n of Suabia,

in Algow. Lon. 10. 10. E. Lat. 47. jj. N.
LEUWENHOEK, Anthony De, F. R. S. a celebrated

Dulch physician and naturalist, born at Delft in lG32. He was
of an ancient family, and accpiired great reputation throughout all

r'.urope, by hit experiments and discoveries. He particularly ex-

celled in making gla>ses for microscopes and spectacles, and died
in 1723. His letters to the Royal Society of London were print-

ed at Leyden, in 1722, in 4to.

LEVVARDEN, a handsome, rich, and strong, town of Ratavia,

in the department of the Eems, and late capital of Ostergu\r.

W'esurgow, Sevemvolden, and W. I'Viesland. Lon. .i. 42. E.
Lat. j3. 12. N.
LEVVENl Z, a town of Upper Hungary, in the county ol

Gran. Lon, IS. 19. E. Lat. 48. li. N.
LEWES, an ancient, large, and well-built, town of Sussex,

lliirtv miles £. of Chichester, and forty-nine S. ot London. ].on

0. 5.' E. Lat. 50. Oj. N.
LEWIS, [i.oy/.y, Fr.] the name of >ixteen king-s of Fiance.

Lewis IX. or St Lewis, was one of the gnatest monarclis of

France; equally memorable for his valour and his virtues, but
unforlunately, misled by the superstition of the times, he sacri-

ficed his own repose, and the welfare of liis kingdom, to the lolly

of crusading. He succeeded his father in I22b. In 124S, leav-

ing France to the care of his mother, he embarked for F^gyp.t, at-

tended by his <ineeii, his three hrolheis, and the tluwer of tlie

French nobility. At first his victories were rapid; he took Da-
miella in 124f); but in 1230 was defeated and taken prisoner by
the Turks, with all his noble?, and tlie greatest part of his armv.

3 "i' . Til*-
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The sultan. demanded an exorbiUint sum for his ransom, and his

answef deserves to be recorded: " Tell the sultan, that a king of

France ia not to be ransomed with money ; I will u;ive the sum re-

(jiiired for my people, and Damietta for myself." 'I'liese terms

Mere accepted', and a peace of ten years endued. Upon liis return

to France, he diniini4ied tlie taxes, revoked those which the finan-

ciers had introduced; issued sevevat salutary edicts ; founded se-

veral churches ai:d hospitals; and etlfectually overturned tlie ec-

clesiastical jurisdiction of the court of Home, by his pragmatic

sanction in 11*69, which establislied the independency of the Gal-

lican church. 'I'hirteen years residence in his capital indemnified

his subjects for his absence ; but his pious zeal prevented the en-

joyment of this liappiness: he embarked for the sixth crusade in

1'270 ; and died the same year, at the siege of Tunis, aged 55.

• Lhwis XI. was one of tlie greatest tyrants tliat ever existed.

He began to reign A. D. 1461. His oppressions obliged his sub-

jects to enter into a league against him, styled " Ligue de bien

])ubliq," in which his brother the Did<e of Herri and some of the

principal nobility were concerned: they solicited succours irom
John, Duke of Calabria, who joined them with 500 Swiss; the

lirst introduction of Swis soldiers into the Fi-ench armies. His
reign was almost one continued scene of civil war; and it is com-
puted that 4)00 of his subjects were executed in public and pri-

vate, either for being in arms against him, or suspected by him.

In his last illness, he drank the warm blood of children, in the vain

hope of restoring his decayed strength. He died in 1483, aged
Co. The ])osts lor letters were established in his reign, the fii-st

institution of this nature in Europe.
Lewis XVI. the last French monarch of the race of Capet,

and house of Rourboii, succeeded his grandfather in 1774. His
character is universally allowed to have been such, as, in times of

less disturbance, would have insured him a high degree of popula-

rity to the end of his life. He was naturally of a mild and humane
disposition ; and has the peculiar merrt of having been the first

who instituted a society for the instruction and employment of the

blind; an example of bene\olence which has been since success-

fully followed in this and other countries. He was also an author,

and translated five v<ilumes of Gibbons's History, and Walpole's
Hi-toi-ical Doubts, into French. His last will and testament, writ-

ten by himself, exhibits a\trong picture of his piety, resignation,

and aflection, for his relations. At his trial, he shewed an un-

common degree of spirit, recollection, and unilaunted fortitude.

On the 21st of January 1793, this unfortunate monarch, one of

the best of his race, and whose private virtues, as well as. his re-

peated concessions to his subjects, merited a belter fate, feli by
the guillotine, a sacrifice to that democratic jealousy, that popular

fury, which exhausted its rage by cutting off many of the greatest

men in France.

T-EWis, in geography, one of the largest of the Vv'estern Islands

of Scotland, extending about sixty miles in length from N. to S.

and Iroia thirteen to lourleen in breadth, consisting of a great

number of isles and rocks, and connected by an isthmus of six

miles witii the Isle of Harris. See Harris.
LliWiS D'Or, [Fr.] a golden French coin, in value twelve

livres, now settled at seventeen shillings.

LEWISTOWN, a town of Pennsylvania, capital of Miflliii

county, 1 15 miles W. N. W. of Fiiiladelpliia.

LEX, Law. See T^av;.

LEXIARCHl, at Athens, six officers assisted by thirty inferior

ones, whose business it was to line such as came not to the public

assemblies, and to make scrutiny among such as were present.

They kept a register of the age, mamu-rs, and abilities, of all the

citti^ens, who were inrnlled at ttie age of twenty.

LEXICOGRAPHER, [x-W, and y,v«?;«;,] a writer of dic-

tionaries; ahariiiless drudge, tlial busies hiniselt in tracing the ori-

ginal, and delailing the significafun of words.

LEXICOGRAPHY, [^iJixjv and y^fiu,] the art or practice of

writing dictionaries.

LEXICON, [xi|ixov, from ><fif, a word,] a dictionary; a book
leaching the signification of words. Lexicon is chiefly used in

speakina of Greek dictionaries.

LEXING TON, a town of Massachusetts, in NFiddlesex county,
ten miles N. W. of Boston.

Lexingtom, a flourishing town of Kentucky, formerly capital

of the state, in Fayette county, twenty-four milef E. of Frankfort,

aud 774 S. W. of Philadelphia.

LEY, or LEES, a term usually applied to any alkaline solu-
tion made by levigating any ashes that contaiii an alkali. Soap-
lees is an alkali used by soap-boilers, or potash or soda in solution,
and made caustic by lime.

LEYBOURN, W ili.iam, an English mathematician of the
seventeenth century, originally a printer in London. Ilei>iib-

lished. The Trader's Sure Guide, which has gone through many
editions; Cursus iMathematicHs : Treatises on Surveying, on Dial-
ing, &c. He died about ltii1i>. .

LEYDEN, [in Latin, Lii,^duniiin Ijcitavoruin,'] one of the
largest and finest cities of Puitavia, in the department af Delft, and
late province of South Flolland, abounding witli canals, along
which ai-e I'ows of lofty trees, that aftord very pleasant walks. It

is 15 miles S. of Haarlem, and 20 S.W. of Amsterdam. Lon.
4. 33. E. Lat. ^2. 10. N.
Leyden Phial, a phial coated on the inside and outside with

tinfoil, or other |)roper conducting substance, and furnished with
a brass-wire, and knob, for giving the electrical shock. See
Electricitv.
LEYSERA, in botany, a genus of the [lolygamia superflua or-

der, and syngenesia class of jjlanls ; natural order Composita;.
Caly.x scariose ; down chaffy ; in the disk feathery also ; recepta-
cle sulipaleacrous. Tliere are three species.

LE'^'TE, or LEITE, one of the Philippine islands, in the

East Indian Ocean, about forty leagues long, and in circum-
ference about ninety or a hundred. Lat. IIS. 0. E. Lat. 11.

0. N.
LIIWYD, Edward, a Welch antiquary, was a native of Caer-

mailhenshire, and educated at Jesus College, Oxford, where he
look his degree of M. A. in 1701. He succeeded his tutor. Dr.
Plot, as keeper of the Ashmolean museum, and had the use of

all \'anghan's collections. With incessant labour, and great ex-

actness, he emplo\ed a considerable part of his life in searching

into the M'elsh antiquities; had perused or collected a great deal

of ancient and valuable matter from their manuscripts; transcribed

all the old characleib of the monastei'ies that he could meet with ;

travelled several times over Wales, Cornwall, Scotland,

Ireland, Armoric Dretagne, countries inhabited by the same
peo])le, compared their anticpiities, and made observations upon
the whole; but died in 1709, before he had digested them into

the form of a discourse, as he intended, on the ancient inhabitants

of this island. Many of his observations were inserted in Gibson's
edition of Camden's Britannia. He also published the Archaologia
Brilannica,or an Account of the Languages,Histories,and Customs,
of the original Inhabitants of Great Britain, i^c. folio, Oxford,
1707. Lie left in manuscript a Scottish or Irish-English Diction-

ary, and other proofs of his learning and industry. (irolkini.J

LIATRIS, in botany, a genus of the syngenesia polygamia
arciualis class and order. Natural order, Compositx capitatae.

Calyx oblong, imbricate, awuless, coloured; down feathered, co-

loured ; receptacle naked, hollow, dotted. Eight species are

enumerated.
ITBAN'OJMANTIA, in antiquity, a species of divination per-;

formed with frankincense ; which, if it presently caught fire, and
sent forth a gratelul odour, was esteemed a happy omen, and vice

vei-sa.

LIBANUS, a chain of mountains of Turkey in Asia, which lie

between Syria Proper and Palestine, extending, from west to

east, from the Meditt^rranean sea as far as Arabia. The summits

are always covered with snow, but below there are very pleasant

.;nd fertile valleys. They were formerly famous for great lunn-i

bers of cedar-trees, but now there are very few remaining. Geo->

giaphers distinguish this <:hain into Libanus and Antilibanus

;

the latter of v. Inch lies on the south side of the valley, rising near

the ruins of Sidon, and terminates at others in Arabia, in N. Lat.

34. They are separated from each other, at an e(iual distance

throughoik, by a country, called by the ancients Cado-Syria.

LIBA riON, [/i7»a</o, Lat.] amongst the ancient Greeks and Ro-
mans, was an essential part ot solemn sacrifices. It was also per-

formed alone, as a drink-offering, by way of procuring the pro-

tection and favour of the ^ods, in the ordinary affairs ot life. Li-

batVons, according to the dilferent attributes of the gods in honour

of whom they were made, consisted of different liquids, but wine

was the most usual. It was always unmixed with water. Liba-

tions of water, of lioney, of milk, and of oil; were called vtifiMa

iija. They were all made with a serious deportment and solemn
prayer.

'
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irayer. At sacrifices, tho llbution, after it hail been tasted by the

ricst, ami haiulwl to the bystanders, was poured upon the victim.

Vt enterlaininents, a hltle \vi:ie was geiier.illy pouretl out of the

ii[), before the hqiior Ije^an to circulate, to sliew lli(»ir gratitude

itie gods for the bh-ssiiigs ihev enjoyed. Lil)ations wen- also in

i~e among the Hebrews, wiio poured an hia of wine on the vic-

n after it was killed, and the several pieces of the sacrilice were

. I on the altar, r>'.uly to be burnt.

LIBEL, Itilifltus jariio^iaSjl taken in its largest and most ex-

ensive sense, signilies ;'MV writing, picture, orthelike, ofanim-
noral or illegal tendency'; but, in a jieculiar sense, is used to de-

lete a malicious defaniation of any person, and especially a magis-

,ite, made public by either printing, writing, signs, or pictures, in

Jerto provoke h'.m to wrath, or expose him to public hatred,

jMlempt, and ridicule. 'I'he direct tendency of these libels is

iie breach of the public peace, by stirring up the objects of them

J revenge, and perhaps to bloodshed. The communication of a

ibel to any one person isa |)ublication in the eye of the law : and

hercfore the sending an abusive private letter to a man is as much
I libel as if if w ere openly printed, for it equally tends to a breach

fthe peace. With regard to libels in general, there are two

L'medies; one by indictment, and another by action. The for-

iKr for the public olTence; for every libel ha= a tendency to break

he peace, or provoke others to break it: which oll'ence is the

anie whether the nialter contained be true or false ; and therefore

lie defendant, on an indictment for publishing a libel, isnotallow-

;d to allege the truth of it by way of justitication. But in the

' inedy by action on the case, which is to repair the party in dama-'

- tor the injury done him, the defendant may, as for words spo-

.rii, justify the truth of the facts, and shew that the plaintiff has

eceived no injury at all. M'hat was said with regard to words
jviken, will also huld in every particular with regaril to libels by
riling or printing, and the civil actions consci|uent thereupon

:

Hit as to signs or pictures, it seems necessary always to shew, by
iroper innuendos and averments of the delcndant's meaning, the

!i port and application of the scandal, and that some special dam-
_ has foUoweil ; otherwise it cajnot ap|)ear, that such libel bv
aure was understood to be levelled at the plaintiff, or that it was
nded with any actionable consequences. In a civil action,

1, a libel must appear to be-false, as well as scandalous; for, if

charge be true, the plaintiff has received no private iniury, and
uo ground to demand a compensation for himself, whatever

yrtence it may be against the public peace : and therefore, upon a

:ivil action, the truth of the accusation may be pleaded in bar of

:he suit. But m a criminal prosecution, the tendency whicli all

libels have to create animosities, and to disturb the public peace,
•« the sole consideration of the law. And therefore, in such prose-

ions, the only points to be considered are, lirst, the making or

^ _!.ilishing of the book or writing; and, secondly, whether the

matter be criminal : and, if both these points are against the defen-

. dant, the offence against the public is complete. The punishment
of such libellers, for either making, repeating, printing, orpubli-h-
ing, the libel, is a fine, and such corporal punishment as the court

ts discretion shall intlict; regarding the quantity of the otTence,
,1 the quality of the olfender. By the law of tlie XII tables at

Honi'-, libels, which affected the reput.ition of another, were made
a capital offence : but, before the reign of Augustus, the punishment
became corporal only. L'nder N'alen'inian it was again made capi-
tal, not only lo write, but to publish, or even to omit destroying
them. Our law, in tliis and many other respects, corresponds
rather with the middle age of Roman jurisprudence, wd;en liberty,
learning, and humanity, were in their full vigour, than with the
cruel edicts that were established in the dark and tyrannical a"es
of the ancient decemviri, or the latter emperors. In this, a^id

other instances, where blasphemous, immoral, treasonable, schis-
matical, seditious, or scandalous libels are punished by the English
law, some with a greater, others with a less degree' of severity

;

the liberty of the press, jiropeily understood, is'by no means in-
fringed or violated. See Liberty.
LlBELLA.a l)iece of money amongst the Romans, being the

tenth part of the di.narius, and e(|ual in value to the as. It was
called libella, as being a little pound, because equal to a pound o'f

brass.

Libella, or Libellula, in zoology, a genus of tlie class and
order insecta, neuroptera. Mouth armed with jaws, more than

two ir\ number; liptrifid; antenna; very thin, filiform, and shorter
than the thorax; wings expanded; tail of the mule insect furnished
with a forked process. 'I'liere are about t>0 species of this insect,

liie larva of tins beautiful animal is a water-worm with six feet.

It wears a mask as peifectly formed as those worn at a masque-
rade ; and this mask, fastened to the insect's neck, and which it

inovo> atwill, serves to hold its prey while it devours it. The
pi-riod of transfonnation being come, the chrysalis makes to the
water-side, swims in search of a convenient place; fixes ou a
plant, or slick* fast lo a bit of dry wood. Its skin, grown parched,
splits at the upper part of the thorax. The winged insect issues

forth gradually, throws ofT its slough, expands its wings, llulters,

anil then flies off with gracefulness and ease. The elegance of its

slender shape, the ricdiness of its colours, the delicacy and re-
splendent texture of its wings, are admirable. " It is impossible,"'
says Dr. Shaw, " not to be struck with admiration on contemplat-
ing the changes of the libeilula, which, while an inhabitant of
the water, would perish by any loi.g exposure to the air, while
the complete animal, once escaped from the pupa, would as ef-

fectually be destroyed by submersion under water, of v.hicii not
an hour before it was the legitim.ate inhabitant." 'I'he structure of
the eye is very remarkable. A microscope shews that it consists
of a continued surface of convex hexagonal lens. According ta
Lewenhoek there are ll.',344 lenses in each eve of this animal. See
Plate LXXVI.
LIBELLI, a name given to the bills which were put up amongst

the Romans, giving notice of the time when a show of gladiators
would be exhibited, with the number of combatants, and other
circumstances.

LiBEi.Li Famosi, defamatory libels. Seneca calls them con-
tuniclio>i libelli, infamous rhymes, whicli by a Roman ordinance
were puni>hai>le with death.

LIBELLUS, in the civil law, signifies declaration, or state of
the prosecutor's charge agaii^t the defendant; and it has the same
signification in our spiritual courts.

LIBER, in botany, the bark or rind, principally of trees. This
is conceived as consisting of a number of cylindric and concentric
surfaces whosi texture is reticular, and in some trees plainly e.\-

trusible every way, as the fibres are soft and ilexible.

Liber, [Lat. i. c. free,] in mythology, a title conferred on Bac-
chus in memory of the freedom which he granted to the people of
Bcuotia: or, perhaps, because wine, whereof he was the reputed
deity, delivers men from care, and sets their mind at ease and
freedom

.

LIBERA, in mythology, a goddess whom Cicero, in his book:
De Nat. Deor. styles the daughter of Jupiter and Ceres.
LIBERAL ARTS, are such as depend more on the labour of

the mind than on that of the hands ; or, that consist more in specu-
l.ition than operation ; and have a greater regard to amusement
and curiosity than to necessity. The word is derived from the
Latin Ubtruiis, which among the Romans signified a person who
was not a slave ; and whose will, of consequence, was not checked
by the command of any master. Such are grannnar, rhetoric,
painting, sculpture, architecture, music, &c. See Art.
LIBERALIA, feasts celebrated by the ancient Romans, in

honour of Liber, or Bacchus, the same with tliose which the Greeks
called Dionysia, and Dionysiaca. Varro derives ihe name of
this feast from liber, considered as a noun adjective, and signifvin"
free ; because the priests were free from their function, aiid eased
of all care, during the time of the liberalia.

LIBERIA, in Roman antiquity, a festival observed on the IGtIi

of the kalends of April, at which time the youth laid asi<le their

juvenile habit for the toga virilis, or habit peculiar to grown men.
See Toga.
LIBERTAS. See Liberty.
LIBERTINES, LIBERTIXI, in ecclesiastical history, a re-

ligious sect, which arose in 1525, whose principal tenets were, that
the Deity was the sole operating cause in the mind of man, and
the immediate author of all luiman actions; that, consequently,
the distinctions of good and evil, which hail been established with
regard to those actions, were false and groundless, and that men
could not, properly sjieaking, commit sin; that religion consisttd
in the union of the spirit or rational soul with tlie Supreme Being

;

that all those who had attained this happy union, by sublime coii-

teinplation and elevation of luind, were then allowed to indulge,

without
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witliout excfptioii or re»lraint, thuir appetites or passions : tlwt all

tlicir actions and pmsuits ueic tliPi) perfectly innocent; and that,

after till' deatl) of the body, they were to bu united to the Deity.

Tin y likewise said that Jesus Christ was nolliing but a mere je

lie si;ai qiioi, composed of the spirit of God, and of the opinion of

iiiiMi.—.'I'hese ma.Kims occasioned their being called Libertines ;

iind ever since an odium has been attached to the word. They
spread principally in Holland and Drabant. Their leaders were

Quintin, Picard.'Pockesins, KulTus, and Chopin, who joined with

Quintin, anil became his disciple. This sect obtained a footing

in France through the favour of Mari;aret, Q. of Navarre,

and sister to Francis I. and found patrons in several of the reformed

churches.

LiBERTiNKs OF Ceneva, wcrc a cabal of rakes rather than of

fonatics; for they made no pretences to any religious system, but

pleaded only for" the liberty of leading voluptuous and immoral

li ves. Tliis cabal was composed of a certain number of licentious

citizens, who could not bear the severe discipline of Calvin, who
punislu-d with rigour not only dissolute manners, but also what-

ever bore the aspect of irreligion and impiety. In tliis turbulent

cabal there were several persons who were not only notorious tor

their dissolute manner ot living, but also for tlicir atheistical mi-

piety, and contempt of all religion. To this class belonged one

Gruet, who denied the divinity of the Christian religion, the im-

inorlality of the soul, the diflerence between moral good and evil,

and rejected with disdain the doctrines lliat are held most sacred

among Christians ; for which impieties he was at last brought be-

fore tiie civil tribunal, in I5i0, and condemned to death.

LUiERTUS, or LIBF.RTINUS, among the Romans, a freed

man, or a person set free from a legal servitude.

LIUERTY, lUhcrtas, Lat.] in general, denotes a state of

freedom, in contradistinction to slavery. According to Ciceio,

liberty is the power of living as a man pleases, or without being

controlled by arwthej-. Ji> a legal sense, libertv signihes some
privilege that is held by charter or prescription. Liberty may be

considered as either natural or civil.

I. LiBF.RTV, Natural. The absolute riglils of man, consi-

'

dered as a free agent, endowed with discernment to know good

from evil, and with power of choosing those measures which ap-

pear to him to be most desirable, are usually summed up in one

general appellation, and denominated the natural liberty of man-

kmd. This natu:al liberty consists properly in a power of acting

as one thinks fit, without any re>traint or controul, unless by the

law of nature, or the law, originally impressed on our minds; being

a right inherent in us by birth, and one of the gilts of God to man
at his creation, when he endued hini with the faculty of free-will.

But every man, when he enters into society, gives up a part of his

natural liberty, and, in consideration of receiving the advantages

of mutual commerce, obliges hiniself to conform to those laws

which the community has thought proper to establiih. And tliis

species of legal obedience and conformity in the present degener-

ate state of mankind, is infinitely more' desirable than that wild

and savage liberty which is sacrificed to obtain it. For no man,

who considers a moment, would wish to retain the absolute and

wncontrouled power of doing whatever he pleases: tlu'coi.'.equence

of which would be, that every other man wonld also have the

same power ; and then, because of man's degeneracy, there

would be no security to individuals in any of the enjoyments of

life.

II. LiBEHTV, Political, therefore, or Civil I.iberty, which

is that of a member of society, is no other than natural liberty, so

far restrained by human laws (and no farther) as is necessary and

expedient for the general advantage of the public. Hence we

may collect, that the law, which restrains a man from doing mis-

chief to his fellow-citizens, though it diminishes the natural, in-

creases the civil liberty of mankind: but every wanton and c.iuse-

less restraint of the will of tlie subject, whether practised by a

monarch, a nobility, or a popular assembly, is a degree of tyran-

ny. Nay, that even lawstliemselves, whether made with o.- with-

out our consent, if they regulate and constrain ourcondurt in mat-

ters of mere indifVerence, without any good end in view, are laws

destructive of liberty: whereas, if any public advantage can arise

from observing such precepts, the controul of our private inclina-

tions, in one or two particular points will comiuce to preserve

•ur general freedom in others of more importance, by supporting

5

that state of society which uloiie can secure our independence.
Thus the statute of Edward IV. which forbad the fine gentlemen
of those times (under the degree of a lord) to wear pikes upon
their shoes or boots of more than two inches in length, was a law
that savoured of op|)russion; because, however ridiculous the
fashion then in use might appear, the restraining it by pecuniary
penalties could serve no purpose of common utility. Uut the

statute of Charles li. which prescrilies a thing seemingly as indif-

ferent, viz. a dress for the dead, who were all ordered to be buried

in woollen, is a law consistent with public liberty ; for it encou-
rages the staple trade, on which in a great measure depends the

i

universal good of the nation. So that laws, when prudently fra-
j

med, are by no means subversive, but rather introductive, ofli- '

berty; for (as Mr. Locke has svell observed) where there is no
law there is no freedom. Uut on the other hand, that constitution

Or frame of government, that system of law, is alone calculated fa

maintain civil liberty, wliich leaves the subject entire mi>ster of

his own conduct, CKcept in those points wherein the public good
requires some direction or restraint. The idea and practice of

this political or civil liberty ilouri^li in their highest vigour in these

kingdoms, where it falls little short of (lerfeclion, and can only

be lost or destroyed by the folly or demerits of its owner; (he

legislature, and of course the laws of Britain, being peculiarly

adapted to the preservation of this inestimable blessing even in the

meanest subject. Very dilTerent from the modern constitutions of

other states on the continent, and from the genius of the imperial

laws ; which in general are calculated to vest a« arbitrary anil de-

spotic power, of controuling the actions of the subject, in the

prince, or in a few grandees. And thissjiirit of liberty is so deep-

ly implanted in our constitution, and rooted even in our very soil,

that a slave or a negro, the moment he lands in Britain, falls under
the protection of tlie laws, ajid so far becomes a freeman; though
the master's right to his service may possibly still continue. 'J'he

absolute rights of every Briton (which, taken in a political and ex-

tensive sense, are iisu:il!y called their liberties), as they are found-

ed on nature and reason, so they are coeval with our form of go-

vernment ; though subject al times to fluctuate and cliange, their

cstabli>lmient (excellent as it is) being still liuiSian. At some
times they have been depressed by tyrannical princes; at others,

so luxuriant as even to tend to anarchy, a worse state than tyran-

ny itself, as any government is better than anarchy. 15ut the vi-

gour of our free constitution has always delivered the nation from

these embarrassments: and. as soon as the convulsions conseiiucnt

on the struggle liave been over, the balance of our rights and li-

berties has settled to its proper level; and their fundamental ar-

ticles have been from time to time asserted in parliament, as often

as they were thought to be in danger ; first, by the great charter

of liberties, whichWas obtained, sword in hand, from King John,

and afterwards, with some alterations confirmed in i>arlianient by
Uenry III. his son. (See Macna Chart.\.) Which chartei

contained very few new grants ; but, as Sir Edward Coke observes,

was for the must part declaratory of th.e principal grounds of the

t'undamental laws of England. Afterwards, by the statute called

connrmatio cartarum, whereby the gieat charter is directed to be

allowed as the common law; all judgements contrary to it are de-

clared void ; copies of it are ordered to be sent to all cathedral

churches, and read lu ice a-year to the people; and sentence of

excommunication is directed to be as constantly denounced against

all those tlwt by word,deed,or counsel, act contrary thereto, or in any

degree infringe it. Next by a multitude of subsequent corroborating

statutes (Sir Edward t^okc reckons Uiirly-lwo,) from Edward 1. to

Uenry IV. Then, after a long interval", by the petition of right;

which was a parliamentary declaration of the liberties of the jieo-

ple, assented to by Charles 1. in the beginning of his reign. I'liis

was closely followed by the still more ample concessions made by
that unhappy prince to his parliament, before the fatal nipfare

between them; and by the many salutary laws, particularly the

habi'as corpus act, passed under t'harlcs If. To tliese succeeded

the bill of rights, or declaration delivered by the lords and com-
mons to the prince and jH-incess of Orange, 13th February, lC88 ;

and enacted in parliament, when they became king and queen :

which declaration concludes in thes'e remarkable words ; "and
they do claim, demand, and insist upon, all and singular the pre-

inis'es, as their undoubted riglils and liberties." And the act of

parliament itself recognises " uH and singular the rights and liber-

ties
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es asserted and claimed in tlie said declaration to be the triip, an-

ient, and indubitable rights of tlie prople of tliis kingdom."

,a?tly, these liberties were again asserted at the coiiimencenient

f the 18th century, in the act of settlement, whereby, tlic crown

as limited to his present majesty's illustrious house : and some
ew provisions were added, ut the same fortunate a-ra, for liettcr

.curing our religion, laws, and liberties ; which the statute de-

lares to be " the birthright of the people of England," accord-

lE to the ancient doctrine of the common law. The rights thus

iHincd by these several statutes, consist in a number of private

iiimunities ; which appear to be indeed no other, than either

liat residuum of natural liberty, which is not required by the laws

if society to be sacriticed to public conve.iience; or else those

ivil privileges, which society hath engaged to provide, in lieu of

u- natural liberties so given up by individuals. Thi.se therefore

\ere formerly, either by inheritance or pnrchare, the rights of all

nankiiid ; but in most other countries in the world, being iiou

iiore or less debased and de^troyed, they at present may be said

remain, in a peculiar and emphatical manner, the rights of the

'opie of Britain. And these may be reduced to three principal

:)rimary articles ; the right of personal security, the right of

rsoiial liberty, and the right of private property: because as

iiere is no other known method of compulsion, or of abridging

-ail's natural free-will, but by an infringement or diminution oi

or other of these important rights, the preservation of these

lolate may justly be said to include the preservation of our
ii il immunities in their largest and met extensive sense. See
Eights. In vain, however, would these rights be declared, as-

. liained, and protected, by the dead letter of the laws, if the con-
iitution had provided no other method to secure their actual en-

. ;nent. It has therefore established certain other auxiliary sub-

nate rights of the subject, wh'.ch serve principally as barriers

;)rotect and maintain inviolate the three great and piimary
u, of personal security, personal liberty, and private propertv.

: ae are, 1. The constitution, powers, and privileges, of parlia-

lit. See Parliament, y. The limitation of the king's pre-

•tive, by bounds so certain and notorious, that it is impossible

iiould exceed them without the consent of the people ; as to

h, see PRERocATrvE. 'I'lie former of these keeps the legis-

' e power in due health and vigour, so as to make it improba-
iliat laws should be enacteti destructive of general libert-\-

:

latter is a guard upon the executive power, by restraining' it

ii acting either beyond or in contradiction to the laws that are

lamed and established by the other. 3. A third subordijiate

light of every Briton is that of applying to the courts of justice

)r redress of injuries. .Since the law is, in this realm, the supreme
rliiter of every man's life, liberty, and property, courts of justice

iiust at all times be open to the subject, mid the law be duly ad-
fiinistered therein. The emphatical words of magna charta,

ipoken in the person of the king, are these : Nulli vendenuis,
Hilli negabimus, aut differemus rectum vel justitiam ; " and
lierefore every subject (says Sir Edward Coke) for injury done

iin in boms, in terri^, vel persona, by any other subject, be
• clesiastical or temporal, without any exception, mi'y take his

ly by the cour^^e of the law, and have justice and right for

jury done to him, freely without sale, fully willioutany de-
.nt\ speedily without delay." I( were endless to enumerate
e affirmative acts of parliament, wherein justice is directed

I- done according to the law of the land : and wiiat that law-

very subject knows, or may know if he please; for it depemU
ipon the arbitrary will of any judge, but is permanent, fixed,

nchangeable, unless by auth.ority of parliament. AVe shall,

ver, just mention a few negative statutes, whereby abuses,
rsions, or delays ofjustice, e.-pecially by llie prerogative, are
iicd. It is ordained by magna charta, th;;t no fieeman, shall

.tlawed, that is, put out of the protrction and benefit of the
, but according to the law of the land. By '-' Kdw. III. c. a,

iiiil 11 Kic. 11. c. 10, it is enacted, that no c(;mmaiids or leitei
'"

'I be sent under the great seal, or the little se^d, the signet or
seal, in ilisturbance of the law ; or to disturb or delay com-

' right: and, though such commandments should coiiie, the
s shall not cease to do right: which is also made a part of

jath by a statute 18 E<lw. III. st. 4. And by 1 W. & M.
;.

';

. c. S, it is declared, that the pretended power of suspending
,, di-r.>ensing w*li laws, or the execution of law, by rejal aufho-
VOL. in.— No. I'-ii.

rity without consent of parliament, is illegal. Not only the sub-
stantial part, or judicial decisions, of tiie law, but also the formal
part or method of proceeding, cannot be altered but by parlia-

ment : for, if once those outworks were demolished, there would
be an inlet to all manner of innovation in the body of the law itself.

The king, it is true, may erect new courts of justice ; but then
tli'-y must proceed according to the old e.-lablished forms of the
common law. For which reason it is declared in stat. 10, Car. /.

c. 10, upon the dissolution of the court of star-chamber, that nei-

ther his majesty, nor his privy-council, have any jurisdiction,

power, or authority, by English bill, petition, articles, libel (which
were the coune of proceeding in the star-chamber, borrowed
from the civil law,) or by any oilier arbitrary way whatsoever, to
examine, or draw into (juestion, determine, or dispose of the lands
or goods of any subjects of this kingdom ; but that the same ought
to he tried and ditermined in the ordinary courts of justice, and bv
course of law. 4. If there >hou'd happen any uncommon mjurv,
or infringemi;nt of the rights bifjre mentioned, which the ordi-

nary course of law is too defective to reach, there still remains a

fourth subordinate righl, appertaining to every individual, namely,
the right of petitioning the king, or house ol parliament, for tlir

redress of grievances. In Russia Peter the (Jreat established a
law, that no subject might petition the throne till he had lirst peti-

tioned two different ministers of state. In c:,se he obtained jus-

tice from neither, he might then present a petition to the prince :

but upon |;ain of death, if found to be in the wrong. The re

strictions, for some there are, which are laid upon petitionins in

Britain, are of a nature extremely dill'erenl ; and while they pro-

mote the spirit of peace, they are no check upon that of libertv.

Care only must be taken, lest, under the pretence of petitioning,

the subject be guilty of any riot or tumiill ; a; hap|)ened in lijc

opening of the memorable parliament in 11340: and, to jireveiit

this, it is pro\ided by the statute 13 Car. II. st. 1, c. 5, that no
petilion to the king, or either house of parliament, for any altera-

tion in church or state, shall be sigRcd by above twenty pcispns,

unless the matter thereof be approved by three justices of the
peace, or the major ])art of the grand jury, in the county ; and in

London, by the lord mayor, aldermen, and common council : nor
shall any petition be presented by more than ten persons at a time.
But under these regulations, it is declared by the sialute, 1 W. k
M. st. 2, c. 2, that the subject hath a right to petition; and that
all commitments and prosecutions for such petitioning are illegal.

3. The fifth and last auxiliary right of the subject, that we shall

mention, is that of having arms for their defence, suitable to their

Condition and degree, and such as are allowed by law. AVIiich is

also declared by the same statute, 1 W. & M. st. 2, c. 2, and is

indeed a public allowance, under due restrictions, of the natural

right of resistance and self-preservation, when the sanctions of so-

ciety and laws are found insulficil'nt to restrain the violence of op-
pression. In these several articles consist the right or liberties of
Britons : liberties more generally talked of, than thoroughly un-
derstood ; and yet highly necessary to be perfectly known and
consideied by every Briton ; more especially by everv man of
rank or property, Itst his ignorance of the points whereon they
are founded should hurry him into faction and licentiousness on
the one hand, or a pusillanimous indifference and criminal sub-
mission on the other. So long as these righ s of personal security,

personal liberty, and private property, remain inviolate, the sub-

ject is perfectly free ; for every species of compulsive tyranny
and oppression nui>t act in opposition to one or other of these
rights, having uo other object upon which it can possibly be cm-
ployed. To preserve these from violation, it is necessary that the
constitution of parliament be supported in its full vigour ; and li-

mits, certainly known, be set to the royal prerogative. And,
lastly, to vindicate these rights, when actually violated or attack-

ed, the subjects of Britain arc entitled, in the first place, to the
regular administration and free course of justice in the courts of

law ; next, to the right of petitioning the king and parliament for

redress of grievances ; and, la-tly, to the right of having and using

arms for self-preservation and defence. And all these rights and
liberties is our birthright to enjoy entire; unless where the laws of

our country have laid them under necessary restraints. Restraints

in themselves so gentle and moderate, as w ill ap))ear upon farlh( r

incpiiry, that lib man'of sense or probity would wish to see them
sla( kened. For all of us Ivave it in our choiceNto do evcy thins

3 Z '
that-
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lliat a good man woiikl desire lo do ; and are restrained from no-

thing, but wlial would be pernicious either to ourselves or our fel-

low-citizens. So th.it this review of our situation may fully jus-

tify the observation of a learned French author, who inde«l gene-
rally both thought and wrote in the spirit of genuine freedom : !

that the Rritish is the only nation in the world where political or

civil liberty is the direct end of its constitution. 'l"hc United
Slates of Aulerica need hardly be mentioned as an exception, as

the spirit of liberty which pervades their coiistitution owes its ori-

gin to that of Rritain. We sliall therefore close our remarks upon
}.t with the exijiring w isli of the famous Father Paul to his country,
•* Esto perpetual"

Liberty, in inythology, was a goddess both among the Greeks
and Romans. Among the former she was invoked under the title

Eleulheria, ^nd by the latter she was called Liberlas, and lield in

singular veneration ; temples, altars, and ttatues, were erected in

honour tf her.

Liberty and Necessity. See Metaphysics.
Liberty or the Press. The art of priniing, soon after its

introduction, was looked upon in Fngland, as Well as in other

countries, as merely a matter of state, and subject to the coercion

of the crown. It was therefore regulated with us by the king's

proclamations, prohibitions, charters of privilege and licence, and
fuially by the decrees of the court of star-chamber, which limited

the number of priute/s, and of presses which each should ciuploy,

and prohibited new publications unless previously approved by
proper licensers. On the deniolition of this odious jurisdiction in

1641, the long parliament of Charles I. after their rupture with

that prince, assumed the same powers as the star-chamber had e.N-

ercijed with respect to the licensing of books : and in 1()43, 1C47,

1649, and 16j2, (Scobell, i. 44, 13-1, ii. 88, 230,) issued their or-

dinances for the purpose, founded principally on the star-cham-

ber's decree of lOS'. In 1662, was passed the statute 13 &: 14

Car. II. c. 33, which, with some few alterations, was copied from

tile uarliamentary ordinances. This act expired in 1C79; but was

revived by statute 1 Jac. II. c. 17, and continued till 169'i. It

was then continued for two years longer by statute 4 W. & M.
<. 24, but though frequent attempts were made by the govern

inent to revive it, in the subsequent part of that reis;n (Com. Journ.

11 Feb. 1094, 26 Nov. 1695, 22 Oct. I696, 9 Feb. 1697, 31 Jan.

1098,) yet the parliament resisted it so strongly, that it (inully ex-

pired, and the press became properly free in 1694, and has conti-

nued so ever since. The liberty of the press, Jiowevc r, so essen-

tial to the existence of a free state, consists not in freedom from

any criminal matter that may be published, but in laying no pre-

vious restraints \ipon publications. Every freeman has undoubt-

edly a ri^ht ts lay what sentiments lie pleases before the public ;

to forbid tlvis, is to destroy the freedom of the press : but if he

publishes what is improper, mischievous, or illegal, he must take

the coiise(iuence of liis own temerity. See Libel. To subject

the press to the restrictive power of a licenser in the manner above

mentioned, is to subject all freedom of >entiment to the prejudice;

of &ne man, and luake him the arbitrary and infallible judge of all

disputed points in learning, religion, and government. But to pu-

nish (as the l-iw does at present) any dangerous or offensive writings

which, when published, shall, on a fair and impartial trial, be ad-

judged of a pernicious tendency, is necessary for the preservation

of peace and good order, of government and religioii, the only

sotid foundations of civil liberty. Thus the will of individuals is

still left free ; the abuse only of that free-will is the object of legal

punishment. Neither is any restraint h.ereby laid upon freedom

of thought or inquiry ; liberty of private sentiment is still less;

the disseminating or making public of bad sentiments, destructive

of the ends of society, is the crime which society corrects. A
man (savs a fine writer on this subject) maybe allowed to keep

poisons ui hi^ closet, but not jiubhciy to vend them as cordials.

And to this we may add, that the only plausible argument hereto-

fore used for restraining the just freedom of the press, " that it

was necessary to prevent the daily abuse of it," will entirely lose

its force, wl-.en it is shewn (by a seasonable exertion of the laws,)

that the press cannot be abused to any bad purpose without in-

curring a suitable punishment : whereas it can never be used to

any g^)" ! one when undjr the controul of an inspector. So true

will a be found, that to censure the licentiousness, is to maintain

the liberty of the press.

^«p:

Liberty, Port, a port ol Guad.iloupc.
LiDEKTY, Towx, a town of Maryland, in Frederick couiitVj

42 miles W. N. W. of Baltimore, near some copper-mines.
Liberty, West, a town of Virginia, capital of Ohio county,

seated at the r-.cad of Short Creek, miles from Ohio, 2 W. oi

the Pennsylvania Line, IS N. W. of Wheeling, 23 W. of Wash-
ington in Pc'iinsylvania, and 348 from Philadelphia,

LIIjETI! IL'V, in ancient geography, a town and fountain ol

Thessaly. The latter was called the fountain of song, and was
situated in Magnesia, a district of Macedonia annexed to Thes-
saly. The town stood on Mount Olympus, where it verges to-

wards Macedonia: hence the Muses are called Libethiides.

Strabo places on H'licon, not only Ilippocrene, and the. temple ol

the Musfs, but also the caves of the inniplis Livertliridcs.

LlBITiNA, in the Uomaii muhologr, a goddess who presid-

ed over funerals. She was the same with tlie ^'cnus infera or

l'"pithynibia of the Greeks, She had a temple at Rome, where
was lodged a certain piece of money for every person who died,

whose name was recorded in a register called Libitins ratio.

This practice was .established by Servius Tullus, in order to ob-

tain an account of the number of annual deaths in the city ol

Rome, and consequently the increase or decrease of its inhabi-

tants.

LIBITIN.'VRII, [from Lihilina,'] were undertakers whose
office it was to take care of funerals, prepare all things neccssiirj

upon the solemn occasion, and furnish every article required.

LIBNA, in ancient geography, a sacerdotal city in the tribe ot

Judah, a place of strength, as appears from Sennacherib's laying

siege to it. 2 Kings xix. Is. xxxvii.

LI150URNE, a town of Franco, in the department of Gironde
and late province of Gulenne, 20 miles N. E. of Bourdeaux, and
205 S. by W. of Paris. Lon. 0. 10. W. Lat, 44. 55. N.
LIBRA, or BALANCE, one of the mechanical powers. See

Balance.
Libra, in astronomy, one of the twelve signs of the zodiac, ex-

actly opposite lo Aries ; so called because when the sun is in this

sign at the autumnal equinox, the days and nights are equal, as il

weighed in a balance. See AsTRONOiMY.
Libra, also denotes the ancient Roman pound, borrowed from

the Sicilians, who called it litra. The libra was divided into

twelve unciiC or ounces, and the ounce into twenty-four scruples.

The divisions of the libra were, the uncia, one-twelfth ; sextans,

one-sixth; quadrans, one-fourth; triens, one-third; quincunx,

five ounces ; semis, the half jjound or six ounces ; seplunx, se-

ven ; bes, eight ; dodrans, nine ; dextrans, ten ; deuiLX, eleven
;

lastly, the as weighed twelve ounces or one libra. 'J"he Roman
libra was used in France for the proportion of their coin, till the

time of Charlemagne, or perhiijis till that of Philip I. in 1093,

their sols being so proporlioneil, as that twenty of them were
equal to the libra. By degrees it became a term of account

;

and every thing of the value of twenty sols was called a livre.

Hence too L. stands for pound Sterling, and lb. for a pound in

weight.

Libra Pens a, in law-books, denotes a pound of money in

weight. It was anciently used not only to tell the money but to

weigh it : because many cities, lords, and bishops, having their

vnints, coined money, and often bad, or too light ; for w Inch rea-

son, though the poiind consisted of twenty shillings, th'ey always

weiglicd it.

LIBRARIAN, [lihrariiis, 'Lai.'] 1. One who has the care of

a library. 2. One who.transcribes or copies books.

LIBRARII, among (he ancients, were a sort of copyists who
transcribed in beautiful or at least legible characters, what had been

written bv the notarii in notes and abbreviations.

LIBRARY, an edifice or apartment destined for holding a

considerable number of books placed regularly on shelves. Some
authors refer the origin of libraries to the Hebrews ; and observe,

that the care thev took to preserve their sacred books, and the

memory and actions of their an>.e5tors, became an example to

other nations, particularly to the Egyptians. Osyniandyas, King

of Egypt, is said to have taken the hint first; who, according to

Diodo'rus, had a library built in his palace, with this inscription

over the door, ^Txiis lArpEioN. Nor were the Ptolemies, who
reigned in the same country, less curious and magniiicent in

books. A library of the kings of Persia, called ft house of the

rolls,
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rolls or books, is mentioned in Ezra vi. 1, wliicli some imagine to

Iiave consisted of the liistorians of tliat nation, and of mtmoirs of

tlic affiiirs of statt- ; but it seems rather to have l)een a depository

of laws, charters, and ordinances of the kings. In cliap. v. 17,' it

is calh'il the king's treasiirc-honse. We may, \vitli more certainty,

call that a library, mentioned in tlie second of Esdras to have

I
been bviilt by Nehemiali, in which were preserved the books of

the prophets, and the letters of their kings. '1 lie lirsl who erect-

ed a library at Athens, was the tyrant Pisistralus; though Slrabo

ascribes the honovir to Aristotle. That of Pisistratus was transport-

ed by Xerxes into Persia, and was afterwards brought back by
Seieucus Nicator to Athens. Long after, it was pluiiderc<l by

«,'lla, and re-established by Adrian. Plutarch says, that undeV

umenes there was a library at Pergamus, containing 200,000

books. Tvrannian, a celebrated granunariaii, cor.tem])orary with

Ponipcy, had a library of 30,0 lu voluriies. 'That of Ptolemy
Philadc'iphus, according to A. Gellius, contained 700,000, all iii

rolls, biynt by Ca;sar's soldiers. Constantine, and his successors,

erected a magnificent one at Constantinople; wihit li, in the eij;hlh

century, contained 300,000 volumes, all burnt by order of Leo
III ; and, among the rest, one wherein the Iliad and Odyssey were
written in letters of gold, on the guts of a serpent. The most ce-

lebrated libraries of ancient Konie, were the Ulpian, and the Pa-

latine. Those of Paulus jEmilius, who conquered Perseus; of

Lucilins, Lucidlus, of Asinins Pollio, Atticus, Julius Severus,
Domitius Sercnus, Pampliiliu-, Martyr, and the emperors Gordian
and Trajan, are also much celebrated. Aucicntly, every large

church had its library; as appears by the writings of St. Jeiome,
Ana^tasius, and others. Pope Nicholas laid the foundation of that

of the Vatican, in l4J0. It was destroyed by the constable Bour-
bon, in the sacking of Rome; restored by Pope Sixtus V. and
considerably enriched with books (roni that of Heidelberg, plun-

dered by Count Tdly in 1(52-'. One of the most complete libra-

ries in Europe, was said to bi' that erected at F'orejice bv Cosmo
de Medicis, over the gate whereof is written, labor abscive la-

'SORE ; though it was afterwards exceeded by that of the Trench
king, begun by Francis I. augmented by Cardinal Richelieu,

completed by M. Colbert, and now tiie national library. The
emperor's library at Vienna, according to Lambecius, consists of

80,000 volumes", and 15,9^!. curious medals. The Ro lleian li-

brary at Oxford, built on the foundation of that of Duke Hum-
phry, exceeds that of any university in Europe, and even
those of all the sovereigns of Eumpe, except the emperor's
arid the French one, which are eacli oi them older by a hundred
years. It was first opened in 1602, and has since found a great

number of benefactors; particularly Sir Robert Cotton, Sir H.
Savil, Archbishop Laud, Sir Kenelm Dighy, Mr. Allen, Dr Po-
cocke, Mr. Selden, and others. The \'atican, the Medicean,
that of Bessarion at Venice, and those just mentioned, exceed the

Bodleian in Greek MSS. but in oriental MSS. it excels them all.

As to printed books, the Anibrosian at NFilan, and thatot V^'olfen-

buttle, are two of the inost famous, and yet both inferior to the

Bodleian. There arc. also many public libraries belonging to the

colleges at Oxford and Cambridge. The principal public libra-

ries in Loudon, besides that of the Museum, are tho^e of the col-

lege of Heralds, of the College of Physicians, of Doctors Com-
mons, to which every bishop, at the time of his consecration,

gives at least 20/. sometin.ies 50/. for the purchase of books ; those

of the Gray's Inn, Lincoln's Inn, Inner remi>le; and Middle
Temple ; that of Lambeth, founded by Archbl^hop Bancroft in

lOlO, for the use of succeeding archbishops of Canterbury, and in-

creased by the benefactions of Archbishops Abbot, Sheldon, and
Tennisoii, and said to conii^t of at least 15,000 printed books, and
617 volumes in MS. ; that of Red-cross Street, founded by Dr.
Daniel Williams, a Presbyterian divine, and since enriched bv
many private benefactions; that of the Royal Society, called the
.\rundelian or Norfolk Library, becau-ethe principal part of the
I .;llection formerly belonged to the family of Arundel, and was
given to the society by Henry Howard, afterwards Duke of Nor-
folk, in 166(3, which library has been incre.ased bv the valuable
C'lllectiun of Francis Aston, E;q. in 1715, and is still increasing bV
the numerous benefactions of the works of its learned members,
and others; that of St. Paul's, of Sion College; the queen's li-

br.iry, erected by Queen Caroline in 1737; and tlie surncon's li-

brary, kept in their hall in tlie Old Bailey, 6<.c, In Edinburgh

there is a good library belonging to the university, well furnislK-el

with books; whicli are kept in good order. There is also a noble
library of books and MSS. belonging to the faculty of advocates.
There are likewise several valuable public libraries in the different
colleges belonging to the universities of Glasgow, Aberdeen, and
St. Andrews, wherein are many curious and beautifuUv illuminat-
ed ancient MSS. The Cottonian library originally consisted of
y5S volumes of original charters, grants, ir.strimients", letters of so-
vereign princes, transactions between this and other kingdoms and
states, genealogies, histories, registers of iiionasterics, remains of
Saxon laws, the book of Genesis, thought to be the most ancient
(ireek copy extant, and said to have been written by Origen in

the second century, and the curious Alexandrian MS. copy, in

Greek caj)itals. This library is kept in the British Museum,' with
the l.irgc and'valuablejibrary of Sir Hans Sloane, amounting to
upwards of 42,000 volumes, &c.
LfBRATION, [libraiio, Lat.] in astronomy, an apparent ir-

regularity of the moon's motion, whereby she seems to libratc

about her axis, sometimes from the east to the west, and now and
then from the west to the east ; so that the parts in the western
limb or margin of the moon sometimes recede from the centre of
the disk, and sometimes move towards it, by which means they
become alternately visible and invisible to the inhabitants of the
earth. See Astronomy.
LIBUIINA, orLIBURNICA, a kind of light and swift skiff,

u^ed by the Libuinians in their piracies, for which they were noted.
LIBURNIA, in ancient geography, a district of Illyricum, ex-

tending towards the Adriatic, bet^iten Istria on the \V. Ualmatia
on the E. and mount Albius on the N.
LIBURNUS, an ancient port of 1 uscany, now called Livorno,

or Leghorn.
LI BYA, in a general sense, among the Greeks, denoted Africa,

a name derived Irani luh, thirst, being a dry and thirsty country.
See Africa.

Libya, in a more restrained sense, was the middle part of Afri-

ca, extending N. and W. according to Pliny ; between the Medi-
terranean on the N. and Ethiopia on the E. and was divided into

the Uitlu r or Exterior Libya; and the Fartlier or Interior. The
former lay between the Mediterranean on the N. and the Farther
Libya, and Ethiopia beyond Egypt on the S. (Ptolemy). The
Farther or Inferior Libya, w.is a vast country, lying between the

Hither Libya on the N. the Atlantic Ocean on the \V. the Ethio-
pic on the S. and Ethiopia beyond Egypt outhe E. Ptolemy.

Libya, in a itill more restrained sense, called, for distinction's

^ake, Libya Propria, was a northern district of Africa, and a part
of the Hither Libya; situated between Egypt on the E. the Me-
diterranean on the N. the S\rtis Major and the Regio Tripolitana

on the W. the Garamantes and Ethiopia beyond Egypt on the S.

now tlie kingdom and desart of Barca.

LIBYCUM MARE, the Libyan Sea, a part of the Mediter-
ranean on the coast of Cyrene.
LliS^SSA, a town and river of Bithynia, where the tomb of

Hannibal the Great was visible in Pliny's time.

Lie ENCE, \_liceittia, Lat.] in law, an authority given to a per-
son to do some lawful act. A licence is a pei'sonal-.jjower, and
therefore cannot be transferred to another. If the person licensed

;'.bu^e the power given him, in that case he become; a trespasser.

LICENITAl E, \_lictntiatus, low Lat.] in England, usually

means a physician who has a_ licence to practise, granted by the

College of Phvsicians. .

LictNTiATE, a degree in Spanish universities. The greatest

number of the officers of justice in Spain are distinguished by no
other title than that of licentiate. To pass licentiate in tommou
law, civil law, and physic, tiiey must have studied seven years,

and in divinity ten.

LlCHFNj Liver-wort: inbotany, a ge;uis of the cryptoga-

mia alga class and order. Male flowers; vehicles conglomerated,

extremely small, crowded or scattered on the disk, margin, or

tips of the fronds: female Howers on the same, or on a distinct

plant; receptacle roundish, fl.ntish, convex, concave, sub-revo-

lute afiixed to the margin, often dilfering from the frond in colour,

within containing the ^eeds disposed in rows. This is a very nu-

merous genus ; many of the species are of considerable use, parti-

cularly in the art of dyeing.

L. C.vPERATL's, or \\'ri.xkled Liverwort, abounds on the

lurfacc
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yiirfLice of rocks, stones, trees, and pales; it also (lowers through-
out the year. In Ireland, and the northern parts of the Isle of

Man, it is employed for dyeing wool of an orange-colour. If

serge be previously infused, and boiled in urine, or steeped in a

solution of green vitriol, and then dyed wiih this plant, if will as-

sume a line ru?set-brown tinge ; but, if it be simply immersed in

a decoction of the wrinkled liverwort, the stuif will acquire a le-

mon-shade.
L. PusTULATUs, or Spotted I-tverwort, is found on rocks

in AVales, and the northern pirts of Britain ; it flowers during the
'whole year. According to Luimeus, a Ijeautiful red colour may
l)e prepared from this sijecies; and Dr. Withering stales, that it

may be converted into an excellent black pigment.
L. Calicakis, or Beaked Liverwort, grows sometimes

upon trees, but more frec|uently on rocks, near the sea-coast. It

, is smooth, glossy, and whitish, producing Hat or convex shields,

very near the suniftiits of the segments, which are acute and rigid;

and, being often rellected by the growth of tlie shields, appear vn-
lier ^lieiriinibs like a curved beak. This plant yields a tine red
colour; and, in this respect, promises to become a substitute for

tlie famous lichen rocella, orclial, which is imported from the Ca-
nary Islands, and sometimes sold at the price of 80/. per ton.

IL. Afhthosus, or Green Ground-Liverwort; it grows
on moist rocks, in shady, stony, and mossv, places, and, like

most of the preceding species, is in llower from January to De-
cember. An infusion of this plant is made in milk, and given by
the country people to children affected with the thrush. A de-
coction of it, in large doses, operates powerfully both as a purga-
tive and as an emetic ; it is s::id to be a good vermifuge.
•L. Isi.ANDicrs, or Esciient Iceland Liverwort, abounds

not only in the Highlani's and Lowlands of Scotland, but is also

tonnd in some of the more northern parts of England and Wales.
'J he inhabitants of Iceland boil this beneiicial |)lant in several wa-
ters, then diy, and make it into bread. They likewise prepare
from it a kind of gruel, w hich is mixed with "milk ; btit the lirst

<i0coction is never used ; as it is strongly ])urgative. A jelly, or
I hick mucilage, made of the Iceland Liverwort, is recommended
by Haller and acopo'i, as an excellent domestic remedy in con-,
sumptions. In Germ-any, a very durable brown dye is obtained
by iirst boiling 'inen-yarn, for one hour, in a solution of alum and
cream of tartar; then adding to this liquor the dried Iceland Li-
verwort, and suli'ering it to boil for half an hour at the least, when
the yarn is again to be immersed for a quarter of an hour or longer,
stirring it properly, and afterwards plunging it in a weak, cold so-

lution of cop|)cras, or vitriol of iron. Butthe Iceland lichen also

imparts a very excellent black to white woollen yarn, by previ-
ously boiling it for one hour in a liquor made of the dried plant,

an<l an equal quantity of copperas, in pure-water; then removing
it from this brown dye, and again boiling it for fifteen minutes in a

strong decoction of log-wood : thus the wool assumes a deep black
colour, which presents no other shade.

L. PuLMONARius, Lungwort-Liverwort, Hazel-rag, or
Hazel-crottles, which abourds on the trunks of old trees,

especially those of oaks, and on heaps of stones, in moist shady
situations. It Jias an astringent, bitter taste; and is used in Sibe'-

ria as a substitute for hops, though it renders the ale narcotic, and
occasions the head-ach. This plant was formerly much esteemed
in consumptive cases. According to Dr. Rutty, woollen cloth
dyed with tlie lungwort, acfpiires a durable orange-colour.

L. Plicatus, Officinal Stringy Liverwort, or Tree-
Moss, which grows on the branches of trees in thick woods, and is

in flower from January to December. It was formerly used as an
astringent to jKevcnt ha-morrh.iges, and to cure ruptures. Lin-
nxus observes, that the Laplanders successfully apply the tree-

moss to their feet, with a view to leliev.* the excoriations occa-
sioned by too great exercise. Professor Kalms remarks, that if

this vegetable be collected from tir or birch-trees, it communicates
a green colour to wool, previously lioiled in alum-water.
LICHTENBEUG. a town and castle of France, in the depart-

ment of the Lower Rhine, and late province of Alsace, twelve
ir.iles N. N. W. of Haguenau. Lon. 7. 33. K. Lat. 48. 35. N.
LICH'l EN BURG, a town of i'Vanconia, in the margravate of

Culleuibach. Lon. 12. 0. E. Lat. 30. 213. N.
LiCHTRNFELS, a town of Franconia, in the bishopric of

Jiainherg, on tlie Mavne. Lon. 11. 10. E. Lat. 30. 20. N.

LICHTEInSTEIN, a town of Swisserland, in Tockerberg.
LICHTSTALL, a handsome town of Swisscrland, in Basle.

Lon. 7. 57. E. Lat. 47. 40. N.
LICNON, in tlie Dionysian solemnities, the mj'stical van of

Bacchus; a thing so essential to all the solemnities of this god,
that tlicv could not be <luly celebrated without it.

LICOLA, a lake of Naples, formerly famous for plenty of ex-
cellent fish; but in 1538 an explosion of a volcano changed one
part of it into a mountain of ashes 1000 feet high, and four.miies in

circumference, and the other into a morass. It was anciently
called Lucrinus Lacus.
LICONIA, in botany, a genus of the digynia order, and pen-

tandria class of plants. Petals five, inlaid in tlie pit of the necta-

rium at its base ; the capsule is bilocular and seed-bearing.

LICORICE, [yy^-jx.vffi^'j,; //jaorzcta, Ital.] a sweet-tasted root.

See Glvcirrhiza.
LICTORS, [Lat.] among the ancient Romans, were officers

established by Romulus, who attended the consuls when they ap-
peared in public. The duties of their office were these: I. Sub-
motio, or clearing the way for the magistrate they attended : this

they did by word of mouUi ; or, if there was occasion, by using

the rods they always carried along with them. 2, Animadversio,
or causing the people to pay the usual respect to the magistrate ;

as, to alight, if on horseback, or in a chariot ; to rise up, uncover,
make way, and the like. 3. Pra-itio, or walking before the nui-

gislrates; this they did, not confusedly, or all together, nor by
tu o or three abreast, but singly following one another in a straight

line. They also preceded the triumphal car in public triumphs;
and it was also. part of their office to arrest criminals, and to be
public executioners in beheading, &c. Their ensigns were the

fasces and securis. As to the number of lictors allowed each ma-
gistrate, a dictator had twenty-four ; a master of the horse six ; a
consul twelve; a prajtor six; and each vestal virgin, when sh<:

appeareij abroad, had one.

LICULA, in botany, a genus of the appendix palms. Natural
order. Palms. Flowers all hermaphrodite; calyx and corolla

three-parted; nectary sertiform ; drupe. There is but one spe-

cies, viz. I-,, spinosa, a native of Macassar and CelebeS.

LIDDEL, Duncan, M. D. professor of mathematics and me-
dicine in tlie university of llelmstadt, was born in 1561 at Aber-
deen, where he received the lirst part of his education. About
the age of eighteen, he went to the university of Frankfort, where
he spent three years in studying mathematics and philosojihy.

From Frankfort he proceeded to Breslaw, vihere he made uncom-
mon progress in mathematics, under Professor Paul Wittichius.

After a year he returned to Frankfort, where he studied physic for

three years. In the Academia Julia, established pt Helmstadt by
Henry, Duke of Brunswick, he was promoted to the mathemati-
cal chair, which he occupied for nine years, with much credit to

himself and to the Julian Academy. In 1596 he obtained the de-
gree of M. D. began to teach piiysic, and by his teaching and
writings became llie chief support of the medical school at Helm-
stadt ; 'was employed as fii-st physician at the court of Brunswick,
and liad much practice among the principal inhabitants. Having
been several times elected dean of the faculties both of philosophy
aiKl physic, he, in 1604, was chosen pro-rector of the university.

But neither academical honours, nor the profits of an extensive
practice, abroad, could make him forget his native country. In
16(10 he took leave of the Academia Julia; and after travelling

through Geimany and Italy,, at length settled in Scotland. He
died in 1613, in the fifty-second year of his age. By his last will

lie bestowccl certain lands near Aberdeen upon the university

there, for the education of six poor scholars. His works arc, 1.

Dispuiationes ISfedicinales, Helmstadi, 1603, 4to. 2. Ars Mc-
dica Succinct^ et Perspicui! Explicata, Ilamburgi, 1607, Svo. de-
dicated to King James VI. and divided into live books, viz. Intro-

duetio in totam Medicinam; De Physiologia-; De Pathologia;
De Signoruin Doctrina ; De Therapeutica. 3. De Febribus, Li-
bri Ires, Hamburgi, 1610, 12mo 4. Tractatus de Dcnte Aureo,
Ilamburgi, 1628, l2nio. This last tract he published to refute a
ridiculous story then current, of a poor boy in Silesia, who, at se-

ven years of age, having lost some of his teeth, brought forth to
the astonisliment of his parents, a new tooth of pure gold, J.'co-

bus Horstius, .M. D. et prof, in the Academia Julia, had publish-

ed a book, whicii he dedicated to the Emperor Rudclphiis H. to

4 prove
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prove Uiat tliis womlcifiil tooth was a prodigy sent fruin ln-aven to

;-iicoiiragC llit!_ Germans then at war with the Turks, occ. The
iniposliire was soon after discovered to be a lliin |)late of gold,

-kihiilly drawn over the natnral tootli by an artist of tliat counlry,

to excite the public adniiralion and eluirily. 5. Artis Conservandi
Sanitateni, libri duo, Aberdonia', l(>jl, I'inio; a postluinious

work. His stvle is plain and perspicuous, and sometimes elegant.

IJDKIOPING, a town of Sweden, in W. Gothland, on the
'^. side of Lake \Venner, eit;,hty miles S. W. of Orebro.

l.lliCTl TEN AU, a town of I'ranconia, in the niargravate of

Aii>p.ic!i. I.on. 9. 5. E. Lai. -IS. 43. N.
LIECiE, a late principality and bishopric of Germany, in llie

circle of Westphalia, now anjiexed to France.

Liege, a town of Erance, capital of the department of the

Oiirte, as it formerly was of the bishopric of Lie^c, fifteen miles

S. of Mae4richt, and sixtv-two S. W. of Cologne. Lon. 5. 40.

;:. Lat. iO. 37. N.
Liege, inlaw, jiroperly signilies a vassal, who holds a kind of

f-r, that binds him in a closer obligation to his lord than other peo-
. The term seems to be derived from tiic Frcncli tier, to bind;

1 accovHit of a ceremony used in rendering faith or homage

;

\'. hich was by locking the vassal's thumb or his hand in that of the

lurd, to shew that he was fast bound by his oath of fidelity. Cu-
I is,Vignere, and Bignon, choose rather to derive the word from the

jme source with leadis or leodi, i. f. loyal or faithful. But Du
1^ ange agrees with those who derive it from lit!, a kind of vassals,

^o lirmly attached to their lord, on account of lands or fees held
of him that they were obliged to do him all manner of service, as

if they were his domestics. He adds, this was formerlv calletl lit-

^^ium servitiuni, aiid the per^on litge. In this sense, the word is

\i*ed, lege. Edward, cap. C<). Jud:ei sub tutela regis ligeas de-
bent esse, that is, wholly under his protection. Ry liege homage,
the vassal was obliged to serve his lord towards all, and against all,

excepting his father. In which sense, the word was used in oppo-
-Hion to snnple homage ; which last or.lv obliged the vassal to pay
I he rights and accustomed dues to his lord ; and not to bear arm's

:.i'.nst the emperor, prince, or other superior lord ; so that liege-

an was a person wholly devoted to h\- lord, and entirelv under
connnand Omnibus, &c. Reginaldus, rex liisularum, salutem.

^c i.itis (luod deveni homo ligeus domini regis i*ngliic Johannis,
' ontra omnes mortales (piaindiU vixero, Sec. ^iS. penes W.
Dugdale. Rut it must be observed, there were formerlv two
-Simlsof liege homage: the one, by which the vassal was obliged
to serve his lord, again^l all, witliout exception even of his sove-
ivign; the other, by which he was to serve him against all, except

1 h other lords as he had formerlv owed liege homage to. In
'!• old English statutes, lieges, and liege people, are terms pecu-
:.iy appropriated to the king's sulijett ; as being liges, ligi, or li-

-Lti, obliged to pay allegiance to him; S Henry VI. 14, Henrv
\ 111. &c. though private persons had their lieges too. Vide Lib.
Kames.

Li ENTERY, [from >.!i-,v, /o-Vf, smooth, and ivJs.;ov, iiitestiiniin,

cut,] a particular looseness, or diarrhoea, wherein the food passes
so svuldenly through the siomach and guts, as to be thrown out by
stool with little or no alter.itiun. See Meuicin'e.
LIEOU-KIEOL', a kingdom of Asia, consisting of thirty-six

islands subject to China, forming a pow ertul and extensive empire

;

tiie inhabitants of which are civilized. They are situated between
Corea, Eorinosa, and Jai)an. Each island has a particular name,
tlie largest called Lieou-Kieou, is about 146 miles long, and 3S
bro.ul. The S. E. part of it, where the court resides," is called
Cheouli ; aii'l Kint-ching, the capital city, is situated in it. The
king's palace, which is reckoned twelve miles in circumference, is

built on a neighbouring mountain. It has four gates correspond-
nig to the four cardinal points; and that which fronts the W.
forms the grand entry. The view wliich tliis palace commands is

most extensive and delightful. Lon. 127. 30. I'^. Lat. 26. 2. N.
LI ESSE, a town of Erance, in the di-partment of Aisne, and

late province of Vicardy, seven miles and a half E. N. E. of Laon,
LIEUTAUD, JosK.PH, NLU. counsellor of state and first phy-

sician at the court of France, was born at Aix in Provence, and
resided principally there till he took his degree. After this he
studied for some years at Montpelier. He returned to Ai.v, where
he soon acquired cNtensive practice, and became eminent for his
literary abilities. He resided these till I'iO, when he was invited
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to at t as physician to the royal inlirmary at Versailh-s. '1 here 1.6

practised with sucli re|)utaliipn and success, that he soon arrived at

the head of his profession; and in 1774, upon the death o( M.
Seiiac, he was apj)oinltd archiater. lie published maiiv valuabii'

works; particularly, 1. EJemeiila 1'iHlologi.T. 2. Precis dc la

Medicine. 3. Praticjlie Precis de Maliere Medical. 4. Essais

.^natomiques. 5. Synopsis Univer^ic Praxeos Medicina.'. 6».

Ilistoria Anatomico-Medica. He died at Versailles in 1780,
aged 78.

I.IEl'TENANT, [from //o/, a |<lace, and ?e7!;'r, to hold,] ait

oll'icer whosujjplies the place, and discharges the offices, of a su-
perior in his absence. Of these-, some are civil, as the lords-lieu-

tenants ot kingdoms and countie--; others military, as the lieute-

nanl-gener.il, lieutenant'coloncl, itc.

Lieutf.na;:t, in the land-service, is the se-cond commissioned
officer in every company of both foot ami horse, next to the cap-
lain, and takes the command upon the death or absence of the
captain.

Lieutexaxt-Coeonel, the second ofliccr of a regiment, who
commands in the absence of the colonel.

LiEUTEMANT-CiENERAL is the next in command after the ge-
neral ; and provided he should die or be killed, tkc order is, tiiat

the olde.t lieutenant-general shall take the command. This oflice

is the first military dignity after that of a general. One part of
their function is, to assist the general with their counsel : they
ought, therefore, if possible, to possess the same cjualities with the
general himself; and the more, as they often command armies in

chief. Lieutenant-generals have been nuiliiplied of late in Eu-
rope, in proportion as the armies have become numerous. They
serve either in lii.-ld or in the sieges, according to the dates of
iheir commissions. In battle, the oldest commands the right

wing of the army, t!ie second the left wing, the tliird the centre,
the fourth the right wing of the second line, the lil'th the left wing,
the sixth the centre, and so on. In sieges the lieutenayt-geneials

always commaiul the right of the principal attack, and order what
they judge proper for the advancement of the siege during tlie 24
hours they are in the trenches ; except the attacks, which they
are not to make without an order from the general-in-chief.

Lieotenant-Geneual of Aktillery ought to be a very
good mathematician, and an able engineer; to know all the powers
of artillery; to understand the attack and defence of fortilled

])laces, in all its different brandies; how to dispose of the artillery

in the <lay of battle to the best advantage ; to conduct its marcli and
retreat ; as also to be vvell ac(iuainted «ilh all tlie numerous appa-
ratus belonging to the train, and to the laboratory, &c.
Lieutenant, Lokd, ok 1i;el\n'i>. before the Union, was pro-

j)erly a viceroy ; and had all the state and grandeur of a king of
England, except being served upon the knee. He had the power
of making war and peace, of bestowing all the offices under the.

government, of ilubbing knigh-s, and of pardoning all crimes e.x-

cept liigh treason : he aKo called and prorogued the parliament,
but no bill could pa.>s without the royal assent. He was assisted

in his government by a jirivy council ; and on his leaving tin;

kingdom, he appointed the lortis of the regency, who governed in

his absence.

Lieute.vant of Artillery. Eachcnmpanv of artillery hatb

four; one lir^t and three second lieutenants. The first lieutenant

hath the same detail of duty with the captain; because in his ab-

sence he commands the company : he is to see that the soldiers

are clean and noat ; that their clothes, arms, and accoutrements,

are in good and serviceable order ; and to watch over every thing

else which may rontnbule to their health. He must attend to

their being taught the e.xeicise, see them punctually paid, their

messes regularly kept, and visit them in the hospitals when sick.

He must assist at all parades, &c. He ought to undev-tand the

doctrine of projectiles and the science of artillery, with the vari-

ous effects of gunpowder, however managed or directed ; to en-

able him to construct and dispose his batteries to the best advan-
tage ; to plant his cannon, mortars, and howitzei's, so as to pro-

duce the greatest annoyance to an enemy. He is to be v.ell skill-

ed in the attack and defence of fortified places ; and to be con-
versant in arithmetic, madiematics, mechanics, &c.
Lieutenant OF Artillery, Second, is the same as an en-

sign in an infantry regiment, being the youngest commissioned of-

ficer in the conipanv, and must assist the first lieutenajil in the <!<-

4 A
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tail of tliL' company's duty. His other qiialificatioiis should be

c^\\\.\\ witli those ot the first liputenant.

LuiU.TEN'ANT OF A Ship OF War, the ofiicer next in rank and

power to the captain, in uliose abicnce he is charged with the

command of the ship, and the excciitiou of whatever onlers he

may have received from the commander relating to the king's

service.

LiEUTKNANT, Re ! or.MF.T), hc who^e Company or troop is

broke or disbanded, but himself continued in whole or half pay,

still preserving his riglit of seniority and rank in the army.

LiEUTENA.vTS, LoRDS, OF Coi'NTii.s, are officers, who, u))on

any invasion or rebellion, have power to raise the militia, and to
j

give commissions to colonels and other ofiicers, to arm and torm

them i[ito regnnents, troops, and companies. Under the lords

lieutenants, are deputy lieutenants, who have the same power;

these are chosen by llie lords lieutenants, out of the principal

gentlemen of each county, and pre>enteil to the king for liis ap-

jirobatiou.

H ['!>, in Ti pe< uliar sense, denotes the animated state of living

creatures, or tiiat space of time during which the soul is iniited tu

the body. Longevity has always been highly estimated by man;
hence the art of preserving life has become an important studv,

and ought to form part of the education of every individual.

There is, however, a period at which mankind cease to grow ; and

bevoiid which our existence continues for a limited time. 'I'hus,

if a person attain his full growth at the age ot filteen, he generally

dies at that of sixty
;
provided that no accidents intervene, by which

the vital principle be affected, and prematurely extinguished.

According to the calculations of others, every animal body is by

nature destined to live eight times the lenglh of its growth. From
the most accurate political accounts, made l)y comparing the bills

of mortality published in dilt'ercnt countries and climates, we
shall insert the following result : Of one thousand persons living

in large cities, no less than thirty-tive or thirty-six die annually ;

while, in country places, or small towns, only from twenty-eight

to thirty deaths happen in a similar period. Among one thousand

children, five die during parturition; and scarcely half that mmi-
ber in child-bed ; but about three hundred are computed to tall

•victims to a perverse mode of education, though suckled by their

mothers; and not less than five hundred, or one-half of all that

are born, if reared by wet-nurses. The mortality of infants, in-

deed, h.as increased to a most alarming degree in this luxurious

age ; as the plurality of them is carried off by convulsions, and

Uifiicult teething. Among a hundred and fifteen dead persons,

there is only one woman deceased in child-bed ; and, of four

hundred mothers, one only by juevious pains. A greater pro-

portion of boys than of girls die of the natural small-pox. There
are always to be found more aged persons in hilly or mountainous

countries, than in low situations ; and it is proved by the mot au-

thentic computation, that of three thousand one hundred and
twenty-five, only one individual survives the hundredth year.

From the same source the follow ing is the most probable chance
which persons may have for the duration of their lives, after a

cerl;'.in fixed period, nanniy :

Years. Months.
A new-born infant will probably live 34
A person of 1 year old 41
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5..

10..

15.,

20..

25.,

30.,
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40.,
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3
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8

6

U
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8
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The proportion of the female sex to that of males, with respect to

the number of deceased, is as 100 to 108. Previously to the ^i\-

tieth year, the chance of survivorship is in favour of women ; but,

after that age, men generally survive them. Married women, on
the whole, live longer than tho^e in a state of celibacy. From oli-

servations made for the space of lifty years it is evident that luo-i

persons die in the months of March, August, and September; but

the fewest in November, December, and February, In populous

cities, however, such as London and Paris, death makes flie

greatest havoc during the winter. One-half of the luinian race ii

cloomed to dissolution, before they have completed the seven-

teenth year of their age ; but, after this critical period, the sr,r-

vi\ors' chance ot lite becomes more valuable with ever;,

year: hence, for instance, a person thirty years old, according to

the preceding calculation, will probably live thirty-two years

longer; so that he may attain the age of sixty-two ; wherea- .i

youth of lifteeii, though he havt- a ch.ince of living forty-one auu

a half years longer, will nevertheless arrive only at the lifty-sixth

or lifty -seventh year of his age. Conformably to the observations

of Boerhaave, the most healthy children are born in the months of

January, February, and March : indeed, t!ie greatest number of

births takes place during the two months last mentioned. The
proportion of boys, annually born is to that of girls as a luindred

and four to a hunilretl ; but, on the other hand, a greater number
of the former die during infancy than of the latter ; so that about

the age of puberty both sexes are nearly equal. Among siity-

tive or seventy infants, there is generally but one instance of

twins. The number of marriages, compared to that ofthe whole po-

pulation of a country, is as a hundred and seventy-five to a thou-

sand. Four children are generally computed to arise from each

married couple ; but in towns only thirty-Mve children from ten

families. Lastly, it is proved from the lecords of the most expe-

rienced physicians, that, among a hundretl persons living in cities,

throughout the year, only twenty are indisposed, or confined to

their beds lor one month ; or twenty-four for the space of a fort-

night.

l,iF£ Annuities. See Annuities, and Survivorship.
I^iFF-RENT, in Scotch law. When the use and enjoyment of a

subject is given to a person during his life, it is said to belong to

him in life-rent.

LIFFRY, a river of Ireland which, after passing through the

Leinsler aqueduct, under the grand canal, is precipitated from the

rocks of Leixlip, forming a beautiful cataract ; and hence gliding

through the county and city of Dubl)n, falls into Dublin Bay.

LIFFORD, a town of Ireland, in Donegal. Lon. 5. 45. W.
Lat. 54. 47. N.
LIGAMENT, [/2^flmfH<uw, from //go, Latin,] in its general

sense, denotes any thing that ties or binds one part to another. It

is particularly used in anatomy, to denote a strong compact sub-

stance, serving to join two bones together. See Anatomy.
LIGA TUiiF", yigatura, Latin,] in surgery, a cord, band, or

string, or the binding of any part of the body with a cord, band,

or liilet, &c. whether of leather, linen, or any other matter. Li-

".atures are used to extend or replace bones th.it are broken or

dislocated ; to tie the patients down in lithotomy and amputa-
tions ; to tie up the veins in jihlebotomy, on the arteries in ampu-
tations, or in large wounds, tosecure the splints that are apphed
to fractures ; to tie up the processes of the peritoneum w ith the

spermatic vessels in castration; and, lastly, in taking off warts or

other excrescences by ligature.

LiG.tTURE, in the Italian music, signifies a binding together of

notes. Hence syncopes are often called ligatures, because they
are made by the ligature of many notes.

Ligatures, among printers, are types consisting of two lettefs

or characters joined together, as iy,ff,fi,fi.

LIGHT, [ieoght. Sax.] the medium of vision; that which
renders objects visible. The nature of light bath been subject of

speculation from the earliest ages of philosophy. Some of the

most ancient philosophers doubted whether objects became visi-

ble by means of any thing proceeding from them, or from the eye
of the spectator. The fallacy of this notion must soon have be-

come apparent, because, in tltiat case men ought to sec as well in

the night as in the day. The opinion was therefore qualified by
Empedocles and Plato; who maintained, that vision was oc-

casioned by particles continually Hying off from the surfaces of

bodies, which met with others proceeding from the eye ; but
Pythagoras
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I'vtluigoras ascribecl il solely to tlie particles proceeding Uoiii tlie

txlenijl objects, ami filtering tlie pupil of the eye. Amoni» tlie

moilenis tlicrc huve been two celebrated opinions, viz. the Car-

tesian and Newtonian. According to the loi'iiier, light is an in-

visible fluid present at all times aiid in all placc'^, but wh.ich requires

to be set in motion by an ignited or otherwise properly ([ualilied

bodv in order to make objects visible to us. " Huygens," (says

Dr. Thomson of lidinliurgU,) " considered it as a subtile fluid till-

ing space, and rendering bodies visible by the undulation into

winch it is thrown. According to his theory, when the sun

riies it agitates this tluid, the undulations gradually extend them-
Mvlves, and at la>t striking against out eye we see the >uii. 'Ibis

ojiinion was adopted also by Euler, who e.Kliausted the whole of

Ins consummate matliemalical skill in its defence." (Syst. ol

Cheiii. 180", vol. i. p. 240.) Tlie Newtonians maintain, that

light is not a Huid per se, but conaiots of a vast number of exceed-

ingly small particles ^llakcn oil" in all directions from the luminous
body with inconceivable velocity by a repulsive power; and which
most probably never return again to the body from which they

were emitted, 'llie'^c particles are also said to be emitted in right

lines by the body from which they proceed ; and this rectilinear

diiection they preicrve until they are turned out of their original

path by the attraction of some other body near which they pass,

and which is called inflection ; by passing through a medium of

ditVerent density, which is called refraction, or by being thrown
obliquely or directly backward by some bodv which opposes their

passage, and which is called retlection ; or, lastly, till they are to-

tally stopped by the substance of any body into which they pene-

trate, and which is called their extinction. (See Optics. ) A
succession of these particles following one another in an exactly

straight line is called a ray of light; and this ray, in w hatever man-
ner it hath its direction changed, whether by refraction, reflection,

or inflection, always preserves its rectilinear course ; neither is it

possible by any art whatever to make it pass on in the segment of a

circle, ellipsis, or other curve. From some observations on the

eclipses of Jupiter's satellite-;, and also on the aberration of the

lixed stars, it appears that the particles of light move at the rale

of little less than 200,000 miles in a secontl. See Astronomy. To
this doctrine concerning the nature of light several objections
have been made ; the most considerable of which is. That in this

case, as rays of light are continually passing in ilifterent directions

from every visible point, they must necessarily interfere with and
destroy each other in such a. manner as entirely to confound all

di^tinct perception of objects, if not to destroy the sense of seeing
altogether; not to mention the continual waste of substance which
a constant emission of particles must occasion in the luminous
body, and which since the creation ought to have greatly dimi-
nished the sun and stars, as well as increased the bulk of the earth

and planets by the vast quantity of particles of light absorbed by
them in such a long period of time. In answer to this, Mr. Mel-
ville gives some ingenious illustrations concerning the extreme
subtility of light, or the smallness of the particles of w hich it con-
sists, and of which few persons, even of those w ho admit the hypo-
thesis, have any idea. He observes, that there is probably no
physical point in the visible horizon that does not send rays to

every other point, unless where opaque bodies interpose. Light,
in its passage from one system to another, often passes through
torrents of light issuing from other suns and systems, without ever
interfering or being diverted with its course, either by it, or by the
particles of that elastic medium which some phjenomena gives us
reason to suppose are dilfused through all the mundane space.
To account for this fact and others similar to it, be concludes that
the particles of which light consists must be incomparably rare,

even when they are the most dense ; that is, that the seinidiame-
ters of the two nearest particles, in the same or in dilTcrent beams,
soon after their emission, are incomparably less than their distance
from one another. This difficulty concerning the non-interference
of the particles of light is not solved by supposing with Mr. Bos-
covich and others, that each particle is endued with an insuper-
able impulsive force ; because, in that case, their spheres of im-
pulsion would even be more liable to interfere, and they would
on that account be more likely to disturb one another. The dif-

ficulty, according to Mr. Canton, will nearly vanish, if a very
small portion of time be allowed betw cen the emission of every
particle and the next that follows iu the same direction. Suppose,

for instance, that one lucid point of the sun's surface emits 150
parlicl>-s in a second, which are more than sudicient tugivecoN-
tinual light to the eye without the least appearance of iiiU-nnissioii

;

yet still the particles of which it consists, will on account of their

great velocity be more than 1000 miles behind each other, ami
tlicieby lea\e room enough for others to pass in all directions. To
determine whether light consists of particles tinitled from tlie li •

miiious body, or only in the vibrations of a subtile fluiil, it l-.rs

been attempted to find out its momentum, or the force w itli uMcti
it moves. The liist who set .ibout this matter w itii any tolerable

pretensions to accuracy was M. Mairan. llartsocker and lloni-
berg, had indeed pretended, that in certain ca-es this momentum
was very pieceptible ; but M. Mairan proved, that the eifec ts

lueiiiioned by them were owing to currents of heated air produced
by the burning-glasses used in their experiments, or to Some oilier

causes overlooked by tliesc philosophers. To decide the matter
therefore, be began with trying the eflects of ra)5 collected bv
lenses of tour and six inches diameter, and dirowii upon the needle
of a compass ; but the result was nothing more iruin some tremu-
lous motion from whence he could draw no conclusion. After
this, he and Mr. du Fay constructed a kind of mill of copper,
which moved with an exceeding slight inii)ulse ; but though ihev
threw upon it the focus of a lens of seven or eight inches diameter,
they were still unable to draw any conclusions from the result. M.
Mairan afterwards procured a horizontal wheel of iron, three
inches in diameter, having six radii, at tiie extremity of each of
which was a small wing fixed obliquely. The axis of the velieel,

which was also of iron, was suspended by a magnet. The wheel
and the axis together did not weigh more than thiity grains; but
though a motion was given to this wheel \\ hen the focus of the
buining-glass was thrown upon the extremities of the radii, yet it

was so irregular, that he could not but conclude that it was oc-
casioned by the motion of the heated air. He then intended to
have made his experiment in vacuo, but he concluded that it was
unnecessary : for, besides the dilTiculty of making a vacuum, he
was persuaded that there was in our atmosphere a tliinner medium
w hich freely penetrates even glass itself, the existence of which he
imagined that he had fully proved in his treatise on .the aurora
borealis. Mr. Michell some years ago endeavoured to ascertain

the momentum of light in a manner still more accurate. The
instrument he made use of consisted of a very thin plate of copper,
a little more than an inch s(|uare, which was fastened to one end
of a slender harpsichord-wire about ten inches long. To the mid-
dle of this was tixed an agate-rap, such as is commonly used for

small mariner's compasses, after the manner of which it was in-

tended to turn ; and at the other end of the wire was a middling
sized shot corn, as a counterpoise to the copper-plate. The in-

strument had also fixed to it in the middle, at right angles to the
length of the wire, and in an horizontal direction, a small bit of
a very slender sewing needle, about one-third or perhaps half aa
inch lung, which was made magnetical. In this state the whole
instrument might weigh about ten grains. It was placed on a verv
sharp-pointed needle, on which the agate-cap turned extremely
freely; and to prevent its being disturbed by any motion of the
air, it was inclosed in a box, the lid and front of which were of
glass. This box was about twelve inches long, six or seven
inches deep, and about as much in width ; the needle standing
upright in the middle. At the time of making the ex|)erimeiit,

the bo.x was so placed, that a line drawn from the sun passed at

right angles to the length of it: and the instrument was brought to
range in the same direction with the box, by means of the magneti-
cal bit of needle above mentioned, and the magnet properly placed
on the outside, which would retain it, though with extremely lit-

tle force, in any situation. The rays of the sun were now thrown
upon the copper-plate from a concave mirror of about two feet

diameter, which, passing through the front-glass of the box, were
collected into the focus of the mirror upon the plate. . Inconse-
quence of this the plate began to move, with a slow motion v>f

about an inch in a second of time, till it had moved through a
space of about two inches and a half, when it struck against the
back of the box. The mirror being removed, the instrument re-

turned to its former situation, by means of tlie little needle and
magnet ; and the rays of the sun being then again thrown upon it,

it again began to move, and struck against the back of the box
as before ; and this was repeated three or four limes with the same

success.
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succe3=!. The instriiiiient was thi-n placed tbo conlrary way in llie

box to that ill wliicli it had been [jhiced lielore, so that the end to

which tlie coppev-plate was a(U\cd, and wdiich liad lain, in the

former experiment, toW'ai'ds Ihe riglit liand, now lay towards the

left; and the rajs of tlie snn bein;; again thrown upon it, it be-

gan to move w ith a slow- niolion, and struck against the back of (he

Tjox as before ; and this was repeated once or tw:ce with the same

Success. But by this time the copper-plate was so much al-

tered in its form,' by llu- extreme heat wiiieli it underwent in each

experiment, and which brought it nearly into a stale effusion, tliat

it became very much bent, and Ihc more so as it liad bt-en un-

warily sup])orted by the middle, half of it lying above and half be-

low the wire to which it was fastened. By these means it now-

varied so nmch from the vertical position, that it began to act in

the same maimer as the sail of a wiLidnnll, being impelled by the

btrean-i of heated air wliich moved upwards, with a force sufhcient

to drive it in opposition lo the impulse of the rays of light. If

we impute (says Dr. Priestley) the niolion produced in the above

experiment lo'lhe in-ipillse of the rays of light, and suppo-e that

the inslrument weiched ten grains, and acquired a velocity of one

inch in a second, we shall find that the (inaiitity of mailer contained

in the rays falling upon the iu^lrunient in that time amonnled to

no more"than one I'JOO millionlh part of a giaiii, the velocity of

light. From this it will follow, that light exceeds the velocity of one

inch in a second in the proportion of about 1,200,000,000 to 1.

The light was collected from a surface of about three square feel,

which retlectingonly about half what falls U|)on it, the quantity of

matter containe<l in" the rays of the sun incident upon a sipiare

foot and an half of surface in one second of time, ought to be no

more than the Iwelve-liundred-millionlh part of a grain, or, upon

one square foot only, the 1800 millionth part of a grain. But the

density of the rays of light at the surface of the sun is greater than

atthe'earth in the propoition of 45,000 to i; there ougiit, therefore,

to issue from one square foot of the sun's surface in one second of

time, in order to supply the waste by light, one 40,00nih pail of

a grain of mait'-r; that is, a little more than two grains in a day,

or about 4, 7.'i'i,000 grains, or 670 pounds avoirdupoise nearly, in

t:iOOO yeaiV: aquanliiywh.ch would have shortened the sun's semi-

diameter no mere than about ten feet, if it was formed of the

density of water only." The Newtonians, besides the answer

iust given to the most formidable objections of their o])ponenls,

have endeavoured to prove the impossibility of light being a vi-

bration in any fluid. Sir Isaac Newton in his Principia, demon-

strates, that no rectilinear motun- can be propagated among the

particles of a tlnid unless these particles lie in right lines ; and that

all motion propagated through a fluid diverges from a rectilinear

progress into the unnioveil spaces. Hence he concludes, "a
pressure on a fluid medium (;'. e. a motion propagated by such a

n-iedium beyond any obstacle, which impedes any part of its mo-

tion), cannot be propagated in right lines, but will be always in^

fleeting and diffusing itself every way, to the quiescent medium
beyond that obstacle. The power of gravity tends downwards

;

but the pressure of water rising from it tends every way with an

equal force, and is propagated with equal ease, and equal strength,

in curves, as in straight lines. Waves, on the surface of the water,

gliding by the extremes of any very large obstacle, inllect and di-

late thcm'selves, still diffusing gradually, into the quiescent water

beyond that obstacle. Tlie waves, pulses, or vibrations, of the

air wherein sound consists, are manifestly inilected. though not

so considerably as the waves of water; and sounds are propagated

with equal ease, through crooked lubes and Ihronghstraight lines;

but li^ht was never known to move in any curve, nor to inflect it-

self ad umbram." To this Mr. Rowning adds another proof:

"The Cartesian notion of light (says he), was not that it is pro-

pagated from luminous bodies by the emission of small particles,

but that it was communicated to the organ of sight by their pres-

sure upon the materia subtilis, with which they supposed the uni-

verse to be full. But according to this hypolliesis, it could never

be dark ; because, when a lluid sustains any pressure, if that fluid

fills all tlie space it takes up, absolutely, without leaving any pores,

wliich is the case of the supposed materia subtilis, then that |ires-

sure must necessarily be communicated equally and instantaneously

to every part. And therefore, whether the sun were above or

below the horizon, the pressure communicated, and consequently

.the light, would be the same. And farther, as the pressure would

be instantaneous, so would the light, which is contrary to w-hat
is csllected from the eclipses of Jupiter's satellites." But what-
ever side \?e t-ake concerning the n.Uiiie of light, many, indeed
almost all circumstances concerning it, are incomprehensible, and
beyond the reach of human understanding. '1 here arc several
bodies which liave the property of absorbing the rays of light, of
retaining them lor some time, and M again evolving Ihem unchang-
ed., and unaccompanied by sensible hiat. Thus, in an experi-
ment of Du P'ay, a diamond exposed to the sun, and immediately
covt-red with bh;ck-w-a.x, shone in the dark, on removing the wax,
at the expiration of several months, i'odies possessing this pro-
P'erty, are called solar phospliori; such are Canton's, Baldwin's,
Ilomberg's, and the Bolognian phospliori. To the same class be-
long several natural bodies which retain light, aiul give it out
unchanged. ^I'hus, snow, the sea when agitated, j.-utridfisk, and
the gluw-worm, are natural phospliori. '1 hese plutnomena are in-

dependent of every thing like combustion ; for artiticial phospliori,

alter exposure to the sun's rays, shine in the dark when placed in

the \acuem of an air-pump, or under water, &c, where no air is

present to eliect comluistion. From solar phosphori, the extrica-

tion of li'glit is facilitated by the application of an elevated tempera-
ture ; and, alter having ceased to shme at the ordinary tempera-
ture, they again emit light when exposed to an increase of heat.

Several bodies, which do not otlier.vi^e give out light, evohe it,

or become phosphorescent when heated. Thus, powdered lUiate

of lime becomes luminous when thrown on an iron-plate, raised to

a temperature rather above that of boiling water. i"he yolk of an
egg, when dried, becomes hnninous on being heated ; and so also

does tallow during liquefaction. To exhibit the last mentioned
fact. It is merely necessary to place a lump of tallow on a coal,

healed below ignition, making the experiment in a dark room
Atlrllion also evolves light, in many instances, by the part rubbeil

becoming ignited. Thus, rock-crystal, and other hard stones,

shine when rubbeil against each other ; and two pieces of common
bonnet-iane, rubbed strongly against each other in ihe dark, emit
a faint light ; most probablv from the silex they contain : and two
pieces of borax have the ^ame properly much more remarkably.
Light is disengaged in various cases of themical combination.
Whenever combustion is a part of the phaMiomena, this is well

known to happen ; but light is evolved also, in other instances,

where nothing like combustion goes forwards. Thus, fresh-jire-

pared pure magnesia, added suddenly to highly concentrated sul-

phuric acid, exhibits a red heat. Light is e^sentially necessary to

vegetation: in our climate, it is seldom productive of injury by-

its excess, though the want of it is often pernicious. This fluid

acts as a kind of stimulus on the more irritable parts of plants ; as

appears from the sunflower and others, that expand or bow when
exposed lo the rays of the sun ; hence Dr. Darw in supposes tliere

mav be diseases in plants, arising fr^nl the excess of this stimulus,

i)ut which, he thinks, have hitherto been disregarded. To corro-

borate this conjecture, he specifies iheGoal's-beard, orTragopogon
of Liiinxus, and some other vegetable productions, which close

their flowers about noon, in order to prevent the influence of such
stimulus. On the contrary, the absence or defect of light pro-

duces a disease called etioliUion, or blanching, because vegetables

deprived of tliat fluid become white. It has a similar effect on
animal bodies ; which, as Dr. Darwin has pointedly remarked,
are in conseqeeiice rendered pa!e and inert; this is confirmed by
tiie languid and etiolated countenances of the young ladies in some
boarding-schools, w here, from false motives of delicacy, they are

secluded both from the light of the sun, and the invigorating in-

fluence of the air ; itis'llll farther evinced in those studious per-

sons, who pass their waking hours in unvenlilated apartments, es-

pecially during a considerable part of the night. But, though such
etiolation be naturally injurious to vegetation, it has been artificially

employed with success, in rendering certain plants esculent, by de-

priving them of their acrimony, cohesion, and ctdour. This me-
thod is chiefly practised on celery, by earthing up that plant near-

ly to the top ; on sea-kale, bv covering it entirely with horse-litter

or straw; and, lastly, on lettuces and endive, by tying the root-

leaves' together w ith a bandage. Dr. T. Thomson, after enumer-
ating the general properties of light, concludes thus : "Such are

the properties of light as far as they have been examined. They
are sufficient to convince us, that it is a body, and possesses many
qualities in common with other bodies. It is attracted by them^

1 and
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aixl combines witli lliein precisely as otlier bodies <lo. I5ul it is

di^tiiistiislu'd from all" other ''siibstnntes, by possessing tliice

pcciiliai- properties of whicli tliey are deslitiite : The 1st is the

power whieh it i'.as of exciting in" lis the sensation of vision, by

moving from the object seen and entering the eye. The ph.\>no-

mcna of colours," (See Optics,) "and the prismatic spertrnm,

in<li(ale the existence of seven dilVerent species of light ; InU to

what the difference of these species is o«ing, has not been ascer-

tained. 'We are altogether ignorant of the component parts of

ivery one of tiiese species. The second peculiar property of liglit

is the prodigious velocity with which it moves, whenever it is se-

parated fiom any i)ody with which it was formerly coiiil)ined."

"This velocity it' acquires in a moment, and in all cases, whatever

tiie body be from which it separates. The third and not the least

suigular of its peculiar properties, is, that its particles are never

found cohering together so as to form masses of any sensible mag-

nitude. I'his dilfeienee between light and other bodies can only

be accounted for, by supposing tliat its particles rci)el each other.

This seems to constitute the grand distinction between light and"
other "bodies. Its particles repel each other, while the particles

of other bodies attract each other; and accordingly are found co-

hering together, in masses of more or less magnitude." Syst. of

Chein. vol. I. p. 232,253.
Light, Soirces of. Dr. Thomson, in his Syst. of Chem.

Vol. I. p. 2j3,) enumerates four different sources from which light

i< emitted in a visible form: viz. 1. The Sun and Stars. See
AsTuoNOBiY. 2. Combustion. 3. Heat; and, 4. Percus-
sion. See these articles; and Electricity, Flint, Steel,
Lamp, &;c. and for several other properties of light, see Optics.
In Sweden a very curious pha'noiuenon has been observed on cer-

tain Howers by Si. Ilaggeni, lecturer in natural history. One
evening he perceived a taint Hash of light repeatedly dart from a

marigold. Surprised at such an uncommon appearance, he re-

solved to examine it with attention ; and, to be assured it was no
deception, he placed a man near him, with orders to make a sig-

nal at the moment when he observed the light. They both saw
it constantly at the same moment. The light was most brilliant

on marigolds of an orange or flame colour; but scarcely visible

on pale ones. The (lash was frecpiently seen on the same flower

two or three times in <|uick succession ; but more commonly at in-

tervals of several minutes : and when several flowers in the same
place emitted their light together, it could be observed at a con-
siderable distance. This phsnomeiion was rpmarke<l in July and
August at sun-set, and for half an hour, when the atmosphere was
clear; but after a rainy day, or when the air was loaded with va-

pours, nothing of it was seen. The following flowers emitted
liashes, more or less vivid, in this order: 1. 'I'he marigold, ga-

lendula olhcinalis. 2. Monk's hood, tropa'olum majus. 3. The i

orange lily, lilium bulbifcrum. 4. The Indian pink, tagetes pa-
tula et erecta. To discover whether some little insects or phos- I

phoric worms might not be the cause of it, the flowers were cire-

fully examined, even with a microscope, without any such being
found. From the rapidity of the flash, and other circumstances,
there seems to be something of electricity in thispha-nomennn. It

is wtll known, that when the pistil of a tlower is impregnated, the
pollen bursts away by its elasticity, with which eleclricitv may
be combined. M. Haggern, after having observed the flash from
the orange lily, the aniherae of which are a considerable space dis-

tant from the peluls, found that the light proceeded from the pe-
tals only; whence he concludes, that this electric light is caused
by the pollen, which, in (lying offis scattered on the petals. What-
ever be the cause, the effect is highly curious.

Lights, in painting, are those parts of a piece which are illumin-
ated, or that lie open to the luminary, bv which the piece is sup-
posed to be enlightened; and which, for this reason, are paint-
ed in bright vivid colours. In this sense, light is opposed to sha-
dow. The doctrine of lights and shadows makesthat part of paint-
ins called chiaro obscuia.

Light, in the manege, a term used in various senses : thus a
light horse, isa switl runner : but the same term is also given to a
horse that is well made, though he is neither swift nor active ; for
we here consider only the shape and make of the horse, witliotit
regard to his qualities. We call a coach-horse light, when he stirs

nimbly, and dreads the whip.
IdGIIILR, a large, open, flat-bottomed vessel, gfneiallv ma-
Vol. 111.—NO, 12i.

paged with oars, ;ind employed to carry goods to or (rom a ship

when she is to be laden or delivered.

LKUITI'OOT, John, D. D. a very learned English divine,

horn in March l(i0'2, at Stoke upon 'I'rent in StaKV.rdsliire, and
educated at Cambridge, where he was thought the best orator of

the imder-graduales in the university. He became chaplain to

Sir Howlanil Cotton ; who lieiiig a perfect master of the Hebrew
language, engaged Lightfoot in that study ; to which he applied

himself with extraordinary vigour, and quickly made great pro-

gress in that language. In 1()28, he married the daughter of AVil-

iiam Crompton, of Slonepark, Escp and in 1G29, gave the public

a notable specimen of lus advancement in those studies, by his

Erubhim, or Miscellanies Christian and Jiidaical, in fG:y. He
was then only 27 years of age ; and appears to have been well

acc|uainted with thcLatin and thet^reek fathers, as well as with thi-

classics. These lii'st-fruits of his studies were dedicated to Sir

Kowdand Cotton; who, in lti31, presented him to the rectory of

Ashley in Staffordshire, which he resigned to his brotiier in l642,

and removed to London, w here he was chosen minister of St. Bar-

tholomew, behind the Exchange. During ihe civil war he com-
plied with the ruling paity, and became member of the assembly
of divines, at ^^'estminster, in which he was a frequent speaker.

Ill Uij3, he was appointed master of Catherine-hall, C.:mbri(lge,

and in l6jj he served the office of vice-chancellor, having
taken the degree of D. D. in I0j2, with great applause. lie ex-
ecuted the office of vice-chancellor with exemplary diligence, and
at the commencement, supplied the place of professor of divinity,

then undisposed of. At the same time he was engaged with others

in perfecting the Polyglott Iiible, then in the press. At the Re-
storation he offered to resign the mastership of Catherine-hall ; but
as he had acted from no spirit of opposition to the king and go-

vernment, a confirmation was granted him from the crown, both
of the place and of his living. He died Dec. 6, 1675. His works
which are a treasure of biblical learning, were collected and pub-
lished first in 16S4, in two volumes folio. Thesecond edition was
printed at Amsterdam, 1686, in 2 vols, folio, containing all his

Latin writings, with a Latin translation of those which Ik? wrote in

English. At the end of both these editions there is a list of such
pieces as he left unfinished. It is the chief of these, in Latin,,

which make up the third volume, ailded to the two former, in a
third edition of his works, by John Leusden, at Utrecht, in 1699,
fol. They were communicated by Mr. Strype, who, in 1700,
published another collection of these papers, under the title of
" Some genuine Remains of the late pious and learned Dr. John
Lightfoot."

LIGHTFOOTLV, in botany, a genus of the polvgamia dioe-

cia class and order. Calyx four-leaved ; corolla none: female
and hermaphrodite, stigma sessile; berry timbilicated, one-celled,

with from three to six seeds. It has three species, all shrubs,

LIGHTHOUSE, a high building, at the top of which lights

are hung to guide ships at sea.

LIGHTNING, a bright and vivid flash of fire, suddenlv ap-
pearing in the atmosphere, an<l commonly dis ippearing in an in-

stant, sometimes attended with clouds and thunder, and sometimes
not. Lightning was looked upon as sacred both bv the Greeks
and Romans, and was supposed to be sent to execute vengeance
on the earth. Hence persons killed with lightning, being tliought

hateful to the gods, were buried by themselves, lest the ashes of

other men should be polluted by them. Some sav they were suf-

fered to rot where they fell, because it was unlawful for any man to

approach the place. For this rea>on the ground was hedged in,

lest any person should be polluted by it. All |)larifs struck with

lightning were fenced round, from an opinion that Jupiter had
either taken offence at them, and fixed upon them the marks of
his displeasure, or that he had thus pitched upon them as sacred

to himself. The ground thus fenced about was called by the Ro-
mans bidental. Lightning was much observed iu augury, and wa3\
a good or bad omen, according to the circumstances attending it.

The plupnomena of lightning are always surprising, and sometimes
very terrible ; neither is there any kind of natural appearance in

which there is more diversity, not two fl:tshes being ever observed
exactly similar. In a serene sky, the lightning, in this country at

least, almost always hath a kind of indistinct appearance without
any determinate form, like the sudden illumination of Ihe atmos-
phere occasioned by firing a quantity of loo'C gunpowder : but

4 B when
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\>-lieii accoiii|);micd willi (Ininflcr, it ii well dLriiitil, ;iii'.l hath vltv

often azig-zaL; t'oim. Sometimes it makes one angle, like tlie let-

ter V, soMietnnes it hath several branches, and sometimes it ap-

))ear^. like tlie arch ol" a circle. Hut the most formidable and de-

structive form which lightning is ever known to assume is that cf

Ijalls of lire. The motion of these is very often easily perceptible

to the eye ; but wherever they fall, much niiscluef is occasioned

by their bursting, which they always do with a sudden explosion

like that of tire-arms. Sometimes they will (juietly run along, or

rest for a little upon any thing, and then break into several pieces,

each of which will explode ; or the wliole ball will burst at once,

and produce its mischievous eliects only in ofie place. The next

to this in its deslrnctive effects ia the zig-zag kind; for that which
appears like indistinct flashes, whose form cannot be readily ob-

served, is seldom or never known to do hurt. The colour of the

lightning also indicates in some measure its power to do mischief;

the palest jind brightest flashes being most destructive ; such as an-

red, or of a darker colour, commonly doing less damage. Hesides

these kinds of lightning, it is not uncommon to see Hashes unat-

tended by any report. These are always of the sheet kind ; they

happen very frequently in windy weather ; when tiie sky is clear

;

and likewise when tlie sky \s cloixly immediately before a fsll of

•rain or snow. The general reason of these appears to be, that the

electric fluid is the medium by which the vapours are suspended
in the atmosphere ; and of consequence, every separation of va-

pour, whether as rain, snow, or hail, must be attended with what
is called a discharge of electrical matter. The reason why this

kind of lightning is never attended with any report is, that there is

no particular object against which the force of the flash is directed :

but it dissip;ites itself among the innumerable conducting bui^es

with which the atmosphere always abounds. It is, however, in a

manner impossible to explain the various ways in which tiiis sublile

fluid acts. We know not, for instance, in what state it is, when
acting as a medium of connection between the air and vapour, nor

ill what its discharge into other paits of the atinoipliere properly

consists. At any rate, we see that a flash of lighlmng, however
limited its -estent may ajipear, diffuses its effects over a great space

of atmospliere; for alter one of these silent flaslies, it is no uncom-
mon thing to observe th- sky become obscure, though it had been
qaite Sfrene before : or if it had been cloudy, to see rain or snow-

begin to fall in a very few minutes. See Meteorology. A
very surprising property of lightning, the zig-zag kind especially

when near, is its seeming omnipresence. If two persons aie stand

ing in a room looking different ways, and a loud clap of thunder

accompanied witli zig-zag liglitning happens, they will both dis-

tinctly see the flash, not only by that indistinct iUuininaiion of the

atmosphere wliich is occasioned by lire of any kind ; but the very

form of the lightning itself, and every angle it makes in its course,

will be as distinctly perceptible, as if both had looked directly at

the cloud from whence it proceeded. If a person hap])ened at

that time to be looking on a book, or other object which he held

in his hand, he would distinctly see the fi.irm of the lightning be-

tween him and the object at which he looked. This property

seems peculiar to lightning, and to belong to no other kind of lire

whatever. Electricity has pointed out the nature of this curious

and lerrilic plueiionienon, and the identity of the electric matter

and lightning is now established beyond a doubt. See Electri-
city. The different forms of the flashes are all exemplified in

those of electrical sparks. Where the cpiantity of electricity is

small, and consec(uenlly mcapable of striking at any considerable

distance, the spark appears straight, without any curvature or an-

gular appearance: but where the electricity is very strong, and of

consequence capable of striking an object at a pretty consider-

able distance, it assumes a crooked or zig-zag form. The reason

of this appearance, both in these sparks and in the lightning, is,

that the more fluid electric matter hath to pass through llie denser

and less fluid atmosphere with great rapidity ; and in fact, this is

the way in which all the more fluid substances pass through those

that are less so, at least when their velocity becomes con-:i<lerable.

If bubbU^s of air or steam pass very gently up through, water, their

course from the bottom to the top of the vessel will dilfer very lit-

tle, if at all, from a straight line ; but when they are impelled l^y

3 considerable force, as in air blown from a bellows, or the bub-

bles of a sle.'xm wliich arises in boiling water, their course is then

Marked I, y waved ..nd crooked lines, and thedellectioa of the

bubbles to the right or lelt w ill be precisely in proportion to their
ascending velocity, ami to the weight of the water by which the/
are resisted. In the case of air blown through water, however,
or steam ascending from the bottom of a ves-el ol boiling water,
though the course of the bubbles is waved and crooked, it is never
angular as in lightning. The reason is, that there is no proportion
between the capacity of the air lor yielding lo the impetus of
lightning, and the velocity with wliici; the latter is moved. From
Mr. Robms's experiments in gunnery, it appears, tliat the air can-

not yield with a velocity niucli greater than 1200 feet in a second,
and that all projectiles moving with a greater degree of velocity

meet with a violent resistance. But if we suppose llglUniiig to

move only with one-half the velocity of light, that is, near 100,009
miles in a second, or even wilh that of 1000 miles in a minute,
which most probably is the case, its motion in the fluid almo-
sphere will meet with a resistance very little inferior to what .lir

would meet with in passing through the most solid bodies. The
smallest diflcience of the resistance of the atmosphere on either

side, must determine the lightning to that side ; and in its passage

to that new place where the resistance is least, it must pass en a

straight line, making an angle with its former course, because tlie

almo-l)here is altogether incapable ol yielding with such rapidity

as the electric matter requires, and therefore resists like a soliii

rock. The case is otherwise in the former examples ; for though
asmall dill'erence in the resistance torcc-s the bubbles of air or steam
to deviate from side to side, yet there is always a considerable

proportion between the capacity of water for yielding, and ll:.t

lorce by which the bubbles urge it to yield ; "so that though it

does make a resistance sufficient to prevent tJie bubbles troni

moving in a straight line, yet it also perceptibly yields at all

times, and therefore the tract of the bubbles is formed liy a num-
ber of curves and not angles. Hence we may understand the rea-

son why the zig-zag kind of lightning is so dangerous, namely,
because it must overcome a very violent resistance ot the atmo-
sphere ; and wherever that resistance is in the smallest degree les-

sened, there it will uiidonbtediv strike, and at a very considerable

distance too. It is otherwise with that kind which appears in

flashes of no determinate form. The electric matter of which
the.-e are composed, is evidently dissipated in the air by some
conducting substances present there ; and of consequence, though
a mail, or other conducting body, ha|)pened to be very near such
a flash, he would not be struck or materially injured by it, though
a zig zag flash, in such circumstances, would probably discharge
Its whole force upon him. Though the zig-zag kind is dangerous,
yet the ino>t destructive kind is that which assumes the lorm of

balls. These are produced by an exceeding great power of elec-

tricity gradually accumulated till the resistance of the atmosphere
is no longer able to confine it. In general, the liglitning breaks

out from the electrified cloud by nuMUs of the approach of some
conducting substance; either a cloud, or some terrestrial sub-

stance: but the fire-balls seem to be formed, not because there is

any substance at hand to ;ittract the electric maltei Irom the

cloud, but because the electricity is accumulated in such quantity

that the cloud can no longer contain it. Hence such balls fly olf

slo«ly, and have no particular destination. Their appearance in-

dicates a prodigious commotion and accumulation of electricity

in the atmosphere, without a proportionable disposition in the eartn

to receive it. This disposition, however, is perpetually altered

by a thousand circumstances, and the place which first becomc'i

most capable of admitting electricity will certainlv receive a fiie-

ball. Hence this kind ol lightning moves slowly backwards and
forwards in the air for a considerable time, and then suddenly falls

on one or more houses, according lo their being more or less af-

fected with an electricity opposite to that of the ball at the time.

It will also run along the ground, break into several parts, and
produce several explosions at once. It is very diflicult to imitate

lightning of this kind in electrical ex|)eriments. The oidy cases,

in which it liath been done in any degree, are tho.se in which Dr.
I'riestley made the explosion of a battery pass for a consi<lerable

w:iy over the surface of raw flesh, water, &c. and in Mr. Arden's
experiment, when a fire-ball ascindcd to the top of an electrified

jar, and bur.-.l it with a violent explosion. In these cases, if, while

the electric flash passed over the surface of the flesh, it had been
possible to interrupt the metallic circuit by taking away the chain,

the electric matter discbargetl from the battery would have been
precisely
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precisely in tlie siUialion of one of the fire-balls above-mentioned,

?, e. it would have been at a loss for a conductor. The negative side

ofthebatlervwiisits destination ; but to that it would not liave easily

got, becau-e of the great quantity of atmosphere which lay in its

xlav, and the incapacity of the neighbouring bodies to receive it.

But, white t'.ie electric matter was thus st.-.tionary for want of a

conductor, if any [jei-son standing near, or touching the negative

side of the battery, presented a linger to that seemingly inoll'ensive

In.iiinous body, he would instantly be struck very violently ; be-

cause afreecommuuication being now made by means of his body,

the ;>owei-s bv which the electric lluid is impelled from one place

to another would instantly urge it upon him. ISut if we suppose

a person, wlio hath no communication with the battery, to pre-

sent his finger to the same body, he may perhaps receive a slight

spark from it ; but not a shock of any consequence, because there

is not a perfect communication by meai\s of his body with the

place to which the electric fire is destined. Hence we may ac-

count for the seemingly capricious nature of lightning, but cspc-

ciiilly of that kind which appears in the form of balls. Sometimes

it will strike trees, high houses, steeples, and towers, without

touching cottages, men, or other animals, who are in the neigh-

bourhood. In such cases, people would be a])t to say, that the

neighbourhood of these higher objects preserved the others from

the stroke; but with little reason, since low houses, men walking

in the fields, cattle, nay the surface of the earth itselt, have all been

struck, while high trees and steeples in the neighbourhood have

not been touched. In like [uanner, fire-balls have passed very

near certain persons w'lhout hurting them, while they have, as it

. were, gone considcnibly out of their way to kill others. The rea-

son of all this is, that in thunder-storms there is constantly a cer-

tain zone of earth considerably under the surface, to which the

lightning is directed because it hath an electricity opposite to that

of tlie lightning itself.Those objects, therefore,which form the most

perfect conductors between th.e electrified clouds and that zone of

earth, will be struck by the lightning, whether they are high or

low. Lightning, in severe thunder-storms, is supposed to pro-

ceed from the earth, as well as from the clouds but this hath never

been well ascertained, and indeed from tiie nature of the thing it

seems verv ilifiicult to be ascertained ; for the motion of the elec-

tric fluid is so very quick, that it is altogether impossible to deter-

mine, bv means of our senses, whether it goes from the earth or

comes to it. In fact, there are many thunder-storms, in which it

floth not appear that the lightning touches any part of the earth,

aiid consequently can neither go to it nor come out from it. In

these cases, it flashes either from an electrified cloud to one en-

dowed with an opposite electricity, or into some conducting sub-

stances in the atmosphere. But if not only the clouds, but the at-

liiospliere all the way betwixt them and the earth, and likewise for

a considerable space above the clouds, are electrified one « ay , the

earth must then be struck. The reason of this will appear from a

consideration of the principles of Electricity. And from the same
ptinciples, it will appear, that in many cases the lluid will proceed
from the earth, the cloud being in a negative state. For a further

jllustration of this subject, and for the methods of preservhig

buildings, Sec. from lightning. See Electricity. For the ef-

fects of lightning ill the production of thunder. See Thiwder.
See also Dr. Franklin's Experiments and Observations on Elec-

tricity ; Dr. Priestley's History of Electricity, in which this in-

teresting subject is perspicuously treated ; and Lord Mahon's
Principles of Electricity.

Light-Room, a small apartment, inclosed with glass-windows,

near the magazine of a ship of war. It is used to contain the lights

In which the gunner and liis assistants are enabled to fill the cart-

ridges with pow der to be ready for action.

LIGNE, a town of France, in the department of Gemappes,
and late province of Austrian Hainault, 12 miles N. AV. of

Mons,
LIGNET, among goldsmiths, a longitudinal hollow iron-mould,

made for receiving melted masses of gold or silver. It has a large

hollow for the former, and a small one for the latter. .See In-
got. Tliis word is by some derived from lignum, wood ; ingots

of gold and silver having been probably at first thrown into lig-

flets made of hollow hard wood.
LIGNTCE^'SIS TERRA, in the materia medica, a fine vel-

l«w bole dug in many parts of Germany, particularly about

Emeric in Westphalia, and used in co.-dial and astringent medi-

cines.

LIGNIERE, or LIGNIERF.S. atown ofFrance, in the de-

partment of Clier, and late province of Berry, 24 miles S. of

15ourges Lon. 2. 24. I'.. Lat. 40. 47. N.
LIGNU.M \n-E, [Lat.] guaiacum ; a very hard word. See

GUAIACU.M.
LIGN Y, a town of France, in the department of the Meuse,

and late duchy of Car, 9 miles S. E. of Bar Le Due. Lon. b. 26.

E. Lat. 4*. 39. N.
LIGOX, a sea-port of Siam in Malacca, capital of a territory

so named, on the E. coast. Lon. 100. 5. E. Lat. 7. 40. N.
LIGOR, a kingdom of Asia, with its capital of the same name,

subject to Sinni.

LKiUElL, a town of France in the department of Indrean.1

Loire, 21 miles S. E. of Tours. Lon. 0. 52. E Lat. 47. 3. N.
LIGUL.^, in natural historj-, a genus of the vermes intestina.

Body linear, equal, long; the fore-part obtuse: the hmd-part

acule, with an impressed dorsal suture. The two known species,

are L. intestinalis, and L. abtkimiiialis ; the former is found in

the intestines of the merganser and guillemot : about a foot long,

and exactly resembling a piece of tape : of the latter there are, at

least, eight varieties described as inhabiting the intestines of fish :

thev are found principally in the mesentery, emaciating the fisk

thev infest, and causing them to grow deformed.

LIGULATE, among botanists, an appellation, given to such

floscules a* have a straight eiul turned downwards, with three in-

dentures, but not separated into segments.

LIGL'RE, in Hebrew antiquity, was the fii-st stene in the third

row of tlie high priest's breast-plate, and had the name of Gad in-

scribed on it. Exod. xxviii. 19. It is said to have been spoiled

like the ounce. Some suppose it to be the jacincth.

LIGURIA, in ancient geography, a country of Italy, boundid
on ths^. by the Mediterranean sea', on the N'. by the Appennine

mountains, on the W. by part of Iransalpiiie Gaul, and on the E.

by Etruria.

LiGURiA, or LiGURiAK REPUBLIC, the modem name giveti to

the late republic of Genoa; the ancient name of this slate was

also Liguria.

LIGL'RIANS, the ancient inhabitants of Liguria. There is a

great disagreement among authors concerning their origin, though

most probably they were descended from the Gaiils. Some carry-

up their origin as far as the fabulous heroes of antiquity; while

others trace them from the Ligyes, a people mentioned by Hero-

dotus as attending Xerxes in his expedition against Greece. They
are by some ancient geographers placed in Colchis; by others, in

.Albania. 'J'hey were subdued by the Romans about B, C.

211.

LIGUSTIC.E ALPES, that part of the Alps, which borders

on tlie late Ligurian republic; now called tlie Maritime Alps.

LIGUSTICUM, Lov'.\GE ; in botany, a genus ofthedigynia

order, and penlandria class of plants ; natural order, Unibellatae.

F'ruit oblcng, fiT3-arooved on both sides; corolla equal, within-

volute entire petals" Tiiere are eiglit species.

L. LEVisTiCLM,jthe Common Lovage, isa native of theApen-

nine mountains in Italv. It has a thick liesiiy, deeply penetralmg

perennial root, crowned by very large, many-parted, radical

leaves, with broad lobes, having incisions at loji, upright, strong

channelled stalks, branching six or seven feet high, and all the

branches terminated by yellow llowcrs in large umbels. The
root agrees nearly in quality with that of Angelica : the principal

dili'erence is, that the lovage-root has a stronger sniell, and some-

what less pungent taste, accompanied with a more durable sv»eet-

ness, the seeds being ratlier warmer than tlie root; but althougli

certainly capable of being applied to useful purposes, is not re-

garded in the present practice.

LiGUSTicuM Mare, tiie K. part of the Tyrrhene Sea; now
called the GuM of Genoa.
LIGUSTRUM, Privet ; in botany, a genus of the monc-

gynia order, and diandria class of plants; natural order, Sepiaria'.

C'oroUa four-cleft ; berry four-secdei. The known species are

four.

LIGYES, an ancient nation of .Isia, who inhabited the coun-

try between the Phasis and Caucasus ; though some place them
elsewhere. Kerodotv ui. 73. See Lesguis, and Ligvrians.

LIHONS,
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LIHONS, a towa 01 France, in the tiepartiuent of i^umnie ;

9 mile^ S. S. W. of Pereime, and 1 S E. of Amiens.

LIKE.or SIMILAK QUANTITIES, in algebm, such as con-

sist of the same letter, thus Zabx and jabx are like <iiiaiiUties,

but 3 «•- h X and b<tbx are uniike, a being found twice in one, and

only once in the other. See Algebra.
Like, in geometry, the same as similar. See Similar, and

Geometry.
LI-KI ANG-TOU, a citv of China of the 6r3t rank, m thepro-

Tince ofYan-nan, lljOniiles S. W. of Peking. Lon. 117.50.

E. from Ferro. Lat. 26. 52. N

.

LILACH, or LILAC, in botany. See Svringa.

LILIEXTH.VL, a town ot Saxony, in M ;'ssen.

' LILiUM, the Lily ; in botiiny, a genus of the monogjnia or-

der, and hexandria class of plant;
;' natural order, Coronariae. Co-

rolla six-pe(aled, beU-shaped, '.v.ch a longitudinal nectareous line ;

capsule, the valves connecteu by cancellated hairs. There are

eleven species, with many varieties, all bulbous-rooted, herba-

ceous, llowery perennials, 'rising with erect annual stalks three or

four feet high, garnished with long narrow leaves, and termin.ited

bv clusters of large, bell-shaped, hexapetalous flowers of exceed-

ing great beauty, of white, red, scarlet, orange, purple, and yellow

colours. All the species are propagated by sowing the seeds

;

and if care be taken to preserve these seeds from good flowers,

very beautiful varieties are often produced. The roots of the

white lily are emollient, maturating, and greatly suppurative.

Thev are" used externally in cataplasms for these purposes. The
common form of applying them is boiled and bruised ; but some

prefer roasting them till tender, and then beating them to a paste

with oil, in which form they are said to be excellent against burns.

Gerard recommends them internally against dropsies.

L. KAMTScHATENSt, Or Kamtschatka LiLY, called there

Saraxse, rnakes a principal part of the food of the Kamtschat-

kans. Its root are gathered by the women in August, dried in the

sun, and laid up for use : they are the best bread of the country ;

and after being baked are reduced to powder, and serve instead

of hour in soups and several dishes. They are sometimes washed,

and eaten as potatoes ; are extremely nourishing, and have a

pleasant bitterish taste. Qur navigators boiled and eat them with

their meat. The natives often pari)oil and beat them up with se-

veral sorts of berries, so a*, to form a vpry agreeable confection.

Providentially it is an universal plant there, and all the grounds

bloom with its tlower during the season. Another remarkable

circumstance is, that while tish are scarce the sarauue is plentiful

;

and when it is scarce the rivers abound with fish. A species of

mouse saves the Kamtschatkan women a great deal of trouble.

The saranne forms part of their winter provisions ; they not only

gather them in the proper season, and lay tbem up in their maga-

zines, but bring them out in sunny weather to dry them, lest they

should spoil. The natives search for their hoards, but leave part

for the owners, bemg unwilling to sutler such useful caterers to

perish.

LILLERS, a town of France in the department of the Straits

ef Calais, a:itl late province of Artois; 6 miles N. VV. of Ee-

thune.

LILLY, William, a noted English astrologer, bom in Lei-

cestershire in 1602. After receiving a common education he came
to London, and became book-keeper to the master of the sailers'

company, on whose death he married his widow, with a fortune of

lOOOl. lo 1d32 he became tiie pupil of Evans the astrologer, and

soon excelled his master. He was employed by both parlies dur-

ing' the civil wars, and even Charles L is said to have made use

ofl-.im. L;;iy was certainly consulted respeiling the king's pro-

jected escape from Carisbrook castle. He, however, gained more

irom the parliament-party ; and the predictions contained in his

almanacks had awoniiertul efiiect upon the soldiers Knd common
people. In 1648, he published his Treatise of the three Suns ~ecn

in the prectding winter , and also an astrological judgement upon

a conjunction of Satmn and Mars. This year the council of state

gave "him 501. and a pension ot 1001. per annum, which he re-

ceived far two years, and then resigned on some disgust. In

June !G63, he was taken into custody by order of the parliament,

bv whom he was examined concerning the king's executioner,

who he afTirmcd was cornet Joyce. The same year he sued out his

pardon ucder the great seal of England. TiiC plague raging in

London, he reinoved with his !am:ly to his estate at Her^ham;
and in October I6t56 was examined before a conmiittee of the

house of commons concerning the lire of London, whichhappen-
I ed in September that year. After this, he studied physic, and,

by means of Mr. Ashmole, obtained from Archbishop 'hheldon a

]
license to practise it. He adopted for his son, by the name of
Merlin junior, one Henry Coley, a tailor, and gave him the pro-

I

perty of his almanack, after it had been printed lor 3tj years. He
I

died in I6S1, of a palsy. Mr. Ashmole erected a monumint over
his grave in the church of Walton upon Thames. His Observa-

i lions on the Lite and Death of Charles, late King of England, if

! we overlook the astrological nonsense, may be read w itiias much
' satisfaction as more celebrated histories: Lilly not only being well

:
informed, but slriclly impartial. This work, with the Lives of

Lilly and Ashmole, "wrillt-n by themselves, were published in one
vol. Svo. in 1774, by Mr. Burman. His principal works are, 1.

Christian Astrology,' 4to. 2. A Collection of Nativities. 3. Ob-
servations on the Life and Death of Charles, late king of England.

4. Annus Tenebrosus, or the Black Year. Besides these he pub-
lished several other pieces.

Lily, in botany. See LlLiUM.
LILYB^LUM", in ancient geography, a city of Sicily, seated

on the most westerly cape of Sicily, and said to have be'en found-

ed by the Carthaginians, on their expulsion from Motya by Dio-
nvsius tyrant of Syracuse. No remains of this once stately city

are now' to be seen, except some aqueducts and temples ; though
it was standing in Strabo's time.

LILYE, \ViLLiA.M, the grammarian, was born in 1466, at Old-
ham in Hampshire ; and in i486, was admitted a semi-commoner '

of Magdalen college, in Oxlord. Having taken the degree of

A. B. he left the university, and travelled to Jerusalem. Return-

ing thence, he continued live years in Rhodes, where he studied

the Greek, several learned men having retired thither after the

[

taking of Constantinople. From Rhodes he travelled to Rome,
where he improved himself in the Greek and Latin languages, un-

der Sulpitius and P. Sabinus. He then returned to London,
where for some time he taught a private grammar-school, being

the first person who taught Greek in that city. In 1510, when
Dr. Colet founded St. Paul's school, Lilye was appointed the first

master; at which time he was married and had many children.

In this employment he had laboured twelve years, when, being

seized by the'plague, which then raged in London, he died in

Feb. 1523, and was buried in St. Paul's. He had the character

of an excellent grammarian, and a successful teacher of the learn-

1 ed languages, liis principal work is " Brevissinia Institutio, seu

I

Ratio Grammatices Cognoscendsc ;" Lond. 1513, very often re-
'

printed, and comnionly calUd Lilye's Granmiar. The English

! rudiments were written by Dr. Colet, dean of St. Paul's ; and the

preface to the first edition, by cardinal Wolsey. The Latin syn-

tax was chietlv the work of Erasmus. The rest was written "by

Lilye. See \"\'ard's preface to his edition of Lilye's Grammar,
1732.

, , .

LIMA, a province, or as some geographers style it, an audi-

ence, of South America in Peru, bounded on the N. by Quito,

E. bv the Andes, S. by the province of Charcos, and W. by the

South Pacific Ocean. '
It was erected in 1542, and contains one

archbishopric, viz. Lima, which has fifteen jurisdictions, and four

bisheurics, viz. Arequipa with six jurisdictions, Truxillo with se- .

ven, 'Guamanga with nine, and Cusco with fourteen. Near the

mountains it aijounds with very large tawny tigers, panthers, and

other wild beasts, as frerce as those of Africa.

Lima, a city of Peru, of which it is the capital, in the above pro-

vince, with aii univers.ty. It gives name to the piincipid audi-

ence of Peru. Lima is'seated in a large, pleasant, fertile plain,

oii-a small river nearthe sea. Lon. 68. 45. W. Lat. 12. 15. S.

LI MALE, a town of France, in the department of the Dyle,

and lite province of Au:itrian Brabant, 15 miles S. E. of Brussels.

Lon. 4. 42. E. Lat. 50. 42. N.
LIMASSOL, or LIMISSO, a town of Cyprus, in the S. of

the island. Ot the ancient city nothing but ruins remain ; though

it was a celebrated place, even under the government of the dukes.

King Richard 1. the conqueror of the last of these vassals of the

empire, razed it in 1191, and it was never rebuilt. It was anci-

ently called Amathus, or Amathonte ; famcus, as Pausanias tells

us, for its temple of Venus and Adonis.
LIMAX
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LI.MAX, llie Slug, or Naked Snaii. ; ;i geiiiis of llio class

^•ll<l.<>r'li"i' venues molliisca. Hocly oblong, luied for crawling,

willi a kind of nnisr nlar coal on tlic ii[)i)er part ; belly plaiji.

Tliey have four (enlatula, or liorns, situau-il above Uie nunilli, ,'

wliicli tliey extend or retrart at pleasure. 'I'liis reptile is alwavs

destitute of slu-ll ; but, besides that its skin is more tlamniv and

of a greater consist!my llian llial of tbe snail; tlie black naked
slug lias a furroucul cloak, ainio-t as thick and as hard as leather,

uniler which it withdraws its head as within a slull. The head is

distinguished from the breast by a black line. In its head and
back the snail-stone is found ; which is a small pearled and sandy
Stone, of the nature of lime-stones. Therir are sixteen species,

distinguished chielly by tl.eir colour. One of the varieties, L.
Aa;restis, is that which has been reconiniended (o be swallowed by
consumptive persons; it is half an inch long, and when touched it

ticks as if dead to the lingers. A black slug powdered over with

sjuilT, salt, or sugar, falls into convulsions, casts forth all its foam,

and dies. .See KtriiODUcrios'.

LIMBA'l, a periodical wind common in Cyprus, and of great

service in moderating the excessive heat of the climate. Accord-
ijig to Abbe .\hiriti, it begins to blow at S A. M. the first day

;

increases as the sun advances till noon ; then gradually weakens,

and at three falls entirely. On the second day it rises at the same
hour; but it docs not attain its greale.-t strength till 1 P.M. and
ceases at four. On tlie third day it begins as before; but falls at

live. On the live succeeding da) s, it follows the same i)rogres-

sion as on the third; but a little before it ceases, becouics ex-

tremely violent. At the end of live days it coiiimences a new
period like the former. These winds arise in the beginning of

stimmer, last during the period when the heal is most insupport-

able, ami end about the I Jtli of .September.

l^lMliOUCH, Philip, a learned writer among the Kemop-
strants, born at .Vmsterdam in KiJJ. After having made great

prolicieucy in his studies, he was, in iGj.'i, licensed to preach,

wliich be tlid hist at llaerlem. lie was chosen minister of Goiid-
ja, whence he was callerl to Amsterdam, and appointed professor

of divinity, in which oflice he acquired great reputation. He had

an admirable genius, and a tenacious memory ;, and corresponded
with the most eminent men ot his age. IJis letters to .Mr. Locke
arc printed w ilh those of that celebrated author. He was a sin-

cere divine, lived an example of every virtue, and preserved his

vigour of body and luind till he died, in 171-', aged Ty. He
jyrote many works, the principal of which are, 1. Arnica Collatio

de Verilate Keligionis Chri>tiL:n;e cum Erndito Judico, in I'Jmo.

2. A Complete Body of Divinity, according to the Opinions and
Doctrines of the Kcmonstrant^. .3. A History of the Inquisition;

since tjan-slated into ]Cnglish by Dr. Samuel Chandler. He al>o

published tbe works of Episcopius, who was his great uncle by the
mother's side.

LI.VI15URG, a late province of the Au^lrian Netherlands, an-

nexed to France in 1790, and included in the department of ibe

Ourtc. It was bounded by the duchy ot juliers on the N. and
E. by Luxemburg on the S. and by the lale bishopric of I.iege

on tbe ^V. being about 30 miles long, and -.'j broad. It eon-ists

of good arable and pasture land ; and has plenty of wood, and
Spme iron-mines.

LiMBUKC, a town of France, in (he department of Ourte, and
late capital of the duchv, 15 mdes S. E. of Liec;e, and 17 S. of
Aix la Chaiielle. I^on.'o. S. E. I.at. iO. 40. N."
LlMUl'S., in the church of Koine, is used in two dilTerent

senses; 1. Tlie Limbiis Palrum, or limb of the patriarchs, is

said to be the place wlierc (he patrlarclH waiied the redemption
<'f mankind: in (his place they suppose our .Saviour's soul conti-

nued from the time of jiis death to his re^urrec(ion. '2. The lim-
bus of infants dCmg without baptism, is a place supposed to be
/Ijstintt both from heaven and hell; since, say the Catholics,

cKddren dying innocent of »iiy actual sin, do not deserve bell;

and, by reason of (heir original sin, cannot be admitted into hea-
vcij.; a.lthough our Saviour himself expressly sa\s, "Of such is

tbe kingdou) of heaven."

LIM E, a calcareous earth obtained from marble, chalk, gyp-
sum, and sevf lai other earths. It predominates in most stones
wliich can be- scratched or pared with a knife. The lime is pre-
pared by burning the substances in u white heat. Lime may be
o))buned jjcrfectly pure by burning tliose crystallized limestones
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called c.ilcareoiis spars, which are perfectly white aiul (rausparent,

and also by burning some |)Ure white marbles. It may be pro-

cured also in a stale of puritv bv dissolving oyster-shells in muriatic

acid, (iltering the solution, mixing it with ammonia as long as a

white |)0wdcr coniimies to fall, and (iltering again. The liquid ij

now lobe mixed with a solution ofcarbonate of soda: the powder
which falls being washed and dried, and healed violently in a

platinum crucible, is pure lime. Pure lime is of a white colour,

moderately hard, but ca-ily reduced to a powder. It his a hot

burning t;iste, and in some measure corrodes and destroys the

texture of those animal bodies to which it is applied. Itsspecilic

gravity is 2.3. It tinges vegetable blues, green, and at last con-

verts them to yellow. If water be poured on newly burnt lime, it

swells and falls to i)ieccs, and is sooh reduced to a very fine

pow der. Much heat is evolved, and in the dark a phosphorescent

light is seen. This process is called slacking tbe lime. W ben

slacked lime is weighed, it is ioimd to be heavic-rlhan it was before.

This additional weight is owing to the combination of part of the

water w ith the lime ; v. Inch water may be separated again by the

application of a red Ileal; and by this process the lime becomes

just what it was before being slacked. Jlence the reason ol the

lieat evolved during the slacking of lime. Part of the water com-
bines with the lime, and thus becomes solid ; of course it parts

with its caloric of lluiditv, and probably also with a coiisider.ible

quantity of caloric, whi'cii exists in water even when in the state

of ice: 'for when two parts of lime and one part of ice (each at i.:')

are mixed, they combine rapidly, and their temperature is ele-

vated to ^^12". The elevation of temperature during the slacking

of baryles and s(ron(ian is owing to the same cause. In (lie con-

version of limestone into lime, carbonic acid gas escapes in abun-

dance, and by the additii n of this gas lime is again converted to

liiiiestonc. Lii'ne w hen sinqily exposed to the open air gradually at-

tracts moisture, and falls to powder ; after which it soon become?
saturated with carbonic acid, and is again converted into carbonate

of lime or unburnt limestone. Water, at the common temperature

of tlie atmosphere, dissolves about the -j-^ part of its weight of lime.

This solution is called lime-water. It is limpid, has an acrid taste,

and changes vegetable blue colours to green. One ounce troy of

lime-water contains about one crain of lime. It is usually formed
by throwing a quantity of lime in powder into pure water, allow-

ing it to remain for some time in a close vessel, and then decanting

the transparent solution fiom the undissolved lime. \\ hen lime-

water is exposed to the air, a stony crust soon forms on its surface,

composed of carbonate of lime ; when this crust is broken it falls

to the bottom and another succeeds it; and in this manner the

whole of the lime is soon precipitated, by absorbirg carbonic acid

from the air. Lime is not acted on by light, r.e.thcr does it com-
bine with oxygen. Sulphur and phosphorus are the only sinijilc

combustibles with which it unites. Sulphulet of lime may be
formed by mixing its two component parts, reduced to a powder,

and heating them in a crucible. They undergo a commencement
of fusion, and the taste becomes acid. ^Vheu it is exposed to (he

air, or moistened with water, it obtains a greenish-yellow colour,

sulphureted hydrogen is formed, and the sulphuret is converted

into a hvdrogeiiatecl sulpluiiet, which exhales a very fetid odour
of sulphureted hvorogen gas. This hydrogenated sulpliuret may-

be formed also by boiling a mixture of lime and sulphur in'about

ten times its weight of water, or bv sprinkling ijiiicklime with sul-

phur, and (hen moi-tening it ; the heat occasioned by the slacking

of the liuie is sulticient to form the combination. "When this hy-

drogenated sulphuret is exposed to the air, it imbibes oxygen

:

which combine at lir-t with the hydrogen, and afterwards with the

sulphur, and converts the compound in(o sulphate of lime. For
the aUinities of lime, see Chemistry. The chief uses of lime are,

1. As an ingredient in the fornuition of mortar as a cement in

building. iSIortar is composed of quicklime and sand reduced to

a paste with \vatcr. When dry it becomes as hard as stone, and
as durable ; and adhering very strongly to the surfaces of the stones

which it is employed to cement, the whole wall becomes in fact

nothing else than one single stone. But this etfect is producjcd very

imperfectly unless (he mortar be very well prepared. The lime

ought to be pure, completely free from carbonic acid, and in the

state of a very line powder : the sand should be free from clay,

and partly ill the state of line sand, partly iu that of gravel : the

water should be pure : and if previously saturated with lime, so

4C mucSi
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much the better. The best proportions, accoixlmg to the txperi-

nien s of Dr. Higgins, are three parts of fine sand, four parts of

coar;e sand, one part of cpiicklinic recently slacked, and as little

water as possible. The stony consistence whicli mortar ai-(|uires,

is ovving p.utly to the absorption of carbonic acid, but principally

to the combination ot part of the water witli the lime. This last

circumstance is the reason that if to common mortar one-fourth
part of lime, reduced to powder without being slacked, is added,
the mortar, when dry, acquires much greater solidity than it other-

wise would do. When a little manganese is added to mortar, it

acquires the important property of hardening under water ; so that

it may be em|)loyed in constructing those editices which are con-
stantly exposed to the action of water. Limestone is often com-
liined with n)aiiganese; in that case it becomes brown by calci-

nation. 2. As a manure, it is of the most extensive utility : we
shall, therefore, concisely state the properties of the best lime>tone,
as well as the proportionate quantities in which it i> to be spread
on lands ; and at the same time point out those soils that are reallv

meliorated, and likewise such as receive no benelit from its ap-
plication. Formerly an opinion generally prevailed, that the
most efficacious lime for inanaring lands, was produced Irom Ihr
hardest calcareous stones, which most intimately approached the
nature of marble: modern experience, however, lias aniplv re-

futed this supposition. It appears, indeed, that there are two sorts
;

namely, magnesian and calcareous limestone ; the latter of which
is attended with the most beneficial consequences, while the for-

mer is highly injurious to land. This remarkable fact was first

published by S. Tennant, Esq. in the " Philosophical 'rran-.ac-

tions cfthe lloyal Society," for 1799; who, being informed of the
two species, made various experiments, in which their respective

properties were clearly ascertained. The barren, or magnesian
lime, is found in various parts ot England, but especially in the

comity of Nottingham, where a cpiarry of it is worked to the ex-
tent of thirty or forty miles ; also in the counties of Derby and
Northumberland, in the latter of which it is known by the cha-

racteristic name of hot, in contradistinction to the mild, or cal-

careous lime, that abounds in all parts of Britain. The magnesian
lime may be farther distinguished from that made of pure calca-

reous stcne, by its slow and difficult solution in acids. The hard-
Jiess or softness of"ttme5tone, liowever, is of no importance, pro-
yided it be pure, that is, free from ^and, clay, or other substances,

which render the mass less fertilizing. Wh.eii the stone is dug out
of the earth, it should be conveyed to a kiln, into, cliich coals or
turf must be put in alternate layers with the limestone, and the lat-

ter thoroughly calcined. With respect to the length of time the
materials should be exposed to the fire, it has been found by ex-
periment, that lime burnt in four hours, has a much greater dis-

position to recover its carbonic acid gas from the atmosphere, than
that which has been burning for the space of twenty-four hours

;

and, as the Excellence of tliis manure is supposed to depend on
its re-attraction of the gas, the process of calcination ought to be
regulated accordingly. In this state it was called quicklime, and
should be spread as speedily as possible, immediately before the
plough ; so that the greater part may be slacked in the soil. The
proportion used, depends much on the custom of the country ; but
should more properly be adapted to the nature of the land. In
the county of York, thirty-six bushels only are carted on an acre

;

in Wales, a.quantity somewhat larger; in Ireland, from five to six

hundred busliels are spread on every English statute acre ; and in

various parts of England, very small portions are injudiciously

scattered; for it is the opinion of tlie most experienced agricul-

turists, that three or four huiulred bushels at the least (if the price
be not too high) should be allowed to each acre ; especially when
the soil has long beta in an uncultivated state. One good liming
is, in such cases, decidedly preferable to small (piantities fre-

(luently repeated. In common situations, however, where the
land does not abound in putrescible mattei-s, and is not vitiated

by acids, Mr. Young is of opinion, that ' 160 bushels per acre will

produce a considerable effect ; but, on stiff strong clays, he thinks

at least double, or triple, that quantity ought to be allowed. If

lime be applied without any other manure, it is said to exhaust the
most fertile particles of the soil. Some agriculturists, therefore,
suggest the propriety of forming small heaps, and covering them
wilheaiih: as soon as the soil has, by its moisture, slacked the
ime, the heaps are to be opened, aud as much dung buried in

each as the earth will cover. A more oeconomical and judicious
method, is that stated by Mr. Andrews, in lourlh vol. of Annals of
Agriculture. lie directs about 140 loads (each containing 40
bushels,) of moist dung to be heaped up in the month of Decem-
ber, when 200 bushels ot lime are to be well incor|)oiated. The
whole is then sufi'ered to lie for three months, atler w Inch the heap
is to be well stirred : when the harvest is completed, the compost
is to be spread on a pea-stubble, and plowed in ibr barley ; but,

it the season should not favour the purpose, he directs these la-

bours to be performed aficr the first host that occurs. Mr. An-
drews farther observes that, in consequence of such management,
his b'.rley-crops have, ui)on an average of twelve years, amounted
annually to four quarters and six bushels per acre. The advan-
tages arising from this treatment, are, 1. The total destruction of

the seeds of weeds, so that the land on which this mixture had
been spread, was uniformly the clearest: and, 2. The increased

fermentation of the dung, by which its fertilizing properties are

more speedily excited. Lastly, the ex pence of the lime was to

him 10s. per acre ; and its beneficial effects continued for four

years. The soils peculiarly susceptible of improvement, by
means of lime, are: 1. Rich black or brown friable crumbling
loams, which abound with vegetable matter; its general putres-

cency being accelerated by the lime, such land is so greatly me-
liorated as to yield crops, which they could never have produced
by the application ofany other manure. 2. On low, rich, drained

meadows, that have formerly been bogs, and the black soil ofwhich
abounds with vegetable fibres. 3. On old sheep-walks, heaths,

and commons, which have been under grass for time inmiemorial,

and are first to be converted into arable land ; but lime will not

be of any advantage, after they have been cultivated for several

years. And, though such manure w ill produce favourable effects

upon old lay-soils, abounding in vegetable particles, yet when the

latter are putrefied by liming, and exhausted by repeated cropping,

it will be of no service. 4. (,)n moory, boggy, mountainous land ;

and, according to Dr. Hunter, on black peat-earth. In his opi-

nion, lime prevents the spontaneous growth of heath, and produces
a new family of vegetables, especially white clover. He farther

remarks, tlwt the greatest improyements ever made on moors, in

any country, have probably been efifected by means of lime.

There prevails, howeverj a diversify of opinions on this subject,

which we are unable to reconcile. In the l6th vol. of the Trans-
actions of the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, &c. Thomas
Davis, Esq. (stevv'ards to the Marquis of Bath,) states that, though
lime is the only proper manure for such soil, whicli is thus quali-

fied to produce crops of corn for the first three or four years, af-

ter converting it into arable or meadow land
; yet this manure

loses its meliorating properties in the course of ten years ; and he
never found a second liming to be productive of any beneficial

effects. 5. On all other waste soils that have been over-run for

ages with i'urze, heath, broom, fern, bushes, or wood ; and which,,

though richly stored with vegetable food, have contracted an
acidity, in consequence of their long rest, and the spontaneous
growth of roots. On the contrary, lime is of little service on
poor, light, and thin soils ; or such as are on a quarry of lime or
other stone, especially after they have borne crops for a consider-

able number of years. Nor is it productive of any advantage on
strong, stony land ; on wet, cold loams, which have not been suf-

ficiently drained; or similar clays that are tenacious of moisture;
but Mr. Arthur Young is of opinion, that large quantities of well
drained lime, laid on very stiif clay, would be attended with a.

favourable effect ; though he candidly adds, that it never has been
tried to hi* satisfaction. As a medicine, lime is of Considerable use

:

and has lately been employed with success in the fevers of Ame-
rica. It is, however, chielly prescribed in a state of solution,

when it is called lime-water, prepared by gradually mixing half a
pound of new quick-lime with twelve p:nls of boiling distilled

water. The whole is suffered to stand in a covered vessel for one
hour, when it is poured off, and preserved in close battles. Lime-
water was formerly in great repute as a solvent of the stone, and
a remedy in scrophulous affections. It has likewise been used
both e.'iternally and internally for cutaneous eruptions ; though
we by no means approve of its indiscriminate use, which may be
attended with dangerous effects. On account of its astringent

properties, this preparation has also been successfully prescribed in

cases of diabetes, or inunoderate flow of urine; and other dis-

f orders
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orders proceedinE; from laxity or weakness ol the soliii';. At

present, it is chieHy used for washing foul or ill-couditioned ulceiv.

Isotwithstanding these uselul ciualitie^ ot lime, it is, if accidentally

swallowed, or inS.ded in anv quantity, one of the mo^t fatal pni-

•-OIIS. Ilente, persons employed in lime-works l)ec'ime subject

10 blood-sp.tlinn, asthma, painful constipations of the bowels, and

consumption: tlieir countenance turns unnaturally pale ; and, af-

ter languishing for years, these unhappy victims tfie m a sl.'epless

state. Bread adulterated with lime, absorbs all those juices ot the

stomach, which ought to promote digestion; obstructs tlie al'-

menlary can 1 ; occasions almost constant tliirst ; and at length

produces the most violent colics, fevers, and death. As soon,

therefore, as it may be discovered, that a person has takfn into

tlie stomach either lime or gypsum, the first step will be to ad-

minister an emetic, consisting of one and a half or two ounces of

vine<^r of squills, and twenty or ihirty grains ot ipecacuanha in

powder: large draughts of sour whey should next be given, to

facilitate the operation of the medicine. In order to counteract

the causticity of lime in the stomach and intestines, it will bead-

viseable to drink, alternately, a mi.sture of vinegar and water, le-

monade, or similar acidulated beverage, for one day ; and, on the

other, to make use of mucilaginous decoctions, such as barley or

rice-water, gruel, fat broths, oils, or sweet whey in which a small

quantity of white soap has been dissolved; to eat salads with a

large pi-oportion of oil and vinegar, and ripe sub-acid fruit. To
complete the cure, it will perhaps be requisite to administer, ac-

cording to circum>tance?, emollient or laxative clysters.

Lime-Tree, in botany. See Tili.\.

LIMERICK, a county of Ireland, in the province of Muiuter,

bounded on the E. by Tipperary, W. by Kerry, N. by the Shan-

non, and S. by Cork. It is fruitful and populous ; the soil requir-

ing little or no manure in most places: besides excellent pasture

for cattle it produces rich crops of all kinds of com, with rape and

some hemp.
Limerick, or Lovch-Meath a market-town, borough, and

bishop's see, of Ireland, tlie metropolis of the above county, as

well as of the province of Munster. It is seated on the Shannon,

50 miles N. of Cork, and 94 S. W. of Dublin. Lon. 8. 30. W.
Lat. 52. 35. N.
LIMEUM, a genus of the class and order hcptandria digynia.

Calyx hve-leaved; petals five, equal ; capsule globular, two-celled.

There are three species, herbaceous plants of the Cape.
Limit, in a restrained sense, is used by mathematicians for a

determinate quantity to which a variable one continually ap-

proaches; in which sense the circle may be said to be the limit of

its circumscribed and inscribed polygons. In algebra, the ti rm
limits is applied to two quantities, one of which is greater, and the

other less, than another quantity : and in this sense it is used in

^peaking of the limits of equations, whereby their solution is much
licilitated. Let any equation, as a^ — pi- X ^r — 7-= be pro-

posed ; and transform it into the following equation:

y^-\- 3fi/- -f- 3c^y -\- e^ \
-py^-2peij-pe'-

+ 9i/ + 9f
— '' )

ifhere the values o( y are less than the respective Talues of r, by
the dilTerence e. If you suppose e to betaken such as to make ail

the co-efticientsof the equation of
;/
positive, viz. e^ — pe'- -^ ge —

r, 3c' — 2pe -\-q, oe — p ; then there being no variation of tlie

signs in the equation, all the values of ;/ must be negative; and
consequently the quantity f, by which the values of x are dimin-
ished, must be greater than the greatest positive value of i; and,
consequently, must be the limit of the roots of the equation j:' —
px^ -\- qx — r := 0. It is sutficient, therefore, in order to find the
limit, to enquire what quantity substituted for x, in each of these
expressions i^ — px^ + 9-T — r, 3.i' — 2px-i-g, 3x — p, will give
them a'll positive; for the qu:mtity will be the limit required.
Having found the limit that surpasses the greatest positive root,

call it III. And if you assume yz:^ m — x, and for jr substitute in—
y, the equation that will arise will have all its roots positive : be-

cause m is supposed to surpass all the values of jr, and consequent-
ly m — x (= !/) must always be affirmative. And, by this means,
any equation may be changed into one that shall have all its roots

affirmative. Or, if — ii represent the limit of the negative roots,

then by assuming i/= <4-« the proposed equation shall be trans-

= 0,

tormed into one that shall have all its roots aflirmative; for, + n
being greater than any negative value of r, it follows that y=x-\-
n must be always positive. What is here said of the above cubic
equation, maybe easily applied to others; end of all such equa-
tions, two limits are easily discovered, viz, a, which is less than the
least; and e, found as above, which surpasses the greatest root of
the equation. Mr. Maclaurin, in ids treatise on Algebra, has
given complete information on this subject.

LrMiTs OF A Planet, its greatest excursion from the ecliptic,

or, which is the same thing, the points of its greatest latitude.

LIMITATION, in law, signifies a certain space of t^me al-

lowed for bringing actions in. Thus by the statute of the 21 Jac.

I. c. 16, it is ordained, that all writs of formedon, ice. tor title to

lands ill being, must be sued out within twenty years after the

title arose, and actions of debt upon the case, actions upon a sta-

ted account, of detinue, trover and trespass, must be commenced
within si.x years after the cause of action, and not afterwards : ac-

tions of assault and battery must be brought within four years after

the cause of action; and for slander, within two years. Though
an action may be barred by statute, yet a fre^h promise will re-

vivc it. It is said, that twenty years possession ot land is a good
title in a person to maintain an action of ejectment, thougn he be

not at that time actually possessed thereof: but where the plaintiff

is out of possession more than such a number of years, it will bar

him the statute. See Pbescription.
Limitation OF Estate, is the length of time an estate is to

continue in the possession of a person or family. As where a per-

son grants lands to a person and his heirs male, and on default of

such issue, to his heirs female ; here the daughters cannot inherit

so long av. there is a male heir, because the estate is first limited to

the heirs male.

LIMITED PROBLEM, a problem that admits but of one
>oluiion, as to make a circle pass through three given points, not

Ijing in the same right line.

LIMMA, in music, an interval in the scale of the ancients, ex-

pressed by m.
LIMNIAl, ariver of Swisserland which rises in (he Alps, H

miles S. of Glanis, and joins the Aar three miles N. of Baden.

LIM ME, a town of Kent, near liithe, four miles from Rom-
nev, formerly a port, till choaked up by the sands.

LiMN.E, in ancient geography ; 1. a fortified town on the

bordere of Laconia and Messina: 2. Another in the Thracian
Cher=onesus.
LIMNING, the art of painting in water-colours, in contradi.s

tinction to painting which is done in oil-colours. Limning is the

most ancient kind of painting. Till John Van Eick found out the

art of painting in oil, the painters all painted in water and in fresco.

When they used boards, they usually glued a fine linen-cloth over

them, to prevent their opening; then laid on a ground of wisite;

and lastly mixed up their colours with water and size, or with wa-
ter and yolks of eggs, well beaten with the branches of a fig-tree,

the juice whereof thus mixed with the eggs; and with this mix-
ture they painted their pieces. In limning, all colours are proper,

except the white made of lime, w hich is only used in fresco. The
azure and ultramarine must always be mixed with size or gum;
but there are always applied two layers of hot size before tlie size-

colour.s are laid on : the colours are all cround in water eacii by it-

self; and, as they are required in workir.g, are diluted witii size-

water. When the piece is finished, go over it with the white of

an egg well beaten ; and with varnish, if required. Tolimn, or

draw a face in colours: having all the materials in readiness, lay

the prfpared colour on the card even and thin, free from hairs and

spots over ibe placew here (he picture is to be. The ground being

laid, and the party placed in a due position, begin the work w hich

IS to be done at three sittings. At the first you are only to dead-

colour the face, which will require about two hours. At the se-

cond sitting, go over the work more curiously, adding its particu-^

lar graces or deformities. At the third sitting, finish the w hole ;

carefully remarking whatever may conduce to render the piece-

perfect, as the cast of the eyes, moles, scars^ gestures, and the

like. See Drawing, and Painting.
LIMODORUM, in botany, a gepus of the gynandria diandria

class and order: natural Older, Orchide:e. Nectary one-leafed,

concave, pedicelled, within the lowest petal. Thirteen species

are enumerated.
LIMOGES,.
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Ll Monies, an anciriit trading town of France, capital of llie

departnu'iit ol Upper \'ienne; lately in the province ol'Giiienne,

and eapital of Linioi.in, iu niili-s N. E. of Perigiieux, and 1 10 E.

of Iji'urdeaux.

LIMONIA, in botany, a genus of the decandria monogynia
class and order. Calyx live-parted; petals live; berry tiiree-

ccUed; ^eed^ solitary. There are seven species, of wUich L.

iH-ntaphylla, five-leaved linionia, is an elegant fragrant shrub of

t'oromandel ; the flowers are exiiuisitely fragrant, and are prodii-

1 ed all the year.

I.1M0SET,L.\, in botany, a genns of the didynaniia angiosper-

I'lla class and order; natural order, I'reeia*. Calyx liv(;-cleft:

corolla live-deft, ecpial ; stamina approximating by pairs; cap^nje

one-celled, two-valved, nrany-seedcd. There are Iwospecii-s,

L. acpialica, common mud-wort, or bastard plantain; and L.

diaiidria.

Ll.MCSlX, a province of France, bounded on the X. by La
Marche, E. by Aiivergne, S. by Quercy, and W. by I'erigord

.iud Angoumoi. It was divided into the Upper and Eower ; the

former of which is very cold, but the latter temperate. It now
forms the department of L'pper N'icinie.

LI.MOL X, a town of France, in the department of Aude, and
late |)rovince of Langiiedoc. It is famed for its wine, called la

IJIanqnette de Limoux, or the Perrv of Linioux, and has a clotli-

manvitaclory. Lon. '-'. Iti. K. Lat.'jO. 24. N.
LIMS'l'KG, a barony of Germany, in Franconia, inclosed al-

most entirely wuhin Suabia, and seated (?n the S. of Hall. It is

about Ij miles long, and 8 broad, (jaildorfand Shonburg, near
which Is the castle of Elm purg, are the cliief towns.

LiMpURG, a town of (iermany, forjuerly in the electorate of

Tfeves, but now annexed to France. It is seated on the Ehon.
Lon. B. 13. E. Lit. JO. 18. N.
LINCHAN, a town of China, in Honan.
LINCHANCHI, a town of Mexico, in Yucatan, 10 miles

from Seleni. Lon. S7. iO. W. Eat. 20. 40. X.
LINCUE, or LINK E, a strong town of France, in the deport-

ment of the North, and lute province of French Flanders, 10 miles

S,\V. of Dunkirk.
LINCOLN, or LINCOLN-SHIRE, a maritime county of

England, 77 miles long and 48 broad, bounded on the E. by'tUe

German ocean, W.by Nottingham, N. by Yorkshire, and S. by
Rutland, Northamptoji, and Candiridge shires. The principal ri-

vers are the Humber, Trent, William, Nenn, Welland, Ankam,
and Dun. It is divided into three parts, I.indsey, Kesleven,

and Holland; the air of whicii last is unwholesome, on account of

the fens and marshes. The soil of the N. and W. parts is verv
tertile, and abounds in corn and pastures. The E. and S. parts

are not proper for corn ; but abiiun<l with llsli and fowls, particular-

ly ducks and gee^i-, I'y its inland navigation, this countv has

comnumicalion with tl.ie rivers iMersey, IJee, Kibble, Ause Dar-
went, Severn, Thames, .'Vvon, &c. which navigation, including

its windings, extends above jOO miles through dill'erent coun-
ties.

LijfCoi.N', the capital of the above county. The name !s de-

rived by some from Lindi Colonia, the colony of Linduni, con-

tracted' first to Eindocolnia, and afterwards to Lincoln, which
seems a very probable etyniology. Formerly it had ."i2 churches,
which are liow reduced to 14. Though the other churches are

mean, the cathedral is a n\ost m;igniticeiu piece of Gothic archi-

tecture. It has a prodigious large bell, called Tom of Lincoln,
near live tou^; in weight, and 23 feet in compass. Such is the

m^gniticence aJid elevation of the cathedral, tiiat the monks thoiisht

the ^igllt of it must be very morlil'ying to the devil ; whence it

came to be sa.d of ojie v.ho was displeased, that he looked like the

do'.ilover Lincoln. -The Honian North gate- remains entire under
the modern name of Newport Gate. It is one of the noblest of
this sort lit lirltain. It is a vast seniicii-cje of stone of verv large

dimensions laid without mortar, connected, only by theip luiiform

shape. Lincoln is 32 miles N. £. of Notiingli'aml and 144 N of
London. Lon. 0, 17, W. L;it. .53. Ui N.
Lincoln, a county of Kentucky, S, K. of Washington county.

Stanford is the capital.

LiNCOt.N, a large ma_ritnn.e county in the district of Maine

i

having Canada, on the North.

I.,l^fC0I.^, 3 county of N. Carolinn, in Morgitn district.

LINCOLNTOWN, a town of N.Carolina, capital of Lin-
(oln county; 71S miles S. by W. of Philadelphia.

LINC'ONI A, in botany, a genus of the pentandria digynia class

and order. Petals live, with a nectareous excavation at the base
;

capside two-celled. It has but one species, viz.

L. Alopeclroidea, a native of the Cape of Good Hope, in

watery places among the mountains.

LINC'TUS, [from lingo, to lick,] a nieilicine to be licked up
by the tongue.

,

EINDAU, an imperial city of Germany, in Suabia, on an
island in tin: lake of Constance, connected with the continent by
a bridge ; 4(3 miles E. N. E. of Zurich.

LINDER A, in botany, a genus of the hexandria monogynia
class and order. Corolla six-pctaled ; capside. Tliere is oidy
one species, viz.

L. L^.MBELLAT.'i, a native of Japan.

LINDERNIA, in botany, a genus of the did^ namia angioS])er-

mia class and order ; natural onler, Penonata'. Calyx live-part-

ed ; corolla ringent, with the n])per lip very short; stamina the
two lower with a terminating tooth, and a sub-lateral anther;
capsule oiic-celled. Thes|)ecies enumerated are three.

LINDEN-TKEE. See Tilia.
LINDlSFi\UN, the ancient name of Holy Island; so called

from the rivulet Lindi, or Landi, wluch here runs into the sea, and
from the Celtic word tiiliroi, i. c. recess.

LINDKOPING. " See Linkioi-ing.

LINDO, in modern geography, a city of Rhodes, anciently
called I.indus, stands at the foot of'the hill. A bay, of considera-
ble wideness and depth, serves as a haibouf. Ships lind good an-
chorage there in 20 tathoms water, being safely sheltered from the
S. W, winds, which constantly prevail tlirough the severest season
of the year. Before the building of Rhodes, Lindns was the har-

'

hour which received the fleets of Egypt anil Tyre. It was en-
riched by commerce. Mr. Savary says, a judicious government,
by taking advantage of its harbour and happy situation, might vet
restore it to a llourishing slate.

LINDSEV, the third ajid largest division of I.,incolnshire. It

is situated in the nortli part of tlie county, and on the ea«t and north
if is washed by the sea, into which it projects with a large front. It

had its name from Lincoln, which stands in it, and was bv the
Komans calledLindum, by theBritonsLindcoit, and by the Sa.\ons
Lindo-collvne.

I.INDL'M, an ancient town of Britain, on or near the site

of Lincoln, possessed by the Horesti ; mentioned bv Richard
of C'irencester, along with Alannaand Victoria, as the three princi-

pal cities of that people. If the conjectures of the moderns be
just, that Ahuuui was Alnwick, Lindum, Lincoln, and Victoria,

Perth, the dominions of the Horesti must have been very ex-
tensive.

LINDUS, in ancient "eography, a town of Rhodes, situated on
a hill on the W. side of the island. It was built bv 'llepole-'

mus the son of Hercules, according to ])io(lorus Siculus ; by
Lindas, one of the Ileliades, grandsons of Apollo, according to

Strabo.

LINE, [iiidO, Latin,] in geometry, a ([uantity extended Jii

lejigih onlv, without any breadth or tlilckness. Jt is formed by
the flux, or motion of a point. See I''i.uxio>js, and. Geo-
metry.
LixE also denotes a French measure containing the 12th partof

an inch, or the 144th part of a foot. Geomelriciiins conceive the
line subdivided into six points.

Line, in genealogy. See Con'sas'ouinitv, Descent, and
I.N'HKIUTANCE.

Line, in the art of war, is the disposition of an army ranged ia

order of battle, with the front extended as far as may be, that it

mav not be ilanked.

Line, Eo.i>inoctiat,. See Astuonqmy, Eqvator, Equi-'
NocriAE, and Geograi-hy,

Line, Fishinr. See Fishivo-Line.
Lime of Measvres, is used by CHightred, to denote the

diameter of the primitive circle in (he projection of tlie sphere in

nlano, or that line in which the diameter of any circle to be pro-

jected falls, In thestereographic projeciion of tde sphere in piano,

the line of mo.isures is that line in which the plane of a great circle-

perpeiuliculur to tlie plane of lite projection, and that ublique oir>"

cle
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cic which is to be projected, intersects the plane of the projection;

or it is the common section of a plane passing through the point of

sight and the centre of the primitive at right angles to any oblique

circle which is to be projected, iiiul in which the centre and pole

of such circle will be found.

Like of Direction- on the earth's axis, in the Pythagorean
system of astronomy; the line connecting the two poles of the

ecliptic and of the equator when they are projected on the plane

of the former.

Link of Directiom, in mechanics, that wherein a body actu-

ally moves, or would move, if it were not hindered. It aUo de-

notes the line that passes through the centre of gravity of the heavy
body to the centre of the earth, which must aUo pass through the

fulcrum, or support of the heavy body, without which it would fall.

See Mechanics.
Line of Gr.avitation, of any heavy body, a line drawn

through its centre of gravity, and accarding to which it tends down-
wards.

Line of the Swiftest Descent, of a heavy body, is tlie

cycloid. See Cycloid.
LiNLS ON Gunter's Scale, are the line of numbers, line of

artificial sines, line of artificial tangents, line of artificial versed
sines, line of arlificiiil sines of rhumbs, line of artificial tan-

gents of the nieridian-line, and line of equal parts. See Gunter's
Line.

Lines of the Sector, are the line of equ.il parts, cr line of
lines, line of chords, line of sines, line of tangents, line of secants,

line of polygons, line ofnHinbers, line of hours, line of Latitudes,

line of meridians, &c. See Sector. Several of these lines are
])ut on the plane scale.

Line, Horizontal, in geography and astronomy, a line drawn
parallel to the horizon of any part of the earth.

Line, Meridian. See Geographv, and Astrono.my.
Line of Battle is the disposition of the lieet iji (he day of

engagement, on which occasion the vessels are usuallv drawn up
as much as possible in a straight line, to gain and keep the advan-
tage of the wind, and to run the same board. Sec Kaval
-Tactics.

' Lines, in Heraldry. See -Heraldry.
Line, Ship of the, a vessel large enough to be drawn up in

the line, and to have a place in a sea-fight.

' LINEA ALBA, in anatomy, the concoui-se of the tendons
of the oblique and transverse muscles of the abdomen; dividing

the abdomen in two, in the middle. It is called linea, line, as

being straight ; and alba, from its colour, which is w hite.

LINEAMENT, [lineamentum, Lat.] among painters, is used
for the outlines of a face.

LINEAR, [/iH<?am, Lat.] that is composed of lines ; having
the form of lines.

Linear Numbers, in mathematics, such as relate to length
only; such is a number which represents one side of a plain figure.

If the plain figure be a square, the linear figure is called a

TOOt.

Linear Problem, that which may be solved geometrically by
the intersection of two right lines. This is calledasiinple problem,
and is capable but of one solution.

LINEN, \Jinum, Lat.] in commerce, cloth chiefly made of

-flax. Linen was not worn by the Jews, Greeks, or Romans, as

any part of their ordinary dress. Under-tunics of a finer texture,

supplied the place of shirts: hence the occasion for frequent bath-

ing. Alexander Sevcrus was the first emperor who wore a shirt

;

but the use of so necessary a garment did not become common till

long after him. The linen-manutactme was probably introduced
into Britain with the first settlements of the Romans. The (lax

was certainly first planted by that nation in the British soil. The
plant itself indeed appears to have been originally a native of the
east. The woollen drapery would naturally be prior in its origin

to the linen ; and the fibrous plants from which tlie threads of the

latter are produced, seems to have been first noticed and worked
by the inhabitants of Egypt. In Egypt, indeed, the linen-manu-
faclure appears to have been very early : for even in Josepli's time
It had risen to a very considerable height. From tne Egvptians
the knowledge of it proceeded probably to the Greeks, and from
them to the Romans. Even at this day the flax is still imported
from the eastern nations ; the western kind being a degenerate
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species. To succeed in the linen-nianufacturr), one set of people
should be confined to plowing and preparing the soil, sowing and
covering the seetl, weeding, pulling, rippling, and taking care of
the Hax (ill it is lodged at home: others should be employed in

drying, breaking, scutching, iiiid heckling, the (lax, to fit it for

the spinners; and others in spinning and reeling it, to fit it for the
weaver: others should be concerned in taking due cate of the
weaving, bleaching, bcetlin,?, and finishing, the cloth for the mar-
ket. It is reasonable to think, that if these several brandies of the
manufacture were carried on by distinct dealers in Scotland and
Ireland, where our liome-made linens are manufachired, the seve-

ral parts would be better executed, and the whole would be af-

forded cheaper, and with greater profit.

Linen, Bleaching of. See Bleaching.
LING, in ichthyology. See Gadls.
LINGEN, a county of Germany, in Westphalia, S. of

Munster.
LiNGEN, the capital of (he above county-, seated on the Embs,

twenty-seven miles E. S, E. of Covorden. Lon. 7. 30. E. Lat.
y2. 34. N.
LINGET, [from languct ; lingot, Fr.] a small mass of metal.

See Ingot, and Lignet.
LING-NAN, a city of China of the first rank, in the province

of Yun-nan ; 1217 miles S. S. W. of Peking.
LINGONES, an ancient people of Gallia Pelgica, who inlia-

bited the country lately called Bassigny, in Chan;pagn.', now in

the department of the Upper Marne. Langres, or a lawn on the
site of that city, was their cajjital. See Langres.
LING-'I AO, a city- of China of the first rank, in the province

of Chen-si, 672 miles \V. S. W. of Peking.
LINGUA r.VLA, in zoology, a i;enus of the vermes intcstina

class and order. Body depressed, oblong; mouth placed before,

surrounded with four passages. There is but one species, L. ser-

rata, inhabiting the lungs of the hare.

LINIMENT, [linimentunt, Lat.] in pharmacy, an ointment
soniewliat thinner than an unguent, and thicker than an oil, used
for anointing difterent parts of the body. The materials proper
for composing liniments are, fats, oil, b.ilsams, and whatever enters
the composition of ungueuts and plasters.

LINKIOPING, or LINDKOPING, a town of Sweden, ca-
pital of West Gothland, twelve miles N. W. of Skar, and 17S
S. \\ . of Stockholm. Lon. 13. 5. E. Lat. 5S. 35. N.
LINLITHGOW, a town of Scotland, in W. Lothian, or Lin-

lithgowshire, sixteen miles W. of Edinburgh. Lon. 3. 34. W.
Lat. 50. 0. N.
Linlithgow, or Linlithgowshire. See Lothian, West.
LINN.EA, in botany, so named in honour of the celebrated

Linnaeus, a genus of (he didynamia angiospermia class and order;
natural order, Aggregate. Calyx double, of the fruit two-leaved,
of the flower five-parted, superior; corolla bell-shaped; berrv
three-celled. The only known species is L. borealis, a native of.

the north ,of Europe.
LINN.EUS, Sir Charles, the justly celebrated reformer of

botany and natural history, was born on May 24, 1707, in a vil-

lage called Roeshult in Smaland, where his father, Nicholas Lin-
nseus, was then vicar. In his Latin works, printed in Sweden, he
styles himself Carolus a Linne. This eminent man, whose talents

enabled him to reform llie whole science of natural history, accu-
mulated, very early in life, some of the highe-t honours in medi-
cal science. He was made professor of physic and botany-, in the

university of Upsal, at the age of thirty-four ; and at (or(y, physi--

cian to King Adolphus-Frederick. Linna-us's taste for botany-

seems to have been imbibed from his father; who cultivated a
garden plentifully stored with plants, by way of- amusement.
Young Lmnxus soon became acquainted with these, as well as

widi ihe indigenous ones in his neighbouriiood. Yet from the
narrowness of his father's income, Charles was on the point of be-

ing destined to a mechanical employment, thr.iigh fortunately tlie

design was overruled. In 1717, he was sent (o school r.lWe'xio;

where, as his opportunities were enlarged, his progress in all his fa-

vourite pui-suits was proportion-ably extended ; and even at this

early period he began to study the natural history of in-ccts. Pro-
fessor Stobxus, under whom he received the first part of his aca-

demical education at Lund, in Scania, favoured his inclination to
natural historv. He removed in 172S to Upsal. where lie con-

4 D ' tracted.
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traded a close friendship wilh Ai'tedi, a native of Angerniania,
who had bL-LU four years a student in that uniyersity, and liad a

strong benl to natural liistorv, particidarly iciithyology. Soon
after Ins residence at Upsal, he obtained the lavour of several gen-

tlemen of established character in literature. He was particidarly

encouraged in the pursuit of his studies by Dr. Olaus Celsius,

then prore>sor of divi]iitv, and the restorer of natural history in

Swetlen ; who, being struck with the accuracy of Linnsus, in de,-

seribing the plants of the garden at Upsal, not only patronized

him, but admitted him to liis house, his table, and his library.

Under his encouragement, Linna'us made such a rapid progress,

that, in two years, he w-as thouglit quahfied to give lectures occa-

hionaily from the botanic chair, in the room of Professor Kudbeck.
In I7j1, the Royal Ac;idemy of Sciences at Upsal, witli a view to

imjirove the natural history of Sweden, at the instance of profes-

sors Celsius ,ind Rudbeck, deputed Linnx'us to make the tour of

Lapland, and explore the natural history of that arctic region. lie

left Upsal the I3th of May, and took li'is route to Gevalia, the ca-

pital of Gestricia, forty-five miles from Upsal; travelled through
llelsingland into Medalpadia, where lie ascended a remarkable
mountain, before he reached Hudwickswald, the capital of llel-

singland. Thence he went tlu-ough Angermanland to Ilcrnosaud,

a sea-port on the Bothnic Gulf, seventy miles from Hudwicks-
wald; where he visited the remarkable caverns on the summit of

Mount Skuia, at the hazard of his life. Arriving at Uma, in West
P'Olhnia, he rpiitted the public road, and took his course lln-ough

the '.voods westward, to traverse the moit southern parts of Lap-
land. ^I'liough a stranger to the language and manners of the peo-

ple, and without any associate, he: irusted to the hospitality ot the

inhabitants, and experienced it fullv. He mentions, with peculiar

satisfaction, the innocence and simplicity of their lives. He
readied the mountains towards Norway, and, after encountering
great hardships, returned to West Bothnia ; visited Pitha and
Lula, on the Gulf of Bothnia; from which last place he took a

western route, proceeding up the river Lula, and visited the ruins

of the temple of Jockniock in Lappmark : thence he traversed

the Lapland Desert, destitute of villages, cultivation, roads, or any
conveniences; inhabited only bv a tew straggling people, origi-

nally descended from the Finlanders, and who settled in this coun-
try in remote ages, being entirely a distinct people from the Lap-
landers. Li this district he ascended a mountain called W'alle-

vari, where he found a singular and beautihil new plant (Andro-
jiieda Tetragona) when travelling within the arctic circle, with

the sun in his view at midnight, in search of a Lapland hut.

Thence he crossed the Lapland Alps into Fuimark, and traversed

the shores of the north sea as far as Sallero. These journeys were
made on foot, attended by two I^aplanders, as his interpreter and
guide. In descending a river, he narrowly escaped perishing by
the oversetting of the boat, and lost many of the natural produc-
tions he had collected. Linna?us spent the greater part of the

summer in examining this arctic region, and those mountairrs on
which, four years afterwards, die Frencli philosophers secured im-
mortal fame to Sir Isaac Newton. At length, alter having suffer-

ed incredible fatigues and hardships, in climbing precipices, pass-

hig rivers in miserable boats, under the vicissitudes of extreme
heat and cold, and often of hunger and thir>t, he returned to Tor-
nea in September. Having resolved to visit and examine the

country on the K. side of the gulf; his fiist stage was to Ula in

East Bothnia; thence to Old and New Carleby, eighty-four miles

S. of I'la. He continued his route through Wasa, Cliristianstadt,

and Biorncburgh, to Abo, a small university in Finland. As win-
ter was now setting in apace; he crossed the gulf by the island of

Aland, and arrived at U|)-al in November, alter having performed,
mosdy on foot, a journey of ten degrees of latitude in extent, ex-

clusively of numberless deviations. In 1733, he visited and ex-
amined the mines in Sweden; and made liim=elf so well ac(]iiaint-

ed with mineralogy and the docimastic art, that he was qualified to

give lectures on those subjects upon his return to the university.

The outlines of his system on mineralogy appeared in the early

editions of the Systema Natnric; but he did not exemplify the
whole until 1768. In 1734, lie was sent by Baron Rcuterh'olm,
Governor of Dalecarii:!, with several other naturalists in that pro-

vince, to investigate the productions of tliat part of the Swedish
dpminions; and in this journey he first laid the plan of an excellent
inititHtion^ which he afterwards executed, witii the assistance of

many of his pupils, and published the result under the title of Pan
Suecus, in the second volume of the Amoenitates Acadeniicic,
Atter this ex])edition, Linna-us resided some time at Fahlun, the
chief town in Dalecarlia ; where he taught mineralogy, and praC'
tised physic; and was hospitably treated by Dr. More, the physir
cian of the place. He contracted at this time an intimacy with a
daughter of that gentleman, whom he married about live Jears aft

terwards. In this journey he extended his travels quite across the
Dalecarlian Alps into No'rway. In 1735, he travelled over many
parts of Sweden, Denmark, a'lid Germany, and fixed in Holland,
where he chielly resided until his return to Stockholm, about
1739. In 1735, he also took his degree of M. D. and published
the first sketch of his Systema Natura;, in a compendious way, in
the form of tables, in twelve pages, folio. By this it appears,' Ihajt

he had, before he was twenty-four years old, laid the basis of that
grand structure which he afterwards erected to ihe increase of his

own fame, as well as of natural science. In 173ti, he came tct

England, and visited Dr. Dillenius, at Oxford, whom he justly
considered as one of the first botanists in Europe. He mentions
his civilities, and the privilege he gave him of in^,-iecting his own
and the Sherardian collectiVms of plants. He also visited Dr.
•Marl)n, Mr. Rand, Mr. Miller, and Dr. Isaac Lawson ; and con;.

traded an intimate friendship with Mr. Peter Collinson, which
was reciprocally increased by a multitude of good othces, and
continued to the last without diminution. Dr. Boerhaave had
given him letters to Sir Hans Sloane; but they did not procure
him the reception he and tlie doctor merited. One of the most
agreeable circumstances that happened to Linnsus in Holland,
arose from the patronage of Mr. Clillor'l, in whose house he lived
a considerable part of his time, and with whom he enjoyed plea-

sures and privileges scarcely at that time to be met with elsewhere
in Ihe worlil; that of a garden excellently stored with the finest

exotics, and a librarv furnished with almost every botanic author
ot note. He was also recommended by Boerha3\'e to fill the place,

then vacant, of physician to the Dutch settlement at Surinam ; but
he declined it on account of his having been born in so opposite a

clhiiate. Early in 173S, Linnanis had a long and dangerous fit of
sickness; and upon his recovery went to Paris, where he vyas en-
tertained by the Jussieus, then the first botanists in France. The
opportunity this gave him of inspecting their Herbaria, as well as
those of Surian and Tournefort, afibrded him great satisfaction.

He did not fail to avail himself of every advantage that access to

the several museums of this country atVoriied hiin, in every branch
ot natural history ; and the number and importance of his publican
tions, during his absence from Sweden, demonstrate that fund of

knowleilge which he had accumulated befor<-, as well as his extra-

ordinary application. These were, Svstema Natura', Fundamcnta
Botaiiica, Bibliotheca iJotanica, and Genera Plaiitiaum; the last

of which is justly considered as the most valuable of all his works.
What immense application had been bestowed upon it, the reader
may easily conceive, on being informed, that before the publio
tioii of the fir^t edition the author had examined tlie characters of

8000 llowers. The last book he published, during his stay in

Holland, was the Classes PIAntarum, which is a coi'ious illustra-

tion of the second part of tlie Fundamcnta. About the end of

1738, or beginning of 1739, he settled as a physician at Stock-

holm; where he seems to have met v. ith considerable opposition,

and was oppressed with many difficulties; but all of these at length

he overcame, and got into extensive practice; and soon after his

settlement, married Miss More. By the intere:4 of Count Tessin,

wdio'was afterwards his great patron, and even procured medals to

be struck in honour of him, he obtained the rank of physician to

tlie fleet, and a salary for giving lectures on botany. And what
was highly favourable to the advancement of his character and
fame, was the establishment of the Royal Academy of Sciences at

Stockholm; of which he was constituted the first president, and
to which establishment the king granted several privileges, parti-

;

cularly that of tree postage to all papers directed to the secretary. '

By the rules of the academy, Ihe president held his place but three .

months. At Ihe expiration of that term, Linna?us made his Oratio

de Memorabilibus in Insectis, October 3, 1739; in which he en-

deavours to excite an attention to entomology, by displaying thp

many singular phienomena of insects, and by pointing out, in vari-

ous instances, their usefulness to mankind, and to the oeconomy of

nature in general. In 1741, upon the resignation of Roberg, he
was
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\Y.is constituted joint [jrolViSor of [ihysic, ami pliysician to tlie king

with Rosen, who had been appointed in 1740, on the death of

Rudbeck. These two colleagues divided ihe niedicai departments

between them ; Rosen took anatomy, physiology, pathology, and
the therapeutic part; Linnicu?, natural history, botany, materia

medica, the dietetic part, and the diagnosis niorboruni. During

the interval of his removal from Stockholm to Upsal, in conse-

quence of this appointment, he was deputed by the states, to make
a t ur to the islands of Ocland and Gothland, in tlie Baltic ; at-

tended by six pupils, commissioned to make sutli inquiries as

might tend to improve agriculture and arts in the kingdom. The
result of this journey proved fully satisfactory to the states, and

was afterwards conmiunicated to tlie public. On his return he

pronounced before the university his oration, De Peregrinationum

intra Patriam Necessitate, Oct. 17, 1741 ; in which he displays the

usefulness of such excursions, by pointing out to the students the

numerous objects which their country held out to their cultiva-

tion, in geogiaphy, physics, mineralogy, botany, zoology, oecono-

niics, S:c. This composition is esteemed one of the most pleas-

ing and instructive of all his |)roductious. LinnEUs was now fixed

in the situation best adapted to his character, taste, and abilities.

Soon after his establishment, he got the academical house and gar-

den, founded in 16j7, put on a better fooling. The wliole had

been in ruins ever since the fire in 1702; and when Linnaus was

appointed professor, the garden did not contain above htly exotic

plants. His correspondence with the first botanists in Europe
soon supplied him with great variety. He received Indian plants

from Jussieu of Paris, and Van Roven of Leyden ; European
plants from Hall er and Ludwig; American plants from the late

j»Ir. CoUinson, Mr. Catesby, and others; and many annuals from

Dillenius. How much the garden owed to his diligence and care

in a few years, may be seen by the catalogue, entitled " Hoitus
Upsalicnsis, exhibens Plantas exoticas horto Upsaliensis Academic
a sese (Linna'o) illatas ah anno 174'?, in annum 174^; Additis

Dift'erentiis, Synonymis, Habitationibus, Hospitiis, Rariorumque
Descriptionibus, in gratiam Sludiosae Juvcntutis;" Holm. 174S,

8vo. pp. 306, tab. 3. By this catalogue it appears, that he had in-

troduced 1 100 species, exclusively of all the Swedish plants, and
of varieties; which last, in ordinary gardens, often amount to one-

third of the whole. The preface contains a curious history of the

climate at Upsal, and the progress of the seasons throughout the

year. The lame which Linnaus had now acxjuired by his Systema
pJaturse, of which a sixth edition, much enlarged, had been pub-

' lishcd at Stockholm in 1743, in 8vo. pp. 2i'2, with eight tables

explanatory of the classes and orders, had brought a conflu.x of

every thing rare and valuable in every branch of nature, from all

parts of the globe, into Sweden. The king and queen of Sweden
had their separate collections of rarities; the former at Ulricks-

dahl; tlie latter, very rich in exotic insects and shells, procured at

great expence, at the palace of Drottniiigholm ; both of which
our author was employed in arranging and describing. The Mu-
seum of tlie Royal Academy of L'psal had also been augmented
by a considerable donation from the king, whilst hereditary prince,

ill 1746 ; by another from Count Gvllenborg in 1745 ; by a third

from M. Grill, an opulent citizen of Stockholm. Linn.vus from
this time iigured in a more elevated rank. His reputation liad

procured him honoure from almost all the Roval Societies in Eu-
rope ; and hi? own sovereign, King Adolphus-Erederick, sensible

of his merit, honoured him with repeated marks of his distinction,

by creating him a knight of the polar star, in 1753 ; and by eno-
bling him in 1757. His successor, Gustavus III. doubled his pen-

sion in 1776; and settled a liberal donation of landed property on
Linna'us and his family. His emoluments kept pace with liis

fame and honours; his practice became lucrative; and he pur-

chased a country-house dnd gardens at Hammarbv, about five

miles from Upsal. He received one of the most ilattering testi-

monies of the extent and magnitude of his fame, that perhaps was
ever shewn to any literary character, the state of the nation by
which it was conterred, and all circumstances, being considered.

This was an invitation to Madrid from the king of Sp^in, there to

preside as a naturalist, with the ofler of a pension for life of 2000
pistoles, letters of nobility, and the free exercise of his own reli-

gion : but, alter the most polite acknowledgements of the singular

honour done him, he returned for answer, " that if he had any
ineiits, they were due to his own country." In 1755, the Royal

iVcademy of Sciences at Stockholm honoured iiim with one of the

liist premiums, agreeably to the will of Count Sparre; who had

appointed two gold-mf (ials, of ten ducats each, to be annually

given by the academy to the authors of such paper.v. in liie pre-

ceding year's Stockholm Acts, as should be adjudged most useful

in pron'ioting agriculture, and all branches of rural (Economy.

This medal bore, on one side, the arms of the count, with this

m illo, " Supersles in Scienliis Amor Frederici S))are." Linna-us

obtained it for his paper " De Plaiitis qua- Alpmni Suecicarum

Indigeiia;, Magno Bei, Olconomicx et Medic* Emclumento,
Fieri" Possint;" wherein he recommended these plants as lit for

culture in Lapland. This pajjcr was inserted in the Stockholm

Acts for 1754, Vol. XV. Linn;eus also obtained the prsmiinn

centum aureorum, proposed by the Imperial Academy of Sc cnccs

at Petersburgh, for the best paper written to estabii>h or disprove,

by new argunients, the iloctrine ot" the sexes of plants. It w^s an

addilioiial''glorv to Linnsus to have merited this premium fi-om

the Peteisburgl'i Academy, as a professor of that society had, with

more than common zeal, endeavoured to overturn the whole Lin-

n»an system of botany, by attempting to shew, that the doctrine

of the sexes of plants had no foundation in nature. Linnaus, on

the whole, enjoyed a good constitution, but was sometimes se-

verely afllicted with a hemicrania, as well as with the gout. About

the close of 1776, he was seized witii an apoplexy, which left him
paralytic; and, at the beginning of 1777, lie' suffered another

stroke, which much impaired his mental pjwei-s. But the disease

supposed to have been the immediate cause of his deatli, was an

ulceration of the urinary bladder; of which, after a tedious indis--

position, he died, Jan.'ll, 1778, aged 71. His principal other

works are. Iter Oelandicum et Gotlandicum: Iter Scanicum.:

Flora Suecia: Materia Mtdica: Philosophia Botanica: Geneiu

Morborum: different papers in the Acta LTpsaliensia, and the

Amcenitates Academicae. The last of his treatises was the Man-
tissa Altera, published in 1771; but before his death he had fi-

nished the greatest part of the Mantissa Tertia, afterwards com-
pleted and published by his son. On his death a general mourn-

ing took place at Upsal, and his funeral was attende<'. by the whole

univei-sity, and the pall supported bv sixteen doctors ot physic, all

of whom'had been his pupils. The'king lamented liis deatli in his

speech to the States; and ordered a medal to be struck, of which

one side exiiibits Linnsus's bust and name, and the other Cyhele,

in a dejected attitude, holding in her left hand a key, and sur-

rounded with animals and plants; with this legend, Deam kictus

angis amissi; and beneath. Post obitum Upsalia;, die x. Jan.

ji.DCC.Lxxvni. Rege Jubente. Nor was Linnaus honoured

only ill his own country. The lale worlliy professor of botany at

Edinburgh, Dr. Hope, not only pronounced an eulogiuni in l:o-

nourof him before his students,' at the opening of his lecluies in

spring 1778, but also erected a monument to his memory, in the

botanic garden there. As to thevpersonal character of this illustri-

ous naturalist, his stature was diminutive and puny ; his head large,

and its liinder part verv high ; his look was ardent, piercing, and

apt to daunt tiie beholder; his ear insensible to music; his temper

quick, but easily appeased. But his personal delects were amply

compensated by' the endowments of liis mind. He possessed a

lively imagination, a strong judgement, the most retentive memo-
ry, an unremitting industry, a~nd the greatest perseverance in all

h'is pui-suits; as is""evident from that continued vigour wiih uhich

he prosecuted the design lie formed early in life, of totally reform-

ing and renovating the whole science of natural history. 'I his fa-

bric he raised, and gave to it a degree of perfection unknown be-

fore ; and had the pleasure of seeing it rise above all others, not-

withstanding every discouragement and opposition. Neither has

any writer more cautiously avoided that common error of building

his" own fame on the ruin of another man's. He every where ac-

knowledged the merits of each author's system, and was sensible

of the pMtial defects of his own. Those anomalies, which had

principally 1)eeii the objects of criticism, he well knew every arti-

iicial arrangement must abound with : and having laid it down as

a firm maxim, that every system must finally rest on its intrinsic

merit, he willingly committed his own to tliejudgement ot poste-

rity. Perhaps there is no circumstance of Linnieus's life which

shews him in a more dignified light than his conduct towards his

opponents. Disavowing controversy, he replied to none, numer-

ous as they were at one period. He" had a happy command of the

7 ^ Latia
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Latin tongue, which is the most useful hmgiiage of bcience; anilH

no mau ever applied it more successfully, or gave to ilescri|)tioii

such copiousness, united with such precision and conciseness. His
ardour tor the study of natural history led him to regret, that this

study was not established, as a public institution, in universities;

and he often displayed, in a lively and convijuing manner, the

relation it liath to the piiblic good ; to incite the great to counte-

/lance it; to encourage and allure youth into its pursuits, by open-
ing its manifold sources of pleasure lo their view, and shewing
them how greatly this agreeable employment would add, in a va-

riety of instances, both to their comfort and emolument. lie also

laboured to inspire the great and opulent with a taste for this

study; and wished particulaiiy that such as were (levoted to an ec-

clesiastic life should share a portion of natural science; not only
as a means of sweetening their rural situation, but as leading to

discoveries, which only such sitwations could give rise to, and
which the learned in great cities have no opportunities to make.
Linnxus lived to enjoy the fruit of his labour. Is'alurai history

arose in Sv\'eden, under his culture, to a slate of perfection un-
known elsewhere : and was thence di:>seminated through all Eu-
rope. His pupils dispersed themselves all over the globe ; the so-

vereigns of Europe established public institutions m favour of tliis

study; and professorships were erected iu various uni\ersitics lor

cultivating it.

LINN El', in ornithology. See Fringilla.
LINNICH, a town of Germany, in the late duchy of Juliers,

now annexed lo France, and included in the departnient of the

Roer: five miles N. N, VV. of Juliers.

LINOCIERA, in botany, a genus of the diandria monogynia
class and order. Calyx four-toothed; corolla four-petaled ; an-

thers connecting two opposite petals at the base; berry two-celled.

LINOSA, an island near the coast of Tunis, I'J miles from
Lanipedosa, and about 12 miles in circumference. Lon 12. 31.

E. Lat. 36.50. N.
LINSEED, [semenlini, Latin,] the seed of tlie plant linum.

Linseed steeped and bruised in water gives it very soo:\ a thick
mucilaginous nature, and communicates much of its einoUienl vir-

tue to it. See Linum.
LINSELLES, a town of France in the department of the

North, 5 miles N. of Lisle.

LINSOCK, in the milit.ary art, a wooden staff, about three
feet long, upon one end of which is a piece of iron, which divides
in two, turning from one another, having each a place to receive the
match, and a screw to keep it fast : the other end is pointed, and
shod with iron, to stick in the ground. It is used by gunners, to
fire the guns,

lAi^T
,
_\_tinetum, Latin.] See Flax, Liken, and Linum.

Lint, in surgery, is made into various forms, which acquire
different names according to the dilTerence of their figures, l^int,

made up in an oval or orbicular form, is called a pledget; if in

a cylindrical form, or in shape of a date, or olive-stone, it is

railed a dossil. These different forms are required for many pur-
poses; as, 1. To stop blood in fresh wounds, by tilling them up
with dry lint before. the application of a ban(iage : though, if

s< raped lint be not at hand, a piece of fine linen maybe torn
into small rags, and applied in the same manner. Jii very large
lia'inorrhagcs the lint or rags should be first dipped in some styptic
liquor, as alcohol, or oil of turpentine, or sprinkled with some
^tyI)tic powder. 2. To agglutinate or heal v ouiiils ; to which
t-nd lint is very service.ib-le, if spread with some digestive oint-
ment, balsam, or vulnerary licpior. 3. In drying up wounds and
ulcers, and forwarding the formation of a cicatrix. 4. In keej)-
ing I he lips of wounds at a proper distance, that they may not
hastily unite before the bottom is well digested and healed. 5.

They are highly necessary to preserve wounds from the injuries
ot the air. Surgeons of former ages fonned compresses of sponge,
wool, feathers, or cotton ; linen being scarce : but lint is lar pre-
ferable to all these, and is at present universally used.
_LIN-TEIN, a town of China, of the second rank, in the pro-

Tince of Chan-tong, on the Grand Canal, IS" miles S. of Pe-
king.

LINTEL, in architecture, a piece of timber that lies horizon-
tally over door-posts and window jams, as well to bear the thick-
Bess of the wall over it, as to bind the sides of the wall toge-
ther.

°

LiNTERNUM, or LITERNUM, in ancient geography, a
city of Campania, situated on the mouth of the Clanius, or Li-
turnus, between Cunue and Vulturnum.
LINTON, a town of England, in Cambridgeshire, 12 miles

S.E. of Cambridge, and 48 N.N.E. ofLondon.
LINTZ, the capital of upper Austria, 42 miles S.E. of Passau,

and 100 \V. of Vienna. Lon. 14. 3. E. Lat. 48. 15. N.
LiNTz, a town of Germany, in the late circle of the Lower

Rhine, 23 miles S.S.E. ot Cologne.
LINUM, Flax; a genus of the peiitagynia order and pen-

tandria class of plants. Natural order Grumales. Calyx five-

leaved ; petals five; capsule ten-valved ; seeds solitary, teu»

celled. The species are twenty-five.

L. Catharticum, the Purging Flax, hath leaves opposite

and lanceolate; the stem bifurcated, and the corolla acute. This
plant is not above four or live inches high, and is found w ild upon
chalky hills and in ilry ))lea5ure-grounds. Its virtue is expressed
in its title ; an inhision in water, or w hey, of a handful ot the fresh

leaves, or a drachm ol tliem in substance when dried, purges with-

out inconvenience.

L. UsiT.MissiMUM, the Common Annual Flax, hath a taper

fibrous root ; upright, slender, unbranched stalks, two feet and a
half high ; garnished with nairou, spear-shaped, alternate grey-
coloured leaves; and liie stalks divided into lo'ilstalks at top, ter-

minated by >:;iall blue crcnaled flowers in June or July; suc-

ceeded by large round capsules of ten cells, containing each one
seed. This species ranks among the most valuable of the vegeta-

ble kingdom ; as from the bark of its stalks is manufactured the
lint or llax for making all sorts of linen-cloth; from the rags of

the linen is made paper ; aiid iVoni the seeds is expressed lintseed-

oil, so useful ill painting, and other trades. The seeds are an ex-
cellent emollient and anodyne; they are used externally in cata-

plasms, to assuage the pam of inflamed tumours; internally, a

slight iiifuoion of them by way of tea, in coughs, is an excellent

pecioral, and of great service in pleurisies, nephritic complaints,
and suppressions of urine. Fur tlic cultivation, dressing, &c. of

this species, see Flax.
LINUS, in chissica! history, a native of Colchis, contemporary

with Orpheus, and one of the most ancient poets and musicians of
Greece. According to archbishop Ussher, he flourished about
12S0B. C. and he is mentioned by Eusebius among the poets
who wrote before the time of Muses. Diodorus Siculus tells us,

from Dionysius of Mitylene the historian, who was contemporary
with Cicero, that Linus was the first among the Gireeks who in-

vented verses and music, as Cadmus lirst taught them letters.

He likewise attributes to him an account of the exploits of the

first Bacchus, and a treatise upon Greek mythology, written in

Pelasgian characters, which were also those used by Clrjiheus, and
by Pronapides, the preceptor of Homer. Diodorus says that he
added the string lichanos to the Mercurian lyre; and ascribes to

him the invention of rhime and melody ; which Suidas, who re-

gards him as the most ancient of lyric poets, conhrms. Mr. Mar-
purg, tells us, that Linus invented cat-gut strings for the use of the

lyre, which, before his time, was only strung with thongs of lea-

ther, or with ditlerent threads of flax strung together. He had
several disciples of great renown; among whom were Hercules,
Thamyrus, and, some add, Orpheus. Hercules, says Diodorus,
in learning from Linus to play upon the lyre, being extremely dull

and obstinate, provoked his master to strike him, which so en-
raged the young hero, that instantly seizing the lyre of the musi-
cian, he beat out his brains with his own instrument.

LION, in zoology. See I'^elis. The roaring of the lion, says

Mr. Sparrman, " consists in a hoarse inarticulate sound, which at

the same lime seems to have hollowness in it, something like that

proceeding from a speaking-trumpet. The sound is between that

of a German u and an n, being drawn to a great length, and ap-

pearing as if it came out of the earth ; at the same time that, after

listening with the greatest attention, I could nut exactly hear from
what quarter it came. The sound of the lion's voice does not

bear the least resemblance to thunder, as M. de Buffon, tom. ix.

p. 22, from the voyage of BouUage le Gouz, aliirms it does."
LIONCELLES, in heraldry, a term used for several lions

borne in the same coat of arms.

LION D' ANGERS, a town of France in the department of

Maine and Loire, IOt ntiles N.N.W. of Angers,
LIONS,
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JJONf), a town ot 1-rance in ihe dt- partineiit of the llnw, 'J

allies N. ot AH(lflys, and 1 j E. ol Rouen.
Lions. Si'i- Lyons.
Lions, Gvlf of, a bay of the Mcditerranpan, extending from

Spain and Italy, and wliitli lias given iti name to tlie town, being

ol'ten di-turbed with teni|)eit-> roaring like lions.

I^ion's-'I All., in botany. See Leonl'rus.
LIPAUA, in ancient geograiiliy, the principal of tlie islands

railed /toliiv, situated between Sicily and Italy, with a co^noiiii-

nal town, so posvennl as to have a lleet, and the otlier islands in

subjection to it. Diodorus Sicuhis says, it was famous tor excel-

lent harbours and medicinal waters ; and that it suddenly emerged
from the sea al)'int the time of Hannibal's death, ''"he name is

I'uiiic, according to Uochait : and given it, because, being a vol-

cano, it slioiie ill the night. It is now called Lipari, and gives

name to the

Lil'.MU, a cluster of islands in tlie Mediterranean, of which

eleven are either inhabited or habitable ; and rank in the follow ing

order, according to llieir sizes, viz. Lipari, Stromboli, ^'olcallo,

.Salini, I'l-licuili or Feiiicusn, Alicudi or Alicor, Panari, Vachc-
leuse, Lisca, Dattolo, and 'I'lla Navi. Pare, Rotto, and Ustica, are

also considerable. Volcano, a desert but habitable island, lies S.

of Lipari : Salini lies W.N.W. of it : I'l-licudi nearly in the same
direction, but 20 miles farther distant ; and .^licndi, 10 miles S.W .

of Felicudi, are inlialiited. Panari is E. of Lipari; the famous
Stmniboli N.L. and l>oth are inhabited. Haziluzzo was formerly

iiihai)ited ; and Attalo might be inliabilcd ; and Kxambianca lias

some remains of ancient dwellings; but F.scancia and many others

are nothing but bare rocks. These islands lie N. of Sicily, be-

tween Lon. 14, 1. and Ij. 12. E. and between Lat 3tf. 20. and
3S. 40. N.

Lip.AUi, the largest, and most populous, of the above islands,

and which gives name to the whole cluster. It is about lifteen

miles in circumference, and abounds in corn, figs, and grapes ; as

well as in bitumen, sulphur, alum, ajid mineral waters. In this

i>land oxen of a remarkably beautiful species are employed in

plowing the ground. The ancient plough is still used. The
mode of agriculture is very expeditious. One man traces a fur-

row, and another follows to sow in it grain and pulse. The
ploughman, in cutting the next furrow, covers up that in whicli

the seed has been sow n : and thus the lield is both jjlowed and
sown at once. Vegetation is here more luxuriant, and animals

more gay and healthfel, tl.an almoat anywhere else. Near the

cily of Lipari, liie traveller enters deep narrow roads, of a very
singular appearani e. The whole island is an assemblage of moun-
tains, consisting of ashes or lava, discharged from the depths of

the volcano by which it was at first produced.
LiP.\Rr, an ancient and verv strong city, capital of the above

island. Lon. 15. 30. E. Lat. 38. 35. N.
LIPARIA, a genus of the diadelphia decandria class and order.

Calyx live-clelt ; corolla, wings two-lobed, below ; stamina the
larger, w ith three shorter teeth ; legume ovate. There are live

species, shrubs of the Cape.
LIPOTIIVMIA, [>iiTijand -J^i^.ao;,] faiHting; it may arise from

several causes ; as too violent exercise, suppression of the menses,
or other accustomed evacuations, Sec. See Medicine.
LIPPA, a town of Hungary, 73 miles N. E. of Belgrade.
LIPPE, a county of Germany in Westphalia, lying W. of the

bishopric of Paderborn. It is mountainous but fertile. The chief
towns are Lippe, Detmold, and Lemgow ; the chief rivers are
the Lippe, Einmer, and Werra.

LiFPE, or LipsT.\DT, the capital of the above county. Lon.
8.30. E. Lat. 51.43. N.
LIPPIA, a genus of the didynamia gyninospermia class and

order. Calyx four-toothed ; the capsule one-celled, three-valv-

ed, two-seeiLed ; seed one. There are five s[iecie?, slirubs of
America.

LI PS, in anatomy, are the exterior edges or extremities of tiie

mouth. Lips are subject to few disorders deserving notice, ex-
cepting that called the hare-lip, in which the upper part of the
mouth is cleft, or slit, in a manner similar to that of a hare. If

the division be so large that a piece appear to be wanting, no art

can supply the deficiency ; but, in slighter cases, the skin mav be
removed from the edges of the fissure, and the whole brought in

contact, by means of a needle and waxed thread ; after which tie

external part is dressed with balsam oJ Peru, or some similar vul-
vot. 111.—NO, 125.

lu'rary unguent. \N ilh j)ro|)er care, the wdsiiuI heals in a few
days, when the bandages may be removed, and a slight scar only
will remain. During the whole course of the operation, the pa-

tient must carefully avoid all motion of tlie part aflectcd ; his tlict

ought to be mild and nourishing, lest the wound be irritated, and
an inllammatiori induced.
LIQUE, a town of France, in the department of the Straits of

Calais and late province of Artois, 12 miles \V. of St. Omer.
LK^iUEFACTlOK, [liqucfactia, Lat.] an operation by

wliich a solid body i> reduced into a liquid ; or the action of fire

or heat on fat and other fusible bodies, which puts their parts into

a mutual intestine motioJi. The Hquefaclion of wax, &c. is per-

formed by a moderate heat ; that of sal tartari, by the mere moisture
of the air. All salts liquefy ; sand, mixed witli alkalies, becomes
liijuefied by a reverberatory fire, in the making of glass. In
speaking of metals, instead of liquefaction, we ordinarily use the
word fusion.

LIQl'lD, [/iV/jf/rfii.y, Lat.] a fluid which has very little elasti-

city, or which is capable of little compression, and of which the
surface takes the true level of the horizon. See Fluid.

LiaviDS, amon'.j grammarians, are the five consonants,./, m, n^
r, and * ; called also, semi-vowels, while all the other consonants
are mutes. They are called iKjuids from their sounding soft, and
as it were melting in the mouth. Some grammarians enumerate
no fewer than thirteen licjuids. See Alphapets.
LIQL!D.\MI!AU, Sweet CiuM-TRtE ; in botany,, a genus

ol tile polyandria order, and montecia class of plants. Male calyx
common, four-leaved; corolla none; filaments numerous: ie-

male caljx collected into a spherical form, four-leaved; corolla

uone ; capsules collected into a splvere, two-valved, many-seeded.
There are two species^ both deciduous, viz.

1. L. Pebegicinv.m, Canada I.iiiuiDAMBA.R, or Spleen-
wort-leaved G.vLE, a uative of Canada and Pennsv Ivania.

The young branches are slender, tough, and hard. Tlie leaves

are oblong, of a deep green colour, hairy underneath, aiid have
indentures on their edges alternately verv deep. The flowers

come out from the sides of the branches, and they are succeeded
by small roundish fruit, which seldom ri])ens in England.

2. L. Styracifll'a, the \'irginia, or Maple-leaved Li-
QuiDA.MBAR ; a native of the rich moist parts of Virginia and
Mexico. It shoots in a regular manner to thirtv or forty feet

high, having its youjig twigs covered with a smooth, light-brow:i

bark, while those of the older are of a darker colour. The leaves

are of a lucid green, and grow irregularly on the voung branches,
on long footstalks. They resemble those of the common maple
in figure ; the lobes are all serrated ; and from the base of the leaf

a strong mid-rib ru-ns to the extremity of each lobe that lielongs

to it. Both species may be propagated either by seeds or layers i

but the first method is the best. \. The seeds arrive from Ame-
rica in spring. A fine bed, in a warm well-sheltered place, should
be prepared. If the soil be sandy, it sliould be wholly taken out
near a foot deep, and the vacancy filled up with earth taken up a
year before from a fresh pasture with the sward, as well rotted and
mixed bv being often turned, and afterwards mixed with a sixth

part of drift or sea-sand. In a dry day early in March, let the
seeds be sown, and the finest of this compost riddled over lliem a
quarter of an inch deep. In hot weather the beds should be shad-
ed, and watered often, but in very small quantities, only a very
small sprinkling, at a time. Millar says, the seeds of these plant's

never come up under two years. But Ilanburv savs with this

easy management, he hardly ever knew it longer than the end of
May before the young plants made their appearance. The leaves

emit their odoriterous particles in such plenty as to perfume the
circumambient air; nay, the whole tree exudes such a fragrant

transparent resjn, as to lave given occasion to its being taken foe

the sweet stora.y.. These trees, therefore, are very proper to be
planted singly in large opens, that they may amply display tlieii:

fine pyramidal growth, or to be set in places near scats, pavilions,

&c. The resin was formerly of great use as a perfume.
LIQUOR, [Lat.] a general name for any liquid preparation,

but more particularly applied to such as are either fernientcd, or
distilled : of the former class are, beer, ale, wine, Sec. of the lat-

ter, are brandy, gin, rum, and other ardent spirits. The principal,

beverage amongst the Jews, as well as the (jreeks and Romans, in

their early state, was water, milk, and the juices of various plants

infu*d therein. For a long time, under the commonwealth of

4 E Home,
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Rami", wiiH! was so scarce, that in tlieir sacrilices to tlie gods tlic

libations were made with iiiiik only. Wiiie did not become
tonnnon tliere till A. U. C. 600, when vines began to be

planted.

Liquor of FtiNXs, a combination of silica and an alkali,

which is deliquescent in the air. It is now called silicated al-

kali.

LIQUORICE. SeeGLVCYRRHizA.
LIRl!^, a town of France, in tlie department of the Two

Nithes, and late province of ^Austrian lirabaiit, 113 miles S. E. of

/mlwerp.
LIRIODENDRON, the Tuup-tree ; in botany, a genus of

the polygvnia order, and polyandria class of plants ; nultnal or-

der, Coadunats. Calyx three-leaved; petals six; seeds imbri-

cated in such a manner as to form a cone. There are two
species.

L. TuLiPiFERA, is a deciduous tree, native of most parts of

America. It rises with a large U|jright trunk, branching forty or

lifly feet high. The trunk, which often attains to a circumference

of thirty feet, is covered with a grey bark. The branches, wliicli

are not very numerous, of tlie two years old wood, are smooth and

brown ; while the bark of the summer's shoots is smoother and
shining, and of a bluish colour. They are very pithy. Their
young wood is green, and wdien broken emits a strong scent. The
leaves grow irregularly on the branches, on long footstalks. They
are of a particular structure, being composed of three lobes, of

which the inner one is shortened in such a manner that it appears

as if it had been cut off and hollowed at the middle: the other

two are rounded off. They are about four or five inches long,

and as many broad. Their upper surface is smooth, and of a

stronger green than the lower. They fall off pretty early in au-

tumn ; and the buds for the ne\t year's shoots soon after begin to

swell and become dilated. The flowers are produced with us in

July, at the ends of the l)ranches : they somewhat resemble the

tulip, which occasions its being called the Tulip-tree. The num-
ber of petals of which each is composed, like those of the tulip, is

six ; and these are spotted with green, red, white, and yellow,

thereby making a beautiful mixture. The flowers are succeeded
by large cones, which never ripen in England. The tulip-tree, in

those parts of America where it grows coinnion, affords excellent

timber for many uses ; particularly, the trunk is frequently hol-

lowed, and made into a canoe suilicient to carry manv people ;

and for this purpose no tree is thought more proper by the inha-

bitants of those parts.

LIKIS, in ancient geography, a river of Italy in Campania,
now called Garigliano.

LISBON, the capital of Portugal, is situated in the province of

Estremadura, on the banks of the Tagus. It was anciently called

Olisipo, Olisippo, anil Ulyssipo, from Ulysses, who is said to have
founded it; (1 lin. and Solinus) but others derive these names
from the Phoenician, Ulisubbo, or Olisippo, signifying in that

tongue a pleasant bay. such as that on which this city stands, (t

first became considerable in the reign of King Emmanuel ; since

whose reign it hath been the capital of Ihr kingdom, the residence

of its monarchs, llie seat of the chief tribunals, and offices of the

metropolitan, the university, and the receptacle of the richest

merchandize of the East and West Indies. Its air is excellent;

being refreshed by delightful breezes, from the sea and the Tagus.
The city extends two miles along tiie Tagus ; but its breadth is

inconsitlerable. Like ancient Rome, it stands on seven hills;

but the streets in general are narrow and dirty, and some of them
very steep ; and they are not lighted at night. The churches, in

general are very fine ; but the magnificence of the chapel royal is

amazing. Lisbon has one of the finest harboins in the vs'orld ; and
there were a great number not only of fine churches and convents

here, but also of other public buildings, and particularly of royal

palaces, and others belonging to the grandees ; but the greatest

part of them, and of the city, were destroyed by a most dreadful

earthquake, on Nov. 1, 1755, from uhich it wdl require along
time to recover. See EARTHauAKK. Lisbon is 10 miles frorn

the mouth of the Tajo, 178 W. by N. of Seville, and 255 S. by
W. of Madrid. Lon. 9. 5. W. Lat.38. 42. N.
LISBURN, a town of Ireland, in Antrim, 73 miles from Dub-

lin. Lon. (5. 20. W. Lat. 54. 41. N.
LISIANTIIUS, a genus of the pentandria nionogyuia class

and order. Calyx keeled ; corolla with ventricose tube and re-

curved division; stigma two-plated; capsule two-valved, two-
celled. There are nine species, herbs of the West Inrlies.

LISIER, St. a town of I' ranee, in tiie department of Aniege,
and late province of Couserans, 50 miles S. E. of Auch. Lon. 1.

15. E. Lat. 42.56. N.
LISIEUX, a considerable town of Fr.mce, in the deparlniciil

of Calvados, and late province of Upper NornVandv. Lon. 0. 'Jc

W. Lat. 49. 11. N.
LISLE, or LILLE, a large, rich, handsome, and strong town

of France, in the department of the North, ami late jirovince ot

French Flanders, of which it was the capital. It is called L'Llr,

i. c. the Island, because it was formerly insulated in a niai^li,

which has been since drained. Lon. 3. 9. W . Lat. 50. 3,S. N.
Lisle, William de, a most learned geographer France has

produced, was born at Paris in 1675. He became first geogra-

pher to the king, royal censor, and member of the Academ;, of

Sciences. He died in 1726. He published a great number ot

excellent maps, and wrote many pieces in the Memoirs of the

.'vcadeniy of Sciences.

l^isLE, JosF.i'H Nicholas de, the celebrated Frcncli astrono-

mer, born at Paris in 1688. He was the intimate friend of New-
ton and llalley, and was a member of must of the learned acadenm-
in Kurojje; In 1726, he was invited to Russia, and remained tliin

till 1747. His principal work is his " Memoirs of the History '!

Astronomy." Unlike many modern French philosophers, W:

joined unatifccted piety to tlie love of science, lie died in

1768.

LISMORE, a borough and market-town of Ireland, in Water-
ford, anciently called Lessmore or Lios-more, Gael. i. e. the great

inclosurc, or large gardens, 6 miles N. E. of Cork. Lon. 7. ':i<ii

W. Lat. 52. 5. I^.
"

LiSMORE, one of the Hebrides, or Western Islands of Scotland,

seated at the mouth of Loch-Linnhe, and is 10 miles long, and
from one to tw'O bioad.

LISONZA, or LISONZO, a river of Austria, which rises in

Carniola, near Goriz, and falls- into the Adriatic near Trieste.

LIS.S.\, an island of Maritime Austria, on the coast of Dalnia-

tia, 30 miles in circumference, and 70 miles W. of Ragusa. Lon.
17.0. E. Lat. 43. 22. N.

LissA, a town of Poland, in the palatinate of Posna, of which it

is the capital. Lon. 16. 0. E. Lat. 42. 15. N.
LISSUS, in ancient geography, the last town of Illyricum, to*

wards Macedonia. !t is now called Alessio, in Albania. Loiii

20.0. E. Lat. 42. 0. N.
Lissvs, a river of Thrace, rumiing into the .Eg an Sea, between .

Th.isos and Samothracia. '

LIST, in architecture, a little stpmre moulding, otherwise

called a fillet, listel, &c. S<-e .Archfi here ke, and Plate XIH. '

List, in commerce, the border of cloth or stuff: serving not

only to shew their quality, but to preserve them from being tofii

in fulling, dyeing, &c.
List, in gardening, a border used by gardeners, for securiijg

their wall-trees.

List, or Im.ist, Soldiers, to enroll soldiers for (he .army;

Persons listed either as volunteers, or by any kind of compulsion;

must be carried within four days, but not sooner than twenty-lour

hours after, before the next justice of peace of any county, riding,

city, or place, or chief magistrate of any city or lov.'n coiporatC

(not being an officer in the army) ; and if before such justice or

magistrate they dissent from such inlisting money, and also twenty
shillings in lieu of all charges expended on them, they are to be

discharged. But persons refusing or neglecting to return and pay

such money within twenty-four hours, shall be deemed as duly

listed, as if they had assented thereto before the proper magistrate;

and they shall, in that case, be obliged to take the oath, or, upon
refusal, "they shall be confined by the ollicer who listed them till

they do take it.

LiSTEL. See List, and Architecture.
LISTER, Martin, .M. D. and F. K. S. nephew of the pre-

ceding, was born in Bucks, in 1638, and educated at Cambridge.

He afterwards travelled into France ; and at his return practised

pliysic at York, and afterwards at London. In 16S3, he was

created M. D. and became fellow of the college of physicians in

London. In 1698, he attended the ear! of Portland, in liis em-
5 bassy
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bassy fiom King William IIT. to Fiance; of wliicli joiirney lie-

piibfislicd an account at liis reliirn, and was aflerwanls physician

to Queen Anno. He also published, I. llistoria Aniinalinin An-

glia;, 4to. -2. Coiichyliornni Synopsis, fol. 3. Cochleaiiiin el

Liniacluiin Kxercitatio Anatoniira, 4 vols. 8 vo. 4. Many pieces

in the Philos. 'I'lans. ami other works.

LITA, u genus of the class and order pontamlri.T nionogynia.

Calyx tive-clelt ; corolla salver-shaped, tube long ; five-di'fl ; cap-

sule" one-telleil, two-valved; seeds niniierous. There are two

species, hcibs of (iuiana.

LITANY, [from xikviyoj, I beseech, the expression repealed

by llie people, in the service,] a form of supplicatory prayer.

/It first litanies were not ti.\e<l to any stated time, but were only

employed as exigencies rccpiired. They were observed with ar-

dent siijjplications and fa>lings, to avert the threatening Judge-

ments of iire, eartluiuakes, inundations, or hostile invasions.

About A. D. 400, litanies began to be used in processions, the

people walking barefoot, and repeating them with great devotion.

Ihc days on which these were used were called rogalion-days

:

these were appointed by the canons of different councils, till it

was decreed by the couiicil of I'oledo, that they should be used

every month throughout tlie year ; and thus by degrees they came
to be used weekly on \Vedne>days and Fridays, the ancient sta-

tionary davs for fasting. To these the rubric of the church of

England has added Sundays. liefore the last review of the com-
mon prayer, the litany was a distinct service by itself, and used

some time after the morning prayer was over; at present it is

made one office w ilh tl'.e morning-service, being onlered to be

read after the third collect for grace, instead of the intermissional

prayers in the daily service.

llrrClU'lELI), a city of Staffordshire, in a low situation

about three miles from the Trent. Its ancient name was Licid-

field, 2. e. field of carcasses, from a great number of Christians

having suHered martyrdom here in the persecution under Diocle-

sian. In the Saxcns' time, it was a bishopric, and is now united

with Coventry. Litchlield sends two members to parliament. It

is 14 miles S. E. of Stalford, and 1 19 N. AV. of London. Lon. I.

44. W. Lat. 52. 54. N.
Litchfield, a hilly county of Connecticut. Also the capital

of the county, 201 milVi N. E'. by N. of Philadelphia.

LITERARY, [liienirius, Lat.] respecting letters; regarding

learning. Literary history, is an account of the state of learning

and of the lives of learned men. Literary conversation, is talk

about (piestions of learning. Literary is not properly useil of

missive letters. It may be said, this epistolary correspondence was
.political oflener than hlerary. Among the many charitable, ph;-

lanthropic, and benelicent institutions, for which the present age

is so eminently conspicuous, none surely merits the attention, and
patronage of Literary Gentlemen, and Men of Letters, more than

tlie Literary Fund, though but lately instituted, at the anni-

versary meeting held on the 7lh May 1801, at the Free Masons's
Tavern, Londofi, to upwards of 10001. a-year; and has been
hitherto most faithfully administered. Sir .lames liland Curgess

Bart, was in the chair on that occa'-ion ; and the duke of Somerset
presided at the l.ist anniversary meeting, on the 7th May ISO?.

From this tund, " relief is given to men of genius, depressed by
age, indisposition, or penury, with the most delicate regard to

their feelings; and the institution is entirely managed without ex-
pence, as the council and committees transact the whole of the

business gratuitously." ^
LiTEKARY Property, is that right which an author justly

claims in his original literary compositions ; so that no person may,
wilhout his permission, either publisli the work, or receive any
proiit from the printed copies. The question relative to literary

property has only within these fewyears been conclusively settled.

The late Dr. Johnson was of opinion, that the bookseller, or he
who purchases the copy-right of a book, acquires the sole right ol

printing it, and of selling the copies printed in conformity to the
manuscript: but, at the same lime, such purchaser has no right

either to make any additions to, or to expunge any part from,
the work, without previously obtaining the author's" permission,
who still preserves an interest in the performance. The Doctor
farther maintained, that abriilgemcnts were strictly legal, however
the propeity of the purchaser, or the reiintation of the author, mav
-be affected ; because every work, that comes into the possession of

a reader, is liable lo iie rxamined, confuted, censured, translaled

and abridged. The right of abridging books is, therefore, estab-

lished both by reason and the customs of trade. Independently of
the copy-right naturally inlierent by our common law, the stafule

8 Ann. c. U), declares the whole liberty of printing and re-print-

ing a work, to be vested in an author, and his assigns, for the term
of fourteen years, and no longer; such property is also protected
by additional penalties and iorfeilures. I'y the same statute it is

larther enacted, that if an author be living at the expiration 0( that

period, his original interest shall revert to him lor a similar term
of years. The 8 Geo. II. c. 13, and 7 Geo. III. c.3j, have ju-

diciously extended the same privilege to the inventors of prints,

and engravings, for the space of twenty-eight years.

LI'I'ERA'i'l, [ Lat.] in general denotes the learned. It is an
epithet given to such persons among the Chinese, as are able lo

read and write their language. Tlie Literati alone arc capable of

being made mandarins.

Liteuati, is also the name of a partictilar sect in religioner
|)hilosophy, consisting principally of the learned men of China,
among whom it is called jukiao, i.e. learned. It had its rise

A. D. 1400, when the emperor, to awaken the attention of the
people to knowdedge, which had been (piite neglected dur-

ing ihe civil wars, and lo stir up emulation among the mandarins,

chose 42 of their ablest doctors, and ordered them to compose a
body of doctrine agreeable to that of the ancients, which was then
the standard of the learned. This they accordingly did, though
some allege, that they rather drew up a system ol modern than of an-

cient doctrines. For instance, although they say, 'Ihe Deity is

a |)ure, perfect principle, without beginning or end ; the source of

all things and the cause of every being, who determines it lo be
what it is : yet they make God the soul of the w orld ; and say, liP

is dili'used ihrough all matter, and produces all the changes that

happen there. In short, it is not easy to determine, whether th.ey

resolve God into NaUire, or lift up Nature into God. This
doctrine introduced a refined kind of atheism. The work how-
ever, being comjjosed by so many learned persons, and approved
by the emperwr, was received with great applause. Many were.

pleased with it, because it seemed to subvert all religioii ; others

approved i(, because the little religion that it left them could not
give them much trouble. The court, the mandarins, persons of

fortune and quality, &c. are generally literati ; but a great part of
the people still hold to their worship of idols. The literati freely

tolerate the Moliammedans, because they adore, with thein, the

King of heaven, and Author of nature; but they bear a perfect aver-

sion to all sorts of idolaters, and it was once resolved to extirpale

them. Rut the disorder this would have occasioned prevented it,

and they content themselves with condenniing them, in general,

as heretics; which they do solemnly every year at Pekin.
LITHANTIIR.VX, or PlT-COAL, "is a black or brown, la-

minated, bituminous substance: not very easily inilammable, but,

wlien once inllamed, burns longer and more intensely i\v.\n any
other substance. See Coal. Of this substance three kinds are
distinguished by authoi-s. The residuum of the lirst alter com-
bustion is black ; the residuum of the second is sponjv, and like

pumice-stone; and the residuum of the third is wi,;lisli ashes.

Some fossil-coal, by long exposure to air, falls into a gve) ish pow-
der, from mhich alum may be extracted. Fossil-coal by distil-

lation yields, 1. a phlegm or water ; 2. a very acid liquor ; 3. a

thin oil like naphtha ; 4. a thicker oil, resembling petroleum, which
falls to the bottom of the former, and wdiich rises with a violent

fire ; 5. an acid concrete salt ; 6. an uninllammable earth remains

in the retort. These constituent parts of fossil-coal are very simi-

lar to those of amber and other bitumens. From ;;ome sorts of it

a- varnish may be made by fat oils. Fixed alkali has never been
found in any species of it; nor sulphur, unless when mixed witii

pyrites. None of the species are electrics per .se. For exciting

intense heats, as in furnaces for smelting iron-ore, and lor opera-
tions where the acid and oily vapours would b^ detrimental, as in ,

drying of malt, fossil-coals are previously charred, or reduced to

coaks. See CoAKs. Pit-coal affords tar, and, on that and other
accounts, is ranked by modern chemists among vegetable sub-
stances. .

'

LITII.^RGE, [litjiftrgr/riim, Lat.] a semi-vilveous oxide of

lead usually in lorm of soft flakes, of a yellowish-reddish colour.

If calcined lead be urged with a hasty fire, a current of air passing

over
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OVL-r its surface, it uielti into tiic ai)l5earauce of oil, and on coijl-

ing coiicictes into litharge,

LiriKATE, [from ^'Sa;, a stone,] anciilral salt, formed liy the

combinaLions of the lithic acid with various bases.

T-ITHIC ACID, an acid extracted from the urinary cal-

culus.

LITIIOCOLLA, a cement used by lapidaries for fasteiiing
i

precious stones topethcr. I

LITHOG RAt'H Y, [>.i-'Jo,' and y;a?a;,] tlie art or practice of en- i

graving upon stones. See Kvgravjng.
LITHOLOGY, [from ^i6o,-, a stone, and >vo-/3;, dis:ourse,]

the science which treats of stones and earths; or that branch ol

mineralogy, the object of which consists in the study of stones and

earths. I'hr celebrated M. Chaptal allots the second part of his

Elements of Chemistry to Lithology ; and divides the whole ob-

jects of it into three classes: viz. 1. Earths combined with acids:

2. Primitive Earths combined with each other: and, 3. StQiiy

Mixtures.
Lrj'lIOMANCY, [».'5'5; and ij.r'.rlua,'] in antiquity, a species of

divination performed with stones. Sometimes the stone called

siderites was used ; this they washed in spring-water in the night

by candle-light ; the person that consulted it was to be puritied

from all manner of pollution, and to have his face covered : this

<lone, he repeated certain prayers, and placed certain characters

in an appointed order; and then the stone moved of itself, and in

a soft gentle murmur, or in a voice like that of a child, returned

an answer.

LITHOMARGE, in mineralogy, is aspecics of the clay genus,

and divided by ^yerner and others into two sub-specie^, viz. the

friable and tlie indurated. Eriable lithomarge or rock-marrow is

vhite and massive ; it occurs likewise as a crust, and disseminated.

Its lustre is freely glimmering, is generally coherent, feels greasy,

and adheres to tlie tongue. It is found in large quantities in

the Saxon tin-veins. Indurated lithomarge is commonly white,

but with many varieties of colour. It is found in many parts of

Germany.
LirilOPHILA, a genus of the diandria monogynia class and

order. Calyx three-leaved ; corolla three-petaled ; nectary two-
leaved. There is one species, a native of Navaza.
LITHONTRIPTICS, (>>:9(i>' a stone, and 9,vr,lu.; to break.]

Soap ley, taken at first in small doses, in broth free from fat, suc-

ceeds in most cases which require an alkaline solvent. 'i'he

patient may begin with twenty drops, and gradually increase the

close. i?y repeating it three times a day for six, eight, or twelve
months, the wished-for cttiects often follow.

LlTIiOPHYTA, the name of Linnsus's third order of

Vermes. See Zoology.
LITIIOSPEUMUM, Gromvvell ; a genus of the monogynia

order, and pentandria class of plants ; natural order, Asperitoha'.

Corolla funnel-shaped, with the tliroat perforated and naked ; calyx
live-parted. Tliere are twelve species; which are commou in

corn-tiflds, in most parts of Europe.
L. Officinale, the Common GromwEli., grows in a dry

gravelly soil. These seeds are reputed to be of service in calcu-

lous cases.

LITIIOSTROTON, among the Romans, a pavement of Mo-
saic work, consisting of small pieces of cut marble of different

kinds and colours.

LirilOTO.MY, [xi3-oj and T!.y.r.u,] the art or practice of cut-

ting for tlie stone. See Surgery.
LI'I'IiUAN lA, or LITWA, a large country of Europe, an-

ciently governed by its grand ilukes, of wdioni Ringold, in the 13th

century was the first. In the end of the l4tli, the gr.uid <luke Ja-

gello, united it to Poland, by his marriage with Iledwige, the

widow of Lewis king of Poland and Hungary; and in 1 jliD, the

countries were still more closely uniteil under one elective king.

It is liQunded on the S. by Volhinia, on the W.by Little Poland,
Polachia, Prussia, and Saniogitia ; on the N. by Livonia and Rus-
sia, wliich hist bounds it on the E. It is 30U miles long and 230
broad. Its principal rivers are, the Dnieper, Dwina, Nieman.
Pripecz, and Bog, It is a Hat country, is fertile in corn, abounds
with honey, wood, pitch, &c. and feeds vast numbers of sheep.

It has also excellent little horses, which are never shod,

their hoofs being very hard. There are vast forests, in which are

Ueaj"5, weh'cs, clks^ wild oxen, lynxes, beavers, &c. and eagles

and vultures are very common. In the forests, large pieces of yel-
low amber are frequently dug up. The countty swarm* with
Jews, who though numerous in'every other part of 'Poland, seem
to have fixed their head-quarters in this duchy ; and this, |)erhaps,
is the only country in Europe vv here the Jews cultivate the ground.
The peasants are m a state of the most abject vassalage. Lithu-
ania was formerly divided intonine palatinates, and comprehended
also Samogitia and Courland. Of the palatinates six are now an-
nexed to Russia; viz. Polocz, Novogrodek, Wilepsk, ISrzcsk,

i\iiczi^law, and .Minsk. Tlie other tliree vereM'ilna, 'I'roki, and
Livonia, 'i'lie chief towns are iMeniel and Inslerburg.

LITISCON TESTATION, [from lis, Lat. a dispute or action
at law, i\n(\ cniilfstnr, to cM to witness ;] a process admitteil to
proof. Litem contestari literally signifies, to put in the plaintiff 's

claim and the defendant's answer.
LITiML'S, or LAC MI'S, in the arts, is a blue pigment, formed

from archil. It is brought from Holland at a ( heaj) rate ; but mav
he prepared by adding quick lime and initrefied urine, or spirit of
urine ilistilled from lime, to the archil previously bruised by
grinding. The mixture having cooled, and the fluid evaporated,
becomes a mass of the consistence of a paste, which is laid on
boards to dry in square lumps. The tincture of litmus is an ex-
cellent test in chemistry for detecting the presence of an acid or
alkali. All acids, and salts with an excess of acid change the na-
tural vioht purple of litmus to a red. An alkali restores the
natural colour of litmus made red by an alkali.

LITSCHAU, a town of Austria, seventy miles N. \V. of
Vienna.

LITTLETON, Adam, an eminent lexicographer, descendetl
from .^n ancient family in Shropshire. He was born in l(i','7, edu-
cated at Westminster school, and went to Oxford a stiuliut of
Christ-church, whence he was ejected by the parliament's visitors

in 1(J4S. Soon after, he became usher of Westminster school,
and in 1G48 was made seconil master. After the restoration he
t,iught a school at Chelsea, of which church he was admitted rector
in lCi64. In 1670 he took his degrees in divinity, being then chap-
lain to Charles II. In 1674, he became prebendary of ^\'est-

minster, of w liich he was afterwards subdean. Besides the well
knoxin Latin and English Dictionary, he published several other
works. He died in 16y4. He was an universal scholar; and
extremely charitable, humane, and atfable.

Littleton, or Lyttleton, Sir 'Thomas, judge of the com-
mon pleas, was the eldest son of 'Thomas \\'eslcote, Esq. of De-
vonshire, by Elizabeth, sole heiress of 'Thomas Littleton of Frank-
ley in Worcestershire, at whose request he took the name and
arms of that family. He was educated at Oxford or Cambridge;
and was afterwards, by Henry VI. made steward of the court of the

l)aiace. In 14jj, he was ai)|)ointcd king's serjeant ; and in 14(36,

a judge of the commou pleas, under Edward IV. In 1474 he was
created knigiit of the Hath. He died in 1481 ; and was buried in

the cathedral of Worcester, \vhere a marlile tomb, with his statue,

was erected to his memory. lie was author of »lie 'Treatise upon
'Tenures, on w hich Sir Edward Coke wrote a comment, well
known by the title of Coke upon Littleton.

LTT'TORELLA, a genus of the moncecia tetrandria class and
order. Male calyx four-leaved; corolla four-clelf ; stamina long.

No female calyx ; corolla four-cleft; seed a nut. 'There is but one
species.

LTTURGY, [from Xfio; jjyblic, ifyov work ;] includes all the

ceremonies belonging to iiublic worship. In a moie restrained

signification, liturgy is used among the Romanists to signify the

mass; and, in the churches of England, the Book of Common
Prayer. All w ho have written on liturgies agree, that in the pri-

mitive days divine service was exceedingly simple, clogged with

very few ceremonies, and consisting of but a small number of

prayers: but, by ilegrees, lliey increased the number of external

ceremonies, and added new prayers, to niak<' the office look more
awful and venerable to the people. At length things were carried

to such a pitch, that it was found proper to put the service, and
the manner of perlorming it, into writing. Liturgies have been dif-

ferent at dill'erent times, and in ditferent countries. There are

liturgies of St. Chrysoslom, St. Peter, St. James, St. Basil, of the

Maronites, of the Co|>htx>: the Armenian, Roman, Galilean, Ara-
brosian, Spanish, Alrican, and English liturgies, &c. In tlie

early ages of the churches, every bishop had a power to form a
liturgy
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liliirgy for his own diocese; and if he kept to the analogy of faith

and doctrine, all circiimslances were left to his own thscietioii.

Afterwards the whole province followed tlie \nctropolitan church,

svhich became the general rule of the church : and this l.indwood

acknowledges to be tlie common law of the church ; intimating,

that the use of several services in the same province, vvhicli wasthe
case in England, was not to be wainuited but by long custom.

The liturgy of the church of England was composed in lj47, and
established in the second year of Edward VI. In liis tilth year,

it was reviewed ; because some things were contained in it, which
shewed a compliance witli the superstition of those times, and
which were objected to bv Calvin, and some leiirned men at home.
Some altrration-i were made in it ; thi? general confession :uid ab-

solution were added, and the communion was made to begin with

the ten commandments. The use nf oil in contirmation and ex-

treme unction were kept out ; also pravers for souls departed, and
what tended to a belief of Christ's real presence in the eucharist.

This liturgy, so reformed, was establislied by act of 5 and 6 Ed.
VI. cap. I: abolislied bv queen Mar)', (who enacted, that the

service should stand as it was used in the la^t year of Henry VIII.)
but re-establislied with a few alterations and additions, by 1 Eliz.

cap. '2. Some farther alterations were introduced by order of
king James 1. in the tirst vcar of his reign; particularly in the of-

fice of private baptism, in several rubrics, ic. with the addition

of Mve or six new- prayers and thanksLMvings, and all that part of the

catechism which contains the doctrine of the sacraments. The book
of common prayer, thus altered, remained in force from the tirst

year of kmg James J. to the 14th of Charles II. The last re-

view of the liturgy was in lf)6l, and the last act of unlformily en-

joining the observance of it is 13 and 14 Car. If. cvp. 4. Many
applications have been since made from a review, but hitherto

without success.

LI rUUS, among the Romans, was the staff made use of bv the
augurs in quartering the heavens. It bore a great resemblance to

the crosier of a bishop, but was shorter.

LiTUus, was also an instrument of music in use in the Roman
army, and was of a middle kind, betwixt the cornu and the tuba.

LIVADIA, a province of Euroiiean Turkey, anciently called

Achaia and Hellas, or (ircece, properly so called; bounded on
the N. by Epinis and Thessjly, fi-Qm which it is separated by
Mount t)eta, now Banina', and by the Euripus, now the strait of
Negropont; on the E. by the Archipelago; on the S. by the
Gulf of Engia, the isthmus of Corinth, and the Gulf of Lepanlo;
and on the \\ . by the Ionian Sea, and part of Epirus. lis extent
is about ISO miles from N. W. to S. E.: its greatest breadth not

above thifU -six. It is, in general, mountainous, but pleasant and
fruitful. The province is at present divided into Livadia Proper,
Stramulippa, and the duchy of Athens. The principal places are,

Lepanto, ancicgtly Naupai tus ; Livadia, anciently Lebadia

;

Athens, now Setines; Thebes, nowStibes; Lepslna, anciently
Eleusis; Castri, formerly Delphi; and Megara.

LiVADi.\, the capital of the above province, is a large and po
puldus place, about twenty-tive miles from Lepanto. Lou. 23.

J9. E.^ Lat. 38. 40. N.
LIVER, the largest and most ponderous of the abdominal vis-

cera, which, in adults, weighs about three pounds. It is situated

under, and connected with the diaphragm, by ineaiis of the sus-

pensory and other ligaments ; extends over the right side of the
stomach, and serves for the purijo-e of secreting the bile.

See Ax'AToMY. Plato, and others of the ancients, fix the princi-

ple of love in the liver; whence the Latin proverb, Couitamare
jecur: and in this sense Horace frequently uses the" word, as when
tie says. Si toiTere jecur quiris Idoneum. The Greeks, from its

concave figure, cnlled it >i5;i!5, vaulted or suspended; the Latins,

jecur, .y. <y. juxta cor, as being near the heart. The French call

it foye, Uomfni/tr, fha/s, a lire-place; agree.ible to the doctrine
of the ancients, who believed the blood to be boiled and prepared

in it. Erasistratus, at tirst, called it parenchyma, !. e. effusion or

mass of blood ; and Hippocrates, by way of eminence, frequently
eills it the hypochondrium. The fiver of animals affords neither
wholesome nor palatable food. ']"he l)lood-vessels and biliary

matters connected with this organ, render it still more objection-

.ablp, especially to plethoric persons. From its drv and earthy na-

ture, it corrupts the chyle, and obstructs the vessels; hence it rc-
" quires a great quantity of drink, and ought to be eaten only by
the robust, whose powers of digestion are unimpaired,
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I

LiVKR, formerly the appellation given to several chemical pre-
' paralions, whose colour resembled animal liver, as liver of sulphur,

j

liver of antimony, &c. See Sulphurkt.
I LI\ EK DUNI, a town of France, in the department of Meurihe,

I

and late ])rovince of Lorrain, eight miles N.E.ol Toul. Lon.
i (3. 5. E. L;!t. 48. 43. N.
I LIVERPOOL, or LEVERPOOL, a large, flourishing, and
i populous, sea-port town of Lancashire, consisting of at least 17,000
' houses, and S0,000 iuhabitants; although, so late as the vear 1 j('>5,

I

it was a meie fishing hamlet, containing only 138 househuldeis

I

and cottagers; while twelve barks, containing 233 tons, and navi-

j

gated by seventy-five nien, made up the sum of its marjtiir.e

' riches, aiul lornud the embryo of its present comn'.ercial grealncss.

{
Respecting the anli<juities ot this town, hardly any thing is known

I
with certainty; the only monument of tiie kind now staiuling is

i

an old tower near the lower end of Water-street, the remains of
1 w hic'h have long been used as a pr'-on. 'i'he date ot its erection is

I
involved in obscurity; but it was long the residence of the Earls

I of Derby. In 1644, this town, then in the hands of the Common-
' wealth, was besieged by Prince Rupert, nephew to King Cl'avles

j

I. and taken, after a vigorous defence of one month, during wdiich
' tliey often repulsed the l-.esiegers with great slaughter. It was not
1 till the year lC99, that Liverpool became a distinct parish; for

I

before that time, it was oidy a hiinilet to the pan h of Walton,
!• about three miles olV, having onlv a parochial chapel of ease, the

present church of St. Nicholas: it is now, ho>vever, become, with

i
resjject to extent of cciumerce, next to the metropolis: as by esti-

\ mates which have been made, it appeals* il,at Liverpool na\ igates

I
one-tweltlh part of the shjjiping, and lias one-fourth of the foreign

' trade of Great Britain; that it has one-half of the trade of Londouj
and one-sixth of the general commerce of the kingdom. The
slave-trade (now happily abolished) formed a considtrahle branch
of the commerce ot this port, and is computed to have employed
one-tourth of the ships belonging to it; that it had (ive-eighths of

Great Britain's s'.iare of this iniquitous traffic, and three-sevenths of
that of Europe. The trade to Ireland is very considerable ; to

which country and the Isle of Man several packets, adflpted for

i passengers, sail almost daily; many ships are also sent to the
' Greenlaml whalc-fisherv ; the coasting-lrade heiice to London
employs a great number ; and many good ships liave been built

!
here, some for the East India trade. Liverpool communicates,
by the rivers Mersey and frwell, with Manchester; and by the

river Weaver witli I'lie h 'art of Ches!iire, particularly t.'ie salt-

works of Northwich, Middlewich, W instord, Ike. The Sankey
Canal facilitates the conveyaiue of coal from Pavenhead, and the

Duke of Bndgewater'i canal conin.unicali'S with the Birminglism,

Worcester, Staffordshire, and Grr.nd Trunk, to Lont'on. The
Leeds canal will unite Liverpool and lit II; and the Ellesmerc cft'

nal has communicated with the Dee, and is shortly expected to

do so with the Severn. The docks of Liverpool form a promi-
nent feature of the town, and give this port a decided ])relerent e

over most others in the kingdom: of these it has third en; live

wet docks, in which the water is retained by large flood-gates, and
the ships kept constantly afloat; three others, which arc left dry at

low water, and called dry docks ; w ith five gravir.g docks, in whicii

ves-els are repaired: there is also a small dock for the use of the

Duke of BridJew'ater's fiats. The construction of the wet docks

is laborious and expensive; that called the Old Dock ((he first

made in Liverpool,) is 200 yards long, and about 80 wide; with

flood-gates' 23 feet high, anil 34 wide. Its site was a pool, which
tradition says was formerly freciuentcd by a bird of the cormorant
kind, callt'd a liver; and' that hence the town was called Liver-

pool, and the liver adopted a9 its crest The secoiul-matie "R-as

the Sallhouse Dock, of an irregular form, but having a length of

quay of 640 yards, with tlood-gates of the same dimi'nsions a«

those of the Old Dock. The next made was George's Dock,
250 yards long, and 100 broad; with flood-gates 25 feet high, and
38w'!tie; at the expen'e of 21,000i. To which succeeded thv

King's Dock, 290 yards, long, and 90 broad ; with flood-gates 25
feet high, and 42 wide ; and finished at the expence of 20,000/,

i
The last is that named the Queen's Dock, 270 yards long, antj

[

130 broad; with flood-gates the same as the preceding ; at the ex-

j

pence of 25,000/. E:ich of these wet docks has a master, w ith a

salary of 100 guineas per ;iinum, whose husiness is to stqieni.tend

the management of the flood-gates, the docking and uudocking of

the ships at tide-time, &c. Ti\e docks have watch, scavengers,

4 F and
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and lamp^, distinct trum those of the to«u ; anil tlie s!iip> are se-

t-urcil against atcklciit hy tiic prohibition of tires, coinbiistihle ma-
terial', I'cc. iiiKitT su'.l.il)le lines. Liverpool Ii,i5 many public

buiUliiigs; amcng which are, the Plxchaiige or Town-liall, lir-.t

built in the year 17J0, but the interior of which was destroyed by
lire ill 1795; since whicli it has been r< Iniilt in an elei^ant style,

and is now appropri.^ted to the purpose of the judicial and other

olTices for ihc police of tl.c town ; coiiti<JUous to this are the E\-
thange RuiUlints, an extensive range, new ly built by subscription;

in tlie centre of which is to be erected a nionunient, coniniemora-

tivo of the victories and <leath of the gallant Nelson ; the prison,

so large as to have at one lime contained i'OOO prisoners of war;
tlie Corn Ex-change, lately erected in Brunswick-street; the Cus-

tom House, centrally situated, but of mean appearance ; the To-
bacco Warehouse, rented by government at 500/. per annum, and
capable of containing 7000 hogsheads; the Infirmary, first opened
in 1749, and receiving about KVIO patients annually, besides re-

lieving a great number of out-patients; the two wings of this ele-

gant structure arc used as an hospital, for the mainlenance of de-

cayed seamen belonging to the town; contiguous to vi'hich is the

Lunatic Hos|)ital ; the Blue-coat hospital, for 230 boys and 50

girls; the Poor House, a neat building ; the Recovery Ward, for

persons infected with fevers; the Alms-houses, an asylum for po-

verty and old age; the Dispensary, for supplying the afflicted

poor with medicines and advice; the School for the Blind, in

which music, the making of baskets, floor-cloth, foot-bears, &c.
have been successfully taught to this unlortunate class of beings;

there is also an institution for the restoring of drowned persons,

and anotlier called th.e Ladies' Charily, for the delivery .and relief

of poor married women in child-bed. To these may be added
the Theatre, in Williamson's Square, built in 1772, at theexpence
of 6000/. but lalely considerably enlarged ; also the Panorama,

Music Hall, and Freemason's Hall, in Bold-street. The coffee-

houses and news-rooms are numerous, among which the Athe-

iisum, Union, and especially the Lyceum, deservedly rank

amongthe firstpublic buildings of the town. Liverpool has twelve

churches, namely, St. Nicliolas, or the Old Cluirch, St. Peter's,

St. George's, St, Thomas's, St. Paul's, St. Anne's, St. John's, Tri-

nity, St. James's, Christ Church, St. Mark's, and All Saints;

.some of which are neat, and others elegant ; besides four chapels

belonging to the establislnnent, and one Scotcli Church or Kirk.

The cliapels belonging to different denominations of dissenters are

Jtumerous; of these are reckoned three Independent Chapels;

two Presbyterian, or more properly Socinian ; one Sandemanian

;

four Baptist ; five Methodist; one Quaker's Meeting-house; with

three Roman Catholic Chapels, and one Jewish Synagogue. Li-

verpool is situated on the eastern bank of the river Mersey, (which

is defended by a fort and several batteries,) and is eighteen miles

W.Tjf Warrington, and 204 N. W. of London. Lon. 2. 30. W.
Lat. S3. 32. N. Markets en Wednesday and Saturday.

LIVERWORT, in botany. See Lichf.s.

LIVERY, in dress and equipage, a certain colour and form of

dress, by which noblemen and gentlemen distinguish their servants.

J-.iveries are usually taken from fancy, and continued in families

by succession. The ancient cavaliers, at their tournaments, dis-

tinguished themselves by wearing the livenies of their mistresses:

thus people of quality make their domestics wear their livery.

Tlie Romish church has also her several colours and liveries

;

white, for confessors and virgins, and in times of rejoicing; black,

for the dead; red, for the apostles and martyrs; blue or violet,

for penitents; and green, in times ot hope.

Livery of Seisin, in law, signilici delivering the possession of

lands, &c. to him who has a rigiit to them. Tliere are two kinds

of livery and seisin ; livery in law, where the feoffer being in view

of the land, house, or other thing granted, says to the feoffee, on

delivery of the deed, " I give to you yonder land, &c. to hold to

you and to your heirs, so go into the same, and take possession

accordingly." And livery in deed, is where the parties, or the

attoriiies by them autliorized, coming to the door of the liouse, or

upon some part of the land, declare the occasion uf their meeting
before witHtsses, read the deed, or its contents, and in case it be

made by attorney, the letter of attorney is also read, after which,

if the delivery is of a house, the grantor, or his attorney, takes the

ring, key, or latch, belonging to the door, or if it be a land, a turf,

«c ctoU of earlli, and a twig of one of the trees, and delivering

them with the deed to the grantee or his attorney, says, " I A. B,
do hereby deliver to you possession and seism of this'messnage or
tenement, ic. to hold to you, your licirs and assigns, according to
the purport, true intent, and meaning of tliis indenture, or deed of
feoffment." After whicli the grantee enters first alone, and shut-

ting the door, and then opening it, lets in others. Since the mak-
ing the statute of u^e•, livt ry and seisin are not so much used as

formerly ; for a lease and release, a bargain and sale by deed in-

rolled, are sufficient to vest the grantee with possession, vpitheut
the formality of livery.

LIVERYMEN, of I^ondon, are a number of men chosen
from among the freemen of each company. Out of this body the
common council, sheiitf, aiid other superior ofliceis for the go-
vernment of the city are elected, and they alone have the privi-

lege of giving their votes for members of parliament; from which
the re-l of (he citizens are ejccluded.

Ll\ lUS, TiTi's, the best of the Roinan historians, was born at

Patavium, or Padua. Few particulars of his life have been hand-
ed down to us. Coaling to Home, he acquired the notice and fa-

vour of Augustus, and long resided there. He had previously-
written dialogues, historical and philosophical, and some books on
philosophy. It is probable, that he began his history as soon as

he was seltltd at Rome ; and he seems to have devoted himself so
entirely to that great work, as to be perlettly regardless of his ad-
vancement. The distractions of Rome fiequently obliged him to
retire to Naples. He used to read parts ol his history, while he
was composing it, to McCcenas and Augustus; and the latter con-
ceived so high an opinion of him, that he appointed him to super-
intend the education of his grandson Claudius, afterwards emperor.
Alter the death of Augustus, Livy returned to the place of his

birth, where he was received with all imaginable honour and re-

spect ; and where he died, in the fouith year of Tiberius's reign,

aged above seventy. Some say, he died on the same day with
Oviil; it is certain he died the same year. Scarcely any man was
ever more honoured, in life or after his death, than this historian.

Pliny relates, that a gentleman travelled from Gadcs, in Spain,

merely to see Livy. A monument was erected to Livy in the

temple of Jnno, where was afterwards founded the monastery of

St. Justina; and where, in 1413, was discovered the following epi-

taph; Ossa Till Livii Patavina, &c. i.e. "The bones of Titus
Livnis of Patavium, a man worthy to be approved by all mankind,
by whose almost invincible pen, the acts and exploits of the invin-

cible Romans were written." These bones are still preserved
with high veneration, by the Piduans. The history of givy is

transmitted down to us exceedingly mutilated and imperfect. Its

books were originally 142, of which only 35 are e.Mant. The
epitomes of it, from which we learn their number, all remain, ex-

cept those of the 13t)th and I37lh books. The encomiums be-

stowed upon Livy, by botli ancients and mod> rns, are great and
numerous. But his probity, candour, and impartiality, have dis-

tinguished him as a fditliful historian; hnwcvei-, he has not escaped

censure as a writer. His contemporary, Asinuis PoUio, cha'ged

him with Patavinity ; which word has been variously explained,

but is generally supposed to relate to his slyle. Livy has been
censured too, and perhaps with justice, for being too credulous,

and loading his history with superstitious tales. But though he
mentions that milk and blood were rained from heaven, or that an

ox spoke, or a woman changed hersex; yet he candidly confesses,

ihat he recorded oidv what made an indelible impression upon the
'

minds of a credulous age. Livy's history has been often publish-
'

ed with and without the supplement. The best editions are, that

of Gronovius, cum notis variorum et suis, Lugd. Bat. 1679, 3

vols. Svo. ; that of Le Clerc, at Amsterdam, 1709, 10 vols.

12mo. ; and that of Crevier, at Paris, 1735, 6 vols. 4to. A frr.g-

ment of Livy's history, lately discovered, was published in 1773

by Dr. Bruns.

I^ivtus, AvDRONicus, a comic poet, who flourished at Rome
about B. C. 240. Though the character of a player was reckoned
desp; -able among the Romans, Audronicu^ a( ted a part in his dra-

matical compositions, and engaged the attention of his audience, ^

by repeating w hat he had laboured after the manner of the Greeks.

He was the i'reed man of M. Livius Salinator, whose children he

educated. His poetry was grown obsolete in the age of Cicero.

LIVONIA, a large province or duchy of the Russian empire; -

bounded on the N. by the Giilph of Finland, W. by that of Riga,
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S. by Courlaml, iind E. partly by Plestovv, ami partly by Novo-

gorod. It i"! about 250 miles long troiii N. to S. ami 150 broad.

It is so fertile in corn, that it is tailed the granary of the north. It

has several lakes, abounding in salmon, carp, pikes, flat-fish, &c.

In the forests there are wolves, bears, elks, rein-dter, stags, and

hares, 'lite domestic animals arc very numerous; but the sheep

bear very coarse wool. Forests are numerous, and consist of

birch-trees, pines, and oaks. All the houses are built with wood.

The mercli:indizes which tlicy send abroad are, Hax, himp, honey,

wax, leather, skns, and potass. The Swedes were lormeriy

possessed ot this province, but were obliged to abandon it to the

Russians after the battle of Pultowa ; and it was ceded hj tliem by

the peace of 17'2'J, which was eonlirmed by another treaty in 1742.

It is divided into two provinces, viz. Letonia and Esthonia; and

two islands called Oesel and Daglio, which are subdivided into se-

veral districts.

LIVO.NICA TERRA, a kind of fine bole used in the shops of

(iermany and Italy ; found in Livonia, and some other parts. It

is generally brought to us in little cakes, sealed with the iffipres-

sion of a church and an escutcheon, with two cross-keys.

LIVORN'O, a town of France, in the military prorince of

Piedmont; four miles N. of Crescentio.

LIVRE, [Fr.] a French coin equal nearly to our shilling, and
containing twenty sols. Sec MoyEY.
LIXA, or LlXUS, in ancient geography, a town on the coast

of the Atlantic, near the Li\us. it is now called Larache, sixty-

five leagues S. cf Gibraltar.

LIXTVIU.M, or LEY, [Lat.] signifies a solution of salts or

ashes in water, for the dilterent purposes of bleaching, washing,

dyeing, &.'c. The ley may be made either of the vegetable or

mineral alkali ; the latter is olten tound native in some parts ot

the earth, as«ellas universally combiied with the waters of the

ocean; but the former is uniloniily obt^ijied from the ashes of

burnt vegetables. Hence a lixivium may be prepared even from

straw reduced to ashes, if more substantial planis cannot be pro-

cured on the spur ot the occasion.

LIZARD, [laccrtiis, Lat.] See Lacerta.
Ltzard, or the Lizard Point, in geography, a cape of Corn-

wall, reckoned the most southern point of land in England, seatetl

at the N. entrance of the British Channel. Lon. 5. 13. VV. Lat.

49. 5S. N.
LIZOU-TCHEOU, a city of China, of the first rank, in the

province of Quang-si, 1037 miles S. S. W. of Pekin.

LLANBEDER, a town and river of South Wales, in Cardi-
ganshire, twentv-four miles E. by N. of Cardigan, and 197
W. N. \V. of L6ndon.
LLAN DIEOVAWR, a town of Caermarthenshire, on the

Towev, sixteen miles N. E. of Caermarthen. Lon. 4. 3. W. Lat.
51. 55. N.
LLANELLY, a town of Caermarthenshire, thirteen miles S.

by E. of Caermarthen.
LLANIMDO\'ERY, a town of Wales, in Caermarthenshire,

twenty-six miles N. E. of Caemiaithen. Lon. 3. 53. W. Lat.

51. 56. N.
LLANRWST, a town of North Wales, in Denbighshire, 15

miles S. W. of Denbigh, and 223 N. W'. of London. Lon. 3. 58.
VV. Lat. 53. 6. N.
LLANTRISSENT, an ancient town of Glamorganshire, 10

tniles N.W. ofLlandaft", and 116 W. of London. Lon; 3. i?6. W.
Lat. 51. 37. N.
LLANVILLING, a town of Montgomeryshire, fifteen miles

N. of Montgomery. Lon. 3. 8. W . Lat. 32. 40. N.
, LLAUGHARN, a well built trading town of Caermarthen-
shire, seven miles S. W. of Caermarthen, and 233 W. N. W. of
London.
L L. D. \_!egiiin doctor,'} a doctor of the canon and civil laws.
LLOYD, Nicholas, a learned lexicographer, in the seven-

teenth century, born in Flintshire, and educated at Wadham col-
lege, Oxford. He was rector of Newington, near Lambeth, in

Surrey, till his death, in 1680. His Dictionarium Historicuni is a
valuable work, to which lioft'man and Moreri are greatly in-
debted.

LO, St. a town of France, in the department of the Channel,
on the Vire. Lon. 0. 53. W. Lat. 49. 6. N.
LOACH, in ichthyology. See Cobstis.

LOAD, or LODE, [from htdctn, to lead,] a term used parti-

cularly in the tin-mines, for any regular vein or course, whether

metallic or not; but most commonly for a metallic vein. Mines
in general are veins or cavities within the earth, whose sides re-

ceding from or approaching to each other, make them of unecjual

breadths in ditTerent places, sometimes forming large spares,

which are called holes; these holes are filled, \)kc the rest, with

substances, which, whether metallic, or of any other nature, are

called loads. Wh'-n the substances forming these loads are re-

ducible to metal, the loads are bv the English miners said to be
alive, otherwise thev' arc termed dead loads. In Cornwall and
Devonshire the loads all hold their course from east to west,

though in other parts of England they frequently run from north

to south. The miners report that the sides of the load never bear

in a perpendicular, but always overhang either to the north or

south above. The mines seems to have been so many chaiinelt

through which the waters pa's within the earth ; and, like rivers,

they have their small branches opening into thein in all directions:

these are by the miners termed the feeders of the load. Most
mines have stieams of water running through them; and when
they are found dry, it seems owing to the water having changed
its course, which it seems sometimes to have been compelled to

do, by the load having filled up the course, and sometimes to have
fallen into other more easy channels. The load is frequently in-

tercepted by the crossing of a vein of earth or stone, or some
other metalline substance ; in which case it generally happens that

one part of the load is moved to a considerable distance on one side.

Phis transient load is, by the miners, termed a flooking ; and the

part of the load, which is moved, is by them said to be heaved.
This fracture or heave of a load, according to Mr. Price, is pro-

duced by a subsidence of the strata from their primary positions,

which he supposes to have been horizontal or parallel to the surface of

tlie earth, and tlierefore should more |.roperly be called a depression

than a heave. This heaving of the load would be an inexpressible

loss to the miner, did not experience teach him, that as the loads

always run on the sides of 'he hills, so that the part heaved is al-

ways moved toward the descent of the hill, so that the miner,

working toward the ascent of the hill, and meeting a flooking,

considers himself as working in the heaved part ; wherefore, cutting

through the flooking, he works upon its back up the ascent of the
"

hill, till he recovers the load, and vice versa.

Load is also used for nine dishes of ore, each dish being about
half a hundred weight.

LOADED SHELL, an ingenious contrivance for saving the
lives of people in imminent danger, on board a ship, when the
vessel is either stranded, or in danger of being so, near the coast.

It is a bomb-shell filled with lead, wherein a staple or ring is fi.xed,

to which a rope ie fastened ; and the shell, thus loaded, being
thrown on shore, fixes itself in the ground, and the other end of
the rope being fastened to the ship, the persons on board are
thereby enabled to haul themselves ashore. It was invented by
John Bell, Serjeant of the regiment of artillery, who obtained a
premium for it of fifty guineas, in 1792, from the Society for the
Encouragement of Arts, &c.after exhibiting its utility and practica-

bility before a conmiittee of the society. On this occasion a

loaded shell, weighing about seventy pounds, was thrown on
shore, from a small mortar fixed in a boat moored in the Thames,
about two hundred yards from the coast. The sliell falling about
a hundred yards within land, buried itself about eighteen inches
in the gra\ el, when Bell and his assistant, on a raft, floated by
casks, properly ballasted, hauled themselves a-shore in a few mi-
nutes, by the rope affixed to the shell.

LOADSTONE, LODES'IONE, or L.EDING-STONE,
the Magnet. See Magnet.
LOAM, [lim, laam, Sax. liiuus, Lat. from K-^nv^j, a fen,] in

mineralogy, a sub-species of the clay-genus, and of a yellowish
grey colour, frequently si)otted with yellow and brown. It oc-
curs massive, is dull and sometimes weakly glimniering. It ad-
heres (iretty strongly to the tongue, feels greasy, and is not very
heavy : it is generally mixed with sand and gravel, and also iron-

ochre.

LOANS, in political oeconomy, sums of money, generally of
large amount, borrowed from individuals or public bodies, for de-
fraying the extraordinary expences of the state. The first loans dif-

fered materially from these of subsequent periods, in being raised

wholly
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wholly on terminable annuities; and in havino; a particular fnmi

a-sioned for eacii loan, by the supposed adeiiuateness or insuKi-

ciency of which ihe interest retpiired by the lenders was frequently

influencoil, z^ well as by other cause;, which have since ceased to

exist. During the reign of queen Anne, loans were chiefly raised

on annuities for ninety-nine years, till 171 1 ; when, by the esta-

blishment of the South Sea Company, a \ariety of debts were

ronsolidated and made a permanent capital, bearing 6 per cent,

interest. About this period lotteries were also frequently adopted

for raising money for the public service, under which form a con-

siderable premium was given, in addition to a high rate of interest.

This moile of rai^ing money was followed in 1712, 1713, and

1714. In the latter year, though the interest paid was eijual to

only jl. 7s. 2rf. per cent, on the sum borrowed, the pieniiuni al-

low'cd was upwards ut 34/. per cent, but as peace was restored, and

the legal rate of interest had been reduced to T per cent, it seems

that a larger premium was allowed, for the sake of appearing to

borrow at a moderate rate of interest, in the reign of Geuge I.

the interest on a considei~dble part of pie public ilebts, was re-

duced to 5 per cent, and the few loans that were raised were,

comparatively, of small amoujit ; that of the year 1720, was ob-

taiiu'd at little more than 4 per cent, interest. About 1730 tlie

current rate of interest was 3^ per cent, and in 173(), government
was enabled to borrow at 3 per cent, per annum. The extraor-

dinary sums necessary for defraying the expences of the war
which bega:i In 1739, were at first obli-tined from the sinking fund

and the salt-duties ; a payment from the bank, in 174.2, rendered

cnly a small loan necessary in that year, which was obtained at little

morethaii 3 per cent, interest. In the succeeding years the fol-

lowing sums w ere raised by loans :

1743
1744
174.->

1746
1747
1748

1756
1757
17ja
1759
1760
!7Gl

1762
1763

1776
1777
177.8

1779
1780
1781

1782
1783

1784

1793
1794
1795
1796
1796
1797
1797
!79S

1799
1799
1800

1301

Sum borrowed.
/.

i,.soo,ono

i,80o,o;)0

2,000,000
2,500,000
4,000,000

6,300,000

Loans of the seven years war.

2,000,000

3,000,000
5,000,000

6,600,000
8,000,000

12,000,000

12,000,000

3,500,000

In
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v'wfi its name from the Like or locli Aber; and extends about 20

niiK-s frnm E. to W. and 30 from N. to S. 'I'liP country is bar-

icii, bleak, mountainous, and rugged.

l.OCHliM, a town of Batavia, in the department of the Rhine,

on the Borkel, ten miles E. of /utphen. J -on. ti. 13. E. Lat. 32.

ja. N.
LOCHER, or LOCIIAU, a rivor of Scotland, in Dumfries-

ihire,.which falls into the Solway Frith.

LoCHER Moss, an e.Klensive morals of Scotland, in Dumfries-

shire, twelve miles long and throe hroa<l. From the vast number
of oak-trees that have been dug up iji it, it is evident, that it has

been anciently a great forest: and as canoes ami anchors have

been found in "it, it is supposed to have been formerly covered by
the sea.

LOCHES, a town of France, in the department of Indre and

Loire, and late province of Touraine, twenty miles S. E. of

Tours. Lou. 0. 3i. E. Lat. 47. 10. N.
LUClilA, in midwifery, a flux from the uterus consequent to

delivery. See Midwifery.
LOCri LEVEN, a spacious and beautiful lake of Kinross-shire,

tbout litteen miles in circumference and tour in length, inter-

sijersed with islands of various appearance and e.\tent. The lake

abounds wilhtrouts, eels, pikes, perches, &c. and the islands in it

8i'e frequented by herons, snipei, teals, swans, gulls, rails, kirig-

fisliei's, &c.
LOCIIMABEN, a town of Dumfries-shire, in Annandale, eight

miles N. E. of Dumfries. Lon. 3. 19. W. Lat. :,:,. 19. N.
LOCH-NESS, a large lake of Inverness-shire twenty-four

miles long and two broad, between Fort Augustus, and the Fritli

of Moray, into which its waters run. It never Ircezes, even in the

uiost extreme cold. Sir John Pringle supposes this to be owing
to its great de|)tli, which, in some places, cannot be measured by
a line of 300 tathoms; though in other places, he says, " its com-
ijioii soundings are from UO to 123, and in one place to 133."

Another cause, he assigns is, that " there is never any perfect calm
upon the lake, and the wind, blowing always from one end to the

other, makes such an undulation as niuat obstruct the freezing of

the water." This water is laxative. Loch-Ness lies between 37°

and 3S° Lat. N.
LOCH lU DA, or OCRIEhV, a large town of European Turkey,

ill Albania, It is t)v' miles N. E. of Durazzo. Lon. 20. 40. E.
Lat. 41.40. N.
LOCHTA, a town of Sweden, with a good harbour on the

Gulf of Bothnia, 90 miles S. of Tornea. Lon. 2. 4. 16. E. Lat.

64, 20. K.
,

LOCH TAY, a beautiful and extensive lake of Perthshire, in

Breadalbane, tilteen miles long and one 'broad ; the source of the

river Tay. It abounds, with salmon, fronts, char, pikes, per-
I

ches, &c.
LOCK, [/oc, Sax.] an instrument used for fastenina doors,

clients, &:c. generally opened by a key. The lock is reckoned the

master-piece in smitliery ; a great deal of art and ingenuity being

re(|uired in contriving and varyin" the wards, springs, bolts, &c.
and adjustlnoj them to the places where they are to be used, and
to the various occasions of using them. From the various struc-

ture of locks, accommodated to their dillerent intentions, they ac-

quire various n.iines. Those placed on outer doors are called

>iock-locks; those on chamber-door.i, spring-!ock> ; those on
iriniks, trunk-locks, padlocks, &<;. Of these the spring-lock is

the iuo»t considerable, both for its Irtipiency and the curiosity of

Its structure. Us principal parts are, the main-plate, the cover-
plate, and the piu-iiole. To the main-plate, belong the key-hole,

|

lop-hook, cro<i-waids, bolt-toe or bolt-knab, drawback-spring
tun'ibler, pin of the tumbler, and the staples; to the cover-plate

belong the i)in, maiU'Ward, cross-ward, step-ward or dap-ward; to

the i)in-hole belong the hook-ward, nlkin cvos.-ward, shank, the

pot or bread, bow-ward, and bit. As oji the proper construction

of locks the security of the most valuable kinds of jiroperty almost
entirely depends, and as numberless devices are continually fallen

upon to elude the utmost ei'lorts of mechanical invention in this

respect, it is an object of no small importance to invent a lock •

which it should be impossible to open except by its proper key.
'

In the year 17^, the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, &c. '

conferred 'theil' silver-medal on iSlr. Taylor, of Pelworlli, for hi

iniproiemenl on thp latch or spring-bolls of common locks, Thi
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is effected by simply reversing the tumbler, so lliat its curved side

acts against two stubs fixed on the tail of the latch, and thrifts

back the latter with ease ; whether the knob be turned lo the

right or to the left, when the lock is opened. Mr. Taylor has

also, behind the tail of the latch, fixed a guide containing a groove,

in which runs a small friction-wheel, that serves to keep the latiii

in its direct situation, and at the same time to diminish its friction ;

the arms of his tumbler are somewhat contracted, in order that

the latch or fipring-bolt may move with greater facility. By this

construction, the parts of the tumbler and latch, which are in con-

tact, move in a liue, so that they pass over the greatest spare, un-

der the smadest angle ; and the lock itself may be constantly used

for several years, wilh.out re<iuiring the application of oil. Tim
same Society also granted, in the same year, the suni of tin

guineas to .Mr. Marshal, for a secret escutcheon, which, when
lixed to a lock, may be so repeatedly varied, that even tlie artist

who made it, is unable to open the lock : the description of its me-
chanism may be seen in thetlrrd vol. of the Society's Tnnsactions.

N'arious patents have been obtained for the construction of locks,

so as to prevent the possii)ility of picking them: the principal of

these is Mr- Ikamah's. registered in 1784; Mr. Speai-s's, in 1793,

and Mr. Stainsbury's, in 1803. For a minute description of these

we refer the curious reader to the tilth and eighth vols, of tha

Repertory of Arts and Manufactures.

Lock," or Weir, in inland navigation, the general name for

all those works of wood or stone, made to conhne and raise the

water of -a river- the banks aUo which are made to divert the

course of a river, are called by these names in some places. But
the term lock is more paiticularly appropriated to e.xpress a kind
of canal inclosed between two gates; the upper called by workmtu
the sluice-gate, and the lower called the llood-gate. These serve

in artilicial navigations to confine the water, and rentier the passage

of boats easy in moving up and down the stream. See Canal.
Locke, Jo^n-, a celebrated philosopher, was born at W'riug-

(on, in Somersetshire, in 11532, and educated at Westminster
school, trom wl-.ence he removed to Christ-church, Oxford, of

which he became student. After taking his degrees in arts, Im
entered on the study of physic, in which he made great prohcien-

cy. Lord Ashley, -rflerwards earl of Shaftesbury^ became hii

patron, and urged him to apply to the study of politics. Mr.
Locke followed his advice, and rendered himself serviceable to

his lordship and his parly ; who, having obtained the grant of
Carolina, employed hiui in drawing up the conslitution fur the'

government of that province. Lord Siiattesbury being apj)uinle<I

chancellor in 11372, made Mr. Locke secretary of presentations,

which place he lost the year follosving, when his patron was de-

prived of the great seal. He continued, however, his secretari-

ship of the board of trade, of wliich lord Shaftesbury was president.

In 11374 that commission was dissolved, anil Mr. Locke being in

an ill slate of health went to Montpellier, -and continued abroad
till 1679, v^henhewas sent for by lord Shaftesbury who was ap-

pointed president of the council : but in 16S2 that nobleiijan, to

avoid a prosecution for high treason withdrew to Holianil, and wai
accompanied by his friend. In l(iS4 Mr. Locke was removed
from his sudent's place at Christ church, by the king's command

;

and the year following the English envoy demanded him of tha

states of Hclland, on suspicion of his being concerned in Men-
mouth's rebellion, which occasioned him to kei-p private several

months, during which he was employed in iinisliing his fCssay on
Hi/^nau I'lnleiitanding, which however was not imblislied till

alter the Revolution, when he returned to England, and was made
commissioner of appeals. In Ui93 he was appoiiited one of the

commissioners of trade and plantations, and he miglU liave had

other preferment, but the state of his health led him to decline tlia

advantageous offers that were made him. lie spent^ the latter

yeai-s of his life at Oates, in Essex, the seat of Sir Francis and
iady Masham, who invited him to reside in their family. Mr.
Locke lived in as much ease as if the house had been his own i

he found besides in lady Masham a friend and companion ex-

actly suited to his taste; a lady of contemplation and studious

turn, and particularly inured from her youth to deep and relined

speculations in theology, metaphysics and morality ; he had l!m

ailditional satisfaction of seeing her only son bred up on the plan

which he had l.iid down as the best method of education, the suc-

cess of w hied seemed to sanctioB his judgement in the chrtice of

4 G tli«
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tli.it iiiethoil. lie piilili^hed his IcUcrs on Toleration, lo promote

tlie scheme wliicli king WilHam had so much at heart, of a com-

])n'heiision with llie dissenters. This drew him into a colilroversy

wliich was scarcely ended, when he entered into another in de-

ience of his Essays; but the asthma, his constitutional disease, in-

creasing with his years, began to subdue him, and he became so

interior, that in ifoo he resigned his seat at the board of trade. He
could no longer bear the air of London, so a^ to insure a regular

ii'.tendance. After this resignation he continued altogether at

Gates, devoting himself to study particularly of the scriptures,

lii this retirement he also wrote several of his works, and died

there in 1704. His remains were interred in the church of Gates,

vvhi;re a monument lias been erected to his memory. His princi-

pal works are, an Essay on tlie Human Understanding, 2 vols. 8vo.;

Letters on Toleration, 4to.; Treatise on Civil Goveriniient, Svo.;

and 'J'honghts concerning Education, 12mo. These with his

Letters and miscellaneous pieces have been printed together in 3

\ols. folio, and 9 vols. £vo. {ifatkins.}

LGCK.MAN, an ofiicer in the Isle of Man, who executes the

orders of government, much like our sheriff depute.

LocKMAN. .See Lokman.
LGCOMOTIGN, [locus a.i\d motus, Lat.] power of changing

place.

LGCRENAN, a town of France, in the department ofFinis-

terre, 8 miles N. W. of Quimper.
LGCRI, or LOCUI EPIZEPHYRII, in ancient geography,

a town oi the Bruttii, on the Ionian Sea.

LGCRIS, a country of Achaia, in Greece ; twofold, and divi-

ded by mount Parnassus: into

1. LocRis CiTERioR, occupied by the Locri Gzola->, or Ze-

phyrii, i. e. Western Locri, contained between iEtolia and Pliocis,

beginning at Naupactum, and running in a narrow slip of land,

scarcely 20ri fctadia, along the sea to the borders of Die Plio-

censes.

2. LocRis Ulteriok. lay beyond Parnassus, running out to-

wards Therniopylie, and reaching to the Euripus of Euboea ; oc-

cupied by the Locri G))untii, who dwelt on the Eubcean sea ;

and the Locri Epicnemidii, who occupied mount Cnemis; (Strabo,)

and these two were the Eastern Locri.

LGCULAMENTA, and LOCULI, in botany, cells or pock-

ets: the internal divisions of a capsule, or other dry seed-vessel.

These cells contain the seeds ; and difier in number in difl'erent

plants.

LGCULUS is also sometimes used to express die minute divi-

sions in some species of antherv, whic'i contain the tine impalpable

powder, supposed by the se.xualists to be the principal agent in the

generation of plants.

LGCUS GEGMETRICUS, a line by which a local or inde-

'terniinate problem is solved. See Local Problem. A locus is a

Hue, any point of which may equally solve an indeterminate pro-

blem. Thus, if a right line suffice for the construction of the

eciuation, it is called locus ad rectum ; if a circle, locus ad circu-

lum ; if a parabola, locus ad parabolam ; if an ellipsis, locus ad

ellipsin : and so of the rest of the conic sections. The loci of

such equations as are right lines, or circles, the ancients called

plain loci ; and of those that are parabolas, hyperbolas, &c. solid

loci. But Wolhus, and others, among the moderns, divide the

loci more commodiously into orders, according to the number'of

dimensions to which the indeterminate quantities rise. Thus, it

"1/

will be a locus of the first order, it the equation be .r = — ; a lo-

e

ar, or ;/= =r a'— x'

at pleasure v\'ilh one anotiier. In the line AP assume AB = «,
and from B, draw BE=: b, parallel to PM, and on the same side

;

then the indefinite line AE, is called in general a geometrical !o-

bx
ens, and in particular the locus of the equation ?/ = — . For if

a
tlie'right line MP be drawn from any one of its points M, pa-
rallel to BE, the similar triangles ABE, APM, will give always

bx
this proportion, viz. AB (n) : BE (/;) : : AP (r) : PM (y) = _.

a
.And, therefore, the right line AE, is the locus of all the ptiints

M. Moreovc.-, i(7/j/:=aa — x x, express the relations ofAB
to PM, and the angle APM, be a right angle ; then the circuni-
ference of a circle, whose radius is the right line AB = rt, taken
in AP, is called in general a geometrical loius, and in particular

the lorus of the cijuation i/y =zaa— x x. For if the perpendicu-
lar MP (;/), be drawn Irom any point M of the circumference,
then by the nature of the circle, we shall have always P.\i'- (y y)
^= DP X BP(f(«—X x) supposing BD ''^" -li-'^nt."- "f •! -

ens of the second or quadratic order, if )/^

a locus of the third or cubic order, if y^ = a- x, or tf' =; a x''

— x', &c.
The better to conceive the nature of the locus, suppose two un-

known and variable right lines .\?, PM, Plate CI, fig. 1, 2,

making any given angle APM with each other ; and call the one

as AP^ X, drawn from the point A, and given in position ; put ;/

== PM, the other line, which continually moves, but always pa-

lallel to itself.

bx

Example. Let the equation y =; —, express always the relation

a
*flhe line; AP (x) to PM {y), which make any augle APM,

the locus ol all the

th.

iioints

diameter of the Cr-
^L is the circumfe-cle. '1 herefor

rence of a circle

An equation only containing these two unknown quantities x
and ?/, mixed with known ones, which expresses the relation of
every variable quantity AP (j) to its correspondent variable quan-
tity PM ('/) : the line |)assing through the extremities (if all the
values of p/, i. c. through all the points M, is called a geometrical
locus, in general, and the locus of that ei|uation in particular.

All equations, whose loci are of the first order, may be reduced
'bx

to some one of the four following formulas :!.?/ = — . 2. ^ =
a

bx bx bx
1- c. 3.;/ =3 c. A.y=c . Where the unknown

a a a
quantity y, is supposed always to be freed from fractions, and the
traction that multiplies the other unknown ciuantity .t, to be re-

b

duced to this expression —, and all the known terms to c.

a
The locus of the first formula being already determined : to

hx
lind that of the second, ]/

::= 1- c ; in the line AP, fig. 3, take
a

AB = a, and draw BE=: b, AD = c, and parallel to BE. On
the same side AP, dr.aw the line AE of an indeiinite length to-

wards E, and the indefinite straight line DM parallel to AE.
Then the line DM is the locus of the aforesaid equation, or for-

mula : for if the line MP be drawn from any point M thereof pa^

rallel to AQ, the triangles ABE, and APF, will be ' '

bx
therefore AB (u) : BE (i) : : A P (j) PF = —

similar : and

and conse-

quently PM {y) = PfT^ — ")+ FM

hx
-c, proceed thus!

lines BE =b, AD
AP, and the other

To find the locus of the third form, y =—
a

assume AB ^= a, fig. 4. ; and draw the right

= c, and parallel to BE, the one on one side

on the other side: and through the points A, E, draw the line

AE of an indefinite length towards E, and through the point D,
the line DM parallel to AE : then the indefinite right line GM
shall be the locus sought ; for we shall have always PM =((/)=:

bx \
PF = f

—
]
— FM (c).

hx
Laatly, to find the locus of the fburtli formula, y=.c~— ; in

a
AP, fig. 5, take AB :=. a, and draw BE = ft, AD = c, and pa-
rallel to BE, the one on one side AP, and the other on the other

side; and through the points A and E, draw the line AE inde-

finitely towards £, and through the point D draw the line DM
parallel
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))ai-allel to AE. Tlien DG sliall be tin- li>cns soiml.t ; for il' the

line iMP be drawn tVom any point M thereot', ]iarallel to AQ,
then we shall always have P.M — VSl — PI", that is ?/ = f

bx

If either of the terms .t or ?/ be wanting, there will be two other

formulas, viz. y = c, and x = c. To construct the fii"st // = c,

draw AD ^= c, fig. (i. parallel to PM, and toward the sajne part,

and through D, draw DM, parallel to AP ; DM will be the locus

required. For AD, and PM, being opposite sides of a parallelo-

gram, PM ('/) IS always e(pial to AD (c).

For the fornuila .v = o, lake AP = <\ lig. 7, and draw PM, pa-

rallel to AQ, then the right line P.M is the locus. For it is evi-

dent from the parallels, that QM (.r) is always e<[ual to AP (c),

whatever may be the length ol PM.
- Hence it appears, that all the loci of the first degree are straight

lines; which may be easily found, because all their equations

mav be reduced to some one of the foregoing formulas.

All loci of the second drgree are conic sections, viz. either the

parabola, the circle, ellipsis, or hyperbola: if an equation there-

fore be given, whose locus is of tiie second degree, and it be re-

quired to draw the conic section, which is its locus ; first draw a

parabola, ellipsis, or hyperbola ; so as that the equations express-

ing the natures thereof may be as compound as possible. In order

to get general equations, or formulas, by exanuning tlie peculiar

propertier whereof we may know which of these formulas the

given equation ought to have regard to ; that is, which of the

conic sections will be the locus of the proposed equation. This
known, compare all the terms of the proposed equation with the

terms of the general formula of that conic section, which you
liave found will be the locus of the given equation ; by which
means you w ill find how to draw the section, which is the locus of

the equation given.

For example : let AP =:x, PM =7/, be unknown, and varia-

ble straight lines, (lig. 8,) and let m, n, p, r, s, be given right

lines : in the line AP take AB = m, and draw BE := n, AD = r

and parallel to PM ; and through the point A drav\' AE =: e, and
through the point D the indeJinite right line DG parallel to AE.
In DG take DC = s, and witli CG, as a diameter, having its or-

dinates parallel to PM, and the line CTI = p, as the parameter,

describe a parabola CM : then the portion thereof, included in

the angle PAD, will be the locus of the following general for-

mula

:

2/! X 1/ n n X x 2i! r x e p x

yy -^ 2 ;•!/-! \- rr 1-

m m m m m
ps. = o.

For if from any point M of that portion there be drawn the right

line MP, making any angle APM with MP; the triangles Al!E,
APF, shall be similar; therefore,

ex
AB : AE : : AP : AF, or DG ; that is, m -.e-.-.x: . And

m
n X

AB : BE : : AP : PF ; that is, m :n::x:
at

nx
ly CM or PM - PF - FG = y r. And CG or DG

m
ex

— DC =: s. But from the nature of the parabola GAP

And consequent-

= CG X CII", "which equation will become that of the general
formula, by putting the literal values of those lines.

Again, if through the fixed point A you draw the indefinite

right line AQ, (fig. 9,) parallel to PM, and you take AV> = m,
and draw BE — n, and parallel to AP, and through the determi-
nate points A, E, the line AE= e; and if in AP you take AD
= r: and draw the indefinite straight line DG parallel to AE,
and take DC = s : this being done, if with the diameter CG,
whose ordinates are parallel to AP, and parameter the line CH
=:p, you describe a parabola CM ; the portion of this parabola
contained in the angle BAP shall be the locus.of this iecoud equa-
tioHj or formula

;

i'.'i V X
,r X — +

"">/y
- Cr J +

I'/i /
;/

-{- r r
'[>!/

+m tit m m m
p S.:=0
For if the line MQ be drawn from anv point M, therein, parallel
to AP ; then will, AB : AE : : AQ or'PM : AF or DG ; that is,

ey
m:e::ij: ; and AB : BE : ; AQ : QF ; that is, m:n:

m
y-

n y
. And therefore GM or QM - QF - FG = j -

ny

and CG or DG- DC =
f

;/

And so by the common property of the parabola, you will have
the foregoing second equation, or formula. So likewise may be
found general equations for the other conic sections.
Now if it be required to draw the parabola, which we find

to be the locus of this proposed equation y y — Q'l y — b x -\- c c= 0; compare every term of the first formula with the terms of
the equation, because yy in both is without fractions ; and then

will = 0, because the rectangle xy not being in the pro-

posed e<|uation, the said rectangle may be esteemed as multiplied
iiy o ; whence n — o, and m = e ; because the line AE falling in
AB,_lhat is, in AP in the construction of the formula, the points
B, E, do coincide. Therefore destroying all the terms adfecled

71

with — in the formula, and substituting m for e, we shall get yym
— "'' y — p-i:+ rr-\- p s=o. Again, by comparing the correspond-
ent terms — 2ry and — !'«!/, as also ~ px and — b x, we have
r=zu, and/j = ft; and comparing the terms wherein are neither
of the unknown quantities .r, y, we get r r -\-ps:= cc; and sub-

c c — aa
stituting a and b, for r and/), then will .s== , which is

b
a negative expression when a is greater than c, as is here sup-
posed. There is no need of comparing the first terms y y and
y y, because they are the same. Now the values of n, r, p, s,

being thus found, the sought locus may be constructed by means
of the construction of the formula, and after the following man-
ner :

Because ViE = n — o, (fig. 10,) the points B, E, coincide, and
the line AE falls in AP ; "therefore through the fixed point A
draw the line AD = r — a parallel to PM^ and draw DG paral-

a a — c e

lei to AP, in which take DC = = — *; then with DC,
b

as a diameter, whose ordinates are right lines parallel to PM
and parameter the line Cli —p = b, describe a parabola ; which
will give the locus required. For PM being drawn parallel to
CH, and meeting DG in G, we have GM — y^u, and CG or

DG + CG ^x-\ , and therefore by the property of the
b

parabola, GM= (y^ - in !/+a=) =CGx CH (b x -{ a'' - c"-)

ory-' — eu;/— A.r-fc2 — 0, which is the given equation. In
the portion RCO of tlie parabola the values of a- arc to be consi-
dered as negative, that is, AP = — .r, and in the part beyond the
intersection S, y is negative, that is, PM =: — y.
From this may be understood the method of constructin<T the

loci of the equations which ore conic sections. If, now, an equa-
tion, whose locus is a conic section, be given, and the particular
section whereof it is the locus be required ; all the terms of the
given equation being brought over to one side, so that the other
be e<|ual to nothing, there will be two cases.

Case I. When the rectangle x y is not in the given equation.
1. If either ;/!/ or a-.i- be in the same equation, the locus will be a
parabola. 2. If both jr x and yy are in the equation w ith the
same signs, the locus will be an ellipsis, or a circle. 3. M x x and
yy have different signs, the locus will be an hyperbola, or tlis

opposite sections regarding their diameters.

C.^SE
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Cask II. When the rectangle xy is in tlie given equation. 1.

If neither of the stjuarc;; x x or y y, or only one of lhein,Jie in the

w.ine, tiie lotn.s of it will be an h.yjjerbola between the asymptotes.

J. Uyy&wAxx be thi'iein, having different signs, the locus will

be an liyperbola regarding its dianieters. 3. It both the squares

XX and'/yi/ are in the equation, having the same signs, you must

iVee the s(iuare ?/?/ from fractions; and then the locus will be an

hxperboki, whsn ilie square of half the fraction multiplying xy, is

equal to the fraction multiplying xx ; an ellipsis or circle, when the

same is less ; and an hyperbola, or the opposite sections, regarding

. tlieir diameters, when greater.

Since, in the construction of geometrical problems, the loci are

of constant use, we shall here notice a few of the principal, which
will serve lurtlier to illustrate this subject.

1. When the base DP) and vertical angle M, (fig. II,) of a tri-

angle D.MIJ are given, the locus of the verte.\ M is the circuni-

t'erence of a ciicle passing through the points D and B. 'I'his is

evident from liuclid 21.3.

2. When the ratio of the sides BM, MD, of the triangle DMB,
(fig. 12,) and the base DB, are given or constant, the locus is the

circumference of a circle AME cutting the base at S in the same
ratio, as may be easily demonstrated. See Emerson's Getim.

B. 4. Prop. '-'3.

3. If the sum of the squares of the sides and the base AB of

a triangle AMB be given, the locus will also be a circle, this is

evident when the vertical angle is a right one, as in fig. 13. When
it is not aright angle, bisect AB in O, (tig. 14,) join .\IO, and
draw tlie perpendicular ME, and from the centre O with the dis-

tance OM describe the circle CMD. Then AM- = AO- +
OM-'+ -'AO X OE = OB^-f OiM^ + JOB x OE, and MIV^
= OBs + OM2- 20B X OE, (Euc. 12 and 13. 2.) therefore

AMi-fM[5^= 20B--f20M^ and since OB is given, A.M=-|-

MB- will be constant, if OM bt} given, that is, if the veitex M be
in the circumference CMD.

4. When the base AB, (fig. 15,) and the difference of the

squares of the sides arc given, the locus of the vertex is a straight

line CM at right angles to A13. For AC- -f CM- = AM'^ and
BC- + CM-2=:B.M-', (Euc. 47. 1.) therefore AC^ - BC«=
AM2 - BM^.

5. When the base AR, (fig. 16,) and sum of the sides AM +
RM are given, the locus of the verte.\ M is the ellijjse CMD, of

w hich A. and 15 are the foci ; and if the dilf'erence of the sides,

AM — BM, (iig. 17,) be given, the locus is tiie hyperbola, of

which A and B are the foci, and CD the diameter. But if the

fum or dillerence of the sides be given, and the base be drawn
from a given point A, (Iig. IS, 19,) to meet any given line CD in

B, and i^M be drawn parallel to AC, and to meet AD in M, the

angles ADC and ACD being equal, the loci of the angular points

Bund M, will be the straight lines CD and AD. For AC =r

AD, and MB = MD, (Euc. 5 and 29. 1.) therefore AM -f MB= AD, (Iig. IS,) the given sum, and AM — MB = AD, (Iig. 19,)

the given difference ; therefore CD is the locus of the angular

point B, and AD of M.
(i. If the base AB, ((ig. 20, 21,) of a triangle AMB be given,

•and the rectangles BA X AP aiul M.\ x AO alv.jys equal, the

lines MP, BO, forming given ecpial angles with AI5 and .-V.M, tiie

!(jcus of the verte.\ M is the straight line PM, and the locus of

f lie point O is the circle AOB. For since tlie angle AOB =
APM, and OAB common. BA: AO : : AM : AP, hence BA X
AP = .'VM X AO, 'he point M being always in Ihe same straiglit

line PM ; and because AB and the angle AOB are given, the

locus of O is a circle, (art. 1.)

We shall only add two examples to illustrate the use of the

gesjinetrical loci ia the construction of geometrical prob-

lems.

Example I. To describe tlie triangle of which the base and its

opposite angle, with the difference of the sides are given.

At A, (Iig. 22,) make the angle DAE e(|ual to the given an-

gle, also take AF ecjual to tlse given base, and AE, AD, each

equ.ii to till' given dillerence of the sides. From thecenlre Aand
ijistance AF describe the circle FGC which is evidently the locus

of tlie angular point C ; through K and D draw EDC, wliich

(art. j,) is also the locus of the point C, hence if from C the in-

tersection of these loci, CB be drawn parallel to AE, and AC be

joined, ABC will be the required triangle. For AC = AF =

the given base, ABC =: B,\E = the given angle, and AB — CC
(BD) =: AD = the given difference of the sides.

Example 2. Given the base of a triangle, and the sum and dif-'

ference of the squares of the other sides, to construct the tri-

angle.

Let AB, (Iig. 23,) be the given base, divide AB in F so that

the difference of the squares of AF and FB may be equal to the
given difference, and draw I'TI perpendicular to AB ; also bisect

AB in G, and take GD so that 2GA--f-2GD^ may be equal t»

the given sum, and from the centre G witii the distance GD de-
scribe the circle DCE, which is the locus of the veitex C,
(art. 3,) and FH is also the locus of the verte.\ C, (art. 4,) there.,

fore from C, the point of intersection dravv CA anil CB, and ACB'
will be the required triangle, which is manifest.

LOCTIST, in zoology. See Gryllus.
LOCUTORIUM. "I'he monks and other religions in iiionas-

teries, after they had dined in their coinmon hall, had a withdiaw-
ing-rcom, where they met and talked together among themselves,
which room, from that sociable use and conversation, they called

locutorium, from /oiyiif«(/'), speakhig' ; as we call su(h a place in

our houses parlour, fiom the French ;)«)/(; ; and they had another
room, which they called locutoriuni forinsecum, wliere they might
talk with laymen
LODDON, a town of Norfolkshire, 42 miles N. of Ipswich,

lul 1 13 N. N. E. of London. Lon. 1. IS. E. Lat. 52. 36. N.

The capital is

LODF;, in mining. See Load.
LODESAN, a late territory of the Milanese.

Lodi.

LODEVE, a town of France, in the department of Herault,
21 miles N. of Beziers, and 8 W. of .Montpelier. Lon. 3.30. E.
Lat. 42. 47. N.
LODGEMENT, in military alTairs, is a work raised with

earth, gabions, fascines, wool-packs, or mantelets, to cover the
besiegers from the enemies lire, and to prevent their losing a
place which they have gained, and are resolved if possible, to

keep. For this purpose, when a lodgement is to be made on the
glacis, covert-way, or in a breach, there must be great provision

made of fascines, sand-bags, &c. in the trenches ; and (luring the
action, the pioneers with lascines, sand-bags, &:c. should be mak-
ing the lodgment, in order to form a covering in as advantageous
a manner as possible from the opposite bastion, or the place most
to be feared.

LODI, a large and strong city of Italy, in the department of
Olona, and distric' (late duchy) of Milan, seated on Ihe Adda,
IS miles S. E. of Milan, and 15 N. W. of Placentia. Lon. 9. 2G.

E. Lat. 45. 15. N.
LoDi Vecchio, or Old Lodi, an ancient town of Italy, in

the department of Olona, district and late duchy of Milan, seated

on the Silaro, 3 miles W. S. W. ot Lodi.

LODOMERIA, a large territory in the S. of Poland, forcibly

seized by the emperor Joseph II. in 1772; and erected into a
kingdom, along witli another territory, named Gallicia.

LODRONE, a town of Italy, in the bisliopric of Trent, 23
miles N. M. E. of Brescia, and 25 S. W. of Trent. Lon. 10. 46,

E. Lat. 46. 0. N.
LOEFLINGIA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order,

and triandria class of plants; natural order, Caryoplij lies. Ca-
lyx five-leaved ; corolla live-petaled, very small ; capsule one-
celled, tlir<>e-valved. There is but one species, \\i. L. hispanica,

a native of Spain.

LOF.MEL, a town of France, in the department of Deuv
Naltes, and late province of Austrian Brabant, 30 miles S. of
Bois-le-duc.

LOESELIA, in botany, a genus of the didynamia order, and
angiospermia class of plants. Calyx four-clelt ; corolla with all

Ihe segments directed one way; stamina opposite to the [letal
;

'

capsule three-celled. 'Fhere is but one species, viz. L. ciliata,

found at l,a Vera Cruz in South America.

LOG, in the Jewish antiquities, is mentioned (2 Kings vi, 25,)
as the fourtii part of a cab. But in Leviticus the word log is often

met with, and signifies that measure of oil, which lepers were to

offer at the temple alter they were cured of their disease.

Loo, a sea-term, signifying a sm.ill piec^e of timber a, Plate

CII, fig. 1, of a triangular, sectoral, or quadrantal, figure, on board-

a ship, generally about a quarter of an inch thick, and iive or six

t incliM
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iiclies from the angular point to the circumference. It is balanced

liy a thin plate of lead, nailed upon the arch, or circular side, so

js to swim perpendicularly in the water, with about two-thirds im-

mersed under the surface.

Log and Link, or the Log-Line, a little cord, or line,

ihout 130 fathoms long, fastened to the log by means of two legs,

;! /), (ig. 2, one of which passes through a hole at the corner, and

is knotted on the opposite side, while the other leg is attached to

the arch by a pin fixed into another hole, so as to draw out occa-

>ionally. By these legs the log is hung in eiiUilibrio ; and the line

ihns annexed to it is wound round a reel tixed for that purpose in

the gallery of the ship. TRis line tiom tiie distance of about 10, IC,

or 1 J fathoms off the log, has certain knots or divisions, which

ought to be at least 30 feet from each other ; though it was the

common practice at sea not to have them above 42 feet asunder.

The length of each knot ought to be the same part of a sea-mile

as half a minute is of an hour ; and admitting the measurement of

Mr. Norwood, who maVes a degree on a great circle of the earth

to contain 3b7,200 English feet, or about 09i English statute

miles, and therefore -^{h part ol it, or a nautical mile, will be G120
t''|"t ; rist'i of 6120, or 5! feet, should be the length of each knot,

lint because it is safer to have the reckoning rather before the ship

than after it, therefore 50 feel may be taken as the proper length

of each knot. The knots are sometimes made to consist only of 42

feet each, even in the present practice ; and this method of dividing

the lou-line was founded on the supposition that <J0 miles, each of

3000 Engli-h feet, made a degree ; for ^xg of jOOO is 41|, or, in

ri)und numbers, 42 feet. Mariners, rather than quit the old way,

though known to be erroneous, use glasses for halt-minute ones,

liiat run but 24 or 25 seconds. They have also used a line of

4j feet to 30 seconds, or a glass of 28 seconds to 42 feet. When
this is the case, the distance between the knots should be correct-

ed by the following proportion: as 30 is to jO ; so is the iminber

of seconds of die glass to the distance between the knots upon the

line. The heat or moisture of the weather has often a conside-

raljle effect upon the glass, so as to make it run slower or faster
;

it should, therefoie, be frequently tried by the pendulum in the

following manner. On a round luil hang a string that has a mus-
ket-ball fixed to one end, carefully measuring between the centre

of the ball and the string's loop over the peg 3yi ijiches, being the

IcngTli of a second pendulum; then swing it, and count one for

every time it passes under the peg, beginning at the second time
it passes ; and the number of swings made during the time the glass

is running out shews the seconds it contains. The line also is

liable to relax and shrink, and should therefore be occasionally

measured. The use of the log and line is to keep account and
r.uike an estimate of the ship's way or distance run ; which is done
by observing the length of line unwound in half a minute's time,

told by a half-minute glass ; fcr so many knots as is run out in that

time so many miles the ship sails in an hour. Thus, if there be
four knots veered out in half a minute, the ship is computed to

run four miles an hour. No mention of this device for measur-
ing the ship's way occurs till 1607, in an Cat-India vovage pub-
lished by Purchas ; but from that time its name occurs in other
Moyages among his collections; and henceforward it became fa-

mous, being taken notice of both by our own authors and by fo-

reigners ; as by Gunter in lG23; Suellius in lti24; Metius in

I
1631 ; Oughtred in 1633 ; Herigone in 1634 ; Saltonstall in 1636

;

I

Norwood m !637 ; Pournier in 1643; and almost by all the suc-
ceeding writers on navigation of every country.

Log, Heaving the, is throwing it into the water on the lee

side, letting it rim till it comes without the eddy of the ship's

wake ; then one, holding a half-minnte glass, turns it up just as

Xhe first knot, or the mark from w hich the knots begin to be reck-
pned, turns oft' the reel, fig. 3, or passes over the stern. As soon
'as the glass is out, the reel is stopped, and the knots run off are
told, and their parts estimated. It is usual to heave the log once

j

every hour in ships of war and East-Indiamen, and m all other ves-
I sels once in two hours ; and if at any time of the watch the wind

has increased or abated in the intervals, so as to alfect the
I fikiip's velocity, the officer generally makes a suitable allow-

i ance for it at the close of the watch. The log is a very precarious
I way of computing, and must always be corrected by experience

and good sense; there being a great deal of uncertainty in the

yawing of the ship going with the wind aft, or upon the quarter,

vol. in.—NO. 126.

in the heaving of it, by its coming home, or being drawn after the
ship; on account of the friction of the reel and lightne-s of the
log in the course of the current, and in the strength of the wind,
which seldom keeps the same tenor for two hours together ; which
is the interval between the times of using the log in short voyages ;

though in longer ones they heave it every hour. Yet this is a
much more exact way of computing than any other in use ; much
lireferable certainly to that of the Spaniards and Portuguese, who
guessed at the ship's way by the running of the froth or water by
the ship's side ; or to that of the Dutch, who used to heave a chip
over-board, and to number die paces they walk oii the deck while
the chip swims between any two marks, or bulk-iieads on the
side.

Log, the Compound. The above mentioned crror.s, anil

particularly the log's beingsubject to drive with the motion which
the water may have at its surface, whereas the experiment re-
quires it to be fixed in the place where it is when the mark com-
mencing the knots goes olf the reel, have been considered b) wri-
ters, and many methods have been proposed to remove, or at
least to le.-seii them. The late M. Bouguer proposed a method,
which has been thought deserving of particular attention, in the
Mem. Acad. Sc. 1747; and afterwards in his Treatise on Naviga-
tion, published at Paris in 17J3, and since reprinted in 1760, by

j

the abbe De La Caille. For this purpose, take for the log a co-
nical piece of wood, which fix to the log-line passed through or
along its axis, at about 40, jO, or 00, or more feet, iVom one end ;

and to this end fix the diver, w hicli is a body formed of two equal
si[uare |)ieces of tin, or of thin iron-plate, fixed at right angles to
one another along their diagonals ; and its size so fitted to that of
the cone, that the whole may float. A cone of three inches di-
ameter in the base, and of six inches in the slant height, is proposed
by M. Houguer to suit a diver made of plates about 9| inches
square

; the intersection of the diagonals is joined to the log-line,
and the loop and peg fixed, as in tlie common log. However, it

has been found, that no kmd of wood used in British dock-yards,
when formed into a cone of the above dimensions, w ill float a di-
ver made of stout tin-plates, one side of the square being 9| inches.
Such a diver weighing 1-Jlb. avoirdupoise, required to float it a,

cone of five inches diameter and twelve inches on the slant side, so
as the point of the cone, which was made of light fir, should just
appear above the water. Now supposing one side of such a
square tin-diver to be about ten inches, and made of plates only
two-thirds of the thickness of the former, such a diver woulii
weigh, with its solder, about 20 ounces, and can be floated by :i

light fir-cone of about four inches dianieTer in the base, and "tea
inches in the slant height or length ; and such a compound log
might perhaps be found on trial to be atfected by about as much
again as that proposed by M. Bouguer ; and consequently the
difference between the nnm'bers given by the common log and com-
pound log, must be augmented by two-thirds of itself foMhe neces-
sary correction, as below. When the compound log of Bouguer,
is hove overboard, the diver will sink too deep to be much atfect-
ed by the current or motion of water at the surface, and the log
will thereby keep more steadily in tiie place where it first fell;
and consequently the knots run' oft' ihe reel will -hewmore ac-
curately the ship's rate of sariling. As the common log is alfccted
by the whole motion of the current, so this compound log will feel
only a part thereof, viz. such a part nearly as the resistance of the
cone is to the resistance of the diver ; then the resistances of the
above cone and diver are about as 1 to 5 ; and consequently this
log will drive but one-fittli part of what the common log would do;
and so the ship's true run will be affected by one-fiftii only of the
motion of the waters. To obtain the true rate of sailing, it will
be proper to heave alternately, hour and hour, the common loi^

and this compound log ; then the ditference of their knots run of/',

augmented by its fourth part, is the correction ; which, applied to
the knots of the common log, will give the ship's true rate of sail-

ing at the middle-time between the hours when these logs were
hove. The correction is additive when the compoun<l log's run is

the greatest, otherwise it is subtiactive. To find the course made
good : increase the observed angle between the log-lines by one-
fourth part ; and this gives the correction to be ypplied to the ap-
parent course, or the opposite of that shewn by the common log ;

the correction is lo be applied to the right of the apparent course!
when the bearing of the common log is to the left of the com-

4 li pound
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pouiul log ; aiul vice versa, to the left, when the bearing is to the
right of it. Or thus: the lengths run otil' both logs, togetlier with
tiieir bearings, being known; in a card or compass apply the

knots rnn olf, takfii Ironi a scale of equal parts along their respec-

tive bearings, from the centre ;
join the ends ; and in this li:'.c

produced, on the side next the compound log's length, take one-

fourtli of the interval ; then a line draw n from the end, tluis pro-

duced, to the centre of tlie card, will shew the true course and dis-

tance made good. When a current, such as a tide, runs to any
deptli, the velocity of that current maj be much better ascertained

by the compound log than by the conminn one, provitled the di-

ver does not descend lovter tliau the- run of the current; for as those
ships "liich are deepest imnierged, drive fastest with the tide; so
the diver, by being acted on below, as well as the log on Ihesur-
face, ihcir joint motion will give tlie total effect of the current's
motion better than could be had from the motion at the surface
only. Also, by such a compound log, the depth to which any
current runs may be easily tried.

LOGAN, a chief among the Mingo tribe of the North Ameri-
can Indians, whose pathetic address to Lord Dunmore, governor
of Virginia, has been much and justly admired. The occasion
was as follows ; and the autlienticity of the facts and of the speech
IS unquestionable. In spring 1774, a robbery and murder were
committed on an inhabitant of the frontiers of Virginia by two In-
dians ot the Shawanee tribe. The neiglibouring whites, accord-
ing to custom, undertook to punish this outrage in a summary
way. Colonel Cresiip, a man infamous for the many nmrders he
had committed on those much-injured people, collected a party,
and ])roceeded down the Kanhaway in ipiest of vengeance. Un-
tortnnately a canoe of women and children, with one man onlv,
w'as seen coming from the opposite shore, unarmed, and unsus-
pecting any ho^tlle attack from the whites. Cresap and his party
concealed themselves on the bank of the river ; and the moment
the canoe reached the shore, singled out their objects, and at one
tire killed every |)erson in it. This happened to be the familv of
Logan, who had long been distinguislied as a friend of the whUes.
i his unworthy return provoked his vengeance. He accordingly
signalized himself in the war which ensued. In autumn 1774, "a

decisive battle was fought at the mouth of the Great Kanhaway,
between the collected forces of the Shawanees, Mingoes, and De-
lawares, and a detachment of the Virginia militia. The Indians'
were defeated, and su-ed for peace. Logan disdained to be seen
among the suppliants; but, lest the sincerity of a treaty should
betlistrusted, from which so distinguished a cliicf absented. himsilf,
he sent by a messenger the following speech, to be delivered to

Lord Dunmore: " I appeal to any white man to say if ever he
entered Logan's cabin hungry, and he gave him not meat ; if

ever he came cold and naked, and he clothed him not. During
the course of the last long and bloody war, Logan remained idle

in his cabin, an advocate for peace. Such ^as my love for the
whites, that my countrymen pointed as they passed, and said,
Logan is the Iriend of wliite men. I had even thought to have
lived with you, but for tlie injuries of one man. Colonel Cre-ap,
the last spring, in cold blood, and unprovoked, murdered all the
relations of Logan, not sparing even my women and children.
There runs not a drop of my blood in the veins of any living
creature. This called on me for revenge. I have sought it ; I

have killed many ; 1 have fully glutted my vengeance. For my
country, I rejoice at the beams of peace

; but do not harbour a

thought that mine is the joy of fear. Logan never felt fear. He
will not turn his heel to save his life. Who is there to mou?n tor

_ Logan ? Not one."

LOGAKITHMIC, [from ^o)'Of, ratio, and «fi9f.itis', number,]
belonging to Logarithms.
Logarithmic Curve. See Logarithms.
Logarithmic Li!Jes. For many mechanical purposes it is

convenient to have the logarithms of numbers laid down on scales,

as wtll MS the logarithmic sines and tangents ; by which means,
computations may be carried on by mere mensuration w ith com-
passes. Lines ot this kind are alwavs put on the common Gun-
ter's scale; see Gunteh's Scale. Rut as tliese instruments must
be extended to a very great length, in order to contain any consi-
der.ible quantity of numbers, it becomes an object of importance
to shorten ihem. Such an improvement has been made by Mr.
William Nicholson, and puljlithed in the 77th volume of the Phi-

los. Trans. The principles on which the construction of his in-
sireinents depends are as follow : 1. If two geometrical series of
i.uinbers, having ihe same common ratio, be placed in order with
the terms opposite to each other, the ratio between any term in
one series and its opposite in the other will be constant : Thus,

2 6 18 54 162, &c.
3 9 27 81 24,>, &c. Thus,

2 3, 6 y, 18 27, 54 81, 1 02 243, kc.
where it is evident, that each of the terms in the upper scries is

exa'ily two-thuds of the corresponding one in the lower. 11.
The ratio of any two terms in one series will be tiie same with that
between those which have an equal distance in the other. 111.
In all snch geometrical series as have the same ratio, the property
above-mentioned takes place, though we compare the terms o'f

any series with those of another ; Tlius,

5 2 4 8 16 32 64, &c.
{3 6 12 24 48 96, &c.
54 8 16 .32 64 128, &c.
>5 10 20 40 SO 160, &c. ; where it is plain

that 2, 4, 3, 6 ; also 2, 4, 4, 8, and 2, 4, 5, 10, &c. have the same
ratio with that of each series. IV. If the diH'erences of the loga-
rithms of the numbers be laid in order upon equidistant parallel
right lines, in such a manner, that aright line drawn across the
v\'liole shall intersect it at divisions denoting numbers in geome-
trical progression ; then from the condition of the arrangement,
and the property of this logarithmic line, it follows, 1st, That
every right line so drawn will, by its intersections, indicate a geo-
metrical series of numbers ; 2dly, That such series as are indicated
by these right lines will have the same common ratio ; and, 3dly,
That the seiies thus indicated by two parallel right lines, sup-
posed to move laterally, without changing either their mutual dis-

tance or parallelism to tliemselves, will have each the same ratio ;

and in all series indicated by such two lines, the ratio between an
antecedent and consequent, the former taken upon one line, and
the latter upon another, will be also the same. The 1st of these
propositions is proved in the following manner : let the lines AB,
CD, EF, Plate CII, fig. 5, represent parts of the logarithmic line

arranged according to the proportion already mentioned ; and let

GH be a right line passing through the points e, c, a, denoting
numbers in geometrical progression ; then will any other line IK,
drawn across the arrangement, likewise pass through three points

/, (/, b, in geometrical progression. From one ot the points oL
intersection/ in the last mentioned line IK, draw the linejg jja-

rallel to GII, and intersecting the arrangement in the points i, h ;

and the ratios of the numbers c,f, c, i, will be equal, as well as of
a, h ; because the intervals on the logarithmic line, or diH'erences
ot the logarithms of those numbers, are e(|ual. Again, the pointyj

.

the line id, and the line hb, are in arithmetical progression denot-
ing the differences between (he logarithms of the numbers thenj-
selves; whence the quotients of the numbers are in geometrical
progression. The 2d proposition is proved in a similar raaimer.
For as it was shewn that the line/g-, parallel to GH passes through
points of division denoting numbers in the same continued ratio
as those indicated by the line GH ; it may also be shewn, that the
line LM parallel to any other line IK, will pass through a series

of points denoting numbers which have the same continued ratio

with those indicated by (he line IK, to which it is parallel. Thq
3d proposition arises from the parallelism of the lines to their for-

mer situation ; by which means they indicate numbers in a geo-
metrical series, having the same common ratio as before : their
distance on the logarithmic line also remains unchanged : whence
the ditJc'rences between the logarithms of the opposite numl)ers,
and of consequence llieir ratios, will always be constant V. Sup-
posing now an antecedent and consequent to be given in any
geometrical series, it will always be possible to find them, provi-
ded the line be of unlimited length. Drawing two parallel lines,

then, through each of the numbers, and supposing the lines to
move without changing their direction or parallel situation, fhey
will continually describe new antecedents and consequents in

(he same geometrical series as before. VI. Though the logarith-

mic line contain no greater range of numbers than from 1 to 10,
it will not be found necessary for the purposes of compulation to
repeat it. The only thing requisite is to have a slider or beam
with two fixed points at the distance of the interval betwixt 1 and
10, and a moveable point be made to range betwixt them always

to
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to indicate tlie antecedpnt ; then, if the con^cqllent fixed point

fall without llie rule, the other fixed point will always denote the

d'vision on which it wouUl have fallen had the ride been prolong-

ed ; and this contrivance may easily be adapted to any arrange-

ment of parallel lines whatever. The arrangement of light lim-;,

however, ought always to be disposed in such a inaniier as to oc-

rnpv a right-angled parallelogram, or the cross-line already men-
tioned ought always to be at right angles to the k-iiglh of the ruler.

Fig. 6, is a ruler consisting of ten parallel lines. Fig. 7, a beam-
compass for measuring the intervals. B, A, C, arc the parts

which apply to the surface of the ruler; the middle one, A, being
moveable sidewise in a groove in the piece DE, so as always to

preserve its parallelism to the external pieces 15, C, which are

fixed at a distance equal to tlie length of the ruler, and have their

edges placed in such a manner as to form with the parallel lines

which they intersect a ratio, which by composition h-fts', which
in the present case requires them to be at right angles to the

length. The piece DE is appl ed to the edge EG of the ruler.

The edges or borders H, I, K, I., are more conveniently made of

transparent horn, or tortoise-ihell, than of any opaque matter. In

using this ruler, apply the edge of either B or C to the conse-

quent, and slide the piece A to the antecedent; observing the dif-

ference between the numbers onth,> pieces denoting tli? lines thev
are found oa : then, applying the same edge of A to anv other
antecedent, the other piece B or C will intersect a consequent in

the same ratio upon that line, having the same situation with re-

gard to the antecedent that the line of the former consequent had
to its antecedent. But if B be the consequent piece, and fall

without the ruler, the piece C will shew the consequent one line

lower ; or if C, in like manner, fall w ithout the ruler, then B will

shew the consequent one line higher. "It might be convenient
(says Mr. Nicholson) for the purpose of computation, to make in-

struments of this kind with 100 or more lines ; but in the present
instrument, the numbers on the pieces will answer the same pur-
pose ; for if a consequent fall upon a line at anv given number of
intervals without tUe ruler, it will be found on that line of the ar-

rangement, which occupies the same number of intervals reckon-
ed inwards from the opposite edge of the ruler." Fig. 8. is an in-

strument on the plan of a Gunter's scale of 28i inches long, in-

vented by the late Mr. Robertson. There is a moveable piece
AB in the slider GH across which is drawn a fine line : the slider

having also lines CP EF, drawn across it at distances from each
other equal to the, igth of the ruler AB. In using the instru-

ment, the line CD or EF is to be placed at the consequent, and
the line in AB at the aatecedent ; then, if the piece AB be placed

at any other antecedent, the same line CD or EF will indicate its

consequent in the same ratio taken the same way : that is, if the
antecedent and coii.-equent lie on the same side of the slider, all

other antecedents and consequents in that ratio will be in the

>ame manner ; and the contrary if they clo not. But if the con-
sequent line fall witiiout the rule, the other fixed line on tlie slider

« ill shew the consequent, but on the contrary side of the slider to

that where it would el-e have been seen by means of the first con-
sequent line. Fig. 9, is a circular instrument equivalent to the for-

mer; consisting of three concentric circles engraved and graduated
upon a plate of an inch and an half diameter. Two legs A and B
proceed from the crntre, having right-lined edges in the direction

of radii ; and aremuveable either singly or together. In using the
instrument, place one of the edges at the antecedent and the other
at the consequent, and fix them at the angle. Move the two
legs then together ; and having placed the antecedent leg at anv
other number, the other will give the consequent one in the like

position on the lines. If the line CD happen to lie between the

legs, and B be the consequent leg, the number sought will be
found one line fartlier from the centre tlian it would otherwise have
been : and on the contrary, it will be found one line nearer in

the like case, if A be the consequent leg. " Tliis instrument

(says Mr. Nicholson) ditfering from that represented t'lg. 6, only
m its circular form, and the advantages resulting from that form,
the lines must be taken to succeed each other in the same man-
ner laterally ; so that numbers which fall either within or without
the arrangement of circles, will be found on such lines of the ar-

rangement as would have occupied the vacant places, if the suc-

cession of lines had been indefinitely repeated sidewise. I ap-

prove of this construction, as superior to every other which has

yet occurred to me, not only in point of convenience, but like-

wise in the probability of being better executed ; because small

arcs may be graduated witli very great accuracy, by divisions

transferred from a larger original. The instrument, fig. 6, may
be contained conveniently in a circle of about lour inches and an
half diameter. The circular instrument is a combination of the
Gunter's line and the sector, with the improvements here pointed
out. The property of the sector may 'oe uset'ul in magnilying the

differences of the logarithms in the upper parts of the line of sines,

the middle of the tangents, and the beginning of the versed sines.

It is even possible, as mathematicians will easily conceive, to

draw spirals, on which graduations ofparts, every where equal to

each other, will shew the ratios of those lines by moveable radii, .

similar to those in this instrument."

LOGARITHMS.

LOGARITHMS, [>07ii,-, ratio, and «ji^no;, number,] numbers
so contrived and adapted to other numbers, that the sums and dif-

ferences of the. former shall correspond to, and shew, the products
and quotients of the latter. Or, more generally, logarithms are
the numerical exponents of ratios ; or a series of numbers in arith-
metical progression, answering to another series of numbers in
geometrical progression. Thus,

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, Indices, or logarithms.

1> 2, 4, 8, 16, 32,- Geometric progression.
Or,

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, Indices, or logarithms.
1. 3, 9, 27, 81, 243, Geometric progression.

Or,

^' '' 2, 3, 4, 5 Indices, or logarithms.
1, 10, 100, 1000, 10000, 100000, Geometric progression.

• Where it is evident that the same indices serve equally for anv
feometric series ; and 'consequently there may be an endless va'-
riety of systems of logarithms to the same com'mon numbers, bv
only changing the yjcoiul term, 2, 3, or 10, &c. of the geome-
trical series. It is also apparent, from the nature of these series,
that if any two indices be addexl together, their sum will be the

index of that number w-hich is equal to the product of the two
terms, in the geometric progression, to which those indices be-

long. Thus, the indices 2 and 3, being added together, are == 5 ;

and the numbers 4 and 8, or the terms corresponding with those

indices, being multiplied together, are := 32, whicli is the num-
ber answering to the index 5. And, in like manner, if any one

index be subtracted from another, the dilfeience will be the inde.x

of that number, which is equal to the quotient of the two terms to

which those ind;ces belong. Tluis the index 6, minus the index:

4, is = 2 ; and the terms corresponding to tiiose indices are 64

and 16, whose quotient is = 4 ; which is the number answering

to the index 2. For the same reason, if the logarithm of any nuni

ber is multiplied by the index of its power, the product will be

equal to the logarithm of that power. Thus, the index or loga-

rithm of 4, in the above series, is 2; and if this number is multi-

plied hv 3, the product will be = 6 ; which is the logarithm of

64, or the third power of 4.- And, if the logarithm of any number .

is dividedibv the index of its root, the quotient will be equal to

the logarithm of that root. Thus, the index or logarithm of 64 is

6 ; and if this number is divided by 2, the quotient will be ^= 3 ;

which is the logarithm cf 8, or the square root ot 64. And here

we
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wc may observe that tliese properties are general in all cases,

aswill be evident, if we set down a geonietiical series according to

the algebraic method of notation, thns r", r', r-, r^ r', r'^, ;°.

&c. where the ratio of the geonietritiil series is denoted by r, and

the arithmetical series is supplied by the numeral exponents of the

terms. Hence it follows, tliat tlie properties, here ascribed to

any geometrical, and its corresponding arithmetical serie>, depend

on two well know n propositions in algebra ; namely, that the sum
of the exponents of any two powers of an algebraic quantity is

equal to the exponent of their product; ajid that the dilferenre of

their exponents is equal to the exponent of their quotient. Hence
in all cases when the terms of an arithmetical progression are

adapted to those 'of a geometrical progression, as in the foregoing

examples ; tlie terms of the arithmetical series are called the Lo-

garitlims of the corresponding terms of the geometrical series.

'I'he logarithms most convenient for practice are such as are adap-

ted to a geometric scries increasing in a tenfold proportion, as in

the last of the above forms, and are those which are to l)e found,

at present, in most of the connnon tables upon this subject. The
distinguishing mark of this system of logaritlmis is, that the index,

or logarithm'of 1 is 0; that of 10, 1 ; that of 100, 2 ; that of 1000,

3, &c. And in decimals the logarithm of .1 is — 1 ; that of .01,

— 2; that of. 001, — 3, &c. From whence it follows that tlie

logarithm of any number between 1 and 10 must be and some
fractional parts, and that of a number between 10 and 100 will be

1 and some fractional parts ; and so on for any other number what-

ever. And since the integral part of a logarithm is always tluis

readily found, it is usually called the index, or characteristic ; and

is commonly omitted m the tables ; being left to be supplied by
the operator himself, as occasion requires.

History of Logarithms.

The properties of a geometrical series.which constitute the foinid-

ation of the doctrine of logarithms, appear to have been known as

far back as the days of Archimedes ; for tliat celebrated mathema-
tician makes use of them in his work entitled " Arenarins," or

" Treatise on tlie Number of Sands." The same properties are

also mentioned in the writings of Stifelius, a German mathema-
tician, who lived about the middle of the lOlh century. It does

not however .ippear, that any person perceived all the advantages

which might be derived from these properties, till about the be-

ginning of the 17th century; when their utility vuas rendejed

evident, by the happy invention of logarithms. This discovery,

certainly one of the most valuable that ever w.is made in malhe-

iTiatics, is due to John Napier, haroii of Merchiston, in Scotland,

who published it to the world, in 1(")14, in a work which he called

" Mirifica Logarithmorum Canonis Dcscriptio," and which con-

tained a large table of logarithms, together with their description

and uses : but the author reserred his method of constructing

them, till the sense of the learned concerning his invention should

be known. In the abovementioned work, Napier explains his

notion of logarithms, by lines described, or generated, by the mo-
tion of points, ij\ this manner. He first conceives a line to be

generated by the motion of a point, which passes over equal por-

tions of it, in equal sni.iU moments, or portions of time. He
then considers another line to be generated by the uneqiral mo-

tion of a point, in such a manner, that, in the aforesaid equal por-

tions, or moments of time, there maybe described, or cut off from

3 given line, parts which shall be continually in the same propor-

tion with the respective remainders of that line, which had before

teen left ; then are the several lengths of the first line the loga-

rithms of the corresponding parts of the latter. Which descrip-

tion of them is similar to that which we have already given, viz.

that logarithms are a series of quantities, or numbers, in arithme-

tical progression, adapted to another series in geometrical progres-

sion. Thus while 0/1, fig. 4, Plate CII, increases or decreases

proportionally, the uniform motion of a point P, by which the

logarithm of 'n p is generated, is equal to the velocity of p at a ;

that is, at the term of time when the logarithms begin to be gene-

rated. Hence logarithms, formed after this model, are called

Napier's Logarithms, and by some Natural Logarithmj._ Napier

hiade the first, or whole length of the line, which is diminished

in geometrical progression, the radius of a circle ; and its loga-

rithm 0, or nothing ; representing the beginning of the first, or

arithmetical line. Tlius tiie several proportional remainders of
the geometrical line are the natural sines of all arches of a quad-
rant, decreasing down to ; while the successive increasing values
of the arithmetical line are the corresponding logaritlmis of those
decreasing sines : so that while the natural sines decrease from ra-

dius to nothing, their logarithms increase from to infinity, The
description and use of Napier's canon being in the Latin lan-

guage, they were translated into English by Mr. Edward Wright,
the ingenious inventor of what is commonly, though erroneously,
called Mercalor's Sailing. The translation was sent to the author,
who revised it, and returned it with his approbation. Mr. Wright,
however, dying soon after he received it back, the work, toge-
ther with the tables, and a preface by Mr. Henry Briggs, was
publishrd in 1616, after his death, by liis son Samuel Wright, who
dedic.ited it to the East India Company. As Napier's canon
contained only the natural sines for every minute of the quad-
rant, and their corresponding logarithms, it was attended with
some degree of inconvenience, wlien used as a table of the loga-

rithms of common numbers ; because when a number w:.'s pro-
posed, which was not exactly the same with some number denot-
ing a natural sine, it was then necessary to find its logarithm by
means of an arithmetical calculation, performed according to pre-
cepts, which the author delivered in his work. I'his inconve-
nience, which was in part obviated by certain contrivances of
Wright and Briggs, was not the only one; for there was another,
whirli arose from the logarithms being sometimes -|-, or additive,

and sometimes— , or negative ; and whicli therefore required the
knowledge of algebraic addition and subtraction. This last defect
was occasioned partly by making the logarithm of radius 0, and
those of the sines to increase ; and p.arlly by the compendious
manner, iu which the author had formed the table ; making the

three columns of sines, cosines, and tangents, to serve also for the

other three of cosecants, secants, and cotangents. But this latter

inconvenience was well remedied by John Speidell, in his New
Logarithms, first published in 1617; which contained all the six

columns, and these all of a positive form, by being taken the

arithmetical complements of Napier's, that is, tliey were the re-

mainders left by subtracting each of the l.itter from 10,000,000.

And the former inconvenience was more completely removed by
Speiilell in a second table, given in the sixth impression of the

former work, in the year 1624. ^J'his was a table of Napier's Lo-
garithms for the integers 1, 2, 3; 4, 5, ice. to 1000, together with
their differences, and arithmetical complements: as also the

halves of the said numbers, with their differences, and arithme-

tical complements ; which halves were consequently the loga-

rithms of the square roots of the said nunibeis. ^I'hese loga-

rithms are, however, a Uttle varied in their form from Napier's,

namely, so as to increase from 1, whose logarithm is 0,

instead of decreasing to 1, or radius, whose logarithm Napier
made likewise : that is, Speidell's logarithm of any number 7i is

1

equal to Napier's logarithm of its reciprocal — . So that in Spei-

!l

dell's table, tlie logarithm of 1 being 0, tlie logarithm of 10 is

2. 302^84: the logarithm of 100 is twice as much, or 4.G05I68 ;

and that of lUOO, thrice as much, or 6.9077 J3. The logaritlmis

contained in this table are no^i jommonly called hyperbolic

logarithms: because they serve to express the areas contained

between the curve of the hyperbola and its asymptote. The
celebr.ited inventor of the lognrithnis died in the year 1618 ;

and ill l6l9, his son Robert N.apier published a new edition of

the Logarithmorum Canonis Descriptio, to whjch was now added
the promised Logarithmorum Canonis Constructio, and other

miscellaneous pieces written by his father and Mr. Briggs. This

work was reprinted in I'Yance, in 1620 ; also, nearly about this

time, different mathematicians abroad published tables of loga-

rithms of the same kind as those of Napier ; as Benjamin Ursinus,

matheirmtician to the Elector of Brandenbnrg, also the famous

Kepler, who was then mathematician to the emperor Ferdinand II.

ancl others. Next to the discovery of logarithms, the most re-

markable circumstance connected with their history, is that im-

provement which they received in their form from Henry Briggs,

who w.as, at the time of the publication of Napier's logarithms,

professor of geometry in Gresham college, in London, and after-

wards Savilian profcsaor of geometry at Oxford, where he died in

1 the
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the year 1630. On tlie first publication of Napier's logarithms,

Briggs immediately applied liimselt to tlie study and improve-

ment of tliem ; and presently saw tliut it would be of advantagi; to

change the stale ; so that the logarithm of 1 being 0, as in Na-

pier's form, the logarithm of 10 might be 1, tliat of 100, '2; of

JOOO, 3, and so on ; whereas the logari'thms of the same numbera,

according to Napier's construction, were 2-30 J5S5, 4-6U516S,

6-9077i3, &;c. This improvement Briggs communicated both to

ifhc public in his lecluies, and to Napier himself, vho afterwards

<nid, tliat he had also thought of the same tiling ; as appears from

the preface to Briggs's " Arithraetica Logarithmica. ' Thus it

•appears tliat Briggs was tlie inveiitorof the present scak-oflogarithms.

He at first intended to make them to decrease with the natural

numbers ; but being advised by Napier, he altered his plan, and

made the logaritlims, or artificial numbers, (as Napier had also

called them,) to increase with the natural numbers, which made
Tfto alteration in the figures that expressed Briggs's logarithms, but

'ofhly in their atfections, or signs, changing them from negative to

positive ; for according to Briggs's first intention, the logarithms

'of -001, -01, -1, 1, 10, 100, 1000, &c. would have been -f 3,

4-2, + 1, 0, — 1, — 3, — 3, &c. but, in conformity to the sug-

jgestioii of Napier, tliey were made — 3, — 2, — 1, 0, + 1, -j- 2,

>^ 3, &c. which is a change of no essential importance, as the

scale of tlie system is tlie same in either case. And tlie reason

why Briggs, after his interview with Napier, rejected what he had

before done, and began anew, was probably because he had adapt-

ed his logarithms to approximate sines of arcs, instead of the

(Ound or integer numbers, and not from their being logarithms of

another system, as were those of Napier. About the year I61S,

Brings published the fii"st thousand logarithms to eight places of

figures ; besides the index, under the title of " Logarithmorum
Chilias Prima." And, in 1624, he produced his " Arithnietica

liogaritlimica," a stupendous work for so short a time, containing

the logarithms of 30,000 natural numbers, to 14 places of figures,

besides the index ; namely, fiom 1 to 20,000, and from 90,000 to

JOG,000 ; together with the differences of the logarithms; and in

Iwlh these works the logarithms were calculated according to the

system which had been agreed upon between him and the first in-

-ventor: that is, they were the same as the system, which we com-
monly em))loy at the present time. Soon after the publication of

jthe " Aritlimetica Logarithmica," Adrian VMacq, or Flack, com-
pleted the intermediate 70 chiliads, and republished it at Gouda,
m Holland ; thus making in the whole, the logarithms of all num-
bers, from 1 to 100,000 ; but only to ten places of figures. He
also added a table of artificial sines, tangents, and secants, to every
minute of the quadrant. Briggs himself also lived to complete a

table of logaritiimic sines and tangents, for the 100th part of every
degree of the quadrant, to 14 places of figures, besides the index ;

together with a table ot natural sines for the same parts, to 1 j

places, and the tangents and secants for the same to 10 places ;

vpith the construction of the whole. These tables were printed at

Gouda, under the care of Adrian Vlacq, and nearly finished off

before 1631. But the death of the author, which happened in

1630, prevented him from completing the application and uses of

them. However, the performing of this office, he recommended,
when dying, to his friend Henry Gclhbrand, then professor of

astronomy in Gresham college ; who added a preface, and the
application of the logarithms to jilane ?nd spherical trigonometry,

&c. The woik was published in 1633, under the title of " Tii-
gonoinetria Britanmca ;" and besides the arcs in degrees, and
centesms of degrees, it has another column, containing the mi-
nutes and seconds, answering to the several centesms in the first

column. In the same year, Vlacq printed at Gouda his " Trigo-
nometria Artificialis ; sive Magnus Canon Triangulorum Loga-
ritlimicus, ad Decadas Secundorum Scrupulorum Constructus."

This work contains the losjarjthmio sines and tangents to 10 places

of figures, with their dilfertnces, for every 10 seconds in the qua-
drant. To them is also added Briggs's table of the first 20,000
logarithms; but carried only to ;u places of figures, besides the

index, with their ditterences. The whole is preceded by a de-
scrinlion of the tables, and the application of them to plane and
spherical trigonometry, ch;efly extracted from Briggs's " Trigo-
nonittria Britanuica," mentioned above, Gellibrand published
also, in l63i, " An Institution Trigonometrical," containing the
logarithms of the first 10,000 numbers, witli ili« natural sines, tan-
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gents, and secants, and the logarithmic sines and tangents for de-

grees and minutes, all to 7 places of figures, besides the index ;

also other tables proper for navigation, with the uses of the whole.

Various other authors iiave written on this subject, and several

subsequent improvrinents have been made, which our limits do
not permit to mention. However, it may be proper to inenliou

that the arrangement of the logarithms, in the tables, was first re-

duced to the moi^t convenient form, by John Ne«lon, in his

" Trigonometria Britanuica," published at London in 16jS.

Among the tables of logarithm^ which ha\e been publisiied o(

late years, in this country, there are two works most deservedly
in repute, both for accuracy, and convenience of arrangement

;

these are. Dr. Mutton's " Mathematical Tables, containing' Com-
mon, Hyperbolic, and Lo^^istic Logarithms, &c." and Ta\ lor'»
" Tables of Loi^arithms of all Nuniu-rs, from 1 to 101000; and
of the Sines, and Tangents, to every Second of the Quadrant."
Several very accurate and well arranged collections of tables ot

logarithms hav< also been lately printed in France ; one, which
deserves to be particularly mentioned, is Callet's stereotype edi-

tion of " Tables Portatives de Logarithmes." These contain the
logarithms of numbers, from 1 to 101000, and the logarithmii'.

sine', and tangents, for every second, in the first 5 degrees, and
for every 10 seconds of the remaining degrees of the quadrant;
and also for every 10000th part of the arc, according to the
new centesimal division of the quadrant: The logarithms are to 7
decimal places.

The Constructio.v of Logarithms.

From the general explanation which has been given above of
the nature of logarithms, it is not difficult to see, how we
may find the logarithms of as many numbers as we please. For
the arithmetical series 0, 1,2, 3, i, &c. being assumed to denote
the logarithms of the geometrical series

1, 10, 100, 1000, 10000, &:c.

if we fiid any number of arithmetical proportionals, between
every two terms of the former; and an equal numlier of geome-
trical proportionals, between the corresponding terms of the latter;
the^e arithmetical proportionals will be the logarithms of the cor-
responding geometrical proportionals.

The logarithms thus lound will not indeed correspond, exactly,
to any term in the series of whole numbers 2, 3, 4, 5, &c. but
proceeding upon the same principle, the logarithms of these mar
be also found, as in the following example, where it is proposed to
determine the logarithm of the number 9. And as the insertino-
of two, or more, geometrical proportioKals, between any two
given numbers, would require the extraction of the cube, or some
higher root, we shall carry on the operation, by inserting only
one mean, which may be done by the extraction of the square
root.

Because the logarithm of 1 is 0, and the logarithm of 10 it 1, we
are to find an arithmetical mean between and 1 ; and a geome«

0-f 1

trical mean between 1 and 10 ; and the former will be 3
_ 2

^=•5 and the latter v^l x 10= ;v/10 — 3l6,'3777. Hence the
logarithm of 3-162S777 is -5. Again, let an arithmetical mean be
found between -5, the logarithm of 3-1(522777. and 1, the loga-
rithm of 10; and a geometrical mean between 3-1622777, and

1-1- -5 1-5

10; the former will be = = -73; and the latter

<k/10x 3- 1622777 = 5-6234132. Thus the logarithm of4'6234l33
is found to be -75. For a third operation, let an arithmetical
mean be found between -'J, the logarithm of 5-6234132, and 1,

the logarithm of JO ; also a geometrical mean between 5-ti234l32,

14- -75

and 10; the former will be -ss-S'S; and the latter

v/lOx 5-6234132 = 7-4989422. Therefore the Jogarithm of
7-4989429 is -875.

Fourth Operation. Let an arithmetical mean be found between
875, the logarithm of 7-4989422, ;tnd 1, the logarithm of 10;
also a g^iomeirical mean between 7'49394:?, and 10; the f&rmer

4 I wfM
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vfill be -9375 ; and the latter 8-6596431. Thus the logarithm of

8-65g6431 is '9375.

Fifth operation. Let an arithmetical mean be found between

•9375, tlie logarithm of 8-6596431, and 1, the logarithm of 10;

also a geometrical mean between 8-6596431, and 10 ; the former

•will be -96875 ; and the latter 'J-305:204. Thus the logarithm of

9-3057204 is 96375.

Sixth operation. As the geometrical mean last found exceedb

9, let there now be found an arithmetical mean between -9375, the

logarithm of S-6596431, and -90875 the logarithm of 9-3057204
;

(he former will be -953125; and the latter S-9768713. Thus
the logarithm of R-97687I3 is -953125.

Proceeding in this manner, after 25 extractions of the square

root, it will be f,.und, that the logarithm of 8-9999998 is -9542425,

\vhich may be taken also for the logarithm of 9, as it difl'ers so

little from it, that it is sufficiently e.\act for all practical pur-

poses.

Having found the logarithm of 9, we may thence find tlie loga-

rithms of all roots and powers of 9, as well as all multiples of tliose

roots and powers bv 10, IQO, 1000, &c. Thus
log. 3 = log. .v/9 = i log- 9= -4771213

log. R 1 = log. 9- = 2 X 'log. 9 = 1 -9084850

log. 30 = log. 3 + log. 10=: 1-4771213,

Tliis method of computing tlie logarithms of numbers, by the

finding of geometrical proportionals is exceedingly tedious: it is

however nearly the same as was employed by the first computers

of logarithms ; but the improvements which have been since made
in the vajious branches of mathematics, and partici;larly in the

doctrine of infinite series, have furnished much easier methods of

computing logarithms. These, as well as the nature and pro-

perties of logarithms, we now proceed to explain.

Let r denote any positive number whatever, different from

imity. Then, by assuming proper exponents, the powers of r

may become equal to all positive numbers -whatever, whether

those numbers be whole or iractional. Thus if r=:2, we have
£•= 1, 2' = 2, 2^* = 4, 2' = 8, 2* =: 16, &c. as to the intermedi-

ate numbers 3, 5, 6, 7, &c. they may be expressed, at least nearly,

liy fractional powers of 2, Thus,
OI.SSM — 3^

^i-JOlg — 5^ O^-iS^iO — g^ 02. 8873 —
7^ ^.c_

So also the powers of 10 may become, either exactly, or nearly,

equal to all positive numbers whatever. Thus,

10" = 1 10.^8' = 6
jQ-soio —; 2 10-W51 ^^ 7
10-""'= 3 10-9031 — 8

J f). 6031 —. 4 10^43 — 9
10-6990 — 5 101 _ 10

in general, if a denote any positive number ; it is sufficiently

trvident, that it is possible 10 conceive a corresponding number A,

such, that r*=: a; and A, that is the exponent of r, which gives

a power equal to u, is called the .'ogarithm of a.

From this manner of defining logarithms, we readily derive all

their properties. For a, and b denoting -any two numbers ; also

A and B their IpgarithnDS ; we have r' = a, and r ^^ b, there-

fore r* X r^ = ab ; but r* x r"^ = r* + " ' therefore A -f B is

the logarithm of ab ; that is, the sum of the logarithms of any two

numbers is equal to the logarithm of the product. Again,
B

s= — ; brit = r ; therefore, A — B is the logarithm of

a
=-; tliat is, the difference of the logarithms of two numbers is

b
-equal to the logarithm of their jjuotient.

If we resume the equition f* = a vre have r * = «", there-

fore ?( A is tlie logarithm of a ; and since n may be either a whole
number, or a fraction, it follows, that tlie logarithm of any power
of a number is equal to a logarithm of that number, multiplied by
the exponent of llie power. Also, that the logarithm of any root

of a nvuiiber is equal to the logarithm of the number divided by
the exjionent of the root.

There may be various systems of logarithms, arrnrding to the

different values which may be given to the number r, which is

called the radical number of the system. In the common system

of logarithms, r is 10; but m the system of Napier it is 2-7)82818,

It is evident from what is here advanced, that the logarithm of the

radical number in every system must be unity. In difterent sys-

tems the logarithms of the same number are-aUvays to one another

in a constant ratio. Suppose that A is the logarithm of the num-
ber «, the radical number of the system being ?• ; and A' the loga-

rltlim of the same number, according to another system, tlie radi-

cal number of which is r'. Then r =a, and r' =«; there-

fore

A
and r :=7-': thus it appears, that the fraction

deijends only on r, andr'; and therefore must be the same,
A'

whatever be the value of the number o.

Hence it follows, that if the logarithms of numbers according to

any one system be given, the logarithms of the same numbers, ac-

cording to any other proposed system may be readily tbund.

From what has been advanced, it is evident, that we may exhi-

bit an idea of all possible systems of logarithms, in one general

series, which expresses all possible numbers with their logarithms.

Thus let >• be any given number whatever, and s a constant infini-

tesimal, or exceedingly small quantity, and the series w 111 be as fol-

lows : r • r-3 r='-', r-^'--, f'-\ r'- r^'', r-^'-i,

', r", T', r-

7-3

p^i » • - ,-3=tl .

T^. Since r may be any given

mimber, this series is a general expression for every system of lo-

garithms, where it is evident that in any system the logarithm of 1

or ) " is nothing, and that because i is a constant infinitesimal r' and
;"' differ from one by an infinitely small quantity, the one in ex

cess, and the other in defect; and thus there is a gradation by in-

finitely small dilfercnces from one both ways to the greatest and

least assignable quantities r^, and r"« ; and thus, whatever the sys-

tem may be, every possible number is expressed, with its loga-

rithm which is the index to the radical quantity. Thus let x be

any number, then there is a term in the above series equal to x,

let it be )'", and we shall have su for the logarithm of i. Hence
arises this etjuation r'" = .r or, by putting su — y, we have r? 3= i,

in which r is a constant or given quantity, the radical of the sys-

tem, and the number .r may be given to find the logarithm y, or

y may be given to find x. If the increment of any term in the

above series, or the difference between that term, and tlie

next, be divided by that term, the quotient will ber'— 1, thus

,-y + s _ ,.y

= ;'— 1, which shews t!ie result universally, also the in-

crement of the index, or logarithm is *, as appeai-s by inspection;

hence the increment of the number dividecl by the number is to

the increment of the logarithm in the constant ratio f— \: s, to

which let the ratio 1 : m be equal ; but the iiuxions of quantities

are as their evanescent increments; therefore the fluxion of any

number divided by that number is to the fluxion of its logarithm

flux, r'

in the same constant ratio f— 1 : s, or 1 : m, that is : flux.
n

y:: \ : m; but since r is constant, the fluxion r^ is r'j x h.l.r;

hence> x h. l. r : y : : \ : m, therefore h.l.r ——, and hence ifth«

particular systijm of logarithms or radical qunantity r be given, m i'f

determined, being the reciprocal of the hyp. log. of /-, or if m be

given, the particular system, or r, will be known, thejliyp. log. of

r, the radical being the reciprocal of m ; tints r and w determine
each
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racli other, ami either of tliem determines the particular system
of logarithms, r is called the radical of liie sj'stem as above ob-
served, and m is denominated the modulus ot the system, if the
iTiodulus m =: 1 the radical r = 2.71&2l>18, &C. which is the sys-
tem of hyperbolic logaritliims, ifr = 10, m = .4342944, &c. the
modulus of the common logarithms, as aht-un below. If in the

Jiux. ri

proportion above stated, viz. -.fiur- p \ • m, we put

' =: X, as before, we liave — -.y:: I : ki, or => ; that is uni-

X X
versally, the product of the mfiduUis r.!id fluxion of any number
divided by that number is equal to the tiuxion of the logarithm of

the same number; hence we may easily tiud the logarithm of a

given number, or the number of a given number.

I. To FIND THE LoCARtTHM OF A GIVEN NvMBER.

n-\-x

Let be the number, j/itslogarithm, and ?« the modulus, then

n—x
nx X .v^.r

i)y what is shewn above y = 2m x = 2;7i x : 1-

X*x X^x 71+1
-| 1 1-, ic. and the fluent, or the logarithm of

n^ li' n — X
X X* x' x'

=: y = 2m X 1 1 1 \-, Sec. and this series con-
n 3n^ 5n^ 7a'

verges very speedily when x is small or n great. Let a = 1, and
n •{• X

X :=} , tlien = 2, hence.

= .33333333333
n
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the logarhlim oi the product or quotient will be the same in the

decimal part, since the addition or subtraction can only affect thi;

inde.\. Thus the logarithm of 5S74 beuig 3.76S9339, the loga-

rithm of 10, 100, &c times 5874 will be as toUows

:

Num. Logarithms.

follows:

5874
58740

587401
iRTinnn
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Divided 5u by 4.

TUc log. of

The log. of

56 = 1.74S1SS0
4 = o.eoiuooo

The quotient = 14 --- 1.1461 '280

[Pivide .24 by 80.

Tlie log. of

The log. of

.24 = — 1.3802112
80 = i.9030900

Or thus,

The cjuotieiit =

The log. of
The coiiip. of

.003 3.4771212

.24 = - 1.3802112

SO = 8.0969100

'I'he quotient — .003 — 3.4771212

Here the sum of the indices is 7, from which 10 being taken the

iiialiider is 3.

Divide the product of 4.718 and .62j, bv the product of

)1205 and 53.

The log. of 4.718= 0.6737579
The log. of .625= - 1.7958800

The comp. of .01265= 11.8979095

The comp. of 55 = 8.2596373

The quotient = 4.2382- 0.6271847

From this, and multiplication, we easily perceive the method of

performing the rule of tliree, or the rule of five; viz. add the lo-

arilhms of the second and third terms together, ;;nd from the sum
ibtract the logarithm of the lirst, the remainder is the logarithm

t' liie fourth. Or, instead of subtracting the logarithm, add its

oniplement, as directed in division.

IkVOLUTION EY LoG.^RITHMS.

Multiply the logarithm of tlie number by tlie index of the
jwer, and it will give tlie logarillmi of the power.
Aole. The protluct of a negalive index by a positive nuniiv r

^ negative, but what is carried js positive; and, oir the contrarv,

.hen the multiplier is negative.

\\ hat is the cube or third power of fifteen.

The log. of 15 = r. 17609 13

The index 3

The power = 3375 - - - 3.5282739

Required the 12tb power of 1.539

The log. of 1.539 = 0.1872386
The index 12

'] he power = 176.6- -- 2.2468632

What is the 4lh power of .08.

The log. of .OS =
The index

- 2.9030900
4

'I'he power = .00004096 5.6123600

EvotuTioN BY Logarithms.

Divide the logarithm of the number by the index of the root,
that is, divide by two for the square or second root, by three for

the cube root, 8:c. and the quotient will be the logarithm of tiie

root.

\ote. When the index of the logarithm to be divided is nega-
tive, and doe> not exactly contain the divisor, increase it by -liih

a number as will make it exactly divisible, and carry the uiiits

borrowed, as so many tens, to the left hand place of the decimal,
and then divide as in whole numbei"s.

Required the square root of loOl-

The log. of 1501 = 3.1763807
Therefore 2)3.1763807

The root = 38.74 1.5881903

VOL. HI.—-NO. 127.

Required the cube root of .166375.
'1 he log. of .166375 = — I.22I0S81

Therefore 3)- l.22loriSl

The root 1.7403627

To Fi.sD Mean Propoktioxais between any two
Numbers.

Subtract the logarithm of the least term from the logarithm of
(he grea(e>t, and diviile the remainder by a number more by one
than the number of means desired; then add the quotient to the
l'i,-arithm of the lea-t term (or subtract it honi the logarithm of the

greatest) continually, and it will give the logaritiims of all the
mean proportionals required.

ExaiitpU: Let three meaH proportionals be sought, between
106 and 100.

Logarithm of 106 = 2.0253059
Logarithm of 100 = 2.0000000

Logarithm of the least term 100 added

Divide by 4)0.0253059(0.0063264.75

2.0000000

Logarithm of the first mean 101.4673S46 2.0063264.75
Logarithm of the seeond mean 102.9563014 2.0126529.5
Logarithm of the third mean 104.4670483 2.0189794.25
Logarithm of the greatest term K.6. 2.0253059.

To Perform the Operation for Co.mpovnu Interest by
Logarithms.

Multiply the logarithm of the amount of one pound for the time
of one payment by the number of payments, and to the product
add the logarithm of the principal ; the sum will be the logarithm
of the aniouiii.

What will 210/. 7.S 6d. amount to in three year^, at five per-

cent per annum. First 210/. 75. Gd. := 210.375/. and the amount
of 1/. for one year at the given rate is 1.05. And

The log. of 1.05 = 0.0211893
Kumber of payments J

The log. of

The amount

210.375

0.0635679-

2.32J9940

243.535/. ---2.3865619

or 243/. lOs S^d. nearly.

What is the amount of 50/. in five years and a quarter, suppos-
ing tlie interest payable liall-yearly, at five per cent, per annum,,
compound interest. Here the amount of 1/. for tlie time of one
payment, is 1.025.

The log. of 1.025 = 0.0107239
Number of payments lO-J

50 =
= 64.S/. iiearlv-

0.1126009
1.6989700.
•1.8115709

opcratioi)S of arith--

The log. of

'I he amount
or 64/. 16.S. very nearly.

.\nd thus it appears how the more tedious

luetic are abridged bv means ollhis useful invention.

Of certain Cup.vts related to Logarithms.

The discovery of logarithms suggested to malhematicians the

idea of curve-lines, which might have .-imilar properties to (hose-

numbers: hence, the origin ot the logaiillimic, or, as it has been,

also called, the logistic curve, the nature and properties of which
we now ])roceed to explain.

,

Pl.ite CII. fig. 11. Let CD be the logarithmic curve, and AB
its base or abscissa, in which let there be taken aiiv number of

points P, P', P', &c. so that the lines AP, AP', AP', &c. may
coIl^titute an arithmetical progression ; then, if perpendiculars or

ordiuates, PM, P' M', P' M", &c. be drawn, meeting the curve

in the points M, M'. M", &c, its nature is such,. that the ordinates

PM, P' M', P' M", constitute a geometrical progression. Hence,.
and from the properties of logarithms, it appears, that the abscissas .

AP, AP', Ar ', &c, jnay be considered as the logarithms of their

4 K corresponding;
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corresponding ordinates PM, P'M', P'M", &:c. rc'spectively.

Tliat we miiy express tlie relation between any abscissa, and its

corresponding ordinate, by means of an equation, let us put the

ordinate at the point A, or AC := 1 ; take A;>, a i!;iven portion of

the abscissa; and \m\. piu, tlie correspondiitg ordinate, =:n; take

pp',p'p", &:c. in the abscissa, equal to one aiiollier, and to Ap;
and let AP= a X Ap; draw the ordinates p' m', p"7)t", &c. also

PM. Then, from the nature of continued proportioiials p' vi' == a-,

X

p'm" = a', &;c. to PM, whiili will be expressed by a ; hence, if

r

we put PM =:7/, we liave a =^y for the equation of the curve.

From tliis equation, as well as by other methods, all the properties

of the logaritlimic curve may be derived. We siiall briefly men-

tion some of tlie most remarkable :

I. The base AB is an asymptote to tlie curve.

II. If PM be an ordinate to the curve at M, and MQ a tan-

gent at the same point, the subtansent PQ is a constant quantity,

and equal to llie modulus of tlie particular logarithmic system, to

which the curve belongs.

III. The curvilineal sjiace, comprehended between any two or-

dinate; AC, PM, is equal to the rectangle contained by PQ the

subtangent, and PM—AC the difference of the ordinates.

There is another curve, die properties ot which are analogous to

those of logarithms ; namely, the common liyperbola. Plate CI I.

lig. 12. Let C be its cx'ntie, and CD, C E, its asymptotes, in ei-

ther of which, let the points A, A', A", A", &:c. be taken, so tliat

CA, CA', CA", CA"', &c. may be continued geometrical propu
tionals; draw AB, A' B', ATI", A" B", &c. parallel to the olhi

asymptote, meeting the curve in B, B', B", B ", &c. and join Ci
CB', CB", CB'", 3tC. Then, it is demor.nlrated by writers on ci

nics, that the hyperbolic sectors CBB', CB' B", CB' B", &c. ai

ecpial to each other; and that the iiuadrilateral spaces ABB'A
A' B' B" A", A"B"B"'A"', ?.;c. are alio equal to one another, an
to each of the seclors. Hence the sectors, CBB', CBB", CBB'
&:c. or the (juadrilateral figures ABB'A', ABB"A', ABB'A ", &(
have equal difl'erences, while their corresponding abscissas CA'
CA", C A ", have equal ratios to one another, viz, the ratio of Ci
to CA'; thus the former arc analogous to the logarithms of tli

latter. See Conic Sections.
Let H be the vertex of the hyperbola, draw HG and HK para)

lei to the r.-symjitotes, so as to form the rhombus HGCK ; then

[
utting CK =: 1, if CP denote any number whatever, and PQ bi

drawn parallel tothe other asymptote, the hyperbolic area KIlQl
will serve to express the logarithm of CP, according to a system.

the modulus of which is denoted by the area of the rhombu
C'KHG. If the asymptotes contain a right angle, the area of thi

rhombus will be=l, and thus the hyperbolic areas will expres

Napier's, or the hyperbolic logarithms. But any system of loga

riihms whatever maybe represented by hyperbolic areas; thus i

the asymploles contain an angle of 25° 44' i'5" -5, the area of thi

rhomlius will be -43429448, &c. viz. ecjual to the modulus of tl)(

common system of logarithms, and therelore the hyperbolic area

equal to the common logarithms.

LOCi-BOAKD, a table generally divided into five columns, in

the first of which is entered the hour of the day ; in the second,

the course steered; in the third, the number of knots run off the

reel each time of heaving the log; in the fourth, from what point

the wind blows ; and in the fifth, observations on the weather, va-

riation of the compass, &c.

Loc-BOOK, a book ruled in columns like the log-board, int<

which the account on the log-board is transcribed every day a:

noon; from whence, after it is corrected, &c. it is entered iijtc

the journal. See JMavigation.

LOGIC.

LOGIC, [log/ca, Latin, from Xsy"?, reason,] the art of thinking

and reasoning justlv, or the science or history of the human mind ;

as it traces the progress of our knowledge from our first and most

simple conceptions through all their different combinations, and all

those numerous deductions that result from v.ariously comparing

them one with another. Logic is therefore a"system of such princi-

ples, observations, and maxims, as are sufficient to furnish the un-

derstanding with a greater degree of penetration, force, extent,

exactness, and readiness, to discover truth itself, to comprehend it

when proposed by others, or to communicate it to others, when

the knowledge of it is attained. By these means we become ac-

fjuaiiited with the nature and power of the understanding ; see

what things lie within its reach ; where w-e may attain certainty

and demonstration; and when we must be contented with proba-

bility. This science is "enerally divided into four parts, viz.

Perception, Jud'.;ement, Reasoning, and Method; which com-
prehend the whole sensations and operations of the Jiuman

mind.

PAKT I.

OF PERCEPTION.
Man is surrounded with a variety of objects, which, acting dif-

ferently upon his senses, convey distinct impressions into the mind,

and thereby rou^e the attention and notice of the understanding.

By reflecting teo on what passes within us, we become sensible of

the operations of our own minds, and attend to them as anew set

cf impressions. But in all this there is only bare consciousness.

The mind, without proceeding any farllier, ta*.cs notice of the

impressions that are made upon it, and views things in order, as

they present tliemselves one after another. This attention of ihe'

understanding to the objects acting upon if, whereby it becomes

sensible of the impressions they make, is called by logicians Per-'

ception ; and the notices themselves, as they exist in the mind,

and are there treasured up lo be the materials of thinking and

knowledge, are distinguished by the name of Ideas. See Meta-
physics. Our ideas, though manifold and various, are never-

theless all within our own breasts, invisible to others, norcan of

themselves be made to appear. But God, designing us for socie-

ty, and to have fellowship with those of our kind, has provided

us with organs fitted to frame articulate sounds, and given us also

a capacity ot using those sounds as signs of internal conceptions.

Hence spring words and language : for having once pitched upon

any sound to stand as the mark of an idea in the mind, custom by

degrees establishes such a connection between them, that the ap-

pearance of the idea in the understanding always brings to our

remembrance the sound or nanie by which it is expressed ; as in

like manner the hearing of the sound never fails to excite the idea

for which it is made to stand. And thus it is easy to conceive

how a man may record his own thoughts, and bring them again

into view in aiiy succeeding period of his life. For this connection

being once settled, as the same sounds will always serve to excite

the same ideas; if he can but register his words in the order and

disposition in wdiich the present train of his thoughts present theni-

sel\ es to his imagination, it is evident he will be able to recal his

tlioughts at pleasure, and that too in the very manner of their first

appearance.
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aj)|)i'araiK'e. Accoiiliiiglv we liiul, tl.at tliu iiiveiitioa-. ul writing

and printing, by enaljliiig us to li.\ atul iKTjjeUiato siitli peri^liable

lliingi as soun<fs, liave tuniislied us witli llie means of giving a

kiiul of perinunenty to tlie transactions of llic mind, insumiuli

tiiat lliey may be in lire same manner siiljjedcd to our review as

anv oilier objects of nature. IJut, besides tlie ability of recording

our own thoughts, there is this farther advantage in the use of ex-

ternal signs, that they enable us to comnHinicale our thoughts to

otliers, and also to receive information of what passes in their

breasts. For any number of men, having agreed to establish the

same sounds as signs of the same ideas, it is apparent that tlie re-

petition of these sounds must excite the like perceptions in each,

and create a perfect correspondence of thoughts. When, for in-

stance, any train of ideas succeed one anotiier in my mind, if the

names by wliicli I am wont to express them have bee'i annexed
by those with whom I converse to the very same set i-f ideas,

nothing is more evident, than that, by repeating those names ac-

cording to the tenor of my present conceptions, I shall raise in

their minds the same course of thought that lias taken possession of

my« own. For by barely attending to what i)asscs within them-
selves upon hearing the sounds which I repeat, lliey will also be-

come acquainted with the ideas in my understanding, and have

them in a manner laid before their vitw. So that we here clearly

perceive how a man mav communicate hissentiments, knowledge,
and discoveries, to others, if the language in which he converses be
extensive enough to mark all the ideas and transactions of his mind.

But as this is not always the case, and men are often obliged to

invent terms of their own to express new views and conceptions of

things; it may be asked, how in these circumstances we can be-

come acquainted with the thoughts of another, when he makes use

of words, to which we have never annexed anv ideas, and which

of course can raise no perceptions in our minds. In answer to

this it may be first observed that our simple ideas, cannot find ad-

mission into the mind, but by the two original fountains of know-
ledge, sensation, and reflection. Iftheiefore any of these have as

Tet no being in the understanding, it is impossible by words or a

oescription to excite them there. A man who had never fell the

sensation of heat, could not be brought to comprehend that sensa-

tion by any thing we miglit say to explain it. If we would really

produce the idea m him, it must be bv applying the proper ob-

ject to his senses, and bringing him within the influence of a hot

body. When this is done, and experience has taught him the per-

ception to which men have annexed the name heat, it then be-

comes to hull the sign of that idea, and he thencefoith understands

tile meaniiig of the term. But it is quite otherwise in our complex
notions. For these being no more than certain combinations of

simple ideas, put together in various forms ; if the original ideas

out of which the collections are made have already got admission

into the understanding, and the names serving to express them are

known; it will be easy, by enumerating the several ideas con-
cerned in the composition, and marking the order and manner in

which they are united, to raise any complex conception in the

iiimd. Thus the idea answering to the word rainbow may be
readily excited in the imagination of another who has never seen

the appearance itself, by barely describing the tigure, largeness,

position, and order, of colours; if we suppose these several simple

ideas, with their names, sufficiently known to him. This leads to

asecond observation upon this subject, namely. That words stand-

ing for complex ideas are all definable, but those by wliich we
denote simple ideas are not ; for simple ideas being secondarv
perceptions, which have no otlier entrance into the mind than by
sensation or reflection, can only be got by experience, from the

several objects of nature, proper to produce those perceptions in

us. Words indeed may serve to remind us of them, if they have
already found admission into the understanding, and their connec-
tion with the established names is known ; but Uiey can never
give them their original being and existence there. Hence, when
any one asks the meaning of a word denoting a simple idea, we
pretend not to explain it to him by a definition, knowing that to

be impossible ; but, supposing him already acquainted with the

idea, and only ignorant of the name by which it is called, we
either mention it to him by some other name with which we pre-

sume he knows its connection, or appeal to the object where the

idea itself is found. Thus, were any one to ask the meaning of

the word white, we should tell liira it stood for the same idea

as alhus in hatin, or bl.aic in French ; or, if we thought him a

stranger to these language^, we might appeal loan object produc-
ing the idea, by saying it denoted the colour we observe in

snow or milk, tlut this is by no means a delmition of the word,
exciting a new idea in his understanding; but merely a contrivance

to remind him of a known idea, and teach him its connection witfc

the established name. I'or if the ideas after which he enquires

have never yet been rai-^ed in his mind ; as suppose one who had
seen no other colours than black and w liite, should ask the mean-
ing of the word scarlet ; it is easy to perceive, that it would be
no more possible to make him compiehend it by words, or a de-

finition, than to introduce the same perception into the imagina-

tion of a man born blind. The only method in this case is, to

present some object, by looking at which the perception itself

maybe er.cited ; and thus he will learn both the name and the

idea together. Rut liow comes it to pass, that men agree in tlie

names of their simple ideas, seeing they cannot view the percep-
tions in one another's minds, nor make known these perceptions by
words to others ? The effect is produced by experience and ob-
servation. Thus finding, for instance, that the name of heat is

annexed to tliat sensation which men feel when they approach the

lire, I make it also the sign of the sensation excited in me bv sucix

an approach, nor have any doubt but it denotes the same percep-
tion in my mind as in tlicirs. For we are naturally led to imag-ne,

that the same objects operate alike upon the organs of the human
body, qjid produce an uniformity of sensations. No man fancies,

that the idea raised in him by the taste of sugar, and which he calls

sweetness, differs from that excited in another by the like means ;

c that wormwood, to whose relish he has given the epithet bitter,

produces in another the sensation which he denotes by the word
sweet. Presuming therefore upon tliis conformity cf,perceptions,

when they arise from the same objevts, we easily agree as to the
names of our simple ideas : and if at any time, by a more narrow
scrutiny into things, new ideas of this class come in our way,
which we choose to express by terms of our own invention ; the-.e

names are explained, not by a definition, but by referring to the

objects whence the ideas themselves maybe obtained. .Being in

this manner furnished with simple ideas, and the names by which
they are expressed ; the meaning of terms that stand for comple.x
ideas is easily got, because the ideas themselves answering to these

terms may be conveyed into the mind by definitions. I'or .our

comple.x iiotions are only certain combinations of simple ideas.

W'hen therefore these are enumerated, and the manner in which
they are united into one conception explained, nothing more is

wanting to raise that conception in the understanding ; and thus

the term denoting it comes of course to be understood. And here
it is w orth while to reflect a little upon the wisdom and goodness
of the Deity, in tluis furnishing us with the very aptest means of

communicating our thoii^l^ts. For were it not so ordered, that

we could thus convey our comple.x ideas to one another bv de-

finitions, it would in many cases be impossible to make tliem

known at all. There i.s this additional advantage in the ability

we enjoy ofcommunicating our complex notions by definitions;

that as these make by far die largest chus of our ideas, and most
frequently occur in the progress and improvement of knowledge,
so tliey are bv these means imparted with the. greatest readini ^s,

than which nothing would tend more to the increase and spreading

of science: for a definition is soon perused; and if the terms of

it are well understood, the idea itself linds an easv admission into

the mind. From what has been said, it follows, that in order to

communicate to a man a new simple idea, we must refer him to

the object, but a complex idea may be conv.-yed by means of a
definition. A Definition is the unfolding of some conception of
die mind, answering to tlie word or term made use of as the sign o*"

it. Now as, in exhibiting any idea to another, it is necessary that

the description be such as may excite that precise idea in his

mind; it is plain that definitions, properly speaking, are not arbi-

trary, but confined to the representing of certain determinate set-

tleil notions, such, namely, as are annexed by the speaker or writer

to the words he uses. When .logicians tell us that the definition

of the name is arbitrary, they mean no more than this ; that as dif-

ferent ideas may be connected with any term, acccirding to the

good pleasure of him that uses it ; in like manner niay diliereiit

descriptions be applied to the term, suitable to the ideas so con-
nected. But this connection being settled, ai.d the terra consider-

7 ed
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etlas the sign of some fixed idea iti the understanding, we are no
lons,er left to arbitrary explications, but must study sui h a de-

tcription as corresponds with tli.it precise iilea. Noiv this alone

ought to be accounted a delinilion. What seems to have occa-

sioned no small confusion in this matter, is, that niiiny explanations

of words, where no idea is unfolded, but merely the connection

between some word and idea asserted, have yet been dignified

«i(h the name of dehnitions. Thus, when we say that, a clock is

an instrument by which we measure time: this by some is called

a delinition ; and yet it is plain that we are previously supposed to

have an idea of this instrument, and only taught tliat the word
clock serves in common language to denote that idea. By this

rule all explications of words in our dictionaries will be definitions,

nay, the names ot even simple ideas maybe thus defined. White,
we may say, is the colour we observe in snow or milk ; heat the

sensation produced by approaching the fire ; and so in innumerable
other instances. But these, and all others yfthe like kind, are by
no means definitions, exciting new ideas in the underslan<ling,

but merely ccntrivances to remind us of knowni ideas, and teach

their connection with the established names. But now in defini-

tions properly so called, we first consider the term we use, as the
sign of some inward conception, either annexed to it by custom,
or our own free choice ; and then the business of the definition is

to unfold and explain that idea. As therefore the whole art lies in

giving just and true copies of our ideas; a definition is then said

to be perfect, when it serves distinctly to excite the idea described
m the mind of another, even supposing him before wholly unac-
<|i)Hinted with it. 'I'his point settled, let us next inquire what
those ideas are which are cajiable of being thus unfolded r In the

first place it is evident, that all our simple ideas are necessarily ex-
cluded. We have seen that experience alone is to be consulted
here, insonuich that if either the objects whence they are derived
come not in our way, or the avenues appointed by nature for their

reception, be wanting, no description is sufficient to convey them
into the mind. But where the understanding is already supplied
with these original and prnnitive conceptions, as th 'v may be
united together in an infinity of different forms; so may all their

several combinations- be distinctly laid open, by enumerating the
simple ideas concerned in the various collections, and tracing the
order and manner in which they are linked one to another. Now
these combinations of simple notices constitute what we call our
complex notions ; whence it is evident, that complex ideas, and
those alone, admit of that kind of descri|)tion which goes bv the

name of a definition. Definitions, then, are pictures or represen-
tations of our iileas ; and as these representations are then only
possible when the ideas themselves are complex, it is obvious, that

definitions cannot have place but where we make use of terms
standijig for sucli complex ideas. But our complex ideas, being
nothing more than different combinations of simple ideas, we then
know and comprehend them perfectly, when we know the several

simple ideas of which they consist, and can so put them together
in our nfinds, as may he necessary tovvards the framing of iliat pe-

culiar connection, which gives every idea its distinct and proj^er

appearance. 'I'wo things are therefore required in every delini-

tipn : fiisit. That all the original ideas, out of which the complex
one is formed, be distinctly enumerateil ; and, secondly, Tliat
the order and manner of combining them into one conception be
clearly explained. Where a definilion has I hese requisites, no-
thing is wanting toils perfictiou; because every one who reads
it and understands the terms, seeing at once what ideas he is to

join together, and also in w hat manner, can at pleasure form in his

iwn mind the complex < onceplion answering to (he term defined.

Let us, tor instance, suppose the word square to stand'for that

ideabywhicli we represent to ourselves a figure whose sides sup-
tend (piadrants of a circumscribed circle. The |iarls of this idea

CTe the sides bounding the figure. These must be four in nund^^r,
aiiidall e<]ual among themselves, because they are e.icli lo subtend
a fiiurth part of the same circle. But, besides these component
j)arts, we must also take notice of the manner of putting them to-

gether, if we would exhibit the precise idea for which the word
square here stands. I'or four e<pial right lines, any-how jo:ne<l,

will not subtend (|uadrants of a circumscribed circle. A figure
with this property must have its sides standing also at right angles.

'J'aking m therefore this last consideration respecting the manner
ofcomhining the pans, the idea is fully described, "and the defi-

nition thereby rendered complete. For a figure bounded by four
equal sides, joined together at right angles, has the property re-

quired; and is moreover the only right-lined figure to which that

properly belongs. It will now be obvious to every one, in what
manner we ought to proceed, in order to arrive aljust and ade-

quate definitions. I'irst, we are to take an exact view of the idea
lo be described, trace it to its original principles, and mark tliQ

several sim])le perceptions that enter into the composition of it,

l?dly, \\ e are to consider the particular manner in which these

elementary ideas are combined, in order to form that precise con-
ception for which the term we make use of stands. When this is

done, and the idea wholly unravelled, we have only to transcribe

the appearance it makes to our own minds. Such a description,

by distinctly exhibiting the order and number of our primitive

conceptions, cannot fail to excile at the same time in the mind of
every one that reads it, the complex idea resulting from them

;

and therefore altains the true ami proper end of a definilion. '1 he
rule laid down in the last section is general, extending to all possi-

ble cases ; and is indeed that to w liich alone we can have recourse,

where any doubt or dilTiculty arises. It is not, however, necessary

that we should practise it in every case. Many of our ideas are

extremely complicated, insomuch that to enumerate all the sim-
ple perceptions out of which they are foiined, would be a very
troublesome and tedious work. For this reason logicians have
established certain compendious rules of defining, of which we
shall give some account. A little rellection will leach us, that

there is a certain gradation in the composition of our ideas. The
mind of man is very limited in its views, and cannot take in a
great number of objects at once. We must therefore proceed by
steps, and make our first advances subservient to those which fol-

low. Thus, in forming our complex notions, we begin at first

with but a few- simple ideas, such as we can manage with ease, and
unite them together into one conception. W hen we are i)rovided

willi a suliicient slock of these, anil have by habit and use render-

ed them familiar to our minds, they become the component parts

of other ideas still more complicated, and form what we may call

a second order of compound notions. This process may be con-
tinued to any degree of composition we please," mounting from
one stage to anoliier, and enlarging the number of combinations.
But in a series of this kind, whoever would acquaint himself per-

fectly, with the last and highest order of ideas, finds it the most
expedient method to proceed gradually through all the interme-

diate steps. And this gradual progress of the mind to its com-
pound notions, plainly points out the manner of conducting the

definitions by wliich these notions are conveyed into the minds of

others. I'or as the series begins with simple and easy combina-
tions, and advances through a succession of different orders, rising

one above another in the degree of composition, it is evident, that,

in a train of definitions expressing these ideas, a like gradation is

to be observed. I'hus the comiilex ideas of the lowest order can
no otherwise be described than by enumerating the simple ideas

out of which they are made, ami explaining the manner of their

union. But then in the second, or any other succeeding order, as

they are formed out of those gradual combinations, and constitute

the inferior classes, it is not necessary, in describing them, to men-
tion one by one all tlie simple ideas of which they consist. They
may be more distinctly and briefly unfolded, by enumerating the

compound ideas of a lower order, from whose union they result,

and which are all siqiposed to be already known in consequence

of ])revious definitions. Here then it is, that the logical method
of defining takes place ; which, that it may be the better under-

stood, we shall explain somewhat more jxuticnlarly the several

steps and gradations of the mind in compounding its ideas, and
thenre deduce that peculiar form of a definition which logicians

have thought fit lo establish. All the ideas we receive, from the

several objects of nature that surround us, represent distinct indi-

viduals. These individuals, when compared together, are found
in certain particulars to resemble each other. Hence, by col-

lecting the resembling particulars into one conception, we form
the notion of a species.' And here let it be observed, that this

last idea is less complicated than that by which we represent any
of the particular objects centained unde.r it. For the idea of the

species excludes the peculiarities of the several individuals, and
retains only such properties as are common to them all. Again,

by comparing several species together, and observing their resem-

blance.
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laDce, we form the idt'a of a genus; wliere, in tlic same manner
5 before, the composition is lessened, because we leave ont what

peculiar to the several species compared, and retain only the

articulars wherein they agree. It is easy to conceive the mind
roceeding tims from one step to another, and advancing througli

- several classes of general notions, until at last it comes to tlie

ighest genus of all, denoted by tlie word being, where the bare

.lea of existence is only concerned. In this procedure we see tiie

lind unravelling a complex idea, and tracing it in the ascending

cale, from greater or less degrees of composition, until it termi-

lates ill one simple perception. If no« we take the series the

contrary way, and, beginning with the last or highest genus, carry

)ur view downwards, through all tlie inferior genera and species,

(uite to the individuals, we shall thereby arrive at a distinct appre-

lension of the conduct of the understanding in compounding it^

deas. For, in the several classes of our perceptions, the highest

It the scale is for the most part made up of but a few simple ideas,

.uch as the mind can take in and survey w ith ease. This first

general notion, when branched out into the difierent subdivisions

:oiitained under it, has in everv one of them something peculiar,

jy which they are distinguished among themselves ; insomuch
:hat, in descending from the genus to the species, we always super-

add some new idea, and thereby increase the degree of composi-
tion. 1 hus the idea denoted by the wordfigure is of a very ge-

aeral nature, and composed of but few simple perceptions, as im-
ijlying no more than space everv where bounded. But if we de-

icend farther, and consider the bou.^daries of this space, as thai

they may be either lines or surface, we fall into the several species

of figure. For where the space is bouaded by one or more sur-

aces, we give it the name of a solid figure ; but where the boun-
daries are lines, it is called a plain figure. In this view of things

t is evident, that the species is formed by superadding a new idea
to the genus. Here, for instance, tiie genus is circumscribed
space. It now to this we superadd the idea of a circumscription
by lines, we frame the Hotion of that species of figures whidi are
called plain ; but if we conceive the circumscription to be by sur-

faces, we have the species of solid figures. This superadded idea

is called the specific ditl'erence, not only as it serve3 to diviile the
species from the genus, bui because, being dilTerent in all the se-

veral subdivisions, we thereby also distinguish the species one
from another. And as it is likewise that conception, whicli, by
being joined to the general idea, completes tl'.e notion of the
species ; hence it is plain, that the genus and specific difference

are to be considered as the proper and constituent parts of the
species. If we trace the progress of the mind still farther, and
observe it advancing through the inferior species, we shall lind its

manner of proceeding to be always the same. For every lower
species is formed by superadding some new idea to the species
next above it ; insomuch that in this descending scale of our per-
ceptions, the understanding passes through difierent orders of
complex notions, which become more and more complicated at

every step it takes. Let us resume here, for instance, the species
ot plain ligures. They imply no more than space bounded by
lines. But if we take in an additional consideration of the nature
of these lines, as whether they are right lines or curves, we fail into

thesubilivisions of plain figure, distinguished by the names of rec-
tilinear, curvilinear, and mixtiliiiear. And here we must observe,
that tiiough plain figures, w hen considered as one of those branches
that come under the notion of figure in general, take the iiaine of
a species; yet compared with the classes, of curvilinear, rectili-

near, and mixlilinear, into which they them-eUes may be divided,
they rea!ly become a genus of which' the before mentioned subdi-
visions constitute the several species. These species, in the same
manner a> in the case of plain and solid figures, consist of the ge-
nus and specific dili'ereiice as their constituent parts. For in the
curTilinear kind, the curvity of tlie linvs bounding the figure
makes what is called the specific ditl'erence ; to which if we join
the genus, which here is a plain figure or space circumscribed by
lines, we have all that is necessary towards completing the notion
of this species. We are only to take notice, tliat this last subdivi-
sion, having two genera above it, viz. p'.a^n figure, and figure in

gener.l ; the genus loin-'d with the specific difference, in order to
constitute the species of curvilinears, is that which lies nearest to
the said species. It is the notion of plain figure, and not of figure
m general, tiiat joined with the idea of ctirvitv, makes up the
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j complex conception of curve-lined lipures. For in this descend-

ing scale of our ideas, figure in general, plain figures, curve-lined

figures, the two first are consitlered as general in respect of the

third ; and the second in order, or that vshich stands next to the

third is called the nearest genus. But now as it is this second
idea, whicii, joined with the notion of curvity, forms the species,

of curve-lined figures ; it is plain, that the third or last idea in the

series is made up of the nearest genus and specific difi'erence.

This rule holds invariably, however far the series is continued ;

because, in a train of ideas thus succeeding one another, all that

precede the last ; are considered as so many genera in respect of

that last ; and the last itself is always formed by superadding the

specific ciitl'crence to the genus next it. Here then we have an
uiiiver;al description, applicable to all our ideas of whatever kind,

from the highest genus to the lowest species. For, taking them iu

order downwards from the said general idea, tliev every where
consist of the genus proxinium, and dill'erentia specifica, as logi-

cians express them. But when we come to the lowest species of

all, comprehending under it only individuals, the superadded
idea, by which these individuals are distinguished one from an-

other, no longer takes the name of the specific diii'erence. F'or

here it serves not to denote distinct species, but merely a variety

of individuals, each of which, having a particular existence of its

own, is therefore numerically difierent from everv other of the

same kind. And hence it is, that in tliis last case, logicians call

the superadded idea by the name of the numeral dilTerence ; in-

somuch that, as the idea of a species is made up of the nearest ge-

nus and specific ditFerence, so the idea of an individual consists of
the lowest species and numeric difference. Thus the circle is a
species of curve-lined figures, and what we call the lowest species,

as comprehending under it only individuals. Circles in particu-

lar are distinguished from one another by the length and position

of their diameters. The length therefore and position of the dia-

meter of a circle form what logicians call the numerical dilf'er-

ence ; because, these being given, the circle itself may be de-
scribed, and an individual Uiereby constituted. This view of the

composition of our ideas, representing their constituent parts in

every step of the progression, naturally points out the true and
genuine form of a definition. For as definitions are no more than
descriptions of the ideas for which the terms defined stand ; and
as ideas are tiien described, when we enumerate distiiictl) and in

order tlie pans of which they consist; it is plain, that by making
our definitions follow one another according to the natural train

of our conceptions, they will be subject to the same rules, and
keep pace with the ideas they describe. As therefore the first

order of our compound notions, or the ideas that constitute tl«

highest genera in the difierent scales of perception, are formed by
uniting together a certain number of simple notices ; so the terms
expressing these genera are defined by enumerating the simple

notices so combined. And as the species comprehended under
any genus, or the complex ideas of the second order, arise from
superadding the specific difi'erence to the said general idea; so

the definition ot the names of the species is absolved, in a detail

of the ideas of the specific difference, connected with the term of
the aenus. For tlie genus having been before defined, the tenii

by which it is expressed stands for a known idea, and may there-

fore be introduced into all subsequent definitions, in the same-

manner as the names of simple perceptions.

PART II.

OF JUDGEMENT.
Tlie mind being furnished with itleis, its next step in the way

to knowledge is, the comparing of these ideas together, in order

to judge of their agieement or disagreement. In this joiHt vic<%' of
our ideas,'if the relation be such as to be immediately discover-

able by the bare inspection of the mind, the jiuigen^ents thence

obtained are called intuitive, from a v.ord that denotes to took at

;

lor in this case, a mere i'ttention to the ideas compared suffices to

let us see how far they are connected or disjoined. Thus, that

the WHOLE is greater than any of its parts, is an intuitive judge-

ment ; nothing more being required to convince us of its truth,

than an attention to the ideas of whole and p.irt. And this too is

the reason why we call the act of the mind forming these judge-

ments INTUITION ; as it "is indeed no more than an immediate per-

4 L eeption
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ccption of the agieeiiieiit of any two ideas. But here it is to be
observed, that our knowleiige of this l^iiid respects only our ideas,
and the relations between them ; and therefore can serve only as
a foundation to such reasonings as are employed in investigating
those relations. Now it so happens, that inanv of oar iiulgements
are conversant al)out facts, and the real existence of tilings which
cannot be traced by the bare conteniphitioii of our ideas. It does
not follow, because I iiave the idea of a circle in my mind, that
therefore a figure answering to that idea has a real existence in

nature. I can form to myself tlie notion of a centaur or golden
mountain, but never imagine on tliat account tliat either of tlieni

e.xists. What then are the grounds of our judgement in relation
to facts? Experience and testimony. By experience we are in-

formed of the existence of the several objects which snrrovnid ns,

and operate upon our senses. Testimony is of a wider extent,
and reaches not only to objects beyond the present sphere of
our observation, but also to facts and transactions, which being
MOW past, and having no longer any existence, could nut
without tills conveyance have fallen under our cognizance.
Here we have three foundations of human judgement, from wliich
the whole system of our knowledge may with ease and advantage
be derived. Pirst, intuition, which respect- our ideas themselves,
and their relations ; and is the foundation of that species of reason-
ing which we call demonstration. For whatever is deduced from
our intuitive perceptions, by a clear and connected series of proofs,
is said to be demonstrated, 'and produces al)Solute certainty in the
mind. Hence tlie knowledge obtained in this manner is what we
properly term science ; because in every step of the procedure it

carries its own evidence along with it, and leaves no room for

doubt or hesitation. And it is highly worthy of notice, that as the
truths of this class expres, the relation between our ideas, and tlie

same relations must ever and invariably subsist l)etween the same
ideas, our deductions in the way of science constitute what we call

eternal, necessary, and immutable truths. If it be true that the
whole is ccpial lo all its parts, it must be so unchangeablv ; because
the relation of eipiality being attached to the ideas t'hemselves,

- must ever intervene where the same ideas are compared. Of this

nature are all the truths of natural religion, morality, and mathema-
tics, and in general whatever may be gatiiered Iro'ni the bare view
and consideration of our ideas. 'I'lie second ground of huuian
judgement is experience; from which we inter llie existence of
those objects which surround us, and fall under the immediate
notice of our senses, ^^'hen we see the sun, or cast our eyes to-

wards a building, we not only have perceptions of tliese objects
within ourseh-es, but ascribe to them a real existence out of the
mind. It is also by the information of tlie senses tliat we judge of
the qualities ot the bodies ; as when we say that snow is luiiitc, (ire

hot, steel kard. For, as we are wholly unacquainted with the in-

ternal structure and constitution of the"bodies, that produce these
sensations in us, nay, are unable to trace any connection between
that structure and the sensations themselves, it is evident, tliat we
build our judgements altogether upon observation, ascribing to
bodies such qualities as are answerable to the perceptions they
excite in us. Not that we ever supi)Ose the qualities of bodies to

be tilings of the same nature with our perceptions; for there is

nothing in fire similar to our sensation of heat, or in a sword simi-

lar to pain : but that when diiVerent bodies excite in our minds
similar perceptions, we necessarily ascribe to these bodies not oul\

an existence independent of us, but likewise similar qualities, of

which it is the nature to i)roduce similar perceptions in the human
mind. But this is not the only advantage derived from experi-

ence ; for to that too we are indebted for all our knowledge re-

garding the co-existence of sensible qualities in objects, and the

operations of bodies one upon another. Ivory, for instance, is

hard and elastic ; this we know by experience, and indeed by that

alone. For, bein.g altogether strangers to the true nature both of

elasticity and hardness, we cannot by the bare contemplation of

.our ideas determine how far the one necessarily implies the other,

or whether there may not be a repugnance between them. But
when we oliserve them to exist both in the same object, we are tlien

assured from experience that tliey are not incompatible; and
*-hen we also (uid, that a stone is hard, and not elastic, and that air

though elastic is iiot hard, we also conclude upon the same foun-
tiatioji, that the ideas are not necessarily conjoined, but may exist

separately indiiVerent objects. In like" maimer witli regaid'to the

operations of bodies one upon another, it is evident, that our km.,
ledge this way is all derived from observation, from what li..

tieen said it is evident, that as intuition is the foundation of what
we call scientiiical knowledge, so is experience of natural. For
this last being wholly taken up with olijects of sense, or those
bodies tliat constitute the natural world ; and their properties, as
far as we can discover them, being to be traced onlv by a lone ami
painful series of observations ; it is apparent, that, 'in order to im-
prove this branch of knowledge, we must betake ourselves to the
method of trial and experiment. But though experience is what
we may term the immediate foundation of natural knowledae, vi-S

with resjiect to particular persons its influence is very narrow a'lid

conline;!. The bodies that surround us are numerous, many ot
them lie at a great distance, and some quite beyond our reiicli.

Life is so short, and so crowded with cares, that but little time is

left for any single man to employ himself in unfolding the niy,-
teries of nature. Hence it is necessary lo admit many things upon
the testimony of others, which thus becomes the foviiidation ol a
great part of our knowdedge of body. No man doubts of the
power of aqiiaregia, or nitro-muri.itic acid, to dissolve gold, thoiiL; i

perhaps he never hinrself made the experiment. In these 11111"

tore and such like cases, we judge of the facts and operation., oi

nature upon the mere ground of testimony. However, as we c;:!,

always have recourse to experience where any douiit or scruple
arises, this is justly considered as the true fo'undation of natural
philosophy; being indeed the ultimate sujiport upon which our
assent rests, and wliereto we appeal when the highest degree of
evidence is required. But there are many facts that willnot al-

low of an appeal to the senses; and in tins case testimony is die
true and only foundation of our judgements. All human actions
of whatever kind, when considered as already past, are of thi-

nature here described; because having now no longer any ex-
istence, both the facts themselves, and the circumstances atteiul-
ing them, can be known only from the relations of such as had suf-

ficient opportunities of arriving at the truth. Testimony there-
fore is jusly accounted a third ground of human judgement ; and
as from the other two we have deduced scientihcal and natural
knowledge, so we may from this derive historical ; by which we
mean, not merely a knowdedge of the civil transactions of states

and kingdoms, but of all facts whatsoever, wheie testimony is the
ultimate foundation ofourbellef.

Of Propositions.

While the comparing of our ideas is considered melely as an act
of the mind, assembling tliem together, and joining or disjoining
them according to the result of its perceptions, we call it judge-
ment

; but when our judgements are put into words, they-tlien
bear the name of propositions. A proposition, therefore, is'a sen-
tence expressing some judgement of the mind, wlierebv two or
more ideas are aftirmed to agree or disagree. Now, as ou'r judge-
ments include at least two ideas, one of which is afhrmed or de-
nied of the other, so must a proposition have terms answering to
these ideas. The idea of which we aftirm or deny, and of course
the term expressing that idea, is called the subject of tlie propo-
sition. The idea atiirmed or denierl, as also the term answei-iiig
it, is called the predicate. Thus in the proposition, Gncl is om-
nipotent: God [i the subject, it being of him that we atihrm om-
nipotence ; and omnipotent is the predicate, because we atiinu
the idea expressed by that word to belong to God. But as, in

propositions, ideas are either joined ordisjohied ; it is not enough
to have terms expressing those ideas, unless we have also some
words to denote their agreement or disagreement. That word,
in a proposition, which connects two ideas together, is called the
copula ; and if a negative particle be annexed, we thereby iindet-
staud that tilt ideas are disjoined. The substantive verb is com-
monly made use of for the copula ; as in the above-mentioned
proposition, God is o«mi)jo/e«/ ; wdiere is represents the copui:.
and signifies the agreement ot the ideas of God and omnipoteiK.
But if we mean to separate two ideas ; then, be-ides the substan-
tive verb, we must also use some particle of negation, to express
this repugnance. The proposition, Man is not perfect, may serve
as an example of this kind; where the notion of perfection bein"
removed from the idea of man, the negative particle jtot is in°
serled after the copula, to signify the disagreement between the
subject and predicate. Every proposition necess;trily consists of

these
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llie^e tlii-i-e p:irU ; but tlien it is not alike lu-fclfiil IIkiI tliev be a!l

si-vcrall)' expressed in worcis ; because tl'.e copula is oiten in-

rl'.ii'ii'd in the term of the predicate, as wlien we say he sits ; which

imports the same as he is sitlin^^: In the Latin laii!»iiage, a single

wold lias often tlie force of a whole sentence. 'I'luis ambiiUu is

the same as ille est ambulans ; tiino, as ego sum amans ; and so in

innumerable other instances : by uliich it appears, that we are not

so mucli to regard the number of word-; in a sentence, as lie ideas

tliey represent, and the manjier in which they are put togetlier.

l''or uherever trt'o ideas are joined or di -joined in an expression,

tliongliof but a single word ; it is evident that we iiave a subject,

piedicale, and copula, and ofconsequence a complete proposition.

W'lieii tlic mind joms two ideas, we call it an «//.'r«i»//;d' judge-

lUiMit ; when it separates them, a ticgticive : and as any two ideas

compared together must necessarily either agree or not agree, it is

evident that all oiu' judgements fall under these two divisions.

lience likewise the propositions eNprcssing these judgements are

ail either affirmative or negative. An afih-mativei)roposition con-

nects the predicate with the subject, as a stone is heuxij ; a negative

])ro|)05ition separates thcin, as God is not the author of evil. Af-

lirmation therefore is the same as joining two ideas together, and

this i--, done by means of the copula. Negation on the contrary

murks a repugnance between the ideas compared ; in which case

a negative particle must be called in, to shew that the connection

included in the copula does not take place. The next considerable

division of propositions is into nni-ecrsal and particular. Our
ideas, according to wliat has been already observed in the First

Part, are all singular as they enter the mind, and represent intli-

vidual objects. But as bv abstraction we can render them univer-

sal, so as to comprehend a whole class of things, and sometimes
several classes at once; hence the terms expressing these ideas

niui.t be ill like manner universal. If therefore we suppose any
general term to become the subject of a proposition, it is evident,

iiiat whatever is affirmed of the abstract iilea, belonging to that

term, may be affirmed of all tlie individuals to which that idea ex-

tends. Thus, when we say. Men are mortal ; we consider mor-
tality, not as conlined to one or anv number of particular men,
but as what may be affirmed, without restriction, of the whole
species. Thus the propos-ition becomes as general as the idea

wliich makes the subject of it ; and indeed derives its universality

entirely from that idea, being more or less so according as this may
be extended to more or fewer individuals. But it is further to be
observed of these general terms, that they sometimes enter a pro-

position in their full latitude, as in the example given above; and
sometimes appear with a mark of limitation. In this last case we
are given to understand, that the predicate agrees not to the whole
universal idea, hut only to a pait of it ; as in the proposition. Some
men areieisc ; For here wisdom is not affirmed of every particu-

lar man, but restrained to a few of the human species. From this

different appearance of the general idea, that constitutes the sub-

ject of any judgement arises the division of propositions into uiti-

versal and particular. An universal proposition is that wherein
the subject is some general term taken in its fnll latitude ; inso-

much that the predicate agrees to all the individuals compreliended
under it, if it denote a proper species ; and to all the several

species, and their individuals, if it mark an idea of a higher order.

The words a//, even/, no, none, &c. are the proper signs of this

university; and as they seldom fail to accompany general truths,

so they are the most obvious criterion whereby to distinguish them.
j4li animals liave a poxier oj beginning motion. This is an uni-

versal proposition ; as we know from the word all prefixed to the

subject animals, which denotes that it must he taken in its full

extent. Hence the power of beginning motion may be affirmed
ol all the several species of animals. A particular pro|)osition has

in like manner some general term for its subject; but with a mark
of limitation added, to denote, that the predicate agrees only to

some of the individuals comprehended under a species, or to one
or more of the species belonging to any genus, and not to the whole
universal idea. Thus, Some stones are heavier than iron ; Some
men have an uncommon share of prudence. In the last of these
propositions, the subject soffir tnen implies only a certain number
of individuals, comprehended under a single species. In the
former, where the subject is a genus that extends to a great variety

of tlistinct classes, .some stones may not only imply any number of

particular stones, but also several whole species of stones, inas-

much as there may be not a lew vvilli the proprrty there described.

We see, therefore, that all propositions are cither w///;-;)/n/2're or )if-

galive ; nor is it less evident, that in both cases they may be uni-

versal o\: particular. Hence arises that celebrated fourfold di-

vision of llieni into universal affirmative and universal nrgativc,

particular affirmalivcvud parlicidur nrgalivr,wW]cU com|)iehcniU

intleed all their varieties. The use of this method of dislin-

guishing them will appear more fully allerwyrds, vh.en we ccme
to treat of lea-oning and syllogism. From ihe great diversily i:i

the several cpialitii's of things ari:-es a considerable differerce as to

the manner ol our judging about Ihcm. For all such properties

as are inseparable from objects when considered as belonging to

any genus or sjiecies, are affirmed absolutely and without reserve

of that general idea. Thus we say. Gold is veri/ •J.'cighti/ ; A
stone is hard ; Jnimats have a poiuer of self-motion. Cm
in the case of mutual or accidental ipialities, as ihey depend
upon some other consideration distinct from the gener.il i<lea ;

that aNo must be taken into the account, in order to form an

accurate judgement. Should we affirm, for instance, ot sointi

stones, that they are very susceptible of a rolling ni< tion ;

the proposition, while it remains in this general I'orm, cannot wit it

any advantage be introduced into our reasonings. An aptness

to receive that mode of motion flows from the figure ot liie

stone; which, as it may vary infinitely,- our judgement then

only becomes applicable and determinate, when the particular

figure, of which volubility is a consequence, is also taken into

the account. Let us, then, bring in this other consideration,

and the proposition will run as follows : Stones nf a spherical

form are easily put into a rolling motion. Here we see the

condition upon which the predicate is alFirmed, and therefore

know in what particular cases the proposition may be applied.

This consideration of propositions respecting ihe manner in which

the predicate is affirmed of the sul>ject gives ri'^e to the division of

them into absolute and conditional. Absolute propositions are

those wherein we affirm some property inseparable from the idea

of the subject, and which, therefore, belongs to it in all possible

cases: as, God is infinitely ivise : J'lrtue tends to ihe ultimate

happiness (fman. But where the predicate is not necessarily con-

nected with the idea of the subject, unless upon some considera-

tion distinct from that idea, there the proposition is called condi-

tional. The reason is from the supposition annexed, which is of

the nature of a condition, and may be expressed as such, thus :

[fa stone he exposed to the rays of tlic sun, it 117'// contract some
degree nf heat : If a river run in a very declining channel, its ra-

pidity icill constantly increaw. This division of propositions is of

great importance in" philosophy, and requires particular regard.

Hitherto we have treated of propositions, where only two ideas

are compared together. These are in general called simple ; be-

cause, having but one subject and one predicate, they are the ef-

fect of a simple judgemeni that admits of no subdivision. But if

it so happen th.it several ideas ofl'er themselves to our thoughts at

once, whereby we are led to affirm the same thing of ditl'erent sub-

jects, or dirterent things of the same subject ; the propositions ex-

pressing these judgements are called compound ; because they

may be resolved into as many others, as there are subjects or pre-

dicates in the whole complex determination on the mind. Thus,

God is infinitely liise and infinitely powerful. Here there are

two predicates,' infinite wisdom and infinite power, both affirmed

of the same subject; and accordingly the proposition may be re-

solved into two others, affirming these predicates severally. In

like manner in the proposition, Neither Ixings nor people arc e.i-

empt Jroni death; the predicate is denied of both subjects, and

may, therefore, be separated from them in distinct propositions.

Logicians have diviiled these compound uroposilions into many
different classes; but not with a due regard to their proper delini-

lion. Tints conditionals, causals, relatives, &c. are mentioned as

so many distinct species of this kind, though, intact, they are no

more than simple propositions. To give an instance of a condi-

tional ; If a stone he exposed to the rays of the sun, it ilill con-

tract some degree of heat. Here we' have but one subject and

one predicate ; for the complex expression, A stone exposed to

the rays of the sun, constitutes the proper subject of this proposi-

tion, and 19 no more than one determined idea. The same thing

happens in causals, Jiehoboam ivas unhappy because he follnzved

evil counsel. There is here au appearance of two propositions

7 arising
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arising from the complexity of tlie expression; but when we
come to consiiler the matter more nearly, it is evident that ue
have but a single subject and preiiicate. The pursuit of i-ril cjioi-

sti brought misfry upon Relioboam. It is not enough, tlierefore,

to render a proposition compound, that the subject ami predicate

are complex notions, recniiring sometimes a whole sentence to ex-
press them : for in this case the comparison is still confined to two
ideas, and constitutes what we call a simple judgement. But
where there are several subjects or predicates, or both, as the
affirmation or negation may be alike extended to them all, the
proposition expressing such a judgement is truly a collection of as

many simple ones as there are different ideas compared. Confin-
ing ourselves, therefore, to this more strict and just notion of com-
pound propositions, they are all reducible to two kinds, viz. copu-
latives and disjunctives. A copulative proposition is, where the
subjects and predicates are So linked together, that they may be
all severally affirmed or denied one of another. Of this nature
are the examples of compound propositions given above. The
ether species of compound propositions are those called disjunc-
tives; m which, comp.^ring several predicates with the same sub-
ject ; we affirm that one of them necessarily belongs to it, but
leave the particular predicate undetermined. If any one, for ex-
ample, says. This world either exists of itself, or is the ivork of
jome all-uise and poivcrful cause, it is evident that one of the
two predicates must belong to the world ; but as the ))roposition

determines not which, it is, therefore, of the kind we call disjnnc-
live. Such too are the following: The sun either mores round
the earth, or is the centre about -d.hich the earth reTolves.
Friendship Jinds nicn equal, or makes them so. When any
proposition is offered to the view of the mind, if the terms in which
it is expressed be understood; upon comparing the ideas together,
the agreement or disagreement asserted is eith.-r innnediafelv per-
ceived, or found to lie beyond the present reach of the I'nder-
standing. In the first case the proposition is said to be self-evident,

and admits not of any proof, because a bare attention to the ideas
themselves produces full conviction and certainty ; nor is it pos-
sible to call in any thing more evident by way of confirmation. But
where the connection or repugnance conies not so readily under
the inspection of the mind, there we must have recourse to rea-

soning; and if, by a clear series of proofs, we can make out the
truth proposed, insomuch that sclf-eviiience shall accompany every
step of the procedure, we are then able to demonstrate what we
assert, and the proposition itself is said to be demonstrable. When
we affirm, for instance, that " it is impossible for the suiiie thing
to be and not to be ;" whoever understands the terms made use of
perceives at first glance the truth of what is asserted, nor can he
by any efforts bring liimself to believe the contrary. The propo-
sition, therefore, is self-evident, and such that it is impossible by
reasoning to make it plainer; because there is no truth more ob-
vious ov better known, from which, as a consequence, it may be
deduced. Rut if we say. This leorld had a beginning; the asser-

tion is indeed ecjually true, lint shines not forth with the same de-
gree of evidence. We find great difficulty in conceiving how the
world conld be made out ot neljiing: and are not brought to a
free and full consent, until by reasoning we arrive at a clear view
of iheah-^urdity involved in the contrary supposition. Hence this

proposition is ot the kind we call demonstrable, inasmuch as its

truth is not immediately perceived by the mind, but yet may be
made a|>pear by means of otherj more known and obvious, w hence
it follows as an unavoidable consequence. From what has been
said, it appears, that reasoning is employed only about demonstra-
ble propositions, and that our intuitive and self-evident perceptions
are the ultimate toundalion on which it rests. Self-evident pro-
positions furnish the first i>rinciplrs of reasoning; and it is certain,

that if in our researches we employ only such principles as have
thi! character of self-evidence, and apply them according to the
rules to be afterwards explained, we shall be in no danger of error
in advancing from one discovery to another. For this we may ap-
peal to the writings of the mathematicians, which, being conduct-
ed by the express model here mentioned, are an incontestable
proof of the firmness and stability of human knowledge, when
built upou so sure a foundation. For not only have the proposi-
tions of this science stood th? test of ages, but are found attended
with that invincible evidence, wliich forces the assent of all wlio
,tluly consider the proofs upon vrhich Uiey are established.

PART III.

OF REASONING.
It often liappens in comparing ideas together, tliat their agree-

ment or disagreement cannot be discerned at first view, especially
if they are of such a nature as not to admit of an exact application

one to another. When, for instance, -we compare two figures of a

different make, in order to judge of their equality or inequality, it

is plain, that by barely considering the figures themselves, we can-
not arrive at an exact determination ; because, by reason of their

disagreeing forms, it is impossible so to put them together, as that

their several parts shall mutually coincide. Here then it becomes
necessary to look out for some third idea that will admit of such
an application as the present case requires; wherein, if we succeed,

all difficulties vanish, and the relation we are in quest of may be
traced with ease. Thus right-lined figures are all reduced to

squares, by means of which we can measure their areas, and deter-

mine exactly their agreement or disagreement in point of magni-
tude. But how can any third idea serve to discover a relation

between two others? The answer is. By being compared seve«

rally with these others ; for such a comparison enables us to see
how- far the ideas w ith which this third is compared are connected
or. disjoined between themselves. In the example mentioned
ab<<ve of tw o right-lined figures, if we compare each of them with
some Sfpiare whose area is known, and find the one exactly equal
to it, and the other less by a square inch, we immediately con-
clude that the area of the first figure is a square inch greater than
that ot the second. This manner of determining the relation be-
tween any two ideas, by the intervention of some third with which
thoy may be compared, is that which we call reasoning; and is

indeed the chief instrument by which we push on our discoveries,

and enlarge our knowledge. The great art lies in finding out
such intermediate ideas, as, w hen compared with the others in the

question, will furnish evident and known truths; because, as will

afterwards appear, it is only by means of them that we arrive at

Ihe knowledge of what is hidden and remote. Hence it appears,

that every act of reasoning necessarily includes three distinct

judgements ; two wherein the ideas whose relation we want to dis-

cover are severally compared with 'the middle idea, and a third

wherein they are themselves connected or disjoined, according to .

the result ot that comparison. Now, as in the second part of lo-

gic, our judgements, when put into words, were called proposi-
tions, so here in tlie third part the expressions of our reasonings

are termed syllogisms. Hence it follows, that as every act of

reasoning implies three several judgements, so every syllogism

must include three distinct propositions. When a reasoning is

thus put into words, and appears in form of a syllogism, the inter-

mediate idea made use of to discover the agreement or disagree-

ment we search for, is called the middle term; and the two itleas

themselves, with which this third is compared, go by the name of

the extremes. But as these things are best illustrated by exam-
ples; let us, for instance, set ourselves to inquire whether men are
accountable for their actions. As the relation between the ideas

of .men and accountableness comes not within the immediate view
of the mind, our fir^t care must be to find out some third idea that

will enable us the more easily to discover and trace it. A very

small measure of reflection is sufiHeient to inform us, that na crea-

ture can be accountable for his actions, unless we suppose him ca-

pable of distinguishing the good from the bad; that is, unless we
suppose him possessed of reason. Nor is this alone sufficient.

For what would it avail him to know good from bad actions, if he
had no freedom of choice, nor could avoid (he one, and pursue
the other? hence it becomes neces'-ary to take in bolh considera-

tions in the present case. It is at the same time equally apparent,

that wherever there is this ability of distinguishing good from bad
actions, and of pursuing the one and avoiding the other, there also

a creature is accountable. We have then got a tliird idea, with

which accountableness is inseparably connected, yiz. reason and
lilierli/; which are here to be considered as making up one com-
plex conception. Let us now take this middle idea, and compare
it with the other term in the question, viz. man, and we all know
by expi rieiice that it may be affirmed of him. Having thus by
means of the intermediate idea formed two several judgements,

viz. th((t man is possessed of reason and. liberty; and that reason

and liberty imply accountableness; a third obTiously and necessa-

ril.T
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lily follows. \iz. that man is accnunlablf foi- Ins aclinn.i. Here-

then «e have a complete act of reasoning, in wliicli, according to

\>.\ud has been already ohserveii, there are three distinct judge-

luenls; two tliat may be styled previous, inasmuch as tliey leuil to

the other, and arise 'from comijarine; the middle idea with the two

ideas in the question ; the third is a consequence of these previous

acts, and flows from combining the extreme ideas between tliem-

selves. If now we put llrs reasoning into words, it exhibits wliat

logicians term a syllogism ; and, when proposed in due form, runs

thus: " Every creature possessed of reason and liberty is account-

able for his actions: man is a cre;iture possessed of reason and li-

berty : therefore man is accountable for his actions." In this syl-

logism we may observe, that there are three several propositions

expressing the three judgements implied in the act of reasoning;

and so disposed, as to represent distinctly what passes williin the

mind in tracing the more <listanl relations of its ideas. The two

first propositions answer the two previous judgements in reasoning,

and are called the premises, because they are placed before the

other. The third is termed tlie conclusion,, as being gained in

consequence of what was asserted in the premises. ^V e are also to

remember, that the terms expressing tlie two ideas whose relations

we enquire after, as here ?na7i and accoiintahleness, are in general

called the e.r<)Y'?«fs; and that the intermediate idea, by means of

which the relation is traced, viz. a creature possessed of reason

and lihertt;, takes the name of the middle-ternt. HenL-e it fol-

lows, that by the premises of a syllogism we are always to under-

stand the two propositions w here the middle-term is severally com-
pared with the er/raHfi; for these constitute the previous judge-

ments, whence the trutli we are in quest of, is by reasoning de-

duced. The conclusion is that other proposition, in which the

extremes themselves are joined or separated agreeably to what ap-

pears upon the above comparison. The conclusion is made up
of the extreme terms of the syllogism: and the extreme, which
serves as the jiredicale of the conclusion, goes by the name of the

major term: the other extreme, which makes the subject in the

same proposition, is called the minor term. From this distinction

of the extremes arises also a distinction between the premises,

where those extremes are severally compared with the middle-

term. Tliat pro|X)sition which compares the greater extreme, or

the predicate of the conclusion, with the middle-term, is called

the ;K(y or proposition: the other, wherein the same middle-term
is compared with the subject of the conclusion or less extreme,
is called the minor proposition. AH this is obvious from the syl-

logism already given, where the conclusion is, Man is accountable

for his actions. F'or here the predicate accountable for his ac-

tions, being connected with the middle term in the (irst of the two
premises, everi^ creature possessed of reason and libertt/ is ac-

countablefor Itis actions, gives what we call the major proposi-

tion. In the second of the premises, jnan is a creature possessed

of reason and liberty, we find tlie lesser extreme, or subject of the

conclusion, viz. man, connected with the same middle-term,

whence it is known to be the minor proposition. AVhen a syllo-

gism is proposed in due form, the major proposition is always
placed tirst, the minor next, and the conclusion last. These
things premised, we may, in the general, deline reasoning to be
an act or operation of the mind, deducing some unknown proposi-

tion from other previous ones that are evident and known. 1 hese
previous propositions, in a simple act of reasoning are only two in

number ; and it is always required that they be of themselves ap-

parent to the understanding, insomuch that we assent to and per-

ceive tlie truth of them as soon as proposed. In tlie syllogism

given above, the premises are supposed to be self-evident truths;

otherwise the conclusion could not be inferred by a single act of
reasoning. If, for instance, in the major, " every creature pos-

sessed of reason and liberty is accountable for his actions," the

connection between the subject and predicate could not be per-

ceived by a bare ^ttention to the ideas themselves ; it is evident

that this proposition would no less require a proof than the cmi-
clusion deduced from it. In this case a new middle-term mu-.t be
sought for, to trace the connection liere supposed; and this, of

course, furnishes another syllogism, by which, havini^ established

the proposition in question, we are then, and not before, at liberty

to use it in any succeeding train of reasoning. And should it so

liiippen, that in this second essay there was still some previous

proposition whose truth did HQt appear at first sight, we must then
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have recourse to a third syllogism, to lay open that truth to tin;

mind: because so long as the premises renuin unceitain. tliecon-

clubion built upon them must be so too. When, by conducting
our tlioughts in this manner, we at last arrive at some s\llogism
where the prev^ious propositions are intuitive truths; the iiiind

then rests in full security ; a> perceiving that the several conclu-

sions it has passed through stand upon the iiiimoveahlc foundations

of self-evidence, and when traced to Ih.-ir source terminate' in it.

We see, therelore, that, to infer a conclusion by a single art of
reasoning, the premises must be intuitive propositions. \Vherc
they are not, previoussyllo^'isms are required; m which case reason-

ing becomes a coniplicateil act, taking in a variety of successive

steps. I'his frequently happens in tracing the more remote rela-

tion of our ideas; where, many middle-terms being called in, the

conclusion cannot be made out but in consequence of a series of

syllogisiiHi following one another in tram. But although in thJs

concatenation of propositions, those that form the premises of the

last syllogism are often considerably removed from self evidence;
yet if we trace the reasoning backwards, we sh;.U lind them the

conclusions of previous syllogisms, whose premises approach
nearer and nearer to intuition in proportion as we advance, and arc

found at last to terminate in it. And if, after having thus unravel-

led a demonstration, we take it the contrary way ; and observe
how the mind, setting out with intuitive perceptions, couples them
together to form a conclusion ; how by introducing this conclu-

sion into another syllogism, it still advances one step farther; and
so proceeds, making every new discovery subservient to its future

])rogress; we shall then perceive clearly, that reasoning, in the

highest sense of that faculty, is no more than an orderly combina-
tion of those simple acts which we have already so fully explained.

All the alms of human reason may, in general, be reduced to these

two: 1. To rank things under those universal ideas to which they
truly belong; and, a. To ascribe to them their several attribute*

and properties, in consequence of that distribution. Therefore

the determining of the genera and species of things is a necessary

exercise of human reason, the iirsl in order, and previous to the

other, which consists in ascribing to them their powers, properties,

and relations. But when we have taken this previous step, ami
brought particular objects under general names; as the properties

we ascribe to them are other than those of the general idea, it is

pla'ui that, ill order to a successful progress in this part of know-
ledge, we must thoroughly acquaint ourselves with the several re-

lations and attributes of these uur general ideas. The relations of

our general ideas are of two kiiuls: either such as iiinuediately dis-

cover themselves, upon comparing the ideas one with another; or

such as, being more remote and distanl, require art and contriv-

ance to bring them into view. Tlie relations of the first kind fur-

nish us with intuitive and self-evident truths: those of the second

are traced by reasoning, and due application of intermediate ideas.

As, therefore, in tracing the more distant relations of things, we
must always have recourse to intervening ideas and arc more or

less successful in our researches according lo our acquaintance

witli these ideas, and aliility of applying them ; it is evident that,

to make a good reasoner, two things are principally required. Isl,

An extensive knowledge of those internndiate ideas, by means of

which things may be compared one with auolUer. ..'d, 'I'ln: skill

and talent of ajiplyiag them happily in all particular instances that

come under consideration. In onler to our successful progress iu

reasoning, we must have an extensive knowledge of those interme-

iliate ide.is by means of which things may be compared one with

another. I'or as it is not every idea tlwtwill ;uis»er the purpose

of our inquiries, but such only as are peculiarly related to the ob-

jects about which we reason, so as, by a comparison with them, to

furnish evident and known truths; no'thing is more apparent than

that the greater variety of coiueptions we can call iirto view, the

more likely we are to lind some lunoiig them that will help us to

the truths here required. And, indeed, it holds in experience,

that in proportion as we enlarge our views of things, and grow ac-

quainted with a multitude of dillt^rent objects, the reasoning fa-

culty gathers strength: for, by extending our sphere of know-

ledge, the mind acquire; a certain force and penetration, as being

accustomed to examine the scvcr.il appearances of its ideas, and

observe what light they cast one upon aiiolher. This is the reason

wliy, in order to excel remarkably in any one branch of ler^rniiig,

it is necessary to have, at least, a general acquaintauce with the

4 M whole
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whole tiicle of arts and sciences. All the various divisions of hii-

iiian knowledge are very nearly related among themselves, and, in

rnnunierable instancu's, serve to illustrate and set off each other.

And although it is not to be denied that, by an ol)Stinate applica-

tion to one branch of study, a man may make considerable pro-

gress, and acquire some degree of eminence in it ; yet his vievi's

will be always narrow and contracted, and he will want that mas-

terlv discernment which not only enables us to pursue our disco-

veries w ith ease, but also, in layiiigthcm open to others, to spread

a cei'tain brightness around tlieui. But when our reasoning re-

gards a particular science, it is farther necessary that we niore

nearly acquaint ourselves with whatever relates to that science.

A general knowdedge is a i^ood preparation, and enables us to pro-

ceed with ease and expedition in that branch of learning to which

we apply. 13ut then, in the minute and intricate questions of any

science, we are by no means qualitied to reason with advantage

until we have perfectly mastered the -cicnce to which tliey belong.

We come now to the second thing recpiired, in order to a success-

ful progress in reasoning; namely, the skill and talent of applying

intermediate ideas happily in all particular instiinccs that come un-

der consideration.' And here, rules and precepts are of little ser-

vice. Use and experience are the best instructors. For, whatever

logicians may boast of being able to form perfect reaso^iers by
book and rule, we find, by experience, that the study of their pre-

cepts does not always add any great degree of strengtli to the un-

derstanding. In short, it is tlie habit alone of reasoning that makes

a reasoner. And, therefore, the true way to acquire this talent is,

by being much conversant in those sciences where the art of rea-

soning is allowed to reign in the greatest perfection. Hence it

was;that the ancients, who so well understood the manner of form-

ing the mind, always began with mathematics, as the foundation of

their philosophical" studies. Here the understanding is, by de-

grees, habituated to truth, contracts insensibly a certain fondness

for it, and learns never to yield its assent to any proposition, but

where the evidence is sufficient to produce full conviction. For
this reason Plato has called mathematical demonstrations the ca-

thartics, or purgatives of the soul, as being the proper means to

cleanse it from error, and restore that natural exercise of its facul-

ties in which just thinking consists. If, therefore, we would form

our minds to a habit of reasoning closely and in train, we cannot

take any more certain method than the exercising ourselves in ma-
thematical demonstrations, so as to contract a kind of familiarity

with them. Not that we look upon it as necessary that all men
should be deep mathematicians; but that, having got the way of

reasoning to which that study necessarily brings the mind, they

may be able to transfer it to other parts of knowledge, as they shall

have occasion. But although the study of mathematics be of all

others the most useful to form the mind, and give it an early relish

of truth, yet ouglil not other parts of philosophy to be neglected.

For there also we mei;t with many opportunities of exercising the

powers of the understainling ; and the variety of subjects naturally

leads us to ob-erve all those diHerent turns of thinking that are pe-

culiarly adapted to tlie several ideas we examine, and the truth we
search after. A mind thus trained acquires a certain mastery over

its own thoughts, insomuch that it can range and model them at

pleasure, and call such into view as best suit its, present designs.

Now, in this the whole art of reasoning consists; from among a

great variety of different ideas to single out those that are most
proper for the business in hand, and to lay them together in such

order, that trom plain and easy beginnings, by gentle degrees, and
a cor.tinued train of evident truths, we may be insensibly led on
tn such discoveries, as at our first^setting out appeared beyond the

reach of human understanding. For this purpose, besides the

studv of mathematics before recommended, we ought to apply

ourselves dil;t;entlv to the reading of such authors as have distin-

guished themselves for strength of reasoning, and a just and accu-

rate manner of thinking, tor it is observable, that a mind exer-

cised and seasoned to truth, seldom rests satisfied in a bare con-

templation of the arguments offered by others; but will be fi-e-

cpieully assaying its own strength, and pursuing its discoveries

upon the plan it is most accustomed to. Thus we insensibly con-

tract a habit of tracing truth from one stage to another, and of in-

vestigating those general relations and properties which v^e after-

wards ascribe to particular things, according as we find them com-
jirehciidetl uuder the abstract ideas t« wliicb the properties belong.

Of the Forms of Syllogisms.

Having thus gi>'en a general notion sf syllogisms, and their

parts, we shall now enter more particularly into the subject ; exa-

mine tlieir various forms, and lay open the rules of argumentation

proper to each. And here we may observe, that there are four

diftereut positions of the middle-term in the premises; whence-

arise four different forms of syllogisms, called, by logicians, the

four figures. When the middle-term is the subject of the major
proposition, and the predicate of the minor, we have what is calletV

the first figure. When it is the predicate ot both the premises, the

syllogism is said to be the second figure. Again, in the third figure,,

the middle-term is the subject ol the two premises. And wiien it

is tlie predicate of the major, and subject of the minor, the sy llo-

gisni is in the fourth figure. But, besides this fourfold distinctioa-

of syllogisms, there is a farther subdivision of them, arising fronv

the qnantity and qualitij, as they are callt<l, of the propositions.

By (juantity we mean the consideration of propositions, as univer-

sal or particular; by (piality, as affirm:',tive or negative. Now- as,

in all the several dispositions of the middle-term, the propositions

of which a syllogism consists, may be either universal or particu-

lar, affirmative or negative; the due determination of these, and
so putting tliem together as the laws of argumentation require^

constitute what logicians call the moods of syllogisms. Of these

moods there is a determinate number to every ligure, including

all the possible wajs in which propositions, dillering in quantity op
quality, can be combined, according to any disposition of the mid-
dle-term, in order t" arrive at a just conclusion. Mood and figure

are, therefore, words applied by logical writers to denote the ar-

rangement of the terms of a syllogism. The propositions of the
syllogisms are designated by the letters A, E, I, O, of wJiich A-
denotes universal affirmative; E, universal negative; I, particular'

affirmative; and O, particular negative. As only three of these

can concur in one syllogism, all the possible combinations of them
are sixty-four in each ligure, but the greater number of these are
excluded by the rules ef jast reasoning, whicii are general and
special.

General rules of syllogisms. \. The middle-term must be
taken in one of the premises. C. A term cannot be taken more-,
universally in the conclusion than in the premises. 3. When the
major proposition is a particular affirmative, the conclusion cannot

'

be negative. 4. A negative conclusion cannot be drawn from two-
affirmative premises. 5. From two negative premises, nothing
can be concluded. 6. If one of these premises be negative, the
conclusion must be negative, 7. From two particular premises,
nothing can be concluded. 8. If either of the premises be parti-

cular, the conclusion cannot be universal. I'he above rules apply
to all syllogisms, the following are applicable to the particular
figures specified.

Special rules of syllogisms. 1. In the first figure, the minor
must be affirmative ; and the major must be universal. 2. In the
second figure, one of the premises must be negative ; and the ma-
jor universal. 3. In the third figure, the minor proposition musfe
be affirmative; and the conclusion particular. 4. la the fourth
figure, if the major proposition be aflirmative, the minor is uni-
versal ; if the minor be affirmative, the conclusion is particular; if

the HMJor be universal, the conclusion is negative. For the un-
derstanding of these rules, it is necessary to observe, that a term is

said to he taken nnixcrsutly, not only when it is the subject of a
uniiersal proposition, but also when it is the predicate of a ticga-

tive proposition. On the other hand, a term is said to be taken
particularly, when it is eitlier the subject o{ A particular, or the
predicate of an affirmative proposition.

A due consideration of the eight general rules will shew, that 53
of the 64 combinations of three of the letters A, E, I, and O, are
excliKled from liie number of legitimate syllogisms; and one,
AEO, is superseded ii> two of the figures, and excluded by the
special rules from the other two : hence, only ten are admitted^
and these are not found in each figure, several being excluded by
the special rules, so that there are only four in the first figure,

four in the second, six in the third, and five in the fourth, in all

nineteen. The following tables are intended to illustrate this sub-
ject. In the first table, the figures refer to the general rules by
which the syllogisms, marked by them, are excluded; in the se-

cond table, the figures refer iu like manner to the special rules.

TABLE

^:
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TABLE 1.

AAA— adm.
AAE — 4.

AAI —ad.
AAO — 4

AF.A —

6

AEK — ad.

A EI —6
A EG

A [A —

8

AIE— 4
All —ad.
A 10 — 4.

EAA — 6
EAE— ad.

EAI — 6
EAO — ad.

EEA •>

EEEf
EKI (•

EEC)

EIA )

EI I -
EIO-

lAA)
lAE \

^

lAI —ad.
lAO — 4.

OAA ) „

lOAEJ**
OAI —6
OAO— ad.

1 EA — 6
[EE—

S

I EI —6
lEQ—

3

iOEA
-J

()EE (
OEI (
GEO)

AGA — 6
\GE — 8,

.01 —6
vOO— ad.

EOA^
EOEf ,

EOI r
EGO)

IGA
IG
10 1 (

igg)
f^

GOA
GOE
001 (
000 )

'U

Thus, it appears, that 53 of the possible combinations of these

letters in syllogisms, are excluded by the general rules ; and AEO
isnot admitted, because, in tlie second and fourth figure, it is in-

Eluded in AEE, and from the lirst and third, it is excludeci by
Ihe first and third special rules ; hence, it is said, to be supersed-

ed; and therefore there are only ten admissible moods, which are

set down in the fii-st column of the following table.

TABLE II.
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example :
" If God were not a I'e'uig of iiifuiUe goodness, lu-i-

tlier would he consult tlie liappiiiess ot his cre.ilnre^ :—But God
does consult the liappiness of his creatures ;—Therefore he is a

iieing of infinite goodness." These two species take in the wliole

class of conditional syllogisms, anvl include all the possible ways

of arguing that lead to a legitimate conclusion ; because we can-

not here proceed hy a contrary process of reasoning, that is, from

the removal of the antecedent to the removal of the cojisequent,

or from the establisliing of the consecpient to the establishing of

the antecedent. For allliough the antecedi-nt always expresses

some real condition, which, once admitted, necc-sarily implies the

consequent, yet it does not follow that there is therefore no other

coiidition ; and if so, then, after removing the antecedent, the

consequent may still hold, because of some otlier determination

that infcrr, it. When we say, If a stnne he exposed some time to

the raii-f nfthc sun, it zvilt cnnltiict a icrluin dtgrce of lu'iit ; the

proposition is certainly true ; and, admitting the antecedent, we
nnist also admit tlie consequent. But as there are other ways by
which a stone may gather heat, it will not follow, from the ceasing

of tlie before-mentioned condition, tiiat therefore the consequent
cannot lake place. \Ve cannot ar^ue: But tlie .stone lius not been
eipoxcd to tlie rrii/s of tlie sun ; tluretoreneitlicr hus it unij degree
oj lieiit : inasniucJi as there are many other ways by wliicii it may
oljtain heat.

II. A Disjunctive Syllogism is where the major is a dis-

junctive proposition, as in the following example :
—" 'I'he world

is either self-existent, or tlie work of some iinite, or of some inli-

nite lieing ;— 15ut it is not self-existent, nor the work of a fimte

being:— Therefore it is liie work of an infinite Being." Now, a
disjunctive proposition is that, in which, of several predicates, we
afTirm one necessarily to belong to the subject, to the exclusion
of all the rest, but leave that particular one undetermined. Hence
it follows, that as soon as we determine the particular predicate,

all the rest are of course to be rejected ; or if we reject all the
predicates but one, that one necessarily takes place. When,
therefore, in a disjunctive syllogism, the several predicates are
enumerated in the major ; if the minor establishes any one of these
predicates, the conclusion ought to remove all the lest ; or if, in

the minor, all the predicates but one are removed, the conclusion
must necessarily establish that one.

III. Epichikema, is a syllogism which contains the proof of
the major or the minor, or both, before it draws the conclusion.
Example

:

Unbelievers pay little attention to the evidence of Christi-

anity.

This appears from the contempt m which they hold the subject

;

from their misconceptions of the nature of the Christian religion ;

from the futility of their objections ; and from their misstateinent
cf facts.

Rut many philosophers are unbelievers:
Therefore, many philosophers pay little attention to the evi-

dences of Christianity.

IV. Enthymen;e, is an imperfect syllogism, in which only
*ne of the premises and the conclusion are expresed, thus :

All sciences are useful

:

Therefore, mathematics are useful.

This is the syllogism mos-t in use ; the rapidity with which the
mind compares its ideas aud draws its conclusions, superseding the

necessity of formal syllogism, excepting where it may be neces-

. sary to analyse an argument, in order to expose its weakness, or
to establish its validity.

V. Sorites, is a syllogism which consists of a series of propo-
sitions, in which the predicate of the first becomes the subject of

the second, and so on, till in the conclusion the subject of the first

is joined with the predicate of the last ; for example :

All who love w isdom, will earnestly desire it

:

All who earnestly desire wisdom, will use the necessary means
to attain it

:

All who use the means of acquiring wisdom, will encounter
many dilficuVties :

All who encounter difficulties, must exercise patience, perse-

Terance, and self-denial

:

Therefore, all who love wisdom must exercise patience, perse-

verance, and self-denial.

VI. fRosYiLOGisM, unitcs two Of Hiorc syllogisms together, so

that the conclusion of the former, shall be the major or the minor
of tlie latter. Example ;

Science is an ornament to the mind ;

Philosophy is science ;

Theretore, philosophy is an ornament to the muid.
But I tliics is a branch of philosophy :

'I'hercforo the knov.ledge of ethics is an ornament to the mind.
VI!. Dilemma, is a hypothetical syllogism of the modus tol.

lens, in w hich the consequent of the major is a disjunctive propo-
sition, containing every sujiposition upon which the antecedent
may be supported. The minor removes the antecedent, and tliii

conclusion removes the consequent. Exnviple

:

If St. Paul's account of his conversion be not true, he was either

deceived, or a deceiver:

Hut he could not be deceived himself; and it is totally in

credible that he should have been a deceiver :

Therefore it is absurd to afiirm, that St. Paul's account of liis

conversion, is not true ; or in other words, therefore, the apostle's

narration is true.

riiis mode of reasoning is frequently used in mathematical de-
monstratioii.

If the consequent of the major consist of three suppositions, tlie

syllogism is called a Trilemma. For instance:

If the universe he not perfect, tlie defect must be owing either

to the want of goodness, of wisdom, or of power, in the Creator :

But there is no want of goodness, ot wisdom, or of power, in the

Creator.

Therefore the universe is perfect.

VIII. iNDUcriON, is the distribution of a general idea into its

several species and individuals, and ascribing to tlie whole what \i

found to be the projierty of every part. By this process reason

advances from particulars to generals, from less general to more
general, till by a series of slow progression, and by regular de-

grees, it arrive at the most general notions, called/onH.? orformal
causes. And by aflirming or denying a genus of a species, or an

accident of a substance or class of substances, through all the

stages of the gradation, we form conclusions, which, if logically

drawn, are axioms, or general propositions ranged one above an-

other, till they terminate in those that arc universal. Tims, for

instance, the evidence of the external senses is obviously the pri-

inarij principle from which all physical knowledge is derived.

But, whereas nature begins with causes, which, after a variety of

changes, produce elTects, the senses open upon the effects, and

from them, through the slow and painful road of experiment and
obse>vatio!i, ascend to causes. By experiments and observations

skilfully chosen, artfully conducted, and judiciously applied, the

philosopher advances from one stage of inquiry to another, in the

rational investigation of the general causes of physical truth.

From dilfcrent experiments and observations made on the same
individual subject, and from the same experiments and observa-

tions made on different subjects of the same kind, by comparing
and judging, he discovers some qualities, causes, or pha;iiomena,

which, after carefully distinguishing and rejecting all contradic-

tory instances that occur, he finds common to many. Thus, from

many collateral comparisons and judgements formed upon particu-

lars, he ascends to generals ; and by a repetition of the same in-

dustrious process and laborious investigation, he advances from
general to more general, till at last he is enabled to form a few of

the most general, with their attributes and operations into axiojiis

or secondary principles, which are the well-founded laws enacted

and enforced by the God of nature. This is that just and philo-

sophic method of reasoning which sound logic prescribes, in thii

as well as in other parts of learning ; by which, through the slow

but certain road of experiment .and observation, the mind ascends

from ap])eaiances to qualities, from effects to causes, and from

experiments upon many particular subjects forms general propo-

sitions concerning the powers and properties of physical body,

Axioms so investigated and established are applicable to all part;

of learning, and are the indispensable, and indeed the wonderful

expedients, by which, in every branch of knowledge, reason

pushes on its inquiries in the particular pursuit of truth : and thf

method of reasoning by which they are formed, is that of true ant

legitimate induction ; which is therefore by Lord Bacon, the besl

and soundest of logicians, called " the key of interpretation.'

Instead of taking his ajiioms arbitrarily out of the great families c
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lllie categories, (see Categouv,) and erecting them l)y his own
isophistical invention into tlie principles upon wiiicli liis disputa-

Itioii was to be employed, had the analytical genius of Aristotle

ipresented us with the laws of the true inductive logic, by which
axioms are philosophically formed, and had he with his usual sa-

lacity given us an example of it in a single branch of science ; he
woiild have brought to the temple of truth an offering more va-

luable than he has done by the aggregate of all his logical and phi-

losophical productions. In all sciences, except the mathematics,

it is only after the inductive process has been industriously pur-

sued and successfully performed, that definition may be logically

and usefully introduced, by beginning with the genus, passing

through all the graduate and subordinate stages, and marking the

specinc dirt'erence as it descends, till it arrive at the indiviiUial,

which is the subject of the question. And by adding an aftirma-

tion or negation of the attribute of the genus on the species or in-

dividual, or of a general accident on the particular substance iO

defined, making the dehnition a proposition, the truth of the ques-
tion will be logically solved without any farther process. So that

instead of being the tirsl, as employed by the logic in common
use, dehnition may be the last act or reason in the search of truth

in general. These axioni-i or general propositigns, thus induc-
tively established, become another species of prnic;/)/f*, which
may be properly called secondary, and which lay the foundation
of the syllogistic method of reasoning. When these are formed,
but not before, we may safely admit the mixim with which logi-

cians set out in the exercise of their art, as the great hinge on
which their reasoning and disputation turn : " From truths that

are already known, to derive others which are not known." Or,
to state it more comprehensively, so as to apply to probable as

well as scientific reasoning—" From truths wlijch are better

known, to derive others which are les- known." Philosophicallv
speaking, syllogistic reasoning is, ujuler general propositions to

reduce others which are less general, or which are particular ; for

the inferior ones are known to be true, only as we trace their con-
nection with the superior. Logically speaking, it is, To predicate

a genus of a species or individual comprehended imdei it, or an
accident of the substance in which it'is inherent. Thus induction
and iyltogism are the two fhethods of direct reasoning concs-
pondmg to the two kinds of principles, primary and secondarv,
on which they are founded, and by which thev are respectively

conducted. In both methods, indeed, reason proceeds by judg-

ing and comparing, but the process is different throughout ; and
though it may have the sanction of Aristotle, an inductive syllo-

gism is a solecism. Till general truths are ascertained by induc-

tion, the third or middle-terms by which svllogisms are made are

no where safely to be found. So "that another position of the St.i-

gyrite, that " syllogism is natui-ally prior in order to induction,"

is equally unfounded ; for induction does not only naturally but
necessarily precede syllogism ; and, except in mathematics, is in

every respect indispensable to its existence; since, till generals

are established, there can be neither detinitioii, proposition, nor
axiom, and of course rto syllogism. And as induction is the first,

so is it the more essential and fundamental instrument of reason-

ing : for as syllogism cannot produce its own principles, it must
have them from induction ; and if the general propositions or se-

condary principles be inipeifectly or iiitirmly established, and
much more if they be taken at hazard, upon authoritv, or by ar-

bitrary assumption like those of Aristotle, all the syllogising in the

world is a vain and useless logomachy, only instrumental to the
multiplication of false learning, and to the invention and conlinn-
ation of error. The truth of syllogisms depends ultimately on the

truth of axioms, and the truth of axioms on the soundness of in-

ductions.

IX. Analogy, argues from proportional causes to proportional

effects, and from similarity of circumstances to similarity of con-
sequences. This method is sometimes ner.rly equ.il in force to a

complete induction, and sometimes it barely amounts to probabi-

lity. See Analogy. From a due attention to the just rules of

logic and the several forms of syllogisms, it will be easy to judge
of the validity and force of the arguments otTered on any subject,

and to detect false syllogisms, which are called paralogisms. How-
ever it sometimes happens that much of the appearance of truth is

given to a false argument, hence without gieat caution a person

mav be misled by it. Such a syllogism is failed a sophism. See
Sophism.

VOL. in.—NO. 12S,

Of Topics, Arguments, and Demonstrations.

The middle-term is often called tf.e argument. Topics, or
common places, are general subjects whence arguments are
drauii, such as history, philosophy, morals, theology, and the
like. Also the argument is denominated according to tlie S' ience
from which the topic is taken, as philosophical argument, mathe-
matical argument, &c. The proof of any proposition is a syllo-

gism, or series of syllogisms, collecting that proposition from
known and evident truths. If the syllogism of which the proof
consists admit of no premises but dehnitions, intuitive truths, and
propositions already esiablished ; the argument so constructed is

called a demonstration. Such are all the arguments in mathema-
tics. Demonstrations are of two kinds, a priori and a posteriori.

Demonstration ^ priori, argues from the cause to the effect.

Demonstration S posteriori, argues from llie etfect to the cause.

Arguments are either direct or indirect. A direct argument is

that which immediately proves the proposition in question. An
indirect argument proves the conclusion by proving or disproving

some proposition upon which the conclusions depend. For an.

account of the dillerent argumeuts, see Argumentum.

PART IV.

OF METHOD.
Besides the three first operations of the mind already consider--

ed, there is yet a fourth, which regards the disposal and arrange-

ment of our thoughts, when we endeavour so to put tiieni toge-

ther as that their mutual connection and dependence may be
clearly seen. This is what logicians call Method, and pkice al-

ways tlie last in order in explaining tfie powers of the ululer^tand-

ing ; because it necessarily supposes a previous e.xercise of our
other faculties, and some progress made in knowledge before we
can exert it in any extensive degree. But it often happens, that

tlie underslanding is employed, not in the arrangement an<l com-
position of known truths, but in the search and discovery of such

as are unknown. And here the manucr of proceeding is very dif-

ferent. We assemble at once our whole stock of knowledge re-

lating to any subject, and, after a general survey of things, begia

with examining them separately and by parts. Hence it comes to

pass, tliat whereas, at our lirst setting out, we were acquainted

only with some of the grand strokes and outlines of truth; by.

thus pursuing her through her several wintlings and recesses, we
gradually discover those more inward and liner touches whence
she derives all her strength, symmetry, and beauty. And here it Is

that when, by a narrow scrutiny into things, we have unravelled

any part of knowledge, and traced it to its first and original prin-

ciples, insomuch that the whole frame and contexture of it lies

open to the view of the mind ; here it is, that, taking it the con-
trary wav, and beginning with these principles, we can so adjust

and put together the parts as the order and method of science re-

quires. As an example ; let us suppose any machine, for instance

a watch, presented to us, who=e structure and composition we are

as yet unacquainted with, but want, if possible, to discover. The
manner of proceeding, in this case is, by taking the whole to

pieces, and examining the parts separately, one aftar another.

When, by such a scrutiny, we have thoroughly informed ourselves

of the frame and contexture of each, vVe then compare them toge-

ther, in order to judge of their mutual action and inllueuce.

Thus v\e gradually trace out the i;'.ward make and composition of

the whole, and come at length to dis<.em how parts oi such a-

form, and so put together, as we fouid in unravelluig and taking

them asunder, constitute tiiat particular machine called a watch,'

and contribute to all the several motions and phenomena observa-

ble in it. This discovery being made, we can take things the

contrary way, and, beginning with the parts, so dispose and con-

nect them as their several uses and structures require, unlil at

length we arrive at the whole itself, from the uniaveliing of which

those parts resulted. And as it is in tracing aud examining the

works of art; so is it, in a great measure, in unfolding any part of

human knowledge: for the relations and mutual habitudes, of

things do not always immediately appear upon comparing thcin

one with another, tience we have' recourse to intermediate ideas ;

and by means of them, are Uunished with those previous proposi-

tions that lead to the conclusion we are in ques-t of. And if it so

happen that the previous pvoposilioiis themselves arc. uol sufhci-
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enlly evident, we endeavour, by new middlu-lenns, to ascertain

their trntli ; still tracing thinp;s backward, in a continual scries,

until we arrive at some svllogisni v\here the premises are first and

self-evident principles. This done, we become perfectly satistied

as to tiie truth of all the conclusions we hi;ve passed througli, inas-

much as they are now seen to stand upon the /inn and immove-
able loundation of our intuitive perceptions. And as we arrived

at this certainly by tracing tilings backward to the original piinci-

ples whence they How ; so may we jit any time renew it by a di-

rect contrary process, if, beginning with these principles, we carry

the train of our tlioughts forward until they lead us, by a connect-

ed chain of proofs, to the very last conclusion of the: series.

Hence it appears, that, in disposing and putting together onr

thoughts, either for our own use, tiiat the diss overies we have

made may at all times lie open to the review of the mind, or where
we mean to communicate and unfold the discoveries to others,

there are two ways of proceeding equally within our choice ; for

we may so propose the truth relating to any part of knowledge, as

they presented themselves to the mind in the manner of investiga-

tion ; carrying on the series of proofs, in a reverse order, until

they at last lei minate in hrst principles : or, beginning with these

principles, we may take the contrary way, and from them deduce,
by a direct train of reasoning, all the several propositions we want
to establish. The diversity in the manner of arraii'^ing our
thoughts gives rise to the twofold division of inethod established

among logicians : for method, according to their use of the word,

J3 nothing else but the order and disposition of our thoughts re-

lating to any subject. When truths are so proposed and put to-

gether as they were or might have been discovered, this is tailed

the analytic method, or the method of resolution ; inasmuch as it

traces things backward to their source, and resolves knowledge
into its tir^t and original principles. Vt hen, on the other hand,

they are deduced from these jirinciples, and connected according

to their mutual dependence, insomuch that the truths lirst in order
tend alwajs to the demonstration of tho-,e that follow ; this consti-

tutes what we call the synthetic method, or method of composi-

tion. For here we proceed by gathering together the several

scattered parts of knowledge, and combining them into one whole
or system, in such a manner that the understanding is enabled
riistiaclly to follow truth through all her different stages and gra-

dations. '1 he lirst ot these two species of method has also obtain-

ed the name of the method of invention, because it observes the

order in which our thoughts succeed one another in the invention

or discovery of truth. The other again, is often denominated the

method of doctrine or instruction ; inasmuch as, in laying our
thoughts before others, we generally choo^e to proceed in the

synthetic manner, deducing them from their first principles. For
although there is great pleasure in pursuing truth in the method of

investigation, because it places us in the condition of the inventor,

and shews the particular train and process of thinking by which
he arrived at Ins discoveries ; yet it is not so well accommodated
to the purposes of evidence and conviction. For, at our lirst set-

ting out, we are commonly unable to divine where the analysis

will lead us ; insomuch that our researches are for some time little

better than a mere groping in the dark. And even after light be-

gins to break in upon us, we are still obliged to make many re-

views, and a fre<juent comparison of the several steps of the inves-

tigation among themselves. Nay, when we have unravelled the

whole, and reached the very foundation on which our discoveries

stand, all our certainty, in regard to their truth, will be found in a

great measure to arise from that connection we are now able to

disciTii between them and lirst princi|)les, taken in the order of

composition. But in the synthetic manner of disposing our
thoughts, the case is cpiite different: for as we here begin with

the intuitive truths, and advance by regular deductions from them,
every step of the procedure brings evidence and conviction along
with it ; bO that, in our progress from one part of knowledge to

another, we have always a clear perception of tl;e ground on which
•our assent rests. In communicating therefore our discoveries to

others, this method is apparently to be chosen, as it wonderfully
improves and enlightens the understanding, and leads to an inune-
«iiale perception of truth.

Utii„'ty of Logic.

The logic ^irliich for so .iiany ages kept possession of the scliools,

and was deemed the most import;uit of the sciences, h.as long been

condemned as a mere art of wrangling, of very little use in the

pursuit of truth. Attempts have been made to restore it to credit,

but without success ; and of late years little or no attention what-

ever has been paid to the art of reasoning in the course of vi-hat it

called a liberal education. However, since reason is capable ef

improvement, and truth is of the utmost importance ; and since

logic is instituted for the improvement of reason and discovery sf

truth, it must be acknowledged, that it is an useful branch of

learning. " Laying aside prejudice, whether fashionable or un-

fashionable, let "us consider (says Dr. Read in his Appendix to

Lord Karnes's Sketch on the Principle and Progress of Reason;)

whether logic is or may be made subservient to any good purpose.

Its professed end is, to teach men to think, to judge, ajid to rea-

son, with precision and accuracy. No man will say that this is a

matter of little importance: the only thing therefore tliat can ad-

mit of douljt is, whether it can be taught. To resolve this doubt,

it may l)e observed, that our rational faculty is the gift of Cod,
given to men in very ditferent measures: sinne have a large por-

tion, some a less ; and where there is a remarkable dk-fect of the

natural power, it cannot be supplied by any culture. But this na-

tural power, even where it is the strongest, may lie dead for waat

of the means of improvement. Many a savage may have been

born with as good faculties as a Newton, a Bacon, or an Aristotle ;

but their talents were buried by liaving never been put to use,

whilst those of the philosophers were cultivated to the best advan-

tage. It may likewise be r)b5erved, that the chief mean of im-

proving our rational power, is the vigorous exercise of it in various

ways, and on dilferent subjects, by which the habit is acquired of,

exercising it [iroperly. Without such exercise, and good sense

over and above, a man who has studied logic all his life may be
only a petulant wrangler, without true judgement or skill of rea-

soning in any science." This must have been Locke's meaning,
when, in his Thoughts on F.ducalion, \u' says, " If you would
have your son to reason well, let him read Chillingworlh." The
state of things is much altered since Locke wrote ; logic has been'
much improved chiefly by his writings ; and yet much less stress

is laid upon it, and less time consumed in its study. His counsel,

therefore, was judicious and seasonable ; to wit, Tliat the im-

provement t)f our re.isoning power is to be expected much more
from an intimate acquaintance with the authors who reason best,

than from studying voluminous systems of school-logic. But if he
had meant, that the study of logic was of no use, nor deserved any
attention, he surely would not have taken the pains to make so

considerable an addition to it, by his Essay on the Human Un-
derstan<ling, and by his 'I'houghts on the Conduct of the Under-
standing ; nor would he have remitted his pupil to Chillingworlh,

the acutest logician as well as the best reasoner of his age." There
is no study better fitted to exercise and strengthen the reasoning

powers than that of tlie mathematical sciences ; because there is

no other branch of science which gives such scope to long and ac-

curate trains of reasoning, or in which there is so little room for

authority or prejutlice of any kind to gi»e a false bias to the

judgement. When a youth of moderate parts begins to study

Euclid, every tiling is new to him ; ids appreliension is unsteady

;

his judgement is feeble; and rests partly upon the evidence of the

thing, and partly upon the authority of his teacher. But every

time he goes over the definitions, the axioms, the elementary pro-

positions, itiore light breaks in upon him ; and as he advances, the

road of demonstration becomes smooth and easy : he can walk in

it tirndy, and take wider steps, till at last he acfpiircs the habit not

only of understanding a dcmunsliation, but of discovering and de-

monstrating mathematical truths. It must inileed be confessed,

that a man without th.e rules of logic may acquire a habit of rea-

soning justly in mathematics, and peihaps in any other science.

Good sense, good examples, and assiduous exercise, may bring a

man to reason justly and accurately in his own profession witliout

rules. But whoever thinks, that from this concessioa he may in-

fer the inutility of logic, betrays by this inference a great want of

that art ; for he might as well infer, because a man may go from
Edinburgh to London by the way of Paris, that therefore any
other road is useless. There is perhaps no art which may not be
accpiircd, in a very considerable degree, by example and jjractice,

without reducing it to rules. But practice joined with rules may
carry a man forward in his art farther aiid more quickly than

practice
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praclice without rulos. Every ingenious artist knows the utility

of having Ills art reduced to rules, aud thfreby niade a science.

By rules he is enlightened in his practice, and works with more
tssurance. 'I'hey enable him sometimes to correct his own errors,

and often to detect the errors of others; and lie finds them of

great use to confinn his judgement, to justify what is right, and to

condemn what is wrong. Now mathematics are thenohlest praxis

of logic. Through tlieni we may perceive how the stated forms

of syllogism are exemplified in one subject, namely, the predica-

inent ot quantity; and by marking the force of these forms, as

they are there applied, we may be enabled to apply them to our-

jelvcs elsewhere. Whoever, therefore, will study malliematics

with this view, will become not only by math>;matics a more ex-

pert logician, and by loijic a more rational mathcma'acian, but a

wiser philosopher, and an acuter reasoner, in all the possible sub-
jects cither of science or deliberation, lint when mathematics,
instead of being applied to this excellent purpose, are used not to

exemplify logic, but to supply its place ; no wonder if logic fall

into contempt, and if mathematics, instead of furthering science,

become in fact an obstacle. For when men, knowing nothing of

that reasoning which is universal, come to attach themselves for

years to a single species, a species wholly involved in lines and
uumbers, the mind becomes incapacitated for reasoning at large,

and especially in the search of iiionil truth. The object of ma-
thematics is demonstration ; and whatever in that science is not
demonstration, is nothing, or at least below the sublime inquirer's

Tegarii4 Probabititi/, through its almost infinite degrees, from

simple ignorance up to absolute certainty, is tlie terra incocnila of
the n.atliematician. And yet here it is that the great bu^njrss of
the human mind is carried on, in tiie search and discovery of ail

the important trtnhs which cottcerii us as reasonable beini;s. And
here too it is, that all its vigour is exerted : for to proportion the

assent to the probability accompanying every varying degree of

moral evidence, requires the most enlarged and sovereign es;irci>e

of re.ison. In reasonings of this kind, will any man preiend that it

is of no use to be well acduainted with the various powers of the

mind by which wc reason ? ts it of no use to resoUe the various

kinds of reasoning into their simple elements ; and to discover, as

far as we are able, the rules by which these elements are combined
in judging and in reasoning ? Is it of no use to mark the various

fallacies in reasoning, by which even the most ingenious men
have been led into error? It must surely betray great want of un-
derstanding, to think these things useless or unimportant. Now
these are the things which logicians have attempted; and\shich
they have executed—not indeed so completely as to leave no
room for improvement, but in such a manner as to give very con-
siderable aid to our reasoning powers. That the piinciplcs tliev

have laid down with regard to definition and division, with regard

to the conversion and opposition of propositions, and tiie general

rules of reasoning, are not without use, is sufficiently apparent
from the b-hindei-s committed daily by those who disdain any ac-

quaintance with them. Dr. Watts has left us an excellent trea-

tise on logic, to which we refer the reader, who wi:hcs for (urllmf

information on this branch of science.

LOGISMUS, in rhetoric, an inconclusive kind of asgu-

sent.
LOGISTjE, certain officers at Athens, in number ten, wliose

business consisted in receiving and passing the accounts of magis-
trates when they went out of"ot1ice.

LOGISTIC) or LOGISTICAL, belonging to coniputation
;

logarithmic ; sexagesimal.

LOG-LINE. See Log.
LOGOGRAPHER, [from >.oy»,-, q word, and yj^f^, I write,]

Z lawyer's clerk : a writer of books of accounts.

^1 LOGOGRAPHY, a method of printing, in which the types,
fl instead of answering only to single letters, are made to correspond

to whole words. This method, though seemingly a retrograde
procession in the art of printing, obtained the sanction of his Ma-
jesty's patent, and for some time was actually jiut in execution in

the way of trade. In 178.3, a treatise was published upon this

subject, by Henry Johnson, in which the origin and utility of the
art are fully laid down. In this work Mr. Johnson informs ns,

that in 1778, intending to publish a daily list of blanks and prizes

in the lottery numerically arranged, he found it could not be ac-

complished in time by the ordinary way of printing. On tliis ac-

count he procured types of 2, 3, or more figures as was necessary
for his purpose ; and thus any entire number might as readily be
taken up as if it had been a single type. His next attempt w.as to

form some large mercantile tables of pounds, shillings, pence, and
farthings. For these he procured types expressive of any sum of
money ready composed and united, " by which-(says he) every
species of figure-printing could be performed for the 10th part of
the cost, prirrters always charging it double the price of letter-

printing." Having thus succeeded to his wish in his two first at-

tempts, he next began to consider if the method could not be ap-
plied to words ; and in this also the success was equal. " The
properties of the lopographic art (he s?.ys) are, 1. That the com-
positor shall have less charged upon his memory than in the com-
mon way. 2. It is much less liable to error. 3. The type of each
word is as easily laid hold of as that of a single letter. 4. The de-
composition js much more readily performed, even by the merest
novices than they now decompose letters, j. No extraordinary
expence nor greater number of types is required in tlie logogra-
phic than in the common method of printing." But however

I plausible the logographic art may appear iii theory, tlie practice

seems not to have answered expectation, ehe it would ceitainly

have come into general use before tliis time.

LOGOW'OGOROD, a town of Poland, in Volhynia, Cj railc3

N. W. of Kiow. Lon. 31. 7. E. Lat. 50. 4ti. N.
LOCrRONNO, or LOGRONO, a town of Spain, OK!

Castile, on the Ebro, i2 miles E. of Burgos. Lon. 2. 20. W.
Lat. 42. 29. N.
LOGWOtJD, in tlie arts, the wood of a low prickly tree,

which is found in great plenty at Campeachy, in the bay of Hon-
duras ; it is the " ha'matoxylon campechianuni." See Ham w
TOXYi.ov. It comes to Europe in large logs, cleared from the

bark, and is very hard, compact, heavy, aiul of a red colour. It

is in high request among dyers, especially in dying black. To
ciotii previously boiled in alum and tartar, it gives a beautiful vio-

let colour, which, however, will not stand. Alkalies render the

colour darker, acids change it to yellow. From a variety of ex-

periments it is found that the colouring matter of logwood bears in

many respects a strong analogy to tannin, but in others it ditfrrs

from it. Logwood is also found to have a considerable astringent

virtue as a medicine, and an extract of it is sometimes given witK
great success in diarrha;3s.

LOHEIA, a town of Arabia, in Yemen, 375 miles S.V.'. of

Mecca. Lon. 42. 40. E. Lat. 15. 42. N.
LOIIOCK, or LOC II, [.Vrab.] in pharmacy, is a composi-

tion of a middle-consistence between a soft electuary and a syrup,
principally used in disorders of the lungs.

LOINS, in anatomy, the two latei-al parts of the umbilical re-

gion of the abdomen.
LOIR, a river of France, which rije? about six miles N.N.

W. of lUiers, passes by Bonneval, Chatcaudun, Fretcval, Vcn-
dosme, Chartres, Flechc, &c. and falls into the Sarte above
Angers.

Loir and Cher, a department of France, containing the late

province of Blasois. Ulois is the cipiti.l.

LOIRE, the largest river in Fiance, which rises in Mount
Gerbicr, one of the Ceveiine"?, about IR miles N. N. W. of Abe-
nas, in the department of Ardeche : passes by Puy, St. Rambeit
Roanne, Marcigny, Nevers, Orleans, Blois, Amboise, Roche-
fort, Chalonne, Nantes, &c. and falls into the Ray of Biscay, 30
miles W. of Nantes, after running a course of 500 miles.

Loire, Lower, a department of Fraace, comprehending part

of
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of the late piovince of Breiagne, 5J miles long, and from 30 to 44

broad. Nantes is the capital.

Loire, Upper, a departniPiit of France, containing the late

province of Velay. Piiy is tlie capital.

LOIRET, a river of France, uiiich runs into the Loire, 3 miles

below Orleans.

LoiRET, a department of France, containing'the late province

of Orleannois. Orleans is the chief city.

LCI RON, a town of France, in thedepartment of Maine, six

liiiles W. of Laval.

LOKE, in mythology, a deity of the northern nations, answer-

ing to the Arijn-anes among the Persians, whom they represent as

at enmity both witli i^ods and men, and the anlhor of all the evils

which desolate the universe. J^oke is described in theEd'laas
producing the great serpent which encirclesthe world; which

seems to' luve been intended as an emblem of corruption or sin :

he also gives birth to Hela or death, the queen of tlic internal re-

gions ; and to the wolf Fenris, tliat monster who is to encounter

tne gods and destroy the worhl.

LOKMAN, surnaraed tlie Wise, an eminent philosopher

among the Easterns. The Arabians say he was the ^nn of Baura,

the son or grandson of a sister of Job. He was an Ethiopian, and

a slave for some time. It is said that he was born in the time of

"David, and lived till the age of the prophet Jonas, a period of

about £40 years. Some suppose him to have been the same with

..lisop the mythologist ; and indeed his Parables or Apologues in

Arabic, as well as many ])articular«. in his life, resemble the fables

and fortune of VEsop. He is said, like iEsop, to have been de-

formed in his person. Some of his pi<-ces are extant ; and he was

looked upon as so excellent a person, tliat Mohammed entitled a

chapter of the Koran after his name, in which he introduces God
assayiiig, " We heretofore bestowed wisdom on Lokman." He
got his liberty on account of his obedience in eating the whole of a

bitter melon, at his master's conunand. His master, surprised,

asked. How it was possible for him to eat such a nauseous fruit ?

He answered, " I have received so many favours from you, that

it is no wonder I should once in my life eat a bitter melon from
your hand." M. Galland translateil all the fables of Lokman,
an<l Bidpai or Pilpay, a bramin philosopher, which were published
at Paris in 1724.

LOLIU.VL Darnel-Grass; in botany, a genus of the digynia

order, and triandria class of plants; natural order, Gramina.
Calyx, fixed, one-leafed, many-ilowered. It has five species.

LOLLARD, Walter, founder of the sect of the Lollards, is

said tohave been an Englishman. He first broached his doctrines,

Xwhich, in many points, have been since adopted by most Pro-

testants,) in Germany, about A. D. 1.515. After preaching with

great zeal, and gaining many proselytes on the continent, he re-

turned to England, where his disciples were lirst called Lollards.

He and his followers rejected the sacrifice of the mass, extreme
nnction, and penances for sin ; insisting that Christ's sui'ferings

wcre^ufficient. He is likewise said to have set aside baptism as

a thing of no effect ; and repentance, as not absolutely necessary.

But in that age, none who had the courage to oppose the errors

©f the church of Rome, escaped slander or persecution. Lollard

sealed his testimony with his blood, being burnt alive at Cologne
in 1322.

LOLLARDS, in ecclesiastical history, a religious sect, which
arose in Germany about the beginning of the l4th century; so

railed from W. Lollard, their founder. See the last article.

Some derive the name from lolium, a tare, as if the Lollards were
fares in God's vineyard. Others derive lollhanl, luUhard, lollert,

or lullert, from the old German word litllcn, inlleii, or hiUen, " to

snigwith alow voice;" and say Lollard means a singer, or one
N«jho is continuallv praising (iod with a song. The Alexians or

Cellitcs were called Lollards, because they were public singers

who interretl those who died of the plague, and sang a dirge in a

mournful tone as they carried them to the grave. The name was
afterwards assumed by persons who dishonoured it; for we find,

among those Lollards who made extraordinary pretences to piety,

and spent their time in meditation and prayer, there wi-re man}'
abonunable hypocrites, who entertainetl the most ridiculous opi-

nions, and concealed the most enormous vices under this specious
ilisguise. And many injurioift aspersions were propagated against

those who assumed this name by the priests aiid monks ; so that.

by degrees, any person who covered heresies or crimes under the
appearance of piety, was called a Lollard. In England, the fol-

lowed of Wicklih'e were called, bv way of reproach, Lollards,
^

from some affinity between their tenets. They were solemnly
condemned by the archbi->hop of Canterbury, and the council of
Oxford.
LOMBARDS, a nation of Scandinavia, who formerly settled in

Italy, and for some time made a considerable figure. The name
of Lombards, or Lon^obards, is derived bv Paulus Diaconus their

historian, who was himself a Lombard, from the length of their

beards. A nation, called Lombards, is mentioned by Tacitus,

Strabo, and Ptolemy ; but these are different from the Lombards
who afterwards settled in Italy, and are reckoned to be the same
with the Gepid;E, whom the Italian Londiards almost exterminated.
The Lombards who settled in Italy are first mentioned by Prosper
Aquitanus, bishop ofRhcgium, in 379, who tells us, that about
this time the Lombards, abandoning the most distant coast of the

ocean, and their native country Scandinavia, and seeking for new
settlements, as they were overstocked with people at home, first

attacked and overcame the \''Hndals in Germany. They were then
headed by two ghiefs, Iboreus and Aion ; who, dying about A. D.
3S9. were succeeded by Aglinnmd.
LOMBARDY, a country of Europe, in the N. of Italy,

which comprehends almost the whole of the ancient Gallia Cisal-

pina, and in the sixth century, formed the kingdom of the Lom-
bards. After the overthrow of that kingdom, it was divided into

I'pper and Lower Lombardy, and was subdivided among different

slates and princes; as the house of Austria, the republic of Venice,
the king of Sardinia, &c.

1. Lombardy, Lower, the eastern part, comprehended the late

duchies of Parma, Modena, Mantua, Bologna, Ferrara, Padua,
\ icenza, Verona, Brescia, Como, Crema, and Bergamo.

2. Lombardy, L'pprr, the western part, comprehended the

late duchies of Milan, Monttcrrat, Piedmont, Nice, and some
less principalities.

LOMBES, or LOMBEZ, a town of France, in the department
of Gers, and late province of Gasconv, twenty-seven miles S. W.
of Toulouse. Lon. 1. 0. E. Lat. 43. 29. N.
LOMENTACEiE, in botany, the name of the thirty-third

order in Linnajus's Fragments of a natural Method. See
Botany.
LOMOND HH.LS, several verdant hills of Scotland, in the

W. part of Fifeshire.

Lomond, Loch, a large lake of Scotland, in Lennox-shire, which
Mr. Pennant styles " the most beautiful of tlie Caledonian lakes."

The view of it from Tarbat presents an extensive serpentine lake

winding amidst lofty hills, on the N. barren, bleak, and rocky,
which darken with their shade that contracted part of the water.

About 28 islands are dispersed over the lake, well wooded; of
these some just peep above the surface, and are tufted with trees;

others are so disposed as to form magnificent vistos. Opposite
Luss, at asniall distance from the shore, is a mountainous isle almost
covered with wood, near hilf a mile long. The largest island is

two miles long, and slocked with deer. The lake is 3(5 miles

long; its greatest breadth is eight; its greatest depth, 120
fathoms.

LOMONITE, in mineralogy, a fossil of a snow white colour,

with a slight tendency to reddish white. It occurs massive ; frac-

ture foliated, the surface of the folia streaked, which gives it a pe-
culiar glimmering aspect e;isi!y frangible ; not heavy ; has a slight

degree of coherence; but if it is exposed to the action of the air,

the folia spontaneously separate from each other. It is found in

the lead-mines of Huelgoet in Lower I'rittauy.

LOMONOZOF, a celebrated Russian poet, the great reformes
of his native tongue, was the son of a fishmonger at Kolmogori.
lie was born in 1711, and was fortmiately taught to read ; a rare

instance in a person of so low a station in Russia. His genius for

poetry was first kindled by the perusal of the Song of Solomon,
done into verse by Polotski ;. which inspired him with such an
irresistible passion for the Muses, that he fled from ins father, and
took refuge in the Kaikonospaski monastery at Moscow ; where
he indulged his taste for letters, and studied the Greek and Latin

languages. In this seminary he made such progress in literature,

as to be employed by the Imperial Academy of Sciences. In
1736, that society sent him to the university of Marpurg in Hesse

7 Cassel,
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Cnssol, where lie studied univer-al Graininar, rhetoric, ajul phi-

losopi'.v, iiiKtcr t!ie celfbrateu Clirniiiiii Wolf. He continued at

Maqjiirg lour jear^-, during wliiili time he applied irnusclf to

chemistry, \Oiich iic utlerwards pursued, with still greater success

niider llie famous Ileiickel at Freyberg in Saxony. In 1741 he

relumed into Russia; was chosen in 1742 adjunct to thf impi'rial

acadeiiiy ; and in 1743, member ol that society and prolessor of

chemistry. In 17tiO, he was appointed inspector of the seminary,

then annexed to the acadi-my, and in 17lJ4, Catharine II. niade

bhn a counsellor of state, Lomonozof excelled in various

kinds of composition ; but his chief merit is derived from his po-

etical compositions, tlie fmcst of which are his odes. 1 hey are

greatly admired for originality of invention, sublimity of senti-

ment, and energy of language. Pindar was his great model, and

those versed in the Russian tongue, say, he has succeeded

in imitating the Thfban bard, without incurring the censure of

Horace. In this, and other species of composition, he enriched

Kis native language wiih various kinds of metre, and is hc-nce

styled tlie Father of Russian Poetrv. The titles of his principal

works, which were printed in tliree vols. Svo. shew the versatility

of his genius, and his extensive know ledge. Vol 1. besides a Pre-

face on the advantages derived to the Russian tongue from the

ecclesiastical writings, contain ten sacred and nineteen panegyric

odes. The lid. comprises An Lssay on Russian Poetry; Trans-

lation of a (lerman Ode; Idylls; Tamira and Selim ; and De-
mophoon, 2. Jragedies; Poem on the L'lility of Glass; two
cantos of an epic poem, entitled, Peter the Great; Heads of Lec-
tures on Natural Philosophy ; Translations in verse and prose, from
the classics, which he quoted as examples in his Lectures on Rhe-
toric; Description of the Comet in 1744; &c. Vol. Hid. consists

chiefly of Speeches and Treatises read before tiie Academy ; Pane-

gjric on the Empress Elizabeth; on Peter the Great ; on the Advan-
tages of Chemistry ; on the Pha;nomena of the Air occasioned

by the Electrical Fire, with a Latin translation ; on the Origin ot

Light as a new Theory of Colours ; Methods to deteiTnine the

Course of a Vessel; on the Origin of Metals by Earthquakes;
Latin Dissertation on Solidity and Fluidity; on the Transit of

Venus in 1761, with a German translation. He also wrote Annals
of the Russian Sovereigns ;^and the Ancient History of Russia,

from its Origin to the Death of Yaroslaf I. in 1054"; ?. work of

great merit, as it illustrates the most obscure period in the annals

of Russia. He died 4th April 17*34, aged 54.

LON, LUN E, a river of England, which rises in Westmoreland,
and running past Kirkby Lonsdale, falls into the Irish Sea below
Lancaster. Its banks are beautiful and romantic.

LONADO, or LONATO, a territory of Italy, in the depait-

ment of Mella, and district (late province^ of Brescia.

LoN'ADO, or LoNATO, the Capital of the above territory, 12

miles E. S. E. of Brescia.
^

LONCHITES, in botany, a genus of the cryptogamia filices

class and order ; natural order, Filices, or ferns. Capsule disposed

in lunulated lines lying under the sinuses of the frond. There are

five species, natives of hot climates.

LONCHlURUS, in natural history, a genus of fishes of the

order thoracic!. Head scaly; ventral fins separate ; tail lanceo-

lated. There is but one species, the bearded lonchiurus, a native

of Surinam, about twelve inches in length, and of a ferruginous

brown colour.

LONDON, a large city of England, the metropolis of Great
Britain, and one of the most wealthy and populous places in the

world, is situated in Middlesex, on the Thames, 400 m-les S. of

'Edinburgh, 270 S. E. of Dublin; ISO \V. of Amsterdam, 210
K. W. oi Paris, 500 S. W. of Copenhagen, 6U0 N. \V. of Vienna,

790 S. \V. of Stockholm, 800 N. E. of Madrid, 820 N. W. of

Rome, 850 N. E. of Lisbon, 1360 N. W. of Constantinople, and
1414 S. W. of Moscow. Lat. 51. 31. N. The city was by the

.Romans first called Londinium or Lundinum. .See Tacit. Ptol.

Antonin, Anmiian. That name was afterwards changed into Au-
gusta ; but, in honour of whom, or how long this name prevailed,

is not kno« n. Atttr the establishment of the Saxons, it was called

Caer Lundain, Lundoun Byrig, Lunden Ceaster, Lundenwve,
Lundenne, Luuden-berh, or Lundenburgh. Since the conquest
the records call it Londiiiia, Lundonia, Londine, Londres ; and,

for several ages past, it has been called London, a modern varia

tiou of Londinium. The most probable derivation of these names
VOL. III.—NO, 128.

appears to be, eith<T from the British words JItong, a ship, and diii>

a town, i. e. a town or iiarhour for ships ; or from Ltin, a lake, q, d.

Llin, din, the town upon the lake, tlic Surry side being suppose<i»
upon good grounds, to have been anciently a great expanse of
water. Londinium, however, wiis not the primitive name of this

city, wliich existed before the invasion of the Romans; but
Trinow, or the New City ; being, at the time of Ca-sar's arrival in

the island, the capital of the Trinobantes or Irinouantes. In its

most extensive view, the metropolis, it consists of the Cilv pro-
perly so called, the city of Westminster, and the borough of South-
uarlv, with the suburbs in Middlesex and Surrey, within what arc
called the Bills of .Mortality. The irregular form of London makes
it diflicult to ascertain its extent. However, its length from E. to
W . is generally allowed to be above seven miles from Hyde-park
corner to Poplar; and its breadth in seme places three, in others
two, and in others again not much above half a mile. London is

divided into 26 wards and 236 precincts, under a lord mayor,
aldermen, and common-council. The lord mayor is the su-

preme magistrate, chosen annually by the citizens, pur>iuanttoa
charter of King John. The manner of electing a lord mavor is by
the liverymen of the several companies, assembled in Guildhall
annually, on Michaelmas-day, (according to an actof common-
council in A. D. 1476;) when, the liverymen nominate two al-

dermen below the chair, who have served the office of sheril!", to

be returned to the court of aldermen, who mav choose either of the
two ; but the senior, so returned, is generally declared lord mayor
elect. The election being over, the lord mayor elect, accom-
panied by the recorder and divers aldermen, " is soon after pre-
sented to the lord chancellor for his approbation ; on the pth Nov.
following, is sworn into otlice at Guildhall ; and on the 10th, be-
fore the barons of exchequer at Westminster; the procession on
which occasion is exceedingly grand and magnificent. The lord
mayor sits every morning at the mansion-house, where he keeps
his mayorality, to do the business incident to his office. Once in

six weeks, or eight times in the year, he sits as chiefjudge of Oyer
and Terminer, or gaol-delivery of Newgate for London and Mid-
dlesex. Hisjurisdiction extends all over the city and suburbs, except
places that are exempted. It extends also' from Colneyditch,
above Stains-bridge in the W. to Yeudale, or Yenfiete, and the
mouth of the Medway, and up that river to L^pnor-castlc, in the
E. by which he has the power of punishing or correcting all per-
sons that shall annoy the streams, banks, or fish. For this purpose
he holds several courts of conservancy in the counties adjacent to
the said river for its conservation, and for the punishment of of-

fcHders. The office next in dignity, is that of Alderman. See
ALDtRMAN. Of these there is one'to each ward, in all 26, w ho are
properly the subordinate governors of their respective wards un-
der the lord mayoi-'s jurisdictiont These high officers constitute

a second part of the city-legislature when assembled in a corpo-
rate capacity, and exercise an executive power in their respective
wards. The aldermen, who have passed the chair, or served the
office of lord mayor, are justices of the quorum ; and all the other
aldermen are not only justices of the peace, but by stat. 43 Eli.^.

entitled, An Aft for the Relief of the Poor, " every alderman of
London, within his ward, shall and may do and execute, in every
respect, so much as is appointed and allowed bv the said act to be
done or executed by one or two justices of peace of any county
within this realm." Every one keeps his wardmote, or court, for

choosing ward-officers and settling the alliiirs of the ward, to re-
dress grievances, and to present all defaults found within the ward,
1 he next branch of the legislative power is the common-council.
I he many inconveniences that attended the popular assemblies,
called folkmotes, determined the commonality of London to
choose representatives to act in their n.mie, with the lord mayor
and aldermen, in all affairs relating to the city. At first these re-

presentatives were chosen out pf the companies ; but these not
being found satisfactory, nor properly the representatives of the
wiiolebody of the inhabitants, it was agreed to choose a certain
number of discreet men out of each ward: which number ha-i

from time to time increased, according to the dimensions of each
ward. At present the 26 wards, being subdivided into 236 pre-
cincts, each precinct sends a representative to the common-council,
who are elected after die same manner as an alderman ; and as the
lord mayor presides in the wardmote, and is judge of the poll at

the election of aii alderman, so the aldeiman of each ward is judge
4 "of
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ot lliL- poll ;il tlie elections of a comiiion-couiiciliiian. Tlie loiil

uiayor, aklermiMi, iuid commoii-coiuit!!, are a kind of city-par I la-

ment, resembling the great eoiUKil of the nation, l-'or it consists of

ij lionsL's; one (ov the lord mayor and aldermen, or the upper-house
;

anotl'.er for the coii.moners or reprcseiitatives of llic people, com-
inonl. eallcJ the ccmmon-councihiien. "^rhey have power to

make and repeal bve-laws; and the citizens are bonml to subnjil

tolheni. They caiunH assemble without a sununorr; from the lord

mavor, who, however, is obliged to call a commor;-council, when
demanded, by six reputable citizens and members of tliat(ourt.

This corporati'o?! is assisted by two sheriffs, a recorder, acomnion-
serieant, a chamberlain, a town-clerk, a city-remembrancer, a

waier-bailili', and many inferior ollicers. London has lifteen llesh-

markels, one for live cattle, and 'Jj for corn, coals, hay, herbs,

&c. Of these the three principal are, at Smithiield for cattle and

hay, at Leadenliall for butcher's meat, wool, hides, and Colchester

baize, and Billingsgate for fish. The places of religious worship

are very numeious. Besides St. Paul's cathedral aikl the colle-

giate church at Westminster, there are IOC parish-chc.rches, and

69 chapels, of the established church, with a great number of

foreign Protestant cliurches, chapels for dissenters, synagogues for

the Jews, and catholic chapels ; in all upwards of 400 places de-

voted to religious woi'slu|). The royal palaces are St. James, an an-

cient building ; the royal town residence called the (iueeu's Palace,

and sometimes Buckingham's Flou-e ; Charlton Ilnuse, the resi-

dence of the prince of Wales, and tlie Banqueting Mouse, at White
Hall. Besides there are many elegant houses of the princes of the

blood, and of tlie nobility and gentry. The other public build-

ings in Loudon and its liberties, are tar too numerous to be men-
tioned in this work ; many of them are exceedingly niagnincent.

W'e shall just enumerate the following: viz. \\'estmin5tcr Hall,

Guildhall of the City, the Sessions House, the Tower, tire Horse
Guards, the Tft-asury, the Admiralty, Somerset Place, the British

Museum, tlie Royal Exchange, the Bank of England, the Custom
House, the Excise Olhce, trie East India Hou<e, Ore South Sea

House, the Mansion House, the Monument, London Bridge,

Westminster Bridge, and Blackfriars Bridge ; all these are worthy
of particular notice. We must pass over the inns of court for the

study of the law ; the colleges, learned societies, and public semi-

naries, the halls of different trading -ompanies, noble hospitals, &c.
The total population of London is e-tiinated at about one million

of inhabitants; who, according to a moderate estimate, are cal-

culated to consimie provisions weekly to the amount of 228,a5J(.

l'.'«. 10(/. and clothes, fuel, candles, paper, pens, ink, wax, snuff,

pipes, tobacco, &c. to the amount of 41 j, 104/. oS. id. which, with

the addition of 4,000/. per week for corn, hay, and beans to horses,

makes in all 647,7j(//. I6s. '2d. per week, or 33,78.5,334/. 0.?. 8rf.

jjer annum. This great and populous city is happily supplied

with abundance of fresh water from the Thames and tlie New
River ; which is not only of inconceivable service to every family,

but by means of lire-plugs every where dispersed, the keys of

which are deposited with the parish-officers, the city is in a great

measure secured from the spreading of fire ; for these plugs are

no sooner opened, than vast quantities of water supply the engines.

Tliis plenty of water has been attended with another advantage ;

if has given rise to several companies, who insure houses and goods
from fire, the premium is small, and the recovery in case of loss

is easy and certain. Each of these offices keeps a set of men in

pay, wlio are ready at all hours to give their assistance in case of

fire; and who are extremely bold, dexterous, and diligent. This
city may be justly styled the centre of trade; it has an intimate

connection with all the counties in the kingdom ; and is the grand
mart of the nation, to whicli all parts send their commodities,
whence they are again sent back into every town in the nation,

and to every part of the world. Hence innumerable carriages by
laud and water are constantly employed ; and hence arises that cir-

culation ill the national body which renders everv part healthful,

vigorous, and prosperous. Merchants are here as rich as noble-

men ; witness their incredible loan5 to government ; and there is

no place in the woild where the shoi)s of tradesmen make such a

grand and elegant appearanc;', or are belter stocked. 'I'he Thames,
on the banks of which London is situated, is a river whicli, though
j>of the largest, is the richest and most commodious for coimnerce
of any in the world. It is continually filled with fleets, sailing to

or from tiistant climates: and its banks, from LonJoii-bricke to

Blackwall, form almost one continued magazine of naval stores;
containing three large wet docks, 32 dry docks, and 33 yards for
building ships for the use of the merchants; besides the places
allotted for building boats and lighters, and the king's yards lower
down for building men of war. As the city is about 60 miles dis-

tant from the sea, it enjoys, by means ot this beautiful river, all

the benefits of navigation, witlioutthe danger of being surprised
by foreign ilcets, or of being annoyed by the moist vapours of tlie

ocean.

LoNDOM, New, a county and sea-port of Connecticut, on the
VV. side of the Tliaine-^, eighty miles N. E. of New York.
LONDONDERRY, COLERAIN, or DERRY, a county

of Ireland, in the province of Ulster. It is bounded on the S. and
S. W. by Tyrone; on the E. by Antrim, from which it is parted
by the Bann ; W. and N. W. by Donegal, and N. by the Deu-
caledonian ocean. Its greatest length is about 36' miles, its

breadth 30, containing about 251,5 10 acres. The bogs and heaths
of this county are manured with sea-shells. It is noted for a very
clear rivej- called the lianii, abounding with salmon.
Londonderry, or Derrv, the capital of the above county,

and the see of a bishop, stands at the bottom of Lough-Foyle. It

has a good port, to which ships of the greatest burden have access,

and a considerable trade. Lon. 7. 5. Vv. Lat. 55. 4. N.
LONG. J.\MKS Le, a French writer of the 17lh century, born

at Paris in 1666. He was a priest of the Oratory, and librarian of

St. Honore. He published, 1. Bibliotheca Sacra ; '- vols, folio,

1723; 2. Bibliotheque de la France; fol. 3. A Historical Dis-
course on Polyglott Bibles. He died at Paris in 1721.

LONG, Roger, D. D. a native of Norfolkshire, was educated
at Cambridge ; where he became master, of Pemlirokehall, and
Lowndes's professor of astronomy. He was al<o rector of Cher-
ryhinlon in Huntingdonshire, and of Bradwell juxta mare in Essex,

Dr. Long is known as the author of a valuable treatise of Astro-
nomy in 2 vols. 4lo. and as the inventor of a curious astronomical

machine. This is a hollow sphere 18 feet in diameter, and capa-
ble of containing 30 persons. Withinside the surface, which re-

presents the heavens, are painted the stars and constellations, w ith

the zodiac, meridians, and axis, parallel to the axis of the w orld,

upon which it is easily turned round by means of a winch. Dr.
Long published also a Commencement Sermon in 1728 ; and an
answer to Dr. Galley's pamphlet on Greek Accents. He died
Dec. lOth, 1770, aged 91.

LONGE\ ITY, \_long-a-v!is, Lat.] Immediately after the
creation, w hen the worUf was to be peopled by one man and one
woman, the ordinary age was 900 and upwards. See Antedilu-
vians. Immediately after the flood, when there were three

persons to stock the world, their age was cut shorter, and none of

those patriarchs, but Shem, arrived at tlOO. In the second cen-

tury we find none that reached 240: in the third none but Terah
that came to 200 years ; the world, at least a part of it, by tli.it

time being so well peopled, that they hail built cities, and were
cantoned out into distant nations. By degrees, as the number
of people increased, their longevity dwindled, till it came down,
to 70 or 80 years; and there it stood and has continued to stand

eversince the time of Moses. That the common duration of man's
life has been the same in all ages since tlie above period, is plain

both from sacred and profane history. Y'et instances of lives

greatly exceeding that period, are not only to be found in the his-

tory of all ages and countries, but even in our own country and in

the present age. Mr. Whitehurst, in his Inquiry into the Origin
and Strata of the Earth, has given a list (since enlarged by Dr.
Fothergill,) of 32 persons, who died between 1635 and 1781, all

of whom had lived above a century, most of them considerably

longer, and one who was living in 1 780, had attained the astonish-

ing age of 175 ! Lord Bacon assures us from the most incontestable

evidence, that A. D. 76, when a general taxation was made over
the Roman empire, by Vespasian, there were found living in Italy,

between the Appennlnes and the Po, no fewer than 124 persons

aged 100 and upwards. Of these 54 were 100 years old ; 57 were
110: two 125; four 130; four 136; and three 140 years old each:

besides 19 others in Parma, Pl.acentia, Faventia, Rimino, &c. of

whom six were 1 10 years old, seven 120, one 125, two 130, onel31,
one 132, and one 150! !''rom the various instances of longevity given

by Mr. Whitehiu-st and others, we shall only select a few of the

most remarkable

:

Names
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100

places of Birth, Abode, or Death

Isle of Coos B.C. 3J8

Abdcra 3til

Pergamu'* A. D i.'71

Rimino
Boiioiiia

Ethiopia

Venice I'^OR

Sliropshire 1635

Killiiigworlli iSjfi

York?liiie 1670

Yorksliire 1670

Staffordshire

Ireland

Ireland ll>9l

Dalkeith

Armagh
Ilampsliire

f'owlis, Ross-shire

Ireland 1"66

Scotland. ..- 17G6

Yorkshire 17f)8

France I7o9

Norway 1770

Kiltearn, Ross-shire....1775

Loclnvinnoch
Shropshire 1776

France 1776

Loudon II 1779

Orkney
Fintary 1780

TiTcomea S. America. 1780

Essex 1781

Carmarthenshire 1782

Suffolk 1783

Fovvlis, Ross-shire 178 3

Dumfries-shire 1789

Mount Jura 1790

Fitcshire 1791

Ayrshire 1793

Isle of Skv 1792

Fifeshire..'. 1792

Aanus. Ages.

Hippocrates 104

Democritus 10-

Galen 140

Marcus Aponiiis 150

Titus Fullonius 150

Mark Alhuna 150

LewisCornaro 100

Thomas Pane 152

James Bowles IVJ

Henry Jenkins Itlt)

Kobert Montgomery.... 1-6

James Sandi 140

Countess of Desmond... 140

Countess of Eccleston...l43

Margaret Sc:ott 125

B,. Blackeney.Esq 114

Marq. ofWinchester 100

Katli.M'Kenzie 1 17

Col. T. Winslow 146

John Mount 136

Francis Consist 150

Francis Boiis 121

C.J.Diakeiiherg 146

Kenneth Monro ol In )

veran. ji

Marg. Patton 13S

Mary Yates 12^

A.Gloldsmilh 140

Countess of Loudoun.... 100

M. Laurence 140

Janet Taylor lOS

LouisaTruxo, anegress 175

JaneR eaves 103

Evan Williams 145

John Wilson 116

J.Brown, E^q 107

Alex. Ewart 104

JolmJacohs ICl^

Helen Gray 105

Mutthi-w Tail 123

Donald M'Leod 104

Tho. Garric 103

Mr. J. Easton, in order to supply better materials for others, pub-

lished, a few years since, a much'greater collection of instances of

this kind, though probably -but a'small part of what have actually

occurred. His list consists of 1712 persons, who are stated to have

died at the following age^

;

1 1 years

120

130
140
150

From 100 to

no to

120 to

130 to

140 to

150 to 160
1(J0 to 170

170 to 185

1310
277
84
2S
7

3

1713

Sucli a number of instances would furnish many useful con-

clusions; but most accounts of this kind contain little more than

the name, age, and place of the deadi, of tli« person nieniioned,

from which of course little information can be gained. .Sir J.

Sinclair, in an Essay on Longevity, has endeavoured to excite a

more general interest on this subject, which has by iio means
been investigated with the attention it deserves. AUliough lon-

gevity evidently prevails more in certain districts than in others,

yet it is by no mcLUis confined to any particular nation or climate
;

for instances of it are to be found in almost every quarter of the

globe. Longcvitv docs not depend, so much as has been supposed,
ou any particular climate, situation, or occupation in life: for it

•ften prevails in places where all these are extremely dissimilar

;

and it would, moreover, be dil'licult, in llie histories of a number
»f dilTereut persons remarkable for longevity, to find any circum-

I

stance conunoii to them all, except perhaps, lli;-.t of b(ingborn<f
healthy parents, and of being nwired to daily labour, temperance,

and simplicity of diet. Among the infcrii:r ranks of niankind,

therefore, we lind the must numerous instances ot longevity ; even
frequently, when otlier external circumstances are extremely un-

favourable : as in Ihe case of the poor sexton of Peterborough,

who, n(lt^^ith^tanding his unpromising occupation among dead
bodies, lived long enough to bury two crowned heads, and to sur- .

vive t%vo complete generations. Tlic aliment of Henry Jenkiiw

and old Parre, is said to have consisted chiefly of the coarsest fare,

as they depended on precarious alms. It is allowed on all hijids,

that, the luxury and relinements of large cities are destructive to

the human species; and this consiileration alone, perhaps, more
tiian counterbalances all the boasted privileges of a city-life. Nor
is it luxury alone that shortens human life in large cities. Tlie

want of pure air is a most powerful cause. Every th:ng, that is

most essentially necessary to life, may be comprised under the six

following heads: 1. Air and climate; 2. Meat and drink; 3.

Motion and rest ; 4. The secretions and excretions ; 5. Sic?p and
watching ; 6. Affections of the mind. A proper attention to these par-

ticulars so as to observe a due medium in each, and to regMlaie them
according to the dictates of reason, and the order and appointment of
llie Creator, will be found the best natural method of securing long

life ; for our frame is so constituted, that its genuine preservative

is temperance.
LONGFORD, a county of Ireland, in the N. W. of the pro-

vince of Leinsler. It has a tolerably good soil, but much en-

cumbered with marshes ; and is about 25 miles long and 16
broad.

LoNGFOKn, the capital of the above county, 64 miles N.W. bv
W. of Dublin. Lon. 8. 0. W. Lat. 53. 42. N.
LONGIMETRY, [_lnngiis, imd fj-tr^joj,'] the art of measuring

lengths, both accessible and inaccessible. See Mensuratio;.',
and Trigonometry.
LONCfING, a preternatural appetite in pregnant women, and

in some sick persons when about to recover. It is called pica,

from the bird of that name, which is said to be subject to the.same
disorder. It consists of a desire of unusual things to eat and drink,

and in being soon tired of one and -wanting another. It is called

Malacia, horn iJ-xXnx^, weakness. Chlorotic girls, and men who
labour under suppressed hemorrhoids, are very subject to this

complaint, and are relieved by promoting the respective evacua-
tions. In general, whether this disorder is observed in pregnant
women, in persons recovering from an acute fever, or in tliose

who labour under obstructions of the natural evacuations, this

craving otthe ajipeiite should be indulged.

LON Gl NTS, DioNYSius, a celebrated Greek critic of ti.e

third century, by some said to have been born in Athens, by
others in Syr'ra. His father's name k unknown, but by his mother
he was allied to the celebrated Plutarch. His youth was spent in

travelling with his parents, which g-ave him an opportunity to in-

crease his know ledge, and imjirove his mind. Alter his travels,

he fixed his residence at Athens, and with the greatest assiduity

applied to study. Here lie published hisTreatiseon the Sublime;
which raised his reputation to such a height, and gave tlie Athe-
nians such an opinion of his judgement and taste, that they made
him sovereign judge of all authors, and every thing was received
or rejected by the public, according to his decisions. He seenii

tohavestaid at Athens a long time; here he taught the academic
philosophy, and among otiiers had the famous Porphyry for his

pupil. But it was at length his fortune to be draw n from Athens,
and to m\x in more active scenes ; to train up young princes to

virtue and glory; to guide the busy pMsions of the great to noble
objects; to struggle for, and at last to die, in the cause of liberty.

Zenobia, queen of the East, prevailed on him to undertake the
education of her sons; and he soon gained an uncommon share

in her esteem : she spent the vacant hours of her life in his con-
ver-ation, and modelled her sentiments and conduct by his in-

structions. That princess was at war with Aurelian ; and being
defeated by him near Antioch, was compelled to shut herself up
in Palmyra, her capital city. The emperor wrote her a letter, in

V. hich he ordered her to surrender; to which she returned an
answer, drawn up by Longinus, which filled him with resentment.
The emperor laid siene to the city; and the Palmyrians were at

length obliged to surrendei'. The queen .ind Longinus endea-

voured
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voni-ed to fly into Persia; but were overlaUeii and mack- piisoners,

1]

when oil the poiiil. of cro>iing flie Euphrates. The (pieeu iiitiiiii-

;

tlaletl wealily laiJ the blame of viiKlicating the liberty of her coun- '

try oil its triie author; and tlie brare Loiigiiius, to the disgrace of'

tJie conqueror, was immediately e\ccutcd. 'I'lie writings of Lon-
\

giuus were numerous, some on ph.ilosophltal, but the greater part

ort critical subjects. Dr. Pearre has collected the titles of 25

treatises, none of which, excepting that on llie Suiilime, liave es-
'

caped the depredations of time and barbarians. On this imperfect

piece the great fame of Longinus is raised, who, as Pope expresses

it
—"is himself tiie great sublime he draws." The bejt editions

of his works are tho'.e of Tollius, printed at Utrecht in 1G94, cum
iiotis variorum, and that of Toup, 8vo. 1773, Oxford. It has

|

been well translated into English by Mr. Smith.
j

LONG ISLAND, an island of New York separated, from the

continent bv a narrow channel. It extends from the city of New-
j

"York 140 miles £. terminating with Islotitauk point ; and is 10

miles broad. It is divided into three counties. King's, Queen's,
and Suffolk. The S. side is tiat land, of a light sandy soil, well
calculated for raising Indian corn. The N. side is hilly, and of

a strong soil, adapted to grain, hay, and fruit.

LONGITUDE, [_lougitudo. Lit.] in astronomy, an arc of
the ecliptic contained between the lirst point of Aries, and a great

I circle passing through the pole of the ecliptic and any given point

i

of the heavens: thus, the longitude of a star is an arc ol the eclip-

I

tic, intercepted between the beginning of Aries, and the point nf

1 tlie ecliptic cut by the star's circle of longitude. It is usuallv

j
reckoned in signs and degrees, and is expressed by saying tlie

longitude of t'.ie object, as star, planet, &:c. is so many degrees,

I

&c. of such a sign. See Astrono.my.

I

Longitude, in geography, an arc of the equator contained
between the first meridian and the meridian of any place; or, the
degrees of the equator from the first meridian to tliat of the place»

See Geocraphv.

LONGITUDE.

LONGITUDE, in navigation, an arc of the equator contained

between the meridian of the »liip and any known meridian, and is

tlierefore the same with longitude in geography. See Navi-
gation. To find tlie longitude of a ship at sea, is a problem to

which the attention of navigators and mathematicians lias been

drawn ever si«ce navigation began to be improved. The import-

?.nce of this [iroblem soon became so well known, that, 'in 15i)8,
j

Philip III. of Spain olTercd a reward of 1000 crowns for the solu-

tion ; and his example was soon followed by the States General,
!

who offered 10,000 florins. In 1714 an act was passed in tlie i

British parliament, impowering certain commissioners to make
out a bill for a sum not exceeding 2000/. for defraying the neces-

sary expellees of experiments for ascertaining this point ; and like-

wise granting a reward to the person who made any progress in

the solution, proportionable to the degrees of accuracy with wliich

the solution was performed: 10,000/. was to be granted if the

longitude should be determined to one degree of a great circle, or '

CO geographical miles; 15,000/. if to two-thirds of that distance;
|

and 20,000/. if to the half of the distance. In consequence of
j

these offered rewards, innumerable attempts were made to disco- I

ver this important secret. The first was that of John Mfliin pro-

fessor of mathematics at Paris, who proposed it to Cardinal Riche-

lieu ; and though it was judged insufficient on account of the im-
perfection of the lunar tables, a pension of 2000 livres per annum
was procured for him in 1645 by Cardinal Mazarine. Gemiii
Frislus had indeed, in 1530, projected a method of finding the

longitude by means of watches, which at that lime were newly in-
|

vented ; but the structure of these machines was then by far too

imperfect to admit of any attempt ; nor even in 1631, when Melius
made an attempt to this purpose, were they advanced in any con-

siderable degree. About ll)ii4, Dr. Hooke and Mr. Iluygens

made a very great improvement in watchmaking, by the applica-

tion of the pendulum-spring. Dr. Ilooke having quarrelled with

the ministry, no experiment was made with any of his machines ;

but many were made widi those of Mr, Iluygens. One experi-

ment, particularly, made by Major Holmes, in a voyage from

the Coast of Guinea in 1665, an-wered so well, that Mr. Iluy-

gens was encouraged to improve the structure of his watches ; but

it was found that the variations of heat and cold produced such

alterations in the rate of going of the watch, that unless this could

be remedied, the watches could be of little use in deterni'iiing the

longitude. The first who succeeded in any considerable degree

by iii'-ans of time-keepers was Mr. John Harrison; who, in 1726,

pioduced a watch which went so exactly, that for ten years toge-

ther it did not err above one second in a month. In 1736 it was
tr'ied in a voyage to Lisbon and back again, on board one of his

Majesty's ships ; during which it corrected an error of a degree
and an lialf in the computation of the ship's reckoning. In conse-
quence of this he received public encouragement to go on ; and
Jiy the year i 761 had iiaisbed three tiiue-keepers, each of them

more accurate than the former. The last turned out so much to
his satisfaction, that he now applied to the commissioners ef lon-

gitude for leave to make an experiment with his watch in a voyage
to the West Indies. Permission being granted, his son Mr. Wil-
liam Harrison set out in his Majesty's ship the Deptford for Ja-
maica in the month of November 1761. 'I'his trial was attended
with all imaginable success. The longitude of the island, as de-
termined by tlie time-keeper, dilTered from that found by astrono-
mical observations only one minute and a <]Uarter of the equator;
the longitudes of places seen by the way being also determined
with great exactness. On the ship's return to England, it was
found to have erred no more during the whole voyage than 1' 54j"
in lime, little more than 2S miles in distance ; which being within
the limits prescribed by the act, the invntor claimed the 20,000/.
offered by govenunent. Objections, however, were started.

Doubts were pretended about the real longitude of Jamaica, as

well as the manner in which the time had been found both there
and at Portsmouth. It was alleged also, that although the tinie-

keejjer happened to be right at Jamaica, and after its return to
England, this was by no means a proof that it had always been so
in the intermediate times ; in consequence of which allegations,

another trial was appointed in a voyage to Barbadoes. Precau-
tions were now taken to obviate as many of these objections as

possible. The commissioners sent out proper persons to make
astronomical observations at that island; which, when compared
with others in England, would ;isccrtain beyond a doubt its true

situation. In 1764 then, Mr. Harrison junior set sail for Barba-

does; and the result of the experiment was, that the difference ol

longitude betwixt Portsmouth and Barbadoes was shewn by the

time-keeper to be 3h. 55' 3"; and by astronomic;d observations to

be3h. 54' 20"
; the error being now only 43" of time, or 10' 45" ol

longitude. In consequence of this and the former trials, Mr. Har-
rison received! one-half of the reward promised, upon makings
discovery of the principles upon which his lime-keepers were con-

structed. He was likewise |)roniiscd the other half of the reward
I as soon as time-keepers should be constructed by other artists

j

w hich should answer the purpose as well as those of M. Ilarrisoi

I himself At this time he delivered up all his time-keepers, ths
' last of which was sent to Greenwich to be tried by Mr. Nevi

I

Maskelyne the late astronomer royal. On trial, it was foum
: to go with much less regularity than had been expected ; but Mr
Harrison attributed this to his having made some experiments wit!

it wlflfh he had not lime to linish when he was ordered to delive

up the watch. Soon after this, an agreement was made by thi

commissioners with Mr. Kendall to construct a watch upon Mr
Harrison's principles; and this upon trial was found to ansiver tin

purpose even better than any that Harrison himself had construct
ed. This watch was sent out with Capt. Cook in 1772; and dui
ing all the time of his voyage round the world in 1772, 1773
1774, and 1775, never erred quite 14V seconds per day : in con

V sequence
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|iiciire of u'hicli, the liouso of coninions, in 1774, ordered the

her IC,00n/. lo be p:iid to Mr.Ihurisnii. Still gre;iter aceur;ie\,

uvevcr, has since been attained. A watth was lately constructed

. Mr. Arnold, which during a trial of 13 months, from Feb.
9 to Feb. 1780, varied no more than 6.69' dnrins any two days;

ul the greatest difference between its rates of going on any day
,d the next to itwas 4. 11". The greatest error it would lir.ve

iinmitted therefore in the longitude during any single day would
ive been very little more than one minute of longitude; and
ms might the longitude be determined with as great exactness as

;e latitude generally can. This watch, however, has not yet been
ied at sea. After the discoveries made by Mr. Harrison, the

t concerning the longitude v.-di i-epealed, excepting so much of

as related to the constructing, printing, publisliing, &c. of nanti-

al almanacks and other useful tables. It was enacted also, that

ny person who shall discover a method for finding the longitude
v means of a time-keeper, the principles of which have not liitlicr-

> been made public, shall be entitled to a reward of .)000/. if,

fter certain trials made by the commissioners, the said metliod
liall enable a sliip to keep her longitude during a voyage of six

uonths within 60 geographical miles or a degree of a great circle,

f the ship keeps her longitude within 40 geographical miles for

hat time, the inventor is entitled to a reward of 7500/. and to

0,000/. if the longitude is kept within half a degree. If the me-
'lod is by unproved astronomical tables, the author is entitled to

00^ when they shew the disfarice of the moon from the sun and
as within 15 seconds of a degree, answering to about 7 minutes

t longitude, after allowing half a degree for errors of observation,

aid under certain restrictions, and alter comparison with astrono-

M.ilnica'i observations for a period of 18f years, during which the

lit uiiar irregularities are supposed lo be completed. The same re-

i.iii vards are olVered lo the person \vl;o shall, with the like accuracy,
lisccvcr any other method of finding the longitude. These me-
iiod; reo,uire celestial observations; and any of Ihe pha;nomena,
«ich as the di!rere?\t apparent places of stars with regard lo the

moon, the beginning and ending of eclipses, &:c. will answer the

jil
purpose: only it is absolutely necessary, that some variation

ilii
ihould be perceptible in the phenomenon in the space of two mi-

j; nutes; for even this short space of time will produce an error of 30
[Viiles in longitude. The most pi~oper phenomena, therefore, for de-

tffmiir.ng the longitude in this manner are the eclipses of Jupiter's

liteUites. Tables of llieir motions have been constructed, andcare-

fljlly corrected from time to time, as the mutual attractions of these

Bodies are found greatly to disturb the regularity of their motions.

The eclipses of Jupiter's satellites have commonly been preferred

M tho6e of the moon, for finding the longitude ; because they are

liable to parallaxes than these are, and besides they afford a

Very commodious observation whenever the planet is above the

horizon. Their motion is very swift, and must b(' calculated for

every hour. Now, to find the longitude by these satellites : with

a good telescope observe some of their plurnomena, as the con-

junction oftwo of them, or of one of them with Jupiter, &c. and at

the same time find the hour and minute, from the altilutles of Ihe

stars, or by 'iieans of a clock or watch, previously regulated for the

place of observation; then, consulting tables of tlie satellites, ob-

serve the time when th^ same appearance happens in the meridian
of the place for which the tables are calculated ; and the dilTerence

of time, as before, will give tlio longitude. The eclipses of the

first and second of Jupiter's satellites are Ihe most proper for this

purpose; and, as they happen almost daily, they afford a ready
means of determining the longitude of places at land, having iji-

Oeed contributed much to the modern improvements in geogra-

phy; anil if it were possible to observe them with proper tele-

scopes, in a ship under sail, they would be of great service in as-

certaining its longitude from time to time. To obviate the incon-

venience to whicli these obssrvations are liable from the motions
of the ship, Mr. Irwin invented what he called a marine-chair: this

Was tried by the late Dr. Maskelyne, in his voyage to Barbadoes; it

was found quite useless. We shall, therefore, proceed to give

some practical directions for finding the longitude at sea by proper
celestial observations ; exclusive of those from Jupiter's satellites,

which, for reasons just mentioned, cannot be practised at sea. In

the first place, however, it will be necessary to point out some of

those difficulties which stand in the way, of finding the longitude,

even by this method. .These lie principally in the reduction of

vol.. Ill,—KO. 1"8.

the observations of the heavenly bodies n-adj on the suiface of li.e

earth to similar observations supposed to be made at the centre ;

whicli is the only place where the celesti;.l bodies appear in their

proper sitnution. It is also very dilTicult to make proper allow-
ances for the refraction of the atmosphere, by which all olijecls

appear higher than they really are ; and a^iother difficulty arises

from their [larallaxes, which makes them, particularly the moon,
appear lower than they wovdd otherwise do, excepting when they
are in the very zenith. It is also well known, tl;.it the nearer the

horizon any celestial body is, the greater it's parallax will be; a)id

as tlie parallax and refraction act in opposite ways to one another,

the former depressing, and the hitter raising, the object, it is ])h;in,

that great difiiculties must arise from tliis crrcumsU'.nce. The sun,

for instance, whose parallax is less than the refraction, must always
appear Iv.gher than he really is; but the moon, whose parallax is

greater than her refraction, must always appear lower. To render
observations of tl-.e celestial bodies more easy, the commissioners
of longitud*- liavc caused an lipliemeris, or Nautical Almanack,
to be i-uiblished annually, containing every requi-ite for solving
this important problem, wiiich can be put into the form of tables.

But, whatever may be done in this way, it will be proper to make
the necessary preparations concerning the dip of the horizon, the

refraction, semi-diameters, parallax. Sic. in order to reduce the ap-

parent to the true altitudes and distances. The principal observa-
tion for finding the longitude at sea, is that of the moon from the
sun, or from some remarkable star near the zodiac. To do tliis,

tlie operator must be furnished with a watch which can be depend-
ed upon, for keeping time within a minute for six hours; and with
a good Hadley's quadrant, or, which is preferable, a sextant; and
tliis last instrument will still be more fit for the purpose, if it be
furnished witli a screw for moving the index gradually; likewise
an additional d-irk glass, but not so dark as the common kind, for
taking olf the glare of the moon's light in observing her distance
from a star. A small telescope, which m.ay magnify three or four
times, is also necessary to render the contact of a star with tha
moon's limb more discernible. A niagnifying-gla^s of one and a
half, or two inches, focus, will assist the operator in reading off liis

observations with the greater facility.

1. To Make tlie Observation. Having examined and adjusted
his instrument as well as possible, the observer is next to proceed
in the following manner : when the distance of the moon irom the
sun is to be observed, turn down one of the screens ; look at lli^

mcon directly throui^h the transparent part of the horizon-glass

;

and keeping lier in view, gently move the index till tlie sun's

image be brought into the silvered part of that glass. Bring the
nearest limbs of both objects into contact, and let the quadrant li-

brate a little on the lunar ray; by which means the sun will ap-
pear to rise and fall by the side of the moon ; in which motion ths
nearest limbs must be made to touch one another exactly by mov-
ing the index. The observation is then made; and the division

coinciding with that on the Vernier scale, will shew the distance

of the nearest limbs of the objects. When the distance of the

moon from a star is to be observed, when the moon is very briclit,

turn down the lightest screen, or use a dark glass lighter than the
screens, and designed for this particular purpose; look at the star

directly through the transparent part of the horizon-glass ; and
keeping it there, move the index till the moon's iuiage is brought
into the silvered part of the same glass. Make the quadrant lir

brate gently on the star's ray, and tlie moon will appear to rise anil

fall by the star: move the index between thelibrations, until the

moon's enlightened limb is exactly touched by the star, and then

the observation is made. In these operations the plane of the

quadrant must always pass through the two objects, the distance

of which is to be observed ; and for this purpose it must be placed

in various positions according to the situation of the objects, w liich

will soon be rendered easy by practice. The observations being

made, somebody, at the very instant when the operator calls,

must observe by the watch the exact hour, minute, and ijuarter-

minute, if there be no second hand, in order to find the apparent

time ; and at the same inst;uit, or as quicjk as possible, two assist-

ants must take the altitudes of those objects, tlie distance of which
is observed; after which, the observations necessary for finding

the longitude are completed. The ephemcris shews the moon's
distance from the sun, and likewise from proper stars, to every

three hours of apparent time for the meridian of Greenwich ; and
4P Hut
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hat t'.'.e (jrf^iter number of opportunities oi observing lliis lumi-

nary may be given, ber clistanee is gener.-.ily <(t down from ut Ica-t

oiii'obiet t on each side of bcr. Her di-taiicu I'roni the sun is set

down while it is between -10 and 120 degree- ; so that, by uiean^

of a -.extant, it may be observed for tuo or tliree days alter lier

fn-st,' and before lier last, tjuarter. V\ lief: tlie moon is between

flirty and ninety degrees from the sun, iier distance is set down
bolli from the "sun, and from a star on the contrary side ; and,

lastly, when tlie distance is above 130 degrees, the distance is set

down from two stars, one on each side of her. The distance of

the moon from objects on tiie east side of her is found in the eplie-

moris, in the eiglith and nintli parses of the month; and her dis-

tance from objects on the west, is lound in the tenth and eleventli

pages of the montii. When the ephemeris is used, tiie distance of

the moon must only be observed from those itars, the distance of

which is set down tliere ; and these afford a ready means of know-
ing the star from which her distance ought to be observed. The
observer \:m then nothing more to do, than to set lii; index to the

distance rouglily computed at the app?.rent time, eHimated nearly

for the meriilian at Greenwich ; after which he is to look to the K.

»r W. of the moon, according as tlie di^tance of the star is found

iu the eighth <jr ninth, or in the tenth or eleventh, pages of the

month; and having fo\ind the moon upon the horizon-glass, the

star will easily be fomul by sweeping with the ((uadrant to the

right or left, provided the air be clear, and tlie star be in the line

of the moon's shortest axis produced. 'I'he lime at Greenwich is

estimated by turning into time the supposed longitude from that

place, and adding it to the apparent time at the ship, or subtract-

ing it from it as occasion requires. The distance of the moon
from the sun, or a star, is roughly found at this time, by saying,

as ISO minutes (the number ccnlained in three hour?) is to the dit-

ference in minutes between this nearly estimated time, and the

next preceding time set down in the epliemeris; so is the dilTer-

pncc in minutes between the distances in the ephemeris for the

next preceding, and next following, limes, to a number of mi-

tiutes ; whicli, being added to the next preceding distance, or sub-

tracted from it according as it is increaNing or decressing, will give

the distance nearly at the time the observation is to be made, and
to which the index must be set. An easier meihod of finding the

angular distance is, by bringing the objects nearly into contact in

the common w.iy, and then fixing the inde.x ligh.t to a certain de-

gree and minute ; waiting until the objects aie nearly in contact,

jiving notice to the assistants to get ready with the altitudes; and
when the objects are exactly in contact, to call for tlie altitudes,

and the exact time by the watch. The observer may then pre-

pare for taking another distance, by setting his index three or five

minutes backwards, or forwards, as the objects happen to be re-

ceding from, or approaching to, each other, thus proceeding to

take the distance, altitudes, and time, by tlie watch, as betore.

Thus the observer may take as many distances as he thinks proper

;

but four at the distance of three minutes, or three at the distance

•f four minutes, will at all times be sufficient. Tht>s, not only the
eye of the observer will be less fatigued, but he will likewise be
enabled to manage his instrument with much greater facility in

every direction, a vertical one only excepted. If, in taking the
distances, the middle one can be taken at any even division on the

arch, such as a degree, or a degree and twenty or forty miinites,

(hat distance will be independent of the Nonius division, and coii-

sec(uently free of those errors which frecpiently arise from the in-

equality of that division in several parts of the graduated arch.
The observation ought always to be made about two hours A. M.
AT P. M. and the true time may be found by the altitude of tlie

sun taken at the precise time of the distance. If three distances
be taken, then find the time by the altitude corresponding with
the middle-distance; and thus the observation will be secured
from any error arising from the irregularity of the going of the
watch. As the time, however, found by the altitude of a star

cannot be depended upon, because of the uncertainty of the hori-

zon in the night, the best way of determining the time for a night-
observation will be by two altitudes of the sun; one taken on\he
preceding afternoon, before he is within six degrees of the hori-

zon; and the other on the next morning, when he is more than six

degrees high. It must be observed, however, that in ortler to fol-

low these directions, it is necessary that the atmospheie should be
prKty free from clouds ; otherwise the observer must take the ob-
servations at such times as he can best obtain them.

S. Tp Reduce llw Obsa -ccd Distence of the Sun, or a. Star,from
the Moon, to the True (Jistc'^ct-. 1. Turn the longitude into

time, and add it to the time at the ship if the longitude be \V. but

subtract it if it be E. whicli will give the supposed time at Greeu.

wich; and this we may call reduced time. 2. Find the nearest

noon or midniglit both before and after the reduced time in the

seventh page of the month in the ephemeria. 3. Take out tho

nioon's senii-diameler, and horizontal parallaxes, correspondinf;

to these noons and midnights, and tind their difierences. ILei

sav, as twelve hours is to the moon's semi-diameter in t» elve hour.-,

so' is the reduced time to a number of seconds; wiiich, either

added to, or subtracted from, the moon's semi-diameter at the

noon or midnight just mentioned, according as it is increasing oi

decreasing, will give her apparent semi-diameter; to vhicli arid

the correction from Table VI II. of the ephemeris, and the sur

will be her true semi-diameter at the reduced time. And :

twelve hours is to the ditlerence of the moon's horizontal paralla ,.

in twelve hours, so is the reduced time to a fourth number;

which, being added to, or subtracted from, the moon's horizontal

parallax at the noon or midnight before the reduced time, accord-

ing as it is increasing or decri?asing, the sum or difference will bt

the moon's horizontal parallax at the reduced time. 4. If tiie v

duccd time be nearly any even part of twelve hours, viz. oi.i

sixth, one-fourth, d-c. these parts of the dilTercnce may be take:

,

and cither added or subtracted according to the directions alieacli

given, without being at the trouble of working by the rule of p,

jiortion. 5. To the observed altitude of the sun's lower limb m
the diflerence betwixt his semi-tliameter and dip; and that

sum will be his ap|iarent altitude. 6. From the sun's refraction

take his parallax in altitude, and the remainder will be the correc-

tion of the sun's altitude. 7. From the star's observed altitude

take- the dip of the horizon, and the remainder will be the appa-

rent altitude. 8. The refraction of a star will be the correction ol

its alt tude. 9. Take the diflerence between the moon's semi-

diameter and dip, and add it to the oh erved altitude if her lower

limb was taken, or subtract it if her upper limb was taken; and

the sum or ditlerence will be the apparent altitude of her centre.

10. From the proportional logarithm of the moon's horizontal pa-

rallax, taken out of the nautical almanack (increasing its index by

ten), tcke the logarithmic cosine of the moon's apparent altitude,

the remainder «ill be the proiiortional logarithm of her parallax

in altitude; from which take her refraction, and the remainder
will be the correction of the moon's altitude. 1 1 . To the observ-

ed distance of the moon from a star add her semi-diainetcr if the

nearest limb betaken, but subnact it if the farthest limb was taken,

and the sum or ditlerence will be the apparent distance. 12. To
the observed distance of the sun and niocn add both their semi-

diameters, and the sum will be the apparent distance of their

centres.

3. 'J he find the true Distance of the Objects, having their appa-

rent ^lltitucies and Distances. Several rules tor this purpose have
been published, the principal object of which seems to have been
to abbreviate the computations requisite for determining the

true distance of the centre of the sun or a star from the moon's
centre. This, however, should have certainly been less attended

to than the investigation of the solution, in which considerabje

errors in the data may produce a small error in the required dis-

tance. When either ol the luminaries has a small elevation, its

altitude will be affected by the variableness of the atniosphere;

likewise the altitude, as given by the quadrant, will be alTected by
the inaccuracy of the instrument, and the uncertainty necessarily

attending all observations made at sea. The sum o't these errors

when they all tend the same way, may be supposed to amount to i

at least one minute in altitude ; \\hich, in many cases, according
j

to the common rules for computing the true distance, will pro-
duce an error of about thirty minute^ in the longitude. Perhaps
the only method of determining the distance, so as not to be af-

fected by the errors of altitude, is that by first finding tlie angles
at the sun and moon, and by the help ot them the correction of
di-tance for parallax and refraction. The ride is as follows;
Add togetlier the complement of the moon's apparent altitude,

the complement of the sun's apparent altitude, and the apparent
distance of centres ; from half the sum of these subtract the com-
plement of the sun's altitude, and add together the logarithmic
co-secant of the complement of the moon's altitude, the logaritli*

mic co-secant of the apparent distance of centres, the logarithmic
7 sine
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sine of the lialf Mill), ainl tlie lop:ariU)iiiic siiu: of ll.e vemaimli'!-;

Biiil lull' tht: •^um of tlicie four logarilhiii-:, alter rejeclini; twciity

from tlic iiiiU-N, is the log. cosine of hall the ;ii):^Il- at the moon. A'
rKiiiij is to the cosine of tlie ani^le at the nu>on, so is the ilii'ier-

fnce l)otwi;cn the moon's parallax ami refr.ielion in altiliidv; lo a

correction of distance ; which i? to he aiKleil to the apparent ili—

tance of ceritres uhcn the angle of the moon i^ ohtnse ; but to be

snljtracted wlieji that angle is acute, in order to have the distance

once corrected. In the above formula, if tbe woxd sun be ciiangcd

for moon, and vice versa, wherever these terms oci ur, we shall

find n second correction of dibtanee to be applied to the distance,

once corrected bv snblrattion when the anr^le at the sun is ob-

tuse, but by addition when that angle is acute, and the remainder

or £um is the true distance nearly. In applying this nile, it will

be sufficient to use the complement, altitudes, ajul ajjparent dis-

tances of centres, true to the nearest minute only, as a small er-

ror in the angles at the sun and moon will very little all'ect the

corrections of distances. If D be the computed di>t;uice in se-

conds, (/ the dh-'erence between the moon's parallax and refrac-

tion in altitude, S the .sine of the angle at the moon, and R the

ladius ; then will be a third correction of di tance, to be
aDR

added lo the distance twice corrected : but it is plain, from the na-

ture of this correction, that it maybe always rejected, except
when the distance D is very -mall, and the angle at the moon
nearly equal 90^. This solution is likewise of use in finding the

true distance of a star from the moon, by changing the word sun

into star, and using the refraction of the star, instead of the dilTer-

ence between the refraction and the parallax in altitude of the

sun, in finding the second correction of ilistance.

Examp. Given the apparent distance of a star from the centre

of the moom, 50° S' 41" ; the moon's altitude, 55° 55' 50' ; the

star's altitude, 19° 18' 5"; and the moon's horizontal parallax,
1^ 0' 5"

: required the true distance?

Cosec. O-0S513 vC's co. alt. 70^ 42'

j 's CO. alt. 34 4—Cosec. 0.25169
Cosec. 0-1 1479 obs. di^t. 50 9—Cosec. 0.11479

e;154

Sine 998930

Sine 9-836S8

77 H'— Sine 9.9^950

Rem. 6 45— Sine 907018

2) 19-96629

Cosine 9 -933 14

Rem. 43 23

15° 54'

2M9-42616

-Cosme 9.71303 58° 54'

D's angle 117 48

-;;'sa]igle 31 48

Rad. : Cosine 117°4S':: ]) 's difif. parall. and refrac. 19S0" :

923' =: 1st correct, of distance.

Rad. : Coiine 31° 48'
: -;C's refrac. It52" : US" = 2d coiTect. of

distarkce.

Here the first correction of distance i» additive, since the angle at

the moon is obtuse ; and the secoi;d correction is aNo additive, since

the angle at the star is acute : therefore their sum 9^3" -|- 138" =
100 1' = 17' 41", being added to 50' 8' 41", the apparent distance

of the star from the moon's centre, gives 50" Ct) 22" for the true

distance of centres nearly ; and 2 x 1^ (rf -f S) — L (3 LR -f L
2 -j- LD) =: L 8", wliii h, bcir.g added to the distance twice cor-

rected, gives 50° 2fi' 30" for the true distance. '

4. To Determine the l.nn^itudi-, after having ohtained the True
Distuncc. Look in the ephemeris among the distances of the ob-

jects for the computed distance betwixt the moon and the other

object observed on the given day. If it be found there, the time

at Greenwich will be at the top of the column; but if it falls be-

tween two distances in the ephemeris which starid immediately

before and after it, and also the dilTerence between the distance

standing before, and the computed distance; then take the pro-

portional logarithms of the first and second differences, and the

difl'erence between these two logarithms will be the jjroportional

logarithm of a nunrber of hours, minutes, and seconds; which,

being added to the time standing over the first distance, will give

the true time at Greenwich. Or it niay be found by saying, as

the first difference is to three hours, so is the second difference to

a proportional part of time; which, being added as above direct-

ed, ^¥ill give the time at Greenwich. The difference between

Greenwich time and that at the ship, turned into longitude, will

he that at the time the observations were made; and will be K. if

the time at the ship is greatest, but \V. if it is leail. For exam-
ple, if the time of a celestial phj;enonieiion be oljserved at ISm.
9i s. past three of the morning of June 1, at Port Jackson ; and the

same phanomenon is calculated in the ephemeris to take place at

Greenwich Observatory at 5 h. 13 m. 15^ s. in the evening of

May 31, the longitude of the Port is hence known to be 151°

! 3' 30
' to the east of the Greenwich Observatory. Besides the

above there are other metliods of hnding the longitude of a -hip ;

one of these, much used in short voyages, is by e'timation (roni

the direction of the ship's course, and the rate of her s;',iling.

Were it possible to keep an accurate account of the distance the

ship has run, and to measure it exactly bv the log (see Log), or

any other means, then both latitude and longitude would easily

be found by settling the -hip's account to that time. For the

course and distance being known, the dilTerence of latitude and

departure is readily found by the Traverse Table ; and the differ-

ence of longitude being known, the longitude and latitude will

abo be known. A variety of causes, however, concur to render

this computation inaccurate ;
particularly th«- ship's continual <le-

flectiou from the course set by her playing lo the right and left

round her centre of gravity ; the unequal care of those at the helm,

and the distance supposed to be sailed being erroneous, on account

of stormy seas, unsteady winds, currents, ice. for which it seem?

impossible to make any allowance. The place of the ship, how-
ever, is judged of by finding the latitude every day, if possible,

by observations; and if the latitude found by observation agrees

w ith that bv the reckoning, it is presumed that the ship's place is

determined; but if they disagree, it is concluded that the account

of the longitude stands in need of correction, as the latitude by
observation is always to be depended upon. For an account ot

this method, and other particulars relating to the subject, -ee N i-

VfO.^TIOK.

LoNGiTUDF. OF MoTioK, according to some philosopher.-, i=

the distance which the centre of any moving body runs through,
as it moves on in a right line.

L0NGITUD1NAI>, in general, denotes something placed
lengthwise : thus some of the fibres of the vos-'lIs in the human
body are placed longitudinally, others iran-ver-elv, or across.

LONGOMONl'ANl-'S, ChkisTI.w, a learned astronomer,
born in a village of Denmark in 1562. He was the son of a
ploighman, and was obliged to snfl'er, during his studies, innny
iiarualiips, dividing his time, like the philoiopher Cleanthes, be-

tween the cultivation of the e,irtli and (he lessons be received fron*

I he minister of the place. At last, when he wa. I'lfteen, he stole

I

away from his fiunilv, and went to Wiburg, where there was a

j

college, in which he spent eleven years, and though he was

obliged to earn a livelihood, he studied with such ardour, that

amo7ig other sciences he learned the maihcmatics ui g.eat perfec-

tion. He afterwards went to Copenhagen; v here the prolcsscis

of that university in a short tin e conceived so high an opinion of

hiiii, that thev recommended him lo the celebrated Tycao l^rahfe,

: He lived eight years wit.*! ihai famous astrononjcr. aisJ v,-as oi
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ureal st;ivice to Jlini in his ob'seiv.'.tioiisjiiclialcul.Uioii-:. At It-ngtli,

biing eNlroinelv desirous of obtaining a protts.or's clirar Lii Den-
mark, Tyclio Bratie coiiseiilLHl, tlioiiijli witiisoiue difficulty, to de-

prive himself of his service; gave liini a discliarge filled with the

highest testimonies of his c5lecm ; antt furnished him with monev
tor the expence of hisjouriiev. lie; obtained a professarshl]) of ran-

tliematits in the University ot Copenhagen in l(iO j. anti discharged
the duty of it worthily till Ilia death, in Ic47. He wrote many
learned Wi'rks, the cliief of which is iiis Astronomia Danica, 164ii,

lolio. He also endeavoured to S(]nare the circle, and thought he
had made that discovery; l>ut Dr, John Pell, an English mathe-
matician, attacked him, and proved that he was mistaken.

LONGUEVILLE, a town of France, in the department of
the Lower Seine, and tlie late province of Upper Norniandv, 17

miles N. of Hmien. Lon. 1. 10. E. Lat. 49. oO. N.
LONGWY, a town of France, in tiie departniej^t of the Mo-

selle, and late dnchv of Lorruin, 15ni:les S.W. of Luxembiirg.
Lon. :.. r>l. E. Lat.'49. 30. N.
- LONICEUA, Ho.vEV SUCKLE ; in botany, a genus of the mo-
Hpgynia order, and pentandria class of plants. Corolla monopeta-
luus, irregular ; berry polyspermous, bilocular, inferior, 'liiere

are nineteen species.

LONS, or LOXS LE SAUNIER, a city of France, capital

of the department of Jura. Lon. j.'SO. E. Lat. 4G. 41. N.
LOO, a town of Holland, in the depa.tnient of tlie Rhiue, raid

lata province of Guelderland, S miles W. of Devcnter. Lon.
6.0. E. Lat. J2. 18. N.
LOOE, an island in tlie British Channel, on the coast of Corn-

wall, 'J miles S.E. of East Looc.

LooE, l^AS r, or East Looe, an ancient borough of Cornwall,
incorporated bv charter from (jueeji Elizabeth, seated on the cast

^de of the Loo', l(j mdes W, ol Plymouth, and 232 W. S. NV. of

London.
Looe, West, or West Low, a borough of Cornwall on the

west side of iIk; Loo, opposite to East Looe. Lon. 4. 3(3. W.
T.at. 50. '-'3. N.
LOOF, in the sea-language, is a term used in various senses;

thus the loof of a ship is that part of her aloft which lies ju»t be-

fore the chest-trees; hence the guns which lie there are called

loof-pieces. Keep your loof, signilies, keep the sliip near to the

wind ; to loof into a harbour, is to sail into it close by the wind

;

loof up, is to keep nearer the wind ; to spring the loof, is wdieii

a ship that was going large before the wind, is brought close by
the wind.

LooF-TACKLE, 13 a tackle in a ship which serves to lift goods of

small weight in or out of her.

LOOKING-GLASS, aplain glass-mirror, which, being render-

ed impervious to light, exhibits the images of such objects as are

placeci before it apparently at the same distance behind. Looking-
glasses are made of plate-glass, which is cast and ground in the man-
er described under the article Gl,\ss. When the plates are polish-

ed, fine blotting paper is spread on the table, and strewed over with

levigated chalk which is covered with a thin leaf of tin-foil. Upon
fce latter is [lOured the purest ([ulcksilver, that ought to be distri-

buted uniformly over the leaf, with cotton or other soft substance:
over the mercury, clean paper must be placed ; and upon this, at

length, the glass-plale is pressed down by the right-hand, while the

paper is gently removed with the left. The plate is now covered
with a thicker paper, or cloth, and a heavy weight laid on it, so

that the superfluous quicksilver may be expressed, and the tin

.-dliere eloiely to the glass: when it is sufficiently dry, the weights

ire taken off, and the work is complete. Looking-glasses are

''jually ornamental and uicful in domestic life : hence they should
lint be exposed to accidents or placed against damp walls, or in

o'her moist situations, where the ijuitksilver loses its tenacity, and
liie beauty of the glass will, in a short time be impaired. Those
idle or coAceited persons, who waste every day a certain portion of

t -ne, by examining their dress and countenance before a looking-

glass, ought to bestow an eipial sliare of attiMition on their moral

scrutiny : thus, we trust, they will easily discover how to make
a more proper and oeconomical use of their leisure-hours, which
are literally killed before a mirror, that exhibits only the surface

ol tilings. For the principles of looking-glasses, see Optics.
LOOK-OUT, in theseaUngiage, a watchful attention to some

important object »- event, which ij expected to rise from the ex-

Lon. 76. 48. W.

Lon. 89. 10. W.

islnig situation ol a ship, ?cc. It is principally used in navigation,
when there is a probability of djnger from the real or supposed
proximity of land, rocks, or enemies. There is always a look-
out kei)t on a ship's forecastle at sea, to watch for any 'dangeious
objects lying near her track, and to which she makes a gradual
approach as she ailvances: the mate of the watch accocdinglv
calls often from the ([uarter-deck, "Look out afore there!" to
the persons appointed for this service.

Look-odt, Cape, a cape of North Carolina.
L:il. 34. ^:-i. N.
Look-out, Cape, a cape of Hudson's bay.

Lat. i5. 30. K.
LOOL, in metallurgy, a vessel made to receive the washings of

ores of metals.

LOOM, [Irom glo/iiu^, a bottom of thread, Miyisheiv,'^ \n
weaving, a machine where\)y many distinct threads are woven
into one piece. Looms are of various structures, accommodated
to the various kinds of materials to be woven, and the various
manners of weaving Ihera; viz. for woollens, silks, linens, cottons,
cloths of gold : and other works, as tapestry, ribbands, stockings,
&c. which will be found under their proper heads. See Weav-
ing. The weavers loom-engine, otherwise called the Dutch
loom-engine, was brought into use from Holland to London, in or
about 16/6.

Loom, in the sea-language : when a ship appears big, when seen -

;rt a distance, they say she looms.
I..O0M-CALE, at sea, a gentle easy gale of wind, in which a ship

can carry her top-sails atrip.

LOOP, in the iron-works, is a part of a sow or block of cast
ircu broken or melted oil' from the rest, and prepared for the forge
or hammer. The usual method is, to break off the loop of about
three cjuarters of a cwt.

Loop-holes, in a ship, are holes made in the coamings of the
liatches of a ship, ami in their bulk-heads, to tire muskets "through,
in a close light.

LOOPING, in metallurgy, a word used by the miners of some
counties of England, to express the running together of the matter
of an ore into a mass, in the roasting or tirst burning, intended
only to calcine it so far as to make it fit for powdering. This ac-
cident, which gives the miners some trouble, is generally owing to
the continuing the fire too long in this process.

LOOSES! RIFE, {Ji/nimuchia, Lat.] an herb. See Lysi-
MACHIA.
LOOTS, a late county of Germany, in the bishopric of Liege,

now included in the department of Ourte.
Loots, the capital of the above county, sixteen miles W. of

Maestricht. Lon. a. 1 9. E. Lat. 50. 52. N.
LOPEZ, or India-root, in the materia medica. The plant

to which this article belongs is unknown. Neither the woody nor
cortical part of the root has any perceptible sensible quality. A
sliglit bitterness is perceptible ; and it is recommended, like sir-

marouba, in diarrhoeas even of the colliquative kind, in half-drachm
doses four times a day. Little of tliis root has been brought to
Europe: but some of those who have had an opportunity of em-
ploying it, speak in very high terms of the effects obtained from it.

LOPHIUS, FisiiisG-fKOG, ToAD-FisH, or Sea-devil; a ge-
nus of fishes of the order cartilaginei. Head depressed; teetlj

numerous and sharp; moutli armed with teeth; pectoral fins bra-
chiated. There are eight species.

L. EUROP.EUE, or the European Anci.er, is a native of the
European seas, and measures sometimes seven feet in length, but
is generally about three, in shape similar to a tadpole.

L. lIisTRio, or the Harlequin Angler, is a native of the
Indian and American seas, and is a very curious and remarkable
fish. See Plate LV.
LORANTHUS, in botany, a genus of the hexandria monogy-

nia class and order; natural order, Aggregate. Germ inferior;

calyx none; corolla six-cleft, revolute; stamina at the tips of the
petals; berry one-seeded. It has eighteen species, natives of
warm climates.

LORAUII, among the Romans, olficers whose business it was,
with whips and scourges, to compel the gladiators to engage.
LORD, a title of honour given to those who are noble either

by birth or creation ; amounting to much the same as peer of the
realm. The title is by courtesy also given to all the sons of dukes

and
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ind m;irqui<:e5, and to t!ie eldest ?ons ofesrls. The Saxon word,

ilnford, is abbreviated from lUaford, to Lnford, and Lord.
' The etymology of the word (says J. Coates) is well worth ob-

erving ; for it was composed of illdf, a loaf of bread, and_;i:w-(/,

o give or afford ; so that Illufcrd, implied a giver of bread ; be-

-ause in those ages, such great men kept extraordinary houses,

•nd fed all the poor ; for which reason they were called givers of

inrad, a thing now much out of date, great men being fond of re-

fining the title, bnt few regarding the practice for which it was

first given." See Lady.
Lords, House OF, one of the three estates of parliament, is

niposed of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal. The following

.re among the peculiar privileges of the house of Lords : I, One
very ancient privilege is declared by the charter of the forest, con-

lirnied in pailiament, 9 Hen. HI. ; viz. that every lord spiritual

or temporal summoned to parliament, and passing through the

.king's forests, may, both in going and returning, kill one or two

of the kirg's deer without warrant ; in view of the forester if he

be present, or on"blowing a horn if he be absent ; that he may not

;eem to take the king's venison by stealth. 2. They have a right

to be attended, and constantly are, by the judges of the court of

king's bench and common pleas, and such of the barons of the

exchequer as are of the degree of the coif, or have been niatle

Serjeants at law ; also by the king's Irarned counsel, being ser-

geants, and by the masters of the court of chancery ; for their ad-

vice in point of law, and for the greater dignity of tlieir proceed-

ings. Ihe secretaries of state, with the attorney and solicitor-ge-

""eral, also used to attend the house of peers, and have to this day
iigether with the judges, &c.) their regular writs of summons is-

?d out at the beginning of every parliament, ad tractandum et

iicilium impedendiim, though not ad consentiendum : but,when-

er of late years, they have been members of the house of com-
nions, their attendance in the house of lords hath fallen into dis-

use. 3. Every peer, by licence obtained from the king, may
make another lord of parliament his proxy, to vote for him in his

,;bsence : a privilege, which a member of the otlier house can by
no means have, as he himself is bnt a proxy for a multitude of

other people. 4. Each peer has a right, by leave of the house,

when a vote passes contrary to his sentiments, to enter his dissent

on the journal of the house, ..with the reasons for such dissent;

which is usually styled his protest. 5. All bills, tl;:.t may in their

consequences anyway affect the rights of the peerage, are bv the

custom of parliament to have their rir~t rise in the house of peers,

and to sutler no changes or amendments in the house of commons.
I'. There is also one statute peculiarly relative to the house of
iiirds ; G Ann. c. 13, which regulates t!ie election of the iGrepre-
M-ntative peers of Norlli Britain, inconsequence of the 3:2d and
;3d articles of the union : aud for that purpose prescribes the
oiiths, 6cc. to be taken by Ihe electors ; directs the mode of bal-

loting; ])rohib ts the peers electing from being attended in an
onusiial manner; and e\pre..^5ly provides, that no other matter
rhall he treated of in that assembly, save only the electio;i, on pain

of incurring a praemunire; and a similar act was passed in 1800,

regulating the elections of the Irish Peers. See Nobility, and
Peers.
L Lords, Spiritual, consist of two archbishops and 24 bi-

shops ; and, at the dissolution of monasteries by Henry VHL
consisted likewise of 26 mitred abbots and two priors : a verv con-
siderable body, and in those times equal in number to the tem-
poral nobility. All these hokl, or are supposed to hold, certain

ancient baronies under the king : for Willimn L thought proper to

change the spiritual tenure of frankalmcign or free alms, under
which the bl^hops held their lands during the Saxon government,
into the feodal or Norman tenure by barony ; which suhiected
their estates to all civil charges and assessments, from \i hiclrlliey

were before exempt ; and in right of succession to those baronies,

which were unalienable from their respective dignities, the bishops
and abbots were allowed their seats in the house of lords. But
tliougli these lords spiritual arc in llie eye of the law a distinct

estate from the lords temporal, and r.re so distinguished inmost
of our acts of parliament ; yet in practice they are usually blended
together under the name of the lord? ; they intermix in their

votes, and the majority of such intermixture joins both estates.

And from this want of a separate assembly, and separate negative
i»f the prelates, some writers have argued verv cogently, that the
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lords spiritual and temporal are now in rcalitv only one estate;

which is unquestionably true in every efleclual sense, liiough the

ancient distinction between them still nominally continues. For
if a bill should pass their liouse, there is no doubt of its validity,

though every lord spiritual should vole against it ; of wliich Stl-

di n and Sir Edsvard Coke give many instances: as, on the other

hand, doubtless it would be equally good, if the lords ten•.pora^

prejciit were inferior to the bishops in number, and every one of

those temporal lords gave his vote to reject the bill ; though this

.Sir Edward Coke seems to doubt of it.

II. Lords, Tempok.\i., con-iist of all the peers of the realm,

(the bishops not being in strictness held to be such, but merely
lords of parliament), by whatever title of nobility disliiigui^lied ;

dukes, marqui.ses, earls, viscounts, or barons. Some oi tliese sii

by descent, a.s do all ancient peel's ; some by creation, as do all

new made ones; others, since the union with Scotland, and lately

with Ireland, by election, which is the case of the 16 Scots peers,

and 30 Irish peers who represent the body of the Scots and Irish

nobility. Their number is indetinile, and may be increased at

will by the power of tl'.e crown ; and once, in the reign of Queen
Anne, there was an instance of creating no less than I'J together;
in contemplation of which, in tlie reign of King George I. a bill

passed the house of lords, and was countenanced by the then mi-
nistry, for limiting the number of the peerage. This was thought
by some to promise a great uCqui>ition to the constitution, bv re-

straining the prerogative from gaining the ascendant in that august
assembly, by pouring in at pleasure an unlimited number of new
created lords. But the bill was ill relished, and miscarried in the

house of conmions, whose leading members were then desirous to

keep the avenues to the other house as open and easy as possible.

See King, Nobility, Parli.\iient, Pler ; also Commons,
and CoMJioN'ALTY.

Lord's Day. All persons not having a reasonable excuse,
shall resort to their parish-church or chapel (or some congregation
of religious worship allowed by the toleration act) on every Sun-
day, on pain of pnnisluiient by the censures of the church, and of

forfeiting one shilling to the poor for ever} olTence. To be levied
by the churchwardens by distress, by warrant of onejustice. The
hundred shall not be answerable for any robbery committed on
the Lord's day. No person upon the Lord's day shall serve or
execute any writ, process, warrant, order, judgement, or decree
(except in cases of treason, felony, or breach of the peace), but
the service thereof shall be void. Public houses are shut during
the usual hours of divine service.

LORDOSIS, [ot Aa.iJsj, bent inwards,] in the medical writings,

a name given to a distempered state of the spine, in which it is

bent iinv.irds, or toward the .-.nterior parts. It is used in opposi-
tion to gibbous, or iiump-backed.

LOR EDO, a town of Italy, in the Polesin or Kovigo, on the
Adige ; 20 miles E. of Rovi^o. Lon. 12. 50. E. Lat. 45. 5, N.
L(r)l\ErTO, atown of Italy, in theMarche of Ancona. Lon.

13. 40. E. Lat. 43. 27. N.
LORGUES, a populous town of France, in the department of

Var, and late province of Provence. Lon. 6. 27. E. Lai, 43.
iO. N,

^

LORICA, in Roman antiquity, was a cuirass, brigantine, en-

coat of mail, in use among the soldiers. It was generally made
of leather, and is supposed to be derived from lurum, a thong.

LORICA riON or COATING, in chemistry, is the covering
of a glass or earthen-vessel with a coat or crust of a matter able to

resist the lire.

LORNE, a division of Scotland, in Argyleshire, which ex-
tends about 30 miles in length from N. to S. and about nine at in
utmost breadth.

LORRAIK, alate sovereign slate of Europe, and province of
France; now divided into four departments, viz. the Meuse,
Meuithe, Moselle, and Vosges. It was bounded on the N. by
Luxemburg and Treves; on Ihe E. by Alsace and Deux Ponts

;

on the S. by Fiauclie Comte, and on the W. by Cliampagne and
Bar. It is about 100 miles long, and 75 broad ; and abounds in

corn, wine, hemp, flax, rapesced, game, fish, and all the necessa-
ries of life. It has tine meadows and large forests, with mines of
iron, silver, and copper; also salt-pit^. The principal rivers art*

till- Meusc, Moselle, Scille, Mturthe, and Sarre, It was clivided

into three parts ; viz. 1. The duchy of Lorrain properly so called,

4 O '
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anciently a sovereign suite. 2. I'lic tUicliy of Barr, whicli for-

merly lielonged to the <Uike3 of Lorrain, l)Ut afterwards came
under tlie government of Fiance ; and 3. The bislioprics of Meiz,

Toiil, and Verdun, which have belonged to France ever since

1552.

LOSSIE-MOUTH, a sea-port of El^in, at the month of the

Lossie.

I.OSVA. a river of Russia, in ToboKk.
LOT, (ts^?, !. f joined together,] the son of ITar.in, nephew

of Abraham, and proivnilor of the Moabiles and Ailimonites.

Ills separation troni .'Vbraham, his captivity by C.'heilorlaomcr, his

restcraiion by the bravery of his uncle, his extraordinary hospi-

tality, his deliverance from the destruction of Sodom, his wile's

jiielaniorphosis, with his fatal intoxication, and involimtary incest,

are reco-.vlecl in Gen. ,\iii, xiv, and xix. His righleons character

is particnlarly taken notice of by the apostle I'eter : 2 F.p. ii. 7, S.

^ome trace the inlmode^l worship of Baal-peor, thegodolllie
Moabites and Ammonites, from (he invohintary incest of their

ancestor.

Lot, in geography, a department of France, 70 miles long,

and abaut 35 broad ; it comprehends the late province of Quercy.
'J'he capital is Cahors.

Lor, a river of France, which joins the Garonne near Ai-

guiUon.

Lot and Garonne, a department of France, 45 miles long,

and 36 broad. It contains part of the late province of Giiienne.

A sen is the cajjital.

LOTF, or L(rrE-TREE. See Cei.tis.

I.OTHARINGIA, the ancient name of Lorrain, so called

from the emperor Lotluure L
LOTHIAN, a name common to three counties in Scotland,

viz. Haddington, Edinburgh, and Linlithgow, shires ; otherwise

called East, Mid, and West Lothians.

L Lothian, East, or Haddington-Shibe, is bounded on

the N. W. by the Frith of Forth ; on the E. by the German sea;

on the .S. E. by Berwickshire ; and on the W. by the county of

Edinburgh. It extends about 25 miles from E. to W. and where
broadest, nearly 15 from N. to S. The coast, advancing north-

ward into the Frith, forms an irregular curve. This is one of the

most fruitful counties in Scotland, producing gre-t tjuautities of

wheat and all sorts of grain; and being well-watered, and jdenti-

Inlly supplied with fish, fowl, fuel, and all the necessaries of

life.

H. Lothian, Mid, or Edineurgh-Shire, is about 35 miles

Jong, but varies in its breadth in different places from 5 to 16

miles. It is bounded on the E. by East Lotliian ; on the S. by
the county of Peebles ; on the VV. by that of Linlithgow ; and on

<he N. by part of West Lothian and the Frith of Forth. It is v^'ell

watered with rivers, and shaded with woods. It produces plenty

of coal, limestone, a soft black marble, and some copper-ore.

The soil, naturally fertile, is finely cultivated, and yields as plen-

tiful harvests of excellent w heat as are found in any part of Great
Britain. The whole county is interspersed witli grantl houses and
plantations, belonging to noblemen and gentlemen of fortun,-.

The farmers are masters of agriculture ; antl wealthy in conse-

quence of their skill, some of them paying 500^ of yearly rent.

III. Lothian, West, or Linlithgow-Shire, is bounded on

the N. by the Fnth of Forth ; by the Almond, which divides it

from Mid-Lolhian on the E. On the S. VV.it joins the county

of Lanerk ; and on the VV. it is separated from Stirlingshire by the

Avon. Its form, thougli irregular, approaches to a parallelogram.

.U measures from N. E. to S. W. nearly 20 miles, lis breadtli,

except on the shore of the Frith, does not exceed 12. The coun-

ty is pleasant and fertile, abounding with corn, pasturage, coal,

Ime-stone, and lead-ore ; and, in the reign of James VI. it had a

rich silver-mine.

LOTION, [_lntin, Lat.] such a washing as beautifies the skin,

by cleansing it of those deformities which a distrmpf rod blood

throws upon it. Medicines of this kintl, however are lor the most

part insignilicant, and sometimes very tlangerous ; the only proper

method of treating these disorders is, by administering such me-
<li(lnes as tend to correct that morbid slate of the constitution

whence they arise.

Lotion, m pharmacy, denotes a preparation of medicines, by
ivashing tliem in some liipiid, either made very light, so as to take

away only the dregs ;' or sharp, so as to penetrate tli. m, in order
to clear them of some salt, or corrosive spirit, as is done to anti'>

mony, precipitates, magi^teries, &c. or intended to take away
some foulness or ill quality, or to communicate some good
one.

I.OTOj'HAGI, in ancient geography, a people of the Eegiu
Syrtica, s'o called from their living on ihe lotus ; inhabiting be-
tween the tttoSyrles, from the Cinyphus to the Triton. The
lotus was said to be a food so luscious, as to make strangers forget
tticir native country. A sweet wine was expressed from it which
did pot keep above ten days.

LOTTER"i', a kind of public game at hazard, which, in th s

country, is managed by coimnissioiiers ap|)oii)ted by paihameni.
It consists of a certain numiier of tickets, that are drawn out of
two ditifereiit wheels, one ot which contains a limited proportioij

of blanks and priires ; and the other the correspondiiig lickas. Lot-
leries wi're originally iM^tit^lled with a view to raise money lor the
service of the stale; but this method appears to have been con-
trived by persons, who possessed no practical knowledge of man-
kind ; as it encourages a spirit of gambling, that cannot be too
severely censured. One of the mo>t cogent arguments to discou-

rage this practice, appears to he the disproportion between the

distant gain, and the probable loss of the numerous adventurers:
nay, it is an iiuiisputable fact, that if a club of infatuated persons
(indeed, there are too many of this description) were to purchase
the tickets of the whole lottcy, they would necessarily lose about
100 percent, of their money; and in a similar situation is the
single share-holder, who, besides, incurs the risk of losing the

whole. It is to be regretted, that the consequences of this evil

are not comincd to the more opulent classes of society ; but extend
even to those industrious members, whose utmost exertions are

frequently inadequate to furnish their families with bread. Yet
such is their infatuation, that nearly the whole of their Vveekly

earnings is sciuaudered on insurances ; and it is a melancholy proof
of the folly of mankind, that of the bread usually consumed, one-
tliird only is eaten during the evenllul period of drawing the lot-

tery. Hence we think it our duty to state abuses of such magni-
tude; as they prey on the vitals of the community ; and we trust

that the wisdom of the legislature will shortly be induced to re-

form, or, if possible, toaboli-h the whole department of the lot-

tery, and to adopt a less hazardous, and more dignified plan of

fmance. And indeed such are the effects of lotteries, that they

have generally been considered as nuisances to the public, and se-

veral laws and regulations have been made respecting them. But
all these having proved insuflicient, a Committee of the House of

Commons was appointed in 1808, to enquire how far the evils at-

tending lotteries have been remedied by the laws passed respecting

them ; who in their report were of opimon,That (in case it shall be
thought expedient to continue state-lotteries) the number thereof

in each year should be limited to two lotteries, of not more than

30,000 tickets each ; that the number of days allowed for drawing,

instt-ad often, should be brought back to eight for each lottery,

the number fixed in 1802 : tliat the number of tickets to be drawn
each day should be uncertain, and left to the discretion of the com-
missioners of stamp-duties, and kept secret till the close of the

drawing each day, care being taken, as the lottery proceeds, not

to leave too great a number undrawn on the latter days of draw-
ing, but that one moiety or upwards be drawn on the four first

days thereof ; that every lottery-office keeper should, in addUion

to his own licence, take out a limited number ot licences for his

agents ; and that the limitation of hours during which lottery-of-

fices may be open for the transaction of business, viz. from eight

o'clock in tiie morning till eight o'clock in llie evening, enacted

22 CJeo. 111. c. 47, and renewed in the lottery, acts of 1802, and
the three following years, but omitted in those of ISOo and 1807,

ought in fntme to be re-enacted without the exception therein

made to Saturday evenings.

LOTUS, Bird's-Foot Trefoil; in botany, a genus of the

decandria order, and diadelphia class of plants ; natural order,

Papilionaces. Lcgumen cylindrical, erect ; alae closing upwards
longitudinally; calyx tubulated. There are 23 species, chiefly

Irerbaceous plants.

LoTis, the Lotelree. See Cei.tis.

LOVAGE, [Icvisticum, Lat.] a plant. See LicusTicvM.
LOUDON, a rich and fertile county of Virginia, bounded on,

A the
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the E. l>y llif Potomack, S. E. hy Faiitax, S. Iiy Fatiiiiei, and

>;. \V. l)v Ikikley couutifs ; jO lu.les long and DO broatl.

LO.UDUN, a town of EraiKe, in llio ileparliiieul of Viennc,

2T miles N. \V. of Poitiei-i, aii<l 155 S. W. oi Paris. Loii. 0. 17.

JE. Lat. 47. a. N.
LOVE, ill a large iense of the word, denotes all those afleC. ions

of the [jlcasiiig kind, wliicli are excited by ctrlam objects and in-

cidents.

Love, in llie Christian religion is a gracious habit, pnnciple, or

disposition, wrought in our souls by the Spirit of God, whereby
We esteem, desire, and delight in God, as our chief good,

and sum of all perfection and excellency, and the fountain of all

ble^-iiigs, and take pleasure to obey his laws; and v hereby wc
arcr inclined and enabled to esteem, desire, an,' delight, hi spiritual

fellowship with ^uch as bear his image, and to do sjood to all men,
even our enemies, 1 John iv. 19, '21. 1 his love, or charity, is of

great inijiortance; wilhout it, no gifts can be truly valuable;

where it is not, there can be no true faith. Love renders us pa-

tient under trouble, slow to anger, ready to forgive injuries, and

makes us straiten ourselves to help our neighbour, makes us mourn
for liis faults and allliclions, and kindly bear with his irlirmities,

and is the bond of perfection; and in hue, if pure and fervent, !

tends to render our hfe a very heaven upon earth. Gal. vi. 5.

1 Cor. X. 3.

Lov£-Appi.e. See Solavum.
LOVENIINUM, orLUENTINU^L in ancient geography,

a town of the Demeta in Britain, near the mouth ot the Tuerobis,

or Tivy ; supposed to have been afterwards swallowed up by an

earthquake, and to have stood where the lake called Lin Savatan

in Brecknockshire, now stands.

LOUGH-ALLEN, a lake of Ireland, in the county of Lei-

trim, above 30 miles in circumference, and surrounded by high

mountains.

Loughborough, a town of England, in Leicestershire, 18

miles N. of Leicester, ami 109 N. W. by W. of London. Lon.
L 10. W. Lat. 52. 48. N."
Lough-Derg, a lake of Ireland, in Donnegal, anciently called

Derg-abban, i. c the river of the woody morass, from a river

which issues out of this lake. It is famous for an island that con-

tains St. Patrick's (lurgalory, which is a narrow little cell, hewn
out of the solid rock, in w hich a man can scarcely itand upright.

Lough-Earne, a great lake of Ireland, in the county ot Fer-

managh, near 20 miles in length, and in some places 14 in breadth,

diversified with upwards of 300 islands, most of them well wood-
ed, inhabited, and covered with cattle. !t abounds with great

variety of lish, such as huge pikes, large breams, roache~, eels,

troufs, and salmon, &c.
Lough- FovLE, a large lake or gulf of Londonderry.
Lough-Lean. Sec Rillarnev.
Lough-Neagh, an extensive lake of Ireland, in the counties of

Armagh, Down, Derry, and Antrim. It is the largest in Europe,
those of Ladoga and Onega in Ilussia, and that of (ieneva in Swit-

zerland, excepted ; beir.g 20 miles long and ID broad. The area
is computed to be 100,000 acres. It is remarkable for a healing
^•i^tue ; and for petrifying wood, which is not only found in the
water but in the adjaeent soil at a considerable depth. On its

shores several beautiful gems have been discovered. Its ancient
name was Locheacha or Loch-Neach, from tacit and Neach, won-
derful, divine, or eminent. Its petritving powers are not instan-

taneous, as several of the ancients have supposed, but require a
long series of ages to bring them to perfection, and appear to be
occasioned by a fme mud or sand, which insinuates itself into the
pores of the wood, and w-hi,,h in process of time becomes iiard

like stone.

LOUICHEA, in botany, a genus of the monadelphia tetran-
dria class and order. Receptacle common, peduncle-shaped,
frichotomous, producing the flowers; pericariVuiin proper, four-
parted ; seamen's concave, subulate, acuminate, irregular, growing
together ; corolla none ; filaments four, connate, inserted into the
receptacle; germ superior; style bilid; seed single, arilled, within
the calyx. The only species is L. cervina.

LOUIS, the French name for Lewis. See Lewis.
Louis d'Or, [Fr.] a gold coin of France, valued at about

twenty shillings.

Louis d'Ok, or Lewidoke, wat first struck in 1540, under

Lewis XUI. and I'.aU long a considerable currtiiey, before the re-

volution.

Louls, KNMGHfs OK St. a late mihtHry order in France, in-

stituted bv Lewis XIV. in ltii>3. Tnoir c olours were of a (lame-

colour, aiid passed from left to riglit ; the king was llieir grand

master.

Louis, Sr. an island on (he W. coast of Africa, at the mouth
of the Senegal, with a fort. Lon. 15. 35. E. Lat. Hi. 0. N.

Louis, St. a lake of Canada. Lon. 73. CO. \V. Lat. 45.

i>5. N.
Louis, St. a Spanish town on the \V. side of the Mississippi,

13 miles below the mouth of the Missouri.

LOUISA, a coiiiitY of \ irginia, 35 miles lone, and 20 broad.

LOUISBOUKG, LOUISHUUG, or LOUISBURGH, the

capital of Cape Breton. It has an excellent harbour, near U'

miles in circumference. Lon. 59. 54. W. Lat. 45. 54. Is.

LOUISIANA, a country of North America, bounded on the

S. by the gulpli of Mexico,' on the E. by tl;e Missibfippi, on the

\V. by New Mexico, and on the N. liy an unknown country.

It extends from 29'' to 40° Lat. N. and froin about the bO" to Qti"

or 97° Lon. \V. of London. The climate varies according to the

latitudes. The southern parts are not so hot as those parts of

Africa which lie under the same parallel, and the northern parts

are colder than the countries of Europe at the same distance from

the pole : the causes of which are supposed to be tlie thick forests

which over-run the country, and the great number of rivers; the

former [ireventing the suii'frnm heating the eartli, and the latter

supplving it witirmoisl vapours ; besides the cold winds which
come irom the north over vast tracts of land.

LOUISVILLE, a town of Georgia, 45 miles S. W. of Au-
gusta.

Louisville, a town of Kentucky, capital of JelTerson county,

70 miles \V. of Lexington. Lon. 86. 6. \V. Lat. 3S. 4. N.
LOUITZ, atown of Poland, in the palatinate of Rava, 45 miles

E. of Gnesna. Lon. 19. 0. E. Lat. 52. 26. N.
LOURDE, a town ot France, in the department of the Upper

Pyrenees, an<l late province of Blgorre, 10^ miles S. of Tarbe.

Lon. 0.5. \V. LaL 43. S.N.
LOUSE, in zoology. See Pediculus.
LOUSEWORT. "See Pedicularis.
LOUTH, atown of Lincolnsiiirc, one of the handsomest and

fayest in the country, 2S miles N. E. of Lincoln, and 148 N. of

.ondon. Lon. 0. 10. E. Lat. 53. 25. N.
Louth, a county of the E. part of Ireland, extending in the

form of a half-moon, on the side of the ocean, being much longer

than it is broad. Its chief towns are Dumlalk and Carling-

ford. It is very fertile, and abounds with many remains of anti-

quities.

Louth, a town in the above county, 19 miles N. by W. of

Droghcda.
LOUVAIN, a city of France, in the department of Dyle, and

late province of Austrian Bralant, 13 miles N.E. of Brussels, and

21 S. W. of Antwerp. Lon. 4. 40. E. Lat. 50. 53. N.
LOUVIERS, a town of France, in the department of Eure,

12 miles N. of Evreux, and 55 N. VV. of Paris. Lon. 1. 15. E.

Lat. 49. 0. N.
LOUVO, a populous town of Asia, in the kingdom of Siam, 50

miles N. of Siam. Lon. 100. 50. E. Lat. 15. 8. N.
LOWBELL, Ihieiic Dutch ; leg. Sax. or logs, Islandic, a

flame, and 6<;//,] a kind of fowling in the night, in which the birds

are wakened by a bell, and hired by a flame into a net. iow
denotes a tiame in Scotland ; and to lozi; to flame.

LOWERING, among distillers, a term use<l to express the

debasing of the strength of any spirituous liquor, by mixing water

with it. The standard and marketable price of these liquors is

fixed in regard to a certain strength in them called proof.

LOWES, or LOWES WATER, a lake of Cumberland, a

mile long and a quarter of a mile broad, situated among beautiful

hanging woods and groves. It runs from N. to S. i.^to Cromack
Waler.
LOWESTOFFE, a town of Suftolk, 10 miles S. of Yar-

mouth.
LOWTH, Dr. William, a learned divine, born at London

in 1661, was the son of an apothecary, and took his degree of

D. D. at Oxford. His learftiue recommended him to Dr. Me^¥,
bishop
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V);sliop of Winchester, who iiiade liiui his cliaplaiii, gave him two
livings in IlaiDpshire, and coiifeircfi on him a prebend in the ca-

tlieilral of Wincliestcr. Few were more deeply versed in critical

learning; there being scarcely any ancient avitfior, Greek or La-
tin, piofanc or ecclesiastical, but wlut lie had read with accuracy,
<onbtantly accompanying his reading with critical and philological

remarks. Of his collections in this way he was upon all occasions
v.^ry comnninicative: hence his notes on Clemens Alexandriiuis,

inserted in Potter's edition ; his remarks on Josephus, communi-
cated to Hudson for his edition ; and those nvmierous annotations

on the Ecclesiastical Historians, inserted in Reading's edition of

them at Cambridge. He also assisted the author of Bibliotlieca

J'iiblica, and Dr. Chandler, late bishop of Durham, in his " De-
fence of Christianity." His piety, diligence, hospitality, and be-

neiicence, rendered his lite highly e.xcmplary, and enforce<l his

public exhortations. He married Margaret, daughter of Robert
Pitt, Es(]. of BKindford, by whom ho had two sons and three
daughters, De died in 17.3'/; He published, 1. A Vindication
of the Divine Authority and Inspiration of the Old and New Testa-
mpnls. '2. Directions for the profitable Reading of the Holy
Scripuire. 3. Commenlaiies on the Prophets; and other
works.

l^owTH, Robert, D. D. and V. R. S. son of the preceding,
find bishop successively of St. David's, Oxford, and London, was
born on the Syth November 1710. He stutlied at Winchester
college, where his exercises were distinguished by uncommon ele-

gance ; and in 1730, he went to New College, Oxford, where he
continued his studies, and took the degree of M. A. June 8, 1737.
Ill 1741, he was elected by tiie uiiiversitv professor ^.f Hebrew
jioetry, re-elected in 1743, and, whilst he held that office, he read
his ad"mirable lectures De Sacra Poesi Hebrteoruni. In 1744, bi-

shop Hoadley appointed him rector of Ovingtoii in Hants; in

1750, archdeacon of Winchester, and rector of East Weedhay in

1753. In 1754 the university created him D. D. by diploma;
ail honour never granted but to distingiiished merit. Having, in

1749, travelled witli Lord George and Lord Frederic Cavendish,
in 1755, the late duke being lord-liontenant ot Ireland, Dr. Lowih
went to that kingdom as his grace's lirst chaplain. Soon after

this, he was offered die bishopric of Limerick ; but preferring a

less dignified 5t:ition in his own country, he exchanged it with Dr.
Leslie, prebendary of Durham and rector of Sedgefield, for these

prefermeiits. In November 17t)5, he was chosen F. R. S. In

June 176t), he was, on the death of Dr. S(|uire, raised to the see
of St. David's; which, in October, he resigned for that of Ox-
lord. In April 1777, he was tran^latcd to the see of London, on the
dealli of bishop Terrick ; and in 1783 he declined the offer of the

primacy of all ILngland. Having been long afflicted with the
-lone, wliicii he bore with tile most cxeniplarv fortitude, he died
at Fulham, November 3, 17S7. He had married in 175'i, Mary,
daughter of Laurence Jackson of Christ-clunch, Hants, Es(i. liy

whom he had two sons and hve daughters ; of whom two and his

lady survived him. His literary character may be (estimated from
the value and the importance ot his works. Besides his " Prelec-
tions on the Helirew Poetry," which have been read with applause
abroad and at home, and Ihe Latinity of which is eepial to that of
Buchanan in classical purity, he |.ui)lished, in 175S, " The Life
of 'William of Wykeham, Bishop of Winchester," with a de<lica-

tion to bisho]) Hoadley; iviiich involved him in a dispute con-
cerning a decision which that bishop had made respecting the
wardeuship of Winchester college. This controversy was on both
sides carried on with such abil.ties, that, Ihouyh relating to a pri-

vate concern, it may still be read with pleasure and improvement.
'J'he life of Wykehaiii is drawn from the most authentic sources

;

and affords much information concerning the manners and trans-

actions of the period in which Wykeham lived, as well as respect-
ing the two literary societies of wdiich he was the founder, and in

which Dr. Low th was educated. In 17(J'i was fust published his
" Sliort Introduction to English Grammar," which has since giinc
through many editions. It was originally designed only for do-
mestic use ; but its judicious remarks being too valuable to be
conlined to a few, the book was given to the world ; and the ex-
cellence of its melliod, which teaches what is riglit by shewing
wliat is wrong, lias injured public a|?probation and very general
use. In 1705, Dr. Luwih was engaged with bishop War'burtoii in

a controversy, which made so much noise at the time, that it even

attracted the notice of royalty. In 1778, he published bis last

great work, " A Translation of Isaiah," which proved adequate
to the highest expectations of the public. Several occasional dis-

courses were also published, worthy of -their author. Among
these, one on the kingdom of God, on the extension and progres-

sive improvement of Christ's religion, and on the means of pro-

moting these by the advancement of religious knowledge, by
freedom of in(|uiry, by toleration, and mutual charity, has been
much admired as exhibiting a most comprehensive view of the

successive states of the Christian church. Of his poetical pieces,

none display greater merit than " Verses on the Genealogy of

Christ, and the Choice of Hercules," both written very early in

his life. He wrote a spirited " Imitation of an Ode of Horace,"
applied to the alarming situation of Britain, in 1745; and some
" Verses on the Death of Frederic Prince of Wales," with a few
smaller poems. Learning and taste, however, did not constitute

bishop Lowth's highest excellence. Eulogiuin can scarcely as-

cend too high, in speaking of him either as a private man or as a

Christian pastor. His amiable nianiiers rendered him an orna-

ment to his station, whilst they endeared him to all with whom
he conversed ; and his zeal for the interest of religion made iiim

promote to places of trust and dignity such clergymen as lie knew
were best qualified to fill them. To the world he was a benefit

by his splendid abilities ; and whilst virtue and learning are

e-.teemed, the memory of Lowfh will be respected.

LOXA, a province, or jurisdiction, of Peru, in Quito, famous
for fine Peruvian bark and cochineal.

LoxA, a town in the above province.

LOXAN, a town of China, in Ho-naii province.

LOXIA, the Grossbeak, in zoology, a genus of birds of ths

order passeres : the distinguishing cliaracters are these: Bill

strong, convex above and below, very thick at the base ; nostrils

small, round ; tongue as if cut off at the end; toes four, or three,

t«otocs before and one bcliind. There are 93 species, besides

many varieties. The following are among the most remark-
able :

L. Bengalensis, the Rf.kgal Grossbeak, is little bigger

than a honse-^paiTow ; the bill is of a ilesh-colour; the irides are

w hitisli ; the tup of the head is of a golden yellow ; the upper
parts of the body are brown, with paler edges; the sides of the

head and under parts rufous white; across the breast is a brown
band, uniting to, and of the same colour with, the upper pans of

the body; the legs arc of a pule yellow, (he claws grey.

L. Chloris, the Gueen-Fincii, is a well-known bird: the

general colour is a yellowish green, pale>t on the rump and breast,

and inclining to while on llio be.ly. 'ihese birds soon become
tame ; even old ones being familiar almost a* soon as caughl ; they

live live or six years. Like the chalfiiich, they grow bliml it ex-

posed to the sun. This species is also pretty coimivon every where
on the continent, but not very frequent in Russia; and is not

at all found in Siberia, though it has been met with at Kanits-

chalka.

L. Orix, the Grenadier Grossbeak, is about the si^eofa

house-sparrow. Tlie forehead, sides of the hea<l and chin, the

breast and belly are black ; the wings are brown, with pale edges ;

and the rest of the body is of a beautiful red colour : the legs are

pale. These birds inhabit St. Helena, and the Cape of Good
Hope; fre(|uenting watery places th.it abound with reeds, among
which ihey are supposed to make their nest. See Plate

L\ 111.

L. Pensilis, the Pensile Grossbeak, the Toddy Pird of

Frver, is about the size of the house-sparrow: the bill is black,

the irides are yellow ; the head, throat, and fore-part of the neck,

the same ; from the nostrils springs a dull .c-reen strijie, which

passes througli the eye and beyond it, wliere it is broader ; the

hind part of Uie headand neck, the back, rump, and wing-coverts, ' I

are of the same colour : the quills arc black, edged with green; f

the belly is deep grey, and the vent of a rufous red ; the tail and

legs are'black. 'i his species is'found at Madagascar ; and fabri-

cates a nest.of a curious construction, composed of straw and reetls

interwoven in shape of a bag, the opening b< neath. It is fastened

above to a twig of some free ; mostly to those growing on the

borders of streams. On one side of this, within, is the true nest.

The bird does not form a new nest every year, but fastens a new

one to the end of the last ; and often as tar as five in number, one
hanjyi^
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han'^iii" from anolhcr. Tliese build in society like rooks; 5 or

600 being often seen on one tree. Tliey have three young at a

))atch. Ka-mpfer mentions a bird similar to this, if not the same,

which makes tlie ne;t, near Siani, on a tree with narrow leaves and

spreading branches, the size of an apple-tree : the nest in the

shape of a purse, with a long neck: made of drv grass anil other

materials, and suspended at tlie ends of the bran'cKes ; the opening

always to the N. \V. He counted fifty on one tree only; and

describes the bird itself as being like a Canar\-bird, of a dark yel-

low, and chirping like a sparrow. Fryer also talks of the inge-

nuilv of the Toddy Bird, making her nest "like a steeple, with

winding meanders" and tying it by a slender thread to tiie bough
of a tree. " Hundreds of these pendulous nests may be seen

ba these trees." Account of India and Persia, p. 76. See
Plate LVni.

L. Pyrrhula, the Bollfinch, is well known ; the head,

wings, and tail, are black ; the breast and belly red ; the upper
tail-coverts and vent white ; and the breast ash-colour. The fe-

male diireri in having the under parts of a reddish brown. This

species is common in most parts of the Continent ; and through-

out Russia and Siberia, where it is caught for the table. They
are pretty common in England, and build in bushes, five or six

feet from tJie ground.

L. VroLACEA, the Purple Grossbeak, is about the size of a

sparrow : tlie bill is black : the plumage violet black ; except the

irides, a streak over the eve, the chin and the vent, wliich are

red : the legs are dusky grey. This species inhabits the Bahama
Islands, Jamaica, and the warmer parts of America.
LOXODRO.MIC, [>,o|,,-and S;=,«or,] the art of obliciue sail-

ing by the rhomb, which always makes an equal angle with every
meridian ; that is, w hen you sail neither directly under the equa-

tor, nor under one and the same meridian, but across them :

hence the table of rhombs, or the transverse tables of miles, with
the table of longitudes and latitudes, by which the sailor mav
practically find his course, distance, latitude, or longitude, is cull-

ed loxodromic.

LOYOLA, Ignatius, the founder of the order of the Jesuits,

was born at the castle of Loyola, in Giupuscoa, in 1491 ; and be-

came tirst page to Ferdinand V. king of Spain, and then an officer

in his army. In this last capacity, he signalized himself by his

valour ; and had his right leg broken by a cannon-ball, at the

siege of Pampeluna, in 1521. While he was under cure of his

wounds, a Life of the Saints was put into his hands,whioh determined
him to forsske the military for the ecclesiastical profession. His
first devout sxercise was to dedicate himself to the blessed virgin

as her knight. He then practised the most severe mortifications

for above a year ; after which he went on pilgrimage to the Holv
Land ; and on his return to Europe, he continued his theological

studies in the universities of Spain, though he was then thirty-three

years of age. In 1 Ji6, upon commencing preacher, he was im-
prisoned at Alcara, and Salamanca, and impeached before the in-

quisition. After this he went to Paris, and laid the foundation of
his new order; the institutes of which he presented to Pope Paul
III. who made many objections to them, but at last confirmed the
institution in 1549. He died at Rome, July 31, 1556, aged 6(3;

and left his disciples two famous books ; 1. Spiritual Exercises:
2. Constitutions or Rules ot the Order. But though these avow-
ed in--titutes contain many privileges obnoxious to the welfare of

society, the most diabolical are contained in the private rules entitled
" Monita Secreta," which were not discovered till the close of

the seventeenth century ; and most writers attribute these, and
even the Constitutions, to Laynez, the second general of the or-

der. See J Est' ITS.

LOZENGE, or LOZAXGE, RHOMBUS, in geometry, a

quadrilateral figure, consisting of four equal and parallel sides, two
of whose opposite angles are acute, and the other two obtuse; the
\listance between the two obtuse ones being alwaxs equal to the
length of one side : when the sides are unequal, tiiis figure is call-

ed a rhomboides.
L.OZSSCZ, in heraldry, a rhombus, or figure of eqiial sides, but

unequal angles.

Lozenge, in pharmacy, the same with what is otherwise called
troche.

LozEKGEs, among jewellers, are common to brilliant and rose-
diamonds. In brilliants, they are formed by tlie meeting of the
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skill and star facets on the bezil ; in the latter, by the mcclicg ot

the facets in the horizontal ribs of tlie crown.
LOZERE, a departmrnt of France, 55 miles long and 35

broad, comprehending the late province of Gevaudan, Mende is

the capital.

LUBEC, or LUBECK, a city and port of Germnny, in (he
late circle of Lower Saxonv, and late duchy of HoUlein, 40 niiles

N. E. of Hamburg. Lou." 10. 44. E. Lat.'53. 52. N.
LuuECK, or LvBoi, an island of liie East Indian Ocean, near

that of Madura. Lon. 1 \'2. '2-2. E. Lat. 5. 50. S.

LUBF.X, a city in the marquisate of Lower Lusatia. Lon.
14. '25. E. Lat. 52.0. N.
LUBLIN, a considerable town of Poland, capital of the psh'

tinate of the same name. Lon. 22. 31. E. Lat. 51. "J6. N.
LUBOW, a town of Poland, 50 miles S. E. of Cracow.
LUC, a town of France, in the deparlmei.t of l.sere, and late

province of Dauphinv, 32 miles i>. ot Greiioblc. -I,on. 5. 48. E
Lat. 44. 40. N.
LUCA, in ancient geography, a town of Etrcria, on the Auscr,

now called Lucca, capital ol the republic of that ntmie.

LUCAN, Marcus Aki=;eus, a Latin poet, was bom at Cor-
dova in Spain, about A. D. 39. His tatlier was Annsus Mela,
brother of Seneca. He was for some time a favourite of Nero,
but being discarded by him he joined in a conspiracy with Piso, i

for which he was sentenced to death, and was suffocated in a bath
A. D. 05. His Phai-sali;i is an epic poem of merit, though harsh
and irregular. The best edition is tliat of Strawberry-bill, 1.760, 4tD.—Walkiiis.

LUC.A.NIA, a country of Italy, and a part of MaTa
Grecia.

LUC.'VNUS, the Stag-Beetle, in zoology, a genus of insect?

of the order c</lenptera. The antenna; enti in a club or knob,
which is con:p!os-ed or llittened on one side, and divided into

short laminx resembling the teeth of a comb
; jaws advanced be-

fore the head, dentuted. There are twenty species.

L. Cervus is tlie largest as well as the most singular. It has

two large moveable maxilla;, reseml'ling the horns of a stag, which
project from its head, and have acquired it the appellation of Stng-
I'.eetle. Those maxilhc, broad and fiat, equal to one-third of 'its

length, have in the middle, towards their inner part, a small

branch, and at their extremity are forked. They have also seve-

ral small teeth throughout their length. The head that bears these

raaxillsE is very irregular, very bioad and short. The thorax is

something narrower than the head and body, and margined round.
The elytra are very plain, without either streaks or lines. The
whole animal is ol a deep brown colour. It is commonly found
upon the oak, but is scarce in the neighbourhood of London, and
though tht; largest of coleopterous insects to be met with in this

part of the world, it is much smaller than those of the same species

that are found in woody countries. It is strong and vigorous, and
its horns, with which it pinches severely, are carefully to be avoid-

ed. The jaws are sometimes as red as coral, which gives this in-

sect a very beautiful appearance ; the female is distinguished by
the sliortness of the jaws, which are not half so long as those of the

male. The females dej^osit their eggs in trunks of decayed trees,

such as the oak and the ash. The larva; lodge under the bark

and in the hollow of old trees, which they eat into and reduce in-

to fine powder, and there transform themselves into chrysalids.

They are common in Kent and Sussex, and are sometimes met
within otiu r parts of England. See Plate LXXVL
LUCAR, St. de Bar.^mefia, a town of Spain, in Andalusia,

13 miles X. of Cailiz. Lon. 6. 5. W. Lat. 36. 40. N.
LvcAR, St. de Guadiava, a town on the confines of Al-

garve, on the Guadiana, 64 miles %V. of Seville. Lon. 5. 59. W.
Lat. 37. 32. N.
LUCARIA, [from faru^, Lat. agiove,] a feast celebrated at

Rome on the 18th of July, in memory of the flight of the Ro-
mans intd a great wood, where they found an asylum from the

Gauls.-

LUCAS JACOBS, or LUCAS VAN LEYDEX, an emi-

nent artist, called also Ilugeiise, was boin at Leyden in 1494. He
received his first instructions in painting from his father Ungues
Jacobs ; but completed his studies under Cornelius Eiigelbrccht.

He gained much money by his profession ; but being of a gene-

rous turn of mind, spent it freely, and lived in a superior style. A
4 R fcv<
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fevi years before iiis cleatli, lie made a tour in Zealand and Bra-
bant

; and dnring iiis jouriK-y, a painter of Flushing, envious of
liis great abiliti'.s, 2.ave liiui poison at an entertainment ; wliich,

thoiigli slow, wa-; tatal in its el'fect, and put an end to Iiis life, after

six veari languishing under, it^ cruel iiilluence. Others, denying
the stsiy of the poson, attribute iiis death to his incessant indus-

try. The supenority oi his genius manifested itself very early, for

his works, at tlie age ot nine, were so excellent as to excite the
admiration of all contemporary artists ; and when he was about
fifteen, he p.dnted a bl. Hubeit, which gained him great applause.
His tone of colouring (Mr. Pilknigton observes) is good; his atti-

tudes are well chosen ; his figures have a considerable expression
in their faces, and his pictures are very highly finished. He en-
dcavouied to prnportion the strength of Iiis colouring to the differ-

ent degrees of distance in which his objects were placed : for in

lliat early time, the true principles of perspective were but little

known. In the town-hall at Leyden, his ;nost capital picture, the
Last Judgement, is pre>er\ed with great care; the magisliates
having retused very large sums for it. Lucas's prints are prelty
numerous, but seldom met with complete. The following are
smiong the principal : 1. Mohammed sleeping, with a Prh>st niur-
dered by his side, and another T'lgure stealing his Sword ; a mid-
dling-sized upright plate, IjOS. "

2. An Ecce Homo, a large
plate lengthwiser 1510. ,S. The G'rucilixion on Mount Calvary,
ditto. 4. The Wise .\len'^ Offering, ditto, 1513. 5. Return of
the Prodigal Son, iniddle-si/:ed, lengthwise, 1518. 6. The I.)ance
of Magdalen, large, lengthwise, 13 19. 7. His own Portrait,
sniall, upright, 1 J2j. 8. 'D.-ivid playing before Saul, a middling-
sized, upright, very fine pnnt. 9. A print called LMespiegle,
whicli is tile scarcest of all iiis works. It was in the collection ol
the king of France ; and said by Marolles to be unique ; but M.i-
riette had also an impression of it. It represents a travelling bag-
piper with his family, consi-.ting of his wiie, seven children, a little

(log, Sic. in a singular groupe. It is nearly seven inches and a
half high by four and three quarters broad ; and has beeH tv\'ice

copied.

LUCCA, a late republic of Italy, on the coast of the Medi-
terranean, between the late Ligurian "republic on the W. Modena
on the N. and Tuscany on the E. It is only about 30 miles in cir-

cumference, but is exceeding fertile and populous.
Lucca, the capital of the above republic, is situated in a plain,

terminating in most deliglittui eminences, atlorned with villas,

suminer-liouses, corn-fields, and plantations of every kind. Lon.
11.27. E. Lit. 43. 52. N.
LUCERES, in Roman antiquity, the third in order of the

three tribes into which Romulus divided the people, including fo-

reigners
; so called from luciis, or grove, where Romulus opened

an asylum.
LUCERIA, in ancient geography, a town of Italy, in Apu-

lia ; now Noccra de Pagani, in Naples. Lon. 15. 0. E. Lat. 40.
40. N.
LucERiA and Lucekius, in mythology, names given to Jnno

and Jupiter, as the deities which give lighl to the world.
LUCERNA, a town and vallev of Piedmont, 15 miles S. W.

of Turin. Lon. 7. 38. E. Lat. 44. 52. N.
LUCERNALiA, in zoology, a genus of the class vermes, and

order mollusca. Body wrinkled, branched, gelatinous; mouth
ijeneath. Three species are enumerated.
LUCERNE, one of the thirteen cantons of the Helvetic re-

public. It holds the third place among the thirteen ; and is the
head of the Catholic cantons. It is less than the canton of Zurich,
and much less t'lan the canton of Berne, and is estimated to be
about sixteen leagues long, and eight broad. The population is

reckoned at 100,000. The mountainous parts abound in wood
and pasture, furnishing cattle, hides, cheese, and butter, for ex-
j'ortatinn. All the N. part is fertile in grain, fruit, and hay; sup-
plying sufficient tor the consumption of the inhabitants. Their
manufactures consist in silk and cotton thread.

Lucerne, the capital of the above canton, 30 miles S. W. of
Zurich, and 35 E. of Benie. Lon. 8. Ij. E. Lat. 47. 5. N.

LvcKHNii, a lake in the above canton, exhibiting greater va-
viety and mure picturesque scenery than any other of the Helve-
t.c lakes. It is seven leagues long in a right line, and three
liioad, but the shape is verv irregular.

LvcERNE, inbotany, a plant Irequently cultivated in the man-

ner of clover. Its leaves, like the latter, grow three at a joint, il3

stalks are erect, and after mowing, immediately spring up again
from the stubble. It is made into hay, in the saine manner aa

saintfoin, but should be mowed before it (lowers. It makes the
sweetest and most fattening food m the world for cattle. See
Mf.DICAGO.
LUCIA, or ST. ALOUSIE, or ST. LUCIA, one of the

Caribbee Ishnds, about 22 miles long, and 11 bread, the middle
of it lying in Lon. (iO. 46. VV. Lat. 13. 24. N. The soil is tolera-

bly good, even at the sea-side ; and is much better the farther one
advances into the country. The whole of it is capable of cultiva-

tion except some high and craggy mountains which bear evident
marks of old volcanoes.

Lucia, St. a high and mountainous island of Africa, one of
tlie Cape de Verd Islands, about nine leagues long. It abounds
with goats, sea and land fowl, tortoises, &c. Lon. 24. 3. VV.
Lat. rii»or 17°18'N.

Lucia, St. a town of South America, in the province of
Buenos Ayres, on the E. bank of the Plata; 140 miles N. of
Santa Fe.

LUCIAN, or LUCIANUS, a celebrated Greek author in

the first century, born at Samosata, in the reign of Trajan. He
studied law and practised some time as an advocate; but after-

wards commenced rhetorician. He lived to the time of Marcus
Aurelius, who made him register of Alexandria in Egypt ; and,
according to Suidas, he was at last worried by dogs, in his 90tli

year, A. D. ISO. Lucian was one of the finest wits in all antiqui-

ty. His dialogues, and other works, are written in pure Greek.
In these'he has joined the useful to the agreeable, instruction to

satire, and erudition to elegance : they abound in that delicate

and tine raillery which characterises the Attic taste. Lucian has

been censured as an impious scofl'er at religion, but surely religion

consists neither in the theology of the Pagan poets, nor in the ex-
travagant opinions of philosophers, which he justly ridicules ; but
he nowhere writes against an over-ruling Providence, though he
sometimes pollutes his wit with obscenity.

LUCIANMSrS, or LUCANISTS, a rehgious sect, so called

from Lucianus, or Lucanns, a heretic of the second century, a

disciple of Marcion, whose errors he followed, adding some new
ones to them. He denied the immortality of the soul ; asserting

it to be material.

LUCID INTERVALS, intervals of reason that occur between
the fits of lunatics or maniacs, wherein the phvenzy leaves them
for a short time.

LUCIFER, in astronomy, is the bright planet Venus, which
either goes before the sun in the morning, and is our morning star;

or in the evening follows the sun, and then is called Hesperus or
the evening star.

LuciVEK, in the mythology, the son of Jupiter and Aurora.
LUCIFERA, in mythology, a surname given to Diana, under

which title she was invoked by the Greeks in childbed. She was
represented as covered with a large veil, interspersed with stars,

bearing a crescent on her head, and holding in her hanil a lighted

flambeau.

LUCIFERIANS, a religious sect, so called from Lucifer,

their founder. St. Augustine intimates, th.it they believed the

soul, which they considered as of a material nature, to be trans-

mitted to tlie children from their fathers.

LUCINA, a goddess among the Romans, who presided over
women in labour. Some take her to be Diana, others Juno,
others make her a distinct goddcis, daughter of Jupiter ami
Juno. ^I'he Greeks called her Ilithyia.

LUCKNOW, an ancient and exten':ive city of Hindosfan,
capital of Oude, but meanly built. Lon. 81."25. E. Lat. 26.

oj. N.
LUCKO, a town of Poland, cajiital of Volhynia, 75 miles N.

E. of Lemburg. Lon. 25. 30. E. Lat. 51. 13. N.
LUC ON, or LUZON, a town of France, in the departmeirt

of Vendee, and late province of Poitou, 15 miles W. of Fontenayj
and 50 S. of Nantes.

LucoN, or LuooNiA, the chief of the Philippines, more gene-
rally called Manilla. See Manilla.
LUCRETIA, a celebrated Roman lady, the wife of Tarqui-

nius Collatinus, and the cause of the revolution in Rome from a
monarchy to a republic. Being ravished by Sextus, the eldest

9 sou
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son otTarciuin II. she stabbed herself, H. C. 509. 'ilie blooJy

] oignard, with her dead body exposed to the sejiate, wasthesig-

lu.i i.'t Roman liberty ; the expulsion of the Tar(|niiis, and aboli-

t urn of the regal dignity, was in-stanlly resolved on, and carried

i;ito execution. .Sec KcMF..

LUCKKl'IUS CAKUS, Tnus, a celebrated Latin poet,

I'.-acended of an ancient and noble Honian family. He studied at

y'.llicns, wlierc he became one of Epicurus's sect, and acquired

Lireat reputation by his le.uiiing and eloquence ; but ia the tlower

ui his age fell into a frenzy, occasioned bv a phillev oiven him by
his uite, who was distractedly fond of him. Lucretius, during

tlie intervals of his madness, put Epicurus's doctrines into verse,

and composed his six books " De Rerum Natura," which are

still extant. It is saiil that he killed himself in a (it of madness,

1). C. 54, when fifty-one years oiil. The most correct edition of

Lucretius, is that of Simon de Choline. The Cardinal de Polig-

iiac has refuted Lucrctius's atheistical arguments in his excellent

Latin poem entitled "Anti-Lucretius." His poem " De Rerum
Natura" has been transljtvd into Eiifflish bv Mr. Creech.
LUCRINUS LACU.S, a lake of Campania, l>etween Baia?

and I'uteoli, famous for oysters; now a pertect bay since the

earthquake in 153S.

LUC'ULLUS, Lucius Lucinius, a Roman general, celebrat-

ed for his eloquence, his victories, and bis riches. In his youth he
made a hgure at the bar; and being altirwards made <lua•^tclr in

Asia, and pra?tor in Africa, governed those provinces with great

moderation and justice. Scarce was he known as a military man,
when he twice beat the fleet of Hamilcar, and gained two great
victories over him. His hap])V genius was greatly improved bv
study; for he employed his leibiire in reading the be^l authors on
military alfairs. Being made consul with Aurelius Cotta, during
the thiid war with Mithridatcs, King of Ponlus, he was sent against

this prince: and this expedition was attended with a series of vic-

tories, which did him less honour than an act of generosity towards
his colleague ; who, willing to take advantage of his absence to

signalize iiiinself by some great exploit, hastened to hght Milhri-
dates; but was defeated and shut up in Calcedonia; where he
must have perished, if Lncnilus, sacr'ficing liis resentment to his

patriotism, had not flown to his assistance, and disengaged him.
All Pontus then submitted to LuculUis; who, being continued in

bis government of Asia, entered the territories of "Tijranes, the
most powerful king in Asia. That prince marched with a formi-
dable army against l.uculins: who defeated him witli a handtiil of
men, and killed great numbers of his forces; took Tigranocertes,
the capiial of his kingdom; and was ready to out an end to the
war, when the intrigues of a tribune got him deposed, and Pom-
pey nominated in his room. LucuUus having brought home pro-
digious riches, now gave himself i;p to excessive luxury; and his

table was served with a profusion till that lime unknown. He
brought from the east a great number of books, which he formed
into a library, and gave admittance to all men of learning, who
frequented it in great numbers. Toward the end of his life, he
fell into a kind of madness; and Luculliis, his brotlier, was ap-
pointed his guardian. He is said to have been the first who
brought cherries into Europe, having brought the grafts from
Pontus.

LUCUS, a wood, or grove, sacred to a deity, so called a lu-

cendo, because a great number of lights were usually burning in

honour of the god ; a practice common with idolaters, as ue learn
itom scripture: hence Homer's ayr-m bXtoj.

LUD, a British king mentioned in old chronicles, and said to
have reigned about A. M. 3878.
LUDI, in Roman antiquity, shows, and public games, made

for the entertainment of the people. '

-LUULOW, a town of Shropshire, at the conflux of the Tame
and the Corve, 13i mihs I.'. \V. of London.
LUDVV IG!A, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and

tetrandria class of plants; natu'ral order, Caiycanthem:?. Calvx
four-parted, superior; corolla four-petaleil ; capsule inferior,

foui--coriiered, four-celled; riHeptacle distinct from the axi.s ot the
fruit, bearing the seeds on each side. There are four species, na-
tives of the East and West Indies.

LUES, in medicine, is, in geneial, used for a disease of anv
kind; Ijut in a more particular sense, is restrained to contagious
and pe^tilential diseasesi. thus the lues Gallica, or venerea, signittes

tlie venereal disease, Ste Meuicine.

I.l'l'F. in sea-langu.ijf. See LooF.
LUCiANO, or LUCANO, one ol the fourlate Italisnbailiewics,

formerly belonging to SwilzerUuul, but un'.ted to the late Cisalpine-

Republic. in Ot-l. 1797, and included in llie department of \'ei-

banc.

I.UGAMo, a trading town of Italy, sixteen miles N. W. of

Como, and sixteen S. IC. ol Bellinzona.

Lugano, a lake of Italy, in the centre of the above bail iewic,

twenty-five m;les long, and from two to lour broail.

LUG OU NUM. in ancient gcograpliy, the capital of the Segu-
siana in (ialha Cellica. It is now called Lyon=.
LucDUNUM IUtavorum, in ancient geography, a town of the

Batavi in (jallia Belgica; now called Le)den.
LUGEL.'S LACUS, in ancient geography, a lake of Japydia, ia

lllyricimi, S. of the Save, near the head-of the Arsia: now com-
monly called the Ziriclmit/ Lake, from a small adjoining town.

JA'GGERSH ALL, an ancient borough of Wiltshire, twelve
miles N. of Salisbury, and seventy-hve N. by W. of London.
LUCiO, a town of Italy, in the department of the Lower Po,

and late duchy of I'errara; fifteen miles S. of Eerrara, and twenty-

one E. N. E. of Bologna.

Lugo, a city of Spain, in Galicia, on the Minho, anciently the

metropolis ot Spain; sixty miles S. W. of Oviedo. Loii. Si. 52.

\V. Lat. 4-2. 4ti. X.
LUG-SAIL, a scpiare sail, hoisted occasionally on the inasit of a

boat or s'nall vessel, upon a yard which hangs nearly at right an-

gles with the mast.

LUKE, St. the evangelist, and the disciple of the apostles, was-

originally of Antioch in Syria, and by profession a phy^ician. He-
paiticula'riy attached himself to St. Paul, and was his faithful com-
panion in his travels and labours. He went with him to Troas in

Macedonia, about A. D. 51. He wrote liis Gospel in Achaia,

about 53 ; and, in (>3, the Acts of tli^e Apostles, which contains a

history of thirty \ears. Gf all the inspired writers of the New
Testament, his works are written in the most elegant Greek. It

is believed tliat St. Luke died at Rome, or in At haia.

Luke, St. Evangelist's Day, a festival in the Christian

church, observed on the eighteenth of October.

LULA, a town of Swedi>h Lapland, forty-two miles S. W. of

Tornea. Lon '.'1. 0. E. Lat. 04. 30. N.
Lui.a Lap.mark, a iiroviijce of S«e<li>li Laplaml; bounded by

that of Tornea on the N.
LUMBAGO, \lumbi, Lat. the loins,] a pain very troublesome

about the loin-, and small otthe back, such as precedes agues, fits,

and fevers. See MtDicitJE.
LUMBALES, or LUMBARES, the arteries and veins which

spread over the loins.

LUMBAR NERVES, oi- LUMBAR REGION. See Ana-
TCMY.
LUMBRICALES, four muscksof the fingers, and as many of

the toes. See .\nato.my.
LU.MBRICUS, the Worm, in zoology, a genus of insects be-

longing to the order of vermes intestina. The body is c} lindrical,

aniiulatcd, with an elevated belt near the middle, and a vent-hole

on its side. There are si.xtcen species.

L. Marinus, the Marine-Worm, or Luc, is of a pale red co-

lour, and the body is composed of a number of annular joints; the

skill is scabrous, and all the rings or joints are co\ered with little

prominences, which render it extreniely rough to the touch. See
Plate LXXVI. It is an inhabitant of the mud about the sea-

shores, and serves for food to many kinds of fish: surprising large-

ones arc to be met with about the Bognor rocks in Sussex.

Tlie fishermen bait their hooks and nelswilli them.

L. TfcRRESTRis, the Earth, or Devv-wobm, Mr. Carbut ob-

serves, differs extremely in colour and external appe^arance in the

different periods of its growth, which h.is occa-ioned people, little

acquainted with the variations of this kind ef animals, to make'
four or five ditiereiit species of them: the generrd colour is a

dusky-red. They live under ground, never qnitting the eanli

but alter heavy rains, or at the approach ol storms, aim in the sea-

son of their amours. The method to forte them out is, either to

water tl;e ground with infusions of bitter plants, or to trample on
it. The bare motion on the surface of the soil drive them U(J, in

fear of being surprised by their formidable enemy the mole. The
winding progression ot the worm is t:.cihtated by the ineqiuilitieS'

of Its body, armed with small, still", sharp-t;oiuted, Urislks : whi-u
it..
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it ii)e;iiis to insinuate itself into tlie earth, iheic oozei from its bodv
a claniiiiy liiniur, h\ means of wliicli it slides (k)«n. it never da-

mages tiie roots of vegel;ii)le?. Its food is a small portion of earlh,

wliirli it has ll'.e faculty of (ligestinR.

LUMl'JJ.IN, a late district m the diicliy of MiUiii, lying
along the I'o. Mortaria and Valencia are the tuo |jrlncipal

jilace^:.

LUMELI.O, a small .town in the above district, twciily-six

miles S. \V. of Milan.

LUMP-FISH. Sec Cvclofterus.
J.UNA, m astronomy, the moon. See Astronomy.
Ll'Ka, in rhemistry, signifies silver. Sec Silver.
LUNACY. See Lunatic, and Medicine.
1j,un.\cy, ill law. If a man in his somid memory commits a ca-

pital ollc-nce, and before, arraignment for it he becomes mad, he
ought not to be arraigned for it: because he is not able to plead
to it v.ilh tiiat advice and caution that ho ouglU. And if, afti'i- lie

has ])leaded, the prisoner become mad, he shad not be tried ; for

)h)w can he make his defence? If, alter he be tried and found
guilty, he lose his senses before judgement, judgement shall not be
pronounced", and if, after judgement, he becomes of uonsane me-
mory, execution shall be '..tayed : for, peradvenlnre, says the hu-
manity of the English law, had the prisoner been of sound niemoiy,
he miglit have alleged something m stay of judgement or exei u-

lion. If there be any doubt whether the |)artv be compos or not,

this shall be tned by a jury. And if lie be so found, a total idi-

ocy, or absolute insanity, excuses from the guilt, and of course
I'roin the puni>hment, o'f any criminal action committed under
such deprivation of the senses: but if a lunatic has lucid intervals

ot imdcrstanding, he shall answer for what he does in those inter-

vals, as if he hid no tieliciency. ^'et, in the case of absolute
madmen, as they are not answerable for tlu'ir actions, they should
not be ])ermitted the liberty of acting unle?s under proper con-
trol; and, in particular, they ought not to be suffered to go loose,

to the terror of the king's subjects. It was the doctrine of our
ancient law, that persons deprived of their reason might be con-
fined till they recovered theif senses, without waiting for the
terms ol a commission, or other special authority from tlie crown

:

and now by the vagrant acts, a method is chalked out for impri-
soning, chaining, and sending them to tlieir proper homes. I'he
iiiatrimonial contract likewise cannot take place m a state of idi-

ocy. Idiots, and persons of nonsane memory, as well as infants

and persons under cfuress, are not totally disabled either to convey
or purchase, but sub modo only. I'or their convevances and
purchases are voidable, but not actually voiil. '1 lie king, indeed,
on behalf of an idiot, may avoid his grants or other acts. Ikit it

hath been said, that a iioii compos himself, though he be afterwards
brought to a right mind, shall not be permitted to alle.ge his own
insanity in order to avoid such grant: for that no man shall be al-

lowed to plead his own disability.

I.UN-ii MtJNS, in ancient geography, a promontory of Lusi-
tania, now called the Kock of Lisbon. Lon. 10. \V. Lat. 38.
50. N.
LUNAR, something belonging to the moon ; thus we say lunar

month, lunar year, lunar dial, lunar eclipse, &c.
Lunar Caustic, is the old name for nitrate of silver, a verv

powerful caustic, much used in medicine. It is also called " La-
pis Infernalis," by surgeons.

LUN.ARIA, Moon-wort, or Honesty: in hotanv, a genus
of the tetradynamia siliculosa class and order; natural ordert Sili-

quosa-, or Cruciformes. Silicle entire, elliptic, compressed. Hat,

pedicelled; valves equal, and parallel to the partition, flat; calyx
«ith bagged leaflets. It has three species.

LUNAS, a town of Sweden, in Neriria.

LUNATED, [from liinn,'] formed like a half moon.
LUNATIC, \_Utnutiais, Lat. J one that hath lucid intervals

;

sometimes enjoying his senses, and sometimes not ; and that sup-
posed to depend on the inlluence of the moon.
Lunatic, in law. Under the general term of non <onipos

mentis (which Sir Edward Coke says is the most legal name) are
compnseil not only lunatics, but persons under frenzies, or who
lo>e llicir intellects by disease; those that grow deaf, dumb, and
blind, not being born so; or sucli, in short, as are judged by the
court of cliancery incapable of conducting their own aflairs. To
these also, as weli as idiots, the king is guardian, but to a verv

dilTcrent purpose. For the law always imagines that these acci-

dental mislnrlunes may be removed; and, therefore, only consti-

tulis the crown a trustee for tlie unfortunate persons, to protect
tlieir property, and to account to them for all profits received, if

they recover, or after their decease to their representatives. And,
therefore, it is declared by stat. 17 Edw. II. c. 10, that the king
sliaU piovide for the custody and suatentatioi) of lunatics, and pre-
serve their lands, and the profits of Ihein, for their use, when they
come to their right mind ; and the king shall take nothing to his

own use: and if the parties die in such estate, the residue shall be
distributed for their souls by the advice of their ordinary, and of
course (by the subsequent amendments of the law of adiniiiislra-

tioiis) shall now go to their executors or administrators. On the iir^t

attack of lunacy, or other occasional insanity, when there may be
hopes of a speedy restitution of reason, it is usual ts conhne tht;

unhappy objects in private custody, under the direction ot their

nearest friends and relations: and the legislature, to prevent all

abuses incident to such private custody, hath interposed its autho-
rity, by 14 Geo. III. c. 49, for regulating private mad-hcusec.
But when the diiordei- is grown permanent, and the circumstances
of the party will bear such aihlitloiial expence, it is thought pro-

per to apply to the royal authority to warrant a lasting conline-

menl. The method of proving a person non compos, is very si-

milar to that of proving him an idiot. The lord-chaneellor, to

whom, by special authority from the king, the custody ot idiots

and lunatics, is intrusted, ujion petition or information, grants a
commission in the nature of the writ de idiota inquirendo, to in-

(piire into the party's state of mind ; and it he be loiiiid non com-
pos, he usually commits the care of his person, with a suitable al-

lowance for his niainttnancc, to some friend, who is Iheii called

his committee. However, to prevent sinister practices, the next
heir is seldom perniitted to be of this committee of the person;
because it is his interest that the party should die. but, it hath
been said, there lies not the same objection against his next of kin,

provided he be not hi^ lieir ; lor it is his interest to preserve the luna-

tic's life, in order to increase the personal e>tate by savings, which
he, or his family, may hereafter be entitled to enjoy. '1 he heir is

generally made the manager or commilti-e of the estate, it being
clearly his interest by good management to keep it in condition:
accountable, however, to the court of chancery, and to the noii

compos himself, if he recover; or otherwise, to his administratoii.

Ste Lunacy.
LUNATION, the period between one new moon and another;

called also synodical month. See Chromolocy, and Astro-
nomy.
LUNDY, an island of England, fifty miles ofl'the N. W. coast

of Devonshire, live miles long and two broad, but so encompassed'
with inaccessible rocks, that itdias but one entrance, so narrow
that two men can scarcely go abreast.. It is reckoned in the liun-

dred of Branton. It had anciently a fort and a chapel. The soil

on the S. is pretty good, but barren on the N. where it has a high
pyramidical rock called the Constable. Horses, kine, hogs, goats,

sheep, and rabbits, abound in it; but the chief commodity is

fowls, and their eggs are very thick on the ground at the season of
breeding. No venomous creature will live in this island.

LUNE, in mathematics, is a geometrical figure, in form of a'

crescent, terminated by the arcs of two circles that intersect each
other w ithin. Though the quadrature of the whole circle has ne-

ver been effected, yet many of its parts have been sipiared. The
hist of these partial quadratures was that of the lunula, given by
Hippocrates, of Scio, or Chios; who, from being a ship-wrecked
merchant, commenced geometrician. But although the quadra-
lure of the lune be generally ascribed to Hippocrates, yet Proclus

expressly says, it was found out by Oenopidas of the same place.

The lune otilippocrates is this: let ABC, Plate ClI. fig. 13, be
a seini-circle, having its centre E; and ADC a quadrant, having
its centre F ; then the figure ABCDA, contained between the

arcs of the semi-circle and cjuadrant, is his lune ; and it is equal to

the riglit-aii;;led triangle ACF, as is thus easily proved. Since-

AF-^'i.'Mv-', that is, the square of the radius of the <iuadrant

equal to double the sc[Uare of the radius of the semi-circle ; there-'

fore, the quailra Ill-area, ADC FA, is = the semi-circle of ABCEA;
fiom each of these take away the common space ADCEA, and
there remains the triangle ACF = the lune ABCDA. Another
more general property of this lune is, that i< VG be any line drawn

from
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ffcm the point F, and AH perpeniljcular (o it; then is the inter-

cepted part of ti.e lune AGIA =the triangle ACiH, cut oft" by
the chord-hne AG; or, in general, that tlie small :^el;nlent,

AKGA, is equal to the tri-lineal AIHA. For, the angle AFG
beinff at the cnitre of the one circle, and at the circtnuterence of

the other, the arcs cut off AG, AI are similar to the wholes ABC,
A DC, therefore the small segment AKCJA is to the semi-segment
Alll, as the whole semi-circle ABCA to the semi-segment or qua-
drant ADC F, that is, in a rati J of equality. Again, if ABC, hg.

14, be a triangle, right-angled at C, and if semi-circles be de^crib-

cd on the tl.ree sides as diameters; then the triangle T (ABC) is

ei|ual t6 the >i;m of the two lunes Ll, L2. For the greatest semi-

circle is equal to the sum of both the other two ; from the greatest

semi-circle take away the segments Si, and S'2, and there remains
the triangle T; also from the two less semi-circles take away the

same two segments Si, and S2, and there lemains the two lunes

Ll,andL3; therefoie the triangle T=: Ll -[- L2, thetwolunos.
If ADFA, fig. 1 5, be a Uine, of which the centre G of one circle

be in the circumfierence of the other, and if GHD be drawn
through the centres, and any point B taken in ADF, and BA 1)j

joined, also BF meeting the other circumference in I, and the

other lines drawn as in the figure; then BA, B[, BC, and DE, are

equal; also EF, EI, EC, and DB, are equal. Join AG, GB,
and GF, which produce to K. Then, because BAGF is a qua-
drilateral in a circle, the angle BFK := BAG. but because Gl'' :=

GI, the angle BFK = CIF= BIG = BAG, aiidGAI = GIA;
hence UAI := BIA, and BA:=Bf; also because the triangles

BIC, and GIF, are similar, and IG =: GF, Bl = BC ; and be-

cause GO! and GBD are right angles, AE is parallel to BU, and
therefwe ABi=DE, hence die fourAB, BI, BC, and DE, are

equal. In like manner it may be shewn that EF, El, EC, and
DB, are equal.

Cor. From this it appears that BDEI is a parallelogram, hav-
ing its angles constant.

LUNEL, a town of France, in the department of Gard, sixteen

miles E. of Montpelier.

LUNENBURG, or LUNEBERGZELL.alate principality of
Germany, bounded on the S. by the diocese of Hildesheim, and
the duchy of Brunswick; N. by the duchy of Lauenburg and the
Elbe; on the E. by the duchy of Mecklenburg; and \V . by tlie

duchies of Bremen and Verden. The soil, except along the Elbe,

Alter, and Jetz, is either sand, heath, or moor. In the fertile

parts arc produced wheat, rye, barley, oats, pease, buck-wheat,
flax, hemp, hops, pulse, oak, b^ech, firs, pines, birch, and alder;

together with black cattle and horses. The heaths abound with

bees and honey, and a small species of sheep, whose wool is long
and coar.-e. Lunenburg is well furnished with salt-springs and
lime-stone, and the forest of Gorde with venison. The Elbe, II-

nienau, and Aller, being navigable, are very advantageous to the

country, independent of their fish. There are near 200 Lutheran
churches in the country, under two general, and fifteen subordi-

nate, superintendants, several grammar-schools, two Calvinist

churches at Zell, and an academy ot exercises at Lunenburg.
The manufactures are chielly linen-cloth, cottons, ribbons, stock-

ings, hats, starch, bleached-wax, refined-sugar, gold and silver-

wares, all kinds of wooden-wares, barges, boats, and ships. The
exports of these to Hamburg, Lubec, and Altena, are consider-
able.

LuNEVBURG, the capital of the above principality, thirty miles

S. E. from Hamburgh. Lon. 10. 40. E. Lat. 53. 28. N.
Lunenburg, a county of Virginia, thirty miles long and twenty

broad.

LuNiNEfRG, a town in the above county, fifty-five miles S.W.
of Richmond.
LiNENBi'RG, a county of Nova Scotia, on Mahone Bay. Its

chief towns are Lunenberg, Chester, and New Dublin.
LUNETTE, in fortification, dill'ei-s from a ravelin only in its

situation. See Fortification.
Lunette, in the manege, is a half horse-shoe, or such a shoe as

wants the spuuge, i. e. that part of the branch which rims towards
the quarters of the foot.

Lunette, is also the name of two small pieces of felt, made
round and hollow, to clap upon the eyes of a vitious horse that is

apt to bite, and strike with his fore-feet, or that will not sulligr his

rider to mount him.
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LUNEVILLE, a town of France, in the department of the

Menrthe, and lale duchv of Lorrain, 13 miles S.E. of Nauci, and
6-' W. of Strasburg. Lat. 48. 35. N. Lon.t). 35, E.
LUNfiS, \_lungen. Sax. /""g', Dutch,] in anatomy, denote fhe-

two viscera or lobes in the cavity of the breast, by whith \CC

breathe. They are coiiiiecte<l with the neck, anil situated on thfe

ri<7lit and left siile of the heart. Being furnished with innume-
rable cells, wliich are formed by the <lescent of the wind-pipe into

the lungs, those bronchial tubes comniunicale with each other ;

and the whole appears not unlike a honcy-couib. The most im-

]>orlant use of the luii^s is that of respiration, by which the circu-

lation of the blood is suppo-ed to be effected ; and by the conse-

quent alternate pressure of the different parts of the lower belly, •

the digestion of food is promoted. Besides, not only the expul--

sion of the feces and urine greatly depends on the constant action

of the lungs, but likewise the sense of smelling is enjoyed by in-

haling the air ; and it is chiefly by the organic structure of these

vessels, that mankind are enabled to speak. Lastly, they perforin

the office of excretion, and expel those useless matters which, if

retained in the system, would be productive of fatal consequences.
See Anatomy.
LUNG-WORT, in botany. See Pulmonarm.
LUNTSOLAR YE.AR, in chronology, the space of 532 Com-

mon years, found by multiply ing the cycle of the sun by that of
the moon. See Chronology.
LUPERCAL, in Roman antiquity, a place under mount Pala-

tine, wluTclh'! lupe'calia were performed.
LUPERCALl A, feasts instituted in ancient Rome, in honour of

Pan. They were celebrated on the 15th of the kalends of March,
or the 15th of February, or third day after the ides. They are
supposed to have been established by Evander.
LUPERCI, the priests of the god Pan. See Lupekcalia.

They were the most ancient order of priests in Rome ; they were
divided into two colleges, called Fabii, and Quintilii. To these
Cffisar added a third, called Julii.

LUPINE, or LUPINUS, in botany, a genus of the decandria
order, and ciiadelphia class of plants; n.atura! order PapilionacejE.

Calyx bilabiate ; anthers five oblong, and five roundish ; legnmen
coriaceous. There are ten species, chietlv hardy herbaceous
flowery annuals, Tiiey are all easily raised iroin seed , and suc-

ceed in any open borders, where tliey make a fine variety. The
seeds of the white lupine have a leguminous taste, accompanied
with a disagreeable bitter one, are said to be anthelmintic, both in-

ternally taken, and applied externally. Caspar Hoffman cautions

against their external use, and tells us that they have sometimes
occasioned death,

LUPUS, the Wolf, See Canis,
Lupus, in astronomy, a southern constellation. See Astro-

nomy.
Lupus Marinus. See Anarrhichas.
LURCHER, a kind of hunting-dog, much like a mongrel grey-

hound, with pricked ears, a shagged coat, and generally of a yel-

lowish white colour.

LURE, in falconry, a device of leather, in the shape of two
w ings, stuck with feathers, and baited with a piece of flesh, to call

back a hawk when at a considerable distance.

Lure, a tow n of France, in the department of Upper Saojie, .

and late province of Franche Comte 30 miles N, E. of Besanijon.

LURGAN, a town of Ireland, in Armagh, 67 miles from Dub-
lin. Lon. 6. 31. W. Lat, 54, 35, N,
LURID-E, the twenlv-eighth order in Linna-us's Fragments of

a natur.'.l method. See Bot.any,
LUSATIA, fSclavonic, /. e. a marshy, or woody country,]

a marquisate of Germany, in Upper Saxony, bounded on the east

by Silesia, west bv Misnia, south by Bohemia, and north by Bran-
denburgh. It is divided into Upper and Lower Lusatia. The
heathy and mountainous tracts are generally barren ; but the
lower lands are tolerably fertile, producing wheat, rye, oats, &c.
LUSITANIA, in ancient geography, one of the divisions of

Ilispania, extending to the north of the Tagus, (juite to the sea

of Cantabria, at least to the Promontorium Celticum.

LUSTR,\L DAY, IDies Lustriciis, Lat.] in antiquity, the
dav on which the lustrations were performed for a child, and its

name given ; usually the ninth day from the birth of a boy, and
the eighth from that of a girl.

4S LusTR.\t
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LusTRAL Water was used by llie ancients in their ceremonies

to sprinkle and purify llie people. From tliem tlie Romanists

Have borrowed the holy water used in their churches.

. jLL'SXRATIONS, in antiquity, were ceremonies by whicli

the ancients puriiied their cities, lields, armies, -or people, defiled

by. any crime or impurity. Some of these were public, otiicrs

private. There were tluee metliods of performnig lustration,

viz. by fire and sulphur, by water, and by air ; \\hich last was

done by fanning and agitating the air round the thing to be pu-

rified.

LUSTRE, in commerce, denotes the gloss on any thing, parti-

ticularly on manufactures of silk, wool, orstutJ". It is likewise

used todenote the composition or manner of giving that gloss.

The lustre of silks is given them by washing in soap, then clear

^^ater, and dipping them in alum-water cold. I'o give stuti's a

beautiful lustre: For every eight pounds of stuff allow a (piarter of

a ]ioun<l of linlsesd; boil it half an hour, and then strain it through

a cloth, and let it stand till it is tiu'ned almost to a jelly: alter-

v.'ards put an ounce and a half of gum to dissolve twenty-four

liours ; then mix the li(|Uor, and jiut the cloth into tliis mixture,

take it out, dry it in the shade, anil press it. If once do'.ng is not

sufficient, repeat the operation. Curriers give a lustre to bkick

leather, first «ith juice of barberries, then with gum-ar:ibic, ale.

Vinegar, -and Flandcis glue, boiled together. For coloured lea-

ther, thf-v use the while of an egs; beaten in v.ater.

I.US'l'RING, [from lustre, Fr.] a shining silk, commonly pro-

nounced lutestring.

TX'S TKUM, in Roman antiquity, a general muster and review

of all the citizens and their goods, which was performed by the

censors every fifth year, who afterwards nude asolcniu lustration.

See Lustration.
Ll'TE, a uuisical instrument which consists of four parts, viz.

the table, the body or belly, which has nine or ten sides ; the neck,

\v^lich has nine or ten stops or divisions, marked with strings ; and

the head or cross, where the screw for raising and lowering the

strings to a proper pitch of tone are fixed. In the middle of the

table there is a rose or passage for the sound; there is also a bridge

that the strings are fastened to, and a piece of ivory between the

head and the neck, to which the other extremities of the string-,

are fitted. In plaving, the strings are struck with the right hand,

and w.th the lelt the stops are prrssed. The lutes of Bologna are

esteemed the best on account of the wood, which is said to have

an uncommon disposition for producing a sweet sound.

Lute, in chemistry, a composition of certain viscid or tena-

cious matters, which becomes solid when dry ; and which, on

being applied to the junctures of vessels, close them so effectually

as to prevent the admission or egress of air. Though the lute ia

chielly used by chemists, it also comprein-nds any species of ce-

ment, applied to vessels, or furnaces, which arc exposed to an ar-

dent heat. It is variously prepared of rye-Hour and water ; quick-

lime and the whites of eggs ; ir<)n-filing>, brick-dust, and lintseed-

oil ; potters' earth, river-sand, horse-dung, pulverized glass, or

Hocks of wool mixed with salt-water or buhocks' blood. The
best lute, however, and which is most e.isily procured in London,
is Windsor-loam : it should be modcnitely stitV, so that, when
moistened with water, it maybe pressed into the side or cre-

vices of the furinice, &c. As soon a-, the clay begins to dry, it

must be beaten closi-ly down to the sides, and the Ijsaures re-

peatedly filled up, till the whole be pcrtectly closi'd. See Che-
-•MISTRY.

LUTETIA, or LUTF.TIA PARISIORUM, in ancient geo

graphv, a town of the Parish, in Gallia Celtica, situated in an

island in the Seipiana, or Seine.

LUTHER, Si ARTiN, the great reformer, was born at Isleben

in Saxonv, of meiin parentage, in 14S3. In 1501 he was sent to

the university of Erfuit, where he studied philosophy and the civil

law; but waikini:; one day in tlie fields with a f'dlow-stud.nt, hs
companion was struck deat! with lightning, which so alfected Lu-
ther, that he determined to retire from the world. lie accord-

inglv W'-nt into a monastery of the order of St. Augustine, where
he led a plains and studious life; and happening to meet with a,

Latin bible in the ni'jnastery, he read it with tlie utmost care aqcl

avidity, and was struck with the manifest ditTerence between the

doctrines of the Go-pel and the practices of the Roman church.

This impression became deeper in 1512, when he went to Rome

on some business belonging to his monastery. On his return he
was created D.D. and became professor of divinity at the univer-

sity of Wittemberg, then founded by Frederic elector of Sa.xony.

In l.il7, Leo X. published plenary indulgences for all sins com-
mitted by those w ho should purchase them. These pardons were
sold in CJermany by the Dominicans in tlie most ^hameful man-
ner, and gave olTence to all religious persons, and to Luther in

particul.ir, who published a Thesis on Indulgences at V\ittem-

beig, in which he exposed in the strongest manner the iniquity of

this odious traftic. I'he propositions of Luther's Thesis were op-
posed by Telzel, the papal agent ; but the people at large were
convinced that tlie truth kiy on the side of Luther. The dispute

growing serious throughout Gi rmany, the emperor earnestly

pressed the pope to exert his inlhience to ^lut a stop to it ; alid ac-

ordingly Luther was cited to appear at Rome, whn is he pru-

dently declined. Leo also demanded of the elector Frederic to

deliver Luther up to the papal legate, which he refuseil ; at the

same time requesting that the cause might be iieard in Germany.
To this the pope consented, and Luther appeared before the car-

dinal Catejan, at Augsburg, to wlioin he gave a lull account of

his faith ; but being reouired to make an implicit snbmi >ion to

the decrees of the pope, he zealously relu.^ed. On th s Leo is-

sued a brief, tiireatening to exi ommunicate all who should pre-

sume to deny his power to grant plenary indul.ences. Luther,

on the other hand, appealed, in a public declaiation Irom the pope,
to a general council. The Ibllowers of Luther increascii rapidly.

Erasmus approved of his conduct in a ^greal measure, anu corre-

sponded withliim, but h.iU not the com age to declare himself

fully. The learned and amiable Melancthon attache<l lianself

firmly to Luther, and by his prudence and moderation rendered
liim essential service. In 1519 Luther h:id a dispute at Leipsic

with Eccius, professor at Ingoldstadt. In 1520 tiie pope issued

a formal con<!emnation of Luther, who iiuinediately wrote a

book, in which he called it " the e.xecrable Bull of Antichrist ;"

and calling the students of Wittemberg together, he thing the

pope's bull anil decretals into the fire. 1 he year follovv nig iie

attended the diet of Worms, by virtue of a safe-conduct from the

emperor, and when his friends endeavoured to dissuade him I'roin

going, bv urging the case of Huss, he said, that " If there were
as many devils at Worms as tiles upon the houses he would go."
lie was here recjuiied to retract his opinions, and to promise sub-

mission to the pope, both which he resolutely refused. On his

return through a wood he was seized by a party of horse, who
conveyed him to a castle belonging to the elector of Saxony,
where he wiisso secretly kept, that no one knew what was become
of him, except the persons concerned in the affair. In the mean
lime the emperor Charles V. published an edict agaiuat him, and
put under die ban of the empire those who should delend him.
Luther, however, was secure in his retreat which he called his

Hermitage and his Patmos; and employed his time in confer-

ences with his chosen friends, and in wiitmg books. After an ab-

sence often months he made his appearance again at Wittemberg,
where he wrote a severe and uncourtly n ply to Henry VI II. of

England, who had published a book against him on the doctrine

of the eucharist. About this time he published a translation of the

New Teslainent into German, which was universally read, thcucb
proscribed by imperial authority. In 15i.'4 Erasmus was pievailed

Oh to write against Lntlier, and chose for his subj'.ct the freedom
of the human will, whi< h he defended against our reformer, wiio
rephed in a treatise entitled, De Servio Arbitrio, which was an-
swered by Erasmus in another, called Hyperaspistes. In l.i'i5

Luther married Catherine de Bore, a nun, who had escaped Ironi

a convent, on which his enemies accused hiin of immorality and
impiety ; but Luther defended his act on scriptural gr()und^' In
15*y the emperor convened a diet at Spires, to proi ure aid from
the German princes against the Turks, and to tlevise means for
aVlaying religions disputes. In this assembly it was ordered that

tlie mass should be universally observed throughout the empire.
Against tnis decree the tie- tor of Saxony and Brandenburg, and
other princes entered their protest, on which account the re-

formed party acquired the name of Protestants. These princes
then cnti red into a league for theii mutual defence against the
emperor. In 1530 was drawn up by Melancthon tlie confession
of Augslnirg, which was received as the standard of the Protestant

faith IH CJermany. In 1535 Luther's translation of the Bible into

German
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German was published. In 1.IS? an assembly for religious aflaira

was held at Smaleald, at which l.tither and Nielanclhon were pre-

sent. At tliis meeting Luther wa> seized with so severe a (it otthe

stone, that his life was despaired of. He, however, recovered, and

went on writing books, and labouring to promote the great work

for which he was raised up by Providence. He died at Isleben in

'l54t), and his remains were niterred with great solemnity atWit-

temberg. By his wife, Catherine de IJore, who died in 1 jj-2, he

had three sons, and several of his vlescendants were living latterly

in Germany. The mind of Luther was ardent and impetuous,

hut honest,' and earnestly bent to the discovery and propagation

of religious truih. His manners were becoming his profession,

and his whole life evinced liis zeal for the giory of God, and the

welfare of man. His works were collected in seven volumes fo-

lio, at Wittemberg, after his death, (irailcins.)

LUTHERAN ISM, the sentiments of Martin Ludier with re-

gard to religion. See Luther. Lutheranism has undergone

some alterations since the time of itsfounder. Luther rejected the

Epistle of St. Jame>, as inconsistent with the doctrine of St. Paiil,

in relation to justification ; he also set aside the Apocalypse ". both

which are now received as canonical in tlie Lutheran church.

Luther reduced the number of sacraments to two, viz. baptism

and the eucharist : but he believe'i the impanation, or consubstan-

tiation, that is, that the niattir of the bread and wine remain with

the body and blood of Christ; and it is in this article that the

main ditVerence between the Lutheran and EngUsh church con-

sists. Luther maintained the mass to be no sacriiice; e.\-

ploded the adoration of the host, auricular conlcssion, meritorious

works, indulgences, purgatorv, the worsliip of images, i^.:c. wliich

Iiad been introduced in the corrupt times of the Bomish church.

He also opposed the doctrine of froe-wiil, maintained predestina-

tion, and assertetl onr justification to be solely by the imj)Utallon

of the merits and satisfaction of Christ. He also opposed the

fastings in the Romish cljurch, monastical vows, the celibacy of

the clergy, &c.
LU I'H ERANS, the Christians who follow the opinions of Mar-

tin Luther. See Luther. The Lutherans of all Protestants

'diffe'r least from the Romish church ; as they affirm that the body
and blooi: ot Christ are matiriallv present in the Lord's supper
though in an incompreheii-iible manner ; and likewise represent

some religious rites and institutions, as the use of iirages in

churches, the distinguishing vestments of the clergy, the private

confession of sins, the use of wafers in the administration of the

Lord's supper, the form of exorcism in the celebration of baptism,

and otlier ceremonies ot the like nature, as tolerable, and some of

them as useful. The Lutherans maintain, with regard to the di-

vine decrees, that they respect the salvation or misery of men, in

consequence of a previous knowledge of tlieir sentiments and cha-

racters, and not as free and unconditional, and as founded on the

mere will ot God. Touards the close of the seventeenth century,

tlie Lutherans began to eiitirtain a greater liberLd'tv ol ser.linient

than they had before aiii pted ; though m many places ihev perse-

vered longer in seve.'e and lU'spolic principles tiian other Protes-

tant churches. 'I heir public teachers now enjoy an unbounded
liberty of disse.iting from the decisions of those creeds, which
were once deemed almost inhdiible rules oi faith and prac-

tice, and of declaring their dissent in the manner they judge
most expedient. Moshemi attributes this change in their senti-

ments to the maxim which thty generally adopted, that Christians

were accountable to C^od alone for their rebg.ous opinions; and
that no individual could be justly punished by the magistrate for

his erroneous opinions, while he conducted himself like a virtuous

and obedient subject, and made no attempts to disturb the peace
and order of civil society.

LUTHERN, in architecture, a kind wf window over the cor-
nice, in the roof of a building; standing perpendicularly over the
naked in a wall, and serving to illuminate the upper storv. Lu-
therns are of various forms ; as square, semicircular, round, called
bull's eye", flat arches, &c.
LUTON, a town of Bedford*ire, 20 miles S. of Bedford, and

34 N. of London. L^n. 0. 25. W. Lat. 52. 27. N.
LUTRA, in zoology. See MusTtt.A.
Ll'TTER, a town of Brun-wic k, 1,3 miles S.E. of Hildesheim.
LUTTERWORTH, a town ill L(-icesteishire,83 miles N.N. \V.

of Loudon. Lon. 1. 10. W. Lat. 5«. 26. N.

LUTZELSTEIN, LUTZENSTEIN, or PE1 IT-PiKRRE,
a town of France, in the department of the Lower Riiiiie, 2i mile.

N.Vv'. of Strasbnrg.

LU rZEN, a town of Upper Saxony, P miles E.S.E. ofMerse-
burg, and 10 W'.S.W. of Leipsic. Lon. 12.37. E. Lat. 51.20. N.
LUXATION, [Irjm luxo, Latin,] signifies the dislocation of

any bone out of its natural articulation, so as to impede or destroy

its proper motion. The general symptoms of this complaint aie,

iirdiility l.i move the injured limb, pain, tension, an<l deformity,

ot tlie part affected : it js also frequently attended with intlamma-
tion and fever.

LUX EM 1)U RG, me of the late provinces of the Netherlands.
It w'as bounded on the east by the archbiihopric of Tr.ves ; on
the south by Lorrain ; on the west by Champagne and the bi-

shopric of Liege, which, with part ot Limburg, bounded it on the

north. It lies in the forest of Ardennes : in some places it is co-

vered with mountains and woods ; but in general it is fertile in

corn and wine, ano has a great number of iron-mines. The prin-

cipal rivers are, the Moselle, Sour, Ourte, and Semoy.
Luxemburg, a city of France, in the department of Forets,

and late province of the Austrian Netherlands. It was the capital

of the duchy, as it now is of the department. It is 25 miles
S.\V. of Ireves. Lon. 6. 10. W. Lat. 49. 37. N.

LuxEMBt;itG, Fat.vcH, a late province of France, compre-
hending part of the ancient ducliy, and including the dijfricts and
towns of Thiouville, Montinedy, Marville, Chevancy, Carignan,
and Damvilliers. [t now forms the department oftiie Moselle.
LUXliUlL, a town of I'taiue, in tiie department of the L'pper

Saoue, 15 miles ^V. of N'esoul. Lon. tj. 24. E. Lat. 47.

50. N.
LUXURIANS FLOS, [Lat. a luxuriant or double flower ;]

a flower, some of whose parts are increased in number to the di-

minution or entire exclusion of oth.ers. I'he parts that are aug-
mented or multiplied in luxuriant flowers, are the ilower-cup and
petals ; the parts that are diminished, or entirely excluded, are

the stamina '."r chives. See Botany.
LUXURY denotes voluptuousness, or an extravagant indul-

gence in whatever pleases the senses, such as t!ie articles of food,

dre s, and equipage. ' Tlie utility or detriment of luxury to a

State, is u subject on which great difference of opinion prevails

among political writers. Nor is it easily decided, whether this

predominant feature in mankind may with more propriety be
called the oC'spring of vice or folly; but luxury doubtless in--

creases in proportion to the influx of trade; and is an evil which
will ever remain an object of just reproach. For, by increasing

the expences of a family, it presents ;:n insuperable bar to matri-

monial eatablishnients, and thus contrilnites to Ih.e depopulation of

a country. Farther, it impairs the health and ruins the constitution

of its votaries ; and, as the opulent leave their rural seats, in order

to reside in cities, such change is attended with manv bad con-

sequences to themselves, as well a> to their numerous domestics.

Thus, the country is in a manner deserted : and thence we may
account for the long train of evils aiising Iroin the indolenc- .uid

libertinism of a city-life. Oneoi the most pernicious con^e(luen
ces resulting from the rapid progress of luxury, is tiie high puce
of provisions, which is, in a greiit measure, occasioned by tlit;

keeping of useless servants, as well as of unnecessary horses: these

partly consume, an<l partly waste, such a portion of food as might
be more beneficially employed in the support of the indusiiious

poor. Lastiv, though luxury be tin' attendant on wealth ; though
it encourage arts, manufactures, agriculture, and commerce ;

and, when its prevalence does not corrupt the morals of a people,

becomes a national benefit, by diffusing riches amonu all ranks,

and enabling the poor to pay tnc most exorbitant prices of pro-

visions; vet we presume lo say, that the grea'est benefit would
result from the observance ofsumpluary laws, which should I mil

the expences of individuals from exceeding a certain point ; be-

cause that money, which is at pn sent spent m the purchase of

articles not strictly necessary to domestic life, migiit thus be di-

verted into its proper channel, and be more generally circulated

throughout the country.

LUZ, a sea-port in the isle of Canary.

LUZ.'VRA, a town of Italy, in the department of the Miiicio,

and district (late dtichv) of Mantua, 16 miles S. of Mantua. Lon.
10. 50. E.Lat. 45. 0. N.

LUZERN'E,
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LUZERNK, a comity of Pennsylvania, 79 miles long from N.

to S. and 75 bread froniE. to \V. '
It abounds with iron-ore, and

iron-works are erected in it. Wdksbarre is the capital.

LYBIA, or LIBYA, a name anciently given to all that part

of Africa lying lietsveen the border of Egypt and the river Triton ;

and compreliending Cyrcnaica, Marmarica, and Syrlica. See

Libya.
LYC.1£UM [Amiios, Gr.] in anliqnity, a celebrated schooler

academy at Athens, where Aristotle e.\plained his philosophy.

The place was composed of porticoes, and trees phinted in the

tiuincunx form, where the philosopliers disputed walking, tience

phiiosophv of the Lyca;nm is Used to signify the philosophy of

Aristotle, or the Peripatetic philosophy. Suidas observes, that

the Lyc;eumtook its name from its having been originally a tem-

ple of Apollo Lyca^us; or rather a portico or gallery built by
Lycaeus the sou of Apollo: but others mention it to have been

biiilt by Pisistratus orPericles.

LYC.EUS, in ancient geography, a mountain of Arcadia, sa-

cred to Jupiter ; whence Jupiter Lyeieus.

LICANTHROPY, [).=!-xo;, and a/V^":. f-r-] » kind ofmad-
ne^s, in which men have the qualities of wild beasts.

LYC'VON I, in fabulous history, the first king of Arcadia, son

of Pelasgus and Melibcea. He built a town called Lycosura, on

the top of mount Lycffius, in honour of Jupiter. lie had many
wives, by whom he had a daughter called Callisto, andSOsons.

He was succeeded by Nyctimus, his eldest son. He lived about

Pi. C. ISL'O.

Lycaon II. king of .Vrcadia, celebrated for his cruelties. He
was changed into a wolf by Jupiter, because he offered human vic-

tims on the altar of another Pan. Some attribute this metamor-

phosis to another cause. The sins of mankind, as they relate,

were become so enormous, that Jupiter visited tlie earth toj>unish

wickedness and impiety. He came to Arcadia, where he was an-

nounced as a god, and the people began to pay proper adoration to

his divinity. Lycaon, however, who used to sacrifice all stran-

gers to his' vi^anton cruelty, laughed at the pious prayers of his sub-

jects ; and to try the divinitv of the god, he ferved up human fle>li

on his table. 'This impie'ty so irritated Jupiter, that he imme-

diatelv destroyed the house of Lycaon, and changed him into a

wolf.

'

LYC.AONIA, in ancient geograjihy, a small country of the

Hither Asia, siuij'.ed near mount Taurus.

LvCAONi.v, an island in the Tiber, joined to Rome by a

bridge.

LYCHAM, or LYrCU.\.\l, a town of Norfolk; 24 miles

W. of Noriolk, and 9-' N.N. E. of London. Lon. 0. iO. E.

Lat. 52.45. N.
LYCHNIS, in botany, the Campion, Bachelor's-button,

Gatcii-fly, &c. ; a gerius of the penlagynia order, and pentan-

•Iria class of pi ints ; natural order, Caryopliyllea'. Calyx one-

leafed; oblong, smooth; petals five, with claws and a Sub-bifid

segment; capsule five-celled. It has 12 species, very hardy,

with iibrons perennial root> ; the stalks rise in spring, flower in

summ:'r, succeeded in the snigles by plenty of seed in autumn, by

which all the single varieties may be raised in abundance, but the

doubles only by dividing the roots, and some by cuttings of the

Hn-.ver-5talks.

LYCIA, a country of Asia .Minor, bounded by the Mediterra-

nean on the S. Caria on the W. Paniphylia on the E. and Phrygia

f-n the N. It w.isancientlv called Milyas, and Tremile, from the

Milya', or Solymi, a people of Crete, who came to settle there.

It was named Lycia Irom Lycus the son of Pandioii, who esta-

blished himself there The inhabitants have been greatly com-

meiideJl hv the ancients for their sobriety and justice.

LYCIUM, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and

pentandria class of plants; natural order, Lurid^e. Corolla tu-

bular, hiving its throat closed up with the beard of the filaments
;

berry two-celled; seeds many. There are 13 species natives of

various countries.

LYCODONTES, in natural history, the petrified teeth of the

lujnis piscis, or wolf-fish, frecpiently found fossile.

LYCOMEDES, in fabulous history, a king of Scrros an island

in the ./Egean sea. He was son of Apollo and Parthenope. He
was secretly entrusted with the care of young Achilles, whom his

mother 'J'cthis ha'.l disguised in women's doatlis, to remove liini

6

from the Troiaii war, where she knew he must unavoiilably

perish.

LYCOPERCON, in botany, a genus of the natural order
fungi, and cryplogamia class of jilants. Fungus roundish, fleshy,

firm, becoming powdery, and opening at the top ; seeds fixed to

filaments connected with the inner coat of the plant. These sin-

gular fungi are described by Dr. Withering; there is also an ela-

l.iorate dissertation on the British stellated lycoperdons, by Mr.
Woodward, in the second volume of the I'ransaclioiis of the Lin-
nean Society of London.

1>. liovisT.v, or Common Puff-ball, is freqnent in meadows
and pastures in tlie^autuinn. It varies exceedingly in size, figure,

superficies, and colour. In general, it consists of a sack or bag,

iiaving a root at its base, and llie bag composed of three mem-
branes, an epidermis, a tough white skin, and an interior coat which
adheres closely to the central pith. The pith m the young plants

is of a yellowish colour, at first firm and solid, but soon changes
into acellular spongy substance, full of a dark dull-green powder,
wjiich discharges itself through an aperture atthe top of the fungus,

which aperture is formed of lacerated segments, in some varieties

reflexed. The powder is believed to be the seeds, which through •

a microscope appear of a spherical form, and to be annexed to elas-

tic hairs.

Lycoperdon Tuber, TRtJFFLEs, or Subterraneous Puff-
balls, a native of woods both in Scotland and England. It

grows generally in clusters lliree or four inches under ground,
without any visible root. The figure of it is nearly spherical, the
size that of a potatoe ; the exterior coat at first white, afterwards

black, and studded with pyramldical or polyhedrons tubercles ;,

the internal substance solid and callous, of a duty white or palp

brown colour, grained like a nutmeg with serpentine lines ; in^-

which, according to Michgli, are imbedded minute oval capsules,

containing each from two to fonrround wartedseeds. Thetrufllc-s

of Great Britain --eldom exceed three or four ounces in weight ;.

but in Italy, and some other parts of the continent, they are said

to have been found of the enormous weight of from 8 to 1 41b.

They are used at table, either fresh and roasted like potatoes, or
dried and sliced into ragouts. They have a volatile and some-
what urinous smell, and are reputed to be aphrodisiacal. Dogs
are with much pains taught to hunt for them by the scent, and to

scratch uyi the ground under which thry lie.

LYCOPODIUM, Club Moss; a'gentis of the natural order
musci, and cryptogamia class of plants. Fructifications in the
axils of the scales digested into oblong imbricate spikes, or the

-

leaves themselves, sessile ; capsule kidney-shaped, tvvo-valved,

elastic, many-seeiled; veil none. Th>"re are several species;

six of these are natives of Britain, figured by Dillenius and
others.

LYCOPOLIS, or LYCON, in ancient geography, so called

from the worship of wolves, two (owns of Egypt, viz. 1. in the
Delta, or Lower Egypt, near the Mediterranean : 0. in the The-
hais, or Higher Egypt, in the N. part, W. of the Nile.

LYCOPSIS, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and
pentandria class of plants; natural order, Asperifolia;. Corolla has

an incurvated tube.

LYCOPUS, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and
diandria class of plants ; natural order, Verticillatie. Corolla four-

cleft, with one of the segments eniarginate ; stamina distant ; seeds

lour, retuse. It has three species.

LYCURGIA, a festival observed by the.Spartans, in memory
of their lawgiver Lycurgus,

LYCUl^GUS, the celebrated legislator of the Spartans, was
the son of Eunomes king of Sparta. He travelled to Greece, to

the isle of Crete, to Egypt, and even to the Indies, to converse

with the sages and learned men of those countries, nnil to learn

their manners, their customs, and their laws. After the death of
his brother Polydectes, king of Sparta, his widow offered the

crown to Lycurgus, promising that she would make herself mis-

carry of the'child of which she was pregnant, provided he would
marry her; but Lycurgus nobly refused her offers, and afterwards

contenting himself with being tutor to his nephew Charillus; re-

stored to him the government when he came of age ; but not-

withstanding this regular and generous conduct, he was accused
of a design to usurp the crown. This calumny obliged him to

retire to the island of Crete, where he studied ihe laws and ctis-

tonis
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"x)m5 of nations. On his return to Lacedemon, he reformed the

government; and, to prevent the disorders occasioned by luxury

ami the love of riche*, lie prciliibited the ii^e of gold and silver ;

placed all the citizens in a slate of equality ; and inlFoducetl the

strictest temperance, the most exivct discipline, and those admira-

ble laws winch (a few excepted) have been celebrated by all his-

torians. It is said, that, to engage the Lacedemoiiiaus to observe

tli^-iu inviolably, he made them swear not to change any part ol

them till his return ; and that he afterwaids went to the island ol

ti'te, where he killed hini-el(, after ordering his ashes to be

thrown into the sea, lest, if his body should be carried to Sparta,

the Lacedemonians slioHl<i think themselves absolved from their

oath. He tlourished about B. C. 870.

LYCX't), in ancient geography, a river of Phrygia ;. also the

njnie of other four rivers, in Armenia, Assyria, PapJilagonia, and

t!.irinatia.

LVDD, a town of England in Kent, Si miles S. W. of

Runniey. Lat. jO° J7' 7" N. Lon. 0° 54' 15" E.. of Greenwich.
LYDDA, in ancient geography, a town and district of Judea,

14 miles N. E. of Joppa, and 32 \V. of Jerusalem.

LYDGA'l K, John, called the MonkoflJury, because he was

a monk of the Benedictine convent at St. Ednunid's-Bury. After

studvmg some lime in the English univei-sities, , he. travelled to

France and Italy ; and, having acquired a con>prtent knowledge
of the languages of tho^e countries, he returned to London, where
he Opened a school, in w Inch he instructed the sons of the nobility

in polite literature. At wdiat time he retired to the convent of St.

Edmund's-Burv, does not appear; but he was there in 141j, and
was living in 144t5, aged about 6tj ; but when he died is not known.
Pits says, he was an elegant poet, a pursuasive rhetorician, an ex-

pert mathematician, an acute phlosopher, and a tolerable divme.

He was a vohnninous writer; and his language is less obsolete,

and his versilication much more harmonious, than those of Chau-
cer, who wrote about 50 years before him. Rewrote, 1. History•

of the 'I'heban war, printed -at the end of Chaucer's works, 1561,

lfi02, 1687. 2. Poemation of good counsel; Ibid. 3. The life

of Hector; London 1594, fol. printed by Gross, and dedicated

to Henry V. 3. Life of the Blessed Virgin ; printed by Caxton.
4. The proverbs of Lydgute upon the fall of princes ; printed

by Wink. Word. Loml. 4to. 5. Dispute of the Horse, the

Sheep, and the Goose, Caxton; 4to. 6. The Temple of Brass;

among the works of Chaucer. 7. London Lickpenny: see

Stowe's history, &c. Besides an incredible number of other

poems and translations preserved in various libraries, and of which
tlie reader will find a catalogue in Bishop Tanner.
LYDIA, in ancient geography, a celebrated kingdom of Asia

Minor. All the ancient writers lell us, that Lydia was first called

^Ltoniao^ Meonia, from Meon king of Phrygia and Lydia; and
that it was known under no other denomination till the reign of

Atys, when it began to be called Lydia from his son Lydus. Bo-
chart finding in his learned collection of Phanician words the verb
luz, signifying to wind, and observing that Lydia is watered by
the Maeandcr, so famous for its winding, concludes that it was
thence named Lydia or Ludia. The ancient name of Mxonia
betakes to be a Greek translation of the Phcenician word /(/rf

;

wherein he agrees in some measure with Stephanus, who derives

the name of Mxonia from Ma;on, the ancient name of the M;can-
Jer. Some take the word m;eonia to be a translation of a Hebrew-
word signifying metal, because that country, say they, was in

former times enriched with mines. Though' Lydia and Mieonia
arc by most authors indifferently used for the same country, yet
they are sometimes distinguished; that part where mount T'molus
stood, watered by the Pactolus, being properly called Nheonia

;

and the other, lying on the coast, Lydia. This distinction is used
hy Homer, Callimachus, Dionysius, and other ancient writers.

In after ages, when the Ionians,'who had planted a colony on the
coast of the .Egean Sea, began to make some figure, that |)art was
called Ionia, and the name of Lydia given to the ancient .Ma'onia.

Lydia, according to Pliny, Ptolemy, and other ancient geogra-
phers, was bounded by Mysia Major on the N. by Caria on the

5. by Phrygia Major on the E. and Ionia on the W. lying between
30° and 39° Lat. N. The kingdom of Lydia was not confined
withm these narrow boundaries, but extended fiom Haivs to the
..tgeansea. Pliny's description includes .i^olia, lying between
the Hernius and the Caicus.

vol.. HI.—NO. 129.

lA'DIUS LAPIS, in the natural history of the ancients, the

touch-stone for trying gold and silver, called by some Hcraclius

lapis; both of which names were also applied by the ancients to

the load-stone ; and hence has arisen no small ambiguity in their

works, as Pliny lias observed.

LYGEUMi! in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and
triandria class of plants; natural order, Gramina. Spatlia one-

leafed ; corolla two on the same germ ; nut two-celled. There is

but one species, a native of Spain, where it is used tor making
baskets.

LYGII, LIGII, LUGII, or LOGIONES, in ancient geo-

graphv, a people of Germany, W. of the Vistula, where it forms a

bend like a crescent. Their name Lugii is derived from their

close confederacv.

LYING TO,' or LYING BY, the situation of a ship, when
she is retarded in her course, by arranging the sails in such a man-
ner as to counteract each other with nearly an equal elfort, and
render the ship almost immoveable, with respect to her progressive,

motion, or head-way. A ship is usually brouglit to by the main,

and fore-top-sails, one of which is hud aback, whilst the other is

full; so that the latter pushes the ship forward, whilst the former

resists this impulse by forcing her astern. This is particularly

practised in a general engagement, when the hostile fleets are drawn,

up in two lines of battle opposite each other. It is also used ta

wait for some other ship, either approaching or expected ; or to

avoid pursuinjj a -dangerous course, especially in dark, or foggy

wea'her, &c.
LYWIE, a riv«r of Fjigland, which runs between Dorset and

Devon shires, into the Sea near Lyme Regis.

Lyme, or Lyme Regis, a sea-port town of England, in Dor-
setshire, '28 miles E. by S. of Exeter, and 143 W. bi>W. of Lon-

don. Lon. '2. 56. W. 'Lat. 50. 39. N.
LYMING TON, a borough of Hampshire, 17 miles S. W. of

Southampton.
LY'.MPH, \_lympha, Lat.] a tasteless transparent liquid, that is.

absorbed from the surface; the cellular texture; as well as the

viscera and their cavities throughout the animal body : it is con-

veyed into the thoracic duct, or canal of the breast, by means of

certain vessels, thence called lymphatics, or lympheducts. The
use of this organization is to return to the thoracic duct the super-

fluous nourishing fluid ; the vapours of vascular cavities, and like-

wise all substances that are applied to the skin; from wliich cir-

cumstance some physiologists have conjectured the lymph to be

the immediate matt'er of nutrition. See Anato.m Y.

LYMPHATl,a name given by the Romans to sucli as were

seized with madness; supposedto be used for Nymphati, because

the ancients imagined that every person who had the misfortune to

see a nymph was instantly struck with j)hrenzY.

LYMPHATIC VESSELS. See Anatomy.
LYNCEUS, in fabulous history, the only one of the 50 sons of

-Egyiitus who was saved from being murdered by the 50 daughters

of Danaus.
Lynceus, the son of Aphareus, one of the Argonauts. He wa«;

of great use, by enabling them to avoid the sand-banks and rocki

in their way.
LYNCURIUM, a stone thought to be the same with the

Tourmalin. The name is derived from M/-/f, lynx, and am,

urine.

LYNM, or LYNN REGIS, a large well built town of Nor-

folk, 44 miles N. W. of Cambridge, and 100 N. of London. Lon.

0. 2S. E. Lat. 52. 45. N.
LYN X, ill zoology. See Felis.

LYON, a river of Perthshire, which falls into theTay.

Lyon King of Arms, For Scotland, is the second King at

arms for Great I5rit.un. Pie is invested and crowned with great-

solemnity; and to him belongs the publishing of royal proclama-

tions, marshalling funerals, reversing arms, S<c.

LYONNOIS, a large late province of France, now included

in the department of Rhone and Loire. It was bounded on the

N. by Burgundy; E. by Dauphiny, Bresso, and the principalily

of Domb- ; S. by Vivarais and Velay ; and \\ . by Auvergne and

a part of Bombonnois. It comprehended Lowe» Lycnnois, Beau-

jolois, and Forez. It produces corn, wine, fruits, and excellent

chesnuts. The principal rivcri are the Soane, Rhone, and Loire.

Lyon^s was the capital.
^^^^^^
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LYONS, a town of France, capital of tlie department of Rhone

and Loire. Lon. 4. 55. E. Lat. 45. 46. N.
Lyons, Israel, an eminent botanist and mathematician, the

son of a learned Polish Jew, who was a Jeweller, and published a

Hebrew Grammar, and observations on Scripture History. Lrael

was born at Cambridi^e in 1739. In 175S, he jjublislied a Treatise

on Fluxions: in !7()j Fasciculus Plantarum circa Cantabrigiam
liascentinm. He read lectures at Osford ; and in 1773, accom-
panied Captain Phipps, (afterwards Lord Aluls^rave,) towsrds the

N. pole, by order'ot the Board of Longitude, who rewarded several

of his inventions. He had a salary of 100/. a-year, for cal-

culating the Nautical Almanack. He married, and died at Lon-
don in 1775.

LYRA, in astronomy, a constellation in llie northern hemis-

phere. See A.STRONOMY.
LYRE, [/'/ra, Lat.] an instrument of the stringed kind, much

used by the ancients. From the Ivre, which all agree to have
been the lir>t instrument of the string-kind, in Greece, arose an
infinite number of others, differing in shape and number of strings,

as the psaUerion, trigon, sambucus, pectis, magadis, barbiton, tes-

indo, (the two last are used ijroniiscuously by Hoiat.e with cythara

and lyra) epigoninm, simmicmm, and pandoron; which were all

struck with the hand, a plectrum, or a little iron-rod. We have
no satisfactory account of their shape, structure, or number of

strings. The best evidences concerning them are the representa-

tions of that instrument in the hands or ancient statues, bas-reliefs,

&c. Plate Gill. fig. 1, is a represejitation of the Tcstiido, or lyre

of Amphion, in front, as it appears, on the base of the celebrated

Toro Farnese at Rome. Fig. 2. The lyre held by Terpsichore,
in the picture of that Muse, dugout of Herculaneinii. Fig. 3

The Abyssinian tsstudo or lyre, used at present in the province of

Tigre, from a drawing of Mr. Bruce, communicated to Dr. Bur-
iiey. I'^ig. 4. An Etruscan lyre, with seven strings, in the collec-

tion of Etruscan, Greek, and Roman antiqwities, published from
the cabinet of Sir William Hamilton, Vol. I. Naples 17li6, Plate

e\K. Fig. 5. The Tripodian lyre of Pythagoras the Zacynthian,
from a bas-relief in the Maffei palace at Rome representing the

whole choir of the Muses. Fig. 6. represents a lyre in the famous
ancient picture dug out of Herculaneum, upon which Chiron
is teaching young Achilles to play.

LYRIC POETRY, such as the ancients sung to the lyre or

harp. It was originally employed in celebrating the praises of

t;ods and heroes, and its characteristic was sweetness. Who was
the author of it is not known. It was much cultivated bv the

tjreeks ; and Horace was the first who attempted it in the Latin

language. Anacreou, Alcanis, Stesichorus, Sappho, and Horace,
were the most celebrated lyric poets of antiquity.

LYRODl, among the ancients, musicians who played on th.e

lyre, and sung at the same tim;.

LYS, or LIS, a river of France, w hich rises near Lisburg, in

the department of the Straits of Calais, and runs into the Sciieldt

at Ghent.
Lys, a department of F"ranee com]irehending part of the late

province of Austrian Inlanders. Bruges is the capital.

Lys, a measure used by the Chinese in estimating distances:

200 lys makes DO geographical miles, or one degree.

LYSANDER, a famous Spartan general, who conquered
the Athenians at iEgospotamos, and subjected their city to thirty

tyrants,

LYSAND'RIA, a Samian festival, celebrated with games and
sacrifices in lionour of the Lacedemonian general Lysander.

LYS IARC II, an ancient magistrate, who superintended the

sacred games, and presided in matters of religion in the province

of Lycia.

LYSIAS, an ancient Grecian orator, born at Syracuse in the

80th olympiad. At 15, he went to Thurion, a colony of the

Athenians ; and when grown up, assisted in the administration of

the government many years. When about 47 years of age, he
returned to Alliens ; whence, being afterwards baniijied by the 30

tyrants, he went to Megara. He was very familiar with Socrates,

and other illustrious philosophars. He taught oratory, though he did

not plead at the bar, but be supplied others with speeches. " Fuit

Lysias in causls foreiisibus r.on versatus," (says Cicero,) " sed

egregie subtilis scriptor atque elegans," &c. Plutarch and Photius

relate, • that 425 orations were formerly exhibited under the name
3

of Lysias; of which only 34 arc now extant. The best edition h
by Ur. John Taylor at London, 1739, 4to. Cambridge, 1740,
8vo.

LYSIMACIIIA, Loosestrife ; in botany, a genus of the mo-
nogynia order, and pentandria class of plants; natural order,

Rotateai. Corolla w heel-shaped ; capsule globular, beaked, im-
valved. There are twelve species, most of them hardy her-

bacemis perennials and biennials, rising with erect stalks from Is

inches to two or three feet high
; garnished with narrow entire

leaves.

LYSIPPUS, a celebrated Greek statuary, born at Sicyone-,'

He was first a locksmith, afterwards a painter; but at last apphe<l'

himself entirely to scul|)ture ; in vvhich he ac<piired an immortal
reputation, and made a great number of statues that were the ad-

miration ol thejieople of Athens and Rome. His grand statue of
the sun represented in a car drawn by four horses, was worshi|)ped
at Rhodes. He lived in the time of Alexander the Great; about
334 B. C. and left three sons, all faimnis statuaries.

LYSTRA, in ancient geography, a town of Lycaonia, famous
for being the birth-place of ^I'imotliy, and the scene of a miracle
pcrtormed by Paul and Barnabas. Acts. xiv. 6— IS. and xvi. I.

lAlTlRl'M, Purple Loosestrife, in botany, a genua of

the monogynia order, and dccandria class of plants ; natural order,

Calycanthema". Calyx twelve toothed ; petals six, inserted into

the calyx; cajisule two-celled ; seeds numerous. It has eighteen

species.

LYTTA, in zoology, a genus of insects of the order coleoptera.

Antenna- filiform : feelerS; four, unequal, the hind ones clavate;

thorax roundish ; head inflected, gibbous; shells soft, flexile, as

long as the abdomen. There are ujnvards of thirty species of this

plant.

LYTTLin'ON, Edwaru, lord Lyttleton, keeper of the
great seal in the reign of Charles I. was eminent for his probity and
his moderation at the commencement of that monarch's disputes

with his subjects. Williont forfeiting his fidelity to the king, he
preserved the esteem of the parliament till lt)44, when he was
made colonel of a regiment in the king's army at "S'ork. He
died in 1645. Besides several speeches which have been printed,

he wrote reports in the common pleas and exchequer, printed in

lti83, in folio ; several arguments and discourses, &c.
Lyttleton, George lord, a noble w liter, was the eldest son

of sir Thomas Lyttlelon, of Ilagley, in Worcestershire, and born
there in 1709. He was educated at Eton, whence he leniov'

ed to Christ-church, Oxford. In 17_'3 he went on his travels,

and on his return he obtained a seat in parliament, where he dis-

tinguished himself as a frequent speaker on tlie side of the ojiposition,

on which account he became secretary to Frederick prnice of

Wales, who adhered to the opposition party. In 1741 he married
Miss Lucy l''ortescue, sistei- of lord Foitescue, by whom he had
a son and two daughters. This amiable woman died in 1747, and
Mr. Lyttleton wrote a beautiful inonody to her memory. In
1749 he took for his second wife the daughter of sir Robert Rich.

On the change of ministry, by the resignation of sir Robert A\'al»

|)ole, he was made one of the lords of the treasury. I n 1 747 he
published his Observations on the Conversion of St. Paul, a wBrk
of inestimable value. He acknowledged that in his younger years

he had been led into scepticism ; but maturer research made hini

a Christian. In 1751 he succeeded to the title of baronet by the

death of his father; and in 1754 he was made cofferer and privy
counsellor. He was raised to the peerage in 1757. His last work
was the History of Ilenrv H. whicli appeared in 1764, in quartoj
and a third edition in 176S. His lordship died the death of a

Christian in 1773. Besides the performances abovementioued, he
wrote Poems, Persian Letters, and Dialogues of the Dead.
Lyttleton, Thoimas, lord, son of the preceding, was a young

nobleman of promising talents, but of dissipated manners : his

death is said to have been preceded by a yery extraoriiinary cir-

cumstance: he saw in a dream, or otherwise, a young woman
dressed in white, who warned him of his dissolution in three days
from that time. On the third day, his lordsliip liad a party "to

S|>cnd the evening with him, anil about the time predicted said,

he " believed he should jockey the ghost," but in this he was
awlully mistaken, for a few niiiiules afterwards he was taken faint,

and carried to bed, from whence he ruse no more. He died in

1779, aged 35.

M Has,
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M
MIIas, in English, one nnvaricJ sounil, hv compression of the

lips; as, mine, tame, camp: it is never nnitc. M is tht IStJi

in ll)e alplialjet, the ninth consoi);int, and the second liquid. '1 1]C

i.n)iforni sound of this letter is produced hy striking the upper
lip against the lower ; in which its pronunciation agrees with that

of /' ," the only difference consisting iii a little motion made in the

noie ill pronouncing m, and not in b: whence those who have
caught cold, for /;; ordinarily pronounce h ; the nose in that case

heing disabled from making tlie necessary motion. Qnintilian

observes, that m sometimes ends Latin words, but never Greek
ones ; the Greeks always changing it into n, for tlie sake of the

sound. As a numeral, JNi is used for a thousand. When a<lash is

put on the top of it thus (M), it signihes 1000 times 1000, or a

million. As an abbreviature, M stands for Manlius, Marcus, Mar-
lins, Mucius, and Monsieur; M. A. signifies magister anium, or

master of arts ; A. M. anno mundi, or the year of the world:

M. D. doctor of medicine ; MS. manuscript, and MSS. manu-
scripts ; &c. M, in astronomical tables, &c. is used for meri<lional

or southern ; and sometimes for meridian or mid-day. M, in

medicinal prescriptions, is frei]uently usedTor a maniple orhandful

:

It is also otten put at the end of a recipe, for misce, mingle ; or

for mixtura, a mixture. Thus, ?«._/'. julapium, signifies mix and
make a julep. In law, M. is the stigma burnt on the brawny part

of the left thumb of a person convicted of manslaughter.

MAB.V, in botany, a genus of the triandria order, anddioecia
class of plants. Calyx tririd ; male, corolla tiifid ; female, drupe
superior, two-celled. The only species is M. elliptica, a smooth
tree, native of the Friendly islands.

M ABEA, a genus of the nionacia polyandria class and order.

Calyx Oiie-leaved ; corolla none. There are two species, called

pipewocd, shrubs of tiie West Indies.

MACAO, a town of China, in Canton, on an island at the

mouth of the Tae. Lon. (Pia Grand) 1 13° 33' 15" E. of Green-
wich. Lat. e'.'° 11' 20" N.
Macao, in ornithology. See PsiTTAcrs.
MACAIUA, iMaxnsLK, i. e. happiness,] in mythology, daugh-

ter of Hercules and Dejanaira. Thi- Athenians, decreed divine

honours to her, and worshipped her as the goddess of happi-

ness.

MACARIANS, in ecslesiastical history, the followers of Ma-
«arius, an Egyptian monk, who was distinguished towards the
close of the 4tli century for his sanctity and virtue.

Macaria.s'S, the followers of Macarius, a native of Ireland,

who, about the close of the ninth century, propagated in France
the error afterwards maintained by Averrhoes, that one Individual

intelligence or soul performed the spiritual and rational functions
in all the liuman race.

M.\CARONTAN, or MACARONIC, a kind of burlesque
poetry, consisting of a jumble of words of different languages,
with words of the vulgar tongue Latinized, and Latin words
modernized. Some derive the word from jl/acucoH, Fr. or J/fl-

vatoon. See Macaroon.
MACAROON, Imacarone, Italian,] a kind of sweet biscuit,

made of llower, almonds, eggs, and sugar.

M.\CAKSKA, a town of Dalmatia, capital of the primorie, or
provhice of \'ergoraz and Narcnta. Lon. 17. 57. E. Lat. 43.

42. N.
MACASSAR, or CELEBES, an island of Asia, in the East

Indian Ocean ; E. of Llorneo, S. of the Philippines, and W. of
the Moluccas. The heat of tlie climate would be intolerable,

were it not moderated by the N. winds, and the rains, which re-

gularly fall five clays before and after the full moon, and during
two months that "the sun is nearly vertical. The N. W. point
of this island lies iu Lon. IJl. 0. E." Lat. 1. 22. N.

Macassar, a considerable kingdom in the above island. The
soil is extremely fertile, and there are ripe fruits at all seasons.
'1 here are great numbers of monkeys, who are devoured by mon-
strous serpents ; some of which are so large, that they will swal-

low one of these animals entire.

Macassar, the capital of tlie above kingdom. Lon. 119. 49.

S. Lat. 4. 50. E.
MACBETH, a Scotch nobleman of the blood royal, who mur-

dered Duncan I. king of Scotland, A. D. 1040; and, chasing
Malcolm Camnorc, his son and heir into England, usurped the
crown. Siward earl of Northumberland, whose daughter Duncan
had married, tmderlook, by order of Edward the Confessor, the

protection of the fugitive prince ; marched with an army into

Scotland; defeated and killed Macbeth; and restored Malcolm
to the throne of his ancestors. Sliakespeari; has made this tran^i-

action the subject of one of his best tragedies, though against all

the rules of the ancient drama.
MACCABEES, two apocryphal books containing the history

of the Maccabees and their wars against the Syrian kings in de-

fence of their religion and liberties, so called from Mattathias or

liis-«on Judas Maccaba;us, who was so named from the word »33o,
formed of the initials of nin' nSsa ,"13D2 'o g. d. Who is like unto
thee, O Lord, among the gods; winch was the motto of his

standard whence those people who fought under his standard
were called Maccabees. The fir^t bork of the Maccabees is an
excellent history, and comes nearest to the style of the sacred

historians of any exti-.nt. It was written originally in the Chaldee
language, of the Jerusalem dialect, and was e.xtant in this lan-

guage m the time of Jeroui. From the Chaldee it was translated

into Greek, from the Greek info Latin. It is supposed to have
been written by John Hyrcanus tlie son of Simon, who was prince

and high priest of the Jews near 30 years, and began his govern-
ment at the lime where this history ends. It contains the history

of 40 years, from the reign of Antiocluis I'.piphanes to the deatii

of Sinion the high priest, that is, from A. M. 3S29 to 3869 ; B. C.
131. The second book of tlie iMaccabees begins with two
epistles sent from the Jews of Jerusalem to the Jews of Egypt and
Alexandria; both reckoned spurious. After these follows the

preface to the history, which is an abridgement of a larger work,
composed by one Jason, a Jew of Cyreiic, who wrote m Greek
tlie history of Judas Maccabeus and his brethren, and the wars
against Antiochus Epiphanes, and Eupalor. This book does not
equal the accuracy of tlie f;r»t. It contains a hi-.tory of about 15

years, from the execution of Heliodorus's commis>ion, who waj
sent by Seleucus to carry away the treasures of the temple, to the

victory obtained by Judas Maccabeus over Nicanor; that is, from
A. ^L 3S28, to the year 3843. There are extant in the Po-
lyglot bibles, both of Paris and London, Syriac versions of bot.H

these books ; but thev, as well as our English version, are ilerived

from the Greek. I'liere is also a third book of Maccaijees, con-

taining the liislory of the [)ersecution of liie Je«s in Egypt, by
Ptolemy Philopator.J and their sulVorings under it. It seems to

have been written by some Alexandrian Jew in Greek, soon after

the time of Jesus, the son of Siracli.

iNI.'VCCLESFIELD, a large and handsome town of Cheshire,

Lon. 2. 10. W. Lat, 53. 15. N.
MACE, a blunt weapon anciently much used by the cavalry of

all nations. It was commonly made of iron ; its figure ninch re-

sembles a chocolate-mill ; many specimens may be seen in the

Tower. The mace in niodtTii times has changed its form ; and
being no longer a war-instrument, is made of copper or silver gilt,

ornamented with a crown, globe, and cross, and is now the chief

ensign of authority throughout Great Britain.

-Macf, in the mater'a niedica the second coal or covering o
the
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the kernel of the nutmeg, Ts a tliin and memhianaceoiis siib-

stiinte, of an oleaginous nature, and a yellowish colour ; being met

with in (lakes of an iiicli or more in lejigth, which are ilivided inlo

a nuiltiUide of ramiticalions. It is of an eNlremely fragrant,

aromatic, and agreeable ilavovir; and of a |)leasanl, but acrid

oleaginous taste. It is carminative, stomachic, and astringent ; and

possesses all the virtues of nntnrcg, but has less asringency. The
oils of mace and nutmeg, wliether prepared by distillation or ex-

pression, are so much of the same natme, that they niay be indis-

criminately used for one another on all occasions. They give ease

in colics, and often in nephritic cases, tal^en internally from one

drop to five or six of the distilled oil, or an equal quantity of the

expressed ; and exti-rnally, tliey are of use to rub paralytic limbs :

they also assist digestion ; and will often stop vomitings ancl hic-

coughs, only by being rubbed on the region of the stomacli.

Nurses apply oil of mace by expression to children's navels to

ease their gripes, and often with success ; and \^•e are assured, by

autliors of creilit, that when rubbed on the temples, it promotes

sleep.

MACEDON, or MACEDONIA, a celebrated kingdom of

antiquity, bounded on the E. by the lEgean sea ; on the S. by

Thessaly andEpirus; on the \V'. by the Ionian sea or Adriatic

;

and on th.e N. at fust by the Strymon and the Scardinian moun-
tains, l)ut afterwards bvtheNessus. Tlie kingdom of Macedonia,

extended in a direct liiie only 1 jO miles in length ; but the wind-

ings of the coast lengthened it out to three times that extent; in

which almost every convenient situation was occupied by a

Grecian sea-port. The country was n.aturally divided by the

Thermaic and Strymonic gulphs, into the provinces of Pieria,

Chalcis, and Panga;us. The niiddle-region, which took its name
from a city of Eubuea whence it was originally peopled, was very

fertile and pleasant : the inland country, being diversified by lakes,

rivers, and arms of the sea, was extremely convenient for inland

navigation, while the towns of Amphipolis, Potida'a, Acanthus, and

many others,' afforded marts for the commerce of the republics of

t'ireece, as well as of Thrace and Macedon. On one side of this

district were the mountains of Pangteus, and on the other the plains

of Pieria. Pieria extended 60 miles along tiie Thermaic gulph,

to the confines of Thessaly and mount Pindus. The inland part

of the country was beautifully diversified with shady hills and

fountains; and so adniirablv calcwlated for solitary walks and re-

tirement, that the ancients looked upon it to be the favourite haunt

ef the Muses, and accordingly bestowed upon thein the title 6f

Pierides. In the most early times this country was called JEma-

thia, from .'Emathius one of its princes. The name of Macedon
is said to have been derived from Muccih, a descendant of Deu-
calion ; though others suppose it to have been only a corru|)tion ot

Mygdonia, a district ot the country. In tliose remote ages,

Macedon, was divided into a great number of petty principalities,

of which scarce even the names are now known.
MAC'EDONI ANS, tlie natives of Macedonia. Baron de

Tott says, tlie mod.ern Macedonians, notwithstanding the despo-

tism under which they groan, still inherit much of the bravery of

tlieir ancestors.

MACEDONiANS, in ecclesiastical history, the followers of Ma-
cedonins, patriarch of Conttantinople, who through the inlluence

of the Eunomians, was deposed by the council of Constantinople in

360, and sent into exile. He considered the Holy Ghost as a

divine energy diffused througliout the universe, and not as a Per-

son distinct from the Father and the Son.

M.'VCERATA, a town of Italy, in the territory of the church,

and marquisate of Ancona. Eon. 13. 37. E. Lat. 43. 15. N.
MACHECOU, or MACHKCOUL, a town of France in the

department of the Lower Loire ; 20 miles S. W. of Nantes.

MACHIAVEL, Nicholas, a famous political writer of the

l6th century, of a distinguished family at Florence. He wrote in

his native language with great elegance and politeness, thougli he

\mderstood very little Latin ; but he was in the service of Mar-
cellus Virgilius, a learned man, who pointed out to liim many of

the beautiful passages in the ancients, which Machiavel had the

art of quoting properly in his works. He composed a comedy
upon the ancient Greek mode! ; in which he turned into ridicule

many of the Florentine ladies, and which was so well received,

that Pope Leo X. caused it to be acted at Rome. He was secre-

tary, and afterwards historiographer, to the republic of Florence.

lie died in !530, of a remedy which he had taken by way of pre-
vention. Of all his writings, that wiiich has made the most noise,

and has drawn upon liim the most enemies, is a political treatise,

entitled the Prince; which has been tran-.lated into several hui-
guages, and written against by many authors. '1 he world is not
agreed as to his motives in writing this work ; some think he meant-
to recommend tyrannical maxims; others, that he only delineat-

ed them to excite abhorrence. He al>o wrote, " KeHections oi:

Titus Livius," which are curious; "The History of Florence,
from 120i to 1494;" and a 4to. voUinie of Potnis, &c. Mr.
Harrington considers iiim as a superior genius, and as the mo^t ex-
cellent writer on politics and government, that ever ap|)eared.

MACHINE, in general, signifies any thing that serves lo aug-
ment or to regulate moving pow ers : or it is any body de^tined la

produce motion, so as to save either time or force. 'I'he word
comes from the Greek, jj.ayji.in, invention or art : and hence, ia
strictness, a machine is something that consists more in art and in-

vention, than in the strength and solidity of the materials; lor which
reason the inventors of machines are called engeniems or engi-

neers. Machines are either simple or compound. The simple
ones are the seven niechanical powers, viz. lever, balance, puUevi
axis and wheel, wedge, screw, and inclined plane. See M'e'-

cHANics. From these the compound ones are tormed by various

combinations, and serve tor dillerent purposes. See Hydrot
STATICS, Mechanics, Pneumatics, Steam-Engine-, &c..
Machines used in War, amongst the Greeks, were princi-

pally these : 1. KAifxrex..-;, or scaling ladders ; 2. Tiiebattering ram
;

3. The helepolis ; 4. Tfie x''>»"i or tortoise, called by the Romans
testudo ; 5. The x'^'i"-" or agger, which was faced with stone, and
rai^ed higher than the wall ; t). Upon the yjafj.'^ were built -nvoyt^

or towers of wood ; 7. rsjjm, or osier-hurdles; 8. Catapults', or
xf,7.-<!riX7rti , from which they threw arrov\s with amazing force; and
9. The Xi^o^o?.o:, 7i£7^ono>.oi, or «^;7»;-i«, trom which stones were cast

with great velocity. The principal warlike machines made use
of by the Romans were, the ram, the lupus or wolf, the testudo
or tortoise, thebaliata, the catapulta, and the scorpion.

MACHINERY, in epic and dramatic poetry, is when the
poet brings some supernatural being upon the stage, to solve some
difficulty, or perform some exploit out of the reach of huiiiun

power. The ancient dramatic poets never made use of machines,
unless where there was an absolute necessity for so doing : whence
the precept of Horace :

Nee lieus Intersil, nisi dignus vindice nodus
Inciderit.

It is quite otlierwise with epic poets, who introduce them in every
part of their poems. In Milton's Paradise Lost, the greater part
of the actors are supernatural personages : Homer and \ irgil do
nothing without them : and, in Voltaire's lienriade, the poet has

m.ide excellent u-.e of St. Lewis. As to Uie manner in which
these machines should act, it is sometimes invisibly, by simple itv-

spirations and suggestions; sometimes by actually appearing under
some human form ; and lastly, by dreams aud oracles, which par-

take of the other two. But all these should be managed so as to

keep within the bounds of probability.

MACHUL, an instrument of music among the Hebrews.
Kircher apprehends that the name was given to two kinds of in-

struments, one of the strniged and the other of the pulsatile kind.

See Plate CHI, fig. 7 aud S. That of the former sort had six

chords ; though there is great reason to doubt whether an instru-

ment requiring the aid of the hair-bow, and so much resembling
the violin, beso ancient. The latter was of a circular form, made
of metal, and either hung round with little bells, or furnished with
iron-rings suspended on a road or bar that passed across the cir-

cle. Kircher supposes that it was moved to and fro by a handle
fixed to it, and thus emitted a melancholy kind of murmur.
M.-VCHYNI.ETH, a town of N.Wales, in Montgomery-

shiie Lon. 3. 4.7. W. Lat.' 52. 24. N.
MACKEREL. See Scomber.
MACLAl'RIN, Colin, F. R. S. a most eminent mathema-

tician and philosopher, was the son oi a clergyman, and born at

Kilmoddan in Scotland, in 169S. H e was sent to the university of
Gla'-gow in 170y ; where he studied five years. His great genius
for mathematics appeared so eaiiy a'* at 12 years of age ; when,
having aicidentally met with an Euclid, he l)ecame in a few days
nxaster of tiie iirsi six books without assistance : and in bis I6lh

year
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ear he had invented many of the propo?itions, afterwards pub-

ihed under the title of Geonietria Orgaaica. In his 13th year

took the degree of M. A. when he composed and defended a

lesis On the power of Gravity, witli great applause. After this

• retired to a country-seat of his uncle, where he spent two or

reL- veai-s, as his parent? were dead. In 1717, he stood candi-

itc for the professorship of mathematics in the Marischal college

Aberdeen, and obtained it after a ten days trial with a very

lie competitor. In 1719, he went to London, where he became
.quainted witli Dr. Hoadly, then bishop of Bangor, Dr. Clarke,

ir I>aac Newton, and other eminent men, and was admitted F.

1.3. In another journey in 1721, he contracted an intimacy

ith Martm Folkes, Esq. I'. R. S. which lasted to his death. In
" '

', Lerd PoKvarth, plenipotentiary to the congress of Can-.-

iiigaged him to go as a tutor and companion to his eldest

. , (11 his travels. After a short stay at Paris, and visiting other

;iwns in France, they fixed in Lorrain ; where Maclaurin wrote

is piece On the Percussion of Bodies, which gained the prize of

le Royal Academy of Sciences forl724. But his pupil dyingsoon
fter at Montpelier, he returned immediately to Aberdeen, where
e was hardly settled, when he received an invitation to Edin-

urgh, to supply the place of Mr. James Gregory. He h;ul some
;'' ullies to encounter, arising from conipetiioi's, whicli, however,

„11 surmounted, principally by Sir Isaac Newton ; and in

>j>. 1723, he was introduced mto the university. In 1733, he
larried Anne, daughter of solicitor Stewart, by whom he had
ven children, of whom live and his wive survived him. In 1734,

[ierkelev, bishou of Cloyne, published a piece called The Analyst;

n which he took occasion, from some disputes that had arisen

oncerning the grounds of the fluxioiiary method, to explode the

nethod itself, and to charge mathematicians in general witii in ri-

lelitv in religion. Maclaurin thooght himself included in this

iharge, and began an answer to Berkeley's book ; but, as he pro-

eedeil, so many new theories and problems occurred to him, that

nstead ofa vindicatory paniphlet, he published A complete system

)f Fluxions, with their application to the most considerable pro-

)lenis in geometry and natural philosophy: at Edinburgh, in

[742, 2 vols. 4to. He also published many useful tracts in the

ith and Olh vols, of tiie Medical Essays, at Edinburgh ; as well as

n the Philos. Trans. ; as, 1. Of the construction and measure of

urves. No. 336. 2. A new method of describing all kinds of

•urves, No. 359. 3. On equations with impossible roots. May
172b, No. 394. 4. On ditto, March 1729, No. 408. 5. On
he description of curves, with farther improvements, Dec. 1732,

Co. 439. 6. A rule for finding the meridional parts of a sphe-

oid, with the same exactness as of a sphere, Aug. 1741, No. 461.
'. and 8. Account of the treatise of fluxions, Jan. 27, and March
0, 1742, No 467, and 469. 9. Of the basis of the cells, wherein
he bees deposit their honey. lathe midst of these studies, he
las ready to lend his assistance in promoting any scheme for the

ervice of his country. Uniler his direction the geography of tiie

Jrkncy and Shetland islands was first accurately ascertained in

739. He had another scheme for the improvement of geogra-

>hy and navigation, of a more extensive nature ; which was the
ipening a passage from Greenland to the South Sea by the north

lole. That such a passage might be found, he was so fully per-

uaded, that he used to say, if his situation could admit ot' such
dveiitures, he would undertake the voyage at his own charge,

n 1743, having been very active in fortifying the city of Edin-
>urgli against the rebel army, he was obli;^ed to fly to the north

if England ; where he was invited by Archbishop Herring, to

eside with him during his stay ; but being in this expedition ex-
losed to cold and hardships, he contract -(Tan illness which put an
nd to his lite, in June 1746, at the age of 48. .Mr. Maclaurin
fas not only a great but a goovl man. His peculiar merit as a

(hilosophcr was, that all his studies were accommodated to general

itility ; and we find, in many places of his vvoiks, an application

ven of the most abstruse theories, to the perfecting of mechanical
Its. He revised Dr. David Gregory's Practical Geometry, and
lublished it with additions, in 1745. On various occasions he
erved hit friends and his country by his great skill. Frequent
fisputes having arisen concerning the gauging of vessels, he pre-

rnted to the commissioners of excise two elaborate memorials,
lith their demonstrations, containing rules bj •vhish the officers

low act. He made also calculations relating to the provision,

stablished by lawr, for the children and widows of the Scot's
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cler:;y, and of the professors of the universities, entilling them t«
certain annuities, upon the voluntary annual payment of a cer-
tain sum by the incumbent. He g.iined tlie prize of the Royal
Academy of Sciences in 1724; and in 1740,the academy adjudged
him a prize, for solving the motion of the tides from tin* theor)'
of gravity ; a question which had been given out the former year,
without receiving any solution. He had only ten days to draw up
this paper in. He afterwards revised the whole, and inserted it in

his Treatise of Fluxions ; as he did also the substance of the for-

mer piece. Since his death, two vols, more have appeared ; his

Algebra, and his Account of Sir Isaac Newton's Philosophical
Discovories.

MACQUER, Peter Joseph, was born at Paris, 9th October,
1718. He was descended of a respectai-le family, and was a
member of the .\cademy of Sciences, and professor of pharmacy.
He was engaged in the Journal des Savans, lor tlie articles, Me-
dicine and Chemistry: andhadashare in the Pharmacopoeia Pa-
risiensis.published in 1753, in 4to. His other works are, 1. Elemens
de Chimie theoriqae ; Paris, 1749, 1733, 12mo. which have been
transktcd into English and German. 2. Elemens de Chimie pra-
tique, 1751, 2 vols. I2mo. These two works were republished
together in 3 vols. 12mo. 3. Plan d'un Cours de Chimie ex-
perimentale & raisonnee, 1757, 12mo. in which he was associated
with M. Beaunie. 4. Formulae Medicamentorum Magistralium,
1763. 5. L'Art de la Teinture en Sole, 1763. 6. Dictionnaire
de Chimie, contenant la theorie & la pratique de cet art, 17(56,

2 vols. Svo. which has been translated into German, with notes

;

and into English, with notes, by Mr. Keir. Macquer, by his Ia»

hours and writings, contributed very much to the improvement of
chemistry. He died at Paris, Feb. 16, 17S4.
MACROBII, [from ftaxos; ^lo,-, long life,] a people of Ethiopia,

celebrated for tlieir justice and the innocence of their manners, as
well as for their uncommon longevity. A people iji the island
Meroe. The Hyperboreans were also called Macrobii.
MACROCEl^HALUS, [from ^uix;t;, great, andxtf<.?i), head,]

denotes a person u ith a head larger or longer than the common
size. Macrocephali, or Long-heads, is a name given to a certain
people, who, according to the accounts of authors, were famous
tor the unseemly length of their heads ; vet custom so far habi-
tuated them to it, that instead of looking on it as a deformity, thev
esteemed it a beauty, and, as soon as the child was born, moulded
and fashioned its head to as great a length as possible, and after-
wards used all such rollers and bandages as might seem mo^t likely
to determine its growing long. The greater part of the islanders
in the Archipelago, some of the people of Asia, and even some
of Europe, still press their children's heads out lengthwise.
.Macrocephalus, hi zoology, a genus of insects of the order

hemiptera : snout inflected ; the sheath one-valved, three-jointed, •

and furnished with three bristles ; antenna; projecting, very short,
submoniliform, clavate; head oblong, cylindrical above'; scute!
as long as the abdomen, depressed, membranaceous. The only
species is, M. cimicoides, found in North America.
MACROCNEML^M.in botany, a genus of the pentandria mo-

nogynia class and order ; ratural order. Contorts. Corolla bell-
shaped ; capsule two-celled, two-valved, with the valves gaping
outwardly at the sides ; seeds imbricate. There are three spe-
cies.

MACROCOLLUM, or MACROCOLUM, [from ^c»««f,
large, and xoXXeiu, I join,] among the Romans, the largest kind' of
paper then in use. It measured 16 inches, and often 24.
MACROCOSM, [^macrocosine, French ; f»ax;3; and xst...^,-,]

the whole world, or visible system, uf opposition to the micro-
cosm, or world of man.
M.VCROLOBIUM. in botany, a genus of the triandria mono-

gynia class and order ; natural order, Loinentacea'. Calyx dou-
ble, outer two-leaved, inner one-leaved ; petals five, upper one
very large, the rest small, equal

;
germ pedicelled, legume.

There are three species, all of them tall trees, natives of Guiana.
MACROPYRENIUM, in natural history, a gemn of fossils

consisting of crustated septaria?, \\'ith a long nucleus standing out
at each end ot the mass.

MACROTELOSTYL.'\, in natural history, a genus of crys-
tals, composed of two pyramids joined to the end of a column ;

both pyramids and column being hexangular, and the whole body
consequently composed of 18 planes.

MACTA'TION, [mactatio, Lat.] the act of killing Uie sacrl-

* U ^
fice;
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fice ; it wa? perfoFmtd either by the priest himself, or some of his

|

inferior olficers, called pops," agones, ciiltrarii, and victimarii ; i

but, before the beast was killed, the priest turning hiniselt to the I

r.ast, drew a crooked line with hi« knife, from the forehead to the
|

tail. Anion,; the t-Jreeks, this ceremony was performed most
|

romm.-iiily bv tlie priest, or, in hi.- absence, by the mo>t honour-
|

able person present. If the sacrilice was offered to the cele!,tial

eods, tlie victim's throat was bent np towards heaven; if to the

i'nfernal, or to heroes, it was killed with its throat towards the

gronnd. The manner of killing the animal was by a stroke on the

head, and after it was t'allen, "thrusting a knife into its thro;it.

Much notice w.is taken, and prood or ill success predicted, from

the struggles of the beast, or its ciuiet submission to the blow,

from thellowing of the blood, and the Kngtii of the time it lived

after the fall, &:c.

.MACTRA, in natural history, a genus of the class vermes,

-ind order testacea. Aminal, a" telhys; shell bivalve, sides un-

equal ; middle-tooth ofthehinp-e complicated, with a small hol-

low ou each side ; lateral ones inserted into each other. Twenty-

seven species are enumerated.

MACUL.iE, in astronomy, dark spots appearing on the lumi-

nous surfaces of the sun and'moon, and even some of the planets.

See Astronomy.
MACUNA, one of the Navigator's Wands, in the S. Pacific

Ocean. Lou. Ib9. t) W. Lat. 14. 19- S.

MADACtASCAK, the largest of the j^frican islands, is situated

between 43° and 51° of Lon.'E. ::nd between 12° and 'iO'^Lat. S.

CNtending in length near 1000 miles from N. N. E. to S. S. U.
and about .300 m breadth where broadest. Thi- island according

to many learned geograpliers, is the Cerne of ITiny, and the Me-
nuthiasle of Ptofemy. It was discovered in IJOij by Laurence

Almeyda; but the Persians and the Arabians were accpiainted with

It froin time immemorial, under the name of Serandib. Alphoiiso

Albukerque ordered Kiiy Pereira dy Conlhinto to \ isit the in-

terior parts, and that general intrusted Tristan d'Aeunha with the

survey. The Portuguese called it the island of St.^ Laurence ;

the French, who visited it in the reign of Henry IV. named it

Isle Dauphine ; its proper name is Mudegasse, now, by common
consent, Madagascar. The cliiViate of this island is unconimonly

line. It is every where watered by rivers and rivulets which rise

from a long chain of mountains that runs through its wdiole extent

from E. to W. The two highest promontories are called Viva-

gora and Botistmene. These mountains, according to the Abbe
Kochon, contain a variety of precious minerals and useful fossils.

The soil is so fertile, th'at the inhalntants scarce need to stir the

ground with a rake. They scrape little lioles at a small distance

ii-om each other, into which they scatter a few grains of rice, and

•cover them with their feet ; and so great is the fertility, that tlie

lands sowu in this careless manner produce an hundred told. The
forests present a prodigious variety of the most useful and beauti-

ful Irees ; ebonv, wood for dyeing, bamboos of an enormous thick-

ness, and palm'-trees of every kind. Tlie timber used in ship-

building is as common a>. those kinds so uuicli prized by the cabi-

net-maker. Besides the aromatic and medicinal herbs which

abound in the forests, the island produces flax and hemp of a

length and strength which surpass any in Europe. Sugar, wax,

hoiiej, tobacco, indigo, white pepper, gum-lac, ambergris, silk,

and cotton, would long since have been objects of commerce, if

the Europeans had furnished the inhabitants with the necessary

instruction and instruments for preparing and improving these

productions. "The sugar-canes are much larger and liner than auy

in the West Indies ; being as thick as a man's wrist, and so full of

juice, that a foot of theui will weigh two pounds. One of tliem

will sup\)Oit a traveller for two or three days. Here are also plenty

of tamarinds ; and such quantities of limes and oranges, that very

lar.ge casks may be filled with their juices at a trifiing expence, as

they may be purchased for iron-pots, muskets, powder, ball, &c.

While Admiral Watson's squadron staid herein 1754, Mr. Ives

preserved about half a hogshead of those juices, which proved

afterwards of great service to the sh'ip's crews. But no good wa-

ter is to be had at St. Augustine, in the S. W. part of the island,

where ships usually touch, unless boats are sent for it four or five

miles up the river. Thgre are great abundance and variety of

provisions of everv kind, which a fiiis climate aufi fertile soil can

produce. Tl»e oxen are large and fat: and the sheep differ little

from the goats. Vast quantities of locusts rise here from the low lancl<

in thick clouds, extending sometimes to an incredible length and
breadth. 1 he natives eat these insects, and even prefer them to

their hnest fi>h.

MADDER. See Rubia.
Madder, Little Field. See Sh(.r.\kdia.

M.\DDf:R, Petty. See CRUciANfLLA.
MADEIRA, the largest of the Madeira Islands, from which

the rest take their name, is about 55 English miles long, and 10

miles broad ; and was tirst discovered on the 2d July, in 1419, by
Joao Gonzales Zarco. It is divided into two capitanias, or govern-
ments, named Funchaland Maxico, from their chief towns. The
climate is excellent, the weather in general mild and temperate;
in summer, the heat is very moderate on the higher parts of the

island, and in winter the snow remains there for several days.

The mhabitants are of a tawny colour,, and well sliaped ; thoiigl;

they have large feet, owing to the efforts they make in climbing
the craggy parts of this mountainous country- Their faces are ob-

long, their eyes dark ; their black hair naturally falls in ringlets,

and begins to crisp in some individuals, which may be owing t<

intermarriages with negroes; in general, they are hard-featured,

but not disagreeable. Their women are irequently ill-lavoured

They are small, have prominent cheek-bones, large feet, an un-

graceful gait, and the colour of the darkest brunette. T lie ju.s

proportiiai of the body, the fine ibrin of tiieir hands, and theii

large lively eyes, in some measuie compensate tor these defects,

Madeira consists of one larse mountain, which rises every wherf
from the sea towards the centre of the ishmd, converging to tht

summit, in the midst of which is an excavation, called iheVa
by the inhabitants, always covered with a fresh and delicate her-

bage. From the calcined appearance and the soil, it seems pro
bable that the island has been formerly a volcano, and, that tht

Val was its crater. Their supply of water is very scanty and ai

this article is absolutely necessary to the vineyards, it is not with-

out great expence that a new vineyard can lie planted ; for tli(

maintenance of which, the owners must purchase water at a higl

price, from those who are constantly supplied with it. \\ lu-revc,

a level piece of ground can be contrived in the higher hills, tlit

natives make plantations of eddocs inclosed by a dike to cause;
stagnation, as that plant succeeds best in swampy ground. Tht
h'aves serve as food for hogs, and the country people eat the roots

The sweet potatoe too, is cultivated, and makes a principal arti

cle of diet ; together with chesnuts, w hich grow in extensive woods
on the higher parts of the island, where the vine will not thrive

Wheat and barley are likewise sown m spots where the vines ar(

decaying through age, or where they are newly planted. But tin

crops do not produce above three months provisions ; the inhabi

tants are therefore obliged to have recourse to other food, beside
importing considerable (|uantities of corn from N. America in ex
change for wine. Tiie chief jjroduce of Madeira is the wine, fron

which it has acquired fame and support. Wlicrevcr the soil, ex
posure, and supply of water, will admit of it, the vine is cultivat

ed. One or more walks, about a yard or two wide, interseci

each vineyard, and are inclosed by stone-walls two fe<-t high

Along these walks, which are arched over with laths about sevei

feet high, they erect wooden pillars at regular distances, to suppor
a lattice-work of bamboos, which slopes down from both sides o
the walk, till it is only afoot and a half or two feet high, in whicl
elevation it extends over tiie whole vineyard. .The vines are ii

this manner supported from the ground, and the people have roon
to root out the weeds which spring up between them. In the sea-

son of the vintage, they creep under, this lattice-work, cut off thi

grapes, and lay them into baskets; some bunches of these grape;

weigh 6lb. and upwards. This method of keeping the grouiu
clean and moist, and ripening the grapes in the shade, contributei

to give the Madeira wines tliat excellent flavour and body foi

which they are remarkable. The owners of vineyards are, how-
ever, obliged to allot a certain spot of ground (or the growth o
bamboos ; lor the lattice-work cannot be made without them ; an<

some vineyards lie quite neglected for want of this useful reed
The inclosures of the vineyards consist of walls, and hedges o
prickly ]5ear, pomegranates, myrtles, brambles, and wild roses

The gardens produce peaches, apricots, quinces, apples, peaR
walnuts, chesnuts, and many other European fruits ; togethe
with some tropical plants, such as bananas, goavas, and pjiie-ap-

ples
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pies. All the comiium ilomfitic iiiiimals ot Eiirope are foiiiul at

Sladfira ; ami iheir niuUoii and Ijotf, though snuill, is very w.-ll

tasted. The wild aiimiala ol tin; leathured tribt; arc miiiK-ruus
;

but ol' wild qii.idriipfds, iheri; is (;iily tlu> coinmoii i;rt'y rabbit.

Tiukeys, Rcwe, ducks, ami hens, are very rare. There are no
snakes, but all the houses, vineyards, and c;arflens, swann wilh

lizards; which they catcli by iuuidreds in brass-kettles, as, when
once they are in, thev cannot c;et ovit again troni the smoothness

of tiie insides. The shores ol iNJadeira, and, the neighbouring S„l-

vages and Desertas, are not without tish ; but as tliey are not in

plenty enough lor the rigid observance of Lent, pickled herrings

are brought t'roiii Goltenburgiln English bottoms, and sailed cod
from New York and other American ports, to ^upply the deli-

ciency.

Madeiras, a cluster of islinds in the Atlantic ocean in W.
Long. Hi" and betsveen 32" and 33" N. Lat.

MADIAK, in ancient geography, a town of Arabia Petra.-a,

near the Arnan ; so called troin one of the sons of Abraham by

Kelurah ; in ruins in Jeromt's time.

M.\DIAN. Sr.E MiDIAN.
MADNES.S, Caninl. See Hydrophobia, and Mldi-

CINE.
M.VDOX, Thomas, a learned and indefatigable English Anti-

quary, of the eighleendi century, born in the seventeenth, but of

whose birth, birth-place, family, and death, we liiid nothing on re-

cord. Palroni/.ed by tlie learned Lord Isomers, lie published, in

1702, " A Collection ol Anli(]ue Chailers and Instruments, taken

from the Originals, from the Norman Conquest to the End of the

Beigii of Henry VIIL" In 1711, he published a work of still

more importance, viz. "Tlie History and Antiquities of the

-ExchequeroflheKings of England, liom theConquest to the end of

tlielieignof Edward IL" &c. in fol. which was reprinted in 1769,
in 4to. This was dedicated to Queen Anne, with a hmg prefatory

epistle to LordSo:ners; and appears to have procured him the
' oflice of Historiographer Royal. His last work was " Firma

Burgi, or aTIistoricai Essay concerning the Cities, 'Eowns, and
Boroughs, of England;" dedicated to King George L He aNo
compiled a valuable " Collection of Transcripls, in 94 vols. fol.

and 4to. consisting chiefly of Extracts from Records in the Ex-
chequer, the Rolls in the I'ower, the Cottonian Library," &c. in-

tended to alFord materials for a Feudal History of England from
the earliest times. These volumes, which cost him thirty years

labour, were presented by his widow to the British Musicum ; and
Mr. -''Lidox often said, that, when young, he would have given

1500 guineas for them.
MADRAS, or FORT ST. GEORGE, a to«n and fort of Hin-

iloostan, on the coast of Coromandel, built by Sir \V. Langhorne,
in 1640, by order of the English F.a^t India Company, in the

reign of Charles II. It fronts the sea, and has a salt-water river

on its back-side, which hinders tiie fresh-waler springs from com-
ing near the town, so that they have no good water within a mile.

In the rainy seasons it is incommoded by inundations; and from
April to September, the heal would be intolerable were it not tor

the sea-bceezes. It consists of two towns; one, called the \V'hite

Town, is walled round, has several bulwarks and bastions ; is 400
paces long and 1 jO broa<!, and is divided into regular streets. It

has two churches, for Protestants, and Papists; a good hospital, a

town-hall, and a ))rison. It is incorporated, and has a n>ayor and
aldermen, &;c. The Black Town is inhabited by Gentoos, Mo-
hammedans, Jews, Portuguese, and .-Vrnieniaii Christians; each
of whom have their temples or churches. Roth are ruled bv
the English governor and his council. The diamond-mines are

only distant a week's journey, which renders them pretty plenti-

ful, but there are no large diamonds since the great one was pro-

cured by Governor Pitt. It lies 100 miles N. bv E. of Pondi-
cherry, 758 S. E. of Bombav, and 1030 S. VV. bv W. of Calcutta.

Lon. 80. 2:>. E. Lat. 13. j."N.

MADRE DE POPA, a town of South America, in Terra
Firma. Lon. 76. 0. W. Lat. 11. 0. N.
MADREPORA, in natural history, a genus of the vermes

zoophyta class and order. Animal resembling a medusa; coral

with lamellate star-shaped cavities. There are about 120 species,

separated into distinct divisions. A. composed of a single star.

B. with numerous separate stars, and continued gills. C. with

wimerous imited stars. D. oggregitc, undivided, with distinct

1

stars and poruhnis tuberculous prominent undulations. E.
hraiiche<l, with distinct stars aiifl tuberculous porulous undulations.
i'or figures of two spucits, see Plate XC\ 111.

MADliEPOUll E, a mineral lound in the valley of Russback,
in Sal/.burg, and so called from its external resemblance to ma-
ilieporo. it is found in large masses, is brittle and moderately
heavy. Its component paitsare,

Carbonati; of Imie (J3.00

Carbonate of magnesia 0.50
Carbonate of iron 2.25
Charcoal 50
Silica 4.50

99.75
Loss 25

1 00

M.\DR1D, a town of Spain, in New Caslile, capital of the
kingilom, situated in Lon. 3. 20. W. Lat. 40. 26. N, It stands in

the centre of a large plain, surrounded with mountains, and in the
very heart of Spain, en the banks of the Man/.anares. The citv is,

in general, well laid out; the streets are wide, clean, and well
paved; and the houses lofty, but built of brick, with lattice-win-

dous, excepting those of tiie rich, which are of glass; only, dur-
ing the summer-heats, they use gauze, to let in the freJi air.

There are two stately briilges over the Mauzanares, and many
magiiilicent churches, convents, hospitals, and palaces. At the
E. end of the town is the Prado, a delightful plain, planted with
regular rows of poplar-trees, and watered with main fountains;

where the inhabitants of all rank? resort. Tiie principal sipiarc is

the Plaza Mayor, which is 1536 feet in circuit, and is surrounderl
with piazzas, and 156 elegant and lolly houses, tive stories high.

.Madrid lies 265 miles N. E. of Lisbon,' 590 S. by W. of London,
625 S. S. W. of Paris, and 750 N. W. of Roiue. Lon. 3. 39. \V.

Lat. 40. 25. N.
Madrid, New, a town of Louisiana, M . of the .Mississippi,

Lon. 89. 50. W. Lat. 30. 36. N.
MADRIER, in the military art, a long and broad plank of

wood, used tor supporting th€ earth in mining and carrying on u
sap, and in making coffers, caponiers, galleries, and for many
other uses at a siege. Madriers are also used to cover thi- moulhs
of petards after they are loaded, and are fixed with llie petards to

the gates or other places dcsiaiieil to be forced open.

M.\DlR.-\, a province of Hindostan, sixty miles long and
fifty broad, bounded on the E. by Tanjourand Marava ; S. E. by
the sea; \V. by the Balagate mountains, which separate it froiii

Malabar, and N. by A'isiaponr and C'arnate. The chief commo-
dities are rice, elephants teeth, and cotton-cloth; of which last.ii

great deal is mavie, very fine. The Dutch have a rich pearl-

fishery.

M.ADL'RA, the capital of the abov-.; province, 182 miles S. S. E,
of Seringapatam, and 236 S. S. \V. of Madras. Lon. 78. II. Ej
Lat. 9. 50. N.
Madura, an island, with ils capilal, in tlie East Indian Ocean,

,

seventy-five mdes loug, and from nine to fifteen broad; very fer-

tile in rice, and containing three provinces. Lon. 112. 49. E.
Lat. 7. 5. S.

MADWORT. See Alysum.
M.EANUER, in ancient geography, a celebrated river of Asia

Minor, rising near Ca'la'n.x". It Hows through Caria and Ionia

into the jEgean sea between Miletus and Priene, after receiving

the waters of the Marsyas, Lycus, Eudou, Letha-us, Ac. It is ce-

lebrated among the poets for its numerous windings, which amount
to not less than 600; and hence all windings are called ma-andei'S.

MiEAT.E, or M.EATS, an ancient people of Britain, who in-

habited the micliUe-part of the island, and hence are styled by Dr.
Anderson, in his Royal Genealogies, the Mid-land Britons.

M-ECENAS, C.Aius Cilxius, llie great friend and counsellor

of Augustus, and the celebrated and liberal patron and protector

of meii of letters. He was descended from the kings of Etruria,

but his immediate forefather^ were only of the equestrian order.

He is supposed to have been born at Rome, as his family lived

there; but nothing is known of him |)revious to the <leath of

Ca-sar, A. U.C. 709; wlica Oclavius CrsarweiK to Rome, to

take
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tcke possession of his uncle's inlieritance; and Ma;cenas became
fir^t publicly known. From that time he accompanied him
through all his fortunes, and was his adviser upon all occasions, so

that Piedo Albinovanus called him C'lesar's right-hand. In

A. U. C. 710, Maecenas distinguished hiniself by his courage and

niilitarv skill at tlie bartlc of Modena, as he did afterwards at Plii-

lippi. "After this last battle began his memorable friendship with

liorace, who was a tribune in the army of lirutns, and was taken

prisoner. Mivcenas recommended him to Augustus, who restor-

ed to him his estate witli no small additions. Mxcenas, alter the

civil wars, indulged himself at vacant hours in literary amuse-

nients, and the conversation of men of letters. His house was

oj)en to all the learned of his time ; \ irgil, Horace, Propertius,

Varius, Fundarius, Fuscus Aristius, Plotius 'I'ucca, V'algins, Asi-

nius PoUio, and many others. lie died in the year S B. C or

745 A. U. C But his name will ever bo venerated by men of

letters, on account of the disinterested patronage and support he

gave to all the wits and learned men of his time, whence his name
has become almost an appellative for a patron of learning and ge-

nius. He wrote some tragedies, and several other works, which

are all lost.

MAELSTROM, a very dangerous whirlpool on the coast of

>sorway, province of Nordland, and district of Lofiiden, near the

island of Moskoe, whence it also has its name of Moskoe-slrom.

Of this amazing whnlpool, Jonas Ramus gives the following ac-

count : " The mountain of Helseggen, in Lofoden, lies a league

from the island of V^'r, and betwixt these two runs that large and

dreadful stream called Moskocstrom, from the island of Moskoe,
which is in the middle of it, together with several circumjacent

isles, as Ambaaran, half a quarter of a league N. Islesen, Hoe-
holm, Kiedholm, Suarven, iuul Butkholni. Moskoe lies about

half a quarter of a mile south of the island of Ver, and betwixt

them these small islands, Otterholm, Flimen, Sandflescn, Stock-

holm. Betwixt Lolbdcn and Moskne, the depth of the water is

between thirty-six and forty fathoiDs ; but on the other side, to-

wards Ver, the depth decreases so as not to afford a convenient

passage fur a vessel, without the risk of splitting on the rocks, which

happens even in the calmest weather: when it is Hood, the stream

runs up the country between Lofoden and Moskoe with a boister-

ous rapidity ; but the roar of its impetuous ebb to the sea is scarcely

equalled by the loudest and most dreadful cataracts; the noise

being heard several leagues off, and the vortices or pits are of such

an extent, anil depth, thit if a ship comes within its attraction, it

is inevitably absorbed and carried down to the bottom, and there

beat to pieces against the rocks; and when the water relaxes, the

fragments are thrown up again. But these intervals of tranfiuillity

are only at the turn of the ebb and flood, in calm weather: and

last but a quarter of an hour, its violence gradually returning.

When the stream is most boisterous, and its fury heightened by a

storm, it is dangerous to come within a Norway mile of it ; boats,

ships, and ywlits, having been carried away, by not guarding

against it before they were within its reach. It likewise happens

frequently, that whales come too near the stream, and are over-

powuH'd by its violence; and then it is impossible to describe

their bowlings and bellowings in their fruitless struggles to disen-

gage themselves. A hear once altempliiig to swim troni Lofoden

to Moskoe, with a design of prejing upon the sheep at pasture in

the island, afforded the like spectacle to the people; the stream

caught him, and bore him down, whilst he roared terribly so as to

be heard on shore. Large stocks of tirs and pine-trees, after being

absorbed by the current, rise again, broken and lorn to such a de-

gree as if bristles grew on them. This plainly shews the bottom

to consist of craggy rocks, among which they are whirled to and

fro. This stream is regulated by the flux and reflux of the sea;

it being constanllv high and low water every six hours. In l64.i,

»karly in the morning of Sexagesima Sunday, it raged with such

noise and impetuosity, that on the inland of Moskoe, the very

stones of the houses tell to the ground." When this whirlpool is

agitated by a storm, its vortex will reach vessels five or six miles

distant. Lon. 10. 40. E. Lat. 63. 8. N.
MAoMACTEKIA, sacrifices offered to Jupiter at Athens, in

the winter-month Micmacterion.
.NLEMACi ERION, was the fourth month of the Athenian

year, containing twenty-nine days, and answering to the latter part

of our September, and the beginning of October;

MiKN ALUS, in ancient geography, a mountain of Arcadia sa-

cred to P.in, and greatly frequented by shepherds. It received
its name from Ma^nalus, a son of Lycaon. It was covered with
pine-trees, w liose echo and shade have been greatly celebrated by
all the ancient poets.

MjEONIA, or MffiONIA, a country of Asia Minor, forming
part of L\dia. It is watered by the Pactolas. The rest on the
sea-coast was called Lydia. See Lydia.
Mj'EONTDi-E, a name given to the Muses, because Homer,

their greatest worthiest favourite, was supposed to be a native of
MEonia-
M.tONTDES, a surname of Homer, because, according to the

opinion of some writers, he was born in Ma;onia, oi because his fa-

ther's name was Ma'on.
MAESLAND, or MAESLAND SLUYS, a town of Hol-

land, in the department of Delft, and late province of S. Holland,
ten miles W. of Rotterdam.
M.KS'IRIC'HT, a town of France, in the late Austrian Ne-

therlands, ami bishopric of Liege, now capital of the department
of the Lover Meuse. It is seated on the Maese, wliich separates

it from Wyck, with w hich it conuuunicates by a handsome bridge.

In 1330, the emperor, Charles \'. annexed it to Brabant. It re«

volted from the Spaniards in 1670, but was reduced in 1579.
Lewis XIV'. took it in 1673; but it was restored to the Dutch by
the treaty of Nimeguen, in 16T8. On the 23rd Feb. 1793, it was
bombarded by the French under General Miranda; but on the
iirjt of March was relieved by General Clairfait, who defeated the

republicans, and compelled them to raise the siege, with the loss

of t'liOO men and nine pieces ot artillery. On the 23d Sept. 1794,
it was again invested by i'00,000 French troops under General
Kh-ber, but stood a regular siege till the fourth of November,
when it suirendert-d, with its garrison of about 8000 men. Dur-
ing the bombardment, which lasted three days, about 2000 houses
were demolished. It is lifly-live miles E. of Brussels. Lon. 5,

41. E. Lat. 50. 51. N.
MAESYCK, a town of France, in the department of the Ourte,

and late bishopric of Liege, eight miles S. W . of Ruremond.
MAGADOXO, a kmgtlom of Africa, with its capital on the

coast of Ajan. Lon. 45. 15. E. Lat. 3. 0. N.
MAGAS, [t'lom /.layaji/siv, to sing or play in unison or octave,]

a musical instrument in use among the ancients. There were two
kinds of magades, the one a stringed instrument, formed of twenty
cliords arranged in pairs, and tuned to unison or octave, so that

they yielded ten sounds; the invention whereof is ascribed by
some to Sappho; by others, to the Lydians; and by some, to Ti-
motheus of Miletus. The other was a kind of flute, which at the
same time yielded very high and very low notes.

MAGAZINE, \maclisan, Arab, a treasure,] a place in which
stores are kept, or arms, ammunition, provisions, &c. Every
fortified town ought to be furnished with a large magazine, which
should contain stores of all kinds, sufficient to enable the garrison

and inhabitants to hold out a long siege, and in which smiths, car-

penter'^, wlieel-w rights, bakers, &c. may be employed in making
every thing belonging to the artillery, as carriages, waggons, &c.

Mac;a7,ine, on ship-board, is a close room or store-house, built

in the fore or aft-part of the hold, to contain the gunpowder used
in battle. This, apartment is st.-ongly secui'e<l against tire, and no
person is allowed to enter it with a lamp or candle; it is therefore

lighted, as occasion retiuires, by the candles or lamps in the light-

room contiguous to it.

Magazine, Powder, is that where the gunpowder Is kept in

very large tpiantities. Authors dilTer greatly both with regard to

the situation and construction; but all agree, that they ought to
be arched and bomb-proof. In fortifications, they are frequently

placed in the rampart; but of late they have been built in differ-

ent parts of the town. The fir-t powder-magazines were made
with Gothic arches: but M. Vauban, finding tlieiii too weak,
constructed them in a semi-circular form ; whose dimensions are
sixty feet long within, and twenty-five broad ; the foundations are
eight or nine feet thick, and eight feet high from the foundation

to the spring of the arch; the floor is two feet from the ground,
which keeps it from dampness. An engineer of great experience
some time ago had observed, that after the centres of semi-circular

arches are struck, they settle at the crown and rise up at the
hanches, even w ith a straight horizontal extrados, and still niuch

wore
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more so in powder-niagnz^nes, whose outside at top is Ibruied lil<e I

the roof of a house, b_v two inclined planes joining in an angle
j

over the top of the arch, to give a proper descent to the rain ; i

which etTects are exactly what might be expected agreeable to the

true theory of arches. Now, as this shrinkinij of the arches must

be attended with very ill consequences, by breaking the texture

of the cement alter it has been in some degree dried, and also by
opening the joints of the voussoirsaf one end, so a remedy is pro-

vided for this inconvenience with regard to bridges, by the arch of

equilibration in the late Dr. Mutton's book on bridges; but as the

ill effect is much greater in powder-magazines, the same ingenious

gentleman proposed to firid an arch of equilibration for them also,

and to construct it v^hen the span is twenty feet, the pitch or

height ten (whirh are the same dimensions as the semi-circle), tlie

inclined exterior « nils at top forming an angle of 1 13 degrees,

and the height of their angular point above the top of the arrh

equal to seven feet. This curious que>tion was answered in 1775

by the Rev. Mr. Wildbore. See Ilutlon's Micellanea Mathe-
niatica, page 2(53.

Magazines, Literary; a well known species of periodical

publications, of w hich the first that appeared was the Gentleman's,

set on foot by Mr Edward Cave, in 1731. This, as Dr. Kippis

observes, " may be considered as something of an epocha in the

literary history of this country. The periodical performances be-

fore that time were almost wholly conhned to political transac-

tions, and to foreign .ind domestic occurrences; but the monthly
magazines have opened a way for every kind of enquiry arid in-

formation. The intelligence and discussion contained in them ore

very extensive and various ; and they have been the means of dif-

fusing a general habit of reading through the nation, which in a

certain degree hath enlarged the pjblic understanding. Many
young authors, who have afterwards risen to considerable emi-
nence in the liter.uy wurhJ, have here made their first attempts in

composition. Here too are preservi-d a multitude of ciirious and
useful hints, observatioiH, and facts, which otherwise might have
never appeared ; or if llieyJiad appeared in a more evanescent

form, would have incuired the danger of being lost."

MAGDALEN ISLANDS, a cluster of islands in the Gulf of

St. Lawrence; fourteen leaaues N. W. of Cape Breton. The
largest lies in Lon. 61. 20. W'. Lat. 47. i.'5. N.
Magdales, Keugiovs of St. or Magdaxekettes, a name

given to divers communities of imii*, consisting generally of peni-

tent courtezans. Such are those at Melz, established in 1452;
those at Paris, in 1492; those at Naples, first established in 1324,

and endowed by Queen Sancha; and those of Kouen and Bour-
deaux, which had their original among those of Paris in 161S.

MAGDALENA, one of the Marquesas Islands, abcut five

leagues in circuit. Lon. 13S. 49. \\'. Lat. 10. 25. S.

MAGDEBURG, a late duchy of Germany, in Lower
Saxony; bounded on the N. by Mecklenburgh; S. and S. W.
by the principality of Anhalt and Halberstadt, E. by Up-
per Saxony and Brandenburgh; and W. by the duchy of Wolfen-
buttle. Tills country is, for the most part, level ; but sandy,
marshy, or overgrown with woods. There are salt-springs in it so

rich, that tl-.ey are sufli< lent to supply all Germany with salt.

'J'he Holz circle is the most fruitful part of it. In the Saale circle,

where wood is scarce, there is pit-coal: and at Rothenburg is a

<opper-mine. The duchy is well watered by the Elbe, which
passes through it; and theS.inle, Ilavel, Aller, Ohre, and Elster,

either rise in, or wash some p.irt of it, in their course. The prin-

cipal places are, Magdeburg, Halle, and Glauche.
M.AGDEBURG, the capital of the above duchy, as well as of

Lower Saxony, and formerly of all Germany, is forty miles '\V.

of Brandenburgh, and 125 S. E. of Hamburg. Lon. 11. 45. E.
I^t. 52. 1 I. N.
M.AGELI.AN, Ferdinand, a celebrated Portuguese mariner

in the sixteentli century. He went into the service of the emperor
Charles V. and sailed from Seville with five vessels in 1519, when
he discovered and passed through the strait to which he gave
his name,aud sailed through the S.Sea to theLadroneIslands,where,
according to souie, he was poisoned in 1520: though others sav

that he was killed in a mutiny of his people ;n the Island of Mu-
tan, on account of his severity. His voyage round the world was
written by one on board, and has been often printed in English.

Mac-eii.^s, Straits of, a narrow passage bet\Yeen Terra del

vol. HI.—NO. 130.

Fiicgo, and the S. cxire.r.ily of Amciica, lirst discovered by .Ma-
gellan.

MAGELLANIA, or TERRA MAGEU.ANICA, a vast

tract of land in South America, extending from the province of
Rio de la Plata, to the utmost verge of the South Continent: viz.

from Lat 35' lo54°S. It is bounded on the N. by Chili and
Cuyo; E. by the Pacific Ocean; S. by the Straits of Magel-
lan; and W. by the South Sea and Cliili. Magellan discovered
only Cape ^irgin :uid Desire ; but the Missionaries have disco-

vered several ditVerent nations in tiiis country; particularly the

Chuniansand Huillans. The former inhabit tiie country and se-

veral islands N. of tlie latter; who dwrll near Magellan's Straits.

The Chunians are tyrannised over, hunted, and sold for slaves, by
the Huillans. The soil is barren; the climate cold and inhospi-

table; the E. I oasts are m:irshv.

MAGGIOKA, MAGGIORE, or LOCARNO, LAKE, or

LAKE MAJOR, a lake lying partly in Italy, and partly in Swis-
serland, thirty-live miles long and six broad. It abounds with
trout, perches, &c.
MAGGOT, the common name of the fly-worm generated in

flesh, from the egg of the large blue flesh-flv, known under the

name of blue-botlie. lis body is white and fleshy, destitute of

legs or feet, and composed of a number of rings, similar to those
of caterpillars ; and the insect is capable of assuming various

ligurcs, being at times more or less extended in length, and con-
setiuently of a greater or smaller size, according to its difierent

contraction. Although we arc net accpiainted with any remedy,
by which meat or cheese infested with maggots maybe lecovered,
and rendered fit for use, yetwesluU suggest a simple expedient
for preventing the generation of such vermin. In hot climates,,

where the flesh of animals undergoes putrefaction within a few
hours, it w ill be atlviseable to cover the meat with the leaves of the

Swallow-wort (Stapelia variegata and h.ii-suta), natives of Africa;

or with those of tlie Fetid Goose-foot or Orache (Chenopodiuni
oliduni), either of which possess a very fetid smell, that attracts

the ovipiuous flies to deposit their eggs on these leaves, mistaking
them for putrid flesh ; but, as the young brood cannot subsist on
vegetable food, they speedily perish. Funke remarks, that a
couple of flies, according to a probable computation, may produce
in one year, two millions of descendants. See MusCA.
MAGI, or MAGIAXS, an ancient religious sect in PeRia, and

other eastern countries, who maintained that there were two prin-

ciples, one the cause of all good, the oilier the cause of all evil:

and, abominating the adoration of images, they worshipped God
only by fire ; which they looked upSn as the brightest and most
glorious symbol of Oromasdes, or the good God ; as darkness is

the truest symbol of Ariiuanius, or the evil god. 'Fhis religion

was reformed by Zoroaster, who maintained that there was one
supreme independent Being; and under him two principles or an-

gels, one the angel of goodness and light, and the other of evil

and darkness: lli.u there is a perpetual struggle between them,
which shall last to the end of the world ; th.at then the angel of

darkness and his disciples shall go into a world of their own, where
they shall be punished in everlasting darkness; and the angel of

light and his disciples shall go into a world of their own, where
liiey shall be rewarded in everlasting light. The priests of the

magi were the most skilful mathematicians and philosophers of the

ages ill which they lived, insomuch that a learned man ar.d a ma-
giaii became ei|uivalent terms. The vulgar looked on their

knowledge as supernatural ; and hence those who practised wick-
ed and mischievous arts, taking upon themselves the name of nia-

gians, drew on it that ill signilication which the word magiciaii

now bears among us. This sect still subsists under the denomina-
tion of Gaurs or Gabres, in Persia, where they watch the sacred

lire with the greatest care, and never sufler it to be extinguished.

MAGIC, [|ix»,>ii~., Gr.] in Tts ancient sense, is the science or

; discipline and doctrine of the magi, or wise men of Persia. See
^ Magi.

.

1

Maoic, in a modern sense, i3 a science which teaches to |)er|

form wonderful and surprising efiects. The word originally cari

ried with It a very innocent, and even a laudable, meaning; being

used purely to signify the study of wisdom, and the more sublime

parts of knowledge; but as the ancient magi engaged also in astro-

logy, divination, sorcery, &c. the term magic in time became odi-

ous, and was only used to siguiS- an unlawful and diaboli#al kind

4 X
' "

'
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of scieiiCK, cli.'pcncliiig uii llic a.-.sir;tai:cc ol Uie devil and di-parted

souls. A(;ri|i;);i divides iiiiigic into tlircf kinds ; viz. iiaUiral, ce-

Jcsl al. and 0(-rt;inoiiiLd, or si.i|j<;rtililioiis.

I. Magic, Celkstiai., feorder.s nearly on judicial astrology:

it attributes to spiiits a kind of rule or doniiniun over the ])biifts,

.and to i>!anets a doniiiiinn over men; and on lliesc pruieipleb

builds a ridiculous kind of system.

If. Magic, Natur.vl, is the application of natural active eau>es

to ])as5ive subjects; by means wiiereof many surprising, but yet

natural, elTects are produced. In this way many of ouV experi-

ments in natural philosopliy, especially those of electricity, optics,

aiid i!ia|;nelisni, have a kind of magical appearance, and among the

ifsnorajil and credulous might easily pass foi miracles. .Such,

without doubt, have been some of those miracles wrought by an-

cient magicians, whose knowledge of the various powers ol nature,

there is n'asoii to believe, was niucli greater than modern vanity

will sometimes allow. Baptista Porto has a treatise of natural ina-

gic, or of secrets for performing very extraordinary things by na-

tural causes. The natural magic of the Chaldeans was nothing

but the knowledge of the powers of simples and nVmerals.

in. Mac;ic, Superstitious, or Goktic, consists of the invo-

cation of devils. Its objects and effects are diabolical in tlie

extreme, so as to exceed the usual powers of nature; and is pro-

duced by viitiie of some compact, either tacit or express, with

evil spirits. This species of magic appears to have had its origin

in Egypt, the native country of paganism. The lirst magicians

•iientioned in history were Egyptians; and that people, so famed
for early wisdom, believed not oidy in the existence of da-mons,

the great agents in magic, but aUo th.at different orders of those

spirits presided over the elements of earth, air, lire, and water, as

well as over the persons and alfairs of men. Hence they ascribed

every disease with which they were alilicted to the immediate
agency of some evil d.Tmon. Wiien any person was seized witli a

iever, for instance, they did not thiid\ it necessary to search for any
natural cause ol the disease ; it was imme<lialely attributed to some
d;emon, which had taken posses>ion of the bcrdv of the patient,

and could not be ejct ted but by charms and incantations. 'J'lial

magicians could not only cure the sick, but indict diseases, and
work miracles, by means of their subservient d;vmon«, w.is univer-

sally believed. Ancient writers are ftdl of the wonders which
they performed.
Magic Lantern. See Optics.
Magic Square, a sc]uare figure, formed of a scries of num-

bers in mathematical proportion ; so disposed in parallel and equal
ranks, as that tiie sums of each row, taken either perpendicularly,

horizontally, or diagonally, are c(|ual. Let the several numbers
which compose any '•i|uare number (for instance, I, C?, 3, 4, 5, 6,

&:c. to 36, inclusive, tlie square numl)er) be di-posed in their na-

tural order, after each other in a stjuare figure of thirty-six cells,

each in its cell ; if now you change the order of these numbers,
and dispose them in the cells in such manner as that the six num-
bers which till an horizontal rank of cells, being added together,

shall make the same sum with the six numbers in any other rank
of the cells, whether horizontal or vertical, and even the same
number with the six in each of the two diagonal-ranks; this dis-

position of numbers is called a magic square, in opposition to the

jbrmer disposition, which is called a natural square. See the

Jigures following:
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. .i^l<aJ «>V takini^ all ttie numbers that fill a sqtuirc, for instance

3o siitcoisivc niinvhcri, wliicli would fill all liie culls of a na-

.1 square wliosR sitie Is 6, lu- only takes as ir.aiiv succt-s-ive

i .ibers as tl'-c-rc are iii.ils in tin- side o7 llie square, wliicli^ in tins

.
, e are iix ; and thi-se six lumibers alone lie disposes iuMicii iiv.sn-

r in tlie 3o cfIN, that ilone of them are twice repeated in Ihe

-.0 rank, wliullier it be horizontal, vertical, or diagonal ; wliciice

>,;lows, tliat all the ranks, taken all the ways possible, must al-

•., make the smne sum, uhich NI. Poignard tails repeated pro-

^.osion. '2. Instead 6i being conlined to take these numbers ac-

( ordnig to the series and succession of tlie natural luiiiibeis, that

j,, in ail arithmetical profrression, he takes tliem likewise in a geo-

i.ieliical pio.^ression, and even in an harninnical progression. But

v.itli tlle^e two last propjressions the magic niu-l necessarily be

iiiiierent to what it was: in the squares filled with numbers in

geometrical progression, it consists in this, that the product-^ of all

li.e ranks arc equal ; and in the harmonical progresjlun, the num-

bers of all the ranks continually follow that progfcssioii ; he makes

> juares of nich of tliese three progressions repeated. This book

u.-'M.Poignard, gave occasion toNl. dc la Hire to turn his thoughts

tlie same way, which he did wiih such success, that he seem-^tohave

V ell nigh completed tlie theory of magic squares, lie lirst con-

-idei-s uneven scpiare^ : all his predecessors on the subject having

found the construction of even ones by much the more dil.i-

rult; for which reason M. de la Hire reserves those for the last,

i his excess of diflicully may arise partly from hence, that the

numbers are taken in arithmetical progression. Now in that pro-

gression, if the number of terms be uneven, that in the middle has

biiiue properties, which may be of service ; for in^tance, being

ji-.ulliplieil by the number of terms in the progression, the product

is equal to I lie sum of all the terms. M. de la Hire proposes a

general method for uneven squares, which has some similitude

^vith the theory of compound motions, so useful and fertile in me-

chanics. As that consists in decompounding motions, and resolv-

ii.g them into otliers more simple; so does M. de la Hire's me-

thod consist in resolving the sijuare that is to be constructed into

two simple and primitive squares. It must be owneit, however,

it is not quite so easy to conceive those two simple and primitive

squares in the compound or perfect square, as in an obli<|ue mo-
tion to imagine a parallel and perpendiculai one. As to the even

squares, he constructs them like the uneven ones, by two primi-

tive squares ; but the construction of primitives is different in ge-

reral, and may be so a great number of ways : and those general

ditlerences admit of a great number of particular variations, which

give as many dilferent constructions of the same even square. It

scarce seems possible to determine exactly, either how many ge-

neral differences there may be between the construction of the

primitive scpiares of an even square and an uneven one, nor how
many particular variations each general ditl'erence may admit of;

and, of consequence, we are still far from being able to determine

the number of different constructions of all those that may be

made by the primitive scpiares. We shall treat of M. de la

Hire's methods of constructing se^uares with even and odd roots,

in the subsequent part of this article, after we have lirst touched

upon the discoveries of the ancients upon this subject.

Of Odd Magic Squares,

There are several rules for the construction of these squares

;

hut the most convenient is that which, according to M. de la

Loubere, is employed by the Indians of Surat, among whom ma-

gic squares seem to be held in as much estimation as they were

formerlv among the ancient visionaries before-mentioned. We
shall here suppose an odd square, the root of which is 7, and that

it is required to fill it up with the first 49 of the natural numbers.

In this case begin by placing unity in the middle-cell of the hori-

zontal band at the top ; then proceed from left to right, ascend-

ing diagonally, and wdien you go beyond the square, transport the

next number 2 to the lowest of that vertical band to which it be-

longs ; set 3, 4, in the next cells ascending diagonally from left to

right, and as 5 would go beyond the square, transport it to the

most distant cell of the horizontal band to whicli it belongs; set

6, 7, in the next cells ascending diagonally from left to right; and

as the following cell, where 8 would fall, is already occupied by
I, place 8 immediately below 7 ; place 9, 10, in the two nex't

c«ll» ascending diagonally, as seen in the following square ; and

then, in consequence of the first rule of Iran-position, set 1 1 at lie

bottom of the sixth vertical band ; then I'J in llie next cell to 't

ascending liiagonailv from left to rigiit ; then 13, in consequi i.i ;•

of tlie second rule of lraii~pi>sit;o;!. In tlie last cell on the left ot

the fifth horizontal band ; iheii 14 in the cell iio.l tc it ascei.diug

diaijonally from lelt to right ; tlieii 1.") under it, according to the

third rule of trai!>posiiioii ; alter wliicii continue to till v.p the

cells from 1 j ascending diagonally lowi'.rds t!ie right with llu^

numbers 16, 17, 18, 19. and as you can ascend no tariher pl.ice

the following number at the bciloiivof the last vertical baud,

agreeably to the lirst rule ot transposition, and 'J I, in consequence

of the second, in the bottom-cell but one of the fir.st vertical

band ; and yj under it according toMie third, rule ; after whiili

proceed to till up the diago;.al with the numbers 'J3, 'J4, 2.^>, '.ro,

27, 'JS, and, as you can a-^ceiid no higlier, ))!ace 'jy under 5S ; il^

you proceed in tiiia manner, the leinamui
.;

cells m.iy be filled . p
without any difficulty, as seen in the subjoined square.

,
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Now construct a soi-om! gcoiiietriciil square of SI cells, in llif

first liorizoiital banii of wliicli iiiscribf tlio niulti|)li-s ot the root 9,

beginning wiili a cipher, viz. 0, y, IS, 27, 36, 45, j4, 63, 72 ; and

in ;inv order at pieaiuri', as e, gr. 36, 0, 54, 45, 9, 18, (i3, 27, 72 ;

then rill up the square in tlie same manner as the preceding, taking

care not to assume the same number in tlie series always to begin

vilh. Tims, f. gc. as in the iormer square tlie lifth figure in llie

series was taken, in the present'casc the sixth may be assumed: and

tiius we shall iiave a square of die nudtiples, as^eenin the following

figure. This i> the second component of tb.e recpiired magic

square, and is itself magic, since the sum in every band in all di-

rections is the same.
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niiJ'lle. If it be rtquired that 2 be placed in tlic centre of the

iliu-J >quare, nothing is nece'^ary in lliis case but to place C in tlic

rentre of the (ir>t square, and in the centre of the second ; and

ill like manner we must proceed for any other number which is

required to be placed in any particular cell of the tlind square;

bv taking caic so to dispose the numbers of the two first squares,

that the sum of the numbers in the two corresponding cells of ihe

lirst and second square shall amount to the number proposed to

be placed in the corresponding cell of the third square.

22
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This ingenious u;eiitleiiian seems to have carried this ciirinus

speculation tarlliei tiian anv of his ijn.'ilece,5ur3 in the same way.

He has constructed not onlv a masic Bqiiari- of squares, but hke-

wisea magic circle ot circles, olwhicli we shall give some account

for the amusement of our readers. The magic square of siiniires

is fo'rmed by dividing the great square. See the following I'gurc,,

an explanation of which is given after the Table.

A MAGIC SQUARE OF SQUARES.

\
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•i.liways to the iiiidcllc, and back to the same side again, N. B.

DiK- set of these half-diagonals and tlicir parallels may be drawn

m the same square upward and downward. Anoiiier such set

tnnv be drawn from ajiy of the other three sides.

'I'he four coriu'i-numbcrs in the great square, added to the

central niinii>ers therein, make 102S ; equal to the half-sum

ol .my vertical or horizonlal column which contains 16 numbers;

land equal to half a diagonal or its parallel.

6. If a sq\iare hole (equal in breadth to four of the little squares)

be cut in a paper, through which any of the |6 little squares \n the

'"•ii square may be seen, and the paper be laid on the great

ri>, the sum of all the 16 numbers, seen through the wliole,

,:jal to the sum of the 16 numbers in any horizontal or verti-

cil culuiiin, viz. to 2056.

Ihe magic ciicleof circles, (Plate CLIII. fig. 2,) is composed of

a HMies of numbers from 1'.' to 75 inclusive, divided into eight con-

cchtr.c circular spaces, and ranged in eight radii ofnumbers, with the

number 12 ni the centre ; which number, like the centre, is com-
Hiou to all these circular spaces, and to all the radii. The num-
bers are so placed, that the sum of all those in either of tlie con-

centric circular spaces above-mentioned, together with the central

number iJ, make 360; ecjual to the number of degrees in a cir-

cle. The numbers in eacli radius also, together with the central

number 12, make just j6'd. The rmmbers in half of any of the

above circular spaces, taken either above or below the double lio-

rizonlal line, with lialf the central number 12, make ISO; equal

to the number of degrees in a semicircle. If any four adjoining

nmnbers be taken, as if in asquare, in the radial divisions of these

circular spaces, the sum of these, with half the central number,
make ISO. There are, moreover, included, four sets of other cir-

cular spaces, bounded by circles which are eccentric w ith respect

to tlie common centre; each of these sets containing five species.

The centres of the circles which bound them are at A, B, C, and
D. The set whose centre is at A is bounded by dotted lines

;

the set whose centre is at C is bounded by lines of short uncon-
nected strokes ; and the set round D is bounded by lines of un-
connected longer strokes, to distinguish tliem from one another.

In drawing this figure by hand, the set of concentric circles should
be drawn with black ink, and the four dirterentsets of eccentric cir-

cles with four kinds of ink of different colours; as blue, red, yel-

low, and green, for distinguishing them readily from one another.

These sets of eccentric circular spaces intersect those of the
concentric, and each other ; and yet the nunibei's contained in

each of the eccentric spaces, taken all around through any of the

20 which are eccentric, make the same sum as those in the con-
centric, namely 360, when the central number 12 is added.
Their halves also, taken above or below the double horizontal line,

with half the central number, make ISO. Observe, that there is

not one of the numbers but what belongs at least to two of the
circular spaces, some to three, some to four, some to five ; and yet
they are all so placed as never to break the required number 360
in any of the 28 circular spaces within the primitive circle. To
bring these matters i[i view, all the numbers as above mentioned
are taken out, and placed in separate columns as they stand around
both the concentric and eccentric circular spaces, always begin-
ning with the outermost and ending with the innermost of each
set, and also the numbers as they stand ni the eight radii, from the
circumference to the centre ; the common central number 12
being placed the lowest in each column.

1. In the eight concentric circular spaces.

14
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MAGtSTERY, ia chemistry, is a name given to aliiioat all

pveci|)!t:ites. Magisterv ami precip'tate are synonynioiis ; but

clieinisls chieflv use pcecipilates as a general term, ami apply that

of magistery to some paiticular precipitates only which are used

ill medicine and in tlie arts ; as the magisteiies ol bisnuiib, crab's-

eye>, &c.
" AIAGLIABECHI, A.nth9N'Y, a person of great learning, and

remarkable tor an amazing memory, born at Florence in 1633.

His father died when he was only seven years old. His mother
had him taught grammar and drawing, and then put him appren-

tice to one of the best goldsmiths in Florence. When al)out six-

teen years old, his passion for learning began to shew itself; and
he laid ovit his money in buying books. Becoming acipiaintetl

with Michael Erniini, librarian to the cardinal de Mcditis, he soon

perfected himself by his assistance in tlie Latin tongue, and in a

little time became master of the Hebrew. His name soon became
famous among the learned. A prodigious memory was his distm-

guisiiing talent ; and he retained not only the sense of what he
read, but frequently the words, and the spelling. A gentleman,

to prove the force ot his memory, lent him a MS. he viai going to

print. Some time after it was returned, the gentleman, coming
to him with a molaneholy countenance, pretended it was lost, ami
requested Magliabechi to recollect what he remembered of it

;

upon wliich he wrote the whole, without missing a word. He ge-

nerally shut iiiniself up th.e whole day, and opened liis doors in the

evening to the men of letters who came to converse with him.

His attention was so absorbed by his studies, that he often forgot the

luost urgent wants of natiu'e. Cosmo III. grand duke of Flo-

rence, made him his librarian ; but he still continued negligent in

his dress, and simple in his manners. An old cloak served him
for a morning gown in the day, and for bed-cloaths at night. The
duke, however, provided for him a commodious apartment in his

palace, which he was with difficulty persuaded to take possession

of; but which he quitted four months alter, and returned to his

house. His modesty, sincerity, and benelicence, were remarkable.

He patronized men of learning ; assisted them with his advice and
information, and furnished them wiih books and MSS. He de-

tested every thing that looked like constraint; and therefore the

grand duke always dispensed with his pei'sonal attendance, and
sent him his orders in writing. Though he lived a most seden-

tary life, he reached the 81st year of his age; and died in the

midst of the public applause, enjoying, during the latter part of

liis life, such affluence as few have ever procured by their learn-

ing. He left a very hne library to the public, with a fund for its

support.

MAGLIANO, a town of Italy, in the Pope's late dominions,
and district of Sabina, 30 miles N. of Rome. Lon. \2. 35. E. Lat.

42. 25. N.
MAGNA ASSISA ELTGEN.DA is a writ anciently directed

to the sheriff for summoning four lawful knights before the justices

of assize, in order to choose twelve knights of the neighbourhood,
&.C. to pass upon the great assize between such a person plaintiff

and such a one defendant.

MAGNA CIIARTA, the great charter of the liberties of Bri-

tain, and the basis of our laws and privileges. This charter may
be said to derive its origin from king Edward the Confessor, who
granted several privileges to the church and state by charter

:

these liberties and privileges were also granted and coniirn'.ed by
king Henry I. by a celebrated great charter now lost; but
which was con6rmed or re-enacted by king Henry H. and
king John. Henry HI tlie successor of this last prince, after

Iiaving caused twelve men to make enquiry into the liberties of
England in the reign of Henry I. granted a new charter; whith
was the same lis the present magna cliarta. This he several times
confirmed, and as often broke; till, in the 37th year of his reign,

)\e went to \Ve-tminster-li:ill, and there, in the presence of the no-
bility and bishops, who held lighted candles in their hands, magna
charta was read, the king all the time holding his hand to'liis

breast, and at last solemnly swearing faithfully and inviolably to

ebserve all the things therein contained, SiC. Then the bishops
e.vtinguishing the candles, and throwing them on the ground, they
311 ctied out, "Thus let him be extinguished, and slink in hell,

who violates this thwiter." It is observed, ihat, notwithstanding
the solemnity of this confinpution, 'king Henry, the very next
year, again iuvaded the rights of his people, till the barons enter-

ed into a war against him; when, after various success, he coii

firmed this charter, and the charier of the forest, in the ."<2d ve.u

of his reign, 'i'his charter confirmed many liberties of the cUuVci',

and redressed many grievances incident to feodal tenures, of no
small moment at the time ; though now, unless considered altei

lively and with this retrospect, they seem but of trilling conceii:

But, be.sides these feodal provisions, care was also taken therein ii*

protect the subject against other oppressions, then frequently ari-,-

nig from unreasonable amercements, from illegal distresses n:

oilier process for debts or services due to the crow n, and from l! :

tyrannical abuse of the prerogative of purveyance and |)re-emi)-

tion. It fixed the forfeiture of lands for felony in the same maii-

ner as it still remains; prohibited for the future the grants of ex-r

elusive fisheries ; anil the erection of new bridges so .as to ojipress

the neighbourhood. With respect to private rights, it established

tlie testamentary j^ower of the subject over jiart of his personal
e^late, the rest being distributed among his wile and children ; it

laid down the law of dower, as it hath continued ever since ; and
prohibited the appeals of women, unless after the death of their

husbands. In matters of public police and national concern, it

enjoined an uniformity of weights and measures ; gave new eji-

couragements to commerce, by the protection of merchant
strangers; and forbade the alienation of lands in mortmain. Witli

regard to the administration of justice : besides prohibiting all de-

nials or delays of it, it fixed the court of co'mmon pleas at Westmin-
ster, that the suitoi-s might no longer be harrassed with following the

king's pei-son in all his progrcs\es ; and at the same time brought
tlie trial of issues home to the very doors of tlie freeholders, bv
directing assizes to be taken in the proper counties, and establi>li-

iiig annual circuits ; it also corrected some abuses then incident

to the trials by wager of law and of battle ; directed the regular

awarding of inquest for life or member; prohibited the king's in-

ferior ministers iVom holding [ileas of the crown, or trying any cri-

minal charge, whereby many forfeitures might otherwise have nn-«

justly accrued to the exchequer; ^nd regulated the time and place

of liolding the inferior tril)unals of justice, tiie county-court, she-

riff's torn, and court-leet. It confirmed aijd established the liber-

ties of the city of London, and all other cities, boroughs, towns,
and ports, of the kingdom. And lastly, (viliich alone would have
merited the title that it bears, of the great charter,) it protected
every individual of the nation in the free enjoyment of his life,

his liberty, and his property, unless declared to be forfeited by
the judgement of his peers or the law of the land. This excellent

charter, so equitable, and benelicial to the subject, is the most an-

cient written law in the kingdom. By the ijjth Edward I. it is

ordained, that it shall be taken as the common law ; and by the

43d Edward III. all statutes made against it are declared to be
void.

MAGNANIMITY, a greatness of mind which appears most
conspicuous in circumstances of trial and adversity. Mr. Stretch

well observes of it, in his Beauties of History, that " it is the good
sense of pride, and the noblest way of acquiring applause." It

renders tlie soulsuperior to trouble, disorder, and emotion, which
the appearance of great danger might excite ; and it is by this

(luality, that heroes maintain their tranquillity, and preserve the

free use of their reason in the most surprising and dreadful acci-

dents. It admires the same (piality in an eiiemv ; and fame, glory,

conqtiests, desire of opportunities to pardon and oblige their op-
posers, are what glow in the minds of the brave. Magnanimily
and courage are inseparable. Instances need not be quoted.

The histories of Greece, Rome, Great Britain, &c. abound with
them.
MAGNESA, or MAGNESIA, in ancient geography, a town

or district of Thessaly, at the foot of mount Pelius.

Magnesia, in ancient geograi>hy, a marilime district of Thes-
saly, lying between the S. part of the Sinus 'f'hermaicus and the
Pegasanis on the S. and to the E. of the Pelasgiotis.

Magnesia, a town of Asia Minor on the Mieander, about Ij

miles from Ephesus.

Magnesia, in chemistry, an ea.rth discovered about the begin-
ning of the 18th centurv. Dr. Black first gave a complete inves-

tigation of its nature. Alagnesia, before his time, was generally
confounded v, ith lime; he, however, by the most accurate e.ype-

riments shewed that it possessed properties dillerentfroni all the other

earths, This earth exists under the form of a white spongy pow-
7 '
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iter, soft lo till* touch, witlioiit smell, finil having a slighlly biltir

I !-le. Its S))OcilU' ;;ravil_v is 2.3. It sliu,i!tly changes vegetable

colour^ to a green. Magnesia, wheji ciiiitf pure, is infusible, though
f.vpose(l to tlie most intense heat: even in the focus of a very

jjouerful burning mirror, or in the heat excited by oxygen gas, it

' aiinot be meltetl. When made into a paste witli water it con-

vts like alumina, if exposed to a smklen heat. It is almost in-

j liable in water. There is no action between magnesia and hy-
tirogen, or carbon, and very little between it and i)hospliorus. It

ooi'.ibines readilv with the acids, and with thfm fornix neutral salts.

Of tiiese the greater niinilier are soluble orcrystallizable, and have

a bitter taste. Although magnesia exists in great abundance in

combination with other substances, it is not found native in ((uan-

tilies sufficiently large and purr tor general use. It may, liow-

ever, be prej)ared by disiolving sei)arately eipial portions of Ep-
som salt and pearl-ashes, in double their quantity of warm water,

wlien the sediment is to be strained: the two liiuiids are now to

he mixed ; adding eight times their proportion of warm water.

The whole is sulYered to boil a few minutes being carefidly stirred

with a wooden spatula, to |)rcvent the powder from adhering to

the bottom of the vessel. Now the liquid is to stand at rest, till

the heat be somewhat diminished, when it should be liltered

through a cloth, on which the magnesia will remain : lastly, it is

to be wasiied till it he totally divested of its saline taste. White
magnesia is of considerable service for preventing or removing
many disorders of children, especially of such as arc troubled with

a redundance of acid in tlie lir>t passages; fcr which purpose it

is preferable to the calcareous absorbents. But even magnesia is

frequeiUly misapplied, and ought never to be given to infauls dis-

r posed to flatulency, or where no symptoms i.( acidity can be dis-

l covered ; as it i.s otiierwise apt to lodge in the bowels, and pro-

duce obstinate costiveness ; being in itself an ii:active earth, unless

combined witlr acids. Hence it is often, and very properly, con-
joined with riiubarb ; so that children above one year old may
lai.e from five to ten grains of die foniicr, and from one to two
graiiis of Iht latter; while adults generally require one or two
scruples of magnesia, and from live to ten grains of rhubarb for a
moderate dose.

MAUNET, or LOADSTONE, a sort of ferruginous stone,

in weight and colour resembling iron-ore, tliou;.;li somewh?.t hard-

er and more heavy; endowed with various extraordinary proper-

ties, attractive, ciirectiie, ii/clinatory, SwC. Sec Magnetism.
It is also called Lapis Ileracl.vus, from Heraclea, a city of Mag-
nesia, a district of ancient Lvdia, where it is said to have been
first found, and from which it is usually supposed to hare taken
its name. Others derive the word from a shepherd named
Magnes, wlio fii-3t discovered it with the ircn of his crook on
mount Ida. It is also called Lapis N'auticus, from its use in iiavj.

gation ; arid siderites, from its attracting iron, which the Greekj
call s-iiiic®^. The magnet is usually found in iron-niines, and
sometimes in very large pieces half magnet half iron. Its colour
is dilfcrent according lo the dilTerent countries it is br<iught frcm,

Norman observes, that the best arc those brought from China and
Bengal, which are cf an irony or sanguine colour; those of Arabia
are reddish ; those of Macedonia, blackish ; and those of Hun-
gary, Germany, England, &c. the colour of unwrought iron.

Neither its figure nor bulk is determined ; being found of diilereut-

forms and sizes.

MAGNETISM.

M.iGNETISM, that power by which the loadstone is influ-

ence<l, manifesting itself by certain attractive and directive virtues,

which constitute the properties of tlie magnet. The attractive

power of the magnet w.is known to the ancients ; and is mention-

ed even I)y Plato and Euripides, who call it the Herculean-stone,

because it commands iron which subdues every thing else. But

the knowledge of its directive power, whereby it disposes its poles

along the meridian of every place, and occasions needles, pieces

cf iron, &c. touched with it, to point nearly north and south, is of

a much later dale ; though the exact time of its discovery, and
the discoverer himself, are not ascertained. The earlie.-t account
recorded of these is in 1260, when Mark Polo the Venetian is said

to have introduced the mariner's compass ; though not as an in-

'»ention of his own, but as derived from the Ciiine'e, who are said

to have had the use of it long before ; though some imagine that

the Chinese rather borrowed it from the Europeans. Flavio

Bembo, or Gioia, a Neapolitan, who lived in the lolli century, is

tisually supposed to have the bc^t title to the discovery ; though
Sir G. Wheeier mentions, that he had seen a book of astronomy
iiiurh older, w hich supposed the use of the needle ; though not as

npplied to the uses of navigation, but of astronomy. And Guyot
de Provins, an ancient French poet, who wrote about 1 ISO, makes
express mention of the loadstone and the compass ; and obliquely

hints at their use in navigation. The variation of the magnet, or

its declination from the pole, was first discovered by Seb. Cabot,
a Venetian, in 1500 ; and the variation of that variation, bv ^Ir.

Gellibrand, an Englishman, about the year lCJ2j. Lastly, the

flip or inclination of the needle, when at liberty to play vertically,

to a point beneath the horizon, was first discovered by another of

our countrymen, Mr. R. Norman, about li76.

Principal PH;EyoMENA op the Magnet.

1. A magnet, whether natural or artificial, attracts iron, and all

substances which contain it in its nietaUic state. The semimetal
called nickel, and perhaps some others, are attracted by the mag-
net, though freed from iron as much as possible.

2. If a magnet be suspended by a thread, nicely placed on a
pivot, or set to float in a bason of water, it will turn one and con-
ttanily the same side nearly towards the north pole of tlie e.irlb.

tlie other of course (urniH* towards the south. Hence these partj
of the magnet have been called its poles, taking the designations
of north and south from those parts of the world towards wh'ch
they turn. This propeily is called the polarity of the magnet ^
and when it is in the act of turning itself into this position, it is

said to traverse. A plane drawn perpendicular to the horizon
through both poles of a magnet, alter it has turned it-^elf, is called
the maanetic meriilian ; and the angle it makes with the meridian
of the place is called the declination cf the magnet or of the mag-
netic needle.

^

3. When either the north or the soutii poles of two magnets are
placed near to each other, they repel ; but a north and a south
pole attract each other.

4. A magnet placed in such a manner as to be entirely at libcr-
tv, inclines one of its poles to tlie horizon, and of <ours'e elevate*
the other above it. This property is called the inclination or dip-

j

ping of the magnet ; and is most conspicuous in artifitial magnets
or needles, which may be accurately balanced before the mannetrc
virtue is imparted to them.

°

.'). By proper manEgeniPnt any magnet may be made to com-
municate its virtue to a piece of steel or iron,'whicli virtue it will

i] retain for a longer or shorter time according to circumstances.

'I

6. Both the declination and the dip are different in dillerent parts
'I
of the earth, and neitlier of them remains the same at the same

i place in diiierent periods. Concerning this variation in the clip

i or inclination of the magnetic needle, there have been many con-
!i jectures and opinions otVered by writers on this subject ; and Ihe^
„ orists have framed theories, some of which are not a little curious
(I but none of them in any degree satisfactory, so that the knowl
il
ledge of the cause of this surprising and important pha'nomenon
still remains in darkness, and among th.e desi<|erata or the philoso-
pher. The variations are indeed so irregular and so dillerent in
different place?, that the observation^ en them allord but few data
for investigating the cause : it is evident that more than one cius*
operate in this instance : for besides the general cliange of declina-
tion arising from some unknown cause; there is a dilTerence of the
declinatitjn arising from heat, so that according to the tempera-
ture, and hence according to the time of the day, or season of thr
year, the declii;ation is found loincrease or decrease.

TKf
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The following table shews the mean declination of the needle at

diiiereiit times in Paris asid London.

Year.
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ihcr which silliures to the iiKignet, and ojiables it to siistaiii'a

!i-r weight than it would otiierwise do.

'. Soft iron af(iuiivs tlie magnetic power by being appended
magnet ; but it hists only while the iron remains in that situ-

1, vanishing as soon as the magnet and iron are separated from
1 other. With hard iron, but especially steel, the case is quite

lent; and the harder the iron or steel is, the more i^ermanent
magnetism which it acquires ; though i-i proportion to this

hardness it is diliicuit to impregnate it with the virtue.

i. The smallest natural magnets generally possesses the greatest

•ortion of attractive power; so that there have frequently been
1 magnets not weighing more than L'O or 30 grains, which

would take up 40 or 50 times their own weight but the greatest

proportion of attractive power, perhaps ever known, belonged to the

net worn bv Sir Isaac Newton in his ring. It weighed only three

H, yet was able to take up 74t) grains, or nearly 230 times its own
iit; and Mr.Cavallo has seen onewhich could not weigh more
-ix or seven grains, and yet was capable of Ufting 300. A semi-

- ..^ ular steel-magnet made by Mr. Canton, weighing one ounce
land 13 penny-weiahls, took up 90 ounces; but magnets of above
iwri pounds seldom lift more than live or six times tlieir own

It, and indeed seldom so much. It frequently happens, that

;
'i:e cut off from a large natural magnet will lift more than the

(•ione itself did when whole ; which is to be attributed to the he-

jterogenous nature of the stone itself; for if part of it be impure, it

lis plain that this must obstruct the virtue of the remainder, which
consequently must act more powerfully when the obstruction is

removed.

I

17. As the two magnetic poles taken together are capable of

lifting a much greater weight than a single one, and as they are
'generally situated in opposite parts of its surface, it has been cus-

tomary {o adapt two broad pieces of soft iron to them, letting the

pieces project on one side of the magnet ; because, in that case, the
pieces themselves being rendered magnetic, another piece of iron

could be convcnientlv adapted to their projections so as to let

both poles act in concert. 1'hs.se pieces of iron are generally held
fast upon the magnet by means of a brass or silver bo,\ ; in which
case the magnet is said to be armed, and the pieces of iron are

called its armature. For the same purpose, and to avoid the ar-

mature, artificial magnets have been commonly made in the shape
of a horse-shoe having their poles in the two extremities. This is

by far the best shape for magnets ; and the horse-shoe ones are
always more powerful than straight magnetic bars.

IS. Though, properly speaking, no magnet can have more than
two poles, viz. a north and a soutli one, yet it fretiuently happens
that botli the natural and artificial kind are divided as it were into

'everat magnets ; each of which having likewise a north and south
pole, the whole appears to have a number of poles, some of one
denomination and some of the other. This plurality of poles arises

sometimes from the shape, but more commonly from the hetero-

geneous nature, of the magnet itself: and with respect to those

which have niore than two poles, the following laws have been
observed: 1. That the parts adjacent to one pole are endowed
with a contrary polarity. 2. That the poles of one denomination
are not always ecjual in number, but that they never differ by
more than one: thus if the magnet hasfour south poles, it will either

have three, four, or i\ve north poles. Good and properly shaped
magnets, however, have only two poles directly opposite to one
inother; though in truth it is always one half, or at least a great

part of the magnet, that possess one kind of polarity, the other
iiaving the contrary kind ; the two points, which we call the poles,

ijeing only those where the attractive virtue is strongest. Those
two points, in good magnets, are joined bv a line passing through the
centre, whicli Tuie is called the axis of the magnet; and acirde,
whose plane is perpendicular to the axis encompassing the middle
ttf the magnet, is called its equator; and to complete the supposed
iimilarity between the tcrratpieous alobe and magiietical bodies,
the latter have Irequently been formed of a spherical shape, with
;he poles an<l e<piator marked upon their surface ; in which case
;hey have got the name of terrellas or small earths. On breaking
i magnet into two or thre<: parts, each one becomes a perfect mag-
let, though thev have not always an equal number of poles of the
ianie denomination. The poles of the broken pieces generally
inswer to those of the whole magnet which were nearest them",

iiougii tbii does not always hold good. The polarity of the UJag-
VOJ,. HI.—NO. 131.

net is its most valuable property, as upon it depends the con-
struction of the magnetic needle, or mariner's compass, sa useful
in navigation.

19. i'he directive, or polar power of a magnet, extends farther
than its attractive power: thus if a magnet, freely suspended, brt

placed in the neighbourhood of anoth.er, it will be found that they
can allTect each oUier's direction when their attraction towards iron
or towards each other cannot be |)erceived. This may be easily

tried by placing one of them in a sc;. le of a balance, and the other
at a distance bekiw it. To account for the curious and useful pro-
perties of the magnet several theories^ have been proposed, but
these properties depend on a cause so re'mote from the information
of our senses, that it is no wonder we have not yet had a complete
and satisfactory theory. The idea of its being occasioned by a
fluid entering in at one pole and passing out at another, took it.?

rise, and became pretty general, Irom the following experiment;
Ha\ingpiit a small artificial magnet among some iron-filings laid

upon a piece of paper, give the table a few gentle knocks with
your hand, so as to shake the filings a little, and they will dispose
of themselves as represented in fig. 1. and 2. Plate CIV.
where A B and C D represent the tv\'o poles- of the magnet, and
the dotted lines the disposition of the filings. But Mr. Cavallo
observes, that this experiment cannot be any proof of the lluid's

circulation ;
" Because if the tluid, of whatever nature it may be,

did really circulate from one pole to the other, and had any ac-

tion on the filing-, these would be all driven towards that pole
to which the liuid directed its coune. The true cause of the dis-

position of the filings is their becoming actually magnetic, and
their two extremities being possessed of contrary polarities. Now,
when there are many particles ol iron near the magnet, those whicK
touch its surface are rendered magnetic ; consec|uently they attract

other particles, and these being also rendered magnetic, attract

others, and so on, forming strings of small magnets, which gradually
increase in power as they recede from the magnetic poles, by a
little consideration it will appear, that the farthest ends of these
strings or lines which proceed from the parts adjacent to one of tb^
|)olesofthe magnet, for instance the N . are likewise possessed of
the N. polarity ; and the farthest extremities of those which pro-
ceed irom the parts adjacent to the S. pole of the magnet, are

possessed of the S. polarity : hence, when they come sutficiemly
near, they attract the extremities ot the former strings, and conse-
quently form the curves delineated on the figure. The shaking of
the table in this experiment serves to stir the filings, by making
them jump up a little way, and thus place themselves in the proper
situation; otherwise the action of the magnet will not have proper
power sutficient to dispose properly those particles which stand at

a considerable distance. The late discoveries in electricity have
suggested another theory, viz. that the magnetic phaenomeua may
be occasioned by a fluid analogous to the electric, or perhaps bj'

the very same. To ascertain this theory, the phsnomena of
magnetism and electricity have been compared, and the analogy
between them marked. This analogy consists principally iu the ~

following particulars :

1. Electricity is of two kinds, positive and negative, each of
which repels its own kind, and attracts the opposite. In mag-
netics, the N. and S. poles do the same ; each being repulsive of
its own kind of magnetism, and attracting the opposite.

2. In electricity, whenever a body in its natural state is brought
near an electrilied one, it becomes itselfelectrified, and possessed of

the contrary electricity ; after w hich an attraction takes place. In
like manner, when a piece of iron or steel is brought within the in-

fluence of a magnet, it becomes it-elf possessed of a magnetism con-
trary to that which the magnet possesses, and is of course at-

tracted.

3. One sort of electricity cannot be produced without the otiicr,

neither is it possible to produce one kind of magnetism without

the other also.

4. The electric power may be retained by certain substances,

as amber, glass, &rc. but easily pervades other substances, which
are therefore called condnctoi-s. Magnetism has a similar con-

<Uictor in soft iron ; for by means of it the virtue may be exteutidd

farther than can be done without it ; at the same time that the ivoii

itself loses all magnetic power the moment it is separated from the

magnet. Hardened iron, cast iron, and steel, perform a past

analogous to tliat of electrics ; for the virtue does not easily per-

5 A ' >;ide
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vatic them, but is ictaiiiL-(!_, uml may be comnniiiicated by them
fo other umiiagiictic piccc-s, as the electric virtue is to bodies by

an excited ekctrie. As to other substances, they seem not to be

conductors of maf^netism, because the Ihiid pervades them as if

nothing were present, and they cannot transmit the virtue farther

than it would go without tliem. With soft iron it is otherwise.

'I'hus, if to one of the poles of a magnet we append a piece of iron

of con'=iderable length, tlie end farlliest from the magnet will like-

wise attract iron with ninch iiune force than the magnet could do

at that diitunce without It, uhiie at tlie same time this attractive

power is plainly that of tlic magnet itself, and not inherent in the

iron, as it \anishcs the moment we separate ihem. If a piece of

hard steel of an e<iual length with the iron be appended to the

magnet bv one of its ends, the distant end will not shew auy at-

traction, and it uii! be a considerable time before the magnetic

virtue can diffuse itself for any distance alon,* it : but when the

separation is made, the steel will be foniid to be magnetic, and

will preserve its virtue for a long time.

5. The electric virtue exerts itself most powerfully on points,

which carry it off or receive it in vast quantities. In like manner
a magnet will hold a piece of iron more powerfully by a corner,

or blunt point, tlian by a flat surface. On sharp points indeed the

magnet has but little I'.old by reason of the deticiency of surface.

ti From some experiments rel.ited under Electricity, it appears

possible to superinduce the negative and positive electricities upon

one another ; and in magnetics it is possible to do the same.

Thus, if we place a wire of some length upon a pivot, so that it can

turn very easily, by touching both ends of it upon the poles of a

jnagnet it will acquire a polarity; one end being repelled by one

pole and attracted by the other. If now we give the N. end, for

instance, a very slight touch with the N. pole of the magnet, we
will find that it has a small degree of b. magnetism superinduced

upon it, so tliat on approaching the S. pole of the magnet it will

be repelled ; but by approaching the magnet nearer, or holding

the wire for a little trom Hying away, the S. magnetism of the wire

will be entirely de^tro\ed, and the N. magnetism appear as be-

fore. This experiment is not very easily made; its success de-

pends on having the tirst magnetism as strong and the second as

weak as possible. These are the most remarkable particulars in

which magnetism and electricity agree ; but the dUferences be-

tween them are no less remarkable. The magnetic power af-

fects none of our senses, and perceptibly attracts only iron ; while

electricity attracts and repels bodies of every kind indiscriminately.

The electric virtue resitles on the surface, but that of the magnet
pervades the whole substance. A magnet loses nothing of its

power by communicating its virtue to other bodies, but electricity

always does ; and, lastly, the magnetic virtue is permanent ; whereas

th.it of electricity, without the greatest care, is exceedingly perish-

able, and easily dissipated. Notwithstanding these drsagieements,

however, the analogies betwixt magnetism and electricity are so

great, that the hypothesis of a magnetic as well as of an electric fluid

has now gainetl general credit; and upon this hypothesis Pro-

fessor .Epinus has attempted to solve the phenomena of magne-
tism in the following manner:

1

.

This fluid is sutiiciently subtile to penetrate the substance of

all terrestrial bodies, and like the electric fluid is supposed to be
repulsive of itself.

2. There is a mutual attraction between the magnetic fluid and

iron, but an indilf' rence betwixt it and all other bodies.

3. There is a great resemblance betwixt ferruginous bodies and
electrics, as the magnetic Huid passes with difficulty through the

former.

4. Iron and all ferruginous substances contain a quantity of

magnetic fluid equably dispersed through their substance when
lliose bodies are not magnetic. In this state they shew neither

attraction nor repulsion, because the repulsion between the par-

ticles of magnetic fluid is balanced by the attraction between the

matter of those bodies and the fluid ; in which case these bodies

are said to be in a natural slate ; but when in a ferruginous body
the quantity of magnetic fluid is driven to one, then the body be-

comes magnetic; one extremity of it being now overcharged with

magnetic fluid and the other "undercharged. Bodies, thus ren-

dered magnetic, exert a repulsion between their overcharged ex-

tremities in virtue of the repulsion between the particles of that

«^\ce3S of magnetic tluid, which is more than overbalanced by the

attraction of their matter. There is an attraction exerted between
the overcharged extremity of one magnetic body and the under-
charged extremity of the other, on account of the attraction be*
tween that fluid and the matter of the body : but to explain the re-
pulsion which takes plate betwixt their undercharged extremities,

we must cither imagine that iron when deprived of magnetic fluid

is repulsive of itself, or that the undercharged extremities appear
to repel each other only because either of them attracts the oppo-
site overcharged extremities. A fenuginous body, therefore, ac-
cording to this hypothesis, is rendered magnetic by having the
equable diffusion of magnetic fl<jid tliough its substance disturbed,

so as to have an overplus of it in one or more parts and a deiiciency
in others, its magnetism remaining as long as its impermeability
prtvcnts the restoration of the balance between the overcharged
and undercliarged parts. A piece of iron is rendered magnetic by
the vicinity of a magnet ; because when the overcharged parts, or
pole of the magnet, is presented to it, the overplus of the magnetie
fluid in that pole repels the fluid from the nearest extremity of the
iron ; which therefore becomes undercharged, or possessed of the
contrary polarity, to the most remote part of the iron, which con-
sequently becomes overcharged, or possessed of the same polarity
as the present pole of the magnet. V.'hen the piece of iron is

rendered magnetic by presenting it to the untlercliarged extremity
or pole of the magnet, then the part of the iron which is nearest
to it becomes overcharged, &:c. because that part of the mao^net,
being deprived of its magnetic fluid, attracts the magnetic fluid of
the iron to the extremity of the iron which lies nearest to itself.

Hence to give magnetism to a piece of steel, the strength of the
magnet employed must be such as to overcome the resistance
which the substance of the steel makes against the free passage of
the magnetic fluid ; hence a piece of soft steel is rendered mag-
netic more easily than a hard one, and a strong magnet will render
magnetic such bodies as a weak one cannot affect. When two
magnets of equal power have their opposite poles presented to each
other, they mutually preserve and strengthen the powers of each
other; but when poles of the same denomination are forced to-
gether, if the powers are equal, they mutually weaken each
other ; or if unequal, the weaker will liave its poles altered, or
perhaps its attractive power entirely destroyed in a short time.
This theory seems not to be tenable. It is impossible to shew whv
the mere turning of a bar upside down should accumulate the
fluid, unless it were supposed to be a gravitating fluid, towards the
earth ; and even on this extravagant supposition, it would still be
impossible to account for the same iluid being repelled by the
earth in the southern hemisphere ; for if the N. magnetism be an
accumulation, the S. must be a deiiciency, and vice versi.
Another hypothesis is advanced by Mr. Cavallo, who considers
it as so well established, " that there can hardly be a philosopher
sceptical enough Iro doubt of its truth." This is, that " the earth
itself is a magnet ;" a hypothesis advanced above a century ago,
by Dr. Gilbert of Colchester. This, Mr. Cavallo says, is proved
almost to a demonstration in the following manner:

1. Almost all the phi'uomeua which may be exhibited with a
common magnet may also be exhibited with the earth, as far as
it can be tried, And, '

2. Vast masses of iron or ferruginous matter actually magnetic
are dug out of the eartii almost in every part of it. In support of
the above pesition, he adduces the pha'nomena of the compass,
dipping-needle, and the magnetism which soft iron receives wlien
properly situated. All these may be imitated by a common mag-
net. An objection, however, occurs, that the'most remarkable
phenomenon of all, viz. the attraction of iron, is wanting. No
experiment has yet shewn that this metal is attracted more power-
fully near the poles than at the equator itself; yet this ought to
be the case in such a large magnet-body. The dipping of the
needle may indeed shew, that in this hemisphere there is a superi-
ority of attraction between one end of the needle and the earth;
but it remains to be proved, whether tins superiority resides in the
needle or in the earth itself. The following consideration seems
to shew that the power, whatevi r it is, resides in the needle;
namely, that at the equator, the needle ought to remain in an E;
and W. direction, if so placed ; because of the equal attraction of
the N. andS. poles. Were the needle carried to the poles itself,

we can only suppose that it would point perpendicularly down-
wards ; in every otliet case, the attraction will not be perpen-

dicMlar,
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licular, but oblique; and siipposiiii^ Ms to recede from tbe point

>f perpendicular attraction only a I'l-w miles, the obliquity would
become so great, that no attraction er repulsion towards that point

.vould be distinguishable from an horizontal difection. Tlie in-

^ination of the needle therefore shews, that it is not actuated by
,iie inlluence of a distant point in the earth ; but by some power

n tiie atmosphere iuunediately acting upon the needle, and di-

recting its course cither to the earth, or from it, in a certain position.

Those who maintain the magnetism of the earth, have been con-

siderably embarrassed witli some of the mutual phsnomeua. 'Ihe

variation of the compass fust shewed that tbe needle was not in-

fluenced by those points on whicii the earth turns round in its

diurnal course. This was attempted to be solved by another hy-

pothesis, v\z. that Ihc earth had two magnetical poles by which the

needle is influenced, and two others round which it turns on its

axis. This hypothesis was likewise embarrassed by the continual

shifting of the variation either to the E. or W. Another suppo-

sition was made by Dr. Halley ; viz. that there is a large magnet
in the body of the earth, which not being fixed to the external

part, moved witli respect to it, and of consequence occasioned the

variation. This was likewise overthrown, by ol:serving that the

variation of the compass was irregular; and differed so much in

dilVerent parts of the world, that it could not be owing to any
regular cause ditTused over the whole. Four magnetic poles were
then supposed to lie within the earth, and to be moveable with

respect to each other ; and that therefore the variation, whose
theory would now be very intricate, ought to be derived from all

their actions conjointly ; but, notwithstanding all this complication

of poles, it might still be objected, that some kind of regularity,

not observed in the variation of the magnetic compass, ought to

have taken place. The celebrated Euler adopted the theory of
Gilbert and Cavallo, hut supposes only two poles; and upon this

principle, has reduced the computation of the variations of the

needle to a wonderful simplicity. Mr. Churchman has also

adopted the opinion of a magnetic nucleus within the earth, with

only two poles ; whereby he-accounts for all the variations of the

needle But notwithstanding these great names, and plausible

theories, many are still of opinion, that the earth neither is, nor con-

tains, a magnet, but is surrounded by a fluid whose motion is pro-

ductive of magnetism in iron. This fluid they suppose to be the

Electric Fluid, which they consider as passing through the sub-

stance of the earth from the equator towards the polar legions, get-

ting out again in the vicinity of tlie poles, ascending into the high

atmospherical regions, and then returning to the cquatoreal parts

from whence it came. On this supposition, which appears to be
confirmed by various natural phffinomena, it is ea^y to see, why in

the northern and southern parts the direction of tiie currents issu-

ing from the earth should always become more and more perpen-
dicular to the earth as we approach the poles, and on the con-

trary why their direction must be horizontal or nearly so in the
equatoreal parts. The discovery of this general cause therefore

seems to be the nearest approach we can as yet make to the know-
ledge of the origin of magnetical phxnomena. In w lial manner
iron more than other metals is influenced by this fluid, or whv the
direction of a current of electric matter either to or from the earth,

should cause such strong attraction as magnetical bodies are some
times endowed with, we have as yet no data for understanding.

The Method of Making Artifici.^l Magvets.
Magnetism is communicated merely by presenting a piece of

iron or steel to one of the poles of a magnet or loadstone, even
without touchmg it; though a strong and permanent power can-
not be given w ithout contact, or even stroking tbe one upon the
other for a number of times. In this operation, that part of the
ferruginous body which touches the pole of the magn.et acquires
the contrary magnetism ; that is, if it touch the north pole, it will
turn towards the south, et vice versa. The power acquired is

strongest when soft iron is applied, weaker with hardened iron,
and weakest of all with hard steel : but the permanency of it fol-
lows just the reverse of this rule : for steel or hardened iron will
preserve hs virtue for many years, but soft iron loses it the mo-
ment we withdraw the magnet. When we desire a strong and per-
manent virtue, therefore, it is best to use the hardest steel, and
to impregnate it by means of one or more powerful magnets

;

taking care that the north pole of the magnet which gi\ es the vir-

tue be applied to that end of the steel whicli is to be made tbe

south pole. The same method may be employed in rendering a
weak magnet more powerful than before, or in restoring the virtue

to one which has lost it. The operation of communicating mag-
netism to pieces of steel or iron, is called touching them ; and
as this is of the utmost utility in navigation, for the purpose of

giving polarity to needles, very considerable pains have been be-

stowed upon the subject, in order to discover the methods of

giving them the magnetic virtue in the most eft'ectual and per-

manent manner, ^^'he^ only one magnetic bar is to be made use

of, one of its poles must be applied to the end of the needle or

steel-bar to be impregnated ; and drawn along the surface of it to

the other extremity several times. By this method, that other ex-

tremity of the needle which the magnet touched last acquires the

contrary magnetism. This method, however, is never found to

be equally etVectual with that in w hich two magnets, or both poles

of one magnet, are made use of. A magnet cannot communicate
a degree of magnetism stronger than that which itself possesses;

but two or more magnets, joined together, may communicate
a greater power to a piece of steel, than either of them pos-

sesses singly: hence we have a method of constructing very
powerful magnets, by first constructing several weak artificial

magnets, and then joining them together to form a compound
magnet, and to act more powerfully upon a piece of steel. The
follow ing is an excellent method of communicating the magnetic
virtue

:

1

.

Place two magnetic bars, A, B, fig. 3, in a line with the north,

or marked end of one, opposed to the south, or unmarkeil end of the

other ; but at such a distance from each other, thatthe magnet to be
touched may rest with its marked end on the unmarked end of A,
and its unmarked end on the marked end of B ; then apply the

north end of the magnet E, and the south end of D, to the mid-
dle of the bar C, the opposite ends being elevated as in the figure

;

draw Eand D asunder along the barC, one towards A, the other

towards B, preserviBg the same elevation ; remove E and D afoot
or two from the bar when they are off the ends ; then bring the
north and south poles of these magnets together, and apply them
again to the middle of the bar C as before: repeat the same pro-

cess five or six limes, then turn the bar, and touch the opposite

surface in the same manner, and afterwards the two remaining sur-

faces ; by this means the bar will acquire a strong fixed mag-,
netism.

2. Place the two bars which are to be touched parallel to each
other; and then unite the ends by two pieces of soft iron, called

supporters, in order to preserve, during the operation, the circu-

lation of tiie magnetic matter ; the bars are to be placed so that

the marked end D, fig. 4, may be opposite the unmarked end B

;

then place the two attracting poles G and I on the middle of one
of the bars to be touched, raising the ends, so that the bars may
form an obtuse angle of 100 or 120 degrees; the ends G and I of

the bars are to be separated tw'o or three tenths of an inch from
each other. Keeping the bars in this position, move them slowly

over the bar A B, from one end to the other, going from end to

end about fifteen times. Having done this, change the poles of

the bars {i. e. the marked end of one is always to be against the
unmarked end of the other), and repeat the same operation on the

bar C D, and then on the opposite faces of the bars. The touch
thus communicated may be further increased, by rubbing the dif-

ferent faces of the bars with sets of magnetic bars, disposed as in

fig. 5. In these operations all the pieces should be well polished,

the sides and ends made quite flat, and the angles quite squ:ire.

A m.ignet bent so that the two ends almost meet, is called a horse-

shoe magnet, fig. 0. To render it magnetic, place a pair of mag-
netic bars against the ends of the horse-shoe, with the south end of
the bar against that of the horse-shoe which is intended to be the

north, and the north end of the bar to that which is to be the

south ; the contact, or lifter of soft iron, to be placed at the other

end of the bars. Also rub the surfaces of the horse-shoe with a

pair of bars placed in the form of a compass, or w-ith another horse-

shoe magnet, turning the poles properly to the poles of the horse-

shoe magnet ; being careful that these bars never touch the ends
of the straight bars. If the bars are separated suddenly from the

horse-shoe magnet, its force will be considerably diminished ; to

prevent Uiis, slip on the lifter, or support, to the end of the horse-

siioe-uiagnef, but in such 3 maimer, however, that it may not

touch
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touch the bars ; the bars may then be taken away, and the sup-
port slid to its place. Magnetism is best communicated to com-
pass-needles by tiie two following mcthoui: Procure a pair of
magnetic bars, not less than six inches in length. Fasten the
needle <lown on a board, and with a magnet in each hand draw
them from the centre upon the needle outwards ; then raise the
bars to a considerable distance from the needle, and bring them
perpendicularly down upon the centre, and draw them over again.
This operation repented about twenty times will magnetize the
needle, and its ends will point to the poles contrary to those that

touched them. Over one end of a combined horse-shoe magnet,
of at least two in immber, and si'c inches in length, draw from its

centre that half of the needle which is to have the contrary pole to
the end of the magnet: raise the needle to u considerable distance,

ajid draw it over the magnet again ; this repeated about twenty
times at least, and the same for the other half, will sutficiently

communicate the power. A set of bars are exceedingly useful for

magnetizing other bars, or needles of compasses, &c. tiicir power
may also be increased when lost or impaired by mismanagsment,
&c. A set of such bars, viz. six bars and the two iron-conductors,
may be preserved in a box ; taking care to place the north pole of
one conliguous to the south pole of the next, and that contiguous
to the north pole of the third, &c. as shewn in fig. 7. After what
has been said above, we need not describe how a knife, or any
piece of steel, &c. may be rendered magnetic, or in what man-
ner a weak magnet may be rendered more powerful. But it may
perhaps l)e necessary to say something concerning the communi-
cation of magnetism to the horse-shoe magnet or crooked bars
like A BC, fig. S. Place the crooked bar tiat upon a table, and
to its extremities apply the magnetic bars D P\ E G ; joining their

extremities F G, with the conductor or piece of soft iron F G;
then to its middle apply the magnetic bars placed at an angle: or
you may use two bars only, placed as shewn in fig. 8, aruf stroke
the crookod bar with them from end to end, following the
direction of that bent bar; so that on one side of it the magnetic
bars may stand in the direction of the dotted representation L K.
In this manner, when the piece of steel ABC has been rubbed a
sufilcienl number of times ou one side, it must be turned with the
other side upwards, &c. In communicating magnetism, it is best

to use weak magnets first, and those that are stronger afterwards;
butyou must be very careful not to use weak after strong magnets.
A magnet loses nothing of its own power by communicating to

other substances, but is rather improved. F-vei-y kind of violent

percussion weakens the power of a magnet. A strowg magnet has

been .entirely deprived of its virtue, by receiving several smart
strokes of a hammer ; indeed, wdiatever deranges or disturbs the
internal pores of a magnet will injure its magnetic force. Fill a

small dry glass-tube with iron-fdings ; press them in rather close,

and then touch the tube as if it was a steel-bar, and the tube will

attract a light needle ; shake the tube, so that the situation of the
filings may be disturbed, and the magnetic virtue will vanish.

Magnets sliould never be left with two north or two south poles to-

gether ; fjr when they are thus placed, they diminish and deslrov

each othei's power. Magnetic bars sliould" therefore be alway's

left witli the opposite poles laid against each other, or by connect-
ing their opposite poles by a bar of iron. The power of a magnet
is increased by letting a piece of iron remain attached to one or

both of its poles. A single magnet should therefore be always
thus left. The difference of steel in receiving magnetism is very
great, as is easily proved by touching in the same manner, and
with the same bars, two pieces of steel of eipial size, but of differ-

ent kinds. With some sorts of steel, a few strokes are sufficient

to impart to them all the power they are capable of receiving;

other sorts require a longer operation ; sometimes it is impossii>le

to give them more than a small degree of magnetism. A piece of

spring-tempered steel will not retain as mucli magnetism as hard
steel; soft steel still less, andiron retains scarcely any. Iron,

when oxydatcd, loses its magnetism. .Mr. Cavallo gives the fol-

lowing receipt for imitating tlie natural magnets. "Take some
martial ajthiops, or which is more easily procured, reduce into

'

very fine powder the scales which fall from red-hot iron when
]

hammered, and abound iii' smiths' shops. .Mix this pawder with
[

drying linseed-oil, sons to form it into a very stiff paste, and shape
j

it in a mould so as to giyo it any form you're(piiie; whether of a i

tprrclla, a human head, or any other. 'This done; put it into a i
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warm place for some weeks, and it will dry so as to become very
hard ; then render it magnetic by the application of powerful mag-
nets, and it will acquire a considerable power." In making arti-

ficial magnets of steel, without the use of another magnet, none
has succeeded better than Mr. Canton, whose process is as fol-

lows : T;.ke IC bars ; six of soft steel ; each three inches long, one
quarter of an inch broad, and one-twentieth of an inch thick ; with
two pieces of iron, each half the length of one ot the bai-s, but of
the same breadth and thickness: also six piece-, of hard steel, each
five inches and a half long, half an inch broad, and three-twen-
tieths of an inch thick ; with two pieces of iron half the length, but
the whole breadth and thickness of one of tlie hard bars; and let

all the bars be marked with a line quite round them at one end.
I'hen take an iron-poker and tongs, or two bars of iron, (the lar-

ger and the longer used, the better) and fi.Ving the poker upright
between the knees, hold to it, near the top, one of the soft bars,

having its marked end downwards, by a piece of sewing silk,

which must be pulled tight by the left hand, tliat the bar may not
slide: then grasping the tongs with the right hand, a little below
Ihe middle, and holding them nearly in a vertical position, let the
bar be stroked by the lower end from the bottom to the top, about
ten times on each side, which will give it a magnetic power sufli-

cient to lift a small key at the marked end: which end, if the bar
was suspended on a point, would turn towards the N. and is there-
fore called the north pole ; and the unmarked end is, for the same
reason, called the south pole. Four of the soft bars being imjireg-

uated after this manner, lay the two fig. 13, parallel to each other,

at the distance of one-fourth of an inch, between the two pieces

of'ron belonging to them, aN. and S. pole against each piece of
iron: then take two of the four bars already made magnetical and
place them together so as to make a double bar in thickness, the

N. pole of one even with the S. pole of the other: and the re-

maining two being put to these, one on each side, so as to have
2 N. and 2 S. poles together; separate the N. from the S. pole at

one end by a large pin, and place them perpendicularly with that

end downward on the middle of one of the parallel bars,, the two
N. poles towards its S. and the two S. poles towards its N. end:
slide them backward and forward three or four times the whole
length of the bar, and removing them from the middle of this,

place them on the middle of the other bar as before directed, and
go over that in the same manner; then turn both the bars the other
side upwards, and repeat the former operation: this done, take
the two from between the pieces of iron ; and, placing the two
outermost of the touching bars in the room, let the other two be
the outermost of the four to touch these with ; and this process,

being repeated till each pair of b.ars have been touched three or

four limes over, put the six together after the manner of the fourth

fig. 13, and touch them with two pair of the hard bars placed be-

tween their irons, about half an inch from each other; then lay the

soft bars aside; and with the four hard ones let the other two be
impregnated, fig. 14, holding the touching bars apart at the lower
end near two-tenths of an inch ; to w hich distance let them be se-

parated ;iftcr they are set on the parallel bar, and brought together

again before they are taken ot'f: then proceed according to the me-
thod described above, till each pair have been touched two or

three times over. But as this vertical way of touching a bar will

not give it <|uiteso much of the magnetic virtue as it will receive,-

let each pair be now touched once or twice over in their parallel

position between tlie irons, with two of the bars held horizontally,

or nearly so, by drawing at the same time the N. pole of one from
the middle over the S. end, and the S. of the other from the mid-
dle over the N. end of a parallel bar: then bringing them to the

middle again, without touching the parallel bar, give three or-

four of tliese horizontal strokes to each side. The horizontal

touch, alter the vertical, will make the barsas strong as they pos-

sibly can be made, as appears by their not receiving any additional

strength, when the vertical touch is given by a great number of-

bars, and the horizontal by those of a superior magnetic power.

The whole process may be gone through in about half an hour
;

and each of the large bars, if well hardened, may be marie to lift

28 Troy ounces, and sometimer more. And when these bars are

thus impregnated, they will give to an hard bar of the same size

its full virtue in less than two minutes; and therefore will answer
all the- purposes of magnetism' in navigation and experimental plii-

losophy much better than the loadstone, which is known not to'

have
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have a sulVicicnt power to imjjiegiuitL' hard liars. 'I'lu' six being

put into a c;ise ncid ili>poseil as in tig. 7, so lliat two pnle^ of tlit-

same denomination m;i_v not bctoi;etlier, and tlieir irons witli them

as one bar, they will retain the virtues they have received; but it'

tlieir i>o\vershonlil, by making CNperimeiits, be ever so tar im-

paired, it may be restored without any foreign assistance in a few

niiinites. And if a much larger set of bars should be required,

these will communieate to them a snf?icient power to ))roeee(l

vrith : ami they may, in a short time, by the same mctliod, be

Drought to their full strenglli. To evpediie the process of making
\nagncts, the bars should be fixed in a groove, or between br.i---

pins, to prevent them from sliding; or tiiey may be kept steady

jjj- a weight and ruler, as in lig. 14.

The Co.vstkuctton and the Use of the Principal
Magnetical InSTRI'MEN'TS.

The magnetical instruments may be reduced to three principal

heads; viz. 1st, the magnets or magnetic bars, whicli are neces-

sary to magnetize needles of compasses, or such pieces of steel,

iron, itc. as may be necessary for divers experinieiUs; and which
have already been sutiiciently explaiiied. 2uly, the compasses,

such as are used in navigation, and for other purposes, which are

only magnetic needles justly suspen;led in boxes, and which, ac-

cording to the purposes for which they are particularly employed,
have several appendages, or dilTer in size, and in accuracy of

divisions, &c. whence they derive the different names of [tocket-

compasses, steericig-conipasses, variation-com|)asses, and azimutli-

conipasses; and 3dly, the dipping-needle. The magnetic needles

which are commonly used at sea, are between four and six inche:,

long; but those which are used for observing the daily variation,

are made a little longer, and their extremities point the variation

upon an arch or circle properly divided and alVixed to the box.
The best shape of a magnetic needle is represented in figs. 9, and
10 ; the first of which shews the upper side, and the second a

lateral view of the needle, w|iich is of steel, having a pretty large

hole in the mitldle, to which a conical piece of agate is ailapted

by means of a brass-piece O, into which the agate-cap (as it is

called) is fastened, i'hen the a|)e\ of this hollow cap rests upon
the point of a piii F, which is fixed in the centre of the box, and
upon which the needle, being properly haUmred, turns very
nimbly. For common purjioses, those needles have a conical

perforation made in the steel itself, or in a piece of brass which is

fastened in the middle of the needle. For a description of the

mariner's compas-:, see Compass, Mariner's. I'he azimuth-

compass is nothing more than a mariner's com])as5, to which two
sights are adapted, thioii^h whicli the sun is to be seen, in order

to find its azimuth, and from thence to ascertain the declination of

the magnetic needle ,at the place of observation ; see fig. 11. The
particular in which it differs from the usual compass, are the

sights F, G; in one of which, G, there is an oblong aperture with

a i)erpendicular thread or wire stretched through its middle; and
in the other sight F, there is a narrow perpendicular slit. The
thread or wire II I i.s stretched from one edge of the box to the

opposite. The ring A B of the gimbalds rests with its pivots on
the semicircle C D, the foot E of which turns in a socket, so that

whilst the box K, M, is kept steady, the compass may be turned

round, in order to place the sights F, G, in the direction of the

sun. The pivots of the gimbalds of this, as well as of the common
sort of compasses, sliould lie in the same plane with the point of

tuspension of the needle, in order to avoid .as nmch as possible the

irregularity of the vibrations. There are, on the inside of the

box, two lines drawn perpendicularly along the sides of the box,
just from the points where the thre.ul II I touches the edge of the
box. These lines serve to shew how many degrees the north or

south pole of the needle is dist.int from the azimuth of the sun ; for

which purpose, the middle of the apertures of the sights F, G, the

thread II I, and the said lines, must be exactly in the same ver-

tical plane. The use of the thread II I, which is often omitted in

instruments of this sort, is likewise to shew the degrees between
the magnetic meridian and the azimuth, when the eye of the ob-
server stands perpendicularly over it. On the side of the box of this

sort of cotnpasses, there generally is a nut or stop, which, when
pushed in, bears against the card and stops it, in order that the
divisions of the card w hich coincide with the lines in the box,
may be more commodiously read off. The ilipping-ueedle,
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tltotish of late much improved, i> however still far from perfection.

1 he genu.:! mode of coiulructiiig it is to pass an axis (piitethrougli
the needle, to let the extremities of this axis, like tho-eol the hcuin
of a balance, rest upon its supports, so that the needle may move it-

self vertically round, and when situated in the magnetic meridian, it

may place itself in the magnetic line. The degrees of inclination
are sliewn upon a divided circle, in the centre of which the needle
is sus[)en(le(i. Fig. I'i, represents a dipping-needle of the simplest
construction; A B is the needle, the axis ol which F E re-ts upon
the midiile of two lateral barsC D, C D, which are made la~t to

the frame that contains the divided circle A I B K. This machine
is fixed on a stand G ; but, when used at sea, it is suspended by a
rir.g II, so as to hang perpendicularlv. W hen the instrument is

turnished with a stand, .a spirit-level O is generally annexed to it,

anil the stand has three screws, by w hich the instrument is situated

so that the centre of motion of the needle, anil the division of 90°

on the lower part of the divided circle, may be exactly in the
same line, iieipeiidicular to the horizon. ' See Level. AVe
sh.all here add a few experiments further to elucidate the magnetic
pha'nomena.

1. IS ATTRACTEBI'o DtTF.UMINE WHETHER ANY SoBSTANCE
BY THE Magnet or not.

If the substance to be examined contain iron, the attraction will

evidently shew itself on bringing near it a magnetic bar. The
quantity of attraction will always be known by the force requisite

to separate them, and its proportion is estiniited by the degree of
that force. It the attraction be so small that it cannot be thu:.

perceived, it mu>t be put to swim U))on water in an earthen or
wooden vessel, by means of a piece of wood or cork. In this

way the attraction will be much more easily manifested by the
body coming towards the magnet when approached to it. It will

sometimes be necessary to bring the magnet within one-tenth of
an inch of the body to he attracted ; and as the latter advances,
care must be taken to withdraw the magnet ; for if they be suller-

ed to strike against each other, the body, if hard, will generally
recede; and it will likewise be proper to present the magnet to
the body when the latter is at rest. If it be suspected that the given
body have some magnetism already, the same proce.-s is required;
only observing to present a i)ieee of soft and clean iron to the
body when swimming upon water or quicksilver. A piece of
iron about half an ounce weight, and an inch in length, will be
very proper for this purpose.

2. To find the Poles of a Magnetic Body.

Present the various parts of the body successively to one of the

poles of a magnetic needle, and it will soon be discovered which
parti of the given body are possessed of a contrary polarity by
the needle's standing per|]endicularly towards thein. One of the

poles being thus discovered, turn the opposite pole of the mag-
netic needle towards the body, and it will soon find out its other

pole. \\ hen the magnetism of the body to be examined is very

weak, there will be danger of rever.sing the polarity by bringing

the needle too near •,. and as the distance at which this effect will

take place cannot be determined, it will always be proper, to keep
it so far distant, that it can only sensibly effect the needle. Where
there are only two poles, they may be found out merely by.

sprinkling some iron-filings upon the body ; for these will siauil.

erect upon the polar points.

3. Effects of the Magnet on soft Iron.

Having placed a magnetic needle upon the table, bring a bar

of soft iron about eight inches long, and a quarter of an inch.

thick, so near that it may draw one end of the needle a little out

of the way. In this situation approach gradually the north pole

of a roagnet to the other extremity of the bar, and the north end-

of tiie needle will recede from the bar more and more, in propor-

tion as the magnet is brought nearer the bar. If the experiment

be repeated with the other pole of the magnet, the north end of

the needle will then be attracted by the bar. The reason of this

is, that when we bring the north pole of the magnet towards one

end of the bar, the latter acquires a south polarity, aqd the olh-r

one, of course, a north polarity. Hence the needle is repelled,

because inagnetic poles of the same kind repel oi'.e another; but

5 B when
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when the south pole is brought near the end of the bar, that end

which approaches receiNes the north pol.iritv, and the other, of

course, th.e south : whenee the ncedU', iiislead of being repelled,

is now attracted. Bv .ipjiroacbins a small magnetic needle to

cillTerciit parts of the liar, it will be found that one-half oi it pos-

se^ses one kind ofpokmlv, and the other tl)e contrary kind ; th.e

luapiietic centre, however, «r the limit betwiM the two polarities

is not always in the middle ol the bar, but is oenerallj nearer that

end which is presented to the magnet. The difference increases

as the bar is lengthened; and when the latter exceeds a cerlain

length, it acquires several poles. 'Ihis depends on the strength ot

the magnet ; and wl-.en it happens, the iir>t magnetic centre comes

very near to the end of tlie bar « hich standi next the magnet, and

the"succe>si\e centres are formed betwixt every two poles. Thus,

supposing tiie north pole of a magncrl lo be brought to the end of

such a bar, Ihe end it touches becomes a south pole; a few mches

farther a north polarity takes place, alter that a south polarity, and

66 on. The poles become weaker and weaker as they recede

from the end which the magnet touches; so that if the bar be of

con-.iderablc length, they totally vanish long before they come to

the other end. Hence," by applying a magnet to one end of a

long bar, we shall not thereby give any r.iagnetisni to the other;

and this shall happen w hen a inagnet capable of lifting two_ pounds

of iron is applied lo a bar of about an inch square, and live feet

Icng.

4. The Action of Magnetism shc-.vn hy the Repulsion of
TWO Pieces of Wire.

Tie two pieces of soft iron-wire, AR, AB, fig. 15 and 16, each

to a separate thread, AC, AC, which join at top, and forming

fheiii into a loop, suspend them so as to hang freely. Then bring

the marked end D, lif^. 17, which is the north, of a magnetic bar

just under iheni, and the wires will immeiliately repel each other,

as shewn in fig. IG ; and this divergency will increase to a certain

limit, according as the magnet is brought nearer, and vice versa.

Tlie reason n( this pha'nomenon is, that by the action of the norlh

magnetic pcle D, both the extreniilies B, B, of the wires, acquire

the same, \iz. the soulh polarity; conscciuently Ihey repel each

other ; and the extremities A, A', acquire the north [jolarlty, in

consequence of whch they also repel each other. If instead of

the north |)ole 5), you present the soulh pole of Ihe magnetic bin',

the repul>ion will take place as before ; hut now the extremities B, 15,

acquire the north, anil the extrrmities A, A, acquire the south \>o-

laritv. On removing the magnet, the wires, it of soft iron, will

soon collai)se, having lost all their magnetic power ; but if sleel-

wires, or common sew ing-needles be used, they will continue to

repel each other after the removal of the magnet; the magnetic

power being retained by steel. Tlie experiment may be agree-

ably diversified by using four or more needles, and presenting a

N. pole to one pair, and a S. to another, &c.

5. In what Circumstances a Magnet can Support the
Greatest Weight.

By a crooked wire we may shew that the power of a magnet va-

ries according lo circumstances. Tl.us, let a piece of wire aboiit a

quarter of an inch in diameter, and four or five inches long, be
bent in the form represented by ACB, fig, 18, with a sharp corner

at C. Tie it fast to a rross-bar, or Ut it be held by an assistant

with the corner downwards. 'I'hen apply either pole of the mag-
net DK to one of its extremities; and if in this situation a smad
piece cf iron, as H, be put to the corner C, it will remain sus-

pended. On applying tlie contrary pole of another magnet lo the

other extremity of Ihe wire, the piece of iron will immediately fall

off; but if a pole of the same kind be applied, it will not only be
still kept suspended, but be mote strongly attracled than before.

In this experiment, Ihe first magnet is assisted by the action of the

second, but to strengthen a inagnet in this manner, it does not ap-

pear necessary to use a magnet at all. Thus, having found by
trial how much a magnetic bar can lilt, procure .an oblong piece
of iron about four inches long, and sninew hat lieavier than the bar

can bear, Ajiply one end of this to Ihe pole of llje bar holding it

with your hand till you place under the other end a larger piece of

iron. It will then be found that the magnet will support the piece
of iron which it could not do before. The lower piece of iron is

to be placed between an half and three quarters of an inch below

7

the under- part of the oblong piece which hangs at the magnet.
The same elfect will be produced b) the oppo>ile pole of auolliec

magnet; but a pole of Ihe same kind would weaken ihc altraction.

Place a magnetic bar AB, fig. U), so that one of it-, poles may
project a short way beyond the table, and apply an iron-weight C
lo it ; then take another magnetic bar, D 1£, like the tornier, and
bring it parallel to, and just over, the other, at a bllle distance,

and with the contrary poles towards e,;ch other ; in conseqinnce of

which the altraction of B will be diminished, and the iron C, if

sufiicienlly heavy, will drop off, the ma;;iiet A!> being then only
able to support a smaller piece of iron. I5y br.nging the magnets
stdl nearer lo each other, the altraction of B will be dmiinisf.ed .sliil

firther; anil, when the Iwo magp.els come quite inio contact (pro-

vided they are equal in power), the allraclicn between 15 and C
will vanish entirely ; but if the ex])eriment be repeated with this

dilference, viz. that the homologous poles of the magnets he
brought towards each other, then the attraction bchvecii Band C,
instead of being diminished, will be increased.

6. The Generation of Poles, and of Magnetic Centres,
IN the Parts of a Broken Magnet.

Take a magnetic bar about six or eight inches long, and a q'j.

ter of an inch diameter, whose magnetic centre v ill be in the leui-

dle, or near it. Break off about one-tliird jia' I l)y a -^iiart stroke'

of a hammer, and it w ill be found that ihe broken part, lhom;h ia

Ihe magnet it had but one polarity, will ijow have acquired a N.
and S. pole, with a magnetic centre, as if it wire a liistincl mag-
net. The experiment may be diversified as follow !; having ma'le
a steel-bar about six inches long, and one-fourth of an inch thick'

quite hard, break it into two unequal parts. Join these, and press

lliem hard together, giving it the magnetic virtue at the same time
by Iwo powerful magnets; while tlie parts remain in this |)ositioii,

so that the bar looks as if it had not been broke, it will have only

Iwo poles ; but as soon as they are separated, each patt will be
fomul to become a distinct magnet, having a N. and S. pole pro-

per lo itself.

7. To Remove the Magnetic Centre in a Magnet.

This may be done in various ways; as, by striking a' magnetic,
bar repeatedly, heating it, hard rubbing, &c, ; but in all these

methods the magnelism of the bar is diminished at the same time
that Ihe centre is removed; so that ihey ought not to be conti-

nued be\ond what is necessary lo produce a sensible removal of

the magnetic centre.

8. The Disadvantages of using Magnets of Unequal
Power, and of Steel not properly Hardened.

Having communicated the magnetic virtue to a steel-bar by a
magnet ol any given power, then rub it with a weaker magnet,
anil it will be found, that tlie power of the bar, instead of bein"
augnienled, will be diminished; being no stronger than if it had
been rubbed only with the weak magnet. Tlie impropriely of
using soil steel in making artificial magnets may be understood
tVoiji the following example: take two wires about fourteen inches
long, anil one-eighth of an inch in thickness; let one be of very
hard steel, the other of sott steel or iron, though not of Ihe softest

sort; then, by mean? of magnetic bars, give the virtue to those
wires, treating them both in the same manner, and it will be gene-
rally found that the hard wire will have only two poles, bul the
oilier a greater number.

9. To Exhibit the Direciion in which Iron-filings ar-
range themselves by Means of the Magnetic Virtue.

Lay a sheet of paper flat upon a table, sirew some iron-filings

upon the paper, place a small magnet among them; ihen give a

few gentle knocks to Ihe table, so as to shake the filings, and you
will lind that they dispose themselves about the magnet NS, as

shewn in fig, 2, the particles of iron clinging to one another, and
forming themselves into lines, which at the very poles N, S, ate
in ihe same direction with the axis of the magnet ; a lilUe sidcway
of the poles they begin to bend, and then they form conipleto
arches, reaching from some point in the northern half of the mag-
net, to some other point in the southern half. In this experiment
the filings may be sprinkled on a piece of paste-board which is

placed on a magnetic bar.

10. T«
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10. To Improvl Natural Magnets.

Tliis may be done by tlie same iv.elliotls whicli are iisi-d to com-

rniimcate the virtue lo'steel-buis or to iron-ores ; but the luitural

inai;iiet> bein? generally very short, we can seldom do more than

place them between two strong magnetic bars: however, when
thev are ot siUncient leiis^th, they must be rubbeii with other bars

besid.^ Ih jse betweew which they are put ; using the same precau-

tions as in making artilici.il nlagnl^ts. When subjicted to thi«

ojieralion, it will always be proper to remove the armature irom

lUe:n.

11. To Ar:.i Natvral or Artificial M vcntts.

Find out the poles of the ma<;net ; then shape it in the form of

a parallelopipedon ; care must be taken to let the poles fall about

Mie middle of two opposite surfaces ; in this direction the magnet
ougli' to have tiic greatest length possible: for a natural magnet

is weakened much more by having a part cut oil" from its length

ttian it<!l)readth. This done, provide two plates of soft iron, ccpial
!J

in breadth to those surfaces where the poles stand, and projecting

a little on one side of the stone, as shewn by iig. '20. Tlie pro-

jections ma; ked DD miKt be much narrower than the breadth of

the plates ; from a quarter to half an inch being sufTicienl for the

larger magnets, and about oi.e-tentli of an inch tor small ones, for

the purprse of applying to them ll-e surface of the iron !'. Tlie

thickness of the plates CD, CD, nubt be proportioned to the

strength of the magnet .AI'; and this proportion cannot easily be
ileter.nined without an actual experiment. The best method,
therefore, is to make tlum somewhat thick at first, and tlien keep
filing them down as long as the power of the magnet increases;

after which the filing is to be discontinued. The armature may
be kei)t on, either by tying or by a box; which last Is preferable.

The armature of spherical magnets must be adapted to their shape,

and each large enough to cover a quarter of it. In like manner
may artificial magnets be armed, and thus a compound magnet
may be produced much more-powerful tlian any single one. Thus
Dr. Knight constructed two very powerful artificial magnets, or i

magazines of magnetic baR, which are now in the repository of

the Royal Society. Each of these consists of :J40 bars disposed in

four lengths, so as to form a parallelopipedon, each length con-
taining sixty bars. They are all kept together by iron-braces,

and the whole suspended on pivots, with a wooden pedestal or

carriage, by which tlsey may be easily placed in any required po-
sitiou. If the artificial magnets be made in the shape of a horse- '.

shoe, or a semi-circle, they have no occasion for armature, it be-

ing sulticient to join them either by rivetting or by means of a
box; and indeed even when straight bars are used, a compound
magnet may be made without armature ; but then as the poles

cannot act in the same plain, it is necessary to have two magazines
in order to give magnetism the more conveniently to other bodies.
The power of a magnet is rather augmented by being armed, for

the same reason that it is increased by a piece of iron affixed to it,

, E is a brass-ring, by which it may be suspended with the iron ad-

il hering to it, which is the best method for preserving its virtue.

13. Of the Time Required by Magn'etis.m to Pf.xetrate
THROUGH IkOX.

, Having placed a bulky piece of iron, suppose one weighing

forty or fiitv pounds so mar a iingnetic nceiile a^ to draw it a

little out of it^ direclioii, apply one d the poles oi a strong rnsg-

iiet to the other e\lrein:ly ot the iron, and it will lequire some se-

conds before the necille can be altccted by it. The intervi.l is

greater or less according to the size of the iion and the strenyth ot

the magnet.

13. To EXVLAIN THE An EARAN'CES C? THE DirPING-
Needle.

Take a globular magnet, or, which is more easily procured, a:>

oblung one, like SN,' fig. 21 ; the extremity N of which is the

north pole, the other extremity S is the south pole, and A is it^

middle or eO|Uator; place it hnrizontally upon a table CD : then

tiSke another small oblong magnet n -i (viz. a bit of steel-wire, or a

1
small sew ing-necdie magnetized) and suspend it by means of a line

i

thrr.id tied to its middle, so as to rciiuin in an horizontal position,

I
when not disturbed by the vicinilv cf iron, or other magnet.

Now if the s.-.me small magnet, beiBg lu'ld by tlie upper p?rt of

t!-e thread, be broiiglil just over the middle ot tl;e large magnet,

within two or tiiree inches of it, the former will turn its sotiih pole

.?, towards tlie north pole, N, of the large magnet ; an.! its north

pole II, towards the south pole, S, of the large one. It will be

farther oliserved, that the smail magnet, whil-t kept just over the

miildle A, of the large one, will remain parallel toil; for since

tlie poles of the small magnet are equally distant from the coir-

trarv ])oles of the large magnet, they are equally attracted. But
if the small magnet be moved a little nearer to one end than to the

other of tlie larg^^ maanet, then one of its poles, namely, that

whicli is nearest to the contrary pole of the large magnet, will be
inclined downwards, and of course ti.e other pole will be elevated

above the horizon. It is evident that this inclination must in-

crease according ;is the small magnet is placed nearer to one of the

pole; of the large one, because the attraction of the nearest pole

will have more power upon it. If the small magnet be brought
just opposite to one of the poles of the large magnet, it will turn

the contrary pole towards i', and will place itself in the same
straigiit line with the axis of the large magnet. This simple expe-

riment will enable the reader to comprehend easily the pheno-
mena of the magnetic inclination, or of the dippiog-needle, upon
the surface of the earth ; for it is only necessary to imagine that

the earth is a large magnet (as in fact it appears to bi), and that

any magnet, or magnetic needle, commonly used, is the small

magnet employed in the above-mentioned experiment ; for, sup-

posing that the north pole of the earth is possessed of a south mag-
netic polarity, and that the opposite pole is possessed of a north

magnetic polarity, it appears evident, and it is confirmed by ac-

tual experience, that when a magnet, or magnetic needle, pro-

perly shaped and suspemled, is kept near the equator of the earth

(since neither the magnetic equator, nor the magnetic poles of the

earth., coincide with its real equator and poles), it must remain in

a horizontal situation: if the magnet is removed nearer to one ot

the magnetic poles of the earth, it must incline to one of its extre-

mities, namely, that which is possessed of the contrary pilarity ;

and this inclination must increase in proportion as the needle re-

cedes from the magnptic equator of the earth. Lastly, when the

needle is brought exactly over one of the magnetic poles of Out

earth, it niust stand perpendicular to the horizon of that place.

MAGNETISM, AroMAL, a sympathy which was lately be-
lieved to subsist between the magnet and the human body ;" and,
iu consequence of which, the former was supposed to be capable
of curing almost every disease. This fanciful system was origi-

nally invented by rather Hehl, of Vienna, though first brought
into general notice, in 1776, by M. Messmer, who realized a
princely fortune in France, by imposing his doctrines on the fana-
tical and credulous: his pretended mysteries were at length com-
pletely developed by a committee of learned and ingenious men,
who were appoiatcd to intestigate his pretensions. Although this

successful juggler refused to explain the princifiles of his art, yet

from the account of one of his most eminent jAqiils, it appems, I

.

That animal magnetism is an universal tluid, pervading the v*hol«

creation, and fonning a medium of mutual inlluence between the

planets; and also between the earth and animal bodies. ". It is

the most subtle fluid in nature, being capable of tiux and reflux-;

and of receiving, propagating, and continuing, all kinds of mo-
tion. 3. That the animal body is subject to the intiueiice of this

iluid by means of the nerves which are immediately affected by it,

4, It operates at a distance, without tbe iuteiveution of any person.

5. ThA
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S. That, notwitlistandiiig, Us universality, there are ceriain animal

bodies, whicli are not emuilly susceptible of this Huid, and the

presence of which even destrovs tlie tllects of animal niai^netisni.

Lastly, it cures all nervous disorders iiiiniedia^ely, and olliers me-
diately: in sliort, its virtuet extend to the uiiiversal cure and pre-

servation of mankind! Such are some of tlie principles of this

wild and incoherent system, wliich we should not have noticed

but to expose its ahsurdily, and to guard our readers against the

like impoiitions, which are not unfrequently practised.

MAtrNIFVlNG, in optics, the making of objects appear
larger than their natural size ; whence convex lenses, which do
this, are called magnifying glasses. See Optics.
MAGN'rrUDE, whatever is made up of parts locally extend-

ed, or that hath several dijiiensions ; as a line, surface, solid. The
api)arent magnitude of a body is that measured by the visual an-
gle, formed by lays drawn from its e.xtreniesto the centre of the
eye; i:0 that whatever things are seen under the same or equal
angles, appear equal ; and vice versa. See Geometry, and
Optics.
MAGNOLIA, the Laurevleaved Tulip-tree : in botany,

a genu-, of the polygynia order, and polyandria class of plants; na-
tural order, Coadnata;. Calyx three-leaved; petals nine; cap-
sule one-celled, two^alved ; seeds berried, pendulous. There
are seven species.

M. Glauca, the Small Mackolia, is a native of North Ame-
rica. It rises from seven or eight/" to lifteen or sixteen feet high,
with a slender stem. Tlie wood is white and spongy, the bark
smootli, and of a gretnish-white colour; the brandies garnished,
with thick smootli leaves, of an oval shape, smooth on their edges,
and white underneath. The (lowers are white, and produced at

the extremities of the branches. The seeds are discharged from
their celU, and hang by a slender thread. This species generally
grows in a poor swampy soil, or on wet meadows. The scent of
its blossoms are exquisite, and can be perceived at the distance of
three quarters of an English mile, provided the wind be not against
it. It is extremely agreeable to travel in the woods about the
time of iti ilowering. "i"he berries likewise look very fine, iiaving

a rich red colour, and hanging in bunches on slender stalks. The
tough and other pectoral diseases are cured by putting the berries

into rum or brandy, and taking a draught of this tincture every
morning. The virtues of this remedy are greatly extolled for

their salutary effects in consumptions. The bark put into brandy,
nv boiled ill any liquor, is said to ease pectoral diseases and to be
ot service against all internal pains and heat: and it was thought
that a ilecoction of it could stop the dysentery.
M. GfiAVDii-LORA, the Great Magnolia, is a native of Flo-

rida and South Carolina. It rises to eighty feet or more, with a

straight trunk above two feet in diameter, and a regular head. The
leaves resemble those of the laurel, but are larger, and continue
green throughout the year. The llowers are produced at the ends
ol the branches, and are of a purplish-wliite colour.

M.\GNIIS, Albertus, a Dominican Friar, afterwards Bishop
of Ratisboii, was one of the most learned men and most famous
doctors of the thirteenth century. He is said lo have acted as a
:ii:in-n)idwile. A book entitled "" De Natura Rerum," of which
he was reputed the author, gave rise to this report. In this trea-
tise there are several instructions for midwives, and so much skill

shewn in their art, that the author could not have arrived at it

without having himself practised; but the advocates for Albert say
he was not the writer thereof, nor of another piece entitled " Al-
ix-rti Magni De Secretis Mulierum ;" in which there are many
<'xpres»ioiis unavoidable on such a subject, which raised a great

clamour against the supposed author. It must be confessed, that

there are in his Comment upon the Master of Sentences, some
questions concerning conjugal duty, in which he has used some words
rather too gross for chaste ears: but he used to say in his vindica-

tioi', that he came to the knowledge of so many monstrous things

at confession, that it was impossible to avoid touching upon such
questions. Albertus Magnus was certainly a man of a most in-

quisitive turn of mind, which gave rise to other accusations; such
as, that he laboured to find out the philosopher's stone ; that he
was.a magician; and that he made a machine in the shape of a
jiian, which was an oracle to him, and explained all the difficulties

be proposed. He had great knowledge in the mathematics, and
by his skiH in that science might probably have formed a head

with springs capable of articulate sounrls. See Automaton;.
John Matlha;us de Luna, in his treatise " De Heruni Inventori-
bus," has attributed the invention of fire-arms to Albert; but in

this he is confuted by Naude, in his "Apologie des Graiidi
Homines." Many fables are told of him by liaylc and others:
such as that the \'irgiii Mary appeared to him, and olfercd him
his choice of excelling in philosophy or divinity, &c. He died
at Cologn, Nov. 15, 128U. His works were printed at Lyons, in

1651, in twenty-one volumes in folio.

Magnus Ca.mpus, in ancient geography, a tract lying towards
Scylhopuhs, or Bethshaii, in Galilee, beyond which it extends
into Samaria.

. Magnus Portus, in ancient geography, a port of the Relga;,

in liritain, on the Channel; now thought to be Portsmouth.
MAGO, in ancient geography, a citadel and town of Balearis

Minor or Minorca; now Mahon. Lon. 4. 6. K. Lat. 30. 5. N.
M.AGOPHONI.A, [from ;/•«> 3', magician, and fan,-, slaughter,]

a festival among the ancient Persians, held in memory of the ex-
pulsion and massacre of the Magians. See Magi.
MAGPIE. See Corvus.
MAGRA, orMAGORA, a river of Italy, which rises in the

Appennines, near Modena, and falls into the Mediterranean, in

Liguria.

M.AHALEU, aconsiderable town of Egypt, capital of Garbia,

Lon. 30. 31. E. Lat. 31. 50. N.
MAHERNIA, in botany, a genus of thejientagynia order, aiid

pentandria class of plants. Calyx live-toothed ; petals five; lux-

taria five, obcordale, placed under the filaments; capsule live-

celled. It has three species, found at the C'ape of Good Hope.
MAHIE, the name given by the inhabitants of Otaheite, to a

kind of sour paste, made of the bread-fruit, which, in consecjuence

of having undergone a fermentation, w ill keep a coiisitlerable time,

and supply them with food when no ripe fruit is to be had. See
Artocarpus.
MA1U)GANY, or SWIETENIA, an exotic tree growing

wild in South America, and likewise in the islands of Cuba, Ja-

maica, llispaniola, and in those of Bahama. It was formerly very
common ill Jamaica; whence it was first imported to London in

the year 17i.'4; since which period it has been very generally em-
ployed for household furniture. Lately, however, it has become
more scarce an<l expensive ; because the low-lands in that island

have been gradually thinned of those valuable trees which could
be readily carried to market, or transported on ship-board. The
mahogany-tree grows very tall and straight, frequently among
bare rocks, and attains a size of four feet in tliameter : its wood is

hard, admits of a fine polish, and is excellently calculated for

chairs, tables, desks, and similar articles. It also aflbrds strong

and durable timber, and is usefully employed in the West Indies

for beams, joists, planks, boards, and shingles. Ships built of this

wood are said to be almost impermeable to cannon-balls, which
lodge in the wood, or,' if they pass through the planks, occasion

no splinters. See Swietenia.
MAHOMET. See Mohammed.
MAIDEN, or MAYDEN, an instrument anciently used in

Britain for beheading criminals, similar to the Guillotine.

Maiden, is also a name of a machine first used in Yorkshire,

and since introduced into other places, for washing linen; "consist-

ing of a tub nineteen inches high, and twenty-seven in diameter at

the top, in which the linen it put, with hot water and soap, to

which is adapted a cover, fitting it very closely, and fastened to

the tub by two wedges ; through a hole in the middle of the co-

yer passes an upright piece of wood, kept at a proper height by a
peg above, and furnished with two handles, by which it is turned

backward and forward: to the lower end of this upright piece is

fastened a round piece of wood, in which are fixed several pieces,

like cogs of a wheel. The operation of tills machine makes tbe

linen pass and repass quick through the water.

Maiden Rents, in old English writers, a noble paid by the

tenants of some manors on their marriage.

MAIDENHAIR. See Adiantum.
MAIDENHEAD, a town of Berks, twenty -six miles W. by

N. from London.
MAIDSTONE, a town of Kent, twenty miles W. of Canter-

bury, and thirty-live S. E. by E. of London. Lon. 0. 38. E.

Lai. 51. 16. N. • •

MAJESTY,
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MAJESTY, [from wta/or, Lat. greater, and status, state,] a

ti^le given to emperors and kings, as a term of distinction.

MAIL, orMAILL, on shipboard, a scjuare niacliinc compos-
ed of a numljcr of rings interwoven net-wise, ami used for rubbing
off the loose hemp which remains on lines or white cordage after

it is made.
Mail, or Maille, in old English writers, a small kind of mo-

ney. Silver-l)alfpence were likewise termed mailles, 9 lien. V.
By indenture in tlie mint, a pound weight of old sterling silver

was to be coined into 360 sterlings or pennies, or 720 mails or

l>alfpennies, or 1440 farthings. Hence the word mail was derived,

which is still used in Scots law for an annual rent.

Mail, or Mall, also signifies a round ring of iron; whence the

play of pall-mall, from pallti, a ball, and »ia;7/c, the round ring

ihrougli wliich it is to pass.

Mail-Coaches. See Coach.
MAILLEZAIS, a town of France, in the department of the

Vendee, twenty-two miles N. E. of llochelle. Lon. 0. 40. W.
Lat. 46. 27. N.
MAIM, MAIHEM, or MAYHEM, in law, a wound by

which a peMon loses the use of a member that might have bA'n a
defdice to him ; as when a bone is broken, afoot, hand, or other

member, cut off, or an eye put out ; though the cutting off an ear

or nose, or breaking the hinder-teeth, was formerly held to be no
inaini. A maim by castration was anciently punished with death,

and other/naims with loss of member for member ; but afterwards

they wen; only punished by-fine and imprisonment. It is now
enacted by the statute 22 and 23 Car. II. that if any person, from
malice aforetliought, shall disable any limb or member of any of
the king's subjects witli an intent to disfigure him, the offender,

with his aiders and abettors, shall be guilty of felony without be-
nefit of clergy, but shall not corrupt the blood, or occasion for-

feiture of lands, &c.
MAIMONIDES, Mose,s, Moses the So(J of Maimon, a

celebrated rabbi, called by the Jews the eagle of the doctors, was
born of an illustrious family at Cordova in Spain, in 1131. He is

also called Moses ^Egyptius, because he settled in Egypt, where
he spent his life as physician to the sultan. He also opened a
school, which was soon filled with pupils from Alexandria, Da-
jnascus, &c. who spread his fame all over the world. He was no
less eminent in philosophy, mathematics, and divinity,.than in nie-

dicine. Casaubon says of him, that "he was the first of his tribe

who ceased to be a triflcr." It would be tedious to enumerate all

his works; some were written originally in Arabic, but are now-

extant only in Hebrew translations. "Those (says Collier) who
desii'e to learn the doctrine and the canon law contained in the

Talmud, may read Maimonides's compendium of it in his book
entitled Jad; wherein they will find great part of the fables in the

Talmud discarded. But the More Nevochim is the most valued
of all his works ; designed to explain the obscure words, phrases,

metaphors, &c. in Scripture." He died in Egypt, aged seventy,
and was buried in Upper Galilee.

MAIN, a term usually applied by sailors to whatever is princi-

pal, as opposed to whatever is secondary. Thus the main land is

used in contradistinction to an island or peninsula; and the main-
mast, the main-wale, tlie main-keel, ana the main-hatchway, are

distinguished from the fore anfl mizen-masts, the channel-wales,
the false-keel, the fore and after-hatchways, &c.
MAINA, a country of European Turkey, in the Morea.
-Maika, (hecaptal of the above territory.

M.\IN£, or MAIN, one of the seventeen United States of
North America; bounded on the N. by mountains which sepa-
rate it from Lower Canada; E. by the rfver St. Croix, and Nev,-

Brunswick; S. E. and S. by the Atlantic Ocean; and W. by the
Piscalaqua, and New Hampshire. It lies between u8° and 72°

Lon. W. and Lat. from 43° to 48' N.
Maine, a late province of France, now forming the department

of Maine. It was divided into Upper and Lower Maine. Mans
was the capital. '

Maine, or Mayenne, a department of France, which includes
the above province ; so named from the river. It is bounded on
the N. by tlie departments of the Channel and Orne; E. by that

of the Sarle ; S. by that of Maine and Loire ; and W. by that of
Ille and Vilaine. it is forty-live miles long from N. to S. and
thirty broad.
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Maine, Maienne, or Mayenne, the capital of the above de-
partment. Lon. 0. 35. W. Lat. 48. 18. N.
Maike, or Mayenne, a river of France, which rises near Li-

nieres, in the department of Charente.

Maine, a river of Germany, which rises in the circle of Fian-
conia, runs by Bamberg, \\'urtzburg, Aschalieiiburg, Hauna, and
Frankfort, and falls into the Rhine at Mentz.
Maine and LoiUE, a department of France on the N. of

Maine.
MAINLAND, or POMONA, the largest of the Orkney

Islands, twenty-four miles long, and nine broad. Kirkwall is the

capital.

Mais-land, the largest of the Shetland, or Zetljnd Islands. It

is about sixty miles long from N. to S. and in some places twenty
broad, but in others not much above two.

MAINPERNOU, surety. It differs from bail, in that a man's
bail may imprison, or surrender him up before the a[)pointed day
of appearance ; mainpernors can do neither, but are barely sure-

ties for his appearance at the day : bail means only sureties, that

the parlies be answerable for the special matter for which they sti-

pulate; niaiiiperiiois are bound to produce him to answer all

cliaraes whatever.

MAINPRISE, or MAINPRIZE. The writ of mainprize,

manucaptio, is a writ directed to the sheriff (either generally,

when any man is imprisoned for a bailable offence, and bail hath

been refused; or specially, when the offence or cause of comment
is not properly bailable below), commanding him to take sureties

for the prisoner's appearance, usually called mainpernors, and to

set him at large.

MAINTENANCE, in law, bears a near relation to baratry ;

being an ofScious intermeddling in a suit that does not belong to

one, by maintaining or assisting either party with money or other-

wise, to prosecute or defend it: a practice greatly encouraged by
the first introduction of uses. This is an offence against public

justice, as it keeps alive strife and contention, and perverts the re-

medial process of the law into an engine of oppression. By the

Roman law, it was a species of the crimen falsi, to enter into any
confederacy, or do any act to support another's law-suit, by mo-
ney, witnesses, or patronage. A man may lawfully, however,

maintain the suit of his near kinsman, servant, or poor neighbour,

out of charity and compassion. Otherwise the punishment by
common law is fine and imprisonment; and by Stat. 32 Hen.
VUl. c. 9, a forfeiture of 10/. See Baritry.
MAINTENON, a town of France, in the department of Eure

and Loire, nine miles N. of Charlres.

MAJOR, in law, a person who is of age to manage his own
affairs. By the civil law a man is not a major till the age of

twenty-five years; in England he is a major at twenty-one; in

Normandy at twenty, &c.
Major, in logic, is understood of the first proposition of a re-

gular syllogism. It is called major, because it has a more exten-

sive sense than the minor proposition, as containing the principal

term. See Logic.
Major and Minor, in music, are applied to concords which

differ from each other by a semi-tone. Major-tone is the differ-

ence between the fifth and fourth; and major semi-tone the differ-

ence between the major fourth and the third. The major-tone

surpasses the minor by a comma.
Major, in the art "of war, is the title of several officers of very

diffeient ranks and functions: as.

Major, Aid, an officer o:i sundry occasions appointed to act as

major, who has a pre-eminence above others of the same denomi-

nation. Our horse and foot-guards have their guidons, or second

and third majors.

M AjoR, Drum, the person who instructs the drumnien in their

different beats ; is daily at orders with the Serjeants, to know the

number of drummers for duty ; and marches at their head when
they beat in a body.

SIajor, Fife, lie that plays best on the fife. He has the same
authority over the fifi rs as the drum-major has over the drummers.
He teaches them their duly, appoints them for guards, &c.
Major, Town, the third otlicer in order in a garrison, and next

to the deputy-governor. He sliould understand fortification, and

has a particular charge of the guards, rounds, patrolcs, and cen-

tinels.

5 C Major-
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Major-gekeral, the next officer to the lieutenant-general.

His thief husiness is to receive orders from the general, or in his

absence froin the lieutenant-general of the clay ; which he is to

distribute to the brigade-majors, with whom he is to regulate the
guards, convoys, detachments, &c. On him rests the whole fa-

tigue and detail of duly of the army-roll. lie is charged with the

encampment of the army ;
places iiimsclf at the head of it when

tliey march ; marks out the ground of the camp to the tjuartcr-

master-gencral ; and places llie new guards for the safety of the

camp. \Micn the army is to march, he dictates to the field-oni-

cers the order of the march, which he has received from tlie gene-
ral, arid on other days gives them tl'.e parole. In a fixed camp lie

is' charged wilh the forjging, with reconnoitring the ground tor it,

and posting the escorts. In sieges, if there be two separate at-

tacks, the second belongs to him ; but if there be but one, he
lakes, either from the right cr left of the attack, that vhicli the
lieutenant-general lias not chosen. When the army is under arms,
he assists the lieutenant-general, whose orders he executes. If the
army marches to an engagement, his post is at the head of the

guards of the army, until they are near enough to the enemy to

rejoin tlieir different corps; after which he retires to his own pro-

per post: for the major-generals are disposed in the order of bat-

tle as the lieutenant-generals are; to whom, however, they are

subordinate, for the command of their divisions. The major-ge-
neral has one aid-de-camp paid for ext^cuting his orders.

Major of a Regiment of Foot, the next ofhcer to the lieu-

tenant-colonel, generally promoted from the eldest captain. He
is to take care that ^he regiment be well exercised, to see it march
in good order, and to rally it in case of being broke in action : he
is the only oflicer among I'lie infantry that is allowed to be on
horseback in time of action, that he may the more readily execute
the colonel's or<lers.

Major Of aT^kgimknt of Horse, as well as foot, ought to

be a man of honour, integrity, understanding, courage, activity,

experience, and address.

Major of Aktillerv, is the next officer to the lieutenant-

colonel. His post is very laborious, as the whole detail of the

«orps rests with liim ; and tlierefore all the non-commissioned offi-

cers are subordinate to him, as his title of serjeant-niajor imports ;

in tills cpiality they must render him r.n exact account of every
thing which comes to their knowledge, eillier regarding the duty
or wants of the artillerj' and soldiers.

Major of Brigade, is appointed only in camp: he goes every
day to head-quarters to receive orders from the adjutant-general

:

here he writes exactly what is dictated to him; thence he goes to

give the orders, at the place appointed, to the different majors or

:idjutants of the regimenls, which compose the brigade, and regu-

lates with them the number of officers and men which each are to

furnish for the dutv of the army ; taking care to keep an exact
roster, that one may not give more than another ; and that each
inarch in their tour.

Major of Engineers, commonly called StTB-DiRECTOR,
should be well skilled in military architecture, fortification, gun-
nery, and mining. He should know how to fortify in the field, to

attack and defend all sorts of posts, and to conduct the works in a
siege, &c. See Engineer.
MAJORCA, an island of the Mediterranean, lying between

Yvica on the W. and Minorca on the E. These three islands

were anciently called Baleares. See Baleares.
Majorca, a town in the S. VV^. part of the above island. Lon.

2. bb. E; Eat. 39. 36. N.
MAJORITY, the greater number of persons. Several things

are determined by a majority, 'i hus our laws are enacted by a

niajonly of members of parliament, and the members themselves

are chosen by a majority of electors: also the act of the major
part of every corporation, is accomited the act of the corporation;

for where the majority is, there the law adjudges to be the whole.

MAISTUE, Lewis Isaac le, called also Sacy, was born at

Paris in 1613. His genius appeared very early, and he completed
an excellent course of study ; but being accused of Jansenism, lie

was, in 1666, committed to the Bastile. During his confinement,
lie is said to have composed the book Figures de la Bible ; in

which allusions are made to the sufferings endured by the Jan-

senisls. Rut it is more probaV.le, that it was composed by Nico-
las Fontaine his fellow-prisoner. To Le Maistre's confinement

the public are indebted for a French translation of the Bible,

finished in 1668, the evening before the feast vf All Saints ; when
he recovered his liberty, after an impriionment of two yeai-s and a
half. He was presented to the king and the minister ; and all the
favour he asked from them was, that they would send several

times a year to examine the state of the prisoners in the Bastile.

He continued at Paris till 1675, when he retired to Port Royal,
which he was obliged to leave in r679. He then settled at Pom-
pone, where he died Jan. 4, 1684, aged 71. His works are, 1.

La Traduction de la Bible, with explanations of the spiritual and
literal meaning from the fathers; which were chiefly done by Du
Fosse, Hure, and Tourneux. This is the best I'Veneh transJatioQ

which has yet appeared, and the best t Jition is that of Paris in 32
vols. 8vo. 1682, &c. 2. Une Traduction des Pseaumes selon P
Hehreu-el la Vulgate, in ll'nio. 3. Une Vereion des Homelies
de St. Chrysostome sur St. Matthieu ; 3 vols. 8vo. 4. La Tra-
duction de 1' Imitation de Jesus Ohrist (sous le nom de Beuil,

prieur de St. Val), Paris 1663, Svo. b. Celle de Phedre, 12mo,
(sous le nom de St. Aubin. 6. De trois ComMies de Terence, in

l?mo. 7. Des Lettres de Bongars (sous le nom de Brianville).

8. Du Pbeme de St. Prosper sur les ingrates, in J2mo. en verse
et en prose. 9. Les Enluininures de 1' Almanach des Jesuites,

'.6j4, 12mo. and 1733. 10. Heures de Port-Royal, in 12mo.
U. Lettres de Piet^, Paris, 1690, 2 vols. Svo.

MAITLAND, John, Lord Thirlstane, and Lord High Chan-
cellor of Scotland, was born in 1537, educated in Scotland, and
afterwards sent to France to study the law. On his return, he
commenced advocate; in which profession his abilities became
conspicuous. In 1567, his father resigned the privy-seal in his fa-

vour. This office he kept till 1570; when, for his loyalty to the
c|ueen, he lost the seal, which was given to George Buchanan.
He was made a lord of session in 1581 ; secretary of slate in 1584;
and lord-chancellor in 1586. His power and influence created
hiin many Enemies among the Scottish nobility, who made several

attempts to destroy him, but without success. In 1589 he attend-

ed King James on his voyage to Norway, where his bride, the
Princess of Denmark, was detained by contrary winds. The mar-
riage was immediately consummated ; and they returned with the
C|ueen to Copenhagen, where they spent the winter. During
their residence in Denmark, the chancellor became intimately ac-

cpiainted with the celebrated T)cho Brah6. In 1590 he" was
created Lord Maitlai-.d of Thirlstane. He died in 1595, much
regretted by the king. He bears a high ciiaractcr both for talents

and integrity. Melville, who writes the memoirs, (savs Mr. Pin-
kerlon,) was his personal enemy, so must not receive much credit

in hi^ censures of him. Besides his Scottish poetry in the Mait-'

land Collection, he wrote several Latin epigrams, &c. to be found
in the Delicia' Poetarum Scotorum, vol. ii.

MAITTAIRE, Michael, A. M.an emirently learned writer,

born in 166S. Dr. South canon of Christ Cliurch, made him a

student of that house, whtre he took the degree of M. A. March
23, 1696. From 1695 till 1699 he was second master of West-
minster School. In 1706, he published GrTca Lingua; Dialecti,

in L'sum Scholx Westmonasteriensis, 1706, Svo.; reprinted at the

Hague in 1738; and 1712, " English Grammar, Applied to, and'
Exemplified in, the English Tongue," Svo. In 171 1, he publish-

ed " Remarks on Mr. Whiston's Account of the Convocation's
Proceedings with Relation to Himself," Svo.; and "An Essay
against Arlanism, and some other Heresies; or, A Reply to Mr.
^V. Whiston's Historical Preface," &c. Svo. In 1709 he gave
the first specimen of his great skill in typographical anticjuities, by
publishing Stephanorum Ilistoria, Vilas Ipsorum ac Libros Com-
plectens, Svo. This was followed in 1717, by Historia Typogra-
phorumalicpiot Parisiensium, A'itas et Libros complectens, Svo. In
1719, Annah-s Typographici, ab Artis invent.^ Origine, ad Annum
MD. 4to. The seconcl vol. continued to 1536, was published at

the Hague in 1720; with an introductory letter of John Toland
de primaTypographia; inventione: as was also the third continued
to 1557, and, by an appendix, to 1064, in 1725. In 1733 was
pubThhed at Amsterdam, tlie fourth volume, continued to 1664.

In 1741 the work was completed at London, by the publication of
the filth and last volume, wilh an index to the whole. These four

last volumes were in two parts each. In the intermediate years
he was employed on various useful works. In 1713 he published

by subscription Opera et Fragmenta Veterum Poetarum; in 2
vols.
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..Is. folio. Ii! 1714. lie publi-lied a Greek Testament, in 2 vols.

lie Classics, which he published separately, with indexes, canie

in the following order: In 1713, Clirislus Patiens, Justin;

icretius, Plia-drus, SalUist, Terence. In 1715, Catullus, Tibul-

-, Propcrtius, C. Nepos, Florus, Horace, Juvenal, Ovid, Vir-

1. In 1717, Cssar, Martial, Q. Curtius. In 171S and 1725,

lleius Patcrculus. In 1719, Lucan. !n 1720, Bonet'onii Car-

•la. In 1721, Batrachomyomachia Gr;i.'ce ad Veteruni lixem-

riuni Fidcm recnsa: Glossa Grxca; var. lect. vers. I.at. &c.
I'itrata, Svo. In 1722, Miscellanea (Jra-coruni aliquot Scripto-

.1 Camiina, cum vers. Lat. ct Notis, 4to. In 1725 and 1741,

i-acreon, in 4to. In 1724 he compiled, at the request of Dr.

Vriend, an Index to the splendid folio edition of Areta;us, in 1723.

in 1726, he published Petri Petiti Medici Parisiensis in tres pri-

s Aretsi C'appadocis Libros Conimentarii ; nunc primuni editi,

I ; a work found among the papers of Grajvius. From 1723 to

i : 33, he published Marnicrum Arundelianorum, Seldenianorum,

;.liorunique Acad. Oxon. donatarum, una cum Commentariis et

I'.-.dice, editio 2da, fol. with an Appendix. His Epistola ad D. P.

Des Maizeaux, in qua Indicis in Annales Typographicus Metho-
(!us explicatur, &c. is printed in The Present State of the Republic

of Letters, Aug. 1733, p. 142. His life of R. Stephens in Latin,

with a complete list of his works, is prefixed to the improved edi-

tion of R. Siepliens's Thesaurus; 4 vols. fol. in 1734. In 1736

appeared Antiqus Inscriptiones dux, folio; being a commentary
on two large copper-tables discovered near Heraclea, in the Bav
of Tarentum. In 1739, be addressed to Anne, Empress of Russia,

a small Latin poem, entitled Carmen Epinicium Augustissimx
Russoruni Iniperatrici sacrum. In 1741, he published ano-

iivmously Plutarch's Apophthegmata, 4to. His last publ.cation

".as Senilia, sivePoeticaaliquot'in Argnmentis varii Generis Tenfa-
na : in 4to. 1742. He died in 1747, aged 79. His valuable

, arv, which had been fifty years collecting, was sold by auction

1747 and 1748, taking up-in all forty-four nights. He was pa-

nised by the first and second earls of Oxford ; and was also La-
: tutor to Mr. Stanhope, Chesterfield's favourite son.

MAIXANT, or MAIXENT, St. an ancient town of France,

the department of the Two Sevres, and late province of Poitou,

enty-six miles S. W. of Poitqu.

MAKING UP, among distiller?, the ceducingspiritsto a certain

ndard of strength, usually called proof, by the admixture of water.

MAL.\BAH, the name given to a great part of the west coast

Hindostan, from the kingdom of ^aglala, or fioni the north

tremity of that of Canara, to Cape Comorin. It is bounded on
r east ijy the mountains of Ballagate ; on the south and west by
Indian sea; and on the north by the Dcccan.
MALAGA, in ancient geography, a maritime townof Hispania

B*;tica, surnamed Fcederatornm by Pliny ; now called Mal-.j^a.

MAL.'\CCA, the most southerly part of the great peninsula

\ond the Ganges, is about 600 miles long, and from 60 to 150
oad. It is bounded by the kingdom ofSiam on the north, bv
e bay of Siam and the Indian ocean on the east, and bv the
.'its of Malacca, which separate it from the island of Suniatra,

on the south-west. It lies more to the south than any other conn-
try in the East Indies ; and comprehends the towns and kingdoms
if Patan, Pahan, Igohor, Pera, Queila, Borkelon, Ligor; and on
the north the town and kingdom of Tanassery, where the Portu-
guese formerly carried on a great trade.

M.4L.1CCA, a kingdom of the above country. The people are
in general subject to the Dutch, who possess all the strong places
on the coast, and compel them to trade on their own terms, ex-
cluding all other nations of Europe from having any commerce
with them. The Malays are governed by feudal laws. The
cov.ntry is very fertile. It abounds with odoriferous woods, such
as aloes, sandal, and cassia. The ground is covered with tlowers
of the gieatest fragrance, of which there is a perpetual succession
throughout the year. There are many mines of the most pjecious
metals, said to be richer than those of Brazil or Peru, and in some
places are mines of diamonds. The sea abounds with excellent
fish, ambergris, pearls, &c. and the rocks with those delicate bird's
nests so much in request in China, which are of such au exquisite
'iavour, that the Chinese for a long time purchased them for their
weight in gold.

Mal.^cca, the capital of the above kingdom, is situated iu a flat

i^untrv close to the sea.' Lon. 102. 9. E. Lat. 2. 12. N.

M.iLACCA, Straits of, a narrow sea between Malacca and the

Island of Sumatra.
MALACHl, [>sSso, Heb. i. e. my messenger,] the last of tlie

twelve lesser prophets. He prophesied about 300 years before

Christ, reproving the Jews for their wickedness after their return

from Babylon, and condenming the priests for being careless iu

their ministry : at the same time encouraging tlie few who main-
tuined their integrity. He <listinctly points at the Messiah, as well

as his forerunner John the Baptist, who should come in the spirit

and power of Elijah.

MALACIH'l E, a mineral, the green carbonate of copper,

found frequently crystallized in long slender needles ; colour green,

and the specific gravity about 3.6. It cfferi'esces with nitric acid,

and gives a blue colour to ammonia. It decrepitates and blackens

before the blow-pipe. There are two varieties, the fibrous and
the compact . the constituent parts are.

Copper 58.0
Carbonic acid 18.0

Oxygen 12.5

Water U.5

100.0

MALACOPTERYGEOUS, among ichthyologists, an appel-

lation giv'en to such fishes as liave the rays of their fins bony, but
not pointed or sharp at the extremities, like those of ancanthopte-
rygeous fishes.

MALACOSTOMOUS, a term applied to fishes destitute of
teeth in the jaws, called also leather-mouthed, as (he tench, carp,

bream, &c.
MALACHODENDRUM, in botany, a genus of the mona-

deljihia polyandria class and order; natural order, Columnifers.
Calyx simple

;
germ pear-shaped, pentagonal ; styles five ; cap-

sule five, one-seeded. There are two species, M. ovatum, and
M. corchoroides.

MAL.^\CHRA, in botany, a genus of the polyandria order, and
monadelphia class of plants. Calyx common, three-leaved, many-
flowered; arils five, one-seeded. It has five species, natives of
America.
MALAGA, an ancient town of Spain, in Grenada. Lon. 4.

3Q. E. Lat. 36. 44. N.
MALACOLITE, a mineral which occurs in the silver-mines

of Sweden and Norway, massive, and crystallized in six-sided .

prisms. Specific gravity about 3.25. Its constituents are.

Silica '. 53
Lime 20
Magnesia 19
Alumina 3
Oxide of iron, &c :. 4

99
Loss 1

100
MALAGL'ETTA, the Gratn-Coast, or the Pepper-Coast,

a country of Guinea, boimded by Sierra Leona on the W. and the

Ivory Coast on the S. E. extending about 300 miles along the At-
lantic. It abounds with lemons, oranges, dates, palm-wine, and a
peculiarly delicious kind of nuts; but its chief article of commerce
is pepper. The people are governed by a kins, whom they hold
in great veneration; but they are fond of the Europeans.
^IALLANDERS, [from malaiidure, Ital. to go ill,] a disease

incident to horses, proceeding from corrupt blood, hard labour,

or being over-ridden, and sometimes for want of clean keeping
and rubbing. See Farriery.
MAL-'VTES, in chemistry, salts formed by the union of the

malic acid with different bases. The malates of lime, barytes,

and magnesia, are very insoluble. The malates of potass, soda,

and ammonia, are deliquescent. The malates of potass, soda,
ammonia, lime, and barvtes, may be formed by dissolving these
alkalies in malic acid, and evaporating the solutions.

MALAXIS, in botany, a genus of the gynandria diandria class

and order; natural order, Orchidea:. Nectary one-leafed, con-
cave, cordate, acuminate backwards, bifid in front, cherishing the
gentials in the middle. It has two species, M. spicata, and M.
umbelliflora, natives of Jamaica,

MALDEN,«
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MALDEN, or MALDON, a town ot Essex, tliirty-sevcn

mites N.E. of London. Lon.0.4l.E. Lat.51.46.N.
MALDIVE, or MALDIVIA ISLANDS, a cluster of small

islands in the Indian Ocean, 500 miles S. W. of Ce\!on. Tliey
are about 1000 in numljer, and extend from Lat. 2° S. to 7° N.
They are generally black low lands, surrounded by rocks and
sands. The natives are of the same complexion with the Ara-
bians, profess the Mohammedan religion, and are subject to one
sovereiE;n.

MALE, by zoologists, is defined that sex of animals which has

tlie parts of generation situated externally.

Male is also, from some resemblance, often applied to inani-

mate things; as a male-tlower, a male-screw, &c. See Botany,
and Screw.
Male, in geography, the principal of )he Maldive Islands, It

is four miles and a half in circumference, and has a town, wliere

the king resides.

MALEBRANCHE, Nicholas, an eminent French meta-
physician, the son of Nicholas Malebranche, secretary to the

Frencli king, was born in 1638, and admitted into the congrega-
tion of the oratory in 1660, and died in 1715, He wrote several
books, the principal of wliich is the " Searcli after Truth," print-

ed at P-:ris.in 1674, His object in this work is to sliew. that the
only way of discovering truth is to observe every thing in God

;

or, in other words, to abstract tlie mind from all objects but in re-

ference to the Fountain of Existence, Mr, Locke, in his exami-
nation of Malebranche's opinion of seeing all things in God, styles

him an " accurate and ingenious author;" and tells us, that there
are " many very tine thoughts, judicious reasonings, and imcom-
mon reflection's, in his Recherche," yet he refutes the chief prin-

ciples of his system, Malebranche wrote many other piece:?, to

confirm his doctrine, and to clear it from Objections.

MALIC. ACID, in chemistryi an acid abounding in unripe
fruils, especially in apples. It was discovered by Scheele about
the year 1785. It is thus obtained : saturate the juice of apples
with potass, and add to the solution acetate of lead till no more
precipitation ensues. Wash the precipitate carefully with a suffi-

cient quantity of water ; then pour upon it diluted sulphuric acid

till the mixture has a perfectly acid taste, without: any of that

sweetness wliich is perceptible as long as any lead remain's dissolv-

ed in it ; tlien separate the sulphate of lead, whicli has precipitat-

ed, by filtration, and there remains behind pure malic acid. The
French chemists have ascertained'that it may be obtained in" the.

largest quantities from the juice of the sempervivum tectnrum,
where it exists abundantly combined in lime. Malic acid is very
soluble in water, and decomposes spontaneously, by undergoing
a kind ot. fermentation. It is composed of oxygen, hydrogen,
and carbon. It combines with alkalies, eartlis, and metallic oxides,
and forms Malaxes, which see. This acid greaUy resembles the
citric acid.

MALICE, in ethics and law, is a formed design of doing mis-

chief to another ; it differs from hatred. In murder, it is malice
makes tlie crime ; and if a man, having a malicious intent to kill

another, in the execution of his malice kills a person not intend-

ed, the malice shall be connected to his person, and he shall be
adjudged a murderer. The words ex malitia priccogitata are ne-

cessary to an indictment of murder, &c. And this malitia prasco-

gitata, or malice prepense, may be either express or implied.

Express nialic,e in, when one, with a sedate, deliberate mind, and
formed design, kills another ; which formed design is evidenced
by external circumstances discovering that intention ; as lying in

wait, antecedent menaces, former grudges, and concerted schemes
to do him some bodily harm. Besides, where no malice is ex-

pressed, tlie law will imply it; as where a man wilfully poisons

another, in such a deliberate act the law presumes malice, though
no particular enmity can be proved. And if a man kills another
suddenly, without any, or without a considerable provocation,

the law implies malice ; for no person, unless of an abandon-
ed heart, would be guilty of such an act lipon a sliglit or no
cause.

l\L'\LIG-NANT, among physicians, applied to diseases of a

very dangerous nature, and generally infectious ; such are the dy-
sentery, jad-fever, &c. in their worst stages.

MALIGNITY, among physicians, iignifies much the same
with contagion. See Contagiom.

M ALINES. Sec Mechlin.
MALIN-HEAD, a cape of Ireland, and the most northern

point of the island, 23 miles N. of Londonderry.
MALL, or SEAMALL. See Lards.
MALLEABILITY, the quality of enduring the hammer ; and

of spreading under the hammer.
AL\LLEAHLE, a property of metals, whereby they are capa-

ble of being extended umlir the liammer.
MALLEOLI, or PYROBOLI, in tlie ancient art of war,

were bundles of combustible mateiials, set on fire to give light in
the n'ghf, or to annoy the enemy.
Malleoli, in anatomy, the ancle-bone. See Anatomy.
M.'^LLET, a kind of large wooden hammer, used by artificers

wlio work with a ciiisel, as sculptors, masons, and stone-cutters,
whose mallets are commonly ruund, and by joiners, carpenters,
&c. who work with square-iieaded mallets.

MALLEUS, in anatomy, a bone of the ear, so called from its

resemblance to a inalK-t, and in whicli is observed the head, tlie

neck, and handle, wliicli is joined to the membrane of the tympa-
num. See Anatomy.
MALLICOLLO, oneof theNew Hebrides, and the mostcon-

siiii;r.ible of them next to Espiritu Santo. It is 18 leagues long
fro'.i S. E. to N. W. its greatest breadth, which is at tlie S. E. end,
24 miles. Sandwich harbour, in which Capt, Cook's ship anchor-
ed, lies about the middle of lliis island on the N. E, side ; iu Lon.
167" 57' 53" E. Lat. 16° 2J' 20" S.

MALLOW, a town of Ireland, in Cork, 14 miles N. of

Cork.
Mallow, in botany. See Malva.
MALMEDY, a town of France, in the department of Ourte,

and late bishopric of Liege, 9 miles S. of Limburg. Lon. 6. 2.

E. Lat. 50. 18. N.
MALMSBURY, a town of Wiltshire, 95 miles W. from

London.
M.\LO, ST. a sea-port town of France, in the department of

Ilh^ and Vilauie, and late province of Brittany, 17 miles N. VV.

of Dol, and 205 W. of Paris. Lon. 1. 57. W. Lat. 4S. 39. N.
MALOPE, Bastard Mallow; in botany, a genus of the

polyandria order, and monadelphia class of plants ; natural order,

Columniferae. Calyx double, outer three-leaved; arils glome-
rate, one-seeded. There are two species, herbs of Tuscany.
MALPAS, a town of Cheshire, 166 miles N. \V. from Lon-

don.

MALPIGHI, Marcellus, an eminent Italian physician and
anatomist in the 17th century. He studied under Massari and
Mariano. The duke of Tuscany invited him to Pisa, to be pro-

fessor of physic there. In this city he contracted an intimate ac-

(piaintance with Borelli, to whom he ascribed all the discoveries

he had made. He went back to Bologna, the air of Pisj not
agreeing with him. Cardinal Antony Pignatelli, who had known
him while he was legate at Bologna, being chosen pope in 1691,

under the name of Innocent XII. immediately sent for him to

Rome, and aiipointed him his physician. He died in 1694 ; and
his works, with his life, written by himself, preli.ved, were first

collected and printed at London, in ful. in 16(37.

MALPIGPIIA, Barbadoes Cherry; a genus of the trigy-

nia order, and decandria class of plants : natural order, Trihilatr.

Calyx pentaphyllous, with melliferous pores on the outside at

the base ; petals five, roundish, anguiculated ; berry unHocularj

trispermous. There arc eighteen species, shrubby evergreens ot

the warm parts of America, rising vxith branchy stems from eight

or ten, to fifteen or twenty feet higii, ornamented with oval snd

lanceolate entire leaves, and large pentapetalous flowers, succeed
ed by red cherry-shaped, eatable berrie-, of an acid and palatabli;

liavour.

MALT, [nicalt, Saxon; mout, Dutch,] denotes barley pre

pared for brewing, so as to produce, by fermentation, a potaiji

liquor, known under the different names of beer, ale, and poiu .

See Brewing. The operation of malting is performed by stee|

iiig any quantity of good barley, newly tlireshed, in a leaden ci>

tern containing river-water, for the space of three or four days, oi

till the fluid acquires a bright red colour : but a more eligibh

method is that of changing the water everyday, till the grain i

snfticieutly macerated, so as to slip nut of tlie husk, when com
pressed between the fingers. It is then removed from tlie cistern

4 an
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and laid in heap-; to drain tor two or tlirue hours, at the end of

wliicli it is stirred, and turnied into a new heap. In this state, tlie

grain is stilfi-red to lie for more or less tlian lorty hour-, tdl tlie

malt is properly come ; dining which interval, it will be necessary

to exannne tlie harlev at the expiialioii ot lilteen or si\ti-en hours,

becaU'e the grains j^rniTalcy begin to sprout about that l:me.

Within an hour after the roots appear, the heap must he carefully

^ti^red, so that the whole may eiiually germniate. '1 he malt is

now to be sprea<l out, and repeatedly lurneil over, for the space

of two or three days, in order that it may properly cool ; in con-

'se(|ueiice of wliicli process it becomes mellow, dissolves easily in

|)ri«ing, and readily parts with the husk. To complete the pro-

cess of mailing, the barley is thrown up into a high heap, where,

in the course of thirty hours, it becomes as hot as the hand can

bear it, by which both its sweetness antl mellowness are improved.

i

Lastly, the malt i- dried in a kiln, heated witli coke, cliarcoal, or

straw ; the intensity of the lire varies according to the colour re-

quired ; but, whi-re wood or other vegetable fuel is employed,
i such materials ought to be perfectly dry ; as otherwise the sjuoke

arising from damp combustibles would greatly injure the cram.
In order to determine the quality of malt, a handful of it should

i
be tlu'Own into cold water, where those grains that ar>» imperfectly

germinated, will swini with one end upwards (Dr. Darwin sup-

poses with the root-end) ; and such as are properly malted lloat

en their side; whereas sound, ungerminated barley, uniformly
sinks in water. Another criterion of good malt is, its agreeable

s Kcharinc taste ; and, likewise, if the whole contents of the grain

eaMly crumble into powder, and dissolve in the mouth. In sliort,

it ought to be pure, dry, and to emit a strong, though ai;ieeabl<',

odour. Several acts ot parliament have been passed, with a view
to prevent Irauds in the making of malt, which is suoject to a duty
111 sixpence per bushel ; and, by the 31 Geo. III. c. 30, § 15,

I \ t ry kind ot malt is prohibite 1 to be imported on pain of for-

Iciliug both the vessel and cargo, though it may be admitted into

Ikui-h ports provisionally, as his Majesty shall think propei-.

MALTA, a celebrated island of the Mediterranean, situated

between Lon. Ij^and 16° E. and between Lai. 3j"and Sti" N. It is

about nineteen or twenty leagues in lengtli, nine or ten in breadth,

and sixty in circumference. This island was anciently called Melita;
and is supposed by Cluverius, frcmi its situation and other parti-

culars, to be either Ogygia, or Hyperia, mentioned by Homer,
which last is most probable, as the poet places the mountain Me-
lita in that i-land. See Hvferia. The most ancient professors

of Malta, of whom we have any certain account, were the Cartha-
ginians ; from whom it was taken by tlie Romans : and yet dui'-

ing the whole time that it continue<l under the power of these na-

tions, it was almost entirely barren. The soil was partly sandy
and partly rocky, having scarcely any depth of earth; and withal

so stony, that it was hardly capable of producing corVi or any
other grain except cummin, and some snnllar seeds. Us chief
products were figs, melons, honey, cotton, and some few«other
iVuils and commo<lities which the inhabitants exchanged for corn ;

and in this barren state it seems to have continued tdl it came into

the possession of the Maltese knights. It laboured also under
great scarcity of water and fuel : upon all vviiich accounts it was
till that time but thinly inhabited, there bemg only about thirty

or forty scattered villages, and no city except the capital, called

also Malta, and the town and fort of St. Angelo, w hich defended
the harbour: so that the whole number of its inliabitants, did not
exceed 12,000, the greatest part of whom were very indigent.

The knights of Rhodes, afterwards of Malta, originated from a re'-

Mgious military order, called Hospitallers of St. John of Jerusa-
kni. These knights, so famous for defending Christendom, liad

their rise as follows: Some time before the Journey of Godfrey of
Bouillon into the Holy Land, some Neapolitan merchants, who
traded in the Levant, oljtained leave of the caliph of Kgypt, to
build a house for those of Uieir nation who came thither on pilgri-

mage, upon paying an annual tribute. Afterwards they built two
churches, and received the pilgrims with great zeal :ind charity.

'I'his example being followed by others, they founded a church in

honour of St. John, .and an hospital for the sick ; whence they
took the name of Hospitallers. A little after Godfrey had taken
Jerus;dem, in 1099, they began to be distinguished by black ha-
bits and a cross with eight points ; and, besides the ordinary vows,
they took another, to defend the pilgrims against the insults of the
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inhdels, '1 his foundation was com|)leled in 1 104, in the reign of

Baldwin ; and so their order became military. Many pi rson> of

(uiality entered into it, and changed the n;ui;e of hospitallers into

that o? knights. When Jcrusah-m was taken, and the Christians

hist their power in the Last, the knights retired to Acre or I't'i.

Icinais, which they deh'nded valiantly in 12Po. Then they fol-

lo\ved the king of Cyprus, who gave them Liinisson in hi> dnmi-
nions, wliere they staid till 1310. That same year they look

Rhodes, under the grand master Loulques de Villaret, a French-

man ; and next year ilefendcd it against an army of Saracens:

since which the grand masters have used thes(; four letter*, V. E.

R. r. i. e. Fortitudo ejus Rhodum tenuit ; and the order w;is

thence called knights ol Rhodes. In 1JJ2, Solinianll. having

taken Rhodes, tue knights retired into Candia, and thence into

Sicily. In 1530, Cliarles V. gave them the i-l.aid of Malta;
whicli in I j6f), was besieged by Soliman, but gallantly deiVnd.eil

by the errand master John de Valette Parisot, and the Turks
obhged to (piit it with great loss. " The approach of the island

(-avs Dr. Brydon) is very line, although the shore is rather low
and rocky. It is everywhere made inaccessible to an enemy by
a vast number of fortifications. The rock, in many places, has

been slo])ed into the form of a glacis, with stron" parapets and in-

trenchments running behind it. 'J'he forlilicatioiis are mdced a

most stupendous work. All the boasted catacombs of Rome and
Naples are a trifle to the innnense excavation- that have been

made in this i-land. The ditches, of a vast size, are all cut out of

solid rock. Tliese extend many miles, and rai-e our astonislmient

to think that so -mall a state has ever been able to make them.

One side of the i-land is so completely fortihed by nature, tliat

tliere was nothing let't lor art. The rock is of a great height, and

absolutely perpendicular from the sea for several miles. On this

side there are still vestige.- of several ancient roads, with the tracks

cf carriages worn fl^ep in rocks. These roads are now terminated

by the precipice, with the sea beneath ; and shew, that this island

has formerly been of a much larger size than it is at present. It

has been often observed, notwithstanding the very great distance

of mount .Ltna, that this island has generally been more or less

affected by it- eruptions; and it is probable, that on soine of these

occasions a gre.il part of it may have been sliaken into the sea.

One-half of mount ^Ltna is clearly dijcovered from Malta. Tliey

n-ckon the distance near 200 Italian miles: and the people of

Malta affirm, that, in great eruptions of the mountain, their whole
island is illuminated, ;ind from the reflection m the water there ;ip-

pears a great track of lire all the way from Malta to Sicily. The
thundering of the mountain is likewise distinctly heard. '1 he peo-

ple of Malta manufacture their cotton into a great variety of stuffs.

Their stockings are exceedingly hue, and have sometimes been
sold for ten sequins a p:ur. 'I'heir coverlets and blankets are

esteemed ail over Europe. Of these the principal manufactures

are established in the island of Gozzo. The aspect of the country
is far from being pleasing; the whole island is a great rock of very

white free-stone ; and the soil that covers this rock is, in most
places, not above five or six inches deep ; yet, the crop, in general,

is exceedingi) abundant, from the copious dews that fall during

spnng and sununer. The whole island produces corn only sutli-

cicnt to supply its inhabitants tor about five months ; but the crop
they most depen'd upon is the cotton. They begin to soiv it

about the middle of May, and continue till the middle of June ;

and the time of reaping is in the month of October and beginning

of November. They pretend that the cotton produced from this

plant,w hich is sown and reaped in four months, is of a much supe-

rior quality to that of the lotton-tree: but Dr. Brydon, upon
comparison, found, that though this indeed is the finest, that of the

cotton-tree is by much the strongest texture. The plant rises ;t

foot and an half; and is covered with a number of pods full of

cotton: these, when ripe, they cut off every morning behire sun-

rise ; for the lieat of the sun immediately turns the cotton ydhjw.
The Maltese oranges are reckoned the finest in the world. The
season continues lor above seven months, from November till the

middle of J\nie ; during which time those beautiful trees are al-

ways covered with abundance ot delicious fruit. l here is not ;iu

inch of ground lost in any part of the island ; and where there was
not soil enough, they have brought over ship-loads of it fiom Si-

cily. The whole island is full of inclo-ures of freestone, whith
give the country a very uiKouth and barren aspect ; and in suni-

5 D nu-o
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nier reflects such a light and heat, that it is exceedingly olTejisivc

to the eyes. The inclosiires are ^inall and irregular, according to

the inchiiation of the groniid; whic'.i they are obHged to uliserve,

otherwise tlie tioocls uoiild soon carry ot; '.heir soil.

Malta, the capital of the above island, i-* now called Va-

ktta. Lat. .V".^ 5.3' 50" N. Lon. from Greenu ich 14° 2S' 30" K.

iMALT-1jRU!S1::R, or BRUISING-MILI.. It has been

found by repeated expernnents, that bruising malt is a more ad-

vantageijus method than the old one of grinding and flouring. By
bruising, there is not only less waste, but the malt is also betlt'r

fitted for giving out all its virtues. It has lately, therefore, be-

come a practice to squeeze malt between rollers, by means of a

proper apparatus, of which variovis conslruetiuns have been invent-

ed. As the l)est contrivance of this sort is said to be the bruising-

inill of Mr. Winlaw, we have given a ligure of it on I'late ClII.

fig. (l, where AAAA is the frame ; B, the large cylinder or roller;

C, tiie small one ; D, the hopper; K, the shoe'; F, the frame

that supports the hopper; G, ally-wheel; II, the windlas. To
Use this engine, it is directed to screw the large roller up to the

small one, and not to feed too fa>t from the shoe, which is regu-

lated by pins that have strings li.\ed to them. It is evident, that

when two smooth surfaces are ojipo.^ed lo each other at a distance

which can be regulateil at pleasure, neither grain nor any otiier

simil.T substance can pass between ihem without being bruised.

This being the principle on which the bruising-mill acts, the

lueally substance, which is the essential pan of malt, is entirely

removed from the skin or husk which contains it, and all the

Virtues of the malt are with ease extracted by the water, in a man-

ner superior to what is elfected when the grain is only cut by
grinding. The operation is at the same tinie so expeditiously

performed, that two men can with ease bruise a bushel of malt in

a minute. By the same engine may also be bruised oats ami

beans for horses. A great part of the corn given these animals, it

is well known, is swalhjwed whole, and often passes through them
in the same state; in which case, they cannot receive any nou-

rishment from the grains that are unbroken : but when bruised in

this engine, it eases mastication ; and every grain being prepared

for nutrition, a much less quantity will of course be found to be

sufficient. For bruising beans, the two regulating screws must be

unscrewed a little ; and the fly-wheel requires to be then set in

jnotion with the hand, on account that the rollers are then a I'ttle

space apart, and will not turn each other before the beans come
between Ihem.
MALTII.V, in chemistry, called also sca-wav, is a solid sub-

stance found on the Lake Baikal in Siberia. It is white, melts

when heated, and on cooling assumes the consistence of white ce-

rate. It readily dissolves in alcohoi, and in other respects it pos-

sesses the characters of a solid volatile oil.

M.'VLVA, the Mallow ; a genus of the polyandria order, and
nioiiadelphia class of i)lants ; natural order, Columnifer;r. Calyx
double, outer three-leaved ; capsules many, united in a depressed

whorl, one-celled, one-seeded. There are thirty-four species,

chiefly pereimial herbaceous plants.

M.' Communis, the Common Mallow. The leaves of this

plant are reckoned the first of the four emollient herbs; they

were formerly in some esteem as food, for loosening the belly ; at

present, decoctions of them are sometimes employed in dysente-

ries, heat, and sharpness of urine; and, in general, for obtunding

acrimonious humours: their principal use is in emollient glysters,

cataplasms, and fomentations. The leaves enter the oflicinal

decoction for glysters, and a conserve is pre-jjared from the

flowers.

MALVF.RN, Great, a town of Worcestershire, 8 miles \V.

by S. of Worcester.

Malvern Hills, lofty mountains in the S. AV. part of Wor-
cestershire, rising like stairs, one above another, for about seven

miles, and dividing tf.at county irom Herefordshire. On these

hills are two medicinal springs, called holy wells, one good for

the eves, and the other good for cancers. They run from N. to

S. the highest point 1313 feet above the surface of the Severn at

Ilanley, and appear to be of limestone and (piartz. On the

tummi't of these hills is a camp with a treble ditch, supposed

lo be Roman, aad situated on the Herefordshire side of the

hills.

Malvern, Little, a town of Worcestershire, seated in a ca-

vity of llie above hills, 3 miles from Great Miilvern.

MALUS, in botany. See Pyrus.
MALWA, an extensive province of Hindoostan, belonging to

the Mahrattas; bounded on the N. by Agimere and Agra; E. by
Allahabad ; S. by Candeish ; and W. by Guzerat.
MAMx\I,L'KES, the name of a dynasty that reigned in Egypt.

The Mamalukes were originally Turkish' and Circassian slaves,

bought of the Tartars by Melicsaleh, to the number of a thou-
sand, whom he bred up to arms, and raised some to (he principal

offices of the empire. They killed Sultan Moadam, whom they
succeeded. Others say, that the Mamalukes were ordinarily

chosen from among the Christian slaves, and that they were the
same thing in a great measure with the Janissaries among the

Turks. 'I hey never married; they first are said to have been
brought from Circassia, nnd some have supposed that they began
lo reign about the year of Chri.<t S6i).

MAMARS, a town of France, in the department of Sarte, 16
miles S. E. of Alengon.
MAMM.'F, in anatomy, the breast. See Anatomy.
M.'\MMALIA, in natural history, the lirsl .class of animals in

the Liniia;aii system : the animals in this class have lungs that re-

spire altein.ilely ; jaws incumbent, covered ; teeth usually within ;

ti;ats lactiferous ; organs of sense, tongue, nostrils, eyes, ears, and
papilla; of the skin ; covering, hair, which is scanty in warm cli-

mates, and scarcely any on aquatics. There are seven orders, tht;

characters of wliich are taken from the number, situation, and
structure, of the teeth. The names of llie orders art

Belhia^, Glires,

Brula, Pecora,

Cete, Primates.

Fera.
See these articles, and Zoology.
MAMMAHY GLANDS, in anatomy, is a glandular sub-

stance situated in the breast, and secreting the milk. This glaiid<

surrounded by cellular and adipous substance, and covered by the

common integuments, constitutes the breast. It lies on the

anterior surface of the pectoralis major muscle, bee Ana-
TO.M V.

MAMMEA, or the MAMMEE-TREE, a genus of the mo-
nogynia order, and polyandria class of plants. Corolla tetrapetai

Ions ; calyx diphyllous ; berry very large and telraspermous.

There are two species; both large evergreen trees ol the hot

parts of America and Asia, and both adorned with large, , oval,
.

oblong, stiff leaves, and large quadripetalous flowers, succeed-.

ed by large round eatable fruit of the most exquisitely rich

flavour.

MAMMIFORM, [7/iamma and forma, Lat.] in anatomy, a

name given to apophyses of the bone in the back part of the scull,

so called from tlieir resembling a breast.

MAMMILLARY, or MAMMILLARIS, in anatomy, an
epithet given lo two little protuberances, somewhat resembling
the nipples of the breast, found under the four ventricles of the

brain, ami supposed to be the organs of smelling. These are calt

ed apophyses mammillares. There is also a muscle called mar
millaris, or niastoides, serving to sloop the head. See Ana*
TO.MV.
MAMMON, the god of riches, according to some authors^

though others deny th.it the word stands for such a deity. Our
Saviour says, We cannot serve God and mammon ; that is, be rcr

ligious and worldly-minded at the same time. Milton, by poetic

licence, makes Mammon one of the fallen angels.

MAMMOTH, or MAMMUTH, American Elephakt, a

huge animal now unknown, if not extinct, to which have belong-

ed those tusks, bones, and skeletons of vast magnitude, which
have been often found in different parts of Siberia, Russia, Ger-

many, and North America. Many specimens of them may be
seen in the Imperial Cabinet at Petersburgh ; in the British, and
Dr. Hunter's Museum, and in that of the Royal Society.

MAN, the chief of the animated world, is distinguished from
all living creatures by his superior faculties ; being possessed of

reflection, thought, a power of invention, and an ability of carry-

ing his conceptions or designs into elfect. Formed for society, he

seldom lives in solitude : and as an emanation of divine light ap-

pears to direct all the good actions of mankind, we excel every

created being, while we enjoy the exclusive faculty of communi-
cating our ideas, by speech as welt as by letters. Men are di-

vided into classes, chiefly by their colour, that vanes according to

the
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the sitiialion of ihe country in which tlity reside. See Com-
plexion. Their bodies are erect, and soldom exceed six feet

in height ; thcv are almost naked, excepting a few hairs ; and,

though Nature has refused a general covering of the skin, man
still remains her master-piece ; as, conformably to sacred history,

he is the last work that proceeded from the hands uf the Creator.

The form of his body ; the powers of his mind, supported by that

innate spirit which governs (oral least ought to guide) his actions,

and to which the taint appellation of reason has hce)i given ; to-

gether with his discernment of good and evil; all evince his supe-

riority over the whole animal kmgdom. For a description of the

•curious structure of the human body, see Anatomv and Phy-
sioi.OGV. For the varieties arising from climate, &c. see Homo.
"Man," says Haller in his Physiology, "has no right to complain

of the shortness of life. Throughout the whole ot living beings,

there are few who unite in a greater degree all the internal causes

which tend to prolong its ditferent periods. The term of gesta-

tion is very considerable ; the rudiments of the teeth are very 1 .te

in unfolding ; his growth is slow, and is not completed before

about i'O years have elapsed. The age of puberty, also, is nuich

later in man than in any other animal. In short, the parts of his

body being composed of a softer and more flexible substance,' are

nut so soon hardened as those of inferior animals. Man, there-

fore, seems to receive at his birth the seeds of a long life : if he
reach not the distant period which nature seemed to promise him,

it must be owing to accidental causes foreign to himself, liistead

of saying that he has hnished his life, we ought rather to say that he
has not completed it. The natural and total duration of lite is in

some measure proportioned to the period ot growth. A tree or an

auijiial which soon acquires its full size, decays much so'oner than
another which continues to grow for a longer time. If it he true

that the life of animals is eii^ht times longer than the period of their

growth, we might conclude that the boundaries of human life may
be extended to a century and a half. It does not appear that the

life of man becomes sliorter in proportion to the length of time
the world has -existed, [n tITe days of the Psalmist, the ordinary

liin'ts of human life did not exceed TO or 80 years. No king of

Jiidah riv<-d beyond that period. When the Romans, however,
were numbered by Vespasian, there were found in the e[iipire, in

that age of effeminacy, ten men aged 120 and upwards. Among
the princes of modem times, the late Frederic the Great of Prussia

lived to the age of 74. George II. of Britain lived to that of 77.

Louis XIV. lived to the same age. Stanislaus king of Poland and
duke of Lorrain exceeded that age. Pope Clement XII. lived to

the age of 80. George I. of Britain attained the age of t53. And
there are divers instances of persons who have lived above a cen-

tury. See Longevity. In the looks of no animal are the ex-

pressions of passion-painted with such energy and rapidity, and
with such gentle gradations and shades, as in those of man. In

certain emotions of the mind, the blood rises to the face, and pro-

duces blushing ; and in some others, the countenance turns pale.

These two symptoms, the appearance of which depends on the

structure and the transparency of the reticulum, especially red-

ness, constitute a peculiar beauty. In our climates, the mitural

colour of the face of a man in good health is wli'.te, witli a lively

red suffused upon the cheeks. Paleness of the countenance is al-

ways a symptom of delicient health. Notwithstanding the ge-
neral similitude of countenance in nations and families, there is a

wonderful diversity ot features. No one, however, is at a loss to

recollect the person to whom he intends to speak, provided he has

"uce fully seen him. One man has liveliness and gaiety painted

in his countenance, and announces before-hand, by the cheerful-

ness of his appe.irance, the character which he is to support in so-

ciety. The tears which bedew the cheeks of another man would
excite compassion in the most unfeeling heart. Thus the face of

man is the rendezvous of the symptoms both of his moral and phy-
sical aft'ections: trau<iuillity, anger, threatening, joy, smiles,

laughter, malice, love, envy, jealousy, pride, contempt, disdain,

indignation, irony, arrogance, te.irs, terror, astonishment, horror,

fear, shame or humiliation, sorrow and aflliction, compassion, nie-

ditation, particular convulsions, sleep, death, ire. &c. The dif-

ference of these characters, and the various impressions made by
them, form the principles of the science of Physiog.vo.mv. (See
that article.) When the mind is at ease, all iIk" features of the
face are in a state of profound tranquillity. I'heir proportion.

harmony, and union, point out Ihe serenity of the tlioughts. But
wIkmi the soul is agitated, the human face becomes a living canvas,
whereon the passions are rejiresented with equal delicacy and
energy, wliere every emotion of the soul is expressed by some
feature, and every action by some mark ; the lively impre'ssion of
which anticipates the will, and reveals by pathetic signs our secret
agitation, and these inieiitions which we are anxious to < onceal.
It is particularly in the eyes that the soul is painted in the strongest
colours and with the most delicate shades. The difCerei.t colours
oftiie eyes are, <lark hazel, light hazef, green, blue, gray, and
whitish gray. The most common of these colotirs are hazel and
blue, botli of which are often found in the same eye. Kyes which
are commonly called black, are only dark hazel ; tliey appear
black in consequence of being contrasted with the w lute ot the
eye. Wherever there is a tint of blue, however Might, it becomes
the prevailing colour, and outshines the hazel, with which it is in-

tenr.ixed, to such a digrce, that the mixture cannot he perceived
without a very narrow examination. The most beautiful ev^s
are these which appear black or blue. In (lit former, there is

more expression and vivacity ; in tlie latter, more sweetness and
perhaps delicacy. Next to the eyes, the parts of the face by which
the physiognomy ismost strongly marked, arethe eye-brows. Heing
of a diiierent naiiire from Ihe othei parts, their effect is increased
by contrast. They are like a shade in a picture, which gives re-
lief to the other colours and forn;S. The tbrehead is one of the
largest parts of the face, and contributes most (o its beauty. Every
body knows of how great im|)ortance the hair is in the physiog-
nomy, and that baldness is a very great defect. When old age
begins to make its approaches, the hair which lirst falls oti' is that
which covei-s the crown of the head and the parts above the tem-
ples. Tl-.e hair of the lower part of the temi^les, or of the back of
the head, seldom completely falls off. Ikildiiess is peculiar to
men: women do not naturally lose their hair, though it becomes
while as well as that of men at the approach of old age. The
nose is the most prominent feature of the face. But it has very
little motion, and that only in the most violent passions, it contri-
butes less to the expression than to the beauty of the countenance.
Ihe nose is seldom perpendicular to the middle of the face, but
for the most part is turned to one side or the other. The cause of
this irregularity, which, according to the painters, is perfectly con-
sistent with beauty, and of which even the want would he a defor-
mity, appears to be frequent pressure on one side of the cartilage

of Ihe cliild's nose against the breast of the mother when it receives
suck. At this early period of life, the caitilages and bones have
acquired very little solidity, and are easily bent, as may be ob-
served in the legs and thighs of some individuals, who have been
injured by the bandages of the swaddling clothes. Next to the
eyes, the mouth and lips have the greatest motion and ex|)ression.

1 hese motions are umler the influence of the passions. 'Ihe
mouth, which is set otf by the vermillion of the lips and the ena-
mel of the teeth, marks, by the various forms which it assumes,
their <litTerent characters. The organ of the voice likewi-e gives
animation to this feature, and communicates to it more life and
expression than is possessed by any of the rest. The cheeks are
uniform teatures, and have no motion or expression excepting
from that involuntary redness or paleness with which thev art co-
vered in dilTerent passions, such as shame, anger, pride, andjov,
on the one hand ; and fear, terror, and sorrow, on the other. In
dilTerent passions, the whole head assumes diflerent positions, and
is afl'ectcd with dilVercnt motions. It hangs forward during shame,
humility, and sorrow ; it hangs to one side in languor and compas-
sion ; it is elevated in pride, erectand fixed in obstinacy and self-

conceit ; in astonishment it is thrown backwards; and it moves
from side to side in coiitem|)t, ridicule, anger, and indignation.

The particular effects of the diiierent passii.ns on the features have
been already quoted trom M. Le Brun's accurate description of
them. See T)ra\vixg. The arms, hands, and every part of the

body, contribute to the expression of the p.is^ions. In joy, for

instance, all tlie members of the body are agitated with (piick and
various motions. In languorand sorrow, the arms hang down, and
the whole body remains fixed and immovable. In admiration

and surprise, this total suspension of motion is likewise observed.

In love, desire, and hope, the head and eyes are raised to hiaven,

and seem lo solicit the wished-for good ; the body leans forward
as if to approach it ; tliL- arms are stretched out, and ieem to -ei/e

before-
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bi-foreliaiul the bflnvfd object. On the contrary, in fear, hatred,

and horror, the arms seem to pusli backward and repel the object

of our aversion ; we turn away our head and eyes as if to avoid

the sight of it ; we recoil in order to shuji it.

Man, or the Isle op iM.\N, an island in tlie Irish sea, lying

about 21 miles N. of Anglesey, as far W. of Lancaslure, nearly

ei|nidis(ant from Galloway onihc S. K. and C7 miles E. of Ireland.

Its form is long and narrosv, stretching from the N. E. ot Avr
Point to the Calf of Man on the S. E. at least 30 niili-s. fts

breadth in some places is iiior'^ than nine niile=, in nmst jilaces

eight, but in some not above live, containing about loi) square

miles. This islantl, fioni its situation in the mouth of the channel,

is very bem'licial to I'ritain, by lessenina. the furce of the titles,

which woulil otherwise break with far greater violence than tliey

ilo at present. It is frei]ucntly exposetl to very tjjgh winds ; and
at other times to mists, which, however, are not at all unwhole-
some. The air is sharp and cold in winter ; the frosts short ; and
the snow, especially on the coast, seldom lies long on the ground.
There is a ridge ot mountains runs aliuohl the length of the island,

which afford good water from the rivulets and s|)rings ; tlie highest

rises about jSO yards. There are (piarries of good stone, and red
free-slone, with some mines ot lead, cop|;er, andiron. Tliesi/il

towards the N. is dry and sandy, of conseijuence unfertile, buf not
imimproveable ; the monnlains, which may include near two-
ihirds of the island, are bleak and barren ; vet all'ord excellent

peat, and contain Several kinds of metals. In the valleys there is

as good |)asture, hay, and corn, as in any of the northern counties
;

and the S. part of the island i-. as line soil as can be wished. They
liave marl and lime-stone suflicient to render even thinr poorest
lands fertile; excellent slate, rag-stone, bUuk marble, and some
other kinds tor building. They have vegetables of all sorts, and
in the utmost perfection ; potatoes in immense (piantitips, and to-

lerable fruit. They have also hemp, flax, large crops of oats and
barley, and sonie wheat.

Man, an island in the South Pacific Ocean. Lon. 151. 23. E.
Lat. 4. 0. S.

Man of War. See Shit, and Ship-Building.
MANACHIA, a town and fort of Turkey, in Natolia, ancientiv

called Magnesia. Lon. 27. 49. E. Lat. 3S. 45. N.
MANAS.SEH, [nrjo, Hib. i. e. not forgotten,] the eldest son

of Joseph, and grancUon of the patriarch Jacob, (Gen. xli. 50, 5!,")

was born A. M. 2200.

Manasseh, the 15th king of Judah, the son and successor of

Ilezekiah. His acts are recorded in 2 Kings xx. xxi. and 2 Chr.
3.xxiii.

Manasseh, the Tribe of, the desfeiulanls of the patriarch.

They came out of Egypt, in number 32,200 mep, (it for battle,

upwards of 20 year: old, under the conduct o( Gamaliel sou of

I'edahzur. Numb. ii. 20, 21. This tribe was divided at their

entrance into the land ofXJaiiaan. One half had its portion be-
yond the Jordan, and the otiier half on this side of it. The half-

tribe of Manasseh which settled beyond the river possessed the
country of Bashan, from the river Jahbok to mount Libanus,
(Numb. xxii. 33, 34, &c.) and the other half-tribe of Manasseh on
this side Jordan, obtained for its inheritance the country bctueen
tlie tribe of Ephraim on the S. and the tribe of Lsachar on the N.
having the river Jordan on the E. and the Mediterranean sea on
the \V. Josh. xvi. xvii.

MAN-BOTE,m the Anglo Saxon laws, compensation for kill-

ing a man. In King Ina's laws rates are fixed for the expiation

«jf this crime, according to the quality of the person slain.

MANCA, in English anliiiuity, 'was a square piece of gold-
coin, commonly valued at 30 pence.

MANCH A, a mountainous pravince of Snain, in New Castile,

between the Guadiana and Andalusia.

MANCHESTER, a large, populous, and nourishing town of

Lancashire, famous forthe fii<lian manulactory, called iSIanchester

cotton^. It lies 67 miles W. S. W. of York", and 182 N. N. W.
cf London. Lon. 2. iC. W. Lat. 53. 27. N.
MANCHINEEL-TKEE, in botany. See Hippomane.
MANCIPATIO, a term used in the ancient UniiKn law,

vbich may be thus explai led : every father had such a regal au-
thoiity over his son, that before (he sou could be released from hi-

«.uhjeclion and made free, lie must be three times over sold and
tought, his natural father being the vender. The vendee was-

9

called pater liduciarius. After this fictitious bargain, the patei'

tiduciarius sold him again to the natural father, uho couhi then,

but not till then, manumit or make him fn e. The imaginary sale

was calU-d mancipatio ; and the act of giving liberty or setting him
free after this was called emancipalio.

Mancif.atio also signifies the selling or alienating of certain

lands by the balance, or money paid by weight, and five witnesses.

This mode of alii-nation took place only among Roman citizens,

and that only in respect to certain estates situated in Italy, which
were called mnncipia.

MANCIPLE, \_»iaiweps, Lat.] the steward of acommiinitv ;

the piiiveyor: it is particularly used of the purveyor cf a col-

lege.

Manciple, means also a clerk of the kitchen. An ofiicer in

the inner temple was anciently so called, of whomCliaucer, (he nn-

cieiit English poet, some time a student of that house, thus writes :

A manciple there was within the temple.

Of which all caterers might lake ensample.
MANCUNIUM, in ancient geograjihy, a town of the Bri-

gantes in Britain ; now called Manchester.
M.^NCl'S, [dom 7iuinu cusiis, Lat.] in antiquity, an Anglo-

Saxon gold-coin, ecjual in value to 2-^ solidi, or 30 pence ; ami in

weight to 55 Troy grains. The first account of this coin, that

occurs in the English history, is about the close of the Sth cen-
tury, in an embassy of Kenwulf king of Mercia to Leo III. rc-

(piesting the restoration of the jurisdiction of the see of Canter-
bury : this embassy was enforced by a present of 120 mancuses.
MAND.WIUS, [Lat.] a writ granted by the king, so called

from the initial word. A mandamus issues out of the court of
king's bench, and is sent to a corporation, commanding them to

admit or restore a person to his office. This writ also lies where
ju-tices ol the peace refuse to admit a person to take the oalhs, to

(iiiality himself for any post or office; or where a bishop or arch-

deacon refuses to grant a probate of a will, to admit an executor
to prove it, or to swear a churchwarden, &c.
MANU.\NES, an Indian prince and philosopher, who for the

renown of his wisdom was invited by the ambassadors of Alexan-
der the Great to the banquet of the son of Jupiter. A reward was
promised him if he obeyed, but he was threatened with punishment
in case of a refusni. Equally unmoved by botli, the philosopher
dismisseil them with observing, that though Alexander ruled over
a great part of the universe, he was not the son of Jupiter; and
that he gave himself no trouble about the presents of a man who
possessed not wherewithal to content himself. " I despise his

threats (added he) ; if I live, India is suflicient for my subsistence ;

and to me death has no terror, for it will only be an exchange of

old age and infirmity for the happiness of a better life."

M.'XNDAEINS, a name given to the magistrates and gover-
nors of provinces in China, w ho are chosen out of the most learned
men, ami whose government is always at a great distance from
the place of their birth.

Mandarin Tongue, the learned language of the Chinese.
Besides the language peculiar to every province, this is common
to all the learned in the empire, and is in China the language of
the court.

MANDATE, inlaw, is a judicial commandment to do some-
thing. See Mandamus.

^I AN DATE, in the canon law, a rescript of the pope command-
ing an ordinary collator to put the person therein named in pos-

session of the first vacant benefice in his collation.

MANDATS, or MaNDA'FS TERIUTORIAUX, a species

of paper-currency issued by the French government, to supply the
place of the assignats, in ftlarch 179tj, when they had lost credit

and snilered an enormous depreciation. To prevent jobbing, they
were ordered to be taken at par with specie ; and instead of resting

Iheir credit on the whole national property, as the assignats had
been, they were bottomed upon so nluch of it, as was equivalent

in value to the amount of the mandats issued.

M.ANDAI I'M, in Roman antiquity, was a fee or- retainer

given the procuratores and advocati. It was a necessary condi-

tion, w ithout which they had not the liberty of pleading.

MANDERSCHEIT, a county ot Germany, in the late circle

of the Lower Rhine. It is now included in the department oftlie

Uhiiie and-Moselle.

Manderscueit, 3 town of France, in the department of the

Hiiiue
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Hliiiie and Moselle, and late electorate of Triers ; lapitul of tlie

above county. I.on. 6. 32. E. Lat. ;i(). L'O. N.
MANDFA'ILLE, Bern'ard de, M. D. an eminent writer of

tlie 18th centni-y, born in Holhmd, where lie stndietl physic, and

took his degree. He afterwards came over into Eni^land, ajid in

1714 published a poem, entitled, "The Grumbling Hive; or.

Knaves turned Honest ;"upon which he afterwards wrote remarks,

and publishe<l liic whole at 1-ondon, 1723. in 8vo. underthe title

of, " 'I'lie Fable of the Bees, or private Vices made public lienc-

lits ; w ith an Essav on Charity and Charity Schouls, and a Search

into the Natin'e ot Society." Thisbook was presented by the jiuy

of Middlesex in July tiie same year, and severely animadverted

upon in, A Letter to" the Rt.Hoii. Lord C. printed in the London
Journal of Saturday, July 27, 1723. Our author pnblislied a Vin-
dcalion. His book w;i's attacked by several writers. He pub-
lished other pieces, and died in 1723.

Mandeville, Sir John, an English physician, faniou:; for lii.-,

travels, born at St. Alban's, about the beginning ofthe l4th century.

1 le had a liberal education, and studied physic ; but being seizcid

with an invincible desire- of seeing distant parts of the globe,

he left England in 1332, and did not return till 1364. His friends,

wlio had long supposed him dead, did not know liim when he ap-

peared. He had travelled through almost all the east, and made
himself master of a great variety of languages. He particularly

visited Scythia, Armenia the Greater and Less, Egypt, Arabia,

Syria, Media, Mesopotamia, Persia, Chaldea, Greece, Dalmatia,

&c. His rambling disposition did not suffer him forest; for he
left his own country a second time, and died at Liege in the Ne-
therlands in 1372. He wrote An Itinerary, or an Account of his

Travels, in English, French, and Latin.

MANDINGO, an ijiland and populous kingdom of Africa,

about 200 miles from the coast of the Atlantic, near the Gambia.
MANDRAGORllS, a sirname of Venus.
MANDRAKE, in botany. See Atropa.
MANDREL, a kind of ~wooden judley, and member of the

turner's lathe. Of these there are several kinds ; as Flat Man-
drels, which have three or more little pegs or ]>oints near the verge,

and are used for turning flat boards on. Pin Mandrels, which
have a long wooden shank to fit stilT into a round hole made in the

work to be tur!;ed. Hollow Mandrels, which are hollow of them-
selves, and used for turning hollow work. Screw Mandrels, for

turning screws, &c.
MANDUBH, a people of Gaul, who inhabited the country

afterwards called Burgundy. Many of them served in Cssar's
army. Cis. de Bell. Gall. 5, c. 20.

^lANEGE, or MENAGE, the exercise of riding the great

horse; or tlie ground set apart for that purpose; which is some-
times covered, for continuing the exercise in bad weather; and
sometimes open, to give more freedom both to the hor;eman and
horse. See Horsemanship. The word is borrowed from the

Italian muneggin ; aw manu ngerdo, i. e. acting with the hand.

MANERBIO, a town and territory of Italy, in the depart-

ment of Mella, and late province of Bresciano, on the Mella.

MANES, or MANICH/EUS, one of the Persian Magi, who
having embraced Christianity, mingled his own philoso])hic:d opi-

nions with its doctrines, and thus became the founder of the Ma-
nichsran system. See MaNichees. Manes flourished about A.
D. 277. St. Epiphanius says, his original name was Cubricus,

and that he changed it for Manes, which, in the Persian or Baby-
lonish language, signifies vessel. A rich widow, whose servant he
had been, dying without issue, left him a great deal of wealth;

after which he assumed tlie title of the apostle or envoy of Jesus

Christ. He next assumed that of the Para; lete, whom Christ had
promised to send ; which Augustine explains by saying, that

Manes endeavoured to persuade men, that the Holy Ghost did

personally dwell in him with full authority. He left several dis-

ciples, and among others Addas, Thomas, and Hernias. These
he sent in his life-time into seyeral provinces to preach hisdoctrinc.

Manes, having undertaken to cure the son of Sapor king of Persia,

and not succeeding, was put in prison upon tlie young prince's

rieath, whence he made his escape ; but was apprehended soon
after, and flayed alive. However, the oriental writers, cited by
D'Hevbelot and Hyde, tell us, that Manes, alter having been pro-

tected in a singular manner by K. Hormisdas, who succeeded Sa-

por, but who was not able to defend him against the united pcrse-

VPL. m.^NO. 132.

tutionsof the Christians the Magi, the Jews, and the Pagans, was

shut up in a strong castle to preserve him from his enemies. They
add, that after the death of Hormisdas, \'ar;ncs L his successor,

first protected Manes, but afterwards gave lum up to the fury of

the Magi, whose resentment against him was owing to his having

adopted the Sadilucean principles, as some say; while others at-

tribute it to his having mingled lln> tenets of the Magi with the

doctrines of Christianity. However, it is certain tliat the Mani-
clicans celebrated the day of their master's death.

.Mani;s, is a poetical term, signifying the shades or souls of the

deceased. The heathens used a variety of ceremonies and sacriti-

ces to appease tlie manes of those who were deprived of burial.

See Lemures and Lemuria.
Manes Dii were the same with Inferi, or the infernal god^,

who tormented men ; and to these the heathens offered sacrifices

to as-uaiie their indignation.

MAN ETHO, an ancient Egyptian historian, who pretended to

take all Ids accounts from the sacred inscriptions on the pillars of

Hermes Trismcgistus. He was high priest of Heliopolis under
Ptolemy Philadelplius, at whose rccjuest he wrote his histtry in

Greek ; beginning from their gods, and continued it down to near

the time of Darius Codomanus. His history of Egypt is a ce-

lebrated work, often quoted by Josephus and other ancient au-

thors. JuliuB Africanus gave an abridgement of it in his Chrono-
logy. Manetho's works is however lost ; and there only remain
some fragments extracted from Julius Africanus, which are to be
found in Eusebins's Chronica.

.NLANETTIA, in botany, a genus of the tetrandria monogyni^
class and order; natural order Contorta:. Calyx eight-leaved ;

corolla four-cleft; capsule inferior, two-valved, one-celled ; seeds

imbricate, orbicular, witli a central seedlet. There are three

species.

MANFREDONlA, a port-town of Naples, on the Gulph of

Venice, built on the ruins of the ancient Sipontum. It is 93
miles N. E. of Naples, and 150 S. E. of Ancona. Lon. 16. 12.

E. Lat. 41. 36. N.^
MANGALORS,'a town of Hindostan, in Canara, on the coast

of Malabar, 124 miles W. N. W. of Seringapatam. Lon. 74. ^7.

E. Lat. 12. 50. N.
MANGANESE, or MAGNESIA NIGRA, in chemistry, a

dark-coloured native mineral, found in a more or less impure
state, both in iron-mines, and in the lead-mines of Mendip-hills,

in the county of Somerset. Common manganese is very heavy,

moderately hard, and of a deep dusky grey, approaching to black,

but scmetinies of an iron-brown cast. It emits sparks with great

difliculty, when stricken against steel ; nor does it elfervescc with

acids, though the latter make a partial solution of it when calcined.

Considerable ciuantities of manganese are employed in glass-works

for purifying glass ; as it destroys the effects of colouring sub-

stances, and renders vitrified matters perfectly clear; from which
property it has received tlie a))pel!ation of soap of glass. Farther,

it imparts to a large quantity of gl.ass, in a state of fusion, a pur-
plisli or reddish tinge, thai disajjpears if continued in the lire :

these colours may, according to Cronstedt, be easily effaced by
the calces of arsenic or tin. Mangimese likewise communicates
various tints to warm water, such as green, purple, red, blue, &c.
which change on agitating that fluid. When distdlcd with the

muriatic acid, or spirit of salt, this mineral yields the oxygenated
muriatic acid, or bleaching liquor of BerthoUet. It is also em-
ployed for glazing earthen-ware, which thus accjuires a Mack co-

lour. Bergman and Scheele tirst gave an accurate description of

the nature and properties of this mineral. It is generally found in

tlie state of an oxide, either white, or black, or red. Tlie white

contains the smallest proportion of iron and of oxygen. This ore

soon tarnishes in the air by absorbing oxygen. The red contains

more iron than the white, and is crystallized. The black or the

brown ore is frequently crystallized like the red. Manganese is

procured in the metallic slate, by reducing the oxide to powder,
and forming it into a paste with watiT. It is then exposed to a

strong heat, not less than 160° of Wedgwood, with charcoal, and
llie metal, after a time, is found at the bottom of the crucible, or

in the midst of the scoria; in small globules, which amount to

nearly one-third of the manganese employed. Manganese, in the

metallic state, is of a greyish white colour, with considerable

brilliancy, and ofa granular texture. The specific gravity is 6. 85.

5 E M
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It is hard as iron ; is one of the most brittle and most infusible of

the metals. When exposed to the air it is i^uieklv tarnished, and
at length falls into powder, which is found to have acquired con-
siderahle addition to its weight. But when heated in the open
air it pas^es more rapidly through the dilTerent changes of colour

in proportion as it combines with o.vygen, to the absorption of

which these changes are owing ; hence manganese, like some
other metals, combines with diliVrent portions of oxygen, form-
ing with it dil'ferent oxides. Tlie dilferent coloured oxides are

combined of manganese and oxygen in the following propor-
tions :

While Brown or Black
Oxide. Red Oxide. Oxide.

Manganese 80 74 CO
Oxygen 20 2() 40

100 , 100 100

From the black, the chemists usnally obtain the oxygen they
use in their experiments. The black is evidently the metal at the

maximum of oxydizement, the white is the one at the minimum.
Manganese does not enter into combination with azote, hydrogen,
or carbon. By means of charcoal the oxide is reduced, bv being
deprived of its oxygen. Phosphorus combines very readily with

manganese, forming a phosphurct. It may likewise be made to

combine with sulphur, forming a sulphurct. It enters into combi-
nation with the acids, and forms salts with ti.em. These salts mav
be decomposed by the alkalies, which tlirow down precipitates of

a yellow or reddish colour. None of them are decomposed by
any of the other metals, which shews tlie strong affinity of mang.i-

iiese to oxygen. The pure alkalies favour the oxidation of man-
ganese, and tlie decomposition of water, because they combine
readily with this oxide. When the black oxide is exposed to

heat, with twice its weight of dry soda or potash, a compound is

formed of a dark-green colour, whicli is soluble in water. During
the solution, this substance exhibits rapid changes of colour, and
nil that account has been denominated the " mineral cainelion."

There IS no action between manganese and any of the earths ; but
its oxide combines with them, and forms vitreous matters, which
are of diflerent colours, according to the degree of oxidation of the

manganese, and its mixture with iron. For the affinities, See. of
manganese, see Chemistry.
MANGF.. See Farkierv.
MANGFEA, or MAN'GYA, a populous island in the South

Sea, discovered by Capt. Cook, in 1777. Lon. 158. 3. W. Lat.

21.57. S.

MANGEL-WURZEL, or the Root of Scarcity, a root

much celebrated as food for both men and cattle. It is a species

of Beta. See Rkta.
MANGENOT, FjEwis, a canon of the temple at Paris, where

he was boin .A. D lb94, and died I76S, aged 71. lie was a ^ocial

poet, and an amiable man. But though lively and agreeable in

his conversation, his character leaned somewhat towards c\nical
niisantliropy. His poems were published ai Amsterdam, in 177(i,

and contain two eclogues, natural, simple, and elegant ; tables,

some of which are well romposeil; tales, which are by far too
licentioui; moral rellections, sentences, madrigals, &c. &c.

M.ANGl'.I!, a raised trough under the rack in a stall, for re-

ceiving the grain that a horse eats.

Makger, in a ship of war, is a small apartment, extended
athwart the lower deck immediately within the liause-holes, and
fenceil on the after-|iart by a partition, which separates it from the

other i)art of tlie deck behind it. This partition serves as a fence
against the water, which occa-iionally gushes in at the hause-holes,

or falls from the wet cable whilst it is heaved in by the cap-tern.

The water, thus prevented fimn running aft, is immediately re-

turned into the sea by several small channels, called scuppers, cut

through the ship's side within the manger. The manger is there-

fore particularly useful in giving a contrary direction to the water
that enters at the hau^e-holes, which would otherwise run aft in

great streams upon the lower deck, and render it extremely wet
and uncoinfoi table, particularly in tempestuous weather, to the

men who mess and sleep in <lil'ferent parts thereof.

MANGE r, John James, an eminent physician, born at Ge-
neva, in I6b'2. The elector of Brandenburg made him his lirst

physician in I6y9; in which post he continued till he died, at

Geneva in 174'i. He wrote many works; the most known of
which are, 1. A Collection of several PharmacopaMas, in folio,

2. ,Bibliotheca Pharmaceutico-medica. 3. Bibliotlieca Anatomica.
4. Bibliotheca Chemica. 5. Bil'liolheca Chirurgica. 6. A Bib-
liotheca of all the Authors who have written on Medicine in four
vols, folio. All these works are in -Latin. Daniel le (;ierc, tlie

author of a History of Physic, assisted him in writing them.
MANGIFERA, the >lAHGO-iRtE ; in botany, a genus of the

monogynia order, and pentandria class of plants. Corolla fivt-

petaled
; plum kidney-shaped. There are three species, natives

of the East Indies, and the warm parts of America.
MANHEIM, a beautiful city of Germany, on the E. ba^ik of

the Rhine. It lies six miles N. E. of Spire. Lon. 8. 33. E. Lat.
49. 2J. N.
MAN lA, or MADN ESS. See Medicine.
MANICIH, MANICHEANS, or MANICIIEES, a sect of

ancient heretics, who asserted two principles ; so called from their-

author Manes or Manichxns. See .Manes. This heresy had its

lirst rise about A. D. i;r7, and spread principally in Arabia, Egypt,
and Africa, St. Epiphanius treats ot it at great length. It was a
motley mixture of the tenets of Christianity with the ancient phi-

losophy of the Persians, in which Manes had been instructed

during his youth. He combined these two systems, and applied
and accommodated to Jesus Christ thecharactei-sand actions which
the Persians attributed to the God Mithras. He established two
principles, a good and an evil one: the first a most pure and sub-

tile matter, which he called light, did nothing but good ; and the

second a gross and corrupt substance, which he called darkness,

nothing but evil. This philosophy is very ancient; and Plutarch

treats of it at large in his I-is and Osiris. Our souls, according to

.Manes, were made by the good principIO, and our bodies by the

evil one ; these two principles being, according to him, coeternal,

and independent of each other. Each of these is subject to the

dominion of a superintendent being, whose existence is from all

eternity. The being who presides over the light is called God;
he that rules the land of darkness bears the title of hyle or dtcnion.

The ruler of the light is supremely happy, and in consequence
thereof benevolent and good ; the prince of darkness is unlia|)py in

hiiMself, and desirous of rendering others partakers of his misery,

and is evil and malignant. These two beings have produced an
immense number of creatures, resenibliug themselves, and dis-

tributed them through their respective provinces. Alter a contest;

between the ruler of light and the prince of darkness, in which the

latter was defeated, this prince of darkness produced the iirst

pureiits of the human race. The beings engendered from this

original stock, consist of a body formed out of the corrupt matter

of the kingdom of darkness, and of two souls ; one of wh.ich is

sensitive and lu^tful, and owes its existence to the evil princi|ile;

the other rational and immortal, a particle of that divine light

which had been carried away in the contest by the army of dark-

ll(•^s, and imiiiersed into the mass of nialiguanl matter. The earth

uas creati.-il by God out ot this corrupt mass of lualler, in order to

be a dwelling for the human race, that their captive souls might by
degrees be delivered from their corporeal prisons, and the celestial

elements extended from the gross substance in which they were
involved. With this view God produced two beings from his

own substance, viz. Christ and the Holy Ghost; for the Mani-
clieans held a consubstantial Trinity. Christ, or the glorious \n-

telligence, called by the Persians Mithras, subsisting in and by,

himself, and residing in the sun, appeared in due time among the

Jews, clothed with the shadowy form of a human body, to disen-

gage the rational soul from the corrupt body, and to coiKjuer the

violence of malignaiit matter. The Jews, incited by the prince of

darkness, put him to an ignominious death, which he sulTered not

in reality, but only in appe.irance, iiiul according to the opinion of

men. When the purposes of Christ were accomplished, he re-

turned to his throne 111 the sun, ap|.'ointing apostles to propagate

his religion, and leaving his followers the promise of the Paraclete

or Comforter, who is Manes the Pei-sian. Those souls who be-

lieve Jesus Christ to be the Son of God, renounce the worship of

the god of the Jews, who is the prince of darkness, an<l obey the

laws delivered bv Chiist, and illustrated by Manes the comforter,

are gratlually purified horn the contagion of matter; and their

purification being completed, after having passed through two
states
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states of liial, by water and tire, first in llie tnooii and tlieii in the

«in, llioii- bodies rclnrii to the oriainal mass (f.>r the Maiiitlieans

derided the rfsurieetion of bodies,) and their souls ascend to tlie

regions ot liglU. Hut ilie soi«!s ol those wlio have neglected the

salutary work of puniication, p \ss after (K'alh nito the bodies of

other aninijls or natures, where they remain till they liave aciom-
plishcd their prolnition. Some, ho\?cver, more perverse and obsti-

nate, are consigned to a severer course of trial, being delivered

over for a lime to the power of malignant aerial spirits, who tor-

inent them in various ways. After this, a lire shall break forth and
consume the frame of the vvorUl ; and the prince and powers of

darkness shall return to their primitive seats of anguish and misery,

in which they shall dwell for ever. These mansions shall be sur-

rounded by an invincible guard, to prevent their ever reneuint;

a war in the regions of light. Manes borrowed many things from

the ancient Gnostics ; on whicli account inany author? consider

the Manicheans as a branch of the Gnostics, and tlie Mani-
chean doctrine was a system of philosophy rather than of

religion. They nia<lc use of amulets, in imitation of the Basili-

diaiis ; and are said to have made profession of astronomy and
astrology. They denied that Jesus Christ, who was only God,
assumed a true human body ; and maintained that it was only

imaginary: and therefore they denied his incarnation, death, &c.
They pretended that the law of Moses did not come from God, or

the good principle, but from the evil one ; and that for this reason

it was abrogated. Thev rejected almost all the sacred books in

which Christians look' for the sublime truths of their holy reli-

gion. They aflinned, that the Old Testanunt was not the work
of God, but of the prince of darkness, who was substituted by the

Jews in the pla<e of the true God. They abstained entirely fioni

eating the flesh of any animal ; they also condemned marriage.

The rest of their errors may be seen in St. Epiphanius and St.

Augustin ; which last, having been of their sect, may be.presnmed
to have been thoroughly acquainted with them. Though the
Manichces professed to receive the books of the New Testament,
yet in elfect they only took so much of them as suited with their

own opinions. They first formed to themselves a certain idea or

scheme of Christianity ; and to this adjusted the writings of the

apostles, pretending that w halever was inconsistent with this had
been foisted into tl^ New Te~tament bv later writers, who were
half Jews. On the other hand, they made fables and apocrvphal
books pass for apostolical w ritings ; and even are suspected to have
forgeil several others, the belter to main'ain their errors.

M.\NICHORD, or M.\NICOKDON, a musical instrument
in form of a spinet ; with 49 or 50 stops, and 70 strings; which,

like those of the clarichord, are covered with little pieces of cloth,

to deaden as well as to soften tJieir sound, whence it is also called

the dnnib-spinet. The strings bear on live bridges.

MANIFESTO, a public declaration made by a prince in

writing, shewing his intentions to begin a war or other enterprise,

with the motives that induce him to it, and the reasons on which
ke founds his rights and pretentions.

MAN ILLA, M AN I LA, LUCONI A, or LUZON, the largest

of the Philippine Islands, in the East Indies. It had the name of

Luzon from a custom that prevailed among the natives of beating

or bruizing their rice in wooden mortars, before they either boiled
or baked it; luzon in their language signifving a mortar. The
middle of this island is in L.it. 15". N. anJ Lon. 123°. E. The
sliape of it resembles an arm bent ; the whole length being about
/CO Spanish leagues: the greatest breadth between 30° and 40°,

and the circumference about S'^O". The davs are of an equal
length, and the weather never cold. The glimate being very hot
and nioisf, is not wholesome; but is worst for young Euro|)"eans.

The natives, without many precautions, live very commonly to

80 or 100. The soil is so rich, that rice grnu; even on the tops

of the mountains without being watered ; ::n(l this makes provi-

sions so plenlitid, that the Indians value gold so little as not to pick
it up, thougli it lies almost every where under their feet. Tliere
are several burning mountains, but the face of the island is far from
being di^hgnred by their e\plnsiuns. Here are 40 dillerent sorts

of palm-trees, the most e\c< ilent cocoas, wild cinnamon, wild nut-
megs, and some say wild cloves also ; ebonv ; feodal wood ; the
best cassia, and in such plenty, that they fei'd their hogs with its

fruit ; all kinds of cattle, anil prodigious quantities of gold, amber,
and ambergsjse. This island is divided into sevei-al provinces.

containing divers towns ; the chief of whii h are Mandla, Caceros,
New Segovia, liondo, P.iss^co, Ibalon, I'lul.iw, Serfoi c-n, or Ba-
galao, Lanipon, I'ernandiua, Bolinao, Playahonda, Cavite, Min-
dora, Caleleya, and lialayan.

Manilla, the capital of the island, lies on the S. E. side of it.

MANII.LE, in commerce, a large brass-ring in the form of a

bracelet, either plain or engrav<'n, flat or roinul. Manillcs arcthe
principal commodities which the Europeans carry to the coast of

.\frica, and exchange with the natives for slaves.

MANINCiOAliO, a kingdom and town of Sumatra.
M.ANTNG I REE, a town of Esse.x, sixty miles N. E. of

London.
MANTPULE, or MANIPULUS, among the Bomans, was

a small body of infantry, which in the time ot Romulus consisted

of 100 men ; and in the time of the consuls, and first Ca'sars, of

'JOG. The word properly signifies a handful; and according to

some was first given to the handful of hay which they bore at the

end of their pole, to distinguish themselves, before the custom was
introduced of bearing an eagle for their ensign ; and hence also

the ph.ase, a handful of men. But Vegetius, Modestus, and
Varro, gave other etymologies of the word; the last derives it

from nwims, a little body ot men following the same standard.

.According to the former, this corps was called manipuliis, because
they fought hand in hand, or all together.

MANIPULUS, in ecclesiastical affairs, an ornament worn by
the priests, deacons, and subdeacons, in the Latin church. It

consists of a little fillet in form of a stole, three oi" four inches

broad, and made of the same stulTwith the chasuMe ; representing

a handkerchief, which the priests in the primitiv • church were ac-

customed to wear on the arm, to wipe olf the tears for the sins of

the |)eople.

^1.^.^"IPULUS, among physicians, is used to signify a handful of

lierbs or leaves, or so much as a man can grasp in his hand at once ;

and is ofien denoted by the abbreviature, M, or m.
MANTS, the Scaly Lizakd, in zoology, a genus of mamma-

lia of the order bruta. The generic character is, teeth none;
tongue cylindric and extensile ; mouth narrowed into a snout

;

body covered with scales. The genus nianis presents an ap-

pearance not less extraordinary than that of dasypus or armadillo;

being covered en evei-y i>art, except on the belly, w ilh extremely

strong and large horny scales, constituting a suit of armour capable

of defending the animals, when rolled up, from the assaults of the

n)0st ferocious enemies. This external covering, together with

the uncommon length of the body and tail, gives an aspect much
resembling that of a lizard, and these creatures are commonly
known by tlie title of scaly lizards: they may be allowed, how-
ever, in a general view of the animal kingdom, to form a kind of

shade or link of approximation between the proper viviparous

quadrupeds and the lizards. They are animals of a harmless

nature, and feed in the same manner as the ant-eaters, by thrust-

ing out their verv long tongue into the nests of .ants and other in-

sects, and swallowing their prey by sutldenly retracting it in. They
have no teeth, and diller from the ant-eateis in scarcely any other

circumstance than that of their scaly intepument. There are three

species, found in India ami the Indian islands.

M. Tetiiadactvla, Long-tailed Manis, known in India by

the name of the phatagen, is of a very long and slender form : the

head is small ; the snout narrow : the whole body, exci pt beneath,

covered with broad, but sharp-pointed, scales, which are striated

throughout their whole length: the tail is more than twice the

length of the body, and tapers gradually to the ti|). It grows to

the length of five feet, measuring from the tip of the r.o.-e to the

extreoiity of the tail. See Plate C.

M. Pen'tadactyla, Short-tailed Makis, dilTers from the

former, in being of a much thicker and shorter form ; the tail, in

particuiar, differs greatly in propoition from that of the preceding;,

being not so long as the body, very thick at the base, andllienci-

gradiiallv tapering, but terminating very obtusely. They arc:

sometimes found six feel long. See Plate C.

i\l ANISURIS, in botany, a genus of the polygamia monoei ia

class and order ; natural order, (iramina, or grasses. IJi-rniaphro-

dite calvx ; glume two-valved, one-flowered, outer valve tium-

ginate at the lop and sides ; corolla less than the calyx ; slaii'rns

three; style bifid. Male as in the hermaphrodites ; but with -the

ilowerti in the lower side of the same spike, standing out mere.
Thf
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The two species, M. myiirus, and M. graiuilaris, are nalives of the

East aiul West Iiulies.

MANKIND. See Homo, and Man.
MANLEY, Mrs. the celebrated writer of the Atalantis, wasthe

daubhter of Sir Hogci- Maiilev, the reputed author of the first

vohuiieof the Turkish Spy, 'She lost her parents u hen very

young ; and having been dekided into a false marriage by means of

her guardian, who was her cou,iii, and afterwards deserted her,

phe was patronized by the duchess of Cleveland, mistress of Charles

II. But tlie duchess, being a woman of a very fickle temper,

grew tired of Mrs. Manley in six months ; and discharged her

iipon a suspicion, that she intrigued with her son. After this s!ie

wrote her lirst tragedy, called Royal Mischief, which was acted

with great applause in 1096; and her apartment being frequented

by men of wit and gaiety, she soon engaged in amours, and was

taken into keeping.^ She now became as licentious in her wrilings

as in her morals; lor, slie wrote four vols, entitled Memoirs of the

New Atalantis; in which she was not only very free in her wanton

tales of love adwntures, but s.itiriied the characters of many dis-

tinguished personages, who liad had a principal loncern in tlie

Kevohition. A prosecution was commenced against her for this

work; but those in power being ashamed to bring a woman to

trial for a few amorous tririe.s, she was discharged ; and, a total

change of ministry ensuing, Mrs. Manley lived in liigh reputation

and gaietv, amusing herself with the conversation of wils, and

writing plays, poems, and letters. After this she wrote l.iicius

Kin^ of Britain, a tragedy ; Letters, and other works. She died

in 1724.

MANLIUS I'ORQUATUS, Titus, a celebrated consul and-

Roman general : he had greatwit, but a dilliculty in expressing him-

self, which induced Manlius Imperiosns, his father, to keep him

almost by fojxe in the country. Pompey, tribune of the peoj^le,

enraged at tbis instance ot severity, formed a design of ac-

cusing Manlius the father before the judges; but young Manlius

being informed of it, went to that tribune, and, with a poniard in

his hand, made him swear that he would not proceed in that accu-

sation against him to wdiom he owed his life. At length Manlius

was made military tribune, and killed a soldier of the Gauls in

single combat, from whose neck he took a gold-chain, whence it

was surnamed Torquatus. lie was consul in the war against the

Latins ; when he barbarously ordered his own son to be be-

headed, for fighting contrary to his orders, though lie had gained

the victory. He conquered the enemies of the republic, and was

several times made consul; but at last refused the consulship,

saying. That it was no more possible for him to bear wiih the

vices of the people, than it was for the people to bear with his

severity.

MANNA, in sacred history, a miraculous kind of food which
fell from heaven for the support of the Israelites in their passage

through the wilderness, being in form of coriander-seeds, its

colour like that of bdellium, and its taste like honey. Asaph
styles it, the bread of heaven, and the food of angels, Psal. Ixxviii.

25, whether to insinuate that the angels sent and prepared this food,

or that angels themselves, if they had need of any food, could not

have any more agreeable than manna. The author of the Book of

Wisdom says, xvi. '-'0, 21, thit manna so accommodated itself to

every one's taste, that every one found it pleasing to him ; and tliat

it included every thing that was agreeable to the palate au<l lit for

good nourishment; which expression some have taken in the in-

ternal sense, though others understand them figuratively. Critics

are divided about the original of the word manna. Some think

that man is put instead of the Hebrew word mah, which signifies

" What is this?" and that the Hebrews, when first seeing that new
food which had been sent them, cried to one another, m:b man-hu,
instead of mah-hu. What is this? Mr. Saumaise and others niain-

tiin, that the Hebrews very well knew what manna was ; and that,

seeing it in great abundance about their camp, they said one to

another, Maii-hu, This is manna. They imagine that the manna
which God sent the Israelites was nothing else but that fat and
thick dew which still falls in Arabia, which presently condensed,
and served for food to the people ; that this is the same thing as

the wild honey, mentioned Matth. iii. 4, wherewith John Baptist

was fed; and that the miracle did not consist in the production
of any new substance, but in the exact and uniform manner in

rthich the niauna was dispensed for ^e njaintenance of such a

great multitude. But the Hebrew^ and Orientals believe, that the
tall of the manna was wholly miraculous ; which is certainly true •

because, 1. It tell but six days in the week. 2 U fell in such a
prodigious (luauliiy, as sustained nearly three millions of souls. 3.

There fell a double (piantily every Friday, to serve them the
next day, being sabbath. 4. ^Vhat was gathered on the first five

days slunk and bred worms if kept above one day : but that which
was gathered on Friday kept sweet for two days. And, lastly. It

continued falling while the Israelites abode in the wilderness, but
ceased as soon as they came out of it, and had got corn to eat ii]

the land -of Canaan.

Manna, in the materia mcdica, the juice of certain trees, of
the ash-kind, either naturally concreted on the plants, or exsiccated

and purified by art. There are several sorts of manna in llie

shops. The larger pieces, called llake-manna, are usually pre-

ferrcd ; though the smaller grains ate equally good, provided

they arc white, or of a pale yellow colour; very light, of a

sweet, not unpleasant taste, and free from any visible impu-
rities.

Manka-tree, a species of the ash, and a native of Calabria,

See I'raxinus. The shoots of this tree are much shorter, and the

joints closer together, than those of the common ash ; the small

"leaves are shorter, deeper sawed on their edges, and of a lighter

green.

MANNER, in painting, a h-.ibifude that a man acquires in the

three principal parts of painting, the management of colours, lights,

and shadows; which is either good or bad according as the paniter

has practised more or less alter the truth, with judgement and
stiidv. But the best painter is he who has no manner at all. The
good or bad choice he makes is called goute.

Man'neks, or Good Manners, according to Swift, is the art

of making those people easy with whom we convei-se. " AVho-

ever makes the fewest persons uneasy, is the best bred person in

the company. As the best law is founded upon reason, so are the

best manners. And as some lawyers have introduced unreason-

able things into common law ; so likewise many teachers have
introduced absurd things into good manners. One principal point

of this art is to suit our behaviour to the three several degrees of

men ; our superiors, our equals, and inferiors. For instance, to

press either of the two former to eat or drink is a breach of man-
ners ; but inferiors must be thus treated, else it will be difficult to

persuade them that they are welcome. Pride, ill-nature, and
want of sense, are the three great sources of ill manners ; without

some one of these defects, no man will behave himself ill for want
of experience; or for what, in the language of fools, is called know-
ing the world." " I defy (proceeds our author) any one to assign

an incident, wherein reason will not direct us what we are to say

or to do in company, if we are not misled hydride or ill-nature.

Therefore, I insist that good sense is the principal foundation of

good manners; butbecause the former is a gift which very few among'

mankind are possessed of, therefore all the civilized nations of

the world have agreed upon fixing some rules for coinmoa
behaviour, best suited to their general customs, or fancies, as

a kind of artificial good sense to supply the defects of rea-

son."
MANCF.UVRE, in a military sense, consists solely in distri-

buting equal motion to every part of a body of troops, to enable

the whole to form, or change their position, in the most expedi-

tious and best method, to answer the purposes required of a bat-

talion, brigade, or line, of cavalry, artillery, or infantry. It has

alwavs been lamented, that men have been brought on service

without being informed of the uses of the different manoeuvres they'

have been practising ; and, having no ideas of any thing but the

uniformity of the parade, instantly fall into disorder and confusion'

when they lose the step, or see a deviation from the straight lines

they have been accustomed to at exercise. It is a pity to see

so much attention given to show, and so little to instruct the troops

in -what may be of use to them in real service. No manoeuvre

should he executed in presence of the enemy, unless protected

bv some division of the troops.

'manometer, or MANOSCOPE, [from (uavof, rare or

thin, and f/.ir^tui, to meiisurc,] an instrument to shew or measure

the alterations in the rarity or density of the air. The manometer
diffei-s from the barometer in this. That the latter only serves to

measure the weight oj the atmosphere, or of the column of air over
it
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it; but tl'.o former, tlie density ot the air in whicli it is found;

>i lilt li density depends not onlyon the »ei:^lu of the atmosphere,

but also on the action of lieat and cold, &i . Authors, however,

generally confound the two together; and Mr. Boyle himself gives

a very^ood inauon.eter, under the name of a statical barometer.

See liAKo.MtTEit. Another kind of manometers were made use

of by Col. Uoy, in his attempts to correct the errors of the liarome-

ter.'and are described in the Philos. Trans. Vol. LXVII, p. 689.
•' I'hey were (says lie) of various lengths, from four to upwaids ot

ei^ht feet : they consisted of straight tubes, whose bores were

cunimonly from one-l.ilh to one'-2jtli of an inch diameter. The
capacity of the tube was carefully measured, by making a colunm
of (juirksilver, about three or four inches long, move along it from

one end to the other. These spaces were severally marked, with

a tine-edf^ed file, oii the tubes ; and transferred from them to long

slips of pasteboard, for tlie subsequent construction of the scales

res[)ectively belonging to each. 'I'he bulb, attached to one enti of

the manometer at the glass-house, was of the form of a pear, whose
point being occisionallv opened, dry or moist air could be readily

admitted, and the bulb sealed again, without any sensible altera-

tion in its capacity. The air was conlined by a column of rjuick-

silvcr, longer short, and with the bulb downsvard or upwards, ac-

cording to the nature of the proposed experiment. Here it must
be observed, that, from the -adhesion of the quicksilver to the lube,

the in-lrument will not act Irulv, except it be in a vertical posi-

tion; and even then it is necessary to give it a small degree of

motion, to bring the quick into its true place; where it will re-

main in equilibrio, between the exterior pressure of the atmosphere

on one side, and the interior elastic forceof the confined air on the

other. Pounded ice and water were used to fix a freezing point

ou the tube ; and by means of salt and ice, the air was farther con-

densed, generally four, and sometimes five or six degrees below
zero. 1 he thermometer and manometer were then placed in a

tin-vessel among water, which was brought into violent ebullition ;

where having remained a suliicient time, and motion being given

to the manometer, a boiling point was marked thereon. After

this the fire was removed, and the gradual descents of the piece of

quicksilver, correspondirtg to every 20 degrees of teiuperature in

the thermometer, were successively marked on a deal-rod applied

to the manometer. It is to be observed, that both instruments,

while in the water, were in circunistances perfectly similar ; that is,

the ball and bulb were at the bottom of the vessel. In order to be
certain that no air had escaped by the side of the quicksilver du-

ring the operation, the manometer w as frequently placed a second
time in melting ice. If the barometer had not altered betw ecn

the beginning and end of the experiment, the quicksilver always

became stationary at or near the first mark. If any sudden change
had taken place in the weight of fhe atmosphere during that in-

terval, the same was uoted, and allowance made for it in afterwards

proportioning the spaces. Long tubes, with bores truly cylindri-

cal, or of any uniform ligure, are scarcely ever met with. .Such

however as were used in these experiments, generally tapered in

a pretty regular manner from one end to the other. When the

bulb was downwards, and the tube narrowed that way, the column
of quicksilver confining the air lengthened in the lower half of the

scale, and augmented the pressure above the mean. In the

upper half, the column being shortened, the pressure was di-

niinisheil below the mean. In this case, the observed spaces

both ways from the centre were diminished in the inverse

ratio of tthe heights of the barometer at each space, com'
pared with its mean height. If the bore widened towards the

bulb whtn downwards, the observed spaces, each way from the

centre, were augmented in the same inverse ratio; but in the ex-

periments on air less dense than th« atmo-phere, the bulb being
upwards, the same equation was applied with contrary signs : and
if any extraordinary irregularity took place in the tube, the cor-

responding spaces were proportioned both ways from that point,

whether high or low, that answered to the mean. The observed

and equaled manoinetrical spaces being tlius laid down on the

pasteboard containing the measures of the tube; the 212° of the

thermometer, in exact proportion to the sections of the bore,

were coiKtrncted along-side of them : hence the coincidences with

each other were easily seen ; and the number of thermometrical
degrees answering to each manometrical space readily transferred

into a table prepared for the purpose."

MANOR, [from iiiuneo, to stay, as being the usual residence
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of the owner,] seems to have been a district of gronnd held by
lords or great personages ; who kept in their own hands so much
land as wa* necessary for the use of tlieir famdies. These lands

were called terra; dominicales, or demesne lands ; being occupied

by the lord, or dominus manerii, and his servants. The other,

or tenemental lands, they distributed among tlieir tenants; whicli,

from the different modes of tenure, were calh-il and distinguished

bv two dilferent names. First book-land, or charter-land, which

was held bv deed under certain rents and free services, and in

ellect dilfered nothing from free soccage lands : and hence have

arisen most of tlie free-hold tenants who hold of particular manors,

and owe suit and service to the same. The other species was
called folk-lands, which was held by no assurance in writing, but

distributed among the common folk at the pleasure of the lord, and
resumed at his discretion ; being indeed land held in villeuage.

See ViLLEMAGt. The residue of the manor, being uncultivated,

was termed the lord's waste, and served for public roads, and for

common of pasture to the lord and his tenants. Manors were for-

merly called Baronies, as they still are lordships ; and each lord

or bjion was empowered to hold a domestic court, called the court

baron, tor redressing misdemeanors and nuisances within the manor

and for settling disputes of property among the tenants. 'Ihis -

court is an in.separable ingredient of every manor : and if the num-
ber of suitors should so fail, as not to le.ivc suflicient to make a

jury or homage, that is, two tenants at the least, the manor itself

is lost. In early times, the king's greater barons, who had a

large extent of territory held under the crown, grunted out fre-

quently smaller manors to inferior pei-sons to be held ot themscUes;

which therefore now continue to be held under a superior lord,

who is called in such cases the lord paramount over all these ma-
nors ; and his seignory is frequently termed an honour, not a

manor; especially if it hath belonged to an ancient feodal baron,

or liath been at any time in the hands of the crown. In imitatioa

whereof, these inferior lords began to carve out and grant to others

still more minute estates, to be held as of themselves, and were so

proceeding downwards in infinitum, till the superior lords ob-

served, thai, by this method of subinfeudation, they lost all thtfr

feodal profits of wardships, marriages, and escheats, which fell

into the hands of these mesne or middle lords, who were the inni-

mediate superiors of the terre tenant, or him who occupied the

land ; and also that the mesne lords themselves were so impover-

ished thereby, that they were disabled from performing their ser-

vices to their own superiors. This occasioned, first, thai provision

in tlie 32d chapter of magna charta, 9 Hen. 111. that no man
should either give or sell Ins land without reserving suflicient to

answer the demands of his lord: and, aflerwatds, the statute of

Westm. 3, or quia emptores, 18 Edw. I. c. t, which directs, tha^

upon all sales, or feotf'ments ot land, the feort'ee should hold the

same, not ofhis immediate feoffer, but of the (hief lord ofthe fee,

of w hom such feoffer himself held it. Rut these provisions not ex-

tending to the king's own tenants in capite, the like law concern^

ingthem is declared by the statutes of prxTOgativa regis, 17 Edw.
11. c. 6, and of S*! Edw. III. c. I j, by which last all subinfeuda-

tions, previous to the reign of Edward I. were confirmed ; but all

subsequent to thi^t period were left open to the king's prerogative.

Hence it is clear, that all manors existing at this day, must hive

existed as early as Edward I. for it is essential to a manor, that

there be tenants who hold of the lord ; and, by tlie operation of

the-e statutes, no tenant in capite since the accession of that

prince, and no tenant of a common lord since the statute of

qiiia emptores, could create any new tenants to hold ot himself. See

\ ILLENAGE.
MANOSQUE, a populous town of France, in the departineiit

of the Low'er Alps, and late province ot Provence, 15 miles \V.

of Apt, and 350 S. by E. of Paris.

MANRESA, or Manxes, a town of

20 miles N. W. of Barcelona. Lon. 1. 56.

MANS, or LE MANS, an ancient and
c'pital of the department of the Sarte, 20

and 73 W. by N. of Orleans. Lon. 0. IS

MANSAROAU, a large lake of Asia, in Thib.-t, from which

ihe southernmost head ofthe Ganges issues. It is 11 J miles in cir-

cumference. Lon. 7<J. 0. E. Lat" 33. 15. N.
MANSE, MANSbS, MANSA, or MANSUM; in ancient

law-books, denotes an house or habitation, either with or without

[1 land. See House, M.^^nor, and Mansion.
5 F Mans£,

Spain, in Catalonia,

E. Lat. 41. 36. Nf.

rich town of France,
miles S. of Aleii^-on,

E. Lat. 47. 58. N.
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Mansk, Capital, Mansum Capitale, the Manor-House,

or Loan's Court. See Manor.
.MANSt'ELD, a rity of Germany, and capital of a county of

tlie same name, in Upper Saxony. Lon. 12. 53. E. Lat.'4I.

35. N.
MANS1LI„\, a town of Spain in Leon, 15 miles S. W. of

Leon.
MANSIO, a term often mentioned in itineraries, denoting inns

on t lie public roads to lodge in, at the distance of 18 miles from
each othi"r.

Mansio, or Man'sus, was sometimes alsoaised in the same sense
with hide ; that is, for as much land as one plouijh conld till hi a

year. See Hide.
MANSION, \jiwn.vo, Latin,] the lord's house in a manor,

called the capital messuage, or manse, or chief manor-place, bee
Manor.
Mansion is also used for a dwelling house in the country.
ALKNSLAUGIITE'R, in law, the act of killWig a man not

wholly without fault, though without malice; punished by for-

feiture. It may be either voluntarily, upon a sudden lieat ; or in-

voluntarily, but in the commission of some unlawful art. Sec
Homicide. As to the punishment of this degree of homicide:
The crime of manslaughter amounts to felonv, but within the
benefit ot clergy ; and the olleiider shall be burnt in the hand,
and forfeit all his goods and chattels. But there is one species of

raaiislaughter, which is punished as murder, the benelit of clergy
being taken away Irom it by statute ; namely, the offence "of

mortally stabbing another, though done iipo'ii sudden provo-
cation.

MANSUS PRESBYTERL is a parsonage or vicarage house
for the incumbent to reside in.

MANTE, or MANTES, a considerable town of Fiance, in the
department of Seine and Oise ; and late province of the Lie of
France, 31 miles N. W. of Paris.

MANTEL, or MANTLE-TREE, in architecture, the lower
part of a chimney, or that piece of timber which is laid across
the jaumbs, and sustains the compartments of the chimney-
piece.

MANTELET, [vmntehf, French,] in the art of war, a kind of
moveable parapets, made of planks about tluee inches thick, nailed
one over another, to the height of almost six feet, generally cased
with tin, and set upon little wlieels, so that in a siege they may be
driven before the pioneers, and serve as blinds to sheker them
from the enemy's small shot.

MAN-TIGER. SeeSmiA. .

MANTINEA, in ancient geography, a town situated in the S,

of Arcadia, on the confines of Laconia, called afterwards An-
tigonea.

^L\NTIS, in zoology, a genus of insects of thn order hernip-
tera. The generic character is, head unsteady, armed with jaws,
andfurnislied with palpi or feelers ; antenna; setaceous: thorax li-

near; wings four, membranaceous, convoluted, the lower 4)air

plaited; fore-legs, in most species, compressed, serrated beneath,
and armed with a single claw and a setaceous, lateral, jointed foot;
hind-legs smooth, formed for walking. Tliere are about sixty
species.

M Oratoria, or Camel Cricket, as it is often called, is the
chief Europian kind. This insect, which is a stranger to the Bri-

tish isles, is found ill most of the warmer parts of Europe, and is

entirely of a beautiful green-colour. It is nearly 3 inches in length,
of a slender shape, and in its general sisting posture is observed
to hold up the two fore-legs, slightly bent, as if in an attitude of
prayer: for this reason the superstition of the vulgar has conferred
upon it the reputation of a saci-eil animal ; and a popular notion has
often prevailetl, that a child or traveller having lost his way would
be safely directed by observing the quarter to which the animal
pointed when taken into the hand. In its real disposition ft is

very far from sanctity, preying with gre.it rapacity on any of tlie

smaller insects which fall iii its w.ay, and for which it lies in vait
with anxious assiduity in the posture at first mentioned, seizing
them with a sudden spring when widiin its reach, and devuuring
them. It is also of a very pugnacious nature ; and when kepi w ilh

others of its own species in a state of captivity, will altack its neigh-
bour with the utmost violence, till one or the other is destroyed in

tJie contest. Sec Plate LX.XVI.

MANTLE. See Mantel.
M anile, or Manti.i.ng, in heraldry, that api^^arance of fold-

ing of cloth, nourishing, or drapery, which in any atchievemcift
is drawn about a coat of arms. .See' II eralory.
MANTO, in fabulous liisloiy, tlw* daughter of T-iresias, and

like her father stronglv irispire<l with propliecv.

MANTOUA, or 'MANTUA, in ancient and modern geo-
graphy, a city of Italy, capital of the department of the Mincio.
It was anciently a town of UalliaTranspadana, and situated on the
.Mincius, a river running from the lake Benacus. It is said to

have been founded about 300 vears before Rome, by Bianor or.

Ocnus, the son of Maiito; and was tlie ancient capital of Etruria.
When Cremoni!, which had followed the iiilc^-eat of Brutus, was
given to the soldiers of Octavius, Mantua also, which was in the
neighbourhood, shared the common calamity, and many of the
inhabitants were tyrannically de]irived of their possessions. Virgil,

who was among them, aii<l a native of the town, apphed for re*

dress to Augustus, and obtained it on accoimt of his poetical talents.

It lies 22 miles S. \\. of Verona; and 70 E. S. E. of Milan. J.on.

10. 47. E. Lat. .i,";. 10. N.
Mantua, or the Mantuan, a countrv and late duchy of

Italy, lying along the I'o, wh'idi divides it into two parts. 11

was boundeil on the N. by the Veronese; on the S. by the du-
chies of Reggio, Mudena, and Mirandola; on the E. by the

I'Vrrarese ; and W. by the C'riMiioncse. It is about 50 miles long,

and 25 broai.1 ; and is fruitful in corn, [wstures, flax, fruits, and ex-
cellentwiiie.

Mantua, Lago Di, or the Lake ot Mantua, a lake of
Italy, in the department of the Mincio, 20 miles in circumference,
and 2 broad,

MANUAL, a service-book used in the church of Rome, con-

taining the rites, directions to the priests, and prayers used in the

administration of tlie sacraments ; the form of blessing holy water,

and the service used in processions.

Manual Exercise, in the army, consists in the observance of
certain words of com Biaiid appointed for this purpose. When a

regiment is drawn up, or paradedfor exercise, the men are placed
three deep, either by companies, or divided into platoons, with

the grenadiers on the right. Wlu-n soldiers are drawn up for

exercise, the ranks and files should be exactly even. The distances

between the tiles iiiust be equal, and the ranks eight feet distant

from each other. Every motion sho\ild be performed with life,

and the greatest exactness observed in all firings, wheelings, and
marching ; and therefore a regiment should never be under arms
longer than two hours. The following is an ab-tiact of the manual
exercise, as altered and abridged by his Majesty's command,
April 20lh, 1792; nnd published at London, in 1795, by Adj.

Gen. Fawectt, with a few alterations made since.

Position of the Soldier under Arms.—The equal square-

ness of the shoulders, and body, to the front, is the first, and great

principle of the poshion of the soldier:—The heels must be in a

line, and closed :—The knees straight without stiffness r-—'i'he toes

turned out, so that the feet may form an angle of about 60 degrees

:

'1 he arms hang near the body, but not stiff; the flat of the jiaiid,

and little finger, touching the thigh, and the tinimbs as far back as

the seams of the breeches:—The elbows and shoulders are to be
kept back :—The belly rather drawn in ; and the breast advanced,

but without con.straint:—The bo<ly to be upright, b\it inclining

rather forwur<ls, so that the weight of it may bear chiefly on the

fore-part of the feet :^The head to be erect ; and neitlier turned

to the right nor to the left ; the eyes alone will be glanced to the

right. 'I'he body of the soldier being hi this position, the firelock

is to be placed in his left hand, against the shoulder ; his WTist to

be a little turned out, the thumb alone to appear in front ; the four

fingers to be under the butt ;' and the left elbow to be rather bent

inwards, so as not to be separated from the body, or to be more
backward or forward than the right one:—The firelock must rest

on the hand, not on tlie end of the fingers; and be carried in such

a manner as not to raise, advance, or keep back one shoulder

more than the other; the butt mu>t therefore be forward, and as

low as can be permitted without constraint; the fore-part a very

little before the front of the thigh ; anfl the iiin<l-part of it pressed

by the wrist against the thigh:— It must be kept steady, and firm

before the hollow of the shoulder ; should it be drawn backer
carried too high, the one shoulder would be advanced, tlx; other

kepi
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kept back, andtlic upper part ot'lliebo<ly would be distorletl, and
not square witli respect to the limbs.

Words of Command. I. (Jnkr arm^. liring the firelock to

the trial in two iiiotioiwa? usual, seizing it at the first, at the lower

loop, just above the swell ; at the second, bring it down to the

'light side, the butt within two iiichesof the ground ; at the third,

'drop the biUt on the ground, placing the muzzle against the hol-

low of the right shoulder, and the hand flat upon tlie sling. If.

Fix Bayonets. At the word I'ix, place tlie thumb of tlie right

liand, as quick as possible, behind tlie barrel, taking a gripe ot the

firelock ; as soon as the word of command is fully out, push the

tirc.'lock a little forward, at the same time drawing out the bayonet
with the left-hand, and fi.\iiig it with the utmost celerity : The in-

stant (his is done, return, as (piick as possible, to the order, as

above described, and st.iiul perfectly steatly. III. Shoiddcr Anus.
As soon as the word >houlder is given, take a gripe of the firelock

with the right-hand, as in fi.\ing bayonets, and at the last word
arms, the firelock imist be thrown with the right hand in one mo-
tion, anil with as little appearance of ell'ort as possible, into its pro-

per position on the left slioulder;^-the hand is brought to the

centre of the body in so doing, but must instantly be withdrawn.

W.Presint Arms. 1st, Seize the firelock with the riglit-hand,

under the guard, turning the lock to the front, but without mov-
ing it from the shoulder. 2d, Uring it to the poize, seizing it

<vilh the left-hand, the fingers extended along the sling, thi- wrist
|

'upon the guard, and the point of the left thumb of ccpial height
|

with the eyes. 3d. Tiring do%vn the firelock with a quick motion,

is low as the right hand will ailinit without constraint, drawing

back the right fodt at tlie same instant, so that the hollow of it may
touch the lett heel.—The firelock in this position is to be toUdly

sujiported in the left-hand ;—the body to rest entirely on the lell

foot ; both knees to be straight. \. Shniildcr Anns. 1st, By a

turn of the right wrist, bring the firelock to its proper position on

(he shoulder as described above, the left hand grasping the butt :
—

id, Quitthe right hand, bj'inging it briskly down to its place by
the side. VI. Charge Biii/nncts. Atone motion throw the fire-

lock from the shoulder across the body, to a low diagonal recover.

MI. Port Arms. 1. Turn the lock to the front, and at the

height of the breast; the muzzle slanting upwards, so that tlii-

barrel may cross opposite the point of the left shoulder, with the

butt proportionally depressed : the right hand grasps the small of

the butt, and the left holds the piece at the swell, close to the

lower pipe, the Ihuinbs of both hands pointing towards the muzzle.

i2d. Make a hall-face to the right, and bring down the firelock to

nearly a horizontal position, with the muzzle inclining an inch up-

wards, and the right wrist re--ting against the hollow of the thigh,

JHSt below the hip. N. B. The first motion of the charge is the

position which the soldier will, either from the shoulder, or alter

tiring, take, in order to advance on an enemy, whom it is intended

to attack wiih fixed bayonets: and the word of command for that

purpose is, prepare tn charge. 2d, The position of the charge is

'that which the front-rank takes, when arrived at a few yards dis-

tance only from the body to be attacked. The first motion of the

charge i> also that which sentries are to take, when challenging any
persons who approach their posts. WW. Shoulder Anns : 1. Face
to the front, and throv,- up she piece into its position on the shoulder,

by a turn ot the right u rist, instantly gr;k.ping the butt, as above
described, with the left hand; but particular care must be taken,

that the shoulder does not fall to the rear. 2. Quit the firelock

briskly witli the right hand, bringing it toils proper place by the

side. The men must be taught likewise to support arms .it three

motions, throwing the first and second nearly into one : at the

first motion, they seize the small of the butt under the lock with

the right hand, bringing the butt in front of the groin, and keep-
ing the lock somewhat turned out : at the second they bring the

left arm under the cock: at the third they quit the right hand. In

carrying arms from the support, the motions are exactly reversed.

The motions in the manual exercise will, in future, be' performed
slower than heretofore, leaving three seconds between each mo-
tion, except that of fixed bayiiiu'ts, in which a longer time niu^t

te given. The manual is not to be executed by one word, or

signal, but each separate word of command is to be given bv the

officer who conim.uids the body performing it. In regard to the

motions of securing, grounding, and trailing, as well as those of

piling, &c. it will be sufficient for the soldiers to be taught to

perform them in the most convenient, and quickest method. Re-
turning bayonets is lobe done from the order, in llic'^aine manm-r
as fixing llieni. The manual and platoon exercise will no longi:r

make a regular part of a review, but will only be gone throU''h,

when particularly called for bv the reviewiiig General. (Ser
Platoon.) Sentries posted willi shouldered arms, are pemiitted
atterwards to supjiorl, but not loslo[)e them. On the approacli of

an ollicer, they ininietliately carry their arms ; and put themselvri*

into their proper position, winch is not to bo done at the instant

he passes, but bv the lime lie is within 20 yards of their post, so

lliat they may be perfecllv steady before he comes up. Corporal*
inarching with reliefs, or comni:iiKling delachments, or divisions,

will carry tlieir arms advanced ; for which purpose a soldier, wlien
promoted lo that rank, must be taught the position of advanced
arms.—There are some peculiar words of command at the manual
exercise ot the grenadiers, when apart from the battalion ; and also

for the cavalrv and arlillerv.

iMANUDUCTOR, [from manu.9, Lat. hand, and diicn, t
lead,] an ancient oiiicer in the Latin church, who, from the mid-
dle of tlie choir, gave the signal for tliechoirislers lo sing, and
marked liie measure, heat lime, and regulated the music.

-MANl'FACTL'HE, [»i«n;(<, aiulji/czo, Lat.] signifies a com-
niodily, or piece of "ivorkman-hip, produced from raw materials,

wln-ther by liaiid, or by the aid of inachineiy. The extensive
utility of manufaclmes to a commercial nation, is generally ac-'

knowledged ; and it is a circumstance worthy of remark, that the'

greatest improvements have, in general, proceeded from persons

of no liberal education. Manufactures, it is true, furnish employ
for numerous families, but at the same time they greatly con-
tribute to that depravilv of manners for which the labouring classes

are, at present, but too conspicuous. Indeed, it is a melancholy
fad, that so long as agriculture is but partially attended to, and
in a manner neglected, for the more speedy ac((Uisition of wealth,
the progress of luxurv necessarily tends to change the most virtu-"

ous habits, and to vi'ti:ite the morals of a mercantile nation. By
the 2j Geo. 1 [. c. 13, it is enacted, that if any person export the
tools or uti-nsils used either in the silk, linen, or woollen manufac-
tures, he incurs a forfeiture, and the sum of 200/. ; and, if the
captain of the ship be acquainted with such illegal proceeding, he
is liable to pay a fine of 100/. The forfeiture of the articles, and
of 200/. is tarther imposed on all persons collecting them for the
purpose of exportalion ; and, if any captain of a King's ship, ov
officer of the customs, knowingly suiter such exportation, both
(by the 21 Geo. 111. c. 37), inciir a penalty of 200/. lose their

employment, and are for ever incapacitated frotii holding any
oftice under government. This act likewise subjects all persons
having tools iii their possession, or procuring them to be made,
with a view to exportation, to the forfeiture of the sanio, as well
as of the sum of 200/. and to imprisonment for the term of ii
months. Lastly, the 22 Geo. III. c. 60, declares, ihat ewfw
person exporting such tools, shall forfeit them, together with the
sum of jUO/.

MAN UMISSION, [from the Latin, iiutmis, hand, iwAmHtere,
to send ; ipiia serviis 'tiittchuttir extra mimiuti sevpolcstulcin do-
mini sui,'] an act by which a lord enfranchi.ses his tenants, who till

tliattime had been his '.assals, and in a state of slavery iiicon;>isteiit

with the sanctity of the Christian faith. Among the'Homans, the
niauumissiiMi ot slaves was perlormed three ways : 1. When, with
liis master's consent, a slave had his name entered in the census
or public register uf the citizens. 2. When the slave was led be-
fore the pra'tor, and that magistrate laid his wand, called vindicta,

on his he.id. 3. Wlien the master gave ihe slave his freedom by
his ti:stameiit.

M.\NURE, any substance employed for the purpose of fatten-

ing or improving land. It is usually divided into four classes, viz.

Animal, Vegetable, Fossil, and Fluid. .See Hu>BAKr)RY.
MANUSCRIPT, a book or paper written with the hand; by

which it stands opposed to a printed book or paper, A manu-
script isirsiially denoted by MS. and in ihe plural by MSS. 'What
makes public libraries valuable is the number of ancient MSS. re-

posited in them. In examining MSS. that were wrillen before-

the invention dfj)iinling, it is i>ccessary, 1. to know their nature,

their essi-ntial qualities, and matter; 2. to he able to read lliem

freely, and without en-or; 3. to judge of their antiquity bv tluKe
characters nieatioaed with regard to diplomas; (See Diplo-

WATICS.)
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MATics.) anil, 4. to render ttiem of use in the sciences. As thf re-|

are scarce any of tlie ancient codes nmv remaining written on llie

Egypliaii paper, or on wood, ivory, &c. we have only to consider

thoae that are written on parchment or vellum, mcmhraneos, and

s«ich as are written on onr paper, chartaceos. 'llie lornier are in

most esteem. With regard to the cliaracter, these codes are writ-

ten either in square and capital letters, or in half-scjuare, or round
and small letters. Those of the first kind are the most ancient.

There are no intervals between tht- words, no letters different from

the others at the beginning of any word, no points, nor any other

distinction. The code=, wliich are written in letters that are half-

si|uare, resemble thoje we have in Gotliic characters, as well for

ths age as the form of the letters. Such as are written in round
letters are not so ancient as the former, and are not older than the

9lh or 10th < entiiry. The^e have sp.icis between the words, and
some punctuation. Tlicyare likewise not so well written as the

preceding, and are Ireijuently disfigured with comments. The
codes are divided, according to the Country, into Lombard,
Italian, Gaulic, Franco-Gnulic, Saxon, Anglo-Saxon, &<•. In

the ancient Greek books, they frequpntly terminuled the periods

of a discouise, instead of all other division*, by liin^s; and these

divisions were called, in Latin, versus, from Vcv<t/i(/') ; for which
reason these lines are still more properly named versus than line.-e.

At the end of a work, they put down tlic number of verses of

which it consisted, that the copies might be more easily collaieil

:

and it is in tiiis sense we are to undeiMand Trebonitii;, when he
says, that the pandects contain 150,000 pene vei-suum. These
codes were likewise vel probje vel deterioris nota;, more or less

perfect, not only with regard to the caligraphy or beauty of the

character, but to tlie correction of the text, in ancient codes, the

abbreviations, as they have been used indifferent centuries, 'J'liu~,

for example, A. signifies Aulus; C. Caius ; D. Decimus ; Ap.
Appius; Cn. Cneius; Aug. Imp. Augustus Imperator. The
chara( ters that are called nota-, are such as are not to be found in

the alphabet ; but which, notwithstanding, signify certain words.
All these matters are e.xplained in a copious manner by Vossuis,

and in the Clironicon Golvicense. Lastly, llie learned di-

vide all the ancient codes into codices nfinus raros, rariores, editos,

et anecdotos.

MANUriUS, Aldus, the first of tliosc celebrated Venetian
printers, who were as illustrious for their learning, as for uucom-
inon skill in their profession. He was born at Hassano in Italy

about tlie middle of the l;")lh century ; and hence is sometimes
called Bassiunus, though generally belter known bv the name of
Aldus, He was the hrst who printed Greek neatly and cor-
rectly; and acquired so much reputation by it, that what-
ever was finely printed was proverbially said to have "come
from the press of Aldus." He published a Greek grammar;
with Notes upon Homer, Horace, &c. He died at Venice, in

lilG.

Masutius, Paul, the son of the above, was bred a prinler,
but was more learned than his father ; and acquired, by continual
reading ol Tully, such a purity in writing Latin, tliat even Scah-
ger allows a Roman could not exceed. Pope Pius IV. placed
him at the head of the aposlftlical press, and gave him the charge
of the Vaticm library. His epistles are highly laboured, aiul
very correct; but contain more words than sentiments. lie had,
however, a very profound knowledge of antiquity ; and he pub-
lished an edition of Cicero's works, with Commentaries, in four
vols, folio; \enice, 1523. He also published an original work,
De Legibus Romanoruni ; which is reckoned his master-piece.
He died in 15T4.

Manutius, Aldus, the younger, the son of Paul, was esteem-
pd one of the greatest geniuses and most learned men of his time,
Clement VIII. gave him the direction of the Vatican printing-
^ouse : but probably the profits of that place were very small, as
Manutius was obliged to accept of a professorship of rhetoric, and
to sell- the excellent library, which his father, his uncle, and his

great uncle, had collected with extr.iordinary care, and which
contained 80,000 volumes. He died at Rome in 1597, without
any other recompence than the praises due to bis merit. He wrote,
1. Commentaries on Cicero. 2. A Treatise on Orthography.
3. Three Books of Epistles; and other works in Latin andltalian,
whii h are esteemed.
MAP- t^ce Geography.

MAPLE. See Acer.
M.VPPIA, in botany, a genus of the polyandria monngynia

class and order. Calyx five-parted ; corolla live-petaled ; germ
superior; berry one-seeded ; seeds arilled. The only species is

M. guianensis, a shrub of Guiana.
MAPPA, in the public games of the Roman circus, was a nap-

kin hung out at the piictor's or other great magistrate's seat, as a
signal for the race or other diversions to begin.

MAPPARIUS, in Roman antiquity, the officer who gave
the signal to the gladiators to begin fighting, by tlirowing a

handkerchief that he had received from the emperor or other nia-

gi^trate.

MARACANDA, in ancient geography, the capital of Sog-
diana, now thought to be Samarcand. See Samarca.vd.
MARACAY BO, a town of South America, and capital of the

province of Venezuela, seated near a lake of the same name. Lon_
70, 45. W. Lat. 10.0. N.
Maracaybo, a lake in South America, 200 miles long aufl

100 broad, which discharges itself by a river into the Caribbean
Sea.

MARAGNAN, a province of Brazil, in South America,
which comprehends a fertile populous island, 1 \'i miles in circum-
ference, ihe climate is very agreeable and wholesome, and the
soil produces plenty of all the necessaries of life. Lon. 54. 35. \V.
Lat. 'J. 0. S.

MARAGNON, a name of the river Amazon.
MARALDI, James Philip, a It'arned mathematician and

astronomer, of the Academy of Sciences at Paris, born in the
county of Nice, in lGt)5. He was the son of Francis Maraldi and
Angela Catharine Cussini, the sister of the famous astronomer
His uncle Cas>ini sent him to France in 10S7, where he acquired
great reputation by his learning and observations. He made a
catalogue of the fixed stars, which is more exact and compreheiir
bive than Bayer's ; and has given a great number of interesting ob-
servations in the Memoirs of the Academy ; particularly on bees
and petrifactions. He also assisted his uncle in constructing the
great meridian through France. He died in 1729. He is lilghly

commended for seriousness, integrity, sincerity, a generous spirit,

the purest morals, and an interesting simplicity of manners. He
was not proud of the rank which he held in the scientific world,
and was never more gratified than wlien he could render service
to others, by communicating to them freely the discoveries and
improvements which he had made, at the expence ot inconceiva-
ble labour and application.

MARANATIIA, [Syrisc,] signifies the Lord comes, or, the
Loril is come: it was a form of denouncing or anathematizing
among the Jew=. St. Paul pronounces. If any love not the Lord
Jesus Christ, let him be anathema niaranatha, which is as much as

to say, May'st thou be devoted to the greatest evils, and to the
utmost severity of God's judgements ; may the Lord come quick-
ly to take vengeance of thy crimes. See Anathema.
MARANHAO, or MARANNON, a fertile island of Brazil,

at the mouth of three rivers, on the coast of the province.
MAitANiiAO, Maranhon, or Marannon, a province of

Brazil, so named from the above island. St. Pliilip is the ca-

pital.

MARANS, a rich town of France, in the department of Lower
Charente, and late territory of Aunis. Lon. 0. 55 VV, Lat. 4t).

20. N.
MARANT, or AMARANT, a town of Persia, in Adirbeit-

zan. '1 iie natives say that Noah was buried in it.

MARANTA, Indian Arrow-Root; a geiuis of the mono-
gynia order, and inonandria class of plants; natural order, Scita-

minea'. Calyx three leaved ; corolia ringent, quinquefid, with
two segments alternately patent. There are five species, herbace-
ous perennial exotics of the Indies, kept here in hot-housi s for

curiosity ; they have thick, knotty, creeping roots, crowned with
long, broad, aruiidinaceous leaves, ending in points, and upright
stalks, half a ^ard high, terminated by bunches of monopetalous,
ringent, five-parted fiowers. They are propagated by parting the
roots in spring, and planting them in pots of light, rich earth, and
then plunging them in the liark-bed. The root of M. galanga is

used by the Indians to extract the virus communicated by their

poisoned arrows ; from whence it has its name of arrow-root.

The M. arundinacea, or starch-plant, rises to two feet, lias broad-

pointed
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poinU-ii leavc^, small wliilc llowur^, and one seed. The root

washed, pounded line, and bleached, makes j |)0\vder and starch ;

it is reconinienikd as a proper food for inlants, an<l is celatinoiis

like salep. Il is a native of Sonlh America, and is cnllivated in

tlie M'e^t (lulie^ ; il is found in great plenty near La Vera Cru^.
SeePble XCIX.
MARASMUS, [f-t3.;.-i3-/x3,-, from naMivw,] an atropliy in its last

stage.

^lARAT, John Paul, one of those bloody agents of the French
revolution, whose bigotted and ferocious zral lor liberty, led them
to destroy its best friends, when their polilic4l sentiments did not

agree in every punctilio with their own. If any man can merit

assassination, this bloody deputy to the National Convention
was <leservedly assassinated in his own house, uiiile bathing,

by Charlotte Corde, on the evening of the 13th July, 1793.

Warat was a most violent enemy to the Brissotines, and on the

J2th April 1793, proposed " to extciniinate the conspirators."

As a man of letters he was the conductor of an iiitlammatory Jour-

nal, which increased the discontents of the people, and contribut-

ed much to the bloody scenes that followed.

MAKAITION, in ancient geography, one of the demi or

hamlets of Attica ; about L"_.' miles N. E. of Athens, towards
Bfcolia, near the sea. The plani of Marathon, famous for Mil-

tiades's victory over the Persians, by w hich the liberties of Athens
and other cities of Greece were saved, is long and narrow, but
consists chieliy of level ground, and therefore admits the opera-

tions of cavalry, which formed the main strength of the barbarian

army, and with which the Greeks were vory poorly provided.

Here the Per>;ans, under Uatis, pitched their camp, bv the ad-

vice of Hip|iias the bani^hcd king of Athens, who had solicited

the eNpeduion, and had a perlei t knowledge of the countr<.

The Pefiian army consisted of 100,000 infantry, and lO.dOO horse.

The Alhenians uere in the utmost consternation. They had, up-

on the first appearance of the Persian fleet, sent to implore assist-

ance from the other nations of Greece ; but some had submitted
to Darius, and others trembled at (he very name of the Persians.

Tile Lacedemonians aloi.e promised troops ; but various obstacles

prevented them from inunediately forming a junction with those

of Athens. This tity, therefore, could only rely on its own
strength, but it possessed three brave generals, viz. Miltiailes,

Arislides, and Themistocles, who, by their patriotic exertions,

kindled the (lame of the noblest heroism in the minds of the Athe-
nians. Levies R'ere immeilialely made. Eai h of the ten tribes

ftirnishcd IOjO foot-soUliei-s with a commander. No sooner were
j

the troops assembled than they marched into ihe plain of Mara-
thon, where the inhabitants of Plala^a in Boeotia sent them a rein-

1

forcementof 1000 infantry. Scarcely were the two armies in sight i

of each other, when Miltiades proposed to attack the enemv. I

Ariitides and sever-l others warmly supported this measure, but
j

the rest, terrified at the excessive disproportion of the armies,
;

were for waiting for the succours from Lacedemon. Opinions be- I

itig divided, they had recourse to that of the polemarch, or chief
j

of the militia, to decide the matter. Miltiades addressed him,
1

with the ardour of a man deeply impressed with the importance of

the existing circumstances :
" Athens Naid he) is on die point of'

experiencing the greatest of vicissitudes. Ready to become (he I

first power of Giecce, or subjected to the tyranny and fury of

Ilippias. From you alone, Calliuiachus, she now awaits her des-
|

tinv. If we suffer the ardour of the troops to cool, they will
!

shamefully bow beneath the Persian yoke; but if we lead ihem i

on to battle, the gods and victory will favour us. A word from
j

your mouth inust now precipitate your country into slavery, or i

preserve her liberty." C'allimachus gave his suffrage, and the
battle was resolved on. To ensure success, Aristides, and tlie !

other generals after his example, yielded to Miltiades tiie honour I

of the command whicli belonged to them in rotation. Miltiades

drew up his troops at the foot of a mountain, on a spot of ground '

scattered over with trees to impede the Persian cavalry. The
|

Plata-aus were placed on the left wing ; Callimachus commanded '

the right; Arislides and Tiiemistocles were in the cinire, and
|

Miltiades every where. An interval of uearlv a liiile separated i

the Grecian army from that of (he Persians. At the llrst signal
'

the Greeks advanceil over this space rumjing. 'I'he Persians, as- I

tonished at a mode of attack so new, for a moment remained mo-
|

tionless ; but to the impetuous fury of the eiirmy they bOi'U cp- i
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I

po-ed a more sed.ite and not less torniidablt fury. Alter an ob-
stinate conflict of some hours, victory began to declare for the

Grecian army. The right wing dispersed the enemy in the plain,

while the lelt drove them back on a morass Ihat had tlie appear-

ance of a meadfiw, in whicii they stuck fa^t aiul were lo,t. P>o'li

the~c bodies of troops now Hew to, the sue our of Ari'lides and
I'heinistocles, leady to give way before the llower of the Persiark

troops in the centre. 1' lom this moment the rout became general,

llie Persians, repulsed on all sides, found their only asylum in

the fleet. 'I'he coniiuerors pursued them wiUi lire and sword, anrt

took, burnt, or sunk, the greater part of their vessels: tiie rest

escaped by dint of rowing. The Persians lost about li-iOO men ;.

the Athenians only lb'-. Miltiades was wounded ; Ilippias was
left dead on (he field, as were Stesileus and C'aUimachn<, two of

the Athenian generals. Scarcely was the bailie over, when a s.l-

dier, worn out with fatigue, resolved to carry the first news of (he.

victory to the magistrates of Athens, aiid without (]uiltii)g his

arms, he runs, flies, arrives, announces the victory, and falls dead
at their feet. '1 his battle was fought on the 6th of Boedroniion, m
the 3d year of (he 72d Olympiad, or 29th Sept. B. C, 4y0. The
next day 2000 Spartans arrived, who, in three days and nights,

had marched 1200 stadia. The Athenians neglected nothing to

eternize tiie memory of those who fell in the battle. It had been
usual to inter the citizens who perished in war at the public c,x-

pence, in the Ceramicus, without the city ; but these were deem-
ed uncommonly meritorious. They were buried, and a barrow

was erected on ihe s^jot where their bravery had been manifested.

Their names were engraven on halt-columns erected on the plain

of Maralhon. In the intervals between ihein were erected tro-

phies bearing the arms of the l^ersians. An artist of eminence
painted all the ciicuin>tances of the battle in one of the n.ost fre-

quented porticoes of the city : Miltiades was there represented at

the head of the generals, exhorting the lroo|is to fight for ihcir

country. Pausanias examined the lield of battle about (JOO years,

after tills event ; and found, ou tlie barrow of the Athenians, pil-

lars containing the names of the dead under tlioseof the tribes to

which thev belonged ; another for the Plataensians and slaves ;,

and a distinct monument of Miltiades, who survived the battle.

The Maratiionians worshippetl iho.e who were slain in the battle.

Many centuries have elapsed since the age of Pausanias ; but the

principal barrow still tow ers above the level of (iu- plain. It is of

light hue earth, and has a bush or two growing on i(. Dr, Chand-

ler informs us, that lie enjoyed a iileasing and sati4ac(ory view

from the summit; and looked, but in vain, for the pillars on

which the names were recorded, lamenting that such memorials

should ever be removed. At a small distance northward is a

S(|uare basement of wdiite marble, perhaps p.ut ol the trophy.

MAKATISTS, a name given to those furious and sanguinary

political zealots, who, like Nlarat, during the Fr<-nch Rev..lntion,

expected to establish the liberty of France, by extirpating all who
differed from them in their political opinions.

MARATTIA, in botany, a genus of the cryptogamia filices or

ferns. Capsules oval, gaping longitudinally at top, with several'

cells on each side. There are three species.

MARAUD liRS, iu a military-sense, means a party of s.,ldiers.

who, without anv order, no into the neighbouring hot.scs and vil-

lages, when the armv is either in camp or garrison, to plunder and

destroy, &c. Marauders are a disgrace to the camp, to the mili-

tary piofession, and deserve no better iiuarter from their ollicers-

than they uive to the poor peasants, &c.

MARAAT'^DI, a little Spanish copper-coin, worth somewhat

more than a I'rench denier, or half a larlhing Knglish. 'J'he Spa-

niards alwavs count bv maravedis, both in conmierce and iu theif

finances, though the coin itself is no longer current among them-

Sixty-three maravedis are eiiuivalent to a rial of silver; so that.

the piaster, or piece of eight rials, contain"- 504 ; and the pistole oi

lour pieces of eight, 20 16 maravedis.

MARBF.LLA, a town of Spain, in Andalus,a, 30 miles N. F,

of Gibraltar, and 28 S. W, of Malaga. Lon. 5. 2j. \\ . Lat, Jo.

Jj, N.
MARBLE, in natural hi.^ory, bright and beautiful stones com-,

posed of small separate concretions, modi rately hard, not ijiving

lire with steel, fernieutiug with and soluble in acid mei;strua, and

cakininu in a'fUi^ht fire. The Latin word mcirmor, is derived from

the Greek f*a;,'*"^'i", to shine, or glitter.

3 G
The colours by which

marblti
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marbles are distinguished are almost innumerable; but the most
remarkable are, 1. The black marble of Flanders. Q. Plain Yel-
low. 3. Yellow with some white veins. 4. Yellow with black
flendrites. 5. Yellow with brown figures ix'sembliiig ruins, fi.

Black and yellow. 7. Black and white, 8. Pale yellou-, with
^[lots of a blackish ^rey colour. 0. Yellow, while, and red. 10.

Pale yellow. 11. Olive colour, with deeper cohnired cro^s-lines,

. and dendrites. 1?. Brownish red. 13. Flesli-colonred and yel-

low. 14. Common red marble. 15. Crimson, white, and gicy.
If). Reddish brown lumps, on a whitish ground. 17. 15luish grev.

18. Snowy white. Marble is found in considerable quantities, in

most of the ninuntaiuous parts of F.urope. It abovmds in Derby-
shire. Near Kemlyn I'ay, in the iskiud of An^lesea, there is a

()uarry of beautiful marble, called Verde di Corsica, being com-
mon to tliia place, some parts of Italy, and CoRica. Its colours
Jre green, black, while, and dull purple, irregularly disposed.

Italy is that jiarl of Europe which produces the mo^t valuable
marble, and in x\ hich its exportation makes a considerable branch
of foreign commerce. The black and the milk-while marble,
coming from Carara, a town in the duchy of Massa, are particu-

larly esteemed. When chemically examined, marble consijls of

calcareous earth united with tixed air; and is, like hme-stone, or

chalk, convertible inloastrong ipiick-lime. Black marble derives
its colour from a partial admixture of iron.

Marble, SrArx'iNG of. The pieces to be coloured should be
of the hardest kind ; previously well polished ; and be diverted of

every spot or blemish. Such only are calculated for supporting
the heat which is always necessary, in order to open tlieir pores,

and render them susceptible of the colours. On the other hand,

too low ortoohijl) a degree of heat me equally injurious: hcjice

a due temperature ouglit to be preserved ; and this, without
m.iking the marble red, will cause the liquor to boil on its surface.

'I'he principal colours used tor staining marble are, red, yellow,

snd blue: the two first of these tints may be imparted to it, by re-

ducing dragon's blood, or gamboge, to a powder, and grinding ihem
separately with spirit of wine in a glass-mortar. But, in expcri-

snents on a small scale, a little of either of those jiowders should be
mixed with spirit of wine in a silver-spoon, and dissolved over a

charcoal-lire. Thus, a strong tincture will be extracted ; with
which, by the aid of a pencil, the finest traces may be drawn on
marble, while cold : on heating the latter in an oven, the marks
will penetrate deeply, and remain perfectly distinct. A fine blue
colour may be communicated to marble, by a watery solution of

the drug, knowji among dyers by the name of Canary Turnsol,
and tracing the marks designed with a pencil. These will strike

deeply into the stone, and the colour may be increased, by draw-
ing the moistened pencil repeatedly over the same hues. The
staining liquor must always be laid on, cold ; nor should the mar-
ble afterwards be heated; yet such blue is apt to spread itself ir-

regularly, unless its outlines be circumscribed by wax, or other
adhesive matter. This colour possesses the advantage of being
applicable to marble that has already been stained with other
drugs: it affords, besides, a very beautiful shade, and is not liable

to be easily effaced. In 1 77R, a patent was granted to Mr. Kichter,
for his invention of an art or method of inlaying scagliola, or
plaster in marble or metals, so as to nnitate flowers, fruit, trees,

birds, beasts, landscapes, and every kind of ornament. 'I'his pa-
tent is now expired ; but, as it is practicable only by statuaries

and artists, the inquisitive reader will consult the 10th volume of

the R< pertory of Arts and Manufactures.
Marbles, Arundel, marbles with a chronicle of the city of

Athens, inscribed on Ihem. See Aruntjelian Marbles.
Marbled China-Ware, a species of porcelain or china-ware,

which seems to be full of cemented Haws. It is called bv the
Chinese, who are said to be very fond of it, tsou tchi. It is generallv

plain white, sometimes blue, and has exactly the appearance of "a

piece of China, which had been first broken, and then lunl all the
pieces cemented in their place again/ and covered wiih the ori"i-

nal varnish.

MrtKBLED Paper. See Marbling.
MaKHLING, the art of preparing and colouring marbled

paper. There are several kinds of marbled paper ; but the prin-

cipal difference of them lies in the forms in which the colours are
laid on the ground: some being disposed in whirls or circumvo-
lutions ; some in jagged lengths; and others only in spots of a

li

roundish or oval figure. The general manner of managing each
kind is, neverliieless, the same ; being the dipping the paper in a
solution of gum-tiagacanlh, or, as it is conuiionly called, gum-
dragon; over which the colours, previously prepared with ox-gall

and spirit of wine, are first spread. The peciiluir apparatus neces-
sary for this purpose, is a trough for containing '.he gum-lragacanth
and the colom's; a comb-for disposing them in the figure usually

chosen ; and a burnishing stone for polishing the paper. The
trough may be of any kind of vvoo'l ; and must he somewhat larger

than the slicets of paper for the marbling ofwhich it is to be employed^
but the sides of it need only rise about two inciies above the bot-

tom ; for by making it thus shallow, the less quantity of the so-

lution of the gum will serve to fill it. The comb may be also of

wood, and five inches long, but should have brass-teeth, which may
be about two inches long, and placed at about a quarter of an
inch from each other. The burifishing stone may be of jasper or

agate; but as those stones are very dear when of sufficient large-

ness, marble or glass may be used, provided their surface be
polished to a great degree of smoothness. The solution of gum-
tragacanth must be made, by putting a sufficient proportion of the

gum, which should be white and clear from all foulnesses, into

clean water, and letting it remain a day or two, frequently break-

ing the lumps and stirring it till the whole appear dissolved and
equally mixed with the water. The consistence ol the solutioR

shoidd be nearly that of strong gum-water used in miniature-paint-

ing ; and if it appear thicker, water must be added ; or if thinner,

more of the gum. When the solution is thus brought to a due
slate, it must be passed through a linen cloth ; and beuig then put

into the trough, it will be ready to receive the colours. The
colours employed foi red are carmine, lake, rose-pink, and ver-

nfilion ; but ihelwo last are too glaring, unless they be mixed with

rose-pink or Like, to bring Ihem to asofler cast; and carmineandlake
are too dear for common purposes. For yellow, Dutch-pink and
yellow ochre may be employed; for blue Prussian-blue, and vcr-

diter: for green, verdigrise, a mixture of Dutch-pink and Prussiaii-

blue, or verditer, in different proportions: for orange, the orange-

lake, or a mixture of vermilion, or red lead, with Dutch-pink : for

purple, rose-pink and Prussian-blue. 'I'hese colours should be
ground with spirit of wine till they be of a proper fineness; and
then, at the time of using them, a little fish-gall, or the gall ofa
beast, should be added, by grinding them over again with il. I'lie

proper proportion of the gall must be found by trying them ; for l

there must be just so much a5 will suffer the spots of colour, when
sprinkled on the solution of the gnm-tragacanth, to join together,

without intermixing or running into each other. '1 he solution of

the gum tragacanth must then be poured into the trough ; and the

colom-s, being in a separate pot, with a pencil a|ipropriated to each,

must be sprinkled on the surface of the solution, by shaking the

|]encil, charged with its proper colour, over it; and this must be
doiie with the several kinds of colour desired, till the surface be
wholly covered. When the marbling is proposed to be in spots of

a simple form, nothing more is necessary : but where the whirls or

snail-shell figures are wanted, they must be made by a quill ; which
must be put among the spots to turn them about, till the effect be
produeetl. The jagged lengths must be made by the comb, which

must be passed through the colours from one end of the trough to

the other, and will give them that appearance : but if they be de-

sired to be pointed both ways, the comb must be again passed

through the trough in a contrary direction ; or if some of the whirl;

or^nail-shell-figures be required to be added, they may be yel

made by the means before directed. The paper should be pre-

viously prepared for receiving the colours, by dipping it over-

night in w:iter ; and laying the sheets on each other with a weighl

over them. The whole being thus ready, the paper must be held

by two corners, and laid in the most gentle and even manner on tlu

solution covered with the colours : and there suftly pressed witi

the hand, that it may bear every where on the solution. Aftei

which it must be raided and taken off with the same care, and ther

hung to dry across a proper cord, subtended near at hand for tha

purpose ; -and in th;it stale it must continue till it be perfectly dry

It then remains only to give the paper a proper polish ; in ordrj

to which, it is first rubbed with a little soap ; and then must h(

tlioroughlv smoothed by the glass-polishers, such as are used foi

linen, "and called the calendar-glasses. After which it should hi

agaui r'ibbed by a burnisher ofjasper or agate ; or, of glass highh

9 polished
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polished, for oa the perfect polish of the paper depends in a great

measure its beauty and value. Gold or sdver powders maybe
used, where desired, along with the colours, ancl recjuire only the

same treatment as them, except tliat they must be (irst tempered

vlth gum-water.
Marbling of Books, or Paper, is performed thus: Dissolve

lour ounces of gum-arabic into two quarts of fair water ; then pro-

vide several coiouiii mixed with water in p-jts or shells; and, with

pencils peculiar to each colour, sprinkle them by way of inter-

mixture upon the gum-water, whicii must be put into a trough or

some broad vessel ; then with a stick curl them, or draw them out

111 streaks, to as much variety as may be done. Having done this,

hold the book or books close together, and only dip the edges in,

on the top of the water and colours, very lightly ; which done, take

tliem off, and tlie plain impression of the colours in mixture, will

he upon the leaves ; doing the ends and tlie front of the book in

the same manner.
Marbling thk Covers of Books is performed by forming

clouds with aqua-fortis or spirit of yitriol mixed with ink, and af-

terwards olazing the covers.

MARCA, Peter de, one of the greatest ornaments of the Gal-

lican church, was born in Beam, of an ancient family, iiilJ94.

He first studied the law, was made president of the parliament of

Beam, and, going to Paris in 1639, was made a counsellor of state.

His litefary merits appear from his History of Beam. By the

king's order he published a work, De Concordia Sacerdotii et Im-
jierii, sive de Libertatibus Ecclesia; Gallica-, in refutation of a book
that appeared under the title of Optatus Gallus ; and on this ac-

count, when, on the deatli of his wife, he was nominated bishop of

Conserans, the pope refused the bulls in his favour, until by
another book he explained away all he had said on behalf of the

(State, to the limitation of the papal power. Hf obtained his con-

tirniation, after .seven years suspense, in 1648; was translated to

the archbishopric of Toulouse in 1632; andiwas made minister of

state in 1658. He was made archbishop oi^ Paris in 1062: and
«lied there soon after. His Posthumous works, ^vith prefaces, notes,

&ic. were published by M. Baluze. Ha is censured for acconi-

iiiodating his learning and talents to his views of interest and
ambition.

MARCARIA, a town of Italy, in the dejjartment of the Mln-
cio, and tkstrict of Mantua, on the Oglio; fourteen miles S. W.
of Mantua.
MARCASITE, in mineralogy, is a name that has long been

sjivcn indiHerently to all sort^ of minerals; to ores, pyrites, and
semimetals. Lately, it seems to be contined to pyrites, and
NV'allerius proposes to confine it to such pyrites as are regularly

formed. See Pyrites.
MARCELLIANS, a sect of ancient heretics, who flourished

about the end of the second century, so called from Marcelhis of

Aiicyra, their leader, who was accused of reviving tlie errors of
Sabellius. Some, however, are of opinion that Marcellus was
orthodox, and that his enemies, the Arians, fathered their errors

upon him.
MARCELLUS, Marcus Claudius, a famous Roman general,

who, after the first Punic w ar, conducted an expedition against

the Gauls. Here he obtained the Spolia Opinia, by killing with
his own hand Viridomarus the king of the Gauls. This success

rendered him popular, and soon after he was entrusted to oppose
Hannibal in Italy. He was the first Roman who obtained sunie
advantage over this celebrated Carthaginian, and shewed his

countrymen that Hannibal was not invincible. The troubles
which were raised in Sicily by the Carthaginian? at the drath of
Hieronynius, alarmed the Romans; and Marcellus, in his third

consulship, was sent with a powerful force against Syracuse. He
attacked it by sea and land ; but his operations proved long in-

vftcctual, and the invention and industry of Archimedes baflled

all the efforts, and destroyed all the stupendous machines and
military engines, of the Romans during three succe.-sive years.

The perseverance of Marcellus at last obtaine<l the victory. After
this conquest, Marcellus was called to oppose Hannibal a second
lime. In this campaign he behaved with greater vij^our tha:i be-
fore ; the greatest part of the towns of tlw Samnites, which had re-

volted, were recovered by force of arms, and jnOO of the soUliirs

uf Hannibal made prisoners. Some time after, in an engagement
-with'tbe Caitbagiiiians, Marcellus had the disadvantage ; but ci

the next day a more successful skirmish vindicated his minfary
character and the honour of the Roman soldiers. Maicellus, how-
ever, was not suflicieiitly vigilant against the snares of hii adver-
sary. He imprudently separated himself from his camp, and was
killed in an ambuscade, in the 60th year of his age, in liis 3th con-
sulship, A.U.C. 544. Hi- body was liououred with a magniticent
funeral b^- the conqueror, and his ashes were conveyed in a silver-

urn to his son. ^iarcellus claims respect for his private as well as
public virtues; and his humanity will ever be remembered, whe^
iU. the surrender of Syracuse, he wept that multitudes were to be.

exposed to the barbarity and rapacity of ;ui incensed soldiery,
which the policy of Rome and the laws of war rendered ine-
vitable.

MARCGRAVIA, in botany, a genus of the polyandria mo-
nogynia class and order ; natural order, Putaminea;. Corolla oiie-

petaled, calyptre-sliaped ; calyx six-leaved, imbricate; berry
many-celled, many-seeded. I'he only species, is M. umbellals,
a native of the West Indies.

MARCH, [_J\fai-lius, Lat.] in chronology, the third mouth in

the year. Among the Romans, March wasfhe first month ; and in

some ecclesiastical computations, that order is still preserved; par-
ticularly in reckoning the number of years from the incarnation of
our Saviour, from the 2Jth of March. Romulus divided the year
into months; to the first of which he gave the name of his sup-
posed father Mars. Ovid, however, observes, that the people of
Italy had the month of March before Romulus's time ; but thai

they placed it very differently, some making it tlie third, others
tlie fourth, some the fifth, and others the tenth moBth of the yeur.
See Chronology.
MARCIIAND, John Lewis, a native of Lyons, who shares

with the celebrated D'Aquin the glory of having carried tlie art

of playing on the organ to the highest perfection. \\ hen very
young he went to Paris; and happening to be in the chapel of the
college of Lewis XIV. wlien they were waiting for the organi-it,

he offered to supply his place. His playing gave so great satistac-

tion, that the Jesuits kept him in the college, and supplied him
with every necessary to perfect his talents. He continued to play
the organ of their chapel; and though many advantageous places

were offered him, he refused to accept them. This disinterested

conduct was not solely owing to gratitude, but to a whimsical
and independent disposition. He died at Paris in I73'J, aged 03.

He composed two books of Pieces for the Harpsichord, much
esteemed by the connoisseurs.

Marchand, Prosper, was brought up at Paris, in the profes-

sion of a bookseller, and in the knowledge of books. He corre-

sponded w ith several learned men, among whom was Bernard the

continuator of the " Nouvelles de la Republique des Lettres,"

and furnished liim with the literary anecdotes of P'rance. Mar-
chand, having embraced the Protestant religion, went to join Ber-

nard in Holland, where he might be at liberty to profess his opi-

nions. By his knowledge of books, he was so eminently distin-

guished, that he was consulted from all parts of Europe. He was
also one of the principal authors of the " Journal Literaire," and
furnished excellent extracts for the other journals. He died at an
advanced age, June 14, 1756; and left his fortune to a society in-

stituted at the Hague, for the education of poor people. His li-

brary and MSS. were left by his will to the university of Leyden.
He wrote, I. The History of Printing, a work full of erudiVon
and critical discussions; Hague, 1740, 4to. Abb6 Mercier, cf
Saint-Leger de Soissons, gave, in 1775, 4to. a supplement to thw
history, whicli is equally curious and accurate, i.'. An Ilistoric.Tl

Dictionary, or Memoirs Critical and Literary ; Hague, 1758, 2
vols, folio. This work abounds with historical singularities and
literary anecdotes, but too great minuteness prevails in it. 3. A
new edition of Bayle's Dictionary; and 4. Letters on the Cyiu-
bahim Muntli, &c.
MARCilANTIA, a genus of the cryptogamia class of plants.

Corolla monopetalous, turbinated, shorter than the cup; in the
lower cavity of which there are contained several naked seeds, of

a roundish but compressed figure. There arc seven species, five

of tliem British.

MARCHE, a late province of France, bounded on theN. by
Berry, E. by Auverpnc-, W. by Angoumois, and S. by Limosin

;

about fifty-live miles long, and twenty-five broad. It now form";

the department of Creuse, and part of that of VieHiie, It pro-

dui;>'?
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duces corn and wlr.e, Ijut is not feriili', though it feedi great mim-
bers of tattle.

M^KCHE, ;i town of France, in the Hepartment of Vosges, 26
miles S. W. of Epinal. Lou. -j. 50. E. Lat. 48. b. N.
Marche, a teiTitory of Swisserlaiid, in thi! canton of Schweitz,

on the S. side of the Lake of Zuri'. h.

MARCH EN A, a town of Spain, in AndaUisia. Lon. 5. CO.

W. Lat. 37. 20. N.
MARCHEIUS, or LORDS MARCHERS, were noblemen

who liveil on the luarches of \Vales or Scotland, and according to

C'anibden, had tlieir laws, and potestatem vita', &c. like petty

kiifg";, which are aboliklR-d by thestat. 'J7 U. S <.. 2(3, and 1 Edw.
0. c. 10. In old records, the lords marches of ^Vales were styled

Marchiones dc Marchia Wallia-. See 1 and 2 P. and ^L c. 15.

MARt^HES, [iiinrrhid, from the German viarcli, i.e. line?,

cr from the I'Vench mnrqin-, a sign,] the notorious distinction be-

tween two countiie? or territories.

NL^RCHE I, or ^L^.RCHE'1"IW, a pecnniary fine, anciently

paid by the tenant to his hiril, fur the uiarria|?e of one of iIil' te-

nant's daughters. This custom obtained, with some difference,

tinonghoiit all Eni^land and Wales, as also in Scotland; and it

still continues to obtain in some places. According to the custom
of the manor of Dinover in Caermailhenshire, every tenant at the

marriage of his daughter pays 10s. to the lord; which, in the Bri-

tish language, is called pwahrmerched, i. c. maid's fee. In Scot-
land, and the north of England, the custom was, for the lord to

lie the first night with the bride of his tenant; but this abominabh-
fsage was abrogated by Kiig Malcolm III. at (lie instance of his

([uefii ; and instead iherei J, a mark was paid by the bridegroom
to the lord : whence it was called marcheta mulicris.

xMARClONlSl.E, MARCIONISTS, or MARCIONITES,
a very ancient and popular sect of heretics, who in the time of
St. Epiphanius, spread over Italy, Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Ara-
bia, Persia, and other countries: so named from their author,
Warcion.
MAHCIT.E, or MAUCITES, a sect of heretics in the second

century, who called themselves the perfecli, and made profession
of doing every thing with a great deal of liberty, aiul without any
iear. 'I'his doctrine thry borrowed from Simon Magus, who,
however, was not their chief; for they were called Marciles, from
one Marcus, w ho conferred the prie^lhood, and the administration
of the saciaments, on women.
MARCOMANNI, an ancient people of C^ermanv, who seem

to have taken their name from their situation on the niarclies, east
of the Upper Rhine, and niinh of the Danube.
MARCOSIANS, or COLOB.ARSIAKS, an ancient sect in

the church, u branch of the Valentinians. Si. Irenxns speaks at

kirge of the leadtr of this sect, Marcus, who was reputed a s^reat

magician. The Marcosians had a great number of apocryphal
books which they luld f,>r canonical. Out of these they picked
several idle f-ibles touching the infancy of Jesus Christ, which
they put olf fur true histories. Many of these fables are still in
us»aiid credit among the Greek monks.
MARDI, a people of ancient P<>rsia, who inhabited a moun-

tainous country on the confines of Mi'dia. They were conquered
by Alexander,
MARDICK, orMARDIKE, a towrt of France, in the de-

partment of the North, 4 mdes \V. of Dunkirk. Lon. 2. 20. E.
Lat. 51. 0. N.
MARE. See Kquus.
MAU.'iOTIS, a lake in Egypt, near Alexandria. Its neigh-

fiourhood was famous for wine, though some make the Mareoti-
cura vinurn grow in Epirus, or in a certain part of Libya, called

also Mircotis, near Egypt.
MARESCTIAL. See Marshal.
MAKETIMO, an island on the west coast of Sicily, 12 miles

in circumference, famous for a victory obtained by the Roman
fleet over the Carthaginians. Il lies 15 miles W. of Trapani.
MAKGARET, countess of Richmond and Di rby, the learned

and pious moUier of Henry VII. was born at Betshoe, in Bedford-
shire, in 1441, and was the sole heiress of John Beaulort, duke of
Somerset, gran-lson to John of Gaunt. Her mother was the heir-

ess of lord Btsdithanip of Powick. While very young, she was
solicited by tlie king fur his liall-brotl>cr, EdnmndJ earl of Kich-
nionJ, to whou^she gave her hand. Henry VH. was the sole fruit

of this marriage, his father dying when he was but fifteen weeks
old. Her second husband was Sir Henry SlaOord, knight, second
son to tiie duke ot Buckingham, by whom she liad no i^sue. Soon
after his death, in l4Si, she married a tiiird liusband, 1 homas
Lord Stanley, who was ci-eated earl of Derby by her son. He
died in 1504, wilhoul issue, being then high constable of England,
She died at Weslniinster in June 1509, a<;ed 69, and was bnrie(l

ill Henry VII.'s chapel ; on the south side of which was erected
to her memory an altar-tomb of black marble, with her statue of
brass. Bishop Fisher, her confessor, says, " she possessed alnlo^t

all things that were commendable in a woman, either in mind or
body." Slie understood the French language perfectly, and had
some knowledge ot the Latin. She was devout even to austerity,

in humility romantic, proiuse in the encouragement of learning,

and singularly chaste. Her life, from the turbulence of the times,

and vicissitude of her son's fortune, must have been subject to tn-

tinite disquiet, which, however, she is said to have supported with
singular foititude. She wrote, I. The Mirroure of Golde for the

i

sinful Soule ? translated from the French. Loud. 4to. with cuts

on vellum. 2. Translation of the fourth book of Dr. (Jerson's

Imitation of our Saviour, 1504. 3. A Letter to the King, in

Howard's Collection. 4. She also made the Orders for great
estates of ladies and noble women, for their precedence, and wear-
ing of barbes at funerals, over the chin and under the same.
MARGAIU'IA, or PEARL ISLAND, hi geography, oi,

island of South America, the middle of which is seated niLon.
04. 'J. W. Lat. 11. 30. N. It was discovered by Columbus, and
is aliout thirty-five leagues in compass. The soil is very ferlile

in maize an'.l fruits, and abounds in pasture and veixlant groves;
yet is totally destitute of fresh-water, which the inhabitants are
obliged to bring from the continent.

MARCARl TARIA, or MARGARITES, a genus of the oc-
tandria order, and dia'cia class of plants. Male calyx four-
toothed ; corolla four-petaled : female, calyx and corolla as in the

male ; styles four or five ; berry cartilaginous, four or five grained.
The only species is M. nobilis, a native of Surinam.
MARGARITIXI, glaso-ornaments, made at Venice, of small

glass-tubes of dilferent colours, which are blown at Murano, and
which the women of the lower class wear about their arms and
necks.

MARGATE, a sea port town of Kent, on the north side of the

isle of Thanet, near the north Foreland. Lon. 1, 30. E. Lat, 5!.
24. N.
MARGRAVE, [from miirchc, or marcke, a frontier; and

grajfi-, a count or governor,] margraves being originally gover-
nors of cities on the frontiers of a state. This dignity is analogous

to our marquis. See Marquis.
MARHA T, or MERHAT, an extensive country of Ilindoos-

tan, inhabited by the Marhattas, comprehending the greater part

of the Paishwa's dominions in the Deccan. The Mahratta do-
minions are governed by a number of separate chiefs, all of whom
acknowledge the Ram Rajah as their sovereign ; and all, except
one, own the Paishaw as his vicegerent.

MARHATTAS, MERHAlTAHS,MAKA'rrAS or MAH-
RAT'l'AS, a people of India, and by far the most considerable of

the Hindoo powers, 'i'he Marhattas boast of a very high anti-

quity ; tl;ey profess the religion of Brama ; speak a dialect of the

Sanscript language, in which they have introduced all the techni-

cal terms of Moijhul administration; use a character of their own
writing, somewhat dilferent from that of the surrounding tribes;

and are divided into four casts or classes, with the various subdi-'

visions, of professional distinction in the rest of Hindoostan, but
with this remarkable difference, that among the Marhattas every
individual niay, as in fact he occasionally does, follow the life of a

soldier. They inhabited from time immemorial the country of

Marhat, but were coinpletely subjugated, and afterwards for many
centuries oppressed, first by the Patans, and then by the Moghnl
conquerors of Delhi. At length, towards the end of Alemgeer's

reign, thev united, rebelled, and under the famous Sewajee, or

Seva-jec, a leader of their own tribe, laid the foundations of their

present vast empire, which has risen gradually on the rums of the

Mohammedan power. This Seva-jee claimed to be descciulcd

from the'ancient Hindoo emperors. His father was lord of a

small district, for which he paid tribute to the Mohammedan
king of Viziapour. This nionarcb having arrested and put him in

gaol,
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1, lie tliefl ill coiitiiicnient ; wheri'iipon Seeva-jet- took up arms
^i-venge liis fatlicr's death, an. I being juiiifd liv great nnmbcM,

.. k several important phices, with a lar£;e tiai't ot territory;

liich, after the king's death, were ceded to him by his widow,
ilier this Seeva-joe became so formidable, that many ni' the

lindoo princes put themselves under his protection, and he at

ngth ventured to make war upon the emperor Anrengzebe.
hi'-.igh at lirst unsuccessful, in so much that he was taken pri-"

jner, yet having made his escape, he recommenced ho4ilities

.ith such success, tliat at last Anrengzebe, now far advanced in

ife, made peace wiHi him upon very advantageous terms. Seeva-

ee was succeeded by his son rajali S.>hou, who ronsiderablv ex-

Cnded the Marhatta dominions. When rajah Saliou grew old

md infirm, and the fatijiucs of government began to press heav\

ipoa hnn, he appiinted Bissonat Balajee, a Brahman, born al Go-
aun, and leader of about 25,000 horse, to the office of Paishwa
>! vicegerent, Sahou died without issue, but left nephews by his

irother. The courage and wisdom of Balajee had gained him,

luring the latter years of the old rajah, the art'ection and esteem

bf all the nation. But, under an appearance ot modeity and self-

;lenial, iiis prevailing passion was ambition ; and the sentiments of

iratitude and loyalty were absorbed in the desire to command.
He made use of the infiuence he had acquired under his benefactor

io firmly to establish his own power, that he not only retained

he office of Pa'.shwa du-ing his life, but transmitted it to his pos-

:erilY ; and the descendants of rajah Saiion's nephews are still re-

ipected, though kept in a kind of captivity in the palace at Sat-

arah. 'I'he eldest is styled Ram Raj ili, or sovereiin; his name is

bn the seal and coin of the Marhatta state ; but his person is entirely

unknown, except to those who immediately surround him. He
resides in his splendid prison, encompassed with the appendages of

eastern grandeur, but debarred of all power, and kept totally ig-

norant ot business. The seat ol government was transferred from
' ancient royal residence of Sattarah to Poonah ; and the usurper,

.'. ell as his successors, seem to have acted under the supposed
liority of the deposed prince, by their assuming no other title

baracter, than that of Paishwa or prince minister. »

MAKIA, or SANCTA MARIA, an island of the Indian
Ocean, 5 miles E. of Madagascar. It is about 27 miles long and
broad ; weU watered, and surrounded by rocks.

"\!ARJA, St. a town of South America, in the audience of Pa-
na. Lon. 148. 30. W. Lat. 7. 0. N.
M.MUA, St. a town of Spain, in Andalusia, 18 miles N. of Ca-

iiz. Lon. 3. 3j. W. Lat. 36. 35. N.
Mauia, St. a town of Naples, in Lavoria, 37 miles W. of Na-

ples. There are eight towns of this name in Naples.

NL\RIAN.\, John', a learned Spanish historian, born at Tala-

.1, in the diocese of Toledo. He entered among the .'esuits in

I .j4, at seventeen years of age; and became one of the most
llearned men of his time. He was a great divine, a good hu-

manist, and profoundly versed in civil and ecclesiastical history.

He tauglit at Rome, in Sicily, at Paris, and in Spain ; and died at

Toledo in 1624. His principal works are, 1. A History of Spain,

ihirty books ; which he wrote fii-st in Latin, and afterwards in

,
aiish. 2 Sohoiia, or short notes on the Bible. 3. A Treatise

&u the Changes the Specie has undergone in Spain ; for which he
! was imprisoned by the Spanish minister. 4. A Treatise De Rege
et Regis Institutione, which made much noise, and was condemned
by the parliament of Paris to be burnt by the hangman, for his as-

serting in it, that it is lawful to murder tyrants. 5. A work
on the Faults of the Government of the Society ef Jesuits, which
has been translated into Spanish, Latin, Italian, French, &c.
MARICA, in botany, a genus of the triandria monogyr.ia class

and order ; natural order Ensata:. Corolla six-parted, with three

alternate segments, as small again as tlie others; stigma petal-form,

trifid, with the three divisions simple, acute ; capsule three-celled,

inferior. There is but one species, M paludosa, a native of

Guiar.a.

MARIE, St. aux Mines, in the department of the Upper
I
Rhine, and late province of Lorrain, near mines of silver and
lead, 12 miles N. W. of Colmar. Lon. 7. 24. E. Lat. 48.

16. N.
MARIENBURG, a town of France, in the department of Ar-

dennes, 7 miles S. E. of Pbilipville. Lon. 4. 28. E. Lat. 50.

2, N.
VOL. in.— NO. 133.

MAKIENVVEDER, a town of East Prussia. Lon. 19. 15. E.
Lat. 53. 4l'. N.
.M.AR1G.'\L.ANTE, an island of North Ainerica, and one of

the least of the l^'aribbces, \2 miles S. of Guadalowpe. The soil,

produce, and climate, are much the same as the other Caribbees.
Lon. 61. 5. W. Lat. 16. 32. N.
MARIGOLD. See Calendula.
Maiugold, African. Sec Tagbtes.
MARILA, in botany, a genus of the polyandria monogvnia

class and order. Calyx tive-leaved ; corolla tive-petaled ; cap-
sule four-celled, many-seeded; stigma sini))le. There is but one
species, M. racemosa, a native of the West Indies.

MARINE, is a general name for the navy of a kii)gdom or
state ; the whole ccconomy of naval affairs; and whatever respects
tl:e building, rigging, arming, equipping, navigating, and fighting-
ships. It comi)rehends also the government of naval armaments,
and the state of all the persons employed therein, whether civil or
military. The history of the marine aftairs of any one state is a
very comprehensive subject. Tliose who wish to be fully infnriu-

ed of tiie maritime atf'aiis of Great Britain, and the hgure it has
made at sea in all ages, may find abundance of curious matter in

Selden's Mare Clausum ; and from his time to ours, may trace a
series ot facts in Lediard's and Burchct's Naval History; but
above all, in Dr. Cam|)beirs Lives of the Adniitals.

Marine Acid. See Muriatic Acid.
Marine Chair, a maclrne invented by Mr. Irwin for viewing

the satellites of Jupiter at sea, and of course determining the lon-

gitude by their eclipses. An account of it is given in the Jouni.il

Estianger for March 1760. An account of its accuracy was pub-
lished in 1761 by M. de L'lsle, astronomer in tiie imi'erial aca-

demy of Peteissburg : but notwithstauduig the encomiums bestow-

ed upon it bv this gentleman, it has never come into general use;

.

and therefore we may conclude, that it is mncli interior to the in-

ventions of Mr. Harrison for the same purpose. See Longi-
TL'DE.

Marine Discipline'Is the training up of soldiers for sea-service,

in such exercises as the various positions of the firelock and body,
and teaching them every manceuvre that can be performed on
board ships of war at sea.

Marine Forces, or Marines, a body of soldiers raised for

the sea-service, and trained to fight either in a naval e;igagement

or in an action ashore. The great service of this useful corps was
manifested frequently in the course of the German war, particu-

larly at the siege of Belleisle, where they acquired a great charac-

ter, although lately raised and hardly exercised in military disci-

pline. At sea they are incorporated with the ship's crew, of

wliich they make a part ; and many of them learn in a short time

to be excellent seamen, to which their officers are ordered by the

admiralty to encourage them, although no sea-officer is to order

them to go aloft against their inclination. In a sea tight their

small arms are of great advantage in scouring the decks of the

enemy ; and when they have been long enougii at sea to slaiid firm

when the ship rocks, they must be infinitely preferable to seamen
if the troops of the enemy attempt to board, 'by raising a battalion

with their fixed bayonets to oppose them. The sole direction of

the corps of marines is ve-ited in the lords commissioners of the

admiralty; and in the admiralty is a distinct apartment lor. this

purpose.

Marine Surveyor, a machine contrived by Mr. H.deSau-
merez for measuring the way of a ship in the sea. This machme
is in the form of the letter "Y, and is made of iron or any other

metal. At each end of the lines which constitute the angle or up-

per part of that letter, are two pallets, resembling the figure of the

log, one of which falls in the same proportion as the other rises.

The falling or pendant pallet, meeting a resistance from the water,

as the ship moves, has thereby a circular motion underwater,

which is faster or slower according a? the vessel mo>g|V This mo-

tion is communicated to a dial within the ship, by ^^ffpe fastened

to the tail of the Y, and carried to the dial. The motion being

thus communicated to the dial, which has a bell in it, it strikes

exactly the number of geometrical paces, miles, or leagues, which

the ship has run. Thus the ship's distance is attained ; and the

forces of tides and currents may also be discovered by this instru-

ment ; which, however, has been very little used.

MARINER'S COMPASS. See Compass, and Navigation,

5 H MARINO,
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MARINO, a town and fort of Italy, in the Canipagna; 10

miles S. E. of Home. Lcn. 12. 46. E. Lat. 41. 54. N.
Marino, St. a small country of Italy, coni^isting only of a

moiiSilain, a town, and a few liills, about the bottom of it, about

six niik-s in extent. The nunibi-rof inhabitants is about 0000.

The mountain yiuklsgood wine, but they If.ve only rain or snow-
svatui'.

Marino, St. the caprfal of the above, GO miles S. E. of Bo-
logna. Lon. la. J.3. E. Lat. 43. S4. N.
iMARJOUAM, in botany. See Origanum.
MARITAGIUM, in the feudal customs, as contradistinguish-

ed from niatrimonium, signities the power which the lord or

•guardian in chivalry liad of disposing of his infan'.-wai'd in malri-

mony.
MARITIME, bounded by the sea. A maritime province or

country is one bounded by the sea; and a maritime kingdom is

one that makes a considerable figure, or that is very powerful at

sea. Hence, by maritime powers among the European states,

are nnderstnod Gnat Britain and Holland.
MARiTiMii Alps, that part of the Alps which borders on the

Gulf of Genoa. See Alps.
Maritime Alps, a department of France, formed out of the

Jate county of Nice, and principality of Monaco. Monaco and
Is'ici- arc the chief towns.

MARIUPOL, a town of Russia, in the province of Ekaterino-
slaw, on the coast of the sea of Asoph, west of Kalniius. Lon.
37. 44. E. Lat. 47. 0. N.
MARIUS, Caius, a famous Woman general, anrl seven times

coiisul, who sullied his great military reputation by savage barba-

rities. He was barn at Arpinum, of obscure parents. He sig-

nalized himself under Scipio, at the siege of Numantia. Tlie Ro-
man general saw his courage and intrepidity, and foretold his fu-

ture greatne^s. lis his intrigiu^s at Rome, while be e.xercised the

inferior offices of the state, lie rendere'd himself known; and his

marriage with Julia, who was of the family of the Cvesars, contri-

buted to raise him to consequence. He went to Africa as lieu-

tenant to the consul Metellus against J ugurtha; and there ingra-

tiated himself with the soldiers, and having raised enemies to his

benefactor, l"> retur[ied to Rome, and canvassed for the consul-
ship. By h extravagant promises to the people, and his malevo-
lent insinuations against Metellus, he proved successful. He was
appointed to finish the war against Jugurtha, and shewed his mili-

tary talents by defeating Jugurtha. The Roman provinces being
suddeni}' invaded by an army of 300,000 barbarians, Marins was
elected consul, and sent against the Teutones. The war being
.prolonged, Marius was a third and fourth time invested with the

eonsuWiip. At last two engagements were fought, and not less

than 200,000 of the forces of the Anibrones and Teutones were
slain in the lield of battle, and 90,000 made prisoners, in A.U.C.
(JjO. Intijl, the Cimbri, another horde of barbarians were de-

feated ; 140,000 of them were slaughtered by the Romans, and
6o,000 taken prisoners. After these victories, Marius, with his

colleague, Catullus, entered Rome in triumph ; and Marius re-

ceived the appellation of the third founder of Rome. He was
elected consul a sixth time ; but his restless ambitioji began to

raise seditions, and to oppose the power of Sylla. Tliis was the
foundation of a civil war. Sylla refused to deliver up the com-
mand of his forces, with which he was empowered to prosecute
the Mithridatic war ; and considered the demand as arbitrary and
improper. He advanced to Rome, and Marius was obliged to fly.

Adverse winds prevented him from seeking a retreat in Africa,

anil he was left on the coast ot Campania, where Sylla's emissaries

discovered him in a marsh, into which he had plunged himself,

leaving only his mouth above the surface for respiration. He was
dragged to the neighbouring town of Minturni- ; aud the magi-
strates being in the interest of Sylla, passed sentence of death on
their illustrious prisoner. A Gaul was commanded to cut off his

head in the dungeon ; but the stern countenance of Marius dis-

armed the courage of the executioner: and when he heard him
say, "Tune, homo, audes occidere Caium Marium?" the dagger
dropped fiom his hand. Such an uncommon adventure moved
the compassion of the inhabitants of Minturnae. They liberated

Marius, and favoured his escape to Africa, where he joined his

•on, who had been arming the princes of that country in his cause.

Marius landed near the walls of Carthage ; but iiis retreat was soon

known; and the govern oi' of Africa, to conciliate the favour o!

Sylla, compelled Marius to fly to a neighbouring island. He sooi;

after learned that Cinna had embraced his cause at Rome, where
the Roman senate had stripped him of his consular dignity, and

bestowed it upon one of his enemies. Marius set sail to assist hii

friend at the head of only 1000 men. His army, however, wai

soon increased, and he entered Rome like a conqueror. His eiic

niies were inhumanly sacriliced to his fury; Rome was tilled

with blood, and he, wlio once had been called the father of hi

country, marched through the city, attended by a number of as

sassins, who slaughtered all those whose salutations were not an

swered by their leader. When Marius and Cinna had sufficiently

gratified their rage, they made themselves consuls ; but Marius

already worn out with old a<5e and infirmities, died sixteen days allt-

he had been elected consul the seventh time, A. U. C. 666, am
B.C. 8t5. Brought up in poverty, and among peasants he alway
retained his native rusticity, and despised in others those polishei

manners which education had denied him. Being himself illite

rate, he hated the conversation of the learned ; and his sobrietj

and temperance were owing to the obscurity in which he hac

lived at Arpinum. His countenance was stern, his voice firm aiK

imperious, and Uis disposition untractable. He was in his seven

tieth year when he died ; and Rome rejoiced at the fall of a nia;

whose ambition had proved so fatal to many of her citizens. Hi
only (|ualificalio.ns were those of a great general ; and these ren

dered him the most powerful of the Romans, because he was tin

only one whose ferocity seemed capable to oppose the barbarians

MARK, in this country, a money of account, and in sonn

places a coin. The English mark is two-thirds of a pound slei

iing, or \jS. -yJ. and the Scotch mark is of equal value in Scotcl

money of account. The mark-lubs, or lubec-mark, used at Ham
burgh, is also a money of account, equal to one-third of the rix

dollar, or to the French livre: each mark is divided into sixtcei

sols-lubs. Mark-lubs is also a Danish coin equal to sixteen sols

lubs. Mark is also a copper and silver coin in Sweden. Sei

MONKY.
Mark, or Marc, denotes also a weight used in several stages o

Europe, and for several commodities, especially gold and silver

In France, before the revolution, the mark was divided into

ounces 64 drachms, 192 derniers or penny-weights, 160 esterlines

300 mailK, 640 felins, or 460S grains. In Holland, the mark
weight » as also called Iroy-welght, and is equal to that of France
When gold and silver are sold by the mark, it is divided into 2

carats.

Mark, St. the Evangelist, was descended of the tribe c

Levi. He is supposed to have been converted by St. Peter, t

whom lie was a con^tant companion in all his travels, supplyiii

the place of an amanuensis and interpreter. He was by him sen

into Egypt, fixing his chief residence at Alexandria ; wheie li

was so successful in his ministry, that he converted great multitude
He afterwards removed westward, towards Libya, travelliii

through Marmarica, Pentapolis, &c. where, notwithstanding th

barbarity and idolatry of the inhabitants, he planted the gospel

Upon his return to Alexandria, he ordered the affairs of tli.i

church, and there suffered martyrdom. About Easter, when tl

solemnities of Serapiswere celebrated, the idolatrous people brok
in upon St. Mark, while he was performing divine service, ami
binding him with cords, dragged him through the streets, an

thrust him into prison, where in the night he had the comfort of

divine vision. Next day they used him in the same manner, u

worse, till he expired under their hands. Some add, that the'

burnt his body, and that the Christians interred his bones and ashe

near the place where he used to preach. This happened A. D
68. Some say, that his remains were afterwards translated fror

Alexandria to Venice, where he has a rich and stately churc
erected to his memory, being the patron of the state. He is an

thor of the gospel that bears his name.
Mark, St. Knights of, an order of knighthood in the lat

state of Venice, under the protection of St. Mark the Evangelist

The arms of the order were, gules, a lion winged or; wilhthisdi
vice. Pax tibi, March Evangelista. 1 his order was nev
conferred but on those who had done some signal service to l!

commonwealth.
Mark, St. the Evangelist's Day, a festival of the Christiai

church, observed April 25.

Mark
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Mark, St. in geograpliv, a town of llispaniola, forly-i'iglit

jniles S. of Port Paix. J.oii. 72. 4?. W. I.at. 19. IS. N.
MARKE T, [anciently written mtixat, of riicrcutus, Lat.] a

.public place in a city or town, in wliicli live rattle, provisions, or

other goods, are set to sale; and also a privilege, either l)y grant

or prescription, by v\liich a towji is eiial)lcd to keep a niarkel. A
market is less than a fair, and is coninionly liekl once or t»vice

a-week. According to Bracton, one market might to be distant

from all others at least six miles and a half and a third of a half:

•but no market is to be kept within seven miles of the city of Lon-
<lon ; bot all butchers, victuallers, &c. may hire stalls and stand-

ings in the flesh-markets there, and sell meat and other provisions,

four days in a vvetk. Every person who has a market, is entitled

to receive toll for the things told in it ; and, by ancient custom,
for things standing in the market, though nothing be sold : but by
keeping a market in any other manner tlian it is granted, or ex-

torting of toll or fees, wtiere none are due, they may be forfeited.

Market, Court of the Clerk of, an oflicer incident to

•every fair and market in England, to punish misdemeanors therein.

A court of pie-poudre is to determine all disputes relating to pri-

vate or civil property. The object of this jurisdiction (see stat. 17

Car. II. cap. 19, 22 Car. II. cap. 8, 23 Car. H. cap. 12,) is prin-

cipally the cognizance of weights and measures, to try whether
they be according to the true standard thereof or no; which stan-

ilard was anciently committecl to the custody of the bishop, who
appointed some clerk under hiin to inspect the abuse of them more

.
narrowly ; and hence this ollicer, though now usually a layman, is

called the clerk of the market. If they be not according to the

standard, then, beside the punishment of the p.irty by line, the
weights and measures themselves ou^ht to be burnt. This is the
lowest court of criminal jurisdiction in ICngland.

MAKKL.^ND, Jeremiah, one of the most learned scholars

and penetrating critics of his age, was born in 1692, and educated
in Christ's Hospital. He became first publicly known by his

Epi:.tolK Critita-, addressed to Bishop Hare. In this he gave
many proofs of his extensive erudition. He afterwards published

an edition of Statius, and some plays of Euripides; and assisted

Dr. Taylor in his editions of Lysias and Demosthenes, by notes.

He also elucidated some passages in the New Testament, which
may be found in Mr. Bowyer's edition of it; and was awthor of a

Tery valuable volume of remarks on the epistles of Cicero to Bru-
tus, and of an excellent treatise entitled Quastio Grammatica.
He died in 1775, at Milton, near Dorking in Surrey; and was
equally valued for his learning, goodness, and primitive simplicity

of manners.
MARLBOROUGH, an ancient town of Wiltshire, near the

source of the Kennet, at the foot of a chalky hill ; so named from
its chalky soil, formerly called marl. It lies forty-three miles E.

of Bristol, and seventy-four W. of London. Lon. 1. 26. W. Lat.
51. 2S. N.
Marlborough, a county of S. Carolina, in Cheraws district.

MARLE, a kind of calcareous earth, which is often, and ad-
vantageously, employed as a manure. It is found in various i)art5

of Britain and other countries, and generally lies at the bottom of

low bogs. Marie is a mixture of carbonate of lime and clav, in

which the carbonate considerably exceeds the other ingredient. It

i^ earthy; opaque, sometimes in powder; specific gravity from
1.6 to 2.877; colour usually grey, often tinged with other co-

lours; effervesces with acids. Some marles crumble into powder
when exposed to the air; others retain their hardness for many
years. Maries may be divided into two varieties : 1 . Those which
contain more silica than alumina. 2. Those which contain more
alumina than silica. In general, marles are of a soft, unctuous, na-

ture, and dissolve speedily after rain: when dry, they slacken in

the same manner as lime, and are at length converted' into a very
fine powder. Their quality varies according to the soil under
which they are deposited: the Norfolk marie is held in the
greatest esteem ; but the most valuable is that found near the sea,

or large rivers. As marie atVords so valuable a manure, it will be
useful to point out a few characteristics, by which it may be dis-

tinguished from dift'erent substances that resemble it. 'For this

purpose, a small mass or lump should be exposed to the air: if

genuine, it will, in a short time, by the action of the dews, nitre,

tc. crumble into small pie«es; and there will likewise appear a

>oary or vliilisb congelation on the side accessible to the rays of

.6

the sun. Another method consists in reducing the marie, when
dry, to small particles, which are to he thrown into a coal-lin-

;

where, if it be native or pure, it w ill cr.ji kle in a maiiiier similar

to salt. But the most certain criterion is, to break a small piece
of dry marie into a glass of pure water; in which, if the substance
be of the genuine kind, it will speedily dissolve; form in:, a soft,

almost impalpable, paste, and throwing up many bubbles or spar-
kles to the surface of the water. The experiment mav be repeat-
ed w ith vinegar, in wiiich the lliiid ellervescence will be consider-
ably :*trongpr: in both cases, however, it will be necessary to
keep the gla^s steady ; as otherwise, if it be agitated, the intestine

motion cannot be distinctly observed. A good artificial marlc
1
may be prepared, by mixing equ.il (juanlities of pure clay and

1 lime, in alternate layers, so as to form a heap, which should be
exposed to the winter-frost: this compound is well calculated for

light lands ; but, if the soil be strong and heavy, it will be neces-
sary to substitute loam and sand for the clay. Such compositions
may be usefully employed, where marie is not easily procured;
as they will amply repay the labour bestowed on mixing tlicni,

being htlle inferior to genuine marie.
MARLINS, in artillery, are tarred white skains, or lont;

wreaths or lines of untwisted hemp, dipped in pitch or far, witti

which cables and other ropes are wrapped round, to prevent their
fretting and rubbing in the blocks or pulleys through which they
pass. The same serves in artillery upon ropes used for rigging
guns, usually put up in small parcels called skains.

MARLOW, a town of Buckinghamshire, under the Chiltem
Hills, in a marly soil. It is seventeen miles S. of Aylesbury, and
thirty-one W. of Loudon. I.oi?. U. 45. \\ . Lat. 51. 35. N.
M^AKMALADE, a confection of plums, apricots, quinces, &:c.

boiled up to a con^istence with sugar. In this country, it is made
of Sevilli- oranges and sugar only.

MARMANDE, a town of France, in the department of Lot
and Garonne, and late province ot Guienne. Lon. 0. 15. E. Lat.
08.35.N.
MARMARICA, a country of Africa, anciently inhabited br

the Libyans. It was bounded on the E. by Egypt, on the W. by
Cyienaica, on the S. by Sahara, and on the N. by the Mediterra-
nean ; and was reckoned a part of Egypt.
M.VRMORA, the name of four islands of Asia, in the sea of

the same name. The largest is about thirty miles in circum-
ference; and the soil of them all produces corn, wine, and fruits.

Marmora, the Sea of, a large «ulph which communicates
both w ilh the Archipelago anil the Black Sea by that of Constan-

\

tinople, being 120 miles long, and 50 broad. All ships must pa*»
' through it that sail to Constantinople from tlic Mediterranean. It
was anciently called Propontis.

MAK.NE, a river of France, which rises in the department of
.Upper Marne, th.-ee miles E. of Langres, and joins the Seine at

Charenton.
Marne, a department of France, comprehending part of the

late province of Champagne. It is sixty miles long Irom E. to
W. and forty-five broad from N. to S. Chalons is the capital.

Marne, Upper, a department of France, comprehending part
of the late province of Champagne. It is seventy miles long from
N. E. to S. W. and from twenty-two to thirty-iive broad. 1 he
chief city is Chaumonl.
MARO, atownof Italy, in the principality of Oneglia; eight

miles N. W. of Oneglia. Lon. 7. 41. E. Lat.'44. 55. N.
MARONITES, in ecclesiastical history, a sect of eastern

Christians, who follow the Syrian rite, and are subiect to the pope;
their principal habitation being on Mount Libanus. Mosheim
says, that the doctrine of the Monothelites, condemned by the
council of Constantinople, was adopted by the Mardaites, a'peo-
ple who inhabited Mounts Libanus and Antilibanus, and who,
about the conclusion of the seventh century, were called Ma-
ronites, after John Maro their lii-st bishop, who was originally a
monk in the famous Convent of St. Maro, upon the banks of this

Orontes. Tyrius and others, as well as the most authentic re-
cords, inform us, that the Maronites retained the opinions of the
Monothelites until the twelfth century, when, renounchm the doo
trine of one will in Christ, they were re-admitted, in 1182, into
the Romish Church.
MAROON, to put one or more sailors ashore upon a desohte

island, under pretence of their having comtuitled some great crini^

ItKJ,
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This detestable expedient lias been repeatedly practised by some

inhuman comniaiuk-rs of merchant ships, particularly in the West

Indies.

MAROTltR, a town of France, in the depaitment of the

Lower Rhine, and late province of Alsace; eighteen miles N. W.
of Strasbur'T. Lon. 7. 33. E. Lat. 48. 38. N.
MAUPCRG, or MARBURG, a strong town of Germany, in

' Hesse-Casscl, tifteen miles 5i. of W'aldeck, and forty-seven S. \V.

of Cassel. Lon. 8. 53. E. Lat. 50. 42. N

.

Marpukg, a town of Germany, in Lower Stiria, on the Drave,

twenty-rive miles S. W. of Gratz.

MARQUE, or LETTERS OF MARQUE, in military affairs,

are letters of reprisal, granting the subjects of one prince or state-

liberty to make reprisals on those of another. They are so called

from the German niuicke, ?. c. hmit, frontier; as being jns con-

cessuni in alterius principis niarkas seu linutis transeundi, snbiqae

jns faciendi ; as being a right of passing the limits or frontiers of

another prince, and doing one's self justice. Letters of mareiue

among us are extraordinary commissions granted by authority for

reparation to merchants taken and despoiled by strangers at sea
;

and reprisals are only the retaking, or taking, of one tiring for an-

other. The form in these cases is, the sufferer must first apply to

the lord privy-seal, and he shall make out letters of recjiiest under

the privy-seal ; and if, after such request of satisfaction made, the

party required do not, within convenient time, make due salisfac-

tion or restitution to the party grieved, the lord-chancellor shall

make him out letters of marque under the great seal ; and by vir-

tue of these he maj attack and seize the property of the aggressor

nation, without hazard of being condemned as a robber or pirate.

MARQUESAS ISLANDS, the gener.d name of five islands in

the South Sea, distinguished by those of Magdalena, St. Pedro,

Dominica, Santa Christina, and Hood Island. All the natives of

these islands are supposed to be of the same tribe. Those spots

that are tit for culture are very populous ; but as every island is

very mountainous, and has many inaccessible and barren rocks, it

is doubted whether the w hole population of this group amounts to

i>0,000 persons. The Marquc-as i-lands lie between Lon. 138°

awd 14;'.' W. and between Lat. s» and Id'' S.

MARQUETRY, or INLAID AVORK, is a curious work
composed ot pieces of hard fine wood of different colours, fastened

in thin slices on a ground, and sometimes enriched with other iiiat-

ttjrs, as tortoise-shell, ivory, tui, and brass. There is another kind

of marquetry made, instead of wood, of glasses of various colours;

and a third, v.hc-re nothing but precious stones and the richest

jiiarbles are used : hut these are more properly called mosaic

work. See Mosaic. The art of irdaving is very ancient; and is

supposed to liave passed from the E. to the W . as one of the spoils

brought by the Romans from A'^ia. Indeed it w'as then very sim-

ple, nor did it arrive at any tolerable perfection till the filteenth

century among the Italians; it, however, arrived at its height in

the seventeenth century among the French. Till John of Verona,

a contemporary wiih Raphael, the finest work>; of this kind were
only black and white, which are what we now call Marescoes;
but he, havini; a genius for painting, stained his wood w ith dyes or

boiled oih, wiiich penetrated it. lie went no farther, however,
than representing buildings and perspectives, which require no
great variety of cohours. Those wlio succeeded him not only im-

proved Ills invention of dyeing the wood, by a secret which they
found of burning tliem without consuming, whi«h served' exceed-
ingly w ell for the shadows, but had also the advantage of a number
of line new wood of naturally bright colours, by the discovery of

America. With these assistances the art is now capable of imitat-

ing anything; whence some call it the art of painting in wood.
The ground on which the pieces are to be ranged and glued, is or-

dinarily of oak or tir well dried; and to prevent wari>ing, is com-
posed of several pieces ghied together. Tlie wood to be used, be-

ing reduced into leaves, of the thickness of a line, is either stained

with some colour, or made black for shadow; which some effect

by putting it in sand extremely heated over the fire, others by
steeping it in lime-water and sublimate, and others in oil of sul-

phur. 1 liiis coloured, the contours of the piece arc formed :'c-

cording to the parts of the design they are to represent. The last

is the most «lif!icult part of marquetry, and that wherein most pa-

tience and attention are required. The two chief instruments used

lierein are the saw and the vice ; tlic one, to hold the matters to

be formed; the other, to take oil' redundances from the extremes.
The vice is of wood, having one of its chaps fixed; the other
moveable, and is opened and ^tlul by the fool, by a cord fastened
to a treadle. Its structure is very ingenious, yet simple enough.
The leaves to be formed (for there are often three or four of the •

same kind formed together) are put within the chaps of the vice,,
after being glued on the outermost part of the design whose pro-
rile they are to follow ; then tlie workman pressing the treadle,
and thus holding ia-t the piece, w itii liis >aw runs over all the out-
lines of the design. By thus joining and forming three or four
pieces together, they not only gain tune, but the matter is likewise
the better enabled to sustain the efiorts of the saw; which, how de-
licate soever it may be, and how hghtly soever the workman may
conduct it, without such a precaution would be apt to raise splin-

ters, to the ruin of the beauty of the work. When tl',.^ work is to
consist ot one single kind of wood or ot tortoise-shell, on a cojiper.
or tin-ground, or vice versa, they only form two leaves on one an-
other, i. e. a leaf of metal, and a leaf of m ood or shell ; this they
call sawing in counter-parts; for by rilling the vacuities of one of
the leaves by the pieces coming out of the other, the metal may
serve as a ground to the wood, and the wood to the metal. All
the pieces thus formed with the saw, and marked to know them .

again, and the shadow given in the manner already mentioned ;

they veneer or fasten each in its place on the common ground,
using for that purpose the best Engh^h glue. The whole is jiiit in

a press to dry, planed over, and polished with the skin of the sea-
dog, wax, and shave-grass, as m simple veneering ; with this differ-

ence, however, that in marquetry the fine branches, and several of
the more delicate parts of the figures, are touched up and riuished

with ;i graver. Cabinet-makers, joiners, and toymen, work in

marquetry ; enamellers and stone-cutters deal in mosaic work

:

the instruments used in the former are mostly the same with those
used by the ebonists.

MARQUIS, a title of honour next in dignity to that of adiike.
The office of a marquis was to guard the frontiers and limits of tlic,

kingdom, which were called the marches, from the Teutonic
word marche, a linrit; as, in particular, were the niarchesof Wales
and Scotland, before their union with England. 1 he persons-who
had command there, were called lords marches, or marquesses ;

whose authority was abolished by stat. 27 Hen. VIII. c. 27.
though the title had long before been made a mere design of ho--
nour, Robert Vere, Earl of Oxford, being created Marquis of
Dublin, by Richard II. in the eighth year of his reign. A mar-
quir, is created by patent; his mantle is double ermine, three dou-
blings and a half; his title is most honourable; and his coronet
has pearls and strawberry-leaves intermixed round, of equal
height.

Marriage, [maritagium, low Lat. from marituSf a hus-
band,] a contract, both civil and religious, between a man and a
woman, by which they engage to live together in mutual love and.
friendship during the remainder of their days. Matrimony was
originally of divine appointment, and has been instituted among
all enlighteBed nations, for the wisest of purposes; and, as the con-
tract continues in force for life, sui h partner ought to be chosen
with the utmost circumspection. If this circumstance were always
duly weighed, there would certainly be fewer of those unnatural
marriages, in which blooming youth is united to the aged or de-
crepid. One of the most imjiortant points that merits constant at-

tention, is the healthiness of the parties. Those who are the ob-
vious victims of hereditary disease, ought, in conformity to every
principle of justice and of rea'^on, to be suspended from the con-
nubial rites. Similar limitations should be observed with respect
to the union of deformed persons, especially females, for whom a
state of celibacy is doubtless more eligible ; unless it appears from
proper inquiry, that, notwithstanding their external deformity,
they are fully competent to discharge the dignified maternal du-
ties. Farther, an equality in point of natural disposition, temporal
foitunc, and of age, in both parties, should, as far as possible, re-

gulate the choice. In the latter respect, the most proper period
in general appears to be (in temperate climates) between the age
of eighteen and twenty in the female, and from twenty-two to

tw enty-four in the male sex. Marriage is considered by the Eng-
lish law wholly as a civil contract, the sanctity of the nialiimonial

state being left to the ecclesiastical court, which is empowered to

punish or annul incestuous or otlier unscriptural marriages. It at'.

mils
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s all as good and valid, provided the parties, at the time of

icludiiig the contract, were not legally disqiialiiii-d fioni per-

iling the same, and luive executed it in due form of law. The
jbilities of contracting marriage are of two kinds, viz. 1. Caiio-

al, that is, those which are void or voidable in the ecclesiastical

, sue!: as consanguinity, or relation by blood, and aflinity, or

ition by marriage ; together with some bodily inlirmitie-. 2.

gal, that is, such as are created or enforced by the municipal

fs-; for instance, a prior marriage ; Iiinacv ; want of consent

ler of parents or guardians; and minority. Thus, in the last

ntioiied case, if a boy under fourteen, or a girl under twelve
irs of age, marry, they may, on attaining tiie age of consent,

Jare the marriage void, without any divorce in the eccle>iasti-

court. 'I'liere are various other regulations, made by different

,utes, with a view to secure the happiness of subjects in this

ist important state, but our limits will not permit us to detail

(IB. rience we shall only observe, that several acts impose a

aalty of lUO/. on every clergyman who marries a couple, with-

t banns, or licence. And, if any woman, under the age of six-

;ii years, be married without her parents' or guardian's consent,

5 clergyman pertorming the ceremony is liable to a tine, or five

are imprisonment ; and the woman's estate is to be enjoved dtu-

; her husband's life, by the next heir. Farther, no marriage is

Ud, unless solemnized in a church, or other place,where the banns
usually published ; except if a special licence be obtained for

e purpose. By the -'tJtii Geo. II. c. 33, every person know ingh
fending and acting to the contrary, is guilty of felony, and liable

be transported tor fourteen years; provided the prosecution be
imnienced within three years atter such illegal solemnization of

airiage. To make a false entry into a marriage-register; to

ter it when made; to forge or counterfeit such entrv, or a niai-

age-licence, or aid and abet such forgery ; to utter tlie same as

ue, knowing it to be counterfeit; or to destroy, or i)rocure the
?struction, of any register in order to vacate any marriage, or

•jbject any person to the penalties of this act; all these ol'I'ences,

inowingly and wilfully committed, subject the party to the guilt

f felony without benefit of clergy. 15nt this act doth not exten<l

o the marriages of the royal family ; nor to Scotland; nor to any
narriages among the Quakers, or among persons professing

iie Jewish religion, where both the parties are Quakers or Jews
espectively ; nor to any marriages beyond the seas.

MAB.RIAGE, Service, or Duty of, is a tenn used in some an-

rient customs, signifying an obligation on women to marry. Old
naids and widows about sixty who held fees iu body, or were
;harged with any personal or military services,_were anciently

obliged to marry, to render those services to the lord by their hus-

aands, or to indemnify the lord for what they could not do in

person. This was called duty, or service of marriage.

Marriage-Settlement, is a legal act, previous to marriage,
whereby a jointure is secured to the wife after the death of the

husband. These settlements seem to have been in use among the

ancient Germans and Gauls. Of the former Tacitus gives us this

account: Dotem lion uxor marito, sed iixori maritus afiert : in-

tersunt parentes et proplncuii, et mmura probant (De Mor. Germ.
c. IS.) And C;esar, De Bell. Gall. lib. vi. c. 18, has given us

the terms of a marriage-settlement among the Gauls, as nicely cal-

culated as any modern jointure: Viii, quantas pecunias ab uxori-

bus dotis nomine acceperunt, tantas ex suis bonis, aestimatione

facta, cum dotibus communicant. Hujus omnis pecunis con-
junctim ratio habeuir, fruotusijue servatur. Uter eorum vita sn-

pcravit, ad euin pars utnusque cum fructibus superioruni tem-
porum perven'.t. T he dauphin's <:omnienlali)r sii|)poses that this

Gaulish custom was the groumi of the new regulations made bv
Justinian, Kov. 97, with regard to the ))rovision for widows
among the Romans; but -mrely t'.iere is as mm h rrason to sup-

pose, savsJiidse B!ack«tone, th.it it gave the hint tor our statuta-

ble jointures. Com. vol, ii. p. 133. See an excellent marriage-

settlement by Blackstone in the appendix to the second volume
of his commcnlanes. See Lav., Divorce, Poi.y<;amv, 6cc.

MAHKOW, in animal-acor.omy, an oily matter secreted bv
the arteries of the interna! membrane, which covers the bones.

See AsATO.MV.
MARKUBIUM, White Horehound: a genus of the gym

-

liosperiiiia order, and didynaniia class of plants; natural orcler,

Verticiilatx. Caiy.K sslver-sbaped, rigid, tcu-slreaked ; corolla

»Oi,. III.—HO. 13J.

upper lip bind, line.ir, straight. There are eleven specie,-. Tiu-c
plants are chiclly preserved in botanic gardens for tiie sake ol va-
riety. M. vulgare is recommended in asthmatical and phlh.sic;.!
complaints, and most other disea-es of the breast and lungs.
MARS, in astronomy, one of the six planets, and ot"^ the four

superior ones; its place being between the earth and Jupiter. See
AsTRONOiMV.
Mars, in mythology, the god of war. He was, according In

some, the son of Jupiter and Jtino ; while others say that he waii
the son of Juno alone, who, being displeased at Jupiter's having
l)roduced Minerva from his brain, without female aid, in revenge
conceived without the assisltuicr of the other sex, by touching a
flower shewn to her by Flora in the plains of Olenus, and became
the mother of this formidable deity. Mars is usually represented
in a chariot, drawn by furious horses. He is completely armed,
and extends his spear with the one hand, and grasps a sword, im-
brued in blood, with the other. He has a tierce and savage as-
pect. Discord is repreiented preceding his car; and Clamour,
Fear, and Terror, appear in his train. "The victims sacrificed to
him were the wolf, the horse, the wood-pecker, the vulture, and
the cock.

Mars, among alchemists, denotes iron ; that metal being Sup-
posefl to be under the influence of the planet Mars.
MARSAIS, Cesar Chesneau du, was born at Marseilles in

1676. He became a member of the congregation of the oratory,
but soon left it ; went to Paris, married, became advocate, and, in
tliis new profession, met with great success. Disappointed, how-
ever, in his expectations of making a s|jeedyfoi tune, he ubandoned the
law also. About this time the peevi>h humour ot his wife, (perhaps

t both,) occasioned a se|)aration. He next became tutor in several
genteel families

; particularly in those of President de Maissons,
the lanious John Law, and 'the Mari|uis of Beaulremont. After
this he kept a boarding academy, but tell into such adverse cir-

cumstances, that he was at la>t reduced to extreme indigence. In
this situation he was found by the editors of the Encvclopedie,
and made a partner in conducting that great work; for which he
wrote the article Grammar, and several others. Tlie Count of
Lauraguais was so much alfected w iih the distresses, anti so much
convinced of the merit of Du Marsais, that he procured him a
pension of 1000 livres. Du Marsais died at Paris, June 11, 1756,
in his eightieth year, .after he had received the sacrament. Ashe
had professed to be a deist during his lifetime, the sincerity of his

conversion on his deathbed has been doubted: but as Mr. IJavle
observes, " The faith of a great genius is not totally extinguished :

it is like a spark under the ashes. Reflection and the prospect of
danger call forth its exertions. There are certain situations in
which philosophers are as full of anxiety and remorse as other
men." Fontenelle expres.sed his character in few words, when he
said, " that he was the most lively simpleton, and as a man of wit
the most simple he erer knew." He was a great enemy to every
kind of affectation. His principal works are, I. Exposition de la

Doctrine de I'Eglise Gallicane par rapportaux pretensions de la

Cour de Rome, l_'mo. This did not appear till after his death.
2. Exposition d'une Methode raisonnee pour apprendre la Laiigue
Latine, Umo. 1722, rare. 3. Traitfe dcs 'Jropes, 1730, Svo. ; re-

printed in 1771, 12ino. 4. Les veritables Principes de la Grara-
maire raisonnee pour apprendre la langue Latine, I "DO, 4to,
There was only the preiace of this work published, in which he
introduced the greatest part of his Methode raisonnee. 5.

Labiege de la Faole du Pere Jouvenci, arranged after the man-
ner of the original plan, 1731, 12mo. C. Logiijue, ou Rellections
sur les Operations de I'Esprit, It was reprinted at Paris, in two
parts, together with the articles which he had written for the En-
cyclopecie, 1762. He also wrote some tracts of less merit, in fa-

vour of scepticism.

MARSAL, a town of F-ance, in the department of the Nfeurtiie,

and late province of Lorrain. Lon. 6. 43. E. Lat. 4S.

46. N.
MARS,AL.\, an ancient and strong town of Sicily, in the valley

of Ma.-?ara. Lon. 12. 37. E. Lat. 37. i?. N.
MARSAN, or MONT MARSAN, a town of France, in the

department of Laiides, and late province of Gascony. Lon. 0. 23.
W. Lat. 43. 54. N.
MARSAQCIVER, or MARS.\LQUIVER, a strong and an-

cient town of Africa, on the coast of Barhary, iu the province of

5 I bcni-iViax,
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Beni-Arax, and kiiigdoin <A Treniesen, willi one of the best har-

bours in Africa. Lon. 0. 10. \V. Lat. 33. 40. N.
MAKbllilLLES, a strong and rich sea-port town of Franc<', in

(he depaitment of llie Mouths of the Rlione, and late province of

Provence. It has a good harbour, where the Krencli galleys were
formerly stationed ; but it will not admit large men of war. Lon.
5.22. E. Lat. 43. 18. K.
MARSH, signilies a piece of grcuud flowed with water, vet ^o

that the grass and other vegetables rise above the surface of tlie

water, and, by their decaynig, give rise to putrid effluvia, which
are very pernicious to health. SucJi land bv draining may be
made firm or arable, and thus rendered more wholesome and pro-
fitable. See Hl'shandrv.

_
MARSHAL, o;-i\LVRESCHAL, [_muresc(dlas, Lat.] prima-

rily denotes an officer who has the care or tlic command of horses.

Nicod derives the word from polemarchus, i. e. master of the
camp; Matthew Paris from Martis senescallns. Jn the old
Gaulish language, march signified horse ; whence merchal might
signify liim who commanded the cavalry. Other derivations have
been given by different authors ; and tlie name itself has been ap-
plied to officers of very different employments.

M.\RSHAL OF En'gland, Earl, is the eighth great officer of
state. This office, until it was made hereditary, aUvays passed by
grant from the king, and never was held by tejmre or seijeanty
(by any subject) as tlie offices of lord high steward and lord high
constable were sometimes held. 'J"he title is personal, the ofiice
honorary and officiary. They were formerly styled lord-marshal
only, until King Richard H. June 20, 1397, granted letiers-patent
to Thomas Mowbray, Earl of Nottingham, and to the heirs male
of his body lav.fuUy begotten, by the name and style of earl-mar-
shal; and further, gave them ))ower to bear in their hand a gold-
truncheon, enamelled with black .it each end; having at the upper
end of it the king's arms engraven thereon, and at the lower end
his own arms.

Marshal OF France, was the highest dignity of preferment
in the French armies, under the old monarchy.' It was for life,

though at its first institution it was otlierwise.

Marshal OF Scotland, Earl. His office was to command
the cavalry, whereas the constable commanded the whole amiv.
They seem, however, to have had a sort of joint command, as of
okl all orders were addressed " to our constable and marischal."
J fip olficc of earl-marisch.d has never been out of the noble familv
«f Keith. It was reserved at the union; and when the heritable
jurisdictions were bought, it was in tlje crown, being forfeited by
the rebellion of Geo. Keith, Earl Marischal, in 171 o.

Marshal of th-e T^xchequer, an officer mentioned bv Fleta,
to whom the court commits the custody of the king's debtors, Ike.
Marshal OF the King's I!ench, an officer who lias custody

of the prison called the King's Bench, in Southwark.
Marshal OF THE King's House, or Knight Marshal, an

English officer, whose business, according to Fleta, is to execute
the commands and decrees of the lord-steward, and to have the
custody of prisoners committed by the court of verge.
MARSHALLIA, in botany, a genus of the syngenesia polv-

gamia^qualis class and orde'r. Calyx common, many-leaved,
spreadmg; leaflets linear, lanceolate, blunt, concave', almost
equal, ptrmanent ; corolla compound, uiiiform, longer than the
calyx; stamen filaments five, capiUarv

; pistil germ ovate
; peri-

carpiumnone; seeds solitary ; receptacle chaffy.
MARSHALLING a Coat, in heraldry, is the disposal of

several coats of arms belonging to distinct families in one and the
tame escutcheon or shield, together with their ornaments, parts,
and appurtenances. See Heraldry.
MAKSHALSEA, The Court of, and the Palace-Court at

M est mi lister, though two distinct courts, are frequently confound-
ed together. The f.n-mer was originally holden before'the steward
and marshal of the king's house, and was instituted to administer
justice between the king's domestic servants, that they might not
be drawn into other courts, and thereby the king lose their ser-
vice. This court being ambulatory, and obliged to follow (he
king in all his progresses, so lliat by the removal of the household,
i'Ctions were frequently rliscontinue'd, and doubts having arisen as
to the extent of its jurisdiction. King Charles I. in the si.xlh year

II J
'^^'^"' ^^ '^'^ '"Otters patent, erected a new court of record

called the curia palatii, or palace-court, to be held before the

4

steward of the household and knight-marshal, and the steward (

the court, or his deputy ; with jurisdiction to hold plea of all mar
ner of personal actions whatsoever, which shall arise between an
parties within twelve miles of his majesty's palace at Whitehall
riie court is now held once a week, together with the ancien
court of marshalsea, in die borough of Southwark : and a writ c

error lies from thence to the court of king's bench. But if th
cause is of any considerable consequence, it is usually reniovei
on its first commencement, together with the custody of the de
fendant, either into the king's bencli or common pleas by a wii
of habeas corpus cum causa : and the inferior business of the com
hath of late years been much reduced, by the new courts of coa
science erected in the environs of London; in consideration

o

w liich the four counsel belonging to tJiese courts had salaries grant
ed them for their lives by stat. 23 Geo. H. c. 27.

MAKSHAM, Sir John, a very learned English writer in thi

I'tli century. He studied the law in the Middle Temple, aai
was sworn one of the six clerks in the court of chancery in 1638
In the beginning of the civil wars he followed the king to Oxford
tor which lie was deprived of his place by the parliament at West
minster, and phuulered. After the ilecli'ning of the king's affaire
he returned to London ; compounderl ampng other royalists, fa
his real estate ; and betook himself wholly to his studies and a re
tired hie, the fmits of which were some excellent works. Hi
wrote Diatriba Chronologica ; Chronicus Canon, iEgyptiacB^
Ebraicus, Grxcus, &c. He died in 1(38j.

MARSHELDER. See Viburnum.
MARSHFIELD, a town of Gloucestersliire, 12 miles E. froii

Bristol

.

MARSHLAND, a marshy peninsula in Norfolk, and opposite
to King's Lynn, almost surrounded with the Ouse and other navi-
gable rivers, and an arm of the sea.

Marshland, an island of Yorkshire, several miles long aod
broad, formed by the rivers Are, Dun, Ouse, and Trent.
MAR.SH MALLOW. See Althsa.
MAKSI, an ancient nation of Germany, who afterwards settled

111 Italy, where they occupied the territory in the environs of the
Fucine Lake.
MARSICO NUOVO, orNEW MARSICO, atown of Na-

ples, in Principato Citra. Lon.l5. 4g. E. Lat. 40. 42. N.
MAKSIGLI, Lewis Ferdinand, count, an Italian, famous

for letters as well as arms, descended from an ancient and noble
familv, and born at Bologna in 1(338. He acquired great know-
ledge in the art of war and fortification ; serve<l under'Leopold II.
against the Turks, by whom he was taken prisoner in 16S3, but
redeemed in 1084. 'in the Spanish succession-war, Marsigli, then
marshal, being in the fortress of Brisac, surrendered to the duke of
Burgundy in 1703, though deemed capable of holding out miich
longer; was stripped of all his commissions, and had his sword
broke over him ; and the connnander Arco was beheaded. Map-
sigli now sought consolation in the sciences ; as, amidst all the
fatigue of war, he made all the advantages the most philosophic
man could do, who had travelled purely in quest of knowledge.
He had a rich collection of every thing "proper for such studies;
instruments astronomical and che'niical, plans of fortifications, mo-
dels of machines, &c. all which lie presented to the senate of Bo-
logna, in 1712, forming at the same time out of them what he call-
ed the Institute of the Arts and Sciences at Bologna. Fie also
founded a printing-house, and furnished it with the best types for
Latin, C'reek, Hebrew, and Arabic, which he presented in 1728
to the Dominicans at Bologna, on condition of their printino- all
the writings of the institute at prime cost: this was called'the
printing-house of St. Tliomas Aquinas. His writhigs on philoso-
phical subjects are numerous and valuable, in Latin, Italian, and
French. He died in 1730.

MARSILEA, a genus of the cryptogamia class of plants. Ca-
lyx common, oval ; corolla none ; anthera? four, placed on an ob-
tusely conic body ; fruit roundish, four-celled; seeds roundish.
'Iliere are three species.

MARSYAS, in fabulous history, a celebrated musician of Ce-
Imia?, in Phrygia, son of Olympus, or of Hyagnis, or CEagnis.
He was so skilful in playing on the flute, that he is generally
deemed the inventor of it.

MART, a great fair held every year for buying and selling
goods. Public marts, \\\i\\ the tolls'thereunto belonging, can only
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be set up by virtue of the king's grant, or by long and imnie-

morial usage and prescription, wliich presupposes such a grant.

The limitation of these public resorts, to such time and pluce as

may be most convenient for tlie neir;hboiirhooil, forms a part of

(economics, or domestic polity ; which considering iKe kinsdom
as a large family, and the king as the master of it, lie has clearly a

right to dispose and order as he pleases.

MAR TABAiN, a province of Asia, in the kingdom of Pegu,

«n the gulph of Bengal. It proiluces rice and all kinds of fruits

proper to the climate. It has mines of various metals, and carries

on a great trade.

Martaban, the capital of the above province, with a good
harbour. Lon. 97. 60. E. I.at. 13. 3j. N.
MARTEL, a town of France, in the department of Lot, II

miles N. of Cahors. Lon. 1. 44. E. Lat. 44. 55. N.
MARTHA, St. a province of South America, on tlie coast of

Terra Firma, bounded on the N. by the North Sea, E. by Rio

de la Hache, S. l)y New Granada, and W. by Carthagena. It is

300 miles long and 200 broad, is a mountainous country, and the

iand is very high.

Martha, br. the capital of the Spanish part of the above pro-

vince. Lon. 74. 11. \V. Lat. 1 1. 20. N.
Martha, St. or Sierra Neveda, a very high mountain in

New Spain ; said to be 100 miles in circumference at the bottom,

aad 5 miles in height. Lon. 74. 35. W. Lat. 8. 0. N.
Martha's Vineyard, an island of North America, near the

eoast of New Eiiglaud, 80 miles S. of Boston. Lon. 74. 35. W.
J.at. 41.0. N.
MARTIAL, in the old chemical nomenclature, was often used

<o express preparations of iron.

Marti.m Law-, is the law of war that depends upon the just

'•fcut arbitrary will and pleasure of the king, or his lieutenant : for

Sthough the l^ing doth not m.ike any laws but by common consent

Sn parliament, yet, in time of war, by reason of the necessity of it

'to guard against dangers that often arise, he useth absolute power,
so that his word is a law. ^ Smith de Repub. Ang. lib. 2, c. 4.

But the martial law (according to Cliief Justice Hale) is in reality

not a law, hut something indulged rather than allowed as a law ;

and it relates only to members of the army, being never intended

to be e.\ecuted on others, who ought to be ordered and governed
by the laws to which they are subject, though it be a time of war.

.And the e.sercise of martial law, whereby any person might lose

liis life, or member, or liberty, may not be permitted in time of

peace, when the king's courts are open for all persons to receive
|usticc.

MARTIAHS, Makci s Valerius, a famous Latin poet,

torn at Bilbilis, (now Bubiera, in Arragon,) was of the order of

knights. He went to Rome at the age of twenty-one, and staid

there thirty-five years, under Galba and the succeeding emperors,
till the reign of Trajan ; and having acquired the esteem of Titus
and Domitian, he was created tribune. Bui, finding that he was
neglected by Trajan, he returned to Bilbilis, where lie married a

wife, and lived with her several years. He conmiends her much,
as being alone sufficient to supply the want of every thing he en-

Joyed at Rome. " Roniam tu mihi sola facis," says he, in lib. xii.

>Epig. 21. She appears likewise to have been a lady of a very
Jarge fortune ; for in lib. xii. Epig. 31, he extols the magnificence
.of the house and gardens he had received from her, and says that
" she had made him a kind of little monarch :"

Has Marcella donios, parvaque regna dedit.

There are still extant fourteen books of his epigrams, filled with
?oints, a play upon words, and obscenities. The style is a.flfected.

lowevcr, some of his epigrams are excellent ; many of them are

of the middling kind ; but the greatest part of them are bad : so

that he never spoke a greater truth, than wlien he said of his own
works,

Smit bona, sunt qu^dam mediocria, sunt mala plura.

There is also ascribed to him a book on the spectacles of the am-
ohilheatre; but the most learned critics think it was not written by
Martial. The best editions of Martial are, those in Usum Del-
jjhini, 4to. Paris, 1617, and cum Notis \'ariorum.
MARTIGUES, a sea-port town of France, in the department

of the mouths of the Rhone, and late province of Provence. Lon.
4.20.E. Lat. 43.38. N.

.
MARTIN, Benjamin, one of the most eminent artists and

mathematicians of his age, was born in 1704. After publishing a
variety of ingenious treatises, and particularly a periodical work,
entitled " Martin's General Magazine of Arts'and Sciences," and
carrying on for many years a very extensive trade as an optician
and globe-maker in Fleet-street, the infirmities of age coinpelled
him to withdraw from the active part of business. Trusting to
the integrity ot others, he, though previously possessed of a capi-
tal more than sufficient to pay all his debts, 'became a bankrupt.
In a fit of despair he attempted to destroy himself, and the wound,
though not immediately mortal, hastened his death, which hap-
pened I'ebruary 19, 1782, in his 78th year. He had a valuable-
collection of fossils and curiosities, wliich, after his death, were
sold by auction, much below tlieir value. His principal publica-
tion^ are. The Philosophical Grammar, 1735, 8vo. A new, com-
plete, and universal System of Decimal Arithmetic, 1735, 8vo.
The Young Student's Memorial Book, or Patent Libraiy, 1735,
8vo. Description and Use of both the Globes, the Armillary
Sphere and Orrery, Trigonometry, &c. 173(j, 2 vols. Svo. Sys-
tem of the Neuto'nian Philosophy, 1759, 3 vols. New Elements
of Optics, 1759. Natural History of England, with a Map of
each County, 1759, 2 vols. Philology, and Philosophical Geo-
graphy, 1759. Mathematical Instilufions, 1764, 2 vols. Lives
of Philosophers, with their Inventions, &c. 17t)4. Introduction
to the Newtonian Philosophy, 1765. Institutions of Astionomi-
cal Calculations, 2 parts, 17G5. Description and Use of the
Air-Pump, 1760. De cription of the Torricellian Barometer,
1766. Appendix to the Description and Use of the Globe,
1766. Philosophia Britannica, 1778, 3 vols. Gentleman and
Lady's Philosophy, 3 vols. Miscellaneous Correspondence, 4
vols. Principles of Pump- Work. Theory of the Hydrometer.
Description and Use of a Case of Mathematical Instruments.
Ditto of a Universal Sliding-Rule. Micrographia, or the Micro-
scope. Principles of Perspective. Course"of Lectures. Optical
Essays. Essay on Electricity. Essay on Visual Glasses, or Spec-
tacles. Horologia Nova, or New Art of Dialing. Theory of
Comets. Nature and Construction of Solar Eclipses. Venus in
the Sun. The Mariner's Mirror. Thermometrum Magnum.
Survey of the Solar System. Essay on Island Crystjil. ILo^o-
rithmologia Nova. Lingua Britannia Reformata, &c. &c.

°

Martin', in ornithology. See Hirundo.
Martin, in zoology. See Mustela.
Martin, St. was born at Sabaria in Pannonia, now called

Stain in Lower Hungary, in the beginning of the fourth century.
His father was a military tribune ; and he himself was obliged to
carry arms, although peace and solitude were more agreeable to
his inclination. He was remarkable for every virtue, in a profes-
sion which is too often considered to give a sanction to vice
Soon after being baptized, he renounced the military profession
for the monastic. After passing many years in solitude', be return-
ed to Pannonia, and converted his mother, and w ith great zeal
opposed the Arians, who governed the church in Illyria, for which
lie was publicly whipped. He afterwards retired "to tlie neigh-
bourhood of Poictiers, where he remained, till he was elected bi-
shop of Tours in the year 374. He built tlie celebraletl monas-
tery of Marmoutier, near Tours, between the Loire and a steep
rock, where he displayed the most exemplary sanctity. He af-
terwards became the apostle of all Gaul ; diffused the doctrines of
Christianity among the heathens, and destroyed their temples.
The emperor X'alentinian, and the tyrant Maximus, treated hini
with distinguished honour. He used his influence with the latter
to preserve the Priscillianists, who were prosecuted by Ithace and
Idace, bishops of Spain. He died at Candes, November 8, 397
or as others say, on the 1 1th November, 400. He is the fiVst of
the saints confessors whom the Latin church idolized by offering
public prayers to him. His life is written in elegant Latiii by For-
tunatus, and Sulpitius Severus one of his disciples.

Martin, St. an island of America, and one of the Caribbees
lying on the gulph of Mexico, N. AV. of St. Bartholomew-, and
S. W. of Anguilla. It is 42 miles in circumference. Lon 6<>

57. W. Lat. 18. 4. N.
Martin, St. a town of France, in the isle of Rhee, 15 miies

VV. of Rochelle. Lon. 1. 17. W. Lat. 46. 10. N.
MARTIN GAL, a broad strap made fast to the girths under

the belly of a horse, and running between the two legs to fastea
the other end, under the nose-band of the bridle.

-MARTINICO,

.ti-.
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MARTINICO, or MARTINIQUE, one of tin- C.iiil)l)fe

Islands, the middle of which is situated in L011.6I. 21. W. Lai. 14.

44. N. This island was tirst settled by M. Desnambiic a FVeiich-

nian, in 1633, with only 100 men from St. Christopher's. They
coinpleted their first settlement without any opposition from the

natives, who, intimidated by their lire-arms, or sefluced by pro-

mises, gave up the W. and S. parts of the island to ihem. In a

short time, however, perceiving the number of thise jntrrprising

strangers daily increasing, they rose to extirpate them, but were

repulsed, with the loss ot 700 or SOO of their best warriors. After

. this a reconciliation took place, and peace seemed to be settled.

But several of the settlers having been successively murdered in

the woods, the rest rose upon the savages, who were all either

slain, or driven out of the island, to which they never returned.

The islanil is It! leagues in length and 45 in circumference, with-

out reckoning the capes, some of uhich extend two or three

leagues into the sea. It is very uneven, and intersected in all

parts by a number of hillocks ; w hich are mostly of a conical form.
Three mountains rise above'these smaller eminences. The highest

bears the indelible marks of a volcano. The woods with whicli it

is covered continually attract the clouds, which occasions noxious
dain|xs, and contributes to make it horrid and inaccessible; while

the two others are in most parts cultivated. From these moun-
tains issue many springs which water the island, and (low in

gentle streams, hut are changed into torrents on the slightest

storm.

Martinico, or MARTiNiQut, Little, one of the Grena-
dines. Lon.61. IS. W. Lat. I.>. 38. N,
MARTINMAS, [mart/;; and wwi.s-,] the feast of St. Martin:

the 11th of November, commonly corrupted to martilmass or
liiartlemass.

MARTINVILLE, a town of North Carolina, capital of
Gnihlford countv, 'JS miles N. W. of Hillsborough. Lon. 79.

43. W. Lat. 31). 5. N.
MAR TLETS, in heraldry, little birds represented without

feet ; and used as a difference or mark of distinction for younger
brothers, to put them in mind that they are to trust to the wings
of virtu- and merit, in order to raise themselves, and not to their

feet, they having little land to set llieir foot on. See He-
raldry.
MARTNETS, small lines fastened to the leetch of the sail, to

bring that part of ihe leetch wdiich is next the yard-arm close up
to the varil, when the sail is to be furled.

MARIAN I A, in botany, a genus of the angiospermia order,
and didynamia class of plants; natural order, Personat3\ Calyx
five-clefl ; corolla ringent ; capsule w oody, corticate, with a hook-
ed beak, fom-celled, two-valved. There are six species. They
flower in July and August, and are very ornamental, but require
always to be kept in the hottest parts of the stove.
MAR1\R, [,u.r«f1v^, a witness,] a term applied, by way of

eminence, to those who sulTer in witness of the truth of the gos-
pel. 'I lie Christian church has abounded in martyrs, and history
isfdledwith snr|)rising accounts of their singular constancy and
fortitude, under the most cruel torments human nature was capa-
ble of suffering. The primitive Christians were accused by their
enemies of paying a sort of divine worship to the martyrs. Of
this we have an evidence in the answer of the church of Smyrna
to the suggestion of the Jews, who, at the martyrdom of Polycarp,
desired the heathen Jud^e not to suffer the Christians to carry off
his body, lest they should leave their crucified master and wordiip
him ill his stead. To which they answered, we can neither for-

sake Cnri>t nor woiship any other : tor we worship him as the Son
of God ; but love the martyrs as the disciples and followers of the
Lord, K>r the great aifection ihey have shewn to their King ;mil

Master." A'similar answer was given at the martyrdom of Eruc-
ttiosus ii; Spain, by Eulogius, his'deacon. The primitive Cliris-
tiaiiS believed, that the martyrs enjoyed very singnUir privileges

;

thai upon then- dautiv they were immediately admitted to the bea-
tific vision, while other souls waited for the completion of their
happiness till the day of jiidaement. Sec. The churches built
ovii tlw graves o.'tlie iniriyrs, and called by their names, to pre-
serve the mfv,nary of-liii'ir siifTejiiias, were distinguished liy the
t.tle martyriuiii confesiio, i;r memoria. 'I'he festivals of the'mar-
tyrs are of very ancient date in the Christian church, and took
.their rbc aljout theTune of Tulycarp, who suffered marlyrdoni

.^boul the ) ear 16,s. On these days the Christians met at the
graves of the martyrs, and offere(i thanksgivings to God for the
examples they had afforded them : they celebrated the eucharist,
and gave alms to the poor ; which, together with a panegyrical
oration or sermon, and reading the acts of tlie martyrs, were the
spiritual exercises of these anniversaries. Of the sayings, suffer-
ings, and deaths, of the martyrs, we have but very httie left, the
greatest part of them having been destroyed during the dreadful
persecutaon carried on by Dioclesian for ten years, against the
Christians ; when diligent search was made ait« r their books and
papers, and all that were found were burnt. Eusehius, indeed,
composed a martyrology, but it never came down to us; and
those since compiled are extremely suspected. From the eighth
century, several CJreek and Latin writers endeavoured to make
up the loss by compiling, with vast labour, accounts of the lives
and actions ot the ancient martyrs, but which consist of little else
than a series of fables.

MARTYROLOGY, a list of martyrs, including the history
of their lives and sufl'erings for tbe sake of religion. The martyro-
logies draw their materials from the kalendars of particular
churches, in which the several festivals dedicated to them are
marked ; and which seem to be derived from the practice of the
ancient Romans, who inserted the names of heroes and great men
in their fasti or pu|dic registers. The Roman martyrologies are
very numerous, and contain many ritliculous and even contradic-
tory narratives ; w Inch is easily accounted for, it we consider how
many forged and spurious accounts of the lives of the saints and
martyrs appeared in the tirst ages of the cluirdi, wliich the legen-
<lary writers afterwards adopted without examining into the truth

of them. However, some good critics, of late years, have gone
a gnat way towards clearing the lives of the saints and martyrs'

from the monstrous heap of fiction they laboured under. The
martyrology of Eusehius of Cjesarea was the most celebrated in

the ancient church. It was translated into Latin by St. Jerom ;

but the learned agree, that it is not now extant. That attributed

to IJeda, in the eighth century, is of very doubtful authority ; the
names of several saints being there found who did not live till af-

ter the time of Beda. The ninth century was very fertile in mar-
tyrologies ; then appeared that of Florus, subdeacou of the church
at Lyons ; who, however, only filled up the chasms of Beda.
There are also several Protestant martyrologies, containing the
sufferings of the reformed vinder the papists, viz. an English mar-
tyrology, by J. Fox ; with others by Clark, Bray, &c. and a Scot-

tish martyrology entitled, " A Cloud of Witnesses," &c.
Martyrology is also used, in the Romish church, for a toll

or register kept in the vestry of each church, containing the names
of all the saints and martyrs, both of the universal church, and of
the particular ones of that city or monastery.

AIartyrology is also applied to tlie painted or written Cata-

logues in the Romish church, containing the foundations, obits,

pravers, and masses, to be said each day.

MAR\ EJOLS, a town of France, in the department of Lo-
zere, on the Colange; 10 miles N. VV. of Mende, and 300 S. of

Paris. Lon. 2. 23. E. Lat. 44. 36. N.
MARY, the mother of our Saviour Jesus Christ, and a virgin

at the time that she conceived him ; daughter of Joachim and of

Anna, of the tribe of Judah, and married to Joseph of the same
tribe. The scripture tells us nothing of her parents, not so much

their names, unless Heli mentioned by Luke iii. 23, be theas

same with Joachim. All that is said concerning the birth of Mary
and of her parents is only to be found in some a|)0cryphal ».-it-

iiiss ; which, however, are very ancient. Mary was of Ihe royal

ace of Daviil, as was also her hu^band. (See Luke i. 27.) Mr.
Whitby thinks the passage might be better rendered thus: 'A
virgin ot the house of David, espoused to a man whose naun; v.os

Joseph, and the virgin's name was Mary ;' because this agrees

better with the words of the angel, 'The Lord shall give liim the

throne of his father David,' ver. 32. For since the angel bad
plainly told the virgin, that she should have this son williuut the

knowledge of any man, it was not Joseph's but Mar) 's being of

the house of David, that made David his fatlier. Mary was also

a-kin to the race of Aaron, as Elizabeth the wife of Zpcliarias wa^s

her cousin ("ver. 36.) Her visit to lier cousin. Elizabeth during

her pregnancy ; her journey with Joseph to Bethlehem, in coiise-

i[uence of Augustus's decree of universal taxation ; her delivery

in
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er_v disadvaiiUgeous circumstaiicea ; tlie congratulations and pre-

enis of llie liastein Magi, aiul the shopherds ; tlie ])ioplieries of

iimeoii and Anna ; her flight with her liusliaiid and infajit to

igypt, with their return to Nazareth ; her presence at the niar-

iage in Cana of Galilee, whicli Jesus dignified not only with his

iresence, but by performing his first miracle, in honour of matri-

nony, and to supply the festive scene; with other interesting par-

iculars are recorded in Matth. ii ; Luke i. ii ; and John ii. Ca-
(LTiiaum seems to liave been the place where she afterwards chieliy

esided. St. Epiphauius thinks that she followed Jesus every

vhere during tlie whole time of his preaching ; though we do not

ind the evangelists make any mention of her among the holy wo-
ncn that followed him, and ministered to his necessities. She was,

jowever, atJcru^demat the last passover that our Saviour cele-

>rated tlicre ; she saw all tlvalwas transacted against him, followed

liin to Calvary, and stood at the foot of his cross with a constancy

vorthy of the mother of the suffering Saviour of mankind. On
hat trying occasion Jesus recommended her to the care of liis be-

oved disciple. It is not to be doubted, but that our Saviour ap-

peared to his mother immediately after his resurrection ; and that

:he was one of the lirst, to whom he vouchsafed this great conso-

ation. She was with llie apostles at his ascension, and continued
with them at Jerusalem, expecting the coming of the Holy Ghost,
Acts i. 14.) After this, she dwelt in the house of St. John the
livangelist, who took care of her as of his own mother. It is tliou;;ht

hat he took her along with him to Ephesus, where she died in"an

;xlreme old age. TJiere is a letter of the oecumenical council of

Ephesus, importing, that in the ,5th century it was believed she
*as buried there : yet there are authors of the same age, who think
ihe died and was buried at Jerusafem.

Mary, the wife of Alphens, or Cleophas, and the motlier of
ames, Jude, Joses, Simon, and Salome, is generally reckoned the
iister of the blessed virgin ; whence her children are called the
iirctlinn and sisters of our Saviour. She witnessed his crucili\ion

;

was present at his burial, and prepared spices for embalming his

l)ody. See Matth. .\iii. j">, xxviii. 1. Mark vi. 3, and .\ v. 40.

Lukex.xiii. 56, and xxiv. 10. John xix. 25.

Mary, Queen of England, was the daughter of Ilenrv \'I!I.

i>y Catheiine of Arragon, and born in 1517. Her education was
('lliberal, and she acquired so great a knowledge of the Latin lan-
! iguage as to undertake a translation of Erasmus's paraphrase on St.

John's gospel, which, however, she did not complete. Dnrina
the life of her father she e.vperienced many marks of his brutal

temper, and her inllexible opposition to his will made him some-
! i times form a resolution of putting her to death, from wiiicli he was

i Idivcrted by archbishop Cranmer. The treatment whicli her mo-
ther had experienced, contributed much towards increasing her

I dislike to Henry, and to the alterations which he introduced into

,
the church. During the reign of Edward she could not be pre-
vailed with to join in conimuniou with the Protestant divines. On
this account that amiable prince was persuaded by the duke of
Northumberland, to set aside his sistei's from the succession, and
to declare lady Jane Grey his heir. At his death in 1553 that lady

; was proclaimed (jueen ; but her reign lasted only a few davs. The
; partisans of Mary became numerous, and she entered London
' without opposition. In putting to death lady Jane and her hus-

, band lord Dudley she betrayed that sanguinary and vengeful tem-
( per which was soon displayed in a violent persecution of the Pro-
( testants. Even Cranmer, to whom she was indebted for her life,

could not escape her bigotry and cruelty. In 1554 she married
.1 Philip of Spain, eldest son of Charles V.' with whom she lived on

indifleient terms. A disappointment occasioned by a supposed
i miscarriage, ami aggravated by the loss of Calais, produced a fe-

! ver, of which she died in 1558, and with her ended the domination
i of the papal power in England.—Watkins.
f Maky Stuart, the daughter of James V. king of Scotland, by
1 Miiia of Lorraine, was born in 1542. She was only eight davs
> olrl when her fsther died, on which she became heiress to the
I throne. Henry \ III. of England endeavoured to unite the two
) kingdoms by a marriage l>i-tween his son Edward and the infant

; queen of Scots, but his olier being rejected, he sent his tro ips into
Scotland, where they took and pluiitlered Edinburgh, but were

. soon obliged to return. In 1548 Mary was contracted to I''ianiis

dauphin of France, at which court she acquired tliose accomplish-
1
mcnts which rendered iier an object of universal admiration, and
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there also she imbibed those prejudices which proved the source
of I.er misfortunes. In 155S tlie inarriage was celebrated, and by
the direction of their father-in-law .Mary and her husband a;-sunie(i

the title of king and queen of I'^ngland, on the supposed grnniul
of the illegitimacy of Elizabeth, an act of ridiculous ambition,
which was afterwards fatal to Mary. In 1559 Henry H. die<l, and
Francis became king of France, but in less than two years lie left

Mary a widow, on which she returned to her naliv;- counli_\, and
was received by her subjects with joy. Scotland was at tins time
a prey to fanatical zeal. The presb^terian ])arty carried reforma-
tion to shocking lengths, by destroying abbeys, cathedrals, libia-

ries, and even the monuments of the dead. Such was the state

of the kingdom at the landing of Mary, who, the lirst Sunday af-

ter her arrival, ordered ni.iss to be said in her chapel. This gave
great offence to the peojile, and it was with difficulty they gj.iJUed

to their suvercign that liberty of con»cience which they claimed
themselves. Mary shewed a dillerent temper, for she proclaimed,
that any attempt towards a change or subversion of the reformed
church, shouUi be treated as a capital offence. Notwithstanding
this liberality on her part, the people in every pageant and specta-

cle, delighted to insult the 4Ueen by ridiculing her religion. Even
the royal chapel was assaulted by the mob, at the instigation of

Knox the relormer. Several offers of marriage were made to

.Mary, who rejected them, and bestowed her hand on Henry Lord
Darnley, son of the earl of Lennox, a young nobleman of prepos-

sessing a[)pearance, but weak and impetuous in his mind and tem-
per, and mean and intemperate in his habits. This inauspicious

marriage soon ended in disgust, and the enetnies of both took ihc

advantage of widening the breach. They persuaded Darnley
that David Kizzio, an old Italian musician, whom llie queen had
appointed her foreign secretary, had supplanted him in her aifec-

tiuns. A conspiracy was lorni<-d, and one night, while the queen
was at su|)per with tlie countess of Argyle, Henry conducted his

confederates to the royal apartment, w here Ui//io was murdered
in the presence of Mary, who was then advanced in her pregnancy.
James Hepburn, earl Hothwell, became now a favourite in the

court of Scotland ; a man of considerable intrigue, but of unprin-
cipled conduct. By his arts he gained an ascendency over the

mind of Mary, wiio appointed him lieutenant of the marches. In
156(3 she was delivered of a son, afterwards James \' I. of Scot-

land, and the first of England. Darnley in the mean time seeing

himself deprived of power, and generally despised, retired to his

country-house, w hich was blown up on* night, and the l)odv of

Ihe king found in a garden adjoining, without any marks of vio-

lence. This deed ol darkness occasioned universal horror, and as

it left no doiilit that liotliwell was the principal cause, so it drew-

011 Mary suspicions which were never effaced till our own days.

After a mock trial Bothwell was acquitted, and he was strengtlien-

ed in the power he had acquired. He now laid aside the mask,
and on the 24th of April, 1567, seized the queen, and carried her

to the castle of Dunbar, where by entreaties and force he prevail-

ed on her to marry him. This is the great stain on the character

of this ill-fated woman, which has called forth the utmost exertions

of her enemies ami her advocates. The conduct of Bothwell to-

wards her after this, in keeping her a prisoner under a strong

guard, does certainly carry strong presumption that she was forced

into this union against her own inclination. A confederacy of the

most powerful lords, in the kingdom was formed against Bothwell,

who linding himself unable to oppose them, left the kingilom, and
died miserably ill Denmark. Mary was committed to the charge

of her greatest enemy, the mother of the earl of Murray, w ho had

assumeil the title of regent, and the lords of the confederacy forced

the queen 10 sign a renunciation of her crown in favour ot her son,

and he wi'..-i acconlingly crowned at Stirling. Alter this, the ene-

mies of Mary, who had sulferetl Bothwell to (juit the kingdom,

caused different persons to be executed for being concerned in the

king's murder. All these solemnly ac(|uittecl Mary of lieiiig privy

to that transaction. Notwithstanding this, the council, fvr the

purpose of rendering her odious, and colouring their own tvrannv,

produced letters, purporting to be written by her, which if true,

would clearly establish the fact, l^ut they have been proved fur-

geries. Mary having escaped from her prii^on in the island ol

Lochleven, hastened to Hamilton, where she found many friends ;

but the relentless .Murray marching against them, the royal parly

was defeated. On this .Mary fled into England, where she iiu-
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plored the prolection of Elizabeth, who acted with great duplicity

for some time, and at length declared that no assistance coidii be

afforded her unles<- she sid)initted to a legal trial. After somt' ilif-

licnlties this was agreed to, and Ihe cause was to be determined at

York by a commission, which was, fina.lly, removed to London,

where it'w as declared.tlial "nothing had been produced whereby the

queen of England coidd conceive or take any evil opinion of her

good sister, for any thing yet seen." This is a snIVicient vindica-

tion of Mary's innocence, and yet she was still kept in close con-

finement. The duke of Norfolk formed tlie design of marrying

Marv, in which he was enconragcd by several of the English no-

bility, and also bv the rcgejit Murray. But thi- being discovered

by Elizalwth, the duke was sent to Ihe 'I'owcr, from whence he

was not released till he promised to renounce all correspondence

with the queen of Scotland:—but afterwards renewing his ambi-

tious project, he was tried and p\-ecuted. After a long confine-

ment at Coventry, Mary was removed to Eothernigay cattle,

where she was to undergo the mock formality of a trial on the

charge of fomenting conspiracies against Elizabeth. When brought

before the commissioners she disclaimed tlicir authority, and as-

serted her innocence. The commissioners, after hearing her de-

fence, removed the matter to Westminster, and, (hough no proof

appeared to the charges, she was declared guilty of conspiring the

death of Elizabeth. Mary received the tidings with complacency,

being wearie<l by her unparalleled iierseculion^. Many foreign

powers interc?teJ themselves in her behalf, and her son James en-

deavoured to save her life, but in vain. A warrant was sent down,

and read to the royal captive, who only entreated that she might

be permitted the consolations of her own religion. Even this fa-

vour was inhumanely refused. She was beheaded in the castle of

Eotheringay, Feb. S, l.MST, after praying to Chxl to forgive all

who had thirsted for her blood. Thus fell Mary Slunrt, a prin-

tess of uncommon beauty and accom|)lishments as well as misfor-

tunes. Her remains were interred m Peterborough cathedral,

from whence they were removed by her son, and deposited in

Westminster abbey. Her memory has been successfully vindi-

cated by the learned Whitaker and other writers.—Watkins.

Mary II. (jueen of Great Uritain, eldest dau:;liter of James II.

by his lirst wife, was born at St. James's in H56'i, She was bred

up a Protestant, and married to William III. of Nassau, then

prince of Orange, afterward king of England, in the !6th year of

her age. She stai<l in Holland with her husband till Feb. I'J,

]6S9, when she came over, and was proclaimed cjueen of Eng-

land, &c. She was an eejual sharer with her husband in all the

rinhts belonging to the crown ; but the administration was lodged

solely in the king. She was a princess endowed with the highest

perfections both of body arid mind : she loved history and poetry,

of which last she was a good judge. She studied much, and

would have read more than she did, if the delicacy of her eyes

had permitted her. Slie devoted her leisure to architecture and

"ardening. She was a most gracious sovereign to her subjects

;

too good a wife to such a husband, and a most excellent mistress

to her servants. She ordered good books to be laid in their

places of attendance, that they might not be idle while waiting.

She was zealous for a reformation of manners, and cliaritable in

the highest degree, without ostentation. This excellent cpieen

died on the 28th Pecember lt)i)4, at Kensington, of the small-

pox, aged 33. In her the arts lost a protectress, the unfortunate

a mother, and the world a pattern of every virtue. As to her

person, she was tall, of a majestic graceful mien, her countenance

serene, her complexion ruddy, and her features beautiful.

Mary Magdalen', who has been generally confounded with

Mary the sister of Martha and Lazarus, but very improperly, was

urobablv t'lat sinner mentioned by St. Luke, in chap. vli. 36, 37,

jtc. whose name he does not tell us. There are some circum-

stances, which render it probable, that she is tlie same person

whom he calls Mary Magdalen, in chap. viii. 2, and out of whom
he iays, Jesus ilrove seven devils. These passages, it must be

owned, afford no positive proof that the sinner mentioned before

was Mary Magdalen ; however, it is all we have in support of this

opinion, which has been very general, though il has been ably

controverted. Mary Magdiilen had her sunrame, it is thouglit,

from the town of Magdalia in Galilee. Lightfoot thinks that this

Mary is the same with Mary the sister of Lazarus. Magdalen is

jyieetioned by the evaugelists among the women that followed our

Saviour, to minister to him, according to the custom of the Jew«,

St. Luke (viii. 2,) and St. Mark (xvi. 9,) observe, that this wo-
man had been delivered by Jesus Christ from seven devils. This
some understand literally, but others take it figuratively, for the
crimes and wickedness of her past life, (supposing her to be the
sinner above mentioned,) from whicli Christ had rescued her.

Others maintain, tliat she had always lived in virginity; and make
her ipiite a dill'erent person from tlie sinner above-mentioned

; anil

by the seven devils of which she was possessed, they understand a
real possession, which is not inconsistent with a holy life. This in.

deed is the most probable opinion, and has been best supported.
The author of a Letter to Jonas Ilanway on the Subjects of Man.
dalen House, published in 1758, has shewn by a variety of learned
remarks and quotations, both from the scriptures and from the
best conuiientators, that Mary Magdalen was not the sinner spok.
en of by Luke, but on the contrary that she " was a woman of
distinction, and very easy in her worldly circumstances

; that she
had laboured under some bodily indisposition, which our Lord
miraculously healed ; and that, so far as we know, her conduct
was always regular and free from censure ;" &c. Mary Magda-
len followed Christ in the last journey that he made from Galilee
to Jerusalem, and was at the foot of the cross with Maiy his mo-
ther. (John xix. 2j. Mark xv. 47.) She also had the happiness
of first seeing our Saviour after his resurrection. See Matt. xxviiL
5, &c. Mark xvi. 6, &c. John xx. II, 17. As to the pretended
History of Mary Magdalen, which is said to have been written in

Hebrew by Marcelln, servant of Martha; this can only relate to
Mary the sister of Martha were it true, but it is a mere piece of

imposture.

SIarv, St. an island in the East Indian Ocean, on the N. \V.
coast of Borneo. Lon. 114. 30. E. Lat. 6. 30. N.
Mary, St. a fertile island in the Indian Ocean, 9 miles from

the E. coast of Madagascar ; 45 miles long and about 8 broad.
MARYBOROUGH, a town of Ireland, the capital of Queen's

county, in Leinster. Lon. 7. 20. W. Lat. 53. 0. N.
MARYLAND, one of the seventeen United States of Ame-

rica, so named in honour of Henrietta Maria, the consort of kin"
Charles 1. It lies between 38° and 40° Lat. N. and between 74=

and 7S° Lon. W. of London. It is bounded on the N. bv Penu-
sylvania; E. by Delaware ; S. E. and S. by the Atlantic' Ocean,
and by Virginia on the S. W. and W. It is dividi-d into nineteen'

counties, eleven of which are on the western shore ot Chesapeak
bay, viz. St. Mary's, Calvert, Montgomery, Washington, Charles,

Baltimore, Ann Arundel, Harford, Frederick, Allegany, and
Prince George's: and eight on the eastern shore; viz. Cscil,
Kent, Queen Anne's, Caroline, Talbot, Somerset, Dorchester,
and Worcester. The climate is mild and agreeable, suited to

agricultural productions and fruit-tiecs. In the interior hilh
countrv the inhabitants are healthy ; but in the flat country, neai
the marshes, they are subject to intermittents. Chesapeak baj
divides this state into the eastern and western shores. It afform
several good fisheries, and is of immense advantage to the stale.

It receives a number of the largest rivers in the Ignited Slates,

East of the blue ridge of mountains, which stretches across the W
part of this state, the land is generally level and free of stones

Wheat and tobacco are the staple commodities. In the interioi

countrv, on the uplands, considerable quantities of hemp and flax

are raised. Those of the country live on their plantations, oftei

several miles distant from each other. The chief towns arc Ah-
napolis and Baltimore. The trade of Maryland is principally car

ried on from Baltimore, with the other states, with the West In-

dies, and with some parts of Europe. To these places they sem
annually about 30,000 hogsheads of tobacco, besides large quan-
titles of wheat, flour, pig-iron, lumber, and corn ; beans, pork
and fiax-secd, in smaller quantities ; and receive in return, cloth
ing for themselves and negroes, and other dry goods, wines, spirits

sugars, and other West India commodities. The Roman Catho
lies, who were the first settlers in Maryland, are the most niinier

ous religious sect. Besides these, there are Protestant Episcopa
lians, English, Scots, and Irish, Presbyterians, German Calvinists

German Lutherans, Friends, Baptists, iSIethodisls, and Nicohles
or New Quakers.
MASAFUERO, an island of the South Sea, lying in Lat. 33

45. S. Lon. 80. 46. W. It is very high and mountainous, and a

a distance seems to consist of one hill. It is of a triangular form

9 sevvi
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,eveii or eii^ht U-agucs in circumference. Tlie coast aboiuic

-oal-li^li, cavillifrs cod, halibut, crav-hsli, &c.

MASBOril.Kl, MASBU'ra.l':i, or MESP.OTILKI, tlie

lame of a sect, or ratlit-r ot two sects ; for Euscbuis, or rather

l.-iTcsippus, whom lie cites, mentions two dilfV-rent sects of Mas-

mtha-aii-^. The first was one of the seven Jewish sects before the

>irth of Christ : the other was one of the sei-di sects tliat arose out

if Judaism, and proved very troublesome to the church. Tlu-

I) ime is derived from tlie Hebrew natf schabat, to rest or repose,

iiul signilies idle, easy, indolent, people. Kn-ebius supposes thev

had been so called 'from one Masbolhcus their chief ; but it is

more probable that their name is Hebrew, or Chaldaic, si;_;nify-

- a Sabbatarian, or one who professes to keep the Sabbath

ictly.

MASCT-EFK, Fr.^ncis, was at first a curate in the diocese of

Amiens, the place of his birth, and afterwards theologian and con-

tidant to tlie vntuous Bishop De Brou. He was appointed to the

charge of a seminary of learnino; under that prelate, which he me-
l.-d l)oth from his pietv and learning. Tlie oriental languages

were as familiar to him as his native tongue. He was made canon

of Amiens in IT'Jti. But his opinions on the Jansenist controversy

were so oflensive to Sabbatier, that he was removed from the se-

riinary and from almost every other public ofhce which he hcltl.

Ue then devoted himself to study with so much anlour, that he

1 ontracted a disease of which he died November 14, 17 'S, aged

0(1. His principal works are, 1. A Hebrew Grammar in Latin,

i'aris, 1716, li!mo. 2. Les (Conferences Ecclesiastiques du Dio-

cese d'Amieiis, in 12mo. 3. Le Catechisme d'Aniiens, iii 4to.

i. Une Philosophic ct une Theologie, in MS.
MASCULINE, in grammar. See GesJoer, and l,\s-

CVAGE.
Masculine Rhyme, in the Trench poetry, is that made with

1 word which has a strong, open, and accented pronunciation ; as

all worrls have, excepting those which have an e feminine in their

last syllable. For instance, amour ^ud Jour, ?rtor< and .vort, are

masculine rhymes ; and yio'c and h/ccc, gloire aud lutinoirc, are

leniinine.

.Masculine Signs. Astrologers divide the planets and signs

uilo masculine and feminine by reason of their qualities, wliich

are cither active, and hot or cold, accounted masculine ; or pas-

Mve, dry and moist, which are feminine. On this principle they

all the' Sun, Jupiter, Saturn, and Mars, masculine; and the

Moon and Venus, feminiiSe. Mercury, they suppose, partakes of

tiic two. Among the signs, Aries, Libra, Gemini, I^eo, Sagitta-

rni-, Atpiarius, are masculine: Cancer, Capricornus, Taurus,

\ irgo, Scorpio, and Pisces, are feminine.

M.'\SHAM, Lady D^makis, a learned and ingenious English

lady, daughter of the celebrated Dr. Cudworth, and wife of Sir

1 Vuiicis Masham, by whom she had one son, was born in l(i.>s.

.she and Sir Francis were the intimate friends of the celebrated

^L•. Locke, whom they entertained at their seat at Gates In Es-

se^, for many years before he died. She wrote " A Discourse
• in the Love of God," Svo. and " Occasional I'houghts in Re-
frence to a Virtuous and Christian Life;" Svo. She died in

1708. aged 50.

MASKELYNE, Rev. Nevil, a very eminent British astrono-

mer, was born in 1733. Early in his lile he was made Fellow of

rrinity College, Cambridge. He had the title of B. A. conferred

on him in 1754, M.A. in 1757, B. D. in 1768, D. D. in 1777,

and was appointed Astronomer Royal to his present Majesty, Fe-

bruary 13, 1765, on the death of Dr. Nathaniel Bliss. When
promoted to this eminent situation, his assiduity to promote the

interests of astronomy and navigation was very great, successful,

and unremitting; he, among many other improvements, which

would be lure too tedious to enumerate, brought into general

practice the method of determining the longitude by means of the

moon's distances from the sun and the principal fixed stars ; for

which great purpose the " Nautical Almanac or Astronomical

Ephemeris," under his superintendence, has been calculated for

Jour or live years in advance, that il might be useful to persons

who undertake long voyages, as well as for other navigators who
ilo not visit very distant countries. In this invaluable work the

distances of the moon from the sun and liN<-d stars, contained in

the VHltli, IXth, Xth, and Xllli pages of the months, are scl

ilovvn to every three hours of apparent time, by the meridian of

Greenwich, and are designed to relieve the mariner from the ne-

cessity of a calculation, which he might lliink prolix and trouble-

some,' and likewise to enable him, when conii)arcd wiih the <lis-

tance carefully observed at sea, to infer his longitude readily, and

with little d'anger of mistake to a degree of exactness that may be

thought necessary for most nautical purposes; and the late eminent

improvements in the Lunar Tables by the celebrated Mr. inirg

of \ienna, has rendered this method of delirmining the longitudf?

of places at sea, the most complete of any hitherto laid before the

public. Dr. iNLiskelyne also proposed "the project, and superin-

tended the exiieriment, for accurately measuring the effect of :i

mountain on the pluniblnie. It was found th.it the sum of its de-

flections from the perpendicular on the ofiposite sides of Schehal-

lien, a mountain in Scotland, are 11"^, and it is proved, to the sa-

tisfaction of the whole iiiatheniaticarworld, that every p.article of

matter is attractive. From these observations Dr. Hutton lias

computed the mean density of the earth to be about 4^ times that

of common water. Dr. Nhiskelyne has also determined the pro-

per annual motions in right ascension of Sirius, Castor, Procyon,

Pollux, Regulus, xVrcturus, and <« Aiiuite, which are as lollow :

— 0'',63, — 0",2S, — 0",S0, — 0",f»3, -0",41, - 1",40, and -f 0,57.

Two of them, Sirius and Arcturus, he has found to have also a

chan<;e of dcclin.ition, viz. r'.'JIi and '-'",01, annually, hoth scuth-

warcL In the Philosopliical Transactions tor 1777, he has given

us an account of his invention of a new instrument for measuring

small angles, called the prismatic micrometer. This excellent in-

vention consists of two acliromatic prisms or wedges, api'lied be-

tween the object-glass and eye-glass of an achromatic telescope,

about thirty i'nches long, by moving of wliich wedges nearer to,

or farther from, the object-glass, the two images of an object pro-

duced by them appear to approach to, or recede from, eacli

other ; so' that the focal length of the object-glass becomes a scale

for measuring the angular distance of the two images. The Dr. 's

title to this invention has been brought in ipiestion, bnt without

any proper foundation ; for it is attested that he was the sole in-

ventor of it by Alex. Aubert, Esq. F. R. S. and Mr. Dollond, by

whom it was executed, and the other saw it so executed, in May
1776, above a twelve-month before the communication of the

Abbe Boscovich's paper, though he described it as the invention

of the Abbe Rochon, and also claimed some share'in it hmiself.

In the Nautical Almanacs, besides the common matter necessary

for such a publication, he has, from lime to time, added several

very useful and important discoveries and observations^ made by

hinisclf in the sciences of astronomy and navigation. To the As-

tronomical Ephemeris for 176y he has annexed excellent in-truc-

lions relative to the observation of the Transii of \ enus over the

Sun's disk, which happened in the evening of June 3, of that

year. To the Nautical Almanac of 177'2, he has annexed two

very valuable methods for clearing the apparent distance of the

moon from the sun or a tixed star of the effect of refraction and

parallax. To the Nautical Almanac of 1774, he has added Re-

marks on the Hadley's Quadrant. To the Nautical Almanac of

1787 he has added some remarks on the tremors of reflecting

telescopes. To the Nautical Almanac of 1791, he has annexed

an advertisement of the expected return of the comet of 1532 and

1661 in 1788, which, (though it entirely disapi>ointed the astrono-

mical world, the comet not making its appearance agreeably to

his calculations,") yet served to shew the world the extensive

knowledge possessc'd by this able astronomer in tlie science of the

mathenuitics ; and he certainly would not have failed in this point,

had not the data upon which he, and his great predecessor Dr.

Halley, built their calculations b<?en entirely hypothetical. Dr.

Maskelyne was presented in January 1775, by his nephew Lord

dive, to the rectory of Shrawarden, in Salop, and in I7S2, by the

Master and Fellows of his college to the living of North Runeton

in Norfolk. He has published three folio volumes of Astronomi-

cal Observations made by himself at the Royal Observatory at

Greenwich ; and these volumes have l>een so highly benellcial m
the service of astronomy and navigation, that the best Lunar '1 a-

bles yet extant have been almost entirely computed fioiu them by

.Mr. 'Bui-ff, a German astronomer; and tliese Tables agree with

observation to the surprising nicety of about 30' of a minute, a de-

nKe of accuracy which only a century ago could not have hi en.

miaain-ed even possible ever to be obtained. Vol. I. contains Ir.s.

observations from 170i to 1774, together with Iiis Tables for com-
puiii-^-
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puling the apparent places of the i\\eA stars, and lodiiring obseiva-
tions of the planets. \o\. II. contains his observatioiis from 1773
to 17S6 ; and Vol. III. continues them liur.i 17S7 to 17QS. p"or

179'J, and forward, his observations are published annually at the
small expence of -Is. fid. for ta< h \car. As a man Dr. "Maski;-

lync was esteemed by all wlio Unew him, as a philo^opher he had
scarce his equal. Mr. Groslcy, in his book intituled, '• Londres,"
3 vols. 8vo. 1770, among many dispuragin;; rharaeters of English-
men whom he saw in his stay at London ui ITIij, gives this ad-
vantageous one of Dr. Maskelyne, " chez letpiel je trouvai une
politesse et unc complaisance que les Savans de ee rang n'ont pas
toujours pour des Passans." This was at the Observator'/ at

Greenwicii. He died at the Koyal Observatory, on Feb. 0,
1811, in the 79th year of his age, alter he had held the eminent
situation of Astronomer Royal for very near 46 years.
MASON, Iniac/iin, low Lat.] a

'

person e'mployed under
the direction of an architect, in raising a stone-building. His
chief business is to make the mortar; raise the walls from the
toundation to the top, with the necessary retreats and perpendicu-
lars ; to form the vaults, and employ the stones as delivered to
him. When the stones are large, the business of hewing or cut-
ting them beloiiL^s to the stone cutters, though these are frequently
confounded with masons: the ornaments "of sculpture are per-
formed by carvers in stones or sculptors. The tools or imple-
ments principally used by them are the square, level, plumb-line,
bevel, compass, hanmicr, cl i el, mallet, saw, trowel, &c. See
StiUARE, &c. Besides the common instruments used in the haml,
tliey have likewise machines for raising great burdens, and con-
ducting large stones ; the principal of whi( h are the lever, pulley,
wheel, crane, &c. See Crane, Lever, S;c.

Masons, Free and Accepted, a very ancient society ; so
called, either from some extraordinary knowledge of masonry,
which they are supposed to be masters of, or because the first

founders of that society w I're persons of that profession. 'I'hese

are now very considerable, both for number and character, being
found in every country in ]'2urope, and N. America ; and consist-
ing principally of persons of merit and consideration. yVs to an-
tiquity, they claim a standing of some thousand years. M'hat the
end of their institution is, seems still in some nieasiire a secret ;

and they are said to be admitted into the fraternity by being put
ill possession of a great number of secrets, calk-d the mason's
word, which have been religiously kept from age to age. See
Masonry.
MASONRY, in general, a branch of architecture, consisting

in the art of hewing or squaring stones, and cutting lliem level or
perpendicular, for the uses of building; but, in a more limited
sense, it is the art of joining stones together with mortar. Hence
arise as many different kinds of masonry as there are difTerent f^i'ms
for laying and joining stones. X'itruvius mentions several kinds
of masonry used among the ancients ; three of hewed stone, viz.

that in form of a net, that in binding, and that called the Greek
masonry; and three of luiliewed stone, viz. that of an ecpial
course, that of an unequal course, and that tilled up in the mid-
dle ; and the seventh was a composition of all the rest. Net-ma-
sonry, called by Vitruvius reticislatuni, from its resemblance to
the meshes of a net, consists of stones sepiared in their courses,
and so disposed as that their joints go obliipielv ; and their diago-
nals are the one perpendicular and' the other level. This is The
most agreeable masonry to the eye, but i^ very apt to crack. See
Plate Cm. tig. 10. Bound masonry, that m which the stones
were placed one over another, liketile.s ; the joints of their beds
being level, and the mounters perpendiculars, so that the joint

that mounts and separates two stones always fall- directly over the
middle of the stone below. This is less beautilul than the net-

work ; but more solid and durable, tig. II, and \2. Greek
masonry, according to Vitruvius, is that where, after we
have laid two stones, each of which makes a course, another is

laid at the end, which makes two courses, and the saine order is

observed throughout the building; this may be called double-
binding, in regard the binding is not only of stones of the same
course with one another, but likewise of one course wilh another
roui-se, lig. 13. Masonry by equal courses, called by the ancients
isotlomum, differs in nothing trom the bound masouty, but this,

tliat its stones are not hewn, lig. 14. Masonry by unequal coui-ses,

called pseudisodomuHi, is also made of unhewed stones, and laid

in bound work ; but then they are not of the same thickness, nor
is th^-re any equality observed, excepting in the several courses,
the courses themselves being unequal to cacli other. Fig. Ij.
Masonry filled up in the middle, is likewise made of unhewed
tones, and by courses ; but the stones are oidy set in order as to
the courses,' lig. 16. A, the courses; B, the parts iilled up.
Compound masonry is of Vitruvuro's proposing, so tailed as being
coni])osed ol all the rest. In this the courses are of hewed stone •

and the middle being lelt void, is tilled up with mortar and pebbles
thrown in together: after this the stones of one course are bound
to those of another course with iron-tramps fastened with melted
lead, fig. 17. L, llie stones cramped: F, the cramps; G, the
middle-part tilled up. Fig. 18, represents another sort of coni-
puund masonry, the middle of which 15 stone, and the edges board.
Ail the kinds of masonry now in use may be reduced to these
five, viz. bound m.isoiuy ; that of brick work, where the bodies
;ind projectures of the stones inclose square spaces or pannels, &c,
set « ith bricks ; that de moilon, or small work, where the courses
are equal, well squared, and their edges or bed rusticated ; that

where the courses are unequal ; and that filled up in the middle
with little -tones and mortar.

Masonry, 1-kee, the system of mysteries and secrets peculiar
to the socii-tv of fiee and accepted masons.
MASOK.\, a term in the Jewish theology, signifying a work

on the Bible, performeil by several learned rabbins, to secure it

from any alterations which might otherwise ha])pen. Their work
regards merely the letter of the Hebrew text, in wliicJi they have,
lirst, fixed the true re.'uling by vowels and accents. L'div, They
have numbered not only the chapters and sections, but the verses,

words, and letters, of tiie text : and they find in the Pentaleuch
."'2-55 verses, and in the whole Bible L'S'iO'O. 'I"he masora Is called

by the Jews, the hedge or fence of the law because thiS enumera-
tion of the verses, &:c. is a means of i;reserviiig it from being cor«
riipted and altereil. 3dly, They have marked whatever irregula-

rities occur in any of the letters of the Hebrew te.M : such as the
dill'eient size ol the letters, their various po-itions and inversions,

f<c. ami they have been fruitful in (iiuling out reasons for these
irregularities, and mysteries in them. 4tlily, They are supposed to
be the authors of the Keri and Chetiph, or the marginal correc-
tions of the text in the Hebrew Bibles. The text of the sacred
books, it is to be observed, was originally written without any

;

breaks or divisions into chaptei's or verses, or even into words ; so
that a whole book, in the ancient manner, was but one coiuinued
woid : of this kind we have still several ancient MS. books, both
Greek and Latin. As, tlierefore, t lie sacred writings had under-
gone an iiilinite number of alterations, whence various readings
had arisen, and the original wa» become much mangled and dis-

guised, the Jews had recourse to a canon, w hich they judged in-

fallible, to tix the reading of the Hebrew text ; and this rule they
call masora, tradition, from ?sa, tradidit, as if this critique were
nothing but a tradition w hich they had received from their fore-

fathers. Accordingly they say, that when G»d gave the law to

Moses at Mount Sinai, he taught him, lirst, the true reading of it;

and, 'Jdly, its true interpretation ; and that both these were handed
down by oral tradition, from generation to generation, till at

length they were committed to writing. The former of these, viz.

the true reading, is the subject of the masora ; the latter, or true

interpretation, that of the mishna and gemaia. There is a great

and li:tle masora printed at Venice and at Basil, with the Hebrew
text in a diiferent cliarai ter. Buxtorf has written a masorctic
commentary, which he calls Tiberias.

MASOKl TFS, the compilers of the Masora. Eli;is Levita
says, they were the Jews of a famous school at Tiberias, who about
A. D. iOO, composed, or at least began, the masora ; whence
they are called masorites, an<l masorelic doctors. A ben Ezra
makes them the authors of the points and iiccents in the Hebrewr
text, as we now find it ; and which serve for vowels. The age of
the masorites has been much dispuled. Archbishop Ussher places

Ihein before Jeroiii ; Capel, at the end of the tilth century ; lather

Moriii, in the tenth century. Basnage says, th;it they were not a
society, but a succession of men ; and that the masora is the work
of miiiiy grammarian^, who, without associating and coiumunicat-
ing their notions, composed this colle.tion ot criticisms on the He-
brew text. It is urged that there were masorites from the time of
Kzra and the men of the great synagogue, to about A. D, !b30;

ami
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and that lien Asher and Ben Naplitali, who were the best of the

profession, and who according to Casnage, were the invenloi-s of

Uie masora, flourished at this time. Each of these published a

gopy of the whole Hebrew text, as correct, says Dr. Prideau.\,

»s they could make it. The eastern Jews followed that of Ben
Naplitali, and the western that of Ben Asher; and all that has

been done since is to copy after them, without making any more
corrections or masoretical criticisms. Tlie Arabs have done the

lame tiling by their Koran that tlie masorites have done by the

Bible ; nor do the Jews deny their having borrowed this expe-

dient from the Arabs, who first put it in practice in the seventh

century.
MASOVIA, MASSOVIA, or MASUREN, one of the most

ancient provinces of Poland, and one of the last that remained lo

that unfortunate kingdom. It consisted of two palatinates, viz.

Czersk, or Massovia Proper, and Polotosk. ^Var3aw is the ca-

pital.

MASQUE, or MASK, a cover for the face, contrived with

apertures for the eyes and mouth; orii;inally worn chiefly by wo-
inen of condition, either to pnserve their complexion from the

weather, or out of modesty to prevent their being known. Pop-
p»a, wife of Nero, is said to have invented the masque ; to

guard lier comjilexion from the sun, being uncommonly delicate

with regard to her person. Theatrical masques, however, were
in use both among the Greeks and Romans : Suidas and Athe-
nseus ascribe the invention of them to the poet Choerihis, a con-

temporary of Thespis ; Horace attributes them to ii",schylus ; but
Aristotle says that the real inventor, as well as the time of their

first introduction and use, were unknown. Brantome, observes,

that the use of masques was not introduced till towards the end of

the Kith century.

Masove is also used to signify any thing made to cover the
face, ;Knd prevent a person's being known.

M.-isauE, in architecture, is applied to certain pieces of sculp-

ture, representing some hideous forms, grotescjue, or satyrs' faces,

&c. used to rill up and adorn vacant places, as in friezes, the

pannels of doors, keys of arches, &c. but particularly the grottos.

iMASQUERADE, or MASCARA DE, an assembly of per-

sons mistjued, and dressed hi peculiar habits, who, for want of

better and more rational employment, meet to dance and divert

themselves. The word is derived from the Italian mnscaraUi , ami
that from the Arabic mascara, which sigiiilies raillery, or buf-

foonery.

MASRAKITHA, a pneumatic instrument of music among the

ancient Hebrews, composed of pipes of various sizes, titled into a
kind of wooden chest, open at the top, and stopped at the bottom
with wood covered with a skin.

MASS, in mechanics, is the matter of any body cohering with
it, i. (,'. moving and gravitating along with it ; in which sense,

mass is distinguished from bulk, or volume, which is the expan-
sion of a body in length, breadth, and thickness. The mass of

any body is rightly estimated by its weiaht. And the masses of
two bodies of the same weight are in reciprocal ratio of their bulks.
See Mechanics.

Mass, in the Latin church, the prayers used at the celebra-
tion of the eucharist, in consecrating the bread and wine into the
body and blood of Christ, and ofi'ering them so transubstantiated
as an expiatory sacrifice for the quick and the dead. By the

Roman Catholics it is in general believed to be a representation of
the pas-ion of our blessed Saviour ; so every action of the priest,

and every particular part of the service, is supposed to allude to
the particular circumstances of his passion and death, Nicod,
after Baronius, observes that the word missa comes from the He-
brew miiiatli, oblatuni ; or from the Latin viis-na, mi.ssorutii ; be-
cause formerly the catechumens and cxcomn.uiiicated were sent
out of the church, when the deacons said, !te, missa est, after

seiMion and reading of the epistle and gospel ; they not being al-

lowed to assist at the consecration. Menage derives the word
from mis-iio, dismissing : others from missa, sending ; because in

the mass, the prayers of nien on earth are sent up to heaven. The
general division of masses consists in higli and low. The former
are sung by tlie choristers, and celebrated with the assistance of a
deaconaud subdeaeon ; the latter are those in which the pravers
ave barely rehearsed v.ithout singinj;. There is a great nuniber
ol different occasional masses in the Ui;inibh church, many of which
', VOL.IU,—NO. 134,
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have nothing peculiar but the name ; such are the masses of the
saints ; that of St. Mary of the snow, celebrated Aug. 5 ; that of
St. Margaret, patroness of lying-in women ; that ot the feast of
St. John the Baptist, at which are said three masses ; that of the
Innocents, at which the gloria in excelsis and the hsillelujah are
omitted, audit being a day ol mourning, the altar is of a violet-

colour. As to ordinary llK^b^e^, some are said for the deail, and are
supposed lo conlribute to fetch the soul out of purgatory: at these
masses the altar is put in mourning, and the onl_\ decorations are »
cross in the middle of six yellow wax-liglits ; the dress of the cele
brant, and the very mass-book, are black ; many parts of the office

are omitted, and the people are dismissed without the benediction.
If the mass be said for a person distinguished by his rank or vir-

tues, it is followed with a funeral-oration ; they (.-reel a chapelle
ardente, that 1"^, a representation of the deceased with branches and
tapers of yellow wax, either in the middle of the church, or near
the deceased's tomb, where the priest pronounces a solemn abso-
lution of the deceased. They are likewise private masses said for
stolen or strayed goods or cattle, for health, for travellers, &c.
which go uncier the name of votive masses. There is still a fur-

ther distinction of masses denominated from the countries in which
they were used ; thus the Gothic mass, or missa Mosarabum, used
among the Goths when thev were masters of Spain, which is still

kept up at Toledo and Salamanca; the Ambrosian mass composed
by St. Ambrose, and used only at Milan, of- which city lie was
bishop ; the Gallic mass used by the ancient Gauls ; and th«
Roman mass, used by almost all the churches in the Romisii com-
nuniion.

MASSA, a town of Italy, capital of the district of Massa and
Carrara. Lon. 14. '.'3. E.'Lat, 40. 40. N.
Massa, a town of Naples in Lavora. Lon. 10. 0. E. Lat.

43. 5. N.
Massa and Carraka, a district of Italy, in the department of

Crostolo, and late duchy of Modena.
iMASSACHL'SETTS, one of the United States of N. Ame-

rica, bounded on the E. by the Atlantic ; S. by that ocean, an*
tlie States of Rhode Island and Connecticut; W. by New York;
and N. by Vermont and New Hampshire. It lies between Lon,
69, 57 ; and 73. 3S. W. an<l between Lat. 41. 13. and 43. 53. N.
The climate of this state is the same with that of New England, of
which it was formerly a province. It is divided in 17 counties,
viz. SulFolk, Norfolk, Essex, Middlesex, Hampshire, Plymouth,
Bristol, Barnstable, Duke's county, Nantucket, Worceste'r, Berk-
shire, York, Cumberland, Lincoln, Hancock, and Washington.
T4e chief cities are Boston, Salem, Cambridge, Concord, New-
bury, Charlestown, Worcester, and Northampton. The soil con-
sists of all kinds of varieiies from the best to the worst ; and pro-
duces Indian corn, wheat, rye, barley, oats, potatoes, peas, beans,
Hax, hemp, hops, apples, pears, peaches, plums, cherries, &c.
The principal rivers are the Housatonic, Deertield, Connecticut,
Merrimack, Nashua, Concord, Charles, and Nepouset. Cape
Ann and Cape Cod are the chief proinomnries. The principal
bays are Boston, Plymouth, Barnsiable, Buzzard's, and .M.assa-

chusctts.. The chief islands are Nantucket. Martha's N'inevard,
Elizabeth .and Plumb Island. Great quantities of iron-ore, a'lid se-
veral mineral waters, are found in this state; alsocopper-orr.
plumbago, marble, alum, slates, red and yellow ochre, &c.'
and in some places asbestos. The western part of it is mouu-
tainous.

MASSAFRA, a town of Naples, in Otranto, 23 miles E. of
Matera. Lon. 17. I'O. E. Lat. 40. 50. N.
MASSALIANS, a sect of enthusiasts wlio sprang up about

A. D. 3Gl, in the reign of the emperor Coiistantius, who main-
tained that men have two souls, a celestial and a diabolical, and
that tlie latter is driven out by praver.

M.\SSERANO, a town and territory of France, in the depart-
ment of the Sczia, and late principality of Piedmont, 40 miles
N. E. of Turin. Lon. 8. 14. E- Lat* 45. "3S. N.
MASSETER, in anatomy, a muscle which had its origin in

the lower and interior part ol the jugum, and its end at the exter-
nal superticies of the angle of the jaw. See Anatomy.
MASSlCO'l", a name given to the yellow oxide of lead, as mi-

nium is applied to the red oxide.

MASSILIA, in ancient geography, a town of Gallia Narbo-
nensi-. Itis now called Marseilles,

^ L MASSILLON,
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MASSILLON, John IUi'TIST, the son of a notary at liieres

iu fi-ovence, born in 16ti3, and eiitt-ied intotlie congregation of
tae oratory in IfiSI. He gained tlie affections of every person in
the towns to which he was sent, by the charms of his genius, the
liveliness of his character, and hy a Irahit of the most delicate and
affecting politeness. His tirsl attempts in the art of eloquence
were made at Vienne, while he was professor of theology. His
funeral-oration on Henry de Villars, archbishop of tliat c'ily, re-
ceived universal approbation. This success induced F. de la
Tour, then general of the congregation, to call him to Paris.
Upon preaching his first advent sermon at Versailles lie received
this eulogium from Lewis XIV. "Father, when I hear others
preach, I am very well pleased with them ; but whenever I hear
you, I am dissatisfied with myself." 'I'he lirst time he preached
his famous sermon " on the small number of the elect," the whole
audience, were, at a certain place of it seized with a =udden and
violent emotion, and almost every person half rose from his seal
by a kin<l of involuntary movement. The murmur of acclama-
tion and surprise was so great, that it threw the orator into confu-
sion

;
but this only heightened the iui|n-ession of that pathetic dis-

course. Barnn, the famous comedian, one day said to him, " con-
tinue to deliver as you do. Your manner is peculiar to yourself;
Jeave the observance of rules to others." And to one of his dra-
matic companions he said, " Friend, here is an orator ; we are
only actors. * In 1717, the recent appointed him bishop of Cler-
mont.- In 1718, being appointed to preach before Lewis XV.
then only nine years of age, he composed in six weeks the dis-
courses well known by the name of Petit Careme, which are tl-e
che( d'oenvre of this orator, and indee<l of the oratorical art. They
ought continually to be read by preachers as models for the for-
mation ot their taste, and by princes as lessons of humanity. He
was admitted into the French academy in 1719. The abbacy of
Savigny becoming vacant, the cartlinal /hi Bois procured it for
hinj. The funeral-oration of the duchess ofDrleans, in 17'23, was
the last discourse he pronounced in Parliament. He never after-
wards left his diocese, where his gentleness, politeness, and hu-
iiiamty, gained him the affection of all who knew him. He re-
duced the exorbitant rights of the episcopal roll to moderate sums.
In two years, he caused 'JO, 000 livres to be privately conveyed to
the Hwtel Dieu of Clermont. He died o'l the 28th Sept. 1742,
aged 79. No public speaker ever knew better how to touch the
passions. Preferring sentiment to every thing, h» communicated
to the soul that lively and salutary emotion which e.'ccites the love
of virtue. His elociuence was pathetic, and equally suited to
please the man of genius and the multitude, the philosopher, and
the courtier. He could at once think, describe, and feel. In a
word, of all the French orators, he is most esteemed by foreigners.
An excellent edition of Massillon's works Avas published byhis
jiephew at Paris in 1745 and 1746, in 14 vols, large 12mo, and 12
vols, of a small size. The Abbe de la Porte collected into 1 vol.
iSmo. the most striking and sublime ideas in Massillon's works.
'J'his collection appeared at Paris in 1748, 12mo, intituled, Penst%s
sur di^tTerens sujets de morale, de piae, tirtes, &c. A Selection
and Translation of Massillon's Sermons, in 3 vols. Svo. by Mr.
William Dickson of Edinburgh, was published at Perth, in

MASSIVE, among builders, is applied to whatever is too
heavy

; thus a massive column is one too short and thick for the
order whose capital it bears ; and a massive wall is one whose open-
ings or lights are too small in proporlion.
MASSIUS, or MASIUS, Andrrw, a learned lexicographer,

born at Linnich, near Brussels, in lilt). He became counsellor
to the Duke of C'leves. He published, 1. A Syriac Lexicon and
Grammar. 2. A Commentary on Joshua ; and other works. He
ilied in 1573, aged 57.

MASSONIA, a genus of the class and order hexandria mono-
gynia, natural order, Coronariae. Corolla inferior, border six-
parted ; (ilaments on the neck of the tube ; capsule three-winged,
three-celled, many-seeded. There arc four species, natives of the
Cape.
MASSOOLAH BOAT, a boat used at Madras, for conveying

strangers ashore, from on board a ship. It is of curious construc-
tion, and well calculated to elude the violent sliocks of the surf,
that breaks there with great violence. It is formed without a
keel, flat-bottomed, with the sides raised high, sewrcd together

7

with the fibres of the cocoa-nut-tree, and caulked with the sam«
material.

MASSUAH, orMASUAH, a small island in the «ed Sea,
near the coast of Abyssinia, about three quarters of a mile long,
and half as broad.

MAST, in naval architecture, a large timber in a ship, for sus-
taining the yards, sails, &c. The mast, which is placed at the
middle of the ship's length, is called the main-mast ; that which is

placed in the fore-part, the fore-mast ; and that which is toward!
the stern, the mizen, Mizen is applied to this mast by all the na-
tions of Europe, except the P'rencli, who alone call the fore-mast
misaine. See Ship-Bcilding.
MASTER, \_magistcr, Lat.] in general, is a title of authority.

The Komans had a great many ofhcei-s thus denominated ; as the
master of the people ; magbter populi, who was the dictator.

Master of the cavalry, magister equitum, who held the second post
in an army after the tlictator. Under the later emperors there
were also masters of the infantry, magislri peditum. A master of

tlie census, magister census, who had nothing of the charge of a

censor, or subcensor, as the name seems to incimate ; but was the

same with the piwpositus fruimntariorum.
Master at Arms, an othcer appointed to teach the officers and

crew of a ship of war the exercise of small arms ; to contine and
plant centinels over the prisoners, and superintend whatever relates

to them during their confinement. He is also to observe that the
lire and lights are extinguished as soon as thecvening-gun is fired,

except those which are permitted by proper authority, or under
the iraspection ofcentinels. It is likewise his duty to attend the

gangway when any boats arrive aboard, and .search them carelully,

together with their rowers, that no spirituous liquors may be con-

veyed into the ship unless by permission of the commanding of-

ficer. In these several duties he is assisted by proper attendants,

called his corporals, who also relieve the ceiitinels and one ano-

ther at certain periods.

MASTF.R-ATTiiXDANT is an officer in the royal dock-yards,

appointed to hasten and assist at the fitting out or dismantling, re-

moving or securing, vessels of war, &c. at the port where be re-

sides. He is particularly to observe, that his majesty's ships ai^^

securely moored, and for this pur|)Ose he is expected frequently

to review the moorings which are sunk in the harbour, and observe
that they are kept in proper repair. It is also his duty to visit all .

the ships hi ordinary, and see th;rt they are frequently cleaned

and kept in order; and to attend at the general musters in

the dock-yards, taking care that all the officers, artificers, and
labourers, registered at the navy-books, are present at their

duty.

Mastrr, Grand, a title given to the chiefs of the orders of

knighthood, &c. such as, the grand master of Malta; of St. La-
zarus ; of the Golden Fleece ; of the Free Masons, &c.
Master of Arms, [^luigister artnurum, Lat.] was an officer

or comptroller in the lower empire under the master of the mi-

litia.

Master of Arts, the first degree taken up in foreign univer-

sities, as well as in those of Scotland ; but the second in those of

Cambridge and Oxford; candidates not being admitted to it till

they have studied in the university seven years.

IvIaster of a Ship, an officer to whom is committed the di-

rection of a merchant-vessel, who commands it in chief, and is

charged with the merchandises aboard. In the Mediterranean the

master is frequently called patron, and in long voyages captain.

The proprietor of the vessel appoints the master; and the master

provides the equipage, hires the pilots, sailors, &c. The master is

obliged to keep a register of the seaqien and officers, the terms of

their contract, the receipts and payments, and, in general, of every

thing i-elating to his commission.

Master of a Ship of War, is an officer appointed by the

commissioners of the navy, to take charge of navigating a ship

from port to port under the direction ot the captain. I he ni.i-

nagement and disposition of the sails, the working of a ship into

her station in tiie order of battle, and the direction of her move-
ments in the time of action, and in otIuT circnniftances of danger,

are also more particularly under his inspection. It is likewist;

liis duly to examine the provisions, and accordingly to admit none

into the ship but such as are sound, .sweet, and wholesome. He
is moreover charged with the stcwage ; and for the performance

j

of
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of tliese services lie is allowed several assistants who are properly

termed mates and (HUirtiM-nuisters.

Mastek of thk C'lREMON'if.s is an ofTicer instituted by-King
James I. lor tlie nioie soleinii and honourable n.'ceptioa of ani-

bassadoi-s, and strangers of qiialilVj, whom he introduces into the

presence. The badge of tliis othce is a gold-chain and medal,

having on one side an emblem of peace, with King James's motto;

and on the reverse the emblem of war, with Dieu & mon tlroit.

He is always supposed to be a pei-son of good address, and a mas-

ter of languages, and has an appointment of 300/. a year ; he is

constantly attending at court, and hath iinder him an assistant-

master, or deputy at 6.!. Sii. a day, who holds his place during

the king's pleasure. There is also a third oliicer, called niarshal

of the ceremonies, with 100/. a year, whose business is to receive

and distribute the master's orders, or the deputy's, for the service ;

but without their order he can do nothing. This is the king's

gift.

Master OF THE Faculties, an oflicer under tlie archbishop

of Canterbury, who grants licences and dispensations ; he is nien-

iioned in stat! 22 and 23 Car. 11.

MAsrFR OF rut Horse is the third great oflicer of the court,

and the oflice ii of great honour and antiquity, and always (v\dien

not put in cnnimissio])) tilled by noblemen of the highest rank
and abilities. He has the nianagemenl and disposal of all the king's

stables and bred horses, lie has authority over the equerries and
pages, coaolimen, footmen, grooms, riders of the great horse, far-

riers, and smiths. He ap|)oijits all the other tradesmen who work
for the king's stables; and by his warrant to the avenor, makes
them give an oath to be true and I'uilhl'ul. In short, he is entrust-

ed with all the lands and revenues appropriated lor the king's

breed of horses, the ex[)cnces of the stable, and of the coaches,

littei"s, &c. He alone has the privilege of making use of any of

the king's horses, pages, footmen, &c. ; and at any solemn caval-

cade he rides next the king, and leads a horse of slate. His salary

is l'J7')/. Hs. id. per annum. ~ There is also a master of the horse

in the establishment of her majesty's household, with a salary of

400/. a-year.

Master of -ihf. IIouseiioi.d is an officer under the trea-

surer of the household, in the king's gift: his business is to survey
the accovintsof the household.

Mastek of the Militia, [^magistcr militia:, Lat.] was an of-

^cer in the lower empire, created, as it issaid, by Dioclesian, who
had tlie inspection and government of all the forces, with power to

punish, &c. somewhat like a constable of France.

Master OF the Mint, was anciently the title of him who is

now called Warden of the Mint ; wdiose oflice is take care of the
silver and bullion which conies to the mint to be coined.

• Master OP the i)vvict.K>, [^uagislcr qfticiorum, Lat.] had
the superiiiteiulance of all the officers of the court : he was also

.called niagister officii palatini; simply magister; and liis post iiia-

gisteria.

Master of the Revels, an oflicer with an appointment of
100/. a-year, whose business is to order all things i-elating to the

performance of plays, masques, balls, &c. ;it court.

Master OF THE WoLLs, a patent oflicer foi life; who lias the
custody of the rolls and patents which pass the great seal, and of

the records of the chancery. In the absence of the lord chancel-
lor or keeper, he also sits as judge in the court of chancery ; and
is by Sir Edward Coke calleil his assistant. He hears causes in

the rolls chapel, and makes orders and decrees. He is also the
first of the masters of chancery, and has their assistance at the rolls :

but all hearings before liini are appcal.ible to the lord chancellor.

He has also his writ of summons to parliament, and sits next to the
lord chief justice of Fngland on the second woolsack. He has

the keeping of the parliament-rolls, and has the rolls-house for his

habitation ; as also the custody of *U charttrs, patents, commis-
sions, deeds, and recognizances, which being made of rolls of
parchment gave rise to the name. Anciently he was called clerk

•of the rolls.

Master of the Temple. The founder of the order of the
templars, and all his successors were called magni templi ma-
gistri ; and ever since the dissolution of the order, the spiritual

guide and director of the house is called liy that name.
Masters of Chancery are usually chosen out of the bar-

risters of the common law ; and sit in chancery, or at the rolls, as

assistants to the lord chancellor and master of the rolls. All these,
so late as the reign of (^ueen Flizabetli, were commonly doctors
of tliecivillaw. To them are also committed interlocutory re-

xnig

creucosts, &c. and sometimes by way of reference, they are mipower
to make a linal deterniinati ii of causes, 'lliey have time out of
•iiind had the honour to sit in the house of lords", though tliey have
neither writs nor patent to empower them ; but they are received
as assistants to the loril-cha[icellor and the master of the rolls.

They had anciently the care of inspecting all writs of summons,
which is now perlornied by the clerk of "the petty bag. When
any message is sent from the lords to the commons, it is carried
by the clerk of the iielij ba". When any message is sent from
tlie lords to the commons, it is carried by the masters of chancery.
Before them also aflidavits arc made, anddeedsMnd recognizances
acknowledged.
Masters and Servants, in English law, aiid domestic oeco-

nomy. The relation of Master and Servant is founded in con-
venience, whereby a man is directed to call in the assistance of
others, where his own skill and labour w ill not be suflicient to an-
swer the cares incumbent upon him. In this article we shall con-
sider, fust, the ertect of this relation willi regard to the parties

themselves; and secondly, its effects with regard to others.

Blackstone observes, I. On the manner in which this relation
affects either the master or servant. That, 1st, by hiring and ser-

vice for a year, or apprenticeship under indentures, a pcr.son gains

a setthiiient in that parish wherein he last served 40 days, iidly.

Persons serving seven years as apprentices to any liade have an ex-
clusive right to exercise that trade in any part of England. This
law, wih regard to the exclusive part ot il, has by turns been
looked upon as a hard law, or as a beneficial one, according to

the prevailing humour of the times; which has occasioned a great
variety of resolutions in the courts of law concernii.g it ; and at-

tempts lla^c been frequently made for its repeal, though hitherto

without success. At common law every man might use what
trade he plea-cd ; but this statute restrains that liberty to such as

have served as ajiprentices: the adversaries to which p';ovisionsay,

that all restrictions (which tend to introduce monopolies) are per-

nicious to trade; the advocates for it allege, that uuskilfulness in

trades is equally detrimental to the public as monopolies. This
reason indeed only extends to such trades, in the exercise whereof
skill is reipiired : but another of their arguments goes much far-

ther ; viz. that apprenticeships are useful to the commonwealth,
by employing youth, and learning them to be early indu-ilrious

;

but that no one would be induced lo undergo a seven years servi-

tude, if others, though equally skilful, were allowed the same ad-
vantages without having undergone the same discipline ; and in

this there seems to be much reason. Hoviever, the resolutions of
the courts have in general rather confined than extended the re-

striction. No trades are held to be within the statute, but such as

were in beingat the makingof it: for trading in a country-village,

apprenticeships are not requisite, and following the trade seven
years is suflicient without any binding; for the statute only says,

the ])erson must serve as an apprentice, and does not reipiire an
actual apprenticeship to have existed. A master may by law cor-

rect his apprentice for negligence, or other misbehaviour, so il be
done with moderation: though, if the master or master's wife beat*

any other servant of full age, it is good cause of departure. But
if any servant, workman, or labourer, assaults his master or dame,
he shall sutler one year's ini|)iisonment, and other open corporal

punishment, not extending to life or limb. Ry service all servants

and labourers except apprentices, become entitled to their wages:

according to agreement, if menial servants; or according to the

appointment of the sheriff or sessions, if labourers or servants in

husbandry: for the statutes for regulation of wages extend to such

servants only ; it being impossible for any magistrate to be a judge
of the emplovment of menial servants, or of course to assess their

wages. 11. "Let us now see how strangers may be affected by this

relation of master and servant ; or how a master may behave to-

wards others on behalf of his servant, and what a servant may do
on behalf of his master. And first, the master may mainlain,"th£t

is, abet and assist, his servant in any action at law against a stranger

:

whereas, in general, it is an offence against public justice to en-

courage suits and animosities, by helping to bear the expcnce of

them, and is calle<l in law Maintenance. A master also may bring

a^
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sii action against any man for beating or maiming his servant : but

in sncli case he must assign, as a special reason for so donig, his

own damage by the loss of his servtte ; and this loss must be prov-

ed upon the trial. A master likewise may justify an assault in de-

fence of his servant, and a servant in defence of his master; the

master because he has an interest in his servant, not to be

deprived of his service; the servant, because it is part of his

duty, for which he receives his wages, to stand by and de-

Jenci his master. Also, if any |)erson do hire and retain my ser-

vant, being in my service, for w Inch the servant departeth from me,

and gocth to serve tlie other, 1 may have an action for damages

against both the new master and the servant, or either of them :

but if the new master did not know that he is my servant, no action

lies; unless he afterwards refuse to restore him upon information"

and demand. The reason and foundation upon whicii all this doc-

trine is built, seem to be the property that every man has in the

service of his domestics; acquired by the contract of liiring, and
purchased by giving lliem wages. As for those thnigs whicli a

servant may do on behalf of his master, they seem all to proceed

upon this principle, tliat the master is answerable for the act of

his servant, if done by his commaml, either expressly given or

implied: nam (pii facit "per ahum, facit per se. llierefore, if the

servant commit a tresspass by tlie conunand or encouragement of

]iisma-ter, the master shall be guilty of it : not tliat the servant is

excused, for he is only to obey his master in matters lliat are honest

and lawful. If an innkeeper's servant rolis his guests, the master

is b'.nnd to restitutio]) ; for as there is a conlidence reposed in liim,

that lie will take care lo provide honest servants, his negligence is

a kind of implied coiisent to the robbery ; nam, qui non prohibet,

cum prohibere possit, juhet. So likewise if the drawer at a tavern

sells a man bad wine, whereby his health is injured, he may bring

an action against the master; for although the master did not ex-

pressly order I he servant to sell it to that person in particular, yet

his penniltiiig him to draw and sell it at all is impliedly a general

command, (n the same manner, whatever ascrvant is permittetl to

do in the usual course of his business, is equivalent to a general

conunand. If I pay money to a banker's servant, the banker is

answerable for it : if I pay it to a clergyman's or a physician's ser-

vant, whose usual business it is not to receive money for his mas-

ter, and he inibezzlcs it I must pay it over again. If a steward

lets a lease of a farm, without the owner's knowledge, tlie owner
must stand to the bargain : for this is the steward's business. A
wife, a friend, a relation, tiiat use to transact business for a man,
are quoad hoc his servants; and tiie principal must answer for

their conduct; for the law implies, that tliey act under a general

command ; and without such a doctrine as tliis no mutual in-

tercourse between man and man could subsist with any toler-

able convenience. If I usually deal with a tradesman by my-
self, or constantly pay him ready money, I am not answer-

able for what my servant takes up upon trust; for here is no
implied oiiler to the tradesman to trust my servant : but if I

usually send him upon trust, or sometimes on trust and sometimes
with ready money, lam answerable for all he takes up ; for the

tradesman cannot possibly distinguish wlien he comes by my order
iind wlien upon his own authority. If a servant, lastly, by his

negligence does any damage to a stranger, the master shall answer
for his neglect: if a sniitli's servant lames a horse while he is shoe-

ing him, an action lies against the master, and not against the ser-

vant. But in these cases the damage must be doiTe while he is

actually employed in the master's service; otherwise the servant

shall answer for his own misbehaviour. Upon this principle, by the

common law, if a servant kept his master's tire negligently, so (hat

his neiglibour's house was biu'ned doun thereby, aft action lay

against the master; because this negligence Jiappened in his ser-

vice: otherwii<>, iftlie servant, going along tlie street with a torch,

by negligence sets fire to a house; he is not in his master's im-

mediate servic<', and must himself answer the damage personally.

But now the common law is in tlie former ease, altered by stat. 6
Ann. c. 3, which- ordains, that no action sh.ill be maintained

against any in whose house or chami)er any (ire shall accidentally

begin: for their own loss is sufficient punishment for their own
cr their servant's carelessness, Cut if such fire happens through
flegligence of any servant (whose loss is commonly very little),

«ich servant shall forfeit 100/. to be distributed among the sufferers;

and, ii) default of payment, shall be committed to some workhouse,
ait'i Uiere k'';.i lo hard labour fur )S n'.oiilhs. A master isj lastly.

chargeable if any of his family layeth or casteth any thing oui

his hou-e into the street or common highway, to the damage -

any individual, or the common nuisance ot his majesty's liege

peo]>le: for the master hath the superintendance of all his hone
hold. And this also agrtes with the civil law ; wdiich holds, tfa;

the pater familias, in this and similar' cases, ob alterius culpam
tenetur, sive servi, sive liberi. In all the cases here put, ilu^

master may be frequently a loser by the trust reposed in his ser-

vant, but never can be a gainer : he may frequently be answerable
for his servant's misbehaviour, but never can shelter himself from
punishment by laying the blame on his agent. The reason of this

is still uniform and the same ; that the wrong done by the servant

is looked upon in law as the wrong of the master himself; and it is

a standing maxim, that no man shall be allowed to make any ad-

vantage of his own wrong.
MASTER-LOAD, in mining, aterm usedto express the largci

vein of a metal, in places w here there are several veins in the sanis

hiil.

Master-wort. See Imper^toria. ..

MASTICATION, {jmasticafio, hal.'] the act of agitating th»
solid parts of our food between the teeth, by the motion ot the
jaws, the tongue, and the hps, whereby |t is broken into small
pieces, impregnated with saliva, and so lifted for deglutition and
a more easy digestion. See Anatomy.
MASTICH, a kind of resin exsuding from the lentiscus-tree;

and brought from Chio, in small yellowish transparent grains, of
an agreeable smell, especially when heated or set on fire. See
PisTACHiA. This resin is recommended in old roughs, dysen-
teries, luemoptoes, weakness of the stomach, and in general in all

debilities and laxity of the fibres. Geoftroy directs an aqueous de-

coction of it to be used for these purposes: but water extracts little

or nothing from this resin. Rectified spirit almost entirely dis-

solves it, and tlie solution is very warm and pungent. Maslich is

to be chosen in drops, clear, well-scented, and brittle.

Mastich is also a cement composed of the above gum, and
several other ingredients, and formed into cakes, for the use of

lapidaries, to fill up cracks in stores, &c. but on no account to

be used for any medicinal purposes.

MASTICOT, [mariim, Lat.] See Massicot.
MASTIFF, or BAND-DOG, Cams Villaticus, is said by

Manwood, to derive its name from mase thefese, because it

frightens away thieves by its tremendous voice. See C.-iNis.

MASTIGADOUR, or SLACBERING-BIT, in the manege,
a snaflle of iron, all smootli, and of a piece, guarded with paternos-

ters, and composed of three halt's of great rings, made into denii-

ovals, of unequal bigness ; the lesser being inclosed within the

greater, which ought to be about half a foot high.

MASUAII, or MATSUAII, the most eastern province of

Abyssinia. It is of considerable length, but no great breadth

;

running parallel to the Indian Ocean and Red Sea, in a zone of

about 40 miles broad, as far as the island Massuah.

MASULI PATx\M, a populous town of Asia, in the East Indies,

and on the coast of Coromandel, in the dominions of the Great
Mogul. It is seated on llie W . siilc of the Bav of Bengal, i'OO

miles N. of Fort St. George. Lon. 81. 25. W.'Lat. IG. .30. N.
MATAMAN, a desert country of Africa, bounded on the N.

by Benguela, E. by Monomotapa; S. by C'affraria, and W. by
the Atlantic Ocean. Lon. from 13^ to 18° E. Lat. fioni 1 ti'' to i?4°i/.

MATAN, or MACTAN, an island of Asia, iu the East Indian

sea, and one of the Philippines'.

MATARAM, a large town of Asia, iu the island of Java. Lon.
11 1. C5. E. Lat. 7. 5,5. S.

M.\ TARO, atown ofSpain, in Catalonia; seated on the coast

of the .Mediterranean, 15 miles N. E. of Barcelona.

MATCH, a kind of rope slightly twisted, and prepared to re-

tain fire for the uses of artillery, mines, fiie-works, &c. It is made
of hempen tow, spun on the wheel like cord, but very slack; and
is coiiqiosed of three twists, which are afterwards again covered
with tow, so that the twists do not appear ; lastly, it is boiled in

(he lees of old wines. This, wdien onee lighted at the end, burns
on gradually and regularly, without ever going out till the

whole be consumed : the hardest and driest match is generally the

best.

MATCHING, in the wine-trade, the art of preparing vessels to

pre.-ive wines and other liquors, without their growing sour or
vapid. The mcthoil is as follows: Melt brimstone in an iron-

ladle
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ladle, and wlien tliorouglily melted, dip into it slip-; of'coarse linen-

clotli ; lake tlii?se out and let them cool : tliis the w iiie-coopeis call

aiiialch. 'lake oneof the malche-i, set one i;iid of it on lire, and
put it into the bnna;-hole of a cask; stop it loosely, and thus suf-

J'er the match to burn nearly out : then drive in the bung tight,

Biid set the ca>k aside for an hour or two. At the end of this time

examine the cask, and you will rind that the sulphur has communi-
cated a violent pungent and sutlocating scent to the cask, with a

considerable degree of acidity. The cask may after this be filled

with a small wine which his scarce done its fermentation; and
bunging it down tight, it will be kept good, and will soon clarify ;

this is a common and very usiful method ; tor many poor wines

could scare e be kept potable even a few months witliout it.

MA'l E OP A Merch.\st-Ship, the ofiicer who commands in

the absence of the master thereof, and shares the duty witli hiui

at sea; being; charged with every tiling that regards tiie intenud

management of the ship, the directing of her course, and the

governmeut of her crew.

Matk Of; A Ship of War, an officer under the direction of the

master, by whose choice he is generally ajipointed, to assist him in

the several branches of his duty. Accordingly he must be par-

ticularly attentive to the navigation in his watch, &c. to keep the

log regularly, and examine the line and glasses by which the ship's

course is measured, and to adjust the sails to the w ind in the fore-

part of the ship, lie must pay a diligent attention to the cables,

and see that they are well coiled and kept clean w hen laid in the

tier, and sulViciently served w hen employed to ride the ship. He
must also superintend anil .is>ist the stowage of the hold, taking;

special care that all the ballast and provisions are properly slow ed

therein. The numbor of mates allowed lo ships of war and nior-.-

chantmen is always in proportion to the size of the vessel, 'i bus
a tirst-rate man of war, and an East Indiaman hsve six mates eacli,

a frigate often guns, and a small merchanl-ship only one each ; and
the intermediate ships have a greater or smaller number, accord-
ing to their sizes, or to the services on which tlu-y are em-
ployed.

MATER DURA, or ^f.VTER PIA, two membranes sur-

rounding the brain. See Anatomy.
MATERA, a considerable town of Naples, in Otranlo, witv. a

bishop's see, sealed on Canapro. Lon. 16. 43. E. Lat. 40.

51. >f.

MATERIAL. See Matter, and Metaphysics.
MATERIALISTS, a sect in the anciii.t cinirch, composed of

persons, who being prepossessed wilii that maxim in tl.e ancient

philosophy, Ex nilulo nihil sit, "Out of nothing nothing ca.\

ariSi?," had recourse to an eternal matter, on wl/ich they supposed
God wrought in the creation ; instead of admitting (jo.l aioni; as

the sole cau»e of Ihe existence of all things. Tertullian vigorous!/

opposes the doctrine of the maleriaiists in his treatise against Hci"-

niogeucs, who was one of their number.
Mathit^iists is also a name given to tliose who maintain that

the so;d of man is material ; or that l!ie principle of perception and
thought is not a substance distinct from the body, but the result of
corporeal organizaliun. See Metaphysics. There are others,

called by this name, w ho have maintained that there is nothinij

but matter in the universe ; and that the Deity himstif immaterial.

See SpiNOiA.

MATERIA MEDICA.

MATERIA MEDICA, [Lat.] a general name for all the sub-

stances used in medicine, in their simple states. The consideration

of these are compounded, and the compounding of them belongs
to the subject of pharmacy. 1 he ditiferent substances used in

medicine have been variou-ly arranged bv the writi-rs on this sub-

ject. Some have placed them in an alphabetical order ; others
have classed them according to the respective kingdom to w hich

they belong, as animal, vegetable, and mineral ; others according
to their more obvio'.is f|Ualities, .is beingacid, unctuous, absoibent,

&c. ; and others according to their effects on the human bodv.
Tlie first of the-e is the most simple, the last the must scientific. Con-
cerning the manner in which medicine acts, ph\sicians have greatlv
diflered, and ea<-.h has followed his own particular theory. The
followers of Uoerhaave suppose they act directly upon the solids

and fluids; while those who adopt the hypothesis of Hoffman as-

sert, that they act immediately upon the nervous system, and
thence only in a secondary manner on the solids luid fluids. The
decision of this question is not a matter of great consequence, seeing
all parties own, that certain etlects follow the use of certain sub-
stances, w hetlier these substances act first upon the nervous system,
or upon the solids and fluids. From their operations on the human
body, medicines are most usually divided into classes. Some
render the solid parts of the body more lax than before, and are
therefore called relaxins medicines; others have an effect directly
contrary, and are therefore called indurating medicines; a third
kind excite inflammation in the part to which they are applied,
and are therefore called inflammalorv medicines:' and lastly, a
fourth kind either increase or diminish the vigour of Ihe body,' or
what is Called the tone of the solids; and have therefore got the
name of tonics if the^ increase, and sedatives if they diminish, this

tone. Some medicines are supposed neither remarkable to increase
nor diminish the tone of the sofids ; but to perform their office
either by correcting some morbid matter in the body, or by eva-
cuating it : in the former case they are called alteraiils, in the lat-

ter evacuants. These are the general classes into «hicli medicines
are commonly divided, but when we consider their virtues more
particularly, a great nvmber of inferior divisions arise. Of the
relaxing medicines, some, when e.xternallv applied, are supposed

vol. III.— NO. 134.

only to soften the part ; and in that case are called emollients!

while others, which have a ])Owe.- of con\erting the hum'aurs stag-

nating in any inflamed part into pus, are called maturants, or sup-
puiatives. Sedative medicines externally applied, are sometimes
called paregorics: when taken internally, if tlK'y take ofl' a spasm
then existing in the body, they are called antispasmodics ; 11 they
mitigate pain, anodynes; if they produce a quiet sleep, hypnotics;

or if they produce a very deep and unnatural sleep, togeth'T with

a remarkable stupefaction of the senses, they are then called

narcotics. Tonic medicines are called corroboratives, analeptics,

or nervine medicines, when they slightly increase the contractile

power of the solids; but astringents, il they do this in a great de-
gree, especially if at the same time that they indurate tlie solids

they also coagulate the fluids. Some of these medicines received

their names from their su|)|)osed virtue of promoting tlie^rowlh of

the flesh, consolidating wounds, and stopping lluxes of blood : but
it is now discovered that no medicines w hatever are endow ed w itli

any such powers ; and therefore the divisions into sarcotits, trau^

matics, or vulncraries, &c. are seldom used. If astringent medi-
cines are used with an intention to drive, by constriction, any mat-
ter from the surface towards the internal parts of the body, they are

called repellents; but if they insensibly expel any stagnating mnt-

ter from the parts where il is contained, they are then called dis-

cutients; and lazily, stimulants, or attractives, if they bring a greater

flux of humours to the part to which tluy are applied. As to in-

flammatory medicines, lliey are divided into vesicatories, or

blisters, whic h bv their application raise watery bladders on the

skin; and catheratics, escharotics, or corrosives, if they eat into

and destroy the substance of the solid parts themselves. .\n<'l4iec

subdivi>ioi'i is that of rubefactive medicines, or such as only inducf
a redness on the part to which they are applied ; but these belong
to the vesicntories, and what proves only rubefactive to or.e will

freiiuentlv blister another. The alterants are divided into absor-

bents, such as by their alkaline quality neutralise and destroy any

I

acid matter which maybe in the stomacli ; and antisi'pticsor thosj;

;
w'hich correct any putrid matter in it; coagulants wheu they

' thicken the humours, and resolvents if they thin them ; lieating

,,
medicines when they increase the velocity of the blooiJ, and r«-

5 M frige.-aliu*
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frigorating if they diminish it. The evacuyliiiq iiK-diciiics are di- I

Tided according to the nature of the humour lliey evacuate. Tluis,
|

if they evacuate the contents of the stomach by vomiting, they are

called emetics ; if tliey induce purging, tiiey are called cathartics ;

if they only evacuate the immediate contents of the intestines,

tliey are named eccoprotics : or if a moderate evacuatimi is pro-

duced, without sickness or pain, they are called laxatives. "I'lie

iiic-.licines which gently promote the expulsion of humours throng!;

tlie pores of the skin, are called diaphoretic>. If they do this in

great (piaiitity and with violciice, they are called sudorilics. Such
as e.Ncitp urine, are called diuretics. Such as produce their evacu-

ation by the glands of tiie palate, mouth, and salival ducts, are

called salivating medicines ; those which promote the evacuation

of mucus from the throat are called apophlegmatics ; while those

fthich evacuate by the nose, are called ptarniics, errhines, or ster-

nutatories: and those which promote the menstrual fin.v, enime-
liagogues. To the order of evacuants also some reduce those medi-
cines which expel any unnatural bodies, as worms, stones, and
flatus. Those which destroy worms are called anthelmintics , those

which dissolve the stone in tlie bladder, lithontripticj ; and jurli as

expel flatus, carminatives. This general outline of arrangement
according to tlie elCects of the substances on the human frame it is

Obvious will admit of several modiliuations ; es|)ecially as these ef-

fects will be various, on account of the dillerent doses, different

state of the body, and other circumstances. Hence authors have
Varied greatly in the number of their classes, as it suited their fancy

or opinion of superior utility or convenience. 'I'hus the classes of

Cullen amount to twenty-three ; those of Darwin to no! more than

seven, while others have given us twelve, fourteen, or lifteen. as

seemed to them most suitable. The twenty-three classes of Dr.
Gulleu are as follow :

Astringents Antacids
Tonics Antalkalines

Emollients Antiseptics

Corrosives Errhines

Stimulants Sialagogues

Narcotics Expectorants

Refrigerants Emetics
Antispasmodics Cathartics

Diluents Diuretics

Attenuants Diaphoretics

Inspissants Menagogues
Demulcents

The seven classes of Dr. Darwin are the ensuing:

Nutrients Invertents

Incitants Revertents
Secerneiits Torpents
Absorbents

From a little consideration it will be evident that the former of

these divisions is too diffuse, and tlie latter by far too contracted.

The classification which appears in the New British Encyclopedia
appears to be less exceptionable, it is as follows, viz.

Class 1. Emetics
2. Expectorants
3. Diaphoretics
4. Diuretics

5. Cathartics

6. Emmcnagogues
7. Errhines

8. S:alagogues

9. Emollients.

Of the nature of each of these classes we shall give some ac-

count, and for the cases in which they should be applied with their

-particular effects, we refer to the article Medicine.

1. Of Emetics.

Emetics are irritative or evac.iant, or both. Of tlie first kind

aresulphurct of antimony, the tartar emetic of popular language,

sulphate of zinc, or white vitriol, and the sulphate of copper, or

blue vitriol, &c Of the second we have instances in ipecacuanha

and siphlls ; of the third, in tobacco and foxglove. Emetic inedi-

tiines cixcitc sickness, nausea, and tlieir common attendants. They

10. Refrigerants

11. Astringents

12. Tonics
13. Stimulants

14. Antispasmodics
Ij. Narcotics
16. Anthelmintics
17. Absorbents.

produce the actioji of vomiting itself They occasion stidden and
opposite changes in the circulation. They increase the secretion
or the discharge of secreted matter from the various glands which
prepare fluids to be deposited in the alimentary canal. In the use
of emetics we ought to pay attention to the circumstances of in-

fancy, old age, pregnancy, delicacy of habit, and plethora. The
circumstances chielly to be regarded with respect to the regimen
necessary for this class, are, the state of the stomach when thB
emetic is exhibited; the means of facilitating the operation ; the

time of exhibiting the medicine; the temperature in which tilt

patient is kept, after its operation is finished.

2. Of Expectorants.

These medicines stimulate the lungs ; they augment the secretion

taking place by the mucous glands of the lungs ; they increase tht
excretion of mucus from the lungs. The change induced in the

system, from the primary effects of expectorants, are ; an alteralio*

in the state ol the mucus e.xcreted to a more thin and liuid com
sistence; an increase of the sensibility of the lungs; free circulation

through the blood-vessels of the secreting glands; and the evacu'
at ion of those cavities in the lungs in vs'hich mucus is deposited.

Expectorants may be divided into the nauseating, as squills, gum-
anmioniac, and garlic; the antispasmodic, as blisters, feet, and
vapour-baths; and irritative, as acid vapours, and the common
smoking of tobacco.

3. Of Diaphoretics.

These are medicines, which, taken internally, increase the dis«

charge by the skin without exciting this eftect in consequence of

violent agitation or acute pain. The following are their direct re-

sults: they accelerate the motion of the blood ; produce free cir-

culation through the vessels on the surface ; and excite a discharge

of sweat. The changes induced in the system, from the more im-

mediate effects of diaphoretics, are, a change in the balance of the

circulation; a diminution of <he quantity of circulating fluids;

and a diminution more particularly of the serosity. Diaphoretics
may be regarded as pungent, of which we have instances in spirit

of hartshorn, oil of lavender, or amber; stimulant, as various pre*

parations of antimony and quicksilver, guiacum, contrayerva, and
snake-root ; antispasmodic, as musk, opium, and camphor ; and
diluent, as water and whey.

4. Of Diuretics.

These medicines augment the flow of urine from the kidnies, by
stimulating its secretion from the mass of circulating fluids. The
changes induced in the system from these direct effects, are, a
change in the balance of circclction ; a diminution of the quantity

of circulating fluids ; but more especially of the serosily and of

the saline parts of the blood; an increase of absorption by the
lymphatic vessels; a diminution of the quantity of matter dis-

charged by perspiration ; and an uncommon flow of fluid through

the urinary passages. Diuretics may be divided into such as "are

stimulant, of which we have instances in squills, broom, cochicuhJ,

cantharides; relrigerant, a-s sorrel, berberry, vinegar, cream of

tartar; and diluent, as water, whey, and acidulated waters.

5. Of Cathartics.

Cathartics increase the number of stools by stimulating the sHU

mentary canal, increasing the peristaltic motion of the intestines,

and promoting the secretion of the fluids which constitute alvine

evacuations. They may be subdivided into the following tribes:

stimulant, as jalap, aloes, bitter-apple; relrigerant, as Glauber's
salts, sal polychrest, ci-eam of tartar; astringent, as rhubarb, rose-

leaves ; and emollient, as manna, mallows, castor-oil.

6. Of Emmenagocue*.

This term denotes medicinf s which possess a power of promof-
ing that periodical secretion from the uterus which should take

place in certain conditions of the female frame. They stimulate

the whole circulating system. They slimulr.te, in a particular

manner, the vessels iri the neighbourhood of the uterus; and this

effect seems, in some degree, to be conuiiunicated to the vessels

of the uterus themselves. They occasion a particular affection of

the whole nervous system. Ennnenagogues maybe divided into

the following tribes: slimulaat, as various forms of quicksilver

and
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311(1 aniiiuoiiv; iniUiiii, as al.jcs, savin, raiithar'ules; tonic, as iron,

col(l-l)alli, corpoii-al exercise ; and antispasmodic, as assafcetnia,

castor, warm loot batli.

7. Of Errhinls.

Errlv.iifS are medicines which, «hen topically applied to the in-

ternal membrane of the nose, excite sneezing, and mcrease llie se-

cretion without any mechanical irritation. Tljcy njay be regard-

ed as of two kinds, sternutatory, or those used tor the purpose of

general agitation, chieHv, as tobacco, snurt", hellebore, euphor-

biuni ; and evacuant, or those dcsis^iicd to produce determination

of the fluids to the nostrils, as asaruni, beta, betoiuca.

8. Op Sialagocues.

Under this class are ranked those mei'.icines which excite an un-

common flow of saliva. 'J'hey stimulate the salivary glands, or

their excretories. Tliey increase the action of the vessels secret-

ing saliva. Thev accelerate the ciiculation through the salivary

glands, and throusli the blood-vessels in the neighbourhood of

these. They produce a prcl'eruatural discharge of saliva, both in

point of (piantitv and consistence. I'hey may be distributed inlo

topical, as squill's, tobacco, peppers, and'other aromalics; and ge-

neral, as mercurial preparations.

9 Ok Emolliekts.

Emollients are such medicines as have a power of relaxing the

living animal fibre, independently of mechanical action; they ren-

der the part to which they arc iiiimediately applied more soft and

f exiblv than it was before. They excite a peculiar sensation in-

dibtintlly referred to the part to which they are applied; they

produce through the rest of the system an effect in some degree

analogous to that taking place in the part on wliich they more im-

mediately act. The changes induced in the system from the pri-

marv etl'ects of emollients are, a diminution of the power of cohe-

sion'in various" parts of the animal body; a diminution of the tonic

power in the system; an increase of the capacity of containing

vessels in the part on which they more particularly act, and in

some degree in the system in general; and an increase of irritabi-

litv and sensibilitv through the entire frame. They may be re-

garded as humectant, of which we have examples in warm water,

warm vapour, and warm baths; laxative as niarsh-mallows, mal-

lows, white lily root ; liibricative, as bland-oils, suet, hog's-lard

;

atonic, as opium, foot-bath.

10. Of Refrioepants.

These medicines diminish the heat of the living body, not by
the application of an actual cold, but by a power peculiar to

themselves. They may be considered under tlie two divisions of

acids or acetous fruits, as tamarinds, berberries, lemons, v.ood-

sorrel ; and neutral salts, as nitre, Glauber's salt, sal polychrest.

They may hence be usefully employed; 1. In cases of febrile

heal, or of general plethora, and an useful auxiliary to the tribe of

refrigerant cathartics. 2. As sed.itives to diminish undue irritabi-

lity and action of any of the vascular systems, and are hence use-

fully conjoined with the sedatives.

1 1. Of Astringents,

• These are medicines which possess a power of condensing the

•nimal hbre without the aid of mechanical action. In general

they are found to excite a peculiar sensation referred to the part

to which they are applied ; if to the organs of taste, a sense of

dryness. They produce a remarkable corrugation in the parts on
which they more immediately act. They occasion, in some de-

J;ree, a similar affection through the rest of the system. Some in-

ividuals belonging to this class produce an evident condensation
in dead animal fibres. The changes induced in the system from
the primary effects of astringents, ere : an increase of the power of

cohesion in various parts of the animal body: an increase of what
may be termed the tonic power in the system : a diminution of

the capacity of containing vessels in the system: a diminution of

irritability, and perhaps, in some degree, of sensibility. Astrin-

^nls may be divided into styptic, of which we have examples in

lost metallic oxids, as well as in aluminous eartlis: corrugant. as

>»se-leaves, galls, oak-bark; iiidurant, as alcohol and acids ; and
tonic, as exercise, cold, and friction.

9

12. Of Tonics.

Tonics are those medicines which increase the tone of the imis-

cular fibre, are supposed to brace the system when constitutionally

relaxed, and give it vigourwheii debilitated by immediate disease
1 hey may be divided into s'imulants, as various preparations of
4ncrcury, iron, zinc, and other metals; and astringents, as chamo-
mile-liowers, myrrhs, Peruvian, and other barks, and gentian.

13. Of Stimulants.

These, like the last, are medicines which have a power of excit-

ing the animal energy ; but for the most part topically, rather than
generally, or for a shorter period of time. They occasion a parti-

cular sei.sation referred to the part more immediately acted upon

;

fretjueutly a sense of pain ; they increase the action of muscular
fibres in that part, jjarticularly in its vessels; they increase the
energy of the sensorium ; they increase the nervous energy in the
moving fibres through the system in general. Thev mav be di-

vided into the following lieads: topical, of which we have exam-
ples in mustard-seed, canthirides, mercurial preparations; difiusi-

ble, of which we have instances in volatile alkali, electricilv, heat;
cardiac, such as cinnamon, nutmegs, and other spice?, and wine.

14. Of Antispasmodics.

These are medicines used to allay inordinate motions in the
system, particularly those involuntary contractions which take
place in muscles naturally subject to the conmiand of the will ;

they counteract and remove various causes exciting contractions

:

they diminish the intluence of the nervous energy in the parts

spasmodically allectetl. They may be thus divided: stimulant,
as volatile alkali, essential oils, ether; sedative, as camphor, musk,
opium.

13. Of Narcotics.

These are medicines which have a power of diminishing the
animal energy, and hence inducing torpor and sleep, duringwhich
this energy is usually recruited and restored. They diminish the

sensibility of the part to which they are particularly applied.

They diminish the action and tonic power ot its muscular fibres.

They produce a peculiar sensation in the system in general.
They diminish the energy of the sensorium. Narcotics may be
divided into those which act directly, and those which act indi-

rectly. Of the former tribe are poppies, opium, hyoscyanius,
hops, and lettuce ; of the latter, neutral salts and acids.

16. Of Anthelmintics.

Anthelmintic medicines, without endangering the life of the pa-
tient, are effectual in procuring tlie removal of worms lodged iu

the human body. 1 he ilirect effects arising from this class of me-
dicines are intended to be exerted only on the worms themselves;
but there are at the same time few, if any, nu-dicines, w hich, when
employed with this intention, do not also jiroduce some ell'ect on
the animal body. Anthelmintics may he divided into poisonous,
as quicksilver, tin, sulphur; lubricant, as oil of olives, and oil of
linseed; tonic, as savin, tansy, santcnicum; catliartic, as scaiu-

mony, jalap, aloes, gamboge.

17. Absorbents.

By this term is generally understood such medicines as, possess-

ing no acrimony in themselves, possess, notwithstanding, a power
of destroying acidities in the stomach and bow (Is: at other times,
however, it is employed more largely to indicaie those substances,

as well, which increase the general action ot tiie absorbent system.
They may hence be divided into two kinds: the calcareous, as

burnt hartshorn, oyster-shells, and chalk ; and stimulative, as biirnt

sponge, salt of hartshorn, and alkalies.

Weshall here give a catalogue of the simples used in the materia
medica, in their alphabetical order, accodiugto their technical
names; after which is subjoined the Linna'an name of the plants,

and that employed in modern chemistry of the other substances;
after whicii is given the English name, the parts used in medi-
cine, the class to which they belong, and the preparations from
them. The Linnaan names are distinguished bv being printed
in Italics: the articles referred to in small capitals, are to be
found in this Catalogue, or in thc.r order in the Encvclopsdia.
1 hose distinguished by the letter L are to be found 'iii the latest

London Piiarniacopoeia.

Abies
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Abies ifiiiKi, L. Pinus iibics. '] he lir-tioe. Tlie wooil, tops,

and cones. Diuretic and diapliorctic. A decoction.

Abrotaiiuni mas. Artemisia abioldiuim. Soiitliennvood. The
.leaves. Stiiiiiilaiit, detergent, aperient, and sudor lie. De-
coction and tincture ; also lotion and ointment fur eruptions.

Absinthium maritimuni. Artemisia muntivia. bea-uormvvood.

Tlie tops. Stomachic. An oil, extract, conserve, ajid several

distilled tinctures. It also enters the common fomentation __and

green oil.

Absinthium, L. Artemisia ahsinthium. Common wormwood.
The leaves and (lowering tops. Stomachic. An oil, extract,

and se\eral distilled tinctures. It also enters the common fo-

mentation and green oil.

Acacia Germanica. Primus spinosti. The sloe. Inepissated

juice. Astringent.

Acacia; gunimi, L. Acacia vera. Acacia. Inspissated juice.

Astringent.

Acetosa". Rntncx acetosa. Sorrel. The leaves. Astringent and

antiscorbutic. An essential salt for taking spots out of clothes.

A decoction.

Acetosella. Oxatis acetosella. Wood-sorrel. The leaves.

Astringent and antiscorbutic. A conserve.

Acetum, L. Impure acetic acid. Vinegar. Cordial, refrigerant,

stidorilic, aiid anti»eplir. A distilled spirit.

Aeiilum sulphuricum, L. Sulphuric acid. Astringent. It is

given in tke form of dilute acid.

Aconiti folia, L. Aeonitum iiapclleis. Wolt's-bane. The herb and

leaves. JSarcotic. Tincture.

Acorus. See Calami.
Adeps, L. Siis scrojit. Ilog's-lard. Demulcent, eniolHent.

Employed in the composition of ointment-, SiC.

Adianthum veruni. Adiantliian capillas I'eiuris. Maidrn-hair.

The leaves. Attenuating and aperient. Decoction and syrup.

Infusion of the herb, sweetened witli sugar and liquorice; drank
as tea.

jlirugo, L. Siiliacetas cupriimpiira. Verdigris, or impure sub-

acetate of copper. Astringent. Used as a collyrium, from il;.

astringent styptic qualitj'.

Agaricus. Baiietus pimtaricis. Agaric. Cathartic. An aipie-

ous extract, much disused.

Agaricus chirnrgoruni. Boletus igiiariiis. Female agaric, agaric

ot the oak, or spunk.

Agnus castus. f'itcx agnu.f ccistus. The chaste tree. The seeds.

Antaplirodisiac.

Agrimonia. Agritnonia Eupatnr. Agrimony. The leaves. At-

tenuant and tonic. Digested in whey, a diet-drink used in

spring.

Albumen ovi. AVhite of an ecu. Discutient.

Alchemilla. Alelitmilla vuliriiris. Ladii iitle. The leaves.

Astringent.

Alkekengi. Physalis alkekengi. Winter-cherry. The fruit.

Aperient and diuretic. Dried and powilereil. In-pissated

>uice.

AUiaria. Eri/simum alliaria. Sauce-alone, or Jack-by-lhe-

hedge. The leaves. Sudorific and deobstruent.

AlTii radix, L. Allium salixuiit. Garlic. Roots. Stimidant,

attenuant, discutient, and diuretic. A syrup andoxyniel, oint-

ment and poultice.

Alnus. Betuln alnus. Alder. Leaves and bark. Astringent.

Decoction: the leaves chopt and heated disperse milk in the

breasts.

Aloes spicatw extractum, L. Aloe spieata. Aloes. Aloespirata, L.
Extr.ct, inspissated juice. Cathartic. Ingredient in sever.d tinc-

tures and pills.

Aloes vulgaris, L. Aloe vulgaris. Common aloe. Extract
Cathartic. Used in tinctures, &c.

Alsine. Alsine media. Chukweed. The leaves. Refrigerant.

Althaa, L. AHliira officinalis. Marsh-mallow. The leaf and
root. Emollient. A syrup and ointnK'nt.

Alunien, L. Supersulphas aluminis et pota.tsiT. Alum. Strongly
astringent. A styptic |)Owikr and water, whey, &c.

Anibragrlsea. Ambergrise. A high cordiid. A tincture or essence.

Amnii v\ilgaris. Bishop's-weed. The lea\es. Stimulant. An
ingredient in the theriaca.

Amonmm vulgare. .S/.Ton umounnn. Bastard stone-parsley. The
seeds. Carminative and diuretic.

AnimoniiE niurias, L. Muria.'i ammonia:. Muriate of ammonia.
Diuretic. Not much used.

Ammoniacum, L. See Gr'MMi.
Amygdal.c amar.T, L. Ami/gdahis communis. Sweet and bitter

almonds. The fruit. lU-laxijig. Expressed oil and emulsion.
Amyluui, T.. S'.arch. Astringent.

Anacardium. Anaeardium oceidentale. Cashew-tree. The nutsj

CorrosivL'. Oil outsl.ie; kernels used as almonds; the gum
instead of gum arable.

Anagallis. Anagatlis arvensis. Pimpernel. The leaves. Su-
dorific and nervine. ExiracI, or inspissated juice.

Ananas. Bronudia ananas. 1 he pine apple. Thefruit. Refrigerant.

Anchusa. Anchusa livctoria. Alkaiiet. The root. Only used

for its colour.

Anethi, L. Ancthum grcreolens. Dill. The seeds. Carmina-
tive. Distilled od, water, and spirituous extract.

Angelica. Angelica Archungelica, and sylvestris. Angelica^

Roots, stalks, leaves, and seeds. Aromatic. Several comjiouad
waters.

Angusturx cortex. Brucea antidysenterica. The angustura

bark. The bark. Corroborant.

-Anisi, L. Pimpinclla an;sum. Anise. The setds. Aromatic
and tonic. An essential oil, a spirituous compound water, .'^c.

Antheniidis, L. Anthewis nobilis. Conniion chamomile. Dia-

phoretic, cathartic. The single flowers.

Antinionii sulphurelum, L. Sulpliuretum antimonii. Sulphuret

(;f antimony. Diaphoretic, cathartic, emetic, or caustic. Se-

veral chemical i)ii paraticns.

Aparine. Calliiim aparine, Goosegrass, or clivers. The
leaves. Aperient.

Apium. Apium graxeoUns. Smallage. Roots, leaves, and
seeds. Carminalive. Diet-drinks.

Acpia-marina. Sea-water. Cathartic and alterative.

Arj;enliiia. Potcntiila argentiiia. .Silverweed. The leaves.

Corroborant.
Argentiiin, L. Argmium puiijiciitum. Pure silver.

Aristolochia. Arisldueliia clemaiitis. Birtlnvort. The roots.

Attenuating, stimulant, and <letergent.

Armeniaca. Primus Armettiaca. i'he plum-tree. The fruit re-

frigerant, and the gum demulcent.

Armoraci.% radix, L. Coclilearia armnracJiia. Horse-radish. The
root. Stimulant and attenuant. A compound water.

Arnica. ^Irnica montaiia. German leopard's-bane. The herb,

flowers, and roots. Antispasmodic, emetic, cathartic. A warm
infusion.

,-\rsenici oxydum, L. ^Oxydum arsenicinii. White oxide of ar-

senic. Corrosive.

Arum. Arum maculatum. AVake-robin, or cuckowpint. The
root. .Stimulant. A compound powder and conserve.

Asspfcelida. See Gvmmi.
Asari folia, I.. Asarum Eurnpiriim. Asarabacca. The leav(;S

and roots. Errhine, catharlic, and emetic. A compound powder.
Asparagus. Asparagus oj/ieiualis. Asparagus. The roots. Sup-

posed diuretic.

Asperula. Woodruff. The flowers. Attenuant and aperient.

Asphndelus. Asplii'delus Jislulosus. Asphodel, or king's-spear.

i lie roots. lanollieiit and suppurative.

Atriplex. Cluriopodium rulrar. Slinking orach. The leaves.

Antisi>asniodic. A spirituous tincture, decoction, or conserve,

.Vvena, L. Arena saliva. Oats. The grain. Emollient. De»
co: tion.

Aura cledrica. Electricity. A violent stimulant.

Aurantium, ]>. Citrus aurantium. The orange. The leaves,

huit, and flowers. Cordial, stomachic, and refrigerant. Au es-

seiitial O.I, a distilled water, and a conserve.

Aximgia poicina. See Adei'S.

lialausiia Puniea graw.ita. Double-iiowered pomegranate.
Astringent. Ingredient in a powder.

Balsaii\ila. Tatiaettutu balsamila. Co-tmarv, The leaves. Aro-

ij matic, aiitih_\steric. Di-tilled w;rter and spaituous tincture.

BaUamum Caiiaik-nse. Finus bulsaiueu. Baham of Canada.
The resin. Diuretic and tonic.

Bal-amum Coi)ayv.T-. Copaifcra qf/ieiiialis. Balsam of Copaivi.
The resin. Diuretic and tonic. An empyreumalic oil, and aa
ingredient in some tinctures.

I'alsamum Gileadeuse. Amyris Gileadeusis. Opo-balsam, or-

balm
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balm or Gilf j.i. 'I'lie risiii. Said to be a mojt ex'-raordiiian-

viiliK'rarx

.

BaUuMUjEii "Periivianum, L. M'.'rnxvhn peruiferiim. Balsam of

Peru. Tlie resin. A (iiic warm aronialic. An iiigrcJienl in

nimv tinclule^, and some oiiilmen's.

EjUamiim I'oluuiEiiim, L. Toliiijira 'tulsamum. Balaam of Tolu.

'I'he reiiii. Aromatic and corrotjmant. An ingrediLiil in several

tinctures, elixirs, and pectoral p'IN.

Bardana major. Arctium lappa. Burdock. The roots and seeds.

Apt-rient, diuretic, tiid sndorilic. Decoction.

Beccabun^a. rtmnica Bcccabunga. Brooklime. The herb.

AtliMuialma, and antiscorliutic.

Becheii album. Ctiitaurea bfchcn. The root. Stimulant.

Beciien rulmim. .Suiitct- timon. Tlie root. Slinuilant.

(Belladoua, L. Aliopa btUadonna. Deadly ni^ht- hade. Tlie

juice. Narcotic. An e,\tract of the juice, decoction, infusion,

powders.

I
Bell.s .Mill r. Ecllis percnuis. Common daisy. The leaves.

Alienuanl.

jBenzoiiium, L. Sti,'rax.hen7oin. Benzoin. The resn. Pectoral.

Iiis^redii-nt in the paregoric elixir.

Berberis. litrhfrii vulgaris. Barberry. The bark and fruit.

Astringent. A jelh.

Beta, btta vulgaris. The beet. Itoot and leaves. Cathartic

and errhine.

Betoiiica. httonica officinalis. Betony. Leaves and flowers.

CoTobor.jit.
Ectula. Bitu'u alia. The birch-tree. Bark and sap. Antiscor-

butic and <innelic.

F-istoita, L. J'<}li;goiium historla. Bistort. The roots. Power-
fully a'-ti iiijint. An inured ent in a powder.

Boh. Boles. Astrii^ent, and slightly absorbent. Ingredients in

several poudCiU.
Bonii-Heiiricu-. Clitnopodiutit bonus licnriciis. English mercury,

all i!;ood or guod Henry. The leaves. Laxative.
Brucea antidysenierica. See AxcusTURa:. The bark. Corro-

borant.

Pryonia. Bri/onia alba. ^Vhite briony. Tlie root. Discutient,
and very cathartic.

Gur.>a ])astoris. Tiilapsi bursa pustoris. Shepherd's purse. The
leaves. Astringent; but very doubtful.

Cac.io. Tiunbrmna cacao. Chocolate-tree. The fruit. Ana-
leptic. Chocolate.

Caiuputi. Melaleuca cajupiiti. Cajeput. The fruit. Stimulant,
healing, carminative. Distilled oil.

Cala.nina, L. Carbnmis zinci impura. Calamine-stone, or im-
pure carbonate of zinc. Desiccative, healing. An ingredient
in cvillyria, e; ulotic cerHe, Sjc.

Calamiiitiia. Melissa cahiir.ittthu. Calamint. The leaves. Aro-
matic and stimulant.

Calami. Acorus calamus. Swc^t flag. The roots. Aromatic
and stomachic.

Calendula. Calendula officinalis. Garden-marigold. The
llo'vers. Supposed attenuat n j and sudor.fic.

Calumba radix, L. Aiiti-,epi.c. Stomachic. Tincture.
Cainbogia, L. Stalogmilis camh'gwtdts. Gamboge. Emetic
and cathartic. An "laredient fi p:lls.

Camphora, L. Lauras Camnltora. Camphor. The concreted
es>entialoil. R iriJeraut, diaphoretic, stimulant, antispasmodic.
A solution in rectiiied s./irit, in expressed and essential oils. In-
gredient in imny other compositions.

Canella, L. Can. lla alba. White cinnamon. The bark. Aro-
matic and stiinrlaiine. An ingredient in .several tinctures.

Caunabis. Caiinnhis ,wlha. Hemp. The seeds. Aperient and
retrigerant, bin doubl.ul. Deioctioiis and infusions.'

Canlharis. Mehe vesicatnrius. Spanish tly. Violently stimulat-
ing and vesic,4tory. A spirituous tuicture, a plaster, "ointment,
&c.

Capparis. Capparis spirf>sa. Caper-bush. The bark of the
.
root, and tlowei-biuK A;)' rien' and stomachic. Pickled.

Capsici bacc.e, L. Capsicum (Hiihtum. ('^.psuuiii, Guinea pep-
per. Tlie berries. Stimulant. A powder called Cayenne
pepper, not much u-e.l in medicine.

. Carb'> Ligiii, L. Charcoal.
Cardaiiiin.-s, L. Card im.nc pratensis. Cardauiine. The flowers.

Aniispismodic. P.wJer.
vol.. III.—NO. 134.

Ccntavrea benedicta. Blessed thistle.

Stoniacliic. An ingredient in a stomachic

Card;;moniuni, L. F.letlarla cardamomum. Cardamom. The
scads. Aromatic and stiir.ubnt. A spirituous water and linc-

fure. Ingredient also in several oflicina' compositions.

Cardiaca. Lconurus cardiuca. Mother-wort. The - leaves.

Antispasmodic.
Carrluus benedicfus.

Th<- leaves and seed,

tincture. Infusions.

Carica, L. Ficus curica. The fig. The dried fruit. Emol-
lient, suppurative. Ingredieul in a pectoral decoct.ou and leni-

tive eleciuary.

C'p.rlina. Carlina araulis. Carline-thislle. The root. Diaphoretic.

Cari'obaliam. Amyris Cilcadcnsls. Carpubal^am. The fruif.

Aromatic. !ii substance applied warm a": a 'alaijlasm.

Carthanius. Carlliamus tinciorius. Bastard sarticn. The seeds.

Cathartic.

Canii, L. Cannn ccrui. Caraway.
essent a! oil ; a spirituous water ;

cinal compositions.

Caryoplnila rubra. Dianthus Caryoplujllata. Clove, july-

lloiver. The fl.iwer^. Cardiac and alexipharmic. A syrup.

CarNopliyllum, L. Eugenia caryophjltata. The clove-tree.
'1 lie tiower-cups. Strongly aromatic. An essential oil,

gredienl in many oliicinr.l cain|;ositlons.

Clcnlla, L. Crotan cascurilla. Cascarilla.

inatio and stininlaut. InfuMoiis.

Cassia, L. Cassia Jistula. Cassia. The fruit,

ingredient in tie; tiiaries.

Castoitum, L. Caitnrfibtr. Castor. Nervine and antispasmo-
dic. A simple wi.ter; a spirituous water; a thicture; an in-

gredient in several ofHciiial conipc s-lions.

Catechu. Acacia ccicdnt. Catechu, or Japan earth. Astiin-
gent. A tincture, troches, and confeclicn, and an ingiedient in

several ollicinal compositions.

Celeri. Apium graveoleiis. Celery. The leaves. Laxative.
Centauriuin niajus. Centaur^a centaiireum. Greater centaury.
The root. A^triiijert, aperient, and vulnerary.

Centauriuni, L. CIdrcmia ceiitaureuin. Centaury. . The tops.

Stomachic. Tincture and infusion.

Cepa. Allium cepa. The onion. The root. Attenuating and

Tl'.e seeds. Aiomntic. An
an ingredient in seme cfli-

and in-

The bark. Aro-

Psirgative. An

Ingredient in many

Ingredient in almost

The fruit refri-

The leaves and roots.

Infusion. Dried root

diuretic.

Cera alba, L. AVhite wax. Emollient.

plasters and ointments.

Cera tiava, L. Yellow wa.s. Emollient.

all ointments.

Cerasus. Frunus cerasus. The cherrv-free.

gerant; the gum astringent and mucilaginous.
Cerefolium. Sandix ccrejolium. Chervd. Thejuice. Aperient
and diuretic.

Chamsmelum. Anthcmis nohilis. See A.vthemidis.
Chama-pithys. Teucrium chamapithtjs. Ground-pine. The

leaves. Aperient and vulnerary.

Chelidonium majus. Common celandine.

Stimulating, diuretic, and sudorific.

powdered.
Ciclioiium. Cichnriinn iiUijbus. Wild succory. The roots and

leaves. Laxative and antiscorbutic.

Cicula major. Coiiium maculala^ii. Hemlock. The leaves and
seeds. Resolvent and alterant. Inspissated juice of the leaves,
and an extract trom the seeds.

Cinara. Ci/iiara sinlt/mus. Artichoke. The leaves. Diuretic.
Expressed juice of the leaves; or a decoction with artichoke-
leaves and stalks, bruised juniper- berries, horse-radish, green
lirlops, and brlii^ed white muitaid-seed.

Cinchunse. See Peruvianvs Cortex.
Cinn.!m'imum, L. Lauras Ciiviamomiim. The cinnamon-free.
The bark. Aromatic and corroborant. An cs>enti3l oil, a
simple and spirituous distilled water, an ingredient in a rpeat
number of ciimpositions,

°

Citridliis. Cuvurbita ciirulhis. Citruls. The seeds.,
gi rant.

Cocci, L. Coccus cacti. Cochineal. Sudorific, but
ii^ed for colouring.

Cocculus Indicus. Afenisperjnum coccuhts. Indian beriv.
fruit. Narcotic.

Cochlearia, Cochlcaria ofciiialis. Scurvy-grass. The loaves.

^ ^ ~

Slimu'.atin';

Tlefri-

chiefly

riie
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and spirit. An ingre-

Tlie tViiit. Stonia-

Tlic

Sliniulatingaiul aUeiiuant, A conserve

"dieiit ill other coiiipositions.

Coffea. Coi/t-a arahicit. The coiTee-trec.

chic and corroborant. A decoction.

Colcliiciini, L. Colchicnm antummilc. Meadow-sat'fron.

root. Diuretic. A synip and oxymel.
Colocynlhi";, L. Cucunii.s colocijiitlns. Coloquinlida, or bitter

apple. Medullary |>ait of the dried iVnit. N'ioleiitly catluulic.

An ingredient in some pills and extracts.

CoUnnbo. See Calumb;e. A vinous tincture.

C'onessi. Neriumantid'jsentericum. Conessi. The bark. An-
tiseptic and tonic. An electuary of the fine powder with syrup

ot oranges.

Coniifoli,!, I.. Conhiin maculatuni. See Cicuta.
Consolida major. Symphilum officinale. Conifrey. The root.

Emollient.

Contrayerva, L. Dnrstcnia Contrai/cfca. CoiUrayerva. The
root. Aromatic and diaphoretic. Spirituous tinctuic ; extract

;

powder.
Convallaria. Conrallaria Pithjgonatum. Solomon's seal. The

root. Suppurative. Poultice, decoction in milk recommend-
ed in some case^ of heniorrhagy.

Coriandruai, L. Coriandrum sativum. Coriander. The seeds.

Carminative and stomacliic. Formerly an ingredient in some
olFicinal compositions.

Cornua, L. Cervus elejtlun. Hartshorn. EmoUiei-t and nutri-

tious. Shavings, a jelly, a volatile alkaline salt and spirit, and

an euipyreumatic oil.

Costus. Costus Arabicus. Gosliis. The root. Attcnuant and
diureiic.

Creta, L. Cavbonas culcis friahilis. Chalk, or friable carbo-

nate of lime.

CritUmum. Crithmum maritimum. Samphire. The leaves.

Aperient, stomachic, and diuretic.

Crocus, L. Crocus sativiis ofJiriiKdis. Saffron. Chives, or

fleshy capillaments at the end of the (loM'er. Aromatic and cor-

dial. A spirituous tincture ; and an ingredi'.nt in sever.d oll:-

cmal compositions.

Croton. See Cascarilia.
CiibebvT. Piper cubeba. Cubebs. The fruit. Aromatic and

stimulant: An ingredient in several officinal compositions.

Cucnniis agreslis. jMomordica elaterium. Wild cucumber.

The fruit. Violently calharlic. The juice inspissated.

Cucumis liortcnsis. Cucumi^ sativus. Garden-cucuuiber. The
seeds. Refrigerant.

Cummum, L. Cuminum cyniinurn. Cumm'n. The seeds.

iVromatic, stimulant. An essential oil by distillation ; and gives

name to a plaster and cataplasm.

Cupri sulphas, L. Sidp/ias citpri. Sulphate of copper. Emetic,

diuretic, and alterative.

Curcuma. Curcuma tonga. Turmeric. The root. Aromatic,

aperient, and an emmei;aa,ogue.

Cydoiiium, L. Pifrus cjdofda. The quince. The fruit and

seeds. Slcmuchic and corroborative. A syrup and jelly of the

fruit, and mucilage of the seeds.

Cyminum. See Cuminum.
Cynosbatum. Rosa caninu. The wilil briar, dog-rose, or hip-

tree. The fruit and flowers. Refrigerant and antiscorbutic.

A distilled water and conserve.

Dactylus. Phivnix dactijiifera. The date-tree. The fruit. Emol-

lient and slightly astringent.

Daucus sativus, L. Daucus carola. The g.irden-carrot. The
roots. Power! ully antiseptic. A poultice for cancers, and a

marmalade.
Daucus silvestris, L. Daucus carola. Wild-carrot. The seeds.

Aromatic.
Dictamnus, Dictamnus albus. Bastard dittany. The roots.

Ale.xipharmic, tonic, and anthelmintic.

Digitalis, L. Digitiilis purpurea. Fox-glove. The leaves.

Emetic, cathartic, and diuielic. The leaves in powder or in-

fu-iion.

D(litho<, L. ro'icltos pruricHs. Couhage, or cow-itch. The
hairy matter ol the pods. Aathelmintic.

Doronicuin. See Arnica.
Dulcamara, L. So'anuni Dulcamara. Bitter-sweet, or «oody

Rocket. The seeds. Stiniu-

Hedge-mustard. The recent

night-shade. The herb and root. Diaphoretic. Attenuant,
and cathartic. Watery infusions.

Elaterium, L. See Cvcumis.
Ehiliue. I'eronica officinuli.t. Fluellin, or female speedwell.
The leaves. Diuretic and attenuant. Give-> name to an ofli-

cinal honey.
Elecampane. See Enula.
Elcmi, L. Ami/ris elemifcra. Gum elemi. Aromatic. Gives
name to an ointment.

Endivia. Cichorium Endivia. Endive. The leaves and roots.

Aperient and refrigerant.

Enula. Inula hellenium. Elecampane. The roots. Expecto-
rant, stomachic, altenuating, and tonic. Spirituous and watery
extracts. A confeciion.

Eruca. Sisymbrium amphihiwn.
lanl.

Erysimum. Erij.fimum qfficinidc.

plant. Attenuant anil diuretic.

Eupatorium. Euputorium Caiiiuibinum. Hemp or water-agri-

mony ; or water hemp. The leaves. Attenuant, corroborant,

and antiscorbutic.

Euphorbia, L. Euphorbia officinalis. Euphorbiuni. Sternuta-

tory. Powder.
Faba vicia. Fiaafaba. The seeds and flowers. Nutritive and

cosmetic. A distilled water from the flowers.

Fagopyrum. Poti/gonum fagopyrum. Snakeweed. The seeds.

Refrigerant.

Farina, L. Triticum hyburnwu. M'iieat-Howcr. Discutient.

Ferrum, L. Iron. Corroborative and alterant. Infusions in

wine; the metal, tilings, and wire. Some salts produced by
combinations w ith dilferent acids.

Filipendula. SpiriTaJdiptnduta. Common drop-wort. The root.

Astringent and corroborant.

Filix, L. Aspidium Jilix ruas . The male fern. The leaves and
root. Anthelmintic and deobstruent. Powder.

Flammula Jovis. Clematis Jlammula. U|)right virgin's-hower.

The leaves and (lowers. Very acrid. Powder for sprinkling

on cancerous and venereal ulcers ; infusion and extract for in-

ternal u^e, in wa-tings, ice. from lues venerea.

FtBniculum dulce et vulgare, L. Anelhum faniculum. Sweet
and common fennel. The seeds, roots, and leaves. Aromatic,
stimulant, and carminative. A simple water; and an ingredient

in some compositions.

l''a?num Gra?cum. Trigonellafanmn grcccnm. Fenugreek. The
seeds. Emollient. Chiefly used m cataplasms, fomentations,

emollient s-listers, itc.

Formica, formica rufa. The ant. The whole insect. Stimu-
lant. An oil and acid spirit.

Fragaria. Fragaria vesca. The strawlierry-busli. The leaves

and fruit. Astringent, corroborant, and refrigerant.

Fraxinella. Dictamnus albus. White or bastard dittany. The
root. Diaphoretic.

Fraxinus. frn.xinus excelsior. The ash-tree. The bark and
seeds. .-Vstrihgeiit and stimulant.

Fumaria. Fumaria officinulis. Fumitory. The leaves. Stimu-

lating, attcnuant, and antiscorbutic.

Fungus iiielitensis. Ci/nomorium cocciu. The stems and tops.

Tonic and astringent. Decoction and tincture. .

Galaiiga minor. Kcmpferiu gulangal. Galtingal. " The root.

Stomachic.
Galbanum, L. Bubon galbamon. Galbanum. The gum. An-

tihysteric. An ingredient in several officinal compositions.

Galla?. F.x Suerc. cerr. Galls. Astringent. An ointment of

the powder, witli eiglit parts ot hogs-lard.

Gallium. Galium liberum. Yellow ladies bed-straw, or cheese-

rinnet. The tops. Astringent. '

Gambogia. See Cambogia.
(Jenista. Spartium scopariu/n. Broom. The leaves, flowers,

an<l seeds. Diuretic and cathartic.

Gentiana, L. Gentiana lutea. Common gentian. The root.

Stomachic and stimulant. A spirituous tincture, and an ingre-

dient in many officinal compositions.

Geoffia^a. Geoii'roya inennis. Cabbage-bark, or worm-bark-

tree. The bark. Anthelmintic and purgative. Powder, de-

coction, syrup, extract.

4 Geranium.
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1

Geranium. Geranium Rnbfrtianum. Herb Robert. The leaves.

Astringent, but very doubtful.

GinseiiiT. Piinax quinquefot. Ginseng. The root. Stimulant
and corroborant.

(JIadioUun luteimi. Iris pneudncnrus. Yellow water-flag, bas-

tard aconii, or water flower-<le-luce. Stongly cathartic.

(-ilycyrrhiza, L. Glycyrrliiza glabra. Liciuorice. The root.

ICniollient and pectoral. An extract and powder. An ingre-

dient in many officinal compositions.

Grana paradisi. Amoimtm grana paradisi. Grains of paradise.

The seeds. Aromatic and stimulant.

Granatum, I,. Puiiica granatum. The pomegranate. The fruit

and flowers. Refrigerant and astringent.

Gratiola. Gratiolu officinalis. Hedge-hyssop. The herb. Eme-
tic and cathartic.

Guaiarum, L. Guaiacuin officinale. Lignum vits, or guaiacum.
The wood and bark. Aperi<nt, stimulant, and corroborative.

An extract, two tinctures, and a gummy re»in. An ingredient

in many compoiitions.

Gnmini arabicum. Mimosa nilntica. Gum-arabic. Astringent

and mucilaginous. An ingredient in many officinal composi-
tions.

Gnmmi ammoniacum. Ferula meoides ? Gum ammoniac. Ape-
rient, antispasmodic, and emollient. A solution. An ingre-

dient in several pectoral compositions.

Guaim. a3^ala?tida. ferula assujeetidu. A-afatula. The con-
crete juice. Antihysteric and antlielmintic. Tinctures.

Gunmii bdellium. Bdellium. Sudorific, diuretic, and emollient.

Gumnn benzoin. Terininalia benzoin, Stiirax benzoin. Benzoin.

Cosnu tic. An Ingredient in several anodyne compositions.

Sec Benzoinum.
Gumini elenii.' Amyris elemifera. Aromatic. An essential oil,

and gives name to an ointment.

Cummi galbanum. Bubon e;ulbamtm. Galbanum. Antispas-

modic. An ingredient in m.iny antihysteric medicines.

Gummi labdaniim. Cixlus ludanifera. Labdanum. Stomachic.

An ingredient in the stomachic pills and plasters.

Gummi lacca. Coccus lacca. Gum-lac. Astringent. A tincture.

Gummi mastic. Pislaehia lentiscus. Mastich. Conoboraiit.

Gummi m\rrha. Myrrh. Antispasmodic and corroborant. A
tincture, and an ingredient in many compositions.

Gummi olibanum, L. Jtiiiiperus Lyeia. Olibanum. Astringent,

but uncertain. An ingredient in some powders, and other offi-

cinal compositions.

Oumnii opoponax, L. Pustinaca opopona.v. Opoponax. At-
tenuant and stimulant. An ingredient in some olTicinal com-
positions.

Gnmmi tragacanth. Jlrugalus tragac.antlia. Gum-tragacanth,
or gum-dragon. Astringent and corroborant.

Hsmatoxyli lignum, L. Haniatoxylon campechianum. Log-
wood.

Hedera arborea. Hcdrra helix. Ivy. Tl;ie leaves, berries, and
resin. Diaphoretic.

Hedera terrestris. Glechoina tiederacea. Ground-ivy. The
leaves. Aperient and corroborant.

Helleboraster. HelLboraster fatidns. Rear's-foot. The leaves.

Emetic, purgative, and anthelmintic. Syrup.

Helleborus foetidu^, L. Foetid hellebore. The leaves. Emetic
and errhine. Tincture.

Helleborus, L. Helleborus niger. Black hellebore, or Melam-
podium. The root. A- powerful alterative and emmenagogue.
A tincture and extract.

Hepatica nobilis. Anemone hcpaiica. Noble liverwort. The
leaves. Cooling and corroborant.

Hermodactylus. Iris tuberosa, Hermodactyl. The root.

Purgative, but doubtful.

Heniiaria. Herniaria glabra. Rupture-wort. Tlie leaves.

Astringent.

Hippocastanum. .Esculus hippoca.ttamnn . Horse-chesnut. The
bark and fruit. Corroborant and errhine.

Hordeum, L. Hurdtum dislichon. Pearl-barley. Refrigerant.

A decoction.

Hormimiin. Salvia horminum. Garden-clary. The leaves and
seeds. Corroborative.

Hydrargyrus, L. Argentum vivurn. Quicksilver. A most
powerful alterant. Used in various preparations.

Hydrolapalhum. Rumcx aqnaticus. The leaves and roots. Al-
terant and laxative.

Ilyosciamus, L. Hyosciamus niger. Common wild or black
hen-bane. The leaves and seeds. Narcotic. Cataplasm,
plaster, powder, ointment.

nypcricum. Hypericum pclforatum. St. John's wort. The
leaves, (lowers, and seeds. Diuretic, sudorific, and alterant.

Gives name to a coloured oil.

Hyssopus. Hi/ssopus nfficiuali.-!. Hyssop. 'I'he leaves. Aro-
matic and pectoral. A distilled water.

Jalapjia, L. Convolvulusjalappa. Jalap. The root. Cathartic.

An extract, a simple and conTpound tincture, a resin, and
powder.

Japonica terr.-i. See Catechu.
Ipecacuanha, L. Callicoca Ipeoacuanha. Ipecacuanha. The

root. Emetic and cathartic. A vinous tincture, and a powder.
Juglans. Juglans regia. The walnut-tree. The fruit. The

kernel emollient, the shell astringent.

Juniperns, L. .fumperus communis. Juniper. The berries,

wood, and resin. Carminative and stomachic. An essential oil,

and spirituous water. Ingredients in several officinal composi-
tions.

Kermes. Coccus quercus ilicis. Kermes. Astringent and corro-

borant. A confect on.

Kino, L. A resin. Astringent. A tincture.

Lacca. See Gummi Lacca.
Lactuca. Lactuca saliva. Garden-lettuce. The leaves and

seeds. Supposed narcotic.

Lactuca. Lactuca virnsa. Wild lettuce. Juice. Laxative,
diuretic, and diaphoretic. An extract.

Ladanum. See Opium.
Lamium. Lamium album. White archangel, or dead-nettle.

I'he leaves and tlowers. Supposed corroborant.

Lapis calcareus, L. Carbonas calcis dura. Limestone, or indu-

rated carbonate of lime. Corrosive. A powder alterant and ab-

sorbent. A medicated water.

Lavendula, L. Lavendula spica. Greater, or broad-leaved la-

vender. The flowers. An excellent cordial and aromatic. Au
essential oil ; a simple and compound spirit ; and a conserve.

An ingredient in some officinal preparations.

Laurus, L. Lauras nobilis. The bay-tree. The leaves and
berries. Carminative and antispasmodic. An expressed oil.

An ingredient in different compositions.

Lentiscus. Pistac.ia lentiscus. The lentisc, or niastich-tree.

The wood. Astringent, tonic, and diuretic.

Lepidum. Lepidium lalifolium. Common broad dittander, or

pepperwort. The leaves. Antiscorbutic and diuretic.

Lichen, L. Lichen Isluudictis. Eatable liverwort. The herb.

Nourishing, antiseptic, and laxative.

Lignum tampechense, Hainatoxylum cumpechense. Logwood.
I'he wood. Astringent. An extract.

Lignum rhodium. Genista camiriensis. Rose-wood. The wood.
Cordial. An essential oil.

Lilium convallium. Cnnvallaria maialis. Lily of the valley.

The root and flowers. Cephalic and nervine.

Lilium album. Lilium caudidum. While lily. The root.

Emollient. Poultice.

Limon, I>. Citrus viedica. The lemon-tree. The fruit. Aro-
matic, antiscorbutic, and cordial. An essential oil ; an ingre-

dient in several compositions.

Linum catharticum, L. Purging flax. The leaves. Cathartic.

Infusion in whey. Dried powder.
Linum Sativum, L. IJnum usilatissimum. Flax. The seeds.

Emollient. An expressed oil. Cataplasm.

Lobelia. Lobelia siphitilica. Blue cardinal flower. The roots.

Alterant, detergent, cathartic, and anli-veiif-real. Decoction of

a handful of the roots in three measures of water; one-half

taken in the morning fasting; the other at night. This root

was long a famous secret among the North American Indians,

till it was purchased by Sir William Johnston, and published by
Bartram, &c.

Liijula. VVood-sorrel. See Acetosella.
Luinbrici et limaces terrestrcs. Earth-worms and snails. Ape*

j-ieiit and analeptic. Decoction in milk.

Lupulus. Humulus Ivpulus. Hops. The loose leafy heads on
flic tops of the stalks. Diuretic and stom.ichic.

I-ycoperdon.
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Lyci>|)er :loii. Lycopcrdon bovista. Purt'-ball, or dusty imishi oo'u.

The whole. Styptic.

Lytta, L. L'jlta vestcutoria. See Cantharis.
Mauiiesis" sulphas L. Sulphas magutsiw purijkata. Sulphate o[

maguiisia. Apt-iient, cathartic.

Magiu'sia. Carboiius magiiesite. Carbonate of magnesia. Ab-
sorbent and api'nt'nt. An earth.

Majorana. (Jri^.iiium mugnrana. Sweet marjoram. The leaves

and fio«er>. Aromatic and errhine. An essential oil.

Malabathrum. jMiiriis cassia. Indian leaf. Aromatic. An in-

gredient in niithridate and theriaca.

Malva, L. Malta si/lvestris. The mallow. The leaves and

llowers. Eniolhent. Ingredient in the decoctions for glysters;

also in catapkisms and fomentations. Formerly there was a con-

serve of the llowers.

Mains. Pi/rus mains. The apple-tree. The fruit. Refrigerant

and laxative.

Manna, L. Fraxiiius ornus. The manna-ash. The concreted

juice. Laxative. Gives name loan otlicinal lohoch, and en-

liTb sevir.il other conipositums.

Marjubium, L. Marruhium riilgarc. White horehound. The
leaves. Stomachic and a|>erient. An ingredient in theriaca.

Tlie juices of horeliound and |)laintain njixed, are nseil as re-

meilies against tlie bite of the raltlesniike, given in spoonfuls at

short intervals ; while the wound is covered with a cataplasm of

these heads bruised.

Marnni Syriacum. Tmcrium Marum. Syrian herb mastich.

'J'lie leaves. Aromatic and errliine. An ingredient in some
cepiiahc snuffs.

Mastiche. See Gummi.
Matricaria. Matricaria parthcniam. Feverfew. The leaves

and flowers. Aperient and ;intl^pasnlodic.

Mil. Honey. Aperient and detergent.

JSlelilolus. TrifoliuiH mcUlot. Melilot. The leaves and llowers.

Emollient and carminative. Gives name to a planter.

Melissa. Melissa nfficiiutlis. Balm. The leaves. Aromatic.
An essential oil, and an infusion.

Mentha vulgaris, L. Mentha nridis. Spearmint. The herb.

Aromatic and cordial. A distilled water, an essential oil, a

spir.t, and essence; an ingredient in several ofiicinal prepara-

tions.

Mentha piperitis, L. Mentha piperita. Peppermint. The herb.

Aromatic and cordial. A distilled water, essential oil, and
essence; an ingredient in several officinal preparations.

Menyanthes, I.. Menianthts tri/oliata. MarJi trefoil, or buck-
bean. The leaves. Laxative and alterant.

Meum. jEthusa mctnii. Spignel. The root. Aromatic and
carminative.

Mezereon, L. Daphne mczereiim. Mezereon, or spurge-olive.

The I ark of the root, \iolently cathartic. Decoction and
powder.

Milletol'uin. Achillea mill.-fnlium. MiUefoil or yarrow. The
leaves and howei-s. Mildly astringent and aromatic. An essen-
tial oil.

Milleped>T. Oniscus asellus. Wood lice, hog-lice, or slaters.

Diuretic. 'I'he insects dried and powdered; an infusion in

wine; ;ind an ingredient in some other preparations.

Mor>us diaboli. Scubinsusuccisa. Devil's bit. The leaves and
roots. Diaphoretic.

Morns nigra, L The mulberry-tree. The fruit and bark of
the 1O0I-. Relrgeram, astringent, anthelmintic. A syrup from
tht- _,uice ol Ihe Unit.

Mosciius, L. Mosriius nwschiferus. Musk. Diaphoretic and
antispasin(jd;c. A julep.

M\rsiica nuclei, L. Mrrisllca a/i'omiitica. The nutmeg-tree.
'x he fruit, and covering cnled mace. An ev^-'Mlent aronu.lic, cor-
di;d. an 1 \!o,N:icirK . An exprei.ied ail, laUeK tailed the o;l of

mice ; an essenlial oil ; a simple water; a spirituous water : an
iiigre- :eict in many ullii 'nai compositicins.

.Myrohal..ni. J'rinuis nujrobulunus. Wyrobalanus. The fruit.

Piira-! i-ve.

M;»r..ia„ L. Sep GUM.MI MVRRHA.
Myi:!ius. Furcinium m;/riillus. Whor'le-' erry. The leaves

Uii 1 i:erries. A^lrinaenl.

Myrdis. Af^/rtus communis. The myrtle. The berries. As-
Ir.ugciit,

Nasturtium aquaticuin. Sist/mbriitm nasturtium. AVater-cresses.

The leaves and juice. Aperient and antiscorbutic. An ingre-

d.eiit in Ihe Micci scorhutici.

Nasluitium hortense. Lepidium satixuni. Garden-cresses. The
leaves and seeds. Aperient ami antiscorbutic, but weaker.

Nepeta. Neptta caiaria. Nep, or catmint. The leaves. Aro-
matic and cordial.

Nicoliana. Aicotiana tabacnin. See Tabacum.
Nigella. Aigelta satii'a. Fennel-flower. The seeds. Supposed

aperient and diuretic.

Nilruni. Nitre or salt-pctre. See Potass^ Nitras.
Nuninuilaria. Lijsinuichia nummulavia. Money-wort. The

leaves. Antiscorbutic.

Nux pistachia. Fistachia vera. The pistacliia-tree. The fruit.

Emollient and analeptic.

Nux vomica, itrychnus nux vomica. Nux vomica. The fruit.

Narcotic.
,

Ocnanthe. Q'jKinthe crocata. Hemlock drop-wort. Leavesand
root. A virulent poison. The juice of the root, or infusion ot

the leaf, recommended in chronic eruptions; the latter also use-

ful as an emmenaijogne.
Olibaiuim, L. See Gummi Olibanum.
Oliva, L. Oleu Eurnpau. The olive-tree. T

lient. An expressed oil, used in almost al

ters, &c.
Ononis. Ononis spinosa. Rcsl-harrow. The
and diuretic.

Opium. Papaver snmniferum. The yV^iatic poppy. The in-

spissated juice. A most excellent anodyne and cordial, when
properly used ; but a very fa(;d |.oison taken in too great ipi mi-
ty. Punheil by straining, called llielliehaic extract ; a vinous

and spirituous tincture, called liquid lauUanum. A capital ingre-

dient in many ])ieparations.

Opo|)anax, L. See Gummi Opopanax.
Origanum, L. Origanum vulgure. \\ ild marjoram. Tlie leaves.

Aromatic. An essential oil.

Oryza. Oryza sativa. Rice. The grain. Emollient and re-

frigerant.

Oxylapaduim. Ilumex acutus. Sharp-pointed dock. The roots

and leaves. Alterant and laxative.

Pa-onia. Pceonia ojjicinalis. Male and female peony. Roots,
flowers, and seeds. Emollient and antispasmodic. Ingredient

in some anti-epileptic powders.
Palma. Cocos butyraceu. The palm-tree. Kernels of tlie fruit

Emollient and anodyne. An expressed oil, used in stomachic
plasters.

Papaier somniferum. White poppy. The
A syrup.

Papuvcr rhaas. See Rhoceados Pe-

lie fruit. Eniol-

I ointiiRiils, plas-

rout. Aperient

Papaver album, L.

heads. Anodyne.
Papaver crratinum.

TALA.
Paralvsis. Primula ceris osiic. Cowslip. The llowers. Cor-

roborant and antispasmodic. A syrup.

Parietaria. Parietaria ojjicinaiis. Pellitory of the wall. The
leaves. EmoUieiil and diuretic. Ingredient in a nephrUic de-

coction.

Pastinaca. Pusiinaca sativa. Garden-parsuip. The roots and
seeds. Emollient and aromatic.

Pastinaca silvcslris. Wild parsnip. The seeds. Aromatic.
Persicaria urens. Poh/gonum hi/dropiper. Bitter arsemart, lake-

weed, or wafer-pepper. The leaves. Diuretic and detergent

when externally applied.

Persicaria initis. Poli/gonuni persicaria. Spotted arsemart. The
leaves. Anti-eptic an<l astringent.

Persica. Amiigdidus persica. The peach-tree. The leaves,

flowers, and iruit. Laxative, anthelmintic, and refrigerant.

Periivianu- cortex. Cinchona ojHcinalis. The (iuin(|uina, Je-

suit's bark, or Peruvian bark-tree. The bark. A most excel-

lent corroborative. An extract, a resin, a spirituous, and a

compouni! liiuture ; atincturein volatile spirit ; an ingredient

ill the stomachic tincture.

Petroleum. Rock oil. Anodyne an.l corroborative when applied
extiriially.

Petroieh.'um. Apium pctroselinnm. Common parsley. The
roots, leaves, and seeds. Anei.em tind soiiiewliat aioiiKUic. The
seed:i an ngrcdient in an ei^ctuary.

Pimento, Jamaica pepper or all-

spii e.

Pimeula, L. Myrtus pimcma.
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S|)ice. Tiie berry. Aromalic and stimulant. The basis of a

(llililled water, a spirit, ami ;iii essential oil.

I'lmpini-lla saiiguisurba. Siiiigiiisorba officinalis. Tliu greater

wild biirael. Tlie leaves. Astringent.

/'impinclld siixifniga. Bnrnet saxifrage. The root-leaves, and
seed-.. DiMplioreiic, dinrclie, and antiscnvbntie.

Finns. J'iiiui sijlicslr/ji. 'I'he pine-tree. 'I'lie kernels of its

iVnil eniellient : for the resin, see Tebkeinthin'a.
ri|.ier, L. Piper longuiii. Long pepper. Iliglily aromatic and

stinuilant.

I'ipi'r, L. Piper nigrum. Bla;k Pepper. Highly aromatic and
stimulaiil.

riper J.imaiccnsc. See Pimf.n'ta.

I'lper Indicnni. C(ij)s/i>iiii unnuiim. See C'apsici Iiacce.
Pix liquida, L. I'lnus sijli'vstris. Tar. Altenuant and stimnlat-

ing. Infusion in water; and an ingredient in a kind of pectoral

pills.

Pl.\ arida, L. Pinus allies. Burgundy pitch. A warm adhesive
resinous substance. Ingredient in several plasters, ointments,

. and cerates.

flantago latifolia. Plantagn miijnr. Cojiimon broad-leaved
plantane. 'I'he leaves. Astringent.

Plumhi oxyd'.iin scinivitrcu/n, L. Semivitriiied lead, or litharge.

Astringent and refrigerant but dangerous. A tincture and ex-
tract, or solution in acids. An ingredient in several oint-

ment:!, &c.
Poli/galii senei^a. See Senega.
^olypodium. Poli/podiwn vulgare. Polypody. The root.
"' Laxative.

Populus. Populus nigra. Elack-poplar. The buds. Aro-
matic. An ointment, but might be used to better purposes.

Porrum, L, Allium porruin. The leek. The root. A stimu-
lating diuretic.

Poitulaca. Portulaca olaac^a. PursIaJie. The seeds. Re-
frigerant.

Potassa impura, L. Ciirhonas polasscc inipura. Impure potass.

Absorbent, aperient, diuretic, and caustic. Neutral salts.

Potassx nilras, L. Nitrus pntassa: purificata. Purified nitrate of
potass. Diaphoretic, diuretic, and refrigerant. A fixed salt,

a spirit, a solution. An ingredient in several preparations.
Potassx Supertartras, L. Supcrtartras potassa- purijicatn. Pu-

rified supertartrate of potass. Expectorant, aiid cathartic.

Powder and solution.

Primula. Primula i-eris. Primrose. The herb and root. Aro-
matic and stomachic. An infusion and distilled spirit.

Pruna, L. Prunus doiiustica. Common prunes. The fruit.

Cooling and aperient.

Prunella. Prunella vulgaris. Self-heal. The leaves. Atle-
nuant and detergent.

Ptarmica. Acldllm ptarmica. Sneezcwort, or bastard pellitory.

The root. Errliinc and stimulating.

Pterocarpus, L. SeeSANXALUM Rubkum.
Pulegium, L. Mentha Pulcgium. Pennyroyal. The flower.
- A warm aromatic. A simple, and a spirituous water; an essential

oil ; an ingredient in some other oflicinal compositions.
Pulmonaria maculosa. Pulmonuria officinalis. Spotted lung-

wort, or Jerusalem sage. The leaves. Said to W aperient and
analeptic.

Pulsatilla nigricans. Anemone pralensis. Meadow anemone.
'l"he herb and tlower. Emetic, diuretic, and cathartic. An ex-
tract and distilled water, used in venereal complaint;, and certain
dis irilers of the eve.

Pyrclhrum, L. Antliemis pyrelhrum. Pellitory of Spain. The
root. Promotes the saliva! llux.

Quassia. Suassiasimaruba. See Simaroaba.
Quassia. Suassia amara. Quassy. The wood. Stomachic and

. tonic. An extract.

,
Quercus. Auercus robur. Oak-tree. The bark. Strongly as-

tringent.

Quercus marina. Fueus vesieulosus. Sea-wrack, or Sea-oak.
,

The herb. Astringent and detergent. A powder of the burnt
lierb.

Baphanus rusticanus. Cochlcaria armoraceiE. See Armo-
RACIA.

Bheuni, L. Piheum pahnatun:. Rhubarb. Tiie root. Ca-
VOL. III.—NO. 13i.

tharlic and stomachic

spirituous tinctures.

si'.ioiis.

Khamiuis cathartica, L. See Spina Cervina.
Khapoiiticum. Rlueum Rhap-irdicum. Rhaponlic

Laxalire.

nhcd'.dcndron clin/santhcmum. Rhododendron.
l.)ecoction and pow<UT; ser

Toasted; a watery infusion ; vinous rncl

Jngredient in several oflicinal compo-

'I'lie roots.

Tie herK
viceuble inPowerfully sedative,

gout and rheumatism.
Khocados peiala, L. Papaver rhifas. The petals of the red pop-

py, or corn-rose. Anodyne. A syrup.

Ilibes nigrum. 'I he black currant-bush, 'i'he fruit. Refrigerant

and detergent. A jelly.

Ilibes rubrum. The red" currant-bush. The fruit. Refrigeri.nt

and deterg;-nt. A ,elly.

Ricinus, L. Hicinus comininns. Palma Christi. The seed.

Laxative; anthelmintic. ICxpressed oil.

Rosa damasceir.i. Hosa centajolia. Damask rose. The flower.

Aromatic and gently laxative. A distilled water and syrup.

Rosa rubra, L. ItosaGallica. The red-rose. 'J'he fluwer. As-

tringent and corroborative. Conservi-, honey, tincture, troches,

vinegar, and syrup. Ingredient in several compositions.

Rosmarinus horfensis, L. Rnsmarinus njiieinnlis. Rosemary.
The tops and tlowers. A fine aromatic and cordial. An essen-

tial oil; a distilled spirit, called, Hungary-water. Ingredient in

many cordial and antispasmodic medicines.

Rubia," L. Rubia tincloruni. Madder. The root. Aperient

and detergent.

Rubus. Hubus idcus. The raspberry bush. The fruit. Re-
frigerant. A syrup.

Rubus niger. Hubus fruticisns. The bramble. The leaves.

Astringent.

Ruscus. Ruscus ac.ideatas. Butcher's broom. The root. Ape-
rient. Ingredient in diet-drinks.

Ruta, L. Ruta graveolcns. Broad-leaved rue. The leaves and
seed. Very stimulant, attenuating, and detergent. An ex-

tract : and an ingredient in several compositions.

Sabina, L. Jun/perus Sabina. Savin. The leaves or tops.

Stimulating and aperient. An essential oil ; a watery extract.

Ingredient in several compositions.

Saceluirum, L. Saccluirum oj/icinale. Sugar. Emollient and
laxative.

Saceliaram purijicatum, L. Refined sugar. Emollient and laxa-

tive. A preparation from the expressed juice.

Sagapcnum, L. Ferula nricntulis. Gum sagapenum. Aperient
and deobstruent. An ingredient in several antispasmodic me-
dicines.

Sal alkali vegetabile. See Potassa I.mpura.

Sal alkali minerale. See Soda Impura.
Sal lommune. Common salt. See Sod.b Murias.
Salicaria. Lijlhrum suliearia. Purple loose-strife. The he.b.

Astringent.

Salix, L. Salix caprea. Great round curved willow. The bark.

Corroborant..

Salvia. Salvia officinalis. Common sage. Leaves. Stimulant

and astringent.

Sambncus, L. Samhucus nigra. Blackberried alder. Leaves,

bark, (lowers, and berries. Cathartic, aromatic, and aperient.

A rob for internal use from the berries; ointment and oil from

the flowers and bark ; the flowers an ingredient in some com-
pound waters.

Sautalum citrinum. Santalum album. Yellow Sanders. The
wood. Greatly recommended by Hoffman as a restorative.

Essential oil; extract.

Santalum rnbrum. Pterocarpus santalinus. Red Sanders. The
wood. I'sedonjy for its colour.

Sapo durus, L. Hard Spanish soap. Resolvent and stimulant.

A plaster, liniment, balsam, and pills.

Sapo mollis, L. Common soft soap. Resolvent and stimulant.

Ingredient in the milder caustic.

Sapo niger. Black soap. Resolvent and stimulant. Ingredient

in an anodyne plaster.

Saponaria. Saponaria officinalis. Soapwort or bruisewort. The
herb and root. Aperient, corroborant, and sudorific. Tincture ;

extract.

5 O Swsai.aril'a,
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Tlie root. Coagulant
a pn^piiralion from a

The leaves. Aperient,

Scammony. Roots.

Sariaparilla, L. fimlu.v sarsaparilla. S.>i-saparilla. The root.

Alterant, and diapliorelic. Infn ions and e.xlract

Sassafras, J.. Imui'US ^asmfras. Tiie root. Alterant, apcrif>nt,

and corroborant. An essential oil ; an ingredient in soni-e offici-

nal preparations.

Satureia. Sulnrciahorlcnsis. Summer savory. Tlie leaves. A
, very pnngent warm aromatic.

Satyrion nia>. Orclii-'i niusculn. Orchis

and corroborative. Salep supposed to be

root of thi^kind.

Scabio^a. Scuhiosa ariinsis. Scabious.

sudorific, and e.vpectcrant.

Srammonia, L. Convolvulus scammonia.
Strongly cathartic. Gives name to a powder, and is an ingredient

in some otlicinal preparations.

Scilla, L. Scilla muritinia. The squill, or sea-onion. The root.

Powerfully diuretic, stimulant, and e.Npecturant. A syrup,

vinegar, oxymel, pills ; the root dried, baked, and made into

troches.

Scordium. Tcucriuntscordium. Water germander. The leaver.

Deobstruent, diuretic, and sudorific; but doubtful. An ingre-

dient in mithridate, theriaca, and other preparations.

Seduni. ScduiH acre. Wall-stone-crop, or wall-pepper. The
fresh plant. Strongly purgative, emetic, and diuretic.

Sedum niajus. Sedum album. Greater house-leek. The leaves.

Refrigerant.

Senega, L. Poli/gala senegn. Senega. Rattlesnake-root. The
root. Stimulant, attenuant, and diuretic.

Senna, L. Ctis-iiu .imna. Senna. The leaves. Cathartic. In-

fusion ; spirituous tinctures ; compound powders; and au elec-

tuary.

Serpentaria Virginiana, L. Aristolochia serpentaria. Virginian

snakeweed. The root. A warm dLiplioretic and diuretic. A
spirituous tincture; an ingredient in many tinctures.

Serpylkim. Thymus serpyltum. Mother of thyme. The herb.

Aromatic.
Sigillum Salomonis. Convallaria polygonatum. Solomon's seal.

'I'he root. Probably emollient.

Simarouba, L. Quassia simaroubtt. Simarouba. The bark.

Antiseptic, used in dysenteries.

Sinapi. Siiiapis alba et nigra. Mustard. Seeds, black and

white. Strongly pungent and stimulant. An expressed oil.

Slum. Siujn nodistorum. Creeping skerrit, or v\'ater-parsnip.

The herb. The juice ; serviceable in some cutaneous dis-

orders.

Sodaimpura, L. Ciir/ionas soda iiiipura. Impure subcarbonate

of soda. Aperient, diuretic, and caustic. Neutral salts.

Soda? murias, L. Murias sodiv. Muriate of soda. Sea-salt.

Cathartic, taken in large doses.

Sods boras, L. Subboras sodic. Borate of soda or borax.

Stimulant.

Soda: sulphas, L. Sulphas soda'. Sulphate of soda. Cathartic,

refrigerant and stimulant.

Solanum. Solanum nigrum. Nightshade. The leaves. Power-
fully evacuant.

Spermaceti. Fhyseicr imicroccphulus. Spermaceti. A mild
emollient.

Spia;elia, L. Spigclia Marilandica. Indian pink. The roet.

Anthelmintic,

tjpina cervina, L. Rhamnus catharticus. Buckthorn. The
berries. Strongly cathartic. A syrup.

^

Spiritus rectijicatus, L. Alcohol. Rectified spirit. Used in most
preparations for tinctures.

Spiritus teiiuior, L. Proof spirit. Used in preparations for

tinctures.

Spongia, L. Spongia offtcinulis. Sponge. Used as a tent for

dilating ulcers, &c. Burnt, recommended in scrophulons af-

fections.

Slannum. Siuani limalura. Tin. The filings. Anthelmintic.

Powdered.
Staphisagria. Delphinium staph isanria. Stavesacre. The seeds.

ViolenUy cathartic taken internally. Applied externally, de-

stroys lice, &r.
l^tramonium. Datura .ttr.imonium. Thorn-apple. The herb.

Narcotic. .\n extnicl.

The
An

pro-

Styrax, L. Styrux officinalis. Aromatic, stimulant, and nervine.
Ingredient in some tinctures and pills.

Suber. Quercus suber. The cork-tree. The bark, .Astringent.

Saccinum, L. Amber. Astringent and corroborant. 'I'inctine,

balsam, essential oil, and an ingredient in several officinal cop.i-

positions.

Sulphur, L. Sulphur, and flowers of sulphur. Laxative, dia-

phoretic, and alterant. Solutions in oils, called balsams, and an
ingredient in some ointments.

Sumach. Bhus coriaria. Common sumach. The leaves and
seeds. Astringent.

Tabacum, L. S'icoliana tabacum. Virginian tobacco,
dried leaves. Violently emetic, cathartic, and narcotic,

extract.

Swietenia. Swietcnia fehrifugn. Mahogany. The bark
posed as a substitute for the Peruvian hark. Tonic.

Tamarindus, L. Tamarindus Indica. Tamarinds. The fruit.

Refrigerant and laxati\e. Ingredients in some laxative elec-

tuaries.

Tamaiiscus. Tamarix Gallica. The tamarisk-tree. The leaves
and bark. Astringent.

Tanacetuin. 'fanacetum rulgare. Tansy. The leaves, flowers,

and seeds. Stimulant, antispasmodic, and anthelmintic.

Taraxacum, L. Lciintodon taraxacum. Dandelion. The leaves

and root. Attenuating and ri-solvent. A distilled spirit, re-

commended by professor Delius of Erlang, in asthma and
dropsy.

Tcrebinihina 'N'eneta. Pinus larix. Venice turpentine. Warm,
stimulating, diuretic, and aperient.

Terebmtliina Chia, L. Pistacia tercbinthus. Chjan, or Cyprus
turpentine. Warm, stimulating, diuretic, and aperient.

Terebinthina vulgare, L. Pinus sylvcsiris. Common turpen-
tine. Used chiefly in external a])plications. An essential oil.

This residuum forms the white and black rosin used in mobt
oinlmenls.

Terra Japonica. See Catechu.
Thnpsus barbatus. f'crbascum thapsus. Great white mullein.
The leaves and flowers. Analeptic. A spirituous extract from
the flowers.

Tliea boliea ct viridis. Bohea and green lea. Tlie leaves. Cor-
dial, diuretic, and diaphoretic. An infusion.

Thlaspi. Thinspi urvcnsc. Treacle, or mithridate mustard.
The seeds. Aromatic and stimulant. Ingredient in theriaca.

Thymus. Thymus citratus. Lemon-thyme. The leaves. An
agreeai)le aromatic. A distilled water and essential oil.

Thymus vulgaris. Common thyme. The leaves. An agreeable
aromatic. A distilled water and essential oil.

Tilia. Tilia Europaa. The lime or linden-tree.' The flowei-s.

Antispasmodic. Infusion.

Tithyinalus. Euphorbia Inthynis. The spurge. The juice of

the root, Violently cathartic.

Tormentilla. Tor/ucntUla qllicinnlis. Tormentil, or septfoil.

The root. Astringent. An ingretlient in several officinal com-
positions.

Trifolium paludosum. j\fcnyaiithcs irifoliata. See Menyan'-
THKS.

Triticnm. Triticunt hyhcrnum. Wheat. The grain and flour.

Nutritive and glutinous. Starch.

Turpethum. Convolvulus Turpethnm. Tnibith. The root.

Violently cathartic. An ex'ract.

Tussilago, L. Tussilagofarfara. Coltsfoot. The leaves and
flowers. Emollient and mucilaginous. An ingredient in ])ec-

toral decoctions.

Valeriana, L. i'alcriana officinalis. Wild valerian. The root.

Antispasmodic. A tincture in proof and volatile spirits; and
an ingredient in several cephalic and anticephalic medicines.

Veratrum, L. I'tratruia album.. White Hellebore. The root

violently emetiaand erriiine. A tincture and honev.
Veronica mas. I'cronica. officinalis. Male speedwell. I'he leaves.

Aperient and pectoral. Infusions,

Vinum, L. Wine. Sherry. Cordial and corroborant. A men-
struum for a great number of medicinal substances.

Viola, L. flola odorata. The single March violet. The flowers.

Laxative. A syrup.

Vipera. Coluber'herus. The viper. The flesh and fat. Re-
storative
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A vinous tincture. An iiiOTeJieiit instorative and emuUient.

theiiaca.

Uva passa. ntis vinifera. The vine. Tlie leaves, sap, flowei-s,

and fruit. Astringent, diiiri-tiL-, aromatic, and p«;toral. Wine.

The dried fr.iit or raisins are ingredients in some pectoral and

stoniacliic medicines.

Ulnius, L. Ulmns aiiiipesln's. The elnitree. The inner bark.

Astringent. A decoction recommended by Dr. Letsoin, in ob-

stinate cutaneous eruptions.

Urtica. Urtica dioicn. Nettle. The herb. Rubefacient.

Uva ursi, L. ^rhiitiis uva ursi. Whortle-berry. Tlie leaves.

Astringent and lithontriptic.

Winteranus corle.v. fl'intcra aromatica. Winter's bark. Aro-

matic.

Zincum, L. Zinc. Su|)posedto bea good antiepileptic and tonic

The metal reduced to a cal.\ by fire. Calamnie and tutty, ores

of this metal are the b.ises of two ointments.

Ztnci sulphas. Sulphate of zinc. An emetic. This salt is sud-

den in its operation ; and is principally used when poison has

been received into tlio stomach.

Zingiber. Zingiber offtcimiie. Ginger. The root. Aromatic.

A syrup. Also an ingredient in several ofticiual composi-
tions.

General Rules for Collecting akd Preserving
SlMFLES.

I. Roots. Annual rc^s are to be taken up before they shoot

out stalks or flowers: biennial ones chiefly in the autumn of the

same year in which the seeds were sown: the perennial, when the

leaves fall off, and therefore generally in the autumn. Being
washed clean from dirt, and I reed from the rotten and decayed
fibres, they are to be hung up in a warm, shady, airy place, till

sutlicie/itly dried, 'i'he thicker roots require to be slit longitudi-

nally, or cut transversely into thin slices. Sucli roots as lose their

virtues by e.vsiccation, or aTe desired to be preserved in a fresh

stale, for the greater conveniency of their use in certain forms, are

to be kept buried in dry sand. There are two seasons in which
the biennial and perennial roots are reckoned the most vigorous,

the autumn and ^prulg ; or rather the time when the stalks or
leaves have fallen oil, and that in which tlie vegetation is just to

begin again, or soon after it has begun ; wliich times are found to

ditier considerably in dili'erent plants. Tlie college of Edinburgh,
in the two first editions of their pliarmacopo-ia, directed them to

be dug in the spring, after tlie leaves were formed ; in the third

edition the autumn was preferred. The gener.ditv of roots ap-

l)ear, indeed, to be most efficacious in spring: biitas at this time
tliey are also the most juicy, and conseqiientlv sliri\el much in

drying, and are ratlier more difticultly preserved, it is commonly
thought most adviseable to take them up in autumn. No rule,

however, can be given, that shall obtain universally ; ariim-rool is

tjken even in the muldle of summer, without suspicion of its bcin"-

loss active than at other seasons; while angelica-root is inert dur-
ing the summer, in comparison of what it was in the autumn,
spring, or winter.

11. Aerbs and Leaves. Herbs are to be gathered when the
leaves have come to their full growth, before the flowers unfold ;

but of some plants the flowery tops are preferred. They ai-e to
be dried in the same manner as roots. For the gatherins; of leaves,

there cannot perhaps beany universal rule more Ihan'for roots:
for though most herbs appear to be in their greatest vigour about

I] the time of their llowermg, or a little before, there are some in
'' which the medicinal parts are more abundant at an earlier period.

Thus mallow and marshinallow-leaves are most mucilaginous when
young, and !iy the lime of flowering approach more to a woody
njture. A dillerence of the same kind is more remarkable in the
leaves of certain trees and shrubs: the yo\ing buds, or rudiments
of the leaves, ol the black poplar-tree, have a stroiig fragrant smell,
approaching to that of storax ; but by llie time that' the leaves
have come to their full growth, their fragrance is exhausted.
Herbs are directed by mo4 of the pharmaceutic writers to be
dried in the shade ; a rule wkich appears to be very just, llunigh
it has sonuMJines been misunder^tood. They are not to be ex-
cluded from the sun's heat, but from the strong action of the solar

light: by which last their colours are more lial)le I.) be altered or
destroyed thau those of roots., blow drying of them in a cool

5

place is far from being of any advantage : both their colouis and
virtues are preserved in greatest perfection w hen they are dried

hastily by the heat of a common fire, as great as that which the

sun can impart : the juicv ones, in particular, require to h<- dried

by lieat, being otherwise subject to turn black. Odoriferous

herbs, dried by hre till they become friable, discover indeed, in

this arid state, very little siiiell ; not liiat the odorous 'iiatler is dis-

sipated, but on account of its not being communicated from the

perfectly dry suhjecl to dry air: fcr as soon as a w;'tery vehicle

is supplied, whether by inlusing the plant in water, or by expos-

ing it for a little time to a moist air, the odorons parts begin to be
extracted bv virtue of the aqueous moisture, and discover them-
selves in their full force. Of the use of heat in the drying of

plants, we have an instance in the treatment of tea among the

Chinese. Tlie leaves, as soon as gathered, are brought into aii

apartment furnished with a number of little furnaces or stoves,

each of w hicli is covered with a clean smooth iron-plate ; the

leaves are spread on 44ie plates, and kept rolling with tlie hands till

they begin to curl up about the edi;es ; tliey are then immediately
swept otf on tables, on which one person continues to roll tliem,

while another fans them that they mav cool hastily : this process

is repeated t\vo or three times, or ofleiier, according as the leaves

are disposed to unbend on standing.

III. Exsiccation of Herbs and F'lowers. Herbs and
flowers are to be dried by the gentle heat of a stove or common
fire, and only in tliat quantity at a time by which the exsiccation

may be very soon finished. By these means their strength is best

preserved ; and this is indicated in proportion as they retain their

native colour. But the leaves of hemlock, and some oUier herbs

replete with a subtile volatile matter, are to be powdered imme'
diately aiter the exsiccation, and preserved iu glass-vessels, well

shut.

IV. Flowers. Flowers are to be gathered when moderately

expanded, on a clear dry day, before noon. Red rosis are taken

before ;hey open, and ilie white heels clipped otf and throwrt

away. The quick drying, above recommended for the leaves of

plants, is more particularly proper for flowers; in most of wliich

Ijotli the colour and smell are more perishable than in leaves, and

more suliject to be impaired oy slow exsiccation. Of the flowers

which come fresh into the apothecaries hands, the only ones em-
ployed dry in the London pharmacopoeia are red roses; and these,

in all the compositions in which they are used in a dry' state, are

expressly ordered to be dried hastily. One of the most valuable

aromatics of European growth, saftron, is part of a flower, dried

on paper on a kind of kiln, with a heat sufiicient to make it sweat,

taking care only not to endanger the scorching of it. It may here

be observed, that the virtues of flowers are confined to dilFerent

parts of the llower in dili'erent plants. SalTron is a singular pro-

duction growing at the end of the style or pistil. The active part

of camomile-flowers is the yellow disk, or button in the middle :

th..t of lilies, roses, clove july-flowers, violets, and many others,

the petala or flower-leaves ; white rosemary has little virtue in any

of these parts, the fragrance admired in the flowers of this plant re-

siding chiefly in the cups.

V. Seeos and Fruits. Seeds should be collected when ripe,

and beginning to grow dry, before they fall olf spontaneously.

Fruits are also to be gathered when ripe, unless otherwise ordered.

Of the fruits whose collection comes under the notice of the apo-

thecary, there are few which are used in an unripe state ; the prin-

cipal is tlie sloe, whose virtue as a mild astringent is much dimi-

nished by maturation. The fruit of the orange-tree, raised in our

gardens or green-houses, is sometimes gathered in a slate of much
greater immaturity, soon after it is formed on the trep, before it

has acquired its acid juice ; at this time it proves an elegant aro-

matic bitter, nearly resembling Curassao oranges, which a |) pear to

be the same fruit gathered at Ihe same period in a warnur climate.

.VU the olhcinal seeds being in their greatest perfection at the time

of their maturity, this is the only proper time for collecting them.

As seeds contain little waten. moi-lure, they require no otiier

warmth for drying them than that of the tempeiale air in autumn ;

such as abouiill with a gross expressible oil, as those commonly
called the cold-seeds, should never be exposed to any considera-

ble heat; for this would hasten the rancidity, which, howevec
carefully kept, they are very liable to contract. Seeds are best

preserved iii their lutural liusks or coverings, which should be se-

parated
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parated only at the time of using ; the liusk, or cortical part, serv-

inp: to defend the seed from being injured by the air.

VI. Woods and Barks. The nio^t proper season for the fell-

ing of woods, or sliaving off their barks, is generally the winter.
No woods of British growtli are now retained by the Lon<lon or
Edinburgh colleges. The only two which had formerly a place
in the catalogues of simples were the juniper and the box; the
first of which is never kept in the shops, or employed in prac-
tice ; the other may be produced from the turner, and it

is indillisrent at what seasoji it has been cut down, being at

all times sufficiently ht for the only use to which it was applied,
the yielding an enipyreumatic oil by distillation in a strong fire.

It is doubted, whether barks are not generally more replete with
medicinal matter in summer and spring than in winter. The barks

of many trees are in. summer so much loaded with resin and gum
as to burst spontaneously, and discharge the redundant quantity.
It is said that the bark of the oak answers best for the tanners at
the time of the rising, of the sap in spring ; and as its use in tan-
ning depends on the same astringent quality for win' li it is used
in medicine, it should seem to be aho litlest for nredicinal .i)ur-
poses in the spring. It may be observed like«i;H_', that it Is in this

last season that barks in general are most conveni^-ntly |>eeled off.

VII. Anim.^l Substances. Animal substances are to be cho-
sen in tlifiir most perfect state, unless they be ordered otherwise.
Whatever virtues these bodies may have, they are supposed to be
best when they have altained to their common full growth. For
the compounding of these medicines sec Fh.\rmacy, and lor their
application see Medicine.

MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS, such insfumcnts
as are usually employed by mathematicians, as compasses, scales,

quadrants, &c. See these'aricles.

Mathematical Instrvments, Machine for dividing.
See Ramsden's Machine.
MATHEM.-VTICIA.V, a person versed in the mathematics.

The first who cultivated mathematics after the flood were the As-
syrians and Chaldeans ; from wliom Josephus says, thev were car-
ried^ by Abraham to the Egyptians; who proved such notable
proficients, that Aristotle fixes the first rise of mathematics among
theiu. From Egypt they passed into Greece through the hands
of Thales, B. C. 584 ; who having learned geometry of the Egyp-
tian priests, taught it in his own country. After Thales, Pvthago-
ras, among other mathematical arts, paid a particular regard to

arhhmetic ; fetching the greatest part of his philosophy from num-
bers : he was the first, as Laertius tells us, who ab^tracte<l geome-
try from matter ; and to him we owe the doctrine of incommen-
surable magnitude, and the five regular bodies, besides the first

principles of nuisic and astronomy. Pythagoras was seconded by
Ana.Kagoras, CEnopides, Briso, Antipho, and Hippocrates of Scio';
who all applied particularly to the quadrature of the circle, the
duplicature of the cube, &c. but the last with most success : this

last is also mentioned by Proclus, as the first who compiled ele-
ments of mathematics. Democritus excelled in mathematics as
well as physics ; though none of his works in either kind are ex-
tant, the destruction of which some authors lay at Aristotle's door.
The next in order is Plato, who not only improved geometry, but
introduced it into |)hysics, and so laid the foundation of a" solid
philosophy. Out of his school proceeded a crowd of ni.itliemati-

cians. Proclus mentions thirteen of note ; among whom was Leo-
damus, who improved the analysis first invented by Plato ; Tliea-
letus, who wrote elements ; an'd Archiates, who was the first w ho
:.pplied mathematics to use in life. These were succeeded by
Neocles and^Theon, the last of whom contributed to the element-^.
Eudoxus excelled in arithmetic and geometry, and was the fir>t

founder of a system of a^lronomy. >lenechmus invented the co-
nic sections, and Theudius and'Hermotimus improverl the ele-
ments. Aristotle's works are so stored with mathematics, that
Blancanus compiled a whole book of them: out of his school
came Eudemus and Theophrastus ; the first of whom wrote of
numbers, geometry, and invisible lines; the latter, a mathematical
I(istory. To Aristeus, Isidorus, and Hypsicles, we owe t!io L>ooks
of solids; which, with the other books of elements, were improv-
ed, collected, and methodised by Euclid, who died B. C. 284.
A century after Euclid, came Eiatosthenes and Archimedes.
Cotemporary with the latter was Conon, a geometrician and astro-

nomer. Soon after appeared Apollonius Perg^us ; whose conies
are still extant. To him are likewise ascribed the fourteenth and
lifieenth boi.ks of Euclid, which are said to have been contracted
by Hypsicles. Hipparchus and Menelaus wrote on the subtenses
in a circle, the latter also on spherical triangles: Theodosius's
three books of spherics are still extant. All these, Menelaus ex-
cepted, lived before Christ. A. D. 70, was born Ptolemy of
Alexandria, the prince of ancient astrono.ners, and no mean geo-

metrician : he was succeeded by the philosopher Plutarch, of whom
we have still extant some mathematical problems. After him

' flourished Eutocius, who commented on Archimedes, and occa-

sionally mentions the inventions of Philo, Diodes, Nicomede-;,

Sporus, and Heron, on the dupli'-ature of the cube. To Ctesi-

^

bins of Alexandria we owe pumps ; and Gemiriis, who appeared
! soon after, is preferred by Proclu.. to Euclid liiniself. Diophan-
tus of AU-xandria was a great master of numbers, and the fiist in-

ventor of algebra ; Nicomachus is ci lebrated for his arithmetical,

, geometrical, and mn^cal works ; Serenus, for his books on the

sections of the cylinder ; Proclus, for his comments on Euclid;
and Theon has the credit, among some, of being author of the

! books of elements ascribed to Euclid. The last, among the an-

cient mathematicians, is Pappus of Alexandria, who flourished

A. D. 400, and is celebrated for his books of mathematiciU collec-

tions still extant.

MATHEMATICS may be defined, the science of quantity ;

or a science that considers magnitudes either as computable or

measurable ; and hence is divided into arithmetic and geometry.

The word in its original, ;.'.r-.9>i7i,-, signifies discipline, or science in

general ; and seems to have been applied to the doctrine ot quan-
tity, either bv way of eminence, or because, this having the start

ot all other sciences, the rest took their common name from it.

Mathematics are commonly distinguished into pure or speculative,-*"

which consider quantity abstractedly ; and mixed, which treat of
magnitude as subsisting in material bodies, and consequently are

interwoven every where with physical considerations. Mixed
mathematics are very comprehensive ; since to them may be re-

ferred astronomy, optics, geogra|)hy, hydrostatics^ mechanics, for-

tification, navigation, Vc. See Astronomy, CiEocRAPHV, Op- •

TICS, &c. Pure mathematics have one peculiar advantage, that

they occasion no disputes among wrangling disputants, as in other

braiuhcs,oni1iow ledge ; anil the reason is, because the definitions

of the terms are premised, and every body that reads a proposi-

tion has the same idea of every part of it. Hence it is easy to put

an end to all mathematical controversies, because if what is said

to be proved be not true, it is easy to shew that our adversary has

not stuck to his definitions, or has not laid down true premises, or

else ihat he has drawn false conclusians from true principles. It

is true, that in mixed mathematics, where we reason mathemati-
cally upon physical sulijects, we cannot give such just <lefinitions

as the geometricians : we must therefore rest content with descrip-

tions ; and they will be of the same use as definitions, provided

we are consistent, and always mean the same thing by those terms
we have once explained. Dr. Barrow gives a most elegant de-

scription of the excellence and usefulness of mathematical know-
ledge, in his iiK!ugura! oration, upon being appointed professor of

mathematics at Cambridge. Tlie mathematics, he observes, efl^cc-

tuallv exercise, not vainly delude, nor vexatiously torment, studi-

ous minds with obscure subtilities ; but plainly demonstrate every
thing within their reach, draw certain conclusions, instruct by
profitable rules, and unfold pleasant ([uestions. These disciplines

likewise inure and corroborate the mind to a constant diligence in

study ; they wholly deliver us from a credulous shnplicity, most
strongly
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sltongly fortify iis aa^jinst th.e vanity of scepticism, efffctually re-

strain lis from rash piesuinptioii, most easily iiKliiie us to a due
assent, and pt-rfectly subject us to Hie govcnuTicMt of riglil reason.

llVhile tlie mind is abstracted and elevated from sensible matter,

distinctly views pure forms, conceives the beauty of ideas, and in

Wstigates tlie harmony of proportions ; the manners tliemseh'e-.

are sensibly corrected and improved, the aiteclion; composed arul

rectitied, the fancy calmed and settled, and the understandinj;

r.iised and excited to more divine contemplations. The late Dr.

Minto of New Jei'iey iias many similar observations, in his inau-

gural Oration on the Progn.ss and Improvement of the Mathema-
tical Sciences; delivered at I'rinceton in 17*>3.

MA THER, CoTTOM, D. D. and F'. U. S. an eminent Ameri-
can divine, born at Boston in New England, in Hi63. He wa^

educated in Harward college, and in UiS4 became minister of

Boston ; which olHce he not only discharged faithfully, but pro-

moted several excellent societies for the public good : particularly

one for suppressing disortlei--^, one for reforming manners, and a

society of peace-makei-s, for composing diti'erences and prevent-

ing la«'-suits. His reputation spread far ; in 1710, the miivei'sity

of Glasgow sent him a diploma emullingJiim D. D. and, in 1714,

the Royal Society of London chose hnn a fellow. He died U!

172S; and is said to have published in his life-time 382 pieces,

ix'ckoning sermons, essays, &c. But several large works, p.irticu-

larlv Magnalia Christi Americana, or an Ecclesiastical H.atory of

New England, from its lir^t planting in lu^O to l()f)S, folio. Utit

the most remarkable of all his works was tiiat in which he defend-

ed the doctrine of witchcraft, intituled," 'I he Wonders of the In-

vi>ible World; being an account oi liie trials of several witches

lately executed in Nesv England, and of several remarkable cu-

riosities therein occurring. Togellicr with, ]. Observations on

ttie nature, tlie number, and the o[)erations, of the devils. 2. A
bliort narrative of a late outrage comini'.ted by a knot of witches

ill SweilelanJ ; very much resembling, and so far explaining that

under which New England has Laboured. 3. Some counsels di-

recting a due improvement of^the terrible things lately done by
the unusual and amazing range of evil spirits in New England.

4. A brief discourse upon the temptalions which are tiie more
ordinary devices of Satan.'" 'I'his wo; k was ' published by the

special command of the governor of the province of Massachuset's

Bay in New England." Boston ; and J.oiut ^n, 1730, 4to.

MATLOCK, a village of Derbyshire, near Wirksworlh, on

the edge of Derwent, noted lor its bath, tlie water ol which is

jnilk-warm ; and remaikaole for the huge rocks in its environs,

particularly those called the Torr, on the E. side of die Der-

ijuitt, over against it, which seem to be piled one upon an-

• ^klATRASS, CUCURBIT, or BOLT-HEAD, among che-

mists. See Chemistry.
MATRICARIA, Feverfew; in botany, a genus of the po-

Ivgamia superliua order, and syiigenesia class yf plants ; natural

order, Coi>ipo-it;e. Receptacle naked ; no pappus ; calyx hemi'-
• pherical, imbricate; marg nal leaflets solid, somewhat siiarp.

There are eight species, herbaceous plants.

^l. Parenthium, the Common" Feverfew, hath very fibrous

clustering roots, crowned with numerous compound l^saves. It is

casilv propagated, as well as by parting the roots and cutting?. This
plant has received a most extraordinary character in hysteric and

other aiiect ons of the nerves, as well as for being a carminative or

warm stimulating bitter. Dr. Le*'is, however, thinks it inferior

to camomile ; witli which lie says it agrees in all sensible <iuulilies,

only being soiiiewhat weaker.

MA TRICE, or .\l.\TRiX, in dyeing, is applied to the five

simple colours, whence all the rest are derived or composed.
riic-.e are Uie black, white, blue, red, and yellow, or i-oot co-

lour.

Matrice, or Matrices, used by the lelter-fou;ulers, are lit-

tle pieces of copper or brass, at one end whereof are engraven,

dculwise, or en cieux, the several characters used in the compos-
ing of books. Each character, virgula, and eieii eath p^oint in a

discourse, has its ^eve^al matrix ; and of consctjueuce, its several

puncheon to strike it. Engravers on metal cut or grave the

^matrices. When types are to be cast, llie matrice is to be fasten-

ed to the end of ,. mould, so disposed as that when the metal is

poured on it, it may fail into the creux or cavity of tlie uiatiice,

and take the figure and inipie^sion thereof.

\0L. III.—NO. i3j.

Matrices, u,ed in coining, are pieces of steel in form of <l\es,
whereon are engraven the several figures, arms, characters,' le-

gencls, &c. wherewith the species are to be stamped. 'I he en-
graving is performed with several puncheons, which being formed
in relievo, or prominent w hen struck on the metal, make an in-
dented impression, which the French call en creux.
iMA'TRICULA, a register kept of the admission of officers

and per^ons entered into any body or society whereof a list is

made. Hence those who are admitted into our universities arc
sa'd to be matnciilated.

Mapricula was also applied to a kind of alms-house, where
the poor were provided for. It had certain revenues appropriated
to it, and was usually built near the church ; whence the name was
also frequently given to the church itself.

NL-VTRIMONY. See Marriage.
NLVTRIX, a term applied to places proper for the generation

of vegetables, minerals, and metals. Thus the earth is the matri.x
wherein seeds sprout; and marcasites are by many considered as
the matrices of metals.

^TiTRlx OF Ores is the earthy and stony substances in which
tiiese metallic matters are enveloped : these are very various, fre-

quently spar, quartz, fluurs, or horn-blend.
M.'\TR0NS, Jury of. When a widow feigns herself v^'ith

child in order to exclude the next heir, and a supposititious birth
is suspected to be intended ; tiien, upon the writ tie ventre iii'-pi-

ciendo, a jury of women is to be inipannelied to try the question
whether the woman is with child or not. So, if a woman is con-
victed of a capital oti'^nce, anil, being condemned to suffer death,
pleads in stay ot execution that slie is pregnant, a jury of matrons
is impannelled to iiuiuire into the truth of the allegation ; and,
if they find it true, the convict is respited till after her deli-
very.

AL\TRONALIA, a Roman festival instituted by Romulus,
and celebrated on the kalends of March, in honour ot'Mars.
MAI ROSS, in the train of artillery, are a sort of soldiers next

.

in degree under the gunners, who assist about the gans in travers-
ing, spunging, firing, and loading, liiem : they carry firelocks, and
march along with the -tore-waggons as a guar<l, and as assistants,

in case a waggoifshould break.
^L\'IT, in a ship, r<5j)e-yarn, junk, &c. beaten flat- and' inter-

woven
; used to preserve ihc yards from galling or nibbing in

hoisting or lowering them.
^LVTTER, l7)iutcria, Lat.] in common language, signifies

that which is tangible, visible, and extended; but among philoso- .

pliers it signifies that sub-tance of which all bodies are composed ;,.

a.ud in this sense it is synonymous with the word Element. Se-ft

Metaphysics, and Physics.
iNL-^TTHEO, ST. or ST. MATTHEW, an island of Africa,

420 miles from Cape Palma, on tlie coast of Guinea, which is I he
nearest point of land. Lon. 6. 10. W. Lat. 1. 45. S.

Mattheo, Vr. or St. Matthew, a town of Spain, in Arra-
goii. Lon. 0. 15. W. Lat. 40,22. N.
MATTHEW, or LEVL the apo-t'.e and evan,^list, tliC son

of Alpheiis, was of Jewi>h original, and probably a Galilean. Be-
fore liH call to the apostleship, he was a publican or tax-^allicrer
to the Roman-; an ofllce ot bad repute among the Jews, on ac-
count of the covetousness of those who managed it. His oliice

particularly ccn-isted in gathering the customs of all mcrcliaiidiEe
tliat caine by the sea of Galilee, and the tribute payable by pas-
sengers who went by water. Here lie sat at the recei]it of custom,
when our Saviour called him. It is probable, that, living at Ca-
pernaum, the place of Christ's usual residence, he might have
some previous knowledge of him. Matthew immediately ex-
pressed his satisfaction, by entertaining our Saviour and Ids disci-

ples at a great dinner at his own house, whither !;e invited all his

(riends, especially tho"e of his own prolession, hoping, probably,
that they might be influenced by the company and conversation

of Christ. He continued with the rest of the apostles till alter our
Lord's ascension. For the first eight years afterwards, he preach-
ed in Juihca. Then lie went to propagate the go-pel among the
CJentiles, and chose Ethiopia ;.•; the s<ene of his apostolical minis-

try ; where it is said he suffered martyrdom, though others say he
suCTered in Partliia or Persia. Baronius Iclls iis, the body of St.

Matthew was transported from Ethiopia to Bithynia, and tlienci-

to Salernum in Naples, A. D. 954, where it was found in 1080,

and wliere dnke Robert built a cliurch bearing his name.
i P Matthew,
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Matthew, Gospkl of St. a canoiiicLil book ot the Nt-w

Testaitient. Maithcw wrote his gospel in Juda?a, at tlie request

of (liose he had converteil ; and it is thought he began in I'.e year

41, eight years after Chri^it's resurrection. It was written, accord-

ing to the testimony of all tiie ancients, in the Hebrew or ?yriac

language ; but the Greek version, which now passes for the origi-

nal, is as old as Ihe apostolical times.

Matthlw, St. an island iji the Indian Ocean, on the coast of

Siani. Lon. 97. 52. K. Lut. 9. 33. N.
Matthew, St. the Evangelist's Day, a festival of the-

Chrihtian church, observed on Sept. 21.

M.\TrHIAS, St. an apostle, chosen to fill up tlie place of

Judas. (See Acts, ch. i.) He was qualified for the apostlc-ship,

by having been a constant attendant upon otn' Saviour all the time
of his ministry. He is supposed to have been one of the seventy
d'isciples. After our Lord's resurrection, he preached the gospel

Irrst in Jud;ra, and afterwards in Ethiopia, where he suffered mar-
tyrdom. I'hey pretended to shew the relics of St. Matthias at

Home ; anti at the famous abbey of St. Matthias near Treves. A
gospel and -^onie traditions were ascribed to St. Matthias ; but are

universally rejecter! as spurious.

Matthias, St. an island in the East Indian Ocean, 90 miles
in circumference. Lon. 144. SO. E. Lat. 1. 50. S.

Matthias's Dav, Sr. a fcotival of the Chri-tian church, ob-
served on (ho 2-kh Teh.
MA'ri'HlEU, Peter, a French historian, born in 1583. Ho

attended Lewis XI II. to the siege of Monlauban, where he fell

sick, and died at Toulouse in Kr.'l. He wrote, I. A History ol

m'-merjble Events uj the Reign of Henry the Great. 2. Hi>fi)ry
crt .the Death of Uerry IV. '

3. The H'lstory of St. Lewis: anil

4. H.stcry ot !'ranee and I'ri.ncis I. to Lewis XIII. in two vols,

folio.

iMATI HIOLA, in botanj, a genus of the pentandria monngy-
nia cla~s and order. Calyx entire; corolla tubular, superior, un-
.(livided ; drupe with a globular nucleus. There is but one species,

IW. scabra, a native of America.
iMAT'IIACE AQl'.K, or MATTIACI PONTES, in an-

cienf geography, a town of Germany, seated ainong mineral wa-
ters. It is now called Wisbaden, opposite to Mentz. Lon. 8. E.
Lat. 51), (J. N.
MA TTIACUM, or MATTll'M, a town of the Mattiaci.

Now calletl Marpuig in Hesse. Lon. S. 40. E. L.it. 50. 40. N.
MATURAN'i'S, ni pharmacy, medicines which promote the

suppuration of tumors.

MATTUSCHKiEA, in botany, a genus of the tetrandria mo-
ncgynia class and order. Calyx f'om-parterl, with linear leaflets

;

Ci>i'olIa one-petaled, with a long tube and four-cleft border; serm
sii berior, four-cleft ; seeds four, naked. There is but one species,

M. hirsuta, a native of Guian.i.

^«'].\U13EUGE, a town of France, in ll;e department of the
Noith, and late province of Frei:rli Hamault, 40 miles S. W. of
Brus-v!s. Lon. 5. E. Lat. 50. 15. N.
,MA(JCALT:0, in zoologv. See Lemi'u.
MACJDLIN. Sei' AcHux.'s.
M.'Vl T..DA!I, a commercial citv of Bengal, near the N. bank

of tlie Ganges, 190 miles N. of Cakutla. Lon. SS. 2S. E. Lat.
25. 10. N.
MAULEON, a town of France, in the department of Lower

Pyrenees, on the frontiers of Spain, 21 miles W. S. \V. of Pan.
Mauleon, a town of France, in the department of the Vendee,

and late province of Poitou, 52 miles N. of Poitiers. Lon. 0. 36.
W. Lat. 46. 54. N.
MAUN DAY-THURSDAY, [derived by Spelman from

matide, a hand-basket, in which the king was accustomed to give
alms to the poor: by others homdit.i mand-ili, the day on which our
Saviour gave his great mandate,That we should love one another.
The Thursday in Passion-week, which was thus named, from the

Command which our Saviour gave hisapostles tocommemorate him
in tlie Lord's supper, which he this day instituted ; or from the
new commandment which he gave them to love one another,
after he had wa-hed their feet as a token of his love to them.
MAUPEKTUIS, Peter Lewis Morceau De, a celebrated

French academiciar. born at St. Malo in 1698, where he was pri-

vately educated till he was in his sixteenth yeiu", whrn he was
placed under the celebrated M. le Blond, in the college of la

Marche, at Paris. He soon discovered a passion for mathematical

studies, particularly geometry. He likewise practised instrumeii

tal music with success ; but fixed on no prolession till he was 20

when he entered into tlie arm v. He first served in the Grey
Musqueieeis ; but in 1720, his father purchased a commission foi

him in the regiment uf La Roclicguvon. He remained only tivi

years in the army, during which time lie pursued his niathem:,

tical studies with great vigour. In 1723, he was leceived into tin

Royal Academy cf Sciences, and read a memoir upon Ihe con
struction and form ot musical instruments, Nov. 15, 1724. He
also applied hiiiiseh to natural philosophy, and disco\ered great

knowledge and dexterity in observations and experiments u|joii

animals. He visited London, where he became a zealous ad

niirer and follower of Sir Isaac Newton. He next went to C; ;

in Switzerland, where he formed a friendship with the faniei

John Bernouilli, which continued to his death. At his return t(

Paris, he pursued his favourite studies with greater zeal than ever.

By the .Memoirs of the .'Vcadeiny from 1724to 1736, it appearstliat

the mo^t sublime (]uestions in geometry and the relative sciences

received from him that elegance, clearness, and precision, so re-

markable in all his writings. In 17J0, he was sent by Lewis XN'.

to tlie polar circle, ,to measure a degree, in order to ascertain the

figure of the earth, accompanied by NIessrs. Clairault, Camus, Lc
Monnier, Abb& Outhier, and professor Celsius atUpsal. 'Jhis

distinction rendered him so famous, that, after his return he was

admitted a member of almost every academy in Europe. In

1740, he was inviied by the king of Prussia to Berlin. He ac-

cepted of Frederic's invitation the more readily, that his studies

had not wholly tl'faced his love for arms. He followed the king
into the lield, and was a witnc'^.s of the dis|)Ositions ami operation^

that precede'd the battle of Molwitz; but was deprived of I!

glory of being present, when victory declared in favour of li

royal patron, by a singular adventure. His horse, during the ac-

tion, running away witli him, he fell into Uie hands of the enemy ;

and was at first but roughl\ treated by the Austrian soldiers, to

whom he coiiUl not make himself known for want of their laii-

guape; but being carried prisoner to Vienna, he received the

highest honours from their imperial majesties. From N'ienna he
returned to Berlin; but r.s the reform of the academy which the

king of Prussia then meditated was not yet mature, he went again

to Paris, and was chosen in 1742 director of the Academy of

Sciences. In 1743 he was received into the I'rench Academy ; and
was the first person who was a member of both tiie academies at

Paris at the same time. M. de Maupertuis again assumed the mi-
litary character at the siege of Fribourg, and was pitched upon by
marshal Cogney and count Argenson to carry the news to the

French king of the surrender of that cita<lel. He returned to

Berlin in 1744, when by the good offices of the queen-mother, he
married Ma<lame de Borck, a lady of great beauty and merit,

nearly related to M. de Borck, then minister of stale. This de-

termined liira to settle ;it Berlin, as he was extreinely attaclied to

his spouse, and regarded this alliance as the most fortunate cir-

cumstance of his lite. In 1746, he was declared by the king pre-

sident ot the Royal Academy of Sciences at Ceilin, and soon after

was honoured with the order of merit. These accumulated ho-

nours only increased his ardour for the sciences. Not a day
passed but he produced some new plan lor the advancement of

knowledge. Nor did he confine himself to mathematical slu-

dies; metaphysK-s, ihemislry, botany, literature, all shared his at-

tention, and contributed to his fame. But he had a strange in-

((uietiide of spirit, a dark alrabilaire humour, which rendered him
miserable amidst all his honours and pleasures. This tempera-
ment contributed to engage him in several quarrels; particularly

one with professor Koenig at Franeker, and anotlier more terrible

with Voltaire. Maupertuis had inserted in the Memoirs of the

Academy at Berlin, for 1746, a Discourse upon the Laws of Mo-
tion ; which Koenig not only attacked but attributed to Leibnitz.

Maupertuis, enraged at the imputation of plagiarism, engaged
the academy of Berlin to call upon him for his proof ; which
Koenig failing to produce, he was struck out of the academy, of

which he was a member. Several pamphlets were the conse-

quence of this ; and Voltaire, to the surprise of the public, en-

gaged againt Maupertuis, though they had hitherto been upon Ihe

most amicable terms ; and Voltaire respected Maupertuis as his

master in mathematics. But on this occasion Voltaire exerted all

Lit
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hii «ili anil •.aUri- aguinst liis l.ite fi ieiul, and cvch wcnl so far lic-

yoiid li.e boiintis ot proprielv, lliat lie louiul it L-x|H-<.liriil, in I7.">3,

to quit llio cmiit of Prussia. Mau|)i-rUiH's ciin»tiUilioii had long

been impaired ijy the great fatiniies in wliicli lii» active niind liad

involveil limi ; as well as by the amazing har<lship-> he had under-

gone in his northern expedition. These had brought on a spit-

ting of blood, which began at least 12 years before he died. Vet
Slill he enjoved the greatest vigour of mind, for the best of his

VvHlings were produced, and his most sublime ideas developed,

during his sickness, when he was unable to preside at the academy.

He look se'-eral journeys to St. Malo, tor the recovery ot his

hralth ; and though he always received benclit from his native air,

yet still upon his return to lierlin, his disorder returned, ills last

journey to 1'"ranee was undertaken in 1757; and on his return

he visited l^asil, where he was received by his friend Bcrnouilli and

his family with the utmost affection. But as the winter approached,

his disorder returned, and after languishing several nionlhs, he

died in 17j9. He was the author of several works, as 1. The Fi-

gure of the Earth determined. 2.The Measure of a Degree of the

Meridian. 3. A Discourse on the Parallax of the Moon. 4.

A Discourse on the Figure of the Stars. 5. The Elements of

Geography. 6. Nautical Astronomy. 7. Elements of Astro-

nomy. 8. A physical Dissertation on a white Inhabitant of

Africa. 9. An Essay on Cosmography. 10. Reflections on the

Origin of Languages. 11. An Essay on_Moral Philosophy. 12.

A Letter on the Progress of the Sciences. 13. An Essay on the
Formation of Bodies. 14. An Eulogium on M. <le .\lontes(iuieu.

15. Letters, and several other works, and a great number of in-

teresting papers, of which the princi|»al were printed iu the Me-
moirs of the Berlin and Paris academies. .The works which he
published were collected into 4 vols. Svo. published at J^vons in

175t), where also a new and elegant edition was jjrinted in \7iiS.

.MAL'K, Sr. Socif.tv of, acelebrated society of Beiiedictines,

iu>tituted under the sanction of Gregory XV'. in 1621.

MAURA, or ST. M.Vl^KA, an island in the Mediterranean,
near the coast of Lower Albania, anciently a peninsula, najiied

Leucadia, hut made au island by the Carthaginians, who cut
through the isihmus.

, ^L\UKA, St. or |St. Maure, tlie capital of the above island.

Lon. 20. 50. E. Lat. 39. 4. N.
Maure, St. two towns of France; 1. in the department of

Aube, 3 miles N. of Troyes: 3. in that of Indre and Loire, IS

miles S. of Tours.

MAURICE, of Nassau, prince of Orange, was the son of
William, after whose death in 15S4, he governed the Low Coun-
tries, being then only eighteen jears old. He evinced, however,
great courage and talents ; and being named captain-general of

the United Provinces, established that lilierty which his father

had begun. He made himself master of Breda in 1590, and this

was followed by the capture of Zutphen, Deventer, HuUt. Ni-
niegiien, and Gerturydenbing. He defeated the archduke Albert
in 1597, and compelled the Spaniards to abandon the Low Coun-
tries the same year. In 1600 he was forced to raise the siege of
Dunkirk, but he soon after gained a great victory over Albert
near Nieuport. This was followed by numerous contjuesls.

Maurice now aimed at the sovereignty of Holland, but was op-
posed by the virtuous Barneveldt. Barneveldt was an Arminiaii,

and Maurice deleuded Gomar against Arminius. Taking advan-
tage of the general oilium under which the .\rminians lay, he got
iliis excellent man condemned in 1619. His death, wholly owmg
to the cruel ambition of Maurice, made a deep impre^^ion on the
Hollanders. The truce with Spain being expired, Spinola laid

siege to Breda in 1624, and in six months, after great slaughter of
his troops, he took the place. Maurice, unsuccessful in every at-

tempt to raise the siege, died of vexation in 1625, aged 55, with
ihe reputation of the greatest warrior of his time.

Maurice, St. commander of the Theban legion, of Christian

martyrs. He was the patron of a celebrated order in the king of
-Sardinia's dominions, created by Emanuel Philibert duke lof Sa-
voy, to'jpwafd military merit, and approved bv Gregory XI 1 1.

MAURIPIDA, one of the Laccadive Islancls. Lon.' 72. 21.

E. Lat. 10. 58. N.
MAURITANIA, an ancient kingdom of Africa, bounded on

the \V. by the Atlantic, on the S. by Getulia or Lybia Interior,

and on the N. by the Mediterranean, and corsprehending the

I

greater part of the kingdoms of Fez and Morocco. Its ancier.t

I limits are not exactly mentioned by any historian ; and cannot
I now be ascertained by modern observations, the^e kingdoms bcinc;

I hut li tie known to Europeans. This country was originally ii>-

liahiti d by a people called Mauri, concerning the etymology of
wiiich name authors are not agreed. It is probable, however, that

llus country, or at least a great part of it, » as lirst called Phut, ;>»

it appears from Pliny, Ptolemy, and St. Jerom, that a river and
territory near Mount Atlas went by that name ; probably from
Pliul, the third son of Ham. See Gen. x. 6. From the Jerusalem
laigiim it likewise appears, that part of the Mauri may be deemed
the olfspriiig of Lud the son of Misraim, as his desccndents, men-
tioned Gen X. are there called 'NOnD, Mauri, or Mauritani. It it

certain, that this region, as well as the otliers E. of it, had many
colonies planted in it by the Phtt'nicians.

MAURiriA, the Ginkgo, or Maiues-Hair-Tkek, a genus
of plants belonging to the natural orUer Palms. Calyx oftho
male one-leafed: corolla onepetaled; stamina si.v. It has but
one species, a native of Surinam.
.MAURiriUS, MAURICE, or the ISLE OF FRANCE, au

island of Africa, about 400 niiks E. of Matlagascar, lying in Lon.
57. 2M. E. Lat. SO. 15. S. In the beginning of the Ibih century it

was diicovcred by the Portuguese, who knowing that Pliny and
other ancient writers had mentioned the island ol Ceriie in tiiese

seas, took it for granted that this must belt: and accordingly
styled it Cerne or Sirne, in their niap>, l)ut, did not think lit to

settle it. However they put some hogs, goats, and other cattle,

upon it, that in case any of their ships, either going to ti;e Indies,

or returning to Portugii, should be obliged to touch there, they
might meet with refreshments. The Dutch, in tlieir second voy-
age to the Ea t-lndies, under Admiral V'anneck, came with five

slii])s on ilje 15th Sept. lil'iS; anchored in a commodious porl,

which they named Warwick Haven; and gave a good account of
the place in tlieir journals. Captain Castieton, in the Pearl, an
l^iiglisli East-India bliip, arrived lliere on the 27lh March ltJ12 ;

aiiU taking it to be an islaml undiscovered before, bestowed upon
it the name of England's Forest, though otliers of his crew called

it Pearl Island, and in the account of their voyage, writttn by-

John Talton the master, celebrated it as a place very convenient
for shipi to refresh at. This tliey sometimes accordingly did, and
brought away some cargoes of ebony and rich wood. At lenglli,

in 1638, the Dulcii seated themselves here ; and at the very time
they were employed in making their tirst settlement, the French
sent a vessel to take possession of it, who found the Dutch before-

hand with them, and refused the assistance of an English India-

man, wooding and watering in another part of the island, who of-

fered to drive the Dutch from their halt--eltled posts. They con-
tinued for some time in quiet possession of the places they fortiried

in this island, to wiiich they gave the name of Mauritius. Rut
having engaged the French, who were settled in Madagascar, to

steal 50 ol the natives, and sell them for slaves, for the intpruve-

meut of the Dutch settlements here, this proved the ruin ot both

colonies; for the negroes surprised and massacred the French in

Madagascar ; and the slaves in Mauritius tied into the centre of

the island ; whence they so incessantly molested those who had
been tlieir masters, that they chose to quit a country where they

could no longer remain in safety. The East-India company, how-
ever, from a very imperfect notion of its value, ordered it to be

resettled, and erected three forts at the principal havens. Matters

now went on somewhat lulier, but the revolted negroe., in the

heart of the isle, whom they could never subdue, still gave the

settlers much trouble. The principal use that the company made
of it, was to send thither state-prisoners, who, not being nu-n of the

best morals, quickly corrupted the ret of the inhabitaius, and
rendered them such a race of desperate smugglers, that orders

were at length given to abandon Mauritius a second time, which
were put in execution in 1710. In 1712 the French took pos.session

of It, and named it 1^ Isle de France, but the other Europeans still

continue to call it Mauritius. 'I his island is now in possession of the

British ; it being taken from the French on the 2d. of Dec. 1810.

MAl'RA, one ol the Society Islands in the South Sea.

MARUCA, a kingdom of Africa, on the E. coast: in about

Lon. 37. E. Lat. 14. 30. S.

MAWES, St. a town of Cornwall on the E. side of Falmouth
haven. Lon. 5. S6. W. Lat. 50. 30. N.

MAXILLA,
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iMAXlU.A, the Jaw. See Anatomy.
Maxillary CLAXO-i. See Anatomy.
Maxillary Nerves. See .'\natomv.
M.-iXlM, [maximum, L;rt.] an axiom ; a general principle ; a

le.Tliiiir truth. See Axiom.
M.VXIMUM, in nKUlieniati'-'=, <lenotP<; tlie greatest qnantitv

att.iinable in any given case. It a tiuanlity conceived to be ge-

nerateil Ijy motion, increase, or decrease, til4 it arrives at a certain

Jiia^nilude or position, and then, on the contrary, grows less or

greater, and it be re(i«ired to determine the said niai^nimde or

position, the queition is called a problem ili- niaxiinis et minimis.

Che solntion of snch que^ions is e.isily elTccted by tlie method of

tliisiions. See I'LuxiONS.
MAXIMUS, a celebrated Cvnic philosophej, and magician of

Ephesus. He instructed the emperor Jnlian in magic; and, ac-

cording to some historians, from his conversation and company
the apoitiicy of Julian originated; as he not only visited him, but
even submitted his writings to his critii'al inspection. Maximiis,
however, refused to live in the court ot Julian, who far from being
tlispleasfil, appointed him high pontiff in Lydia, an ollice which
fe discharged with great moileralion and justice. \V lien Julian

went into the east, the magician promised him success, and even
said that his conquests would be more numerous and extensive

than those of Alexander. He persuaded his imperial pupil, tliat,

according to the doctrine of Metempsychosis, his body was ani-

mated by the soul of Alexander. After the death of Julian Maxi-
inus was almost saciificed to the fiirv of the soldiers: but was
saved by his Iriends, and he retired to Constantinople. He was
accuseil of niasjical praclices, before tlie emperor Valens, and be-

headed at Ephesus, .-v. 1). 3b(). He wrote some. philosophical and
rhetorical treatises, some of which were dedicated to Julian. They
are all now lost.

.MAXVVKLL, AViLHELMiNA, La<ly Glenorchy, youngest
daughter of William Maxwell; Esq. o! Preston, in Dumfries-shire,

and sister to the Countess ot Sutherland, a late eminently pious

lady, remarkable lor benevolence, charity, and philanthropy.

She was early married to John Lord Viscount Glenorchy, only

son of the late earl of Breadalbane, whose death soon after left her

a vecy young widow. " Her understanding," (says her biogra-

pher, the late reverend Dr. Gillies,) " was naturally strong anti

tier memory retentive. Her mind was polished by a liberal edu-

cation, and richly lurnislied by extensive reading and observation.

Her person was aareeable, lu r manners engaging, her fancy bril-

lianl, and attended by a constant tiow of good humour." But,

thoui-h " fitted to slime in courts," being visited by sickness in

her S3d year, slie, upon her recovery, resolved to prefer devotion
and utility to gaiety and thoughtlessness ; and her conduct through
I'fe afterwards proved, tliat her failh was not fruitless of good
worlvs. Her private charities were indeed numberless, and great

p.irt of them unlaiown. To some ministei's Tvhose congregations
were not atfluent, she paid regular salaries ; to othei's occasional

donations : and to many others stated annuities. Besides the ele-

srant Chapel at Edinburgh, wiiich cost about 6OO0/. and which
bears her name, she built and endowed a church at Strath-

fillan in Perthshire ; and purchased chapels at Matlock in

Derbyshire, at Carlisle, at Workington, and at Newton Bnr-
fiill in Uevonshire, besides contributing along with Lady H«nry
Hope, to the erection of Hope Chapel at Bristol. Sensible

that ignorance and ijlencfs are the great sources of vice, she also

founded and endowed various schools, and set on toot several ma-
nufactories for the poor. 'I his excellent l.idy died at Etlinburgh,

..July 17, 1736; leaving .tOOU/. to the Society in Scotland tor Pro-

^pagating Cliristian knowledge; iOOJ/. for educating young men
for the ministrv m England, and most of the rest of her fortune,

which was considerable, to other [lious and charitable uses.

WAY, the filth month in the year, reckoning from January;

and the third, counting the vear to begin with NLirch, as the Ko-
nians anciejitlv diil. It was called Maius by Romulus, in respect

to the senators and nobles of his citv, who were named majores ;

as (he following month was called Junius, in honour of the youth
of Home, in honorem jumorum, who served hiin in llic war;
tbough some think it was thus called from Maia, the mother of

Mercury, to whom they otfered sacrifice on the first day of it.
'

In this month the sun etiters Gemini, and the plants of the earth

in general begin to flower. See CHRONOLOcy.

6

May, or the Isle of May, a small island at the mouth of the
Kiilh ot Forth, in Scotland, about a mile and an halt in circum-
ference, and seven miles from the coast of Life.

May, or Mayo, one of the Cape de Verd Islands, of an oval
form, 21 miles in circumference. See Mayo.
M.-VY-DUKE, a species of cherry. See Prunus.
MAYEN, a town of France, in the department of the Thine

and Moselle, and late bishopric of 'I'revcs, 15 miles W. of Cob-
lentz.

M ayen's Island, an island in the North Sea, S. W. of Spilz-
bergen.

.MAYEK, Tobias, one of the greatest astronomers and me--
ehanics of the last century, was born at Maspach, in VVirteinberg,

1723. He acquired mathematics v\ithout a teacher, and at the
age of 14 designed machines and instruments with the greatest

dexterity and justness. He also acquired the Latin tongue, and
wrote it with elegance. In 1730, the university of Goltingen
chose him for their mathematical professor; and every year ot his.

short life was tlienceforward marked with some considerable dis-

coveries in geometry and astronomy. He invenl^d several useful

instruments for the more commodious and exact lueasuremeiit of
angles on a plane. He corrected many errors in practical geonie.
try, tracing them to their origin, in the refractions occasioned by
terrestrial objects. Afterwards he particularly applied himself to

study the theory of the nicon, its appearances, the question of its

atmosphere, and the reciprocal actions of the sun, earth, and
moon, upon each other. lie then extended his observations to the.

planet .Mars, and the fixed stars; determining- with greater e.xact-

ness than before the places of the latter, and ascertaining that,,

though commonly denominated fixed,they possess a certain degree
ot motion relative to their respective systems. "He dieil exhausted
and worn out by his labours in 1762, when only ,39 yeais of age.
His table of refractions, deduced from his astronomical observa-

tions, agrees very nicely with that of Dr. Bradley ; and his theory*-,

of the moon, and astronomical tables and precepts, were sa well rer

ceived, that they were rewarded by the English Board of Longi-
tude with the preininm of 3000/. which sum was paid to his widow
after his decease. These tables and precepts were published by
the board in the year 1770. He pablitJied '-A.New and General
Method of revolving all Geometrical Problems, by means of Geo-
metrical Lines," 1741, iivo. in German. " A Mathematical At-
las, in which all the Mathematical Sciences are comprised in sixty

' Tables," 174s, folio, in German. " A Description of a Lunar
Globe, constructed by the Gosmographical Society of Nurem-
berg, from new Observations," 17jO, 4to. also in German. Se-
veral exact " Maps ;" and some valuable papers in tlie Memoirs
of the Koyal Society of Gottingen.

May-Lily. See Convallaria.
|

MAYN E, a river of I'rance, formed by the union of the Mayi»

enneand the Sarte, three miles N. of Angers. It joins the Loire
about four miles below that city.

Mayne and Loire, a department of France, so named from
the junction of the rivers Mayne and Loire. Angers is the

capital.

Mayne, Main, or Maine, a river of Leland, in Antrim,
which runs into l^ough Keagh.
MAYO, a county of Ireland, in the province of Connaught,

bounded on the N. by Sligo and the sea ; E. by Leitrim and Ros-

coinmoii; S. by Koscomnion ; and W. by the Atlantic ocean. It

is about 57 miles long, from N. to S. and 4S broad. Casllebar is

the assizes town.

M.4Y0, an ancient city in the above county, 9 miles S. E. of

Castlebar.

Mayo, one of the Cape de Ver<l islands, lying in the Atlantic

ocean, nearo'JO miles from Cape Verd m Africa. The soil in ge-

neral is very barren, and water scarce ; however, they have some
corn, yams, potatoes, and plantains, with great numbers of beeves,

gouts, and asses. J^on. 23. 13. W. Lat. 15. 5. N.
Mayo, a province of N. America, in New Mexico.
Mayo, a river in the above province ou the W. coast of New-

Biscay.

M.4Y0R, ancientlv wrote Meyr, is derived from the Britisb

mint, i. e. to keep, or from the old English maicr, power. King.

Richard I. in 1 189, changed the bailiff of London into a mayor,

and King John made Uie biilifl of King's Lyiui a mayor in 1204.>

Norfolkil
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Norfolk did not obtain this title for its chief magistrate till I4l9,

the 7lh year of Kiiit; Henry V. since whicli there are few towns of

note but have had a mayor appointed. Mayors of corporations

are justices of peace pro tempore, and they are mentioned in se-

veral statutes ; but no person shall bear any office of magistracy

concerning the ((ovcrnment of any town, corporation, &c. who
hatii not received the sacrament according to the church of Eng-
land within one year before his election, and who shall not take

the oaths of supremacy, &c. If any person intrudes into the of-

fice of iiiayor, a quo warranto lies against him, upon w hich he shall

1)01 only be ousted, but fined. And no mayor, or person holding

an aiuinal office in a corporation for one year, is to 1)6 elected into

the same office for the next ; in this case, persons obstructing the

choice of a successor are subject to 100/. penalty. Where the

mayor of a corporation is not chosen on the day appointed by
charter, the ne.\l officer in place shall the day a!ter hold a court

and elect one ; and if there be a default or on)ission that way, the

Hectors may be compelled to choose a mavor, by a writ of man-
damus from the king's bench. Mayors, or other magistrates of a

corporation, who sh.dl voluntarily absent themselves on the day of

election, are liable to be imprisoned, and disqualified from hold-

ing any office in the corporation. The office of mayor in Eng-
land is nearly synonymous with that of Provost in Scotland.

Mayor's Courts. To the lord mayor and city of London
belong several courts of judicature. The highest ancf most ani:ient

h that of the hustings, destined to secure the laws, rights, fran-

ciiises, and customs of tlie city. The second is a couil of reque-.t.

Of of conscience ; see these articles. The third is the court ot the

lord mayor and aldermen, where also the sheritTs sit: to which
maybe added two courts of sheritfs and the court of the cily-or-

jr.jns, whereof the lord mayor and aldermen have the custody.
Also the court of common council, which is a court or assen)bly,

wiierein are made all by-laws which bind the citizens of London.
It cowistb, like the p.irliament, of two houses : an upper, consist-

ing of the lord mayor and aldermen; and a lower, ot a number of

ijnimon council men, chose By the several wards, as representa-

tives of the body of the citizens. In the court of common coun-
cil are made laws for the advancement of trade, and connnittees

yearly appointed, &c. But acts made by them are to have the
.iSH-nt of the lord mayor and aldermen, by stat. 1 1 Geo. I. Also
vlic chamberlain's court, where every thing relative to the rents

-.mil revenues of the city, as also the allairs of servants, &c. are

t.-ansacted. Lastly, to the lord mayor belong the courts of coro-

ner and of escheator ; another court for the conservation of tlie

river Thames ; another ot gaol-delivery, held usiully eight times

a year, at the Old Bailey, tor the trial of criminals, wheieof the

lord mayor is himself the chief judqe. There are other courts

called wardmotes or meetings of the wards; and courts of Jialy-

niote or assemblies of the several guilds and fraternities.

MAY-WEED. SeeAsTHtMis.
M.AZ.V, among the Athenians a sort of cake made of flour

boiled with water and oil, and set, as the common fare, before

such as were entertained at the public expence in the prytaueum
or common hall.

M.\Z.-VG.iN, a town of Morocco, on the frontiers of Du-
guela, tij miles N. of .Morocco. Lon. ". 45. W. Lat. 33. 5. N.
MAZAR.\, an ancient town of Sicily, seated on the coast, on

ttie ruins of the ancient Selinuntum. Lon. 12. 59. E. Lat. 37.

42. N.
.\IEACO, or KIO, acity of Japan, in Niphon. Lon. 134. C5.

E. Lat. 3:>. 24. N.
MEAD, Richard, M. D. and F. R. S. a celebrated English

pliysician, antiquarian, and naturalist, born in 1672, at Stepnev,
near London, where his father, the Rev. Matthew Mead, had
been minister. In 1689, he was sent to Utrecht, where he studied
under GrsBvius, after which he removed to Leyden, and contract-

ed .a close intimacy with Boerhaave. On completing his studies

in that celebrated school of physic, he went to Italy, and took his

<loctor's degree at Padua. In I69<3 he returned to his native coim-
try, and commenced the practice of physic at Stepnev, where he
resided seven years. In 1702 he published his treatise on Poisons,

which procured him considerable reputation. In 17.04 h>? was
admitted a member of the Royal Society, of which, in 1707, he be-
' ame vice-president. In 1717 the university of Oxford conferred
6n him his doctor's degree by diploma. In 1727 die was appoint-
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ed physician to George II. Dr. Mead died in 17.>4, and wai in-

terred in the Temple church, near the remains of hu brother,
who was a counsellor. The other works of Dr. Mead are a Dis-
course concerning the Plague ; a treatise De Imperie Solis ac-
Luna'; De Morbis Biblicis ; and Monita Medica; all which
were collected into one volume, 4lo. 1762. lie was a very liberal
inan, and the greatest patron of literature in his day. During
50 years he was at the head of his profession, which brought hiin
one year above 7000/. and for several years between 5 and 6000/.
yet clergymen, and in general all men of learning, were welco4i>e
to his advice. His library consisted of 10,000 voltiines, oi wlneti
his Latin, (Jreek, and oriental MSS. formed an important pari.
He had a gallery for his pictures and antiquities, which cost him
great sums. His reputation was so univer-ally established, tli^
he corres|)onded with all the principal literati r.i Europe. Even
the king of Naples sci-.t for a complete collection of his works •

and in return made him a present of the two lir,t volumes of .Sig-
nior Bajardi, which may be considered as the first specimen of the
antiquities of Ilerculaiieum. That prince alio invited him to his
paliice, t') siiew iiim tliose valuable monuments of ai;tiquitv

; and
r.otliing l)ut his great age- prevented his accepting of an invitatio«
so suited to his taste. To foreigners of learning ii'.i tal>le was al-
ways o\jei\, and the magnilicence of princes was united w ith the
pleasures of philosophers. To liim several counties of England,
as well as the colonies abroad, applied for adiice in the choice of
tlieir physicians. He was also consulted by foreign physiciaju
from Kus-ia, Prussia, Deniv.ark, .S:c. His lit)rary, which was one
of the iinest in Europe, was sold by auction after his death. He
was twice married, and lelt three chi'dren ; two daughters, mar-
ried to Drs. Wilmot and Nichols, and a son named Kicliard, wh(»
inherited Ills lortnne.

ME.VD, an agreeable liquor prepare<l of honey and water, wiiK
the addition ofs])ices. Various methods arciiraclised in the biewinir
of mead ; which, how ever, do not esstnliaily dilTer ftoin each other:
the following is one of tlie most approved':—Let the whites of six
eggs be well incor|iorated with twelve gallons of water, to which
thirty pounds of honey are to be added. The ingredients should
boil for the space of one hour; when a little ginger, cloves cin-
namon, aixl mace, together with a small sprig of rosemary, are to
be put into tlic liijuor. As soon as it i^ cool, a spoonful of yeast
ought to be added, and the mead poureil into a vessel which should
be filled up, while it works. When the fermentation ceases, the
cask ought to be closetl, and deposited for the space of six or eight
months In a vault, or cellar, of an equal temperatuie, and in which
the liquor is not liable to be arlccted by the changes of the
weather. At the end of that period, it may be bottled, and is
tlien fit for use. A more simple, and, to some palates, more
agreeable method is, to mix the honey in the proportion of one
pound to a quart of water, which is to'be boiled, scummed and
fermented in the usual manner, without the addition of any aro-
matic substances. It ought to be preserved in a similar ma'nner
and bottled at the expiration of the same period of time. Mead
was formerly the favourite liquor of the ancient Britons and An-
glo-Saxons. It still retains its place at country-feasts in the
w estern parts of this island ; where cwnsic'.erable quantities are
brewed annually. Being an wholesome anil pleasant beverage, it

is far preferable to braiidv, gin, or other pernicious spirits; though
it does not always agree w ith the bilious, asthmatic, or those whose
breast and lungs are in the least atiected. But, if it be kept for a
number of years in proper vessels, ami dry cellars, it acquires a
flavour and strength eiiual to the best Jiladeira or even T'okay
wines : in this state, mead is a true medicijie to the aged and in-
firm, when used with moderation.
ME.'VDOW, pasture or grass-hnd, annually mown for hav, but

more particularly applied to low lands too moist for cattle grazing
on in winter, without spoiling the sward. The best lands lor mea-
dow are those of a rich soil, situated on a gentle declivity, in the
vicinity of running water. To form the best meadow six'kinds of
grass, and two of clover, should be sown, viz. of meadow-fescue-
grass, (festuca pratensis) four parts : of n)eadow-fox-taiI-grass (calo-
pecurus pratensis) 2: smooth four-stalked meadow-grass (poa prr-
tensis) two : roughish meadow-grass (poa trivialis) two : crested
dog-tail-grass (cyiiosurus cristatus) one : sweet-scented spring-grass
(^anthoxanthum odoratum) one: white or Dutch clover (trifolium
repens") two : common, or red clo\cr (.trifoiium pratense) two. Of

^ Q "the
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(hese seeds well mixed together sow three bushels on an acre in

rojvs for the conv^-niejice of hoeing. 'I'owanls the end of Aiii!ii<t,

or early in September, it will be necessary to weed and tliin the

grasses occasionally, and also to roll them in tl>e spring. If the

soil be previously cleared from all noxious weeds and plants, these

grasses will in two years form an excellent meadow. But, in case

it bt required to seed a piece of land immediately, and the valu-

able grasses cannot be procured, the following seeds are recom-

jnended : broad clover, or cow-grass; white clover, trefoil, rye-

grass, and if the soil be suflicienlly dry, burnet. On clean tilth,

Jhey will, in a few years, present a good meadow ; as the clover

and rye-grass, in the first or second year produce ample swathe for

snowing: next they will be succeeded by a luxuriant crop Gt the

white clover and trefoil, united with the natural grasses of the soil.

Grass-seeds ought to be sown during moist weather, either in the

sunimer, or in autumn, after turnips, cubl>age, or any other hoeing

crop; for it is absolutely necessary to prepare for them a line

clean tilth. On the approach of winter the young crop should be
slightly covered with long stable-dung, old thatch, or even sand,

earth, or any other manure. 'I'he land oiiglil, likewise, to be oc-

casionally cleared of the weeds, together with their roots, and the

vacant spot fresh-seeded. In laying lands down for meadows, old

turf must be uniformly broken up, by paring and burning, when
it is to be sown with new grasses ; but, such soils as have been
completely exhausted by successive crops of corn, should first be
laid dry, and diligently cleaned ; then sown with proper herbage,

top-dressed, and manured for the space of two or three years; in

•consequence of which they will recover their former fertility.

Lastly, the operation of rolling meadows in the spring, especially

such as have been watered, ouaht never to be omitted. The most
proper time fur this purpose is the beginning or middle of Feb-
ruary, after the Und has been laid dry for a week. Eolling pre-

pares the grass for being cut close to the surface when mow( d,

which is a circumstance of considerable importance ; because the

ant-hills, and other little elevations, are thus pressed closely to the

ground, and many inconveniences will be thereby efTectually re-

moved. The watering of meadows is an excellent modern im-
provement in agriculture. See Husbandry.
Meadow-saffron. See Colchicvm.
Meadow-saxifrage. See Peucedanum.
Meadow-Sweet. See Spirjea.

MEAL, the flour of grain. Sec Flour.
MEAN, a middle state between two extremes ; as a mean mo-

tion, mean distance, arithmetical mean, geometrical mean, &c.
Mean, Arithmetical, is half the sum of the extremes. So

4 is an arithmetical mean between 2 and 6, or between 3 and 5,

or between I and 7 ; also an arithmetical mean betw ecn a and b is

u -{- b

—, oria-fii.
o

Mean, Geometrical, comtnonly called a mean proportional,

is the sqnare root of the product of the two extremes ; so that, to

find a mean proportional between two given extremes, multiply
these together, and extract the square root of the product. Thus,

a mean propoitional between 1 and 9, is v' 1 X 9 =y^9=3 ; a mean
between 2 and 4^ is ^/'2 x 4^ =:v/9 = 3 ; also the mean between

A and 6 is ^^4 x 6 = i/iX ; and the mean between a and b is

The geometrical mean is always less than the arithmetical mean
between the same two extremes. So the arithmetical mean be-
tween C and 4-; is 3^, but the geometrical mean is only 3. To
prove this generally, let u and b be any two terms, n the greater,

a + 6
«nd b the less ; then, universally, tlie arithmetical mean

shall be greater than the geometrical mean v/«i, o:a-\-b greater
than 'i.^ab. For, by
squaring both, there are o' -j- 2ai + A"^ "7 \ab \

subtract 4n6 from each, then ti- — 2ab \- b- -7 0,

that is {a— by- 7 0.

Mean Proportional Geometrically, To find a, be-
tween two given lines M and N, Plate C 11, fig. 16. Join the
two given lines together at C, in one continued line AB ; upon
the diameter AB describe a semicircle, and erect the perpendicu-

lar CD; which will be the mean proportional between AC and
CB, orMand N.
Mean Proportionals, To find two, between two given ex-

tremes. Multiply each extreme by the square of the other, viz.

the greater extreme by the square of the less, and the less extreme
by the square of the greater; then extract the cube root out of

each product, and the two roots will be the two mean proportionals

sought. That is, ^^ti'b and ^^ab- are the two means between a
and b. So, between 2 and 16, the two mean proportionals are 4

and
= S.

S ; for .V-" X 16 = V64 = 4, and V- X 16« = V^'^

In a similar manner we proceed for three means, or four means,
or five means, &c. ; from all which it appears, that the series oi:

the several numbers of mean proportionals between a and b will

be as follows, viz.

1 mean, >yah ;

2 means, V""''. V"''^

!

3 means, V"'''. Va^^', V«*' J

4 means, \/a*b, '"l/a'b-, '-l/tiHfi, ^^ab' ;

5 means, V«''i, V«^**. V«^6^ V"'^*> V"^'' = &c. Sec.

Mean, Harmonical, is double a fourth proportional to the
sum of the extremes, and the two extremes themselves a and />

:

'2(ib

thus, as a "4- 6 : a : : 26 : =: m, the harmonical mean be-
a + h

tween a and /;. Or it is the reciprocal of the arithmetical mean
between the reciprocals of the given extremes; that is, take

1

the reciprocals of the extremes a and b, which will be — and
a

1

— ; then take the arithmetical mean between these reciprocals, or

1 1 a -f 6
half their sum, which will be 1 , or ; lastly, the

2a 2b 2ab
2ab

reciprocal of this is = m, the harmonical mean : for arith-.

« + b

meticals and harmonicals are mutually reciprocals of each other

;

so that if Q, m, b, &c, be arithmeticals,

1 1 1

then shall—, — , —, &c. be harmonicals

;

a m b
or if the former be harmonicals, the latter will be arithmeticals.

For example, to lind a harmonical mean between 2 and 6:
2 nb 2x2x6 24

here a =: 2, and i := 6 ; therefore = = —
a -\- b 2 + 6 8

=: 3 := m, the harmonical mean sought between 2 and 6.

Pappus has shewn a curious similarity that subsists between the

three ditferent sorts of means : (/, vi, b, being three continued

terms, either aritlimeticals, georaetricals, or harmonicals, then

in the

Arithmeticals a : a : : a —
Geometricals a : m :: u
Harmonicals a : b : : a

MEANDER. See M.«;andar.
MEARNS, or KINCARDINSHIRE, a county of Scotland,

bounded on the Is. and N. W. bv Aberdeenshire, on the E. by
the British Ocean, and on the S.\V. by Angus-shire. The tract

of country through whkh the Dee passes, and the plain along the
sea-coast, are well cultivated, and produce much corn and flax.

The fields are in many places skieened by woods ; and the heaths

aftbrd sheep-walks and good pasture for cattle.

MEASLES, a cutaneous disease attended with a fever, in which
there is an appearanceof eruptions that do nottend toa^suppuratiou.

See Medicine.
MEASURE, [mensura, Lat.] in geometry, denotes any quan-

tity assumed as one, or unity, to which the ratio of other homo-
geneous or similar quantities is expressed. This delinilion is some-
what more agreeable to practice than that of Euclid, who tleJinesa

measure, a quantity which being repeated any number of times

becomes equal to another.

9 Measvke
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Measure of an Angle, is an arc descniied from the vertex

as ii cenlrc, and cocii|)rel»iuled between llie lijies wliicli form llie

angle. Hi'nce angles are distinguished by the ratio of tlie arches,

tlcscribcd from the vertex between the legs to tlie periplieries.

An-;Ies then arc distinguished by those arcs; and the arcs are dis-

tinguished by their ratio to the peripliery : thus an an^le is said to

be so many degrees as there are in the said arc. See Ancle.
Measuke of a Figure, or Plane Surface, is a square whose

side is one inch, foot, yard, or some otlier determinate length.

Among geometrici.ms, it is usually a rod called a square rod, di-

vided int() ten square feet, and the square feet into ten square di-

gits.

Measure of a Line, any right line taken at pleasure, and con-
sidered as unity. The modern geometricians use a decenipeda, or

perch, divided into ten equal |)arts, called feet; the feet they sub-
tlivide into ten digits, and die digit into ten lines, &c.
Measure of the Mass, or Quantity of Maiter, in me-

chanics, is the weight of the body ; it being apparent that all the
matter which coheres and moves with a body, gravitates with it,

an<l it being found by experiment, that the gravities of hoinogeneal
bodies are in proportion to their bulks ; hence, while the mass con-
tinues the same, the weight will be the same, whatever may be it§

figure. See Mechanics.
Measure of a Number, in arithmetic, such a number as di-

vides another without leaving any fraction : thus nine is a measure
of '-'7.

Measure of a Solid, is a cube whose side is one inch, foot,

yard, or any other determinate length. In geometry, it is a cubic
perch, divided into cubic feet, digits, &c. hence cubic measures,

or measures of ca|)acity.

Measure or \elocitv, in mechanics, the space passed over

by a moving body in a given time. To measure a velocity, there-

fore, the space must be divided into as many etiual parts as the

time is conceived to be divided into; the (juantity of space an-
swering to such an article of time is the measure of the velocity.

See Mechanics.
Measure, in music, the interval or space of time which the

person who beats time, takes between the rising anil falling of his

hand or foot, in order to conduct the movement, sometimes
ijuicker, and sometimes slower, according to the kind of music,
or the subject that is sung or played. The measure is that which
>regulates the time we are to dwell on each note.

Measure, Binary, or Double, is that wherein the rise and
fall of the hand are equal.

Measure, Ternary, or Triple, is that wherein the fall is

double to the rise ; or where two minums are played during a fall,

and but one in the rise.

Measure is also used to signify the cadence and time observed
in poetry, dancing, and music, to render them regular and agree-
able. The ditferent measures or metres in poetry, are the dif-

ferent manners of ordering and combining the quantities, or the
long and short syllables. Thus, hexameter, pentameter, iambic,
Sapphic verses, ice. consist of dilVerent measures. In English
verses, the measures are extremely various and arbitrary, every
poet being at liberty to introduce any new form that he jileases.

The moit usual are the heroic, generally consisting of five long
and five short syllables ; and verses of four feet ; and of three feet

and a ca;sura, or single syllable. See Gra.mmar, Language,
and Poetry.
Measure, in a legal and commercial sense denotes a certain

«iuantily or proportion of any thing, bought, sold, valued, or the

like. It is necessary, for the convenience of commerce, that an
uniformity shouid be observed in weights and measures, and regu-
lated by proper standards. A foot-rule may be Used as a standard
for measures of length, a bushel for measure of capacity, and a
pound for weights. There are several standards of this kind in

England and Scotland. See Weight. If any one of the stand-
ards above-mentioned be justly preserved, it will serve as a foun-
datiop for the others, by which they may becorrecte<l if inaccurate,

or restored if entirely lost. But it may be desired to hit on some
expedient, if possible, for restoring the standards, in rase that all

of them should ever be forgotten, through length of time, and the
vicissitudes of human atfairs; which, however, seems not very pro-
bable, whHe printing exists. If the distance of two mountains be
accurately measured and recorded, the nature uf the measure used

will be preserved in a more permanent manner than hv any stand- -

ard; for it ever that iiteasum tail into disuse «hd another be sub'^ti-

luted in its place, the distance may be iiK-asiircd again, and the
proportion of the standurd iiKiy be ascertained by comparing the
new and ancient ilist;>nces. But the most accurate and uiichansc-
able manner of establi-hing standards is, by comparing lliem with
the lengtli of |)eiidiihmis. The lunger a peiiduhim is it vibrates

the slower ; and it must have one precise length in order to vi-

brate in a second. The slightest diO'eience in length will occasion
a difference in tiic time ; wliicli will become abundantly sensible

after a number of vibrations, and will be easily observed it the iieii-

dulum be applied to uijulate the motion ot a clock. Tlie length
of a pendulum wliicli vibrates seconds in London is about 39i
mthes, is constantly the same at the same place ; but it varies a ht-

tle with the latitude of the place, being shorter as the latitu<le is

less. Tlierefore, thouali all standards of weights and measures
were lost, the length ol a second pendulum might be found by re-

peated trials ; and if the pendulum be properly divided, theju«t
measure of an inch may be obtained ; and from this all other stand-

ards may be restored. See Wliitehurst on In\ariable Measures.
Measures are various according to the various kinds and dimen-
sions of the things measured. Hence arise lineal or longituduial

measures, for lines or lengths ; square measures for areas or super-

ficies ; and solid or cubic measures for bodies and their capacities
;

all which again are very dilferent in different countries and dillerent

ages, and even many of them for diflerent commodities. Whence
arise other divisions of ancient and modern measures, domestic
and foreign ones, dry measures, liquid measures, &c.
MiASURE, Itinerary, is a species of long measure; now tlie

same both in England and Scotlan.l. The length of the chain is

4 poles, or 2- yar<U; 80 chains make a mile. But the old Scots

computed miles were senerally about a mile and half English.

Measure, Long, late Erench Standard of'. The Eng-
lish lineal standard is the yard, containing three English feet ; equ.tl

tc 3 Paris feet 1 inch and 3-l'2ths of an inch, or 7 yths of a Pari*

ell. The use of tliis measure was established by king Henry 1.

and the standard taken from the length of his own arm. It is di-

vided into .36 inches, and each inch is supposed equal to 3 barley-

corns. When used for measuring cloth, it is divided into 4 (juar-

ters, and each quarter subdivided into 4 nails. The Engli'-h ell is

equal to a yard and a quarter, or 45 inches, and is used in measur-

ing linens imported from Germany and the Netherlands.

Measure, Long, late French Standard of. The late

French Standard was the aune or ell, containing 3 Paris feet 7
inches S lines, or 1 yard 2-7ths English. This ell is divided two
ways, viz. into halves, thirds, sixths, and twelfths ; and into quarters,

half-quarters, and sixteenths. This ell was used throughout the

greatest part of Fiance ; excepting at Troyes in Champagne, at

Arc iu the Barrois, and in some patts of Picardy and Burgundy,
where the ell contained only ? feet 5 inches 1 line ; in Bretagne,

where it contained 4 feet 2 inches U lines; and at St. Genoux in

Berry, where it exceeded the Paris ell by 8 lines. Rut in Lan-
gueiioc, particularly at Marseilles, Montpel'.er, Thoulouse,. in

.

Provence, and in G'menne, they measured by the canna, which at

Thoulouse and in Guienne contained 5 Paris feet 5 inches and C~
lines ; or one Paris ell and a half. At Montpelier, and throughout

the Lower Languedoc, as also in Provence and Avigiion, and even
Dauphine, the canna was (5 feet and 9 lines, or 1 Paris ell and ^.

By accurate comparisons between some of the French weights and
measures and those of Englaml, it appears that the Paris toise, of

72 inches as set ofi on the standard kept in the Royal Society, con-

tains of English inches by the same standard 7 1 .73tj. The Paris

2 marc, or 16 ounce weight, weighs English Troy grains 7.i6<);

whence it appears, that the English Troy pound of 12 ounc«, or

j760 grains, is to the Paris 2 marc, or Id ounce weight, as 16 to

21; that the Paris ounce weighs English Troy grains 4r2:>, and-

that consequently, the EnglisirTroy ounce is to the Paris ounce

as 64 is to 63. The English Avo'lrdupois pound weighs Troy
grains 7004; whence the Avoirdupois ounce, whereof 16 make a

pound, is found equal to 437. 7;> Tioy grains. And it follows, that

the Troy pound is to the Avoirdupois pound as 8S to 107 nearly;

for as 88 to 107, so is 5760 to 7003.36: that the Troy ounce is-

to the Avoirdupois ounce, a^ SO to 73 nearly ;. for as P.o to 73, so is-

480 to 438. And, lastly, that the Avoirdupois pound and ounce-

is to the Paris two marc weight and ounce, as 63 10.68 nearly; for

as
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as 63 lo 68, so is 7004 to 7559. S73. See Weight. The Paris

fool expressed in decimals, is equal to 1.0(5(5 of the English foot,

.or contains 12.TP2 E:iglisli inches.

Measure, Long, Scots St.\ndard of. The Scots elwand

was established by king David I. and divideil into 37 inches. The
standard is kept in tlie couiicil-chanil)er of Edinhurgli, and being

compared with the English yard, is found to measure 37| inches;

nad tlierefore the Scots inch and foot are larger than the English,

but the difference being so inconsiderable is seldom attended lo

in practice. The Scots ell, though forbidden by law, is still used

for nieasurnig some coarse coniniodilics, and is the foundation ol

the land-measure of Scotland. '1 he reel for yarn is 2 V yards, or

10 quarters, in circuit ; 120 threads make a cut, 12 cuts make a

lia«p or hank, and 4 hanks make a spindle.

Me,\sukk, Long, Standards ok, in other States of Eu-
ROi'h. 1 he Standard in Holland, Handera, Sueden, a consider-

able part of Germany, Dantzick, Hamburgh, Geneva, Frankfort,

&c. before the late war, was likewise the ell : but the ell, in all

these places, dirters from the Pans ell. In Hollan<l, it contained

one Paris foot eleven linos, or fo<u-se\'enths of the Paiisell. The
Flanders ell contained two feet one inch five lines and half a line ;

or seven-twelfths of the Paris ell. The ell of Germany, Brabant,

A:c. was equal to that of Flanders. The Italian measure is the

bracchio, brace, or fathom. This obtained in the states of Modena,
Venice, Florence, Lucca, Milan, Mantua, Bologna, &c. but was

-of (litferenl lengths. At \'enice, it contains one Paris lout eleven

inches three lines, or eight-iiftcenths of the Paris ell. At Bologna,

Modena, and Mantua, the brace is the same as at Venice. At
.Lucca it contains one Paris foot nine inches ten lines, or half a

Paris ell. At F'lorence, it contains one foot nine inches four lines,

or lortv-nine hundredths of a Paris ell. At Milan, the brace for

measuring of silks is one Paris foot seven inches four lines, or four-

iiinlhs of a Paris ell ; Uiat for woollen cloths is the same with the

ell of Holland. Lastly, at Bergama, the brace is one foot seven

inches si\ lines, or five-ninths of a Paris ell. The usual measure at

Naples, however, is the canna, containing six feet ten inches and

two liiyes, or one Paris ell and liflecn-eventeenths. The Spanish

measure is the vara, or yard, in some places called the barra ; con-

taining seventceii-lwenty-fourths of the Paris ell. But the measure
in Castile and \'alencia is the pan, span, or palm ; which is used,

together with the canna, at Genoa. In An'.Tgon, the vara is equal

to a Paris ell and a half, or live feet five inches six lines. 'I'he

Portuguese measure is the cavedos, containing two feet, eleven

Fines, or four-sevenths of a Paris ell ; and the vara, of which lOlJ

make 100 Paris ells. The Piedmontese measure is the ras, con-

taining one Paris foot nine inches ten lines, or half a Paris ell. In

Sicily, their measure is the canna, the same wilii that of Naples.

The Muscovite measures are the cubit, etpial to one Paris foot

four inches two lines ; and the arcin, two whereof are I'qual to three

cubits. The 'Furkish and Levant measures are the picq, contain-

ing two feet two inches anil two lines, or three-fitths of the Paris

ell. 'I'he Chinese measure, the cobre ; ten whireof are equal lo

three Paris ells. In Persia, and some parts of the Indies, the gueze,
whereof there are two kinds; the royal p.ueze, called also the

gncze, monkelfer, containing two Paris feet ten inches eleven lines,

or four-fifths of the Paris ell; and the shorter gueze, called simply
gueze, only twothirds of the former. At Goa and Ormuz, the

measure is the v.ara, the same with that of the Portuguese, having

been introduced by them. In Pegu, and some other parts of the

F^ast Indies, the cando or candi is equal to the ell of Venice. At
<joa. and other parts, they us^. a larger cando, npial to seveiitten

Dutch ells ; exceeding that of Babel and Balsora by J per centum,
and the vara by t)T. In Siam, they use the ken, short of three

Paris feet by one inch. The ken contains two soks, tliesoktwo
keubs, the kcub twelve nious or inchesj the niou to be equal to

eight grains of rice, /. t. to about nine lines. At C'amboia, they

use the haster; in Japan, the tatani ; and tlie span on some of the

coasts of Guinea.
'I'he French, acting upon a general system of innovation during

the late Revolution in that coiuilry, formed new measures, to pro-

ceed in a regular decimal scale, which arc given by Dr. Young,
in some degree amended, as follow :

English inches.

Mil!onietrc .0.W37
CeiitiDietre „.... .3y371

Decimetre 3.93710
Metre 39-37100
Decametre 393.71000
Hecatometre 3937.10000
Chiliometre., 39371.00000
Myriometre 393710.00000

The metre is 1.09364 yards, or nearly 1 yard, 1' nail, or

443.2959 lines French, of .513074 toises.

jVdecainetie is 10 yards, 2 feet, 9.7 inclies.

A hecatometre, 109 yards, 1 foot, 1 inch.

A chiliometre, -Ituriongs, 2l3 yards, 1 foot, 10.2 inches.

A micrometre, 6 miles, 1 furlong, 156 yards, 6 inches.

ICight chiliometres arc nearly 5 miles.

/An inch is .0254 metre; 2441 inches, 62 metres; 1000 feel,

nearly 305 metres.

An arc, a square decametre, is 3.95 perches,

A hecatre, 2 acres, 1 rood, 35.4 perches.

Cubic inches English.

Millilitre .06103
Centilitre .61028
Decilitre f'. 10289
Litre, a cubic decimitre 61.03800
Decalitre. 010.28000
Ilecatolitre 6102.80000
Chilioliire 61028.00000
Myriolitre : 610280.00000

I'woand Jth wine-pints are about a litre; 3 wincpints are nearly

14 decilitres; a chilioliire is one tun, 12.75 wine-gallons.

3.5317 cubic feet make a decistere, a measure for lire-wood.

A slerc, a cubic metro, 35.3171.

Several aucient and modern measures of length are given in the

following table in English feet.

ancient measures.

English feet.

Arabian foot 1.095

ICgyptian foot 1.421

stadium 7.308

Derahor cubit of Cairo 1. 82

Greek foot I.00!>

l)hyletarian fool 1.167

stadium ^ 504.375
Hebrew foot 1.212

cubit 1.817

sacred cubit 2.002— • great cubit = six common cubits.

Natural foot -. .814

Roman foot .970

(from the Cossutian Monument). .9t»7

(from the Congius of Vespasian)... .986
(after Titus) .965

(from rules) •9672

(from buildings) .2681

(from a stone) .9696

Roman stadium 604.375

mileof Plinv 4840.5

of Strabo 4903.

Sicilian foot of Archimedes .730

MODERN MEASURES.

Amsterdam foot .927

ell 2.233

Antwerp foot .940

ell 2.2S3

Harcelon I foot .99*2

Basle foot 944
Bavarian foot -968

Berlin foot 992
Bologna foot 1-244

Brabant ell in Germany 2.268

Brescia foot 1.560

Biescian braccio 2.092

Brussels foot 902
BrMssels greater elU
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15nis^els, grc;ileiell 2.278

less ell 1.243

Cliiiiu iT.alhematical foot 1- \'-^7

——— Iiii))erial loot 1 051
Cliiucse li 606.

ConstaiUino|)lo foot 2. 195

C'o|)iiihageii foot , 1.049

DaiUzick foot > 944
Drefck-nloot 9-^9

ell = 2 feci 1.S57

Florence foot .995

bruccio 1.900

Genoa palm .812

caiinl 7.300

Geneva loot 1.919

lianibiirgli foot .933

Lisbon loot .952

iMadridfoot 915
vara 3.263

Malta palm .915

Moscow foot .928

Kaples palm...... .861

canna 6.908

Paris line 0074
Paris iiuli 0888
Paris foot 1.066

Paris metre 3.281

Pans loise 6.394

Eome palm .733

foot .906
. deto (-[t foot) .0604

oncio (TVfool) .0805

Komc palmo
palmo di architettura

Rome canna di arcliiteltura.,

.
• staiolo

canna dei mericanli (8 palms)...

braccio del mericanli (4 palms).

braccio di tessltor di tela

bracciodi arcliiteltura :

Russian arcliine

!— arcliine

verschock, -^ ai'schin

Stock iiolni foot

Tiiriji foot

ras

trabuco
Tyrol foot
-^— ell

Venice foot

braccio of silk..

ell

braccio of clolli,

Vienna foot

.

ell..,

4
6,

2.

2
2.

2,

2,

1.

1.

1,

10
1

2.

1.

2
2.

1.

2,

post mile -....24888.

Warsaw foot 1.

Also a French league is about 2^ English milej.

A German mile 4
A Dutch mile 3|
An Italian mile H
A Spanish league 3f

.2515

.732

.3255

212
5365
7876
.0868

561
3625
3333
1458
073
676
958
085
09G
639
137

108

0S9
250
036
557

169

TABLES OF LONG MEASURE.

I, E.VGIISH LON'G MEASt;R&.
Bar]e}--co
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Ancient Jewish Measures reduced into English.

I'J

Digit ^0

Palm ....'.

3 jSpan
,

Cubit

Fatliom , ,,,... 7

izccliiers reed 10

Vrabiaii pole

Eng, feet. In. De(
0-913

34

95

144

192

1920

6

24.

3C) 1-2

43 16

480 l€0 80

\i

H

13i

14

;o Schcsiius, oiMiieasuriwg liue 14j

3 64S

10944

9 888

3-J;Vi

11-328

7-104

11-04

iC.ubit.

3. Ancient Jewish Itinerary Measures. Eng. miles. Paces. Feet.

i-824

400. |Stadiiim

20QO

4000

12000

96000

10

30

240

Sab. day's journey ,

Easlerii mile 1

Parasan 4

A) day's journey 33

6

48 .24 8

I4j

729

403

153

172

3 000

1000

3-000

40OO

4. Ancient Grecian Measures.
Dactylus, digit i

Doron, dochme

Lichas ,

Paces. Feet.

10 2i

11

16

20

24

96

9600

76800

l-A; Oithodoron .

1-rV

24

2400

19200

1 f

1-A-

94 SxV

960 872,.^-

Spithainc .„.

Foot.1-

1,

14

800

76S0 6400

1

11

600

6800.

Cubit,

i^;Pygoii

Cubit larger 1

4 Pace 4

1.

M
480

4266J 3840

400

JOO

100 Furlong,. ... 100

1

1

1

6

4

800 8 iMile... 805

Dec.
0-7554i|-

30218 J

7-5546 f

O-OS'75

1-5984 I

3-109 V,

e-J3l25

0-525

4-5

5. Ancient Roman Measures.
Digitus transversus

Paces. Feet, Dec.

16

20

24

40

80

1 0000

80000

Uncia

.

12

15

30

60

7500

Palmus minor.,

Pes

10

20

2500

60000 20000

1

H

625

5000

Palmipes

Gradus

Passus

Stadium 129

U
4 3i

500 416^

4000 3333.:

250

2000

125

1000 8 IMilliare.... 967

1

1

2

4

4

0-725i

0-967

2-001

11-640

2-503

5-406

5-01

10-03

4-5

•
Measures
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MEASL'Rts OF Capacity, or Cubical MiiASURES.

English Liquid Measure. Tlie Enslish liciiiid mrusnres were
originally raised from Uoy-\veig)t: it being enacted by several

statutes, that 8 II). troy of wheat, J5athered from tlie middle of tlie

ear, and well dried, sliould weigh a "alien of wine-nioa<^iire, the

divisions and multiples whereof were to lorni llic otiier mea'-nres;

at the same time it was also ordered, that there should be but one
liquid measure in the kingdom: yet custom has prevailed, and
there having been introduced a new weight, viz. the avoirduiiuis,

we have now a second standard gallon adjusted thereto, anil there-

fore exceeding the lorr.icr in the proportion of (lie avoirdupois-

weight to troy-weight. From this latter standard are raised two
several mea>u res, the one for ale, the other for beer. Tlie sealed

gallon at Guildhall, wlilch is the standard for wines, spirits, oils,

-&c. issujiposea to contain 231 cubic inches; arid on this supposi-

tion the other measures raised therefrom wiil contain as inlhe ttible

niideriieath : yet, by actual experimerit made in 168S, before the

lord mayor and tlie conimi--sioners of excise, this gallon was found
to contain only 'J'J-i cubic inclieS: it wa^ however agreed to coii-

fiiuie the co'iunon suppos«'d contentsof 231 cubic inches,-sathal all

cumputalioiiS stand on their ownfootiiig. Hence, as I'J is to "31,

so IS 14' J to 2S1| the cubic inclies in the ale-gallon : but in eti'ecl

the ale-CjUi'.rrcohtaiiisTi- cubic inches, on which principle tlie ale

and beer-gallon will be 28 J cubic inches. The several divisions and
multiples of these measures, and their proportions, are e.shiliited

I in the tables underneath. The barrel for ale in London is 32

f
lions, and the barrel for beer 36 gallons. In all other places of
ngland, the barrel, both tor ale and beer, is 34 gallons.

Fortigu Liiiiiid McHsurcs nf Capaciti/. In foreign nations,

I

their sevtral N-^^ssels for wine, vinegar, &c. have also various dero-
minalions, according to their dilf'erent sizes and the place; where-
in they are used. The woeders of Germany, for holding Hlienish

i and Moselle wines, are dilFerent in their guages; some containing
1-i aunies of Amsterdam measure, and others more or less; The
aume is reckoned at .-Amsterdam for 8 steckans, or 20 verges, or
for ^ of a ton of 2 pipes; or 4 barrek of French or Bourdeaux,

I
which § at this latter place is called tiercon, because tliree of them
make a pipe or two bittrels, and six tiie said ton. The stcckan is

16 mingles, or 32 pints ; and the verge is, in respect of the said
Rhenish and Moselle, and some otht^r sorts of wine, 6 mingles';
but in measuring brandy, it consists of 6^ mingles, 'i'he aume
is divided into 4 ankei-s, and the anker into 2 steckatrs; or 32
mingles. The anker is taken sometimes for ^ of a ton, or 4 bar-
rels ; on which footing the Botirdeauiv barrel ouglit to contain at

Amsterdam (when the cask is made according to the just gauge)
K'; steckans, or 200 mingles, wine and lees ; or 12 steci;ans, or
19- mingles, racked wine ; so that the Bourdeaux ton of wine con-
tains JU steckans, or 800 ninigles, wiire-aiid lees; and 4S steckans,
or 768 mingles of pure wine. The barrels, or poin<;ons, of Nantes,
and other places on the L lire, contain only 12 steckans .\inst<-r-

dain measure. Tlie wine ton of Rochelle, Cognac, Charcnte,
and the Isle of Rhe, dilfers very little from the ton of Bourdeaux,
and consequently from the barrels and pipes. A ton of wine ^f
Chalosse, Bayonne, and the neiglibouring places, is reckoned tio

steckans, and the barrel 15, Amsterdam measure. The late muid
of Paris contained 150 quarts, or 300 pints, wine and lees; or 280
pints clear wine; of which muids three make a ton ; the fractions
i\ ere.

The nniiil

The setier

The quart

The pint

The chopin
The deini-setier

1

o

a'

36 setiei's

4 quarts

2 pints

2 chopins

2 demi-setiers v

t_ 2 poissons

The muid is also composed of pipes,or poin9ons,quarteaux,queves,
and demiqueves: those poincons of Paris aiid Orleans contain
about 1 j steckans Amsterdam measure, and ought to weigh with
the cask 666 pounds, a little more or less. Ili Provence they
reckon by miUeroles, and the millerole of Toulon contains 60
Paris pints, or 100 pints of AiTisterdam, nearly, and the Paris
pint is nearly equal to the Englisli wine-quart. The buts or pipes
from Cadiz, Malaga, Alicant, Benecarlo, Saloe, and Mataro, and
from llie Canaries, from Lisbon, Oporto, and Fayal, are very dif-

fel-ent in their guages, though in atfreightments, they are all reck-
oned tsvo to the ton. Vinegar is measured in the same manner as

wine; but the measures for brandies are dilfereiit: llicse spirits

from Fiance, Spain, Portugal, &c. are generally shipped in large
cajks, called ])ipes, butts, and pieces. In France, lirandv is ship-
ped in casks, called pieces at Bourdeaux and pipes at Uoclielle,
Cognac, the Isle of U\\(-, and other neighbouring places, which
contain some more and some less, even from 60 to 90 Ainster-
flam verges or veertels, according to the capacity of the vessels,
and the places tiiey comefroiTi, which being reduced into barrels
will stand as follows, viz.

At Rochelle, Cognac, the Isle of tihe, and )

the country of Auiiis. ......; 27 Veertels
At Nantes, and several places of BrCtagne

and Anjou 29 Veertels
At Bourdeaux, and different parts of Gui-

enne 32 Verges
At Amsterdam, and other cities of Holland 30 ^'ee.•tels

At Hamburgh and Lubeck-..-.-.;-.^-.-.-.v.-.-.-.-.T-.rr 30 Verges'
At Lmbdeii 27 \ erges J

In the late provinces of Provence and Languedoc, brandy was
sold by the quintal, the casks included; and at Bruges in Flan-
ders, the veiges aie called sesters of sixteen stops each, and the
spirit is sold at so mucli per stop. Ohve-oil is also sldpped in
casks of various sizes, according to the custom of the places where
it is embarked and the conveniency of stowage. In England it is

sold by the ton of 236 gallons ; and at Amsferdam by the ton of
717 mingles, or 1434 pints. In Provence it is sold by mllleroles
of 66 Paris pints ; froi-!! Spain and Portugal it is brought' in pipes or
butts, of dilfei-ent guages ; at the (irst'pliice it is sold bv roves,
whereof forty go to the butt ; and A the latter jilace bv almoudas,
whereof twenty-six make a pipe. Train-oil is' sold in England by
the ton ; at Amsterdam by tlie bane!.

Scotch Liquid Measures nf Capacity . The Sfcotlish liquid mea-
sure is founded on the pint. The Scotch pint was former! v regu-
lated by a standard jug of cast meliil, the custbdy of which was
committed to tlie borough of Stirling. This jtr^ w-as supposed to
contain 105 cubic inches"; and, tliougl'i, after several carei'ul trials,

it has been found to cont-ainoidy about 103 inches and a half; vet,
in compliance with e'stablished'cutoiyi, founded on that opinion,
tl.e pint-stoups are still regulated to contain 105 inches, and the
customary ale-measures are about 1-I6th above tliat' standard. It
was enacted by James I. of Scotla'nd that the pint should contain
forty-one ounces Trone weight of the clfar waK-r of'Tay,' and by
James \' I. that it should cotttain lifty-five Scots 'I roy ounces of
the clear water of Leith. 'Phis' alToi'ds another nfethod of regu-
lating the pint, and also ascertains the ancient standard of the
'frone-weiglit. As th<J water of Tay and Leith are alike, tlie

Trone weight inust have Ireen to the Scotch T-roy weight as 55
to 41 ; and, therefore, the' pound Trone must have contained about
21 ounces and a. half Scotch Troy^

4 gills =: rrnutclilvirr

2 mutclikins =: 1 chopin
2 chopins ;=: 1 pint

2 pints = 1 quart

4 quarts = 1 gallon
The Scotch quart contains 210 inches; and is, therefore, about
1-lOth less than tlie English wine-galloir, Tind about l-4th lessthao
the ale-gallon.

TABLES OF LmUID MEASURE.
1. ESGI-ISH.

Solid inci
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TABLES OF LIQUID MEASURE CONTINUED.

Solid inch
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4. Roman Reduced to English Wine Measure, Gal. Pints.

|Lingtila.

12

24

48

288

115a

2304

460S0

IJ

Cyatluis , „,

Acetabulum , ,.,,

Qiiaitariiis , ,

2 |llemina ,

Sextarius ....,.,.,12

72

28S

576

11520

48

192

384

24

96

192

7680 3840

i;

48

96

1920

6 ,Coi>giiis

Urna ,.... 3

Amphora 7

24

48

960
1
160 40 20 Cukus 143

0|

Oi

1

7

H
I

3

Sol.

inch.

0117,5.

0'46O|.

0-704i

1-409

2'818

S'638

4-942

5-33

lO'se

11-095

Engliih Dry or Corn Measure. The standard for nieasiiring

corn, salt, coals, and other dry goods, in England, is the Win-
chester gallon, which contains 272-J cubic inches. I'he bushel
contains 8 gallon?, or 2178 inches. A CTlindrical vessel, ISi inches
diameter, and 8 ijiches deep, is appointed to be used as a bushel
in levying the malt-tax. A vessel of these dimensions is rather
less than the Winchester bushel of 8 gallons, for it contains only
.2150 inches; though probably there was no difference intended.
'J'he denominations of dry measure, commonly used, are given in

the second of the subjoined tables. Four quarters of corn make
a chaldron, 5 ipiarters niake~a wey or loa-l, and 10 quarters make
a ton. In measuring sea-coal, 5 pecks make a bushel, 9 bushels

make a quarter or vatt, 4 quarters make a cl;aldron, and 21 chal-

tlrons make a score.

40 feet liewn timlur make a load.

50 feet unhewn tmiber make a loud.

32 gallons make a herring barrel.

42 gallons make a salmon barrel.

1 cwt. gunpowder makes a barrel,

256 lb. soap make a barrel.

10 dozen candles make -a barrel.

12 barrels make a last.

Foreign Dry Mfaxure. The late French dry measures were the

litron, bushel, minut, septier, mi:id, and ton. The litron is di-

vided into two demi-litrons, and four quarter-litrons, and contains

36 cubic inches of Paris. By ordounance the litron is to be 3
inches and a half high, and 3 inches 10 lines broad. The litron

for salt is larger, and is divided into two halves, four quarters,

eight demi-quarters, and 16 mesurettes. The French bushel is

different in different Jurisdictions. At Paris it is divided into

deiHi-bushels ; each demi-bushel into two quarts ; the quart into

two half-(juarts; and the half quart into two litrons: so that the
bushel contains 16 litrons. liy ordonnance the Paris bushel is

8 inches 2 tines and a h.alf hijh, and 10 inches broad, or in dia-

meter within-side. The minot consists of 3 bushels, the mine of
8 minots or 6 bushels, the septier of 2 mines or 12 bushels, and tlie

jnuid of 12 septiers, or 144 bushels. The bushel of oats is esti-

mated double that of any other grain ; so that there go 24 bushels
to make the septier, and 288 to make the muid. It is divided
into 4 picotins, the picolin containing 2 quarts, or 4 litrons. The
bushel for salt is divided into 2 half-busliels, 4 quarters, 3 half-

fliiarters, and 16 litrons ; four bushels make a minot, 16 a septier,

and 192 a muid. The bushel for wood is divided into halves,

i^iiarters, and half-quarters. Eight bushels make the minot, 16 a
mine; 20 mines, or 320 bushels, the muid. For plaster, 12 bushels
m-ake a sack, and 3i/ sacks a muid. For lime, 3 bushels make a

.minot, aiid 48 minots a muid. The minot is by ordonnance 1 1

inches 9 lin'-s high, and 14 inches 8 lines in diameter. The minot
is composed of 3 bu^hels, or 16 litrons ; 4 minots make a septier,

and 48 a muid. Tlie French mine is no n-ai vessel, but an esti-

IBalion of several others. At Paris tlie mine contains 6 bushels,
VOL. III.—NO. 130,

and 24 make the muid ; at Rouen the mine is 4 bushels ; and al
Dieppe 18 mines make a Paris muid. The septiers differ in dif-

ferent i>l.ices: at Paris it contains 2 mines, or 8 bushels, and 12
septiers the muid. At Kouen the septier contains 2 mines, oi IS
bushels. Twelve septiers make a muid at Rouen as well as at
Paris ; but 12 of the latter are equal to 14 of the former. At Tou-
lon the septier contains a mine and a half; 3 of which mines make
the septier of Paris. 'I'he muid or muy of Paris consists of 12
septiers, and is divided into mines, minots, bushels, &-c. Tliat for
oats is double that for other grain, /. e. contains twice the number
of bushels. At Orleajis the muid is divided into mines ; but those
mines only contain two Paris septiers and a half. Insome places they
use the ton in lieu of the muid ; particularlv at Nantes, w here it

contains 10 septiei-s of 16 bushels each and weighs between 2209
and 2250 pounds. Three of these tmis make 28 Paris septiers.
At Kochelle, &c. the tun contains 42 bushels, and weighs 2 per
cent. Irss than that of Nantes. At Brest it contains 20 busliels, is

equal to 10 Paris septiers, and weighs about 2240 pounds. St-e
Tl'>,', Holland, Sweden, Polakd, Pri'ssia, and Muscovy.
In these places they estimate llieir dry lliiiigs on the foot of the
last, lest, leth, or lecht ; so called, according to the various pro-
nunciation of the people who use it. In Il&Uand the last is equal
to 19 Paris septiers or 33 Bourdeaiix bushels, and weighs about
456J pounds; the last they divide into 27 nuuies, and The made
into 4schepels. In Poland the last is 40 Bourdeaux bushels, and
weighs about 4800 Paris pounds. In Prussia the last is 133 Paris
septiers. In Sweden and ISlii>covy Ihey measure by the great
anid little last ; the Iirst containing 12 barrels, and the secum,i !a!f
as many. In Muscovy they hkewise use the chefibrd, which is

ditf'erent in various pl.ices : that of Arcliangel is eipial to 3 Koucii
bushels.

—

Ita/y. At Venice, Leghorn, Luci a, and places adja-
cent, they estimate their dry things on the foot of tlie staro, "or
staio; the staro of Leghorn wiiich weighs 54 pounds, 112
slaros, and seven-eighth-s, are equal to the .'Vmslcrdam last. At
Lucca 119 staros make the last at Amsterdam. 'I'he \'enetiaa
staro weighs 120 Paris pounds: thesiaro is divided into four quar-
ters. Thirty live staros and oiie-lilth, or MO quarters and four-
lifths, make the last of Amsterdam. At Naples, and'otliei- parts,
they use the tomolo, or tomalo, equal to one-third of the Paris
septier. Thirty-six tomoli and a half make thecarro ; and a carro
and a half, or 54 tomoli, make the k;st of Amsterdam. At Pa-
lermo, 10 tomoli make the salnia, and ! mcndili the tomolo. 'J"ea
saliiias and three-sevenths make die la-t of Amsterdam.

—

Flmidtrs.
At Antwerp, &c. they measure by liic vierlel ; wliereof 32 and a
half make !9 Paris septiers. At ilamburgli the schepel • 9J
whereof make 19 Paris sepliei-s.— .Sjjiv/k and Portugal. At Cadiz
Bilboa, and St. Sebastian they use the senega ; 23 whereof make
the Nantes or Uochelle tun, or 9 Paris septiers and a half: tliougli
the Bilboa senega is somewhat larger, insomuch that 21 s^ncas
make a Nantes tiin. At Seville, &c. they use the anafoias, con-
taining a little more tliiin the P.nis mine; 36 anagoras make 19
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Pans scptiers. At Bayonne, &c. the concha; 30 whereof are

tqual to 9 Paris scptiers and .an half. At Lisbon the alquiver, a

Tery small measure, 240 wliereof make 19 Paris septiers, 60 the

Lisbon muid.
Scotch Dry Measure. The wheat-firlot, used also for rye,

pease, bojns, salt, and grass-seed?, contains 21 pints 1 mntchl.in,

measured' by the Stirling jug. The barley -firlot, used also for

oats, fruit, and potatoes, contains 31 pints. A different method of

regulating the firlot was appointed frojn the dimensions of a cylin-

drical vessel. The diameter for both measures was fixed at

19 inches and one->iixtIi, the depth 7 inches and one-eighth for the

wheat-lirlol, and 10 and a half for the barley- firlol. A standard

con^itructtd by these measures is rather less than when regulated

by the pint; and as it is didicult to make vessels exactly cylin-

drical, the regulation by the pint has prevailed, and the other me-
thod gone into disuse. If the Stirling jug contains 103 inches and
a half, the wheat will contain 2109 inches; which is more than

2 per cent, larger than the legal malt-bushel of England, and about
I per cent, larger than the Winchester bushel : and tlie barley-

firlot will contain 3C08 inches. The barley-boll is nearly equal to

six legal malt-bushels. In Stirlingshire 17 pecks are reckoned to

the boll : in Invernessshire, IS pecks: in Ayrshire the boll is the

same as the English quarter. And the firlots, in many places, are

larger than the Linlithgow standard.

Tables of Dry Measure.

1. English Dry Measure.

Solid inches

33-6
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acres of arable lanil make one ox-gang, and four ox-gangs make a

pound-land of old exttnt.

6. Meas\

Inches

14-J
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and power--. It If, however, of comparatively modern ciiile, tliat

mechaiiiGs have emerged from tlut feeble state in which they were

tiaiismitted tons by the ancient^. Confined then to the equili-

brium of bodies, they only included that pari called statics, whereas

now this science treats of 'motion in genej-al; hence it comprehends

the phi'iiouiena resulting from the impact, concourse, and colli-

sion, of bodies, ihe forces acting on them, the paths they describe,

the velocities with which they move, &c.

Dekinitions.

(2.) Matter or body is that substance wh.icli is the object of our

senses, and hasfor its niost distinguishing properties, extension, and

impenetrability. See Physics.
Quantity of matter is the aggregate of its particles, for here body

is to be considered as a mass of atoms divisible ad infinitum; the

bulk or substance of a mass is considered as having density; which

relates directly to the quantity of the matter, and inversely refers

to the inagnilude. And since bodies are, more or less, porous,

their ([uantity of matter is not, in every instance, found to corre-

spoiiil with the bulk they exhibit ; but since each particle or atom

is acted upon by gravity', the weight of the body will be the just

measure of its quantity "of matter.

Density is measure'd by the quantity of matter in a given bulk.

Motion is a continual and successive change of place. •

Velocity or celrrily is the rate of motion measured by the space

unitoimly passed through in a given time. The motion of a body is

said to be uniform when its velocity is continually the same, acce-

lerated when its velocity increases, and retarded v:\\en its velocity

diminishes. AVheii the increase or diminution of velocity is equa-

ble, tlie motion is said to be uniformly accelerated or retanled.

Momentum, or(|uanlity of motion, js measured by th,e quantity

of matter and velocity jointly.

Force is whatever produces, or fends to produce, motion in bo-

dies, and is measured by its eii'ecfs. The force is impulsive when
it acts instantaneously, constant when it acts incessantly. A force,

when measured by tiie velocity produced in the body moved, is

railed an accelerating force; when mca'^ured by the moineutum
of the body moved. It is called a moving force.

ICcpiablc or uniform motion is generated by "a single impetus or

stroke; thus the motion of a ball from a cannon is produced by
the single action of the powder in the first moment, and, therefore,

the velocity it tirst sets out with would always continue the same,
were it void of gravity, and to move in an unresisting medium;
which, therefore, would be always equable, or such as would carry

it through the same length of space in every equal part of time.

Accelerated motion is produced by a constant impulse of power,

vhicli keeps continually acting upon the body, as that of gi-avity

which produces the motion of falling bodies; which sort of motion
is constantly accelerated, Irecause gravity every moment adds a

new impulse, which generates a new degree of velocity; and, the

velocity thus increasing, the motion must be (juickened each mo-
ment, or fall faster and faster, the lower it falls. In like manner a

body thrown perpendicularly upward, as a ball from a cannon,
Avill have its motion continually retarded, because gravity acts

coiistautly upon it in a direction" contrary to that given it by llie

powder ; so that its velocity upwards must be continually dimi-

nished, and its motion as continually retarded, till at last it be all

dystroyfjd. The body has then attained its utmost lioight, and is

foj- a indment motionless, after which it begins to descend with a

.velocity in the same manner accelerated, till it meet the surface

of tiv; earth. All motion may be considered absolutely or rela-

tively. Absolute or real motion, is when a body changes its place

in absolute space ; and relative motion, 'is when a body
changes its place only with relation to otiier bodies. On this

•liibject Mr. Martin observes, (liat space is nothing but an ab-

'solute and infinite void, and Ur.t the place of a body is that part of

the immense void which it t.ikes up or possesses ; and this place

may lie coiiiidi red absohilelv, or in itselt, in which ca>e it is called

the absoliittf place of the boiiy; or else with regard to the place of

smie otluT boily, and then it is called the relative or apparent
place of the body. Now as a motion is only the ehaijge of place

III liodies, it is evident that it will come uiidcrthe same dislinclion

of absolute and r-dalive or apparent. All motion is in itself abso-

lute, or the change of absolute space ; but, when t!ie motions of

bodies are considered and compared witli each other, then arc

they relative and apparent only: they are relative, as they are

compared to each other; and they are apparent only, insomucb
,

that not their true or absolute motion, but the sum or difference

of the motions only is perceivable to us. In comparing the mo-
tions of bodies we may consider them as moving both the same
way, or towards contrary parts: in the first case, the difference of

motion is only perceived by us; in the latter, the sum of the mo-
tions. Thus, for example, suppose two ships, A and B, set saij .'

from the same port ujjou the same rhumb, and that A sads at the

rate of five miles per hour, and Bat the rate of three; here the

difference of the velocity (viz. two miles pei hour) is that l.iy v.hich

the ship A will appear to go from the ship B forwards, or the ship

B will appear at A to go with the same velocity backwards, to a

spectator in either respectively. If the two ships, A and B, move
with the same degree of velocity, then will the dilVerence be no-

thing, and so neither ship will appear to the other to move at all.

Hence it is, that though the earth is continually revolving about

its axis, yet, as all objects on its surface partake of the same com-
mon motion, they appear not to move at all, but are relatively at

rest. If two ships, A and B, with the degrees of velocity as above,

meet each other, the one will appear to the other to move with

the sum of both velocities, vi/,. at the rate of eight miles per liour;

so that in this case the apparent motion exceeds the true, as in th©

other it fell short of it. Hence the reason why a person riding

against the wind, finds the force of it much greater than it really

is, whereas, if he rides with it, he finds it less. The reason of all

these pha-noniena of motion will be evident, if we consider we
must bo absolutely at rest, if we would discern the true or real

motions of bodies about us. Thus a person on the strand will ob-

serve the ships sailing with their real velocity ; a person standing

still will cxperience'the true strength and velocity of tlie wind;

and a person placed in the regions between the planets, will view

all their true motions, which he cannot otherwise do, because in

all other case's the spectator's own motion must be added to, o?

subtracted from, that of the moving body, and the sum or dilier-

ence is therefore the apparent or relative motion, and not tlie

true.

(3.) The general laws of motion, or laws of nature, as stated

by Sir Isaac Newton, are the following:

Law I.

Every body will perscrere in its state of rest or vioving uniform!;/

in a riglU line, unless it be compelled to cliange its state by

forces impressed.

Thus a bullet v.ould continue at rest in the gun for ever, if tt

were not expelled by the iorce of powder; but being thereby put

into motion, it would for ever move on in the direction of the axis

of tlie barrel, if not retarded by tlie resistance of the medium, and

carried downwards from that right line by the power of gravity.

We shew liy experiment, tliat the less the friction is of the axis

of a moving wheel, the longer its motion contfnues. And we ob-

serve the vast bodies of the comets and planets preserve their mo-

tions undiminished (as to sense) for many 100 years in unresisting

niediums. Since bv reason of the inactivity of matter, there is

nothing in any hodytlnit can augment, diminish, or any ways alter

or vary the action or effect of any force impressed, we thence de-

duce the second general law of motion, vi-;.

J. AW. II.

The change of motion is jiroportional to the moving force im"

pressed, and is made according iu the right line in ivhich thai

force is impressed.

if any force generate any motion, a dou'de or triple force will

generate twice or Ihiice as much. But the alteration in respect of

ihe direction of the motion, is a complicated aifair, which we shall

farther consider herealter. When iioilies act upon each other,

Ihcy do it by contact or collision, and since in this case, the action

itself is but one and I lie same between both; the efl'ects which it

produces must of course be equally divided between both bodies,

and tliencean equal iiiutalion of tiieir state previous to tiu- stroke

must needs follow. From this consideration is deduced t!ic third

general hiw of nature, viz.

Law III.

Re action is aheays eqvnl tind contrary to action ; or the actions

of tv.o bodies imUnuily vpon each other are ulicays et^iuil, and
directed tvicards contrar// parts.

The
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F K M oe QV cc

M a F oc QV oc

Tlie trutli of tliis is abundantly (.oiiluiiied by expt'iimciil-i. H
<lu' linger jjress a stone, the stone re-acls and i)resses the linger.

'I'lie hammer striking the anvil, receives the same stroke from it,

and is tliereby made to reliennd. Tlie loadstone, if lixed, attracts

the moveable iron; and the i\\<<i iron e(|nally attracts the move-
able magnet. The luirse draws the stone, and the stone ecjually

draws the horse, because the aclinn or torce i.i the rope which con-
nects them is one and the same, and ninst act,equally at each end,
viz. upon the horse and stone.

(4.) From R hat we have advanced the principal theorems re-

lating to unifwni motions may be easily deduced, lluis: lei,

Q^the (paantily of matter or body moved.
F :i: the movina; force or impulse.

A = the accelerating force.

M == the momentum.
V = the velocity generated.

S = the space described.

T = the time.

Then by the above definition^ M oc QV, S a V, when the
time is given, and S <x T when the velocity is given; and there-
fore S « T\'. Also F oc M, and A o:' V. By the lielp of
these general propositions, the relation of the spaces, times, velo-
cities, &c. may be found upon all suppositions. And hence all

the laws and proportions belonging to uniform motion, may be
determined; expunging such quantities as are not concerned in
the question ; also those w hich are given or constant, and those
which are found on both sides of the equation.

(5.) Thus we have, in general,

QS— oc QA.
T
QS

«c QA.
T

TM TF
S cc TV oc oc oc TAs

Q Q
M S F

VocAce — cc — oe —
Q T q

S S SQ SQ
T oc — oc — oc ct

A V .M F
F M MT FT F M

Q »: — cc — oc oc cc — a —

.

V V S S A AM S F
AccVoc — oe — cc —

Q T Q
Or, bscatise M oc F and A oc V the letters M and A mav be

left out, and the proportions will be more easily remembered ; thus,

F oc QV oc

T
TF

S a TV cc

Q
S F

Voc — oc —
T Q
S tiQ

Tec— oe

V F
F FT

Q oc — oc

V S
And when M or A is required in the proportion, it may be had

by putting M for F, or A for V, and thus all the foregoiuK terms
may be supplied.

(6.) The theorems for uniformly accelerated motions are also
obtained with like facility, as we now proceed to shew.
The velocity of a body acted on by a constmt imiform accele-

rating force, ij proporiiooai to the time. B*:caub« since the action
vot.iii._no. 136.

is uniloini, whatever velocity if generated in one parlicli: of tim c
a double velocity will be generated in twice that tirr.e, a triple ve-
locity in tluice that time ; and so on continually ; therefore it will

be always \' oc T. The spare described will, in ei|ual times, be
greater as the velocity is so; and Iherelcre in this case, we liave

S oc V. Al io the velocity remaining the same, the space will l>e

as the time of describing it. Thereiore in this case S oc T. Con-
sequently, when neither the velocity nor time is eiven, the spare
will be in the compoimd ratio of both, viz. S oc TV. I'ut T oc \'.

Thereiore iS oc T-, orSocV-; that is, the sjiaces discribed by
bodies urged by uniform constant forces, are as the squares of the
time, or of the velocity. To illustrate this matter in the ca^c of

-, tailing bodies, which are urged by the constant force of gravity ;

^ let AB, Plate CVI, lig. 1, represent the lime of the fall, and BC
the velocity acquired at the end of that time; and draw' AC.
Then ifwe conceive the whole time A15, to be divided into aninde-
fimtc number of equal moments, the velocity in each of those mo-
ments will be as the right liiie drawn from AB parallel to BC, cor-
responding to the given moment. Kow for a single moment the
velocity may be esteemed as uniform, and so the space described
that moment will be as the velocity ; therefore the suni of the
spaces described in all the moments (or whole time AB) will be as
the sum of all the momentary velocities, or right lines which re-
present them, but the sum of 'these lines makes the area of the tri-

angle ABC ; this area, tlieiefore, is as the whole space described
in the time AB. And because this area is as AB-, or BC'', there-
fore also the space (S) is as T-, or V-, as above. Complete the
parallelogram ABCD. Then if we suppose another body (A) to
commence motion at the same time with the falling body (B,) and
the velocity of the body (A) to be uniform and equal to the velo-
city BC acquired at the end of the fall ; then it is evident the
space described by the body (A) in the time AB will be repre-
sented by the parallelogram ABCD; which space is therefore
double of that (AC B) described by the falling body B. What
has been saiti of descending bodies is in the same manner applica-
ble to ascending bodies. For the motion in the latter case will be
retarded equably by tlie contrary action of gravity, as it was in the
former case accelerated. Thus let BC be the velocity with which
any body is projected upwards from the point B, then in every
moment of time there will be an equal decrement of this velocity,
so that at the end of the time BA it w ill be all destroyed, and the
space it will describe in that time will be as the area of the triangle
ABC. Therefore, &c. Hence it follows, I. That the velocity
every where, at equal intervals of time from the moments B and A,
in the ascent and descent is the same. 2. That the time of the
ascent and descent is the same, or half the whole time of the flight
of the projectile. 3. That the body by descending acquired a ve-
locity equal to that (BC) by which it was projected. The body is
considered moving in vacuo, or in a medium without resistance
From what has been said, it is evident, that if the space a body
describes in any given time in vacuo be known, the space through
which it will fall in any proposed time, will from thence be known
also. Thus, by e.\periment> very accurately made, it has been found
that, a body by the force of gravity falls through 16 t'j feet in one
second 16 -j'^ x T«= S = the number of feet described in the ;e.

conds denoted by T. IJence T = . / S _ the time of de-

. .
V Hi-j'^

scribiiig the space S. In uniform constant forces, the acceleratintf
force, (A)will be as the velocity (V) generated in the same lime, be"^
cause that velocity is the whole effect of the power, and etlects are
always as their causes; therefore Ace B; alsoihe force V will always
be inversely as the time (T) in which the same velocity is generated

;
for it is evident, a double force will generate the same velocity in
half the time (-JT) ; or the greater the force, the less will be the

1

time for producing the same effect; therefore Aoc— : therefore
T

V
when neither the velocity nor time is given, we have A oc -, or

T
1

AT oc V, and T cc V x —. Since when the time T is given, AA
is as V, and in that case V is as S, therefore also A will be as S:
or the accelerating force will be as the space described in any

giveu
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M

given time. Since AT cc V « —, we have ATQ oc M ; and

Q
wlien the time T is given, it is AQ oc M ; that is, the whole quan-

tity of inolioii, or the niomentiiin, is compounded of the accele-

rating force A, and the quantity of matter (Q) in tlie body. Since

F I . . . . F
A oc —, and A oc S when the time is given, therefore S <x — , the

Q Q
time being given: but S oc T', when F and Q are given; there-

fore when T, F, and Q, are all variable, S oC . Also since

Q
ATQ oc M, and AQ oc F, we shall have TF oc M, and from

these proportions M oc TF, M oc QV, S oc TV, and V oc TA,
various general proportions may be deduced, some of which are

here set down.
Q8 FT-V

•--.) M oc QV c< FT cc oc

T S
U \^ MT FT=

Q oc — oc cc oc

V V s s
M QV MV MS

F oc — oc oc cc ' oc

T T S TV
FT S M MS

V oc oc

Q

oc AQF oc v'Ql'.'S.

— oc

M M2
oc

AF FS
M W
AQ QS

/ FS
— oc — oc cc AF cc \/ Q
T Q FT2

FT' MT MV M'
S cc TV oc oc oc (X AFT a

Q Q F QF
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B will be Sj'+ 2V — 2/^; anJ the sum of these motions will

be equal to tlie sum of the motions before the stroke, viz. Q J.'+
2 J + 2V— ay— QV 4 S,y. Whence, by reducing tlie equa-

tion, It will be Q .r-f 2x= QV- av + 2 2f'; and j :=

QV -SV+22A'
=: the Telocity of the body A.

Q+2
Again, the velocity of B is x + V — ^ =

2QV-Qr+2r

QV-2V+2 2r

+ V—

r

Q + 2

Here we suppose the bodies tend

Q + 2
the same way before the stroke ; and it is evident from the equa-

tion above, that so long as QV + 22/-' is greater than 2V, the ve-

locity of (i) of A after the stroke will be affirmative, or the body

A will move the same way after the stroke as before ; but when
2V is greater than QV + 2 /'2, the velocity (i) will be negative,

or the body A will be reflected back.
QV - 2V

If the body B be at rest, then ^= ; and x = ,Q+2
which shews the body A will go forwards or backwards, as QV is

greater or less than &r, or A greater or less than B.

IfQ=3, 2= 2, V=10, (fig. 5,) r=0, then after the

QV- 2V 30 — 20

stroke the velocity of A will be r =
Q + 2

10 2QV
— = 2, and the velocity of B will be y
5

5

60

Q + 2
~5

If the bodies arebeth in motion, and F:= 5, the rest is the same
QV_2V + 2S^

as before ; tlien ^- ^ = 6 = velocity of A (fig. 6,)

after the stroke, and

Q+2
2QV-Qr+2r

= 11 = velocity of B
Q+2

after tlie stroke.

If the bodies A and B more towards contrary parts, or meet
each other, then will the relative velocity, to which the force of

|

the stroke is proportional, be V + y ; and so the velocities of A
and B after the stroke will be jr and .v +V+ P' ; and so the motion

of A and B will be Q J and 2x + 2 V + ST: the sum of these

motions is Q x + 2 .r+ SV + 2 F= QV- S,F = the motion
towards the same part before the stroke. Whence we have i :;=

QV-2V-2 2r
, and therefore the velocity of B will be

Q+2
QV-aV-22r 2QV=Qr- 2^^

+v + r .

Q + a Q + a.

If QV + 2 2 A' be greater than QV, the motion of the body A
will be backwards; otherwise it will go on forwards as before.

If Q = 3, 2= 2, V = 10, and V— 5, then will the velocity

QV— 2V— 22^ —10
of A (fig. 7,) be = = — 2, and so the

Q + 2 5

body A will go back with two degrees of velocity. The velocity

SQV+Q/'-a^'
of B, after the stroke, will be = 13.

Q + 2
If the bodies are equal, that is, if Q =: 2, (fig. 8,) then .r ^

— 2 2 A'

=: — y; which shews, that when equal bodies meet
£ a

each other, they ^^le reflected back with interchanged velocities

;

2QV
for in that case also the velocity of B becomes = V.

2Q
If the bodies are equal, and one of them at rest, as B (fig. 9,)

then since Q = 2, and F =:^0 , we have the velocity of A after

the stroke .r =: U ; or the body of A will abide at rest, and the ve-

locity of B will be = V, the velocity of A before the impulse, as

appe?r3 by the example iii the figure referred t«.

If several bodies, B, C, D, E, F, (fig. 10,) are contiguous in a

right line, and another equal body A strike B with any given velo-

city, it shall lose all its motion, or be quiescent after the stroke ;

the body B which receives it will communicate it to C, and C to

D, and D to E, and E to F ; and because action and reaction

between the bodies B, C, D, E, are equal, as they were quiescent

before, they must continue so ; but the boily ¥, having no other

body tore-act upon it, has nothing to obstruct its motion ; it will

therefore, move on with the same velocity which A had at

first, because it has all the motion of A, and the same quantity of

matter by hypothesis.

Let there' be three bodies A, B, C, (ibid. No. 1 1 ,) and let A
st.-ike B at rest; tlie velocity generated in B by the stroke will

2QV - 2QA2
be w = , and so the momentum of B will be —

Q+a Q+2
= Qy. With this momentum B will strike C at rest and conti-

2 '^y

guous to it ; the velocity generated in C will be ; and iti

momentum will be

4QV2C

2 2y C

2+C
2 Q C

2 + C

2+C
2Q V

Q + S

Q2 + QC + 2^+2C
If now we suppose B a variable quantity, while A and C re-

main the same, we shall find what proportion it must have to each

of them, in order tliat the momentum ot C may be a maxiiiuuu,

or the greatest possible, by putting the fluxion thereof equal to

4Q2C2V2—4QC 2^2
nothing ; that is,

' = ; whence we

QC+Q2+2C + «1=
get QC — 2 2 = 0, and so QC =22; consequently Q : 2 : :

2 : C, or A : B : : B : C ; that is, the body B is a geometrical

mean between A and C. Hence if there be any number (n) of

bodies in a geometrical ratio (r) to each other, and the first be

A ; the second will be r A-, the third r ' A, and so on to the last,

which will be r ~ A,

Also, the velocity of the first being V, that of the second will

2 V / 2 Q V 2AV , 2V \
be ( for is here = = ) that of the

\+r\ Q+2 A + rA 1+r/
4 V 8V

third , that of the fourth , and so ou to the lastj

T+"r^ TT'r
2~\n —1

which will be V.
1+r

The momentum of the first will be A V, that of the second

2rAV 4r2AV Sr^AV
, that of the third , that of the fourth

1+r « + '*

and so on to the last, wiiich.will be

1 +
1

AY.
I +

To give an example of this theorem ; if n ;

then will the first body A be to the last

100, and r= Q,

'~ ^ A, as 1 to

6338253000000Q00000000000000O0, nearly ; and its velocity to

that of the last nearly as 2710220000000t;0000 to 1 : lastly, the

momentum of the first to that of the last will be nearly as 1 to

"338480000000. If the number (n) of bodies be required, and

the ratio of the momenta of the first and last be given as^l to

M, and the ratio of the series r given also; then putting

= K,

2 r

1+r
we have the momentum of the last body expressed by

2 r in—

1

= M = U" S therefore the logarithm efM Q. M)
1 + ri

is equal to tlie logarithm of R C^- R) multiplied by tiie powe?.;
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« — I ; tliat li, /. M = (ra— 1) x /. R ; consequently \- 1

4, R.
= n., the nur.ibcr of bodies reriuiriHl.

(9.) Composilioii and resolution of forces, and the collision of

bodies acting obiiciiielv.

Prop. If any force acting on a body at A (Plate CVI, fig. 2,)

in the direction A15 cause the body tu pass through the space AIJ

in any tinie ; and another similar force acting in the direction AC,
would move it tin'ough the space AC in the same time: by both

forces acting together, in their proper directions, the l)ody will,

HI the same lime ; be moved through the space AD, the diagonal

of the parallelogram ABDC:,
Case I. Let the forces at A cause the body to move uniformly

along the lines A15, AC. Suppose the line AC to move parallel

to itself into the place BD, whilst A moves from A to C. And
since this line and the body are both eciually movfd towards Bl),
it is evident, the body must be always in the moveable line AC.
3'hcrefore uhen AC conies to the position b g, let the body be
arrived at d : then since, both the line AC moves uniformly along

AB, and the body A along AC ; therefore it will be as A i : t (i

: : AB : BD, therefore A i D is a right line.

Case 2. Let the body be carried through AB, AC, by an acce-

lerative force. Then (Art. 7,) the space described will be as the

time and velocity, and therefore the velocity will be as the space
directly and time reciprocally. Also (Art. 4,) when the force and
the body i^, given ; the velocity is as the time. Whence the time
will be as t!ie space directly and time reciprocally, and the space
as the square of the time. That is the same body acted on by the
same force will describe spaces which are as the sqtiares ot the
times. Now let the time of describing AB or AC be 1 ; and let

the line AC move along with the body, always parallel to itself,

and in the time t, let it arrive at b g, and the body at d, moving
towards g'. Then, from what has been said, it is as 1 : <« : : AB :

A b, and also as \ : 1 1 : : h g or BD : b d; whence AB : Ab: :

15D : bd; therefore A<i D is aright line. And if you suppose
the space to be as the «th power of the time, it will still be, I :

t- : : AB : Ab: : BD : b d; and A rf D is still a right iine for any
-similar forces.

Case 3. But if the body A (fig. 7,) be carried through AD by
a uniform force, in the same time it would be carried through AM
by an atcelerative force ; then by both forces acting together, it

will at the end of that time be found in the point II, of the paral-

lelogram MADH ; but the line it describes, AGH, will not be a

right line.

Cor. 1. The forces, in the directions AB, AC, AD, fig. 2, are

respectively proportional to the lines AB, AC, AD ; and in theee

directions.

Cor: 2. The two oblitiue forces AB, AC, are equivalent to tlie

single force AD, which may be compounded of these two, by
drawing the diagonal of the parallelogram AD.

Cor. 3. Any single direct force AD, may be resolved into the
two oblique forces whose quantities and dneitions are AB, AC,
having the same effect ; by describing any parallelogram whose
diagonal is AD.

Cor. 4. A body being agitated by two forces at once, will pass

through the same point, as it would do if the two forces were to

act separately and successively. And if any other motion be im-
pressed on a body already in motion, it does net alter its motion
in lines parallel to its former direction.

Cor. 5. If two forces as AB, AC, (fig. 3,) act in the directions

AB, AC, respectively ; draw AR to the middle of the right line

BC, and 2AR is the force compounded out of these, and AU its

direction.

(10.) Prop. Let there be three forces A, R, C, (fig. 4,) of the

same kind, acting against one another, at the point D, and whose
directions are all in one plane ; and if they keep one another in

e(|uilibrio, these forces will be to e.ach other respectively, as the

three sides of a triangle drawn parallel to their lines of direction,

DI, CI, CD.—Let DC represent the force C, and produce AD,
RD, and complete the parallelogram DICH: and by the last

Prop, the force DC is equivalent to the two forces DH, DI ; put,

therefore, the forces DH, DI, instead of DC, and all the forces

will still be in equilibrio. Therefore DI is equal to its opposite

force A, and DH or CI equal to its opposite force B. Therefore
ti>e three forces A, B, C, are respectively asDI, CI, CD.

Cor. 1. Hence the forces A, B, C, are as the three sides of a

triangle, drawn perpendicular to their lines r,f direction, or in any
given angles to tliem, on the same side. For such a triangle will

be similar to the former triangle.

Cor. 2. The three forces A, B, C, will be to each other as the

sines of the angles through which their respective lines of direction

do pass w hen proiluced.

For DI : CI : : S . DCI or CDB : S . CDI or CDA.
And CI : CD : ; .S . CD! or CDA : S . CUD or HDI or ADB.
Cnr. 3. If there be never so many forces acting against any

point in one plane, and keep one another in equilibrio ; they uiay
be all redtieed to the action of three, or even of two equal and
opposite ones. ForifHD, ID, be two forces, tliey arc equiva-
lent to the single force DC, and in like manner A and U may be
reiluced to a single force.

('iir. 4. And if ever so many forces in different planes, acthjg

against one point, keep one another in equilibrio ; they may be
all reduced to the actions of several forces in one plane, and con-
seipiently to two ecpial and opposite ones. Fof if the four forces

A, B, H, I, act against the point D ; and II, 1, be out oi' tlu:

|>lane ABD : let DC be the common section of the planes ADB,
II DI; then the forces H, I, are reduced to the force C in the
plane ADB.

Schol. This Prop, holds true of all forces whatever ; whether
of impulse or percussion, thrusting, pulling, pressing ; or wliethcr

instantaneous or continual ; provided they be all of the same kind.

Hence if three forces act in one plane, their proportions are had ;

and if one force be given, the rest may be foimd. And if four

forces act, and two be given, the other iwo may be found ; but if

only one be given, the rest cannot be found; for in the three forces^

A, B, C, the force C may be divided into other two, an infinite^

number of ways, by drawing any parallelogram DICH about the

diagonal DC. And in general, if there be any number of forces

acting at D, and all be given but two, these two may be found ;

otherwise not, though the positions of them all be given.

(II.) Prop. If one body acts against another body by any
kind of force whatever; it exerts that force in the direction of a
line perpendicular to the surface whereon it acts. Let the body
B (fig. 5,) be acted on by the force AB in the direction AB.
Let the body C, and the obstacle O, hinder the body B from
moving ; divide the force AB into the two forces AD, AE ; ot

EB, DB, (by Cor. 3. Art. 9,) the one perpendicular, the other

parallel to the surface DB, then the surface DB receives the per-

pendicular force EB, and the obstacle O the parallel force DB ;

take away the obstacle O, and the force DB will move the body
B in a dii-ection parallel to the surface, with no other effect than
what arises from the friction of B against that surface, occasioned
by the pressure of B against it by the force EB ; which, if the

surface be perfectly smooth and void of tenacity, will be nothing.

The force DB therefore having no effect, the remaining force

EB will be the only one, whereby the body B acts against the sur-

face DB, and that in the direction EB perpendicular to it.

Cor. I. If a given body B strike another body C obliquely, at

any angle ABD, the magnitude of the stroke will be directly as

the velocity and the sine of the angle of incidence ABD ; and' the

body C receives that stroke in the direction EB perpendicular to

the surface DB. Fur if the angle ABD be given; the stroke

will be greater in proportion to the velocity ; and if the yelocity

AB be given, the stroke will be as AD, or S. .<lABD. Or the

magnitude of the stroke is as the velocity wherewith the body ap-
proaches the plane.

Cor. 2. If a perfectly elastic body A (fig. 6,) impinges on a hard

or elastic body, CB, at B it will be retlecte<l fiom it, so that the

angle of reflection will be equal to the angle of incidence. For
the motion at B parallel to the surface is not at all changed by the'

stroke. Ami because the bodies are elastic they recover their

figure in the same time they lose it by the stroke ; therefore the

velocity in the direction BE is the same after as before the stroke ;

let AE, BE, represent the velocities before the stroke, and ED
(= AE) and BE the respective velocities after the stroke ; then
in the two similar and equal riangles AEB, BED, /.ABE is

equal to EBD. But since no bodies in nature are perfectly elas-

tic, they are something longer in regaining their figure ; and
therefore the angle DBF will be something more acute than the

Z.ABG.
Cor. 3. If one giTcn body impinges upon another given body,

the
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inaonitutle of the stroke will be as the relative velocity between

bodies. For tlie magiiitiule of the stroke is as the lii}e BE,

, -.ij.. 5,) or the velocity wiR-rewitb the bodies approach each other;

lliat is, as the relative velocity.

Cor. 1. And in any bodies whatever, if a body in motion strike

against another, the magnitude of the stroke will be as the motion

lo.^t by the striking body.

Coi: 5. A nonelastlc body striking anotlier non-elasl;c body,

I only loses half ai much motion as if tlie bodies were ijcnectly

: clastic.

Cm: 6. Hence also it follows, that if one body acts upon an-

1 other, by strikinsj, pressing, &:c. the other rc-acls upon this in the

I direction of a line perpendicular to the surface whereon they act.

Schot. Though the nionieutum or quantity of motion in a mov-

I in» body is a quite distinct thuig from the lorce that generates it

;

;
vet when it strikes another body Lnd puts it into motion, it may,

'

i with respect to that other body, be considered as a certain quaii-

itity of lorce proportional to the motion it generates iri the other

» body. Also, although the motion generated by the impulse ot an-

i.I other body is considered as generated in an instant, upon account

('of tiie very small time it is performed in; yet in mathematical

i.slrictneisit is absolutely impoj^ible that any motion can be genc-

'i rated in an instant, by impulse or any sort ol finite force wiiatever.

•iiKor when we consiiier that the parts ol the body which yield to

the stroke, are forced into a new position ; there will be rei;uircd

some time for the > ielding parts to he moved through a certain

space into this new position. Now, during this time, the two bo-

iJies are acting upon each other with a certain accelerative lorce,

liwhichin that lime generates tu..t motion which is the eficct ol

their mutual impulse. So that it is evident that this is an elFect

)>roiluced in lime ; and the less the time the greater the force ; and

if tlie time be inlinilely small, the lorce ought to be infinitely

great, which is impossiol'e. But because this effect is produced in

au imperceptible space ol time, the time is entirely neglected, and

(the whole eiiect imputed to the force only, which is therefore sup-

posed to act but for a moment.- ']"he quantity of motion in bodies

has been proved to be as the velocity and quantity of matter. But

the momentum or quantity of motion may be the same in different

bodies, and vet may have very different etifects upon otlier bodies

on which they impinge. For if a small body with a great velocity

impinge upon another body; and if, by reason of its great velo-

;itj-, it act more strongly ujion the small part of the body upon
«hrch it impinges, than lire lorce of cohesion of the parts of that

jody ; then tiie part acted on will, by this vigorous action, be se-

Jiratcd from liie rest ; whilst, by reason of the very small time of
' icting, little or no motion is communicated to the rest of the

)odv. But if a great body with a small velocity strike another

Dody ; and if, by reason of its slow motion, it does not act so vi-

.i;orously as to exceed the force of cohesion; the part struck will

oinmu'nicate the mo'.ion to the rest of the body, and the whole

)ody will be moved together. Thus if a bullet be shot out of a

;un, ll(e momentum of the bullet and piece are equal ; but the

mllel will shoot through a board, and the gun will only jump a

ittle against him that discharges it. Therefore small bodies with

;reat velocity, arc more proper to tear in pieces: and gieat bodies

vith small velocity, to shake or move the whole.

Of the Mechanical Powers.

(12.) By these we understand such simple machines as are

seful for comparing the velocity of various bodies together, and
iiipressing them with greater or smaller degrees of it at pleasure

;

V, hich means we may either cause a small weight to oveivome
,i-at one, or by mean^ of a great one we may make a small

..j^ht move tlirongh a space proportionably great. Thus by
it-ans of some of these powers, indeed by any of them, we ma\
use a weiiint of one poimd, by moving through the space of ten

1 . raise another of ten pounds through one foot ; or vice vei-sa,

M weight of ten pounds moving through the space of one foot,

may make a single pound move through the space of ten feet

;

1 we cannot, by any of the pow ers, by moving a weight of ten

ijunds through one foot, move a single pound through eleven

It; nor bv a single ])0unil moving through a space of nine feet,

:ii we raise' a weight of ten pounds through the space of one foot.

-one of the mechanic powers, as they are called, therefore, can
lake any absolute incre;ise of the power applied; all tlial they
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can do is to alter the velocity ol the power applied, and liius trans-

fer it either to a larger or smaller boily at pleasure ; and upon this

principle depends the whol': practical part of mechanics. Tl:e

mechanical powers are six in luimher; viz. the lever, wheel and
axis, or axis in peritrochio, the pulley, inclined plane, wedge, anil

screw, of all which we shall now treat particularly.

Or THE Lever.

(13.) The lever is thesimpKst of all inachines, and is a straight

bar ot iron, wood, or other material, supported on, and moveable
about, a prop called the fulcrum. In the lever, there are three

circumstances to be princip.-dly attended to: 1. The fulcrum, or

|>rop, by whii'h it is supported, or on which it turns as a centre of

moliuii : 2. The power to raise and support the weight: 3. The
resistance or weight to be raised or sustained. '1 he points of sus-

pension are those points where the weights really arc, or from
which they hang Ireely. The power and lhew<igi,t are always

supjiased to act at right angles at the lever, except it be otherwise

expressed. The lever is distinguished into three sorts, according
to the different situalit.ns of the fulcrum, or proj), and the power,
with respect to each other. K When the prop is i)laced between
I he power and the weight, as in steel-yards, scissars, pir.cers, &c.
''. \\ hen the prop is at one end of the levtr, the power at the other,

and the we'ght between tl.eiii, as in cuttiiig knives fa;ten<'d at, or

near, the ponit of the blade ; also in oirs moving a boat, the water
being the fulcrum. 3. When tlie prop is at one end, the weight at

the other, and the power applied between them, as in tongs, sheers,

ic. To these may be added the bended lever, which is only a
variation of the fiiat k.nd. A leyei of the first kind is represented

in Plate CVI. fig. 8, one of the second kind in fig. 9, and one of

the third kind in fig. 10; also fig. II, represents the bended lever,

and in all these P is the power, W the weigiit, and C the fulcrum

or prop. W hen the arms of the lever are equal it is denominated
a balance, and in this case, two equal weights supended from iti

extremities will be in equilibrio: thus if AC=:CB, fig. 13, and
at A and B equal weight be placed, they will evidently counter-

balance each other; for if motion be communicated to the ma-
chine, the bodies will move with equal velocities in contrary di-

rections, and the quantities of matter being equal, the momenta
will be equal and opposite, anJ therefore the one cannot commu-
nicate motion to the other. Hence equal forces at equal distances

from the centre of motion will have the same elVect in turning the

machine.
Prop. In any straight lever, if the power P be to the weight

W, as the distance of the weight from the fulcrum C, to the dis-

tance of the power from the fulcium ; the power and weight (act-

ing perpendicularly on the lever) will be in equilibrio.

C/(.ie I. In the lever of the first kind WCP, fig. 13, instead of
the power P apply a weight P to act at the end CP. And let the
lever WCP be moved into the position «C/', then will the arches
Wa, Pb, be as the radii, CW, C P ; that is, as the velocities of tlie

weiaht and power. Whence since P : W : : CW ; CP, therefore

P ; W : : velocity of W : velocity of P : therefore P x velocity

of P =: W X velocity of W, consequently the momenta or mo-
tions of P and W are ei|Ual. And since they act in contrary di-

rection=, neitlu r of them can move the ether, but they will remain
in equilibrio.

ro.?f 2. The levers of the second and third kind may be re-

duced to the fii>t, thus: make C/J = CP, fig. 14 and 15, and in-

stead of the power P, a|)ply a weight equal to it at yj, then by Case
I, the weight W and power p will keep one another in equilibrio ;

aiivl, from the nature of the balance, the weight p and power
Pwill have the same effect in turning the lever, therefore the

power P and weight W will be in equilibrio.

Cor. I . Hence in any sort of lever whether straight or bended,
and whether moveable about a single point C, as above; or ; n
axis AB, fig. 16, 17; or whether the lever be fixed to the axl;,

and both together move about two centres A, B, or whatever
form the levers have. If AB be a right line, and from the i-nds P,
W, there be drawn lines to the centre C, or perpendiciil.ir to ll;e

axis AB; and if the power and weight act perpendicular to these
lines, and be always reciprocally as these distances draw n to the
centre C or axis AB ; then they will be in equilibrio.

Cnr.9.. In any sort of lever WCP, fig. 18, 19, andinwiint-
ever directions the power and weight act on it; if their (in.mlilies

5 U
'

be
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be reciprocally as the perpendiciilais on llieir several directions,

let fall from tfic centre of niotioii ; Ihpy will be in equilibrio. For

the power snd weight will l-.e in eiiullibrio if tliey be supposed to

act at K and D ; and it is the same thing wliethcr they act at E
and D, oral P andVV.

Cor. 3. Hence iniivcrsally, if any force he applied to a lever;

its effect in moving the lever will be as tliat force mnlliplied by

the distance of its line of direction from the centre of motion.

Cor. 4. If two bodies be in equilibrio on the lever, each

weight is reciprocally as its distance Irom the centre.

Cor. !). In the straight lever when the weight and power are in

pqnilibrio, and act perpendicularly on the lever or in parallel di-

rections; then of these three the power, weii^ht, and pressure,

upon the fulcrum, any one of them is as the distance of tlie other

two. For if CP represent the weight W, then CW will represent

the power P, and in lig. 13, C sustains both tlie weights, and

therefore the i)res;iire is WP; and fig. 14, 15, C sustains the dif-

ference of the weights, and therefore the pressure will be WP.
Cor. 6. If several weights be suspended on a straight lever

AB, iig. 20; and if the stun of the products of each weight multi-

plied by its distance from tlie centre of motion C; on one side be

equal to the stun of the products on the other side; then they will

be in equilibrio, and the contrary. I'or the force of each weight

to move the-lever is as the weight multiplied by the distance (by

Cor. 3;) and the sum of the products is as the whole forces;

which, if they be equal, the forces on both sides are equal, and

the lever remains at rest.

Cnr. 7. If several levers are combined together in such a

manner, as that a weight being appended to the first lever, may
be supported by a power applied to the last, as in fig. 21, (which

consists of tliree' levers of the first kind, and is so contrived that a

power applied at the point L of the lever C, may sustain a weight

at the point S of the lever A), the power must here be to the

weight, in a ratio, or proportion, compounded of the several ra-

tios, which the distance between the fulcrum and point where the

weight acts, has to the distance between the fulcrum and point

wheie the weight acts in each lever. For instance, if those dis-

tances in the lever A, be as 1 to 5 ; in the lever B as 1 to 4;

and in tlie lever C as 1 to 5 ; then the power which will sustain

the weight by tlie help of the three. Icversjoined together, will be

to the weight in a proportion consisting of the several proportions

imiUiplied together, of 1 to 5, 1 to 4, and 1 to 5 ; that is, of 1 to

ino. For, as shewn above, if on the lever C a power of one act

at P or L, it will act with the force of five at S ; and if, on the

lever B, one act at L, it will be equivalent to four at S, hence five

at L, on the lever B, or one on the lever C, is equivalent to 20 on

B at S ; and thus it may be shewn that CO on A at L, or one on

C at L, will counterbalance lOO at S on the lever A.

Of THE Wheel AND Axle.

(14.) The wheel and axle, or axis in peritrochio, is a machine

much used, and is made in a variety of forms. It consists of a

wheel with an axle fixed to it, so as to turn round with it; the

power being applied at the circumference of the wheel, the weight

to be raisecl is fastened to a rope w liicli coils round the axle.

. Prop. In the wheel and axle, if the power P, fig. 22, be to

the weight W, as the diameter of the axle EF, where the weight

acts to the diameter of the wheel AB, where the power acts; then

the power and weight will be in equilibrio, and the contrary.

For let AB be the wheel, CD the axle ; and suppose the wlieel

and axle to turn once round ; then the power P will have descend-

ed a space equal to the circumference of the wheel; and the

weight W will have risen a height equal to the circumference of

the axis. Therefore velocity of P. to velocity of W : : as cir-

cumference of the wheel, to circumference of the axis : : or as

diameter of the wheel, to diameter of the axis : : that is (by sup-

position) as W to P. Therefore the momenta of P and \V are

equal; and have equal forces to move each other, and therefore

will remain in equilibrio. This prop, will appear otherwise. For

the wheel and axle may be reduced to a lever of the first kind.

For the fulcrum will be in the nVuJdIe of the axis CD, tlrerefore

drawing lines from the middle of the axis to the power and weight,

parallel to the horizon; and the radius of the wheel will be the

distance of the power, and the radius of the axle the distance of

tlie weight. And as these radii are reciprocally as the weight and

power, therefore, by the properties of the lever, they will bein
equilibrio. Hence the wheel and axle is soinetimes called a per-
petual lever.

Cor. 1. If the rope have any sensible thickness; then if the
power P : weight W ; : diameter of the axle -|- the diameter of
the rope : diameter of the wheel where the power acts; they will

be in equilibrio. For the weight really hangs half the thickness
of the rope, beyond the axle.

Cor. 2. If the direction of the power is not a tangent to the
wheel ; suppo-e it to act at D or d, fig. 23, and let CA he per-
pendicular to the line of direction; then if P : W :: CB : CA,
then they will be In equilibrio.

Cor. 3. If the wheel and axle one or both have teeth ; then if

the power P, fig. 24, acting on the teeth at B, be to the weight W
acting on the teeth at A ; as the diameter ot the axle at A, to the
diameter of the wheel at B, then the wheel is in e(|uilibrio.

Cor. 4. And it is the same thing, if instead of a wheel, there
be only spokes fixed in the axis, whose length is equal to the ra-

dius of the wheel: and any other equal force be applied for a
power instead of the weight P.

Cnr. 5. The force of the weight is increased when one or more
sjiires of the ro]!e is folded about the axle. For that, in effect,

augments the diameter of the axle.

Cor. 6. It matters not how low the weight hangs. For whilst

the axle remains the same, the resistance of the weight remains the

same, setting aside the weight of the rope.

Cor. 7. In a combination of wheels with teetli ; if the power
P, fig. 2.^, be to the weight W ; as the product of the diameters of

all the axles, to the product of the diameters of all the wheels, they

will be in equilibrio. For this may be considered us a compound
lever.

Co?'. S. In a combination of wheels going by cords; if the

power P, fig. 26, be to the weight W; as the product of all the

diameters of the axles B, D, F, to the product of all the diamefere

of the wheels A, C, they will be in equilibrio. For the cords

supply the jilace of teeth.

Cor. 9. In any combination of wheels with teeth; if the power
P, fig. 25, be to the weight W; qs the diameter of the axle F
where the weight acts, multiplied into the product of the teeth in

each pinion or spindle; is to the diameter of the wheel A, where
the power acts, multiplied by the product of the teeth in each of

the wheels (that the pinions act against); the weight and power
will be in equilibrio. For the number of teeth in each wheel and
pinion acting against one another, are as the circumferences, or as

the diameters, of that wheel and pinion.

Cor. 10. In a combination of wheels, the number of revolu-

tions of the first w heel F, to the number of revolutions of the last

wheel A, in the same time; is as the product of the teeth in the

pinions, to the product of the teeth in the wheels which act in

them: or as the product of the diameters of the pinions, to the

product of the diameters of the wheels.

Schol. In wheels, whose teeth work together, they should not

encounter before they come to the line joining their centres; be-

cause the rubbing is greater on that side; but being past the line,

the teeth slip easily along one another, in making their escape,

that the friction is very inconsiderable.

Of the Pulley.

(15.) The pulley is a single wheel of wood, brass, or iron,

moveable upon an axis, and inclosed in a kind of case called its

blocks which admits of a rope to pass freely over the circumference

of the pulley, in vvliich also there is usually a groove to keep tht

rope from sliding, the axis being generally fixed in the block. In

some pulleys the block is fixed; in others moveable, and rises

with the weight.

Prop. If a power sustain a weight by means of a rope goinc

over a fixed pulley ; then the power is equal to the weight. Bi

if the pulley be moveable together with the weight, and the olli-

end of the i'ope fixed ; then the power will be half the weight

For suppose a horizontal line AB drawn through the centre ol

the pulley C, then that line will represent a lever, and (in Plati

evil. fig. 12,) where the pulley is fixed, the centre C being kep'

immoveable represents the fulcrum ; whilst the weight acts at T

and the power at A, and because 1K' = CA, therefore the pow
P is equal to the weiglit W. And (in fig. 13,) the fixed point

I
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is the fulcrum, and the weight acts at C, and the power at B ; and
since BC is half AB ; therefore the power P is half the weight W.

Cor. Hence all fixed pidlies are equiralent to levers of the

first kind. And they add no new force to the power, but only
serve to change the direction, and facilitate the motion of the rope:

but a moveable pulley doubles the force. And if a rope go over
several pullies, A, B, C, (ig. 14, whose blocks are all lixed ; the

power is neither increased nor diminished.

Prop, fn a combination of pullies, all drawn by one running
rope ; if the power P be to the weight \V ; as 1 to the number of

parts of the rope at the moveable block ; they w ill be in equili-

brio. For all the parts of the rope are ei|U.illy stretched, and the

weight W is sustained by the number of ropes that act against the

moveable block; and the power P acts with the force of one.

Therefore the power is to the w eight ; as 1 to the number of ropes

pulling at the moveable block. Hence, in fig. 15, the power is to

the weight as 1 to 4. and in fig. 16 as 1 to J.

Cor. If, instead of one rope going round all the pullies, the

rr)pe belonging to e;'.ch pulley be made fast at top, as in fig. 17, a

tlilVerent proportion between the power and the weight will take

place. Here it is evident that each pulley doubles the power;
thus, if there are two pullies, the power will sustahi four times the

weight ; if three pullies, eight times the weight ; if four pullies,

sixt-'en times ; ar.d so on : that is, the power P of one pound, will

sustain a weisht \V of sixteen pound. When pullies in blocks are

placed perpendicularly under each other, on separate pins, they

occnpj considerable space, and would not in general answer; it

is, therefore, common to place all the pulles in each bhck on the

same pin, by the side of e.xh other, as in fig. 18, but the advan-

tage and rule for the jjower are the same. A pair of blocks with

the rope fastened round it, is commonly called a tackle. A very

considerable improvement in the construction of pulleys has been

made bv Mr. James White, who obtained a patent lor his inven-

tion. Fig. 19 shews the machine c )nsi^ting of two pulleys Q and

R, one fixed and the other moveable. E.ich of these has concen-

tric grooves, c;ipable of having a line put roujid them, and thus

acting like as many diflferent pulleys, having diameters equal to

those of the g.ooves. In the present case there are twelve lines,

b, (/,/, &c. hanging between the two pulleys, formed by its revo-

lution about the six upper, and six lower, grooves. If a propor-

tionate sue, allowing for the thickness of the rope, be allotted to

the diameter of each groove, this kind of pulley will be found a

consideraole improvement. Its principal advantage is, that it de-

stroys lateral friction, and that kind of shaking motion which are

so inconvenient in the common pulley. In the pulley here re-

presented the advantage gained is twelve, that is, a power of

twelve pound, will balance a weight of t44.

Of the Inclined Plane.

(16.) This mechanical power is of very great use in rolling up
heavv bodies, such as casks, wheelbarrows, &c. It is formed by
placing boards, or eartlt, in a sloping direction. The force where-
with a body descends upon an inclined plane, is to the force of its

absolute gravity, by which it would descend perpendicularly in

free space, as the height of 1 lie plane is to its length. Thus U-t A B,

Plate C\'I. fig. 27, be a plane pjrallel to the horizon, and CD a

plane inclined to it : suppose also the whole length CD to he three

times as great as the perpendicular height G/F ; in tiiis case, the

cylinder E will be supported upon the plane CD, and kept from
rolling down upon it, by one-third part of its w eight. Were the

length of the plane four times its hetght, it would be prevented

from rolling down by one-fourth part of its weight. Again sup-

pose the plane AB, fig. 2S, to be parallel to the horizon, the cy-

linder C will keep at rest upon any part of the plane on which ii

is laid. If the plane be so elevated, as in fi;>. 29, that its perpen-

dicular height D be equal to one-half of its length AB, then the

cylinder will roll down with half its weight : for it would require

a power (acting in the direction AB) equal to half its weight to

keep it from rolling. If the plane be elevated so as to be perperi-

c!icular to the horizon, as in fig. 30, the cylinder C will descend
with its whole force of gravity, because the plane contribute> no-

thing to the support or hindrance of it ; for w hich reason, it must
require a power equal to the whole force of its gravity to keep it

from descending. If, as in fig. 31, thecylinderC be made toturii

«poD the slender pivots in the frame D, which is furnished with a

hook, with a line G fastened to it ; if this line go over the fixed
pulley H, and have its other end tied to the hook in the weight 1 ;

if the weight of the body I be to the weight of the cvlindcr C,
adderl to that of its frame D, as the perpendicular hei'glit of the
plane LM is to its length A I? ; the weight will just support the cy-
linder, and a small force will make it either ascend or descend.
In the time that the cylinder moves from A to B, it must rise

through the whole height of the plane, ML, and the weiotitwilt
descend from H to K, through a space eijual to the whole length
ot the plane AB. If the plane be now made to move upon rollers
or wheels, as in fig. 32, and the cylinder be supported upon it, the
same power will d-.aw the cylinder up the plane, provided the
pivots of the wheels be small, and the wiieels themselves pretty
large. The figures sufficiently shew how the experiments may-
be made : and it is evident that the velocity of tl-.e weight is to the
velocity of the power, estimated in opposite directions, as the
height of the plane to its length : hence when the power has to the
weight the same ratio, they will have equal and contrary momenta,
and there will, therefore, be an equilbrium. The inclined plane,
considered as a mechanical power, may easily be reduced to the
lever; for tiie power acquired by it is always in the proportion of
the length to the height, in the same manner as the power acquired
by a lever is in the proportion of the long arm to the short one.
1 <> compute, or shew the reason of the power of an inclined plane,
therefore, we have only to construct a lever, the long arm of w hich
is equal to the length of the plane, and the short arm to the height
of it ; then, whatever weiglit put upon the long arm counterpoises
another put upon the short one, will also keep the same weight
from rolling down the inclined plane. To the inclined plane be-
long also the wedge, and all cutting instruments which act as
wedges, as knives, hatchets, &c. From the theory of the inclined
plane also combined with that of falling bodies, we deduce some
of the most lemarkable properties of the pendulum.

Of the Wedge.

(17.) This may be considered as two equally inclined planes
DEO and CEO, fig. 33, joined together at their bases EFO ; DC
is the whole thickness of the wedge at its back ABCD, where the
power is applied ; EO, is the depth or height of the wedge ; DO
the length of one of its sides, equal to CO the length of the other
side; and OF is its sharp edge, which is entered into the wood or
other matter to be split, by the force of a hammer or mallet striking
perpendicularly upon its back. Thus, AB, fig. 34, is a wedge
driven into the cleft CED of the wood FG
Prop. Let EFG, fig. 35, be the base of a wedge in form of an is-

osceles triangle ; then if the power acting perpendicular to the base
FG, is to the force acting against either side perpendicular to
that sitle ; as the base of the wedge FG, to either of the sides EF,
EG : then the wedge is in equilibrio. For draw the axis ED per-
pindicular to the base FG ; and CA, CB, perpendicular to the
sides EF, EG. Then DC is the direction of the power. And
the impediment to be removed acts against the wedge in the di-

rections AC, BC ; and therefore (by Cor. 1, art. 10,) the power,
an. I the actions of the impediment, are as FG, FE, EG, respec-

tively, when they are in equilibrio.

Cor. l.The power acting perpendicular to the base, is to the
force acting against either side, in direction jiarallel to the base FG,
or perpendicular to the axis DE ; as the base FG, to the height

ED : when the wedge is in equilibrio. For ihe force EG may be
divided into the two ED, DG, (by Cor. 3, art. 9.) Then since

EG is the force acting in direction CB ; ED will be the force act-

ing in direction DG.
Cor. 2. In the cleaving of wood when the wood splits, as it com-

monly does, before the wedge, the power impelling the latter wiU
not be to the resistance of the wood as half the thickness of the

wedge is to one of its sides, but as hall its thickness is to the length

of the other side of the cleft, estimated from Ihe top or acting part

of the wedge ; for if we suppose the wedges to be lengthened down
to the bottom of the cleit at E, the same proportion will hold

;

namelv, that the power will be to the resistance, as half tne thick-

ness of the wedge is to the l-ngth <f either of its sides; or, as the

w hole Ihii kness of the w edge is to the length of both its sides. To
prove this, let us suppose the wedgi- is dividedlcngtliw.se into two
equal parts ; in which ca-e it will become two equally inclined

planes, one of which, as abc, fig. 36, may be made use of for sepa-

rating
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rating the moulding Cd fruni tlie wain.^cot AB. It is evident, that

wlien this half-weilge lias been tlriven ils uhole leiiglli ac between

the wainscot and mouldings, its inside «C will be at Cd, and the

moulding will be sepaiateil to J'g fVoni tlie wainseot. Hut, Ironi

what has been already shewn conceining the inclined plane, it ap-

pears, that, to have an equilibrium between the power inipeilmg

the half-wedge and the resistance of the moulding, the former must

be to the latter as ah to aC, that is, as tlie thickness of the back

which receives the stroke is to the length of the side against which

the moulding acts. Since, therefore, the power upon the hall-

wedge is to the resistance against its side, as the halt-back ah is to

the whole side «C, it is plain that tlie power upon the whole wedge,

where the whole thickness is douhle the half-back, must be to the

resistance of both its sides as the thickness of the w hole back is to

the length of both sides of the clelt, when the wood splits at any
distance before the wedge. For when the wedge is driven quite

into the wood, and the latter splits at ever so small a distance be-

fore it, the top of the wed;ie then becomes the acting part, because

the wood does not touch it any where el-e. And as the bottom of

tlie clelt is the place where the whole resistance is accumulated, it

is plain from the nature of the lever, that the farther the power is

troiii tlie resistance, iTie greater advantage it acts with. The
power of the wedge is exceedingly great, insomuch that not only
wood but rocks may be split by it, which would scarce be done by
any of the other powers: but in this it is assisted by percussion of

the hammer which drives it, and shalters the stone in a manner that

could scarcely be done by any simple pressure.

Of the Screw.

(18.) This is the strongest of all the mechanical powers, though
it cannot be accounted a simple one, as no screw can be made use

of without a lever or winch to assist in turning it. We may sup-

pose it made by cutting a piece of paper into the form of an in-

clined plane or half-wedge, and then wrapping it round a cylinder,

as in Plate CVll. tig. -0. From tiiis figure it is evident, that the
cylinder must move once round in the time that the paper de-
scribes one spiral.

Prop. I n the screw, if the power P, fig. 2
1 , be to the w eight W ;

as the height of one thread (reckoned according to the length of

the screw) to the circumference described by one revolution of the

power; then they will be in ei|uilibrio.—For the weight \V rises

the height of one thread, whilst the power describes the circum-
ferencewhose radius is PC. Therefore the velocities of the power
and weight are reciprocally as their quantities. Therefore their

niomenta are equal, and they aie in equilibrio. Fig. 22 repre-

sents a machine for exhibiting the force of Ihe screw. Lei the

wheel C have upon its axis a screw working in the teeth of the

wheel D, which suppose to be 48 in number. It is plain that

every time the screw and wheel C are turned round by the winch
A, the wheel D will be moved one tooth by the screw ; and there-

fore in 4S revolutions of the winch, the wheel D will be turned
once rounrl. if then the circumference of a circle described by
the liandle of the winch A be equal to the circumference of a

gioove roun<! the wheel D, the velocity of the handle will be 48
times as great as the velocity of any given point in the groove.
Consequently if the line G goes round the groove, and has a
weight of 48lb. hung to it below the pedestal EF, a power of lib.

at the liandle will balance that weight. If the line G goes round
the a.<.le I instead of the groove of the wheel D, the force of the
machine will be as much increased as the circumference of the
groove is f^rdtej than that of the axle ; which, supposing to be six

times, then lib. at II will balance 2S8lb. suspended liv the lineal

the axle. The screw is of very e.\tensive use in mechanics, its

great power rendering it more eligible for compressing bodies to-

gether than any ol the rest, and the great disparity betwixt the ve-

locity of the handle and that of the threads of the screw, render-

ing ii proper for dividing space into an almost inlinite number of
])arls. Hence, in the construction of many mathematical inslru-

inents, suclias t<>lescopes, where it is necessary to adjustthe focus to

eyes of different people, the screw is alwa)S made use of in order to

move the eye-glass a very little nearer or larthi^r away from the ob-
ject-glass. The theory of the screw is easily deduced from that of the
inclined plane and lever; for ihetlireads of the screw in fad form a
continued inclined plaiie,lhe height of wliitli is the distance betwixt

tiie two threads, and the lenglh is the circumference of the cylin-

der. Hence, without any lever, the screw would have a consi-

derable power, were it not for the great friction of the parts upon
one another ; and this friction would be much more increased by
the perpendicular action of a weight on tlie top ot the cylinder

than by the horizontal action of a lever. W lien a power acting

by means of any of the machines above describeil, or by any com-
bination of them, varies in its intensity, either from a variation

of the power itself, or of the direction in which it acts; methods
have been used to gain a regulating power. One of the methods
of accumulating a great power is by suspending a very heavy body
by a chain or strong rope of consiUerable length, 'i'his body may
be put in motion by a very small degree of power more than is re-

quisite for bending Ihe rope, and will acquire a vibratory motion
like a pendulum: by continuing the impulse as the body returi:s,

it will continually acquire greater and greater force, tlie archis

through which it moves becoming continually larger, until at last

it might be made to overcome alino.'t any obstacle : and upon
this principle the battering rams of old were constructed, the

power of which h;is been mentioned: neveitheless tlie power of

one stroke of this engine never could exceed the accumulated
power of the impulses given to it in order to produce that stroke,

or even quite equal it, because the stiHiiess ol the rope, and the

resistance of the air, must always take off something from it.

Another method of accumulating force is by means of a very lieav v

wheel or c_\ liiuler, moveable abiiut an axis. A small force uiil

be surticient to put this wheel in motion ; and, if long continued,
will accumulate in such a manner, as to produce such elfccls iii

raising weiglits and overcoming resistatices, as could not by any
means be accomplished by the a|)plication ot tlie original moving
force. On tliis subject Mr. Atwood has demonstrated, that j,

force of 2011). applied for 37 seconds to the circumference of a
cylinder of 10 leet radius, and weighing 4,7131b. would, at the
distance of one foot from the centre, give an impulse to a nuisket-
ball equivalent to what it receives from a lull charge ol gunpow-
der. Tho same efi'ect would be produced in six minutes and
10 seconds by a man turning the cylinder with a wincii one foot
long, in which he constantly exerted a force of 2011). In this

case, however, as well as ihe former, there is not any aljsolute ac-
cumulation of power; for Ihe cylinder has no j)rinciple of motion
in itself, and cannot have more than it receives. This accumula-
tion of motion, however, in heavy wheels, is of great service in the
construction of machines for various purposes, rendering them
greatly more powerful and easy to be worked by animais, as well
as more regular and steady, when set in motion by water, or any
inanimate power. Hence the use of llvs, ballast-wheels, &c.
which are commonly supposcil to increase the power of a machine,
though in reality they take something tVoin it, and act upon a
quite dirt'erent principle. In all machines in which tlys are used,
a considerably greater force must at first be applied than what is

necessary to move the machine w ithout it, or tiie (ly must have
been set in motion some time before it is applied to the machine.
It is this superfluous power which is collected by the llv ; auj
serves as a kind of reservoir from which the machine may be sup-
plied when the animal slackens his elibrls. This will alv.a)s be
the case with animals, for none are able to exert a great power
with absolute constancy ; some intervals of rest, even though al-

most imperceptible, are requisite, otherwise the creature's strength
would in a short time be entirely exhausted. When he begins to
move the machine he is vigorous, ami exerts a great power ; in
consequence of which he overcomes not only the resistance of the
nnchine itself, but communicates a considerable degree of power
to the fly. The machine, when moving, yields for a time to a
smaller nripulse; during which time the fly itself acts as a moving
power, anci the animal recovers the strength he had lost. liv de-
grees, however, the motion of the machine decreases, and the ani-
mal is obliged to renew his efforts. 'I'he velocity of the machine
would now be considerably increased, were it not that the llv now
acts as a resisting pow er, and the greatest part of the superfluous
motion is lodged in it, so that the increase of velocity in tlie ma-
chine is scarcely perceptible. Thus the animal has" time to rest
himself until the machine again requires an increased impulse,
and so on alternately. The case is the same with a machine mov-
ed by water, or by a weight; for though the strength ot these
does not exhaust itself like that of an animal, yet the yielding of
the j),trts of the macliine renders the impulse mucii less after it be-

^ sins
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gins to move: hence its velocity is acceleruted for some lime,

until the impulse becomes so small toat tlie machine requires an

increase of power to keep up the necessary motion. Hence the

machine slackens its pace, the water meets with more resistance,

and of consequence exerts it> power more fully, and ll.e macliine

>-'ecovers its velocity. But when a fly is added to the other parts,

this acts first as a power of resistance, so that the machine cannot

acquire the velocity it would otherwise do. When it next be-

gins to yield to the pressure of the water, and the impulse of

course to slacken, tiie lly commuuicales part of its motion to the

other parts ; so that it the macliine be well made, there is very

little cliHerence in the velocity percejdible. Tlie trutli of what is

here advanced will easily be seen, from considering the inequality

of motion in a clock wlien the pendulum is off, and how very re-

gularly it goes when regulated by the pendulum, which here acts

as a fly. Flies are particularly useful in any kind of work which

is done by alternate strokes, as the lifting of large pestles, pumping
of water, &c. In this case the weight of the wheel employed is a

principal object ; and the method of calculating this is to compare
4t with the weight to be raised at each stroke of the machine.

Thus, suppose !t required a pestle 301b. weight to the licight of

one foot 60 times in a minute. Let the diameter of the fly be

seven feet, and suppose the pestle to be lilted once at every revolu-

tion of the lly ; we must then consider what weight passing through

22 feet in a second will be equivalent to 301b. moving through one

f30t in a second. This will be 3 ) -7-22 or 1^*. pounds. Were a

fly of this kind t" be applied, therefore, and the machine seta

going, the lly would ju^t be able to lilt the pestle once after the

moving pow er was withdrawn ; but by increasing the weight of the

tly to 10, I'J, or 20lb. the machine w hen leit to itself would make
a considerable number of strokes, and be worked with much less

labour, than if no fl) ha<l been used, though at the first it woukl
be foniid a con;iderable incumbrance to the motion. In what has

been ailvanced we have consideied the machines as moving with-

out friction; in order to determine the theory of their operation

this was necessary ; but, as the motion of every machine is ob-

structed by this impediment, the subject should be considered at-

tentively. The doctrine of friction, according to Mr. Ferguson,
may be summed up thus: i. When one body insists on another
upon a horizontal plane, if presses it with its whole weight; which
being equally reacted on, and consequently the whole elfect of

its gravity destroyed by the plane, it will be ab.solutely free to

move ill any horizontal direction by any the least power applied

thereto, provided i)Oth the touching surfaces be perfectly smooth.
S. But sint e we find no sucli thing as perfect smoothness in the

surf.ices of bodies, but an evident roughness or uneveiiness of the

parts in their surface, arising from tl>eir porosity and peculiar lex-

ture, it is easy to understand, that, when two such surfaces come
together, the prominent parts of one will in some measure fall into

the concave parts of the other; and therefore, when an horizontal

motion is attempted in one, the fixed prominent parts of the other
will give more or less resistance to the moving surface, by holding
and detaining its parts; and this is what we call friction. 3. Now
*ince any body will require a force proportional to its weight to

draw it over a given obstacle, it follows, that the friction arising to

the moving bo<ly will always be in proportion to its weight only,

and not the quantity of the surface by which it beai-s upon the re-

sist'. g plane or surface. Thus, if a piece of wood, four inches

wide and one thick, be laid upon another fixed piece of the same
wood. It will re(|uire the same weight tn draw it along, whether it

be laid on its broad or narrow side. 4. tor though there be four
times the number of touching particles on the broad side, (ca'teris

paribus,) yet each particle is pressed w ith but ^ of the weight that

those are on the narrow side; and as four tunes the number, mul-
tiplied by -Jth of the weight, is equal to ^th of the number multi-
plied by four times the weight, the resistance is equal in both
cases, and so requires the same force to overcome it. 5. The
reason why friction is proportional to the weight of the moving
body is, because the power applied to move the body must raise

it over the prominent parts of the surface on which it is drawn;
and this motion of the body, as it is not upright, so it will not
require a power equal to its w hole weight ; but being in the nature
of tlie motion on an inclined plane, it will require only a part of
its whole weight which will vary with the various degrees of smooth-
ness and asperity. 6. Experiments prove, that a body will be
drawn along by nearly -^ of its weight; and if the surfaces he
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hard and well poiiiihcd, by less than -J-d ; whereas if the parts be-

soft or ragged, it will require a much giealer weight. Thu? also

the cvlindcr of wood AR, Plate C'll, tig. 17, if very smooth and
hid on two Well polished supporters CI) (having l^ecii lifst oiled

or gre::;ed), and then charged with tlie weigiit of 21b. in the two
equal bails C II, it will require an additional wi-iglif j, equal to

about a third part of the '-!b. io give motion to, or overcome the

friction of, the said cylinder. 7. Nov. this additional weight, as it

causes a grialer weight of the cylinder, will likewise increase tlie

friction ; and therc'^ire require the .^ddltion of anolher weight y.

eijual to the 3d part of its own weigiit ; for the same reason, the

wtiglit?/ will require another z, a third part less; and so on ad

i;iliiiitum. Hence, siipj)Osiiig the friction to be precisely a third

of the weight, the first weight with all the additional ones, viz.

i, ~, Ij, &ic. will be a series ofnumbers in geometrical progression

decreasing. Now the sum of all these terms, except the first, is

founded, by a well known theorem in arithmetic, to be equal t"

lib. So that if the weight of the cylinder be inconsiderable, the

readiest way to overcome the friction would be to double the

power C, or H, at once. 8. But though we may, at a medium
allow a third part of the weight with which any simple machine is

charged for the friction arising from thence, yet this is very pre-

carious, and seldom is the case ; forifABCD, fig. 18, be a niece

of brass 6 oz. and EFGH be also a plate of brass, and both the

surfaces well ground and polished, the vi eight P of near 2 oz. will

be required to draw along the body AC alone; but if AC be
loaded with 0, 8, or lOlb. then a tith part of the weight will be
suflicient to draw it along the plane. On the other hand, if Hie

plane be covered with a linen or woollen cloth, then a third or

half part, and sometimes more, will be requisite to draw it along

on the plane. 9. Yet notwithstanding the difiiculty and uncertainty

attending the estimation of the quantity of friction, it is still a
most useful and necessary inquiry, how, and by what means, the

friction of any machine maybe diminished? In this, we must
consider friction mechanically, as a force acting against a power
applied to overcome it. Thus suppose AB, fig. 19, an upright

stem or shaft, turning freely in the socket B, fixed in the table

or plane IKEM ; and AC, DE, two arms fixed in the said shaft,

the latter of which, DE, has three pins going into a socket in the

middle of the heavy weights, F, G, or H, in such a manner, tiiat

when a power applied at C moves the lever AC, it causes the

lever DE to protrude or thrust along the weights at F, G, or Hi
in a circular manner upon the table. 10. Now as we suppose the

weight, all the while it is in motion, is freely and wholly supported

bv tlie plane, it follows, that all the resistance it can give to the

|X)Wer applied to C, is only what arises hum its friction on tiie

plane. What this friction is, will be found by applying the

weight at G, so that BG be equal to AC ; for then the power ap-

plied to C, acting in a tangent to flu- circle CRS, that shall just

move the weight G, will be equal to its friction. But if the

weight be applied at F, because BF is greater than A(', Ihi; same
power at C, as before, will not move it, by reason its force is here

increased, by having a greater velocity than the power; as, on the

other hand, if placed at li, a less power at C shall nK.ve if, be-

cause of its having there less velocity than the power ;'as is evident

from the properties of the lever. U. Hence we imdersfand, that

though the weight of a machine remains the same, yet the Iriclioii

may be diminished, by cortriving that tlie pails on which it moves
and 'ubs shall have less velocity than the power which moves it :

thus, if the cylinder AB (lig. 17,) were to move on the two buiall

pins or gudgeons, E. F, the friction winil.l be ahaied in the pro-

portion of the diameter of tlie csliiulcr to lliai ol the pins. 12.

The friction on these eudgeonsis still farther dimini,lie;l by causing

them to move on the circumlVreni e of a wheel: thus, let F be
the gudgeon of the < \ linder, revolving on the w lieil CDE, fig.

20, the velocity of the wheel's circuinierence will be the same with

that of the gudgeon ; but the velocity of the wheel's axis A li (which

is now to be considere<l as the rubbing part) is le-s than that ol the

wheel in proportion as its diameter is less ijuiii that of the wheel: c,

gr, if the friction of the cxliiider moving mi its sui fact be onc-tliifd

part of the weight, and the gudgeon be 'o the cylinder as 1 : 10,

they will reduce the fri< lion to one-30th part; and if again,

the axis of the wheel be to the wheel as 1:10, the wheel
will reduce the friction to oiie-30()dth part ; and if the axis of

this wheel be laid on the peiimcter of another wheel, the fric-

tion will be reduced to a still less part of the weight ; sotiial

5 X we
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ve may proceed in tliis manner to Oiniini^li the friction ad intini-

tiim ; and wheels applied in this manner are called friclioii-

wheels. !3. Ce^ides all this, somewhat farther is necessary to

d minisli the friction of wheel-carriages. As the friction arises

chietlv by lifting the body over the prominent parts of the plane

on whith it is moved, if we can contrive to move the body along

without lifting or sustaining its weight, we shall move it without

much friction ; and this may be done by laying the body on any
moveable circular subject, as rollers, wheels, &c. ; because the

asperities of its surface will lay hold on those of the roller, and

move it likewise ; and it is as evident, that when the body is ilrawn

against the prominent parts of the roller, they immediately give

way, and make no resistance. By this circular motion of the

roller, its prominent parts below do only descend and move upon
or over, and are not drawn against, the fixed |)rominent parts of

the plane, and so receive no resistance from thcni. Hence the

tiodv is conveyed along, without being lifted up, in the same man-
ner 'as a wheel 13 moved by a pinion without any considerable re-

sistance.

Of Compound Machines.

(19.) From what has been laid down concerning tlie mechani-

ral powers in particular, we see that none of them is capable of

augmenting the absolute force of any acting substance; whence
we may justly conclude, that no combination of them can do so.

In fact, these combinations are very often detrimental, and oc-

casion a great loss of power by friction. This is the great obstacle

in mechanics, and must always be greater in complex than in sim-

ple machines ; and therefore the latter are always to be preferred,

excepting where conveniency recpiires some degree of complica-

tion. The lever being the simplest machine, and attended with

least friction, is always to be used where it is reiiuisite to raise

weiglits for a small way. In all cases where it is necessary to have

a considerable weight raised to some height, the pulley is the most

useful power, but the friction is extremely great ; the axis in peri-

trochio combined with a single pulley will answer the purpose ex-

tremely well, and with less friction than any machine composed of

pulleys alone. The machines called Cranes are generally com-
binations of these two; and are very much used, especially by
commercial people, for raising goods out of ships, drawing them

\ip into warehouses, and lowering them down. In these opera-

tions we must observe that lowering goods is much more danger-

ous than raising them, on account of the vast increase of velocity

which bodies acquire every moment by the power of gravity. In

the construction of cranes, therefore, it is absolutely necessary to

attend to this circumstance, and to guard against accidents. Plate

CVJII. fig. 1, shews a crane well calculated for the purposesjust

mentioned. When the rope II ij hooked to the weight K, a man
turns the winch A, on the axis whereof is the trundle B, which
tvirns the wheel C, on whose axis D is the trundle E, which turns

the wh'-el F With its uprigh.t axis G, on which the great rope HH
winds as the wheel turns ; and going over a pulley I, at the end of

the arm d of the gib cede, it draws up the heavy burden K ; which

being raised to a proper height, as from a ship to the quay, is then

brought over the quay by p\iUing the wheel Z round by the

handles, z, z, which turns the gib by means of the half-wheel b Hxed
on the, gib-post cc, and the strong pinion a fixed on the axis of

the wheelZ- This wheel gives the man that turns it an absolute

command over the gib, so as to prevent it from taking any un-

lucky swing, such as often happens when it is only guided by a

tope tied to its arm d; snd people are frequently hurt, sometimes

killed, by such accidents. The great rope goes between two up-

right rollers i and k, which turn upon gudgeons in the fixed

beam^;^ and g- ; and as the gib is turned towards either side, the

rope btnds upon the roller ni^xt that side. Were it not for these

rollers, the gib would be qu'.te unmanageable ; foe the moment it

were turne<l ever so little towards any side, the weigiit K would

begin to descend, because the rope would be shortened between

the pulley I and axis G ; and so the gib would be pulled violently

to that side, and either be broken to pieces or break every thing

that came in its way. '^I'hese rollers must be placed so that the

sides of them round which the rope bends may keep the middle

of the bended part directly even with the centre of the hole in

which the upper gudgeon of the gib turns in the beam jf". The
truer these rollers are placed, the easier the gib is managed, and

the less apt to swing cither way by the force of the weight K. A
ratchet-wheel Q is fixed uponthe axis D, near the truniik- E ; and
into this v.^luel falls the catch or clink R. This hinders the ma-
chine from running by the weight of the burden K, it tiie man who
raises it should happen to be careless, and to leave oil' working at

the winch A sooner than he ought to do. When the burden K is

raised to its proper height from the ship, and brought over the
quay by turning the gib about, ii is let clown gently upon the quay,
or into a cart standing thereon, in the following manner: A man
takes hold of the rope <i (which goes over the pulley », and is

tied to a hook at S in tlie catih R), and so disengages the catch
from the ratchet-wheel Q ; and then, the man at the winch A
turns it backward, and lets down the weight K. But if the weight
pulls too hard against this man, another lays hold of the handle V,
and by pulling it downwards il raws the gripe U close to the wheel Y,
which, by rubbing hard against the gripe, hinders the too quick
descent of the weiglit, and even stoiw it at any time if required.
Heavy goods may thus be either raised or let doun at pleasure,

without any danger of hurting the men who work the engine.
When part of the goods are craned up, and the rope is to be let

down tor more, the catch R is first disengaged from the ratchet

wheel Q, by pulling the cord t ; then the handle q is turned ha'/f

round backward, which, by the crank « 7( in the piece o, pulls

down the frame h between the guides m and )/; (in which it slides

in a groove), and so disengages the trundle B fiom the wheel C :

then the heavy hook ^ at the end of the rope H descends by its

own weight, and turns back the great wheel F with its trundle E
and the wheel C ; and this last wheel acts like a fly against the

wheel F and hook /3, and so hinders it from going down too quick ;

whilst the weight X keeps up the gripe U from rubbing against

the wheel Y, by a cord going from the weight over the pulley ::i

to the hook W m the gripe; so that the gripe never touches the

wheel unless it be pulled down by the handle V. When the

crane is to be set at work again for drawing up another burden,
the handle (^ is turned half round forwards; which, by the crank.

nil, raises up the frame /(,. and causes the trundle B to lay hold of
the w heel C ; and then, by turning the w inch A, the burden of

goods K is drawn up as belore. '1 he crank nn turns pretty stiff

in the mortise near o, and stops against the farther end of it, when
it has got a little beyond the perpendicular; so that it can never
come back of itself: and therefore the trundle B can never come
away from the wheel C until the handle ^ be turned half round.

The great rope runs upon rollers pp in the lever L^f^, which keep
it from bending between the axle at G and the pulley I. This
lever turns upon the axis N by means of the weight O, which is

just sufficient to keep its end L up to the rope; so that, as the

great axle turns, and the rope coils round it, the lever rises with

the rope, and prevents the codings from going over one another.

The power of this crane may be estimated thus: suppose the

trundle B to have 13 staves or rounds, and the wheel C to have 7fi

spur-cogs; the trundle E to have l4staves, and the wheel F 50
cogs: then, by multiplying the staves of the trundles, 13 and 14,

into one another, their product will be 18i.'; and by multiplying

the cogs of the w heels, 78 and 56, into one another, their product
will be 4363; and dividing 4368 by 182, the quotient will be 24:
which shews that the winch A makes 24 turns for one turn of the

wheel F and its axle G, on which the great rope or chain HIH
winds. So that if the length or radius of the winch A were, only
equal to half the diameter of the great axle G, added to half the

thickness of the rope li, the power of the crane would be as 24 to

1 : but the radius of the winch being double the above length, it

doubles the said power, and so makes it as 43 to 1 : in w hich case

a man may raise 43, times as much weight by this engine as he
could do by his natural strength without it, making proper allow-

ance for the friction of the working parts. Two men may work
at once, by having another winch on the opposite end of the axis

of the trundle under B, and so make the power still double. If

this power be thought greater than what may be generally wanted,
the wheels may be made with fewer cogs in proportion to the

staves in the trundles; and so the power may be of whatever de-

gree is judged to be requisite. But if the weight be so great as

will require yet more power to raise it (suppose a double quantity),

then the rope H may be |)ut under a moveable pulley, as S, and
the end of it tied to a hook in the gib at ' ; which will give a dou-
ble power to the machine, and so raise a ctouble weight hooked to.

t!i»
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the block of the moveable inilley. When only sm.ill burdens arc |'

so raise'!, this may be qtiickly done by men pushins; the axle G
round l)y I lie hand-pokes//, ;/, i/, ;/; having lirst disejigaged the ii

trundle B from the wlieel C :" and then, this wheel will only act as
[

a fly upon the wheel F" ; and the catch I< will prevent ils running 11

back, if the men should inadvertently leave otf pushing before the
|!

burden be unhooked from ,3. Waeu very heavy burdens are to

be raised, which might endanger the breaking of the cogs in the

wheel F ; their force agamst these cogs may be much abated by
men pushing round the handspokes y, y, //, y, whilst the man at A
turns the winch. These are only the working parts of this crane.

The beams which support them can be easily supposeil. If they

had been engraven, thev would have hid a great deal of the work-

ing parts from si'^ht, and confused the (igure. Another very good
crane is made in the following manner: AA (fig. 2,) is a great

wheel turned by men walking within it at H. On the partC, of

its axle fiC, the great rope D is wound as the wheel turns; and

this rope draws up goods in the same way as the rope II H does in

the above-mentioned crane, the gib-work here being supposed to

be of the same sort. i5ut these cranes are very dangerous to the

men in the wheel ; for if any of the men should chance to fall, the

burden will make the wheel run back and throw them all about

within it; which often breaks their limbs, and sometimes kills

them. The late ingenious Mr. Padmc-e of Bristol, the inventor

of the above crane, observing this dangerous construction, con-

trived a method for remedying it, by putting cogs all around the

outside of the wheel, and applying a trundle E to turn it ; which

increases the power as much as the number of cogs in the wheel is

greater than the number of staves in the trundle ; and by putting a

ratchet-wheel F on the axis of the trundle (as in the above-men-

tioned crane), with a catch to fall into it, the great wheel is stop-

ped from running back by the force of the weight, even if all the

men in it should leave olf walking. And by one man working at

the winch I, or two men at tbe opposite winches when needful,

the mep in the wheel are much assisted, and much greater weights

are raised, than could be by men only within the wheel. Mr.
Padmore put also a gripe-wheel G upon the axis of the trundle,

which, being pinched in the same manner as described in the

former crane, heavy burdens may be let down without the least

danger. Before this contrivance, ihe lowering of goods was always

attended with the utmost danger to the men in the wheel ; as every

one must be sensible of who has seen such engines at work. A
new portable cellar-crane is represented in fig. 3, which is very

useful to wine-merchants, brewers. Sec. in drawing up and letting

down casks full of wine, beer, &c. It saves the trouble and in-

convenience of horses, and in many places can be used where
horses could not. AA are two wooden props about six feet in

height, jointed together like a ruler at E. They are connected

to each other by an iron round bar C and wooden bar at the bot-

tom D. The iron-prongs EE fasten the uprights steadily to the

edge of the cellar ; F is the axis round which two ropes are coiled,

the ends of which are fastened to the two clamps GG. On the

axis F is fixed the iron-wheel H of three feet in diameter: in the

teeth of this works the pinion I of about six or seven inches in

diameter, and is turned by the handle at K. It is evident, bv a

bare inspection of the figure, that when the two ropes are slipt over

the ends upon the barrel, either at the top or bottom of the cellar,

that by turning the winch K towards or from you, the barrel

can be safely and expeditiously taken out or lowered down.
When the crane is done with, it shuts up by unscrewing the nut

at B, taking the wheel and axis away out of the loops at L, and
folding the sides at A together like a jointed rule ; it may then be
removed at pleasure.

(20.) Mills are compound machines, of very general use.

They are distinguished by particular names, sometimes taken from
the powers by which they are moved, and sometimes from the

uses to which they are applied. Hence they are called hand-mills,

horse-mills, water-mills, fulling-mills, wind-mills, corn-mills, levi-

gating-mills, boring-mills, &c. The most simple of these is the

hand-mill, represented fig. 4, where A and B represent the two
stones between which the corn is ground, and of which the upper
one. A, turns round, but the lower one, B, remains fixed and im-
moveable. The upper stone is five inches thick, and twenty-one
inches broad ; the lower one somewhat broader. C is a cos-

wheel, having sixteen or eighteen togs, which go into the trundle

t

F, having nine spokes fixed to the axis G, the latter being firmly

inserted into the upper stone A, by means of a piece of iron. IL

is the hopper into which tlie corn is put ; 1 the slioe to carry it by
little and little through a hole at K, in betwixt the stones, where,

being ground into meal, it comes out through the eye at L. Bulh

stones are mclosed in a circular wooden case, of such a size as will

admit the upper one to run freely within it. The under stirl'.icts

of the upper stone is cut into grooves, as lepresenled at Q, which

enable it to throw the mi-al out at the eye L more perfectly tliaii

could be done it it was quite plain. Keilher of them are entirely

flat, the upper one being somewhat concave, and the under one

convex. Tliey nearly touch at the edges, but a-'e at some dis-

tance in the middle, in order to let the corn go iu between them.

The under-stone is supported by strung beams, not represented in

the figure; the spindle G stands on the beam MN, which lies

"upon the bearer O. One end of this bearer rests upon a fixed

beam, and the other has a string fixed to it, and going round the

pin P^ by the turning of which the timbers O and MN may be

raised or lowered, aiwl thus the stones put nearer, or removed far-

ther from, each other, in order to grinci fine or coarse. When tlie

corn is to be ground, it must be put into the hopper by little at a

time. A man turns the handle D, and thus the cog-wheel and
trundle are carried round together with the stone A. 1 he axis

G is angular at K ; and as it goes round, shakes the shoe I, and
makes the corn fall gradually through the hole K. The upper

stone going round grinds it, throwing out the meal, as already

said, at the eye L. Another handle, if thought proper, may l»c

put at the other end of the handle E. The spindle must go
through both stones, in onler to reach the beam MN, and the

hole tlirough which it passes is fastened with leather or wood, so

that no meal can pass through. Mr. Emerson, from whom lliis

account is taken, observes, tliat " it is a pity some such mills are

not made at a cheap rate, for the sake of the poor, who are much
distressed by the roguery of the millers." This has since been
effected by Mr. Thomas Rustall, who calls the machine a parish,

or familv-mill and bolter. It is represented in figures 5, 6, 7, S,

Plate CVIII. Fig. 5. A tha handle of the mill. B, one of the

mill-stones, which is about thirty inches in diameter, and five

inches in thickness, moving with its axis C. D, is the other mill-

stone, which, when in use, is stationary; but which may be placed

nearer to, or at a distance from, the moveable stone B, by means
of three screws passing through the wooden block E, that supports

one end of the axisC; after it has been put through a hole or

perforation in the bed-stone. The grain likewise passes through
this perforation from the hopper F, into the mill. F represents

the hopper, which is agitated by two iron-pins on the axis C, that

alternately raise the vessel containing the grain, which again sinks

by its own weight. In consequence of this motion, the corn is

conveyed through a spout, that passes from such hopper into the

centre of tbe mill behind, and through the bed-stone D. G, a
paddle, regulating the (piantity of corn to be delivered to the mill;

and, by raising or lowering which, a larger or smaller proportion
of grain may be furnished. H, the receptacle for the flour, into

which it falls from the mill-stones, when ground. I, represents

one of the two wooden supporters on which the bed-stone D,
rests. These are screwed to the block E, and likewise morticed
into the lower frarae-work of the mill at K, which is connected by*

means of the pins or wedges L, L, L, that admit the whole mill

to be easily taken to pieces. M, a fly-wheel, placed at the far-

thest extremity of the axis C, and on which another handle may
be occasionally fixed. N, a small rail, serving to keep the hop-
per ill its place ; the farthest part of such hopper resting on a small

pin, which admits of sufficient motion for that vessel, to shake
forward the corn. O, a spur-rail, for strengthening the frame-
work of the mill. P, the front upright, that is morticed into the

frame-work, and serves as a rest for the end of the iron-axis C,
which is next to the handle. On each, extremity of such axis,

there is a shoulder, which keeps it steady in its place. Lastiv,

there is a cloth-hood fixed to a broad wooden hoop, and which is

placed over the stones while working, to prevent the finer parti-

cles of flour from escaping. Such is the outline of Mr. Rustall's

useful mill ; but, as a bolter, or sifter, becomes necessarv for se-

parating the flour from the bran; he has contrived a niachine upon
a simple and excellent construction. Fig. o, represents this

bolter, with its fiont icmovcd, in order to display its interior struc-

ture;
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tare; tho machine being tliree feet ten inclies in lengtli, nineteen

inches and a half in breadth, and eighteen inches in depth. A, is

a moveable partition, sliding about four teet backwards or tor-

wards, from the centre of the box, upon two wooden ribs, which
are fixed to the back and front of the liox, and one of which is de-

lineated at the letter B. C, the hd of the bolter representetl open.

D, a slider, which is moveable in a groove niiide in the lid, by
means of two handles on the back of such lid. E, a forked iron,

fixed in the slider D ; and which, when the lid is shut, takes hold

of the edge of the sieve F, and moves it backwards and forwards

on the wooden ribs B, according to the agitation of the slider. G,
represents a tixed partition in the lower centre of the box, which
it divides into two parts, in order to separate the fine from the

coaisefiour: from this partition, the slider A, moves each way
about fonr inches, and thus affords room for working the sieve.

H, a board that is parallel to the bottom of the bolter, and forms

pirt of the slider A. This board serves to prevent any of the sifted

matter from falling into the other partition. I, represents two of

the back feet which support the bolter. Fig. 7, is a view of the

top, or upper part, of the lid of the bolter. K, the slider that

moves the lengthwise of the bolter. L, L, the handles by which
tlie slider is worked. M, a screw, .serving to hold the fork, which
imparts motion to the sieve. Fig. 8, represents the forked iron,

E, separately from the lid. Mr. Rustall's inventions are equally

ingenious and a'conomical: they bid fair to be of very gencial uti-

lity; as both the mill and bolter may be constructed at a mode-
rate expente, and occupy only a small space of ground. The
iornier may even be worked in a public kitchen, or within a room
in a farm-house, without occasioning any great incumbrance. The
particular excellence of the mill consists in this circumstance, that,

t'roin the vertical position of its stones, it may be put in action

without the intervention of cogs or wheels. It may be employed
in the grinding of malt, the bruising of oats for horses, and for

making Hour, or for all these purposes: it may likewise be easilv

altered, so as to grind either of those articles to a greater or less

degree of fineness. Another advantage peculiar to Mi. Rustall's

contrivance is, that one man is sufficient to work it ; though, if

two persons, namely, a man and a boy, be employed, they will

be able to produce, in the course of two hours, a quantity of flour

rufficient to serve a family, consisting of six or eight persons, for

3 whole week : repeated satisfactory trials have proved, that this

mill grir.dstire corn completely, and at the rate of one bushel of

wheat within the hour. Besides, the industrious fanner will thus

be enabled to make comparative experiments, on the quality of

his grain, and may lurnisii himself, at a trifling expence, w ith flour

from his own wheat; without apprehending any adulteration ; or

without being exposed to the impositions, or caprice, offraudulent

and avaricious millers. The construction of tlie horse-mill, water-

mill, wind-mill, &c. differs very little from that of the hand-mill,

except ill the parts requisite for applying and regulating the
power. To cut and grind the corn, both the upper and under
stones have furrows cut in them, as is observed in the hand-mill.

'J'hese are cut perpendicularlv on one side, and obliciuely upon the
other, by which means each furrow has a sharp edge, and by the
turning of the stones, the furrows meet like a pair of scissars, and
by cutting the corn, make it grind the more easily. They are
cut the same way in both stones when they lie upon their backs,

by which means they run crosswise to each other when the upper
one is inverted and turned round ; and this greatly promotes the
grinding of the corn, great part of which would be driven onward
in tlie lower furrows, without being ground at all, if both lay the
same way. When the furrow becomes blunt and shallow by
wearing, the running stone must be taken off, and the furrows cut

deeper in both by means of a chisel and hammer. To change
tl.e ilirection of the axes of wheels particularly useful in the con-
struction of mills, the bevel-geer is applied. Its principle consists

in two cones, rolling on the surface of each other, as the cone A
and B, Plate CVII. fig. 23, revolving on their centres ai, ac ; if

their bases are equal, they will perform their revolutions in one
and the same lime, or any other two points equally distant from
the centre a, as </!, d2, di, &:c. will revolve in the same time as

J\,J-,Ji, &c- In like manner, if the diameter of the base of

the cone adi: be double, lig. 24, the diameter of the base of the

cone (ijd; then if they turnabout their centres, when the cone ajd

lias made one revolution, the cone aUe will have made but half a

revolution; or when ({/a! has made two revolutions, arfe will have
made but one, and every part equally distant from the centre <?,

as^l, J'2,/3, &c. will have made two revolutions to el, e*2, ci, &:c.

and if the cones were fluted, or had teeth cut in them, diverging
from the centre a to the bases dc, df, they would then become
bevel-geer. 1 he teeth at the point ol the cone being small anu of
little use, may be cut off at E and F, fig. 25, as seen by lig. 26.
where (he upright shaft ub, with the bevel-wheel cd, turns the

bevel-wheel t/'with its shatt i.y, and the teeth work freely into

each other. 'J'he teeth may be made of any dimension, according
to the strength required, llie method ot conveying motion in

any direction, and proportioning or shaping the wheels thereto, is

as follows: let the line ub, Plate CVllI. lig. 9, represent a shaft

coming from a wheel ; draw the line ed to intersect the line ah, in

the direction that the motion to be conveyed is intended, whicl*

will now represent a shaft to the iiitendeci motion. Again, sup-
pose the shaft e(/ is to revolve thrice, while ihe shaft ab revolves
once, draw the parallel line ii, at any distance not too great, sup-
pose one foot by a scale; then draw th',- jjarallel line A ^ at three
times that distanci", after which draw the dotted line lu x, through
the intersection of the shatts ub and td, and likewise tlirough the
intersection of the jiarallel lines ii and kk, in the points x and y ;
which will be the pitch-line of the two bevel-wheels, or the line

where the teeth of the tw.o wheels act on each other, as may be
seen in lig. 10, where the motion may be conveyed in any direc-

tion. 'J'iie universal joint, as represented fig. 11, may be applied
to comnumii ate motion instead of bevel-geer, where the speed is

to be continued the same, and where the angle does not e.xceed
30° or 40°, and the equality of motion is not regarded ; for as it

recedes from a right line, its motion becomes more irregular.

1 his joint may be constructed by a cross, as represented in the
figure ; or with four pins fastened at right angles upon the circum-
ference of a hoop or solid ball. It is of great use in cotton-mills,

where the tumbling shafts are continued to a great distance from
the moving power. But by applying this joint, the shafts may be
cut in convenient lengths, by which it wdl be enabled to over-
come greater resistance.

(21.) The pile-engine, which was used in the building of West-
minster Bridge, exhibits a curious combination of the mechanic
powers; it was invented bv Mr. Vanloue, and is represented in

Plate CIX. fig. 1. A the great cog-wheel fixed to the great shaft

D. MO, a trundle and fly turned by the cog-wheel, this is to

prevent the horses from falling when the ram is discharged. B
the drum or barrel on which tlie great rope is wound. C a less

barrel on which the rope L is wound, carrying the weight N.
The use of this is to hinder the follower Irom tailing too fast. 'I"he

barrels B, C, are moveable about the great axis D. 'I'lie cog-
wheel and barrel B are fixed together by the bolt F going through
the cog-wheel into the barrel. iCl is a lever moveable about I,

going through the great shaft D ; this lilts up the bolt F, the eml
E being made heavier byaweiglit; by which means it locks the

barrel B to the great wheel A. Kl the forcing-bar going into the

hollow axis of the great shatt D ; this rests upon the lever El,

XY, a great lever, moveable about 3, the end X being In avier,

which, with the end Y, presses down the bar Kl, thrusts down the

end of the lever at F, and lets the bolt F descend, to unlock the

barrel C. Z a rope fixed at X, and going up through the guides

at R. GK, a crooked lever, moveable about 2, the mller at the

end G being pressed with the great rope, forces the end K against

the catch at K, and hinders the bar kl from ascending. \\ hen
the rope H slackens, the spring 7 forces the end K from tht

catch, and the bar Kl ascends. II the great rope going round tlie

barrel B, over the pulley P, up to the top, and over liie piillry

Q, then down to the follower where it is fixed. T the ram that

drives the piles. S the follower in which is fixed the tongs VV,

moveable about the centre. VV the guides between which the

ram falls. At the inside of the guides at K, where they are fasten-

ed together, there are two inclined planes. At the bottom of the

follower is a slit, to receive the handle (i of the ram T, to be taken

up by the tongs W. a, b, c, d, timbei-s for horse., to draw if, in

direction abed. As I he horses go round, the great rope H is

wound about the barrel B, and the follower S, and ram T, are

drawn up, till the tongs come between the iiicliiud planes, which,
squeezing the ends 4, 4, togedier,opens the end 5, and lets the rain

fall down. Tbcn the follower S taking hold of the rope Z, raises

the
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the end X, ami depresses the end Y, of tlie lever XY, which

thrusts dinvn the har Kl, wl.ich thrusts dowu liie einl Kl of the

lever El, with the bolt F, and unlocks tin- barrel B, wliicli, lr,:ii-

iiig about the axis, the follower S descends by its weight, till it

conies to the ram T ; and the end 5 of the toii^s slips over the

handle 6 of the rani. Then the rope 11 slackens, and the spri,.^'

7 forces the eiul K from oil' the catcli at top of the bar Kl, <in(l

lets the bar rise, and the weight E raises the boll !•', and locks the

barrel B to the wheel A: and the horses still going ubont, the eml

5 of the tongs takes hold of llie handle 6, anti the ram T is diawn

up as before. All this machine is placed upon a boat which swims

upon the water; and so is easily conveyed to any place desired.

'J. his description and the figure are taken from Mr. Emerson's

treatise on mechanics; otheis have made some variations in it. A
more simple and a superior pile-driver, has been invented by Mr.
S. Uimce. See Pile-engine.

Of the Centre of Gravity.

(22.) The centre of gravity of any body, or syslein of bodies,

is tliat point upon which tlip body or system, acted upon only by
the force of gravity, will balance itself in all positions. Hence, if

a line be drawn from the centre of gravity of a body perpendicu-

lar to the horizon ; if this perpendicular tails within the base upon
which the body rests, the body will stand ; but if it falls without

the base, it will fall down. Hence also, if the centre of gravity

of a body be supported, the whole body is supported. And the

centre of gravity of the bodv mu^t be esteemed the place of the

body. And if it be sustained by any lever or beam, its place is at

the point wliere the beam is cut by a line draw n from the centre of

,p;ravity perpendicular to the horizon. All tiie gravity of a body,

or the force it endeavours to descend with, is ci'llected into the

Centre of gravity : and, therefore, whatever sustains the centre of

gravity, sustains the whole weiglit. And the descent of a body
must be estimated by the descent of its centre of iiravily. Hence
also the larger the base is, nptm which a body stands, and tiie fur-

ther witiiin it llie centre of gravitv lies, the firmer the body will

stand; and tlie more ditficult to be removed. On the contrary,

the less the base, or the less the centre of gravity falls within it,

so miK h the easier it is to be moved out of its place. If a body-

be laid upon a plane GF, Plate CIX. fig. 2, and one end F gra-

dually raised up; tlie body will slide down the plane, if the per-

pendicular CD fall within the base ; but if it fall witliout, it will

roll down.
Prop. 1. The common centre of gravity C, fig. 3, of two

bodies A, B, is in the right line joining tlu'ir centres of gravity,

and the distance ot cither body from the common centre of gra-

vity, is reciprocally as the quantity of matter in it.— Let A, B, be
the centres of gravity of A and B, and suppose AB to be an in-

flexible right line, or lever, and C the fulcrum. Then if C be
the centre of gravity of the bodies A,B, these bodieswill beinequi-
librio. And consequently (by art. 13,) AC : CB : : B : A,

Cor. If there be never so many bodies, the common centre of

gravity of them all is in the right line drawn from the centre of

gravity of any one to the centre of gravity of all the rest; and
it divides this line into two parts, reciprocally as that body to the

sum of all the rest of the bodies.—For let D be another body;
and let B and A he placed in C, then will C : D : : DE : CE;
and so on for more bodies.

Prop. -'. If there be several bodies A, B, P, E, F, fig. 4, and
if any plane, PQ, be drawn perpendicular to the horizon, the sum
of the products of each body multiplied by its distance from that

plane, if they are all on one side, or their diflference, if on differ-

ent siiles, is ecjual to the sum of all the bodies multiplied by the

distance of tiieir centre of gravity from that plane.—Draw lines

perpendicular and parallel to the plane PQ, as in the fig. and let

c be the centre of gravity, then (by article 13,) the force of

all the bodies to move the plane PQ about R, wdl be mD x V>

+ oE X E -f rF X F - Ak X A- Bl x B, that i s a! c + R c

X D + e ( -fRcxE+Rc-^cx V - ac -^TTc x A
be— Rex B, or dc X n -\-fcyV. ~fcx¥— ac
X A-icxB+Rc X D + E-f F'+~A^B; but because c is

the centre of gravity of the bodies, therefore (by art. 13,) dc x
D + ecx E=JcxF-f-acx A-f-icx B; therefore we
have wiD x D + qE x E + rF X F - Ak x A-Ql x B =
RcxA+B-f-D + E+F.

VOJL.JtI.— NO. 137.

Cor. 1. This prop, is equally true for any plane v\lia(ever. For
suppose the plane ami tlie bodies to be put in any oblique posi-
tion, all the distances will remain the same as before.

Cor. 'J. If any plane be drawn through tlie coHimon centre of
gravity C, nt any number of bodies A, B, D, &c. and each body-
lie niii'li|)lied by the dist:>iicc of its centre of giavity, from that
plane ; ih-.; sum of the |)roducts on each side are .equal ; A x uC
+ n X />C -f F X./C = D X dC + E X cC. For the distance
of a body must be estimated by tlie distance of its centre of
gravity.

Cor. 3. Hence also, the sum (or difference) of the products of
each particle of a body, mulUplied by its distance from any pl.ine

whatever, is etpial to tlie whole body multiplied by the distance
of its centre of gravity from that plane. And if the plane j^ass

through the centre of gravity ; the sums of the products on each
side are equal.

Cor. 4. The sum of the forces of a system of bodies is the very
same, as if all the bodies were collected into their common centre
of gravity, and exerted their several forces there. For the sum of

all the fiirces are mD x D + »E x E, &c. or RC x A-j- B D
+ E + F.

Cor. 5. And the same is true of any forces whatever with re-
gard to the centre of gravity of these forces. And, therefore, if

several forces act in parallel dirett'oiis ; the sum of all the-,e forces
will be efpiivalent to one single force ; and their coinmoii centre
of gravilj , the place w here it acts.

Cor. 6. If a circle be describeJ about the centre of pravitv G
of a system of bodies A, B, C ; fig. 5, and any point S be t.iki-n at
pleasure in the circumference; then SA-x A -)- S!i= x B-j- SC^x
C is a given quantity. For draw SG, on which let fall the periicn-
diculars Aa, 156, Cc. Th en (by Eucl. II. 12, 13,) SA-' x A -^^

Sn-' X B -I- SC' x C = SG^-f G A-^ :f^~'G-^ X A -f
SG^ +GB---iSG X Gil X B-fSG^ -f GC'^ + 2SG x Gc
X C ; but (1-y Cor. 2,) Ga X A — G6 x B-f- Gc x C = o, and
all the rest are given tpiantities.

Prop. 3. To find the centre of gravity of a system of bodies A,
B, C. Draw any plane ST, fig. 6, and from the centres of gr.i-

vity of all the bodies, draw perpendiculars to this plane. An, Eb,
Cc ; then (by Cor. 3, Art. 13,) the forces of A, B, C, at the dis-

tances All, Qh, Cc, from the plane, will be A x Aa, B x B6, C
X Cc, let G bi" the centre of gravity, then the sum of the forces

A X A« -f B X BZi -f C x Cc must be = A -f U + (.; x Cg, the
power of all the bodies situated in G (by Pr. 2,) whence the dis-
tance of the centre of gravity from the plane, that is,

Aa X A + B6 X B + Cc x C
Cg=: —

, where, if any of the bo-
A + B -f C

dies be situate on the other side of the plane, the correspondent
rectangles will be negative. And if the distance be in like man-
ner found from tiie plane TV, and likewise from another plaue
perpendicular to ST, TV ; the point G will be delermined.

Cor. 1. To find the centre of gravity of an irregular plain
figure, suspend it by the string AEB, (rig. 7,) at E; and draw
the plumb-line ECE ; then suspend it by another point of the
string as D, and draw another plumb-liuc through E, to intersect

CF, and the point of intersection is the centre of giavity.

Cor. 2. To find the centre of gravity of a fiexiile body: lay it

upon a board whose centre of gravity is known, J..y tlie centre ot"

gravity of the board upon the edge of a prism ; and lay the body
upon it, and remove it back or forwards till it be in equilibrio

upon the board.

A'cho!. The centres of gravity of several planes and solids have
been delermined to be as follows:

1. If two lines be drawn from two angles of a triangle to tht;

middle of the opposite sides, the point of intersection is the ceiitie

of gravity. Therefore the distance of the centre of gravilv front

the vertex is two-thirds of the line bisecting the opposite
side.

2. In a trapezium ABCD, (fig. 8,) the tentre of gravity i?

fouiul by dividing it into triangles. Find E, G, the reiilres of
gravity of the triangles ADB, CDB ; and F, H, the centres of
gravity of ABC, ADC. Then draw EG, FH, to intersect in O,
the centre of gravity of the trapezium. A similar method will

find the centre of gravity of any rectilineal plane figure,

5 Y 3 The
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3. Tlie cciilre of gravity of a riglit line, pirallelograni, cjlinder,

aiitl prism, is in Uie mitldle.

4. For the arch of a circle, as. half-arch ; sine of half-arch : : ra-

dius : distance of its centre of gravity from the centre.

5. For the sector of a circle, as arch ; cord : : two-tliirds radius:

distance of its centre of gravity from the centre.

fi. For the parabolic space, the distance of tlie centre of gravity

from the vertex is tliveo-iifth^ of the axis.

7. In the cone and pyramid tlie distance of tlie centre of gravity

from the vertex is tliree-fourtha ot tlie nxi.-..

8. Ill liie paraboloid, the distance of llie centre of gravity from
the vertex is two-thirds of the axis.

9. For the segment of a sphere, let )• = radius, .r:= height of

the segment ; then the distance of the centre of gravity from the

8r — 3j:

vertex is x.

I2r— 4x'

Pkcip. 4. If two or more bodies move iiniformlv in any given
directions ; their common centre of gravity will either be at rest,

or move uniformly in a rii;ht line.—I'or, if the two bodies move in

tlie same straight line, their distance will vary tiniforndv, and their

centre of gravity always divides the distance in a given ratio;

therefore it will be at rest cr move uniformlv in that line. Next
let the two bodies move in any straigiit line- .\C, 1)F, fig.O, sothat

while one moves from A to C, the other moves from D to F;
to which take AB, DF, proportional ; join AD, BE, and CF, and
let M be the lentreof giavitv when the bodiesare at A and D, draw
CM and BG parallel to Al); and 1)H, MKl. to AC, join FH
and KG, and make I.O and KN p.irallel to FIl, to which I'^G i^

also par.illel, because of the proportionah JJG, (JH, and UF, KF;
and, because of the uniform motions, when one bodv is in B, the

other is in E; join MN, and produce it, then from the principle-

of geometry it will meet I'C in O. Now DM : M.\ : : GK: klj
: : FN : N B : : FO : OC ; therefore the centre of gravity is always
in the straight line MO, and it moves uniforndv in this line, liir

AB : Bt: : r MK : KL : : MX : NO. If the line DF be not in

the plane AH, the di'inonstiation will be the same; for becai^e
of the parallel planes DllF, MLO ; and FUC, EGB, the lines

CF, BE, and MO, are cut in the ratio above-mentioned. The
common centre of gravity of two bodies, and a third is either at

rest or moves uniformly in a right line; for these two may be
put into the place of their centre of gravity, which before moved
uniformly, and then the centre of gravity of the three will move
Iiniformlv ; likewise the common centre of g^-avity of three

bodies and a fourth, will move uniformly in a right line. And
so on.

Prop. 5. The common centre of gravity of two or more bodies,

does not change its state of motion or rest, liv any actions of the

bodies among themselves, or by any foices they exert upon one
another.—Snppote any --pace in which the bodies are incl.ised to

move uniformly along with the centre of gravity of the bodies,

before the actions of the bodies upon one another ; then the centre

of gravity is at rest in tiiat space. Now if two bodies nuituallv

act upon one another, since their distances from their centre of

gravity are reciprocally as the bodies; and as action and r'-action

arc equal ; the bodies will appro.ich or receile from tluit centre by
spaces which are in the same ratio ; therefore thi centre of gravilV

will still remain at rest. And in a system of several bodies, be-

cause the common centre of gravity of any two acting imitnally

upon each other, is at rest : and the actions of r the bodies being
the sum of the actions of every two ; it is evioent the centie of

gi-avity of all the bodies remains the same as if tliey ilid not act at

all upon one another, and therefore is at rest in this space, or moves
uniformly forward along with it.

Cor. 1. Hence if a body be projected into free space ; if it

have any circular motion, this motion «ill be performed uniformly

about an axis passing through the centre of gravity.

Cor. 2. And if a body be hurled into the air, its centre of ffra-

vify will either move in a right line, or describe a parabola, whilst

that body revolves about an axis passing through the centie of

gravity, if it have any circular motion.

Prop. G. The sum of the nintions of several bodies in any given

direction, is the same as the motion of all the bodies in the same
direction, moved with the velocity of the commuii cewtrc of gra-

vity.—Let the bodies A, B, (tig 10,) move co.ind the centre of

gravity C at rest, to the planes ab; draw BCA, bCn. Then
since A : B : : BC : AC :: be .ac; therefore the triangles ACn,
BC6, are similar, and A iBc = CA«, therelore lib is parallel to
An, and the bodies move in contrary directions. Also since As:
Bi: : AC : CB : : B: A, or A« X A = B6 x B ; therefore the
motions ot A, B, in contrary directions are equal, or their motion
the same way is o. Now let the space and bodies moving in it

be moved in liny direction with any velocity r ; it is manifest,

the motion in each body in that direction will be greater than
before, by the quantity of matter x velocity. Therefore tlie

sum of the motions is now r.\ -|- rB, or r x A -j- B, that is, equal
to the sum of the bodies x velocity of the centre of gravity.

After the same manner the motion of three bodies is the same as

the motion of two ot them, moved with the velocity of their com-
mon centre of gravity, together with the motion of the third ;

that is, (\>\ what has been shewn) equal to the sum of all the three,

moved with the velocity of the centre of gravity of all the three.

Ami so for more bodies.

Cnr. The centre of gravity of a body tiitist be taken for the
place of the body. And the motion of any body, or of any
system of bodies, must be estimated by the motion of the centre

of gravity.

Of xiiE Descent of Bodif.s upon incliked Planes; anb
OF Pendulums.

(^i.) Prop. I. If a heavy body W, be sustained upon an in-

clined plane AC, (tig. 1 1,) by a power acting in a direction parallel

to that plane. 'I'hen, the weight of the body, the power that »ui-

tains It, and its presvure again^t the plane, are respei lively, as the
length AC, the heigiit Cli, and the base AB, of the pl.ire.— Draw
BD perpendicular to AC ; then the force of gravity tends perpen-
dicular to the horizon, or parallel to CB ; and the direction ot the

power is parallel to DC ; an I the pressure against the plane is (by
Prop. art. 11,) ])aral!el to DB. And therehire their quantities arc
respctlively as the tiiree lines CB, CD, Bl), (by I'rup. art. 10) ;

that i^, by similar triangles, a^ AC, CB, and AB.
Cor. 1. 'I'he weight, power, anil pressure, are respectively, as ra-

dius, the sine, and cosine, ot the plane's elevation.—lor tlie sides

are as the sines of the opi-osite angles.

C'ir. 2. The relati'- e weif;lit ot a body, to make it run down aii

inclined plaiie, is as the h.eight directly, and length reciprocally,

•
; or it is as the sine of the plane's elevation.

AC
Cnr. 3. If r. cvlinder be sustained upon an inclined plane, as in'

fig. I ?, by a po\i er drawing one end of a ro|ie |)arallel to the plane,

wi.ibt the other end is fixed. This pcwt-r is to the weight of the

cylinder; as half the height, to the length of the plane.— l-'or half

the relative weight of the cylinder is sustained by the other end
of tlie rope which is fixed.

Prop. 2. If a heavy body W be sustained upon an inclined

plane AC, (tig. 1!,) by a power acting parallel to the horizon.

1 hen, the weight of the body, the power ti.at sustains it, the pres-

sure again-t the plane, are respectively, as the base AB, the height

C'B, and the length AC, of the plane.—For the boily is sustained

by fliii-c forces, the power, the gravity, and reaction, of the plane.

The weight is perpendicular to AB, the power is perpemhcular ta

CI', .aid the pressure is perpendicular to AC. Tlierefore (by

Cor. I, Prop. art. 10,) these forces are as AB, CB, AC.
Co;-. Hence the pressure on the plane, the power and (he

weight ; are respectively, as radius, the sine, and cosine of (he
|il.!iie's elevation.

Prop. 3. If a heavy body W be su--tained upeii an inclined

plane AC, (fig.13,14,) by a power P actiiifj; in any given direction

V'vP. And if BED be" let tall perpendicular 'oil W P. Then,
power P, weight of the body W, pres.^ure upon the plane, will be
respectively, as DB, AB, and AD.— For since BD is perpendi-

cular to the direction of the power, AB to the direction of gra-

vity, and AD to the diiection of the pressure on the plane;

therefore (by Cor. 1, Pr. art. 10,) these forces will be respectively

as BD, AB, AD; when they are in equilibrio.

Cor. 1. The power, weight, and pressure, against the plane;
are respectively as the sine of the plane's elevation, co' ine of the

angle of traction C\VP, and the cosine of the direction of lh#i

power above the horizon.—The angle of traction is the angle that

tlu.-
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the direction of tin: power makes with the plane. And in tlio tri-

angle Alii), the sides are as the sines of the opposite angles, where

/. D = complement of DWP,
Cor. 2. Hence whether the line of direction of tlie power be

elevated above, or below the plane ; if the angles of traction be
equal, equal powers will sustaiii the wpij;ht. Rut the pressure is

greater when the line of direction runs below the plane.

Ci)r. 3. The power V is least when the line of direction is jja-

rallel to the plane. And infinite when perperidicular to it. And
equal to the weight, when perpendicular to the horizon.

Prop. 4. The space which a body (descending Irom rest) de-

scribes upon an inclined plane, is to the space wduch a body fall-

ing perpendicularly, describes in the same time ; as the height of

the plane CB, (fin. 15,) to its length AC.—The force wherewith

a body endeavours to descend upon an inclined plane is equal to

the power that sustains it ; and that power is to the weight of the

liody as CB to CA. Therefore the Ijody is urged upon the

j)lane, by an uniformly accelerating force which i-i to the force of

gravity as CB to CA. And therefore (since the body and the

lime are given) the spaces are as the force ; (art. 7,) that is as CB
to CA.

Cnr. I. Hence if BD be let fall perpendictdar to AC ; then in

the time a body falls through the height CB; another body, de-

scending along the inclined plane, will run through the space CD.
—I-'or tliese spaces are as CA to CB, that is, as CB to CD, by
similar triangles.

Cor. '2. Tiie velocity acquired upon an inclined pl.ine, is to the

velocity acquired in thi> same time hv falling perpendicularly; as

CB to'CA, oras CD toCB.
Cor. 3. The space described by a body falling down any plane

in a given time, is as the sine of the plane's elevation.

Cor. 4. The spaces described by a body descending on any
given plane, are as the squares of the tniies.

Cor. J. The time of a liody's descending through the plane

CD, is to the time of falting through the perpcndindar height

CE; as the length of the jilane DC, to the height CK.—For
DE, AB, being perpendicular to CB, and 15D to AC. The
time of descending through CD or tiie perpendicular CB : time

of descending through CE : : (by art. 7,) ^CB : v'CE : : CD :

CE.
Cor. 6. A body acquires the same velocity itidescoiiding dow n

an inclined plane CD, as by falling perpendicularly ihrotigh the

beinlit of that plane CE.—For (Cor. 'J,) velocity in D : velocity

in 15: :CE: CD, and (art. 7,) velocity in B : velocity in E::
^/CE::CD:CE. Therefore velocity in D : velocity

CE:CE, and therefore the velocities in D and E are

ycB
in E

:

equal.

Cor.

height

, 7. A body acquires the same velocity in falling from any

, whether it falls perpendicularly, or down an inclined plane

of equal height.

Cor. 8. Hence the velocities acqtiired by heavy bodies falling

from tlie same height to the same horizontal right line, on any
•" planes whatever, are equal among themselves.

Cor. y. If the velocities be equal at any two equal altitudes D,
E ; they will be equal at any other two equal altitudes A, f? : and

acquire equal increases of velocity, in passing through KB, DA, of

eqvial heights.

(\Tr. 10. The velocities acquired by descending down any
pl.uies whatever, are as the square roots of the heights.

Prop. 5. in a circle whose diameter CB, (fig. 16,) is perpendi-

cular to the horizon, a body will descend through any cord CD
or DR ill the same time as it will descend perpendicularly thr»ugh
the diameter CB.—For the angle at D is right, therefore (by

Cor. 1, Pr. 4,) the time of descending through CD will be equal

t<t the time of descending perpendicularly throuch CB. Draw
CE parallel to DB, then will CE be equal to DB; and a body
will descend through the cords CE, DB, in the same time. But
the time of descending through C E is the same as falling through
the diameter. Therefore the time of descending through any
cord CD, DB, is the same as falling through the diameter CB.

Cor. 1. The times of descending through all the cords of a

circle, drawn from any point C or B, are equal among them-
selves.

Cor. 2. The velocity acquired by descending through any cord

CD, or DB, is as the length of the cord.—For draw DP' perpen-

dicular to CB ; then CD = y^CB x CF, therefore CD oc ^/CF
•ind the velocity at D or F <x ^Cl', th.it is as CD. ANo a

body ac<|uires the same velocity through DB as P'B, and that is an

•/><y, oras DB.
Cor. 3. But a body will descend sooner through the small arcli

of a circle, than tlirough its cordTB.—For if HG, TG, be two
tLingents ; then the relative gravity at T in the arch and cord vrilt

(Cor. 1, Pr. 1,) be as the sines of the angles FGO, TPjO, or as

15 r, andT G or BG, that is, nearly as two to one when the arch is

very small. And the accelcrative force in the circle being double
to that in the cord ; therefore the velocity will be greater in the

arch, and tiie 'ime of description shorter ; though tlieir lengths arc

nearly the same.
Pkop. 6. If a body descends freely along any curve-surf.ice,

and another body descends from the same height in a periiendi-

cular right line ; their velocities will be equal at all e(|Ual alti-

tudes.—.Let a body descend from A, (fig. 17.) towards C peri)en-

dicular to the horizon BC ; and another descend through the

curve-surface AKB. Divide AC into an infin.te iiiinJjer ol equal

parts, at tlie points D, E, F, &c, to which draw lines parallel to

I5C, intersecting the curve in I, K, G, &c. then the curveline

AKB will be divided into an infinite number of parts, IK, KG,
&c. which may be taken for right lines ; or the curvt-surface into

an infinite numbv-r of planes, joining at I, K, G, &c. Now i: the

velocities be supposed to be equal in any correspondent puinls as

! and J) ; then (by Cor. 9, Pr. 4,) they will be equal in K and

K, after the descent through iK ; and beino equal in K and E,

tliev will also be equal in G and F, after the descent through KG,
ai J so on. Therefore since the motion begins in A, they will

acouire equal velocities in descending through e(]ual altitudes,

tluil is in all correspondent points I and D, K and E, G and F,

&c. and at B and C.
<"or. 1. Tlierefore if a body be suspended by a string, and by

oscillating describes any curve AB; or if it is any way forced to

move in any polished and jjerfectly smootl; surface AB; whilst

another body ascends or descends in a rigl-.t line. Then if their

velocities be equal at any one equal altitude ; they will be ecpial

i,t all other equal altitude's.—For the same thing is elTected by ihe

-triiig of the pendulous body, as by the smooth surface of a po-

lished body.
Cor. L'. "Hence a body oscillating in any curve-line whatever,

acquires tlie same Tc'ocity in the curve ; as if it had fallen per-

pendicularly from the same height. And therefore the velocity in

any point of the curve, is as the square root of the height de-

scended.

Cor. 3. And a body after its descent through any curve, will

ascend to the same heiglit in a similar and equal curve, or even in

any curve whatever. And the velocities will be equal at all

equal altitudes. And the ascent and descent will be in the same

time, if the curves are the same.—For the forces that generated

the motion in descending will equally destroy it in ascending,

and therefore they will lose equal velocities by ascending e(jual

heights. And if the curves are similar and equal, every particle

of the curve w ill be described with the same velocity, and there-

fore in the same time, whether ascending or descending.

Cor. 4. This Prop, is equally true, whether the curve AKB be

in one plane perpendicular to the horizon, or in several planes IK,

KG, &c. winding about in nature of a spiral.

Prop. 7. Tlie' times of descent through two similar parts of si-

milar curves, are in the subduplicate ratio of their lengths ah, AB,
tig. IS.— Divide both curves into an equal number of infinitely

small parts, similar to each other; and let be, BC, be two of them,

similarly posited. And draw jV), RB, perpendicular toaA, AH.
By art. 7, the space described is as the time and velocity, and tlie

time of describing any space is as the space directly and velocity

reciprocally. By Cor. 2. Pr. b, the velocities in S and B are as

v/rftand^/RB. that is, because arb, ARB are similar, M^/ab

and ^ AB, therefore the time of describing be : to time of ilcscrib-

be BC t'h AB _
'"8 B<^

•
••

77ZT.
• TTaR • ' T^ ,/AB = V'"* •• v'AB :

:

^ub v^AB

t/ud : v'AD, because the curves are similarly divided. Whence,

by composition, the whole time of describing ab : whole time of

describing AB : : s/uh : -/AB, or ^^tid : v/AP.
Cor
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Cor. 1. lleiice if two iieiKluliiins describe similar arches; tlie

times of tlieir vibrations, are as tlie square roots of their leiigllis, or

the leiigtlis as the squares of the times of vibration. Far let /id,

11 D, be the lengths of the pendulums; then because the figures

are sniiilar, it is ad : AD : : lid : H D.
Cor. 2. If a pendulum vibrates in a circle, the velocity in the

lowest point is as the chord of the arch it described iu descend-

ing.

Cor. 3. The length of pendulums vibrating similar arches, are

reciprocally proportional to the squares of tiie number of their vi-

brations, in a given time.

Prop. 8. It a pendnlum vibrates in a cycloid, the time of one
vibration, is to the tiiue of a body's falling perpendicularly through

half (he length of the pendulum ; as the circumference of a circle

to the diameter. Let ADa, Plate CX. fig. 1, be the cycloid,

FD its axis, FGD the generating circle. Let tlie body descend
from H, and in vibrating describe the arch HDA. Divide HD
into innumerable small parts, and let B4 be one of them. Through
II, 15, b, draw HMA, BL, bl, perpendicular to the axis FD, about
the diameter MD describe the semi-circle MLD; and from its

<entre Q, draw QL, also draw LP parallel to MD, and DIC,
DG, Gli. The triangles CDG, GDE, are similar, and CD x
DE= GD^; also the triangles QLN and /LP are similar, and NL
: PL : : QL : LI, and 2NL : N« : : WD : LI. And since by
the nature of tlie cycloid, the tangent in B is parallel to the arch
GD, therefore Gij is eqnal and parallel to B/<. Nowsujjposea
body to descend from E through the inclined plane ED ; since

this is a motion uniforndy accelerated, therefore (Art. 7,) it would,
in the time of its fall, describe 2ED, with the velocity acquired in

D. And since (Art. 6,) the times are as the spaces directly, and
velocities reciprocally; and (by Cor. 2, Prop. 6,) the velocities

are as the square roots of the heiglUs ; therefore it will he, as time

of describiog ED : time in Cc
2ED Cc CM D

Nra
: 2^/MD X MN : K;i,

/MN ' ' a/^ID'

by similar triangles.

Again, when the velocity is given, the time is as the space described,
therefore it will be as time in Cc : time in Kb ':

: Cc : 156; or Gg
::jCD:GD, or ^CD x DE : : ^CD : v'DE :: v'DN :

v''DM; by similar triangles, therefore ex equo, time in ED :

time in Bi : : e^/MD x MN X DN : Nh ^/DM : : VMN~x"
DN, or 2NL : N;i : : MD : LI, therefore, by composition, it is

as time in ED : time in the arch H6 : : MD :"arch M/. And as

the time in ED : whole time in II D : : MD : semi-circiimference
MLD. And since the time of descending through HD is equal
to the time of ascending through D/i : And (by Prop. 5,) the time
of descending through ED is equal to the time in the diameter
FD, and 2FD is = DV the length of the pen<lulum (being the
radius of curvature in D); therefore as the time of falling through
half the length of the pendulum FD -. time in HDA, or lime of
oue vibration : : diameter MD : circumference 2MLD.

Cor. I. Hence all vibrations great and small, are performed in

the same time. For the descent through HD is always the same,
vherever the point H is taken.

^
Cor. 2. The time of descent in HB, to the time of descent in

•liD ; is as the arch ML, to the semi-circumference MLD.
Cor. 3. The velocity of the pendulum in any point B, is as

V'DH'=- DB', or^/HB X BDF.
Cor. 4. If the length of the pendulum VD, fig. 2, be made

double the axis FD ; and ARV, arX, be two semi-cycloids equal
to AHD, and so placed that the vertex as D he at A and a, then
the pendulum VII vibrating between the cycloidal cheeks ARV,
ar\\ the point H will describe the cycloid AHl) l> a ; and
3, 141 59'.'65358979325S462643383279502884;97169.3y9375 105821
X time of falling through FD, half the length of the pendu-
lum, will be the time of its vibration.

Cor. 5. Hence also it appears from experiments on pendulums,
that at the surface of the earth, a heavy body will descend through
a space of 16-f'j English feet nearly, in one second of lime. For

a seconds pendulum is 39.13 inches long ; therefore
3.141(5

time of a body's falling through FD or
39.13

inches. And con-

sequently the space fallen through in one second will be
39. 1,

i

X 3. 1416^ = 193,096 inches = 16.0913 feet.

Cor. 6. Hence also if pendulums of the same quantity of mat-
ter, and unequal lengths be acted on by different forces of gravity;

their lengths will be as the forces of gravity, and the squai-cs sf

tlie times of vibration.

Cor. 7. From the motion of pendulums it also follows that in

any one place, the quantity of matter in any body is proportional
lo its weight. For it is certain from experience that pendulums
of equal length, whatever quantities of matter they contain, vi-

brate in the same time. 'Iherefore they will descend through
halt the length ot the pendulum in the same time; and conse-
quently would acquire equal velocities in the same time. There-
fore (by Art. 7,) the velocity and time being given, the quantity
of matter is as the force of gravity.

Of the Centres of Gyration, Percussion, and Oscil-
lation.

(24.) Def. 1. The centre of gyration is that point of a body, re-

volving on an axis, into which, if the matter of the whole body ^

were collected, the same angular velocity would be generated by
the same moving torce.

2. The centre of percussion is that point of a revolving body,
which, striking against an immoveable obstacle, the body will be
in a stale of equilibrium.

3. The centre of oscillation is that point in a vibrating body,
into which, if the whole matter were collected, it would vibrate in

the same time.

4. Tlie angular motion of a body, or system of bodies, is the
motion of a line connecting any point of the system, and the axis

of motion, and is the same in all parts of the body.
Cor. 1. Hence the absolute velocities of the different parts of a

body, or system of bodies, are as the distances from tlie axis of
motion.

Cor. 2. When the angular velocities of bodies are different,

they vary as the absolute velocities directly, and the distances in-

versely.

Proi". Let there be any system of bodies. A, B, C, Plate CX.
fig. 3, considered without weight, and moveable alwut an axis

passing through S; and if any (oicey'can generate the momen-
tum in in a given time ; if the same force act at P perpendicular to

PS, the momentum generated in the system, in the same time, re-

volving about the axis at S, will

X SC

,
A X SA -f- B X SB + C

be -:

X SPx

A X SA^+BxSB»+C

For suppose PS perpendicular to the axis at
X sc-2

S, and to the line of direction PQ. And SA, SB, SC, perpendi-
cular to the axis S. And suppose the force J' divided into the
parts/), 9, r, acting separately at P to move A, B, C, then (by
Cor. 3, Pr. Art. 13,) the bodies A, B, C, will be acted on re-

SP SP SP
spectively witVi the forces -^-T-Pj-^irSj-cTT '"• Sines the angu-

lar motion of the whole system is the same ; the velocities of A,
B, C, are as SA, SB, SC; and their momenta as A x SA, B x
SB, C x SC ; and these momenta areas their generating forces

SP SP SP ,.„ AxSA°-Cx.SB2
-f ' -1^1' Tu'^''- ^ ''f "t^"^ P' 1' '' ^'^ ^'^—y pSA' SB " SC SP

C X SC
SP ; put the sum of these = s, and since p -|- 5 -j- r =/,

., - . AxSA^ /x A X SAj
a ,

SP
therefore s : /:: -^5 : rZTTIp— =P- -'^'"1 -^P =SP «XSP

/ X A X SA ^ . ^ , „. . /x A X SA= force acting at A. 1 nen/: m : .-

s s

ffl X A X SA
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^ '^, " = monu-ntum of A. After the same manner

,,-. V n X SB jn X C X SC
are the momenta of U and C. There-

fore the whole momentum generated in the system is,

AxSA-fBx SB+ C X SC
X m.

Cor. 1. If YOU make SO:
A xSA'+B xsn*+c x SO
A X SA + bxSB -l-C X SC.

llicn if all tin- bodies be placed in O, the momentum gi-neraled in

the system, will be the same as before. But the angular velocity

will be diffirent. For the motion generated in the:e Iwocaseswill be

A X SA+B x SB + C X SC

A X SA'+B xJ>B»-)-C X SC X SP X »i, and

A + B+ C X SO

A-f B+ CxSO»

equal, there comes out SO :

X SP X w; and if these be supposed to be

A xSA' + Bx SB^+CxSC
A X SA + Bx SB + Cx SC'

Cor. 2. The angular velocity of any system A, B, C, generated

in a given time, by any force/; acting at P, perpendicular to PS,

-^jr:;. For the angular velocity of
SP xf

A X SA'-t- B X SB-+ C X SC>

the whole system is the same as of one of the bodies A. But the

momentum of A is = . , and the absolute velocity

of A = —. ^^— ; but the angular velocity is a» the absolute ve-

locity directly, and the radius or ditfaiice reciprocally ; therefore

the angular velocity of A, and consequently of the whole systen),

m m X SP .,,.,, • .1 r j-s
IS as — , or -: t, ,. , „

— that is (because m is as the force/) as

/xSP
Ax SA^-f-B xSB», Sic.

Cor. 3. Hence there will be the same an§uUr velocity generat-

ed In the syteni, and with th.^ same force, as there would be in a

single body placed at P, and whose quantity of matter is

Ax SA»-f Bx SB^-f CxSC^ „ ,^„ .^, ,
. ,^

' jTp^ For let P= that body, theu (by

Cor. 2,) since/and SP are given; the angular velocities of the
system and bo<)y P, will be to ont; aaother as,

AxSA^+BxSB'-t-.Vo .

'°
vinV'.'

''^'''^' '^'^'"S ^"PPOsed

equal, we shall have P =:
A x SA^ + BxSB'-fC X SC

SP2

Cor. 4. The angular motion of any system generated by an
uniform force, wiH be a motion uniformly accelerated.

(23.) Pro<". To find the centre of gyration of a body, or sys-

tem of bodies. Let R, fig. 4, be the centre of gyration, and let

the force/act at P. Then (Cor. 2, Pr. Art. 24,)' the angular ve-

locity generated in the system by the force/will be as,

SP X /
-; g ,^ , n—rT7T.>~^~Tr .,.,—;—, and in the system placed inA X SA"-f BxbB--|- C xsCS &c. ' *^

R, it will be
SP xf

V
A-f-B-i-CxSR-''

ill have the distanci

otLouat S, that is,
'

A X SA^-f B X SB=+ C X SC«

7^'y and if these veloc'itics be wade

equal, we shall have the distance of the centre of gyration R, from
the axis of motion at S, that is, SR =:

A -1- B -f C
vol.. III.—NO. 137.

Cor. if each of the particle,-;. A, B, C, Jtc. be denoted by p.

and the several distances AS, BS, &c. by S;), as in fig. 5, then

SR»
sum of all the/) X S/)*

bodv 6
.that is, SR^:

sfi X Spa

bodv b
, where .'

denotes the sum of all the products of the quantity subjoined, that

is, of all thejB X Sp^
(2fi.) To Jii.d the centre of percussion of a body or system of

bodies. Let the body revolve on an axis SB, fig. 6, and lot MX
be a section of the body passing through the axis SB, and the cen-

tre of gravity G, from any particle of tiie body let a perpendicular

be draw n to' this plane, antl meet it in n, and suppose I' the centre

ol pc-rcussion lobe determii;ed. Draw SG, C;i, and BP, perpen-

dicular, and PC parallel to SB; also draw ;; /j perpeiuhcnlar to

C n, and equal to the distance of the particle from the plane M N;
join C /), and make/)?;! perpendicular to it

;
produce pnKon.

Then Cp will be the distance o! the particle from the axis of mo-
tion, and will be therefore as its velocity ; hence its momentum will

be as/) X C p, and if the plane C p m'be conceived at right angles

to the plane .MN, p m will be the direction of this force ; but, by
the resolution of forces, this force w ill be to that |)art of it, whic'li

acts on the plane, MN,a?p ni to pn, that is, as Cp to C n ; there-

fore the force of the particle p acting at m in a direction perpen-

dicular to the plane .MN" is properly represented hyp x C n ;

hence by the property of the lever, the efficacy of this force to

move the bocfy round PO is p x C )i X Dm — p x C ri x

CD — Cm, when m is above D. and = p x C 7i x C «! — CD
when m is below D. Hence when the body inclines neither way

on OP, the sum of all the p, x C a x CD — C wi = sum of all

the p X C n X C m — CD, or jp x C n x CD = sp x C «

— (because C n : Cp :; Cp : Cm) sp x Cp- ; hence CD x C lr^

= S0
sp X~£-

; hut (by Prop. 2, cor. 3, art. 22,) sp x C n r=

an, or sp
that is, SB = PO -^

sp X

so X C p'
body b X SG ; therefore SO = ~r- g^ = the distance of

the centre of percussion from the axis of motion. Again the ef-

fect of the force p x C n, to turn the body on the line BP is p x

C rt X SB — a n, when ;« is to the right of BP, andp x C h x

an— SB, when m is to the left ; hence in case of an equil ibrium

onBP, ip X C72 X UM - SB = sp X C?i X SB
X Cn X SB == sp X Cn X un,

snxCnxan sp x Cn X an
., ,.

, ,,,^ . = —i -—;— = the distance of the cen-
sp X C II body X SG

tre of percussion from the vertical line passing through tlie cen-

tre of gravity. It is to be observed, that when i>t falls on the con-

trary side ol' SG, 7i a is negative ; and when ;« falls above SB, C u

is negative.

Cor. 1. When in every plane, passing through SG, the p:'.r-

ticles are situated alike on each side of SG, the centre of percussion

will be in tlio vertical line SG at O. For in that case the negative

quantities »« will be equal to the positive ones, and OP will

vanish.

Cnr. 2. IfG -x be drawn parallel to SB, and from the particle

p a line be diawn to ;:, then by geometry Cp- = C :i- x -p-' X
(2 C zu X "'") and the rectangle is nei;ative when n Sails on thecou-

trary side of :y; hence bvPr. 2, Corf 3, ;,rt. 22,) the sum of all Uie

rectangles 2 C tu X H' ii'= O ; therefore sp X Cp- = sp X Ct(.=

X sp X tip= = bodv X SG^ X spxii:p-; substitute this

quantity in the numerator of the above value of SO, ant) it gives

bodyxSG-^X.px::p'^g(.^ IPJL^, that is,

body X SG 6 x SG

the distance of the centre of percussion is greater than the distance

jof the centre of gravity from the axis of motion, and that excess,

viz.GO;=
body X SG

Cor. 3. Hence SC X GO =:

b Z
body

, that is, since the body

and
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and Gii rtniain the same, SG X GO is a constant quantity where-

ever llie axis of motion is taken parallel to Giv. Hence GO is

reci|)rocaU_v as SG.
(27.1 Prop. To find the centre of oscillation of a body or sys-

tem of bodies. Let A!5D, fig. 7, be a plane passing through the

centre of gravit\ G of the body, and perpend.rular to llie axi.; of

-snspension which passes through S; and conceive the whole body

to be projected upon this plane in lines perpendicular to it or pa

rallel to the axis. Let O be the centre of oscillation ; draw St' pa-

rallel to the horizon O/n, Gg. and pr, perpendicular to it. Tlien

by the properly of the levers the for'-e of gravity to turn the par-

ticlep about S oc p x Sr ; hence the force of gravity to turn

the whole bo.lv about S cc the sum of all thep x Sr ; hence

(Cor. 2, Pr. A'rt. 24,) tlie angular velocity generated by all these

forces cc

sp X Sr
Also the angular velocity generated by the

sp X Sp^

p X S»i Sm Sg
force of gravity on a particle at oc , or or

p X SO^ SO^ SG X SO
(because of the similar triangles SmO, Sg G.) But by hyp. the

vibrations in both cases are performed \n the same time ; therefore

Sg sp X Sr
hence SO ==

SG X SO sp X Sp"-

from the nature of the centre of

sp X Sp'

body X Si,', therefore SO =
ktit

Sg sp X Sp''

X
SG sp X Sr
gravity sp x S r =

wiiich is the same ex-

body X SG
pression which we obtained for the distance of the centre of per-

cussion from the axis of motion.

Cor. 1. Hence the distances of the centres of percussion and

oscillation fiom the axis of motion are equal, and when the former

is in the line of direction the two points coincide.

Cor. 2. Let SO, fig. 5, be the distance of the centre of percus-

sion or oscillation, and SU that of gyration, then (cor. art. 25,)
Sn2

SR"- =
sp X Sp«

body
and by the above SO X SG

sp X >p

body
flierefore SOx SG = SR-, and SO : SR : : SR : SG,that is, the

distance of the centre of gyration from the axis of motion is a

mean proportional between the distances of the centre of gravity

and oscillation from the same axis.

Of the Projectile and Central Forces by xihich Bodies describe

Circles, or any Species of Circular Motion; n Comparison and
Computation of the Forces, Velocities, and periodical Times.

(28.;) Let C, Plate CX.fig. 9, be any large attracting body, A any

less body attracted by it at the distance AC ; again, suppose a pro-

jectile force impressed on the body A in the direction AH, per-

pendicular to AC, and in ?uch proportion to the attractive foice

of C, as that the body being at liberty, and urged by both, may
describe the circle A FP B A about the central body C. Let AF
= z, be the fiuxionary arch described in the first moment; and
from F let fall the perpendiculars FE, FG, on the right lines AC,
and AH ; then will AG be to AE (= GF,) as the projectile force

to the attractive force, at the distance AC. Which latter force is

called the centripetal force, as being thereby carried towards the

centre of attraction C. Draw the radius CF, and the chords AF
and BF, and put ACE = x, and AB =r d. Then by the nature

AF=
of the circle, AB : AF : : AF : AE = : Now because the sine

AB
FE, the arch AF, the chord AF, and the tangent AG, are all equal

AF3
to each other in their first, or nascent state; therefore will in

AB

that case be : =: A- ; whence *:»::»: ri : : the centrifu-

gal force : the projectile force ; and because i is infinitely less

tnan d, therefore z the projectile force does infinitely exceed x,

'he central force in circular motion. In any other circle I LD,
t

the same things are represented by Roman sjmbols —
we have x : \:: d

X ; then

; that is, the central forces in two different circles, are

z.^ zz

oc

d A
as the squares of the projectile forces, or circular velocities ap-
plied to the diameters of the circles. Let F,/, represent the ccn^
tral forces a-, i ; V, v, the circular velocities », i; T, t, the peri-

odical times, D, d, the diameters, or radii; P,p, the peripheries of

X s a X 2. i. / V V
the circles. Then from the above we have =: or ;=

d A Ti

Yrv 11
; hence F:/: : V- x — : r- x — , that is, as above, the

d T> d

forces arc as the squares of the velocities directly, and as the di-.

ameters reciprocally. If the bodies I and A so move as to de-

scribe equal areas in equal times, (viz. 1 L C ^ A C P,) that is,

it d i =: d i , then i : i : : d : rf ; and so i- : z- : : d* : d' ; couse-

xi'^ z' d= ri-^

quenlly a : i : : ( — : — : :) — : : — : : d' : cZ\ That is, the cen-

V d d d d
trifugal forces are reciprocally as the cubes of the diameters, (or

radii) of the circles. If D := d, then F : f : : V : r' ; or the forces

are directly as the squares of the velocities in the saine circle. If

1 1

V =!', then F:f:: — : — : : d: T); or the forces are inversely-

D d
as the distances or diameters, when the velocities are equal. Since

the motion in a circle is equable, the spaces will be as the times ;

and therefore when T is given P oc V, and when V is given P oc

P
T ; hence when both are variable T V cc P, and so Y oc — oc

T
v/DF(because 2=^/ d x ; therefore P^oc T^ DF oc 3. Uia- DD

;

whence T'Foc3. 1 416-D ; and since 3. 14I()- is a constant Quantity,
D D rf

F oc— ; or F : f : : — : — ; that is, the central forces in different cir-

T2 T^ t^

cleswill be as the diameters directly, and reciprocally as the squares

of the periodical times. When T = t, then F : f : : D : rf ; that is,

when the periodical times are equal, the central forces are as the

distances from the centre directly. When D = <i, F : f : : t^ : T';
or the forces are reciprocally as the squares of the periodical times

- D d
in the same circle. If F =f, then — = — , so T : t :

• ^/H :

\/T; that is, the periodical tiines are in the subduplicate ratio of

V»
the distances, when the forces are equal. Also then we have—

.

D.

= — ; and so V : c' : : D : rf; or the squares of the velocities are

d
then as the distances directly from the centre. Hence also T : t

{' ' v^D : \^'d) : : V : T ; that is, when the central forces are equal

in two different circles, the periodical times will be as the cele-

rities. Again ; when V = v, we have T : t : : (P : p : :) D : d;
that is, when the velocities are equal, the periodical times will be

as the diameters directly. And when D = d, then T : t : : r : V;
that is, in the same circle the times will be irnerscly as tlie velo-

cities. Since when F = f, we had T : i : : \' D ' V d ; and when
V = V, we had T : t : : D : d; therefore vvhen neither F nor V
are given, it will be T : t : : D ^Z D : rf ^/d, or T^ : f^ : : D^ : rf^

tiiat is, the squares of the periodical times are universally as the

cubes of the distances of bodies circulating about the same centre

D rf

C. Or thus more generally ; let F : f :: D" : rf'" : : ^ : -^

whence
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whence d''

T:

d»- i l- = D '"-1 T-, and so T ;

1 — m

d * . Now if m = o ;

M— I m — I 1

l(::d = : D > : :) D'

Ceil T : t : : D^: d'' : : ^/ V> : s/d ; ns before when F = f.

\Viien »» = 1, ih.-n T : t : : D° : rf* : : 1 : 1. V'Z- when the forces

are as tlie distances, the limes of llie periods will be equal, in any

rirrles whatsoever. Lastly, if;» = -; then T : t : : D^ : rf', or

'l"^ A-: -.Ti^-.d^; but in this case V f : : D ~-
; rf

~=
: : rf^ : D-

;

that is, when tlie centripetal forces are inversely as the squares of

the distances, tnen will (he squares of the periodical times be as

the ctibt-s of the distance;. And tliis is that universal law of nature

which is found to obliiin in tlie motions of all the heavenly bodies.

In the above theorems and a;ialo,a;ics, we have exhibited the ratios

of the forces, velocities, and times of revolution, in ilirt'ercnt or-

bits ; but to express them in their proper mea-ures for any given

orbit whose radius is r, we must proceed in the following manner.

The force is measured by the velocity that may be uniformly

generated in a given time, 1, which let us expound by the power

r' (the n the power of the radius (r.) Then the distance through

which a body will freely descend in the same time will be ex-

prfssed by \ r". Therefore if A F be an arch described in the

time (t,) the distance A E descended in that time, will be found by

t'lis analogy ; as 1' : T'^ : : ^r' : -^ = A E. Now from

the nature of the circle, we have AF'^ = AB x AE = 2 AC x

AE= 2 AE X AC =
^2 rn -\- 1 ,.« + 1

X ( == there-

fore AF
.^/T r^ + 1

n X 1

T X r
Space described i

1- 1^

the circle in the time t. But in equable motions, the spaces de-

scribed with a given velocity (r") will be as the times ; therefore

7i 4- f n + 1

=: the true measure of the celerity inT : T ; '

the circle.

: 1 :r

71 -f 1

: 3,14159, &c. we shall have r : 2r qThen by putting q

1 -n

: \ -."qr := the true measure of the periodical time.

To find the space S through which a body must descend, to

n -f 1

acquire the velocity r we have r
.2n r»+l::4r", S =

,2« + l
;!• X r

2n

_2»

The velocity in the circle there-

2n
r~- r

fore is acquired by a descent through half the radius.

To accommodate tliese expressiens for use ; suppose the force

to be that of gravity ; then its measure r"= ?s =: 32^ feet, be-

cause it is known by experiment, that 4r''= s =: l6-j^ feet for

the descent in the first second of time. Therefore r" " =
n+ 1

2 5 r, and r ^ =Y/2sr= the velocity per second, in anv

given circle whose radius is (r.)

2rq
Again, ^/2r s : 2r 5 : : 1 :

—— = 5 = T, the period i-

V'2rs s

cal time; because 2r= D, the diameter, and 2r 9 =:C=: the

ciiciimference of a circle, therefore v^Ds = velocity, and

v/ /^
=: periodical time ; which expressions are now in the

most simple forms.

In any circle, whose diameter is d, and t the time of revolu-
tion in seconds, tlien the central force in such a circle may be"

V/1^.. T,compared with gravity. For since

s

D d Ds
: — : : F : f, that is, (supposing gravity, orF=l) :"

T- l^
'

qC
d qCd q'>d

— : : 1 : = = f, the central force required.
tt Dstt stt
For example, suppose A, (fig. 10,) a ball of one ounce, whirled

about tlie centre C, so as to describe the circle AGDE, and each
revolution be made in half a second ; and let the length of the

cord AC be two feet.

therefore

q-d

Then t= ^, and d—i, and — = 0.6136 ;

s

stt

: 9.8 18 = the central force, or that by which the

string AC is stretched, viz. ten ounces nearly.

If the string and ball be suspended from a point D, (fig. 11,)

and describe in its motion a conical surface ADB ; then putting
DC = h, AC =: r, and AD =§; and putting F = I, the force
of gravity, as before ; then will the body A be affected with three

forces, viz. gravity acting in the direction DC, a centrifugal

force, in the direction Cx'V, and the tension of the strin", ov force
by which it is stretched in the direction DA ; hence ttiese three

powers will be as the three sides of the triangle CAD respec-

g
tively, and therefore as CD (=: h) : AD (=:g) : : 1 : — = tcn-

h
sion of the string compared with the weight of the body.

q-d
And CD (= /() : CA (= r) : : 1 : , that is, h : r : : I :

stt
27-r 2q^rh

, whence = r, therefore 2/i x 9' := s 1 1 ; and so

stt stt

1 / 2/(

or because
2q^= 1.2272, we have t=1.10S

_ 6 S

V /( = to the periodical time.

Since the mean distance of the moon is nearly 60 seniidiameters

of the earth, or 1257696000 feet ; if C be tlie earth and A the moon,
(PlateCX.'fig. 9,) then will AB = '.'513392000 ; and the circura

ference of heV orbit AFBA = 78978343S0, which is described ii}

27-' : 7' : 43'=: 2360580". Hence the feet passed over in one
second will be 3346 = AF = V. Therefore AF-2= 1112S976;

whence = 0.00443 = AE, the distance through which
3515392000 *

the moon would descend in the time of one second, if the circu-

lar motion were to cease. Now on the earth's surface bodies de-

scend in the same time iG-^^jfs f^ <^t » but 0.00443: 16.14:: 1 ;

3643 ; which is very near as I to 3600, the squares of the dis-

tances from the earth's centre reciprocally ; and therefore confirms

the law of central forces above laid down.

Again, since T" : l^^ : : D^ : d\ we have as D'= 60': rf' = P : ;

T-= 2360580"^ ;
— — = t = 83'

;
53", the periodical time at

60i

the e.irth's surface.

And since when D = d, we had T' : t' : : f : F; therefore as

24''= 1440'', the square of the time of the earth's diurnal ro-

tation is to &i'', the square of the periodical time when the force

is equal to gravity, so is 1 to -r^yg-g . or so is 293.8 to 1 = the

central force on the surface of the earth arising from the rntatioa.

Hence
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Hence the centrifugal force, viz. that by whicli bodies eiuleavour

to fly off from the earth's siirfiice directly from its centre, is to

gravity, nearly as I to 203.8 under the equator.

But' at all d'islances from the cciiiator to llie pole, this cejitrifu-

gal force continually diniiiiislics in the ratio of the velocities of (he

places ; but these velocities are as the distances from the earth's

axis, or as the co-sines of the latitude ; therefore the centrifugal

force is every where to gravity as the co-sine of the latitude to

393.8; the radius being = 1.

(29.) The general Doctrine of Trajectories, nr Orbits descrihed

about a Centre, bii a Given Force tending to that centre, and

compoiiiHied tvith that rariah/c Projectile Force : al.io of the

rroportioi;ality o/ Areas and the Times in xvhich they are de-^portic

scribed.

Since at any distance from the centre the projectile force, by
*\hich it may describe a circle, is determineil as above, that force

may be made the standard for comparison, by which the ciuantily

of other forces, describing other curves, may be c'iscovered ; as

ve shall shew in the following easy and perspictious method.

Let a body be projected from the point x\, (fig \2,) with such

a velocity AC = 1, as compounded with the centripetal force

AE, may cause it to describe a circle AKP about the centre ot

force S.
' Then let it be projected from the same point, and in the

same direction AX, with any other degree of velocity AD = n,

to determine the curve it will describe.

By supposition AX is perpendicular to AS, let Eafi be drawn

parallel to AX, cutting the circle and curve in the points a and b.

PutAS = rf; the semi-transverse diameter = a, the semi-conju-

gate = b ; and A£ = x. Then will ^'Zdx — x xzsy =: Ea in

the circle ; and —v/2a x + xx = y =:Zb, in the conic section.
a

Now the fluxions of the ordinates Ea and Eb, viz.
d- r X

^2d X — X X

b a, -f- .1" X .V

and — X — '

will be as the velochies in every point of
" V'2u X :f X X

the curves in the direction AX ; but thesefluxions areas
d - V

^2d - X

ind -"- X " "^ "
, (dividing each by ——; ] and therefore

a ^ X

=0

when AE = x = 0, then the ratio of these fluxions will become

d b a ,—r b . .. ... r,
: — X . or as */« : —^^ m the point A. Conse-

^•2d « v'Sa <ya

quently y/o" : -7— : : 1 : n; and so n ,Jd = —;^, and therefore

bbnnd= . Whence rina rf= 6 &. But since — i/'JaxTx'^
a a ^ '

b^= y=z:— (when x =^d); therefore -u d^ d^ =zh-=z }i"ad; hence

— ; and b = — . from which the kind of conic

b'>

section is given. Since in the ellipse 2a— d= -y ; and in the

hyperbola 2a -\- d z= --- ; and in the parabola 2n=: — = an inde-

finite quantity. If we put n- — AF- = 2, the equation above for

(a,) will be a :

Trf.
; whence a is iiilinite ; and therefore tht

curve described with a velocity in the vertical point, which is as

V^g = n, will be a parabola AMR.

If n n be less than 2, then it is plain that a will be affirmative '

?nd h negative, or -|- a, and — b ; and therefore the curve de
scribed will be an ellipsis. If n be i»rcater than 1, that is, if E&'
== AD, be greater than E o =: AC, then will the ellipsis ALQ be
without the circle, and the centre of force in the uppiT focus.

'

But if n be less than I , or E 6 =; AB less than E a = AC = !,

then will the ellipsis AlO be described within the circle, and have'
the centre of force S in its lower focus. Lastly, v lien n = 0, the

,

body A will descend in a right line AS to the < entre of force S.

It n n be greater than 2, then will d be aflirmative, or -\- d ; ai\d,

con equently the curve ANT described will be an hyperbola. ,

Hence it appears, that the curves described with all degrees,

of velocity n, between and ^2, will be ellipses, (for the circle
.

described with the velocity n = 1, is really one sjiccies ot ellipses)

and all the velocities from ^/2 to inhnity will produce trajectories

of the hyperbolic kind, bv a centrifugal force. The parabola with

the velocity = ^''2 being the romnioii limit between them.
In any determinate orbit, described as above-mentioned, the

areas generated by a right line connecting the centre and revolv-

ing body, will always be proportional lo the times in whicli they
are described ; the velocity in any part of the orbit ; the times of
describing eipial parts, or archts ; and the e.\pressi(in of ccntripe.-

tal force every where, may all be deterniined and demonslratedlu
a gener.d manner, as follows :

Lets, (tig. 13,) be an immoveable centre of force or attrac-

tion, and A any body, urged by a projectile and centripetal iorce
conjointlv. In tlie point A let the projectile force be such, as

would 'jarry the body through the spice AB in an indefinitely small
particle of time; then in the same time it would descril>e BF =:
AB, were it not drawn from the tangent ."^F to some other point-

C by the centripetal force FC, acting in a direction par.illel to

iiS. fn like mannfr, in the third equal particle of time, it would
dexrihe CH = CB, but is drawn to the point D by the centripe-

tal force HD in a direction parallel to CS; and so on.

Now all these triangular areas ABB, BSC, C3D, DSE, &c.
described about the centre S in equal times, are equal to each
other. For joining SF, the triangle ASG is equal to the triangle

BSF, as being upon equal bases and of the same perpendicular
altitude. Also the triangles BSF =: BSC ; as being both 011 the

same base BS, and between the same parallels ES and CF ; there-

fore tlie triangles ASB z= BSC. In the same manner the triangle

CSD is equal to BSC, and therefore to ASB; and so of all the
rest ; whence the proposition is evident.

Hence, when the particles of time, or the spaces AB, BC, &c.
are taken inlinitidy small, the polygon ABC'DE, &c. will become
a curTe ; and the areas described by any radius AS will be always
proportional to the times of their description.

An<\ it is evident that the velocities in the different parts of the

curve are as the lines AB, BC, CD, &c, that is, tiie velocity at

C is to the velocity at E as CD toEK, but because of the eiuial

triangles CSD and ESK, CD is to EK as the perpendicular S.\I

to SN ; that is, the velocities in every part of the orbit of (he re-

volving body arc reciprocally as the perpendiculars let fall from .S

to the tangents of the orbit in those points.

And because triangles upon equal bases are as their altitudes,

it follows, that the times in which equal parts, or arches of the

orbit, are ilescribed, are tlirectly as those perpendiculars to the

tangents. Draw AG, GC, parallel to BC, BF ; then will BG
= FC, be as the centripetal force in the point B, and becausff

the diagonal AC bisects BG in Q, anil this is every where the

case ; therefore in every part of the orbit the centripetal force will

be as the sagitta BQ of tlie indciinitely small arch ABC. I'rom
what has been said, it follows, that every body, which moves in a

curve about an immoveable point S, and describes areas as above,
proportional to the times, is urged by a centripetal force tending
to tiiat point. I'"or such a body in the point B is drawn from the

tangent by a force which ads in the direction of a line 'parallel to

CF, that is, in the direction BS ; and in the point C it acts in

some line parallel to HD, viz. in the line CS; and therefore in

every point, it acts in lines tending to the centre S. Butifthp
areas are not proportional to the times, it is evident that CF, IID,
&c. are not parallel to BS, CS, &c. and therefore the direction

of the centripetal force is not to the fixed point S ; hut to some
other uncertain and variable pouit,,on Ibis side or that, as the areas

described

.
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<lescril)e(l in einul tiiiu's increase er <lecrease, as is eviiieiit from

the coiistiiicliyii of liie figure. It i? a problem ol gro-it impor-

tance ill astronomy, to dftermiiie the la-f ot the ceu'.niJetal force,

when it is iliri-i led to some point in li-.e a>.:s Ol a conic section ;

and this mav be easily done by a jluxionarj- process as follows:

let VAB, fig. 14, be'a part ot the cnvve, iVC its axis, C thi-

cenlre, S ;i po;nt in the axis to wliicli the revolving body lends, A
tlie phire of the body, AB the n^h described in a.i indefmite

smill part of time; AD=//, an ovdiii '.e, VD = j, the absciss

belonijin.; thereto, AT a tansrent, and AS the disiaiiee of the

body : 1)U a hn.- drawn parallel to AS. I-et VS = d, AS = z ;

the semi-tianversc diameter ((.',) tlie semi-roninoi:te (6 ;) and let

the ab'iLiss V D (-—. x) flow uni'ormly, so thai ils ihwion v = A u,

may be constant ; while ihe fluxion ot the ordinate Al), viz. B a

=_)>, is variable. Tiien the eqnatinn of the come seetion being

« a It a

Sax "^ I X := ^ y, we have 2 a .t ^ 2 a * =: 2 ijji
;

b I) h b

and so .V = . Also A e : eg- : : AD : TD; tliat is.

(/ i- ^ h- X
'!/

: : 1/ : — = 1 D, the sub-tajigent. Therefore TD
i

y a- 1,1,1? >/ \ a^ 1/^ a- 1

u b-

X—

X 2 1/ J + jx

a b- -\- h- X

2 a V + X X

Again, DT— VD — VT :=

a ^ X.

,2 u X 4^ r

\ « + J-

— y-y.

b- a ^ X

-x=).

therefore TS =
a f X

n r -j- « rf ^ rfx

+ rf= ; and by rea-

rt ^ X - fl + r

Jon of the similar triangles TSA, and TDH, we have TS =
ait^ad'^dx 2 a x ^: x x

: AS = 2 : : DT = : DII
a ^ X

z X 2 a x '^ \-

ax-\-ad^dx
And lastly, DS = rf •

a + X

DA = !/•.: A a = v : ac=:-

and so B c = .i> +
.'/

•^ _y d —ji x-\-yx
d — X

d
; now the Iri-

d- X
angle Bftc is similar to Serf, and therefore to SAD, wiienceSDxBc SAxB/;
&A. : SD : : B c. B 6 ; and so =

y d —S x-\-y X
= area of the triangle ASB, which is the fluxion

2
€>f the area SVA, or the space that is uniformly described in the
same time with v. b

And because y = — v^ 2 a x ^ i x, we have > =
i» .r X (n + 1) a <ib XX

•
) and y = ; therefore these va-

*V^2«i'^xx 2ax^:xxi
lues of y aDd> substituted in the above found area, will bring il

b X X a X -^ ad'^ d X
to tills expression for the time of describ-

2"\/2ax:fjx
tng the constant space x ; or, if a + x '= m, and •v/Jax^fxx= n, the said area or time will be abridged to this form
b X X a X -\-dm

i an.
Then since the body arrives at the point A with the velocity*-

in the diri^ction of the axis VS, and with the velocity > in the di-
rection of the ordinate DA; let DA be continued on, and take

<0L. III.—NO. 137.

A e -^y, and complete the paialleloprara e a. And sincethe ab-
ciss flows uniroriiily, the body will arrive at the pr.int with a ve-
ocily which will ^till he as i-, or the s|).:ce A a uniformly dc-
cribeci in t:.at time in the direction VS : but the velocilv with
which it arrives at B in^ the direction (/ B or AD is dilferent from
y, ox A e; anrl is > 4- 7 = Bo, and so v — B « = + c/ = B;j,
which differ- ntud (iuaiiKv being the variation of the fluxion >,

a b i x
will be the second fluxion of y, or )- =: ^ R g

ah
2 a X ± i A

and therefore will be as the spare passed over in the di-

rection AD or rf B, in the same time witii x by a uniform velo-
city, generated in that time in the fluxion y.

ab i i

Since then we have the space passed over in the in-

definite particle of time
b X X u X -\- dm

we can find the

space passed through in the constant particle of time = 1, in the
direction DA, by the following analogy of the squares of the

/;- X- X a X -{- d m' ah i-
times to the spaces, viz. As : 1- : : —

—

4 a^ „2 „^—
4 a'

• —— = space described in the given particle

' v/ 71 X a x-{- d »i"

of time = 1, by the velocity that is uniformlv generated in tliat
time in the body A, in the diretlion AD.

Lastly, since the spaces run over in ctjual times arc as the ve-
loclti(^, and the veloeities as the forces by which they are gene-
rated ; it i^ evident, the force by which the body is urged in tlic
direction AD must be everywhere, or in any given particle of

4 ft3

time, proportional to the space-
, which dis-

b^ TiXa,r+d ;«"

tancp or force let be represented by A A, and through k draw 2 /c

parallel to the tangent TA. Then will the force A A- be resolvea.
into the two forces A /, and A / ; of which the latter is in the di-
rection of AS, and therefore the same with the centripetal force,
by which the body A tends to S, in every equal or givt-n moment
of time. And because the triangle A k i is similar to D k I, and
therefore to ADH, we have the following analogy for the expres-

b ^/ n z n
sion of the force A i, viz. As AD —

; Djj := .

.

a a J -j- rf ™
4 a^ 4 a* ;

;. /—— -—-
. . o ^ = = A i, the centripetal force

''V « X <i X -f rf »J^ ^ X ax-\-d m'^

required.

A a*
Because -r-T- is a constant quantity, the said centripetal force-

will be every where as

AS
a X -\- d ni^

3 ; because DC = a q: x.

ax-\- uu -{^ d x'

DC." X TS'
If now we suppose d = a, or VS = VC, then will the centre

of force be in the centre of the curve, and in the ellipsis we have

z z z
. .

, :
= — -i = -r = 2, (because

a X -f- d a — rf .i-" (, X -^ a a — a .x
"^

we may put a = f.) Also in the hyperbola, because a is nega-
tive, or — a, we have —ax — da -f rfx = a x — a a- -j- ax =
— a" ; and so the force will in this case also be as — z. In the pa-
rabola, a will be infinite, and a j and ± rf x will vanish out of

the equation, and leave only

6 A
« d^

as before. And

therefore
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thcrirfore in every section the force will be directly asllie (lis- I

taitce SA.
ll' tlie cciilie of force be in the vertex of tlie curve V, tlien d z

; and tlie force will be every where as -z

becomes a circle, then x :

When the elliiisis

and the force is every where as

— , or inversely as the fifth pwer of the distance from the ver-

tex. But if the centre S be removed to an infinite distance, then

z 1 I ^

will the force be as rr=-: = ; X -r I bi't -,- =
a d ^^ d r- a + x^ " «

\, as being each infinite and equal; whence, in this case, the

force will be every where as —-.
DC

If the centre of the force be placed in the focus of tlie sec-

tion; then (per conies) we shall have AS = \/ AD'' -t-DS-

ax-\-nd^dx
: 3 ; and therefore

a X -\- ad ^^d x^

; : force A z ; that is, the centripetal force is every where

inversely as the square of the distance, when the centre offeree is

in the focus of the section. And this is the case with respect to

tiie sun and planets.

From the above demonstrations, wc may observe the following

particulars, viz. that when the centre of force S was supposed in

the centre of the curve, then the force was every where as the

distance z, which was demonstrated also of the circle ; when, in

dilVerent circles, the periodical tunes are equal ; whence the pe-

riodical times also in similar ellipses are all equid ; if made about

the same centre C.

Or thus, more universally of all ellipses. Let A = area of an

ellipse, T ;= periodical time. V =: velocity at the verte.\ ;

A
therefore since A = (S =) TV, we have =- = T, and so in any

A 1 1

other ellipse -- =T; whence T: 7"
: : Ax ^ : W X — : : a b x

-,-:«& X -rrj ai"l when the ellipses have the same common

transverse, that is, when a = o, it will be T : T : : b x ^r^- : bx

i- : : b r-. i V ; but V^ = —5-, and V'^

y arf a d
; and therefon

sincea d =^a d, it is V : y : -.b: b\ and so \ h = t'h ; conse-

quently T =: T. So that universally bodies revolving in similar

elliptic orbits about the same common centre C, will all perform

their periods in equal time.

Since T : T : : a b ah
V ; and a b = ( a^ ,^i

_^ a —

j« : d^ a "^ =) V d^ a ^, and a i = n rf " a "^

; thereforeT : T : : d|

a^ : d'^ o*; and so T^ : T' : : d a' : da^. Now let r and r be

the radii of two circles, and t, t, the periodical times of those cir-

cles ; then it will be T- : t'-" : : d a' : d r" : : a^ : r^ (when d z= r ;)

anil in like manner T'-' : f : : (d n' : rfr' : :) ifl : r', (when d = r).

But since t- : t- : : r^ : r^ ; therefore T" : T - '. : a^: «^
; that is, the

squares of the periodical times are as the cubes of the Iransverse

axes, in bodies revolving in elliptic (as well as circular) orbits

about a centre of force, posited in the focus.

Hence the periodical times in cllpses are the same as in circles,

whose diameters are equal to the greater axes of the ellipses ; arid

therefore when the conjugate diameter (or projei tile force) is = 0,
the curve will become a strait line, which tlie body will describe ip.

-^ the time it would describe a circle, whose diameter is equal to
that line.

Since the velocity of a body is every where as the perijendiciilar

(= p) let fall from S to the tangent to the curve in the point A
as above ;andwhen thepoiiit.\ is the extremity ofthecoftjugateaxis,

then will the velocity be V: — :
-- : —. : —^- (by put-

P " V a I \ a
ting the lalus rectum /= 1.) Let a = seniidiamoter of a circle;

then since (he periodical tinie^ in such a circle, and the ellipsis,

are equal ; and in the circle when T- is as ft', we have V : —-—
V (I

cverv where ; it follows, that the velocity of a body revolving iu

an eilip-.is, is at its mean distance from the focus, or centre of
force, ecpial to the velocity of a body revolving in a circle, whose
H'midianuter is eijual to tliat mean distance.

I'rom these conclusions, we may see the reason why a planet
or a comet revolves in an ellipsis about the sun ; for when it is in

the aphelion, the force in its orbit is not great enough to carry il

in a circle about the sun at that distance. It will 'therefore de-

scend from that point towaids the sun willi a variable velocity in

its orbit always increasing till at length it arrives at the perihelion-

point, wlu're'its velocity is greatest of all. But, as in this situation

its projectile force, or velocity in it< orbit, is gn nier than that by
which it can describe a circle about the sun, it will necessarily fly

oil', and recede from the sun to greater and greater distances,' hut
with a velocity always decreasing, all which is evideiil, from the

variable ratio of these two forces above and helow what is nect s-

sary to produce a circular motion. But farther, it has been shewn,
tlia't a body, actuated by a centripetal force, w hich is every where
inverselv.as the s<]uaie of tlie distance, must describe a conic sec-

tion about that boily, or point, supposed to be placed in the focus
of the section, and' in all cases where the projectile force is to that

which would carry it in a circle, at the same distance in a i-atio

less than that of v' 2 to I, the section will be an ellipsis. \\*lieii

tlie projectile force is iieaily equal to that of the circle at the same
distance, the ellipsis will dilfer Init little from a ciicle ; and this

'

we find is the case of all the planetary oibits. And, on the other
hand, when the projectile force compared with that of a circle

(= 1), is nearly eciual to ^ '2, then will the orbit be extremely
elliptical, and 'its extreme parts, or ajjsides will nearly coincide

witii a parabola, and such are the orbits we (iiid perlaii'iing to all

the comets, and this is the reason why astronomers generally iii.:ke

use of the curve of a parabola for lalcujatiiig (lie motion, '])laces,

ami other phajnomena, of comets, in the ))erilielion-parts of their

orbits, which admits of gieater ea^e, expedition, and liardly any
sensible error. But to be more particular, witii regard to the mo-
tion of the comet in every part of its orbit. It must be remem-
bered, that the forces, circular velocities and distances, were all

deliiied by the following equaiion FD V v=fd VV. And since

the comei is actuated by the force of gravity, which every where
increases in proportion, as the square of the distance decreases

;

that is, F :J': : D«; thi^ will give V : r : :^/ d : ^/ D, or the
circular velocity will be every w here inversely as the square root

of the dislnnces'; but the velocity of the comet in its orbit is ever
inversely as the perpendicular to the tangent. From hence it will

follow, "that the comet descends from the aphelion A, fig. i:,, to-

wards the sun S, because its velocity is there less than the circu-

lar velocity ; as it descends to less distances PS, its velocity in

Its orbit increases in a higher proportion than the circular velocity

at the distance PS ; and this will be the case every wbere, till the
comet arrives at the lowest point, or perihelion B, where the pro-

portion of its velocity to that which it had at A, will be as AS to

BS, but the proportion of the circular velocities at B and A
will be, as ^ AS to .v/ BS. Suppose SB = 1, and S A = j, then

will the velocity of the comet at B be four times greater than at

A, but the velocity in the circle at B will only be twice as great

as tiiat in a circle at A. Wlience it easily ii|pears, tliattliece-

locity in the orbit, getting the better of that in the circle, will

carry the comet off again trorn the sun, when it has attained the
lowest point B, since there it is greater than the velocity of the

circle at the same distance ; and, as. it recedes from the sun, Hie

v«locity
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velocity in the orbit will decrease much faster than the circular

velocity ; the latter will prevail by degrees, ami cause the coniet

to licicrihe in its ascent a semi-ellipse BDA, equal to that in its de-

scent A KB, till at last, having attained the highest point A, its

motion is then in the direction of the circle AG, but for want of a

suftlcient projectile force, to continue in that circle, it will ilescend

again from tbence towards the sun as before. 'I'lierefore the ve-

locity in the circle prevailing in the higher apsis A, and the velo-

city in tlie orbit in the lower apsis B alternately, will occasion the

coniet to describe tlie same ellipsis perpetually about the sun. We
Uere suppose the planet, or comet, is not affected hy any other

force than that of gravitation to the sun. Further to illustrate this

subject, let a planet be in the three points of its orbit, P, N, M, tig.

15, in its descent toward-; the sun S, and Join SI', SN, S.M ; on the

centre S, with the distance SN, describe the arch N/j, and with

the distance SM, describe the arch M m, then it is evident, when
the planet comes to N, it will be nearer the sun than it was at P,

by the distance P p ; and at M it is nearer the sun tlian at N, by
the distance N m ; now these two distances, or lines, P p and

N m, are called the paracentric velocities of the planet's motion in

those parts of its orbit. On the centre S, describe the arch PV,
and from P let fall the perpendicular P v ; also from N and M
draw the perpendiculars K (/, M o. Lastly, draw M Ji parallel to

tlie tangent LP, and LM parallel to SN, then V r, orp q, denotes

tl.e planet's centrifugal force at the points P or N ; also, tii o de-

notes the same thing at M : and LM is the expression of the cen-
tripetal force, as is evident from what we have said above. From
the points P and M, draw the lines P v, M o, perpendicular to

S N ; then because the triangles PSN, NSM, are equal, (the

times being supposed equal) therefore because the base SN is

common to both) the altitudes P r, M o are equal ; take N ;j =
LM, then the triangles PN r, M n o will be equal and similar,

and PN = M n and N c = o n ; again, in the right line SN
(produced) since SV =: SP, and S;« = SM, we have NV = SP
— SN, and N in = SN — SM ; and consequently NV r= (Nr)
II o -{- y T, and N «i = N H -j- n o — o m ; therefore NV —N ?/i

= Vc -f- ?H o — r. If now we put SP ^ ?/, then Pp:=j,
and NV (or Pp) —N m =^>, then because V r = p 7 =; m o,

therefore j' = '2 ;« o — N n, or fluxion of the paracentric velocity.

Now it is evident, that while the paracentric velocity > increases,

its fluxion ji will be negative or — y =K n — '2 mo, till at

length it becomes nothing, or y := 2 »« o — N 11 =: o, in which
case 2 OT o := N 71. After this, the paracentric velocity.> decreases

and its fluxion is aflirmative, or -^ y ='2 m o — N « ; till the

planet arrives at B, where it entirely vanishes. From hence we
learn. First, that in the descent of the planet from its aphelion-

distance A, towards the sun, its paracentric velocity begins and
increases till it arrives at a certain point ; after which it decreases

continually, till it vanishes in tlie aphelion-point B, or its velocity

of access to the sun is accelerated in the first part of its orbit, and
retarded in the last ; and vice versS in regard to its recess in the

other part of its orbit. Secondly, the fluxion of the paracentric

velocity — y ;= N ;> — 2 m o shews, that so long as the said ve-

locity continues to increase, or be accelerated, twice the centri-

fugal force (2 7n 0) will be less than the centripetal force N ».

Thirdly, when the paracentric velocity is a maximum, or greatest

of all, the centripetal force (N a) is equal to twice the centrifugal

force {m 0). Fourthly, from the time the paracentric velocity

continues to decrease, till it vanisheth at B, the centripetal force,

or gravity (N n,) will be less than twice the centrifugal force

ini 0). But that gravity N n can never decrea-e so far, as to be-

come equal to the centripetal force in o, even in the perihelion-

point B. is what we shall shew by and by. Let the triangles PSN
and MSN be equal, or described in equal times ; then will SN
X N /) = SM X M m, then it will be Njs : M ;« : : SM : SN.
Let i K be the latus rectum, or parameter of the elliptic orbit,

and L X " be a constant rectangle, equal to SM x M m. Put

SM =. D, and IK = L. Then the arch M in = ~, and M

L- «' ,
,

M m'-
, . . ff' L'

m- = -—;— , add m o =^
_

=: (as above) =: ceatn-

fugal force. Again the centripetal force, or gravity LM, is in-

versely as D-, or directly, as M vi-, or as

(dividing by the constant quantity { L,)

a'- L-
; that is,

D'-
is as the force

of gravity.

21. u>
to

Wherefore gravity is to the centrifugal force, as

L. That is, the force of gravityD to'
ly. ' " 2D'

is to the centrifugal force every wl-.erc, as the distance of a pla-

net to a fourth part of the latus rectun; of the ellipsis. Let lO =
i IS = i L, then in the point I, gr.ivity is to tiie centrifugal force,

as IS is to 10, or as 2 to I, and consequently, the paracentric ve-

locity in the point I, will be the greatest of all, or a maximum.
Besides the velocity of a planet's motion hitherto mentioned,

th'^re is one other, which is called the angular velocity of a
planet in its orbit. In order to estimate this, it must be con-

sidered, that any angle is greater in proportion, as the arch de-

scribed with a given radius is so. And also, when the arch is

given, the angle will be less in proportion, as the radius is greater;

and therelbre every angle will be in a ratio compounded 01 the

direct ratio of the arch, and reciprocal ratio of the radius, and
farther we have just now slie«n that in the case of describing equal

areas, the arches are inversely as the radii ; therefore, in this case

of a planet's motion, the angles described in equal times will be
inversely as the squares ot the radii.
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MECHLIN, or MALINES, a lordship, and district in the

late Austrian province of Brabant, now included in the department
of the Dylc.
Mechlin, or Malines, a city of France, in the department

«f tin; Dyle, late capital of the above district, 12 miles N. E. of

;

Brussels, 12 S.E. of Antwerp, aud 10 N. \V. of Louvain. Lou. M.

34. E. Lat. 51. 2. N.
MECHOACAN, a province of Mexico, bounded on the N.

by Panuco and Gaudalajara, E. by Pannco and Mexico Proper,

S. by the Pacific Ocean, and W, by Guadalajara and the South

J sea.
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Sea. The soil is cxccedinglv fertile ; and the climate so whole-
some, that tlie Spaniards su;)]josl' it to be possessed of some pecu-
liarly restorative quality; tor which reason the sick and intirni

Hock to it from all quarters. Thecomniodiliesare sulphur, indigo,

sarsaparilla, sassafras, cocoa, vanilloes, ambergrise, hides, wool,

cotton, silk, sugar, mechoacan, and silver. 'I'his province was
an independent kingdom when Me.xico was reduced by Cortez.

Mechoacan, the capital of the above province. It is a large

and elegant tily, finely decorated, and has a grand cathedral ; 1 lU

miles W. of Mixico.
MECKENHEIM,a town of France in the department of

Sarre, and late archbishopric of Cologne, IB miles S. \V. ot

Cologi>.

MECKLENBURG, in the late German constitution, a diichy
of Germany, which contained those of Srhwerin and Gustro,
and was bounded on the E. by Poinerania ; S. by the niar-

qnisate of Brandenburg and the duchy of Luncjiburg; VV. by
Holstein and Saxe-Lawenburg; and N. by the Baltic Sea.
Their greatest length is about UO miles, and greatest breadth up-
wards of 60. The soil consists, in general, either of sand, or
larije and desolate heaths, interspersed with moors, woods, fens,

and lakes. It yields oats, rye, and barley, but v?ry little w heat.

It breeds a considerable number of sheep and cattle, has plejity

offish, with stone-<|uarries, salt-springs, alum, iron, and some
j

topper. The principal rivers are the Elbe, Stor, which run into
the Elbe; and tlie Reckenitz, Peene, Warno, and Stopenifz,
which fall into the Baltic; on which it has only one harbour, viz.

that of Rostock.
Mecklenburg, a town, anciently the capital of the above

duchy, formerly called Megapolis, or the Great City, from its

great extent. It Iies2 miles S. of Wisniar.

Mecklenbvug, a county of Virginia.

Mecklenburg, a town in the above county, 70 miles S. W. of
Hichmoiid.

Mecklenbubg, a county of N. Carolina. Charlotte is the
capital.

MECKLEY, a country of Asia, bounded on the N. by Thibet,
E. by China, S. by Ava, and W. by thick forests, which separate
it from Bengal; 350 miles long, and 170 broad; subject to the
king of Ava. Lon. 93. 20, to 93. 40. E. Lat. 22. 30, to 27.
40. N.
MECON, or MENAN, a large river of Asia, which rises in

the mountains of Thibet, and falls into tiie E. Sea, above 200 miles
S. of Cambodia.
MECONIUM, [|u>iKu.i'iov,] in pharmacy, the extract of Bri-

tish poppies, and has all the virtues of foreign opium, but in a
somewhat lower degree.

Meconium, in medicine, a black thick fseces gathwed in the
intestines of infants, and brought with them into the world at the
time of their birth. If this matter is not soon purged off, it occa-
sions gripes, &c. A tea-spoonful of true castor oil is an excellent
purge, but the first milk from the mother's breast is usually suffi-

cient, if it flow in due time.

MECRAN, a province of Persia, anciently called Gedrosia,
bounded N. by Segestan and Candahar, E. by Hindoostan,
S. by the Indian Sea, and W. by Kerman. Kidge is the capital.

MEDAL, a substance generally of metal in the form of coin,
such as was either current money among the ancients, or struck on
any particular occasion, to pre^erve to posterity the portrait of
some great person, or the memory of some illustrious action.
Scaliger derives the word medal from the Arabic metlialia ; a sort
of coin with a human head upon it. But the opinion of Vossius
is generally received ; viz. that it comes from metaliwm, metal ; ol
which substance medals are commonly made. For information on
this subject, see Numismatography.
MEDALLIONS, or MEDALIONS, large antique stamps

or medals. They are supposed to have been anciently struck by

the emperors for their friends, and for foreign princes ajid ambassa-
dors. But, that thesmallness of their number might not endanger
the loss of the devices they bore, the Romans generally took care
to stamp the subject ot them upon their ordinary coins. Medal-
lions were exempted from all commerce, and had no other value

than what was set upon them by the fancy of tlie owner.
MEDEA, in fabulous history, a celebrated sorceress, daughter

of i'Eetes king of Colchis. Her mother's name, according to the
more received opinion of Hesiod and Hyginus, was Idyia. .She

was 1 he niece ol Circe. When Jason came to Colchis in quest
of the golden lieece, Medea became enamoured of him, and to

her weU-dnected labours the Argonauts owed their preservation.

Medea had an interview with her lover in the temple ot Ilecate:
where they swore eternal fidelity. When Jasou had overcome all

difficulties, .Medea embarked with the conquerors for Greece. To
stop the pursuit of her father, she tore to pieces her brother Ab-
syrtes, and left hi» mangled hmbs in the way through which .,Eetes

was to pass.

MEDEBACH, a town in Westphalia; 32 milesW. of Cassel.

Lon. 29. 7. E. Lat. 51. 4. N.
MI'^DELPADIA, a province of Sweden, in Nordland.
MEDEMBLICK, or MEDENBLICK, an ancient town of

Holland, in the department of the Texel, and late province of N.
Holland, at the entrance mtu the Zuyder Zee; 15 miles N. E. of
Alcmaer, and JD N. of Amsterdam.
MEDEOLA, Climein'g African Asparagus ; in botany, a

genus of the hexandria order, and trigynia class of jjlants; natural

order, Sarmentaceaj. Calyx none ; corolla sexparlite, revoluted ;

berry trispermoiis. There are two species.

RIEDIA, the ancient seal of a powerful empire, now the pro-

vince of Ghilai) in Persia, was bounded, according to Ptolemy, on
the N. by part of the Caspian Sea; S. by Persia, Susiana, and
Assyria; E. by I'arthia and Hyrcania; and W. by Arnicn-.a Ma-
jor. It was anciently divided into several provinces, viz. Tro-
patene, Charomithrene, Dantes Marciane, Amariace, and Syro-
Media. By a latter division, however, all these were reduced to

two; the one called Media Magna, the other Media Atropalia, or
simply Atropatene. Media Magna was bounded by Persia, Par-
thia, Hyrcania, the Hyrcanian Sea, and Atropatene, and contained
the cities of Ecbatan, Laodicea, Apamea, Kaga, Rageia or Ragea,
&c. Atropatene lay between the Caspian mountains and the Cas-
pian Sea. This country originally took its name from Madai, the
third son of Japhet ; as is plain from Scripture, where the Medes
are constantly called Madai. Some derive the name from Medus
the son of Jason and Medea ; others from a city called Media.
Sextus Rufus tells us, that in his time it was called Medena, and
from others we learn that it was also called Aria.

MEDIANA, a vein or little vessel, made by the union of the
cephalic and basilic, in the bend of the elbow.

MEDIASTINE, or MEDIASTINUM, in anatomy, a double
membrane, formed by a duplicature of the pleura; serving to di-

vide the thorax and the lungs into two parts, and to sustain the
viscera, and prevent their falling from one side of the thorax to the
other. See Anatomy.
MEDIATOR, in Scripture, is applied, 1. To Jesus Christ,

who is the only intercessor and peace-maker between God and
man, (1 Tim. ii. 5.) 2. To Moses, who interposed between
the Lord and his people, to declare unto them his word ; Deut. v.

5. iii. 19.

MEDICAGO, Snail-Trefoil ; in botany, a genns of the de-

candria order, and diadelphia class of plants; natural order, Pa-
pilionacea?. Legumen compressed, screwed ; carina of the co-
rolla luring down from the vexillum. There are nine species, low
trailing plants, adorned with small yellow flowers, succeeded by
small, round, snail-shaped fruit, which are downy, and armed
with a few short spines. They are all easily propagated by'
seeds. I

MEDICINE.

MEDICINE, is the art of preventing, curing, or alleviating,
those diseases to which the human species are subjected.

History.
The fabulous history of the ancients derives this art iinraediafeir

'

from
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from their gods; and, even among tlie moderns, some think that

it may justly be considered as ol divine revelation. Bvit without
adopting any supposition of which no evidence can be given, we
may conclude tliat men were early led to it from casual observa-
tions on the diseases to whidi they found themselves suhiected ;

and that therefore, it is nearly as ancient as the human race. 13wt

at what period it began to be practised as an art, by individuals

following it a' a profession, is not known. The most ancient phy-
sicians we read of were those 'vlio embalmed the patriarch Jacob
by order of his son Joseph. Moses styles these physicians servants

to Joseph : whence we are certain that they were not priests, as the

first physicians are generally supposed to have been ; for in that

age the Kgyptian priests were in such high favour, that thev re-

tained their liberty, when, tlirough a public calamity, all the rest

of the people became slaves to the king. It is not prol^able, there-

fore, that among the Egyptians, religion and medicine were origi-

nally conjoined. That the Jewish physicians were absolutely dis-

tinct fiom their priests, is very certain; for when king Asa was dis-

eased in his feet, " he sought not to the Lord, but to the physi-

cians." Hence it is clear, that among the Jews the medicinal art

was considered as a mere human invention ; and it was tlioughl

that the Deity never cured diseases by making people acquainted
with the virtues of this or that herb, but only by his miraculous

power. That the same opinion prevailed among tlie heathens who
resided near the Jews, is also probable from what is recorded of

Ahaziah king of Judah, who baling sent messengers to inquire

of Haal-zebub god of Ekron concerning his disease, he did not

desire any remedy from him or his priests, but only to know
whether he should recover or not. The Greeks had several per-

sons to whom they attributed the invention of physic, particularly

Prometheus, Apollo, and jEsculapius. But as the Greeks were a

very warlike people, their physic seems to have been little else

than what is now called surgery, or the cure of wounds, fractures,

&c. Hence .Esculapius, his pupil Chiron, and his sons Machaon
and Podalirius, are celebrated" by Homer only for their skill in

curing these, without any mention of their attempting the cures

of internal diseases. They might, however, occasionally prescribe

for internal disorders; but as they were most conversant with

wounds, we may suppose the greatest part of their skill to have
consisted in knowing how to cure these. Hippocrates, who
flourished between the SOth and the 88th Olympiad, about B. C.
400, is the most ancient author whose writings expressly on the

medical art are preserved; and he is therefore justly considered as

tlie father of physic. Even the medical knowledge of Pythagoras,
< 1 much celebrated as a philosopher, can hardly be considered as

any thing more than conjectural. But from the time of Hippo-
crates, medicine seems to have assumed the form of a science, and
10 have been practised as a profession. In his writings we find a'

general principle adopted, which he calls Nature. " Nature (says

le) is ot itself sufficient to every animal. She performs every
ihing that is necessary to them, without neetling the least instruction

'rum any one h"w to do it." Upon this footing, as if Nature had
i en a principle endowed with knowledge, he gives her the title

'I just; and ascribes virtues or powers to her, by means of which
performs all her operations in the bodies of animals: and dis-

putes the blood, spirits, and hest, through all parts of the body,
tiiich by these means receive life and sensation. And he adds,

Int it is this faculty which gives nourishment, preservation, and
.vth, to all things. The manner in which nature acts, or com-
iids her subservient powers to act, is by attracting what is good

I agreeable to each species, and by retaining, preparing, and
iiigingit; and on the other side in rejecting whatever is super-

luis or hurtful, after she has separated it from the good. This
i:e foundation of the doctiine of depuration, concoction, and
IS in fevers, so uiuch insisttd upon by Hippocrates and most

iir physicians. He supposes also, that every thing has an in-

.lationto be joined to what agrees with it, and to remove from
very thing contrary to it ; and likewise that there is an atiinity be-

iveen the several pa'ts of the body, by which they mutually
ympathize with each other. When he attempts to explain what
lature is, he is obliged to resolve it into heat, which, lie says ap-

ears to have sometii'ng immortal in it. As far a;; he attempts to

xplaii) the causes nf disease, he refers much to the humours of
be body, particularly to the blood and the bile. He treats also

I the effects of sleep, watchings, exercise, and rest, and thebene-
voi. III.— NO. 138.

lit or mischief we may receire from them. Of all the causes of
diseases, mentioned by Hippocrates, the most general are diet and
air. On diet he composed several books, and in the choice of
this he was exactly careful, as his practice turned almost wholly
upon it. He also studied the air very much; he examined what
winds blew ordinarily or extraordinarily; he considered the ir-

regularity of the seasons, the rising and setting of stars, and the
time of certain constellations; of the solstices, and of the equi-

noxes; those days in his opinion, produring great alterations in

certain diseases. He does nut, however, attempt to explain how,
from these causes, the great variety of distempers arises. All that

he says with regard to this is, that the different parts of the body,
produce a great variety of distempers. Some ofthese he accounted
mortal, others dangerous, and the rest easily ciirablf, according to

the cause whence tliey spring, and the parts on which they fall.

He also distinguishes diseases, from the time of their duration,
into acute or short, and chronical or long: as well as by the par-

ticular places where they prevail, whether ordinary or extraor<li-

nary. The former, wliich are frequent and familiar to certain

places, he called endemic diseases; the latter, which ravage ex-
traordinarily sometimes in one place, sometimes in another, and
seize great numbers at certain times, he. called epidemic, that is,

popular diseases; and of this kind the most terrible is the plague.
He likewise mentions a third kind which he calls sporadic, or
straggling diseases; these include all the dill'erent sorts of distem-

pers which invade at any one season, which are sometimes of one
sort, and sometimes of another. He distinguished betsveen those

diseases which are hereditary, or born with us, and those which are

contracted afterwards ; and between those of a kindly and those

of a malignant nature ; the former are easily cured, but the latter

give the physicians a great deal of trouble, and are seldom over-

come by all their care. Hippocrates remarked four stages in dis-

tempers ; yiz. the beginning of the disease, its augmentation, its

state or height, and its declination. In such diseases as terminate

fatally, death comes in place of the declination. In the third stage

therefore, the change is most considerable, as it determines the

fate of the sick person ; and this is most commonly done by means
ofa crisis. By this word he understood any sudden change in

sickness, whether for the better or for the worse, whether health or
death succeed immediately. Hippocrates imagined diseases to

be only a disturbance of the anintal oeconomy, with which Nature
was perpetually at variance, and using her utmost endeavours to

expel the offending cause ; by reducing to their natural state those

humours whose discord occasions the disturbance of the whole
body, whether in relation to their quantity, quality, mixture, mo-
tion, or any other way in which they become offensive. The
principal means employed by nature for this end he calls con-

-

coction. By this he understood the bringing of the morbific matter
in the humours to such a state, as to be easily fitted for expulsion.

When matters are brought to this pass, whatever issuperfiuous or

hurtful immediately empties itself, or nature points out to physi-

cians the way by which such an evacuation is to be accomplished.

The crisis takes place either by bleeding, stoo', vomit, sweat, urine,

tumors orabscesses, scabs, pimples, spots, &c. But these evacua-

tions are not to be considered as the effects ol a true crisis, unless

they are in considerable quantity ; small discharges not being suf-

ficient to make a crisis. Small discharges are a sign that nature is

depressed by the load of humours, arul'that she lets them go
through weakness and continual irritation. What comes off' in

this manner is crude, because the distemper is yet too strong;

and while matters remain in this state, nothing but a bad or im-

perfect crisis is to be expected. This shews that the distemper

triumphs, or at least is equal in strength to nature, which prog-

nosticates death, or a prolongation of the disease. In this last

case, however, nature often attempts a new -crisis more happy
than the former, after having made fresh efforts to advance the

concoction of the humours, which cannot be made but in a cer-

tain time, as every fruit has a limited time to ripen. But what has

chiefly contributed to procure the vast respect paid to Hippo-
crates, is his industry in observing the most minute circumstances

of diseases, and his exactness in describing every thing that hap-

pened before, and at the same time with them ; and likewise what

appeared to give ease, and what to increase the malady : which is

called writing the history of a disease. Thus he not only distin-

guished one disease from another by the signs which properly be-

6 B 'long
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long to each ; but Liv comparing the same sort of liisteiiiper which

happened to severalpcrsons, and the accidents wliich usually ap-

peared before and after, he could often foretel a disease beiure it

came, and afterwards give a right judgement of the event of it.

By tliis way of prognosticating, he came to be exceedingly ad-

mired ; and Uiis may justly be said to be his master-piece ; for, as

Celsus remarks, succeeding physicians, though they found out

several new things, yet were obliged to Hippocrates for all that

they knew of signs. The fn-st thing Hippocrates considered, wdien

called to a patient, was his looks. It was a good sign to have a

visaoe resembling that of a person in health, and Ihc same with

what he had before the disease. As it varied from this, so nuicli

llie greater danger was apprehended. The condition of the pa-

tient is also shewn by his posture in bed. If lie lies on one side.

Ills body, neck, legs, and arms, a Utile contracted, wiiich is the

posture of a man in health, it is a good sign: if he lies on his back,

hi; arms stretched out, and his legs hanging down, it is a sign of

great weakness ; when he slides down towards the feet, it denotes

{leatli. When a patient in a burning fever is continually feeling

about with his hands and fingers, and moves them up before his

face and eyes, as if he were going to take away something before

them; or on his bed-covering, as if he was picking or searching

for little straws, or taking away some filth, or drawing out little

(locks of wool ; all this is a sign that he is delirious, and that he

will die. Among the other signs of delirium he adds this. When
a patient who naturally speaks little begins to talk more than he

used to do, or when one that talks much becomes silent, this

change is to be reckoned a sort of delirium, or a sign that tlie pa-

tient will soon fall into one. The frequent trembling or starting

of the tendons ofthewrist, presage likewise a delirium. Hippo-

crates was much more afraid of those deliriums that run upon

mournful subiecis, than such as are accompanied with mirth.

When a patient breathes fast, and is oppressed^ it is a sign that he

is in pain, and that the parts above the diaphragm are inflamed.

Breathing long, or when the patient is a great while in taking his

breath, shews him to be delirious ; but easy and natural respiration

is always a good sign. Hippocrates depended much on respiration

in making his prognostics; and tliereforc carefully describes the

different nianner of a patient's breathing. Continual watchings,

in acute diseases, are signs of present pain, or approaching de-

lirium. Hippocrates also drew signs from all kinds of excrements,

but his most remarkable prognostics were from the urine. The
urine is best when the sediment is white, soft to the touch, and of

an ecpial consistence. If it continue so during the course of the

distemper, ana till the crisis, the patient is in no danger, and will

soon be well. This he called concocted urine, or what denotes

the concoction of the humours; and he said, that this concoction

of the urine seldom appeared thoroughly, but on the days of the

crisis which put an end to the distemper. His prognostics from

the excretions by stool areas follow: Those that are soft, yellow-

ish, of some consistence, and not of an extraordinary ill smell,

that answer to the quantity of what is taken inwardly, and that are

voided at the usual hours, are the best. They ought to be of a

thicker consistence when the distemper is near the crisis ; and

it is a good prognostic, when some worms, round and long, are

evacuated at the same time. The prognosis, however, may still

be favourable, though the matter excreted be thin and liquid,

provided the evacuation be not too noisy, or in a small quantity,

or too often ; or in so great abundance, or so often, as to make the

patient faint. All matter that is watery, white, of a pale green, or

red, or frothy and viscous, is bad. That which is blackish, or of

a livi<l hue, is the most pernicious. That which is pure black, and

notliina else but a discharge of black bile, always prognosticates

very ill. The matter that is of several different colours, ilenote^

the length and danger of the distemper. Hippocrates places in

tiie same class the matter that is bilious or yellow, and mixed with

blood, or green and black, or like the dregs or scrapings of the

guts. The stools that consist of pure bile, or entirely of phlegm,

he also reckoned very bad. \lalter cast up by vomiting ought to

be mixed with bile and phlegm ; where one of these humours only

is observed, it is worse. That wliich is black, livid, green, or ol

the colour of a leek, indicates alarminj; consequences ; a.s well a^.

that which smells very ill ; and if at he same time it be livid, death

is not far oil". The vomiting of blood is very often mortal. The
spittin^ji which give ease in diseases of the lungs and in pleurisies,

are those tliat come up readily and withoat ditficulty ; and it is

good if they be mixed at the beginning with much yellow ; but

if they appear of the same colour, or are red, long after the be-

ginning of the distemper, or are salt and acrimonious, and C3u^e

violent coughing, they are bad. Spittuigs purely yellow are bad;

and those that are white, viscous, and frothy, give no ease. White-

ness is a good sign of concoction in regard to spittings ; but they

ought not at all to be, viscous, nor too thick, nor too clear. He
formed the same judgement of the excrements of the nose, accord-

ing to their concoction and crudity. Spittings that are black,

green, ami red, are of very bud c onsequeuce. In iiiliammalioi.s

01 the luiiga, those that are mixed with bile and blood prcsagu

well, if they appear at the beginning, but are bad- if they arise nut

about the seventh day. But the worst sign in these distempers is,

when there is no expectoration at all, ami the too great (iu.iiitily

ot matter that is ready to be discharged this way makes a rattling

in the breast. After spiiting of blood, the discharge of purulent

matter often follows, whicii brings on a consumption, antl at last

deaili. A kind good sweat is that which arises on the day of the

crisis, and is discharged in abundance all over the body, and at

the same time from all parts of the body, and thus carries off the

fever. A cold sweat is alarming, especially in acute fevers, for in

others it is only a sign of long continuance. When the patient

sweats no where but on the head and neck, it is a sign tliat the

disease will be long and dangerous. A gentle sweat in some par-

ticular jiart, of the head and breaft, for instance, gives no relief, but
denotes the seat of the distemper, or the weakness of the part.

This kind of sweat was called by Hippocrates ephidrosis. The
Hypochondria, or the abdomen in general, ought always to be
soft and even, as w ell on the right side as on the left. When there

is any hardness or unevenness in those parts, or heat and swellings,

or when the patient cannot endure to have it touched, it is a sign

the intestines are indisposed. Hippocrates also inquired into the

state of the pulse, or the beating of the arteries. The most an-

cient physicians, however, and even Hippocrates himself, for a
long time, by this word understood the violent pulsation that is

felt in an inflamed part, without putting the fingers to it. Hippo-
crates, used very few medicines, but was generally contented with

observing what nature is able to accomplish without the aid of the
physician. That this vsas really the case, appears from his books
intituled, "Of epidemical Distempers ;" which are, as it were,
journals of his practice, for there he often does nothing more than
describe the symptoms of a distemper, and what had happened to

the patient day after tlay, to his death or recovery, without men-
tioiiing any kind of remedy. Sometimes, however, he did use

remedies; but these were very simple and few.

Diet was the first, the principal, and often the only remedy he
made use of: by means of it he opposed moist to dry, hot to cold,

&c.; and thus he supported nature, and assisted her to overcome the
malady. 'J'he dietic part of medicine was so much tlie invention
of Hippocrates himself, that he claimed to be the author of it;

and says, that the ancients had wrote almost nothing concerning
thcdiet of the sick, having omitted this point, though it was one
of the most essential parts of the art. 'I'he diet he prescribed for

patients labouring under acute distempers, differed from that which
he ordered for those under chronical ones. In the former, he
preferred liquid food to solid, especially in fevers. For these he
used a sort of broth made of cleansed barley, which he called

ptisan. The manner in which the ancients prepared ptisan was

this: They first steeped the barley in water till it was plumped up;
and afterwards they tlried it in the sun, and beat it to take ofi'tlie

huik. They next ground it ; and having let the Hour boil a long
time in the water, they put it out into the sun, and when it was
dry they pressed it close. This flour was properly the ptisan.

They did almost the same thing with wheat, rice, lentils, and other

grain; but they gave these ptisans the name ot the grain whence
they were extracted, as ptisun of lentils, rice, &c. whereas the pli-

s;iii of barley was called simply ptisan, on account of its excellency.

To use it, they boiled one part ot it in 10 or l;i of water; antl

when it began to grow plump in boiling, they added a little vine-

gar, and a small (piantity of anise or leek, to keep it iroin clogg-

ing or filling the stomach with wind. Hippocrates prescribes this

broth boiled with the fat of a goat, for women that have pains it

their belly after delivery. He preferred tlie ptisan to all othei

food in levers, because it was soft, and of eaty digestion. In:

conlinua
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contiii'.ial fevor, he tfrdL-reii the patient to begin with a ptisan of a

I'lettv tliick consistence, an<l go on by little and little^ lessening i

the quantity of harley-lloiiras the heit;ht of tlie distcmperapproacU-

ed ; so tlia't he did not feed the patient but with uhat he called the

juice of the ptisan; that i-^, the ptisan -strained, where th;'re

v.as vcrv little of the flour remaining, that nature, being clis-

iirged in part from tlie care of digesting the aliments, might
e more easily hold out, and overcome the dislemptr, or

"K- cause of it. He caused the ptisan to be taken twice a-day by
Mich patients as in health u^ed to lake two meals a-day ; but he

uould not allow it twice a-day to those who eat but once a-day in

he.ilth. In tile paroxysm of a fever, he gave nothing; and in all

i-tenipers where there are exacerbations, he forbad nourishnu-iit

i lie the exacerbalions continued. lie let children eat more;
III those who wer*? grjwn up, or were of an advanced age, less

;

n;aUing allowance, however, for the custom of e.ich patient, or

lor that ol the country. But though he would not allow too nuich

food to the sick, heprohiuited long abstinence, esjjecially in the

l)i>ginuing of fevers. The contrary practice, he said, weakened
the patients too much during the lirst days of the distemper, by
which means their physicians were obliged to allow tliem more
food when the illness' was at its height. iksides, in acute dis-

tempers, and parlicidariy in levers, he prescribed relreshing and
moistening nourisiiment; and among other articles, oranges, me-
lons, spinach, gourd, an 1 dock. Tliis food he gave to those \i ho
could eat, or take something more than a ptisan. The Drink he

Sive to his patients was made of 8 parts of water and one of honey.

Ill some distempers he added a little vinegar ; tiiey lud also ano-

ther sort named xvy-m, or mixture ; which consisted of rue, anise,

celery, coriander, juice of pomegranate, the rouohest red-wine,

water, flour of wheat and barley, with old cheese made of goat's

milk. Hippocrates did not approve of giving plain water to the

sick ; but he did not forbid wine, even in acute distempers and
fevers, provided the patients were not delirious, nor had pains in

the head. He preferred white wine that is clear and has a great

deal of water, with neither sweetness nor flavour. These are the

chief particulars concerning diet prescribed by Hippocrates in

acute distempers ; in chronical ones he made much use of milk

and whey. In many diseases he judged the Batii a proper reme-

dy. Among the circumstances necessary to cause the patient to

receive benetit from it, the following are the principal. The pa-

tient must remain still and (|uiet in his place without speaking,

wliile the assistants throw water over his head, or are wiping him
dry ; for which li^t purpose he desired them to keep sponges, in-

stead of that instrument called by the ancients strigil, which served

to rub off from the skin the dirt left upon it, by the unguents and
oils with which they anointed themselves. He must also take care

not to catch cold; and must not bathe immediately after eating

and drinking, nor eat or drink immediately after coming out of

the bath. It should also be inquired, if the patient has been ac-

customed to bathe while in health, and whether he has been bcnc-

rited by it. He must abstain from the bath when the body is too

open, or too costive, or when he is too weak: or if he has an in-

clination to vomit, a great loss of appetite, or bleeds at the nose.

The advantage of the bath consists in moistening and refreshing,

Liking away weariness, making the skin soft and the joints pliant;

in provokinj urine, and opening the nostrils and otiier excreto-
ries. He allows two baths in a day to those who have been ac-

customed to it. In chronical distempers Hippocrates approved
iiuich of exercise, Ihoujih he did not allow it in acute ones; but
even in these he did not ihiiik that a patient ought always to lie a-

bed ; but says, " we must sometimes push the timorous out of

bed, and rouse up the lazy." When dit t and exercise were not

sufficient to e?.se nature of a burden of corrupted humonis, he
made use of other means, of which Purgation was one. I5y this

word he understood all the means used to discharge the stomach
and bowels; though it commonly signifies only evacuation bv
stool.

Blood-Letting was another method of evacuation used by
!Iip[)ocrates. One aim he had in this, besides the mere evacua-
ti<in, was to divert or recal the course of the blood, when he
imagined it was going where it ought not. A third end of bleed-
ing was to procure a Iree motion of tlie blood and spirit^ ; upon
which subject he had formed a very absurd theory. His fourth

intention for bleeding was refreshment. In the iliac pa^siou, he

ordered bleeding in the arm and in the head; "that the superior
venter, or the breast, may cease to be overheated."
Of the external remedies prescribed by Hippocrates, Fomen-

tations were the chief. These were of two kind-. The oneuas
a bath, in which the patient sat in a vessel full of a decocti vn of
simpl;s appropriated to his malaiiy ; so that the part affected was
soaked in the decoction. The second way of lomenting was, to
put warm water into a skin or bladder, or even into a copper or
earthen vessel, and apply it to the part afTected ; as, e. g. in a pleu
risy. They used likewise a large sponge, which they dipped in the
uater, or oilier hot liquor, and squeezed out part of the litpior

liefore th.ey applied it. The same use was made ol barley, vetches,
or bran, boiled in some liquor, aiurapplied in a linen-bag. The^e
are called moist fomentations. The dry ones were made of salt

or millet, heated considerably, and applied to the part. Another
kind of fomentation was the vapour of some hot liquor ; an in-

stance of which we liad in his first book of Women's Dis-
tempers.

Fumigations were likewise often used by Hi;ipocrafe3. In
the quinsey, he burned hyssop with sulphur and pitch, and caused
the smoke to be drawn into the throat by a funnel ; and thiH
brought away phlegm through the mouth aiid nose.

Gargles v\'ere also knov.n to Hippocrates. In the quinsey he
used a gargle of marjoram, savory, celery, mint, and nitre, boiled
with water and a little vinegar, ^\'hen this was strained, they
added honey to it, and washed their mouths frequently with it.

Oils and ointments were likewise much used by him to abate pain,

to ripen boils, rejolve tumours, refresh afler weariness, make the
body supple, &c.
Cataplasms were made of powders or herbs, steeped or boiled

in water, or some other liquor, to which sometimes they added
oil. I'hey were used to soften or resolve tumours, ripen ab-
scesses, &c. though they had also cooling cataplasms made of the
leaves of beets or oak, tig or olive-trees, boiled in water.

To complete the catalogue of external remedies used bv Hip-
pocrate,', we must mention his Collyrium. It was compounded
of powders, to which was added a small quantity of some oint-

ment, or juice of a plant, to make a solid or dry mass ; the form of
which Was long and round. After Hippocrates, medicine in ancient
Greece gradually derived improvement from tlie labours of other
physicians of eininence. There were three in particular to «hom its

|)rogress seems to hare been indebted, viz. Praxauoras, Erasivtra-

tus, and Herophilus. According to Celsus, medicine, about this

time, was first divided into three branches, viz. the dietetic, the
pharmaceutical, and the chirnrgicul. The lirst employed a pro-

|jer regimen in the cure of diseases ; the second medicines ; and
the third the operation of the hands: and these three branches be-

came now the business of as many distinct classes; so that, from
this period, we may date the origin of the professions of physicians,

apothecaries, and surgeons. Before this periotl, physicians dis-

charged the several offices belonging to all the three professions.

The first gr.uid revolution after this period, was the founding of
the empiric sect by Sf lapion of Alexandria, about 15. C. 28T. The
division into dogmatics and empirics had indeed subsisted before ;

but about this time the latier party began to grow strong, and to

have champions publicly defending their cause. Galen sa}S, that

Serapion in his writings discovered an excess of pride, self-suffi-

ciency, an 1 conterapl for all physicians that had gone bcfoic him.
C. AureVunus says, that, in his practice, he retained the medicines

of Hippocrates and the former physicians, though lie rejected

tiieir reasoning. His works being lost as uell ai those of the
ether empirics, we should have known nothing of them, if their

adversaries bad not quoted them to confute them. The empirics

adiiutted only one giiieral method of ohtainir.g skill in the medi-
c.il art, viz. by sj^Tn^i.-s, experience. Prom this word they took

their name, and relu-ed to be called afler the founder, cr any
champion of their sect. They defined experience, " a knowledge
derived from the evidence of sense." F'or acquiring practical

skill they recommended Tisurif, or one's own observation, and the

reading of cast-s faithfully related by olhers. Hence they said,

we are enabled to know a disease by its resemblance to others

;

and, when new diseases occurred, to conclude what was proper to

be done from the symptoms they had in common with others be-
fore known. They asserted, that observation ought to.be em-
ployed, first, in discovering what things arc salutary, and what are

inditlereut

;
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indilTerciit ; and, second, what particular disease is produced by a

cerlain coiuurreiioe of symptoms; for they did not tall every

symptom a disease, but only such a combination of them, as from

long eNperieiice they found to accompany each other, and pro-

duce such disorders' as began anil terminated in tlie same manner.

The Dogmatists, en the other hand, affirmed, that there was a

jieccssity for knowing the latent as well as the evident cau-cs of

diseases; and that tiie pliysician ouglit to understand the natural

actions and functions of the human body, by a knowledge of the

internal parts. By secret or latent causes they meant such as re-

lated to tlie principles nf which our bodies are composed, and

which are tlie origin of a good or bad stale of iiealth. They asserted

that it was impossible to know liow to cure a disease, witliout

knowing the cause whence it proceeded; because undoubtedly

they behoved to vary prodigiously, accordingto the different causes

by which they were produced. The next remarkable person, in

the history of medicine, is Asrlepiades, who ilourished in the cen-

tury immediately befnre the Christian a:ra. lie introduced the

philosophy of Democritus and Epicurus iuto medicme, and ridi-

culed the doctrines ol Hippocrates. He asserted, that matter in

It'self was of an unchangeable nature; and that .11 perceptible bo-

dies were composed of a. number of smaller ones, between which

there were inter.-;perse<l an infinity of small spaces totally void ot

all matt'/r. He thought that the soul itself was composed ot these

small bodies. He laughed at the principle called Nature by

Hippocrates, as well as at the imaginary facidlies said by him to be

subservient to her; and still more at his principle of Attraction.

This last Asclepiades denied in every instance, even in that of the

loadstone and steel, affirming that this pluenomenon proceeded
frorti a concourse of corpuscles, and a particular inoditicatioii of

their pores. He also maintained, that nothing happened, or was
produced, withoutsome cause ; and tliat what was called nature,

was in reality no more than matter and motion. From this last

principle, he inferred that Hippocrates knew not what lie said,

when he spoke of Nature as an intelligent being, and ascribed

qualities of different kinds to her. For the same reason he ridi-

culed Hippocrates's doctrine of crises; and asserted that the ter-

mination of diseases might, be as well accounted for from mere
matter and motion. Asclepiades's practice was suited to remove
these imaginary causes of clisorders. He composed a book con-

cerning remedies, which he principally reduced -to three, viz.

gestation, friction, and wine. The next great revolution in the

medicinal art was brought about by Themison, the disciple of As-

clepiades, who liverl a short time before Celsus, about the end of

the reign of Augustus, or beginning of ihat of Tiberius. The sect

founded by him was called methodic, because he endeavoured to

find a method of rendering medicine more easy than formerly.

He maintained, that a knowledge of the causes ot difeases was not

necessarv, provided we observe what diseases have in common,
and analogous to one another. On this principle, lie divided all

diseases into two, or at most three, kuids. The first included dis-

eases arising from strit ture ; the second, those arising from relaxa-

tton ; and the third, those of a mixed nature, or such ?.<; partook

botli of stricture and relaxation. He also asserted, that diseases

are sometimes acute, and sometimes chrnrnical ; that, for a certain

time they increase ; that at a certain time they are at their height;

and that at last they diminish. Acute diseases, therefore, accord-

ing to him, must be treated in one way, and chronical ones in an-

cther ; one method must be followed with such as are in their aug-

mentation, another with such as are in their heig.ht, and a tturtl

with such as are in tlieir declension. The mostskillul of all the

methodic sect, and he who put the Last hand to it, was Soranus.

He lived under Trajan and Adrian, and was a native of Epiiesns.

One of the most celebrated medical writers of anticjui'.y was Cel-

sus, who lived under Tiuerius, but his country is uncertain. It is

even disputed wliether he was a professed physician. Certain it

is, howvver, that his books on medicine are the most valuable of

all the ancients next to those of Hippocrates. From the latter,

indeed, he has taken so much, as to acquire the name of the Latin

Hippocrates; but lie has not attached himself to him so closely as

to reject the assistance of other authors. In many particulars he

lias preferred Asclepiades. About A. D. 131, in the reign of the

emperor Adrian, lived the celebrated Galen, a native of Perga-

mus, whose name makes such a conspicuous hgure in the history

of physic. At this time the dogmatic, empiric, methedic, and

other sects, had each their abettors. The m^thodics were held iiv.

great esteem, and reckoned superior to the dogmatics, who were
strangely divided, some following Hippocrates, other<Erasistralus,

and others Asclepiades. '1 he empirics made the least considera-

ble figure. Galen un<lertook the reformation of medicine, and
restored dogmatism. He seems to have been of that sect called

eclectic, from their choosing out of different authors what tiiey

esteemed good in them, without being particularly attached to any
one. 'i'liis declaration he indeed sets out with, yet he follows

Hippocrates much more than any of tiie rest. Though, before his

time, several physicians had commented on the works of Hippo-
crates, yet Galen says that none of them had understood his mean-
ing. His first attempt, therefore, was to explain the works of

Hippocrates, and next to compose a system of his own. In his

book, intituled, "Of the Establishment of Medicine," he defines

the art to be one which leaches to preserve health and cure dis-

eases. In another book, however, he gives the following defini-

tion: "Medicine (says he) is a science which teaches what is

sound, and what is not so; and what is of an indillierent nature, ot

holds a medium between what is sound and what is tlie rever«e,"

He alVirmed, that there are three things which constitute the ob-

jects of medicine, and w hich the physician ought to consiiler as

sound, as not sound, or of a neutral and indiflerent nature. 1 hes«

are the bodv itself, the signs and the causes. He esteems the hu-

man bodv sound, when it is in a good state with regard to the

simple parts of which it is composed, and when there is a just pro-

portion between the organs formed of these simple parts. On the

contrary, the body is unsound, wlien it recedes from this state,

and the just proportion above-mentioned. It is in a state of in-

difference, when it is in a medium betweeen soundness and its op-

posite state. The salutary signs are such as indicate present health,

and prognosticate that the man may remain in that state for some
time to come. The insalubrious signs indicate a present disorder,

or give cause for suspecting the approach oi one. The neutral or

indifferent signs denote neither health nor indisposition, either for

the present, or the future. In like manner he speaks of causes sa-

lutary, and unsalutaiy, and indilVerent. 1 hese ihree dispositions

of the body, its soundness, the reverse, anda neutral stale, com-
prehend all the differences between health and disease; and each
of them has a certain extent. A perfectly sound habit of body is

very rare, perhaps never to be met with ; but such a model may
be supposed for regulating our judgement with respect to ilifferent

constitutions. On this principle Galen establishes eight other

principal constitutions, all of which differ more or less from the

perfott model. The four (irst are such as have one of the four

qualities of hot, cold, moist, or dry, prevailing in too great a de-
gree ; and receive their denomination from that quality which
prevails most. The four other species receive their denominations
irom a combin.ition of the above-mentioned ; so that, according to

his definition, there inav be a liot and dry, a hot and moist, a cold
and moist, and a cold and drv, constitution. Besides these differ-

ences, there are others, reuilting from occult and latent causes,

which, by Galen, are said to arise from an idiosyncrary of consti-

tution. Galen defined a disease to be " such a preternatural dis-

position or affection of the parts of the body, as primarily, and of

itself, hinders their natural and proper action." He established

three piincipal kinds of diseases; the first nlates to the similar

pirts; the second to the organical ; and the third is common to

both, (ralen's syslem, however, notwithstanding its defects and
absurdities, remained idmost uncontradicted for a very long period.

Indeed it may be considered as having been the prevailing system,
till the i'r.undalion of the Goths and Vandals put an almost entire

step to tl'.i- cultivation of letters in Europe. But during the gene-
ral prevalence of Galen's system, there appeared some writers to

whom medicine was indebted for improvements, at least in cer-

tain particulars. Among the most distinguished of these were
Oribasms, Aeiius, Alexander, and Paulus. The first flourished

in the fouuSi century, and the last in the seventh century. In the

beginning of the sixteenth century, the famous chemist Paracelsus

introduced a new svstcm into medicine, founded on the principles

of his art. The GJalenical system had prevailed till his time ; but

the practice had greatly degenerated, and was become quite tri-

fling. The physicians rejected the use of opium, mercury, and
other eftitacious remedies. Paracelsus, who used these, had

therefore greatly the advantage over thsm ; and now all Uiings re-

lating
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porte<l by bliiul ailliert'pts,

deserved conteiiipt- And
du5trv of Stahl, iioft'iiiaii,

hitinu; to iiii'diciiie were explained on inias'innry clieniicid prinei-

j)l(-s. It will easily be conceived lliat a practice lliiis founded
must have been tlie most dangerous cpiackery. Tlie revival of

learninii, which now took place throughout Europe, the appear-

anie of new distempers, and the natural fondness of niankuid for

novellv, contributed greatly to promote the advancement of inedi-

rine as well as other sciences; while, at the same time, tlie disco-

very of pilnting veiidered (lie comnumication of new opinions as

wlU as new practices so easy, that to enumerate even the names
of lliore who have been justly rendered eminent for medical know-
ledge would be a very tedious task. It was not, howevir, till

'626, that Dr. \Villiam Harvey of London demonstrated and
communicated to the pui'lic one of tlie most important discoveries

respecting the animal a-ionoiri), the circulation of the blood. This

discovery, more.etVectually than any reasoning, overturned all the

svstems which had subsi-led prior to that time. It may justly be

reckoned the most important discovery that has hitherto been

made in tlie healing art ; as it puts the explanation of the pheno-
mena of the animal body, both in a stale of liealth and disease, on

a more solid and rational footing than formerly. It has not, how-
ever, prevented the rise of numerous fanciful and absurd systems.

These, though fashionable for a short time, and strenuously sup-

have yet in no long period fallen into

notwithstandnig the abilities and in-

Boerhaavc, and CuUen, we may vcn-

t'jje to assert, that no general system lias yet been proposed which
is not liable to innumerable, and unsurniountable objections. A'ery

great progress has, indeed, been made in explaining the philoso-

phy of the human body, from ascertaining by decisive experiment
the influence of the circulating, tiie nervous, and the lymphatic,

systems in the animal ccconomy. But every attempt liitherto

uiidc to establish any general theory in medicine, that is to con-

duct the cure of every disease on a few general principles, lias

equallv tended to mislead those who have adopted it. Indeed we
may with conlidence ventureJo assert, that from tlie very nature

of the subject, medicine iloes nut admit of such simplicity. No
one can ileny that the human body consists of a very great num-
ber of didereut parls, both solids and fluids. It is, however,
equally certain, that each of these is from many dilierent causes

liable to deviations from the sound state. And although some
slight changes may take place without what can be called a mor-
liiil alTection, yet we know, that every change taking place to a

certain degree in any one part will necessarily and unavoidably
produce an afl'ection of the svhole. Hence we may without liesi-

latioii venture to afhrni, that every general theory wliich can be
propo-ed, attempling to explain the pl:a;nomena, and conduct the

cure of all diseases on a few general principles, though for some
time it may have strenuous advocates, will vet in the end be found
to be both ill-grounded and pernicious. Of late veal's a new sys-

tem of medicine hps been proposed by Dr Brown, and called tlie

Ts'ew or Brunonian doctrine, tor which see the articles, Browv,
Ckunonia.v System, Debility, Excitability, &c. Also the

introduction of r.e Vaccine inoculation for the prevention of the

small-pox, is a va'uable discovery, which, in the opinion of many,
bids i'air in liir.e to extirpate that fatal disease. The ingenious dis-

coverer, Dr. Jenner, received a reward of 10,000/. from the Bri-

tish Legislature, in 1801-2: after its utility and beneficial effects

fud been put past all possibility of doubt, by a series of the most
decisive experiments, made by physicians and gentlemen of sci-

ence I'.iid philanthropy, in England, Scotland, Ireland, France,
Italy, Germany, Sweden, Denmark, Russia, and Turkey. See
Vacci.vatio.v.

Of Classification and the Practice of Medicine.
Every disease incident to the human body is, in its progress,

subjected to almost endless varieties from differences in climate,
constitution, treatment, and various other particulars. Hence we
niay readily explain both the difficulty of distinguishing morbid
affections from e;ich other in actual [.lacticc, and the diversity of
names which have been affixed to ihem in tiie writings of ancient
phy^ician5. In this, as well as in other arts and sciences, there has
been a gradual im|irovement from the progressive labours of in-
dustrious and ingenious men. And though much yet remains to
be done in the proper arrangement and distinction of diseases, or
what has been called methodical nosology, yet there cinnot be a

, VOJ„ III.—NO. 138.

doubt, that during tlic course of the last century, this subject liav

rcieived very great improvcnienls. For llie^e, we are highly in-

debted to the labours of Francis Boissier de Sauvages, an eniment
professor of medicine at Montpelier, who, following out an id^ii

suggested by the sagacious Dr. Sydenham, lirst successfully at-

tempted to arrange diseases as botanists had done plants, into

classes, orders, genera, and species. Since tl.e |;ubllcation of the
Nosologia Methodlca of Sauvages, this subject has been success-
fully cultivated by several Ingenious men, particularly by Sir

Charles Linn.Tus of Upsal, to whose genius for arr.ingemeiit every
branch of natural history, but botany in particular, has been so
highly indebted; by Kudolphus Augustus Vogel, ;:n eminent pro-

fe^sor at Gottlngen ; and by John Baptist Sagar, a distinguished

physician at Iglaw in Moravia. But of all the systems of arrange-

ment yet presented to the medical world, that published by tht^

late illustrious Dr. William Cullen of Edinburgh, may be justly-

considered as the best. After laying before the reader the syste-

matic arrangements of these eminent writers, we shall proceed ac-

cording to tliat of Dr. Cullen, as being preferable, In many re-

spects, to aiiy of the others.

Nnsnlogical Arrangement (i/Savvage..

CLASS L VITIA;

ORDER r. M.^iCUL*.

Genus I. Leucoma
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ORDER III. INTERMITISN TES.

i7. Quotidiana &'j. Quartana 90. Ervatica

8S. I'ertianu

CLASS lit. PHLEGMASI.i;.
ORDER I. EX.VNTHEMATIC/'B.

91.

«3.

94.

101,

102.

103.

109.

110.

111.

rr>.tis

VarioU
Pemphigus
Rubtold

95. MiliarU
9('>. Piiipuia

97. Erysipelas

98. Scarlalina

99. Essera

100. Aphtha

ORPER II. MEMBBA.VaCE.E.

107. Metritis

108. Cvblitis

Phrcnitis 104. Gastritis

Paraphrenesis 105. Enteritis

Pleuiitis lot). Epiploitis

ORDER III. ^AKE^CHYMAT0S./5.

Cephalitis

Cynanche
Carditis

112. Peripneumonia lU. Snlenitis

113. Hepatitis 115. Nephritis

116.

117.

jrtiT?

124.

125.

126.

CLASS IV. SPASM r.

ORDER I. TONICI PARTIALES.

Strabis ms US. Obstipitas 120. Crampiis
Trismus 119. Contractiira 131. Pfiapibiuiia

ORDER II. TONICI GENERALES.

Tetanus 133. Catochus

ORDER III.

Nystagmus
Carphologia
Pandiculatio

CLONIC

127. Apomyttosis
13S. Convulsio
129. Tremor

I'ARTIALF.S.

130. P.ilpitatio

131. Claudicatio

ORDER IV. CLONICI GENERALES.

132.

133.

138.

139.

143.

144.

145.

152.

153.

154.

J55.

Rigor
Eclampsia

134, Epilepsia

135. Hysteria
136. Scelotyrhe
137. Beriberia

Ephialtes

SterDUtatio

Stertor

Dyspnoea
Asthma

CLASS V. ANHELATIONES.
ORDER I. SPASMODICiE.

140. Oscedo 142. Tussis
141. Singultus

ORDER II. OPPRESSIVJE.

146. Orthopnoea 149. Rhuma
147. Angina
14S. Pleurodvne

150. Hydrothorax
151. Empyema

Cataracta
Caligo
Amblyopia
Amaurosis

CLASS VL DEBILITATES.
ORDER I. DVS^ESTHESIiE.

156. Anosmia 159. Paracusis
157. Agheustia
158. Dysecoea

160. Cophosis
161. Anaesthesia

162. Anorexia

ORDER II. ANEPITHYMIjE.

163. Anipsia 164. Anaphrodisia

ORDER III. DYSCINESI.a:.

165.

166.

167.

372.

173.

176.

177.

178.

Musitas
Aphonia
Pstllisraus

Asthenia

Leipothymia

Catalepsis

Ecstasis

'iyphomania

168. Paraphonia
169. Paralysis

170. Hemiplegia
171. Paraple.x'ia

ORDER IV. LEIPOrSVCHI^B.

174. Syncope 175. Asphyxia

ORDER V. COMAT,4.

179. Lethargus 181. Cams
180. Cataphora 182. Apoplexia

CLASS VH. DOLORES.

183.

184.

Arthritis

Ostoccpus

ORDER 1. VAGI.

18S. Rliumatismus
J 86. Catarrhus

187. Ajixietas

188. Lassitude

1S9.

190.

193,

194.

Stupor
Pruritus

Cephalalgia

Cephalx'a

191. Algor 193. Ardpr

ORDER II. CAPITIS.

195. Hcmicrania 197. Otalgia

196. Opththalmia 198. Odontalgia

ORDER HI. PECTORIS.

200. Pyrosis 201. Cardiogmus

ORDER IV. ABDOMINALES INTERNI.

. Cardialgia 205. Hepatalgia 208. Dystocia

Gastrodyiiia 206. Splenalgia 209. Hysteralgia

Colica 207. Nephralgia

199. Dysphagia

202,

203
204

ORDER V. EXTERNI FT ARTUUM.

210.

311,

216.

'317.

223.

224.

233,

237.

Mastodynia
Kuchialgia

212. Lumbago
213. Ischias

214. Proctalgia

215. Pudendagra

Vertigo

Suli'u-iio

CLASS VIII. VESANI.E.

ORDER I. HALLUCINATIONES.

218. Diplopia 22u. Hypochondriasis

219. Syrogmos 231. Somnambulismu*

Pica
Hulimia

Polydipsia

Antipathia

ORDER II. MOROsITATES.

226. Nostalgia 329. Nymphomania
227. Panophobia 230. Tarantismus

228. Satyriasis 231. Hydrophobia

ORDER III. DELIRJA.

234. Melancholia 236. Demonomania
235. Mania

ORDER IV. VESANI.S; ANOMALY.

Amnesia C38. Agrypnia

Paraphrosyne
Auientia

CLASS IX. FLUXUS.
ORDER I. SANGUIFLUXUS.

Hamorrhagia 242. Hsmatemesis 244. Menorrhagia
HaMiioptosis 243. Ha>maturiu 245. Abortus.

J39,

240,

241. Stomacace

246.

247.

248.

249.

258.

259.

260.

261.

262.

ORDER II. ALVIFLUXUS.

Hcpatirrhaa 250. Nausea 254. Diarrha:a

Ilxmorrhois 251. Vomitus -55. Ca^liaca

Dysenteria 252. Ileus 256. Lienteria

Mel.ena 253. Cholera 257. Tenesmus

ORDER III. SERIFLUXUS.

Ephidrosis 263. Diabetes 268. Gonorrhoea
Epiphora 264. Eneuresis 269. DyspermatismuS'
Coryza 265. Dyssria 270. Galactirrhcea

Ptyalismiis 266. Pyuria 271. Octorrhaa
Anacatharsis 267. Leucorrhcea

I

272. Flatulenta

276.

279.

280.

286.

287.

294.

295,

Tabes
Phthisis

Polysa.-'cia

Pneumatosis

ORDER IV. .KRIFLUiUS.

273. yEdopsophia 274. Dysodia

CLASS X. CACHEXLE.
ORDER I. MACIES.

277. Atrophia 273. Aridura

ORDER 11. INTUMESCENTI*.

281. Anasarca 283. Pliysronia
282. Phlegmat'ta 284. Graviditas

ORDER III. HVDROPES FARTJ.VLES.

Hydrocephalus 288. Ascites 291. Tympanites
Pliysocephalus 289. Hydrometra 292. ^ietrorismus

Hydorachitis 290. Physometra 293. Ischuria

ORDER IV. TUBERA.
Rachitis 296. Carcinoma 298. Mails
Scrophula £97. Lcoiitiasis 299. Frambaesia
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300.

3M.

30C
307,

310.

311.

7.

10.

11.

12.

15.

Id

20.

21

Sj.

26.

27.

32.

33.

34.

ORDKR V. IMPETIGINES.

Sypliilis 302. ElephantiaMs 304. Scabies

bcorbuUis 303. Lepra 30j. Tinea

ORDER VI. ICTERITI/E.

Aurigo 308. Phsnigmus 309. Chlnrosii

Melasiclerus
OKDER VII. CACHEXI.'E AS0KM.1E,.

Phthirlasis 312. Alopecia 314. Gaiiprxna

Trichoma 313. Eleosis 315. Nccroiis

Nosological Jrrangemtnt of Lttstij^vs.

CLASS L EXANTHEMATICL
ORDER I. CONTAGIOSI.

3. Variola 5. Petecliia

4. Rubeola 6. Syphilis

ORDER ir. SPORADICr.

8. Ureilo 9. Aphtlia

ORDER III. SOLITARII.

CLASS IL CRITICr.

ORDER I. CONTItJENTES.

13. Synoclius 14. Lema

ORDER ir. INTERMITTENTES.

17. Quartana 19. Erraiia

)S. Diiplicana

OKDER III. EXACERBANTES.

Aniphimerina 22. Tetartophia 24. Ilectica

Tnlxus 23. Ueraitrilsea

CLASS in. PHLOGISTIC

L

Morta
Pe>ti>

Miliaria

Erysipelas

Diaria

Synocha

Quotidiaiia

Tertiana

ORDER I. MEMBRANACEl.

28. Gastritis 30.

20. Enteritis 31.

Phrenitis

Paraphrenesis

Pleiiritis

ORDER II. PARENCHYM.^TIC

liphacelismus 35. Hepatitis 37.

Cynanche 30. Splenetis 33.

Peripneumonia

Proctitis

C \ slitii

Nephritis

Hysteritis

39. Phlegmone
ORDER III, MUSCULOSI.

CLASS IV.

JO.

-11.

4J.

43.

44.

45.

46,

no.

:ji.

55.

56.

67.

73,

Cephalalgia

Heruiicrania

Gravedo
Ophthalmia
Otalgia

Odontalgia
Ansir.a

Arthritis

Ostocopus

Deliriuin

Paraphrosyne
Amentia

Syringnios

Pliantasma

ORDER I.

47. Soda
48. Cardialgia

49. Gastrica

50. Colica
51. Hepatica
52. Splenica

53. Pkniritica

DOLOROSI.
JNTRlNSECr.

54.

55.

56.

57.

yj.

Pneumonica
Hysteralgia
Ni phritica

Dysuria
Pudendagra.

.

Proctica

ORDER II. EXTRINSECI.

62. Rhenmatismus 64. Pruritus
63. VoUitica

CLASS V.MENTAI.ES'.
ORDER I. IDEALES.

68. Mania 70. Vesania
69. Dsmonia 71. Melancholia

ORDER II. IMACINARII.

74. Vertigo 76. Hypochondriasis
75. Panophobia 77. Soninambulismus

t

78. Cilta

79. Huliniia

50. I'olydipsia

51. Salvriaiis

ORDER 111. I'ATHETICI.

82. Krotomaniu 86. Hydrophobia
83. Nostalgia

84. Tarantismua

83. Rabies

87. Cacosilia

8S. Antipathia

89. An\iel.i5

90.

91.

96.

97.

98.

99.

lOS,

107.

103.

109.

110.

121.

122.

123.

124.

131,

132.

133.

134.

141.

142.

Lassitudo

Languor

CLASS VI. QUIETALES.
ORDER I. DEFECTIVI.

92. Astlienia 94. Syncope

Somnolentia
Typhomania
Lethargus

C'otaphora

Morosis
OUlvio
Amliopia
Calaracta

Amaurosis

93. Lipothyniia 9^. Asphyxia

ORDER II. SOPOROSI.

100. Carus 103. Hemiplegia

101. Apoplexia 104. Paraly-is

102. Paraplegia 105. Stupor

ORDER Iir. PRIVATIVI.

111. Scotomia 116. Anorexia
112. Copho<iis 117. Adipbia

113. Anosmia 118. Anaislliesia

114. Ageuslia 119. Atecnia

115. Aplionia 120. Atonia

Spasnuis-

Priapismus
Borborygmos
Trismos

Tremor
Palpitatio

Orgasmus
Subsultus

Rigor
C'onvulsio

CLASS VIL MOTORII.
ORDER I. SPASTIC!.

125. Sardiasis 128. Catoch-js

126. Hysteria 129. Catalepsis

127. Tetanus 130. Agrypiiia

ORDER II. AGITATORll

135. Carpologia 13S.

136. Stridor IJ9.

137. Hippos 140.

ORDER II.

143. Epilepsia

144. Hieranosus

AGITATORll

145

Psellismu''-

Clun.ea

Ueribeji

Rapha

146. Raucedo
147. Vociferatio

148. Risus

149. Fletus

150. Suspiriuia

151. Oscitatio

CLASS VHL SUPPRESSORHv
ORDER I. SUFFOCATORII.

152. Pandiculatio 158. Snffocatio

153. Singultus

154. Sternutatio.-

155. Tussis

156. Stertor

157. Auhelatio

159. Empyema
160. Dysjuioea

161. Asthma
162. Ojthopnoea
163. Ephilales

ORDER 11. CONSTRICTORII.

164. AgUititio 167. Ischuria 170. Aglactatio

165. Flatulentia 168. Dysmenorrhcca 171. Sterilitas

166. Obstipatio 169' Dyslochia

CLASS IX. EVACUATORH.
ORDER I. CAPITIS.

172.

173.
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ORDER IV. GEKITALIUM.

2^2. Leucoi-rhoea .204. Parturitio ^06. Mola
203. Menorrhagiii 20j. Abortus

ORDER V. CORPORIS EXTERN!.

;0?. Galactia 208. Sudor

CLASS X. DEFORMES.
ORDER I. EMACI.'iN'TES.

£0!?. Pfithisis 211. Atrophia -13. Ivacliitis

£10. Tabes 212. Marasmus

ORDER II. Tl'MIDOSt.

214. Polysarc'ia 21G. Anasarca 210. Ilyposarra

215. Liicopliltgma- 217. Ilydrophalus

2-22.

223.

tia

CafliC-xia

Glilorosis

220. Tympunites
221. Graviditas

227. ArcUira

22S Digitum
229. Enipliysema

1 8. Ascites

ORDER III. DECOLORES.

224. Scorbutus 226. Plctliora

225. Icterus

CLASS XL VITLV.'

ORDER 11. HUMORALIA.

230. Oeilpiiia 233. Absces^ui

231. SuQjillatio 234. Gangreiia

232. Iiiliauimatio 235. Sphacelus
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17.5.

r4.

!S0.

)6\.

ISi?.

IS3.

1S4.

l.«5.

If (5.

ISS.

]bO.

190.

1!>1.

ll»3.

U53-

5?-'4.

2-'8.

3.50.

L'.J1.

',.$-'.

L' f.5.

234.

C.5t5.

1.'j7.

Cii.

-iO.

-41,

i:42.

285.

286.

287.

288.

289.

390.

S91.

304.

305.

306.

307.

308.

309.

310.

311.

312.

329.

330.

331.

332.

Priapi-mus

I'soriasis

Podagra

Tftamis
0|)i5tliotomis

Kpislholonui

Catocluis

Tremor
Frigus

Horror
Rigor
Epilepsia

Ileclainpjia

Hieranosiis

Convul^io
Kapliaiiia

Cliorca

17(5. Osteocopus
177. Psophos

17S.

179.

CLASS V. SPASML
194. Crampus 208.

\9J. Scclcrotyrbe 209.

19(5. Aiigoiie 210.

197. Glos»ocele 211.

J 98. Glossoconia 212.

199. Hippos 213.

200. lllosis 214.

201. Cinclesis 215.

202. Cataclasis 216.

203. Cillo>is 217.

204. Sterniitatio 218.

205. Tussis 219.

206. Chmor 230.

207. Trismus 221.

V'ol;ilica

Epiplilogisma

Capistrum
Sardiasis

Gelasmus
Incubus
Singultus

Pulpiialio

Voiiiitiis

Ructus
Ruminalio
Oesopliagisniu?

Hypochondriasis
Hysteria

Plilogosis

Digitiuin

CL.
Las.'iiludo

Asthenia
Torpor
Adynamia
Paralysis

I'araplegia

Hemiplegia
Apoplexia
(Catah'psis

Carus
Coma
Somnolentia
Hyprphasis
Plo-is

Amblyopia
Mydriasis
An;aiiro?i3

Catapacta
Svnizezis

Glaucoma
Achlvs

\.SS

243.

244.

243.

246.

247.

248.

249.

250.

251.

252.

253.

254.

255.

256.

257.

25S.

259.

260.

261.

262.

263.

VI. ADYNAMI-E.
Nyctalijpia

Hcrmeraloj)ia

Hemalopia
Dysicoia
Surditas

Anosmia
A pogeusis

Asapliia

Clangor
Ivaucitas

Aphonia
Leplophonia
Oxyphonia
lUienophonia
Mutitas
Traulotis

Psellotis

Ischnophonia
Battarismus

Suspirium
Oscitatio

264.

265.

266.
267.

208.

269.

270.

271.

273.

273.
374.

275.

276.

277.

278.

279.

280.
2S1.

282.

283.

284.

Paiidiculatio

Apnxa
Macropnoea
Dyspim-a
Asllima

Orlhopno:a
Pnignia
Renchus
Rhochmos
Lip'Jthyniia

Syncope
Asphyxia
Apepsia
Dyspepsia
Diaphthora
Anorexia
Anatrope
Adypsia
Acyisis

Agenesia
Anodynia

CLASS VH. HYPiERESTHESES.
Antipathia 292. Susurrus 298. Cynorexia
Agr\ pnia

Phantasma
Cahgo
Ha-malopia
Marmaryge
Dysopia

293. Vertigo
294. Apogeusia
295. Polydipsia

296. Bul'imus

297. Addephagia

299. Allotriopliagia

300. Malacia
301. Pica
302. Bombus
303. Celsa

CL.\SS VHL CACHEXLE.
Cachexia
Chlorosis

Icterus

Malanchlorus
Atrophia
Tabes
Phthisis

Ilydrothorax
Rachitis

313. Anasarca
314. Ascites

315. Hydrocystis
316. Tympanites
317. Hysterophyse
318. Scorbutus
319. Syphilis

320. LVpra

3ri.

3-2.

323.

324.

325.

Elephantiasis

Elephanlia
Plica

Phthiriasis

Physconia
326. Paracyisis

327. Gangrxna
323. Sphacelus

I

341.

343.

343.

344,

VO

CLASS IX. PARANOI.E.
Athymia 333. Ecstasis 337. Amentia
Delirium 334. Ecplexis 338. Oi)livio

Mania 335. Enthusiasmus 3.^9. Somnium
Melancholia 336. Stupiditas 340. Hypnobatasis

CLASS X. vrriA.

ORDER 1. INFL.4MM.^TI0MES.

Ophtlialniia 345. Paronychia 348
Blepharotis

Erysipelas

Hieropyr
L. III.—NO. 138,

346.

347.

Onychia
Encausis

Phimosis
349. Paraphimosis

350. Pernio

351.

352.

353.

354.

353.

356.

357.

358.

359.

360,

361,

362.

363,

364,

365,

jo6.

367,

368.

369.

370,

371,

372,

373,

374,

375,

376,

377,

426,

427,

428,

429,

430,

Plegmone
Furnnculus
AiUhrax
.'\bsCt.S5U3

Onyx
Hippopyon
Phygetli'lon

Empyema
Phyma
Ecthymata
LVlicaria

Parulis

Epulis

Anchylops
Piiraglossa

Chilon

Scrophula
Bubon
Bronchocele
Parotis

Gongrona
Sparganosis

Coilima
Scirrhus

Cancer
Sarcoma
Polypus

Verruca
Porrus
Clavus
Callus

Eucanthis

TU.MORES.

401.

ORDER II

j7S. Condyloma
379. Gangfion 402.

380. Ranula- 403.

351. Terminthus 404.

352. Oedema 405.

353. Encephalocele 406.

384. Hvdrocepha-
liim 407.

385. Hydrophliial- 408.

mia 409.
3R6. Spina bifida 410.

387. Ilydromphalus 41 1.

3SS. Hydrocele 412.

389. HydropsScorti 413.

390. Steatites 414.

391. Pneumatosis 415,

392. Emphysema 416.

393. Hysteroptosis 417.
394. Cystoptosis 4lS.

395. Archoptoma 419.

396. Bubonocele 420.

397. Oscheocele 421.

398. Omphalocele 422.

399. Meroceie 423.

400. Enterocele 424.

oyularis 425.

ORDER III. EXTUBER.iKTI.S.

436.

437.

438.

43y.

440.

431. Pladarotis

432. Pinnula
433. Pterygium
434. Hordeolum
435. Gr.mdo .

441. Epinyctis

442. Phlycta^iia

443. Herpes
444. Scabies

OROER IV. PVSTUL.t AND PAPU

445. Aquula 448.

446. Hydroa 449.
447. Variola 450.

Ischiafocele

Elylrocele

Hypogastrocele
Cy stoceic

Cyrtoma
H ydrentevo-

cele

Vari V

.'^neuri :ma
Cirsocele

Ga-trocele

riepatotele

Splenocele
Hysterocele
Ilygrociraocele

Sarcocelc

Physcocele
Exostoses

Hyperostosis
Pa-darti'.rocace

Encystis

Stapliyloma

Staphylooii

Fungus
Tofus
flemen

> arus

Gutta rosacea
Ephelis
Esoche
Exoche

LJ£.

^"aricella

Purpura
Encauma

451. Ecchymoma
452. Petechis

Morbilli

Scarlats

Lcntiao

453.

454.

ORDER V. MACUL.l.

456. L'rticaria 461.

457. Stigma 462.

458. Vibex
459. Vitiligo

460. Leuce

463.

464.

Cyasma
Lichen
Sclina

Nebiila

465.

466.

467.

468.

469.

470.
471.

472.

473.

474.

475.

476.

477.

Vulnus
Ruptura
llhagas

Fractura

Fissura

Plicatio

Thlasis

Lux alio

Subluxatio
Diachalasis

Atlritis

Porrigo

Apo^yrma

ORDER VI. DISSOLUTIOKE.';.

491.

492.

493,

494,

495.

496.

497.

49S,

499,

500,

501,

502,

503,

478. Anapleusis

479. Spasma
480. Contusio
481. Diabrosis

482. Agomphiasis
483. Eschara
484. Piptonychia
485. Cacoethes
486. Tlierioma
487. Carcinoma
48S. Phagedena
489. Noma
4g0. Sycosis

ORDER VII. COKCRETIO.VES.

504. Ancyloblepha- 506. Dacrymoma 509.

roil

505. Zinizesis

507. Ancyloglossum 510.

508. Ancylosls

Fistula

Sinus

Caries

Achore^
Crusta l.ictc

Favus
Tinea
Argemon
.T' gilops

Oza-na
Aphths
Intertrigo

Rhaco.-ii

Cicatrix

Dacl>lior>

CLASS XL DEFORM ITATES.

511. Phoxos
512. Gibber .">17.

513. Caput obstipum 518.

514. Strabismus 519.

515. Myopiasis 520.

'a D

516. Lagophthalmus 521.

Trichiasis 522.

Ectropium 523.
Entropium. 524.

Riiocas. i?5.

Rliyssemafa

Lagochello'^

Melachostec.
Hirsuties

Canities

J'2o. Di'tri*
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327.

5es.

529.

530.

531.
532,

533.

534.

533.

53().

537.

Di!.trix

Xira^ia

Plialacrotii

Alopecia
Madarosis
Ptilosis

Rodatio
Phalangosis

Coloboma
Cercosis

Cholosis

Gryposis

538.

539.

540.

541.

542.

543.

544.

545.

546.

547.

54S.

549.

Nxvus
Monstrositas

Polysarcia

Ischnotis

Rhiciiosis

Varus
Valgus
Lciopodcs
Apdla
llypospadiKOS
Urorha-as

Atreta

550.

551.
55-:.

553.

554.

555.

556.

557.

55S.

559.

560.

Saniodcs
dipnoi chis

HeriMaplirodites

Dioiiylivcui

Arlcti^dH
Ktifrcndis

Spanopocon
HypciarUHiscui
Galiancon
Galbulus

Mola

Kosological Arrangement of Sac.vr.

CLASS I. VITIA.

Leucoma
Vitiligo

Piistiila

Papula
Phlyctha;na

Bacchia

ORDER I. M.\CUL.s;.

3. Ephelis

4. Naevus

EccliMiioma

16. Erythema
17. Oedema
18.

19.

Emphysema
Scirrhus

ORDER II. EFFL0BESCEKTI.4.

10. Varus 13. Hemcropalhoi

11. Herpes l-l. Psydracia

12. Epinyctis 15. Hydroa

ORDER HI. PHYMAT.\.

20. Inflammatio 24. AiithraK

21. Bubo 25. Cancer

22. Parotis '-'<>. Paronychia

23. Farunculus 27. Phimosii

2S.

29.

30.

35.

36.

37.

38.

Sarcoma
Condyloma
V'erruca

Anetirysma
Varix
Marisca
Ilydatis

ORDER IV. EXCRESCENTIJE.

31. Plerysium 33. Trachelophyma

32. Hordeolum 34. E.\ostoiis

4
46

Exoplitlialmia

Blepliaroptosis

47. Hypostapliyle

43. Paraglojsa

49. Proptoma
50. Exania

Exocystis
Hysteroptosis

Colpoptosis

ORDER

39. Staphyloma
40. T,upia

41. Hydarthrus

ORDER VI. EC

54

CYSTIDES.

42. Apostema
43. Exomphahis
44. Obclieopliyma

51.

52.

53.

79.

Lagosloma
Apella

Vulnu5
Punclura

J.T.

56.

.57.

58.

59.

CO.

61.

62.

ORDER

74.

75.

Gastrocele
Omphalocele
Hc|).itocele

Merocele
Bubonocele
Opodeocele
Kchiocele
Colpoccle
PeriniEOcele

03. Peritona-orixis

C4. Encephalocele

6:>. Hysteroloxia

66. Parorcliydium

67. E.xarlhrema

bti. Diai-tasis

69. Loxarthrus

70. Gibbosifas

71. Loidosis

DEF0RMITATE5
r6.

'1.
Polymerisma
Epidosis

CLASS n. PLAG.T..

ORDER t. SOLUTIOrJES.

Jiccentes, CrucntcT.

81. Morsus S3.

S2. Excoriatio 84.

SO. Sclopcloplaga

ORDER II. SOLUTIOKES.

Rccentes, Cruentw, Artijlciales.

S5. Operatio

86. Amputatio

89. Ulcus
90. Exulceratio

91. Fistula

87. Sutuia 88. Paracentesis

ORDER MI. SOLUTIONES.

Incriientce.

.92. Sinus 94.

.93. Eschars 95.

Caries

Arthrocace

ORDER IV. SOLUrlONES.

Annntahr.

98. Fratlura 99. Fiisura

CLASS HI. CACHEXLE.
ORDER I. MACIES.

102. Atrophia 104. Aridura

96. Khag.i':

97. Ambuslio

100. Tabrf
101. Phthisis

Anrhylomerisma
Hirsutiis

Contusio
Ruptura

105. Plethora

106. Polysarcia

107. Pneumatosis

103. H.-Biuatoporit

ORDER II. INTUMESCENTI.'E.

108. Anasarca 110.

109. Phlegmalia 111.

ORDER III. HYDROPES.

Partiales.

112. Hvdrocephalus ll.^. Ascites

113. Physocfphalus 116. Ilvdiometra

114. Hvdrorachitis 1 1; Plivsometra

120. Rachitis

121. Scrojihula

126. Syphilis

127. Scorbutus

132. Aurigo
133. Mclaliclerus

136. Phlhiriusis

137. Trichoma

ORDER IV. TUB

122. Carcinoma
123. Leonliasis

118.

119.

124.

125.

Physconia
Graviditas

Tympanites
Nfeteorismus

Malls
Framboesia

ORDER V.

1 28. Elephantiasis

129. L.-pra

IMPETICINES.

130.

131.

ORDER VI. ICTERITI«.

134. Phocnignius 135.

ORDER VII.

138. Alopecia
139. Elcosis

AN'OMALA.

140.

141.

Scabic=

Tinea

Chlorosis

Gangrwna
Necrosis

CLASS IV. DOLORES.
ORDER I. VAGI.

142. Arthritis 146. Aiixietas 149. Pruritus

14.5. O^tocopus 147. Lassitudo 150. Algor

144. Rheuniatismus 148. Stupor 151. Ardor

145. Catarrlms
ORDER II. CAPITIS.

152. Cephalalgia 154. Hemicrania 156. Otalgia

153. Cephalffa 155. Ophthalmia 157. Odontalgia

ORDER III. PECTORIS.

159. Cardiogmus

ORDER IV. ABDOMINIS.

165. Nephralgia
166. Flysteralgia

158. Pvrosis

160. Cardialgia

161. Gaslrodynia

162. Colicu

167. Mastodynia
1 68. Rachialgia

169. Lumbago

163. Hepatalgia
164. Splenalgia

174. Ha'morrhagia

175. H;cmoptysis

176. Stoinacace

181. Hepatirfhoea

182. Haemorrhois

185. Nausea
186. Vomitus
187. Ileus

ORDER V. EXTERNARUM.

170. Ischias 172. Pudendagra
171. Proctalgia 173. Digitium

CLASS V. FLUXUS.
ORDER I. SANGUIFLUXUS.

177. Hffimatemesis 179. Menorrha?!-.

178. II.Tmaturia ISO. Abortus

ORDER II. ALVIFLUXUS.

Sunguinolenti.

183. Dysenteria 1S4. Mela-iia

ORDER III. ALVIFLUXUS.

Kon Sunguinolenti.

188. Cholera 191. Lienteria

189. Diarrhcea 192. Tenesmus
190. Coeliaca 193. Pioctorrha-a

ORDER
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194.

19J.

196,

197.

198.

Kpliidrosis

Epiphora
C oryza
Ptyalisinus

Anacatliarsis

207. Flatulentia

ORDER IV. SERIILUXUS.
199. Diabetes 203. Locliiorrlioea

COO. Enuresis l!04. Goiiorrha'a

201. Pyuria 205. Galactirrhcta

202. Leucorrhcca 206. Otorrliaa

ORDER V. .SRIFI.UXUS.

20S. .lEdopsophia 209. Dysodia

210.

216.

»18.

S19,

222.

CLASS VI. SUPPRESSIONES.
ORDER r. EGEBENDORUM.

Adiipneustia 212. Ischuria 214. Aglactafio

Sterilitas
- - ~213. Dysuria 215. Dyslocliia

S30.
231.

239.

240.

ORDER II. INGERF.NDORU.M.

Dysphagia 217. Angina

ORDER. III. IMI VEXTRIS.

Dysmenorrhoea 220. Dyshxraorrhois 221. Obstipatio
Dystocia

CLASS VII. SPAS.MI.

ORDER I. TONICI PARTIALES.

Strabismus 224. Obstipitas 226. Grampus
Trismus 225. Contractura 227. Priapismus

ORDER II. TONICI GENERALES.

Tetanus 229. Catochus

ORDER III. CLONICI PARTIALES.

Nystagmus 233. Pandiculatio 236. Tremor
Carphologia 234. Apomyslosis 237. Palpitatio
Subsultns 235. C'onvulsio 238. Clautlicatio

ORDER IV. CLONICI GENERALES.

Phricasmus 241. Epile|)sia 243. Scelotyrbe
Eclampsia i!42. Hvsteria 244. 15eriberia

CLASS VIII. ANIIELATIONES.

245.

246.

Ephialtes

Stcniutatio

250.

651,

252,

258
259.

260
261.

Stertor

Dyspnoea
Asthma

ORDER I. SPaSMODICVE.

247. Oscedo 249. Tiissis

24S. Singultus

ORDER II. SUPPRESSIVJE.

253. Orthopnaa 256. Hydrothorax
254. Pleurodyne
255. Riieuma

257. Empyema

CLASS IX. DEBILITATES.

Amblyopia
C'.iltgo

Cataracta

Amaurosis

262. Anosmia
263. Agneustia
264. Dysecoea

265. Paracusis

266. Cophosis
267. An.-esthesia

ORDER II. AKEPITHYMIJE.

S68. Anorexia 269. Adipsia 270. Anaphrodkia

OKDER III. DYSCIVESI.!.

274. Cacophonia 276. Hemiplegia
275. Paralysis 277. Paraple.xia

ORDER IV. LEIPOPSYCHIJE.

280. Syncope 281. Asphyxia

972,

273.

278.

279.

282.

283.

SS4.

SI9.

Mutitas
Aphonia
Psellismus

Asthenia

Lipothymia

Catalepsi*

Ecstasis

Typhomania

ORDER V. COMATA.

285. Lethargus
286. Cataphora

287. Carus
288. Apoplexia

Pestis

Variola

CLASS X. EXANTHEMATA.
ORDER I. CONTAGIOSA.

291. Pemphigus 293. Rubeola
£93. Purpura 294. Scarlatina

295.

296.

299.

300.

303.

304.

305.

310.
311.

316.

317.

321.

324.

325.

32S.

329.

330.

ORDER II. NON CONTAOIOSA.

Miliaris 297. Essera 298. Aphtha
Erysipelas

CLASS XL PHLEGMASLIi.
ORDER I. MUSCULOS.*.

Phli'gmone 301. Myositis 302. Carditis
Cynanche

ORDER 11. MEMBRAMACE.-E.

Phrenitis 306. Gastritis 308. Epiploltis
Diaphragmilis 307. Enteritis 309. Cystitis

Pleuritis

ORDER III. PAREKCHV»HrOS.S;.

Cephalitis 312. Hepatitis 314. Nephritis
Peripneumonia 313. Splenitis 315. Metritis

CLASS XII. FEBRES.

ORDER I. COKTINOJE.

Judicatoria 318. Frigeraria 320. Meclica
Iluinoraria 319. Typhus

ORDER II. REMITTEKTES.

Amphimerina 322. TritKophya 323. Tetartophya

ORDER III. INTEBMITTENTES.

Quotidiana 326. Quartana 327. Erratica
Tertiana

CLASS XIII. VESANIiE.

Vertigo
SiilTubio

Diplopia

ORDfcR I. HALLUCINATIONES.

331. Syrigmos 333.
332. Hypochondria-

sis

Somnambulis-
nius

334.

33
Pica
Uulimia

336. Polydipsia

337. Antipathia

345. Paraphrosinc

346. Amentia

350. Amnesia

ORDER II. MOROSITATES.

338. Nostalgia. 342. Taraiitismus
339. Panophobia 343. Hydrophobia
340. Satyriasis 344. Rabies
341. Nymphomania

ORDER m. DELIRIA.

347. Melancholia 349. Mania
34S. Da-monomania

ORDER IV. ANOMALY.
351. Agrypnia

A'osological Arrangement o/Cllle.v.

CLASS I. PYREXLE.
ORDER I. FEBRES.

§ 1. liitcrmittaiies. 3. Quotidiana 5. Typhns
1. Tertiana § 2. Cotitinua:. 6. S\iiochiis
2. Quartana 4. Synocha

ORDER ir. piileg.masi;e.

7.
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39. Catarrhus

ORDER V. PHOFLVVIA.

40. Dysenteriu

CLASS II. NEUROSES.

41.
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bility, a sluggishness in motion, and some iineaniness in exciting

it, witli frequent yawning ami stretcliiiig. At the same time the

face auil extremities become pale, the features shrink, the bulk of

every external part is diminislied, and the skin over the whole
Ijodv appears constricted as if cold had been a])pliedto it. Fevers

9re divided into intermittent and continued, which however have
many circumstances in common, and often puss into each other;

tiius, wiiat is termed in the scliools a quartan intermittent, formed
by an interval of 'J hours from the commencement of one to the

commeucemejit of anodier paroxysm, w ill in its course become a

tertian ague, with only 4S hours of interval: this again shall fall

into a quotidian, characleri^sed by an interval of only 24 hours.

A quotidian shall pass into the stale of a remittent, and this last he
converted into a true continued fever. Besides, however, this

ieading distinction of fever, from the times of the recurreiue of

the fits, we liave many others arising from the nature of the coiisti-

lulion of the ii;dividuals attacked, tlie prevailing condition of the

atmosphere, ami otiier extraneous circumstaDces, and likewise

:(what is ascertained howevir with less exactness) the specific dif-

ierenco of the exciting cause; tlius, common lever has sometimes
the inliaumiatory, at others the typhoid, character. 'J'hus are

|)resented tlie bilious remittent fever of dain|> and warm climates,

tlie yellow fever of the West India islands, the jail-fever of crowd
ed prisons, and the plague in Eastern countries. The genera e>f

Dr. Cullen of cimtiiiued fever, are,

1. S>/iwchu. "Great heat, pulse frequent, strong, and hard ;

iiigh-coloured urine, the functions of the sensorium not much im-

paired." Such character, however, does not answer to anv case

of simple fever; it is the definition of what ]^r. Brown calls the

'Sthenic, which is opposed to tlie true febrile state.

2. Tt/phus. "A contagious disease, the heat not much increas-

•ed, pulse frequent, small, and weak; urine little changed, sense

imuch impaired, and tiie strength greatly diminished." This de-

inition approaches nearest to tiie more usual form of fever in this

country. That part of the detinitioii, how ever, is pxlremely de-

fective w hich deacribe^ the heat as not much increased.

3. Si/nncltW!. This is made by Cullen a kind of intermediate
disease between synocha and typhus.

Exciting causes offtTtr. On this subject the most opposite
opinions prevail. It is imagined by some, that no case of genuine
fever, beyond tliose ephemeral irritations which are of daily occur-
i»ei)ce, can possibly originate without the previous application,

«ither through the medium of the lungs, or the surface ofthe body,
'vf a certain something generated in the system of another indi-

^Vidual in the course ot the same disease. Othei-s infer, from the
daily observation of febrile diseases where no communication with

fhe sick can be traced or suspected, that although the febrifacient

4natter just spoken of be in manv, it is not in all instances the
cause of fever ; that cokl, damp, heat, putrid exhalations whether
mimal or vegetable, insiifiicient ventilation, the depressing passions,

'iScc. are all, either singly or in conjunction, capable, under some
;eitcuinstancei, not merely of predisposing to, but of actually en-
gendering, proper fever. Lastly, there are some who consider
contagion, or the generation in fever of specific febrifacient matter,

as totally imaginary; and conceive in instances where fever has
^read by communication, that eiiher certain undetected condi-
flons in the air, or the confined elfluvia of animal excrelions accu-
4toulated by want of cleanliness and ventilation, with other circiira-

Itances, are causes sufticiently adequate to produce the affection,

-Without supposing the agency of a specific and occult power. "It
wfrom nastiuess," says onc"of the most celebrated ofthe anticon-
tagionists, "degenerating into infection by chemical changes, that
the bodies, clothes, beds, and apartments, of the poor in Great
Britain, derive their poisonous, their pestilential charge. By a
common putrefactive process, this septic venom is formed, and
derives none of its qualities from pulsating arteries or glands.
Away then with this preposterous phrase, "'

from the poison en-
sendcred by septic processes.' Let human contagion for the
future mean noiiun;; but small-pox, vaccinia, and the kindred
forms of morbid secretions." (Dr. Kush.)

Prorimii/c cause nffever. On this subject the following en-ors
ippear to have misled systematics. 1 . A want of distinction be-
•^•.leen final and proximate cause ; between enquiries instituted in

r.rderto divide the intentions of nature, and a careful examination
•f the phjenomeDa of nature as they occur in sequence. 2. The
VOL, III.— .so. 138.

indivisibility otthe body, and the universal nature of the disorder,

have been too much overlooked. Fever has been considered as

an affection of parts rather than ofthe universal system. 3. An
error which ajipearsto result from the conjunction of the two for-

mer; thatshrinking and coldness ofthe external surface, which is

merely a consequence and concomitant efiect resultini; from a fc-

l)rde attack, has been viewed as a cau^e of the otiier symptoms
wliich present themselves in the course of the aliection. "'1 he le-

mote causes of fever," says Dr. Cullen, "are certain sedative

powers applied to the nervous system, which diminishing the
energy of the brain, thereby produce a debility in the whole of

(he functions, and particularly iii the action ot the extreme ves-

sels; tills debiliiy provis an indirect stimulus to the sanguiferous

system, whence by the intervention of the cold stage, and spasiiv-

coiinected with it, the action of the heart and larger arteries is in-

creascil, and continues till it has had the elfect of restoring the

energy ot the brain, of extending this energy to the extreme
vessels, of restoring therefore their action, and thereby especially

overcoming the spasm aft'ecting them." The more immediate
cause of fever is an abrupt suspension and consequent disruplion of

all the connected movements of the animal frame by which the

balance ot excitement is overthrown, "the laws of excitability are

changed, and in consequence of which the same agents no longer
produce the same effects. Fever differs from debility inasmuch
as tile latter is a gradual and regular exhaustion, not an abrupt in-

terruption of the powers of life ; it differs from strength, as strength

consists in a pow erliil and equable excitement, w Idle fever, however
it may counterfeit vigour, is never attended by the necessiry con-
stituent of vigour, regular and orderly display of power. The
primary cold, or as the Latins term it, horror, is from the quies-

cence that has been induced ; during this state of quiescence, a
new and inordinate condition ofthe excitability is established, and
by consequence both the external and internal stimuli excite per-

turbed in the place of orderly and usual actions; action without
power commences; hence morbid heat is generated, diseased as-

sociations are formed, and without being in a stale of actual

weakness, the whole system sinks, oppressed. The plain indica-

tions of approaching dissolution.

Trealment in Fever, are, therefore, to break the morbid associa-

tions on which this oppression is established, or obviate the symp-
toms by which it is continued ; to diminish the cold in the cold
stage, the heat in the hot stage, and not to await the sanative pro-
cess of nature, either of dissolving spasm, or of correcting and ex-
pelling morbific matter. The various remedies employed for

these purposes arc, the external and internal use of cold and warm
water; refrigerants, sudorihcs, opiates, emetics, purgatives: on
each of these, we shall introduce a few separate remarks; in the

course of which an opporUinity will be afforded, of enquiring more
minutely into the pathology ofthe febrile slate.

Of cold and iepid a[fiisioiis, and ablution.— Cold water inter-

naUfi.— Cold air.— The medical reports of Dr. C.'nrrie, on the
effects of water, cold and warm, in the trealment of fever, are in-

troduced in the following manner:

NarrutiTC ofDr. ll'^right.

"In the London Medical Journal for the year 17S6, Dr. Wil-
liam Wriglil, formerly ofthe island of Jamaica, gave an account
of the successful treatment of some cases of fever, bv the ablution

of the patient with cold water. On the 1st of August, 1777, savs

Dr. Wright, I embarkcii in a ship bound to Liverpool, and sailed

the same evening from Montegobay. The master told me he
had several sailors on the same day we took our departure, one of
whom had been at sick iiuarters on shore, and was now but in a
convalescent state. On the :?3d of August, we were in the Kititude

of Bermudas, and had a very heavy gale of w ind for three days,

when the above-mentioned man relapsed, and had a fever with
symptoms of the greatest malignily. 1 litlended this person often,

but could not prevail on him to be removed from a I'ark and con-
fined situation to a more airy and corveiiient part of the ship ; and
as he refused medicine and even food, he died or. the eighth day
of his illness. By my attention to the sick man, I canahtthe
contagion, and began to be indisposed on die 5th of SeptcTnber;
and the following is a narrative of my case, extracted from notes
daily marked down: 1 had been many \ears in Jamaica, but, ex-
cept being soinewhat relaxed by the crmiate aud fatigue of busi-

E ncss.
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ness, I ailed nothing when I embarked. 'I'liis circumstance, how-
ever, might perhaps dispose me moie readily to receive the in-
fection. Sept. 5th, 6th, 7th: Sni,^ll rifionrs now and then; a
prete^.^atnral heat of the skin ; a dull pain in the forehead; the
pulse small and quick ; a loss of appetite, but no sickness at the
stom:u:li

; tlie tongue while and slimy : little or no thirst ; the belly
regular; the urine pale and rather scanty ; in the night restless
-with starting and delirium. Sept. 8th. Every symptom aggrava-
ted; with pains in the loins and lower lunbs, and stiffness iii the
thighs and hams. I took a gentle vomit on the second day of this
illness, and ne.vt morning a decoction of tamarinds ; at bed-time an
ojjiate joined with antimonial wine ; but this did not procure sleep
or open the pores of the skin. No intkimniatory svm])loms being
present, a draclun of Peruvian bark was taken every hour for six
.hours successively, and now and then a glass of port-wine, but with
no apparent beiielit. When upon deck my ijains were greatly
initigaled, and the colder the air the better. This cuxunistance,
and the failure of every means I had tried, encouraged me to put
•in practice on myself, what I had often wished to try on others, in
fevi-rs similar to my own. Sept. 9. Having given the necessary
directions, about three o'clock in the afternoon I slipt otf'all my
•clothes, and threw a sea-cloak looselv about me till I got upon
deck, when the cloak also was laid a'side : three bucket's of salt-
water were then tlirown at once upon me ; the shock was great,
but I felt immediate relief. The head-ache and other pains in-
stantly abated, and a fine glow and diaphoresis succeeded ; towards
evening, however, the same febrile syniptoms threatened a return,
and I had again recourse to the same method as before, with the
same gootl effect. 1 now took food with an appetite, and for the
In-st time had a sound night's rest. Sept. 10. No fever, but a
little uneasiness on the hams and thighs : used the cold bath twice.
Sept. 11. Every sympton vanishecl; but to prevent a relapse I

used the cold bath twice. Mr. Thomas Kirk, a young gentleman,
passenger in the same ship, fell sick of a fever on the yth day of
August; his syniptoms were nearly similar to mine, and having
taken some medicines without experiencing relief, he was de^
sirous of trying the cold bath ; with my approbation he did on the
1 Uh and 12lh of September, and by this method was happily re-
stored to health. He lives at this 'time (Jan. 1786) near L'iver-
pool." We have thus presented our readers with this important
narration of Dr. Wright, both as it furnishes a history of fever, as
it details the mode in which the cold affusions shouldbe employ-
ed, and as it was confessedly the ireans of introilucing this most
valuable remedy into general practice. We shall now add from
Dr. C'urrie the more particular rules which ought to govern the
use of the alfusion or aspersion of cold water in fevers, and then
make one or two observations on the nature of its operation. The
safest and most advantageous time, says Dr. C'urrie, " for using the
cold water is, when the exacerbation is at its height, or imme-
<iiately after its declination has begun ; and this has'led me almo^t
always to direct it to be employed from six to nine in the evening;
but it may be safely used at any time of the day, when there is lio

sense of chilliness present, when Xhe heat of the surface is steadily
above what is natural, and when there is no general or profuse
perspiration.—Thi'se particulars are of tlie utmost importance: for,

Ist. If theaft'nsion be used during the cold stage, the respiration is

nearly suspended ; the pulse becomes fluttering, feeble, and of
incalculable frequency ; the surface and the extremities become
doubly cold and shrivelled, and the p;itient seems toslrusgle with
tile pangs of instant dissolution. I have no doubt, from h hat 1

have observed, that in such circumstances the repeated affusions
of a few buc'kets of cold water would extinguish life. This reme-
<ly should tlierefore never be Uied w iien any considerable sense
of cluHiuess is present, even though the thermomeler applied to
the trunk of the body, shouUl indicate a degree of heat greater
than usual, i-'nd. Neither ought it to be used, when the heat
measured by the thermometer is less than, or even only equal to,

the natural heat, though the patient should feel no "degree of
chilliness. This is sometimes the case towards the last stages of
fever, when the powers of life are too weak to sustain so powerful
a stimulus. 3d. It is also necessary to ab.^tain from the use of this

rem-r-dy under profuse sensible perspiration, and this caution is

more importaiU in proportion to the continuance of this perspira-
tion. Under these restrictions, our author adds, the cold affusion
may be used at any period of fever; but its ctl'ccts are more salu-

tary in proportion as it is used early. When employed in the
advanced stages of fever, where the heat is reduced and the de-
bility great, some cordial should be given immediately after, and
the best is warm wine."

Observations. Cold water, as a remedy for fever, may be con-
ceived to operate upon a twofold principle. In the earlier stages,
and before the vital power is too much harassed and oppressed to
endure a violent shock, the copious and sudden affusion of cold
water all over the naked body, appears to effect its beneficial pur-
poses in part by the abruptness ot its agency ; it in a manner severs
the chain of diseased associations, and restores the healthy and
orderly movements of the frame. This operation is not, as has
been suggested, mechanical: it is in some measure similar to that
produced by the operation of an emetic, to which it is in every
respect greatly preferable, or to sudden mental agitation. In the
language of the schools, it cuts short fever. When, however, the
diseased associations are more firmly established, and the vital

power greatly oppressed by the disorder's continuance, although
the surface of the body retains its morbid heat, the water is to be
applied, not in the way of sudden allusion, but by washing with a
spuiige, and this under the restrictions enjoined by Dr. C'urrie, or
we may safely say, while it is found genial to the patient's feelings,

ought to be resorted to in every case of simple fever.

Cold air. The extraordinary melioration in the modern prac-
tice of medicine, as it relates to the treatment of fever and febrile

diseases, is not confined to the copious use of affusion and ablution.

The terrors of our predecessors, in relation likewise to cold aiiv

are fast departing ; and the importance of its free admission in the
apartments of the febrile sufferer especially, comes to be gene-
rally acknowledged and applied. It has been slated by a physi-
cian, above all praise for fidelity of observation and justness of
remark, that the corrupted air of sick rooms, from neglect of vei>-

tilation, has been much more fatal even among the higher classes of
society, than the virulence of the disease itself- Vereur ne quidara
a-groti non tam morbo suo perierint, quam halitibus putribus,

quos discuti vetuit pr.fpostera amicorum cura. The utility of

cold-air in fever is relerable to two principles: 1st. That of im-
mediately lowering the heat of the surface, and thus taking off the

oppression occasioned by such lieat: and 2ndly, from affording a
larger quantity of oxygen at each inspiralion. 'I'he first of these

principles is suflicienfly evi<lent, and does not require any further

illustration: if cold ablution prove beneficial chiefly by virtue of

diminishing the temperature of the body, it necessarily follows

that coldness in the circumambient atmosphere must be altended

with precisely similar effects ; but on the purity, as connected w ith

diminished temperature of the atmosi)her*, it may not be impro-

per to embrace the present opportunity of offering one or tw o re-

marks. A given bulk of air at an inferior temperature, contains

more of Ihe oxygenous principle than the same quaitity at a su-

perior degree of heat ; hence the greater refreshment which is ex-

perienced from the inhalation of a cold and dense, over that of a

warm and rarefied atmosphere ; hence, in part, the more vigo-

rous digestion and keen appetite of a healthy individual during the

winter, than the summer months; and finally, by the relief a

febrile patient experiences from the inspiration of such air, it is

rendered evident, both that the heat of fever originates, and is

kept up, independently of those organs which modern chemistry

and physiology have supposed to be the sole organs for the supply

of heat to the living system. From th.s fact Dr. Reid inlers, and

we think with juvtice, tliat the constant equality of animal tempera-

ture in a condition of health, has more dependance upon living ac-

tions in general than upon the chemical evolution of caloric in tlie

lungs, according to the ingenious theory first suggested by Dr.

Crawford, but since materially modified.

Of rrj'r/geraiils III fcTcr. Besides, however, the employment

of cold water, and the free admission of a cool and pure atmos-

phere, other agents have been had recourse to, and with considera-

ble effect, in order to abate the inordinate heat of fever. From
possessing the faculty of cooling the system, cert.dn medicines have

been distinguished by the term refrigerants: refrigerants are princi-

pally chosen from the vegetable acids, and the different neutral

salts; and so evident is their power in reducing animal tempera-

lure, that they have properly been made to constitute a coii'

sideiable part of res:imen in fever. Indeed nitre, and othei

neutral salts, with the vegetable acids, have been received intc

somi
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some svslL-ins of classilicalioii, luidei' the dibtijict liuad ot febrifuge

nieilicines.

OJ'Siidorittcs. We now proceed to consider llie agency of

sudorilics as febrifuge remedies. Moisture on the surface of tlie

body may be procured by medicines which appear to have a di-

rect power over the cutaneous vessels, or by those whose action

seems to be directed primarily to the stomach. 'I'liese hi>t are

principally of tlie saline class, which are by far the most suitable

ill the felinle state. The physiology of perspiration, and the

principles by wkich it operates as a cooling process, are, notuitli-

standing the recent discoveries in chemistry, and tlieir application

to this interesting subject, still involved in much obscurity. The
ancients imagined sweat to be not merely an excremenlitious pro-

duct, but the vehicle of conveying that morbific matter out of the

bodv which had been the occasion of disease. This opinion does

not, in the present state of science, require to be confuted, 'i'he

cjuestions of most interest, respecting the phenomena and causes of

perspiration, are, in what relation does it stand to the respiratory

fnnction ; and is that moisture on the surface of the skin which
closes a febrile paro\ysm to be regarded as a cause or conseiiuence

of the disorder's declination.

Of Purgatives and Emetics. Nothing, perhaps, is of greater

moment in almo-t every stage and every kind of fever, than to

preserve the whole of the alimentary canal free from accumulations

of coUuvies, &c. From a deficient attention to this principle,

the medical practitioner is in many instances foiled in the treatment

of this, and imleed in a vari-ly of other diseases. Viscidities and
im|)urities in the stomach and bowels, are often both elTect and
cau-e of the persistance of the febrile state; for as the powers of

assimilation are weakened by the induction of fever, so the conse-

quent accumulations of foreign matter in die alimentary and in-

testinal canal, themselves prove direct sources of irritation and
tlisorder. In the primary stages of fever, an emetic has been
•known abruptly to arrest its progress, and the same purpose is

sometimes accompli'-hed, especially in ephemeral alli'ctions of the

febrile kind, by the employment of a brisk purgative. In the

Wore advanced periods however of the disorder, the object of the

physician ought to be rather that of keeping the bowels gently

open, and this is best affected by saline in place of drastic pur-

gatives ; the former of which principally operate by exciting the

exhalants on the internal stuface of the intestines to pour out their

contents, the latter by stimulating in a forcible manner the in-

testinal fibre. It is a fact worthy particular notice in the treatment

of fevers especially, that where due attention is given to ensure
regular evacuations from the bowels, those stimuli, the copious

use of which is often necessary to support the sinking powers in the

last stages of the disease, are more freely admissible and abundant-
ly more efficacious: this is indeed an important principle in the

•treatment of diseases generally ; audit is perhaps chietlv by vir-

tue of preserving the excitability in an orderly and due condition

for the agency of other stimuli, that purgatives, like sudorilics,

form so useful, and indeed the former, almost an indispensable,

part of the remedial process in the greater number of aliments. In
intermittent fevers it is generally necessary to evacuate the bowels
by more stimulant cathartics, more especially when the cure of

these fevers is conducted by the Peruvian bark. Having thus dis-

cussed the nature, causes, and treatment, of fever, it may be pro-

per to present the reader with a recapitulatory view of the remedies
which are required in the ditferent forms of this affection.

Treatment nf continued fever during the frst tliree or four
days. Cold etVusion. Waterto'^be impregnated wilb salt; its ap-

plication to he confined to the hot stages of the paroxvsm. Large
draughts of cold water taken under the same limitation. Cold
and pure air. Emetics. Purgiitives. Antimonial and saline su-

jloritics.

After the Jifth or .^ixth dai/. Cold and tepid ablution. Water
employed to be impregnated with salt or mixed with vinegar. In

the urgency of debility, coldness, or delirium, pcdiluvium or the
warm bath. Bowels to be kept gently but con^tantlv open, by
saline or mild purgatives and subacid drinks. While tlie skin is

preserved moist by diaplioretics, give opiates and wine ; these last

are almost invariably inipropcr when the skin is dry and hot, and
the bowels costive, t'or head-ache and other nervous ali'eclions,

blisters, 3?ther, camphor. In the la^t stages, when critical sweats
break out, and the powers of life appear to be sitrinking from the

contest, repeated glasses of port-wine with tincture of opium in

large quantities. During the whole course of the disease, the
apartment to be diligently preserved cool, clean, constantly ven-
tilated, and free from all individuals but those who are necessary
attendants on the sick.

Treatment nf intermittent fever. Cold affusion immediately
upon the full accession of the hot fit. Warm bath, warm spiced
wine, during tlie cold stage of the paroxysm. Tincture of opium,
either previous to the accession ol the cold, or towards the decline
of the hot fit. Emetics, immediately preceding the accession of
the paroxysm. Calomel purges before the administration of to-

nics ; arsenic, zinc, Peruvian bark, quassia, and if any enlarge-
ment of one of the viscera (ague cake) appear, steel. Hope:
upon the excitation of hope the power of charms altogether de-
pends ; these sometimes succeed in ague, w lien other remedies are
counteracted by the violence of the complaint.

Order II. Phlegmasi.b, lafiamnuttions.

When any part of the body has an unusual heat and redness,
with pain and swelling, it is said to be inflamed. To constitute
this state of a part, an inordinate action and dilatation of vessels
have generally been esteemed sufficient. Such opinion, liow-

ever, ha? been questioned by the author of Zoonomia. " Inflam-
mation," says Dr. Darwin, " is uniformly attended with the
production or secretion of new fibres, constituting new vessels;
this, therefore, may be esteemed its essential character, or the cri-

terion of its existence. The extension of the old vessels seems
rather a consequence than a cause of the germination or pullula-

tion of these new ones ; for the old vessels may be enlarged and
excited with unusual energy, without any production of new one%
as in the blush of shame or of anger." On the contrary, however,
we are disposed to regard the formation of new vessels, which does
not perhaps take place in every case even of genuine inflamma-
tion, to be subsequent to, and not the occasion of, capillary dila-

tation.

Sthenic and asthenic infammal/nn. The disturbance of the
system does not correspond more with the magnitude of the local

disorder, than with the constitutional character of the individual
affected. Of two persons that are the subjects of inttamniation, as

of the mucous membrane of the nostrils, constituting inflamma-
tory catarrh, or a cold ; of the pulmonary vessels, occasioning in-

tiammation of the lungs; or of the joints, forming rheumatism;
one shall pie\iously have possessed much constitutional vigour,

the otlier shall have been languid and feeble—the former will

have a sthenic, the latter an asthenic disease. This dislinction in

practice will be found of immeasurable imporfancc. It was first

distinctly pointed out by Dr. Brown. We believe, however, that

this author was mistaken in the mo<le in which the inflammation
of a part, and the disorder of the system, are connected ; for the
purpose of confirming his favourite tenet of sthenic and asthenic

disorder, he laboured to prove that the systematic in many cases

of inriammation actually preceded the local disease—-this is not the

case. Even in the most violent forms of pneumonia, the disorder

of the lungs precedes that of the system; and indeed sthenic dis-

order, independantly of local irritation, is in some measure a con-
tradiction in terms. High excitement, to whatever extent it may
be carried, while there is no irregularity or want of balance in any
of the corporeal or mental functions, and no affection of a part,

cannot be properly regarded as a disease, however it may predis-

pose to the diseased state.

Termination of inflammatinn. Inflammation is said to be re-

solved when the natural slate and action of parts are renewed with-

out disorganization. If, however, the intUimm;'tion has existed

for anv time, oi has been violent, an unnatural secretion takes

place from the ves-'els inflamed, which is c.illed pus; Uiis when
collected or confined, constitutes abscess, and when the inllamm.i-

tion ends in this manner, it i; said to terminate by suppuration.

In cases of much weakness, constitutional or induced, the vascu-

lar action in the part slull cease altogei.her, its excitability be irre-

coverably exhausted, and what in scholastic language is termed
gangrene be the consequence, which extending, shall form spha-

celus, or mortification. Resolution, suppuration, gangrene, are

therefore the usual modes in which inflammation terminates.

There are others, however, which are peculiar to certain parts;

thus, an inllammation of the lungs often ends fatally by a copious

rfhisiori
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elTusioii of a watery malter into the cellular texture of these organs

;

thus, an iii(lc\mniat'ion of a gland shall end in schirriis, or hardness

of tl)e parts, dc-pending perliaps upon the deposition of matter

which remains un.ibsorhed.

Species oj injiammalion. This disorder is sy^tcmaticallv divid-

ed into two leading species—phlegmonous and erythenialic. The
first is defined by Hr. Cullen, " an inflammation of a bright-red

colour, with a circnmstribed pointed tumour, and tending towards

suppuration." The erythema has a less vivid colour,witli scarcely

any luniour, spreading irre:;ularly, bUrnnig rather than throbbing

pain, and terminating in vesicles. These species are principally

established by the diilerence of part upon which the inllanimation

may happen io fall. Thus if the disorder be seated superficially,

or in any internal part where there is an uninterrupted expansive

or cellular texture, it will be ery thematic or spreading; if it be

more deeply lodged among muscular substances, it will be for the

i)io4 part phlegnionic.

Indications nj' llie disorder's decline. It scarcely requires to be
observed, that a cessation of pain, a reduction of tumor, a loss of

redness and heat, a diminution of the systematic <lislurbance, are

all evidences that the inllanimation is about to terminate. If, how-
ever, it be suffered to run on into the stage of suppuration, the

indications of this state are, the pulse becomiug fuller and softer,

the patient being attacked with shiverings, and a |ndsatory feel in

the affected part. Again, the tendency to gangrene is denoted by
the tniuour losing of its redness, and assuming a darker hue ; by
the sudden cessation of pain ; sometimes by blisters arising near

or upon the tumour; and, lastly, if the local disorder have
been considerable, by a rapid decleusion of the pulse, and powers
of life.

Treatment. The indications of cure are to be deduced from
the sthenic or asthenic disposition of the disease, and from the pe-

culiar nature of the part or organ injured. Before the time of

Dr. Brown, action, at least inflammatory action, was too indiscri-

minately viewed as an evidence of power ; the inference from this

liighly erroneous doctrine was, that inflammation almost invaria-

bly required for its cure a debilitating and evacuating plan of

treatment. Nothing can be more inconsistent with the laws of the

animal oeconomy. " It had been," says the author of the Ele-

menta Medicinas, " a prevailing opinion that the fits of the gout

could not be constituted by debility, because inflammation ac-

companies them. This question he subjected to the test of expe-

riment, lie inrited some friends to dinner ; and by tak ng sti-

mulants in their presence, recovered the most perfect use ot that

foot with which, before dinner, he could not touch the floor for

pain. By this he saw, tliat not only the gout itself, hut the in-

flammation accompanying it, was asthenic, that is, depending upon
debility. Such he found likewise to be the nature ot the inflam-

mations in the gangrenous sore throat, in chronic rheumatism, &c.
&c." The application of this principle in the practice of medi
cine has proved ol incalculable importance. In condu.-ting the

cure, then, of inflammation, the physician is to be guided not so

much by the exti'nt and degree of the local injury, as bv the na-

ture of what Brown calls the prevailing diathesis ; if infl mMiation
be attended by a full, hard, and vigorous pulse, with other ex-
pressions of power, a debilitating plan of treatment is to be adopt-
ed ; blood is to be drawn from the arm, saline purgatives are to

be administered ; cold, under the limitations immediately to be
mentioned, is to be applied, and the exciting powers as much as

possible withdrawn. If, on the contrary, an ei|ual degree of Ioc.tI

affection shall be accompanied with feeble, although quick, pulse,

and the remaining symptoms of debility, an opposite plan, under
certain regulations and e.sceptious, is to be pursued ; stimulants

are to be thrown in, and the inflammation cured by impelling and
supporting the torpid and feeble powers of the frame. But from
the peculiar nature of the part or organ afl'-'ctcd, the mode of treat-

ment in the same degree and kind of inflammation will likewise be
materially modified. 'I'hus an asthenic .ffection of the liver requires

different stimuli trom an asthenic afli'ction of the stomach. Agiin,
although in inflammation, as in fever, we generally recomiiiond
the cool treatment, and couse<|ueut free admission of air, it is to

be recollected that this principle is obiectionable in some kiiuh of
jnllammations, as of the lungs. For example, in small-pox and in

measles, we shall have the same degree of pyrexia, or fever, pre-

»ent ; and told air would be equally indicated in either, were we

to infer the proper method of treatment alone from the inflamma-
tory excitement ; but in measles the lungs are often the principal

seat of the local at'fection, an oxygenous or pure atmosphere would
prove too stimulating to these organs ; and thus if we pursued ge-

neral doctrines without particular exceptions, or overlooked " the

peculiar nature of the part or organ injured," the object of our
plans would be frustrated and defeated.

Genus I. Opiithuhnia, inflammation of the eyes. See Sur-
gery.
Genus II. Phrenitis, inflammation of the brain. This, as a

sthenic allection, intlependently of proper maniacal disorder, or

febrile artection, is an extremely rare disease.

S'/mijtonis. Redness of the face and eyes, impatience of light

and sound, watchfulness, and furious delirium.

Metliodns medendi. Copious evacuations. " Foment the head
with cold water for hours together." Blisters. Blood to be drawn
from the temporal artery.

N. B. The tlehrium of fever, which has been supposed to indi-

cate an inlianmiatinii of the brain, is for the most part of an asthe-

nic nature, and requires stimuli.

Genus 111. Ci/nanclie, quinsy.

Species 1st. Cynanche tonsillaris, common inflammatory sore
throat.

Af. M. Acid gargles. Saline purgatives. Blisters. Anthuo-
nial diaphoretics.

Species Cd. Cynanche maligna. An accidental, but very com-
mon, symptom of scarlet fever.

Species 3d. Cynanche trachealis, croup. See Infakcy.
Species 4th. Cynanche pharyngsa, a mere extension into the

pharynx of tlie cynanche tonsillaris.

Species 5th. Cynanche parotidaa. The mumps is an affection

of the parotid and maxillary glands, which appears in the form of
a swelling under the jaws : it is more common in some than iu

other counties of England. It sometimes appeai-s as an epidemic.
The mumps is in itself a slight disease ; but after its declension,
which is in general about the fourth day, the testes in men. and
breasts in women, are very apt to be affected with swelling, in

consequence of some peculiar sympathy of these parts with the
throat.

M. M. If delirium supervene upon the retrocession of the
swellings, blisters. " Foment the head with warm water."
Darwin.

Cienus IV. Pneumonia, inflammation of the lungs.

Genus V. Carditis, inflammation of the heart or pericar-
dium.
Genus VI. Peritonitis, inflammation of the peritoneum. This

disoider which is usually termed intlammation of the lungs varies

in some measure its seat. Thus the diseased action shall be di-

rected towards that part of the pleura which is called the pericar-

ilium, and then it may be called carditis : or it may pass down the
diaphragm, or the peritoneum, and form the peritonitis of Cullen,
and the diaphragmatis ot Darwin. The general symptoms are, |)y-

rexia, pain in the chest, difficulty of breathing, cough; and, if the

disorder happen in the sthenic diathesis, the pulse is hard and fre-

quent. Sometimes the expectoration is tinged with blood. The
jjarticular symptoms are, in carditis, palpitation, with unequal in-

termitting pulse, pain in the region ot the heart, vomiting, faint-

ing: if the inflammation be particularly directed to the diaphragm,
tiie pain is situated towards the lower ribs, the respirat.on in a re-

cumbent posture is extremely difficult, and the corners of the

mouth are sometimes so retracted as to form a disagreeable smile,

caded risus sardonicus.

Af. M. It is of the utmost importance to attend to the prevail-

ing diathesis. If the constitution is sthenic, and the disorder ur-

gent, Immediate and copious bleeding. Kefrigerant and emollient

cathartics. Cool and equal, not cold and irregular, atmosphere.
Diluent drinks. Total abstinence from animal food, sometimes
tluring tlie first five days. Antimonial preparations. After vene-
section a blister on the pained part. Digitalis. In Dr. Currie's

Medical Iteports we find the following observations : "I have
employed the digitalis to a very considerable extent in inflamma-
tions of t!ie brain, of the heart, and the lungs ; and have succeed-
ed with It in cases whsre I otherwise shouhl have despaireil." Iu i

Dr. Reid's Treati'^e on Consumption we meet with an acquies-

cence in this sentiment on the fo.xglove. Our experience, how-
ever,
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•vrr, has taiiglit iis to value this rpiiieily principally in otlifr piil-

iioiiary ulli'ctions llian llie more violent kinds of inflaniniatioii, as

^ mentioned under the head of phthisis. After the exrilemtnt

ins been modt-jated, opium in small doses. " Do^ neutral salts

ncrtase the tendency to cough ?" Pediluvium. Small doses of

rslomel, to prevent adhesions.

N. IJ. If pneumonia run on into suppuration pus will be dis-

h.rged by cou2;h, and thus a species of consumption be formed ;

jr wdl be' detained in the cavity of the chest, and constitute em-
pyema. In either case, digitalis iu large doses. Calomel. Opium.
Peruvian bark.

Genus VII. Gastritis, inflammation of the stomach.

\:j>nptoms. Violent pain in the region of the stomach, witli py-

cxia; small, frequent, and sometimes contracted, pulse; vomit-

iiig ; hiccougli.

Causes. Tt may be occasioned by any thing acrid taken into

tlio stomach ; by blows on the region of this organ ; and a slight

species of it is often consetiuent upon taking cold liquids alter

exercise.

M.M. In inflammation of the stomach and bowels we haTC, in

some measure, an exception to the general rule of cure, accord-

ing as the disease appears sthenic or asthenic. The pulse and vital

powers are often suddenly reduced, and yet venesection is requir-

ed. Warm bath. Fonientations. Anodyne and mucilaginous

clysters. Blisters on the pained part.

Genus VIH. Enteritis, intiammation of the bowels; fixed and
distressing pain in the bowels. Pyrexia ; pulse always quick,

sometimes hard.

Causes. Ihe same as in gastritis. Likewise strangulated hernia,

spasmodic colic, introiusception.

M. M. The same as in gastritis after the urgent symptoms have
subsided. Small doses ot calomel and opium.
Genus IX. Hcpatilis, ijiflammation of the liver.

Si/mploms. Pain in the region of the liver, extending to the cla-

vicle and lop of the right sh&ul.ler ; difficulty of lying, on the

left side especially. Pyrexia; high-coloured urine; pulse fre-

quent, strong, and often hard. Bilious evacuations, or jaundice.

'i"he tendency of disease is to suppuration.
^^. M. Copious and repeated bleeding, before the suppurative

process has commenced. Calomel, and cathartics of the refrige-

rant class. Digitalis in considerable doses. Blisters to the region

of the liver. If suppuration takes place, the matter makes its way
through the lungs, or-the intestinal canal, in the cavity of the ab-

domen, or through the peritoneum to tlie surface. During this

process o])ium and bark.

N. B. The disease above described is principally an affection

of warm climates. A species of chronic hepatitis is more usual in

Britain, and indeed is one of our most common maladies, espe-
cially among dram-drinkers.

Si/inptonis. Obtu>e and weighty kind of sensation in the region

of the liver ; difficulty of lying on the left side ; pain in the right

shoulder ; the countenance slightly marked by hectic ; dejection
of spirits. (£dema of the ancles.

Af. M. Small doses of calomel, with, or without opium. To-
n'x bitters, such as quassia, or gentian. An abstinence from spi-

rituous liquors.

Genus X. Splenitis, inflammation of the spleen.
S:jnipto>ns. Tension; tumor; heat of the left side; pyrexia;

pain increased by pressure.

^1 M.M. Blisters, catliartics, calomel, and digitalis.

PI Genus XI. Nt-phricis, inflammation of the kidneys.
.Si/mptnms. Pyrexia ; pain in the lunibar regions ; retraction of

the testicle ; numbness of the thigh ; vomiting ; costiveness.

Cau.':es. Alterni-tions of heat and cold; external violence, &c.
as in other inflannnations, but chiefly calculi.

Distinctions. Nephritis is di^tingviished from lumbago by the
more confined situation, arid pungent character of the pain ; by
the presence of pyrexia ; and by there being in the latter no re-

traction of the testicle, or numbness of the thigh. It is distin-

guished from incipient psoas ahseess, by the pain of this last being
principally seated in the vertebral column ; by such pain being
increased on pressure of this pari ; and by its taking the course of
the psoas ir,»iscle. See Su.hgerv.

AI. .M. Vena^section. Digitalis, and opium. Nitrous ither.
ICnjolUcut clysters. Castor oil. Dcmulceuts.

vol,. 111.— NO. 139.

(JenusXII. Ci/stiii.i, inflammation of th(! bladder. Pyrexia.

Pain and tumor above the pubes; pain in discharging urine ; te-

nesmus.
A/. M. Vensescction. Warm bath. Anodyne clysters. Di-

luents.

Genus Xll. Hijstcritis, inflammation of the womb. Ileal,

pain, tension, and swelling in the lower belly ; pyrexia; vomit-

M.M. Venisection. Mucilaginous clysters, with opiates.

Anodyne fomentations.

Genus XIV. Ilheumatisnms. Pyrexia; pains in joint!, fre-

quently extending along the muscles; heat and tumor on the

part.

Peculiarities, llheumatic inflammations never, like others, ter-

minate in suppuration. Dr. Darwin attributes this circumstance

to the secondary and associate nature of the disease; the original

cause, like that of the gout, not being in the inflamed part; and

therefore not continuing to act after the inflammation commences.

Perhaps the peculiarity would be more properly referred to the

nature of the parts that rheumatism attacks.

Division. Klieumatism is sthenic, or asthenic : the latter, or

chronic rheumatism, often succeeds to the former ; which the au-

thor just quoted refers to the deposition of mucus, or coagulable

lymph, which the inflamed vessels had poured out in the tirst

stages, remaining uuabsorbed on the meml)ranes of the joints. It

would probably be more correctly attributed to the loss of energy

in the parls afVected : an opinion which appears to receive sup-

port from the circumstance of the asthenic form of the complaint

sometimes coming on in a direct way, without the' inltsvention of

the acute species.

M. M. Bleeding would appear to be indicated in the sthenic

kind of rheumatism : in this disorder, however, the physician is

so often unexpectedly foiled by tlie rapid occurrence of indirect

debililv, thai venesection is almost never adviseable ; it lays the

foundation for ob-.tiiiate chronic complaint. Leeches to the in-

flamed joints. \'olalile embrocations after the inflammation has

in some measure subsided. Calomel, and opium. Sudorilics.

Warm bath. " I have found digitalis an excellent remedy in in-

flammatory rheumatism, one of the most tedious and intractable of

all disease's." Dr. Currie. Peruvian bark in chronic rheuma-

tism. Volatile tincture of gum guaiacum. Flesh-brush. Sea-

bathing. Klectricitv. Bath waters.

Genus XV. Odontalgia, tooth-ach. See Surgery.
Genus XVI. Podagra, gout.

Symptoms. Pain in The joints, princi^ially of the great toe, and

especially of the hands and feet, returning at intervals. Previously

to the accession of the inflammation the functions of the sto-

mach are generally disturbed. The fits generally come on in the

morning.
Causes and peculiarities. Gout is invariably a disease of the

asthenic diathesis. It is produced in a system predisposed to its

influence by the indirectly debilitating powers ; such as a too

liberal indulgence in fermented and spirituous liquoi-s, high-sea-

soned meats, ic. and likewise by the directly debilitating powers

of vegetable and watery food, depressing pa'ssions, &c. The in-

flammation of this disease otten alternates with, and appears in a

manner vicarious of, torpor in oilier parts of the system ; as of Ihe

brain producing apoplexy, the stomach constituting dyspepsy, and

of the liver giving rise t'o jaundice: all which symptoms indeed

may be considered as part of the disease. On this account gout

has been divided into the atonic ; that is, where a disposition to

the inflammation of the fnot is observable, but does not actually

take place ; the retrocedent, where, after the continuance for some

time of such inflammation, it shall seem to be transferred to an-

other part, and thus form a gouty uiilammation of the stomach, or

other organs ; and, lastly, the misplaced, in which the gouty ten-

dency, instead of displayin^f itself in its ordinary course, falls upon

some' other organ, as t'he Kings, the stomach, or the brain. Dr.

Darwin supposes " the original seat of the gout to be the liver,

which is probably affected with torpor not only previous to the

annual parox\sms, but to every change of its situation from one

limb to another." For this principle of associate action there does

not, however, appear suflicient support ; :uul indeed the sympa-

thy is displayed with /"'>re force and frequency between the in-

flamed foot 'and the orjj./is we have above-mentioned (the sto-

(j F mach.

[
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mach, the lung';, aiul the brain,) timii the hepatic viscus. ll is in-

deed the Jiervous system, and not the glandular, with winch the

paroxysm of the gout appears to have the mo-t intimate connec-
tion ; and it would Iwve I'ouikI a more appropriate place under
the head ot nervons diseases, than where it now stands in tlie No-
sology. It is, however, very often combined with calculary dis-

orders. The predisposition to gout is evidently hereditary ; but
the attacks of liiis malady may, in general, be warded otf, even
from tiie most susceptible habit, by a temperate mode of living.

This princii^le is illustrated in an extraordinary manner by the lus-

tory of Dr. Gre!;ory, the present prolessor of the practice of me-
dicine in Edinburgh. We have often heard him m his lectures
produce his own as an instructive case of the beneficial eiTects of
abstinence from fermented and spirituous limiors. Gout has been
imagined, like fever, to be .1 sanative process of nature for the
purpose of expelling something from the constitution. 1 lie doc-
trine, in either instance, is equally erroneous.
M. M. In treating gout it should never be forgotten that it is an

astlienic disease : wlide excitement is kept up in the system tlie

paroxysms are suspended. Dr. Bedilocs, in his Uygeia, says,

that one of the greatest martyrs to gont he ever met with inform-
ed him, " that his freest year was that of a warmly contested elec-

tion, at wliich lie was candidate for a county- lie both drank and
exerted himself at this time more than at any period of liis life."

This evident principle ot (he asthenic nature, even of the actual

intiammation in gout, ouglit to render the physician extremely
careful in his application of the remedy lately introduced into

practice, the application of cold water to the inflamed part. Jn

some violent cases (his may be proper; l)ut it should never be ex-

tended beyond the limit of jjleasiirable sensation. To bleed is

likewise hazardous in (lie extreme. Dr. Brown's mode of sus-

pending tlie paroxysms has already been referred to ; and every
arthritic exi)eriences temporary benefit from \\\> dinner, his glass,

and pleasurable cnnipaiiy. It is by acting on the imagination
that empirics sus|)end the threatened attacks of gout. In'this, as

in nurabsrless other instances, faith in, constitutes the virtue of,

remedies; both therefore in chronic ilieumatism and gout, we
might place amoii" tlie curative agents metallic tractors, whether
authorized by Perkins, or formed of old nails, as in the instructive

experiments of Dr. Haygarth. Even a piece of sealing-wax, or

stick, when supposed by the patient to be the genuine tractors,

operated in a most astonishing manner. (Haygarth on Perkin's
'1 ractors.) The influence of the imagination over the body, whe-
ther in health or disease, has not been sufficiently acted upon in

the profe-isional practice of medicine. The irregular attections in

gout must 1)6 combated bv stimulants carefully adapted to the ex-
citability ; for the spasmodic affections of the stomach aromatics
and bitters, as ginger and quassia. If the head is affected cam-
phor, musk, ether, opium ; these likewise are remedies for the
gouty asthma. The Portland powder, which is a composition of
bitters and aromatics, may prove for a time highly useful ; but
the protracted use of medicines of this class is objectionable, as

eventually detrimental to the stomach and general fibre. Regu-
lar and steady, and not capricious and merely temporary, absti-

nence from wine, spirits, and spices. The body to be preserved
gently open. Pure air, moderate exercise, encouragement of
cheerful habits. Warm and cold sea-bathing. Bath waters. Very
small doses of digitalis. Hop (liumulus lupulus.)

Order III. Exanthemata, Eruptions.

The exanthemata are more nearly allied to genuine fever than
those disorders of which we have just been treating, as the local

affections are consequences rather than causes of the general irrita-

tion. They have been called eruptive fevers. They are defined
by Cullen contagious diseases, affecting a person only once during
the whole of life, commencing with fever, and succeeded by erup-
tion on the skin. The contagious matter upon which these de-
pend may indeed operate upon certain parts more particularly,

and thus the disease b;e entitled to rank among the sensitive, irri-

tative, or symptomatic fevers. This, however, is by no means
certain : the primary action of contagion, whether of a specific or
general nature, has hitherto escaped the penetration of the patho-
logist.

Genui I. En/sipelas, St. Anthony's fire.

Sijmptom:^. This disease does not correspond with the whole of

9

ihe above definitions; it is not contagious; and it has fiequentlj

been found to recur. Tlie face is the more ordinary seat of tin',

affection. After febrile irritation has coiiinienced, and continuei'

for a short time, during which tliere is olten an unusual drowsiness
and sometimes clelinum, the face suddenly becomes bloated, tliu

eye-lids swell, and the skin is red and blistered. If the disorder i

violent, or ill-treated, the inflammation and redness exl'end down
the neck, and spread sometimes on the shoulders ; the tumid .ip-

pearaiice of the countenance increases, delirium supervenes, aiKl

the patient has been known to die apoplectic. The erysipelas is

an erythematic inHammatioii. Its seat is the rete mucosum. Its

tendency is to gangrene rather than to suppuration. A fatal ter-

mination is said to be iirincipally on tlie seventh, ninth, or eleventh
days.

M. M. In no other affection is it of more urgent moment to

decide on the treatment by the nature of the prevailing diathesis.

It has been observed, that in large and populous cities St. An-
thony's fire almost always appears in the form of asthenia : and in

this case re(|uiies w ine, bark, opium: while in the hardy consti-

tution of tlie rustic it assumes a sthenic character, and demands the
vigorous employment of what has been called the antiphlogistic

regimen. Venesection. Saline purgatives. Diluent drinks. Wight
not digitalis be employed with a prospect of singular advantage,
as the disease has an evident affinity with certain species of drop-
sy ? Willi respect to external application, it has been customary to

use mealy substances, such as flour. Solutions of lead, zinc, or
alum, are improper, " as they stimulate the secerning vessels into

too great action." (Darwin.) Cold water.

Genus II. Pcstis, the plague, is an epidemic typhoid fever.
Genus 111. I'nriola, small-pox.
i'i/iiipl(/ms. After the pyrexial symptoms have continued for

three days eruptions appear on the skin, which on the eighth day
contain |)us, and at lengdi fall off in crusts.

Species. The small-pox is divided into the distinct, and conflu-
ent : the first has more of the sthenic, the latter of the asthenic,

character. In the former the eruptions are of a phlegmonic, in

the latter of an erythematic or spreadii.g, nature. The eruption
of the distinct small-pox makes its appearance in circumscribed
red spots on the face ; in the course of two days the body imd legs
receive their portion. Tlie fever now ceases, the face swells, the
pustules enlarge, and on the eighth day are mature. The swell-

ing of the face now goes oft", and the hands and feet begin to swell,

with a slight return of fever, which however soon declines. In
the confluent, or asthenic, species, the fits are not so regular; the
eruptions are net circumscribed and prominent, but diffused, and
scarcely appearing above the skin ; a kind of ery>ipelas sometimes
precedes them, and every symptom denotes debility. The fatal

termination is often on the eleventh day.
Inoculation. The advantages of inoculation for the small-pox

need not be insisted on. 1 he circumstance, however, upon » liicb

depends the more favourable character of inoculated over natural
small-pox, does not appear to have been satisfactorily accounted
for. The only cautions requisite in preparing for inoculation, are
to preserve the bowels free from sordes, and to choose a time for

the insertion of the matter when teething, or other irritative pro-
cesses, are not going on in the system. With respect to the time,
it has been well said, that inoculation ought to be performed either

before the second month, or after the second year.

M. M. Cold air. The bowels to be preserved open. Animal
food to be denied. If the fever runs high, antimonials and nitre.

In the confluent species, the alimentary and intestinal canal is

with the utmost solicitude to be preserved free from congestions
by purgatives, and the power of the system supported by opium,
bark, small doses of nitre, wine, pure air; vinegar aspersed about
the bed, walls, and floor, of the apartment. Pediluvium. For an
account of the vaccine disease, or cow-pox, see the article Vac-
cination.
Genus IV. Varicella. The chicken-pox is a very slight dis-

ease ; the eruptions sometimes assume nearly the character of the
distinct small-pox ; but there is not much irritation of the system,
and they generally disappear in the course of three or four days
from their first breaking out.

Genus V. Rubeola. Measles.
Symptojns. Pyrexia, sneezing, inflamed eyes, dry cough, drow-

siness; about the fourth day, or later, small red points appear on^
(he
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tin.' skill, which ill Uk" course of about three days lalloff'in branny
bc.ik'.-;. " As tlie contagious material ol the smallpox may be
biippo-iod lo be ililVused in the air hl<e a tine dry powder, and mix-
ing with the saliva ni the month to infect the tonsils m its passage

to ilie stomacli, so the contagious material of the measles mav be
supposed to be more completely dissoh ed in the air, and thus to

impart its poison to the membrane of the nostrils which covers the
sense of smell ; whence a catarrh with sneezing ushers in the fe-

ver." Zoqnomia.
Af. M. Measles too often lay the foundation of pvdmonary con-

sumption, to prevent which the symptoms dciiotinf> intlamniation

of the lungs are to be with much solicitude obviated ; and for this

jMU'pose small doses of tincture of digitalis are to be preferred to
every other medicine. N'enesection cannot with propriety be
iiseil in young subjects, however imiieriouslv called for; and di-

gitalis supplies its place without the risli of inducing indirect debi-
lity. Steady and cool atm>isphere, not cold air in currents. Re-
frigerant cathartics, with calomel. Animal food not t© be given.
Digitalis, with a very small quantity of opium, for the cough suc-
ceeding lo measles.

Genus V'l. Miliui-in, miliary fever, is merely a symptomatic
eruption of small red pimples about the neck aufl face, which in
two days become while pustules, and desquamate. I'hev have a
peculiar smell. Much anxiety and difticulty of breathing'precede

I
the eruption. This (li>order appears to be a consequence of an
improper heating regimen in fever,

(ienus VU. Scuii.it/na, scarlet fever.

Si/mptnm.i, &c. After jjyrexia has lasted about fonr days a
scarlet eruption appears on the skin, sometimes attended wilii in-

llamed tonsils and cervical glands: these last sometimes appear
without cutaneous eruption, and the disease has been called cy-
nanihe maligna. 'J'his disorder is apt to be mistaken for measles;
bill m scarlet lever there are no catarrhal symptoms as in measles!
Tills disorder is very irregular in its aspect; and often, without
much care, latal in its termtnation. Sometimes, without anv

I

alarming symptoms in the onset of the fever, a change takes place',

and in the course of a (cw hours the patient falls into the arms of
death. The unfavourable s) mptoms are the same as in other fe-

vers. It is a disease piincipally of children. Whether it depend
upon specific contagion, like measles and small-pox, is not per-
haps fully ascertained.

M. M. Cold atfusion. Cold air. Antimonials, opium, bark,
wine, saline purgatives or enemas, nitre, blisters. See the section
on Fever in this article.

Genus Vm. Urticaria, nettle-rash. After pyrexia for a day,
small red spots, like the stinging of nettles, appear on the skin,
which almost v.anish during the day, but return in the evening. It
scarcely requires ?.ny meilical treatment. The disease does not
last more than two or three days.

Genus I\. Aplului, thrush. Spots on the fauces and tongue,
by which this disorder is constituted, are almost always symptoma-
tic of other diseased states.

Genus X. Pemphigus, " a fever attended by successive erup-
tions of vesicles aliout the size of almonds, which are filled with a
yellowish scrum, and in three or four days subside." The
treatment is to be regulated by the nature of the attendant
lever.

Order W.—Hemorrhagic. Discharges of blood.

The definition of this order is, jivrexia, with profusion of blood,
without any external violence; blood when drawn from a vein
shewing the buf'ly coat. Discharges of blood, however, are often
unattended with pyrexical irritation, and indeed for the most part
nre evidences, not merely of local, but also of general weakness.
Augmented energy in the larger propelling vessels mav indeed
overcome the resisting power of the smalleV branches, ind pro-
duce what 13 called active ha-morrhagc; in this case we have only
local debility to contend with in the cure. Dr. Darwin dividt-s
tiatiiorrhage into the arterial and venous, the latter of which he
ittributes to defect of venous absorption ; it does not appear
lowever, that the veins act in the manner of absorbents, according
o the opinion of our author. Venous liKmorrhagcdepends upon
•eneral weakness, accidentally directed to the vessels from which
he blood is poured out by rupture of their coats. It is always a
iigWy asthenic disease.

'

I

Genus 1. Epistaxis, bleeding from the nose.

Sijinptoiiis. Pain or fullness of the bead, gid<liiiess, dimness of
vision, drowsiness, irritation of the nostrils. It is the disorder
principally of jouiig persons, who have a lax and weak fibre; in

some itiw instances it occurs asvicarious of obstructed menses, and
sometimes appears in men when the hxmorihoidal discharge has
been suddenly arrested.

1/. M. Cold ajiplied to the neck and head. Mechanical
pressure, or absorbing substances, to the nostrils. Acids and .is-

tringents internally. Avoiding irritation of the body or mind.
The bowels to be kept gently open. Nourishing, but not stimu-
lating, aliment. In the epistaxis of old people, and in cases of
much weakness, bark, vitriolic acid, opium. If the disorder is

violent, and have depended upon the suppression of some other
discharge, such discharge to be restored.

Genus II. Hamopti/sis. Spitting of blood. Symptoms.
Redness of the cheeks, a sen-ation of weight in the breast, difficult

res|)iration. Saltish taste in the mouth, irritation in the trach;ea,

coughing up of florid blood. Hicmoiitysis more usually appears
in individuals with a slender make ancl contracted chest, who an-

of an irritable habit, and w ho have btcn subjected in their earlier

years to epistaxis. It generally comes on at the age of puberty.
Causes. Violent irritation of mind or body, sudden vicissitudes

of heat and cold, loo powerful exertion of the lungs, as in singing,

coughing, playing upon wind-instruments. Like epistaxis, and
indeed more fre(|uently, it immediately originates from obstructed
menses. Somelimes it appears vicarious of a gouty paroxvsm.
M. M. All irritation and irregularities to be carefully guarded

against. Bowels to be kept evacuated by mild purgatives. Man-
na. Tamarinds. Peruvian or oak-bark, combined with mineral
acids, especially the sulphuric. Opium. Digitalis in large doses,

so as to occasion nausea. " A table-spoonful of common salt."

(Dr. Rush.) " One immei-sion in cold water, or a sudden sprink-
ling all over with cold water, would probably stop a pulmonary
h;rniorrliuge." (Darwin.) Procure a return of the obitructed
discharge.

Phthisis pidmnnalis, consumption of the lungs.

Symptoms. Emaciation, weakness, cough, hectic fever, and
for the most part an expectoration of pus. Dr. CuUen has intro-

duced pulmonary consumption into his nosology, as a sequel of
ha;moptysis. This common and fatal malady, however, often,

and indeed for the most part, originates independently of li.Tinor-

rhage from the lungs. Its origin and progress are most usiiallv

exceedingly insidious. The persons chiefly obnoxious lo phthisis

are those of a scrophulous habit, who have been disposed previ-
ously to sulier by lymphatic tumours, w ho are of a slender make,
have long necks and narrow chests, who have been liable in their

earlier years to bleeding at the nese, who have had frequent ca-
tarrhal alllections while children, and in whom cough has remained
or been ill-treated ifter the eruptive diseases of infancy, more
especially the measles. These predispositions ordinarily break
out into actual disease, at, or shortly after, the period of puberty.
It is at this lime that the pulmonary circulation becomes altered;
and the seeds of the disease, hitherto latent, are expande<l and de-
veloped. In any constitution then at this period, and more espe-
cially in those that are characterized by a scrophulous tendency,
a short and generally dry cough, succeeding perhaps to a trivial

cold, attended with emaciation in the smallest degree, and more
especially if the pulse be rapid, and the check be marked by hec-
tic redness, alternating with more than usual paleness of counte-
nance, the patient is to be assiduously watched, and the disorder
earnestly combated.

Causes. Phthisical ulceration of the lungs, or confirmed con-
sumption, is ordinarily produced through the medium of tubercles,

or small bodies, in the cellular texture of these organs, which, bv
repeated and gradual irritation, at length come to ulcerate and
destroy the fabric of the lungs, and produce the symptoms of
fully-formed phthisis. The origin and actual nature of these bo-
dies arc not perhaps very evident; they were formally errone-
ously imagined to be indurated lymphatic glands. The more im-
mediately exciting cause of pulmonary consumption is generallv
an exposure to cold, which operates in the manner described un-
der the section Catarrh. C'onsumption, however, maybe brought
on by ainenorrhoea, lues venerea, unseasonably repelled eruptive
action on the surface, mental atTectioos, &c.

M. M.
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j1/. M, " 1 lie fai ility," says a iiioclcrn aiitlior, " of lepicssing

the primary syinptoms of plilliisis pulmonalis, is propovlioneil to

its difficulty of cure when the characters of the disorder are fully

confirmed, and tlie texture of the lungs almost wholly destroyed."

(Reid on Consumption.) In no case, perhaps, is neglect or early

mismanagement of disease more pregnant with irremediable evils,

than in the instance of consuii-:ptive affections. Digitalis properly

and timely had recourse to is " the anchor of hope." " In fami-

lies where this fatal disciise (phthisis) is hereditary, the use of this

remedy as a prophylactic, will, I have no doubt, save many lives

that would otherwise have been cut short." (Dr. Currie.)

"Digitalis is a remedy in pulmonary consumption in its earlier

periods, which, under due regulation^, and with suflicient atten-

tion to other circumstances of regimen .aid diet, mav be employed
with a prospect of almost invariable relief." (Dr. lU-id.) Other
testimonies, e(|uallv decided, miglit be adduced in favour of this

'aluable remedy. \Varm-bathing. A regular temperature in the

air that the person breathes. Warm clothing. Avoiding currents

of air. Assiduously guarding against damp, and especially cold

application to the feet, as by sitting with the feet on a stone-tloor,

or an oil-cloth. Milk-diet, of which IIoffiHan elegantly says,

" Qua perpliires phthi'-icos, in cymba C'harontis tpiasi luen nte.s,

sanatos, pristinai-que redditos valeludini, novi." Avoiding all spi-

rituous rKjuors, and spiced or high-seasoned meats. Keeping the

bowels gendy open by manna, ca>tor-oil, senna, &c. t'va ursi

has recently been recommended by Dr. Bourne. 'J hese are the

remedies of the fust stage, or, more properly speaking, the menac-
ing symptoms of ct.nsumption. When the lungs have actually

become ulcerated after gradual and protracted irritation, very

little expectation of recovery can remain. Cjriflith's uiisture,

composed of sleel, myrrh, and alkali. Digitalis in larger doses,

;uid combined with the above tonic. Vvaursi? opium and vi-

triolic acid. Digit.dis combined with calomel. Change of cli-

m.ile. If a tendency to absorption from the surface of pulmonary
ulcer could be induced gre.ter than the deposition of it, we might

have some prospect of curing the disea>e in its advanced stages.

In order to produce this absorption, sailing so as to occasion sea-

sickness has been had recourse to. Swinging, ridhig in a carriage,

and other modes of occasioning a degree of verliguious affection,

and consequent nausea, have likew ise been recommended and

practised. Inhalation of a lowered atmosphere, of other modified

gases, and even volatile astringent substances, have been also pro-

posed and tried, but not with decided benefit. In the conhrmed
stages of phthisis, animal diet which is nutritive, without being

stimulant, ought to be advised. IJath-waters and cold sea-bathing

are improper in every stage of the complaint.

N. B. If consumption be symptomatic of other diseases, while

the symptoms are subdue<l by the above remedies, the attention

must necessarily be turned principally towards the original af-

fection.

Caution. All the signs of consumption may be present without

the presence of the disease. Debility, emaciation, and cough,

may be brought on by nervous, independent of organic, <liseasc,

as well as by \' onus and intestinal viscidities. Hectic fever may
be occasioned in certain constitutions by mental aftections alone ;

this likewise is sometimes iuduci-d by worms. Purulent expec-
toratioji, indeed, is decisive; but the nature of the sputa is not

with facility, in every case, to be decided upon.

Genus III. Hicmnrrhois, the piles. Weight and pain of the

he.id, vertigo, pain in the anus and loins, swellings and flux of

blood from the anus.

M. M. If symptoms of arterial activity accompany the ha;-

iiiorrhoids, vitriolic acid, with moderate astringents, such as infu-

sion of roses. Temperance, exercise, abstinence from spirituous

liquors and spices. Tamarinds. Lenitive electuary, sulphur,

crystals of tartar. Castor-oil. Warm fomentation, by silting

over the steam of h(;ated water. Leeches. These two last reme-

dies, are esp' cially serviceable in what are called the blind has-

inorrhoids, where there is Mvelling with pain Irom congestion in

tlie hannorrhoidal veins, wKhout any discliarge of blood from the

alius. When the lucmorrhoidal flux is attended with much <lel)i-

litv, while the bowels are kept open with castor-oil and other si-

milar purgatives, the mun' powerful .astringents are to be employ-
Cheerful train of think-ed.

tng.

Steel. Exercise.

Sec SuBGEBy.
Generous diet.

Genus IV. Aliinorrhagia, immoderate menstrual tlux.

Stpnpioms. Pain in the back and loins, vertigo, ditlirultyof

bveaUung, Hushes of heat and cold, iretpient pulse; in cases where
the disease is more directly from debility, lo~s ol appetite, paleness

of countenance, coldness of the limbs, cedemalous swellings about
t'.e ancles.

M. M. In the fust species, the menstrual irregularity generally

arises from hysteric or nervous all'ectioiis, libidinous desires, and
other violent pa--sions; in this case attention must be paid to

counteract the cause. Avoid stimuli oi all kinds, mental or phy-
sical. Refrigerant cathartics, if costiveness be present. Moderate
astringents, such as infusion of roses, and the sulphuric acid. In
the manorrhi'.gia of direct debility, astringents, cordials, and sti-

mulants. Peruvian bark and sulpnuric acid, opium, alum, port-

wine. External apiilication of cold water, or vuiegar. Steel.

Oeder V. Prnfluvia.

The profluvia are distinguished by Dr. Cnllen fiom liremor-

rhages, by the discharges not being naturally sanguinary. This
order contains two genera, catarrhus and dysenteria, both of

which might have found more appropriate situations even in Dr.
Cullen's own nosology.

Genus I. Catarrhus, a cold.

i'l/iiiploms. Pyrexia, with increased discharge from the mu-
cous membrane of the nostrils, and in violent cases of the fauces

and brouciji.-p, with cough. The term cold, which is made use of,

in common language, principally to denote an inflammalory con-'

ihtion ol the mucous membrane of the nose, is exceedingly incor-

rect ; it not only confomnis the effect with the cause of the disor-:

der, but conveys an erroneous iilea of the mode in which such dis-

oiiler is created. The operation of cold, unle-s thiough theme-'*

diuni of th<' sensations, is mviaiably negative; it is merely an ab-

straition of tlie siimulani powtr ot heat, and by its application to
the living l-.ody (Irom an invariable l:iw of organic existence) ren-

ders the frame in a more than ordinary measure suscejHible of

such, and other stimulant po.-.ers. For example: suppose an ani-

mal to exist in a niediuni-temperaturc of tkl°, let 10' be subtracted

tor a short period, and aflerwarc'.r p;ecipitately added, the 60" will

now act as with a power, perhaps, o: rlj, on account of the previ-

ous abstraction of stimuli producing, as ii has been very properly

expressed, "an accumulation of excitability." In this manner
then is explained tlie agency of cold, in engen<leriiig inflammatory

disorders, among which that we are n^ w considering is one of the

most frequent; an explanation founded upon a |)riiiciple for the

ilevelopement of which we are unquestionably indebted to the ge-

nius of Dr. Brown. Tliis author, however, made an improper use

of his own discovery; he did not sufticiently take into account
the complicated and combined functions of the animal oeconomy

;

and the very lirst position which he ileduced from the detection

of this important, and indeed characteristic, quality of living ex-

istence, is practically incorrect. " Cold applied to the animal

system never proves injurious unless succeeded by heat :" friguj

luinquam nocet, nisi ubi ejus actionem calor cxcipit. In endea-

vouring to support this assumption. Dr. lirown and his disciples

have aimed to prove that thote symptoms which aie usually cha-

racterised by the appellation of a cold, as well as rheumatism, and

all other diseases arising from exposure to cold, are not occa'-ioned

until the same or a superior degree of external heat be restored ;

forgetting that the " accumulation of excilabilty" immediately

resulting from diminished temperature is acted upon, and thus ih-

flammatory irritation engendered, by the remaining stimuli of the

frame, external and internal. Thus an individual, while still ex-

posed to the catarrh-producing temperature, while, for example,

his feet remain wet and cold, shall liave inflammation in the niii-

coiis membrane of the nose and fauces, febrile irritation, and al!

the usual phafnomena of catarrh; the balance of excitement being

overturned, and turbulent irritant action being established in its

stead. I'urther, the existence of a cold does not suppose the pre-

sence of a sthenic disease: indeed the exact contrary is the fact,

for the malady will be occasioned with most faciiiiy when the

frame is weak and irritable. Why the membrane of the nostrils.

Sec. should be the readiest to suiter more particularly, does lut

seem to admit of an easy explanation ; it is important, houcver,

to recollect what has been pointed out in an explicit (iiaimer by

Dr. Eeddoes, and since by Dr. Reid, that this membrane is a part

ct
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'[ the same expansion witli that wliich lines the windpipe and cn-

•rs the lungs ; so that in fact a common inflammatory cold is a

ogiee of the same disease witli an inflammation of the Inngs.

.1/. M. Moderate and t'qnal temperature. The bowels to be
I'pt gently open. If tlie febrile irritation is considerable, juclo-

ilics. Antimonials, nitre. Oleaginous substances may be used

y all5f\' the cough ; but irritatinc; balsams, such as cough-medicines

re generally composed of, are m the highest degree detrimental

;

V too often increase the disposition to, and sometimes actually

luce, conlirmed consumption. Liquorice, honey, boiled fig,

.iiond-emulsion. If the phthisical tendency is conspicucus, di-

I'alis (see the section on phthisis pulmonalis).

Genus II. Di/saitaia, dysentery.
- niptoiiis. Frequent stools, rnixed with mncoui, and some-
us with blood, attended with griping and tenesmus, the proper
le excretions being retained; pyrexia, pulse quick and feeble.

disease is sometimes contagious and epidemic.

Causes. Dysentery depends upon tl)e irritability of weakness,
Iptermiued by particular circumstances to the alimentary canal

;

ts predisposing and exciting causes are alternations of heat and
old, more especially when accompanied by damp, as wlien an

nny is encamped on marshy ground -. the putrid miasma arising

rom the marshes; the contagious eliiuvia proceeding from the

lischaige in the disease: and, according to Sir John Pringle, from
lead bodies left unburied in the field of battle. The immediate
avi^e of the symptoms seems to be, a spasmodic constriction of
:i' larger intestines, retaining the fi'ces.

1/. M. Calomel, opium, and rlud)arb, to relieve the spasm,
i discharge the contents of the bowels. Mucilaginous clysters,

! starch with tincture of opium. Emetics. Small doses fre-

(L.tntly repeated of ipecacuanha. Calumba. Peruvian bark.
i\ arm-bathing.

CLASS II.

NtvRosES, Nervous diseases. Depraved perception and in-

, iipted motion, are the essences of nervous diseases: the perci-

,c;u, however, is to be distinguished from the motive facultv

;

or we have a class of living actions, which, although equally un-
. r the influence of nervous power with those over which tlie will

Jes, are nevertheless, in a state of health, incessantly carried

.ithout perception or consciousness; thus, by impeding the
lions of the nerves of the stomach, we may interrupt the func-

1 of digestion. Digestion, however, is a process performed
out design, and independently of volition ; on the otiier hand,
ntellcct may be impaired by a derangement in the nervous

iin, while the digestive power shall proceed witliout the
ilest hindrance. The orders of this class (neuroses) are four:

Comata. A diminution of voluntary motion, with sleep or

•aired senses.

J. Adynamia', a diminution of the involuntary motions of either

:ral or vital functions.

!. .Spasnii, morbid motions of muscular fibre.

.. \'esanis, disorders of the judgement orintellect without pri-

; y pyrexia, or observable afleclion of any particular part of the
Iv.

OHDER [. Comutd.

' ienus I. ^Ip'iplexia, apoplexy.
. mploms. Abolition of tlie sentient and loco-mo'ive faculties,

>leep in general attended with snoring. The respiration, mo-
of the heart, and other involuntary actions, remaining.

' auscs. Epilepsy, palsy, and apoplexy, were contended by
'wn to originate from the mere irregularity of nervous power
sequent upon debility or deficient excitement ; and to be oc-
iuned without either an unusual impetus of circulation to the

- -jels of the brain, or impeded return of Wood from this organ.
'\\ e believe, however, that although the cause of apoplexy often is

in one sense mere deficiency of excitement directed to the sen-

tient organization, the immediate ociasion of the apoplectic symp-
toms is for the most part the state of the 'essels of the brain.

Apoplexy, for the sake of illustration, may be divided into sthenic
1 asthenic. If a vigorous and pletlioric man, silting down to his

ner and his glass, suddenly, during the excitement of convivia-

y, of mirth, and of alcohol, fall on the floor with deprivation of
nse and apoplectic stertor, it must be evident thr.',. the fit has
vouiii.-~xo. 139.

I

been induced by a greater flow of arterial blood into the vessels of

the brain, than the veins of this organ could, in dye time, convey
away. The apople.\y has been induced in the manner of a sthe-

nic disease. If, on the other hand, a debauched and debilitated

individual be the subject of an apoplectic attack, at the time when
the excitement of intoxication shall have been succeeded by the

condition of indirect debility, the disease will here have been
brought about in a dill'erent manner; the impetus in the vessels or

the brain shall have partaken of the general diminution of power
thruuoihout the whole system; sluggish vascular action shall havfc

caused congestion ; which congestion, m union with the deficient

excitement on which it had depended, shall have induced that

sudden suspension of the sentient faculty vhicli constitutes the

apoplectic jiaroxysin. Apoplexy often immediately succeeds to

a fidl meal: what more natural than, under such circumstances, to

attribute the fit to a distended stomach pressing upon the aorta oi

large descending blood-vcissel, and consequent determination ot

the vital fluid in an inordinate measure to the head ? Such con-

clusion however, will not bear the scrutiny of strict enquiry.

Upon this principle, the apoplectic stertor and insensibility ought
to be induced with most readiness, as in oneordynia or night-inare,

while the body is in a recumbent posture,. and the stomach is most
distended from the extrication of gas which takes place in conse-

quence of the weakened digestive power; in place of this, how-
ever, the fall is iminediate; the attack is made while the body is

in an erect position, and often before the stomach has become in a

very great degree distended ; the fit then arises, in tliis last case,

from that degree of excitement which the digestive powers have

called olT to their aid, lea^fing the brain in a condition of insufli-

cient energy, properly to propel the vital fluid through its own
vessels ; congestion of blood is the consequence, and this last the

proximate or immediate cause of the fit.

M. M. The strictest attention to the manner in which the dis-

order has been brought on. If the disease is sthenic, and the phy-

sicians are called in while the paroxysm still continues, iminediate

and copious bleeding from the arm, the jugular veiiis, or the tem-
poral artery. Every ligature about the patient's body, especially

about the neck, to be loosened immediately. Press h'rd with the

thumb and fore-ringer upon the carotid arteries, taking care to avoid

the jugular veins. Place the head of the patient high on his pil-

low, or seat him erect in a chair. Preserve the apartment cool

Cold water may in some cases be applied vigorously to the fore-

head and temples. Afterwards saline purges, and subacid drinks.

Enemas. Careful preservation from irregular and violent excita-

tions, either of body or mind. In the asthenic, and by far the

most usual form, of the comolaint, bleeding with much less free-

dom, and only during the paroxysm ; in general, it is not at all

proper. It is better to open tl.e temporal artery, if convenient,

than to bleed from the arm or jugulars. The application of cup-

ping-glasses still preferable; apply blistere to the neck. When
the power of deglutition has returned, cordials and stimulants.

Opium and wine in very small do^es. Volatile alkali. Sprinkle

vinegar about the room. To prevent the returns of the fits; to-

nics, particularly bitters, as calumba, gentian, quassia; exercise

and mental amusement, without violent excitation. Journeys to

Bath or elsewhere. Preserve the body regularly open, without

violent purgations. Avoid sudden exposure to cold, especially

cold and wet feet. If the lit has followed the suppression of any

accustomed discharge, or cutaneous eruption, let them, if possible,

be restored.

Genus II. Parulijsis, pa'sy. Partial interruption of the loco-

motive faculty, sometimes with a degree of apoplectic stertor.

This is partial'apoplexy, arising fiom similar causes operating in a

less dearee. It sometimes succeeds to a full fit of apoplexy, and

continues for months, or during life. Tlie palsy olten aflects the

whole of one side, and is confined to that side ; hence it has been

supposed, that the injury of the brain is likewise j-artial ; and

from the decussation that has been imagined traceable of the

nerves from the encephalon, Dr. Darwin and others have con-

cluded, that the origin of the disease is on that side of the brain op-

posite to tlie affected side. Palsy, h nvevtr, certainly originates

at times (even if genuine apoplexy docs not) from interrupted ex-

citement, without any congestion in the brain, as its morfe imme-
diate source ; as when it results from the poison of lead and other

causes.

6 G M. M.
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. M. M. Ascertain Ihe exciting cause, and, if possible, counter-

act it. Emetics, purgatives, preceding stimuiants and tonics,

Tonics and stimnlants the same as in asthenic apoplexy. Volatile

embrocations to tlie paralysed side or limb. Warm-batli. P.alli-

waters. Electricity. Galvanism.

Order II. AAipmmia:.

Genus I. Syncope, fainting.

Symptoms. A dmiinution, or even, for a time, a fo^al cessation,

ill the action of the heart. Fainting may arise from passions of

the mind; from sudden reduction of stimulus, as from bleeding,

or drawing off tlie waters in dropsy ; violent pain ; the irritation of

worms, or otiier crudities, in tlie stomach and bowels; much heat,

cffensive cilluvia, &c. : in these cases the disorder has been called

syncope cerehralis. When fainting arises from deficiency of o,\y-

gcn in the circumambient air, as in a crowded assembly, the cessa-

tion of the beart is produced nearly upon the same principles as in

actual suffocation, drowning, or' strangling. It is then termed

syncope pulmonea.
' M. M. Immediately obviate, if possible, the exciting cause.

Endeavour to restore sensation by aspersing cold water on the

face and neck; attempt to force down a small quantity of brandy;

and in all cases, but more especially when the affection arises from

impure air, tluow open the windows, and prevent compassionate

spectators from crowding round the insensilile patient. If fainting,

or palpitation, recur frequently, and without any manifest cause,

either predisposing or exciting, there will be reason to susiiecl that

the disorder is not nervous, but depends upon some malcontorma-

tion in the heart, or neighbouring blood-vessels. In this last case

it is irremediable.

Genus II. Dijspepsia, indigestion.

Symptoms. Dehcient, or depraved, appetite; nausea; vomit-

ing; inllation from flatulence; heartburn; pain in the stomach,

especially when the body is in a bent position ; oppressed breath-

ing ; costiveness. This disease evidently arises from deficient

action in the muscular ^bres of the stomach, wliich in violent cases

amounts to inverted motion and vomiting. It acknowledges the

same sources as other affections of weakness: these are, intem-

perate use of spirituous liquors, and of tea; exposure to damp and
cold ; irregular hours of repose ; intense study ; mental depression

and anxiety ; when originating from this last source the disorder

has an equal claim to the appellation of hypochondriasis, or low

spirits, as with that of dyspepsia.

M. M. Purgatives, with calomel, previously to giving tonics.

An emetic. Calumba, gentian, quassia. Magnesia, in order to

neutralise the aciihty, and ease the consequent pain of heartburn.

Chalk, which is used with the same intention, is improper, on ac-

count of that neutral compound which it forms with the acid of

the stomach iieing insoluble, and tending to increase the costive

state. " The dyspeptic must be persuaded that a horse is tlie

best physician ; and that temperance of every kind, with reason-

able dissipation and exercise in a dry healthy air, will do more for

him than all the medicines in the world." (Townsend.) Cold,
or shower, bath, in very warm, and warm- bathing, in cold wea-
ther. A glass of warm water after dinner and supper.

Genus 111. JIi;porliondri(isis, low spirits. Indigestion, with

languor, and causeless apprehension of evil, more especially as it

relates to the patient's state of health. This disease and dyspepsia

only deserve to be distinguished by separate names, inasmuch as

the mental depression in hypochondriasis appears especially to in-

crease the disease by which it is, in part, constituted ; and such

disease is again magnifieil beyond measure by the morbid imagi-

nation of the invalid. Thus, in some cases of confirmed hypo-
chondriasis, the dyspeptic sensations shall be attributed by the

Eufferer to the immediate agency of a malevolent power.

M. M. Aim at converting solicitude and apprehension into

confidence and hope; not by deriding the feelings of the hypo-
chondriac, and treating them as fanciful, but by breaking the chain

of diseased associations. Procure a gradual change of scene and
of habits. Journeys to Bath, or elsewhere, according to the pre-

vious disposition of the patient. Bath-waters. Warm-bathing.
Preserve careiully the alimentary canal free from colkivies and
viscidities by drastic purges and calomel. Maintain a regular

.jnoisture of the skin, without copious perspiration. Tonics svith

axamatice. Dr. Darwin particularly insists, and with justice, on

the advantage of uniformity in the hours of meals: this luilfomiity

should even, extend to niedicinals, the same hour of repetition be-
ing invariably observed. " Siesta, or sleep after dinner."
Genus IV. Chtnrosis, green-sickness. Dyspepsia; paleness

of the skin and of the lips; lassitude; difficult breathing, and pal-

pitation of the heart, after using more exercise than usual, espe-
cially in going rapidly up stairs; pulse small, feeble, and some-
times very quick ; coklness of the extremities ; appetite deficient,

and oftentimes depraved ; pain in the back and loins; costiveness;

ocdcmatous ancles, especially towards evening; and obstructed
menstruation. " Chlorosi laborat debilis puclla totum corpus,

laxo adeniate tuniet
;

pallent et frigent omnia." (Van Swietcnj
Dr. Cullen lias improperly classed this among the nervous diseases;

it ought to have been traiisierrcd to the next leading division oi

disease, or rather regarded as ;in affection of the lymphatic and
absorbent system. '1 he immediate cause is evidently an inactive

state of the absorbent vessels, more especially of those which sup-

ply the chyle: hence deficiency of red blood in the vessels, want
of propelling power in the heart and arteries: hence want of men-
struation, aedematous swellings of the feet, "pallent et frigent

omnia."
M. M. Almost as certainly as some kinds of pains yield to

opium, does even obstin;ile chlorosis fall belore the power of steel.

" Dum hoc utitnr, incipit oviri major calor." To steel, then,

must the physician principally trust in evefj' case of genuine
green-sickness. It is necessary, however, frequently to com-
mence with an emetic; and in almost all cases it is proper to give

a purgative, joined with calomel, before the administration oi

stenl. Tonic bitters. Aromatics. Moderate exercise in a pure at;

mosphere. Flesh diet. " A bath ol about eighty degrees, as

Buxton ;" not by any means colder. Marriage.

Order III. Spusmi, Spasms.

If in any animal the nerve supplying a limb be denuded, and a

violent stimulus be applied to its surface, the whole member shall

be immediately Uirown into convulsive agitations: a fact which is

perhaps too often demonstrated in galvanic and other experiments.

When then such convulsive movements appear, without experi-

ments, and sometimes w ithout apparent cause, a similar change is

justly inferred to take place in the nerve or nerves passing ij the

organ which may be the subject of the disease. There is one cir-

cumstance with respect to spasm that, both in theory and practice,

ought always to be retained in the memory ; this is, that t,>e spas-

modic or convulsive state of parts, invariably implies flebility. To
act irregularly, is in all instances to act with deficient vigour; for

the sum total of these disorderly moveiiie;,ts, performed in a given

time, will not amount to the quantum of power displayed in the

same time by healthy and straily action. This fact appears to he

a sufficient refutation of Dr. Darwin's hypothesis, that < oiivulsion?

are voluntary exertions of the muscles to relieve pain, even if we
concede to this author, that the strict definition of volition ought

to be " the active state of the sensorial faculty in producing mo-
tion, in consecjuence of desire or aversion, whether we have thi

power of restraining that action or not;" for, according to thi;

principle, convulsion should be an actual and positive increase ol

vigour, which it is not; for while the utmost agitation is carrying

on in the convulsed member or organ, if a due quantity of stimu-

lus be thrown in, excitement will immediately follow, and in con-

sequence of this excitement, quiescence and firmness ; in the

same manner, but upon a different principle, as tightening the sail

of a ship arrests its vibratory motions, but increases its actual and

integral force. If it appear difficult to conceive why a stimulanl

or exciting agent should produce this debilitated action, we must

refer to the invariable law of living existence, that excitation, car-

ried beyond a certain point, is immediately productive of indirect

debility: thus when the galvanist convulses the leg of a frog, he

throws in more of stimulus than is adapted to the fibrous excitabi-

lity of the organ in cuiestion ; he exhausts the irritability of the

part; and the convulsion that follows is the cousec|uence of such

exhaustion, exactly upon the same principle that half a pint oi

wine shall give steadiness to the tongue, and firmness to the step,

while a quart of this stimulus, taken in the same time, shall pro-

duce a temporary paralysis of the limbs, and render the speech

faultering and inarticulate. In attempting to overcome a spasm

or convulsion, the leading principle ef cure must be etimulatire;

i th(
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the disease in question, however originating, invariably implying

debility, or more properly, perhap';, deliciency of excitement.

Sect. I. Sjianmoclic aii'cction.^ in the animalfunctions.

Genus r. I't-laiius. A spasmodic rigidity of a great part of

tlie body: In some instances it is drawn violently backward, at

others lorwards, and in both eases tin'' disease is generally followed

or attended by trismns or lock-jaw ; these symptoms may last with

greater or inferior violence from twenty-four hours to a monlli or

more. The immediately eNciting causes of tetanus are, wounds

or pricks of tendons ; the sudden application of cold after extreme

(heat; great intemperance, or other vices; the disease may like-

wise be ronseciuent upon viscid mucus, worms, and other irritat-

ing substances, in the alimentary passages.

M. M. As in fevers, it is highly necessary to jireserve the ali-

mentary canal free from colluvies, in order that the return ot ditv

and orderly excitement may not be prevented by this cause ; so is

it especially necessary in nervous and spasmodic affections carc-

ftjlly to keep in mind the incalculable importance of tliis principle.

Indeed, among the actually excitiu'.; causes of the malady now mi-

der notice, these inte-tinal crudities are perhaps the most frequent.

Let the practitioner then, in every spasmodic disorder, pay soli-

citous attention to the condition ot the stomach and bowel> : il is

in these organs " that the" archer may be seated," in whatever ili-

rection he may send f,ut hi^ arrows. It is not, let it be as care-

fully remembered, by the act of evacuation in reducing the sys-

tem, that either emetics or purgatives operate thus benelicially
;

but by the disposition that a freedom in the first passages favours

to the due susceptibilitv ot the exciting powers, on the agency of

which the return of health depends. Indeed, as far as either

purgino; or vomiting are in themselves immediately instrumental

jii dissolvm? >pasni, as il has been expressed, independently of the

source just referred to, it is by virtue of the agitation and stimulus,

not by tile discharge of « hich they are productive. Emetics, ca-

thartics with calomel. Pouring large quantities of cold water over
the body during the spavin, in order forcibly to sever the catenated

motions by which it is coustitiited. VV'arm-bathing. Very large

quantities of opium. More than four hundred drops of the tinc-

ture have been aiven in some violent tetanic affections in the

course of twenty four hours, and without producing any into.xi-

cating effect.

Genus II. Convvhio, convulsions. On the cause and treat-

ment of tnese, we need not enlarge, at"ter the remarks we have in-

troduced on the nature, predisposing and exciting causes, of con-
vulsive and spasmodic disorders in general.

Genus III. Cl:oi-ea, St. Vitus's dance.
Symptoms. Convulsive agitations of the limbs, in general

almost confined to one side of the body. When the patient at-

tempts to walk, he produces involuntary gesticulations.

M. M. Emetics, cathartics with calomel ; anihelmintics; bark,
tteel, and other tonics; electricity, galvanism, tepid bathing, sea-

bathing.

Genus l\'. Raphunia, contractions in the joints.

Sijmptoms. Spastic contractions of the joints, with excruciating
pain, and convulsive motions, returning periodically, and conti-

nuing for many days. It appears to b.^ a species of rheumatism.
M. M. Purges, followed by tonics ; mercury combined with

opium.
Genus V. Epilep.iia, epilepsy. Violent convulsions of the

muscles, attended with sleep. Epilepsy in its natijre and causes
appears to hold a kind of intermediate situation between apoplexy
and convulsion; it has the sudden fall and sopor of the one, with
the irregular muscular action of the other. Epilepsy, in a greater
or less degree, is a disease of extreme frequency : indeed, all the
convulsions of children may be called epileptic. In its full and
formidable shape, it is nut so frequently met with as several other
diseases. A physician, however, may denominate, with proprietv,

all fits epileptic, of which alternate or combined convulsions and
sleep constitute the char.ictcrs, especially if these are connected in

any degree with an increased action of the salivary glands.

A{. M. Epileutic hts are sometimes congenital, hereditary,
and depend upon some occult state of the nervous system, in
these case> the disorder is genemlly irremediable. All that can
be done by art is merely to ascertain, and endeavour, if possible,

to obviate, the exciting causes cf the disease; and during the pa-
roxysm to loosen every bandage about the neck and head, pre-

serve the aparlment in which the fall is iii.ide as airy as possihh'

and be car. fill that the patient do not inflict injury upon hinisr |t

i)y the violence of his agitation. Im sone cases, indeed, th.e indi-

vidual can obviate the full formation of the paroxyiii by tying a

ligature round the limb in which the sensation thr-'uteriiug the at-

tack is perceived, between the point at wlii(h sucli sensation com-
mences and the brain. This sensation cnnslilules what is called

the epileptic aura: its abstract cause is obscure ; but no less so

than the phxnomena of spasm in general. In treating the com-
plaint, parlicuh;r attention is to be given to the predisposing and
e.xcifing cause or causes, which are extremely numerous; such as

youthful iiUcmperance, indulgence in secret vices, mental passions

and allertious, imitation of other epileptics, lively recollections of

previous impressions, repelled eruptions or discharges, sudclen al-

ternations of the extremes of teniperatiire, unpleasant odours and,

as by far the most common source of those epileptic fits which
scarcely amount to absolute epilepsy, worms. These causes innst

all necessarily be removed betore the physician can have the least

prospect of overcomino the disease. Emetics, cathartics, with ca-

lomel ; anthelmintics : suddenly dissirver the chain of as~oi iatioiis,-

by plunging the patient in the cold-bath, ordashins; with violence

cold water over his naked body. Induce a new disease, as the

itch; a plan which Dr. Darwin ado])ted with success in the treat-

ment of St. Vitus's dance, with wliich the present has a great afTi-

nity. Patients liave likewise been cured of epilepsy, by the acci-

dental occurrence of a quartan ague. Thfse are instructive cases

to the reflecting and speculative. Tonics. Galvanism.

Of IC^ormi, and Antltclmintics. Worms we have just stated (o

be among the most frequent of the exciting causes of epileptic

tits. As the order of our nosology no where leads us to notice

them in an especial manner, it may not be improper in this place

to introduce one or two remarks respecting their nature and treat-

ment. Intestinal worms are of three kinds; the ascaridis, or small
fhread-like worm ; the liimbricus teres, or round worm ; and the
t;cnia, or tape-worm. The first of these are principally confined
to the rectum: they are divided by Mr. Darwin into two species,
viz. " the common small one, like a thread, which has a very
sharp head, as appears in the microscope, and which is so lender
tliat the cold air soon renders it motionless; and a larger kind,
above an inch long, and nearly as thick asa very small crow-cjuill,

and which is very hard in respect to its texture, and very ten;x-

cious of life." The symptoms by which tlie presence of these
may be suspected, are an uneasiness and itching in the rectum,
especially urgent towards evening : this, if violent, disturbs sleep,
and occasions febrile irritation, and sumetimes tene^mus, with
mucous discbarge from the amis, indigestion, and itching of the
nostrils.

M. M. Clysters of lime-water, injection of tobacco-smoke.
Mercurial ointment introduced into the anus. Aloes and steel, both
by the mouth and in Ihe form of enema. Saline purgatives. Har-
rowgate water, so as to induce six or seven stools every iiiornina-.

The lumbricus is the most common. Lumbrici are of verv
different lengths and magnitude; they are principallv found in the
smaller inte^tines, but are situated occasionally both in the sto-

mach and larger intestines. These worms have been known to
pierce through the coats of the alimentary canal, and l^ive thus
occasioned the nnost excruciating pains and deatli. 1 he tape-
worms are sometimes' voided of an enormous length: they have
been stated to be from two to forty feet long. They properly
consist of an united chain of separate animals; .as, when broken,
each portion has the power of re|)roduction. " The worms of this

genus poisess a wonderful power of retaining life. Two of ihem,
which were voided by a pointer-dog in consequence of violent
purgatives, each of which war. several feet in length, had boiling
water poured on them in a bason which seemed not much to iii^

convenience them. When the water was cool, they were taken
out, and put into gin or whisky of the strongest kind, in which
their life and activity continued unimpaired, and they were at
length killed by adding to the spirit a quantity of corrosive sub-
limate." The symptoms are much the same with those of the
lumbrici, but more urgent.

Spasmodic Affictions continued.

Sect. II. In the vital Functions.

Genus I. Patpitutio, palpitation. See Syngope.
Genus II. Asthma,

Symptoms.
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Stjmptoms. Diflkiilt ri'Spiration n-Uiiniiig at intervals, with a

sense of tiglitiiess across llic lireast. Wlieczingat the commence-
ment of the asthmatic lits ; scarcely any cough bnt what is liard :

towards the close of the paroxysm it however becomes more free,

attended with a discharge of niuciis. These symptoms certainly

arise from a sp;ismodic construction of the broncliiul lilnes,

" whicli is comnnmicated by consent to the larynx and dia-

phragm." 'l"he causes of asthma are mimerons, while its predis-

position is often hereditary, ami dependent upon a peculiar con-

formation and tem|)erament ; the actual disease may be excited by

intemperance either in eating or drniking, violent exercise, men-

tal agitation, erniitions or discharges abruptly or unseasonably re-

pelled ; the fumes of metallic poison, as ol lead, &c.

M. M. Spasmodic asthma, when fully established, scarcely

admits of a radical cure. The paroxysms to be relieved by

opium and a'lher; cofl'ee ; tonics in the intervals, principally of

the class of bitters and aromatics. Avoid distending the stomach

inordinately. Emetics; enemas previous to the expected acces-

sion ;
gentle horse-exercise ; pure air; oxygen gas. If eruptions

have been repelled, endeavour to restore them.

Genus 111. D>/spnaa, difliculty of breathing. This is impro-

perly introduceil into the nosology as a genus, it being merely a

symptom of other diseases, consequent upon defective formation

oftheclie-t, or brought on by evident causes, which being remov-

ed, the disorder immediately declines.

Genus I\'. Fcrtussis, hooping-cough.

Si/mploms. Convulsive strangulating cough, with noisy inspi-

ration or hooping, and sometimes attended with vomiting. It is

contagious. The precise nature, or, as physicians express them-

selves, the proximate cause of hooping-cough does not seem to

have been accurately ascertained. Dr. JDarwin supposes it to be
" an inflammation of the membranes which line the air-vessels ol

the lungs, an<l (hat it only dill'ers from jieripneumonia superiicialis

in the circumstance of its being contagious." He, on this ac-

count, enumerates it among the sensitive irritated fevers: we are

inclined, however, to think that the infection principally operates

upon the stomach ; and that the intlammatory disorder of the mu-
cous membrane is merely a conseipience of the protraction, or er-

roneous treatment, of the complaint. It is not attended, in the

lirst instance at least, with the symptoms of intlammatory irrita-

tion ; and the vomiting, by which the violent tits are often re-

lievetl, proves that the stomach, in pertussis, is in a morbidly irrita-

ble state. It deserves, however, to be remarked, that the mem-
brane in question is very apt to partake of the prevailing irritation,

to become inllanied, and thus, like the intlannnation after small-

jjox, and measles more especially, to lay the fomidation of con-

sumjnion of the lungs.

AJ. M. Antimonial emetics. Very small doses. Warm bath-

ing. Above all, digitalis ; in no disease, perhaps, is the power of

this valuable medicine displayed more forcibly and evidently than

in hooping-cough. Its effects are generally almost instantaneous.

After the violence of the disease has subsided, and even before,

change of air. Cicuta (conium maculatum) has been much em-
ployed in this complaint.

Sect. III. In the animalfinict/oiis.

Genus I. Pyrasis. ^Vater-brash of Scotland. Water-qualm.
Si/inptottis. Sudden eructation of watery fluid with or without

heartburn ; the lluid brought from the stomach sometimes insipid.

M. M. " A grain of opium twice a-day, soap, iron-powder, a

blister." (U.u-win.)

Genus II. Col/ca, colic.

Si//iiptoius. Permanent and excruciating pain in the belly, with

a sensation as of twisting about the navel, constipation, and some-
times vomiting.

Cuusci-. These symptoms evidently originate from spasmodic

constriction in some part of the intestinal canal, which may be oc-

casioned bv various causes ; such as indigestible food, the sudden
application of cold ; acrid substances received into the stomach

;

poisons especially lead; hence colic is a kind of epidemic disease

among painters, attended with paralysis of tlie arms, &c. It is

likewise common in cyder-countries.

J\I. HI. Opium. Cathartics, principally of castor-oil. Warm
bathing. Anodyne clysters. Fomentations and blisters to the

part. In obstinate cases of the painters' colic, Bath waters. Care-

fully obviate the exciting causes of the disease.

Genus III. Cholera.

Stjiiiptoms. Vomiting and purging of bilious matter, violent

pains in the stomach and bowels, with great anxiety and irritabi-

lity. Cholera is one of the diseases of the autumnal months ; it is

very often produced by the sudden succession of cold to unusu-
ally warm weather ; it sometimes lollows t,he taking of indigestible

substances, as ot much cold cucumber, especially at the period of

the year above-mentioned, when the directly debilitating power
of cold abrnptl) succeeds the indirectly debilitating operation of

heat, and tlie biliary secretion is more than ordinarily copious.

M. M. During the violence of the vomiting and purging, give
water-gruel, and inject starch-clysters, to each of which add tinc-

ture ol opium. Alte. the disorder has in some measure subsided,

restore due excitement by cordial and nourishing diet, with sto-

machic medicines. If febrile irritation is induced, the saline

draught, composed of salt of wormwood and lemon-juice.

Genus IV. Diurrhwa.
Si/mptains. Frequent stools, without primary pyrexia, and not

induced by contagion. A morbid action in the excretories of the

intenines constitutes this disease : sometimes, however, and fre-

quently purging arises from mere loss of excitability in the intes-

tinal lihre, witliout increase either of bile or any other excretion.

It is immediately occasioned l)y acrid matter in the intestines: by
acidities, by mental passions, or by the sudden application ot cold,

more especially to the feet.

M. M. According to the exciting causes. If there is reason

to siispect the lodgment of acrid matter, calomel, with jalap,

senna, or rhubarb. Afterwards astringents, of which one of tlie

best is good red wine. Opium. Chalk, if acidity prevails. An
emetic, if the disorder continues obstinate.

Genus V. Diabetes.

Sijiiiploins. Superabundant discharge of urine, in some cases

amounting to fiftv pounds in twenty-four hours, limpid and sweet-

ish to the taste, with urgent and perpetual thirst, dry skin, weak-
ness, emaciation. This tlisease often, perhaps, exists to a very
considerable e:itent without being delected. It is not an uncom-
mon complaint among the poor, especially of the north of Britain.

The principal circumstances that have attracted the notice of the

pathologist in reference to this complaint, are the saccliarinc qua-
lity of the urine evacuated, and the attendant emaciation. One of

the principal ingredients in the nutrition of the body has been
sup|)Osed to be the saccharine principle ; from the inordi-

nate discharge of this principle in the diabetic urine, the dis-

order has been, therefore, refi'rred by some to a dehciency of as-

similating power in the stomach and digestive organs, while others

have imagined it to originate entirely trom altered action in the

kidneys. Perhaps both of these causes may operate in producing

diabetes. Upon dissection, the kidneys are always found flaccid.

(Dr. Darwin.)
M. M. Animal diet. Dr. Kollo and others have observed tliat

when the patient lives on animal food, the saccharine quality of

diabetic urine abates. Alkaline and astringent medicines, such as

nut-galls and lime-water. Bark. Steel. Opium. Alum-whey.
Genus \'I. Hysteria. The hysteric disease.

Syiitptnms. A gurgling of the bowels, followed by globus hys-

tericus, or a sensation of a ball ascending to the throat, and me-
nacing suffocation. Convulsive agitations, alternate laughing and
crying, a general fickleness and irritability of mind. A large quan-

tity ol straw-coloured or limpid urine. Hysteria, like epilepsy,

is in a certain degree extremely common ; it generally first occurs

in females about the time of puberty. It is, like all other con-

vulsive alfections, a symiJiom of l.ix habit, and is consequent
upon the irritability of weakness. It may be brought on by men-
tal agitation, or Ijy irritations in the stomach, bowels, uterine or-

gans, &TC. The discharge of urine which attends or precedes hys-

teric paroxysm, is attributed by Dr. Darwin to the inverted mo-
tions of the lymphatics about the mouth of the bladder, as in dia-

betes ; a temporary torpor, or spasm of these vesstis, would ap-

pear sudicient to account for the superabundant e.xcretion, the wa-'

tery part of the urine not being takenup. ,

Kl. M. Avoid every occasional and exciting cause of the disease.

Bark, quassia, and other tonics. To remove the present symp-
toms, camphor, assafa'tida, castor, opium ; if this last, from idiosyn-

crary, ihsagrces with the patient, the hyoscyamus will generally

be found an txcelleiit substitute. This has not the constipating

tendency
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tenJencv of opium ; and in hysteric cases is of impoitiincc, while

iiiuch evacuation U guardi-i.1 against, to preserve a treedum botli in

llie alvinc and cutaneous discharges. Eiuotics. N. B. 'I'he cus-

tumarv plan of bleeding in hysteric afl'eclions is extremely detri-

mental to the general htaltli, ajid disposes to the return of the pa-

ruxvsnu. If it is judged necessary in some cases of hvsteria to wilh-

diaw asmall quantity oi blood, itshouid be done, not by vei.esection

in the ordinary mode, but by the application of a cujiping-glass.

Genus \'U. /Ii/Jrojjlioliiu.

A drea(t of water as exciting painful convulsions of the pharynx,

caused for the most part by the bile of a mad dog, violent spasms,

furious insanity, death.

M. M. " \\ hen the Konfagion of a putrid fever is taken by
the saliva into the stom.ich and bowels, which is its constant road,

(qnerv), if the iiat'.ent, tiie moment he finds himself attached with

a sense of chilliness, loss of appetite, antl an unpleasant taste in

hii mouth, has recourse to two emetics at proper intervals, and
after the operation of the lirst emetic takes a catliartic, he has cer-

tainly got rid of the infection : in the same manner, even after

llaee days, or perhaps a week, if the part bitten by the dog be
cut out with the knife, the danger is escaped." (Townsend-i
Dr. 'i'honiton advised the application of hot vinegar, sharpened

with vitriolic acid, to the wounds of hve men who hadbem bit-

lea by a rabid animal, and this application jvas attended with

seeming success. Mercury : this by some has been exloUed as a

,
specific for hydrophobia.

Order IV. J'esanice.

Disorders of the intellect, independent of pyrexia or coma.

I" Every nervous disease (says an author whom we have before

I quoted) is a degree of insanity." If, however, imagination carried

I
to the height oi sentient perception, or, as it has been expressed by

I
Dr. Batty, the raising up in the mind of images not distinguishable

from impressions on the senses, is the proper dehnition of the in-

(Sane state—^' the cardinal point on which madness turns"—the

above apophthegm of Dr. Keid may be regarded as rather bold
and impressive than strictly accurate. It were surely improper to

denominate the apoplectic, the paralytic, the hysteric, tlie tetanic,

insane : yet an individual under these maladies, is as truly aHected
with a nervous disorder as one who, like the lunatic astronomer
in Rasselas, conceiting himself to possess the mastei-y of the ele-

ments, commands rain to shed fertility on the barren soil. That
the disorders of the intellect are disorders of the nerves we readily

admit ; it is the converse of the proposition that we presume to

question; and in so doing, we justify Dr. CuUen, in considering

the vesaniit, or mental affections, as a distinct order of nerv-

ous diseases. The pathology of such diseases is peculiarly per-

plexing. We find by experience, that an increase of vascular

action in a tender organ v. ill give rise to the feeling of pain ; we
have ascertained by the conjunctive and mutually reflective aid of

casual observation and direct experiment, that convulsive move-
ments in the muscular fibre are occasioned by an intenuption of nerv-

ous excitement in whatever they may consist ; we see the brain

pressed upon, and the apoplectic stupor follow ; but in endeavour-
ing to trace deranged consciousness to disordered organization,

temporary or permanent, an increase of intricacy a|ipears in a

manner to grow out of labour and research. Dissection does not

allord that assistance to the pathologist in this, as in many other

departments of his inquiries; for, independently of the great want
of uniformity that has been observed in the brains of the un-

fortunate victims to mental derangement, it is impossible to judge
from an inspection of this organ, how far the altered structures

and appearances have been causes, and how far consequences, of

the malady. Dr. Cullen has four genera in his order vesania", viz.

amentia, melancholia, mania, and oneirodynia, on each of which
we shall introduce a few remarks.

Genus I. ^Imeiitia, ideocy.

Amentia is defined an imbecillity of judgement, preventing the

perception or the recollection of the relations of things. Man is

born with merely a suscepiibility of knowlKlge, a capacity of ac-

quisition ; he is conducted from observation to comparison, and
from comparison to principle. Place an infant in a spacious

apartment, give him for the first time the free use of all the senses

with whicli nature has furnished him, and he will stretch out his

hand to perhaps the most distant object in the room, with a full

y^L, 111.—NO. 139.

jiersuasion of his being able to grasp i(. Likf the youth couched by
Cheselden on Epsom Dov^ns, every tiling within the scope of his

visioii appears in a manner to touch his eye, he has not the small-

est conception either of di -tance or magnitude ; and the same total

ignorance prevails in respect to objects which have relation to all

his other senses. Knowledge then is the result of experience,

uliicli is another word for comparison or ob-ervation of " the re-

lations of tilings." As man, however, essentially dillers from the

brute, b\ the more extended compass of his intellectual gia'p, the

superinduttion of the moral sense, and the anticipation of tuture

events, so tlill'erent individuals have varied suceptibililies of ac-

quiring information ; and this variation, which constitutes every
shade of dill'erence in intellectual character, must necessarily arise

either from dilf'erence in the perceptive organs, or combining and
retaining faculty. Wlien then, wiliiout any apparent deficiency

of the external senses, which are the inlets tj knowledge, we
find an individual not to have arriied at a given standard of

intelligence, by the constant employment of such senses, not to

have obtained a due knowledge of " the relations of things," we
place him out of the range of intelligent existences, have an ob-

scure conception of something defective in llie interior structure

of his sentient organization, and denominate him an ideot. This
is the amentia congenita of Cullen, ideocy from birth. Ideocy,

however, may be produced. Fathity may succeed to intellectual

vigour, and the whole fabric of acquired knowledge be under-

mined and overthrown. 'I hus man may be literally reduced to

the humiliating condition of second childhooil. 1 his state may
be engendered abruptly and visibly, or gradiudly, and almost in

an imperceptible manner. It may follow violent agitations of the

frame, as desolation succeeds to tempest, or nicy be brought

about by the gradations of natural decay. The causes of ideoiy,

w hen it is not the result of original malconformation, are, all kinds

of intemperance, more especially indulgences in the use of spiritu-

ous liquors :
" it has been traced up to somnolence too much in-

dulgetl." The media through which it is principally occasioned

are mania, apoplexy, and above all epilepsy. \\ hen firmly esta-

blished, even in youth, very little hope can be entertained by the

I'riends of the unfortunate victim to his own imprudence. Tlie

condition of ideocy is a condition beyond the reach either of phy-
sical or moral influences

!

Genus II. Melnncholiu.

Genus III. Mania.
These affections cannot with strict propriety be considered as

distinct. Melancholia is defined " partial madness without dys-

pepsia." From this mode of reasoning, mania, instead of being

distinguished by the character of universal madness, would have
been with as much propriety denominated partial madness withi>ut

fever. Insanity is intensity of idea, converting imagination into

implicit belie'', and thus producing an incongruity of action; in-

congruity as it respects former, consistency as it relates to present,

impressions and associations. It partakes of the character of mania
or melancholia, of violent rage or gloomy despondency, accord-

ing to tlie previous temperament of the sufferer, and the nature of

the prevailing idea. In each the disordered associations are en-

gendered upon precisely the same principles. Madness differs

from ideocv, as the conclusions derived irom erroneous princi-

ples, in philosophising", differ from the conceptions of ignorance:

the one is correct reasoning from erroneous premises, the other is

defectivejudgement from defective information. How this inten-

sity of idea is produced, we have no means of ascertaining : we <lo

not indeed feel it difficult to comprehend, that an absorbing attach-

ment to one object, or an exclusive attention to one particular

pursuit, may come at last to make shipwreck of the understanding;

but it is the' susceptibility of being carried away by this idea, that

constitutes the difficulty' in question. Like the developemcnt of

intellectual character, the disposition to run into the state of insa-

nity may perhaps depend upon the most minute circumstances of

accidemal associations: "line faut qu'un leger accident, qu'un

atome deplace, pour te faire perir, pour le degrader, pour te ravir

cette intelligence dont tn parois si tier!" So precarious is the te^

nure,, even of the most exalted possessions of man ! Madness,

however, like ideocy, may be produced through the medium of

bodily disorders; thus, fever will often occasion delirium, which
is a species of temporary insanity. Thus, an obstruction of the

menstrual discharge will frequently be the means of developing

e 11 the
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the latwit cli5position to niimiacal disorder, occasioned liy previous

disease, resulting from erroneous education, or depending upon

hereditf.ry confornialion. Indeed, almost tlie whole range of

nervous c'liseases niay, \inder predispoiing circumslances, come to

be exciting causes of genuine insanity. When lunacy has been

brought on bv bodily disorder, the complexion of the derange-

ment shall beformed'by the previous temperament, or nalmal dis-

position, ot the sulf'erer ; thus, the favourite ideas of health shall,

in their increase, be the predominant and over\vhelming ideas ot

madness; again, when the insane stale has more innnediatcly pro-

ceeded from passions of tlie niijul, or moral rather than physical

causes, the iclea that has vanquished the intellect shall continue to

reio'n. 'I'he imaginary monarch shalTjireserve his dominions and

sway, an-1 through the medium of his distempered fancy, shall <>b-

serve menials and attendants in the persons who surround him : the

melancholy lover shall require but a female form to pass before

his cell, to be persuaded ot the actual presence of the object of his

allections ; and the religious enthusiast shall read a special embassy

from heaven, in the countenance of every compassionate visitor.

Pi-oguosis. " The chances of recovery are against those mad-

men who can trace their indisposition to lunatic ancestry. When
the causes are accidental, or obviously corporeal, a lavomable

termination may be expected. " The msanity subsequent to |jar-

tnrition, is generally curable if the curative attempts be rational."

(Cox.) " Patients who are in a furious state recover in a larger

jjroporlion, than those who are depressed and melancholic. When
the furious state is succeeded by melancholy, and after this shall

have continued a short time the violent paroxysm returns, the

hope'of recovery is very slight. Indeed whenever these =tates of

\he diseased frequently change, such alteration may be considered

as unfavourable. When insanity supervenes on epilepsy, or where

the latter disease is induced by insanity, a cure is very seldom

effected." (Ilaslam.) "When a person becomes insane who
has a family of small children to solicit his attention, the prognos-

tic is very unfavourable, as it shews the maniacal hallucination to

be more'powerful than those ideas that generally interest us the

most." (Darwin.) "Though individuals of every temperament

become iiisane, it has been observed that those of the sanguine

more frequently recover."

M. M. Endeavour to draw off the mind from the prevailing

idea, or otherwise to convince the maniac of the errors of his con-

ceptions, and fallacy of his pretensions, by relating the incougru-

oiis conceits of other maniacs w hich have some afllnity with his

own. M. Pifiel states, that in the Dicelre of Paris, a maniac was

cured of the hallucination of supposing his heail had been taken

off- by the guillotine, and that another had been placed on his

shoulders, by a person judiciously ridiculing in his liearingthe mi-

racle of St. Dennis, who was said to carry his head under his arm,

and to kiss it. When the maniac was endeavouring to prove the

possibility of the fact by an appeal to his own case, the narrator of

the story "suddenly exclaims, " Why, how, you fool, could he kiss

his own head? was it with his heel?" In incipient and equivocal

madnesi, cautiously abstain from expressing suspicions in the

hearing of the patient. " Nothing is more calculated to make a

person mad than the idea of being thought so." (Reid.) On this

account, premature conlinenierit is to be deprecated,- not merely

as cruel, but as injudicious in the extreme. Those who are placed

over the insane as guardians, should unite decision and firmness of

character v. ith tenderness of disposition and gi-ntleness of manners.

In strong plethoric habits, venesection. C.itluutics. These last,

especially in melancholy, often require to be of the drastic kind,

and united with calomel, " Diarrha-a very often proves a natural

cure of insanity." (Ha'ilam.) V'onals. Camphor. Opium in

large doses. Cold- bathing during the violence of the \)aroxysms,

and in some cases warm-bathing in the intervrils. During the ur-

gency of phrenzy, apply cold water to the head. Clay cap.

Blisters to the scalp. In some cases the production of a vertigin-

ous state by a rotatory swing, has lately been found effectual in

breaking the morbid associations constituting phrenetic and melan-

choly paroxysms. Digitalis in very large doses, but regulated

vvith'care. f ntroducing anew disease, which is of a trivial nature,

and easy of cure. " I should place considerable hopes on inocu-

iation, had the party not previously had the small-pox, taking care,

by proper medicines and management, to increase the symptoms

that usually attend this last disease to such a degree, that the w hole

systen.i should be considerably alTecled whhout the life being ii-

dangered." (Cox.) In instances where madness has originat'.il

from corporeal diseases, it scarcely requires to be observed, that a
considerable part of the treatment must be constituted by the ad-

ministration of those remedies that in common caes of these affec-

tions have been found to be effectual.

Genus IN". Oiieirndijnia. This genus is defined by Dr. Cullen
to be "a violent and distressing imagination in lime of sleep." It

is divided into two species : the active, or that exciling to walking
and various other motions; and the gravans, with a sense of weight
or pressure on the chest. '^Ihis List is t!ie incubus of autliors, or
night-mare, which is doubtless placed erroneously among the dis-

orders of the judgement. The incubus, or Jiigh.t-mare, appears to
arise from an inlerriiplion of the circulalien of blood through the
lungs, from defective irritability in these organ:^ induced by fa-

tigue, mental oppression, " a full supper, andw'ne;" which last

in some persons, will almost invariably induce t'le disease.

M. HI. Temperance; especially moderate suppers. "To
sleep on a hard bed with the head raised." Emetics. Purgatives
of aloes and calomel. Tonics. Sleeping in a large airv"aoart-

ment, and without curtains to the bed.

CLASS III,

Cachf.xi.'E. Cachexies. Previously to pu acquaintance with
the distinct structure and separate functions of the nervous system,

before the important discovery of the circulation of the blood, and
the more recent, but hardly less important, developement of the
anatomy and physiology ot the secerning and absorbent vessels,

the notions of pathologists on the mode in which disease, local and
general, is occasioned, were indistinct and erroneous. When, for

example, on the surface of the body appeared a peculiar eruption,

which, after a certain time, broke llirough the outer Skin, and dis-

charged an offensive matter, it was natural to inler that such dis-

charge was engendered from a depraved condition of the solids or

fluids of the living system, nearly in the same manner as exhala-
tions proceed from dead and putrid animal or vegetable substance,

or as wort is formed in the fermenting vat. Hence the use of the
terms bad habit of body, foulness of blood, peccancy of humours,
cachexies. These gross and indiscriminate opinions respecting

the actual nature and immeiliate cause of disease are now retained
alone by ihe vulgar ; and as the nomenclature sliould keep pace
with tile advances of science, the word cachexy, as descriptive of

tho-e alfections we are now to notice, ought to be banished from
the phraseology of the nosologist, and a generic title substituted,

indicative of disordered or deranged action in the secerning, ali-

sorbing, and glandular, organs.

Order. I. J\larcores.

A wasting of the body, or general emaciation.

Genus I. Tubes. Asthenia, emaciation, and hectic.

Genus II. Atrophia. Asthenia, and emaciation without

hectic.

Dr. Cullen has properly distinguished the emaciation connected
in its origin with hectic fever, from that independent of this as a

primary and essential character. The latter, however, or atrophia,

should'not appear in the last class of diseases. Wlien, lor exam-
ple, in consequence of mental affection, of sudden and too copi-

ous evacuation of any of the fluids, of deficiency in the quantity

or depravation in the quality of the articles of diet, a less of flesh

and strength is perceived, the effect shall have been occasioned
without any default in the absorbent vessels, and consequently
without hectic; for let it be retained in the recollection, as a prin-

ciple of the utmost importance in practice, that where hectic tever

is present, a greater or less degree of derangement in the lymphatic
vessels is likewise present. Hectic fever js a disease of tlie ab-

sorbent system. Tor the purpose of illfistiating this distinction

between tabid and atrophic disorders, let two individuals be sup-

posed equally emaciated and etpially w eak ; but this weakness and
emaciation in one shall have been induced by an indisposition to

take a due quantity of nourishment, i:i ordei*to supplv the requi-

sitions of the frame; in the other, perhaps, notwithstanding the

loss of bulk and of strength, an eejual, or even greater, (juantity of

aliment shall have been received into the stomach. Now, in this

latter ca^e, the tabid state has been occasioned by a torpid coiidi-

lioa or improper action of those vessels whose oiiice it is to sepa-

rate i
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Irate the niitrilivo part of the: food, and convey it, properly prepar-

leH, to the blood-vessels (see the article Digestion"). In the

Hiner the mischief has |)roceeded from a want of those materials

jMin which these vessels exercise their functions. In the one the

^lectic flush from the very onset of the malady shall imprint the

heek; in the other, hectic vill not be occasioned until the ab-

1 bents, from not beinj^ jiroperly exerc'sed, come at length to be
^0)•(!ered. The one complaint is the tabes of Dr. Cidlen- the

lier is the atrophia of the same author.

M. M . In atrophia, a s-.ipply of nourishment, equivalent to the

«< that niav have been sustained; if emaciation has arisen Irom

Dial cli-turban:e, tlie remedies nnist chielly be made to ap|)ly

.) the mind. Tonics from the yegelable class, such as caluniba,

luassia, and gentian; not steel. Abate the febrile irritation, by
M-epin,!; the bowels gently open by the milder purgatives, such as

.:un;i, senna,, and castor-oil. Preserve a slight moisture of the

via by small doses of antinioniali. Regular and moilcrate, not

.'h'i:l or agitating, exercise. Shower-bath in very warm, topid-

iihing in cold weather. Pure air.

l\i tabes, or emaciation, accompanied hi/ priiitarii hectic. An
emetic, to accomplish the double purpose of forcibly expelling

rutricular and intestinal acidities, and exciting the languid ab-

• rbe.its. Drastic purgatives, as jalap or aloes, with calomel, with

'.lie same intention. Steel, in conjunction with Peru\ian bark, or

bitters. Horse-exercise. Warm bathing.

Order II. IiUuinesccntics, General sivcUiitg.i.

Sect. I. .-idiposa-, fatty swellings.

CJenus I. Pohjsarcia, obesity. This arises from the de|)o^i-

tion of oil in the adiposv membrane becoming disproportionate to

liie re(|uisilions of the body. It proceeds, in general, from indo-

lence and intemperance.

M. M. Temperance, exercise, less animal food, early rising.

Seel. IL /7((?//rti(r, w indy'swellings.

Genus [. I'uemnatosis, a tense elastic swelling of the body,
crepitating under the touch. Pneumatosis is constituted by a de-

tension of the cellular membrane from air ; it may arise without

any evitlent cause, and in this case is denominated by Dr. CuUen
the spontaneous pneumatosis ; or the distending air may be intro-

duced by means of an external \Vound, as of the thorax, in coni-

pound fracture of the ribs; somelinies elastic swellings of the

w hole body follow, from the application of poison ; and at others,

.Pneumatosis appears as an attendant upon the hysteric disor-
''-'

Af. M. Scarifications, compresses, tonics.

Genus II. Tympanites, a windy swelling of the abdomen, tense,

elastic, painful, and attended by costiveness. Tynipanitic swell-

\'ig<, both of the intestinal canal and of the cavity of the abdomen,
olten take place in conjunction with anasarca, or other disorders

of debility, and frequently ari^e from sedentary ha"bits, iiypochoh-
driac ailments, and innutritions diet.

M. M. Carm'uiativej, emetics, tonics, and a generous diet,

ith exercise. Tympanites is sometimes connected with ob-
:.-acted menstruation, and in this case is seldom overcome but
. lib the return of the menstrual discharge.

Genus HI. Plu/sonietra, an elastic swelling in the hypogastrium,
' 'Hisefpient upon llatulent distension of the womb.

Sect Hi. .-I'juosa', watery swellings.

Dropsical enlargement is di-tingnishcd from pneumatosis by its

being inelastic, or pitting from the pressure of the finger, and
slowly recovering its former fulness. While considerable obscurity

attends the nature and proximate cause of windy swellings, the

theory of dropsical affections is sullicientlv evident. Dropsy is a

collection of serous fluid, either in the cellular membrane, or in

the cavities of the body. It is invariably occasioned by exhalation

being dispro|)ortionale to absorption; this incre;ise of exhalation

and <limiiiution of absorption result from debility, which may be
either direct or indirect ; the latter follows Increased action of the

vessels, as in the dropsy succeeding to intemperance ; the former
arises out ol deficient excitement in the lymphatic system, as Y,hen
an indivicmal becomes dropsical from indolence, inactivity, mental
dei)ression, and poverty of diet. Partial dropsies, or anasarcous
swellings of the cellular membrane, as well as eH'usions into cavi-

ties, may also originate from pressure on the veins, independently
of original debility in the lymplu'.tic vessels, such pressure obstruct-

ing the free rellux of blood through the vinous system, and by
consequence occaioning a more tllun ordinary determination to
the exhalant arteries in the vicinity. Such are the (hopsical ac-
cumulations which sometimes occur in pregnancy, and which are

'

relieved by delivery. In this n anner likewise,' that swelling of
the abdomen, constituting ascites, partly originates, when it is

caused orattend(d by an obstructed circulation through the liver,
the blood in the vena ports' accumulating in»an inordinate measure,
and by conse(]uence supplying the lymphatic vessels of the pait
with mors than their due proportion ot' fluid. Lastly, without
universal debility in the exhalant ard absorbent vessels, dropsical
swellings may arise from inflammation, as is illustrated in the ana-
-arcous collectil^ns following erysipelas, in the hydrocele succeed-
ing to a blow on the testicle, in the dropsy of the chest resulting
from inliammation of the lungs, and in ascites following |)eritoneal

iuHammation. In whatever mode, and to whatever extent, dropsy
may be occasioned, the accumulation of serous fluid by which it

is constituted, always argues debility in the lymphatic vessels of the
pari in which this accumulation occurs. 'I'his debility, perhaps,
IS primarily and principally sealed in the lympliatic exhalents; for
ue do not find hectic fever a characteristic of hydropic, as it is of
other alTections, in which an original torpor of the absorbents is

evidently the cause of the morbid >ymptom--. Hectic only conies
on in the last stages of dropsy, when the absorbents are worn out
w ilh constant exertion to absorb the etlused fluid.

Genus I. ^iiHisarca. General dropsy.
Dropsy of the cellular membrane inunediately. under the skin

appears principally in the lower extreinities, on account of the de-
pending situation of these members, and the universal connection
between the cells of which the membrane is cou.'-tituted ; and partly

'

on account of the deficiency in lymphatic excitement, Irom which
it originates, being more conspicuous in those vessels which are
the furthest removed from the centre of the circulation. Anasarca,
as it arises from exhausted excitability in the lymphatic vessels, is

always a disorder indicating much danger.
^f. M. Those stimuli which are found to exert their influence

on the absorbent vessels, particularly steel, digitalis, calomel.
Diuretics, such as squills, juniper, 'nitrous a^tlier, cantharides,
crystals of tartar, and nitre. Emetics and cathartics are less

proper in anasarca than in dropsy of cavities. The physician nuist

be especially careful while evacuating the fluid by means of diu-
retics, to support the general excitement, in order to prevent its

rcaccumulation ; from want of solicitous attention to this particu-
lar,the waters, after an api»rent cure of anasarca, often again collect
to an increasing extent. Punctures and scarifications of the ex-
tremities are seldom advisable, on account of the prevailing de-
bility and tendency to gangrene. The sparing use of liquids is

generally proper in dropsy ; instances, however, have been known
of copious draughts of water producing a termination of the com-
plaint.

Genus II. Hijdrocephalus, dropsy of the brain, is a collection

ofserum, eilher between the bones and common mtegnments, when
it is called external; or between the bones and membranes of the
brain, when it is termed internal. As the former mostly affects in-

fants, and generally proves fatal, we shall treat only of the latter

species, which, timely attended to, may frequently be re-

moved.
Si/mptoms. The head of the patient is enlarged, irregularly

shaped, andalmobl (piadrangular; the sutures are open ; the bones
thin and painful ; the eyes appear starting from their sockets, and
cannot bear the light ; tlie countenance is pale ; the skin delicate :

the respiration diflicult; with al('<M'nate flushings in the face, uneasi-

ness, anddulness: in short, all the common signs of rickets arc

discernible; few of such hapless persons attaining a considerable

age; and being, in general, remarkably stupid.

Causes. Mal-ccn formation of the head, which is frequently oc-

casioned by the incautious use of emetics, opiates, and other active

medicines, both during gestation, and when indiscriminately given

to infants; farther, excessive evacuations wh'ch occasion debility ;

over-feeding, as well as improper food", spirituous and fermented
liquors, especially punch ; and even strong lea ; lastly, violent ex-

ercise ; falls, and bruises on the head.

/!/. M. The first object will be to promote the resorption of

• water, by means of sudorilics, and diuretics ; w hie.h are to be suc-

ceeded by tonics. Next, cold fomenlutions and lotions, made by
inlniiaiii
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infusions of mail, ouglil to be applied, together v.-itii frictions ; ami

afterwards an ointment prepared of one ounce ot pulverized foN-

glove.and one drachm of calomel; asniall portion of whicli slionid

1)0 rubbed in every day. Prof. Stark has siicccssfnlly employed

the valerian, with iob of juniper and eUU-r; antimnnial wine ; and

completed the cure witli the Peruvian bark, quassi.i, and dandelion.

Blisters, si tons, and other artilicial discharges, have occasionally

been found useful; ?.n«l the experienced Dr. Ilouley reconnnends

an ointment of savin to be applied to the crown of (he head, for

three or four weeks. AVhere this formidable malady arises from

suppressed perspiration, the head should be shaved, vubbeil with a

brush, and afterwards covered with a blister, or, at least with llan-

nel. Cupping has also freiiueiitly proved of service. Indepen-

dently of external remeilies, however, the patient ought to take

such diuretics, and sudorilics, as are conformable to t lie nature of

liis complaint; which always requires medical attendance.

Genus 111. il/jdronicliUii, dropsical tumour in the spine. See

SURGEKY.
Genus IV. ////(Irntl'innn, dropsy of the chest.

Si/tnptomn. Difliculty of breathing, especially in a horizontal

position, paleness of countenance, starling in sleep, palpitation of

the heart, numbness of the arms, e^pccially when elevated, and in

the advanced stages of the malady an evident iluctuation of water

in the cavity of llie chest. The hydrothorax, or hydrops pectoris,

" is distinguished from the anasarca pulmonum, as the patient in

the former cannot lie down half a minute ; in the latter, the dilh-

cultv of breathing, which occasions him to rise up, comes on more
gradually ; as the transition of the lymph in the cellular membrane,
from one part to another of it is slower than that of the effused

lymph in the cavity of the chest." (Uarwin.) We have already said,

that in the anasarca pulmonum the disease is often attended with

swelled legs. Dr. Darwin suspects that even this species of dropsy

of the chest is in the greater number of instances a disease merely

of the cellular membrane of the part, not of a general torpor of the

lymphatic system, and that the legs do not swell till the patient,

from the protraction of the local malady, becomes univei-sally

weak. We often, however, meet with ascitic and anasarcous sw ell-

ings commencing in the extremities, wliich, in their coui-se towards

a fatal termination, rise up into the chest, and in this manner oc-

casion the pulmonic alfection. Here the general paralysis of the

lymphatics precedes the primary disorder of the thorax.

Causes. Where the universal has preceded the local affection,

the malady is most frequently to be traced to intemperance in the

use of ferinented and spirituous liquors. The mo^t usual source

of genuine hvdrolhorax, or hvdrops pectoris, is the sudden appli-

cation of cold, wSiile the botfy is in a state of perspiration and de-

bility, from previous heat and exercise. Young people, during

perspiration and fatigue from danciing, " if they drink freely of

cold lemonade or water are apt to bring on a dropsy of the chest."

(Townsend.)
M. M. Digitalis in considerable doses is especially indicated

in dropsy of the chest, and its etfectt are more visible as well as

more certidn in the anasarca pulmonum than in the hydrops pec-

toris, because this medicine inlluehces powerfully the whole ex-

tent of the absorbent system. Smidl, in combination with calomel,

for the hvdrops pectoris : and ii the cellular membrane be anasar-

cous, coiinect sleel with both the above medicines. Crystals of

tartar, especially in the anasarca pulmonum. Diurelics of other

kinds, the same as in general anasarca. Opium. In hydrolhorax,

or dropsy of the chest, without anasarca, paracentesis, or puncture

in the side. " It is sometimes impossible even to relieve the dropsy

of intemperance; and the dropsical from this cause can never ex-

pect again to enjoy the pleasures of existence in full measure."

(Beddoes.)
Genus V. Ascites. Dropsy of the abdomen. The swelling

of the abdomen is tense, scarcely elastic, but fluctuating; tlie iliic-

tnation can sometimes be perceived by spreading one hand en one

side of the abdomen, and striking with the other hand on the op-

posite side. Ascites is attended with scarcity of urine, thirst, and

after some time a degree of hectic fever. Ascites mo=t usually

originates through the medium of a diseased liver ; and such dis-

ease is, in the greater number of instances, itself induced by

intemperance in spirituous liquors. Like the disease, however, of

the lungs preceding dropsy in the chest, liver-complaints pro-

ductive of ascites, may be brouglit on by the precipitate appli-

cation of cold succeeding to the extremes of heat, by indolence,

mental affections, and other causes. Ascites soinetimes originates

from debility in abdominal lymphatics, without the intervention

of any hepatic disease.

M. M. Ascertain by enquiry into previous and present symp-
toms, whether any degree of liver-complaint has preceded the

dropsical accumulation ; whether there is any disposition to jaun-

dice of the skin ; whetlier the alvine excretions are insnflicient,

whitish, and sliiuv ; whetlier there has been aiij pain in the region

of the liver, diOicuIty of lying on the side, esjiecially on the left

side, high colour of the urine, pain in the right shoulder, &:c. and
adapt the treatment accordingly. If the water is independent of

diM'ase in the liver, crystals of tartar, digitalis, other <liiirelics,

and steel, may be immediately had recourse to, without tile inter-

vention of calomel-purgaliv e> and of emetics, which last are al-

most alwaTs indicated in the more usual form of ascites, that foilii

a morbid afltiction of the biliary organs. Emetics in hepatic as-

cites are often attended with most beneficial effects. " Per vomi-
tus solvuntur cuncta tenacia, concutiuntur obstructa, exiielluntiir

stagnatia, unde mirabiliter in hoc morbo prosunt." (Boerhaa\c.)

In the administration of ascitic purgatives, care must be taken that,

from the violence of excitement which they occasion, they do not

induce peritoneal inllammatioii. A combination of gamboge, ela-

terium, and calomel, is frequently employed as a purgative iii

ascites. Mercurial ointment to the region of the liver. Ionics,

especially steel. The inhalation of vital air, as recommended and
employed by Dr. Thornton and others. Tapping. This is to be
regarded in general as merely a palliative : if however there has

not been any very considerable disease of the liver, or the debility

is not extremely urgent, tapping may be devised with a prospect

of effecting a radical cure, provided <lue care is at the same time
employed to maintain a proper exciteinent, or, as it is generally

expressed, to restore and preserve the tone of the system.

Genus V. Hydrometrui. Dropsy ot the womb. This, as well

as the phvsometra, often assumes a deceitful resemblance to preg-
nancy. It is characterized by dropsical swelling, conlined to the

region of the uterus, not being accompanied by other symptoms of

dropsy. It is a disease to which the unmarried ami the barren are

principally obnoxious ; sometimes it follows abortion.

M. J/. "Stimulant fomentations. Drastic purgatives. AromatiG
foetid gums. Emmenagogues.
Genus VII. Hi/drocck. Dropsy of the scrotum. See Sur-

gery.
Sect. IV. SliJcc. Swellings of solid parts.

Genus I. Ph^jsconia. A swelling chiefly occupying a portion

of the abdomen, increasing grailually, and neither tense nor sono-

rous as in imeumatosis, nor fluctuating as in dropsy. This disease

is principallv formed by a schirrous state of the several parts, and
viscera, «liichform its seat. These schirrous enlargements are

generally incurable.

Genus II. It'ichitis. Rickets, a disease peculiar to infants from
the age of nine months, to the third year; and which seldom con-
tinues till they attain to puberty. Its principal systoms are, a
large head, a proininent forehead, a relaxed skin, and swelling of

the belly. The joints acquire an unnatural size; the bones, es-

peciaily'those of the legs and arms, become curved ; and the car-

tilages of the ribs being deprived of their elasticity, are unable to

support the clle^t ; in consecpience of which, it projects and grows
deformed. In the progress of this malady, the belly is extremely
tumid and hard to the touch, particularly on the right side ; the

ttH'th become black and carious; and the general emaciation is

such as to leave the patient almost inanimate, having power only
to move the neck and head. The proximate cause of the disorder

is now understood to be a deficiency of the pliosphate of lime, or
animal gluten in the bones : hence the latter are deprived of that

necessary strength and solidity, in consequence of the prevailing

debility in the vessils, so that the former, instead of being conveyed
to the bones, is deposited in other parts of the body. Thus, we
find particles of lime often evacuated by the urine, or sometimes
lodged in the genitals. Although the rickets do not, in general,

prove fatal, when timely attended to, yet this aflection is not uii-

frequeiulv followed by acurvature, and even a decay, of the bones,

paiticularlv those of the arm-, legs, spine, &c.
M. J\I. In the cure of this malady, mild, opening, and strength-

ening medicines have been found usclul ; of the former, we recom-
mend
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mend small doses of ipscacuanlia, to act as a gentle emetic; rhu-

barb and manna, svith tiip ad'lUioii of nutmeg, or fennel-seed.

Among the safest astrincjeiils, are quassia, Peruvian bark, - and cal-

cined zinc, in very small i)roporlion>, to be fcequcntly repeated
;

but the cold bath, fresli air, and moderate exercise, are eminently

beneticial. Iron-filings, though considered a specilic cure for this

complaint, should be prescribed only by the faculty.

OuDER III. Impeligincs.

Deformities and discolourations of the external surface from

general disease.

Genus I. Scrnphula. King's evil. Swellings of the lymphatic

glands, terminating in ulcer, are perhaps the only proper cliiirac-

teristics of actual scrouhula: the thick upper lip, transparent skin,

and other appearances which arc considered as symptoms of the

disease, are merely marks of peculiar predisposition. A scrophu-

lous habit is merely a susceptibility of disease, arising from torpor

in the lymphatic vessels, and when brought on by the agency of

exciting causes, consists in a peculiar action of the lymphatic

glands, by which inflammation, and at length ulceration, with a dis-

charge of grumous matter, are induced. Its exciting causes are

those which encourage the original debility, and the disease may
almost certainlv be avoided bv attention to diet and regimen; by
nutritious food, a pure oxygenous atmosphere, cleanliness, exer-

cise, &c. When by neglect, the predisiMjsition has been permitted

fo break out into disease, calomel-purges, steel, small doses of

•digitalis, warm and sea-bathing, muriates and jihosphates of barytes

;

above all cleanliness; ventilation, stimulating nutritious diet.

Let the mind be preserved free from the erroneous idea, that to

cure scrophula is to purge away gross humours. See Sur-
gery.
Genus II. >%/)/((7/j. Venereal disease. After impure connect-

ion, a disorder of the genitals, ulcers in the mouth and nose.

Eruptions on the skin of a coijper-colour, terminating in ulceration;

these are principally situated near the margin of the hair ; blotches

on tbe surface of the body, especially on the surface of the face.

Nocturnal pains in the centre of tlie bones.

M. M. Mercurials. Nitric acid. Tonics. N. B. For the

local application to venereal ulcers, the more particular treatment

of the complaint, and the mode of curing gonorrha;a virulenta,

see Surgery.
Genus l\l. Scnrbutiis, scurvy. Indolence and lassitude; gloomy

and tumid countenance ; gums livid, and disposed to bleed spon-

taneouslv, or from the slightest irritation ; skin dry, and covered
with livid spots; oedematous swellings of the ancles. Scurvy ap-

pears to originate from want of, or exhausted excitement, botli in

the venous and absorbent system ; it is produced by a protracted

course of salt food, and by mental depression.

M. M. Fresh animal and vegetable diet. Juice of lemon.
Bark. Steel. Terrene atmosphere. Mental excitement. The
elephantiasis, lepra, framba?sia, and trichoma, forming the fourth,

fifth, sixth, and seventh genera of this order, are diseases of such
rare occurrence in this country, as not to require any particular

description. For the more common eruptions which require local

application, see Surgery.
Genus III. /c<er«s, jaundice.

Siimptoms. Yellowness of the skin and eyes ; white and slimy

farces ; high-coloured urine, tinging linen yellow ; languor, lassi-

tude, and extreme depression of spirits. The yellow colour of the

skin, which constitutes jaundice, arises from the diffusion through
the system of that bile, which, in the natural course, would pass

through the biliary ducts into the intestinal canal. This impreg-

nation of the system with bile has been supposed to be effecled

in three ways, viz. through the medium of the lacteal vessels and
the thoracic duct, wlien the obstruction is in the duodenum ; and
by regurgitation through the hepatic veins, or absorption by the

lymphatics of the liver, when the obstruction is in some part of

the bile's course previous to its arrival in the duodenum. This in-

terruption of the biliary secretion may originate from a spasmodic
affection near the duct; from chronic inflammations, or other dis-

eases of the liver interfering with the secretion ; from certain con-

cretions lodging in some part of the hepatic organs, called gall-

stones; and, as poHited out by Mr. Townsend, from acid mucus
stopping up or obstructing the biliary passages. Indeed, whatever

hinders tlie bile from pre-sing into the duodenum may prove a
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source of jaundice. Ihe first of the above species of jaundice is

generally of a temporary nature; it occurs principally in those wi;o
have much irntabilit) of habits, in conseiiuenci) of violent passions,
and otlier sources of spasmodic affections. 'I'lie second species .s

not ol so decided a natuie ; it follows upon a long course of in-

temperance in spirituous liquors, and is only to be remedied by re-

moving tlie disease of the liver itself. The biliary calculi, w'iiich

give rise to the third species of jaundice, appear, like urinary con-
cretions, to arise from some defective action in the serietory or
absorbing vessels of the parts in wliich they are formed or lodged

;

their production, like the stone in the' bladder, is evidently
favoured by a retention of fluid, from which they are formed. It

may therefore be inferred, that sall->tones arc lievcr, or seUlom,
produced without some previous jaundice having taken place.
'1 hus they are both the cause and consequence of tlie disease.

Their presence may be ascertained from jaundice frequently dis-

appearing and returning, from tlie appearance of biliarv concre-
tions among the fa?ces, and from the disease being allei'ided with
shooting pains in the epigastric iwon, and right hypocliondrium.
Nausea, dillicuit respiration, and sickness, often likewise accom-
pany this species of jaun<lice. The icterus mucosus of 'i'ownscnd,
which is perhaps the most frequent species of jaundice, is unat-
tended either by pain or spasmodic affections; there are no gall-

stones observed in the faeces ; but these are generally discharged
mixed with much slime and viscidities. It' is ge^ierally accom-
panied with, and indeed is most commonly occasioned by, a de-
pression of mind, especially when favoured by sedentary liabits,

breathing an impure atmosphere, living upon unwlialesome iiMiu-

tritious diet, or indulging in the too free use of " spirituous po-
tation." While it is the most frequent, and oftentimes the most
protracted, of any of tlie species of jaundice, it is at the same time
most easy of cure when properly understood and managed.

AI. M. Emetics. Calomel-purgatives. Bitter, - Tonics, es-

pecially calumba, with rhubarb. Pure air. Exercise on horse-
back. Mental excitement. In icterus spasmodicus, opium, as-

safostida, a;ther, electricity. If the spasm depends upon any irri-

tations in the stomach or bowels, these to be removed by enietics,
purgatives, anthelmintics. In icterus calculosus, emetics to faci-

litate the passage of the gall-stones. Antispasmodics. Warm
bathing. Emollient clysters. Vegetable tonics, and steel.

Of the Means of preserving HEAtxH.
I. Rules /oj- rte Managejient o/" Valetudinarians.

That part of the medical system, which lays down rules for
the preservation of health, and prevention of diseases, termed Hy-
giene, is not to he strictly understood as if it respected only those
people who enjoy perfect health, and who are under no apprehen-
sions of disease, for such seldom either desire or attend to medi-
cal advice ; but should rather be considered as relating to valetu-
dinarians, or to such as, though not actually sick, may yet have
sufficient reason to fear that they will soon become so": hence
it is that the rules must be applied to correct morbific dispositions,
and to obviate the various things that were shewn to be the remote
or possible causes of diseases. From the way in which the se-
veral temperaments are usually mentioned by systematic writers,
it should seem as if they meant that every particular constitution
must be referred to one or other of the four ; but this is far from
being reducible to practice, since by much the greater number of
people have constitutions so indistinctly marked, that it is hard to
say to which of the temperaments they belong. When we ac-
tually meet with particular persons who l.ave evidently either, 1,

Too much strength and rigidity of fibre, and too much sensibility
;— 2. Too little strength, and yet too much sensibility ;—3. Too

much strength, and but little sensibility ;—or, 4. But little scnsibili-

tyjoined to weakness ; we should look on such persons as are more
or less in the valetudinarian state, who require that these morbific
dispositions be particularly watched, lesl they fall into those dis-
eases which are allied to (he dilf'erent teiirperaments. People of
the first mentioned temperament being liable to sulFer from con-
tinued fevers, e-pecially of the inflammatory species, their scheme
of preserving health should consist in temperate livius, witrh re-
sjiect both to diet and exercise ; they should studiously avoid im-
moderate drinking, and be remarkably cautious lest 'any of the
natural discharges be checked. People of this habit bear eva'cuatlons
well, especially bleeding: they oujlil not, however, to lose

** 1 blood.
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blood, but when tliey really require tn have the quantity le'sened ;

because too much of this evacuation would be apt to reduce the

constitution to the second mentioned temperament, wherein

sirenfjth is deficient, but sensibility redundant. Persons of the

second temperament are remarkably prone to sntfcr from painful

and spasmodic diseases, and are easily ruflied ; and those of the

softer sex who have this delicacy of habit, arc very nuich disposed

to liysttrical complaints. The scheme here should be, to

strengthen the solids by moderate exercise, cold bathing, the Pe-

ruvian bark, and chalybeate waters ; particular attention should

constantly be had to the state ot the dii^estive organs to prevent

Itieiii from being overloaded with any species of s.iburra wliich

might engender llatus, or irritate tlie sensible membranes of the

stomach and intestines, whence the disorder would soon be com-
municated to t!ie whole nervous system. Persons of this constitu-

tion should never lake any of tlie drastic purges, nor strong eme-
tics ; neither should they lose blood but in cases of urgent neces-

sity. But a principal sliare of management, in these extremely
irritable conslilutions, coiisi.-ts in avoiding all sudden changes of

every sort, especially those with respect to diet and clothing, and
111 keeping the mind as much as possible in a state of tranquillity

;

feence the great advantages which people of this frame ilerivc from
the use of medicinal water drunk on the spot : because of that free-

dom from care and serious business of every kind, which generally

obtains in all the places laid out for the reception of valetudinarians.

'1 lie third lempeiament, where there is an excess of strength and
but little sensibility, does not seem remarkably prone to any dis-

tressing or dangerous species of disease ; and therefore it cannot

be supposed that persons so circumstanced will either of them-
selves think ot any particular scheme of management, or have re-

course to the faculty for their instructions : such constitutions,

however, we may observe, bear all kinds of evacuations well,

a'ld sometimes require them to |)revciit an over-fuhicss, which
might end in an oppression of the brain, or some other organ of

importance. But the fourth tempeiamenl, where we have weak-
ness joined to want of sensibililv, is exceedingly apt to fall into

tedious and dangerous diseases, arising from a defect of absorbent

power in the proper sets of vessels, and from remissness of the cir-

culation in general : whence corpulency, dropsy, jaundice, and

diiVerent degrees of scorbutic affection. 'I'o prevent these, or any
other species of accumulation and depravation of the animal fluids,

people of this constitution should use a generous course of diet,

with brisk exercise, and be careful that none of the secretions be
interrupted, nor any of the natural discharges suppressed, 'ihese

constiUitions hear [lurging well, and often require it ; as well as

emetics, which are often necessary to supply the place of exer-

cise, by agitating the abdominal viscera ; and are of service to

prevent the stagnation of bile, or the accumulation of mucous liu-

niours, which hinder digestion, and clog the first passages. The
free use of mustard, horse-radish, and the like stimulating diete-

tics, is serviceable in these torpid habits. When the general mass
of fluids is accumulated beyond wlral is conducive to the perfec-

tion of health, there arises a plethora, which may prove tlie

source of difiiereiit diseases ; and therefove when this over-fulness

begins to pro luce languor and oppression, care should be taken

in time to reduce the body to a proper standard, by abridging the

food and increasing the natural discharges, using more exercise,

and indulging less in sleep. But in opposite circumstances, where
theiUiids liave been exhausted, we are to attempt the prevention

of further waste by strengdiening stomachics, nourishing diet, and
indulgence from fatigue of body or mind. Vitiated fluids are to

be considered as alTevted either with the dift'erent kinds of general

acrimony, or as betr.iyings'gns of some of tiie species of rnorbillc

matter, which give rise to particular di.-eiises, such as gout, rheu-

matism, calculus, scurvy, &e. During infancy, we may some-
times observe a remarkable acidity, which not only shews i'.aelf in

the fir^ passiges, but also seems to contaminate the general mass
of fluids. As it lakes its rise, however, from weak bowels, our
Trews, v^'hen we mean to prevent tlie ill consequences, must be
chiefly directed to strengthen the digestive organs, as on llieir

soundness the prejianuion of good chyle depends; and hence
small doses of rhubaib and ch Tlybeates are to be adminisrered

;

and the diet is to be so regulated as not to add to this acid ten-

dency : brisk exercise is likewise to be enjoineil, with frictions on

he stomach, belly, and lower extrer.Hties. Mhere the fluids tend

to the putrescent state, which apjiears by fetid breath, spongi-

ness, and bleeding of tlie gum^, a bloated look and livid cast, the

diet then should be chietly of tresh vegetables and ripe fruits, with

wine in moderation, brl^k exercise, and strengthening bitters.

Where acrimonj sliews itself by itching eruptions, uiiconiinon

thirst, and (lushing heats, nothing will answer better than such
sulphureous waters as the Harrowgate and MolTat in liiiiain, or

the Lucan and Swadliiibar in Ireland ; at the same time using a

course of diet neither acrid nor heating. So far with respect to

those kinds of niorbilic nialkr, wliicli do not invariably produce
a particular species of disease ; but there are others of a specific

nature, some of which are generated in the body spontaneously,
and seem to ariic from errors in diet or other circumstances of ill

management with respect to tlie animal economy ; and lience it is

sometuncs possible, in some degree, if not altogether, to prevent

the ill consequences. Thus, there are instances where returns of

the gout have been prevented by adhering ^triclly to a niilk-diet.

The rheumatism has also been sometimes warded off by wearing a

flannel-shirt, or by using the cold bath without interruption. Cal-

culus may be retarded in its progress, and prevented from creating

much distress, by the internal use of soap and lime-water, by
soap-lees taken in milk or in veal-broth, or by the use of aerated

alkaline water ; w hich may perhaps be considered as being both

more safe aiitl more ellicacious, and at the same lime more plea-

sant, lliaii any of the other practices. The scurvy may be pre-

vented by waim clothing and perseverance in brisk exercise, by
drinking wine or cyder, and eating freely of such vegetables as

can be had. In constitutions where there is an hereditary disposi-

tion to scrofula, if early prec autions be taken to strengthen the

solids by cold bathing, a nourishing course of diet, ami moderate
use of wine, the acrimony which gives rise to the disease will pro-

bably be prevented from producing any very bad etiects. The
oilier kinds of morbific matter, which are of the specific nature,

are ie< cived into the body by inkction or contagion. The hifec-

tion of a putrid fever or dysentery is best prevented by imme-
diately taking an emetic on the first attack o: the sickness or shi-

vering; and if that do not coinplelelv answer, let a large blister

be applied between the shoulders; bv this metliod the nurses and
other attendants on the sick in the naval hospilals i.ave olten been
preserved. As to other infectious morbilic matter, we must
refer to what has already been said when trealing of Indrophobia,
poisons, &c. The ill effects which may arise from the different

species of saburra, are to be obviated, in general, by the prudent
administration of emetics, and carefully abstaining from such kinds

of food as cause the accumulation of noxious matters in the fii'st

passages. Crude vegetables, milk, butler, and other oily sub-

stances, are to be avoided by persons troubled with a sourness ia

the stomach ; brisk exercise, especially riding, .is to be used, and
tliey are to refrain from fermented liquors ; the common drink

should be pure water ; or water with a very little of some radent

spirit. Seltzer and Vahls water are to be drunk medicinally ; and
aromatic bitters, infusions, or tinctures, with the acid elixir of vi^

triol, from 10 to 20 drops, will be found serviceable, to strengthen

the fibres of the stomach, and promote the expulsion of its con-

tents, thereby preventing the too hasty fermentation of the alimen-

tary mixture. To procure immediate relief, magnesia alba, of

creta pneparala, will seldom fail ; the magnesia, as well as the

chalk, may be made into lozenges, with a little sugar and muci-
lage ; and in that form may be carried about and taken occasioiv-

ally by people afflicted with the acid saburra. In constitution^

where there is an exuberance or stagnation ef bile, and a trouble.-

some bitterness in the mouth., it is necessary to keep the bowels
always free, by taking occasionally small doses of pure aloes,

oleum ricini, cream of tartar, some of the common purging salts,

or the natural purging waters. When there is a tendency to the

empyreimaric and rancid saburra, people should carefully avoid
all the various kinds of those oily and high-seasoned things gene-
rally termed made dishes, and eat sparingly of plain meat, without
rich sauces or much gravy ; anil in these cascj the most prop^
drink is pure water.

II. Rules for those xvho enjoy peyjec't HealtS.

In generai, temperance is the surest foundation of health; and
yet the ancient physicians, as we may see in the rules laid down
by Celsus, did not scruple to recommend indulgence now and

4 then,-
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then, and allowed people to exceed both in eating and drinking;

but it is safer to proceed to excess in drink than in meat; but
excess in either way generally produces pain or sickness, and a

temporary fever ; when this should happen to take place, there are

two ways of shaking it otf, either to lie in bed and encourage per-

spiration, or to get oil horse-back and by brisk exercise restore

the body to its natural state. 'Ihe choice of these two methods
must always be determined by the peculiar circuinstances of the

parties concerned, and from the experience which llic-y may be-

fore have had which agrees best with them. If a person commit
excess in eating, especially of high seasoned things, with rich

sauces, a draught of cold water, acidulated with vitriolic acid, will

take otV the sense of weight at the stomach, and assist digestion, by
moderating the alimentary fermentation, and thus preventing the

generation of too much llalus. The luxury of ices may be here of

real service at the tables of the great, as producing similar effects

with the cold water acidulated. Persons in these circumstances

ought not to lay themselves down to sleep, but should keep up
and exercise until they are sensible that the stomach is unloaded,

and^hat they no longer feel any oppressive weight about the pra-

cordia. If a man be obliged to last, lie ought, if possible, during
that time, to avoid laborious work: after suffering severe hunger,

people ought not at once to gorge and fill themselves ; nor is it

proper, after being overlilled, to enjoin an absolute last : neither

is it safe to rest totally immediately after excessive labour, nor
suddenly fall hard to work after having been long without motion.

In a word, all changes should be made by gentle degrees ; for

though the constitution of the human body be such, that it can

bear many alterations and irregularities without much danger,

yet, when the transitions are extremely sudden, they cannot fail

of producing some degree of disorder. Celsus advises to vary the

scenes of life, and not confine ourselves to any settled rules : but

as inaction renders the body weak and listless, and exercise gives
vigour and strength, people should never long omit riding, walk-
ing, or going abroad in a carriage: Icncine, playing at tennis,

dancing, or other similar engagements, whicTi all'ord both exercise
and amuseme.it, as each shall be found most agreeable or conve-
nient, are to be used hi their turns, according to the circum-
stances or tendency to any particular species of disease. But when
the weakness of old age shall have rendered the body incapable of
all these, then dry frictions with the flesh-brush will be extremely
recjuisite to preserve health, by accelc-ating the flow of h<i-

mours through the smallest orders of vessels, and preventing
the fluids from stagnating too long in the cellular interstices of the
fleshy parts, bleep is the great restorer of strength ; for, during
this lime, the nutritious particles appear to be chiefly applied to
repair tlie waste, and replace those that have been abraded and
washed oil by the labour and exercise of the day ; but too much
indulgence in sleep has many inconveniencies, both with respect
to body and mind, as it blunts the senses, and encourages the
fluids to stagnate in the cellular membrane ; whence corpulency,
and its necessary consequences languor and weakness. The prtr-

per time for sleep is the night, when darkness and silence naturally
bring it on : therefore day-sleep in general is not so refreshing ;

and to some people is really distressful, as creating an unusual gid-
diness and languor, especially in persons addicted to literary pur-
suits. Custom, however, frequently renders sleep hi the day ne-
cessary ; and in those constitutions where it is found to give real

refreshment, it ought to be indulged. With regard to diet, it has
always been held as a rule, that the softer and milder kinds of
aliment are most proper for children ; that grown persons shoBid
eat what is more substantial ; and old people lessen their quantity
of solid food, and increase that of their drink.

MEDICINES, substances that serve to restore health. They
nre either simple or compound ; the former being prepared by na-

ture alone ; tlie latter by the industry of man, in variously mix-
ing the simple together. See Materia Medica, and Pharmacy.
Medicines are likewise distinguished from the manner of using

them, into external ainl internal ; and with regard to their etfects,

they are said to be emetic, cathartic, astringent, &c. See M A-

TERiA Medica.
Medicines, Pocket, in surgery, those which a surgeon ought

always to carry about with him, in a box or convenient case.

These according to Helbter, are the common digestive ointment,
and some detergent ointment, for cleansing and digesting foul ul-

cers; a plaster or two for defence or adhesion; a piece of blue
yitrioi for taking down luxuriant flesh, and stopping hemorrha-
gies; burnt alum, red precipitate, the internal stone, or any
other corrosive medicine, mav supply its place; the last will also

serve to Ojjen abscesses, and make issues, &c. With these there

should always be kept in readiness a quantity of scraped lint, and
suitable bandages, that tlie surgeon mav be able to give imme-
diate assistance to wounded persons ; lest they should be taken off

by an hemorrliaav.

MEDICIS, Cosmo de, the elder, by some called the Great,
son of John de Medicis, was born at Florence, Sept. 1389.
Although ill a private station, he appeared with the splendor of

the most powerful sovereign; and his fortune, accumulated by
successful commerce, was surpassed by the revenue of few princes.

He was partial to the sciences, and liberal to men of genius. His
library consisted of a vast number of books of his own collecting,

and he enriched it with many scarce and vaUialile MSS. Ba-
nished from his native country by the envy which his riches in-

spired, he went to Venice, where he was received with the ho-
nours due to a sovereign prince. His countrymen soon perceived
their error, and recalled him. For 34 years he was supremcjudge
of the republic; and his advice was solicited by the greater part

of the cities and sovereignties of Italy. He diei in August 1464,
full of glory, aged 75. On his tombstone he is styled, ' Father
«f tlie people, and deliverer of his country."

Medicis, Laurence de, sylcd the Great and the Father of
learning, was born A. D. 1448. He was the son of Peter, the

grandson of Cosmo, and the brother of Julian de Medicis. These
two brothers, who were in possession of absolute power at Flo-
rence, excited the jealousy of Ferdinand of Naples and Pope Six-
tU3 IV. The former hated them, because they had mined his in*

fluence in Florence; and the latter because they opposed the
advancement of his nephew. It was at their instigation that the

Pazzi conspired against them. Julian was murdered while hearing

mass, April 26, 1478 ; and Laurence, who was only wounded,
was carried back to his house in the midst of the shouts and accla-

mations of the people. Heir to the greater part of his grandfa-

ther's virtues, he was, like him, the Mscenas of his age. By his

unbounded liberality, he drew to his court a great number of learn-

ed men. He sent John Liiscaris into Greece to recover MSS.
with which he enriched his library. He was author of the follow-

ing works: 1. Des Poesies Italiennes, Venice, 1554, 12mo. ?.

Canzonne a bello, 156S, 4to. 3. La Compagnia del Mantellaccio

Beoui ; with the sonnets of Burchiello, 1558 or 1568, 8vo. He
was so universally admired, that the princes of Europe submitted

their differences to his decision. This illustrious man died April

9th, 1492, aged 44. His reputation was sullied by his passion ilor

women and by his infidelity.

MEDIETAS LIKGUJE, in lave, signifies a jury, or inquest

impannelled, of which the one half are natives of this land and the

other foreigners. This jury is never used, except where one of

the parties in the plea is a' stranger and the oiher a denizen. In

petit treason, murder, and felony, foreigners are "allowed this

privilege; but not in high treason, because an alien in that case

shall be tried according fo the rules of the comnion law, and not
by a medietas lingux. A grand jury ought not in any case to be
of a medietas linguie ; and the person, that would have the advan-

tage of a trial in" this way, is to pray the same, otherwise it will

not be permitted on a challenge of five jurors.

MEDIMXOS, in Grecian antiquity, a measure of capacity.

See Measure.
MEDINA, or MEDINA TALNERI, a cit}- of Arabia Pe-

tT*a,
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trsea, between Arabia DesertLi and Arabia Felix, famous for being

the burial-place of Mohammed. U is seated in a plain abounding
with palm-trees. Lon.39. 53. E. hat. 23. 0. N.

Medina. Celi, an ancient town of Spain, in Old Castile, near

the river Xalon. Lon. 2. 9- W. Lat. 41. 15. N.
Medina del Campo, a town of Spain, in Leon. Lon. 4. 20.

W. Lat. 41. 22. N.
Medina del rio Secco, a town of Spain, in Leon. Lon. 4.

3«. E. Lat. 43. 8. N.
Medina Sidonia, a duchy nf Spain, in Andalusia.

Medima Sidonia, a town and castle in the above duchy, 20
miles E. of Cadiz. Lon. 5. 36. E. Lat. 36. 40. N.
MEOINE, an Egyptian piece of money, of iron, silvered

over, and about the size of a silver threepence.

MEDIOLANUM, an ancient city of Italy, the capital of the

Insubres, built by the Gauls, now called Milan. See Milan.
Mediolanum Aulercokum, an ancient town of Gallia Cel-

tica, afterwards named Ebgrovicum Civitas (Antonine,) corrupt-

ed to Civitas Ebroicorum, and this last to Ebroica; whence the

modern name Evrcux. See Evreux.
Mediolanum GuGERNORUM, an ancient town of Gallia Bel-

gica ; now called Moyland, near Cologne.
Mediolanum Ordovicum, an ancient town of Britain, now

called Llan Vetliliii, in Moiitgomerysliire in Wales.
Mediolanum Santonum, an ancient town of the Santones, in

Aquitain, called also Santonica Urbs, Santones, and Santoni :

now called Saintes, on tlie Ciiarente.

MED10Mz\TRICI, an ancient territory of Gallia Belgica
;

comiirehending the diocese of Mentz.
MEDITATION is an act by which we consider any thing

closely, or wherein the soul is employed in the search or con-

sideration of any truth. In religion, it siguilies a consideration of

the objects and grand truths of the Cliristain faith. Mystic divines

make a great difference between meditation and contemplation :

the former consists in discursive acts of the soul, considering me-
thodically and with attention the mysteries of faith and precepts of

morality ; and is performed by reflections and reasonings, which
leave behind them manifest impressions on the brain. The pure

contemplative have no need of meditation, as seeing all things in

God at a glance, and without any reflection.

MEDITERRANEAN, \_vie'diiis and tn-ra, Lat.] a large sea

which flows between the continents of Europe and Africa,

entering by the straits of Gibraltar, and reaching into Asia, as far

as the Eu,\ine sea and the Palus Maeotis. The Mediterranean
was anciently called the Grecian and the Great sea.' It is now
cantoned out into divisions, which bear several names. To the

west of Italy it. is called the Ligustic or Tuscan sea; near Venice,
the Adriatic; towards Greece, the Ionic and jEgean ; between
the Hellespont and the Bosphorus, the White sea, as being very

safe ; and bevond, the Black sea, its navigation being dangerous;

that part which lies east of Candia, is called the Levant.

MEDITULLIUM, is used by anatomists for that spungy
substance between the two plates of the cranium, and the inter-

slices of all laminated bones. See Anatomy.
MEDIUM, in logic, the mean or middle term of a syllogism,

being an argument, reason, or consideration, for which we aftirm

or deny any thing ; or, it is the cause why the greater extreme is

aflirmed or denied of the less in the conclusion. See Logic.
Medium, or Mean, Geometrical, Arithmetical, and

Harmonical. See Mean.
Medium, any substance through which light is transmitted.

Medium, in philosophy, that space or region through whiclia

body in motion passes to any^point : thus Ether is supposed to be
a medium through which the heavenly bodies move ; air, the me-
dium wherein bodies move near our earth ; water, the medium
wdierein hshes live and move ; and glass is also a medium of light,

as it al'fords it a free passage. That density or consistency in the

parts of the medium, whereby the motion of bodies in it is retard-

ed, is called the resistance of the medium ; which, with the force of

gravity, is the cause of the cessation of the motion of projectiles.

Medium, Subtile, or ^Ethereal. Sir Isaac Newton con-
siders it probable, that, besides the particular aerial medium,
wherein we live and breathe, there is another more universal one,

which he calls an letherial medium, vastly more rare, subtile, elas-

tic, and active than air, and by that means, freely permeating the

pores and interstices of all other mediums, and diffusing itself

through the whole creation ; and by the intervention hereof, lie

thinks it is that most of the great phsenomena of naiure are elfected.

This medium he seems to have recourse to, as the iii>t and most
remote physical spring, and the ultimate of all natural cauMS. By
the vibrations of this medium, he takes heat tii be propagated
from lucid bodies, and the intenseness of heat increased and pre-
served in hot bodies, and from them coiiiinunicated to cold ones.
By this medium, he takes light to be retlected, inllected, refract-

ed, and put alternately in fits of easy reflection and transmission,

which effects ho elsewliere ascribes to attraction ; so that tliis me-
dium appears the source and cause even of allructioii. Again,
this medium being much rarer within the heavenly bodies than in

the heavenly s|)aces, and growing denser as it recedes further from
them, he supposes the cause of the gravitation of these bodies to-

wards each other, and of the parts towards the bodies. Again
from the vibrations of this same medium excited in the bottom of
the eye, by the rays of light, and thence propagated through the

capillaments of the optic nerves into the sensory, he takes vision

to be performed ; and so hearing from the vibrations of this or
some other medium excited in the auditory nerves by the tremors
of the air, and propagated through the capillaments of the nerves
into the muscles ; aii'S thus contracting and dilating them. The-
elastic force of this medium, he shews, must be prodigious. Light
moves at the rate of 95,000,000 miles in about eight minutes, yefc

the viljrations and pulses of this medium, to cause the fits of easy
reflection and easy transmission, must be swilter than light, which-
IS 700,000 times swifter than sound. The clastic force of this me-
dium, therefore, in proportion to its density must be above
490,000,000,000 times greater than the elastic I'orce of the air in

proportion to its density ; tlie velocities and pulses of tlie elastic

mediums, being in a subduplicate ratio of the elasticities and the

rarities of the mediums taken together ; and thus may the vibrations

of this medium be conceived as the cause of the elasticity of bodies.

MEDLAR, in botany. See Mespilus.
MEDOC, a peninsula, and late territory of France, in the de-

partment of Gironde, situated between the Gironde and the Bay
of Biscay, near the tower and light-house of Cordovan.
MEDULLA, Marrow. See Anatomy.
Medulla Cerebelli, and Medulla Cerebri, the white

soft part of the brain and cerebellum, the outside covered witli

the cortical substance, which is of a more dark or ashy colour.

See Anatomy.
MEDUS.\, in mythology, one of the three gorgons, and the

only one subject to mortality. She was celebrated for her per-
sonal charms and the beauty of her locks. Neptune became
enamoured of her, and obtained her favours in the temple of Mi-
nerva. This profanation provoked Minerva, who changed the
beautiful locks of Medusa, into serpents, the sight of which turned
the beholders into stones ; but Perseus, armed with Mercury's ax, •

cut oil Medusa's head, from whose blood sprang Pegasus and
Chrysaor, together with tlie innumerable serpents that infest

Africa. He placed Medusa's head on the sgis of Minerva, which
he had used in his expedition ; and the head still retained its pe-
trifying powers.

^Iedusa, in zoology, a genus of vermes, of the order niol-

lusca. Body gelatinous, roundish, depressed; mouth in the cen-
tre of the under part of the body. There are 44 species, many of
v\'hicli, on being handled, afil'ect w ilh a netlle-like burning, andex-
cite a redness. Their phosphoric quality is well known ; nor was it

overlooked by the ancients. Pliny observes, that if rubbed with a
stick it will ai)pear to burn, and the wood to shine. Two species^

M. pelagia, and ^^ capillata, are represented on Plate XCVIIL
^IEDUsA's Head, or Algol, in astronomy, see Algol, where

the singular variations in splendor of this star, are noticed, and ac-

curate Tables given to ascertain the times of these variations for

any year of the present century.

"M EDWAY, a river of England, which rises in the Weald of
Sussex, and entering Kent near Ashurst, runs by Tunbridge, and
thence continues its course towards Maidstone: after which it di-

vides into two branches, one enters the 'Ihames, and the other

falls into tlie German ocean.

MEERSCHAUM, in mineralogy, aspecies of the talc genus,

is geiicrallv of a yellowish white colour; it occurs massive ; in-

ternally it 13 dull; it adheres to the tongue, feels greasy, and the

specific
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Spcciiic gravity ij 1.6. it is inl'usiblL' before the blow-pipe with-

out addition.
' The constituent parts are,

Silica 41

M;igiiC5ia 1S.'35

. Lime 0.5

^Vater > ^^. ^
Carbonic acid )

9S.7J

Loss l.'.'S

ICW.OO

It is prinri])ally found in Nalolia, in Lesser A'^ia: and ttw island

t>f Sanies : also in Greece, Hungary, and Moravia; in Spain and

in some parts of America. It is chietly used for tlie manufacture

cf tobacco-pipes. It is used in various parts of the Turkish do-

minions as fuller's earth is used here.

MEESIA, in botany, a genus of the cryptogamia miisci cla s

and order. Capsule oblong ; peristome double ; outer with six-

«eeii short blunt teeth ; inner with as many sharp cilias, distinct

or connected bv net-work : males approaching the females, or

discoid on a different plant.

MEG.EKA, in the mythology, one of the three furies, daugh-
ters of Acheron and Night. Her office was chiefly to punish

Grimes arising from envy.
MEGALASCOPE,' a species of microscope, for viewing the

larger kinil of minute objects. See Microscope.
. MEGALE POLIS, or MEGALOPOLIS, an ancient town
of Arcadia, built under the auspices of Epaiiiinondas, after the

battle of Leuctia. Strabo says it was the greatest city of Arcadia.

It was destroyed bv Cleomcnes III. king of Sparta.

MEGALESIA," and MEGALENSES LUDI, feasts and
games in honour of Cybele or Hhea the mother of the gods, held

on the 12th of April by tde Romans, and famous for great rejoic-

ings and diversions of various sorts.

MEGALONISI, an islaad in the Mediterranean, two miles E.

»f St. Maura.
MEGARA, in ancient geography, a noble citv, capital of Me-

garis, which for many years carried on war with the Corinthians

and Athenians. It had for some time a school of philosophers,

called the Megarici, successors of Euclid the Socratic, a native

of Megara.
MEGARIS, in ancient geography, the country of the Mega-

reans, is described as a rough region, like Attica. This territory

had Attica on the E. Boeotia on the N. and W. and the Isthmus of

Corinth on the S.

MEGEN, orMEGHEM, a town of Holland, in the depart-

ment of Dommel and Schehit, and late province of Dutch Bra-

bant ; 12 miles S. W. of Nimcguen.
MEIGLE, a town in Scotlaml, in Perthshire, 12 miles N. W.

t)f Dundee.
MEISSEN, or MISNIA, a margravate of Germany in Upper

Saxonv, about 100 miles long and 80 broad ; divided into rive

Circles, viz. Meissen, Leipsic Erzeburg, Voigtiand, and Lus-

tadt. It is a fertile country, abounding in corn, wine, and rich

mines.
- Meissen, a town and circle in the above margravate. Lon.
13.33. E. Lat. 51. 15. N.
MEISSENHEIM, a town of France, in the department of

Mont Tonnerre, and late duchy of Deux Ponts, 30 miles AV.S.W.
of Meiitz.

MELALEUCA, the Cayputi, or Cajeput Tree; in botany,

a genus of the polyandria order, and polyadelphia class of plants.

Calyx five-cleft, half superior; petals live; filaments many,
very long, in five bodies; style one ; capsule three-celled. There
are eleven species, ofwhich M. leucadcndron, aromatic melaleiica,

is a tree with a black trunk and white branches, whence the name
jnelaleuca ; leaves quite entire, almost veinless, petioled; fruc-

tifications sessile, agglutinated, scattered below the leaves. It

is a native of some parts of the East-Indies and Cochin-China ;

freni \i the cojeput oil is obtained : a medicine in verv high esteem

among the eastern nations, particularly in India.

MELAMPODIUM, in botany, a genus of the polygamia ne-

cessaria order, and syngenesia class of plants ; natural order, Coni-
ostts. Caly.x five-leaved ; receptacle chaiVv, conical; down
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one-leafed, involuted, converging. There are three species,

annuals, and natives of South America and the West-Indies.

MELAMPUS, in fabulous history, a celebrated sni.tlisayer

and physician of Argos. He lived at Pylos in Peloponnesus.

MELAMPYRIUM, Cow-V\heat; a genus of the angiospcr-

mia order, and didynaniia class of plants ; natural order, Persoiiatae.

Calvx fourckft; corolla upper lip compressed, with the edge

folded back ; capsule two-celled, oblique, opening on one si<le ;

seeds two, ^^ibbous. There are five species, four o: them are na-

tives of Britain, annuals, grow ing spontaneously in corn-liehls.

MELANAGOGUES," [fronw^txa"; and ay^,] such medicines

as are supposed particularly to purge oti black choler.

MICLANCHOLY, [from /.iO-xh.- and x^^i.] a partial insanity

without any afieclion of the stomach, is one of tlio^e humiliating

diseases which are peculiar to mankind. Innumerable are the

causes which may induce this most dreadful of human maladies;

but there is one iiiaterial circumstance, which, independently of

the mental slate, always occurs, and evidently operates in all nie-

Isniiiolic patients ; namely, an accumulation of impurities in the

alimentary canal, consisting chiiliy of black bile. Hence origi-

nate, want of appetite ; a disturbed sleep; obstructions of the in-

testines ; hemorrhoidal and gouty symptoms ; irregular circula-

tion of the blood; dulness and gloom of mind, without any ap-

parent cause ; at length, stupefaction and insensibility, terminat-

ing in madness. See Medicine.
iMEL.\NCTHON, Philip, one of the wisest and most able

among the Reformers, though of a mild temper, and disposed to

accommodate rather than to inflame disputes. He was born at

Brelten in the Palatinate, in 1495. He made rapid progress in

learninc, and was made Greek professor at VVirtemberg in 150y,

where his lectures upon Homer, and the Greek text of St. Paul's

Epistle to Titus, drew to him a great number of auditors, and en-

tirely effaced the contempt, to which his low stature and mean
appearance had exposed him. He lei^luced the sciences tosystems

;

and acquired such reputation, that he had sometimes 2500 audi-

tors. He entered into an immediate friendship witli Luther, w ho
taught divinity in the same university ; and in 1519 they went to-

gether to Leipsic, to dispute with Eccius. The following years

he was continually engaged in various employments; he com-
f>oscd several books; taught divinity; took several journeys, to

found colleges and visit churches; and in 1530 drew up a con-

fession of faith, which goes by the name of the Augsburg Confes-

sion, see Augsburg, because it was presented to the emperor at

the diet held in that cifj-. All Europe was convinced, that he wau

anxious to accommodate the differences between the various sects

of Christians. He hated religious disputes, and was drawn into

them only through the necessity of the part he was called to act in

the world; and therefore would have sacrificed many things ti>

have produced an union among tlie Protestants. For this reasoii,

Francis 1. king of France, wrote to desire him to come and con-

fer with the doctors of the Sorbonne, in order to put an end to all

controversies; but though Luther rndeavoured to persuade the

elector of Saxony to consent to that journey, and though Melanc-
thon desired it, that prince, whether he distrusted Melancthon'i

moderation, or was afraid of quarrelling with Charles ^^ would
never ijrant his permission. Henry ^i[I. also in vain desired to

see him. Mclaiicthon, in 1529, assisted at the conferences of

Spires. In 1541, he was at the famous conferences at Ralisbon.

In 1543, he went to meet the Archbishop of Cologn, to assist

him in introducing the reformation into histliocese; but without

effect, and in 1548, he assisted at seven conferences on the sub-

ject of the interim of Charles V. and wrote a censure on that in-

terim, and all the writings presented at these conferences. He
was extremely affected at the disscnsinns raised by Flaccus Uiyri-

cus. His last conference w ith those of t!in Romish communion was

at Worms, in 1557. He died at Wirlemburg in 1560, and was in-

terred near Luther. He considered death as a liappiness, chiefly

because it " delivered him from theological persecutions." Mc-
lancthon had a peaceable temper, ill suited to the lime in which

he lived. His moderation served only to be his cross. He was

likea lamb in the niu'st of wolves. Nobody liked his mildness;

he was accused of being li.kewarm; and even Luther hi,mself was
sometimes angrv at '.t. The number ot his works is prodiginus ;

a chronological catalogue of them was published in 15b2. But he
ditl not take time to Hiake ihein correct. He was of a delicate

constitution.

£ K MEL.\NITE,
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MELAN ri E, in iniiicralogy, a species of llie iimt-gfiuis, is of

a Velvet black-colour, iiiclinijig to greyish black. It occurs crys-

tallized, and also ill grams, lu ligure tlio crystals are six-sided

prisms. Externally it is always smootli and sbining, approach-
ing to spU'ndent. Internally it is shinini,', nicliiunp; to glistening.

Specific gravity 3.7 to 3. S. it is found ni Italy near Rome. It;

constituents arc,

Silica 35

Alinnina 6
Lnne 32
Oxide of iron 25
Manganese 2

lUO

MET,ANTHIUM, in botany, a genns of the trigynia order,

and hexandria class of plants. Corolla si.x-petalcd ; lilanicnts

froni the elongated claws of the corolla. Then- are ten species.

MELASTO.MA, the American Goosebekry Tkee ; in bo-

tany, a genus of the monogynia order, and decandria class of

plants; natural order, Calycanthcnue. Caly.x quinc]uclid and
campanulate ; petals five, inserted into the calyx; berry ciuinque-

locular, wrapped in the calyx. Tiiere are 67 species, natives of

the warm parts of America, and very beautiful from the variegation

cf their leaves.

MELAZZO, or MILAZZO, a fortified sea-port of Sicily, in

the valley of Deniona , anciently called Mylje, IS miles \V. of

Messina.' Lon. lj.5. E. Lat. 38. 36. N.
Melazzo, a townof Turkey, in Natolia, 60 miles S. of Smyrna.

Lon. 27. 2.5. E. Lat. 37. 28. 'N.

MELCIIISEDEC, orMELCHIZEDEK, [from -^Sd, king,

atid pnx, righteousness, i. e. king of righteousness,] king of Salem,

and priest of the Most High. The scripture tells us nothing either

of his father, mother, genealogy, birth, or death. And in this

sense St. Paul says, he was a figure of Jesus Christ, "who is a

priest for ever, after the order of Melchisedec," and not after the

order of Aaron, whose original, life, and death, are known. When
Abraham returned from his victory over the four confederate

kings, (Gen. xiv. 17, IS, 19, &c.), Melchisedek came to meet
hull, at the valley of Shaveh ; presented him with a refreshment of

bread and wine, and blessed him, and Abraham ottered him the

tvtlies of all the spoils. After this, no mention is made of Mel-
chisedec; only the Psalmist (ex. 4,) speaking of the Messiah,

says, "Thou art a. priest for ever after the order of Melchisedec."

St. Paul, in his epistle to the Hebrews, (vii. 6— 10,) unfolds the

mystery. An infinite number of dilTiculties, however, have been

started respecting the person of Melchisedec. St. Jeroin thought

that Salem, ol which Melchisedec was king, not Jerusalem, but

the city of Salem near Scythopolis, where they still |)retended to

shew the ruins of his palace. The greatness and extent of these

ruins are a proof of the maanificence of this ancient building. He
thinks it was at this Salem or Shaleni, that Jacob arrived after his

passage over Jordan at his return from Mesopotamia. (Gen.
xxxiii. 18.) Some believe that Salem, where Melchisedec reign-

ed, is the same as Salim mentioned by John, chap. iii. 23. \d-
rious names have been invented for the parents of Melchisedec.

But it is generally agreed on by the learned, that when the apostle

•iivs, (Ileb. vii. 3.) lie was " without father antl without mother,"

S:c. no more is meant, than that he is introduced into the history

ot Abraham without acquainting us who he was, where he lived,

cr when he died. Nevertheless, some have taken St. Paul's

words literally, and contended that he was not of human but di-

Tine nature. Origen and Didyinus took him to be an angel ; and

the author of the " t-Juestioii> upon the Old and New Testament"
pretends, that he was the Holy Ghost, who appeared to Abraham
in a human form. The Arabic Catena, upon the 91h chap, of

Genesis, makes Melchisedec to be descended from Shem by his

lather, and from Japheth by his mother. Cedrcmis and others de-

rive Melchisedec from an Egyptian stock. They say his father

was called Sidcm, and was the founder of Sidoii, the capital of

Phccnicia. The Jews and Samaritans believed Melchisedec to be

the same with the patriarch Shem ; which opii;:on has been follow-

ed by many nuidern writers. M. Jurieu endeavoured to prove

that he is the same as Ham. .Petfr Cunsus and du Moulin assert-

ed, that Melchisedec who appeared to Abraham was the Son of
God, and the patriarch worshipped him and acknowledged hitn

lor the Messiah. Many modern Christians are of this opinKin,
and urge very strong arguments in favour of it; the only material
objection to which seems to be, that the type and the anti-ly|)e

are thus made one and the saine person. \Ve shall only add one
opinion mbre concerning Melchisedec. The learned Heidegger
supposes a twofold .Melchisedec; the one historical, of whom
Moses gives an account in Gen. xiv. that he was king as well as

high-priest of Jerusalem ; the other allegorical, whom St. Pauj
describes, and this is Jesus Christ, Numberless fables have been
invented of Melchisedec but wlacfi are totally unworthy of
notice.

MELCHISEDECIANS, a sect of heretics, yvho rose in the be-
ginning of the third century, and affirmed that Melchisedec wait

not a man, but a heavenly po\ver, superior to Jesus Christ.

MELCIirrES, in church-history, the name given to the Sy-
riac, Egyiitiaii, and other Christians of the LevaBt.
MEL'CK, or MOLK, a town of Austria, 47 miles W. of

Vienna.
MELCOMB REGIS, atown in Dorsetshire, 8 miles S. of Dor-

chester, and 129 W. S. W. of London.
MELDPJRT, atown of France, in the department of the Dyle,

and late province of Austrian Brabant, 8 miles S. of Louvain.
MELDOLA, or MELDELA, a town of Italy, in the depart-

ment of the Rubicone, district ofRiinini, and late province of
Romagna ; 7 miles S. of Forli. Lon. U. 48. E. Lat. 44.22. N.
MELDORP, a town of Holslein, 4j miles W. of Hamburg.
MELEAGER, in fabulous history, a celebrated hero, son of

(Lneiis king of Calydonia, by Althaea daughter of Thestius.

The Parca; were present at his birth, and predicted his future
greatness.

MELEAGRIS, in ornithology, the Turkey ; a genus of birds

of the order, gallinje. Head covered with spongy caruncles; there
is likewise a membranaceous longitudinal caruncle on the throat.

There are two species. Latham reckons five.

M. Gali.opavo, the North American Tvrkey of Ray.
It has a caruncle both on the head and throat ; and the breast of

the male is bearded or tufted. He lives upon grain and insects >

when the cock struts, he blows up his breast, spreads and erects

his leathers, relaxes the caruncle on the forehead, and the naked
parts of the face and neck become intensely red. The turkey was
unknown to the old world belore the discovery of America. It

is peculiar to this new continent, and is the commonest wild fowl
in the N. parts of it, where they are often met with by hundreds
in a Hock. In the day-time they frequent the woods, where they
feed on acorns ; and return at night to the swamijs to roost on
the trees. They are often taken by dogs, though they run faster

for a time ; but the dogs persisting, the birds grow fatigued, and
take to the highest trees, where they are shot one after another if

within gun-shot. Turkies were first seen in France in the reign

of Francis I. and in England in that of Henry YIH. By the date

oftkese reigns the first turkeys must have been brought from
Mexico, about A. D. 1521. A^lian mentions a bird found in

India, which some writers have suspected to be the turkey ; but

Mr.Pennant concludes with Gessner, that it was either the peacock,

or some bird of that genus.

MELEDA, an island in the Adriatic, 32 miles long, and 4
broad; by some supposed to be the ancient Mclita, where St.

Paul was shipwrecked.
MELES, ill zoology. See Ursus^
MELESIGENES. See Meles.
MELETIANS, in church history, a considerable party who

adhered to the cause of Meletius Bishop of Lycopolis, in Upper
Egypt, after he was deposed, about A. D. 306, by Peter Bishop of

Alexandria, under the charge of having sacrificed to the gods, and
been guilty of other heinous crimes; though Epiphamus makes
his only failing to have been an excessive severity against the

lapsed. This dispute, which was at firsta personal ditference be-

tween Meletius and Peter, became a religious controversy ; and
the Meletian party subsisted in the fifth century, but was con-
demned by the first council of Nice.

MELFI, a coi. iderable town of Naples, 72 miles N. E. of

Naples. Lon. 15. 52. E. Lat. 41. 2. N.
MELIA,AZADERACH, or the Bead-Tree, in botany, a

j
genus
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gcmis of ihc nionogynia order, and tlcf;in(lria class ot |)l>iiils ; na-

tural ordi-r, Triliilatw. Calyx liv«-tootheil ;
jxtals tivi- ; lu'cta-

riuiT) cylindrical, as long as the corolla, wiili iis inoutli ten-tootlied;

fruit a plum witli a hvi-celleil ki-ri4el. Then* are three species,

all exotic trees of the Indies, rising near yo feet lii'di; adorned with

large jjinnate leaves. They are all propagated by seeds »own on
hot-heds.

MEL[ANTHUS, IIoNtv-FLOwER; in botany, a genus of the

angiospermia order, ajid didynamia cla^s of plants; natural order
(^'orydales. Calyx live-leaved, the lovker leat gibbous; petals

four, with the nectarium under the lowest; capsule live-celled.

There are three species of this plant, all natives of the Cape of Good
Hope.
MELIBCEA, in ancient geography, an island of Syria, at the

mouth of the Oronte.
MELIC'A, KoPEGRASs : a genus of the digynia order, and

Iriandria class of plants; natural order, Gramina. Calyx two-
valved, two-tiowered, with the rudnnent of one or two Horets

tliat are abortive, between the two others. There are fointeen

species.

MELICERIS, [iWf'ixi;",-,] a tuinour inclosed in a cystis, and
consisting of matter like honey. Ifthe matter resemble milk-

curds, the tumour is called aiitheronia ; if like honey, tiieliceris ;

and if composed of fat, or a suetv sub-taiice, steatoma.

MELICERTA, MELICERl ES, or MCLICERTUS, in

mythology, a son of Athamas and liio. His mother saved him
from his father's fury, wiio prepared to dash him against a wall as

he had done his brother Learchus. Iscptune changed them both
into sea-deities.

MELICOCCA, in botany, a genus ef the monogynia ordtr,

and octandria class of plants. Calyx four-parted; petals four,

bent back below the calyx ; stigma subpeltate ; drupe or berry
coriaceous. There is but one species,

M. BijuGA, a mitklle-sized tree, native of the East and West
Indies.

MELICOPE, in botany, a genus of the octandria monogvnia
class and order. Calyx inferior, four-leaved ; petals four ; nectary
glands four, twin; capsule four, one-seeded. There is but one
species, M. Ternala, a native of New Zealand.
MELICYTUS, in botany, a genus of the dia:cia pentandria

class and order. Calyx Jive-toothed ; corolla five-petaled, three

limes as long as the calyx ; nectary five scales ; male anthers five,

without filaments, fastened to the inside of the nectary : female
stigma flattened out, four or five lobed; capsule berried, one-
celled ; seeds nestling. The only species, is, M. Ramitiorus, a

native of New Zealand.

MELILLA, an ancient town of Fez, in the province of Caret.

Lon. 2. 9. W. Lat. 35. 20. N.
MELILOT. See Trifolivm.
M ELIN DA, a kingdom on the E. coast of Africa, situated be-

tween Lat. 3' and 4° b.

Melinua, the capital of the above kingdom.
MELINGEN, a town of Swisserland, 43 miles X. E. of

Berne.
MEL[NUM, in natural history, the name of an earth famous

in tlie earliest ages of painting, being the only white of the great

painters of antiquity ; and, according to Pliny's account, one of the

three colours with which alone they performed all their works. It

is a tine, w hite, marly earth, of a very compact texture, yet re-

markably lis;ht. It is found in the same place from which the

painters of old had it, viz. the isle of Milo or Melos, wlience

it had its name ; and is common in most of the adjacent

islands.

MELIPILL.'V, a town and province of South America, in

Chili, 200 miles N. of Conception. Lon. 1)3. 38. \V. Lat. 33.

88. S.
MELISSA, in the mythology, a daughter of Melissus king of

Crete, who with her sister Amaltha;a fed Jupiter with the milk

of goats.

Melissa, Bau.m, a genus of the gymnospermia order, and
didynamia class of plants; natural order, Verticillata;, Calvx
dry, flattish above; upper lip subfastigiate ; corolla, upper iip

somewhat arched, bifid; lov\er lip with the middle-lobe heart-

shaped, l here are six species.

M. OFficiNALis, or Common Bavm, is appropriated, by the

writers on the materia medica, to the head, stomach, ;.n(l uterus

;

and in all disorders of these |)aits is said to do extraorilinary service.

So high an opinion have some chemists eiUerlained of this pbi.t,

that they have expected to find in it a medicine whicli should pro-

long life beyond the usual period. The present practice, how-
ever, holds it in no great esteem ; and ranks it among the weakt r

corroborants. Infusions of the leaves in water smell agreeably of

the herb, but have not much taste, though on being mspissateJ

they leave a considerable C|uantity of a bitterish auslere extract.

Infusions of baum do not, like other aromalics, olilend the head,

as is complained ot those of sage, &.c. Infustous in water or spirit

are far belter than the cohobated distilled water, and are the best

pi c-paratiuns from the plant,

M ELI SSL'S, a king of Crete, the father of Melissa and Amal-
tlu-a, and the inventor of bee-husbandrv.

Melissu> of Sa.mos, a Greek phdosopher, was tlie son of Rha-
gines and the disciple of Parnienides; and lived about 440 B. C.
He asserted that the universe is infinite, immoveable, and without

a vacuum. Themistocles was among his pupils.

M ELITA, or MELITE, in ancient geography, an island re-

ferred to Africa by Scylax and Ptolemy : but nearer Sicily, and
allotted to it by the Romans: commended for its commodious
harbours; for a city well buiit, with artificers of every kind, espe-

cially weavers of fine linen. The Pha-uicians were the first

colonists. It is now called Malta ; remarkable for St. Paul's ship*

wreck, &c.
Melite, Melita, or Melitina Ixsv'La, an island on the

coast of lllyricum, in the Adriatic. The Catuli Melilaei were
famous. Now called Meleda, the name of the island Samos. See
Samos.
MELITTIS, Baum-leaved Archangel, or Bastard Bav.m;

in botany, a genus of the gymnospermia order, and didynamia
class of plants ; natural order, Verticillatx. Calyx wider than the

tube of the corolla ; corolla, upper lip liat, lower crenated ; an-
thers crosswise. It has two species, AI. melissophyllum, bastard

baum, and M.japonica; the former has a perennial root, sending
up three or four stems about a foot and a half in height ; leaves op-
posite, petioled, elliptic, a little pointed ; flowei-s large and hand-
some, growing principally on one side; oeduncles round, hairv,

and axillary : much honey is secreted from a gland that encir-

cles the base of the germ, for which reason it is a favourite plant

with bees.

MELITUS, a Greek orator and poet, the accuser of Socrates.

The Athenians, after the death of Socrates, discovering theinicniitv

ot the sentence thev hhd passed against that great pliilosopher, put
Melitus to death, 400 B. C.
MELLA, a department of Italy, comprehending the late pro-

vince of Bresciano, and containing four districts ; viz. Brescia,

Chiari, Verola, and Salo.

MELLATES, in chemistry, a genus of salts formed from the

Mkllitic Acid, which see.

MELLER, a lake of Sweden, SO miles long, and 30 broad ; on
which stands the city of Stockholm.
MELLI, a citv and country of the Mandingoes, in Africa.

MELLITE, or HONEY-STONE, in mineralogy, takes it

name from its yellow colour like that of honev. Its primitive

figure is an octahedron, lornied by four-sided pyramids, the com-
mon base of which is a perfect scpiare. The crystals are small,

their surface is commonly smooth and shining. Internally it is

splendent with a lustre between vitreous and resinous. It is trans-

parent, passing into the opaque, and possesses a double refraction.

It is softer than amber and brittle. Specific gravity is from about
1.5 to 1.7. It becomes electric by friction, but continues so but a
short time. Klaproth, gives the constituent parts as follows:

Silica 1.375

Iron 0.125.

Alumina 14.5

Mellitic acid, Water, and Loss. 84.

100.

This mineral is scarce, but is sometimes found at iEtern in

Thuringia ; in the district of Saal ; and in Switzerland.

MELLITIC ACID, in chemistry, an acid obtained from
6 mellite,
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iiitllite, by the following process. Tlie mineral is reduced to pow-
der, and boiled witli about 72 times its weight of water; tlie alu-

mina is precipitated in the form of fiakes.and theacid combines with
the water. Hy liltration and evaporation, crystals in the form of
tine needles are deposited, whicli are tlie crystals of mellitic acid.

This acid is composed of oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon.
MKLMO Til, William, Esq; a learned and worthy bencher

of Lincoln's Inn, born in l66t). In conjunction with Mr. Peere
^A illiams, he pidjlished Vernon's Reports, under an order of the
court of chancery. But the performance for which he justly de-
serves (o be held in perpetual remembrance is, ''Tlie Great Im-
portance of a Religious Life;" of which, after many large edi-
tions had been circulated, 42,000 copies were sold within IS years,
althonph the real author was not then known. From his character
prefixed lo this work, we shall only quote a few lines:—"the
author's life was one uniform exemplar of those precepts which,
with an elegant and affecting simplicity of stvle, he lecommends
to general practice. He left others to inflame themselves and the
world with endless controversy : it was the wiser purpose of his more
ennobled aim, to act up to tliose clear rules of conduct which re-
velation hath graciously prescribed. He powessed by temper
every moral virtue; by religion every Christian grace.

" He liad

a humanity that melted at every distress; a charity which not only
thought no evil, but sus]iecled none. In a word, few have ever
passed a more useful, perhaps not one a more blameless life." He
died on the 6th day of April 1743.
MELOCHLi, Jews Mallow; in botany, a genus of the

pentandria order, and inonadelphia class of plants ; natural order,
Columnilerx. Capsule tive-celled, one-seeded. There are seve-
ral species.

M. Olitorius, the Common Jews Mallow, is a native of the
warm parts of Asia and America. It is an annual plant, which
rises about two feet high, dividing into several branches, gLirnish-
ed with leaves of ditTerent sizes and forms. They have very Ion,"
slender footstalks, especially those which grow on the lower pan
of the branches. This sjjecies is cultivated about the city of
Aleppo in Syria, and in the East Indies, as a pot-herb ; the Jews
boiluig the leaves, and eating them with their meat. It is suj)-

posed by Rauwolf to be the olu-s Jud.ticum of Avicenna, and the
corchurum of Pliny.

MELopiNL'S, a genus of the class and order pentandria di-
gynia. It is contorted; nectary in the middle of the tube, stel-

late ; berry two-celled, many-seeded. There is one species, a
shrub of New Caledonia.
MELODY, [ftiXiuJ'ia,] in music, a succession of simple sounds

ranged according to the laws of rhvthmus in such a manner that it

may please the ear. Vocal melody is called singing; and that
which is performed upon instruments may be termed symphonic
melody. See Air, Har.movy, Modulation, Music,' Hhyth-
MUS, &C.
MELOE, a small island in the Baltic; 14 miles E. N. E. of

Cape Lindesness.

Meloe, in zoology, a genus of insects of the order coleoptera.
Antenna; jointed, last joint oval ; breast roundish ; elytra soft,

flexible; heatl inflected, gibbous. There are 35 species, divided
into two families ; 1. without wings, having the elytra shorter than
the abdomen ; 2. winged, with elytra shorter than the body and
wholly covering the wings.

M. Proscarab;eus, is of a black colour without brightness,
(hough intermixed with a small degree of purple, especially towards
the under jjart of the body. 'J'he elytra are as soft as leather, sha-
greened, and cover but part of the abdomen, ''i'here are no wing'-
under the elytra. The abdomen is large, especially that of tl?e

female, in which it far exceeds the elytra. This insect makes it-;

abode on the side of wet roads and in woods. Its food is insects,
violet-leaves, and delicate herbs. A fat unctuous matter of an
agreeable smell oozes from its body. The males are less than tiie

females. Oil, in which insects of this species have been infuseil,

is said to be an excellent remedy for wounds, and the scorpion's
sting. It enters also into the composition of salve lor plague sores.
The insects bruised and mixed with oil or honey, Linn;eus says,
are commended as a remedy in the rabies canina.'

M. Vesicatorius, the Blistlri.sg Meloe, is nine or ten
lines in length, of a shining green colour mixed with azure. It

multiplies greatly. They are sometimes seen living in swarms.

A nauseous smell, not unlike that of mice, bespeaks their ap-
proach ; which scent leads to the iliscovery of them when they are
sought for in order to niake provision. When dried, they are so
light, that fifty scarce weigh one drachm. They prey upon the
leaves of trees and shrubs, and prefer tho.-e of the ash-tree. The
odorous particles exhaled by these insects, are extremely corro-
sive. Great caution should be used in picking them up. People
have been known to be seized with violent heat of urine, voiding
of blood, for having gathered a quantity of them during the heat
of the sun with their hands bare, or for having fallen asleep under
trees where swarms of them had settled. They are adorned with
the most splendiii colours. Green, azure, and gold, render them
dazzling to the eyes. I'his species is the cantharis of tiie shops ;

when bruisetl, it is universally used as a blistering plaster. The
large-.t and n.ost esteemed of this sort come from Italy. Se*-
Plate LXXVL
MELON, in botany, a species of cucumis. See Cucumis.
Melon-Thistle. See Cactus.
MELOS, in ancient geography, an island between Crete an^t

Pelo|)onnesus, about -4 miles from Scylli'um.

MELOrilRIA, Small Creeting Cucumber ; in botany, a
genusof the monogynia order, and triandria class of pl.ints ; natural
order, Cucurbitacea-. Calyx five-clefl; corolla campanulate,
one-petaled ; berry three-celled, one-seeded. It has but ona
species.

M. Pendula, a native of Carolina, Virginia, and many of the
American islands. The plants strike out roots at every joint,

which fasten their stalks in the ground, by which means they ex-
tend far every way. 'I'he fiowers are very small, shaped like those
of the melon, of a pale sulphur-colour, The plants in this counlry
require artificial heat.

M ELPOMENE, in mythology, one of the nine Muses, daugh-
ter of Jupiter and Mnemosyne. She presided over tragedy. Ho-
race has addressed the finest of his odes to her, as to the patrones*
of lyric poetry.

MELROSE, a tow n of Scotland, in Roxburghshire. Lon.2.
32. W. Lat. 55. 32. N.
MELTING CONE, in assaying, a hollow cone of brass or

cast iron, into which melted metalline substances are thrown, in

order to free them from their scoria?.

MELTON-MOUBRAY, a large town of Leicestershire, 13
miles S. by E. of Nottingham.
MELUN, a city of France, capital of the department of the

Seine and .Vlarne. Lon. 2. 35. E. Lat. 48. 30. N.
MELYRIS, in natural history, a genus of insects of the order

coleoptera. Anteima- entirely perfoliate; head inflected under
the thorax ; thorax margined ; lip clavate, emarginate ; jaw one-
toothed, pinnate. There are three species, the viridis, the nigcr,

and the lineatus.

MEMBER, in architecture, denotes any part of a building;
as a frieze, cornice, or the like. It is sometimes also used for

moulding.
Member, in civil polity, is used to denote some particular or-

der or rank in a state or government ; thus we say, " member of
a corporation, member of parliament, member of the council,"
&c.
Member, in grammar, is applied to tlie parts of a period or

sentence.

Members, in anatomy, the exterior parts, arising from the

trunk or body of an animal, like the boughs from the trunk of a

tree.

MEMBRANA ADIPOSA. See Anatomy.
MEMBRANE, a thin, white, flexible, expanded skin. See

Anatomy.
MEMECYLON, in botany, a genus of the octandria mono-

gynia class and order ; n.itural order, Calyciflora. Calyx superior,

with a striated base and the margin quite entire; corolla one-pe-
taled ; anthers inserted into the side of the apex of the filament;

beiry crowned with a cylindrical calyx. There are four specie?,

natives of warm climates.

MEMEL, or MEMMEL, a town of Prussia, 120 miles N.
E. of Dantzic, and 203 N. of Warsaw. Lun. 21. 40. E. Lat. 55,

4(j. N.
MEMENTO, [Lat.] a memorial-notice; a hint to awaken

the niemory.
WEMMINGEN,
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ME.MMINGEN, an imperial town of German v, in Suabia,

::: miles S. S. E. of Ulm. Lon. 10. 16. E. Lat. 4S.'3. N.
MEMN'ON, in fabulous liislory, a kin^ of Elliiopia, son of

Tillioniis and Aurora. He came with a body of 10,000 men to

lisist Ills uncle Ihiam, during tlie rr^ijan war.

MEMOIRS, in matters ot literature, a species of history, writ-

ten by persons who had -^ome share in the transactions they relate;

awiwering to what the Homans called commenlarii, commenta-
ries. The journals of the proceed! iifl;s of a literary society, or a

collection of matters transacted therein, are likewise c.dled me-
niuirs.

MEMORANDUM, a term implying a note, or mark, made
either on paper or otherwise, with a view to assist the memory.
In the present artilicial state of society, the convenience of a me-
morandum-book is obvious to every person engaged in active pur-

suits. And, tl ough ihe utility of such a measure be uiuver^ally

acknowledged, yet there is reason to believe that it is not so extcn-

. sively p^acti^edas it jusily deserves. Those who reflect on the (leet-

iiig nature ofhuman thought, and on the importance of remembering
the train of ideas which lead to a certain conclusion, w ill readily ad-

mit, that annotations might he rendered equally interesting and use-

lul, if they \veree.\teiided to that department of human alfairs, which
more immediately relates to the operations of the human mind.
Thus, if every striking idea, whether of an a-conomical or intellec-

tual tendency, were duly registered, and digested, when a more
favourable opportunity ot?"er», incalculable benefit would thence
result to society. Hence we presume to suggest to those who art

accustomed to retlect and attend to the progress of their reasoning

(when in solitude, a^ well as in tlie common intercoui-se of liie,)

to note and record in a particular journal, all such sentiments and
o|)ijiion^, as appear to be worthy of being preserved.

MEMORY, that faculty of the mind which presents to us ideas

of what is pait, accompanied with a persuasion, that the things

t'i?mselve5 were formerly real and present. What we distinciry

remember to have pcrceivedr we as firmly believe to have hap-
pened, as what is now present to our senses. The ingenious Dr.
Bi-attie, in his Elements of Moral Science, divides memory into

I'.v!) species, active and passive. " When we remember (says he)

w ith I ttle or no effort it is c-alled remembrance simply, or memory,
and sometimes passive memory. When we endeavour to remeiii-

iier what dGe^ not immediately, and (as it were) of itss If, occur, it

is called active memory, or recollection." This is a taient of the

iilmoit importance in every situatian of life. Many rules have
been Lid down for its acquisition, direction, improvement, and

i
:eservatioii ; but the principal, and perhaps -tlie only effectual

riiCthod, consists in observing the strictest temperance in eating,

drinking, and sleeping ; for it is an undoubted fact, that excess in

tl^cse indulgences is (n-ejudicial to the brain, and giadunlly impairs

tlie memory. Such, indeed, is the precarious stale of our mental
pov.ers, and parlicuiady of our recollective faculties, that it often
' ..ppens, even with tl-.e most regular and temperate, that, notwilh-

iding every effort, those ideas which appear to be the most in-

^sting and desirable to be retained, evanish from the mind in-

-'-'sibly and irrecoverably. To correct this inherent weakness of

r nature, various methods have been proposed, which constitute

>. luit is called the art of memory. Those of our readers, who are

.;< lined to avail tliBmselves of such assistance, mav consult a Irea-

, intitiiled, A New Metliod of Artificial Meiiiory. But let

•m remember that it is not extraneous aid, but a constant atten-

t un and e.<cercise, which form the true art of memory. " It i^ the

pri'.cUce of many rcadei-s, (says Dr. Beattie, in his Elements
above quoted) to note in the margin of their books tlie most ini-

portant passages, the strongest arguments, or the brightest senti-
:" -nts. Thus they Inail their minds with mperlluous attention,

ress the vehemence of curiosity by u-eless tleliberation, and by
...quenl interruption break the current of narration or the chain
r.i reason, and at last close the volume and forget the passages and
the niarks together. Others are (irmly persuatled, that nothing is

irtainly remembered but what is transcribed; and they, there-

f'lre, pass weeks and months in transferring larsje quotations to a

common place-book. Yet, why any part of a book, which can
be consulted at pleasure, should be copied, we are not able to dis-

cover. The hand has no closer correspondence with the memory
tliau the eye. The act of writing itself distracts the thoughts';

and what is read twice is commonly l;ctter remembered than wliat
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is transcribed. This method, therefore, coiu-umes lime, without
assMing the memory. 15ut to write an abridgement of a good
book may sometimes be a very proliUible exercise. In general,

when we would preserve tlie doctrines, >eiitiniinls, or facts, that

occur in reading, it will be pruder.t to lay the book a^lde, and put
them ill wriling in our own words. 'Ihis practice will give accu-
racy to our knowledge, accustom us to recollection, improve iis in

the hse of language, and enable us so thoroughly to comprehend
the lhoughls.of other men, as to make them in some measure our
own." "Our thoughts (savs the author of the Idler,) have for

the most part a connection ; so that the thouglit which is juvt now
in the mind, depends partly upon that which went before, and
partly serves to introduce that which follows. Hence we remem-
ber best those things ot which the part^ are methodically disposed

uihI mutually connected. A regular discourse makes a more limit-

ing impression upon the hearer than a parcel of detached sen-

t nces, and givec to his rational powirs a more salutary exercise i

and this may shew us the propriety of conducting our stud.es, and
all our aliairs, according to a regular plan or method. When tlii^

is not done, our thoughts and our business, especially if in any de-
gree complex, soon run into confusion." On the whole, the most
effectual way to acquire a good memory, is by constant and mo-
derate exercise of it; for the memory, like other habits, is

strengthened and improved by daily use. It is indeed hardly cre-

dible, to wh.tt a degree both active and pa'-sive memory may be
improved by long jiractice. Scaliger re|)orts of himself, that in

his youth he could repeat above 100 verses, having once read
them; and Berthicus declares, that he wrote his Comment upon
Cliiudian without consulting the text. The extraordinary me-
mory of Magliabechi is well known. See MAGLiABECiii. That
ol Jedidiah Buxton was of a peculiar kind, so long habituated to

numbers, that it could fix on nothing else. To hope, howcs-er,

for such degiees of memory as these, would be ecjually vain as to

hope for the strength of Hercules, or the swiftness of Achilles.
" But there are clergymen (says the author of the Idler,) who can
get a sermon by heart in tv\'o hours, though their memory, when
they began to exercise it, was rather weak than strong: and
pleaders, w ith other orators who speak in public and extempore,
olten discover, in calling instantly to mind all the knowledge ne-

cessary on the present occasion, and every thing of impoitar.c-e

that may have been advanced in the course of a long debate, such
powers of retention and recollection as, to the man who has never
been obliged to exert himself in the same manner, are altogether

astonishing. As habits, in order to be strong, must be formed in

early life, the memories of children should, therefore, be con-
stantly exercised; but to oblige them to commit to memory what
they do not understand, perverts their faculties, and gives them a

dislike to learning." In a word, those who have most occasioii

lor memorv, as orators and |)ublic speakers, should not sulVer it to

lie idle, but constantly eni,doy it in treasuring up and fiecpiently

reviving such things as may be of most iinpoitance to them ; for

bv these means, it will be more at their camniund, and lliey may
place greater confidence in it upon any cmeigenc.y."

Memory, ARTiFici.il., Mf.mori.v FF.eHNicA, a method of as-

sisting the memory, by forming certain words, ihe letters ol w^cU
shall signify the date or a'ra to be remembered. In ordirto this,

the following series of vowels, diphthongs, .and consonants, toge-

ther with their corresponding numl>ers, must be exactly learned

;

so as to be able at pleasure to form a technical word, that shall

stand for any number, or to resolve such a word already formed.

a
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or iliio; /) for 1, as being the first consonant, and / for 5, being tlie

Honian letter lor M, than any otlicr^ that could have lieeii put in

Iheir places. It is farther to be observed, that z and y being made
use of to ri'presiMit the cvpher, where many cyphers meet totre-

Iher, as 1000, 100t)000, Lc. instead of a repetition of azyzyzy,
fee. let ,^- stand for 100, tk for a thousand, and ?« for a million.

JluisOjirwill be ino, ?g,>00; oi/g-900, &c. atk 1000, am 1000000,
loum AtJOOOOOO, &c. Fractions may beset down in the following
manner: let r signify the line separating the numerator and deno-
minator, the first coming before, the other after it ; asz'roi, urp
]. pourag ^'e%, &c. When the numerator is 1 or unit, it need not
be expressed, but begin the frnclion with r; as re ^, rz -j, ro^,
Sec. So in decimals, rnc; p^,?,, ruth tt'sv- 'I'liis is tlie prmcipal
part of the method, which consists in expressing numbers by arti-

licial words. 'I'he application to history and chronologv is also

performed by artificial woids. 'I'he art herein consists m making
such a change in the ending of the name of a place, person, pla-
net, coin, &c, without altering the beginning of it, as shall readily
suggest the thing sought, at the same time that the beginning o'f

the word, being preserved, shall be a leading or prompting sylla-
ble to the ending of it so changed. N'hus, m order to reniember
the years in which Cyrus, Alexander, and Jidius <;:a;sar, founded
their respective monarchies, the following words may be formed

;

for Cyrus, C-^nil.s; for Alexander, Alex7Vn; for Julius Ca'sar,
Julio-v. Uts signifies, according to the powers assigned to the let-

ters before-mentioned, 536; ita'K 331, and o.? is 46. Hence it

will be easy to remember, tliat the empire of Cyrus was founded
536 years before Christ, tliat of Alexander, 331, and that of Julius
Cssar, 46. This account is taken from a treatise, intituled, " A
New Method of Artificial Memory ;" where the reader wilt find
several examples in chronology, geography, &c. of such artificial

words disposed in verses, which must be allowed to contribute
much to the assistance of the memory, since, being once learned,
they are seldom or never forgot. H'owever, the author advises
his reader to form the words and verses himself, in the manner de-
scribed above, as he will probably remember these better than
those fornied by another. We shall here give his table of the
Jvings ot England since the Conquest; where one thousand being
added to the italics in each word, expresses the year wiien they
began their reigns. Thus,

VVillcori^ai;, RufAof, HemY/g'.
S_tephi?7and HensecAw/, liicbbtin, Jami, HethA;,?, and Eddoid.
RtUi-typ, Kiitertes, 'Rhetnip, Hefotoiin, Hef\fad'\ue.
Ilensi/i^rf, Edquatfauz, Efi liokl, Hensep/fiV, Henoc/(/«.
Edsex/oj, Mary/!</, Els/»^, Jamsyd, Caroprim.?f/.
CarsecWi-, Jzmseif, WiUc;^-, Anpyb, Geobo-dni-sy.
MEMPHIS, an ancient city, aiid tlie royal residence of the

l<ings in Upper Egypt ; fifteen miles from Delta to the S. accord-
ing to Plinv: called also Moph and Noph, in scripture.

MEMPIIRKMAGOG, a large lake of North America, partly
in Vermont, but chiefly in Canada; forty miles long from N. to
y. and from two to three l)ioad.

MLXACHIMTR, in mineralogy, a species of the titanium
genus, is of a greyish-black colour, inclining to iron-black ; it oc-
curs only in very small flattish angular grains, with a rough glim-
mering surface ; internally it is glistening; specific gravity 4.2 to
4.5. It is attractable by the magnet. Without addition, it is in-

lutible before the blow-pipe ; it tinges borax of a greenish colour,
which inclines to brown: according to Klaproth it is composed of

Magnetic oxide of iron 51
Oxide of menachine 45.25
O.xide of manganese 0.35
Silica 3.50

100.00

MENAGE, the government of a horse. See Manege.
MENAlb, in botany, a genus of the pentandria monogynia

class and order. Calyx three-leaved ; corolla salver-shaped
;

berry four-celled ; seetls solitary. There is but one species, M.
topiaria, a native of South America.
MENAGOGUE, [n>iv.; and ayw,"] a medicine that promotes the

flux ol the menses.
MKNANDEK, an ancient Greek poet, borii at Athens in the

third year of (he 109th Olympiad. His introducing the new co-

medy, ancl refining an art which had been so gross and licentious
111 former times, quickly spread his name over the world. Plinr
says that the kings of Egypt and Macedon sent ambassadors anil
fleets to bring him to their courts, but without success. Of liis

works, which amounted to above 100 comedies, only nine are left,
besides the four which Terence borrowed from hini,'and hath pre-
served in the Roman habit. It is chiefly from Terence that most
people form their judgement of Menander, the fragments that re-
main of him not being sufficient to enable them to do it. The an-
cients have said high things of Menander. Quintilian, and other
old masters of rhetoric, recommend his works as true patterns of
every beauty and grace in public speaking. But Ca?sar has left
the loftiest praise of Menander, when he calls Terence only a
IIalf-,\Ienander. Menander died in th« third year of the 12i'd
f)lympiad. Quintilian censures Menander's morals as much a*
he commends his writings.

Menandpr, the fouiider of the heresy of the Menandrians.
Some say he was a disciple of Simon Magus. He taught that no
person could be saved unless he were baptised in his name; and
he conferred a |)eculiar sort of baptism, which would render those
who received it immortal in the next world: exhibiting himself to
the world, with the phrenzy of a lunatic, as a promised saviour,
Irenanis, Justin, and Tertullian, say, that he pretended to be one
of the ffions sent from the jjleroma, or ecclesiastical regions, to
succour the souls that lay groaning under bodily oppression ; and
to maintain them against the violence and stratagems of the de-
mons that hold the leins of empire in this sublunary world ; a
doctrine built upon the same foundation with that of Simon'
Magus.
MENANDRIANS, the most ancient branch of Gnostics; thus

called from Menander their chief.

MENDE, a city of France, capital of the department of Eo-
zere, and late province of Gevaudan, thirty-five miles S.W of
Puv. Lon. 3.35. E. Lat. 44. 31.N.
l^IENDICANTS, or BEGGING FRIARS, several orders of

religious in Popish countries, who having r.o settled revenues, are
supported by the charitable contributions they receive from others.
This sort of society began in the thirteenth century, under Inno-
cent III. who encouraged them, as well as his successors. The
members, by the tenor of their institution, were to remain entirely
destitute of all fixed revenues an<l possessions. But they at iasi
increased to such an enormous multitude, that they became a bur-
den not only to the people, but to the church itself. In a general"
council, therefore, assembled by Gregory X. at Lyons, in 1272,
the mendicants were reduced to a smaller number, and confined to
the four following societies, viz. the Dominicans, the Francis-
cans, the Cahmemtes, and the Avgustines. See these articles..

As the pontiffs allowed these four mendicant orders the liberty of
travelling wherever they thought proper, of conversing with per-
sons of every rank, of instructing the people wherever they went;
and as those monks exhibited, in their manner of life, more strik.
iiig marks of gravity and holiness than the other monastic societies,
they arose to the summit of fame, and were regarded with the ut-
most veneration through all Europe. They were employed, not
only in spiritual matters, but also in temporal and political affairs
of the greatest consequence, in composing the differences of
princes, concluding treaties of peace, concerting alliances, presid-
ing in cabinet-councils, governing courts, levying taxes, and other
occupations, absolutely inconsistent with the monastic character
and profession.

MENDIP HILLS, a range Of hills in Somersetshire, near
Wells, abounding in lead, coals, calamine, copper, manganese,
ochre, &c. On their summits are large swampy flats dangerous'
to cross.

MENDLESIIAM, a market-town of SutTolk, twenty-five
miles N. of Sudbury, and eighty-two N. E. of London. Lon 1.

12. E. Lat. 52. 24. N.
MENDOZA, a town and territory of South America in Chili,

on the E. side of the Cordilleras. Lon. 44. 7, W. Lat. 35. 25. S.
MENDRISIO, a bailiwic of Italy, now included iu the depart-

ment of the Lario, and district of Varese.
Mendrisio, the capital of the above territory, lies .seven miles

W. of Como. -Lon. 9. 0. E. Lat. 25. 45. N.
MENECRATES, a physician of Syracuse, who flourished

about B. C. 360, famous for his skill in- his profession, but much
jnore
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more for Ms vanity. He affected the character nnd sittributes of

Jupiter; made his patients follow liim in those of the other gods,

and travelled through different coentries escorted by these coun-

terfeit deilii's. He once wrote to the king of Macedon, " Mene-
crates-Jupiter to Philip, greeting, 'riiou reigneit in Macedo-
nia, and I in medicine; thou giv est doatli to those W'ho are in

good health, 1 reitore life to the sick ; thy guard is composed of

Slacedonians; the gods themselves constitute mine." Philip an-

«wered, tluit liewislicd him restored to reason. Hearing alter-

Avards that he was in .Macedon, Philip sent for him, and invited

Min to an entertainment. Mer.ccratcs and his coinpanions were
placed on rich ami loi'ty couches ; before which was an altar, co-

vered witli tlie tirst-lVuits of the harvest: and whil-t an excellent

repast was served up to the other gue>t5, perfumes and libations

only were olTered to these new gods, who, greatly atTronted, lias-

tily left the palace, and never returned.

MENKllOULD, Sr. a town of Fiance, in the department of

Marnc, and late province of Champagne ; twenty miles N. E. of

Chalons, and 110 E. of Paris.

MENES, the founder of the Egyptian inonarchy, was born at

This, a town of Thebitis in I'pper Kgypt. He had three sons,

viz. Athotis, who ruled after him at 'I'his and Thebes ; Curudes,
who in Lower Egypt founded the kinsidom of Heliopolis, which
was afterwards that of Diospoli ; and Kecherophes, who reigned

at Memphis. It is supposeil that Menes reigned 117 years after

the birth of Peleg, son of Heber, which was the 3 ear of the dis-

persicn of mankind throughout the earth. In building Memphis
ne stopped the Nile near it, by a causeway 100 furlongs broad,

and caused it to run through the mountains. Sir Isaac Newton
niakes Menes the same with Anienophis. Others make him the

same with Mizraim.
- MENILITE, in mineralogy, is of a chesnut-brown colour, in-

clining to liver-brown : externally, it is marked with narrow stripes

of reddish-brown and pearl-grey, which alternate with each other.

It occurs in tuberose imbedded masses, the surface of which is

smooth and ribbed, and sometimes covered with a white crust. It

is found near Paris, and is composed of

Sdica 85.50
Alumina 1

Oxide of iron 0.50
Calcareous earth 0.50
"Water and carbonaceous matter 11.00

98.50
Loss 1.5

100

MENIN, a town of France, in the department of the I.ys, and
late province of Austrian Flanders, eight miles S. E. of Ypres,
and ten N. of Lisle. Lon. 3. 9. E. Lat. 50. 4s. N.
MENINGES, \_filyl^y(s^,'] two membranes that envelope the

brain, which are called the pla mater and dura mater ; the latter

bein" the exterior involucrum is, from its thickness, so denomi-
nated. See Anato.mv.
MENINX, an island in the Mediterranean, W. of the Syrtis

Minor; supposed by Strabo and Polybius to be Homer's country
of the IjOto])hagi.

MENIPPEAN SATIRE, MENTPPEA SATIRA, a kind of
satire consisting of prose and verse intermixed ; so called from
Menippus. Varro wrote satires tmder the title of Satire Menip-
pea;; whence this satire is also called Varronian satire.

MENIPPUS, a cynic philosopher of Pha-nicia. He was ori-

ginally a slave, but purchased his liberty, and became one of the
greatest usurers at 'I'hebes. He wrote tliirteen books of >alires,

which have been lost ; and at last killed himself.

MENISCIUM, in botany, a genus of the cryptogainia Alices,

or ferns. Capsules heaped in crescents, interposed "between llie

veins of the frond. There is but one species, M. reticulatum, a
native of America.
MENISCUS, in optics, a glass or lens, concave on one side,

and convex on the other; sometimes also called lunula. See
Optics.
MENISPERMUM, Moonseed; a genus of the decandria

ortler, and dicecia class of planus ; natural order, Sarmentacea?.

Mule petals, four outer; eight inner; sl;,mliia sixteen: femal*',

corolla as in the inale ; stamina eight, barren; berries two, cn«-
sei-ded. There are thirteen species.

MENNO, Simon, the founder of the sect of theMennonilef,
was born at Witniartum, a village near Holsuaert in Fricsland, in

1505, ami died in 15t)l, in the duchy of HoNteir;, at the cotmtr\-
seat of a certain nobleman near the city of OUiesloe, who, movi-d
with compassion by the pi rils to which Menno wa; exposed, ;:tid

the snares that were daily laid for his ruin, look him with certain

of his associates into his piotection, and g..ve him an ;;s\Uim. 'I'lie

writings of Menno, which are almost all written in the Dutch lan-

guage, were publi-hed in folio at Amsterdam in 1(151. About
1637, Menno was earnestly solicited by many of his sectj to assume
the rank and functions of a public teacher; and as he cop.>iderevl

those who made this proposal to be exempt from the fAiiatical

phrenzy of their brethren at Mmisler, he yielded to their iiitrtaties.

From this period to the end of his lifej he travelled from one
country to another, with his wife and children, exercising his mi-
nistry, under pressures and calamities of various kinds, that suc-
ceeded each other without interruption, and constantly exposed to
the danger of falling a victim to the severity of the' laws. East
and West Fiiesland, with the province of Groningen were tirst vi-

sited by this zealous apostle of the Anabaptists ; w hence he direct-
ed his course into Holland, Guelderl.md, Brabant, Westphalia, and
the German provinces on the coasts of the ISaltic, and penetrated
so far as Livonia. In all these places his ministerial labours were
attended w ilh remarkable success, and added to his sect a jirodigi-
ous number of followers. Hence he is considered as the chief of
almost all the anabaptists. He was a man of genius, directed by a
very sound judgement ; he possessed a natural and persuasive elo-
quence, and such a degree of learning as made him pass tor an
oracle with the multitmle. He appears also to have l)een a man
of probity, of a meek spirit, gentle in his manners, pliable and ob-
sequious with persons of all ranks, and extremely zealous in pro-
moting practical religion and virtue, which he reconunended both
by example and precej)ts.

MENNONITES, a sect in the United Provinces, in most re-
spects the same with those in other places called Anabaptists.
They had their rise in 1536, whan Menno Simon, who had been a
Romish priest, and a notorious profligate, resigned his rank and
oflice in the Romish church, and publicly embraced the commu-
nion of the Anabaptists. Though the Mennonites usually pass for
a sect of Anabaptists, yet M. Herman Schyn, a Menr.onite mi-
nister, who has published their hi-tory and apology, maintains,
that they are not Anabaptists either in principle or by origin.
However, nothing is more certain, than that the first M'ennonite
congregations were composed of dilferent sects of AMabaptists.
The Mennonites are subdivided into several sects; whereof the
two principal are the Flandrians or Fleiningi^ns, and the Wat er-
landians. Tlie opinions, says Mosheim, that are held in common
by the Mennonites, seem to' be all derived from this fundamental -

principle, that the kingdom which Christ established upon earth is

a visible church or comnumity, into which the holy and just alone,
are to be admitted, and wiiich is consequently exempt from all
those institutions and rules of discipline that have been invented
by human wisdom, for the correction and rcformatien of the wick-
ed, 'i'his principle, indeed, was avowed by the ancient Menno-
nites, but it is now almost wholly rrnounced; nevertheless, from
this ancient doctrine, many of the religions opinions, tliat distin-
guish the Mennonites from all other ChVistian communities, seem
to be derived; in consequence of this they admit none to the sa-
crament of baptism, but such as are come' to the full use of their
reason; they neidicr admit civil rulers inio their communion, nor
allow any of their membei-s to perform the functions of magistrac}- •

they deny the lawfulness of repelling force by force, and consider
war, in all its shapes, as unchristian and unjust ; they entertain the
utmost aversion to the execution of justice, and ii^ore especially
to capital punishmeuts ; and they refuseto conlirm their testimony
bv an oath.

'MENOLOGIUM, or MENOLOGY, [from ,.-,>, month, and
y.yQy. discoui-se,] is nnich the same as mart\rology, or calendar
in the Latin. The Greek menologium is divided iiito the several
months in the year : and contains an abridgement of the lives of
the saints, with a bare commemoration of theloames of such «hose
lives were never written,

MF.NSA,
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.\I1"N.SA, [I^iit. a tal)li',] in law-books, atcnn that inc'udeb in

it all palriniony, ami necos-aviiis for livelihood.

.Mi'NSES/oi-CATAMENlA. See iMedicn'e.
MENSOUES, among the aneieiiL Romans, harbingers, whose

bii)iiie-.> it was to go betore the emperor, aniljix upon loilgiiigs fur

liim when lie liavelled into any of the provinr.es.

McNsoKKs, were also laiid-survevoiv, architect?, or appraisers

of hunsesand pnl>lic Imildings.

M ENS'l'UU L"^J , in cheini^lry, tlie llniil in which a solid

1)od_Y is dissolved. Thus water is u nienslrnuiu for sails and gums,
and alcohol lor resins.

MENSUKA'I'ION, in general, denotes the act or art of mea-
suring lines, supcrlicies, and solids ; and it is, next to arithmetic, a

fcubject of the greatest use and importance, both in allairs that are

»bsolut(-l_v necessary in human lile, and in every branch of ma-
llicmaticb ; a subject by wliich sciences are establislied, and com-
hierce is conducted ; by whose aid we manage our business, and
inform ourselves of tlie wonderful operations in nature ; by which
we measure the heavens and the earth, estimate tlie capacities of

all vessels, and the bulks' ol all bodies, image our liquors, build

etiilices, measure our lands, and the works of artilicers, buy and
sell an infinite variety of things necessary in life, and are supplied

with the means of making the calculations which are necessary for

the construction of almost all machines.

Mensuration of Lines amu Angles, as applied to 'ihe

Uetekmination of Heights and Distances.

Every magnitude is measured by a magnitude of the same kind,

ealled the measuring unit. Thus a line is measured by a line, an

angle by an angle, a surface by a surface, and a solid by a solid.

Certain magnitudes being given, that is, their measures being de-

termined by an actual application of the measuring unit, it is the

Imsiness ot ineiisuration to shew how the measures of others, which
depend on these may be obtained. By the mensuration and protrac-

tion of lines and angles, the lengths, heights, depths, and distances,

of objects are d< termintd. Accessible lines are measured by ap-

plying to them, some certain measure a number of times, as au inch,

a fool, or jard ; but iiniccessible lines must be determined by a

measurement of angles and accessible lines, by means of pro])er

iustrumenis, ami the api-lication of methods to be derived from

the principles ot geometry.

The Instrvme.nts most commonly used for measuring heights

and distances ar;', a chain, a quadrant, a scpiare, and a theodolilc.

A Chain is used for measuring tliose distances, or lines, wliich

are to be given sides ot' triangles. 'J'he English chain is in length

4 poles, or Ct) feet. It consists of 100 equal links made of iron,

each link, therefore, should be 7'92 inches long. Every ten

jinks, from one end to the middle of tlie chain, is distinguished by
a mark made of brass.

A Quadrant is used for determining vertical angles; it is

made of brass or wood, the radius being ot any convenient length ;

the circumference is divided into ninety ecpial parlr., and tliese

again subdividetl as far as the dimensions of the quadrant will ad-

mit. Also a |)lumiuet is suspended by a thread from the ceillre,

iuul two sights lixed on one ot the radii. See Plate C\' . tig. 1.

A SQ.UARE, or Quadrant, is used for linding the proportion of

the side- of a right-angled triangle. It is made of the same mate-

rials. Two of Us siiles are divided into a hundred e(pial parts.

This instrument is commonly called a geometrical square. I'ig. 2.

It is furuisheil with an index and a plummet.
A TiiEODOMTE is used for measuring horizont.il as well as ver-

ticai angles. It is a circle of brass divided into degrees, &ic. iiav-

ingaii mdex moveable above its centre, and is furnished with

sights. S-e Theodolite.
Problem I. To lind the height of an accessil)le object standing

upon leveLgrouiid.

r. Hy the quadrant, fig. 5. Tct any convenient distance, BA,
te mea uted by the chain, in a direct line froni the foot of the per-

pendicular, i5C, that falls from the top of the obji'ct. Then
standing at the point A, let (he quadrant be held as rejiresented in

the (igure, so that, the eye at D may see the to|j of the object C,

along the side of the quadrant, DF. Now, if the idummet hang

Irecly, the line FP will lie perpendicular to the horizon, and
therefore parallel to BC ; hence the angles DFP, DCE, are equ.d,

~ gud their complements GFP, CDE, also equal. 'I'lius GN, the

areh of the quadrant that is remote from the eyC, will shew tlie

nuniher of degrees in the angle of elevation CDE. Whence, in
the right-angled triangle CED, the side DK (= AB), and the
angle CDE being given, we may rind C'E by this proportion ; as
radius to the tangent ot CDE, so is DE to EC, to which DA, the
heiglit of the eye above tlie ground, being added, we get the
whole height of the object. If the angle of elevation be 43^,

then DE = EC ; that is, the distance measured is equal to the
height of the object above the eye.

II. By the sipiare, fig. 6. Having measured AB as above, hold
the s(|uare to tlie e)C D, as in the ligure. Then, the plummet
hanging hecly, the line FP ';uts oil' from the square a small tri-

angle siinila.r to CDE. Therefore we shall have the proportion of
DE to EC ; and the former being given, the kilter may be fuunil

by the rule of proportion. Let ;) represent the number of equal
parts whicli tiie plummet cuts oft' Irom the side Dli or HG, to-

wards the end D or G. Then, l.\\'hcn the plummet cuts the;

side GH remote from the eye, it is 100 : n : : DE : EC. Hence,
if ill this case, DE =; 100, then EC = n. 'i. When it passes
llirough the opjiosite angle H, we have a ratio of equality, DE
= EC. 3. \V'hen it cuts the side DH, contiguous to the eye, it

is as H : 100:: D"E : EC. And thus, by"this instrument the,
height is found w ithout the assistance of trigonometrical tables.

III. By means of two stall's, fig. 7. Let tliere be idaced per-
pendicularly in the ground, a longer staff, DE, likewise a shoitec
one FG, so as the observer may see A, the top of the height to
be measured, over the ends D, F, of the stafls ; let Fli and DC,
parallel to the horizon, meet DE and AB in U and C : then the
triangles FllD, DC A, shall be etpiiangular ; for the angles at C
and ll are riglit ones: likewise the angle A is equal to FDH ;.

wherefore the remaining angles are also equal. Therefore as FH,
the distance of the two staffs, is to HD, the excess of the longer,

staff above the shorter ; so is DC, the distance of the longer staf^

from the tow er, to CA, the excess of tlie height of the tower above
the longer stall': ami thence C.'V will be found by the rule of three.

To which if the lengtli DE be added, vou will have the whole
height of the tower BA. Another method may be occa lonally
contrived for measuring an accessible height, as by llie given
length of the shadow BD, lig. H, I find out the heiglit AB; for,

let there be erected a statT, C'F, perpendicularly, producing the
shadow EF : then it will be as EF, (he shadow of the staff, is to

EC, the staff itself; so is BD, the shadow of the tower, to BA, the
height. Though the plane on which the shadow falls be not pa-
rallel to the liorizon, if the staff be erected on the same plane, the
rule will be the same.

\y. To measure an accessible height by ni^ans of a plain mir-
ror. Let AB, tig. 9, be the height to be measured ; let the mirror
be placed at C, in the horizontal plane BD, at a known dislaiKC

BC : let the observer go back to D, till he see the image of the

summit in the mirror, at a certain po'nt of it, which he must <fili-

gentlvmark; and let DE be the height of the observer's e)e.
'I'he triangles ABC and EDC are equiangular ; tor the angles at-

D and B are right angles; and ACH, ECD, are equal, being the

angles of incidence and rellectiou of the ray AC ; wherefore the
remaining angles at A and E are also equal. 'Iherefore it will be
as CD is to DE, sols CB t.> BA.
Ao/d 1. The observer will be :nore e.xact, if at the point D a

slalTbe placed in the ground perpendicularly, over the top of

which tlie observer may see a jjoiut of the glass exactly in a line

betwixt him and the tower.

.\ntc2. In place of a mirror may be used the surface of wa-
ter, whicii naturally beconies parallel to the horizon.

Tlie angle C, tig. 10, lieing lound by the geometrical qnadr.nnt,

theodolite, &c. tlieii in the triangle ABC, right-angled at B (BC
being supposed the horizontal distance of the observer from the

tower) having the angle C, and the side BC, the recpiired height

will be found by plane trigonometry. Thus, suppose the angle C
37^ 24', and the horizontal distance, BC, lit), then the proportion

will be as K : T -i. C :; CB : BA, the lieight.

The tangent altitude 37° 24' — o.SS.34103

Log. CBllu _ _ _ 2.0644380
Added 11.947S0S3

Radius lO.OOOOOOO

Height of Ihe object AB 88.6SS7 1.947S5S3

Supposing the obsei'vation be made on the top of the tower, and
the
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the lieiglit of the tow<r to be known, to tiiul llie dislance of any

object on the plane below; it is only tlie converse of the former

case. You may also, having the base and angles, easily find (he

liypothenuse AC, or how far it is from the tm> of the tower to the

station, vvhicli is useful in many cases, bee Ikigono.mf.try.

V. 'I'o nieasure an inaccessible height by the geometri(aU|iia-

drant, &:c. at two stations—The limb BC, iig. 3, of the common
surveyin;^ quadrant, AUC, is divided into 90", and each of tlie^e

farther divided into as many equal parts as the space w'ill allow

,

citiier diagonally or otherwise. On one of the semi-diameters

AC, are fitted two moveable sights ; and to the centre is some-

times also fixed a label, or moveable index, AD, bearing two

jother sights; but in lieu of these last sights there is sometimes

titled a telescope : also from the centre there is lumg a threatlwith

1 plummet; and on the under-side or face of the instrument is (it-

ted a ball and socket, by means of which it may be put into any

iposition. The general use of it ir. for taking angles in a vertical

plane, comprehended under ri!;lit lines going from the centre ot

the instrument, one of which is horizontal, and the other is direct-

ed to some visible point. But besides the parts already described,

there is frequently added on the face near the centre, a kind ot

compailmeiit, EF, called the quadrant, or geometrical square ; and

thus it comprises the last mentioned instrument. This quadrant

may be used in different situations: for observing heights or depths,

ils plane must be disposed perpendicularly to the horizon ; but to

take horizontal distances, its plane is disposed parallel thereto:

again, heights and distances may be taken two ways, viz. by means

!of tiie fixed sights and plummet, or by the label. As to the man-
ner of measuring angles by this quadrant: let there be an angle in

i vertical plane, comprehended between a Inie parallel to the ho-

izon HK, and the right line RA, fig. 4, coming from the sun,

moon, a star, or any remarkable point of a tower or hill : now to

neasure this angle RAH by tlie quadrant, let the inslrnnient be

i)laced in the vertical plane, so as that its centre A may be in the

ingular point, and let the sights on the side CA be directed to-

wards the object at R ; then the degrees and minutes in the arch

iUD, cut off by the plummet or perpendicular, AD, will measure

.he angle RAH : for, from the make of the quadrant, BAC is a

ight angle ; therefore BAR is likewise a right angle, being equal

o it. But, because UK is horizontal, and AD perpendicular, to

:he horizon, HAD will be a right angle ; and, therefore, BAR =
HAD, and BAR-HAB = HAD-HAB, or RAH = BAD:
)ut the arch BD is the measure of the angle BAD, consequently

t is likewise the measure of RAH. The remaining arch on the

lu.idrant, DC, is the measure of the angle RAZ, comprehended
lelwccn the foresaid right line, RA, and AZ which points to the

;enitli; so that the arch DC measures, or is equal to, the zenilh-

li3tance= Z. RAZ.
Prob. H. 'I'o find the height of an inaccessible object.

'Ig. 11.

1. By the Quadrant. From any convenient station B, niea-

ure the distance BA in a direct line with the foot of the object,

ind at both stations A, B, take the angles of elevation DAC,
i3BC. The difference of these angles will give the angle ADB.
I'hen in the triangle ABD, from the principles of tri£;onomelry we
lave this proportion ; as sine of ADB to sine of DAB, so is AB to

>15 ; neNt, in the triangle BDC, as radius to sine of B, so is BD
o DC; the height of the object as required. If the line measnr-
d be not horizontal, us CD, fig. 12, then the angle ACD must be
lelermined.

H. Bv the Square. At the station A, find li\ the square
lie proportion of AC to CD, and at the station B find the ratio of

JD to CB; hence the ratio of AC to CB will be given, and
onscquently that of AB toBC, from which BC, and consequently
JD, may be found. Let AB := d, and AC : CD : : m : n ; and

iC : CD :.]>: q, then CD = —-^ -. If ,at both stations

he plummet

n q

cut

i.
100

m q— np
the side of the square remote from the eye.

D:=——X—T-- If the side contiguous to the eye.

:d:
100 d

I

m—p
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If the pluinract cut t!ie opposite angles of the

square at the first station B, then CD = 71 d

100— ;i'

If the height of

thetov^'er, AF, fig. 12, be wantc d, the alible BCF iiKiy be found

with the quadrant, which being taken from the angle ACB already

known, the angle ACF will remain; but the angle FAC was

known before ; therefore the remaining angle AFC will be known.

But the side AC was supposed found by llie last problem; there-

fore in the triangle AFC, all the angle<, and one of the sides AC
bcing known, AF, the height of the tower above the hill, may be

found by trigonomelrv.

Prob. 1I[. To find (he distance of a given place from an in-

accessible object. Fig. 13.

Let A be the inaccessible object ; it is retiuired to find its dis-

tance from the given s!:ition B. Measure any conveniejit distance

BC, as the base of a triangle, whose vutex is at A. Then, the

theodolite being placed at B, let the diameter be directed towards

the station C, and the moveable index towards the object A, and

the intercepted an h shews the number of degrees intheauLle .4.BC.

In like manner let the angle BC:.A be measured, and the angle at A.

will be known by subtracting their sum from ISO*. Then in the

triangle CAB, BA may be found by the following proporlion. As
sine of A to sine of C, so is BC to BA.

Prob. IV. To find the distance between two inaccessible ob-

jects. Fig. 14.

Let a proper distance, CD, be measured as the base of two tri-

angles whose vertices are at the objects A, B. Then the angles at

C and D being measured by the theodolite, we find ae in the last

problem the sides AD, DB'; and as the included angle ADB is

given, the other angles of the triangle DBA may be found by the

following proportion. As the sum of AD and B'D, to their differ-

ence, so is the tangent of half the sum of the angles DBA, DAB,
to the tangent of half their difference. Then half the difference of

these angles added to half the sum gives the greater ; and half Ae
difference subtracted from half the sum leaves the less. In thC'

triangle BDA we now know all the angles ; also two of the sides ;

hence we mav find AB by either of these proportions. As sine or

DAB to sine of ADB, so is DBto BA; or, as sine of ABD to sine

of ADB, so is DA to A B.

jyotf. That it is not necessary thai the points A, B, C, and D,
be in one plane.

To measure any distance, at land or sea, by the quadrant. In

this operation, the index AH, fig. 2, is to be applied to the instru-

ment, and the instrument is to be placed horizontally at the poi.it A,

fig. 1 5, then let it be turjied till the remote point, F, whose distatu f.

is to be measured, be seen through the fixed sights: and bringing

the index to be parallel with the other side of the instrument, ob-

serve through its sights any accessible mark B, at a distance ; then

carrying the instrument to the point B, let the immoveable sights

be directed to the first station A, and the sights ot the index to

Ihe point F. If the index cut the right side of the square, as in

K, the proportion will be UiO : ;i (BR : RK) :: BA (the distance

of the stations to be measured with a chain) : AF, the distance

sought. But if the index cut the reclined side of tlie square, in

the point L; then the proportion is n : 100 (L.S : SB) :: B.\ :

AG, Ihe distance sought; which, accordingly, may be f.und by

the rule of three. If these admeasurements be accurately laid

down on paper by means of the plain scale, &c. the results will be

obtained w ith great ease instrumentally.

Mensuuation of Superficies.

A superficies or surface is measured by another superficies,

which may be called the standard-measure, or the measuring unit,

and may be a square inch, foot, yard, &c. Thus if E, fig. 16, be

a square inch, foot, &c. and if, when applied to the surface

ABCD, itl^e found that ABCD contains it a certain number of

times, suppose 12, then the figure ABCD is said to contain so

many square inches, feet, &c. and if any part of the figure remain

above an even number of the measuring units, it is to be measured

by a less unit, or estimated in lr:ictional parts. But as such appli-

cation of a measuring surface would, in almost every practic:iV

case, be very inconvenient, the same result may much more easily

be obtained, by a determination of certain linear dimensions, and

the application of the principles derived from geometry. See

6 M Gt'c'VEXBv.
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Geometry. For tables of s<iuafe measure, see Arjthmetic,
iiiwl Measure.

Prob. I. To find the area of any paial'.elosram, whether it be

a stjuare, a rectangle, a rhombus, or a rhoiuboid. Fig. 17, 18,

U>, 20.

Rule 1. Multiply the length AB, by the perpendicular breadth,

or height, and the product will be the area, if two sides and an

included an^le of a parallelogram arc given to find the area, then

Hiake use of tlie following rule.

Rule 2. As radius to the sine of the an^le of the parallelogram,

so i> the product of the sides to the area. AB x AD X nat. sine

Z. A = area.

rKOB._ll. To find the area of a triangle. Fig. 21.

Rule 1. When the base and perpendicular height ai'e given,

multiply the base by the perpendicular height, and half the pro-

,
. ., ABxCD

duct IS the area. ; = area.

little 2. When two sides and their contained angle are given,

multiply the two sides together, and take half their iiroduct : tlien

say, as radius to the >me of the given angle, so is tluit luilf product

AC X AB X nat. sine A
to the area. ~ = area.

Rule 3. When the three sides are given, add together (he

three sides, and take hall llieir sum. Next subtract each side seve-

rally from the said half-sum, thus obtaining three remainders.

Lastly, multiply the lulf-simi and ihoie three remainder^ all toge-

ther, and extract the square root of the last product for the area of

the triangle.

Pkob.'IH. To find the area of a trapezoid, fig. 20. AD, BC.
Add together the two parallel sides; then niuUiply their half-sum

by the perpendicular breadth or distance between them, and half

•n u ., C^C +AD) X BE
the product will be the area. — = area.

Prob. IV. To find the area of any trapezium, fig. 23. Divide

the trapezium into two triangles by a diagonal ; then find the area?

of these triangles, and add them together. Or else let two perpen-

dtculars be drawn to the diagonal, from the opposite angles, the

sum of these being multiplied by the diagonal; half the product

shall be the area required.

Prob. V. To find the area of any irregular polygon. Fig. 24.

Draw diagonals dividing the proposed polygon into trapeziums

and triangles. Then find the areas of all these separately, and add

them together for the content of the whole polygon'.

Prob. V[. To find the area of any regular polygon. Fig. 25.

Rule 1. Multiply the perimeter of the polygon, or sum of its

sides, by the perpendicular draw n from its centre on one of its

sides, and take half the product for the area.

Rule 2. Square the side of the polygon ; tlien multiply that

square by the area, or multiplier, set against its name in the follow-

ing table, and the product will be the area.

N°of
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may be nearly ek|ual ; or, without going beyond the bounds of the

^eld, the curvilineal spaces may be taken so small, that they

Itiay be considered as a number of trapezoids and measured ac-

cordingly.
• Prob." II. To measure a field with the plane table.

Let ABCDE, tig. 30, be the fuld, and let the plane table be

fixed about the middle of it, as at F, and its distances FA, FI5,

FC, &c. from the several corners of the field be measured with the

chain. Let the index be directed from any point assumed on the

paper, to the points A, B, C, &c. successively; and the lines F«,

yb, Ff, &c. drawn in these directions. Let the angles which these

lines contain be observed, and the lines themselves be made pro-

portional to the distances measured, by means of a scale of equal

parts. Then their extremities being jonied, there will be formed

a figure abed c, similar to that of the tield ; and the area of the

field may be found, by calculating the areas of the several triangles

of which it consists.

Prob. 111. To plan a field from a given base-line. Fig. 31.

Let two stations A, 15, be taken within tlie field, but not in the

same ftraigbt line with any of its corners, and let their distance b(?

iri'asured. Then llie plane table being fixed at A, and the poiiit

a assumed on its surf.icc directiv above A ; let its iiule.x be dnect-

od to B, and the straight line ah drawn along the side of it, tu re-

l>reseiit AB ; also let the index be directed from a \o an object at

thecornerC, and an indehiute line drawn in that direction ; and
so of every other corner successively. Next let the plane table

be set at B, so that b may be directly over B ; and ha in the same
direction with BA ; and let a straight line be drawn from b, in the

direction BC ; then c the intersection of that line with the former,

K is evident; will determine the position of the ])oint C, and the

triangle ab c, on the paper, will be similar to ABC in the field.

In this manner are all the other angular points to be determined
;

and these being joined, there will be formed a representation of the

field. If the angles at both stations were observed, as the distance

between them is given, the area of the field might be calculated

from these data; but the operation is too tedious for practice. It

h usual, therefore, to measure such lines in the figure that has

been constructed, as will render the calculation easy. Tlie reader

who wishes for further information on thjs subject will find ample
satisfaction from Mr. Crocker's treatise on surveying. It is here
also to be observed the work of artificers, . as carpenters, glaziers,

&c. as far as surfaces are concerned, are to be estimated by the

rules given for the mensuration pf superficies.

Of the Mensuration of Solids.

By the mensuration of solids are determined the spaces includ-

ed by contiguous surfaces, and the suip of the measures of these

including surfaces, is.tlie whole surface or. superlicies of the body.
The measure of a solid, is called its solidity, capacity, or contents.

Solids are measured by cubes, whose sides are inches, or feet, or

yards,- &c. and hence the solidity of a body is said to be so

many cubic inches, feet, yards, &c. as will fill its capacity, or

space, or another of equal magnitude. The least solid measure is

the cubic inch, other cubes being taken from it, according to the

proportion in the following Table :

1728 cubic inches, make 1 cubic foot.
'

' 27 cubic feet, 1 cubic yard.

166| cubic yards, 1 cubic pole.

61000 cubic poles, '

1 cubic furlong.

jl2 cubic furlongs, 1 cubic mile.

. Prob. I. To find the superficies of a prism. Fig. 32.

Rule. Multiply the perimeter of one end by the length or
height of the solid, and the product will be the surface of all the
sides. To which add also the areas of the two ends when re-

quired.

yote. The cube and parallelopiped are here to be understood
as coming under the general denomination of a prism.

. Prob. II. To find tlie surface of a pyramid or cone. Fig.

34, 35.

Rule. Multiply the perimeter of the base by the slant height,

or length of the side, and half the product will.be the surface of
the sides, or the sum of the areas of all the triangles which form
it. To which add llie area of the end, or base, if required.

Prob. III. To find the surface of the frus'um of a pyramid or
cone, being tlie lower part, when the top is cut otil' by a plane pa-
rallel to the base.

Rule. Add together the perimetej-s of the two ends, and mu!«-
tiply their sum by the slant height, taking half the product for the
answer.

Prob. IV. To find the solid content of any prism or cylinden
Fig. 52, 35^

Rule. Find the area of the base, or end, wliatever the. figiire

may be : and multiply it by the Itiiglh of the prism or cylinder,
for the soliil content.

Note. The cube and parallelopiped are here to be considered
as prisms, as in Prob. I.

Prob. V. To find the content of any pyramid or cone. Fig.

34, 35.

Rule. Find the area of the base, and multiply that area by
the perpendicular height: then take j- of the product for the
content.

Prob. VI. TO find the solidity of the frustum of a cone or
pyramid.
Ruk. Add into one sum, the areas of the two ends, and the

mean proportional between them, tliat is the scjuare root of their

products: and i of their Slim will be a mean aiva ; which being
multiplied by the perpendicular height, or length of the frustum,
will give its content.

Prob. VII. To find the surface of a sphere or any segmcfit of
it. Fig. 36.

Rule 1. Multiply the circumference of the sphere by its dia-

meter, and the product will be the whole surface of it.

Rule 2. Multiply the square of the diameter by 3.1416, and'

the product will be the surface. Thus the surface of the earth,

whose diameter is 7954 English miles, will be found to contain

very nearly 199 niillioiis of English square miles. If the surface

of a segment or frustrum be recpiired. Multiply the whole cir-

cumference by the height of the \):\il required.

Prob. \ III. To find the solidity of a sphere or globe.

Fig 36.

Rule. 1. Multi))ly the surface by the diameter, and take J- of
the product for the content.

Rule. 2. Multiply the cube of the diameter by -5236 for the
content.

Prob. IX. To find the solid content of a spherical segment.
Fig. 36.

Rule 1. From three times the diameter of the sphere, take

double the height of the segment; then multiply the remainder
by the square of the lieight, and the product by the number .5236
for the content.

Rule 2. To three times the square of the radius ofthe seg-

ment's base, add the square of its height ; then fnultiply the suiii-

by the height, and the product by ,5236 for the content.

Prob. X. To find the solid content of a spheroid.

Note. A spheroid is a solid formed by the revolution of a

semiellipse about either of its axes. Fig'. 37.

Rule. Multiply the square of the revolving axis by the fixed

axis, and the product again by .5236, and the result is the solidity

required.

Prob. XL To find the solid content of the middle-frustum of

a spheroid, the ends being supposed circular, or parallel to the re-

volving axis. Fig. 37.

Rule. To twice tlie square of the middle-diameter, add the

square of the diameter of either of the ends, and this sum multi-

plied by the length ofthe frustum, and the product again by
.2618 will give the solidity; where note, that .2618 is -,!| of.

3.1416.

Prob. XII. To find the solid content of a parabolic conoid,

or paraboloid. Fig. 38.

Note. A parabolic conoid is a solid forined by the revolutions

of a seniiparabola about the axis, or principal diameter.

Rule. Multiply the area of tire base by half the altitude, ar.i

the product will be the content.

Prob. XIII. To find the solid content ofthe fruslnmofa
paraboloid, when its ends are perpendicular to theasis of tUe solid.

Fig. 38.

Rule. Multiply the sum of the squares of the diameters of the

two ends, bv the height of the frustum, and the product again, by
7 .5^.'7,
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give lliesolidity ; where it may be observed that

IG.

I'o find tlie solid content of a parabolic spindle.Prob
Fig. 3!)

Note. A parabolic si)indle is a solid generated by the revolu-

tion ot a parabola about its base or ordinate.

Rule. Multiply die area of the niiddle-;ectioi> by the length,

and ^^ of the product is the solidity required.

Pkob. XV. To find the solid content of the middle-frustum

of a parabolic spindle. Fig. 39.

Rule. Add into one sum eight times the square of the ndddle-

diameter, three times the square of the end-diameter, and four

times the product of the middle and end diameters; multiply the

s\n1i by the length, and by the number .05236, and the result will

be the solidity required.

Of Gauging.

15y Gauging is commonly understood the art of measuring the

Capacities of all kinds of vessels, and deterniitiing the quantities of

Huids, or other matters contained in them. These are princi|)ally

pipes, tuns, barrels, &c. also backs, coolers, vats, &c. i'he

soliil contents of vessels of the most conunon figures may be found

from the preceding rules in feet, or ijiches, &c. and thence their

Contents m liquidmeasure may be found, by considering that 231

cubic inches make a wine-gallon, and 282 inches an ale-gallon.

See Measure. It has been usual to divide casks into four va-

rieties of forms, denominated as follows from the supposed re-

semblance they bear to the frustums of solids of the same

names: viz.

1. The middle-frustum of a spheroid.

2. The middle-frustum of a parabolic spindle.

3.. The two equal frustums of a paraboloid.

4. The two equal frustums of a cone.

The contents of casks of these dill'erent forms, may be found

from the rules already given, for the mensuration of the iigures

which the casks are su|)posed to resemble the most; and thence

their content in gallons, or pints, by dividing the content in cubic

inches by the number of cubic inches contained in the respective

measures. The form that may be assigned to a cask, it is evident,

is altogether hypothetical ; anil therefore it seldom happens, that

the content, as found by experiment, agrees exactly with that

found by calculation. I'he calculations are also very troublesome

and inconvenient, and for this reason excise-ofiicers generally de-

termine the contents of casks by means of scales construe ted for the

pnrpo-se. See Guaging-Rod. Dr. Hultoii, in his mensuration,

gives the following general riile, which lie says applies to all casks

commonly to be met with ; and at the same time is (piite easy and

verv accurate, as having been often verified andlproved by till-

ing the casks witn a truegallon-measure.

Rule. Add into one sum, 39 times the square of the bung-dia-

meter, 24 times the stjuare of the head-diameter, and 25 times the

product of these diameters ; multiply the sum by the length of the

cask, and the product by -00034, andthis last p'roduct divided by

9 will give the content of the cask in wine-gallons, and by 11 will

give the content in ale-gallons. The contents of timber, stone,

nr other bo<lies, may be obtained by a proper application ofthe

preceding rules. But for a complete system of Mensnratioli we
n fer the reader to T)r. Hutton's yery excellent treatise wherb he

will find every thing requisite on this useful branch of science.

'MENTHA, Mint, a genus of the gymnoipermia order, and

tiidyiiamia class of plants; natural order, Vei-ticillata?. Corolla

nearly equal, quadrilid, cine segment broader emarginate ; stamina

erett, standing asunder. There are nineteen species; but not

more Ihai! three are cultivated for u;e, namely, the viridis, ©r com-

mon spearmint, the piperita or peppermint, and the pulrgium or

pennyroyal. I'hese are well known, and are Tcry easily propa-

gated by cuttings, parting llVe roots, or by rtlTsets. For culinary

pvipcfres, the spearmint is preferred to the other two ; but for me-

<liane, the peppermint and pennyroyal have almost entirely su-

perceded it. A conserve of the leave's is very grateful ; and the

<listilled waters both simple and spirituous, are uni»ersally thought

pleasant Dr. Lewis savs, that dry mint digested in fectitieil spirits

pj'wine, gives out a tincture which appears by day-lightof a fine

dark. green, but by caiurie-right of a bright red-colour. The f«ct

is, that a small «iuanlity of this tincture is-green either by day-light

or by candle-light, but a large quantity of it seems impervious ta

common day-light; however, when held betwi.xt the eyeanil a can-
dle, or between the eye anti the sun, it appears red. 'I he virtues of

mint are those of a warm stomachic.capableofrelieving colicky pains,

and the gripes, to which children are subject. It likewise proves an

usefulcordial inlanguois and faintness. Whciiprepaiedwitli rectified

spirit, the whole virtues of the mint are extracted. The expressed
juice contains only the astringent and bitter parts, together with the

mucilaginous substance common to all vegetables. The pepper-
mint is much more pungent than the others. Pennyroyal has the

same general characters with the mint, but is more acrid and less

agreeable w hen taken into the stomach. It was long held in_greaC

esteem in hysteric complaints, and suppressions of the roenses,

but its etiects are trifling. It is observable, that both water and
rectilied spirit extract the virtues ol this herb by infusion, and like-

wise elevate the greatest part of them by distillation.

MEN TON, a town of France in Italy, in the department of the
Maritime Alps, and duchy of Monaco: six miles N.E. of Mo-
naco.

MENTOR, in fabulous history, a faithful friend of Ulysses; a
son of Hercules.

M EN rZ, a late archbishopric and electorate of Germany, on
the banks of the Mayne. It was bounded by the electorate of
Triers on the W. the Palatinate on the S. Franconia on the E.
and the Wetteraw on the N. being about 60 miles long liom N. £.
to S. W. and about 50 broad. The chief trading towns are, Mentz,
Hockheim, Bingen, Elfeld, and Weisbaden.
Mentz, a town of Germany in the Lower Rhine. Lon. 8. 20.

E. Lat. 49. 51.N.
MENTZEL, Christian, a native of Furstenwald, in Branden-

burg, celebrated for his skill in medicine and botaiiy, in pursuit of
whicli he travelled through many countries. He had correspon-
dents in the most distant parts of the world. He died A. D. 1701,
about the 79lh year of his age. He was a member of the Academy
(les Curicux de la Nature. His works are, 1. Index Nominum
Plantarum, printed at Berlin in folio, 1696; and reprinted with
additions in 1715, under the title of Lexicon Plantarum PoIy.glot-

ton universale. 2. A Chronology ol C hina, in German ; BctHu,
1696, in 4to. The following MSS. of bis composition are pre-
served in the royal library at Berlin : 1. Sur I'llistoire Naturelle
du Brasil ; four vols. 2. Sur Ics Fleurs et les Plantes du Japon,
with coloured drawings ; £ vols. fol.

MENTZ ELI A, lu botany, a«;emis of the mmiogynia order,
and ijolyandria class of plants; natural order, Calycanthema^.
Calyx live-leaved; cOroHa 'live-^jctiiled; C4|isule interior, cylin-

dric, maii_\-seeded. 'i-here is but one s^jjecies, viz. W. aspera, art

annual plant, native of America.
MENUTlllA&,or MLNUTHIASDE, in ancient geography,

an island adjoining to the Tn. E. of the promontory Prasum of
Ethiopia beyond Egypt. Some take it to be J^ladagascar, or the
islaiKl St. Laurence. Isaac Vossius will have it to be Zaiui-
bar.

MENVANTHFiS, Marsh-trefoil, or Buckbean ; a genus
of the. monogynia order, and .pentandcia class of plants; natural
order, Prcci;e. Corolla hairy ; stigma bifid ; capsule one-celled.

There are five spetiet. M. nymphoides, fringed buckbean, or
water-lily, has a long, stringy, perennial loot, the stems are round,
smooth, and jointed, producing opposite thick leaves, floating on
the surface of the waler. It is a native of England and several

parts of Europe, ;growing in ditches and slow streams; it flowers

Iroin June to August. 'The Highlanders esteem an infusion ofthe
leaves a good stomachic. Dr. Withering prescribes it in rheuma-
tisms and dropsies ; a ttraChm of them in powder purges and vomits,
and destroys worms. In a scarcity of hops, the plant is used as a
substitute in the north of Europe. The powdered roots are some-
limes used in Lapland Instead of bread, bnt they are unpalatable.

From the Upsal Experiments it appears, that though !>oats eat it,

sheep often will not. Co«s, horses, and swine, refuse it. Dr.
Lewis recommends it, as an efficacious aperient, deobstruent, and
gentle laxative. It has great reputation in scurvy and scropluila

;

and its good eiiects are warranted by experience. Inveterate

ulaneous diseases have been removed by an infusion of the leaves,

Iraiik to the quantity of <i pint a-day, at proper intervals, and coD-
liiiued for some weeks. Roerhaave relates, that he was relieved

of the gout by the juice mixed with whey.
MENZAIAII,

\
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MENZAIAH, or.MENZALEH, a laige lake of Rirypt, an-

cieiitlv calleil 'I'ani^, parallel wish tlio Meditorraiii-an, and ilividwl

from It by a narrow slip of land ; tiO mile?, long, and from two to

twelve broad, occasionally overtl'iwed by tlie Nile and by llie Sea,

Mliicli render its waters soft in summer and brackish or salt in win-

ter.

Mevzalf.h, a town of Esvpt, near the above lake CO miles

S. S. E. of Damictta, and 73 N'. N. E. of Cairo.

MENZICOEF, Ai.EXAyDER, a Rnssian Prince, who was ori-

ginally an apprentice to a pastry-cook near the palace of .Moscow.

By a fortunate circumstance he was drawn from that situation in

early life, and placed in the household of Peter the Great.

Having made himself master of several languages, and being

formed for war and for business, he lirst rendeied himselt agreeable,

and afterwards became necessary, to his master. He assisted

Feterinall his projects; and was rewarded with the govtrnment
of Iiigria, the rank of prince, and the title of major-general. lie

signalized himself in Poland in 17US and 1709; but in 1713 he

Was accuseit of embezzling the public money, and lined in

300,000 crow lis. The Czar remitted the tine; and having restored

him to favor, gave him the coinniand of an armv in the I'krainc

in 1719, and sent him as his amb.issado.' into Poland in 1722. Con-
stantlv employed about the means of preserving his inlluence after

the death of liis master, « ho was then evidently on the decline,

MenzikolV discovered the- person to whom tUe Czar intended to

leave the succession, 'i'he Emperor was highly ofl'ended, and
liis penetration cost him the principality of Plescoff. Under Ca-
tharine 1. however, he was iii^jher in favour than ever ; because,

on the death of t lie C!zar in 172.), he was active in bringing difleicnt

parties in Russia io agree to her succession. This princess was

not ungrateful. In appointing her son-in-law Peter II. to be her

successor, she comm:iii(led him to marry the dauj.dUcr of .\lenzi-

kolf, and gave the Czar's sisler to his son. The parlies were
actually beirothed ; and McnzikolT" was made duke of Cc zel and
grand steward to the Czar. Hut this summit of elevation was the

prelude to his fall. The Dolgoroukis, favourites of the Czar, had
the influence to procure his banishment, together with that of his

family, to one of his own estates at the distance ol 230 leagues from
Moscow. But having the imprudence to leave the capital with

great parade, a party of soldiers was sent after him, who reduced
him to the rank and dress of a peasant, and carried him and his

family in waggons to Sileria; where after losing his wife in the

journey, and one of his daughters, he died Nov. 2, 1729. His
surviving son and daughter, after seeing their persecutor Dolgo-
rouki degraded and banished to the same inhospitable climate,

were recalled to Moscow by the Empress Ann; and left Dolgo-
rouki in possession of their cottage. Young Menzikoff was made
captain of the guards, and received the rifth part of his father's

possessions. His sister was appointed maid of honour to the Em-
press, and afterwards married to great advantage.

MEPIll'.N. a town of Germany, in Westphalia, on tlic F.mbs,

tbirlv miles N. W. of Munster. Lon. 7. 36. E. Lat. 52.

45. K.
MEPIIITIC, or MEPHITICAL, a word applied to any

kind of noxious vapour ; and lately to azote or nitrogen gas.

MEPIirnS, a noisome or pestilential exhalation.

Mephitis, the name of the goddess, who presided over the

pestih ntial vapours, and was worshipped in ancient Italy, particu-

larly at Creiiiona. and by the Uirpini.

M EQCl N ENZ.A, a town of Spain in Arragon, 39 miles N. W.
of Torlo^a, and ISJ N. E. of Madrid. Lon. 0. 29. E. Lat. 41.

36. N.
MEQnNEZ,or MIQUINEZ.the northern capital of the em-

pire of I^Iorocco, sixty-si.x miles \\ . of IVz. Lon. 6.6. \V. Lat.

33. 16. N.
MER.\N, a trading town in the Tirolese, on the Adigo ; two

miles S. E. of Tirol. Lon. 11. 18. E. Lat. 46.44. N.
MERAZION, or .MARKET-JEW, atown of Cornwall, three

miles E. of Penzance, and 283 W. bv S. of London. Lon. 5. 30.

"\V. Lat 50. 12. M.
MERC.ATOR, Gerard, one of the most celebrated geogra-

phers of his time, was born at Ruremonde in 1512 He applied
himself with such indiijtiy to ge^'graphy and mathematics, that he
is said to have often fo got to eat and drink. The emperor
Charles V. had a particular esteem for him, and the duke of Jidiers

VOL. III.—NO. 141.

made him his cosmographer. He com))Osed a chronology, some
geographical tables, an Atlas, &c. engraving and colouring tf.e

ma|)s hinuelf. He died in 1594. His method of laying down
charts is still used, and bears the name of Mercator's charts.

.Mercatok, Nicholas, F. R. S. an eminent mathematician in
the 17lh century, born at Holstein. He came to England about
1660, where he lived many ye^rs. He endeavoured to reduce
astrology to rational principles, as appeared from a .MS. of his in the
possession of William Jones, Es(|. He publi-lied several works, par-
ticularly Cosmographia. He gave the ciuadralure of the hyperbole
by an infinite series ; which was the first appearance in the learned
world of a series of this sort drawn from the particular nature of
the curve, and that in a manner very new and abstracted.
Mercator's Saiiixo. See Navigation.
MERC.VI'ORIM EESTU.M, a fe,tival kept by the Roman

merchants on the 15th of May in honour of Mercury, who pre-
sided over merchandise.
MERCT].\NT, a person who buys and sells commodities in

gross, or deals in exchanges ; or that trafiics in the w ay of com-
merce, either by importation or exportation. I-'ormerly every one
who was a buyer or seller in tiie retail way, was called a merchant,
as Ijiey are still both in France and Holland; but here sliop-

keepei-s, or those who attend fairs or markets, have lo>t that ap-
pellation. Previous to a person's engaging in a general trade,
and becoming an universal dealer, he ought to treasure up such a
fund of uselul knowledge, as will enable him to carry it on with.
ease to himself, aiul without risking such losses as great ill-con-

certed undertakings would naturally expose Inm to. A merchant
should therefore be acipiainted with the following parts of com-
mercial learning. He should write properly and coriectly. 2.
Understand all the rules of arithmetic that have aiiv relation to
commerce. 3. Know how to keep books of double and sin<>le

entry, as journals, a ledger, &c. 4. Be expert in the forms ofTn-
voices, accounts of sales, policies of insurance, charter-parties,
bills of lading, and bills of exchange. 5. Know tlie agreement be-
tween the money, weights, and measures, of all parts. 6. If he
deals in silk, woollen, linen, or liair-maiuifactuies, he ouglu (o

I

know the jjlaces where the different sorts of merchandizes aivma-
I nufaclured, in what manner they are made, what are (he materials

I

of which tlieyare composed, and from whence they ciime, thepre-

]

parations of these materials before working up, and the places to
which they are sent after their fabrication. 7. He ought to know
the lengths and breadths which silk, woollen, or hair-sliili's, linen,
cottons, fustians, .'i:c. ought to have according to the several
statutes and regulations of the places where they are manufactured,
with their different prices, according to the times and se.aswis ; and
if he can add to hi^ knowledge the different dyes and ingredients
which form the various coloui-s, it will not be' useless, ''s. Ifhe
confines his trade to that of oils, wines, &.c. he ought to inform
himself ])articiilarly of the appearances of the succeeding crops, in
order to regulate his disposing of what he has on haiid ; and' to
learn, as exactly as he can, what they have produced when yi.t in,
for his direction in making the necessary purchases and eneane-
ments. 9. He ought to be accpiainted with the sorts of merch.aii-
ilize found more in one country than another, those which are
scarce, their different species and (piahties, and the properesl
methcid for bringing them to a good market, either b\ land or sea.
10. 'I o know which are the merchaiulizes permitted or prohibited'
as well on entering, as going out of, the kingdoms or r.tates wliere
they are made. 1 1. To bi: acquainted with the price ofexchanjc
according to the course of dillerent places, an<l what is the caiL-e
of its rise and fall. 12. To know the customs duo on importation'
or exportation of merchandizes, according to the usage, the t-irils

and regulations, of the places to which he trades. \3. To know'
the best manner of folding up, emballing, or tunning, the merchan-
dizes for their preservation. 14. To understand the price and con-
dition of freighting and insuring ships and merchandize. 15. To
be acipiainted with the goodness and value of all necessaries for
the construction and repairs of shipping, the dillerenl manner i.f
their building, what the wood, the masts, cordage, cannons, sails
and all tequisiles, may cost. 16. To know the wages com'mo'nlv
given to the captains, ofiicers, and sailors, and the manner of eii"-

gaging with them. 17. He ouglit to uiuierstand the foreion I;,,,,

guages, or at least as many of them as he can aliain to ; these niav
be reduced to four, viz. "the Spanish, which is used nolonlv'ili

f'^
, Spain,
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Spain, but on the coast of AlVica, from the Canaries to the Capt-

otGoinl Hope; tlic halian, which is miderstood on all ihe coasts

oi the .NKthtirrancaii, and in many puts of tlie Levant; the Ger-

inan, which is nncUM->tood in ahno->l all the nortlierii countries ; and

the f'rencli, whicli is now becoiiic almost universally current. IS.

He ovrght to he acquainted with the consular jurisdiction, with the

laws, customs, and usages, of the different countries he does or may
trade to; and in giMicral all the ordinances and regulations, both

at home and aln-i^ad, that have any relation to commerce. 19.

Thout-h it is not necessary for a merchant to be very learned, it is

proper that heslinuld know something of history, particularly that

of his own country, ,u,eogr,iphy, liydrography, or the science of

navigation; and that he is acc'iuainted with the discoveries of the

countries in wliicli trade is established, in what manner it is settled,

of the companies formed to support tliose (istabhsliment-, and ot

t!ie colonics they have sent out. All these branches of knowledge

are of great scrv'ice to a merchant wlio carries on an e.vtensive

commerce; but if h's trade and his views are more limited, his

learning and knowledge may be so too ; but a material requisite for

forming a merchant is, his'having on all occasions a strict re"ard

to truth, and his avoiding fraud and deceit as corroding cankei-s

that must inevitably destroy his reputation and fortune. Trade is

a tiling of so universal a nature, that it is impossilde for tlie laws of

England, or of any other nation, to determine a'.l the allairs re-

lating toil; therefore all nations, as well as Great liritain, shew a

particular regard to the law-merchant, which is a law made by
the merchants among themselves: liowever, merchants and other

strangers are subject to the laws of the country in which they re-

side. Foreign merchants are to sell their merchandize at the port

where they land, in gross, and not b\ retail ; and they are allowed

to be paid ill gold or silver-bullion, in toreign coin or jewels, which

may be e.'cported. If a difference arises between the king and any

foreign state, the merchants of that .state are allowed six months

time to sell their effects and leave the kingdom, during wliich time

they are to remain free and unmolested in llieir persons and goods.

See Trade, L\\\, Arithmetic, Book-keepin'g, Insurance,
&c
MERCIA, one of the seven kingdoms founded in England by

the Sasons. Though the latest formed, it was the largest of them
all, and grew by degrees to be the most powerful. On tlie N. it

was bounded by the Humber and the Mersey, which separated it

from the kingdom of Northuaiberland ; on the E. by tiie sea, and

the territories of the East Angles and Saxons; on the S. by the

Thames ; and on the W. by tlie Severn and Dee. It compre-
hended about 17 modern countries.

MERCITUALIS, Mercury ; in botany, a genus of the

enneandria and order, dioccia class of plants; natural order Tri-

cocca>. Calyx of the male tripartite ; corolla, none ; three-parted ;

anthers globular, twin; female calys; three-parted; corolla none;

styles two; capsule bicoccous, two-celled, one-seeded. It has si.x

epecies.

MEKCUKIFICATION, in metallurgic chemistry, is the ob-

taining the mercury from metallic minerals in its lluid form.

MERCURY, ^l ERCUUIL'S, in the heathen mythology, the

s-on of Jupiter and Maia, the daughter of Atlas. No one of all the

heathen divinities had so many functions allotted to him as this

god ; he had conuant employment both day and night, having

been the common minister and messenger of all Olympius; par-

ticularly of his fatlier Jupiter, whom he served with indefatigable

labour, and sometimes inileed in a cai)acity of no very honoura-

ble kind. Lucian is very pleasiiit upon the multitude ot his avo-

cations ; and, according to the emperor Julian, Mercury was no
hero, but rather one who inspired mankind with wit, learning, and

the ornamental arts ai life, than with courage. He was also the

patteru of trade, and even of fraud and llieft.

Mercury, 5 in astronomy. See .\s;rovomv.

MERCURy,or Quicksii-VEK, a mcta! so remarkable for its fluid-

ity, that it requires the intense cold ot MJ degrees below 0, of Fah-

renheit's scale, to render it solid. Its colour is white, and similar

io that of v-il'ier ; hence the names hydrargyrus, argentnm vivuni,

and quicksilver, by which it has been known in all ages. It his nei

ther t.iste nor smell. It possesses much brilliancy; and when its

surface is iiot'taruished, makes a very good mirror. Its specific

gravity is 1.1.j(38. When it is heated to about OOO' of Fahreji-

.heit, it boils and is converted into vapour, which being condensed,

resumes its licpiid state. When mi.xed with other metal, it may
by this means be puritied. Mercury is not altered by being kept
under water. VVlien exposed to the air, its surface is gradually
tarnished, and covered with a black powder, owing to its com-
bining with the oxygen of the atmosphere. But this change goes
on very slowly, unless the mercury be either heated or agitated.

By either of these processes, the metal is converted into an o.xide

:

by the last, into a black-coloured oxide; and by the tirst, into a
red-coloured oxide. Hot sulphuric acid dissolves mercury, and
forms a white salt, which when washed with boiling water, be-

comes a yellow substance called turbith mineral. Nitric acid also

dissolves it cither with or without heat ; in the former case it com-
bines witli more owgen. Tlie oxides ot mercury are all reduced
by heat alone, without the addition of any combustible substance,

and aiford oxygen gas. Gold, silver, tin, and other metals, are

dissolved by mercury, and if properly combined with it in suf-

licient quantity, the mercury loses its fluidity, and forms an amal-
gam. it is observed, that a solid amalgam of leail, and another

of bismuth, have the property of becoming fluid. Mercury is the

basis of a new fulminating compound. The oxides precipitated

from their combination with acids, by llie alkalies or earths, espe-

cially by ammonia or lime, are capable, when combined with sul-

pliur, of lii'tonating. If triturated with one-sixth part of tiieir

weight ol sulphur, on being exposed gradually to heat, they ex-
plode with considerable force. These materials must be prepared
and dried in the open air, and expi>sed to the light. Mr. Howard
has discovered another fulminating powder of mercury, possessed

of still greater powers. It is prepared by dissolving luO grains

of mercury in one ounce and a halt of nitric acid : the solution,

when cold, is to be poured upon two ounces of alcohol : a mo-
derate heat is then to be applied, till an ctTervescence is excited,

when a precipitate is formed, which is to be immediately collected

on a lilter, well washed with distilled water, and carefully dried in

a heat not much exceeding that of a water-batii. From 100 grains

of mercury, between 1-0 and 130 grains of dry precipitate are

formed. This preparation fulminates very strongly. If two or

three grains only be laid on an anvil, and struck smartly wiili

a hammer, it explotles with a loud rejjort. Four grains will oc-

casion indentation in the hammer and anvil. This powder ii

found to consist of oxide of mercury, combined with oxalic acid

and nitrous etherized gas, the two latter being produced during

its formation, by the action of the nitric acid on the alcoliol. Its

explosion and force are supposed to be owing to the oxygen pre-

sent suddenly combining with the carbon and hydrogen, forming

watery vapour and caiboniii acid : azotic gas is also discharged,

and much caloric is evolved, so as to volatilize the mercury : to

this, conversion of the mercury into vapour, Mr. Howard as-

cribes its great explosive force. Mercury does not combine with

carbon or hydrogen ; but it unites readily with sulphur and with

phosphorus. When two parts of sulphur and one of mercury are

triturated together in a mortar, the mercury gradually disappears,

and the whole assumes the form of a black powder, formerly

called a-thiops mineral. It is scarcely possible by any process to

combine the sulphur and mercury so^ conii)letely, that small glo-

bules of the metal may no', be detected by a microscope. Mlien
mercu"y is added slowly to its own weight of melted sulphur, and

the mixture is constantly stirred, the same black compound is

formed, and is found to be composed of three ingredients, namely,

mercury, sulphur, and sulphureted hydrogen. Such compoundi
are at present denominated by chenv.sts h)drogenoiis sulphurets.

.F'.thiops mineral of course is an hydrogenous sulphuret oi mer-

cury. When this substance is heated, part of the suljjhur is dissi-

pated, and the compound assumes a deep violet colour. When
heated red-hot, it sublimes; and if a projier vessel be placed to re-

ceive it, a cake is obtained of a line red colour. This cake was
called cinnabar; and when reduced to a fine powder, iswrll known
in commerce under the name of vermillion. It is composed of

mercury and sulphur, or, is a sulphuret of mercury. This me-
tal is found sometimes in a native state, as in the mines of India,

South America, Hungary, &c. ; but more generally mixed with

other metals, stone, or other substances, from wliich it is extracted

by various processes. In consequence of its uniting with most of

the metals, it is employed in considerable quantities, _ for extract-

ing gold and silver from the earthy matters with wliich tliey are

mixed. The amalgam, or incorporatiou of mercury with gold,

serves
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jr-rvps to gild co])per or silver, so tliat thc^e inPtal;; assuim- tl'.e ap- I

pi-araiue of gokl : wlien united with tin, it is tniployivl in tlio

maim fact lire of looUing-glasses, or mirrors. I]idept;iid(_nlly of its

utility ill various manufactures, mercury is extensively employed
ill medicine ; and, lliougli it is the most violent of poisons, when
t iken inadvertently in too large quantities, yet, if judiciously ad-

ministered, it has frequently oliected a cute, after all other medi-
cines had failed to procure relief. It ought not however to be ad-

ministered, except by a judicious physician, and then with due
[irecoution. For the afiiciiiies of mercury, see Chemistry.

iVJehcuhy, in heraldry, a term used in blazoning by planets, for

the purple colour used in the arms of sovereign princes.

.Mercury, in botany. See Mekcuriaus.
MERCY, a virtue that inspires us with compassion for our

bp-thren, and inclines us to give them assistance in tlieir necosities.

Mercy is also taken for those favours and benefits that we receive

cillier from God or man, particularly in the way of forgiveness of

injuries or of d<"bts.

MEIU'.TKIX, among the Romans, differed from the prosti-

Inila. The prostibulffi were common courtezans, with bills over
their doors, signifying their profession, and were rt.uly at all times

to entertain customers ; whereas the nieretrices entertained none
but at night. The nieretrices dlfiered in their dress from the ma-
trons ; the former wore the toga and short tunics, like those of the

men : the latter wore tiie palla and the stola of such a length as to

reach to their feet.

Ml'.lKiUS, in ornithology, the Merganser, a genus of birds

of the order, anseres. Bill sei-rated, slender, and hooked at the
point; nostrils small, oval, and near the middle of the bill ; feet

fom-loed, the outer one before longer than the middle one.
There are ten species.

M. CucuLLATus, or CresteuDiver of Catesby.lias aglobular
crest, wliite on each side; and the body is brown above and
white below. This elegant species inhabits North America. Ft

appears at Hudson's Bay about the end of May and builds close

to the lakes. See Piite CXX.
M. Merganser, the Goosander, weighs 41b. Its length

is '2 feet 4 inches ; the breadth 3 feet 4. The bill is 3 inches long,
narrow, and finely toothed or serrated. The dun diver, or fe-

male, is less than the male: the head and upper part of the neck
ue ferruginous ; the throat white : the feathers on the hind part
«re long, and form a pendent crest. The goosander seems to pre-
'r the more northern situations to those of the south, not being

II in the last except in very severe seasons. It continues the
iHjle year in the Orkneys, it is found in Iceland and Green-

(1, and breeds there, retiring southward in wintc--, when it is

iind about the lake Baikal. It is common in America ; inliabits

Sew York in winter, and retires thence in April, to Hudson's
i5av. SeeTlateCXX.
SlEUlDA, a town of Spain, in Ejtremadura, 47 miles E. of

Klva. Lon. 6. 4. \V. Lat. 38. 41'. N.
Merida, a town of N. America, in New Spain, 120 liiiles N.

i:. of Campeachy. Lon. 89. 25. W. Lat. 8. 30. N.
.MEIUDIAN, [mtr/t//fs, from medius, middle, and dies, a

My, La;.] in astronomy and geography. See Astrono.my, and
: OGRAPHY.
MEIUDIANF, in antiquity, a name given by the Romans to

I idi.itors who entered the arena about noon after the Bestiarii had
iiished ; so called from the time when they e.xhibited tlieir

M owess.

Mf-Ridional Distance, in navigation, the same with depar-
ire, or easting and westing; being the difference of longitude
ictween the mcriilian, under wliich the ship now is, and any other
iieridiaii which she was under before.

Meridional Parts, Miles, or Minutes, in navigation, are
be parts by whicli the meridians in a Mercator's chart Increase, as
-he parallils of latitude decrease. See Navigation.
MEKIONETH,or MERIONETHSHIRE, a county of N.

A'ales, bounded on the N. by Caernarvonshire and Denbigh-
li'.re ; on the E. by Montgomeryshire; on the W. by St.

-eorge's channel, or the Irish sea ; on the S. by Cardiganshire
;

UMuling 40 miles in length and' 3t) in breadth.
MERIT, [jiuriluni, Lat.] in theology, signifies desert. This
:m is used to signify the moral goodness of the actions of men
.1 the rewards to which those actions intitle them. The Romisi',

I

schoolmen di-iingiii-h merit into two kinds, vi^. merit of con-
gruity, anil merit of coiidigiiity. The first, vliicli i> improperly
calleil merit, is when there is no tnannrr of proportion between
tlie action and the reward, but he who bestows it, itipplies, by
his goodness, what is wanting in the action. Merit of condignity
i< when there is a just and strict proportion between the action and
the reward, as in the wages of a workman. Protestanb disclaim
all merit of tiiis kind.

MERLIN, in ornithology. See Falco.
MERLON, in fortilicatiun, is that [lart of a parapet which is

terminated by two enibrassures of a battery. Its heiglit and thick-
ne.s is tlie same with that of the parapet'; but its bre.tdlh is ge-
nerally nine feet on the inside, and six on the outside. It serves
to cover those on the battery from the enemy ; and k better whetj
made of earth well beat and close, than when built with stone ;

because these lly about and wound those tliev should defend.
MERMAID, or MERMAN, is a sea-creature frequently

talked of, supposed half human and half a lish. Though natu-
ralists doubt of the reality of mermen or nierinaids, there are many
testimonies of their existence given by historians.

MERO, a toun of Asia, in" Pegu, 'l40 miles S. W. of Pegu.
MEROE, in ancient geography, an island of Ethiopia beyond

Egypt, in tlie Nile, with a cognominal town, the metropolis of
the Ethiopians.

.MEROPE, ill fabulous Iiis,tory, one of the AtLintides. She
mariied Sisyphus the son of Aeolus, and like her sisters was
changed into a star in the constellation Pleiades after death.
MEROPS, in fabulous history, a king of the island of Cos,

who married Clymeue, one of the Oreanides. He was changed
into an eagle, and placed among the constellations.

Meroi's, in ornithology, a genus of birds of the order, pics.
Bill quadrangular, somewhat curved, compressed, and pointed;
nostrils small, at the base of the bill ; tongue slender, and in some
species ciliated ; the outer toe somewhat connected with the mid-
dle one. Gmelin enumerates twenty-six species, and Latham
twenty.

M. ApiASTER,the Bee-Eater, liasan iron-coloured back ; the
belly and tail are of a bluish green : and the throat is yellow.
This species inhabits various parts of Euroj^e, on the coi'itinent,

though not in England. They are common in Italy and the S. of
France; and in Candia and other islands of the JMediterranean,
they are in plenty, as well as in Palestine and .\rabia, where they
are called Scluvghaglia. It takes the name of bee-eater from its

being very fond of those insects; it will alsotatch gnats, flies, ci-
cada', and other inserts, on the wing, like the swallow. Wil-
lougliby tells us, from Belon, " that its sin"ular elegancy invites
the Candy boys to hunt for it with cicada",^s ihey do for swifts,

in this manner : bending a pin like a hook, and tj, ing it by the
head to tlie end of a thread, they thrust it through a cicada (as
boys bait a hook with a iiy), holding the other end of the thread in
their hands: the cicada, s"o fasteiietl, flies nevertheless in the air;
which the Merops spying, flies after it with all her force ; and
catchiii" it, swallows pin and all, wherewith she is caught."
M. Lrythroptervs, the Red-wixged Bee-eater, is six

inches long ; the bill is one inch, and black : the upper parts of
the head, body, vvings, and tail coverts, are green brown, deepest
on the head and back, lightest on the rump and tail coverts : be-
hind the eye is a spot ol the same, but of a very deep colour :

the quills and tail are red, tipped with black ; the last two inches
in length : the throat is yellow ; the under parts of the body are a
dirty white ; and the legs black. This species inhabits Senegal,
from which place a welt-preserved skin v.as brought by M.
Adansoii. See Plate CXX.
MERRIMACK, a river of the United States, formed by the

conliux of the Pemigewasset and Winnipiscogec, in Lat. 43. 26,
N. It falls into the Atlantic at Newbury Port.

MERSBURG, a town of Suabia, on lake Constance ; 6 miles
N. E. of Constance. Lon. &. 20. E. Lat. 47. 45. N.
WERSE, a county of Scotland, Berwickshire. See Ber-

WiCK.
Merse, a district in the above county.

MEKSEBURG, a fertile jirincipalily in Upper Saxony.
MerseBurg, the capital of the abo-.e principality, S'miles S.

of Halle, and 16 W. of Leijisic. Lon. 11. jO. E. L.:t. jl.
18. N.

MERSEY,
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MERSEY, a river of luij^laiul, that riiiis tliroiiyli Lancashire,

and tails into tlie Iri.ih soaat Livfrpool. By the iiilan(i navigation,

it has comnninication witli the Deo, Kibble, Ouse, 'lieiit, Dar-

xvi-nt, Severn, Hiimber, Thauv.s Avcji, &c. ; wtiicli navigation,

including its windings, extends above 500 miles, in the counties of

Lincoln, Nottingham, York, Lancashire, Westmoreland, Ches-

ter, Stalibrd, Warwick, Leicester, Oxford, \\'orcesler, &c,

Meusey Islan'd, ail island of Essex, at tlie mouth of the Coin,

S. of Colch^^fer.

MERTON, a town of Surrey, 7 miles S W. of Lomlon, fa-

mous for the murder of Kiiudph, king of the West Saxons, in the

hut of a harlot, as weil as for an ancient monastery founded by

Henry L the ruins of which are still visible ; and for a parliament

held in il, by Henry 111. tlie day after his coronation, in which

were enacted the provisions of Merton, the nio^t ancient body ol

English Laws after Magna Charta. They consist of 1 1 articles.

It was upon this o<:casion, that the lay lords negatived a motion of

the bishops, liy the ir celebrated answer Noluiiiiius leges Angliie

nuitari. It has a bleach-liekU two calico-mainifactories, and a

copper-mill, and lies four miles E. of Kingston, and nine S. of

London.
MERVILLE, a town of France in the department of the

North, on the Lys ; li miles W. of Lille.

MERUWE, MERWE, or MERVE, a river of Holland, the

N. branch of the Meuse.
M ESCIl El), a town of Persia, in the province of Khorassan ;

fortilied with several towers, and famous tor the magniMcent se-

pulchre of Iman Risa, of the family ot Ali, to whom the Persians

pay great devotion. Lon. Sg. y5.'E. Lat. 37. 0. N.
MESEMBRYANTHEMUM, Fig Markiold; in bot.my, y

genus of the penlagynia order, and icosaiulria class ot plants; na-

tural order, Succulenta;. Calyx live-cleft; petals numerous, li-

near ; capsule fleshy, inferior, many-seeded. 'Fhere are seventy-

live species, chiefly natives of the Cape of Good IJope.

M. CKVSTALl.INUiM, the DlAMON'D-FlCOIDES, Of IcE-PlANT,

is annual, and the most remarkalde oi this genus. It rises with a

short, thick, succulent stalk, dividing low into many trailing, very

spreading, sucvulent branches, bespangled all over with icy ])im-

j)les; very pellucid and glittering ; oval, undulate, and alternate,

papillose or pimply, glittering leaves ; and from the sitles of the

branches, numerous, almost close sitting, white ilovvers, tinged

witli red or crimson ; succeeded by plenty of seed in autumn.

This singular and curious plant, being closely covered with large

pellucid pimples, lull of moisture shining brilliantly like diamonds,

is in great esteem. It is a very tender plant while young ; and is

raised annually from seed in hot-beds. In June it will c-ndure the

open air till October, when it perishes ; but if placed in a hot-

liouse in autumn, it will often live all winter. It is commonly
planted in pots for the conveniency of removing; but ifplanteii

in the full ground, it grows considerably stronger, even to kixuri-
I

ance : however, when conlined in pots, it flowers more abundantly,
j

The other species are most durable in stem and foliage. Some are

shrubby ; others pendulous, with loose straggling stems, and
|

branches inclining to the ground ; vviiile others have no stalks at
|

all ; their leave- are univei^ally very tliick, succulent, I'leshy ; and

of many various shapes, situations, and directions ; while some are

t!uriou:iy punctured, or dotted with transparent points, and some
have pel'lucui pimples, as already mentioned: they ali'ord a very

a'Teeable variety at all times in >he year, and merit a place in

eveiy collection. Tliey are greenhouse plants, aiid are propa-

gated by cuttuigs of their stalks and branches.

MESENTERIC AR TERIES. See Anatomy.
MESENTEKY, .MESENTERIUM, [from /uio-©-, middle,

and ii7i»o», inte-tin",] a thick fat membrane, placed in the midst of

the intestmes, particularly of the smaller ones wlience it has the

name. See Anatomy.
MESNE, or MESN, aterm in law, signifyinghim who is lord

of a manor, and so hath tenants holding of him; yet he Siimself

holds of a superior lord. The w„rd is derived Iroin maisne, qua>-i

minor nam ; because his tenure is derived from another, of whom
lie holds.

Mesne, a writ, which lietli where tliere is lord mesne and te-

jiant ; and the tenant is distrained lor .services du,e from the

jne-ne to the superior lord. This is in the nature of a writ of

right; and in this case the tenant shall have judgement to be ac-

quitted or indemnitied by the mesne lord ; and if he makes de-
fault therein, or tlo not appear originally to the tenant's writ, he
shall be forejudged of his mesnalty, and" tlie tenant shall hoki im-
mediately of the lord paramount himself.

MESOCHRI, musicians among the ancients who presided in

concerts, and by heating a wooden desk regularly with their feet,

directed the measure of the music.

MESOCOLON, in anatomy, that part of the mesentery, which
having reached the extremity of the ilium, contracts and changes
its name. See An.\toj]Y.
MESOLOGARFlTIMS, [,ust1^, ^--y®', and a=.V@^,] the lo-

garithms of the cosines and tangents, so denominated ijv Kepler.
MESOPORITIYRON, a iiaine given by the Greeks to the

Ronuin hiticlave.

MESOPOTAMIA, the ancient name of the province of Diar-
hi ck, in Asiatic Turkey. It is situateil between the Euphrate> and
I igris ; having Assyria on the E. Arabia Deserta with Babylonia
on tlie S. Syria on the W. and Armenia on the N. Tlie Hebrews
called it Padan-arani, (Gen. xxviii. 'J, &c.) and Aram Nahaiaiin
(title of Psalm Ix.) or Aram of the two rivers, bec:,use it was rii-st

jM-opled by Aram the allCe^lor of the Syrians, ami is situated be-
iweinthe two rivers above mentioned. This country is much ce-
lebrated in scripture, as being the hrst dwellin? of nu-n both he-
fore and after the deluge ; and because it gave birth to Peleg, He-
lier, Terah, Abraham, Nalior, Sarah, Rebekah, Rachel, Leah, and
the sons of Jacob. Babylon was in the Mesopotamia, till, bv vast

labour and industry, the two rivers of the 'J'igris and Euphrates
were united into one channel.

MESOPTERYGIL'S, in ichthyology, a term applied to such
fishes as have only one back tin, situated in the middle of the
back.

MESPILUS, the Medlar; in botany, a genus of the peii-

tagynia order, and icosandria class of plants ; natural order, Po-
macea>. Caly.x live-clelt ; petals iive; berry inferior, live-seed-

ed. There arc nine species.

M. C'HAJiit-MEspii.us, the Dwarf Medlar, or Bastard
Quince, hatha shrubby, slender, smooth stem, branching weakly
lour or five feet high, having purplish branches; oval, serrated,

smooth leaves on long foot-stalks ; and from the axillas, purple
flowers, collected into round heads, with narrow, purplish, deci-
duous bractea; ; succeeded by small red fruit.

M. Germanica, German MEspiLrsor Co.mmon Medlar,
rises with a deformed tree-stem, branching irregularly 15 or 20
feet high ; spea;-shaped leaves, downy underneath ; and large

close-silting, white flowers, singly from the sides of the brandies;
succeeded by large roundish brown fruit, the size of middling ap-
ples, which ripen in October, but are not eatable till beginning to

decay. 'J^he varieties are, common great German medlar, smaller
]

Nottingham medlar, and spear-shaped Italian medlar. These are i

all cultivated in the English gardens for the fruit; the two former
are the most common ; but the latter, thuiigh smaller, is prefer-

able for richness of flavour. These kinds are never eatable until

they begin to rot ; for when firm and sound, they are of a singu-

larly au^t(re disac^reeable taste ; yet having lain some lime alter

being gathered, till they bigln to assume a state of decay and he-

come soft, tliev ai(|uire a delicious flavour, extremely agreeable
to many. 'I'hey all ripen in the end of October, or beginning of

November; when being gathered, some should be laiil in moist
bran, in several layeiiS, to forward their decay ; otiiers on straw

j
in the fruitery : tho5e in the br.in will be ready for use in about a
fortnight, and those laid on straw will come forward in succession.

In their medicinal effects, medlars are very astringent, and have
therefore been used with advantage in diarihncas : on the contrary,

those who are of a costive habit, ought carefully to abstain from.

this enticing fruit. According to Glerlitsch and Bautsch, the

leaves, branches, and unripe fruit of the medlar-tree, hfve been
successfully employed in tanning. The wood, being hard and
tough, lesembling that of the pear-tree, is useful lor various do-

me>iic vessels, as .well as for the smaller implements of hus-

bandry.

M less, in a military sense, implies a manner of soldiers, who,
by la\ingup a certain proportion of their pay towards provisions,

mess together : six or eight is generally the number of each mess.

Ex[ erience proves, that nothing < ontributes more to the health and
sobriety oi a soldier, than a regular and well chosen diet.

MESSANA,

i
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MESSAXA, in ancient greography, a town of Sicily, now

Messina.

MESSENA, or MESSENE, an inland town, and the capital

of Mes;enia, a country of Peloponnesus, 24 miles N. E. of Na-
rarin.

MESSENGERS, ccrti'.in ofticers chicllv employed unfertile

direction of tlie secretaries of state, and always m leadirais to Ije

sent with all kinds of dispatches foreign and domestic. 'I'hey also,

by virtue of the secretaries warrants, take up persons for high

treason, or other oflences agahist the state.

Messengers of the Excheucer, are four officers who at-

tend the exchequer, in the nature of pursuivants, aiid carry the

lord treasurer's lelters, precepts, &c.
Messekgers of the Press, persons wh.o, by order of

;'ie court, search piiiiung-liouscs, booksellers shops, &c. to

discover the printers or publishers of seditious books, pam-
phlets, &c.
MESSENIA, a country in the S. of Peloponnesus, mostly

maritime, situated between Elea on the W. and Laconics to the

E. Ancienllv a part of Laconica under Menclaus, and called

Messene by Homer ; intei'preted by the scholiast, Messenx'a

Uegia.

MESSERSCHMIDIA, in botany, a genus of tiie nionogynia
<T, and pentanUria clas^ of plants. Corolla funnel-shaped, with

a naked throat; berry bipartite, subeious. The two species are

M. fructicosa, and M. arquuzia.

MESSIAH, [r'ra, Hcb.] signifies one anointed, or installed

into an otiice by unction. It was usual among the Jews to anoint

kings, higli-priests, and sometimes prophets, at the designation or

instalment ot them, to signify emblemuticuUy the mental quali-

fications necessary for discharsjihg these olfices. Saul, David, So-
lomon, and Joash, kings ofludah, received the royal unction.

Aaron and his sons received the saeerd.otal, iiiid Elisiia the disci-

ple of Elijah, received the prophetic unction. The name Mes-
siah, or Christ (X;ir=.), was given to the kings and high-priests of

the Jews. The patriarchs and prophets are also called Messiahs,

or the Lord's anointed. See I Sam. xii. 3, 5. I Chron. xvi. CJ.

Ps. cv. Ij. But this name Messiah was principally, and by way
of eminence, given by the Jews to their expected great Deliverer;
and is a name tfie Christians apply to Jesus Christ, in whom the pro-

phecies relating to the Messiah were and will be accomplished. The
sum of these prophecies is. That there should be a glorious person

named Messiah, de cended from Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, vt\io

should be born at Bethlilvm, of a virgin of the family of David,
then m its decline, before the Jews ceased to be ^ people, while

the second temple was standing, and about 500 years after Eira's

time ; who, though appearing in mean circumstances, shoidd be
introduced by a renwrkable loreruniier, whojc business it should
he to awaken the aitention and expectation of the people. That
this illnstriiHis Pcis-on should himself be iMuinejit for tlie piety,

wisdom, and benevolence, of his character, and the nnracnlou>
works he should perform : yet, that notwithstanding all this, he

should be rejected and put to death by ihp Jews; but should af-

terwards be raised from the dea<l, and exalte<l to a glorious throne,

on which he should through all generations continue to ride, at

the same time making intercession for sinners. 'I'hat great cala-

niiliesshould be brought on the Jews for rejecting hir.i : whereas
the kingdom of God should by his means be erected among the

Gentiles, and extended uuto the ends of the e-arth ; wherever it

came, destroving idolatry, and establishing true reli-rioti and
rightconsness. In a word, that ihi^ yli rious Pei-son should be re-

garded by all who believed in him .".s a divine teacher, an atoning

s;icritice, and a royal governor: by ni''aiis of v. Iiom CUn\ would
makeacovenanl with his people, which should he the exact anlit\ pe

of that made with I-raelof old; in conseejuence of which tiny should
he restored to, and established in, the divine favour, and lixed in a

state of perpetual happness. See Jesl's Christ, and Christian-
ity — l he Jews stili wait for the coming of t!ie .Messiah, being
infatuated with the notion of a temporal Messiah, who is to be a

mighlv conqueror, and to subdue all the world. Mostiifilic-

modern rabi'ins, according to Puxtorf, believe tiiat the Messiah
is already come, but that he keeps himself concealed, and will not
maniii'st hiui-elf because of the sins of the Jews. Some of the

Jews, huwever, to reconcile those prophecies th,kt seem to contra-

dict each other as to the character and cor.dition of the Messiah,
»0L. III.—NO. 141.

department of the

10 miles N. N.\V.

have had recourse to the hypothesis of two Messiahs, who are yet
to succeed each other; one in a slate of humiliation and suffer-

ing; the other of gloiy, splendor, and power. The first, they
say, is to proceed from the tribe of Ephiaim, who is to tight

against Gog, and to be ilain by Annillus, Zech. xii. 10. The se-

cond is to be of the tribe ol Judah, and lineage of David, who is

to conquer and kill Annillus, and restore the kingdom of Israel,

reigning over it in the highest glory and felicity. Jesus Chiist

;i.ssert> himseli to be the Messiah, in John iv. C,i. Several impos-
tors have endeavoured to pass for Messiahs, as Christ himself pre-

<licted. J.Lent, a Dutchman, has written a history De Pseudo-
Messiis, Of False Messiahs. The tirst he mentions was one
Barcochab, who appeared under Adrian. The last was rabbi

Mordecai, who began to be talked of in 198.'. A little before

him, viz. in l(5d(j, appeared Sabbalhei Sebi, who was taken by
the Turks, and turned .\lohanimecl.in.

MESSINA, an ancient, larce, handsome, and strong city of

Sicily, in the \'alley of Demona, with a citadel, several forts, a

line spacious harbour, and an archblshnp's see. It is seated on the

sea-side, HO miles E. of Palermo, 260 b. bv E. of Rome, and 180

.S. E. of Naples. Lon. 15. 5J. E. Lat. 38. 10. K.
MESSINES, a town of France, in the

Lys, and late province of Austrian Flandeis;

of Lisle.

MESSINESE, the natives of Messina.
MESSING, a town of Franconia, in Aichsfadt, 14 miles N.

N. E. of Aichsladt.

MESSUAGE, [^iiiessuagiiim, law Lat.] the house and ground
set apart for household uses.

MESSL'AGE, in English law, is also used for a garden, shop,

mill, cottaae, chamber, cellar, or the like.

J\iESSCE, St. a town of France, in the department of .Mont

Blanc, and late duchy of Savoy ; It) mile* E. N. E. of Con-
flans.

MESTA, a cape on the W. coast of Scio.

MESTERO, a cape of EgyTJt, 10 miles N. E. of Rosetta.

MESTRE, a town of Maritime Austria, in the province of

Trevi^ano, S miles N. W. of Venice.

MESUA, the Indian Rose Chesnvt; in botany, a genus
of the polyandria order, and monadelphia class of plants. Calyx
simple, four-leaved; corolla four- peta led ; pistil one; nut four-

cornered, one-seeded. The only species is M. ferrea, a native

of the East Indies.

M E TA, in the Roman circus, was a pile of stones of pyra-

midicai form, intended as a boundary of the stadium, or chariot-

course. When the meta was passed the seventh time, the race

was concluded.

META BASIS, in rhetoric, a figure by which the orator passes,

from one thine to another.

METABOLA, [f<f7a?«>,,,] in medicine, a change of time, air,

or disease.

METACARPIUM, or METACARPUS, [from ^..t,, be-

hind, and vc^ia;, hand,] in anatomy, a bone of the arm made up
of four bones, w hich are joined to the tinnirs.

MEIAGITNIA, a festival of Apollo^

MEl-VGl'l N lt)N, tlie secf.nd montli of the Athenian year,

answering to the latter part of July and beginning of .\ugust ; so

called from the Metagitnia, which was kept in it.

MET.\L, in natural history. See Metals.
Metal, in heraldry. There are two metals used in heraUlry,

l)v wav of colours, viz. gold and silver, in bia/on called or and
argent! In painting ot arms these metals are represented bv
while and yellow, their natural colours. In engraving, gold is

expressed bv dotting the coat, &c. all over; and silver, by
leaving it ([Uite blank. It is a general rule in heraldry, never to

plate metal upon metal, nor colour upon colour : so that if the

field be of one of the metals, the bearing must be of some colour ;

and if the held be of any colour, the bearing must be one of

the metals.

MET.VLEPSIS, [;Ai?n>.i4'',-.] a continuation of a trope in one

wonl through a succession ot signiticalions. See Or.*tory.

ME r.\LI.lS.\ rU'N, the natural process by which metals

are formed in the liowels of the earth. See .Met.-vlllrgv.

ME TALLOGRAPHY, \_iiu:tullum, and y5Kiaj,3an account or

description of mvlali.

6 O METALLURGY,
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METALLURGY, {metallam ami sjyiv.^tlie art of winkins; me-
tals, or setJarating them tVoin tlicir ore. Metallurgy, actorcliug to

itoerhaave, compreliends the uliole art of working metals, Mom
the glebe or ore to the utensil ; in wliich sense assaying, smelting,

rerining, parting, smithery, gilding, S,;c. are only l)ranclK» of me-
tallurgy. In a more limited sense it is applied to the oper.;tions

fec|Uireil to separate metals from their ores for the uses of life.

•Mi-tallic substances form a class of bodies of very great importance
in chemistty, medicine, the arts, and the ordinary affairs of life.

These substances have very peculiar properties, by which they
differ from all other bo<lies. " Metals," says Mr. Murray, " are

perhaps, strictly speaUing, inflammable subslani es, as tlii\ are ca-

>>able of combining with oxygen ;,and sevi-ral of lliem, during this

eOmbination, exhibit the phaiioniena of combustion, or emit light

and caloric. But they are distinguished from the iiitlanimable

Si.i!)staiices, auil iVom every other class of chemical agents, by cer-

tain |*iopertie^,—by a greater specific gravity, more or less duc-
tility, malleability, opacity, lustre, and hardness. They are sim-

ple bodies ; in otlier words, have not been decomposed." For an
enumeration of the metals, see the article Chemistry. Metals
are very susceptible of combitiation. They unite with oxygen,
carbon, sulphur, phosphorus, and with each other ; and their oxides
coml)ine with the acids, the alkalies, and the earths. Of these

combinations, that with oxygen is the most important. If a metal
is heated to a certain temperature in contact with oxygen gas, or

atmospheric air, it loses its brilliancy, tenacity, and hardness; ami
is converted into a substance generally resembling in its proper-
ties the earths. This change is accoinpanied with an absorption of
oxygen, and is nothing but the oxydation of the metal. It was
formerly termed calcination, and the product a cal.x ; terms for

which those of metallic oxydation, and metallic oxide, have been
substituted. It takes place at very different degrees of tempera-
ture in the dillcrcnt metals, and with different degrees of rapidity

;

in some it is accompanied witli all the phajnoinena of combustion
;

in othere there is scarcely aiiy perceptible emission of light or ca-

loric. It is in general more rapid in oxygen gas, than in atmos-
pheric air. The dili'eient metals have different forces of attrac-

tion to oxygen, and combine with it with different degrees of fa-

cility. Some attract it at the temperature of the atmosphere,
others cannot be combined with it, even when rais»d to the most
intense heat. It is singular that the combination of two metals is

more easily oxydated than either of them separately. The differ-

ent metals are capable of combining with dilferent quantities of
ovygeii : some absorb nearly half their weight ; others not the
tenth or twtlllh part. Each metal, too, is capable of various de-
grees of ox \dution, always, however, determinate in each; and
at each degreedifferent properties are acquired. Changes of colour,
in particular, mark the successive quantities of oxygen combined
with the metal ; and it is generally from their colour that the dif-

ferent oxides of the same metal are named. The greater number
of the metallic oxides, when cxpo-ied to heal sufficiently intense,

are fused; and instead of retaining the opacity of the metals, form
a perfect glass. There are some of them, however, which, when
heated to ignition, are decomposed, and part with their oxvgen ;

others ]Mvt with only a certain portion of it, and remain in the
state oi oxide. '1 hose, wliich have a still stronger attraction to their

oxygen, may be decon.posed by heating Ihcm with other intlam-
xiiable bodies, parti<ulaily with those containing carbon ; the caibon
attracts tlie oxygen, forms carbonic acid, and the metal is obtained
ill its metallic state. This operation, in the language of Chemistry, is

termed reduction. Besides the oxydation which metals suffer liv

cxposiiru to atmospheric air, or oxygen gas, they may be made to
undergo a similar change, by exposing them to the action of sub-
stances already oxydated, and from which tlie oxygen may be
transferieil. They may thus be oxydated from the decomposition
of nitrale of potash, or oxygenated muriate of potash, of acids, or of
Wiiter. When a metal is e.xposed to a red heat, with a quantity
of nitrate of pota>h, it is rapidly oxygenated, and, in general, a
large quantity of light is given out; some require to be raised to a

higher temperature than others ; and there are three, platina, gold,

aiid silver, which are not oxydated by this process at any tempera-

ture. 15v mere trituration with the oxygenated muriate of pot-

ash, the nielals are oxydated with dellagralion or detonation.

Those metals which have a stronger attraction to oxygen than hy-

drogen has, may be oxj'dated by decomposing water. 1 he oxyda
tion from this decomposition goes on even at the common tempe-

rature of the atmosphere, but very slowly : at the temperature of

ignition it is rapid, and it is equally so at low temperatures, when
promoted by the disposing aflinity of an acid. When a metal lias

been oxydaied, it acquires an attraction to the acids and becomes
capable of combining with them. Hence, when an acid is poured
upon a metal, the tirst elfect is a decomposition of part of tlie acid,

or of the water present, so as to oxydate the metal ; and this oxide

combines \\ ith the remaining acid, and forms a perfect solution.

Or if the metal has been previously oxydated, the union of the

acid with the oxiile takes place with facility. The combinations of

the metallic oxides with the acids are of a saline nature, possessiiijj

certain gener.il properties, similar to those ot the compounds form-

ed by the acids with the alkalies or earths. When the acid is

fully saturated with the metallic oxide, its acid pow ers are lost, the

combination is in general soluble in water, and may be made to

crystallize. From tlie analogy of these to the neutral salts, thej

are termed metallic salts, and the same nomenclature is used with

respect to them. Those formed by the sulphuric acid, for ex-

ample, are termed sulphates ; as sulphate of iron, of copper-, &c.
Mr. Murray, in his lilements of Chemistry, further observes, tliut

the metals are found in different states in nature. When in their

metallic state, or when one metal is combined with a portion of

another, they are said to be native ; when combined with other

substances, they are mineralised, or in a state of ore. They are

thus mineralised by oxygen, sulphur, oxide of arsenic, and the

dili'erent acids, particularly the carbonic, muriatic, sulphuric, aod
phosphoric." The substances, therefore, found naturally coni-

bined with metals in the earth, are sulphur and arsenic, sometimes
separately, but generally conjointly. Metals combined with these

substa.ices are called metals mineralised by sulphur, or by arsenic,

or by sulphur and arsenic ; and these matters are called mineralising

substances. Such at least are the names given them by former
chemists and mineralogists. Besides the sulphur and arsenic with

which metals are strictly combine<l in the mineral state, they are

also pretty intimately combined wiih earthy' substances, of differ-

ent natures, and more or Uss divided. These different matters

united together form masses which are compact, heavy, brittle, and
often of much metallic lustre. These substances are properly

called ores, or the matter oi mines. These ores are found in earths

andstonesof d illerent kinds, as sands, flints, crystals, slates, indurated

clays, according to the ground in which they are contahied. But
two kinds of stones in particular seeiti to accompany ores, and have,

therefore, been considered by several mineralogists as matrixes in

which metals are formed. 1 hese are quartz and spar. Metals and
metalliferous ores are found in various places:

I. Under xi;ater ; in beds of rivers, lakes, and seas, and chiefly

at the (lexures of these : such are the auriferous and ferruginous
sands, grains of native gold-ochres, and fragments of ores washed
Irom mines.

II. Dissolved in isaier : such are the vitriolic 'rfaters containing
iron, copper, or zinc.

III. Upon ihe surface of tlie earth. Such are many ochres;
metalliferous stones, sands, and clays, and lumps of ores. Dr.
Gnielin sa)s, that in the northern parts of Asia, ores are almost al-

ways fountl upon or near the surface of the ground.
IV. Undir the surface of the earth. When the quantity of

tliese collected into one place is considerable, it is called a mine.
Subterranean metals and ores are ditierently disposed in diilerent

places. l.Some are infixed in stones and earths, forming no-

dules or spots diversely coloured. 2. Some are equably and uni-

formly diffused through the substance of earths and stones, to

wliich lliej give colour, density, and other properties. Such are

th«
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thegrciitesl pari of those eartlis, stontfs, sands, clays, tiy-lals, Hints,

gems, and lluors, which are coloured. 3. Some form slrata in

luoiintains. Siicli are the slates cnntuiniiig pyrites, copper-ore,

lead-ore, silver-ore, or blend. These lie in the same direction a.s

the strata of stones betwi\t which they are placed ; but they difl'er

from the ordinary strata in this circumstance, that the thiclsiiess ot

dilftrent parts ot the same metalliterous stratum is ollen very vari-

oiis; whereas the thicUniss of the stonv strata is known to be ge-

nerally very uniform. 1. Fragments of ores are often found accu-

ruilated in certain subterranean cavities, in fissures of n-.ountains,

or interposed betwixt the strata of the earth. These are loo«e,

unconnected, tre(|uentlv involved in clay, and not accreted to the

contiguous rocks or strata immediately, nor by interventicn of sjiar

or ot quartz, as tlie ores found in veins are. I'in and iron mines
are frequently of the kind here described. 5. Large entire masses

of ores are sometimes found in_ the stony strata of mountains.

These are improperly called cumulated veins, because their lem th,

relatively to their breadth and depth, is not considerablr. 6. Some
instances are mentioned of entire mountains consisting of ore.

^^ach is the mountain ofTaberg, in Snioland ; and such are tlie

mountains of Kerunavara and Luo«avara, in La|)land, the former ot

which is 1400 perches long, and 100 perches broad. These moun-
tains consist of iron-ore. 7. Lastly, and chiefly, metals and ore

are found in oblong tracts, forming masses called veins, which lie

in the stony strata composing mountains. The two grand opera-
tions of melting are assaying and smelting.

Of the Assaying or Ores in general.

Assays are chemical operations made in small, to determine the

quantity of metal or oilier matter which is contained in minerals;

or to discover the value or purity of any mass of gold or silver.

Before assays of ores can be well made, a preliminary knowledge
of the nature of tlie several metallic minerals ought to be attained.

Each metal has its proper and improper ores, which have peculiar

characters and appearances; hence persons accustomed to ste
tiiem, know pretty nearly by the appearance, weight, and other
obvious qualities, what metal is contained in a mineral. A good
assayer ought to be very intelligent in this matter, that he may at

once know what the proper operations are, which are requisite to

the assay of any given mineral. As metals are very unequally
distributed in their ores, we should make false and deceitful assays

if we did not use all possible precautions that the proportionable
quantity of metal produced by an assay shall be nearly the medium
contained in the whole ore. This is effected by taking pieces of
the mineral from the several veins of the mine, if there be seve-
ral, or from diflferent places of the same vein. All these mi-
nerals are to be shaken together with their matrixes. The whole
is to be well mixed together, and a convenient quantity of this

mixture is to be taken lor the assay. This is called the lotting of
the ore. As assays, particularly the first, are generally made in

small, assayers have very small weights corresponding to the
weights used in the great; that is, to the quintal or hundred
pounds weight, to pounds, ounces, drachms, &c. The assay quintal
ajid its subdivisions vary according to the difference of w eights in

difl'erent countries ; and this occasions some confusion when these
weights are to be adjusted to each other. Tables of these weights
are found in treatises of assaying ; and particularly in that written
by Schlutter, and translated and rendered more complete by Hel-
lot, which contains all the details necessary for the subject. The
custom is to take, for the assay quintal, a real weight of a gross,

or drachm, which in France is equal to 72 grains ; but as the whole
drachm represents 100 pounds, each grain represents a pound and a
fraction of a pound ; and hence some difficulty and confusion
arise in making the subdivisions. A better method is that of Mr.
Hellot, which is to make the fictitious or assay quintal eijual to

100 real grains, and then each grain represents a real pound. The
assay quintal is sufficiently exact for ores of lead, tin, copper, iron,

antimony, bismuth, and mercury. But for ores of silver and gold,
another representation is convenient : for these metals, as Mr.
Hellot says, are generally in so small quantity, that the button or
small piece of metal obtained in the assay couhl not be accurately
weighed if 100 real grains were made to represent a quintal; and
the difficulty of separating the gold from so small a quantity would
be still greater. These notions have induced Mr. Hellot to use
for these ores a fictitious quintal 16 times bigger ; that is, equal to

I

1600 real grains, whicii represent Hli () oiini es ; tirat i, 100

pounds or quintal. The ounce being represented l>y a grain, its

several subdivisions must be represenied by fractions of a grain.

Tluis 12 grains oi the fictitious quintal ((>r^^^pulld uilh j-43ilis ot'

a real gram ; and this latter quantity may lie accurately weighed
in assay-balances: which when well ma<le arc sensible to a much
less weight. See Balance, and Doci.yASTic. VVlien a quintal

of an ore to be as,s;>yed has been weighed, ami lotted, it is to be
roasted in a test under a muftle. It is to ije was!>-^'d, if necessary';

and, in short, the same operations are to be made in small which
aie usually done '.i great. Additions also are to be made, and in

proper proportion;, according to the jjeculiar nature of the ore.

The fiiixes generally mixed with the assays in ore are, 3, 4, or 5,

parts of black llux ; \, 2, or 3, pans of calcined borax ; and oue-
half of that (piantity of decrepitated common salt. The more re-

fractory the ore is, the more necessary is the addition of these

fluxes: then the whole mixture is to be fused eKher in a forge or
in a melting or assay furnace. To make assays well, all possible

attention and accuracy are to be employed. This object cannot
be loo much attended to ; for the least inaccuracy in weighing, or
loss of the smallest quantity of matter, might cause errors, so much
greater as the disproportion betwixt the weights employed and
these represented is greater. The most minute accuracy, there-

fore, is necessary in ;hese operations. For instance, the assay-

balances ought to be st>iall, and exceedingly just. The ore ought
not to be weighed till it has been reducetl to gross powder fit for

I roasting ; because some of it is always lost in this pulverization.

When the ore is roasted, it ought to be covered with an inverted

test; because most ores are apt to crackle and disperse when first

heated. Totnake the fusion good and complete, the precise de-

gree of fire which is requisite ought to be employed ; and when it

is finished, the crucible ought to be struck several times with some
instrument, to facilitate the disengagement of the parts of the re-

gulus from the scoria, and to occasion their descent and union into

one button of metal. '1 he crucible ought not to be broken, nor
its contents examined, till it is perfectly cold. Upon breaking
the cracible, we may know that the fusion has been good, if th*
scoria be neat, compact, and equal ; if it have not overflowed o^
penetrated the crucible; if it contain no metallic grains; ami if its

surface be smooth, and hollowed in the middle. The regulus or

button ought to be well collected, without holes or bubbles, and
to have a neat convex surface; it is then to be separated from the
scoria, well scraped and cleaned; and, lastly, is to be weighed.
If iKe operation has been well made, its weight shews the quantity
of metal which every real quintal of ore will yield in the great.

If the perfect success of this assay be in any respect doubtful, it

ought to be repeated; but the best method at all times is, to

make several assays of the same ore. Some small difi'erences are

always found, however well the assays may have been made. By
taking the medium of the results of the several operations, we
may approach as nearly as possible the true product of the ore.

Of the Smeltin'g ot Ores in General.

As ores consist of metallic matters combined with sulphur and,
arsenic, and are besides intermixed with earthy and stonv sub-
stances of all kinds, it is necessary to perform several operations
upon these compound bodies to separate these dillerent substances

from each other. The separating of the different substances from
the metals, when performed in the large way, is called smelting.

This is effected b\ several processes, lounded on the known pro-

perties of those substances. First, the ore is to be separated from
the earths and stones accidentally adherent to it; and when these

foreign substances are m large masses, and are not very inti-

mately mixed in small particles with the oie, this Sep iration may
be accomplished by mechanical means. T his ought always to be
the first operation, unless the adherent substance be cap.ible of
serving; as a fiux to the ore. If the unmetallic earths be intimately

mixed witli the ore, this must necessarily be broken and divided
into small particles. This operation is |)erformed by a machine
which moves pestles, called bocords or stampers. After this ope-
ration, when the parts of (he mineral are specifically heavier than
those of the unmetallic earth or stone, these latter may be sepa-

rated from the ore by washing in canals through which water
flows. But this washing of ores caraiot succeed unless the ore is

sensibly heavier than the foreign matters. But the contrary lap-
6 pens
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pens frcciiK'iitly, as veil because (iiiarlz and spar are naturally

vi.-ry poiulerous, as because tlie metallic matter is proportionally

so liiucli lij^hter as it is combined with more sulphur. When an

orp is of this kind, it is m-tessary to begin by roasting it, to de-

prive it of the greatest part of its sulphur. It often liappens, that

the pyritous matters a<compan\ ing the ore are so hard that they

can scarcely be pounded. In this case it is necessary to roast it

entirely, or partly, and to throw it red-iiot into cold water; by

which the slones are split, and rendered much more capable ot

being pulverised. When the sub<-tance of the ore is very fusible,

this operation may be dispejised with, and tlie iiiiitter may be im-

Miediatelv fused without anv previous roasting, or at least with a

very sligiit one. For, to effect this fusion, it is necessary that it

retain a great quantity of its sulphur, which, with (lie other fluxes

added, serves to destroy or convert into scoria a consideral)le part

, of the stony matter of the mineral, and to reduce the rest into a

i)rittle substance, which is called the matt of lead or of copper, or

other metal contained in the ore. This matt Is therefoie an inter-

mediate matter betwivL the mineral and the metal ; for the nielal

is there concentrated, and mixed with less useless mailer than it was

,in the ore. But a.s this matt is always sulphureous, the metal w hich

il contains cannot have its metallic properties. Therefore it must

be roasted several times to evaporate the sulphur, before it is re-

;iielted, when the pure metal is reqi-iired. 'rius fusion of an ore

jiot roasted, or but slightly roasted, is called crude fusion. As
arsenic is heavier than sul|)hur, and has nearly the weight of me-
tals, the ores in which it prevails are generally very heavy, and

consequently are susceptible of being washed, which is a great ad-

vantage. But on the other side, as arsenic is capable of volatilis-

ing, scorifying, and destroying, many metals, these ores have dis-

advantages in the roasting and fusion, in both which considerable

loss is caused by the arsenic. Some ores contain, besides arsenic,

other volatile semi-metals, such as antimony and zinc. 'Ihese are

almost untractable, and are therefore neglected. They are called

niinera; rapaccs, or rapacious ores. When the metal has been

freed as much as is possible from foreign matters by these prelimi-

nary operations, it is to be completely purified by fusions more or

less frequently repeated ; in which [noper additions are made, ei-

ther to absorb the rest of the sidphur and arsenic, or to complete
the vitrilication or scorification of the unmelallic stones and earth.

As ores often contain several ditl'erent metals, these are to be se-

parated from each other by processes suited to the properties of

tlnse metals, of which more particularly afterwards. To facilitate

the extraction of metallic subsiances from the ores and minerals

containing (hem, some operations previous to the fu'^ion or smelt-

ing of these ores and minerals are generally necessary. These
operations consist of, l.'I'he separation of the ores and metallic

matters from the adhering uniuetallic earths and stones, l.y iiam-

jners and other mechanical instruments, and by washing with wa-

Jer. 2. Their division or reduclion into smaller p.irts by contusion

and trituration, th.it by anoth<-r washing with water they may be

more perfectly cleansed from extraneous matters, and rendered

titter for the subsequent operations, calculation, or roasting, and

fusion. 3. Roasting or calcination, to expel the volatile, useless,

or noxious sulistances, as water, vitriolic acid, sulphur, and arse-

nic; to render the ore more friable, and litter for the subse<|Uent

contusion and fusion; and lastly, to calcine and destroy the base

metals, for inst.ince the iron of cop|)er-ores, by means ot the lire,

and of the sidphur and arsenic. Slones, as <piartz and Hints, lon-

taining metallic veins or particles, are fie.|U;-nlly made red-hot,

and then exlingu'st'id in cold w: ter, that they may be rendered

sufticienllv fiial)le and pulverable, to allo\\ the separation of llie

metaliic particles. Uoasting is unnecessary for native melals; for

some of the richer gold and silver-ore ; for some lead-ores, the sul-

phur of which may be separated diuing the fusion; and for many
c.ilciform oie-i, as ihese lio not gemiMlly contain any sulpluir or

arsenic. In ihe roasting of ores, (he following atlentions must be

(jiven, 1. To reduce the mineral previously into small lump':, that

the surface may be increased ; but they must not be so small, nor

placed so compaclly, ms to prevent the pa-sage of the air and lldme.

2. The larger pieces must be placed at tlie bolloni of Ihe pile,

where 'the greatest heat is. 3. The heat must be gradnallj ap-

plied, that the sulphur may not be melted, whieli wcndd greatly

retard its expulsion ; and that the spars, lUiors, and stones, inter-

mixed with the ore, may not crack, fly, and he dispersed. 4. The
»res not thoroughly roasted by one operation must be exposed to

a second. 5. The tire inay be increased towards the end, that the

noxious matters more strongly adherijsg may be expelled. G.

Fuel which yields nmch flame, as wood and iossil-coals free from
sulpluir, is said to be preferable to charcoal or coaks. Sometimes '

cold water is thrown on the calcined ore at the end of the opera-

tion, while the ore is yet hot, to render it more friable. >>'o gene-
ral rule can be given concerning the duration or degree of the

fire, these being very various according to the diOerence of the
ores. A roasting during a few hours or days is sufficient for many
ores; while some, such as tlie ore of Kammelsbtrg, require that

it should be continued during several months. Sciilulter enume-
rates five methods of roasting ores. 1. By constructing a pile of

ores and fuel placed in alternate strata, in the open air, witliout

any furnace. S. I'y confining sucli a jiile within walls, but w ithout

a roof. 3. By plcicing tiiepile under a roof, without lateral walls.

4. By placing the pile in a furnace consisting of walls and a roof.

5. By roasting the ore in a furnace, in which il must be conlnuially

ftiried with an iron-rod. Several kinds of fusions of ores may be
dislinguislied: 1. When a sulphureous ore is mi.xed with much
earthy matter, from which it cannot be easily separated by mecha-
nical operations, it is frequently melted, to disengage it frcm these
earlhy matters, and to concentrate its metallic contents. By this

fusion, some of the sulphur is dissipated, and the ore is reduced to

a state intermediate betwixt that of ore and of metal. It is then
called a matt (l.ipis sulphureo-melallicus) ; and is to be afterwards

treated like a [Hire ore by the second kind of fusion, which is pro-
perly the smelting, or extraction of the metal by fusion. »'. By
this fusion or smelting, the metal is extracted fiom tlie ore previ-
ously prepared by the above operations, if these be necessary.
The ores of some very fusible metals, as of bismuth, may be smelt-
ed by applying a heat suflicient only to melt the metals, which are

thereby separated from the adhering extraneous matters. This
separation of metals by fusion, without the vitrification of extra-

neous matters, may be called eliquation. Generally, a complete
fusion of the ore and vitrification of the earlhy mattei-s are neces-
sary for the perfect separation of the contained metals. By this

method, metals are obtained from their ores, sometimes pure, an<l

sometimes mixed with other metallic substances, from which they
must be afterwards separated ; to procure this separation of melals
from ores, these must be so thinly liquefied that the small metallic

particles may disengage themselves from the scoria; but it must
not be so thin as to allow the metal to precipitate before it be per-
lectly disengaged from any adhering extraneous matter, or to per-

vade and destroy the containing vessels and furnace. Some ores
aresufliciently tusible; but others require certain additions chilled

tiuxes, to promote their fusion and the vitrification •>( their unme-
tallic parts ; and also to render the S( oria sefficiently thin to allow
the sepaiation of the metallic particl^-s. Different fluxes are suita-

ble to tliflerent ores, according to the quality ot the ore, and of

the matrix, or stone adherent to it. The ni.itrixes ot two different

ores ot the same nielal fretpiently serve as Muxes to eai h other; as

for instance, an argillaceous m..lrix with one that is calcareous;

these tcvo earths being disposed to vitrification when mixed, tlKHigh

each of them is singly unfnsible. For this reason, two or more
diU'erent ores to be smelted are frequently mixed together. The
ores also of different nietjls require ditl'eient fluxes. 'I'hus calcM-

reous earth is found to be best suited to iron-ores, and spars and
scoria to fusible ores of copper. 4'he fluxes most frequently em-
ployed in smelling ores are, calcareous earths, fluors or vitreous

spars, quartz, and sand, fusible stones, as slates, basaltes, the seve-

ral kinds of scoria, and pyrites.

C'alcakeoijs Earth is used to facilitate the fusion of ores of

iron, and of some of the poorer ores of copper, and, in general, of

ores mixed with argilUe'cous earths, or w.ih fellspar. Tliis earth

has been sometimes added with a view of si p; rating the sulphur,

to which it very readily unites: but by this union the sulphur is

lie ained, and a hepar is formed, which readily dissolves iron and
other uietals, anil so firmly adheres to them, that they cannot he
separated without more dilliculty than they could from the or'gi-

nal Ore. 'I'his addition is, therefore, not lobe made till the sul-

phur be previously well expelled.
Fluoks, or Fusible Spars, facilitate the fusion of most metal-

lic minerals, and also of calcareous and argillaceous earths, of stea-

tites, asbestu.--, and some other unfusible stones, but not of silicious

earths without a mixture of calcareous earth.

Quartz is sometimes added in the fusion of ferruginous copper-
ores,
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ores, the use of which is said chiefly to be, to enable the nre to

receive a greater heat, aiul to give a more pirlcct vitrilicaliun to

the ferriis;iiKius scoria.

The Fusible Stokes, as shite=, and ba«alle<:, are «o tenaeimi^

and thick when fused, tliat they cannot be considered properly as

fUixes, bat as matteii added to lessen the too great ruiuidity ot

some verv fusible niiniTals.

The Scoria obta.iied in the fusion of an ore is frcmieutly use-

ful to facilitate the fusi.jn of an ore of the same metal, and sonie-

times even ores of other metals.

SuLPHUKATiiD PYRirts greatly promote the fusibility of llie

scoria of metals, from the sulphur it contains. It is chiefly added

to difficultly fusible copper-ores, to form matts, that the ores tlius

brought iulo fusion may be separated from the adhering earthy

matters and that the fenuginous matter contained in them may bt-

destroyed, during the subscijuent calcination and lusion, by means

of the sulphur.

As in Uie ores called Calciform, the aietallic matter exists in

a calcined state; and as calcination rei'.uces the metaN of niine-

ralisrd ores (excepting the pcrfec t metals) to that 'tate also ; there*
lore all calciform and calcine<l ores require the ad<lition of some
inflamiiuible substance, to reduce them to a metallic state. In
great workv the cliarcoal or other fuel used to maintain the five

produces aL-o this elTect.

Met.ai.s are S'-.metimcs addeil in the fusion of ores of other
more valuable metals, to ab-orb from these snljjhnr or ar-enic.

Thus iron In addeil to sul|)liurattd, cupreous, and silver, ores.

Metals are also added in the fusion of ores of other more vaUialde
metals, to unite wilh and collect the small particle- of the-e dis-

persed through nuich, earthy matter, and tluis to a-s^l iheir preci-

pitatioiu With these intentions lead is frequently added to ore*

and mijjerals containing gold, silver, or copper.
Ores of uietals are also sometimes added to assist the precipita-

tion of more valuable metals. Thus antimony is often added to-

assist the precipitation of gold iutermi\ed wiUi other metallic

i matters.

1

METALS, [mettillum, Lat.] a class of bodies of great import-

ance in the arts, and ordmary affairs of life ; they are distinguished

by several properties, but particularly by being capable ot com-
buiing with oxygen, so as to form oxydes and acids, by their te-

nacity, opacity, and peculiar lustre, arising from their property of

strongly reflecting tlie rays of light, and by the property ot becom-
ing solid and fluid under difierent teuxperatures. The metals have

not been decomposed, and are therefore accounted simple bodies;

and as such are enumerated finder the article Chemistry, where
their affinities are also noted. See Chemistry, Metailvrgy,
'Tenacity, Ductility, &:•.

METAMORPHOSIS, [,<xt7a,uojfiiPff.f,] in general, denotes the

changing of something into a different form ; in which sense it in-

cludes the transformation of insects, as well as the mythological

changes related by the ancient poets ^ upon which Ovid wrote fif-

teen books. Mythological metamorphoses w ere held to be of two

kinds, apparent and real ; thus, that of Jupiter into a bull was only

apparent; where:is that of Lycaon into a wolf, was supposed to be

rea). Most of the ancient metamorphoses include some allegori-

cal meaning, telaliug cither to physics or to morality : some au-

thors are even of opinion that a great jiart of the ancient philoso-

phy is couched under them ; and Lord Verulam and Dr. Ilooke
have attempted to unriddle several of thenu
MENTANGISMOMI ES, in cluirch-history, a sect of Chris-

tian heretics, who held, that the Son was contained in the Father,

as a smaller vessel is within a larger one.

MENTANQf.A, [Mir^t.oia, Gr.] a change of mind.
METAPEDIU.M, in anatomy, that part of the foot which an-

swers to the metacarpus in the liand ; vulgarly called tlw instep.

METAPHOR, [/.tElfifoja,] in r!>etoric, a trope, by which we
put a strange word for a proper word, by reason of its resemblance
to it ; or it may be defined, a simile or comparison intended to en-

force and illustrate the thing we speak of, without the signs or

forms of comparison. Thus, if we say, God is a shield to good
nten, it is a metaphor, because the sign of comparison is not ex-
pressed, though the resemblance, w hich is the foundation of the

irope, is plain ; for as a shield guards hiin that bears it, against the

attacks of an enemy, so the providence and favour of God pro-

tects good men from malice and misfortunes: but if tlie sentence
be put thus, God is as a shield to good men, then it becomes a

simile or comparison. A metaphor differs from a simile, in form
only, not in substance: in a simile the two subjects are kept dis-

tinct in the expression, as well as in the thought; in a metaphor,
the two subjects are kept distinct in the thought only, not in the
expression. For ej;ample. Homer compares a hero to a lion, ajid

describes all the qualities of a lion that resemble those of the hero.

The fundamental pleasure here, that of resemblance, belongs to

the thought. .An additional pleasure arises from the expression:
the poet, by figuring his hero to be a lion, goes on to describe the
lion in appearance, but in reality the hero; and his description is

peculiarly beautiful, by expressing the virtues and qualities of the
jiero in new terms, which, properly speaking, belong not to bim ,\
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but to the lion. An allegory dillers from a metaphor; and" a
figure of speech diflers from both. A metaphor is an act of the
imagination, figuring one thing to be another. An allegory re-
o.uires no such operation, nor is one thing figured to be another;
it consists in choosing a subject having properties or circumstances
resembling those of the principal subject; and the former is de-
scribed in such a manner as to represent the latter: the subject
thus represented is kept out of view: we are left to discover it by
reflection

; and we are pleased Mith the discovery, because it Is

our own work. See .Allegob.y. In a figure of speech, there is

no fiction of the imagination employed, ;ls in a metaphor; nor a
representative subject introduceil as'in allegory. This figure, as
its name implies, regards the expression only, not the thought;
audit maybe defined, the using the word' in a sense different
from what is proper to it. Thus youtli, or the beginning of life,,

is expressed figuratively by morning of life; mrjrning is the begin-
ning of the day ; and in that view it is employed to signify thebe-
ginning of any other series, life especially, the progress of w hick
is reckoned by days. See Figvre. Metaphor, ailei^orv, com-
parison, and figure, are so much connected, that the rulej for dis-
tinguishing the good from the bad, are common to all of them.
The following particular rules, however, may here be laid down,
as proper to be observed respecting metaphors: 1st, No compa-
rison ought to be made, where the resemblance is either too strong
or too faint. 2dly, Whatever resemblance subject* may have, it,

is wrong to put one for another, where they bear no mutual pro-
portion, l^pon comparing a very high to a very low subject, the
simile takes on an air of burlesque': and the same will be the effecfe

where the one is imagined to be the other, as in a metaphor ; or
made to lepresent the other, as in allegory. 3dly, These figures^
a metaphor especially, ought not to be crowded w'ith many minute
circumstances; tor in that case it is scarcely possible to avoid ob»
scurily. A metaphor above all ought to" be short. 4thlv, In
constructing a metaphor, the writer ought to use such words" only
as are applicable literally to the imagined nature of his subject ^

figurative words ought carefully to be avoided ; for such compile
cated figures, instead of settina; the piincipal subject in a strong-
light, involve it in a cloud, jihly, 'I'he jumbling dilierent nieta*
phors in the same sentence, beginning w ilh one metaphor ami
ending with another, commonly called a mixed metaphor, oug!ri>

never to be indulged. 6th!y, It is improper to join dilferent me-
taphors in the same period, even where they .are preserved <lis-

tiiiit: for when the subject is imagined to be lirst one thing and
then another, in the same period without interval, the mind is dis-
tracted by the rapid transition, "thiy. It is still worse to jumble
together metaphorical and natural expression, so as that the period-
must be under>tood in part metaphorically, in pait literally ; for
the imagination cannot follow with sufficient ease changes so sud-
den and unprepaied.

M K TAPIIUENUM, in anatomy, that part of the back which
lies below the midriff.
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METAPHYSICS.

METAPHYSICS, a science vhich treats of beings and of

whatever belongs to them abstracte<ily in their own simple natures.

Aristotle, after ti'eating on physics, bt-gins his next book (in wliich

he pretends to elevate the mind above corporeal objects, to fix it

on the contemplation of God, of angels, and of things spiritual,

and to e»iable it to judge of the principles of sciences by abstrac-

tion) with the Greek words /n!Ta tm (fvmxn, post physicam, t. e.

dfter physics. His disciples, and succeeding philoso|ihei-s, have

formed, of these two, one word, metaphysics.' This science,

which is frequently called ontology, investigates and explains the

nature and general essence of all beings, as well as the qualities

and attributes that essentially appertain to them, and which we
ought to afsign them by abstraction, as considering them h

priori. Hence this doctrine should proceed in its operations from

the most simple ideas ; sucli as do not admit of any other qualities

of which they may be compounded. These simple ideas are

those of being, of essence, of substance, of mode, of existence, as

svell with regard to time as place, of a necessary cause, of unity,

the idea of negation, the difference between beings that are sim-

ple or compound, necessary or accidental, finite or infinite; the

idea of essential and abstract properties, as of the greatness, per-

fection, and goodness, of beings; and so of the rest. The use,

therefore, of ontology, is to make us acquainted with«very kind

of being in its essence and abstract qualities, and such as are dis-

tinct from all other beings. This knowledge being once establish-

ed on simple principles, just consequences may thence be drawn,

and those things proved after which the metaphysician inquires,

and which it is his object to prove. It is easy to conceive, that

even a clear knowledge of beings, and their essential properties,

\rould be still defective and useless to man, if he did not know
how to determine and lix his ideas by proper denominations, and
consequently to communicate his perceptions to those whom he

would instruct, or against whom he is obliged to dispute, as they

would not have the same perceptions that he has. It is, perhaps,

one of the greatest advantages that we have over otlier animals, to

be able so to determine our ideas by signs or denommations, ei-

ther of writing or speech, as to refer each particular perception

to its general idea, and every general perception to its par-

ticular idea. To render, therefore, our ideas intelligible to

others, we have determinate words or names for each being, and

the qualities of each being ; and ontology teaches us those terms

which are so necessary to fix our ideas, and to give them the re-

quisite perspicuity and precision, that we m:iy not dispute about
words when we endeavour to extend the sphere of our knowledge,

/ or when we debate concerning the essence of an object, or endea-

vour to make it more evident. For this reason ontology was
formerly regarded as a barren science, tiiat consisted of technical

terms only ; as a mere terminology : whereas the best modern
philosophers make it a more subbtantial science, by annexing de-

terminate ideas to those words, and the examination of those ob-

jects tjjcmselves that these terms imply. But the misfortune is,

that in this ontologic determination there is still much uncertainty,

and sophistry. For, in the first place, we yet know of no meta-
physics where all the definitions arc just ; and, secondly, the words

that are employed in these definiliojis have always something equi-

vocal in their meaning, and have consequently themselves need
of definitions; and in this manner we may recede to infinity, un-

less-we recur to the first impressions that the simple words have

made in our minds, and the piimilive ideas which they there ex-

cite. The words man, love, coach, &c. say more, and make a

stronger impression, than all the definitions we can give of them ;

bv ontologic explications they are almost always covered with a

dark cloud. When this science is apjilied to particular beings, or

to a particular class of beings, it comes under dilf'erent denomina-
tions. Thus it makes a part of cosmology when it examines into

the essence of the world, and all that it contains ;*jts natural

Jaws; of the nature of matter; of motion ; of the nature of tangi-

ble bodies, of their attributes and essential qualities, and of all that

can be known by abstraction, and sometimes also by adding the

lights that man acquires concerning them by the experience of his

senses. It is a branch of anthroposophy, or anthropology, W'hen
it is applied to the metaphysical exanunation of man, his existence,

his essence, hia essential qualities and necessary attributes, all consi-

dered a priori : and this examen leads to another branch. Psy-
chology, which consists in the knowledge of the soul in general,

and ot the soul of man in particidar; concerning which the most
profound, the most subtile and abstract researches have been made,
that the human reason is capable of producing; and concerning

the substance of which, in spite of all the efforts, it is yet ex-
tremely difficult to assert any thing that is rational, and still les»

any thing that is positive and well supported.

Of Ideas in General, akd their Originals.

Mr. Locke's Essay on the Human Understanding ranks high as

a treatise on Metaphysics; we shall present a short abstract from this

work. By the term idea, -as defined by Mr. Locke, is meant what-
ever is the object of the understanding when a man thinks, or
whatever it is which the mind can be employed about in thinking.

To trace the manner by which we acquire these ideas, let us sup-
pose the mind to be, as we say white paper, void of all characters,

without any ideas: how comes it to be furnished? whence has it

all the materials of reason and knowledge? From experience and
observation. This, when employed about external sensible ob-
jects, we may call sensation ; by this we have the ideas of bitter,

sweet, yellow, hard, &c. which are commonly called sensible

qualities, because conveyed into the mmd by the senses. The
same experience, when employed about the internal operations of
the mind, perceived and reflected on by us, we may call reflection ;

hence we have the ideas of perception, thinking, doubting, willing,

reasoning, &c. These two, viz. external material things as the
objects of sensation, and the operations of our own minds as thi
objects of reflection, are the only originals whence all out
ideas take their beginnings; the understanding seems not to have
the least glimmering of ideas, which it doth not receive from ont
of these two sources. These, when we have taken a fidl survey
of them and their several modes and compositions, we shall find

to contain our whole stock of ideas : and that we have nothing id

our minds which did not come in one of these two ways. When
a man first perceives'^ then he may be said to have ideas ; having
ideas, and perception, signifying the same thing.

Of Simple Ideas.

Of ideas, some are simple, others complex. A simple idea i«

one uniform appearance or conceptiDn in the mind, which is not
distinguishable into different ideas. Such are the ideas of sensi-

ble qualities wliich, though they are in the tilings themselves so

united and blended, that there is no separation, no distance between
them, yet the ideas they produce in the mind enter by the senses
simple and unmixed. Thus, though the hand feels softness and
warmth in the same piece of wax, yet the simple ideas thus united

in the same subject are as |)erfectly distinct as those that come in

by different senses. These simple ideas are suggested no other
way than from the two ways above-mentioned, viz. sensation and
retlection. The mind being once stored with simple ideas, has

the power to compare, repeat, and unite, all these different

ideas to an infinite variety ; and so can make, at pleasure,

new complex ideas. But the most enlarged understanding
of man cannot frame one new simple idea; iior by any force de-

stroy those that are there. Ideas, with reference to the different

wa\s wherein they approach the mind, are of four sorts ; 1st,

There are some which come into our minds by one sense only.

'Jdly, There are others conveyed into tlie mind hy more sense*

than one. 3dly, Others that are had from refieotion nnl}'. 4tlily,

'Ihere are some suggested to the Blind by all the ways of sensation

and retlection.

Of
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Of Simple Ideas from the Senses.

Some ideas enter into the mind only by one sense peciiliaily

adapted to receive tfiiem. Tlins colours, sounds, smells, &c.
Vonie in only by the eyes, ears, and nose. And if these organs are

any of them so disordered as not to perform their functions, they
have no otlier way to bring themselves in view, and be perceived

by Ihe understanding. Some ideas we receive by more than one
Sense; as space, extension, figure, rest, and motion. These are

perceivable by the eyes and touch.

Op Simple Ideas from Sensation and Reflection.

Some ideas are had from reflection only. Such are the ideas

»-c have of the operations of our minds: of which the two princi-

pal are, perception, or thinking; and volition, or willing. I'he

powers of producing these operations are called faculties ; which

lire, the untlei'standing, and the will. The several modes of think-

ins:,&c. belong to this head. There are some simple ideas conveyed
into the mind by all the ways of sensation and reflection ; such
are pleasure, pain, power, existence, unity, succession. Pleasure

or delight, ])aiii or uneasiness, accompany almost every impression

on our senses, and every action or diought of the mind. Existence

and unity are two other ideas suggested by every object without,

and every idea within. AVhen ideas are in our mind>, we consider

them as being actually there, as well as we consider things to be
actually without Us; which is, that they exist, or have existence

:

and whatever we consider as one thing, whether a real being, or

idea, suggests tlie idea of unity. Power is another idea derived

from these sources : for, finding in ourselves that we can think,

and move several parts of our bodies at pleasure, and observing the

effects that natural bodies produce in one another; by both these

ways we get the idea of power. Succession is another idea sug-

gested by our senses, ami by reflection on what passes in our
winds ; for, if we look into ourselves, we shall find ideas always,

whilst we are awake, or have any thought, passing in train, one
going and another coming, without intermission. Whatsoever is

able, by affecting our senses, to cause any perception in the mind,
doth hereby produce in the understanding a simple idea ; which,
whatsoever be the cause of it, is looked upon as a real positive

idea in the understanding. Thus the idea of heat and cold, light

and darkness, motion and rest, &c. are equally positive in the
mind, though some of their causes may be mere privations. That
a privative cause may produce a positive idea, appears from
shadows; which, though nothing but the absence of light, are

discernible, and cause clear and positive ideas. We have indeed
some negative names which stand not directly for positive ideas,

but of their absence ; such as insipid, silence, which denote posi-

tive ideas, viz. taste and sound, with a signification of their ab-
sence.

Of our Ideas of Qualities.

It is useful to distinguish ideas as they are perceptions in our
minds, from what they are in the bodies 'that cause such |jercep-
tions in us ; we are not to think the former exact images and re-
semblances of something inherent in the subiect, most of those of
sensation being, in the mind, no more the'likeness of something
existing without us, than the names that stand for them are the
likeness of our ideas, which yet, upon hearing, they excite in us.
•Whatsoever the mind perceivesin itself, of is the immediate object
of perception, thought, or understanding, is an idea: and the
power to produce any idea in our mind, "is the quality of the sub-
ject, wherein that power exists. Thus, a snowball having the
power to produce in us the ideas of white, cold, and round ; those
powers, as they are in the snow-ball, are called qualities ; and as
they are sensations or perceptious in our understandings, thev are
called ide;is. These qualities are of two sorts.

I. Original, or primary
; such are solidity, extension, motion,

or rest, number and figure. These are inseparable from body,
and such as it constantly keeps in all its changes and altera-
tions.

II. Secondary qualities; such as colours, smells, tastes, sounds,
&c. which, whatever reality we by mistake may attribute to them,
are in truth nothing in the objects' themselves,' but powers to pro^
duce v:irious sensations in us ; and depend on the qualities belore-
mentioned. The ideas of primary qualities of bodies are reicmb-

lancesof them ; and their nallerns really exist in the bodies tliem-
selves ; hut the ideas jirodueed in us by secondary qualities have
111) resemblance of them at all.; and what is sweet, blue, or warm,
in the idea, is but the certain bulk, figure, and motion, of the sen-
sible parts in the bodies themselves, which we call so. Thus we
see, that fire at one distance produces in us liie sensation of warmth,
but at a nearer approach causes the sensation of pain. New,
what reason have we to say, that the idea of warmth is actually in

the fire, but that of pain not in the fire, which the same fire p'ro-

^
duces in us the same way ? The bulk, number, figiire, and motion,
of the parts of fire are really in it, whether we perceive them or
not ; and therefore may be calleil real qualities, because they
really exist in that body : but light and heat are no morereally in it,

than sickness or pain : take away the sensation of them ; let not
the eyes see light or colours, nor the ear hear sounds ; let the palate
not taste, or the nose smell ; and all colours, tastes, odours, and.
sounds, as they are such particular idws, vanish and cease, and
ai-e reduced to their causes, that is, bulk, motion, figure, &:c. of
parts.

Of Perception.

Perception is the first idea we receive from sensation. It is by
some called thinking in general : though thinking, in the p- priety
of the English tongue, signifies that sort of operation of the mind
about its ideas, wherein tlie mind is active; where it considers any
thing with some degree of voluntary attention : for in bare percep-
tion the mind is, for the most part,"oidy passive; and what it pir-
ceives it cannot avoid percei\ ing. Wliat this is, we cannot otner-
wise know, than by reflecting on what passes in our minds when
we see, feel, hear, &c. Impressions made on the outw:ird parts,

if they are not taken notice of within, cause no perception ; as we
see in those whose minds are intently busied in the contemplation
of certain objects. The ideas we receive from sensation are often in

grown people altered by the judgement, without our taking notice
of it. Perception is also the first step and degree towards know-
ledge, and the inlet, of all the materials of it; so that the fewer
senses any man has, and the duller the impressions that are made
by them are, the more remote he is fromlhat knowledge which is

to be found in other men.

Of Retention.

The next faculty of the mind, whereby it makes a further pro-
gress towards knowledge, is called retention ; which is the keep-
ing of those ideas it has received. This is done in two ways

:

1st, By keeping the idea which is brought into the niind for
some time actually in view; which is called contemplation.

2dly, By reviving those ideas in our minds which have disap-
peared, and have been, as it were, laid out of sight: and this ii

memory; which is, as it were, the sfore-house of our ideas ; for,

the narrow mind of man not being capable of having many ideas
under view at once, it was necessary to have a repository to' lay up
those ideas, which at another time it may have u: e for. "See
Memory.

Of Discerning, and Comparing our Ideas.

Another faculty of the mind is that of discerning between it*

ideas. On this depend the evidence and certainty of several
general propositions. In bein.r able nictly to distinguisji one
thing from another, where then- is the least difference, consists, in

a great measure, that exactness of judgement and clearness ot rea-
son, which is to be observed in one wan above another. The
comparing of our ideas one with another in respect of ext'jit. de-
gree, time, place, or any other circumstances, is another operation
of the mind about its ideas, which is the ground of relations.

Of the Composition and Abstraction of our Ideas.

Composition is another operation of the mind, wheicbv it com-
bines several of its simple ideas into complex ones; under which
operation we may reckon that of enlarging ; w herein we put
several idens together of the same kind, as'seveial units to make a
dozen. Abstraction is another operation of the mind, whereby
the mind forms general ideas from such as it recei\eii from par-
ticular objects; which it dc»es by considering lliem as llu'v are m
the mind, such appearances sepaiate from" the circuniit.'inces of
real existence, as time, place, &:c. These become geiier.d repre-
sentatives of all of tlie ssme kind, and their names applicable to

jwiutever
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w liatevcr exists confoniuble to such abstract ideas. Thus the co-

lour roceivcil frDin clialk, snow, ami inilk, is niadp a rcprfsciila-

tivc of all of iliat kiiul ; ami has a n;unc givi-u it (\vluli;iio->s,)

which signilifs tin- same qualitv, whercvt-rto lie foiuul or iniagined.

And thus univer^als, both idtasaud terms, are made.

Op CoMri.f-x Ideas.

Ill the reception of simple ideas the mind is only pa-:sive,

liaving no power to frame anv one to itself, nor havinu any idea

which does not wholly consist of them. But about these simple

i''eas i( exerts several acts of its own, whereby out ot thi'm, ;'slhe

materials and foundation of the ri'-t, the others are framed. 'Ihe

acts of the mind, wherein it exerts its power over its simple ideas,

an- chielly these three: Ut, It eond)in.-s several simple ideas iiilo

«sne compound one; anil thus all complex ideas are made. i.'dly,

Jt brings two ideas, whether simple or cumplex, together, so an to

take a view of them at once, without unilin;; them into one; by

which way it gets all its ideas of relations. 3<lly, It separates them
from all other ideas that accompany them in their rcjl existence;

and thus all its general ideas are made. Complex ideas, however

compounded or'decoinpoundi'd, though their number be inlinite,

and their variety endless, may all be reduced under Ihise three

heads: 1st, .Modes; 'idly Substances; 3idly, Relations.

Of Modes, Sl'bst.\nces, and RrL.nioNs.

I. Modes are such complex ideas as contain not the supposition

of ^ubsistin^ by Ihemselve^: but are considered as deprndences on,

and ailections of, substances; as triangle, gratitude, murder, etc.

'ihese modes are of two sorts: 1st, Simple; which are coml)i-

jutions of the same simple idea ; as a- dozen, score, &:c. which are

but the ideas of so many distinct units put together. 2dly, .Mixed ;

which are compounded of simple ideas of several kinds ; as beauty,

which consists in a certain compositicn of colour and figure, caus-

ing delight in the beholder ; theft, w hich is the concealed change
of the possession of any thing, without the consent of the proprii'-

tor. 'I'hesc visibly contain a i ombinatioii of ideas of several

kinds.

II. Substances. The ideas of substances are only such conibi-

sations of simple itle;is, as are taken to represent distinct particular

things subsisting by themselves, in which the confused idea of sub-

stance is always the chief. 'I'hus a combination of the ideas of

a certain figure, wth the powers of motion, thought, and reason-

ing, joined to substance, make the ordinary idea of man. These
again ate either of single substances, as a man, a stone; or of col-

lective, or several put together, as an army, a heap. Ideas of

several substances thus put together, are as much each of them
one simple idea, as that of a man or an nnit.

III. Kelations consist in the consideration and comparison of
one idea with another. Of these in their ord«r.

Ok Space.

Modes, or modifications of anysimple ideas are as perfectly dis-

tinct ideas in the mind, as those; of the greatest distance or con-
trariety : thus, tw o is as distinct from three, as blueness from heat.

Space is a simi)le idea which we get both by our siglit and touch.
When we consider it barely in length between two bodies, it is

called distance ; when in length, breadth, and thickness, it may
be called capacity. When considered between the extremities of
matter, which fills the capacity of space with something solid, tan-

gible, and moveable, it is called extension. And thus extension
is an idea belonging to a body ; space may be conceived w ithout

it. Kuh different distance is a different modification of space
;

and each idea of any different space is a simple mode of this idea.

Such are incli, foot, yard, &c. When these ideas are made familiar

to men's thouglits, they can in their minds repeat them as often as

tliey will, without joining to them the idea of body, and frame to

themselves the ideas of feet, yards, or fathoms, beyond the utmost
bounds of all bodies ; and, by adding these still one to another,
enlarge their idea of space as much as they please. From this

power of repeating any idea of ilistance, witliout being ever able

to come to an end, we come by the idea of immensity. Another
modification of space is taken from the relation of the parts of the
termin;ition of extension or circumscribed space amongst them-
selves ; and this is what we call figure. Another mode belonging

to this head is that of place. Our idea of place is nothing but the

relative position of any thing with reference to its distance from
some fixed and certain points : Whence we say, that s thing has

or has not changed place, w hen its distance either is or is not aU
lered with respect to those bodies with which we have occasion ti>

compare it ; and hence w e have the idea of motion.

Of Duration.

There is another sort of distance, the idea of which we get from
the fleeting and perpetually perishing |)arts of success on, which we
call duration. The simple modes of it are any diflereiit lengtlis of
it whereof we have distinct ideas; as hours, days, years, time, &c.
The idea of sncces-inn is got by rellecling on that train of ideas^

wdiich constaiilly fiillow one another in our minds as long as we.

:ire awake. The distance between any parts of this succession is

what we call duration; and the continuation of the existence ofi

ourselves, or any thing else, commensurate to the succession of any
ideas in our miiuU, is what we call our own duration, or that of
another thing co-existing with our thinking. That this is so, ap-
pears hence, that we have no perception of succession or duration,,

w hen that succession of our ideas ceases, as in sleep ; the moment
that we sleep, and awake, how distant soerer, seems to be joined
and connected, provided the sleep be quite sou:id, and not inter-

rupted by dreams. And wr see that they w hose thoughts are very
intent upon one thing, let slip out of their account a good part of
that duration, and think thyt time shorter than it is. But if a man,
during his sleep, dream, and a variety of ideas make themselves
perceptible in his mind one after another, he hath then, during
such ilreaming, a sense of duration. A man, having once got this

ide.i of duration, can apply it to tilings wliich exist while he does
not ihink ; aiul thus we measure the time of our sleep, as well as

that wherein we are awake. Duration, as marked by certain

periods and measures, is what we most properly calltime ; wdiich we
mi»asure by the diurnal and annual revolutions of the sun, as being
constant, regular, and universally observable by man, and sup-
posed equal to one another. By the same means, and from the

same original that we have the idea of time, we have also some
idea of eternity : for, having got the ideas of certain lengths of du-
ration, we can in our thoughts add them to one another as oft as

we please, without ever coming to an end. And thus it is plain,

that from the two sources of all knowledge, sensation and reflection,

we get the ideas of duration, and the several measures of it.

Of Nvmber.
The complex ideas of number are formed by adding several'

units together. The simple modes of it are each several combi-
nations, as two, three, &c. These are of all others most distinct,

the ne;irest being as clearly different fy«m each other as the most
remote ; two being as distinct from one, as 200. But it is^ hard to

form distinct ideas of every the least excess iu extension. Hence
demonstrations in numbers are more general in their use, and
more determinate in their application, than those of extension.

Of Infinity.

The idea signified by the name infinity is best examined by
considering to what infinity is by the mind attributed, and then
how it frames it. Finite and infinite, then, are looked upon as the

modes of quantity ; and attributed primarily to things that have
parts, and are capable of increase or diminution by the addition or
subtraction of any the least part. Such are the ideas of space, dura-
tion, and number. T he next thing to be considered is. How we come
by the idea of infinity. Every one that has any idea of any stated

lengths of s|)ace, as a foot, yard, &c. finds that he can repeat that

idea, ;uid join it to another, to a third, and so on, without ever
coming to an end of his additions. From this power of enlarging

his idea of space, he takes the idea of infinite space, or immensity.
By the same pow er of repeating the idea of any length of duration
we have in our minds, with all the endless addition of numbers, we
come by the idea of eternity.

Of the Modes of Thinking.

M'hen the mind turns its view inwards upon itself, thinking is the

lii-st idea that occurs : wherein it observes a great variety of modi-
fications ; and thereof frames to itself distinct ideas. Thus, the

perception annexed to any impression on the body made by an

external object, is called sensation. When an idea recurs without

t) the
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(lie presence of the oliject, it is called renicmbrance : when sought

after by (he nuiicl, and brought again in view, it is recollection :

when held there long under attentive consideration, it is conteiii-

plalion. When ideas lloat in the mind without regard or reflection,

it is called in French reverie ; our language has no other name for

it : when the ideas arc taken notice of, and as it were regi^^ered in

th« memory, it is attention : when the mind fixes its view on any
one idea, and considers it on all sides, it is attention aneUtudy.

Sleep, without dreaming, is rest from all these: and dreaming is

the perception of ideas in the mind, not suggested by any external

objects, or known occasions ; nor under any choice or conduct of

the under^tallding. See Dream.

Of the Modes of Pleasure avd Pain.

Pleasure and pnin ar& simple ideas, which we receive both from
sensation and retlection. 'I here are thoughts of the mind, as well

as sensations, accompanied with pleasure or pain. 'I'heir causes

are termed good or evil. Pleasure and pain, and their causes,

good and evil, are the hinges uponwhith our passions turn; by
rellecting on the various modifications or tempers of mind, and the

internal sensations which pleasure and pain, good and evil, pro-

duce in us, we mav thence torm to ourselves the ideas of our pas-

sions. Thus, liy retlectiiig upon the tliought we have of the de-

light which any thing is apt to produce in us, we have an idea we
call love : anci, on the contrary, the thought of the pain which any
thing present or absent produces in us, is \vh:it we call hatred'.

Desire is that of uneasiness which a man finds in himsell upon the

absence of any thmg, the present enjoyment of which carries the

idea of delight with it. Joy is a delight of the mind arising irom

the present or assumed approaching possession of a good. Sorrow
is an uneasiness of the mind, upon the thought of a good lo^t, or

the sense of a present evil. Hope is a pleasure of the mind, upon
the thought of a probable future enjoyment of a thing whun i>< apt

to delight. Fear is an uneasiness of the mind, upon the thought
of a future evil likely to befal us. Anger is a discomposure ot

the mind, upon the receipt oT injurv, witha present purpose of

revenge. Despair is the thought of unattainableness of any good.
Envy is an uneasiness of the mind, caused by the consideration of

a good we desire, obtained by one who we think should not have
had it before us. In reference to the passions, the removal or les-

sening of a pain is considered and operates as a pleasure ; and the

loss or diminishing of a pleasure, as a pain : and further, the pas-

sions in most persons operate on the body, and cause various

changes in it ; but these being not always sensible, do not make a

necessary part of the idea of each passion.

Of Power.

The mind being every day informed by the senses of the altera-

tion of those simple ideas it observes in things, without reflecting

also on what passes within itself, and observing a constant change
of its ideas, sometimes by the impressions of outward objects upon
the senses, and sometimes by the determination of its own choice ;

and concUidiiiJ, roin what it has so constantly observed to have
been, that the l;ke changes will for the future be made in the same
things, by the same agents, and by the like ways, considers in one
thing the pi ssibihty of having any of its simple ideas changed,
and in another the possibility of making that change, and so comes
by that idea which we call power. Thus we say fire has a power
to melt }.old, and make it fluid: and gold has a power to be melt-

ed. Po'.ver thus coiisideied is twofold, viz. as able to make, or

able to receive any change: the one maybe called active, the

other pas>ive [lowtr. Of passive power all sensible things abun-
dantly uiinish lis with ideas, whose sensible cpialities and beings
we lind to be m a continual Mux. Nor have we of active power
fewer iii>tuiRes ; since, whatever change is observed, the mind
must collect a power somew here able to make that change. I3ut

yet, if we consider it attentively, b'dies by our senses do not af-

ford us so clear and di>tinct an idea of active power as we have
from reliett:oii upon the operation of our minds. For, as all

power lelues to action, and there are but two sorts of adioB, viz.

thinking and mo'ion, let us consider whence we have the clearest

ideas ot tne powers which pioduce these actions. Ot thinking,

body aH'oids u- no idea at all: it is only from reflection tiiat ve
have that ; neither have we from body any idea of the beginning
of motioi:. A body at rest alTords us no idea of any active power

VOL. Hi.—NO. I4i.'.

to move; and when it is set in motion itself, that motion is rather

a passion than action in it. The idea of the beginning of motion,
we have only by reflection on what passes in ourselves ; where we
find by experience, that, barely by willing it, we can move the
parts of tnir bodies which were belore at rest. We find in our-
selves a power to begin or forbear, continue or end, sevcnil ac-
tions of our minds, r.nd motions of our bodies, barely by a thought,
or pn ference of the mind. This power which the mind has thus
to order the consideration of any idea, or the forbearing to consi"

der it ; or to prefer the motion of any part of the body to its resti

and vice vcr-a, in any particular instance, is that we call the will ;

the actual exercise ot that power is that which we call volition or
willins;. The forbearance or performance of that action, oonse-
(juent to such order or command of the mind, is called voluntary ;

and whatsoever acdoii is performed without such a thought of the
mind, is called involuntary. 'Ihe power of perception is that we
call the understanding. Perception, which we make the act of
the undejstandinu, is of three sorts: 1st, The perception of ideas
in our minds. 2dly, The p. rccptioii of the signification of signs.

3dly, 1 he perception of the agreement or disagreement of any
distinct ideas. These powers of the mind, viz. ot perceiving and
preferring, art- usually called by another name ; and the ordinary
w.;y of speaking is, that the undeistanding and will are two facul-

ties ot the mind. From the consideration of the extent of the
power of the mind over the actions of the man, which every one
finds in himself, arise the ideas of liberty and necessity : so far as

a man has a power to think or not to think, to move or not to
move, according to the preference or direction of his own mind, so
far isa man free. Wherever any performance or forbearance are not
e(|iially in a man's power; wherever doing, or not doing, will not
i(|ually follow upon the preference of his mind; there he is not
free, though perhaps the action may be voluntary. So that the
idea ot liberty is the idea of a power in any agent to do or forbear
any action, according to the determination or thought of the mind
whereby either of them is preferred to the other. Where either
of them is not in the power of the agent to be produced by him
according to his volition, there he is not at liberty ; that agent is

under necessity. So that liberty cannot be where there is no
thought, no volition, no will ; but there may be thought, will, and
volition, where there is no liberty. Thus a tennis-ball, whether
in motion by the stroke of a racket, or lying still at rest, is not
by any one taken to be a free agent. So, a man striking himself
or his friend by a convulsive motion of his arm, which it is not in

his power by volition or the direction of his mind to stop or for-

bear ; nobody thinks he has in this liberty ; every one pities him,
as acting by necessity and constraint. Again, suppose a man to
be carried while fast asleep into a room where there is a person he
longs to see, and to be there locked fast in beyond his power to
get out: he awakes, and is glad to see himself in so desirable com-
pany ; which he stays willingly in, that is, prefers his staying to

going away. Is not this stay voluntary.' Nobody will duubi it ;

and yet, being locked fast in, he is not at liberty to stay, he has
not freedom to be gone. So that liberty is not an idea belonging
to volition or preferring, but to the person having the pouer of
doing, or forbearing to do, according as the mind shall clioose or
direct.

Of Mixed Modes.

Mi.xed modes are combinations of simple ideas of different

kinds. The mind, being once furnished with simple ideas, can
put them together in several composition-, witliout exaniinio"-

whether they exist so together in n.iture. And hence these idi-;is

are called notions, as it they had their original and constant exist-

ence more in the thoughts of men than m the reality of tilings :

and to torm such idcuS, it «ulliced that the mind put tlie parts of
them together, and that they were consistent in the uiulirstanding,

without consiilering whether ihey had any real being. There
are three ways « hereby we get these complex ideas of mixed
modes •

1st, By experience and observation of things themselves

:

thus, by seeing two men wrestle, we cet the idea of wrestliiig.

2(ily, By invention, or voluntary [lutling together of several
s'mple ideas in our own minds: so, he that first invented printing
liad an idea of it first in Ins miiul belore it ever exi-ted.

3dly, By explaining the names of action we never saw, or na-
' 6 Q tioBs
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tioiis wf camiol see ; and bv emimcrating all those ideas which ro
to make them up. Thus the mixed mode, wliieh (he woi'd lie

stands for, is made up ot these simple ideas : 1st, Avticidate sounds.

i.'dly. Certain ideas in the mind of the speaker. 3dly, Those
words, tlie si^ns or tliese ideas. 4thly, Those signs put lo^etlier,

by iidiriiialiou or negation, otherwise than tlie ideas tliey stand for

are in the mind of tlie speaker.

Of ail our simple ideas, those tliat have had most mixed modes
made out of them, sre thinking and motion, wliicli comprehend in

them all action ; and power, from whence these actions are con-

ceived to flow. F'or, actions being the great business of mankind,
if is no wonder if the several modes of thinking and motion sliould

be taken notice of, the ideas of them observed ami laid up in mc-
morv, and have names assigned them. For without such complex
ideas with names to them, men could not easily hold any commu-
nication about them. Of this kind are the modes of actions dis-

tinguisned by their causes, means, ol)jects, end^, instruments, lime,

|)lace, ami other circumstances: as also of the powers luted foi

those actions. Thus boldness is the power to do or speak what we
intend, without fear or disorder: which power of doing any thing,

when it has been acquired by the frequent doing the same thing,

is that idea we call habit ; when forward, and ready upon ever)

occasion, to break into action, we call it disposition : thus tcstiness

is a disposition or aptness to be angry. Power being the source ol

all action, tlie substances wherein these powers are, when thty ex-

ert this power, are called causes ; and the substances thereupon

produced, or the simple ideas introduced into any subject, ellVcts. I

Tiie efficacy whereby the new substance or idea is produced, i^

called, in the subject exerting that power, action ; in the subject,

wherein any simple idea is changed or produced, passion : which

efiicacy, in intellectual agents, we can conceive to be nothing else

but modes of thinking and willing; in corporeal agents, nothing

else l)ut modifications of motion.

Of Relation.

There is another set of ideas which the mind gels from the com-
paring of one thine with another. When the mind so considers

one thing, that it does as it were bring it to and set it beside an-

other, and carry its view from one to the other, this is relation or

respect; and the denominations given to tlrm;;^ intimating that

respect, are what we call relatives, and the things so brought toge-

ther related. Thus when I call James husband, or whiter, I inti-

mate some other person, or thing, in both cases with which I com-
pare him. Any of our ideas may be the foundation of relation.

\Vhere languages have failed to give correlative names, there the

relation is not so easily taken notice of; as in concubine, which is

a relative name as well as wife. The ideas ot relation may be the

same in those men who have far difl'erent ideas of the tilings that

are related. Thus those who have different ideas of man, may
agree in that of father. There is no idea of any kind which is not

capable of an almost infinite number of considerations, in reference

to other things; and therefore this makes no small part of men's

words and thoughts. Thus one single man may at once sustain

the relations of lather, brother, son, husband, friend, subject, ge-

.iieral, European, Englishman, islander, master, servant, bigger,

less, &c. to an almost infinite number; he being capable of as

many relations as there may be occasions of comparing him to

other persons or tilings in any manner of agreement, disagreement,

or respect w hatsoever.

Of Cause and Effect.

The ideas of cause and ellect we get from our observation of tlie

vicissitude of things, while we perceive some qualities or sub-

stances begin to exist, and that they receive their existence from

the due application and operation ot other things : that which pro-

duces is the cause ; that which is produced the effect. Thus llui-

dity in wax is the cli'ect of a certain degree of heat, which we
obs'erve to be constantly produced by the application of such

heat.

Of PiEAi, AND Fantastical Ideas.

Our ideas, ju i-eference to things whence they are taken, or

wliich they may be supposed to represent, come under a threefold

liistinctioii ; and are, 1st, either real or fantastical ; 2dly, ade-

quate or inadeipiate ; jdly, true or false. Real ideas are

inch as have a foundation in nature, such as have a con-

formity with the real being and existence of things, or with
tlieir archetypes. Fantastical are such as have no foundation in

nature, nor siny conformity with that reality of being to which
they are referred a- to tlieir archetypes. By examining tlie seve-
ral sorts of iileas, we shall find, that, first, our simple il^eas are all

real ; not thai they are images or representations of w'hat does
exist, but as they are the certain ellects of power in things without
us, ordained by our Maker to produce in us such sensations: they
are real ideas in ns, whereby we distinguish the (pialities that are
really in things themselves. Their realiiy lies in the steady co^
ivspondence they have with the distinct "constitutions of real be-
ings. But whether they answer to those constitutions as to causes
or patterns, it matters not ; it suffices thai they are constantly pro-
duced by them. Complex ideas being arbitrary combinations of

simple ideas put together, and united under one general name, in
lorming of which the mind uses its liberty, we mu^t inquire which
ot these are re.d, and which imaginary combinations.

1st, Mixed modes and ri-lations having no other reality than
what they have in the minds of men, nothing else i« required to
make them real, but a possiliilily of existing conformable to them.
These ideas being themselves archetypes, cannot differ from their
archctyi>es, and so cannot be chimerical : unless any one will jum-
ble togelher in them inconsistent ideas. Those indefd thalhave
names assigned them in any language, must have a conformity ta
till! ordinary signification of the name that is given them, that they
may not be thought fantastical.

2(|ly, Our complex ideasof substances being made, in reference
to things existing without us, whose representations (hey are
thought, are no farther real than as they are such combinations of
simple ideas as are really united, and co-exist in things without
us : those are fantastical which ave made up of several ideas, that
never were found united, as Centaur, Harpy, &c.

Of Adequate and Inadequate Ideas.

Real ideas are either adequate or inadequate. 1st, Adequate,
wliich perfectly represent those archetypes which the mind sup-

poses tliem taken from, and which it makes them to stand for.

2dlv, Inadequate : which are such as do but partially or in-

completely represent those archetypes to which they are re-

ferred.

Or True and False Ideas.

Truth and Falsehood, in propriety of speech, belong only to

propositions; and when ideas are termed true or false, there is

some secret or tacit proposition which is the foundation of that de-

nomination. Our ideas being nothing but appearances or percep-

tions in the mind, can, in slrietuess of speecii, no more be said to

be true or false than single names of things can be said to be tnie

or false. The idea of a Centaur has no more falsehood in it wheil

it appears in our miiuh, than the name Centaur when it is pro-

nounced or written on paper. For truth or falsehood lying always

in some affirmation or negation, none of our ideas are capable of

being false, till the mind passes some judgement on Iheni, that is,

affirms or denies something of them. In a metaphysical sense,

they may be said to be true, that is, to be really such as they exist;

though ill things called true, even in that sense, there is perliapsa

secret reference to our ideas, looked upon as the standards of that

truth ; which amounts to a mental proposition, AVhen the miiwi

refers any of its ideas to any thing extraneous to it, they are tliefl

capable of being true or false; because in such a reference, the

mind makes a tacit supposition of their conformity to tliat thing;

which supposition as it is true or false, so the Ideas themselves

come to be denominated. This happens in these cases; 1st, When
the mind supposes its idea conformalile to that in other men's minds

called by tlie same name, such as (hat of justiee, virtue, &C.

?(ily. When the mind supposes any idea conformable to- some
real exi>tence. Thus, that of Man is true, th.at of Centaur false;

the one having a conforniitv to what has really existed, the other

not. 3dly, When the minti refers any of its ideas to that real con-

stitution and essence of any thing whereon all its properties de-

pend : and thus the greatest part, if net all our ideas ot substances

are false. As to the first, when we jud|je of our ideas by their

conformity to those of other men, any of them mav be false: but

simple ideas are least liable to be so mistaken. We seldom mis-

take green for. blue, or bitter for sweet; much less rlo we con-

i found
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fiuind the names belonging to difl'erjiit senses, and call a colour

I) V the name of a taste. Complex idp.is are much more liable lo

falsehood in this particular ; and those of m'.Ncd modes more than

substances: because in sul)stance5, their sensible qualities serve,

for the most part, to distinguish them clearly; but in mixed

modes we are more uncertain, and we may call that justice which

ought to be called oppression. The reason of this is, that the ah-

. :i act ideas of ini-;ed modes being men's voluntary combination

..fsuch a precise collection of simple ideas, we have nothing else

(.refer our ideas of mixed modes or standards to, but the ideas

nf those who are thought to use names in their proper significa-

tions; and so far as our ideas conform or ditl'er from them, they

pjss for true or false. As to the second, when \vc refer our ideas

to the real existence of things, none can be termed talse but our

complex ideas of substances: for our simple ideas being nothing

but perceptions in us, answerable to certain powers in external

objects, their truth consists in nothing but such appearances as are

pi'oduced in us, suitable to those powers: neither do they become
liable to the imputation of falsehood, whether we judge these

ideastobe in the things themselves, or not ; for God having set

tliem as marks of distinguishing things, liiat we may be able to

discern one thing from another, and thereby choose them as we
have occasion, it alters not the nature of our simple ideas, whether

we think the idea of bine (for instance) to be in the violet itself, or

in the mind only : and it is ecjually from that appearance to be

<lenominated blue, whether it be that real colour, or only a pe-

culiar texture in it, that causes in us that idea ; since the name
blue notes properly nothing but that mark of distinction that is in

a violet, discernible only by our eyes, whatever it consists in.

Neither would our simple ide;is be false, if by the dilTercnt struc-

ture of our organs it were so ordered that the same object should

produce in several men's minds different ideas: fo,- this could

never be known, since objects would operate constantly after the

same manner. Itis most probable, nevertheless, that tlie ideas

produced by the same objects in ditl'erent men's minds are very

near and undiscerniblv like. Names of simple ideas may be mis-

applied; as a man, ignorant in the English tongue, may call jmr-

p!e,'scarlet : butthis makes no falsehood in the idea. Complex
ideas of modes cannot be false, in reference to the essence of any
thing really existing; because they have no reference to any pat-

tern existing, or made by nature. Our complex ideas of sub-

stances, being all referred to patterns in things themselves, may be

false. They are so, 1 St, M'hen looked upon as representations of

the unknown essences of thing-: 2dly, ^^ hen they put together

Himple ideas which in the real existence of things have no union
;

as in Centaur. 3dlv, When from any collection of simple ideas,

that do not alwavs exist together, there is separated, by direct ne-

gation, any one simple idea which is constantly joined with them.

'J'luis, if from extension, solidity, fixedness, malleableness, fusi-

hilitv, S:c. we remove the colour observed in gold: if this idea

be only left out of the complex one of gold, itis to be looked on

as an inadequate and inijierfect, rather than a faUe one ; since

though it contains not all the simple ideas that are united in nature,

\et it puts none together but what do really exi^t together. Upon
the whole, our ideas, as they are considered by the mind, either

in reference to the proper signification of their names, or in re-

j

ferencc to the reality of things, may more properly be called right
j

or wrong ideas, according as they agree or disagree to those pat- •

terns to which they are referred. The ideas that are in men's
j

minds, simply considered, cannot be wrong, unless complex ideas,

^I'lierein inconsistent parts are jumbled together. All other ideas

are in themselves riglit, and the knowledge about them right and
true knowledge. But when we come to refer them to any pat-

terns, or archetypes, then they are capable of being wrong, as far

as they disagree with such archetypes.

Of the Association of Idk.\s.

Some of our ideas have a natural correspondence and connec-
tion one with another. It is the office and excellency of our
reason to trace these, and hold fhem together in that union and
correspondence which is founded in their peculiar beings. Besides

tliis, there is another connection of ideas wholly owing to chance
or custom : ideas that in themselves are not at all a-kin, come to

be so united in some men's minds, that it is very hard to separate

tlieni : they always keep company, and the one no sooner conies

into the understanding, but its associate anpears \villi it ; and if

they are more than two, the whole gang always inseparably shew

themselves together. This strong combination of ideas, not allied

by nature, the mind makes in itself either voluntarily or by
chance: and hence it comes in dilTerent men to be very clilVerent,

according to their dii'fereut inclinations, educations, interests, &c.

Custom settles habits of thinking in the understanding, as well as

of determining in the will, and of motions in the body ; all which

seem to be but trains of motion in the animal spirits, which, once

set a-,going, continue on in the same steps they have been used

to ; which by often treading arc woni into a smooth path, and the

motion in it becomes easy, and, as it were, natural. As far as

we, can comprehend thinking, ideas seem to be thus produced in

our minds ; or if they are not, this may serve to explain their fol-

lowing one another in habitual train, when once they are put in-

to that tract, as well as it does toexplaiw such motions of the body.

This connection in our minds of ideas, in themselves loose and

independent one of another, is of so great force to set us awry in

our actions, moral as well as natural, passions, reasonings, and

notions themselves, that perhaps there is not any one thing that

deserves more to be looked after.

Of Knowledge in Generac.

Since the mind, in all its thoughts and reasoninj

immediate object but its

has no other

own ideas, which alone it does or can

contemplate, it is evident that our knowledge is only conversant

about them. Knowh-dge then seems to be nothing but the per-

ception of the connection and agreement, or dijagreement and re-

pugnancy of any of our ideas: where tliis perception is, there is

knowledge; and where it is not, there, though we fancy, guess

or believe, yet we always coni.e sliort of knowledge. When we
know that white is not black, what do we but perceive that these

two ideas do not agree > Or tliat the three angles of a triangle are

equalto two right ones; what do we more but perceive that

equality to two right ones does necessarily agree to, and is inse-

parable from, the three angles of a triangle? But to understand a

little more distinctly wherein this agreement or disagreement con-

sists, wemay reduce it all to these four sorts: Ist, Identity or

diversity ; 2dly, Relation ; 3dly, Coexistence ; 4thly, Heal

Existence.

I. Identity or Diveksity. Itisthefirst act of the mind to

perceive its ideas; and, so far as it perceives them, to know each

what it is, and thereby to perceive their difference, that is, the

one not to be the other : by this the mind clearly perceives each

idea to agree with itself, and to be what it is ; ai.V all distinct ideas

to disagree. This it does witliout any pains or deduction, by its

natural power of perception and distinction-. This is what men of

art have reduced to those general rules, viz. 'What-is, is; and. It

is impossible for the same thing at the same time to be and not to

be. But no maxim can make a man know it clearer, that round

is not square, than the bare perception of those two ideas, which

the mind at first sight perceives to disagree,

II. The next sort of agreement or disagreement the mind per-

ceives in any of its ideas may be called lielative, and is nothing

but the perception of the relation between any two ideas of what

kind Soever ; that is, their agreement or disagreement one with

another in several ways the mind lakes of comi)aring them.

III. The third sort of agreement or disagreement to be found

in o\ir ideas is Coexistence or Non-existence in the same subject;

and this belongs particularly to substances. Thus, when we pro-

nounce concerning gold, that it is fixed ; it amounts to no" more
but this, that fixeaness, or a power to remain in the fire uncon-
sunicd, is an idea that always accompanies that particular sort of

I yellowness, weight, fusibility, &c. which make our complex idea

signified by the word gold.

I V. The fourth sort is that of Actual and Real Existence agi-ee-

ingtoany idea. Within these four sorts of agreement or disagree-

ment is contained all the knowledge we have, or are capable of.

Kor all that we know or i an affirm concerning any idea, is, That
it is, or is not, the same with some other; as, that blue is not yel-

low : That it does, or does not, co-exist with another in the same
subject ; as, that iron is susceptible of magnetic.al impressions : That
it has that or this relation to some other ideas ; as, that two tri-

angles upon equal bases upon two parallels are equal: That it has

a real existence without the mind; ;is, that God is. There are

seveul
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•everal ways wherein the mind is possessed of truth, each of which

is called Knowledge. 1st, There is actiiid knowledge, when the

mind has a present view of the agreement or disagreement of any
of its ideas, or of the relation they liave one witli another, "dly.

A man is said to know any proposition, when having once evi-

dently perceived the agreement or disagreement of the ideas

whereof it consists, and so lodged it in his memory, that, wlienever

it comesto be reflected on again, the mind assents to it without

«loubt or liesit,;tion, ;ind is certain of the truth of it. And tliis

may be called habitual knowledge. And thus a man may be

said to know all those truths which are lodged in his memory by a

foregoing, clear, and full perception.

OfImbituat knowledge theie are two sorts: the one is of such

truths laid up in the memory, as whenever they occur to the mind,

it actually perceives the relation tliat is between those ideas. And
this is in all those truths, where tlie ideas themselves, by an im-

mediate view, discover their agreement or disagreement one with

another. The other is of such truths, whereof the mind having

been convinced. It retains the memory of the conviction, witliout

the proofs. Thus a man lliat remembei-s certainly, that he once
perceived the demonstration, that the tliree angles of a triangle are

equal to two right ones, knows it to be true, wlien tliat demonstra-
tion is gone out of his mind, and possibly cannot be recollected :

but he knows it in a different way from wliat he did bclore, name-
ly, not by the intervention of those intermediate ideas, whereby
the agreement or disagreement of those in the proposition was at

first perceived, but by remembering, z. c. knowing that he was
once certain of the truth oftliis proposition, that the three angles of

a triangle are equal to two right ones. The immutability of the

same relations between the same imnnitable things, is now tlie idea

that shews him, that if the three angles of a triangle were once
equal to two right ones, they will always be so. And hence he
comes to be certain, that wliat was once true, is alv^'avs true ; what
ide.is onceagretd will always agree; and consequently, what he
once knew to be true, he will always know to be true, as long as

he can remember, that he once knew it.

Of the Degrees of Human Knowledge.
All our knowledge consisting in the view the mind has of its

Own ideas, wliich is the utmost light and greatest certainty we are

capable of, the different clearness of our knowledge seems to lie

in the different way of perception the mind has of the agreement
or disagreement of any of its ideas. When the mind perceives

this agreement or disagreement of two ideas immediately by them-
selves, without the intervention of any other, we may call it intui-

tive knowledge ; in which cases tlie mind perceives truth as the

eye does light, only by being directed towards it. Thus the

mind perceives, that wliite is not black ; that three are more than

two, and equal to one and two. This part of knowledge is irre-

sistible, and, like the bright sunshine, forces itself immediately to

be perceived as soon as ever the mind turns its view that way. It

is on this intuition that depends all the certainty and evidence of

our otlitr knowledge; winch certainty every one finds to be so

great, that he cannot imagine, and tlierefore cannot require, a

greater. The next degree of knowledge is, where ilie mind per-

ceives not tliis agreement or disiigiTenu-nt immediately, or by the

juxta-posilion, as it were, of tlie ideas, because those ideas eon-

cerniug wiiose agreement or disagreement the inquiry is made,
cannot oy the mind be so put together as to shew it. In this case

the ininri is found to discover the agreement or disatrreement
which it scarcli>-s, by the intervention of other idias: and this is

what we call reavoning. Thus, if we would know tlie agreement
ordisagreemeiit ill bigness between tlie three angles of atnanglr
and two right angles, we cannot liy an iiiiinedi.ile view and com-
paring them do it; because the three angles of a triangle cannot
be brought at once, and be compared with any other one or two
anglef^ And so of this the mind has no imineiliate or intuitive

knowledge. Hut we must lin<l out some otiier angles to wliieh the

three angles of a triangle have equality ; and liiuliiig tlioseequ.il

to two right ones, we come to know the equality of tht-se liiree

angles to two right ones. These intervening ideas which serve to

shew the ngreement of any t«o others, are called proofs: and
where the agreement or <lisagreeinent is by this means plainly and
clearly perceived, it is called demonstration. A quickness in the
niiuU lo lird those proofs, and to apply them right, is called saga-

city. This knowledge, though it be certain, is not so clear and
evident as intuitive knowledge. It requires pains and attention,

and steady application of mind, to discover the agreement or dis-

agreement of the ide.is it considers; and there must be a progres-

sion by steps and degrees before the mind can in this way arrive at

certainty. Before demonstration there was a doubt, which, in

intuitive knowledge, cannot happen to the mind that has its faculty

of perception left to a degree capable of distinct ideas, no more
than it can be a doubt to the eye, that can distinctly see white and
black, whether this ink and paper be all of a colour. Now, in

every step that reason makes in demonstrative knowledge, there

is an intuitive knowledge of that agreement or disagreement it

seeks with the next immediate idea, which it uses as a proof : for

if it were not so, that would still require a proof : since without
the perception of such agreement or ilisagreeinent, there is no
knowledge produced. By which it is evident, that every step in

reasoning that produces knowledge has intuitive certainty; but
when the mind perceives, there is no more required but to re-

member it, to make the agreement ordisagreemeiit of the ideas,

concerning which we inquire, visible and certain. 1 his intuitive

perception of tlie agreement or disagreement of the intermediate

ideas, in each step and progression of the demonstration, must also

be exactly carried in the mind : and a man must be sure that no
part is left out; which because in long deductions the memory
cannot easily retain, this knowledge becomes more imperfect than

intuitive, and men often embrace falsehoods for demonstrations.

It has been generally taken for granted, th;it mathematics alone are

capable of demonstrative certainty. But to have such an agree-

ment or disagreement as may be intuitively percen ed, being not

the privilege of the ideas of number, extension, and figure alone,

it may possibly be the want of due method and application in us,

and not of sufficient evidence in things, that dcmonstraticjn has

been thought to have so little to do in other parts of knowledge :

for, in whatever ideas the mind can perceive the agreement or

disagreement immediately, there it is capable of intuitive know-
ledge: and where it can perceive the agreement or disagreement

of any two ideas, by an intuitive perception of the agreement or

disagreement they have with any intermediate ideas, there the

minci is capable of demonstration, which is not limited to the

ideas of figure, number, extension, or their modes. The reason,

why it has been generally supposed to belong to them only, is

because in comparing their equality or excess the modes of num-
bers have every the least difference very clear and perceivable.

And in extension, though every the least excess is not so percepti-

ble, yet the mind has found out ways to discover the ju^t equality

of two angles, extensions, or figures ; and both, that is, numbers
and liaures, can be set down by visible and lasting marks. But
in other simple ideas, whose modes and difTereiices are made and
counted by degrees, and not quantity, we have not so nice and
accurate a distinction of their differences, as to perceive or find

wavsto measure their just etiuality or least differences: for those

other siirple ideas being appearances or sensations produced in us

by the size, figure, motion, &c. of minute coipuscles singly in-

sensible, their dilferent degrees also depend on the variation of

some or all of those causes; which, since it cannot be observed

by us in particles of matter, whereof each is too subtile to be per-

ceived, it is impossible for us to have any exact measures of the

difl'erent degrees of these simple ideas. Thus, for instance, not

knowing what number of particles, nor what motion of them, is fit

to produce any precise degree of whiteness, we cannot demon-
strate the certain equality of any two degrees of whiteness, because

we have no certain standard to measure them by, nor means to

distinguish every the least ditTerence; the only help we have being

from our senses, which in this point fail us. But wiiere the dif-

ference is so great as to produce in the mind ideas clearly distinct,

tliere ideas of colours, as we see in different kinds (blue and red,

for instance,) areas capable of demonstration as ideas of number
and ex'ensinn. What is here said of cdours holds true in all se-

condary qualities. These two then, intuition and demonstration,

are the degrees of our knowledge ; whatever comes short of one of

these is but faith or opinion, not knowledge, at least in all general

truths. There is, indeed, another perception of the mind rm-
ployed about tlie particular existence of finite beings without us ;

which going beyond probability, but not reaching to either of the

foregoing degrees of certainty, passes under the name of know-
ledge.
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ledge. Nothing can be more certain tlian that the idea we receive

from au external object is in our minds: tins is intuitive know-
ledge ; but whether we can thence certainly infer the existence of

any thing without us corresponding to that idea, is that whereof

some men think there may be a question made, because men have

inch an idea in their minds when no such things exist, no such

object affects their senses. But it is evident, that we are invinci-
' bly conscious to ourselves of a ditferent perception, when we look

upon the sun in the day, and think on it by night; when we ac-

tually taste wormwood or smell a rose, or only think of that sa-

vour or odour. So that we may add to the two former sorts of

knowledge this also of the existence of particuliv external objects,

by that perception and consciousness we have of the actual en-

trance of ideas from them, and allow these three degrees of know-
ledge, viz. intuitive, demonstrative, and sensitive. But since

our knowledge is founded on and employed about our ideas only,

w ill it follow thence, that it must be conformable to our ideas

;

and that where our ideas are clear and distinct, obscure and con-

fused, there our knowledge will be so too? No : for our know-
ledge consisting in the perception of the agreement or disagreement

of any two ideas, its clearness or obscurity consists in the clearness

or obscurity of that perception, and not in the clearness or obscu-

rity of the ideas themselves. A man (for instance) who has a clear

idea of the angles of a triangle, and of equality to tw o right ones,

may yet have but an obscure knowledge of it. But obscure and
confused ideas can never produce any clear or distinct knowledge ;

because, as far as any ideas are obscure or confused ; so far

the mind can never perceive clearly whether they agree or

disagree.

Of the Extent of Human Kkowi.edge.

From what has been said concerning knowledge, it follows, 1st,

That we can have no knowledge farther than we have ideas.

2dly, That we have no knowjedge farther than we can have per-

ception of that agreement or disagreement of our ideas, either by
intuition, demonstration, or sensation. 3illv, We cannot have an

intuitive knowledge that shall extend itself to all our ideas, and
all that we would know about them, because we cannot examine
and perceive all the relations they have one to another by juxta-
position, or an immediate comparison one with another. Thus
we cannot intuitively perceive the equality of two extensions, the
difference of whose figures makes their parts incapable of an exact
immediate application. 4thly, Our rational knowledge cannot
reach to the whole extent of our ideas ; because between two dif-

ferent ideas we would examine, we cannot always find such proofs
• as we can connect one to another, with an intuitive knowledge in

all the parts of the deduction. 5thly, Sensitive knowledge reach-
ing no farther than the existence of things actually present to our
senses, is yet much nanower than either of the former. 6thly,

Ffomallthis it is evident that the extent of our knowledge comes
not only short of the reality of things, but even of the extent of

car own ideas. We have the ideas of a square, a circle, and equa-
lity; and yet perhaps shall never be able to find a circle equal to

.a square. The affirmations ornegations we make concerning the
ideas we have, being reduced to the four sorts above-mentioned,
viz. Identity, co-existence, relation, and real existence, we shall

examine how far our know ledge extends in each of these. First,

As to identity and diversity, our intuitive knowledge is as far e.x-

tended as our ideas themselves ; and there can be no idea in the
mind which it does not presently, by an intuitive knowledge, per-
ceive to be what it is, and to be different from any other. Se-
condly, As to the agreement or disagreement of our ideas in co-
existence: in this our knowledge is very short; though in this

consists the greatest and most material part of our knowledge con-
cerning substances. For our ideas of substances being nothing
but certain collections of simple ideas co-exlsting in one subject,

(our idea of flame, for instance, is a body hot, luminous, and mov-
ing upward ;) when we would know any thing farther concerning
this, or any other sort of substance, what do v.e do, but inquire
what other qualities or powers these substances have, or have not ?

which is nothing else but to know, what other simple ideas do or
do not co-exist with those that make up that complex idea ? The
reason of this is, because the simple ideas, which make up our
complex ideas of substances, have no visible necessary connection
or inconsistence with other simple ideas, whose co-existence with

VOt. III.—NO. 142.
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them we would inform ouivelres about. These ideas being like-

wise, for the most part, secondary qualities, which depend upon

the primary qualities of their minute or insensible j'arts, or on
something vet more remote from our comprehension, it is impos-

sible we should know which have a necessary union or inconsis-

tmcy one with anotlier, since we know not the root whence they

spring, or the size, figure, and texture of parts on which they de-

pend, and from which they result. Besides this, there is no dis-

coverable connection between any secondary quality, and those

primary qu-^ilities which it depends on. We are too far from know-

ing what figure, size, or motion produces, (for instance, a yellow

colour, a sweet taste, or a sliarp sound,) that we can by no means

conceive how any size, figure, or motion, can possibly produce in

us the idea of any colour, taste, or sound, whatsoever ; and there is

no conceivable connection between the one and the other. Our
knowledge tlierefore of co-existence reaches liltle fartlier than ex-

perience. Some few, indeed, of the primary qualities have a ne-

cessary dependence and visible connection one with another; as

figure necessarily supposes extension ; receivm^ or communicat-

ing motion by impulse supposes solidity. Bbt qualities co-ex-

istent in any subject, without this dependence and connection,
'

cannot certainly be known to co-exist, any farther than experience^'

bv our senses informs us. Thus, though upon trial we find gol(f
'

yellow, weighty, malleable, fusible, and fixed, yet because none
of these have any evident dependence or necessary connection

with the other, we cannot certainly know that where any four of

these are, the fifth will be there also, how highly probable soever

it may be : but the highest degree of probal)ihty amounts nof to .

certainty; without which there can be no true knowledge : for

this co-existence can be no further known than it is perceived ;

and it cannot be perceived, but either, in particular subjects, by
the observation of our senses, or, in general, by the necessary -

connection of the ideas themselves. As to the third sort, the

agreement or disagreement of our ideas in any other relation, this

is the largest field of knowledge, and it is hard to determine how
far it may extend. This part depending on our sagacity in find-

'

ing intermediate ideas that may shew the habitudes and relations

of ideas, it is difficult to tell when we are at the end of such dis-

coveries. They, that are ignorant of Algebra, cannot imagine

the wonders in this kind that are to be done by it ; and what fur-

ther improvemeHts and helps advantageous to other parts of know-
ledge the sagacious mind of man may yet find out, it is not easy

to determine. The ideas of quantity are not those alone that are

capable of demonstration and knowledge; other and perhaps more
useful parts of contemplation would undoubtedly aflbrd us cer-

tainty, if vices, passions, and domineering interest, did not op-

pose or menace endeavours of this kind. ^I'he idea Ota Supreme
Being, infinite in power, goodness, and wisdom, whose workman-

'

ship we are, and on whom we depend ; and ideas of ourselves, .is
^

understanding rational creatures; would, if duly considered, af-

ford such foundation of our duty, and rules ot action, as might
place Morality among the sciences capable of demonstration.

The relations of other modes may certainly be perceived, as well
•'

as those of number and extension. Where there is no property,

there is no injustice, is a proposition as certain as any demonslra-
tion in Euclid : for the idea of property being a right to any thing,

and the idea of injustice being the invasion or violation of that

right, it is evident that these ideas being thus established, and
these names annexed to them, we can as certainly know this pro-

position to be true, as that a triangle has three angles equal to two
right ones. As to the fourth sort of knowledge, viz. of the real

actual existence of things, we have an intuitive knowledge of our
own existence ; a demonstrative knowledge of the existence of
God; and a sensitive knowledge of the objects that present them-
selves to our senses. From what has been said, we may disco-

ver the causes of our ignorance, which are chiefly these three : 1st,

Want of ideas: 2dly, Want of a discoverable connection between
the ideas we have: 3dly, Want of tracing and examining our
ideas.

Of the Rlality of our Knowledge.

The reader by this time maybe reaily to object. If it be true

that all knowledge lies only in the perception of the agreement or
disagreement of our own ideas, the visions of an enthusiast, and
the reasonings ot a sober man, will be equally certaui : It is no

-

<i It

'

natter
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matter how things are, so a man observe but the agreement of, his

own imaginations, antl talk conformably; it is all truth, all cer-

tainty, 'i'o tliis it is answere<l, That if our knowledge of our ideas
should terminate in tliem, and reach no farther, when there is

something farther intended, our most serious thoughts would be
of little more use than the reveries of a crazy brain. But it is evi-

<lent that this way of certainty, by the knowledge of our own
ideas, goes a little farther tlian bare im.igin'ation; and that all the
certamty of general truths a man has, lies in nothing else but this

knowledge of our ideas. It is erident, that the mind knows not
things immediately, but by tlie intervention of the ideas it has of
tiiem. Our knowledge therefore is real, only so far as there is a
conformity between our ideas and the reality of things. But how
siiall we know wlien our ideas agree with things themselves?
there arc two sorts of ideas, that we may be assured agree with

, things : these are,

Jst, Simple Ideas; which, since the mind can by bo means
make to itself, must be tlie effect of things operating upon the
riind in a natural way, and producing therein those perceptions,
V'hith, by the will of our Maker, they are ordained and adapted
to. Hence it follows, that simple ideas are hot fictions of our
fancies, but the natural and regular productions of tilings without
«5, really operating upon us; which carry with tUem all the con-
fo.rmity our stale requires, whicli is to represent tilings under those
appearances they are fitted to produce in us. Thus the idea of
whiteness, as it is in tlie mind, e.xactlv answers that power which
is in any body to produce it there. And this conformity between
oar simple ideas, and tlie e.\istciice of things, is sufficient for real

liiiovvledge.

Ildiy, All our Complex Ideas, except those of substances,
being archetypes of the mind's own making, and not referred to

the existence of things as to their originals, cannot want any con-
formity necessary to real knowledge : for that which is not de-
signed to represent any tiling but itself, can never be capable of

a wrong representation. Here the ideas themselves are considered
-as archetypes, and things no otherwise regarded than as they are
conformable to tliem. Thus the mathematician considers the
truth and properties belonging to a rectangle or circle only as

they are ideas in his own mind, which possibly he never found ex-
isting mathematically, that is, precisely true : yet his knowledge
is not only certain, but real ; because real things are no farther

concerned, nor intended to be meant by any such propositions,

than as things really agree to those archetypes in his mind. It is

true of the idea of a triangle, that its three angles are equal to two
right 01,es: it is true also of a triangle, wherever it exists : what is

true of those (igiires, that have barely an ideal existenee in his

mind, will hold true of them also wlien they come to have a real

existence in matter. Hence it follows, that moral knowledge is

as capable of real certainty as mathematics: for certainty being
nothing but the perception of the agreement or disagreement of

our ideas, and demonstration nothing out the perception of such
agreement by the intervention of other ideas; our moral ideas, as

veil ^s mathematical, being archetypes themselves, and r>o ade-
quate or complcfe ideas, all the agreement or disagreement we
shall find in them will produce real knowledge, as well as in

mathematical figures. That which is requisite to make our know-
ledge certain, is the clearness of our ideas ; and tliat wliich is re-

quired to make it real, is, that they answer their archetypes.
lUdly, But the complex ideas, which we refer to archetypes

without us, may <lili'er from them, and so our knowledge about
them may come sliort of being real ; and such are our ideas of
substances. These must be taken from something that does or
'has existed, and not be made up of ideas arbitrarily put together
wilhoi* any real pattern. Herein, therefore, is founded the rea-

lity of our knowledge concerning substances, that all our complex
ideas of them must be such, and such only, as are made up of
such simple ones as have been discovered to co-exist in nature.
And our: ideas being thus true, though not perhaps very exact
copies, are the subjects of the real knowledge of them. "What-
ever ideas we have, the agreement we find they have witli others
•will be knowledge. If those ideas be abstract, it will be general
knowledge. But to make it real concerning substances, the ideas
must be taken from the real existence of things. Wherever,
therefore, we perceive the at;reemont or disagreement of our
-ideas, tliere is certaic kuowkdge ; and wherever we are sure

those ideas agree with the reality of things, there is certain reaS
knowledge.

Of Truth in Geveral.

Truth, in the proper import of the word, signifies the joining
or separating of signs, as the things signified by them do agree or
disagree with one anotlier. The joining or separating of signs, is

what we call Proposi'.ions ; so that truth properly belongs only to
propositions: whereof there are two sorts, mental and verbal; aa

there are two sorts ot signs commonly made use of, ideas and
words. It is difficult to treat of mental propositions without ver-
bal ; because, in speaking of mental, we must make use of words,
and then they become verbal. Again, men commonly in their

thoughts and reasonings use words instead of ideas; especially if

the subject of their meditation contains in it complex ideas. If

we have occasion to foim mental propositions about white, black,
circle, &c. we can, and often do, frame in our minds the ideas
themselves, without reflecting on the names; but when we would
consider, or make propositions about the more complex ideas,

as of a man, vitriol, fortitude, glory, &c. we usually put the
name for the idea ; because the idea these names stand for being .

for the most part confused, imperfect, and undetermined, we re-

flect on the names themselves, as being more clear, certain, and
distinct, and ready to occur to our thoughts, than the pure ideas

;

and sn we make use of these words instead of the ideas themselves,
even when we would meditate and reason within ourselves, and
make tacit mental propositions. We must then observe two sorts

of propositions that we are capable of making: 1st, Mental pro-
positions, wherein the ideas in onr understanding's are put toge-
ther or separated, by the mind perceiving or judging of their

agreement or disagreement. 2(.\, Verbal propositions, which ars
words put together or separated in affirmative or negative senten-
ces : so that proposition consists in joining or separating signs

;

and truth consists in putting together or separating these signs, ac-

cording as the things they stand for agree or disagree. Truth, as

well as knowledge, may well come under the distinction of ver-
bal and real ; that being verbal truth, wherein terms are joined ac-

cording to the agreement or disagreement nf the ideas they stand
for, without regarding whether our ideas are such as really have or
are capable of liaving an existence in nature. But they contain
real truth, when these signs are joined as our ideas agree; and
when our ideas are such as, we know, are capable of having an
existence in nature ; which in substances we cannot know, but by-

knowing that such have existed. Truth is the marking down in

words the agreement or disagreement of ideas as it is; falsehood is

the marking down in words the agreement or disagreement of

ideas otherwise than it is: and so far as these ideas, thus marked
by sounds, agree to their archetypes, so far only is the truth real.

The knowledge of this truth consists in knowing what ideas the

words stand lor, and the perception of the agreement or disagree-

ment of those ideas, according as it is marked by those words.
Besides truth taken in the strict sense above mentioned, there are

other sorts of truths : As Ist, Moral Iruth ; which consists in speak-

ing of things according to the persuasion of our o\vn minds, "dly.
Metaphysical truth ; which is nothing but the real existence of

things conformable to the ideas to which we have annexed their

names. These considerations of truth either having been before

taken notice of, or not being much to our present purpose, it may
suffice here only to have mentioned them.

Of our Knowledge of Existence.

Hitherto we have only considered the essences of things; which
being only abstract ideas, and thereby removed in our thoughts
from particular existence, give us no knowledge of existence at

all. We proceed now .to inquire concerning our knowledge of

the existence of things, and how w6 come by it. We have liie

knowledge of our own exislence by intiiition ; of the existence of

God, by revelation and demonstration ; and of other things, by
sensation.

Of Judgement.

The understanding faculties being given to man, not barely for

speculation, but also for the conduct of his life, a man would be

at a great loss if he had nothing to direct him but .what has the

certainty of true knowledge. He that will not cat till he has de-

monstration
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iiionstratioii lliiil il will noiiribh him, nor 3(ir till he is infallibly as-

siir.'d of sitfi-css in his business, will have liltlc c'sc to ilo but to sit

ttill aiul [jcrisli. 'rherefoio, as God hath set so:iie things in broad

div-lighl ; as he has given iis some certain knowledge, thoujih li-

mited to a few things in comixirison, probably as a taste of what

iniellcclual creatures are capable of, to excite in us a desire anil

endeavour after a better state ; so, in the greatest part of onr con-

ciTJis he has afibrded us only the twilight of probability, suil-

alde to thai state of mediocrity and probation he has been

pleased to place us in here. The faculty which God has given

man to enlighten him, next to certain knowledge, is judgement ;

whereby the mind, takes its ideas to agree or disagree, without

perceivmg a demonstrative evidejice in the proofs. 'I'he mind ex-

«rcise3 this judgement sometimes out of necessity, where demon-
strative proofs and certain knowledge are not to be had ; and

sometimes out of laziness, unskilfuhiess, or haste, even where they

are to be had. This faculty of the mind, when it is exercised im-

mediately about things, is called judgement : when about truths

delivered in words, is most commonly called assent or dissent.

Thus the mind has two faculties conversant about truth and false-

hood : 1st, Kno^vledge ; whereby it certainly perceives, and is un-

doubtedly satisfied of, the agreement or disagreement of any ideas.

2dly, Judgement ; which is the putting ideas together, or separat-

ing'thcm trom one another in the mind, when their certain agree-

ment or disagreement is not perceived, but presumed to be so.

And if it so unites or separates them as in reality things are, it is

right judgement.

Of PROBABILITy.

Probability is nothing but the appearance of the agreement or

disagreement of two ideas, by the intervention of proofs, whose
connection is not constant and immutable, or is not perceived to

be so ; but is or appears for the most part to be so ; and is enough
to induce the mind to judge tjie proposition to be true or false, ra-

ther than the contrary. Of probability there are degrees, from

the neighbourhood of certainty and demonstration, quite down to

improbabdity and unlikeliness, even to the confines of impossibi-

lity : and also degrees of as»ent, from certain knowledge, and
what is next to it, full assurance and confidence, quite down to

conjecture, doubt, distrust, and disbelief. That proposition then

is probable, for which there are arguments or proofs to make it

pass or be received for true: the entertainment the mind gives to

this sort of propositions, is called belief, assent, or opinion. Pro-

bability then being to supply the defect of our knowledge, is al-

ways conversant about propositions whereof we have no certainty,

but only some inducements to receive them for true. The
grounds of it are, in short, these two : 1st, The conformity of any
thing with our own knowledge, experience, or observation. 2dly,

The testimony of othei's, vouching their observation and experi-

ence. In the testimony of others is to be considered, 1. The
number; 2. The integrity; 3. The skill of the witnesses ; 4.

The design of the author, if it be a testimony cited out of a book ;

h. The consistency of the parts and circumstances of the relation;

0. Contrary testimonies. The mind, before it rationally assents

to or dissents from any probable proposition, ought to examine all

the grounds of probability, and see how they make, more or le>s,

for or against it ; and upon a due balancing of the whole, reject or

receive it, with a more or less firm assent, according to the pre-

ponderaney of the greater grounds of probability on the one side

or the other. But there are prepositions that challenge the highest
<ii gree of our assent upon bare testimony, whether the thing pro-
iosed agree or disagree with common experience and the ordi-

ry course of things or no : the reason whereof is, because the
timony is of such an one as cannot deceive or be deceived ;

,<1 tliat is God himself. This carries with it certainty beyond
lubt, evidence beyond e\ception. This is called by a peculiar

name, revelation, and our assent to it, faith, which has as much

certainty in it as our knowledge itself; and we may as well doubt
of our own being, as we can whether any revelation from God be
true. So that faith is a settled and >ure jjrinciple of assent and as-

surance, and leaves no manner of room for doubt or hesitation:

only we must be sure tliat it be a divine revelation, and that

we understand it right, else we shall expose ourselves to all

the extravagancy of enthusiasm, and all the error of wrong prin-

ciples, if wu have taith and assurance in what is not divine revela-

tion.

Of Reason.

The word reason, in English, has difTercnt significations. Some-
times it is taken for true and clear j)rincipk's ; sometimes for clear
and fair deductions from those principles; sometimes for the
cause, and particularly for the final cau-.e : but the sense in which
we shall use it here is, as a faculty whereby man is supposed to be
distinguislied from beasts, and wherein il is evident he much sur-

passes them. Keason is necesjary, both for the enlargement of
our knowledge, and regulating our assent ; for it halh to do both
in knowledge and opinion, and is necessary and assisting to all our
other intellectual faculties; and indeed contains two of them, viz.

1st, Sagacity, whereby it finds intermediate ideas; 2dly, Illation,

whereby it so orders and disposes of them as to discover what con-
nection there is in each link of the chain whereby the extremes
are held together, and thereby, as it were, to draw into view the
trutli sought for ; which is that we call illation, or inference, and
consists in nothing but the perception of the connection there is

between the ideas in each step of the deduction ; whereby the
mind conies to see either the certain agreement or disagreement
of any two ideas, as in demonstration, in which it arrives at know-
ledge ; or their probable connection, on v, hich it gives or with-
holds it assent, as in opinion. Sense and intuition reach but a
little way ; the greatest part of our knowledge depends upon de-
ductions and intermediate ideas. In those cases where we must
take propositions for true, without being certain of their being so,

we have need to find out, examine, and compare, the grounds of
their probability: in both cases, the faculty which finds out the
means, and rightly applies them to discover certainty in the one,
and probability in the other, is that which we call reason. So
that in reason we may consider these four degrees: 1. The dis-

covering and finding out of proofs. 2. The regular and methodi-
cal disposition of them, and laying them in such order as their

connection may be plainly perceived. 3. The perceiving their

connection. 4. The making a right conclusion. See Logic.
Reason, though of a very large e.xtent, fails us in several instances

;

as, 1st, Where our ideas fail : 2d!y, It is often at a loss, because
of the obscurity, confusion, or imperfection, of the ideas it is em-
ployed about. Thus having no perfect idea of the least extension
of matter, or of infinity, we are at a loss about the divisibility of
matter. 3dly, Our reason is often at a stand, because it perceives
not those ideas, which vvould serve to shew the certain or probable
agreement or disagreement of any two other ideas. 4thly, Our
reason is often engaged in absurdities and difficulties, by proceed-
ing upon false principles, which being followed lead men into con-
tradictions, and inconsistency in their own thouglits. Sthly, Du-
bious words, and uncertain signs, often puzzle men's reason, and
bring them to a nonplus. Though the deducing one proposition
from another be a greater part of reason, and that which it is

usually employed about
; yet the principal act of ratiocination is

tlie finding the agreement or disagreement of two ideas one with
another, by the intervention of a third ; as a man, by a yard, finds

two houses to be of the same length, which could not be brought
togetlier to measure their equality by juxla-position : words have
their consequences as the signs of such ideas : and things agree or
disagree, as really they are ; but we observe it only by our ideas.

In reasoning, men ordinarily use four sorts of arguments. See
Argumentum.

I
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METAPLASM, [(xiTaTiXao-fio;,] in grammar, is a change made

in a word, by adding, retreiicliing, or altering, a syllable, or letter

thereof.

METAPTOSIS, [from (UiTO, against, and jrrujcri,-, a fall,] the

lapse of one disease into another.

METASTASIS, [(u.!y»<rT»trit,] in medicine, is a transposition

or settlement ot some humour or disease in some other part ; and
Jonu'tinies it signifies such an alteration of a disease as is succeed-
ed bv a soUition.

METASYNCHRISIS, [from [j-int, against, and s-uyxjio-i;, a

concretion,] a restoration ; the removal of a morbid concre-
tion.

METATARSUS, [f/.^™ and Ta.{<ro;,] the middle of the foot,

which is composed of five small bones connected to those of the

first part of the foot. See Anatomy.
METATHESIS, [|ut7«3'fj".-,] in grammar, a species of the me-

tai)lasm ; being a figure wliereby the letters or syllables of a word
sre transposed or shifted out of their usual situations, as pistris for

pristis, Lybia for Libya, &c.
Met,\tiif.sis, in medicine, is used with respect to morbid

causes, which, wheji they cannot be evacuated, are removed to

places where they are less injurious.

METAURO, a river of Italy,' in the marquisate of Ancona,
which runs mto the .\drialio, near Ancona.
Metauro, a river of Naples, in Calabria Ultra, which runs in-

to the .'Vdriatic, 6 miles S. of Nicotera.

METAURUS, in ancient geography, a town of Italy, in the
country of the Brutii, now called Metro.
Metaurus, a river of Italy, now called Metauro.
METELIN, the modern name of the island of Lesbos. See

Lesbos, and Mitylene.
METEMPSYCHOSIS, [/.iet», beyond, and tfx^ux®, ani-

mated,] Pythagoras and his followers held, that after death men's
•ouls passeil into otiier bodies, of tliis or that kind, according to

the manner of life tliey had led. If they had been vicious, they
were imprisoned in the bodies of miserable beasts, there to do pe-

nance fer several ages ; at the expiration whereof, they returned
afresh to animate men. But if they lived virtuously, some hap-
pier brute, or a human creature, was to be their lot. Some au-

thors, however, maintain that the metempsychosis of Pythagoras
implied nothing more than a similitude of manners, desires, and
studies, formerly existing in some person deceased, and now re-

Tived in another alive. Pythagoras is said to have borrowed the

notion of a metempsychosis from the Egyptians ; others say, from
the ancient Brachmans. It is still retained among the Banians and
Other idolaters of India and China ; and makes the principal foun-

,dation of their religion. So extremely arc they bigoted to it, that

they not only forbear eating any thing that has life, but many of
them even refuse to defend themselves from wild beasts. 1 hey
burn no wood, lest some little animalcule should be in it ; and are
so very charitable, that they will redeem from the hands of strang-

ers any animals that tliey find ready to be killed.

METEMPTOSIS, "[from ^tra, after, and w.irw, I fall,] a
term in chronology, expressing the solar equation, necessary to

prevent the new moon from happening a day too late ; by which
it stands contradistinguished from Proenipfosis, which signifies the
lunar equation, necessary to prevent the new moon from happening
a day too soon. The new moons running a little backwards, that

is, coining a day too soon at the end of 312 years and a half; by
the proemptosis, a day is added every 300 years, and another
every 2400 years : on the other hand, by the metcmptosis, a bis-

sextile is suppressed each 134 years : that is, three times in 400
years. These alterations are never made but at the end of each
century ; that period rendering the practice of the calendar easy.

There are three rules for making this addition or suppression of the
bissextile day, and for changing the index of the epacts. 1. When
there is a meteiiiptosi*, the next following, or lower index, must
be taken. 2. V\' lien there is a proemptosis without a metemptosis,
the next preceding or superior index is to be taken. 3. When
there are both a metemptosis and a proemptosis, or when there is

neither the one nor the other, the same index is preserved. Thus,
in 1600, we had D : in 1700, by reason of the metemptosis, C was
taken: in 1800, there was both a proemptosis and metemptosis;
so the same index was retained. In 1900, there will be a me-
temptosis again, when B will be taken ; which will be preserved
in 2000, because there will then be neither the one nor the other.

This is as far as we need to compute for it : but Clavius has calcu-

lated a cycle of 301,800 years; at the end of which period, the

same indices return in the same order.

METEOR, [by the Greeks called (^itwi™, q. d. high raised ;

and by the Latins, imprcssio, as making signs or impressions in

the air,] is extended to the phxnoniena of hail, rain, snow, thun-

der, &:c. but is most commonly confined to those unusual and
fiery appearances named falling stai-s, ignes fatui, aurorae boreales,

&c. whether they appear at a great distance from the earth or not.

See these articles, and Meteorology.
METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL, a table recording the

daily state of the air, exhibited by the barometer, thermometer,
hygrometer, anemometer, and other meteorological instruments.

We have many journals of this kind, kept at the house of the

Royal Society, and by different observers in other places, in the

Philosophical Transactions, the Memoirs of the Academy of

Sciences, and similar publications. See the next article.

METEOROLOGY.
METEOROLOGY, [(xAwja and >>eyu),] a science which in-

restigates those ph;enomena of the atmosphere, commonly called

meteors, giving an account of the circumstances attending each,

and explaining the causes whence they arise.

Of the Objects of Meteorology.

The objects of this science are naturally divided into three

classes : viz. 1. Luminous and Fiery Meteors, including the Halo,
the Parhelion or mock-sun, the Rainbow, the Fata Morgana, the

Ignis Faluiis, the Stella Cadens or falling star, the Draco Volans
©r flying dragon, the Aurora Borealis or northern morn, Thunder,
and Lightning. 2. Airy Meteors, including Hurricanes, Tor-
nadoes, the Harmatlan, the Siroc, Whirlwinds, Trade-winds, &c.
3. Aqueous Mtteors, including Evaporation, Water-Spouts,
Clouds, Mists, Rain, Dew, Snow, and Hail. See these articles

in their order. To treat of all these in a satisfactory manner, it is

plain that we ought to have an intimate acquaintance with the

constitution of the atmosphere ; with the nature of those powerful
agents by which it appears to be principally influenced, viz. fire,

light, and electric lluicl ; and with their peculiar modes of opera-

lion and action upon one another and upon the atmosphere, and
fbis in every possible variety of circumstances. Nor is even all

this sufficient: the various phxnomena of rain, wind, snoTv,'heat,

cold, &c. are known to depend very much upon the situation of

different places on the surface of the earth ; and their occasional

variations are with great reason supposed to proceed, partly at

least, from changes which take place in the bowels of the earth:

whence a meteorologist ought not only to be perfectly well ac-

quainted with geology, but wUh mineralogy also ; and that to an

extent at which human knowledge will probably never arrive. In

a science so very difficult, it is not to be supposed that any thing

like a certain and established theory can be laid dow n : our ut-

most knowledge in this respect goes no farther yet, than to the

establishment of a few facts ; and in reasoning even from these, we
are involved every moment in questions which seem scarcely

witiiin the compass of human wisdom to resolve. Most of the

atmospherical phenomena are so various and uncertain, that it

seems impossible to reduce them to aiiy kind of rule. Every

ye.ar, for instance, differs in a vast number of particulars from that

which preceded it, even in such as are the most similar to one an-

other. Sometimes we find a number of years successively similar

to one another, and another set quite different taking place inmie-

diately after them. Some have supposed that this succession took

place every nineteen years, nearly the time of the revolution of

A the
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the moon's notles ; but the observations on which this opinion is

built are by no means sufficient to establish it, and the dissimila-

rity betweeu the phinomena of diftereut years sufficiently war-

rants us to conclude, that other causes, besides the regular action

of the sun and revolution of the earth, arc concerned. Some of

these causes have been supposed to be fermentations and other

commotions within the bowels of the earth itself, but the immense
variety which occurs in meteorological appearances can by no
means be accounted for by the interference of such causes. But
.-•. little attention to the subject will lead us to conclude that these

plijcnomena are the consequences of chemical action by which
there is a continual and rapid succession of new combinations and
decompositions. " Though the phenomena of the weather, says

Dr. Thomson, must have at all times attracted much of the atten-

1 of mankind, because their subsistence and their comfort in a

u measure depended upon them, it was not till the 17th cen-

tury, that any considerable progress was made in investigating the

laws of meteorology. How desirous soever the ancients might
' ve been to acquire an accurate knowledge of this science, their

:;t of proper instruments entirely precluded them from cultivat-

...j, it. By the discovery of the barometer and thermometer, in

the 17lh century, and the invention of accurate electrometers and
hygrometers in tiie 18th, this defect is now pretty well supplied ;

and philosophers are enableil to make nieteorological observations
with ease and accuracy. Accordingly a very great number of
such observations have been collected, which have been arranged
and examined from time to time by ingenious men, and conse-
quences deduced from them, on wliich several difterent theories

o: the weather have been built. But meteorology is a science so

ccdingly difficult, that notwithstanding the united exertions of

le of the first philosophers of the age, the pha^nomena of the
'.< father are still very far from being completely understood; nor can
we expect to see the veil removed, til! accurate tables of observa-

tions have been obtained from- every part of the world, till the at-

mosphere has been more completely explored, and the chemical
changes which take place in it ascertained. The changes, which
take place in the atmosphere demonstrate, in the clearest manner,
that new combinations and decompositions are continually going
on m it. On these chemical alterations, the greater number of me-
teorological phjenomena depend : they may be considered as the
result of the mutual action of the ditferent component parts of the
atmosphere ; and would admit of an easy explanation, if we were
thoroughly acquainted with all these substances, and with the che-
mical laws which govern their action. The most important mete-
orological phenomena are, 1. The changes which take place in

the weight of the atmosphere. 2. The changes which take place
in its temperature. 3. The fogs, clouds, and rain, which so often
precipitate from it. 4. The violent agitation into which it is often
thrown: and, 5. The electric phaenomena which sometimes ac-
company or occasion these precipitations and agitations. The
considerations of these phanomena shall occupy the five follow-
ing sections."

I. Of the Changes in the Weight of the Atmo-
sphere.

" The barometer indicates to us the weight of a column of air,

extending to the top of the atmosphere, and whose base is equal to
that of the mercury. At the level of the sea, where the column of
air is longest, the mean height of the barometer is thirty inches.
This Sir George Shuckburgh found to be the case in the Mediter-
ranean and the Channel, in the temperature of 55° and 60°; M.
Bouguer, on the coast of Peru, in thai of 84°

; and Lord Mul-
grave in lat. 80°. The mean height of the barometer is less, the
higher any place is situated above the level of the sea, because the
column of air which supports the mercury is the shorter. The
barometer has accordingly been used for measuring heights. See
Barometer. But if a barometer be allowed to remain in one
place, the mercury does not remain stationary ; sometimes it rises,
aud at other times' falls, varying to the exlent of several inches ; of
course the weight of the air, which balances (Jie mercury must be
subject to the same changes. Hence we learn, that the air in the
same place is sometimes light, and at other times heavy ; difVer-
ences which must be o.ving to changes in its quantity. The baro-
meter then informs us, that the quantity of air above any spot is

I

liable ta continual alterations. Coiiseqnentlv either the air accu-
voL. HI.—NO. 142.

mulates in particular spots, while it partially abandons others ; or

part of the atmosphere must be alternately abstracted altogether,

and restored again by some constant, though apparently irregular,

process. Between tiie tropics the varialioriS of the barometer are

exceedingly small ; and it is remarkable, that, in that part of the

world, it does not descend above half as much for every 200 feet

of elevation as it does beyond the tropics. In the torrid zone,

too, the barometer is elevated about two-thirds of a line twice

every day ; and this elevation happens at the same time with the

tides of the sea. As the latitude advances towards the poles the

range of the barometer gradually increases, tiH at hist it amounts

to two or three inches. This gradual increase will appear fron\

the following table

:

Table of the Range of the Barometer.

Lat.
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felly liigh; and low in calm weallicr, when tl.e air is inclined to

rain ; it sinks on high winds, r'sei higliest on easterly and norther-

ly winds, and sinks when the wind blows frur.i the S. At Cal-

cutta, it is always highest when tlie wind blows from the N. \V.

and N. and lowest when it blows trom the .i. E. The barometer

falls suddenly before tempests, and undergoes ^reat oscillations

during their continuance. Mr. Copland of Dum(-ies has remark-

ed, (in the Manchester Trans, vol. iv.) that a high barometer is

attended with a temperiiture above, and a low barometer with one
below the monthly mean." See UiROMETr.R. *' Such are the

pharnomena respecting the barometer, as far as they can be re-

duced under general heads. \ arious attempts have been.made to

explain them, but hitherto without any great succe»B. See Atmo-
sphere, and Barometer. The theory of Mr. Kirwan appears
to me by far the most plai:sible, though it is not sufficient to ex-

plain all tlie facts." Here Dr. Thomson gives " a kind of ab-

stract of Mr. Kirwan's theory," of which we shall give an abridged
view. " The density of the atmosphere is least at the equator,
and greatest at the poles; for the centrifugal force, the distance

from the earth's centre, and the heat, are there at their maximum,
while at the pole they are at their minimum. The mean height of

the barometer at the level of the sea, all over the globe, is thirty

inches ; the w eight of the atmosphere, therefore, is the same all

r.ver the globe. The ysfeight of the atmosphere dependi^n its

density and height ; where its density is greatest, the heightHfiVlst

be least ; and where its density is least, its height must be greatest.

See At.mosphere. The height of the atmosphere must therelore

be greatest at the etpiator and least at the poles ; and it must de-

crease gradually between these, so th.it its upper surface will re-

semble two in< lined planes meeting above the equator. During
summer, when the sun is in our hemisphere, the mean heat be-

tween the equator and the poles does not differ so much as in

winter. Indeed the heat of the northern countries at that time

equals the heat of the torrid zone: thus in Russia, during July

aiul August, tlie thermomett>r rises to Sj^ Hence the rarity of

the atmosphere at the pole, and its height, will be increased. Its

upper surface, therefore, in the N. hemisphere will be less inclin-

ed, while that of the S. hemispliere will be more inclined. 'l"he

reverse will take place during winter. The density of the atmo-
iphere depends greatly on the pressure of the superincumbent co-

lumn ; and, therefore, in the torrid zone, will not decrease so fast

as in the temperate ami frigid zones, because its column is longer,

and there is a greeter proporlion of air in the higher part of it.

This accounts for Mr. Cas5i;n's observation, that the barometer
sinks only half as much for every 200 feet of elevation, in the tor-

rid as in the temperate zones. I'he density of the atmosphere at

the equator, therefore, though at the surface of the earth it is less,

must at a certain height e(iual, and at a still greater surpass its

•density in the temperate zone?, and at the poles. A current of

air is constantly ascending at the equator, and part of it reaches

and cor.tinues in the higher parti ot tiie atmosphere. From its

fiiiidity it cannot accnnuil.ite above the equator, but must roll

down the inclined plane, which the upper surface of the atmo-
sphere assumes towards the poles. As the surface of the atmo-

sphere of the N. hemisphere is more inclined during our winter

than that of the S. a greater quantity of the cquatoreal current of

air must flow upon the N. than upon the S. atmosphere ; so thai

the (piaiitity of our atmosphei-e will be greater during winter, than

that of the S. hemisphere ; but during summer the reverse will

take place. Hence the greatest mercurial heights take place dur-

ing winter, and the range of the barometer is less in summer than

in winter. The density of the atmosphere is in a great measure
regulated by the heat of the place: wherever the cold is greatest,

'the density will be greatest, and its column shortest. High coun-

-tries and lofty mountains must be colder, and the coUinni of air

• over them much shorter. The current of air will linger and ac-

cumulate over these places in its passage to the poles, and thus

occasion an irregularity in its motion, producing a similar irregu-

larity in the barometer. Such accumulations will be formed over

'the N.-VV. parts of Asia and North America : hence the barome-

'ier stands higher and varies less than in Europe. Accumulations
.are also formed upon the Pyrenees, the Alps, the mountains ol

-Africa, Turkey, Tartary, ancf Thibet. When these have g'^ne on

;for some time, the density of the air becomes too great ; it rushes

ijWwu on. the neighbouring couiitiies, aiui produces cold winds,

which raise the barometer. Hence the rise of it which attena^
N. E. winds in Europe, from accumulations in the N. W. of Asia,
or about tlie pole ; hence too the N. W. wind from the mountains
of Thibet raises the barometer at Calcutta. It is probable that

considerable quantifies of air are destroyed in the polar regions.
Wlien this happens the atmosphere to the S. rushes in to hll up
the void. Hence the S. W . winds take place, and the barometer
falls. As the mean heat of our atmosphere differs in different

years, its density, and the quantity of equatoreal air, which flows
towards the poles, must also be variable. Hence the range of the
barometer differs in different years. In some years greater accu-
mulations than usual take place in the mountainous parts in theS.
of Europe ami Asia ; owing perhaps to earlier snow or long con-
tinued logs. AVhen this takes place, the atmosphere in the polar
regions w ill be proportionally lighter. Hence the prevalence of
S. winds in some winters more than others. As the heat in the
torrid zone never dilfers much, the density and height of the at-

mosphere will not vary much. Hence the range of the baj'ometer
within tlie tropics is small ; and increases gradually towards the
poles, because the dilTerenee of the temperature, and consequently
of the density, of the atmosphere increases with the latitude. The
diurnal elevation of the barometer in the torrid zone correspond-
ing to the tides, observed by Cassan, &c. must be owing to the
influence of the moon on our atmosphere. This influence, not-
withstanding tlie attempts of D'Alembert, seems altogether in-

adequate to account for the various plKenomena of the winds. It
is not so easy to account lor the tendency ol the barometer to rise-

as the day advances. Perhaps the additional quantity of vapour
added to Ihe atmosphere, by increasing iis quantity, may pro-
duce the efiect. The falls of the barometer which precede, and
the oscillations which accompany, violent storms and hurricanes*

shew us, that these ph^enomena are produced by very great rare-

factions, or perhaps destruction, of air, in panicular parts of the at-"

mosphere. The falls of the barometer, too, that accompany
winds, proceed from the same cause. The falling of the barome-
ter which generally precedes rain, remains still to be accounted
for : but we know too little about the causes by which rain is

produced to be able to account for it in a satisfactory manner."
See Rain.

II. Of the Temperature of the Air.

" Though there is a considerable difference in every part of tlie

world between the temperature of the atmosphere in summer and
in winter; though in the same season the temperature of almost
every day, and even every hour, dilfers from that which precedes-

and folJows it ; though the he.it varies continually in the most irre-

gular and seemingly capricious manner—still tjiere is a certain

mean temperature in every climate, v.hich the atmosphere has al-f

ways a tendency to observe, and which it neither exceeds no*
comes short of, beyond a certain number of degrees. What this

temperature is, may be known by taking the mean of tables of ob-
servations ke|it for a number of years ; and our knowledge of it

must be the more accurate, the greater the number of observa-
lioHS is. The mean animal temperature is greatest at the e(|uatot,

(or a degree or two on the N. side of it,) and it diminishes gra-

dually towards the poles, where it is least. This diminution takes

place in ariUimetical progression ; or the annual temperature of art

the latitudes are arithmetical means between the mean annual
temperature of the equator and the pole. This was first discove^
ed by Mr. Mayer; and, by an equation which he founded on it,

but rendered considerably plainer and simpfer, Mr. Kirwan has

calculated the mean annual temperature of every degree of lati-

tude between the equator and the pole. He proceeded on the

follow hig principle : Let Ihe mean annual heat at tlie equator be
m, and at the pole m — n ; put P for any other latitude ; the

mean annua! temperature of that latitude will be m — nx sin. »'.

If therefore the temperature of any two latitudes be known, the

value of m and n may be found. Now the tcmper.alure of N.
Eat. 40° has been found bv the best observations to be 62-l°,

and that of Eat. 5U°, 52-9°. The square of the sine of 40° is

nearly 0-419, and the square of the sine of JO" is nearly 0'58ti.

Therefore Kt — 0-41 n = 62-1, and
m — 0-5S n = 52-9 ; therefore

62-1 -j-0-41 H = 52-9-1- 0-58 n, as each of them
from the two first equations, is equal to ?n. i'rom this last e(|ua-

A tiep
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tion the value of n is ioim j to be 53 nearly; and m is nearly
equal to 84. Tlie mean temperature of the equator, therefore, is

Si°, and that of the pole 31°. 'i'o lind the mean temperature for

every other latitude, we have only to lind S8 arithmetical means
between 84 and 31." lu this manner .Sir. Kirwan calculated the
following

TARLE
Of- the Mean Annual Temperature of the Standard Situation

in every Latitude.

Lat.
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Sequel of the TABLE of the Monthly Mean Temperature of the Standard from Lat. 80° to Lat. 9°.

Lat.
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" If llie elevation of a cooiitry above tin- Ic-vcl of the sea pro-

CPeils at a greater rate tliaii six feet per mile, we iiuist, acconling

to Mr. Kiruan, for every 200 feel of elevation diminisli the an-

uual temperature of the standard in that latitmle as follows : if the

elevation be at the rate of 6 feet per mile, -^ of a degree ; 7 feel i
;

13feet, /;;; l.'i or upwards, i. I'or every 50 mih-s distance from

the standard ocean, the mean amuial lemjieratnie in dilferenl lati-

tudes i> to be depressed or raised nearly at the following rate :

From Lat. 70" to 35° depressed 4- of a degree,

35 1
30
"5 raised ^
20 i

10 i

"The cause of the heat of the atmosphere is evidently the sun's

rays. -The heat wiiich they produce i.s less according as they fail

obfiquely ; hence the temperature constantly diminishes from the

equator to the j)ole, because their obliquity constantly increases

with the latitude. Tint if the heat depended on the solar rays

alone, it would disappear in the pol.ir regions during winter, when
the sun ceases to rise. This, however, is by no means the case ;

the mean tem))erature even at tlie pole is 31"; and we fmd within

the arctic circle as hot weather as under the equatoi-. I'lie reason

of this is that llie sun's rays heat the earth considerably during

suouner: this heat it retains and gives out slowly during winter,

and thus moderates the violence of the cold ; and summer returns

before the earth has time to be cooled beyond a cei lain degree.

'I'his is the rea-on, that the coldest weather does not take place at

the winter-solslice, but some time after, when the temperature of

the earth is lowest ; and that the greatest heat takes place also some
considerable time after the summer-solstice, because then the

temperature of theeartli is highest. For pure air is not lieated by
the solar rays which pass through it ; but acquires slowly the tem-
perature of the earth with which it is in contact. This is the rea-

son why the temperature decreases acconhng to the elevation

above the level of the sea. Since the atmosphere is heated by
cont;ict with the superhcies of the earth, its temperature must de-

pend upon the capacity of the superficies for receiving and trans-

mitting heat. Now this capacity ditfers very much in land and
water. Land, especially vihen dry, receives heat with great reaili-

ness, but transmits it through its own substance very slowly. Dr.
Hales found, that, in 1724, when the air and surlace oi the earth

were both at 88°, a thermometer placed only two inches below the

surface stood at Bj" ; another 16 inches below at 70*^
; and another

S4 inches deep at 63°.—The earth, at about 80 or 90 feet below
its surface, ccjnstantly retains the same temperature ; and this is

nearly eepial to the mean annual heat of the country. Hence the

mean aniuial temperature of any country, may be found pretty

accurately by e.\aniining the heat of deep wells or springs.

Water receives heat slowly on account of its transparency ; but
what it does receive is very quickly carried through the whole
mass. Land is often heated and cooled to a much greater degree
than sea is. Dr. Raymond often fouud the earth near Marseilles
healed to 170°, but never found the sea above 77°: in winter the

earth was often cooled down to 14°, but the sea never lower than
45°. The sea-atinosphere, therefore, ought to preserve a much
more uniform temperature, than the land-atmosphere; and we
flTid this to be the case. The cause of the greater equability of wa-
ter than land is evident. In summer the surface of the sea is con-
stantly tooled down by evaporation; an<l in winter, whenever the
surface is cooled, it descends to the bottom from its increased gra-
vity while its place is supplied by warmer water. This process
goes on continually, an I in winter is over before the atmosphere
has been able to tool down the water bevoiid a certain degree.
"These observations enable us to e\plain" the difference which
takes pl.-ice between the annual temperature of the atmosphere
above the ocean, and that of places at some considerable distance
from it. As the sea is never heated so highly as the land, the
mean simiir.er-temperature at sea may be considered all over the
svorld as lower than on land. During winter, when the power of
the sun's rays in a great measure ceases, the sea gives out heat to
the air much more readily than the earth: the mean winter-tem-
perature, therefore, at sea, is higher than on land; and in cold
countries tlie diflerence is so great, that it more than eounterba-
lunces the ditference which takes place in summer ; so that in hich I

VOL. 111.—NO. 142. ' '

I latitudes the n)ean annual tinipeiaiurc ought to be greater than

I

(.n l.Mid. Accordingly Irom lat. 70° to 35°, to find llie tempera-
tiiieot a place, the standartl-temperature for the same latitude

I

(uight to be depressed one-eighth of a degree for every filty miles

I

distance ; for the cold which t.ikes phue in winter always iir reuses

ill pro))ortion to the distance from tiie standard. At a less dis-

tance th.m lilt\ miles, the tempeji.tures of laud and sia are so

blended bv se.i'aiid land-winds, that there is htlle dil'leience in the

annua! mean. In lower l.,l.tu<les than 30'', the rays of the sun,

even in winter, retain eonsider.ible power; the surface of llie earth

is never cooled very low ; consequently the difference between
the annual temperatures of the sea and land become less. As we
approach nearer to the equator, the power of tlie solar rays during
winter increases so that the mean winter-temperature of the land-

atmosphere approaches nearer and nearer to that of the sea, till at

last at the eipiator it equals it. After we pass lat. 30°, therefore,

the mean annual laud-temperatuve gradually exceeds that of tht;

sea more and more, till at the equator it exceeds it a degiee for

every fifty miles distance. Such then, in general, is the n,ethod
of Imdini" the mean annual temperature over the globe. Tiiere

are, however, several exceptions to these oeneral rides," enu-
merated bv Dr. Thomson, of which we shall only quote one or
two of the jjrincipal. " Small seas surrounded with land, at least

in lemi)erate and cold climates, are generally warmer in summer
and colder in winter, than the standard ocean, because tlie\ are a

good ileal inlluenced by the temperature of the land, 'i'lie Gulpli
of Bothnia, tor instance, is for the most ))art frozen in winter; but
in summer it is sometimes heated to 70°; a degree of heat ne\ec
lo be Iduud in the opposite part of tlie Atlantic. The German
sea is abo<'c three degrees colder in winter, and five degrees
warmer in summer, than the Atlantic. The Mediferianeati

sea is, for the greater part of its extent, warmer both in

summer and winter than the Atlantic, which therefore Hows into

it. 'llie eastern parts of North America are much colder than
the opposite co.ist of Europe, and fall short of the stanilard by
about 10° or 12°, as appears from American Meteorological Ta-
bles. The causes of this remarkable dillcrence are many. The
highest part of North America liei between 40° and 50° of N. lat.

and 1 00* and 1
10° of W. Ion. of London; for there the greatest

rivers originate. The very height, therefore, makes this spot
colder, than it otherwise would be. It is covered with immense
forests, and abounds with large swamps, which render it incapable,

of receiving any great degree of heat ; so that the rigour of winter
is much less tempered by the heat of the earth than in the old
continent. Islands are warmer than continents in the same degree
of latitude, and countries lying to the windward of extensive
mountains or forests are warmer than those lyi.ig to the leeward.
Stones or sand have a less capacity for heat than earth has, which
is always soinewhat moist; they heat or cool, therefore, to a
greater degree. Hence the violent lieat of Arabia and Africa,

and the intense cold of Terra del Fuego. It is probable that the

variations of the barometer, as well as those of the thermometer,
are susceptibl.- of what we may term a local cliaracter for each
tract or country diliering in climate. This will be most readily

discovered by the following mode of investigation : prepare
a sheet of paper ruled in squares with pale ink ; the horizontal
lines agreeing with the inches and decimal divisions of the scale

of the barometer, the perpendicular, which may be about twice as

distant, representing divisions of time. It will be convenient to

consider each line as denoting midnight, and to mark the days of
the mouth at the top of the columns tiius defined. On this scale

let the several notations of any register of the barometer be set

down by means of a dot for each, placed in the part of the scale

where it may point out the time and the elevation. The ilcsired

number of notations thus made, a curve may be drawu through
the series of dots, which will repre-ent at one view the course of
the barometer for the time. It will be found, on comparing a
number of these curves, tlialtliey characterise, in a certain degree,
not only the latitude and season, but the locality of the observa-
tions. So that although the most obvious resemblances may be
traced in dill'erent years of the same register, yet the general ap-
pearance of registers from dilferent diiiuites, will be found lo difVer

in all respects. In this way may be seen at one view both the
correspondence between the latitude or elevation above the sea
of any plate, and the range at that place ; and the coincidence be-
tween the movements of the barometer, and the other phacuomena

6T of
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of the vvcatlii-r. Il is obvious tluit llie same mode, and even the

same scale, may be made to serve for teniperaliire also, by mark-

ing degrees upon the horizontal lines, and changing the appear-

ance of the line representing temperature, so as to lUike it readily

distinguishable from the otlier curve. 'I'licre is a correspondence

in this climate between the two instruments, whicli will thus often

become conspicuous. It consists in an elevation of temperature

after a rise of the barometer, and vice versa: the exceptions to

this occur chiefly at the setting in of frost, and when it rains with

lliewind from the eastward. But the most remarkable circum-

stance wliich has thus been brought to light is, an intiuence which

the sun and moon exercise over the atmosphere in respect to its

pressure; and which is detailed in a series of observations, accom-
panied with a chart of this kind, for the year 1798, in the Philoso-

phical Magazine, vol. vii. p. 355. The effect of this is, a ten-

dency in the atmosphere to gain weight while the moon is passing

to either quarter, and vice versa to lose it during the approach of

full or new moon. The actual change which on a mean of ten

years is fuund always to take place at London, amounts only to

tsvo-teiiths of an inch in the barometer, which thus occurs twice

in each moon. The apparent intiuence is often much greater for

a considerable time together. There is something in these move-
ments of the atmosphere very much rcseml.'ling the waves produ-

cible in dense fluids. Thus a sudden and great depression in the

barometer is followed by an equally sudden rise, which is often

carried beyond the point from which the original movement com-
menced, and vice veisa. In Plate CXIX is given the specimen

of the register above noticed.

III. Of Ev\poration anu Rain.

Evaporation is the principal cause of almost all the meteors of

our atmosphere, and may be reckoned in a more particular man-

ner the eflect of heat. Evaporation is a natural process which is

contuuially going on, and bv means of which the atmosphere sup-

plied with' aqueous vapours is what furnishes mists, dew, rain, hail,

snow, &c. See Evaporation', and Kain. We found reason to

conclude, says Dr. 'i'homson, that the water of the atmosphere

exists in the state of vapour. We are indebted to the experiments

of Saussure and De Luc, for much of our knowledge, of th<' qua-

lities of vapour. It is an elastic invisible lluid like common air,

but lighter; being to common air, according to Saussure, as ten

to fourteen, or accorduig to Kirwan as ten to twelve: it cannot

pass beyond a certain maximum of density, otherwise the particles

of water, which compose it, unite together and form small, hollow,

visible vesicles, called vesicul.u- vapour; which is of the same

specific gravity with atmospherical air. It is of this vapour that

clouds and fogs are composed. This maximum increases with the

temperature, and at the heat of boiling water is so great, that steam

can resist the whole pressure of the air, and exist in the atmosphere

in any quantity. Eva[)oration, at least in om- chmate, is about

four times greater during the summer than the winter half-year:

other things being equal, it is so much more abundant, the greater

the difference is between the temperature of the ?ir and of the

evaporating surface; so much the less, the nearer they approach

to the same temperature, and least of all, v hen they actually ar-

rive at it. Whenever the atmosphere is more than filteen degrees

colder than the evaporating surface, little evaporation takes place

at all. Evaporation is powerfully promoted by winds, especially

cold winds blowing into warm countries, or warm winds blowing

into cold countries. 'I'racts of laud covered with trees or vegeta-

bles emit more vapour, than the same space covered with water."

Pr. Thomson, after quoting the eNperiments of Dr. Hales, Dr.

Watson, and others, upon this subject, for which we refer the

reader to the article EvapokaTion, has tliis general remark, that,

"the formation of chnids and rain cannot be accounted for by a

single nriiK'iple with which we are acquainted. It is neither owing

to The saturation of the atmosphere, nor the diminution of heat,

nor the mixture of airs of different temperatures, as Dr. Hutton

supposes; for clouds are often formed without any wind at all

either above or below them; and even if this mixture constantly

took place, the precipitation, instead of accounting for rain, would

be almost imperceptible." Elem. Cliem. Vol. IlL p- 321. We
must, therefore, in accounting for the phenomena of evaporation

and rain, admit the joint agency of different principles. The wa-

ter being raised into the atmosphere, by means of evaporation, is

there suq>ended, and by its con<lensation or precipitation pruduci
tlie phenomena of clouds. The clouds or forms assumed bv tl

suspended water in the interval between the first precipitation an
the descent of rain, afiord a copious held of observation. The;
are not, as might be hastily supposed, the sport of winds, changin
with every movement of the containing medium. Indeed tli

atmosphere, at the height where clouds usually appear, is undi:
turbed by the various obstacles which throw it into contendin
streams and eddies near the surface of the earth, and Hows in

more direct and even current. Accordingly, the particles of w;
ler which it contains are allowed to assume a certain arrangement
and constitute a form, which is often equally v/ell defined at a di:

tance with that of solids. From observations relative to this sul.

ject, Mr. Howard was led to conclude that the forms or modific;
tions of the clouds are subject to certain fixed laws, in their prt
duction, their action on each other, and their resolution into rail

And the better to describe these modifications he formed a nomei
clature, which we shall here quote, and refer the reader fnr a fuj

tlier account of this subject to the Philosophical Magazine, Vo,
16, and 17. There are three simple and-distinct moditicatiqiis, i

any one jf which the aggregate of minute drops, called a clone
may be formed, increase to its greatest extent, and linally dt
crease and disappear. By modilication is to be understood siinpl

tlie structure or manner ef aggregation, not the precise form i

magnitude, which indeed varies every moment in most cloud:
The principal modilications are commonly as distinguishable froi

each other as a tree from a hill, or the latter from a lake; althou"
clouds in the same modification, considered with respect to cac
other, have often only the common resemblances which exi;

among trees, hills, or lakes, taken generally. Tlie same ag"r«
gate, which has been formed in one modification, upon a chai/o

in the attendiant circum^jfances may pass into another. Or il ma
continue a consideiabfe time in an intermediate state, pirtak ii" (

the characters of two modifications; and it may also disappear I

this stage, or return to the tirst modification. Lastiv, aggregate;

separately formed in dilTerent modifications, may unite and pas

into one, exhibiting dilierent characters in different parts; or

portion of a simple aggregate may pass into another modificatioi

without separating from the remainder of the mass. Hence, iog(

ther with the simple, it becomes necessary to admit intermedial

and compound modifications, and to impose names on such c

them as are worthy of notice. The simple modilications are the

named and defined : See Plate CXIX. 1.C/)t;/.s. Dcf. Nub«
cirrata, tenuissima, qua; iindique crescat. Parallel, flexuous, e

diverging fibres, extensible in any or in all directions. 2. Ciimului

Def Nnbes cumulata, densa, sursum crescens. Convex or cc

nical heaps, increasing upward from a horizontal base. S.Stratui

Def Nubes strata, aqua; modo expaiisa, deorsimi crescens.

widely extended, continuous, horizontal, sheet, increasing froi

below. The intermediate modifications which require to be nc

ticed arc : A. Cirrn-cuinulus. Def. NubeculiB densiores, subrc

tunda", et quasi in agmine apposita;. Small, well defined, rounc

ish masses, in close horizontal arrangement. 5. Cirro-slratu.

Def Nubes extenuata, subconcava vel undulala. Nubecul;
hujusmodi apposils. Horizontal or slightly inclined masses, atti

nuated towards a part or the whole of their circumference, cm
cave downward ; or undulated, separate, or in groups, consistin

of small clouds, having these characters. The compound modil

cations are: (j. Ciimulo-stratus. Def Nubesdensa. basim cunui

cum structura patente exhibens. A dense cloud with the base <

the cumulus, but in its upper part extended into a broad fl;

structure. 7. CinHulo-cirro-stnitus, rcl nimbus. Def. Nub(
vel nubium congeries pluviam effundens. Tlie rain-cloud. .

cloud, or system of clouds, from which rain is falling. It is a h(

rizontal sheet, above which the cirrus spreads, while the curauh
^

enters it laterally, and from beneath.

IV. Of the Electricity of the Atmosphere.
" The electrical state of the atmosphere, (says Dr. Thomsoi

" is a point of considerable importance, and has, with great pr(

prietv, occupied the attention of philosophers ever since V
Franklin demonstrated that thunder is occasioned by the agent

of electricity." " There are four sources of atmospheric electr

city known: 1. Friction: 3. Evaporation: 3. Heat an

CoLn : 4. Expansion and Contraction: see these article;

9 n
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not to iiKMitioii till' electricity evolvcil by tlu' melting, frt'tziiig,

solution, &c. of vatloiis liodu'S in contucl of air. During every
discliaige of electricity, whether natural or artificial, tliroiigli air,

some change siniihir to combustion undoubtedly takes place. The
light and the peculiar smell, with which all electrical discliarges

are accompanied, demonstrate this; for no light is perceptible,

when electricity is discharged in a vacuum. What the chajige is,

which electricity produces in air, or how it produces it, are ques-

tions winch, ill the present state of our knowledge, are altogelher

insoluble. However, from this and other phsnomena of electri-

city, we are warranted to conclude that, in many cases, it exerts a

powerful agency in the production of meteors." See Electri-
city, and the several articles above referred to.

V. Of the principal Agents in producing Meteorolo-
gical PHyENOMENA.

Heat and cold are very powerful agents in producing various

meteors : but these are only relatives, and different modilicatioiis

of the same fluici. Though we do not know what connection there

is between heat, cold, and electricity, yet we know that this last is

very mud; affected by them ; tor heat make> bodies more pervi-

ous to electricity than otherwise they would be, and cold makes
tliem less so. Hence the most violent electrical pluruomena are

observed in hot countries; while in the colder regions those which
depend on a more moderate electrification, as aurors boreales,

are more frequent. From what has been already said, however,
about the nature of the different agents concerned in meteorology,
both ill this article and in other parts of the work, we may take the

following view of the causes of meteors in general. 1. Evapora-
tion, combined with electricity, profluces all the phsnomena of

vapour, fog, clouds, rain, &c.; and according as tliese two are

joined to certain degrees of heat or cold, thcv pioduce dew, hoar-

frost, rain, liail, or snow. The pha-nomena of dew and hoar-frost

seem to proceed from a quantity of aqueous and undecomposed
vapour which always exists in the atmosphere; and which, being
raised by mere heat, is coifdeiised by mere told, without under-
going that process by which water is changed into air. Hence it

botii ascends and descends'; for if we cover a small space of ground
with plates of glass, they will be wetted both above and below.
1 lie reason is, that tiie evaporation from tlie ground does not stop

immediately after the air begins to cool, especially if it be covered
with any thing which prevents the access of the cold air, as the

gUiss-plates do in this case. The cold air, therefore, acting upon
the glass, condenses the vapour below it, in th • same manner that

the head of u -Ul\ or the receiver of a retort condenses the vapours
which rise fio;n the matter to be distilled. If the cold be v^ry
intense, hoar-frost appears instead of dew; which is nothing more
than the dew frozen after it falls upon the ground, in the same
manner that the vapour in a warm room congeals on the inside of

the windows in a frosty night. As this seems to be the whole
process, it has not been observed that any electricity is concerned
in the production of dew. When the vapour has been thoroughly
decomposed, and become invisible, it very frequently returns

back to its pristine state, so far as to assume the appearance of

miit or fog. In this case, electricity is evidently concerned ; for

Mr. Cavallo has observed that all logs are electrified. \Mieu tlic

process luis advanced farther, and the water begins to collect jnto

drops, the electricity is still more remarkable; and it is with great
reason supposed, that it i.-. by means of elcctric.il repulsion tha( the
drops of ram keep at a regular distance from one aiiotlier. When
the cold is intense, and the electricity strong, the drops of water
are Irozeii, and hail is produced : but snow indicates a more mo-
derate degree of electricity; and a very violent cold, accompa-
nied witii a strongly electrical atmosphere, produces that exces-
sively disagreeable vapour in the polar regions called frost-smoke,

which is a general congelation of all the aqueous moisture con-
tained in the atmosphere. Uy viol-nt electricity alone are pro-

duced the phsenomena of thunder, lightning, ijre-balls, ignes latui,

and the aurora borealis. In the pha:nomena of thunder, evapora-
tion, and the othpr agents by wliicli rain and hail are prodncpci, are

also concerned ; though electricity is most remarkably so, aiyl

thunder and lightning of the most violent kiiul frequently occur
without any rain. 'J he ignis fatuus, aurora borealis, large tire-

balls, and tile smaller ones called falling stars, seem to depend
upon electricity alone, without any aid from evaporation, lirat, or

cold. Aurora borealis, indeed, is most common in the noilhern
and southern paits of the world, where the cold is intense; though
this seems to be owing, not to the cold, but to the natural emis-

sion of the electrical fluid, from the polar regions in much grestcr

quantities than from others. Tbe fire-balls commonly appear col-

lected on the yciy extreme boundaries of the atmosphere, where,

from the violent resistance already mentioned, the fluid is confin-

ed as it were in a concave shell, which it cannot by any mcan.s

|)enetrate in great quantities in any particular place. Dr. Blag-

den has clearly proved, that fire-balls are "• great bodies of elec-

tric mailer, moving from one part of the heavens, where to our
conception it is superabundant, to another where it is deficient."

But though these fire-balls contain an immense quantity of this

fluid, they can only proceed in an horizontal direction, and never
fly perpendicularly up from the earth, as those sometimes do which
are lormed near the ground. By the action of heat and electricity

con>bined, are produced the pha-noinena of hurricanes, whirlwinds,

and water-spouts. It is not, indeed, known in what manner those

agents combine themselves to produce such tremendous effects;

but it seems evident that electricity is a principal agent in them,
as the sea-water becomes unusually clear before a hurricane, and
niaiiv signs of electricity are likewise observed in the heavens.

The winds are su|)posed to proceed mostly from the heat of the

sun rarifying the atmosphere, and occasioning a continual influx of

fresh air to fill up tlie vacuum ; but very violent winds are fre-

quently observed where no such cause can be supposed to exist.

'I'hus, on the tops of high mountains the winds are commonly very
violent ; and mountainous countries, especially when cold, are for

the most part also subject to high winds. As the tops of moun-
tains, however, are known to be strongly electrified by their at-

tracting and repelling the clouds, we must suppose that electricity

has a considerable share in producing the winds which are gene-

rally so violent on their tops. This will appear the more proba-

ble, when we consider that frequently storms of wind, and those

of the most violent kind, seem to be brought along with clouds. .

METEORIC STONES, substances which have been found
to fall to the ground on the explosion of fire-balls. See Aero-
Liths, and Balls of Fire.
METEOROMANCY, a species of divination by meteors,

princiijally by lightning and thunder.

METESSIB, an officer of the eastern nations, who has the care

.and ovenight of all the public weights and measures, and sees that

•things are made justly according to them.
METHEGLIN, a species of mead ; one of the most pleasant

and general drinks the northern parts of Europe afford, and much
used among the ancient inhabitants. See Mead.
METHOD, in logic. See Logic.
METHODISTS, METHODICl, in the bi.tory of medicine.

a sect of ancient physicians, who reduced the whole art of healing

to a few common principles or appearances. The Methodists

were the followers of Thessalus ; whence they were also called

Thessalici. They were strenuously opposed by Galen in several

of his writings.

Methodists, a denomination given to the followers of the late

Rev. John Wesley, and Ijy some also applied to the foJlowers of

the Rev. George Whitelie'ld. In Nov. 1729, Mr. John Wesley',

being then a fellow of Lincoln College, Oxford, .Mr. Morgan
commoner of Christ's Church, Mr. Charles Wesley student, and

Mr. Kirkman of Mertoii College, set apart some evenings for

reading the original scriptures, and prayer. Soms time after they

were joined by Mr. Ingham of Queen's ColWge, Mr, BrouglUoji
of
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of Exeter, and Mr. James Ilervey, and in 173j by tlie celebrated

KIi;. George Wliitelield. 'lliey began now to move in a more
public sphere, appropriating a part ot their time fur iusmicting the

prisoners, and visiting the sick. They also instituted a fimd for

the relief of the poor; and in order to accomplish their benevolent
design, Mr. John Wesley not only abridged himself of all the su-

perfluities, but even of many of the necessaries of life. 'I'hcir

holy deportment soon attracted the attention of the college cen-

sors and students, who discountenanced thiir proceedings, brand-

ed them with many opprobrious epithets, ileiiominateti them Sa-

cramentarians, the Godly Club, and afterwards Metiiodists; which
name was first giyi-n Iheni by a tellow of Merlon College, in allu-

sion to a certain college of physicians who flourished at Uome
about the reign of Nero, and jvere remarkable for putting their

patients under regimt'ji. ]n 1735, Mr. John We5lev sailed along
villi his brother Charles, Mr. Ingham, and Mr. IJelamotte, for

Georgia, in order to preach the gospel to the Indians. The piety

and devotion, which they manifested during the vov;'ge, was
liighly commendable, and such as bespoke their minds impressed
with a due sense of their important undertaking; but failing in

their grand design, and some other disagreeable circumstances
arising, Mr. John Wesley returned to England, after having been
absent near two years, and was succeeded by his valuable ?'ricnd,

the Rev. (ieorge Whitehfld, a man every way qnalihed to please

and profit his hearers. Upon Mr. Wesley's return to England he
was united to preach in several churches, but the concourse of
jjeople who followed him was so great, that the churches in gene-
ral were soon shut against him. However his labours were not in

vain; the minds of many were religiously, inipressed; and about
lifty persons agreed to meet together for free conversation, to be-
gin and end with singing and prayer. These he left upon the 13th
June, 1738, on a visit to the Moravian Brethren in Germany,
from wlience he returned upon the l6ih Sept. It was yet his de-
sire and design to preach in the etablislied church, as he ever en-
tertained a sincere regard for it ; but for the cause above assigned
he was not permitted. lie therefore preached in Newgate, in

some dissentmg chapels in London, and in different places in the
country where he could obtain admission. He also visited Ox-
ford and Bristol, and had the happiness to see his labours blessed.

It was at this early period of Methodism, when most of his valua-
ble friends forsook him, among whom was that jusllv celebrated
character before mentioned, the late Rev. George Whitefield,
who, during this lime, had been chiefly emploved in America,
where he imbibed certain doctrines contrary to those taught by
Mr. Wesley. Upon his return to England, in 1741, a temporary
separation took place betwi.vt them, although Mr. Wesley used
every possible means to prevent it. Not long after this \Mlliam
Cudworth and James Kelly separated from Mr. Whitefield.
These two gentlemen were Antinomians, avowed enemies to the
Law of God, and termed all who preached it Legalists. With
them preaching the Law was an abomination. They would preach
Christ, as they termed it, though they neither inforced holiness
nor good works. These were still denominated Methodists,
though differing so widely from them both in the principle and
practice. Bui Ihougli Mr. Whitefield and Mr. Wesley difl'ered in

seniiment, they lived and died united in heart; for Mr. White-
field, in his will, written by his o«n hands, inserts as follows : "

I

leave a mourning ring to my honoured and dear friends, and dis-

interested fellow-labourers, the Rev. Messrs. John and Charles
Wesley, in token of my indissoluble union with them in heart and
Christian affection, and notwithstanding our difference in judge-
ment about some particular points of doctrine. The doctrines
taught by .Mr. Wesley and his followers are these : 1st, They teach
that man is fallen ; asserting, that when he came forth out of the hands
of his Maker, he was pure, and that through his disobedience to
the divine command he lost his original rectitude, and subjected
his body to pain and death : Sin

" Brought death into the world, and all our woe:"
depraved all the faculties of the mind, and subjected the soul to
endless misery. 2d, Restoration liy Jesus Christ; maintaining
that his obedience, sufierings, and death, were efficacious to atone
for the great offence, for " as by the ollence of one," &c. Rom. v.

18. They also strongly assert," that the merits of Christ are not
confined to any particular elect number, but general, he being
the propitiation for the sins of the wiiole world. 3d!y, The nature

and necessity of repentance. Or a cordial rciuinciation of sin

arising from a deepstnse of its evil nature, and destructive effects;

and a sincere seeking for deliverance trom it through the Re-
deemer Jesus Christ, from a conviction that there is salvation ii)

no other. 4thly, Justification by faith; they renounce all works
from having any part in a sinner's justification, asserting that a
man is justilied by faith without the deeds of the law, but maintain
that good works will necessarily follow. Their zeal for good
works, as the fruits of faith, has led many to denominate liieni Le-
galists. Sihly, Sanctification, or Christian perfection; proving
liuit upon the exercise of justifying faitli the woik of sanctification

is begun, and that if the believer taithUilly use the grace received,
he will make sensible advances towards holiness, even lili lie ar-

rive at a state of purity in this life, or mcetness for the lieavenly

inherilancc. .Some mistaken persons charge the Methodists wilh
holding absolute perfection attainable, whereas they neither be-
lieve absolute, angelical, nor even paradisiacal, perfection, attain-

able in this life; only such a perlcction as our state admits of;
viz. that grace infused into the soul at justification being brought
unto maturity, or loving God with thr whole heart, which is' ia

Scrijiture olten called being perfect. Cithly, The salvation of all

infants dying in nonage. Vthly, The Trinity of the Godhead with
the c(]ualily of the Persons. Having thus slated their doctrine,

we shall notice their rules. It would exceed our limits to transcribe

every rule or law which exists for the government of so large a

I

body, we shall, therefore, only mention a few of ihe most general

:

1. Every society is divided into classes consisting of about twelve
or fourtien persons, one of whom (^who is judged the best {[uali-

fied) is appointed llie leader. It is his business, 1st, To sec each
person in his class once a-week ; to inc|uire how their souls pros-'
per; to advise, reprove, comfort, or exhort, as occasion may re-

quire; anil to receive what they are willing to give towards the
relief of the jioor. 2d, To meet the ministers and stewards of the
societv; to inform them of any whoare sick, or walk disorderly; and

i to ])ay to the stewards what he has received fromhis class the week pre-
ceding. 2. 1 lis required that all who are received or continue members
of the society should evidence their desire of salvation, 1st, By refrain-

ing from open sin, public amusements, &c. 2d, By doing all the
good in their power by acts of mercy and benevolence to others:

and, 3. By attending diligently to the ordinances of God. 3.

Every approved member receives a ticket, having a portion of
Scripture and a large letter printed upon it, which will procure
his admission to any society, either at home or abroad, its chief
use is to procure admission to the love-feast, a meeting held once
every (piarter, at which most of the members from the different

societies in the circuit attend, and to which none but members are
admitted. This meeting is opened by the superintendant of the
circuit with singing and prayer, after which a small quantity of
bread and water is distributed among them ; which after Ihey
have taken as a token of affection to each other, they are at liberty

to speak if they find themselves disposed, respecting the provi-
dences ot God towards them, or the operations of his grace upon
their minds, observing due order and regularity; but to prevent
imposition, these tickets are renewed every three months, when
each member contributes according to the freedom of his own
iniiid, for the support of the cause in general. The whole body
of members is divided into different circuits, and two, three, lour,

or more ministers are appointed to each, proportioned to its ex-
tent ; one of whom has the superintendency. As no minister is

bound to stay more than one year in a circuit, or allow ed to con-
tinue longer than three, a change takes place every year which
is almost general ; and a conference of the miniiters is held once
a-year. Mr. Wesley, being excluded the churches, and having
no places for the accommodilion of his numerous audiences, was
at last moved to imitate the example which his Lord had set be-

fore him, by preaching in the streets, lanes, and fields:

" 'i hey stood, and under open air ador'd
" The God who made bolh air, earth, hc.iven, and sky."

The societies being much increased in London, Bristol, and other
places, and having in vain solicited assistance from the established

clergy, he was induced to choose out among themselves those

whom he judged the best qualified to instruct the rest. Thus
were lay-preachers introduced. Having now teachers after his

own heart, they enlarged the sphere of action, and soon formed so-

cieties in tho counties of York, Wilts, Gloucester, Leicester,

Warwick,
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\Varuiik, I.idculn, Nottiiigliaiii, &c. But as it was in the In-giii-

niiig of Christianity, so it was now, they were every where spoken

against, and in many places persecuted without any mixture of

mercy, or distinction of sex or circumstances ; inany of the mem-
bers having their houses beset, their bodies maimed, and their |)ro-

perty destroyed ; some of their ministers imiiressed and sent olf

for soldiers, to the disgrace of magistracy, and of many of the

clergy of the established church, who were often the chief insti-

gators of the mob. Some irregularities have ari'ien in different

parts of the connection, but these have been discountenanced,

and opposed to the utmost bounds of prudence. Perhaps in no-

thing is this body so deticient, as in some parts of its government

;

but this is not of choice, but necessity, its extent being so great,

and the genius and education of the different countries so contrary

to each other, that no regular rules can be cstablislied to govern

the whole body, the want of which occasions different modes
of regulations among them, as that which is approved by one

circuit or countv is exi)lodcd by another: for instance, in some

places the people wish to have the holy sacrament administered

by their own ministers in their own chapels ; for which purpose

a number of the preachers have been ordained by the imposition

of hands, both in Britain and America: but in many places both

in England and Ireland the people incline to receive the sacra-

ments in the established church. Both parties are indulged, as the

body wishes to become all things to all men, so far as is consistent

with a good conscience. Their ministers, in general, do not put

much stress on literary knowledge, believing that only a divine call

and qualification are suflicient ; but they (lo not despise hunian

learning : on the contrary they esteem it as serviceable to the con-

gregations of the Lord; and several individuals among them have

niacie very great |>roficiency therein. Their ministers are, in

general, men of deep piety, and exemplary conduct. Their la-

bours are unequalled by those of any other sect; many of them
travelling a number of miles every day, besides preaching ten or

twelve times every week. They love the Calvinists as members
of Christ, though they do iO)t love their doctrine of absolute un-

conditional reprobation. Their charity embraces the whole hu-

nian race; but especially those whom they believe of the house-

hold of faith of every denomijiation. The members, in general,

are very temperate, both in food and clothing; in their dress they

imitate the Quakers in form, though not in quality. They also

avoid alt pkiCes of public amusement, such as theatres, race-

tourses, ball-rooms, &c. Their deportment to each other is very
jtiectionate, being ready to sy-npatliise over the distressed, and
administer to their wants. This has subjected them to the imposi-
tion of designing persons, as it is only needful to adopt the name
of a Methodist to insure relief from that generous body. In the

l.irge societi.s, in London, Bristol, I^eds,Manchester,Sic. thev have
certain persons appointed, whom they judge the best qualified, to

visit and instruct the sick and pray with them; not only of
their own but of other societies, where they can obtain admission;
and have different funds instituted for supplying their wants.

Their unwearied exertions for the public good have a just claim
upon our ronimendi.tion, while their number and di?]>ortment en-
titles them to respect. The members are very numerous, ami the
greater part of iIk'HI have been reclaimed from the most vicious

course of life, but now, in general, adorn the gospel of Christ,

Those who wish to be more fully informed of tiieir history and
customs, may consult Mr. Wesley's Journals and other writings ;

ar his Life by Dr. Coke and H. More. Their doctrines will be
found i "iparlially handled in the works of the late llev. John
Hetchei, vicar of Madelev.
MKTIUJSIiLAH, [nS«iin», Heb. i. e. the weapons of death,]

or MATHVSAi-A,orM vthus. i.AH.lhesonof Enoch, wasborn A.M.
CS7, begot Lamech .r. R74, ;i.id died in 1656, beinjr the very year
of the deluge, atthea^e of<>l;9, which is the greatest age upon re-

cord that has been attaiiied to by any man (Gen. v. 21, 22, .tc.)

METHWOLD, a town of iSrorfolk, 15 miles N. VV. of Thet-
ford.

METIUS, James, the inventor of telescopes with glasses, one
of wliicli he pieenled to tlw States General in 1609, was born in

Ahmaer. Tub.-s, exttndeil by unit ng them, to a great length,
were known lo the ancients ; but Melius was the first who added
|;Iasses.

METLING, a town of Austria, in Carniola, 40 niiks S. E.
of Laiibach.
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METO, a famous inallirniiiiician of Athens, who, B. ('.

43'-', publislied his I'jmeadecatoriile, or Cycle ol Nineteen ^'cars,

by which he endeavoured lo adjust the course of the sun to that

of the moon, and to make the sol.ir and lunar years begin at the

same point of time.

METG'XT, a name givi'ii by tlie Athenians to such as had
their lixed habitations in Attita, thougli tbreigners by birth.

METONTC C^C'I.E, in chronology, the same\vith the cy-

cle of the moon. See Chuonolocv.
MEI'ONYMV, [i/iliuyuy.Kt,] a rhetorical figure, by vhich one

word is put t'or anollier, as the matter for the material; as, e.g.

he died by sleel, that is, by aswiird. SeeOltATORY.
METOI'E, in architecture, the interval or square space be-

tween the triglyphs of the Doric freeze, wdiich among the an-

cients used to be painted, or adorned vi'ith carved work, represent-

ing the he.ids of oxen or utensils used in sacrifices.

METOPOSCOPY, [lUiTcvrovand r^nm,-\ (he pretended art of

knowing a person's dispositions and manners by Hit traces and
lines in the tace. Ciro Spontont, wlio has written on metopos-
copy, says, that seven lines are examined in the iorehead, and
that each line is considered as having its particular planet ; the

first is the line of Saturn, the second of Jupiter, the third of

Mars, &c.
METKE, [/iiTJcv,] in poetry, a system of feet of a just length.

The diffeient metres in jioetry, are the ilifferent manners of or-

dering and combining the quantities, rtr the long and short sylla-

bles : thus hexameter, pentameter, iambic, sappliic, verses, i'c.

<onsist of flill'erent metres or measures. See IIexamet er, 4:c.

In the English verses, the metres are extremely various and arbi-

trary, every poet being at liberty to introduce any new form that

he ])leases. The most usual are tlic heroic, generally consisting

of five long and five short syllables, and verses of four feet, and
of three feet, and a c.Tsura or single syllable. The ancients, by
variously combining and transposing their quantities, made a

vast variety of dift'erent measures. See Poetrv.
Metre, in the new French measures. See Measure.
METUETES, a Grecian measure, containing sometliing more

than nine English gallons. Sec Measure.
Metricai, Verses consist of a determinate number of long

and short syllables ; as those of the Greek and Latin poets.

METRt)COMIA, [from fxnt'ij, mother, and xiu(^>i, town or vil-

lage,] a term in ancient church-history, signifying a borough or

village that had other villages under its jurisdiction.

METRONOMII, the nan-e given by the Athenians to five of-

ficers in the city and ten in the pira-us, whose duty it was to in-

spect all sorts of measures, except those of corn.

METKOPOLIS, [metropolis, Lat. |wit.ij and usXi;,] the mo-
ther-city ; the chief I ity of any country or district.

Metropolis is also applied to archiepiscopal churches, and
sometimes to the principal or mother-church ol a city. The Ro-
man empire having been divided into 13 dioceses and l'.?0 pro-

vinces, each diocese and each province had its inetroirolis, where
the proconsul resided. To this civil division the ecclesiastical

was afterwards adapted, and the bishop of the capital city had tlie

direction of al'fairs, and the pre-eminence over all the bishops of

the province. His residence in the metropolis gave him the title

of Metropolitan, This erection of metropolitans is referred to the

end of the third century, and was confirmed by the council of

Nice.
METROPOLITAN, a bishop of the mother-church; an

archbishop. A metropolitan has the privilege of ordaining his

suffragans ; and appeals (lom sentences passed by the sutfraguns

are preferred to the metropolitan.

MEl ROSIDEROS, in botany, a genus of the icosandria mo-
nogvnia cla^s and order ; natural order, Myrti. Calyx five-cleft,

halfsiiperior ; petals five; stamina very long, standing out : stig-

ma simple ; capsule ttiree-celled. 'I here are thirteen species.

ME'l'Z, a city of l''rance, capital of the department of the Mo-
selle. Lon. f). 16. E. Lat. 49. 7. N.
MEULAN, a town of France, in the department of the Seine

and Oise, and late province of the Isle of France; 20 miles N.
W. of Paris. L<in 1. 57. E. T-at. 49. 1. N.
MEl'RS, MO'CRS, or MORS, a late principality of Ger-

many, about eipht miles square, surrounded by those of Juliets,

Cleves, Bevg, Cologn, and Gucldies, jtow iiiclmled in the de-

partment of the Roer.

t) U Mkurs,
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Meuks, or MtEURs, capital of the above district, seated on

the Kliiiie, 16 miles N. AV. of Dusseldorp. Loii. 6. 41. E. Lat.

51. 29. N.
MEURSIUS, John, a learned and laborious writer, born at

Losdini, near d>e Hague, in 1579. He early discovered a fond-

ness for tlie sciences. At !3 he wrote Greek verses, and at Itia

coninientary on Lycophron. He went to study the law at Or-
leans witlrtlie son of Barneveldt, whom lie accompanied in his

travels. In 1610 he was made professor of history at Leyden ;

and afterwards Greek professor. In 1611 the magistrates of the

United Provinces appointed him to write the history of his coun-

try. He married in Idli!, Anna Catherina Bilberbeccia, descend-

ad from a very ancient f.imily in Ponierania, who possessed many
amiable qualities. Dining 14 years residence at Leyden, he pub-

lished more works than the whole bodv of professors had done
from the foundation of the university in 1375. His «'ritins;s have

now spread his reputation in every pait of Europe. Christian IV.

king of Denmark, in 1625, conferred on him the places of historio-

grapher royal, and professor of history and politics in the aca-

demy of Sora, where he resided 12 jears. In 1638 he had a vio-

lent attack of the stone, from which he recovered, but died of a

consumption induced by it, 20th Sepl 1639. He left behind
him a son and a daughter. He was the author of many excellent

historical, critical, and miscellaneous works ; but had no hand in

a scandalous indecent piece, published in his name, intituled

Meursii Elegantis Latim Sermonis : which was the production
of one VVestrenius, an advocate of Copenhagi'u. Meursius's

works may be divided into four classes; 1. Those relative to

Athens ; 2. Historical pieces ; 3. Miscellaneous dissertations ; and
4. Various authors, with his notes and corrections.

MEUllTE, or MEURTHE, a department of France, con-
taining part of the late province of Lorraine ; bounded on the E.

by the department of tlie Lower Rhine; S. by that of the Xor-
ges ; W. by that of Meuse ; and N. by that of Moselle; about
65 miles long from E. to W. and 35 broad. Nancy is the ca-

pital.

Meurthe, or Meurte, a river of France, which rises in the

department of Vosgei, and joins the Moselle, five miles below
Nancy.
MEUSE, orMAESE, a department of France, containing the

late duchy of Bar. Bar-le-Duc is the capital.

Meuse, or Maese, a river of France and Holland, which rises

in Mount Vauge, and joins the Wahal below Grave.
Meuse, or Maese, 'a department of Holland, comprehending

the late province of Zealand. Middlebuvg is the capital.

Meuse, Interieuke, and Meuse, Lower, a department of

France, formed out of the late Austrian Netherlands ; compre-
hending part of the bishopric of Liege. Maastricht is the ca-

pital.

.MEW, or SEAMALL. See Larus.
MEWAT, a hilly country of Hindostan, lying W. of the

Jumnah, S. W. of Deliii, and N. W. of Agra;' 130 miles Jong
from E. to W. and about 90 broad. It abounds with woods.
MEWING, the falling oiif or change of hair, feathers, skin,

horns, or other parts of animals, which happens in some annuallv,

in others only at certain stages of their lives ; but the generality

of beasts mew in the spring.

MEXAT OCEM, a town of Persia, on the Euphrates. Lon.
42. 57. E. Lat. 33. 0. N.
MEXICANO, a river of N. America, in Louisiana, which

runs into the Gulfof Mexico.

MEXICO, or NEW SPAIN, an extensive country in N.
America, bounded on the N. by New Mexico, and on the S. E.

by the isthmus of Darien, where its breadth is not more than 60
miles; its western coast being washed by the Pacific Ocean, and
the gulf of California ; and its eastern by the gulfof Mexico, and
the Caribbean sea. It lies between 83 and 1 10 VV. long, and ex-

tends from 7° 30' to 30^40' N. lat. being 2000 miles long, and its

widest part to the N. above 600 broad. In general it is a moun-
tainous country intermixed with many rich valleys; but the highest

mountains are near the coast of the Pacific Ocean, many of which
are volcanoes. The eastern shore is a flat country, full of bogs
and morasses, overflowed in the rainy season, which ii at the same
time as our sunmicr ; aUhougli Mexico is chiefly within the tor-

rid zonejthe cUmate is temperate and healthy. No country abounds

more with grain, iVuits, roots, and vegetables; many of them pe-
culiar to the country, or at least to America. It is'celebrated for

its muies of gold and silver, and has quarries of jasper, porphyry,
and e\(|uisite marble. Cochineal is alnio>t |)eculiar to this coun-
try ; its indigo and cocoa are superior to any in America; and its

logwood has been long an important article of commerce. Among
the quadrupeds are the puma and jaquar, bears, elks, wolves,
deer, &c. The puma and jacpiar have been inaccurately denoiiii-

iiatcd by Europeans lions and tigers; for thev poisess neither the
undaunted courage of the former, nor the ravenous cruelty of the
latter. The domestic animals of Europe, particularly horned cat-
tle, have multiplied there almost with incredible rapidity. Num-
bers of these having been suii'ered to run wild, now range over the
vast plains in herds from 30, to 40,000 ; they are killed merely
lor the sake of their hides, which are annually exported, in vas't

quantities, to Europe. New Spain is divided into three audiences
of Guadalajara, Mexico, and Guatimala ; subdivided into pro-
vinces; the principal of which in each auiiience is, Guadalajara
Proper, Mexico Proper, and Guatimala Proper. The whole
country is governed b\ a viceroy.

Mexico, Gulfof, an immense bay or gulf of the Atlantic, on
the coast of N. America, extending tioo miles from N. to S. be-
tween the N. E. |)oint of Yucatan anti S. coast of E. Florida;
and 700 from E. to W. between Cuba and the coast of Mexico.
Mexico, New, so called because of its being discovered later

than Old Mexico, a country of America, bounded on the N. by
high mountains, beyond which is a country altogether unknow n ;

by I-ouisiana on the E. by New Sjiain on the S. and on the W.
by th« gulf of California, and the Colorada, extending above 100
miles from E. to W. and about 900 from S. to N. but the 20th
part of the country within these limits is neither cultivated nor in-

habited by Spaniards nor Indians. As it lies in the midst of the
temperate zone, the climate, in general, is very pleasant; the sum-
mers, though very warm, are neither sultry nor unwholesome

; and
the winters, though pretty sharp, arc, for the most part, clear and
healthy. The greatest encomiums are lavished on the fertility of
of the soil, the richness of the mines, and the variety of valuable
commodities produced in this country. It is beautifully diversi-

fied with fields, meadows, rising grounds,' and rivers ; abounding
with fruit and trees, lur<|Uoises, emeralds, and other precious
stones, mines nf gold and silver, a great variety ot wild and tame
cattle, iish and fowls. Upon the whole, it is one of the pleasaiitest,

richest, and most plentiful countries in America, or any part of
the world. It is divided into four districts ; viz. New Mexico
proper. New Leon, New Navarre, and Calilornia. The capital

is Santa Fe.

MEXITLI, the god of war, among the ancient Mexicans.
The worship of this idol was most horribly bloody.

MEZANDERAN, a province of Persia; bounded E. by
Choiasan ; S. by Chusistan and Irak ; W. by Chilan, and N. by
the Caspian sea. The S. part is mountainous, but very healthful

;

the N. is so extremely fertile, that it is styled the garden of Persia.

Silk is the chief manufacture. Ferbad is the capital.

Mezandfran, a town in the above province, 80 miles W. S.

W. of Ferrabad.

MEZERAi, or MEZEKAY, Francis Eudes de, an emi-
nent French historian, the son of Isaac Eudes, a surgeon, was born
at Rye, in Lower Normandy, in 1610 ; and took the surname oC
Mezeray, from a hamlet near Rye. Having studied at Caen, lie

discovered a strong inclination to poetry; but going to Paris, he
applied himself to politics and history, and procured the place of

commissary at war, which he held for two campaigns. He then

shut himself up in the college of St. Barbe, in the midst of books
and MSS. and, in 1643, published the first volume of the History
of France, in folio ; and some years after the second and third.

He surpassed all who had written the history of France before

him, and was rewarded by the king with a paision of 4000 livres.

In 1668, he published an Abridgement of his History of France,

in three vols. 4to, which was well received by the public : but as

he inserted in that work the origin of most of the taxes with very
free reflections, Mr. Colbert complained of it, when Mezeray
promised to correct what he had done in a second edition ; but

those corrections being only palliations, the minister caused half of

his pension to be suppressed. Mezeray complained ,of this in very

severe terms ; when he obtained no other answer than the sup-

pression
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press; M Hi ilie i.liier liali. V'exeil at this tiratmenl, lit re-olved

to wiitc >;" siihifcts thai couUI not expose Iiini to such (lisappoint-

nients ; iiiul composeil lii> tri'..u-e on the Oriom oi' the Frencli,

which dill him much honour. He w.is elected perpetual secre-

tary to Iho [• rencM „cudeun : and died in 16S3. He is said to

bave been so careless ili hi> ih-ess, that he mi^ht liave passed tor a

beggar rather tlian lor «hat he was. He was actually seized one
morning hv the p.irish-offiters ; which was so far from provoking

him, that he was higl'.ly diverted with it, and told them, that " he
M)as not able to wallv on fool, but that as soon as a new wheel was

put to his chariot, lie would attend them where\"er they thought

proper." With regard to religion, he all'ected Pyrrhonism
;

which however wa^ not so much in his heart as in his mouth. This
appearctl irom his last sickness ; tor having sent for those friends

who liad been the most usual witnesses of his licentious talk about

religion, he made a recaiit.ition, and desired them " to forget

what he might formeily have said upon tlie subject of religion, and

to remember that Mezeray dying was a better believer than Me-
seray in health." He also wrote, 1. A Continuation of the History

6f the Turks. 2. A French translation of John de Sarisbury's

Latin treatise on the vanities of the court. 3. Several satires

against the government, under the name of Sandricourt.

*MEZn:RES, or MILZIERS, a town of France in the depart-

ment of Ardennes, and late province of Champagne. Lon. 4.

48. E. Lat. 49. 46. N.
MEZIN, a town of France, in the department of Lot and Gar-

ronne, and late province of CJnienne ; and S miles N. W. of

Condon.
MEZUZOTH, in the Jewish customs, pieces of parchment

which the Jews fix to the door-posts of their houses, taking literally

that precept of Moses, " Thou shalt never forget the laws of thy

God, but thou shalt write them upon the posts of thy house, and
on thy gates:" which means only that thou shalt always remem-
ber them,whether thou comest into thy house or goestout.But the

Hebrew doctors imagined, that the lawgiver meant something
more than this. They pretended, that, to avoid profanation of

the wicked, they ought to write them on a parchment, and to en-

close it in something. Therefore tlicy wrote these words upon a

square piece of parchment prepared on purpose, with a particular

ink, and a square kind of character : Deut. vi. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.

." Hear, O Israel, the Lord our God is one Lord, &c.—Then they

left a little space, and afterwards went on, Deut. xi. 13. "And
it shall come to pass, if thou shalt hearken diligently to iny com-
mandments, '&c." as far as, " Tliou shalt write them upon the

doorposts of thy house, &c." After this they rolled up the parch-

ment, and put it into a case ; on the end of which the word Shad-
dai, one of the names of God, was written ; and they put it at the

doors of their houses, chambers, &c. and fixed it to the knockers
.of the door on the right side; and as often as they entered in or

went out they touched it in this place, with the end of their fin-

ger, which they afterwards kissed oitof devotion. The Hebrew
word mezzaza properly signilies the door-posts of a house; but it is

also given to this roll of parchment now mentioned.
MEZZOTINTO, a particular manner of representing figures

on copper, so as to form prints in imitation of painting in Indian

ink. See Engr.'vving. This invention has been attributed to

prince Rupert. But Baron Heinikin, a very judicious writer upon
engraving, asserts, with great appearance of truth, that it was a

lieutenant colonel de Siegan, in the service of the landgrave of

Hesse, who first engraved in this manner ; and that the print w hid
he produced was a portrait of the princess Amelia Elizabeth of

Hesse, engraved in 1643. Prince Rupert learned the secret from
this gentleman, and brought it into England, when he came over
the second time with Charles H. Prince Rupert's print of An
Executioner holding a Sword in one Hand and a Head in the
other, a half length, from Spagnoletto, is date<l 1658. This art

has never been cultivated with success in any country but England.
The prince laid his grounds on the plate with a channelled roller;

but one Sherwin, about the same time, laid his grounds with a half-

round file, which was pressed down with a heavy piece of lead.

Both tliese grounding tools have been laid aside for manv years;
and a hand-tool, resembling a shoemaker's cutting-board knife,

with a fine crcnelling on the edge, was introduced by one Edial,
asmith by trade, who afterwards became a niezzotinto-painter. It

,is very differejit from the common way of engraving. To per-

form it, they rake, hatch, or punch, the surface of the plate all over
with a kn;te, or instrununt m.ide lor tlie purpo^e, nist one way,
then the other, acros, bcc. till tlie surface ol tiie platt be thus en-

tirely furrowed u ith lines orturrows, ciose, and as it were contiguous

to ca< h other; so that, if an impression was then taken from it, it

wouUI be one unilorm blot or smut. 'I'liis tlone, the design is

draw n or marked on the same face ; after which, they proceed

with burnisliers, scrapers, &c. to ex|)iiiige and take out the dents

or furrows, in all the parts where the liglits of the piece are to be

;

and lliat more or less as the lights are to be stronger or fainter ;

leaving those parts black which are to represent the shadows u»

deepenings of the draught. As it is much easier to scrape or bur-

nish away parts of a dark ground corresponding with the outline of

any design sketched upon it, tli.m to form shades upon a light

ground by an infinite number of fiatches, strokes, or points, which

must all terniiiiate with ex ictness on the outline, as well as differ

in tlieir force and manner; the method of scraping, as it is called,

in mezzotinto, consequently becomes mucii more easy and exjie-

ditious than any other method of engraving. 'l"he instruments

used in this kind of eiigra\ing are cr.idles, scrapers, and burnishers.

In this engraving, the plate must be prepared and polished in the

same manner as tor other engraving ; and afterwards divided

eipially by lines parallel to each other, and traced out witli very

soft chalk. The distance of these lines should be about one-third

of the length of the face of the cradle which is to be used, and

t.iese lines should be marked with capital letters, or strokes of the

chalk. The cradle is then to be placed exactly between the two

first lines, and passed forwards in the same direction ; being kept

as steady as possible, and pressed uixm with a moderate force.

The same operation must be repeated with respect to all the other

lines ; till the instrument has thus passed over the whole surface of

the plate. Other lines must be then drawn from the extreinities

of the other two sides, in the same manner; which, intersecting

tlie first at right angles, will with them form squares; and the

sa' le operation must be repeated with the cradle as in the case of

the first. New lines must then be drawn diagonally, and the

cradle passed betwixt them as before ; and when the first diagonal-

operation is performed, the lines must be crossed at right angles as

the former, and the cradles passed betwixt them in the same man-
ner The plate having undergone the action of the cradle, ac-

cording to the disposition ol the first order of lines, a second set must
be formed having the same distances from each other as the first.

But they must be so placed as to divide those already made into

spaces one-third less than their whole extent; i. e. every one after

the first on each side will take in one-third of that before it, e.g.

beginning at A, of which the first third must be left out; a third

of B will consequently be taken in, aiid so of the rest. These
lines of the second order must be marked with small letters, or

less strokes to distinguish them from the first ; and the same
treatment of the plate must be pursued with respect to them as was
practised for the others. When this second operation is finished,

a third order of lines must be made ; the first of which, e. g. in A,
must omU two-thirds of it, and consequently take in two-thirds of

B, &c. By these means, the origuial space will be exactly divided

into equal thirds; and the cradle must be again employed betwixt

these lines as before. When the whole of this operation is finished,

it is called one turn ; but in order to produce a very dark and uni-

form ground, the plate must undergo the repetition of all these

several operations for above twenty times ; beginning to pass the

cradle again betwixt the first lines, and proceeding in the same
manner through all the rest. When the plate is prepared with a

proper ground", the sketch must be chalked on it, by rubbing the

paper on the black side with chalk. It is also proper to overtrace

it afterwards with black-lead or Indian ink. The scraping is then

performed, by paring or cutting -tway the grain of the ground in

various degrees : so that none of it is left in the original state ex-

cept in the touches of the strongest shade. The general manner of

proceeding is the same as drawing with white upon black paper.

The masses of light are first begun with; and those parts which

go off into light in their upper part, but are brown below : the re-

flections are then entered upon ; after which the plate is blackened

with a printer's blacking-ball made of felt, to discover the cfTect

:

and then the work is proceeded with ; observing always to begin

everv part in the places where the strongest liglits are to be. Tlie

art of scraping mczzottintoes has been applied to the printing with

f a variety
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3. variety ot colours, in order to procUicf the resr-mlilance ofp:;int-

iiigs. I'luMiiveiitor of tliis method was J. C. Le Blon, a native

orp'rankfort, a»d pupil of Charles Marata, betueeu 1720 and

1730. It was established by the inventor on this principle, that

there are primitive colours, of which all the rest may be composed
by mixing them In various proportions; that any two ot these

colours hein;! mixed together preserve their original power, and
only produce a third colour sucli as their compound must neces-

sarily give; but if transparent colours be mixed, and three pri-

mitive kinds compounded together, they destroy each other, and
produce lilack or a tendency to it, in proportion to the equality or

inequality of the mixture; and tliat if, therefore, these tliiee co-

lours be laid, either separately or upon each other, by three plates,

engraved correspondently on these principles to the colouring

of the design, the wliole variety of teiiits necessary may be pro-

duced.
MIA, or MIJAIl, a town of Japan, in the province of Owry,

and isle of Niphon. f.on. 135. 40. E. Lat. 35. 50. N.
MIASM, [from /xi«inu, inquino, to infect,^ a particular kind of

efiluvia, by which certain fevers, particularly intermittents, are

produced.

MICA, in mineralogy, a species of the clay-genus, generally of

a grey colour, passing into brown and black. It occin's dissemi-

nated in thin tables and layers in other stones, also crystallized; it

feels smooth, but not greasy; may be converted by the blow-pipe

into a white enamel ; specilic gravity about 2.85; according to

Vauquelin, it contains

Silica 50
Alumina , ...33

^ , Oxide of iron 7
Magnesia 1.35

Lime , ,..,, 1.33

Loss.,

94.(58

.. 5.33

100

Mica is one of (he constituent parts of granite, gneiss, and mica-

slate ; it is also found in syenite, por^)hyry, and wacce, in almost

every part of tiie world. It was formerly used for windows and
lanterns, instead of glass, and in the Russian navy it is still used

for the same purpose, being, on account of its elasticity, less liable

to break than glass, on the discharge of cannon. Mica, used by
the Russians, is dug up in Siberia. Cronstedt thinks that it might

be advantageously used for covering houses. The twisted or

crum])led mica, found in some places of Sweden, is manufactured
into kettles and other vessels; likewise into hearths for chim-

neys.

MICHAEL, or MICHEL. \i- e. who is like to God ;] The
scripture-account of Michael is, that he is the archangel, or, in other

words, 5 rljx.wv Twv Ayfi't.wv, the prince of the angels, w ho presides

over tlie Jewish nation, «s other angels did over the Gentile world,

^Dan. X. 13,) that he had an aiiny of angels under his command
(Rev. xii. 7.); that he fought with the Dragon, or Satan and his

angels; and that, contending with the devil, he disputed about
the body of Moses. (Jude 9.) As to the combat between
Michael and the Dr.igon, some authors imdersiand it literallv.

Others take it in a f^iurative sense ; and refer it, either to the con-

test that happened at Rome between St. Peter and Simon Magus,
ill which the apostle |>ievailed over the magician, or tothose vio-

lent persecutions under w hich the church laboured for 300 years.

The Romish church celebrates three appearances of Michael,

which happened, they say, long after the age of the apostles, viz.

1. at Colossic in I'hrygia, bgt when is uncertain: 2. at Mount
Garganus, in Naples, about the end of the fillit lentuiy: 3. His
appearances to Aubert bishop of Avranches, A. D. 7i>6, upon a

rock called the Tomb, wiiere (he abbey of Si. Michael stands.

The (irst of these feslivuls is observed on the (illi Sept. the second

on the eighth May, and the last on the Ifitli Ottobei',

Michael An-cilo. See ANGt:i.o.

MrcH\F.t, MoiNT, one of the most celebrated state-prisons o(

France, lies about twenty miles fr<im Granville. It is a rock situ-

ated in tiie middle of the bay of Avranches ; and is only accessible

at low water. One bide is naturally completely forliiied, by its

craggy and ahuost perpendiculiir descent, which renders it im-
practicable to climb it by any address or coinage, however con-
summate. The other parts are surrounded by walls fenced with
semilunar towels after the Gothic manner; but sufliciently strong,
together with the advantage of its situation, to render it impregna-
ble to any attack. At the foot of the mountain begins a street or
town, which winds round its base to a considerable height. Aboveare
chambers where state-prisoners are kept, and where tliere are other
buildings intended for residence.

MicHAELi St. or St, Michael's, a borough of Cornwall, be«
tween St. Columli and Truro, 249 miles W. bv S. from London.

Michael, Sr. an island in the British Channel lying off East
Looe. Lon. 4. 32. W. Lat. 50. 18. N.
Michael, St. the largest of the Azores. Sse Miguel.
Michael, St. a town of France in the department of the

Mcuse,20 miles N. E. of I5ai-le-Duc. Lon. 5. 38. E. Lat. 43. 51. N.
Michael, St. a town of Italy, on the Tartaro, in the depart-

ment of Mincio, and district and late duchy of Mantua.
Michael's Mount, St. a very high" rock, or cape, in the

county of Cornwall, in the corner of Mount's Bay, only divided
by the tide from the main land, so that it is land and island twice a
day.

MICHAELIS, John David, a celebrated biblical critic, and
author of many esteemed works, was the eldest son of Dr. Christian
Benedict Michaelis, professor in the ujiiversity of Halle in Lower
Saxony, and was born there, Feb. 27, 1717. He received the
first part of his education in a celebrated Prussian seminary, called
the Orphan-house, at Glauclie, near Halle. He commenced his

academical career at Halle, in 1733, and took his degrees of A. M.
and of philosophy, in 1730. In 1741 he came to England, where
his knowledge of the oriental languages, which was increased by
his indefatigable researches in the Botlleian library at Oxford, iii-

tioduced him to the acquaintance and esteem of our first literary

characters; with several of whom, particularly bishop Lowth, he
corresponded for many years. He returned to HaJle in fifteen

months, and began to read lectures on the historical books of the
Old Testament, which he continued after his removal to (jottingen
in 1754. In 1746 he was appointed professor extraordinary, and
soon after of philosophy. In 1747, he was appointed secretary
to the Royal Society there, of which he was director in 1761, and
was soon after made Aulic counsellor by the court of Hanover.
In 1764, a publication relative to a journey to Arabia, which was
undertaken by several literary men, at the expence of the king of
Denmark, procured him the honour of being chosen a member of
the Academy of Inscriptions at Paris of whom the institution ad-
miited only eight ; and in the same yi'ar he became a member of
the society at Haarlem. In 1775, Count Hopkiii, who 18 vears
before had prohibitc-<l the use of his writings at Upsal, when chan-
cellor of (hat univt^rsity, prevailed upon the king of Sweden to
confer on him the order of the pol ir star, as a national compensa-
tion. In 171)8 he was appointed a privy counsellor ot justice by the
court 01 Hanover ; and in 1788 received his la-^t literary honour,
by being unanimously elected F. U. S. of London. His great
critica! knowledge of the Hebrew, which he displayed in a new
transLition of the Bible, and in other works, raised him to a degree
o1 eminence almost unknown before in Germany : and his labours
were indefatigable in instructing the numerous students of all

countries who attended his admirable lectures, which he continued
to deliver on tlie sacred writings in half-yearly courees, and on the
Hebrew, Arabic, and Syriac languages, to the last year of his life.

He was professor in the university of Gottingen 45 years, and
died October J2, 1791, aged 74. lie left behind him several

valuabh- MSS Of his numerous works, published dunng his

life-iiuie, a catalogue is given in the Geinlenian's Magazine for

March 17-^^0.

MlCliAF.Lf -.^S, the feast of the archangel Michael, cele-

brated on ihe 20th Seolember. See Michael.
MICHAI'XIA, in botany, a genus of the octandria monogynia

class and t.rtler ; natural order, Campanacea>. Calyx sixteen-

parted; cor lla u heel-shaped, eight-parted; nectary ei^htvalved,
staminiferous ; c^pule ciglit-celled, many-seeded. It has but one
species, viz. M, campanuloides, rough-leaved michauxia; this is a
handsom" biennial plant, native of Aleppo.
MltUiELlA, in botany, a genus of the p'olygynia order, and

polyaudria, or thiitetuiUi,* class of plants. Calyx three-leaved

;

petals
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petals fifteen ; berries many, four-ieedeil. There art (wo species,

natives of tiie ICa>t Indies.

MICHIGAN, a lar^e lake of llic I'niled Slates, iji lliu North
Western Territory ; 'iSU niili-s long from N. to S. and Irom 60 to

70 broad, and covering IO,3(iS,noO acres. It is navigable lorships

of any burden, and coinninnicates witli I^ke Hnron, l)v the Strait

of Micliilliniakkinak. It abounds with various kinds of fisli, par-

ticularly enormous trouts, from 20 to 00 and even yolb. weight.
Lon. from 84. 30. to 87. 30. W. Lat. 42. 10. to 45. otf. N.
MICHILLl.MAKKINAK, a strait or river of the North

AVestern I'erritory, which runs from Lake Michigan into lake Hu-
ron. It is si.\ miles broad. Its waters have a gradual rise and fall

cf about three teet every sevfn years.

MiCHii.LiMAKKiNAK, aH island of the United States, on the

S. W. side of the ai)Ove tlrait, with a fort and village in it.

MICHIPICOTON, ariver, island, and village, of I'pper Canada.
MICROGRAPHY, [.uw;®- and y;-«+o;,] the description of the

parts of such very small objects as are discernible onlv with a

microscope. See Microscopic Anmmals, and Objects!
^^CROMETER, [f^ixj®' and |Ustoov,] an instrument, by whicli

the apparent magnitudes of objects viewed through teh-seopes or

microscopes are measured with great exactness. The first tele-

scopic micrometers were only meclianical contrivances fornieasui-

ing the image of an object in the focus of the object-glass. Be-
fore these contrivances were thought of, astronomers were accus-

tomed to measure the field of view in each of their telescopes, by
observing how much of the inoon they could see througli it, the

semidiameter being reckoned at 15 or 16 minutes; and other dis-

• tances were estimated by the eye, comparing tliein with the field

of view. Mr. Gascoigne, an English gentleman, however, fell

upon a much more exact method, and had a Treatise on Optics
prepared for the press; but he was killed during the civil wars in

the service of Charles I. and his MSS. was never found. His in-

strument, however, fell into the hands of Mr. R. Townly, who
says, that by the help of it he could mark above 40,-000 divisiens

in a foot. Mr. Gascoigne's instrument being shewn to Dr. Hooke,
hegave a drawingand description of it,and proposed several improve-
ments in it, which may be seen in Phil. '1 rans. abr. Vol. I. p. 217.
Mr. Gascoigne divided the image of an object, in the focus of the
object-glass, by the approach of two pieces of metal ground to a

very fine edge, in the place of which Dr. Hooke would substitute

two fine hairs stretched parallel to one another. Two other
methods of Dr. Hooke's ditferent from this, are described in his

Posthumous Works, p. 497, 498. An account of several curious
observations that Mr. Gascoigne made by the help of his micro-
Bieter, particularly in the mensuration of the diameters of the moon
and other planets, may be seen in the Phil. Trans. Vol. xlsiii. p.

190. Mr. Huygens, used to measure the apparent diamete-rs of

the planets, or any small angles, by first measuring the quantity of
the field of view in the telescope ; which, he says, is best done bv
observing the time which a star takes up in passing over it, and theii

preparing two or three long and slender brass-plates, of various

breadths, the sides of which were very straight, and converging to

a small angle. In using these pieces of brass, he made them slide

- in two slits, made in the sides of the tube, opposite to the place of

the image, and observed in what place it just covered the diameter

of any planet, or any small distance that he wanted to measure.

It was observed, however, by Sir Isaac Newton, that the diameters

of planets, measured in this inanner, will be larger than thev
should be, as all lucid objects appear to be when viewed upoii

dark ones. In the Ephemerides of the Marquis of Malvasia pub-
lished in 1662, it appears that he had a method of measuring small

' distances between fixed stars and the diameters of the planets, and
also of taking accurate draughts of the spots of the moon ; and this

was by a net of silver-wire, fixed in the common focus of the ob-

ject and eye-glass. He also contrived to make one of two stars to

pass along the threads of this net, by turnim^ it, or the telescope, as

much as was necessary for that purpose, and he counted by a pen-
dulum-clock, beating seconds, the time that elapsed in its passage

from one wire to another, which gave him the number of the mi-

nutes and seconds of a degree contained betw een the intervals of

the wires of his net, with respect to the focal length of his tele-

scope. In 1666, Messi-s. Azout and Picard published a description

of a micrometer, wiiich was nearly the same with that of the Mar-
quis of Malvasia, excepting the method of dividing it, which they

vol.. III.—NO. 143.

performed with more exactness by a screw. In some cases the

v

used threads of silk, ai' being fin'cr than silver-wires. Dechale'i
also recommends a mirrometer consisting of fine wires, or silken
threads, the ilistances of which were exactlv known, dis|)osed in

llie lorm of a net, as peculiarly convenient for taking a map of tl.e

moon. M. de la Hire says, that there is no nvdhotl more simple
or commodious for observing the digits of an eclipse than a net in

the focus of the telescope. These, he says, were generally made
of silken threads; and that for this particular purpose six concen-
tric circles had also been made use of, drawn upon oded paper;
but he advises to draw the circles on very thin pieces ot glass wittj

llie point of a diamond. He also gives particular directions to
assist persons in the use cf them. In another memoir he shews a
method of making use of the same net for all eclipses, bv using a
telescope with two object-gl.isses, and jjlacing them at 'dilVerent
dustances. Mb. Servington Savery of Exeter proposed a new kind
of micrometer which consisted of two object-gla.^ses instead of one,
so as to form two images of the object. The divided objecl-glass-
micromcter, as now made, was contrived by the late .Mr. John
Dollond, and by him adapted to the object-end of a rellecting
telescope, and has been since by Mr. P. Dollond his son api)ltcd
with equal ad\Tintage to the end of an acliromatic telescope. Tlie
principle is this. The object-glass is divided into two segments in
a line drawn through the centre ; each segment is fixed in a sepa-
rate frame of brass, which ia moveable, so that the centres of the
wo segments may be brought together, by a handle for that pur-

by lorm one image of an object; but when sepa-
torm two images, lying in a line passing through

pose, and tlier

rated they
the centre of each segment; and consequently the ii.otion of eacii
image will be parallel to that line, which caii be thrown into any
position by the contrivance of another handle to turn tlie glass
about in its own plane. The brass-work carries a vernier to iTiea-

sure the distance of the centres ot the two segments. Now let E
and H, Plate CXI, fig. 1, be the centres ot the two segments, F
their principal locus, and PQ two distant objects in EE, ''FH, pro-
duced, or the opposite iimbs of the same oi)jeet PU(}D ; then
the images of P and Q, formed by each segment, or the images of
the opposite limbs of the object PBQD, coini ide at E : hence two
images mz F, nx F, of that object are formed, whose limbs are m
contact ; therefore the angular distance of the points P and Q i*

the same as the angle which the distance EH subtends ;a F,whicii,as
the angles supposed tobe measured are very small, will varvat EH ex-
tremely nearly ; and consequently if thea'ngle corresponding to one
interval ofthe centres of the segments be knoWn,the angle correspond-
ing to any, other will be found by proportion. Now to find the inter-
val (or some oneaiig!e, takethe horizontal diameter ofthe sun onanv
day, by separating the images till the contrary limbs coincide, anil
read olf by the vernier the mteival of their c^entres, and look into
tlie nautical almanac for the diameter of the sun on that day, and
you have the corresponding angle. Or if greater exactness' be re-
quired than from taking tlie angle in proportion lo the distances of
their centres, we may proceed thus :—Draw EG perpendicular io
EH, which therefore bisects it ; then one half EH, or EG, is tlie

tangent of half the angle EFH ; hence, half the distance of their
centres : tangent of half the angle corresponding to th::t distance : :

half any other distance of the centres : tangent of half tlie corres-
ponding angle. Hence the method of measuring small angles is

manifest: for we consider P, Q, either as two objects wliose images
are brought togetlier by sfpaiatinj the two segments, or as liie op-
posite limbs of one object PB(ii), whose images formed by the
two segments E, H, touch at F : in the former case, EH gives the
angular distance of the two objects ; and in the latter, it pives the
angle under which the diameler of ths object appears. Hence, to
find the angular distance, of two objects, separate the segments till

the two images which approach each otiit-r coincide. Besides
these two images, there will be two othei> receding from each
other, for each segment gives an image of each obiect. 1 o find
the diameter of an object, separate the segments till the Contrary
limbs of the images touch each other, and read olf the distance
of the Centres of the segment from the \ernier, and find the ani^le

as directed in the last article. From hence appears one grea( su-
periority in this above the wire-micrometer ; as, witii this, anv di-
ameter of an object maybe measured with the same ease and ac-'
curacy; whereas with tliat we cannot with accuracy nieatuje any .

diameter, except that which is at riglil angles lo its apparent nior.

6 X tioii.'

'
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tioii. But, besides these two uses to which the instrument seems

well adapted. Dr. Maskelyne has shewn, in the Philos. Trans, for

1771, how it may be apphed to find the ditference of right ascen-

sions and declinations. . For this purpose, t«o wires at right angles

to each other, bisecting the field of view, must be placed in the

principal focus of the eye-glass, and moveable about in their own
plane. LetHCRr, fig. 2, be the field of view, 11 R and Cc the

two wires ; turn the wires till the westernmost star (which is the

best, having further to move) run along ROH ; t^hen separate the

two segments, and turn about Ihe micrometer till tlie two images

of the same star lie in the wire Cc; and then, partly by separating

the segments, and partly by raising or depressing the telescope,

bring Ihe two innerinost images of the two stars to appear and lun

along ROH, as a, 6, and the vernier will give the difference of

their declinations; because, as tiie two images of one of the stars

coincided with Cc, the image of each star was brought perpendi-

cularly upon HR, or to HR, in tlieir proper meridian. And, for

the same reason, I lie difference of their times of passing the wire COc
V'ill give their ditfcreiice of riglit ascensions. These operations

will be facilitated, if the telescope be mounted on a polar axis.

Iftwo other wires KL, MN, parallel to Cc, be placed near n and

K, the observation may be made on two stars whose difference of

meridians is nearly equal to HR, the diameter of the field of view,

by bringing the two images of one of the stars to coincide witli

one of these wires. If two stars be observed whose diflerence of

declination is well settled, the scale of the micrometer will be

kiwwn. It has hitlierto been supposed, that the images of the two

stars can be both brought into the field of view at once upon the

wire IIOR : but if they cannot, set the micrometer to the dif-

ference of their declinations as nearly as you can, and make the

image which comes first run along the wire IIOR, by elevating

or depressing the telescope ; aiul when the other star comes in, if

it do not also run along HOR, alter the micrometer till it does,

and half the sum of the numbers shewn by the micrometer, at the

two separate observations of the two stars on the wire HOR, will

be the difference of their declinations. That this should be true,

it is manifestly necessary that the two segments should recede

equally in opposite directions ; and this is effected by Mr. DoUond
in his new inipiovenient of the ooject-glass-micrometer. The dif-

ference of right ascensions and declinations of Venus or Mercury
in the sun's disk and the sun's limb may be thus found. 'J\irn the

vires so that the north lin\b n of the sun's image AB, fig. 3, or the

north limb of the image V of the planet, may run along the wire

HH, which therefore will then bo parallel to the equator, and con-

sequently Cc a secondary to it; then separate the segments, and
turn about the micrometer till the two images \v of the planet

pass Cc at the same time, and then by separating the segments,

bring the north limb of the northernmost image V of the planet to

touch H R, a( the time the northernmost liuih h of the soiUhernmost

imageAB ofthe sun touches it,and the micrometer shews the difference

of declinations of the northernmost limbs of the planet and sun, for

the resisan formerly given, Ave having brought the northernmost

limbs of the two innermost images V and AB to HR, these two
being manifestly interior to v and the northernmost limb N of the

image I'Q. In the same manner we take the dillVrence of decli-

nations of their southernmost limbs ; and half the dilVerence of the

two ineasiircJ, (taking immediately one after another) is equal to

Ihe difference of tlie decHnations of their centres, williout any re-

gard to the sun's or planet's tliameters, or error of adjulnient of

the micrometer ; for as far as it affects both eipially, the difference

is the same as if there were no error: and the difference of the

times of the transits of the eastern or western limbs of the sun and

planet overCc gives the difference of their right ascensions. In-

stead of the difference of right ascensions, the distance of the planet

from the sun's limb, iif lines parallel to the equator, may be more
accurately observed thus : Separate the segments, and turnabout

the wires and micrometer, so as to make both imagesV,t', fiir. ^,run

along HB, or so that the two intersections I, T, of the sun's image

may pass Cc at the same time. Then bring the planet's and sun's

limbs into contact, as at V, and do the same for the other limb of

the sun, and half the difference giv€s the distance of the centre of

the planet from the middle of the chord on the sun's disk parallel

to the equator, or the difference of the right ascensions of their

centres, allowing for the motion of the planet in the interval of the

«bseivatioiK, wiliioutaoy regard to the error of adjustment, for the

same reason as before. For if you take any point in the chord of
a circle, half the difference of the two segments is clearly the dis-

tance of the point from the middle of the chord ; and as the planet
runs along 11 B, the chord is parallel to the equator. In like man-
ner, the distances of tlieir limbs may be measured in lines perpen-
dicular to the equator, by bringing the micrometer into the po-
sition already described, and instead of bringing V to HR, fig. 3,

separate the segments till the northernmost limbs coincide as at V ;

and in the same manner make their southernmost images to coin-
~

cide, and half the ditference of the two measures, allowing for the
planet's motion, gives the difference of the declinations of tlieir

centres. Hence the true place of a planet in the sun's disk may
at any time of its transit be found ; and consequently the nearest

approach to the centre ami, the time of ecliptic conjunction may-
be deduced, although the middle should not be observed. But
however valuable the object-glass-micrometer undoubtedly is,

difficulties sometimes have been found in its use, owing to the

alteration of the focus of the eye, which will cause it to

give difl'erent measures of the same angle at different times. For
instance, in measuring the sun's diameter, the axis of the pencil

coming tlirough the two segments from the contrary limbs of the

sun, as PF, QF, fig. 1, crossing one another in the focus F under
an angle equal to the sun's semidianieter, the union of the limbs

cannot appear perfect, unless the eye be disposed to see objects

distinctly at the place where the images are formed ; for if the eye
be disposed to see objects nearer to or further olf than that place,

in the latter case the limbs will appear separated, and in the former
they will appear to lap over. 1 his imperfection led Dr. Mask e-

lyne to inquire whether some method might not be found of pro-

ducing two distinct images of the sun, or any other object,

by bringing the axis' of each pencil to coincide, or very nearly

so, before the formation of the images, by which means the
limbs wlien brought together would not be able to appear se-

parated from any alteration of the eye ; and this he found would
be effected by the refraction of two prisms, placed either without
or within the telescope ; and on this principle, placing the prisms
within, he constructed a new micrometer, and had one executed
by Mr. Dollond, w hich upon trial answered as he expected. The
construction is as follows : let AB be the object-glass ; see fig. 6,
and 7 ; (ib the image, suppose of the sun, which woukl have been
formed in the principal focus Q ; but let the prisms PR, SR, be
placed to intercept tlie rays, and let EF, WG, be two rays pro-

ceeding Irom the ea-tern and western limbs of the sun, converg-

ing, after refraction at the lens, to ii and b ; and suppose the re-

fraction of the prisms to be such, that in fig. G, the ray EFH, af-

ter refraction at II by the prism PR, may proceed in the direction

RQ ; and as all the rays which were proceeding to a suffer the

same refraction at the prism, they will all be refracted to Q ; and
therelbre, instead of an image «£, wliich would have been formed
by the lens alone, an image Qc is formed by those rays which fall

on the |)rism PR ; and for the same reason, the rays tailing on.the-

prism SR will form an image Qd : and in fig. 7, the image of the

point b is brought to Q, by the prism PR, and consequently an
image Q<i is formed by those rays which fall on PR : and for (he

same reason, an image ()c is formed by the rays falling on SR.
Now in both cases, as the rays EFR, ^VGR, coming from the iwo
opposite limbs of the sun, antl forming the point of contact of the

two limbs, proceed in the same direction RQ, they must thus ac-

company each other through the eye-glass, and also through the

eye, w hatever refractive power it has, and therefore to every eye
the images must appear to touch. Now the angle «Ri is twice tiie

refraction of the prism, and the angle aC6 is the tlianieler o) the

sun ; and as these angles are very small, and have the same sub-

tense ab, we have the angle alib : angle tiCb : : CQ ; RQ.—Now-
as CQ is constant, and also the angle aRi, being tv, ice tlie refrac-

tion of the prism, the angle uCb varies as RQ. Hence the ex-

tent of the scale for measuring angles becomes the focal length of

the object-glass, and Ihe angle measured is in proportion to the

distance of the prisms from the principal focus of the object-glass ;

and the micrometer can measure all angles (very small ones ex-

cepted, for the reason afterwards given,) which do not exceed the

sum of the refractions of the prisms ; for the angle uCb, the di-

ameter of the object to be measured, is always less than the angle

aR6, the sum of the refractions of the prisms, except when the

prisms touch, the object-glass, and tbeu they become equal. The
7 scale
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scale can never be out of adjiistment, as the point 0, where the

nieasurement begins, answers to the focus of the object-glass,

which is a tixed point for all distant objects, and we have only to

find the value of the scale answering to some known angle: for

instance, bring two limbs of the sun's images into contact, and
measure the distance of the prisms from the focus, and look in

the nautical almanac for tlie sun's diameter.and you get the value of

the scale. In fiji. 6, the limb Q, of the image Qc, is illuminated

l)y the rays falling on the object-glass between A and F, and on

the image Qd by those falling between B and G ; but in lig. 7, the

same limbs are illuminated by the ravs falling between 13 and F,

A and G respectively, ajid therefore will be more illuminated

than in the otiijr case; but the difference is not considerable in

achromatic telescopes, on account of the groat aperture of the ob-

ject-glass compareil with tUe-distance FG. It niiglit be conve-

nient to have two sets of prisms, one for measuring angles not ex-

ceeding 35', andtherefoie lit for measuring the diameters of the

sun and moon, and the lucid parts and distances of the cusps in

their eclipses ; and another for measuring angles nut much greater

than 1', for the conveniency of m^'asunng the diameters of the

planets. For as QC : QR : : sum of the refractions of the prisma

:

angle aCb, the apparent diameter of the object, it is evident that

if you diminish the third term, you must increase the second in

the tame ratio, in order to measure the same angle: and thus by
diminishing the refractive angle of the prisms, you throw them
further from Q, and consef|uentIy avoid the inconvenience of

bringing them nearer to Q, for the reasoEi afterwards given ; antl

at the same time you will increase the illumination in a small de-

gree. The prisms must be achromatic, each composed of two
prisms of flint and crown glass, placed witli their refraciing angles

contrariways, otherwise the images will be coloured. In the con-
struction here described, the angle measmed becomes evanescent

when the prisms come to the principal focus of the object-glass,

and therefore on the scale then begins : .but if the prisms be
placed in the prirjcipal focus they can have no effect, because the

pencil of rays at the junclion of the prisms would then vanish, and
therefore it is not practicable to bring the two images together

to get on the scale. Dr. Maskelyne, therefore, thought of

placing another pair of prisms within, to refract the rays before

they came to the other prisms, by which means the two images
would be formed into one before they came to the principal fo-

cus, and therefore on the scale could be determined. I!ut to

avoid the error arising from the multiplication of mediums, he, in-

stead of adding another pair of prisms, divided the object-glass

through its centre, and sliding tiie segments a little it sci)arated

the images, and then by the prisms he could form one image very
distinctly, and consequently could deterniine on the scale ; for

by separating the two segments you form two images, and you
wM separate the two pencils so that vou may move up the two
prisms, and the two pencils will fall on each respectively, and the

two images may be formed into one. In the instrument which
Dr. Maskelyne had made, on the scale was chosen to be about
| of the focal length of the object-glass, and each jjrism refracted

HT. By these means all angles are measured down to 0. In the
Philos. Trans, for 1779, Mr. Ramsden has described two new mi-
crometers, which lie contrived with a view of remedying tlie de-

fects of the object-glass-micrometer. 1. One of these is a catop-
tric micrometer, which, beside the advantage it derives from the
principle of reflection, of not being disturbed by the heterogeneity
of light, avoids every defect of other micrometers, and can have
DO aberration, nor any defect arising from the imperfection of ma-
terials or of execution ; as the extreme simplicitv of its construc-
tion requires no additional mirrors or glasses to those required for

the telescope ; and the separation of the image being effected by
the inclination of the two specula, and not depending on the focus
of any lens or mirror, any alteration in the eye of an observer
camiot affe-jt tlie angle measmed. It has peculiar to itself the ad-
vantages of an adjustment, to make the images coincide in a di-

rection perpendicular to that of their motion ; and also of measur-
ing the diameter of a planet on both sides of the zero, which will

appear no inconsiderable advantage to observers, who know how
much easier it is to ascertain the contact of the external edges of
two images than their perfect coincidence. A, fig. 8, represents
the small speculum divided into two equal parts; one of which
is fixed on the end of the arm B ; the other end of ihi arm is fixed

on a steel axis Z, winch crosses the end of the telescope C. The
other half of the mirror A is fixed on the arm D, which arm at the
other end terminates in a socket;/, that turns on the axis Z ; both
arms are prevented from bending by the braces a a. G represents

a double screw, having one part e cut into double the number of
threads in an inch to that of the part ^^ : the part e having 100
threads in one inch, and the part g' jO only. The screw f works
in a nut F in the side of the telescope, while the part i;- turns in a
nut II, which is attached to the arm B ; the ends of the arms B
and D, to which the mirrors are fixed, are separated from each
other by the point of the double screw pressing against the stud h,

fixed to the arm D, and turning in the nut H on the arm B. The
two arms B and D are pressed against the direction of the double
screw e g by a spiral spring within the part n, by wliich means all

shake or play in the nut H, on wliicli the measure depends, is en-

tirely prevented. From the difierence of the threads on the screw
at f and ^', it is evi.lent, that the progressive motion of the screw
through the nut will be half the distance of the separation of the

two halves of the mirror ; and consequently the half-mirrors will

be moved equally in contrary directions from the axis of tlie tele-

scope C. The wheel V fixed on the end of the double screw has

its circumference divided into 100 equal parts, and numbered at

every fifth division wilh 5, lO, &c. to 100, and the index I shews
the motion of the screw with the wheel round its a.xis, while the
number of revolutions of the screw is shwen by the divisions on
the same index. The steel-screw at R may be tuinfd by the key.
S, and serves to incline the small mirror at right angU-s to tlie di-

rection of its motion. By turning the fingir-head T, fig. i>, tiie

eye-tube P is brought nearer or farther from the small minor, to

adjust the telescope to distinct vision ; and the telescope itself

has a motion round its axis for the conveniency of measuring
the diameter of a planet in any direction. The inclination of the

diameter measured with the horizon is shewn in degrees and mi-
nutes by a level and vernier on a graduated circle, at the breech
of the telescope. Besides the table for reducing the revolutions

and parts of the screw to minutes, seconds, &c. it may require a
table for correcting a very small error which arises from the ec-

centric motion of the hall-mirrors. By this motion their centres

of curvature will (when the angle to be measured is large) approach'
a little towards the large mirror: the equation fortius purpose in

small angles is insensible ; but when angles to be measured exceed
ten minutes, it should not be neglected. Or, the angle measured
may be corrected by diminishing it in the proportion the versed sine

of the angle measured, supposing the eccentricity radius, bears to

the focal length of the small mirror. Mr. Ramsden preferred.

Casegrain's construction of the retlecling telescope to either the

Gregorian or Newtonian ; because in the fornn-r, errors caused by
one speculum are diminished by those in the other. From a pro-

perty of the reflecting telescope (which, he observes, has not been
attended to,) that the apertures, of the two specula are to each
other very nearly in the proportion of their focal length, it fol-

lows, that their aberrations will be to each other in the same pro-

portion ; and these aberrations are in the same directioni if the two
specula are both concave; or in contrary directions, if one spe-

culum is concave and the other convex. In the Gregorian con-
struction, both specula being concave, the aberration at the second
image will be the sum of the aberrations of the two mirrors; but
in the Cassegrain construction, one mirror being concave and tlie

other convex, the aberration at the second image will be the diite-

rence between their aberrations. By assuming such proportions

for the foci of the specula as are generally used in the reflecting

telescope, which is about as 1 to 4, the aberration in the Casse-

grain construction will be to that in Gregorian as 3 to 3. 2. The
other is a dioptric micrometer, or one suited to the principle of •

refraction. This micrometer is applied to the erect eye-tube of a

refracting telescope, and is placed in the conjugate focus of the

first eye-glass : in which position, the image being considerably

magnified before it comes to the micrometer, any imperfection in

its glass will be magnified only by the remaining eye-glasses,

which in anv telescope seldom exceeds five or six times. Ey this

position also the size of the micrometer-glass will not be the one
lOOdth part of the area which would be required if it was placed

in the object-glass ; and notwithstanding this great disproportion

of size, which IS of great moment to the practical optician, the

same e.\teBt of scale is preserved, and lite images are uniformly-

bright
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hil;j;lilin every part of the field of (lie telescope. Fig. 10, vcpre-

seiits the glasses of a relVacting telescope ; x y, tlic principal pen-

cil of raysTrom the object-glass o ; t t and !( u, the axis of the two

obliqne'pencils ; o, the lirst eye-glass ; i)i, its conjugate focus or

the place of the micronieter ; /) the seconti eye-glass ; c the third ;

and d the fonrth, or tli.it which is nearest the eye. Let p be the

diameter of tlie object-glass, e the diameter of a pencil at m, and,/

the diamcler of the pencil at the eye ; it is evident, that the axis

of the pencils from every part of the image will cross each other at

the point III ; and e, the width of the micrometer-glass, is top the

diameter of the object-glass as 7na is to p o, which is the propor-

tion of the niagnif; iiig power at the point ni ; and the error caused

by an niiperfection in the micrometer-glass placed at m will be to

the error, had the micrometer been at o, as ?>i is top. Fig. 1 I,

represents the niicromcti'r, formed by a convex or concave lens

ili'/ided into two equal parts by a plane across its centre; one of

these spmi-lenses is fixed in a frame B, and the other in the frame

E ", which two frames slide on a plate II , and are pressed against

h by thin plates ii a; the frames B and E are moved in contrary

directions by turning the button D ; L is a scale of equal parts on

the frame 13; it is numbered from each end towards the middle

wiih 10, 20, &c. 'I'here are two verniers on the frame E, one at

f>I and the otlier at N, for the convenience of measuring the di-

ameter of a planet, &c. on both sides the zero. The lirst division

on both these verniers coincivlcs at the same time with the two ze-

ros on the scale L ; and if the frame be removed towards the

Tight, the relative motion of the two frames is shewn on the scale

L by the vernier M ; but if the frame B be moved towards the

left, the relative motion is shewn by the vernier N. Tiiis micro-

meter has a motion round ihe axis of vision, for the convenience

of measuring the diameter of a planet, &c. in any direction, by
turning an endless screw F ; ami the inclination of the diameter

measured with the horizon is shewn on the circle g by a vernier on

the plate V. The telescope may be adjusted to ilisiinct vision by

means of an ad)usting screw, which moves the whole eye-tube with

the micrometer nearer or farther from the «bject-glass, as tele-

scopes are generally made ; or the same efiect may be produced

in a belter manner, without moving the micrometer, by sliding the

part of the eye-tube m on the part ;;, by lielp of a screw or pinion.

The micrometer is made to take off occasionally from the eye-

tube, that the telescope may be used without it. Mr. Herschel

having long had much occasion for micrometers that would mea-

sure exceeding small distances exactly, was led to bend his atten-

tion to the improvement of these instrumWits ; and the result of

his endeavours has been a very ingenious instrument called a lamp-

micrometer, which is not only free from most of the imperfections

of other micrometers, but also possesses the advantages of a

very large scale. This instrument is described in tlie Philos.

Trans, for 1782. In the Philos. Trans, for 1791, a very simple

micrometer for measuring small angles with the telescope is de-

scribed by Mr. Cavallo; who introduces his description with the

following observations upon the different sorts of teiescopical mi-

crometers in use: " These instruments may be divided into two
cl.asses; namely, those which liave not, and those which have,

some movement amongst their parts. Tlie micrometers of the for-

mer sort consist mostly of line wires or hairs, variously disposetl,

and situ.ited within the telescope, just where the image of the ob-

ject is formed. In order to determine an angle with those micro-

meters, a good deal of calculation is generally required. Tiie mi-

crometers of the other sort, of which there is a great variety, some
being made with moveable parallel wires, others with prisms, others

again with a combination of lenses, and so on, are more or less

subject to several inconveniences, the principal of which are the

following: 1.Their motions generally depend upon' the action of

n screw ; and of course the imperfections of its threads, and the

greater or less quantity of lost motion, which is observable in

moving a screw, especially when small, occasion a considerable

<Tror in the mensuration of angles. 2. 'I'heir conqdication ai.d

bulk rendersthem of difficult application to a variety of telescopes,

especiallv to the pocket ones. 3. They do not measure the angle

without some loss of time, which is necess-:\ry to turn the screvv, or

to move some other mechanism. 4. Aiul lastly, they are con-

siderably expensive, so tli.it some of them cost even more than a

tolerably good telescope." After having had long in view (our

author informs us) the constructjcn of a miciemeter which might

be in part at least, if not entirely, free from all these objections

;

he, alter various attempts, at last succeeded with a simple contri-

vance, which, after repealed trials, has been lound to answer tin;

desired end, not only from his ow n experience, but from that also

of several friends, to whom it has been communicated. This
micrometer, in short, consists of a thin and narrow slip of mother-
of-pearl finely divided, and situated in the focus of the eye-glass

of a telescope, just where the image of the object is formed. It

is inimalerial whether the telescope be a refractor or a reflector,

provided the eye-glass be a convex lens, and not a concave one a*

in the Galilean construction. The simplesi, and therefore the best,

way of fixing it is to stick it upon the diaphragm which generillv

stands within the tube and in the focus of the eye-glass. \Vlien

it is thus fixed properly in this situation, if you look through the

ey<'-glass, the (iivisions of the niicrometrical scale will appear
very distinct, unless when the diaphragm is not exactly in the

focus; in which case, the niicrometrical scale must be placed ex-
actly in the focus of the eye-glass, either by jnishiug the dia-

phragm bickvrards or forwards, when that is paacticable ; or else

the scale may be easily removed from one or the other surface of
l!ie diaphragm by the interposition of a circular piece of paper or
card, or by a bit of wax. This construction is fully sullicienl,

when the telescope is always to be used by the same person ; but
when different persons are to use it, tin n the diapbragni which sup-

ports the micrometer must be construitcd so as to be easily moved
backwards or forwards, though th;'t motion needs not be greater

than about a tvnth or an eight of ;'n inch. 'I'liis is necessarv, be-

cause the distance.of the focus of llif same lens appears diiicreiit

to the eyes of different persons; and, theiefore, whoever is going
to use the telescope for the mensuralion of any angle, must first

of all unscrew the tube which contains the eye-glass of the micro-

meter from the rest of the telescope, and, looking through the eye-
glass, must place the micrometer where tlie divisions ot it may ap-

pear quite distinct to kis eye. In case any person should not like

to see always the micrometer in the fieJd of the telescope, then

the niicrometrical scale, instead of being fixed to the diaphragm,

may be fitted to a circular perforated plate of brass, wood, or

even paper, which may be occasionally placed iqion the said dia-

phragm. Nlr. Cavallo has made several experiments to deter-

mine the most nseful substance for this micrometer. Glass, which
he had successfully applied lor a similar purpose to the compound
microscope, seemed at first to be the most promising; but it was
at last rejected after several trials: for the divisions upon it gene-
rally are either too fine to be perceived, or too rough ; and though
with proper care and attention the divisions may be proportioned

to the sight, yet the thickness of the glass itself obstructs in some
measure the distinct view of the object. Ivory, horn, and v^ood,

were found useless for the construction of this micrometer, on ac-

count of their bending, swelling, and contracting, very easily ;

whereas mother-of-pearl is a very steady substance, llie divisions

upon it may be marked very easily, and when it is made as thin as

common wViting paper it has a very useful degree ot transparency.

Fig. 12, exhibris this micrometer-scale, but shews it four times

larger than the real size of one, which he has adapted to a thrce-

feet-achromatic telescope that magnifies about 84 times. It is

something less than the 24th part of an im h broad ; its thickness is

equal to that of common writing paper ; and the length of it is

determined by the aperture of the diaphragm, which limits the

field of the telescope. The divisions upon it are the200ths of an
inch, w nich reach Irom one edge of the scale to about the middle
of it, excepting 'every fifth and lOth division, wliich are longer.

The divided edge ol it passes through the centre of the field of

view, though this is not a necessary precaution in the construction

of this iTiicrometer. Two divisions of the above described scale

in my telescope are very nearly equal to one minute; and as a
quarter of one of those divisions may be well distinguished by es-

timation, therefore an angle of one-Stli part of a minute, or of

7" J, may be measured with it. When a telescope magnifies more,
the divisions of the micrometer must be more mliuite ; and Mr.
Cavallo finds, that when the focus of the eye-glass of the tele-

scope is shorter than half an inch, the micrometer may be divided

with the five hundredth of an inch ; by means of which, and the

telescope magnifying about 200 times, one may easily and accu-
rately measure an angle smaller than half a second. On the other
hand; when the telescope does not magnify above 30 times, the

divisioMS
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divisions need not be so minute : for iiisUincc, in one of Dollond's
pocket-t'elescopes, which wlien drawn out for use is about 14

inclies long, a micrometer witli the hundredtlis of an incli is quite
sufiiciont, and one of its divisions is equal to little less than tliree

minutes, so that an angle of a minute may be measured by it.

" In looking through a telescope furnished with such u microme-
ter (says our author), the lield of view appears to. be divided by
the micrometer-scale, tlie breadth of which occupies about one-
srventh part of the aperture ; and as the scale is semitransparent,

that part of the object which happens to be behind it may be dis-

cerned sufficiently well to ascertain the division, and even the

quarter of a division, with which its borders coincide. Fig. 13,

shews the appearance of the field of my telescope with the micro-
meter, when directed to the title-page of the Philosopliical Trans-
.nctions, wherein one may observe that the thickness of the letter

C is equal to 3-Uhs of a division, the diameter of the O is equal
to three divisions, and so on. At first view, one is apt to imagine,
that it is difficult to count the divisions which may happen to cover
or to measure an object ; but upon trial it will be found, tiiat this

is readily performed ; and even people who have never been used
to observe with the telescope, soon learn to measure very quickly
anil accurately with this micrometer ; for since every fifth an'd

tenth division is longer than the rest, one soon acijuirts the habit
of saying five, ten, fifteen; and tlien, by adding the oilier divi-

sions less than five, completes the reckoning, Even with a tele-

scope which has no stand, if the object-end of it be rested against
.1 »t:-ady place, and the other end be held by the hand near the eve
of the observer, an object may be measured with accuracy suffi-

cient for several jjurposes, as for the estimation of small distances,

for determining the height of a house. See. After having con-
structed and adapted this micrometer to the telescope, it is neces-
sary to ascertain the value of the divisions. It is hardly necessary
t(i mention in this place, that though those divisions measure the
chords of the angles, and not the angles or arches themselves, and
the chords are not as the arches, yet it has been shewn by all the
trigonometrical writers, that in small angles the chords, arches,

sines, and tangents, follow the same proportion so very nearly,

that the very minute difference may be safely neglected : so that

if one division of this micrometer is equal to one minute, we may
safely conclude, that two divisions are equal to two minutes, three

divisions t9 three minutes, and so on. There are various methods
of ascertaining the value of the divisions of such a micrometer,
tiiey being the very same that are used for ascertaining the value

of the divisions in other micrometers. Such are, the passage of an
e(|uatoreal star over a certain number of chvisions in a certain time

;

or for the measuring the diameter of the sun, by computation from
the focal distance of the object and other lenses of the telescope

;

the last of which, however, is subject to several inaccuracies ; but
as they are well known to astronomical persons, and have been de-

,<Tibed in many books, they need not be farther noticed here.

.However, for the sake of workmen, and other persons not conver-

i.int in astronomy, I shall describe an easy and accurate method
ol ascertaining the value of the divisions of the micrometer. Mark
;)|)on a wall or other place the length of six inches, which may be
dune by making two dots or lines six inches asunder, or by fixing

.1 six-inch ruler upon a stand; then place the telescope before it,

:i> that the ruler or six-inch length may be at right angles with the

I'uection of the telescope, and just 57 feet 3 j inches distant from
iie object-glass of the telescope : this done, look through the te-

li'^cope at the ruler or other extension of six inches, and observe

iiow many divisions of tlie micrometer are equal to it, and that

t.dne nuinber of divisions is equal to half a degree, or 30'; and
tills is all that needs be done for the required determination ; the

reason of which is, because an extension of six inches subtends an

angle ol 3>>' at the distance of 57 feet 3i niches, as may be easily

calculated by the rules of plane trigonometry. In one of Dol-
lond's fourteen-iiich pocket-telescopes, if the divisions of the nii-

ciometer be the hundredths of an inch, 1 1-| of those divisions will

be found equal to 30', or 23 to a degree. When this value has

been once astfriained, any other angle measured by any other

number of divisions is determined by the rule of three. Thus
suppose that the diameter of the sun seen throuf^h the same tele-

scope, be found equal to 12 divisions, say as 11 j divisions are to 30

31 '.3, which is there-miautes, so are 12 divisions
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quired diameter of the sun. Notwithstanding the facility of this
calculation, a scale may be made answering to the divisions of a
micrometer, which will shew the angle corresponding to any num-
ber of divisions to mere inspection. Thus, for the above men-
tioned small telescope, the scale is represented in fig. 14. AB is

a line drawn at pleasure ; it is then divided into 23 equal parts,
and those divisions which represent the divisions of the microme-
ter that are equal to one degree, are marked on one side of it.

The line then is divided again into (JO equal parts, which are
marked on the other side of it; and these divisions represent the
minutes which correspond to the divisions of the micrometer : thus
the figure shews, that six divisions of tlie micrometer are equal to
154 minutes, 11^ divisions are nearly equal to 29 minutes. Sec.
\\ hat has been said of minutes may be said of seconds also, when
the scale is to be applied to a large telescope. Thus far this mi-
crometer and its general use have been sufficiently described ; and
mathematicians may easily apply it to the various purposes to
which micrometers have been found subservient. But as the sim-
plicity, cheapness, and accuracy, of this contrivance, may render
the use of it much more general than that of any other microme-
ter; and I may venture to say, that it will be found very useful
in the army, and amongst sea-faring people, for the dL'lermination
of distances, heights, &c. ; I shall therefore join some practical
rules to render Lliis micrometer useful to persons unacquainted
wit]i trigonometry and the use of logarithms.

Pri)h7cm I. The angle, not exceeding one degree, which is

subtended by an extension of one foot, being given, to find its

distance from the place of observation. N. 13. '1 his extension of
one toot, or any other which may be mentioned hereafter, must
be perpendicular to the direction of the teh-scope through which
it is observed. Hie distances are reckoned from the object-glass

of the telescope; and the answers obtained by the rules of this

problem, though not exactly true, are however so little difi'erent

from the truth, that the difference seldom amounts to more than
two or three inches, which may be safely neglected.

Rule 1. If the angle be expressed in minutes, say, as the givea
angle is to CO, so is 687.55 to a fourth proportional, which gives
the answer in inches. 2. If the angle be expressed in seconds,
say, as the given angle is to 3600, so is 687.55 to a fourth pro-
portional, which expresses the answer in inches. 3. If the angle
be expressed in minutes and seconds, turn it all into seconds, and
proceed as above.
Example. At what distance is a globe of one foot in diameter

when it subtends an angle of two seconds?

2 : 3600 : : 687-55 :

3600 X 667-55
1237590

inches, or 1031324 f^e'i which is the answer required. This cal-
culation maybe shortened; for since two of the three propor-
tionals are fixed, their product in the first case is 41253, and in
the other two cases is 2475180; so that in the first case, viz. when
the angle is expressed in minutes, you need only divide 41253 by
tile given angle; and in the other two cases, &c. when the angle
is expressed in seconds, divide 2475180 by the given angle, and
the quotient in either case is the answer in inclies.

Prnb. II. The angle, not exceeding one degree, which issub-
tended by any known extension, being given, to find its distance
from the place of observation.

Rule. Proceed as if the extension were of one fool by Problem
I, and call the answer B ; then, if the extension in question be
expressed in inches, say, as 12 inches are to that extensicn, so is

B to a fourth proportional, which is the answer in inches; but if

the extension in question be expressed in feet, then yon need only
multiply it by B, and the product is the answer in inches.

Excimph. At what distance is a man six feet high, w hen he
appears to subtend an angle of 30". By problem 1. if the man
were one foot high, the distance would be 82j06 inches ; but as he
is six feet high, therefore multiply 82506 by 6, and the product
gives the required distance, which is 495036 inclies. F^or greater
coiivcniency, especially in travelling, or in such circumstances in
which one has not the opportunity ol making even the easy calcu-
lations required in those problems, I have calculated the following
two tables ; the first of which shews the distaiicu answering to any
angle from one minute to one degree, which is sublende"d by an
extension of one foot; and the second table shews the distance an-
swering to any angle rom one miuule to one degree, which is

^ Y subtendeil
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subtended by a man, tlie heiglit of which lias been called an ex-

tension of six feet ; because, at a mean, such is the height of a

man when diessed with hat and shoes on. These tables may be
transcribed on a card, and may be had always ready with a pocket-
telescope furnished with a micrometer. Their use is eTidently

to ascertain distances without any calculation ; and they are calcu-

lated only to minutes, because'with a pocket-telescope and mi-

crometer it is not possible to meauue an angle more accurately
than to a minute. Thus, if one wants to measure the extension o^
a street, let a foot-ruler be placed at the end of the street ; measure
the angular appearance of it, which suppose to be 3(j', and in the
table you will have the required distance against 36', which is9j|

feet. Thus also a man who aopears to be 49' high, isatthedis-"

tance of 421 feet."

iSIr. Cavallo's TaI3les for Measuring Distances by NTicrometers.

Table I.

—

Angles'suhtcndedby an Extension of
One Foot at di[lh-ent Distances.

Anslcs.
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parts ; tlic index to these divisions is a ftower-de-Iiice marked
upon the slider, wliicli carries the needle-point across the field of

tlienii«i'osco|)e. Every revolution of the niierotneter-screw mea-

sures one-50lli part of an inch, which is again subdivided by means

of the divisions on the circular plate, as this is divided into 20

equal parts, over which the index passe* at every revolution of

the screw ; by v.'hich means we obtain with ease the measure of

1000th part of anihch:'for 50, the nundjer of threads on the

screw ill one inch, being multiplied by 20, the divisions on the

circular plate are c(piul lo 1000; so that each division on the cir-

cular plate shews Ihanhe needle has either advanced or receded

1000th part of an inch. To place this micrometer on the body of

the microscope, open the circular part FKH, fig. Ig, by taking

out the screw G, throw back the semicircle FK, which moves
upon a joint at K, then turn the sliding tube of the body of the

microscope, so that the small holes which are in both tubes may
exactly coincide, and let tlie needle' g of the micrometer liave a

free passage through them ; after this, screw it fast upon the body
by the screw G'. I'lie needle will now traverse the field of the

niicroscopt, and measure the length and breadth of the image of

any object that is applied to it. But further assistance must be
had, to measure the object itself, which is a subject of real im-
portance ; for though we have ascertained the power of the micro-

scope, and know that it is so many thousand times, yet this will be
of little assistance towards ascertaining an accurate idea of its real

size ; for our ideas of bulk being fomied by the comparison of one
object with another, we can only judge of that of any particidar

body, by comparing it with another wliose size is known : the

same thing is necessary, to form an estimate by the microscope;
therefore, to ascertain the real measure of the object, we must
make the point of the needle pass over the image of a known part

of an inch placed on the stage, and write down the revolutions

made by the screw, while the needle passed over the image of
tliis known measure; by winch means we ascertain the number
of revolutions on the screv.s which are adequate to a real and
known measure on the stage. As it requires an attentive eye to

watch the motion of the needle-point as it passes over the image
of a known part of an inch on the stage, we ought not to trust ^o
one single measurement of the image, but ought to repeat it at

least six times; then add the six mc.isures thu-. obtained together,

and divide their sum by six, or number of trials ; the quotient will

be the n>can of all the trials. This restdt is to be placed in a column
of a table next to that which contains the nvmiber of the inagnifiers.

'By the assistance of the sectoral scale, we obtain with ease a Muall

part of an inch. This scale is shewn at tig. l,"i, 16, 17, in which
the two lines c (7, ch, with the side «^, form an isosceles triangle

;

each of the sides is two inches long, and the base still only of one-
tenth of an inch. The longer sides may be of any given length,

and the base still only of one-IO'h of an inch. The longer line?

piay be considered as the line of lines upon a sector opened to

fine- 10th of an inch. Hence whatever number of ecpial parts ca,
cb, are di\ ided into, triieir transvci-se measure will be such a part

of o'ne-1'ith as is exinessed by their division*. Thus if it be divi-

ded into ten equal parts, this will divide theinch into 100 equal
parts; the first division nexfc will be espial to 100th part of an
inch, because it is ihe tenth part of one- 1 Otli of an inch. If these

lines are <livi(led into twenty ecjiial parts, the inch vill be bv that

means divided into 'JOO equal p.irts. J.astly, if ivA, cil, are "made
three inches long, and divided into lOO'equal parts, we obtain
with ea--e the lOOOth part. The scale is represented as solid at fig.

16, but as perforated at fig. 15, and 17, so that the light passes
through the aperture, when the sectoral part is placed on the
stage. To use this scale, first fix the micrometer, fig. 18, to the

body of the mici-oscope; then tit the sectoral scale, lig. 17, in

the stage, and adjust the microscope to its proper focus or dis-

tance from the scale, which is to be moved till the base appears
in the middle of the field of view ; then bringthe needle-point »,

Jig. IS,, (by turning the screw L) to touch one of the lints r«,
exactly at the point answering to 20 on the sectoral scale. 'J"he

index « of the micrometer is to be set to the first division, and
that on the dial-plate to 20, which is both the beginning and end
of its divisions; we are then prepared to hnd the magnityin"
power of every magnifier in the conipmind microscope wlin.ii wc
are using.

Example. Ev<ery thing being prepared agreeably to the fore-

going directions, suppose you are desirous of ascertaining the mag-
nifying power of the lens marked N° 4, turn the micronieter-screir

until the point of the needle has passed over tlie magnified image
of the tenth part of one inch ; then the division, where the two
indices remain, will shew how many revolutions, and parts of a
revolution, the screw has made, while the needle-point traversed

the magnihed image of the one-tenth of an inch ; suppose the re-

sult to be 26 revolutions of the screw, and 14 parts ot another re-

volution, this is ecpial to26multiplied by 20, added to 14; that

is, 334,000 parts of an inch. The 26 divisions found on the

straight scale of the micrometer, while the point of the needle
passed over the magnified image of one-tenth part of an inch,

were multiplied by 20, because the circular plate CD, fig. 18,

is divided into 20 equal parts; this produced 520 ; then addirg
the 14 parts of the ne.xt revolution, we obtain 53 4,000 parts of an
inch, or S-lOihs and 3400 parts of another tenth, which is the

measiiie of the magnified image on one-tenth of an inch, at the

aperture of the eye-glasses, or at their foci. Now if we suppose
the focus of the two eye-glasses to be one inch, the double there-

of is two inches; or if we reckon in the lOOOlh part of an inch,

we have 2000 parts for the distance of the eye from the needle-

point of the micrometer. Again, if we take the distance of the

image from the object at the stage at 6 inches, or 6000, and add
thereto 2000, double the distance of the focus of the eye-glass,

we shall have 8000 parts of an incli for the distance of the eye
from the object ; antl as the glasses doulde the ima^e, we must-

double the number 534 found upon the micrometer, which then
makes 1068: then, by the following analogy, we shall obtain the

number of times the microscope magnifies tlie diameter ot the ob-
ject; say, as 240, the distance of the eye from the image of the

object, is to 800, the dist ince of the eye from the object ; so is

1068, double the measure found on the micrometer, to 3563, or
the number of times the microscope magnifies the diameter of the

object. By working in this manner, the magnifying power of

each lens used with the compound microscope may be easily

found, though the result will be different in ditf'erent compound
microscopes, varying according to the combination ot the lenses,

their distance from tlie object and one another, i-c. Having dis-

covered the magnifying power of the microscope, with the differ-

ent object-lenses that are used therewith, our next subject is ta
find out the real size of the objects themselves, and their different

parts; this is easily effected, by finding how many revolutions of

the micrometer-screw answer to a known measure on the sectoral

scale or other object placed on the stage ; from the number thus

found, a table should be constructed, expressing the value of the

different revolutions of the micrometer with that object-lens, by
which the primary number was oblaiiietl. Similar tables must be
constructetl for each object-lens. By a set of tables of this kind,

the observer may readily find the measure of any object he is ex-

amining ; for he has only to make the needle-point traverse over
Ihis ob|cct, and observe the number of revolutions the screw has

made in its passage, and then look into his table for the real mea-
sure which corresponds to this number of revolutions, which is the

measure recpiired.

MICROPIKONES, \_i'-<''-i'i, imd fiu-.m, a voice,] inslrumenls

contrived lo magnify small sound}, as microscopes do small

objects.

MICRorUS, (5ast.\ud Cudweed; a genus of the polygamia

neces-aria order, and syngenesia class of plants; natural order,

Composita'. Receptacle chafly ; no pappus ; calyx caliculated:

no radius of the corolla: female florets wrapped in the scales

of the calyx. There are two species, M. Erectus, and M.
Supinus. The latter only is cultivated in gardens. It is an
annual pUuit, growing naturally in Portugal, in places near the

sea.

MICROSCOPE, [fxixigv and i^jioTrsu,, to view,] an optical in-

strument, contrived various ways to give to the eye a large ap-

pearance of small objects. It consists of lenses, or mirrors, by
means of which small objects appear larger than they do to the

naked eve. Single microscopes consist of a single lens ov mirror ;

or if more lenses or mirrors be made use of, they only serve to

throw hght upon the object, but do not contribute to enlarge the

image of it. The famous microscopes used by Mr. Leeuvvenhoek

were all of the single kind, and the construction of these was the

most siinplc po-siblc ; each consisting only of a single leus set be-

[
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tween two plates of silver, perforated with a small hole, with a

moveable pin before it to place, the object on and adjust it to the

eye of the beholder. Double or compound microscopes are those

in which the image of an object is composed by means of more

lenses or mirrors than one. The chief advantages tliey possess

over the single are, that the objects are represented under a larger

tieldofview, and with a greater amplification of reflected light

:

for the principles on which the construction of microscopes de-

pends, see Optics. We shall here describe a few of the most

approved microscopes. The best single microscope for general

observation is that invented by Mr. John Ellis, autlior of An
Essay upon Corallines, &c. It is portable, simple in its construc-

tion, expeditious, and commodious in use. See Plate CXII. fig.

1, K, represents the box containing the whole apparatus : it is ge-

nerally made of fish-skin ; and on the top there is a female screw

for receiving the screw that is at the bottom of the pillar A: this

is a pillar of brass, and is screwed on the top of the box. D, is a

brass-pin whicli fits into the pillar ; on the top of this pin is a hol-

low socket to receive the arm which carries the magnifiers ; the

pin is to be moved up and down in order to adjust the lenses to their

focal or proper distance from the object. E, the bar which car-

ries the magnifying lens ; it fits into the socket X, which is at the

top of the pin or pillar D. This arm may benioved backwards ajid

forwards in the socket X, and sideways by the pin D ; so that the

magnifier, which' is screwed into the ring at the end, E, of this bar

may be easily made to traverse over any part of the object that lies

•n the staueor plate B. EF is a polished silver-speculum, with a

magnifying lens placed at the centre thereof, which is perforated

for tliis'purpose. The silver-speculum screws into the arm E, as at

F ; of these there may be two or three having diliVrent magnifying

powers. H, the semicircle, which supports the mirror 1 ; the pin

R.afiixed to the semicircle H, passes through the hole which is to-

wards the bottom of the pillar A. B, the stage, or the plane, on

which the objects are to be placed ; it fits into the dove-tailed arm
'

•which is at the upper end of the pillar A. C, a plane glass, with a

small piece of silk stuck on it ; this glass is to lay m a groove made

in the sta'^e B. A hollow glass mav be laid occasionally on (he-

stage instead of the plane glass-block C. L, apair of nippers. These

are fixed to the stage by the pin R ; the steel-wire of these nippers

slides backwards and forwards in the socket, and this socket is

moveable upwards and downwards by means of the joint, so that

the position of the object may be varied at pleasure. The object

may be fixed in the nippers, stuck on the point, or affixed, by a

little eum-water, &c. to the ivory cylinder N, which occasionally

screws to the point of the nippers. To use this microscope : take

all the parts of the apparatus out of the box ; then begin by screw-

ing the pillar A to the cover thereof; pass the pm R of the semi-

circle which carries the mirror through the hole that is near the

bottom of the pillar A ; push the stage into the dove-tail at B,

slide the pin into the pillar; then pass the bar E through tlie socket

X and screw one of the magnifying lenses into the ring at F. The

microscope is now ready for use: and has this peculiar advantage,

that it is difficult to put any of the pieces in a place which is ap-

propriated to another. Let the object be now placed either on

the stage or on the nippers, L, and in such manner that it may be

as nearly as possible over the centre of the stage ;
bring the spe-

culum F over the part you mean to observe -. then throw as much

licrht on the speculum as you can, by means of the mirror], and

th^'e double motion of which it is capable ;
the light received on

the speculum is reflected by it on the object, 'the distance of

the bus F from the object is regulated by moving the pin D up

•uid down until a distinct view ol it is obtained. I.he,bL-i,t rule is,

to place the lens beyond its focal distance from the object, and

then to gradually slide it down till the object appears sharp and well

<lefincd The adjustment of the lenses to their locus, and (lie dis-

tribution of the light on the objecl, require the most attention.

Fi" 2 represents. Mr. Lvonet's single anatomicaKdissecting mi-

croscope' a curious and 'extremely useful instrument for micro-

scopic prenaiUions, and the best adapted of any for dissection.

\vith this instrument Mr. Lyonet made his very curious micro-

scopicil dissection of the chenille de sau!e, as related in his 1 raite

Anatomique de la cheniU? qui ronge le bois de saule 4to. AB
iuhe analomicai table, wliich is supported by a pillar NO ; tin. is

screwed on the foot CD. The table AB is prevented from lurii-

i;ig round by means of two steady pins. In this table there i, a

hole G, exactly over the centre of the mirror EF, that is to reflect
the light on the object ; the hole G is designed to receive a iVat or
concave glass, on which the objects for examination are to be placed.
RXZ is an arm formed of several balls and sockets, by which means
it may be moved into every possible situation ; it is fi.xed on the
hasard by means of the screw H. The lasf arm IZ has a female
screw, into which a magnifier may be screwed, as at Z. By means
of the screw H, a small motion may be occasionally given to the
arm IZ, for adjusting the lens with accuracy to its focal distance

from the object. Another chain of bails is sometimes used, car-

rying a lens to throw light upon the object ; the mirror is likewise

so mounted as to be taken from its place at K, and fitted on a

clamp, by which it may be fixed to any part of the table AB. Let
the operator sit with his left side near a light window ; the instru-

ment being placed on a firm table, the side DH towards the sto-

macli, the observation should be made with the left eye. Fig. 3
represents a small portable botanical microscope, conlrived by
Dr. Witiiering, and described by him in his Botanical arrange-
ments. It consists of three brass-plates. A, B, C, which are paral-

lel to each other ; the wires D and E are rivctted into the upper
and lower plates, which are by these means united to each other

;

the middle plate or stage is moveable on the aforesaid wires by
two little sockets which are fi.xed to it. The two upper plates

each contain a magnifying lens, but of diflereiit powers ; one of
these confines and keeps in their places the fine point F, the for-

ceps G, and the small knife H. To use this instrument, unscrew
the upper lens, and take out the point, the knife, and the forceps ;

then screw the lens on again, place the object on the stage, and
then move it up or down till you have gained a distinct view of

the object, as one lens is made of a shorter focus than the other
;

and spare lenses of a still deeper focus maybe liad if required.

The most convenient microscope of any yet constructed, appears

to be that contrived, in regard to the form of the mounting, by
the late Mr. Benjamin Martin ; aiul is what he called ahand-me-
galascope, because it is well adapted for viewing all the larger

sort of small objects universally, and by only three lenses it has

seven difilcrent magnifying powers. Fig. 4 represents the case

with the three frames and lenses, which are usually one, one and a
half, and two inches focus : they all turn over each other, and shut

into the case, and are turned out at pleasure. The three lenses,

singly, aflbrd threemagnifying powers ; and by combining two and
two we make three more ; for a with e makes one, d with/another,
and f withy a third ; which, with the three singly make six ; and
lastly, all three combined together make another ; so that, upon the

whole, there are seven powers of magnifying with these glasses

only. When the three lenses are combined, it is better to turn them
in, and look through them by the small apertures in the sides of
the case. The eye in this case is excluded from extra light; the
aberration of the superrtuous rays through the glasses is cutoff;
and the eye coincides more exactly with the common axes of the

lenses. A very useful microscope, either for botanical objects er
animals, but adapted chiefly for confining and viewing any living

insects, small animals, &c. is shewn at fig. 5, where A represents a
glass-tube, about an inch and three quarters diameter, and two
inches high. B, a case of brass or wood, contaiijjng a sliding tube,

with two or three magnifying glasses that may be used either se-

parately or combined. In the inside, at the bottom, is a piece of

ivory, black and white on opposite sides, that is occasionallv re-

moved, and admits a point to be scieweil into the centre. "The
cap unscrews at D, to admit the placing ot the object : the proper
di>,l. nee of the glasses from the object is regulated by pulling up
or down the brass-tube E at top, t,ontaining the eye-glasses. 'This

microscope is particularly useful fOr exhibiting the curculio impe-
rialis, or diamond-beetle, to the greatest advantage; for which, as

well as for other objects, a glass-bottom and a polished reflector

at the top are often applied, to condense the light upon the object.

It this case, the stand and brass-bottom F, as shewn in the figure,

are taken away by unscrewing. The double microscope, origin-

ally invented by ^Ir. Culpeper, has been successively improved
by Messi-s. Cuffe, Martin, Adams, and others. Fist. 1, Plate

CXI II. represents it with the latest improvements, as described by-

Mr. Adams in his«ssays: AB represents the body of the micro-
scope, conlainiiig a double eje-gias and a body-glass: it is here

shewn as screwed to the arm CD, from whence it may be occa-

sionallv removed, either for the convenience of packing, or when
the
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the iii5trumont i*; to be used as a single microscope. The eye-
j

gteses aiul tlie body-glassts are toiitaineil in a tube which tits into

the exterior tube AB; by piiUinp; out this tube a little when the I

microscoiie is in use, the iiiagmtving power of *ach lens is in-
]

cr^a<eil. The bociv AB of the niicrostope i> supported by the
|

arm CD; tliis arm is fixed to the main pillar CF, «hith is screwed

firmly to the maliogany-pi-'destal GH ; there is a drawer to this pe

destal, which holds the apparatus. NIS, the plate or stage which

carries the slider-holder KL: this stage is moved up or down the

pillar CF, by turning tlie niilled-nut^M ; this nut is lixe<l to a pi-

nion, that works ni a toothed rack cut on one side of the pilUr.

Bv means of this pinion, the stage may be gradually raised or de-

pressed, and the oliject adjusted to the focus of the dill'erent lenses.

KL is a slider-holder, which fits inloaliole that is in the middle of

tiie stage NIS ; it is U'.ed to confine and guide either the motion

•f theslidei-s which contain the object':, or the glass-tubes that are

designed to cojiiine small fishes for viewiiiT the circulation ol the

blooil. 1 lie sliders are to be passed betwicn the two upper plates,

the lubes through the bent plates. L is a biass-luhe, to the upper

part of which is fi>se<l the condensing leii< before sjjoken of; it tits

info the uiuler part of the slider-holder KL, and may be set at dif-

ferent distances from the object, according to its distance from the

mirror or the csndle. O is the frame which holds the two reliect-

i/ig mirrors, one of which is plane, the other concave. These
mirrors may be moved in various directions, in order to reflect

the light properlv, by means of the pivots on w hich they move, in

the semicircle QSR, and the motion of the semicircle itself on the

pin S: the concave mirror generally answers best in tlie daytime;

the plane mirror combines better with the condensing lens, and a

lanip or candle. At D tliere is a socket for receiving the pin of

the arm Q, tig. 2'2, to which the concave speculum, lor retiecting

light on opaque objects, is fixed. At S is a hole and slit for re-

cfeiving either the nippers L, fig. 17, or the lish-pau 1, fig. 14;
when these are used, the -slider-holder must be removed. T, a

kole to receive the pin of the convex lens M, fig. 18. To use

this microscope: take it ouf of the box. Screw the body into the

upper end of the pan of the arm CD. Place the brass-sliders,

which contain the magnifiers, into a dove-tailed slit which is on

the under side of the afore-said arm, as seen at E, and slide it for-

wards until the magnifier you nuan to use is under the centre of

the body ; opposite to each magnifier in this slit there is a notch,

and in the dove-tailed part of the arm CT'> there is a spring, which

falls into the above-mentioned notch, and thus makes each magni-

fier coincide with the centre of the body. Pass the ivory-slider

you intend to use between the upper plates of the slider-holder

KL, and then reflect as strong a light as you can on the object by
one of the mirrors ; after this, adjust the object to the focus of the

magnifier and your eye, by turning the milled screw M, the mo-
tion of which raises and depresses the stage NIS. \Vhen opaque
objects are to be examined, remove ttie slider-holder, and place

. the object on a Hat glass, or fix it to the nippers L, fig. IT, the pin

of these fit into the hole on the stage ; screw the concave speculum

11, fig. 1.5, into the arm Q, fig. a2, and then pass the pin of this

arm through the socket D, fig. I, the light is now to be reflected

from the concave mirror to the silver-speculum, and from this

down on the object. The speculum must be moved lower or

higher, to suit tlie focus of the different magnifiers and the nature

of the object. The foregoing directions apply equally to the

using of this instrument as a single microscope; with this differ-

ence only, that the body AB is then removed, and the eye is ap-

plied to the upper surface of the arm CD, exactly over the mag-
nifiers. This microscope is sometimes made with the fol-

lowing alteraiious, to render it still more convenient and useful.

The arm CD that carries the body and magnifiers is made both to

tUiU on a pin, and to slide backwards and forwards in a socket at

C ;,so that, instead of moving the objects below on the stage, and
disturbing them, the magnifiers are more conveniently brought
over any part of the objects as desired. The condensing glass is

made larger, and slides upon the square bar CF quite distinct

from the stage, like the mirrors below ; and it is therebv made
iiseful for any other objects that may be applied on glasses fitted to

the stage, as well as those put into the slider-holder K. It is

thereby not confined to this stage alone, as hi the preceding.
When the body AB is taken away, the arm CD may be slipped away
from its bar, with the magnifieri, and the forceps-wire, and joint,

TOU til.—KO. 144.

applied to it ; and it thereby serves the purpose of a small hand
single or opaque microscope, for any object oecasionally applied^

to this wire. The magnifiers in the slider E are moumed'in a

wheel-case, which perhaps prevents its being in the way so much'
as the loni; slider E before described. This contrivance is repre-

sented at X.
Microscope, Lucerm.al, or the Camera Obscura. Mi-

croscope. The great facility with which objects can be repre-

sented on paper or a rough glass in the cam'eia obscura, and copies,

drawn from them by any person though unskilled in drawing,

suggested llie application of the microscope to tiiis instrument.

The greatest number of experinVeRls, that appear to have been
made with this view, were by the, late Mr. Martin and Mr.
Adams; the former of whom freipiently applied the microscope
to tlie portable camera, and with much elfect and entertainment.

But these instruments being found to answer only with the assist-

ance of the sun, Mr. Adams directed his experiments to the con-
struction of an instrument of more extended utility, which could
be equally employed in the day-time and by night. He accord-
ingly succeeded so far as to produce, by candle-light, the linages

of objects refracted from a single magnifier upon one or two large

conrex lenses, (of about five Inclu-s or upwards in diameter,) at

the end of a pyramidal-shaped box, in a very pleasing and magni-
fied appearance, so as to g^ve opaque objects as well as transparent

ones the utmost distinctness of representation ; but still the light

of a cai ;'le or lamp was found generally insufficient to throw the
requisite degree of illuiriination upon the objects. The invention

of Argand's lamp olTered a complete remedy for this defect, by
the intensity and steadiness of its light. This did not escape Mr.
Adams (the son of the former), who immediately ipplied it ; and
who had likewise so altered and improved his father's instrument
both in construction and form, as to render it far more perfect and
useful. '1 he advantages and properties of this excellently con-

1
trived instrument are numerous and important. " As the far

;

greater part of the objects which surround us are opaque (says our
1 author), and very few are sufficiently transparent to be examined
by the common microscopes, an instrument that could be readilv

applied to the examination of opaque objects has always been a
desideratum. Even in the examination of transparent objects,

many of the fine and more curious portions are lost, and drowned,
as it were, in the light which must be transmitted through them;
while dili'erent parts of the same object appear only as dark lines

or spots, because they are so opaque as not to permit any light to
pass through them. These difTiculties, as well as many more, are
obviated in the luceriial microscope ; by which opaque objects of
various sizes may be seen with ease and distinctness: the beauti-

ful colours with which most of tliem are adorned are rendered
more brilliant, without changing in the least the real tint of the
colour; and the concave and convex parts retain also their proper
form. The facility with which all opaque objects are applied to
this instrument, is another considerable advantage, and almost pe-
culiar to itself; as the texture and configuration of the more ten-
der parts are often hurt by previous preparation, every object may
be examined by this instrument, as opaque, and alterwards (if the
texture will admit of it) as transparent. The lucernal microscope
does not in the least fatigue the eye ; the object appeai-s like na-
ture itself ; giving ease to the sight and pleasure to the mind:
there is also, in the use of this instrument, no occasion to shut the
eye which is not directed to the object. A further advantage pe-
culiar to this microscope is, that by it the outlines of every object

may be taken, even by those who are not accustomed to draw ;

while those who can draw well w ill receive great assistance, and
execute their work with more accuracy and in less time, than they
would otherwise have been able to have performed it. Transpa-
rent objects as well as opaque may be copied in the ^ame manner.
The instrument may be used at any time of the day, but the best
eilixt is by night; in which respect it has a superiority over the
solar microscope, as that instrument can only be u^ed v\hen the
sunshines. Transparent objects maybe examined with the lu-

I ceinal microscoiie in three or four dilferent modes, from a blaze

of light almost too great for the eye to bear, to that which is per-

I

fectly easy to it: and by the .addition of a tin-lanthorn to the ap-

I
paratus, mav be thrown on a screen, and exhibited at one view to

I

a large company, as by the solar microscope. The instrument

and apparatus eue thus ilesrvibtd: fig. 6, Plate CXil. represents

H
(>Z tke-
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Ibe improved lucernal microscope, niouiiled to viow opa(iue ob-

jects. ABCD is a large m-ihogany pyramidal box, wliich forms

the body of tlie microscope ; it is supported firmly on the brass-

pillar V\i, by means of tlie socl^et II, and the curved piece IK.

LMN is a guide for the eye, to direct it in the axis of the len>es

;

it consists of two brass-tubes, ojie sliding within the oilier, and a

reitical fiat piece, at tlie top of whicli i-, a hole for tlie eye. 1 lie

outer tube is seen at MN, the vertical piece is represented at LM.
The inner tube maybe pulled out, or pushed in, to adjust it to the

focus of tlie glasses. The vertical piece may be raised or depress-

ed, that the hole, through which the object is to be viewed, may
coincide with the centre of the lield of view ; it is lixed by a

milled screw at M, which could not be shewn in this figure. At
!N is a dove-tailed piece of brass, made to receive the dove-tail at

the end of the tubes MN, by which it is aflixed to the wooden
bbx AI5CDE. The tubes MN may be removed from this box
occasionally, for the convenience of packing it up in a less com-
pass. OP, a small tube which carries the magnihers. O, one of

the magnifiers; it is screwed into the end of a tube, which slides

within the tube P; the tube P may be wiiscrewed occasionally

from the wooden body. QRSTVX, a long scjuare bar, which
passes through the sockets YZ, and carries the stage or frame tiiat

holds the objects ; this bar may be moved backw ard or forward,

in order to adjust it to the focus by means of the pinion which is

at «. /', Is a handle furnished with an ujiiversal joint, for more
conveniently turning the pinion. When the handle is removed,
the nut, fig. 7, may be used in its stead, de, A brass-bar, to sup-

port the curved piece KI, and keep the bodyAB firm and steady.

Jg A z, Tlie stage for opacjue objects : it tits upon the bar QKS T

by means of the socket h i, and is brought nearer to, or removed
farther from, the magnifying lens by turning the pinion a: tlie

objects are placed in the front-side ot the stage (which cannot be

seen in this figure) between four small brass-plates; the edges of

two of these are seen at A7. The two upper pieces of brass are

moveable ; they are fixed to a plate, which is acted on by a spiral

spring, that presses them down, and confines the shder with the

objects : this plate, and the two upper pieces of brass, are lifted

up by the small nut m. At the lower part of the stage, there is a

semicircular lamp of glass k, which is designed to receive the light

from the lamp, fig. b, and to collect and throw it on the concave

mirror o, whence it is to be reflected on the object. The upper

partfgrs, fig. fi, of the opaque stage takes out, that the stage for

transparent objects may be Inserted in its place. Fig. 9, repre-

sents the stage for transparent objects; the two legs j and ti fit

into the top o"t' the under part rs/ti of the stage for opaque r^bjects ;

7'is the part which confines or holds theslidei-s, and through which

they are to be moved ; 9 and 10 a brass-tube, which contains the

lenses for condensnig the light, and throwing it upon the otiject
;

there is a second tube within that, marked 9 and 10, which may
be placed at different distances from the object by the pin 11.

When this stage is used as a single microscope, without any reler-

eiice to the lucernal, the magnifiers, or object-lenses, are to be

screwed into the hole 1:2, and to be adjusteil to a proper focus by

the nut 13. N. B. At the end AB, iig. 0, of the wooden body
there is a slider, which is represented as partly drawn out at A :

when quite taken out, three grooves will be perceived; one of

which contains a board tiiat forins the end of the box ; the next

contains a frame with a yreyed glass; and the third, or that far-

thest from the endAB, two large convex lenses. Fig. S, repre-

sents one of Argand's lamps, to be \ised with the microscope.

The oil must be of the spermaceti kind, called chamber-oil, which,

in every respect, is said to be best adapted for microscopic purposes.

7(/ examine opaque objects. Take otil the wooden slider, Iig.

t), then lilt out the cover and the grey glass from their respecti\e

grooves uiuler the slitler A. Put the end N of the guide for the

eye LMM into its place, so that it may stand in the position which

is' represented in this figure. Place tjie socket which is at the bot-

tom of the opaque stage, on the bar QXT, so that the concave

mirror o ma V be next the endDEof the wooden body. .Screw

the .tubes PO into the end 1)E. The magnilier you intend to use

is to be screwed on the end O of these tubes. The handle Gi, or

the milted nut, fig. 7, must be placed on the square enA of the ))i-

nioti tt. Place the lamp lighted before the glass-lump «, and the

object you intend to examine between the spring-plates of the

Stage; and the instrument is ready for use. In all microscopes

there are two circumstances which must be particularly attended
to ; first, the modification of the light, or tlie proper quantity to

illuminate the object; .Idly, the adjustment ot the instrument to

the focus of the glasses and eye of the observer. In the use of the
lucernal microscope there is a third circumstance, wliich is, the
regulation of the guide for the eye, 1. 'I'o throw the light upon
the object. The flame of the lamp is to be placed rather below
tlie centre of the gUiss-Uiinp n, and as near it as possible; the

coiu ave mirror o must be so inclined and turned as to receive the
light from the glass-lump, and rellect it thence upon the object;
the liest situation of tlie concave mirror and the flame of the lamp
depends on a combination of circumstances, which a little practice

will discover. Q. To regulate the guide for the eye, or to place
the centre of the eye-piece L, so that it may coincide with the
focal-point of the lenses and tke axis of vision : lengthen and
shorten the tubes MN, by drawing out or pushing in the inner

tube, and raising or depressing the eye-piece ML, till you find

the large lens, which is placed at the end AB of the wooden body,
filled by an uniform field of light, without any prismatic colours
round the eye ; for till this piece is properly fixed, the circle of
light will be very small, and only occupy a part of the lens: the
eye must be kept at the centre of the eye-piece L, during the

whole of the operation ; which may be rendered somewhat easier

to the observer, on the first use of the instrument, if he hold a
piece of w hite paper parallel to the large lens, removing it from,
or bringing it nearer to them, till he find the place where a lucid

circle, which he will perceive on the paper, is brightest and most
distinct ; then he is to fi.v the centre of the eye-piece to coincide
with that spot ; after which a very small adjustment will set it per-

fectly right. 3. To adjust the lenses to their focal distance. This
isert'ected by turning the pinion a, the eye being at the same time
at tlie eye-piece L. The grey glass is often placed before the
large lenses, while regulating the guide for the eye, and adjusting

for the focal distance. If the observer, in the process of his exa-
mination of an object, advance rapidly from a shallow to a deqj
magnifier, he will save himself some labour by pulling out the in-

ternal tube at O. The upper part fgrs of the stage is to be
raised or lowered occasionally, in order to make the centre of the
object coincide with the centre of the lens at O. To delineate

objects, the grey glass must be placed before the large lenses ; the
picture of the object will be formed on this glass, and the outline

may be accurately taken by going over the picture with a pencil.

The opaque ])art may be made use of in the day-time without a
lamp, provided the large lenses at AB are screened from tlie light.

To examine tidiitponnt objects. The instrument is to remain
as before; the upper part ./'gs of the opaque stage must be re-

moved, and the stage for transparent objects, represented at fig.

9, put in its place ; the end 9 10 to be next the lamp. Place the

greyed glass in its groove at the end AB, and the objects in thel
slider-holder at the front of the stage; then transmit as strong a^

light as you arc able on the object, which you will easily do by
raising or huvering the lamp. 'I'he object will be beautifully de-
picted on tlie grey glass: it must be regulated to the focus of the

magnifier, by turning the pinion n. The object may be viewed'
with or without the guide for the eye. A single observer will see-

an object to the greatest advantage by using this guide, which is

to be adjusted as we have described above. If two or three wish

to examine the object at the same time, the guide for tlie eye
must be laid aside. Take the large lens out ef the groove, and'

receive the image on the grey glass; in this case, the guide for

the eve is of no use ; if the grey glass be taken away, the image of
the object may be received on a paper-screen. Take out the

grey glass, replace the large lenses, and use the guide for the

eve; attend to the foregoing directions, and adjust the object to

its proper focu;.. You will then see the object in a blaze of light

almost too great for the eye, a circumstance that will be found
very useful in the examination of particular objects. The edges
of the object in this mode will be somewhat coloured : but as it is

only used in this full light for occasional purposes, it hxis been
thought better to leave this small imperfection, than, by remedy.
iiig it, to sacrifice greater advantages ; the more so, as this fault is

easily corrected, and a new and interesting view of the object is

obtained, by turning the instrument out of the direct rays of light,

and permitting them to pass through only in an oblique direction,

by which the upper surface is iu some degree illuminatedj and the:

3 object
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cl)jt?it is seen pavtl v as opatiiie, partly as trausparf nt. It has bicn

ahx-adv obscivi-d, that llie traiis|)areiit objects might be placcil bt-

twecn llic slitler-holilfi.s of thu >taQ;c for opa(jue objects, ami tlicii

be examined as if opaque, boiue tianspavent objects appear to Jhe

greatest advantage when tlielensat 9 10 is taken away; as,by giving

too great a quantity of light, it renders the eilges less sharp. The
variety of views which ni.iy be taken of every object, by means of

the improved luceriial micro>cope, will be found to be of great use

to an accurate observer : it will give him an opportunity of cor-

recting or conlirniing hi> discoveries, and investigating those p:.rts

in one modewliich are invisible in another.

—

To tliroz-^ the i/iiagc

oj traiuparent objects niia screen. It has been long a microsco-

pical desideratum, to have an instrument by which the image of

transparent objects might be thrown on a screen, as in the com-
mon solar microscope : and this not only because the sun is so

uncertain in this climate, and the use of the solar microscope re-

quires confinement in the finest part of the day, when time seldom
hangs heavy on the mind; but as it also alibrds an increase ot

pleasure, by displaying its woiulers to several persons at the same
instant, wlihout the least fatigue to the eve. This purpose is now
effectually answered, by affi.\ing the transparent stage of the lu-

cernal to a lanthorn, with Argand's lamp. The lamp is placed
within tlie lanthorn, and the end 9 10 of the transparent stage is

screwed into a female screw, which is rivetted in the sliding part of

the front of the lanthorn ; the magnifying lenses are to be screwed
into the hole represented at 1?, and they are adjusted by turning
the milled nut. The quantity of light is to be regulated by rais-

ing and lowering the sliding-plate or the lamp. Mr. Jones of Hol-
born has made several improvements in the construction of this in-

strument.

Microscope, Solar, which is esteemed the best for amuse-
ment, is composed of a tube, a looking-glass, a convex lens, and a
single microscope. The sun's rays being reflected through the
Uibe by means of the n-.irror upon the object, the image of the
'bject is thrown distinctly and beautifully upon a screen of white
)aper or a linen-sheet, placed at a proper distance to receive it;

lid may be magnified to a size not to be conceived by those w ho
ave not seen it : for tlie farther the screen is removed, the larger
ill the object appear ; insomuch, that a louse may thus be mag-

.lilied to the length of five or six feet, or even more ; thoush it is

more distinct when not enlarged to above half that size. The
common solar microscope, in its improved state, is well ailapted

lor magnifying transparent objects, but will not serve for opaque
objects, and as these form the most considerable part of the curious
collections in the works of art as well as nature, a solar microscope
tor this purpose was a long time wanted. Mr. Benjamin Martin
made several essays towards the construction of such an instru-

ment; and at last completed one about 1774, which he n;rmed the
opaque solar microscope. 'With this instrument all opaque ob-
jects, whether of the animal, vegetable, or mineral, kingdom,
may be exhibited in great perfection, in all their native beauty;
the lights and shades, the prominences and cavities, and all the \'a-

rieties of different hues, tints, and colours; being heightened by re-

flection of the solar rays condensed upon them."'Transparent objects
are also shewn vyith greater perfection than by the common solar

microscope. Fig. -2, Plate CXI [I. represents this microscope
mounted for exhibiting o))aque objects. ABCDEF, represents
tlie body; one part thereof, ABCD, is conical; the other,
CDEF, is cylindrical. The cylmdrical part receives the tube G
of the opaque box, or the tube Y of the single microscope, fig. 3.

At the large end AB of the conical part, there is a lens tn receive
the rays from the mirror, and refract them toward? the bo.x HIKL.
NOP is a brass-frame, which is fixed to the moveable circular
plate aic: in this frame there is a plane mirror, to reflect the
solar rays on the fore-mentioned lens. This mirror mav be moved
into the most convenient position for reflecting the light, bv the
nuts Q and U. By the nut Q it may be moved from east to west

;

and it m.iy be elevated or depressed by the nut R. dc. Two
screws to fasten the microscope to a window-shutter. The box
for opaque objects is represented at HIKL: it contains a plane
mirror M, for reflecting the light which it receives from the large
lens to the object, and thereby illuminating it; S is a screw to
adjust this mirror, or place it at a proper angle for reflecting the
light. VX, two tubes of brass, one sliding within the other, the
exterior oue ia the bo.x HIKL; these carry 'the magnifying lenses:

tlie interior tube is sometimes taken out, and the exterior one is

then used by itself. Part of tliis tube may be seen in the plalo

within the box HIKL. At H there is a brass-plate, the back pari
of which is fixed to the hollow tube h, in which there is a spiral

wire, which keeps the plate always bearing against the sirje rl of
the brass-box HIKL. The sliders, with the opaque objects, jiass

between this ])late and the side of the box ; to put them there, the
plate is to be drawn back by means of the luit.c-' ik i» a door to

one side of the"opaque box. The foregoing pieces constitute

the several parts necessary for viewing opaipie objects. \V'e now
proceed to describe the single microscope which is used for trans-

parent objects: but in order to examine these, the box HIKL
must be first removed, and in its place \ve must insert the tube Y
ul tlie single microscope now to be described. Fig. 3, represents
a large single tooth and pinion microscope: which is used for shew-
ing transparent objects; the cylindrical tube Y being made to fit

inio the tube FE of the solar microscope. At in, within the body
of this microscope, are two thin plates, that are to be separated, in

ori-ler to let the ivory-sliders to pass between them ; they are
pressed together by a spiral spring, which bears up the under
plate, and forces it against the upper one. The slider S, 4, which
loniains the magnifiers, fits into the hole n ; and any of the mag-
nifiers may be placed before the object, by moving the aforesaid

slider: when the magnifier is at the centre of the hole P, a small
spring falls into one of the notches w hich is on the side of the
slider. Under the plate m are placed two lenses, for enlarging the
field of view on the screen: tlie smallest of the two is fixed in a
piece of brass, and is nearest the plate jn ; this is to be taken out
when the magnifiers, N° 4, 5, or fi, are used, or when the megala-
scope-lens T, fig. 5, is used , but A is to be replaced for N^ 1, C, 3.

This microscope is adjusted to the focus by turning the milled nut
O. To use the solar microscope : make a round hole in the win-
dow-shutter, a little larger than the circle ubc ; pass the mirror
OXP through this hole, and apply the square plate to the shutter;
then mark with a pencil the places whicli correspond to the two
holes through which the screw is to pass ; take away the micro-
scope, and bore two holes at the marked places, sufficiently large

to let the milled screws de pass through them. The screws are to
pass from the outside of the shutter, to go through it ; and being
then screv\'ed into their respective holes in the square plate, they
will, when screwed home, hold it fast against the inside of the
shutter, and thus support the microscope. Screw the conical tube
ABCD to the circ'e ubc, and then slide the tube G of the opaque
box into the cv lindrical part CDEF of the body, if opaque ob-
jects are to examined ; but if they be transparent objects \ou
mean to shew, then place the tube Y within the tube CDEF.
The room is to be darkened as much as possible, that no light

may enter but what passes through the body of the microscope ;

for, on this circumstance, together with the brightness of the sun-

shine, the perfection and distinctness of the image in a great mea-
sure depend. When the microscope is to be useil for upatjue ob-
jects, 1. Adjust the mirror NOP, so as to receive the solar rays,

liy means of the two finger-screws or nuts QR ; the first, Q, turns

the mirror to the right or left ; the second, R, raises or depresses

it : this you are to do till you have reflected the sun's light through
the lens at AB strongly upon a screen of white paper placed at

some distance from the window, and formed thereon a round spot

(•f light. An inexperienced observer will find it more conve-
nient to obtain the light, by forming this spot before he puts on
either the opaque box, or the tooth and pinion microscope. Now
put in the opaque box, and place the object between the plates

at II ; open the door at ik, and adjust the mirror M till you
have illuminated the object stronsily. If you cannot effect this

by the screw S, vou must move the screws Q, R, in order to

get the light reflected strongly from the mirror NOP, or the

inirror M, witl,iout which the latter cannot illuminate tlie object.

The obicct being strongly illuminated, shut the door ik, and a dis-

tinct view of "the objei t will soon be obtained on your
screen, bv adjusting the tubes VX, which is effected by moving
them backwards or forwards. A round spot of light cannot al-

wavs be procured in northern latitudes, the altitude of the sun
being often too low ; neither can it be obtained when the sun is

directly perpendicular to the front of the room. As the sun is

continually changing its place, it will be necessary, in order to

keep his ravs full upon the object, to keep them continually direct-

ed
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»(1 lliroiigh tlie axis of tlie iiistruiiii.-iit, by the two scrt-v.s Q ami

1\. To view transparent olijccls, remove- the opaijiie box, and

in«?i-l the tube Y,. tig. 3, in its pbce ; put tlie slider S into its

pl.ice at ??, aiitl tlie slider with the objects between the plates at ii,

;

then adjust the mirror NOP, as before directed, by the screws

«), K," so. that the light may l>ass through the object, and re-

gulate the focus of the iiiagiiilier by the screw O. The most

]>l-asuig magnifiers in use are the fourth and litlh. The size of the

object uiav be increased or diminished, by altering the distance of

the screen' from the microscope: five or six feet is a convenient

distance. To examine transparent objects of a larger size, or to

render the instrument what is usually called a^ inegalascope, take

out the slider S from its place at ;?, "and screw the button T, fig.

5, into the hole at P, fig. 3, and remove the glass which is under

the plate at 7n, and regulate the light and focus agreeable to the

foregoing directions. N. 15. At tiie end of the tube O there is a

lens for increasing the density of the rays, for burning or melting

;\nv combustible or fusible substance; this lens must be removed

in"most cases, lest the objects should be burnt. 1 he intenslly of

the liglitis also varied by moving this tube backwards or forwards.

Microscopes, App.iKATUs common to the most of. A
and R, (ig. 6 and 7, represent the brass-cells which contain the

magnifiers belonging to the difl'erent kinds of vompound micro-

scopes. The magnifiers are sometimes contained in a slider.

The lenses of A and B are confined by a small cap ; on unscrew-

ing this, the small lens may be taken out and cleaned. The mag-

nifiers A of the lucernal m'icroscope are so contrived, that any two

of them may be screwed together, by which means a considerable

vaiicty of magnifying power is obtained. To get at the len>es in

the slider S, tig. 4, take out tile two screws which hold on the co-

ver. C, fig. 8, represents the general form of the slider-holder.

It consists of a cylindrical tube, in which an inner tube i-i forced

lip by a si)ring. It is used to receive the ivory or any other slider,

in which the transparent objects are placed; these are to be slid

between the two upper plates: the hollow part in one of the plates

is tlcsigned for the glass-tubes. D, fig. 9, the condensing lens

and its tube, which fits into the slider-holder C, and may be

moved up and down in it. When this piece is pushed up as far as

it w ill go, it condenses the light of a candle, wiiich is letlected on

it by the plain mirror of the compound microscope, and spreads it

iinilormlv over the object; in this case it is best adapted to (he

shallowest magnifiers. If the deeper lenses are used, it should be

drawn down, or rather removed further from the object, that it

may concentrate tne light in a small compass, and thus render it

more dense. The condensing lens is sometimes fitted up dill'er-

ently ; but the principle being the same, it will be easy to apply

it to use notwithstanding some variations in the mechanism. E,

fi". 10, a brass-cone. It fixes under the slider-holder, and is used

to lessen occasionally the quantity of light which comes from the

mirror to any object. F, fig. 11, a box with two flat glasses,

•nliich may be placed at different distances from each other in or-

der to confine a small living insect. G, fig. 12, a small brass-box

to hold the silver-speculum II. H, fig. 13, a small silver con-

cave speculum, designed to reflect the light from the mirror on

opaciue objects; it should only be used with the shallow magni-

fiers. It is applied in different ways to the compound micro-

scope ; sometimes to a tube similar to that represented at X, fig.

2d, which slides on the lower part of the body ; sometimes it is

screwed into the ring of the piece Q, fig. 2:? ; the pin of this ge-

nerally fits into one of the holes in the stage. When the specu-

lum is used, the '^lider-hoKler should be removed. I, fig. 14, is a

fish-pan, whereon a small fish may be fastened, in order to view

the circulation of the blood : its tail is to be spread across the ob-

long hole at the smallest end, and tied fast by means of the ribbon

fixed thereto, by shoving the knob which is on the back of it

through the slit made m the stage: the tail of the fish niay be

itroughl under the lens which is in use. K, fig. 15, a cylindrical

piece, intended for the solar opaque microscope: by pulling back

the spiral spring, smaller or larger objects may be confined in it.

K, fig. id, A pair of triangular nippers for taking hold of, and

confining, a large object. L, fig. 17, a long steel-wne, with a

<mall pair of pliers at one end, and a steel-point at the other: the

wire slips backwards or forwards in a spring-tube, which is alfixetl

to a joi'it, at the bottom of which is a pin to fit one of the holes in

the stage; this piece is used to confine small objects. At /, is a

small ivor\-cylinder that fits on the pointed end of tlie steel-wire
L; it is designed to receive opaque objects. Light-coloured ones
are to be stuck on ttie dark side, and vice versa. M, fio. la. ;i

convex lens, which fits to the stage by means of the long pin ad-
hering to it. This piece is designed to collect the light from llie

sun or a candle, and lo throw it on any object placed on the staoe,

N, fig. 19, a brass-slider, into which 'is fitted a Hat piece of gla°s^

and a brass-slider containing tour small glasses, one or two of them
concave, the others fiat; it is designed to confine small living ob-
jects, and when used is to be placed between the two upper plates
of the slider-holder. O, fig. 20, a glass-tube to receive a small
fish, &c. P, fig. 21, one of the ivory-sliders, wherein objects are
placed between two pieces of talc, an<l confined by a brass-ring. Q,
fig. 22, a piece to hold the speculum H, fig. 13 ; this piece is gene-
rally fitted to the microscope represented at fig. 1. li, fi^. 23^ a
pair of forceps, to take up any occasional object. S, fig. 24, a
camel's-hiiir pencil to brush the dust off the glasses ; -the upper
pait of the quill is scooped out, to take up a drop of any fluid, and
place it on either of the glasses for examination. T, fig. 2j, an
instrument for cutting thin transverse sections of wood. It con-
sists of a wooden base, which supports lour brass-pillars ; on the
top of the pillars is placed a flat piece of brass, near t!ie middle of
which there is a triangular hole. A sharp knife, whi..h moves in u
diagonal direction, is fixed on the upper side of the plate, in sucli
a manner that the edge always coincides with the surface thereof.
The knife is moved backwards and forwards bv means of the han-
dle fl. The piece of wood is placed in the triangular trough w hich
is under the brass-plate, and is to be kept steady li.erein by a
milled screw which is fitted to the trougji ; the wood is to be
pressed forward for cutting by the micrometer-screw h. 'l"he

|)ieces of wood should be applied to thi^ instrument innnedialelv
on being taken out of the ground, or else they should be soakc'd
for some time in water, to soiten tlieiii so that they may not hurt
the edge of the knife. When the edge of the knite is brought in
contact with the piece of wo«d, a small quantity of spirts o( wine ^
should be poured on the surface of the wood, lo prevent its curl-
ing up; it will also make it adhere to the knife, from which it inar
be removed by pressing a piece of blotting-paper on it. Y, fig.

27, is an appendage to the cutting-engine, which is to be used in-
stead of the micrometer-screw, being preferred to it bv some. It
is placed over the triangular hole, and kept flat don ii upon the
suiface of the brass-jilate, while the piece of wood is pressed
against a circular piece of brass which is on the under-side of it.

This ciicular piece of brass is fixed to a screw, by which its dis-
tance from the flat plate on which the knife moves may be resu-
lated. L, fig. 28, an ivory-box, containing at one end spare talc
for the ivory-sliders, and at the other spare rings for pressing the
talcs together, and confining them to the sliiier. Microscopes
cannot be said to be complete without the valuable addition of a
Micrometer. See that article.

Microscopes, Method of Using. In applying the micro-
scope to use, examine whether the glasses be clean : if not, they
must be wiped with soft leather, taking care not to soil them with
the fingers ; not to place them in an oblique situation ; not to let

the breath fall upon the glasses, nor to hold that part of the body
of the instrument where the glasses are placed with a warm hand ;

because the moisture expelled by the heat from the metal will

condense upon the glass, and prevent the object from being dis-

tinctly seen. The object should be brought as near the centre of
the field of view as possible ; for there only it will be exhibited
in the greatest perfection. The eye should be moved up and
down from the eye-glass of a compound microscope, till the situa-

tion is found where the largest field and most distinct view of th«
object are to be had : but every person ought to adjust the micro-
scope to his own eye, and not to depend upon the situation it wai
(ilaced in by another. A small magnifying power should alwa\«
be begun with ; by which means the observer will best obtain an
eN;ict idea of the situation and connection of the whole ; and will

of consequence be less liable to form any erroneous opinion whea
the parts are viewed separately by a lens of greater power.- Ob-
jects should also be examined first in their most natural position:

for if this be not attended to, we shall be apt to form very inade-

quate ideas of the structure of the whole, as well as of the connec-
tion and use of the parts. A living animal ought to be as little'

hurt or discomposed as possible. From viewing an object pro-
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])i rly, we may actiiiire a know ledge of its iKituro. Mr. iJ..kt'r ;icl-

v;>cs not to form a;i opinion too ssK'denly afier viewing a micro-
«iopical object ; nor to clraw our inferenci'S till after repeatecl ex-

aminalions of ll>e object in many dliVerenl li^lits and poiitions; to

pas'! no jiul^enipnt npoii things extended by foree, or contratttd

by dryness, or in any manner out of a natural ;late, witliont suit-

oi)'e allowances. The true coloiir of objects cannot be properly

[ /-lermined by very great iiiagniliers ; lor as tUe pores and inter-

sii.es of an object are enlarged accordinajto the magnify iii'.> power
I'l tiie glasses made use of, t);e component particle., of its snb4ance
r 11 appear, sei)ar?.ted many tiionsan-i limes farliier asnnder than
' -v do to the nako<l eve : hence the retlection of the ligiit from

ese pai'ticles will be very different, and exhibit diflerejit co-

n's. It is likewise somewhat dilticnlt to observe opatpie ob-

ts ; oP.d as the apertures of tiie larger niagniliers are but small,

ev a^e not proper fiir the purpose. If an object be so very

ci-aqtie, (hat no light will pass through it, as much as possible must
I'- thrown upon the upper surface of it. Sou'.e consideration is

wise necessary in forming a judgement of the motion of Uving
atures, or even of Ihiids, when seen through the microscope;

r as the moving body, and the space within which it moves, are

ignilied, the motion will also be increased. On the nv.nuigenient

III tiic li^ht depend>in a great measure the distinctness of the vision :

and as, to have this in the greatC'^t perfection, we nlu^t adapt the

(leantity of light to the nature of the object and the focus of the

in.ignilier, it is necessary to view it in various degrees of light. In
some objects, it is dillicnlt to distinguish between a prominence
and a depression, a shadow or a black stain ; or between a reflec-

tion of light and whiteness, which is particularly observable in the

eve of the libella and other ilies: all of these appearing very dif-

lereni in one position from what they do in another. The bright-

ness of an object likewi-e depends on the quantity of light, the

distinctness of vision, and on regulating the quantity to the object;

for some will be in a manner lost in a quantity of light scarce suf-

ficient to render another visible. 'I'hcre are various ways in which
a strong light may be throwij- upon objects ; as by means of the

sun and a convex lens. Fortius purpose, the microscope is, to

I.e placed ubout three feet from a southern window ; then take a

ep convex lens, mounted on a semicircle and stand, so that its

.i,:sition may easily be varied : place this lens between the object

and tlie window, so that it may collect a considerable number of

solar rays, and refract tliem on the object or the mirror of the mi-
croscope. If the light thus collected from the sun be too power-
ful, it may be lessened by placing a piece of oiled p.iper, or a piece

of glass lightly greyed, between the object and lens. Thus a pro-

per degree of light may be obtained, and ditfuse 1 equally al! over
the surface of an object : a circumstance which ought to be parti-

cularly attended to; for if the liglit be thrown irregularly upon it,

no distinct view can be obtained.

Microscopic Objects. Proper objects to be examined hv
microscopes, are, as Mr. Hooke very judiciously observes, " ex'-

ceeding small bodies, exceeding small pores, or exceeding small

motions " Exceedingly small bodies, must either be the parts of

larger bodies, or things t'le whole whereof is e,\ceedinglv minute;
such as small seeds, ii, sects, sands, salts, &c. Exceedingly small

pores are the interstices between the solid parts of bodies, as in

stones, minerals, shells, &c. or the mouths of minute vessels, such
as the air-vessels in vegetables, the pores in the skin, bones, &c.
of animals. Exceedingly small motions, are tlie movements of

the several parls or members of minute animals, or the motion of

the fluids contained either in ajiimal or vegetable bodies. Under
one or other of these three heads almost every thing around us af-

fords matter of e\aniiuation, and may conduce both to our amuse-
ment and instruction. Most objects require some management,
"n order to bring them properly before the glasses. If thev be flat

and transparent, and ^uch as will not be injured bv pres-ure, the
best method is to inclose them in sliders, between two .Muscovy
talcs or isinglass, or between two slips of thin and ground glass.

This way the feathers of butterflies, the scales of fishes, the farinre

rff flowers, Sfc. the severai parts, and even whole bodies of minute
insects, and a thousand other things, may very conveniently be
preserved. Every curious observer will therefore have them al-

ways ready to receive any accidental oliject, and secure it for fu-

ture examination : and a dozen or two of these sliders, judiciously
furnished, are a line natural historj', wiieie we may rtad delightful

vot. 111.

—

no. 144,

leksoiis of the liigli peifection of fJ'j'i's v iTks, anil ! i^ m isdr iii it

their contrivance, in making a collection of objects, the sliders

should not be filled promiscuously, but c;ire taken to sort the ob-
jects according to their size and transp.iiei.cy : in such manner,
tliat none be put logetlier in the same sliderr but what msy pro-
perly be examined by the same magnilier: and tiieii the slider

should be marked with the number of the uugnilicr ita objects are

fittest for: that is, tlie most transparent, or miiutest objects of all,

wliicii require Ihe first nijgiiihcr to view tlum by, should be
placed in a slider, or sliders marked witii number I. Those of

the next degree in sliders marked wilh miiuberll. and so ol the

rest. This method will save abundance of time and trouble in

shifting the niagniliers. Small living objects, such as lice, fleas,

gnats, small bugs, minute spiders, mites, &c. may be placed be-

tween these talcs, without killing or hurting them, if care be taken

not to press down the brass-rings that keep in the tales : and will

remain alive even weeks in this manner. But if they be larger

than to be treated thus, either put them in a slider with concave
glasses, as above describerl, or else examine them stuck on the-

pin, or held between the jjlyers ; either of which ways they ina>y

be viewed at pleasure. It fiu.d-; come under examination, to dis-

cover the animalcules th.it may be in them, take up a small drop
with your |)en or hair-pencil, and place it on a single isinglass, (whicn
you should have in a slider readv) or else in one of the little con-
cave glasses, and so apply it. ftut in case, upon viewing it, you
rind, as often happens, the animalcules swarming together, and so

exceedingly numerous, that running continually over one another,

their kinds and real form cannot be known ; some part of the drop
must be taken off the glass, and then a little fair water put to the

rest, will make them separate, and shew them distinct and well.

And this mixture of water is particularly requisite in viewing the

semen masculinum of all creatures : for the animalcules tlierein

contained are so inconceivably minute, and yet crowded toge-
ther in such infinite numbers, that unless it be diluted a great

deal, thev cannot be sufficiently separated to distinguish their true

shape. But, if we view a fiuid, to tind what salts it mav have in

it, a method quite contrary to the foregoing must be employed:,
for, then, the fiuid must be suH'ered to evaporate, that the salts-

being lett behind upon the glass, may more easily be examined.
Another, and indeed the most curious way of examining fluids, is,

by applying them to the microscope, in exceedingly small
capillary tubes nrade of the thinnest glass possible. TWs
was Mr. Leeuwenhoek's method for discovering the stapes
of salts lloating in vinegar, wine, and several other liquors;,

and such tubes sliould be always ready to use as occasion requires,

For the circulation of the blood, frogs, newts, or fishes, are com-
monly made use of; and tlicre are al.;ss-tubes in the single micro-
scope, and a fish-pan as well as tubes in the double one, on par-
pose to confine these creatures, and bring the proper parts of theitt

to view : which, in newts and fishes, ai-e tlie tails, and in frogs the
fine filmy membrane between the toes of the hinder legs.

Though, if we can contrive to fasten .l<)wn the creature, and brinj
our object to the magnifier, the circulation cannot possibly be-

seen so plainly any where, as in the mesentery, or thin transparent

membrane that joins the guts together ; aiul this part, by pvUing^
out the gut a little, may easily be a<ljusted to the magnitier. To
dissect minute insects, as fleas, lice, gnats, mites, &;c. and vie\^

their internal structure, requires a great deal of patience and dex-'
terlty : yet even this may be done, in a very satisfactory manner,
by means of a fine lancet and needle, if they are placed in a drop
of water' or spirit of wine: for their parts will then be separated

with ease, and lie fair before the microscope, so that the stomach
and other bowels may pl.iinly be distinguished and e.>tamined. We
should always have ready for this purpuse little slips of glass abou-;

the bigness of a ^lider, to place objects on, occasionally ; some cf

which slips should be made of green, blue, and ctlier (fitrerent co-

loun'd glass ; many objects being much more distinguishable when
placed on one colour than on another. We should likewise be
provided with glass-tubes, of all sizes, from the finest capillaries

that can be blown, to a bore of half an inch diameter. To pre-

pare opaciue objects, cut cards into small slips, about half an inch
in length, and the tenth of an inch broad : wet them half their

length with a strong but very transparent gum-water, and wiiti

that stick on your object. As the spots of cards are red and black,

bv making ymir slips of such spots you v,-ill obtain a contrast to-

7 X object*'
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'objects of almo^l any coloui ; and by lixiivj; Mack things on the

vliite, white on (lie black, blue or jjreen on the rod or white, and

nil other coloured objects on slips most contrary to themselves,

lliey will he shewn to the best a<lvantage. The bodies of many
iiiintile insects, wliei) their life is de^lroyed, instantly shrivel up ;

and this is oiiservable even in plants as well as insects, the surface

of these small bodies being al/'ectcd by the least cham;e of air;

whieli is jiarticularlv the case with the ant. If this creature, how-
fvei', be dropped ijito rectilied spirit of wine, it will instantly be
killed; and when it is taken out, the spirit of wine evaporates,

Jeaving llie animal dry, and in its natural posture, or at least in

such a slate that it may easily be placed in whatever posture we
please. The wings, in many insects, are so transparent, that they
ri'ijuire fio previous preparation : but some of tho.ie that are folded

lip- under elytra or cases, recjuire a considerable share of dexterity

to unfold them ; for these wings are naturally endowed with sucii

a spring, that thtty immediately fold themselves again, unless care
be taken to prevent them. 'Ihe wing of the earwig, when cx-
paudeil, is of a loli rable size, yet is folded up under a ca^e not
one-eightli part of its bulk ; and I he texture of thi-. wing renih-rs

it diliicult to be tmfolded. Tins is dor.e with the least trouble
immediately alter the insect is killeil. Holding then the cieature

by the IhoraN, between the linger and thumb, will) a blunt pointed
p\n endeavour gently to open it, by spreading it over the fore-linger,

and at the same lime gradually slfding the thumb over it. When
the wing is suliiciently expanded, separate it from the insect by a
(sharp knife or a pair of scissars. The wing should be pressed "for

some time betwecji the thumb and finger before it be removed
;

it should then be placed betweeu two pieces of p.-iper, and again
jiressed for at least an hour ; after wliich time, as lliere will be no
<ljnger of its folding up any more, it mav be |n;t between llie

laics, and applied to the microscope. Similar c;ire is rei|uisite in

displuyingthe wings of the notonecla and otiiei water-insects, as

Avell as most kinds of grylli. The minute scales or feathers, which
(.over the wings of moths or bulterdies, afford very beautiful ob-
jects for the microscope. Those from one part of the wing fre-

<|uently difler in shape from such as are t;\Xen from oilier parfs

;

;md, near the thorax, shoulder, and on the fringes of the
wijigs, what we generally meet with, are instead of scales. The
whole may be brushed olf the wing, upon a p.ece of paper,
by means of a camel's-hair pencil ; after which the hairs can be
separated with the assistance of a common magnifving-glass. It is

Jikewise a matter of considerable difliculiy to dissect properly the
jiroboscis of insects, such as the gnat, tabanus, &c. and tiie expe-
rmient must be repeated a great nuii'ber of times before the struc-

tm-e and s tujtion of the parts can be thorouglily investigated, as

the observer will frequently discover in one what he coiUd not in

another. The collector of the bee, wdiich forms a very curious
object, ought to be first carefully washed in s|)irit of turpentine

;

by which means it will be freed from tiie unctuous matter adher-
ing to ii : when dry, it is again to be washed with a camel's-hair
^)encil to diseiigage and bring forward the small hairs which form
part of this niicroscopic beauty. 'I'he best method of managing
the stijigs of insects, which are in danger of being broken by rea-
son of their hardness, is to soak tlie case and Ihe rest of the appa-
ratus for some time in spirit of wine or turpentine ; then lay them
on a piece of paper, and witli a blunt knile draw out the sting,

-Jiolding the sheath with the nail of the linger or any bUmt instru-
ment ; but great care is necessary to preserve the 'feelers, which
when cleaned add much to the beauty of the object. 'I'he beard
of the le)>as antifera is to be soaked in clean soft water, frociuently
brushing it while wet witli a camel's-hair pencil : after it is drieii,
the brushing must be repeated with a dry pencil to disengage and
separate the hairs, wliich are apt to adhere together. To view to
advantage the fat, brains, and other similar substances. Dr. Ilooke
iidvLsei to render the surface smooth, by pressing it between two
plates of th.iii glass, by which means the matter will be rendered
much thinner and more transparent; without this piecaulion, it

ajjpears confused, by reason of the parts lying too thick upon one
another. For muscular fibres, take a piece of the llesh, thin and :

«!ry; moisten it with warm water, and alter this is evaporated tlie
vessels will appear more plain and distinct ; and by repeated
macerations they appear still more so. The exuvix of' insects af-
ford a pleasing object, and require but liltle preparation. If bent
or curled up, t!i y will becoine so relaxed by being kept a few
hours in a moist atmosphere, tliat you may easily extend tlicm to

tlie:r natural positions ; or the stream of warm water will answer
the purpose very well. The eyes of insects in general form very

curious and beautiful objects. Those of the libellula and other

flies, as well as of the lobster, &c. must first be cleaned from the

blood, &c. after which they should be soaked in water for some,
days; one or two skins are then to be separated from the eye,

which would be otherwise too opacpie and confused ; but some,
care is reiiuisite in this operation ; lor if the skin be rendered too^
thin, it IS imiiossible to form a projjer idea of the organization of,

the part. In some substances, however, the organization is such^
that by altering the texture of the pait, we <le5troy the objects

which we wish to observe. Of this sort are the nerves, tendons,

anil mirscular fibres, many of which are viewed to most advant-age

when lioating in some transparent fluid. Thus very few of ttie

muscular fibres can be discovered when we attempt to view them
in the 0])en air, though great numbers may be seen if they be
placed in water or oil. By viewing the thicad of a ligament in

this manner, we find it composed of a vast number of smooth
round threads lying close together. Elastic objects slinuld be
pulled orslretched out while they are underthe microscope, thatthe

te.xturp and nature of those parts, the figure of which is altered by
being tlius pulled out, may be more completely discovered. To-
examiue bones by tlie microscope, they should be viewed as

opaijue objects ; but afterwurds by procuring thin slices of theiw,

they may be viewed as transparent. Tlie sections should lie cut
in all directions, and be well washed and cleaned : and in some
cases maceration will be useful, or the bones may be heated red?

hot in a clear lire, and then taken out ; by which means the bony
cells will appear more conspicuous. 'I'he pores ot llie skin may
be examined by cutting olf a thin slice of the upper skin with ;i

razor, and then a seconil from the same place ; applying the latter

to the microscope. 'J'he lizard, guane, &c. have two skins, one
very transparent, the other thicker and more c))3que ; and sepa-

rating these two, you obtain very beautiful objects. To view the

scales of fish to advantage, they ought to he soaked in water tor a
few days, and then carefully rubbed to clean them from the skiH

and dirt which may adhere to them. The seizes of the eel are
a great curiosity ; and the more so, as this creature was not known
to have any scales till they were discovered by the microscope.
The method of discovering them is this : Take a piece of the skin
of an eel from off its side, and spreail it while moist on a piece of
glass, that it may dry very smooth : when thus dried, the surface
will appear all over dimpled or pitied by the scales, which lie un-
der a sort of cuticle or thin skin; which may be raised with tha
sharp point of a pen-knife, together with the scales, which will

then easily slip out ; and thir, we may prucuie as many as wo
])lease. The leaves of many trees, as well as of some plant's, when
dissected, form very agreeable objects, - 'J"o dissect them, take a
few of the most perfect leaves you can find, and place them in u
pan with clean water. Let them remain there tluee weeks or a
month, without changing the water; theai take them up ; and if

they feel very solt, and almost rotten, they are suliiciently soak*
ed. 'I'hey must then be laid on a flat board, and holding them
by Ihe stalk, draw the edge of a knife over the upper side of tliu-

leaf, which will take ofl' most of the skin. Then turn the leaf,"

and do the same with the under side ; and when the skin is taken
olf on both sides, wash out (he pulpy nia((i-r, and (he fibres will he
exhibiled in a very beautiful manner. Tlie leaf may be s!i( in(o

two parts, by splitting the stalk ; and the skins peefetl from ths
fibres will also make a good object. I'liis operation is best per-
formed in the autumn : the fibres of the leaves are much stronger •

at that season, and less liable to be. broken. The internal struc-
ture of sliells may be obser'cd by grinding them down on a hone:
and all ores and minerals should "be carefully washed and briislied
with a small brush to remove any sordes that may adhere to tlieni.""

To view the circulation of the blood, we must observe living
animals of Ihe most transparent kind. A small eel is sometimes
u^ed for this purpose ; in which case it must be cleansed from the
slime naturally adliering to it; after which it may be put into a
tu'be filled with water, where it can be viewed in a satisfactory
manner. The tail of any other fish may be viewed in the same
manner, or put upon a slip of flat glass, 'and thus laid before the.
microscope. By filling the tube with water when an eel is mide
use of, we prevent in a great measure the sliminess of the animal
from soiling the glass. 'J'lie jiarticles of the blood form a very
ciirious object, aud have been carefully viewed by diflerent phi-

7 loiophers:
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losoplier> ; wlio neveillieless, dillier from oiu; another very niucli

in tlieif accounts of tlitin. Tlie bost iiietliod of vie«ing these is

lo take a small drop of blood when warm, and spread it a'^ lliin a-;

possible upon a flat piece of glass. \l\ diluting it a little with

warm water, some of the largi' ghiliiiles will be se|)arated Ironi the

smaller, and many of them snlidivided ; or a small ilrop of blood

may be put into a capillary glass-tube, and then placed before the

microscope. Mr. Haker advises warm mills as proper to be iuIn-

ed with liie blood ; but Mr. llewson, who is accounted the most

accurate observer, diluted the blood with that Ihiid which un-

(Joubtedlv is more natural to it, viz. its own serum : by this me-
thod he could pre-erve tlie small particles entire, and view them
distinctly; and thus he found that they were not ijlolnilar, a^ had

been imagined by other anatomists, but flat. Having shaken a

piece of the crassamentum of the blood in serum till the latter be-

came a little coloured, he spread it with a soft hair-pencd on a

piece of thin glass, which lie placed under the microscope, in such

u manner as not to be quite horizontal, but rather higher at one
end than the other, lluis the serum llows from the higher to the

lower part ; and, as it flows, some of the particles will be found to

kwim on their flat sides, and will appear to h:i»e a dark spot in the

middle ; while others will turn over from one side to the other as

ihey roll down the gla.ss. Many cruel experiments have been
tried, in order to observe the circulation of the blood in living

creatures, and an apparatus has been invented tor viewing the cir-

culation in the mesentery of a frog ; but as this can answer no use-

ful purpose, and will never be put in practice by persons of huma-
nity, we forbear to mention it. liesides the objects for the micro-

scope already mentioned, there are innunicrable others, some hardly

visible, and others, totally invisible, to the naked eye ; and which
therefore, in a more peculiar sense, are denominated microscopic
animals. These are the animalcides or moving bodies in water,

in which certain substances have been infused ; and of which there

are innumerable different kinds. 'I'liese animalcules are sometimes
Jbund in water wliich we would call pure, did not the microscopes
discover its minute inhabjtaiits ; but not equally in all kinds of

water, or even in all parts of the same kind of it.
' The surlaces of

infusions are generally covered with a scum which is easily brok-

en, but acquires thickness by standing. In this scum the greate^t

mimbcr of animalcules are usually found. Sometimes it is neces-

sary to dilute the intusions; but this ought always to be done with

water, not oidy distilled, but viewed through a microscope, lest it

should also have animalcules in it, and thus prove a source of de-

ception. It is, however, most proper to observe those minute
objects after the water is a little evaporated ; the attention being
less diverted by a few objects than when thcv appear in great

numbers. One or two of the animalcules may be separated from
the rest by placing a small drop of water on the glass near that of

the infusion; join them together by making a small connection
between them with a pin ; and as soon as vou perceive tliat an

animalcule has entered the clear drop, cut off the connection
iigain. Eels in paste are obtained by boiling a little flour and
water into the consistence of abook-binder's paste ; then exposing
it to the air in an open vessel, and beating it frequently together

to keep the surface from growmg nimddy or hard. In a few davs
it will be found peopled with myriads of Ihtle animals visible

to the naked eye. 'Ihey may be preserved for a whole vcar
by keeping the paste moistened witji water; and while this is

done, the motion of the animals will keep the surface from grow-
ing mouldy. Mr. Baker directs a drop or two of vinegar to be put
into the paste now and then. When they are applied to the micro,
scope, the paste must be diluted in water for them to swim in.

Numberless animalcules are observed by the niicroscojie in infu-

sions of pepper. To make an infusion for this purpose, bruise as

iiuich common black-pepper as will cover the bottom of an open
jar, and lay it thereon about half an inch thick : pour as niuch soft

water into the vessel as will rise about an inch above the pepper.
Shake the whole well together ; after which they must not be
stirred, but be left exposed to the air for a few days ; in whii h time
a thin pellicle will be formed on the surface, in which innumera-
ble animals are to be observed by the microscope. The micro-
scopic animals are so difl'erent from those of the larger kinds, that

scarcely any sort of analogy seems to exist between them ; and
one would almost be tempted to think, that they lived in conse-

quence of laws directly opposite to thoie, which preserve ouwdves

and other visible animals in existence. Thev have bettn systema-
tically arranged by O. K. Mullcr; though it is bv no means pro-
bable that all the different classes have yet been discovered. Such
as have been observed, however, are by this author divided in tlie

following manner:— I. Such as have no external organs. 1.

Monas: Punctiforma. A mere point. 2. Proteus: Mutabilis.
Mutable. 3. Volvoxj Sphi'ricum. Spherical. 4. Enchelis

;

Cylindracea. Cylindrical. 5. Vibrio : Elongalum. Eong. Mem-
branaceous. C. Cvclidium ; Ovale. Oval. 7. Paramecium :

Oblongum. Oblong. 8. Kolpoda: Sinuatum. Sinuous. 9.
Gonium : Angulatum. With angles. 10. Bursaria. Hollow
like a purse. 11. Tho-;e that have external organs. Naked or
not inclosed in a shell. I. Cercaria: Caudatuin. With, a tail.

3. Trichoda: Crinituni. Hairy. 3. Kerona: Corniculatum.
With horns. 4. Ilimautopns: Cirratum. Oirraled. 5. Leuco-
phra: Ciliatuni undi(]ue. Every part ciliated. 6. Aorticella :

Ciliatum apice. '^I'he a))ex ciliated. Covered with a shell. 7.

Brachionius: Ciliatum apice. The a[)ex ciliated, 'i'hese are nil

the different kinds of animalcules which have yet been discovered.
'1 o wlut is said of them in general under the article Animalcule,
we shall liere add the following observations from Mr. Adams:
" How many kinds of these invisibles there inay be is yet un-
known { as they are discerned of all sizes, from tliose which are
barely invisible to the naked eye, to such as resist the force of the
microscope as the fixed stars do that of the telescope, and with the
greatest powers hitherto invented a|jpear only as so nianv movinu;
piiints. The smallest living creatures our instruments lan ^hew

,

are those which inhabit the waters ; for though animalcula equally
njinute may fly in the air, or creep upon the earth, it is searcelv pos-
sible to get a view of them; but as water is transparent, by con-
liningthe creatures within it we tan easily observe them bv applv-
ing a drop of it to the glasses. Animalcules in general are ob-
served to move in all directions with equal ease and rapidity, some-
times obli<iuely, sometimes straight forward ; sometimes niovinj
in a circular direction, or rolling upon one another, running back-
wards and forwards through the w hole extent of the drop, as if di-

verting themselves ; at other times greedily attacking the little

parcels of matter they meet with. Notwithstantling their extreme
minuteness, they know how to avoid obstacles, or to prevent any
interference with one another in their motions: sometimes thev
will suddenly change the direction in which they move, and take
an opiiosite one ; and by inclining the glass on wliich the drop of
water is, as it can be made to move in any direction, so tlie animal-
cules appear to move as easily against the stream as with it. Wlu n
the water begins to evaporate, they ilock towards the place wliere
the fluid is, and shew a great anxiety and uncommon agitation of
the organs with vvhich they draw in the water. These motions grow
langtiiil as the water fails, and at last cease altogether, without a
possibility of renewal if tliey be left dry for a short lime. Tliey
sustain a g'^eat degree of cold as wel! as insects, and will perish ia

much the same degree of heat that destroys insects. Some animal-
cules are produced in water at the tVoezing point, and some insects live

in snow. By mixing the least drop of urine with the water in

which they swim, they instantly fall into convulsions and die. Tie
same rule seems to hold good in those minute creatures, which ;s

observable in the larger animals, viz. that the larger kitds ^re lt\.<

numerous than such as are smaller, while the smallest of all are

found in such multitudes, that there seem to be myriads for one of
the others. They increase in size like other animals, from theij-

birth until they have attained their full growth; and when deprived
of proper nourishment, they in like manner grow thin and perish."

The modes of propagation among these animalcules are varioiis,anr!

the observation of them is extremely curious. Some inidtifrtj' by
a transverse divisioii ; and it is remarkable, that though in geiicr.il

thev avoid one another, it is not uncommon, when one ii> nearly

j

divided, to -ee another push itself in upon the small neck v. hic'h

! joins the two bodies in order to accelerate the separation. C'lhirs,

I when .-Ibout to multiply, lix themselves to the bottom of the water
;

1
then becoming lirst oblong, and afterwards round, turn rapidly as.

[
on a centre, but perpetually varying the direction of their rotatory

1
motion. In alittle, two lines forming a crosiare perceived; after

' which the spherule divides into fnui', wiiich grow, and are agii'u

I

divided as before. A third kind imdiiply by i ioni;iiudinal divi-

! sion, which in some begins m the forepart, in others in th.e hind

I

part; awd from oUiers u small fr.igiueat. detaches ibeii which in a
' • short
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short time assumts the shape of the parcut :uiimalciile. Li^tly,

others propagate in the same manr.cr as the more perfect animals,

iiomc doubts have arisen wbetlier all tliose iniimte bodies really do
enjoy animal life; or whether they are not in many rases to be
accounted only inanimate and exceedingly minute points of matter
actuated by tiie internal motion of tiic tlujd. lint to a'l hypotlieses

ot this kind, Mr. Adams makes the lollnwing reply : " I'roin

what has been saitl it clearly appears, that their motions are not
pnrely mechanical, but are produced by an internal spontaneous
principle; and that they must tlierefore'lw |)iaced among tlie class

of living animals, for they possess t'le strong' st marks and the most
decided characters of animation ; and consetiuently, that there is

no founihition lor the supposition of a chaotic and neutral kingdom,
vhicli can only have derived its origin from a very transient and
superficial view of these animalcules." For a more t'ull in.f'or-

mation concerning these and other microscopical (ibjects, of which
there is an almost inlinite variety, the reader may consult" Essavs

on the Microscope," by Mr. Adams, \i ho has made the mo~t
valuable collection that lias yet appeared on the subject. We
have given in the plates a view of several objects as magnified by
the microscope. Fig. 1. Plate CXIV. is the white plumed m^th dis-

tinguished from other species, by this that its wings are not mem-
braneous, but composed of line, distinct, and most elegant, feathers.

Fig. 2, is the common tlva m:H;nitied. Plate CXV. fig. 1, is a

leaf of the sweet-brier, and tig. 2, a leaf of sage magnified : the lit-

tle globides, which appear on these and other aromatic plants are

supposed to give rise to their fragrance. Fig. 3, shews the slings

ot a nettle, and fig. 4, the anlenuE of a gnat as seen through the
microscope. F"ig. 5, exhibits those e.Kceedingly small creaUnes
which appear scarcely bigger than points, and which, when they
iire hatched from eggs, (altogether invisible even by the greatest

magnifier) make that greenish scum, which often suddenly appears

on the surface of stagnant water in vessels, &c. They are of a

roundish figure, e.\tremely agile, and alwaN^ in motion. Fig. 6, 7,

8, present us with animalcules of the same form and kind, but of,

dilierent sizes, larger; they all appear like animated jellies, but

of no distinct parts externally ; inde<-d in tlie larger sort fig. S,

you will observe a difl'ereni appearance of tire intiMiial parts, which
are always in motion, and shew tlu-mselves by dilferent lights and
shades ; and it is somewhat droll and diverting to see the odd man-
ner in whicli they move about in the water. Fig. 9 and 10, pre-

sent the smaller sizes of animalcules of an oblong figure, and al-

most pointed at each end; they seldom ever change their form,
but they can occasionally make tliemselves longer or shorter; they
move with a direct and librating motion. Fig. 1 1, shews that very
curious animalcule that is usually called the wheel-anim:il. It is

a mere proteus, varying its form continually, as represented in the

figure ; most of them are in the common form ; a few are repre-
sented with their horns put out with something like the appearance
ofa wheel on the top of each; these also have the appearanceof a cir-

cular motion, and very swift ; by this means they make little whirl-

pools in the water, which bring down small objects for their food ;

when they catch any they draw in their horns and wheels, and
contract themselves into that roundish form which you see in one
or two. Fig. 12, represents the ajiguiculi', or small microscopic
eels, in vmegar, paste, and some sorts of w;;ter. They may be
shewn by the solar microscope in a darkened room, seven, eight, or

ten, feet long, and two or three inches thick, i:iid more than 100 in

one view, and in all their natural motions and anguicular forms.
Fig. 13, shews the animalcules found in the semen masculinum of

most animah ; tlicir forms do not much vary in difi'erent animals,

they resemble tadpoles, only that tlieir tails have a greater pro-

portion of length, and when greatly magnified several otlier dif-

IVrences may be seen. Fig. 14 thews those of the dog, and fig. 15,

those of the rabbit. Fig. 16, repreients small grains of fine sand
magnified, appear wliich as transparent as clearcry tlals. Fig. 17, 18,

19, exhibit tlie crystals which appear when a drop of water im-
pregnated with some kind of salt is sulfered to evaporate, if com-
mon salt be used the cry.>lals are cubical as in fig. 17, nitre gives
needle-like crystals, as in fig. 155, and those of sugar are glo-

bules as in fig. 'ip. Plate CX.VI. fig. 1, is a view of a very singular

species of animalcules which Mr. Penj. Martin thus describes.

AB is a single stem of duck-weed, and its leaves floating on the
surface of wa'er, such as is I'oranionly seen in poilds, &:c. As I

was viewing several of these for poly pusses, I met with an appear

1

) ance, on one jn.rt of the fibrous stem, of soinrlhing which I
thought in motion, about the bigness of a large pin's head, as re-
presented atC; and while 1 was considering how I shauld ex»
amine it more thorouglily, to my great surprize, the jelly-like sub-
stance, in a momfent, eNpauded itsi If all around in the "form of a»
umbrella, in the manner as represented at D E F, which is but
a part only of the whole to sliew the manner of it ; the numberless
filaments by whicu they were connected with tiie stem at the n(ide
D, were so exceedingly line, as to be but just perceived through the
micioscope; at the end of' these were small rinindish heads, about
a tenth part as big as those represented in the print. When I
viewed lliem with the largest magnifier, I tiiought 1 could perceive
a m')t!on in these small heads; and having singled one of them out,
and placed it in a fair light, I perceived the form of it was nearly
such as represented at G, fi^. 2, and that, on the upper part of the
head 1 saw a little part rise up, as -^hewn at H, w Inch moved with in-

credible sw illness, backwards and fcrv. ards, perpetually, and the
upper surface of the head scenn-d to be uneven, land of a hollow,
spui^gy substance within. After viewing these animalcules, thus ex-
panded, a very short lime, they as suddenly contracted, and in .1

moment were gathered into their lirst form. What appeared to
me extraordinarily wonderful was, that those exceedingly fine fila-

ments had all of them the appearance, and efl'eet of a natural

spring ; for they would-oflen appear coiled mere or less in the man-
ner as represente<l in Ihefigure, and some of them in a zigzi'.g form.
They would thus expand, and contract themselves withthe ut-

most velocity several, lin-es in a minute. Such wonderful me-
chanism, in the minutest of animals, filled me with equal amaze-
ment and pleasure: 1 often viewed them in the waters of Somer-
setshire, particularly at South I'etherton. Fig. 3, exhibits a curi-

ous animalcule of which Mr. Baker speaks thus: " We some-
times find in our infusions of vegetable productions, and in other
waters that have stood a while uncovered, an animal of a very-

singular and surprising form. This little creature is in its middle-
state ; it lately was a worm, and will soon become a gnat. For
gnats deposit their eggs in a kind of slimy matter on the surface of
the water, and fasten them to something that may prevent their

being washed away or separated too soon. From these eggs pro-
ceed a number of minute worms, which sinking to the bottom of
the water, make for themselves cases or coverings of fine sand or

e;irth cemented together with a sort of glue, but open at both ends,
for them to come out of, or retire into, as they find occasion. After
a time, quitting their habitations, and the figure of worms, they re<-

ascend to the top of the water in the shape now before us, shelled

all over, with a large bead and mouth, a couple of black eyes, two
horns, several tufts of hairs or bristles on difierent parts of the body,
and a tail with a brush of hair at the end of it, which being smeared
over \\'ith an oily fluid, serves like a cork to keep them above
water ; their heads being sometimes lifted into the air, and some«
times plunged into the water, while the tail slides along the sur-

face. And if the oil on the tail begins to dry, they shed from
their mouth a new supply upon it, which restores its ability of
steering where they please, w ithout being wetted or prejudiced by
the water. After living in this manner the time appointed By-

Providence, a stranger change succeeds : for resigning their eyes,

horns, and tail, and casting olf their whole skin, there issues forth

a race of insects of a quite different element : the most beautiful

and delicate plunrage adorns their heads ; their limbs are consti-

tute<l with the finest texture ; they have wings curiously fringed

and ornamented ; their whple bodies are invested with scales and
hair, and they are actuated by a surprising agility : in short, they

become gnats, and spring into the air. And, -.vhat is most amazing,

a creature that but a minute since was an inhabitant of the water,

would now be drowned if it were plunged therein. I Irave been
the more particular in my account of this metamorphosis, as I ap»

preiiend many sorts of the animalcules in fluids undergo changes
in somewhat a like manner. I shall only add here, that the little

creature, whose pictui'e I have given, is a delightful object for

the microscope, its white heart beating distinctly, and the motion
of all its intestines being perfectly visible and extraordinary." Wtt
mav find in the waters of our ditches several species both of tes-

taceous and crustaceous animalcules: two of the latter sort, which
are most remarkable, are shewn, fig. 4, in a swimming posture,

with their backs towards the eye. Their legs are somewhat like

shrimps or lobsters, but ef a much more curious structure. They
Me
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•iro less tJian a very small fle.i, but are- all breeders, and carry llieir

'iKuvii either under tlieir tail, os in two secuiiiig bags bangiiij; trom
I ii'-ir sides, as in fig. J. They appear to have but one eye, and are

; 1 be found so transparent, that the motion ui Iheir bowels is seen dii-

tinctly bv the micro'cope, together with a regular pulsation in a

little part, which therefore we may suppose to be the licart. Fig.

!*, is an extraordinary kind of animalcule which a|)pears in aslieath.

or case, a, b, c, the end whereof it fastens to the duck-weed roots.

J Jiis little creature has twoseeming wliecls with agieat many teeth

or notches, coming from its head, and tuniitig round as it were
upon an axis, d, e. At the least touch it ilraws the wheel-work
into its body, and its body into tlie sheath, after which it appears

as in fig. 10. But when all is quiet, it thrusts itself out again, and
the rotation of the wheel-work is renewed. The true form of the

wheel-work is shewn at fig. 1 1. The eggsof the Ox-fly, or Gad-bee,
are deposited in the waters, and produce an extraordinary kind of

little worm or maggot, tlie extremity of whose tail is inciicled with

moveable hairs, which, being expanded on the surface of the

water, enable it to llo.u along, as in fig. 12. Wlien it would de-

scend towards the bottom, these hairs are made to approacli each
otiier in an oval forni, and inclose a little bubble of air ; by means
wliereof it is able to rise again: and it this bubble escapes, as some-
times it will, the insect immediately squeezes out of its own body
another like bubble to supply the place thereof. The maggot, as

descending, is shewn, tig. 13. Human blood, and the blood of

land-animals, is found by the microscope to consist of round red

globules floating in a transparent water or serum. Each red glo-

bule is made up of six smaller and more transparent ones : and
Mr. Leeuwenhoek has discovered, that each of these agahi is com-
posed of six globules still more niinuteand'colourless: so that every

common red globule is compounded of at least thirty-six smaller

ones; and perhaps the division may still go on much farther. The
specific gravity of these globules is somewhat more than of the

iLTum wherein they float, as is shewn by their sub-iding in blood
extracted from the veins aiufat rest. They have also a consider-

able attraction to each odier, and when brought in contact, cohere
so strongly (unless soon separated again by motion) as to form a

substance resembling soft flesh. Fig. (i, shews one such large glo-

bule, wherein five of the smaller sort that compose it appear in

contact, the sixth lying behind. Fig. T, shews, how by their mu-
tual attraction to, or pressure against, each other, they readily unite

to form a perfectly round body. It is easy to conceive, that

these six globules, and even the more minute ones still whereot
t'ley are compoui\ded, may occasionally be separated, in order to

pass through such extremely minute vessels as without separation

they cannot possibly enter; and may re-unite when they meet
again in vessels where they have more room. And we are very

certain, that sometimes they cohere in greater numbers, and form
larger masses than are consistent with a free and healthy circulation.

The transparent membrane between a frog's hind-foot-toes is the

object most commonly employed for viewing the current and cir-

culation of the blood ; and, in this, if well expanded, it may he
seen fairly and distinctly, both in the veins and arteries, in the

manner represented fig. 8. A A two toes of a frog's hinder foot. B
the thin membrane between the toes, extended. C C C the trunks

of the arteries. DD trunk of a vein. EEEarteries and veins in the

fine membrane, with the blood-globules circulating through them.
The tails or fins of small fishes may likewise be used very comniodi-
ously to this purpose, and present to view great numbers of veins

and arteries with the blood passing different ways tlirougl-. them.
The sections of llie roots and branches of ditferent kinds of woods
and vegetables are very curious when viewed with the microscope,

and afford matter of observation worthy of the rational mind of man,
Plate CXVU. fig. 1, shews a root of wormwood, and fig. 2, a

horst-radish-root, in each of which, T represents the root cut

transversely as it appears to the naked eye. The other figures are

parts of the section T, magnified, whicli thus enlarged, shew the

rarious organic al parts of w hich they are composed, and by which
vegetation is performed. \b is the skin or rind. From A to C in

the wormwood-root is the bark, which is a membranous substaiu e,

consisting partly of a great nuniberof little bladders or vesicles BBB;
the same is represented by AB in the horse-radish-root. It also

consists in part of a ligneous or woody substance, as from B to L.
The wood of the root is all that part betw een B and E in the horse-

radish-root ; and from CC, to the very centre in the wormwood-
vot. UI.—KO. 144.

root. Th.- wood of the root consists also of two ditlierent substances,
viz. a ligiiious one, properly the wood as I". EE, and pulpy one,
like that oi the bark, as DDD, inserted regularly between tlic por-
tions of wood; these are very distinct in the wormwood-root, but
in the radish-root, and in several others, they are not so visible.

In the wood appear the orifices of several tubes, or hollow veins
aaaa, which are the mouths of air-vesjsels. From G to E, in the
radish-root, is another little circle of vessels, like those of the bark.

Lastly, from E to Uie centre, in the radish-root, is the pith, which
consists of the same spongy substance of bhdders, as does the
bark, and part of the wood. From this we may perceive how ad-

mirably the roots are calculated to take in the juices and proper
nutritive subbt.iiccs from the soil for their growth, and the great

difference in the minute paits of plants points out the varied dif-

ferences of their natures. The same variety is observable in the
organization of the stem and branches. Thus, in fig. 3, T repre-

sents part of a section of a hazel-branch as it appears to the eye ;

AGR is the same magnified; wherein AB is the skin ; ABCD the

bark ;
QQC^ a pulpy substance composed of bladders, or sap-

vessels ; 111 a ring of a special sort of vessels; PP common sap-

vessels ; CDEF the ligneous substance, or wood, of three years
growth ; KLFE the wood of two years; MNEF the wood of the

first year; XX the spongy insertions; O the pith full of vesicles;

the black parcels are the solid wood ; those numerous holes ap-
pearing all over the same, are the mouths of air-vessels: tlius it

appears the oiganical constitution of the stalk or trunk, is the same
w ith that of the root. The scales of fishes also alfbrd curious ob-
jects for the microscope, and matter of investigation to the natu-

ralist. Fig. 4, shews part of the skin of a sole-fish with the

scales on it ; fig. 5, is the appearance of a single scale.

MICRQTEA, in botany, a genus of the pentandria digynia
class and order; natural order, Oleracea;. Calyx five-leaved,

spieading; corolla none ; drupe dry, echinated. There is only-

one species, \\/.. M. debilis, a native of the West Indies.

iMlCROUtiTICS, [^-"/.p.-, small, and r.yj,^, to hear,] instru-

ments for niagnilying small sounds.

MIDAS, in fabulous history, the son of Gordius by the god-
dess Cybelci a famous king of Phrygia, who having received Bac-
chus with great magnificence, that god ofl'ered to grant him what-
ever he should ask. Midas desired that every thing he touched
should be changed into gold. Bacchus consented; and Midas,
with extreme pleasure, every where found the eil'ects of his touch.

Put he had soon reason to repent of his folly ; for wanting to eat

and drink, the aliments no sooner entered his mouth than they
were changed into gold; a striking emblem of the folly of misers

who can hardly allow themselves the necessaries of life. This ob-
liged him to have recourse to Bacchus again, to beseech him to

restore him to liis former state ; on which the god ordered him to

bathe in the river Pactolus, which from thence forward had golden
sands.

Midas, the EAa-SHELL, the smooth ovato-oblong buccinum,
with an oblong and very narrow mouth. It consists of six volu-

tions, but the lower one alone makes up almost the whole shell.

MIDDLEBURG, or MIDDELBUKG, a large commercial
city of Flollaiid, capital of tha department of the ^loulhs of the

Scheldt and of the island of \V.ilclieren, as it formerly was of the

department of the Meuse, and of the province of Zealand. It lies

20 miles N. E. of Bruges, 30 X. W. of Ghent, and 72 S.W. af

Amsterdam. Lou. 3. 39. E. Lat. 51. 32. N.
MiuDLtBURG,_ one of the Friendly Islands in the South Sea,

called by the natives Eaooa, or Ea-0"o-wJie. lt"is about sixteen

miles long from N. to S. and in tl-,e widest part about eiglit miles

from E. to W. The skirts are chiefly laid out in plantations, the

S. W. and K.W. sides especially. The interior parts are but

little cultivated, but add greatly to the beauty of the island; as

they abound with groves of cocoa-nut and otiier tiees, lawns co-

vered with th.ick grass, interspersed with plaiUations and paths

leading to every part of the island, in such beautiful irregularity,

as greatly to enliven the prospect. The hills are low ; the air is

delightful ; but water is rather defici' ut. Yams, with other roots,

bananas, and bread-fruit, are the principiil articles of food. The
men go almost naked, having only a small piece of cloth round

the loins, hut some wrap it in great abundance round them from

their waist : this cloth is manufactured much like that at Otaheite,

but overspread with a strong glue, which makes it stirf, and fit to

7 B resist
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resist tlic wet. The women are likewise cnvtn-d from the waist

{lowiiwards: tliey otteii have loose necklaces, consisting ot several

strings of small shells, seeds, tei-th of lislies, and in the middle of

all, the round opercidiini, or cover of a shall as large as a crown-
piece.

MlDDLESl'.X, a connfv or I'ligbnd, which derives its name
from its situation amidst the three kingdoms of the l.^ast, \\'est,

and South Sasons. It i~ bounded on the X. by Hertfordshire;

on the S. by the river Thames, vliirh divides it from Si:rrey ; on

the \V. by the Colne, which -eparates it from Buckirrghamshire;
and on the K. by the Lea, wliicli divides it from Essex. It is

about :M miles long, fi'om K. to W. IS broad, and not above 1 1 j

in circumference; but as it comprclieiuls the two vast cities of

I-ondon and Westminster, it is Ihe wealthiest and most populous
county ill England. It is divided into fin_' liberlies, containing
COO parishes, besides a vast number of chapels of ease, live market-
towns, and two cities. 'I'lie air is very pleasant and lieallliy, to

whicli a line gravelly soil contributes greatly. It produces plenty

of corn, and the county alioiuids with fertile meadows and gar-

dens. The greater ])art of the county is so prodigiously assisted

by the rich compost Ironi London, that the whole ot the cnltivated

part is like a gjnlen. The natural productions are cattle, corn,

and fruit; and tln-re is hardly a single mainifaclure practised in

Great Britain but « hat is also established In this county.
MiDni.KStx, a comity of Connecticut, bounded on the N. by

Hartford, E. by New London, and W. by New Haven counties;

and S. by Long Island Sound. Middh;ton is the capital.

Middlesex, a comity of ^hlssachusett3. C'harlestown and
Concord are the chic-f cities.

MiDDi.Estx, a fertile county of New Jersey. New Brunswick
is the capital.

MiDDLKSEx, a comity of Virginia. Urbanna is the chief town.
MlDDLl£TON, Dr. Conyers, a very celebrated Eiiijlish

divine, the son of a clergyman in Yorkshire, was born at Rich-
mond in I6:i3. He dislingnished himself, while fellow of Trinity-

College, Cambridge^ by his controversy with Dr. Bentley his

master, relating to some mercenary conduct of the latter in that

station. He afterw-ards had a controversy with the whole body of

physicians, on the dignity of the medical profession ; concerning
which he published, De Mcdicortim apnd veteres Romanos degen-
tium Condilione Dissevtatio ; qua, contra Viros celeberrimos Jaco-

bum Sponium et Richardum Meadium, servilem attpie ignobilem
eam'luisse, ostenditnr. Hitherto he had stood well with liis cleri-

cal brethren ; but he drew their resentment on him in 1729, by
writing " A letter from Rome, shewing an exact Conformity be-

tween Popery and Paganism," &c. which appeared dangerous to

the cause of miracles in^eneral. In 1741, came out his great

work, 'I'he History of the Life of M. Tulhus Cicero, 2 vols. 4to

;

which is indeetl a tine performance. In 174S, he published, " A
f'ree Inquiry into the Miraculous Powers which are sujiposed to

have subsisted in the Christian Churcii from the earliest ages,

(hrougli several successive centuries." He was now attacked
from all quarters; but before he took any notice of his antagonists,

he supplied them wilh another subject in " An Examination of the

Lord Bishop of London's Discourses concerning the Use and Ex
tent of Prophecy," &c. He was in 17-'J chosen principal libra-

rian of the public library at Cambridge; and if he rose not to

dignities in the church, he was in easy circumstances, which ena-
bled him to assert a dignity of mind often forgotten in the career
of preferment. He died in 1750, at Hildersham in Cambridge-
shire, an estate ot his own purchasing; and in I7ig, all his works,
except the Life of Cicero, were collected in 4 vols, 4to.

MiDDi.F.TON, a commercial city of Connecticut, fourteen miles

S. of Hailforil. Lon. 77. 12. W. Lat. 41, 35. N.
MIDDLEWTCH, or MIDDLEWICK, a town of Cheshire,

24 miles E. of Chester. Lon. 2.'50. W. Lat. 5.3. 13. N.
MID-HEWEN is the point of the ecliptic that culminates, or

in which it cuts the meridian.

MIDHURSr, a town of Sussex, il miles N. by E. of Ches-
ter, and 50 W. by S. of London. Lon. 0. 4t), '\V. Lat. 51.

O.N.
MIDIAN,orMADIAN,in ancient geogr3phy,a town on the S.

side of Arabia Petrj?a; so called from a sou of Abraham by Ke-
turah.

MID-LOTHLVN. See Lothiak, and EoiKBimcH.

MID-MARR, a di^trict of Scotland, in Aberdeenshire.
MIDRIFF, or DIAPHRAGM. See Anatomy.
M IDSUIP-FRAM E, aname given to thattimber, or combina»

tion of pieces formt^d into one timber, which determines the cx-
ticme breadth of the ship, as well as the figure and dimension of

all the inferior timbers. See Ship^bi-'ildi.ng.

MIDStHP.MAN, is a sort of naval cadet, appointed by the

captain of a ship ot war. -.The number of midshipmen is always
in proportion to the size of the ship. Thus, a fusl-rate man of war
hai twenty-tour, and the inferior rates a suitable number in pro-

portion. No person can be appointed lieutenaiil without having
previously servi-d two years in tlie roval navy in that capacity, or

that of mate, besides having been at least four years in actual ser-

vice at sea, either in merchant ships or m the royal navy.

Mll)\\TrEU\', the art ol assisting women in the birth of child-

ren, it comprehends also the management of women both before^

and after delivery, as well asJlie treatment of the child in its most
early state. 'I'liis art was practised among the ancients by womtii
only ; nor do we hear of men being em|)loyed on this occasion, ex-
cept in very particular cases, till about the middle of the seven-

lecnth century ; indeed some women, through modestly, have chose
to sacriiice life rather than to have recourse to a male practitioner

ofsurgery. But the case is now quite altered in the civdized part of

the world, and now men generally have the preference. The
slate of child-bearing cannot be reckoned a disease, since it oc-

curs in the course ot natute ; hence it is probable that most of the
<laiigers and ili.-eases attendant on this state arise from mismanage-
ment, intemperance, or some inipro|)er conduct tending to ob-
struct the regular proceedings of nature. It deserves here to be
remarked, that every degree of anxiety, or impatient conduct, in

midwives or nurses, is highly reprehensible on such occasions ; for

Nature rarely fails to perform her kind offices to the mother as

well as to the iiitant. Hence it will he found by experience, that

those accoucheurs are uniformly the most successful in the exer-
cise ol their profession, who possess a due share of knowledge of

the human constitution, together wilh a philosophical coolness to

resist tlie solicitous applications made by timorous, and olten mis-
chievous, relations. Were women equally as well informed as

men in what relates to this art, and possessed of equal skill in the

practice, they would certainly on all occasions deserve the prele-

rence, and ought universally to be employed, liut we are well
assured, whatever may be the cause, that women in general are
very dclicient in the requisite qualifications ; and, therefore, we
cannot omit this opportunity of expressing our conyiction of the
benefits which society has already derived from professional accouch-
eurs ; and, if the lower classes are still inclined to employ their fa^

vourite midwives, we trust the day is not far distant, when such
persons will be subjected to a rigorous examination of their talent.s

and qualifications to undertake an office equally important and
fraught with responsibility. We express these sentiments, neither

with a view to decry the propriety of employing women (w ho, as

we have already observetl, if possessed ot etpial skill and inforfna-

tion, certainly deserve the preference) in this primary department
of the healing art; nor is it our intention indiscriminately to intro-

duce into families an inexperienced young accoucheur, instead of

a grave and expert old matron, i'he former would be an en-

croachment on (eniale privilege; while the latter might proves
rash and dangerous measurt.
MIEGIA, in botany, a genus of the triandria monogynia class

and order. Calyx one-flowered; corolla two-valved ; nectary
one-valved, involving the germ ; seed triquetrous, rounded, includ-
ed within the calyx, corolla, and nectary. There isbutonespe*
cies, ^L maritima, a native of Cayenne and Guiana.
MIEZAV.'X, orMlECHAU, a town of Poland, in Cujavia,

on the \'istula, ten miles horn Tliorn. Lon. 18. 4ti. E. Lat. 52.

58. N.^
_

•

MIFFLIN, a county of Pennsylvania, containing 1851 square

miles, and divided into eight townships. The mountains abound
with iron-ore, which is manufactured. Lewistown is the capital.

Mifflin, a town in the above county, on the E. side of the

Junialta, twelve miles E. of Lewistown.
MIGRATION, \_migrutio, migro, Lat.] the act of changing

residence ; removal from one habitation to another.

Migration of Birds. It is generally believed, that many
diflerent kinds of birds annually pass from one country to another,

' and
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and spend llie svininier or winter where it is most agreeable to

them ; and that even the l>irfls of our own island seek the most

distant soijtiiern r«;gions of Afriia, when directed by a peculiar iji-

stinit to leave tiieir own tountrv. It has long been an opinion ge-

nerally received, that swallows reside during winter in the warm
sonthcrn ri'ffions; and Mr. Adanson mentions his having seen

them at Senegal. Mr. Pennant enumerates many other birds

which migrate from Britain at ditlerent times of the year, and are

then to be found in other countries; after which they again leave

these countries, and return to Britain. The reason of these mi-

grations he supposes to be a defect of food at certain seasons of

the year, or the want of Ji secure asylum from the persecution of

mail during the lime of courtship, incubation, and nutrition. 'J'he

following is his list of the migrating species: 1. Crows. Of this

genus, tlie hooded crow migrates from Kngland, regularly with

the woodcock, though it inhabits Scotland the whole year. 2.

The Cuckoo disappears early ;n autumn. 3. The Wryneck leaves

us beforewinter, and re-visits us in spring a little earlier than <he

cuckoo. 4. The Hoopoe comes to England only by accident.

5. Grous. Of this tribe, the quail alone leaves us. 6. Pigeons.

Some few of the ring-doves breed here ; but the greatest part cpiil

the country in spring. The wild pigeons make the northern re-

treat, and visit us in winter. The turtle also leaves us in winter.

7. Stares breed here, but as their produce seems unequal to the

clouds of them that a|)pear in winter, it is supjiostd that many
migrate into Sweden, « heie Mr. Berger says tliev return in spring.

8. Thrushes. The heldfare and the redwing Lreed in Norway
and other cold countries ; their food is berries, which, abounding

in our kingdoms, tempt them here in winter. These, and the

llovston crow, are the only land-birds that constantly migrate into

England, and do not breed here. 9. Chatterers appear annually

about Edinburgh in flocks during winter. In South Britain they

are accidental visitants. 10. The gross-beak and cross-bill come
here but seldom ; they bret^d in Austria. 11. Bantings. All the

genus inhabit England throughout the year ; CNcept the greater

brambling, which is forced from the north in very severe seasons.

12. Finches all continue in some parts of these kingdoms, except

the tiskin, which is an irregular visitant from Russia. 13. Larks,

fly-catchers, wagtails, and warblers, all feed on insects and worms;
yet only part of them quit these kingdoms. The nightingale,

black-cap, lly-catcher, willow-wren, wheat-ear, and white-throat,

leave us before winter, while the small and delicate golden-crestecl

wren braves our severest frosts. They continue longest in the

1 southern counties, the winter in those parts being later than in

those of the north. Mr. Stillingfleet observed several w heat-ears

in the isle of Purbeck on the ISth Nov. 14. Swallows and goat-

suckers. Every species disappears at the approach of winter. Of
the vast variety of water-fowls that frequent Great Britain, it is

amazing how few breed here : the cause that urges them to leave

this country, seems to be not merely the want of food, but of a

secure retreat. Our country is too populous for birds so shy and
timid as most of these are. When great part of our island was a

tract of woods and fens, doubtless many species of birds (which

now migrate) remained in seem ity throughout the year. Egrets,

a species of heron now scarcely known in this island, were formerly

in prodigious plenty ; and the crane, th„t has totally forsaken this

country, bred familiarly in our marshes: their place of in- ubation

beipg on the gjroiind, and exposed to every one. As rural ccco-

nomy increased, these animals were more and more disturbed;

till at length they were necessitated to seek, during summer,
some lonely sale habitation. 15. Herons. The white heron
visits us at imcertain seasons; the common kind, and the bit-

tern never leave, us. 16. Curlews breed sometimes on our
mountains; but, the greater part migriue to other countries;

the whimbrel breeds on the Grampians. 17. Snipes. Some
snipes breed here, but the greatest part migvate elsewhere: as do
every other species of this genus. 18. Sandpipers. The lapwing
continues here the whole year ; the ruft' breeds here, but retires

in winter ; the redshank and sandpiper breed and reside here. All

the otliers migrate during summer. 19. Plovers, &c. The long-

legged plover and sanderling visit us only in winter ; the dottrel

appears in spring and in autumn ; yet, it does not breed in South
Britain. The oyster-catcher lives with us the whole year. The
Norfolk plover and sea-lark breed in England. The green plover

breeds on the mountains of the north of Englaud, and on tlie

8

Grampians. Every species of curlews, woodcocks, sandpipers,

and plovers, that forsake us in spring, retire to Sweden, Pohuid,
Pru^sia, Norway, and Lapland, to breed: as soon as the young
can fly, they return to us again, as the frosts, \vhich set in early in

those countries, harden the ground, and prevent them from pene-
trating it with their bills, in search of worms, which are their na-

tural food. Mr. Ekmark gives similar accounts of the cloven-

footed water-fowls of Sweden ; and Mr. Klein gives the same of
those of Poland and Prussia. 20. Rails and gallinules. Every
species of these continue with ns the whole year, the land-rail ex-

cepted ; which is not seen in Britain or Ireland in winter. Great
numbers appear in Anglesea in the end of May. As these birds

light on slii|)S in the Channel and Bay of Biscay, their winter quar-
ters are supposed to be in Spain. 21. Plialaropes visit us but sel-

dom ; they breed in Lapland, and other arctic regions. 23.

Grebes. The great-crested grebe, th.e black and white-grebe,

a;id little grebe, breed with us, und never migrate ; the others

visit us occasionally, and breed in Lapland. 23. Avosets breed
nearFossdike in J^incolnshire; but migrute in winter. 24. Auks
and guillemots. The };reat auk or pinguin sometimes breeds in

St. Kilda. The auk, the guillemot, and puffln, inhabit most of the

maritime cliffs of Britain, in amazing numbers, during summer.
Tiie black guillemot breeds in the Bass, .St. Kilda, and Llandidno
rocks. The lesser guillemot and black-billed auk, during winter,

visit in vast flocks the Frith of Forth. 2.">. Divei^ chiefly breed
in tiie lakes of Sweden and Lapland, and countries near the pole ;

but some of the red-throated diveis, breed in the north of Scotland
and its isles. 26. Terns. A'l the species breed here; but leave

us in winter. 27. Petrels. Thefulmgr breeds in St. Kilda, and
continues there the whole year except Sept. and part of Oct. the

shearwater visits the Isle of Man in April and breeds there, but
leaves it in August or September, and flies over the Atlantic. The
stormfinch is seen at all distances from land on the same vast

w atery tract ; Mr. Pennant found it on some little rocky isles, otT

theN. ofSkie. It also breeds in St. Kilda. 2S. Mergansers.
This whole genus till the Lapland lakes during summer. Mr.
Pennant has seen the young of the redbreasted in the N. of Scot-

land. 29. Ducks. Of the numerous species, that form this ge-

nus, few breed in England; except swans, geese, shield-ducks,

eider-ducks, a few shovelers, garganies, teals, and w ild ducks. The
rest contribute to form that amazing multitude of water-fowls that

annually repair from most l>arts oi Europe to the woods ancl lakes

of Lapland and other arctic regions. They quit their retreat in

September, and disperse themselves over Europe. \Vith us they

appear in October; circulate hrst round our shores; and, when
compelled by severe frost, betake themselves to our lakes and
rivers. Some divers, wild swans, swallow -tailed sli.eld-ducks,

and dilTerent sorts of goosanders, then visit our coasts. These
birds make Iceland a resting place, in "-pring, and after a sliort stay-

retire still further north. 30. Corvorants and shags breed on most
of our high rocks ; gannets in some of our isles, and on the coast

of Kerry. Gannets spread all round the seas of Britain, in pursuit

of the herring and pilchard, and even as far as the Tagus. Of these

numerous species of tow Is there seems to be scarcely any but may
be traced to Lapland, a country of lakes, rivers, swamps, and alps,

covered with thick and gloomy forests, that afford shelter in sum-
mer to those fowls, which in winter disperse over the greatest part

of Europe. In those arctic regions, by the thickness of the woods,

the ground remains moist and penetrable to the woodcocks, and
other slender-billed fowls ; and for the web-footed birds, the wa-

fers afibrd larvse innumerable. The days there are long; and the

beautiful meteorous nights alVord ihem every opportunity of col-

lecting so minute a foo<l ; where they are little disturbed by
mankind.
Migration of Fishes. See Clu pe.\.

MIGUEL, St. or St. MICHAEL, one of the principal and
most fertile of the Azores. This island was almost destroyed in

1638, by an earthquake, which continued 8 days from the 26th of

June. It lies in Lon. 22. 45. W. Lat. 38. 10. K.
Miguel, St. a town of Mexico, in Guatimala, ISO miles from

Guatimala. Lon. 87. 45. W. L.it. 12. 25. N.
Miguel, St. a town of Peru, iu Quito. Lon. 80. 50. \V. Lat.

5. 0. S.

MIHIEL, St. a town of France, in the department of the

Meuse, seated on the Meuse. Lon. 5. 20. E. Lat. 4d. 53. N.
MIKALIDI,
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MIKALIDI, a town ot'Tiirkey, m Nalolia.

MILAN, a iOiiiUry and hite duchy of Italy, now forming the

department of Olona. It was bounded Ijy the late duchy of Savoy,

tlie piineipalhy of Piedmont, ana ducliy of Montferrat, on the

W. by Switzerland on the N. by tlie lale Venetian territories,

tile duchies of Mantua, Parma, and Placentia, on llie E. ami by

the Appennines, and tlic Genoese terriloncs uu.lhe S.-—extending

about 'HO miles froiu N. to S. and 108 from E. to W. It is es-

teemed one of the finest provinces in Italy ; betng watered by the

Tessino, Sesia, Ailda; Po, Oglio, Lanibro, Serio, and other ri-

vers ; as weir as by several canals and lakes; particularly lakes

CoMo, Garda, Lugano, and Maggioue. See these articles.

The soil is extremely lertile; producing; all kinds of grain, fruits,

and vegetables. Anciently this duchy, containing tlie N. part of

the old Liguria, was called Insubria, irom its inhabitants tlic In-

subres, who were conquered by (he Romans.
Milan, a city of Italy, capital c>f the department of Olona, 70

miles N. of Genoa, .72 'N. E. of Tmin, 145 N. W. of Florence,

and 270 N. W. of Rome. Lon. 9- If). E. Lat. 4j. '2S. N.
MILANESE, the citizens of Milan.

MILBORN POUT, a tovvu of Somersetshire, 3S miles AY. by
S. of Salisiiurv. Lon. 2. .JS. \V. Lat. bO. 53. N.
MILDENHALL, a town of Suffolk, 13 miles N. by E. of

Newmarket, and 70 N. N. E. of Londop.
MILDEW, or ERYSIPUILE, a disease of plants, consisting

of a thick, clammy, sweetish, juice, that is supposed to e.-chale

from, or descend on, the leaves and blossoms of vegetaf.les. The
mildew occurs most frequently on wheat, hops, the dead-nettle,

maple, and the gromwell. It sometinies rests on vegetables in

the form of a fatly juice; which, being naturally tough and vis-

cous, acquires these properties in a still greater degree in conse-

quence of its finer and more fluid parts being exhaled by the sun;

so that tlie plants affected by it, cannot perform the important

ofiice of perspiration, and thus never attain to maturity. Accord-

ing to Dr. Darwin, the mildew is a plant of the fungus kind, which

vegetates without light, or change, or air, in the same manner as

the generality of mushrooms; and penetrates with its roots the

vessels to which it adheres. He suspects, however, the plants af-

fected, to have been previously injured by internal disease; and

directs them to be thinned; or to remove those which are conti-

guous to the diseased, in order to admit more light, and greater

ventilation: thus the mildew may be remedied, and the plant at

the same time restored to its former vigour. Common wheat is

more subject to this destructive disease than that which is bearded,

especially if the land be newly dnngcd. xVs, however, it is liighly

probable, that the greater dampness of some soils, torether with

their being over-shadowed by too thick foliage, alTortls one per-

manent cause of mildew, Dr. Darwin recommends the land to be

properly drained ; the ashes of coals, bones, or other drier ma-
nures, to be employed ; and likewise to thin the crops. And, as

this mucor particularly al'fects late crops, he is. farther of opinioji,

that the seed should be sown early in the season; by which means
the mildew will not only be prevented, but a forward crop will

be obtained. Where this disease has already infested the plants, a

brisk shower of rain, succeeded by a smart wind, is believed to be

the most efficacious remedy, to prevent its farther progress. If

the mildew be observed before the sun rises to its meridian-power,

it will be advisable to send two men into the field, furnished with

a long cord, of which each should hold one end: by dexterously

drawing this rope over the ears of corn, the dew will be removed,

before the heat of the sun dries and reduces it to that viscous state,

in which it obstructs the perspiration of plants. Lastly, it has

been confidently asserted, that lands, which have been affected

with the mildew' for several successive years, have been effectually

cured by sowing soot, either together with, or immediately after,

corn ; and that hop-plantations may be secured from its injurious

effects, by manuring them with hog's-dung.

MILE, [jnille pasaics,'] a measure of lengtH or distance, con-

taining eight furlongs. The English statute-mile is 80 chains.

Three miles make one league, but it varies in dififerent countries.

Table of the miles in use among the principal nations of Europe,

ia geometrical paces, 60,000 of which make a degree of the

eqtiator.

Geom. Paces. Yards.

Mile of Russia 7M or 1100

r Italy 1000 or 1467

Gettm. Paces. Ytirds.

Mile of England ,. K'.iO or 1760
Scotland and Ireland.... liOO or 2200

The small league 2000 or 2933
The mean league 2500 or 3666
The great league of France 3000 or 4400
Mile ol Poland 3000 or 4400

Spain 3248 or 5028
Germany.... 4000 or 5866

. Sweden! 5000 or 7233
Denmark 5000 or 7233
Hungary 6000 or S800

MILETUS, in ancient geography, a celebrated town of Asis
Minor, on the confines of Innia and Caria. It was the capital of

all Ionia, and famous both lor the arts of war and peace. It wa<
situated about ten stadia S. of the mouth of the Ma;aiider, near
the sea-coiist.

, MILFOIL, or YARROW. See Achillea.
MILP'ORD; a town of S. Wales, in Pembrokeshire, on the N.

coast of Milford Haven, six miles W.N.W. of Pembroke, and six

S. S. \V. of Haverfard West.
MiLFOT.D Haven', one of the finest harbours in Europe, and

indisputably the best in Britain, is situated in PembroUeshire in S.

Wales, and lies on the N. side of the Bristol Channel. It is very
large, sate, and deep ; there is no danger of going in or out witli

the tide, sr almost with any wind. It a ship come in without a
cable or anchor, she may run ashore on the ooze, and there lie

safe till she is refitted ; and in an hour she may get out of the har-

bour into the open sea. It is very convenient for ships bound
from the English or Bristol Channels to Ireland, or farther W. and
1000 sail of any size may ride secure in it. It has sixteen deep
and safe creeks, five bays, and thirteen roads. The spring-tide

rises thirty-six feet ; so that ships may at any time be laid ashore.

Dale harbour is a ready outlet for small vessels, where they may
ride in two or three fathoms at low-water.

'

I

MiLFoiiD Haven, a deep bay on the coast of Nova Scotia, '

S. W. of Caufo,
MILIlAU, or MILHAUD, a town of France, in the depart-

ment of Aveiron, on the Tarn, 27 miles S. E. of Rhodez, and 50
N. W. of Montpellier. Lon. 3. 1 1. E. Lat. 44. 3. N.
MILIANE, an ancient town and castle of Algiers, inTremesen.

Lon. 2. 35. E. Lat. 3i. 15. N.
MILIARY FEVER, or MILIARIA, a disease which affects

both sexes, at every age, but p.irticularly recluse and sedentary
women. It is accompanied with continued fever, anxiety, a sen-
sation of punctures in the skin, and profuse unctuous sweats.
The causes are excessive watcliing ; the indulgence of the more
violent passions ; suppression of the natural discharges, as also too
great evacuations; eating of unripe fruit, and similar pernicious
trash ; a weak watery diet, ami impure or putrid water. It Is, in

general, a primary disease, thougli it is sometimes consequent on
quartan and puerperal fevers. See Medicine.
MILITARY, Imilitai'is, Lat.] something belonging to the

soldiery or militia.

Military .\RCHirF.CTURE, the same with fortification. See
Fortification.
Military Art, the science or art of making or sustaining war

to advantage.

Military Discipline, the training of soldiers, and the due
enforcement of the regulations instituted by authority for their

conduct. Next to the forming of troops, military discipline is

the first object that presents itself to our notice : it is the soul of all

armies; and unless it be established amongst them with great pru-
dence, and supported with unshaken resolution, they are no bet-

ter than so many contemptible heaps of rabble, who are more dan-
gerous to the very state tiiat maintains them than even its declared
enemies.

Military ExECVTiON, the ravaging or destroyhig of a coun-
try or town that refuses to pay the contribution demanded of
them.
Military Tenures. See Feodal System, Knighthood,

and Tenure.
Military Ways, \yi<v militarcs,'] are the large Roman roads

which Agrippa procured to be made through the empire, in the
time of Augustus, for the more convenient marching of troops,

and conveyance of carriages. N. Bergier has vfritten the history

of
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of these military roads, which were paved from the gates of Rome
to the extreme parts of the empire.

MILITIA, in general, denotes the body of soldiers, or those

who make profession of arms. In a more restrained sense, militia

denotes those .citizens who arm themselves upon a short warning,

for their own defence : so that, in this sense, militia is opposed to

regular or stated troops.

MILIUM, Millet ; in botany, a genus of the digrnia order,

and triandria class of plants; natural order, Gramina. Calyx bi-

valved, uniflorous; corolla very short; stigmata pencil-like.

There are twelve species; of which the most remarkable is the

Milium Panicum, Common Millet, a native of India, but

now commonly cultivated in many parts of Europe as an esculent

grain. It rises, with a reed-like stalk, three or four feet high, and
channelled: at every joint there is one reed-like leaf, which is join-

ed on the top of the sheath, and embraces and covers that joint of

the stalk below the leaf; this sheath is closely covered with soft

hairs, but the leaf which is expanded has none. The top of the

stalk is terminated by a large loose panicle, which hangs on one
side, having a chaffy flower, wliich is succeeded by a small round
seed. There are two varieties; one with white, and the other

with black seeds; but they differ in no other particular. This
plant is seldom cultivated in Britain but in small gardens, for feed-

ing poultry; the seeds generally ripen very well. They must be
sown in the beginning of April, upon a warm dry soil, but not too

thick, because the plants divide into several branches, and should
have much room.
MILK, is a fluid secreted by the female of all those animals

denominated mammalia, and intended evidently for the nouiish-

nient of her offspring. When milk newly taken from the animal
is allowed to remain at rest, a thick white fluid, called cream, col-

lects on the surface, and the fluid beneath is more watery. When
the milk is allowed to stand after the spontaneous separation of the

cream, it suflers another change ; it flrst becomes acescent, and
then coagulates. W hen the coagulum is pressed gently," a serous

fluid is forced out, and the" remainder is the caseous part of milk,

or pure cheese. Butter and cheese are obtained artificially : the

former by the operation of churning, and the latter by the addi-

tion of rennet to the milk. The best cheese is obtained by co-

agulating the milk at the temperature of 100°, and expressing the

whey slowly and gradually, without breaking down the cur<!.

Whey expressed from coagulated milk, if boiled, and the whole
curd precipitated, becomes transparent and colourless. By slow
evaporation it deposits crystals of sugar, with some muriate of pot-

ass, muriate of soda, and phosphate of lime. The liquid which
remains after the separation of the salts, is converted, by cooling,

into a gelatinous substance. If whey be kept, it becomes sour,

by the formation of an acid, which is the lactic acid ; and it is to

this that the spontaneous coagulation of milk after it remains at

rest is owing. Milk may, after it is sour, be fermented, and it will

yield a vinous into.xicating liquor. This is practised by the Tar-
taw on the milk of the mare. Milk is likewise susceptible of the
acetous fermentation. The results of very minute experiments
prove that the constituent parts which enter into the composition
of milk are

Water Muriate ofsoda
Oil Muriate of potass

Curd Phosphate of lime
Gelatine Sulphur
Sugar of milk

The milk of different animals is found to be composed of nearly

the same substances ; but the proportions vary so much, as to give

them very different properties. The milk of women, mares, and
asses, nearly agree in their qualities, being very dilute, sweet,

though acescent, and when coagulated, easily broken down.
That of cows, goats, and sheep, possess properties widely different.

Of these, cows'-milk approaches nearest to that yielded by the

female breast. But the milk obtained from goats, is of a peculiar

nature ; as its oily and coaguhible parts do not separate sponta-

neously, throw up no cream, and yield no butter. Thai of sheep
is rich and nourishing; produces abundance of butter, but which
is so '.' ipalatable as to render it unfit to be eaten. Both these
fluiiU afford a large proportion of strong and tough checie. Cows*
milk forms a very essential part of human sustenance, being adapt-

ed to every state and age ot the body, but particularly to infants,

VOL. III.—NO. 144.

after being weaned. It should, llH-r.-fore, be drawn from sound,
young, and healUiy animals ; as it is mo^t nutritious when these
are between three ajid four years old. Good milk is perfectly
white, and totally divested of smell. As, however, it contains a
great portion of the fatty or oily particles, know n under the name
of cream, it ought always to be dilut-d with water, before it h
given to children. But, to scorbutic persons, or those troubled
with inveterate ulcers, it will be fourul of great benefit, in a pure,
undiluted stale ; as it combines both sate hariiie .-ml oleaginous
particles. From its balsamic nature, milk promotes the different
evacuations, especially insensible perspiration : in a serous or di-
luted state, it has oflon afforded considerable relief in obstinate
coughs; in disorders induced by worms, hysterics, the putrid sore-
throat, the gout, and stone, and various other diseases, with which
mankinrl are afflicted. But, if a person be debilitated, or other-
wise exhausted by sickness, milk ought by no means to be used ;

as it is apt to generate cramps or violent spasms in the stomach,
the heart-burn, &c. Corpulent and jjlethoric persons; those
who are recovering from febrile complaints ; and |)jrticularly such
as are accustomed to drink wine and spirituous liquors]' cannot
with advantage of salety adopt a milk-diet ; because thefatty'and
viscid properties of that fluid tend to oppress the stomach, and oc-
casion indigestion. When milk is used medicinally, it ought to
be taken as speedily as pussible after ii has been drawn from thr
cow; for its most nourishing and attenuating particles exhale, if it

he boiled, or even for a sliort time exposed to the air. Lastly, if

milk be sufi'ered to become sour, it cannot be easilv digested; and
though it is in that state unfit to serve as an article ot beverage,
its utility does not cease. There is a liquor, distilled from acid
milk, butter-milk, or whey, which is asserted to be a valuable men-
struum in the preparation of colours.

Milk, Method of Keeping. Dr. James Anderson, in his
" View of the Agriculture of the County of Aberdeen," has the
following remark on tlie proper method of keeping milk and but-
ter, which we quote, as it may prove useful. " The pernicious
practice (says he) of keeping milk in leaden vessels, and salting

butter in stone-jars, begins to gain ground among some of the tin*

ladies in this county, as well as elsewhere, from an idea ofcleanli-

ness. The fact is, it is just the reverse of cleanliness ; for in the
hands of a careful person, nothing can be more cleanly than
wooden dishes, but under the management of a slattern the) dis-

cover the secret which stone-dishes indeed do not. In return,

these latter communicate to the butter and the milk, which has

been kept in them, a poisonous quality, whicli inevitably proves
destructive to the human constitution. To the prevalence of this

practice, I have no doubt, we must attribute the frequency of
palsies, which begin to prevail so much in this kingdom ; for the

well known effect of the poison of lead is bodily debility, palsy-
death 1"

MiLK-GuAGE, or Lactometer, an instrument resembling a

hydrometer, invented for trying the strength and goodness of

milk. See Plate ClI, fig. 10, Mr. Holt, in his " General View of
the Agriculture of tlie County of Lancaster ;" (p. 160,) commu-
nicated to the Board of Agriculture, gives a particular account of

the advantages to be derived from the use of this instrument
in large dairies.

MiLK-WoRT. See Polygala.
Milky Way. See Astkonomy, art. C09.

MILL, l/j-uxt, mtla, Lat.] a machine for grinding corn. There
arc various kinds of mills, for grinding, breaking, or working, va-

rious other substances, according to the different methods of ap-

plying the moving power ; as water-mills, wind-mills, mills work-
ed by horses, &c. See Mechanics, (art. 20.) We shall here
add a description of Mr. Terry's improved mill for grinding hard

substances: fig. l.PlateCXVI II A, is the hopper; B,a spiral wire,in the

form of areverseil cone, to regulate the delivery of the articles to be

ground ; C, an inclined iron-plate, hung upon a pin on its higher

end : the lower end rests on the grooved axis D, and agitates the

wire B ; D is the grinding cylinder, which acts against the chan-

uclled iron-plate'E ; F, a screw on the side of the mill, by means
of which the iron-plate E is brought nearer to, or removed farther

from, the axis D, according as the article is wanted finer or

coarser; G, the handle by which motion is given to the ax.Li ; H,
the tube whence the articles, when ground, are received.

MILLENNIUM, [from millt unni, 1000 years.} Though
7 C there
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there has been no a^e of the church in which the millennium was

not a:hnitted by individual divines ot the first eminence, >et it is

evident from "the writings of Eusebius, IrenEus, Origen, and

others among the ancients, as well as from the histories of Dupin,

Mosheim, and all the moderns, that it was never adopted by the

whole church, or made an article of the established creed in any

nation, Ahout the middle of the 4th century, the Millennians

ht-ld the following tenets: Ist, That the city of Jerusalem shall

lie rebuilt, and that the land of Judea shall be the habitation of

those who are to reign on earth 1000 years. 2dly, That the first

resurrection is not to be confined to the martyrs: but that after

tiie fall of Antichrist all the just are to rise, and all that are then

on the earth are to continue for that space of time. 3dly, That

Christ shall then come down from heaven, and be seen on earth,

and reign tlicre with his servants. 4thly, That the saints during

this ])eriod sliall enjoy all the delights 'of a terrestrial paradise.

These opinions were founded upon several passages of scripture,

which the millenarians among the fathers understood in a literal

sense, but vhich th« moderns, who hold that opinion, consider as

partly literal and partly metaphorical. Of these passages, that

upon which the greatest stress has been laid, is in Rev. xx. 1—6.

Modern critics contend, that the prophecies of the millennium

point, not to a resurrection of martyrs and other just men to reign

with Christ lono years in a visible kingdom upon earth, but to

that state of the Christian church, which for 1000 years before the

general judgement, will be so pure and so widely extended, that,

when compared with the state of the world in the ages preceding,

it may be called a resurrection from the dead.

MILLE PASSUS, or MILLIA PASSUUM; a verjrcom-

mon expression among the ancieiU Romans for a measure of dis-

tance, commonly called a mile. Milliarium was rarely used.

Hesychius made it to consist of seven stadia; Plutarch, little

short of H ; but .Strabo, Polybius, and many others, make it just

eight stadia. Tiie reason of this difference seems to be, that the

former had a regard to the Grecian foot, which is greater thsn the

lionian or Italian. See MEAst'RK, and Mile.
MILLEPES, or WOOD-LOUSE, in entomology, the wood-

louse. See OiSiscvs.

MILLEPOIiA, in uatural history, a genus of insects of the
class and order, vermes zoophyta. Animal, an hydra, or polype ;

•or.il, generally branched and covered with cylindrical turhinated

pores. Upwards of thirty species have been enumerated. For
figures of two species, see Plate XCVIII.
Ml LLERIA, a genus of the poly gamianecessaria order, and syn-

genesia class of plants ; natural order, Composite'. Calyx three-

alved; ray of the corolla bisected; down none; receptacle
naked. There are three species.

MILLES, Jkremiah, F. R. S. a learned antiquary and di-

tine, born in Hampshire, in 1713, ami educated at Eton and Ba-
liol College, 0.\ford, of which his father, Jejemiah, was tutor ajid

fdlovv. He took his degree of .M. A. in 1735, and of D. D. in

1747. His uncle, Tiiomas Miller, bishop of VVaterford, gave
him a prebend, and left him a large fortune in 1740. lie married
a daughter of archbishop Potter, through whom he obtained va-
rious preferments in England, the last of which was the deanery of
Exeter, in 1762. In 1759, he was elected president of the Anti-
ouarian Society. He published an elegant edition of Rowley's
Foem's, with a glossary ; but was treated with great asperity by
his opponents in that controversy. He also published a sermon,
several papers in the Archi'ologia, and left much curious matter
on Doomesday Book, on the Danish Coinage, and ample mate-
rials for a History of Devonshire. He died at London, Feb. 13,
1784, aged 71, leaving three sons and two daughters.
MILLET, in botany. See Milium.
MILLIARE, in the new French measures, a fractional super-

ficial measure, containing the 1000th part of the are. See Mea-
sure. Ten milliares make one centiare ; ten centiares make one
«Jeciare ; ten declares one are ; ten ares one decare, &c.

MiLLiARE, or Milliarium, a Roman mile, which consisted of
1000 paces, milie passus, whence the name.
Milliarium Aurlum, was a gilded pillar in tlie forum of

Home, at which all the highways of Italy met, as one common
centre.

MILLIGRAMME, [Fr.] in the new system of French mea-
8M«Sj a tractivcal measure of v.-eight, containing the loeothpart

of the gramme. Ten milligrammes make one centigramme ; ten

centigrammes make one decigramme ; ten decigrammes make one
gramme; ten grammes niake one decagramme ; ten decagrammes
one hectogramme ; ten hectogrammes one kilogramme ; and ten-

kilogrammes one myriagramme.
MILLILITRE, [I'r.] a new French fractional measure of ca-

pacity, containg the 1000th part of the litre ; and bearing the same '

increasing decadary proportion to the centilitre, decilitre, litre, •

hectolitre, kilolitre, and myrJalitre, as the milligramme does to
the new measures abore enumerated. See Measure.
MILLOMETRE, [Fr.] anew French fractional measure of

length, containing the lOOOth part of the metre, and bearing a

similar increasing decadary proportion from the centimetre to
themyriametre, with those of the milligramme and miUitre to the
new measures above them. See Measure.
MILLING OF CLOTH. See Fulling.
MILLION, in arithmetic, a thousand times a thousand. Sec

Arithmetic.
MILL ISLAND, an island near the N. W. end of Hudson's

Str.aits. Lon. SO. 30. W. Lat. 64. 36. N.
MILLISTRE, [Fr.] a new French fractional measure of wood

containing the lOOOth part of the Stere
;
(or 19 cubical feet ;)

bearing the same increasing decadary proportion to the centistere,

dccistcre, stere, decastere, hecostere, kilostere, and myriastere,
that the milligramme bears to the new measures above'it. See
Milligramme.
MILLREE, a Portuguese gold-coin, worth 5s. 7-Jrf. English.
MILO, T. Aknius, a native of Lannvium, who attempted to

obtain the consulship at Rome by intrigue and seditious tuniulfs.
Clodius the tribune opposed his views, and Milo killed him in a
scuOle on the Appian way, for which he was banished to Mas-
sllia, though defended by Cicero himself, who was prevented from
exerting his usual powers, by the popular clamour. The friend--
ship of Cicero and Milo were the fruits of long intimacy and fa-',

miliar intercourse. It was to the successful labours of Milo that
tlie orator was recalled from banishment, and restored to hit
friends.

Milo, an island in the Archipelago, anciently called Melos,
about 60 miles in circumference, 'ibis island was foimerly riclJ

and poi)uloiis. I'roin the earliest times of antiquity it enjoyed
libeity ; but the Melians having refused to join the Athenians ir>

the Peloponncsiaii war. the latter made a descent upon the island;,

and although in two ditferent expeditions they failed of tlieir pur-
pose, they accomplished it in the third, and killed or carried cap-
tive all the inhabitants. This act of crirelty disgraces the Athe-
nian name. But Lysander, the Xacedeinonian general, expelled
the Athenian colony and re-established the remains of its original
inhabitants. Melos afterwards lost its liberty when the Romans-
conquered all the isles of the Archipelago, fn the partition of flie

empire, it fell to the eastern emperors, was governed bv dukes,
and was at last conquered by Soliman II. Since that period, it

has groaned under the yoke of 1 uikish desjjotism, and has lost its

opulence and splendor. It was very fertile in corn, wine, and
fruits; and the whole space from the town to the harbour, which
is nearly two miles, was laid out in beautiful gardens.
Milo, the capital of the above island. l;ou.25. 15. E. Lat,

36. 38. N.
MILTHORP, a town of Westmoreland, at the mouth of the

Can, 7 miles S. from Kendal.
MILTIADES, an Athenian general, son of Cypselus. He

obtained a victory in a chariot-race at the Olympic games. He
led a colony of Athenians to the Chersonesus. The causes of this
appointment are striking and singular. The Thracian Dolonci,
harrassed by a long war with the Absynthians, were directed by
tlie oracle of Delphi to lake for their king the first man they
should meet in their return home, who shauld invite them to come
under his roof and partake his entertainments. They met Mil-
tiades, whom their appearances, with their strange anus and gar-
ments, struck. He invited them to his house, and was made ac-
quainted with the commands of the oracle. He obe-jed ; and
wiien the oracle of Delphi had approved a second time tlie choice
of the Dolonci, he departed for the Chersonesus, and was invested .

by the inhabitants vt'ilh sovereign power.The first measure he took
was to stop the further incursions of the Absynthians, by building
a strong wall across the IsUimus, When he had established him- •

4 K)£
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self, and fortified his dominions, iie turned liis arms against Lanip-

saciis. He was taken in an ambuscade. His friend Crcesiis king

v( I.ydia was informed of his captivity, and procured liis release.

He li'ved a few years after lie liad recovered liis liliorty. As he

had no is^iie, he left his kingdom and possessions to Stesagoras (he

sou of Cimon, who was his brother by the same mother. I'lie

memory of Miltiades was greatly honoured by the Uolonci, ami

they regularly celebrated testivals and exhibited shows in com-
memoration of a man to whom they owed their greatness and

preservation.

MiltiadeS, the son of Cimon, and brother of Stesagoras above

juentioned, was some time after the death of the latter, who died

without issue, sent by the Athenians with one ship to take posses-

lion of the Cherson'esus. At his arrival, Miltiades appeared

mournful, as if lamenting the recent death of his brother. The
principal inhabitants of the country visited the new governor to

condole with him ; but Miltiades abused their confidence, seized

their pei-sons, and made himself absolute in Cliersonesus. To
strengthen himself, he married Hegesipyla, the daughter of Olorus

king of the Thracians. His triumph was short. In his third year,

his dominions were invaded by the Scythian Nomades. He tied,

but was soon restored to his kingdom. Three years after, he left

<Jhersonesus ; and set sail for Athens, where he vfas received with

great applause. At the celebrated battle of Marathon, all the

chief oliicers ceded their power to him ; and by his superior abi-

lities, an important victory was gained over the more numerous
forces of the Persians. Some time after, Miltiades was intrusted

with a fleet of seventy ships, and ordered to punish those islands

which had revolted to the Persians. He was successful at first

;

but on a sudden report that the Persian fleet was coming to attack

him, as he was besieging Paros, he raised the siege, and returned

to Athens. He was accused of treason. The falsity of the accu-
s.ition might have appeared, if Miltiades had been able to come
into the assembly. But a wound which he had received before

Paros detained him at home,; and his enemies, taking advantage
of his absence, became more eager in their accusations. He was
condemned to death ; but the rigour of his sentence was retracted

on account of his great services to the repubbc, and he was put in

prison till he sliould pay a fine of fifty talents to the state. His
inability to discharge so great a sum detained him in confinement

;

and his wounds becominjj incnr.ible, he died a prisoner about B.

C. 4S9. His body was ran^omed by his son Cimon; who was
- obliged to borrow the fifty talents, to give his lather a decent bu
rial. The accusations against him were the more readilv believ-

ed, because he had made himself absolute in Chersonesus. But
IB condemning the barbarity of the Athenians towards a general,

who was the source of their military prosperity, wc must remem-
ber the jealousy which ever reigns among a free people, and how
watchful they are in defence of those rights, which they see wrer.t-

ed from others by violence. Cornelius Nepos has written the life

of Miltiades, but he confounds the actions of the son of Cimon
with those of the son of Cypselus. Herodotus was indisputably

. better informed, and more capable of giving an account of the ex-

,

ploits of men who llourislied in his own age, as he was born about
!i,x years after llie battle of Marathon j. whereas Nepos- flourished

about 4;)0 years after it.

MILPON, John, the most illustrloas of the English poets,

was desceuded of a genteel family, seated at Milton, in Oxford-
shire. He was born December 9, ItiOS, and receiv-ed his educa-
tion first under a private tutor; afterwards at London; in which
his father had settled as a scrivener. At the age of 17, he was
sent to Christ's college, Cambridge ; where he made a great pro-
gress ill all parts of acadeir.ical learning. In 162S, he proceeded
A. B. having performed his exercise for it with great applause.
His father designed him for the church ; but young Milton's at-
tachment to the Muses was so strong, that it became impossible to
engage him in any other pursuit. In 1632, he took the degree
of A. M. and retired to the residence of his parents at Horton,
near Cohibrook, in Bucks, wliere he enriched his mind with the
choicest stores of Grecian and Roman literature; and wrote hi^

poems of Comus, L'Allegro, II Penseroso, ;uid Lycidas. About
live years afterwards, he travelled into France and Italy ; and at
Paris became acquainted with the celebrated Giotius. 'Upon his
return he set up a genteel academy in .Mdersgate-strect, London.
In 1641, he began to write ia defence of the Pjesbytcrian parly

;

and in 1642, he marrieil the daughter of Kicliard Powell, Esq. of
Forest Hill in Oxfordshire ; who being a zealous royalist, she was
soon advised to return to her relations ; which so incensed her
husband, that he resolved never to take her again, and wrote and
published several tracts in defence of the Doctrine and Discipline

of Divorce. He also paid his addresses to another lady ; but this

incident proved the means of a reconciliation with Mrs. Milton ;

who purposely threw herself in his way at the house of a mutual
relation, and on her knees intreated and received his forgiveness.

This affecting incident made a deep impression on Milton's sen-

sibility, and enabled him to paint to lite the beautiful scene in hig

Paradise Lost, B. x. v. 940; where describing Adam's feelings

he says,
" Soon his heart relented ;

" Towards her, his lite so late and sole delight,
" Now at his feet submissive in distress."

In 1644, he wrote his Tract upon Education ; and the restraint on
the liberty of the press being continued by act of parliament, h«
wrote boldly and nobly against that restraint. In 1641, he pub-
lished his juvenile poems ; and about two years alter, on the death

of his father, he took a smaller house in High Holborn, the back
of which opened into Lincoln's Inn Fields. Here he quietly pro-

secuted his studies, till the death of Charles I. on which occasion

he published his Tenure of Kings and Magistrates, m justification

of the fact. He was now taken into the service of the common-
wealth, and made Latin secretary to the council of state, who re-

solved neither to write to foreign princes, nor to receive any an-

swers, except in the Latin tongue, which was common to them all.

The famous Emw-t Baso-iXixii coming out about the same time, Milton
wrote and published his Iconoclostes the same year. It was also

by order of his masters, backed by the reward of lOOOl. that, in

1651, Im; published his celebrated piece, iniituled. Pro Populo
Anglicano Defensio, A Defence of the People of England, in an-

swer to Salmasius's Defence of the King ; winch work spread his

fame over all Europe. He now dwelt in a pleasant house, with a
garden, in Petty France, Westminster. In 163'2, he buried his

wife, who died not long alter the delivery of her fourth child;

and about the same time lie lost his eye-sight, by a gutta serena,

which had been growing upon him many years, in 1653, Crom-
well took the reins of government into his own hands, but retain-

ed Milton in his oftice. His leisure-hours he employed in prose-

cuting his studies ; wherein he was so far from being discouraged

by the loss ot his sight, that he even conceived hopes this misfor-

tune would add new vigour to his genius; which, in fact, seems to

have been the case. I'hus animated, he again ventured upon
matrimony : and married the daughter of Captain Woodstock of

Hackney, who died in childbed about a year after. On the de-

))osition of the protector, Richard Cromwell, and on the return of

the long parliament, Milton being still continued secretary, he ap-

peared again in print ; pleading for a farther reformation of the

laws relating to religion; and, during the anarchy that ensued, he
drew up several schemes for re-estabhshiiig the commonwealth,
exerting all his abilities to prevent the return of Charles II. Eng-
land's destiny, however, and Charles's good fortune, prevailing,

Milton retired to a friend's house in Bartholomew Close. A pro-

secution was intended against him, but the just esteem to which

his admirable genius and extraordinary accomplishments entitled

him, had raised him so many friends, even among those of the

opposite partv, that he was included in the general amnesty. This

storm over, he married his third wife, Elizabeth, daughter of Mr.
Minshall a Cheshire gentleman; and not long after he took a

house in the Artillery Walk. This was his last stage: where he
resided longer than he had done any where. He now ap-

plied himself to finish his grand work Paradise Lost; one
of the noblest poems that ever was produced by human genius.

It was published in 1667, and his Paradise Regained in 1070.

After this he published many pieces in prose ; for which we refer

our readers to Millar's Edition of his whole works, in two vols.

4to. 1753. This great man died at his house in Bunhill Fields,

November 10, 1674, in his Coih year. A monument was erected

to his memory, in 1737, in Westminster Abbey, by Mr. Benson.

His person was remarkably handsome, but his constitution was
tenvler, and by no means equal to his incessant sludies. Though
he had lost great part of his toitune at the restoration, yet he. died

worth 15001, i)> nioucy, besides Iw.iseheld goods, lie left behind
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him three daughters, whom he had by his first wife ; the youngest

of whom was married and had ten children. The be^t edition of

Milton's poetical works is that of Mr. Todd, in six vols. 8vo.

The late Mr. Thomas Warton published his smaller poems in one

volume, 8vo. enriched with very curious notes. ^I'he whole.«f

his political works have been printed in three vols. folio,and also in

quarto and octavo.

Milton, or Middleton, a town of Dorsetshire, S. VV. of

Blandford, near the road to Dorchester, 114 miles W. by S. of

London.
Milton, a town of Kent, near Sittingbourn and the Isle of

Sheppey, 6 miles N. W. of Feversham, and 42 E. of London.
MILVIUS, in orr.ithology, a species of Falco.

MIMI, MIMES, [from fxif.i£»|i.t(>:i, to imitate,] in the ancient

comedy, bufibons or mimics, who entertained the people by tak-

ing off certain characters, using such gestures as suited the per-

sons or subjects they represented. There were on the Roman
stage female performers of this kind, called mimse. Some of the

minii acted their parts to the sound of the tibia ; these they called

miniauli.

MiMi were also a kind of farces or Imlicrous comedies, generally

performed by one person. They had no acts, nor any exor-

dium.
MLMOSA, the Sensitive Plant ; a genus of the polygamia

order, and monacia class of plants ; natural order, Lomentacea;.
Hermaphrodite, calyx five-toothed ; corolla five-cleft ; stamina

Jive or more ; pistillum one ; legume ; male, calyx five-toothed
;

corolla live-cleft; stamina five, ten, or more. It has eighty-five

species. The name mimosa signiKes mimic ; and is given to this

genus on account of the sensibility of the leaves, which, by their

motion, mimic the motion of animals.

M. Arborea, the Wild Tamarind-Tree, is common in all

the waodlands in Jamaica. It rises to a considerable height, and
is proportionably thick. The timber is excellent, and serves

many purposes in rural oeconomy : it is of the colour of cedar,

pretty hard, and takes a good polish.

M. Aspekata, the Panama Sensitive Plant. This curious

species has been well described by Dr. Browne. It grows in moist

places, and by the sides of rivulets, in Jamaica. It seldom rises

above three feet; but its slender branches extend considerably on
the neighbocuing bushes. It is armed witli crooked sharp spines

;

so thickly set on the trunk, branches, and leaves, that there is no
touching it with safety. But it is very beautiful ; the flowers are

vellow and globular, growing at the extremity of the branches.

The pods are hairy, brown, and jointed : each containing a small,

flat, and brown seed. The leaves are numerous, small, and wing-
ed ; and very irritable ; contracting with the least touch, and re-

maining so for several minutes after. This species would form a
good hedge round a garden ; and by being trimmed now and then
may be easily kept from spreading.

MiMOSi Catechu, according to Mr. Kerr, grows only to 12

feet in height, and one foot in diameter ; it is covered with a thick

rough brown bark, and towards the top divides into many close

branches: the leaves are bipinnated, or doubly winged, and
/ placed alternately upon the younger branches. See Plate XCIX.

M. Plena, the Annual, or Double-Flowered Sensitive
Mimosa, rises with an herliaceous, erect, round, unarmed stem,
closely branching and spreading every way, three or four feet

high ; bipinnated leaves of four or five pairs of winged lobes, of
many pairs of pinnae ; and at the axillas and termination of the
branches spikes of yellow pentandrous flowers, the lower ones dou-
ble ; succeeded by short broad pods. It is only sensitive in the
foliola, but extremely sensible of the touch or air.

M. PuDiCA, the Bashful Humble Plant, rises with an un-
der, shrubby, declinated, prickly stem, branching two or three feet

around, armed with hairy spines ; pinnated, digitated leaves, each
leaf being of five or more long folioles, attached by their base to

a long footstalk, and spread out above like the fingers of a hand ;

and at the sides and ends of the branches roundish heads of green-
ish white flowers, succeeded by small jointed prickly pods. This

. is truly of the humble sensitive kind ; ftr by the least touch the
leaves instantly recede, contract, close, and with the footstalk
quickly decline downward, a^ if ashamed.
M. ScANDENS, Cacoons, Mafooto Wvth, Or the Climb-

xas Mimosa. This species is fiequeut in all the upland vallics

and woodlands on the N. side of Jamaica. It climbs up the tallest

trees, and spreads itself in every direction by its cirrhi or claspers,

so as to form a complete arbour, and to cover an English acre
from one root. This has a bad effect oa the trees or bushes so
shaded. Light air and rain being shut out, the leaves drop off,

the tree gradually rots, and the limbs fall down by the weight of
this parasite. See Plate XCIX.
M. Sensitiva, the Common Sensitive Humble Plant,

rises with an undershrubby prickly stem, branching six or eight

feet high, armed witii crooked spines ; conjugated, pinnated
leaves, with bijugated partial lobes or wings, having the inner
ones least, each leaf on a long footstalk ; and at the sides and ends
of the branches many purple flowers in roundish heads ; succeeded
by broad, flat, jointed pods, in railiated clusters. The leaves and
footstalks recede from the touclt,*thougli not with such facility as

in some other species.

MIMULUS, Monkey-Flower; in botany, a genus of the

angiospermiaorder,and didynamiaclassof plants; natural order. Per-
sonals. Calyx four-toothed, prismatic; corolla ringent ; cap-
sule two-celled; seeds many. Ithasfourspecies natives of America.
MIMUSOPS, a genus of tlie octandria monogynia class and

order. Corolla eight-petaled ; fruit a drupe. There are three
species, trees of the East Indies.

MINA, or MAN EH, in Jewish antiquity, a species of money,
which properly signifies one part or ounce. This word occurs in

the books of Kings, Chronicles, Ezra, and Ezekiel. This last

prophet (xlv. 12,) lells us, that the minah or maneh was valued at

bo shekels; which in gold make of our English money about 34/.

15*. and in silver almost 7l.

MiNA, in Grecian antiquity, or the Attic mina, which is proba-
bly that mentioned in the books of the Maccabees and in the New
Testament, is valued at 100 drachma', or about '21. 17*. sterling.

There was also a less raina, valued at 75 drachma;.

MINAES-GERAES, a province of Biasil. Lon. from 25° to

33' N. Lat. from 15" 10.22° S.

MINCHA, in the Jewish customs, oflerings of meal, cakes, or

biscuits, made in the temple.

MINCIO, a river ol Italy, which rises from Lake Garda,
passes by Peschiera, Monzanbano, &c. and runs into the Po, near
Sachetta.

MiNcio, a department of Italy, comprehending the late du-
chies of Mantua and Verona.

MINCIUS, in ancient geography, a river of Gallia Transpa-
dana ; now called Mincio. See Mincio.

MIND,[»iC)w,Lat.] a thinking intelligent; being otherwise call-

ed spirit, in opposition to matter or body. See Metaphysics.
MINDANAO, or MAGINDANAO, a large island of Asia,

in the E. Indian Sea, and one of the Phillippines ; 180 miles long,

and 120 broad. The form of this island is triangular. The
interior parts contain several chains of lofty mountains, which
abound with gold and sulphur; and between which are extensive

plains, and deep valleys, through which, during the rainy seasons,

vast torrents pour from the mountains. In these valleys are also

some considerable rivers. The soil is] very exuberant, producing

fruits, sago, rice, &-c. in the greatest abundance ; a pecul, or 1331b.

of rice being sold for a Spanish dollar. The island abounds with

buffaloes, cows, hogs, goats, a variety of fowls, &c. Mindanao is

600 miles S. E. of Manilla.

Mindanao, the capital of the above island is situated on the

S. E. side. Lon. 123. 14. E. Lat. 8° N.
MINDELHEIM, a district of Germany, in Algow, Suabia,

between the bishopric of Augsburgh and the abbacy of Kempten,
and between the lller and the Leek ; 20 miles long, and 16bioad.

Mindelheim, a town of Suabia, capital of the above territory,

33 miles S. E. of Ulm. Lon. 10. 40. E. Lat. 48. 5. N.
MINDEN,a late principality ofGermany, inWestphalia, N. of

Ravensberg, ami along each side of the Weser, about 22 miles

square. On the 5th of March, 181 1, this country, together with

the whole of the kingdom of Westphalia, was ceded to France by

Jerome Bonaparte, the brother of the present French emperor.

MiNDEN.the capital of die above territory, seated on the Weser.

Lon. 0.5. E. Lat. 52. 22. N.
MINDORA, or MINDORO, an island of Asia, in the East

Indian Sea, one of the Phillippines, 50 miles in circumference, se-

parated from Luconia, by a narrow chaiuiel.

MINE,
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MINI'2, in the military art, a subterraneoiH |)aisa»f, dug underll

the wall or rampart of a fortification iiitendfil to be blown np by
ginipowder. '1 he alley or |)assage of a mine is commonly about

lour feet sqnare ; at the end of this is the chamber of the mine,

which is a cavity about five feet in width and in length, and about

six feet in hci2;ht ; and here the gunpowder is stowed. - The sau-

cisse of the mine, is the train, for which there is always a little

aperture left. There are various kinds of mines, wliich acquire va-

rious names, as royal-mines, serpentine-mines, forked-mines, ac-

1 ording as their passages are straight, oblique, winding, itc. From
a i^reat number of experiments, it appears, 1. That the force of a

mine is always towards tlie weakest side ; so that the disposition ol

the chamber of a nunc does not at all contribute to determine this

efiect. 2. That the quantity of powder must be greater or less in

proportion to the greater or less weight of the bodies to be raised,

and to their gre.iler or less cohesion ; so that we must allow for

each cubic fathom, of loose earth, nine or ten pounds; of firm

earth and strong Siind, eleven or twelve pounds ; of fiat cr clayey

earth, fifteen or sixteen pounds; of new masonry, not strongly

bound, fifteen or twenty pounds ; and of old masonry, well boun(l,

t>venty-five or thirty pounds. 3. 1 he aperture, or entonnoir, of a

mine, if rightly cliarc.'ed, is a cone, the diameter of whose base is

double the lieight taken from the centre of the mine. 4. That
when the mine has been overcharged, its entonnoir is nearly cylin-

drical, the diameter of the upper extreme not much exceeding that

of tlie chamber. 5. That besides the shock of llie powder against

the bodies it takes up, it likewise crushes all the earth that bor-

ders upon it, both underneath and sidev.ise. To charge a mine
so as to have the most advantageous effect, the weight of the mat-
ter to be carried must be known ; that is, the solidity of a right

cone, whose base is double the height of the earth over the centre

of the mine : thus, having found the solidity of the cone in cubic
tathonis, multiply the number of fatlionis by the number of pounds
of powder necessary tor raising the matter it contains ; ajid if the

cone contains matters of different weights, take a mean weight be-

tween them all, always having a regard to their degree of cohe-

sion. As to the disposition of mines, there is but one general rule,

viz. that the side towards which one would determine the effect to

be the weakest ; but this varies according to circumstances. The
calculation of mines is generally built upon this hypothesis. That
the entonnoir of a mine is ihe frustum of an inverted cone, «hose
altitude is equal to the radius of the excavation of the mine, and
the diameter of the whole less base is equal fo the line of least re-

sistance ; and though these suppositions are not quite exact, yet

the calculations of mines deduced from them have proved suc-

cessful in practice ; for which reason this calculation should be
followed till a better and more simple one be found out. M. De
Valliere found that the entonnoir of a mine was a paraboloid,

which is a solid generated by the rotation of a semiparabola about
its axis; but as the difference between these two is very insignifi-

cant in practice, that of the frustum of a cone may be used.

Mine, \jnynn, Welsh, from maen lapis,"] in natural history, im-
plies a deep pit under ground, whence various kinds of minerals

are dug out ; but is more parlicularly applied to those which yield

metals. Where stones only are procured, the appellation of

quarries is universally used for the places from which they arc

dug out, however deep they may be.

MisEs, Desckiption OFTKE interkalParts OP. The inter-

nal parts of the earth, as far as they have yet been investigated, do
not consist of one uniform substance, but of various strata or beds
of substances, extremely different in their appearances, specific

gravities, and chemical qu;ililies, from one another. Neither are

these strata similar to one another either in their nature or appear-

ance in different districts ; so llat even in the short extent of half a

mile, the strata are found quite different from v-hatthey are in an-

other place. As little are they the same either in depth or solidity

Innumerable cracks and fissures, by the miners called loads or lodei,

are found in every one of them ; but these are so entirly different

in size and shape, that it is impossible to form an inference from their

size in one place to that in another. In these lodes the metallic ore

is met widi ; and, considering tiie great uncertainty of their dimen-
sions, it is evident that the business of mining, which depends on
that size, must in like manner be quite uncertain and precarious.

Mr. Price, in his TrcLitise on the C'nrnish Mines, nbservrs, that
" the comparative smallness of the largest fissures to the bulk of tlie
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whole earth is really wonderful. In the finest pottery we CAn
make, by a misroscopic view, we may discover numerous cracks
:^(i fissures, so small as to be impenetrable by any lluid, and im-
|)rn>ious to the naked eye ; as, by the laws of nature originally im-
posed by the Creator, it happens that matter cannot contract itself

into solid large masses, without leaving lissures between them, and
yet the very fissures are as necessary and useful as the strata

through which they pass. They are the drains that carry off the

redundant moisture from the earth ; which, but for them, would
be too full of fens and bogs for animals to live or plants to llyive

on. In these fissures, the several ingredients which form lodes,

by the contiimal passing of waters, and the menstrua of metals, are

brought out of the adjacent strata, collected and conveniently
lodged in a narrow channel, much to the advantage of those who
search for them ; for if metals and minerals were mere dispersed,

and scattered thinly in the body of the strata, the trouble of find-

ing and getting them would be endless, and the expence of pro-

curing them exceed the value of the acquisition. 'I'he insides of

the fissures are commonly coated over with a hard, crystalline,

earthy substance or riud, which very often, in the breaking of hard
ore comes off along with it, and is commonly called the capels or

walls of the lode: but Mr. Price is of opinion, that the proper
walls of the lode are the sides of the fissure itself, and not the coat,

which is the natural plaster upon those walls, furnished perhaps by
the contents of the fissures, or from oozings of the surrounding
strata. The breadth of a lode is known by the distance betwixt the
two incrnsted sides of the stones of ore ; and if a lode yields any
kind of ore, it is a better sign that the walls be regular and smooth,
or at least that one of them be so, than otherwise ; but few of

these fissures have regular walls until they have been sunk down
some falhoms. Thus the inner part of the fissure in w Inch the ore
lies, is all the way bounded by two walls of stone, which are gene-
rally parallel to one another, and include the breadth of tlie vein
or lode. Whatever angle of inclination some fissures make in the

solid strata at their beginning, they generally continue to do the
same all along. Some are small at their upper part and wide un-
derneath, and vice versa. Their breadth, as well as depth, varies

much ; for though a fissure may be many fathoms wide in one
place, yet a little further E. or Vi. it may not be one inch wide.
This excessive variation happens generally in very compact strata,

when the vein is squeezed, as it were, through hard rocks which
seem to straighten it. A true vein, however, is never entirely ob-
literated, but always shews a string of metallic ore of a veiny sub-

stance; which often serves as a leader for the miners, until it

sometimes leads them to a richly impregnated part. Their length

is in a great measure unlimited. The richest state for copper, ac-

cording to Mr. Price, is from 40 to 80 fathoms deep : for tin, I'rom 20
to 60 ; and though a great quantity of either may be raised al^ 80 or
100 fathoms, yet "the quality is often too much decayed and dry
for metal." He says, that tlie fissures or veins of the Covni4i
mines extend from li. toAV. or mere properly, one end of the
fissure points W. and bv S. or W. and by N. while the other

tends E. and bv S. or E^. and by N. Thus they frequently pass

through a considerable trad of country with few variations in their

direction, unless interruiited by some intervening cau<e. But,

besides this E. and W. direction, there is what the minei-s call tlie

underlying or hade of the vein or lode, viz. the delleclion or de-

viation of the fissure from its perpendicular lim-, as it is followed

in depth like the slope of the roof of a house, or the descent of the

steep side of a hill. This slope is generally to the N. or S. but
varies much in different veins, or sometimes even in the same
vein: for it will often slope or underlie a small space in different

ways, as it may be forcetl by h.ud strata on either sitle. Some of
the fissures do not vary much from a perpendicular, while some
deviate more than a lathom; that is, for every fathom they de-

scend in perpendicular height, ihev deviate likewise as much to

the S. or N. Others ditler so mucfi from the perpendicular, that

they assume a position almost horizontal ; w hence they are also

called horizontal or Hat lodes, and sometimes lode-plots. Ano-
ther kind iias an iiTegular poiilion with regard to the rest; widen-
ing horizont;dly for a little way, and then lUscending perpendicu-
larly almost like stairs, with only a small string or leader to follow

at'ter; and thus tli(?y alternately vary and yield ore in several fiat

or horizontal fissures. T he fissures most common in Britain are

the perpendiculax and inclined. The perpendicular and liorizon-

7 D tal
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al fisfures, (Mr. Piire pav'i,) reinain ViUle allcicfl from their first

jjosiiioii, when tliev were loruietl at the iiuluration of tlie strata

imiiiccliately after the waters left the land. I'he peipendicular

fissiues are more commoiilv situated in level ground, at a distance

from hills, and from the sea-shore ; but with^^regard to the latter,

the upper and under inas-rps of strata differ in their solidity and

properties. Hence, it is plain, that inclined fissures owe their de-

llection to some secondary cause, violence, or subsidence, of the

earth: for though perpendicular fissures are seldom to be seen,

yet such as are inclined at very consldrrable depths, become more

and more perpendicular, as the more central strata, by reason of

the vast supermcumbentweiglil, do not seem so likely to be driven

out of their position as those which lie nearer the surface." 'l"he

fissure^ are often met with fractured as veil as inclined; the reason

of which, Mr. Price th.inks, has be<'ii a subsidence of the earth

from some extn:ordin3ry cause. " Tlie original position (says he)

must have been horizontal, or parallel to the surface of the earlli

:

hM we often find these strata very sensibly declined from the first

poiiticn; n.iy, sometimes quite reversed, and changed into per-

pendicular. ' When v.c see a wall lean, we immediately concUide

that the foundation l-.as given way, according to the angles which

the w<all makes with the jiorizon; and when we find the like decli-

nation in strata, we may conclude, by parity of reason, that tliere

has liecn a like failure "of what su|)ported Ihem, in proportion to

that declination ; or that whatever made the strata to fall so much
awry, must also cause every thing included in (hose strata to fall

proportionably. Wherever the greatest subsidence is to the N.
the top of t!ie lode or fissure will point to the N. and of conse-

ruence underlie to the S. and vice versi: the elide or heave of

tiie lode manifests the greater subsidence of the strata; but the

same lode is frequ ntly fractured and heaved in several places: all

of which, by due observation, will shew us they were occasioned

by so many several sh.ocks or subsidencies, and that the strata were
not ujifooled, shaken, or brought to fall once only or twice, but

several times." Mr. Price further observes, that though the me-
tallic veins generally run from E. to W. they are trequently inter-

sected by veins or lodes of other matters, which run from N. to S.

Some ol these cross-veins contain lead or antimony, but never tin

or copper. Sometimes one of these unmetallic veins intersects

the true one at right angles, sometimes obliqnelv ; and sometimes

the mixture of both is so intimate, that the most expert miners

are at a loss to discover the separated part of the true vein. AVhen
this last is intercepted at right angles, it is moved, cither N. or S.

a very little way, perhaps not above a fathom ; in which case,

having worked "to a small distance in one of these directions, if

they find themselves disappointed, they turn to the other hand,

and seldom fail of meeting with what they expected. Sometimes
they are directed in their search by the pointing of a rib or string

of the true vein ; but when the interruption happens in an oblique

direction, the difticulty of finding the vein again is much g:eater.

\V'hen two metallic veins near each other run in an obli(|ue direc-

tion, and meet together, they commonly produce a body of ore at

the place where they intersect ; and if both are rich, the quantity

will be considerable ; but if one be poor and the other rich, then

l)oth are either enriched or impoverished by the meeting. After

some time they separate again, and each will continue its former

direction near to the other; but sometimes, though rarely, they

continue united. It is a sign of a poor vein when it separates or

diverges into strings,' but when several of them are found running

into one, it is accounted a promising sign. Sometimes there are

branches without the walls of the vein in the adjacent strata, w hicli

often come either obliquely or transversely into it. If these

branches are impregnated wiih oie, or if they un<leilie faster than

the true vein, that is, if they dip deeper into the ground, then they

are said to overtake or come into the lode, and to enrich it; or if

they do not, then tUey are said to go off from it, and to impoverish

it. Bvit neither these nor any other marks either of the richness or

poverty of a mine are to be entirely depended upon : for many
mines," which have a very bad appearance at first, turn out ex-

treme! v well afti' wards; while others, which in the beginning

seemed very rich, turn gradually worse; but in general, where a

-^ein has a very bad appearance at first, it will be imprudent to be

at much expence with it. Veins of met;il are often so compressed

betwixt hard strata^ .that they are not an inch wide; nevertheless,

if they have a string of good or«, it will generally be worth while

to pursue them ; and they often turn out well at last. It is an
encouragement to go on, if the leaders of ore enlarge either in

width or depth as they are worked ; but it is a bail sign if they
continue horizontal without iHchning downwards; though it is not
proper always to discontinue the working of a vein which has an
unfavourable aspect at first, ^'eins of tin are worth working when
only three inches wide, provided the ore be good; and copper-
ores when six inches wide will pay very well for the working.
Some of the great mines, however, Inue very large Vi ins, w ;th a
number of other small ones very near each other, i'hcre are also

veins crossing one another sometimes met with, which are called

contras, vulgarly cauiiters. Sometimes two veins run down into

the ground in such a manner tliat they meet in the direction of
tlieir depths; in which case the same observations apply to them
which are applicable to those that meet in an horizontal direction.

Sometimes a vein suddenlv disappear-,- by becoming narrower, or
of worse quahtv ; v.Jiich by the miners is called start or leap, and
is common in the mines of Cornwall. A curious method of disco-

vering mines is said to be by the virgula diviiuitoria, or divining
rod; which, however incredible the stories related concerning; it

may be, is still relied on by some, and among others by Mr.
Price. It is not know n who was the inventor of this method ; but
Agricola supposes that it took its rise from the magicians, who
pretended to discover mines by enchantment. No mention is

made of it, however, before the eleventh century, since which
lime it has been in frequent use; and the Corjiuscular Philosophy
has even been called in to account for it. It is said to be per- *

formed in consequence of a certain unaccountable attraction^
v. hich the metals have for rods of nut, or other fruit-trees. But
the account given by Price, which he had from a Mr. Cook-
worthy of Plymouth, who is said to have had the first information
concerning this rod from one Captain Ribeira, a deserter from the
Spanish service in Queen Anne's reign, and afterwards captain-
commandant in the garrison of Plymouth, is so very incredible,

not to add, unintelligible and unphiiosophical, that we think it un--
necessary to quote it. Another and very ancient mode of disco-'

vering mines, but extremely difficult and precarious, is that called
shodeing; that is, tracing them by loose stones, fragments, or
sliodcs, which may have been se|)arated and carried olf to a consi-
derable distance from the vein, and are found by chance in run-
ning waters, on the surface of the ground, or a little under.
" \\ hen ihe tinners (says Mr. Price) meet with a loose single

stone of tin-ore, either in a valley, or in plowing or hedging,
though at 100 fathoms distance from the vein it came from, those
who are accustomed to this work w ill not fail to find it out. They
consider, that a metallic stone must originally have appertained to
some vein, from which it was severed and cast at a distance by
some violent means. 1 he deluge, they suppose, moved most of
the loose earthy coat of the globe, and in many places washed it

off from the upper towards the lower grounds, with such a force,

that most of the backs or lodes of veins which protruded them-
selves above the fast were hurried dow nwards with the mass

:

whence the skill in this part of their business lies much in directing
their measures according to the situation of the surface." After-
wards, however, our author complains, that this art of shodeing, as

he calls it, is in a great measure lost. The fijilowing account of a
method of finding silver-mines by Alonzo Barbo seems to be si-

milar to that of shodeing: "The veins of metal (savs he) are
sometimes found by great stones above ground ; and if the veins
be covered, they hunt them out after this man.ner ; viz. taking irt

their hands a sort of mattock, which has a steel-point at one end to
dig with, and a blunt head at the other wherewith to break stones,

they go to the hollows of the mountains, where the current of
rain-water descends, or to some other part of the skirts of the
mountains, and there observe what stones they meet with, break-
ing in pieces those that seem to have any metal in them ; whereof
they find many times both middling sort of stones and small ones
also of metal. Then they consider the situation of that place, and
whence these stones can tumble, which of necessity must be from
higher ground, and follow the tract of them up the hill as long as

they can find any of them," kc. " Another way (says Mr. Price)

of discovering lodes is by working drifts across the country, as we
call it, that is, from N. to S. and vice versa. I tried the experi-

ment in an adventure under my managcnient, where I drove all

open at grass about two feet in tlie shelf, very much like a level to

convfy
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convey water upon a mill-wlieol : by so iloins I was sure of tut-

ting ail lodes in my way; and did acrordiiigly discover five

courses, one otWliicn lia^ produced above 180 tons of copper-ore,

but the otliers were never wrought upon. Tliis niellioil of disco-

vering lodes is equally ciieap and certain; for lOU fatlionis in shal-

low ground may be driven at bOs. eNpence." After tlie mine is

found, the next thing to be considered is, whether it may be dug
to advantage. To determine this, we are duly to weigh the na-

ture of the place, and its situation, as to wood, water, carriage,

healthiness, and the like ; and compare the result with the richness

of the ore, the charge of digging, stamping, washing, and smelt-

ing. The form and situation of the spot should be well consider-

ed. A mine must either happen, 1. In a mountain; 2. In a hill;

3. In a valley: or, 4. In a flat. But mountains and hHls are dug
with much greater ease and convenience, chiefly because the drains

and burrows, that is, the adits or avenues, may be here readily

cut, both to drain the water and to form gang-ways for bringing

.out the lead, &c. In all the four cases, we are to look out for the

veinswhicli the rains or other accidental thing may have laid bare;

and if such a vein be found, it may often be proper to open the

mine at that place, es|H'cially if the vein prove tolerably large and
rich : otherwise the most commodious place for situation is to be
chosen for the purpose, viz. neither on a flat, nor on the tops of

mountains, but on the sides. The best situation for a mine is a

niountainous, woody, wholesome spot; of a safe easy ascent, and
near a navigable river. The places abounding with mines are gene-
rally healthy, as standing high, and every where exposed to the air;

jet some places where mines are found prove poisonous, and can
jon no account be dug, thouoh ever so rich : the way of examining
a suspected place of this kind, is to make experiments upon brutes,

by expoiing them to the efiluvia, to discover their efiects. De-
vonshire and Cornwall, where there are nianv mines of copper
and tin, are very mountainous; which gives an opportunity to
make adits or subterraneovis drains to some valley at a distance,
by which to cany oil' the water from the mine, which otherwise
*ould prevent them from getting the ore. The>e adits are some-
times carried a mile or two, and dug at an expence of from 2000/.
t* 4000/. especially where the ground is rocky; and yet they find
this cheaper than to draw up the water out o{ the mine quite to
the top, when the water runs in plenty and the mine is deep.
Sometimes, indeed, they cannot find a level near enough to which
an adit may be carried" from the very bottom of the mine; yet
they find it worth while to make an adit at half the height to w hich
the water is to be raised, thereby saving half the expence. The
late Mr. Costar, considering that sometimes from small streams,
and sometimes from little springs or collections of rain-water, one
might have a good deal of water above ground, though not a sufti-

cient quantity to turn an overshot wheel, thought, that if a suffi-

cient fall might be had, this collection of water might be made
useful in raising the water in a mine to the adit, where it may be
carried off. But now the most general method of draining mines
is by the steam-engine. See Steam-Engine.
MINEHEAD, an ancient borough of Somersetshire, with a

harbour in the Bristol channel, near Dunster castle. It was in-
corporated by Queen Elizabeth, with great privileges, on condi-
tion of keeping the quay in repair; but its trade falling off, the
quay was neglected, and the privileges were lost. A statute was
obtained in the reign of William III. for recovering the port, and
keeping it in repair; and the cpiay was rebuilt. In pursuance of
another act, a new head was built to the cpiay, the beach cleared,
&c. so that the biggest ship may enter, and ride safe in the har-
bour. The town contains about 500 houses, and 2000 souls. It
was formerly governed by a portreve, and now by tivo constables
chosen annually at a court-leet, held by the lord of the manor.
Its chief trade is with Ireland, whence about 40 vessels used to
come hither in a year with wool ; and about 4000 chaldrons of
coals are yearly imported at this place, Watchet and Poriock,
from South Wales; which lies directly opposite to it, about seven
leagues over, the common breadth of this channel all the way from
Holmes to the Land's End. It lies 3 I miles N. of Exeter, and
161 W. by S. of London. Lon. 3. 34. W. Lat. 51. 12. N.
MINERAL, [yiiinerak, Lat.] any fossile body; matter dug

out of mines. See Mine, and Minekalogy.
Mineral Acids. See Acids, and Chemistry.
WiNEBAL Alkali, See Alkau, and Chemistrv.

Mineral Waters, include all such fluids as are n.iturally im-
pregnated with heterogeneous mailer, which thev have dissolved
within the bowels of the earlh, whether sulphureous, metallic, or
saline; and, as many of these are successfully employed in medi-
cine, they have received the appellation of medicinal waters.

Mineral waters have been divided into hot and cold, from their

being either sensibly hotter or colder than the atmospliere. 'I hey
have also been clas-ed, according to their predominant ingredients,
into acidulous, alkaline, martial, sulphureous, &.c. It is not,
however, our design to enter upon a minute investigation of their

con«tituent parts; but, as the analysis of minrrsl springs iray, to

many incjuisilive persons, aflbrd a pleasing recieatiuii, indepei.d-

ently of its real utility, we shall sulijoin a few rules necessary to

be observed in making sucli experimeuts:
I. All experiments ought to be conducted near the spring, if it

be practicable.

II. The situation of such spring, tlie nature of the soil, and the
contiguous rising grounds (if any occur) should be carefully exa-
mined.

III. With the view of analyzing the water, it will first be neces-
sary to observe the changes it may spontaneously undergo, as well
as the various parts, or matters, into which it may separate. For
this purpose, it will be advisable to fill several shallow but large
cylindrical glasses at the well, or spring, which should be immedi-
ately examined by the ta^te, eye, and smell ; alter which they
ought to stand at rest for two, three, or more, hours, or even as
many days. At tlie end of tliis period, the investigation must be
repeated ; the fluid compared with water newly drawn from the
spring; and, if any separation of parts take place, any scum arise,

or sediment be formed at the bottom of the glass, they ought to

be curefully collected for future examination.
IV. These glasses should next be deposited in a warm place

;

till, the watery jiarts being totally exhaled, a dry substance only
remains; which ought to be compared with the sediment obtained
from the same water by evaporation over the fire, in order that

the real difference between both dry substances, may be more
precisely ascertained.

V. It will next be requisite to analyze the water chemically: for

this purpose, a certain portion of it ought to be taken from tjf"

spring, and poured into a retort with a wide neck, to which a clean
glass-receiver, well luted, should be aflixed. The whole must
now be placed over a moderate fire, so as to simmer the water till

all the aqueous particles are come over; when the vessels should
be sufiered to cool, the distilled water carefully drawn off, and
deposited in a well-closed glass: then the dry substance must be
sepanited from the bottom of the retort, weighed, and likewise
preserved in a glass.

VI. The distilled-water must next be examined by various
tests, to ascertain whether it materially differ Irom distilled com-
mon water; or whether it be impregnated with any saline or mi-
neral particles, similar to those observed in the natural fluid, when
first drawn from the well. In this process, if the water contain
any common salt, it will, with a solution of silver, assume a white
colour: if vitriol of iron be one of its ingredients, it will become
black, on being mixed with i)ulverized galls.

VII. In case the water be suspected to contain any salts, it will

be advisable gently to boil a quantity of the dry substance obtain-

ed by distillation, in five or six times its weight of pure common
distilled water, such as is totally divested of all mineral particles.

By this process, the saline matter will be di-solved or suspended
in such water, in tlie form of a solution, which, on being filtered,

and evaporated to dryness, will re-produce i;s salt. And, if tliere

should be other salts in the same solution, they may all be obtain-

ed by repeating the filtration and evaporation.

VJll. After the different salts are thus evolved, it will perhaps
be attended with some difliculty to ascerlain those species which
are denominated neutral. This may be eflc-cted by observing the
appearances assumed by such salts, on being mixed with other

matters. Thus, marine or sea-salt may be known by the while
vapour which it emits when in contact with oil of vitriol, and also

by its taste, as well as by its cubical figure, on being crystallized.

Another dislinguishing characteristic of neutral salts is, their pro-
perty of producing or regenerating sulphur, when mixed and li-

quefied with salt of tartar and pulverized charcoal. If, therefore,

two parts of such salt be mixed with one part of wU of tartar, and

t a similar
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a similav portion of carbon in powder, and the whole be melted in

a crucible, a reddish mass will be formed, possessing an alkaline

sulpluneous taste, and which will communicate a deep yellow or

orange-colour to rectified spirit of wine.

Lastly, i£ there remain any matter after these various operations

have been performed, it is generally denominated an earth, which,

by repeated ablutions in pure distilled water, may be divided into

various kinds of species, such as calcareous, siliceous, bolar, or

ochreous, &c. These may be still farther examined by the lest of

fire; and, according to the appearances ihcy assume, on being ex-

posed to that element, it may be easily discovered whether tSey

are vitrcscible, or cajrable of being converted into glass; whether

they will calcine, or become a species of lime; or whether they

will yield any metallic substance. Such is the method by which

the analysis of mineral-waters ought to be conducted; and it is

onTy by a strict observance of the rules above stated, that chemists

have been enabled to enrich the world with numerous discoveries

in the mineral kingdom. As mineral-waters iVcquently contribute

to the recovery of health ; and as many persons are prevented

from resorting to the place whence such lluids are obtained, vari-

ous experiments have been made, with the view of procuring them

by art, and communicating to ihem all the properties of the natu-

ral waters. The most complete of such chemical processes ap-

pears to be that of M. Goldschmid, who has established a manu-

iactory of factitious waters, at Paris, in imitation of the natural

sprini^ of Sellz, Spa, and Sedlitz, which have in all respects been

found equal, or superior, to those celebrated wells. His prepara-

tions have undergone a rigid examination by the ablest chemists,

l)oth with respect to their physical properties, and the nature of

the salts employed. According to the reports of Buillon-la-

Grange, and Chaussier, M. Goldschmid's artihcial waters are very

clear and transparent, possessing a strong acid flavour, and com-

:))unicathig a deep-red shade to the tincture ol turnsol. On being

placed in contact with various re-agents, these compounds, when
mixed with lime-water, produced abundance of carbonate of lime;

with caustic alkalies, neutral sails; and, when poured on the fil-

ings of the purest iron, ihey acquired, in a sliort time, a ferrugin-

ous taste. With respect to the carbonic acid, or fixed air, it ap-

pears that the factitious waters contain of it twice and a half of

their volume, which is considerably more than the natural springs.

The advantages of these ingenious preparations are stated to be, I.

That Ihcy are not liable to be aflected by rainy weather, as is the

case with the natural water, which is remarkably iniluenced by the

season. "; That they do not part with any gas and other volatile

consliluents, bv conveyance, and by keeping them for some
length of time; and, 3. That the natural fluid can hold in solution

only such a proportion of metallic ingredients as the acids and
gases containe<l therein, are capable of dissolving; while the fac-

titious mineral-waters are not only cheaper and more efficacious,

but retain their virtues without diminution, are impregnated with

a larger volume of gas, and may be composed of any quantity

and quality of salt or earth, according to particular circumstances.

Lastly, they are far more convenient to the purchaser, being much
stron,»er than the natural waters, so that there will be no occasion

to drink such large and nauseating doses, as arc usually taken of

the latter. With respect to the waters of Bath, Bristol, Buxton,
&c. and the principal foreign wells, the reader will find a short

account of them in the progress of the alphabet.

MINERALIZATION, that process of nature, by which any
substance, animal or vegetable, is converted into a mineral. Thus
plants, pieces of wood, shells of fishes, &c. are turned into stone

by petrifying waters. And pit-coal is originally a mass of vegeta-

ble substances mineralized.

MINERALIZER, in mineralogy, a mineral substance, which,

when combined with an animal or vegetable substance, or witli a

salt or metal, mineralises it.

I

MINERALOGY.

MINERALOGY, [from minerale, and x»y©>',] that science

which teaches the properties of mineral bodies, or the solid ma-

terials of which the globe consists, and by which we learn how to

characterise, distinguish, and class, tluni into a^ proper order.

Mineralogy is a science of very great antiquity. Tubal-Cain, the

eighth inTi'neal descent from Adam, was the " instructor of every

artificer in brass and iron ; or in other words, the inventor of me-

tallurgy and mineralogy, a short time after the invention of music

and upholstery by his two brothers. See Gen. iv. 20—22. These

sciences, as well' as precious stones of various kimls, were well

known among the Jews and Egyptians, in the time of Moses ; and

even the most rude and barbarous nations appear to have had

some knowledge of the ores and manufactures of various metals.

Dr. Thomson, in the third book of his System of Chemistry,

remarks, that though minerals " must at all times have attracted

the attention of mankind,"—" it is only very lately that the me-

thod of ascertaining the component (larts of these substances was

discovered, or that it was possible to describe them so as to be in-

tellicible to others. From the ancients no information of any

consequence on these topics is to be expected. The whole science

of mineralogy has been created since the year 1770, and is at pre-

sent advanci'iig towards perfection with astonishing rapidity. New
minerals are every clav described and analysed, collections are

every where formins, and travels of discovery are succeeding each

other without intermission. The science ol miiuralogy includes

under it three different topics: 1. The method of describing mi-

nerals with so much accuracy and precision, that they may be

easily distinguished from each 2. A systematic arrangement of

minerals. 3^ The art of analysing minerals. In order to furnish a

description of minerals, a knowledge of iheir structure and comjio-

neiit parts becomes an object of the first consequence. To ob-

tain this knowledge, chemical experiments in tlie large way are

doubtless necessary ; but as a great deal of the mineral kingdom

has'iiheady been examined iji this manner, we do not need to re-

peat all those experiments in their whole extent, unless some new
and particular piia'nomena should appear in those things we are
examining ; else the tedioiisness of those processes might discou-

rage some from going farther, and take up much of the time of

others that might be better employed. An easier way may, there-

fore, be adopted, which even for the most part is sufficient, and
which, though made in miniature, is as scientilical as the common
manner of proceeding in the laboratories, since it imitates tli:'J, and
is found'-d upon the same principles. This cnnsisls in making tlic

experiments upon a piece of charcoal with the concentrated flame
of a candle or lamp directed by a blow-pipe. The heat occa-
sioned by this is very intense ; and the mineral bodies may here be
burnt, calcined, melted, and scorified, &c. as well as in any
great works. For a description of the blow-pipe, the method of

using it, the proper fluxes to be employed, and the difterent sub-

jects ot oxainination to which that instrument is adapted, see Bi,ow-
pirE, and FiA'X, wiiere these particulars are concisely detailed.

When experiments are to be made on earths or stones, «e must
not begin immediately with the blow-pipe; till some preliminary

experiments be made, by which those in the fire may afterwards

be directed. For in^tance, a stone is not always homogeneous, or

of the same kind throughout, although it may appear to be so. A
maguiiying-glass is therefore necessary to discover the heterogene-

ous particles, if there be any ; and these ought to be separated,

and every part trieil by itself, that the ertects of two ditierent

things, examined together, may not be attributed to one alone.

This might happen with some of the finer mica?, which are now
and then found mixed with small particles of quartz, scarcely to

be perceived by the eye. The trap (in German scliuartzildn)

is also sometimes mixed with very fine particles of felt, spar,

(spatuni scintilkins) or of calcareous spar, &c. After this expe-

riment, the hardness of the stone must be tried with steel. T he
flint and garnets are known to strike fire with steel ; but there are

also other stones, which are so iiard as likewise to strike fire.

There
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Tliere is a kind of trapp of that liariliitss in wliicli no |)ailicU's of

felt-spar are to be seen. Coloured (glasses resemble true gems

;

but as they are very soft in proportion to these, they are easily

discovered by the file. The common qiiarti; crvstals are harder
than coloiu-ed glasses, but softer than gems. The loadstone dis-

covers the presence of iron, when it is niixcl in too small a quan-
tity in the stone, and often before the stone is roasted. Some
Ttinds of hiematites, and particularly the cccrulescens, greatly re-

semble some oth'jr iron-ores ; but this is distinguished from them
by a red colour when pounded, the others giving a blackisli pow-
der. Of the substance to be a=sayed, only a small piece must be
broken off, not bigger than that the flame of the candle may be able

to act upon it at once, if reijuired ; wliich is sometimes necessary, as

vhen the matter reijuires to be made red hot throughout, the

piece ought to he broken as thin as possible, at least the edges ;

the lire having then more influence upon the subject, and the ex-

periment being more quickly made. Some mineral bodies are

very difficult to be kept steady upon the charcoal during the e.\-

pcriment, before they are made red hot ; because as soon as the

flame begins to act upon them tliey split asunder with violence,

and are dispersed. Such often are those which are of a soft cr.n-

sisteiice, or a particular figure, and which preserve the same figure

in however minute particles they are broken ; for instance the cal-

CBreous spar, the sparro eyjisum, sparry fluor, white sparry lead-

ore, the potters ore, the t^ellated nioct» lead, or blende, &c. and
all the cunuiion fluors wiiich have no determinate figure. These
iifet being soi compact as common hard stones, wHien. the lianie is

immediately urged upon them, the heat forces into their clefts or

pores, and causes this violent expansion and dispersion. Many
clays arc likewise apt to crack in the fire, which i.-> mostly owing to

the lunniility, of which they always retain a poi'tion. The only

. way to prevent this iticonvenience is to heat the body as slowly as

possible. First, heat that place of the charcoal w here the piece is

intended to be put ; and afterwards lay it thereon : a little crackling

will then ensue, but commonly of no great conssquence. The
flame is then blown very slowly towards it, in the begiiining not

<lircctly upon, but somewhat above it, and so approaching neaicr

and nearer with the flame until it become red hot. In examining
metals and ores, an exact knowledge and nicety of procedure are

the more necessary, that the metals ai-e often so disguised in their

ores, as to be very dillicultlv known by their external appearance,

and liable sometimes to be mistaken one for the other: some of

the cobalt-ores, for instance, resemble much the pyrites arsenica-

lis ; there are also some iron and lead ores wdiich are very like one
another, S;c. .-Vs the ores generally consist of metals mineralized

with sulphur or arsenic, or sometimes both, they ou.ht first to be
exposed to the fire by themselves, not only to determine with

which of these they are mineralized, but also to set them free from
those volatile mineralizing bodies: this serves instead of calcina-

tion, by which they are prepared for further assays. Whenever
anv metal or fusible ore is to be tried, a little concavity nuist be
made in that part of the chaicoal where the matter is to lie put;

lo prevent it from rolling otT. \Vhenan ore is to be tried, a small

bit is laid upon the charcoal, and the llame blown on it slowly.

Then the sulphur or arsenic begins to part from it in form of smoke ;

these are easily distingui-hed bv their smell ; that of sulnhur being

sulficienlly known, and the ar>enic smelling like gailic. The
flame ought to he blown very gently as long as any smoke is seen

t« part from the ore ; but after that {he heat must be augmented by
degrees, to make the calcination as perfect as possible. If the heat

be applied very strongly from the beginning upon an ore that

contains much sulphur or arsenic, the ore will presently melt, and
yet lose very little of its mineralizing bodies, thus rendering the

<a-!ciiialion very imperfect. It is, however, impossible to calcine

the ores in this manner to the utmost perfection, which is easily

seen in melting down a calcined potter's ore with borax, as it will

btibble upon the coal, which depends on the sulphur still lel't, the

vitriolic acid of this uniting with the l)oi"a\, and causing this mo-
tion. The ores being thus calcined, the metals contained in them
may hi; discovered, eithi-r by being melted alone or with (hives;

when they shew themselves either in their pure metallic state, or

by tinging the flag with a colour peculiar to each of them.

Op the Di=:scp,iptiox' of Minerals.

" Nothing, at first sight," sa)S Mr. Thomson, " appears easier
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than to describe a mineral, and yet, in reality, it is attended wit'i

a great deal of difficultv. The mineralogical descriptions of the
ancients are so loose an<! inaccurate, Ih.at many of the minerals lo

which they allude cannot be ascertained ; and consequently, their

observations, however valuable, are often, as far as respects u,,

altogether lost. It is obvious, that to distinguish a mineral from
every other, we must either mention some peculiar properly, or a
collection of properties, which exist together in no other mineral.
These properties must be described in terms rigidly accurate,

which convey precise ideas of the very properties intended, and of

no other properties. The smallest deviation from this would lead

to confusion and uncertainty. Now it is impossible lo describe

minerals in this manner, unless there be a peculiar term for each
of their properties, and unless this It rm be completely understood.

Mineralogy, tlierefore, must have a language ol its own; it must
have a term to denote every mineralogical pro])erty, and each of

these terms must be accurately defined. Tiie language of mine-
ralogy was invented by the celebrated Werner of Freyberg, and
first made known by his treatise on, " The External CFiaracters of

Minerals." Of this language the following general description of

the properties of niinciais will convey an idea. 7 he properties of

n)inerals may be divided into two classes : 1. Properties discover-

able Without destioytiig the texture of the mineral; 2. Properties

resulting from the action of other bodies on it. The first class lias,

by \\ erner, been called external, and by some French writers

physical ; the second chemical. Tiie external properties may
lie arranged Huder the following heads: 1. Figure. 2. Surface.

3. Transparency. 4. Colour, j. Scratch. l>. Lustre. 7. Hard-
ness. 8. Ductility'. 9. Fracture. 10. Texture. 1 1. Structure.

12. Fragments. 13. Feel. 14. Sound. Ij. Smell. 16. Taste.

17. Gravity. 18. Magne.tism. 19. Electricity.
" I. By figure is meant the shape or form, which a mineral is

observed lo have. The figure of minerals is either regular, par-

ticular, or amorphous. 1. Slinerals which assume a legular figure

are said to be crystallized. The sides of a crystal are called faces;

the sharp line foinied by the inclination of two faces is called aii

edge; and the corner, or angle, formed by the meeting of several

edges ill one poii I, is called a solid angle, or simply an angle.

Thus a cube has six face.s, twelve edges, and eight angles. 2.

Some minerals, though not crystallized, atTecl a p;ii-ticular figure.

The^e liguies are the following: Globular, like a globe; oval,

like an oblong spheroid; ovate, like an egg; cheese-shaped, a

very flattened sphei'e ; almond-shaped, like an almond ; lenticu-

lar, like a double convex lens, compressed and gradually thinner

towards the edges; cuneiform, like a wedge ; nodulous, having
depressions and protuberances like a potatoe ; hotryoidal, like

grapes closely pressed together; <k'ntiform, longish and tortuou.i,

and thicker at the bottom than the top; wireform, like a wire;.-

capillary, like hair, finer than the preceding; retiform, threads in--,

terwoven like a net; dendritic, like a tree, having branches issu-,

ing from a common stem ; shrubform, branches not arising from a
common stem ; coraloidal, brancheil like coral ; stalactitical, like

icicles; clavaled, like a club, long, and thicker at one end than

another; fascilorm, long, straight, cylindrical bodies, united like

a bundle of rods ; tubular, cylindrical and liollow. 3. \VheH mi-
nerals have neither a regular nor particular shape, they are said to

be amorphous.
" 11. By surface is meant the appearance of the external surface

of minerals. The surface is cither une\en, composed of small un-
equal elevations aiui depressions; scabrous, having very small

sharp and rough elevations,.more easily felt than seen; drnsy, co-
vereilwith very minute crystals; rough, composed ot very mi-
nute blunt elevations, easily distinguishable by the feel; scaly,

composed of verv minute lii'ai scale-like lea\es; smooth, free

from all inequality or roughness; specular, having a smooth po-
lished surlacelike a mirror; or streaked, having elevated, straight,

and parallel lines. This hist character is confined to the surtace

of crystals. The streaks are either transverse; longitudinal; -ti-

lernate, in different directions on different faces; plumose, run-

ning from a middle rib; or decu-sated, crossing each oUier.
" III. J^y transparency is meant the proportion of light w'ucli

minerals ::re capable of transmitting. They are transparent or

pellucid v. hen objects can be seen distinctly through them; dia^

phonous, when objects are seen through llii-m indistinctly; sub-

diaphonous, when light passes, but in so sni.dl.a (juautitv that ob-

[|
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sects cannot be sten through them; opaque, \vhei>. no liglit is

tr.insmitted. I have noted three decrees of transparency b_v tlie

figures 4, 3, 2, when a mineral is subtliaphanoiis ouly at the edges,

that is denoted by the figure I. Opacity is denotr-d by o. Wiien

opaque-anincrals become transparent in water, they are called hy-

(h-ophanous. When objects are seen double througli a transparent

mineral, it is said to refract doiibly.

"IV. The different colours of minerals may be reduced to

eight classes:
" \. Il'hili:^. Snow white ; pure wliite. I! eddish uhite: white

with a light tint of red. Yellowish white: white with a light lint

of yellow. Silver wliite, yellowish white. AVhile with a metallic

lusire. Gre\ish white: white with a light tint ot black. Green-

idiuhilf: w"hitewilh a liglit tint of grem. Milk white: while

with a light tint of blue. Tin white. Milk white of a metallic

lustre.

"2. Grei/s. Bluish grey: grey with a little blue. Lead
grev : bluish grey v. itli ainetallic lustre. Pearl grey: light grey,

witfi a slight mixture of violet blue. Smoke grey : dark grey

with a little blue and brown. Greenisli grey : light grey tinged

with green. Yellowish grey : a light grey tinged with yellow.

Steel grey: a dark grev with a light tint of yellow, and a met:il!ic

lustre, black grey': the darkest of all gieys' mixed with a tint of

yellow.
" 3. Blades. Greyi-h black: black witli a little white. Brown-

ish black : black witli a tint of brown. RIack : pure l)lack. Iron

black; pure black, with a small mixture of wiiitc and a metalhc
lustre. Bluish black: black with a tint of blue.

" 4. Bli'es. lii'ligo blue: a dark blackish blue. Prussian blue:

the purest blur. A/ure blrte : a bright blue, with scarce a tint of

red. ymalthlue: a light blue. Violet blue: a mixture ot azure

bine and carmine, l^aventler blue : violet blue, mixed with grey.

Sky blue : a light blue with a slight lint of green.
" b. Grcoii. Verdigris green : a bright grecn of a bluish cast.

Sea green: a verv light green, a mixture of verdigris green ami
grey. Beryl green : the preceding, but of a yellowish cast. Emerald
green: pure green. Grass green: pure green, with a tint of yellow.

Apple green : a light green, formed of verdigris green an;l white.

Leek green: a very tiark green with a cast of brown. Blackish green :

the darkest green with a mixture of leek green and black. Pista-

chio green : gr:\ss green, vellow and a little brown. Olive green :

a pale yellowisli green, with a tint of brown. Asparagus green :

the lightest of all greens, yellowish, mixed with a little brown and
grey.

"6. Vellmis. Sulphur yellow : a light greenish yellow. Brass

yellow: the preceding, with a little less green and metallic lustre.

Lemon yellow : pure vellow. Gold yellow : the preceding, with

a metallic lustre. Honey yellow : a deep yellow, with a little

reddish brown. Wax yellow: the preceding, but deeper. Py-
ritaceous yellow: a pale yellow, with grey. Straw yellow : a pale

yellow, a mixture of sulphur yellow and reddish grey. ^\ ine

yellow: a pale yellow, with a tint of red. Ochre yellow: darker
than the preceding, a mixture of lemon yellow with a little brown.
Isabella yellow : a pale brownish yellow, a mixture ot ])ale orange
witli reddish brown. Orange yellow; a bright reddish yellow,
formed of lemon yellow and red.

" 7. Rfds. Aurora red : a bright yellow red, a mixture of scar-

let and lemon yellow. Hyacinth red: a high red, like the pre-

ceding, but with a shiide of brown. Brick red : ligliter than the

preceding, a mixture of aurora red and a little brown. Scarlet

red: a bright and high red, with scarce a tint of yellow. Copper
red: a light yellowish red, with the metallic lustre. Blood red :

a deep red, a mixture of crimson and scarlet. Carniine red: pure
red, verging towards a cast of blue. Cochineal red: a deep red,

3 mixture of carmine, with a little blue and a very little grev.

Crimson red : a deep red, with a tint of blue. Flesh red : a very
pale red, of the crimson kind. Rose red : a pale red, of the co-
chineal kind. Peach blossom red : a very pale whitish red, of tlie

critiisori klhH. Mordor^, a dark dirty crimson red : a mixture of
tri-'^on ar.'.'» a little brown. Brownish red : a mixture of blood
red and^^rown.

" a. Ernzi'ns. ' Reddish brown : a deep brown, inclining to red.

Clove brown: a deep brown, with a tint of carmine. Yellowish
brown: a light brov.n, verging towards ochre yellow. Umber
brown: alight blown, a mixture of yellowish brown and grey.

Hair brown: intermediate between yellow brown and clove

l>rown, with a tint of grey. 'I'ombac brown: a yellowish browij

of a metallic lustre, formed of gold, yellow, antl reddish brouii.

Liver brown : a dark brown, Idackish brown, with a tint of green.

Blackish brown : the darkest brown. Coloiuf, in respect of

intensity, are either dark, deep, light, or pale. When a colour

cannot be referred to any of the preceding, but is a mixture
of two, this is expressed by saying, that the prevailing oik'

verges towards the other, if it has only a small tint of it ; passes'

into it, if it has a greater.
" V. By the scrakh or streak, is meant the niark left when a

mineral is scratched by any hard body, as the point of a Knife.

It is either similar, of tlie same colour with the nnneral, or di^^inli-

lar, of a different colour.
" VI. Lustre is the gloss or brightness, which appears on the

external surface ,;f a mineral, or on its internal surface when fiebli

broken, 'i'he lirst i:> called external, the second internal lustre.

Lustre is either common, that wliich most minerals possess ; silky,
like that of silk or mother-of-pearl ; waxy, like that of wax ;

grea'-y, like that of grease; or metallic, like thr.l of metals. As
to the degree, the greatest is called splendent ; the next shining

;

the third dullish ; and when only a few scattered particles sliine)

tlie lustre is called dull. These degrees are noted bv tlie iigures]
4, 3, 2, I, and no lustre by 0.

" VII. 1 have used Mr. Kirwan's figures to denote (he com-
parative liardness of all kinds of mineral bodies. Thus, 3 is used
to denote the hardness of chalk. 4. A superior hardness
but yet what yields to the nail. 5. What will not yield to the nail'
but easily, and viilhout grittiness, to the knife. 6. That whicli
yields more dilii( ullly to the knife. 7. 'i'hat whicii scarcely \ ields
lo the knife. 8. That which cannot be scraped by a knile, but
does not give lire with steel. 9. That winch gives a lew feeble
.sparks with steel. 10. That which gives plentilul lively sparks."
Kirwan's Mineralogy, i. 3S.

" \lll. With respect to ductility and brittleness, minerals are
eitlier malleable, sectile, capable ol being cut wjiliout breakin<'
but not malleable; flexile, capable ot being bent, and when bent
retaining their shape ; elastic, capable of benig bent, but recover-
ing their former sliape. Minerals destitute of these properties are
briltle. Brittle minerals with respect to the ease with which
they may be broken are either very tough, tough, fragile, or very
fragile.

" IX. By fracture is meant the fresh surface which a mineral
displays, when broken. It is either flat, without any geneial ele-
vation or depression; or conchoidal, having wide extended
roundish hollows and gentle risings. When these are not very
evident, the fracture is called Hat conchoidal, when they are small,
it is called small conchoidal, and when of great extent, great con-
choidal. The fracture may also be even, free from all asperities

;
uneven, having many small, sharp, abrupt, irregukir elevations
and inequalities; and" from the size of these, this fracture is deno-
minated coarse, small, or line ; splintery, having small, thin, de-
tached, sharp-edged splinters, according to the size of which' this
fracture is denominated coarse, or fine ; or rugged liaviu'-' many
very minute sharp hooks, more sensible to the hand than tlie
eye. _

" A. By texture is meant the internal struclure or disposition
of the matter of which a mineral is composed, which may be dis-
covered by breaking it. 'i'he texture is cither compact," without
any distinguishable parts, or the appearance of being composed of
smaller parts; eartliy, composed ot very minute almost iiiiperco-
tible rough parts; granular, composed of small shapeless "rains;
globulilorm, composed of small spherical bodies', tibrous" com-
posed of (ibrcs, which may be long, short, straight, crooked, pa-
rallel, divergent, stellated, fasciculated, or decussated

; radi'ated
consisting of long, narrow, tlattish lamella; ; or lamellar, or foli-
ated, consisting of smooth continued plates coverinT eacli
other: tliese plates may be either straight, crooked, or° undu-
lating.

" XI. The structure or compound texture, is the manner in
which the parts that form the texture are disposed. It is either
slaty, in straight layers like slate; testaceous, in incnrvatetl
layers

; concentric, in concentric layers ; or columnar, in columns.
The texture and structure may at first view appear the same; hut
they are very diilerent. Thus con>mon slate has often the slaty

tltucture
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StriicUive and oarlliy te\(iii-e. 'I'lie texture of pit-co^l is connect,

but its itriicture is often slatv.

" XII. By frjgir,ent:i is'mennt tiie sliape of the pieces into

viliii'.i a liiineiMl breaks, wiiin stnietc with a IiamnKT. 'I'liey are

eitlier cubic, rhomboidal, weiige-sliaped, splintery, thin, long, aiul

pointed ; tabular, thin and broad, and slurp at the corners, as

Con\nioii slate ; or indeterminate, without any particular resem-

blance to any other body. 'Hie edsjes of indeterminate fragments

are either xerv sharp, sharp, sharpish, or blunt.

" XI IF. C\ till- ti-^-1 ol minerals is meant the sensation wliith

tlicir surface^ communicate \*l-.en handled.- The feel of some mi-

neral- is grea V ; of others drv, &c.
" XIV. Some minerals u'hen struck give a clear sound; p

cohmion slate : others a dull sound. The smell, taste, specilic

cravily^ and nugnetism, of minerals, require no explanation.

With respect to cleclriciiy, some minerals become electric when

lieated, otiiers when rubbed ; others cannot be rendered electric.

The electricity of some is positive, of otliera negative." See

liLKCTRICIlY.

Of a Systematic Arrasgeme>t of Mixer \ls.

" Minerals," says Dr. Tliomson, " may be arranged two wa\s,

according to their external cliaractf-rs, ai-.d according to tlu-ir che-

mical composilion. The first of these methods has been callc;l

arlilinal classilication ; the second a natural one. The hist is indis-

liensablv necessarv for t!ie studer.l of nature ; the second is no less

liKii'ip.-n-ablc for tlie proficient, who luer.ns to turn his knowIedi>eto

account. Without the first, it is impossiijk- to discover tlie nall)e.^

of ininerais ; an i without ihe second we must remain ignorant of

th,eir uses. AlnioU every system of mineralogy hiUierto publish-

ed, al least since the appearance of Werner's external characters,

Iras attempted to combine these two arrangements, and to obtain

al tlie same time the advaiua_.;es peculiar to each. But no at-

tempt of this kind has liilherto succeeded. AVhelher this be ow-

ing to aiiv thing impossible in the undertaking, or to the present

ifnpcrfect state of mineralogy, I do not take upon me to deter-

mine. Bui surely the war.t of success, which has hidierto attend-

ed all attempts to combine the two arrangements, ought to sug-

gest the proprety of separating them. P.y adhering strictly to

one language, the trouble of studying tw o chlterent systems w ould

be entirely prevented. 'l"hey would throw mutual hgh.t uiion

each other: ihe artilicial system would enable the student to dis-

cover the names of minerals ; the n itural would enable him to ar-

range them, and to study their properties and ii-es. The happy

arrangement of Cronsiedt, together with the subsequent improve-

ments of Bergman, \\erner, Kirwan, Haiiy, and other celebrated

mineralogists, has brought the natural system to a considerable de-

gree of perfection. But an artificial system is still a desideratum
;

for, excepting Linn;eus, whose success was precluded by the state'

of the science, no one has liitherlo attempted it. Aviceniia, a

writer of the eleventh century, divided minerals into four classes
;

stones, salts, inflammable bodies, and metals. Ihis division kas

been in some measuve follaued by all succeeding writers. Lin-

llvus, indeed, the first of the moderns, who publiJied a system of

mimralogv, being guided by the external characters alone, divid-

ed mhierals into three classes, pctr;e, niinera", fossilia: but Avi-

Ccnna's classes appear among his orders. The same remark may
be made, with respect to the systems of \\'allerius, Wolsterdorf,

Cartheuser, and Justi, which appeared in succession after the first

ptiblication of Linnaeus's Systema KaturK, in 1736. At last, in

17J8, the system of Cronstedt appeared. He reinstated the

dtasses of .'\vicenna in their i)lace ; and his system was adopted

by iJergman, Kirwan, Werner, and the most celebrated minera-

logists who have written s'mce. We shall here present the reader

tfith the arrangement adopted in the system of Werner, as given

by professor Jameson in his System of Mineralogy. xVnd here

minerals are disposed under four classes : the earthy, the saline,

the inflammable, and the metallic, which are thus distin-

guished :

I. The earthy minerals compose the greater part of the crust

of the earth, and generally form a covering to the rest. They are

not remarkable for being heavy, brittle, or light-coloured. 'I'hey

are little disposed to crystallize, are uninflammable in a low tem-
perature, insipid, and without much smell.

2. The saline minerals are cominonly moderately heavy, soft,

sapid, aud possess some degree of transparency.

3. The inflammable class of minerals is light, brittle, mostly

opaque, of a yellow, brown, or black colour, seldom cr^sl.lhze,

and never feel cold.

4. Metallic minerals are characterized by being heavy, gene-

rally opaque, tough, malleable, cold, not easily indamed, and by

exhibiting a great variety of colwurs, of a peculiar lustre. Under

each of these classes are various genera, species, sub-sijccies, and

kinds, which will be noticed in order. Sometimes, as in tlie ve-

getable kingdom, we find a strict alfinity between different species

of minerals') and in that cisj they are said to belong to the same

familv ; but in mineralogy, one class does not alwaysjjlend willi

anoih'er in a cliemical point of view, or furnish Uiat beautiful gra-

dation and almost imperceptible union which is to be traced in the

other kingdoms of nature.
_ ^

The classes, genera, species, &c. according to Wemei - u-

rangemenl, are as follows : viz.

CLASS I.

2. lU

Earthy Fossils.

1. DiAMONO Genus. One species. Diamond.

2. Zircon Genus. Three species. 1. Zircon,

cinth. 3. Ciimainon-stone.

3. Flint Ge.kus. Fifty-seven species. Chrysolite family.

1. Chrysoberyl. 2. Chrysolite. 3. Olivine. 4. Coccolite. 5.

Augite." (3. Pistazite. 7. Vesuvian.—Garnet family. S. Leu-

cite! 9. Melanile. 10. Garnet. 11. Staurohte, or Grenatite.

I'i. Pyrope.—Ruby family. 13. Spineile. 14. Sapphire. 15.

Kmery. lO. Corundum. 17. Diamond-spar. IK. Ceylanite.

19. Topaz.—Schorl family. CO. Eulclase. 21. Emerald. 22.

Beryl. 23. Schorl. £4. Axinite, or Thumerstone.—Quartz

familv. 2J. Quartz. 26. Iron-fiint. 27. Ilonistone. 28.

Flinty-slate. 29. Flint. 30. Chalcedony. 31. Hjahte. 32.

Opal.' 33. Menilite. 34. Jasper. 35. Heliotrope. 36. Cliry-

soprase. 37. Plasma. 3S. Cat's-eye.—Pitchstone family. 3(*.

Obsidian. 40. Pitch-tone. 41. Pearlstone. 42. Pumice.—Zeo-

lite family. 43. Prehnite. 44. Zeolite. 45. Cul.izite. 4G.

Cro^s-stone, or Cruzite. 47. Lomonite. 48. Schmelzstein. 49,

Natrolite. 50. Azurite. 51. Azure-stone.—Felspar family. 52.

Andaluzite. 53. Felspar. 54. Scapolite. 55. Arctizite, or

Wernerite. 5(5. Spodumene. 57. Fischaugenstein.

4. Clay Gekus. Thirty species.—Clay family. 1. Pure

clay. 2. Porcelain earth. 3. Common clay. 4. Claystone. 5.

.\d'hesive slate. 6. Polishing, or poller slate. 7. Tripoli. S.

Floatstone. 9. Alum-stone. 10. Alum-slate. 11. Bituminous

shale. 12. Drawing-sl.ite. 13. Whet-slate. 14. Clay-slate.

—

Mica familv. 15. Lepidolite. 16. Mica. 17. Finite. 13. Pot-

stone. 19." Chlorite.—Trap family. 20. Hornblende. 21. Ba-

salt. 22. Wacke. 23. Clinkstone. 24. Iron-clay. 25. Lava.

—

Lithomarge t.anilv. 20. Green earth. 27. Li'thotnarge. 2S.

Kock-soap. 29. Umber. 30. Yellow earth.

5. Talc Genus. Fifteen species.—Soapstone family. 1. Na-

tive magnesia, or talc-earth. 2. Bole. 3. Meerschaum. 4.

Fuller's e..rth. 5. Steatite. 6. B;ldstem.—Talc family. 7. Ne-

phrite. 8. Serpentine. 9. Schillerstone. 10. Talc. U. As-

best.—Actynolite family. 12, Kyanite. 13. Actynolite. 1 i,

Tremolile.' 15. Sahlite.

6. Calc Genus. Twenty-two species. Carbonates. 1. Rock-

milk. 2. Chalk. 3. Liiiiestone. 4. Clac-tul'f. 5., Schnni-

earlli, or foam-earth. 6. Slate-spar. 7. Brown-spar. 8. Schaal-

stone. y. Dolomite. 10. Rhomb-spar. 11. Stinksfone. 12.

Marl. 13. Bituminous marl-slate. 14. Arragon.—Phosphates.

15 ^ppatite. 16. Asparagus-stone. 17. Phosphorite.—Filiates.

!8' Fluor.—Sulphates. 19. Gips. 20. Selenile. 21. Anhy-

drite. 22. Cube-spar.
.

7. Baryte Genus. Two species. 1. Witherite. 2. Heavy

8. Strontian Genus. Two species. 1. Strontian. 2. Cc-

9. IIailixe Genus. Two species, 1. Eoracite. 2. Cryo

ite.

CLASS
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CLASS II.

Fossil Salts.

1. Carbonates. One species. Nalural ^oda, or natron.

2. Nitrates. One species. Natural nitre.

3. Muriates. Two species. 1. Natural rock-salt. C. Na-
tural sal-ammoniac.

4. Sulphates. Five species. I. Natural vitriol. 2. Hair-

salt. 3. Rock-butter. 4. Natural Epsoin-salt. .". Natural
Clauber-salts.

CLASS III.

Inflammable Fossils.

1. Sulphur Gen'us. One species. Natural ?iilphur.

2. BiTUMiMous Genus. Four species. 1. iNlineral, or fossil-

oil. 2. Mineral pitch. 3. Brown coal. -i. Black coal.

3. Graphite Genus. Three species. 1. Glance coal. 2.

Graphite. 3. Mineral charcoal.

4. Resin Genus. Two species. 1. Amber. 3. Honey-
stone.

CLASS IV.

Met.«.lic Fossils.

t. Platina Genus. One species. Native platina.

?. Gold Genus. One species. Native gold.

3. Mercury Genus. T'ive species. 1. Native mercury. C.

Natural amalgam. 3. Mercurial horn-ore. 4. Mercurial liver-

ore. 5. Cinnabar.

4. Silver Genus. Ten species. 1. Native silver. 2. An-
limonial silver. 3. Arsenical silver. 4. Corneous silver-ore, or

horn-ore. 5. Silver-black. 6. Silver-glance. 7. Brittle silver-

glance. S. Red silver-ore. 9. White silver-ore. 10. Black
silver-ore.

5. Copper Genus. Eighteen species. 1. Nr.tive copper. 2.

Copper-glance. 3. Variegated copper-ore. 4. Copper-pyrites.

5. White copper-ore. C. Fahl, or grey copper-ore. 7. Copper-
black. 8. Red copper-ore. 9. Tile-ore. 10. Copper-azure.

11. Malachite. 12. Copper-green. 13. Ironshot copper-green.

14. Copper-emerald. \j. C'opper-mica. 16. Lenticular ore.

17. Olivcn-ore. 18. Muriate of copper, or copper-muri-
ate.

6. Iron Genus. Sixteen species. 1. Native iron. 2. Iron-

pyrites. 3. Magnetic pyrites. 4. Magnetic ironstone. 5. Iron-

glance. 6. Red ironstone. 7. Brown ironstone. 8. Sparry ironstone,

y. BJack ironstone. 10. Clay-ironstone. 11. Bog iron-ore. 12.

Blue iron-earth. 13. Pitchy iron-ore. 14. Gadolinite. 15.

Green iron-earth. 16. Cube-ore.
7. Lead Genus. Ten species. 1. Lead-glance. 2. Blue

lead-ore. 3. Brown lead-ore. 4. Black lead-ore. 5. White
lead-ore. 6. Green lead-ore. 7. Red lead-ore. 8. Yellow
lead-ore. 9. I^ead-vitriol. 10. Lead-earth.

8- Tin Genus. Three species. I.Tin-pyrites. 2. Tinstone.

3. Cornish tin-ore.

9. Bismuth Genus. Three species. 1. Native bi-muth. 2.

Bismuth-glance. 3. Bismuth-ochre.

10. Zinc C^ENUs. Two species. 1. Blende. 2. Calamine.
11. Antimony Genus. Six species. 1. Native antimony.

2. Grey antimony-oie. 3. Black aiitimony-ore. 4. Red anti-

mony-ore. 5. White antimony-ore. fi. Antimony-ochre.
12. Cobalt Genus. Seven species. l. White cobalt-orr.

2. Grey cobalt-ore. 3. Cobalt-glance. 4. Black cnljalt-ochri-.

"i. Brown cobalt-ochre. 0. Yellow cobalt-ochre. 7. Red co-
balt-ochre.

13. Nickel Genus. Two species. 1. Copper-nickel. 2.

Nickel-ochre.

14. Manganese Genus. Three species. 1. Grey nianga-
jiese-ore. 2. Black manganese-ore. 3. Red manganese-ore.

Ij. Molybdena Genus. One species. Molybdena.
16. Arsenic Genus. Four species. 1. Nafive arsenic. 2,

Arsenic-pyrites. 3. Orpinient. 4. Arsenic-bloom.
17. ScHEELK Genus. Two species. 1. Tungsten. 2. Wol-

fram.

18. MiNACHiNE Genus. Five species. 1. Menachan. 2.

Octahedrite. 3. Rulile. 4. Nigrine. 5. Iserine.

19. Ukav Genus, Three species. 1. Pitch-ore. 2. Urun-
mica. 3. Uran-ochre.

20. Sylva.^ Genus. Four species. I. Native sylvan. 2.

Graphic-ore. 3. Yellow sylvan-ore. 4. Black sylvan-ore.

2i. C"HROMii Genus. Two species. 1. Acicular ore. 2.

Chromc-ochre.

Method or Analysing Miner.^ls.

" Tlie progress," says Dr. Thomson, " viUicli the art of ana-

lysing minerals has made within these last twenty years is truly

astonishing. To separate five or six substanci-s intimately com-
bined, to exhibit each of them separately, to ascertain the precise

(piantity of each, and even to detect the presence and weight of

substances, which do not approach one tivt hundredtn part of the

compound, would, at no very remote [leriod, have been consider-

ed as a hopeless, if not an impossible, task ; yet tiiis can now be
done w'ith toler:\bIe accuracy. The tirst person who undertook-
the analysis ot minerals was Margraff of Berlin. His attempts were
indeed nide, btit their importance was soon perceived by Berg-
man aiifl Sclieele, whose industry and address brought the art to a

considerable degree of perfection. But their methods, though
they had very considerable merils,« ere often tedious and uncertain,

and" could not in all cases be applied with coniidence. The-c de-

fects were perceiveil by iMr. Klaproth of lierlin, v\ iio applied him-
self to the analysis of minerals with a persevering industry, which
nothing coultl latigue, and an ingenuity and accuracy, which no-
thing could |)erplex. He corrected what was wrong, and sup-

plied w hat was wanting ; invented new processes, discovered new
instruments ; and to his labours, more than to tho>e of any other

chemist, the ilegree of perfection to which the analysis of minerals

has attained, is to be ascribed. Many improvements, howe\ er,

were introduced by other chemists, especially by M. Vauquelin,
whose anaiNses, in point of accuracy and ingenuilyj rival those of

Klaproth himself. Before a mineral is submitted to analysis, it

ouglit to be n-duced to an impalpable powder. This is by no
means an easy tusk, when the stone is extremely hard. It ought
to be raised to a bright red or uhite heat in a crucible, and then

instantly thrown into colil water. This sudden transition makes it

crack and break into pieces. If these pieces are not small enough,

the operation may be repeated on each, till they are reduced to

tiie proper size. These fragments are then to be beaten to small

pieces in a polished steel-mortar ; the cavity of which should be
cylindrical, and the steel-pestle should fit it exactly, to prevent

any of the stone from escaping during the act of pounding. As
soon as the stone is rediiceil to pretty small pieces, it ought to be
put into a mortar of rock-crystal, or flint, and reduced to a coarse

powder. This mortar should be about four inch>;s in diameter,

and rather more tlian an inch in depth. 'l"he pestle should be

formed of the same stone with the mortar. Klaproth's mortar is

of Hint. When the stone iias been reduced to a coarse powder, a
certain quantity, weighed exactly, 100 grains for instance,' ought

to be reduced to as tine a powder as po>sible. This is best done
bv pounding small cjiiantities of it at once, not exceeding ten

grain*. The powder is as line as possible, when it feels solt, ad-

heres together, and, as it were, forms a cake under the paste. It

ought then to be weighed exactly. It w ill almost always be found

h'-avier after being pounded than it was before ; owing to a certain

(piantitv of the substance of the mortar being rubbed ol'f during

the grinding, and mixed with it. This additional weight must be
carefully noted ; and, after the analysis, a ])ortion corresponding

to it must be subtracted. It is necessary to have a crucible ot

ptue silver, or, wh;;t is far preferable, of platina, capable qf

holding rather more than seven cubic inches of water, with a cover

of the same metal ; and a spatula of the same about four inches

long. The dishes in which the solutions, evaporation^;, S;c. ai:«

performed, ought to be of glass or porcelain. Those ot porcelain

are cheaper, because they are not so apt to break. Tho-.e whicji

N'auquelin uses are of porcelain ; they are sections of spheres, anc!

are glazerl both within and w ilhout, except that part of the bottom^

which is immediately exposed to the lire. The only substances,*

whicl;i enter into the composition of the simple stones, as lar

analysis li.'.s discovered, are the earths, silica, alumina, zirconl^

gliic'ina, lime, and magnesia ; and the o.sides of iron, manganese;
nickel
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nickel, ciiroauiiu, and cop|)er. SeUloui more ilian lour or live oi

tlu-se sabsta;ices are touiid coiiibined togetlif r m the same stone.

Let one liumlreil or two hundred graiii<^ of the stone to be analys-

ed, previously reduced to a fine powder, be mixed with three

times Its weight of pure potass and a little water, and exposed in

liie silver or platiiiuin^crucible to a strong heat. The heat should

at first be applied slowly, and the matter should be constantly

stnieil, to prevent the potass trom swelling and throwing any pari

out ol the crucible. When the wbolii water is evaporated, the

mixture should be kept lor half an hour or three quarters in a

strong red heat. If the matter in the crucible melt completely,

and appear as liqviid as water, we may be certain that the stone

consists chiefly ol silica ; if it remain opaque, and ol the consist-

ence of paste, the other earths are most abundant ; if it remain in

the form of a powder, alumina is the prevalent earth. If the matter

be of a dark or brownish red colour, it contains oxide of iron; if

it be grass-green, manganese is prfesenj.; if yellowish green, chro-

nium. \A hen the crucnble has been taken from tie lire, and

wi .ed on the outside, it is to be placed in a capsule of porcelain,

and filled with water. This water is to be renewed from time to

time, nil all the matter is detached from the crucible. The \ya-

tcr riissolvcs a pait of llie combination of the alkali with the silica

and alumina of the stone ; and if a sufticieiit quantity were, used,

it would dissolve ilie whole of that combination. Muriatic acid

is now to be poured in till the whole of the matter is dissolved.

At first a Hiiky precipitate appears, because the acid combines

with the alkali which kept it in solution. Then an effervescence

takes place, owing to the decomposition of some carbonate of

potass, I'onned during the fusion. At the same time the flaky

jirecipitale is redis^olved ; as is also that part of the matter, which,

not having been dissolved in the water, had remained at the bot-

tom ot the dish in the form of a powder. This powder, if it con-

sist only of silica and alumina, dissolves without effervescence but

if it contain lime, effervescence takes place. If this solution

be colourless, we may conclude, that it contains no metallic oxide,

or only a very small portion^; if its colour be purplish red, it con-

tains manganese ; orange red indicates the presence of iron ; and

golden yellow that of chromum. This solution is to be poured

into a capsule of iiorcelain, covered with paper and evaporated to

ilrvness in a sand-bath. When the evaporation is drawing to its

completion, the liquor assumes the form of jelly. It must then he

stirred constantly with a glass or porcelain rod, to facilitate the dis-

• engagement of the acid and water, and to prevent one part of the

inatter from being too much and the other not sufficiently dried.

Without this precaution the silica and alumina would not be com-
pletely separated from each other. When the matter is reduced

almost to a dry powder, a large quantity of pure water is to be

poured on it ; and after exposure to a slight heat, the w hole is to be

poured on a filter. The powder which remains on the filter is to

he washed repeatedly, till the water with which it has been washed

ceases to precipitate silver from its solutions. This pow der is the

whole of the silica which the stone we are analysing contained. It
' nuist first be dried between folds of blotting paper; then heated

Ted hot in a platinum or silver crucible, and weighed while yet

warm. It ought to be a fine powder, of a white colour, not

adhering to the fingers, and entirely soluble in acids. If it be

coloured, it is contaminated with some metallic oxide ; and shews

that the evaporation to dryness has been performed at too high a tem-

perature. To separate this oxide the silica must be boiled with an

acid, and then washed and dried as before. The acid solution

must be added to the water which passed through the filter, and

wiiich we shall denominate A. The watery solution A is to be
evaporated till its quantity does not exceed 30 cubic inches, or

nearly an English pint. A solution of carbonates of potas^ is then

to be poured into it, till no more matter precipitates. It ought to

be boiled a few minutes to enable all the precipitate to f:;ll to the

bottom. AVhen the whole of the precipitate has collected at the

l)ottom, the supernatant liquid is to be decanted ofi'; i.nd water

being substituted in its place, the precipitate and water are to be
thrown upon a filter. W'hen the water has run off, the filler, with

tlie precipitation upon it, is to be placed between folds of blotting

paper. When the precipitate has acquired some consistence, it is

to be carefully collected by an ivory-knife, mixed with a solution

of pure potass, and boiled in.a jjorcelain-capsule. If any alumina
or glucina be present, they will be dissohed in the pola^s ; while

the other substances remain untouched in the form of apowtler,
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which we shall call B. IniMlie solution ol piitas^ as much acid

must be poured as will not only saturate ihe potass, but completely
redissolve any precipitate which may have at first appeared.

Carbonate of ammonia is now to be added in srfcli quantity, that

the liquid shall taste of it. By this addition the whole of Ihe alu-

mina will be precipitated in while (leaks, and the glucina will

remain dissolved, providid the quantity of carbonate of ammonia
used be not too small, i he liquid is now to be filtered, and the

alumina, which will remain on the filter, is to be washed, dried,

heate<l red hot, and then weigbed. To seti if it be really alumina,

dissolve it in sulphuric acid, and add a suliicient quantity of

sulphate or acetite of potass ; if it be alumina, the whole of il.will

be converted into crystals of alum. Let the liquid, which has

passed through the filter, be boiled for some time ; and the glucina,

if it contain any, w ill be precipitated in a light powder, which -

may be dried and weighed. Wbcn pure, it is a fine, soft, very

light tas'teleis powder, which does Hot concrete when healed, as

alumina does. The residuum B'ma.y contain lime, magnesia, and
one or more metallic oxides. Let it be dissolved in weak sulphuric

acid, and the solution evaporated to dryness. Pour ? small qiian-

tily of water on it. The water will dissolve the sulphate of magne-
sia and the metallic sulphate; but llie >ulphate of liine will remain

undissolved. Let it be heated red-hot in a cruciljle and weighed.

The lime amounts to 0-42 of the weight. Let the solution, con-

taining the lemaining sulphates, bediluled with a large .quantity of

water ; let a small excess of acid be added ; and then let a saturated

carbonate of potass be poured in. The oxides of chromum, iron,

and nickel, will be precipitated, and the magnesia and oxide of

manganese will remain dissolved. The precipitate we shall c::!l

C. Into the solution let a solution of hydrosulphuret of potass be
poured, and the manganese will be precipitated iji the slate of ;t

hydrosulphuret. Let it be calcined in contact with air, and
weighed. The magnesia may then be precipitated by pure potass,

washed, exposed to a red heat, and tlun weighed. Let the resi-

duum C be boiled repeatedly with nitric acid, then mixed witli-

pure potass ; after being heated, let the liquor be decanted oil'.

Let the precipitate, which consists of the oxides of iron and nickel,

be washed with pure water ; and let this water be added to the

solution of the nitric acid and potass. That solution contains the

chromum converted into an acid. Add to this solution an excess

of nuiriatic acid, and evaporate till the liquid assumes a green

colour; then add a pure alkali. T he chromum precipitates mtiic

state of an oxide, and may- be dried and w eighed. Let the preci-

pitate, consinhig of the oxides of iron and nickel, be dissolved in

muriatic acid; and an excess of ammonia: the oxide of iron

precipitates. Let it be mashed, dried, and weighed. Eva-'

porate the solution, and the oxide of nickel w ill also precipitate.

Us weight may be ascertained in the same manner with the

other ingredients. The weights of all the ingredients are now
to be added together, and their sum total compared willi the

weight of the matter analysed. If the two are etjual, or if they

differ only by 03 or 0-04 parts, we may conclude ihat the

analysis has been properly performed; but if the loss of weight

be considerable, something or other has been lost. The analysis

mu^t therefore be repeated witli all possible care. If there is still

the same loss of w eight, we may conclude, that the stciie contains

some substance, which has eithe'r evaporated by heat, or is soluble

in waler. A fresh portion of the stone must therefore be broken

into small pieces, and exposed in a |)orcela!n-crucible to a strong

heat. If it contain water, or any other volatile substance, they

will come over into tlir receiver'; and their nature and weight may
be ascertained. If notiiing comes over, or if what conies over is

not equal to the weight wanting, we may conclude, thiit the stone

contains some ingre<lient which is soluble in water. To discover

whether it con'alns potass, let the stone, reduced to an impalpable

powder, be boiled rive or six tiiiie-; in succession, v ilh very strong

stilphuric acid, applving a i5retty strong heat towards the end of the

op-iiation, to expel'the excess of acid"; but taking care, that it be

not strong enough to deconqjosc the salts which hjve bet ii formed.

Water is now to be poured on, and the residuum, which does

not dissolve, is to be washl-d with water till it becomes taste-

less. The watery solution is to be filtered and evaporated to

dryness, in order' to drive 'otTany excess of acid, which may be

present. The salts arc to be again dissolved in water, and the solu-

tion, aftef being boiled for a lew moments, i>; to be filtered and

evaporated to a consistence proper for crystallizing. It the stone
'' 7 f ,

coutains
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contJiiis a suflicieiit <hijiiUI._v ot aliuniiio, ami if pola^s be piesenl,

trystali of alum will be lorined ; aiul the ciiianlity of potass ma}' be
discovered by weigliing thein, it being nearly one-UUb of their

weight. If the stone does not contain aliiinina, or not in sullicieiit

quantity, a solution of pure alumina in sulphuric: acid must be
added. Sometimes the alum, even when potass is present, Uoes

not appear for several days or even weeks ; and sometimes, wlieii

a great quantity of alumina is present, ii thesolution has been too

mucjironccntra'ed by evaporation, the sulphate of alumina ])re vents

the alum froin crystalliiiing at all. Care, tberel'oie, -must be taken
to prevent this last source of error. The alum obtained niay be
ilissolved in water, and barytic water poured into it as long as any
jjrecipitate forms. The liquor is to be (iltered and evaporated to

dryness. The residuum will consist of potass, and a little carbonate
of potass. The potass may be dissolved in a little water. This
solution, evaporated to dryness, gives us the ])0tas5 pure ; which
may he examined and weighed. If no crystals of alian can be ob-
tained, we mu^t look for some other substance than potass. The
stone may contain soda. The presence of this alkali may be
discovered by decompo>ing thesolution in sulphuric acid, already
described, by means of ammonia. The hquid which remains
is to be evaporated to dryness, and the residuum is to be calcin-

ed ]n a crutilile : the sulpl'..ile of anmionia will tiius be volatilized,

jiud the soda will rer-iain. It maybe redissolved in water, crystal-

lized, and examined. If sulphmic acid does not attack the stone,

as is often the case, it must be derom posed by fusion with soda, in

the manner iormerly directed with potass. The matter, at^er

fusion, is to be diluted with water, and then saturated with sulphu-
ric acid. The solutuin is to be eva|)orated to dryness, the resi-

duum again disso!v(_'d in water, and evaporated. Sulphate of soda
will crystallize first; and, by a second ev.iporation, if the stone
c ontains potass and alumina, crystals of alum will be deposited.
'J'he presence of potass may be discovered, by mi.xing with a some-
what concentrated solution of muriate of platinum the salt obtained,
either by decomposing the stone immediately by an acid, or by
saturating with an acid the matter obtained by fusing the stone with
soda. 1) any potass be present, a very red precipitate will be
formed. This precipitate is a triple salt, composed of potass, mu-
riatic acid, and oxide of platinum. Ammonia, indeed, produce^
the same precipitate, but has not hitherto been discovered in

stones. In this manner may earthy substances be analysed. As to

saline stones, their analysis nmst vary according to the acid which
they contain. But almost all of them may be decomposed by one
or other of two methods ; viz.

" I. Analysis of Carbonate of Strontian. Klaproth analysed this

mineral, by dissolving 100 parts of it in diluted muriatic acid :

during the solution 30 parts of carbonic acid escaped. Thesolu-
tion ciystallized in needles, and when dissolved in alcohol, burnt
with a purple flame. Therefore it contained strontian. He dissolv-
ed a grain of sulphate of potass in 6 oz. of water, and let fall into
it 3 drops of the muriatic solution. No precipitate appeared till

next day. Therefore the solution contained no barytes; for if it

had, a precipitate would have appeared immediately. He then
decomposed tlie muriatic acid solution, by mixing it wfth carbonate
ot potass. Carbonate ofstrontian precipitated. By the application
of astnngheat the carbonic acid was driven off. i"he whole of the
earlh which remained was dissolved in water. It crvslallized ; and,
when dried, weighed 69\.

"II. Analysisof Sulphate of Strontian. Vau<(uelin analysed an
impure specimen of this mineral as follows: On 200 parts of the
mineral, diluted nitric aci<l was poured. A violent clfervescence
took place, and part of the mineral was dissolved. Tiie undissolv-
ed portion, after being heated red hot, weighed 167. Therefore
33 parts were dissolved. The nitric solution was evaporated to
dryness ; a reddish substance remained, which indicated the pre-
sence of oxide of iron. The substance was redissolved in water,
and some annnonia mixed with it; a reddish precipitate appeared,
which, when dried, \>eighed 1, and was oxide of iron. The re-
mainder of the solution was precipitated by carbonate of potass.
The precipitate weighed, when dried, 20, and possessed tlie

properties of carbonate of lime. Therefore 200 parts of this
mineral contain twenty of carbonate of lime, one of oxide of iron,
and the remainder of the 33 parts he concluded to be water. Tlie
167 parts, which were insoluble in nitric acid, were mixed with
500 parts cf carbonate of potass, and 7000 parts of water, and

boiled for a considerable time. The solution was ihiNi tilteredr

and the residuum waslied and dried. The liquid scarcely elfer-

yesced with acids: but with barytes it produced a copious preci-

pitate totally indissoluble in muriatic acid. Therefore it contained
sulphuric acid. The undissolved residuum, when dried, weighed
129 parts. It dissolved completely in muriatic acid. The so-

lution crystallized in needles; when dissolved in alcohiol it burnt

with a purple Haine ; and in short had all the pro|)ertiea of nmriate
of strontian. Therefore these 1C9 parts were carbonate of slrontian.

Now 100 parts of this carbonate contain 30 of carbonic acid

;

therefore 129 contain 3S 7. Therefore the mineral niiisl contain,

in 200 parts, 90'3 of strontian. Now the insoluble residuum of
167 was pure sulphate ofstrontian; and we have seen, that it con-
tained 9o-3 of strontian. Therefore the sulphuric acid must
amount to 76'7 parts.

" Coal is composed of charcoal, bitumen, and some portion of

earth. "J'he earths may be detected by burning completely a por-

tion of the coal to be analysed. The ashes, wliich remain after

incineration, consist of the earthy part. Tlieir nature may be as-

certained by the rules laid down above. I'\'r the method of as-

certaining the proportion of charcoal and bitumen in coal, we are

indebted to Mr. Kirwan. When nitre is heated red hot, and char-

coal is thrown on it, a violent detonation takes place; and if the

quantity of charcoal be sufficient, the nitre is completely decom-
posed. Now it requires a certain quantity of pure charcoal to de-
compose a given weight of nitre. From the experiments of La-
voisiei, it follows, that when the detonation is performed in close

vessels under water, I3'21 parts of charcoal are ca|)able of decom-
posing 100 parts of nitre. But when the detonation is performed
in an open crucible, a smaller portion of charcoal is necessary, be-

cause part of the nitre is decomposed by the action ol the surround-

ing air. Scheele found, that, under these circumstances, ten parts

of plumbago were suflicient to decompose 96 [larts of nitre; and
Mr. Kirwan found, that nearly the same quantity of charcoal was
sufficient for producing the same efl'ect. ISIacquer observed, that

no vol.itile oily matter will detonate with nitre, unless it be reduced
to a charcoal ; and that then its effect upon charcoal is precisely

proportional to the charcoal which it tontains. Mr. Kirwan, upon
trying the experiment with vegetanle pitch and maltha, found that

these substances did not detonate with nitre, but merely burn
upon its surface with a white or yellow flame ; and that after they
were consumed, nearly the same quantity of charcoal was necessary

to decompose the nitre, which would have been required if no
bitumen had been used at all. Now coals aiy; chiefly composed
of charcoal and bitrmen. It occurred therefore to NIr. Kirwan,
that the quantity of charcoal, which any coal contains, may be
ascertained by detonating it with nitre. For, since the bitumea
of the coal has no efl'ect in decomposing nitre, it is evident, that

the detonation and decomposition must be owing to the charcoal

of the coal; and that, therefore, the quantity of coal, necessary to

decompose a given portion of nitre, will iiulicate the quantity of
carbon which it contains ; and the proportion of charcoal and
earth, which any coal contains, being ascertained, its bituminous
part may be easily had from calculation. The crucible, which he
used in his experiments, was large ; it was placed in a wind-furnace

at a distance from the flue, and the heat in every experiment
was as equal as possible. The moment the nitre was red hot, the
coal, previously reduced to small pieces of the size of a pin's head,
was projected in poitions of one or two grains at a time, till the
nitre would no longer detonate; and every experiment was re-

peated several times to ensure accuracy. He found that 480
grains of nitre required fifty grains of Kilkenny-coal to decompose
it by this method. Therefore ten grains would have decomposed
96 of nitre; precisely the quantity of charcoal which would have
produced the same effect. Therefore Kilkenny-coal is composed
almost entirely of charcoal. The diversity of metallic ores is so

great, that no general method of analysis can be obtained; we shall

give a few examples from Dr. Thomson serving for the principal

metals. The presence of gold may easily be detected, by treating

the mineral supposed to contain it, with nilro-muriatic acid, and
dropping muriate of tin into the solution, if the solution contains

any gold, a purple precipitate immediately appears.
" N,\TivE Gold ought to be dissolved in nitro-muriatic acid

:

the silver, if any be present, falls to the bottom in the state of

muriate, and may be separated by filtration, and weighed. Pour
sulphate
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6iii|)liate of iron iiito the solution, and the i;oUI is prcci|)il;:ti-cl iji

tl;e metallic state. The copper, if any be pvcseat, inay lie pieci-

pilaled by a plate of iion. The presence of Iron may be ascer

tained, by dropping tincture of nut-spalls into a portion of the solu-

tion. The analysis of the ores of silver has beeji always consKlered

as very important, on account of the great value of the Jiietal.

" Is'ative Silver is to be dissolved in nitric acid. The gold,

if the ore contains any, remains in the state of a black powder, and

may be dried and weiLihed. The silver may be precipitated by
coiiimon salt: lUO parts of the precipitate, dried, denote about 75

}.irls olsdver. The presence ofcopper may be ascertained by the

green colour of the solution, and by the blue colour it assumes on
adding ammonia. The copper may be precipitated by a plate of

iron, or by the rules laid down hereafter, \\hen tiie ore conlains

arsenic, its proportion may be estimated by weighing before and
after fusion ; ior the arsenic is dissipated by lie.it, or the ore may
be dissolved in nitric acid, which acidities the aisenic. After the

separation of the silver, the arsenic acid may be precipitated bv
nitrate of lead ; 1 00 parts of the dry precipitate indicating about 22
of the aisenic.
" Ai.Loy OF Silver and Antimony is to be treated with

nitric acid, whicli dissolves the silver, and oxidates the antimony.
Thesilver is estimated is above. The oxide of antimony may be
reduced by fusion with four times its weight of black flux and a lit-

tle soap.
^

" SuLPHURET or Silver is to be treated with diluted nitric

"'acid, which dissolves the silver, leaving the greater part of the sul-

phur untouched. The residuum is to be dried, and then the sul-

phur burnt off". 1 lie loss of weight gives the sulphur. The resi-

duum is the gangue of the ore, which may be analysed by the rules

laid down in the" last " chapter. Thesilver is to be precipitated

by common salt; and the other metals, if any be present, may be
acert.iined as above. Part of the sulphur is always acidified. Tiie

acid thus formed may be precipitated by nitrate of barytes; 100

parts 01 the ilried precipitate indicating about 14.5 of sulphur.
" Muriate of Silver was analysed by Klaproth as follows:

100 parts were mixed with thrice their weight of pure carbonate of

potass, and melted together in a glass-retort. The mass was dis-

solved in water, and the solution filtered. A residuum remained,
wh'cli was dissolved in nitric acid, wiUi tiie exception of a red pow-
der ; which, treated with nitro-muriatic acid, was dissolved, ex-

cept a little muriate of silver, which, when reduced, yielded 0.5 of

pure silver. Ammonia precipitated from the nitro-muriatic solu-

tion 2'5 parts oxide of iron. The nitric solution was precipitated

by common salt ; the muriate of silver, thus obtained, yielded,

when reduced, 67-25 of pure silver. The original aipieous solu-

tion of the alkaline mass was saturated with acetous acid, on winch

it deposited 1 '75 parts of alumina. The solution was evaporated

to dryness, and the dry mass treated with alcohol, which dissolved
- the acetite of potass. The residuum, amounting to 5875 parts,

was dissolved in water ; and being treated with muriate of barytes,

fifteen parts of sulphate of barytes precipit.ited, indicating the pre-

sence of about 0'5 of sulphuric acid, and 0'7j sulphate of potass.

The remaining 58 parts were muriate ofpotass, indicating about

12 parts muriatic acid.

" Native Copper sometimes contains gold, silver, or iron.

It may be dissolved in nitric acid ; the gold remains in tiie state of

a blackisli, or rather violet-coloured, powder; the silver may be
separated by a polished plate of copper

; (or precipitated from a

portion of tlie solution by common salt;) the iron may be sepa-

rated by boiling the solution to dryness, and treating the residuum
'with water. By this process, the nitrate of iron is decomposed ; the

oxide of iron remains, while the water dissolves the nitrate of cop-

per. This salt may be decomposed by boiling it with potass: the

precipitate dri?d in a red heat, is black oxide oi copper : 100 parts

ot it denote 80 of nn tallic copper.
" SjvLPHATE OF CopptR may be dissolved in diluted nitric

acid. Part of the sulphur remains unaltered, and may be esliinated

by wei.;hing it, and burniiiL; it oti'. Part is acidihed, and may be

piecipit.ited bv nitrate ol barytes; lOO parts of the dried precipilate

indicating 14-5 of sulphur. 'By evaporation to dryness, and solu-

tion in w'ater, the iron is separated ; and the copper may be esti-

mated as above; or muriatic acid maybe used instead of nitric :

but in that case it is much more difficult to obtaui a complcf^

solution.

Arseniate of.Copper was thus analysed by Mr. Cheveni.v.

The ore was dissolved in diluted nitric acid, nitrate of lead poured

in. The solution was evaporated till a precipitate began to appear,

and then mixed w ith alcohol, .\rseniale of lead precipitated : 100

parts of this salt indicate 33 of arsenic acid. The copper was

separated from the nitric acid by boiling it with potas?.

" Pyrites, or SuLP.HURETEb Irov, may be treated re-

peatedly with boiling nitric acid, till the suliihur is acidified. M u-

riatic acid is then to be added, and the digestion continued till the

whole be dissolved. Muriate of barytes is then to be added, to

precipitate the sulphuric acid ; 100 of the dried precipitate indi-

cates 14-5 of sulplmr. If the solution contains only iron, it may-

be precipitated by carbonate of soda, calcined to redness and

weighed." But if earths or manganese be present, we must proceed

by the rules laid down above for those substances.
" The Sulphuret OF Tin was thus analysed by Klaproth:

120 p.irts of the ore was digested with iiitro-nuiriatic acid ; 4j parts

remained undissolved. Of these, 30 burnt away with a blue flame,

and were sulphur; of the remaining 13, eight dissolved in nitro-

muriatic acid. The undissolved live were heated »ithwa.\, and

yielded a grain of iron attracted by the magnet. 'I'he re-t was

a mixture of alumina and silica. The nitro-inuriatic solution wai

completely precipitated by potass, and the precipitate redissolved

in muriatic acid. A cylinder of tin precipitated 44 parts of copper

from this solution, and lost itself 89 parts of its weiglit. A cylin-

der of zinc precipitated 130 parts of tin ; so that deducting the 89

parts of tin dissolved during the precipitation of the copper, 41 re-

mained fertile tin contained in the ore.

" Sulphuret of Lead usually contains a little silver, and
sometimes also antimony and zinc. It may be treated with diluted

nitric acid, which leaves only the sulphur undissolved, the weight

of which is to betaken, and" its purity determined by combustion.

If antimony be present, it will either remain in the state of a white

oxide, or, if dissolved, will be precipitated by diluting the solution

widi water. Muriatic acid is to be added, and the solution evapo-

rated till it is reduced to a small portion. Muriate of lead and of

silver precipitate. The lirst of these may be dissolved in boiling

water ; the second remains insoluble. VVesfnim separated the

muriate of silver, bv digesting the precipitate with ammonia. The
liquid, from which' the muriates are separated may contain iron,

zinc, and copper. The iron may be precipitated by ammoniaadded
in excess ; the copper by a plate of zinc: the zinc by carbonate ot

soda, reduced to the metallic state and weighed, subtracting what

had been separated from the plate of zinc.

" Carbonate of Lead may be dissolved in nitric acid, col-

lecting and estimating the carbonic .icid. By boiling the solution,

the iron and antimony (if present) will be separated, and may be

estimated by solution in muriatic acid; precipitating the antimony

by water, and the iron bv ammonia. From the nitric solution the

lead may be precipitated by sulphuric acid, and the earth may be

examined by the rules laid down above."

MINERVA, ATHENA, or PALLAS, in Pagan worship, the
j[
formed a horse ; and Minerva caused an olive to spring from the'"''"' ' "

"
I ground, which was judged by the unanimous voice of thegodsto
be the most useful, from its being the symbol of peace ; whereupoii

she gave her name Atiiena; to the city, and became its tutelar god-
dess". Minerva is usually represented by the poets, painters, and
sculptors, completely armed, witli a composed but agreeable

countenance, bearing a golden breastplate, a spear in her right-

9 hand

goddess of sciences and of wisdom, who sprung completely arme<
from Jupiter's brain ; and on the day of her nativity it rained gold
at Rhodes. She disputed with Neptune the honour of giving a
name to the capital of Cecropia, when they agreed that whoso-
ever of them should produce what was most useful to mankind,
•should have that advantage. Neptune, with a stroke of his trident.
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bniul, and her igis or shield in the left, on uhich is represented

Medusa's head encircled with snakes, and her helmet usually en-

twined With olives. Minerva had several temples both in Greece
and Italy. The usual victim offered her was a white heifer, never
yoked. The animals sacred to her were the cock, the onT, and
tlie basilisk.

MiN'ERVit Arx, MiNEKVJE CaSTRUM, MlNERVUlM, Or TeM-
PLUM MinerVjE, a citadel, temple, and town, on thfc Ionian sea,

beyond Hydrus; now called Castro, a town of Otranto in Naples.

Lon. 19. 25. E. Lat. 46. 8. N.
"" Minervje Promontorium, in ancient geography, the seat of

the Sirens, a promontory of Italy, in the Sinus Paestanus, now
called Capo della Minerva, on the W. coast of Naples, over
against the island Capri.

MINEFiVALIA, in Roman antiqiiity, festivals celebrated in

honour of Minerva; in March the scholars had a vacation, and
usually made a present to their masters, called from this festival

.Minerval.

MINGALLA, one of the Western Islands of Scotland, nine

miles S. of Barra.

MINGAN ISLANDS, a cluster of islands on the S. coast of

Liibrador, so named from the largest one.

MINGO, an Indian town, on the W. bank of tlie Ohio, 40

miles S. W. of Pittsburg.

MINGO ES, a nation of N. Ameripan Iiidians, who inhabit the

banks of the S. branch of the Sciola.

MINGRELIA, a part of Western Georgia, in Asia, anciently

called Colchis ; bounded on the E. by Iberia, or Georgia properly

so called; r.n the W. by the Euxine Sea; on the S. by Armenia,
and part of Pontus; and on the N. by Mount Cauca^us. It is

watered by many rivers; particularly the Corex, the Hlppus, the

Cyane.us, the Charistus, the Phasis, where the Argonauts landed,

the Absarus, the Cissa, and the Ophis, all runn;ngintotheEu\i]ie

Sea. The whole kingdom of Colcliis was in ancient tunes v, ry

. pleasant and fruitful, as it is still where duly cultivated ; abounded
in all the necessaries of life ; and was enriched with many mines

of gold, which gave occasion to the fable of the Golden Fleece and

the Argonautic expedition so much ce!el)raled by the ancients.

MINHO, a great river in Spain, whidi taking its rise in Galicia,

tlivides that province from Portugal, and falls into the Atlantic at

Caminha.
MINIATO, St. an episcopal town of Etrnria, on the Arno, 20

sidles S. W. of Florence. Lon. 10. 4i. E. Lat. 43. 40. N.
MINIATURE PAINTING, a delicate kind of painting, in

which the subjects are represented on a very small scale. The
efifect is usually produced by little points or dots done on velUim,

ivory, or-|)aper, with water-'culours. The word comes from the

French migiiature, from mifi:iion, tine, or pretty, on account of its

smallness and delicacy : and it may be ultimately derived from

fxixj-o;, small, or iirini'mus, least, Sliniature is d;stingui^lKd from

other kinds of painting by the smallness and delicacy of its ligures;

on which account it recpiues to be yiewcd very closely. As many
pei-sons wish to amuse themselves with painting in miniature, who
know little or nothing of the principles of drawing or painting,

various methods have been invented, such as copying by squares,

on oiled paper, &c. Perhaps one of the best mech.mical inventions

to assist sucli persons is the mathematical compass called a _P;:n-

TAGRAPH, which see. This instrument may be made of ten

pieces of wood or brass in form of rulers, half a quarter of^ an inch

tliick, six inches broad, and about a foot long. See Plate CXVIII.
fig. 2. The little board A is of hr, covered witli linen, asthe piece to be

ci)])ied, and Uie paper or vellum, are to be fixed upon it. On this

the,cnmpass must be fixed witli a pin, by' the end of the first foot

15, deep enough to keep it close, but not so deep as to hinder it

from turning easily. To reduce a figure, place the original oh

the side of the foot C, and the vellum or paper on the si-:e of the

fcot B ; removing the vellum, or drawing it nearer, as it is wished to

reduce or enlarge. A crayon or black-lead-pencil nuist be put in

the foot under which the vellum lies, and a pin blunted in that

over the original, with which the traces aie to be copied. See

T)rawing, and Painting. For a longtime miniature-painting

•was employed upon vellum, paper, &c. but in the present im-

.p'rbved slate of -the art, ivory is more used than any of tliese ma-

Jteyials. The chief colours ma'de use of in miniature-painting are :

jJJarmine. Venice and Florence-lake. R»se-pink. Vermillion.

Red lead. Brown red. Red orpiment. Ultramauue. Verditer.
Iiuiigo. Gall-stone. Yellow ochre. Dutch-pink. Gamboge.
Naples-yellow. Pale uiasticot. Deep yellow niasticot. Ivory-
black. Lanip-black. True indian-ink. Bistre, or wood-soot.
Raw umber. Burnt umbei. Sap-green, ^'ellligrise. Flake-white.
MINIM, in luusic, a note equal to two crotchets, or half a senii-

breve. See Music.
JNIINIMS, a leligious order in the church of Rome, founded

by St. Francis de Paula, towards the end of the 13th centurv.
Their habit is a coarse black woollen stuff, with a wo»llen girdle,

of the same colours, tied in five knots.

MINIMUM, in the higher geometry, the least q^uantity attain-

able in a given case.

MINION, U/iignnn, Tr.] a favourite; a darling; a low de-
pendant; one who pleases rather than benefits. A word of con-
tempt, or of slight and'famihar kindness.

Minion, ajiiece of cannon, at i)resent but little used in the field.

MINLSTER, a person wlio preaches, performs religious wor-
ship in public, administers the sacraments, &c.

Minister, Foreign, a person sent into a foreign country, to
manage the affairs of his province,- or of the state to which he be-
longs. Of these there are two kinds: those of the first rask are-

ambassadors and envoys extraprdinary, who represent the persons
of their sovereigns : the ministers of the second rank are the ordi-

nary residents.

NliNisTtR OF State. See Privy Council.
MINTTOBA, a lake of Canada, 100 miles long, and from IC

to 1j broad. Lon. lOn. 20. \\ . Lat. 50. 40. N.
MINIUM, or RED LEAD, an oxide of lead of a vivid red

colour, which it ac<iu;res by a slow calcination and reverberation.

The minium in commerce is chiefly brought from Holland, where
large ciuantitics of it are manufactured. The method in which mi-,

nium is made in large quantities with us is this: They iirst burn'
lead in a furnace into a kind of litharge, bv contirually .stirring it

while melted with an iron-rake ; this they afterwards grind with two
pairs of stones, which deliver it from one to another, the first pair

grinding it coarser, the second finer ; these are worked by means
of a mill which moves six paiis of them at oiue. W'lieii llius re-

duced to a fine jjowdi-r, it is waslied, and thtn put into a furnace,

and is burnt with a reverberator\ fire for two or three days, all the

while they continue stirring it with a large iron-rake, hung on a
swivel or iron-hook; ami toward tlie end of the lime they watch
its being of the right colour. - When this is doing, the fire must
not be carried beyond a certain degree, le»l the matter clot and run
togf-th.er. See Lead.
MINNOW, a species of Cyprinus, which see.

MINONG, an island of Canada, in Lake Superior, 30 miles

long and 10 broad. Lon. S9. 0. W. Lat. 4S. 0. N.
MINOR, [Lat.] in law, denotes a person underage; orwho,

by the laws of the country, is not arrived at the power of adminis-

tering his own aflairs, or the possession of his estate. Among us,

a person is a minor till the age of 21 ; before which time his acts

are invalid. See Age, Infant, and Major. It is a maxim in

the common law, that in the King there is no minority, and there-

fore he hath no legal guardian ; and his royal grants and assents to

acts of parlianients are good, though he has not, in his nafur.tl ca-

pacity, attained the legal age of 21. It is also provided l;y the

custom aiAl law of parliament, that no one shall sit or vote in either

house, unless he be 21 years of age. This is expressly declared

by Stat. 7 and 8 William III. cap. 25, witli regard to the house of

commons.
Minor, in logic, is tlie second proposition of a formal or re-,

gular syllogism, called also the assumption. See Logic.
Minor, in music, is applied to certain concords, which diifer

from, or are lower thar, others of the same denomination by a less

semitone or four coinma5. Thus we say, a third minor or I'^ss

third, or a sixth major and minor. Concords that admit of major and
minor, i. e. greater and less, are said to he imperfect concords.

See Major.
Minors, Friars Minor, or Minorites, appellations which

the Franciscans asume. See Franciscans. There is also an
order of Regular Minors at Naples, which was established in liSS,

and confirmed by Sixtus V.
MINORBINO, a town and bishop's see of Naples, in Bari,

I 26 miles N. of Circnza. Lon. 16. 19. E. Lat. 41. S. N. .

]

,
MINORCA,
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MINORCA, an ishiiul of the MotlitiMTanran, siltiak-il ln'twcon

39' and 40" N. hat. and near 4" of Loii. E. It is about 33 miles

long, and from 8 to 12 broad. The form is very irre!;idar ; and
the coasts are much indented by the soa, uhich forjiis a great nimi-

ber of little creeks and inlets, some of winch minht be very ad-

vantaE;eons. Tl. is island is one of tliose called by the ancient

Homans Baleares, which arose from the dexterity of the inhal)i-

tants in using the sling. The soil is light, thin, and very stony,

with a great deal ol sea-salt, and in some places, of calcareous

nitre, intermixed. In most places there is so little earth, that the

island appears to be but one luige irregular rock covered here and
there with mould, and an inlinile variety of stones. Notwith-
standing this, however, it is not oidy extremely proper for vine-

yards, hut produces more wheat and barley than could at first

sigh! be imagined.

MINOS 1. in fabulous history, king of Crete, son of Jupiter

and Europa. He ilourishe-d about B. C. 143'-'. He gnve laws

to his subjects, which remained in toree in the age of tlie philoso-

pher Plato, about 1000 years after his death. His justice and
nioderatiori procured him the lilies of the favourite of the gods,

the conticlant of Juiiiter, and the wise legislator in every cilv of

Greece : and, according to the poets, he was rewarded for his

equity after death with the office of supreme judge in the infernal

regions. In this character he is represented sitUng in tiie shades,

and holding a sceptre in his hand. The dead plead their causes

before him; and the impartial judge shakes the fatal urn, which is

lilled with the destinies of mankind. He married llhona, by
whom he had I.ycasles, the father of Minos H.
Minos U. tiie gr.ind-son of Minos I. and king of Crete, mar-

ried Pasiphae, the daug'.iter of Apollo and Perses, by whom he
Iiad many children. He increased his dominions by the conquest

of the neighbouring islands ; but shewed himself cruel in the war
•gainst the Athenians, who had put to death his son Androgens.
He took Megara by the treachery of Scylla; and obliged the

vanquished to send annually to Crete seven chosen boys and seven
virgins to be devoured by Uie Minotaur. This bloody tribute was
abolished when Theseus destroyed the monster. When Da;dalus,

whose industry and invention had fabricated the labyrintli, and
whose imprudence, in assisting Pasiphae in the gratification of

her unnatural desires, had offended Minos, lied with artificial

wings from the place of his conlinemeiit, and arrived safe in Sicilv,

!Minos pui^sued liim, and resolved to punish his inlidelitv. Cocalus,
king of Sicily, who had hospitably received Dsdalus, entertained
his royal guest with dissembled friendship; and to preserve an
artist whose ingenuity and abilities he so well knew, he put Minos
•to death, about 35 years before the Trojan war. He was father of

Androgeus, Glaucus, Deucalion, Pha?dra, and Ariadne. Many
authors have confounded the two Minoses ; but Homer, Plu-
tarch, and Diodorus, prove plainly that they were two different

persons.

NHNOTAUR, in fabulous history, the fruit of Pasiphae's amour
with a bull. Minos having refused to sacrifice a white bull to

Neplune, which he bad received from the god for that purpose,
!Neplune, in revenge, made Pasiphae the wife of Minos enamour-
ed of this fine bull. Djedalus prostituted his talents subservient to

the (jueen's unnatural desires; and by hi^ means, Pasiphae's hor-

rible passions were gratified, and the Minotaur came into the
world. Minos confined in the labyrinth this monster, where he
devoured the young men and maidens annually exacted from the
Athenians. Theseus delivered his country from this barbarous
tribute, when it had fallen to his lot to be devoureil ; and by means
of Ariadne, the daughter of Minos, destroyed the monster,and es-

caped from the windings of the labyrinth. ' The fable of the Mino-
taur has been thus explained:— Pasiphae was enamoined of one of
her husbajid's courtiers called T'i-jjo;, or Tuurn, (wliich in Greek
»s well as Latin signifies a bull ;) and Di-dalus favoured the pas-

sion of the queen, by allowing his house to become the retreat of
the two lovers. Pasiphae brought forth twins, one of whom great-

ly resembled Minos and the other Taurus; whence originated the
^lame, and the fable, of the Minotaur.
MINSK, or MINSKI, a palatinate of Russian Lithuania, con-

taining fertile jjlains and extensive forests. 15ee husbandry is

much cultivated, and great ((uantities of honey exported.
MissKi, the capital of the above palatinate, 55 niilc. S. E. of

Wilna. Lon. 26. 30. K. Lat. jo. 46. J>J.
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.MINSIRKL, [from the rrench nienestriLr,'] in anci<'nt cus-

toms, certain persons who combined the character of poet and

musician, and whose profession it was to wander about the coun-

tries they iidiabiled, singing panegyrical songs and ver:>es on their

occasional benefactors, accompanying them with some musical

inslrumcnt. They united the puwbrs of melody, poem, and

dance. The Saxoiis, as well as the ancient Oanes had been ao-

customed to hold men of this profession in the highest reverence.

Their skill was consirlered as something divine, their persons were

deemed sacred, their attendance was solicited by kings, and they

were every-whcre loaded with honours and rewards. In short,

poets and their ait were held among them in that rude admiration,

which is shewn by an ignorant people to such as excel ihein in

intellectual aecoiiiplishnients. When the Saxons were converted

to Christianity, in proportion as letters prevailed among tlicni, tir.s

rude admiration began to abate, and poetry was no longer a pecu-

liar profession. The poet and the minstrel became two persons.

Poetry was cultivated by men of lettei-s indiscriminately, and

many' of the most popular rhymes were composed amidst the

leisure and retirement of monasteries. But the minstrels con-

tinued a distinct order of men, and got their livelihood by singing

ver-es to the harp at the hoi;-es of the great. There they were

still hospitably and respectfully received, and retained many of

llie Jionours siiewn to their predecessors, the Bards and Scalds.

However towards the end of the l6th century, this class oi men
had lost all credit, and were sunk so low in 'the public opinion,

that in the 3Pth of Elizabeth a statute was passed by wliich " min-

strels, wandering abroad," were included among "rogues,

vagabonds, and sturdy beggars," and were adjudged to be

punished as such. This' act seems to have put an end to the profes-

sion.

MINT, in botanv. See Mentha.
Mint, \_iniiietian, to coin, Sax.] the place where money is

coined. 'J'heie were anciently mints in almost every county in

England ; but the only mint at 'present in the British dominions is

that in the tower of London. The oflicers ol the mint are, 1. The
warden, who is the chief ; he oversees the other officers, and re-

ceivesthe bullion. 2. The master-worker who receives bullion

from the warden, causes it to be melted, delivers it to the moiiey-

eis, and, when it is coined, receives it again. 3. The comptroller,

who is the overseer of all the inferior oflicers, and sees that all the

money is made to the just assize. 4. The assay-master, who
weigh's the gold and silver, and sees that it is according to the

standard. 5. The two auditors who take the accounts. 6. The
surveyor of the mellinn ; who, after the assay-master has made
trial of the bullion, sees that it is cast out and not altered alter it is

delivered to the melter. 7. The engraver; who engraves the

stamps and dyes for the coinage of the money. 8. '1 he clerk of

the irons ; who sees that the irons are clean and fit to work with.

9. The melter who melts the bullion before it be coined. 10.

'I'he provost of the mint; who provides for and oversees all the

moneyers. 11. The blanchers, who anneal and cleanse the

money. 12. The moneyers: some of whom forge the money,

some share it, some rouu'd and mill it, and some jfainp and coin

it. 13. I'he porters who kee|) the gate.

Mint, a pretended place of i)rivllege, in Southwark, near

the King's Bench, abolished by statute. If any persons, within

the limits of the mint, shall obstruct any officer in the serving of

any writ or process, &c. or assault any person therein, so as he

receive any bodily hurt, the offender shall be guilty of felony, and

be transported to "the plantations, &c. Stat. 9. C^reo. I.

MINTON, an island on the W. coast of Sumatra. Lon. 07. «.

E. Lat20.55. S. ...
MINUARTIA, in botanv, a genus of the triandria trigrnu

class and order. Natural 'order, Caryophyllei. Calyx live-

leaved; corolla none; capsule one-'-elled, three-yalved. 1 here

are three species, all annual plants, natives of Spain.

MINUET, a graceful d:uice, consisting of a coupec, a high

stei), and a balance : it Uegins with a beat, and its niotion is triple.

The invention of it is generally ascribed to the Trench, and par-

ticularly to the inhabitants of Poicton. The word is by Menage

and I'u'retiere derived from the Ircnch mtnue or menu, small,

and lit<Tallv signifies a small pace.
,

MINUTE, [from minuins, •^mM,'] in geometry, the sixtieth

t of a degree of a drcle. Minut-s are denoted by a dash thu»

7 c; ( ) '• »
pail
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(' ) ; a second, or sixtieth part of a minute, llius (" ) ; and thetliird

by three ("'), &c.
Minute of Time, the sixtieth part of an Iioiir.

Minute, in architecture, usually denotes the GOth, sometimes

the 30th, part of a module. See Architecture.
Minute is also used for a memoir, or short sketch of a thing

taken in writing.

Minute-GlAss, a plass of which the sand measures a minute.

MINYTE, the ancient inhahitants of Orchoraenos In Boeotia,

so named from Minyas king of the country.

MiNYAS, in fahulous history, a kin.'^ of Bceotia, the son of

Neptune by Tritegenia, daughter of /Eohis. He had six sons, of

whom the most famous were Orchomenos and Athamas ; and three

daughters.

MINYEIDES, the three daughters of Minyas, called Alci-

thoe, Leucippe, and Leuconoe, who were changed into hats.

Ovid. Met. IV. Fab. 1','.

M 10 EANS, a tow n of France, hi the department of the Lower
Alps ; 9 miles W. of Barcclonetta. Lon. 6. 20. E. Lai. 45.

35. N.
MIOSS, a large hike of Norway, in Iledeniarke, Aggeihuus;

.''lO miles long from N. to S. from 1" to IS broad, and SO iii <:ir-

runifcrence. The south tiid of this lake is 30 miles N. E. of

Chrisliania.

MiqUELON, a small dosart island S. W. of CapeMayin
Newfoundland. Lon. j6. j. W. Lat. 4li. 5lj. N.
MIUABILIS, Marvel of Peru; a genus of the moiiogy-

nia order, snd pentandria class of plants. Corolla funnel-shaped

above; calyx inferior; nectarium globular, containing the ger-

mcn. There are four species.

M. Jalappa, the Com.mon Marvel of Peru, has a large,

thick, fleshy root; an upright, thick, jointed stalk, dividing and
brandling numerously, widely, and erectly, a yard or more high .

garnished with oblong, broad, oppo^ile leaves; and all the branches
and shoots terminated by numerous flowers in clusters, of differ-

ent colours in the varieties.

MIRACLE, \_iiuraciilum, Lat.] an effect contrary to the es-

tablished constitution and course of things, or a sensible deviation

from the known laws of nature. That the universe is governed bv
stated general rules, or that there is an order of causes and eft'ects

established in every part of the visible system of nature, is a fact

which cannot be controverted. If the Supreme Being be the

only real agent in the universe, we have the evidence of expe-
rience, that, in the particular system to whicii we belong, he acts

by stated rules. If he employs inferior agents to conduct the va-

rious motions from wliich the pha;uoiiena reudt, we have the

same evidence that he has subjected those agents to certain fixed

laws, commonly called the laws of nature. On either h\ |)ijthesis,

effects which are produced by the regular operation of these laws,

or which are conformable to the established course of events, are

properly called natural ; and every deviation from this constitu-

tion of the natural system, and the correspondent course of events

hi it, is called a miracle. If this definition be just, no event can
be deemed miraculous merely because it Is strange, or even to us

unaccountable; since it may be notliing more than a regular effect

of some unknown law of nature. In this country earthquakes are

rare ; and for monstrous births perhaps no particular and satisfac-

tory account can be given : yet an earllupiake is as regular an ef-

fect of the established laws of nature as any of those with which we
are most intimately acquainted ; and under circumstances in

which there would always be the same kind of production, the
monster is nature's genuine issue. It is therefore necessary, be-

fore we can pronounce any effect to be a true miracle, that the

circumstances under wliich it is produced be known, and tint the
common course of nature be in some degree imdertood ; for in

all those cases in which we are totally ignorant of nature, it is im-
possible to determine what is, or what is not, a deviation from its

course. Miracles, therefore, are not, as some have represented
them, appeals to our ignorance. They suppose some antecedent
knowledge of the course of nature, without whicli no proper
judgement can be formed concerning them ; though with it their

reality may be so apparent as to prevent all possibility of a dispute.
Thus, were a physician to cure a blind man of a cataract, by
anointing his eyis with a chemical preparation which we had never
before sees, and to the nature and effects of which we are absolute

strangers, the cure would undoubtedly be wonderful; but we
could not pronounce it miraculous, because, for any tiling known
to us, it might be the natural effect of the operalinn of the unguent
on the eye. But were he to recover his patient merely by com-
manding him to see, or by anointing his eyes uilh clay and spittle,

we shoiild with the utmost confidence pronounce (he cure to be a

miracle; because we know perfectly that neither the human voice

norhuman saliva have, by the established constitution of tilings,

any such power over the diseases of the eye. No one is now ig-

norant, that persons apparently dead arc often restored to their

fani'liesand friends, by being treated in the manner recommended
by the Humane Society. To the vulgar, and sometimes even to

men of science, these eU'ects appear very wonderful ; but as they

are known to be produced by physical agency, they can never be
consiilered as miraculous deviations fioiii the laws of nature. On
the other hand, no one could doubt of his having witnessed a real

miracle who had seen a person that had been four'days dead come
alive out of his grave at the call of another, or w ho had even be-

held a person exhibiting all the symptoms of death instantly re-

suscitated merely by being comniaiuled to live. Thus it is easv,

in all cases in which the course of nature is understood, to deter-

mine whether any particular event be really a miracle ; while in

circumstances where we know nothing of nature and its course,

even a true miracle could not be admitted as such, orcarry any
conviction to the mind of a philosopher. If miracles be effects

contrary to the established constitution of things, we are certain

that they will never be performed on trivial occasions. The con-

I
stitution of things was establislied by the Creator and Governor of

i
the universe, and is undoubtedly the offspring of inlinite wisdom
pursuing a plan for the best ot purposes. From this plan no de-

viation can be made but by God liimself, or by some powerful

being acting with his permission. The plans of infinite wisdom
mu^t be absolutely perfect. From this consideration, some have

concluded, that no miracle was ever wrought, or can rationally be
expected; but mature reflection must satisfy us that all such con-

clusions are hasty. Man is unquestionably the principal creature

in this world, and apparently the only one in it, who is capable of

being made acquainted with the relation in which he stands to his

Creator. We cannot, therefore, doubt, but that such of the laws

of nature as extend not their operation beyond the limits of this

earth were estxblished chiefly, if not solely, tor the good of man-
kind: and if, in any particular circumstances, that good can be
more elfcctually promoted by an occasional deviation from those

laws, such a deviation may be reasonably expected. Were man,
in the exercise of his mental and corporeal powers, subjected to

the laws of physical necessity, the circumstances supposed would
indeed never occur, and of course no miracle could be admitted.

But such is not the nature of man. For the reality of tlie Gospel-

miracles we have evidence as convincing to the reflecting mind,

as those had who were contemporary with Christ and his apostles,

and were actual witnesses to their mighty works.

MIRAGOANE, a town of Hispaiiiola, on the S. side of Leo-
gane, 69 miles W. by S. of Port an Priifce.

MIRANDA DE'CORVO, a town of Portugal, in the pro-

vince of Beira, 15 miles S. of Coimbra.
Miranda de Duero, a strong town of Portugal, and capital

of Tra-los-Montes. Lon. 5. 40. W. Lat. 41.30. N.
Miranda de Eero, a town of Spain, in Old Castile. Lon. 3.

10. W. Lat. 42. 52. N.
MIR.^NDE, a town of France, in the department of Gers, and

late province of Gascony ; 15 miles S. W. ot Auch. Lon. 0. 21 . E.
Lat. 42. :.3. N.
MIR.ANDOLA, a late principality of Italy, between the late

duchies of Mantua and Modeiia, nearly surrounded by the latter.

It is now included in the department ot Panaro.

Mirandola, a town of Italy in the department of Panaro, and
district ot Modena; 14 miles N. E. of Modena, and 20 S. E. of

Mantua. Lon. 11. 5. E. Lat. 44. 52. N.
MIREBE.A.U, a town of France, in the department of Vienne,

1(3 miles N. W. of Poitiers. Lon. 0. 19. E. Lat. 40. 46. N.
MIRECOURT, a town of France, in tlie department of the

Vosges, and late province of Lorrain ; 30 miles S. E. ofToul.
Lon. 6. 14. E. Lat. 4S. 15. N.
MIRE-CROW, or PEWIT. See Larus.
MIREPOIX, a town of France, in the department of Arriege,

15 miles
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15 miles N. of Fuix, and 40 tJ. E. ot Toulouse. Loii. 1. j6. E.

Lat. IS. 7. N.
MIRROR, [miroir, Fr. mirar, Spanish, to look,] any po-

lished bodv, that forms the images of objects, by reflection of the

raysof light. See Optics, and RKFLfXTiov. Minors are eifher

plain, conve.\, or concave. The first reflect the rays of li>j,lit in a

direction exactlv similar to that in which they fall iipou tlu-m, and

therefore represent bodies ot tlieir natural magnitude. Tlie con-

vex ones make the rays diverf;e much more tliari before rellecfion.

and therefore greailv diminish the images of those objects which

they shew: wiiile the concave ones, liy collecting the rays into a

focus, not only m.ij^nify the objects they shew, but will burn very

fiercely when exposed to the rays of the sun; and hence they

are conmionly known by the name of burning mirrors. See
Burning Glass.
Mirrors, Methods of Dlowing, Casting, Gkindinc,

AND Polishing Glass for. See Glass-Making.
MISADVENTURE, in common language, signifies any un-

lu' ky accident which lakes place without bein;^ foreseen.

Misadventure, in law, has an especial siguilication for the

killing a man partly by negligence, and parti) by chance. See
Homicide.
MISANTHROPY, [from ,u'<ri;, hatred, and aiB^ium;, a man,]

hatred of maiikiml.

MISCELLANEiE, in botany, the name of the f.fly-fourth

order in Linnms's " Fragments of a Natural Melliod," consist-

ing ot plants, which not being connected together by numerous re-

lations, in their habit and structure, as the natural families, are as-

sembled into one head, under the general title of miscellaneous

plants. See Botany.
MISCELLANY, LITERARY. See Magazine.
MISCHKIN,a town of Russia, inJaroslaw, tiO miles W. of Ja-

roslaw. Lon. 40.22. E. Lat. 58. 42. N.
MISCHNA, or MISNA, [from r\iV, iteravit, i. e. he repeat-

ed,] the first part of the Jewish Talmud. The .Mischna contains

the text ; and the Gemara,'^vhich is the second part of the Tal-
mud, contains the commentaries. See Gemara. The Mischna
consists of various traditions of the Jews, and of explanations of

several passages of Scripture: these traditions, serving as an e.xpli-

calion of the written law, and supplement to it, are said to have
been delivered to Moses during his abode on the Mount ; which
Jie afterwards communicated to Aaron, Eleazar, and Joshua.

MISDEMEANOR, in law, signihes a crime ; but (he law dis-

tinguishes between crimes of a higher and a lower nature ; the lat-

ter being denominated misdemeanoi*, the former felonies, &c.
Blackstone, in his Commentaries, (vol. iv. 5,) thus distinguishes

them, "A crime, or misdemeanoiir, is an act committed or omit-

ted, in violation of a public law, either forbidding or command-
ing it."

. MISE, in law, is used in various senses : sometimes for costs or

expences ; in which sense it is commonly used in entering of

judgements in actions personal. It is also used for the issue to be
tried on the grand assize ; in which case, joining of the mise upon
the mere right, is putting in issue, between the tenant and deman-
dant. Who has the best or clearest right ?

MisE also signifies a tax or tallage, &c. An honorary gift, or

customary present from the people of Wales to every new king or

prince of VValcs, anciently given in cattle, wine, and corn, but

now in money, being 5000/. or more, is denominated a mise: so

was the usual tribute of 3000 merks paid by the inhabitants of the

county palatine of Chester at the change of every owner of the said

earldoms, for enjoyinp; their liberties.

MISENUM, or MISENUS, in ancient geography, a promon-
tory, port, and town, of Italy, in Campania, S. VV. of Baia;, in the

Sinus Puteolanus, on the N. side.

MISERICORDIA, in law, an arbitrary fine imposed on any
pei'son for an offence: this is called misericordia, because the
amercement ought to be but small, and less than that required by
magna charta. If a person be outrageously amerced in a court
that is not of record, the writ called moderata misericordia lies for

moderating the amercement aci:ording to the nature of the
fault.

MISFEASANCE, in law, a trespass.

MlSFtfRTUNE, or CHANCE, inlaw, isa deficiency of the
will in committing an unlawful act ; or by chance, and not by de-

si..:ir. In such case, the will does not co-operate with the deed ;

which therelure wants one main ingredient of a cime. See
Crime. For this, when it atlects'the life of another, See
Homicide.
MISITRA, a town of European Turkey, the capitalofthe

Morea, renowned in ihe ancient history of Greece, under its on-
ciiral names of LaceDj^mon and Spakta. See these articles.
Lon. 22. .30. K L.at. ,37. 1 1. N.
iMISLEIOE, in botany, and antiquity. See Druids, and

Viscu.M.

MISN.\, a river of European Turkey, in Bosnia; which rises
near Kroiseva, and runs into the Bosna, eight miles S. E. of
Serajo.

MISNOMER, [Fr.] in law, a misnaming or mistaking a per-
son's name. The Christian name of a person shouhl always be
perfect; but the law is not so strict in regard to surnames, a small
mistake in wliich will be dispensed with to make good a contract,
and support the act of the party. See Plea, to Indict-
ment.
-MISO, a substance resembling salt buffer and used as a sub-

stitute for it by the Japanese, pre|);tred from a plant called Daidsu,
aspecies of dolichos. See Dolichos. To make it they take a
measure of mame, or the beans produced by the plant ; alter boil-
ing tliein for a considerable time in water, and to a proper degree
ot softness, they beat or bray them into a sottish pulse ; incorpo-
rating With the mass a large quantity of salt, four measures in sum-
mer, and three in winter. Tlie less salt that is added, the substance
is more palatable ; but what it gains in point of taste, it loses in
durability. They then add to this mixture a certain proportion of
rice, called koos: and having formed the whole into a compost,
remove it into a wooden vessel wliich had lalelv contained their com-
mon ale, named sacki. In two months it is fit for use. The koos gives
it a grateful taste ; and the preparing of it, like the pahnta of the
Germans, requires the skilful hand of an experienced master.
For this reason there are people who make it their sole business to
prepare the koos, and who sell it ready made for making miso ; a
substance which cannot fail to be greatly valued in those countries
where butter from the milk of animals is unknown.
MISPICKEL, a name given by mineralogists to a native alloy

of iron and arsenic. 'I'his alloy may be made by fusion ; it is white
and brittle, and may be crystallized. Iron is capable of combin-
ing with more than its own weight of arsenic.

MISPRISIONS, [from the old French mcspris, a neglect or
contempt,] are, in the English law, generally iin<ler.stood to be all
such high offences as are less than capital, "but nearly bordering
thereon

; and a misprision is contained in every treason and felonv
whatsoever; and if the king please, the offender may be proceeded
against for the misprision only. Upon this principle, while the
jurisdiction of the star-chamber'sub.isted, it was held that the kino-
might remit a prosecution for treason, and cause the dLlinquen"
to be censured in that con rt, merely for a high misdemeanour : as hap-
pene<l in the case of Roger earl of Rutland, in 43 Eliz. who was con-
cerned in the earl of Essex's rebellion. i\Iisprisions are generally
divided into two sorts ; viz. negative, which consist in'the con-
cealment of something which ought to be revealed ; and positive,
which consist in the commission of something which ought not to
be done.

Misprisions, Negative, arc either misprision of treason or of
felony.

Misprision of Felony, is the concealment of a felony which
a man knows, but never assented to; for, if he :i5sented, thi's makes
him either principal or accessory. And the punishment of tl\is, hi
a public officer, by stat. Westm. 1. 3, Edw. I. c. 9, is iini)ri-son-.

meiit for a year and a day; in a common person, imprisonment
for a less discretionary time; and, in both, line and ransom at the
king's pleasure: which pleasure of the king must be observed,
once for all, not to signify any extrajudicial will of the sovereign
but such as is declare<l by his representatives, the iudges in The
courts of justice; voluntas regis in curia, non in camera.

Misprision op Treason, consists in the bare knowledge and
concealment of treason, without any degree of assent Iheret^o: for
any assent makes the [)arty a principal traitor ; as indeed the con-
cealment, w liich was consirueil aiding and abetting, did at the com-
mon law ; in like manner as the knowledge of a plot against the
state, and not revealing it, was a capital crime at Flore^ice, and

other
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otlier states of Italy. ISut it is eiiactt:cl by stat. 1 & '2 Pli. Mar. c.

10, tliata l)are coiicealiiieiit ol treason shall l>i> only held a mis-

prision. 'This concealment heconies criminal, if the parly apprised

of the treason does not, as soon as conveniently may be, reveal it

tosomejndge of assize or justice of the peace. But if there be
any probable circumstances of assent, as if one goes to a treason-

able meeting, knowing before hand that a conspiracy is intended
against the kmg ; or, being in such company once by accident, and
liaviiig heard such treasonable conspiracy, meets the SiUiie com-
pany again, and hears more of it but conceals it ; this is an implied
nssent in law, and makes the concealer guilty of actual high

treason.

Misprisions, Positive, are generally denominated contempt
of high misdemeanour^ ; of which the principal is the mal-adminis-

Iration of such high ollicers as are in public trust and employment.
This is usually ])unished by the method of parliamentary impeach-
ment; wliercin such iienalties short of death, are intlicted, as to

(he wisdom of the house of peers shall seem proper ; consisting

usually of bariishment, imprisonment, lines, or perpetual disability.

Hither also may be preferred the offence of embezzling the pub-
lic money, called among the Romans peculatus ; whicli the Julian

law punished with death in a magistrate, and with deportation, or

banishment, in a private person. In the English law, it is not
capital, but sul)jects the committer of it to a discretionary fine and
im|)risonment. Other misprisions are, in general, such contempts
ot the excculive magistrate as demonstrate themselves by somearro-
gant and umluliful behaviour towards the king and government;
lor a detail of which see Blackstone's Comment, iv. IS.

MISSAL, [;niMn/d, Lat. ?«mf/, Fr.] the mass-book. It con-
tains the several masses to be said on particular days. It is derived
Irom the Latin missa, which, in the ancient Christian church, sig-

Bilied every part of divine service.

MISSINABE, a lake of North America, in Canada. Lon. 84°
2' 42" \V. Lat. 48= 29' 42" N.
MISSIO, in Roman antiquity, was a full discharge given to a

soldier after twenty years service, and differed from the exaucto-
ratio, which was a discharge fron^ duty after seventeen years
service. Every soldier had a right to claim his missio at the end
of twenty years.

MISSION, [^missio, Lat.] in theology, denotes a commission
to preach the gospel. Jesus Christ gave his disciples their mission
in these words. Go and teach all nations, &c. 1 he Romanists re-

jiroach the Protestants that their ministers liave no mission, as not
being autlioriscd in the exercise of their ministry, cither by an un-
interrupted succession from the apostles, or by miracles, or by any
extraordinary proof of a vocation. Many among us deny any
other mission necessary for their ministry than the talents requisite

to discharge it.

Mission, is also used for an establishment of people zealous for

the glory of God and the salvation of souls; who go end preach
the gospel in remote countries, and among inlidels.

MISSIONARIES, persons sent by any Christian church, to
propagate the gospel in particular places, or among certain classes

©f men as pagans, inlidels, &c. Christians of various denomina-
tions have ef late exerted themselves in propagating the gospel both
at home and abroad, and their labours have been crowned with
success not only in Ireland, France, America, the West and East

, Indies, and other places.

MISSISSIPPI, or the RIVER OFST.LEVVIS,arivcr of North
America, one of the largest in the world. Its sources are un-
known ; having never been explored ; but its length is reckoned
upwards ef 30U0 miles. This noble river, with its eastern branches,
waters live-eighths of the United States, and separates them from
J^ouisiana and the Indian territories. I'he rivers and streams which
fall into it from the W. and E. are very numerous. The largest

are, the Missouri from the W. and the Illinois, Ohio, ami Ten-
nessee, from the E. It is navigable up to St. Anthony's Falls, and
a great way above them, its banks abound with salt-springs.

L'ke the Nile, it has periodical inundations, by the melting of

snow in the north ; so that in May it overllows'the country on
each side, from 60 to 90 miles, and the inundation continues till

near the end of July. Its mouths, which fall into the Gulfol
Florida, are situated between Lon. 89° and V0° W. and between
Lat. 29° and 30- N.
MISSISSAQUE, a river of Canada, which runs into Lake

Huron. Lon. S3. 4'J. M', Lat. 46. 0. N.

MISSlVE,_[m(.s,s;Ve, Fr.] something sent to another, as missive
letters; meanmg letters sent from one to another upon business,

in contra-disthiction to letters of gallantry, points of learning, dis-

patches, &c.
MISSOURI, a large river of North America, in Louisiana,

which is navigable for at least 1300 miles up, b\it its length and
source are not known. It runs into the Mississippi from the W. in

Lat. 39° N.
MISSOURIS, a nation of North American Indians, who in-

habit the banks of the above river, and have about 1500 warriors.

MISSUS, in the Circensian games, were the matches in horse
or chariot races.

MIST, or FOG. Sec Foe, and Meteorology.
MISTAKE, any wrong action committed, not through an evil

design, but through an error of judgement.
Mistake, in law. See IcNORANCt.
Mistake Bay, a large bay of North America, on the W.

side of the entrance into Davis's Straits, and N. of Hudson'!.
Straits.

MISTISSINNY, a large lake of Canada; extending from
Lon. 73. 40. to 7.'). 15. W. and from Lat. 50. IS. to 51. 0. 'N.

MISTLETOE, [nnjstcltun, HaK. viistcl, birdlime, and faH, a

twig,] a plant. See Druids, and Aiscum.
MISTRETTA, a town of Sicily, 50 miles E. S. E. of Pa-

lermo.

MISL'SER, in law, an abuse of any liberty or benefit; as

" He shall make fine for his misuser." Old. Nat. Br. 149. By
misuser a charter of a corporation may be forfeited ; so also ait

oflice, &c.
MISY, in natural history, is a species of the chalcantha. a fos-

sile vcrv common in Turkey and found in the mines of Cremnitz
in Hungary.
MlTCPiELLA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order,

and tetrandria class of plants ; natural order, Ag^regat^c. Corollas

one-petaled, superior, two on the same germ ; stigmas four ; berry

bilid, four-seeded. 'Phere is only one species, viz. M. repens,

creeping mitchella, which is a native of Carolina, Maryland, and
Virginia.

MITCHIGAMIAS, a native of North American Indians,

who, with the Piorias, inhabit the country on the VV. bank of the

Illinois.

MITE, in Jewish antiquity, a small piece of money mentioned
in Luke xii. 59, and xxi. 3. In the Greek it is xi>Jf>''if> '. e- »iua-

drans, or a quarter of the Roman denarius ; so that the mite was
worth about seven farthings of our money.
Mite, in zoology. See Acarus.
MITELLA, Bastard American Sanicle ; a genus of the

digynia order, and decandria class of plants ; natural order, Suc-

culents. Calyx five-cleft; corolla five-petaled, inserted into the

calyx ;
petals pinnatified ; capsule one-celled, two-valved ; valves

equal. There are two species, viz. M. diphylla, two-leaved mi-

lella: and M. nuda, naked mitella, natives of North America, and
the northern parts of Asia.

MITHRA, or MITHRAS, a godof Persiaand Chalda:a, sup-

posed to be the sun.

Mithras, Feasts of, in antiquity, feasts celebrated among
the Romans in honour of Mithras.

MITHRIDATE is a composition, in form of an electuary,

supposed to serve either as a remedy or a preservative against poi-

sons. It takes its name from the inventor, Mithridates N'll. kin.g

of Pontus.

Mithridate Mvstard. See Thlaspi.
MITHRIDATEA, in botany, a genus of the monandria mo-

nogynia class and order ; natural order, Scabrids. C'alyx com-
mull, four-cleft, enlari'ed, tleshy, containing the seeds; corolla

none; fruit globular, "depressed"; seeds solitary, arilled. 'J'herc

is only one species, viz. M. quadrifida, a milky tree, with sub-op-

posite, Piitiie, evergreen leaves, a native of Madagascar.

MriOMr.A. a kingdom of Africa, in Sierra Leona, on the

banks of the S cira Leona.
MITR.A, in Roman antiquity, a cap or covering for the head,

won. by the knii^'s, and sometimes by the men.
MIT'RK, Imitra, Lat.] a sacerdotal cap pointed and cleft at

top, worn by bisuops and certain abbots on solemn occasions.

The h'ffh-priest among the Jews wore a mitre, as <lid also (he infe-

rior priests.

MlTRE,
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Mitre, in arcliitecture, is anangle tliat is just 45 degree?, or

lult'a rinlil one. If tlie angle be a quarter of a right aM'.;le, they

c-*ll it a Tialf-mitre. To describe siicli angles, they have an instru-

ment called the niitre-square ; with this they strike mitre-lines on

their qnariers or battens ; and for dispatch they have a mitre-box,

»« they call it, wliicli is made of two pieces of wood, each about

»n inch thick, one nailed upright on tlie edge of the other ; the

upper piece hath the niitre-lines struck upon it on both sides, and

8 kerf to direct the saw in cutting the mitre-joints readily, by only

applying the piece into this box.

iSfiTRE is u;ed by the writers of the Irish history for a sort of

base money, which was verv common thereabout 1270.

MITTAU, or MITTAVV, the capital of Courland. Lon. 23"

42" 45' E. from Greenwich. Lat. o6* 39' 10' N.
MITTIMUS, [Lat.] in law, hath two significationes: 1. A

- writ for removing or transferring of records from one court to ano-

ther. 2. A precept, or conjmand in writing, under the hand and

seal of a justice of the peace, directed to the gaoler of sonic prison,

for the receiving and safe keeping of an offender charged with any

crime, until he be delivered bv a due course of law.

MITYLEN-i:, MITYLE'NE, or MYTELENE, in ancient

feography, a powerful and affluent city, capital of the island of

,esbos.

MIXT-LINED FIGURE, is one consisting of straight and
crooked lines.

MixT Number, is one that is part integer, or a whole number,
and part of it a fraction ; as 4 -j. 10 7, &c.
MixT Katio, or Proportion, is when the sum of the antece-

dent and consequent is compared with the difference between an-

tecedent and consequent, as if a : 6 : : c : d. Then
7 i . . 2S : 4

« -J- 6 : a — b :: r-{-d : c—d.
MixT, or MixT Body, in chemistry, that which is compounded

of different elements or principles.

MiXT AcTioM, in law,~isan action partly real, and partly per-

sonal, which lies both for the thing detained, and against tire person

of the detainer. See AcTiox.
MIXTURE, \_mixturu, Lat.] a compound of several dilTerent

bodies in the same mass, consisting in the simple apposition of

parts of ditferent bodies to each other. Thus, when powders of

dilVerent kinds are rubbed together, the mixture is only simple,

and each of tl>e powders retains its particular characters. It dif-

fers from combination in not having that intimate union of the par-

ticles mixed which in combination is caused by affinity. See
Chemistrv.
Mixture, in pliarmacy, a medicine which ditTers from a julep

in this respect, that it receives into its composition not only salts,

extracts, and other substances dissoluble in w ater; but also earths,

powders, and such substances as cannot be dissolved.

MIZRAIM, or MISRAIM, the second son of Ham, and
grandson of Noah ; supposed to have been the tame with Menes,
tlie lirst king of Egypt.
Mizraim, or MisRAiM, is used in scripture to denotethe Higher

and Lower Egypt, which see. It sometimes occurs singular,

Mazor : 2 Kings xix. Isaiali x'ix. Micah vii.

MIZEN, [inezaen, Dutch.] a mast in the stern or back part of

a ship : in some large ships there are two such niasls^ that standing

next the mainmast is called the main mizcn : and the other near

the poop the bonaventure mizen. See Mast, and Ship-Build-
ing.
MNASIUM, in botany, a genus of the hexandria monogAnia

class and order ; natural order, Ensats. Calyx one-leafed, three-

parted ; corolla one-petaled, three-parted, with a short tube;
anthers four-cornered, terniinate<l by an ovate leaflet ; gerin three-

lobed ; stigmas three, spiral. There is but one species, viz. M.
paludosum. a perennial plant of Guiana.
MNEMOSYNE, in the mythology-, the daughter of Ccclus

and Terra. She married Jupiter, by whom she hail the Nine Mu-
ses. Mnemosyne signifies "memory;" and therefore the poets
rightly called Sleniory the mother of the Muses, because it is to

that mental endowment that mankind are indebted for their pro-
gress in science.

MNIARL'M, in botany, a genus of the monandria digynia
class and order. Calyx four-parted, superior ; corolla none ; seed
one TheiC is but one species, viz. M. bldorum, resembling mi-
uuartta. It is a native of New Zealand and Texra del Euego.

vol.. Jn.—NO. 146,

MNIUM, in botany, a genus of the cryptog.iniia musci clasi
'

and order; natural order. Mosses. Capsule with a lid ; caiyolre
smooth ; bristle from a tcrniinaling tubercle: male flowers lieaaeJ,

or discoid. There are twenty species.

M. IIvgrometricum grows in woods, heaths, garden-walks,
walls, old trees, decayed wood, and where coals or cinders have
been laid. It is steniless, hath tips inversely egg-shaped, nodding,
and bright yellow. U the fruit-stalk is moistened at the base witli

a little water or steam, the head makes three or four revolutions

;

if the head ig moistened, it turns back again.

MOAB, in ancient geography, a country of Arabia Petrsea ; so

called from Moab the son of Lot, to whose posterity this country
was allotted by Divine appointment, Deut. ii. y. It was originally

occu|)icd by llic Eminis, a race of giants extirpated by the Moa-
bites, ib. 16. Moab anciently lay to the S. of Ammon, before

Sihon the Amorite stripped both nations of a part of their Icnitory,

afterwards occupied by the Israelites, Numb, xxii ; and then Mo-
ab vcss bounded by the Arnon on the N. the Asphaitiles on the W.
the brook Zared and the mountains Abariin on the E.

MOA'l', or DITCH, [;«oto, a mount, low Lat.] in fortifica-

tion, a deep trench dug round tlie rampart of a fortified place, to

prevent surprizes. The brink of the moat, next the rampart, i»

called the scarp : and the opposite one, the counterscarp. A dry
moat round a large place, with a strong garrison, is preferable to

one full of water; because the passage may be disputed inch by
inch, and the besiegers, when lodged in it, are continually ex-

posed tp the bombs, granades, and other fire-works, which are

thrown incessantly from the rampart into their works. In the mid-
dle of dry moats, there is sometimes another small one, called cu-

nette ; which is generally dug so deep till they find water to fill

it. The deepest and broadest nioati are accounted the best ; liul

a deep one is preferable to a broad one: the ordinary breadth is

about 20 fathoms, and the depth about I6. To drain a moat that

is full of water, thev dig a trench deeper than the level of the wa-
ter, to let it run off; and then throw hurdles upon the mud and
slime, covering them with earth or bundles of rushes, to make A
firm passage. See Fortification'.
MOATAZALITES, or SEPARATISTS, a religious sect

among the Turks, who deny all forms and qualities in the Divine
Beini;; or who divest God of his attributes.

MOBILE, a large navigable river of N. Americ:i, which fa'I'j

into the Gulph of Mexico at Mobile Point.

Mobile, a city ofW. Florida, on tlie U'. bank of the above ri-

ver, 30 miles \\'. N. W. of Pensacola.

Mobile, an island of W. Florida, formed by the divided streaia

of the Mobile, 26 miles long and j broad. Lon. 87. 55. W. Lat'.

31.0. N.
Mobile, [Lat.] m'oveable; any thing susceptible of motion, or

that is disposed to be moved either oy itself, or by some other

prior mobile or mover.
Mobile, Primum, in the ancient astronomy, was a ninth lieaven

or sphere, imagined above those of the planets and fixed stars.

This wa? supposed to be the fii^^t mover, and to carry all the lower

spheres round along with it; by its rapidity communicating to

them a motion whereby thev revolved in 24 hours.

MOCAUMPOUR,alenitorv of India, and its capital N. of

Bengal. The citv lies 120 miles N. of Patna. Lon. 85. 37. E.
Lat. 27. 35. N.
MOCIIO, MOOO, or MOKHA, a kingdom of Arabia Felix,

extending along the most southern coast. That part which lies

next the Red Sea is a dry barren desart, in some places 10 or 13

leagues over ; but bounded by mountains, which, being well wa-

f
fered, enjoy an almost perpetual spring; and yield coffee, corn,

grapes, mvnli, frankincense, cassia, balm, gum, mangos, dates,

I

pomegranates, &c. The weather is so hot and sultry in summer,
cspecrally when the S. wir.d blows, that it would be insupporta-

ble, if it were not miligated by the cool bree/.es that blow from
the mountains on the N. or the Red and Arabic Seas on the \V.

and E. 'i he heal in winter is equal to that of our warmest sum-
mers: and it is very seldimi that cither clouds or rain are seen.

MocHo, Moco,'or MoKA, a town and port on the Red Sea,

capital of the above kingdom; by some supposed to be the Musa
or Muza nf Ptolemv. Lon. 44. 0. E. Lat. 13. 16. N.
MOCKING-BIRD. SeeTuRDUS.
MODBURG, Q town of Devonshire, U miles E. of Ply-

mouth.
7H MODE,
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MODK, [mndiii, Lat.] in grammar. Sc* Grammak.
Moi>E, in iiu'la|)li)sics, seems propevly to <lenotc t lie manner

of a lliin<;"s existence : luit LocUe, wliose'lan linage in that science

is Reiienilly ailoptcd. n<es tlie word in a sense somewliat (Ullcrent

from its onlinary siuniluation. " Sncli complex ideas, wiiicli,

however rompoiinded, contain not in tlieni the supposition of sub-

sisting liy tliemselves, hnt are coinidered as dependencies on, or

alVeeUoiis of, snbstanc es," lie calls modes. See Metathysics.
Mode, in nuisic, a r<\?nlar disposition ol' the air and accom-

pnniinents relative to certain principal sounds upon which a piece

i>t music is performed, and whicli are called the essential sounds of

the mode. There is this dill'erencc hetwcen the mode and the

tone, that the latter only determines the principal somid, and indi-

cates the place whicli is most proper to lie occupied by tiiatsystem,

which ought to constitute the bass of the air ; whereas the lormer

regidales the thirds, and modilies the whole scale agreeably to its

iund.imental sounds. Our modes are not, like tlui'-e of tlie an-

cients, characterised by any sentiment which they tend to excite,

but result from our system of harmony alone. I'hc sounds essen-

tial to the mode are three, and form together one perfect chord. 1.

The tonic or key, which is the fundamental note both of the lone

and of the mode. 1?. The dominant, which is a filth from the Ionic.

3. The mediant, which properly constitutes the mode, and which
Is a third from the same tonic. As this third may be of two kinds,

llicre are of consequence two dilVerenl modes. \\'heii the medi-
ant forms a greater third with the tonic, the mode is major ; when
the third is lesser, it is minor. 'I'he major mode is immediately
generated by the resonance of sounding bo<lies, which exhibit the

third major of the fundamental sound : but the minor models not

llie product of nature: it is only found by analogy and inversion.

See Mi'sic.

MODEL, ^modulus, I.at.] in a (general seitse, an original pat-

tern, proposed for any one to copy or imitate. This word is par-

ticularly used, in building, for an artificial p.illern made in wood,
stone, jil.ister, or other matter, with all its parts and propoitions,

for the better conducting and executing some great woik, and to

give an idcaol the ci'lVct it will have in large. In all great build-

ings, it is much the surest way to make a model in relievo, and

not to trust to a bare design or draught. 'Ihcic are also models
for the building of ships, and for extraordinary stair-cases, &c.
They also use models in painting and sculpture: whence, in the

academies, they give the term model to a naked man, disposed in

several postures, to ;ifl'ord an opportunity to the scholars to design

him in various views and attitudes. Models in imitation of any
natural orartilicial substance, are mo^t fre(pieiitly m;ide bv means
of moulds ctnnposed of phister of Paris. Of all the models which
Iiave been undertaken by human industry, perhaps llie most re-

in:irkable is that constructed by Gen. TTiller, to represent the

mountainous parts of Switzerland. It is composed of 14,' com-
partments, of dil'ferent sizes and forms, res|)ectively numbered,
and so artlully put tf^gcther, that they can be separated and re-

placed with the greatcbl e;ise. The model itself is 'JO J feet long

and 12 broad, and formed on a scale which represents two English

miles and a <iu;irter by an English foot; compreheiuiing part of

the cantons of Zug, /uricli, Schweilir, Underw;ilden, Lucerne,
Berne, and a sm;ill part of the inovintains of f.'larus; in all, an ex-

lent of country of Ibl leagues in length :ind U in breadth. Tlie

Iiigliest point of the model, Irom the level of the centre, whicli is

the lake of Lucerne, is about 10 inches ; and :ts the most elevated
mountain represen'ed therein rises 147i loises or 9440 feet above
the lake of Lucerne, ;it a gross calculation, the height of an inch

in the model is iiboiit !)00 lect. The whole is painted of dilVeienl

colom-s, in such a manner ;is to represent objects as thev exist in

hature; and so exactly is this done, tli;it not only the woods of

oak, beech, pine, and other trees, are distinguished^ but even the

strata of the several rocks arem;iiked, each being shaped upon
the spot, and formed of granite. gra\ el, or such other substances

as compose the natural mountain. So niinute also is the accuracy
of the plan, that it comprises not only all the inount.iins lakes,

rivers, towns, villages, and forests, but every cottage, bridge, tor-

r. lit, road, and even every p.itli, is distinctly marked. H he prin-

cipal material, employed m th« construction" of this extraordinary
model, is a mixture of charcoal, lime, clay, a little |iil(li, with a

thin coat of wax ; and it is so hard that it inay be trod upon wilh-

«qt any damage. It was begun in 17(36, w lien the geneial was

about id years of age, and it employed him till August 1785; dur-
ing all which longspace oftime his task was not only most laborious

but even dangerous, lie raised the plans with his own hands on the

spot, took the elevation of mountains, and laid them down in their

several proportions. In the prosecution of this laborious employ-
ment he was twice arrested as a spy ; and in the popular cantons
was freipiently forced to work by moos-light, in order to avoi<l the

jealousy of the ))easants, who imagined that their liberty would be
endangered should a jilan of their country be taken with such mi-
nute exactness. Being oHeii obliged to renuiin on the tops of

some of the Alps, where no |)rovisioiis could be procured, he took
along wilh him a few milk-goats, who supplied him with nourish-

ment. When any part w;is linished, he sent for the people resid-

ing near the spot, and desired them to examine each monntaiii

with accuracy, whether it corresponded, as far as the smallness of
the scale would admit, wilh its natural appearance; and then, by
fre<iuently retouching, corrected the <lelicii ncies. Even after the

moilel was linished, he continued his Alpine expeditions wilh the
same ardour as ever, and with a degree of vigour that would fa-

tigue a much younger person. All his elevations were taken from
the level of the lake of Lucerne; which, according lo M. Saus-
sure, is 140,S feel ;ibove the level of the Mediterranean.
MODENA, or thcMODENESE, a duchy of Italy, now

forming the greater jiarl of the ilepartment of I'anaro.

MoDKNA, a city of Italy, capital of the dcpt. of Panaro, as well

as of the district and kite <lucliy of Modena. It was anciently

named Mutina. It lies CJ miles N. \V. of Bologna, and 30 S. of
Mantua. Lon. 11. IS. ]•:. L;it. 44. 34. N.
MODEKATA MISEUICORUIA, inlaw, a writ that lies

where one is amerced in a court-baron, or other court, not being
of record, for any fault or transgression beyond the quality and
quantity of that olleuce ; and is ilirected to the lord ol the court

or his steward, commanding them to take a moderate amercement
of the party,

MODERATION, in ethics, is a virtue consisting in the pro-

per government of our appetites, passions, and pursuits, with re-

spect to honours, riches, and pleasures; and this sense is synony-
mous with temperance: it is also often used lo denote candour.

MODEUATOK, in ecclesiastical polity, is the title given the
president of the annual assembly of the church of Scotland; it

is also ajiplied lo the presidents of presbyteries and synods.

MODERN AUTHORS, according to Naude, are all those

who have written since Buethius. The modern pliilosojihy com-
mences with Galileo ; the moilern astronomy with Copernicus.

MODI, :in isliiiid of Turkey, in the Mediterranean. Lou. 23.
44. E. Lat. 37. 'JT. N.
MODILLIONS, \_iiiodiolus, Lat.] in ar<:liiteclure, are orna-

ments in the corniche of the Ionic, Corinthian, and Composite,
cohimns. They consist of little inverted consoles or brackets,

like an S, under the sofiit or bottom of the corniche. Sec Archi-
TKCTURE.
MODIUS, a Tloman dry measure fcr all sorts of grain, con-

taining 32 liemin;e, or 16 sextarii, or oivc-third of the amphora,.
amounling to an English peck,

MODON, atowii of '1 urkey, or>tlic S.W. co.nst of the Morea,.
JO miles W. of Coron. Lon. 21. 3 j. E'. Lat. 36. iS. N.
MODULATION, in music, is susceptible of several difleient

significations. It fre(|Uently means no more than an air, or a niim-.

ber of musical sounds properly connected and arranged. 'I'lnis

it answers to what Mr. Malcolm understands by the word tune,,

when he does not exjiressly treat concerning the tuning ol instru-

ments. Thus likewise it expn sses the French word chant; for.

which reason, in music, the one word is often expressed by the-

other. But the precise and technical acceptation to which it ought
lo be contiiied, is Ihe art of coiiiposiiig melody or harmony agree-

ably to the laws prescribed by any particular ke>-, that of changing
the key, or of regularly and le:;itiniately passing from one key to

another. Modulation (says M. Rousseau) is pioj.'erly the manner,
of ascertaining and managing the modes ; but at this time the

word most fre<iuently signilies the art of conducting the harmony
and the air successively through several modes, in a manner agree-

able to the ear and conformed to rules. If the diU'erent modes b-i

produced by harmony, thence likewise must spring the laws of

modulation. These are simple in conception, but diflicult \i\

practice. To modulate properly in Ui«sainc tone, it is nccessarjv.

J. 'ic^

I
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1. Co run throui-li all tlic sounds of it in an agreeable air, tre-

qnenlly repealing llie sounds most essential to it, and dwelling up-

on these witli a most remarkable emphasis; that is to s:i\ , that the

chord eontainini; the sensible notes, and tiial of the tonic, should

frequently be iieard in it, but under dilTtrent appearances, and

obtained by dilTerent procedures, to prevent monotony. 'J. 'I'hat

reposes or cadences should only be established upon these two
chords: the greatest liberty, however, which ought to be taken

with the rule is, that a caileiice or repose may I'e established on

the chord of the subdominaiit. 3. lii short, that none of the

sounds »f tlie mode ought ever to be altered; for without quitting

it we cannot introduce a sharp or a flat which does not belong to

it, nor abstract any one which in reality does belong to it. Hut

passing from one mode to another, we must consult analogy, we
must consider the relations which a key bears to the other notes

in the series, and to the number of ^ounds common to both the

modes, that from whence we pass, and tl;at into which we enter.

If we pass from a mode major, whether we consider the fifth fiom

the key as having the most simple relation with it except that of

the octave, or whether we consider it as the first sound which en-

ters into the harmonics of the same key, we sliall always find, that

this fifth, which IS the dominant of the mode, is the chord upon
which we may establish the modulation most analogous to that of

the principal key. This dominant, which constituted one of the

harmonics of the first key, makes also one of its own peculiar key,

of which it is the fundamental sound. There is then a connection

between these two chords. Besides, that same dominant carrying,

as well as the Ionic, a perfect chord major upon the principle of

resonance, these two chords are only dillerenl one from the other

by the dissonance, which passing from the key to the dominant is

the tjth superadded, and when reascending from the dominant to

the key is the 7lli. Xow these two chords, thus distinguished by
the dissonance which is suitable to each, by llie sounds which com-
pose them w hen ranged in onler, fonn precisely the octave, or the

diatonic scale, which we call agammut, which determines the mode.
This series of the key, altered only by a sharp, lortms the scale

belonging to the mode of the dominant; which shews how strik-

ing the analogy is between these two tones, and gives the easiest

opportunity of passing from one to another by means of one single

alteration alone. See Mvsic.
MODULE, ^modulus, Lat.] in architecture, acertain measure,

or bigness, taken at pleasuie, for regulating the proportions of

columns, and the symmetry or disposition of the whole building.

Architects generally choose the semidiameter of the bottom of the

column for their module, and this they subdivide into parts or

minutes.
MODUSDECIMANDI,inlaw,is where money, land, or other

valuable consideration, has been given, time out of mind, to the

minister or parson of any certain place in the room of tithes. A
clergyman may sue in a spiritual court for a moilus decimandi

;

vet if the modus is denied there, or a custom is to be tried, the

trial thereof belongs to the courts of common law. When lands

are converted to other uses, as in the case of hay-ground turned

into tillage, the modus may be discharged, and' the tithes paid

again in kind.

MOEIIRINGIA, Mountain Chic^weed; in botany, a ge-

nus of the digynia order, and octandria class of plants ; natural

order, Caryophyliea'. Calyx four-leaved; petals four, short,

undivided; fruit a subglobose capsule, with one cell, in which
are contained numerous roundish seeds. There is but one species.

M. Mucosa, a native of Europe.
MOEN, or MONA, an island of Denmark, in the Baltic,

near the S.E. end of Zealand ; containing one town named Stoege,
and several villages.

MOENIUS, C'aivs, a celebrated Roman consul, who con-
(piered the ancient Latins, B. C. 338. He was the first who
hung up the prows, &c. of the galleys he had taken at the naval

engagement of Actium, upon the place where the tribunes ha-

rangued the people; from whence it was called the rostra.

^I0^R1S, a celebrated artificial lake of Egypt, Siiid to liave

been 2'20 miles in circumference, intended as a reservoir for tlie

waters of the Nile during its extraordinary overflowings. There
uere two pvramidsin it, one-half of which lay under water. Hero-
dot, lib. ii. c. 12.

MUiSIA, or MYSIA, in attcient geography, a country of Eu-

rope, extending from the confluence of the .Savus and the D.iiuil-e

to the shores oi the Eiixilie. It was divided into UpiKjr and Lowf-r

McEsia.

1. Mqsia, Lower, was on the borden of the EHxine, and
comprehended that tract of country which received the name of

Pontus from its vicinity to the sea.

2. McEsiA, Upper, lay beyond the other in the inland country.

MOEFAT, a town of Scotland, near the Annan, famous for ius

sulphureous well, which has been in just estmiation for near 160

years as a remedv in all cutaneous and scrophulous compla'iits

;

and for itsclialybeatespring, discovered about Cij years ago. Itlies

2 1 miles N.N.K. of Dumfries, and 50 S.AV. of Edinburgh.

MoF^AT-\V.^TERs, arc those sulphureous springs which issue

from a rock, in the vicinity ol the above town. The smell of this

water corresponds with that of Harrogate; its taste is saline and
sulphureous, divested of all billerness.—It is chiefly employed in

cutaneous and scro|)hulous cases; but has been found very bene-

ficial, when a])plied externally, to irritable and ill-conditioned tjl-

cers. The MolTat-watershave lately been of considerable 5er\i<e

to persons atilicted with calculous and biliary complaints; in cases

of indigestion; and for invigorating the alimentary canal, where
general weakness and inactivity prevail. The dose varies accord-

ing to the constitution of the patient ; but, as this water may be
safely drunk at almost every season, it ought to be taken liberally,

in such quantities, and at such intervals, as the person atl'ected can

conveniently bear. From one to three bottles should be taken

every morning ; a quantity w hich produces scarcely any other sen-

sible eflect-;, excepting an increased fiow of urine.

MOGODORE, or iMOGADORE,a town of Morocco. Lo.n.

9.55. W. I.al.31.38. N.
MOGULS, a celebrated nation of Asia, whose conquests for-

merly were the most rapid and extensive of any people recorded

in history. Tlie Moguls deduce their origin from Japhet, or, as-

they call him, Japhis,"'the son of Noah. His son Turk, they say,

was the first king, or khan, of those nations now known by tlie

separate names of Turks, Tartars, and Moguls ; and the Tartars,

especially, assert that their proper designation is Turks. To this,

prince is attributed many of those inventions, wliich barbarous

nations commonly ascribe to their first sovet'eigns.

MOH ACS, a town of Hungary, on the Danube, 36milcs N.W.
of Bacs, and .io W. of Zegedin.

MOHAIR, \_mohtre, moire, Fr.] in commerce, the hair of a
kind of goat frecpient about Angria in Turkey ; the inliabitants of

which city are all employed in the manufacture of camblels made
of this hair. Some gave the name moliair to the cainblets or

stntls made of this hair.

MOHAMMED, the impostor,. was born in the reignof Anusli-

irwan the Just, emperor of Persia, ,\. D. 571. He came into the

world under some dis-idvantages. His father .'\bdallah was a
vounger son of Abdalmolalkb ; and dying very voung, left his

widow and infant-son in very mean circumstances, liis \Oiole sub-

stance consisting but ot five camels anil one Etliio|)ian_f('male slave.

Abdalmotalleb was therefore obliged to, take care of his grand-

child, which he not only did during his life, but at his death eu-

ioined hi- eUlest son Abu Taleb, w ho was full brother (o Abdallah,

to provide for him afterwards. This he very aflectionately did,

an<l instructed him in the business of a merchant, for which pur-

pose he took him to Svria when he was only 13. He allerwards

recommended him to Khadijah, a rich widow, for lier factor; in

whose service he behaved so well, that she married and raisrtl him

to an equality with the richest in Mecca. Alter this advuntageoUb

match he formed the scheme of establishing a new religion, or, as

he expres.ied it, of replanting the only true and ancient one pro-

fessed by Adam, Noah, Abraluiu, Nloses, Jesus, and all the pro-

phets ; by destroying the gross idolatry into which the generality

of his coimtrvmeii had fallen, and weeding out the corruptions and.

superstitions wiiich llie latter Jews ami Christians had, as he pre-

tended, introduced into their religion; and reducing it to its original

purity, whicii coris.sted chiefly -in the worship of one God. Hut

before he made any attempt abroad, he resolved to begin with

the conversion of fiis own hmiseliold. Having therefore retired

with his familv. as he hud done several limes before, to a cave in

mount Hara, he there opened the secret of his mission to his w ife ;

and acquainte<l her, that the angel Gubriel had appeared to him,

and tola bliB that lie was appointed the apostle of God: he also.

-^ reputed
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1 opi-ated to lier a passage which he pretended had been revealed

to hhn by the angel, with those other circumstances of this first

appearance, which are related by the Mohammedan writers. . Kha-
dijali received the news with great joy ; swearing by him in whose
liands lier soul was, that she trusted he would be the jM'ophet of

his nation ; and immediately communicated what she had heard

to her cousin Warakah Ebn Nawl'al, who, being a Christian, could

write in the Hebrew character, and was toleralily well versed in

the scriptures ; and he as readily came into her opinion, assuring

her that the same angel w ho had formerly appeared unto Moses
was now sent to Mohammed. After this he applied to the most
wealtliy and powerful of his relatives, most of whom he won over
to his party. He now began to use his influence and art of per-

suasion on others, so that in three years his disciples were consider-

ably numerous. On these he imposed the most marvellous tales,

but well adapted to deceive ignorant and superstitious minds. He
pretended to ha\'e passed into the highest heavens in one night,

on the back of a beautiful ass called Al Borak, and accompanied
by the angel Gabriel. There he had an interview with Adam,
Abraham, Moses, David, and Jesus Christ, who acknowledged his

superiority, which was conlinned to him by the Deity himself.

This romance staggered even some of his best friends, and a pow-
erful confederacy being formed against him, he was forced to quit

Mecca, and to seek a refuge in Medina. This retreat occasioned
the foundation of his empire, and of his religion. The Moham-
medans adopt it as their chronological standard, calling it the Hegi-
ra, that is the Flight or Persecution, being the first day ofour July,

A. D. 622. Hitherto Mohammed had propagated his religion by
fair means ; so that the whose success of his enterprise, before his

fliglit to Medina, must be attributed to persuasion only, and not

to compulsion. And he was so far from allowing his followers to

use force, that he exhorted them to bear patiently those injuries

which were offered them on account of their faith ; and, when
persecuted himself, chose rather to quit the place of his birth and
retire to Medina, than to makeany resistance. But this great pas-

sivencss and moderation seem entirely owing to his want of power,
and the great superiority of his opposers for the first 12 years of

his mission ; for no sooner was he enabled, by the assistance of

those of Medina, to make head against his enemies, than he gave
out, that God had allowed him and his followers to defend them-
selves against the infidels ; and at length, as his forces increased,

he pretended to have the Divine leave to attack them, to destroy

idolatry, and set up the true faith by the sword. It is certainly

one of the most convincing proofs that Mohammedanism was no
other than a human invention, that it owed its progress and esta-

blishment almost entirely to the sword; ana it is one of the

strongest demonstrations of the divine original of Christianity, that

it pre-i'ailed against all the opposition, and power of the Pagan
world by the mere force of its own truth, alter having stood the

assaults of all manner of persecution for 3(lO years together. Mo-
hammed, being settled at Medina, began to send cut small par-

ties to make reprisals on the Koreish ; the first consisting of only

nine men, who plundered acaravaii belongingto that tribe,and took
two prisoners. But what established his reputation, and laid the

foundation of al! his succeeding greatness, \i as the gaining of the

battle of Bedr, fouglit in the 2d year of the Hegira. Some reckon
110 less than 27 expeditious wherein Mohammed was personally pre-

sent, in nine of which he gave battle, besides several others, in which
lie was not present. His forces he maintained partly by tlie con-

tributions of his followers, which he called zacat or alms, and the

paying of which he very artfully made an article of his religion;

and partly bv ordering one-fifth of the plunder to be brought into

the public treasury for that purpose. In a lew years, by the suc-

cess of his arms, (lluvugh he was sometimes delcated,) he consi-

derably raised his credit and- power. In the sixth year of the He-
gira he set out with 1400 men to visit the temple of Mecca, not

with any intent of committing hostilities, but in a peaceable man-
ner. However, 'when he came to Ilodeibiya, which is partly

within and partly w'tliout tlie sacred territory, the Koreish sent to

let him know that they would not permit liim to enter Mecca;
whereupon he resolved to attack the city ; but the people of Mec-
ca sending Arwa Ebn Masud, prince of the tribe of Thakif, as

their ambassador, to desire peace, a truce was concluded for ten

y<ars, by which any pei-son was allowed to enter into league either

with Mohammed, or vvilh the Koreish, as he thought fit. He af-

tenvards violated this treaty, and stormed the place with fire and
sword. Having made himself master of Arabia, he extended his
conquests into Syria, where he took several cities, and laid some
of the princes under tribute. The 8th year of the Hegira was a
very fortunate year to Mohammed. In the beginning of it, Khalcd
Ebn al \\alid and Amru Ebn al As, both excellent soldiei-s, the
first of whom afterwards conquered Syria and other countries, and
the latter Egypt, became proselytes to Mohammedanism. And
soon after the prophet sent 3000 men against the Grecian forces,
to revenge the death of ene of his ambassadors. The Grecians
being vastly superior in number (for, including the auxiliary
Arabs,they had an army of 100,000 men), the Mohammedans were
repulsed m the fii-st attack, and lost successively three of their
generals, viz. Zeid Ebn Haretha Mohammed's freed man, Jaafar
the son of Abu Taleb, and Abdallah Ebn Rawaha : but Khaleb
Ebn al M'alid succeeding to the command, overthrew the Greeks
with a great slaughter, and brought away abundance of richsjroil ;

on occasion of which action Mohammed gave him llie title of Self
mill soyuf Allah, " one of the swords of God." Tlie next year,
being the ninth of the Hegira, the Mohammedans call the year of
eniba>sies : for the Arabs were satisfied that it was not in their
power to oppose Mohammed ; and therefore began to come in to
him in great numbers, and to send embassies to make their sub-
missions to him, both to Mecca, while he staid there, and also to
Medina, whither he returned this year. Thus was Mohamme-
danism established, even in Mohammed's lifetime, throughout the
greatest part of Arabia. And thus the Arabs found themselves in

a condition of making those conquests which extended the Mo-
hammedan faith over so great a part of the world. This famous
impostor died in the ninth year of the Hegira, aged fi2. His grand
work, the Koran, contains a great deal of practical morality, drawn
from the scriptures, but blended with extravagant tales, and blas-

phemous doctrines. !jee Alcoran.
Mohammed II. surnamed the Great, the 7th king, and 1st empe-

ror, ofthe Turks, was born at Adrianople, March 24, 1430 ; and suc-

ceeded his father Amurath II. in 14.51. I'-^ took Constantinople in

1453, and thereby drove many learned Greeks into tlieWest, which
was a great cause of the restoration of learning in Europe, as the
Greek literature was then introduced here. He was one of the
greatest men upon record, considered merely as a conqueror ; for

he conquered two empires, 12 kingdoms, and 200 considerable
cities. He was very ambitious ofthe title of Great, which both
Turks and Christians have given him. And he was the first of
the Ottoman emperors whom the Western nations dignified with
the title of Grand Seignior, or Great Turk, which posterity has
preserved to his descendants. Italy liad suffered greater calami-
ties, but had never felt a terror equal to that whicli this sultan's

victories imprinted. The inhabitants seemed alie.idy condemned
to wear the turban ; and Po|)e Sixtus IV. dreading the fate of
Constantinople, thought of esca))iug into Provence, and transfer-

ring the holy see to Avignon. Hence, the news of Mohammed's
death, which happened the 3d May 1481, was received at Rome
witli the greatest demonstrations of joy. Mohammed ajipears to
have been the first sultan who was a lover of arts and sciences

;

and even cultivated polite letters. He often read the history of
Augustus, and the other Ca'sars ; and he perused those of Alex-
ander, Constantine, and Theodosius, with more than ordinary

pleasure, because these had reigned in the same country with him-
self. He was fond of painting, music, sculpture, and agriculture.

He was much addicted to astrology; anil used to encourage his

troops by giving out, that the influence of the heavenly bodies-

promised him the empire ofthe world. Contrary to the genius of
his country, he delighted so much in foreign languages, that he
not only spoke the Arabic, but also the Persic, Greek, and
French, or corrupted Italian. Landin, a knight of Rhodes, col-

lected several of ids letters, written in Syriac, Greek, and Tuikisii,

and translated them into Latin. Where the originals are is un-
known, but the translation has been published at Lyons 1620, in

4lo; at Basil 1554, in 12mo; in a collection by Oporinus, -at Mar-
puig 1004, in Svo; and at Leipsic, in 1690, 12nio. Prof. Mel-
cliior Junius, published atMontbeliard, 1595, a col lection]of letters,

m whicli there are three written by Mohammed II. to Scander-
berg. These letters have nothing of Turkish ferocity in them :

they are-*\ritten in as civil terms, and as obliging a manner, as the

most ijolite prince iu Christendom could have written.

MOHAM-
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MOIIAMMEDANISN, the system of religion broached by

Mohammed, and btill adhered tn bv liis followers. See Moham-
mad, and Alcoran. Mohaniniedanism is professed by the

Tnrks, Persians, and several nations aniont; the Africans, and ma-

ny in the East Indies. The Mohammedans divide their reh^ion into

two general parts, faidi and practice: of which the first is divided

into six distinct branches: Belief in God, in his angels, his scrip-

hires, liis prophets, in the resurrection and final judgement, and in

God's absolute decrees. The points relating to practice are,

prayer, with washings, See. aims, fasting, pilgrimage to Mecca,
and circumcision.

Mohammedanism Articles of Faith in. I. The Mo-
liainmedans, at least those who arc reckoned orthodox, profess to

believe in and worshij) the trne God, the God of the Jews and
Christians. 2. The existence and purity of angels r.-e^ required

to be believed in the Koran ; and he is reckoned an inridel v. ho
denies there arc such beings, or hates any of them, or asserts any
distinction of sexes among them. They believe them to have

pure and subtile bodies, created of lire ; that they neither eat nor

drink, nor propagate their species ; that they have various forms

and oflices, some adoring God in ddi'erent postures, others singing

praises to him, or interceding for mankind. They hold, that

some of them are employed in writing down the actions of men;
others in carrying the throne of God, and other services. The
four angels, whom tliey look on as more eminently in God's fa-

vour, are, Gabriel, to whom they give several titles, particularly

those of tlie holy spirit, and tlie angel of revelations, supposing
him to be honoured by God with a greater confidence tlian any
Other, and to be employed in writing down the divine decrees ; M i-

cliael, the friend and protector of the Jews ; Azrael, the angel of

death, who separates men's souU from their bodies; and Irasil,

whose office it will be to sound the trumpet at the resurrection.

They also believe, that two guanlian angels attend on every
man, to observe and write down Irs actions, being changed every
day, and therefore called al iloakkibat, or " the angels who con-
tinually succeed one another." The devil, whom Mohammed
iKimes Eblis, from his despair, was once one of those angels .vho

are nearest to God's presence, called Azazil ; and fell, for refusing

to pay homage to Adam at the command of God. Besides angels

and devils, the Mohammedans believe in an intermediate order
of creatures, which they call jiii or genii, created also of fire, but
of a grosser fabric than angels, as they eat and drink, and propa-
gate their species, and are subject to death. Some of these are

supposed to be good and others bad, and capable of salvation or

damnation, as men are ; whence Mohammed pretended to be sent

for the conversion of genii as well as men. 3. As to the scrip-

tures, the Koran, teaches, that God, in divers ages of the world,

gave revelations of his will in writing to several prophets, the

whole and every one of which it is absolutely necessary for a good
Moslem to believe. The number of these sacred books were,
according to them, 1(14; of which 10 were given to Adam, 50 to

Seth, 30 to Edris or Enoch, 10 to Abraliam ; and the other four,

Ijeing the Pentateuch, the Psalms, the Gospel, and the Koran,
were successively delivered to Moses, David, Jesus, and Moham-
med; which last being the seal cif the prophets, those revelations

are now closed, ftiidno more are to be expected. All these divine

books, except the four last, they agree to be now entirely lost, and
their contents unknown ; though the Sabians have several books
which they attribute to the antediluvian propliets. And of those
four, the Pentateuch, Psalms, and Gospel, thev sav, have under-
gone so many alterations and corruptions, tliat, though there may
possibly be some part of the true word of God therein, yet no
credit is to be given to the present copies in the hands of the Jews
<ind Christians. The Mohammedans have also a gospel in Arabic,
attributed to St. Barnabas. Of this gospel the Moriscoes in Africa
have a translation in Spanish. It appears to be no original forgery
of the Mohammedans; though they have, no doubt, altered it

since, e. g. instead of the Paraclete, or Comforter, they have in

this apocryphal t;os]>el inserted the word Periclyte, i. e. the fa-

mous or illustrious ; by w hich they pretend their prophet was fore-

told by name, that being the signilication of Mohammed in Ara-
bic; and this thev say to justify that passage of the Koran, where
Jesus Christ is formally asserted to have foretold his roming,
under his other name of Ahmed, which is derived from the same
root as Mohammed, and of the same import. From these, or
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some other forgeries of the same stamp, the Mohammedans rpiote

several passages, of which thiTe are not the hast ve^tiges in llie

New Te-tament. The number of tlie prophets, from time to

time S"nt by God into thf world, amounts to no less than 224,000,
according to one Mohammedan tradition ; or to 124,000, accord-
ing to another: among whom 31.5 were apostles, sent with speci^d

commissions to reclaim mankind from infidelity and S'.ipcrstition ;

and six of them brought new l.-iws or dispensations, which succes-
sively abrogated the preceding: these were Adam, Noah, Abra-
ham, Moses, Jestis, and Mohammed. All the propiielsin general,

the Mohammedans believe to have been free from great sins, and
professors of the same religion, viz. Islam, notwithstanding tlie

different laws and institutions which they observed. 4. They be-
lieve in a general resuiTection and a future judgement. When a

corpse is laid in tlie grave, tliey say he is received bv an aiijjel,

who gives him notice of the coming of the two exsinlners ; who
are two black livid angels, of a terrible appearance, named .Moiir

ker and Nakir. These order the deutl [lerson to sil upright, and
examine him concerning his faith, as to the unity oi CJod, and
the mission of Mohammeil: if he answer rightly, they sulTer the
body to rest in peace, and it is refreshed by the air of paradise;

but, if not, they beat him on the temples, with iron-maces, till he
roars out for anguish so loud, that he is heard by all from e;ist 'o

west, except men and genii. They then press the earth on th.e

corpse, which is gnawed and stung till the resurrection by VO
dragons, w ith seven heads each ; or, as others say, their sins become
venomous beasts, the grievous ones stinging like dragons, the

smaller like scorpions, and t!ie others like serpents : circumstances
which some understand in a fii^urative sense. As to the soul thev
hold, that, when it is separated from the body by the angel of
death, who performs his olilce with ease and gentleness towards tlie

good, and with violence towards the wicked, it enters into tliat

w hich they call al berzakh, or the interval between death and tiie

re>urrection. If the departed person was a believer, they say two
angels meet it, who convey it to heaven, that its place there may-
he assigned, according, to its merit and degree. For they dis-

tinguish the souls of the faithful into three classes: viz. 1st, pro-

phets, whose souls are admitted into |)aradise immediatelv ; 'Jd,

martyrs, whose spirits, according to a tradition of Mohammed,
rest in the crops of green birds, which eat of the fruits and drink
of the rivers of paradise; and 3d, other believers, concerning the

state of whose souls before the resurrection there are various opi-

nions. The time of the resurrection the Moh.rmmedans allow to

be a perfect secret to all but God alone ; the angel Gabriel hmi-
self acknowledging his ignorance in this point, when Moliammed
asked him about it. However, they say, the approach of that day
may be know n from certain signs which are to precede it. 5.

When those who have risen shall have waited the limited time,

the Mohammedans believe God will at length appear to judge
them; Mohammed undertaking the oflice of intercessor, after it

shall have been declined by Adam, Noah, Abraham, and Jesus,

wlio shall beg deliverance only for their own souls. They say,

^

that on this solemn occasion God will come in tlie clouds, sur-

rounded bv angels, and will produce th(; books wherein the ac-

tions of every person are recorded by their guardian angeis, and
will command the prophets to bear witness against those to whom
they have been respectively sent. Then every one will be ex-

amined concerning all his w ords and actions uttered and done by
him in this life; not as if God needed any information in these

respects, but to oblige the person to make public confession and
acknowledgment of God's justice. The particulars, of which
thev shall give an account, as Mohammrd himself enumerated
them, are, of their time, how they spent it; of their wealth, by
what means they acquired it, and how they employed it; of their

bodies, wherein they exercised them ; of their knowledge and
learning, what use they made of them. 0. The trials being over,

those who are to be admitted into paradise will take the right-hand

wav, and those w ho are destined to hell-fire w ill take the left ; but

both must first pass the bridge called in Arabic al Sirat, which

thev sav is laid over the midst of hell, and describe to be finer

than a hair, and sharper than the edge of a sword ; so that it seems

Terv difficult to conceive how any one shall be able to stand up-

on it: for which rea.son, the Motazalites reject it as a fable;

though the orthodox think it a sufficient proof of the trut'i of this

article, that it was seriously affirmed bv him vho never asserted

7 I

" '

a false-
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a falscboocl, meaning their prophet: who, to aiUl to the diflicultv

,
of t!ie passage, has likewise declared, that this bridge is beset on
each side with briars and hooked thorns; which will however be
no impediment to the good; for they shall pass with wonderful
ease and swiftness, like lightning, or the wind, Mohammed and
his Moslems leading ihe way; whereas the wicked, what with tlic

slipperiness and extreme narrowness of the path, tiie intangling of

the thorns, and the extinction of the light which directed the

former to paradise, will soon miss their fooling, and fall down
headlong info hell, which is gaping beneath them. As to the pu-

nishment of the wicked, tlie Mohammedans are taught, that hell is

divided into seven stories ur apartments, one below another, designed

for the reception of as many distinct classes of the damned. The
first, wliich they call Jehennam, they say, will be Ihe reception of

those who acknowle<lged one God, that is, the wickeil Moham-
medans ; who, after having been tliere pnnishcd according to their

demerits, will at length be released. 'J'he 2d, named Ladha,
they assign to the Jews ; the 3il, named al Hotama, to the

Christians; the 4ll; named al Sair, to the Sabians ; the 5th,

named Sakar, to tlie Magians ; the (5th, named al Jaliim, to

the idolaters; and the 7th, which is the lowest and worst of all,

and is called al liawyal, to the hypocrites, or those who outwardly
professed some religion, but in their hearts were of none. Tlie
condition of these unhajjpy wretches, as the same prophet teaches,

cannot be properly called either life or death; and their misery
will be greatly increased by their despair of being ever delivered
from that place, since, according to that frequent expression in the

Koran, they must remain therein for ever. But the infidels alone
will be liable to eternal damnation; for the Moslems, or those
vho have efnbraced the true religion, and have been guilty of
heinous sins, will be delivered thence after they shall have ex-
piated their crimes by their sufferings. The righteous having sur-

mounted the difficulties, and passed the sharp bridge abovemen-
tioned, before they enter paradise, will be refreshed by drinking
;it the pond of their prophet, who describes it to be an exact
square of a month's journey in compass; its water, which is sup-
plied by two pipes from al Cawthar, one of the rivers of paradise,

being whiter than milk or silver, and more odoriferous than musk,
with as many cups set around it as there are stars in the tirma-

iiient ; of which svater whoever drinks will thirst no more for ever.

This is the first taste which the blessed will have of their future and
now near-a))proaching felicity. The Koran speaks of the rivers

of paradise as a principal ornainent theieof: some of these, they
say, tlow with water, some with milk, some with wine, and others

with honey ; all taking their rise from the root of the tree Tuba.
But all these glories will be eclipsed by the resplendent and ra-

vishing girls of paradise, called, from their large black eyes, Hur
al oyun, or Houries, the enjoyment of whose company will be a

principal felicity of the faithful. These, they say, are created,
not of clay, as mortal women are, but of' pure musk ; be-
ing free from all natural impurities, defects, and inconvenien-
<-es, incident to the sex ; of the strictest modesty, and secluded
from public view in p.willions of hollow pearls, so large, that one
of them will be no less than four parasangs (or, 60 miles) long, and
as many broad. 'I'he name which the Mohammedans usually
give to (his happy mansion, is al Jannat, or the garden; and
sometimes they call it Juniiat al Terdaws, the garden of pa-
radise; Jannat Aden, the garden of Eden, Jannat Til Mawa, the
garden of abode; Jannat al Nairn, the garden of pleasure; and
the like. 7. The Mohammedans beheve in God's absolute de-
cree and predestination both- of good and evil. The orthodox
doctrine is, that whatever hath or shall come to pass in this world,
whether good or evil, proceedcth entirely from the divine will,

and is irrevocably fixed and recorded from all eternity in the pre-
served table : God having pre-determincd not only the adverse
and prosperous fortune of every person in this world, in the most
minute particulars, but also his faith or inhdehty, his obedience
or disobedience, and consequently his everlasting happiness or mi-
sery after death ; which fate or predestination it is not possible by
any foresight or wisdom to avoid. Of this doctrine Moliammecl
made great use for the advancrment of his desii ns ; encourag-
ing his followers to fight without fear, and even desperately, for
t!ie propagation of their faith, by representing to them, that all

their caution could not avert their inevitable destiny, -or prolong
their bves for a moment; and deterring them from disobeying or
j'tjeeting him as a;j impostor, by setting before them the dangers

they might thereby incur of being, by the just judgement of God,
abandoned to seduction, hardness of heart, and a reprobate mind>
as a punishment for their obstinacy.

MoHAMiMEDAKS, KeLIGIOIJS 1'kACTICES ENJOINED BY THE.
1. The hist point is prayer, under which are comprehended th.ose

legal washings which are necessary preparations thereto. Of these
purilications there are two degrees, one called gliost, being a total

immersion or bathing of tlie body in water; and the other called
wodu, which is the washing of their faces, hands, and feet, alter a
certain manner. The hrst is rec|uiied in some particular ca^es

only. '1 he latter is the ordinary ablution in common cases, and
before prayer, and must necessarily be used by every person be-
fore he can enter upon that duty. Circumcision, tiiough it be
not so much as once mentioned in the Koran, is yet held by the
Moliaminedjiis to be an ancient divine institution, confirmed by
the religion of Islam, and, thought not so absolutely necessary but
that it may be dispensed with in some cases, yet highly proper and
expedient. The Ar.abs used this rite for many ages before Mohammed,
having learned it from Ishmael their ancestor. Prayer was by Mo-
hammed tboughtso necessary a duty, that he used to call it the pillar

of religion, and the key of paradise. He, therefore, obliged his fol-

lowers to pray five times every 24 hours, at certain stated times

;

viz. ). In the morning before sun-rise: 2. When noon is past,

and the sun begins to decline from the meridian: 3. In the after-

noon, before sun-set: 4. In the evening, after sun-set, and before
day be shut in; and, 5. After the day is shut in, and before the

tirst watch of the night. At these times, of which public notice
is given by the Muetlhdhins, or Criers, from the steeples of their

mosques (for they use no bells), every conscientious Moslem pre- '

pares himself for prayer, which he performs either in the mosque
or any other place, provided it be clean, after a prescribed form,
and with a certain number of praises or ejaculations (which the

more scrupulous count by a string of beads), and using certain

postures ot worship; all which have been particularly set down
and described, and must not be abridged, unless on a journey, or
preparing for battle, &c. It is also requisite that they turn their,

faces, while they pray, towards the temple of Mecca ; tiie quarter
where the same is situated, being, for that reason, pointed out
within the mosques by a nich, which they call al Mehrab ; and
without, by the situation of the doors opening into the galleries of
the steeples: there are also tables calculated for the ready finding,

out their Keblah, or part towards which they ought to pray, in
places where they have no other direction. 2. Alms arc ot two
sorts, legal and voluntary. The legal alms are of indispensable

obligation, being commanded by the law, which directs and de-
termines both the portion which is to be given, and of what things

it ought to be given; but the voluntary alms are left to every
one's liberty, to give more or less, as he shall see fit. The former
kind are called zacat, either because they increase a man's store

by drawing down a blessing thereon, or because they purify the

remaining part of one's substance from pollution, and the soul from
the lillh of avarice. The latter sadakat, because they area proof
of a man's sincerity in the worship of God. 3. Fasting is a duty
of so great moment, that Mohammed used to say it was the gate
of religion, and that the odour of the mouth of him who fastetb

is more grateful to God than that of musk; and Ghazali reckons
fasting one-fourth part of the faith. According to the Mohammedan
divines, there are three degrees of fasting; 1. The restraining the
belly and other parts of the body from satisfying their lusts: 2.

The restraining the ears, eyes, tongue,Jiands, feet, and other mem-
bers, from sin; and, 3. The fasting of the heart from worldly
cares, and restraining the thoughts from every thing besides God.
The Mohammedans are obliged by the Koran, to fast the whole
month of Uainadan, from the new moon till the next new moon.
'l"he reason given why the month Ramadan was pitched on for this

purpose IS, that on that month the Koran was sent down from
heaven. Some pretend, that Abraham, Moses, and Jesus, re-

ceived their respective revelations in the same month. 4. The
pilgrimage to Mecca is so necessary a point of practice, that, ac-

cording to a tradition ot Mohammed, he who dies without per-

forming it may as well die a Jew or a Christian; and it is ex-

pressly commanded in the Koran. The temple ot Mecca stands

in the midst of the city, and is honoured with the title of Masjad
al elharam, i. e. the sacred or inviolable temple. What is prin-

cipally reverenced in this place, and gives sanctity to the whole,

is a square stone-building, called the Caaba, To this temple
every
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every MoliainiiieU.ni, who has health and means suihtitiit, ought,

once at least in his lite, to go on pilgrimage ; nor are women ex-

cused from the pertormance of this diitv. The pilgrims meet at

dilTerent places uear Mecca, according to the different parts from
whence they come, during the niomhsof Sliawal and Diuilkaada ;

being ehliged to be there hy the beginning of Dhulhaija ; which
month is peculiarly set apart lor the cclel)! anon of liiis solemnity.

At these places the pilgrims pro|)erly commence such ; when the

inen put on the Ibiam or sacied habit, which consists of two wool-
len wrappers, one wrapped about their middle, and the other

thrown over their shoulders, having tlieir heads bare, and a kind
of slippers which cover neiilier the heel nor the in>tep, ami so

enter the sacred territory in their way to Mecca. While thty
have this habit on, they must neither iiunt nor fowl, (though they
are allowed to hsh) ; which ijiccept is so punctually observed, that

they will not kill even a louse or a flea on their bodies : there are

some noxious animals, however, which ihey have permission to

kill during the pilgrimage, as kites, ravens, scorpions, mice, and
dogs given to bite. During the pilgrimage, it behoves a man to

have a constant guard over his words and actions; to avoid all quar-

relling, all converse with women, and all obscene discourse; and
to apply his whole attention to the good work he has engaged in.

The pilgrims, being arrived at Mecca, immediately visit the tem-
ple ; and then enter on the performance of the several ceremonies
which tlieir religion demands. The rapid success, which attended
the propagation of this wretched system, was owing to causes that

are plain and evident, and must remove, or rather prevent, our
surprize, when they are attentively considered. The terror of

Mohammed's arms, and the repeated victories which were gained
by him and his successors, were, no doubt, the irresistible argu-
ments that persuaded such multitudes to embrace his religion and
submit to his dominion. t3esides, his law was most artfully and
marvellously adapted to the corrupt nature of man; and, more
particularly, to the manners and opinions of the eastern nations,

and the vices to which they were naturally addicted: for the ar-

ticles of faith which it proposed were few in number, and ex-
tremely simple ; and the duties it required were neither inany
nor dilticult, nor such as were incompatible with the empire of

appetites and passions. It is to be observed farther, that the gross

ignorance, under which the Arabians, Syrians, Persians, and the

greatest part of the eastern nations, laboured at this time, rendered
many an eas) prey to the artifice and eloquence of this bold ad-

venturer. 1 o these causes of the progress of Mohammedanism,
we may add the bitter dissensions and cruel animosities that reign-

ed among the Christian sects, particularly the Greeks, Nestorians,

Eutychians, and Monophvsite^ ; dissensions that tilled a great part

of the East with carnage, assassinations, and such detestable enor-

mities, as rendered the very name of Cliristianity odious to many.
We might add, that the Monophysites and Nestorians, full of re-

sentnieiu against the Greeks, from whom they had suffered the

most injurious treatment, assisted the Arabians in the conquest of

several provinces, into which, of consequence, the religion of Mo-
bammed was afterwards introduced. Other causes ot the sudden
progress ot that religion will naturally occur to such as consider

attentively its spirit and genius, and the state of the world at that

time.

MOHATZ, a town of Lower Hungary, in Baraniwar, at the

confluence of the Danube and the Corasse, 17 miles N. W. of

Esseck.
MOHAWK, a town and river of New York.
Mohawk Country, a part of N. America, formerly inhabited

by one of the Six Nations of the Iroquois, situated between New
"\ ork and Lake Ontcirio.

Mohawks, a naiion of N American Indians, who are ac-

' knowledged by the other tribes of the Six Nations to be " the

true old head of the confederacy." They were formerly very

powtrrlul.

MOIIICCONS ; 1. a tribe of N. American Indians who inha-

bit, on a blanch of the Su>quehaniiah. 2. Another tribe in tht N.
Western territory near Saudusky, between the Sciota and Musk-

ingum.
MOHILA, MOHILLA, or MOELIA, one of the Oomorra

islands in the Indian sea, between the N. end of Madagascar and

Africa.

MOHILEF, or MOHILOF, a government of Russia formed

5

out of part of Lithuania, in 1772 ; when Catherine II. compelled

the Poles to cede to her all that part of I>ithuania which borders

on Kussia. comprehending one-third of the country. This she

erected in the two governments or provinces of Mohilef and

Pololzk.

MoHiLOF, a large and strong city of Poland, in the above pro-

vinces and palatinate ot Miezlau. L'on. 30. 14. K. Lat. .'>3. 52. N.
MOINEAU, in forthjation, a flat bastion, raised before a

courtin when it is too long, and the bastions ot the angles too re-

mote, to defend one another.

MOIRA, or MOYRA, a town of Ireland, in the county of

Down, Ulster, 6o miles from Dublin; noted for its linen-manu-

lacture.

MOISI, a river of Canada, running into the St. Lawrence, in

Lon. 6j 40. W. Lat. 50. 15. N.
MOISAC, a town of France, in the department of Lot, on the

Tarn, 13 miles N. W. of Montauban. Lon. 1. 17. E. Lat.

44.6. N.
MOISTURE, a term sometimes used to denote ammal-fluids,

the iuices of plants, or dampness of the air or other bodies. See

Fluid, Juice, Humidity, &c.
MO IV RE, Abraham, F. R. S. an eminent mathematician,

born at Vitri in Champagne, A. D. lo67. His father was a sur-

geon. At the revocation of the edict of Nantes, he determined to

fly into England rather than abandon the Protestant religion. Be-

fore he left I-'riir.ce, he had begun to study mathematics ; and hav-

ing perfected himself in that science in London, he resolved to

teach it. Newton's Principia shewed him how little progress he

had made in a science of which he thought himself master. From

this work he acquired a knowledge of the geometry of inhnites

with as great facility as he had learned the elementary geometry.

His success in these studies procured him a seat in the Royal So-

ciety of London, 2nd in the Academy of Sciences at Paris. His

merit was so much e-teeraed, that he was thought capable of de-

ciding in the famous dispute between Leibnitz and Newton, con-

cerning the ditl'erential calculus. He published a Treatise oa

Chances in 1738, and another on Annuities in 1752; both ex-

tremely accurate. The Philosophical Transactions contain many
interesting memoirs of his com|)osition; some on the method of

fluxions ; others on the lunula of Hippocrates ; others on physical

astronomy, in which he resolved many important problems ; and

others, on the analysis of the games of chance. Towards the close

of his life be lost his sight aiul hearing, and the demand for sleep be-

came so great that he required 20 hours of it in a day. He died

at London, in 1754, aged 87. He was intimately acquainted with

the best authors of antiquity ; and was often consulted about dif-

hcult passages in their works. He detested all indecent witticisms

against religion.

MOKDASI, a title among the oriental Christians similar to

that of Hadsji, among the Turks, given to those pilgrims who

have not only performed the journey to Jerusalem, but kept the

passover in it, and assisted at all the ceremonies of the holy

weeks.

MOLA DI GAETA, an ancient town of Naples in Lavora,

where Cicero resided and was nuirdered.

MoLA Salsa, Salt CAKE,in antiquity, was barley parched, and

afterwards ground to meal or Hour, then mixed with salt and frank-

incense, with the addition of a little water. Thus prepared, it

was sprinkled between the horns of ihe victim before it was killed

in sacrifice. This act was called immolatio, and »as common to

the Greeks and Romans ; with this difference, that the mola otthe

Romans was of wheat. The Greeks called it "^i or nx^i/li.

MOLARES, or DENTES MOLARES. See Anatomy.

MOLASSES. See Molosses.

MOLDAVA, a river oi European Turkey, which rises near

Hungary, passes Niemecz, and runs into the Siret, in Mol-

davia.

MOLDAVIA, a province ofTurkey in Europe, bounded on the

N. li. by the fs'iester, which divides it from Poland ; on the E.

bv Bessarabia ; on the S. by the Danube, which parts it from BuU

"aria; and on the W. by Walachia and Transylvania. It is 240

miles'long and 150 broad. The climate is good, and the <oil

Iruitlul, producing corn, wine, rich pa.tures, a good breed of

hurr.e.s, oxen, sheep, game, fish, fowl, honey, wax, and all Euro-

pean fruits. Its principal rivers are the Danube, Dniester, Puith,
' Bardalacb,
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Baiddlach, and Geret. "I'lie iiihabitanU are Christians of the

Greek church, and Jassy is the capital.

MOLE, in architecture, a massive work formed of large stones

laid in the sea by means of colVer-dams, extended either in a ri^ht

line or an anh of a circle, before a porl, whicli it serves to close

;

to defend the resscls in it from the impetnosity of the waves, and

to prevent the passage of ships svithoiit leave.

Mole is sometimes also iiseil to signify the harbour itself.

Mole, Moles, among the Homans, -was used for a kind of mau-

soleum, built in manner of a round tower on a square base, in-

sulate, encompassed with columns, and covered with a dome.
Mole, in zoology. SccTalpa. Moles in the fields may be

destroyed by taking a head or two of garlic, onion, or leek, and
pulling it into their holes ; on which they will run out as if fright-

ed, and you may kill tln-ni with a spear or dog. Or pounded hel-

lebore, white or black, with wheat-flour, the white ol an egg, milk,

and sweet wine, or metheglin, may be made into a paste, and pel-

lets as big as a small nut may be put into their holes: the moles
will eat this with pleasure, and will be killed bv it.

MOLE-CRlCKliT. SeeGRVLLus.
MOLECULA, or MOLECULE, a small part of any thing:

a little cake or lump ; a small spot on the skin.

MOLINA, a celebrated Jesuit, founder of the sect of the Mo-
linists. He taught that the operations of divine grace were en-

tirely consistent with the freedom of human will ; and introduced

a new hypothesis to remove the diflicnlties attending the doctrines

of predestination and liberty, and to reconcile the jarring opinions

of Augustines, Thomists, Semi-Pelagians, iind other polemical di-

vines. He aftirmed, that the decree of predestination to eternal

glory was founded upon a previous knowledge and consideration

of the merits of the elect ; that the grace, from whose operation

these merits are derived, is not efficacious by its own intrinsic

power only, but also by the consent of our own will, and because
it is administered in those circumstances, in which the Deity, by
that branch of his knowledge which is called scientia media, fore-

sees that it will be efficacious. The kind of prescience, denomi-
nated in the schools scientia media, is that foreknowledge of 1 u-

ture contingents that arises from an acquaintance with the nature

and faculties of ration;d beings, of the circumstances in which they

shall be placed, of the objects that shall be presented to them,
and of the influence wkich their circumstances and objects must
have on tlieir actions.

MOLINISTS, in ecclesiastical history, a sect in the Romish
cluuch, who follow the doctrine and sentiments of Molina, relating

to sufficient and efficacious grace. See Molina.
MOLISE, a province or county of Naples, bounded on the

N. by Abruzzo Citra. It is fertile in corn, wine, saffron, silk,

&c. Campo Basso is the capital.

MoLisE, a town in the above county 48 miles N. N. E. of Na-
ples, and 95 E. S. E. of Home.
MOLL, Herman, a celebrated English geographer, who

published very accurate maps, which are still esteemed. He
died in 1 732.

MOLLUGO, African Chickweed ; a genus of the trigynia

order, and triandria class of plants ; natural order, Carophylleap.
Calyx five-leaved ; no corolla; capsule trilocular, three-valved.
Six species are enumerated, annual plants, and natives of warm
climates.

MOLLUSCA, in natural history, the name of the second or-

der of the Liunian class, \'ermes. They are naked ; furnished

with tentacula, or arms ; for the most part inhabitants of the sea.

PedicellariaActinia
Ascidia
Clava
Dagysia
Doris
Laplysia
Holothuria
Clio
Lernaea

Lobaria
Onchidiuni
Aphrodita
Nais
Asterias

Salpa

Terris

Pterotrachea
Limax
'i'elhys

Terebella

Scyllsa
Sepia
Triton
Amphitrite
Nereis
Spio
Medusa

Echinus Physsophora
Lucernaria

MOI.MUTIN laws, in ancient PKitish history, the laws of

Dunwallo Molmutius, tlie l6th king of the Britons. They are

said to have been in use till the Norman conquest.

MOLO, a philosopher of Rhodes, called also Apollonius.

Some are of opinion that Apollonius and Molo were dilTerent per-

sons, both natives of Alabanda, and disciples of Menecbs. They
both visited Rhodes, and there opened a school ; but Molo came
some time after Apollonius. Molo had Cicero an<l J. Cssar
among his pupils.

MOLOCH, or MOLECH, [nSn, Heb. i. e. King,] a false god
of (he Ammoniles, who dedicated their chililreii to him, by mak-
ing Iheni " pass through the fire," as the scriptures exjiress it.

There are various opinions concerning tliis method of consecra-

tion. Some think, the children leaped over a tire sacred to Mo-
loch ; others, that they passed between two fires ; but the most

probable opinion is, that they were really burnt in the hre, as sa-

crifices to this god. Eor, although it was usual among the pagans

to lustrate or purify with fire, jet it is expressly said, that the in-

habitants of Sepharvaim burnt their children m the hre to Ana-
melech and Adrainelech ; deities similar to Moloch of the Am-
monites. Moses, in several places, forbids the Israelites to dedi-

cate Iheir children to this god as the Ammonites did, and threatens

utter pxtir|)atioii to such as were guilty of this abominable idolatry.

The Hebrews were however much adilicted lo this barbarous su-

pi-rstilion. Amos, ,uid after him St. Stephen, reproaches them
with having carried along with tl>em into the wilderness the taber-

nacle of their god Moloch. It was chiefly in the valley of To-
phet and Hinnom, E. of Jerusalem, that the Israelites paid their

idolatrous worship to this false god.

MOLOSSES, or MOLASSES, Imclazzo, Italian,] treacle;

the spume or scum of the juice of the sugar-caiie ; the gross fluid

matter which remains after refining sugar, and which no boiling

will bring to a consistence more solid than that of syni|) ; hence
also called syrup of sugar. Molosses are much used in Holland
for the preparation of tobacco, and also among poor people instead

of sugar. 'Ihere is a kind of brandy or spirit made of molosses :

but by jome held exceedingly unwholesome.
Molosses, Artiucial. There has been found a method of

making molosses from apples without the addition of sugar. The
apple that succeeds best in this operation is a summer sweeting of

a middle size, pleasant to the taste, and so full ot juice that seven

bushels will yield a barrel of cyder. The method of making it is

this: the apples are to be ground and pressed; then the juice is to

be boiled in a large copper, till three quarters of it be evaporated ;

this will be done with a moderate fire in about six hours, with the

quantity ofjuice above mentioned; by this time it will be of the

consistence ano taste as well as of the colour of molosses. These
new molosses serve all the purposes of the common kind, and are

of great use in preserving cyder. Two quarts of it, put into a
barrel of a racked cyder, will preserve it, and give it an agreeable

colour. The invention of this kind was owing to Mr. C'handles of

Woodstock in New England, who living at a distance from the

sea, and where the common molasses were very dear and scarce,

provided this for the supply of his own family, and soon made it

the practice among the people of the neighbourhooti. It is to be
observed, that this sort of apple, the sweeting, is of great use in

making cyder, one ofthe very best kinds we know being made of

it. The people in New England also feed their hogs with the

fallings of their orchards of these apples ; in consequence of which
their pork is the finest in the world.

MOLOSSIA, or MOLOSIS, a territory of Epirus so named
from king Molossus, son of Pyirhus and Andromaclie. This
country had the bay of Ambracia on the S. and the country of the

Perrliabeans on the E.
MOLOSSUS, in the Greek and Latin poetry, afoot consist-

ing of three long syllables, As audlri, cantabiint, virtu! en. It

takes its name either from a dance in use among the Molossi, or

from the temple of Jupiter Molossus, where odes were sung, in

which this foot had a great share.

MOLSHEIM, a town of France, in the department of the

LowPi Rliine, 10 miles W, S. W. of Strasburgh. Lon. 7. 3j. E.
Lat. 48. 33. N.
MOLTEN GREASE. See Farriery.

MOLTING,
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MOLTlNCi, tlie (li.uig'- ot It-atln-Ts, liair, or horns, in binis

and beasts.

MOLUCCA ISLANDS, lie iti tlie East Iiulian Sea under flie

line. There are six principal islands; viz. Anibovna, Teniato,
Tydor, Machian, Molyr, and liacliian. 'I'he lamje^t is hardly
thirty miles in circunilcrcjice. They produce neither corn, rice,

nor cattle, except goats ; but have oranges, lemons, and other
fruits ; and are most remarkable tor spices, especially cloves.

MOLUCCi:LLA,or MOLUCILLA, Molucca Uaum ; in

botany, a genus of the gynniospermia order, and didynaniia class

of plants ; natural order, Verticillatic. Calyx campanulated, gra-

dually widening, larger tlian the corolla, spinous. It has three

species.

MOLWTTZ, a town of Silesia, in the province of Orotska.
Lon. 10. 4j. E. Lat. 50. 26. N.
M0LYI5DA TES, in chemistry, salts formed from the molyb-

llic acid and the earths, alkalies, &c. They are mostly colour-

less, and soluble in water; they have a nietaliic taste. The prus-

siate of potass throws down from several of them a light brown
coloured precipitate.

MOLYBDENUM, [^ox^/.SJaiv^t, from ,«'>v:',3Jj.-, lead,] a term
applied by the ancients to sevti-al oxides of lead, but alterwards

used to denote light friable soft greasy substances iiaving a dark
colour, and leavii.g a stain on the lingers. Scheele fust examined
these minerals with attention. He found that two very dilterent

substances had been confounded together. To one of these, which

is composed of carbon and iron, lie appropriated the word plum-
bago; the other he called molybdena. Molybdena is composed
of scaly particles adhering slightly to each other. Its colour is

bluish, very much resembling tliat of lead, but its fracture is a

whitish-grey. Hitherto it has only been procured in small grains,

agglutinated together in brittle masses. Its specific gravity is 7.4.

It is almost infusible in our lires. When exposed to heat in an

open vessel, it gradually combines with oxygen, and is converted

into a white oxide, which is volatilized in small brilliant needle-

form crystals. This oxide,, having the properties of an acid, is

known by the name of niolybdic acid, from the experiments of

Mr. Hatchet, it follows that molybdenum is capable of^ combining
with four ditfcrent proportions of oxygen, and of forniiiig four

oxides; namely, 1. The black ; 2. The blue ; 3. The green, to

which Mr. Hatchet has given the name of niolybdous ac.d ; and,

4. The yellow or white, or the molybdic acid. It combines rea-

dily with sulphur, and in that state it is called molybdena, the sul-

phiiret of molybdenum. This may be for.iieil by distilling toge-

ther one part of molybdic acid and five parts of sulphur. It will

also combine with phosphorus. Muriatic acid has but little elVect

on the metal ; but it dissolves the oxide. Moljhdenum will unit^?

with many of the metals, forming with them alloys.

MOLYBDENA, or SULITIURET of MOLYBDENUM,
occurs massive, disseminated, and rarely crystallized. Iti colour

is like that of fresh cut metallic lead. It occurs in granular dis-

tinct concretions; it is opaque, stains the lingers, leaves shining

traces when drawn over paper ; it is very soft and easily divisible

in the direction of its laminiB. Specific gravity 4.5 to 4.7. It is

infusible before the blow-pipe, but exh.iles a sulphureous odour ;

at a very high heat, it melts, gives out white fumes, and burns with

a blue flame ; it consists of 45 parts of molybdic acid, and 55 of

Bulpbur. It is found in Norway, Sweden, Saxony, and in Mont-
BUnf in Switzerland.

MOLYBDIC, MoLYBUous Acid. See Molybdenum.
MOLYNEUX, Dk. William, an excellent mathematician

and astronomer, born at Dublin in 1656. When he left the uni-

versity of that city, he carried with him a testimonial expressing

in the strongest terms the highest opinion of liis genius, and the

probity of his manners. In 1675, he entered in the Middle Temple,
where he spent three years in the study of the law ; but the uent

of his genius lay strongly toward mathematics and philosophy ;

and even at the university he fell into tlie methods of Lord Bacon.

Returning to Ireland in June 1678, he married Lucy the daughter

of Sir William Domvile, attorney-general. Being' master of an

easy fortune, he continued to prosecute natural and ex[)erimental

philosophy, particularly astronomy; and about lOHl he com-
menced a literary correspondence with Flamsteetl the king's astro-

nomer, which he kept up for several years. lu 1683, he formed
9 design of erecting a philosophical society at Dublin, in imita-

vol. lli^—NO. 140.

I tion of tlie Koy:!l Sociriy at London ; and, by tlic toui.tu, i.^e
I of Sir William Petty, who accepted the ofiice ol piesideni, tlirr

I

began a weekly meeting that year, when he was appointed il^ir
first secretary. In April 1689, he published hi-, Sciothericum Te-
lescopiuin, containing a description of the structur- and use of a
telescopical dial invented by him. He spent two yi'ars witli Ins
family at Chester, where he wrote his Dioptric , dL-dicaled to the
Koyal Society. Here he io>t his lady, who died soon alter she
had brought him a son. As soon as tranquillity was settled in Ire-
land, he returned home ; and, upon the convening of a new par-
liament in 16<I'J, was chosen one of the representatives fur Dub-
lin. In leS'j, he was elected for the university, whom he repre-
sented to the end of his life : and that learned' body conferred on
him tlie degree of LL. D. He was likewise nominated a com-
missioner for the forleiled estates, with a stlary of 500/, a year

;

but declined it as an invidious office. In lOyS, he published,
" The Case of Ireland stated, in Keialion to its being bound by
Acts of Parliament mide in England." Among those with whcm
he maintained coirespoudence and friendship, Mr. Locke was in
a parti'ukir manner dear to him, as appears from their letters. In
I6i;8, which was tiie last year of his life, he wCiit to England, to
visit that great man ; and soon after his reuini to Ireland was seiz-
ed with a tit of the stone, of which he died. He published also
several pieces in the Philosophical 'IVansactions.

MOMBAZA, or .MONBAZA, a town of Africa, in an island
of the same name, witli a castle and a fort : seated on the E. coast
onposite to the above country, 70 nul-.:s S. of Melinda. Lon 4»
ol W. Lat. 44. 0. N.
MO.MENl', [inoynentum, Lat.] in the doctrine of time, ought

not to be considered as any part of time, but otih as the termina-
tion or limit thereof.

Moment, in the doctrine of infinites, denotes the same witli
inhmte-inial. S'.-e Infinitesimal.
MO.MENTUM, in mechanics, signifies the same with impe-

tus, or the (piantity of motion in a moving body ; which is alwavj
equal to the quantity of matter multiplied in the velocity ; or,
which is the same thing, it may be considered as a rectangle under
the <iu,iiUiiy of matter and velocity. See Mechanics.
MO.MORDK A, Male Balsam Apple; a genus of the syn-

genesia order, and mo!i«cia class of plants ; natural order, Cucur-
bitacea". Male calyx live-cleft; corolla five-parted; filaments
three. Female calyx ttiree-clett ; corolla live-parted; truit an
apple parting asunder w iih a spring. Eiijht species are known.
M. Halsa.mina, the Male Balsam-Apple, is a native of Asia,

and has a trailing stalk like the melon, with smooth leaves, cut
into several segments, and spread open like a hand, 'i'he fruit, is

oval, ending in acute points, having several deep angles, w;th sharp
tubercles placed on their ed^es. It change^ to a red or purplw/i
colour when ri[)e, opening with an elasticity, and throwing out its

seeds. This species is famous in Syria for curing wounds. The
natives cut open the unripe fruit, and infuse it in sweet oil, which
they expose to the sun for some days, until it becomes red ; and
then present it for use. Dropped on cotton, and applied to a
fresh wound, the Syrians reckon this oil the best vulnerary ne.xt to
balsam of Mecca. It often cures large wounds in three davs. The
leaves and steins are used for arbours or bowers.

M. Elaterium, ^\'ILD or Spurting Cucumber, has a large
lleshy root, somewhat like briony, whence come forth every spring
several thick, rough, trailing stalks, dividing into many branches,
and extending every way two or three feet. From the property
which the plant has of throwing out its seeds, with a violent

force, upon being touched, it has sometimes been called noli me-
tangere.

MO.MOTUS, a genus of birds of the order pics. Bill stignor,

slightly curved, serrate at the edges ; nostrils feathered ; tongue
feathered; tail wedged; feet formed for walking. There is but
one species, the Brasiliensis, that inhabits Brasil ; size of a black-

bird ; eighteen inches long ; lives solitarily in unfrequented fo.

rests ; feeds on insects and raw llesh. Its voice is harsh, weak,
and tremulous.

.MO.MUS, in the mythology, the god of raillery, orthejestei
of the celestial assembly, who ridiculed both gods and men.
Being chosen by Vulcan, Neptune, and .Minerva, to give hi;

judgement concerning their works, he blamed tliem all: Neptune
for not making his bull with horns before his eyes, in order that

7 K lie
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he might give a surer blow ; Minerva for huiUliiig a lionse that

could not be removed in ca-e of bad nei^libours ; and Vuli.an,

for making a man without a window in liis breast, that his trea-

cheries might be seen. For his free reflections upon the gods,

Momus was tliiven from heaven. He is gencraHy represented

raising a ma'^k from his face, and holdinga small figure in his hand.

MONA, in ancient geography, an island in the sea, between
Britain 'and Ireland ; calli:d Monaanla, hy I'tolemy ; Monap;a,
or Monabia, by Pliiiv : supposed to be the Isle of Alan.

Mo^J.^, another island, between Britain aud Ireland, mentioned
by Tacitus, more to the S. now called Anglesey. See Anglesey.
MoNA, an island of the Baltic Sea, S. W. of the island of Zea-

land, subject to Denmark, i.on. 12. 30. E. Lat. 5j. 20. N.
MONACmSM. See Monasiery, and Monk.
MONACO, a late principality of Italy, on tlie coast of the

Mediterranean, between Nice and Genoa, live Italian miles in

circuit, and now included in the department of the Maritime Alps.

Monaco, a town in the dcpa'rtmenl of Maritime Alps, in tiie

above territory. Lon. 7. 33. E. I,at. 43. 4S. N.
MONAD, 'or MONADE, [/x««;,] an indivisible thing. See

Leibnitzian Philosophy.
MONADELPHIA, [from f^ov^-, alone, and ah\^i^, a bro-

therhood,] a single brotherhood : the 16th class in Linnsus's

sexual system. See Botany.
MONAGHAN, a county of Ireland, situated in (lie province

of Ulster, bounded on the'E. by Armagh. It is a boggy and
mountainous tract, but in some places is well imi)roved.

MoxAGHAM, the capital of the above couiilv, is 63 miles N.
N. \V". from Dublin. Lon. 6. 40. W. Lat. 54. 16. N.
MONANDlllA, [from n-oy®', alone, and kv>,^, a man,] the

first class in Linna;ns's se.Kual system. See Botany.
MONARCH, [n3vr«;x«>'] a governor invested with absolute

authority. See Emperor, King, &:c.

MONARCHY, [_i^^'"'W'i'] a large state governed by one ; or

a state where the supreme power is lodged in the hands of a single

person. Of tlie three forms of government, viz. democracy, aris-

tocracy, and monarchy, the last is the most powerful, all the si-

Dcws of government being knit togetlier, and united in the hand

of the prince; but then there is imminent danger of his employ-

ing that strength to oppressive purposes. As a democracy is tlie

best calculated to direct the end of a law, and an aristocracy to in-

vent the means by which that end shall be obtained, a monarchy
is most fit for carrying these means into execution. Of monar-

chies some are absolute and despotic, where the will of the mo-
narch is uncontroulable r others are limited, where the prince's

authority is restrained by laws, and part of the supreme jjower

lodged in other hands, as in Britain. See Government. Some
monarchies again are hereditary, wliere the succession devolves

immediately from father to son ; and otlicrs are elective, where,

on the death of the monarch, his successor is appointed by elec-

tion, as in Poland, before its dismemberment bj- those pretended

friends of social ordei Frederic, William II. of Prussia, and Ca-
tharine 1!. of Russia.

Monarchy, Universal. The most ancient monarchy was that

of the Assyrians, which is said to have been founded soon after the

deluge ; though Archbishop Ussher differs from most other chro-

iiologists by placing the foundation of this kingdom upwards of

1000 years after this event. Historians usually reckon four grand
monarchies the Assyrian, Persian, Grecian, and Roman. Belus is

placed at the head of the series of Assyrian kings who reigned at

Babylon, and is by profane authors esteemed the founder of it, and

by some the sanie whom the scriptures call Nimrod. The prin-

cipal Assyrian kings after Belus were Ninus, who built Nineveh,
and removed the seat of empire to it; Semiramis, who, disguising

her sex, took possession of the kingdom instead of her son,

Mid was killed and succeeded by her son Ninyas ; and Sar-

danapahis, the last of the Assyrian monarchs. After his

death the Assyrian empire was split into tliree separate

kingdoms, viz. the Median, Assyrian, and Babylonian. Cyrus
founded the second grand manarchy called tht Persian, which
ttood upwards of 200 years, from Cyrus, from A. M. 34G8, to

Darius t^odomannus, who was conquered by Alexander A. M.
3674. The first monarch was Cyrus. 2. Cambyses, the son of

Cyrus. 3. Smerdis. 4. Darius, the son of Hystaspes, who
leigned B.C. 521. 5. Xerxes, who reigned B. C. 485. 6. Ar-

la\er\es L'lngimanus, who reigned B. C. 464. 7. Xirxes IL 8,

Oehus, or Darius Notlius, B. C. 424. 9. Artaxerxes Mnemon,
"B. C. 405. 10. Artaxerxes Ochus, B. C. 359. 11. Arses, B. C,
338. 12. Darius Codomannus, B. C. 336, who was defeated by
Ale^cander tlie Great, and deprived of his kingdom, and life, \>,

C. 331, and the dominion of Per-ia translated to tlicGreeks. I'he

tliird grand monarchy was the Grecian. As Alexander, When he
died, did not declare who shotild succeed him, there started up as

many kings as there were commanders. .\t first they governed
the provinces tli;it were divided among them under the title of

viceroys; but when the family of Alexander the Great was ex-
tinct, they took upon them the name of kings. Hence, in pro,
cesi of time, the whole empire of Alexander produced four dis-

'inct kingdoms, viz. 1. The NLicedonian. 2. The Asiatic. 3.

I ! Syrian. 4. The Egyptian, which was formed by the
Greeks in Egy|)t, and tiourished near 240 years. The fourth grand
monarchy was the Roman, \\ hose regal state lasted onl) 244 years,

from the building of the cily until the royal power was abrogated.
The kings of Rome, were RomuUis, its founder ; Nunia Ponipi-
lius; Tullus Hosidius; Ancus .Martins; Tarcjuin 1. ServiusTul-
his; and Tarquiu II. who was l>anislRd, and with whom termi-

nated the regal power. But it was not under its kings, that Rome
became the fourth grand monarchy. It was long after the regal

power was abolished, when the Roman republic m its different

forms of government under consuls, dictators, tribunes, de-
cemvirs, emperors, and popes, became aiul constituted cue'

very great, increasing, and at last nniversal empire, or rather ty-

ranny over all the rest of the known world, such as has never
since been equalled by the government of aii_\ other nation. The
slrong resemblance of these four universal empires to the prophe-
tic description of them given by Daniel, under the similitude of

four great beasts, (an empliatical scriptural expression f r the va-

rious tyrannies that have prevailed among mankind) and this

vision being seen too by the prophet at a time, when only the

first of them had begun to exercise its tyranny over the world,

must satisfy every Christian, as well as every man who is willing

to lay aside prejudice, of the divine inspir.ition of that prophet.

See Dan. ch. ii. vii. and viii. Prideanx's Connection ; Selden,

De quatuor monarrhiis, &c.)
MONARDA, Indian Horehound, Oswego Tea, or Ame-

rican Field-Basil; in botany, a genus of the monogyuia order,

and diandria class of plants ; natural order, Wrticillatie. Corolla

uneiiual, upper lip linear, involving the filaments ; seeds four.

Seven species are enumerated.
MONAS, in natural history, a genus of insects of the veimcs

infusoria class and order. Worm invisible to the naked eye, most
simple, pellucid, resembling a point. There are five species,

some of them the most minute animalcules, almost eluding the
powers of the best microscopes.

MONASTER, a town of Tunis. Lon. 11.6. E. Lat. 35.

50. N.
MONASTEREVAN, a town of Ireland, in Kildare, Leinster,

36 miles from Dublin.

MONASTERY, [inmmsterium, Lat.] a convent, or house
built for the reception and entertainment of monks, mendicant
friars, or nuns, whether it be an abbey, priory, &c. Monasteries

are governed by different rules, according to the different regula-

tions prescribed by their founders. The first regular and perfect

monasteries were founded by St. Pacliomius, in Egypt: but St.

Basil is generally considered as the great father and patriarch of
the eastern monks ; since in the fourth century he prescribed

rules for the government of the monasteries, to which the anacho-
rets and cccnoljites, aud the other ancient fathers of the desarts,

submitted: in like manner St. Benedict was sliled the patriarch

of the western monks ; he api)eared in Italy towards the latter end
of the fifth century, and published his rule, which was universally

received tliroughout the west. St. Augustine being sent into

England by St. Gregory the pope, in tlie year 596, to convert the

English, he at the same time introduced the monastic state into

this kingdom, which made such progress here, that within the

space of 200 years there were thirty kings and queens who pre-

ferred the religious habits to their crowns, and founded stately mo-
nasteries, where they ended their days in colitude Jiid retirement.

The dissolution of houses of this kind began so early as 1312,

when the templars were suppressed; and in 1323 their lands,

1 churches.
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churches, ailvowsoiis, and liberties, in Eii^laiul, wore given l>_v

17 Etl. II. St. 3, to llic prior and brethren ot the hospital of Si.

Jol\n at Jerusalem. In 1390, 1437, 1441, I4j9, 1497, 1 JOJ, ! jOS,

and 1315, several other houses were dissolved, and their reviMuies

settled on dilVerent colleges in Oxford and C'anibrid;>e. Soon af-

ter the last period, Cardinal Wolsey, by l.cence of the king and
pope, obtained a dIssoUilion of above thirty religious houses for

the foundijig and emlowing his colleges at ().\l'ord and Ipswich.

About the same time a bull vsas granted by the same pope to

Cardinal Wolsey to suppress monasteries, wliere there were not

above six monks to the value ol 8000 ducats a year, for endowing
Windsor and King's College in Cambridge ; and two other bulls

were granted to Cardinals Wolsey and Campeius, where there

were less tiian twelve monks, and to annex them to the greater

monasteries; and another bull to tlr,; same cardinals to inquire

about abbeys to be suppressed in order to be made cathedrals.

Although nothing appears to have been done in consequence of

these bulls, file motive which induced Wolsey and many others

to suppress these houses was the desire of piomoling learning:

and archbishop Cranmer engaged in it with a view of carrying on
the Reformation. There were other causes that concurred to

bring on tlicir ruin: many of the religious were loose and vicious;

the monks were generally thought to be in their hearts attached

to the pope's supremacy ; their revenue^ were not employed ac-

cording to the intent of the donors; many cheats in images, feign-

ed miracles, and counterfeit relics, had been discovered, which
brought the mor.ks into disgrace ; the ol)Servant friars had oppos-
ed the king's divorce from Queen Catherine ; and these circum-
stances operated, iu cijncurrence with ilie king's want of a supply
and the people's desire to save their money, to forward a motion
in parliament, that in order to support the king's state and supply
his want?, ail the religious houses might be conferred upon tli'e

crown which were not able to S|)end above 200/. a year; and an
act was passed for that purpose '27 Hen. VIII. c. 23. By this act
about 380 houses were dissolved, and a rtvenue of 30,000/. or
'32,000/. a year came to the^. crown ; besides about 100,000/. in

pljte and jewels. Tlie suppression of the-e houses occasioned dis-

content, and at length an open reliellion : when this was appeased,
the king resolved to suppress the rest of the monasteries, and ap-
pointed a new visitation ; whicli caused the gre.iter abbeys to be
surrendered ; and it was enacted by 31 Ilen. VIII. c. 13, that all

monasteries, &c. wliicb have been surrendered since the 4th of
February, in the 27th year of his reign, and which hereafter shall

be surrendered, shall be. vested in the king. The knights of St.

John of Jerns.iltm were also snppre-sed by the 32 lien. VIII.
c. 24. The suppression of these greater houses by these two acts

produced a revenue to the king of above 100,000/. a year, besides
a large sum in plate and jewels. The last act of dissolution in this

king's reign was the act of 37 Ilen. VIII. c. 4, for dissolving col-

leges, free chapels, chantries, &c. which act was farther enforced
by 1 Edw. VI. c. 14. By this act were suppressed 90 colleges,

1 10 hospitals, and 2374 chantries and free chapels. The number
of houses and places suppressed from lir^l to last, so far as anv
calculations appear to have been made, has been estimated at

3,183 ; besides many others of inferior rank, of which no account
was kept. The total annual revenue of these is estimated at not
less than 140, 7S4/. l<>.s-. 3|(/. all of which, besides a vast quantity
of silver-plate, came into the king's hands, which, considering the
value of money at that time, is inestimable. The total number of
persons contained in the?e houses is estimated at 50,000. It is

observable, upon the whole, that the dissolution of the-e liouses

was an act, not of the church, but of the state ; in the period pre-
ceding the Reformation, by a king and parliament of the Roman
Catholic communion in all points except the king's supremacy ;

to which the pope himself, by his bulls and licences, had led t'lie

way.
MONASTIC LIFE, or PROFESSION, a kind of civil

death, which in all worldly matters has the same effect with the
natural death. The council of Trent, Sec, fix sixteen years for

the age at which a person may be admitted into the m'onastical
state. St. Antony, in the fourth century, first instituted the mo-
nastic life, as St. Pachomius, in tl)e same century, first set on loot
the co-nobitic life, i.e. regular communities of religious. 1,, a
short time the desarts of Egypt became inhabited with a set of so-

litaries, who took upon theih the monastic profession. St. Basil

carried (he monkish humour into the east, where lie composed a

rule which afterwards obtained through a great part of the

we.st.

MONASTIRSKA. a town of Russia, iu ToboL-k, on fli<!

Mura. Lon 09. .30. li. Lat. 57. 4. N.
MONBODDO, James Buux'F.r, Lord, a lale eminent Scot-

tisli judge and man ot letters, descended of ."Ji ancient family ill

Kincardineshire He was born in 1714. Having gone through

the usual course of studies preparatory to the prolession of a law-

yer, with uncommon diligence, he was a<lmitted a member of the

faculty of advocates in 1737 ; and, in 17ti7, was appointed one of

the Senators of the college of ju-tice; an office which f.e discharg-

ed with assiduity, integrity, and abilities. The course of Ins

studies, and his particular habits of thinking, led him to entertain

a moit ellthusia^tic veneration lor the wisdom and learning of the

ancients, and a proportional degree of contempt for those of

the moderns. The first evidence he gave to the public, of this

admiration of ancient authors, was in his work Of the Origin and
Progress of Language; the first volums of which was publi.^hcd

at Kdin. in 4to. 177'i. This and the subsequent volumes were
perused by critics with sentiments of mingled respect, indignation,

and ridicule. Along with the philosophical history of language,

his plan included tliat of civilization and science ; Ujion all of

which he certainly advanced opinions equally singular and whim-
sical. Those who. were partial to modern literature, or were
strangers to the deeper mysteries of Greek erudition, condemned
his lordship's work with the most severe censures. The Scottish

literati, almost to a man, declared it to be unworthy of perusal,

unless as a piece of airusement from its ridiculous absurdity.

Nothing else (they alleged) could have prevented it from falling

as a dead-born abortion from the press. During the vacations of
tiie Court of Session, Lord Monboddo retired every spring and
autumn to his seat of Monboddo, where he usually lived in a style

of tlie most primitive simplicity, dressed in the habit of a country-

farmer, in coarse cloth of Scots manufacture. Among his tenants

he lived familiarly like the kind father of a large family. His pa-

trimonial estate did not afford above 300/. a year
;
yet he never

raised their rents, or dismissed a poor old tenant for the sake of

any augmentation, though such offers were often made both to

him and lord Ganienstone. He reckoned the chief improvement
of an estate to consist in the increase of the number and happiness

of its inhabitants. To vindicate the honour of the ancients, and
the principles of the Grecian philosophy, more fully than he had
done in his former work, lord Monboddo published another 4to.

volume, intituled " Ancient Metaphysics," which was much more
favourably received than the former. He died in 1799.

MONCALLIER, a town of Italy, in the department of the

Po, and late province of Piedmont, j miles S. E. of Turin.

MONCALVO, a town of Italy, in t!ie department of Ma-
rengo, and late duchv of Montferrat, 7 miles S. W. of Casale.

MONCAON, of iVONZON, a town of Portugal, in the

province of Entre-Douro-e-Minho. Lon. S. 2. A\ . Lat. 41.

52. N.
MuNCON, or MONZON, a town of Spain, in Arragon.

MONDAY, the second day of the week. Monday is so called

as being anciently sacred to the moon, or to Mona, the Diana of

the Saxons.

xMONDONNEDO, a town of Spain, iu Cialicia, 60 miles N.
E. of Conipostella. Lon. 7. 10. W. Lat. 43. 30. N.
MONDOVI, a considerable town and district of Italy, in the

late province of Piedmont, now included in the department of

Stura, IS miles S. E. of Saluzzo, and 30 S. of Turin. Lon. 8. fi.

E. Lat. 44. 33. N. "

MONEMUGI, MONO-EMUGI, or NIMAAMA, an' em-
pire in the.S. of Africa, which has Zanguebar on the E. Mono-
niotajia on the S. Motamba and Mokoko on the W. and Abyssi-

nia on the N. and partly on the E. though its boundaries that way
cannot be ascertained. It is divided into the kingdoms of Mu-
jaco, Makoko or Ansiko, Gimiiro, Canilat •, Alaba, and Mone-
mugi Proper. It al'ounds with gold, siiv ;, copper-mines, and
elephants. The natives clothe themselves in silks and cottons,

and wear collars of trmsparent amber-beads brought Irom Cam-
baya : which serve also instead of money

;
gi.ld and silver being

common, and ot little value among them. Their monarch always

endeavours to be at peace with the princes round about him, and
to
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to keep an open trade with Quitna, Melimla, and Mombaza, on I

die E. and with Congo on the W. lioiii all whicli places the black

merchants resort thither for gold. On the K. side ol' Monernugi
there is a great lake full of small islands, abonndins; with all sorts

of fowl and cattle, anil inhabited by negroes. This country af-

fords also abundance of palm-wine and od, and such quantities of

honey, that above half of it is lost, the natives not bein;^ able to

consume it. The air is generally very unwholesome, and exces-

sively hot.

MONETARIUS, or MONEY ER, a name which antiquaries

and medalists give to those who struck the ancient coins or

monies.
MONETIA, in botany, a genus of the mono^^ynia order, and

tetrandria class of plants. Calyx fonr-cleft; petals four; berry

two-celled; seeds solitary. There is but one species; viz. M.
barlerioides, four-spined Monetia, a native of the East Indies and
the Ca|)e ot Good Hope.
MONEY, [moHf/(;, Lat.] a substance, commonly metal, and

generally of a determined shape and weight, to which public au-

thority has aflixed a certain value to serve as a medium in coin-

iiierce. See Bank, Coin, Numismatogkaphv, and Trade.
Money is usually divided into real or etfective, and imaginary or

j

money of account. Real money includes all coins or species of
gold, silver, copper, &c. which exist and have currency, such are
guineas, louis d'ors, pistoles, ducats, &c. Imaginary money, sr
money of account, is that which has never existed, or at least

which does not exist in real specie, but is a denomination invented
or retained to facilitate the stating of accounts by keeping iheiii

still on a lixed footing not to be changed, like current coins,

which the authority of the sovereign raises or lowers according ta

the cxigi'ncies of the state. Of this kind are pounds in England
and its de[>eadencies, for which there never was a coin to answer.
In France livres were of th;il kind, but for the franc of niodera
France, which answers in value to the livre, there is a correspond-
ing coin. Among the ancients, the Greeks reckoned their moniei
of account tiy the drachma, niina", and taleuta. The drachma was-

equal to about l^d. sterling ; of these 100 made a min a,e<jual to

3/. 4s. Id. and Go mina- made a talent, equal to 193/. Iji, ;

hence 100 talents amount to ly,37J/. The same denomination*
were used in other Asiatic nations, but the values were different.

Roman monies of account were the sestertius and the scstertium :

Uie lormer was worth something less than i'd. and 1000 of these,

equal to the scstertium was worth S/. \s. b^d. sterling.

Mo.VEY—UNIVERSAL TABLE

Of the i'RF.sent State of the Real and Imaginary Monies of the Worlb.

t This mark is prefixed to the Imngiunri/ Money, or Money of Account.

All Fractions in the f'alne English are Parts ofa Penny.

EUROPE—NORTH ERN PARTS.

England and Scotland.

London, Bristol, Liverpool, Edinburgh, Cla.igoiv, Aberdeen, S)C.

2
2
4
6
12

20
21

A Farthing ,

Farthings =; a Halfpenny
Halfpence a Penny
Pence a Groat
Pence a Half-Shilling

Pence a Shilling

Shillings a Crown
Shillings +a Pound Sterling 1

Shillings a Guinea 1

Ireland.

Dublin, Cork, Londonderry, ^-c.

A Farthing

Farthings =; a Halfpenny
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Saxonv, Sec.

/..

]6 Hellers a Marion

12 Fellings a Grosh
16 Groslitii a{ioul<l o

24 Groslieii ialtiN-dollar

32 Groslien a Specie-dollar

4 Goulds aUucat

Brandenbl'rgh and Pomeraxia.

Berlin, Potsdam, l^c. Slelin, ^c-

I A Denier
9 Deniers = a Polcheii

18 Deniers aGrosli

3 Polcliens tin Alirass

20 Grolieii t-iM^nc
30 Grosheu a Florin

90 Groslien -fa Rix-doUar

lOS^ Groshen an Alberlus

8 Florins aDiicat

s.
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St. Gall. Apenzd, S)-c.

L. s d.

An Heller Q^
2 Hellers ;= a Feiiiiig C|

4 Fellings a Cruitzer U 0^
12 Fellings faSol 1^-

4 Cruitzers a Coarse Batzeii 2

5 Cruitzers a Good Batzen 2\
20 Sols faLivre 2

60 Cruitzers a Gould 2 6

102 Cruitzei-s a Rix-dollar 4 3

Bern. Luccrn, NeuJ'chiitcl, Sfc.

ADenier n^
4 Deniers = a Chuilzer 0|
3 Cruitzers fa Sol If

4 Cruitzers a I'lapert l|

5 Cruitzers a Gros 2

6 Cruitzers a Batzen 2|
20 Sols tal.ivre 2

75 Cruitzers aGulden 2 6
125 Cruitzers aCrowii 4 6

Geneva. Pcknj, Bonne, Sfc.

ADenier 0.j',

3 Deniers = a Denier current 0/^
12 Deniers a Small Sol 0-J

12 Deniers current.. .a Sol current 0-J

12 Small Sols fa Florin 4i-

20 Sols current f a Livre currtiit 1 3

104 Florins aPatacoon 3 11^
15i Florins a Croisade 3 10|

84 Florins aDucat •• 9

FRANCE.

Lisle, Cumhray, J'alcncicnncs, !fc.

ADenier Cij

. 04.

. Oi;

. 9|

. 10

. 1 0{
. 2 t)

.093
Livres a Louis d'Or 1

12 Deniei-s a Sol

15 Deniers fa Pataid

15 Patards f^ Piette

20 Sols a I.ivreTournois.

20 Patards fa Florin

60 Sols an Kcu of Ex....

10^ Livres a Ducat
24

Dunkirk, St. Omers, St. Suintin, SfC.

ADenier 0^4
12 Deniers = a Sol 0^
15 Deniers fa Patard o|

15 Sols fa Piette 7-1

20 Sols -fa Livrc Tournois 10

3 Livres an Ecu of Ex 2 .6

24 Livres a Louis d'Or 10
24i Livres a Guinea 1 I

.a Mocda 1 730| Livres.

Paris, Lyons, Marseilles, 4c. Bourdeaux, Bayonne, Ifc.

ADenier 0-^',

3 Deniers = a Liard 0^
2 Liards a Dardene 0\
12 Deniers a Sol 04
20 Sols fa Livre Tournois 10

60 Sols an Ecu of Ex 2 6

6 Livres an Ecu 5

10-i Livres f" P'stole 8 4
24' Livres a Louis d'Or 1

rORTUGAL.

Lisbon, Oporto, Sfc.

fARe « 0^
10 Rez =r aHalfVintin 0|^
20 Rez aVintin h^

PORTUGAL. Lial/on, Oporto, <^c.

L. s. d.

5 Vinlins a Testoon 6|
4 Testoous a Crusade of Ex 2 3

24 Vintins a New Criisade 2 8|
ID Testoous... fa Mi're 5 7i
4s Testoons a Moidore 1 7

64 Testoons a Joannes 1 16

SPAIN AND CATALONIA.

Madrid, Cadiz, Seville, Sfc. New Plate.

A Maravedie 0/;^
2 Maravedies.. = a Quartil O/^C
54 Maiavedies a Rial 5^
2 Rials a Pistarine 10|
8 Rials fa Piastre of Ex 3 7

10 Rials a Dollar 4 6
375 Maravedies fa Ducat of Ex 4 11|
32
36

Rials.

Rials
.fa Pistole of Ex 14 4
.a Pistole 16 9

() -.5

Gibraltar, Malaga, Denia, 4"C. f'chn.

fA Maravedie
2 Maravedies.. ^:= an Ocliavo

4 Maravedies a Quaitil Oi|

34 Maravedies fa Rial Velon 2i

15 Rials fa Piastre of Ex 3 7

512 Maravedies a Piastre 3 7

00 Rials fa Pi^>'>le of Ex 14 4

2048 Maravedies a Pitole of Ex 14 4

70 Rials a Pistole OI6 9

Barcelona, Saragossa, Valencia, 4c. Old Plate.

A Maravedie Q-i^

16 Maravedies.. = a Soldo 3|
2 Soldos a Rial Old Plate 0.6^
16 Soldos fa Dollar 4 6

20 Soldos fa Libra 5 7\
21 Soldos fa Ducat 5 10|

22 Soldos -fa Ducat 6 2i

24 Soldos +a Ducat 6 9
60 Soldos a Pistole 16 9

ITALY.

GENOA. Kovi, Sfc. CORSICA. Busiin, 4c.

ADenaii 43

3312 Denari = a Soldi

4 Soldi a Cl-.cvalet

20 Soldi ta Lire sT
30 Soldi a Testoon 1 0^/^

5 Lires a Croisade 3 7

115 Soldi faPczzoofEx 4 2

6 Testoons a Genouine 6 2
20 Lires a Pistole 14 4

PIEDMONT, SAVOY, AND SARDINIA.

Turin, Chamberry, Cagliari, Sfc.

A Denari 0^'^

3 Denari = a Quatrini 0-^
12 Denari a Soldi oi
12 Soldi taF'""'" 9
20 Soldi fa Lire 1 3

6 Florins a Scudi 4 6
7 Florins a Ducalooii 5 3
13 Lires a Pistole 16 3

16 Lires a Louis d'Or 10
Milan, Modena, Parma, Pavia, fyc.

A Denari , 0^
3 Deuari = a Quatrini 0,"^

12 Denari a Soldi 0^
20 Soldi taLire 8J|

1 Milan,
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Milan, Modena, Parma, Pavia, Sfc.

L. s. d.

115 Soldi a Scudi t-uirent 4 Si-

ll? Soldi fa Scudi of Ex 4 3

6 Lires a Philip 4 4i
22 Liios a Pistole 16

a3 Lires a Spanish Pistole 16 9

Leghorn, Florence, £fC.

A Denari

8

10
24
10

12
18

il

3

10

40
SO
40

iOO
23
23

6
8

10

«0
c
13

()0

2

6
10
20
3
85

J 00
105

31

4 Denari = a Quatiini

12 Denari a Soldi

5 Quatrini a Craca
8 Cracas a Quilo

20 Soldi fa Lire
6 Lires a Piastre of Ex
7^ Lires a Ducat ... 5

22 Lires a Pistole 15

ROME.

Civiia Vtcchia, Ancona, SfC.

A Quatrini
Quatrini = a Bayoc
Bayocs a Julio

Bayocs a Stamped Julio

Bayocs a '1 esloon

Julios a Crown current

Julios fa Cro«n stamped
Julios a C'hequin
Julios a Pistole

Gaitta, Cupim, IfC.

A Quatrini

Quatrini zzz. a Grain
Grains a Carlin

Quatrini a Paulo
Grains a'l'arin

Grains a 'I'esloon

Grains a Ducat of Ex
Tarins a Pistole

Tarins a Spanish Pistole

SICILY AND MALTA.

Palermo, Mtasirm, &fc.

X Pichila

Picluli = a Grain
Pichili a Ponti

Grains a Carlin
Grains a Tarin
Tarins fa Florin of Ex
Tarins a Ducat of Ex
Carlins fan Ounce
Ounces a Pistole

Bologna, Ravenna, SfC.

A Quatrini

Quatrini = a Bayoc
Bayocs a Julio

Bayocs fa Lire o
Julios a Testoon o
Bayocs a Scudi of Ex O
Bayocs a Crown o
Bayocs a Duratoon
Julios a Pistole o

m
5i

8^
4 2

5 2i
6
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?0
4
3

4'J

4
S

Goa, yiseipour, <^'c.

Rez a Vintin
Vintins a Laree
Larees aXeraphim 1

Vintins a Tangu 4
Tangiis a Pani 18

Tangus. .a Gold Rupee 1 15

6
8

10
.y

36
4

4
6

1?

10

Id
2

COROMANDEL.

Madrass, Pondicherri/, Sj-c.

A Cash
Casti =: a ^'iz

Viz a I'ice

Pices a Pical

Pices a Fanam
Fanams a Rupee
Rupees an English Crown
Fanams a Pagoda (-

Pagodas a Gold Rupee 1 Ij

BEKCAL.

Cnllicut, Calcutta, iVc

A Pice

Pices = a Fanam
Picfs a A'iz

Pices an Ana
Anas a Fiano
Anas a Rupee
Rupees a French Ecu
Rupees an English Crown.
Anas a Pagado
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Canada, Florida, Caytnu, iVC.

IC?

20
f)

3

4
5

6
7

8

9
10

fA Denier.
Deiucrs
Sol?

Li vies

Li V res

Li vies

Livres
Livres

Livres

Livres

Livres

Livres

: fa Sol

.fa Livre

Tlie value of the currency allers

according to tlie plenty or

scarcity of gold and silver

coins Uiat are imporlcd.

MOXEYEKS, MONEYORS, orMONIERS, ofllccrs of tlu-

mint, who work and coin gold and silver money, and answer nil

waste and charges

MONEYWORT, a species of Lysimachia, which see.

MONFLANQUIN, a town of France, in the dcp;irtiiient of

Lot and Garonne, 20 miles N. of Agen, and 24 E. of Marmande.
MONGALLO, a kingdom of Africa, north of Mononiotapa ;

with its capital and river of the same name, running into the Indian

OceaiT.

MONGHIR, a l3ij»e town of Ilindostn-ii, in Bahar, 110 miles

S. E. of Patna, and 375 N. W. ('f Calcutta. Lon. S3. 30. E.

Lat. 2j. 13. N.
MONIKEDAM, or MONIKENDAM, a town of Holland,

in the dep.irtment of the 'l"e\el, and late ])rovince of N. Holland,
on the Znvder Zee; nine miles N. E. of Amsterdam. Lon. 4.

36. E. Lat. 52. 29. N.
MONJOY, a town of France, in the department of the Roer,

and late duchy of Julicrs, 19 miles S. of Juliers. Lon. 23. 53. E.
of Ferro. Lat. 50. 39- N.
MONK, [rnotuv. Sax. |uontxo,-, Cr.] anciently denoted, " a

pei-son who retired from the world to give himself up wholly to

trod, and to live in solitnde.and abstinei^ce." The original word
f/.3vtix»;, solitary, is derived from juon;, alone. The persecutions
which attended the first ages of the Gospel forced some Christians

to retire from the world, and live in desarts and plares most private

and unfrequented, in hopes of finding that peace and comfort
among beasts which were denied them among men. And this be-

ing the case of some very extraordinary persons, their example
gave so much reputation to retirement, iliat the practice was con-
tinued w hen the reason of its commencement ceased. After the
empire became Christian, instances of this kind were numerous;
and those, whose security had obliged them to live in solitude,

became afterwards united into societies. The myotic theology
also, which gained ground towards the close of the third century',

contributed to produce the same efiect, and to drive men into so-

litude for the purposes of enthusiastic devotion. St. Cvril of
Alexandria, in one of his letters, ctnsures certain monks in tgypt,
who, under pretence of devoting themselves to prayer, led a lazy
scandalous life; a censure justly applicable to monks in general.

The ancient monks were distinguished into solitaries, ca'nobite>s,

and sarabaites. The solitary were those who lived alone, remote
from all towns, as do still some of the hermits. The coenobites

were those who lived in co.nmunily with others in the same house,

and under the same superiors. The sarabaites were strolling

monks, havuig no rixed rule or residence. The houses of monks
again were of two kinds, viz. monasteries and lauiie. See Lavra,
and Monastery. Tliosewe now call monks are cctnobites, who
Tive together in a monastery, who make vows of living according
to a certain rule established by the founder, and wear a habit

which distinguishes their order. Those that are endowed, or have
a fixed revenue, are most properly called monks; as the C'har-

treux, Benedictines, Bernardines, &c. The Mendicants, or those

that l)eg as thu Capuchins and Franciscans, are more properly
called religious and friars; though the names are frequently con-
foundetl.

Monk, George, the principal agent in lestoring the Rritish

monarchy, in the person of King Charles U. was clescendejl from
9 very ancient family-, and born in Devonshi-.i- in UiOS. Hede-
•licated himself to arms from his youth, and obtained a pair of co-
lours in the expedition to the Me of Rhee: he served afterwards

in the Low Countries with reputation in both King Charles's
VOL. III.—Ko. 147.

northern expeditions; and did ^uch service ui (jUeliir.g the Ir sK
leiiellion, that he was ap))ointed governor ol Dublin, but was su.
persedcd by the parliament. Ijtini; made major geii'/rjl of ,ih»

Irish brigade ein))l lyed in the siege of Nantwich in Cheshn-, he
was taken prisoner by S r'l'homas Fairfax, and remained ccnhned
in tlie Tower ol Lonilon, until lOiii; when, to procure his blierlv,

he look the covenant, and a< cepted a command in the Irish ser-

vice under the paili.iment. He obtained the command in duel of
all the parliamentary forces in liic north of Ireland, where he did
signal services, until he was called to account lor a treaty made
with the Irish rebels. But he served in Scotland under tihver
Cri'mwell with such success, that he was left there as commander-
in-chief; and he was one of the coninissioners for uniting that

kingdom with the commonwealth. He served at aea also aga.nst

the Dutch; anil was treated so kindiv on his return, that Oliver is

said to have grown jealous ot him. He was, however, again sent

to Scotland as conimaiider in-chief, and continued there live years:
when he dissembled so well, and improved ciicum-tances so dex-
truiisly, that he restored the king without any dislurbance; for

which he was duly rewarded. He was created Duke ot Albe-
marle, with a grant ol 7li()0/. per annum estate, beside otiicr emo-
luments. After his death in 1670, there was published a treatise

composed by him while he was prisoner in the Tower, intituled,
" Observations on Military J'oluical Aflalrs," folio.

MONKEY, [nionikin, a liltle man.] See Simia.
Monkev-Flowkr. See MiMULUs.
MON KLAN D, an extensive district of Lanarkshire, originally

forming only one parish, so named from the Monks of Newbottle.
MONKS-HOOD. See Acomtum.
MONMOUTH, James, Duke of, son of King Charles II. by

Mi-s. Lucy AValters, was born at h'utterdam in Iti49. I'pon the
Restoration, he was called over to England, created Eail ol Ork-
ney, and afterwards of Monmouth, and look Ins seat in the house
of peers. He married Aiine, the heiress ot Francis, Earl ol Buc-
clcugh; and hence he had also the title of lUiccleugh, ai.d took
the surname of Scott. In lt)68 his father made h;m captain of his

life-guard of horse; and in lti72 he attended the French king ia
the Netherlands, and gave proofs ot bravery and conduct. In
1673 the King of France made him lieutenant-general ol his army,
wUh which he came before Maestricht, and behaved with mere-,
dible gallantry, being the first who entered it himself. He return--
ed to England, was received with all possible resprct, and was
made Chancellor of the University of Cambridge. Alter this he
went to assist the Prince of Orange to rai-.e the siege of Mons, and
conlribiited much towards it. He returned to Englaiul ; and was
sent, ill cpiality of his father's general, to cpiell an in-urrec t on in

Scotland, which he effected: but soon alter he fell into disgrace;
for, being a Prote-tant, he was deluded into ambitious schemes,
upon the hopes of the exclusion of the Duke of York : he ccjii-

spired against his lather and the duke: and when the latter came
to (he throne, he openly appeared in arms, encouraged by ine
Prote-tant army ; but coming to a decisive battle before he had
sullicient forces to oppose the royal army, he was deiealed, takea
soon after concealed in a ditch, tried for high treason, condemned,
and beheaded in 16S5, aged 36.

Monmouth, the capital of Monmouthshire, 21 miles W.. of
Gloucester, and 128 W. bv N. of London. Lon. 2. 4(). \V. Lat,
5i.4y. N.
Monmouth, a large maritime county of New Jersey, of a

triangular form ; eighty miks long, and from twenty-five to forty

broad.

Monmouth, or Monmouthshire, a county of England; aii-

cicnily reckoned a part of Wales, but in Charles ll's reign, erect-

ed into a county, and added to the Oxford circuit. It U bounded
.

on the N. by Herefordshire. It is subdivided into six hundreds.
I'he air is temperate and healthy ; and the soil fruiiful, though
mountainous and woody. The hiUa feed sheep, goat-, and horneel
cattle; and the valleys produce plenty of grass and corn. 'Phis

county is well watered ; its rivers are the ^\ ye, the Mvnow, the
Uumiiey, and the Usk. All these rivers, especially the Wye and
L'sk, abound with fish, particularly salmon and tronts.

MONNH'^RIA, in botany, a genus of the pentandria order,
and cliadelphia class of plants; natural order, Cory dales. CaJSn
five-parted, \vith(i;e upper segment long; corolla ringent ; sia-

niens two, the upper with two anthers, the lower willi three; cap-
7 M 5ule«
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sules five, one-set-iled. TheiX' is but one species, viz. INI, tnfolia.

Tiiis is an ammal Aiiiericaa plant, witli a <ln.liotoinous bleni, ter-

^lale leaves, and v\l)ite lluwers in a biful spike.

M0N')C:ERC)S, Unicoun, in astronomy, asoiitlicrn constella-
tion formed by Heveliiis, containing in liis catalogue nineteen
stars, and in tl)c Britannic Catalogue tlii;ty-one. See Astro-
nomy.
MoNOCEBOs, in zoology- See Monodon.
MONOCHORD, [^iJa-, and yj;h.2 1. An instrnment of

one string: as, tlie tnimpet-niarine. 2. A kind of instrument an-
ciently ot singular use for tlie rewulating of sovnuls: the ancients
made, use of it to d^ftermine the pro|)ortion of sounds to one ano-
ther. When the chord was divided into two ef|'aal jiarts, so that

the terms were as one to one, they called them unisons; but if as

two to one, they called them octaves or diapasons; when they
V'ljre as three to two, they <^ed them Tildis or diapentes; if they
were as four to three, thi^c-alled them fourths or diatesserons; if

as ftve to four, they caffed" it diton, or a tierce major; but if as si,\

to five, then they called it a demi-diton, or a tierce minor; and
lastly, if the terms were as twenty-four to twenty-five, they called
it a demitou, ordieze; the monochord being thus tlivided, was
properly that which they railed a system, of which there were
many kinds, according to the different divisions of the mono-
cliord.

Monochord- is. used, as well in the natural as in tempered
scales. Originally it had, as its name implies, only one siring;
but it is belter constructed with two, as we have, by' means of this

additional string, an opportunity of Judging of the harmony of two
teinpered notes in every ))ossible variety of temperament. It

consists of a brass-rule placed upon a sound board, and accurately
divided into dill'erent scales according to the purposes for which k
ii chitfly intended. Above this rule the strings are to be stretch-

ed over two fi.\C'd bridges, between which there is n moveable fret,

so contrived as to divide at jjleasure one of the strings into the
same proportional parts as are engraved upon the scales beneath.
The figure of the instrument, the manner of striking the strings so
as to produce the sound, as likewise the construction of the move-
able bridge, may be varied at pleasure according to the wish and
ingenuity of the artist: but with the assistance of such an instru-

ment accurately constructed, any person with a good ear may be
enabled to tune a keyed instrument with sufficient precision to
answer every practical purpose. The cunous reader, who mav
wish foi- further information respecting the construction and use of
nionochords, will be highly gratified iii perusing the appendix of
Mr. Atwood's Treatise on Rectilinear Motion, and Mr. Jones's
^igenious and entertaining observations on the scale of music,
monochord, &c. in his Physiological Disquisitions.

MONOCULUS, in zoology, a genus of insects of the order
aptera. Body short, roundisli, covered with a firm crustaceous
tkin ; fore-legs ramose, formed for leaping and swimming; only
one eye, large, and composed of three smaller ones. Of this ge-
nus, many of which have been reckoned among the microscopic
rwiimals, authors enumerate lifty species. The name monoculus
has been given to this genus, as consisting of iitdividuals which
;ipparently have but one eye: and from the manner in which they
p4^oceed forward in the water by leaping, they have also been call-

ed water-fleas. The branching antenna? serve them instead of oars,

the legs being seldom used for swimming.
M. QUADIUCORNIS, the Ji'oUR-HORNED MoNOCULUS, a vcry

small species about half a line in length, and of an ashen-grcv co-
lour. From the head arise lour antenna-, two forwards and two
backwards; jiil furnished with a few hairs, which give them the
figure of a branch. Betu'ecn the antenna?, on the fore-part of the
tiead, is situated a single eye. FVom the head to the tail the body
goes down, decreasing in shape like a pear; and is composed of

seven or eight rings, which grow continually more straitened.

Monocuhis pulex is represented magnified in I'lale LXXVI.
MONODON, in ichthyology, a genus of fishes of the order

cele. It has two very long, stiaigiit, and spirally-twisted teeth,

which stick out from the np|)crjaw; and the spiracle, or br<alh-

ing hole, is situated on Uie anterior part of the skull. 'J'here is

but one species:

M. MoNocEKOs, the Horned Narwh.^i., sometimes grows
> to 'J5 feet in length, exclusive of the horn ; or, as some authors say,

io 40 or even 60 feet long, and 1" broad ; but the usual, size is

from 16 to i-'i.i. It is particularly noted fur its horn or horn^, aj
they are called; but which are real teeth. Of these there are
always two jn young animals ; though the old ones have gencrallv
i)nt one, sometimes none. From tlie circumstance of only one
tooth being usually found, the animal has acquired the name of

Unicorn-Fish, or Sea- Unicorn. See Plate L\'. They inhabit

the northern seas, from Norway to within the arctic circle: tlu t

are plenlilul in Davii's ^tralts, and the north of Grtfenland ; wheie
the native.s, for waul of wood, uiake ratters of the teetii. From
the tooth or horn may be <listilled a very strong sal volatile : the

scrapings are esteemed alexipliarmic, and were used of old in ma-
lignant fevers, and against the bites of serpents.

MOKODV, [from|uo»a;, alone, and f<i,u, I sing,] was, in an-

cient poetry, a mournlul kind of song, sung by a person all -aloiie,

to give vent to his grief.

JiIONGiCIA, [from /xov©-, alone, and oiiii™, a house,] the

21st class in Linninis's sexual method. See Botany.
i\iON(EMUGI. See Monemugi.
MONOGAMIA. See Botany.
MONOGAMY, [from i^ns;, .done, and y«/.<.»f, marriage,] the

state of those who have only married once, or are restrained to a
-ingle wife. See Polyga.mv.
MONOGLOSSUM, in ancient geography, a town of India,

on the Sinus Canthi, into winch the Inckis runs; now called Man-
galore.

MONOGRAM, [f/.'v©-, alone, and ys^F/xa, a letter,] a cy-
[)her •- a character composed of several letters interwoven; being
a kind of abbreviation of a name, used for seals, badges, arms, &c.
MONOGYNIA, [I'rom (.tov©', alone, and yv/'i, a woman,] the

first order in the lirst thirteen classes of Linnanis's sexual method

;

consisting of plants which, besides their agreement in their classic

character, generally derived from the number of their stamina,

have only one style, or female organ. See Botany.
MONOLOGUF, [_!J.«f&', and xo-/©,] a scene in which a per-

son in the drama speaks by himself; a solilo<[uy.

MONO.ME, in algebra, a quantity that has but one denomina-
tion or name.; as, (ih, nab, &c.
MONOMIAL, in algebra, consisting of one term or member

;

a monomial quantity is scmetinies called a monome. See Bi-

nomial.
MONOMOTAPA, a country of Africa, which has the king-

dom of Sofala on the E. the river Spirilu Santo on the S. the

mountains of Cafiraria on the W. and the river Cauma on the N.
which parts it from Monemugi. The air is very temperate ; the

land fertile in pastures and all the necessaries of lile, being watered
by several rivers. The inhabitants are rich in black cattle, which
they value more than goUi. They have a vast number of ele-

phants, ;is appears from the great quantity of ivory that is exported
from hence. There are many gold-mines, and the rivers that run
through their veins carry a great deal of gold-dust along with

them. The inhabitants.aie lovers of war. Tiiis country is divided,

into seven provinces or petty kingdoms, under the king; viz.

Monomotapa Proper, Quit'cve, Manica, Inhambana, Inhemior,
Sabia, and Sofala.

MONOPETALOUS, [/^w";, and ^titoXov, a petal,] in botany,

a term ajiplied to flowers tlvat have only one petal, or flower-h'af.

See Botany.
MONOPHYLLOUS, [(."vo,-, and ?>-jx?.or, a leaf,] in botany, a

plant which has but one lilade. See Botany.
MONOPHYSITES, [.uovor, alone, and ^v^i;, nature,] a gene-

ral name given to all those sectaries in the Levant who only own'
one nature in Jesus Christ ; and who maintain, that the divine and,

human nature of Christ were so united as to form only ons nature,

vet without any change, confusiuu, or mixture, of the two n.a-

tures. The monophysites, however, properly so calfcd, are the

followers of Severus, a monk of Palestine, who was cre.Ued patri-

arch of Antioch, in 513, and Petrus Fullensis. They were encou-

raged by the emperor Anastasius, but depressed oy Justin and
succeeding emperors. However, this sect was lestoied by Jacob
Baradaius an obscure monk, insomuch that when he died Bishop

of Edessa, A. D. JSS, he left it in a most flourishing. state in Syria,

Mesopotamia, Armenia, Egypt, Nubia, Abyssinia, and other

countries. The laborious ef/brts of Jacob were seconded in Egypt,.

:an<l the adjacent countries, by 'i'heodosius, Bishop of Alexamiria;

and he became so famous tliBl all the monophysites of the cast con-
7 sidered
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sidered liiiii as tlitir si-cond foiiiuler, and ure lo tliis ilav c.ilU-d Ja-

cobite's, in honour of their new rhicf.

MONOPOLY, [;a:v^, and i!t:,j>i.'j, to sell,] one or more |)cr-

sons making themselves the sole masters of the «1iole of a com-
modity, maiuifacture, and the like, in order to make private ad-

vantage of it, hy sellins; it again at a very advanced price: or it is

a licence or privilege allowed by the king for the sole buying and
sellin.g, making, working, or using, any thing whatsoever. Mo-
nopolies had been carried to an enormous height during the reign

of .Queen Elizabeth ; and were heavily complained of by Sir Ed-
ward Coke, in the beginning of the reign of King James I. but

Were in great measure remedied by statute ^1 Jac. I. c. 3, whicli

declares sncli monopolies to be contrary to law, an<l void; (except

as to patents, not exceeding the grant of 1 i year>, to the authors of

new inventions, and except also patents concerning printing, salt-

petre, gunpowder, great ordnance, and shot); and monopolists are

punished with the forfeiture of treble damagis and double costs,

lo those v\honi they attempt to disturb; and if tliey procure any
action brought against them for these ilamages, to be stayed by
any extrajudicial order, other than of the court wherein it is

brought, they incur the penalties of praimunire. Combinations
also among victuallers or artilicers, to raise the price of provisions,

or any toiimiodities, or the rate of labour, are in many cases se-

verelv punished by particular statute ; and, in general, by statute

Sand's Edward \''I. c. !5, with the forfeiture of 10/. or'l?0 days
imprisonment, with an allowance of only bread ami water fur the

lirst olfence; '20!. or the pillory for the second; and 4t)/. for the

third, or else the pillorv, loss of one year, and perpetual infamv.

MONOSYLLABL'E, ii^n-^, and <r„x^«?,„ a syllable,] a word
of cHily one syllable.

Monosyllables, are too frequently rised, and have a very bad
effect in English poetry, as Mr. Po])e both intimates and exem-
plilies in this verse;

" And ten slow words oft creep in one dull line."

MONOrin'.IJ'rES, fJVom i^ym, single, and^f'^^a, will,] an
ancient sett which sprungTout of the Eutychians ; thus called, as

only allowing of one will in Jesus Chri^t. The Monothelites had
their rise in (330, and had the enipeivj- lleraclius for an adherent:
lliey were tlie same with the Aceplialous Severians.

MONOTONY, [from |K3,3-, and tov@', a tone,] uniformity of

sound, or a fault in pronunciation, when a long series of words are

, delivered in one unvaried tone.

MONO'l'KOPA, Birds nest; a genus of the monogynia or-

der, ajid monandria class of plant;. Calyx none ; petals ten, the

five exterior have a melliferous hollow at the base ; capsule five-

valved. There are two species; viz. M. hypopluithys, and M.
unilloia, natives of Europe and America.
MONPAZIER, a town of France, in the department of Dor-

dogue, eight miles S.W. of Belvez. Lon. 0. 53. E. Lat. 44.

46. N.
MONQURGNA, or MONQUEGUA, a province of Peru,

in the bishopric of Arecjuipa, 120 miles long, very fertile in vines,

olives, \)apas, i^.c. Its chief trade is in wine and brandy.
MoKciUEGUA, the capitiil of the above province, is chiefly inha-

bited by Spanish nobles ; and lies seventy miles S. E. of Arequipa.
MONREAL. See Montreal.
MONRO, Dr. ALEXAvnER, a most eminent physician and

anatomist, was descended by his mother from the family of Forbes
of Culloden. He shewed an early inclination to the study of

physic; and the father, after giving liim the best education'tliat

Edinburgh afforded, sent hirn successively to London, Paris, and
Lcyden, to improve himself. At London, he attended the lec-

turesof Messrs. Hawksbee and \Vhi>ton on experimental philoso-

phy, and the anatomical denionstra'ions of ^lr. Cheselden. At
Paris, he attended the hospitals and the lectures on physic and
surgery. In autumn 171?, he went to Leyden, and studied under
the great Boerhaave ; by whom he was (larticularly esteemed. On
bis return to Edinburgli in autumn 1719, Mossis. Druniinonfl and
MacgiU, who were then conjunct nominal profe.ssors of anatomy
to the surgeons' company, having resigned in his favour, he began
to read public lectures on anatomy, at the same time that Dr.
Alston began his lectiu-es on botany, which were the first regular

course of lectures on any of the branches of medicine that had
ever been read at Edinburgh, and may be considered as the open-
ing, of that medical schoofwliich has since acquired such great re-

putation all over Europe. About 17.'0, his fatlier communicated
lotlu- physicians and surgeons at Ed nhurgli a pl.in, whicii he had
long formed in his own mind, of having the dilleient brancliei of
physic and surgery regularly taught at Eihnbiirgh; vhicli was
highly a|)proved ol by them, and by their interest regular profes-
sorships of anatomy and medicine were initiuite<l in the univer-
sity, of the former of which Dr. Monro was the lirst prolessor.
But although he was elected lo thii professorship in 1721, he was
not received into the -university till tiie year 1725, when he was
inducted along with Mr. Colin Maclaurin, with whom he ever
lived in the strictest friendshi|). From this time he regularly gave
a course of lectures on anatom\ and surgery, from October lo
May, upon a most judicious and comprehensive plan : a ta^k in

« hicli he persevered witli the greatest assiduity, and without the
least interruption, for near lorly yeai-s; and so great was the repu-
tation he had acquired, that students flocked to him from the most
<li>tant corners of his majesty's dominions. In 1759, our professor
entirely relinc|uished the anatomical theatre to his son Dr. Alexan-
der, wlio had returned from abroad, and had assisted him in the
course of lectures in 175S. He still, however, rendered his la-

bours u%eful to mankind, by reading clinical lectures at the i)Ospi-

lal. Dr. Monro survived his father near thirty years, and had the
satisfaction to behold that seminary of medical education, whicli

his father liad planned and he had' begun, frequented yearly by-

300 or 400 students, many of whom came from the most distant

corners of hi> majesty's Joiiiinions; and to see it arrive to a de-
gree of reputation far beyoiul his most sanguine hopes, being
equalled by few, and excelled by none, in Europe. Few men
were members of more societies tlum Dr. Monro; still fewer
e(iually assiduous in their attendance of those which, in auv wa-y.'

tended to promote pubUc utility. He was a manager of manv
public charities ; and not only a member of diHerent medical so-

cieties, but likewise of several others instituted for promoting lite-

rature, arts, sciences, and manufactures, in Scotl.ind, and was oue
of their most useful members. While he was held in high estin>a-

tion at home, he was equally esteemed and respected abroad, and
was elected F. R. S. of London, and an honorary member of the
Royal Academy of Surgery at Pari>. He was not only very
active in his prolession, bnt as a citizen and member of the com-
munity ; for, after lie had resigned the anatomical chair to his son,,

he executed with the strictest punctuality tlie duties of several en-
gagements both of a civil antl political nature: he was a director

of the Bank of Scotland, a Justice of the Peace, a Commissioner
of High Roads, &c. At lenglh, afier a life spent in the most
active industry, he became alHicted with a tedious and painful

disease, which he bore with equal courage and resignation till his

death, which happened July 10, 1767, in the 70th year of his age.

A collection of all his works, prn[K-rly arranged, corrected, and
illustrated, with copper-plates, has been published by Dr. Alex-
ander Monro, his son and successor, in a splendid 4lo. volume;
Edinburgh, 1781 ; to which is pretixcd a life of the author, by an-
other of his sons. Dr. Donald, physician in London.
MONS, an ancient, large, handsome, rich, and very strong

city of France, capital of the deirartmeiit of Gemappes; as it was
formerly of the Austrian province of Hainault. It lies 17 miles

N. E. of Tournay, and ^7 V,'. of Kamur. Lon 3° 57' 15" E.-

Lat. 50° 27' 10" N'.

MONSANTO, a town of Spain in Estremadura, Lon. 6. 20.-

\V. Lat. 39. 40. N.
MONSARZA, a town of Portugal, in Alentejo, 25 mi'ics S.W.

of Elvas. Lon. 7. 32, W. Lat. 38. 26. N.
MONSEIGNEI'R. [Fr. 7iion, my, and seigneur-, lord, plural,

/ne.5st7'g^iif!H"i',] a title of honour and respect used by the l-rench

in writing to persons of superior rank or t|uality, before tiie late

abolition of titles.

MoNSEiG.>JEUR, absolutely used, w-as a title restrained to the?

dauphin of France. This custom was unknown till the time of-

Lewis XIV. before which the dauphin was styled Montieur le

Dauphin.
MONSIEUR, [Fr. ?non -.mdsieur, plural mcssieiir.':,'] a title of

civility used by the French in speaking to their equals, or those a

little below them, before the revolution, answering to Mr. or Str

among the English. After ihat event it was changed for thc«de-

mocratic term, citizen.

Monsieur, absolutely used, \va^ a title appropriated to the se-

cond-
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coinl son oi the king of France. The Uiiig was aUo called mon-
sieur, bill Uu!t only hv the cluUlreri ot the royal family.

MUNSON'IA, in botany, a c;eiuis of llie iloilecandria order,

and polyadelphia class of plants. Calyx f'ivc-lea\ ed; cofolla

five-petaled ; '-tainina fifteen, united into live fikmients: style

five-clell ; capsule live-grained. 'I'here are three species, all na-

tives of the Ca|;e of Good Hope.
MONSOON, ill physiology, a si)ecies of trade-uiiul in the

East Indies, vvliich for six months blows constantly the same way,
and the contrary way the othersi\ months. However, it ought to

be observed, that the points of the compass whence the mon-
soons blow, as well as the tunes of theii shilling, diliej' in different

parts of the Indian Ocean. The canst' of monsoons is this: when
the sun approaches the northern tropic, there are countries, as

Arabia, Persia, Iiulia, &c. which become hotter, ami retlect more
lieat, than the seas beyond the equator, which the sun has lefr ; the
•winds, therefore, instead of blowing from tlience, to the parts un-
der the equator, blow the contrary way; and, when the sun leaves

those countries, and draws near the other tropic, the winds turn

about, and blow on the oiiposite point of the coin|jais. 'I'he shift-

ing ot ihe monsoons is not all at once ; in some places the time of
liie change is attended with calms, in others with variable winds,
and particularly tho-e of China, at ceasing to be westerly, are
very apt to be tempestuous; and such is their violence, that they
seem to be of the nature of the West India hurricanes, and render
the navigation of those seas very unsafe. These tempests the sea-

men cail Ihe breaking up of the monsoons. Monsoons take their

name from iui ancient pilot, who first crossed the Indian sea by
means hereof: but others derive the name from a Portuguese word
6igni£ying motion or change of wind and sea. Lucretius and
Ajjollonius mention annual wiiuh which arise everv vear, etesia

iiabria, whit h seem to be the same with what in ihe East Indies
we now eall monsoons. See Wind.
AlONSTEH, a birth or protUiction of a living being, dege-

nerating from the proper antl usual disposition of parts in the s|)e

cies to which it belongs ; as, when there are too many members,
or too fiAv ; or some of them are extravaganlly out of proportion,
either on the siile of defect or excess. The word comes from the
Latin utoii.strui-t, to shew. Aristotle defines a mor.sier to be a
tlefecl of natuie, when, acting towards some end, it cannot attend
to it, Irom some of Its principles being corrupted. Monsters tlo

not propagate their kind ; lor which reason some rank mules
among the number of monsters, as al>o hermaphrodites. Rut Buf-
fon and other naturalists aftirm that inuies do propagate. Females
which bring f'orlli twins are most liable to produce monsters. 'I he
reason probably is, that though the twins are covered with one
conunon chorion, yet they liave each their separate amnios, which
by their contiguity may chance to grow together, and so occasion
a confusion or blending of the parts.

MoxsThR is also used for an animal enormous for bulk ; such
as the ele|)hiint among terrestrial tpiadrupeds, antl the shark and
whale among sea-animals; toother animals remarkable for fierce-

ness antl cruelly ; and to auinials of an eNtraordiiiary species, aris-

ing from the copulation of one animal w illi another of a different
genus. According to reports of travellers, Africa abounds with
monsters of this kind.

.MONSTIER, MOUTIEU, or MOUSTIER, a townof Italy,

ia the department of Mont-Blanc, near the conlluy. of the Isere
and'Doron, 27 miles E. S. E. of Chambery, 45 S. E. of Genera,
and tJ2 N. W. of Turin. Ton. ti. 23. E. Lat. 45. 30. N.
MONTABAUR, or MONTABOT;!?, a town of Germany, in

the lale electorate of Tieves, seven miles js'. of Nassau, and eleven
];. of Coblentz. Lon. 7. 50. E. Lat. 50. 30. N.
MON'l'A(jNL\C, a town of Asiatic Turkey, in Natolia, in the

province of Bec-hiangel, on the sea of Marmora, 60 miles S. E.
of Consiantinople.

. MONi'AGUE, Charles, Earl of Halifa.\, was born of an
ancient family in Nortiiampfonshire. in l60l. He received his

educaiion at Westminster school, from whence he removed to
'Jiinitv College, Cambridge. In 1687 he wrote, in conjunction
with Prior, a piece called the Country Mouse and the Citv
Mouse, to ritlicule Dryden's poem in favour of the church o(
Home, intituled, the Hind and Panther. The satire was happy,
and had so gooti an effect, that, at the levolutiun, Mr. Halifa.K re-

<:civ-cd a jieiiaion. in 1091 he was made one of the commissioners

<»f the treasury, antl three years after chancellor of the exchequer.
In 1698 he was appointed tirst commissioner of the treasury, and
in 1700 was advL-nced to the peerage, by the title of Baroii tiali-

lax. lie was, however, twice impeached of high crimes and mis-
demeanors by the commons, but the accusations were rejected by
the house of lords. At the accession ot George I. he was created
Earl of Halifax, and installetl knight of the garter. His lortlship

tlietl in >715. He was the patron of Addison, and intimate with
Swift, Pope, and the most eminent writers and wits of his day.
He wrote pnems and other works. (Ifutkins).

Montague, Elizabeth, an ingenious lady, was the daughter
of Matthew Robinson, Esq. of Yorkshire, and of Honon, m Kent.
The care of her eilncation was untkrtaken by the celebrated Dr.
Conyers Miudleton. About 17-12 she married Etlwartl Monta-
gue, of Allerthorpe, in the county of York, Esq. son of Charles,
filth son ot Edwiirtl, the first Earl of Sandwich. By him she had a
SOI), who tiietl before he was two years old. She became earlv a
willow with an ample fortune and honourable connections. lu
1769 Mrs. Montague published, " An Essay on the Writings and
Genius of Shakespeare," which obtained a gre;it and deserved re-

putation. She formed a literary society known by the name of
the Blue Stocking Club, from tiie circumstance that a gentleman
belonging to it wore stockings of that colour. Mrs. ftlontague
was noliced for another peculiarity, that of giving an annual tlin-

ner on Mav-dav to the chimney-sweepers of the metropolis. She
died in 1800. \hFulkins.)

Montague, in geography, a township of Massachusetts, in

Hampshire county, on the E. bank of the Connecticut, 18 miles
N. of Northampton, and 97 W by N. of Boston.

Montague, an island in the N. Pacific Ocean, 50 miles long,

antl 10 broad, on the N. W. coast of North America. Lon. \M'
to 148" W. Lat. 59° 50' to 60° 30' N.
Montague Island, oue of the New Hebrides, in the Soutli

Sea, near Sandwich Islantl. Lon. 168. 37. E. l>at. 17. 20. S.

MONTAIGNE, Michael de, a French gentleman, born ia

Pciigortl, in 1533. His father educated him with great care, and
made him learn Latin as other children learn their mother-tongue.
His tutors were Nicholas Gronchi, who wrote " De Comitiis Roma-
noruiii ;" William Gufrenti, who wrote on Aristotle; George Bu-
chanan ; and Anthony Muret. He was also taught Greek by wav
of recreation; and was awakened every morning with the sound of
music, ile was a counsellor in the parliament of Bonrdeaux, and
afterwards mayor of Bourdeaux. lie published his celebrated
Lssays, in I5S0. He hail a great deal ot wit and subtilty, but no
small share of conceit and vanity. The learned are mucli divided

in their opinions about his works. He died in 1592.

MONTAIGU, a town of France, in the department of the

Vendue, and late province of Poitou ; 1 6 miles S. S. £. of Nantes.
Lon. 1. 30. W. Lat. 47. 0. N.
MONT-ALBAN, a town of Spain, in Arragon, 44 miles S. ef

Saragossa. Lon. 0. 30. \V. Lat. 41. 9. N.
MONTAIX'INO, a small populous town of Etruria, in Sien-

na, 17 miles S. E. of Siennu, and 44 of Florence. Lon. 11. 30.

E. Lat. 43. 7. N.
MONTALTO, an episcopal townof Ancona; 10 miles N. of

Ascoli. Lon. 13.30. E. Lat. 43. 0. N.
MOKTANTSTS, Christian heretics, who sprung up about

A. D. 171, in the reign of the emperor Marcus Aurelius. They
were so calletl from their leader, the heresiarth Montanns, a Phry-
gian by birth ; whence they are sometimes styled Phrygians aiid

Calapln'vgians. 1 hey formed a schism, antl set up a society un-
der the diietiion of those v. ho called themselves prophets. Mon-
tanus, in conjunction with PrisciUa and Maximilla, was at the head
of the sect. These sectaries made no alteration in the crecil.

They only held, that the Holy Spirit made Montanns his organ
for delivering a more perfect form of discipline than what was de-

livered by theapostles.

MONTANL S, a heretic oT the second century, born in Phi-y-

gia. He embraced Christianity in hopes of rising to the dignities

of the church. Ho preten'led to inspiration; and gave out that

the Holy Ghost had instructed him in several points, which hatl

not been revealed to the apostles. PrisciUa and Maximilla, two
enthusiastic women of Phrygia, presently became his disciples;

and in a short time he had a great number of followers. Tlie
bishops of Asia, being ass^-'mblcd, condemned his prophecies, antl

e.xcommunicated
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e\-communicatcd those who dispersed them. Afterwards they
V role an accoiinl of wh-.it had passed to the western cinirchc?,

V here the pretended propliecies of Montamis and his followers

were likcwiie condenmeil.
MoNTANts, John Baptist, an eminent Ilaliaii physician,

styled the Galen of his comitry. He was horn at Wrona, in 14Si*

;

and studied at Padua, where he displeased his father b\ preferring

physic to law ; but, thoni;h deprived of his assistanie, he soon
made such progress, tiiat he was promoted to tlir professor's chair

nt Padua, after having practised physic with great success in seve-

ral otiier cities. His lame became so great that he was iin iled to

Paris, Florence, and X'ii'nna, by Francis I. Duke Cosmo, and
Cliarles \'. but pr'-IV-ncd his professorship at Padua; w lu-re he
died of the stone, iji 1551. He wrote many medical, and some
poetical, works.

j

MONT.'VKGtS, a considerable town of France, in the depart-

1

ment of Loiret, and late province of Orleannois, fifteen miles S. i

of Nemours. Lon. 2. 36. E. Lat. 4S. I.N.
MON'l'AUBAN, a town of France, in the department of Lot,

Jate province ofGuienne, and territory of Quercy, 30 m les N. of

Toulouse. Lat. 44° U' 55" N. Lon. 1' 20' 5 T E." from Greenwich. !

MCN'J'UAZON, a town of France, in the department of Indre I

and Loire, and late province of Touraine, 135 miles S. VV. of
Paris. Lon. 0. 45. E. Lat. 47. 17. N.
MONTBELtAlU), or MONTBELLIARD, a Ivte princi-

pality of Germany, insulated in France : now included in the de-

partment of the Upper Uhine.
M»NTBELLiARD, a town of France, capital of the above princi-

pality, 33 miles W. of Basle. Lon. 6. 50. E. Lat. 47. 31. N.
MONT-BLANC, a town of Spain, iw Catalonia, 15 miles N.

of Tarragon. Lon. i. 5. E. Lat. 41.20. N. •

Mont-Blanc, a department of France, comprehending the

late duchy of Savoy. See Blanc, and Savoy.
MONTBRISDN^, a town of France, in the department of

Rhone and Loire, and late -capital of the province of Forcz, 40
miles \V. of Vienne. Lon. 4. 27. E. Lat. 45., 32. N.
MONT-DIDIER, an ancient town of Itsly, in the depart-

ment of the Somme, and late province of Picardv, 24 miles S. E.

of Amiens, and 58 N. of Paris. Lon. 2. 34. W.'Lat. 49. S9. N.
MONTECCHIO, a town of Italy, in the department of

Crostolo, and late duchy of Reggio, ten miles S. E. of Parma.
MONTE CHRIST, a cape, bay, town, district, and river, on

the N. side of St. Domingo. The town is in the form of an am-
phitheatre, 200 fathoms square. The cape is a verj- high hill,

Teen at 42 miles distance in a clear day. Lon. 71. 50. \V. Lat.

19. 54. N.
MONTECUCULI, Raymond, generalissimo of the empe-

ror's army, and one of the greatest commanders of his time, was

born in Modena, of a distinguished family, in 1603. F>nest Mon-
tecuculi his uncle, who was general of the artillery in the Imperial

army, resolved that he should serve tirst as a common soldier, and

that he should pass through all the military degrees bi^fore he was

raised to command. 'IMiis he did with ai)plause. In 1044, when
he was at the head of 2000 horse, he surprised, by a precipitate

march, 10,000 Swedes, who laid siege to Nemessau in iilesia, and
obliged them to abandon their artillery and baggage ; but soon

after he was defeated and taken prisoner by General Banter.

Having obtailied his liberty at the end of two years, he joined his

troops to those of John de Wert ; and defeated General Wraagel
in Bohemia, who was killed in the battle. lu 1657 the emperor
made him general niar>lial de camp ; and sent him to the assist-

ance of John Casimir, King of Poland. Montecuculi vantiuished
' Kagotzi, Prince of Transylvania, drove out the Swedes, and dis-

tinguished himself in an extraordinary manner against the Turks in

Transylvania and Hungary. In 1673 ho commanded the imperial

aimv against tlie French, and took Bonne; he then proceeiled

villi feint marches to deceive T'urenne, in which he obtained

great honour. However, the command of tli.it army was taken

from him in 1674, but was restored to him in 1675, that he might

inake head against the great Turenne. All Europe had their eyes

fixed on these two able warriors, who then made use of all tlie

stratagems which genius and military knowledge were capable of

suggesting. Marshal Turenne was obtaining the superiority when
he was taken off by a cannon-ball. Montecuculi wept at the

death of so lormi<lable an enemy, and be4^wed upon him the
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gi-eatesf praises. The great Prince of Conde, being the only re-

maining French general lit to oppose- Montecuculi, was sent lo the
Rhine, and slopped the Imperal general; who ccnsideied tins last

campaign as the most glorious of iiis life, not from his being con-
([ueror, but for his not being con<iuered, when he was opposed by
a T iiienne and a Conde. He spent the rest of his life at t!ie Im-
perial court; and died at Lintz in KiSO. Hewrote Memoir:
the best e<lition is that of Strasburg, in 1735.
MONT F-FALCO, a town of Italy, in the late territory of the

church and duchy of Spoletto ; twelve miles \V . of Spoletto.
_MON ITC-FALCONE, a town of Italy, in Friuli, t.n miles
N. W. of .\(juileia, and twelve N. W. of T rie^te.

MONTT: FIASCONE, a town of Italy, in the late territory of
tlie Cluircli, 45 miles N. \\'. of Rome.
MONT EGO BAY, a town of Jamaica, and, next to Kingston,

the most flourishing in the island. Lon. 78. 15. W. "Lat. 18.

31. N.
MONTE LEONE, a town of Naples, in Calabria Ultra, on a

hill, overlooking the sea, twelve iriles N. E. of Nicotera.
MONTEI.IM.ART', a populous town of France, in the de-

parmient of Drome, and late province of Dauphiny, 25 miles S.
of Valence. Lon. 4. 55. E. Lat. 44. 33. N.
MONT'E-M.^RANO, a ])opulous town of Naples, in Princi-

pato Ultra, eighteen miles S. of Benevento. Lon. 15. 0. E. Lat
40. 48. N.
MONTE-MORO NOVO, or MONTE-MAJOR EL

NOVO, a town of Portugal, between Lisbon and Badajoz. Lon.
9.35. W. Lat. 3S. 42. N.
MONTE-MORO ^ELO, or MOSTE-MAJOR EL

VELHO, a town of Portugal in Beira, ten miles S. W. of Coim-
bra, and 83 N. of Lisbon.

MONTE-PULSIANO, a town of Etniria, 25 miles S. E. of
Sienna, and 50 S. by E. of Florence. Lon. 11. 49, E. Lat. 43
10. N.
MONTEREAN, a town of F'rance, in the department of Seine

and Marne, at the conflu.x of the Seine and Yonne, filteen miles
S. E. of Melun.
MONTESA, a very strong town of Spain, in Valentia, five

miles from Xatiya. Lo'n. 0. 10. W. Lat. 39. 0. N.
MONT'E-SANCT'O, the ancient AthoS, a mountain of Tur-

key in Eurojie, on the Gulph of Contessa. .See Athos. It is 17
miles S. of Salonichi. Lon. 24. 39. E. Lat. 40. 27. N.
MONTESQUIEU, Charles de Secondat, baron, a most

illustrious I'renchman, descended from a noble family of Guienne,
was born at the castle of Bred e, near Bourdeaux, in 16S9. He
shewed an early genius, and at the age of 20, had prepared ma-
terials for his " Spirit of Laws," by well digested extracts from
those immense volumes of civil law, which he had studied. He
became a counsellor of the parliament of Bourdeaux in 1714, and
in 1716 was received president a mortier. In 1721 he published
his Persian Letters ; in which, under the screen of Oriental man-
ners, he satirized those of France. He did not avow this publi-
cation, but was no sooner pointed out as the author, than zeal
and envy united at once against the works. He was received into

the French academy in 1728; and having (piittcd his civil em-
ployments, lie travelled through Germany, Italy, Switzerland,
Holland, and England, in which la.st country he desired three
years, an<l contracted intimacies with the greatest men then alive.

On his return he retired for two years to his estate at Brede,
where he finished his work " On the Causes of the Grandeur and
Declension of the Romans ;" which appeared in 1734. The re-

put«tion acquired by this work only cleared the way *'or his great
undertaking, the Spirit of Laws, which was printed at Geneva, in

2 vols. 4to. 1750. This was immediately attacked in a nuillitiide

ot illiberal anonymous pamphhts. Montesquieu drew up a de-

fence ofit; which for truth, moderation, anddelicacv of ridicule,

may be regarded as a model. He died at Paris on tlie 10th Feb.
1755. His virtues did honour to human nature, his writings jus-

tice. He was ot a sweet, gay, and even tem|)cr. His conversa-
tion was spirited, agreeable, and instructive. Besides Ihe above
works, he wrote several small pieces, as the " T'eniple ol Guindus,"
"L\siinachus,"and " Essay upon Taste," which is lift iiulinished.

His works have been collected since his death, and iirinttd at Paris
in a splendid edition, Im 4to ; and have all beeu translated into
English.

"
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MON'II-: X'KRDt;, a town of Naples, in Principato Ultra,

60 miles K. of Naples. Loii. 15. 42. E. Lat. 40. 51. N.
.MONTEZl'MA, or MONlECUMA, was Linpnor of

Mexico when Corte/. invatleil tliat country \n 1518, wliotlelealed,

loailVd him with chains, and obliijed him lo acknowledge himsell

in pubjic the vassal of Charles V. in name of tribute for which

huniiige, Cortez received (J'.IO,000 nierks of pure gold. Monte-

zmiia soon afterwards I'ell a sacrifice to his submission to the Spa-

niards. He ;mil Alvaro, the lieutenant of C'ortez, were besieged

in the palace b) 'iOO,000 Mexicans. The emperor proposed to

shew liiniself to his subjects, that lie might persuade them to de-

sist from the attack : but the Mexicans no longer considered liini

in any other light but as tlip slave of foreign conquerors. In the

midst of his speech, lie received a blow with a stone, and he ex-

pired soon after, A. I). 1520. See C'oiites. This unlortunate

prince left two sons and three daughters, wlio embraced the

Christian faith. The eldest son obtained from Charles V. lands,

revenues, and the title of Count de Monte/.miia. He died in

1003 ; and his family is one of the most powerlul in Spain.

MONTFAUCdX, three towns of 1"ranee, viz. 1. in the de-

pnrlinent ot Mayne and Loire, Hi miles S. of Amiens: 2. in that

of the Meilse, 5 miles N. E. of ^'an•ennes; 3. in that of Upper
Loire, 21 miles N. E. of Puy.
MONTl'lCHRA'i", a late province and ducliy of Italy, now

annexed to France, and included in the department of Marengo.
Itwas bounded on the E. by the late duchy of Milan, and part ot

the territory of Genoa; on the N. by the^'ercellese and Caiiavese;

on the W. by Piedmont; and on the S. by the late Ligurian re-

public, whence it is se|>arated by the Appciir.iiie niountains. It is

very fertile and well cultivated, abounding in corn, wine, oil, and
si:k.

MONTFORT, a town of Holland, in the department of the

Zuyder Zee (the late department of the Rliine,) and late province

of Utrecht, 7 miles S. by E. of Ulrecht. Lon. 5.0. E. Lat. 52. 4. N.
MoNTFORT, a town of France, in the department of I lie and

Vilaine, and late province of Upper Bretagne, 12 miles from
Rennes.
MoNTFORT, a town of Germaiiv, in the circle of Snabia, on

llie donlines ofTirol, l(i miles S. of Lindow, and the lake Constance.

Lon. 9. 51. E. Lat. 47.22. N.
MoNTPOBT DE Lemos, an ancient town of Spain, in Galicia, 55

hiiles S. E. of Compistella. L(5n. 7. 9. W. Lat. 42. 2«. N.
MoNTEORT L'Amuly, a tow 11 of FVance, in the department of

l!ie Seine and Disc, and late province of the Isle of France, 25
miles from Paris. Lon. 2. 50. E. Lat. 48 45. N.
MONTGATZ, a town of Lower Hungary, in the county of

Pcrcczas, .52 miles E..S. E. of Cassovia. Lon. 21. 53. E. Lat. 4(5.

26.'N.
, MONTG6LFIER, Stephen James, was born at Annonay
in Fiance. He became celebrated by his papn-manufactiire, and
he was the first, who fabricated the vellum-paper, so remarkable for

its smoothness and. colour. In 1783 he invi.iied air-balloons, for

whicli he was admitted a member of the Academy of Sciences,
created chevalier of the order of St. Michael, and rewarded with a
pension of two thousand livies. It is said, that the incident of
covering a cofl'ee-pot, in which water was boiling, witli. a spherical

cap of paper, whi'-li rose in the air as the water bcatt-d, first gave
him the idea of an air-l)alloon. Others aftirm, that reflectirig on
the ascent of smoke and clouds in tlie atmospl-iere suggested the
hint. However this were, it appears that Stephen, in the middle
of November, 1782, made an e.xpernient at Avignon with a bag
of line silk, of the shape of a paralletopipadon, and of forty cubic
feet in capacity, to tlie aperture of wliich he applied burning
paper till it was filled witli a kind of cloud, when it ascended ra-

pidly to tlie ceiling. This e\perinient was repeated by him and
Iiis brother at .Aiuioiiay, with a success that induced them to form
a machine of a much larger capacity, which was followed, l)v other
successful attempts, foranactount of which see Aerostation.
He died in France, June 26, 1810.

MONTGOMERY, James, Lord of Lorges in the Orlean-
nois, one of the bravest men of his age, and famous under the
title of Lorges in the wars of Francis I. In 1545 he suc-
ceeded John Stu.irt count d'Aubigny in the command of the
!00 archers iu the Scotch guard. He wounded Francis I. in the
chin with a firebrand, while engaged in som« frolic with that

6

prince. This accident occasioneil the wearing of long beards in

France for 50 years. Lorges died aged above 80, a short time
after Henry II. He obtainetl the title of count de Montgomery
in 1553, wliicli he claimed as belonging to his ancestors, and as

being descended, by the eails of Egliiiton in Scotland, from a

younger son of the ancient house ot Montgomery in Engllind.

According to a memoir given by the family to the author of the
Genealogical Dictionary, James was the sou of Robert Mont-
gomery, who left Scotland, and entered into the service ol the

French king about the beginning of the reign of I'rancis I. and this

Robert was grandson to Alexander Montgomery, cousin by the

mother's side to James I. king of Scotland.

.Montgomery, Gahriel ee, count Montgomery in Nor-
mandy, the son of the preceding, was remarkable for his valour
and noble atchieveliients, hut still more so for occasioning the
ileath of Henry H. by accidentally wounding liiui in the eye at a
tournament, in 1559. After this unlucky accident, Montgomeiy
visited Italy aud other foreign countries ; and did not return to

France till the commencement of the civil wars, when he joined
the Protestants, ami became one of their principal leaders. In
15(i2, he defended Rouen against the royal army with great va-

lour. The city being at length taken liy storm, lie sr -pt into a
galley ; and having surmounted by dint of rowing a chain wincli

had been thrown across the Seine at C'wudebec, to prevent suc-
cours from England, he escaped to Havre. In 1569 he raised the
siege of Btiarne in Navarre, then closely pressed by the Catholics;
after which he followed the besiegers to Orthez, which he took by-

assault. Montgomery was at Pans at the time of the massacre of
the Protestants in 1572, but escaped though closely pursued.
With hi* family he retired to Jersey, and from thence to England.
In 1573 he returned to Normandy, where he was joined by some
of the Protestant nobility at St. Lo, at which pinre he was be-

sieged by Matignon, lieutenant-general in Lower Normandy. But
Montgomery escaped from thence, and went toDomfront, whither
he was followed by Matignon, who ;.fter a long Combat made
him prisoner. This gallant nobleman was beheaded at Paris in

1574. Montgomery married in 1549 Elizabeth de la Fouche, of a
noble family in Rritanny, by whom he left several children.

Montgomery, a city of Nortli Wales, 101 miles N. W. from
London. Lon. 3. 5. W. Lat. 52. 26. N.
Montgomery, or Montgomery-shire, a county of NoiHi

Wales, 40 miles long and 37 broad ; bounded on the N. by Me-
rionethshire and Denbighshire. The air is pleasant and salubrious;

but being extremely mountainous, the soil is not very fertile, ex-
cept in the valleys, which afford some com, and plenty of
pastures.

MONTH, Imoiuttli, Sax.] in its proper acceptation, is that

space of time which the moon takes up in passing from any certain

point to the same again, which is called a periodical month ; or it

is the space of time between two conjunctions of the moon with
the sun, which is called a synodical month. That space of time
wh ch the sun takes up in passing through one sign or 12th part ot

the zodiac, is also called (but improperly) a month. So that there
ai e two sorts of months ; lunar, which are measured by the moon ;

and solar, which are measured by the sun. A solar month con-
tains, upon a mean calculation, 30 days, 10 hours, 29 minutes, 4
>fCi)nds. The Jews, Greeks, and Romans, made use of lunar ^•-

nodicat months ; but, to avoid tractions, they consisted alternately

ot 29 and 30 days. The former the Romans called cavi, and the
Greeks^o'^oi ; the latter were termed pleiii and 7ix,ki;. See Chro-
nology, and Astronomy.
Months, Grecian. The months of the Athenian year con-

sisted alternately ol 29 and 30 days. The first month, according
to Meton's reformation of the calendar, began with the first new
moon after the summer-solstice* and was called hecatombiEon, an-
swering to the biter half of June, and the former half of Jul v.

The order of the months, with the number of days in each, were
as follows

:

1 Hecatombson,^
2 Metagilnion,

3 Boedromion,
4 Miemacterion,
5 Paiiepsioii,

6 Anthestcrion,

Each

30
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Eacli month was divided into three decades if dayscMlted .!ix>ipn;«.

Tin' lirst was called M>i'»,-»jx''('"''' or '"i'""') <^"^ •''«-' ''<'t'ide ot the

beginning of the month; the second was yui^j imila; or the de-

cade ol the middle ; and the third was M>iv« i-aivov'io;, ,r<.i/».<xiv» or

^lyovl.f, the decade of the expiring inonlh. 'Ihe hrst day c'f tlie

first decade was termed N!j|u.,yirt, because the hrst month began

with the new moon ; the si-cond day was i.-airja •.-rj.atva; the third

T^ih t;aiAi7i,. &c. The first day of the second decade was ir^^^h

fit:r«v)oi-, the second tuTnx iJ-tivtii>:, &c.—the days of this decade

were also called Trriu).] (tti .'n-.'i, «!i/7i;» iiri Jom, &c. The first day of

the third decade whs Ttiuih <"' "xt^i; the second was irJiim m' nxnJi,

&c. /. c. the hrst, second, &c. after '20, because the last decade be-

gan on the '20th day. This decade was also counted by inversion

thus ; j^ivovjo; Jixali'the 'ilst, finni^; r.val'i the 2'id,iyimh; tyh-,, Ihe

S3d, and so of the rest to the last day of the month, which was

called tv'i lull '.!», the old and the new, because one pari of that day

belonged to the old and the other to the new moon ; but after the

time of Demetrius, the last day of the month was called from him

Aifxn'?"*;; itsonietimes was named Tiinxn;. The Grecian months,

thus consistins; of 29 atid 30 days alternately, fell short of the solar

year U dav= 6 hours. To remedy this the cycle of four years,

called Tttjnf7>i5it, was invented.—-In this cycle, after the first two

years, thev added an intercalated month called t^ii?oxi,uo:, consist-

ing of 92 days ; and again, after the expiration of two > ears more,

Ihev inserted another month of 23 days, tiiefonrth part of a day

having in the space of four years amounted to a whole year.

Months, Hebrew. The Hebrewniontliswere ranged differ-

ently in their sacred and in their civil year.

Order of the sacred Year. Order ofthe civil Year.

.Sep.

Oct.

Nov.
Dec.
Jan.

M Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
June
July
Aug.

These months beins lunar cannot exactly answer to our solar

months ; but every Jewish month must he conceived to answer to

two of ours, and partake of both. As these 12 lunar months con-

sisted only of 354 ilavs, the Jews in order to bring it nearer to the

true year, took care every three years to Intercalate a 13th month

into ihe number, which they called ve-adar, or the second adar.

The new moon was always the beginning of the month; and it is

said the Jews had people posted on elevated places, to give notice

to the Sanhedrim as soon as she made her appearance : After this,

proclamation was made by sound of trumpet, and " the feast of

the new moon," resounded among the people. The ancient He-

brew months were of 30 days each, excepting the last, which con-

sisted of 35 ; so that the year contained 3t55 days, with an interca-

lary month at the end of ISO years, which, by absorbing the odd

hours which remained at the "conclusion of each year, brought it

back nearly to its proper place. This regulation of the year was

borrowed from the Egypti .ns.

Months, Roman". 1 hi' Roman year under Romulus consist-

ed of 10 (uonths only, and beiian with March, which contained 31

days, then followed Apr'l which had 30, May 31, June 30, Qu'n-

tilis31. SeNtilis 30, September 30, October 31, November 30,

December 30. These 10 months containing no more than 304

days, this division was soon found deficient. Numa Pnmpilius,

therefore, took away one day from each of these six months, April,

June, Sextihs, September, November, December; and to the

six days thus obtainec. he added 51, which was the number that

Romulus's vear, in his opinion, wanted to make it perfect. Nunia

had now 57 davs to dispose of; he therefore divided them, and

constituted two'other months, January and February ; the former

consisting of '29 and tlx- latter of 2R days. January, which he

placedat the winter-solstice, he made instead of March, to begin

the year. Thus Numa's year consisted of 355 days: but this be-

in"^ found 1 1 davs 6 hoili-s short of the solar year, lie made use of

the intercalatiou Cf 99 days at the c.\i>irdtion of eight years per-

1 Nisan or Abib
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MONTJOY, two towns of France, in the department of Lot

and Garonne: 1. live miles N. of \ aleiuc, and 134 E. of Ageu :

2. eight miles S. W. of AiT,en, and 8 S. li. of Nerac.

MONTIVlLLlEKS.^i town ot b ranee, in the deparluienl

of the Lower Seine, anil late province ot Normandy; l> miles N.

of Havre,, and <Ji N. W. of Vm^. Lon. .0. 20. E. Lat. 4y.

35. IS. •

MONT-L'HERI, a town of Trance, in the department of the

Seine and Cise, ami late province oi'the I^le of I'raucf, 15 milet, S.

of Paris.
f ,

. Mont-Louis, a town of France, in the department ot the

Eastern Pyrenees, and late provinc- of KonsiUon, 40 miles W . a.

W. of Perpignan, and 4,!0 b. of Paris. Lon. 2. 5. E. Lat. 4'J.

30. N.,
, r , 1

MoNT-LuET, a town of France, \n the department ot Am, and

.late province of P.ressc, ~0j miles S. E. of Pans. Lon. 5. S. E. Lat.

45. 4Q. N.
JSioNT-LuzoN, a town of France, in the department ot Allier,

and late province of liourlionnois ; ,}5 miles S. W. of Mouhns.

iMON TMEUI, or MONTM ED V, a town of France, -'7 mile.^

S. W. of LnNenibur2.
MONTMELIAN, a town of France, m the department of

Mont Blanc, near the Isere, 7 miles S. S. E. of Cliambery-

MONTiMORENCV.a town of France, in the department ol

Seine and Oise, 6 miles \V. of Gonnesse, and 8 N. of Paris.

MONTOIR, [Fr.] in horsemanship, a stone as high as the

stii-rnps, which Italian riding-masters mount their horses from,

wnhout putting their foot in the stirrup.
, ,

.' . ~,
MONTON.^, a borough and district of Italy m Istria. 1 he

town lies 16 miles E. S. }\. of Umago.
MONTORIO, a tow[i and district of Italy m the department

of the Mincio, and district and late province of Verona.

MONTPELLIER, a city of France, capital of the depart-

ment of Ilerault, and of the late province of Languedoc. It is

reckoned one of the handsomest cities in France. It lies 27 miles

S W of Mismes; 47 E. N. E. of Narbonne; and ISO W. by

S of Paris. Lon. 3° 5 1' 45 " E. from Greenwich. Lat. 43' 3*5' 29 N

.

MONTPENSIER, a town of France, in the department of

Pny dedome, and late province of Auvergne, 20 miles N. E of

Clermont. Lon 3. 14. E. Lat. 46. 4. >!.

MONTREAL, an island of N. America, m the ist. Laurence,

about 20 miles long, and 9 broad. The soil is e.vceedingly rich,

producing all kinds of European fruits and vegetables in great

abundance. The S. side is most populous, best cultivated, and

adorned with villas. This place has sulTered much by tires, the

house? being mostly built of wood.
., , , , ,,

,

Montreal, the capital of the above island, formerly called

Ville Marie, is the second place in Canada for extent, buildings,

and strength ; and besides the advantage of a better climate, for

deli^hlfuTness of situation is much preferable to Quebec. It stands

120 miles S.W. of Quebec. Lon. 71. 20. W. Lat. -45.55. N.

Montreal, or Mount Royal, a fortress of Germany in the

late electorate of Triers ; 22 miles N. E. of Triers; now included

in the depailment of the Rhine and Moselle. Leu. 7. 6. L. Lat.

49. 59. N.
Montreal, a town of Sicily, in the valley of Mazara, 5 miles

W. of Palermo. Lon. 13. 31. E. Lat, 38. 14. N.

Montreal, a town of S|)ain, in Arragon, 25 miles N. W. of

Tervil. Lon. 1. 2. W. Lat. 41.9. N.
MONTREUIL 151",LLER\ , a town of France in the depart-

ment of Maine and Loire, 10 miles S. of Saumur. Lon. 0. 9. W.

Lat. 47. 6. N.
,. r^ , .

Montrevil sua Mer, a town of trance in the department

the Straits of Calais, 40. miles S. of Calais, and 1 17 N. of Paris.

Lon. 1.52. E. Lat. 50.27. N.
MONT-RlCH.\RD, a town of France in the department of

Loire and Cher, 112 miles S. W. of Paris. Lon. 1. 22. E. Lat.

47 22. N.
MON TROSE, a town of Scotland in Angus-shire, 28 miles

N E. of Dundee. Lon. 2. 22. W. Lat. 56. 34. N.

MONTROSS, an under-gunncr, or assistant to a gunner, engi-

neer, or fire-master.
. , ^. • • /- . 1

•
cMONTSKUKAl, a mountain of Spain, in Catalonia, one of

the most singular in the world for situation, shape, and compo-

sition It stan<ls single, towering over a hilly country like a pile of

grotto-work of Gothic spires ; and its height so great, that to a

of

beholder on the top the neighbouring mountains appear to be sunk
toa level with the plain. It is composed of steep rocks, which
at a liibtancc seem indented; whence i's name Montserrat, from
tlie Latin, ic;ra, a saw. Montserrat is famous for the adoration

paid to an image of the Virgin, which, according to tradition, was
loiind in a cave in this mountain by some shepherds in 880. Over
this image, Guthiead earl of Ijarcelona caused a monastery and
chapel to be erected : but, after remaining in this receptacle up-
warils of 700 years, Piulip II. and Pliilip 111. built a magnificent

church tor its reception. Innumerable miracles, are ascribed to

this image. The monastery is situated in a corner of the mountain ;

it seems as if vast torrents of water, or some violent convulsion of
nature, had split the eastern face of Montserrat, and forired in the

clett a sulUcient platform to build the monastery upon. 'I'his

mountain is 25 miles N. W. of Barcelona. Lon. 2. 26. E. Lat.

41. 40. N.
Montserrat, one of the Caribbee Isles, so called by Colum-

bus from its resemblance to the above mountain. In its figure it

IS nearly round, about 9 miles in extent every way, 27 in circum-
ference, and supposed to contain above 50,000 acres. The cli-

mate is warm, but less so than in Antigua, antl is esteemed very
healthy. The surface is mountainous, but interspersed with plea-

sant, rich, and fertile, valleys: the hills are covered with cedars and
other fine trees. Here are all the animals, vegetables, and fruits,

that are to be found in the other islands. The principal produc-
tions are cotton, rum, and sugar. 'J'his island lies 30 miles S. W.
ot Antigua, i-on. 62. 22. VV. Lat. 16. 49. N.
MONT 'J ERRIBLE, a department of France formed out c*f

the late principality of Monaco, and county of Nice.
MON T-TONNERE, a department of France on the left or

W. bank of the Rhine. Worms is the capital.

MONUMEN r, \_monumtntutn, Lat.] in architecture, a build-

ing destined to [jreserve the memory, &c. of the person who rais-

ed it, or for whom it was raised ; stlch are a triumphal arch, a
mausoleum, a jiyramid, &c. The first monuments that Were
erected by the ancients, were of stones, which were laid over
tombs, on w hich were cut the names and actions of the deceased.
These stones were distinguished by various names, according as

their figures were difierent : the Greeks called those which v,;eTC

square at the base, and werethe same depth throughout their whole
length, steles; from whence our square pilasters, or Attic columns,
are derived: those which 'were round in their base, and ended in

a [loint at top, they called styles ; which gave occasion to the inven-
tion of diminished columns: those which were square at the toot,

and terminated in a point at the top, in the manner of a funeral,

they called pyramids : to those whose bases were more in length
than in breadth, and rose still lessening to a very great height
resembling the figure of the splits or instruments used by the
ancients in roasting the flesh of their sacrifices, they called obelisks

See Obelisks, Pyramid, &c.
Monument, absolutely so called among us, is a magnificent

jiillar, erected by order of parliament, in memory of the burning
of the city of London, A. D. 1666, in the very place where the
lire began. This pillar is of stone, of the Doric order, and fluted.

It is one of the boldest pieces of architecture that ever was attempt-
ed, being 202 feet high, and the dianieler 15 ; it stands on a pe-
destal 40 feet high, and 21 feet square, the Iron t being enriched
with curious emblems in basso relievo: within are winding stairs,

up to the very top.

MONZA, a town of Italy in the late duchy of Milan, 8 miles

N. N. E. of Milan. Lon. 9. 20. E. Lat. 45. 33. N.
MOOD, or MODE, in grammar. See Grammar.

^

Moods of Syllogism. See Logic.
MOON, [f^'ivt], Gr. menu. Sax.] in astronomy one of the satel-

lites, or secondary planets, denoted by this character J) . The
moon constantly revolves about the earth. See Astronomy.
MOON-E\ ES, in the manege, a horse is said to have moon-

eyes wlien llie weakness of his eyes increases or decreases accord-

ing to the course of the moon: so that in the wane his eves

are muddy and troubled, and at new moon clear ; but still he
is in danger of losing his eye-sight entirely. See Farriery.
MOON-STONE, a species of a silicious earth, of a clear white

colourapproaching tothatof milk. In a certain position, it reflects

a strong light like mother-of-pearl ; in others, it shews spots of a car-

nation-colour, ll is found in pieces with obti*ie angles, sometime
of a quadrangular figure. Werner supposes it to be the andro-

dramas
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dramas of Pliri_^, the girasole of the Italians, aucl ihe water-opal of

Cejlon ; and is classed with the opal and the cat's eve.

MOON-TREFOIL. See Medic,\go.
MOONWORT, in botany. See Lunaria.
MOOR, Sir Joxas, in biography, an eminent English mathe-

matician, born at Whitby in Lancashire, about the year 16'JO. He
enjoyed the advantage of a liberal school-education, and after-

wards applied himself principally to the stndy of the niatlieniatics,

for which, from his childhood, he had discovered a strong partia-

lity. King Charles L expressed much approbation of his acquire-

ments, and gave him a promise of encouragement ; wUich laid

the foundation of his future fortune. Afterwards he was appointed

mathematical tutor to the Kind's second son, James, to instr«ict

him in arithmetic, geography, the use of the globes, &c. During
Cromwell's government, he appears to have followed the profes-

sion of a public teacher of mathematics ; for he is styled in the

title pages of some of the publications, " professor of the mathema-
tics." Mr. Granger says, in his " Uiographical History of Eng-
land," that he was empioyed by the coumiissioners, for draining

and dividing the fens ; and in his survey took notice that the sea

made a curve-line on the beaih, from which he took the hint to

keep it effectually out of Norfolk. After the restoration of King
Charles H. he was noticed and employed by that prince, who be-

stowed on him the honour of knighthood, and at length promoted
liini to the important office of surveyor-general of tlie ordnance.

He frequently, availed himself of his interest at court for the ad-

vancement of learning, the encouragement of merit, and the esta-

hlishnient of institutions highly favourable and bcneticial to the

interests of the public, and of science in general. He wrote a

general system of mathematics in 2 vols. 4lo. wiiicli vas published

after his death in ICSI. Besides the system of mathematics, he
published arithmetic, in two books, viz. ^'ulgar Arithmetic, and
Algebra. To which are added, two Treatises, the one a new Con-
templation Geometrical, upon the ova! figure calletl the Ellipsis;

the other, the two llrst Books of Mydorgius, his Conical Sections

analyzed, If560, octavo ; ~A Mathematical Compendium ; or,

useful Practices in Arithmetic, Geometry, and Astronomy, Geo-
graphy, and Navigation, Sec. &c. the fourth edition of \\hich is

dated in 1705, ll'mo. ; A General Treatise of Artillery; or.

Great Ordnance. Written in Italian by Thomas Moretii o't Bres-

cia. Translated into English, with Notes tliereupon, and some
Additions out of French for Sea-gunners. By Sir Jonas Moor,
Knt. octavo, with the date of 1688.

Moor, MooR-LANn, or MooRv Soil, a black, light, soft soil,

remarkably loose, without any admixture of stones, and containing

a verv small proportion of clay, or sand. This earth usually forms

the uppermost stratum of fen-laiKU, and consists almost wholly of

pure vegetable matter, wliich renders it very fertile. Moors,
however, are subject to inundations, and they retain moisture for

a considerable time, so as to render it difficult for cattle to graze,

without poaching the soil. To remedy this inconvenience, the

tenants of such lands pare and burn them at certain seasons of the

year ; bv which process their nature is considerably improved, as

the surface reailily takes rire, and burns freely. The course of

crops that has been found most profitable, is for the first three

.j'ears, grass ; that is, hay-seeds, and the different kinds of clover,

sown after the surface ha; been burnt and plewed in: during the

next three years, two crops of corn, with an intermediate fallow :

bv such rotation, lands that were naturally of little value, liave

been rendered fit to produce very beneficial crops. Where moors
occur in mountainous situations, Mr. Young recommends them
first to be drained and irrigated, as the water will work numerous
passages lound the heath, that is usually found in moorlands ; but

which will speedily perish when Hooded, and will be succeeded

bv sweet grasses, and other useful plants. The ne\t step w ill be

to inclose the land with a double, dry stone-wall, between which
young oaks, alders, ash, holly, mountain-nsh, &c. may be advan-

tageously planted ; for, independently of the immediate shelter

thus alTo'rded to cattle, they will, in the course of a few years, be-

come very profitable woods. In some cases, a simple inclosure

has, without farther cultivation, been found very beneficial for

feeding the common Scotch wethers, which are (iistinguished bv
black faces and logs, and long coarse w ool.—Mr. Young observes,

that mountainous moors, if toler.ably well covered willi heath, in-

termixed with spots of sedge, rushes, and coarse grass, will support
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a sheep on an acre, throughout the year ; and, as the rot scldoui
occurs on these lands, it has been found, that llocks pastured oii

them, without the addition of hay, thrive well, and oftentur.es bet-

ter than those which are regularly foiidcred. If, however, the
design be to estabhsh a grass-farm, it will be advisable to pare,

burn, and lime, the lands, after whidi they must be once tliinly

plowed, that the lime and ashes may not be too deeply burieO.
As the cultivation of mountainous moors is either productive of
great prolit, or of total ruin, the greatest judgement is requisite in

fi.virig the course of croi)s. The chief object being to convert
these soils ultimately into good meadows, or bheep-walks, the till-

age ought only to extend to the destruction of spojitancous growtli

;

to the removal of the acidity peculiar to peat-soils, and to support
a (luck during tlie winter: wliicli purposes maybe cliected by
paring and liming judiciously, and also by sowing hay.—The firjt

course, which Mr. Young considersas deserving more particular
attention, is: 1. Turnips, or cabbages. 2. Oats. 3. Grasses,
mown. 4. Grasses, &c. fed. This course is generally preferable
toothers; but, in case it should be found inadetiuale, he recom-
mends the following variation to be adopted, viz. 1. Turnips or
cabbages. J. Cabbages or turnips. 3. Oats. 4. Grasses, mown.
5. Grasses, fed.

MOORING, the act of confining and securing a ship in a par-
ticular station, by chains or cables, \> liich are either fastened to
the adjacent shore, or to anchors in the bottom. A ship may be
either moored by the head, or by the head and stern : i. e. she
may be secured by anchors before her, without any behind ; or
she may have anchors out, both before and behind her ; or her
cables m.iy be attached to posts, rings, or moorings, w hich answer
the same purpose. When a ship is moored by the head with her
own aiicliors, they are disposed according to the circumstances of
the place where she lies, and the time slie is to continue therein.
Thus w heiever a tide ebbs and tlows, it is usual to carry one anchor
out towards the flood, and another towards the ebb, 'particularly
where tlu-re \-, little room to range about.
MOOIUNGS, in sea-language, are usually an assemblage

of anchors, chains, and bridles, laid athwart tlie 'bottom of a river
or haven, to ride the shipping contained therein.
MOORS, M.'VURI, the inhabiLints of the ancient .Mauritania,

and of the modern empire of Morocco. The Moors are a mi.xture
of Arabian and African nations formed into tribes ; with the origin
of whom we are very imperfectly acquainted. These tribes,

strangers to each other, and ever divided uy traditional hatred or
prejudice, seldom mingle. Most of the casts who occupy the
provinces of Morocco have pruliably been repulsed from the eastern
to the western Africa,- during those" diirercnt revolutions by wliicJi

this part of the world has been agitated; that they have followed
the standard of iheir chiefs, whose names they have preserved ;

and that by these they, as well as the countries they inhabit, are
distinguished. At present these tribes are called cariies or cabiles,
from the Arabic «ord kobeila ; and they are so numerous, that
it is impossible to have a knowledge of them all. In the northern
provinces are eiumierated F5eni-Garir, Beni, Guernid, Beni-Man-
sor, Beni-Oriegan, Beni-Chelid, Bcni-Juseph, Beni-Zaiuol, Beni-
Razin, Beni-Gebara, Beni-Buseibet, Beni-Gualid, Beni-Yeder,
Beni-(Jueiaghel, Beni-Guesev^l, Beni-Guamud, &c. Towards the
east are, Beni-Sayd, Beni-Teusin, Beiii-Ic»lctin, Beni-Buhalel,
Beni-Telid, Beni-Soffian, Beni-Becil, Beni-Zequer, &c.—snd to
the south, those of Beni-Fonsecara, Beni-Ares, Beui-Hassen, Beni-
Mager, Beni-Basti, Beni-Seba, with an infinite number of others.

In these names, the word Ben, or Beni, is used for sons or descend-
ants. The people who depend on .Algiers, Tunis, and Tripob,
are in like manner divided into a great number of tribes, who
are all so ancient that they themseWes have no idea of their origin.

Moors, in the Isle of Man, those who summon the courts for
the several sheadings; such as the Kid's balitls. TheolJice'is
similar to that of baililTof the hundred.
MOORSHEDABAD, a large city of Hindostan, in Bengal.

100 miles N. of Calcutta, and 113 S. E. of Patiia. Lon S? gs'
E. Lat. 04. 15. N.
MOOT CASE or POINT, a point or case unsettled and dis-

putable, such as may properly ati'ord a topic of disputation. It' is

a diflicult case, argued by the young barristers and students at the
inns of court, by svay ot exercise, to qualify them for practice,
and to defend the causes of their clients, 1 his. which is called

7 O r^oolinlg.
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jnootiiig, is tlie clucf exerci?e of t!ie inns of coint. Partiiular

tijnes Lire appointod for tlie arguing inoot-case«: llie place wliere

t'lis exercise is performed was anciently called Moot-hall ; and

tliere is a bailiff, or surveyor of tl>e moots, annually clio<en by

tlie bench, to appoint the inoor-men for the inns of chancery, and
j

to keep an account of the performance of exercises.

MOl'SUS, in fabulous history, a celebrated prophet, son of

Apollo, by Manto, the daughter of Tiresias, wlio flourished

about the lime of the Trojan war. After death he was ranked

among the gods, and had an oracle at Malin, celebrated for the

true and decisive answers which it gave.

Mopsus, the son of Anipyx and Chloris, born at Titaressa in

Thessaly. He was the prophet and soothsayer of the Argonauts,

and died at his return from Colchis by the bite of a serpent in

Libya.
MOR/EA, in botany, a g^nus of the nionogynia order, and

triandria class of plants; natural order, Kiisata;. Corolla six-p'e-

taled, the three inner pans spreading narrower; stigma trifid.

There are seventeen species.

MORA!, tlie name given at Otaheile to the burying-grounds,
which are al<o places of worship. A moral is a pile of stone raised

pvraniidically upon an oblong base or s(]uare 267 feet long and
87 wide. On each side is a llight of steps ; those at the side*

being breader than those at the ends; so that it terminates not a
square of the same figure with the base, but in a ridge like the

roof of a house.

MORAL PHILOSOPHY.

MORAL PHILOSOPHY, is the knowledge of what ought

to be, or the application of rules that ought to determine, the

choice of voluntary agents. Moral Philosophy has this in com-

mon with Natural Philosophy, that it appeals to nature or fact;

tiepends on observation ; and builds its reasonings on plain uncon-

troverted experiments, or upon the fullest induction of particulars

of which the subject will admit. We must observe, in both these

sciences, how nature is alTected, and what her conduct is in such

and such circumstances: or, in other words, we must collect the

appearances of nature in any given instance; traie these to some
general principles or laws of operation ; and then apply these prin-

ciples or laws to the explaining of other phenomena. Therefore

Moral Philosophy inciuires, not how man might have been, but

how he is, constituted; not into what principles or dispositiojis his

actions may be artfully resolved, but from what princi|>)es and

dispositions they actually flow; not what he may, by education,

habit, or foreign influence, come to be or do; but, what, by his

nature, or original constituent principles, he is formed to be ansl

do. We discover the office, use, or destination, of any work,

\vliether natural or artificial, by observing its structure, the parts

of which it consists, (heir connection or joint action. It is thus

we understand the office and use of a watch, a plant, an eye, or

hand. It is the same with a living creature of the rational or

brute kind. Therefore, to determine tlie office, duty, or destina-

tion, of man ; or, in other words, what his business is, or what

conduct he is obliged to pursue, we must inspect his constitution,

take every part to pieces, examine their mutual relations one to

the other, and the common effect or tendency of the whole.

Of Man and his Connections.

Man is born a weak, helpless, delicate creature, unprovided

with food, clothing, and whatever is necessary for subsistence or

defence. And yet, exposed as he is in his infantile state, to

numberless wants and dangers, he is utterly incapable of sujiply-

ing the former, or securing himself againsttlie latter. But, though

thus feeble and exposed, he finds immediate and sure resources in

the affection and care of his parents, who refuse no labours, ana

forego no dangers, to nurse and rear up the tender babe. By
these powerful instincts, as by some mighty chain, does nature link

the parent to the child, and form the strongest moral connection

on his part, before (he child has the least apprehension of it. Hun-
ger and thirst, with all the sensations that accompany or are con-

nected with them, explain themselves liy a language strongly ex-

pressive, and irresistibly moving. As the several senses bring in

notices of surrounding objects, the young spectator shews early

signs of growing wonder and admiration. Bright objects and
striking sounds are beheld and heard with a sort of commotion
and surprise. But, without resting on any, he eagerly passes on

from object to object, still pleased with whatever is most new.
Thus the love of novelty is formed, and the passion of wonder
kept awake. By degrees he becomes acquainted with the most
familiar objects, his parents, his brethren, and those of the fsiinily

who are most conversant with him. He contracts a fondness for

them, is uneasy when they are gone, and charmed to see. them
agaiu. These feeli()g3 become the foundation of a moral allach-

nient on his side ; and by this reciprocal synipatliy he forms the
domestic alliance wtlh his parents, brethren, and other members
of the family. Hence he becomes interested in their concerns :

and feels joy or grief, hope or fear, on their account, as well as liis

own. As his allections now point beyond himself, to otha-s, he i»
denominated a good or ill creature, as he stands well or ill affected

to tH>;m. These, then, are the first links of the moral chain ; the ear-
ly rudiments, or outlines, of his character ; his first rude essays to-
wards free agency. When he begiiii to make excui-sions from
the nursery, and extends his acquanitance abroad, he forms a little

circle of companions; engages with them in play, or in quest of
adventures; and leads, or is led by them, as his genius is more or
less aspiring. Tliough this is properly the season in which appe-
tite and passion have the ascendant, yet his imagination and intel-

lectual powers open apace ; and as the various images of things

pass before the mental eye, he forms variety of tastes ; relishes

some things, and dislikes others, as his parents, companions, and a
thousand other circumstances, lead him to coinbuie agreeable or
disagreeable sets of ideas, or represent to him objects in alluring

or odious lights. As his views are enlarged, his active and social

powers expand in proportion ; the love of action, of imitation, and
of praise, emulation, curiosity, docility, a |yassion for command^
and fondness of change.—His passions are cpiick, variable, and
pliarft to every impression ; his attachments and disgust quickly
succeed each ether. He compares tilings, distinguishes actions,

judges of characters, and loves or hates them, as they appear well

or ill affected to himself, or to those he holds dear. Meanwhile
he soon grows sensible of the conse<|uences of his own actions, as

they attract applause, or contempt: he triumphs in the former

;

and is ashamed of the latter, wants to hide them, and blusheswheu.
they are discovered. By these powers he becomes a fit subject

of culture, the moral tie is drawn closer, he feels that he is ac-

countable for his conduct to others as well as to himself, and thus,

gradually ripens for society and action. As man advances from
childhood to youth, his passions as well as perceptions take a more
extensive nuige. New senses of pleasure invite him to new pur-

suits; he grows sensible to the attractions of beauty, feels a pecu-
liar sympathy with the sex, and forms a more tender kind of at-

tachment than he has yet experienced. This becomes the cement
of a new moral relation, and gives a softer turn, to his passions and
behaviour. In this turbulent period he enters more deeply into a
relishof friendship, company, exercises, and diversions; the love

of truth, of imitation, and of design,.grows upon him; and as his

connections spread among his neighbours, fellow-citizens, and
countrynaen, his thirst of praise, emulation, and social affections,

grow more intense and active. Meanwhile, it is iniposiSible for

him to have lived thus long without having become sensible of
those more august signatures of order, wisdom, and goodness,

which are stamped on visible creation ; and of those strong sug-

gestions within himself of a parent tnmd, the source of all intelli-

gence and beauty ; an object as well as source of that activity,

and those aspirations which sometimes rouse h;s inmost frame, and
carry him out of himself to an almighty and all-governing power :

Hence arise those sentiments of reverence, and those affections of

gratitude, resignation, and love, which link the soul with the Au-
thor

1
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tlioi- of Nature, and form thai most sublime and god-ljke of all

connections. Man having now reached liis piinic, either new
IJassions succeed, or the old set are wound up to an hij>lier pitch,

"or, growing more sensible of his connections \Vith the public,

and th;U partiiidar conummity to which he more inuucdi.ilelv be-

longs; and taking wilhal a larger prospi'ct of luinuni life, and its

various wants and enjoyments ; he (ltuis more intiniaie friend-

ships, grasps at power, courts honour, lays down co:>ler plans of
interest, and l>econu-s more attentive to the concerns of society

:

lie enters into family-connections, and inilulgcs those cli.irities

which arise from thence. The reigning passions of this period
j)Owerfully prompt liini to provide for the decays of life : and in

It compassion and gratitude exert their influence in urging the
man, now in lull vigcur, to rc(iuite the allection and care of hi>

jiareuts, by supplying their wants, and alleviating their inlirmi-

ties. Allengtli luinian life verges downwards; and old age creeps
on apace, with its anxiety, love of ease, interestedness, fearfniness,

foresight, and love of oli'spring.—The experience of the aged is

formed to direct, and their coolness to temper, the heat of vouth:
the form -r teaches them to look back on past follies; and the
latter to look lorward into the consecpiences of thing-', and provide
against the wol^l. Thus > ery age has its peculiar genius and set

of passions corresponding to that period, ami most conducive to the
prosperity of the re-t. And thus are the wants of one period sup-
plied by the capacities of another, and the weaknesses of one age
tally to the passions of another. Besides these, there are other pas-

sions and affections of a less ambulatory iiatnrc, not peculiar to one
period, but belonging to every age, and acting more or less in

every breast tliroughout life. Such are self-love, benevolence,
love of life, honour, shame, hope, fear, desire, aversion, joy, sor-

row, anger, and tlie like. The two first are affections of a cooler
strain ; one pointing to the good of the individual, llie otlier to

that of the species: joy and sorrow, hope and fear, seem to be on-
ly modifications, or different exertions, of the same original affec-

lioiis of love and hatred, desire and aversion, arising from the dif-

ferent circunistancis or position of the object desired or abhorred,
as it is present or absent. From these likewise arise other secon-
dary or occasional passions, which depend, as to tlieir existence
ancl several degrees, upon the original affections being gratified or
disappointed ; as anger, complacence, confidence, jealousy, love,
hatred, dijection, exultation, coiitt ntment, disgust, which <lo not
form leading passions, but rather hold oftliem. By these simple
but powerful springs, whether perioilical or fixed, the life of man,
weak and indigent as he is, is preserved and secured, and the

creature is prom|)ted to a constant round of action, even to sujiplv

bis own numerous and ever returning want-, and to guard against
the various dangers and evils to which he is obnoxious. By these
links 2uen are connected with each other, formed into families,

drawn into partitular communities, and all united as bv a common
league into one system or body, whose members feeland sympa-
thise one with another. By this admirable adjustment of the con-
stitution of man to his state, and the gradual evolution of his

powers, order is maintained, society upheld, and human life filled

with that variety of p.ission and action which at once enliven and
diversify it. This is a short sketch of the principal movements of
tlie human mind. Yet these movements are not the wliole of
man; they impel to action, but do not direct it; they need a re-

gulator to guide their motions, to measure and apply tlieir forces;
and accordingly they have one that naturally superintends and di-

rects their actions. We are conscious of a principle witlim us,

which examines, compares, and weighs, things ; notes the differ-

ences, observes the forces, and foresees the consequences, of af-

fections and actions. By this power we look l)ack on past times,
and forward into futurity, gather expiriences, estimate the real
and comparative value of objects, layout schemes, contrive means
to execute them, and settle the whole order and oeconomy of life.

.This power we commonly distinguish by the name of reason or
reflection, the business of which is not to suggest any original no-
tices or sensations, but to canvass, range, and make deductions,
from them. We are intimately conscious of another principle
within us, which approves of certain sentiments, passions, and ac-
tions, and disapproves of their contraries. In consequence, of the
decisions of this inward judge, we denominate some actions ami
?>rinciples of conduct right, honest, good; and others wrong, <lis-

loncsl, ill. The former excite our esteem, moral complacence.

and affection, immediately and originally of them^elves, without
regard lo iheir consequences, and whetlier they allect our mterest
or not. I he latter do as naturally and iicces'arily call forth our
coi)teni|)t, scoiii, and avci^ion. Tliat power bv which wo per-
ceive this dill'errnce in affections iiiid actions, 'and feel a conse-
<|uent relish or dislike, is commonly called conscience or the moral
sense. 1 hese two power-, ot reason and conscience are evi<lentlv
lirinciples ditferent in nature and kind from the pas>ions and affec-
tions. For the jvissions are mere force or power, bl.nd impulses,
acting violently and without clioice, and ultimately tending each
to their respective objei ts, witliont regard to the interest of t he-

others or ot the whole system. Whereas the directing and judg-
ing powers distinguish and ascertain the dilfereiu forces, mutual
proportions, and relations, which the passions bear to each other
and to the whole ; recognise their several degrees of merit, and
judge of the wh.ole temper and conduct, as they respect either the
uulividual or the spi'cies ; and are capable of dlrecling or restrain-
ing the blind impuUes of [jassion in a due consisteney one with
the other, and a regular subordination to the whole system. This-
is some account ot the constituent principles of our nature, whicli,
according to their different mixtures, degrees, and proportion?,
mould our character and sway our conduct in life. In reviewing
tliat large train of affections which fill up the different stages of
human life, we perceive this obvious distinction among them ; that
some ot them respect the good of the iiulividual,aiid others carry
us beyond ourselves to the good of tlie species or kind. The
former have therefore been called private, aiul the latter public.
affections. Of the fii-st sort are love of life, of pleasure, of pow-
er, and the I'rke. Of the last are compassion, gratitude, friendship,
natural affection, patriotism, and the like. To discover the pro-
per use and application of tliese powers, and the right direction of
these movements, is the business of Moral Philorophv : and this

\yill be found to depend in a great measuie on our moral obliga-
tions, wliidi it will be necessary to consider.

Of Duty, or Moral Obligation.

It is by the end or design of any power or movement tliat we
must direct its motions, and estimate the degree of force necessary
to its just action. If it want the force requisite for the obtaining
its end, we reckon it defective; if it lias too much, so as to be
carried beyond it, we say it is overcharged ; and in either case it

is imperfect and ill-conti'ived. If it has just enough to reach the
scope, we esteem it right and as it should be. Let us apply this
reasoning to the passions. The defence and security of the indi-
vidual being the aim ot the defensive passicas, tliat security and
defence must be the measure of tin ir strength or indulgence. If
they are so weak as to prove insuliicieiit for that end, or if they
carry us beyond it, i. e. raise unnecessary commotions, or con-
tinue longer than is needful, they are unlit to answer th..ir original
design, and therefore are in an unsound and unnatural state. The
exercise of fear or of resentment has nothing desirable in it, nor
can wc give way to either without painful sensations. Without a
certain degree of them, we are naked and exposed. With too
high a proportion of them, we are miserable, and often injuriou.
toothers. Thus cowardice or timidity, which is the excess of
fear, instead of saving us in danger, makes us incapable ot attend-
ing to the best means of preservation, and disarms us of courage,
our natural armour. Fool-hardiness, which is the want of a due
measure of fear, leads us heedlessly into danger, and lulls us into
a pernicious security. Revenge, t. c. excessive resentment, by
the violence of its commotion, robs us of the presence of mind
which is often the best guard -against injury, and inclines us to
pursue the aggressor wilh more severity than self-defence requires.
Pusillanimity, or the want of a just imagination against wrong,
leaves us quite unguarded, and tends to sink the mind into a uas-
sive enervateil tameness. 'Ihcrefore, " to keep the defensive
passions duly proportioned to our dangers, is theic natural pitch
an<l tenor," The private passions lead us to pursue some positive
species of private good : tliat good therefore which is the object
and end ot each must be the measure of their respective force, and
direct their operation. If they are too weak or sluggish to engage
us in the pursuit of their several objects, they are evidently de-
ficient; but if they defeat their end by their impetuosity, then are
they strained beyond the just tone of nature. Tlius vaiiitv, or an
excessive passion for applause, betrays into sucli aieaunc'sses and

little
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little ai ts of popularity, ;is niakt- s us tort'eit the lioiiour we so ai>x-

ioiislv court. Oil Ihe other liaiicl, a total iiidifi'ereiice about the

e^teeln of mankind, rfmoves a stroui; guani aiul spur to virtue,

and lays the uiiiid open to the most abandoiieil prosecutions.

Therefore, " to keep oiu' private passions and de^ire3 proportioned

to our wants, is the just measure and pitch of this class of alfec-

tions." The private pa>sions all aaree in general, in their tendency

to the good of the individual. Therefore, when there is a collision

of interest, as may sometimes happen, that aggregate of good or

luppineis, which is composed of the particular goods to which

tiiey respectively tend, must be the common standard by wliicli

their comparative degrees of strength are to be measured. There-

fore, " to proportion our defensive and private passions in such

measure to our dangers and wants as best to secure the individual,

to obtain the greatest aggregate of private good or happiness, is

their just balance or compavative standard in case of competition."

In like manner as the public or social affections point at the good

of others, that good must be the measure of their force. When a

particular social alfection, as gratitude or friendship, which be-

longs to a particular social connection, viz. that of a benefactor or

of a friend, is too feeble to make us act the grateful or friendly

part, that affection, being insufficient to answer its end, is defective

and unsound. If, on the other hand, a particular passion of this

class counteract or defeat the interest it is designed to promote, by
its violence or dispro|)ortion, then is that passion excessive and ir-

regular. Thi> natural aliection, if it degenerates into a passionate

fondness, not only binders the jiarents from judging coolly of the

interest of their offspring, but pften leads them into a most par-

tial and i)ernicious indulgence. As every kwid affection points at

the good of its particular object, it is possible then; may be sonie-

tiuies a collision of interests nr goods. Thus the regard due to a

friend may interfere with that which we owe to a community. In

such a competition of interests, it is evident that the greatest is to

be chosen ; and that is the greatest interest which contains the

greatest sum or aggregate of public good, greatest in quantity as

well as duration. 1 his then is the common standard by which the

respective foices and subordinations of the social alfections mu>t
be adjusted. Therefore we conclude, that " this class of alfec-

tions are sound and regular when they prompt us to pursue the in-

terest of individuals in an entire consistency with the public good."
However, as there are no independent affections in the fabric of

the mind, no passion that staiids by itself, without some relation

to the rest, we cannot pronounce of any one, considered apart, that

it is either too strong or too weak. Its strength and just proportion

must be measured not only by its subserviency to its own imme-
diate end, but, by the respect it bears to the whole system of af-

fections. Therefore, we say a passion is too strong, not only when
it defeats its own end, but when it impairs the force of other pas-

sions, w liich are e<iually necessary to form a temper of mind suited

to a certain a'conomy or state ; and too weak, not merely on ac-

count of its insufliciency to answer its end, but because it cannot

sustain its part or office in the balance of the whole svstcm. If it

be asked, " How far may the affections towards private good or

happiness be indulged?" One limit was before fixed for the par-

ticular indulgence of each, viz. their subordination to the coiumon
aggregate of good to the private system. In these therefore a due
regard is always supposed to be had to liealth, reputation, fortune,

freedom of action, the unimpaired exercise of reason, the calm
enjoyment of one's self, which are all private goods. Another li-

mit now results from the balance of affection just named, viz.

"The security and happiness of others :" or, to express it more
generally. " a private affection may be safely indulged, when, by

that indulgence, we do not violate the obligations which result from

our higher relations or public connections." A just respect, there-

fore, beii)g had to these boundaries which nature has lixed in the

breast of every man, what should limit our pursuits of private

happiness? Isfow, whatever adjusts or maintains the balance of

affections, whatever in the human constitution is formed for di-

recting the passions so as to keep them from defeating their own
end or interfering with each other, must be a principle of a supe-

rior nature to them, and ought to direct their measures and govern

their proportions. Hut it was found that reason is such a princi-

ple, which points out the tendency of our passions, weighs their

influence upon private and public happiness, and shews the best

means of attaining either. It having been likewise found that

here is another directing or controlling principle, which we call

I

conscience, or the moral sense, w hich, by a native kind of autho-

rity, judges of atfeclions and actions, pronouncing some just and
good, and others unjust and ill ; it follows, that the passions, ^hich
are mere blind forces, are principles inferior and subordinate to

this judging faculty. Therefore, the passions ought to be sub-

jected to the direction and authority of the controlling principles.

We conclude, therefore, from this induction, that " the constitu-

tion or just aconomy of human nature consists in a regular subor-

dination of the nassions and affections to the authority of con-
science and the direction of reason." To have our defensive pas-

sions duly proportioned to our ilangcrs, is the surest way to avoid
or get clear of them, and obtain the security we seek after. To
proportion our private passions to our wants, is tiie best means to

supply thein ; and, to adapt our public alVections to our social re-

lations, and the good of others, is the most effectual method of

fullillingthe one, and jn'ocuring the other." But thus to regulate

our affections is what we mean by a regular subordination of the
passions and affections, which is therefore such an ornament to the

mind, and such a conduct of its powers and affections as will stand
the test of reason. In order to form an idea of moral obligations,

let us suppose a parent, a friend, a benefactor, reduced to a con-
dition of the utmost indigence and distress, and that it is in our
power to give them immediate relief, 'i'o what conduct are we
obliged ? what duty does nature dictate and reipiire in such a case ?

Attend to nature, and nature will tell, with a voice irresistibly au-
ilil'ile and comniauding to the human heart, with an authority

which no man can silence witliout being 'elf-coiidemncd, and which
no man can elude but at liis peril, " that immediate relief ought
to be given." Again, Ictafricml, a neighbour, or even a stranger,

have lodged a deposit in our hands, and after some time reclaim
it ; no sooner do these ideas of the confidence reposed in us, and
of property not transferred, but deposited, occur, tlian we imme-
diately and unavoidably feel and recognize the obligation to re-

store it. In both these cases we should con<iemn and even loathe

ourseKes if we acted otherwise, as having done, or omillei! doing,
what we ought not, as having acted beneath the dignity of our
nature ; and contrary to our most intimate sense of right and
wrong: we should accuse ourselves as guilty of ingratitude, injus-

tice, and inhumanity, ami be conscious of deserving the censure,

and therefore dread Ihe resentment, of all rational beings. But in

complying with the obligation, we feel joy and self-approbation,

are conscious of an inviolable harmony between our nature and
duty, and think ourselves entitled to the applause of every im-
partial spectator of our conduct. To describe therefore what we
cannot perhaps define, a state of moral obligation is " that state

in which a creature, endued with such senses, powers, and affec-

tions, as man, would condemn himself, and think he deserved the
condemnation of all others, should he refuse to fulfil it ; but would
approve himself, and expect the approbation of all others, upon
complying with it."' And we call him a moral agent, who is in

such a state, or issi.bjectto moral obligation. Therefore, as man's
structure and connections often subject him to such a state of mo-
ral obligation, we conclude that he is a moral agent. But as men
may sometimes act without knowing what be does, as in cases of
frenzy or disease, or in many natural functions ; or knowing what
he does, he may act without choice or affection, as in cases of ne-
cessity or compulsion ; therefore to denominate an action moral,
?. e. approveable, or blanieable, it must be done knowingly and
willingly, or from affection and clioice. " A morally good ac-
tion, then, is to fulfil amoral obligation knowingly and willingly."

And a morally bad action, or an immoral action, is, " to violate a,

moral obligation knowingly and willingly." As not an action,

but a series of actions, constitute a character ; as not an alTection,

but a series of aft'ections, constitute a temper: and as we denomi-
nate things by the gross, a fortiori, or by the qualities which
chiefly prevail in them; therefore we call that a "morally good
ch;iracler, in which a series of morally good actions prevail ;" and
that a " morally good temper, in which a series of morally good
affections have the ascendant." A bad character and bad temper
are the reverse. But where the above-mentioned order or pro-
portion of passions is maintained, there a series of morally good
affections and actions will prevail. Therefore, " to maintain that

order and proportion, is to have a morally good temper and cha-
racter." Hence it is evident that a "morally good temper and
character is moral rectitude, integrity, virtue, or the completion
of duty."

The
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The Final Causes of our Moual Faculties oj' Percep-
tion AND Affection.

Tlif Siipieme Btiiiig has scon iii to lilciul n\ Ihewliolc of thingsa

proiligious variety of iliscorcUiiit and contrary printiplfs, light and

darkness, pleajiirc and pain, good and evih Thero are iiudtifa-

rioiis natures, higher and lower, and many intermediate ones be-

tween the widely (hslant extremes. These are diflerently silnaled,

varioinly adjusted, and snlijectcd to each other, and all of theni

fnliordinate to the order and perfection of the whole. AVe Jiiay

suppose man placed as in a centre amidst those innunieralile order;,

of beings, by his outward frame drawing to the material s_\^l.em,

and by his inward connected with the intellecttial or moral, an_d or

course alVected by the laws which govern both. In this infinite

variety of relations with which he is surrounded, anil of contin-

gencies to which he is liable, he feels strong attractions to the gnod,

and violent repulsions or avei-sions to the ill. l?ut as good and ill

are often blendetl, and wonderfully complicated one with tlie

other; as thev sometimes immediately produce and run up into

each other, and at other times lie at great distances, yet by means
of intervening links introduce one another ; and as these ellects are

often brought about in consequence of hidden relations and ge-

neral laws, of the energy of which he is an incompetent judge ; it

is easy for him to mistake g(X)d for evil, and evil for good, and

consequently he may be frequently attracted by such things as

arc destructive, or repelled by such as are salutary. Thus, by the

tender and complicated frame of his body, he is subjected to a great

variety of ills, to sickness, cold, heat, fatigue, and innumerable

wants. Yet his knowledge is so narrow witlial, and his reason so

veak, that in many cases he cannot judge, in the way of investi-

gulion or reasoning, of the connections of those elTects with tlieir

respective causes, or of the various latent energies of natural

things.—He is therefore informed of this connection by the ex-

perience of certain senses or organs of perception, which, by a

mechanical instantaneous motion, fee! the good and the ill, receiv-

ing pleasure from one, and -pain from the other. By these, with-

out any reasoning, he is taught to choose what lends to his welfare,

and lo avoid what tends to his ruin. Thus, by his senses of taste

and smell, or by the pleasure he receives from certain kinds of

food, he is admonished which agree with his constitution ; and by
an opposite sense of pain he is informed which sort disagree, or

are destructive of it; but is not by means of this instructed in the

inward natures and constitutions of things. Some of these senses

are armed with strong degrees of uneasiness or pain, in order

to urge him to seek after objects as are suited to them.
And these respect his more immediate and pressing wants

;

as the sense of hunger, thirst, cold, and the like; which,

by their painful importunities, compel him to provide food, drink,

raiment, and shelter. Those instincts by which we are thus prompted
with some kind of commotion or violence to attract and pursue
good, or to repel and avoid ill, we call appetites and jiassions. liy

our senses then we are informed of what is good or ill to the pri-

vate system, or the individual ; and by our private appetites and
rassions we are impelled to the one, and restrained from the other,

n consetpience of this machinerv, and the great train of wants to

whicli our nature subjects us, we are engaged in a continued series

of occupations, which often ret|uire much application of thought,

or great bodily labour, or both. The necessaries of life, food,

clothes, shelter, and the like, must be provided; conveniencies
must be acquired to render life still more comfortable. To obtain

these, arts, industry, manufactures, and trade, are necessary. And
to secure the peaceable enjoyment of their fruits, civil government,
policy, and laws, must be contrived, and the various business of

public life carried on: thus, while man is concerned and busied
in making |)rovision or obtaining security tor himsell", he is by
degrees engaged in connections with a family, friends, neighbours,
a community, or a commonwealth. Hence arise new wants, new
interests, new cares, and new employments. The passions of one
man interfere with those of another. Interests are opposed.
Competitions arise; contrary courses are taken. Disappointments
happen, distinctions are made, and parties formed. 'I'his opens a

>ast scene of distraction and embarrassment, and introduces a

mighty train of good aufl ill, both public and private. Yet
amidst all this contusion and hurry, plans of action must be laid,

consequences foreseen or guarded against, inconveniences pro-

vided for ; and frequently particular resolutions must be taken,
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ai:d schemes e.vccuted, without reasoning or ilelay. Our Sn'
preme Parent, watchful for the wliole, has not left man to be m-
tormed, only by the cool notices of reason, of the good or ill, the.

happiness or misery, of his fellow-creatures. — He has made him
sensible of their good and happiness, but especially of their ill

and misery, by an immediate sympathy, or quick feeling, of plea-

sure or |»ain. The latter we call pity or compassion. Fur the
former, though every one, who isnot(|uite divested of humanity,
feel-, it in some degree, we have got a name, unless we call it con-
gratulation or joylul sympathy, or thiit good humour which arises

on seeing others pleased or happv. Both tliese feelings have been
called in general the public or common senses, xiiv>i fiMi^xoiTnv^, by
which we feel for others, and are interested in their concerns as

really, though perhaps less sensibly, than in our own. When we
see our fellow-creatures unhappj through the fatdt or injury of
others, we feel resentment or mdignation against the unjust causers
of that misery. If we are conscious that it has happened through
our fault or injurious conduct,we feel shanie ; and both these classes

ot senses and passions, regarding misery and wrong, are armed
witli such sharp sensations of pain, as not only prove a powerful
guard and security to the species, or public system, against

those ills it may, but serve also to lessen or remove those ills it

does, suffer. Compassion draws us out of ourselves to bear a

part of the misfortunes of others, powerfully solicits us in their fa-

vour, melts us at tlie sight of their distress, and makes us in some
degree unhappy till the) are relieved from it. It is peculiarly well

adapted to the condition of human lile, because it is nmch more
and oftener in our power to do mischief thmi good, and to prevent
or lessen misery than to communicate ]>ositive happiness; and
therefore it is an admirable restraint upon the more sellish passions,

or those violent impulses that carry us to the hurt of others. Tliere

are other particular instincts or passions by which we are interested

in the concerns of others, even while we are most busy about our
own, and which are strongly attractive of good, and repulsive of

ill, to them. Of these a great variety might be noticed ; such are na-
tural afi'ection, friendship, love, gratitude, desire of fame, love of
society, of one's country, and others tliat might be named. Now
as tlie private appetites and passions were found to be armed with
strong sensations of desire and uneasiness, to prompt man the more
effectually to sustain labours, and to encounter danger in pursuit
of those goods that are necessary to the preservation and the wel-
fare of the individual, and lo avoid those ills which tend lo his

destruction ; in like manner it w as necessary, that this other class

of desires and alTections should be prompted with as quick sensa-
tions of pain, not only to counteract the strength of their antago-
nists, but to engage us in a virtuous activity for our relations, fami-
lies, friends, neighbours, or country. Indeed our sense of right

and wrong will ailmonish us that it is our duty, and reason and ex-
perience farther assure us that it is both our interest and best se-

curity, to promote the happiness of others ; but that sense, that
reason, and that experience, would frequently prove but weak and
ineflecfual prompters to such a conduct, especially in cases of
danger and hardship, and amidst all the importunities of nature,
and that constant hurry in which the private pa-ssions involve us,

without the aid of those particular kind affections whic h mark out
lo us particular spheres of duly, and with an agreeable violence
engage and li\ us dow n to them. It is evident, therefore, tjiat

those two classes ofnlfeclion, the private and public, are set one
against the other, and designed lo control and limit each other's
iiilluence, and thereby lo produce a just balance in the whole.
See Hutchinson's Conduct of the Passions, Treatise I, Sect. 2.

In general, the violent sensations of pain and uneasiness which
accompany hunger, thirst, and the other private appetites, or too
great fatigue of mind or of body, prevent the individual from run-
ning to great excesses in the exercise of the higher functions of
the mind, as too intense thought in the search of Irutli, violent
application to business of any kind, and different degrees of ro-
mantic heroism. On the other hand, the finer senses of perception,
and those generous desires and all'ections which arc connected with
them, the love of action, of imitation, of truth, honour, public
virtue, and the like, are wisely placed in the opposite scale, to
prevent us from sinking into the dregs of the animal life, and de-
basing the dignity of man below the condition of brutes. So that,
by the mutual re- action of those opposite powers, the bad i,ITeets

are \i\\ vented that would uaturally result from their acting singly
" ^ and
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aiulaiKiitrand tlie good effects are pfrodiiccd whicli eiicli are seve-

rally formed to produce. 'I'lie same wholesome opposition ap-

pears likevvise in the particular couiUerworkiiigs of the private and
public alfe<tions one agahist the other. Tlius compassion is adapt-

ed to cotuUerpi'ise tin; love of t-jM-, ol pleasure, and ot lite, and to

disarm or set tjonnds to resentment ; Mn\ resentment <if injury done
to ourselves, or to our friends, pieveuts an elleminate compassion

or consternation, and gives us a nohle contempt ol labour, |)ain,

and' death. Natural ali'ection, friendshi|i, love of one's country,

nay, zeal for religion, liberty, or any particular virtue, are iVe-

qtiently more tlian a match for the whole train of sellish passions

On the oilier hand, without that intimate over-ruling passion ol

self-love, and those private desires which are connected with it,

the social and ti-ntler instincts ol the human heart would degene-

rale into the wildest dulage, the most lorturinii anxiety, or down-
right frtiiizy. in like manner also the diflen-nt passions of the

5unie classes are cliec ks one upon another. But this is not all the

provision which God has made for the hurry and perplexity ol the

scene in which man is destined to act. For he has moreover
implanted in man many particular percptions or drli-rminations

to approve of certain (pialities or actions, which, in effect, tend to

the advant;!!je of society, and are comiected with ])rivate good,
thongli he does not alviavssee that tendency, or mind that conn.;c-

tton. And these perceptions or determinations do w ithoulreasoning

point out, and, antecedent to views of interest, prompt to a con-

duct benclicial to the public, and useful to the private system.

Such is that sense of candour ;ind veracity, that abhorrence of

fraud and falsehood, that sense of lidelity, justice, gratitude, great-

ness of mind, lortitudi", clemency, decorum; and that disappro-

bation of knavery, injustice, ingratitude, meanness of spirit, cow-
ardice, cruelly, and indecorum, which are natural to the human
mind. The former of those dispositions, and the actions flowing

from them, are approved, and those of the latter kind disapproved

by us, even abstracted Iroin the view of their tendency or coiulu-

civeness to the happiness or misery of others or of ourselves. In

one we discern a beauty, a superior excellency, a congruity to the

dignity of man ; in the other a deformity, a littleness, a debase-

ment, of human nature. There are oilier prnicipUs also con-

nected with the good of society, or the hapiimess and perfection

of the individual, though that connection is not immediately ap-

parent, which we behold with real complacency and approbation,

though perhaps inferior in degree if not in kind, such as gravity,

modcstv, simplicity of deportment, temperance, prudent o?cono-

my ; and we feel some degree of contempt and dislike where they

are wanting, or where the opposite qualities prevail. These and

the like perceptions or feelings are either ditl'erent modifi..ations

of the moral sense, or subordinate to it, and plainly serve the same
important purjKise, being expeditious monitors, in the several

emergencies of a various and distracted life, of what is right, what

is wrong, what is to be pursued, and what avoided; and, by the

pleasant or painful consciousness which attends them, exerting

their influe.ice as powerful promoters to a suitable conduct.

The Principal Distinctions of Dutv or Virtue.

From what we noticed respecting the constitution and connec-

tions of man, it is evident, that there is one order or class of duties

which man owes to himself: another to society: and a third to

God.
I. The duties he owes to himself are founded chiefly on the de-

fensive and private passions, which prompt him to pursue wdiatever

tends to private good or h;ippiness, and to avoid whatever tends to

private ill or misery. Among the various goods which allure and

solicit him, and the various ills which attack or threaten him, " to

be intelligent and accurate in selecting the one, and rejecting the

other, or m preferring the most excellent goods, and avoiding the

most terrib'e ills, when there is a competition among either, and to

be discreet in asing the best means to attain the goods and avoid tiie

ills, is what we call prurience." This, in our inward frame, cor-

responds to sagacity, or quickness of sense, in our outward. " To
proportion our defensive passions to our dangers, we call forii

tude;" which always implies " a just mixture of calm resentment

or animosity, and' well-governed caution. And this firmness of

mind answers to the strength and muscles of the body. And
•' dulvto adjust our private passions to our wants, or to the respec-

tive moment of the good we affect or pursue, we call temperance ;"

sense of the word,which does therefore always imply, in this large
" a just balance or command of the passions.

II. The second class of tluties arises from the public or social

affections, " the just harmony or proportion of which to the
dangers and wants of others, and to the several relations we bear,

commonly goes by the name of justice." This includes the whole
of our duty to society, to our parents, 'and the general policy of
nature ; particularly gratitude, frieiidslii|), sincerity, natural allcc-

lion, benevolence, and the other social virtues. 'I'his, being tia;

noblest temper, and fairest complexion, ot the soul, correspond,- to

the beauty and the proportion of the person. The virtues com-
prehended under the former class, especially prudence and forti-

tude, may likewise be transferred to this: ami according to the
various circumstances in which they are placed, and the more con-
lined or more extensive sphere in which they operate, may be de-
nomirnited private, tvconomical, or civil jirudence, fortitude, &;<

.

These direct our conduct with regard to the wants and dangers ot

those less or greater circles with w hich they are connected.
HI. The third class of duties respects the Deity, and arise; froin

the public allections, and the several glorious relations which i e

sustains to us as our creator, benelactor, lawgiver, judge. Sec. \^ .;

consider this set of duties 111 the last place, because, though prior
in dignity and excellency, they seem to be last in order of time, as

thinking it the most simple and easy method to follow the giai'ual

progress of nature, as it lakes its rise from individuals, and spreads
through the social system, and still ascends upwards, till at length
it stretches to its almighty Parent and Head, and so terminates in

those duties w hich are highest and best. The duties resulting from
these relations are, reverence, gratiuule, love, resignation, depend-
ence, obedience, worship, praise: which,according to the model of
oiirlinite capacities, must maintain some sort of proportion to the

grandeur and perfection of the object whom we venerate, love,

j\u\ obey. " This proportion or harmony is expressed by the

general name of piety or devotion," which is always stronger or
weaker according to the greater or less apprehended excellency cf
its object. This sublime principle of virtue is the enlivening soni

which animates the moral system, and that cement w hich binds
and sustains the other duties which man owes to hiiiiselt or to so-

ciety. This then is the general temper and constitution of virtue,

and these are the principal lines or divisions of duty. To those

good dispositions which respect the several ol jects of our duty, and
to all actions which flow from such dispositions, the mind
gives its sanction or testimony. And this sanction or judge-
ment concerning the moral <iuality, or the goodness of ac-

tions or dispositions, moralists call conscience. When it judges
ot an action that is to be performed, it is called an antece-
dent conscience ; and when it passes sentence on an action which
is performed, it is called a subsequent conscience. The tendency
ot an action to produce happiness, or its external conformity to a
law, is termed its material goodness. But the good dispositions

from which an action proceeils, or its conformity to law in every
respect, constitutes its formal goodness. When the inind is igno-

rant or uncertain about the moment of an action or its tendency to

private or public good ; or when there are several circumstances

in the case, some of which, being doubtful, render the mind du-
bious concerning the morality ot the action ; this is called a doubt-
ful or scrupulous conscience; if it mistakes concerning these, it is

called an erroneous conscience. If the error or ignorance is in-

voluntary or invincible, the action proceeding from that error, or
from that ignorance, is reckoned innocent, or not imputable. If the

error or ignorance is supine or affected, i. e. the effect of negli-

gence, or of ah'ectalion and wilful inadvertence, the conduct flow-

ing trom such error or such ignoiance is criminal and imputable.

Not to follow one's conscience, though erroneous and ill-informed,

is criminal, as it is the guide of life ; and to counteract it, shews a
depraved and incorrigible spirit. Yet to fcillow an erroneous con-
science is likewise criminal, it that error which misled the conscience

was the effect of inattention, or of any criminal passion. If it be
asked, " How an erroneous conscience shall be rcctilied, since it is

supposed to be the only gmde of life, and judge of morals.*" we
answer in the very same way that we would rectify reason if at any
time it should judge wrong, as it oflen does, viz. by giving it

proper and sufficient materials forjudging right, i. e. by inquiring

into the whole state of the case, the relations, connections, and
several obligations, of the actor, tiic consequences and other circnm-

stances
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stances of the i'.cticn, or ilie siM|)Uis;ige of prtvate orpuWit.- gooil

which result?, or ^ likely to re;uU, from the action, or from the

omission of it. If those circumstances are fairly and fully stated,

the conscience will be just and nnparlial in its decision ; for, Ijy a

necessary law of our njtme, it approves and is well all'eited to the

moral form ; and if it seems to approve of vice or immoral ity, it is

always under the notion or mask of some virtue. So tiiat, strictiv

speaking, it is not conscience which ens ; for its sciileiicc is al« ays
coriforma()le to the view of the case which lies before it; and is

just, Upon the supposition that the case is truly such as it i^ repre-

sented to it. All the f'ult is to be imput-d to the agent, who neg-
lects to be betcer informed, or who, through weakness or wicked-
ness, hastens to pass sentence from an imperfect evidence.

Of Man's Duty to Hi.mself: Ok the Nature of Good,
AXD THE Chief Good.

Every creature, by the constHution of his nature, is determined
to love himself ; to pursue whatever lends to his prt'servation and
happiness, and to avoid whatever tends to his hurt and misery.

Being endued with sense and jjerception, he must necessarily re-

ceive pleasure from some objects, and pain from otheiN. Those
objects which give pleasure are called good v and those w hich give

pain, evil. To the former he feels that attraction or motion we
call desire, or love; to the latter, that impulse w6 call aversion, or

hatred. To objects whicli suggest neither pleasure nor pain, and
are apprehended of no use to procure the one or ward ofi' the otiitr,

we feel neither desire nor aversion ; and such objects are called in-

dilTerent. Those objects which do not of themselves produce
pleasure or pain, but are the means of procuring either, we C4ill

useful or noxious. All the original and particular affections of

our nature lead us out to, and ultimately re-t in, the first kiiid of

objects, viz. those which give immediate pleasure, and which we
therefore call good, directly so. But, besides those torts of objects

which we call good, merely and solely as they give pleasure, or

are mean.s of procuring it, "there is a higher and nobler species of

good, towar<U which we feel that peculiar movement we call ap-

probation or moral complacency; and which therefore we deno-
minate moral good. Such are our affections, and the consequent
actions, to them. The perception of this is, as has been alread>'

observed, quite distinct in kind from the perception of other

species ; and though it may be connected w ith pleasure or advan-

tage by the benevolent constitution of nature, yet it constitutes a

good independent of that pleasure and that advantage, and far

superior not in degree only, but in dignity, to both. The other,

viz. the natural good, consists in obtaining those pleasures which

are adapted to the peculiar senses and passions susceptible of them,

and is as various as are those senses and passions. This, »iz. the

moral good, lies in the right conduct of the several senses and
passions, or their just proportion and accommodation to their re-

«pecti\e objects and relations; and this is of a more simple and
invariable kind. By our sevci'al senses we are capable of a great

variety of pleasing sensations. These constitute distinct ends or

objects tdtimati-ly pursnable for their own sake. To these ends,

or ultimale objects, correspond peculiar appetites or atTections,

which prompt the mind to pursue them. When these ends are at-

tained, there it rests, and looks no farther. Whatever therefore is

pursuable, not on its own account, but as subservient or necessary

to the attainment of sonietliing else that is intrinsically valuable

for its own sake, be that value ever so great or ever so small, we
call a mean, and not an end. So that ends and means constitute

the materials or the very essence of our happiness. Consequently
happiness, i c. human happiness, cannot be one simple uniform

thing in creatures constituted, as we are, with such various senses

of pleasure, or such dillerent capacities of enjoyment. Now the

same principle, of law of our nature, which '<letermines us to

pursue any orie end orspe.its of good prompts us to pursue even'
other end or species of good of which we are susceptible, I

or to v;hich our Maker has adapted an original propensity But,

amidol the great nndtiplicity of ends or goods which form the
j

various ingredients of our happiness, we perceiv<> an evident gra-
j

dation of subordination suited to that gradation of >enses, powei-s,

and passions, w hich prevails in our mixed and various constitutions,

and to that ascending series of connections which open upon us in

(he difleient stages of our progressive state. Thus the goods of

Ihe body, or the external senses, as health, strength, agility, hardi-

neiW, patiejiceof cliarige, neatness, dci ency, &c. seem t" hold lh«
lowi'bt rank in this gradation or scale of goods. These we have in

tonimon with the brutes: and though many men are brutish

enough to pursue Ihe goods of the body with a more than brutal

fury, yet, wlien at any time they come in compeDtii^n with goods
of a higher order, the unanimous verdict of mankind, by giving

Ihe last the preference, coiulcmns the (irst to the nu-autst place.

Goods consisting in exterior social conncclionfi, as fame, fortun-,

power, civil authority, &c seem to succeed next, and arc chiiHy
valuable as the means of procuring natural or moral gorjd, but
principally the latter. Cloods of the intellect are slill superior, vB

taste, knowledge, memory, judgement, Sec. incluiiiiig all intellec-

tual virtues. The highest are moral goods of the mind, directly

and ulliinalely regarding ourselves, as command of the appetites

and passions, prudence, fortitude, benevolence, humility, love of

virtue, love of God, resignation, &c. These are the great objecl*.

of our pursuit, and the principal ingredients of our happiness. As
the Oeity is the supreme and me.x'iausted source of good, on whom
the happiness of the whole creation depends; as he is the highest '

object in nature, and the only object who is fully proportioned to

the inlellectiial and moral powers of the mind, in whom they ulti-

mately rest and I'ind their most perfect exercise and completion ;

he is therefore termed the chiel good of man, objectively consi-

dered. And virtue, or the proportioned and vigorous exercise of

the several powers and alfeclions on their respective objects, is, in

the schools, termed the chief good, formally considered, or jt€

formal idea, being the inward temper and naiive constitution of

human happiness.

Of Duties to Society.

Filial an'd Fr.vteknal Duty. The second class of the

moral obligation of man include all those which he oives to soci-

ety. His parents are among the earliest objects of his attention:

he becomes soonest acquainted with them, and seems to regard

them with a fond affection, the early prognostics of his future piety

and gratitude. Thus does nature dictate the rir-,t lines of filial duly,

even before a just sense of the connection is iorined. But wheH
the child is grown up, and has attained to such a degree of under-
standing, as to comprehend the moral tie, and be sensible of tjie

obligations he is under to his parents; when he looks back on their

tender and disinterested afi'ection, their incessant cares and labours

in nursing, educating, and providing, for him, during that state in

which he had neither prudence nor strength to care and provide

for himself, he ftiust be conscious that he owes to them tJiese pe-

culiar duties.

1. To reverence and honour them, as the instruments of Jiafure

in introducing him to life, and to that stale of comfort and happi-

ness which he enjoys ; and therefore to esteem and imitate their

good qualities, to alleviate and bear with, and spread, as much as

possible, a decent veil over their faults and weaknesses.

2. To be highly grateful to them, for those favours which it can

hardly ever be in his power fully to repay ; to shew this gratitiKle

by a strict attention to their wants, and a solicitous care to supply

them ; by a submissive deference to their authority and advice,

especially by paying great regard to it in the choice of a wife, and
of an occupation ; by yielding to, rather than peevishly contend-

ing with, their humours, as rememberiug how oft they have been

persecuted by his ; and, in fine, by soothing their cares, lightening

their sorrows, supporting the iiilirmities of age, and making the

remainder of- their life as comfortable and joyful as possible. As
his brethren and sisters are the next with whom he forms a social

and moral connection, to them he owes a fraternal regard; and

with them he ought to enter into a strict league of friendship, mu-
tual sympathy, advice, assistance, and agenerous intercourse of kind

offices, rememberingtheir elation to common parents, and that bro-

tlierhood of nature which unites theci into a closer community of

interest and affection.

M.iiiRiAC£. When man arrives at a certain age, he becomes

sensible of a peculiar sympathy and tenderness towards the other

sex ; the charms of beauty eng-age his attention, and call lorth new
and softer dispositions than he has yet felt. Tlie many amiable

qualities exhibited by a fair outside, or by the mild allurement of

female maime:s, or which the prejudiced spectator without much
reasonins supposes those to include, witii sevei-al other circum-

stances both natund and accidental, iioint his view and alfeclion to

t) a par-
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a purticiilar object, and of course contract that general rambling
regaril, whicli was lost and useless among tlic nndistinguisbed
crowd, into a peculiar and permanent attachment to one woman,'
which ordiiiariiA' terminates in the moU important and delightful

connection \n life. Our t'reator, ever wise and benevolent, liv

implanting a strong sjiiipathy between the individuals of each se.N,

which urges them to form a particular moral connection, tlie spring

of numberless domestic endearments, has measuj'cd out to each
pair a particular sphere of action, proportioned to their views, snd
adapted to their respective cai)acities. Reades, by interesting

them deeply in the concerns of their own little circle, he has con-
nected them more closely witli society, which is composed of par-

ticular families, and bound them down to their good behaviour in

that |>articular commuuity to which they belong. This moral cun-
nection is marriage, and this sphere ol action is a tamilv. Of the
conjugal alliance the follow ing are the natural laws :

1. -Jvlutual fidelity to the marriage-bed. Disloyalty defeats the
v-ery end of marriage ; dissolves the natural cement of the relation

;

weakens the moral tie, the chief strength of which lies in recipro-
cation of allection; and, by making the offspring uncertam, dimi-
nishes the care and attaclimeiit necessary to their education.

2. A union of covmsels and endeavoius to promote the common
interest of the family, and to educate their common ot't-pring. To
ob^erve the^e laws, it is necessary to cultivate, bodi before and
duringthe married state, the strictest decejicy and cluiatity of man-
ners, and a just sense of what becomes their respective charac-
ters.

3. The union must be inviolable, and for life. The nature of
friendship, and particularly of this species of it, the education of
their offspring, and the order of society and of successions, which
would otherwise be extremely perplexed, all require it. To pre-
serve this union, and render the matrimonial slate harmonious and
comfortable, a mutual esteem and tenderness, a mutual deference
and forbearance, a counnunication of advice, and assistance and
authority, are absolutely necessary- If each party keep within their
proper department, there need be no disputes about power or
superiority, and there will be none. They have no opposite, no
sepaiate interests, and therefore there can be no just ground for
opposition of conduct. From this detail, and the present state of
things, in which there is pretty near a parity of nmnbcrs of botii
sexes, it is evident that polygamy is an unnatural state ; and thouoh
it should be granted to be more fruitful of children, which-however
it is not found to be, yet it is by no means so fit for rearing minds,
which seems to be as much, if not more, the intention of the Cre-
ator than the propagation of bodies.

Parental Duty. The connection of parents with their chil-
dren is a natural consequence of the matrimonial connection ; and
the duties which they owe them result as naturally from that con-
nection. The feeble slate of children, subject to so many wants
and dangers, recpiires llieir incessant care and attention: their ig-
norant aijd uncultivated minds demand continual instruction and
culture. Had human creatures come into the world with the
full strejigth of men, and the weakness of reason and vehemence of
passions which prevail in children, they would have been too
strong or too stubborn to have submilted to the government and in-
struct ioji of their paients. lint as they were designed for a pro-
gression in knowledge and virtue, it was proper that the grov\'th of
their bodies should keep pace with that of their minds, lest the
purposes of that progression slioidd have been defeated. Among
other admirable purposes which this gradual expansion of their
ontwar<i as well as inward structure serves, this is one, that it af-
fords ample scope to the exercise of many tender and generous af-
fections, which fill up the domestic life with a beautiful variety of
duties and enjoyments; and are of coarse a noble discipline for'tlie
heart, and a liardy knid of education for the more honourable and
important duties of public life. The above-mentioned weak and
ignorant state ©f children plainly invests their pm-ents with such
authority and power as is necessary to their support, protection,
and education ; but that alitliority and power can be construed to
extend no farther than is necessary to answer those ends, and to
last no longer tlian that weakness and ignorance continue. What-
ever power or authority then it may be necessary or lawful for
parents to exercise during the non-age of their ( hildren, to assume
or usurp the same when they have attained the maturity or lull
exercise of their strength and reason would be tyrannical and un-

just. Hence it is evident, that parents have no right to punish
the persons- of their children more severely than the nature of their

wardship requires, much less to invade their lives, to encroach
upon their liberty, or transfer them as their property to any master
whatsoever. The first class of duties which parents owe their chil-

dren respect their natural life ; and these comprehend protection,

nurture, provision, introducing them into the world in a manner
suitable to their rank and fortune, and the like. The second order
of duties regards the intellectual and moral life of their children,

or their education in such arts and accom|)lishments as are neces-

sary to qualify them for performing the duties they owe to them-
selves and to others, and to direct them in the path of virtue. At
this was found to be the principal design of the matrimonial alli-

ance, so the fulfilling that design is the most important and digni-

fied of all the parental duties. In order therefore to fit the child

for acting his part wisely and worthily as a man, as a citizen, and
a creature of God, both parents ought to combine their joint wis-

dom, authority, ami power, and each apart to employ those talents

which are the peculiar excellency and ornament of their respective

sex. See Education.
Of Hekii-k and Sf.rvile Duties. In the natural course of

human affairs, it must necessarily happen that some of mankind
will live in plenty and opulence, and others be reduced to a state

of indigence and poverty. The former need the labours of the

latter, and the latter the provision and support of the former.

This mutual necessity is the foundation of that connection, whether
we call it moral or civil, which subsists between masters and ser-

vants. He who feeds another has a right to some equivalent, the

labour of him whom he maintains, and the fruits of it. And he
who labours tor another has a right to expect that he should sup-

port him. But as the labours of a man of ordinary strength are

certainly of greater value than mere food and cloathing; be-

cause they would actually produce more, even the mainlienance

of a family, were the labourer to employ them in his own behalf;

therefore he has an undoubted right to rate and dispose of his

service for certain wages above mere maintenance; and if he has
incautiously disposed of it for the latter only, yet the contract being
of the onerous kind, he may equitably claim a supply of that defi-

ciency. If the service be specified, the servant is bound to that only ;

if not, then he is to be construed as bound only to such services as

are consistent with the laws ofjustice and humanity. By the volun-
tary servitude to which he subjects himself, he forfeits no rights

but such as are necessarily included in that servitude, and is ob-
noxious to no punishment but such as a voluntary failure in the
service may be supposed reasonably to require. The offspring of

such servants have a right to that liberty which neither they nor
their parents have forfeited. As to those who, because of some
heinous olTcnce, as for some notorious damage, for which they can-

not otherwise compensate, are condemned to perpetual service,

they do not, on that account, forfeit all the rights of men ; but
those, the loss of which is necessary to secure society against the
like offences for the future, or to repair the damage they have
done. With regard tocaptives taken in war, it is barbarous and in-

human to make perpetual slaves of them, unless some peculiar

and aggravated circumstances of guilt have attended their hosti-

lity. The bulk of the subjects of any government engaged in

war may be fairly esteemed innocent enemies; and therefore they
have a right to that clemency which is consistent with the common
safety of mankind, and the particular security to that society,

against which they are engaged. Though ordinary captives have
a grant of their lives, yet to pay their liberty as an eipiivalent is

much too high a price. There ire other ways of acknowledging
or returning the favour, than by surrendering what is far dearer
than life itself. (Hutcheson's Mor. Inst. Lib. 3.) To those who,
under the pretext of the necessities of commerce, drive the un-
natural trade of bargaining for human flesh, and consigning their

innocent but unfortunate fellow-ciealures to eternal servitude and
misery, we may address the words of a line writer; " Let avarice

defend it as it will, there is an honest reluctance in humanity
against bu) ing and selling, and regarding those of our own species

as our wealth and possessions." See Slav sry.

Of Private Social Dutiks.

As man passes beyond the little circle of a family, he forms con-
nections with relations, friends, neighbours, and others ; from

wlieiice
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whence resvills a new train of duties of the more private social 1

kind, a^ " Iriendship, chastity, courtesy, good-nei^ilibourliood,
|

chanty, forgiveness, liospilality." Man is admirably tonued for

particular social allachnients and duties. There is a peculiar and

strong propensity in his nature to be affected with the seniiments

and dispositions of others. Men, like certain musical instruments,

are set to each other so that the vibrations or notes excited in

one raise correspondent notes and vibrations in the others. The
impulses of pleasure or pain, joy or sorrow, made on one mind,

are by an instantaneous sympathy comnninicated in some degree

to all ; especially when hearts are (as a humane writer expresses it)

in unison of kindness ; the joy that vibrates in one communicates'

to the other also. We may add, that though joy thus imparted

swells the harmony, yet arief vibrated to the heart of a friend, and
rebounding from tlience in sympliathetic notes, melts, as it were,

and almost dies away. All the passions, but especially those of

the social kind, are contagious ; and when the passions of one man
mingle with those of another, they increase and multiply prodi-

.giously. There is a most moving eloquence in the human coun-
tenance, air, voice, and gesture, wonderfully expressive of the

most latent feelings and passions of the soul, whicli darts them like

a subtle liame into the hearts of others, and raises correspondent
feelings there: friendsliip, love, good-humour, joy, spread through
every feature, and particularly shoot from the eyes their softer

and fiercer rtrcs with an irresistible energy. In like manner the

opposite passions of hatred, enmity, ill-humour, melancholy, dif-

fuse a sullen and saddening air over the face, and Hashing from
eye to eye, kindle a train of similar passions. By these, and other

admicable |)ieces of machinery, men aie formed for society and
the delightful interchange of friendly sentiments and duties, to in-

crease thehappiniss of others by participation, and their own by
rebound ; and to diminish, by dividing, the common stock of their

misery. The first emanations of the social principle beyond the

bounds of a family lead us to form a nearer conjunction of friend-

ship or good-will with those who are any wise connected with us

by blood or dome^tic alliance. But frequently the view of dis-

tinguishing moral qualities in some of our acquaintance may give

birth to that more noble connection we call frien<lship, which is far

superior to the alliances of consanguinity. For these are of a su-

perficial, and often of a transitory nature, of which, as they hoUl
more of instinct than of reason, we cannot give such a rational ac-

count. But friendship derives all itsstreng'h and beauty, and the
only existence which is durable, from the qualitie- of the heart, or
from virtuous and lovely dispositions. Or, should these be want-
ing, they, or some resemblance of them, are supposed present.

Therefore friendship may be described to be, " The union of tw o
souls by means of virtue, the common object anil cement of their

mutual alfiction." Tlie duties of friendship are a mutual esteem
of each other, unbribed by interest, and independent of it ; a ge-

nerous conlidence as far distant from suspicion as from reserve ; an
inviolable harmony of sentiments and dispositions, of designs and
interests ; a fidelity unshaken by the changes of fortune ; a con-
stancy unalterable by distance of time or place; a resignation of
one's personal interest to those of one's friend ; and a reciprocal,

unenvious, unreserved exchange of kind offices. But, anndst all

the exertions of this moral connection, huinane and generous as it

is, we must remember that it operates within a narrow sphere,
and its immediate operations respect only the individual ; and
therefore its particular impulses must still be subordinate to a more
public interest, or be directed and controlled bv the more exten-
sive connections of our nature. Courtesy, good-neighbourhood,
affability, and the like duties, which are founded on our private
-social connections, are no less necessary and obligatory to crea-
tures united in society, and supporting and supported by each
other in a chain of mutual ^vant and dependence. They do not
consist in a smooth address, an artificial or obsequious air, fawning
'adulations, or a polite servility of manner ; but in a just and mo-
dest sense of our own dignity and that of others, and of the respect
due to mankind, especially to those who hold the higher links of
the social chain ; in a discreet and m:inly accommodation of our-
selves to the foibles and huinours of others : in a strict observance

- of the rules of decorum and civility; but, above all, in a frank
obliging carriage, and generous interchange of good deeds rather
than words. Such a conduct is of great use and advantage, as it

. 'is an (excellent security against injury, and the best claim and re-
voL. nt.—NO. 148.

commendation to the esteem, civility, and universal respect, of
mankind. This inferior oriler of virtues unite the particular mem-
bers of society moie closely, and iorms the less pillars of the civil

fabric; which, in many instances, supply the unavoidable delects

of laws, and maintain the harmony and decorum of social inter-

course, w here the more important and essential lines of virtue are

wanting. Charity and forgiveness are truly amiable and useful

duties of the social kin<l. There is a two-fold distinction of rights

commonly taken notice of by moral writers, viz. perfect and im-

perfect. To fulfil the former, is necessary to the being and sup-

port of society ; to fulfil the latter, is a duty equally sacred and
obligatory, and tends to the improvement and prosperity of so-

ciety ; but as the violiition of them is not equally prejudicial to

the public good, the fulfilling of them is not subjected to the cogni-

zance of law, butlelt to the candour, humanity, and gratitude, of -

individnals. And thus ample scope is given to exercise all the ge-

nerosity, and dis]>lay the genuine merit and lustie, of virtue.

Thus the wants and misfortunes of others call for our charitable

assistance and seasonable supplies. And the good man, unc< n-

strained by law, and uncontrolled by human authority, will cheer-

ftiliy acknowledge, and generously satisfy, this mourntui and mov-
ing claim ; a claim supported by the sanction of heaven, of whose
bounties he is honoured to be the grateful trustee. If his own
perfect rights are invaded by the injustice of other.>, he will not

therefore reject their impcrtect right to pity and forgiveness, un-

less his grant of these should be inconsistent with the more exteti-

sive rights of society, or the public good. In that case he will

have recourse to public justice and the laws, and even then he
will prosecute the injury with no unnecessary severity, but rather

with mildness and humanity. When the injury is merely personal,

and of such a nature as to admit of alleviations, and tlie forgiveness

of which would be attended with no worse conscqivences, espe-

cially of a public kind, the good man will generously forgive his

offending brother. And it is his duty to do so, and not to take
private revenge, or retaliate evil for evil. The most enlarged and
humane connection of the private kind seems to be the hospitable

alliance, frotn which ffow the amiable and disinterested duties we
owe to strangers. If the exercise of passions of the most private

and instinctive kind is beheld w ilh moral approbation and delight,

how lovely and venerable must those appear which result from a

lalni philanthropy, are founded in the common rights and con-
nections of society, and embrace men, not of a particular sect,

parly, or nation, but all in general without distinction, and without
any of the lillle paitialities of self-love.

Op Social Duties of the Commercial Ki>fD.

The next order of connections are those which arise from the

wants and weakness of mankind, and from the various circum-
stances in which their dill'ercnt situations place them. These we
may call commercial connections, and the duties which result

from them commercial duties, as ju>tice, lair-dealing, sincerity,

fidelity to compacts, and the like. Though the works of the Al-
mighty are ail perfect, yet there is a manifest distinction among
thim. All such as lie beyond the reach of human skill and
power, arecompletely finished. These man may design after and
imitate, but he can never rival them, nor add to tlieir beauty or

perfection. Such are the forms and structure of vegetables, ani-

mals, and many of their productions, as the honey-comb, the spi-

der's web, and the like. There are others purposely left unfinish-

ed, as it were, in order to exercise the ingenuity and power of
man. A rich profusion of materials ol every kind is produced for

his conveniency and use; but many of them are rude and unpo-
lished, or not to be come at without art and labour. These there-

fore he must apply, to adapt them to his use, and to enjoy them in

perfection. '1 bus an infinite variety of herbs, grain, tossils, mi-
nerals, wood, water, earth, air, and a thou auU other crude ma-
terials, is naturally produced to supply his numerous w.nts. But
he must sow, plant, dig, refine, polish, build, and r.ianufacture,

these various productions to obtain even the neces-anes, and much
more the conveniences and elegancies, of life. These then are the

price of his labour and industry, without which he will enjoy no-

thing. - But as the wants of mankind are many, and the single

strengtii of individuals small, they could hardly find the necessa-

ries, much less the coijveniencies, of life, without uniting their in-

genuity and strength in acquiring these, and with9ut a mutual in-

7 Q tercourse
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tercourse of good offices. Some men are better formed for some
kinds of ingenuity and labour, and otln rs for other kinds ; and

different soils and climates are enriched witli different produc-

tions; so that men, by exchanging the produce of their respective

labours, and supplying the wants of one country with the super-

fluities of another, ^\o m effect duninisli the labours of each, and

increase the abundance of all. 'I'liis is the foundation of all coin-

nierce, or exchange of commodities and goods, one with another ;

to facilitate which, men have contrived (iilferent species of coin,

or money, as a common standard, by which to estimate the com-
parative values of their respective goods. But to render com-
merce sure and elifcctual, justice, fair-dealing, sincerity, and fide-

lity to compacts, are absolutely necessary. Justice, or fair deal-

ing, or, in other words, a disposition to treat others as we would be

treated by them, is a virtue of the lirst importance, and insepara-

ble from the virtuous character. It is the cement of society, or

that pervading spirit which connects its members, inspires its va-

rious relations, and maintains the order and subordination of each

part to the whole. Without it, society would become a den of

thieves and banditti, liating anil hated, devouring and devoured,

by one another. And a little rcHectioii will teach us, that justice

is a virtue which exactly corresponds with the will of God, and
therefore, that a strict adherence to the principle of justice is uni-

versally, and in all possible circumstances, a duty from which we
cannot deviate without offending our Creator, and ultimately

bringing misery upon ourselves. Sincerity, or veracity, in our

words and actions, is anotlier duly of great importance to society,

being one of tlie great bands of mutual intercourse, and the foun-

dation of mutual trust. Witliout it, society would be the domi-

nion of mistrust, jealousy, and fraud, and conversation a Irallic of

lies and dissimulation. It includes in it a conformity of our

words with our sentiments, a correspondence between our actions

and disposition*, aslrict regard to truth, and an irreconcileable ab-

horrence of falsehood. Fidelity to promises, compacts, and en-

gagements, is likewise a duty of such importance to the s-'curity

of commerce and interchange of benevolence among mankind,
that society would soon grow intolerable without tlie strict observ-

ance of it. A promise is a voluntary declaration by words, or by

an action equally significant, of our resolution to do something in

behalf of another, or for his service. When it is made, the per-

son who makes it is by all supposed under an obligation to perform

it. And he to whom it is made may demand the iierformance as

his right. That perception of obligation is a simple idea, and is

on the same footing as our other moral perceptions, which may be

described by instances, but cannot be defined. It is, however,

proper to remark, that in this, as in all other instances, our chief

good is combined with our duty. " Men act from expectation.

Expectation is in most cases determined by the assurances and en-

gagements which we receive Irom others. If no dependence could

,be placed upon these assurances, it would be impossible to know
what judgement to form of many future events, or how to regulate

our conduct with regartl to them. Confidence, therefore, in pro-

mises, is essential to the intercourse of human life, because without

it the greatest part of our conduct would proceed upon chance. But

there could be no confidence in promises, if men were not obliged to

perform them." Fair-dealing and fidelity to compacts r'-quirethat we
take no advantage of the ignorance, passion, or incapacity, of

others, from whatever cause that incapacity arises;—that we be

explicit and candid in making bargains, just and faithful in fulfil-

ling our part of them. And if the other party violates his engage-

ments, redress is to be sought from the laws, or from those who
are entru'-ted with the execution of them. In fine, the commer-
cial virtues and^duties require that we not only do not invade,

but maintain, the riglits of others ; that we be fair and impartial in

tranferring, bartering, or exchanging, property, whether in goods
or service; and be inviolably faithful to our word and our en-

gagements, where the matter of them is not criminal, and where
they arc not extorted by force.

Social Duties of the Political Kind,

The social principle in man is of such an expansive nature, that

it cannot be confined within the circuit of a family, of friends, or

a neiehbour'jiood ; it spreads into wider svstems, and draws men
into larger confederacies, communities, and commonwealths. It

is in these only that the superior powers of our nature attain the

highest improvement and perfection of which they are cajiable.

\ These principles hardly find objects in the solitary state of nature.
In solitude ail are employed in the same way, in providing for the
animal life. But in society, the mutual aids which men give and
receive shorten the labours of each, and the combined strength and
reason of individuals give security and protection to the whole
body. There is both a variety and subordination of genius among
niankiiul. Some are formed to lead and direct others, to contrive
plans of happiness for individuals, and of government for commu-
nities ; to lake part in a public interest, invent la«s and arts, and
superintend their execution : and, in short, to refine and civilize

human life. Others, who have not such good heads, may have
honest hearts, a truly public spirit, love of liberty, hatred of cor-
ruption and tyranny, a generous submission to laws, order, and
public institutions, and an extensive philanthropy. And others,

who have none of those capacities either of heart or head, may be
well formed for manual exercises and bodily labour. The for-

mer of these principles has no scope in solitude, where a man's
thoughts and concerns do all either centre in himself or extend no
farther than a family ; into which little circle all the duty and vir-

tue of the solitary mortal is crowded. But society finds proper
objects and exercises for every genius, and the noblest objects and
exercises for the noblest geniuses, and for the highest principles in

the human constitution ; particularly for thai warmest and most
divine passion which God hath kindled in our bosoms, the inclina-

tion of doing good, and honouring our nature; which may find

here both employment and the most exquisite satisfaction. In
society, a man has not only more leisure, but better opportunities,

of applying his talents with much greater perfection and success,

especially as he isfurnished with the joint advice and assistance of
liis fellow-creatures, who are more closely united one with the
other, and sustain a common relation to tlie same moral system
or community. This then is an object proportioned to his most
enlarged social affections; and in serving it he finds scope for the
exercise and refinement of his highest intellectual and moral
powers. Therefore society, or a stale of civil government, rests

on these two principal pillars, " That in it we find security against-

tliose evils which are unavoidable in solitude—and obtain those
goods, some of which cannot be obtained at all, and others not so

well, in that state where men depend solely on their individual sa--

gacity and industry." From this short detail it appears, that man
is asocial creature, and formed for society ; and the duties suited

to the social state, and resulting from those principles and destina-

tions, or in other words, from our social passions and social con-
nections, or relation to a public system, are, love of our country,

resignation, and obedience to the laus, public spirit, love of li-

berty, willingness to suffer for the public good, and the like.

Of Duty to God.

Of all the relations which the human mind sustains, that which
subsists between the Creator and his creatures, the supreme law-

giver and his subjects, is the highest and the best. This relatiofj

arises from the nature of a creature in general, and the constitution

ol the human mind in particular; the noblest powers and affec-

tions \vhicli point to an universal mind, and wouhl be imperfect

and abortive without such a direction. How lame then must that

system of morals be, which leaves a Deity out of the question !

How disconsolate, and how destitute of its firmest support .' It

does not appear, from any true history or experience of the mind's

progress, that aiiv man, by any formal deduction of his discursive

power, ever reasoned himself into the belief of a God. Whether
such a belief is derived from father to son, and from one man to

another, in the way of tradition, or is suggested to us in consc-

cpience of an iinmulalile law of our nature, on beholding the au-

gu jt aspect and beautiful order of the universe, we w ill not deter-

mine. What seems most agreeable to experience is, that a sense

of its beautv and grandeur, and the admirable fitness of one thing

to another in its vast apparatus, leads the mind necessarily and
unavoidably lo a perception of a design, or of a designing cause, the -

origin of all, by a progress as simple and natural as that by which

a beaulilul picture or a fine building suggests to us the idea of an
'

excellent artist. For it seems to hold universally true, thatwhere-

ever we discern a tendency or co-operation of things towards a

certain end, or producing a common effect, there, Jjy a necessary

l.w of association, we apprehend design, a designing energy or

cause. No matter whether the objects are natural or artificial,

still that suggestion is unavoidable, and the connection between
the
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tlic etl'ect an'l its adi-quate cause obhiulcs il>-pll'oii tlie mind, and
it I'L-quircs no nicesc-aicli or clal)oratc deduction of reason to trace

or prove that connection. W'e are particularly satisfied of its

truth in tlie subject before us by a kind of direct inluition; allcnd-

ina; to the maxim of thescliools, "That there cannot bean infinite

series of causes and eHects producing anil produced byone another."

That maxim is familiar only to metaphysicians ; but all men of

sound understanding are led to believe the existence of a God.
We are conscious of our existence, of thought, sentiment, and

passion, and sensible withal that these came not of ourselves

;

therefore we immediately recognise a parent mind, an original

intelligence, from whom we borrowed those little portions of

lliougKt and activity. And while we not only feel kind atlections

in ourselves, and discover them in others, but likewise beliold

round us such a number and variety of creatures, endued with na-

tures nicely adjusted to their several stations and oeconomies, sup-

porting and supported by each other, and all sustained by a com-
mon order of things, and sharing different degrees of happ'ness ac-

cording to their respective capacities, we are naturally and neces-

sarily led up to the Father of such a numerous offspring, the foun-

tain of such wide-spread happiness. As we conceive this Being

before all, above all, and greater than all, we naturally, and with-

out reasoning, ascribe to him every kind of perfection, wisdom,
power, and goodness, without bounds, existing through all time,

and pervading all space. AVe apply to him those glorious epithets

of our Creator, Preserver, Renefactor, the supreme Lord and Law-
giver of the wdiole society of rational and intelligent creatures.

Not only the imperfections and wants of our being and condition,

but some of the noblest instincts and atTections of our minds, con-

nect us with this great and universal Being. The mind, in its pra-

gress from object to object, froin one character and prospect of

beauty to another, linds some blemish or deficiency in each, ajid

soon exhausts or grows weary and dissatisfied with its subject ; it

sees no character of excellency among men ec|ual to that pilch of

esteem which it is capable of exerting ; no object within the com-
pass of human things adecpiate to the strength of its affection : nor

can it stay any where in this self-expansive progress, or find re-

pose after its highest flights, till it arrives at a Being of unbounded
greatness and worth, on whom it may employ its sublimest powers
without exhausting the subject, and give scope to the utmost force

andfuliiess of its love without satiety or disgust. So that the nature

of this being corresponds to the nature of man ; nor can his intelli-

gent and moral ))owers obtain their entire end, but on the suppo-

sition of such a Being, and without a real synipathy and commu-
nication with him. The native propensity of the mind to reve-

rence whatever is great and wonderful, finds a proper object of

liomage in hiin wlio spreads out the heavens and the earth, and
who sustains and governs the whole. The admiration of beauty,

the love of order, and the complacency we feel in goodness, must
rise to the highest pitch, rod attain the full vigour and joy of their

operations, when they unite in him who is the sum and source of

all perfection. It is evident from the slightest survey of morals,

that how punctual soever one may be in performing the duties

which result from our relations to mankind, yet to be deficient in

performing those which ari^e from our relation to the Almighty,

must argue a strange perversion of reason, or depravity of heart.

If imperfect degrees of worth attract our veneration, and if the

want of it would imply an insensibility, or, which is worse, an
aversion to merit, what lameness of aiTection or immorality of cha-

racter must it be to be unaffected with, and much more to he ill

affected to, a Being of superlative voith! To love society, or

particular members of it, and yet to have no sense of ourconnection
with its Head, no atiection to our common Parent and Benefac-
tor; to be concrrned about the approbation or censure of our
fellow-creatures, and yet to feel nothing of this kind towards liim

who sees and weighs our actions with unerring wisdom and jus-

tice, and can fully reward or punish them, betrays ecpial madness
and partiality of mind. It is plain, therefore, beyond all doubt,
that some regards are clue to the great Father of all, in whom every
lovely and adorable ciuality combines to inspire veneration and
homage. As our affections depend on' our opinions of their ob-

jects, and generally keep pace with them, it must be of the higliest

importance, and seems to be among the first duties we owe to the

Author of our being, "to form the best possible conceptions of

his character and administration," For such conceptions tho-

roughly imbibed, w ill render our religion rational, and our dispc?-
sitions refined. If our opinions are diminutive and distorted, our
religion will be superstitious, and our temper abject. Thus, if we
ascribe to the Deity tliat false majesty which consists in the unbe-
nevolent and sullen exercise of mere w ill or power, or suppose him
to delight in the prostrations of servile fear, or as servile praise, he
will be worshipped witli mean adulation and a profusion of coni-
pliments. Fartln r, if he be looked upon as a stern and implaca-
ble Being, delighting in vengeance, he will be adored with pom-
pous offerings, sacrifices, or whatever else may be thought proper
to soothe and mollify him. But if we believe perfect goodness to
be the characterof the supreme Being, and that he loves those most
who resemble him most, the worship paid him will be rational and
sublime, and his worshippers will seek to please him by imitating
that goodness which they adore. Wherever right conceptions ot'

the Deity and his providence prevail, when he is considered as
the inexhaustible source of light, and love, and joy, as acting in
the joint character of a Father and Governor, imparting an endless
variety of capacities to his creatures, and supplying them with
every thing necessary to their full completion and happiness ; what
veneration and gratitude must such conceptions, thoroughly be-
lieved, excite in the mind ' How natural and delightful must it

be to one whose heart is open to the perception of truth, and of
every thing fair, great, and wonderful in nature, to contemplate
and adore him who is the first fair, the first great, and first won-
derful ; in whom wisdom, power, and goodness, dwell vitally, es-

sentially, originally, and act in perfect concert ? What grandeur is

here to fill the most enlarged capacity, what beauty to engage the
most ardent love, what a mass of wonder in such exuberance of
perfection to astonish and delight the human mind through an
endless duration ! If the Deity is considered as our supieme
Guardian and Benefactor, as the Father of Mercies, who loves liis

creatures with infinite tenderness ; what resignation, what de-
pendence, what generous confidence, what hope in God, and ills

all-wise providence, must arise in the soul thai is possessed of such
amiable views of him ? All those exercises of piety, and above all

a superlative esteem and love, are directed to God as to tlieir na-
tural, their ultimate, and indeed their only adecjuate object ; and
though the immense obligations we have received from him may
excite in us more lively feelings of divine goodness than a general
and abstracted contemplation of it, yet the affections of gratitude
and love are of themselves of the generous disinterested kind, not
the result of self-interest, or views of reward. A perfect charac-
ter, in which we always suppose infinite goodness, guided by un-
erring wisdom, and supported by aInnglUy power, is the proper
object of perfect love; which, as such, we are forcibly drawn to

pursue and to aspife after. In the contemplation ot the divine

nature and attributes, we find at last w hat the ancient philosophers

sought in vain ; the supreme and sovereign good; from which all

other goods arise, and in which they are all contained. The
Deity therefore challenges our supreme and sovereign love, a
sentiment which, whosoever indulges, must be confirmed in the

love of virtue, in a desire to imitate its all-perfect pattern, and in

a cheerful security that all his great concerns, those of his friends

and of the universe, shall be absolutely safe under the conduct of

unerring wisdom and unbounded goodness. It is in his care and
providence alone that the good man, who is anxious for the hap-

piness of all, finds perfect serenity ; a serenity neither ruflled by
.

partial ill, nor soured by private disappointment. We must far-

ther observe, that all those affections which we supposed to regard

the Deity as their immediate and |)rimary object, are vital ener-

gies of the soul, and consec|uenlly exert tliemselves into act, and,

like all other energies, gain strength or greater activity by that ex-

ertion. It is therefore our duty as well as highest interest, often

at stated times, and by decent and solemn acts, to contemplate

and adore the great Original of our existence, the Parent of all

beauty and of all good ; to express our veneration and love by an
awful and devout recognition of his perfections ; and to evidence

our gratitude by celebrating his goodness, and thankfully acknow-
ledging all his benefits. It is likewise our duty, by proper exer-

cises c)f sorrow and humiliation, to confess our ingratitude and
fnilv ; to signify our dependence on God, and our confidence in

his goodness, by imploring his blessing and gracious concurrence

in assisting the weakness, ynd curing the corruptions, of our nature ;

and finally to testify otir sense of his authority, and our faith in his

4 goverumeut,

.
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.goveriimeut, by devoting oiii'selves to do his will, ami resigning

ourselves to Iris disposal. External worsliip is founded on tlie

same principles as internal, and ot as strict moral obligation. It is

either private or public. Devotion that is inward, or purely in-

tellectual, is too spiritual and abstracted an operation for the bulk

of mankind. The operations of their minds, such especially as

are employed on the most sublime, immaterial objects, must be

assisted by their outward organs, or by some help from the imagi-

nation ; otherwise they will soon be dissipated by sensible impres-

-^ions, or grow tiresome if too long continued. Ideas are such

.lleelint; things, thatthev must be fixed ; and so subtle, that they

must be expressed and "delineated, as it were, by sensible marks

and images', otherwise we cannot attend to them, nor be much
affected by them; Therefore verbal adoration, prayer, praise,

Ihanksgiving, and confession, are admirable aids to inward devo-

tion, tix our attention, compose and enliven our thoughts, im-

press lis more deeply with a sense of the uwftd presence in which

we are, ^andby a natural and mechanical sort ot influence, tend to

heighten those di vout fecl'ngs and affections whulj we ought to

entertain, and after this inanner reduce into formal and explicit

act. This holds true in a higher degree in the case of public wor-

ship, where the presence of our fellow-creatures, and the powerful

conniuuiicalion of the social affections, conspire to kindle and

spread the devout fla\iie with greater waimth and energy. To
conclude : as God is the parent and heail of the social sjsteni, as

he has formed us for a social stale, as by the one we find the best

security against the ills of life, and in the other enjoy its greatest

comforts, and as, by means of both, our nature attains its highest

improvement and perfection; anil as there are public blessings

and crimes in which we all share in some degree, and public wants

and dangers to which all are exposed— it is therefore evident, that

the various and solemn ofticcs of public religion are duties of in-

dispensable moral obligation, among the best cements of society,

the lirmest prop of government, anci the fairest ornament of both.

Of Practical Ethics, or the Culture of the Mind.

,No kind of objects make so powerful an impression on us as

those which are immediately impressed on our senses, or strongly

painted on our imaginations. Whatever is purely intellectual, as

abstracted or scientific truths, the subtle relations and dillerences

of things, has a fainter sort of existence in the mind; and though

it may exercise and whet the memory, (he judgement, or the rea-

soning power, gives hardly any impulse at all to the active posvers,

-the passions, which are the mainsprings of motion. On the other

hand, were the mind entirely under the direction of sense, and im-

pressible only by such objects as arc present, and strike some ot

the outward organs, we should then be precisely in the state of the

brute creation, and be governed solely by instinct or appetite, and
have no power to coiitroul whatever impressions are made upon
us: the Author of our nature has therefore endued us with a mid-
dle faculty, wonderfully adapted to our mixed state, which holds

partly of sense and partly of reason, being strongly allied to the

former, and the common receptacle in which all the notices that

come Ironi that cpiarter are treasured up; and yet greatly subser-

vient and ministerial to the latter, by giving a body, a coherence,
and beauty, to its conceptions. This middle faculty is called the

imagination, one of the most busy and fruitful powers of the mind.
Into this common storehouse are likewise carried all thoie moral
forms which are derived from our moral faculties of perception;
and there they often undergo new changes and appearances, by
being mixed and wrought up with the ideas and forms of sensible

or natural things. By this coalition of imagery, natural beauty is

dignilied and heightened by moral cjualities and perfections, and
moral qualities are at once exhibited and set olf by natural beauty.
The sensible beauty, or good, is retined from its dross by partak-

ing of the moral ; and the moral receives a stamp, a visible cha-

racter and currency, from the sensible. As we are first of all ac-

customed to sensible impressions and sensible enjoyments, we
contract early a sensual relish or love of pleasure, in the lower

sense of the word. In order, however, to justify this relish, the

mind as it becomes open to higher perceptions of beauty and good,
borrows from thence a noble set of images, as fine taste, genero-

sity, social affections, friendship, good fellowship, and the like

;

and, by dressing out the old pursuits with these new ornaments,

gives, them an additioual dignity and lustre. By these ways the

desire of a good table, love of linery, intrigue, ana pleasure,

are vastly increased beyond their natural pitch, having an impulse
combined of the force ot the natural appetites, and ot the super- •
added strength of those passions which tend to the moral species. ml\

When the mind becomes more sensible to those objects or ap- "
pearancesin which it perceives beauty, unifornnty, grandeur, and
harmony, as fine cloalhs, elegant furniture, plate, pictures, gar-

dens, houses, etiuipage, the beauty of animals, and particularly

the attractions of the sex ; to these objects the minti is led by
nature, or custom, or taught by the opinion and example
of others, to annex certain ideas ot moral character, dignity, de-
corum, honour, liberality, tenderness, and active or social

enjoyincnt. The consecjuence of this .wsociation is, that the
objects to which these are annexed must rise in their value, and be a,
pursued with proportionable ardour. The enjoyment of them is 'j
often attended with pleasure ; and the mere possession of them,
where that is wanting, frequently draws respect from one's iellow-

creatures. This respect is, by many, thought equivalent to the

pleasure of enjoyment. Hence it happens that the idea of hap-
piness is connected with the mere possession, which is therefore

eagerly sought after, without any regard to the generous use or
honourable enjoyment. '^I'hus the passion, resting on the means,
not the end, i. e. losing sight of its natural object, becomes wild
and extravagant. In line, any object, or external denomination,
a stall, a gaiter, a cup, a crown, a tille, may becoine a moral
badge or end>lem of merit, magnificence, or honour, according
as these have been found or thought, by the possessors or admirers
of them, to accompany them

; yet, by the deception formerly
mentioned, the merit or the conduct whicu entitled, or should
entitle, to those marks of distinction, shall be lorgot or neglected,

and the badges themselves be passionately ati'ected or pursued, as

including every excellency. If these are attained by any means,
all the concomitants which nature, custom, or accidents, have
joined to them, will be supposed to follow of course. Thus, moral
ends, with which the unhappy admirer is apt to colour over his

passion and views, will, in his opinion, justil\ the most immoral
means, as prostitution, adulation, fraud, treachery, and every
species of knavery, whether more open or more disguised. When
men are once engaged in active life, and find liiat wealth and
power, generally called interest, are the great avenues to every
kind of enjoyment, they are apt to throw in many engaging moral
forms to the object of their |)ursuit, to justify iheir passion, and
varnish over the measures they take to gratify it, as independency
on the vices or passions of others, provision and security to them-
selves and friends, prudent ceconomy, or well placed charity,

social communication, superiority to their enemies, who are all

villains, honourable service, and many other ingredients of merit.

To attain such capacities of usefulness or enjoyment, what arts,

nay what meannesses, can be thought blameable by those cool
pursuers of interest ?—Nor have they whom the gay world is pleas-

ed to indulge with the title of men of pleasure, their imaginations

less pregnant with moral images, with which they never fail to

ennoble, or, if they cannot do that, to palliate their gross pur-

suits. Thus admiration of wit, of sentiments and merit, friend-

ship, love, generous sympathy, mutual confidence, giving and
receiving pleasure, are the ordinary ingredients with whicii they
season their gallantry and pleasurable entertainments ; and by which
thev impose on themselves, and endea>our to impose on others

that their amours are the joint issue of good sense and virtue.

These associations, variously combined and proportioned by the

imagination, form the chief private passions, which govern the

lives of the generality, as the love of action, of pleasure, power,

wealth, and fame ; they influence the defensive, and affect the

public passions, and raise joy or sorrow as they are gratified or dis-

appointed. So that in effect these associations ot good and evil,

beauty and deformity, and the passions they raise, are the main
hinges of lile and manners, and the great sources of happiness or

misery. It is evident, therefore, tliat tlie whole of moral culture

must depend on giving a right direction to tlie leading passions,

and duly proportioning them to the value of the objects or goods

pursued, under what name soeverthey may appear. To give theni

this right direction and due proportion, it appears, from the fore-

going detail, that those associations of ideas, upon which the pas-

sions depend, must be duly regulated : that is to say, as an exor-

bitant passion for wealth, pleasure, or power, flows from an asso-

ciation
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eiation or opinion that more beauty aiid good, whether natural or

moral, entei-s into the enjoyment or possession of tlieni, than really

belongs to either; therefore in restorin;; those passions to their iust

proportion, we must liegin Willi correctinj" the opinion, or breaking

the false association, or, in other words, we must decompound the

complex phantom of happiness or good, whii h we fondly admire ;

disunite those ideas thai li^ne no natural alliance ; and separate the

original idea of «e;iltli, power, or pleasure, from the foreiijn mix-

tures incorporateil with it, which enhance its value, or give it its

chief power to enchant and seduce the mind. For instance, let it

be considered how poor and inconsiderable a thing wealth is, it it

be disjoined from real use, or from ideas of cap;icity in the pos-

sessor to do good, from independency, generosity, provision for a

familv or friends, and social cunimunication with others. By this

standard let its true value be lixed ; let its misapplicution, or im-

benevolent enjoyment, be accounted sordid and infamous; and

nothing worthy or estimable be ascribed to tlie mere possession of

R, which is not borrowed from its generous use. If that complex
form of good which is called pleasure engage us, let it be analysed

toto its constituent principles, or those allurements it draws from

the heart and imagination, in order to heighten the low part of the

indulgence; let the separate and comparative moment of each be

distinetly ascertained and deduced from that gross part, and this

remainder of tlie accumulated enjoyment will dwindle down into

a poor, insipid, transitory thing. In proportion as the opinion of

the good pursued abates, the admiration must decay, and the

pESsions lose strength. One elfectual way to lower the opinion,

and consequently to weaken the habit founded upon it, is to

practise less pieces of sclf-den'ial, or to abstain, to a ceitain pitch,

from the pursuit or enjoyment of the favourite object ; and, that

this may be the more easily accomplished, one must avoid those

occasions, that company, those places, and other circumstances,

that entiamed one and endeared the other. And, as a counter-

process, let higher or even different enjoyments be brought in view,

other passions played upon tjie former, different places frequented,

other exercises tried, company kept with persons of a ditferent or

more correct way of thinking, both in natural and moral subjects.

As much deoends on our setting out well in life, let the youthful

fitncy, which is apt to be very florid and luxuriant, be early accus-

tomed by instruction, example, and significant moral exercises,

nay, by looks, gestures, and every other testimony of just appro-

bation or blame, to annex ideas of merit, honour, and happiness,

not to birth, dress, rank, beauty, fortune, power, popularity, and

the like outward things, but to moral and truly virtuous qualities,

and to those enjoyments which spring from a well-informed judge-

ment and a regirlar conduct of the atTections, especially those of

tlie social and disinterested kind. Such dignified forms of beauty

atKl good, often suggested, and, by moving pictures and examples,

warmly recommended to the imagination, enforced by the autho-

rity of conscience, and demonstrated by reason to be the surest

means of enjoymrnt, and the only independent, undeprivable, and
durable goods, will be the best counterbalance toineaner passions,

and the firmest foundation and security to virtue. It is of great

importance to the forming a just taste, or pure and large concep-

tions of happiness, to study and undei-stand human nature well, to

remember what a complicated system it is, particularly to liave

deeply imprinted on our mind that Gradation of senses, faculties,

and powers of enioyment formerly mentioned, and the subordina-

tion of goods resulting from thence, which nature points out, and

the experience of m.inkind confirms. Who, when they think se-

riously, and are not under the immediate influence of some vio-

lent juejudice or passion, prefer not the pleasures of action, con-

templation, society, and most exercises and joys of the moral kind,

as friendship, natural affection, and the like, to all sensual gratifica-

tions whatsoever' Where the dilVerent species of pleasure are

blended into one complex form, let them be accurately distin-

guished, and be referred each to its proper faculty and sense, and
examined apart what they have peculiar, what common with others,

and what foreign iind adventitious. Let wealth, grandeur,

lliNury, love, fame, and the like, be tried by this test, and their

true ailovv.ill be found out. Let it be farther considered, whether

the mind' may not be easy and enjoy itself greatly, though it want

many of those elegancies and superfluities of life which some pos-

sess, or that loail of wealth and power which others eagerly pui-sue,

»Htl under wliicii they groan. Let ihc difliculty of attaining, the
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precarioiisness of possessing, and the many abatements in enjoy-

ing, overgrown' weahh aiuf envied greatness, of which the weary
possessoi-s so fre<iuently conn>lain, as the hurry of business, "the

burden of company," of paying attendance to the few, and giving

it to the many, the cares of keeping, the fears of losing, and the

desnes of increa^^ing, what they havi-, and the other troiibles whicn
accompany tlii? pitiful drudgery an<l pompous servitude; let these

and the like circumstances be often considered, that are conducive

to the removing or lessening the opinion of such goods, and the

attendant passion or sot of passions will decay of course. Kspo-.

cially lei it be often recollected, that things ot this kind are Irans:-

tiii y' and fleeting as the wind, and by no means calculitetl to

afford that satisfaction which they seem to promise.

Of the MotrvEs to Virtve from Pbrsokal Happis'E!?.

We have aireu.dv considered our obligations to the practice ojf

virtue, arising from the con^titulion of our nature, by which we
are Id to approve a certain onler and oeeonomy of all'ections, and

a certain course of action correspondent to it. But, besides this,

there are several motives which strengtlu-u and secure virtue,

thoigh not themselves o'' a moral kind. These are, its tendency

to personal happines,, and the contrary fciulency of vice. " 1 er-

sonal happiness arises either from the st-ate of a man'sown minu,

or from the slate and disposition of external causes towards him.

We shall first examine the tendency of virtue to happiness with re-

spect to the state of a man's own mind." This is a point of the ut-

nio-t consequence in morals; because, unless we can convince our-

selves, or shew to others, that, by doing our duty, or fulfilling out

moral obligations, we consult the greatest satisfaction of our own
mind, or our higliest interest on the whole, it will raise strong and

often unsurmountable prejudices against the practice of virtue,

especially wlignever there arise any appearances ot^opposition be-

tween our duty and our satisfaction or interest. To creatures so

desirous of happiness, and averse to misery, as w'C are, and often

so oddly situated amidst contending passions and interests, it is ne-

cessary that virtue appear not only in an honourable but a pleasing

and beneficent form. And to justify our choice to ourselves as_

well as others, we must feel and be able to avow in the face of the

world, that her ways are ways of pleasantness, and her paths the

paths of peace. Let any man in a cool hour, wlien dlsengagecf

from business, and undis'turbed by passion, seriously reflect what

slate or temper of mind he would choose to feel and indulge, in

order to be easy and enjoy himself. Would he choose, for that

purpose, to be in a constant dissipation and hurry of thought ; to

be disturbed in the exercise of iiis reason ; to have various and

often interfering phantLuns of good playing before his imagination,

soliciting and distracting him by turns, now soothing him with

amusing hopes, tlien torturing him with anxious fears ; and to ap-

prove this minute w hat he shall condemn the next f W culd he

choose to have a strong and painful sense of every petty injury ;

quick apprehensions of every impending evil; incessant and in-

satiable desires of power, wealth, honour, pleasure ; an irreconcile-

able antipathy against all competitors and rivals ; insolent and ty-

rannical dispositions to' all below him: fa\vning, and at the same

time envious, dispositions to all above him ; with dark suspicions

and jealousies of every mortal ? Would he choose neither to love

nor be beloved of any ; to have no friend in whom to confide, or

with whom to interchange his sentiments or designs ; no favourite,

on whom to bestow his^ kindness, or vent his passions; in fine, to

be conscious of no merit with mankind, no esteem from any crea-

ture, no good affection to his Maker, no coiicein for, nor hope*

of, his approbation ; but, instead of all these, to hate, and know-

that he is hated, to condemn, ami know th;it lie is condemned, tiy

all; bv the good, because he is so unlike ; and by the bad, be-

cause he is so like themselves; to hale or to dread the very Being-

that made him; and, in short, to have his breast the seat of pride'

and passion, petulanceand revenge, deep melancholy, cool malig-

nity, and all the other furies that ever possessed and tortured man-

kiii'd !—Would our calm inip.iircr after happiness pitch on such a

state, and such a temper of mind, as Uie most likely means to put

him in possession of his desired ease and self-enjoy nienlr Or
would he rather choose a serene and easy flow of lliought ; a reason

clear and composed; a judgement unbiassed by prejudice, and

undistracted by passion ; a sober aud well-governed fancy, which

presents the ini'ages of things true, and UHmiied with delusive and

^ 7 Ji uonatursik
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luiiiatiiial ch.iniis, and therefore administers no improper or dan-
gerous fuel to I lie passion*:, but leaves the mind free to choose or

reject, as becomes a reasonable creature ; a sweet and sedate tem-
per, not easily ruffled by hopes or fears, prone neitlicr to suspicion

nor revenge, apt to view men and things in the fairest lic;hts, and
to bend gently to the humoui-"; of other.- rather than obstinately to

<-ontend Willi them .' Would he choose such moderation and con-
tinence ot mind, as neither to be ambitious of power, fond of ho-

nours, covetous of wealth, noraslsve to pleasure ; a mind of course
neither elated with success, nor dejected with disappointment;

'such a modest and noble spirit as supports power without inso-

lence, wears honour without pride, uses wealth without profusion

or parsimony ; and rejoices more in giving tlian in receiving plea-

sure ; such fortitude and equanimity as rises above misfortunes, or
lurn^ them into blessings, such integrity and greatness of mind, as

neither Hatters the vices, nor triumphs over tlie follies, of men ; as

ri|ually s|)urns servitude and tyrann\, and will neither engage in

low designs, nor abet them in otlier>.' Would he choose, inline,
such mildness and benignity of h<>art as takes part in all the joys,
and refuses none of the sorrows, of others; stands well-alTected to
all mankind: is conscious of meriting the esteem of all, and of being
beloved by the best ; a mind which delights in doing good without
any shew, and yet arrogates nothing on that account ; rejoices in

loving and being beloved by its Maker, acts ever under his eye,
resigns itself to his providence, and triumphs in his approbation ?

—

Which of the^e dispositions would be his choice, in order to be
contented, serene, and liap|)y ? 'I'he former temper is vice, the
Jatter virtue. Where one prevails, there Misery prevails, and by
the generality is acknowledged to prevail. Where the other reigns,
there happiness reigns, and by the confession of mankind is ac-
knowledged to reign. Every approach to either extreme is an ap-
proach to misery or to happiness; i.e. every degree of vice or
virtue is accompanied with a proportionable degree of misery or
happiness. If is evident on the slightest view of this subject that
the honest and good man has eminently the advantage of the knav-
ish and selfish wretch in every respect. The pleasures which the
last enjoys flow chiefly from external advantages ami gratifications;
are superficial and transitory ; dashed witli long intervals of satiety,
and frequent returns of remorse and fear ; dependent on favourable
accidents and conjunctures; and subjected to the humours of men.
Kut the gooil man is satisfied from himself ; his princii^al posses-
sions lie within, and therefore beyond the reach of the caprice of
men or fortune; his enjoyments are exquisite and permanent; ac-
companied with no inward checks to tlamptlieni, and always with
ideas of dignity and self-approbation ; and may be tasted at any time,
and in any place. The gratifications of vice are turbulent and un-
natural, generally arising- from the relief of passions in themselves
intolerable, and i-suing in tormenting reflections; often irritated

by disappointment, always inflamed by enjoyment, and yet ever
cloyed with repetition. The pleasures of virtue are calm and na-
tural ; flowing from the exercise of kind affections, or delightful
reflections in consequence of them ; not only agreeable in the
prospect, but in the present feeling; they never satiate nor lose
their relish; nay, rather the admiration of virtue grows stronger
everyday; and not only is the desire, but the enjoyment, heighten-
ed by every new gratification; and, unlike to most others, it is in-

creased, not diminished, by sympathy, and communication. In
fine, the satisfaction of virtue may be purchased without a bribe,
ind possessed in the humblest as well as the most triumpliant for-

tune ; they can bear the strictest review, do not change with cir-

cumstances, nor grow old w itli time. Force cannot rob, nor fraud
cheat us, of thein ; and, to crown all, instead of abating thev en-
hance every o' her |)lea-;uie. But the happy consequenees of vir-

tue are seen not only in the internal enjoyments it atl'ords a man,
but " in the favourable disposition of external causes towards him,
to which it contributes."

Of Motives to Virtue fro.m the Being and Provi-
dence OF God: and the immortality of the Soul.

Besides the interesting motive abovementioned, there are two
great motives to virtue, strictly connected with human life, and
resulting from the very constitution of the human mind. The first

is the Iteiug an<l Providence of God ; the second is the Immortality
»fthe .Soul, with future rewards and punishments. From our con-
uettion with, and dependence on, the Creator, r«sult various ob-

ligations and duties, without the fulfilling of which, someof hissub-
limest powers and af5'ections would be incomplete and abortive.
If he be likewise an immortal creature, and if liis preserrt conduct
sliall alfect liis future happiue-s in another state as well as in the
pre>ent, ii is evident that we lake only a partial view of the trea-
ture if we leave out this important property of his nature, and
make a partial estimate of human life; if we strike out of the ac-
count, or overlook, that part of his duration which runs out into
eternity. To have a respect to the Deity in our temper and con-
duct, to venerate and love his character, to adore his goodness,
to depend upon and resign ourselves to his providence, to seek his

approbation, and act under a sense of his authority, is a fundamental
part of moral virtue, and the completion of the highest destination
of our nature." But as piety is an essential part of virtue, so like-

wise it is a great support and enforcement to tiie practice of it. To
contemplate and admire a Being of such transcendent dignity and
perfection as God, must naturally and necessarily enlarge the
mind, give a freedom and ampleness to its powers, and a grandeur
andelevalion to its aims. For, as an excellent divine observes,
the greatness of an object, and the e.vcellency of the act of any
agent about a transcendent object, doth mightily tend to the en-
largement and improvement of bis faculties." Little objects,
mean company, mean cares, and mean businos, cramp the mind,
contract its views, and give it a creeping air and deportment. But
w hen it soars above mortal cares and pursuits into the regions of
divinity, and converses with the greatest and best of Beings, it

spreads itself into a wider compass, takes higher flights in reason
and goodness, becomes godlike in its air and manners. Virtue is

botli the ertect and cause of greatness of mind. It requires that
one think freely and act nobly. Now what can conduce more to
freedom of thought and dignity of action, than to conceive worthily
of God, to reverence and adore his unrivalled excellency, to imi-
tate and transcribe that excellency into our own nature, t» remem-
ber our relation to him, and that we are the images and represen-
tatives of his glory to the rest of tiie creation ? Such feelings and
exercises must and will make us scorn all actions that are base, un-
handsome, or unworthy our state ; and the relation we stand in to
God will irradiate the mind with the light of wisdom, and ennoble
it with the liberty and dominion of virtue. The influence and
cflicacy of Religion may be considered in another light. We all

know that the presence of a friend, a neighbour, or any number of
spectators, but especially an august assembly of them, uses to be
a considerable check upon the conduct of one who is not lost to
all sense of honour and shame, and contrilHites to restrain many
irregular sallies of passion. In the same manner the awe of some
superior mind, who is supposed privy to our secret conduct, and
aiTned with full power to reward or punish it, will impose a restraint

on us in such actions as fall not under the controul or animadver-
sion of others. If we go still higher, and suppose our inmost
thoughts and darkest designs, as well as our most secret actions, to
lie open to the notice of the supreme and universal mind, who is

both the spectator and judge of human actions, it is evident that
thebelief of so august a presence, and such awful inspection, must
carry a restraint and weight with it proportioned to the strength of
that belief, and be an additional motive to the practice ofmany
duties which would not have been performed without it. "To
live, therefore, under an habitual sense of the Deity and his great

administration, is to be conversant with wisdom, order, and
beauty, in the highest subjects, and to receive the delightful re-

flections and benign feelings which the.se excite while they irradiate

from every scene of nature and providence." How improving
must such views he to the mind, in dilating and exalting it above
those puny interests and competitions which agitate and inflame
the bulk of mankind against each other ! The other motive men-
tioned was the immortality of the soul, with future rewards and
punishments. The metaphysical proofs of the soul's immortality
are conmionly drawn from—its simple, uncompounded, and in-

divisible nature ; whence it is concluded, that it cannot be cor-
rupted or extinguished by a dissolution or destruction of its parts:

from its having a beginning of motion within itself ; whence it is

inferred, that ft cannot discontinue and lose its motion : from the

(hlTerent properties of matter and mind, the sluggishness and inac-

tivtyofone, and the immense activity of the other; its prodi-

gious flight of thought and imaginalion ; its penetration, memory,
foresight, and anticipations cf futuiity; whence it is coocluded,

tljai
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that a being of so divine a nature fannot bo extmguisliet). Hut as

these metaphysical prooi'i deiierid nn intricate reasonings concern-

ing the nature, properties, and diilinctions, ot bodyand mind, they

are not obvious to ordinary un;!er.standiiigs, and are seldom so

convincinp even to tho^e oi hijlier reach, as not to leave some
doubts behind tliini. 'Ih^-relore perhaps it is not so sate to rest

the proof ol such an importani aiticle on what many may call the

subiilities of school-learniiii;. The indubitable truths which «e
find in divine revelation, plainly declare tiie immortality of the soul,

anil atlbrd the clearest evidence of ;ts reality ; next to these are

those proofs which arc brouijht from analogy, from the moral con-

stit.ition and pii.vnomena ot llie human minu, the moral attributes

of God, and the present course of things, and which therefore are

called the moral arguments, are the plainest, and generally the

most saiisfyina. We shall select only one or two. In tracing the

nature and destination of any being, we form the surest judgement
from his powers of action, and the scope and limits ot these, com-
pared with his state, or with that field in which they are exercised.

If this being passes through diriercnt states, or fields oi action,

and we liml a succession of powers adapted to the different periods

of his progress, we conclude that he was destined tor those succes-

sive states, and reckon his nature progressive. If, besides the im-

mediate set of powers which tit him for action in his present state,

\\e observe another set which appear supeifluons if he were to be

confined to it, and which point to anotiier or higher one, we
conclude, that he is not designed to remain in his present state,

but to advance to tl-.at for which those supernumerary powers are

adapted. Thus we argue, that the insect, which has wings form-

ing or formed, and all the apparatus proper tor flight, is not de-

stined always to creep on the ground, or to continue in die torpid

state of adhering to a wall, but is designed in its season to take its

flight in air. \\ithout this farther destination, the admirable me-
chanism of wings and tne other apparatus would be useless and ab-

surd.- The same kind of reasoning may be applied toman, while

be lives only a sort of vegetative life in the womb. He is fur-

nished even there with a beaCltiful apparatus of organs, eyes, ears,

and other delicate senses, which receive nourishment indeed, but

are in a manner folded up, and have no proper exercise or use in

their confined state. But soon the babe throws off his fetters,

breaks loose from his dark prison, and emerges into open day,

then unfolding his recluse and dormant powers, breathes in air,

gazing at light, admiring colours, sounds, and all the fair variety

of nature; and thus the whole mystery of the iii-st period is un-

ravelled by the opening of this new scene. Though in this second

period the creature lives cbielly a kind of animal-life, i. e. of

sense and appetite, yet by various trials and observations he gains

experience, and by the gradual evolution of the powers of imagina-

tion he ripens apace for an higher life, for exercising the arts of

design and imitation, and of those in which strength or dexterity

are more requisite than acuteness or reach of judgement. In the

succeeding rational or intellectual pericKl, his understanding,

which fornierty crept in a lower, mounts into an higher sphere,

canva>-ses the natures, judges of the relations of things, forms

schemes, deduces consequences from w hat is past, and from pre-

sent as well as past collects future events. By this succession of

slates, and of correspondent culture, he grows up at length into a

moral, i social, and a political creature. This is the last period

at w hie n we perceive him to arrive in this his mortal careej. Each
period is introductory to the ne.xt succeeding one ; each life is a

field of exercise and improvement for the next higher one ; the

life of the fcKtus for that of the infant, the Hie of the infant

foi that of the child, and all the lower for those that are

highest and best. (See Butler's Analogy, Part I.) But is this

the last period of nature's progression ? Is this the utmost extent

of her plot, where she winds up the dmma, and dismisses the ac-

tor into tiernal oblivion? Or does he api ear to be invested with

supeinunii-rary powers, which have not full exercise and scope
even in the la t scene, and reach not th?t maturity or perfection of

which thfv are capable; and thereloie point to some higher scene
where he is to sustain another and more important character than

he has yet sustained f If such there are, (and that there are such
every man who thinks must be convinci<l) may we not conclud-
by anal' gy, that he is destinnd (or that after-part, and is to be pr&
duce'l upon a more august ;ind solemn stage, where his sublimer
powers vi:;ill h .v e proportioned action, and hi» nature attain it^

compktioii ? • If we attend to that curiosity, or prodigious thirst ol

6

kno\vlcdge, vniciiis natural to the mind in every pernxl ot itj

progress, and consider withal the endless round of business and
care, and the various hardships to which the hulk of mankind are
chained dow n : il is evident, that in this present state it is inipossi-
ble to expect llie cra'.itication of an appetite at once so in-atiable
and so noble. Our senses, the ordinary organs hv which know-
ledge is ht into the mind, are always iiuperfei t, and often fallaci-

ous; the advanlagis of assisting or correcting tl.em are possessed
by tr-v. ; the diliiciilties of finding out truth ainidst the various and
conlradicliiry ofiinions, interests, and passions, of mankind, are
many ; and the wants of the creature, and or tho-ewith whom he
is connected, nuiiuTous and urgent ; so that it may be said of most
Hieii, that their intellectual organs r,re as much shut up and se-
cluded from proper nourishment and exercise in that little circle
to whicii they are confined, as the bodily organs of a child are in
the womb. Nay, tliose who to an aspiring genius have added all

the assistances of art, leisure, and the most'liberal education, what
narrow jirospects c;in even they take of this unbounded scene of
things from that little eminence on which they stand? and how
eagerly do they still grasp at new discoveries, without any satis-

faction or limit to tlu-ir ambition But should it be said, that man
is made for action, and not for speculation, or fruitless searches
at'ter knowledge, we ask, For what kind of action - Is it only for
bodily exercises, or for moral, political, and religious ones'? Of
all these he is capable; yet, by the unavoidable circumstances of
his lot, he is tied down to the 'former, and has hardly any leisure
to think ot the latter, or, if he has, wants the proper means and
opportunities of exerting tiiem. The love of virtue, of cne's
friends and country, the generous sympathy with mankind, and
heroic zeal of doing' good, which are all so'natural to great and
good minds, and some traces of which ;.re found in the lowest, are
seldom united with proportioned means or opportunities of exer-
cising them : so that the moral spring, the noble energies and im-
pulses of the mind, can hardly find proper scope even in the most
fortunate condition ; but arc much depressed in some, and almost
entirely restrained in the generality, by the numerous clogs of an
indigent, sickly, or embarrassed life. 'Were siich mighty |)owers,
such god-like affections, planted in the human breast to be folded
up in the narrow womb of our present existence, never to be pro-
duced into a more perfect life, nor to expatiate in the ample career
of immortality? Let it be considered, at the same time, that no
possession, no enjoyment, within the round of mortal things, is

commensurate to the desires, or adequate to the capacities, of the
mind. The most exalted condition has its abatements; the hap-
piest conjuncture of fortune leaves many wishes behind ; and,
after the highest gratifications, the mind is carried forward in pur-
suit of new ones without end. Add to all, the fond desire of im-
mortality, the secret dread of non-existence, and the high unre-
mitting pulse of the soul healing for perfection; and then judge
whether this elaborate structure, this magnificent apparatus of in-

ward powers and organs, does not " plainly point out a hereafter,
and intimate eternity to man?" Does the Author of nature give
the finishing touches to the less and ignoble instances of his skill,

and raise every other creature to the maturity and perfection of
Uis being; ancl shall he leave his principal workmanship unfinish-
ed ? Does he carry the vegetative and animal life in man to their

full vigour and highest destination; and shall he sulVer his intellec-

tual, his moral, his divine life, to fade away, and be for ever ex-
tinguished? Would such abortions in the moral world be con-
gruous to that perfection of wisdom and goodness which upholds
and adorns the natural ? We must, therefore, conclude from this

detail, that the present state, even at its best, is only the womb of
man's being, in which the noblest principles of his nature are fet-

tered, or secluded from a correspondent sphere of action ; and
therefore destined for a future and unbounded state, where they
shall exert the fulness ol their strength. The most accomplished
mortal, in this low and dark state of existence is ouly the rmli-
ments of what he shall be when he takes his ethereal llighl, and
puts on immortality. Without a reference to that state, man
ere a mere abortion, a rude unfinished embryo, a monster in

nature. But this being once supposed, hesti;! manitains his rank
(if the master-piece of the creation ; his latent powers are all uita-
ble to the harmony and progression of his nature ; his noble aspira-

tions, and the pains of dissolution, are his etl'orts towards a second
liirth, the pangs of his delivery into light, liberty, and perfection ;

and death his discharge from gaol, his separation from his fellow-

prisoners,
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prisoners, antl iulvoduction into tlie as-iembiy of Uiose lir-roic spirits

vlio are gone bclorc liini, and of tlic./ great eternal parent. T I\t*

feltcrs of Ills mortal toil being loosened, ;incl Ins pri5on-vall> broke
<lo\vii, he \viU be open on every side to tbe adniis>ion of truth and
virtue, an<\ their attendant iiappiness; every vital and iiilellectual

spriog will evolve itself with a divine elasticity, in the free air of

heaven. lit; vyiU not then peep at the unu yrse and it* glorinus

Autlior throiit>h a dark j^rate or a sjross iiiediuin, nor rec eive the

re'lcctions of his glory through the straight opciruia.s of sensible

ctgans ; but will be all eye, all ear, all ethereal and divine Iteling.

I^et one part, however, of the analogy be attended to: that as ni

the womb wc receive our original constitution, form, and tlie

essential stamina of our being, which we carry along with us into

the light, and vvhicli greatly affect the succeeding periods ot our

life ; so our temper and condition in the future htc will depend
on the eonUuci we liave observed, and, the character we have

tbniied, in the present life. We are here in miniiUure what we
sliall be al lull length hereafter. The first ru/le sketch or out-luies

of reasoy and virtue ii.i.ust be drawn at present, to be afterwards

enlarged to the stature and beauty of angels This, if duly at-

tended to, must prove not only a guard, but an admirable incen-

tWe, to virtue. For he who faithfully and ardently follows the

light of knowledge, and pants after higher improvements in virtue,

will be wonderfully animated ajid inllamed in that pursuit, by a

lull conviction that the scene does not close with life; that his

struggles, arising from the weakness of nature and the strength of

liabit, will be turned into triumphs; that his career in the tract ot

wisdom and goodness will be both swifter and smoother ; and
tljosc generous ardours with which he glows towards heaven, i. e.

the perfection and immortality of virtue, will fmd their adeepiate

object and exercise in a sphere proportionably enlarged, incor-

ruptible, immortal. On the other hand, what an inexpressible

damp wonld.it be to the good man, to dread the total extinction

of that light and virtue, w ithout v\'hich life, nay, immortality itself,

were not worth a single wish ? Again, the immortality of the soul,

and of a future slate of rewards and punishments, is a natural con-

sequence arising from the unetjualdistribution of these here. Wicked
liien often escape theoatward puni.siimentdue to their crimes, and do
not feel the inward in that measure their demerit seems to require,

partly from the callousness induced upon their nature by the habits of

vice, and partly from tjie dissipation of their minds abroad by
pleasure or business ; and sometimes good men do not reap all the

natural and genuine fruits of their virtue, through the many un-
foreseen or unavoidable calamities in which they are involved;

and the oppositions they meet with from the wicked. 'I'his being

the case, we must either conclude tliat there wilj be a future state,

in which all the moral obliquities of the present shall be made
straiglit ; or else admit, that the designs of infinite w isdom, good-
ness, and pow:er, can be finally defeated by the perverse conduct
of human weakness, liut this last suppc.silion is so extravagantly
absurd, that the reality of a future state, the only other possible

alternative, may bo pronounced to have the evidence of perfect

demonstration. Virtue has present rewards, and vice present pu-
nishments, ;ujnexed to it ; such rewards and punishments as make
virtue, in most cases that happen, far more eligible tlian vice; but,

in the infinite variety of human contingencies, it sometimes falls

out, lliat the inllexible practice of virtue deprives a man of consi-

<lerable advantages to himself, hi^ family, or friends, which he
might gain by a well-timed piece of roguery ; suppose by betray-

ing his trust, voting against his conscience, selling his country, or
any other crime where the security against discovery shall heighten
the temptation. Or, it may happen, that a strict adherence to his

honour, to his religion, to the cause of liberty and virtue, shall ex-
pose him, or his family, to the loss of every thing, nay, to poverty,
slavery, death itself, or to torments far more intolerable. Now
what shall secure a man's virtue in circumstances of such trial.'

What shall enforce the obligations of conscience against the allure-

ments of so many interests, the dread of so many and so terrible

evils, and the almost unsurmountable aversion of human nature to

excessive pain? The conflict is the greater, when the circum-
stances of the cripio are suffi as easily admit a variety of allevia-

tions from necessity, natural affection, love to one's family or
friei^ds, perhaps in indigence: these will give it even the air ol vir-

tue. Add to all, that the crime may be thought to have few bad
consequences, may be ea!;ily concealed, or imagined possible to

be retrieved in a good measure by future good conduct. It is ob-

vious to which side most men will lean in such cases; and ho\»-^

nnich ne.^d there is of a balance in the opposite Sd-Me, (roni the
consideration of a God, of a Providence, and of an immortal state

of retribution, to keep the mind firm and uncorrupt in tbese, or
I

like instances, of singular trial or distress. To sum up tlie detail,

\ve may state the following observations: 1. That man is a creature
furnished with a great variety of emotions, called passions, or af-

fections, which are excited on various occasions; and that on the
due and proper direction, management, and regulation, of the.'.-e,

our happnies-s in a great measure depends: if each affection be d,-

reeted to its proper object or objects; guided in its due coursi-,

and governed so i.s neither to fall short of, nor exceed, its true
pitch; liappinesj is insured. 2. Tlurt in order to ascertain what i»

dieproper ilirection, management, and regulation, ot hisalfections,

man possesses the principle ol reason ami retlection, and indeed
without this he must needs err in the application of so nianv ali'ec-

tions, and therefore a proper use of this jjiinciple becomes essen-
tially necessary to our felicity. 3. 'I'h.it man is also furnished with
conscience, by which he is apprized of the goodness or batlni.'ss of
hisaitions or conduct, and which accordhigly approves or disap-

proves of his proceedings. Hence conscience cannot strictly per-
form its office unless duly iniormed respecting the actions and cir-

cumstances of them. 4. That there are various moral obligations.-,

or duties respecting ourselves, respecting society, and respecting
our Creator, the performance of which are absolutely requisite to
our happiness. And that we may not fail in this important point,

there are a great variety of powerlul motives to influence us to the
tulnlnicnt of these duties, and to a just procedure in all our actions.

To this we may add that, whatever in our actions or conduct con-
curs with the will of our Creator must be good, and calculated to

make us happy, and on the contrary whatever opposes his will is

productive of misery, and hence as far as the will of God is made
known to us, we have a sure rule of conduct. Our next enquiry
is concerning the ability of man to perform all his moral obliga-

tions and duties ; for what avails the finest system of morals, unless

there be sufljcient power to perform al'the exercises which that

system requires. Since we know assuredly that man is tlie off-

spring of the ever-blessed God; who,se bounty, wisdom, and
goodness, equal his other perfections; we cannot hesitate for a

moment to pronounce, that he was made capable, iu every respect,

of performing evei-y obligation which God required at his hand, or'

his connections in society could demand, or his own nature make
necessary for his happiness. Of this no one can have the sliadow
of a doubt. Hence his power to do right must have been com-
plete, his understanding and judgement to distinguish what is good,
clear and sound, his disposition and will ever leading him to the
performance of his duty, and his affections easy to be governed
and directed ; to which we may add with these he possessed every
other qualification and endowment essential to his nature, and cal-

culated to alfbrd him perfect felicity. But is man still so com-
plete in his constitution, has he. lost nothing of his native energy,
nothing of his primitive perfection? To these questions we can-
not answer in the iiffirmativc, the contrary being evidently true ;

whether we consult individuals or communities, whether we enter
the cottage or the palace, whether we inquire of the present age or
of the ages paat ; we find that all have gone iiiit of the way of hap-
piness ; but since happiness is so desirable lo all, and all aie so far

from it, it is a certain argument that man has lost his original per-

fections, and plainly declares to our reason that his discernment of
right and wrong is lost, or his power to govern his passions is de-
fective, or his will stubborn and opposed to his judgement, or his

atfections themselves are deranged, and he is incapable of directing

them, or that there is some other defect in his constitution : or shall

we not rather say, that in every one of these particulars, in all Ins

powei-3 and faculties, he is fallen; for so is he constUuted thatwe
can scarcely imagine a defect in one part, without concluding the
same in every part. Thus, if his power fail, evil will get the bet-

ter of him, if his judgement fail, he will be carried he knows not
whither, and thus likewise become a prev to evil, and of the rest

in like manner. It must also be remarked that this defect, the
utmost etfbrts of the wisest and best philosophers were not able to

correct, neither in themselves nor in others ; this has been clearly

shewn by many excellent writers on this subject, and is plain to
all who are acquainted with the history of the ancient philosophers.

But what is the cause of this degeneracy, it would be wickeu, and
contrary to the glimmering light of reason which still remains, to

say.
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?ay, that God himself was tlic fountain wlu'iice issued oiir coniip-

tions; it would be equally as impious ami absurd as to say he

created us imprilect ; arnl to say that any created bein^ pioduced

our misery, by exerting upon us a lorec which we hud no menus

to counteract, would be the same thing as to blame it upon Gnd
himself, or else to say that lie has not jiowerto govern ajid con-

troul lits creatures. Our evils then niU't have or.giruiled in our-

selves, it must have been a wilful abuse of that power and liberl\

bv which we were- dignilicd, and without which we could not

hold that hii;h rank, in the scale of beings in which we have been

placed. '1 his abuse of power must consist either in a breach ol

some part of the eternal law of our nature, or of some precept ol

our Creator, which he, and he alone, had a right to give as the

test of our obedience, and which It wi's our duty, as his creatures,

to perform with scrupidous exactness. But the nuirderous deed

being done, what is now to be done ; what now avails the finest

system of morals; man labouring under the displeasure of God,
stripped of his native energy, be«ildeied in his understanding, con-

demned by his conscience, subjccttil to his domineerUTg passions,

and lost to all that is good ; cannot avail himself of the most
wholesome advice, he can iieilher imder^land nor fulfd his duties

or moral obligations. And supposing he could do this, our rea-

son, dark as it is, tells us that it would be of no avail to clear our

conscience, or wipe away the curse of God: for since it is our

duty always to do right, the performance now of that which is

right does not at all make amends for having done wrong before.

Thus then we see thjt if ever man be restored to a state of happi-

ness, to his native vigour, it is necessary that there should be un-

merited mercy shewn to him ; and h','nce we see the need of a re-

velation, ami of the grace there manifested, and bestowed on all

our race. If we attend to that book of divine inspiration which
cont.iiiis this revelation, we shall not oiilv liiul the best system of

morals, but we shall see a rational, simple, and wise, plan, laid

down for our recovery ; a plan worthy of God who gave it, and

who stiles it the good ple.isuif of his will ; here we find proposals

of reconciliation to God, on terms the most easy for our accept-

ance and performance, the most glorious in displaying the good-

ness, love, and condescension, of God, and the most satisfactory,

as affording the firmest basis on which we can build our hopes.

Here is declared our disease, and here is presented our remedy
;

Christ, who on this occasion was huarnate, being himself the phy-

sician, performs a radical cure. He has manife'sted himself as the

true light which enlightens every man that cometh into the world,

pointing out to all by his Spirit, that the diNease oi stu has invaded
himaltogether ; "the whole head is sick, the whole heart faint;

from the sole of the foot, even unto the head, there is no sound-
ness in it ; but wounds and bruises, and putrilying sores." lie has

given his own blood as the universal balsam, uliich never tails of

the desired eflect, and whosoever el'i'ectually receives it us an atone-

ment for his multiplied transgressions is made free from this mise-

rable sickness. But he who obstinately refuses the application,

1 must remain in his loathsome state witliout hope of reliel ; for there

I

is no other name by which we can be saved. See Chsi'stianity,

I
and Theology. See also Faith. VV'eshall hereonlyadd, respecting

i

the Christian scheme, that it is the only true system of morality,

every thing agreeing with it is right, and every thing conlraiy to

it is wrong. When impartially weighed even in the balance of

reason, how incomparably excellent does it appear, complete

I

even without an imperfection, without a superfluity, without a de-

ficiency. Ilow clearly and fully does Christianity lay open the
I connections of our nature, both material and immaterial, and

I

future ar. well as present! What an ample aiid beautiful detail

> does it present of the duties we owe to God, to society, and our-

selves, promulgated in the most simple, intelligible, and popular,

manner; divested of every partiality of sect or nation; and adapt-

ed to the general state of mankind ! With what bright andallur-
' ing examples does it illustrate and recommend the practice of

I

those duties ; and w ith what mighty sanctions does it enforce that

j

practice I How strongly does it describe the corruptions of our

I

nature; the deviations of our life from the rule of duty, and the

causes of both. ! How marvellous and benevolent a plan of re-

demption does it unfold, by which those corruptions may be re-

j

medied, and our nature restored from its deviations to transcendent

I heights of virtue and piety ! Finally, what a lair and compre-

;
hensive prospect does it give us of the administi\;tion of God, of

' which it represents the present state only as a small period, and a
period of warfare and trial I How solemn and unbounded are the

scenes which it opens beyond it ! the resurrection of the dead, the

general judgement, the equitabledistribution of rewards and punish-

ments, to the good and the bad ; and the full completion of divine

wisdom and goodness in the liual establishment of order, perfec-

tion, and happiness! How glorious tiien is that Scheme of Reli-

gion, and how worthy of ali'ectiou as well as admiration, v^hich,

by making such discoveries, and aflbrding such assistances, has

disclosed the unfading fruit.s and triumphs of virtue, and secured

its interests beyond the ppwer of time and chance.

MORALS, the practice of the duties of life; behaviour with

respect to others. See Moral Philosophy.
Moral Sense, that whereby we perceive what is good, virtu-

ous, and beautiful, in actions, manners, and characters. See Mo-
ral Philosophy.
MORANT, Philip, F. S. A. a learned and indefatigable anti-

•juary and biographer, son of Stephen Morant, was born at St.

Saviour's in the Isle of Jersey, Oct. 6, 1700; educated at Abing-

don school, and Pembroke college, Oxford: where he took the

degree of B. A. June 10, 1721 ; and that of M. A. in 1724. Be-

tween 1733 and 1745, he obtained six benefices in Essex. And
in 1748 hefublished his history of Colchester, of which only 200

copies were printed. In ITJl he was elected F. S.A; and in

Feb. 1786 he was appointed by the lords sub-committees of the

house of peers to succeed Mr. Blyke in preparing for the press a

copy of the rolls of parliament; a service to which he diligently

attended till his death, on Nov. 25, 1770. Besides the above
work, and many useful translations, abridgements, and compila-

tions, &c. he wrote all the Lives in Biographia Britannica marked
C; also the Life of Stillingfleet. The History of Essex, 1760,

)76ii, 2 vols, folio: the Life of King Edward the Confessor, anrj

about 150 sermons. He prepared the rolls of parliament as far as

the l6th of Henry IV. The continuation of the task devolved

upon Thomas Astle, Esq. who had married his only daughter.

Morant Bay, a bay of Jamaica, on the S. coast. Lon. 76. 0.

W. Lat. 17. 54. N.
Morant Point, the most easterlv promontory of Jamaica.

Lon. 75. 11. W. Lat. 17. 58. N.
MOBASS, a marsh, or low moist ground, which receives the

waters from above without having any descent to carry them off
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again. Somner derives the word from tlie Saxon merse, a cala-

;

Salmasius fiom mare, a collection of waters ; others from the Ger-
man inarast, a muddy place ; and others from maresc, of marice-
tiint, from mariscis. See Bog, Fen, and Maksh. For the drain-

ing of such land, see Husbandry.
MORAT, a late bailiwic of Switzerland, belonging to the can-

tons of Berne and Friburg.

Morat, or MuRTEN, a rich trading, and considerable town of
the Helvetic Republic, late capital of the above bailiwic, 22 milei

S. S. W. of Soleure. Lon. 6. 53. E. Lat. 46. 52. N.
MoRAT, a lake of the Helvetic republic, between Berne and

Avenclie, about six miles long and two broad, the country about
it being pleasant and well cultivated. The lakes of Morat and
Neufchatel are parallel to each other, but the latter is more ele-

vated, discharging itself by the Broye into the lake of Neufchatel.
MORATA, Olympia Fdlvia, an Italian lady, distinguished

for her learning, born at Ferrara, in 1526. Her father, after

teaching the belles lettres in several cities of Italy, was made pre-

ceptor to the two young princes of Ferrara, the sons of Alphonsut
I. The uncommon abilities he discovered in his daughter deter-

mined him to give her a very extraordinary education. Mean-
while the Princess of Ferrara studying polite literature, it was
judged expedient that she should have a companion in the same
pursuit; and Morata being called, she was heard by the astonished,

courtiers to declaim in Latin, to speak Greek, and to explain the

paradoxes of Cicero. Her father dying, she was obliged to returr»

home to superintend family-affairs, and the education of her bro-

thers and three sisters; both which she executed with the greatest

diligence and success. In the mean time Andrew Grunthler, a.

young German physician, who had taken his degree of M. D. at

7 S Ferrara,
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Fcrrara, fell in lovf uuii lu-r, ami iiianifd her. She now went

witli her hiHbaml to Gemiaiiy, takint; her little brotlicr with her

whom ^he iiislrucled in Latin and Greek; and alter slaying a

shoit time at Augsburg, went to Schweint'ort in Franconia, where

her husband was born ; but Ihey had not been there long before

that town was besieged and burnt; on which they lied in llie ut-

most di>tress to Haininelburg. Thi-^ place they were also obliged

to quit, and were reduced to the last extremities, when the elec-

tor-palatine mvited Grunthler to be professor of physic at Heidel-

berg, and he entered on his new office in 1554; but they no

sooner began to taste the sweets of repose, than a disease, occa-

sioned bv tlie distresses and hardships they hod suffered, seized

upon Mcirata, who died in 1555, in the 29di year of her age; and

lier husband and brotlmr did not lon> -urvive her. She composed
several works, great part of which w<Me btu-nt with the town ot

Sclnveinfort ; llie remainder, which consist ol orations, dialogiies,

letters, and transl,ilinn=, were collected and published under the title

of " Olynipi;r et l-'ulv,a- Morals l-'a-mma- Doctissinuv, et Plane Di-

viria',Opera Omnia tpue Hactenuslnveniri Potuerunt ; QuibusCccli

Secundi (^urionis Episl-i'.ig ;;c Orationes accesserunt;" which has

gone through severid editions in Svo.

MOUAU, MORAVA, or MORAVIA, a river of Turkey, in

Europe, wh.ich rises in Bulgaria, runs N. through Servia by Nissa,

and falls into the Danube, E. of Belgrade.

MoUAViA, a marquisate of Germany, called Mahern, by the

Germans, and MoRAwa by the natives, from the Moraw, which

j-uns through the middle of it. It is bounded on the S. by Austria,

on the N. by Glatz and Silesia, W. by Bohemia, aiul E. by Sile-

sia ajid Hungary; being about 120 miles long, and 100 broad. A
great part of it is overrun with woods and mountains, where the

airis very cold, but much more wholesome than in the low grounds,

which are full of bogs and lakes. The niountains, in general, are

barren; but the more champaign parts tolerably fertile, yielding

corn, with plenty of hemp and flax, good saffron, and paiture.

Nor is it desiitute of wine, red and white, fruits, and gaiden-stulf.

It also abounds in horses, black cattle, sheep, and goats. In the

woods, and about the lakes, there is plenty of wild towl, game,

venison, bees, honey, hares, foxes, wolves, beavers, &c. also i|uar-

ries of marble, bastard diamonds, amethysts, alum, iron, sulphur,

snlt-petre, andvitiiol, with wholesome mineral waters, and warm
springs; but salt is imporled. Its rivers, of which the March and

Marawa are the chief, abound with trout, cray-tish, barbels, eels,

perch, and many other sorts of fish. The language of the inha-

bitants is a dialect of the Sclavonic, dilfering little from the Bohe-

luian ; but the nobility and citizt'us speak German and French.

MORAVI.\NS, in church-historv. See United Brethren.
MORAW, MORAWA, or MORAVA, a large river of Ger-

many, which rises in the mountains of Glatz, on the confines of

Bohemia and Silesia; crosses Moravia, and falls into the Danube.
MORBACII, or MURBACH, a town of France, in the de-

partment of the Lower Rhine, and late province of Alsace; 42

miles E. of Slr.isburg. Lon. 8. 25. E. Lat. 48. 0. N.
MORBID, among physicians, is applied either to an unsound

constitution, or to those parts or humours that are aiifected by a

disease.

MORBIHAN, a department of France, containing part of the

late province of Brttagne; bounded on the N. by the department

of the North Coasts; E. by that of lUe and Vilaine, 72 nides long,

and 35 broad. N'annes is the chief city.

MonniHAV, a hav of France, on the coast of the above depart-

ment, between Belleisle and Vannfs, containing about thirty small

islands.

MoRniHAV, a river in the above department, which runs

tliiough it, and falls into the bay, giving name to both.

MORBUS COMITIALIS, "a name given to the epilepsy ; be-

cause if on any day when the people were assembled in comitia

up-m public business, any person suddenly seized with this disor-

der should fall down, the assembly was dissolved, and the business

of the comitia, however important, was suspended. See Co-
mitia.
Morbus Regils, the same with the Jaundice. See Medi-

cine.
MORDANT, or MORDICANT, in dyeing, a basis for dye-

ing. Wlien a substance to be dyed has little or no attraction to

the matter on which the colour depends, so as either not to be ca-

j)able of abstracting it from its solvent, or of retaining it with such

force as to form a permanent dye, then some intermediate snh-
slance is used, which acts as a bond of union between them: this

substance is called a mordant. .See Dyking.
MORDAUNT, Charles, Earl of Peterborough, was born

about 1658, and succeeded his father, John Lord Mordaunt, in

1675. He entered into tlie navy, and flistinguished himself at

Tangier when it was besieged by the Moors. In the reign of'
James II. he went to Hollaiul, and accompanied the Prince of
Orange on his expedition to England in 168S. The year follow-
ing he wa» created Earl of Monmouth, and appointed first com-
missioner of the treasury, from which po^t he was removed in 1698.
In 1697, on the death of his uncle, the Earl of Peterborough, he
succeeded to that title. In the reign of Queen Anne he displayed
great bravery and skill as commander of the English forces in
Spain, where he took Barcelona, and brought several provinces to
acknowledge Charles HI. as their king. He was afterwards em-
ployed in several embassies, and in 1714 appointed governor of
Minorca. He died in 1735. Some of his letters are in the works
of Pope, with whom he was intimate.

MORDELLA, in zoology, a genus of insects of the coleoptera
order. Antennae thread-shaped, serrated; head dellected under
tlie neck; pappi clavated, compressed; elytra bent backwards
near the apex. There are six species, all natives of Europe.
MORE, Henky, D. D. an eminent English divine and philo-

sopher, in the seventeenth century, was educated at Eton school,'

and Christ's College, Cambridge, of which he became a fellow,
and spent his life in a retired way, publishing a great number c^'

excellent works. He refused bishoprics both in Ireland and Eng-
land. He was an open-hearted sincere Christian philosopher, who
studied to establish men in tlie belief of Providence against atheism.

Mr. Hobbes was used to say, that if his own philosophy was not
true, there was none that he should sooner like than M ore's. His
writings have been published in Latin and English, folio.

More, Sir Thomas, lord high chancellor of England, son of
Sir John More, one of the judges of the King's Bench, was born
in 14S0, at London; where he received the rudiments of his edu-
cation. He was afterwards introduced to Cardinal Moreton, w ho,

in 1497. sent him to Canterbury College, in Oxford, where he at-

tended the lectures of Linacre and Grocinus, on Greek and Latin.

In 1499 he came to New Inn in London, to study the law;
whence he removed to Lincoln's Inn, of which his father was a
member. Notwithstanding his application to the law, however,
now about twenty years old, he was so bigotted to monkish disci-

pline, that he wore a hair-shirt next his skin, and often fasted and
slept on a bare plank. In 1503, being then a burgess in parlia-

ment, he distinguished himself in the house, in opposition to the

motion for granting a subsidy and three-fifteenths for the marriage
of Henry VII. 's eldest daughter, Margaret, to King James V. of
Scotland. The motion was rejected; and the king was so highly

offended at this op\)Osition from a beardless boy, that he revenged'
himself on Mr. More's father, by sending him to the Tower, and
obliging him to pay 100/. for his liberty. Being now called to the
bar, he was appointed law-reader at Furnival's Inn, which he held'

about three years. About this time he also read a public lecture

in St. Lawrence's Church, Old Jewry, upon St. .'Vusfin's treatise

De Civitate Dei, with great applause. He had intended to be-

come a Franciscan friar, but was dissuaded from it ; and, by the

advice of D. Colct, married Jane, daughter of John Colt, Esq. of
Newhall in Essex. In 1508 he was appointed judge of the sheriirj

court in London, was made a justice of the peace, and became
very eminent at the bar. In 1516 he went to Flanders with Bishop
Tonstal, and Dr. Knight, who were sent by Henry ^TH. to re-

new the alliance with the archduke of Austria, afterwards Charles
V. On liis return. Cardinal VVolsey would have engaged him in

the service of the crown, and offered him a pension which he re-

fused. But he soon after accepted the place of master of tlie re-

cpiests, was created a knight, and a privy-connsellor, and in 1520
made treasurer of the exchequer. About this time he built a
house at Chelsea, and married a second wife, whose name was
Middleton, a widow, old, ill-tempered, and covetous; yet Eras-
mus says he was as fond of her as if she had been a yonng maid,
1 11 1 523, he was made speaker of the house of commons ; in which
capacity he had the courage to oppose the then powerful minister,

Wolsey, in his demand of an oppressive subsidy; yet he was,
soon after, made chnncellorof Lancaster, and was trcab^d by tlie

king with singular familiarity. Tlie king having once dined with
S Sir
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Sir Thomas id Clielsea, walked witli hmi iicr an hour in llie par-

den, witii his arm round his neck. After he was gone, Mr. Ko-
|)cr, Sir Thomas's son-in-law, observed liow happy lie was to be

so t'amil arly treated by the king: to which Sir'l'l.omas replied, I

must tell thee, I have no cause to be proud thereof; for if my
head would win him a castle in France, it would r.ot fail to go

o;1." In 1526 he was sent, wilh Cardinal Wolsey and others, on

a joint embassy to France, and in 1 j'iy with Bishop Tsnstal to

Cainbray. The king, it seems, was so well pleased with his ser-

vices on these occasions, that in 1530 he made him chancellor;

which seems the more extraordinary, when Sir Thomas had re-

peatedly declared his disapprobation of the king's dii'oice. Hav-
ing executed that office about three years, with wisdom and inle

grity, he resigned the seals in 1533, probably to avoid the danger

of his refusing to conhrui the kiiiir's divorce. He now retired to

his house at Chelsea; dismissed many of his servants; sent his

children wilh their respective families to their own houses; for

hitherto he had maintained all his children, with their families, in

his own house, in the true style of an ancient patriarch, and spe.,1

his time in study and devotion; but the capricious tyrant would
not suffer him lo enjoy this tranquillity. 'I'hough now reduced

to a private station, hi< opinion of the legality of the king's mar-

riage with Anne Boleyn was deemed of so much importance, that

various means were tried to obtain his approbation ; but all per-

suasion proving ineffectual, he was, with some oUiei-s, attainted in

the house of lords of misprision of treason, lor encouraging Eliza-

beth Barton in her treasonable practices. See Barto'. His in-

nocence appeared so clear, that they were obliged to strike his

name out of the bill. He was then accused of other dimes, but

with the same elfect ; till, refusing to take the oath enjoined by the

act of supremacy, he was commilted to the Tower, and after thir-

teen months imprisonment, was tried at the king's bench for high

treason, in denying the king's supremacy. The proof rested on
the sole evidence of Rich the solicitor-general, whom Sir Thomas,
in his defence, sufticiently., discredited; nevertheless the jury
brought him in guiliy, and he w as condemned to sulfer as a traitor.

The merciful Harry, however, indulged him with simple decolla-

tion ; and he was beheailed on Tower-hill, on the 5th July, 1535.

His body, \»hich was lirst interred in the Tower, was begged by
his daughter Margaret, and deposited in the chancel of the church
at Chebea, where a monument, with an inscription written by
himself, had been erected, and is still to lie seen. She also pro-

cured his head after it had remained fourteen days upon London
bridge, and placed it in a vault belonging to the Roper's family,

under a chapel near St. Dunstan's church in Caiittrbiiry. Sir

Thomas More was a ni..n of some learning, and an upright judge;
a very priest in religion, yet cheerful, and even witty on many
occasions, paiticularly at his execution. He wanted not saga-

city, where religion was out of the (juestion ; but in that his facul-

ties were so enveloped, as to render him a weak and credulous
enthusiast. He left one son and three daughters. Sir Thomas
was the author of various works, though his Utopia is the only
performance that has survived in the esteem of the world; owing
to the rest bein^ chiefly of a polemic nature: his answer to Lu-
ther has only gained him the credit of having the best knack -qf

any man in Europe, at giving bad names in good Latin. His
Engli-,h works were coUecti-d and published by order of Queen
Mary L in 1557 ; his Latin, at Basil, in 1563, and at Louvain in

1566.

MOREA, anciently called PELoroNKESUS, a peninsula S. of

Greece, to which it is joined by the isthmus of Corinth. Its form
resembles a mulberry-leaf, and its modern name is derived from
its abounding with mulberry-trees. It is about ISO miles long,

and 130 broad. The air is temperate, and the land fertile, except
in the middle, where it is full of mountain^, and is watered by
many rivers. It is divided into three provinces; Scania, Belve-
dera, and Brazzo di Maina.
MOREL, AxDREW, a very eminent antiquary, born at Berne

in Switzerland. Having a strong passion for the "study of medals,
he travelled through several countries, and made larse collections.

In 16S3 he published, at Paris, in 8vo. Specimen Universa; Rei
Nummaiis Aiiliqua?. The great work of which this was the spe-
cimen was to be a complete collection of all ancient medals, of
which he had then 20,000 exactly designed. Soon after this essay
appeared, Lewis XIV. gave him a place in his cabinet of antiques,

n which capacity lie brouglit himself into great danger by speak-

ing loo freely of .\l. Lou vols on some j^rivale account, and liewai
commilted lo the Pastile, lor three years; nor was he released
until the death ot Louvois, wl. en the canton of Berne intercedeil
in his luvour. He afterward accepted an invitation from the count
oi Scliwar(zi)uig in Cermany by whom lie was i"urni>li(<l with
every thing nectssary for carrying on his grand work. In 1T03
he died ; and in 1731 came oui at' Amsterdam part of this collec-
tion, in 2 vols, folio, under tin- title of Thesaurus Morellianus,
sive Familiarum Ronianorum Nuiiiismata Oirina, Diligentissinni
L^ndique Conquisi a, &c. Nunc Primum Ediilit et Commeii-
taria Perpetuo Ilhistravit Sigibertus Havercampus. These vo-
lumes contain an explication oi 3539 medals, engraved, with their
reverses.

Morel, the phallus esculentus of Linnxus, ri p!ant, of which
there are several species: when the flower sheds there succeeds
a spherical fruit, pretty hard, at lirst green, like an olive, then
black, full of a limpid juice and a great number ol sei ds.

MOREN.A, in ancient geography, a district of .Mysia, in the
Hither Asia.

MORENGO, a town of Italy, in the department of the Serio,
district and late province of Bergamo, 10 miles S. S. E.- of IJtr-

gaino. '

MORERI, Lewis, compiler of the Historical Dictionarv, was
born at Barge-mont, in Provence, 1643. He studied rhetoric and
philosophy at Aix, and divinity at Lyons. At eighteen years of
age he wrote a small piece, intituled Le Pays d' Amours and a col-
lection of fine French poems, intituled Doux Plaisirde la Poesie.
He learned Spanish and Italian ; ami translated out of Spani'-h into
French the book intituled La Perfection Chrt tieniie de Rodri-
guez. He then refined the Saints' Lives to the purity of the
P'rench tongue. Being ordained priest, he preache'i at Lvons,
and undertook, when thirty yeai-s of age, a new Ilistiaical'Dic-

tionary, printed at Lyons in one volume folio, 1673. Bit his coii-

tiiuial labour impaired his health; he died in 1680, aged 37. His
second volume was published alter his death, and four more have
since been added. He left also some other works.

MORES, Edwaro RowE, a learned English antiquary, born
at Tunstall, in Kent, in 1730, and educated at Lontion, and
Queen's College, Oxford. He published a curious relic of anti-

quity, intituled, Nomina et Insignia Gentilitia Nobilium, Equi-
tuni((ue, sub Eduardo I. Rege militantium. Oxon. 1748, 4to. In
1752, he was elected a fellow of the Society of Antiquaries ; and
projected the Eipiitable Society for Insurance on Lives and Sur-
vivorship, bv Annuities. He wrote, I. The History and An-
titiuities of 'I unstall, in Kent. 2. A Dissertation on Founders and
Founderies : and other woiks. He died in 1778.

MORESK, MORESQUE, or MORISKO. a kind of paint-
ing, carving, &;c. done after the manner of the Moors, consisting
of several grotesque pieces and comparliments promiscuously In-

termingled, containing a wild resemblance of birds, beasts, trees,

&c. These are also called arabesques, and are particularly used
in embroideries, damask-work, &c.
Moresque Dances, or Morice Dances, are those altoge-

ther in imitation of the Moors, as sarabands, chacons, &c. and are
usually performed with castanets, tambours, &c.
MORET, an ancient town of France, in the departinent ofvthe

Seine and Nlarne, and late province of the hie of France, 12 iiiiles

S.E. of Melun, and 35 of Paris. Lon. 2. 52. E. Lat. 48. 35. N.
MORETON, a large town of Devonshire, 14 miles S. W. of

Exeter. Lon. 3. 46. W. Lat. 50. 39. N.
MoRETON, a town in Gloucestershire, 29 miles S S. E. of

Worcester, and S3 VV. N. W. of London. Lon. 1. 30. W. Lat.
52. 0. N.
.MORGAGNI, John Baptist, M.D. and F.R.S'. first pro-

fessor of anatomy in the univereity of Pailua, and member of seve-
ral of the most eminent societies in Europe, was horn in 1682, at

Forli, in Romagna. He studied at Bologna, where he obtained
the degree of M.D. when he had but just reached his l6th year.
His peculiar taste for anatomy found an able preceptor inValsalva,

and such was the progress he made under him, that at twenty he
himself taught anatomy with high reputation. Soon, however,
the fame of his prelections, and the number of his pupil?, excited
the jealousy of the professors, and gave rise to invidious persecu-
tions. But his abilities and prudence gained him a complete tri-

umph ; and all opposition was finally terminated on his being ap-
pointed by the senate of Bologna to liU a medical chair. He soon

communicaleJ
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communicated the fruits of his labours to the public in his Adver-

sariii Anatomica, the first volume of which was published in

1706, the second and tbird in 1717, and the three last in 1719.

This excellent work spread his fame lar beyond the limits of Bo-

logna. 'J'he republic of Venice offered him the second medical

chair in the university of Padua, and doubled the emoluments.

AVhile in this department, he published his Nova Instiiutionum

Medicaruni Idea, at Padua, in 1712. And soon after he rose to

be first professor of anatomy in that celebrated university- And
a little afler was admitteil a member of the royal societies of Lon-

don and Paris, who received him among their number. Not long

after, he began his Epistola: Anatomicsfj the first of which is dated

Padua, 1726. He was not more eminent as an anatomist, than as

a successful physician. In 1760, when he was near eighty years

of age, he published his large and valuable work " De Causis el

Sedibus Morborum per Anatomen Indagatis." This last and

most important of all his productions will allbrd convincing evi-

dence of his industry and al/ilities to the latest posterity, lie also

published, at dillereiit periods several miscellaneous pieces, which

were afterwards collected into one volume, and printed under his

own eye at Padua, in 176J. He intended to have published a

complete edition of all his works, and was engaged in this, when,

after he had arrived at nearly the ninetieth year of his age, death

put a period to his long and glorious career, on the 5th of Dec.

1771.

MORGAN, or MORGAN-TOWN, a town of Virginia, capi-

tal ofMonogalia county, 329 miles from Philadelphia. Lon. 79.

5«. \V. Lat. 39. 39. N.
MORGANA FATA. See Fata Morgana.
MORGES, a handsome and rich town of the Helvetic republic,

in the canton of Bern, 5 miles from Lausanne. Lon. 6. 42. E.

Lat. 46. 29. N.
MORGO, an island in the Archipelago, anciently called Amor-

gos, fertile in wine, oil, and corn. It is 30 miles in circuiirference.

Lon. 26. 15. E. Lat. S6. 30. N.
.MORHANGE, a town of France, in the department of Mo-

selle, and late duchy of Lorrain, 24 miles N.E. of Nanci. Lon.

6. 42. E. Lat. 48. 56. N.
MORIAH, an eminence in Jerusalem, on which Abraham went

to offer his son, and David intended to bwild the temple. The
threshing floor of Araunah was upon it originally narrow, so as

scarcely to contain the temple, but enlarged by ramparts; and sur-

rounded with a triple wall, so as to add great strength to the tem-

ple. It may be considered as a part of Mount Sion, to which it

was joined by a bridge and gallery.

MORILLES, a kind of mushroom, about the bigness of a wal-

nut, pierced with holes like a honey-comb, and said to be good for

creating an .ippetite. They are accounted restorative, and fre-

quently used in sauces and ragouts.

MORINA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and di-

andria class of plants; natural order, Aggregats. Corolla un-

equal ; calyx of the fruit one-leafed, dented ; that of the flower

bifid ; there is one seed under the latter. Itatibrds but one species,

a native of Persia.

MORINDA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and

pentandria class of plants ; natural order, Aggregata?. Flowers

aggregate, one-petaled ; stigma bifid ; fruit plums aggregate, or in

clusters. It has three species, natives of the West Indies.

MORINI, an ancient nalion of Gallia Belgica, who lived on

-the coast of the British Ocean. They were styled extremi ho-

niiuum by the Romans, from their situation on the extremities of

Gaul.
MOUINORUM CASTELLUM, in ancient geography, or

simply Castellum, (Antonine,) a city of Gallia Belgica, belong-

in" to the Morini, situated on an eminence, with a spring of water

on its top ; now called Mont Cassel, in Flanders.

MoRiNOEUM CiviTAS, a city of the Morini, in Gallia Belgica,

now called Terouenne, seated on the Lis.

MORISCO. See Moresk.
MORISON, Robert, M.D. physician and professor of bo-

tany at Oxford, was born at Aberdeen in 1620, br-ed at the univer-

sity there, and taught philosophy for some time in it ; but became
chiefly famous for his skill in botany. The civil wars obliged him to

leave'his country, having first signalized his zeal for the king. He
»ent over into France ; and, iixiug at Paris, he applied assiduoHsly

to botany and anatomy, and took his doctor's degree, and was ap-
pointed director of the ro)al garden at Blois. In 1660 he re-
turned to England, and was nouiinaled physician to Charles II.

and regius professor of botany at Oxford. Doctor Morison died
ill 1683. He lead botanical lectures in the garden at Oxford.
His works are, Preludia Bolanica, 2 vols. Svo. ; Plantarum umbel-
liferarum Dislributio, folio ; and Historia Plantarum, folio. He
finished only the second part of this last, which is a performance
that does hini great honour. It was continued by Jacob Bobart.
MORISONIA, in botany, a genus of the polyandiia order, and

nionadclpliia class of plants; natural order, Putamineje. Calyx
single, bilid ; corolla three-petaled ; berry with a hard bark, unilo-
cular, polyspi-rmous, and pedicellated. There is only one spe-
cies, a native of South America.
MORLAClllA, a mountainous country of Maritime Austria,

in Dalmatia ; bounded on the north and south by Croatia and
Bosnia, and on the east and west by the Adriatic Sea, and (he Mo-
razza. It is watered by the Kirka, Cftlina, and Narenta.

MORLACHIANS, MOULACKS, or MORLACCIII, the
inhabitants of Morlacliia. They chiefly inhabit the pleasant val-

leys of Koter, along the rivers of Kerha, Celtina, Narenta, and
among the inland mountains of Dalmatia. They are by some
said to be of Walachian extraction, as is indicated by their

name ; Morlachia being a contraction of Mauro-Walachia, that is,

Black Walachia: and the Walachians are said to be descendants of
the ancient Roman colonies planted in these countries.

MOR LAIS, or MORLAIX, a town of France, in the depart-

ment of I'lnisterre, and late province of Bretagne, 30 miles N.E. of

Brest, and i5 W. of St, Brieux. Lon. 3. 46. W. Lat. 4S, 34. N.
MoRLAix, a navigable river of France, in the dcparlment of

Finisterre, which runs into the English Channel atMorlaix.

MORMYRUS, a genus of fislves of the branchiostegeous order.

Head smootli ; teeth numerous, notched; aperture of the gills

linear, without a cover ; gill membrane, with one ray ; body scaly.

There are nine species.

MORMORA, a town of France, in the department of the Stura,

and late marquisate of Saluzzo, in the late Piedmontese, seated on
the Maira, 14 miles S.W. of Saluzzo.

MORNE AU PIABLE, a cape on the W. coast of Hispaniola.

Lon. 72. 47. W. Lat. 19. 12. N.
MORNING, the time of sun-rising. The astronomers reckon

morning, /nunc, from midnight to mid-day. Thus an eclipse is

said to begin at 11 o'clock in the morning, &c.
Morning-St^r. Venus is so denominated when a little to the

W. of the sun; that is, when she rises a little before him. In this

situation she is called by the Greeks Phosphorus ; by the Latins
Lucifer, &c. See Astronomy.
MOROCCO, an empire of Africa, comprehending a conside-

rable part of the ancient Mauritania, is bounded on the W. by
the Atlantic Ocean ; on the E. by tlie river Mulvia, which sepa-
rates it from Algiers; on the N. by the Mediterranean; and
on the S. by mount Atlas, or rather by the river Sus, which di-

vides it from the kingdom of Tafilet. Its greatest length is from the
N. E. to the S. W. amounting to above 590 miles ; its breadth Ts

not above 260 where broadest, and in the most narrow places is

not above haU that breadth. Tliis empire ha.s three capitals: viz.

Morocco, Fez, and Me(iuinez ; to which may be added Moga-
dore. See these articles. The climate is in general sufficiently

temperate, healthy, and not so hot as its situation might lead us

to suppose. The chain of mountains which form Atlas on the E.
side, defends it from the E. winds, that would scorch up the
earth were they frequent. The summit of these mountains is

always covered with snow ; and theirabundant descending streams

spread verdure through the neighbourhood, make the winter more
cold, and temper the heats of summer. The sea on the W. side, which
extends along the coast from N. to S. also refreshes the land with

regular breezes, tl>at seldom vary according to their seasons. At a
distance from the sea, within l.iuJ, the heat is so great, that the

rivulets become dry in summer; but as in hot countries dews are

plentiful, the nights are always cool. The rains are tolerably

regularin winter: and are even abundant, though the atmosphere
is not loaded with clouds as in northern latitudes. Nothing can be
conceived more unjust and despotic than the government of Mo-
rocco, and nothing more degenerated than" the character <,f the

people. The emperor is allowed to have not only an uncontrolla-

ble
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blc power over the lives and fortunes of his subjects, but lu a

great measure over their consciences, such as they arc ; as he is

the only person who, as the successor of the propliet, has 3 right

to interpret the Koran ; and appoints all the judges under him,

of wliom those of Morocco and Fez are the cliief, whose business it

is to explain and dispense all matters relating; to their religion ;
and

who, being his creatures and tUpeiulents, dare not steer otherwise

than as he directs. Here, as in all other Mohammedan countries,

the Koran and their comments upon it are their only written

laws ; and though in some instances their cadis and other civil

jiiagislrales are coutiolled by the arbitrary determinations of tluir

princes, bashaws, generals, and military officers, yet the latter

have generally a very great deference and regard tor their laws.

Mi'rder, theft, and ad'ulterv, are commonly punished with deatli

;

and their punishments for 'other crimes, particularly those against

the state, are very cruel; as impaling, dragging the prisoners

through the streets at a mule's heels till all his llesh is torn olt

;

throwing him from a high lower upon iron-hooks; luingmg him

upon hooks till he die; crucifying him against thewall ; and, indeed,

the punishment and condemnation of criminals is in a manner

arbitrary. The emperor, or his bashaws, h'equently turn execu-

tioners; shoot tlie olfender, or cut him to pieces with their own

hands, or command others to do it in their presence. Unacquaint-

ed with the sources of wealth of wliich their ancestors were pos-

sessed, the Moors pretend there are gold and silver mines in the

empire, which the emperors will not permit to be worked, lest

their subjects should thus find means to shake off their yoke. '1 here

are iron-mines in the south, but the working of theni has been

fonndso expensive, that the natives rather use imported iron, not-

withstanding the heuv\ duty it pays, by which its price is doubled.

Tnere arc copper-mmes in the' neiahbourhood ot Santa Cruz,

which are not only sufficient for the small consumption of the

empire, where copper is little used, l)ut are also an object of ex-

portation, and would become much more so were the duties less

immoderate. The coins of this empire are a fluce, a blaiiqml,

and ducat. The tluce is a smjill copper-coin, twenty whereof make

a blanqnil, of the vahie of twopence Sterling. The blanquil is

of silver, and the ducat of gold, not unlike that of Hungary, and

worth about 9s. Botii these pieces are so liable to be clipped

and riled by the Jews, that tlie Moors always carry scales to w eigli

them ; and when found to be much diminished in their weight,

they are recoined by the Jews, who are masters of the mint, by

whi'ch they gain a co'nsiderable profit ; as they do also by exchang-

int' the li'ght pieces for those that are full weight. Merchants'

accounts are kept in ounces, ten of which make a ducat; but in

pavmentsto the government, it is said they reckon 17-1 tor a ducat.

"Jlie chief mountains are that chain which goes under the name of

Mount Atlas, and runs tiic whole length of Barbary fiom K. to \\ .

passing through Morocco, and abutting upon that ocean which

separates the eastern from the western continent, and is from tins

mountain called the Atlantic Ocean. Sec Atlas. The principal

rivers, besides the Malva or Mulvia which rises in the desarts, and

rnnniu'' from S. to N. divides Morocco from the kingdom of Al-

giers, °are the Suz, Ommirabih, Rabbata, Larache, Darodt,

bebon, Gueron, and Tansift, which rise in Mount Atlas, and tall

into the Atlantic Ocean. 1 he chief capes are Cape 1 luecforks

on the Mediterranean, Cape Spartel at the entrance of tl-.e Straits,

Cape Cantin, Cape None, and Cape Rajadore, on the Atlantic

Ocean. Of Uie bavs the most considerable are, the bay of 1 etuan

in the Me<literranean, and the bay of Tangier in the straits of

Gibraltar. The deserts abound with lions, tigei-s, leopards, hys-

iias, and monstrous serpents; but have neither elephants nor

rhinoceroses. The Barbary horses were formerly very valuable,

and thought equal to the 'Arabian. Though their breed is now-

said to be decayed, yet some very fine ones arc occasionally im-

ported into England. Camels and dromedaries, asses, mules,

and kumrahs, (a most serviceable kind of mule, begot by an ass

upon a cow), are their beasts of burllien. Their cows are but

small, and barren of milk. Their sheep yield but indifierent

iieeces, but are very large, as are their goals. Bears, porcupines,

{o.xes, apes, hares,' rabbits, ferrets, weasels, moles, cameleons,

and all kinds of reptiles, are found here. Partridges and quails,

cables, hawks, and all kinds of wildfowl, are .frequent upon the

coast. The soil of Morocco is exceedingly fertile. It is mo.t

SO in the inland provinces. On the W. coast it is in general light

vol.. III.—^o. 149.

and stony, aiul i» better adapted to tlie yine and olive than the

culture "of wheat. They annually burn, before the Septembi r

rains, the stubble which'is lelt ratUcr long; and this and the dung

of rattle, every day turned to pu^iire, form the sole manure the

land receives. 'The soil reciuires but little labour, and the plow-

ing is so light that the furrows are scarcely six inches deep ; for

which reason, in some provinces, wooden plough-shares are us. d

for cheapness. In January the country is covered with vcr(luri%.

and enamelled with tlowirs. Barley is cut in .March, but the

wheat-harvest is in June. All fruits are early in this climate ; and

in forward yeai-s the vintage is over in the beginning of September.

Heavy rains often impede the harvest ; and drought has still greafr

inconveniences, for it ensures the propagation of locusts.

These fatal insects, which have so often laid desolate hot coun-

tries, sometimes commit the most dreadful ravages in the empire

of Morocco. They come from the south, spread tliemselves over

the lands, and increase to intinity when the rams of spring are not

sutliciently heavy to destroy the eggs they deposit on the earth.

The large' locusts, wliich are near three inches long, are not tliK

mo-,t dekiuctive : as thev fly they yield to the current of w mil,

which Iftirries them int'o the sea, 'or into sandy deserts, win re

they perish with hunger or fiitigue. The young locusts that cannot

lly,' are the most ruinous ; they creep over the country in such

m'ultitudes, that they leave no't a blade of grass behind; and the

noise of their feeding announces their approach at some distaiui-.

The devastations of locusts increase the price ol provisions, and

often occasion famines ; but the Moors lind a kind ol compensalinii

in making food of these insects; prodigious quantities ot which

they bring to market salted, and dried like red herrings.

They have an oily and rancid taste, which habit only can render

agreeable : thev are eat here however with pleasure. The empire

of Morocco mi'ght supply itself with all necessaries as well irom

the abundance and nature of its products, as from the tew natural

orartihcial wants of the Moors occasioned by climate or educa-

tion. Its wealth consists in Oie fruitfulness of its soil : its corn,

fruits, flocks, flax, salt, gums, and wax, would not only supply

its necessities, but yield a superflux, whicli might become an

object of immense trade and barter with other nations. Such

numerous exj)orts misht return an inexhaustible treasure, were its

Tovi-rnmenl iixed and secure, and did subjects enjoy the truits of

dieir labour and their property in safety. The increase of corn in

Morocco is often 60 to one, and 30 is 'held to be but an indnferent

harvest. The Moors, naturally indolent, take little care ofth.r

culture of their fruits. Oranges, lemons, and thick-skinned

fruits, the trees of which require little nurture, grow in the open

fields ; and there arc very large plantations of them found, winch

they water to increase their product. Their vines, which yield

exc'ellent grapes, are planted as far as the 33d rlegree. But at

Morocco, where they yield a large and delicious grape, they are

supported by vine-poles, five or six feet above ground ;
and as

they are obliged to be watered, the little wine made there is sel-

dom preservell. Figs are very good in some parts ot the empire ;

but towards the south they arc scarcely ripe before they are full

of worms, from the heats and night-ik'ws. Melons, for the same

reasons, are rarely eatable ; they ha\'t but a moment of maturity

;

which passes so 'rapidly that it is with dilhculty seized. ^\ ater-

melons are every where reared, and in some provinces are excel-

lent. Apricots, apples and pears, are in tolerable plenty in the

neighbourhood of Fez and Mequinez, where water is less scart^e

an<f the climate more temperate. But in the plain, which extends

alon" the W. coast, these delicate fruits are very imhdereiit.

The"pricdclv pear, or Barbary rig, is plentitully found m- Mo-

rocco; and is planted roun.l vineyards and gardens, because its

thick and thorny leaves, which are wonaerlully proline, loriii

''"):io;;^^:,'S-of the above king<h,mabot;M=0-milesN.

ofTarudant, 90 E! of Mogodore, and 350 S. ol Hngier. It is

situated in a beautiful valley, formed 'oy a chain ot mountains ou

the N. side, and those of die Atlas, from which it is distant about

20 miles, on the S. and E.-
, , . ^ . • i

MoKocco-EtATHER, M.^Rt^oaviK, the skins of goats tanned

and dyed in a peculiar manner by the Turks; but which processes

were originally invented in the kingdom of Morocco. 1 he skin^

•are prepared i'n parcels, consisting of 3b divided into six Inrndles.

whi'h are folded in the middle, lengthwise, aud thrown

7 T .
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'nto a pit full of lime, v.licHCe they are t.iken out, rinsed

in pure water, (lraiiie<l, and suspended in the shade to dry,

till the liair beconn's loose. After carefully takine off the

latter, the skin5 are returned to the lime-pit, for tvo or three

weeks, when tliev are ap:ain rinsed, and passed repeatedly through

a decoction prepared of thirty pound? of dog's-dung, and an equal

jqiiantity of water. Ai soon as the skins are thus gradually im-

pregnated, tliev are thrown into a large vessel for the space of

twelve hours, 'after which they are cleaned witli pure water, arvd

i:nniersed for seven or eight days in a watery decoction made of

bran. The skins are now wrung, and thoroughly washed in ch-ar

water, to render tlu-ni soft and plialile : next, they are cured, by

spreading a thick laver of common sea-salt, in the proportion of

about lia'lf a pound to each skin, and piling them uj),_ nil lliey art

Tenth-red sufficiently supple. The last process which the skin^

undergo previously' to being dyed, i^ iramer-ion in a li(,|Uor pre-

pared liy boiling 2'4 ounces of 'dried hgs, for each skin, in a cop-

per (we believe," treacle would answer the same pnrpose,") in v.hich

they remain till they are about to be suspended in the air for dry-

lug': lastly., they are dipped in a solution of alum, that disposes

them for the innnediate reception of the dye. The chief colom-s

communicated to Morocco leather, are red and yellow, lor the

preparation of which, the Turks have long been celebrated. The
red colour is prepared by mixing together various articles, in tlie

following proportions, which arc required for a parcel of thirty-si\

^skinsi

Cochineal 1-^0 drachms.

Hound suchet (crocus indicus) 4j

(Jutta-gamba 1
"'

Gum-arabic iO

White alum, pulverized 10

Bark of the pomegranate-tree 10

Citron-juice.... '-i

Common water I-O lbs.

The alum is gradually added to the other arli<les, which are

thrown into a copper, where they should be boiled tor about two

hours, till one-tenth part of the water be consumed. In this mix-

ture the skins are repeatedly immersed ; and, wdien sufiicienlly

imbued with the colour, they are dried, and again steeped in a

yesselj containing three pounds of hot water (for every two skins)

together with one pound of sumach, and a similar quantity of gall-

nuts, pulverized and sifted. As soon as the skins are completely

impregnated with this liquor, they are slightly rubbed over with a

sponge dipped in pure water, and suspended, without being fold-

ed, on a wooden frame, for about three quarters of an hour, to

drain. They are now carried to a river, or running water, where

they are repeatedly rinsed, then pressed with weights, in order to

extract the moisture, and hung up ui a warm room to dry. The
last process which red Morocco-leather undergoes, is that of po-

lishing : this is effected by means of various wooden ii;struments,

that contribute at the same time to remove such of the particles of

gall and sumach as may adhere to the skins. The yellow colour

is prepared in a manner nearly similar to that just described ; the

common Avignon or yellow berries (Graine d'Avignon) being

substituted for cochineal, and employed in similar proportions.

The only variation between the two processes ol dyeing red and

yellow, is, that the former is tinged with the colouring matter, be-

fore it is worked, or polished with the wooden instruments

;

whereas this operation is performed on the latter, previously to its

being dyed. But these two are not the only colours dyed by the

Turks, who likewise manufacture black, green, and blue leather;

which last three, however, are not oi.ly destitute of lustre, but are

extremely perishable. The Turk-, indeed, are a^ inferior to

Europeans in preparing the more common species, a' they excel

ihem in manufacturing and dyeuig the red and yellow moroccos.

See Tanning.
MOROKINNEE, one of the Sandwich Islands. I,on. 150.

;7. W. Lat. CO. 39. N.
MORON, a town of Spain, in Andalusia, 30 miles S. E. of Se-

ville. Lon. 5. 20. W. Lat. 37. 0. N.
MOROTOI, one of the large Sandwich Islands, in the North

Pacific Ocean, 7 miles VV. N. W. of .Mowei?. Lon. 117. 14. VV,

Lat. 21. 1 O.N.
MORPETH, a town of Northumbprland, 23 miles N. of

C^irbau), and9l S.of Ed.nburgli, Um. 1.^8, NV, I.at. 55. J5. N.

MORPHEUS, in the mythology, flie god of sleep, or, accord-

ing to oiliers, one of the minisiers of Smiinus. He caused sleepi-

ne>s, and repre>ented the forms of dreams. Ovid styles him the

kindesi of the deitiei ; and he is usually desc'ibed in a recumbent
posture, and crowned with poppies.

MORS, or DE.M H, one oi the infernal deities, bora of Night
wiUiout a father. Siic was worshipped by tlie ancients with great

-oleninitv. She was not repre.-ented as an aclti.illy existing power,

but as aii imagiuarv being. Euripides introduces lier in one of his

lrjv;rclies on the stage. The moderns lepresent her as a skeleton

.inned with a scythe and a scymetar.

MORT.'^GNE, a town of France, in the department of the

North, and late province of French Flanders, at ihe conilueiice of

llu .Scarpe and tlie Scheldt ; 8 miles S. F2. of Tournay. Lon. 3.

30. K. Lai. /.o. eo. N.
MORIAIN, a town of France, in the department of the

C'liaiinel, 30 miles S. E. of Couluiue. Lon. 0. j4. W. Lat. 48,

37. N.
_MORTALITY, Bii.is of, arc accounts or registers specify-

ing the numbers born, married, and liuricd, in any parish, town, or

dMii(t. Ill general they contain only 'he»e numbers ; and, even
wh"n thus limited, are of great use, by shewing the degrees of

iiealdiiness and prolllicness, and the progress of population, in Ihe

pl.ices when- they are kept. It is therefore muili to be w isl ed,

tliat Mich account-, had been always correclly kept in every kiii^-

doui, and regularly piiblislied at the end of eviry year. We
should then liave had undt-r our inspection the comparative
strength of every kingdom, as far as it depends on Ihe number of

inhabitants, and its increase or decrease at dillerent ])eriods. lint

>nch acfotintsare rendered more useful, when they include the

ages of the dead, and the distempers of which they have died.

In this case they convey some of the most important instructions,

l>y furnishing us with the means of ascertaining the law which go-
verns the waste of liiiman life, the values of annuities dependent on,

the continuance of any lives, or any survivorships between them,
and the favourableness or unfavourableness of dilTerent situations

to the duration of human life. There are but few registers of this

kind ; nor has this suliject, though so interesting to mankind, ever
engaged much attention till lately. The first bills <'ontainiiig the

ages of the dead were those for the town of lireslaw in Silesia. It

is well known what use has been made of these by Dr. Ilallev,

and after him by De Moivre. A table of the probabilities of the

duration of human life at every age, deduced fron% thejii by Dr.

Hallev, has been published in tiie Philos. Trans, (see the Abridg-
ment,' vol. iii. p. iJCy,) and is the first table of this sort th.it has

lieeu ever published. See AN'Nt'lTlf.s. Since the publication <h

this (able, similar bills have been established in a lew towns of this

kingdom; and particularly in London, in 1728, and in North-
ampton, in 173-'>. Two improvements of these registers have been
proposed : the first is, that the sexes of all that die in every perioil

ol life should be specified in them, under the denomination of

boys, married men, widowers, and bachelors ; and of girls, mar-
ried women, widows, and virgins. The secon<l is, that they should

specify the numbers of both sexes dying of every distemper In

every month, and at every age. A third improvement is suggest-

ed undir the aiticle Longkvity. Registers of mortality thus

improved, when compared with the records ot the seasons, and with

the circumstances that discriminate diliVreut situations, might con-

tribute great ly to the increase of medical knowledge; and they
would alfot'd the necessary data for determining the difference be-

tween the duration of human life among n)3les and females; for

sach a difference there certainly is much in favour of females, as

will appear from the folluwing facts : at Northampton, though
more inah'S are born than females, and nearly the same number
die; yet the number of living females appeared, by an account
takiii in I74<j, to be greater than the number of males, jn the pro-

portion ot 2301 to 1770, or 39 to 30. At Berlin it appeared, from
an accurate account which was taken of the inhabitants in 1747,
that the number of female citizens exceeded the number of male
citizens In the proportion of 459 to 3yl, or nearly ; s 47 to 40. And
yet out of tliis smaller number of males, more had died for twe.ity

years preceding 1751, in the proportion of 19 to 17. At Edin-
burgh, in 1T'J3, the number of females was to the number of males
as 44 to 37. (See Sir J. Siuchiir's Stat. Acg. Vol. \'l. p. 5G3.)

But the females that died simually were to the males in no higher

proportion
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43roportioii tlum i(j to 15. WluK-ver will lake the trouble to cxa-
niine the accounts in Philos. Trans. Ahr. vol. vii. pait iv, p. 4»i,

tie. will timl, that though in the towr.s there eniimeratid thi- pro-
portion of males to Ceniales horn is no higher than IM to 18, yet

tliepro))orti(in of hoys and girls tliat die is as S to 7 ; and that in par-

Ticular, tlie still-born and olirysom males are to the still-born and
chrysom females as 3 to 2. In 39 parishes of the district ol \'aiul

in Swit/erland, the number of males that died during ten years

^before 1766 was 8170; of the females 8167 ; of whom the niuii-

bers that died under one year of a£;e were 1S17 males and 130.)

females, and under ten years of age, 30S^'J males and i jys females.

In tlie beginning of life, therefore, and before any emigrations can

take place, the rale of mortality among males appears to be greater

'flian among females. And this is rendered yet more certain by
the following accounts : At Vevcy, in the dislrict of Vaud, there

died in twenty years, ended at 1764, in the first monlh after birtli,

of males 13.'j to 89 females; and in the fust year 2-'.') to 16-. It

appears from a table given by Susmilcli, in hisGotllichi! Ordnung,
vol. ii. p. 317, tliat in Berlin '20S males die in the first moiitli, and
ijijt ll>8 females; and in the lirst year, 489 to 395; and also, from

O table of Struycks, that in Holland 396 males die in the first year

to 306 t'eiuales. 'liie authorities for these facts, and much more
on this subject, may be found in the fourth essay in Dr. Price's

Treatise on Ueversionary Payments, and in the Supplement. We
siiall here only had tin- follow iua table, taken from a memoir of

Mr. W aigentin's, piil)lished in the I'ollection of the Memoirs of

tiie Royal Academy of Si iences at Stockholm, printed at Paris in

J 772. In all Sweden for nine years, ended in 1763, the piupor-

•lion of females to males that died out of a given number living,

Under the age of one year 1000 to 1009
I'roni 1 to 3 years of age 1000

5
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h.ibitants at these 2ges ; and ooiisequently raises the dcatlis for all

ages alnive 'JO considerably above their due proportion, when
ooinparecl with the number of deaths before -'0. This is observa-

ble ill all tlie bills of mortality for towns with which we are ac-

tjuaiiited, not excepting even Ihe Breslaw bills. Dr. Halley takes

notice, that these hills gave the number of deaths between 10 and
SO too small. This he considered as an irregularity in them ow-
ing to chance ; and, therefore, in forming his table ofobservations,

he took the liberty so far to correct it, as to render the proportion

of those who die (o tlie living in this division of life nearly the

same with the proportion which, he says, lie had been informed

die annually of the young lads in Christ-Church Hospital, fiut

the truth is, that this irregularity in the bills was derived hom the

cause w.e have just assigned. During tin; five years for which the

Breslaw bilN are given by Dr. Halley, the births did indeed a little

exceed the burials ; but it appears lliat this was the etfect of some
peculiar causes that happened to operate just at that time: for

during a complete century from 1033 to 1734, tlie annual meiliuiii

of l)irths was lu89, and of burials I'JjO. 'i'his town, tlierefore,

must have been all along kept up by a number of yearly recruits

Ironi other places, equal to about a seventh part of the yi'arly

births. It appears from the account in the Pliilos. Trans. Abr.
\oi. vii. no. 3S0, p. AG, &c. that from 1717 to. ITL'S, the annual

medium of births at lireslaw was 113 J2, of burials 1507; and that

the greati-st part of the births died muler 10 years of age. From
a table in Susuiilch's works, vol. i. p. 3S, it appears that in reality

(he greater part of all that die in this town are children under live

years of,age. What has been now observed concerning the |)eriod

of life at w hicli people remove from the country to settle in towns,

would appear suflkiently probable were there no such evidence
for it as has been nien'ioned ; for it might be well reckoned that

these people in general must be single ])ersons in the beginning of

mature life, who, not having yet obtained settlements in the places

wjiere they were born, migrate to towns in <piesl of employments.
It is proper next to endeavour to explain distinctly the eU'ect

which these accessions to towns must have on tables of observation

formed from their bills of mortality. Tliis is a subject proper to

be insisted on, because mistakes have been committed about it;

and because also the discussion of it is necessary to shew how near

to trutli the values of lives come as deduced fiom such tables.

The following general rule maybe given on this subject: if a

place has for a course of years been maintained in a state nearly

stationary, as to number of inhabitants, by recruits coming in every
year, to prevent the decrease that would arise from the excess of

burials above the births, a table formed on the principle, " that

the number dying annually after every particular age, is equal to

the number of living at that age," will give the number of inha-

bitants, and the probabilities of life, too great, for all ages preced-

ing that at which the recruits cease; and after this it will give

them right. If the accessions are so great as to cause an increase in

the place, such a table will give the number of inhabitants and the

probabilities of life too little after the age at which the accessions

cease ; and too great if there is a decrease, before that age it

will in both cases give them too great; but most considerably so

•in the former case, or when there is an increase. Agreeably- to

ttiese observations, if a place increases not in consequence of ac-

cessions from other places, but of a constant e.xcess of the births

above the deaths, a table constructed on the principle that has

been mentioned will give the jirobabilities of life too low through
the whole extent of life ; because in such circumstances the num-
ber of deaths in the first stages of life must be too great, in com-
parison of the number of deaths in the latter stages ; and more or

less so as the increase is more or less rapid. The contrary in all

respects takes' place where there is a decrease arising from the ex-

cess of the deaths above the births. I'or example : Lv't us sup-

pose that '2 44 of those bom in a town attain anmuilly tg* 20 years

of age, and that 250 more, all likewise 20 years of age, come
into it annually from other places, in consequence of which it has

fora course of years been just maintained in the number of its in-

habitants, without an)' sensible increase or decrease : in these cir-

cumstances, the number of the living in the town at the age of 20

will be always 244 natives and 2;"i0 settlers, or 494 in all ; and

since these are supposed all to die in the town, and no more re-

cruits are supposed to come in, 494 will be likewise the number
)' ng annually at 20 and upwards. In the same manner it will

appear, on these suppositions, that the number of the living, at
every age subsequent to 20, will be equal to the number dvint^
annually at that age and above it; and consequently, that' this
number of inhabitants and the decrements of lile, for 'every such'
age will be given exactly by the table, liul for all ages before
20, they will be given much too great. For let 2:-i0 ot all born in
the town reach 10; in this case \'.S0 will be the true number of
the living in the town at the age of 10 ; and the recruits not com-
ing in till 20, tlie number given by the bills as dying between 10
and 20 will be the true number dving annually of the living in
this division of life. Let this nnu'iber be3ti;"and it will follow
that the table ought to make the numbers of the living at the ages
between 10 and 20, a series of decreasing means between 280 and
(2S0 diminished by 36, or) 244. But iii forming the table on the
principle just mentioned, 250 (the iiumbir above 20 dying an-
nually in the town who were not born in it) will be added to each
number in this series; and therefore the table will give the num-
bers of the living, and the probabilities of life in this division of
life, almost twice as great as they really are. This observation, it

is manifest, may be applied to all the ages under 20. Such a
table will give t'he number of inhabitants and the probabilities of
life, equally wrong before 20, whether the recruits all come in at

20, agreeably to the supposition just made, or only begin then to
come in. hi this lastca^e, the table will give the :uimber of in-

liabitants and probabilities of life too great throughout the whole
extent of life, if the recruits come in at all ages above 20. But if

they cease at any particular age, it will give them right only from
that age; and before, it will err all along on the side of excess ;

but less considerably between 20 and that age than before 20.
For example : if, of the 258 supposed to be in at 20, only 150
then come in, and the rest at 30 ; the number of the living will

be given 100 too high at every age between 20 and 30 ; but, as

just shewn, they will be given 250 too high at every age before
20. In general, therefore, the number of the living at any. particular

age must be given by the supposed table as many too great aj

there are annual settlers after that age; and if these settlers come
in at all ages indiscriminately, during any certain interval of life,

the number of inhabhaiits and the probabilities of life will be con-
tinually growing less and less wrong the nearer any age is to the
end of that interval. These observations prove, that tables of ob-
servation formed in the common way, from bills of mortality for

places w here there is an excess of the burials above the births, must
lie erroneous for a great part of the duration of life, in proportion
to the degree of that excess. They shew likewise at what parts

of life the errors in such tables are most considerable, and how
they may be in a great measure corrected. All this shall be ex-
em[)li(ied in the particular caseof Loncjon. The number of deaths
between the ages of 10 and 20 is always so small in the London
bills, that it seems certain few recruits come to London under 20,
or at least not so many as before this age are sent out for educa-
tion to schools and universities. After 20 great numbers come in

till 30, and some perhaps till 40 or 50 : but at every age after' 50,
it is probable that more retire from London than come to it. The
London tables of observation, therefore, being formed on the

principle already mentioned, cannot give the probabilities of life

right till 40. Between 30 and 40 they must be a little too high;
but more so between 20 and 30, and most of all so before 20. It

follows also, that these tables must give the number of inhabitants

in London much too great. The first of the following tables is

formed in the manner here explained, from the London bills for

10 yeai-s, from 1759 to 17ti8, and a<lapted to 1000 born as a radix.

The sum of the numbers in the second column, diminished by half

the number born, is 25,757. According to this table then, for

every 1000 deaths in London there are 254 as many inhabitants ;

or, in other words, the expectation of a child just born is 25| ; and
the inhabitants are to the annual burials as 25| to 1. But it has

appeared, that the numbers in the second column, being given on
the supposition that all those who die in London were born there,

must be too great; and we have hence a demonstration, that the

probabilities of life are given in the common tables of London
observations too high for at least the first 30 years of life ; and also,

that the number of inhabitants in London must be less than 25*
multiplied by the annujil burials. The common tables, therefore,

of London observations undoubtedly need correction, as Mr.
Simpson suggested, aiid in some measure perfonried; though toa

i in per-
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imperfecHy, and without s^'Hg u|)on any (ixfd principles, or

slieuin:; particularly iiuw tables ol observatioiiought to be toniieil,

aiul liow tar ill ciiilVrcnt circumstances, anil at difierent ages, they

are to be depended on. The way of doing this, aiid in general

tlie right method ot terming genuine tables of observation tor

I

towns, may be lenrncd from the tollowing rule : " t'roin tlie sum
of all that die annually, after any given nge, subtract the number
of annual settlers afler that age; an J the remainder will be the

number of the living at the given time." If, therefore, the num-
ber of annual settlers in a town at every age could be ascertained,

a perlect table of observations might be formed for that town
from the bills of mortality, contauiing an account of the ages at

which all die in it. But no more lan be learned in this instance,

from any bills, than the whole luimber of annual settlers, and the

general division of life in which they enter, 'i'his, however, may
Be suflicitnt to enable us to form tables that shall be tolerably ex-

act. For instance; Suppose the annual deaths in a town which
lias not increased or decreased, to have been fir many years in the

proportion of 4 to 3 to the annual births. It will hence follow,

that ^ of the persons who die in such a town are settlers, or emi-

grants from otiier place-, and not natives ; and the sudden increase

ill the deaths after 20 w ill also shew, agreeably to what was before

observed, that they enter after this age. In forming, therefore, a

table tor such a town, a quarter of all that die at all ages throughout
the whole extent of life mu>t be deducted from the sum of all

that die after every given age before 20 ; and the remainder will

be the true number living at that given age. And if at 20, and

every age above It, this deduction is omitted, or the number of

the living at every ^uch age is taken the same with the sum of all

that die after it, tlie result will be (supposing most of the settlers to

come in before .30, and all before 40) a table exact till 20; too

liigh between 20 and 30 ; but nearly riglit for some years belore

40; and after 40 exact again. Such a table, it is evident, will be
the same with Ihe table last- described at all ages above 20, and
diflerent from it only under 20. It is evident also, that on ac-

count of its giving the probabilities of life too great tor some years

after 20, the number of inhabitants deduced from it may be de-

pended on as somewhat greater than the truth ; and more or less

SO, as the annual recruits enter in general later or sooner after 20.

Let us now consider what the result of these remarks will be, when
applied particularly to Ihe London bills. It must be here iirst

observed, that at least one-quarter of all that die in London are

suppliers or settler^ from the country, and not natives. The iiiedi-

uin of annual burials for 10 years, from 17 ''iJ to 1763, was 22,95b ;

of births 15710. The excess is 7246, or near a third of the bu-

rials. The same excess during 10 yeai's before 1750 was 10,500,

or near half the burials. London w as then decreasing. For the

last 12 or 15 years it has been increasing. This excess, therefore,

agreeably to the foregoing observations, was then greater than the

number of annual settlers, and it is now less. It is however here

supposed, that the number of annual settlers is now no more that

a quarter of the annnal burials, in order to allow for more omis
sions in the births man tile burials ; and also in onler to be more
»uie of obtaining results that shall not exceed the truth. Of everv
MOO then «ho die in London onlv 750 are natives, and 250 are

recruits, who come to it after 18 or 20 years of age; and, conse-

quently, to obtain from the bills a more correct table tiian the

liret of the following tables, 250 mus.. be subtracted from everv
one of the number in the second column till 20; and the numbers
in the tliird column must be kept the same, the bills always giving
these right. Atler 20, the table is to be continued unaltered; and
Ihe result will be, a table w hich will give the numbers of the living

at all ages in Lomlon much nearer the truth, but still somewhat
too high. Such is ihe second of the following tables. The sum
of all tiie nuinbei-s in the second column of this table, diminished
by 500, is 20,750. For every 1000 deaths, therefore, in London,
there are, according to this table, 20,750 living persons in it ; uv

for every single death 204 inhabitants. It was befure shewn, ti.at

the number of inhabitants in London could not be so great as 25
times I

the deaths. It now appears (s'nce the numbers in the se-

cond column of this table are too high) that the number of inha-

bitants in London cannot be so great as 20 times ^ tie deaths.

And this is a conclusion which every one, who will bestow due at-

tention on what has been said, will liiul himstlf forced to receive.

VOL. III.—NO. 149.

It will not be amiss, however, to conlirm it bv the following fact,

the knowledge of which is derived from th<' particular enquiry and
information of Mr. Harris, the late ingenious mastr-r of the royal

mathematical school in Christ-Church hospital. 1 he averige of
lads ill this school has, for 30 yeai-s past, been 831. 'i'hev are ad-
mitted at all ages between seven and 1 1 ; and few stay beyond 16 ;

they are therefore, in general, lads between the «ges of eight and
Hi. They have b-tter accommodations than children cominonlj
iiave; and about 300 of them have the advantage of being cdu-
laled in the country. In sui h circumstances, it may be well

reckoned, that the proportion of children dying annually must be
less than the general proportion of children dying annua.lly at the
-ameages in London. Tiie fact is, tliat for the last 30 year> 12f
have died annually, or one in 70|. AccordiiiK to Table II. one
in 73 dies between 10 and 20, and one in 70 between eight and 10.

I iiat t.:l)le, ilierefore, probably gives the <li'cremenls ot life in Lou-
don, at these ages, too litlle, and the numbers of the living too
great: and if this is true of these ages, ii must be true of all other
ages under 20 ; and it follows demonstrably, in conformity to
what was before shewn, that more people vettle in London after

20 than the fourth above supposed ; and that from 20 lo at least

30 or 35, the numbers of tiie living are given too great, in pro-
portion to the decrements ot life. In this table the numbers in the
second column are doubled at 20, agreeably to what nallv hap-
pens in London; and the sum of the numbers in this column di-

minished by half the whole number of deaths, gives the expecta-
tion of life, not of a child just born, as in other tables, but of all

the inhabitants of Lomlon at the time they enter it, whether that

be at birtlior at 20 years of age. The expectations, thciefore, and
the values of London lives under 20, cannot be calculated from
this table. But it may be very easily fitted for this pu'-pose, by
finding the number of births which, according to the given de-
crements of life, w ill leave 494 alive at 20 ; and then adapting the
intirmediate numbers in such a manner to this radix, as to pre-
serve all along the number of the living in the same proportion to
the numbers of tlie dead. This is done in the Ihi rd of the follow-
ing tables, and this table may be recommended as better
adapted (o the present state of London than any other table. The
values of lives, however, deduced from it, are in general nearly
the same with those deduced by Mr. Simpson from the Lontlon
bills as they stood 60 years ago; (See AxsuiTits.) Tlie ijia'n

diderence is, that after 52, an<l in old age, this table gives ttiem
somewhat lower tlian .Mr. Simpson's table. The diiference be-
tw.-en the rate ol human mortality in great towns and in country
parishes and villages, may be found from various tables in Sir J.

Sinclair's Statistical Account of Scotland ; as well as from the Rev.
U. Wilkie"stable and calculations forthe county of Fife, inserted
under the article Annuities. But after all, the bills of mortality in

many parts of Great Britain must be acknowledged to be materi-
ally defective ; the deficiencies arc ascribed chiefly to the follow-
ing circumstances : 1. Many congregations of dissenters inhabit-

ing towns have their own peculiar burying grounds ; as have like-

wise t.:e Jew-., and the Roman Catholics who re-ide in London.
2. Some persons, from inoti\es of poverty or convenience, inter

their dead without any religious ceremony ; this is known to hap-
pen in the Metropolis, in Bristol, and Xewca'tle-upon-Tvne, and
may happen in a few other large towns. 3. Cliildren who die bo-
lore baptism are interred without any religious ceremonv, and
consequently are not registered. 4. Many persons employed in
the ar;ny and in navigaion die abroad, and consequenilv their
burials remain unregistered. 5. Negligence may be supposed to
cause some omissions in the registers, especially in those small be-
nefices where the officiating minister is not resident. Whatever
may be the total number of deaths and burials, which from these
everal c:r umstances are not broujiht to account, it has been es-
lunated thut about 5000 of them may be atlnbuled to tlie metro-
polis, and a large portion of the resl may be ascribed to the other
great to«lis, and to \Vales,wlicre tlie registei-s are Ic-ss carefullv kept
than in Engiaiul. In Scotland the registers of mortality have not
yet been so generally established as in England, and those which
are kept are subject to still greater inaccuracies. The follo»ing
are the tables alluded to in the foregoing dissertation upon the bills

of mortality, and are allowed to be as accurate as the circum-
stances under which they were constructed could possiblv admit.

7 U MORTALIIY.
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'Table 1.

SlieniniT th,-- probabilities of lift- in Londin, on tlie snpposition tli;it

all who die Ml London uerc born lliei'e. Formed Ironi the bdls

i'or ten vt-ai-s, from 17 J9 to 1708.
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of mortar. Tlie hardness ami <lis>ol\ ing |)o\ver of t'ut substance
are iwrticularly to be attended to. As coppir is a soil metal, so-

luble by almost all nienstrniniis, and luirtful to lieallb, good arti'ls

have some t\im ago proscribed the use of this metal. One of the
'princii)al inconveniences of pnlverisitioii in a mortar proceeds
iVoni the tine powderwhich rises abundantly from some substaiices

dnving the operation. If these substances be precious, the loss

will be considerable ; and if they be injurious to health, they may
liurt the operator. These inconveniences may be remedied,
either by covering the mortar with a skin, in the middle of which
is a hole, through w hich the pestle passes, or by moistening the
matter with a little water when this addition does not injure it;

or, lastly, by covering the mouth and nose of the operator with a

fine cloth, to exclude this powder. Some substances, as corro-

sive sublimate, arsen'.c, calxes of lead, cantharides, enphorbinm,
&c. are so noxious, liiat all tliese precautions ought to be used,
particularly when a large C|uantity cf them is pounded. Large
mortars ought to be fixed upon a block of wood, so high, that ti.e

mortar sliall be level with the middle of the operator. Wlieii the

pestle is large and heavy, it ought to be suspended bv a cord or

chain tixed to a moveable pol", placed horizontally above the

mortar : this pole considerably relieves the operator, because its

elasticity assists the raising of the pestle.

.\louT.\R, or MoRTAK-PiECt:, in the military art, is a short

piece of i>r<!nance, thick and w ide, proper for throwing bombs,
carcases, shells, Mones, bags tilled with grape-shot, Stc. See Pro-
jectiles.
MoRTARSj Land, are those used in sieges, and of late in bat-

tles, mounted o;i beds made of solid timber, consisting generally

of four pieces, those of the royal and cohorn excepted, which are

but one single block; and both mortar and bed are transported on
block-carriages.

MORTGAGE, in English law, \_inortuum vadium, Lat. or

elead pledge,] is where a man borrows of another a specific sum
(e. g. 200/.), and grants him an estate in fee, on condition that if

he, the morlaager, shall pay the mortgagee the said sum of i!001.

on a certain day mentioned in the deed, that then the mortgager
may re-enter on the estate so grantcnl in pledge; or, as is now the

.nore usual way, that the mortg-agee shall re-convey the estate to

the mortgager: in tliis case the lantl which is so put in pledge, is

bv law, in case of nonpayment at the time hmited, for ever dead

and gone from the mortgager; and the mortgagee's estate in the

lands is then no longer conditional, but absoUile. Dul so long as

it continues conditional, that is, between the time of lending the

money and the time allotted for payment, the mortgagee is called

tenant in mortgage. But as it was formerly a doubt, whether, by
taking such e^tate ill fee, it did not become liable to the wife's

dower, and oilier uu-umbrances of the mortgage (though that doubt
hasibeen long ago over-ruled by our courts of ec|uity,) it, therefore,

became usual to ^rant only a long term of years, by v.av of mort-

gage ; with Coudilion to be void on repayment of the mortgage-

money: which cour»e has been since continued, principally be-

cause on the death of the mortgagee such term becomes vested in

his personal representatives, who alone are intituled in equity to re-

ceive the mone\ lent, cf whatever nature tlie mortgage may hap-

pen to be. As soon as the estate is created, the iiiortgagee may
immediately enter on liie lands ; but is liable to l>e di'-possesseci,

upon performance of ttie condition by payment of ihe mortgage-

money at the day Iniited. And tlu-refore tiie U'ua! way is to

sgree that tlie mortgager shall hold the land till the day as~i^ned

for payment ; when in case of failure, whereby the e-.tate becomes
absolute, the mortgagee may enter upon it and take possession,

without any possibility at law of being afterwards evicted bv the

mortgager, to whom the land is now for ever dead. But here

again the courts of ecpiity interpose; and though a mortgage be
thus forfeited, and the estate absolutely vested in the mortgagee
at the common law, yet they will consider the real value of the

tenements compared with the sum borrowed. And if the estate

be of greater value than the sum lent thi-reon, they will allow the

mortgager at any reasonable time to recal or redeem his estate

;

paying to the mortgagee his principal, interest, and expences; for

otherwise, in strictness of law, an estate worth 1000.^ might be
forfeited for non-payment of 100/. or a less sum. This reasonable

advantage allowed to n;ortgagers, is called the equity of redemp-
tion ; and this enables a mortgager to call on the mortgagee, w ho

has possession of his estate, to deliver it back, and account lor the
rents and proiits i-eceived on pa\ nient of his whole debt and interest,
thereby turning the mortuum into a kind of vivum vad.uin. Sec
N'adivm. Bui, on the other hand, the mortgagee may either
compel the sale of the estate, in order to get the whole of his
money immediately ; or else call upon the mortgager to redeem
his estate presently, or in default thereof, to be for ever foreclosed
from redeeming the same ; that is, to lose his equity of redemption
without possibility of recall. And also, in some cases of fraudulent
mortgages, the frauduleiu mortgager forfeitsall equity of redemption
wlialsotver. It is not, however, usual for mortgagees" to take pos.^es-
sion of the mortgaged estate, unh'ss where llie security is precarious,
or sniall ; or where the mortgager neglects even the payment cf
interest : w hen the mortgagee is often obliged to bring an eject-
ment, and take the land into his own haniis, in the nature of a
pledge, or the pignus of the Roman law: whereas, while it re-
mains in the heads of the mortgager, it more resembles their hy-
potheca, w hich was w here the possession of the thing pledged re-
mained with the debtor. But by statute 7 Geo. 11. c. 20, after
payment or tender by the mortgager of principal, interest, and
costs, the mortgagee can maintain no ejectment ; but may be com-
pelled to re-assign his securities. In Glanvii's time, when the uni-
versal method of conveyance was by livery of seisin or corporal
tradition of the lands, no gage or pledge o't lands was good unless
possession was also delivered to the creditor; si nonsequalur ipsius

vad;i traditio, curia domini regis hujusmodi privatas conventioncs
tueri non solet ; for which the reason given is. to prevent subse-
quent and fraudulent pledges of the same land; cum in tali casu
possit eadem res pluribus aliis creditoribus tum prius tum posterius
invadiari. And the frauds w liicli have arisen, since the exchange
ot these public and notorious conveyances tor more private anil

secret bargains, have well evinced' the wisdom of the ancient
law.

MORTIER, an ensign of dignity, born bv the late chancellor
and grand (.-residents of the [larliament of France. That born by
the chanccdior was a piece of cloth of gold, edged and turned up
with ermine; and that of the first president a piece of black vel-

vet edged with a double row of gold-lace, while those of the other
presidents were only edged wiili a single row. These they car-

ried on their heads, in grand ceremonies, such as the entry of the
king; but ordinarily tliey carried tliem in their hands.
MOIv riFlCA TION, in me^licine and surgery, a total ex-

tinction of the naiural heat of the body, or a part thereof. Some
define mortitication a disease, wherein the natural juices of any
part quite lose tlieir proper motion ; and thus fall into a fermen-
tative one, and corrupt and destroy the texture of the part. See
SuRGIil«Y.

Mortification', in religion, is any severe penance observed on
a religious account. The practice has been very ancient and al-

most un versal. See Fast.
.MORTISE, or MORTOISE, in carpentry, is a kind of joint

wliereiii a hole of a certain depth is made in a piece of timber,
which is to receive another piece called a tenon.

.MOKIMAI.V, or ALIENAilON ix MORTMAIN, [in

mdrtud viaitu, Lat.] is an alienation of lands or tenements to anv
corporation, sole or aggregate, ecclesiaslical or temporal. But
these purchases having been chictiy made bv religious houses, in

Consequence wherc>of the lands become pirpetuallv inherent in

one dead hand, this occasioned liie seneral appellation ol the term
mortmain to be aiipin-d to such alienations, and the religious

houses themselves to be principilly c-iisidered in forming tiie

statutes of mortmain: in deducing the history of which statutes,

it is curious to observe the great addivssand subtle contrivanceof the
ecclesiastics in eluiling from lime to lime the laws in beiiif-, and the

zeal with which successive parliaments have pursued them through
all their linesses: how new remedies were slid the parents of new
evasions; till the legislature at last, though with didicuity, have ob-
tained a de<-isive victory. By the common law any nian might
dispose of his lands to any otiier privaie man at his ow n discretion,

especially when the feodal restraints of alienation were worn awav.
" Yet (says Blackstone,') in consequence of these it was always,

and is still, necessary, for corporations to have a licence of morl-
niain from the crown, to enable them to purchase- lands, lor as the

king is the ultimate lord of every fee, he ought not, unless by his

own consent, to lose his privilege of escheats and other feorlal
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pru;il--, l)y ilie vi'sliiig ot hinds in leiiaiits that can never b*^ at-

taiii'.C'd or dii?. And sixh licences ot morUnain si-em to liave been

jiece»sar_Y among the Saxons above 60 years belore tlie Norman
conqticb't. But, besides this gi-neral hccnce iVoiii the king as lord

paramount of the khigdoni, it was also re(|uisite, whenever there

was a mesne or interniediale lonl between the king and the alienor,

to outain his licence also (upon the same t'eodal principles) for Hie

alienation of the specific land. And if no such licence was ob-

tained, the king or other lord might respectively enter on the lands

so alienated in mortiiiain, us a forteilnw . The necessity of this

licence from the crown was acUnoM ledged by llie coiistitntions of

Clarendon, in resjx'cl of advowsmri, which the monks always

e.reatly coveted, as being (he groiiiicUv(jrk of siibse([iieiit appropri-

ations. Yet such were die inllueiice and ingenuity of the clergy,

(that notwitlistanding this liiii(i;im.-iilal piinciple) the largest and
ttiost considerable donations of relig'ons houses ha|)|)ened within

less than two centuries after the conipicst. And (when a licence

could not be obtained) their contri'Miice seems to have been this:

that as the forfeiture for such alienations accrued in the lirst place

to the immediate lord of the fee, the tenant who meant to alienate

first conveyed his lands to the religions house, and instantly to(A
them back again to hold as tenant to the monastery; which kind
of instantaneous seisin was probably hekl not to occasion any for-

feiture : and then, by pretext of some other forfeiture, surrender,

or escheat, the society entercil into those lands in right of such
their newly acquired seigniorv, as immediate lords of the fee- Hut
when these donations began to grow numerous, it was observed
that the feodal services, ordained for the defence of the kingdom,
Avere every day visibly witlidiawn ; that the circulation of laiuled

property from man to man began to stagnate ; and that the lords

were curtailed of the frutt> of their seigniories, their escheats, ward-
ships, reliefs, and the like; and therefore, in order to prevent this,

it was ordained iiy the second of King Henry Ill's, great charters,

and afterwards by that printed in our common statute-books, that

all such attempts should be void, and the land forfeited to the lord
of the fee. But as this prohibition extended only to religious

houses, bishops and other sole corporations were not included
therein ; and the aggregate ecclesiastical bodies (who. Sir EdwartI
Coke observes, in this were to be commended, that they ever had
of their counsel the best learned men that they could get) found
many means to creep out of this statute, by buying in lands that

were bona hde Iiolden of themselves as lords "of the fee, and therebv
evading the forfeiture; or by taking long leases for years, which
lirst introduced those extensive terms for a thousand or more years,

which are now so Ireqnent in conveyances. This |)rodnced the
statute de rcligiosis, 7 Edward 1.: which provided, that no
person, religious or other whatsoever, should bnv, or sell, or re-

ceive, under pretence of a gift, or term of years, or aiiv other title

whatsoever, imr should by any art or inj-;nuity appropriate to

himsell, any kinds or tenements in mortmain ; upon pain that the
immediate lord of the fee, or, on his default tor one year, the
lords paramount, and, in detault of all of them, the king, might
cut ei thereon as a forfeilure. This seemed to be a suflicient se-

curity against all alienations in moitmaui: but as these statutes

pxtendecl only to gifts and conveyances between the parties, the
religious houses now began to set up a (ictitlous title to the land,
which it was intended they should have, and lo bring an action to
recover it against the tenant; who by fraud and collusion,
made no deience, and therebv judgement was given for the
religious house, which then recovered the land bv a sentence of
iiw upon a supposed prior title. And thus they had the honour
of inventing those liclitious adjudications of the right, which
are since Lecome the great assurance of the kinud'om, under
the name of common recoveiies. But upon this the statute uf
Westminster the second, 13 Edw. 1. c. 32, enacted, thatinsiuh
rases a jury shall try the true right of the demandants or plainlilfs

to the land; and if the religious house or corporation be toun.l lo
have it, they shall still recover seisin : otherwise it shall be for-

feited to the immediate lord of the fee, or else to the next lord,
and finally to the king, upon the immediate or other lords default.
And the like provision was made by the succeeding cha|>ter, in

case the tenants set up crosses upon their lands (the badges of
Jcnights templars and hospitallers) in order to protect them from
the feudal demands of ti.eir lords, by virtue of the privileges of
those religious and military orders. And so careful was this jiro-

vident prmce to prevent any future evasions, that when the statute

of quia emi)tores, IS Edward 1. abolished all subinfeudations, and
gave liberty for all men to alienate their lands to be holden of
llieir next immediate lord, a proviso was inserted that this should
not extend to authorise any kind of alienation hi mort'.nain. And
when afterwards the method of obtaining the king's licence bv
writ of ad quod damnum was marked out by the statute 27 Edw. 1.

St. '.?, it was farther |)rovided by statute 34 Edw. I. st. 5, that no
such licence should be effectual without the consent of the mesne
or intermediate lords. Yet still it was difficult to set bounds to

ecclesiastical ingenuity : for when they were driven out of all their

former holds, they devised a new method of conveyance, b) which
the lands were granted, not to themselves directly, but to nominal
feotiees lo the use of the religious houses; thus distinguishing be-

tween the possession and the use, and receiving the actual profits,

while the seisin of the land remained in the nominal feoflee ; who
was held by the courts of equity (then under the direction of the
clergy) to be bound in conscience to account to his cestuy que
use for the rents and emoluments of the estate. And it is to these
inventions thai our practisers are ijidebted for the introduction of
Uses and trusts, the foundation of modern conveyancing. But,
unlortunately for the inventors themselves, they did not long en-
joy the advantage of their new device ; for the statute I j Kichard
II. c. J, enacts, that the kinds which had been so purchased to

uses should be admortised by licence from the crown, or else be
sold to private persons; and that for the future uses shall be sub-
ject to the statutes of mortmain, and forfeitable like the lands them-
selves. And whereas the statutes had been eluded by purchasing
large tracts of land adjoining lo churches, and consecrating them
by the name of church-yards, such subtile imagination is also de-
clared to be within the compass of the statutes of mortmain. And
civil or lay corporations, as well as ecclesiastical, are also declared
to be within the mischief, and of course within the remedy pro-
vided, by those salutary law,. And lastly, an during the times of
popery lands were frequently given to superstitious uses, though
not to any corporate bodies ; or were made liable In the hands of
heirs and devisees to the charge of obits, chauntries, and the like,

which were e(|ually pernicious in a well-governed state as actual
alienations in niortnain ; therefore at the dawn of the Keformation,
the staUite 23 Hen. Vni. c. 10, declares, that all future grants of
lands for any of the purposes aforesaid, if granted for any longer
Irrm than twenty years, shall be void. But, during all this time,
it was in the power of the crown, by granting a licence of mort-
main, to remit the forleilure, solar as related In its own rights;

and to (liable any spiritual or other corporation to" purchase and
hold any lands or tenements in perpetuity; which prerogative is

declared and confirmed by the statute IS Edw. ill. st. 3. c. 3.

But as doubts were conceived at the time cf the Revolution how
far such licence was valid, since tiie king had no power to dispense
with the statutes of mortmain by a clause of iion o'jstantc, which
was the usual course, tliongh it seems lo have been unnecessary;
and as, by the gradual declension of mesne seignories through the
long operation of the statute of quia.emptores, the rights of'inter-

medale lords were reduced to a very small compass; it was,
tlicielore, provided by the statute 7 and 8 VV. HI. c. 37, that the
crown for the future at its own discretion may grant licences to
alienate or lake in mortmain, of whomsoever the tenements may
be holden. Alter the dissolution of monasteries under Henry
VI II. though the policy of the next popish successor affected to
grant a security to llie possessors ot abbey -lands, yet, in order to

regain so much of them as either llie zeal or timidity of their

owners might induce them to part with, thestalutcs of mortmain
w eie suspended for tw enly \ ears by Hie statute of 1 and 2 P. and
M. c. S, and during that lime any lands or tenementsw ere allowed
lo be granteil lo any spiritual corporation without any licence
whatsoever. And lonij afterwards, for a much belter purpose,. the
augmeutation of ])Oor livings, it was enacted by the ftilnle 17 Car.
II. c. 3, that approprialors may annex the great tithes to the vi-

carages ; and that all benefices under 100/. per annum maybe
augmented by the purchase of lands, without licence of mortmain
in either case ; and the like provision hath been since made in

favour of the governors of Queen Anne's bounty. It hath also
been held, that the statute 23 Henry VIII. before mentioned, did
not extend to any thing but superstitious uses; and that, therefore,

a man may give lands for the maintenance of a school, an hospital,
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or any other charitable uses. But as it Was apprclieiKk-d from re-

cent experieice, that persons on llieir dcath-l)eds might make
Jarge and improvident dispositioni even for these good purposes,

and defeat the political ends of the statutes of mortmain; it is

therefore enacted by the statute 9 Geo. II. c. 36, that no lands or

tenements, or money to be laid out thereon, shall be given for, or

charged with, any charitable u>es whatsoever, unless by deed in-

dented, executed in the presence of two witnesses twelve calendar-

months before the death of the donor, and enrolled in the court of

chancery within six montlis after its execution (except stocks in

the public funds, whit h may be transferred within six months pre-

vious to the donor's death), and unless such gift be made to lake

efT!ect immediately, and be without power of revocation ; and that

all other gifts shall be void. The two universities, their colleges

and their scholars upon the foundation of the colleges of Eton,
Winchester, and Westminster, are excepted out of tliis act; but
Such exemption was granteilwith this proviso, (hat no college shall

be at liberty to purchase more advowsons than are equal in num-
ber to one moiety of the fellows or students upon the respective
foundations.

MORTUARY, \jmovtunrium, Lat.] in Ia\i', a sort of ecclesias-

tical heriot, being a customary gift claimed by, and due to, the
minister in very many parishes on the death of his ]>arishiotlers.

See PIeriot. They seem originally to have been only a volun-
tary bequest to the church; being intended, as Lyndevvode in-

forms us, from a constitution of Archbishop l.anghani, as a kind of

expiation and amends to the clergy for the personal lillies, and
other ecclesiastical duties, which the laity in their life-time miglit

Iiave neglected or forgotten to pay. For this purpose, after the
lord's heriot or best good was taken out, the second best chattel

was reserved to the churcli as a mortuary. And therefore in the
laws of king Canute, this mortuary is called soid-scol, or symbo-
llini animx.
MORVIEDRO, a town of Spain, in Valencia, 13 miles N. E.

of Valencia. Lon. 0. lO. E. Lat. 39. 3S. N.
MORUS, the Mulbehry-Tkee; a genus of the tetrandria

order, and monoecia class of plants ; natural order, Scabrida?.

The male calyx is quadripartite ; corolla none ; the female calyx
tetraphyllous ; no corolla; styles two: calyx becoming a berry,
with one seed. There are seven species.

M. Alba, the White Mulberry-tree, rises with an upright
trunk, branching twenty or thirty feet higli

; garjii^hed with large,

oblique, heart-shaped, smooth, 'ligiit-green, %hiuing leaves, and
mona-cious liow«:rs, succeeded by pale-wliitish fruit. 'Ihere is a
variety with purplish fruit. Mnfberry-ti-ees are noted for their

leaves aflbrding the principal food of that valuable insect the silk-

worm. See MuLKEERY. Tlie leaves of the alba are preferred for

this purpose in Europe; but in China, where tlie best silk is made,
the worms are said to be fed with those of the niorus tartarica.

The advantages or white mulberry-trees are not confined to the
nourishment of worms: they may be cut every three or four years
like sallows and poplar-tree's, to make faggots ; and the sheep eat
their leaves in winter. This kind of food, of which liiey are ex-
tremely fond, is very nourisliing; it gives a delicacy to the flesh,

and a Imeness and beauty to the wool. In sliort, in every climate,
and in most fields, it might be proper, as is the case in'Spaia, to

wait for ilie first hoar-frost shaking off the leaves, which" are ga-
thered and placed to dry in slieds or cart-houses, taking care
always to stir them from time to tiuje, In Spain, tlio sheep arc
fed o"n these leaves during the cold and frosts. By this method no
injury is done to the mulberries, wliicli produce leaves every vear;
and it is thought that the beauty and fineness of the Spanish wool
is in a great measure owing to tlie use of this kind of food. F'rom
these, considerations M. Bourgeois infers, that even in countries
where, from the nature of tlie climate, the scarcity of workmen,
and the high price of labour, or any other particular causes, silk-

worms could not be raised to anv advantage, the cultivation of
mulberry-irees ought not to be neglected. The fruit of tiie white
mulberr) baa a sweetish and very insiisid taste. Birds, however,
are very fond of it ; and it is rcmarkeit that those which have been
fed with such fruit ailbrd excellent nieat.

M. PAfVRUERA, the Pai'F.r Mulberry-tree of Japan,
grows twenty or thirty feet high ; having large palmated leaves,
Bome trilobate, others quin<|uelobed : and monoecious flowers,
succeeded by small black fruit. This species has its name from
VOL. 111.—HO. li>0.

the paper chiefly used by the Japanese being made of the bark of
its branches. The leaves also serve for food to the silk-worm, and
it is cultivated with success in I'rance. It thrives best in sandy
soils, grows faster than the common mulberry, and at the same
time is not injured by tlie cold. M. De la Bouviere affirms that

he jirocured a beautiful vegetable silk from llie bark of the young
branches of this species which he cut while the tree was in sap,

and afterwarils beat ;ind steeped.

M. Tartarica, the Tartarian Mulberry, has ovate oblong
leaves equal on both sides, and ecpially serrated. It abounds on
tlie banks of the Wolga and the Tanais.

MOSAIC LAW, or the LAW OF MOSES, the most ancient
system of law that we know of in the world. It is of three kinds ;

the moral law, the ceremonial law, and the judicial law. The
diflVrent manner in wliich each of these was delivered may, per-
haps, suggest a right idea of their dilfeienl nutuies. Tlie moral
law, or ten commandments, for instance, was delivered on the top
of the mountain, in the face of the world, ?s being of universal in-

fluence, and obligatory on all mankind. T he ceremonial was re-

ceived by Moses in private in the t;ibcrnacle, as being of peculiar
concern, belonging to the Jews only, and destined to cease wiien
tlie tabernacle was down, and the vail of the temple rent. As to
tile judicial law, it was neither so publicly nor so audibly given as

the moral law, nor yet so privately ns tl.e ceremonial ; this kind
ot law being of an indifferent nature, to be observed or not ob-
served, as its rites suitwitli the place and government under which
we live. The five books of Moses, called the Ptntateucii, are
frequently styled, by way of eniplwsis, the Law. Tliis was held
by the Jews in such veneration, that they would not allow it to be
laid upon the bed of any sick person, 'lest it should be polluted
by touching the dead.
Mosaic Law, Harmony of the, with References to

THOSE Parts of the Pentateuch where the respective
Laws occur.—Class I. The Moral Law written on liielwo T;i-
bles, containing the Ten Comnianchnents, Exod. xx. 3— 17. Deut.
V. 7—21.—The sum of both tables. Lev. xix. 18. Deut. vi. 5.

—

Class II. Tiie Ceremonial Law may be reduced to the following
heads, viz. Of tlie holy place, Ex. xx. Lev. xvii. Deut. xii.—Of
the matter and structure of the tabernacle, Ex. xxv. xxvi. xxvii.
XXXV—Of tlie instruments for it, viz. The laver of brass, Ex. xxx,
—The altar of hurnt-ollVring, Ex. xxvii.—The altar of incense,
Ex. xxx—The candlestick of pure gold, Ex. xxv.—The table of
shew-bread, Ex. xxv. xxvi.—Of the priests and their vestivents,

Ex. xxviii—Of the choosing of the Levites, Num. .xviii, 3, 8.^

—

Of the priest's oflice in general, Num. iii. xviii.—Of thcirjafTice in

teaching. Lev. xix. 10. 'Deut. xviii. Vi, 17,31.—Of their oiiico
in blessing, Num. vi.—Of their office in ofi'ering ; which function
largely spreading itself, is divided into these heads, viz. What the
sacrifice ought to be. Lev. xxii. Deut.xv, xvii.—Of the continual
fire, Lev. vi.—Of the manner of burnt-olVerings, Lev. vi. vii.—Of
the manlier of the peace-offerings, Lev. iii. vH.—Of the manner of
the sacrifices, according to their several kinds, viz. For sin com-
mitted through ignorance ol' the law, Lev. iv. Num. v.—Through
ignorance of the lact. Lev. v. vii.—Wittingly, yet not through im-
piety. Lev. vi. Num. v.—The special law' of sacrifices for sin.
Lev. vi. vii.—Of things belonging to the sacrifices. Lev. ii. vi. vii.

Num. iv. V.—Of the sliew-bread. Lev. xxiv.—Of the lamps, Ex.
xxvii. Lev. xxiv. Num. viii.—Of the sweet incense, Ex. xxx.

—

Of the consecration of tlie high-priests and other priests, Ex. xxix,
xxx. Lev. vi. viii.—Of the consecration and office of the Lc-
vites. Num. viii.—Of the dwelling of the Levites, Num. xxxv.

—

Of Uie mounting of the altar, and all the instruments of the ta-

bernacle, Ex. xxix. xxx.—Of the continual daily sacrifices, Ex.
.xxix. Num. xxviii. Of the continual Sahbath-d.ay'ssacrifice, Num.
xxviii.—Of the solemn sacrifice for feast-davs, which wcrediverse,
and had particular rites, distinguished into these, viz. Of trumpets.
Num. X.—Of the beginning of months. Num. xxviii.—Of the
three most solemn feasts in general, Ex. xxiii. xxxiv. Lev. xxiii.

Deut. xvi.—Of the feast of tlic passovcr, Ex. xii. xiii. Lev.
xxiii. Num. ix. xxviii. Deut. xvi.—Of pentecost, Ex. xxiii. xxiv.
Lev. xxiii. Num. xxviii. Deut. xvi.—Of t:i!iernacles, Ex. xxiii,
xxxiv. Lev. xxiii. Num. xxix. Dout. xvi.->-Of blowing the trum
pets. Lev, xxiii. Nuni xxix.— Of expiation. Ex. xxx. Lev. xvi.
xxi'i. Num. xxix.—Of the first-fruits, Ex. xxii. xxiii. xxxiv. Lev]
ii. Num. XV. Deut. xxvi.—Of tythcs. Lev, xxi. Num. .wiii. Deut.
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xii. xiv. xxvi.—Of fruits growing and not eaten of, Lev. xix.

—

Of the fustboin, Ex. xiii. xxii. .\xxiv. Deut. xv.—Of tlie sab-

batical year, Ex. xxiii. Lev. xxv.—Of the jear of Jubilee, Lev.
x.\v.—Of vows in general, Lev. xxvii, Num. xxx. Deut. xiii.

—

Of those who ought not to make vows. Num. xxx.—Of tilings not

•>obe vovveii, Lev. xxvii. Diut. xxiii.—Of redemption of vows,

Lev. x.wii.—Of the vows of tile Na,!arifes, Num. vi.—Of the laws

proper for the priests, viz. Of pollutions. Lev. xxii.—Of the liigli-

priest's mourning, Lev. x.\i.—Of liisniairiage. Lev. xxi.—Of llie

mourning of the ordinary priests, Lev. xxi.— Of their marriage,
Lev. xxi.—Of tlicir prohibition from wine, &c. Lev. x.—Of sanc-

tilied meats. Lev. vi. xvii. xix. xx. Num. v. xviii. Deut. xii. xv.

xviii.—Of the office of the Levites, viz. Teaching, Deut. xvii.

xxvii. xxxi.—Offering, Num. iii. iv. xviii. Deut. x.—Other pro-

miscuous ceremonial laws, viz. of uiicleanncss in general. Lev. xv.

xix. Num. V.—Of uncleanness in meals, viz. Of blood. Gen. ix.

Kx. xxiii. Lev. vii. xvii. xix. Deut. xii.'—Of fat. Lev. iii. vii.

—

Of dead carcases, Ex. xxii. Lev. xvii. Deut. xiv.—Other meats,

and diverse living creatures. Lev. xi. xx. Deut. xiv.—Of unclean-

ness in the issue of seed and blood. Lev. xv. Deut. xxiii.—In

the dead bodies of men, Num. xi.\.— In the leprosy. Lev. xiii.

xiv. Num. V.—Of circumciaion, Gen. xvii. Lev. xii.—Of the wa-
ter of expiation. Num. xix.—Of the mourning of the Israelites,

Lev. xix. Deut. xiv.—Of^ mixtures. Lev. xix. Deut. xiv.—Of
their garments, and writing the law privately. Num. xv. Deut. vi.

xi. x.\;i.—Of)Oung birils not to be taken with the dam, Deut.
x\ii.—Of tlieir paldle-staves, Deut. xxiii.

—

Class III. The Po-
litical Law. The Magistrate being the Keeper of the Precepts of

both Tables, and to have respect to human Society, the Political

Laws of the hraeliles are referred to both the Tables, and reduced
to the several Precepts of the Moral Law.—Laws referred to the

IJrst and' second commandments, viz. of idolaters and apostates,

]''x. xxii. Lev. XX. Deut. xiii. xvii.—Of abolishing idolatry, Ex.
xxiii. xxiv. Num. xxxiii. Deut. vii. xii.—Of diviners and false

prophets, Ex. xxii. Num. xix. xx. Deut. xviii.—Of covenants
witii other gods, Ex. xxiii. xxxiv. Deut. vii.—To the third com-
mandment, viz. of blasphemie;. Lev. xxiv. Num. .xv.—To tlie

fourth commandment, viz. Of breaking the Sabb.ilh, Ex. xxxi.

xxxv. Num. XV.—To the tiflh commandment, viz. Of magistrates

and Ihoir authority, Ex. xviii. xx.\. Num. xi. Deut. i. xiii. xvii.

—

To the sixth commandment, viz. Of capital punibhments, Deut.
x\l. xxiv.—Of wilful murder, Ex. xxi. Lev. xxiv. Num. xxxv.
Deut. xix.—Of manslaughter unwittingly committed, and of the

cities of refuge, Ex. xxi. Num. xxxv. Deut xix. xxi. xxii.—Of
heinous injury, Ex. xxi. Lev. xxiv. Deut. xxv.—Of punishments
not capital, Deut. xxv.—Of the law of war, Deut. xxv.—To the

seventh commandment, viz. of unlawful marriages. Lev. xviii. xx.

]5eut. vii. xxi.—Of fornication. Lev. xix. Deut. xxiii.—Of seduc-

tion of a maid, Exod. xxi. xxii.—Of whoredom, Exod. xxii.

Lev. xxi. Deut. xxii—Of adultery and jealousy, Lev. xix.

XX.—Of copulation, against nature, Ex. xxii. Lev. xviii. xx.

—Of divorcements. Dent xxiv.—Other matrimonial laws, Ex.
xxi. Lev. xviii. xx. Deut. xxi. xxii. xxiv. xxv.—To-the 8lh

commandment, viz. Of the punishment of thefts, Ex. xxii.

Num. V.—Of sacrilege, Joshua vii.—Of not injuring strangers,

Ex. xxii. xxiik Lev. xix. Deut. x.—Of not defrauding hire-

lings. Lev. xix. Deut. xvi. xxv.—Of just weights, I^ev. xix.

Deut. xxv.—Of removing land-marks, Deut. xix.—Of lost goods,

Ex. xxii.—Of strayed c.ittle, Ex. xxii. xxiii. Deut xxii.—Of
corrupted judgements, Ex. xxiii. Lev. xix. Deut. xvi. xxiv.

—Of fire breaking out by chance, Ex. xxii.—Of man-stealing,

Deut. xxiv.—Of the fugitive servant, ]3eut. x.;iii.—Of gatherin^g

iVuits, Lev. xix. xxiii. Deut. xxiii. xxiv.—Of contracts, viz. Bor-
rosving, Deut XV.—Of the pledge, Ex. xxii. Deut. xxiv.—Of
usury. Ex. xxii. Lev. xxv. Deut. xxiii.—Of selling, Ex. xxi. Lev.
nxv. Deul. XV.—Of things lent, Ex. xxii.—Of things committed
to be ke])t, Ex. xxii.—Of heirs. Num. x'xvii.—To the 9th com-
mandment, viz. Of witnesses. Lev. v. Deut. xvii. xix.—The esta-

blishing llie political law, Deut. iv.—The establishing the divine

law in general, Deut. vi. xi. xxix. xxx. xxxi.^From the dignity of

the lawgiver. Lev. xix. xx. xxvii. Nmn. xv. Deut. iv. v. vi. vii.

viii. X. xxvi. xxvii.-^Froin tlie excellency of the laws, Deut. iv.

, xxvi.—From the promises, £x. xv. xix. xxiii. xxiv. Lev. xviii.

.vxvi. Deut. iv. v. vi. vii. x. xi. xii. xxviii.—From the threateiiings,

Ei, xxiii. Lev. xxvi. Deut. iv. vii. xi. ,\svii. xxviii. xxi.x. xxx.

Mosaic Work, is an assemblage of little pieces of glass, mar-
ble, precious stones, &c. of various colours', cut square, and ce-
mented on a ground of stucco, in such a manner as to imitate the
colours and gradations of painting. The critics are divided as to
the origin and reason of the name. Some derive it from mosai-
ciim, a conuption of musaicmn, as that is of musiviim, as it was
called among the llomans. Scaliger derives it from the Greek
IA<i(7a, and imagines the name was given to this sort Of works a?
being very line and ingenious. Nebricensis is of opinion it was
so called, because ex illis picturis ornabantur musea.
Mosaic Work of Glass, Method of Performing. Pro-

vide little pieces of glass, of as many dit7erent colours and sizes as

possible. To apply these several pieces, and out of them to form
a picture, first procure a cartoon or design to be drawn ; this is

(raiisferred to the ground or plaster by calking, as in painting in

fresco. See Fresco. As this plaster is to be laid thick on the
wall, and therefore will continue fresh and soft a considerable time,
so there may be enough prepared at once to serve for as much
work as will lake up three or four days. This plaster is composed
of lime made of hard stone, with brick-dust verv fine, gmn-lraga-
canth, and whites of eggs: when this plaster has been thus pre-

Cared and laid on the wall, and made tlie design of what is to

e represented, they take out the little pieces of glass with a pair
of plyers, and range them one after another, still keeping strictly

to the liglit, shadow, dilferent feints, and colours, represented in

the design before; pressing or iiatting them down with a ruler,

which serves both to sink them within the ground, and to render
the surface even. Thus, in a long time, and vvit+i a great deal of
labour, they finish the work, which is still the more beautiful, as

tlie pieces of glass aremore uniform, and ranged at an even height.

Some of these pieces of mosaic work are performed with that ex-
actness, that they appear as smooth as a table of marble, and as

finished and masterly as a painting in fresco ; with this advantage,
that they have a line lustre, and will last for ages. The finest

works of this kind that have remained till our time, and by which
the moderns have retrieved the art, which was in a manner lost, are

those in the church of St. Agnes, foimerly the temple of Bacchus
at Rome ; and some at Pisa, Florence, and other cities of Italy'.

The most esteemed among the works of the moderns are those of
Joseph Pine and the Chevalier Lanfranc, in the church of St. Pe^
ter at Rome; there are also very good ones at Venice.

Mosaic Work OF Gypsum, .Method of Performing. Of
this stone calcined in a kiln, beaten in a mortar, and sifted, thfe

French workmen make a sort of artificial marbles, imitating pre-

cious stones; and of these they compose a kind of mosaic work,
which does not come far short either of the durableness or the vi-

vacity of the natural stones ; and which besides has this advantagej

that it admits of continued pieces or paintings of entire compartf-

ments, without any visible joining. Some make the ground of
plaster of Paris, others of free-stone. If it be of plaster of Paris,

they spread it in a wooden frame, of the length and breadth of the

work intended, and in thickness about an inch and a half. This
frame is so contrived, that the tenons being only joined to the

mortises by the single pins, they may be taken asunder, and the

frame be dismounted when the plaster is dry. The frame is co-

vered en one side with a strong linen-cloth, nailed all round

;

which, being placed horizontally with the linen at the bottom, is

filled with plaster passed through a wide sieve. When tlie plaster

is half dry, the frame is set up peipemlicularly, and left till it is

quite dry ; then it is taken out, by taking the frame to pieces. In
this mosaic, the ground is the most important part. Now in order

to the prejiaration of this sifted gypsum, which is to be applied on
this ground, it is dissolved and boiled in the best English glue,

and mixed with the colour that it is to be of ; then the whole is

worked up together into the usual consistence of plaster, and then
is taken and spread on the ground five or si.x inches thick. If the

work be such, as that mouldings are required, they are formetl

with gouges and crther instruments'." It is on this plaster, thus co-

loured like marble or precious stone, and which is to serve as a
ground to a work, either of lapis, agate, alabaster, or the-like, that

tiie design to be re))rejentcd is drawn ; having been lirst pounced
orcak]ued. To hollow or impress the design, they use the sairfe

instruments that sculptors do; the ground whereon they are to

work not being much less hard than the marble itself. The cavi-

ties being thus made in the ground, are filled with the same gyp-
sitja
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Mim boiled iiigUio, only dilfcrently coloureJ, and thus aie the dif-

ferent coloui-s of the original represented. In order that the ne-

lessary colours and teints may he ready at hand, the cjiiantilies of

the gypsum are tempered with the several colours in pots. After

the design has been thus filled and rendered visible, by half-

polishing itwith brick and soft stone, they go over it again, cutting

such places as are either tu lie weaker or more shadowed, and hll-

ing them with gypsum ; which work they repeat till all the colours

beuig added one alter the other, represent the original to the life.

"When the work is finished, they scorn- it with soft stone, sand, and

water ; after that, with a pumice-stone ; and in the last place po-

lish it with a wooden mullet and emery. Lastly, they gave it a

lustre, by smearing it o\erwitli oil, and rubbing it a long time

with the "pahn of tiie hand, which gives it a lustre no ways inferior

to that of natural marble.

Mosaic Work of Marble, Method of Performing. The
ground of mosaic works, wholly nnrble, is usually a massive mar-

bfe, either white or black. On this ground the design is cut with

a chisel, aiter it has been fir-t calked. After it has been cut of a

considerable depth, i. f. an inch or more, the cavities are filled up
with marble of a proper colour, first fashioned according to the

design, and reduced to the thickness of the indentures with various

instruments. To make the piece thus inserted into the indentures

cleave fast, whose several colours are to imitate those of the design,

they use a stucco, composed of lime and marble-dust; or a kind

of mastic, which is prepared by each workman, after a manner
peculiar to himself. The figures being marked out, the painter or

sculptor draws with a pencil the colours of the figures not deter-

itiined by the ground, I'nd in the same manner makes strokes or

hatchings in the place where shadows are to be: and after he has

engraven with the chisel all the strokes thus drav;n, he fills them
up with a black mastic, composed partly of Burgundy pitch pour-

ed on hot; taking off afterwards what is superfiuous with a piece

of soft stone or brick, whicli, togetlier with water and beaten ce^

mcnt, takes away the mastic, polishes the marble, and renders the

whole so even that one would imagine it only consisted of one

piece. This kind of mosaic work is used in large works, as the

pavements of churches, basiliscs, and palaces, and in the veneering

of tlieir w.alls. It is seen in the pompous church of the invalids at

Pai'is, and the fine chapel at Versailles, with which some entire

apartments of the palace are incrustated.

Mosaic Work of Precious Stones, Method of Perform-
llfG. For this purpose, other and finer instruments are required

than those used in marble; as drills, wheels, &c. used by lapida-

ries, and engravers on stone. As none but the richest marbles

and stones enter this work, to make them go the farther, they are

sawn into the thinnest leaves imaginable, scarcely exceeding half a

line in thickness; the block to be sawn is fastened firmly with

cords on the bench, and only raised a little on a piece of wood,
one or two inches high. Two iron-pins, which are on one side

the block/ and which serve to fasten it, are put into a vice con-

trived for the purpose; and with a kind of saw or bow, made of

fine brass-w-ire, bent on a piece of spongy wood, together with

emery steeped in water, the leaf is gradually fashioned by follow-

ing tfic stroke of the (lesign, maiie on paper and glued on the

piece. When there are pieces enough fastened to form an entire

llower, or some other part of the design, they are applied to tlie

ground. The ground which supports this mosaic work is nsuallv

of free-stone. The matter with which the stones are joined toge-'

ther is a mastic, or kind of stucco, laid very thin on the leaves as

they are fashioned ; and this being done, the leaves are applied
with plycrs. If any contour, or side of a leaf, be not either squar-

ed or rounded sulficiently, so as to fit the place exactly into which
it is to be inserted, when it is too large, it is to be brought down
with a brass-file or rasp ; and if it be too little, it is managed with
a drill and other instruments used by lapidaries. This kind of mo-
saic work is only used in small works, as ornaments for altar-

pieces, and tables for rich cabinets, precious stones being so
very dear.

Mosaic Works of the Feathers of Birds. X:c. In Clavige-
To's history of Me\ico is described a curious kind of mosaic work
made by {he ancient Mexicans of the most delicate and beautiful

feathers of birds. They raised fof this purpose various species

of birds of fine plumage w ith ivhich that country abounds, not only
She palaces of the king, wh.ere tlierevvere all s'orts cf animals, but

likewise in private houses : and at certain seasons tliey carried off

their feathers to make use of them on this kind of work, or to sell

them at market. They set a high value on the feathers of those
wonderful little birds which they call Iluitzitzilin and the Spa-
niards Picafloras, on account of the smallness, the fineness, and
the various colours, of them. In these and other beautiful ijirds

nature sujiplied them with all the colours which art can produce,
and also some which art cannot imitate. At the undertaking of

every mosaic work several artists assembled: After having agreed
u|)on a design, and taken their measures and proi)ortions, each
artist charged himself with the execution of a certain part of the

im.ige, and exerted himself so diligently in it with such jiatience

and application, that he frequently sjient a whole <lay in adjusting

a feather; first trying one, then another, viewing it sometimes
oneway, then another, until he found one which gave his part

that ideal perfection proposed to be attained. When the part
which each artist undertook was done, they assembled again

to form the entire image from them. If any part was acci-

dentally deranged, it was wrought again until it was perfectly

finished. They laid hold of the feathers with small pincers, that

they might not do them the least injury, and pasted them on the
cloth with tzauhtli, or some other glutinous "matter : then they
united all the parts upon a little table, or a plate of copper, and
flattened them softly, until they left the surface of the image so

equal and smooth that it appeared to be the work of a pencil.

These were the images so much celebrated by the Spaniards and
other European nations. Whoever beiield them was at a loss

whether to praise most the life and beauty of the natural colours,

or the dexterity of llie artist and the ingenious disposition of art.

"These images (says Acosta) are deservedly admired ; for it is

wonderful how it was possible, with the feathers of birds, to exe-
cute works so fine and so equal, that they appear the peiform-

ance of the pencil ; and what neither the pencil nor the colours in

painting can effect, they have, when viewed from a side, an
appeai-ance so lively, beautiful, and animated. Some Indians, who
are able artists, copy whatever is painted with a pencil so perfectly

with plumage, that they rival tlie best painters of Spain." These
works of feathers were even so highly esteemed by the Mexicans
as to be valued more than gold. Cortes, Bernal Diaz, Gomara,
Torquemada, and all the other historians who saw them, were
at a loss for expressions sufficient to praise their perfection. Seve-'

i-al works of this kind, our author says, are still preserved in the
museums of Europe, and many in Mexico; but few, he appre-
hends, belong to the l6th century, and still fewer, if any, are of
those made before the conquest. The mosaic works also which
the Mexicans made of broken shells were extremely cwious; this

art is still practised in Guatimala.
MOSAMBIQUE, a kingdom of Africa lying S. ofQuiloa.
MosAMBiQUE, the capital of the above kingdom, is situated

on an island, at the mouth of a river both of the same name. The
island is 30 miles in circumference, and very populous, though
the air is said to be very hot, and the soil in general dry, sandy,

and barren; yet they have luost of the tropical fruits with black

cattle, hogs, and sheep; There is a kind of fowls here, both

the feathers and flesh of which are black, insomuch that, when
they are boiled, the broth looks like ink ; and yet their flesh is very
delicate and good. The town of Mosambique is regularly forti-

fied, and has a good harbour, defended by a citadel, with several

churches and monasteries. The Portuguese shipi)ing to and from
India touch here for refreshments^ Lon. 40. 10. E. Lat. 15,

5. S.

iMOSCHATEI,. See Adoxia.
MOSCHUS, a Grecian poet of antiquity, usually coupled with

Bion. They were both contemporaries with Theocritus. In the

time of the latter Grecians, all the ancient Idylliums were collect-

ed and attributed to Theocritus: but the claims of Moschus and
Bion have been admitted to some few little pieces. All that is

known about them is collected from their ow rr remains. Moschus,
by composing his delicate elegy on Bion, has given the best in e-

niorials of Bion's life. Moschus and Theocritus liave by some
critics been supposed the same person ; but there are irrefragable

evidences against it ; others will have him as well as Bion to liavo

I
lived later than Theocritus, upon the authority of Suidas : while
others again suppose him to have been the scholar of Bion, anO
probably his buscc'ssor in governing the poetic- fchcol", which,

from
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from the elegy of Moschus, does not seem unlikely. Their

remains are to be found in all the editions of tlie PoetM Minores

Grsci.
Moschus, in zoology, a genus of the class mammalia, and

order pecora. No horns ; eight small cutting tcctli in the lower jnw ;

in the upper, no fore-teeth, but two long tusks, one ou each

side, projecting out of the mouth. Six species have been noticed.

M. Amrricanus, or the Brasilian Musk, is of a reddisli

brown colour, with a black muzzle and white throat, and scarcely

BO large as a roe-buck, 'i he fur is soft and sliort ; the colour of

(he head and upper part of the neck is dark brown ; the lower

part of the neck and throat are white ; tlie body and limbs are red

brown ; the hind legs are longer than the fore. Tliese animals,

which inhabit Cniiana and Urasil, are exceedingly timid, active,

and swift. Numbers are often seen swinnning the rivers, and are

easily taken. The Indians hunt them, and their flesh is esteemed
then very delicate.

M. Memjnna, ortheCtvi.oN Chevrotin', is 17 inches long

from the nose to thi' rump, and of a cinereous olive colour ; the

throat, breast, and belly, are white; the sides and haunches spot-

led, and barred transversely with while; and the ears arc large

and open ; the tail is very short; and the feet have no spurious

lioofs. 'I'liey inhabit Ceylon and Java,

M. MuscHiFERt's, the Thibet Musk, lias a bag or tumour on
the belly near the navel, and a very short tail almost hid in the

lur, The length of the male is about three feet three inches from

the nose to the origin of the tail, and about two feet three inches

lligh at lliesh.oulder; the female is less than the male, has a sharper

nose, has no tusks nor nuisk.bag, and is jjrovided with two teats.

The head resembles that of the roe : the fur is coarse like that of

the animals of the deer-kind ; but setter, very smooth, erect,

plentiful, thick, and long; the colour varies according to tlie age
of the animal and time of the year; but is cliiefly blackish brown
on the upper, and hoary, seldom white, on the under parts of

the body; the hoofs are long, black, and much divided, and the

spurious hoots of tlie fore-feet are very long ; the scrotum is of a

bright red colour, and ih.e penis very small. They inhabit the

Asiatic Alps, es|)ecially the liighest "rocky mountains from the

Altic chain to tliat winch divides Thiliel fiom india ; likewise in

China and Tonquin, and in eastern Siberia;, and about lake Baikal,

ond t!ie rivers Jenisea and Argun, They avoid mankind, dwell-

ing solitarily in the most precipitous places of tiie mountains among
rocks in the small narrow valleys surrounded by these snowy hills,

and the pine-forests which grow in their interstices. They are
" verv gentle and timid animals, except in rutting time, when the

jnafes fight violently with their tuslis for the females ; they are

exceedingly active in UMping, running, climbing, and swimming,
und very dlflficultly tamecl ; 'the flesh is eatable, and that of the
younger animals delicate, See Piste C.
MOSCOW, the chief proviuce of the empire of Russia, deriv-

jng its name from the river Muscoya, or .Moskva, on whicli the

capital is situated, .It.was from this duchy (hat the czars of old

took ll'.e title of dukes of Muscovy. The province is bounded
on the N..by the liuehiesof Twere, Rostow, Susdal, and Wclo-
dimer; ont'lieS. by Uez,!r), from which it is separated by the

Occb; on the K. by tilt! principaiitv of Cachine, ;i:kI tlic'Occa

parting it from Nwi-iiovogorod ; aiut on the \V. by the duchies of

Xlxeva, Biela, and Sniolensko, It extends about 800 miles in

length, Hiid about 100 in breadth ; and is watered by the Moskva,
, Occa, and Clespni, which fall into the Wolga

; yet the soil is not

very h-rtile. Tlie air, however, though sharp, is s:iiubrious ; and
t'liseonsideratioii, with the advantage of its being situated in the

midst of the best provinces in the empire, induced the czai-s

to nmke it their chief residence, lit the W, part of Moscow is

a huge forest, w.heiice flows the celebrated river N leper, or

JUorisUiencs.

Moscow, the capital of the above province, and till tlie

beginiiinff of the !8lh century the metropolis of all Russia,

is situatenin a sp.iciou* pl.iin on the banks of the river Muscova,
MO.SiiLLE, a departsiieat of France, comprehending part of

the late province of Lorrain. When first erected, this department
was bounded on the N. by the late duchy of Luxeml)urg. M«tz
is the capital,

MosEUE, a river of Germany, now of Franco, which rises in

the mountains of Vauge in the late province of Lorrain, and, run-

ning through the departmeuts of the Vosges, Meurthe, Mo-

II

selle, Forets, and Rhine and Moselle, falls into the Rhone at Co-
blentz.

MOSES, [rwin, Heb. i. e. drawn up,] the son of Amram, and
great-grandson ot Levi, was born in the year 1571 before Christ.
Pharaoh king of Egypt, perceiving that tlie Hebrews were become
a formidable nation, had issued an edict commanding all the male-
children to be put to death. Jochebed the mother of Moses, hav-
ing, to avoid diis cruel edict, concealed her son for three months,
at length made an ark of bulrushes, daubed it with pitch, laid the
child in it, and exposed him on tlie banks of the Nile. Thermu-
thls, the king's daughter, walking by the river's side, perceived the
floating cradle, commanded it to be brought to her, and, struck
with the beauty of the child, determined to preserve his life. In
three years afterwards she adopted him for her son, called his name
Moses, and caused him to be instructed in all Uie learning of the
Egyptians. But his father and mother, to whom he was restored

by a fortunate accident, were at still greater pains to teach him the

history and religion of his fathers. Alany things are related by
historians concerning the first period of Moses's life, which are not

recorded in the Old Testament. According to Josephus and Eu-
sebius, he made war on the Ethiopians, and completely defeated

Iheni.' They add, that the city Saba, in which the enemy had
been forced to take refuge, was betrayed into his hands by the

king's daughter, wlio became deeply enamoured of him, when
she beheld from the top of the walls Ids valorous exploits at die

head of the Egyptian army. Cut the truth of this expedition

has been doubted. But from the sacred records we learn

events of much greater .importance, which commenced \n

the fortieth year of Moses's age. His leaving the court of Pha-
raoh, and visiting his oppressed brethren ; his killing one of their

oppressors and consequent flight to Midian ; his forty years resi-

dence with Jetliro, marriage wiUi his daughter Zipporah, and birth

of his son Gersliom ; his vision of the burning but unconsuined
bush ; his mission by the Almighty to Pharaoh ; his hesitation,

and the miracles wrought with his rod to encourage him ; his

meeting with liis brother Aaron ; their reception by the Eg} ptiau

Ivrant, and consequent increase of the Hebrews' tasks ; their mira-

cles wrought to convince him without elfect ; the threalenings

and execution of the ten plagues ; i. by the change of the waters

of Egypt into blood ; 2. by S'warms of frogs ; 3. of lice, and 4. of

flies ;'j. by pestilence amoiig the cattle ; G. by ulcers and fiery

biles ; 7, by a dreadful storm of tluuuUr, lightning, and hail ; 8.

bv swarms of locusts ; 9. by thick darkness; and 10. by the death

of the iirst-born ; with Pharaoh's reluctant consent to liberate the J
Hebrews, his' pursuit of them and destruction in the Red Sea, are .^
particularly recorded in Exod. ii—xx. Prolane authors, who
have written of Moses, seem to have been partly acquainteil with.

these mighty wonders. That lie performed miracles, has been al-

lowed by many, by whom he was considered as a famous magi-

cian ; and ho could .scarcely appear in any other light to men who
did not acknowledge him for the messenger of the Almighty,
Doth Diodonis and Herodotus mention the distressed slate to

which Esvpt was reduced by these terrible calamities. The sub-

sequent hlstoiy of Moses and the Israelites v;e have from the same
authentic records, Their journeyings and various encampments
in the wilderness; their battles with the Amalekites ; their arrival

at Mount Sinai; Moses's reception of the Law from the Al-

mighty; the idolatry of the people while he was on the Mount,
which made him break the tables ; their punisiiment, his receipt

of tire two tables a second time ; his illuminated apjiear.ince ori

his return'; his erection and consecration of the tabernacle, which
served instead of a temple till the building of the famous one by
Solomon; iiis consecration of Aaron and his sons, and ihel.evitg;,

to the priesthood: his theocratic government of the Hebrews, un-

der the immediate authority and direction of the Almighty, with

their repeated iiuirmurings ; his dying blessing upon ihen'i, with

ids prophecy of our Saviour ; his distant view of the promised

land from ^16unt Pisgah, and his death, are recorded, with other

important particulars, in the four fcst books of the Peataieuch.

He died without sickness or pain, in the f?Oth ve;»r of his age,

.and 1451 years before the incarnation of Jesus Christ. Moses is

incontesiabiy the author of the Pentateucli which Is atknow.

iedged to be inspired, by the Jews and by Christians of every

persuasion. Thomas Paine and others, however, have dei'ied that

Moses was the author of these books, because he alwuys epeaks of

himself in the third person. But this manner of writing is not pe^

4 culiar
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culiar to Moses ; it occurs in sc-vcral ccIebiMlcd ancient lii^toiians ;

sucti as Xt.'no|jlioii, Cxsar, Joscpluis, &c. ulio have ttuis evidenced
jiiore modesty and good sense, than somC' modern historians, \ihose

egotism is alloactlicr di^gnslinj".

iSIOSni^lM, John L.wui-.nce, an lllnstrious German divine,

born in I69j, ol' a noble tamilv, wliicli mi'^ht have opened to liis

ambition a fair i)alli to civil promotion; bnt liis zeal tor religion,

'lis thii'st after knowledge, and his taste for sacred literature, in-

duced him to devote his talents to the church. The German uni-

versities loaded him with literary honours ; the king; of Denmark
invited him to Copenhagen ; the duke of Brunswick called him
thence to llelmstadt, where lie tilled the academical chair of divi-

nity ; was made ecclesiastical counsellor to the court ; and presid-

,
ed over the seminaries of learning in W'olfenbuttle and Blnncken-
ibnrgh. To give an uncommon degree of lustre to the universitv

of Gottingen, Dr. Mosheini was placed at the bead of it, as chan-

.cellor ; and he died tliere, universally lamented, in 17J3. In

jiulgemcnt, taste, eloquence, erudition, and philosophy, be bad
.certainly very few superiors. His principal work is his " Eccle-
siastical History,'" from the birth of Christ to the beginning of the

18th century, written in Latin. It was translated into English.

and accompanicil with notes and chronological tables by Archibald
.Maclaine, D. D. 1758, in live vols, Svo.

MOSKVA, a river of Moscow, which gives name to the capi-

tal, and flows through it in a winding channel ; but, excepting in

spring, is only navigable for rafts. It receives the Yama in the

Semlainogorod, and the Neglina at the western extremitv of the
Kremlin ; the beds of both these last-mentioned rivulets arc in

summer little better than dry channels. See Moscow.
MOSQUE, \_moscliit, Turkish,] a Mohammedan temple.

Mosques are square buildings, generally constructed of stone.

Before the chief gate there is a square court paved with white mar-
ble ; and low galleries round it, whose roof is supported by mar-
ble-pillars. In these galleries the Turks wash themselves before
they go into the mosque. In each mosque there is a great num-
ber of lamps ; and between these hang many en stal rings, os-

trich's eggs, and other curiosities, which, when the lamps are light-

ed, make a fine show. As it is not lawful to enter the mosque
with stockings or shoes on, the pavements are covered with pieces

of stulf sewed together, each being wide enough to hold a row of

men kneeling, sitting, or prostrate. The women are not allowed
to enter tiie mosque, but stay in the porches without. About
every mosque there are six high towers, called minarets, each of

which has three little open galleries one above another: these

towers, as well as the mosques, are covered with lead, and adorn-

ed with gilding and other ornaments ; and thence, instead of a

bell, the people are calh'd to prayers by certain officers appointed
for that purpose. Most of the mosques have a kind of hospital

belonging to them, in uhicli travellers of what religion soever are
entertained three davs. Each mosque has also a place ctilled

tarbe, which is the burying-place of its founders ; within which
is a tomb si.\ or seven feet long, covered with green velvet or sa-

tin ; at the ends of which are two tapers, and round it several

seats for those who read the koran and pray for the »ouls of the
deceased.
MOSQUITO, or MOSKITO COUiNTRY, or MOSQUITO

SHORE, is situated in North America, between 8j° and 88° Ion.

W. and between 1J° and li"' lat. N. having the North Sea on the

N. and E. Nicaragua on the S. and Honduras on the W. '

MosQUiTos, a nation of North American Indians, who inhabit

the above country, and are so situated between morasses and inac-

cessible mountains, and a coast full of rocks and shoals; that no
attempts against them by the Spaniards, whom they mortally hale,

could ever succeed. Nevertheless, they are a mild inoffensive

people, of great morality and virtue, and will never trust a man
who has once deceived them. They have so great a veneration

for the English, that they have spontaneously put themselves and
tli^ir lands under the protection and ^'yiminion of the crown of
England. This was first done when the duke of Albemarle was
governor of Jamaica, and the king of the Moskitos received a

commission from his grace, under the sea! of that island ; since

which time they have not only been steady in theii alliance with

tlie EngUsh, but warm in their aflVctions, and very useful to them
on many occasions. When their king dies, the male heir goes to

Jamaica, to certify that he is next in blood, and- receives a com-
mission in form from the governor of Jamaica to be ting of the
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Moskitos, till which he is not acknowledged as such by his coun-
trymen. So fond are these people of evtrv tiling ihatis EngliiJi.
that they are proud of every Clu-istian n^:i'ne or surname given
them by our seamen, wlio honour tiieir chief men with the tUlei
of some ot our nobility.

MOSS, or MOSSES, in bolany. See Mi;.sci.
Moss,m lioiticulture, a diseas'e which greatly impedes the

growth of trees, ami at the same time very materially injures the
Iruit of orchards, 'i'he remeciv usnallv emploved is, to scrape ofl'
the moss with a kind of wooden knife, that will not wound the
bark or branches; or to rub them with a strong hair-cloth, imme-
diately after the heavy shower of rain. But the most efi'ectiial
method, in Mr. Bucknall's opinion, consists in washing all the
branches with soap-suds, and a bard brush, everv spring and au-
tumn. T he action of rubbing, he observes, will so far invigorate
the tree, as amply to compensate bctli the la'Donr and e>;pence :

tlie plant will not be injured by this operation, which he directs
to be performed in the same manner as a groom curries or scrub-t
the legs cf a horse. The most eflicacious preventive, however, \i
to remove the cause, by draining all superlhious moisture from the
roots ; and, when the trees are tirst planted, by placing them on
the surface of tlie ground, and raising a small mound of good fresh
mould around them. The moss, vegetating on siirubs,'&c. is of
various kinds, according tc the nature and "situation of the soiL '

if
the young branches of tr.ees be covered with long and slwggy
moss, they will speedily perish ; and can ohlv be preserved by
cutting them olT near the trunk ; or by lopping the head of the
shrub, &c. if it be found necessary ; "as it will sprout ai'ain with
increased luxuriance. In thick plantations, however, and in a
cold ground, the trees will always be covered with mois : in such
cases, they must be thinned, and the land drained, or well stirred
Where shrubs, fruit-trees, &c. are covered with moss, in conse-
quence of the soil being too dry", it will be useful to spread large
quantities of river or pond-mud about the root, and to open the
ground for the admission of the manure : such expedient will not
only cool the laud, and greatly sup|)ress the future growth o{
moss, but at the same time prevent the fruit from falling off too
early—a circumstance that frequently happens in orchards planted
in very dry soils. But, though moss be in general destructive to
the vegetation of shrubs and trees, yet, if growing only on th«
north side of their trunks, it is attencled witli considerable advan-
tage ; insomuch, tliat it serves both to shcHer them from the seve-
rity of the north winds, and also to direct the wandering traveller
in his course ; because it always points out that qiiaiaer of the
compass.
Moss is also a name given bv some to the boggy ground in

many parts of England, otherwise called a Boo, or Fen. See
these articles. In many of these grounds, as' well in Britain and
Ireland as in other parts of the world, there are found vast numbei-^
of trees standing with tlieir stumps erect, and their roots piercing
the ground in a natural posture as when growing. Many of these
trees are broken or cut off near the roots, and "lie along, and this
usually in a N. E. direction. To account for this many antliors
have resolved it into the effect of the deluge in the davs of Noali •

but this conjecture is proved false by many decisive' arcrumilits'
The waters of this deluge might indeed have washed logeiher a
great number of trees, and buried them under loads of earth ; but
then they would have Iain irregularly and at random ; whereas
they all lie lengthwise from S. \V. to Is'. E. and the roots all stand
in their natural perpendicular posture, as close as the roots of trees
in a forest. Besides, these trees are not all in their natural state
but many of them have evident marks of human workmanship
upon them, some being cut down with an axe, some split, and th«
i\edges still remaining in them; some burnt in diflereiit part;
and some bored through with holes. These things are also n'rov-
ed to be of a later date tlian the deluge, by other matters tound
among them, such as utensils of ancient people, and coin^ of liic
Koman emperors. It appears from the whole, that all tlie trees
which we lind in this fo^^ile state, originally grev/ in the verv
places where we now find them, and have only been thrown down
and buried there, not brought from other places. It may appear
indeed an objection to this opinion, that most of these fcssile trees
are of the lir-kiiul ; and that Ca>ar says expressly, that no iirs grew
in Britain in his time : but this is easily answered bv observing^ that
these trees, though of the lir-kind, yet are not the species usuallv'call-
ed the iir, but pitck-lrce ; aijU Casar basno where said tliat pitch-tre«

7
"^

did
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•H(.l not grow in England. Norway and Sweden still abonin! uitli

iliese trees ; and tliere are at this time wliole forests of tlieni in

many parts of Scotland, and a j^reat number of them wild upon a

hill at VV'areton in Staffordshire. In Hatfield marsh, where such

Tast numbers of the fo>sile-trees are now found, there has evidently

once been a whole forest of them growing. The hist of these was

found alive, and growing in that place within these last eighty

Tears, and cut down for some common use. It is also objected

by some to the system of the iirs growing where they are found

fossile, that these' countries are all bogs and moors, whereas these

trees grow only in mountamoas places. But this is a mistake, for

thougli in Norway, in Sweden, and some other cold countries, the

Jir-kinds all grow upon barren and dry rocky mountains, yet in

warmer places they are found to thrive as well on wet plains.

Such are found plentifully in Ponicrania, Livonia, and Courland,

&c. and in the W. parts of New England there are vast nunibei;-

of line stately trees ; of them in low grounds. The trulli seems to

be, that these trees love a sandy soil ; and such is found at the

bottoms of all the mosses where these trees are found fossile. The
roots of the tir-kind are always found fixed in these; and those of

oaks, where they are found fossile in this inauner, are usually

found tixed in clay : so that each kind of tree is always found
rooted in the places where they stand in their proper soil ; and
there is no doubt but that they originally grew there. When we
liave thus found tliat all fossile-trees we meet with once grew in

the places where they are now buried, it is plain that in these

places there were once noble forests, which have been destroyed

at some time ; and the (luestion only remains how and by whom
they were destroyed. '1 his we have reason to believe, from the

RoiiKui coins found among them, was done bj- the people of thai

empire, when they were established in Britain. Ca;sar tells, that

when their arniiei pursuetl the wild Britons, these people always
sheltered themselves in the miry woods and low watery forests:

and that Cassibelan and his Britons, after their defeat, passed the

Thames, and fled into such low morasses and woods, that there

was no pursuing them. M'e find that the Silures secured them-
selves in the same manner when attacked by Ostorius and Agri-

cola. The same thing is recoriled of Venutius king of the Brl-

gaiites, who tied to secure himself into the boggy forests of the

midland part of this kingdom : and Herodian expressly says, that

while the Romans were pushing their conquests in these islands, it

was the custom of the Britons to secure themselves in the thick

forests which grew in their boggy and wet places, and when op-
portunity offered, to issue out thence and fall upon the Romans.
The consequence of all this was the destroying of these forests

;

the Romans finding themselves so plagued with parties of the na-

tives issuing out upon them at times from these forests, that they
gave orders for the cutting down and destroying all the forests in

Britain which grew on boggy and wet grounds. These orders
were punctually executed ; and to this it is owing, that we can
now hardly believe that such forests ever grew in Britain as are

now found buried in mosses. The Roman historians all agree,

that when Suetonius Paulinus conquered Anglesea, he ordered all

the woods to be cut down there, in the manner of the Roman ge-

nerals in England: and Galen tells us, th;it the Romans, after

their conquest in Britain, kept their soldiers constantly employed
in cutting down forests, draining marshes, and paving bogs. Not
only the Roman soldiers were employed in this manner, but all

the native Britons, made captives in the wars, were obliged to assist

in it: and Dion Cassius says, that the emperor Severus lost no
less than 30,000 men, in a few years, in cutting down the woods
and draining the bogs of this island. It is not then to be wonder-
ed at, that such numbers executed the inunense destruction which
we find in these buried forests. One of the greatest subterranean
treasures of wood is that near Hatlield ; and it is easy to prove,
that these people, to whom this havoc is thus attributed, were
upon the spot where these trees now lie buried. The common
road of the Romans out of the south into the north, was formerly
from Lindum, (now Lincoln,) to Scgelochum, (Little Burrow
upon Trent,) and thence to Danum, (now Doncaster,) wdiere
they kept a standing garrison of Crispiiiian horse. A little off on
the E. and N. E. of their road, between the two last named towns,
lay the borders of tlie greatest forest, which swarmed with wild
Britons, who were continually making their sullies out, and their

retreats into it again, intercepting their provisions, taking and de-

stroying their carriages, killing their allies and passengers, and (iis-

turbing their garrisons. This at length so exasperated the Ro-
mans, that they were determined to destroy it ; and to do this

safely and elfectually, they marched against it with a great army,
and encamped on a greatmoor near Einninglv : this is evidentfrom
the fortilications yet remaining. There is a small town in the
neighbourhood called ().-.terlield ; and as the termination-field seems
to have been given chielly in remembrance of battles fought near the
towns, whose names end with it, it is prob;ible that a battle was
fouglit here between all the Britons who inhabited this forest and
the Koman troops under Ostorius. 'I'he Romans slew mauv of the
Britons, and drove the re^t back into this forest, which at that time
overspread :dl this low country. On this the conquerors taking
advantage of a strong S. W. wind, set fire to the pitch-trees, of
which this forest was princi|)ally composed ; and when the greater

part of the trees were thus (iestroyed, the Roman soldiers and cap-
tive Britons cut down the remainder, except a few large ones
which they left standing as memorials of the destruction of the
rest. These single tree?, however, could not stand long against

the winds, and these falling into the rivers which ran through the
country, interrupted their currents; and the water then over-
spreading the level country, matle one great lake, and gave origin

to the mosses or muor.y bog-., which were afterwards formed there,

by the workings of the waters, the precipitation of c.irthy matter
from them, and the putrefaction of rotten boughs and branches of

trees, and Ihe vast increase of water-moss and other iucli plants

which grow in prodigious abundance in all these places. Thus
were these burnt and felled trees buried underanew-tormed spongy
and watery earth, and afterwards found on the draining and dig-

ging through this earth, again. Hence Roman weapons and Ro-
man coins are found among these buried trees ; and hence among
the buried trees some are found burnt, some chopped and hewn;
and hence it is that the bodies of the trees all lie by their proper
roots, and w ith their tops lying N. E. that is, in that direction in

which a S. W. wind would blow them down : hence also it is,

that some of the trees are found with their roots lying flat, these be--

ing not cut or burnt down, but blown up by the roots afterwards

when left single ; and it is not wonderful, that such trees as these

should have continued togrow even after their fall, and shoot up
branches from their sides which might easily grow into high trees,

Phil. Trans. No. S75. Upon this hypothesis it is also easily ex-
plained, why the moor-soil in the country is in some jilaces two
or three yards thicker than in others, or higher than it was for-

merly, since the growing up of peat, earth, or bog-ground, is well
known, and the soil added by overflo\\'iiig of waters is not a little.

As the Romans were the destroyers of this great and noble forest,

so they were probably also of the several otherancient forests; the
ruins of which furnish us with the bog-wood of Staffordshire, Lan-
ciishire, Yo^k^hire, and other counties. But as the Romans were
not much in Wales, in Ihe Isle of Man, or in Ireland, it is not to

be supposed that forests cut down by these ]ieople gave origin to

the fossile wood found there; but though they did not cut down
these forests others did ; and the origin of the boa-wood is the same
with them and with us. Hollingshed informs us, that Edward I.

being not able to get to the Welsh, because of their hiding them-
selves in boggy woods, gave orders at length that they should all

be destroyed by fire and by the axe ; and doubtless the roots and,

bodies of trees, found in Pembrokeshire under ground, are the'

remains of the execution of this order. 1 he fossile-wood in the

bogs of the Isle of Man is doubtless of the same origin, though we
have not any accounts extant of the time or occasion of the forests

there being destroyed ; but as to the fossile trees of the hogs of
Ireland, we are expressly told, that when Hemy II. con(|uered that

country, he orrlered all the woods to be cut down that grew in the

low parts of it, to secure his conquests, by destroying the places of
resort to the rebels.

MOSS-TROOPERS, a rebellious sort of people in the North
of England, who lived by robbery and rapine, not unlike the to-

rics in Ireland, the buccaniers in Jamaica, or banditti of Italy.

MOSTICK, a painter's stalif on which he leans his hand when
lie paints.

IVIOSTRA, in the Italian Music, a mark at the end of a line or
space, to shew that the first note of the next line is in that place :

and if this note be accompanied w ith a sharp or fiat, it is proper to

place these characters along with the mostra.

MOSUL,
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MOSUL, or MOUSUL. Sec Movsul.
MOTACILLA, iir ornithology, the ^\AGTAILand Warbi.eb, a

genus of biids of the older passeres ; (U-linmiished liy a straight

weak bill of a siihulated ligurc, a tongue lacerated at the end, and
very slender leg^. Tiiereare nearly 200 species besides varieties.

The ino^t remarkable are the following :

M. Alba, ihc White V\ agtail, frequents t!i>^ sides of the

ponds and small streams, and feeds on insects and worms. 'I'he

head, back, and upper and lower side of the neck, as far as the

breast, are black ; in some ilie chin is white, and the throat marked
with a black crescent ; the breast and belly are wliite ; tiie quill-

feathers are dusky ; the coverts black, tipt and edged with while.

The tail h very long, and always in motion. Air. Vvillouglibv

ob>erves, that this species shifts its quarters in the winter, moving
from the X. to the S. of England. In spring and autiin)n it is a

constant attendant on the plough, for tlie sake of the worms thrown
up by that instrument.

M. Atkicapilla, the Black-Cap, isr.mallerthanthelinnet. The
bill is brown; the top of the head is black; and the upper pans of

the body are of a greenish ash-colour ; the sides of the head and
under parts are grey, changing to very light grey, or almost wdiite,

towards the vent ; the quills and tail are cmereons brjwn, mar-
gined w itJi the same colours as the upper pans ; legs are lead-co-

loured, and the claws black. This species is pretty common in

England, and elsewhere in Europe, as far as Italy ; in all which
places it breeds, coming in spring, and retiring in September.
M. Cyane, the Superb Warblek, a most beautiful species, is

64 inches long. The bill is black ; the feathers of the head are

long, and stand erect like a full crest; Irom the forehead to the

crown tiiey are of a bright blue ; tlience to the nape, black like

. velvet ; through llie eyes from the bill (here runs a line of black;
and beneath the eye spruigs a tuft of the same blue feathers ; be-

nealli which, and on the chin, it is of a deep blue almost black,

and feeling like velvet: on the eais is another patcli of blue, and
across the back part of the iiead a band of the same; the whole
giving the head a greater appearance of bulk than is natural: the
hind part of the neck, and upper parts of the body and tail, are of

a deep b!ue black ; tlie under, pure white; the wings are dusky;
the shafts of the quills chesnut ; tlie legs dusky brown; the claws
black. This species inhabits Van Diemen's i.:ind, the most sou-

thern part of New Holland. The female is entirely de.-titute of

all the line blue colours, both pale and dark, by which tlie male
is adorned, except that there is a very narrow circle of azure
round each eye, apparently on the skin only.

M. LcciNiA, the Nightingale, exceeds in size the hedge-
sparrow. The bill is brown: the irides are hazel; the head and
back pale tawny, da»bed with olive ; the tail of a deep tawny
red; the undi-r parts are pale ash-colour, growing white towards
the vent; the (|uills cinereous brown, with the outer margins red-
dish brown; the legs cinereous brown. The male and female are

vei7 similar. This bird, the most famed of the feathered tribe

for the variety, length, and sweetness, of its notes, is migratory,
andsupposeif tobe an inhabitant of the Asiatic regions during such
times as it is not to be found in Europe. It is met witli in Siberia,

Sweden, Germany, France, Italy, and Greece; but in all tliose

places it is migratory, as in England. Ilasselquist speaks of it as

being in Palestine; and Fryer ascertains its being found about
Chulminorin Persia: it is also spoken of as a bird of China, Kanit-
schatka, and Japan ; at which last place they are much esteemed,
and sell dearer ; as they are also at Aleppo, where they are "in
great abundance kept lame in houses, and let out at a small rate

to such as choose it in the city, so that no entertainment is made in

the spring without a concert of these birds." They are not found
in America, though several of their birds improperly bear that

name ; and it is uncertain whether they are found in Africa.
These birds vi^it Britain in the beginning of April, and migrate in

August; and during their continuance their range is confined to

but a part of the island: they arc not found in Scotlani, Ireland,

or North Wales, nor in any of the northern counties except York-
shire; and do not migrate so far to the west as Devonshire and
Cornwall. They.are solitary binls, never uniting even into small
flocks ; and in respect to the nests, it is \ery sckiom that two are

found near each other. The female builds in some low bush or
quickset hedge well covered with foliage, for such only this bird

frec^uenta; aud lays four or five eggs of a greenish bsown. Tlie

nest is composed of dry leaves on the outside, mi.xed with grass

and fibres, lined with hair or down within, though not always alike.

The female alone sits on and hatches the eggs, while the inale not
far off regales her with his delightful song; but as soon as the
young arc hatched, he commonly leaves oli' singins, and joins the
female in the task of providing for and feeding them. After tlie

young can provide for themselves, the old teinale provides for a
second brood, and the aoiig of themale leconimences. Tlicv liave
been known to have three broods in a year, and in the hot
countries even four. These birds are often brought up from the
nest for the sake of their song. They are likewise caught at their
hist coming over; and though old birds, yet by management can
be made to bear contineineiit, and to sing equalK with those
brought up from the nest. None but the vilest epicure, as Mr.
Latham remarks, would think of eating these charming songsters;
yet we are told tliat their tlesh is equal to that of the ortolan, and
they are fattened in Ga^cony for the table. Every school-boy must
have read of Heliogabalus's eating of nightingales' longue.s'; and
tiiat famous dish ot the Roman tragedian Jsop, which was com-
posed ot ll-o^e of every singing or talking bird, and is said to have
cost about G843/. of our money. See plate CXX,
M. SuTORiA, the Taylor-Birp. is a native of the East-Indies.

It is remarkable for the art witli which it makesits nest, to secure
itself and its young in the most perfect manner possible against all

danger from voracious animals. It picks up a dead leaf, and
sews it to the side of a living one: its slender bill is the needle,
and its thread is formed of some fine fibres; the lining is com-
posed of feathers, gossamer, and down. The colour of the bird is

light-yellow; its length three inches; and its weight only 3-l6tbs
ofan ounce ; so that the materials of the nest and its own size are
not likely to draw down a habitation depending on so slight a
tenure. See plate CXX.
M. Troglodytes, the W'rev, is a very small species, mitiigth

only 3| inches, tliough some have measured four inches. 1 he
bill is very slender, and of a dusky brown colour: the head, neck,
and back, are of a reddish brown ; and over each eve a pale red-
dish white streak : the under parts, as far as the breast, are of this

last colour; the rest more inclined to brown, crossed with brown
lines: the legs are pale brown. It generally caiTies the tail er*ct.

The nest is almost oval, and has only one small entrance: it is

chiefly composed of moss, well lined with feathers. In this the
female lays from 10 to 16 or IS eggs, which are almost white, with
reddish marks at the large end. For a representation of tlie M.
Sylvia see plate CXX.
Mote, in law-hooks, signifies court or convenlion ; asa ward-

mote, burgh-mote, swain-mote, Sec.

Mote was also used for a fortress or castle ; as mota de Windsor,
&c.
Mote also denoted a standing water to keep fish in ; and some-

times a large ditch encompassing a castle or dwellinghouse.
Mote-Bell, or Mot-Bell, the bell used by the Anglo-Saxons

to call people together to the court.

MO'IH, in zoology See Phal.^ka.
MOTHEH-IN-LAW. See Arr ikity.

Mother of Pearl is that beautiiul natural white enamel,
which forms the greater part of the substance of the oyster-shell,

particularly of the pearl-oyster. See Mvtilus.
Mother-Water" in chemistry, is the uncrystallizable residue

of a compound saline solution: thus the liquor lelt in a salt-pan afttr

the salt is taken out, is the mother-water.

Mothervnort. See Leonukus.
MOTION, [iiwtio, Lat.] the act of changing place. See Me-

chanics, and Physics.
Motion, in astronomy, peculiarly denotes the ordinary courses

of the heavenly bodies. See AsTRONo.ijy.
Motion', Animal, that which is performed by animals at the

command of the mind or will. Various conjectures have been
broached with a view to account for the origin of this important
function in the animal teconomy : but, like most other springs ofac-
tion, arising from a first cause, it is only in a slight degree cogni-
zable to our senses, by its evident mechanical elTects. Ana-
tomists have, indeed, in their dissections demonstrated, that the
contraction of the muscles causes motion ; but by what peculiai;
process, or how produced, remains still doubtful, and involved in

obscurity. Among otlier hypotheses advanced concciuing animal
010 lion.
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motion, lh(.Te prevails an opinion llv.-.t'it is occa>oned by an im-

pulse or irritation ot the nerves; wliieli, conimnnicatiiig witli all

parts of the body, prodiu-c muscular contraction, and consequent

motion, either to a part or to the wliole.ot the frame, in propor-

tion to the force or Irequency of the inrprcssion. The diriiculty

of comprehending, how mere nnpulse, or irritability of the nerv-

ous system, should alone be suliicient to produce such powerful

efiects, as often follow muscular contraction, lias induced otliers,

while they admit tliis principle as a tirst cause of animal motion,

to believe in the intervention ot some other matter, which is the

more immediate agent, in ctl'ecting a closer contact of the muscu-
lar libres, and greater energy during the time of their contraction.

The existence of such a sulitle matter, as may be capable of per-

forming these wonderful pluenomena, has been considered as highly

probable; and is supposed to reside in the medullary substance of

the nerves. Tliis opinion has, lately, been in a great measure
corroborated by the discovery of valves of various sizes attached

to the nerves, which valves are found in greater or smaller num-
bers, accordingly as the animal is either of a quicker or slower

motion. See ANAroMv.
Motion, Mijscular. See Anatomy, Calvinism, and

Muscle. •

Motion, PiiRPETUAL, in mechanics, a motion which is sup-

plied and renewed from itself, witliuut the intervention of any ex-

ternal cause ; or an uninterrupted communication of tlie same de-

gree of motion from one part of matter to another, in a circle or

other curve returning into itself, so that the same momentum still

returns undiminished upon the first mover. 'l"he celebrated

problem of a perpetual motion consists in the inventing of a ma-
chine, which has the principle of its motion within itself. M. de

la Hire has demonstrated the impossibility of any such machine,

and finds that it amounts to this, viz. to find a body whii li is both

heavier and lighter at the same time, or to find a body which is

heavier than itself. To find a perpetual motion, or to construct

an engine, &c. which shall have such a motion, is a famous prob-

lem that has employed the mathematicians for LiOOU years ; tliough

none perhaps have prosectiled it with attention and earnestness

equal to thos-e of the present age. Infinite are the schemes, plans,

.engines, wheels, &c. to which this problem has given l)irlh : it

were endless to give a detail of them all. In fact, there seems but

little in nature to countenance all this assiduity and expectation ;

among all the laws of matter and motion, we know of none which
seem to furnish any principle or foundation for such an effect. Tiie

pursuit seems, therefore, to be as idle and fri\itless as those which

-employed chemists for so many ages, in search of the Philosopher's

btone and an univ. rsal Panacea. See Mechanics.
Motion, Vegetable. Though vegetables have not the power

of moving from one place to another like animals, they are never-

theless capable of moving their different parts in such a manner as

would lead us to suspect that they are actuated by a sort of in-

stinct: Hence many have been induced to suppose, that the ani-

mal and vegetable kingdoms "are in a manner indistinguishable

from one another ; and that the highest degr^'e of vegetable life

can hartily be known from Ihe lowest degree of animal life. The
essential and insuperable distinction, however, between the two, is,

the faculty of sensation, and locomotion in consequence of it.

Were it not, indeed, for the manifestation of sense by moving
from one place to another, we should not be able to tell whether
vegetables viere possessed of sensation or not; but whatever mo-
tions they may be possessed of, it is certain that no vegetable has

the faculty of moving trom one place to another. Some have en-

deavoured to distinguish the two kingdoms by the digestion of

food; alledgingthat plants hive no proper organs, such as a stomacli,

&c. fortakuig in and digesting their aliment. But to this it has

been replied, tiiat the wh<?lebody of a vegetable is a stomach, and
absorbs its food at every i)ore. This, however, seems not to be

a sufficient answer. All animals take in their food at intervals, and
there is not a single instance of one which eats perpetually. The
Ibod is al<o taken into the body of the animal, and application of

the parts made by means of the internal organization of the viscus

;

but in vegetables, their whole bodies are immersed in their food,'

and absorb it by the surface, as animal bodies will sometimes ab-

sorb liquids when put into them. 'J'he roots of a tree indeed will

change their direction when they meet with a stone, and will turn

'Iroiii barren into fertile grountl ; but this is evidently mere -me-

7

char.isni, w itlioul tinv proof of will or sensation ; for the nourish-

ment of the root comes not from the stone, but from the earlli

around it: and the increase in size is not owing to any expansicif

of the matter which the root already ccuitains, hut to tl»e opi)osi-

tion of new matter; whence the increase of size must alviays tuke

place in the direction whence the nourishment proc^'tds. On
this principle also mav we e:^plain the reason why the roots of a
tree, after having airived at the edge of a ditch, instead ot shoot-

ing out into the air, will creej) down .oue side, along the bottom,
and up the other. In their movements vegetables discover no-
thing like sensation or design. They will, indeed, uniformly bciul

towards light, or towards water ; but in the one case we must at-

tribute the pha-'nonunon to the action of the light and air upon
them ; and in the latter the property seems to be the same with

what in other cases we call attraction. Thus, if a root be uncovered,
and a wet spunge placed near it in a direction diiierent from that

in which the root was proceeding, it w ill soon alter its position; and
turn towards the spunge; and thus we may vary the direction of

(he root as often as we please. The efforts of a plant to turn iioiu

darkness or shade into sunshine are very reniaikable, as, to ac-

complish this, not only the leaves will be inclined, but even tile

stem-i and branches twisted. When a wet spunge is held under
the leaves oi a tree they bend down in oriler to touch it. If a

vessel of water be put within six inches of a growing cucumber
in less than 24 hours the latter will al er its direction; the branches
will bend towards the water, and never alter their course until

they come in contact with it. The most remarkable instance of

this kind of motion however, is, that when a pole is brought near

a vine, the latter will turn towards it, and never cease extending its

brandies till it lavs hold of the support. The motions of the sen-

sitive plant, and others of the same kind, have been considered as

very wonderful ; but it is doubtful if any of them be really more
so than that of the Tine. None of those shew any kind of propen-
sity to move without nn actual touch. A very slight one, indeed,

makes the sensitive plant contract, and the whole branch, together

vMih the leaves, bend down towards the earth. See Mimosa.
This is so similar to some phenomena of electricity, that few will

iicsitate to ascribe both to the same cause. Even the motions of

the hedysarum gyrans, v\hich at rirst sight seem so much more sur-

prising than those of the sensitive plant, may be explained upon
the same principle. The American plant railed Dioiuca nuisci-

pula, or \'emis's liy-trap, is aBOther example of very wonderful
mechanism in vegetables, though even this does not argue any
degree of sensation in this plant more than in others. The lea\<.i

of the dionx-a.are jointed, and furnished with two rows of prickles.

A number of small glands upon the surface secrete a sweet juice

which entices hies to come and settle upon it; but the moment
these insects touch the fatal spot, the leaves fold up, and squeeze
them to death between the prickles. The leaves told up in the
same, manner when the plant is touched with a straw orpin. See
DioNjBA. The folding up of the leaves of certain plants in the

absence of the sun's light, called their sleep, shbrds another very
curious instance of vegetable motion. Almost all vegetables, in-

deed, undergo such a remarkable change in the night, that it is

difiicult to know exactly how many kinds do really sleep. They
told up their leaves in many difieitnt ways; but all agree in dis-

posing of them in such a manner as to ali'ord the best protection to

the young stems, ilower-buds, or fru.it. The leaves of the tama-
rind-tree contract round the young fruit, to protect it from noc-

turnal cold ; and those of senna, glycina, and niany other pa|ii-

lionaceous plants, dispose of dieir leaves in the same manner. '1 lie

leaves of the chickvveed, asclepias, artriplex, 8tc. are disposed iii

opposite pairs. In the night-time they arise perpendicularly, and
joui 50 close at the top that the tiowei-s are concealed by them. In
like manner do the leaves protect the flowers of the sida, or althaea

theophrasti, the ayenij, and tenothera, the solanum, and the Egyp-
tian vetch. All these are erected during the night ; but those of
the white lupine, in the time of sleep, hang down. The llowers of

plants also have motions peculiar to themselves. Many of them
during the night are closed in their calyxes. Some, particiiJaily

those of the German spruce, geranium striatum, and common
Whitlow grass, when asleep, bend towards the earth; by whicii

means the noxious effects 01 rain or dew are prevented. All thcoo

motions have been commonly ascribed to the sun's rays; and Mr.
Smellie ini'orias ua, that in some of the examples aUove-menliuned

the
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^
eciiliar law, (liaii to a

lie suspects, therefore.

he eil-M-iwere evideutlv to be ascrilieil to heat; but \t\.mU ke|,t

ii^a hothouse, where tlie temperature of the day ami irglit are

iiike, contrail their leaves, and sleep in the same manner ai if

ihev were e\po?ed to the open air; " whence it appears (says he)

ihat tiie sleep of plants is owinj^ rather to^a

qmcker or slower motion of the juices."

thit as the sleep of plants is not owuig to the mere absence ot heal

it may be occa^loned bv the w;;nt of light ; and to ascertam this

l.e proposes an ex perimVnt of throwing upon them a strong arti-

litial liaht. On this, however, we mu=t remark, that the throwing

ofartitiiial li^ht upon plants cannot be attended with the same

eiu cts as that of the light of the sun unless the former were a^ sti oni;

a,, the latter, and llirown on the plant in rays nearly parallel, which

isimpo-bib'.e. See Milne's Botanical Dutionary.

MOTHE, a term sometimes applied to that faculty of the

hmuan mind, bv which we pursue good and avoide.il. 'I bus

llobhes diMingiiishes the faculties of the mind into two sorts, the

coamtive and motile. „ c <

MOTTA, n town of Italv, in Trevisano; at the conflux ot the

Wotteganoand Livcnza; IS miles E. N. E. of Treviso.

MOTTE, Anthony HouDART de la, an mi^eiiious trench-

man, greatly distinguished by his writings in prose nnd verse, and

bv his1itcr."ry contests with many eminent pei-sons, was born at

Paris in lt)7'-'. He wrote with very various success, having been

much praised and much censured. His litei.iry paradoxes bis

Sii)",ular systems, in all branches of polite learning, and above all

liis^dgement upon the ancients, raised him u\> lormidable advei-

sari'es. Uacine. IJcileau, Rousseau, Madam Dacier, &c. avenged

antiouitvona nu'ii who, wilb more wit than learning, assumed a

dictatorial anlhorily in the belles lettres. He became blind m
Uie latter years of bis life, and died in 1731. He wrote

niauv poems, tragedies, comedies, pastorals, and fables ;
besides

a vast variety of discourses, critical and academical, in prose.

A complete edition of all his works was published in 1 1 vols Svo,

in 1 7.i4.
,

. , .

MOTTO, in heraldry, a s+iort sentence or iihrase, earnedin a

scroll, geneiallv uiider,'but sometimes over, the arm.^; sometiiiu-s

alludin^to the bearing, sometimes to the name of the bearer, and

someliines containing whatever pleases the fancy of the deviser. See

Heraldry.
, , , ,,

MO\'E.ABLE FEASTS are such as are not always held on the

same day of the year or monlh : though they be on the same day

of the week. See Feasts. Thus, Ea-ter is a moveable least,

lieinT always held on the Sunday which falls upon or next after the

first full moon following the 2Ut of March. All the other move-

able teavls are regulated bv Easter, and keep their distance Irom

U; such are Septuagesima, Sfxagesim.^, Ash-Wednesday,

tec. which see under their proper articles.

Moveable Scbject, in law, any thing that moves itself, or

can be moved ; in contradistinctioB to immoveable or heritable

subjects, a> laiid<, houses, &r.

SlOVE.M ENT is often used in the .same sense with automaton.

The mobt usual movenierts for keeping time .ire watches and

clocks: the first are such as shew the parts of time, and are port-

able in the pocket ; the second such as publish it by sounds, and

ure fi^ed as furniture. See Clock, and Watch.
Movement, in its popular use among us signihes all Ihe inner

work of d watch, clock, or other engine, which, move, and by that

motion carry on the design of, the machine. 1 he movement of a

clock or watch is the inside, or that part which measures the tinie,

strikes, Arc. exclusive of the frame, ca^e, dial-plate, &c. 'Ihe

parts common to both these movements are, the main-spring, with

Its appurtenances; Iviiig in the spring-box, and in the mid<llt

thereoflapping about "the spring-arbor, to which one end ol it is

fasl'-ned. A-lop of the spring-arbnr is the endless scre\\' and its

wheel; but in spring-clocks, this is a ratchet-wheel wilh its click,

that stops it.
'1 hat which the main-spring draws, and round which

(he chain or string is wrapped, is called the fusee ; this is ordinarily

..mcr-' in large works, soing with weights, it is cylindrical, and

caned the ban-el. The'small teeth at the bottom of the (usee or

barrel which stops it in winding up, is called the ratchet ; and that

which stops it when wound up, and is for that end driven up by

the spring, the garde- gut. The wheels are various: the paits ot

a wheel are the hoop or rim ; the teeth, the cross, and the collet

ur piece of brass soldered on tlie arbor or spindle whereon the

you in.—NO. 150,

The little wheels phiMiig in the teclu oi the

]>inions; and their teetli, which arei(Au, live.
wheel ii rivetti-d.

laitri-r are called
,

six'.leight, &c. aie called loaves; the ends of the spindl.- are called

pivots" and the unltered wheel, \vitii iron-spikes at boltoni,

wherein the line of ordinary clocks runs, the pulley. See Cloci;,

I'USEK, WaTCH-W HEL' , !kc.

MOrFEl, Thom •, M. D. a celebrated. English pin i'.cian,

born at Lnndon, in the l6th century. He practiM-<l medicine with

gnat rcpiitalion at Ipv.' ich ; but spent tlie latter part of his life near

Wikon; and died aijov' IfiOO. I le published a vi^rk at Eondon,

in lO.n, folio, intituled '
'1 heatr :r.! Ir.sectorum." A translation of

it was published at London in 16:.S, folio. Marfn Lister gites a

very unfavourable opinion of this book, and i ensures him for

qiio'ling Aldrovandus, without naming liim ; but Kay vindicate*

Moufet ; and maintains that he luis rendered an essential service to

the republic of letters. Moufet was the first who introcluceii

chemical medicines into England.

MOUG-DEN, or CHEN-YANG, a city of Chinese Tarlary,

and capital of the country ot ihe Mantchews, or Eastern Tartars.

Thev have ornamented it with several public edifices, and pro-

videil it with magazines of arms and storehouses. Lon. 123. 45. E.

Lat. 41. i5. N.
, . , , . . ,.

MOULA, in Turkish polity, the judge of a province, in distinc-

tion from the Cadis who are judges of towns. See Cadi.

MOULD, in agriculture a general name for the sott earthy sub-

stance that serves as the upper stratum of land; and in which all

kindsof vegetables strike root and thrive. Mould consists of the

following ingr^'l''""'''' ^'iz- ^antl, clay, and talcum, or niagncsian

earth; c'arbon derived from decayed vegetable and animal sub-

stances; the carbonic acid, and water. The good or badqualilie»

of the soil depend upon a proper mixture of these ingredients;

though, if the carbon, the carbonic acid, and iron, be wanting,

the tritility of land will depend on its capacity to retain the quan-

tity of moisture, which is neces>ary for the nutriment of vegetables.

The relative utility of mould, for the different purposes of the

"ardeiier, m:-y be ascertained by the sight, smell, and touch. The
best is of alight browner ha'zle-colour ; it cuts easily, and does

not adhere to the spade, being light, friable, and crumbling into

small clods. The next in tpialiiy are the dark-grey and russet-

coloured moulds ; but tlie woi-st are tho^e of a very li^ht, or very-

dark ash-colour, such as are generally found on barren heaths and

commons, where they seldom produce any thing except furze and

fern. With re-pect to smell. Miller observes, that the best time

for judging by that sense, is immediate!) after rain has moistened

the soiU when the mould, if it be rich' and good, will emit an

a"reeable odour. But the most accurate criterion is the touch, as

it'^mav thus be ascertained whether the mould be loo samly, or

abound with too much clay; whether it be fatty and slip-

pery ; or harsh, |;orous, or "friable. The most iertile, by this

test' holds a medium between the two eNtrenies ; being easily so-

luble consisting of equal parts of sand and clay ; and not adherinj;

to the' spade, afier gentle showers.

MocLD, or Mold, in the mechanic arts, Sec. a cavity arttiilly

cut with design to give its form or impression to some jelter mat-

ter applied therein. Moulds are implements of great use in Sculp-

ture, foundery, &c. The workmen employed in meliing the

mineral or metallic glebe dug out of mines, have each their several

moulds to receive tlie melted metal as it comes out ot ih-.- lurnace :

but these are different acrording to the diversity of metals and

works. In gold-mines, they have moulds tor ingots; in silver-

mines] for bars ; in copper or lead-mines, for pigs orsMn.ons; in

tin-mines, for pigs and ingots ; and in iron-mines, for sows, chim-

ney-backs, anvils, caldions, pots, and other large utensils and

merchandizes of iron; which are here cast, as it were at lirst hand.

Mould, among gold-beaters, a certain number of leaves of

vellum or pieces of guts cut sciuare, of a certain size, and laid over

one another, between which they put the leaves of gold and silver

which thcY beat on the marble with the hammer. See Gold-

Mould, among mason;, is a piece of hard wood or iron,

IsoUowed within side, answerable to the contours of the mouldings

or Cf>rnicts, &c. to be formed. 'I'liis is otherwise called caliber.

Mould, in ship-building, a thin llexibie piece of timber, used by

shipwrights as a pattern whereby to form ihe dift-ieut curves of the

timbers, and other compassing pieces in a ship's frame.

7 / MovLDi.
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Moulds of iouiKler» of large works, as statues, bells, guns, and
other hrazen works, are of wax, svipported w ithiij-side by what we
call a core, and covered without-sule with a cape or case. It is in

the space which tlie wa\ took up, which is afterwards melted away
to leave it free, that tlie liquid uietal run>, and the work is formed ;

being carried thitlier by a great number of little canals, which
cover the whole mould.
Moulds of founders of small works are like the frames of

coiners: it is in these frame';, which are likewise tilled with
sand, tijat their several works are fashioned ; into which, when the
two frames,'whcreof the mould is composed, are rejoined, the melt-
ed brass is run.

Moulds for leaden bullets are little iron-pincers, each of whose
branches terminates in a hemispherical concave, which when shut
form ; 11 entire sphere. In the lips or sides where the branches
meet, is a liulejet or hole, through which the melted lead is eon-
veveil.

Moulds of lett<'r- founders are partly of steel and partly of wood.
The wood, properly speaking, serves only to cover the real mould
which is within, and to prevent the worknuia, wdio iiolds it 'in his

hand, from being incommoded by the heat of the melted metil.
Only one letter or type can be formed at once in eaeh mould. Siee

FOUN'DKRY.
Moulds of moneyers are frames full of saud, wherein the plates

of metal are cast, that are to serve for the striking of gold and sil-

Tercoin. See Coinage.
MOULDIN KSS, a term applied fo bodies which corrupt in

tlie air, from some hitlden principle of humidity therein; and
"whose corruption shews itself by a certain white down or laiuiso on
their surface, which viewed tinough a microscope appears like a

kind of meadow, out of which arise herbs and flowers, some on

h

m the bud, others full-bloun, and others decayed ; each having its

root, stalk, and other parts. See Mucor.
.VIOULDINU, any thing east in a mould, or that seems to have

been so, iliou^h in reality it were cut with a chisel, or the a\e.
Moulding of ligures in paste is done as follows : take the cru.iib of
a new drawn white loaf, beat it, and roll it with a rolling-p'in as

line and as far as it will go ; then print it on the moulds : and when
it has taken the s.tiitable figure you desire, dry it in a stove, and it

will be very luird ; and to preserve it from vermin, you may mix a
little powder of aloes with it. To mould small figures of jasper-

colour: oil your moulds with a fine pencil, and diversity them with
such colours as you please, with gum-lragacanth ; if they spread or
run, put a little of the gall ofan ox, for the thicker it is, the harder
it will be ; then mould your paste of the colom- of jasper, or the
like ; put it in to hll the mould: tie it with a wire, and take it out

;

repair and varnish it, and set it to harden.
Mouldings, in architecture, projectu res beyond the naked wall,

coltimn, wainscot, &c. the assemblage of which forms corniches,
door-cases, and lOther decorations of architecture. See Ar-
chitecture.
MOULIN KT, in mechanics, a roller, which, being crossed

with two levers, is usually ap])lied to cranes, capstans, and other
sorts of engines of the like nature, to draw ropes, and heave up
stones, &c.
Moulinet, also a kind of turnstile, or wooden cross, which

turns horizontally upon a stake hxed in the ground: usually placed
in passages to keep out cattle, and to oblige passengers to go and
come one by one. Those inoulinets are often set near the out-
works of foi tilled places at the sidej of the barriers, through which
people pass on foot.

MOULINS, a town of France, capital of the department of
AUier, as it was of the late provmce of liourbonnois ; 30 miles S. of
Nevres. Lon. 3. l?j. E. Lat. 46. 34. N.
MouLiNS EN Gilbert, a town of France, in the department

ofNievre, and late province of Nivernois; 5 miles S. W'. of Cha-
teau-Chinon, and 27 E. of Nevers.
MouLiMs L,'\ Mafche, a town of France, in the department

of the Orne, 9 miles S. VV. of Aigle, and 18 N. E. of Alen90n.
MOULTAN, a province of Ilindostaii, on the E. side of

the Indus; boii.,,led on the N. by Lahore: E. by Delhi and
Aginiere: South by Guzerat and some sandy deserts ; and W.
by Persia and Candahar. It belongs to the King or Scheik
of Candahar. Cotton, sugar, sulphur, opium, &c. are its chief
products,

!

ly a place oi grear iracie, in cotton-stuns, iSic. It is seated on
Clumaub, a brancli of the Indus, '^00 miles S. W. of Lahore 'J
375 N. W. of Delhi. Lon. 70. 40. E. Lat. 29. 52. N M
lOULTlNG, or MOLTING, ^he falling o(f, or change of

Moultan, an ancient city of liindostan, capital of tlie above
province; with a famous pagoda, or Hindoo temple. It was for-
meriy a |)lace of great trade, in cotton-stutils, &c. It is seated on
the Clumaub, a br

and
Mou:

hair, feathers, skins, horns, or other parts of animals, happeniiig in
some annually, in otiiers only at certain stages of their lives. The
generality of animals moult m s|)ring. The moulting of a hawk is

called mewing. The moulting ol a deer is the qiiiltmg of hij
horns in February or March. The moulting of a serpent is the
ciianging his skin. See Exuvi^s;.

MuOLTON, NOU 1 II, a town of Devonshire on the Moul,.
and the N. side of S. Moulton.
Moulton, South, a town on the S. side of the Moul, 12miks

S. E. of Barnstaple. Lon. 3. 55. W. Lat. I. 5. N.
MOUND, in heraldry, a bailor globe with a cross upon it,,

such as our kings are usually drawn with, holding it in their left-
hand-, as they do the sceptre in the right.

MOUNT, an elevation of earth, called also mountain. See
Mountain.
Mount of Piety, certain funds or establishments in Italy,

where money is lent out, on some small security. We had also
mounts of piety in England, raised by contribution, for the bene-
lit ol people ruined by the extortions ot the Jews.
MOUNTAIN, \_mont(iuus, Lat.] a considerable eminence of

laiul elevated above every thing adjoining to it, and commanding
all the surrounding place : it :s commonly full of inequalities, ca-
vities more or less exposed, and strata halt laid open. This name
abbreviated is likewise given to a diain of mountains; as. Mount
.Mlas, Mount Caucasus, &c. Mountains are divided into pri-
iiKVval, that is, of etiual date with the lormation of the globe,
anti Secondary or alluvial. Among prinucval, those of i;ranite
hold the lirst place. The highest mountains and most e.xlensive
ridges tliroughout the globe are of that kind ; as the Alps and Py-
renees in Europe ; the Altuisch.m, Uralian, and Caucasus, in Asia,
and the Andes in America. Ihe highe-t of them never contain
metallic ores; but some of the lower contain ores of copper and
tin. The granite next the ore always abounds in mica. Petrifac-
tions are never found in these prima-val mountains. That the
formation of these mountains precedetl tl-.at of vegetables and ani-
mals, is justly inferred Irom their containing no organic remains,
either in the form of petrifaction or impression. Naturalists are
agreed that granites were lormed by crystallization. This opera-
tion probably took place after the formation of the atmosplierey
and the gradual excavation of the bed of the ocean, when the dry
land appeared. For, by means of the separation of the aeriforiii

lluids which constitute the atmosphere, the evaporation of part of
the water into the atmosphere, and the gradual retreat ol the re-
mainder, the various species of earths, before ili^solved or dirfused
through this mighty mass, were ch^posed to coalesce: and among
these the siliceous must have been the first, as it is the least solu-
ble ; but as the siliceous earth has an affinity to the other earths
with wh.lch it was mixed, some of these must have united in vari-

ou^ proportions, and thus have formed, in distinct masses, the
iildtsjiar, schorl, and mica, which compose tin- granite. Calcareous
earth enters very sparingly into the composition of this stone ; but
as It is found in seiiorl, which is frequently a component part of
granite, it follows that it must be one of the primitive earths, and
not entirely derived from maritime exuvia>, as some have sup-
posed. Quartz can never l>e supposed tu be a product of fire

;

lor in a very low In at, it bursts, crack.:-, and loses its transparency,
and in the highest degree of heat that we can produce, is mfusibli;,

so tliat in every essential poijit it is dill'erent Irom glass, to which
some have compared it. As granite contains earths of every ge-
nus, we may conclude, that all the simple earths ai'e orijjinal.

This, however, is no proof that they are in reality simple and un-
compounded of other principles; but they must be considered
as such in the present state of our knowledge. 'I'hongh water un-
doubtedly dates from the creation, -jet late experiments have shewn
it to be a compound, as was formerly stated. Mountains which
consist of limestone or marbles of a granular or scaly ti - ,uie, and
not disposed in strata, seem also fo have preceded the creation of
animals, for no organic traces are found in them. Some of those

which consist of argillaceous stoues, and some of the siliceous,

contain
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contain also no organic reinaiiis. Tiiese often consist of parallel
strata of luiecinal thickness ; and the lower are harder and less
thick than tlie upper, and therefore seem to have been form-
ed earlier than the upper. Alluvial mountains are evidently of
j)Osterior formation, as tliey contain petrifactions and other ves-
tiges of organic substances, and those are always stratified. Moun- )

tains, as to structure, arc entire, stratified, and confused. Entue i

jiiountains are formed of huge masses of stone, without any regular
'

fissures, and ire mostly homogeneous. Thev consist chieljv of
granite, sometimes gneiss, tlag-stone, sand-sioiie, lime-stone, gyp-

[sum, porphyry, or trap. Some in Sweden and Norway consist of
iron-ore. '1 he stratified niountaini are those whose mass is legu-

!

larly divided by joints or lissures : tiie.se are called horizontal, <

rising, or dipping. Homogeneous stratified mountains consists
|

ciiietiy of stones of the argillaceous genus, or of the fissile com-

I

pound species of the siliceous genus, as metallic rock; sometimes!
of lime-stone of a granular or scaly te.\tjre, in which no animal

I

vestiges a|)pear. This limestone reposes on the argillaceous or
siliceous strata: sometimes the aigdlaceous are covered with
masses of granite, sonietiiiies of l.iva." These mountains, particu-
larly those of gneiss, metallic rock, and horn-stone, are the chief
s.at of metallic ores. When covered wilh limestone, the ore is

|!enerally between the limestone and the argilb<eous stones.
These ores run in veins, not in strata. Petrifactions are found
upon, but not in, these mountains. Heterogeneous, or compound
stratilied mountains, consist of alternate strata of various species of
stones, earths, sands, &:c. The limestone here is always of the
laminar, and not of the granular or scaly, kind ; and when it con-
tains any ore it is placed between its lamina;. Stones of the sili-

ceous-genus seldom form strata in these mountains, excejit lavas ;

but the strata are treciuently interrupted by siliceous ma-sses, as jas-
per, porphyry, &c. Coal, bitumen, petrifactions, and organic

|

impressions, are found in these niounlains; also salts and cala-

I

mine. 1 here are other mountains, which cannot properly be I

called stratified, as they consist only of three immense ma<sc>, the
j

lowest granite, the iniiUlle argillaceous, and the upper limestone,
i

Metallic ores are found in the argillaceous part, or between it and
I

tiie limestone. Confused mountains consist of stones heaped to- i

gether without ord.r, their interstices tilled wiih clay, sand, and!
mica. They scarcely ever contain any ore. Tomea-urethe height
ot a mountain, the same method mll^t be used ,:s is done in mea-
suring any other inaccessible height. See Me.vsur.^tion. The:
height ot mountains, and the eleval ions, may also be ascertained
by means of the barometer. See Barometer. Accordui"^ to M.
Pontoppidaii, the highest mountains in Norway are 3000 toises in
lieight. According to M. Brovallius, the highest mountains in
Sweden are 2333 toises. But these calcnlations are thou-ht er-
roneous. From the .Memoirs ot the Acidemy of Sciences at Paris,
it appears that the mountains oi France most elevated above tile
surtkceot the .Vio iitcrranean are the Puy-de-Dome, which is 817
toises, and the iMont d'Or, which is 1048 toises. Mount Cantal
is 9y3 toises high : Mount Ventoux is 1036: the south peak of
Cenigou in the Pyr-nees, according to .\I. de Uocheblave, is

J442; an<l St. Parthelemi 1184. M.^Nedham observes, that 'the
highest .Alps in Savoy are the Great St. Barnard, which is 1274
toises ; Mount Serene, which is 1283 ; and Mount Tourne, which
is 1683. The peak of Argentieie is 2094 toises. Mont Blanc is

2213, or, according to .\1. Shuckburgh, 2447 toises one foot, above
the level of the McLliterrant-dn. Sec Bi.asc. The altitude ofj
the Alps of Switzeri nd has been a certained by dill'erent philoso- i

pliers. SeeGLACitRS. St. Gothard is stated"by some at llijO;
jby other--, 2750 toises (see Gothard), and Ligmin, near the lake
|

• of Como, N.E. is 14^(5 toises in height. See estimates of tiie '

heights erf many other mountains in the Table comparative des!
h;uiteiirs des pnnr-ipales montagnes, bv M. Pasumont (Journ de
Physique, Sept. 1783). Throughout the globe we shall not

choulagoa, 2570 ; Sangai, 2680 ; Illinika, 2717; Kotopaxi, 2950 •

Antisana, 3020; Cagambeorcon, under the line, 3030; Chimbo-
razo, 3220: which last is one of the largest, and probaoly the high-
est, in the world; being 20282 feet high. It is seen from the
gulph of Guayaquil, which is more than 180 miles distant. See
Andes, and Chimborazo. Other very elevated mountains are
AJountSinui, in Japan

; Caucasus, in Asia ; the south peak of the
Pyrenees

;
the peak of Tenerille in one of the Canirv islands

which, according to M. Bouguer, is 2100 toises ; but, accordin- to •

later observations, made by ^lessrs. Verdun, Borda, and Pin'i'rrt-
in 1754, IS only 1904 toises above the sea-level. In Professor
Jameson's System of Mineralogy, vol. 3, the reader will find an
extensive table ot the heights of the principal lakes, hills, and
mountains, in the world.
Mountains, important Uses of. Mountains evidcntlv an-

swer very important purposes. Some of them, vomitin" out fire
or smoke, lava, and sulphur, indicate that thev in some measure
answer the purpose of a chimney to give vent to something within
the earth, which, it confined, would burst it in pieces. See VoL-
CASO. Of this kind are. Mount llecla, in Iceland ; .Ftna, in
Sicily; Vesuvius, in Naples; Pichincha and Cotopaxi, in Ame-
rica, &c. Others, the summits of which reach into the clouds, at-
tract and absorb the vapours of the sea, &c. which Hoat in the air.
Abbe Palasson observes, that storms are most frequent at the foot
ot those high mountains, which form extensive chains. Their
enormous masses arrest and fix the dilTerent meteors as they are
formed. The clouds, in like manner, driven by the winds troni
oifTerent points of the horizon, there meet with impenetrable bar-
riers, are there accumulated in great quantities, and remain sus-
pended on these bulwarks of the globe's surface, till the agitation
ot the atmosphere succeeding the calm, produces storms, which
are so much the more terrible, that they cannot be dispersed with-
out great difficu'ty. They are coinmonly repelled from the
mountains

; and then spread over whole countries, dissolve in rain
with peals of thumler, or fall down in destructive showers of hail,
fatal to the produce ot the fields. This scourge is peculiarly dread-
ful during spring and summer, when a sufficient quant'ty of snow
remains on the mountains to cool the atmosphere. Some chains
of mountains have openings ; in others they are wanting ; of the
former kind are the straits of Thermopvla?; the Caspian straits,
the pass of the Cordilleras, &c. Those spaces which separate
the tops of mountains are so many basons destined for the recep-
tion of the condensed mists, and of the clouds precipitated into
rain.' The bowels of mountains appear to be great and inexhausti-
ble reservoirs, and to contain subterraneous canals and lateral
openings naturally formed, so that animals maybe supplied with
drink, that the earth may be fertilised, and thai nourishment may-
be aflurded for the growth of vegetables. The streams and rivers
descend from the ridges of mountains, the declivities of which
form so many inclined planes: thus we find the Alps give rise to
the Rhine, the Danube, the Rhone, and the Po. With regard to
the wonderful structure, by means of which so many advantages
are obtained, see the .irticks Sprixcs,Terraqueous Globe,&c.
Mountains of the first order fo:ni vast solitudes and horrid desartsj
where the habitations of men are not to be seen, and their foot-
steps are seldom to be traced. They form the common retreat of
a multitude of wild beasts, which are subservient to our use : there
the bear, the lynx, the ermine, the martin, the fox, and many
other animals, whose skins we employ for furs, take up theic
abode; and thither the eagle and the vulture resort in safetvl
Mountains likewise afTord nourishment to rein-deer, butl'aloes,
fallow-deer, loe-dcer, and chamois; and they are visited by bird^
of passage, which, under the guidance of instinct, follow the shortest
road to the place of their destination. Thev produce u.cdicinal
plants, whii ' '

' ......
c/i soluom

Iwps meet with higher mountains than tho>e of the Cordilleras, or !

Andes, in S nth America. See Andes. Ihe principal sumniits
i

of these extraordmary mountains, vhich are situated near Quito,
and are constantly covered with snow, though they lie under the
equator, have the rdlowing geometrical elevations a'bove the level
of these.!: QuitoCapilatp, 1707 toises; El-Corasoii, 2470 ; Cota-
catche, 2570 ; Ek Atlas, 2730, and Noyamble-orcu, under the line,
3«130. All the cthev inoiintaius have i)een, or ?tiil are, volcanoes'
viz. PinGjiiHtha,24>JO;Carga.vi-raso,24'30; Sinchonalagon or Sin-

or never grow elsewhere. In Switzerland
they are also covered with deep forests, which, b\ the gnat height
ot the trees, announce their amiqiiity. They afford ooth timber
and fuel, .iiid supply the inhabitants with iibundance of excellent
pasture for cattle during the whole summer. The most precious
stones, bolii for brilliancy and hardness, acquire their forms and
colours in the fissures of the rocks: the internal renls of the moun-
tains are filled, and in a riianner cemented bv diHVnnt metallic
substances; while the grottos are furnished with numerous con-
gelations, shining crystals, and substances of an extraordinary na-
ture and figure, hi short every thing concurs to shew, that the

£.!wistei)CG
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exUlonci' ot iiiountaiiis is absoiiilely iiecesbdi'y ; und that to iiiquiie

a |)ioper knoulcdge of lliciii, tlicy iniiit be considered in iiiaiij dit-

ffifiu i)oiiits of viev*'.

Mountain's, Attraction of. This is a late discovery, and

a verv tonsideiable f(iii(iiiiiation of Sir Isaac Neul(,.n's tlu-ory ol

tiiiivcrsal gravity. According lo the Newtoiiian system, an at-

tractive power is not only exerleil between those large masses of

iriatter which constitute the sun and planets, but likew ise between
all comparatively smaller bodies, and even between the smalKst

particles of wiiicli they are composed. Agreeably lo this lis po-

thesis, a heavy body, which oiigiit to gravitate or lend toward the

centre of tlie e.irth, in a direction perpendicular to its anrl'ace,

supposing tlie said surface to be perleclly even and spherical,

ought likewise, though in a less degree, to be attracte<l, and lend

towards a niounlam placed on the earth's surface; so tliat a plumb-
line, for instance, of a ([nadrant, hanging near such a inountain,

ought to be drawn from a perpendicular situation, in consecpH'nce

ot the attractive power of tiie (|uantity of matter of which it is

composed acting in a direction ditferent from that eM?11ed by the

v\'hole ma-'S of matter in the earlh. 'I'liough Sir Isaac Newton had

long ago hinted at an ex|)erinient of tliis kind, and had remarked,

that " a mouiiUiin of an hemispherical llguie, three miIe^ nigh am',

six broad, would not, by its attraction, draw the plumb-line two
minutes out of the perpendicular:" yet no attempt to ascertain

this matter by actual experiment was inade till about 173S ; when
the French academicians, particularly Messrs. Bouguer and Con-
tlaniiiie, who were sent to I'eru to measure a degree under the

etpialor, attempted to discover the attractive power of Cliimbo-

razo, in Quito. According to their observations, ChimboiaCj'o

exerted an attraction equal to eight seconds. Though this expe-
riment was not perhaps suflicient to prove satisfactorily even the

reality of an attraction, much le^s the precise ((uantity of it ; yet it

<loes not appear that any steps had been since taken to repeat it.

Dr. Maskelyne, the late astronomer royal, in 177?, made a pro-

posal to the Hoyal Society for this purpose, and in 1774 was
chosen to conduct the experiment. 'i"he mountain Schehallien,

situated nearly in the centre of Scotland, was pitched upon as the

most proper lor the purpose that could be found in this island.

The observations were made by taking the meridian zenitli-dis-

tanccs ot dilTerent fixed stars, near tlie zenith, by means of a

zenitl.-sector of ten feet radius; first on the S. and afterwards on
t'.i N. side of the hill, the greatest length of which extended in

an E. and W. direction. It is evident, that if the mass of matter

in the hill exerted any sensible attraction, it would cause the

plumb-lime of the sector, through which an observer viewed a star

in the meridian, to deviate from its perpendicular situation, and
would attract it contrariwise at the two stations, thereby doubling
the effect. On the S. side the plummet would be drawn to the
northward, by the attractive power of the hill placed to the north-

waid of it: and on the N. side, a contrary and equal deflection of

the pUiinb-liiie would take place, in consequence of the attraction

of the hill, now to the S. of it. The apj)arent zenitli-distances ol

the stars would be alf'ected contrariwise ; those being increased at

'

llie one station which were diminished at the other; and the cor-

respondent quantities of the deflection of the plumb-line would
give the observer the sum of the contrary attractions of the hill,

acting on the plummet at the two stations; the half of which will

of course indii ate the altracti\ e power of the hill. The operations
requisite for this experiment lasted about four months; and from
them It appears, that the sum of the two contrarv attractions of the
inoujitaii) Sclieliallien, in the two temporary observations which
were successively fixed half-way up the hill (where the el'fect of

its attraction would be greatest) was equal to 1 l". ti. From a

rough computation, founded on the known law of gravitation, and
on an assumption, that the den--ity of the hill is e(|ual to the mean
density of the earth, it apjiears th.it the attraction ot the hill should
amount to about the double of this quantity. Thence it was in-

ferreil, that the density of the hill is only about half the mean
density of the earth. It does not appear, however, that the moun-
tain Schehallic n has ever been a volcano, or is hollow ; as it is ex-
tremely solid and dense, and seemingly composed of an entire

rock. 1 he inferences drawn from these experiments may be re-

duced to the following: " 1. That llie mountain Schehallien
exerts a sensible attraction; therefore, from the rules of philoso-

phising, we are to conclude, that every mountain, and indeed

every ;
article of the earth, is endued with the same property, in

proportion to its quantity of matter. 2. '1 he law of the variation

ot tills Icuce, ill the inverse ratio ol the s(]uaies of the distances, as

laid down by Sir Isaac Newton, is also conlirmed by this experi-

ment. For if the force of attraction of ll;e hill had been only to

that of the earth as the matter in the hill to that ot the earlh, and
had not been greatly increased by the near approach to its centre,

the attraction tlieieot must ha\e been wholly insensible. But now,
by only supposing the mean density of the earth to be double to

tliat of the hill, which seems veiy probable from other considera-

tions, the allraction of the hill will be reconc iletl lo the general

law of the variation of attr..cti''u in the inverse duplicate ratio of
the distances, as deduced by Sir l.-aac Newton from the compa-
rison of the motion of the heavmly bodies willi the foj;ce of gra-

vity at the surface ol the eartli ; and the analogy of nature will be
preserved. 3. We may now, therelore, he allowed lo admit this

law, and to acknowledge tlial the mean density of the earth is at

least double of that at the surface ; and consequently that the den-
sity of the internal |)arts of the earth is n.ucli greater tlian neai- the

surface. lience also, the w hole quantity ot malter in the earth
will be at least as great again as ii it had been all composed of
matter of the same density with that at the surface; or about four

or five times as great as it it were ail composed of watiT. This
conclusion, Mr. Maskelyne adds, ii totally contrary to the hypo-
thesis of some naturalists, who ' suppose the earth to be only a
great hollow shell of matter; supporting it-.elf from the property
of an arch, with an immense vacuity in the midst of it.' But,

were that the case, the attraction of mountains, anti even smaller
ine(|iialities in the earth's surface, would be very great, contrary
to experiment, and would alTect the ni<-;isures of the degrees of
the meridian much more than we find they do; and tiie variation

of gravity, in dili'erent latitudes, in going from the equator to the
poles, as found by pendulums, would not be near so regular as it

has been found by exjieriment lo be. " 4. A» mountains are by
these experiments found capable of producing sensible deflections

of the plumb-lines of astronomical instruments; it is of great im-
portance, in the mensuration of degrees in the meridian, either to

choose places where the irregular attractions of the elevated parts

may be small; or where, by their situation, they may ccmpensate
or counteract the effects of each other." See Astronomy.
Mountains, Burning. See -Etna, IIecla, Vesuvius, and

Volcano.
Mountains, AVhite, a range of mountains in New Hampshire,

reckoned the highest in New England. They are visible on land
eighty miles distant, and are the flrst observed at sea. Tiieir In-
dian name is Agiochcchook. The number of summits is un-
known, but seven are visible at once. Of these the highest is

called .Mount Washington. The whole circuit of them is not less

than titty miles. Theii height above an adjacent meadow, is reck-
oned to be about iJOO feet, and the meadow is 3J00 feet above
the le\elof the sea. The snow and ice cover them nine or ten
months in the year; during which lime they exhibit that bright
appearance from which they are denominated while. From this

sumniil in clear weather is exhibited a noble view, extending sixty

or seventy miles in every direction. Although they are more
than seventy miles within land, they are seen many Ivagues oil at

sea, and appear like an exceeding bright cloud in the horizon.

These immense heights, being copiously replenished with water,

ati'ord a variety of beautiful cascades. Three of the largest rivers

in New England receive a great part of their waters from them.
7 he highest summit of these mountains is about lat. 44° N.
MOUNTAIN-PARSLEY. See Athamanta.
MOUNT BLANC. See Blanc.
Mount-Edgecumbk, a prodigious high peak, at the entrance

of Cook's strait, in New Zealand, on the \V. side. Its height is

supposed iiol lobe much inferior lo that of the peak ot Tciierille.

Mount-Sorrel, a town in Leicestershire, so named from a
high mount or solid rock adjoining to the town, of a dusky-red or
sorrel-coloured stone, extremely hard. It is twenty miles S. E.
by S. of Derby, and 105 N.W. by N. of London. Lon. 1. y.
\V. Lat. 52. 4j. N.
MOUNTING, in the mechanic ai-ts, something that serves to

raise or set off a work: thus, the frame and its dependences make
the mounting of a looking-glass; the hilt, the mounting of a
sword ; the fust, or but, the mounting of a carbine, musquet, &c.

8 and
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and the mounting of a fan, is tlie sticks which serve to open and
shut it.

Mot' NTING, in niilitrry affairs, signifies going upon duty : tlius,

mounting a breach, is running up to il ; mounting the guard, is

going upon guard ; and mour.ting tlie trenches, is going up on

duty in the trenches; but mounting a cannon, mortar, &c. is the

setting it on its carriage, or the raising its mouth.
MO LB A, a town of Portugal, in Aleutejo, 27 miles S. E. of

Evora. Lon. "i. J9. \X. Lat. 38. 0. N.
MOURN EUS, an order of penitents in the ancient Christian

cliurch, who lay prostrate in the porches of cliurches, begging the

prayers of tlie faithful, as they went in, and desiring todopubiic
penance in the church.

MOUKNING, Ancient Modes of. Amongst the ancient

Jews, on the death of their relations or intimate friends, mourning
was expressed by Aveepinc, tearing their clothes, smiting their

breasts, or tearing them with their nails, pulling or cutting off their

hair and beards, walking softly, i. e. bare- foot, lying upon ilie

ground, fasting, or eating upon the groiuul. Tlu-y kept them-
selves close shut up in their houses, covered their faces, and ab-

stained from all work, even reading the law, and saying their usual

prayeis. Tliey neither dressed tliemselves, nor made their beds,

nor cut their nail«, nor went into (he bath, nor saluted any body.

The time of mourning was generallv seven days ; less or more ac-

cording to circumstances; but thirty dajs were, thought sufficient

upon the severest occasions. The different periods of the time of

mourning required different degrees of grief, and dilTereiit tokens

of it. The Greeks, on tlie death of their uier.ds, shewed tlieir sor-

ro^v by secluding themselves from all gaiety, entertainments,

games, public solemnities, wine, and music. They sat in gloomy
and folit-..ry places, stripped themselves of all external ornaments,

put on ^ coarse black stufi" by way of mourning, tore their hair,

shaved their heads, rolled themselves in the dust and mire,

sprinkled ashes on their heads, smote their breasts with their prims,

tore their faces, and frequeiitlv cried out with a lamentable voice

and drawling tone, reiterating the interjection s, t, i, £ ; hence fu-

neral lamentations were called Ex.-/:i ; whence our wo.'d elegy.

If they ai)p-ared in public during the time of mournipg, tiiey had
veils over their faces and heads. During the funeral-procession,

certain persons called t^x^x" ^i'lvoji' m.rrched before, and sung me-
lancholy strains called syoovj.uoi uximi. Ami and Ai;,iy:i. These
vocal mourners sung thrice during the procession round the pile

and round the grave. Flutes were also used to heighten the so-

lemnity.

MO'URZOOK, or MOURZOUK, a city of Africa, the capital

of Fezzan, SD2 miles S. of Mesurata, and 710 N. by E. of Cashjia.

Lon. 15. 5. E. Lat. 27. 20. N.
MOUSE, in zoology. See Mus.
Mouse-ear, in botany. See Hierachivm.
Moi'SE-TAii,. See Myosuri.'s.
MOl'SUL, or MOSUL, a large city of Turkey, in Asia, and

capital of a Bealerbegate, on the W. bank of the Tigris. Lon.
43. 33. E. Lat.^36. 10. N.
MOUTH, in anatomy, a part of the fsce, consisting of the lips,

the gums, the insiiles of the cheeks, the palate, the salival glands,

the OS hyoides, the uvula, and the tonsils. See Anatomy. Mr.
Derham observes, ih.it the mouth in the several species of animals

is nicely adapted to the uses of such a part, and well sized and
shaped for the formation of speech, the gathering and receiving of

food, the catching of prey, &c. In some creatures it is wide and
large, in others l.ltle and narrow ; in some it is formed w ith a dt ep
incisure into the he-ad, for the better catching and holding of prey,
and more ea^y comminution of hard, large, and troublesome,
food; and in others with a shorter incisure, for the gathering and
holding of l-.erbaceous food. In birds it is neatly shaped for

piercing the air; hard and homy, to supply the want of teeth;
hooked, in the rapacious kind, to catch and hold their prev ; long
and slender in those that have their food to grope for in moorish
places; and broad and long in those that search for it in the mud.
Nor is the mouth less rcn.arkable in insects; in some it is forci-

pated, to catch, hoUi, and tear the prey ; in others aculeated, to

pierce and wour.d animals, aiKl suck their blood ; in others,

strongly rigid, with jaws and teeth, to gnaw and scrape out their

food, carry bur-lens, perforate the carlh, nay the hardest wood,
and even stones themselvei, for houses and nests for their young.
VOL. III.—NO. 150.

Mouth of a IIobse, in the manege, should be moderately
well cloven; for when it is too large, it 's difficult to bit a horse,

so as that he may not swallow it, as the horsemen term it ; and if

he has a small mouth, it will be diliicult to git the bit rightly

lodged in it. A horse is said to have a fine, sensible, tender, light,

or loyal, mouth, wlien he is so sensible in that part where the bit

is placed, as to obey the least motion of the bridle; so a false

mouth is a mouth that is not at all sensible, though the parts look
well, and are well formed ; and a mouth is said to be fixed and
certain, when a hoi-se does not check or beat upon tiie hand. See
the article Hand.
Mouth is u«ed in the courts of princes, for what relates to their

eating ami drinking: hence officers of the mouth, yeomen of the
mouth.
MOUTH E, a town of France, in the department of the Doubs,

18 miU'S S. E. of Salins, and 13 S. W. of Pontarlier.

MOUZON, a river of France, which runs into the iLeuse^ at

Neufchatel, in the department of Vosges.

MouzoN, a town of France in the department of Ardennes, and
late province of Champagne, on the Mease, nine miles S. E. of

Sedan, and 120 N. E. of Paris. Lon. 5. 10. E. Lat. 49.

37. N.
MO\^'EE, one of the Sandwich islands discovered by Captain

Cook, is Itj'i miles in circumference. A low isthmus divides it

into circular peninsulas, of which the E. is double the size of the
W. The mountains in both rise to an exceeding great height, and
may be seen at the distance of more than 30 leagues. The num-
ber of iniiabitants is about 65,000. Lonaitude of the east point

of this i>land from Greenwich, 155" 55' 0' \V. Lat. Oif 50' 30'' N.
MOWING, the act of cutting down grass, &c. with the scythe.

This method of reaping has hitherto been practiced chieti'y on
oats, clover, and the grasses; but there is no doubt that it may,
with advantage, be extended to wheat, andevery other kind ofgrain;
for the following obvious reasons: 1. Mowing is much easier, and
less fatiguing, to the labourers, than reaping. 2. It is moreexpe^-
diliouslv performed. 3. It requires a smaller number of hands.
4. It alibrds employment for children, aged men and women,
who are almost past labour, in gathering tlie corn, and other lighter

branches of the work. 5. The grass being mown together with
the straw, the cpumtily of the latter is increased, while it becomes
of greater value as fodder. Lastly, the grass produced on fields

which have been mown, vegetates ivith increased luxuriance, and
furnishes excellent pasture for cattle, and particularly for cows,
when the harvest is closed. Hence Du Hamel infers, that a far-

mer may, by this practice, not only keep a larger nimiber of cattle,

but at the same time save his hay, and obtain a greater quantity of
<lung. It may probably be objected, that, if a wet harvest should
occur, mown wheat will sprout more speeaily than that which is

reaped. This injury, however, may be elfeclually prevented, by
disposing the sheaves triangularly, so that the head of one may
test upon another. The only requisite to effect this, is a little

dexterity in closing the triangle, so that the basis of the third she;>f

may serve to support the heads of the first and second. We can-
not conclude this article, without noticing an easy method, by
which the operation of mowing may be greatly facilitated. Ac-
cording to the present mode of cutting grass, the workmen trace

two parallel lines with their feet, wliich they move forward alter-

nately, after every stroke of the scythe: m^tead of which, Du
Ham'cl recommends the mower's path to be traced only in a
single line; because he ought to advance with one foot before the
other, in such a manner that the left (which is behind,) should
always forward the right foot. This simple practice deserves

connnendation; for the labour will not only be performed with

more speed, but likewise with greater case to the mowers, who[Hill

thus be secured from those sudden cramps in their left sides, w ith

which they are frequently seized, in the prevailing system of
using the scythe.

MOXA, the MuGwoRT of China, is a soft lanuginous sub-
stance, prepared in Japan from the young leaves of a species of
artemisia, by beating them together when thorcv.ghly dried, and
rubbing them betwixt ihe hands till only the fine fibres are left.

The down on the leaves of mullein, cotton, hemp, &:c. do as welt

as moxa. In the Eastern countries it is used by burning it on the
skin ; a liitle cone of the moxa is laid upon the part, previously
moistened, and set on fii« at the lop : it hums down witli a tempe-

8 A rate
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rate glowing heat, and produces a daik coloured spot, the exul-

ceration of which is promoted by applying a little giiiiic ; the ulcer

is left to discharge, or is soon healed, according to the intention in

vising the ninxa. .See Artemisia.
MOZZANICA, a town of Italy in the department of Olona,

and district and late duchy of Milan, 12 miles N. IS. E. of Lodi,

and 2'-' E. of Milan.

M. P. a contraction very generally used in addressing letters

to Members of Parllani-'nt.

MUCILAGE, a glutinous matter obtained from vegetables,

transparent and tasteless, soluble in water, but not in spirit of wine.

It chieHy consists of carbon, hydrogen, and a small quantity of

o.\y^en. See Gluten.
^iuciLAGt, in chemistry, is contained iji the roots and leaves of

a great number of plants. Almost all the bulbous roots and fleshy

leaves yield it. The bulbs of the hyacinth contains so much,
that when dried, they may be employed as a substitute for gum-
arabic. See GyM. Mucilage is sometimes found nearly pure,

exuding from the bark ami twigs of many vegetables, and harden-

ing when exposed to the sun, into brittle semi-transparent

lump-;.

Mucilage, in anatomy, is the liquor which principally serves

to moisten the ligaments and c.utilages of the articulations, and is

supplied by the mucilaginous glands.

Mucilage, in pharmacy, is in general any viscid or glutinous

MUCILAGINOUS GLANDS, in anatomy, a very nume-
rous set of glands, serving to secrete the mucilage of the joints.

See Anatomy.
MUCK, or RUNNING A MUCK, a practice that has pre-

vailed time inmiemorial in Batavia. To run a muck in the origi-

nal sense of the word, is to get intoxicated with opium, and then

rush into the street wiih a drawn weapon, and kill any one that

con.es in the way, tdl die party is himself either killed or taken
prisoner. If the oOicer l;ike^ one of tliesi- amocks or Mohawks (as

they have been called by an easy corruption) alive, he has a con-
siderable reward; and the unhappy wretches are always broken
alive on the wheel : but such is the fury of tlu'ir desperation, that

three out of four are necessarily destroyed in attempting to secure
them.
MUCOU, in botany, a genus of the order of fungi, belongingto

the cryptogamia class of plants. This fungus has vesicular heads
supported by foot-stalks. There are about seventeen British

species.

MUCOUS GLANDS, in anatomy, three glands, which empty
themselves into the urethra; so called by their first discoverer,

Mr. Cowper, I'roiii the tenacity of the liquor which they sepa-
rate.

Ml'CUS, a mucilaginous liquor secreted by certain glands, and
serving to lubricale many of the internal cavities of the body. In
its natural stale it is generally limpi<l and colourless ; but, from cer-

tain causes, will olten assume a thick consistence and whitish
colom- like pus. As it is sometimes of very great importance in

medicine to distinguish these two fluids from each other, th.is was
lately proposed as the subject of a prize dispulation by the ./Escu-

lapian Society of E hnbin-gh. The prize was gained by Mr.
Charles Darwin, student of medicine from Litchfield. The con-
clusions drawn from his experiments were, 1. Pus and mucus are

both soluble in the vitri :)ic acid, though in very dit'lerent pro-

portions, pus being by far the Ica^t soluble. 2. The addition of
water to either of tlnsf compounils decomposes it. The mucus
thus separated either swims in the mixture or forms large flocculi

in it; whereas the pus falls to the bottom, and forms, on agitation,

an uniform turbid mixture. 3. Pus is diffusible through diluted
vitriolic acid, though mucus is not. The same also occurs with
water, or with a solution of sea-salt. 4. Nitrous acid dissolves

both pus and mucus. Water added to the solution of pus produces
a precipitate, and the fluid above becomes clear and green, while
water and the solution of mucus foim a Uirbid dirty-coloured fluid.

.'i. Alkaline lixivium dissolves, though sometimes with difiicultv,

mucu;, and generally pus. 6. Water precipitates pus from such
a mixture, but does not mucus. 7. Where alkaline lixivium does
not dissolve pus, it still distinguishes it from mucus, as it then pre-
vents its diffusion through water. 8. Coagulable lymph is neither
soluble iu concentrated nor diluted vitriolic acid. y. Water pro-

duces no change on a solution of serum in alkaline lixivium, until
after long standing, and then only a very slight sediment appears.
10. Corrosive sublimate coagulates mucus, but does not pus.
From tlie above experiments it appears, that strong vitriolic ai;id

and water, diluted vitriolic acid, and caustic alkaline lixivium and
water, will serve to tlistinguish pus from mucus; that the vitriolic

acid can separate it from coagulable lymph, and alkaline lixivium
from serum. Hence, when a person has any expettorated matter,
the decomposition of which he wishes to ascertain, let him dissolve
it in vitriolic acid, and in caustic alkaline lixivium ; and let him
add pure water to both solutions. If there be a fair precipitation
in each, he may be assured that some pus is present. But if there
be a pri; cipitation in neither, it is certain that the mixture is en-
fuely mucus. If the matter cannot be made to dissolve in alka-
line lixivium by time and trituration, we have also reason to be-
lieve that it is pus.

MUD, the slime or miry earth usually found at the bottom of
ponds, and stagnant waters. It also signifies the dust or dirt of
streets and roads, rendered fluid by rain. Miul is chiefly useful as

a manure for loamy soils ; though it may also be applied with ad-
vantage to any other land. The best kind is that taken from ponds
which have received the draining of farm-yards. The sweepings
of London streets have likewise been found of considerable service,
when mixed with a little horse-dung, in order to ferment, before
it is carried on the land. Thus prepared, it has been spread in

the proportion of ten or twelve loads per acre, and been productive
of the most beneficial effects.

MUDANIA, orMONTAGNA, a town of Asiatic Turkey,
inNatolia, on a gulf in the S. E. part of the Sea of Marmora, 1 j
milQs N. N. W. of Bursa. Lon. 28. 56. E. Lat. 40.
14. N.'
MUFFLE, in chemistry, a vessel much used in some metal-

lurgic operations. In figure it represents an oblong arch or vault,

the hinder part of which is closed by a semicircular plane, and the
lower part or floor of which is a rectangular plane. It is a little

oven, placed horizontally in assay and enamelling furnaces, so
that its open side corresponds with the door of the lire-place of the
furnace. Under this arched oven small cupels or crucibles are
placed ; and the substances contained are thus exposed to heat
without contact of fuel, smoke, or ashes. See Chemistry.
MUFTI, the chief of the ecclesiastical order, or primate of the

mussulman religion, The authority of the mutti is very great in

the Ottoman empire ; for even the sultan himself, if he would pre-
serve any appearance of religion, cannot, without hearing his

opinion, put any person to death, or so much as inflict any cor-
poral juiu'^hment.

MUGGLE TONIANS, a sect, which arose in England, about
the year lt)37 ; so denominated from their leader Lodowitk Miig-
gleton, a journeyman-taylor, who, with his associate Reeves, set

up for great prophets, pretending, as it is said, to have an absolute
poA er of saving and damning whom they pleased ; and giving out
that they were the two last witnesses of God, that should appear be-
fore the end of the world.

MUGIL, the Mullet, in ichthyology, a genus of fishes of the

order abilominales. Lips membranaceous, inferior one carinated
inwards; no teeth; branchiostege membrane with seven crooked
rays; opercula smooth, round; body of a wliitish colour. There
are five species. The mullet is justly ranked by Anstol'e among
the pisces llitorales, or those that prefer the -hores to the full sea;
they are found in great plenty on siveri.l of the sandy coasts of our
island, and haunt small bays that liave influxes of fresh water.

They come in gieat shoals, and keep rooting in the sand or mud,
leaving their traces in form of large round holes. They are very
cunning; and when surrounded with a net, oftenrscape by leaping
over it; when one does so, the others are sure to lollow. This is

observed by Oppian, who adds, that it they fad to get over at the
first leap, they never attempt a second, but lie without motion as

if resigned to their fate. They sometimes swarm on the coasts of
the Mediterranean. Near Marligues, in France, great numbers
of mullets are taken in weres made of reeds placed in the
shallows.

MUGWORT, in botany. See Artemisia. An infusion of
this plant in white wine, or a bath made of it, has been always
esteemed an emmenagogue, and useful in difficult parturition.

1 he leaves, when young and tender, are used in some parts of

7 Scotlaiid,
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Scotland, as a pot-licrb. Tlie country people in Swc<lcn <lrii}k a

decoction of tliLMii for (lie agne.
MUHLENI5ERGIA, in botany, a "enns of the triandria digy-

nia class anil oider. Natural order', CJruniina. Calyx one-valved,
iiiinutc. Literal ; corolla two-valved. There is but one species,
viz. M. ditVusa, a perennial grass, a native of North America.
MUll), is also one of the nine casks, or regular vessels,

formerly used in France, for wine and other liipiors. The muid
ot wine is divided into two demi-nnii<ls, four cjuarter-muids, and
eight half-quarter muids, containing thirty-six septiei-s. See
Measure.
MULATTO, a term used in the Indies for those who are begot-

ten by a negro man on an Indian woman, or by an Indian man on
a negro woman.
MULBERRY, in botany. See Morus.
Mulberry Cyder, a name given by the people of Devonshire,

and some other parts of England, to a sort of cyder rendered very
palatable by an admixture of mulberry-juice in the making; thev
choose for tliis purpose the ripest and blackest mulberries, ancl
pressing out their juice and mixing it with a full bodied cyder at
the time of the grinding and pressing, give just so much of it as
adds a perceptible Havour. It is worthy the attcntioji of the people
who live in other countries, where strong and good cyder is made,
that this renders it a sort of wine much more agreeable than any
other English liquor, and might be brought into general use, to
the great advantage of the dealer. The colour of this liquor re-
sembles that of the brightest red wine, and the flavour of the mul-
berry never goes off. Philos. Trans. No. 13.3.

MULCT, \_mulcta, Lat.] a fine of money laid upon a man,
who has committed some fault or misdemeanor.
MULE, in zoology, a mongrel kind of quadruped, usually

generated between an ass and a mare, and sometimes between a
Ijorse and a she-ass. The mule is a sort of a monster, of a middle
nature between its parents, and therefore incapable of propagating
its species: for so hath God constituted the laws of animal ge-
neration. Mules are chiefly used in countries where there are
rocky and stony roads, as about the Alps, Pyrenees, &c. Great
numbers of them are kept in these places ; they are usually black,
strong, well limbed, and large, being mostly bred out of 'the fine

Spanish mares: the mules are sometimes fifteen or sixteen hands
high. No creatures are so proper for carrying large burdens, and
none so sure-footed. They are much stronger for draught than
our horses, and are often as thick set as our dray-horses; and they
will travel several months together, with six or eight hundred
weight upon their backs: they are much hardier and stronger than
horses, and will live and w ork twice (he age of a horse; and those
mules which are light are fitter for riding than horses, as to the walk
and trot; but they are very disagreeable to the rider when they
gallop. See Eduus.
Mules, or Hybrid Plants, among gardeners, are asort of vege-

table monsters produced by putting the farina fcecundans of one
species of plant into the pistil or utricle of another. See
Botany.
MULHAUSEN, a town of Upper Saxony in Thuringia, 15

miles N. E. of Eisenach. Lon. 10. 49. E. Lat. 51. 13. N.
MULIER, in English law, signifies the lawful issue born in

wedlock, though begotten before. The niulier is preferred to an
elder brother born out of matrimony ; for instance, if a man has a

son by a woman before marriage, which issue is a bastard, and
afterwards marries the mother of the bastard, and tliey have another
son this second son is mulier and lawful, and shall be heir of the
father; but the other can be heir to no person. Sec Bastard.
By the civil law, where a man has issue by a woman, if after that

he marries her, the issue is mulier.

MULL, one of the Western Islands of Scotland, about 25 miles
long, and 25 broad. It is in general rocky and barren, producing
little corn. In 158S, one of the Spanish Armada was blown up
on this coast. Lon. 6. 7. W. Lat. 56. 26. N.
Mull, Sound ov, a narrow sea of Scotland, between the isle of

Mull, and Argyllshire.

MULLEIN. SeeVEECAScuM.
MULLER, or REGIOMONTANUS. John, a celebrated

astronomer of the 15th century, born at Koningslioven in Fran-
conia in 143G. He acquired great repniation by publishing an
abridgement of Ptolemy's x\lmage;(, which had been begun by

Purbach. He went to Rome to perfect hinnelf in the Greek
longue, and to see Card. Bassarion ; but (indiii;; some faults in the
Latin translations of George de Trcbizond, tiiat lran^Uaor's son
assassinated him, in a second journey he nia<le to Rome in 1476,
where Pope Sivtus IV. had provided for him the archbishopric of
Ratisbon, nud had sent for him to reform the calendar. Others say
that he died of the plague.

Muller, or Mullar, a stone flat and even at bottom, but;

round at top: used for grinding matters on a marble. The apothe-
caries use mullers to prepare their testaceous pov\ders ; and
painters for their colours, either dry or in oil.

Muller is also an instrument used by glass-grinders; being a
piece of wood, to one end whereof is cemented the glass to be
ground, whether convex in a bason, or concave in a sphere or

bowl. It is ordinarily about six inches long, turned round ; the

cement they use is composed of ashes and pitch. See Glass-
making.
MULLERA, in botany, a genus of the decandria order, and

diadelphia class of plants. Pericarpium elongated, fleshy, neck-
lace-form, with one-seeded globules. There is only one species,

viz. M. moniliformis, a native of Surinam.
MULLERAS, a town of Germany, in Upper Saxony, and

marquisate of Brandenburg, 3S miles S. of Berlin. Lon. 14. 50.

E. Lat. 52. 21. N.
MULLET, in ichthyology. See Mugil.
Mullet, or Mollet, in heraldry, a bearing in form of the

rowel of a spur, which it originally represented. See Heral-
dry.
MULLINGAR, a town ot Ireland, in West Meath, and the

county-town. It has a barrack for two troops of horse. A fev/

miles from it are the ruins of a church, and a castle. It is situated

on the Feyle. It holds a great wool-fair, and is a place of good
trade. In 122', the priory of St. Mary, formerly known by tlie

name of the House of God of Mullingar, was founded here by
Ralph de Petyt, Bp. of Meath, for regular canons of St. Augustin's

order. A Dominican friary was also founded here in 1237 by the

family of Nugent ; some ruins of which still remain. It has fairs

on the 6th April, 4th and 5tliJuly, 29th August, and 11th Novem-
ber, and lies 38 miles from Dublin. Lon. 7. 50. W. Lat. 53.

30. N.
MULLUS, the Surmullet, in ichthyology, a genus of fishes

of the order thoracici. Head compressed and scaly; muulK
bearded; gill-membrane, with three rays; body round, long, and
red, coated with large and easily deciduous scales. There are six

species. The M. rubea, or red surmullet, is the fish which was

one of the favourite delicacies of Roman epicurism, and which,

when particularly scarce, might be sold for its weight in silver-

coin. The capricious epicures of Rome in Horace's days vahieil

it in proportion to its size ; not that the larger were more delicious,

but that they were more difficult to be got. The price that wa*

given for one in the time of Juvenal and Pliny is a striking evi-

dence of the luxury and extravagance of the age

:

'Ihe lavish slave

Six thousand pieces for a mullet gave,

A sesterce lor each pound ;
Drydt-ii,

or4S/. 89. 9rf. But Asijiius Celer, a man of consular dignity,

gave 8000 nummi, or 61/. 1 \s. 8d. for a lisli of so small a size as the

mullet: for, according to Horace, a mullns trilibris, or one of

three pounds was a great rarity. But Seneca says, that it was not

worth a farthing except it died in the very hand of the guest ; that

such was the luxury of the times, that there were stews even in

the eating-rooms, so that the fish coidd at once be brought from

under the table, and placed on it ; and that they put the mullets

ifi transparent vases, that they might be entertamed with the

various changes of its rich colours while it lay expirnig. Apicius

first hit upon 'the method of suffocating them m the exi|uisite Car-

thaginian pickle, and afterwards procured a nch sauce from their

livers. This is the m^n whom Pliny styles Nepotum onniium

altissimus gorges ; an expression too forcible to be translated. See

Plate LV.
MULLUVIA, or MULLOEIAH, a river of Africa, which

divides the em|)ire of Morocco from that of Algiers, and runs into

the Mediterranean 15 leagues S. E. of MeliUa.

MULTANGULAR, a term applied to a figure, or body,

which h;« many angles,
'
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MUUriLATEUAL, in geometry, is applied to those ligiiies

whirli have more thmi four sides or angles.

MULTINOMIAL, or MULTINOMIAL ROOTS, in ma-
thein<iiics, such roots as are coniposeil of many names, parts, or

members ; a a -\- b -j- d -\- c, &zc. See Algebra.-
MULTIPLE, \_mullipkx,'] in aritlimetic, a number which

comprehends some other several times ; thus 3 is a multiple of fi,

and 12 is a multiple of 6, -1, and 3, comprehending tlie tirst

twice, the second thrice, &c.
Multiple Ratio, or Propoktion', is that which is between

multiples. If the less term cf the ratio be an aliquot |)art of the

greater, the ratio of the greater to the less is called a multiple; and
that of the less to the greater submultiple. A submultiple num-
ber is that contained in the multiple; thus, the numbers 1, 2, and

3, are submultiples of 9. Duj)le, triple, &c. ratios, are so many
species of multiple and submultiple ratios. See Ratio.
MULTIPLICAN]>, in arithmetic, one of the factoi-s in the

rule of multiplication ; being that number which is given to be

multiplied by another, which is called the multiplicator, or mul-
ti])lier. See Arithmetic.
MULTIPLICATION, in general, the act of increasing the

numlier cf any thing. MultiprKalion, in arithmetic, is a rule by
-which any given number may be speedily increased, according to

any proposed num\)er of times. In addition to what we have already

said upon the subject of multiplication under, the article Arith-
metic in this work,we subjoin the following compentlious method
of multiplying several figures by several, so as to produce the

product in one line only ;

IfIlk. Multiply the units of the multiplicand by the units of the

multiplier, setting down the units ot the product, and carrying the

tens; next, multiply thi"! tens in the multiplicand by the units of

the multiplier, to which add the product of the units ol the

multiplicand multiplied by the tens in the multiplier, and the tens

carried ; then multiply the hundreds iii the multiplicand by the

units of the multiplier, adding tlie product of the tens in the mul-
tiplicand multiplied by the tens in the multiplier, and the units of

the multiplicand by the hundreds in the multiplier ; again, multi-

ply the thousands in the multiplicand by the units of the multiplier,

adding the product of the hundreds in the multiplicand by the

tens in the multiplier, the tens in the multiplicand by the hundreds

in the multiplier, and the units of the multiplicand by the thou-

sands in the multiplier, and carry the tens ; again, multiply the

tens of thousands in the multiplirand by the units of the multiplier,

adding the product of the thousands in the multiplicand by the

tens in the multiplier, the hundreds in the nuiltiplicaiul liy the

luindreds in the multiplier, the tens in the multiplicand by the

thousands in the multiplier, and the units of the multiplicand by
the tens of thousands in the multiplier, and carry the tens ; again,

multiply the hundreds of thousands in the multiplicand by the

imils of the multiplier, adding the product of the tens of thousands

ill the multi|)licand by the tens in the multiplier, the thousands in

the multiplicand by the hundreds in the multiplier, the hundreds
in the ninltiplicand by the thousands in the multiplier, the tens

in the multiplicand by the tens of thousands in the multiplier,

and the units of the multiplicand by the hundreds of thousands in

the multiplier, and carry the tens; again, multiply the millions

in the multiplicand by the imits of the uuiltiplier, adding the pro-

duct of the hundreds of thousands in the multiplicand by the tens

in the multiplier, the tens of thousands in the multiplicand by the

luindreds of the multiplier, the thousands in the multiplicand by
the thousands in the multiplier, the hundreds in the multiplicand

by the tens of thousands in the multiplier, the tens in the multi-

plicand by the hundreds of thousands in the multiplier, and the

units of the multiplicand by the millions in the multiplier ; proceed
in this manner till you have multiplied the multiplicand by every
figure of the ninUiplier. When this is done, multiply the last

igure of the multiplicand to the left hand by the tens in the mul-
tiplier, adding to the product tlie product of the last figure but one
in the multiplicand by the hundreds in the mnltiplier, &c. &c.
till you have multiplied by every consecutive figure of the multi-

plier, to the left hand, setting down the sum of the products, and
carrying the tens. Proceed in this manner, taking care in the ob-
taining of each figure of the product to the left hand, to begin
with multiplying the last figure of the multiplicand to the left hand
iiy the figure iw the multiplier which is in the ne.\t higher place; and

when you have gone through all the figures in the nniltiolier
in this way, you will obtain tiie product rcciuired as inthe'foU
lowing example:

Multiply 9:4037728754 by 47884:341736.

This question solved in the common way.

954637728754
478842341736

5727826372524
2863913186262
6682464101278
954637728754

3818550915016
2S63ill31s62o2
1909275457508

3818550915016
7637101830032

7(537101830032
66824fi4l0127S
3S1S550915016

457120965546101741476944

The same multiplied in one line.

954637728754
478842341736

4571 209655461 1 741 476944

Explanation. Fir=t (4x 6) = 24, that is, 4 and carry?. Se-
condly, (5x6) -j- (4x3) and 2 that is carried, is 44 ; set down 4
and carry 4. Thirdly, (7x6) -|- (5x3) + (4x7) + 4 carried
= 89, that is 9 and carry S. Fourthly, (Sx 6) -j- (7x3) + (5x7)
+ (4x1) + ^ carried = 116; set down and carry 1 1. Fifthly,

(2x6) -I- (8x3) + (7x7) + (5x1) -f (4x4)+ 11 carried =
117, that is 7 and carry 11. Sixthlv, (7x6) + (2x3) + (8 x 7)

+ ("X 1)+ (5x4) + (4x3) + 11= 154, that is 4 and carry 15.

Seventhly, (7x6) + (7x3) + (2x7) + (8 x 1) + (7 x 4) +
(JX3) -j- (4x2) + 15 carried = 151 that is I and carry 15.

Eighthly, (3x6) + (7X3) + (7X7) + (2x1) + (8x4) +
(7x3) + (5x2)+ (4x4) + 15 carried = 184, that is 4 and car-

ry IS. Ninthly, (6x6) + (3x3) + (7X7) + (7x1) + (2x4)
+ (8 X 3) + (7 x 2) + (5 X 4) + (4 X 8) + IS carried =217, that

is 7 and carry 2 1 .
TenthI v, (4x 6) + (0 x 3) + (3 x 7) + (7 x I

)

+ (7X4)+ (2x3) + (8X2) + (7x4) + (5 X 8) + (4x 8) +
21 carried = 241, that is 1 and carry 24. Eleventhly, (5x6) +
(4x3) + (6x7) + (3x1) + (7x4) +(7x3) +(2x2) +
(8 x 4) + (7 x 8) + (5 x 8) + (4x 7) +24 carried = 320, that

is and carry 32. Twelfthly, (9x6) + (5x3) + (4x7) +
(6x 1) + (3x4) + (7x3) + (7x2) + (2x4) + (8 x S) +
(7x8)+ (5x7) +(4x4) + 32 carried = 361, that is 1 and
carry 36. In the thirteenth place, (9x3) + (5 x 7) + (4x 1) +
(6x4) + (3x3) + (7X2) + (7X4) + (2x 8) + (8 X 8) +
(7 X 7) + (5 x 4) + 36 carried =^ 326, that is 6 and carry 32. In
the fourteenth place, (9x7) + (5x1) +(4x4) +(6x3) +
(3x2)+ (7X4)+ (7X8) + (2X8) + (8x7) + (7x4) +
32 carried = 324, that is 4 and carry 32. In the lilteenth place,

(9X1) + (5X4)+ (4x3) + (6X2) + (3x4) + (7x8) +
(7x8)+ (2 X 7) + (S x 4) + 32 carried = 255, that is 5 and carry
25. In the sixteenth place, (9x 4) + (5 x3) + (4x2) + (6x4)
+ (3x8) + (7X8)+ (7x7) + (2x 4) + 25 can ed = 245,
that is 5 and carrv 24. In the seventeenth place, (9X3) + (5 x 2)

+ (4 X 4) + (0 X 8) + (3 X 8) + '7 x 7) + (7 X 4) + 24 carried
= 226, that IS 6 and carry 22. In the eighteenth place, (9 x 2) +
(5 x 4) + (4x8) + (6x 8) + (3 x 7) + (7 X 4) + 22 carried =
189, that is 9 and carry 18. In the nineteenth place, (9x4) +
(5x8) + (4x8) + (6x7) + (3x4) + 18 carried = ISO, that

is and carrv 18. In the twentieth place, (9x8) + (5x8) +
(4x7) + (6x4) + IS carried = 1S2, that is 2 and carrv IS. hi
the tweuty-hrst place, (9X8) + (5 x 7) + (4x4) + 18 carried =
141, that IS 1 and carry 14. In tlie twenty-second place (9x7) +
(5x4) + 14 carried =97, that is 7 and carry 9. Lastly, (9x4)

+ 9
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-|- 9 carried := 45, whicli beint; multiplied by the last fif^utc in

the iiiultiplier, set the vhole doun, and the work is finished.

Multiplication, Cross, otherwise called duodecimal arith-

metic, is an expeditious method of multiplying feet, inches, and
parts, &c. *

fFec't niuliiplied h) Feet ^ f Feet,

,
Feet

K, J Feet
ule -S r 1Inches

Ijiches

-(.Parts

r

Es.i

I

F.

14

X 4

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

In.

6

Inches

Parts

Inches
Parts !

Parts J

F.

7

X 3

Inches,

[_s j Parts, &€.

( 5 1 Paris,

i
Seconds,

(, Thirds, &c.

I. P.

9
3

58
10 10

'22

3 4

10

9

68 10 (1

6

Multiplication, in algebra. See Algebra.
MULTIPLICATOR, "or MULTIPLIER, in arithmetic, a

nuniher multiplying another called the nmltiplicand. The nuil-

tiplierand nmltiplicand when named together are called the factors.

MULTIPLICATUS FLOS. See Uotany.
MULTIPLYING GLASS, in optics, one wherein objects

appear increased in number. It is otherwise called a polyhedron,
being ground into several planes, that make angles with each other ;

through which tlie rays of light issuing from the same point undergo
different refractions, so as to enter the eye from every surface in a
ditlerent direction. See Optics.
MULTISILIQUiE, in botany, the name of the twenty-sixth

order in Liniiius's " Fragments of a Natural Method ;" consist-

ing of plants which have more seed-vessels than one. Of this

kind are aconitum, monk's hood ; delphinum, larkspur; negella,

or devil-in-a-bush ; and many others. These plants are mostlv
perennial herbs. See Botany.
MULTiSILIQUOUS PLANTS, those which have after each

flower many distinct, long, slender, siliqua: or pods, in wliicii their

seed is contained; such are bear's foot, columbine, house-leek,

navel wort, orpine, &c.
MULTITUDE, an assemblage, or collection of a great num-

ber of distinct persons or things; thus we say, a multitude of men,
of horses, of trees, &c. The units, or individuals, that make a

multitude, may be of the same or dilTerent kinds, and natures of
things ; and that whether they are really separated from one ano-
ther, or only distinguished by the imagination.

NIULTIVALVES, in natural history, the name of a general

class of shell-lish distinguished from the uni\alves, which consist

of only one shell, and the bivalves, which consist of two, by their

consisting of three or more shells.

MULTURE, in Scots' law, a certain stipulated ([uantity of
meal given as payment to the proprietor or tacksman of a mill for

grinding the corn ; and all corn ground on farms thirled to the

mill is obliged to pay multure, whether the corn be ground at

that mill or elsewhere.

MULVIA, orMULVYA, a river of Barbary, which rises in

the mountains of Atlas, and divides the empire of Morocco from
that of Algiers, and then falls into the Mediterrauean, \V. of Mar-
salquiver.

MUM, a kind of malt-liquor much drank in Germany, and
chiefly brought from Brunswick, which is the place of most note
for making it. The process of brewing mum, as recorded in the

town-house of that city, is as follows. Taket33 gallons of water
that has been boiled till one-third part is consumed, and brew it

with seven bushels of wheaten malt, one bushel of oat-meal, ami
cue bushel of ground-beans. When it is tunned, the hogshead
muit not be filled too full at first : as soon as it begins to work,
put into it 31b. of the inner rind of fir, lib. of the tops of fir and
beech, three handfuls ofcarduws benedictus, a handful or two of

the flower of rosa solis: add burnet, betony, marjoram, avens,

pennyroyal, and wild thyme, of each an handful and an half; of

elder-flowers, two handfuls or more ; seeds of cardamum bruised,
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30 oz. barberries bruised, loz. when the liquor has worked a
while, put the herbs and seeds into the vessel ; and after they art-

added, let it work over as little as possible; then till it up; lastly,
when it is stopped, put into the hogsliead ten new-laid eggs ui:-

bioken
;

sto|) it np close, and use it at tvro years end. The
Eiiglisli brewers, instead of the inner rind of lir,' use cardamum,
ginger, and sassafras ; and also add elecampane, madder, and red
Sanders.

Ml. .\I.\1\, a body embalmed or dried, in the manner em-
ployed by the ancient Egyptians; also the composition with which
<lead bodies are embalmetl. See Catacomb, and Embalming.
.Mummies are very inflauunable, and yield a scent of myrrh and
aromatic ingredients while burning. 'There are found in' Poland,
a kind of natural imiinmies, or human bodies preserved without
art. I hese lie in considerable numbers in some of the vast ca-
verns in that country. They are dried with the flesh and skin
shrunk U[) almost close to th'e bones, and are of a blackish co-
lour. In the wars « hich several ages auo laid waste that country,
it was com. lion lor parties of the weaker side to retire into these
caves, .w liere their enemies, if they found them out, suffocated
them by burning straw, &:c. at the month of the cavern, and then
lelt the bodies ; which being out of the way of injuries from com-
mon accidents, have lain there ever since. Carcases dried by the
heat of the sun, and thus preserved from putrefaction, are often
fountl in the sands of Libya. Some imagine, that these are the
bodies of deceasetl people buried there on purpose to keep Uiem
entire without embalming; others think they are the carcases of
travellers who have been overwhelmed by the clouds of sand
raised by the hurricanes frequent in those desarts.

MUMMY, iu horticulture, signifies a kind of wax employed
by gardeners, in grafting and plaiitiu^; the roots of trees. I't is

prepared as follows : take one pound of black pilch, and a ([uartcr
of a pound of turpentine ; mix them in an earthenpot, and set the
whole on fire in the open air : the mi.\ture should be alternately
quenched and lighted, till all the nitrous and volatile parts be eva-
porated, when a little common wax is to be incorporated with the
composition, which is nosv fit for use.

MUMPS, or CYNANCHK PAROTID.EA, a contagious
disease, that chiefly affects the lower classes, and is often epidemic.
It is distinguished by an external moveable swelling, tliat arises on
one side ot the neck, but more commonlv on both, and frequently'
attains a considerable size ; while the fauces appear red, and the
patient has a sensation of straitness. The powers of respiration and
of deglutition are scmewhat impeded, and the disease is mostly ac-
companied with a slight degree of inflammatory fever. The tu-

mour increases for three or four days ; when it begins to subside,
and, in a few days, totally disappears, together with the fever.

See Medicinf.
M UNCH-HAUSIA, in botany, a genus of the polvandria or-

der, and polyadelphia class of piaiits. Natural order, Calycan-
thema;. Calyx six-cleft, torulose; ])etals clawed; stamen in six
bodies, four or five in each ;

pistil superior, wilh a filiform curved
style. It has but one species, M. speciosa, a native of Java and
China.
MUND, ISLAND MUND, or the ISLAND of ST.

MUNGO, an island of Argyleshire, in Loch Leven in Glenco.
MUNDA, an ancient city of Ilispania Boutica, in Granada, on

the declivity of a hill, at the bottom of which runs a river. Lon.
4. 13. W. L'at. 4S. 15. N.
MUNDERAR, a province of Asia, in Cabul.
MUNDEKKINGEN, a town of Suabia, on tlie Danube, C5

miles S. W. of Ulm. Lon. 9. 43. E. Lat. 4S. 15. N.
MUNDIC, or MARCASllE. See Marcasite, and Py-

rites.

Ml'NDINGOES, a people who live on the sides of the river

Gambia in Africa, and who are of a jet black colour, strong, and
well made.
Ml'NDINUS, a celebrated anatomist of the 14th centur\,

born in Florence. He was the first modern anatomist who restored
the art, and introduced the dissection of human bodies. He wrote
a Treatise on Anatomy, in 1315, which was printed at Paris in

1478.

MUNDU, a very ancient town of Ilindoslan in Malwa; for-

merly l.'2 miles in circuit; 454 miles E. of Bombay. Lon. 75. 47. E.
Lat. '22. 50. N.

8 B MUNDUS,
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MUNDUy PATEXS, [z. f. the open worUI,] in Roman an-

tiquity, a >;o!eniiii,v prrfornie'! in asmail temple, of aioimd form
like the world, dedicated to Uis, and llie re^l of the infernal gods.

Tiiis temple was opened tlirice a year, viz. on the 24th Aug. 4th

-Oe(. and Tlh Nov.
MUNIA, or MENIE, an ancient town of En;ypt, on the

Nile, 140 niih-s S. of Cairo. Lon. 31. '-PO. E. Lat 27. 45. N.
MUNICH, a city of CJermany, capital of Bavaria, and the re-

sidence of the kinw, one of the most pleasant and populous in

Germany. It is 200 miles W. of Vienna. Lon. 11.36. E. I/at. 4;;.

8. N.
MUNICIPAL, in the Roman civil law, signifies invested with

the rights and privileges of Roman citizens. See Munici-
PIUM.
Municipal Laws, in England, laws that obtain in any pa;li-

tnlar city or province.

MuNK'iPAi, Officers, officers elected to defend the interest

of cities, to maintain their riglits and privileges, and to preserve or-

der and harmony among llie citizens ; such as mayors, sheriffs,

consuls, &r.,

MUN K^IPALITY, the right of a citizen; a corporation or

borough enjoying such rights. See Mt-'N'iciPH.'M.

MUNICll'ES, an appeli.ition given by the Romans to the in-

habitants of the inunicipia, or municipal cities. See MuNi-
CIFU'.M.

WUNIClPIUM.in Roman antiquity, a corporation, borough,
or enfranchised city or town, where the inlial)itants enjoyed their

own laws and customs, and at the same time were honoured with

the privileges of Roman citizens ; but then tliis privilege reached
no farther tlian the bare title. Some indeeil, by particular merit
obtained the liberty of voles, which occasioned that distinction of
municipium sine sul't'ragio, and mujiicipium cum sulTragio. The
inhabitants of the municipium sine sutfragio, were called bareK-
Romani, but those of the municipium cum sutTragio wt re called
cives Romani. The proper citizens of Rome were, 1. Registere<l
in the census. 2. Had the right of suflrage and of bearing ho-
nours. 3. Were assessed in the poll-tax. 4. Served in the le-

gions. 5. Used the Roman laws and religion. 6. Mere called
Quirites ami populus Romanus: whereas the municipes enjoyed
the three first of tliese iirivileges, but were denied the tliree

last.

MUNIMENTS, or MINIMENTS, the writings relating to a
person's inheritance, by which he is enabled to defend his tUle to
his estate ; or, in a more general sense, all manner of evidences,
such as charters, feofments, releases, &c.
MUNITION, the provisions with which a place is furnished

for defence : or that which follows a camp for its subsistence.
Munitios-Ships, are those that have stores on board to sup-

ply a fleet of men of war at sea. In an engagement, all the mu-
mtion-ships and victuallers attending the fleet take their station in

the rear of all the rest: they are not to engage in the light, but to
attend to such directions as are sent them by the admiral.
MUNKACS, MUNKATS, or MUNGATS, a town, lord-

ship, and bishop's see of Hungary, with an impregnable castle, 50
miles N. E. of Tokay. Lon. 32. 0. E. Lat. 48. 30. N.
MUNNION, in architecture, the upright posts, that divide tlie

several lights in a window-frame.
MUNSTER, Sebastian, a learned German writer, born at

Tngleheim, in 14Sy. He became a Cordelier, but havin;; em-
braced Lullier's sentiments, he quitted that order in 1529, and re-

tired to Heidelberg, and afterwards to 15a^il, where he became
professor of Hebrew, and taught with reputation. He was a man
ol great candour, void of ambition ; and so well skilled in geo-
graphy, mathematics, and the Hebrew, that he was called the Es-
liras and the Strabo of tiermany. His Latni translation of the
bible is esteemed. He was tl^e first w-ho wrote a Chaldee gram-
mar and lexicon ; he also published a treatise on cosmography,
and several other works.- He died of the plague at Basil in 1552,
aged 63.

MuNSTER, in I-atin Monomia, and in Irish Monn, the nio,-t

southerly province of Ireland ; bounded on the N. by Leinstcr
and Connaught, and on the E. W. and S. by the ocean. It con-
tains the counties of Cork, Clare, Kerry, Limerick, Tipperary,
and Waterford ; 3,289,632 Irish planta'tion acres, 740 parishes,

63 baronies, and 26 boroughs. It is about 125 miles long, and

120 broad ; Cork is the capital. It lies between 51. 15. and 53.

0. Lat. N.anil 7. 10. to 10. 40. Lon. W.
MuNSTKR, a territory of Germany, in the circle of Westphalia ;

bounded on the N. by Embden and Oldenburg, ontlie S. bv the

comity of Mark and duchy of Westphalia on the W. by the

county of Bentheim anil Holland ; and on the E. by the bishoprics

of Osnaburg ami Paderborn together with the county of Ravens-
berg. It is in length about SO miles, and in breadth from
20 to 60. On the 22d of January, IS! 1, the whole uf this coun-
try was incorporated with the Erench empire.

.MuNSTEK, the capital of Westphalia, is seated at the conllux
of the river Aa with the Ems, 70 miles N. by E. of C'ologn, and
77 N. \V. of Cassel. Lon, 7. 49. E. Lat. 5. 49. N.
MUNTLVOrA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order,

and polyandria class of plants ; natural order, Columniteiie. Ca-
lyx five-parted; corolla five-petaled ; berry five-celled; seeds
many. 'I'liere is one species, a shrub of Jamaica.

M UNYCHIA, an anniversary solemnity observed at Athens, in

honour of Diana, on the l6tli of the month Muiiychion. Cakes
were otTered on the occasion called xi^A'ifwyle;.

ML'N^'CHION, the tenth month of the Athenian year, con-
taining 29 days, and answering to the latter part of our March
and the beginning of April. It was so called from the testival

Munychia, which was observed in this month. See Month, and
MVNVCHIA.
MUILENA, the Eel, in ichthyology, a genus of fishes, of the

order Apodes. Head smooth : ten rays in the membrane of the
gills ; eyes covered with a common skin ; body cylindrical, slimy.

I'here are nine species, distinguished by their fins, tails, &c. The
most remarkable are these :

M. Anguilla, the Common Eel, is very frequent in all our
fresh waters, pond-, ditches, and rivers: according to Mr. Pen-
nant, it is the most universal of fish ;

yet is scarcely ever found in

the Danube, though very common in the lakes aud rivers of Up-
per Austria. In some respects it borders on the reptile tribe.

It quits its element, and during night wanders along the meadows,
not only in order to change its habitation, but also for the sake of
prey, feeding on snails as it passes along. In whiter it beds itself

deep ill the mud. and continues in a state like the serpent-kind.

It is very impatient of cold, and will eagerly take shelter in a
wisp of straw thing into a pond in severe weather, which has some-
times been practised as a method of taking them. .Albertusaf-
firnn, that he has known eels lakeshelter in a hay-rick, yet perish

through excess of cold. In a river of England called the Nyne,
there is a variety of small eel, with a less head and narrower mouth
than the common kind, found in clusters in the bottom of the ri-

ver, and called the bed-eel : these are sometimes roused up by.'

the violent floods, and are never found at that time with meat in

their stomachs. Eels are extremely voracious, and destructive to

the fry of others. No fish lives so long out of water as the eel ; it

is so extremely tenacious of life, that its parts will move a con-
siilerable time after they are flayed and cut in pieces. Eels vary
much in their colours, from a sooty hue lo a light olive green ;

and those w hich are called silver-eels have their bellies white, and
a remarkable clearness throughout. There is a variety in thel

Thames called grigs, and about Oxford grigs or gluts. These]
are scarcely ever seen near Oxford in the winter; but appear
spring, and bite readily at the hook, wliich common eels in thai

neighbourhood will not. They have a larger head, a bluntei

nose, thicker skin, and are less fat, than the common sort; the

are less esteemed, and seldom exceed 3 or 41b. in weight. Comiiioi]
eels gro* to a large size, sometimes weighing 15 or 201b. but such]

are extremely rare. Mr. Dale in the Pnkis. Trans, and somi

others, bring instances of eels much exceetling that size ; but Mr,
Pennant suspects them to have been congers, as these enormoui
fish were all taken at the mouths of the Thames or Medway
The Romans held eels very cheap, but,the luxurious Sybarili

were so fond of them, as to exempt from tribute those who sol

them. There is scarcely any aninul, the jieneralion of which hai

puzzled the learned more than this. Aristotle first broaclied an'

opinion that eels were of no sex, nor propagate<l their species like

other animals, but were equivocally gendered of the mud; and
absurd as this hypothesis is, there have not been wanting many,
even in these enlightened times, who have adopted it. But there is

now no room to doubt that all animals are produced by the copu-
t> - latioB
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latiou ut parents like th(Miiselves : ami tlio luHliiig ol cols in mw
ponds is easily accounted foi-, from the above nientiuned circum-
stance of their nocturnal migrations. J)r. Piot, arid many others,

have given accojnts ol whole droves of them leaving one ditch or

pond to go to another. 'riioii.;h naturalists now generally allow that

eels are produced like other animals, hy parents of their own kind,

yet there remain many doubts about the manner in whicli tlie ge-

neration is performed. Some allow the eels to be like the gene-
rality of other animals, of dillerent si-xes in the diliereiit indivi-

duals ; and others alllrm that they are all hermaphrodites, each
having the parts of both sexes. Hondeletius aftirms that they are

of both sexes ; and Mr. Allan, who has given a very curious pa-

per concerning them in the I'hil. Trans, is of the same opinion.

Both say, that the parts of ihesexcs may be discovered on a care-

ful inspection ; and some are found to be males, and others fe-

males ; but these parts are, in both sexes, they say, buried in a

large (piantity of fat ; and lieiice, they think, proceeded the mis-

take of Aristotle and his tollowers, who, not being able to tiiul

those parts, concluded that they did not exist. Among those who
allow the eel to be produced, like other animals, from parents

which have the sexes, some are of opinion that they are vivipa-

rous, and others lliat tlicy are oviparous: but Mr. Charlwynd
seems to have determined this controversy by observing, tliat if

the aperture under the belly of the eel, which looks red in May,
be cut open at that time, the young eels will be seen to come fortii

alive after the operation. ^Ir. Lewenhoeck says, that he found
an uterus in every ,eel he examined ; and therefore concludes,
that tl-.ey are hermaphrodites : and lie supposes thai they have no
male parts of generation like those of other animals ; but that the

oftice of these is performed by a liquor analogous to the male seed

of animals, which is contained in certain glands, situated in the in-

side of the uterus itself. Eels have sometimes been met within
recent ponds, made at such a distance from any other water that

we cannot reasonably suppose them to have migrated thither over
land. But in these cases it is probable, that the ponds have been
supplied with them by aquatic fowls of prey, as vegetation is

spread by many land-birds, either by being dropped, as' they
carry them to feed their young, or by passing quick through their

bodies, as is the case with herons.

M. CoKGhR, the Conger Eel, grows to a vast size. Dr.
Borlase informs us, that they are sometimes taken near Mount's
Bay of lOOlb. weight; and Mr. Pennant assures us, that he lias

heanl of some taken near Scarborough, that were lO-i feet long,

and l.S inches in circumference, in the thickest part. They difter

from the common eel, in the following particulars: 1. Their co-

lour in general is more dark. 2. Their eyes much larger in pro-

portion. 3. The irides of a bright silvery colour. 4. The lower

jaw is rather shorter than the upper. 5. The inside line is broad,

whitish, and marked with a row of small spots. 6. The edges of

the dorsal and anal fins are black. 7. They have more bones
than the common eel, especially along the back quite to tlie

he.id. 8. They grow to a much larger size. Congers are ex-

tremely voracious, preying on other lish, crabs, &c. They and
eels in general are fond of carcases of any kind, being frequently

found lodged in such as are accidentally taken up. The conger
eels probably generate like the fresh-water species. Innumeral>le

quantities of what are supposed to be their fry come up the Se-

vern about April, preceding the shads, which it is conjectm-ed mi-

grate into that river to feed on them ; they are called elvers.

.They swarm during their season, and are taken in a kind of sieve

made of hair-cloth fixed to a long-pole ; the fisherman standing

on the edge of tlie water during the tide, puts in liis net as far as

he can reach, and drawing it out again, takes multitudes at every
s.veep, and will take a^ many during one tide as will fill a bushel.

They are dressed, and reckoned very delicate. See Plate

CXXI.
M. OpHis, Spotted Mvr;en'a. Observed by Forskal ; na-

tive of the Red Sea ; has a rising callus between the eyes, gold-

coloured irides, upper lip shorter than the lower, and the dorsal

and anal fins united at the tail. See Plate CXXI.
M. C.YTEKAT.^,, Chain-Striped Mur;e.va. This species,

of which the individuals hitherto described appear to be of the

size of a smallish eel, is of a brown colour, crossed by large eha.r.-

like white bands, somewhat irregular in their form on different

parts of the animal, and marked by numerous brown spots awd
freckles. This fish is a native of S urinani. See Plate CXXI,

M. Rkticulata, Reticvlated Mub*na ; in size and ge-
neral form resembles the preceding species, but diflers in coIouik
and in the <lisposition ot tlie dorsal fin, which commences imme-
dutely at the back of the head, and is conliniied round the tail,

wliere it um is with the vent-lin. It is a native of the Indian sea>.

MURAI.,[h(h;y//w, inuriis, Lat.] any thing pertainingto a wall.

MuRAi. Arch, a wall, or walled arch, placed exactly in the
plane of the meridian, i.e. upon the meridian-line, for lixing a
large quadrant, sextant; or other instrument, to observe the meri-
dian-altitudes, Sec. of the heavenly bodies. See Qvadban't.
Tycho Brahe was the first who used a mural ipiadrant in his ob-
servations; after him Ilevelius, Mr. l-'lamsteetl, DelaHire, &c.
used it.

Mural Crown. See .Crow.v.
MURANO, an island in the Gulf of Venice, four miles N. of

^'enice.

MuRAN'o, a very ancient town in the above island, about three
Italian miles in circumference, famous for its manufactures of
looking-glasses. Lon. \'2. 5. E. Lat. 45. It). N.
MURiVNT, Emanuel, a much admired landscape-painter,

born at Amsterdam in 1622. He was a disciple of Philip Wou-
vennans, from whom he acquired that warnitli and brilliancy

of colouring, which rendered hiin eminent in his profession.

His subjects were views in Holland, villages, towns, cities, ruins,

and decayed castles ; all sketched after nature, and so exquisitely
finished, that every minute part of a building was perfectly dis-

cernible, and even every particular stone or brick might be
counted. But this demanded so much lime, that it was impossi-
ble for him to paint many pictures ; on which account they are
exceedingly scarce, and sold for extravagant prices. He died
in 1700.

MUK.^XUM, in ancient geograpliy, a town of Italy, on tlie

confines of Lucania ; now called Morano; a citadel in Calabria
Citra. It is supposed to have arisen from the ruins of Syi)lia.'um.

MURCIA, in geography, a kingdom of Spain, bounded oii the
N. by New Castile, E. by Valencia, W. by Andalusia and Gra-
nada; and S. by the Mediterranean. It is about 63 miles long,

and 5S broad : its principal river is Segura. The soil being drv,
it produces little corn or wine ; but plenty of oranges, citrons, le-

mons, olives, almonds, mulberries, rice, pnlse, and sugar. It has
also a great deal of silk. It was taken from the Moors in 1265.
The air is very healthful.

MURCIA, in ancient mythology, the goddess of idleness.

The name is taken from murcu^i or miircidus, an obsolete word,
signifying a dull, slothful, or lazy ])er5oii.

-MuRciA, a large, handsome, and populous town, capital of the
above. kingdom, and seated on the Segura. Lon. 0. 36. W. Lat.
37. 4S. >r.

MURDER, or MURTHER, [from the Saxon, »(or//i, death.]
in law, is thus defined, or rather described, by Sir Edward Coke :

" Vv'heii a person, of sound memory and discretion, unlawfully kill

etii any reasonable creature in being, and under the king's peace,
with malice aforethought, either express or implied." See Homi-
cide.
MURDERERS, or MURDERING PIECES, in a ship,

are small pieces of ordnance, either of brass or iron, which have
chambers put in at their breeches. They are used at the bulk-
heads of the fore-castle, half-tlcck, or steerage, in order to clear

the deck, when the ship is boarded by an enemy.
MURENGERS, two otficers of great antiquity in the citv of

Chester, annually chosen out of the aldermen, to see that the walls

are kept in repair, and to receive a certain toll and custom for the
maintenance thereof.

MURET, a town of France, in the department of Upper Ga-
ronne, and late province of Gascony ; 10 miles S. of Toulouse.
Lon. 1. IR. E. Lat. 43. 26. N.
MUREX, in zoology, a genus of inscctsof the order. Vermes

Testacen. Animal of the snail-kind ; shell univalve, spiral,

rough, with membranaceous furrows ; aperture terminating in an
entire canal, either sraight, or somewhat ascending. Above 200
species, particularly distinguished by peculiarities in their shells,

&c. have been enumerated. From a species of murex was ob-
tained the famous Tyrian dye so much valued by the ancients.

This, however, has long been supei"seded bv the use of the cochi-

neal. Two species, Nl. babylonica, and *I. brandaris, are deli-

neated in Plate LXXVI.
MvREXj
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MUREX, a caltrap or iron-inslrument, witli sliarp points pio-

jei^'ting in every direction, used by iKe Roman"; as a defence

aaainst the enemy's horse. It was so called, probably, liecaiise

the points bore some resemblance to the spines and tubercles with
which the shell of the fish niurex is surrounded.
MURG, a river of Suabia, which rises 2 miles S. E. ofOppenau,

and falls into the Rhine.

MURGl, orMURGIS, in ancient geography, the Ia^t town of

Hispania Ba'tica, next the Tarraconensis : the Urce of Ptolemy.
Now called Muxara, a port-town of Granada, on the Mediterra-
nean. Lon. 1. 50. W. Eat. 37. 6. N.
MURHARD, orMURHART, a town of Wirtemburg, 22

miles N. E. of Stuttgard, and 1)2 S. E. of Woims. Lon. 9. 51". E.
Lat. 4S. 50. N.
MUR tA, alimentarvMlt. Sec Salt.
MVRIATES, in chemistry, a gemis of salts composed of mu-

riatic acid and a base. When heated thev meli, and are volatilized,

without undergoing decomposition: they are solulde in water';

ettervesce with sulphuric acid, and white acrid fumes of m\M-iatic

acid are disengaged ; when mixed with nitric acid they exhale the
odour of ox\ muriatic acid. Muriate of potass, formerly called

febrifuge, or digestive salt of sylvius, niav be obtained by dissolv-

ing potass in muriatic acid, and evaporating the solution till the
salt crystallizes: it has a disagreable taste, and will dissolve in about
three parts of cold water. Specilic gravity 1.8. This substance
contains

Muriatic acid 29
Potass 63
Water 8

100

Muriate of soda, or common salt, has been known from the ear-

liest ages. It exists abundantly in nature. Immense quantities of
it are found in ditf'erent countries, which require only to be dug
out and reduced to powder. In this state it is called rock-salt. It

is also one of the constituents of sea-water, which, when evaporated,
yields the salt in crystals. This salt usually crystallizes in cubes:
Its specific gravity is about 2. 12, and it is soluble in less than three
times its weight of water. When pure it is not affected by expo-
sure to the air; but the salt of commerce contains some muriate of
magnesia which rendei-s it deliquescent. When heated, it decre-
pitates, and in a red heat it melts and evaporates in a white smoke
without decomposition. It contains

Muriatic acid 44
Soda 50
Water 6

100 See Salt.

Muriate of ammonia, formerly denominated sal-ammoniac, be-

cause it was found in a\)undance near the temple of Jupiter Am-
nion, in Africa. It was lately imported entirely from Egypt, but
it is now made in this country. In its common form it is an opaque
mass, and is not affected by the air, but its crystals are liable

to deliquesce. It is decomposed by the sulphuric and nitric acids,

which combine with the alkali ; and likewise by potass, soda,
barytes, and lime, which unite with the acid. By the latter of
these decompositions ammonia is obtained in a state of purity :

hence, Ijy breaking into small pects muriate of ammonia, with
soda, or potass, &c. and putting tln-m together in a phial with a
glass-stopple, we get a good smelling-bottle. This salt is used in

many of the arts. In soldering;, it cleans the surlace of the metals
to be united, and i)revents their oxydation : in dyeing it rendeis
several colours brighter, and it is not unfretpiently employed in

pharmacy and chemistry : its constituent parts are

Muriatic acid 43
Ammonia 14.9

Water 37.1

100

MURI.\T1C ACID, in chemistry, may be procured in various
ways: if a retort with a curved tube be half filled with well dried
common salt, and some strong sulphuric acid be poured upon it,

a copious effervescence takes place, and the elastic fluid extricated

iappears in the form of a white vapour as soon as it comes in con-
tact with the atmosphere. When all the common air has been
driven out of the retort, the subsequent portions of gas may be
collected in the usual manner in glass-jars, filled with mercury, and
inverted in a bath of the same lluid. I'his is muriatic acid gas : it

is transparejit, colourless, and possessed of the same mechanical
properties as common air. It is almost twice as heavy as common
air: 100 cubic inches of it weighs nearly (50 grains. Its smell is

pungent, and its taste highly acid. It ij instantaneously fatal to

animal life, and is incapable of supporting combustion ; but if a

burning taper be plunged into it, the (lame, just before it goes our,

may be observed to assume a green colour. Il a little water be let

into ajar filled with this gas,the whole gas disappears, and the liquid,

which consists of a solution of muriatic gas in water, is usually tie-

nominated simply muriatic acid. Being obtained from salt, it was
originally called " spirit of salt," then "marine acid," and now
it is almost universally denominated " muriatic acid." A cubical
inch of water, at the temperature of G0°, absorbs 515 inches of mu-
riatic acid gas, which are equivalent to 308 grains : hence water
thus impregnated contains more than lialf its weight of muriatic
acid, in the same state of purity as when gaseous. During the ab-
sorption of the gas, the water becomes hot. Ice also absorbs (his

gas, and is at the same time liquilied. The cpiantity of this gas
absorbed by water diminishes as the heat of the water increases, and
at a boiling heat water will not absorb any of it: of course the gas .

is easily expelled from the licjuid acid by heat, and may readily be
procured by heating the common muriatic ixid of commerce.
By this process Dr. Priestley first obtained it. The muriatic acid
ot the shops is always yellow, owing to a small quantity of iron

which it holds in solution. Muriatic acid is capable ot combining
with oxygen, and forms with it compounds, which have a consi-

derable analogy to the compounds of azote with the same princi-

ple. It does not appear that either hydrogen or carbon combines
with muriatic acid, but charcoal absorbs it abundantly. Phospho-
rus absorbs a little, and sulphur imbibes it slowly. When mixed
with nitric acid, it forms what was formerly denominated " aqua
regia ;" but is now called " nitro-muriatic acid." Muriatic acid
in a slate of gas neutralizes putrid miasmata, and destroys their bad
effects. By this the most contagious disea,ses are prevented from
spreading: two parts of sulphuric acid, and six of common salt,

heated over a spirit-lamp, or in a hot sand-bath, will give out the
gas very plentifully.

Muriatic Aciij, Oxygenated. This was first noticed by
Scheele in 1774. He formed it by applying the muriatic acid

as a solvent for manganese. He perceived that a gas was disen- >

gaged, which had the smell ofacqua; and he concluded that the

muriatic acid abandoned its phlogiston to the manganese. On
this account he termed it dephlogisticated marine acid. In 1780,
it was hinted by M. Eourcroy. that the oxygen of the manganese
entered into combination with the muriatic acid; and M. Berthol-

let has since shewn that supposition to be true, by a series of ac-

curate and ingenious experiments. The oxygenated muru.tic acid

may be obtained by distilling, in Woulfe's apparatus, 10 pounds of
marine salts, three or four pounds of inang.iiicse, and 10 pounds of
sulphuric acid. Or it may be prepared in the following manner ;

take ecpial parts of the oxide of manganese, and the red oxide of
mercury oj' lead

;
put them into a glass-retort, and add four parts

of concentrated muriatic acid. This, on distillation, allbrds a
quantity of yellow aeriform fluid, which is oxygenated muriatic

gas ; this being agitated with water combines with ii , and forms oxy-
geiv-ited muriatic acid. The gas is yellow and transparent, and
possesses a most suffocating smell. It instantly extinguishes flame,

and destroys animal life. It has long been used with success in

bleaching.' See Bleaching. It has also been employed in the

whitening of paper and old prints, and in destroying ink : but

printers' ink is not attacked by it.

MURINA, or MURINES, a delicious sweet wine, medicated

with spices, and the usual drink of the ladies of antiquity.

Murine Quadrupeds, the English name given by Mr. Kerr,

in his translation of Linnxus's Zoology, to the Genus Mus ; which
is divided by Dr. Ginelin into four sections. See Mus,
MURRAIN, a contagious disease incident to cattle; it is known

by the animals hanging clown their heads, which are swollen; by
short and hot breathing; palpitation of the heart; staggering; an

abundant secretion of viscid matter in the eyes; tattling in the

throat

;
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'liroal ; and a sliiuiii!; tongue.' The murrain is cccusioned by va-

ious causes, but principally by a hot, dry spason, or a general

corruption of the air ; in con-rquence of uliich tlie blood bi conies

intUuued; the syniptomi above stated spee(hly appear: and, if

no preeautions are taken, the disease suddenly proves fatal. It

raged about the niid.Ue of the last century in various parts of the

Continent, and carried off great numbers of cattle, 'The remedy
thenemployeil, both for its prevention and cure, consisted in a

liiixuuc of e(|ual parts of gunpowder, salt, soot, and brimstone:

one spoonful of lliis ( omposition was given for a dose, and washed

down with warm water. In the Soth vol. of Annals of Agncul-
tnre, the following recipe is inserted for the murrain in hogs: A
handful of nettles is to be previously boiled in a gallon of small-

beer, when half a poun<l of Hour of sulphur, a quarter of a pound
ot elecampane, three ounces of liquorice, and a qnarler of a poinid

of aniseeds, are to be added in a pidvevized state. This prepara-

tion should be administered in milk, and the quantity here stated

is said to be sufficient for six doses. But the most effectual i)re-

ventative of this destructive contagion is, to keep the cattle cool

dikring the summer, and to allow them a sufficiency of water: all

carrion should be speedily buried; and as the feeding of tlio-;e

useful animals in wet places, or on rotten grass or hay, frequently

causes this malady, their food ought to consist of dry and sweet

fodder.

MURRAY, AViLUAM, Earl of Mansfield, the fourth son of

David, Earl of Slormouth, was born at Perth, in 1705. He was

educated at Westminster, and studied at Christ Church, O.xford,

where he took his degrees. He afterwards travelled, and on his

return, entered at Lincoln's Inn, and in due course was called to

the bar, where he soon distinguished himself by his abilities as an

advocate. Oiithe'ipth November I73S5- he married Lady Eliza-

beth Einch, daughter of LordWinchelsea. In 1742, he was ap-

pointed solicitor-general, and elected M. P. for Borough-bridge.

lii 1754, he was appointed attorney-general, and in 1756, Lord
Chief Justice of tlie King's Bench, in the practice of which court

he made many improvements. He was soon after created Baron

Mansiield. In 1757, he was appointed chancellor of the Exche-

quer, in which office he effected a coalition of parties, wdiereby an

administration was formed that carried the glory of Britain to a

most unrivalled pitch. In 1776, he was, created Earl of Mans-
field. In 17^0, when London was a scene of anarchy, his lord-

ship's house in Bloomsbury-Square was burnt by a lawless mob ;

his valuable library and ISISS. annihilated, and even his person

endangered. A resolution of the House of Commor»s was passed

to make him a com|)ensation for his loss; but he generously re-

fused to accept of any. Indeed no pecuniary recompcnce could

make up for the loss of so great a man's MSS. either to him or to

the republic of letters. In June 17S8, he was obliged by the

infirmi'lies of age to resign his office; on which occasion he re-

ceived a most respectful address from the gcntlemi n of the bar,

transmitted to him in their name by the Hon. Thomas JMskine.

This great lawyer, whose abilities and probity will ever be an

honour to his countrv, died March 20th, 1793, aged 89, and his

remains lie interred in Westminster Abbey, between those of the

E:'.rl of Chatham, and Lord Ilobert Manners. As he died without

issue his titles and fortune descended to his nephew, the Earl of

Stormont.
Murray, or Elginshire, or Moray, a coimty of Scotland,

extending along the coast on the Spey on the E. to Beauly on the

W. which is the boundary of Ross-shire. It produces wheat, bar-

ley, oats, rve, pease, beans, hemp, and a great deal of flax ; of

which linen is made, both for home-consumption and exportation.

Gveat (|uantities of potatoes are also cultivated. Several hundreds

of black cattle are exported. Peculiar to this province is a kind

of wood, called red saugh, or sallow; which is as beautiful as ma-
hogany, much more firm and tough, and resembles the lighter-

colomed kind of that wood. It receives a fine polish, but is very

scarce.

Murray Islands, a cluster of islands of Scotland on the S. W.
coast of Kirkcudbrightshire, 12 miles N. N. E. of Burrow-Head.
MURRAY A, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order and

decanch'ia class of plants. Calyx live-parted; corolla bell-sha|)ed,

with a nectary encircling the germ ; berry one-seeded. There is

but one species, M. exotica, ash-leaved Murraya, a native of the

East Indies.

VOL. III.—NO, 161,

MURR HIN A VASA, or MURRIIINE VESSELS, [M«;:.v<.,]

ill antiquity, a delicate sort of cups and vases brought from the

east, whicli added not a litile to the splendor of the Roman ban-

(juets.

MUS, inzoologv, a numerous genus of quadrupeds belonging to^

the order of glires," called Murine Quadrupeds by Mr. Kerr.

U|)per fore-teeth wedge-shaped : three grinders, sonielimes, though

rarely, only two, on each side of the jaws ; clavicles or collar-

bones complete. Very great improvements have been made in the

arrangement of this genus by modern zoologists, since the time of

J^iniueus. The Agouti, Ashkoko, Cavy, Dormouse, Guinea
Pig, Jerboa, Marmot, &-c. which were included by Linnx-us

under the genus Mus, have, in coiise(|uence of more accurate

investigation, been separated from it, and arranged under five new
genera; viz. Arctomys, C^avia, Dirus, Hyrax, and Mvoxus.
See these articles. And even the remaining genera arc still so

numerous, that, in the late edition of Linna;us's Systema Natura.-,

published by Dr. Gmelin, and translated by Mr. Kerr, they arc

" subdivided into tour sections; I. Myocastorcs, or beaver

rats, the individuals of which have tails flattened laterally at the

ends. H. Mures, or rats and mice; which are subdivided into,

1. Myosuri, having round naked tails : 2. Cunicularii, with round

hairy tails. HI. Criceti, or hamsters, having pouches in their

cheeks, and short hairy tails. IV. Myotalp;e, or mole-rats,

called by Dr. Gmelin mures subterranes, having no external

ears, very small eyes, very short tails or none ; and living entirely

umler ground, like moles.

M. Amphibius, the Water-Rat, has a long tail; the upper

parts of the body are covered with black hair mixed with yellow-

ish, and the under parts ash-coloured ; the ears scarcely appear

above the fur; the feet have th:-ee toes each, and the rudiments of

a fourth. This species, of which there are several varieties, difl'er-

ing in the toes and in the colour, inhaoit all Europe, the N. part

of Asia as far as the icy sea, and North America.—They dwell

chiefly near waters, forming burrows in their steep banks; about

ponds and ditches; likewise in marshy places, meadows, and gar-

dens : feeding oivroots, herbs, and shrubs ; and on frogs, craw-

fish, insects, small M\, and th.e fry of large ones. ' They swim and

dive with great facility, and live much in tlie water. They are

very iierce,ancl bite severely. Their flesh is reckoned very deli-

cate by the savage inhabitants of Russia ; and is eaten by the

French along with that of the otter, in lent.

M. Cricetus, Hamster Rat. Of the pouched rats the ham-
ster is the most remarkable, and indeed is the only European spe-

cies provided with those peculiar receptacles, which are situated

on each side of the mouth, and when cmpt}' are so far contracted

as not to appear externally, but when filled resemble a pair of

tumid bladileis, having a smooth veiny surface, concealed, however,

under the fur or skin of the cheeks, which bulge out extremely in

this state. They are so large as to hold the quantity ofaciuarter

of a pint, English mea'^ure. The bodies of the males are about \i)

inches loiKj, and the tail about three, buf the females are scarcely

morethanlialf so large: the furuier weigh from i-' to 16 ounces;

the lalterseldom abovefrom fourto six. The head is thick, with

a blunt nose ,and numerous whiskers, large full black eyes, and

large round open ears ; the head and back ol a reddish brown colour,

with red cheeks; the sides paler, with three white spots; the

breast, upper part of the fore-legs, and belly, are blacky the feel

large and white, with four toes, and a claw on the iore-feet, and

five toes on each hind-foot. Sometimes, though rarely, they are

entirely white or yellowish, or white with black spots on the back ;

sometimes the snout is w hile, and the forehead ash-coloured, or the

lower iaw of a white colour. This species inhabits Siberia, the S.

of Russia, Poland, Sclavonia, Hungary, Silesia, Bohemia, and

(Germany beyond the Rhine, especially in Thurlngia. Each indi-

vidual forms a sillDterraneons burrow, consisting ofseveral chambers,

with two holes leading from the surface; one of these is perpendi-

cular, and the other, for their excrements, is oblique; the holes of

the females have several perpendicular openings, and each young
one is lodged in a separate chamber. '1 hese chambers are lined

withsdawor grass ; the rest are larger, and fillcdwith grain, beans,

pease, lintsecd, vetches, and other' seeds, each in a separate cell.

'I'he chambers of the elder animals are dug several feet deep,

while those of the younger seldom exceed a font under the sur-

face. The hamster sleeps during the winter; when in a torpid.

8 C - state
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stiiH?, no re-piralion nor fcclid;^ can Ik; perceived. Tlic heart,

Ik wi'vlM', lull's 1 J times in a iniiiiite. Tlie blood ronliniiei Uuid,

^l^t the inteslincs are not irnt;;l)le ; even an clettrical shock does

IK t awake him ; but in the open air he never becomes (orpid.

When (liii; op in his slate of torpidity, the liamstcr is foiuid with

his head bent under his be.lly betwceji the two fore-legs. '1 he

eves are shut ; and when the eye-lids are forced open, they in-

stantly close again. The members are stilT, like lliose of a dead

animal, and the whole body feels as cold as ice. \\ hen dissected

'JurinG; this state, he seems to feel very little; sometimes, indeed,

he opens his mouih as if he wanted to respire ; but his lethargy is

too strong to admit of his awakening entirely. Ibis hatli been

ascribed to -a ceKain degree of cold. Rut experience shews, that.

to render the ham-ter torpid, he must also be CNcUidi'd from all

conwiuinication with the external air: for when he is siuit up in a

cage tilled with earth and straw, and exposed in winter to a de-

gree of cold suliicient to freeze the water, he never becomes tor-

pid : but when the cage is sunk three or four feet under groinid,-

and well secured against the aaess of the air, at the end of eight

or ten days he is as torpid as if in his own burrow. If the cage be

l^rouglit up to the surface, the hamster will awake in a few hours,

and resume his torpid state wlien put below the earth. The ex-

periment may be repealed as long as ih.e frost continues. The
hani'-ter, in passing from a torpid to an act'ive state, lirst loses the

rigidity of his mcndKMi, and then makes a profound respiration,

but at long intervals. 11 is legs begin to move, he opens his mouth,
and utters disagreeable and rattling sounds. After some time, he
opens his eyes, and endeavours to raise himself on his legs. But

all tlie-e movements arestil! reeling and unsteady, like those of a

man intoxicated. He, however, reiterates his elVorls till he is

able to stand on his legs, and gradually begins to walk, eat, and
act, in Ills usual manner. This passage from a torpid to an active

state requires more or less time, acconling to tlie temperature of

the air. When exposed to a cold air, he sometimes re<iuires more
than two hours to awake; but in a temperate air he will awake in

less than one. The hamster is very mischievous, and so exceed-
ingly fierce, that he seems to have no other passion but rage. He
attacks every other animal that comes in his way, without regard-

ing the superior size and strength of his antagoni-^t ; and even al-

lows himself to be beat to jjieces with a stick rather than yield.

If he seizes a man's h.and, he must be killed before he quits his

hold. When the hamster perceives a dog at a distance, he begins

with emptying his cheek-pouches, if filled with grain, which are

so capacious as to hold a quarter of a pint English. He tlien

blows them up so prodigiously, that the size of the head and neck
exceeds that of the body. lie then raises himself on his hind-legs,

and in this attitude darts on his enemy. If he catches hold, he
never quits it but with life. But the dog generally seizes him be-

hind, and strangles him. This ferocious temper leads him even

tp destroy bis own species, not excepting the females. See
Plate C.
M. Decumanus, the Brown Rat, has a long, naked, scaly

tail; the upper parts of the body are of a light brown, mixed
wilii tawny and ash-colour, the lower parts dirty wdiite. The head

and body measure about nine inches; and the length of the tail,

which consists of 200 rings, is 7^. The whiskers are larger than

the head; and the eyes are torge, black, and prominent. The
fore-lect have four toes, with a small claw or thumb. They inhabit

India and Persia, but were not known in Europe till the ISth cen-

tury. They dwell in burrows on die banks of rivers; and fre-

quent towns, aqueducts, drains, necessaries, stables, barns, gar<lens,

fields, and houses They swiia and dive with great dexterity :

feed on vegetables, grains, fruits, and poultry ; and are hunted

eagerly by cats, dogs, and ferrets. They lay up stores of acorns,

beech-mast, and other provisions, in their holes; in which the

males remain during winter, except in fine weather, without hy-

bernating; but the females and their young live mostly In barns

and out-houses,in that season. Thev often emigrate in great com-
panies. The fi'mal.; produces three times in the year Irom 12 to

19 at a litter. M'leir bite is not only severe but dangerous, tlic

wound being immediately attended with great swelling, and slow

in the healing. These animals are so bold as to turn upon those

who pursue them, and fasten on the stick or hand of such as

afl'er to strike them. Sec plate C.

M. Lem.mus, the Lemming, has a very short tail: the head is

pointed, having very long whiskers, six of the hairs on each s;d.

being longer and stronger than the rest; the mouth is small, hav
ing two very long fore-teeth in eachji.w, and the upper lip is di-

vided ; the eyes are small and black ; the cars are sliorler than the

fur, rounded, and reclined backwards; the fore-l-gs arc very

short, having four slender hairy toes on each, and a long sharp

ch'w, like a cock's spur, in place of the filth,; the hind-fi et have five

toes ; the skin is very thin, and the upper parts of the body are

black and tawnv, disposed in irregular blotches; the belly is

wliite, tinged with yellow. Tlie length from nose to tail is about

five inches; of the tail half an inch. These singular animals in-

habit tlie mountains of Norway and Lapland. ^1 hey feed on
grass, the catkins of the dwarf birch, the lichen rangiferinus, and
other vegetables : in'-unimcrthey form shallow burrows under the turf,

and in winter they make >iniilar ioiig passages under the snow in qne>t

of food ; for as they do not lay up nurtazines, and do not hyber-

nate, thev are obliged to search for provi-.ions in the rigorous win-

ter of these northern climes. When they foresee, by some won-

derful instinct, the approach of a very severe winter, they leave

their northern liaunts in autumn, and emigrate in immense multi-

tudes into the lower parts of Norway anfl Sweden, keeping a

straight line in spite of every obstacle, moving mostly in the night-

time, and making prodigious havoc of every vcgelable they are

able to reach. In this journey, which lakes place at certain inter-

vals, though generally once every ten years, they are destroyed

bv eagles, hawks, foxes, and other animals of prey, and numbers
are drowned in passing rivers or lakes, w liicli never interrupt their

course, even iiroceeding on into the sea : from all these coiicui ring

causes verv few live to return to their native mountains, and thus

acheckis'put to their ravages, as it lakes years to rejjair their

numbers sufficiently for another migration. They are bold and
fierce, so as even to attack men and beasts, if they meet them in

their course ; and bite so hard as to allow themselves to be carried

a considerable wav, hanging by their teeth to a stick, before they

will quit their hold. The female breeds several times in the year,

l)roducing five or -ix young at a birth: sometimes they bring

forth tliiring their migration, when they carry their young in their

inoiUhs, or on their backs. See Plate C.

^L MuscuLvs, the Common Mouse, has a very long, scaly,

and almost naked, tail : the fore-feet have each four toes ; the hin'd-

feet five, the fifth, or tlinmb, having no claw: the head and body
measure three inches and a half in length; the upper parts are

tawny, and the lower whitish or ash-colourcd. This little animal,

which inhabits ail parts of the world, livesalniost entirely in houses,

and fullow's mankind for the sake of Iheir provisions. It feeds on

grain, bread, cheese, butter, oil, and eve ry kind of food used by
mankind, and drinks little; it is of mild aiul gentle manners, ex-

ceedingly timid, and very quick in all its motions. The mouse
nev( r issues from his hole' but in quest of food, and runs in again

upon the least alarm, It goes not, like the rat, from house to

hou>e, unless forced, and is not near so destructive. It is also ca-

pable of being tamed to a certain degree, though not so perfectly

as other animals. It has many enemies, from w horn it can escape

only by its agility and niinu{eness. Owls, birds of prey, cats,

weasels, hedge-hogs, and even rats, make war upon the mice, so

that they are destroyed by millions! yet the species still subsist

by its ainazmg fecundity. "They bring forth at all seasons, and se-

veral limes in the year ;" the litleV geiR-rally consists of five or six ;

and in less than fifteen days the young disperse, and are able to

provide for themselves. Aristotle tells us, that having shut up a

pregnant mouse in a vessel, along wilh |)lenty of grain, he found

in a short time after 120 mice, all sprung from the same mother.

Several varieties of mice as to colour are found, some altogether

black, some yellowish, others spotted w ith while ; some of a white

colour with ash-coloured spots; but the most beautiful of all, and
the least common, are entirely wliite, with red eyes. These little

depredators may be destroyed in houses by the common traps,

baited with cheese : in barns, it will be necessary to allure them
by means of singed leather, grease, or other animal food ; and, in

chambers where cheese is preserved, with malt meal. As, how-
ever, all these methods are troublesome ; and, as the exposing of

poisonous substances may be attended with danger, we shall com-
municate a remcdv tl',at is both safe and elTicacious: take a few

handfuls of wheaten flour, or malt-meal, knead it into a dough,

and let it grow sour iu a wann place ; then mix w ith it finely levi-

gated
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p.ited iron-i'ilinas form tlie whole into small balls, and put them
in'o llie lioles trcqiuMitt-il by mice. On eating this preparation,

thev an- inevitably killed.

Nl. PuMiLio, the Dwarf Mouse, is of a brownish ash-colour,

with the forehead and nape of the neck black, and having lour

l>lark lines along the back meeting at the tail. It is scarcely two
inches long, the tail is about two-lliirds of the lenglli of the body,

and the wkole animal, even when steqjcd many momlis in spirits,

hardly weighs four scruples.

M-KiTiL's, the Black or Common Rat, has an almost naked

scaly tail, which is very small, has 'JjO distinct rings, and is eight

'jiches long. 'The head and body measure seven inches in length

;

the ttpper parts are deep hlack-grev, and the under parts ash-co-

loured. 'I here are four toes, and a small claw on each fore-foot,

and five on the hind-feet. This species inhabits India, Persia, and
Kuroj)e, e.\cept its mo-^t i.orlhern parl^ ; hence il has beeji carried

to Africa and America ; and is coainion in Olabeite, but le-s so in

the other islands of the South Sea. 0( late it has greatly dimi-

nished in Europe, and is even in many places cxtirj>aled, by the

brown species, whic'i destroy the black rats ; though httle is gained

by the exchange, the brown having the same dispositions, with

greater strength and abilities for uoljig mischief. The black is the

most pernicioits of any of our smaller cpiadruped^. Meat, corn,

p;:per, clothes, furniture, and every convenience of life, are a prev

to these destructive creatures. They make e(]ual havoc among
poultry, rabbits, and youn^game; and have even been known to

gnaw the extremities of infants when aslecj). They reside much
in houses, ban;s, and granaries; and have fore-teeth of sucii

strength, as to force their way through the liarde-t wood and oldest

movtar.They make lodges for their residence,and nesis for theirvoung,

near cliinmeys; and improve the warmth by forming maga,cines ot

wool, cloth, hay, or straw. They lodge also in ceilings, and
in the void spaces between the wall and the wair.scoting. The
female has ten teats, and l)rings forth several limes a-year, but al-

ways in summer. The litter generally is five or six ; and in s|)ite

of poison, trap>, and cats, tfTey multiply to such a degree a; often

to do a great deal of damage. In houses where grain is kept,

they olten increase so prodigiously, that the possessors are some-
times obliged to remove, unless the rats destroy each other.

When a famine happens by too many being crowded into one
place, the strong kill the weak, 0|)cn their heads, and lirst eat

the brain, anrl then the rest of I'le body. Next day the w ar is

renewed, and continues in the same manner till most of them
i

are destroyed ; which is the reason w hy these animals disappear

all of a sudden, and do wot return for a long time. Hats are ex-

tremely lascivious ; they squeak during their amours, and cry
when they fight. \\'lien the young begin to issue from the hole,

the mother watches, defends, and even fights with the cats, to save
(hem. A large rat is more mischievous than a youJig cat,

and nearly as strong: the rat uses his fore-teeth; the cat makes
most use of her claws ; so thi.t the latter requires both to be vigor-

ous, and accustomed to fighl, to destroy her adversary. The wea-
sel, though smaller, is a much more dangerous and formidable
enemv, because he can follow the rat into its retreat. Their
strength being nearly equal, the combat often continues long; but
the method oi using their arms is very different. 'I'he rat wounds
only by reiterated strokes with his fore-teeth, which are better

formed for gnawing than biting; and being situated at the ex-
tremity of the lever orjaw, they have not much force. But the wea-
sel biles cruelly with the whole jaw, and instead of Icttina go its

hold, sucks the blood from the wounded part, so that tlie rat is al-

ways killed. The rat was first introduced into America by the
Europeans in 1j44, and is now the pest of all that continent.

MUSA, the Plant.mv-Tkee ; in botany, a genus of the mo-
ncccia order, and polyandria class of plants: natural order, Scita-

mineie. Calyx, spafhe partial; corolla two-pctaled; one petal
• erect, quinquedentate ; the other nectariferous, concave, shorter

;

germen inferior and abortive : female hermaphrodite, calvx, co-

rolla, filaments, and pistil, as in the male,hermaphrodite, w ith onlv
one filament perfect ; berry oblong, three-angled below. There
are three species.

M. Paradisaica, is cultivated in all the islands of the West
Indies, where the fruit serves the Iiulians for bread ; and some of
the white people also prefer it to most other things, especially to

the yams and cassada bread. The plaut rises with a soft stalk lif-

tcen or twenty feet high ; the lower part of the stalk is often u^ laiije

as a man's thigh, diniinishing gradually to the loj), where the leaves
come out on eveiy side ; these are ollVn eiglil leel long, and from
two to three broad, with a itro'lplle^hy midrib, and:: great number
of transverse veins running from the midrib to the borders. 'I'he

leaves are thin and tender, so that where they are c-xposed to ihc
open air, they are generally torn by the wind ; for, as they ;,ri;

large, the wind has great power agair.st them : tiiese leaves come
out from the centre of the stalk, and :ue rolled up ;it tlieir first ap-
pearance; but when lliey ;ire advanced above the stalk, they ex-
pand and turn backward.' As these leaves come up lolled iii this
manner, their advance upward is so quick, thai their growth may
almost be <liscovercd by the naked eye : and if a line hue is drawn
across level with the lop of the leaf, in an hour the leaf will be
near an inch above it. ^\'hen t!;e plant is grown to its full heiuht,
llie spikes of (lowers appear in the centre, which is often near louc
feet long, and nods on one side. 'I'he hiiit or plantain is about a
foot long, and an inch and a half or two inches diameter: it is at
firsl green, but when ripe pale yellow. The skin is tough ; and
within is a soft pul|) of a luscious sweet liavour. 'J he spikes of th.e

fruit are often so large ;'.s to weigh upwards of forty pounds. Tiie
fruit of this sort is generally cut before it is ripe. "The green skin
is pulled off, and the heart" is roasted in a ch'ar fire for a few mi-
nutes, and Irequently turned: it is then scraped and served tij) as
bread. Boiled ph,nt::;ns are not so palatable. Tliis tree is culti-
vated on a very extensive scale in Janaica; without the fruit of
which, Dr. Wrighl_says, the island would scarcely be habitable, as
no species of |>rovision coidd supply tlieir place. Even flour or
bread itself would be less agreeable, and less able to support the
h.borious negro, so as to enable him toHlo his business, or to keep
in heahh. Plantains a!-,o fatten horses, cattle, swine, dogs, fowls,
and oilier domestic animals. The leaves being smooth and soft
are employed as dressings after blisters. Tlie whaler from the soft
trunk is astringent, and employed by some to check diarrhoeas.
Every other part of the tree is useful in different pa:ts of rural
a'conomy. The leaves are used for napkins and table-cloths, and
are food for hogs. See Plate XCIX.
M. Sapiextium, the Banana Tree, differs from the preced-

ing in having its stalks marked with dark purple strijies and spots.
The fruit is shorter, straightcr, and rounder : tlie pulp is solter, and
of a more luscious la^te. It is never eaten green ; but when ripe,

it is very agreeable, either eaten raw, or fried in slices as fritters;

and is reli-hed by all ranks of peoijle in the West Indies. Both
these plants were carried to tlie "VVcst Indies from the Canary
Islands; whither, it is believed, they had been brought from
Guinea, where they grow Hiaturally. They are also culUvated in

Egypt, and in most other hot countries, where they grow to per-
I'ection in about ten months from their first planting to the ripen-
ing of their fruit.

MUS.E, the Muses. See Muses.
MUS.EUM. See Museum.
MusjEUM, a hill near the citadel of Athens; so called, accord-

ing to Pausaiiias, from Mussus, w ho used to retire thither to me-
ditate and compose his religious hymns; at which place he was
afterwards buried.

MUSiEUS, an ancient Greek poet, who was, according to Plato
and Diodorus Siciilus, an Athenian, the son of Orpheus, the chief of
the Eleusinian mysteries instituted at Athens in honour ot Ceres. Ac-
cording to others, he was the only disciple of Orpheus ; but, from
the great resemblance between his talents and those of his master, he
was called his son. Musa-us is one of the fii'st poets who versified

the oracles. lie is placet! in the Arundelian marble?., epoch 15,
;4l?6 B. C. at which time his hymns arc there said to have been re-
ceived in the celebration of the Kleusinian mysteries, Laertius says,

that MusKus not only composed a thcogouy, but formed a sphere
for the use of his compamojis ; yet as his honour is generally given
to Chiron, Sir Isaac Newton -uir^iosed that lie enlarged" itvvith

the addition of several coristell,.lie,ns after the cortjuest of the
golden fleece. The sphere itself shews that it was delineated after

the Argonautic expedition, which is described in the asterisms, to-

gether with several other more ancient histories of the Greeks, and
without any thing later. Mus;vu8 is celebrated J)y Virgil in the
character of hierophant, or priest of Ceres, at the head of the most
illustrious mortals who merited a place in Elysium. Here he is

made the conductor of Apneas to the recess where he meets the

ah»de
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shade of liis father Anchises, The works which went vuuler Ins

name, like those of Orplieus, were by many attributed to OnoAia-

critiis. Nothina; remains of them now, nor were any of his writ-

ings extant in the time of Paiisanias, except a hymn to Ceres,

whicli lie made for tlie Lyconiides. And as his liymns were like-

wise set to nnisic, and snng in the mysteries by MusneiishimseU in

the cliaiacter of priest, lie thence per'liaps accjuired from after times

tlie title of mnsician.

MUSCA, tlie Ft.y; inzoologv, a genns of insects of the order

(liplera. Mouth furnished with a fleshy proboscis, and two late-

ral lips; sucker furnislied with bristles; feelei-s two, very short

;

anlennie generally sliort. This genus affords not fewer than a thou-

sand speaes, principally distinguished by the peculiarities in their

feelers. They are divided into sections : 1. With short feelers

;

and 2. Without feelers. These sections are again separated into

others. The larva in the different tribes of (lies dilfers far more in

habit than the complete insects, some being terrestrial, and others

aquatic. Those of the common kinds are emphatically distin-

guished bv the title of maggots, and spring from eggs deposited

on various'putrid substances. " Variety (as Mr. Barbut observes)

runs through their forms, their structure, their organization, their

metamorphoses, their manner of living, propagating their species,

and providing for their posterity. Every species is I'urnished with

implements adapted to exigencies. 'What cxquisiteness !
what

proportion in the several parts that compose the body of a fly !

What precision, what mechanism in the springs and motion! Some
are oviparous, others viviparous ; which latter have but two young

ones at a lime, whereas the propagation ot the former is by hun-

dreds. Flies are lascivious troublesome Imects, that put up with

every kind of food. When storms impend, they'have most acti-

vity, and sting with greatest force. They multiply most in hot

mo'ist climates; and so great was formerly their numbers in Spain, tliat

there were tiy-hunters commissioned to kill them. The vapour of

sulphur or arsenic destroys them ; and their numbers may be re-

duced by taking them in phials of honeyed water, or between

boards done over with honey."

MusoA, a name given to such persons among the Eomansas ofli-

clouslv thrust themselves into the company of their superiors, and

those who desijised them, by finding means of getting admittance

to entertainments without invitation, and without a welcome: so

that musca; were the same as parasites, who were frequently by

the Greeks termed i\uira. Sec Parasite.

MUSCADINE, or Ml'SCADEL, a rich wine, of the growth

of Provence, Laiiguedoc. Cividad, &c.

MUSCHENBROECK, Peter DE,a distinguished natural \-iu-

losopher anil mathematician, born at Utrecht about 1700. He
w.as first professor of these sciences in his own university, and af-

terwards invited to the chair at Leyden, where he died full of ho-

nours, in 1761. He was a member of several academies ; particu-

larly tliat of Sciences at Paris. He wrote several works in Latin,

all of which shew the greatest penetration. He was also very

consummate in the knowledge of law. His Course of Natural

and Experimental Philo-ophy is a valuable work, and has been

translated into English l)y Colson, in 2 vols. 8vo. Musclu-n-

broeck was ako the author of Tentamina Experimentprum, 4to.

Institutiones Phyaicx, 4to. and Compendium Physicx Experi-

mentdis, 12jno.

'

MUSCl, Mosses, one of the seven families, or classes, into

which all vegetables are divided by Linna-us in the Philosophia

Botanica. The ancients took the moss of trees to be the effect ot

a disorder or discomposure of the texture on t!ie bark ; or at most

a kind of little filaments arising from the bark: but the moderns

find, bv several observations, that mosses are all real distinct plants,

whose seed, being extremely small, is inclosed in little capsuhe ;

which, bursting of themselves, the seed is carried off by the winds
;

till, faUin<' into tlie inequalities of the bark of trees, it is there stop-

ped, takes root, and feeds at the expence of the tree, as mouUii-

ness'does on bread, &c. These plants, in the Linna'an or Sexual

Svstem of botany, constitute the second order of the class crypto-

gamia, which contain all those plants in which the parts of the

flower and fruit Sre either wanting or not conspicuous. ^l"he cha-

racteristics are, 1. Antherse, or tips without filaments or threads.

2. The male flower, constituted by the presence of the tips, placed

apart from the female, either onthe same or distinct roots, a.

The female flowers distinct and without any pistillum. 4. The
seeds devoid of both lobes, or cotyledones, and proper coverings ;

so that they exhibit the naked enihryo. This order is subdivided

into eleven genera, from the presence or absence of the calyx,

which on these plants is a veil or cover like a monk's cowl, that is

placed over the male organs or tips of the stamina, and is denomi-
nated calvptra, from the sexes of the plants, which bear male and

female Howers, sometimes on the same, sometimes on distinct

roots; and from the manner of growth of the female flowers,

which are sometimes produced singly, sometimes in bunches or

cones, 'i'hese distinctions are mostly borrowed from ])illenin=,

whose merit in developing this part of Uic vegetable kingdom
Linna:ds acknowledges.

Musci, is likewise the name of the 56th order in Linnius's
Fragments of a Natural Method. See Botany.
MUSCICAPA, the Fly-catcher; a genus of birc]s of the

order passeres. Bill (laltened at the base, almost triangular, notched

at the upper mandible, beset with bristles ; toes generally divided

as far as their orighi. Ninety-seven species are enumerated.

These birds are of eminent utility in warm climates, by preying

upon the numerous insects which swarm in them, andv\hich wonlcl

otherwise multiply to an extent, occasioning the most severe and
intolerable annoyance.

M. CuiNiTA, the Crested Fly-catcher, is about the size of

a lark: the head is crested, and of a dull green: the hind part of

the neck and back are of the same colour; the under parts from

the chin to the breast of an ash-colour, and thence to the vent yel-

low ; the legs are black. See Plate CXX. These inhabit Caro-

lina and ^'irginia in summer; tliey build there, and depart in au-

tumn M. Fiabellifera isalso figured in Plate CXX.
M. Grisola, the Spotted Fly-catcher, is about five inches

three quarters long. The head is large, of a brownish hue, spotted

obscurely with black : the back is of a mouse-colour: the wings

and laiTare dusky: the breast and belly white : the throat and
sides under the wings dashed with red : the legs and feet are short

and black. It is a iiird of passage ; appears here in spring, breeds

with us, and departs in September. It builds its nest against any
part of a tree that will support it; often in the hollow caused by
the decay of some large limb, hole in a wall, S:c. also on old posts

and beam* of , barns ; and returns to the same place season after

season. It lays four or five pale eggs marked with red. It

feeds on insects, and collects them on the wing. A\)ien the young
can fly, the old ones retire with them into thick woods, where

they frolic among the top-branches; dro|iping frcmi the houghs

often quite perpendicular on the flies that sport beneath, and rishii;

again in the same direction. They will also st;;nd on the top c5f

some stake or post, whence tliey spring forth on their [irey, return-

ing still to the same stand for many times together. They feed

also on cherries.

MUSCLE, in zoology. See Mytilus.
Muscle, in animal occonomy, a fleshy, fibrous part, destined

to be the instrument or organ of motion. See An-atomy. A
muscle :s composed qf a great number of thin parallel plates, each

of which is dividi^d into smaller fleshy threads or fibres, and in-

closed in its proper cellular membrane. The muscles are divided

into-three parts, namely, the head, belly, and tail : the first and

third are firmly attached to the bones; whereas the belly adheres

loosely to other parts, by means of the cellular membrane which

swells, when tlie muscle acts. Their substance is fleshy in the

middle, but tendinous or sinewy in the extremities: the fibres of

tile former are sensible and irritable, while those of the latter are

destitute of all sensation. 'N'arious denominations have been given

to the muscles, according to the different parts where they are si-

tuated. For which see Anatomy. In a chemical view, the

muscular parts of animals are known in common language by the

name of flesh. They constitute a considerable proportion of the

food of man. Muscular flesh is composed of a great number of

fibres and threads, of reddish or whitish colour ; these, after they

have been acted on by water, in order to separate the extraneous

matter from them, are left in the state of grey fibres, insoluble in

water, and becoming brittle when dry. The substance possesses

all the properties of Fibrin, which see. Besides fibrin, they are

toui'dto contain albumen, gelatine, extractive, phosphate of soda,

of ammonia, and lime.

MusCLES:i
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MvscLES, Action OF thf. All the muscles act, by llie in-

(

fliition oF tlicif bellies", in consc(|ueiico of wliich tliey are coiii-

prcsjcd or sliocteiied. Tims, in muscular contraction, the move-
able bone onlv is drawn in the direction of Uie fibres, while the

other bone, to which the muscle is ;.ltached, remains fixctl.

Hence they operate in some measure as a lever ; the two ends of

every muscle being fastened to the bon^s by means of the ten-

dons"; but, if any fibre or nerve ol the muscle be divided, or only

obstructed by a ligature, the power of contraction instantly ceases.

Muscles, Iksertion ano Force of the. The all-wise Au-
thor of nature has furnished animals with limbs, moveable about

the joints by means of muscular cords, inserted near the joint or

tentre of motion ; the great wisdom of which will appear, from

supposing the insertion to be at E, Plate C'XVIII. fig. 3, near the

wrist B, the muscle DE being either loose and separate from the

bones DAB, or bound down to it t>y some ligament or fascia K ;

in either of which cases the bone AB cannot be turned up quite to

the situation AH, unless the muscle DE be contracted or shorten-

ed to D.M, which would not only be troublesome, but even im-

possible. . It would be troublesome because tlie breadth and
thickness of the arm would be vastly increased, so as to become as

big as the belly of an animal. On the other hand, the structure

of a muscle being such that it cannot be contrjcled but a little,

seldom above two or three fingers-breadth ; such an insertion as

that at E, which requires a contraction of above a foot and a half,

would be altogether impossible. Therefore, in fact, we find the

muscles inserted near the centre of motion, as at I, fig. 4. In or-

der to calculate the force of any muscle, we are to consider the

bones as levers; and then the power or force of the muscle will

be always to the resistance or weight it is capable of raising, as the

greater distance of the weight bom the centre of motion is to the

less distance of the power. Hence, it being found by experi-

ments, that a robust young man is able to suspend a weight R,

fig. 4, equal to twenty-eight pounds, when the arm is extended in

a supine and horizontal situation, we have this proportion, viz. the

force of the muscle ID is to the weight R, = 28lb. as the di^tance

EC is to the distance IC. But it is found, that BC, the length of

the cubit and hand, is more than twenty times greater than IC, the

distance of the muscle from the centre of motion. Therefore the

force of the muscle ID, must be more than twenty times greater

than the weight R, or more than 28 x 20 = j601b. Again, to

find the force which the biceps and brachisus muscles exert, w hen

the humerus EA, fig. 5, is perpendicular to the horizon, we are

first to consider what weight a man is capable of sustaining in this

posture, viz. R = 351b. acd next the quantity of the distances CB,
CI, which, in this case, are as 16 to I. Therefore the force of

these muscles is to the weight U = 351b. as the distance C'5 = 16

is to the distance IC = 1 ; or the force is equal to 560, as before.

But what appears most wonderful, is the force of the muscles that

move the lower jaw ; which, when taken altogether, do not in a

mail exceed the weight of lib. and yet exert a force equal to

5341b. and in mastive dogs, wolves, bears, lions, &c. their force is

vastly superior, so as to break laig9 bones, as thev practise dailv

in their feeding. Thus we see that, on account of the insert on of

the muscles being so near the centre of motion, it is necessary for

them to exert a much greater force than would otherwise be re-

<juired. And as Dr. Blane observes, there is another circumstance

which tends to waste the power, and that is the obliquity with
•• which they are inserted into their bones; so that the greater part

of the force is expended in pressing one bone against another at

the articulation, and only a small part of it in making tlie flexures

and extensions. These disadvantages, however, are compensated

by a number of conveniencics, which could not have been obtain-

ed on any other plan. We must distinguish between tho»e actions

which consist in pressure, and those which depend on percussion;

for as the momentum of this last depends on velocity, it is evident,

that there must be a great advantage from the insertion of the ten-

don being near the centre of motion, as greater velocity, with less

expence of contraction, will thus be communicated to the extre-

mity. The muscli^, for instance, which are attached to the ole-

cranon, in performing those actions w ith the hand which require

rubbing, act with a disadvantas;e exactly proportional to the ine-

quality of the distance from their insertion to tlie joint of the

elbow, and that from the same joint to the hand. This is an act

of pressure. But in the case of percussion, as in the action of

vol.. 111.—NO. IJl,

using a hammer, there is an evident advantage resulting from the

velocity communicated to tlie extremity ; for, in order to have
produced the same velocity, with the insertion at a greater dis-

tance from the centre of motion, a much greater degree of con-
iiaction would have been necessary ; and the doctor shews that fa-

tigue principally depends on a contraction of the muscles. "If
any one (says he) will take the trouble of comparing the fatigue of
the biceps muscle, in bearing a weight in the hand with the elbow-
joint bent to a right angle, with that of bearing the same weight
for the same length of time witli the joint at an acule angle, he will

be sensible how much the degree of fatigue depends on the extent

of contraction ; and, by attending to the relative situation of mus-
cular fibres, it will appear that Nature, in distributing the fibres of

muscles obliquely, has bad it in view not only to increase their

number, but to save contraction." In considering the actions of

the various muscles in producing the dilTerent actions of the body
we find scarcely one produced that c;ui be called direct. In some
instances we find two muscles, or two sets of muscles, co-operat-

ing, so that the motion efl'ected by them shall be in tlie diagonal of

their direction. This is the case of the oblique muscles of the ab-

domen in some of their actions, and of the intercostal muscles in

all theii-s. Sometimes different portions of the same muscle com-
bine in like manner to produce a similar effect; and in all the

long muscles, however simple their origin and insertion may be,

there is an internal obliquity of their fibres with regard to one aii>-

other ; for these do not run from end to end, but there are parts

of the tendon running into the belly of the muscle, so as to divide

it into penniform and rhomboidal portions. This distribution of

the fibres takes olf from the length ; but as it takes place in those

cases where the origin and insertion are at a considerable distance,

this can be afforded : and this, as well as the waste of power, in

consequence of oblique action, is more than compensated by the

increased strength from the fibres being multiplied ; for, in conse-
quence of this structure, there is an extent of tendon afforded suf-

ficient for the insertion of a greater number of fleshy fibres. The
doctor thus shews that, by the obliquity of the muscles, a very
considerable quantity of contraction is saved, and consequently a

proportional degree of fatigue prevented. " Let the line AB
(says he) in the annexed diagram, represent a moveable bone, and
the line CD a fixed bone parallel to it. Let FE, perpendicular
to these lines, represent a muscle acting in its own direction, and
the lines GE, HE, represent two muscles acting obliquely, and
producing by a diagonal-action the same effect as the other. If

the bone AB be brought to the situation ab by the action of the
muscle FE, the muscle will then be in the situation FK. If the
bone is brought into the same situation by the action of th? mus-
cles GE, HE, these muscles will then be in the situation GK,
HK, Plate C'XVIII. fig. 6. The proposition to be demon>tratcd
is, that the line GK bears a greater proportion to the line GE,
than the line FK does to the line FE ; for FK is to FE as G L is to

GE (Euc. Elem. B. vi. Prop. 2> ; and the angle ELK being less

than a right angle, the angle GLK, wliich is adjacent to it, must
be greater than a right angle; and the angle GKL being in tlie

same triangle with GLK, must be less than a right angh'. The
line GK, therefore, which subtends the greater angle, is greater

than the line GL, subtending the less, and therefore bears a greater
proportion to GE. But the line GL is to GE as FK is to FE;
and therefore GK bears a greater proportion to GE than FK dois
to FE ; that is, the fibres of the muscles acting obliquely, suffer a
less proportional decurtation than those of the muscle acting di-

rectly. It is farther obvious, that the more obli<|ue the action be-
comes, the greater saving there will be of contraction ; for in mov-
ing the line fli towards CD, the line FK diminishes in a swifter

ratio than the lineGK; and when the former has vanished, the
latter is in the situation GF." Besides these advantages in point
of diminishing fatigue, there are others relating to the shape or
the members. Thus, if the insertions of the muscles had been Jt

a great distance from the joints, they must, upon every occasion,
have passed like bow-strings from one bone to the other, and the
limbs must have been exceedingly clumsy and unwieldy ; all the
motions must also have been extremely slow : and notwithstand-
ing the superior strength which people would then have enjoyed,
it is very plain, that they would scarcely have been fit for any of the
offices of life which they now perform. The motions of the fat

greater part of the muscles are \t)lumary, or dependent ofi our
1 8 D will

;
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will; th<Me of a few others, involuiUaiy. The former are called

animal, the other jiatiiral, motions. Finally, the motions of some
of the mnscles are of a mixed kind, partly animal, and parti)' na-

tural. Those muscles which jierform the voluntary motions, re-

ceive nerves from the brain or spinal marrow: those which perform
their motions involuntarily, have their nerves from the cerehelliim;

and those whose motion is partly vohmtary and partly invoUmtary,

have theirs in part from tlie bram, and in part from the cerebelhmi.

And as a muscle can no lojigcr act when its nerves is either cut

asunder or tied up, so the same absolute dependence it has on its

artery : for from the experiments of Stcno and others on living

animals, it appears, that on cutting or tying up the artery, the

muscle in the same manner loses its whole power of action, as if

the nerve liad been cut or tied up.
MUSCOXY. See Russia.
Muscovy Glass. See Mica.
MUSCULAR FIBRES. See Anatomy.
Muscular Motion. See Anatomy, Muscle, and Gal-

vanism.
MUSCULUS, a military machine, made use of by tlie Romans

to cover and protect the soldiei-s while they approached and un-
dermined the walls of besieged places, or filled the ditches. It

seems to have resembled the testudo in form, but was smaller in

size. See Testudo.
MuscuLus, Wolfgang, a learned Protestant divine, born at

Dieuze in Lorrain, in 1497. lie joined the lienedictines, but

having embraced Luther's doctrines, he was obliged to Hy to

Strasburg, where lie married. After this he sutTered great hard-

ship*, but at length was made minister-deacon of the cliief church
in Stiasburgh ; whence he removed, in 1527, to Augsburg, where
he prevailed i>u the magistrates to abolish the popish woi^hij). He
died at Berne in 1563. He was a m;ui of dee)) eniditioii, and
translated several works of the Greek fathers into Latin. He also

published comments on the Scriptures.

Mvsculus, in zoology. See Mus.
MUSEIA, Grecian festivals in honour of the Muses, celebrated

with games every litth year, particularly by the Thespians.
MUSES, deities among the pagans, supposed to preside over

the arts and sciences. Hence it was usual lor the poets, at the be-

ginning of a poem, to invoke the aid of these goddesses. The
]Muses are said to have been originally only singers an<l musicians

in the service of Osiris, or the great Egyptian Bacchus, under his

son Orus ; but in succeeding times they were deified, and called

the daughters of Jupiter and Mnemosyne, or Memory. These
are the only pagan divinities whose worship may be said to have
continued through all changes in the religion and sentiments of

mankind. Even Christian poets seldom undertake the slightest

work without invoking their aid? Milton begins the seventh
book of his Paradise Lost, (from which, on account of the sacrcd-

ness of the subject, all such nonsense should have been excluded,)
with an invocation to Urania. Diodorus Siculussays that Alcman
of Messene, a lyric poet, who flourished in the 27th Olympiad,
fi70 years B. C. makes them ll>e daughters of Uranus and Terra.

It has been asserted by some ancient writers, that at first they were
only three in number, and that their names were Melete, (medita-

tion,) Mneme, (memory,) and Aoede; (song, or music;) but
Jlooier, Hesiod, and otiier mythologisls, admit of nine; and He-
siod, in his theogony, names them all. Each of ihem presides

pvec some iirt or science, as music, poetry, dancing, astronomy,
&c. By some tliev are called virgins, because the virtues of edu-
cation appear unalterable:, they are called Muses, MKs-f.i, from /laiu,

to jjiquire or explain mysteries, because they taught things the

most curious and important. An epigram of Callimacluis gives

the attributes of the nine Muses in as many lines;

Calliope the deeds of heroes sings ;

Great Clio sweeps to history' the strings

;

Euterpe teaches mimes their silent show ;

Melpomene presides o'er scenes of woe;
Terpsichore the flute's soft pow'r displays ;-

.•\nd Endo gives hymns the gods to praise

;

Poli/niiiia'i skill inspires melodious strains

;

f
Urania wise, the starry course explains ; /•

And gay Thalia's glass points out where folly reigns. )
MUSEUM, [|Uov^£iiy, Gr.] a repository of rare and interesting

objects, selected from the whole circle of natural liistory and the

arts, and deposited in apailiuents or buiklingi, either by'lhe com-

mendable generosity of rich individuals, general governments, or

moiiarclis, for the inspection of the Icavnecl, and the gre.it mass of

the public. Museum originally signilieil a. part of the palace of

Alexandria, which took up at least one-fourth of the city. This
quarter was so called on account of its being set apart for the

Sluses, and the study of the sciences. Here were lodged and en-

tertained the men ot learning; who were divided into companies
or colleges, according to the sciences of which tiiey were the pro-

fessors ; and to each of these houses or colleges was allotted a
liaiukome revenue. The foundation of this establislmicnt is attri-

buted to Ptolemy Philadelphus, who here placed liis librarv.

Hence museum is now ap|)hed to any place set apart as a reposi-

tory for things that have an immediate relation to the sciences.

AlusEUM, Ashmolean, a noble pile of building, at Oxford,

erected at the expeuce of the university, at the VV. end of the

theatre, at which side it has a magnificent portal, sustained by pil-

lars of the Corinthian order. The front, which is to the street,

extends about sixty feet, where there is this inscription over the

entrance in gilt chnracters, " Museum Ashmoleanum, schola natu-

ralis hisloria-, ofticina chymicha." It was begun in Iti/l), and
finished in 16S3, when a valuable collection ol curiosities was pre-

sented to the university by Elias Ajlimole, Esq. which were the

same day reposited there : several accessions have been since

made to it ; among which are hieroglyphus, and other Egyptian
antiquities, an entire mummy, Roman anllquilies, altars, medals,
lamps, &;c. and a variety of natural curiosities.

Museum, British, a large, beautiful, and magnificent building

in London, the nol)lest cabinet of curiosities in the world. It is

under the immediate care of government, and itself governed by
hlleen trustees, selected from the highest and most honourable
ollices of the slate. Sir Robert Cotton may be said to have laid

the foundation of the British Museum, by his presenting his excel-

lent collection of manuscripts to the public ; those, and the offer

of Sir Hans .Sloane's books, MSS. and curious articles in antiquity

and natural history, tor 20,000/. suggested the propriety of accept-

ing the latter, and providing a place for the reception of both;
irom this time government proceeded rapidly in forming the plan,

and at length every interior regulation for officers, trustees, &c.
being made, Montague-House, situated in Russel-street, Blooms-
bury, was purchased tor 10,250/. and fitted for the reception of
the articles tiicn possessed, and to be bought, at the further ex-
pense of 14,4S4/. 6s. 4f/. after which Lord Oxford's manuscripts

were procured for 10,000/. to which the King added others, and
shice the above period vast numbers of interesting things have
been placed there, particularly Sir \\'illiam Hamilton's disco-

veries, a vast variety of valuable medals, fossils, minerals, manu-
scripts, and printed books, together with several Egyjitian anti-

quities, and the b.te Mr. Townley's marbles and has reliefs from
Italy. The latter were given to the public under the express

cunilition that a proper place should be built for their reception,

which has been complied with, and they are now exhibited with

the rest of the museum to an admiriiijj multitude, amounting
daily to upwards of ninety persons, ^'arious alterations have
taken place in the regulations adopted tor the convenience of
those who read at the museum, and the visitors, since 1757, when
it was first opened for inspection and study, and it is but justice to

say, e.'.cli was intended well, though till lately it was generally

thought that too many impediments existe<l in the way ol visiting

that which was solely intended for the use of the community ; at

present, however, no such complaint can be made with truth, as

any decently dressed persons, presenting themselves at certain

hours, are conducted, free of every kind of expeuce, through the

suite of rooms by civil and well-informed ofiicers, who explain the

uses and nature "of each object. Admission to the readmg-rooni
is, besides, attemled with no other difliculty than necessarily fol-

lows ascertaining whether the applicant is deserving of indulgence,

or likely to injure the interests of the institution ; when there,

every facility is alibrded him by commodious tables, with peui
and ink for writing, and a messenger wails to bring him any books
he may think proper to select from the vast stores of literature

submitted in this generous way to his use.

MUSHROOM, in botany. See Agaricus, and Boletus.
To try the quality of mushrooms: Take an onion, strip the outer

skin, and boil it with your mushrooms : if the onion became blue

or black, there arc certainly dangerous ones among them ; if it re-

main white, they are good.
MUSIC,
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MUSIC, '[ij.rj!!-ty.<i, Gr.] tlie art of combining soun<ls in a man-
Hit agreeahli; to tlie ear. This combination may be either simiil-

' tani'ous or successive : in the first case it constitutes harmony ; in

the last, melody. But though tlic same sounds, or intervals of

sound, which give pleasure wheji heard in succession, will not al-

ways produce liie same elTect in harmony ; yet the principles

which con^titute the simpler and more perlect kinds of harmony
are mostly, if not entirely, the same with those of melody. By
perfect harmony, we do not here mean that plenitude, those com-
plex modifications of harmonic sound, which are admired in prac-

tice ; but that harmony which is called perfect bv theoricians and
artists ; that haniiony which results from the coalescence of simul-

taneous sounds produced by vibrations in the proportions of thirds,

fifths, and octaves, or their duplicates. The principles upon which

these various combinations of sound are founded, and by which

they are regulateil, constitute a science, which is not only exten-

sive but profound, when we would investigate the principles from

-which these happy modifications of sound result, and by which
tliey are determined ; or wdien we would explore the sensations,

whether mental or corporeal, with which thev afiect us. 'I'he firA

and most capital division of tids science is into speculative and
practical music.

Specul\tivk Music is the knowledge of the nature and use

of those materials which compose it; or of all the different rela-

tions between the high and low, between the harsh and the sweet,

between the swift and the slow, between the strong and the weak,
of which sounds are susceptible : relations which, comprehending
all the possible combinations- of music and sounds, seem likewise

to comprehentl all the causes of the impressions which their suc-

cession can make upon the ear and upon the sold.

Pr.^cticai, Music is the art of applying and reducing to pr«c-

tice ihoic principles which result from the tlieory of agreeable

sounds, whether simultaneous or successive ; or of conducting and
arranging sounds according to the proportions resulting from con-
sonance, duration, and snccession, so as to produce upon the ear

the ertect which the composer intends. This is the art which we
call composition. With respect to the actual production of sounds

by yoices or instruments, which is called execution, this depart-

ment is merely meclianical and operative: which, only presup-

posing the powers of sounding the intervals true, demands no
other knowledge, but a familiar acquaintance with the characters

used in music, and a habit of expressing them with promptitude
and facility.

Speculative Music is likeuise divided into two departments;
viz. the knowledge of the proportions of sounds or their intervals,

and that of their relative durations ; that is to say, of measine and
of time. The first is what among the ancients seems to have been
called harmonical music. It shews in w hat the nature of air or

melody consists ; and fliscovers what is consonant or discordant,

agreeable or disagreeable, in the modulation. It discovers the

eft'ects wliich sounds produce on the car by their nature, their

force, and their intervals ; which is equally applicable to their

consonance and succi-ssion. The second has been called rhyth-

mical, because it treats of sounds with resiard to their time and
quantity. It contains the explication of their continuance, of their

proportions, of their measures, whether long or short, (piick or

slow, of the dilTercnt modes of time, and the parts into which they
are divided, that to these the succession of sounds may be con-
formed.

Practical Music is likewise divided into two departments,
which correspond to the two preceding. That which answers to

harmonical music, and which the ancients called melopee, teaches
the rules for combining and varying the intervals, whether conso-
jiant or dissonant, in an agreeable and harmonious manner. The
second, which answers to the rhythmical music, and w Inch they
called rliythmopee, contains the rules for applying the different

modes of time, for understanding the feet by which verses were
scanned, and the diversities of measure ; in a word, for the prac-
tice of the rhylhmus. ^

Music is at present divided more simply into melody and liar-

mony ; for since the introduction of harmony the proportion be-

tweiMi the length and shortness of sounds, or even that between the

distance of retiirniug cadences, are of less consecpicnce. For it

often happens in modern languages, that the verses assume their

measures from the musical air, and almost entirely lose the small

share of proportion and quantity which in themselves they possess.

By melody the successions of sound are regulated in such a man-
ner as to produce pleasing airs. Harmony consists in uniting to

each of the sounds, in a regular succession, tn-o or more ditferent

sounds, which siiimllaneou>ly striking the ear soothe it by their

concurrence. See Harmont.
History of Music.

The ancient history of music, even among the most cultivated

nations, is now entirely lost, or so unhappily obscured, that we
can make but few certain or satisfactory discoveries in it. And as

no annals could be transmitted to posterity of that music which
prevailed among such people as are called barbarous, our accounts

of it must be still less authentic and satisfactory than those of the

former. Even at periods which are more recent, and may there-

fore be thought more withiu the sphere of our investigation, we
are at a loss both tor the sras and the authors of some essential im-

provements in music. Kircher and many others inform us, that

music prevailed in Egypt before it was known in Greece. These

authors derive its name from a word which is primitive in the

Egyptian language, and attribute the invention of the art to the

striilulous murmur of the winds whistling through reeds, or other

vegetable tubes, which grew upon the banks of the river Nile.

But if this legendary account of the discovery merits any atten-

tion, it must relate to instrumental music alone ; for it cannot be

im-gined that mankind, if in the least attentive to the natural mo-
dulation of their own voices, would have recoui-se for their ideas

of melody to objects so extrinsic and so contingent as the whist-

ling of winds through reeds. " The origin of instrumental music

(sa\s a wTiter in the English Encyclopi'dia,) appears to have been

at a period much prior to the date of authentic history ; and when
we look for its epoch or its discoverer, we are carried at once into

the wild regions of fable and mythology. The god Mercury, or

Hermes, is said to have been the inventor of the lyre, by distend-

ing strings of dil'ferent tensions and diameters ui)on the shell of a

tortoise which he found upon the shore. See Lyre. The first

exhibition of the fistula, or shepherd's-pipc, is ascribed to Pan.

But of these persons and their actions, little or nothing can be as-

certained with proper evidence." In fact, we do not need to ran-

sact mythology or fabulous history for the origin of this science.

We have the'most authentic accoimts of the origin of instrumental

music, that the most scrupulous antiquarian can desire. Mosei
expressly records, that musical instruments were made before the

Hood; and that Jubal, the seventh in descent from Adam, by his

eldest son Cain, " was the father (or instructor) of all such as han-

dle the harp and organ." (Gen. iv. 21.) The ingenious William

Maxwell Morison, E^C]. is therefore evidently mistaken, when he

affirms, in his History of Music prefixed to that article in the En-

cyclopedia Britannica, that, because " No nation has been able

to produce proofs of anticjuitv so indisputable as the Egyptians, it

would be vain to attempt tracing music higher than the history of

Egypt." We may safely, however, put confidence in what fol-

low's, of that ingenious gentleman's history >{ this art—" By com-

paring the accounts (he adds,) of Diodorus Siculus and of Plato,

there is reason to suppose, that in very ancient times the study of

music in Egvpt was confined to the priesthood, who used it only

on religious" and solemn occasions ; that, as well as sculpture. It

was circumscribed by law ; that it was esteemed sacred, and for-

bidden to be employed on light or common occasions; and th.at

innovation in it was prohibited : but what the style or relative ex-

cellence of this very ancient music was, tl.ere are no traces by
w iiich we can form an accurate judgement. After the reigns of

the Pharaohs, the Egyptians fell by turns under the dominion of

the Ethiopians, tiie Persians, the Greeks, and the Romans. By
suck
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such revolutions, the manners and amusements of tlie people, as

well as their form of government, must have been changed. In

the age of the Ptolemies, the musical games and contests instituted

by those monarchs were of Greek origin, and tlie musicians who

performed were chiefly Greeks. " The most ancient monuments

of human art and industry, at present extant at Home, are the

obelisks brought thither from Egypt, two of which are said to have

been erected by Sesostris at Heliopolis, about 400 years before the

siege of Troy. Tliese were by order of Augustus brought to

Rome after the conquest of Egypt. One of them called guglia

rotta, orHhe broken jMllar, which, during the sacking of the city

in 1527, was thrown down and broken, still lies in the Campus

Martiu-. On it is seen the figure of a musical instrument of two

strings, and with a neck. It resembles much the calascione still

used in the kingdom of Naples. This curious relict of antiquity

is mentioned, because it afi'ords better evidence than, on the sub-

ject of ancient music, is usually to be met with, that the Egyp-

tians, at so very early a period of their history, luid advanced to a

considerable degree of excellence in the cultivation of the arts.

By means of its neck, this instrument was capable, with only two

strings, of producing a great number of notes. These two strings,

if tuned fourths to each other, would furnish that series of sounds

called by the ancients lieptacliord, which consists of a conjunct

tetrachord as B, C, D, E : E, F, G, A ; if tuned fifths, they would

produce an octave, or two disjunct tetrachords. The calas-

cione is tuned in this last manner. The annals of no nation

other tlian Egvpt, for many ages after the period of the obe-

lisk at Heliopolis, exhibit the vestige of any contrivance to

shorten strings during the performance by a neck or finger-board.

Father MoiUfaucon observes, that after examining 500 ancient

lyres, harps, and citharas, he could discover no such thing."

'' The Hermes of the Egyptians, (continues Mr. Morison) sur-

named Trismegistus, or thrice illustrious, who was, according to

Sir Isaac Newton, the secretary of Osiris, is celebrated as the in-

ventor of music. No one person ought strictly to be called the

inventor of an art w hich seems to be natural to, and coeval with,

the human species ; but the Egyptian Mercury is without doubt

entitled to the praise of having made striking improvements in music,

as well as of having advanced in various respects the civilization of

the people, w hose government was chiefly committed to his charge."

The MoNAULOs, or single flute, called by the Egyptians plio-

tinx, was probably one of the most ancient instruments used either

by them or any other nation. From various remains of ancient

sculpture, it appears to have been shaped like a bull's horn, and

vas athrst, it may besupposed, noother than the horn itself Be-

fore the invention of flutes, as no other instrument except those of

percussion were known, music must have been little more than

metrical. When tlie art of refining and lengthening sounds was

discovered, the power of music over maiik,n<l, from the agree-

able surprise occasioned by soft and extended noter, was proba-

bly irresistible. At a time 'when all the rest of the world was in-

volved in savage ignorance, the Egyptians were possessed of mu-
sicalinstrumentscapLible of much variety and expression. Of this

the astonishing remains of the city ofThebes still subsisting aiford

ample evidence. In a letter from Mr. Bruce, ingrossed in Dr.

Buriicy's History of Mu^ic, there is a particular description of the

Theban harp, an instrument of extensive compass, accompanied

with a drawing taken from the ruins of an ancient sepulchre at

Thebes, supposed Ijy Mr. Bruce to be that of the father of Sesos-

tris. On the subject of this harp, Mr. Bruce makes the following

striking observation : It overturns all the accounts of the earliest

state of ancient music and instruments in Egypt, and is altogether,

in its form, ornaments, and compass, an incontestable proof, stron-

ger than a thousi'.nd Greek quotations, that geometryj drawing,

mechanics, and music, were at the greatest perfection when this

harp was made. It cannot be doubted, that <luringthe reigns of

the Plo'cniie-;, music uui4 have been much cultivated. The fa-

ther ol Ch'op.ilia, the last of that race, derived his title of Auletes,

or flutepiayer, from his excessive attachment to the flute. Like

Nero, he used to array himself in the dress of a tibicen, and ex-

hibit his performance in the public musical contests. The sacred

Scriptures aiford almost the only materials from which any know-
ledge of Hebrew music can be dra'.^n. Moses, who led the Is-

raelites out of Egypt, was educated by Pharaoh's daughter, in all

the literature and elegant arts of that country. Tbe taste and

stvle of Egyptian music would therefore be infused into that of the

Hebrews. Nlusic appears to have been interwoven through the

whole tissue of religious ceremony in Palestine. The priesthood

seem to have been musicians hereditarily and by oflice. The
prophets accompanied their inspired effusions with music ; and
every prophet seems to have been accompanied by a musical in-

strument. Music, vocal and instrumental, constituted a great

part of the funeral-ceremonies of the Jews. The number of iTute-

players in the processions amounted sometimes to several hundreds, .

and the attendance of tlie guests continued frequently for 30 days.

(Josephus. 1. 3,c. 9.) The Hebrew language abounds with con-

sonants, and has so few vowels, that in the original alphabet they

had no characters. Their instruments of music w ere chiefly those

of percussion ; so that, both on account of tl»e language and the

instrimients, tlie music must have been coarse and noisy. The
vast numbers of performers too, whom they collected together,

could with such language and such instruments produce nothing

but clamour and jargon. Josephus says, there were 200,000 mu-
sicians at the dedication of Solomon's temple. Cadmus, with the

Phoenician colony which he led into Greece, imported at the same
time various arts "into that country. That chief discovered gold ia

Thrace and copper at Thebes, where it is still termed Cadmia.

Of these materials, and of iron, they formed instrumens of war,

These they struck against each other during their dances at sa-

crifices, by which they (ii-st obtained the idea of instrumental mu-
sic. Such is the origin of that species of music in Greece, pro-

duced by instruments of percussion. The invention of wind-in-

struments is attributed to Minerva; and to the Grecian Mercury-

is assigned the honour of many discoveries probably due to the

Egyptian Hcrines, particularly the invention of stringed instru-

ments." See Lyre. The Grecian lyre, thougli invented by

Mercury, was cultivated principally by Apollo, who first played

U|)on it with method,' and accompanied it with the voice. The
celebrated contest between him and Marsyas is mentioned by va-

rious authors ; in which, by conjoining the voice with his lyre,

his music was declared superior to the flute of Marsyas. Diodo-'

rus Siculussays, "The Muses added to the Grecian lyre the string

called niese ; Linus that of lichanos ; and Orpheus and Thamyrag

those strings which are named hypate and parhypate." The lyre

invented by the Egyptian Men ury had but three strings. Mese,

in the Greek music,' is the fourth sound of the second tetrachord

of the great system, and first tetrachord invented by the ancients,

answering to "our A, on the filth line in the base. If this sound

then was added to the former three, it proves that the most ancient

tetrachord was that from E. in the base to A ; and that the three

original strings in the Mercurian and Apollonian lyre were (uned

E, F, G, whi(hthe Greeks call hypate meson, parhypate meson,

and meson diatonos : the addition, therefore, of niese to these

ccmpleted the first and most ancient tetrachord, E, F, G, A. The
siring lichanos again being added to these, and answeiing to our

D on the third line in the base, extended the compass downwards,

and gave the ancient lyre a regular series of five sounds. The two

strings hypate and parhypate, corresponding with our B and C in

the base," completed the lieptacliord or seven sounds, b, c, d, e«

f, g, a ; a compass which received no addition till after the days of

Pindar. It has been imagined, that the occupation of the first

poets and musicians of Greece resembled that of the Celtic and

German Bards, and the Scalds of Iceland and Scandinavia. They
sung their poems in the streets of cities and palaces of princes.

They were treated whh high respect, and regarded as inspired.

Such was the employment of Homer. His poems exhibit the

most authentic picture of the times of which he wrote, and in which

he lived. Music is always named throughout the Iliad and

Odyssey with rapture. The instruments most frequently named

are the lyre, the flute, and the syrinx. The trumpet appears not

to have been known at the siege of Troy. From the tune of

Homer till that of Sappho, only a few fragments remain of the

works of those poets and musicians, who flourished between those

periods. During the century which elapsed between Sappho and

Anacreon, no literary productions are preserved entire. Fronv

Anacreon to Pindar there is another chasm of near a ceiiUiry. Sub-

sequent to this time, the works still extant of TEschylus, Sophocles,

Euripides, Plato, Aristotle, Aristoxenus, Euilid, Theocritus,

Callimachus, Polybius, &c. produced all within less than 300

years, distinguish this illustrious period, as thai m which the whole

5 . powers.
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powers of genius seem to have been cxeiteti to illiiiniiiate maii-

tind. Then eloquence, poetry, music, architecture, history,

painting, sculpture, like the spontaneous blossoms of nature, flou-

rished without the ajjpearance of labour or of art. The poets,

epic, lyiic, and elegiac, were all likewise musician';, so strictly con-

Bected were music and poetry for many ages. Tlie invention of

notation and musical characters marked a distinguisiied sra in the

p-ogress of music. Terpander is the celebrated poet and musi-

cian, to whose genius music is indebted for this. He flourished

about the 27th Olympiad, or B. C. 1)71. Before that valuable

discovery, music being entirely traditional, must have depended
much ou the memory and taste of the performer. There is an

incident mentioned in tla accounts of tJie Olympic games, which

may serve to mark the character of music at the time it happened.
Lucian relates that a young flute-player named Ilarmonides, at

his first public,appearance in these games, began a solowithso
violent a blast, on purpose to surprise and elevate the audience,

that he breathed his last breath into his flute, and died on the spot.

AV hen to this anecdote, (to us almo^^t incredible, "i it is added, that

the trumpet-players at these exliibitjons expressed an excess of joy,

when they found their exertions had neither rent their checks nor

buKt their blood-vessels, some idea may be formed of the noisv

and vociferous style of music which then pleased. In whatever
manner the flute was played on, there is no doubt that it was long

in Greece an instrument of high favour, and that the flute-players

were held in much estimation. The flute used by Ismenias, a

celebrated Theban musician, cost at Corinth three talents, or

581/. 5j. The ancients were not less extravagant in gratifying the

ministers of their pleasures than ourselves. Amoeba;us, a harper,

was paid an Attic talent, or 193/. 15*. per day for his perfor-

mances. Roscius had 500 sestertia, or 40361. 9s. 2d. St. a-year.

The beautiful Lamia, who was taken captive by Demetrius, when
he vanquished Ptolemy Soter, and who captivated her conqueror,
with many other female musicians, are recorded by ancient authors

in terms of admiration. The philosophers of Greece were not
inattentive to the theory of nnisic. This science became the

source of various sects, aid of much diversity of opinion. The
founders of the most distinguished sects were Pythagoras and
Aristoxenus. The Romans, from their first origin, were possess-

ed of a peculiar species of music. It was rude and coarse, but as

soon as they opened a communication with the Greeks, they bor-

rowed their music and musical instruments. Most nations have
introduced music into their religious ceremonies. That the art w as

early admitted into the rites of the Egyptians and Hebrews, and
constituted a considerable part of die Grecian and Roman religious

service, appears from many ancient authors. It soon obtained an in-

troduction into tUe Christian churcli, as the Acts of the Apostles
discover in many passages. The chanting of psalms was introduced
into the western churches by St. Ambrose, about A. D. 350

;

and in 600 was improved by St. Gregory the Great. The Am-
brosian c!;ant contained four modes. In the Gregorian the num-
ber was doubled. So early as the age of Constantine the Great,
instrumental music was introduced into the service of the church.
In England, Bishop Stillingfleet says, music was employed in the
church-service, fir^t by St. Augustine, and afterwards much im-
proved by St. Dunstan, who was himself an eminent musician,
and first furnbhed the English churches and convents with the
organ ; which seems to have been an improvement of the bvdrau-
licon, or water-organ of the Gveeks. The first organ seen in

France was sent from Constantinople in 757, as a prescntto king^

Pepin from the emperor Constantine V. In Italy, Gemianv, and
England, it became frequent during the 10th century. During
the dark ages no work of genius or taste in any science was pio-
duced in Europe; and except in Italy, music was eqnally neg-
lected. In the middle ages, when the most fertile provinces of
Europe were occupied by the Gotlis, Huns, Vandals, and other
barbarous tribes, whose language was as harsli as their manners
vere savage, no improvement of music is to be looked for. Li-
terature, arts, and refinements, however, wrre encourased at the
courts of the Roman pontiffs; and thus the scale, thecounler-
point, the best uielo<lies, the chief graces and elegancies of mo-
dem music, liave derived their origin from Italy. Counter-point,
or music in parts, is an invention purely modern. The term har-
mony meant in tiic language of antiquity what is now understood
by Melody. Guido, a inoak of Arczzo/ entertained the fii^ idea

YOX., III.—NO, 15 J,

of counterpoint about 10>: : See Aretiv, an art which has since
experienced gradual and imperceplible improvemenls, far exceed-
ing the powers of any one individual. The term couiiterpoint, or
contra punctum, denotes its etymology and import. ^Iuiical no-
tation was at one time performed by snuil points; and tlie present
mode is only an improvemc nt of that practice. Counterpoint,
therefore, denotes the notation of harmony or music in parts, by
points opposite to each other. -The improvements of this nc qui-i-
tioii kept pace at lirst with those of tlie organ; and both were
employed chiefly in sacred music, till the 13th cuitury, when
secular music began to be cultivated. Before the invention of
characters for time, music in parts must have consisted entirely of
simple counterpoint, or note against note, as is still practised in
psalmody. But the discovery of a time-table extended iunnilely
the powers (^'combined sounds. The ancients had no other re-
source to denote time and movement in music, except two charac-
ters (— ^), for along and a short syllable. But time is of iuch
importance in music, th^t it can impart meaning and energy to the
repetition of the same sound : without it variety of tones has no
eftect with respect to gravity and acuteness. The invention of the
time-table is attributed to Jolin De Muris, who flourished about
1330. But in a M. S. of Muris himself, bequealiied to the Vati-
can library by the Queen of Sweden, that honour seems to be
yielded to Mr. Franco, who was alive in 1083. Muris, however,
who, it is believed, was an Englishman, though not the inventor of
the canlus mensurabilis, by his numerous writings greatly improv-
ed it. His tract on the Art of Counterpoint is the mo t usel'ul
essay of which those times can boast. In the 1 1th century, dur-
ing the first crusade, Europe began to emerge from the oa'rbarous
stupidity and ignor.ince which had long overwhelmed it. Then
the poets and songsters, named Troubadours, who first appeared
in Provence, instituted a new profession ; which was patruni-ed by
thecount of Poictou, and many other princes and barons, who
had cultivated music and poetry. At the courts of their munifi-
cent patrons, the troubadours were treated with respect. The
ladies, w hose charms they celebrated, gave them the most flatter-
ing reception. During almost two centuries after the arrang-nient
of the scale, and the invention of the time-table, no remains of
secular music can be discovered, except those of tlie troubadours.
In the simple tunes of these bards no time is marked, and but lit-

tle variety of notation ; but they discover the germs of the future
melodies, as well as the poetry of France and Italy. Almost every
species of Itaiian poetry is derived from the Provencals. Air, the
most captivating part of secular vocal music, seems to have had
the same origin. The most ancient strains extant are sucli a« were
set to the songs of the troubadours. Tlie provencal languajje be-
gan to be used by poets about the end of the lOth century. In the
1 2th it became the general veliicle, not only of poetry, but of
prose, to all who were ignorant of Latin. At this period, violars,
or performers on the vielle or viol, juglars or flute-players, musars
or players on other uistrumtnLs, and comics or comedians, abound-
ed all over Europe. This swarm of poet-musicians, fornn-rlv en-
titled jongleurs, travelled from province to province, singing Iheir
verses at the courts of princes. They were rewarded w ith clothes,
horses, arms," and money. They were employed often to sin"
the verses of troubadours, who were deficient in vrice or ignorant
ofmusic. The term troubadour, therefore, impixs poetry as

,

well as. music. The jongleurs, mcnetriers, strollers, or minstrels,
were often musicians, without any pretensions to poetry. These
last have been common at all times ; but the troubadour or bard
distingoished a particular profession, only during the duwnings of
literatirre. In the 13th century, the songs were on various sub-
jects J moral, merry, amorotis ; and melody was little more than
plain song or chanting. The iidtcs were square, and written on
four lines only like those of tlie Latin church in the clili" C, and
without any marks for time. The movement and embellishments
01 the ail depended on the abilities of the singer. Bv the cultiva-

tion of the voice modern music has since been much extended,
for it was not till tlie end of St. Lewis's reign that the fifth line be-
gan to be added to the stave. The singer always accompanied
himself with an instrument in unison. As the lyre was the favour-
ite instrument in Grecian poetry, so the harp held the same place
in the e^timatiop of the poets who flourished in this period. A
poet of the 14th century, Macliau, wrote a poem on the harp
alone ; in which he assigns to each of its 25 strings an allegorical

* '^ .._ aatne
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name; calling one liberality, another wealth, &:c. The iiistni-

inent whitli Trei|uemlv acconipaniecl, ami imleeil (li-|nitrxl the

l)re-emir.ence with the'lrarp, was the viol. Till the Idlii centurv

this instrument was furiiishecl with frets; after that period it was

recUiteil to four strings : and still under the name of violin hoUU

the lirst place among'treble instnunents. British hai-pers were ta-

mous long before the concpiest. The bounty of William I. to his

joculator or bard is recorded in Doomsday book. The harp was

the favourite instrument fur many ages, under the British, Sason,

Dani-h, and Norman kings. The Fiddle, however, is mentioned

fo e:irlv as 1200, in the legendary life of St'. Christopher. 'I'he

ancient privileges of the minstrels at the fairs of Chester are well

known. The extirpation of the bards of Wales by Edward I. is

likewise a familiar incident. Bnt his persecuting spirit seems to

iiave been limited to that principality : for at the ceremony of

knighting his son, a multitude of minstrels attended. In 1315,

wilier Edward II. such extensive privileges were claimed Ijy the

minstrels, and so many dissolute persons assumed that character,

that it became necessary to restrain th.em by express laws. After

the invention of printing, music became an object of high import-

ance. The names of the most eminent composers who llourished

in England, from that time to the Kefonnation, were, Fairfax,

AVilliam of New.-.rk, Sheryngham, Turges, Banister, Tudor,

Taverner, Tve, Johnson, Pa'rsons ; to whom may be added John

Marbeck, who set the whole Englisli cathedral-service to music.

Before this period Scottish music had advanced to a high degree of

peilection. James I. was a great composer of airs to his own

verses ; and may be considered as the father of that plaintive me-

lody, which in Scotch tunes is so pleasing to a taste not vitiated

by modern affectation. Besides the testimony of Fordim and

Major, we have that of Alexander Tessani, to the nuisical skill of

that accomplished prince. Among us moderns (says this foreigner)

we may reckon James king of Scotland, who not only composed

many sacred pieces of vocal music, but also of himself invented a

new'kiml of music, plaintive and melancholy, different from all

others; in which he has been imitated by Carlo Gesueldo prince

of Venosa, who in our age has improved music with new and ad-

mirable inventions." Under such a genius as king James I, the

national music must have been greatly improved. He composed

several anthems, which shew that his knowledge of the science

mu.^t have been very considerable. Organs were by him introdu-

ced into the cathedrals and abbeys of Scotland, and choir-service

brought to a hijh-degree of perfection. By an able antiquary

(Mr. Tytler), the great era of mu-ic, as of poetry, in Scotland, is

supposed to have been from the beginning of the reign of James I.

down to the end of that of James V. During that period nourish-

ed Gavin Douglas, Bishop of Dunkeld, Ballendeau archdeacon of

Murray, Dunbar, lienryson, Scott, Montgomery, Sir David

Eindse'y, and many others, whose tine poems have been pre-

served "in Banatvne's Collection, and of which several have

l)een published 'by Allan Kamsay in his Evergreen. In

the I6th century music was an indispensable part of polite edu-

cation. There is a collection preserved in M. S. called queen

Elizabeth's Virginal Book. Tallis, profoimd in musical compo-

sition, and Bird his admirable scholar, were two of the authors of

this famous collection. In queen Elizabeth's reign, the genius

and learning of the British musicians were not inferior to any on

the continent. The most eminent musical theorists of Italy, who
llourished' in the Ifith century, were, Franchinus Gaserius of Lode,

Veter Aaron of Florence, Lewis Fogliano, John Sparato, John

Maria da Terentio, Lanfranco, Steplien Uanneo, Anth. Francis

Done, Luigi Dentice, Nicholas Vicentio, and Joseph Zarlino,

the most gelieral, voluminous, and celebrated theorist of that pe-

riod ; Vincent Galilei, a Florentine nobleman, and father of the

great Galileo Galilei; Maiia Artusi of Bologna, Oraseo Tegrini,

Peter Pontio, Lewis Zacconi, and Andrew Rota, an admirable

contra|)unctisf. The principal Roman authors were, John Annuir-

rr.\, John Pierluigi da Palestrina, justly celebrated; Ruggiero

Giovanelli, Lucas Marenzio, who brought to perfection madrigals,

th.e most cheerful species ofsecular music. Of the Venetians Adrian

Willaeri is allowed to be at the head. At the head of the Neapo-

litans is deservedly placed Rocco Rmlio. At Naples, too, the

illustrious dilettante, Charles Gesualdo prince of Venosa, is highly

celebrated. Lombardy could also furnish an ample list of eminent

aiusicians during the lOth century. The diief o£ tlieni were.

Constance Porta, Gastoldi, Billi, Cima, N'icchi, and "Monte,
verde. Francis Corteccia, a celebrated organist and composer, and
Alexander- Strigglio, a lutanisl and voluminous composer, were
the most eminent Florentine^. The (rermans liave long made
music a part of general ediicalion. During the Kith century,
their most eminent composers of music and writers on the subject
were, Geo. Reischius, Michael Uoswitk, Andrew Oniithorpar-
cluis, Paul Hofhaimer, Luspeinius, Henry Loris or Lorit, Faber
Fink, and Hohnan. In France, during the 16(h ccntoiy, no art

'

except that of war made much progress. Housard, Baif, Coudi-
mel, Claud la Jeune, Caurroy, and Maudit, are the chief French
musicians of that period. In Spain, music was earlv received into
the circle of sciences. The nuisical professorship at Salamanca
was founded by Alfonzo the Wise, K. of Castile. Tlie most cele-
brated of the Spanish musicians was Francis S.dinas, who had been
bliiul from liis infancy. He was a native of Burgos. Christopher
Morales, and Thomas Lewis da Vittorio, deserve likewise to be
mentioned. The Netherlands, during this period, produced
many eminent composers ; as Verletot, Goinbert, Arkadelt, Ber-
chem, Richefort, Crequllon Le Coq, Canis, Jacob Clemens Non-
Papa, Peter Manchicourt, Baston, Kerl, Rore, Orlando di Lasso,
and his sons Ferdinand and Rodolph. In the 17th century, the
musical writers and composers, who accpiired fame in En"land
were. Dr. Nathanael Giles, Thomas Tomkins, and his son ; EKvay
Bevin, Orlando Gibbons, Dr. William Laws, Dr. Jolin \\il.-,on

John Hilton, John Playford, Captain Henry Cook, Pclhaiii
Humphrey, John Blow, William Turner, Dr. Christopher Gib-
bons, Benjamin Rogers, and Henry Purcell. About the end of
the reign of James I, a music lecture or professorship was founded
ill the univeroily of Oxford by Dr. William Hychin. In the rei"-!!

of Cliarles I, a charter was granted to the musicians of Westmins-
ter, incorporating them, as the king's mCisicians, into a body
politic, with powers to pro'^ecnte and line all v.ho, except them-
selves, attempt to make any benefit or advantage of music in En"-
land or Wales. About the end of the reign of Charles II. a pas-
sion was excited in England for the violin, and for pieces compos-
ed for it, in th.e Italian manner. Prior to 1600, there was littie

other music except masses and madrigals ; but from that time to
the present, dramatic music became the chief object. The music
of the church and of tfre chamber continued to be cultivated in
Italy till near the middle of the century; yet a revolution in fa-
vour of melody and expression was preparing, even in sacred
music, by the success of dramatic composition, consisting of reci-
tation and melodies for a single voice. Such melodies bean now'
to be preferred to music of many parts ; in which canons,' fugues
and full harmony, had chiefly employed the master's study and
the hearer's attention. The most celebrated violin-plavers of Italy
from the 16th century to the present time, have been'Favina m'
Angelo Rossi, Bassani the violin-master of Corelli, flie admirable
Angelico Corelli himself, ^Forelli, Alberti, Albenoni, Tessarini
VivaUli, Geminiani one of the most distinguished of Corelli's scho-
lars, Taitiui, Veracini, I5arbella, Locatelli, Ferrari, Martini
Bocchereni, and Giardini. So late as the beginning of the ISth
century, the performers in the operas of Germany, particularly
at Hamburg, " were all tradesmen

; your shoemaker" says Ricco-
boid, was often the lirst performer on the stage; and you miolit
have bought fruit and sweatmeats ot the same girls, 'whom the
night before you had seen in the characters of Armida or Semira-
mis. Soon, however, the German opera arose to a more respect-
able situation; and even during the 17th century many eminent
composers flouiished in that country. Music was but little culti-
vated in France till the operas of Lulli, under the patronaoe of
Lewis XIV. excited public attention. The favourite siiigini-

master and composer of France, in the 17th century, wat
Michael Lambert. John Baptist Luili, soon after this rose
from the rank of a menial servant to fame, opulence, and
nobility, by his skill in nuisical compositions. The celebrat-
ed singe: La Rochois was taught singing and acting by Lulli.
After Purcell's tii'ne the chief composers for the church were'
Clarke, Dr. Holden, Dr. Creyghton, Tucker, Aldrich, Golwin,
Weldon, Dr. Crofts, Dr. Green, Boyce, Nares, and John Stanley,
who attained high proficiency in music, although from two years
old totally deprived of sight, l^he annals of modern inusir'iKive
hitherto furnished no event so important to the progress of the art

as the invention of recitative or dramatic melody ; a style of music
which
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wliich reseiiibli's the nianni;r of the anciciiL rb.ip^oiruts. "Tlio
Orsoii of I'ohlian was thi- lifsl attempt at imis'cai (hv.ina. It wa^
afterwaiv'.s ])tTfo(lc(l by Mctasta-io. No mimical dvaiiias, siiiiilai'

to those afterwafils known b_v the names of opeia ami oratorio,

had existence in Italy before the I7th ccntnry. Abont IGOO,

eunuchs were first eniployod for singing in Italy. There seem to

liave been no "-inging ciinnclis in ancient times, imless the galli or

archigalli, priests of Cybele, were such. Castration was never

practised nierelv to preserve the voice, till about the end of the

Ifitii century. I'lie word opera seems to have been familiar to

English poets from the beginning of the 17th century. Stilo reci-

tative, a recent innovation in Italy, is mentioned by Ben Jonson
so early as 1617. From this time it was used in masques, occi-

sionally in plays, and in cantatas, before a regular drama wholly

set to music was attempted. 15y the united abilities of Quinault

and LuUi, the opera in France had arisen to high favour. During
the 17th centm'v, whatever attempts were made in the musical

drama, the language sung was always English. About the end of

that centurv, however, Italian singing began to be encouraged,

and vocal as well as instrumental musicians from that country be-

gan to appear in London. The first musical drama, performed

wholly after the Italian manner in recitative for the narrative parts,

and measured melodv for the airs, was Arsinoe queen of Cyprus,
translated from an Italian opera of the same name, written by
btanzani of Bologna. The FugUsh version of this opera .vas set

to music by Tliomas Clayton, one of the royal band, in the reign

of W'illiam arid Mary. The singers were all Englisii, Messrs.

Hughes, Levercdge, and Cook ; Mrs. Tofts, Mrs. Cross, and
Mrs, J^rndsey. Tlie translation of Arsinoe, and the music to

which it is set, are execrable ; yet such is the charm of novelty,

that this miserable performance, deserving neilher the name of a

drama by its poetry, nor of an opera by its music, sustained 24
representations, and the second year ! I. Operas, notwitlistanding

their deliciencies in poetry, music, and performance, became so

formidable to our actors at the theatres, that it appears from the

Daily Cour.Vnl, I4th January, 1707, a subscription was opened
" for the enouragement of the comedians acting in the Hay-
market, and to enable them to keep the diversion of plays under a

separate interest from operas." The year 1710 is distinguished

in the annals of inusic, by the arrival in f5ritain of George
F'rederic Handel. (See Handel.) Tlie fame of this great mu-
sician had reached this country before he arrived ; and Aaron
Hill, of the Haymarket theatre,, instantly applied to him to com-
pose an opera. It was Rinaldo ; the admirable nunic of which

he produced entirely in a lortnight. Soon after this period ap-

peared, for the lirst time as an opera-singer, the celebrated iMrs.

Anasfasia Robinson, afterw.uds Countess of Peterborough. She
made her lirst public exiiibitions in the concerts at York-buildings

;

and acquired so much the public favour, that her father took a

house in Golden Square, for weekly concerts and assemblies, in

the manner of Conversazioni, which became the resort of the most
polite audiences. The sacred musical drama, or oratorio, was in-

vented early in the 14lh century. Every nation in Europe seems

first to have had recourse to religious subjects for dramatic exhi-

bitions. The oratorios had been common in Italy dm-ing the 17th

century; they had never been publicly mtroduced in England till

Handel exhibited, in 1732, his oratorios of Esther, and Acis iind

Galatea. The most formidable opposition, which Handel met
with, was a new theatre for exhibiting these operas, in Lincoln's-

inn Fields, under Nicolas Porpora, a respectable composer. A
difl'erenee having occurred between Handel and Senesino, Senesino

deserted the Haymarket, where Handel managed, and engaged
at Lincoln's-inn Fields. To supply the place of Senesino, Han-
del brought over John Carestini, a singer of the most extensive

powers. His voice was at first a powerful and clear soprano ; af-

terwards it changed into the fullest, finest, deepest, coimter-tenor

that has perhaps ever beeji heard. His person was tall, beautiful,

and majestic. He rendered every thing he sung interesting by
energy and taste. In the execution of difficult divisions from the

chest,' his manner was articulate and admirable. The opera under
Porpora was removed to the Haymarket, which Handel bad leit.

Handel occupied the theatre of Lincoln's-inn Fields; but his

rivals now acquired a vast advantage, by. the arrival of Carlo
Broscbi dello Furinelli. This renowned singer transcended all

auterior vocal excellence. No vocal performer of the 18th cen-

tury has been so unanimously allowed to possess an uncommon
power, sweetness, (extent, and agility of voice, as Farinelli. Ni-
colini, Senesino, and Careatini, gratiliril the eve as much by the

dignity, grace, and propriety, eT their action, as the ear by the ju-

dicious u^e of a few notes within a small compass of voice ; but
Farinelli, without significant gestures or graceful attitudes, en-
chanted and astonished his hearers, by the force, extent, and mel-
lilluous tones of the mere organ, when he I.ad nothing to execute,
articulate, or express. Though during the lime of singing he wa'?

as motionless as a statue, his voice was so active, that no
intervals were too close, loo wide, or too rapid, for his execution.
Since this time the science has acipiired additional improvements
by the performances and exertions of several excellent composers,
and others famcjus for their musical talents.

Of Sounds, Melody, Harmony, &c.

Sounds, as they are more intense or remiss, are said to be loud
and low, or strong and weak ; which depends on the nature of the
sonorous body, its figure, the force of percussion, &c. The same
loud or low sound hath divers degrees of note or tone, which arc

in the exlrenies called acuteness and gravity of the sound : in the
lower degrees, the note or tone is grave, fiat, or low ; in the higher
it is acute, sharp, or high. The degrees of acutem-ss and gravity

make all the different and distinguish;ible tones or tunes of a voice
or sound ; which are the coEiqionent parts of harmony. Sound is

again distinguished into long and short, wiiich relates to its du-
ration, or continuance. Farther sounds are simple or compound ;:

a simple sound is the product of one voice, or individual body, as

that of one wire or word. A compound sound consists of several,

simple ones, all united in the same nfeasure of lime, or striking the

ear altogether. A compound sound is also called a chord being
the mixture of sevcr.d sounds heard at the same tin'.e. Melody
is a series of simple sounds, wliich su;-ceed in a manner agreeable

to the ear; or it is a pleasing succession of simple sounds. Har-
mony is a series of chords which deliglits the ear: also sometimes
a pleasing coalescence of sounds in a single chord is calleil har-

mony. A chord, that is two or more notes sounded togetiier, is

called a. consonance, when the compound sound pleases the ear:
but when its effect is disagreeable, it is called a dissonance: concord
is that agreement of the sounds of chords which renders them har-

monious. In melody and harmony an interval is tlie difference in

the sounds with respect to the degree in which it is higher or lower
than another ; thus if several sounds gradually exceed one
another in acuteness, the interval between the first ai:d second is

the least, and that between the first and last the greatest intenal,,

and in general the greater the distance between these sounds the
greater is the interval. In ascending sounds the Ifighcst is said to

be in the interval in respect of the lowest, :md vice versS. See
Intekval. As sounds are produced by the vibrations of the parts

of bodies, and strings are the most simple and proper subjects to

examine these matteis in ; so it has been found that the fojlowing

articles, respecting strings and their vibrations, are founded in

nature, and confirmed by repeated experience. The forces recpii-

site to draw any string ACB, Plate CXXIl. fig. 1, out of its place
to the distance ofce, cj', C"-, are directly proportional to the spaced

or lines c e, cf, eg. The vibrations, therefore, of the same string

are all performed in equal spaces of time ; that is, the chord will re-

turn from the situation AgB as soon as from AeB to ACB, because
the force at g is as much greater than the force at c, by which it

returns, as Cg is greater than Ce. If strings differ only in tension,

the times of their vibrations are inversely as the square roots of the

weights which stretcfi them. That is, if the weights are as four to

nine, the limes will be as three to two. The number of vibrations

in the same time, are directly as the square roots of the weights ;

that is, as two to three, in the preceding case. The number of vi-

brations made in the same time by two strings dill'ering in thickness,

areas the diameters of their bases inversely. If strings differ onlv

in length, the times of tlieir vibrations are directly proportional to

their lengths ; and the number of vibrations in the same time are

inversely as the lengths. Hence strings of diUerent tensions, di-

ameters, and lengths, may be so atljusted by compounding the fore-

going ratios, that the times of their vibrations shall be in any given
proportion; whidiisof great use in stringing instruments, as the

spinet, harpsichord, &C. As the tune of a note or sound is con-

stituted by the measure and proportion of vibrations in respect of

theif
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lieii- velocity, the quicker vibratioiio making the acute tone, ami

tlie slower the grave one ; so it foilows, the tune ot any string's note

will be acutcr or graver, in proportion as it is smaller or greater,

shorter or longer, lighter or slacker. As the vibrations ol strings

is the cause ot sounds in general, so the coincidences of their vi-

lirations is the reason and ground of concordance. If there be two

ttvings A, B, whose lengths are as four to three, then by the above

it appears that while A makes three vibrations, 1! will make four;

and therefore supposing them to begin together, there will be con-

stantly at every three vibrations in A, and four in B, a coincidence

of vibration ; that is, they will then vibrate together, and begin

each period of vibrations so long as they continue in motion. This

makes them concord with each other, and produce an agreeable

sound. The more frequent these coincidences are, the more

agreeable is the consonance; and therefore unison is the lirst de-

gree of concord, because there the vibrations begin and end to-

gether ; this is expressed Ijy the ratio of one to one, viz. 1:1.

Next to this the ratio of 1 -.2 is the mo4 agreeable and perfect con-

cord, and then 2:3; after which, the consonance becomes less

perfect and pleasant in the ratios 3 : 4, 4 : 5, 5 : 6, beyond which

the consonance is unsnfferable; for in these the coincidences of

-vibration become less frequent. Besides the ratios of concord

found in the natural order of numbers, 1:2:3:4:5:6, there

are some others, v'z. 3 : 5, and 5 : 8, which the ear adjudgeth

consonances, though in a lower degree. And hence, it is plain,

there is somewhat besides the frequency of the coincidences of vibra-

tions, that qualifies the ratio for consonance or i)leasing sound, for

else 4:7, or 5 : 7, both discords, would be preferable to 5 : 8, a

concord, contrary to e.vperience. If one certain string be struck,

in onler to compare the sounds of others with its own, it is called

the fundamental ; and its note is called the key, or key-note. A
table of all the consonances between the ratio of unison 1 : 1 , and

the octave 2:1, expressing the lengths, vibrations, coincidences,

names, and perfection thereof, you have here subjoined.

Ltngt.
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that ia order to take this key in any other interval except the oc-

•tave, he will lind it necessary to exert a sensible degree of atten-

tion. This is a tact of which we may easily be persuaded bv ex-

perience. Let any person smg a tune in our presence, and let it

be sung in a tone too high or loo low for our voice ; it we wish to

join in singine; this air, we naturally take the octave below or

above, and frequently in taking this octave, we imagine it to be
the unison. From this agreement between eacli note and its oc-

t&ve, it follows, that the seven notes above-mentioned are all that

can, with propriety, he admitted in music, for after these seven
are passed over we arrive at the octave above or below, and
thence ascend or descend to the next octave, which is no more
than passing through the same notes, on account of the coincidence
of each note with its octave.

These seven notes are designated by the letters A, B, C, D, E,

F, G, in each octave; also bv the syllables la, si, ut, re, mi, Jti,

sol; for the origin of these, see Aretin. Of these seven notes,

Jive exceed each other by nearly equal degrees or intervals, and
are called tones, the other two are called semitones, their intervals

being only about half as nuicli. Hence the octave u com-
posed of five tones and two semitones, that is, in all tivelve semi-
tones.

'I'his division of the octave is most natural, and because it con-

tains three major-tones, two minor-tones, ami two semitones, is

called the Diatonic Scale of Music, but more vulgarly t le Gamut,
from the name of the lowest note therein.

Musicians, in writing music, use various characters to express

notes nf dillerent length of time, as brcve, >emibreve, &c. any one
of which contains two of the next below, in common time ; but in

what is called triple time, a semibreve contains U minum, 3 crot-

chets, 6 quaver?, &c. See fig. 15.

The gamut contains three parts called clefs, the base, the tenor,

and the treble clef, as represented in rig. 3 ; each part singlv con-
tains five lines, on which, and in the spaces between them, are

VTote the characters of the notes. The marks on the dels, and
names of each part you there see expressed. Part of the tenor is

common to ihe base below, and the treble above, and is movt-
able, the part common to the base being sometimes increased

and sometimes diminished, while that part common to the treble

is either diminished or increased. This is fmther exemplified

in fiij. 4, which shews the extent of five octaves, and the manner
in w hich the ledger-lines are used to such notes as do not come
within the conipas-. of the stave. The tive uppeimost are distin-

guished by this character !f. which was formerly meant for a writ-

ten G, and is supposed to stand on the second line of the five in-

cluded in the treble stave, /. e. the eighth of the whole stave,

reckoning, as is the invariable rule in music, from the bottom up-

wards. This figure is called the fi clef, and purports that the

music standing on the stave appertains to the treble class of voices,

or of instruments. Sometimes the G clef is placed on the fir^t

line. The order, ami the names of the notes appertaining thereto,

are severally shewn, commencing with that G w hich stands under
these ledger-lines, and rising to I) in alt. The live lowest lines in

the stave appertain to the bass clef, which is distinguished bv an
inverted C standing on the fourth line, so;r.(times on the third, on
each side of w hich is a large dot, close to the l>„ck of the C. The
{jresence of this sign denotes that tin- music appertains to that class

of voices, or of instruments, wbose deep tones rank them among
the bass, or lowest species. The ledger-lines apj)ropriate to the

basses, all stand below the first line of their stave, in contradistinc-

tion to the treble ledgers, which stand above. The sixth or niid-

<lle line, whicli, for the sake of distinction, is made much thicker

than the other ten, is called the C, or tenor-line. Its ciiaracteris-

tic sign is made by three perpeudicular lines, extending to a depth
corresponding with the thickness of liie whole stave, ;. e. of five

lines, and sometimes terminated by a K ; the two middle perpen-
<liculais are joined by two short, thick, horizontal lines, equidis-

tant from tiveir centres. This sign is called the C, or tenor-clef;

it is HKjveable, but on whatever line its centre stands, the notes

upon that luie all become C, and the whole noie.tnclatnre of the

notes on tl«; stave changes in conformity thereto. Tlie tenor-clef

pjverns the stave it is on, and occasions those who sing or perform
its music to be called tenors; but of different degrees, according
as the stave is found. This requires particular description : the

tenor clef may remain on the C line, and tiiking two lines from
VOL. m.—NO. 132.

the bass, and two from the treble, con)plete its slave : in such
case it is called the alto, and is always prefixed to every line of the
music intended to be played en the tenor-violin, or alto, or t|uinte,

as it is tariou-ly designated. It also applies to such voices as an-
swer to that particular pitch. But as the greatest variety ol voices
lie between the treble and the bass parts, it was found necessary
to move the lencrclet higher or lower, lor the purpose of accom •

modating to those many and various compasses which were found
to be the greatest supports to the harmony; they connecting the
extremes, i. e. of treble and bass, and sustaining the great body of

the chorus, &c. To elVect this, instead of confining the tenor-
stave to the C line, added to the two adjoining upper lines of the
bass, and to the two lower of the treble, liberty was given to take,

at pleasure, one, two, three, or even four lines from the treble,

adding them above the C line- thus requiring only one, two, or
three lines to be taken from the bass-btave to complete the tci;or-

stave to five lines. Hence we see, that instead of taking two lines

from the bass, and two from the treble, as is done at A, (fig. 4,) to

form the complement of its stave ; at B it takes only one Irom the
treble, and adds three from the bass to form a stave, which sinks

Ihe whole of the music a fitth, i. e. five notes. Again, at C, it

borrows none from the bass, but takes four lines from the treble ;

this is calleil the soprano-tenor-clef, which depresses the music
one-third, that is, three notes. We shall here add an example of
an octave in the bass-clef of a spinet, which will be illustrative of
what has been advanced respecting the division of strings, diato-

nic-scale, ic. The scale is divided into an hundred equal parts ;

opposite to which are placed the strings which sound the twelve

notes or semitones ot the octave ; at the lower end, are tiie key-
of the seven natural notes marked, with the letters C, D, K, F, (<.

A, B, (. , between which are the other keys of the semitones. I l:e

key-note is C, with respect to which the strings of the other kt\s
are proportioned in lengtli as they are 2d, 3d, 4th, &c. to it. tin
each siring are number;, sliewirg how many equal parts of the
scale it contains ; and others which shew the ratio of its length to

that of the kej or scale. From the ends of the strings go dotted

lines to the notes of a tune wrote in the gamut, in tl.eir proper
lines and spaces. On the lett ot the scale of equal parts is the
diatonic-scale, which is desiined to shew both in the fiat and sJiarp

keys, the intervals of the tones and semitones, and tbeir onlcr in

each.

To descend or rise diatonically, is to descend or rise from one
sound to another by the interval of a tone or of a semitone. An
interval of a semitone is called a second minor, and that ot a lone

a second major. An interval compose',! ot a tone and a semilojn-.

is called a third minor. An interval composed n( lvi<> lull torK-s,

a third major. An interval compo^ed oi two tones and a semitone,

is called a fourth. An interval consisting of three full tones, a tri-'

ton or fourtli redundant. An interval con-istin^ of three lom s

and a semitone, is called a fifth. An interval composed of lline

tones and two semitones, is called a sixth minor. An intiT^al

com|>osed of four tones and a semitone, is called a sixth major.

An interval consisting of four tones and two semitones, is i-.ilU-d a

seventh minor. An inlerval composed ol five tones ami a semi-

tone, is called a seventh major. And an interval consisting of five

tones and two semitones, is called an octave. A great inimbtr of

the intervals now mentioned, are still signified bv other names,

but those now given are the most common. If, alter having >iiiig

the scale C, D, F, F, G, A, li, C; or (expressing Ihe note- by
ihesyllables which Guitlo.Vretin first intioduced) ut,re,tiii,ui,iul,

la, si, b'T, one would carry this scale still larther in ;isc> nt, it

would be discovered without difficulty that a new ^cale woidtt be-

formed, UT, RE, ^^, FA, &c. entirely similar to ihc lornKT.

and of wliich the rounds will be an octav.- a^rendin?, each li> its

curresponding note in the former scale : thus R E, the secoinl note

of the second scale, will be an octave in ascent to the re of th«t

first scale ; in the same manner jNH shall be an octave to mi, iiu.

and so of the rest. See fig. 7, Plate C X X 1 1. A- (here are nine

notes from the first ut to ihe second HE, the inlerval bttween
these two sounds is called a ninth, and this ninth is coinposetl mi

six full tones and two semitones, i-'or the same reason llie inter-

val from lit to FA is called an eleventh, ami the iiit<Tv,;l beHv.-i-n

lit and SOL, a tweltlh, &:c. It i- plain that the ninth is iiitA c,^-

tave of the second, the eleventh ot the fourth, and tlie iwil.in lA

the fifth, &c. Tbe octave above the octave of any suuud incuH-i

8 E eJ
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ed a double octave ; the octave of the double octave is called a

triple octave, and so of the rest. The double octave is likewise

called a hfteenth ; and for the same reason the double octave of

the third is called a seventeenth, the double octave oi the liflh a

ninetet-nth, &c. It is plain that one may imagine the five tones

which enter into the scale, as divided each into two semitones ;

thus one may advance from !;Mo rf, forming in his progress an

intermediate sound, wliich shall be higher by a semitone than ut,

and lower in the same degree than re. A sound in the scale is

called sharp, when it is raised by a semitone above the natural

pitcli; and it is marked with this character*. A sound in tlie

scale depressed by a semitone is called flat, and is marked thus, b
The particular manner of constituting the octave ; or, the melodi-

ous constitution of the octave, as it consists of seven essential

sounds, besides tiie key or fundauR-ntal, is called a mode. The
proper difference between a mode and a key is this, that an oc-

tave, with all its natural and couciunous degrees, is called a mode,

with respect to the constitution or manner of dividing it; and,

with respect to its place in the scale, it is called a key. Now it

may be farther observed, that, of the natural notes of every mode,
three go under the name of the essential notes, namely, the tunda-

iiiental, the third and lifth ; tiieir octaves being reckoned the same,

and marked with the same letters or syllables in the scale ; the

rest are called dependents.

The Origin of the Modes M.\jor a.vd Minor; of the
most natural modvl\tion, and the most perfect
llAKMON Y.

Bv eNpeiiment it will he found, that when a souorous body is

stiuck till it gives a sound, the ear, besides the princijial sound

and its octave, perceives two other sounds very liigh, of which one
is the tweltth above the principal sound, that is to say, the octave

to the fifth of that sound ; and the other is the seventeenth major

above the same sound, that is to say, the double octave of its third

jnajor. This experiment is peculiaily sensible upon the thick

strings of the violoncello, of which the sound being extremely low,

gives to an ear, thoagh not very much practised, an opportunity

of distinguishing with sufficient ease and clearness the 12th and
17th now in question. The principal sound is called the genera-

tor, and the two other sounds which it produces, and with wliich

it is accompanied, are, inclusive of its octave, called its harmonies.

To render our ideas stiU more precise and permanent, we shall call

the lone produced by the sonorous body ut : it is evident, by the

above, that this sound is always attended by its I'Jth and 17th ma-
jor ; that is to say, with the octave of sol, and the double octave

of iui. This octave of sol then, and this double octave cf mi,

produces the most perfect chord which can be joined with ut,

since that chord is the work and choice of nature. For the same
reiison, the modulation formed by ut with the octave of sol and
the double octave of )«!, sung one after another, would likewise

be the most simple and natural of all modulations which do not

descend or a'^cend directly in the diatonic order, if our voices had

sufficient compass to form intervals so great without difficulty:

but the ease and freedom with which we can substitute its octave

to any sound, when it is more convenient for the voice, afloid us

the means of representing this modulation. On this account, after

having sune the tone ut, we naturally modulate the third ««', and
the tilth sol, instead cf the double octave of )ui, and the octave of

sol; whence we form, by joining the octave of the sound lU, this

modulation, lit, mi, sot, ut, which in effect is the simplest and
easiest of them all ; and which likewise has its origin even in the

protracted and compounded tones produced by a sonorous body.
Tlie modulation ut, mi, sol, ut, in which the chord ut, mi, is a

third major, constitutes that kind of harmony or melody which we
call the mode major; from whence it follows, that this mode re-

sults from the immediate operation of nature. See Interval,
and Mode. In the new modulation ut, mi, sol, of which we have
now been treating, the sounds mi and sid are so proportioned one
to the other, that the principal sound ut causes both of them to re-

sound ; but the second tune mi does not cause sol, to resound,

winch only forms the interval of a third minor. Let us then ima-

gine, that, instead ot this sound mi, one should substitute between
the sounds ut and sol another note which (as well as the sound ut)

has the power of causing doI to resound, and which is, however,
different from the sound i(i; the sound which wc explore oughi

to be such, by that it may have for its 17th major sol, or one of
the octaves of the sol ; of consequence the sound which we seek
ought to be a 17th major below sol, or, what is the same thing, a
3d major below the same W. Now the sound m; being a third

minor beneath sol, and the third major being greater by a semi-
tone than the third minor, it follows, that the sound of which
we are in search shall be a semitone beneath the natural mi, and
of consequence //H'b- ^his new arrangement ut, mJ 5. 'ol, iti

which the sounds «( and mi b have both the power of causing soi

to rewound, though ut does not cause mi (j to resound, is not in-

deed equally perfect with the first arrangement ut, mi, sol; be-
cause in this the two sounds vii and sol are both the one and the
other generated by the principal sound ut ; whereas, in the other,
the sound «./ b is not generated by the sound ut; but this arrange-
ment ut, mi b> sol, is likewise dictated by nature, though less im-
mediately tlrjn the former; and accordingly experience evince*
that the ear accommodates itself almost as well to the latter as to

the former. In this modulation or chord ut, mi b, sol, ut, it is

evident that the third from ut to mi b, is minor ; and such is the
origin of that mode which we call minor. See Interval, and
Mode. The most perfect chords then are, 1. All chords related

one to another, as ut, mi, sol, ut, consisting of any •ound of its

third major, of its fifth, and ot its octave. 2. All chords related

one to another, as ut, nil b, sol, ut, consisting of any sound, of its

third minor, of its fifth, and of its octave. In elfect, these two
kinds of chords are exiiibited by nature ; but the first more imme-
diately than the second. The first are called perfect chords major,
the second perfect chords minor.

Of the Series which the Fifth REauiRES, and of the
Laws which jt observes.

Since the sound ut causes the sound sol to be heard, and is it-

self heard in the sound _/a, which sounds sol and J'a, are its two-
twelfths, we may imagine a modulation composed of that sound ut
and its two-twelfths, or, which is the same thing, of its two-fifths

J'a and sol, the one below, the other above ; w hich gives the mo-
dulation or series of fifths_/a, ut, sol, which I call the fundamental
bass of j«? by fifths. Thus from the sound ;;<, one might make a
transition indifferently to the sound sol, or to the sound fa. One
may, for the same reason, continue this kind of fifths in ascending,
and in descending, from ut, in this manner : mi b, si\3,fa, ut, sol,,

re, la, &c. And from this series of fifths one may pass to any
sound which immediately precedes or foUews it. But it is not al-

lowed in the same manner to pass from one sound to another
which is not immediately contiguous to it ; for instance, from ut
to re, or from re to ut : for this very simple reason, that the sound
re is not contained in the sound ut, nor the sound ut in that of re ;

and thus these sounds have not any alliance one with the other,

which may authorise the transition from one to the other. And
as these sounds ut and re, by the experiment of a sonorous body
already noticed, naturally bring along with them the perfect

chords consisting of greater intervals ut, mi, sol, ut, re, fa !jf:, la,

re ; hence may be deduced this rule. That two perfect chords,
especially if they are major, cannot succeed one another diatoni-

cally in a fundamental bass ; we mean, that in a fundamental bass

two sounds cannot be diatonically placed in succession, each of
which, with its harmonics, forms a perfect chord, especially if this

perfect chord be major in both.

Of Modes in general.

A mode, in music, is the order of sounds prescribed, as well in

harmony as melody, by the series of fifths. Thus the three sounds

fa, ut, sol, and the harmonies of each of these three sounds, that is

to say, their thirds major and their fifths, compose all the major
modes which are proper to itt. The series of fifths then, or tlie

fundamental bass/i-j, ut, sol, of which ut holds the middle space,

may be regarded as representing the mode of ut. One may like-

wise take the series of fifths, or fundamental bass, ut, sol, re, as

representing the mode oisol ; in thasanie manner «'
b;^**' "*> "ill

represent tlie mode of fa. By this we see, that the mode of sol,

or rather the fundamental bass of that mode, has two sounds in

common with the fundamental bass of the mode of ut. It is the

same with the fundamental bass of the moile^a. The mode of ut

(fa, ut, sol,) is called the principal mode with respect to the

mode, of these two fifths, which are cajled its two adjuncts. See
Adjvnct?,
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Adjuncts. It is then, in some measure, iiidifl'erriit to the ear
whether a transition be made to the one or to the otlier of tiiese

adjuncts, since each of them has equally two sounds in common
with the principal mode. Yet the niode of sol seems a liule more
eligible : for 40/ is heard amongst the harjiionics of iit, and of con-
sequence is implied and siu;nified by ill ; whereas lit does not
causeJa to be heard, though ut is included in the same sound^a.
Hence the ear, affected by the mode of ul, is a little more prepos-
sessed for the mode of sol than for that oifa. Nothing, likewise,

is more frequent, nor more natural, than to pass from the mode of

itt to that of sol. For this reason, as well as to distinguish the
two tilths oiie from the other, we tall sol the fifth above the gene-
rator the Dominant sound, and the i\Mi fa beneath the generator
the Su'iiuoMiNANT. (See these articles.) As we have seen in the
precedmg chapter, tha', in the series of fifths, we may inditl'er-

ently pass from one sound to that which is contiguous: in the same
maimer, and for the same reason, one may pass from the mode of
snl to the mode of re, after having made a transHion from the
mode of ut to the mode of sol, as from the mode of/a to the mode
of si (3. But it is necessary to observe, that the ear which has
been immediately altected with the principal mode feels always a

strong propensity to return to it. Thus the further the mode to

which we make a transition is removed from the principal mode,
the less lime we ought to dwell upon it; or rather, to speak in the

terms of the art, the less ougiit the phrase of that mode to be pro-

tracted.

Of THE Formation of the Diatonic Scale as used by the
Greeks and Moderns.

From this rule, that two sounds which are conti<>uous may be
placed in immediate succession in the series of iitdis,_/o, i/t, sol, it

follows, that one may form tliis modulation, or this fundamental
bass, by lifths, sol, ut, sol, ut, fa, tit, fa. Each of the sounds
which forms this modulation, brings necessarily along with itself its

third major, its fifth, and its octave; (see fig. 8,) insomuch that he
who, for instance, sings the note sol, may be reckoned to sing at the

same time thenotesio/, si, re, sol: inthe same manner Ihesoundiii in

the fundamental bass brings along with it this modulation, ut, mi,

sol, ut ; and, in shnrt, the same soundyii brings along with dfu, la,

ut,fa. This modulation then, or this fundamental bass, sol, ut,

not, ut, fa, ut, fa, gives the following diatonic series, si, ut, re,

mi,fa, sol, la; which is precisely the diatonic scale of the Greeks.
(Sre fig. 8.) We are ignorant upon what principles they had
formed this scale ; but it may be sensibly perceived, that that se-

ries arises from the bass sol, ut, sol, ut,fa, ut,fn ; and that of con-
sequence this bass is ju-.tly called fundamental, as being the real

primitive modulation, that which conducts the car, and which it

feels to be implied in the diatonic modulation, si, ut, re, }iu,fu,

so/, la. This scale of the Greeks is formed, by means of a funda-

mental bass composed of three sounds only, /«, ut, sol: but to

form the scale ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la, si, UT, which we use at pre-

sent, we must necessarily add to the fundamentaLbass the note re,

and form, witb these four sounds^/a, ut, sol, re, the following fun-

damental bass: ut, sot, ut, fa, ut, sol, re, sol, ut; from whence
we deduce the modulation or scale, ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la, si, UT.
In ell'ect, ut in tlie scale belongs to the harmony of ut which cor-

responds with it in the bass; re, which is the second note in the

gamut, is included in the harmony of sol, the second note of the

Bass; mi, the third note of the gamut, is a natural harmonic of ut,

which is the third sound in tlie bass, &c. Thence it follows, that

the diatonic scale of the Greeks is, at least in some respects, more
simple flian ours; since the scale of the Greeks may be formed
alone from the mode proper to ut ; whereas ours is originally and
primitively formed, not only from the mode of vt {fa, ut, sol,)

but likewise from the mode of sol, {ut, sol) re.) It likewise ap-

pears, that this last scale consists of two parts; of which the one,

ut, re, mi, fa, sol, is in the mode of ut ; and the other, sol, la, si,

ut, in that of sol. For this reason the note sot is found to be twice

repeated in immediate succession in this scale ; once as the fifth of

ut, which corresponds with it in the fundamental bass; and again,

as the octave of sol, which immediately follows ut in the same ba'is.

As to what remains, these two consecutive sols are otherwise in

perfect unison. For this reason we are satisfied with singing only

one of them when one modulates the scale ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la,

si, UT: but this does not prevent us from employing a pause or

repose, expressed or understood, after the sound/ii. Tlu-ic is no
person who does not perceive this whilst he himself sings the stale.
The scale of the modems then, may l)e considered as consisting of
two telrachoi-ds, disjunctive indeed, but perfeclly similar one to
the other, ut, re, mi, fa, and sol, la, si, nt, one in the mode o< ut,
the other in that of sol. For what remains, we shall see in tin:

seipiel by what artifice one may cause the scale vt, re, mi, fa, sot,
la, si, UT, to he regarded as belong:ng to the mode of ut alone.
The introduction of the mode proper to sol in the fundamental
hass has this iiappy effect, that the notes/a, sol, la, si, may imme-
diately succeed each other in ascending the scale, wiiich cannot
lake place in the diatonic series of the Greeks, because that serie4
is formed from the mode of ut ulonc. From wlience it follows: 1.

That we change the mode at every time when we modulate three
notes in succession. 2. That if these three notes are suns in suc-
cession in the scale ut, re, mi, fa, sot, la, si, UT, this cannot be
done but by the assistance of a pause expressed or iiiulei-slood after
the note/a; insomuch, that the three tones /;,, sol, la, .«, (three
only because the note sol which is repeated is not enumerated) are
supposed to belong to two different tetrachords. It ought not
then to surprise us, that we feel some difiiculty whilst we ascend
the scale in singing three tones in succession, because this is im-
practicable without changing the mode ; and if one pauses in tlfe

same mode, the fourth sound above the first note will never be
higher than a semitone above that which immediately precedes i!

;

as may be seen by ut, re, mi, fa, and by sul, la, si, ut, where
there is no more (haii a semitone between mi sndfa, and betwttu
si and ut.

Of Keposes, or Cadences.
In a fundamental bass whose procedure is by fifths, there alwajs

is, or ahyays may be, a repose, or crisis, in which the mind ac-
quiesces in its transition from one sound to anotlier : but a repose
may be more or less distinctly signified, and of consequence more
or less perfect. If one should rise by fifths: if, for instance, we
pass froln ut to sol ; it is the generator which passes to one of these
fifths, and ihis fifth was already pre-existent in its generator: but
the generator exists no longer in" this fifth ; and the ear, as this ge-
nerator is the principle of all harmony, and of all melody, feel's a
desire to it. Thus the transition from a sound to its' fifth in

ascent, is termed an imperfect repose, or imperfect cadence; hu^
the transition from any sound to its filth in descent, is denominated
a perfect cadence, or an absolute repose: it is the offspring which
returns to its generator, and, as it were, recovers its existence once
more in that generator itself, with which when sounding it re-

sounds. Amongst absolute reposes, there are some more absolute,
lliat is to say, more perfect, than others. Thus in the funda-
mental hass ut, sot, ut,fa, ut, sol, re, sol, ut, which forms the dia-
tonic scale of the moderns, there is an absolute repose from re to
sol, as from sol to ut : yet this last absolute repose is more perfect
tlian the preceding, because the ear, prepossessed with tlie mode
of ut by the multiplied impression of the sound ui which it has.*

already heard thrice before, feels a desire to return to the gene-
rator ut ; and it accordingly does so by the absolute repose sol, ut.

What is commonly called cadence in melody, ought not to be
confounded with what we name cadence in harmony. In the firi-t

case, this word only signifies an agreeal)le and rajjid alteralion be-
tween two contiguous sounds, called likewise trill or shake ; in the
second, it signifies a repose or close. It is, however, true, thr.t

this shake miplies, or at least frequently enough presages, a repose,
either present or impending, in the fundamental bass. (See
Trill.) Since there is a repose in passing from one sound to an-

other in the fundamental bass, there is also a repose in passiiigjroja-

one note to another in the diatonic scale, w hit h is formed from it,

and whitli this hass represents: and as the absolute rejjose sol ut,

is of all others the most perfect in the fund:uiicntal bass, the re-

pose from 47' to 7it, which answei-s to it in the scale, and which is

likewise lerminiited by the generator, is for that reason the most
perfect of all odien in the diatonic scale ascending. It is then a

law dictated by nature itself, that if you would a cond diatonicallv

to the generator of a mode, you can only do this bv means of the
third major from the fiftli of that very generator. This third ma-
jor, which, with the generator, forms a semitone, has for that rea-

son been called the sensible note, as introducing the generator,

and preparing us for the most pexfccl repose, As the fimdatnenlal

t loass
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ha'^s is the principle of melody, so ilie effect of a repose in meloily

arises solely (vow tlie lundaniental bass.

Of the diffeuekt Names given to the same Interval.

There are particular iiUervals which have obtained tlifl'erent

names, according to iinrticul.ir circiimstauces ; whicli it is propi-r

to explain. An interval composed of a tone and a semitone, which

is commonly called a third minor, is likewise sometimes called a

seconri redundant ; sncli is the interval from lit to rc:^ in ascend-

ing, or thai of /(/ to sni [} descending. This interval is so termed,

becawse one of the sonnds which form it is alwavs either sharp or

flat, and that if yon deduce that sharp or that llat,' the interval will

be that of a serun<l. An interval composed of two tones and two

semitones, as that from si to./rt, is called a false liltli. 'I'his inter-

val is the same with the triton, or fomth redimdant, since two tones

and two semitones are e(|uivalciit to three tones. There are,

however, some reasons for distinguishing iheni, as will appear be-

low. As the interval from iit to re % in ascending has been called

a second redundant, they likewise call the interval from ut to W*
in ascending a hfth rethmdant, or from .«;' to hh' b i" '''^^<-'''"'ii'g>

each of which intervals are composed of fonr tones. This interval

is in the main, the same with that of the 5i\th minor : bnt in the (itth

redundant there is always a sharp or a llat; insomuch, that if this

sharp or llat were deduced, the interval would become a true filih.

For the same reason, an interval composed of three tones and

three semitones, as homsnl ^ tofa in ascending, is called a seventh

<liminished ; because, if you deduce the sharp from sol, the inter-

val from .sf)/to,/rt will become that of an ordinary seventh : the

interval of a seventh diminished is in other respects the same with

that of the sixth major. The major seventh is likewise sometimes

called a seventh redundant.

Comparison of the different Intervals.

If we sing ut si in descending by a second, and afterwards ut si

in ascending by a seventh, these two si's shall be octaves one to

the other; or, as we commonly express it, they will be replica-

tions one of the other. On account then of the resemblance be-

tween every sound and its octave, it follows, that to rise by a se-

venth, or descend by a second, amount to o;ie and tire same thing.

In like manner, it is evident that the sixth is nothing but a repli-

rf-ation of the third, nor the fourth, but a replication of the lifth.

The following expressions either are, or ought to be, regarded as

synonymous:
To rise To descend

by a second. by a seventh.

To descend To rise

To rise To descend

by a third. by a sixth.

To descend To rise

To rise To descend
by a fourth by a fifth.

To descend To rise

Thus, therefore, we shall employ them indifferently the one for

the other: so that when we say, for instance, to ri-e by a third, it

may be said with equal propriety to descend by a sixtli, &c.

Of the different Cleks; of the Quantity; or the
KiTHML's; and OF Syncopation.

Of th» three clefs, viz. the base, tenor, and treble, the base clef,

called also the C clef, or clef of_/«, is placed on tlie fourth line, or

on the tliird ; and the line upon which this clef is placed gives the

jiame of Ja or /', to ali tiie notes which are upon that line. See
Plate CXXUI. No. 1. The C, or te«or clef, or clef of ut, is

placed upon the fourth, the third, the second, or the lirst line;

(See No. II.) and in these dil'i'erent positions all tlu- notes upon
tliat line where the clef is placed, take the name of ut, or C,

Lastly, the G, or treble clef, or clef of sol, is place<l upon the se-

cond or tirsl line ; and all the notes upon that line where the clef is

])laced take the name of so/, or G, No. III. As the notes are

placed on the lines, and in the spaces between the tines, any one,

when he sees the clef, may easily find the name of any note what-

ever. (See No. I.) Thiis he may see, that, in the first clef of

fu, the note whicli is placed on the lowest line ought to he sol

;

that the note which occupies the space between the two first lines

should he la ; and that the note which is on the second line is a si,

&c. A note before which there is a sharp (marked thus '^) ought
to be raised by a semitone ; and if, on the <'onlrary, there is a (3

before it, it ought to he depressed by a semitone, (b being the

mark of a llat). The natural (marked thus ^) restores to its na-

tural value a note which had been raised or depressed by a senii-

tone. When you place at the clef a sharp or a Hat, all the notes

upon the line on which this sharp or llat is marked are sli.np or

fiat. See No. IV. Thus let us take, for instance, thecletofi.f

upon the lirst line, and let us place a sharp in the sjiace between
the second and third line, which is the place of./a; all the notes

which shall be marked in that space will be,/«#; and if jou Wuiild

restore them to their original value oifu natural, you must place a

^ or a b before them. See No. \ . in the same manner, if a llat

be marked at the clef, ami if you would restore the note to its na-

tural state, youmust place a ^ or a sharp before it. See No. VIII.

Every piece of music is divided into different equal times, whicli

they call measures or bars; and each bar is likewise divided into

different times. There are properly two kinds of measures 01

modes of time (see No. VI.) the measure of two limes, or of

common time, which is marked by the figure 2 placed at the be-

ginning of the tune ; and the measure of three times, or of triple

tiine, which is marked by the figure 3 placed in the same manner.
(See No. VII.) The different bars are distinguished by perpen-

dicular lines. In a bar we distinguish between the perfect and
imperfect tiine; the perfect time is that which we beat, the inipei-

fect that in which we lift up the hand or foot. A bar consisting of

four times ought to be regarded as compounded of two bars, each
consisting of two times : thus theie are in this bar two perfect and
two imperfect times. In general, by the words perfect and im-
perfect, even the parts of the same time are distinguished: thus

the first note of each time is reckoned as belonging to tke perfect

part, and the otlwrs as belonging to the imperfect. (See No. IX.)
The longest of all notes is a semibreve. A mii.um is half its va-

lue; lh.;t is to sav, in singing, we only employ the same duration

in performing two minims which was occupied in one semibreve.

A minim in the same manner is equivalent to two crotchets, the

crotchet to two quavers, &c. Sec Plate CXXli, fig. 6. A note
which is divided into two |)arts by a time, that is to say, which be-
gins at the end of a time, and terminates in the time following, is

called a syncopated note. (See No. X. where the notes vt, si,

la, are each of them syncopated. (See also Syncopation.) A
note followed by a point or dot is increased half its duration. The
si, for instance, in the lifth bar of the example IX, followed hv a

point, has the duration of a minim, and of a crotchet at the saiiie

time.

Definition of the principal Chords.

The chor»l composed of a third, a lifth, and an oetave, as ut mi
sol lit, is called a perfect chord, if the third be m;ijor, as in ut mi
sol lit, the perfect chord is denominated major : if I le thiril minor,
s.'nm la ut mi la, the perfect chord is minor. The perfect chord
major constitutes what we call tl* major mode; and the perfect
chord minor, what we term the minor mode, as before noticed.

A chord composed of a third, a fifth, and a seventh, as .so/ sire
J'a, or reja la ut, &c. is called a chord of the seventh. It is

obvious that such a chord is wholly composed of thirds in ascend-
ing. All chords of the seventh are practised in harmony, save
that which might carry the third minor and the seventh major, as

ut mH} snl si ; ;ind that which mipht carry a false filth and a se-

venth major, as si rej'a la ;j?. As thirds are either major or mi-
nor, and as they may he differently arranged, it is clear that there

are different kinds of chords of the seventh ; there is even one, si,

re, fa, la, which is composed of a third, a false filth, and a seventh.

A chord cimiposed of a third, a fifth, and a sixth, asj((, la, ut, re,

re,fa,la,si, is called a chord of the greater sixth. Kvery note
which carries a perfect chord is called a tonic, and a perfect chord
is marked by an 8, bv a 3, or by a 5, which is written above the
note; but frequently these numbers are suppressed. Thus in the
example XI, the two ut^ equally carry a perfect chord. Every
note which carries a chord of the seventh is called a dominant

;

and this cliord is marked by a 7 written above the note. Thus in

the example XII. re carries the chord re fa la ut, and sol the

chorU
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chord snl si vc Jh. Among the cliords of tlie seventli »e do

not reckon tlie chord of the SL-veiuli diiiiinishi'd, which is only im-

properly calli'd a chord of the sevf-nlh. F.very note wliich carries

the cliord of the great sixtli, U called a siibdoniin;uit, i:ud is mark-
ed with a 6. Thus in the example XIII. /« carries the chord of

fa la ut re. You ought to remark that the sixth sliould always be

major. In every chord, whether perfect, or a chord of the se-

venth, or of the great sixth, the note which carries this chord, and

which is the flalte^l or lowest, is called the fundamental note.

Thus ut in the example XI. )v and so/ in the example Xll. and

fa in the example Xlll are fundamental notes. See I'unda-

MENTAi.. In every chord of the seventh, and of the great sixth,

the note which forms the seventh or sixth above the fundamental,

that is to say, the highest note of the chord, is called a dissonance.

Thus in the chords of the seventh sol si re fa, refa la ut, fa and

tit are the dissonances, \\/..fa with relation to sol in the lirst chord,

aud ut with relation to re in the second. In the chord of the great

sixthJh la ut re, re is the dissonance, but that re is only, properly

speaking, a dissonance with relation to «( from which it is a se-

cond, and not with respect to fu from which it is a sixth major.

When a chord of the seventh is composed of a third major followed

by two thirds minor, the fundamental note of this chord is called

the tonic dominant. In every other chord of the seventh the fun-

damental is called the simple dominant. Thus in the chord sol si

refa, the fundamental sol is the tonic dominant ; but in the other

chords of the seventh, as ;/( ?iii sol si, re fa la ut, &;c. the funda-

mentals ut and re are simple dominants. In every chord, whe-
ther perfect, or ot the seventh, or of the sixth, if you have a mind
that the third above the fundamental note should be major, though

it is naturally minor, you must place a sharp above the fundamen-
tal note. For example, if I would mark the perfect major chord

refa^ la re, as the third fa above re is naturally minor, I place

above re a sharp, as you may see in e.xample XIV. In the same
manner the chord of the seventh refill la ut, and the chord of the

£reat sixth re _/fl8S la si, is marked with a ^ above re, and above

the * a 7 or a 6 (see XV. atid XVI.) On the contrary, when
the third is naturally major, and if you incline to render it minor,

you must place above the fundamental note a b. Thus the exam-
ples XVII. XVIII. XIX. shew the chords sol sH) re sol, sol sib '"'^

fa, sol si\i re mi. See Plate CXXIII.

Of the Fundamental Bass.

Invent a modulation at your pleasure; and under this modula-
tion let there be set a bass composed of different notes, of which
some may carry a perfect chord, others that of the seventh, and

others that of the grei't sixth, in such a manner that each note of

the modulation which answers to each of the bass, may be one of

those which enters into the chord of that note in the bass ; this

bass being composed according to the following rules, will be the

fundamental bass of the modulation proposed. See Funda-
mental. Thus (Exam. XX.) you will find that this modulation,

ut re mifa sol la si ut, has, or may, admit for its fundamental7677
bass, ut sol ittfa ut re sol ut. In reality, the first note «t in the

upper part is found in the chord of the first note ut in the bass,

Vfhich chord is ut ?ni sol ut ; the second note re in the treble is

found in the chord sol si re fa, which is the chord of the second

note in the bass, &c. and the bass is composed only of notes which

carry a perfect chord, or that of the seveiitii, or that of the great

sixth. Moreover, it is formed according to the rules which we
are now about to give.

Rules for the Fundamental Bass.

All the notes of the fundamental bass being only capable of car-

rying a perfect chord, or the chord of the seventh, or that of the

great sixth, are either tonics, or dominants, or subdominants ; and
the dominants maybe either simple or tonic. The fundamental
bass ought always to begin with a tonic, as much as it is practica-

ble. And now follow the rules for all the succeeding chords.

Rule 1. In every chord of the tonic, or of the tonic dominant,

it is necessary that at least one of the notes which form that chord
should be found in the chord that precedes it.

Rule 2. In every chord ol the simple dominant, it is necessary

that the note which constitutes the seventh, or dissoJianccj should
likewise be found in the preceding chord.

vot. HI.—NO. li>2.

Rule 3. In every chord of the subdominant, at lea^t one of ite

consonances must be tbund in the preceding chord. Thus, in the

chord of the subdominan(,/rt la ut re, it is necessary that ./ft, la, or

ut, wliii-h are the consonances of the chord, should be found in the

chord preceding. The dissonance re may either be found in it

or not.

Rule 4. F.very sinii)le or tonic dominant ought to descend by a

fifth. In the first case, that isto say, wl'.en Ihc duniinant is simple,

the note which follows can owly be a dominant ; in the second it

may he any one you choose ; or, in other words, it may either be
a loiiic, a tonic dominant, or a simple domini'.nt, or a subdominant.

The conditiins prescril)ed in the second rule should be observed,

if it be a simple dominant. For let us assume the succession of

tl-.e two chords la ut mi sol, refa la ut, (see Exam. XXI.) this^

succession is by no means legitimate, though in it the first domi-
nant descends by a fifth; because the !i/ which forms tlie disso-

nance in the second chord, and which belongs to a simple domi-
nant, is not in the preceding chord. But the succession will be
admissible, if, without meddling with the second chord, one should

take away the sharp carried by the ut in the first; or if, without

me<ldling with the first chord, one should render ut ovfa sharp in

the second ; or in short, if one should simply render the re ot the

second chord a tonic dominant, in causing it to carry JnS^ instead

o{fa natural. By the same rule, we ought to reject the syccessioii

of the two following chords,

refa la ut, sol si refaid.;

(see Exam. XXII.)
Rule -J. Every subdominant ought to rise by a fifth ; and the

note which follows it may, at your pleasure, be either a tonic, a

tonic dominant, or a subdominant.

Of the Rules to be observed in the Treble, with rela-
tion TO twe Fundamental B.ass.

The treble is nothing else but a modulation above the funda-

mental bass, and whose notes are found in the chords of that bass

which corresponds with it. Thus, in Exam. XX. the scale ut re

mifa sol la si ut, is a treble with respect to the fundamental bass

ut sol utfa ut re sol ut.

Remarks. 1. Many notes of the treble may answer to one and
the same note in the fundamental bass, when these notes belong to

the chord of the same note in the fundamental bass. For exam-
ple, this modulation ut mi sol mi ut, may have for its fundamental

ba^s the note ut alone, because the chord of that note comprehends
the sounds ut, mi, sol, which are found in the treble. 2. A single

note in the treble may, for the same reason, answer to several

notes in the bass. For instance, sol alone may answer to these

three notes in the bass, ut snl ut.

Rule 1. For the treble. If the note which forms the seventh in

a chord of the simple dominant is found in the treble, the note

which precedes it must be the very same. This is what we call a

discord prepared. For instance, let us suppose that the note of the

fundamental bass shall be re, bearing the chord of the sunple do-

minant re fa la ut ; and that this ut, which is the dissonance,

should be found in the treble ; it is necessary that the note which
goes before it in the treble should likewise be an ut. And it is

requisite to observe, that, according to the rules which we have
given for the fundamental bass, ut will always be found in (he

chord of that note in the fundamental bass w h.ch precedes the sim-

ple dominant re. (See XXIII. XXIV. XXV.) In the first ex-

ample the dissonance is ut, in the second sol, and in the third mi ;

and these notes are already in the preceding chord.

Rule 2. If a note of the fundamental bass be a tonic dominant,

or simple dominant, and if the dissonance be found in the treble,

this dissonance in the same treble ought to descend diatonically.

But if the note of the bass be a subdominant, it ought to rise diato-

nically. This dissonance, which rises or descends diatonicallv, is

what we call a dissonance saved or resolved. See XXVlI.
XXVIII. XXIX. Pble CXXIII. According to the rules for

the fundamental bass which we have given, the note upon which

the dissonances ought to descend or rise will always be found iij^

the subsequent chord.

Of the Continued Bass, and its Rules.

A continued or thorough bass, is nothing else but a fundamental

bass whose choids are inverted. (See Continued Bass.) We
I
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invert a chord when we change the oi'der of the notes which com-

pose it. For example, if instead of the chord, sol si refa, I should

say, si rej'a siil, or re fasolsi, S:c. the chird is inverted. Let ns

see then all the possible ways, in which a chord may be ins'evtcd.

I^'ai/s ill iL-kich a Perfect Chord muy be Lireeriv}}. The perfect

chortl lit mi sot id may be inverted in two different ways :
nri snl nt

mi, which ive call a chord of the sixth, composed of a third, a

sixth, and an octave, and in this case the note mi is marked willi a

6. (See XXXI.) 2. Sol nt mi snl, which we call a chord ot the

sixth and fourth, composed of a fonrtli, a sixth, and an octave, and

it is marked witha$. (See XXXI 1.) The perfect minor chord

is inverted in the same manner.
H'ai/s in icliich the chord ofihc seventh nmij he inverted. In the

chord" ot the tunic dominant, as sot si re fa, the third major .«

above the fundamental note sol, is called a sensible note ; and the

inverted chord si refu sol, composed of a third, a false lifth, and

sixth, is called the ciiord of the false (ifth, and is marked with an S

orbs. (See XXXIH. and XXXIV.) The chord re /«*.»/ .»<,

composed of a third, a fourth, and a sixth, is called the chord of

the sensible sixth, and marked with a or a * (i. In this chord

tlius figured, the third is minor, and the sixth major, as it is ea^y

to be perceived. (See XXXV.) The chord fa sot si re, and

composed of a second, a trilon, and a sixth, is called the chord ot

flie triton, and is marked thus 4+, thus x 4, or thus *4. (Sfe

XXX\1.) In the chord of the simple dominant re fa to iit, we

find, 1. Fri la litre, -a chord of the great sixth, wliich is composeil

of a third, a fifth, and a sixtli, and which is figured with a '^. (See

XXXVUI.) '2. La litre fn, a chord of the less sixth, which is

figured with a C. (See XXXIX.) 3. Vt refa la, a chord of tlic

second, composed of a second, a fourth, and a sixth, and w hich is

marked with 2. See XXXV 11.

tS^ays in ivhich the Chord of the Snhdomiiiant may he Inverted.

The chord of the subdominant, as J« la nt re, may be inverted in

three different manners; but the method of inverting it which is

most in ]nactice is the chord of the less sixth la ut refa, vvliich is

marked with a 6, and the chord of the seventh re fa la ut.

(See XXXIX.)
Rulesfor the continued Bass. The continued bass is a funda-

mental bass, whose chords are only inverted in order to render it

more in the taste of singing, and suitable to the voice. See XL.
in which the fundaraentarbass which in itself is monotonic and

little suited for singing, ut sol ut sol ut sol ut, produces, by in-

verting its chords, "this continued bass highly proper to be sung,

ut si nt re mifa mi, &c. The continued bass then is properly

nothing else but a treble with respect to the fundamental bass.

Rule 1. Every note which carries the chord of the false fifth,

and which of consequence must be what we have called a sensible

note, ought (XL.) to rise diatonically upon the note which fol-

lows it. Thus in example XL. the "note si, carrying the chord

of the false fifth marked with an 8, rises diatonically upon ut.

Ruk 2. Every note carrying the chord of the triton should de-

scend diatonically upon the suhsecjuent note. Thus in the same

example, XL. ./?(, which carries the chord of the tritone figured

witli a 4^ descends diatonically upon mi.

Rule 3. The chord of the second is commonly put in practice

upon notes which are syncopated in descending, because these

notes are dissonances which ought to be prepared and resolved.

See the example XLI. where the second ut, which is syncopated,

and which descends afterwards upon si, carries the chord of the

second.

Method of finding the Fundamental Bass, when the
CONTINUED Bass is Figured.

This may be done by the following rules: 1. Every note

which has no figure in the continued bass, ought to be the same,

and without a figure in the fundamental bass ; it either is a tonic,

or reckoned such. 2. Every note w hich in the continued bass

carries a 6, ought in the fundamental basis to give its third below

not figured, (see Figured,) or its fifth below marked with a 7.

3. Every note carrying | gives in the fundamental bass its fifth

below not figured. (See XXXII.) 4. Every note figured with

a 7 or a ^, is the same in both basses, and with the same figure.

5. Every note figured with a 2 gives in the fundamental bass the

diatonic note abi've figured with a 7. (See XXXVII.) 6.

Every note marked with a 4 gives in the fundamental bass the

diatonic note above, figured with a 7. (See XXX\'I.) 7. Every
note figured with an 8 gives its third below figured with a 7. (bee

XXXlil.) 8. Everv note marked with a Q gives the filth below

marked with a 7
;

(see XXXV.) and in the cliord of the seventh,

the third ought to he major, and the seventh minor, this chord of

the seventli being die chord of the tonic dominant. 9- Every
note marked wuh a 9 gives its third above figmed with a 7. (See

XLIll. and XLV.) 10. Every note marked with a
|
gives the

fifth alrove figured with a 7.' (See XLIV.) U. Every note

marked with a * 5, or with a + 5, gives the third above

figured with a *. (See XLVII.) 12. Every note marked'.

with a SS 7 gives a fifth .above figured with a 7, or with a *. (See

XLII.) It is the same case with the notes marked J, ', or |

;

which shews a retrencliment, either in the complete chord of the

eleventh, or in that of the seventh redundant. 13. Every note

marl-fd with a 4 gives a fifth above figured with a 7, or a ^. (See

XLVl.) 14. Every note marked with $f gives the third minor
oelo'.v, figured with'a /. (See XLIX.) 15. Every note marked
with aSSb S'^'^'"

*'" 'I'ito" ahovp, figured with a^-. (See L.) Ifi.

Every note marked w ith a + 2 gives the second redundant above,

figured with a ,7'. (See LI.) 17. Every note marked with a *s

gives the second redundant above, figured with a /. (See Lll.)
]» 7

18. Every note marked with a ^ ^^
gives the seventh redundant

above, figured with a //. (See LIII.)

What is meant by being in a Mode or Tone.

In the first part of this treatise we have explained, how by the

means of the note ut, and of its two-fifths sot and fa, one in as-

cending, which is called a tonic dominant, the other in descending,

which is called a sub-dominant, the scale ut re mi fa sol la si ut

may be found : the different sounds which form this scale compose
what we call the major mode of ut, because the third ?«;' above Hi is

major. If we would have a modulation in the major mode ut, no
other sounds must enter into it than those which cempose this scale;

in such a manner that if, for instance, I should find^aijjt in this mo-
dulation, thus^n* discovers to me that I am not in the mode o( ut,

or at least that, if 1 have been in it, I am no longer so. In the

same manner, if I form this scale in ascending lasiut^. re mi fu:^

sol'jf: hi, which is exactly similar to the scale ut re mi fa sol la si ut

of the major mode ofut, this scale, in which the third from la to

iit^ is major, shall be in the major mode of la ; and if I incline to

be in the minor mode of la, I have notliing to do but to substitute

for nt sharp ut natural ; so that the major third la iit^ may become
minor la ut: I shall have then la si ut re tnifaU sol^ la, which is

the scale of the minor mode of la in ascending; and the

scale of the minor mode of la in descending shall be la sol fa mi ut

re si la, in which the sol and fa are no longer sharp. For it is a

singularity peculiar to the minor mode, that its scale is not the

same in rising as in descending. This is the reason why, when we
wish to begin a piece in the major mode of la, we place three

sharps at the cleff upony«, ut, and sol ; and on the contrary, in

the minor mode of /«, we place none, because the minor mode of

la, in descendincT, has neither sliarps nor flats. As the scale con-

tains twelve sounds, each distant from the other by the interval of

a semitone, it is obvious that each of these sounds can produce

both a major and a minor mode, whicli constitute 24 moues upon

the wliole. Of these we shall immediately give a table, which

may be very useful to discover the mode in which we are.

A TABLE OF THE DIFFERENT MODpS.

Major Modes.

Maj. Mode.
of ut ut rt mifa sol la si ut.

of sol sol la si ut re mifa'^ sol.

of re re mifit^ sol la si ut!ji re.

of la la si iit:^ i-e mifa>^ sot:^ la.

of mi m ifa» «*/* la si ut:i!. n* mi.

of si si ilt^ )r«; mifa:» sol'^ hm si,

of fa^ Ja» sol-jO. si ut^ re:^ mi^fa».
of ul:^
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or ret ]
'''^ '"'^ -^"'"'^ '"^"'^ "'

''''^'

oltiU \
'"^ ^'^ "' '"^^ ""^ •^'^ '"'' ^'''

*''
'"'^f I mjb '« '"^ ^b *"«b «f '"« "'-b-

or TIIIQ ) >-" - u u 1/

*'^

'" u J *'b «< '•<-• """b /« *"^ '« *'•
or sit) 5

er /T,ff 1-^'' *"' '" "b "' '""^ ""' /"•

"' ""^^ ] ui re mi fa sol la si ut.
or «/b >

MiMOK Modes.

In desrenditig. la sulfa mi re utsi la.

lii rising. la si lit rt: mifalji. solifS. la.

Of mi.

In desceuding. ml re ui si la sol fu>^ mi,
_

In rising. viijk^ sol la si at* rcSS: »"'•

Oisi.

In descending, si la solfa^i mi re iit^ si.

lu rising. si utm. re mifa^ sol^ la^ si.

,

Ot/<j*.

in descending, ^u* mi re um si la sol-^ Ja.

Ill rising. fm sol^ la si um 'c* ""'*./'*•

Of um.
In descending, ut si la sol^fa^ m!:» um.
In rising. ul^ ;<•* mi fu:» sol^ /«.* */« tim.

Of sol^ or 'rtb-

In descending, sol^faij^ mi ut^ si laiH sol^.

In rising. /ab *'b "'b '"'^b ""b /" sol laij.

Of re^ or miQ.

In descending, mijj re\) uti) jz'b fab ^'''b f", ""b-
In rising. mi^fa io/b '«b •*'b "' 'e j«ib-

Of fa« or w'b-

In descending, si'b '"b sol[)fa m/b ""cb «'/ifa-

In rising. sih ut itb ""b /<* *"' ^«b-
Of Hi!?S or/nb-

In descending. /« ?";b '"fb "* s'b '"b *o'/«-

In risinff. fa sol /nb "b "' >'e mifa.
Of ut.

In descending. «< "b '"b solfa mib '"f «'•

In risinR. ut re mi^ fa sol la si ut.

Of sol.

. In descending, solfa nn[) re ut sjb la sol.

In risine. sol la ill) ut re mi fa^ sol.

0(re.

In descending, re ut Ji'b la solfa mi re.

In rising. re mifa sol lasiut^ re.

These tlien are all the modes, as well major .is minor. Those

which are crowded with sharps and tlats are little practised, as

bein" extremely difficult in execution. From thence it follows,

1. lliat when there are neither sharps nor fiats at the cleff, it is a

token that the piece begins in the major mode of lit, or in the minor

mode of /«. 3. That when there is one single sharp, it will al-

ways be placed upon,/«, and that the piece begins in the major

mode of sol, or the uimor of mz, in snch a manner that it may be

simg as if there were no sharp, by singing si instead of/a*, and

in singing the tune as if it hail been in another clefl". For instance,

fet there be a sharp upon./a in the cleff of w< upon the first line ;

one may then sing the tune as if there were no sharp : and instead

of the cleff of sot upon the tint line, let there be the cleff of ut ;

tor thefa^ when changed into si, will require that the cleff of sol

should be changed to the cleff of ut, as may be easily seen. This

is what we call Transvositio.v. See that article. It is evi-

dent, that whenj(i*is changed into si, sol must be changed into

ut, and mi into la. Thus by transposition, the air has the eame

melody as if it were in the major mode of ut, or in the minor mode
of ia. Themajor mode then of so/, and the minor of wiz, are by

transposition reduced to those of ut major, and of la minor. It

is the same case with all the other modes.

6

To FIND THE Fundamental 15as3 ok a given Modula-
tion.

Tt is of the greatest utility in searching for the fundamental
bass, to know what is the tone or mo<le of tli" melody to which
that bass should correspond. But it is difficult in this matter to

assign general rules, and such as are absolutely without excep-
tion ; because soinetiiiics we seem to have the free choice of re-

ferring a particular melody either to one mode or another. For
example, this melody sol ut may belong to all the m^des, as well

major as minor, in which sol and ut are found together ; and each
of these two sounds may even be considered as belonging to a
dificrent mode. Also one may sometimes proceed without tlie

knowledge of the mode, for two reasons : I. Because, since the
same sounds belong to several difi'erenl modes, the mode is some-
times considerably undetermined; above all, in tin- niidtlle of a
piece, and during the time of one or two bare. ". Without giv-

ing ourselves much trouble about the mode, it is often sufficient

to preserve us from deviating in composition, if we observe in (he
simplest manner the rules above prescribed for the procedure of

I
the fundamental bass. In the mean time, it is above all things

necessary to know in what mode we operate at the beginning of
the piece , because it is indispensable that the fnndaiuental bass
should begin in the same mode, and that the treble and bass

should likewise end in it ; nay, that they sliould even terminate

I

in its fundamental note, which in the mode of ut is tit, and la in

\
that of la, &c. Besides, in those passages of the modulation where

I

there is a cadence, it is generally necessary that the mode of the

I

fundamental bass should be the same with that of the part to which

j
it corresponds. To know upon what mode or in what key a piece
commences, our enquiry may be entirely reduced to distinguish

the major mode of ut from the minor of la. For, as above, all the
modes may be reduced to these two, at least in the beginning of

the piece, We shall now therefore give a detail of the different

means by which these two modes may be distinguisiied. I, From
the principal and characteristical sounds of the mode, which are ut

mi sol in the one, and la ut mi in the other ; so that if a piece
should, for instance, begin thus, la ut mi la, it may be almost
constantly concluded, that the tone or mode is in la minor,
although the notes la ut mi belong to the mode of ut. 2. From
the sensible note, which is si in the one, iinii sol^^ in the other ; so

that if snl:jii appears in the first bars of a piece, one may be certain

that he is in the mode of la. .3. From the adjuncts of the mode, ;. c.

the modes of its two-lifths, which for ut arffa and sol, and re and
mi for la. For example, if having begun a melody by some of the
notes which are common to the modes of ut and of la (as mi re mi
fa mi re ut si ut), I should afterwards find the mode of sol, which I

ascertain by theju^, or that of fa whicli I ascertain by the ii'b or
uti^, I may conclude that I have begun in the mode of ut ; but if

I find the mode of re, or that of 7ui, wliich I ascertain by sUd,
ut^, or rfSSt, &c. I conclude from thence that 1 Jiave begun in

the mode of /a. 4. A. mode is not for ordinary deserted, espe-
cially in the beginning of a piece, but that we may pass into on«
or other of these mo»les which are most relative to it, whicli are the
mode of its fifth above, and tliat of its third below, if the original

mode l)e major, or of its third above if it be minor. Thus, (or

instance, tlie modes, which are most intimately relative to tht

major mode of ut, are the major mode of sol, and that of la minor.
From the mode of ut we comnionly pass either into the one or
the other of these modes, so that we may sonieliiuts judge of the
principal mode in which we are, by \he relative mode which fol-

lows if, or which goes before it, when these relative modes are
decisively marked. F'or what remains, besides these two relative

modes, iliere are likewise two otiiers into which the principal

mode may pass but less frequently, viz. the mode of its fifth be-
low, and that of its third above, as fa and mi for the mode of ut.

5. The modes may still be distinguished by the cadences of the
melodv. These cadences occur at the end of every two, or at

every tour bars, as in the fundamental bass : now the notes of the
fundamental bass whicli is most suitable to these closes, arc easy to

be found. When a person is once able to ascertain the mode, and
can render himself sure of it by the different means which we
have pointed out, the fundamental bass w ill cost little pains. For
in each mode there are three fundamental sounds. 1. The tonic

of the mode, or its principal sound, whicli tarries always the per-

fect
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feet chord major or minor, according as ihe mode itself is major

or minor.
. ,

Major mode of UT. uf nn snl ui.

Minor mode of LA. ia tU vii la.

9. Tlic tonic dominant, which is a litih above the tonic, and

wliich, wliethtr in the major or minor mode, aluays carnes a

chord of llie seventh, composed of the thiid major followed by

two thirds minor.
.

I

Tonic dominant.

Major mode of UT. mi si re fa.

Tunic dnmimint.

Minor mode of LA. nii sol^ si re.

3 The snb-dominant, which is a fifth below the tonic, and which

carries a chord composed of a third, fifth, and sixth major, the

third beint; cither greater or less, according as the n.ode is ma-

jor or minor.
Sub-dominant.

Major mode of UT. fti lu lit re.

Minor mode ot LA. re fa la si.

These three sonnds, the tonic, tlie tonic dominant, and the siib-

(lomiirant, contain in their cliords all the notes which enter mlo

the -scale of the mode : so that when a melody is given, it may al-

most ahvavs be fonnd which of these three sounds should be placed

in the fundamental bass, under any particular note of the upper

part. Yet it sometimes happens that not on6 of these notes

can be used. For example, let it be supposed that we are

in the mode of ut, and that we find in the melody these two

notes la si in succession ; if we confine ourselves to place

in the fundamental bass one of the three sounds vt sni Ju, we

shall find nothing for the sounds la and « but this fundamental

6
bass fa' sol ; now such a succession as^a to sol is prohibited by

the filth rule for the fundamental bass according to which every

sub-dominant, as /a, should vise by a fifth ; so that/a can only be

followed by ut in the fundamental bass, and not by sol. To re-

medy this, the chord of the sub-dominant fa la utre must be in-

Terted into a fundamental chord of the seventh, in this manner,

refa la ut. By these means we give to the modulation la si,

this fundamental bass re sot, which procedure is agreeable to rules.

Here then are four chords, ui mi sol ut, sol si refa,Ja la ut re,

refa la ut, which may be employed in the major mode of «/. We
shall find in like manner, for the minor order ot la, four chords,

la ut mi la, mi sol'^ si re,

re fa la si, si re fata.

^nd in this mode we sometimes change the last of these chords

intos/rf fu^la, substituting the /«* for /at^. For instance, if'

ve have this melody in the minor mode of la mi fai^. so/« la, we
j

would cause the first note mi to carry the perfect chord la ut mi

(a, the second note /«* to carry the chord of the seventh si re

fa^ la, the third note io/* the chord of the tonic dominant m?

solM si re, and in short, the last the perfect cliord la ut mi la. On

the contrary, if this melody is given always in the minor mode la

la sol-la, the second la being svncopated, it miglit have the

same bass as the modulation mi fa^ so/« /a withthis thfference

alone, lhAfut{ might be substituted for>*in the chord si n'Ja*

la, the better to mark out the minor mode. Besides these chords

Tust mentioned, which may be regarded as the principal chords of

"the inode, there are still many others ; for example, the series of

tlominants, , , , , ,
7 7 7,57 '•'•,''';,

ut la re sol ut Ja si mi la re sol ut,

which are terminated equally in the tonic ui, either entirely be

long, or at least may be reckoned as belonging, to the mode ol

ut -because none of these dominants arc tome dominants, except

iol, which is the tonic dominant ot tiie. mode of ut ; and besides.

because the chord of each of these dominants forms no other

sounds than such as belong to the scale of ut. But if 1 were t»

for.ii this fundamental bass,

7 7 7 Tb
* nt la re sol ut,

considering the last ut as a tonic dominant in tliis manner, ut wn
sot si[); the mode would then be changed at the second ut, and
we slionkl enter in to the mode of/:(, because tlie chord ut mi sol

sH) indicates the tonic dominant of the mode oifi ; besides, it is

evident that the mode is changed, because s:\^ does not belong to

the scale of ut. In the same manner, were 1 to form this funda-

mental class,

I

7 7 7 6

nt la re sol ut,

\
considfiiing the last ut as a tonic dominant in this manner, nt mi

' sol la ; this last ut would indicate tlie mode of sol, of which ut is

the sub-dominant. In like manner, still, it in the first series ot^

dominants, I caused the first re to carry the third major, in this

i
manner, refu^laut; this re having become, a tonic dominant,

I ^
7

.

I would signify to me the major mode of sol, and the sol which

-houki iVillow it, carrying the chord si refa, would relapse into

the mode of utf from whence we had departed. Finally, if in

this series of dominants, one should cause silo carry ^«# in this

manner, .v) re fa'H la, this fa would shew that we had departed

from the mode ut, to enter into that of sol. Hence it is easy to

form this rule for discovering the changes of mode in the funda-

mental bass. I. When we find atonic in the fundamental bass,

we are in the mode of that tonic ; and the mode is niajo or minor,

according as the perfect chord is major or minor. 2 Wl'-n we
find a sub-dominant, we are in the mode of the filth above ihat

sub-dominant ; and the mode is major or minor, according as the

third in the chord of the sub-dominant is major or minor. 3. When
we find a tonic dominant, we are in the mode of the fifth below

that toHic dominant. As the tonic dominant carries always the

third major, one cannot be secure by the assistance of this domi-
nant alone, whether the mode be major or mnor: but it is only

necessary for the composer to cast his eye uj.on the following note,

which must be the tonic of the mode in which he is ; by the

third of this tonic he will discover whether the mode be major or

minor.

Of the Chromatic akd Enharmonic.

AVe call that melody chromatic which is composed of several

notes in succession, whether r'sing or descending by semitones.

(See LIV. and LV.) V.'hen an air is chromatic in descending,

the most natural and ordinary fundamental bass is a con-.-atenated

series of tonic dominants ; all of which follow one another in de-

scending by a fifth, or which is the same thing, in rising by a

fourth. (See LIV.) When the air is chromatic in ascending,

one niav form a fundamental bass by a series of tonics and of tonic

dominant^, which succeed one another alternately by the interval

of a third in descending, and of a fourth in ascending : see LV.
There are many other ways of forming a cliromatic air, whether

in rising or descending; but these details are not necessas-y. The
two extremes, or highest and lowest notes ut sotijH:, of the funda-

mental bass by thirds major, ut mi sol^, give the modulation

ut i2# ; and these two sounds ut, si#, differ between themselves

by a small interval which is called the diesis, or enharmonicfourth
.

of a tone v\'hich is the dilference between a semitone major and a

-eiiiitone minor. This quarter tone is inappretiable by the ear,

iiid impracticable upon several of our instruments. Yel means
ave been found to put it in practice, or rather to perfoi-m what
A ill have the same effect upon the ear. But this practice is ex»

iremely difficult ami seldom attempted. See Enharmo.vic.

MUSICAL
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Ml-SICAL GLA5;j>ES. S.t Harmonica.
MUSIVIM Al'RUM, or MOSAIC GOLD, a siibslance

formed hy tlit- coiiibinaiiou of tia with suipluir. The process de-
scrilied by Uie Marcjuis de Bullion h probably llie most coiive-

flient for this prt-paratioii : it con!>ists in forming an amalgam of

8 oz. of tin and S of mercury. For this purpose, a toppcr-nior-

lar is heated, and mertiny poured into it 1 and when it lias ac-

quireil a certain decree of lu-at, tlie melted tin is poured in, and
the miNture agitated and triturated till cold. Six ounces of sul-

pliur, and four of sal ammoniac, are tlien mixed ; and the whole
put into a matrass, which is placed on a sand-bath, and healed to

such a degree as to cause a fanit ignition in the bottom of the ma-
trass. The (ire must be kept up tor three hours. The aurtun mu-
sivum obtained in this way is iienerally beautiful : but if instead

of placing the matrass on the sand, it be immediately exposed upon
the coals, and strongly and suddenly heated, the mixture will lake

fire, and a sublimate will be formed in the neck of the vessel,

which consists of the most beautiful aurum musivum. Neither
mercury nor sal ammoniac, however, is necessary to the produc-
tion of aurum musivum. For if 8 oz. of tin dissolved in the mu-
riatic acid, and precipit ited by the carbonate of suda, be mixed
with 4oz. of sulphur, a line aurum musivinii will be produced.
This aurum musivum is not, however, capable of increasing the

effects of the electrical machine ; which shews that the composi-
tion owes its virtue in that respect to the mercury it coniains,

which is in the proportion of 6 to 1 in the lirst process. The
diief uses of aurum musivum are those of giving a beautiful co-

lour to bronze, and of increasing tlie elTecls of the electrical ma-
chine by being rubbed on the cushions. Baron Kienmayer has

described another amalgam, composed of two parts of mercury,
one of zinc, and one of tin. The zinc and the tin are to be fused

and mixed together with the mercury ; and the mixture agitated

in a wooden box, rubbed internally with chalk. The mass is then

to be reduced to a fine powder, and employed in that stale, or

mixed with grease. The effiect of this amalgam in increasing the

power of electrical machines is very great. Tin when alloyed

with copper forms bronze, or bell-metal. The amalgam of tin is

used to silverize looking-glasses.

MUSK, a dry, light, and friable substance, of a dark blackish

colour, tinged with purple ; it is a kind of perfume of a very

strong scent, and only agreeable when in a very small (pianlity, or

moderated by the mixture of some other perfume. It is found in

a kind of bag or tu.nour which grows under the belly of the luos-

chus. See MoscHUS. Musk has a bitter, somewhat acrid, taste ;

and emits a fragrant odour which, at a distance, is very agreeable;

the best is imported from the East, in round thin bladders, about

the size of a pigeon's egg, which are covered with short brown
hairs. The substance itself is dry, and consists of small, round,

grains, of a reddish-brown or dark rustv colour, somewhat unc-

tuous, but perfectly free from sand or similar adulterations. It

pays on importation, the sum o( 2s. 'J-^d. per ounce troy ; and the

same duty when it is taken out for home-consumption (if sold by
the East India Coinpany,) beside 2/. per cent, on its value. This
strong scented drug is greatly esteemed in the east, on account of

its medicinal properties; though it has not, till lately, been em-
ployed as a perfume in Britain ; and is still more rarely used as a

medicine. Musk, however, appears to be possessed of conside-

rable efficacy ; especially in convulsive hiccoughs and fits, if ad-

ministered in doses, consisting of from eight to ten grains. It is

likewise an excellent anti-spasmodic, and has sometimes been
prescribed with advantage, in slow, or nervous fevers, to the

((uantity of a scruple, taken three or four times in twenty-four

hours.

Musk, Artificial, is a chemical preparation thus denomi-
nated, on account of its possessingall the essential properties of the

genuine drug. It was first invented by Maggraf, and has been

lately recommended to public notice by Professor llufeland : it

is prepared in the following manner:—One drachm of rectified oil

of amber is .'kst poured into a wine-glass,on which a drachm and a

lialf of the concentrated nitric acid, or smoking aiiuaforlis, should

be gradually and cautiously dropped. The mixture, on agitating

it, grows hot, and emits oliensive vapours, against which the nos-

trils must be guarded : wlun it has stood twenty-four hours, the

compound produces a yellow resinous matter, concreting at the

top; and which resembles musk in its smell, *Lile a strong acid'
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liquor remains at the bottom. 'J"he resin is now to be re|)eatedly
wa^hld, both in cold and in hot water, till it be totally diicsted of
its sour la^te. Thus a substance is obtained, whicli is not only
cheaper than the common musk, but is at the same lime free froili

those impurities with which the latter is too Iretjueully adult>;rat-

ed. .Vrtiticial musk is, doul)tles>, a more powertiJ medicine than
the natural, and has been successlully prescribed by Hufeland, in

the epidemic chin-cough, as well as oilier nervous and spasmodic
alTections. Nor have its effects been less salutary in cases of dia-

betes and difficulty of breathing '.Jiaviiig i-lfecled a cure when
other medicines had failed ol success. As this substance is of a
resinous consistence, it will be mc.it conveniently given in emul-
sions : hence ten or twelve grain.; of it should be Iriturateil in a
mortar, togi-tlier with a few blanched almonds, and diluted with
five or six ounces of distilled water. Of this mixture, two tea-

spoonfuls may be given every two hours to a child between one
and two years old ; and in progressive doses, so that a youth from
twelve to fourteen years of age, will retjuire double, aiid an adult
about three times, the quantity above sl-ated. M'ilhout the ai<l of
any (illier medicine, it generally pnuhices a sudorific effect ; di-

minishes and alleviates the fits of cougl-.ing ; and ollen produces
eruptions resembling the true neltle-rash : thus, a favourable crisis

lakes place, and ihe disease speedify disappears.

M I'sK-AxiMAi.. See Moschus.
MUSKET, orMUSQUET, afire-ann borne on the shoulder,

and used in war; formerly fired by the application of a lighted

match, but at present with a llint. The length of the barrel is

fixed to three feet eight inches from the muzzle to the touch-pan

;

its bore is such as may receive a bullet of 14 in a pound, and its

diameter differs not above one-jOth part from that of the bullet.

The common musket is of the caliber of 22 balls to the pounds
and receives balls from 22 to 24. Muskets were anciently borne
ill the field by the infantry, and were used in England so lately as

the beginning of the civil wars. At present they are little used,

except in tlie defence of places ; fusees or firelocks having taken
their place and name. See 1''usil, and FiiiELoCK. Muskets were
first u:ied at the siege of Rhegen 1321. The Sjianiards were the
first who armed pail of their foot with these weapons. At first

they were very heavy, and could not be used without a rest.

They had match-locks, and did execution at a great distance.

On their march the soldiers carried only the rest« and ammuuitioi),

having boys to bear their muskets after tliem. They were very-

slow in loading, not only by reason of the unwieldiness of iheit

pieces, and because they carried the powder ai.-d ball separate,

but from the time it took to prepare and adjust the match; so that

their fire was not near so brisk as ours is now. Afterwards a

lighter match-lock musket came in use ; and they carried their

ammunition in bandeliers, to which were hung several little cases

of wood covered with leather each containing a charge of powder.
The muskets with rests were used as late as the beginning of the

civil wars in the time of Charles f. I'he lighter kind succeeded
them, and continued till the beginning of the IStli century, when
they also were disused, and the troops throughout Euro[)e armed
with firelocks. These are usually made of hammered iron. For
the dimensions, construction, and practice, of various species of

guns, muskets, &c. See Canon, Carabine, Carronade,
Gun, Mortar, Howitzer, Okdnancc, and Projectiles.

MUSKETO. See CuLEX.
MusKETO Islands, islands of ths United States on the coast of

Maine.
MUSKETOON, Imusqiietoii, Fr.] a kind of short thick

musket, whose bore is the 38th part of its length ; it carries 5 oz.

of iron, or 7^ of lead, with an e(|ual quantity ol powder. This i;

the shortest kind of blunderbusses. It is of the same length with

the carabine ; the barrel jiolished an<l clean within.

MUSKOGEE, MUSKOGULGE, or CREEK INDIANS,
a numerous nation, or rather a confederacy of various tribes, of

North American Indians, who inhabit a hilly country in the mid-

dle parts of Georgia ; which however is very fertile, being well-

watered, and abounding with rivulets and creeks, whence their

European name of Creeks. These tribes consist of the Abecas,

Alibamas, Apalachees, Cawittaws, Chacsihoomas, Conshacks,

Coosactees, Coosas, Natchez, Oakmulges, Oconees, Okohoys,
Pakanas, Taensas, Talepoosas, \V.-etumkas, and some others; who
united lo defend themselves against their common enemies, the

8 M Chiictaws,
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American Imliati':, who in-

I'luv luive ?00 w.inii.rs,

American Indians, wlio in-

C'liacklaws. C'liicivasaus, &c. 'I'licir union ha^ rendered tl.em

victorious anc! ti)rninlal)te to tlie snri-ounding nation*. 'I'liey arc

tall, well made, aclive, spriglitly, indnslriouS'*aga< ions and po-

litic; warm and taitlifnl friends, bnt inveterate -enenres. The
men are frugal, temperate, tender luisbands, uiJnIgent parents,

and very hospitable to stran^er<.

MUST.IN b.-ars a do.vny knot on its surface. Tiiere are se-

veral sorts of mu-liiis brougli't from tlie East Indies, and more par-

ticnlarlv from 15iie;al; such as ddreas, betellcs, niulmuls, tan-

jeebs ike. .Muslin is maniil'.i';tu,vd m Britain, and brought to

very sreat perfeelion.

.SlUSQl'AivlKS, a nation of N
liabit tin- bank; of I.akc Michijan.

iMrstH'EI OK. See Cui.ix.

MUSQl'lTONS, a nation of N
habit llie banks of the Wabash, inlheNorlh Western Territory of

the I'nited States ; near the Ouiatanons and Pinka^haws.

MU.S.S.'ENDA, in botany, a genus of the monojrynia order,

and pentandria class of plants ; natural order, Contoil£e. Corolla

fnnnel-form ; stii^nias two, thickisli ; berry oblong, inferior;

seeds disposed in four row?. There are three species, natives of

the Ea^t Indies and China.

Ml'.SSEL, in zoology. See MyTii.fs.

ML'SSEI.l'>l'K{;ii, a sea-porl-town of Scotland, in Mid-Lo-

thian, at the inouth of the Esk, 4 miles N. of Dalkeith, and 6 E.

ol E<linbur5li.

MUSSTLMAN, or Ml'SYLMAN, is a title by which the

Mohammedans di-tinn;uis|i themselves ; si^nifvino, in the 'J'urkish !

lan^^uage, " true believer, or orthodox." See Mohammedan- '

ISM. in Ar: bir, the word is written Moslem, Mosleman, or Mo-
solman. 'I'he ap])ellation was first given to the Saracens, as is ob-

served by Leniiclavius. Tliere are two kinds of Mussulmans,

very averse to each other, the one called Sonnites, and the other

Shiites. The Sonnite^ follow the interpretation of tlie Koran
given by Omar; tlie Shiites are the followers of Ali. The sub-

jects of the king of Persia are Shiites ; and those of the grand sig-

iiior, Sonniles. Sec Alcoran, and Son ma. Some authors say,

that the word Mussulman signifies saved, that is, predestinated ;

and that the .Mohammedans give thcmsidves the appellation, as be-

lieving they are all prede..tinate<l to salvation. Martinius is more
partictdar as to the origin of the rtame ; w hich he derives from the

Arabic dVco, ?;ii(i./iVw(, "saved, snatched out of danger:" the

Mohammedans, he observes, establishing their religion by fire i-nd

sword, m-dssacred all itiase who would not embrace it, and granted

life to all that did, calling them Mussulmans, q. d. crepti e ijcri-

culo ; whence the word, in course of time, became (he distinguish-

ing title of all those of that sect, who have affixed to it the signi-

fication of true believers.

MUST,- a liquid of a sweet taste expressed from grapes fully

ripe ; or the liquor pressed from the fruit before it has worked or

fermented. Sec Wine. Dr. Thomson says, " it is composed of

five ingredients ; viz. water, sugar, jelly, extract, and tartareous

acid, partly saturated with potass. The quantity of sugar is very

considerable; it may be obtained in crystals by evaporating must

to the consistence of syrup, separating-tlie tartar which precipi-

tates during the evaporation, and setting the must aside for

some months. The crystals of sugar are gradually formed." Syst.

Chem. iv. 314.

MUSTAGAM, a sea-port of Algiers, with a castle ; 140 miles

W. of Algiers. Lon. 0. 3. W. Lat. 36. 30. N.
MUSTARD. SeeSiNAPjs.
MusTAKD, Bastard. SeeCLKOME.
Mustarii-Seed is one of the strongest of the pungent, stimu-

lating, diuretic medicines, tliat operate without exciting much
heat. It is sometimes taken unbruised, to the quantity of a spoon-

ful at a time, in paralytic, cachcclic, and serous disorders. It i.-.

applied also as an external stimulant, to benumbed and paralytic

limbs; to parts affected with fixed rheumatic pain ; and to the

soles of the feet, in the low stage of acute diseases, for raising the

pulse; in this intention, a mixture of etiual parts of the powdered

seeds and crumbs of bread, with ihe addition sometimes of a little

bruised garlic, are made into a cataplasm with a sufficient quantity

of vinegar. Muslard-seed yields, upon expression, a considerable

(fuantity of oil, wdiichisby some recommended externally against

rheumatisms and palsies, 'tbougti it has' nothing of that quality by

which the seeds themselves prove useful in those disorc'ers
;

the oil being mild and insipid as that ot olives, and the pungency
ol the seed remaining entire in the cake lelt after expression ; nor
is any considerable part of the pungent matter e,\trai led by recti-

fied spirit. I'lie bruised seeils give out rerfdily to water nearly the
whole ot their active mutter: ailded to boiled milk they <-urdlc it,

and communicate their pungency to the whey. The powder of
mustard-seed may be made into the consistence of a loch witli

warm water, in which a little sea-salt has been dissolved. Of this

a common spoonful, sometimes two, diluted with tepid water, are

given on an empty stomach ; it operates as well as an emetic, ami
proves an excellent remedy in most nervous ilisorders, according
to Dr. Monro. Med. Ess. Edinb. vol. ii. art. 19. p. MlS. note.

MUS TELA, a genus of (piadrupeds of the order of Ferae.

Six cutting teeth in each jaw ; those of the upper jaw, erect, sharp-

pointed, and distinct; of the lower jaw, blunter, huddled toge-

ther, two placed within the Inie of the rest ; tongue smooth. Liii-

lUPus places both the Otters and Weasels in this genus; but Mr.
Pennant with greater accuracy, assigns the latter to the ^enus
VivEuuA, which see. There are 2K species.

M. ICkminea, the Ermine, has the tail tipt with black. This
species inhabits the north of Europe, Asia, and America, and aS

faraslhe N. parts of Persia and China ; living in heaps of stones

on the banks of rivers, in the hollows of trees, and in forests, es-

pecially of beech, preying on squirrels and lemmings. In man-
ners and food they resemble the common weasel, but ilo not fre-

(|iient liouses, haunting chiefly woods and hedges, especiallv such
as border on brooks and rivulets. In general a|)pearance they
come very near the martin, but are shorter in the body, being
scarcely ten inches long from nose to rump, and the tail about 5J; .

the hair is likewise shorter and less shining. In Ihe northern re-

gions, the fur of the ermine becomes entirely white during win-

ter, except the outer half of the tail, which remains black. The
skins lell in Siberia from 2/. to 3/. sterl. per 100; but were an-

cienllv ill iiuicli greater request than now. In suni;ner, the upper
part of the budy is of a pale tawny brown colour; the edges of
the e;h's, and ends of the toes, are yellowish white ; the throat,

j

bre.ist, and belly, are white ; in winter, in the temperate regions, it

is sometimrs mntlled with brown and w liite ; but in severe win-
ters becomes entirely wdiite.

M. Euro, the Fkrret, has. red and fiery eyes; the colour of .

tilt whole body is a very pale yellow; the length from nose
to tail is about 14 inches, tlie tail live. Sec Plate C. In their

wild stale ttiey inhabit Africa; whence they were brought into

Spain, to free that country from rabbits with which it was over-

run ; and from Spain the rest of Europe has been supplied. They
cannot bear cokl, nor subsist even in France unless in a domestic
state. They have not the same capacity of finding subsistence as

other wild animals, but must be nourished within doors, and can-

not exi^t in the fields ; for those who are lost in the 1 inrows of

rabbits perish during winter. Like other domestic animals, they
vary in colotir. The female ferret is less than the male, and when
in season, is so extremely ardent, that she dies if her desires are

not gratiiied. Ferrets are brought up in casks or boxes, where
they are furnished with beds of hemp or flax. They sleep very
n-iich. They are used for hunting rabbits; and as in this coun-
try they are apt to degencrale, warreners cross the breed, by an
intercourse between a female ferret anil a n.ale polecat, bv leaving

the former, when in season, near the haunts of the latter: the

prodice is of a much darkercolour ihaii the ferret, having a great

resemblance to the polecat. This animal is naturally a mortal
eneiiiv to the rabbit. W hen a dead rabbit is for the first time
presented to a young ferret, he flies upon it, and bites it with

lury ; bnt if it he alive, he seizes it by the throat or the nose, and
sucks its blood. When let into the burrows of rabbits, he is muz-
zleil, that he may not kill them in their holes, but only oblige ,

them to come out, to be caught in Ihe nets. If the ferret is let in

without a muzzle, he is in danger of being lost : for, after sucking

the blood of the rabbit, he falls asleep; and even smoking the

! hole is not a certain method of recalling him : because the holes

have often several entries which communicate with each other, and
the ferret retires into one of Iho.e when incommoded with the

smoke. Ferrets are also usetl for ( '.-liing birds in the holes of

walls, or old trees. The ferret, thougli easily tamed, and rendered
docile, is citrcmeby irascible ; Uis odour is alwavs disagreeable;

but
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but wlii'ii irrit.itcH, it becomes more oiiens.ve. 11 15 eyes are

lively, ami his aspect is iiilUimmaton,- ; all his movements aie

nimble : and he i> ut the <;inie time so viaoroiis, that he can easily

niu->ter a rabbit, though tour times larger than himself.

M. LuTRA Brasiliensis, the IIkasiuas OrrtR, is black,
with a yellow spot below the chin ; the tail is flat, naked, and
reaches only to the feet. It is about the size of a niKUIIini; dog,
but weighs from 40 to 1001b. the head and leeth resemble llio»e

of a cat; the eyes are small, round, and blact : the feet have
five tees each, with sharp claws. They inhabit Brasil, Guiana,
and the rivers of Soul li America ; live in societies, on lish, crabs,

ice. and are very tierce, but may be tamed when young.
M. LvTRA PiscATORiA, the Common" Ottbr, has naked feet,

and the tail is about half the length of the body. It is in general
about two fe*t long, from the tip of the nose to the base of the

ail. The fur is of a deep brown colour, with two small white

\ spots on each side of the nose, and one beneath the chin. See
TIate C. This animal inhabits Europe, N. America, and Asia as

far as Persia. It frequents rivers, lakes, and fisli-ponds ; and preys
on fish, frogs, and fre>h water crustaceous animals, being exceed-
i.igly destructive to fish-ponds. The otter shews great sagacity

in forming its habitation ; it burrows under ground on tl>e banks
of a river or lake : it always makes the entrance of its hole under
water; working upwiirds to the surface of the earth, and forming,
before it reaches the lop, several holes, that, in case of hiah floods,

it may have a retreat : for, thougU amphibious, nn animal loves

more to lie dry : it makes a minute orifice for the admission of air ;

and the more eilectually to conceal its retreat, makes even tliis

air-hole in some thick bush. The otter is capable of being tamed :

he will follow his master like a dog, and even fish for him, and re-

turn with his prev. Though he does not cast his hair, his skin is

browner, and sells dearer in winter than in summer ; and makes a

very fine fur. His flesh has a disagreeable fishy taste. His re-

treats exhale a noxious odour from the remains of putrid iijhcs

;

and his own body has a Ixad smell. The dogs chace the otter

spontaneously, and easilv catch him when at a distance from the

water or from his hole. But, when seizeil, he defends himself,

bites the dogs cruelly, sometimes with such force as to break their

leg-bones, and never quits his hold but with life. The beavers,

however pursue the otters, and will not allow them to live on the

same banks.

MUSTER, a review of troops under arms, to ree if they be
complete and in good order ; to take an account of tlieir num-
bers, the condition they are in, viewing their arms and accoutre-

ments, &c.
MUSTER-MASTER GENERAL, or COMMISSARY

GENERAL OF THE MUSTERS; one who takes account of

every regiment, their number, horses, arms, &c. reviews them,
s?es that the horses be well mounted, and all the men well armed
dnd accoutred, &c.

Muster-rolls, lists of soldiers in each company, troop, or

regiment, by which they are paid, and the strengih of the army is i

known.
MUSTIOGANNIM, a town of Algign;, wiUi a citadel, 3<>

miles N. E. of Oran. Lon. 1. 20. E. Lat. 36. (j. N.
MUTA, ill Roman antiquity, the goddess of dumbness. See

Feralia.
MUTATION, in the ancient music, is applied to the clauses

or alterations that happen in the order of the sounds wluch com-
pose the melody.
MUTATION ES, among the Romans, post-stages or places

where the public couriers were supplied with frejh hoi'ses. They
were wholly designed for the use of these couriers, or messen-
gers of state; in vwhich respect they diS'er from mansions. See
Maxsio.
MUTCIiKlK, 3 liquid raeastre used in Scotland ; containing

four sills, being the fourth ptrt of a Scots pint.

MUTE. In grammar, the simple consonants are ordinarily dis-

tinguished into mutes and liquids, or semi-vowels. See Alpha-
bets, Consonant, Ljquiu, &c. The mutes in the Greek
alphabet are nine; three of which, viz. \, t, t, are termed tenues:

three /S, y, i, teruved medis : and three i, 9, Xi aspirates. See
AspiB.ATE, &c. The mutes of tlie Latin alphabet are also nine,

yiz. B, C, D, G, J, K, P, Q, T.
Mute, in law, a per!on ijat stands dumb or speechless, \thco

he ought to.answer, c>r to plead. If any person being urraipntd on
any indictment or appeal for felony,' or on any indictment for
piracy, shall upon such arraignment stand mute, or will not
answer directly to the filojiy or piracy, he shall be convicted
ol the oflencc, and tlie court shall thereupon award judge-
nient and execution, in the same manner as if^ he had been c bn-
victed by verdict or confession ; and by such judgement shall hav«
sll the same consequences as a conviction by verdict or confession.
12 G. 111. c. 20. And the law is the same with respect to an
arraignment for petit treason or larceny ; for before this act, per-
sons standing mule in either of these case,-, were to have the
like judgement as if they had confessed the indictment. 2 Inst.

177.

MUTILATION, [tnutilatio, from mutilo, Lat.] depriva-
tion of a limb, or any essential part.

Mutilation, is also extended to statues and buildings, where
any part is wanting, or the projecture of any member, as a cornice
or an impost, is broken oft".

Mutilation, is particularly used for castration: See Castra-
tion, and Eunuch. Tlie practice of this sort of mutilation is of
various kind? : The Hottenlots are said to cut away one testicle

from their children, upon supposition that they are thereby made
lighter and more active for runpiiig. In some countries, poor
people c onipletely mutilate their boys, to prevent the misery and
want which would attend their olfspring. Those who have no-
thing in view but the improvement of a vain talent, or the forma-
tion of a voice which di^liguics nature, ;vs«as the case formerly
in Italy, are contented with cutting away the testicles. But in

some countries of A^ia, especially among the Turks and in part of

Africa, jealousy inspires such distrust that tliey would not think
their wives safe in the custoiiy of such eunuchs: 1 hey employ no
slaves in their seraglios who have not been deprived of all the ex-
ternal parts of generation. Amputation is not the only means of
accomplishing this end. Formerly, the growth of the testicles

was prevented, and their organization destro\ed, by simple rub-
bing, while the child was put into a warm bath made of a decoc-
tion of plants. Some pretend that by this species of castration the

life is in no danger. Amputation of tiie testicles is not attended
with much danger; but complete amputation of the external parts

of generation is often fatal. This optration can only be performed
on children from seven to ten years of age. Eunuchs of this kind,
owing to the danger attending the operation, cost in lurk ey five

or six times the price of others. Chardin relates, that this opera-
tion is so painful and dangerous after 1 j years of age, that hardly a

fourth part of those by whom it is undergone escape with life.

Peter della Valle, on the contrapi', informs us, that in Persia,

those who suffer this cruel and dangerous operation, as a punish-

ment for rapes and other crimes ot this kind, are easily cured
though far advanced in life : and that nothing but ashes is applied

to the wound. It is impossible to retlect on the motives for

making eunuchs without execration of the barbarians w ho practise

it; ancl yet this abominable cruelty is not infallibly attended with
that advantage which they expect from it. Of 2000 victims to tlie

art, hardly three are found who unite good talents with good organs.

'The other languishing and inactive wretches are outcasts from botii

se.xes, paralytic members in the community, an useless burden
upon the eaiih, by whicli they are supported and nourished. A.
high Iribuiv" of applause is due to that virtuous pontiff. Pope
Clement \ HI. who, listening to the voice of modesty and huma-
nity, abolished this detestable and infamous practice. Muti-
lation he declared was the most abominable and disgraceful of

crimes.

MUTIL.VTUSFlos. See Botany.
MUTILLA, in zoology, a genus of animals of the order insecla

hy menoptera. There are 3S species ; the most remarkable is,

M. OcciDiiNTAi.is, the Velvet .\xt, un inhabitant of North
.A.meiica. Ithassi.x legs, with short crooked antenna* ; the abtltimen.

large, with a black list crossing the lower part cf it, and another

bl.ick spot at the joining of the thorax; exceptiiig which, the

whole iMxly and head resembles crimson ' velvet, ine trunk or
shell of the body is of such a strong and hard contexture, tLat

though trod upon by men and cattle they receive no harm. Thev
have a longslmg in their tails, which causes inllammationand great
pain for half an' hour to those who are stung bv tlieiu , winch
usually iiappens to negroes and others that go barefooted.

MUTINA,
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• 'Ml'TINA, ill ancient geograpliy. a noble city of Gallia Cis-

padana. It is now calletl M nlciia.
' See Modena.

MUTINY, oi>positioii to aiilliority. " Any officer or soldier

who shall prt'suii\o to use traitorous or dibrespeclfiir words against

the sacred person of his nuijfsty,' «r any of llio royal family, is

guilty of niutiiiv.—Any oflii;er or soldier who shall behave himsell

with' contempt or disre-pect towards' the general or oilier com-
mander-in-chief of our forces, or sh.all speak words tending to

their hurt or dishonour, is guilty of mutiuv.—Any oflicer or sol-

dier who shall begin, excite, cause, of join in, any muti>ny or

sedition, in the troop, company, or regiment, lo which he belongs,

or in any other (ro(!p or compiiny in our service, or on any party,

))Ost, detachment, or'guard, on any pretence whatsoever, is guilly

vi' mutiny.—Any oflicer or soldier'who, being present at any mu-
tiny or sedition, 'does not u-e liis utmost endeavours to suppress

the snme, or coming to the knowledge of any mutiny, does not

williout delay give information to his commandnig otticer, is

guilty of mn'liny.—Any officer or soldier who shall strike his

superior oflicer, 'or draw, or oU'er lo draw, or shall lift up any
weapon, or offer any violence against him, being in the execu-

tion of Ills oflicc, on any pretence whalsoever, or shall disobey

any law ful rommand of his superior oflicer, is guilty of mutiny."

'Ml'TISlA, in botany, a genus of the syngcnesia polygamia

snperHua cla^s and order. Natural order, Discoide;c. Calyx
cylindric, imbricate; corollets of the ray oval oblong; of the

disk trilid; down feathered; receptacle "naked. There is but

one species, viz. M. clematis, found in New Granada.

ML'TIUS, C.Aius, surnamed Codrus, and afterwards Scwvola,

o^asone of the illustrious Romanfaniily of the Miitii, ajid rendered

his name famous in the war between' I'orsenna king of Tuscany
a:id the Romans. That prince resolving to restore the family of

Tarcpiin IF. went to besiege Rome. B. C. 507. Mutius resolv-

ed to sacrilice himself for the safety ef his country ; and boldly

entering the enemy's camp, killed Porsenna's secretary, whom
lie took for Porsen'na himself. Being seized and brouglit bcfoie

Porsenna, he told him boldly, that 300 young men like himsell

iiad sworn to kill him ; but since this hand has missed thee, conti-

nued he, it must be punished; then putting his right hand on the

burning coals, he let it burn with such a constancy as astonislieil

the beholders. The king, amazed at the intrepidity of this young
Koman, ordered that he should have his freedom and return to

Itonie, and soon aher concluded a peace with the Romans. From
this action Mutius obtained the surname of Scajvola, or left-hand-

ed, which was continued in his family.

MUTTON, the llesli of sheep. It is by some preferred to the

flesh of all other citiadrupeds. It has indeed one advantage over

them of being more generally suited to different climates ; whereas

beef requires a very nice intermediate state, which it seems to attain

cliictly in England.
MtfTUAL is distinguished by Vangelas from reciprocal;

mutual being understood of wh.at is between two only ; and reci-

procal, wliat'is between more than two: but-lhis distinction is little

regar<led in common use.

MUTULE, in architecture, a kind of square modiUion set

under the cornice of the Doric order.

MUTUNUS, or MUTINUS, in the ancient mythology, a

deity among the Romans, the same as the Priapus of the Greeks.

MUTUUM, in the civil law, denotes a loan simply so called
;

or a contract introduced by the law of nations, whereby a thing

consisting in weight, as bullion ; in number, as money ; or in

measures, as torn, timber, wine, &c. is given to another upon

condition th.at he shall return another thing of the same quantity,

nature, and value, on demand. This therefore is a contract

without reward, so that where use or interest arises, there must

be some particular article in the contract whereon it is founded.

MUYDEN, a town of Holland in the department of Anistel,

6 miles E. of Amsterdam.
MUZZLE OF A GUN, orMORTAR, the extremity at which

the powder and ball is put in.

MuzzLK-RiKG, the metalline circle or moulding that surrohnds

the mouth of the piece.

MYA, the Gaper, in zoology, a genus of the order of vermes

testacea. Animal ascidia ; shell bivalve, generally gaphig at one

end ; hinge with broad thick strong teeth, seldoin more than one,

smdnot inserted into the opposite valve. The animals of this genus

6

perforate mto the sand and clay at the bottom of the sea, burying
themselves and their shells wholly or in part. Tliere are about
twenty-live species,

M. Declivis, the Sloping Mya, has a brittle half transparent

shell, witli a hinge slightly prominent near the open; and sloping

downwards. It inhabits the rivers of Europe. It is frequent

aijout tlie Hebrides ; the lish are eaten there by the genii) .

M. Margaritifera, the Pearl Ml'scle, has a very thick,

coarse, opaque shell; olten much decorticated; oblong; bending
inward on one side, or arcuated; black on tlie outside; the

u-.u.d length from live to six inches, breadth 2 J. This species

inhabits great rivers, especially Uio^e which water the mount.dn-
Dus part of Great Britain.— 1 his shell is noted for producing quanti-

ties of pearl. There have been regular lislieries for this precious
article in several ot onr rivers. Sixteen have been found within
one shell. ^I'hey are tiie disease oftlielish, analogous to the stone

in the human body. On being squeezed, they will eject the

pearl, and often cast it spontaneously in the sand. The conway
was noted for them in the days of Cambden. It is said, that Sir

KIchard Wynne of Gwydir, chamberlain to Catharine, (jueen to

Charles II. presented her majesty with a pearl found in a mus-
cle in this river, which is still in the regal crown. Ihey arc
called by the Welsh cregin diluw ; or deluge-shells, as if left

tliere by the Hood.
MYAGRUM, Gold of Pleasure ; in botany, a genus of the

siliculo^a order, and tetradynamia class of plants; natural order,

Silit|Uosa'. Silicule lerminated by an oblong style; cell gene-
rally one-seeded. There are ten species.

M. Sativum, which grows naturally in corn-fields in (he soiifli

of France and Italy, and in some parts of Britain, is an annual
plant, with an upright stalk a foot and an half high. Sending out
two or four side-branches, which grow erect ; the flowers grow in

loose spikes at the end of the branches, standing upon short foot-

stalks an inch long; they are composed of tour small yellowish

petals, in form of a cross; these are succeeded by oval capsules,

which are bordered and crowned at the top with the style of the
flower, having two cells hlled with red seeds. This is cultivated in

Germany for the sake of the expressed oil of tlie Seeds, which the
inhabitants use for medicinal, culinary, and a-conomical purposes.

The seeds are a favourite food with geese. Horses, goats, sheep,
and cows, eat the plant.

M YC.\LE, a promontory of Asia opposite Sainos.

Mycale, a city and mountain of Caria.

MYCENiE, in ancient geography, a town of Argolus, in Pe-
loponnesus. The kingdom of the Argives was divided into two
portions by Acrisius and his brother Prcetus. Argos and Mycenae
were their ca|)itals.

MYCETITES DISCOIDES, in natural history, a name given
by Dr. Woodward to those kinds of lossile coralloide bodies
which most writers had called, after Dr. Plott, Porpit^. These
are usually small, antl of a roundish, but flattened figure; hollowed
on one side witli a sort of umbilicus, and striated on the other ; they
are found on the plowed lands m Oxfordshire, and some other of

our midland counties, and in other places, buried in the solid strata

of stone; they are sometimes yellowish, sometimes brownish, and
are from the breadth of an inch to a touitli part or less of that size ;

when broken, they are usually found to consist of a kind of spar,

not unlike that of which the shelly coats of the echinita-, or the
lajiides iiidici, and other spines of echini consist in their fossile

state ; and in some of them the ridges and strix are thick set with
little knobs and tubercles. The basis in some of these is flat, as

it is in others rising in form of a circular elevation from the umbi-
licus, and others have a circular cavity in the same place.

MYCONE, an island in the Arcliipelago, about 36 miles in

circuit.

Mycon'E, the capital of the above island, containing about 3000
inhabitants. Long. 23. 51. E. Lat. 37. 2S. E.
MYCONOS, or MYCON US, in ancient geography, one of

the Cyclades, near Delos, under which the giants and Centaurs
slain by Hercules are feigned to lie buried. It is now called
Mycone.
MYCTERIA, the Jabiru, in ornithology, a genus of birds of

the order, gralhc. Bill long, bending upwards, and acute ; nos-

trils small, linear; tongue none; feet with four toes. There are

two species,

M. Americana,
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M. Americana, tlie American Jabirv, is about the size of a

turkey. Tlie Ijill is long, stout, and of a black roloiir: tlie wiiole

piumage is wliili', except the head, and alioiit two-thirds of the

iii;ck, which are bare of feathers and of a blackish colour; the re-

iniinder is also bare, and of a line red ; on the hind head are a few
jreyish feathers; the legs are strong, of a great length, and
covered with black scales; wings and tail even at the end.

i !iis species is found in all the savannas of Cayenne, Guiana,
kind otiii-r parts of South America. They are migratory and gre-

garious.

M. .\srATicA, the Ism an Jabiru, is of a large size. The ge-

neral colour of the plumage is while : the lower half of the back,
the prime ([uills, and thf tail, are black ; the legs are pale red.

This species inhabits the Kast Indies, and feeds on snails.

M"\'GI)ONIA. in ancient geography, a district of Macedonia,
N. of the Sinus Theruiaicus, and E. of the river Axius, which
separates it from Bottia'i^, and W. of theStrymon.
Mygdonia, a district of .Mesopotamia, so named from that of

M,;ce'lonia, extending far E. along the Euphrates, from Zeugma
ilown to rh.ipsacus. Nisiliis was reckoned to it.

.MY(jIN DA, iir botany, a genus of the telragynia order, and
tetra'i'.lria class of plants. Calyx fonr-parted ; petals four; fruit a

gloliLise plum. It has three species natives of the West Indies.

MYIAGRUS DF.US, iu the heathen Mythology, a name
given sometimes to Jupiter, and sometimes to Hercules, on occa-

sion of their being Sacrificed to, for driving away the vast numbers
of llies which intestedtlie sacrifices on certain public occasions.

MYL.\E, in ancient geography^ a Greek citv situated on an
i-tlimus of a cognomiiial peninsula, on the X. E. side of the

i>l..nd.

Myhe, a town l.nilt by the people of Zancle. Mylaeus, the
epithet, as Mylanis Campus, mentioned by Polybius: now called

Melazzo. See.MELA/zo.
MYL.\SA, or MY'L.\SS.A, in ancient geography, a noble city

of Caria in Asia Minor, situJied about nine miles from the Sinus

Ceramicus. It was tiie capital of Hecatomnus, king of Caria, the

father of Mausolus.
MYLII TA, a name of Venus among the Assyrians. In her

temples the women were obliged to prostitute tnemselves to

strangers. Herodot. L. i.e. l31, 139.

MYLOGLOSSU.M. See Anatomy.
MYLOIIYOID.EUS. See Anatomy.
MYLOPHARYNG.EUS. See Anatomy.
MYOGR.APIIY, f;.4voyjrsfiri,] adescriptioii of the muscles.

MYOL(.)GY, [from |uu;, a muscle, and >.oyo;, discourse,] that

branch of anatomy which treats of the muscles. See Anatomy.
MYOMANC Y, li^'-j;,

a mouse, |u.ftv-.=ic£, divination,] a kind of di-

vination, or method ot toretelling uiture events by means of mice.

Some think myomancy one of the most ancient kinds of divination ;

ands.iy it is on tliis account that Isaiah j Ixvi. 17, reckons mice among
the abominable things of the idolators. l>ut, besides that it is not

certain that the Hebrew word issy, used by the prophet, signifiesa

mouse ; it is evident it is not the divination by that animal, be that

what it will, that is spoken of, but the eating of it.

MYOPES', [n-nj't>-, J
persons, who, by a natural defect, have

the cornea and crjstalline humour of the eye, too convex. This
figure, which increa>es the quantity of refraction, tends to render

the rays of such pencils as are formed in the eye moie convergent,

so th.it toe point wiiere they meet falls short oi the retina. Myopes
see distinctly those objects only which are near the rays, which
meet the eye more divergent, and therefore, being refracted, con-

cur in a more distant point, viz. on the retina. 1 his imperfection

being the reverse of that which allects the eye of presi)vta', is re-

medied by the use of a glass slightly concave. See Optics.
MY'OPIA, Short-sightedness, It^-ju-],, horn i^v^, to wink,

and u'4-, the eye.j a species of vision wherein objects are seen only

at small distances. See Medicine, and Optics.
MYOPORUM, in botany, a genus of the didynamia angiospei-

niia class and order. Na'ural order, Personata-. Calyx five-parted;

corolla beU-shaped,^with a >preading almost ecpial Mvc-parted bor-

der ; berry one or two seede;l ; s. eds two-celled. It has four

specirs, plants of the Sjuih Sea islands.

M YOSO 1 IS, ScoRTiuN-GRASs ; a genus of the monogynia
order, and pentandria class of plants ; natural order, Asperifolia!.

Corolla sal. er-^haped, (luinquelid, emaiginatetl; the opening shut

by small arches. There are se\ en species,
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M. ScoRPioiDEs, liie Movse-Ear, is a native of Britain, gr(;w-
ing naturally in dry fields, and on the margins of springs and rills.

It has naked seeds, and the points ol the leaves callous. It varies

considerably indilTerent situations.

MYOSl RUS, Mousj-Tail ; in botany, a genus of the |)oly-

gjMiia order, and pentandria class of plants; natural or<ler, Mul-
tisiliipia-. Calvx live-leavc<l, the leaves cohering at the base; nec-
taria live, sulnilaled, resembling petals ; seeds numerous. It lias

but one species.

MYOXLS, the Dormouse, in zoology, a genus of cjuadru-
peds of the order glires; formerly included- by Lmn-.eus under the
genus .Mus. There are two lore-teeth in ea< h jaw ; upper ones
cuneated, under compressed ; whiskers long ; tail hairy, and round,
growing thicker towards the extremity ; fore i-nd hind-legs ofc-ciual

length ; fore-feet with four toes. 'J here are four species.

M. Dryas, the Mood Dormouse, is of a reddish brown or
tawny grey colour on the upper, and a dirty white on the under
parts of the body ; having a black line from ear to ear across the
eyes. See plate C.
M. Glis, the Hoary Dormouse, is of a pale a^h-colour on the

upper parts of the body, and whitish on the under; and is about
the size of the common squirrel, but thicker in tiie body, it inhabits

I'Vance, the S. of Europe, and the S. \V. of Russia about the
^'olga. This animal, which is the ono; of Aristotle, fj-'-z^ii; ot Op-
pian, and glis of Pliny, was he Ul in great esteem among the Ro-
mans, as a luxurious delicacy : they were fell in places called gli-

riaria, constructed for the purpose, and tliey are still eaten by the
modern Itahans. It forms a nest in the hollow of some.irce, in

wliich it sleeps all day ; feeds in the nigl.t on nuts, walnuts, the

seeds of apples, &c. and grows very fat in auUimii.
M. Muscardinus, tlie common Dor.movse, is about the size

of the domestic mouse, but of a plumper appearance; t^ie nose is

nwre blunt; the head, sides, belly, and tail, are ot a tawny red
colour, tiie throat white.

MYKI.\GRAMME, MY'RIALITRE, and MYRIAME-
TRE, terms useil in the new French system of measures. See
Measure, Milligramme, Milliiitke, &c.
MYRIARE, and .MYRIASTERE, terms used in the new

French system of measures. See Measure, Milliare, &c.
MYRIC'A, Gale, or Sweet-NV illow; in botany, a genus of

the tetrandria order, and dio-cia class of plants; natural order,

Amenlacea?. Ament with a crescent-shaped scale ; corolla none:
female, styles two; berry one-seeded. 'J'here are nine spe-
cies of this plant.

iM. Cerifera, Wax-bearing Myrica, or Candleberry
Myrtle, is a native of North America. It is a small tiee about
10 or 12 feet high, with crooked stems branching lorlh near the
ground irregularly. The leaves grow irregularly on tliem all

round; sometimes by pairs, sometimes alternately ; but generally
at unequal distances. They are of a lanceolated rigurc; andsome
are serrated at the top, while others have their edges wholly entire.

There are both male and teniale tiees of this species ; tlie flowers

are small, of a whitish colour, and make no figure; neither does
the fruit, which is a small, ilry, blue berry; though produced in

clusters, make any show. It is from the leaves this tree receives its

beauty and value ; for these being bruised, with the bark of the

young shoots, emit the iTio«t delightful and refreshing fragrance,

exceeded by no myrtle, or any other aromatic shrub. A variety

of this species grows in Carolina, where the inhabitants collect

from its berries a wax of which they make candles; whence it is

called the candleberry-tree. It delights in a moist soil, "^'he wax
is procured in the following manner: In N'ovember and Decem-
ber, when the berrie-, are ripe, a man with his tamily will remove
from home to some i-<!;,n(i or saiid-bank near the sia, where <hese
trees mo.t abound, lakin:; with them kettles to boil the berries in.

He builds a hut with palmetto- leaves for the shelter ol himself and
family during his residence there, which is commonly four or hve
week-i. The man cuts down the tree*, while the chikln n strip olf

the berries inlo a pot; and having put water to them, they huil

them till the od floats, which is then sklmnu d olf into another
vessel. 1 his. is repeated till no more oil appears. Whfn cold,

thi . hardens to the consistence of wax, and is of a dirty green co-
lour. Then they boil it again, and clarify it in brass-kettles;

V hich gives it a transparent gi-ceniiess. These candles burn a long
tme, and. yield a giat<-*'ul smell. They usually ad ! a fourih.part

of tallow which make? them burn clearer. See Plate XCIX.
8 I of
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M. Communis, thu Gale, Dutch Mvktle, or Swket \\ ii.-

Low, grows natural ly upon bogs in many places botli of Scotland

and Eni^land. It rises about four feet high, with many shrubby
stalks, which divide into several branches, Rarnished with stiff

S|>t'ar-shjped leaves of a light vellosvish green, smooth, and a little

sawed at their points. The female (lowers or catkins are produced
Croni the sides ot the branches, growing upon separate plants (roni

the male, which are succeeded by clusters of snudi berries, eacl)

liaving a single seed. The leaves, llowers, and seeds, of this plajit,

liave a strong fragrant smell, and a bitter taste. They are useii

for destroying moths and cutaneous insects; internally, in infu-

f ions, as a stomachic and vernufuge ; and as a substitute to ho|)S

tor preserving malt-li()nors, which they render more inebriating^

it is said that this (pialily is destroyed by boiling. Both these spe-

cie^ may be propagated by seeds or layers.

MYKM liClA, a genus of the class and order tetrandria niono-

gynia. Caly.\ tubular, five-toollied ; corolla onc-petaled ; germ
five glands at the base; stigma bilamellate ; capsule two-valved.

There is one spec.es, a shruij ol Cniiana.

MYRIOITIYLLUM, WArt.R .Milfoil; in botany, genus
of the polyandria order, and luoncecia class of plants : natural or-

der Inundata". Male calyx tetra|)hyllous; no corolla; stamina

eight: the female calyx letraphv llous ; pistils four; no style;

seeds four, naked. It has two species.

MYRISTICA, the KurMKO-lRtE ; in botany, a gemis of

plants of the class dicccia, and order syngenesia ; natural order,

JLanri. '1 here are three species, having several varieties.

M. Fatua, the Wild Nut.meg, grows in Tobago, and rises to

the height of an apple-lree; has oblong, lanceolaled, downy leaves,

and haiiy fruit; tfii? nutmeg of which is aromatic, but when given
inwardly is n.ircotic, and occasions drunkenness, delirium, and
inathiess, for a time.

M. MoscHATA, the Nvtmkc-Tree, attains the height of 30
feet, proihicing numerous branches which rise together in stores,

and are covered w ith bark, wbicli on the trunk is a redilisli brown,
but that on the young branches is of a bright green colour. The
leaves are nearly elliptical, pointed, undulated, obli(piely nerved,

on the upper side of a bright green, on the under whitish, and
stand alternately upon footstalks: the flowers are small, and hang
upon slender peduncles, proceeding bom the axilla: of the leaves:

they are both male and female upon separate trees. M. De la
Marck has described and tigured this and other species of the mv-
ristica with tolerable accuracy. See Plate XCIX. A sjjrig with

fructihration. a. The drupe bursting open. I). The full-grown

fruit cut lengthways, c. The nutmeg enveloped w ilh its covering
the mace. d. Tiie fatty membrane or mace spread out. c. 'Ihe
nutmeg, f. 'l"he same with its external tegument removed at one
end. Tlie kernels, called iiiitniegs, are well known, and have
been long used both for culinary and medical pnirposes. Distilled

with water, they yield a large iiuantity of essential oil, resembling
in flavour the spice itself ; aiter the distillation, an insipid sebace-
ous mailer is found swiniming on the water; tlie decoction inspis-

sated, gives an extract of an unctuous, very slightly bitterish taste,

and with little or no a^tringency. Kectilied spirit extracts the
wdiole virtue of nutmegs by infusion, and elevates very little of it

in distillatiun ; hence the spirituous extract possesses (he llavour

of the spice in an eminent degree. Nutmegs, when heated, yield

to the press aconsitlerable tpr.intity of limpid yellow oil, which
on cooling concretes into a sebaceous consistence. In tin she

v\e meet vyiihthree sorts of unctuous substances, called oil of mace,
though ri'ally expressed from the nutmeg. The best is brought
iVom the E,r4rfudies in stone-jars ; this is of a lliick consistence, ol

the colour of mace, and has an agreeable tragrant smell : Ihe second
sort, wliich is paler coloured, and much interior in (|uality, comes
from Holland in solid masses, generally flat, and ofascpiare figure:

the third, which is Ihe worst of all, and usually calli d common
oil of) mace, is an artilicial composition of sevum, |)alni-oil, and
the like, flavoured with a little genuine oil of luitineg. Wlien
the fruit is ripe, the natives ascend the trees, and gather it by pull-

ing the branclies to them with long hooks. Some are employed
jn opening them immediately, and in taking oil the green shell or
first rind, which is laid logether in a heap in the words, where in

•time it putrefies. As soon as the putrefaction has taken (ilace,

there spring up a kind of mushrooms, called boleti moschatyni, of
-e blackish colour, and mucli valued by tJie natives, who consider

them as delicate eating. When thenuts are sini-'ped ot their first

rind they are carried home, and the mace is carefully taken olf

with a >mall knife. The mace, which is of a beaulilul red, but
afterwards assumes a darkish or reddish colour, is laid to dry in Ihe
sun for the space of a day, and is then removed to a place less ex-
poseil lo his rays, where it reinains for eight days, Ihal it may sof-

ten a little. I'liey allerwanls moisten it with sea-water, to prevei.t

it from drying too much, or from losing its oil. 'I'liey are careful,

however, not to employ loo much water, lest it slunild become
putrid, and be devoured by the worms. The medicinal ciuabties

of nutmeg are esteemed aromatic, anodyne, stomachic, and re-

stringent ; and it has been much used in diarrha-as and dysenteries.

To many people Ihe aromatic flavour of nutmeg is very agreeable;
ihey however should be cautious not to use it in large quantities,

as it is apt to afi'ect the head, and even lo manifest an hypnolic
power, in such a degree as to prove dangerous. Bonlius speaks of
this as a freipient occurrence in India: and Dr. Culien relates a
remarkable instance of this sofjorilic effect, which tell uiuler his
own observation, and hence concludes lliat in apo|)leclic and para-
lytic cases tiiis spice maybe very improper. He observes, that a
[jerson by mistake took Iwo drachms or a little more of jiowdered
nutmeg: befell it warm in bis stomacli, w ilhout any uneasiness

;

hut in about an hour after he had taken it he was seized w ith a
drowsiness, which gradually increased lo a complete stupor and
insensibility ; and not long alter he was found fallen from his chair,

lying on the floor of his chamber in the state mentioneil, Being
laid a-bed be fell asleep ; but waking a little from lime to time, he
was (uiite delirious ; and he thus continued alternately sleeping
and delirious for several hours. By degrees, however, botli ihese
symptoms diminished ; so th;,t in about six honi-s from the time c^f

taking the nutmeg he was pretty well recovered from both. Al-
though he still complained of head-ach., and some drowsiness, lie

slept naturallv and ((uietly the following niglit, and next day was
in his ordinary heallh. Mace possesses ([Ualilies similar to those of
the nutmeg, but is less a^lringent, and its oil is supposed lo be
more volatile and acrid. Nntmeg-trces grow in several islands in

the eastern ocean. The wood-pigeon of the Moluccas is a great
planter of these trees. The Dutch long monopolized the
trade.

MYRMECOPHAGA, the Ant-Bear, in zoology, a genus of
cpiadrnpeds of the order bruta. No teeth in the mouth ; tongue
long, cylindrical ; head Icrminaling in a long snout or muzzle

;

body covered with pretty long hair. There are six species,

viz.

M. Capensis, the Cape Ant-Sear, has four claws on the fore-
paws ; a long snout ; large pendent ears ; and a tail, which is

shorter Ihan the body, and taper at the point. It inhabits the
country at the Cape of Good Hope.
M. DiDACTYLA,theLiTTLE Ant-Bkar, hath a conic nose bend-

ing a little down ; ears small, ami hid iiithefnr; two hooked claws
on the lore-feel, the exterior being much Ihe largest ; four on
the hind-feet ; the head, body, limbs, and upper ])art and sides

of the tail, covered with long soft silky hair, or rather wool, of a
yellowish brown colour ; from Ihe nose lo Ihe tail it measures 7J-

inches ; the tail S [-, Ihe last lour inches of w hich on the under side

are naked. It is thick at the base, and tapers to'a point. It in-

habits Guinea, climbs trees in (juest of a species of ants wliicli

build their nests among the branches: and has a prehensile power
with its tail.

M. JuBATA, the Great Ant-Beak, has a long slender nose,
small black eyes ; short roun<l ears ; a slender longue Iw o .'eel and
an half long, whicii lies double in the mouth; the legs ^^nder ;

hnir toes on the fore-feel, live on the hind ; Ihe two middle claws
on the fore-feel very large, strong, and hooketl ; tin- hair on the
upper part of the body is half a toot long, bkii k mixed willi grey;
the fore-legs are whitish, marked above Ihe feet with a black spot ;

Ihe tail is clothed with very roarse-black hair a foot long: the
length iVom the nose to Ihe tail aboul four Icet ; tlie tail two feet

and ;\n half This animal inhabits South America, and the king-
dom of Congo in Alrica. It covi'rs it-df with its tail when asleep

and to guard against rain. Its flesh is eaten by the natives of
America. At a distance it h;is the appearance of a fox, and there-
fore Some travellers have called it Ihe American fox. He has
strength sufficient to defend binl^elf from a large dog, or even from
the jaijuar or Brasiliaii cat. When attacked, he at first fights on

end,
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^ml, and, liki- Ihc bear, annoys his enemy w iili tlie claws of his

foic-fei?t, wliich arc- viiy terrible Vfapons. He thfn lies down on

hi> hack, and u-:es all the four leet, in which, situation he is ahno^t

invincible ; and cont lUies the combat to the la^t esliemily. Even
whi'n he Uills his i nemy, he qnits liiin not for a long time after.

Jle is enabled lo resist better than most other animal>, because he

is cove.ed wiili long busliv liair ; Ids ^l^in is remarkably thick ;

liis liesh has little sensation ; and he is very tenacious of life. See

plate C.
M.'l ETRADACTVtA, the MiDDLE Ant-Rf.ak, has four toes on

the fore-feet, and live On the hind ; the length from the nose to

the tail one foot seven inches, and the tail 10 inches. It inhabits

Sonlh America. See Plate C.
MYRMELRO, the Axt-Liov, in zoology, a genus of insects

of tlie nemoplera order. Mouth with a horny, acute mandible

and jaw ; leelers six ; antenna; thicker at the tip ; wings deflected;

fail of the male armed w:th a forc-eps, composed of two straiglit

fihiinent«. There are sixteen species.

M. FfRMiCALEO, the Ant-Kater. The perfect insect IS ob-

long, and of a brown colour. Its head is broad, with two large

eyej on the side, and two antenn* beneath. 'I'lie neck is rather

Ions, cxlindrical, and narrower than tin- head. Tlii.-* insect in it-,

coinplete or lly->tale, bi-ars a ^reat resemblance to a small dragon-

fly, from which it may he distinguished by its antenna'.
^
U is not

found in this coimlryi but occurs in many parts of the Continent.

See Plate LXXVl." In its larva stale it is very fond of ants, which

it hunts aPer, whence its name. The larva; proceed from the

ei^<»s which tlie perfect insect had deposited in very line dry sand,

in a placeslieltered from rain, either within a cleft ofawaflor ot

the ground, or at tlie foot or a wall geueially exposed to the south

sun. There they are hatched, and make their usual abode. Their

colour is grey, and their body, which is covered with small pro-

tuberances, "is of an oval form. The posterior extremity ter-

minates in a poi.t, and is of use to sink down into the sand
;

for it onlv walks retrogressively, though furnished with six

feet. Before the head is placed a "dentated forceps, sharp andliol-

low vithin, with which the creature catches and sucks (lies and

other insects, but especially ants. This forceps serves .is a mouth

orrostrum, as well as I'o'r an offensive wea|)0n. The animal's

retrograde march not allowing it to run after the insects on w hich

it is to feed, it uses a stratagem. It dives down into the sand, and

turning about in a circle, hollows out concentric furrows, gradually

deeper and deeper, casting at a distance with its horns the

sand it takes from that place. Thus it iligs a hole in shape like

a funnel, at the bottom of which it takes its station, concealed in

the sand, nothing but tlie open ext'Jiuled forceps appearing above

it. Mischief overtakes every insect that happens to fall into that

liole. The nnrmeleon, who is apprised of it by the grains of sami

railing down to the bottom, overwhelms him with a shower of dust,

which it ejects with its horns, then drags the insect to the bottom

of the hole, where it seizis him with its forceps, and sucks its
j

vitals. It does not even sp.ire other myrmeleons, who in their I

motions 10 and fro clumce to fall into it. "When the larva is come

to its full "lowth, it iligs no more holes; it moves backwards and

forwards, facing irie inlar furrows on the sand, and at length spin-

itself a cod, sha|)ed like a ball, the outer part of winch is formed of

the sand in whidi it lived, and the iiuv.inl is lined with fine white

• silk. Within this cod it turns to a chrysali-^, which is curved into

a semicircle, and wherein mav be distinguished all the parts of the

perfect insect that is to issue from it. It is more oblong than tlie

larva, but much shorter than the perfect insect. After a certain

period, the chrysalis casts otf its slough, turns to a winged insect,

and breaks through (he >.od in order to t.ike its Uight. A figure of

the M. barbarusi< given in Plate LXXVl.
MYKMIDONES, or MYKMIDONS, in anti<piily, a peo-

ple on the S. bordiTs of 'I'hessaly, who accompanied Aihilles to

the Trojan war. Thev received" their name frum Myrmidon, a

son of Jupiter and liiirMnedusa, who married one of the daughters

of ;Eolus, son of llc'Uen. His son Actor married .Tgina the

daughter or Asopus. He gave his name to his snbjetts, who

dwelt near the river Peneus in Thessaly. According to some, the

Mvrmidons received their name from their having arisen from ants

or 'pismires, upon a praver put up for that purpose by king Giacus

to Jupiter, after his kingdom ha<l been dispeopled by a severe pes-

tilence. According to Strabo, they received it from their indus-

try, because they imitated the diligence of the ants, and like thein

ft were indefatigable, and were continually employed iii cultivat'ng

the earth.
'

'

.• -

l\n KNHT^I-ONKS, a species of gladiators at Rome,Who
fought against the Keliarii. Their arms were a sWord, head-piece,

and shieUl. On the top of tire heatl-piece they wore a fish em-
bossed, called M3j(ii/{o;, whence their name is stippopcd to be de-

rl'ed.

M YUOBAI„\NS, [from I'i:;", ointment, and f>-0':yi:, an
acorn,] a kind of med-ciual fruit brought from the Indies, of which
the^e arc five kinds. Thev are all slightly purgative and a-tiiagei.t.

MYRODENDHUM," a guru^ ol the class and order polyan-

dria mcnogynia.. Corolla iive-petali-d ; stigma, capitate, five-

lobed
;

pericarpium five-c-lled. There is one species, a tree of
Guiana.

'

•

M YUODI.\, a genus of the monadelpliia polyandria class and
order. Calvx, siiiyb^ one leafed ; corolla hvc-petaled ;

pistil one
coUinin of a'n"'ers undivided ; di ii])e dry, two nuts. There are

two speci<-s, shrubs of the West Indies.

\iYR()SM.\, a genus of the monandriainonogynia class and
order. Calyx double, outei il.r.o u-jvp,i. i,,ner three-parted ;.

corolla five-parted; cijisule three-cornered. There is u..,. .^..,.\.^

a shrub of Surinam.

MYROXYEOX, a genusof the monogynia order, and decaii-

dria class of plants. Calyx supeiior, pi tals live, one larger than the

rest ; germ longer than the corolla ; legume one.-steded. There is

but one species ; viz.

M. PERr'iFERiM, a native of Peru ami the warmer parts of

America. This shrub vields the balsam of Peru, which is extracted

from it by coction in 'water. This balsam, as brought to us, is

nearly oi'llie consistence of thin honey, of a reddish brown colour, -

inclining to black, an agreeable aromatic smell, and very hot

biting taste. Distilled with water, it yields a small quantity of a

fra.Tiaiit essential oil of a reddish colour, and in a strong fire, with-

oufaddition, a vellowish red oil. Balsam of Peru is a very warm

aromatic medicine, considerably hotter and more acrid than co-

paiva. Its prim ipal elfects are I'o warm the habit, to slrengthei\

the nervous sybtem, and attenuate viscid humours. Hence its use

insomekinds'ofasllimas, gonorrlueas, dysenteries, and disorders pro-

ceeding from a debiiitv of the solids or a sluggishness anil inactivity

of the juices. It is also employed externally, (or cleansing and

healing wounds and ulcers, aiid sometimes against palsies and

iheuimtic pains. There is another sort of balsam ot Peru of a

white colour, and considerably more fragrant than the former.

This is very rarely brought to us. It is said to be the produce of

the same plant which yields the common or black balsam, and to

exsude from incisions' maile in the trunk, while the former is ob-

tained by boiling.

MYUUIl, \_inyrrha, I.at. mijrrhe, Fr.] a gummy, resinous,

concrete juice, obtained from an oriental tree. It comes to us in

globes or drops, of various colours and magnitude^. The best sort

IS somewhat transparent, friable, in some degree unctuous to the

touch; its reddish yellow colour is often streaked internally with

whitish semicircular or irregular veins. There are sometimes

found among it hard shinin<j pieces, of a pale yellowish colour,

resembling gum-arabic, of no taste or smell ; sometimes masses of

bdi'lliuni. darker coloured, more opaipie, intermdly softer than the

myrrh, ami differing from it boih in smell and taste. It was this guiu

wliich was mingled with the wine given to our Lord to drink at his

pas. ion, lo deaden his pains, and produce astupor (See Mark XV. «3.)

The gall mentioned on the same occa-ion by St. Matthew is probably

the same with mvrrh; for anv thing bitter was usually distinguished

by the name of gall. The 'Hebrews were accustomed to give

those that were executed some stiipefving draught. The difticulty

which arises from the seemin'.; dilVerence betwixt the two evan-

ffclists by some is solved bv saying, that St. Matthew, writin^lll

Syriac, made use of the word niarra, which sinnihes '• myrrh, bit-

tc-rness, or gall;" but the Creek translator has taken it for gall,

and St. Mark for nnrrli. Others will have it, that our Saviour's

<hink was mingled vvith mvrrh, as a stupelying drug ; but suppose

that the sohliers, out of wanton cruelty, ininsed gall ; whichwaJ

the reason, why, when he liad lasted, he realised lo drink. 'I he

ancients reckoned two kind, of myrrh : the one liquid, w hich they

called •^tacte or starte ; the other 'was ^olid, and went by the name

of troglodyte myrrh. The medical effecls of this aromatic bitter

i are to' warm and strengthen the viscera: it fr-quenlly occasions

a nukl diaphoresis, and prmnotes the Uuid secretions ui g.-ueral.

UeiKjc
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He. ce d proves serviceable in languid casi-s, diseases arising from

siiu, le inactivity, those female disorders wliicli proceed from a

cold, mucous, slufgish iiidisposilion of the humours, suppressions

of the uterine discharges, cachectic disorders, and where the lungs

and thorax are oppressed by viscid phlrgm.

MYRKSIA, in fabulous hi'^tory, (he daughter of Cin'yras, and

niothvr ol AnoN'is. See tlie^e articles.

iMYRSINE, African Box-ti', ee; in botany, a genus of the

ilionogynia order, and pi-iitandria class of plants; natural order,

Bicornes. Corolla half-live-cleft, converging; germ tilling .the

corolla; berry one-seeded, with a tivc-cdled nucleus. There are

two spechs.
MYRTirORM, in anatomy, is applied to several part^, from

their resembling mvitle-berries.

MYR'rLlC, m boianv. See Mvrtls
M^ UTOl'M MAR'K, a part ot the .i:gean acq, lying between

Eiibo-a. i'eloponuesus, and Attica.

MYRTUS, die Mv:en,t; in boianv, a gi-nujof the moimorynia

order, and icosundria cla.is of |,l;i,.i^ •,'n;.tu,al order, liespen.k-.v.

jp.ij,.- -,..;..>|uencl, superior
;
pitals live ; berry two or three seeded.

There are SO species composed ot sliruljsand small trees.

M. C'oMML'Ni.s, the C'oM.MON Myutle-tkee, rises v\itli a

shrubby, upright, tirm stem, branching numerously all around into

a close full head, rising eight or ten feel high ; very close! v gar-
nished with oval, lanceolate, entire, mostly opposite leaves, Irom
halt an inch to an inch and a half long, and one broad, on short

foot-stalks; and nunierous, sniall, pale tlowers from the axillas,

singly on each footstalk, having diphyllons involucrums ; each
flower succeeded by a small, oval, dark purple berry. Tliis

species has many varieties.

M. PiMENTI, Pl.\IENTO,J.4M.\ICA PF.PPEtl,0r AlL-SPICE-ThE E,

grows above thirty feet in height and two in circumferei.ce ; the
branches near the top are much divided and tlTu klv beset with
leaves, which by their continual verdure always give the tree a

beautiful appearance; the bark is very smooth externally, and of
a grey colour; the leaves vary in shape and in size, but are com-
monly about four inches long, veined, pointed, elliptical, and of a

deep shining green colour ; the Howeis are produced in bunches
or panicles and stand upon subdivided or trichctoinous stalks,

which nually terminale the branches; the calyx is cut into four
roundish segments; the petals are aKo four, white, small, reflex,

oval, and placed opposite to each other between the segments of
the caly.\ ; the filaments are numerous, longer than the petals,

spreading, of a greenish white colour, and ri^e from the calyx and
upper part of the germen ; the antherie are roundish, and of a pale
yellow colour ; liie style is smoolh, simple, and erect ; the stigma
is obtuse; the gerinen becomes a round succiiient berrv, contain-
ing two kidney-shaped flattish seeds. See Plate XCIX. This
tree is a native of New Spain and the West Indian islands. In
Jamaica it grows very plentifully ; and in June, July, and August,
puts forth its flowers, which, with every part of the tree, bieaihe an
aromatic Iragrauce. The berries when ripp are of a dyrk purple
colour, and lull of a sweet pulp, which the birds devour greedily,
and muling the seeds, aflerwartis propagate these trees in all parts

of the woods. It is thought that the seeds passing through them,
in this manner, undergo some fermenlation, uhich tits them belter
for vegetating than thon- galheied immediately from the tree.

I he pimento is a most beautiful odoriferous ever-green, and ex-
hibits a fine variety in the stove at all seasons. It flowers with
great beauty and luxuriance.
MYSIA, a country of Asia Minor, generally divided into

Major and Minor.
1. Mysia Major had ,'Eolia on the S. the ^Egean Sea on llie

W. and Phrygia on the N. and E. Its chief cities were Cyzicum,
Lampsacus, lVc.

2. iMysiA MiMOR was bounded on the N, and W. by the Pro-
pontisand hithynia, an.d Phrygia on the N. and S. borders.
M^SON, a native of Sparta, one of the seven wise men of

Greece. When Anacharsis consulted the oracle of Apollo, to
know v.hich was the wisest m.in in Greece, he received for an-
swer, he who is now plowing liis fields. This was Myson.
MYSORE, or the Mvsorean Dominio.vs, a kingdom of Asia,

in the East Indies, consisting ol the territories usurped or subdued
by Hyder AH, and transmitted to his sou 'i'ippoo Saib, the late

sultan : from whom tbey were taken by the British in 1799. They

consist of nine provinces ; viz. 1. Mysore Pro)ier. C. Bedcnore,

or Ikeri, now Ilydernagur, conquered by Hyder between I7(i3

and 176j. 3. Soonda, extending to the tronliers of Goa, along a
sea-coast of CO miles. 4. Malabar, conquered by Hyder in 176J-6,

stretching along the shore from Declah S. to Cochin about 200
miles, and comprehending, in an area of perhaps 6000 square miles,

the Samery's territory of Calicut, w ith the petty slates ot Cartl-

nad, Cotiotie, CMierica, or Cananore, on the N. and the tributary

kingdom of Cochin on the S. 5. Barah Maid, or twelve per-

gannahs, was one of the earliest annexations of Hvder to the Nly-
sorean dominion, though in the war of 17(iS it was over-run and
for a w hile in possession of the company's troops. 6. Petty stales

of Hindoo rajahs, situated on the \V. and N. of the Hendery and
lunihluidia rivers, to the confines of Goa, and the Marhalfali ter-

ritories of Toorguj, Raibang, and MeriUli, ttirming the jagheer of
Pnrseram Row l)eyond the S. branch of the Ki-.tnali. 7. Carnatic
Ralagaut Rejapaory, consisting, under the Mogul, of one circarof
the same name, and of which the capital was SlimIi. It compre-
hended 51 pergunnahs, of which Bangalore. C'olar, &c. on Ihe S.

Were seized by Ujder immedialely w lien he possessed himself of
Mysoro. 8. Carnatic Balagaut 11 ydral)ady. comprehending the
live circars of Sidhout, Kahuiam, Gaujccottah, C'ooty^, aiulGor--
rumkonda, which were ^ubdlvided into t)(5 pergunnahs'. 9. Adoni
or ciriar of Imtiazghur on both sides of the Heiulery, S. of Ihe
Tumbhudra orTungabuda river, as far as and inclusive of Bellary,
logether with a small portion of the circar of Ghazipour or Nuiir
dial, dismembered from tlie naliol.ship of Karnool, all situated in

the soubah of Bejapour, comprehend the whole of the late Tippoo's
coiupiests and annexation to the Mysorean empire, acquired since
I lie death of Hyder, and subsequently to the treaty of Manga-
lore ill 17S4.

Mysore Proper, called also Seringapatam from its capital,

forming the independent slate of a Hindoo rajah for near 200
year.> from ils <lismenibermeiit, as a province of Ihe Bejenagnr em-
pire, felt into the hands of Hyder .All about 17t>3, by culling olf
the Dala-.vay, or regent usurper of the goverumeni, and seizing the
reins of administration himself; but without leaving even ihe
shadow of any authority to a nominal rajah of his own creation, ex-
cepting in the formularies of justice or tinance, and preserving on
oneside ol Ihe pagoda coin Ihe impression of twoswamies or tli-

vinities of the Hindoos, while the other was made to bear the ini-

tial letter of his proper name Hyder. Tlie wlio'e country, when
reduced into the form ol a province dependent on Ihe Vlysorean
dominion of Tippoo, is boiindeti on the VV. by the Balagaut liills

of Kooik, and I'lose called Anemally, bordering the whole coast

of Malabar; on the E. it borders with the ('ariiatic Payengant and
its dependencies along the Coromandel coast ; ami, on ihe N.
will) the pergunnahs ot Serah, Bangalore, and-C'olar, belonging
to the Carnatic Balagaut-Bejapoury, in a longitudinal line litlle

short of 200 English miles. F'rom this latter boundary, in a form
nearly triangular, it stretches 240 miles towards the S. where it

terminates in a point at the extremity of Dindigul, near the pass of
Goodalore, through the Anemally hills, on Ihe confines of Tra-
v.-.iHore, and wilhin 100 miles ol Cape Comorin.
.MYSTAGOGICA, in the ancient church, the higher part of

instruction given to those already initiated, aii'l who had under-
gone the catechesis. See Catechesis.
MYST.AGOGUE, li'-^rrty-i^yn;,'] one who interprets divine

mysteries; also one who keeps church-relics, and shews Iheni to
strangers.

MYSTAGOGUES, in the heathen mysteries. See Mys-
teries,
M'\STERY, in its modern acceptation, im])orts sometliinir

above human intelligence, something awfully obscure and enig-
matical ; any thing artfully made diflicult; the secret of any busi-

ness or (irofession. The word Mv^ii^m is evidently deducet'l from
Mltii;; which comes horn Mistnr, or Mistiir, [Heb. line,] any
|)lace or thing hidden or concealed. The pagan religion was full

of mysteries. The avarice and ambition of the pagan priests

lloubtle^s gave birth to the institution of them. The ministers of
that superstition alleged that some anicles of their ritual were too
profound to be understood by the vulgar; others too sacred lo be
communicated to men in a situation subordinate or contemptifjle.
Things sacred and venerable, they alleged, would contract a taint

and pollution by an intercourse with untutored souls. These
8 were
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were tlie ostensibli,' motive-; for iiiakiiig tliat odious distinction be-

tween the popular relis^ion and tliat contained in tlie sacred and
iTiysterious ritual. Ot all tlie legislators of antiqnity, tlie Cretan

alone was prudent enough to see the absurdity of this, and to adopt

a liberal plan. Diodorus the Sicilian informs us, that the myste-

ries of Lleusis, Samothracia, iVc. which were elsewhere buried

in profound darkness, were among the Cretans taught publicly,

and communicated to all the people. Minos, however, was a

successful legislator, and his pretended intercourse with Jupiter

Ida.'us extended his influence, and established his authority. He
was therefore not untlerthe necessity of calling in the my>teries to

his assistance. Mysteries were the otispnng of Egyptian priest-

craft. Thev were instituted with a view to aggiandise that ortler

of men, to extend their influence, and enlarge their revenues. To
accomplish these objects, they applied every engine to besot the

multitude with superstition and enthusiasm. They taught them,

that themselves were the distinguished favourites of heaven ; and

that celestial doctrines had been revealed to them, too holy to be
communicated to the profane vuluar, and too sublime to be com-
prehended by them. After the mysteries were instituted, and had
acquired a high reputation, legislators, magistrates, judges, and
monarchs, joined in the imposture, with the same views. Priests

and princes were actuated by the same spirit. The combination

was equally advantageous to both. The celebrated Mosheim is of

opinion, that the mysteries were entirely commemorative ; that

they were instituted to preserve the remembrance of heroes and

great men, who had been deified in consideration of their martial

exploits, useful inventions, public virtues, and the benefits confer-

red on their contemporaries. In opposition to this singular opinion,

it may be urged, that the metho<l of preserving the memory of

great and illustrious men, generally adopted, was the establishing

festivals, celebrating games, offering sacrifices, singing hymns,
<lances, &c. We can recollect no secret mysteries, instituted

for that purpose, at least in their original intention. The mysteries

were performed in secret i tlicy were intended to be communicat-
ed only to a few; of course, had they been instituted to immor-
talize the memory of heroes and great men, the authors would
have acted the most foolish and inconsistent part imaginable. In-

stead of transmitting the fame of their heroeswith eclat to posterity,

they would thus have consigned it to eternal oblivion. The
mysteries were therefore the offspring of bigotry and priestcraft

;

they originated in Egypt, the native land of idolatry. In iliat

country the priesthood ruled predominant. Tlie kings were in-

grafted into their body before they could ascend the throne. Thev
were possessed (says Diodorus the Sicilian,) of a third part of ail

the land of Egypt. All the orientals, but especially the Egyp-
tians, delightea in mysterious and allegorical doctrines. Every
maxim of morality, every tenet of theology, every dogma of

philosophy, was wrapt up in a veil of allegory and mysticism.

This propensity conspired with avarice and ambition to dispose

them to a dark and mysterious system of religion. The Egyptians

(says Plutarch) were a gloomy race of men; they delighted in dark-

ness and solitude. Their sacred rites were generally celebrated

with melancholy airs, weeping, and lamentation. I'his gloomy
bias must have stimulated them to a congenial mode ol worship.

Both the nature of the institution and the genius of the people

confirm this position ; and historians, ancient and modern, declare

the fact. The rites of Osiris were performed with loud shrieks

and lamentations when he was put into the coffin; and with the

most extravagant mirth, when he was raised from the dead, or sup-

posed to be found again. Their hymns were always composed in

melancholy alTectiiig strain? ; and consisted of lamentations for the

loss of Osiris, the mystic flight of Bacctuis, the wandering of Isis,

and the sutTerings of the gods. The Canaaniles. who were kindred

to the tribe of the Mizraim or Egyptians, imitated them in their

sacred rites. At Byblus, Berytus, Sidon, and Tyre, they used

mournful dirges for the death of Adonis or Tammu/, who was the

same with the Egyptian Osiris, i. e. the sun. The Egyptians,

then, instituted a mode of worship congenial with their natur.il

gloomv disposition. The recess of the sun towards the southern

hemisphere was the death of Osiris ; the wanderings of Isis, in

search of her husband and brother, allegorically imported the

longings of the earth for the return of the fructifying influences of

the solar heat. When that luminary returned towards thesunimer-

Bolstice, and grain, trees, fruits, herbs, and flowers, adorned the

vcL. iH.—so. 1J3.

face of nature, another festival was celebrated of a dilTerent com-
plexion. All Egypt was dissolved in the most extravagant mirth
andjdllity. During the celebration of these festivals, the |>riests

formed allegorical representations of the sun and the earth. They
p -rsonified both, and allegorized their motions, aspects, relations,

accesses, recesses, &c. into real adventures, peregrinations, sulTer-

ings. contests, battles, victories, defeats, &c. These, in time,
were held as real occurrences; and became essential articles of the
popular creed. From this source were derived tlie conquests of
Dionysus or Bacchus, so beautifully exhibited by Nonnus in his-

Dionysiacs ; the wanderings of lo, wonderfully adorned by ^ts-

chylus, &c. Whether the Egyptians deified mortal men in thff

earliest ages has been much controverted. Jablonski cndeavoui'S

to prove the negative. Plutarch tells us that Isis, Osiris, Horus,
Anubis, and Typhon, were once mortal persons, w ho were exalted
into dxmons after their death. Diodorus, in kis history of Isis

and Osiris, Pan, Hermes, &c. represents them as human person-

ages; and says, that the Egyptians imagined, tliat alter their de-
cease they transmigrated into stars. From these authorities, we
may believe that the Egyptians deified those who had distinguished

themselves by prowess, wisdom, arts, and inventions. This was 3
constant practice among the Greeks. The exploits of those heroes

had been disguised by allegorical traditions. They had been
magnified beyond all dimensions, to astonish and intimidate the

vulgar, and to gratify their propensity towards the marvellous.

All these secrets were developed in the mysteries. The catechu-

mens were informed of every particular relating to the birth, the
life, the exploits, the adventures, misfortunes, and decease, of

those heroic personages. The magicians of Egypt were abundant-
ly qualified for exhibiting angels in machines. The souls of vir-

tuous men, who had not been eminent enough to merit the honour
of deification, were shewn in all the perfection of Elysian felicity

;

and the souls of tyrants, and of the children of Typhon, (the devil

of the Egyptians) were shewn in Tartarus, sulferiiig all the ex-
tremes of infernal punishment. From these exhibitions the mvsta-
gogues took occasion to read their pupils suitable lectures on the
happy tendency of a virtuous conduct, and the misery consequent
upon a contrary course. They set before them immortal renown,
deification, and elysium, on the one hand, and eternal infamy and
misery on the other. This may be deemed the chief advantage
accruing from this institution. The catechumens were also taught
many secrets of physiology. This Phaniutus every where affiiins,

especially in his last book De Nat. Deor. towards the end. Plu-
tarch too says, that most of the Egyptian fables were allegorical

details of physical operations. Eusebius acquaints us, that the
physiology, not only of the Greeks, but likewise that of the bar-

barians, was nothing but a science of nature, a concealed and
dark theology, involved in fable, whose hidden mysteries were so

veiled over with allegories, that the ignorant million were as little

capable of comprehending what was said, as what was suppressed
in silence. Dionysius of Halicarnassus says, that the fables of the
Greeks detail the operations of nature by allegories. Proclus
makes the same observation. The Egyptians, says he, taught the

latent operations of nature by fables. These physiological secrets

were expounded to the initiatcil; and that the Egyptian priests

were deeply skilled in physiological science, can scarcely be ques-

tioned, w hen we are told that Jannes and Jambres rivalled Moses
with their enchantments. But the vulgar were exciudeil from all

tho'^o secrets which were reserved for the nobility an<l sacerdotal

tribes. These allegorical traditions originated in Egypt. It was
the gener.il bias ot the oriental genius. The Egyptians, however,
were the greatest proficients in that science. '1 he original sub-

jects of these institutions were the articles specified rbove : but in

process of time numerous new rites, ceremonies, usages, and even
doclrincs, were superiiwluccd, which were ulteily unknown to the

original hierophants, or olficiating priest. Their subjects were :>t

first simple and easy to be comprehended; in time they became
complex, intricate, anil unintelligible. To celebrate those mys-
teries with tliC greater secrecy their temples were so coii-^tructed

as In favour the artifice of the priests. The fanes in which they
performed their rites and ceremonies, were subterraneous apart-

ments, constructed with si.R-h wonderful dexterity, that every thing

that appeared in them breathed an air of solemn secrecy. Their
walls were covered with hieroglyphic paintings and sculpture, and
the altar was situated in the centre of the apartment. Modern

8 K travellsrs
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travellers liave discovered vestiges of them, and Nardon, Shaw,
J'ococke, &c. descrilie those dark abodes. In those subterraneous

numsions, which the priests had planned with the moit consinn-

mate skill, the kings, princes, and great men of the state, en-

countered the dangers and hardships contrived to prove their pru-

dence, fortiti'de, patience, abstinence, &c. These were apjioint-

ed to try tlieir merit; and by these the hieropliants (iecided

whether they were duly (|nalilied. Upon such occasions those

magical tricks were exhibited, for which the magicians of Egypt
were so mncli celebrated. The strange and astonishing sights,

llie alternate successions ot light and darkness, the hideous spectres,

Ihc friglitfid howhngs re-echoed by these infernal domes, the
Ecenes cf Tartarus and Elysium, exhibited alternately and
in quick succession, nuist have made a deep and lasting

impression on tlie mind of the allrighted votary. From
the scenes exhibited in the Egyptian mysteries, especially

(hose of Isis and Osiris, the Greeks seem to liave copied their

ideas of the infernal regions, and the subterraneous mai'sions of
departed souls. Many colonies of Egyptians settled in Greece.
Erom these'the aziioi, or early bards ot Grei'cc, learned tliem im-
perfectly. Of course, we hud Homer's account of the infernal re-

gions, and of tlic stale of departed soids, lame ami incolierent.

Succeetlmg bar<ls obtained more distinct information. Euripides,
Arist"phane<, PI ilo, &c. paved the way tor Viigil, who borrowed
his ideas frijm all of them. 'I'hese, under his plastic hand, in the
sixtli j'Etieid, grew into a svsleni beautiful, regular, uniform, and
consietent. 'I'he materials were created to his iiand ; he had oidv
to collect, polish, arrange, and connect them. Egypt was then
the native land of mysteries as well as of idolatry. Every god and
god<!ess respectively had their mvsteries; but as those of Isis and
Osiris were the most celebrated, they became principal objects ot

pursuit, as well as of imitation, to the neighbouring nations. These
vere carried into Persia bv Zoroaster, or Zerdusht, and conse-
crated to Mithras. Orpheus imported them into Thrace; Cad-
mus brought them into ISaolia, where they were sacred to 15ac-

Chus. Inachus establislied them at Argos in honour of Juno ; Cy-
iiiras in Cyprus, where they were dedicated to Venus. In Phry-
gia they were sacred to Cybele, tlie mother of the gods. This
progress of the mysteries is rendered the more probable, when we
consider, that a great part of Greece was planted with colonies
from Egypt, Plurnicia, Palestine, &c. Orpheus, if not an Egyp-
tian, was at least of oriental extraction. Inachus, Cadmus, and
Melamjius, are universally allowed to have been Egyptians.
Erechtheus, in whose reign the Kleusinian mysteries were esta-

blished, was an Egyptian by birth, or sprung from Egyptian an-

cestors. The Egyptians, then, in those early ages, did not view
the Greeks in the light of aliens, but as a people nearly related
either to themselves, or their brethren the Pha-nicians. Although
every particular deity had his own peculiar mysterious sacred
rites, yet Mithras, Osiris, and Ceres, were deemed tlie most
august, and were universally worshipped. Mithras, or, according
to the Persian, Mihr, was one of the great gods of the Asiatics.

His worship was for many ages confined to Persia. Afterwards it

was propagated so far and wide, that some have imagined they had
discovered vestiges of it even in Gaul. Mihr, according to Dr.
Hyde, signifies love, and likewise the sun. It is by others reckon-
ed a cognate of the Helnew word Miilhir, excellence. That there
was an analogy between the Hebrew and old Pcreian, is generally
admitted. Mithras was the sun among the Persians; and in ho-
nour of that luminary this institution was established. Mithras,
according to Plutarch, was the middle god between Oromaz and
Ahriman, the two supreme divinities ot Persia, but the fact is,

the solar planet was tlie visible emblem of Oromaz, the good ge-

nius of the Persian tribes, and the sanie with the Osiris of the
Egyptians. 1 lie grand festival of Mithras was celebrated six

days, in the middle of the month Mihr, which began Sept. 30, and
ended Oct. 30. Zoroaster worshipped Mithras, or the Sun, in a

certain natural cave, which he formed into a temple, and filled up
in a manner exactly mathematical. There .Mithras was represent-

ed as presiding over the lower world with all the pomp of royal
inagnilicence. In it were the symbols of Mithras and of the
world, philosophically and mathematically exhibited. Mhhras
was sometimes represented as mounted on a bull, which he kills

with a sword. On some bas reliefs still existing, he appears as a

young man with iiis tiara turned upward, clothed with a short tu-

nic and breeches, after the Persian fashion, or with a small cloke.

Over the cave were seen the chariots of the sun and moon, and
divers constellations. In one of tl?ose caves the ceremonies of ini-

tiation were performed ; but before the candidate could be ad-
mitted, he was forced to undergo a course of probationary exer-

cises, so numerous and so rigorous, that few had courage and for-

titude to go through them. He was ol)liged to live a life of virtue

and abstinence lor seven years previous to his initiation. Some
n'ontlis before it, he was obliged to submit to an austere fast of
lil'ty d.iys. lie was to retire several days to a deep and dark dun-
geon, where he was successively exposed to all the extremes of
heat and cold. Meantime he frequently underwent the bastinado,

which the priests applied without mercy. Some say this fusliga-

tion continued two whole days, and was repeated no less than lif-

teen times. In the course ot these jirobationary exercises, the

candidate was generally reduced to a skeleton ; and some actually

perished in the attempt. Upon the eve of the initiation, the aspi-

rant braced on his armour, to encounter giants and savage mon-
sters. In those spacious subterraneous mansions a mock hunting
was exhibited. The priests and all the subordinate officers, trans-

formed into lions, tigers, leopards, bears, wolves, &c. assailed him
with loud howlings, roaring, and yelling, and every instance of fe-

rine fury. In those mock combats, the hero was often in danger
of being really worried, and always came off with bruises and
wounds. Lampridius informs us, that when the emperor Com-
modus was initiated, he killed one of the priests aIio attacked him
in the form of a wild beast. The Persians worshipped Mithras by
a perpetual fire: hence the votary was obliged to undergo a lieiy

trial, by passing seven times through the sacred fire, and each time
plunging jiimself in cold water. Some have made these proba-
tionary penances amount to eighty; others only to eight. The
candidate, having undergone all these torturing trials with forti-

tude, was declared a proper subject for initiation. But before his

admission he was to bind himself by the most horrible oaths and
imprecations, never to divulge an article of all that should be com-
municated to him. What nTisjjiila or ineffable secrets were impart-
ed to the initiated, it is impossible to discover. But we may rest

assured, that the traditions concerning the origin of tlie univci-se

;

tlie nature, attributes, perfections, and operations, of Oromazdes;
the baleful influences of Ahriman ; and the benign etfects of the
government of Mithras, were unfolded and inculcated. The phx-
nomena of nature, discovered by the magi, were also exhibited ;

and the ai)plication of their effects, to astoifish and deluge the
vulgar, were taught. Virtue was warmly recommended, and vice

represented in the most frightful colours. Those initiations are

mentioned by Lampridius, Justin, and Tertullian. I'he last of
these speaks of a kind of baptism, which washed from the souls of
the initiated all the stains they had previously contracted ; and
mentions a particular mark which was imprinted upon them.
There was presented to the initiated a crown suspended on the
point of a sword; but they were taught to say, ISIithras is my
crown ; to intimate, that they looked upon the service of that deity

as their chief honour. After the Teletie, or rites which confer

perfection, were finished, the pupil was brought out of the cave or

temple, and with great solemnity proclaimed a Lion of Mithras;
a title which imported strength and intrepid courage in the service

of the deity. 'Ihey were now consecrated to the god, and were
supposed to be under his immedialc protection; which animated
them to the most daring enteri)rises. The worship of Mithras was
introduced into the Roman empire, towards the end of the repub-

lic, where it made very rapitl progress. AVhen Christianity began
to make a figure in the empire, the cliampions for jjaganism pro-

posed the worship of this power of benevolence, to counterbalance

that worship which the Christians paid to Jesus Christ, the true

Sun of righteousness. But this mode was soon abolished, together

with the other rites of paganism. The pagan mysteries continued

in high reputation to the age of St. Jerome. The emperor \'alen-

tinian intended to have suppressed them ; but Zozinius says, he
was diverted from his design by the proconsul of Greece. At
length Theodosius I. prohibited the celebration of these and all the

other sacra ot Paganism. They had maintained their ground near
l?(>00 years ; during which space, the celebration of them never
had been interrupted but once. When Alexander the Great mas-
sacred the Thebans and raised their city, the Athenians were so

mucli affected willi this melancholy eveiit, lliat tliey neglected the

celebration
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cek-ljraliou of that fesliv;il. Tlieie were many other inyslerioiis

iiislitulioiis among the ancient Pagans, but the ahove were the

most celeUrated. The Samolhraciaji mysteries, instituted in ho-

nour of the Cabiri, were likewise of considerable celebrity, and

were supposed to conler the same lilessings \v\iU the Eleusinian,

but were not of equal celebrity. Tiie Cabiri were Phoenician and
likewise Egyptian deities, liocliart has explained their origin,

number, names, and some part of their worship. The Orphic
mysteries were likewise famous among the Thracians. Orpheus
learned them in Egypt, and they weo; nearly the same with the

Uacclianalia of tlie Greeks. There were likewise the mysteries of

Jupiter Idicus in great request among the Cretans, and those of

Cybele celebrated in Plu) gia. To enumerate and detail all these

would require a volume.
MysTEKV, under the Jewish and Christian dispensations, is

applied to such truths and pioceedings as human reason by its own
power cannot penetrate. The religion of the Jews is su|)poscd to

be full of mysteries. The whole nation, according to St. Augus-
tin, was a mystery, as it represented or was a t) pe of the jieople

of Christ, and the Christian religion. Whatever was commanded
or forbidden them was figurative, and their sacrifices, priesthood,

&c. included my>teries. The prophecies concerning Jesus Christ

in the Jewish books, are likewise figurative and mysterious. The
Christian religion has also its mysteries ; but in the scripture-lan-

guage the word mystery is used with some latitude, and <lenotes

whatever is not to be known without a divine revelation, and all

the secret things which God has discovered by his ministers the

prophets, by Jesus Christ and his apostles. 'Jhe mysteries of the

Christian church are, the incarnation of the Word, the hypostatical

union of the divine and human nature, the miraculous birth, death,

and resurrection,of the Son of God, the doctrine of the Trinity,&c.
See the article Incarnation, &c. St. Paul often speaks of the

mysteries of the Christian religion; as" the mystery of the gospel,"
" the mystery of the cross of Christ," " the myste?y which was
kept secret since tlie world began:", and he calls the preachers

of the gospel, the " stewartts of the mysteries of God."
Mystery, in English antiquity, is a term formerly applied to

our dramatic exhibitions. It is well known, says Mr. Percy, in

his " lleliques of Ancient English Poetry," that dramatic poetry

in this and most other nations of Europe owes its origin, or at least

its revival, to those religious shews which in the dark ages were
usually exhibited on the more solemn festivals. At those times

they were wont to represent in the churches, the lives and miracles

of the saints, or some of the more important histories of Scripture.v

And as the inost mysterious subjects were frequently chosen, such

as the incarnation, passion, and resurrection, of Christ, &c. these

exhibitions acquired the name of mysteries. At first they were
probably a kind of dumb shews, intermingled with a few short

speeches : at length they grew into a regular series of connected
dialogues, formally divided into acts and scenes. Specimens of

these, in their most improved stale, may be seen in Dodslcy's

Old Plays, and in Osborne's Ilarleian ^Iiscellany. As the olil

mysteries frequently required the representation of some allegori-

cal personage, such as Death, Sin, Charity, Faith, and the like,

by degrees the rude poets of those unlettered ages, towards the

filteenth century, began to form complete dramatic pieces, con-

sisting entirely of such personifications. These they intituled

moral plays, or moralities. The mysteries were very inartificial,

representing the scripture-stories singly according to the letter.

But the moralities are not devoid of invention ; they exhibit out-

lines of the dramatic art ; containing something of a fable or plot,

aud even attempting to delineate characters and manners.

Mystery, in mathematics. Malhematiciaus have been accus-
ed of iiilroducing ni\sleries ;n geometry, whicli ouglit to have'

none. See the Annalist; and- Mr- Maclaurin's Fluxions, in the^

introduction and other places. See also Paradox.
MYSTIC, in geography, a river in Massachusetts, which runs

into Boston harbour.

Mystic. SeeMysTici.
MYS'l'lCAL implies something mysterious or allegoricaN

Some commentators on the sacred writings, besides a literal find-

also a mystical meaning. The sense of scripture, say tliey, in

either that immediately signified by the words and expressions in

the common use of language l or it is mediate, sublime, typical,

and mystical. '^I'he literal sense they again divide into proper
literal, which is contained in the words taken simply and properly;

and metaphorical literal, where the words are to be taken in a figu-

rative and metaphorical sense. ^Fhe mystical sense of scripture

they divide into three kinds : the first corresponding to faith, and
called allegorical; (see Ai.i.egorv) ; the second to hope, called

anagogical ; tlie third to charity, called the tropological sense.'

And sometimes they take the same word in scripture in all the

four senses; the word Jerusalem, literally signifies the capital of

Judea; allegorically, the church militant; Iropologically, a be-

liever ; and anagogically, heaven. So that passage in Genesis I.

" let there be light, and there was light," literally signifies corpo-

real light; by an allegory, the jilessiah ; in the tropological

sense, grace; and anagogically, beatitude, or the light of

glory.

M\ST[CI, or MYSTICS, a kind of religious sects, distin-'

guished by their professing pure, sublime, and perfect devotion,

with an entire disinterested love of God, free from all sellish con-

siderations. The mystics, to excuse their fanatic ecstacies and
amorous extravagancies, allege that passage of St. Paul, " The
Spirit i)rays in us by sighs and groans that are unutterable." Now
if the Spirit, say they, pray in us, we must resign ourselves to its

motions, and be swayed and guided by its impulse, by remaining

in a state of mere niaction. Passive contemplation is that state of

perfection to which the mystics all aspire. This mystic science

sprung up towards the close of the third century. The authors

are not known ; but the principles proceeded from the known
doctrine of the Platonic school, which was also adopted by Ori-

•

gen and his disciples, that the divine nature was diffused through

all human souls, or that the faculty of reason, from which proceed
the health and vigour of the mind, was an emanation from Ciod
into the soul, and comprehended in it the principles and elements

of all truth, human and divine.

MYSTRUM, a liquid measure among the ancients, contain-

ing a fourth part of the cyathus, and weighing two drachms and a
half of oil, and two drachms two scruples of water or wine. It

nearly answers to our spoonful.

MV'I'ENS, Martin, painter of portraits and history, was
born at Stockholm in 1095, and at 1 1 years of age shewed an ex-

traordinary genius. His first excursion was to Holland, and from
thence he proceeded to London, where he practised miniature and
enamel painting. In 1717 he visited Paris, and proved so fortu-

nate as to obtain the favour of the duke of Orleans, and to have the

honour to paint the portrait of that prince, and also the portraits of

Louis XV. and the Czar Peter. In 1721 he arrived at Vienna ;

and having with great applause painted the portraits of the emperor,

the empress, and the most illustrious persons at that court, during

a residence of above two years, he proceeded on his intended jour-

ney to Italy. Having visited Venice, and spent two years at

Rome; he afterwards settled at Vienna, where he died in 1755.

MYTHOLOGY.

MYTHOLOGY, [(xtSsXayioj, from i^--jSa;, a fable, and >-i>yo;,- a

cliscourse,] any kind ot fabulous doctrine ; in its more appropriat-

ed sense, it means those (abulous details concerning the objects of

worship, which were invented and propagated by men who lived

in the early ages of the svorld, and by them transnutted to suc-

ceeding generations, either by written recortls or by oral tradition.
„

The theology and mythology of the ancients are therefore almftst

inseparably connected. ^\ itii respect to fable, it is a creature of

the human imagination, and derives its birth from that love of the

marvellous which is congenial to the soul of man. The appear-

ances of nature which every day occur, objects, actions, and

events, which succeed each other, seetn too familiar aud uninte-

rtstiB"
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resting to gratify curiosity or to excite admiration. But wlien the

most common plixnoniena in nature or life are new-moJelled by

a warm imagination ; when tliey are diversified, compounded, em-
bellished, or arranged into forms wiiich seldom or never occur in

the ordinary course of things ; novelty generates admiration, a

passion always attended with delightful sensations. Here then is

th>; source of fiction and fable. Many circumstances contributed

to extend and establish the empire of fable. The legislator laid

hold on this bias of human nature, and employed fable and fiction

as the most effectual means to civilize a rude world. Philoso-

])hers, theologists, poets, musicians, made u^e of this vehicle to

convey their instructions to the savage tribes. They knew that

truth, simple and unadorned, is not possessed of charms powerful
enough to captivate the heart of man in his present degenerate
state. This consideration naturally led them to employ fiction

and allegory. 'I'hough almost every nation on the globe has fa-

bricated its own system of mythology, the Orientals have distin-

guished themselves by the boldness, the inconsistency, and the

extravagance, of their mythology. The genial warnUh of those

happy clinics, the fertility of the soil, whicli afforded every neces-

sary, and often every luxury, of life, without great laborious exer-
tions; the face of nature perpetually blooming around them, the
skies smiling with uninterrupted serenity ; all contributed to in-

spire the orientals with a glow of fancy and vigour of imagination
rarely met with in less happy regions. Hence every object was
swelled beyond its natural dimensions. Nothing was great or lit-

tle in moderation, but every sentiment was heightened with incre-

dible hyperbole. The magnificent, the subhme, the vast, the
enormous, the marvellous, hrst sprung up, and were brought to

maturity, in those native regions of fable; and were thence trans-

planted into the western countries. As the allegorical taste of

the eastern nations had sprung from their propensity to fable,

so allegory in process of lime contributed to multiply fables and
fiction almost infinitely. The latent import of the allegorical doc-
trines being in a few ages lost, what was originally a moral or theo-
logical tenet, assumed the air of a personal adventure. The pro-
pensity towards personification, almost universal among the ori-

entals, was another fruitful source of fable and alleijorv. That the
people of the east were strongly inclined to personify inanimate
objects and abstract ideas, will be readily granted, when it is con-
sidered, that in the formation of language they liave generally an-

nexed sexes to names. Hence the distinction of grammatical
genders, which originated in tiie eastern parts of the world. The
general use of hieroglyphics in the east also contributed largely to

extend the empire of mythology. As the import of the figures

employed was arbitrary, mistakes must have'been often commitled
in ascertaining what they were intended to represent. When die

developeraent.of these arbitrary signs was attended with uncommon
difficulty, the expounders were obliged tn have recourse to con-

jecture. The wise men of the east delighted in obscure eiilg-

niatical senttnces. Their dark sayings, otten occur in the mot
ancient records. The sages of antiquity used to vie with each
other for the prize of superior wisdom, by propounding riddles,

and mysterious (juestions, as subjects of investigation. 'i"he con-
test betweed Solomon and Hiram, and tha^t between Amasis king of

Egypt and Polycrates tyrant of Sanios, are well known. As the
import of those enigmatical propositions was often lost, nothing re-

mained but fancy and conjecture, which always verged towards
•fable. This was another source of mythology. The Pagan priests
especially In Egypt, were probably the first who reduced mytho-
logy to a system. The sacerdotal tribe, among that people,'were
the grand depositories of learning and religion. They .monopo-
lized all the arts and sciences; and precluded the laity from all

intellectual improvement. This was done to keep the laity in sub-
jection, and to enhance their osvn impoitance. The language ot

Ethiopia became their sacred dialect, and hieroglyphics their

sacred character. Egypt, of course, became a kind ut fairyland,
where all was jugglery, magic, and enchantment. The initiated

alone were admitted to the knowledge of the occult mystical ex-

hibitions, which constituted the essence of their religion. (See
Mysteries.) The Egyptians, and indeed all the ancients,
deemed the mysteries of religion too sacred to be communicated
to the herd of mankind, naked and unreserved. Egypt was the
land of graven images; allegory and mythology were the veils

whicli concealed religion from the vulgai". lu'the earliest stage

of society we cannot suppose fable to have existed among men.
F'ables are always tales of other times, but at this period other times
did reach far enough backward to afford those fruits of the imagi-

nation time to arrive at maturity. Fable requires a considerable
space of time to acquire credibility, and to rise into reputation.

'I'lie Chinese and Egyptians, the two most ancient nations whose
annals have reached our times, were unacquainted with fabulous
details in the most early ))eriods of their monarchies. It has been
shewn almost to a demonstration, by a variety of learned men,
that both these people, during some centuries after the general

deluge, retained and practised the primitive Noachic religion, in

which fable could lind no place ; all was genuine unsophisticated

truth. As soon as the authentic tradition concerning the creation

was either lost, or adulterated, iiction began to prevail. The
Egyptian Thoth,Thyoth, or Mercurius Trisiiiegistus, and Moclius,
tliePlia;nician, undertook to account for the formation and arrange-

ment of the universe, upon principles purely mechanical. Here
fable began to usurp the place of historical trutlu Accordingly,
all the historians of antuiuily, who have given a general detail of

the affairs of the world, have ushered in their narration with a fabu-
lous cosmogony. Here imagination ranged unconfined over the

boundless extent of the primary chaos. To be convinced of this,

we need only look into .Sanchoniathon's Cosmogony, Euseb.
Pra^p. Evang. I. 1, and Diodorus Sic. 1. 1. p'roni this it follows,

that the first fables owed their birth to the erroneous opinions of

the formation of the universe. The Chinese, if any credit be due
to their annals, or to the missionaries of Rome, who copied from
them, were the first of the nations. Their fabulous records reach
upwards many myriads of years before the creation. The events

during that period, if any had been recorded, niu-t have been
equally fabulous. These, however, are buried in eternal oblivion.

The missionaries represent the Chinese as having retained the re-

ligion of Noah many centuries after the foundation of their empire.
Upon this supposition, their cosmogony must have been genuine.
Fohi is said to have laid the foundation of that empire about 4000
years ago. This emperor, according to the Chinese, was con-
ceivi-d in a miraculous manner. He was half a man and a serpent.

His intellectual powers were truly hyperbolical. In one day he
discovered oO ditiferent species of poisonous herbs. He taught his

countrymen the art of agriculture. He invented boats and nets

for fishing, the art of fabricating procelain, the management of silk-

worms, the manufacturing of silk, &c. He composed that incom-
parable body of law s w liich are still the wonder of the Chinese.

This whole detail is fabulous, but the Chinese, in ascribing the

invention of all the useful arts to Fohi, resemble the other nations

of antiquity. The Indians ascribe every invention to Budha,
Vishnou, or Foe; the Persians to Zoroaster; the Chaldeans to

Cannes; the Egyptians toThoth ; the Phoenicians to Melicerta;
the Greeks to the family of the Titans ; and the Scandinavians to

Odin, &c. About B. C. 551, appeared the famous Chinese
phllosopht^r, Con-fu-tse, or Confucius. Concerning the birth of

this prince of philosophers, the Chinese have the following legend.

His mother walking in a solitary place was impregnated by the

vivifying influence of the heavens. The babe, thus produced,
spake and reasoned as soon as he was born. Confucius, how-
ever, wrought no miracles, performed no romantic exploits, but
lived an austere ascetic life, inculcated morality, and died, remark-
able only for superior wisdom, religious, moral, and political.

About A. D. 601 , flourished the sectary Lao-kiun. His mother
carried him 30 years in her womb, and was at last delivered of him
under a plum-tree. This philosopher was the Epicurus of the JJt

Chinese. His disciples, who were denominated Tao-sse, 2. e. 4
lieavenly doctors, were the fint who corrupted the religion of the

Chinese. Their doctrine was embraced by many of the emperors.

One of these, called You-ti, had lost a favourite mistress, whom
lie loved with the most extravagant passion. By the magical
'kill of one of these doctors, he obtained an interview with his de-

ceased mistress, a circiimslance which rivetted the whole order in

the affection of the deluded prince. Tiiis fable is a counterpart

of that of Orpheus and Eurydice. The worship of the idol Foe
was transplanted from India into China about A. D. 65. The
doctrine and worship of Foe made a most rapid progress all over
Ciilna, Japan, Slam, &c. The priests of Foe are called among

le Siamese, Talapoins ; by the Tartars, Lamas; by the Chinese,

ilo-chang ; and by the people of Japan, Bonzes. By this last ap-

pellation
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peil.iUoii (hev are generally known in Europe. (See BoNzts, fcc.)

An incredible number ol fables were invented and propagated by
tlie distiples of Foe, concerning tlicir maiter. If the earlier ages

of the Chinese history are barren of mythological incidents, the

later periods, after the introduction of tlie worship of Foe, furnish

•an inexhaustible store of miracles, nionsters, fables, intrigues, ex-

ploits, and adventures, of the most villainous complexion. Indeed,

most oi then) are so absurd, ridiculous, impious, and pro'ane, that

our reaclers will easily dispense with a detail, from which they

could reap neither entertainment nor instruction. Such as arc dis-

posed to rake into this abominable pudille, we refer to the revereiul

fathei-s Du Hald.-, Cou])let, Amiot, Kircher, &c. in whose w riliiigs

they will lind w'urewithal to satisfy, and even to surfeit, their

appetite. The Hindoos, like the otiier ifations of the east, for a

long time retained the woi-ship of the true God. At length, how-
ever, iiiolatry broke in, and, like an impetuous torrent, over-

whelmed the country. The genuine history of the origin of the

iiniv.rse was either utterly lost, or disguised under a vaiiety of

lictions. We are to'.d tliat Brimha, the suprcmeclivinity of the

Hindoos, created four persons, whom he appointed to ru'e over

all the inferior cre.mires. Afterwards he joined his elliciont

power with Bishon and Uulder; and bv their united exertionsthey

produced ten men, whose general appellation is Monies, that is,

the inspired. According to another mytholoay, Brimha pro-

duced iour other persons, one from his breast, one from his back,

one from his lip, and one from his heart. These children were

denominate<l Bangs. Another tradition, respecting the origin of

the four great tribes i> mentioned under the article Hindoos ; and
accounts for the four casts or septs into wiiich llie Hindoo pation

has from time inu'iemorial, been divided. The Hindoos have
likewise some mythological opinions which seem to relate to the

general deluge. They tell us, that desiring tiie preservation of

herds and of brahmaiis, o! genii and of virtuous men, of vcdas of

law, and of precious things, the Lord of the universe assumes many
bodily shapes; but thouc-ji he pervades, like the air, a variety of

beints, yet he is himself unvaried, since he has no quality in him
subject to change. At the close of the last caipa, there was a

general destruction, occasioned bv the sleep of Brahme, whence
his creatures in diflerent world? where drowned in a vast ocean.

Ikahme lieing inclined to slu.nber after so many ages, the strong

c!a;inon llayagri-va stole the vedas which flowed from his lips.

When Heri, the jircserver of the universe, discovered this deed
of tlie prince of Dainavas, he took the shape of a minute fish called

Sai>hari. After various transformations, and an enormous increase

of size in each of them, the Lord of the universe loving the righ-

teous man called, Mana, or Statgavrata, who liad still adhered to

him under all the-e various shapes, and intending to preserve liim

from the sea of destruction caused by the depra-vity of the age,

thus told him how he was to act ; " In seven davs from the present

time, O thou Tamer of enemies I the three worlds will be plunged
in an ocean of death ; but in the midst of the destroying waves a

large vessel sent by me for tliy use'shall stand before thee." The
remaining part of the mythology so nearly resembles the Mosaic
history of Noah and the general deluge, that it appears to have
been borrowed from it. 'I'o dry up the waters of the deluge, the

power of tlie Deity descends in the form of a boar, the symbol of

strength, to draw up and sujiport on his tusks the whole earth,

•w'hicli had been sunk beneath the ocean. The same power is re-

presented as a tortoise sustaining the globe, which had been con-
vulsed bv the violent as-aults of damons, while the gods churned
the sea with the mountain Maiidar, and forced it to disgorge the

sacred things and animals, together with the water of lite which it

had swallowed. All these stories relate to the same event,

shadowed hy a moral, a metaphysical, and an astronomical, alle-

gory ; and all seem connected with the hieroglvphica! sculptures

of the ancient Egyptians. The Hindoos divide the duration of tlie

woriil into four Yugs, or Jogues, each consisting of a prodigious

number of years. According to the mylliology of the Hindoos,
the system of the world is subject to various dissolutions and resus-

citations. At the conclusion of the Collee Jogue, say thev, a

grand revolution will take place, when the solar svslem will be con-
stiraed by tire, and all the elements reduced to their originrd con-
stituent atoms. Upon the back of tiiese rt'vultitious, Brimha is

sometimes represented as a new-born mtimt, with his toe in his

mouth, floating on a camala oc water-flower, sometiraes only on a
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leaf of that plant, on the surface of the vast abys. At other limes
ho is figured as coming forth of a winding'shell ; and ^'cain ai
blowing up tlie mundane foam with a pipe at his mouth. One of
tlie princ'pal doctrines which Foe and hi; discliiles prop.agatcd, was
the metempsychosis or transmigration of souls ; which has giveiv
rise to the nmltitude of idols revcri-nced in cverv country where
the v,or^hip of Foe is csfablished. Quadrupeds, birds, reptiles, and
the vilest animals, had temples erected for them; because, say
they, the soul of the god, in liis numerous transmigrations, mav
have at one lime or other inhabited their bodies. Both transmi-
gration and the worship of animals seem, however, to have been
imported from Egypt into India. The former was early estab-
lished among the Egyptians. It was, indeed, the only idea they
they had of tile soui's immortality. The worship of animals seems
to have been still more ancient. That colonies of Egvptians did
actually penetrate into India and settle tliere, many c-enturies be-
fore the nativity, is an undoubted fact. From the Hieroglyphical
representations of the Egy])tian deities seem to have originated
those monstrous idols, which from lime immemorial have been
worshipped in India, China, Japan, Siam, and the remotest parts of
Asiatic Tartary. Foe is often called Budha, Budda, and some-
times Vishnou. Vast numbers of fables were propagated by his

disciples concerning him, after his death. Tliev pretended' that
he was still alive; that he had been already born SOOO times,
and that he had successively appeared under the figure of an ape,
a lion, a dragon,' an elephant, a boar. Sec. These were called tiie

incarnations of Vishnou. At length he was confoumlcd with the
supreme God; and all the titles, attributes, operjlions, perfections,
and eii-igns, of the Most High were ascribed to him. Sometimes
lie is called Amida, represented with the he.id of a dog, and
worshipped as the guardian of mankind. He sometimes appears
as a princely personage, i-suing from the mouth of a fish. At other
limes, he has a lunette on his head, in which are seen cities,

mountains, towei-s, trees, and all that the world contains. 1 hese
Iraiisformations were evidently derived from allegorical or hiero-
glyphical emblems, and form an exact counterpart to the svni-
bolical worship of the Enyptians. The enormous mass of niyiiio-

logical traditions which have deluged the vast continent of Inlie,
would iill many volumes. Those who wish fully to gratify ilieir

curiosity may consult Thevenot's and Hamilton's 'I'ravels, 'A(pi!:-

til's Zcndavesta, Halhed's Jntioduclion to his translation of tiie

Code ofGentoo Laws, Col. Dow 'a Hislorv of Ilindostan, Grose's
Voyage to tlie East Indies, Asiatic Researches, vol. I. and H. ^Vc.
The mytliology of the Persians, is, if possible, still more extrava-
gant than tliat of llie Hindoos. It supposes the world to have
been repeatedly desUoyed, and repeopled by creatures ofditferent
formation, who were Successively annihilated or b.inished for their
disobedience to the supreme Being. The monstrous grifHu
Siuergh tells the hero Caherman that she had already lived to see
the earth seven times filled with creatures and seven times a perfect
void ; that, before the creation of Adam, this globe was inhabited
by two races of beings called Peri and Dives, whose characlers
formed a perfect contrast. The Peri are described as beautiful
and benevolent ; the Dives as deformed, malevolent, and mis-
chievous, dirtering from infernal demons only in this, that they are
not yet confined to hell. They are ever ranging over tlie world,
to scatter discord and misery among men. The Peri resemble
the fairies of Europe ; and the Dives the uiant; and magicians ot the
middle ages. The Peri and Dives wage incessant wars; and
when the Dives make any of llie Peri prisoners, they shut them up
in iron-tages, and hang them on the highest trees, to expose them
to the fury of every chilling blast. When the Peri are in danger
of being overpowered by their foes, they solicit the assistance of
some mortal hero ; which produce a series of mythological adven-
tures, highly ornamented to the strains of tlie Persian bards, and
furnishes an inexhaustible fund of the most diversified machinery.
One of the most celebrated adventurers in the mvthologv of Persia,
is Tahmura;, one of their most ancient monarchs. This prince
performs a variety of exploits, while he endeavours to recover the
fairy Merjan. He attacks tlie Dive Dt mrush in his own cave;
where, having vanquished the demon, he finds vast piles of hoard-
ed wealth, which he carries olf with the fair captive. The battles,
labours, and adventures, of Rostan, another Persian worthy, are
celebrated by the Persian bards with the same extravagance of hv-
perbole with which tlie labours of Hercules have been sung by tlie

S L poets
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poeti of Greece and Rome. The adventures of the Persian heroes
breatlie all tlie wildness of atchievement recorded of the knights of

Gutliic romance. I'lie enchantments, transformations, &c. exhi-

bited in both, are characteristic s_vni|]tonis of one common oiiginah

Persia is the geninne classic ground of eastern niytholoisv, and
the source of the ideas of chivalry and romance; from which
they were propagated to the regions of Scandinavia, and the

remotest corners of Europe towards the west. Perhaps the

tales of the wars of tlie Peri and Dives originated from a

yai;ue tradition concerning good and bad angels; and pro-
bably, the fable of the wars between the gods and gianls, so

famous in the mythology of Greece and Kome, was imported into

tiie former country from the same quarter. For a more particular

account of the Persian niylhology,' oiu' readers niav consult Or.
Hyde De Relig. vet. Pers. Medor. &c. D. Htnbelot's Bibl.

Orient, and Mr. Richardson's introduction to his Persian and Ara-
b'xDictionary. The mythology of the Clialdeans commences at a

period myriads of years prior to the sra of the .M.-isaic creation.

Then- cosmogony, e.xhibitetl by Berosu^, priest of Belus, deeply
versed in the anticpiities of his country, is a most extravagant piece
of mythology. It has been copied by Eusebius (Chron. I. i. p.
i) ; as well as by Syncellus, from Alexander Polyliislo-,-. Ac-
cordmg to this historian, there were at Babylon written records
preserved willi the greatest care, comprehending a period of lifteen

jnyriads of years. 'Ihose writing-, likewise contained a liistory

of the heavens, earth, and sea, and of the origin of mankind.
" In the beginning (says Berosus, copying from Oannes,) there
was nothing but darkness and an abyss of water, wherein resided
most hideous beings produced from a two-fold principal. Men
appeared with two wing>; some with two and some with fi>ur

faces. They had one body, but two heads ; the one of a man
the other of a woman. Other human figures were furnished with
the legs and horns of goats. Some had the feet of horses behind,
but before were fashioned like men, resembling l)ippocentaurs."
'i'he remaining part of this mythology is much of the same com-
plexion ; indeed so extravagant, that we suppose our readers will
dispense with the se(;uel. " Of all these (says the author) were
preserved dehneations in the temple of Brlus'at 15ab\lon. The
.person who was supposed to preside oser lliem was called Omerea.
This word, in the Clialdean language, is Thidath, which the
Greeks call 9t<>.f4o-<7ct, but it properly imports the moon. Matters
being in this situation their god (says Eusebius) came and cut tlie

woman asunder
; and out of one half of her he formed the earth,

and out of the other the heavens; and he destroyed the monsters
of the abyss." 'I'liis whole mythology is an allegorical history
copied from hieroglyphical representation, the real purport of
which could not be decyphered by the author. Such, in general,
were the consequences of the hieroglyphical style of writing. I

Oaimes, the great civilizerand legislator ot the Chaldeans, (accord-
ing to Apollodorus, who copied ftoni Berosus,) was an amphibi-
ous animal of a heterogeneous appearance. He was endowed
with reason and a very uncommon acuteness of parts. His body
resembled a fish. Under the head of a iish he had also another
head, a;:d feet, below similar to those of a man, subjoined to the
tail of the fish. Hi, voice and language were articulate and per-
fix-tly intelligible, and there was a ligure of him extant in the days
of Berosus. He made his appearance in the Ked Sea, where it

borders U|)on Babylonia. This monstrous being conversed with
men by day; but at night he plunged into the sea, and remained
in the water till next morning. He instructed the Babylonians in
the use of letters and the knowledge of all the arts and sciences.
Mr. Bryant thinks, that Oannes was actually Noah ; who settled
in Shinar or Chaldea after the deluge, and who, in consequence
of ills connection with that event, might be properly lepresented
under the emblem of the Man of the Sea. The nativity of N'enus,
the goddess of beauty and love, is another piece of 'my tiejioay
faumus among the Babylonians and Assyrians. An egg, say they,
of a prodigious size, droptfrom heaven "into the Euphrates. ' Some
•loves setded upon this egg, after the lishes had rolled it to the
bank. In a short time this egg produced Venus, who was aiter-
wards called Dcu Syria, the S_\ rian goddess. I'roni this tradition,
(says Hyginus) pigeons and fishes became sacivd to this goddess
among the Syrians, who always abstained from eating the'm. Of
ihis imaginary being «e have a"very exact and entertaining history,
ni the tieati-.e " De Dca Syria," ascribed to Lucian. In this mvlhb-

?t

logical tradition there seems i-n allusion to the celebrated Mun-
dane egg ; and a connection belw een the sea and the moon. '1 his

same deity was the Atergatis of Ascalon, described by Diodorus
the Sicilian ; the one half of her body a woman, and the other a
fish. This was a hieroglyphic ligure of the moon, importing the
intluence of that planet upon the sea and tiie sex. 1 he oriental

name of this deity cvid-jntly points to tlie moon; for it is com-
pounded of two Hebrew words; viz. Adar, magnificent, and
Gad, atrooji; which import the queen of the host of heaven. The
fable of Stmiramis is utrarly connected wdth the preceding.
Diodorus Siculus has preserved the mythological history of this

deity, which he and all the.writers of antiquity have confounded
with the Babylonian princess of that name. That historian informs
us, that Semiramis ; in the Syrian dialect, signilies a wild pigeon

;

but we apprehend that this term was a name of the moon, as it is

compounded of two words of an import applicable to that planet

;

viz. Hon, a sign, and runiah, higli. it was a general practice
among the orientals to denominate their sacred animals from that
deity to wUich they were consecrated. Hence the moon being
called Semiramis, and the pigeon being sacred to her divinity,

'the latter was called by the name of the former. We refer

our readers for farther information on this subject, to Diod.
Sic. 1. ii. Hyginus Poet. Astron. fab. 197. Pharoutus de
Nat. Deor. Ovid. Metam. 1. iv. Athan. in Apol. 'I'zelzes

Chil. ix. cap. 275. Scld. de Diis Syr. Syrit. ii. p. 183. The
Egyptians confounded the revolutions of the heavenly bodies
willi the reigns of their most early monarchs. Hence the incredi-
ble number of years in the reigns of their eight supeiior gods,
will), according to them, filled the Egyplian throne successively

in the most early ]>eriods of time. To these, according to their

sy>tein, succeedetl twelve demigods, who likewise ' reigned an
amazing number of years. These imaginary reigns were merely
the periodical revolutions of the heavenly bodies. Hence the fa-

bulous antiquity of that kingdom. The imaginary exploits and
adventures of these gods and demigods furnished an inexhaustible
fund of mythological romances. 1 o the demigods succeeded the
kings of the cynic cycle, personages equally ciiiinerical with the
former. The import of this epithet has perplexed critics and ety-
mologists. We apprehend it is an oriental word importing' royal
dignity, or elevation of rank ; and intimating that the monarchs of
that cycle were more powerful than their successors. Aftet these
princes came another race, denominated Nekyes, a title likewise
implying royal, splendid, glorious. These cycles figure high in

the mythological annals of Egypt, and have furnislied materials
for a variety of learned disquisitions. The wars and adventures of
Osiris, Orus, Typhon, and other allegorical personages; the wan-
derings of Isis ; the transformations of the gods into various ani-
mals ; their birth, education, peregrinations, and exploits ;—com-
pose a body of mythological fictions, so com])! icated, so ridiculous,

and often so absurd, that all attempts to explain them have hithei--

to proved unsuccessful. All those extravagant fables are the off-

spring of hieroglyphical or allegorical emblems, devised by the
priests and sages of that nation, to conceal the mysteries ot their
religion from the inferior janks. See Mysteries. I'he worship
of brutes and of certain vegetables, universal among the Egyptians,
was another exuberant source of mytholoaical adventures. The
Egyptian priests, many of whom were profound philosophers, ob-
served a kind of analogy between the qualities of certain animals
and vegetables, and those of some of their subordinate divinities.

These they consecrated to the deities to whom thev were sup-
posed to bear this analogy, anil in time they considered them as

the visible emblems of those divinities. By these the vulgar ad-
dressed their archetypes ; and in time, forgetting the emblematical
character of those brutes and vegetables, addressed their devotion
immediately to them. After these animals were consecrated a'<

the visible symbols of the deities, they began to use their (itures

to represent those deities. Hence Jupiter Amnion was repre.-.entecl

under the fiaureof a ram, Apia under that of a cow, Osiris of a bull.

Pan of a goat, Thoth of an ibis, Bubastis or Diana of a cat, &c.
Their Tholh, or Mercunus Trismegistus, was the inventor of this

unhappy system. He was esteemed tiie original author of letters,

geometry, astronomy, music, architecture ; of all the elegant and
useful arts, aiu! of all the branches of science and philosophy. H<i
first discovered the analogy between the divine allectioiis, influen-

ces, appearances, operations, and the corresponding properties,

qtialilies.
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ases

qiialilies, and iiistiucts, of certain animals, and tlie propriety of de-
dicating pavlicular vfgttables to particular deities. The pricbts,

wliose province it «as ;o expound the uiysteries of that allegorical

hieroglyphical religion, gradually lo^t all knowledge of the pri-

mary niiport of the syniholical charactiTS. To supply this defect,

end to veil tlieir own Ignorance, they had recourse to fable and
fiction. They heaped fable upon fable, till tlifeir religion became
an accumulated chaos of mythological absurdities. A\'e refer the
reaCer who wishes for further information to tlie followiiig authors ;

Herodotus, lib. ii. Diodorus Siculus, lib. i. Plut. Isis and Osiris ;

Jambliclius de Myst. Egypt. HorapoUo Hieroclyp. Egypt.
Macrob. Sat. cap. 23. Kircher's Oedip. Voss. de Orig. et Proa.
Idol. Mr. Bryant's Analysis of Anc. Mythol. M. Gebelin Moiuie
prim. ; and above all, to the learned J'ablonski's Panth. Egyp-
tiorum. The adventures of Jupiter, Juno, Mercury, Apollo, Di-
ana, Mars, Minerva, \'enus, Bacchus, Ceres, Proserpme, Pluto,
Neptune, and the other descendants of the ambitious famUy of

the Titans, furjiish the greatt-st part of the mythology of Greece.
Tl»ey left Phoenicia, about the age of Moses ; they settled in Crete,

whence they made their way into Greece, which was then inha-

bited by savages. The arts and invention^ which they communi-
cated to the natives ; the mysteries of religion which they incul-

cated ; the laws, customs, polity, and good order, w hicli they
establishe<l; in short, the blessings of humanity and civilization,

whicli they everywhere disseminated, in process of time inspired

the unpolished inhabitants with a k'ud of religious admiration.
Those ambitious mortals improvetl this admiration into divine

homage. The greater part of that worship, which had been
formerly addressed to the luminaries of heaven, was now trans-

ferred to thobe illustrious personages. They claimed and obtained
tlivine honours from the deluded rabble of enthusiastic Greeks.
Hence sprung an inexhaustible fund of themONt inconsistent fictions.

A considerable part of the mythology of the Greeks sprung from
their ignorance of the oriental languages. 1 hey disdained to study
the languages spoken by people whom, in their pride, they styled

barbarians. This aversion to every foreign dialect was liighly de-
trimental to their progres'S in the sciences. The same neglect or

aversion has proved an irreparable injury to the republic of letters

in all ages. The Aoids, or strolling bards, laid bold on those ori-

ental legends whicli they sophisticated witli their own additions, to

accommodate them to the popular taste. These wonderful tales

figured in their rhapsodical compositione, were greedily swal-

lowed by tlie credulous vulgar. 'I hose iiitions were constantly

augmented with fresh materials, till in time their original import

was either forgotten or buried in impenetrable darkness. A mul-
titude ot these Hesioil has collected in his Theogenia, or genera-

tion of the gods, which unhappily became the religious creed of

the illiterate part of the Greeks. The far-famed oracle of Dodona
was copied from that of Amnion of Tliebes in Egypt : The oracle

of Apollo at Delphos was an emanalion from the same source:

The celebrated Apollo Pythius of tlie Greeks was no other than

Ob or Aub of the Egyptians, who denominated the basilisk or

royal snake Ov Cai, because it was l.eld sacred to the sun. Ob
or Aub is still retained in the Coptic dialect, and is one of the many
namei or epithets of that luminary. In short, the ground-work of

the Grecian mythology is to be traced in the east. Only a small

part of it was fabricated in the country; and what was imported
pure and genuine was uiiserably sophisticated by the hands through
wiiich it passed, to accommodate it to the Grecian taste. The
Roman mythology was borrowed from the Greeks. That people
had addicted themselves for many centuries to war and civil polity.

Science and philosophy were either neglected or unknown. At
last they concjuored Greece, the native land of science, and then
" Grxciacapta ferum victorem cepit arte, et intulit agresti Latio."

This being the case, their mythology was, upon the whole, a tran-

script from tluit of Greece. They had indeed previously gleaned

a few fables from the Pelasgi and Hetruscans. The mythology of

the Celtic nations is in a great nlea^u^e lost. There may still re-

main some vestiges of the Uruidical superstition in the remotest

parts of the Highlands a«d islands of Scotland; and in the uni i-

vilized places of Ireland. These, we presume, would airord little

entertainment, and less instruction. \Ve shall, therefore, ret'er our
readers to Ossian's Poems, ami Colonel Valoncv's Collections of

Irish Antiquities, for satisfaction on that subject. Themjthology
•fthe Nurwegi^s, Danes, Swedes, Icehinders, &c. are uncom-

monly curious and entcrtainirjg. The Edda and \'<)'u^pa contain
a complete collection of fables which have not the smallest afJinity

with tho-e of the Greeks and Konians. They are wholly of an
oriental complexion, and seem almo-t congenial with the "tales of
the Persians. The Edda was compiled in Iceland in the tliiiteentli

century. It is a kind of system ot the Scandinavian niylliologv ;

aiid has been reckoned a commentary on the \'oluspa, which ^^ as

the Bible of the northern nations. Odin, Oti.in, Wodan or Woden,
was the supreme divinity of those people. His exploits and ad-

ventures furnish the tar greatest part of Ijieir mythological creed.
That hero is supposed to have emigrated from the east ; but from
what country, or at what jjrnod, is not known. His achievements
are magnified beyond all credibility. He is represented as the god
of battles, and as slaughtering thousands at a blow. His palace li

called \'alhal : it is situated in the city of Midgartl, where, accord-
ing to the fable, the sou's of heroes who had bravely fallen in battle

enjoy sujireme felicity. Slcepner, the horse of Odin, is celebrated

along with his master. Hela, the hell of the Scandinavians, affords

a variety of fables equally shocking and heterogeneous. Loke,
the evil genius or devil of the northern people, nearly resembles

the Typhon of the Egyptians. Signa or Sinna is the consort of

Loke; from whicli name the English word sin is derived. The
giants Weymur, Ferbanter, Belupher, and Hellunda, peiform a
variety of exploits, and are exhibited in the most frightful attitudes.

They perform the counterpart of the giants of the Greek an<! Ro-
man mvthologists. Without enlarging on these ridiculous and un-
interesting fables, we shall give a brief account of the coHtents of

Voluspa, which is indeed the text of the Scandinavian mythology.
The word Voluspa imports, the pi'ophecy of Vola or Eola. This
was perhaps a general name for the propiietic ladies of the north,

as Sybil was appropriated to women endowed with the like faculty

in the south. Certain it is, that the ancients generally con-

nected madness with the prophetic faculty. Of this we have two
celebrated examples : the one in Lycophron's Alexandra, and the

other in the Sybil of the Roman Poet. The word vola signilies

mad or foolish ; whence the Enii.lish words fool, foolisii, folly. Spa
signilies to prophesy, and is still current in Scotland, in the word
Sps, which has the same signilication. T he A'cluspa con.-ist-s of

between 200 and 300, lines. Tl.e prophttess having imposed si-

lence on all intelligent beings, declares that she is about to reveal

the works of the Father of nature, the actions and operations o: the

gods, which no mortal ever knew before herself. She then begins

with a description of the chaos ; and then proceeds to the forma-

tion of the world, the creation of the different species of its inhabi-

tants, giants, men, and dwarfs. She then expylains the employ-
ments of the fairies, or destinies, whom the northern people call nor-

nies ; tl'.e functions of the deities, their most memorable adventures,

their disputes with Loke, and the vengeance that ensued. She at

last concludes with a long and animated description of the final

state of the universe, and its dissolution by a general conflagi'ation.

In America, the only mythological countries were Mexico and
Peru. The other parts ot that large continent were originally in-

habited by savages, and most of them as remote from religion as

from civilization. The two vast empires of Mexico and Peru had
existed about 400 years only before the Spanish invasion. In nei-

ther of them was the use of Icttei-s understood; and of course the

ancient opinions of the natives relating to the origin of the uni-

verse, the changes which succeeded, and every other monument
of antiquity, were obliterated and lost. Clavigero has indeed enu-

merated a vast canaille of sanguinary gods worshipped b\ the Mex-
icans; but produces nothing either entertaining or interesting

with respect to their mythology. 'I'he information to be derived

from any other quarter is little to be depended upon. It passes

through the hands of bigotted missionaries or other ecclesiastics,

who were so deeply tinctured with fanaticism, that they viewed

every action, everv sentiment, every custom, every religious opi-

nion and ceremony of those half-civilized people, through a false

medium. They often imagined resemblances between the rite

of those savages and the dogmas of Christianity, which no wh.ere

existed but in their own heated imagination. Further in-

t'orniation respecting mythological subjects will be found in this

work, under the respective names of the numerous gods, demi-
gods, and heroes, who were celebrated in the ancient Grecian :in(l

Koitiau mythology. SceJui-nsR, Aiollo, HERCuits, Maks,
&c.

MYTILUSi
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MY'l'Il^US, the Mub^EL, in ichriiyology, u genus of cnimals of

the order vermes testacca. Animal an aicidia; sliell biv^ilve, olten

affixed to some substance by a board; iliirige without a tooth,

marked by a longitudinal hollow line. Of these animals there are
about 60 species, some of them inhabiting the seas, others the ri-

\ers and ponds. Several of Ihem are remarkable for the beauty of
their internal shell, ahcl for the pearls which are sometimes found in

Jhcm.
Jvl. ANATiNUS.fheDucK Mi.'SSEL,bas a shell more oblons and less

convextlian the swan; is very brittle and semitransparent ; the space
round ti.e hins^es like the swan ; the length about five inches, breadtli

two. It is found in Europe in fresh waters. ISoth it and the swan are
devovued by swans and ducks : wiience their names : crows also

feed on tliese mussels, as well as on different other shelMish ; and
when the shell is too hard for their bills, they fly with it to a great
height, drop the shell on a rock, and pick out the meat when the
shell is fractured by the fall.

M, Cygneus, "the Swam Mussel, with a thin brittle shell,

•very iiroad and convex, marked with conceutric stris : attenuated
towards one end, dilated tow.irds the other ; decorticated about the
hinge ; the colour a dull green ; the length six inches, breadtli three
and a half. It is an inhabitant of the European rivers, frequenting
chiefly their mouths.

,
M. Edulis, the Edible Mussel, has a strong',shell, slightly in-

eurvated on one side, and angulated on the other. The ejul near
the hinge is pointed ; the other rounded. When the epidermis is

taken olf it is of a deep blue colour. It is found in immense beds,
both in deep water and above low-water mark. The liiiest mus-
sels in Rrilah) are those called Hamblelon hookers, from a village
called Hambleton. They are taken out of the sea, and placed in

the river Wier, within reach of the tide, where they grow very fat

and di licious. This species inhabits the Euro|)eaii and Indian
seas. Between the tropics it is largest, and smallest within the
polar circle. This species has, from its being for the most part
fastened to the rocks, being supposed bv many wholly incapable
of progressive motion ; but'this Mr. Reaumur 'has shewn to be an
erroneous opinion. It is a common practice in France, at such
seasons of the year as do not afford sun enough to make salt, to
throw the common sea-muscles, which the tishcrmen catch about
Uie coasts, into the brine-pits, to render their flesh more tender

S3Sp=

and delicate, as the rain which Ijlls at these seasons makes the wa-
ter of the pits much less salt than the sea-water. The mussels are

on this occasion thrown carelessly in, in several ditTerent parts of
the pits; yet, at whatever distances they have been thrown in, the
lishcinien, when tliey come to take (hem out, always iind tlicm iu

a cluster togelher ; and as there is no current of water in these

places, nor any other power of motion which can have brought the

mussel, together, it is evident that they must voluntarily have
marched from the places where they were at first, to have met thus

together. This progressive motion is performed by means of what
we cxU llie tongue of the mussel, from its shape; but, from its

use in tiiis case, it appears rather to merit the name of a leg, or an
arm. as by laying hold of any distant substance, and then forcibly

contracting itself again, it draws along the whole body of the ani-

mal. The same part, wiien it has moved the anitlial to a proper
place, serves also to lix it there, being the organ by which it spins

the threads which we call its beard, by which it is held to a rock,

or to another mussel.

M. M.^KGARITIFERUS, the PbaRL-BeARIN G MussF.L, has the

shell compressed ajid Hat, nearly orbicular, the base transverse,

and imbricated with dentated coats. It dwells in the ocean of ei-

ther India. This is the mater perlarum of lUimphius, or molher-
of-pearl shell. On the inside it is exi|uisitely polished, anJoflhe
whiteness and water of pearl itself. It has also the same lustre on
the outside after the external lamina; have been taken off by afpia-

forl is and the lapidary 'o mill. Mother of pearl is used in inlaid

works, and in several toys, as snuff-boxes, &c.
MY'lTO'i'ON, a coarse kind of food, used by the labourin<;

people among tiie Greeks, and sometimes among tlie Romans. It

was made of garlic, onions, eggs, cheese, oil, and vinegar, and
reckuneil very whoiesoriie.

MYUS, in ancient geography, one of the t\*-elve towns of Ionia;

seated on the Msander, at the distance of thirty stadia from the

sea.

MYXINE, the Hag, a genus of insects of the order of vermes
i[itcslini : body slender, carinated beneath ; the two jaws pinnated ;

an adipo^e or rayless fin romidthe tail and under llie belly. There
is but one species, M. Glutinosa.

MYXOLYDIAN, in ancient music, the first species of th<;

diapason.

N.

Na semivowel, has in English an invariable sound ; as no, name,
• net ; it is sometimes after m almost lost; as, cnndemn, con-

temn, N. is the fourteenth in Hebrew, and Ihe thirteenth in Greek,
Latin, English, and other modern alphabets. It is the tenth con-
sonant, and the third li<|uid. N is a nasal consonant: its sound is

that "if a d, passed through the nose; so that when the nose is stop-

ped Ijy a cold, or the like, it is usual to pronounce d for ii. The
Abbe Dangeau observes, that in the French, tlie n is frequently a

mere nasal vowel, without any thing of the consonant in it. He
calls it the Sclavonic vowel. The Hebrews call it nuu, which
signifies child, as being supposed the offspring of m ; partly on ac-

count of the resemblance of sound, and partly of the figure. Thus
from the m, by omitting the last column, is formed n ; and thus
from the capital N, by omitting the first column, is formed the
Greek minuscle r. Hence for biennies, S:c. the Latins frtcjuently

use bimus, &c. and convert the Greek v, at the end of a word, into

m, as ^it^^M.^01, pharmacum, &c. In compositions the Latins
change N belorep, b, and m, into?M, and frequently into I and r;
as in in-ludo, illudo ; in-rigo, irrigo, &c. in which they agree
with the Hebrews, who, in lieu iji auii, frequfiutly double the

next consonant ; and the Greeks do the same; as when for Man-
lius, they write Maxxi®', &c. The Greeks also, before K, y, Xt >'>

changed the v into y; m which they were followed by the ancient

Romans; who, for Angulus, wrote Aggulus ; for anceps, agceps,

&c. The Latins retrench the n from Greek nouns ending in u-v
;

as Aiiuv, Leo ; .ijre:;iuv, Draco; on the contrary, the Greeks add it

to the Latin ones ending in ; as Koiticv, nijitv, Cato, Nero. Asa
numeral, N was used among the ancients, for 900; according to

Baron i us,

N, quoque nongentos numero designat habendos.
And when a line was struck over it, i7, it implied 9,000. As an
abbreviation, N. L. was used among the ancient lawyers for lion

li(iuet, i. e. the cause is not clear enough to pass sentence upon.
N. or N° in commerce, &c. is used as an abbreviation of numero,
number.
NAAMAN, ['Oyi, Heb. i. e. Fair.] A brave Syrian General,

of whose miraculous cure of a leprosy, by washing in the Jordan,
upon the advice of Elishah, a very interesting account is recorded
2 Kings V. The Rabbis have a tradition, tliat it vNas Naaman, who
drew the bow at a venture, and killed Ahab. See ! Kings xxii. 34.

7 NAAS,,
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NAAS, a lowii of Iri'lainl in Kildarc, Lciiislei', 15 miles S. W.

of Dublin. Lon. 6. 50. W. Lat. 53. 10. N.
NABIS, a tyrant of SiKirta, who reigned abont B. C. 204,

and exceeded all otlicr tyrants so far, that, in comparison, Diony-
siiia and Phalaris were mfrcifn'. He contrived an instrument of

torture in the form of a statue of a beaiiliful woman, whose rich

dress concealed a number of iron-spikes in her bosom and arm=.

"When any one therefore opposed his demands, he would say, "If
I have not talents enough to prevail with you, perhaps my woman
Apega may persuade you." The automaton statue then appear-

ed ;-which Nabis taking by the hand, led up to the person, who,

being embraced by H, was tlun tortured into compliance. To
render his tyranny less unpopular, Nabis made an alliance with

I'laminius the Roman general, and pursued with the most invete-

rate enmity the war against the Acha-ans. He besieged Gythium,
and defeated Philopa-men in a naval battle. His triumpli was

short ; Philopa-men soon repaired his losses, and Nabis was de-

feated, and killed as he attempted to fly ; about I!. C. 194.

NAULUM, or NE15EL, [Heb.] was an instrument of music

among the Jews. It had strings like the harp, and was played up-

on by both hands. See Plate CXVUI. In the Septuagint and
Vulgate, it is called nablum, psalterion, lyra; and sometimes
cithara.

NABO, or NEBO, in mythology, a deity of the Babylonians,

who possessed the next i-ank to Bel. It is mentioned by Isaiah,

ch. xlviii. Vossius supposes that Nabo was the moon, and Bel

the sun : but Grotius tliniks that Nabo was some celebrated pro-

phet of the country, which opinion is confirmed by the etymology
of the name, signifying, according to Jerom, " one that presides

over prophecy."
NABOB, properly NAVAB, the plural of Naib, a deputy. As

vised in Bengal, it is the same as Nazim. It is a title also given

to the wives and daughters of princes, as well as to the princes

themselves.

NABONASSAR,or.ERA OF NABONASSAR, a method
of coiiiputing time from -the commencement of Nabonassar's reign.

The epocha of Nabonassar is of the greater importance, as Ptole-

my and other astronomers account their years from it.

Nabonassar, the iirst ^ing of the Clialda^ans or Babyloni-

ans ; memorable for the Jewish sera which bears his name, which
is generally fixed in 3257, beginning on Wednesday, February
26th, in the 39fi7th of the Julian period, B. C. 747. The Ba-

bylonians revolting from the Medes, who had overthrown the As-
syrian monarchy, did, under Nabonassar, found a dominion, which
was much increased unuer Nebuchadnezzar. It is probable, that

this Nabonassar is that Baladan in 2 Kings xx. 12, father of Me-
rodach, who sent ambassadors to Hezekiah, 2 Chron. xxxii.

NABOPOLASSAR, king of Babylon; he joined with

Astyages the Mede, to destroy the empire of Assyria; which hav-

ing accomplished, they founded the two empires of the Medes un-

der Astvages, and the Chaldsans under Nabopolassar, 627 B. C.
N A I) I R, [Arabic,] in astronomy, that point of the heavens

which is diametrically opposite to the zenith, or point directly

over our heads. The zenith and nadir are the two poles of the

horizon.

NAEFELS, a town of Switzerland, in the canton of Claris,

four miles N. of Claris.

NA'^NTA, the goddess of funerals at Rome. Her temple was
without the gates of the city. The songs which were sung at fu-

nerals were al^o called na-iiia.

NAERDEN, a town of Holland, in the dep. of Amstel, and late

province of Holland. Long. 5. 3. E. Lat. 51. 22. N.
N.EVIUS, a famous augur in the reign of Tarquin, who, to con-

vince the king and the Romans of his preternatural power, cut a

flint with a rasor, and turned the ridicule of the populace to ad-
miration. Tarcjuin rewarded his merit by erecting him a statue

in the comitium, which was extant in the age of Augustus. The
rasor and flint were buried near it under an altar, and it was
usual among the Romans to make witnesses in civil causes swear
near it. This miraculous event of cutting a flint with a rasor,

though believed by some writers, is treated as fabulous by Cicero,
who himself had been an augur.

N.EVIUS, Cs'Eius, a famous poet of Campania, who wa^ bred a
soldier ; but quitted arms, for poetry, which he prosecuted with
great diligence. He composed a history in verse, and a great
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number of comedies : but it is said, that iiis first performance of

this last kind so displeased Wttellus on account of the satirical

strokes it contained, that he procured his being banished from the

city ; on which he retirod to I'tica in Africa, wltere he died, B.

C. 202. Some fragmerfts of his works are extant.

N.EVUS, a mole on the skin, generally called Nsvus Mater-
nus, or mother's mark. All preternatural tumours on the skiH, in

the form of a wart or tubercle, are calle<l excrescences; by the

Greeks they are called acrolhymia; and when they are born svitii a

person, they are called na'vi materni, or marks trom the mother.

A large tumour depending from the skin is denominated sarcoma.

These appear on any part of the body : some of them ditfer not

in their colour from the rest of the skin ; whilst others are red,

black, &c. Their shapes are various; some ix-sembling strawber-

ries, others grapes, &c. Heister advises their removal by means
of a ligature, a cautery, or a knife, as circumstances best suit.

NAGARA, or NA[GERA, a town of Spain, in Old Castile,

and territory of Rioja. Lon. 2. 20. W. Lat. 42. 25. N.
NAGORE, a circar and town of Ilindostan, in Agimere, 40

miles N. W. of Agimere, and 92 N. W. of Jvepour. Lon. 74. 10.

E Lat. 27. S. N.
NAGORECOT, or NAGRACUT, a town of India, the capi-

tal of a kingdom of the same name in the dominions of the Great
Mogul. Lon. 7S. 10. E. Lat. 33. 12. N.
NAGYAG, a mountainous district of Transylvania, abounding

with metals; among which there are 13 different kinds of gold-

ores, mineralised by sul])liur, arsenic, antimony, iron, zinc, Sec.

NAGYBANJA, a town of Hungary, famous also fsr goid and

silver mines.

NAIIOR, the son of Terah, and brother of Abraham. Here-
sided at Ilaran, called also Nahor, in Mesopotamia, and married

Milcah, his niece, by whom he had eight sons: viz. l.Huzor
Uz, the progenitor of tlie Uzites or Ausites, who inhab-ted the

land of Uz, on the \V. side of the Euphrates, where Job dwelt.

2. Buz, the ancestor of the Buzites, from whom Elihu was de-

scended. 3. Kemuel, the fatherof the Kemelites and of the Ara-
means or Syrians. 4. Cliesed, the father of a tribe of Chaldeans.

5. Hazo, the ancestor of the Ilazoys, Iluzeans, or Cho*se;in3, in

Cluisistan, in Persia. 6. Pildash, whom Dr. Hyde makes the

ancestor of the Persians. 7. Jidlaph, and S. Bethuel, the father

of Laban and Rebekah. Nahor had also other four sons bj his

concubine Reumah. Ge«. xi. xxii. 21—24.

NAIADES, in mythology, inferior deities who presided over
rivers, springs, wells, and fountains. The Naiades generally in-

habited the country, and resorted to the woods or meadows near

the stream over wliich they presided. They are represented as

young and beautiful virgins, often leaning upon an urn, from
which flows a stream ot water. /Egle was the fairest of the

Naiades, according to Virgil. Their name is derived from y»!iv,

to flow.

NAIANT, in heraldry, a term used in blazoning fishes, when
borne in an horizontal posture, as if swimming.
NAIAS, in botany, a genus of the monanclria order, and diopria

class of plants. Male calyx cylindric, bilid ; corolla quadrifid ; no
filament; female calyx and corolla none; pistil one; capsule,

ovate, one-celled. It has but one species.

NAID, the interior of th.e great depart of Arabia, inhabited by
a few scattered tribes of Arabs.

NAILS, Ungues, in anatomy. See Anatomy.
Nails, in building, &c. small spikes of iron, brass, .Sec. whicii

being driven into wood, serve to bind several pieces together, or to

fasten something upon them. The several sorts of nails are very

numerous : as, 1 . back and bottom nails, which are made w ith flat

shanks to holdfast, and not open the wood. 2. Clamp-nails, for

fastening the clamps in buildings, &c. 3. Clasp-nails, whose
heads clasping and sticking into the wood, renderthe work smooth,
so as to admit a plane over it. 4. Clench-nails, used by boat and

barge-builders, and proper for any boarded buildings that are to be

taken down ; because they will drive without splitting the wood,
and draw without breaking; of this there are many sorts. 5.

Clout-nails, used for nailing on clouts to axle-tiees. li. Deck-
nails, for fast(Miing of decks in ships, doubling of -^iiipping, and
floors laid with planks. 7. Dou-nails, for fastening hinges on
doors, ?ic. ?S. Flat-points, much u«ed in ^hippins, and p-roper

where there is occasion lo draw and hoiJ last, and -no conveuiencv
8 M of
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of clenching. 9. Jobciit-naiU, for iiailini; Ihiii pkilcs of iron to
woolI, as small liiiiges on ciip-boanls, &c. 10. Lead-nails tor

jiailing lead, leather, and canvas, to hard wood. 11. Port-iiails,

lor nailing hinges to the ports of ships. 12. Pound-nails, « iiich

are foiir-icinare, and are much used in Essex, Norfolk, and Suf-
folk, and scarcely any where else, except for pailing. 13. Rih-
bing-naits, principally used in ship-builcluig, for fastening the rihs

of ships in their places. 14. Rose-nails, which are drawn four-
scpiare in the shank, and conunonly in a round tool, as all coni-
anon twopenny nails are ; in some countries all the larger sort ol

jiails are made of this shape. 15. Kother-n.iils, which have a full

head, and are chielly used in fastenijifj rother-irnns to ships. Hi.

Kound-head-aails, tor fastenijig on hinges, or for any other use
where a neat head is required ; these are of several sorts. 17. Scup-
per-nails, which have a broad head, and are used for fastening leather

and canvas to wood. 18. Sharp nails; these have sharp points and
flat shanks, and are much used, especially in the \\'est-lndies, for

flailing soft-wood. 19. Sheathing-nails, for fastemng sheathing-
boards to ships. ','0. Square nails, which are used for hard wood,
and nailing up wall-friiit. !_'!. 'i'acks, tlie smallest of which serve
to fasten pai)erto wood, the middling for wool-cards, &c. and ihe

larger for upholsterers and puuqjs. Nails are said to he toughened
.when too brittle, by healing them in a lire-shovel, and putting
.some tallow or grease among thiin.

N.\iL, isalso a measure of Tenglh, containing the sixteenth part
«f a yard.

N.ttLS, in Hebrew antiquity, were made use of by the ancient
Jews for cancelling bonds : and the ceremony was performed by
striking them through the writing. This seems to be alluded to in

scripture, where God is said by our cruciiied Saviour to have
" blotted out the hand-wiiting of ordinances that w;is against lis,

ami to have taken it out of the'wav, nailing it to his cross." Col.
ii. 14.

NAILING OF CANNON. When circumstances make it

necessary to abandon cannon, or %vhen the enemy's artillery are
seized, and it is not po-sible to take them away, it is projier to
nan them up, to render tlieni useless; which is done by driving a
large nail or iroii-spike into the vent of a piece of artille'rv, to ren-
der it unserviceable. There are various contrivances to' force the
nail out, as also sundry machines invented for that purpose, but
they have never been found of general use ; so that the best me-
thod is to drill a new vent. Gasper \'imerc3liis was the fust who
invented the nailing of cannon, lie was a native of Bremen, and
made use of his invention lirst in nailing up the artillery of Sigis-

niund Malatesta.

NAIN, Lewis Seb.\sti.\n T)f., one of the most learned and
judicious critics and historians France has produced. He was the
son of a master of the reipiests, and !)orn at Paris in 1037. At 10

years old he went to school at Port Royal, and became one of the
best writers of that in>titutioii. Sacy, his intimate friend, prevailed
with Iiim in 16/6 to receive tlie priesthood; which lii^ humility
would not suffer him to asjjire to. Buzanval, Hishop of Ikau-
vois, wished to have him for his successor; but Nain was regard-
less of dignities. He died in 1 6f>H , aged 6 1 . His principal works
are, I. Memoirs on the first six Ages of the Church, 10 vols. 4to.
2. The History of the Emperors, (i vols. 4to. These works are de-
duced from original sources and composed with the utmost lide-
litv.

K.\!V, an ancient city of the tribe of Issachar, in Galilee, at the
foot of Mount Hermon, on the N. Near the gates of this city,
our Saviour restored to life the oiilvson of a widow, and here Marv
Magdalen came and mourned for her sins at his feet. At present
Nain is only a hamlet, inhabited by Christians, .Mohammedans,
and Jews.

NAIRES, NAHF.RS, or NAYERS, in modern history, a
name given by the Malabarians to the mililarv of their country,
who form a very numerous class, out of which the sovereigns of
Malabar clioose their body-guard.
N.\IRN, a county of Scotland, comprehending the W. part of

Murray. It is l)ounded on the N. by Murray trith, on the VV.
and S. by Inverness, and E. by Elgin. It is CO miles long, and
14 broad. The air is temperate and salubrious, and tlie winters
are remarkably mild. Tlie face of the country is mountainous but
agi-eeable ; there are several fertile valleys, which produce good
crops ; but in geueral it is best adapted tor pasturage. Here are

[also large woods' of lir, and other tree.s wkli great plenty of
game.

j

N.MRM, a river of Scotland, which separates the county of Mui-
j

ray from that of Inverness, crosses that of Nairn, and falls into

the Frith of .Murray near Nairn.
Nairn, a town in the above county, supposed to be the Tu.Tsis

of Ptolemy.
I NAIS, a genus ofthe vermes mollusca. Body creeping, long,

j
linear, pellucid, depressed; pedimcles or feet with small bristles

on each side. There arc ten spi cies. N. digitata is found with
single lateral bristles, tail laciniate, in stagnant waters, or the
sandy sediment of rivers, with its head attached to the stalk of
aipiatic plants; it is about Com lines long.

NAISSAN T, in heraldry, is applied to any animal issuing out of
the midst ot some onlinary, and shewing only his head; shoulders,

fore-feet, and legs, with the tip of his tail ; the rest of his body
being hid in the shield, or some charge upon it: in which it ilif-

lers from issuant, which denotes a living creature arising yut of the
bottom of any ordinary or charge.

N.VISSl'S, iii ancient geography, a town of Dardania, a dis-

trict of Ma-sia Superior, said to be the birth-place of Constantine
the Great, and where he often resided: now called Nissa, a city

of Servia. Lon. 2.3° E. Lat. 43° N.
NAKED, in architecture, is the surface or plain from whence

the projectures arisc.Thus, we say the foliages of a capital ought to

answer to the naked of a columii, and that a pilaster ought to ex-
ceed the naked of the wall by so many inches.

Naked Seeds, in botany, those that are not inclosed in any
|)od or case.

NAKIB, in the oriental dignities, an officer who is a deputy
to the cadiliakier, or chancellor of Egypt, appointed by the grand
signior.

NAKOrs, E gvptian musical instrument, made like two
plates of brass, and of all sizes, from two inches to a toot in dia-

metrr; they hold them by strings fastened to their middles, and
strike them together so as to beat time. They are used in the

Cophtic churches and in the Mohanmiedan processions.

N.VLA SL'NKRA, a branch of the Indus, which separates

from the mainstream 14 miles S. W . of Nulferpoor.

NAMA, in botany, a genus of the digynia order, and pentan-

dria class of plants ; natural order, Succuleutx. Calyx tive-

Icav^d; corolla live-parted ; capsule one-celled, two-valved. It

has but one species, an annual |)lant of Jamaica.

NAMIC, denotes a word whereby men have agreed to express
some idea ; or which serves to denote or signify a thing or subject

spoken of. See Cin am.mar, and Noun.
N.VMPHIO, or NANFIO, an island in the Greci.m Archipe-

lago, li) miles in circumference. It lies N. of Santorino. Lon.
26. 10. E. Lat. 36. 27. N.
NAMPTWICII, orNANTWTCH, a town of Cheshire, si-

tuated on the Weever, 14 miles S. E. of Chester. Lon. 2. 2j.

VV. Lat. •)3. 6. N.
NAMLJR, a late province of the Austrian Netherlands, lyins;

between the Sambre and Meuse, now annexed to France, and
forming the deparment of the Sambre and Meuse.
Namu'R, a lar?e, rich, and very strong town of France, capital

of the department of the Sambre and Meuse, as it was of the late

county of Namiir. Lon. 4. 34. E. Lat. 50. 2S. N.
N ANCI, or NANCY, a town of France, in the tiepartinent of

the Meurthe, and late capital of Lorrain, situated on the Meurthe.
Lon. 6. I". E. Lat. 4S. 42. N.
NANDINA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia orilcr, and

hexandria class of plants. Calyx niany-leaveil, imbricate ; co-
rolla-six-petaled. There is but one species, N. Domestica, a na-

tive of Jap. in,

NANGASAKI, a sea- port of Japan, on the W. coast ofthe
isle of Ximo, surrountled with sharp rocks and barren mountains.

Lon. I2S. 52. E. Lilt. 32. 36. N.
NAN I, John Baptist, a noble Venetian historian, born in

UJKi. His lather was procurator of St. Mark, an<l ambassador
from Venice to Rome. Pope I'rban Vlll. a just valuer of merit,

soon perceived that of young Nani. He was admitted into the

college of senators in 1G41, ;uid was soon after nominated ambass.i-

dor 111 France. He procured considerable succours for the war
of Candia against the Turks ; and became, alter Ids return to

Venice,
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Venice, siipcrinloiKl.iiil of tlie war-office and of finances. He v.M

afliMwaivU ainbassailcir to tlie empire ; wliere lie rendered great

services to his country. He «as again sent into France in ilitjo

to solicit frosh siiccoms for Candia ; and on liis return was ap-

pointi<l procurator of St. Mark. He died Nov. 5, 11)78, aged
63. '1 lie senate had appointed him to write the history of the re-

jinblic ; which he executed to the satisfaction of tlie \enelians,

although the work was less admired by foreigners, (who were not

proper judges of the accuracy with which he slated the facts, and of

the purity of his diction,) for the simplicity of his style. In writ-

ing his hi>torv of \'enice he has given an universal history of his

limes, especially with respect to the aH'airs of the French in Italy.

This history, which is continued from 1613 to 1671, was printed

at \'enice in 2 vols. 4to. in iGli'J and 1679-

NAN-KING, a city of China, and capital of the province of

Kiaiig-nan, is said to have been formerly one of the most beautifid

and tiourishing cities in the world. When the Chinese speak of ils

extent, they say, if two horsemen should go out by the same
gate, and riile round it on full speed, taking dilTereiit directions,

they would not meet liefore night. This account is evidently ex-

aggerated : but it is certain, that Nan-king surpasses in extent nil

the other cities of China. ^\ e are assured that its walls are five

leagues and a half in circuinfereiic**. It is situated three miles

from the liver Yang-tse-kiang. Lon. 11S^42'0"£. Lat. 32''4' 40"N.
NAN-TC HANG, the capital of Kiang-s1, a province of

China. This city has no trade but that of porcelain, which is

made in the neighbourhood of Jao-tcheoii.

NANTKS, an ancient, riih, and very considerable city of

France, in the department of the Lower Loire, and late province

of liretagne, with an university. Lon. 1. 31. W. Lat. 47. 13. N.
NAN riKOKF.S, a nation of N. American Indians, who for-

liierly lived in Maryland.
NANTL'CKE'r, an island of Massachusetts, E. of Martha's

Viiie\ard, and 24 miles S. of Cape Cod. It is 15 miles long and
from .34 to 1 1 broad. It contains about 230U0 acres, and lies be-

tween Lon. (J9. j6. and 7ti:'' 13' M" \V. and between Lat. 41. 13.

and 42' 22' 30' N.
Nantucket, the capital of the above island ; 123 miles S. W.

of lioston, and 3S2 N. E. of Philadelphia.

Nan rZ, a town of France, in the? department of Aveiron ;

I : miles E. of Milhau.
NAN-YANG, two cities of China of the 1st rank : 1. in Ho-

nan, comprehending eight towns. 2. in Quang-tong, containing

onlv two, but by far the largest and most flourishing in trade. Sac.

N'AL'.EA, in botany, a genus of the dia-cia monadelphia class

and order. Natural order, Columnifei\T. Calyx tive-cleft ; pe-

tals five : male, stamina monadelplious, very many fertile ; styles

several barren : female, stamina monadelphous, very many bar-

ren ; styles several, lor.ger tliaii the stamina ; capsule orbicular,

depressed, ten-celled ; seeds solitary. There are two species, N.
la-vis, smootli napEa, and N. scabra, rough napxa, natives of North
America ; from their bark a kind of hemp may be procured.

NA1'HTH.\, an intlamniable substance of the bituminous

kind ; it is light, transparent, and very intlamniable. There are

several varieties, found cliielly in Italy, and particularly near Mo-
dena. Kempfer, however, says, that great quantities are collected

in several parts of Persia; n.Uuralists attribute th.* formation of the

liquid bitumens to the decomposition of those that are solid, by the

action of the subterraneous fires. Naphtha is said to be the lightest,

which the fire first disengages : naphtha is very volatile, and so

combustible, that it catciics fire, if any thing burning be brought

•near it. In Per-ia, this and the otlier bitumens are employed for

the purpose of giving light in lamps by means of wicks. Siee Br-

TDMEV, Pktroleum, &c. Naphtha has lately been employed in

the experiments on the new metals obtained by the decomposition

of potass and soda. See Pot.\ssiu.m, and Sodium.
NAPIER, JoHM, baron of Merchiston, inventor of the logrf-

/ithms, was the eldest son of Sir Archibald Napier of Merchiston,

and born in 1550. After going through the ordinary courses of

philosophy at the university of St. Andrew's, he made the tour of

France, Italy, and Germany. Upon his return to his native

countrv, his fine accomplislunents soon rendered him conspicuous,

and might have raised him to the highest offices in the stale : but

tjeclining all civil employments, antl the bustle of the court, he

retireil to pursue literary researches, in which he made an uncom-

mon (irogrcss, and a variety of useful di>coveries. He applieij

himself cliielly to the study of mathematics, and of the Holy Scrip-

tures. In both these he discovered the most extensive know-
ledge and profound penetration. His esiay upon the book of the
Apocalypse, indic.-ites the most acute investigation, and an im-
comnion strength of jvidgement ; tiiough lime has discovered,

that his calculations concerning particular events had proceeded
upon lallacious data. This work has been printed abroad in se-

veral languages ; particularly at llochelle in 1593, Svo. revised

bv himself. Nothing, says Lord lluchan, could be more agree-
able to the Kochellers, or to the Ilucuenols of Fnuice atthii linio,

than the author's aiiiuiii<iation of the pope as Antichrist, which in

this book he has set forth with much zeal and erudition. But
what has principally rendered his name famous, was his great and
fortunate discovery of the Logarithms in trigonometry, by which
the ease and ex|)edition in calculation have so wonderluily as-

^i'-ted the science of astronomy, and the arts of practical geometry
and navigation. That he had begun about 1593 the train of in-

(|uiry which led him to that great atcliievement in arithmetic, ap-
pears by a letter to Cruguru-, from Kepler in ld24; wiierein, inen-

lioning the Canon Mirilicus, he writes thus :
" Nihil autem supra

Neperianani rationem esse puto : etsi Scotus quidem Uteris ad
rychoiuin, anno 1594, scriptis jam spcm lecit Canonis illius miri-

lici;" which allusion agrees with the story mentioned by Wood
in his AlheiiX Oxoii. and explains it in a way perfectly consonant
to the rights of Napier as the inventor. When Napier had com-
municated to Mr. Henry Driggs, mathematical professor in

Gresham college, his wonderful canon for the logarithms, that

learned professor set himself to apply the rules in liis Imitatio Na-
peirea; and in a letter loAichiiishop Usaher in 1615, he writes thus :

" Napier, baron of Merdii-lon, halhsetmy head and hands at

work with his new and atUnirable lo'.;aritlinis. I hope to see him
tliis >unmicr, if it please God ; lor 1 never saw a book which pleas-

ed me belter, and made me more wonder. Lord ISuchan quotes

a passage trom the life of Lilly the astrologer, which gives a very

picture>(iue view of the meeting betwixt ISriggs and Napier at

Merchiston near E<linbiugh. He was nobly entertained by baron

Napier; and every summer after that, while he lived, Mr. Brigga

went purposely to ScotUuid to visit him. There is a passage in

the life otTychi) Biah^by Gassendi, which might lead the reader

to suppose that Napier's method had been explored by Herwart
at Iloenburg: it is in Gassendi's Observahon on a Letter from
I'vclio to Herwart of the 3Kt August 1599. But Herwart alludes

tohiswoik afterwards published in ItJlO, which solves triangles

by" prostaphxrcsis ; a mode totally dili'crent from that of the loga-

rithms. Kepler dedicated his Ephemerides to Napiir, in 1617 ;

and it appears from many passagei in his letter, that he- held Na-
pier to be the greatest man of his age in the department to which
he applied his abilities. " And indeed, (says the Earl,) if w«
consider that Napier's discovery was not like those of Kepler or

of Newton, connected with any analogies or coincidences which
might have led him to it, but the truit of unassisted reason

and science, we shall be vindicated in placing him in one of the

highest niches in the temple of fame. Kepler had made many un-

successful attempts to discover his canon tor the periodic motions

of the planets, and hit upon it at the la-t, as he him>elf caudidly

owns on the 15th of May lOlS ; and Newton applied the palpa-

ble tendency of heavy bodies to the earth to the system of the

univei-se in general ; but Napier sought out his admirable rules

by a slow scientific progress, arising from th.' gradual evolution ol

truth." The last literary exertion "of this eminent person was the

publication of his Khabdology and Promptuary in 1617, which he

dedicated to the Chancellor Seton : and soon alter died at Mer-
chiston on the 3d of April (). S. 1617, in his fiSth year, and 23<i

of his happv invention. The titles of his published works are, 1.

A plain Discovery of the Bevelation of St. John. 2. Mirifici ip-

sius Canonis Con^trucllO et Logarillininrum, ad nuturales ipsorum

Numeros Ilabitu<lines. 3. Ajipendix de Olio atque pra^lantiore

Logarithmorum Specie constitueiida,in qua scilicetl'nitas Logarilh-

musest. 4. Uhabdologia', ^eu NumenUionis per Virgulas, I.ibri

duo. 5. Propositione: tpuedam eminentissiina;, ad I'riangula sphs-
rica mira Facultate resolvenda. 0. Letter to ,\nlhony Bacon (the

original of which is in the archbishop's library at Lambeth), in-

tituled, " Secret Inventions, profitable and n»cessary in liiete day^

for the defence ot this island, and withstanding strangers euemits
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to God's tnitli anil religion;" which llie earl of Huchan has pub-

lished ill the Appendix to his Account of Napier's writings.

This letter is dated June '-', 1 590, about which time it appears the

author had set himself to explore his logarithmic canon. This

eminent person was twice married. Uy his hist wife, who was a

dauc,liter of Sir James Stirlino of Kcir, he had one son, who sue

ceeded to the estate. By his second wife, a daughter of Sir

James Chissolm of Crotnli.\, he had a numerous issue.

Napiek's KoDS, or IViNLS, an instrument invented by baron

Kapler, whereby the muUiplicatioii and division of large numbers

is much facilitated.

Napier's Rods, Constrvctiom of. Suppose the common

table of multiplication to be made upon a plate of metal, ivory, or

pasteboard, and tlieii conceive the several columns (standing down-

wards from tlie digits on the head) to be cut asunder ; these are

called Napier's rods for imi!ti[>lication. But then there must be a

t'ood number of each ; for as many times as any figure is in the

iiiultiplicand, so many rods of that species (?. t. with that figure

on the top .it it^ must we have; though six rods of each species

will be sufficient for anv example in common allairs: there must

be also as many rods of cyphers. The figures on every rod are

written in an order difierent from that in the table. Thus the little

square space or division in wliich the several products of every co-

lumn are written, is divided into two parts by a line across from the

upper angle on the right to the lower on the' lelt ; and if the pro-

duct is a'tligit, it is set in the lower division ; if it has two places,

the firet is set in the lower, and the second in the upper, division ;

but the spaces on the top are not divided ; also there is a rod of

vlio-its, not divided, wliich is called the index-rod, and of this we

need but one single rod. .See the figure of all the ditferent rods,

and the index, separate from one'anolher, on Plate CXVUl.
fig. 8.

Napier's Rods, Method of Using. ]. Mult/phcation.—

First lay down the index-rod; then on the right of it set a rod,

whose to)) is the figure in the highest place of the multiplicand :

next to this again set the rod, whose top is the next figure of the

Iiiultiplicand ; and so on in order to the first figure. Then is your

Iiiultiplicand tabulated torall the nine digits ; for in the same line of

squares standing against every figure of the index-rod, you have tin;

product of that figure ; and 'tlieVefore you have no more to do but

to transfer the products and sum them. But in taking out these

products from the rods, the order in which the figures stand obliges

\ou to a very easy and small addition ; thus, begin to take out the

figure of the lower part, or unit's place, of the square of the first

rod on the right; add the figure in the upper part of this rod to

that in the lowei part of the next, and so on ; vyhich may be done

as fast as you can look on them. To make this practice as clear

as possible, take the following example : To multiply 476S by 385.

Having set the rods togethcV for the number 47()8 (ihid. No. 2.)

a^ainst'^S in the index, I find this number, by adding according to

the rule 23840

Against 8, tJiis number 38144

Against 3, this luimber 14304

Total product 183J680

To make the use of the rods more regular and easy, they are kept

in a fiat square box, vihose breadth is that of ten rods, and the

jen''th that of one rod, as thick as to hold six (or as many as you

please), the capacity of the box being divided into ten cells, for

the different species of rods. When the rods are put up in the

box (each species in its own cell, distinguished by the first figure

ef the roil set before it on the face of the box near the top), as

much of every rod stands without the box as shews the first figure

of that rod: also upon one of the flat sides without and near the

edge, upon the left hand the index-rod is fixed ; and along the

foot there is a small ledge ; so that the rods, when applied, are laid

upon this side, and supported by the ledge, whicli makes the prac-

tice very easy ; but in case the multiplicand should have more
than nine places, that upper face of the box may be made broader.

Some make the rods with four different faces, and figures on each

for different purposes.—2. Dhision. First tabulate your divisor
;

then you have it multiplied by all the digits, out of which you may
choose such convenient divisors as will be next less to the figures in

the dividend, and write the index answering in the quotient, and

so continually till the work is done. Thus 21797^8, divided by
6123, gives in the quotient 366. Having tabulated the divisor

6123, you see that 6123 cannot be had in 2179 ; therefore take five

places, and on the rods find a number that is equal or next less to

21797, which is 1S360 ; that is, three times the divisor : wherefore
set 3 111 the quotieni, and subtract 1 8369 lioni the figures above, and
there will remain 3428 ; to which add 8, the next figure in the divi-

dend, and seek again on the rods for it, or the next less, which
you will find to be five limes ; therefore set 5 in the quotient, and
subtract 30615 from 342SS, and there will remain 3673 ; to which
add 8, the List figure in the dividend, and find'uig it to be just sijt

times the divisor, setO in the (|uotient.

0123)2179788(356
18369...

34288
30615

36738
36738

00000

NAPLES, a kingdom of Italy, comprehending the ancient
countries of Samnium, Campania, Apulia, and Magna Grrecia. X\

is bounded on all sides by the Mediterranean and Adriatic, ex-
cept on the N.F. where it joins the ecclesiastical state. Its great-

est length from S.E. to N.^V'. is about 280 English nliles, and its

breadth from N.E. to S.W. from 96 to 120. The climate of Na-
ples is extremely hot, especially in July, August, and September.
In winter there IS seldom any ice or snovi', except on the moun-
tains. On account of its fertility it is justly termed an earthly pa-

radise ; for it abounds with all sorts of grain, the finest fruits and
garden-productions of every kind, with rice, flax, oil, and wine,
in the greatest plenty and perfection. It aflords also safl'ron,

manna, alum, vitriol, sulphur, rock-crystal, marble, and several

sorts of minerals, together with fine wool and silk. The horses

are famous, and the flocks and herds very numerous. Besides

these products, of which a considerable part is exported, there are

manufactures of sniifl, soap, and glass-ware. Waistcoats, caps,

stockings, and glovi-s, are also made of the filaments of a shell-fish,

which are warmer than those of wool, and of a beautiful glossv

green. In this kingdom likewise is found the Phrygian stone, or

petra fungifera, which, being laid in a damp shady place, will yield

mushrooms, sometimes of a very large size, especially if the stone

be sprinkled with hot-water. This kingdom was divided into

twelve provinces by the emperor Frederic II. viz. Lavora, Prin-

cipato Citra and Ultra, Capitanata, Molise, Abruzzo Citra and
Ultra, Bari, Otranto, Basilicata, and Calabria Citra and Ultra. See
these articles in their order.

Naplf.s, anciently called Parthenope, afterwards Neapolis, the

cajiital of the above kingdom, lies in the province of Lavora,
which is the richest and best inhabited of the whole kingdom, and
comprehends a part of the ancient Campania Felix. Naples stand?

1 10 miles S. E. of Rome. Lon. 14. 20. E. Lat. 40. 50. N.
NAPOLI DI MALVASIA, the capital of the island of Mal-

vasia, is seated on a promontory, and has a good harbour at the

foot of a rock, which is joined to the continent by a long wooden
bridge. It was anciently called Epidaurus. It lies 40 miles

E.S.E. of Misitra, and 75 S. of Athens. Lon. 23. 22. E. Lat.

36. 54. N.
Napoli di Romania, a sea-port of European Turkey, in the

Morea, on a peninsula in the Gulf, 56 miles S.W. of Athens.
Lon. 23. 4. E. Lat. 37. 39. N.
Napoli, Gulf of, a bay of the Mediterranean, on the coast of

the two Napolis.

NARBARTII, or NARBETH, a town of South Wales, in

Pembrokeshire, 12 miles N. E. of Pembroke, and 229 W. by N^
of London. Lon. 4. 46. W. Lat. 51. 50. N.
NARBO, in ancient geography, a town of the Volca; Tecto-

sages, called also Narbo ^Iartlus, from the Legio Marcia. Now
called Narbonne.
NARBONNE, an ancient city of France, in the department of

Aude, and the late province of Lower Languedoc, famous for ho-
ney. Lon. 3. 6. E. Lat 43. 11. N.

9 NARBOUQUGIIj
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NARi'.OKOL'Gil, an i-l.,iul in tlie South Pacuic Ocean, nuar

the coast of C'hili, disLOVcreJ by Sir Jolm Is'aiboroiigli. ]^on.

76. 13. \V. Lat. 4j. 12. S.

NARCISSUS, in fabulons history, the son of tlie river Ceiiliis-

stis Liriope, llie (i.uigliter of Oceann^, was a yontli of great lieanty.

Tircsias foretold that lie ^honld live till he saw himself. He ile-

!»pised th(! nyninln of tlie country : aiul made Echo languish till

she became a more soiuul, by refusing to retnrn her passion : but

one day coming weary and fatigued from the ehace, he sto|jped on
the bank of a fountain to ((uencli his thirst; when, seeing bis own
form in the water, he became so in love with liia shadowy image,

that he languished till he died :—A good allegory of the folly of

excessive self-love. On which the gods changed him into the

iiowcr which hears his name.
N.-iRCissvs, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and

he.vandria class of plants ; natural order, Spathace*. Petals six,

«ijual ; nectiiry fi:nnel-forni, one leafed ; stamina within the nec-

t:iiy. There are lifteen species.

X. JosaviLLA, the JovaviL, sonittimes called Rush-leaved
Daffodil, hatii an oblong, bulbous, brown root ; sending np seve-

ral long, semi-taper, rush-like, bright-green leaves ; amidst them an

upright green tlower-stalk, a foot or lifteen inches liigh ; terminated
by a multilkirous spatha, protruding many yellow (lowers, often

expanded like a radius, each having a hemispherical, crenated

nectarium, shorter than the petals ; llowering in April, and mostly
of a fine fragrance. The varieties are, jonquil minor with single

llowers ; jonquil major with single flowers; slarrx -flowered ; yel-

low and white-flowered; white-tlowered ; semi-double-fiowered ;

double-llowered ; and large double inodorous jonquil : all multiflo-

rous, the single in particulars ; but sometimes the doubles produce
only two or three iiowers from a spatha, and the singles commonly
six or eight. All the sorts have so fine a shape, so soft a colour,

and so sweet a scent, that they are some of the most agreeable
spring flowers.

N. Tazetta, the Multiflorou.<! Daffodil, commonly call-

ed, polyanthus narcissus^ bath a very large, roundish, bulbous
root; long, narrow, plain leaves , an uprigiit llower-stalk, rising

from ten or twelve inches to a foot and half high, terminated by a

iiiultitloroiis spatha, protruding many large, spreading.^whitc and
yellow llowers, in a cluster, having bell-shaped nectariuins shorter
than the corolla ; flow ering in February, March, and April ; and is

very fi'agrant. The varieties of this arc very numerous. Thev are
alt very pretty flowers, and make a charming appearante in the
flower-borders, &c. they are also finely adapted tor blowing in

glasses of water, or in pots, to ornament rooms in winter.

NAUCOXUAM, an island in the luist Indian Ocean, 20 miles
in circumference; and 75 S. of the Andaman isles. Lon. 04. 12.

E. Lat. 1.3. 25. X.
NARCOTICS, in medicine, a term comprehending opiates,

anodynes, or paregorics, and all other drugs which induce sleep,

or occasion stupefaction.

NAKDO, a pretty populous town of Naples, in Otranto, with
a bishop's see. Lon. IH. 27. E. Lat. 4o. 28. N.
NAKDUS, Spikenard, in botany, a genus of the monogvnia

order, and triandiia class of plants; natural order, Gramina. Ca-
lyx none ; corolla bivalved It has four species. This plant was
highly valued by tlie ancients, both as an article of luxury and
medicine. The unguentum nardinum wai used at baths and "feasts

as a favourite perfume. Its value is evident from that passage of
scripture, where oer Saviour's head was anointed w ith a box of it,

with which Judas found fault. Erom a passage in Horace it ap-
pears that this ointment was so valuable among the Romans, that

as much as could be contained in a small box of precious stone
was considered as a sort of equivalent tor a large vessel of wine,
and a proper quota for a guest to contribute at an entertainment,
according to an ancient custom.
NAREA, the most southerly province of the pnii)ire of Abys-

sinia; a kingdom still governed by it^ own jirinces, who have the
title of Beneros. Its territory was formerly more extensive than
at present, the Galla having afmost quite surrounded it, especially
on the S. E. and N. The country on tlie W. is unknown; the
kingdom itself stands like a fortified place in the middle of a plain,

being a high and mounlainous country.

NARNALLA, a town of Hindostan, in Berar; .3.3 miles
W. N. \V. of Ellichpour. Lon. 77. 34. i:. Lat. 21. 25. N.

vol. hi.—ko. 154.

NARNI, a very ancient town of Ilalj, in Sabiiia, 20 miles
S. W. of Spolrtto, and 40 X. E. of Rome.'
NARUACAXSET, orNAKUAGANSETT, a river of the

United Stiites in Connecticut.
X'ARRAtiAvsiiTT Uay, a large hay of Rhode Island, 18 miles

long from S. to N. and from 8 to 1 1 broad.
X.\URAT1<_1X, in oratory, poetry, and history, is a recital or

rehearsal of a fact as it happened, or as it is supposed to have hap-
pened. Narration is of two kinds, either simple or historical, as
where the auditor or reader is supposed to hear or read of a trans-
action at second hand ; or aitilieial and fabulous, as where their
imaginations are raised, and the action is as it were le-actcd before
them. The jiarration, according to the writei-s of rhetoric, makes
tiie second part of a just speech or harangue, viz. that immediately
following to the exordium. It makes the whole history, abating
for the occa'^ional reflections, episodes, and digressions. Cicero
requires four virtues in a narration, viz. perspicuity, probability, bre-
vity, and sweetness. The narrationls rendered perspicuous by ob-
serving the order of time, by using none but proper and known terms,
and by reciting the action uninterruptedly. It is rendered proba-
ble by the credibility of the narrator, by the simplicity and open-
ness of the narration, by avoiiling every thing far remote from the
common sense and opinion of mankind, and by a precise detail of
circumstances. It is rendered brief by taking it up no higher thai*
is necessary, nor fetching it back ; and by avoiding trivial circum-
stances. Lastly, it is rendered sweet by using smooth, numerous
and well-sounding words ; by arranging' them so as to avoid any
hiatus or clashing; by the greatness, novelty, and unexpectedness,
of the things related; and by enriching it with tropes and figures.
See Oratory, Trope, &c.
NARSAPOUR, the name of four towns of Hindostan: viz. I.

in the ci rear of Ellore, 40 miles E. S. E. of Ellore: 2. in ditto]
25 miles N. W. of Ellore: 3. in Golconda, 10 miles S. S. E. of
Daniapetta: 4. in Mysore, 22 miles X. of Bangalore.
XARSINGAPATAM, a town of Hindostan, in Mysore, and

territory of Bisnagur ; 400 miles S. E. of Bombay. Lon. 76 10
E. Lat. 15. 30. X.
X.'VRVA, a strong town of Russia, in Livonia, or Revel, on

the Xarova, near the Gulf of Finland, built in 1224, 68 mile*
S. W. of Petersburg. Lon. 28. 22. E. Lat. 59. 23. N.
XASAS, a river of North America, in New Biscay, which

joins the Sauceda in Lon. 67. 0. W. Lat. 25. 10. N.
NASCIO, or XATIO, a goddess of the Romans, supposed to

preside over the birth of children. She had a temple at Ardea.
N.-\SE, a river of North America, which runs into the Missis-

sippi, in Lon. 85. 14. W. Lat. 37. 20. N.
Nashville, a town of Tennessee, the capital of Mero dis-

trict, and Davidson county, 190 miles S. by W. of Lexineton
and yi3W.S. W. of Philadelphia. Lon. S4. 12. \V LatN?'
2. N.
NASSAU^, a fertile county of Germany, in the late circle of the

Upper Rhine, and district of Wetteravia, about 48 miles long, and
28 broad. In the tenth century it was possessed by Otho, Lord
ot Lameuberg, whose descendant. Count Henry I. about 1225
divided it between his sons VValram and Otho, the former reced-
ing Weilburg, Wisbaden, and Istein ; the latter Sie<»en, Dillen-
hurg, Herborn, Hadamar, &c. which gave rise to the'different
branches of the present princes.

Nassau, the caj)ital of the aboye county, is seated on the Lahm
12 miles S. E. of Coblentz, and 22 N. AV. of Menlz.
Nassau, the capital of Providence Kland. Lat. 25. 3. N.
Nassau, an island in the East Indian Ocean, W. of Sumatra

50 miles in circuit. Lon. 100. 0. W. Lat. 2. 25. S.
'

Nassau, Cafe, a cape of Surinam, N. N. W. of Esseouibo
Gulf. Lon. 59. 30. W. Lat. 7. 40. N. ^

NASTISTAK, an island of R
and 20 broad. Lon. 11

50. N.
NATAL, a country of

the Cape of Good H^ope,
named by the Portuguese,
mas day.

uid of Rus^ia, in the Lena, 80 miles lone
5. 41. to 1 19. 35. E. Lat. 71. 44. to 72.

Africa, S. E. of C'alTraria, and W. of
beyoiKl St. Christopher's river; 'so
bec;uise it was discovered on Cllrist-

X.\tal, a river of Africa, which bounds the above country on
the X. and runs into the Indian Ocean.

populous and fertile province of Prussia*

bouudeil

NATAXGEN, a

s N
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bomiclecloii N. and E. by llie Prfge], S. b}' EniK-laiul, and AV. by

tlie Fri-jchi'-haff. It is well ciiltivaled. Brandenburg is the

capital.

NATCHES, or NATCHEZ, a n;ition of Norlli American
'Indiiuis, formerly very powerfnl, \sho inhabited the country on

tiie E. bank of the ^Iis•ii^si|>pi. The Creeks or Muskogulges rose

lipoii tiH-ir ruins, and tlie French completed their destruction in

i?30. The remains of them are incorporated willi the Creeks.

Inatchez, the name still ;;iven to that district of Georsjia, on

the E. bank otthe Mississippi, formerly po«essed by the Natchez

Indians. The surface is level; the soil very fertile; tlie water

ajid climate excellent. All kinds of grain and Irnils are produced,

besides hemp, liax, ho])s, cotton, tol)acco, indi;JO, umlberry, and

other tre..-s. It extends about 32 miles from IVtit Goufre to P'ort

Rosalie, which lies 243 miles above New Orleans, in lyat. 31.

40. N.
NATCIirrOCIIES, or RED RIV EK, a river of Louisiana,

whicli runs into the Mississippi, m Eon. 91. 47. \V. Lat. 31.

15. N.
Natchitoches, an American Indian town and settlement, on

an island in the above river ; 70 leagues above its mouth, and 40

miles from Fort Adayes. Eon. ft3. 28. \\'. Lat. 3'^. 11. N.
NATES, in anatomy, a term expressing those two fleshy exte-

rior ])arta of the body, vulgarly called the buttocks. See Ana-
tomy.
Nates Cerebri, are two circular protuberances of the brain,

situated on the back side of the medulla oblongata, near the cere-

bellum. See Anatomy.
NATHAN, a faithful prophet and historian of Israel, under

David and Solomon ; supposed to be the author of the second

book of Samuel, and of the latter part of the first book : be that a?

it may, we are certain, that he wrote the history of David and So-

lomon. (See 1 Chron. xxix. 29: 2. Chron. ix. 29.) Some
commentators think from these texts, that he was assisted in com-
piling these historical works by Gad and Ahijah ; but the texts

seem evidently to refer to the books of Samuel, Gad, Ahijah, and

Iddo, as distinct works, and even under ditlercnt titles, of books,

Erephccies, and visions. Nathan's affecting parable of the ewe-

\mb, his bold reproof of David for his crimes, his prohibition of

his building the temple, and his seasonable advice, whereby the

usurpation of Adonijah was overthrown, are recorded in 2 Sam.
vii. xii.; and 1 Kings i.

NATIONAL DEBT, the money owing by the government

to individuals. In the rude state of society, wiiich preceded the

extension of commerce and the impri>vement> of mannfacturcs,

when those expensive luxuries which commerce and manufactures

could alone introduce, were altogether unknown ; the person who
possessed a large revenue, could spend or enjoy that revenue in no

other way than by maintaining nearly as many people as it could

maintain. Among our feudal ancestors, the long lime during

wJiich estates used to continue in the same family, sufliciently de-

Jnonstrates the general disposition of peo|)le to live w ithin then- in-

come. Tiuiugn hospitality was constantly exercised by the great

landholders, yet they certainly lived within their incomes. They
could not well indeed do any thing else but hoard wiiatever money
thc7 saved. To trade was disgraceful to a goutleinan ; and to

lend money at interest, which was then considered as usury, and

prohibited hv law, would have been still more so. The same dis-

position to save and to hoard prevailed in the sovereign as well a^

in the subjects. Among nations to wluan commerce and manu-

factures are little known, the sovereign is in a situation which na-

turally disposes him to the parsimony recpiisite for accumulation.

In that situation, the expence even of a sovereign cannot be di-

rected by that vanity which delights in the gaudy finery of a court.

The ijrnorance of the times affords but few of the trinkets in which

that finery consists. Standing arinies are then not necessary ; so

that the expence even of a sovereign, like that of any other ureal

lord, can be empolyed in scarcely any thing but bounty to his te-

nants, and hospitalitv to his retainers. But bounty and hospitality

very seldom lead to extravagance, tliough vanity almost always

does. .\ll the ancient sovereigns of Europe accordingly had trea-

suries. Every Tartar chief in the present times is said to have one.

In a commercial country aboundnig with every sort of expensive

luxury, the sovereign, in the same manner as almost all tlie great

proprietors in his dominions, naturally spends a great part of his

revenvie in purchasing those luxuries. His own and the neigli-

bouring countries sup|dy him abiuidantly with all the costly triii'

kels which compose the splendid but insignificant pageantry of a
court. His ordinary expence becomes e<|ual to his ordinary re-

venue, and it is well if it does not exceed it. The amassing of

treasure can no longer be expected; and when extraordinary exi-

gencies reijuire extraofduiary expence... he must neccssardv call

upon his subjects for an extraordinary aid. The i)arsimony whic li

leads to accumulation has become almost as rare in republicaji as

in monarchical governments. The tasle for souk sort of pagean-

try, for splendid buildings at least, and otlier public ornamenls,
frecpiently jnevails as n\uch in the apparently sober senate-house

of a lit'de republic, as in the dissipated court of the greatest king.

The want ot parsimony in time of peace imposes the necessity of
contracting debt in time of war. \\ hen war conies, there is no
money in the treasury but what is necessary for cariying on the

ordinary expence of the peace-establishment. In war an establish-

ment of three or four times that expence becomes necessary for

the defence of the state, and conseiiuently a revenue three or four

times greater than the ])eace-revenue. Supposing that tlie sove-
reign sliould have, what he scarcely ever has, the immediate means
of augmenting his revenue in proportion to the augmentation of
his expence ; yet still the produce of the taxes, from which this

increase of revenue must be dra« n, will not begin to come into

the treasury till perhaps a year alter they are imposed. But the

moment in whicii war beguis, or rather the moment in which it

appears likely to begin, the army must be augmented, the fleets

must be fitted out, tlie garrisoned towns must be put into a posture

of defence ; they must be furnished with arms, ammunition, and
provisions. An immediate and great expence must be incurred

in that moment of immediate danger, which will not wait for the
gradual and slow returns of the new taxes. In this exigency go-
vernment can have no other resources but in borrowing. 'I'he

same commercial state of society, which, by the operation of moral
causes, brings a government in this manner into the necessity of
borrowing, produces in the subjects both an ability and an inclina-

tion to lend. If it commonly brings along with it the necessity of
borrowing, it likewise brings along with it the facility of doing so.

A country abounding with merchants and manufacturers, necessa-

rily abounds with a set of people through whose hands not only
Iheir own capitals, but the capitals of all those who either lent!

them money or trust them with goods, pass as frequently or more
fretpientlv than the revenue of a private man, who, without trade

or business, lives upon his income, passes through his hands. The
revenue of such a man can regularly pass through his hands only
once in a year. But the whole amount of the capital and credit

of a merchant, who deals in a trade of which the returns arc very
(|ui>k, may sometimes pass through his hands two, three, or four,

tunes in a year. A country abounding with merchants "and manu-
facturers, therefore, necessarily abounds with a set of people, who
have it at all times in their power to advance, if they please, a

very large sum of money to government. Hence the ability in

the subject:, of a commercial state to lend. The progress of tlie

enormous debts, which at present nppres?, and will at last proba-

bly ruin, all the great nations of Europe, has been pretty unifoim.

In England, after the Revolution, when new connections wi(h

Euro|)e introduced a new system of foreign politics, tlie expcnccs
of the nation, not only in settling the new establishment, but in

maintaining long wars, as principals, on the continent, for the se-

curity of the Dutch barrier, reducing tire F'rench monarchy, set-

tling the Spanish succession, supporting the house of Austria,

maintaining the liberties of the Germanic body, and other pur-

poses, increased to an unusual degree; insomuch, that it was not

thought adviscable to raise all the expences of any one year by
taxes to be levied with'ui that year, lest the unaccustomed weight

of them should create murmurs among the people. It was, there-

fore, the policy of the times to anticipate the revenues of their

posterity, by borrowing immense sums for the current service of

the state, and to lay no more taxes upon the subject than would
sutllce to pay the annual interest of the sums so borrowed; thus

converting the principal debt into a new species of property,

transferable from one man to another at any time, and in anv
cpiantity. This system indeed seems to have had its original in

the state of Florence, A. D. 1344; which government then owed
about 60,000/. sterling ; and being unable to pay it, formed the

principal
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priiii'ipal iiilo :iir.iai;ic-gate sum, c;ilUtl iiuUipliorically a mount oi

bank, iht sIuuls ulK-ri-of were tiaiislorable like our stocks, witli 'm-

tei'cst at live per cent, tlie prices varying accorUiiig to the exii;en-

dcs of tlie stale. 'I Ins lanl the foinulation of what is called the

national debt: lor a few long annuities created in t1ie reign of

Cliarles II. will hardly deserve that name. Nations, like private

men, have si'neralK hegnn to borrow upon what may he called

personal credit, ivithout assigning or mortgaging any particular

fund for the payment of the debt; and when thi.> resource has

tailed them, they have gone on to borrow upon assignments or

mortgages of paiiicnlar tunds. ^^'llat is called the unfunded debt

of Great liritain, has been contracted in the former of these two
wa\s. It consists partly in a debt which bears, oris supposed to

bear, no interest, and which resembles the debts that a private

man contracts upon his hill or promissory note. The debts which

are due either lor extraordinarv services, or for services either not

provided for, or not paid at the time when tliey are performed;

part of the extraordinaries of the army, navy, and ordnance, tiie

arrearsof subsidies to foreign princes, those ot seameji's wages, &c.
visuany constitute a debt of the lirst kind. Navy and exchequer
bills, which are issued sometimes in payment of a part of such

debts, and sometimes for other purposes, constitute a debt of the

second kind ; exclie<|uer-bills bearing interest from the liay on
vliicli they are i^sued, and navy-bills six months after they are

issued. The bank of England, either by voluntarily discounting

those bills at their cinrent value, or by agreeing with government
for certain considei'ations to circulate exchequer-bills, that is, to

receive them at |>ar, iiayingthe interest which happens to be due
upon them, keeps up their value, and facilitates their circulation,

and thereby fre<|uently enables government to contract a very

large debt of this kind. IJuring the great recoinage in King Wif-
liani's time, when the bank of England thought proper to put a

&top to its usual transactions, excheciuer-biUs and tallies are said to

have sold from '2b to (50 per cent discount ; owing partly, no
doubt, to the supposed instability of the new government esta-

blished by the Kevohitiorrj but partly too to the want of the sup-

port of the bank of England. When this resource is exhausted,

and it becomes necessary, in order to raise money, to assign or

mortgage some particular branch of the public revenue for tlie

payment of the debt, government has upon different cccasions

done this in two different ways. Sometimes it has made this as-

signuunt or mortgage for a short period of time only, a year or a

few years, for example; and sometimes for perpetuity. In the

one case, the fund was supposed sufticient to pay within the limit-

ed time both principal and interest of the money borrowed: in

tlie other, it was supposed sufficient to pay tlie interest only, or a

perpetual annuity ccjuivalent to the interest; government being at

liberty to redeem at any time this annuity upon paying back the

principal sum borrowed. When money was raised "in the one
way, it was said to be raised by anticipation ; when in the other,

by perpetual funding, or, more shorllv, by funding. In the reign

of King \\ illiam III. \Mirn the debt began to be amassed, and dur-

ing a great part of that of Queen Anne, before we had become so

familiar as we are now with the practice of perpetual funding, the

greater part of the new taxes were impo'cd but for a short period
of time (lor four, five, six, or seven, years only), and u great part

o( the grants of every year consisted in loans upon anticipation of

the produce of those taxes. The produce being fretpicntly insuf-

ficient for paying within the limitca term the principal ami interest

•of the money borrowed, deliciencies arose; to make good which
it became necessary to prolongthe term. The debt still continued
to accumulate, so that in ISO-Jit consisted of j4l) million?. To
pay the interest of this enormous sum, the revenue is made perpe-
tual, but still redeemable by tlie same auUiority that imposed
them ; which, if it at any time can pay off the capital, will abolish

those taxes which are raised to discharge the interest. Ry these
means, then, the cpiantity of.propertv In the kingdom is greatly

increased in idea compared with former times ; \et, if we coolly
consider it, not at all increased in reality. We may boast of large

fortunes, and i|uantilies of money in the funds. But where does
this money exist ? It exists only in name, in |)aper, in public faith,

in parliamentary security ; and that is umlouluedly suflicient for

the creditors of the public to rely on. Rut then w haf i
• the pledge

which the public faith has pawned for the security O; tiicse debts.'

The land, the trade, and the personal industry, of the subject;
from which the money must arise that supplies the several taxes.

In tlic^e, therelore, and these only, the propeitv ol the public cre-

ditors <locs really and intrinsically exist ; and of course the land,

tlie trade, and the personal industrv, of individuals, are diminished
in their true value, just so much as Uiey are i>ledged to answer. If

A's income amounts to 100/. per annum ; and he is so far indebtetl

to R, that he pays him 50/. per annum for his interest ; one-half of

the value of A's property is transferred to R the creditor. The
creditor's properly exists in the demand which he has upon tlie

debtor, and no where else ; and the debtor is only a trustee to his

creditor for one-half of the value of liis income. In short, the

property of a creditor of the public consists in a certain portion ot

the national taxes ; by how much, therefore, he is the richer, by
so mucli the nation, which pays these taxes, is the poorer. The
only advantage that can result to a nation from public debts, is the

increase of circulation, by multiplying the cash of the kingdom,
and creating a new species of currency, assignable at any time,

and in any quantity ; always, therefore, ready to he employed in

any benelicial underlaJ^ing, by means of this transferable quality ;

and yet producing some profit even when it lies idle and unem-
ployed, A certain proportion of debt seems to be higlily useful

to a trading people; but what that inoportion is, it is not for us to

determine. This much is indispulably certain, that the present

magnitude of our national incumbrances very far exceeds all cal-

cul.itions of commercial benefit, and is productive of the greatest

inconveniences. For, lirst, the i nonnous taxes, that are raised

upon the necessaries of life for the payment of the interest of thi^

debt, are a hurt both to trade and manufactures, by raising the

price as well of the artificer's subsistence as of the raw material,

and of course, in a much greater proportion, the price of tf.e com-
modity itself. Nay, the very increase of paper-currency itself,

wiien extended beyond what is requisite for commerce or foreigu

exchange, has a natural tendency to increase the price of provi-

sions as well as of all other merchandise. For as its effect is to

multiply the cash of the kingdom, and this to such an extent that

much must remain unemploved, that cash (wiiich Is the universal

me.asure of the respective values of all other commodities) must
necessarily sink in its own value, and every thing grow compara-
tively dearer, i-'dly. If part of this debt be owing to f ueigners,.

either they draw out ol the kingdom annually a considerable quan-

tity of specie for the interest ; or else it is made an argument to

grant them unreasonable privileges to induce them to reside here.

3dly, If the whole be owing to subjects only, it is then charging

the active and industrious subject, who pays his share of the taxes,

to maintain the indolent anti idle creditor who receives them.
Lastly, and principally, it weakens the internal strength of a state,

by anticipating those resources which should be reserved to de-

fend it in case of necessity. l"he interest we now |)ay for our
debts would undoubtedly be suflicient to maintain the most vi-

gorous war, that any national motives could possibly require. If

indeed our ancestors in King \\'illiam's time had annually paid, so

long as tlieir exigencies lasted, a far less sum than we now an-

nually raise upon their accounts, they would not in time of war
have bome so gr-^at burdens, as they have bequeathed to, and set-

tled upon, their posterity in time of peace ; and might have been
eased the instance the exigence was over. See Funds. Many
schemes have been proposed at various times, and by various

pe.'sons. Tor gradually removing this burden: but we must refer

such as wish for firther information on this interesting topic to

those works, which treat of it at full length ; particularly Smith's

Wealth of Nations, and Sir John Sinclair's History of the Kcve-
mie. The writings of Dr. Price also merit aitention, especia'Iy

as one of his plans for the reduction of the debt has been adopted,

and established, by the legisl.ituie. His three plans may be

found in a late pamphlet by VVilliam Morgan, intituled, " A Re-
view of Dr. Price's Writings on the Suliject of the Finances of

this Kingdom." The following statement will be sulllcient to shew.

the procedure of the national debt in its accumulution.

PROGRESS OF THE NATIONAL DEBT, FROM IT^:
COMMENCEMENT TO MIDSUMMER 1802,

Capital. Interest.

National debt at the Revolution, KiSS I. 6t)4,S()J 39,855
Increase during the reign of William

III 15,730,430 1,C71,087

Amovuit
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Amouiil at llie accession of Queen L L

Ainu- : 16,39-1,702 1,310,942

Iiicr^'ase during ihe iL-ign of Queen
Anne 31,9(i9,7!)9 l,S4l,582

Amount at cstablibliment of Sinking
I'unfl, 1716 4S,364,501

Inciease iluiiny llie rtign of Geo. 1 4,()j4,6j4

Decrease of annual tliarirc.

3,152,534

941,938

Amount at tlic accession of (leo. II 53,019,1 "'5

Dociease iluring tlie Peace (i,o64,53_'

Amount at coniniencement of llic- War,
1739 46,954,623
Increase during the War 31,338,6S9

A.mount at tlie end of the War in I74S 78,293,312
Decrease during the Peace 3,312,426

2,210,566
246,541

1,964,025

1,090,979

3,061,004

389,364

Amount at the commencement of the

War. 1755 74,980,886
Increase during tlie War 66,710,427

2,671,640
2,035,094

Amount at tlie end of the War, 1762 141,691,313

Decrease dnrint; the Peace 5,748,262
4,706,734
229,913

Amount at commencement of tlie

American War 135,943,051 4,476,821

Increase during the War 132,157,328 5,033,411

Amount at the conclusion of the Ame-
rican War 268,100,379 9,512,232
Increasein the year 1789 1,189,140 56,863

Amount in 1789 269,289,519 9,569,095
Redeemed during the Peace 9,441,850 283,255

Amount at the commencement of tlie

War, 1793 259,847,669 9,285,840

Increase during tlie War..... 350,013,508 11,988,633

Redeemed during the War.
609,861,177 21,274,473

. 69,243,336 2,089,220

Amount at conclusion of the War in

1802 540,617,841 19,185,253

Since tlie coniniencement of the present war in 1803, the exi-

gencies of the state have added no less than 269 millions sterling

to the national debt ; for at the close of 1810, it has amounted to

the awful sum of 81 1 millions ! ! !

National Institute, or New Academy of Arts and
Sciences, a celebrated Literary and Philosophical Society at

Paris, consisting of the most learned men, and the most eminent
literary characters in France; instituted in the beginning of llie

revolution, about the time when the Royal Academies, and every

thing else that had the name of Royal, was altered or abolished.

This academy, founded on a decree of the new constitution, was

opened on the 7th of Dec. 1795. The academy is divided into

three classes, each class into sections, each section to contain

twelve members. 1st class. Mathematics and natural pliilosophy.

This class is divided into ten sections. 1. Mathematics. 2. Me-
chanical Arts. 3. Astronomy. 4. Experimental Pliilosophy. 5.

Clieniislry. 6. Natural History. 7. liotany. 8. Anatomy and
Animal History. 9. Medicine and Surgery. 10. Animal ffico-

noniy, and the Veterinary Science. 2d chiss. Morality and Po-

litics. This class consists of six sections. 1. Analysis of Sensa-

tions and Ideas. 2. Morals. 3. Legislature. 4. Political (Eco-

nomy. 5. History. 6. Geography. 3d class. Literature and
the fine arts. This class consists of eight sections. 1. Universal

Grammar. '2. Ancient Languages. 3. Poetry. 4. Anticjuities.

5. Painting. 6. Sculpture. 7. Architecture. 8. Music. For
each class a particular room in the Louvre is appropri ited. No
one can be a member ot two clfisses at the same time, but a iiieni-

4>er oi one class may be present at the meetings of any othci'.

6

Each cla^s is to print yearly an account of its transactions. Four
times a year there are to be public meetings. On these occasions,

the tliree classes meet together.

NATIV ITY, is used for Natal day, the day of a person's birth;

in speaking of the saints; as, the nativity of St. John the Baptist,

&c. But whvn we say the Nativity, it is understood of that of
Jesus Christ, or the feast of CliristiiVas.

Nativity, \_nati\-itas, Lat.] in ancient law-books, signifies bond-
age or servitude.

Nativity, in astrolocy, the scheme or figure of the heavens,
and particularly of tiio twelve houses, at the nioi^ient when a per-
son was born ; called also the horoscope. Casting the queen's
nativity, or by calculation seeking to know how long the queen
should live, Sec. was made felony, an. 23 Eliz. c. 2.

NATIVO HABENDO, in law, a writ directed to the sheriff,

for a lord who elairaed inlierilance in any villain, when a villain was
run away from him, for the appreliending and restoring him to the
lord.

NATIX, in natural history, a name given by some old wriler*

totheNerita.
NATOLIA, the modern name of the Lesser Asia, the most

westerly part of Turkey in A-<ia, and consisting of a large penin-
sula, which extends from the Euplirales as far as the Archipelago,
the sea of Marmora, the straits of Galipoli and of Constantinople,
which separate it from Eiiruiie on the W. It is bounded on the
N. by the Black Sea, and on the S. by the Mediterranean. It

is 4<)0 miles long from 1".. to W. and 35 broad, and contains the
ancient Billnnia, PapliUigonia, Galatia, Phryt;ia, Mysia, .Tolia,

Ionia, Lydia, Doris, I'jsklia, I.ycia and Pauipliyha. Tlie soil is

fertile, and commerce considerable. It is governed by a beglerbeg,

and several saiigiacs. 'I here are many Greek Christi;:n», besides

Armenians and Homaii Catholics in it.

NATOLICA, an inland in tlie Metlilerrancan, on the coast of

Greece. Loii. 21. 37. E. Lat. 38. 39. N.
NATROLl'I E, in mineralogy, a species of the zeolite family,

first described and analysed by Klaproth, who gave it this name,
because it contains a great proportion ot soda. It occurs massive ;

its fracture presents straight or diverging hbres ; its colour is light-

yellow, with little lustre. It fuses very readily before the blow-

pipe. It is composed of

Silica 4S
Alumina 24.25 '

Soda 16.5

Oxideoflron 1.75

Water 9

99 .5

Lo^s 1 5

100

NATRON, in chemistry, a term frequently given to soda, upon
the supposition that it is the natron ornitrum of the ancients. See
Soda. Natural natron occurs either as an efllorescence on the

surface of the soil, or on decomposing rocks of particular kinds,

or on the sides and bottoms of lakes that become dry during the

summer. See Soda.
NATURAL, tliat is produced or effected according to the

common laws or proceedings of nature. It stands opposed to

factitious or artificial. Bishop W ilkins observes, that there, ap-

pears a world of difference between natural and artificial things,

wlien viewed with microscopes. The first eYer appear adorned
with all imaginable elegance and beauty; Ihe latter, though the

most curious in their kind, inlinitely rude and unhewn; the finest

needle appears a rough bar of iron; and tlie most accurate en-

graving or embossment, as if done \f\\\ a mattock or a trowel.

Natural, in heraldry, is used where animals, fruits, flowers,

&c. arc blazoned with the colours they naturally have, though
different from the common colours of heraldry: and this is to

prevent their armories being accused of hihity, when blazoned

with the names of colours unknown in heraldry.

Natural Beauty, or the beauty of natural objects, implies

those qualities in the works of God, which are calculated to excite

pleasing sensations in the minds of all persons of true taste who
attentivetf
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attentively observe tliem. '• That si-inibility to beauty, (says

Dr. Pi-rciv:il) in liis Moral and Liter. Dissert, wliich, wliea culti-

vated and unproved, we lenii taste, is iiuivei^sally diiiused tlirougli

tbe hiiiiiaii >i)ecies ; and it is most iinitonii witii respect to those

objects, vvhuli Ijeinj; out of our power are not liable to variation

from accident, caprice, ort'aslunn. The verdant lawn, tlie sliady

grove, (he variegated landscape, the boundless ocean, and the

starry lirmament, are contemplated with pleasure l>y every atten-

tive beholder. ISut the emotions of dillerent spectators, though
similar in kind, diil'er widely in degree; ana to relish with full ae-

light the enchanting scenes of nature, the mind must be uncorrup-

ted by avarice, sensuality, or ambition; <|uick in her sensibilities;

elevated in her sentiments ; and devout in her ad'ections. Per-

haps such ardent enthu-aasm may not be compatible with the ne-

^cessary toils and active offices which Providence has assigned to

the generality of men. liut there are none to whom some portion

•of it may not prove advantageous; and if it were cherislied by
each individual, in that degree which \i consistent with the indis-

pensable duties of his station, (he felicity of human lite would be
considerably augmented. From tliis source, the refined and \ivid

pleasures of the imagination are almost entirely derived : and the

lil-e^ant arts owe their choicest beautie* to a taste for the conteju-

plation of nature. Painting and sculpture are express imitations
of visible objects ; and where would be the charms of poetry, if

divested of the imagery and embellishments which she borrows
from rural scenes? Pauiters, statuaries, and poets, therefore, are
always ambitious to .-icknow ledge themselve:! tlie pupils of nature;
and as their skill increases, they grow more ami more delighted
with every view of the animal and vegetable world. Hut the plea-
sure resulting from admiration is transient ; and to cultivate taste,

without regard to Its irdluence on the passions and affections, ' is

to rear a tree for its blossoms, which is capable of yielding the ridi-
est and most valuable fruit.' Physical and moral beauty bear so
intimate a relation to eacli otlier,'that they may be considered as

dillerent gradations in the scale of excellence; and the knowledge
and relish of the former should be deemed only a step lothe

!
nobler and more permanent enjoy.Tieuts of the latter." It is the

[

part, then, of the moralist, and ii'has been treqiiently his business,

! to point out and recommend such pleasures as are highly gratify-

I

ing, and are yet perfectly innocent.

I Natural Functions are those actions whereby the ele-

i

menis are clianged and asiimilaled so as to become a part of the
I body.

NATURAL HISTORY.

NATURAL HISTORY, in itj most extensive signification,

tlenofes a knowledge and description of the whole universe. Mat-
ters ol fact respecting tlie heavens, mi-teors, atmosphere, the earth,

-especting all the pha--iu)mena, indeed, which occur in the world,

and even ol the external parts and actions of man himself, as far

as reason can discover theiiij- belong to the province of natural

history; but when we leave the simple recital of elfects, and en-"

deavourto investigate the causes of such phaenomena, we then

leave natural history, ^nd enter on philosophy. The object of

this article, therelore, in the sense here given it, is as extensive as

nature its<'lf. But, in its more api)ropriated sense, it only extendi

to the surface of the earth, the works on it, and the inhabitants of

it. In this restricted sense natural history may be divided into

two heads: the lirst teaches us the characteristics, or distinctive

marks, of each individual object, whether animal, vegetable, or

mineral; the second renders us acc|uainted with all its peculiarit^s,

in respect tn its habits, its (jualities, ami its uses. In order to at-

tain this knowledge with facility some system of classilication is ne-

cessary ; that of Linna;us is preferred. See Botany, Mikeralo-
GY, and Zoology. See also the several genera into which the

classes are divided.

Of the TERRAauEous Globe in General, and its

Changes.

The terraqueous globe, or the world, wliich we inhabit, is every

where surnnmded with elements, and contains in its superficies the

three kingdoms of Nature, as they are called ; the fossil or mineral,

which constitutes the crust of the earth ; the vegetable, which

adorns the lace of it, and draws gre.itjiart of its nourishment from

the fossil kingdom ; and the animal, which is sustained by the

vegetable kingilom. Thus, then, these three grand divisions or

kingdoms; cover, adorn, and vary, the surface of the earth; and

the boundaries ofal I these kingdoms are formed inlhe Zoophytej,
which see. Minerals occupy the interior parts of the earth, m
rud« and shapeless masses. 'I'hey are concrete bodies, ilestitute of

life and sensation. See Mineralogy, ami the several genera of

m .;eials. Vegetables iljthe its surface with verdi r^', imbibe nour-

ishment through their bibulous roots, respire by means o! leaves,

and continue their kind by the dispersion of seed within prescribed

limits. 'I'hey are organized bodies, possessing life, but not sensa-

tion. See Botany. Animals inhabit the exterior parts of the

earth, respire, and generate eggs; are impelled to action by hun-

ger, alTectioiis, and pain, and by preying on other animals and
veiietables, restrain vviliiin proper limits and proportions the num-
bers of both. They possess organized bodies, enjoy life and sen-

sation, and have the power of loco-motion. See Zoology, and
voL.in.—NO. 164.

I'

the several genera of animals. To perpetuate flie established

l'
course of nature in n continued series, the Divine Wisdom h.is

fi thought lit that all living creatures should constantly be employed
'j in producing individuals that all natural things should contribute
'towards preserving every species ; and lastly, that the death and
f destruction of one thing should always be subservient to the pro-

' duction of another. Heme the objects of our present inquiry fall

to be considered in a threefold view, that of propagation, preser-

vation, and death or destruction.

Of the Fossil Kingdom.

I. Propagation. It is generally agreed, that stones are not
organical bodies, like plants andanim.ils ; and therefore it is clear,

that they are not produced from an egg, like the tribes of the other

kingdoms. Hence the variety of fossils is proportionate to the

dillerent combinations of coalescent particles ; and hence the

species in the fossil kingdom are not so distinct as in the other two.
Hence also the laws of generation in relation to fossils have been
in all ages extremely diliicult to explain ; and hence have arisen

so many different opinions about them, tliat it would be endless t»

enumerate them.
[I. PRESEKvaTioN. As fossils are destitute of life and organi-

zation; are hard, and not obnoxious to putrefaction; so they la.t

longer than any other kin<l of bodies. Air is supposed to con-

tribute to this dijration; as it hardens many stones upon the sur-

face of the earth, and makes them more solid, compact, and du-

rable. The chalky marl, wdiich they use in Flanders and about
Batli for buiUiiiig houses, as long as it continues in the quarry is

friable ; but when dug up and exposed to the air it grows gradually

harder. Though we know not the cause why large rocks are split,

and vast fragments frequently torn otf; yet we observe, that fis-

sures are closed up by water, which gets between them, and is

detained there ; forming cr\stal and spar. Hence we scarcely

ever lind any crystal, but in those stones which have retained for

some time iii their chinks, water loaded with stony particles. Ira

the same mannei"_\valer fills 111 ^ cavities in mines, and concrete3 into

quartz or crystal". It is manifest that stones are not only generateil,

augmented, and changed, perpetually, from incrustations brought

upon moss, but are also increased by crystal and spar. The ad-

jacent earth too, especially if it be impregnated with iron-par-

ticle:, is commonly changed into asoliil stone. It is said, that the

marble-quarries in Italy, whence fragments are cut, grow u,)

again. Ores grow by clegrees, whenever the mineral-particles,

conveyed by water through the clefts of mountains, are retained

there: so that, adhering to the homogeneous matter a long

8 O whilf',
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wliilc, at last they take its nature, and are changed into a similar

substance.

III. Destruction. Fossils, altliougli the hardest of bodies,

yet are siihjett to destruction, as well is all other created substan-

ces. They are dissolved in varions ways by water, air, and the

solar rays; by the rapidity of rivers, violence of cataracts, and

eddies.whicl) continually beat upon, and at last reduce to powder,

the hardest rocks. The agitations of the sea, and lakes, and the

vehemence of the waves, excited by lurbident winds, pulverise

stones, as evidently appears by their roundness along the shore.

Also tlie chemical iictiuns of various substances destroy tiie tex-

tnre, and disunite the parts, of minerals according to their different

•.ifiinilies.

Of the Vegetable Kingdom.

I. Propagation. Anatomy proves, that all plants are organic

nn<l living bodies ; ami that all org.inic bodies are propagated Irom
an eug has been demonstrated. The seeds of vegetables, as well

as of animals, are called eggs ; these are different in every differ-

ent plant. Many plants, however, push forth from their roots fresh

offsets for two or more years. Many may even be pro[)agaled by
braiK'1-ves, buds, suckers, and leaves, fixed in the ground, and
even not a few trees, Hence their stems being divided into

branches, may be looked on as roots above pronnd; for in the

?ame way the roots creep under ground ; and divide into branches.

As a proof of this, a tree will grow in an inverted situation, the

roots being placed upwards, and the head downwards, and buried
in the ground; for then the branches will become roots, and the

roots will produce leaves and flowers. The lime-tree may afford

an example, on »-bich gardeners have chiefly made experiments.
Yet this by no means overturns the doctrine, that all vegetables are

propagated by seeds; for in each of these instances nothing vege-
tates but what was the part of a plant, formerly produced from
seed; so that, in fact, without seed no new plant is produced.
Plants produce seeds; but they are entirely unlit for propagation :

unless leci ndation precedes, which is performed by an intercourse

between different sexes. Plants therefore are provided with or-

gans of generation, analogous to animals. See Botany. These
are contained in the flowers. In most flowers the stamina surround
the pistils, and are of about the same height; but there are many-
plants in which the pistil is longer tlian the stamina ; and in these

the flowers recline, that the dust may the more easily fall into the
stigma, e. g. in the campanula, cowslip, &c. But when the fecun-
dation is completed, the flowers rise again, that the ripe seeds may
not fall out before they are dispersed by the winds. In other flow-

ers, where the pistil is shorter, the flowers preser\'e an erect situa-

tion ; when the flowering comes on, they become erect, though
before they were drooping, or immersed umler water. When the

male flowers are placeil below the female ones, the leaves are ex-
ceedingly small and narrow, that they may not hinder the dust
from flying upwards like smoke; as we see in th,' pine, fr, yew,
sea-grape, juniper, cypress, &c. But when in one and the same
species one plant is male and ihe other female, and consequently
may be far from one another, the male dust is carried in abundance
by the wind from the male to the female ; as in the whole class of
DioEcia. A more difficult impregnation is compensated by the
longevity of the individuals, and the continuation of life by buds,
suckers, and roots. Most flowers expand themselves when ihe
sun shines forth ; whereas when clouds, rain, or evening^ come on,
they close up, lesl tlie genital dust should be coagulated or ren-
dered useless. But when the fecund.ation is over^ the flowers,
never close themselves up. As to tl.e dissemination of seeds after

Ihey come to maturity, the Author of nature has wisely provided
for this in numberless ways. The stalks and stems raise the fruit

above the ground, that the winds, shaking them, may disperse far

ofl the ripe seeds. Most of the pericarpia are shut at top, that
the seeds may not fall before they are shaken out by stormy winds.
Wings f.re given to many seeds,' by the help of which thev fly far

from the mother-plant, and often overspread a whole country.
These wings consist either of a down, as in most of the composite
flowered plants; or of a membrane, as in the birch, alder, ash, &c.
Hence woods, which happen to be consumed by lire or any other
accident, are soon restored by new plants disseminated by these
means. Many kinds of fruit are endued with a remarkable elasti-

eity, by tlie force of which the ripe pericarpia throw the seeds to a

great distance; as tlie wood-sorrel, the spmge, the phyllanthus, the
dittany, &:c. Hther seeds or pericarpia are rough, or providid
with hooks; so that they are apt to stick to anim,:ls that pass by
them, and are thus carried to their hole^, whi-re they are both sow n
and manured, and therefore the plants of these seeds grow wlicie

others will not ; as hounds-tongue, agrimony, &c. Berries and
other pericarpia are allotted for aliment to animals ; but while they
eat the pulp they sow the seeds ; for they cither disperse them at

the same time ; or, if they swallow them, they always come out
unhurt. By me.ms of the sea, lakes, and rivers too, seeds are often
conveyed unhurt to distant countries. Various other ways in

which nature providi-s for the dissemination of jdants, are pointed
out by Linna-us in an Oratic-n concerning the augmentation of the r-j

habitable earth.

II. Preservation. The great Creator of all things decreed,
that the whole earth should be covered with plants, and that no
place should be void, none barren. But since all countries have
not Ihe same changes of seasons, and every soil is not eqiiully lit for

every plant; he therefore, that no place should be without some,
gave to every one of them such a nature, as might be chielly

adapted to the clinuite: so that some of them can bear an intense

cold, others an equal degree of heat; some delight in dry ground,
'

otliers in moist, &c. The Alpine ;ilants live only in high and
cold situations ; and therefore often on the Alps of Armenia,
Switzerland, the Pyreneans, &c. whose lops are equally covered
with eternal snows as those of the Lapland Alps, plants of the same
kind are found, and it would be in vain to seek for Ihem any
where else. The Alpine plants blow, and ripen their seeds, very
early, lest the winter should steal upon them on a sudden, and
destroy tliem. Our northern plants, although they are extremely
rare every where else, yet are found in Siberia, and about Hudson's
Bay ; as the arlnitus, bramble, winter-green, &c. Plants impatient
of cold live within the torrid zones; lience both the Indies, not-

withstanding their distance, have plants in common. The Cape
of Good Hope produces plants peculiar to itself; as all the mesem-
bryanlhema, and almost all the species of aloes. Grasses, the
most common of all plants, can bear almost any temperature, for

Ihey above all plants are necessary for the nourishment of cattle;

and the same thing is observed of our most common grains. Thua
neither the scorching sun, nor the pinching cold, hinders any
country from having its vegetables. Nor is there any soil which
does not bring forth many kinds of plants. The pond-weeds, the
w. ter-lily, and lobelia, inhabit the waters. The fluviales, fuel,

confervie, cover the bottoms of rivers, and seas. The sphagna till

the marshes. The brya clothe t'.e plains. The driest woods,
and places scarcely ever illuminated by Ihe rays of the sun, are
adorned with the hypna. Kay, stones and tiie trunks of trees are

not excepted, for these are covered with various kinds of liver-

wort. The desart and most sandy places have tlu-ir peculiar trees and
,

plant's; and as rivers or brooks are seldom found there, we cannot
without wonder observe that many of them distil water, and by
that means afford the greatest comfort both to man and beast that

travel there. Thus the tillandsia, which is a parasitical plant, and
grows on the tops of trees in Ihe desarts of America, has its leaves

turned at the b.ise into the shape of a pitcher, with the extremity ,

expanded ; in these the rain is collected, and preserved for thirsty

men, birds, and beasts. Plants often by th.eir very structure con-
tribute remarkably both to their own preservation and that of

others. But tlie wisdom of tlie Creator appears no where more
than in the manner of the growth of trees. For as their roots de-
scend deeper than tliose of other plants, provision is made, that tliey

''hall not rob them too much of nourishment ; and a stem not

above a span in diameter often shoots up its branches very high ;

these bear many thousand buds, each of which is a plant, with its

leaves, flowers, and stipuhe. Now if all these grew upon the plain,

thev would take up a thousand times as much space as the tree ,

does; and in this case there would scarcely be room in all the

earth for so many plants as at present the trees alone alTord. Be-
sides, plants that shoot up in this way are more easily preserved

from cattle ; and their leaves falling in autumn cover the plants

growing against the rigour of the winter ; and in summer they

afford a pleasing shade, not only to animals, but to plants, against

the intense heat of the sun. Trees imbibe water from the earth ;

which water does not circulate again to the root, but being dis-

persed, like small rain, by tlie transpiration of the leaves, moistens

the
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tlie |jl;mts that grow aroun'l. Many trees bear fleshy fruils of
the berry or apple kiiiil, which, being secure from the I'ttack of

cattle, grow ripe fortiie use of inan and other animals, wii le then-

seeds are dispersed alter digestion. Lasllv, tiie particnl.ir slrnclnre

of trees contributes much to tiie propagation of insects; tor these

chiefl;. lay tlnir egg-; upon the leaves, where they are secure Irom
the reach of callle. The preservation of grasses is abniidanllv evi-

dent from hence, that the more the leaves of the perennial :;ra-ses

are eat, the more 'hey creep by the roots, and send ton h olf>ets.

For the Author of nature intended tliat vegetables ofttiisknul,

which have very slender and erect leaves, should be copious, and
very thick set, covering the ground like a carpet ; and thus alfbrd

food sniJicienl for so vast a (|uantilv of grazing animals, liul al-

thongii the grasses are the piincijial food of such animals, yel (hey
do not touch I he tiowiT and seed-bearing stem?, that tlie seeds may
ripen and be '^own. The ealerpili.ir or grub of the moth, allliougii

it feeds upon gra.ses, to the great destruction of them in n;eado»s,
yel it seems to be formed in order to keep a due portion between
these and other plants ; for grasses, wlien left to grow freely, in-

crease to that degree, that 1 hey exclude all other plants ; which
would coiiiequently be cxiirp.iled, unless this insect sometimes
prepared a place for them. Hence always more species of plants

appear in those places where this caterpillar has laid waste the pas-
tures the preceding year than at any other time.

III. Destrc'ction^. All plants, as well as animals, must sub-
mit to drath. 1 hey spring up, grow, flourish, ripen their fruit,

wither, and at last die, and return to the dust. Thus all black
mould, wliich every where covers the earth, is mostly owing to

dead vegetables. For all roots descend into the sand by their

branches, and after a plant has lost its stem the root remains; but
this too rots at last, and changes into mould. Thus this kind of

earth is mixed with sand, nearly in the same wav as dung thrown
upon fields is wrought into the earth by the industry of the hus-
bandman. The earth thus prepared returns again to plants what
it has received from them." For when seeds are committed to the
earth, they draw to themselves the more subtile parts of this

mould, by the co-operation of the sun, air, and rains ; so that the
tallest tree is nothing but mould compounded with air and water,

and modified by a virtue communicated to a small seed bv the
Creator. From these plants, when they die, the same kind of

mould is formed as gave birth to them originally ; whence ferti-

lity remains uninterrupted. The crustaceoiis liverworts are the
foundation of vegetation ; tlierefore are plants of the utmost con-
sequence in the ctconomy of nature, though despised bv us.

When rocks first emerge out of the sea, they are so polished by
the force of the waves, that scarcely any herb can find a fixed habi-

tation upon them; as we may observe every where near the sea.

But the very minute crustaceous liverworts begin soon to cover
these dry rocks, although they have no other nourishment but that

small rjuantity of mould and imperceptible particles wl.ich the rain

aixl air bring thither. These liverw orts dying turn into a very fine

earth; on this earth the imbricated liverworts fine a bed to strike

their roots in. These also clie after a f.me, and turn to mould ; and
then the various kinds of mo-ses, e.g. the hypna, the brya, and poly-

tricha, find a proper place and nourishment. Lastly, these dying
in their turn, and rotting, afibrd such plenty of new-formed mould,
that herbs and shrubs easily root and live upon it.

Of the Animal Kingdom.

I. Propagation. The generation of animals holds the first

place among the works of the Creator; and chiefly that ajjpoint-

ment by which he has regulated the conception of the fcftus, and
its exclusion, that it should be adapted to the way of living of

each animal. No species of animals are exempt froin the passion

of love, that the Creator's mandate may be fulfilled. Increase and
multiply ; and that thus the egg, in which is contained the ru<li-

ment of the fretus, may be fecundated. Foxes and wolves, under
this impulse, every where howl in the woods ; crowds of <logs fol-

low the female. Stags have annually new horris whicli (hey iose

after rutting lime. Birds look more beautiful than ordinary, and
warble all day long through fondness. Peacocks spread forth

their gay and glorious trains. Fishes exult in the water; and
giashoppers chirp among the herbs. The fecundated egg requires

a certain proportiooate degree of heat for the expansion of the em-
bryo; and therefore we find in different classes of animals a dif-

ferent way of excluding the foetus. The females of tpiadrup-xls
have an uterus, for easy gestation, cherishing warmlii, and proper
nounshinenl of the fcetus. Birds, to get subsistence, are under the
necessity of shifting place, by their wings. Gtstalion therefore
would be bunhensome to them. For this reason thc'v lav eggs
covered with a hard shell. These they sit upon and cherish till

the young come forth. The ostrich and cassowary are almost the
only birds that do not observe tiiis law ; these i omniii tiieir eggs to
the sand, where the intense heat of tiie sun cheri>:H'.s and excludes
the foElus. Fishes inhabit cold waters, and most of them have
cold blood: whence they hav«- no! heat sufficient to produce the
rectus. 'J'lie allwise Cre,;tor therefore has ordained, that most of
liiem shotild lay their eggs near the shore; where bv the solar rays,

ti'.e water is warmer, and because water- inset ts abound there,

which afibrd tlie young fry nourishnient. Salmon, when about to
lay their eggs, go up the stream, where the water • fresh and mere
pure. The fisli of the ocean, whicii cannot reach the shoies by
reason of the distance, are exempt from this law. 'l"l;c Author of
n ture has given to this kind eggs that swim; so that thev are
hatched ainidst the swimming fucus, called sargazo. (Flor. Zevl.
3S9.) The cetaceous hsli have warm blood ; and therefore they
bring forth their young alive, and suckle them with tlicir teats.

The butterfly fi-h also brings forth its falus alive. Many amphi-
bious animals bring forth live foetuses, as the viper and ihe toad,
&c. But all the species that lay eggs lay them in places v< here
the heat of the sun suivplies the warir.lh of tl\e parent. Thus tha
rest of the frog and lizard kind, lay their eggs in warm waters ; the
common snake, in dunghills, and such like warm places. The
crocodile and sea-tortoises lay their eggs under the sand, where
the heat of the sun hatches tliern. Most insect; neither bear young
nor hatch eggs

; yet their tribes are the most numerous of all'living

creatures. If the bulk of their bodies were proportionate to their
numbers, they would scarcely leave room for any other kinds of
animals. The females meet and copulate with' the males; and
afterwards lay their eggs, in such places as may supply their off-

spring with nouri'-hment, for the mother dies soon alter she h is

laid her eggs. Butterflies, moths, some beetles, weevils, bug-,
cuckow-spit-ir.sects, gall-insects, tree-bugs, Stc. lay their esgs on
the leaves of plants, and every different tribe chooses its own
species. There is scarcely any plant which does not afford nourish-
ment to some insect ; and there is scarcely any part of a plant
which is not preferred by some of them. Thus one insect feeds
upon the flower; another upon the trunk, root, or leaves. The
leaves of some trees and plants, after eggs have been let into them,
grow into galls; and form dwellings for the young ones. Thus
w hen the gall-insect has fixed her eggs in the leaves of an oak, the
wound of the leaf s-.vells, and a knob like an apple aiises, which
includes and nourishes the embryo. The multiplication of ani-
inals is not tied down to the same rules in all ; for some have a re-
markable power of propagating, others are confined within nar-
row limits. Yet in general we find, that the least animals, and
those which are useful and serve for nourishment to the greatest
number of other animals, are endued with a greater power of pro-
pagating tiian others. Mites, and many other insects, will multiply
to a thousand within the compass of a very few days; while the
elephant scarcely produces one young in two years'. Tl;e hawk,
kind generally lay not above two eggs, at most four ; wliile the
poultry produce from 50 to 100. The diver, or loon, which is

eaten by few animals, lays also two eggs ; but ducks, moor-fowls,
partridges, &c. and small birds, lay a very- large number. If two
pigeons hatch nine times a-year, they may produce in four years
14,760 young. They are endued with this remarkable fertilitj',

that they may serve for food, not only for man, but for birds of
prey.

1 1. Preservation appears chiefly in the tender age, while the
young are unable to provide for their own support. For then their

parents, (hough otherwise ever so fierce in their disposition, are
moved with a wonderful afFection towards their pregeny, and spare
no pains to provide for, guard, and |)reserve them, tii-.adrupeds

give suck to their tender young, and support them by a liquor per-

Uctly easy of digestion, till they be able to digi-~t wiiat is more
solid. Their love tow ard Ihem is so great, that they endeavour to re-

pel with the utmost force every thing which threatens danger to them.
Tlie ewe, which brings forth two lambs at a time, will not admit
one to her teats unless the other be present and suck also. Birds

build
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'Iieii iH'sts in the most aililicial inanntT, .iiid lini: tliem as soil as

possible-, lest the eggs shoiiiil get any diimage. And they build

only where they may qtii.-tly he con<-eaU'd, and be sale from the

-ailjcks of their enem'ies. Tl'ie hungijig bird iii.ikes its m'«l of the

librcs of withered plants, uiicl the down of the poi>lar seeds, and

fixes it upon the boiigli of some tree hanging over the water, that

it may be out of reach. Tlie diver plac.., its swimming nest upon
the water itself, amongst the rushes. Birds sit on their eggs \\ ith

so mucli patience, that many of them will perish with hunger,

ratlier than e.vpose the eggs to danger by gomg to seek for tood.

'I'lie male rooks and crows, at tne time of mculiation, bring food

to tlie females. Pigeons, and all other birds which pair, sit by
turns; but where pnlygamy prevails, the males scarcely take any

, care oi' the young. Aniphil)ions animals, fishes, and insects, w liich

<annot come ujiderthe care of their parenls, yet owe this to them,

that they are put in places where they easily finil nourishment.

As soon as animals come to malurity, and no longer need the care

of their parents, liiey attend with tlie utmost industry, according

to their respective ceconomy, to the preservation of their lives.

Some live on particular species o( plants, which certain regions and
soils only produce; some on aninialcula: others on carcases; and

some even on nuid and dung. Some swim in water, others fly :

some inhabit the torrid, frigid, or temperate zones ; otiiers Ire-

quent desarts, mountaui;, woods, pools, or meadows, according as

food is found proper to their nature. 'I'lius there is no terrestrial

tract. Sea, river, or country, but contains and nourishes various

kinds of animals: and thus the world at all times affords nourish-

ment to so many inhabitants, while nothing it produces is use-

less or superfluous. Every animal too is turnished with such

cloalliing as is proper to the country where they live, and the

structure ot their bodies is adapted to their particular way of life.

Anil their in=tinct loads them to cluisesuch fooil as is suited to their

respective natures. So various are the appetites of animals, thai

there is scarcely any plant which is not chosen by some, and left

untouched by others. The horse leaves the water-hcndock to

the goat. The cow yields the long leaved water-hemlock to the

sheep. The goat gives up the monkshood to the hcrse, &c.
for that which certain animals fatten upon, otiiers dislike. Hence
no plant is absolutely poisonous, but only respectively. Thus the

spurge, that is noxious to man, is a wholesome nourishment to tlie

caterpillar. That brutes may not poison themselves, each is

guarded by such delicacy of smell, that they easily distinguish per-

nicious plants from wholesome; and when different animals feed

upon the same field, one kind always leaves something for the other,

as the mouths of all are not equally adapted to i.iy hold of tlie

grass; whereby there is snfiicient lood for all. An oeconomical
experiment has been made by the Dutch, that where eiuht cows
have been in a pasture, anti can no longer get nourishment, two
horses feed well there for some days ; and wlien nothing is left for

tlie horses, four sheep will live upon it. tiwine turn up the earth,

for succulent roots-; the leaves and fruits of trees are intended as

food for some animals, as tlie sloth, and the S(|uirrel; and these

h.ive feet fit lor climbing. Besides myriads of fishes, the cantor,

ihesea-calf, and other am|>!:ibious quadrupeds, inhabit the wat°r,

and their hinder feet are formed for su immiiig, aii<l pi-riectly adapted
to their manner of life. 'I'lie whole order of the g.jose-kind, as

ducks, mergansers, &c. live in water, feeding upon water-insects,

fishes, and their eggs. Their beaks, their necks, their feet, and
their feathers, exactly suit tlvir manner of life. Much providen-

tial care seems to be taken for tlie preservation of those animals,

which, at a certain time of. the year, are by the rigour of the sea-

son c\-cluded from the necessaries of life. Thus the bear in

autumn creeps into the moss which he has gathered, and lies there
all winter; subsisting upon his fat, collected during summer in the

cellular membrane, and wliich supplies the place of food, Tlie
hedge-hog, badger, and mole, in the same manner fill their winter-

quarters with vegetables, and sleep during the frosts. The bat

seems quite tlead all winter. Most of the ampliibiou.i animals get

into de.is, or to tlie bottom of lakes and pools, occ. Insectsin
winter generally lie hid williin their cases, and are nourished by the
surrounding liquor like the fojtus of other animals ; whence,
at the approach of spring, they awakcj and fly forth. However, all

animals which lie hid in winter do not observe these laws of fast-

ing. Some provide store-houses in summer and autumn, from
which lliey lake what is necessary ; as mice, jays, squirrels, bees,

litavers, kc.

111. DESTRvcTiori. All animal- do not live upon vegetables.

There are some which fei d upon iii.imalcula; and there are many
others which daily destroy numbers of the peaceable kind. The
weaker generally are infested by the stronger in a continued scries.

'I'lius the tree-louse lives upon plants. 'I'hc musca aphidivora

lives upon the ttee-louse ; the hornet and wasp-fly, upon the

musca aphidivora ; the dragon-lly, upon the hornet and wasp-!ly ;

tlie spider, en the dragon-ily ; the small birds on the spider ; and
the hawks on the small birds. The monocnUis delights in putrid

waters, the gnat eats the monoculus, tire frog devours the gnat, the

pike swallows the frog, the sea-calf eats tlie pike. The bat and
goat-sucker make tlieir excursions only at night, that they may
catch the moths, which then fly about in vast numbers. '1 he
woodpecker pulls out the iniccls which he hid in the trunks of

trees. The swallow pursues those whicli ily about in tlie open
air. The mole pursues worms, 'i he large fishes devour the

small. We scarcely know an animal which has not some enemy
to contend with. Aipong quadrupeds wild beast? are most re-

markably destructive to others; and the falcon-kind among birds.

Rut that they may not, by too general a butchery, destroy a

whole species, these are circumscjiued within certain bounds.

Tlie most fierce are few in proportion to othei animals. 'J'hey are

not to be found in inany countries. Thus France and Britain

breed no wolves, and the northern countries no tigers or lions.

These fierce animals sometimes destroy one another. '1 bus the

wolf devours the lox. 'I'he dog pursu^'s both the wolf and fox;

and wolves sometimes venture to aitaik a bear. The male tiger

olten devours its own \\ helps. Degs are sometimes seized with
madness, and destroy their fellows. Wild beasts seldom arrive at

so great an age as an'mals vihicli live ( ii veget.bles ; for they are

subject, from their alkaline diet, luvi:iious diseases, which bring

lliem sooner to an end. Rut akiimigh a!l animals are infested by
their p culiar enemies, yet the weakest are nitcn able to escape
their violence. 'I'hus llie hare often eludes the dog bv h.er wind-
ings. ^^'hen the bear attacks sheep and cattle, these draw up to-

gether for mutual defence. Horses join heads together, and fight

wi'ih their heels. Oxen join tails, and fight with their horns.

Swine get together in herds, and boU'ly oppose themselves to
any attack, so that they are not easily overcome ; and all of them
place their young in the middle, that they may remain safe during
the battle. Birds, by their dlfierent ways of flying, often escape
the hawk. If the pigeon had the same way of living as the hawk,
she would hardly ever escape his claws. Some animals consult
their safety by night. When horses sleep in woods, one by turn
remains awake, and keeps watch. When monkeys in Brasil sleep

upon tries, one of them keeps awake, lo give the sign when the
t:ger creeps towards them ; and in case he sleep, the rest tear him
to jiieces. Hence rapacious animals are not always successful in

their hunting. I-'or this reason they can bear fasting a long time.

Thus tlie lion lurks in his den many days without famishing; and
the wolf, when he has once well satisfied his hunger, can fast many
weeks without inconvenience. There are some viviparous iiies

which bring forth 2000 young. These in a little time would fill

the air, and like clouds intercept the rays of the sun, unless they
were devoured by !)irds, spiders, and many other animals. Storks
and cranes free Egyjit from f.'-ogs, which, after the imindation of

the Nile, cover the whole country. Falcons clear Palestine of
mice. Bellonius says, " The storks come to Egypt in such abun-
dance, that the fields and meadows are white with them, ^'et

frogs arc generated in such numbers there, that did not the storks

devour them, they would over run every thing. 7 hey also catch
and eat serpents. Between Belba and Gaza, the fields of Pales-

tine are ollen desart on account of the abundance of mice and
rats; and were they not destroyed by the falcons, the inhabitants

could liave no harvest." 'I'he white fox is of c([ual advantage in

the La;)land Alps ; as he destroys the Norway rats, which are ge-
nerated there in great abundance, and thus hinders them from in-

creasing too much, which would be the destruction of vegetables.

Human reason cannot account for this circuit of animatii.n and
destruction. It is sufficient for u^, that nothing is created in vain ;

and that whatever is made, is made with supreme wisdom. It does
not liecoiiie us, nor indeed do our present faculties enable us, fo

pry too boldly into the designs of God. In many parts of the
a'conomy of nature, hoftever, we see evident niaisks of divine wis-

dom : and throughout the whole of it astonishing proofs of infinite

power. This united with "uifmite goodness must finally produce a
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happy consummation. The whole woikl would be sulTocated

with carcases and stinking etiluvia, if some anim;ils did not delight

to teed upon them. Therefore, when an animal dies, bears,

wolves, foxes, ravens, &c. iiuickly devour the body and carry it

all away. When the carcases of lishes are driven near the shore,

the voracious kinds, such as the thoriiback, the hound-fish, the
conger-eel. Sec. gather about and eat them. And as the tiux and
reflux soon change the state of tlie sea, they themselves are often

detained in pits, and become a prey to tlie wild beasts tliat fre-

quent the shores. '1 bus the e^rili is nut only kept clean from the

putretaction of carcases, but the necessaries of life ar(' provided for

many animals. In like manner many insects at on'e promote
their own good, and that of other animals. Thus gnats lay their

eggs in stagnant, putrid, and stinking waters, and the grubs that

arise from these eggs clear awav all the putrefaction. This ap-
pears from a simple experiment; fill t«o vessels v\ith putrid wa-
ter; leave the grubs in one, and take tliem all out of the other ;

the water that is full of grubs will soon become pure and without
any stench, while that which has no grubs will continue stinking.

Lice increase in a wondeiful manner in the lu'ads of children that

are scabby ; yet they are not without their use, for they consume
the redundant humours. Beetles in summer extract all moist and
glutinous matter out of the dung of cattle, so that it becomes like

dust, and is spread by the wind over the ground. Were it not for

this, the vegetables that lie under the dung would be so far from
thriving, that all that spot would be rendered barren. As the ex-

crements of dogs is ot so septic a nature that no insect will touch
them, and therefore they cannot be dispersed by them, these

animals exonerate upon stones, and trunks of tiecs, that

vegetables may not be hur^ by them. Cats, being domestic
animals, naturally bury their iliing. All these treasures of nature,

50 artfully contrived, so wonderluUy propagated, so providentially

supported, seem intended by the Creator for the use of man.
Every thing may be made subservient to his use, mediately, or

immediately. By reason and various inventions, man tames the

fiercest animals ; pursues and catches the swiftest ; and is able to

reach even those which traverse the waters of the sea. By culti-

vation, he increases the number of vegetables immensely ; and by
art and ingenuity, obtains whatever is convenient or necessary for

food, drink, cloathiiig, medicine, navigation, and many other pur-

poses. He can go down into the abyss of the earth, and almost

search its very bowels. He can procure fragments from the most
rocky mountains, make the hirdest stones fluid like water, sepa-

rate the useful metals from the dross, and turn the finest sand to

use. In short, when we take a review of created things, we may
reasonably infer, that all things are made for man ; and for this

end more especially, that he, by admiring the works of the Crea-

tor, should extol his glory, and enjoy those things of w hich he
stands in need, in order to pass his life conveniently and plea-

santly. Such are a few of the outlines of the present constitution

of nature, wherein, though there appears a ^reat mixture of good
and evil, happiness and misery, pleasure and pain, yet good upon
the whole predominates, in so far, that all partial evil tends to pro-

duce universal good, and destruction itself contributes to renova-

tion. That such, however, was not the original constitution of

nature, we are certain, as the divine author oF nature hath assured

us, that all things viere at first created very good : and thit they

will all ultimately become so, at the final restitution of all things,

we have the same great authority to believe, when the period shall

arrive, that " the leopard shall lie down with the lamb, the young
lion and the fatling together ; and there shall be nothing to huit

or to defile in all God's holy mountain." Our limits forbid us to

extend this subject ; we shall, however, point out a methodical ar-

rangement for a collection of natural substances, whether mineral,

vegetable, or animal. In erecting a Museum of Natural History,

the windows ought to be placed in the two longest sides of fhe

building, that it may be equally lighted during the whole day.

On one wing mu»t be placed ten presses, with slielves supported

on wooden brackets, for containing the following classes of the

mineral kingdom, which forms the original basis of every thing

pertaining to this globe : viz. 1. Waters. 2. Earths. 3. Sands.

4. Stones. 5. Salts. C. Pyrites. 7. Metals. 8. Bitumens and
sulphurs. 9. Volcanic productions. tO. Petrifactions, fossils,

and lusus natura;. These presses should be of an uniform height

;

but their breadth proportioned to the size or number of the matc-
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rials composing the class which each conUiins ; and they are sup-

ported on a chest of drawers breast high. These drawers must
correspond to the presses above them, and contain substances ol'

the same class. A methodical arrangement is a great help to the

memory; as it occasionally supplies the place of a numbered ca-

talogue, and in a great multitude of objects it affords the best

means of finding at once what we want. In the mincnil-kingdoiii,

these drawers are very useful for containing earths, beleninites,

entroches, astroites, and other polymorphous fossils, univalve, bi-

valve, and multivalve shells, polished petrifactions of bones and
pieces of wood, collections of marbles and polished flints, collec-

tions of silex, sands, and amber, together with pieces procured

from the melting of ores, such as regulus, dross, &c. Some parts

of the mineral-kingdom, such as the earths and certain stones,

make not a brilliant figure in a museum ; they are however the,

most scientific parts of it, and the most interesting to those who
prefer the tracing nature in her most important productions, and
fundamental operations, to gaudy colours and agreeable figures.

Minerals in general require to be kept with great care, and so as

not to be intermixed. Some of them, such as the salts, easily

dissolve ; and others, as the pyrites, are subject to efflorescence.

Vegetable and animal bodies are likewise more or less liable to

corruption; and to prevent this inconvenience, great pains must
be taken in preserving certain pieces which are subject to speedy
decay- On the second wing of the cabinet are to be placed te«

presses, distributed like tho e of the mineral-kingdom, and intend-

ed for containing the ten following divisions of the vegetable king-

dom. Vegetables are organised bodies ; but they possess not, like

animals, spontaneous motion or feeling. 1. Hoots. 2. Barks.

3. Woods and stalks. 4. Leaves. 3. Flowers. 6. Fruits and
seeds. 7. Parasite plants, agarics, and mushrooms. 8. The juices

of vegetables ; as balsams and solid resins, resinous gums, and
gums properly so called, y. Extracted juices, sugars, and dregs.

10. Marine plants, and plants growing on the shores of the sea.

In this kingdom, the same aider of presses, the same symmetry
and arrangement, are to be observed as in the mineral-kingdom.

The semicircular shelves in the bottom of the presses are here

very useful for containing in small square phials China varnish,

essential oils, and other aromatics of Arabia or India ; with the

roots of cumbou, mandragora, certain fruits, either monstrous or

natural, which grow in the East Indies, and which the natives ripen

in large bottles with narrow necks, preserved in spirits, such as the

cashew-nut, &c. Here likewise are placed a number of fruits,

remarkable for their rarity or great size ; as eocoa-nuts, gourds,

the fruit of the bayard locust-tree, the fruit of the sand-box-tree,

banana-figs, pine-apples, coloquintida-apple, dogsbane, veg«'table

tumors or wens, and a branch of bois de dentelle, in which the

three parts of the bark, especially the liber, are distinctly separat.

ed. Sea-weeds, and small marine plants of an elegant shape,

which from their colour and variety form agreeable pictures, may
be framed and suspended by hooks to the pilasters of the presses.

In the animal-kingdom, preservations, particularly of insects, arc

attended with irreparable devastations. Butterflies, still more than

the most beautiful birds, are not only subject to destruction in this

way, but are also exposed to great danger from the rays of the sun,

either direct or reflected, which alter their colour, make them lose

all their splendour, and, in some species, render it impossible to

distinguish them. In general, we cannot prevent the destruction

of vegetables and animals, but by drying them as much as pos-K

ble, or by putting them in prepared liquors, which must not be
allowed to evaporate. But dried animals and vegetables require

still greater care: a great multitude of insects bred in April teed

upon them, and destroy them internally before they are perceiv-

ed : they ought to be carefully watched during this period, which
is about five months. The moisture of winter and the heat of

summer make it necessary that the jiresses of musa-ums should be
kept carefully shut, except perhaps those which front to the north.

The vapour of sulphur in combustion will kill these destructive

insects either before or after they become perfect : the fumigalions

must be carefully performed during dry weather, :.nd in a b<«
made on purpose, into which only the specimens attacked are in-

troduced. On the third wing ol the cabinet are placed presses for

containing the ten following divisions of the animal kingdom : I.

Lithophytes. 2. Zoophytes. 3. Testaceous animals. 4. Crus-
taccous animal*, a. Insects, t>. 'Fi>4»es. 7. Amphibious aui-

i P nials,
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ten on this subject without regard to systematic arrangement.
Dr. Beikentiout's works on this science are very useful ; particu-
larly, because he translates Latin names, &c. Boniare's Natural
History, in 15 vols. 8vn. is also a work of considerable importance,
published in 1791. Tlie most complete system, however, of iii,«

tural history which has been yet given to the public, is that of
Linn.xus, in his Systems Nalura;, of which a new and improved
edition is published by Dr. Gmelin, and translated by Mr. Kerr,
Of this valuable xvork, a view will be found under tlie article
Zoology. See al'io Botany, Entomology, Ichthtology,
Mineralogy, Ornitholocy, and the other branches of Natural
History ; with the various classes, orders, and genera, of animals,
plants, &c. in tlieir order.

mals, reptiles, and oviparous quadrupeds. 8. Birds, with their

rests and ej^ijs. 9. Viviparous cpiadrupeds. 10. Man. In

these presses the same e.vternal decoration and distribution may be
observed as in the preceding ones. And such variations may be
made in all as the nature of the case may require. The science
of natural history is so exceedingly extensive, that the longest life

is far from being sufticient to acquire a perfect knowledge of it

:

it is important beyond dispute, because it is the study of the works
of God. In all the articles connecteil with this subject, and form-
ing particular parts of it, (to which w c refer,) we have made great

Vse of tlie works of tlie celebrated Linnxus, who arranged the
three kingdoms into regular systems, of which botany is the most
complete. BulTou, and some other eminent natuualisis, have writ-

KATURALIZATION, in law, the act of naturalizing an
alien, or placing him in the condition of a natural born subject.

In England, this is done by act of parliament; but none can be
naturalized unless they have received the sacrament within one
month before the bringing in of the bill, and taknig tlie oaths of al-

legiance and supremacy in the presence of the parliament. A
person who is naturalized may have lands by descent, a? heir at

law, as well as obtain them by purchase ; but he is disabled from
being a member of the privy council or parliament, or from hold-

ing offices, 7 Jac. I. cap. 2. 12 Will. III. cap. 2. All children

born out of the king's dominions, whose fathers were or are sub-
jects of this kingdom at the time of their birth, are adjudged to be
natural born subjects of this realm, except children of parents at-

tainted of treason, or that are in the actual service of a foreign

prince at enmity with us, 4 Geo. II. cap. 21. Every foreign sea-

man, who in time of war serves two years on board an English
ship, is ipso facto naturalized, 13 Geo. II. cap. 3. And all foreign

Protestants and Jews, upon tlieir residing seven years in any of the
British colonies, without being absent above two months at a time,

or serving two years in a military capacity there, are upon taking

the oaths naturalized to all intents and purposes, as if they had
been born in this kingdom ; and therefore are admissible to all

such privileges, and no other, as Protestants or Jews born in this

kingdom are entitled to. Sec Alien, and Denizen. In France,
before the Revolution, naturalization was the king's prerogative ;

in England it is only done by act of parliament. In the former
ef those places, before their government was overturned, Swiss,

Savoyards, and Scots, did not require naturalization, being reputed
le^nicoles, or natives.

NATURAL NOTE, in music, is used in opposition to flat

and sharp notes, which are called artificial notes. See Mu«ic,
j\OTE, Scale, &c.
Natural Philosophy is commonly defined to be that art or

science, which conjidors the powers and properties of natural
bodies, and their mutual actions on one another. The province
.cf moral jihilosopliy is the iiiind of man ; its inquiries and re-

starclies are into the intellectual world. Natural pliilosophy, on
the other hand, is only concerned with the material part of the
creation. The ancient ..nd modern definitions of the word philo-

sophy, together with its origin, as well as the manner of philoso-
phising in former times as well as at present, with the gradual im-
provement of science, partii ii!:;rly natural, we shall introduci", we
think, more properly under the words Philosophy and Physics,
which see.

Natural Religion. See Theology.
Natu.rals, among ph\sicians, whatever naturally belongs

to an animal, in opposition to non naturals. See Non-na-
TUKAIS.
NATURE, [:xatura.\^^[.'\ according to Mr. Boyle, has eight dif-

ferent significations ; it hrintr used, 1. For the author of nature,
'

whom the schoolmen call njtnra natnrans, being the same with
God. 2. By the nature of a thing, we sometimes mean its essence

;

that is, the attributes which makes it what it is, whether the thing 1

be corporeal or not ; as ahen we attempt to define the n.iture of a

tliiid, of a liungle, &c. 3. Soinctimes we confound that which a

man has by nature, w ith what accrues to him by birth ; as when
we say, tliat such a man is noble by nature. 4. Sometimes we
take iialure for an internal principle of motion ; as when we say,
that a stone by nature falls to the earth. 5. Sometimes we under-
stantl, by nature, the established course of things. 6. Sometimes
we take nature for an aggregate of powers belonging to a body,
especially a living one ; in which sense physicians say, that nature
is strong, weak, or spent ; or that, in such and such diseases, na-
ture left to herself will perform the cure. 7. Sometimes we use
the term nature for the universe, or whole system of the corporeal
wojks of God ; as when it is said of a phcenix, or chimera, that
there is no such tiling in nature. 8. Sometimes too, and that most
commonly, we express by the word nature a kind of semi-deity,
or other strange kind of being. If, says tl)e same philosopher, I
were to propose a notion of nature, less ambiguous than those al-
ready mentioned, and with regard to which many axioms, relating
to that word, may be conveniently understood, I should first dis-
tinguish between the universal and the particular nature of things.
Universal nature I would define to he the aggregate of the bodies
that make up the world, in its present state, considered as a prin-
ciple ; by virtue whereof they act and sufiler, according to the
laws of motion, prescribed by the Author of all things. See the ar-
ticles Physics, Body, Inertia, Motion, &c. And this makes
way for the other subordinate notion ; since the particular nature
of an individual consists in the general nature, applied to a distinct
portion of the universe; or, wTiich is the same thing, it is a parti-
cular assemblage of the mechanical properties of matter, as figure,
motion, &c.
Nature, Abuse of the Word. The Rev. Mr. Thomas

Roberts, in his Letters to M. Vohiey, (who in his Ruins of Em-
pires, has the atheistical assurance to affirm, "that the idea of God
is merely that of the powers of nature,") has the following anion"
many other judicious observations :—" Of the abuse of words
(says Mr. Roberts,) there is an instance in writers on morals, which
ought to be noticed. It is customary, in speaking of nature, to
wrest the signitication, and to make it stand for some indistinct
being. The same may be said of the expression a secret cause.
Either puts the idea of God, as a really existing being, out of sight,
the consequence of which is evidently atheism, and too little care
las been t.iken in avoiding this consequence."
NAVAL ARCHITECTURE. .See Ship-building.
Naval Camp, in antiquity, a fortification, consisting of a ditch

and parapet on the land-side, or a wall built in the form of a semi-
circle, and extended from one point of the sea to another. This
was sometimes defended with towei-s, and beautified with gates,
through which they issued forth to attack their enemies. Homer
hath left us a remarkable description of the Grecian fortifications
of tliis sort, in the Trojan war, beginning at v. 436. Iliad. To-
wards the sea, or within it, thi-y fixed great pales of wood, like
those in their artificial harbours ; before Ihe-e the vessels of bur-
den were placed in such order, as that they might be instead of a
wall, and give protection to tho^e within ; in which manner Nicias

'

IS reported by Thucydides to have encamped himself: but this
seems only to have been practised when the enemy was thought
superior in strength, and raised great apprehensions' of danger in
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them. When tlicir forlificRtions were thought strong enough to

defend them from the assaults of enemies, it was frequent to drag

their ships to shore, which the Greeks called r/wJ-xfiv, the Romans
aubduccre, Armuid the ships the soldiers disposed their tents, as

appears every wlui-e in Homer : hut this seems only to have been
practised in winler, when their enemy's fleet was laid up and could

not assault them ; or in long sieges, and when the)- lay in no dan-
ger from their enemies by sea ; as in the Trojan war, where the

defenders of Troy never once attempted to encounter the Gre-
cians in a sea-fight. The adjacent places were usually filled with

inns and stews, well stocked with females, that prostituted them-
selres to the mariners, merchants, and artificers of all sorts, who

flocked thither in great numbers ; this, however, appears to hav«
happened only in times of peace.

Navai. Ckown, among the ancient Romans, a crown adorn-
ed with figures of prows of ships, conferred on per>ons who
in sea-engagementj first boarded the enemy's vessel. See
C'rowv.
Naval Engagement. See Naval Tactics.
Navai. Stores, comprehend all those particulars made use of,

not only in the royal navy, but in every other kind of navigation ;

as timber and iron for shipping, pitch, tar, hemp, cordage, sail-

cloth, gunpowder, ordnance, and fire-arms of every sort, ship*

qjiandlcry wares^ &c.

END OF VOLUME III.
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